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BOY'S CINEMA Tuesday

Ai> letters to the Editor should be addressed to BOY'S CINEMA, Room 220, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, B.C. 4,

" Sanders of the River "

A West African barrack square, sur-

loundcd by the offices of Commissioner
Sanders and the quarters for his native

-. was constructed at Elstree for

some .it the studio sequences of "Sanders
of the River," most of which was filmed
in Africa. This scene had to match up
with some sequences taken in Africa, and
the tropical midday sun beating dov

square was reproduced by one of the
largest assemblies of sun-arc lights ever
UM.d in a motion-picture.
Across the square was drawn a com-

pany of the Royal West African Frontier
Force, native Hausa soldiers in red fezes,

khaki tunics, and shorts, bare feet, titles,

and bayonets, anil long, heavy knives at

their sides for use in jungle country.
shuts of tins native Hausa force,

renowned for their smartness and
bravery, were secured in Africa. The
manoeuvres cf the studio contingent were
brought to a high standard of efficiency

by ex-Sergeant major Bird, of the

Brigade of Guards, who has assisted in

military scenes in Several London films.

Survey for suitable locations to shoot
the film in Africa were made by 'plane.

On one occasion, when (he 'plane came
low down, a magnificent herd of three
hundred elephants was sighted, and as

it Hew over them at a height of a few
hundi ed feet, they raised their trunks
and pawed the air with their forefeet as

if trying to reach the 'plane. This herd
\\ as cleverly photographed and in-

corporated in the film.

A certain amount of filming was done
in the Nabugabo district of Nasaka,
Uganda, where Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
had made "Trader Horn " a few years
previously. There were very few
monkeys in that district, and the
"Trader Horn" unit had transported
some theie from other localities. The
" Sanders of the River " expedition
found that these monkeys had multiplied,
and the place was now literally overrun
with them, and their chattering and mis-
chievous ways interfered with the sound-
recording vans.
.Many of the principal scenes were

photographed at Gulu and other places
with the special permission of the

Governments concerned, and have never
before been recorded. The most im-
portant scenes were taken among the
Aeholi natives at Gulu, in Uganda—

a

primitive but intelligent people, wearing
no clothing and of wonderful physique.
Their strange customs, war dances

and marriage ceremonies foim
part of this marvellous film

.

These Aeholi natives understood what
r< quired of them, .and entered

wholeheartedly into the spirit of the
scenes. One native in particular was a

perfect, example of a natural actor. He
was called Aboya, stood six feet six

inches in height, and had a wonderful
voice for singing the tribal songs.

Paul Robeson, as Bosamboj with a

native choir of foi I \ orded
some original songs. Ill- deep, rich

voice i- admirably suited to these African
songs, and they form one of the high-

of "Sanders of t ho River." A
il. v 11th, 1935.

NEXT WEEK'S
GRAND PROGRAMME

JOHNNY MACK BROWN
IN

" RUSTLERS OF RED DOG "

Red men and Whites waging a bitter

struggle for the mastery, while bandit
renegades haunt the wagon-trails for
plunder. Don't miss the first instalment
of this mighty serial drama of the

Pioneer days in the Far West.

" MEN OF THE NIGHT "

As a detective, " Stake-Out " Kelly
relied quite a lot upon his fists and his

six-gun ; but more than once his fate
depended upon the nits of a girl when
he set out to capture a gang of jewel
thieves. A first-rate thriller, starring

Bruce Cabot.

" THE WINNING TICKET "

He bought a ticket in a sweepstake,
and because big wife hated gambling,
hid the little slip of paper. That
ticket entitled him to a fortune, but the
lucky voucher had vanished. An
amusing comedy-drama, starring Leo

Carrillo and Louise Fazenda.

extremely difficult task has been accom-
plished by Mr. Arthur Wimperis in

composing the lyrics for these
they had to be written to the rhythm of

the original native music.

The Temperament of the Untamed
Temperament, much discussed in con-

nection with human actors of the s,

is as nothing compared to that of wild
animals acting before camera and micro-
phone. And temperament \\ i 1 1»

takes queei IWlStS.

. Interesting instances are related by
Chester M. Franklin, director of Metro-

i'.oldwvn - Mayer's animal sensation,
" Sequoia "—pronounced, by the way,
" See qtto-yah "—in which absolutely
wild and untamed animal? were used. Its

central players are a deer and a puma,
raised together from infancy and kept

human beings so that all were good

"We put ihem together when Malibu,
the vi fawn, and. before Gato,
i he [ i had hi- :

en,"
uklin. "They learned td be

naturally.
"Every morning i used to pass then;

pen and say ' Hallo I' to them. The
puma, when pleased, has a peculiar

whistle. Soon I'd whistle before b
me, and he'd answer, jean Parker—
the star of the picture—always fed them.

w as like a kitten round her.

"Sometimes, while we were shooting,
we'd move to another location and

puma to a tree to wait. He'd get
lonely and yell like a dog that's tied up
at home while the family goes out.
We'll bring him over to where u e. were
working, and he'd be i» rfect ly hi

That proves that annuals, even wild
learn to enjoy human companionship,
"He loves to ride in motor-cars and

hates to tide in lorries. One nigh
was in the tear of a sedan, and didn't

want to come out and work. We
d and cajoled in \ .Oil. He likTd

it in the car, and wouldn't budge.
Finally, we all had to haul on the collar

attached to his chain."

Answers to Questions

Here are the addresses you require,

John Bradley, Johnny Weieamulier and
Maureen O'SuUrvan, e,'o,' Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cali-

fornia, U.S.A.
I'at O'Brien was born on Sept.

1900, at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, D.C.
His hobby is boxing.

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"SANDERSOFTHERIVER"—Commie-
sioni r Sandi re, Leslie Hanks

;

Bosambo, Paul Robeson; Liionga,
Nina Mae McKinney; Lieutenant
Tibbete, Robert Cochrane; Ferguson,
Martin Walker; Captain Hamiltmi.
Richard Grey ;

King Utafolaba, Tony
Wane; Ftirini, Marquis do Porbogo

;

Smith, Eric Maturin : father
O'/.ini)/. Allan Jeayea; Governor of
the Territory, Charles Carson; and
Members of the Aeholi, Si.si, Tefik,
Jiiiuba, Mtndi and Kroo Tribes of
Africa.
"SEQUOIA "—Tuiii Martin. Jean
Parker; Bob Al>r». Russell Hardie;
Matthew Martin, Samuel S. Hind-:
Bergman, Paul Hurst; foe, Pen
Hall; Sang Soo, Willie Fung.
" WHEN A MAN SEES RED '*

Benson-, Buck J a: Vary Lav-
Campbell; Dick Brady,

Li !!> /><" bora, Dorothy
- d Baylor ; RadcUffe,

Prank l..i B is Manila, tabby
Taj lor : Padre, Charles K. French ;

Himself.
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One man held sway over a territory where death and treachery lurked in every native
kraal. His name alone was the Law of the River ! A gripping drama of the Dark

Continent, starring Leslie Banks and Paul Robeson

The Law Maker

SOLDIERS and sailors and merchant-
adventurers, these were the pioneers
who laid the foundations of the

British Empire, and to-day their work
i- carried on by the Civil Servants,
keepers of the King's peace.
Far beyond the limits of civilisation,

out on the remote fringes of Britain's
vast possessions, small groups of white
men hold sway over territories peopled
by many nations, each with its own
chief, its own tribal customs, but all

with the common instincts to raid, kill,

and plunder.
To these the men of the Civil Service

give the law, maintaining order where
chaos and carnage once reigned; and
the story of their work in those savage
lands is an unsung saga of courage and
efficiency.

The territory of Commissioner Sanders
embraced an immense tract of country in

Nigeria, and the wide, treacherous river
«,is the highway that traversed it.

Here, in the Residency that overlooked
the awifr waters rolling onward through
the dark jungles to the sea, the
Commissioner enforced justice according

to the lights of the British Constitution.
lie had two capable assistants in

Captain Hamilton and Lieutenant
Tibbets, aitd a small force of native

troops, Hausas. With these he policed

an area as large as England, and, such
was his character, that he had established

peace among the tribes in the space of

a few years.

To more than two million savages he
was known and feared as Lord Sandi,
feared as a stern father might have been
feared by his children. To the Colonial
Office, closely concerned with the
activities of its agents, he was known as

one of the finest men in the Service.

One morning after the rains, when the
liver was in Hood, Sanders might have
been seen in the company of his junior
assistant, Tibbets. a pleasant young
fellow and a typical product of the
English Public schools.

They were discussing Hamilton, who
had departed some days previously on a
trip up-country, and who should have
returned ere now.
"Do you suppose he's all right, sir?"

Tibbets was asking anxiously.
Sanders frowned. There was some-

thing striking about Sanders, not in hi'

height or physique, for he was of

medium build, but in his features, which
seemed to suggest a strength of w ill

tempered by an inherent kindliness.

"There's no telling what might hap-
pen to a fellow in these parts," he
murmured,
"Shall I take a company of men and

start up-river to look for him, sir?".
Tibbets proposed in urgent tones.

Sanders made an impatient gesture.
"No, no," he said. "Don't be so con-

foundedly hot-headed, Tibbets. You
know, you're still thinking of earning a
Victoria Cross, aren't you?"
The younger man looked a trifle

sheepish. At the same time, he could
not help marvelling at his chief's calm-
ness. Hang it all, Hamilton was not
only the Commissioner's right -hand man.
but he was the brother of Julia
Hamilton, Sanders' fiancee.

Tibbets did not realise it, but Sanders
was considerably more worried than ha
appeared to be. He was not the type ti»

show it. however.
"Listen," the Commissioner went on.

"I was once like vou myself. But after

Jubilee (Sreetings jfrom Bo^'s Cinema Zo
TTbeic /Iftost (Bracious /Iftajesties. Xonci

dfca^ TLbey "IReign ©vec 1Hq\
M iv lltli, 1935.



you've been here as Tong as I have, you'll
find you've lost all your ideas about
glory. The only decorations you're
likely to get here, Tibbets, are mosquito
bites."

The youngster laughed, and Sanders
turned to pour himself a whisky-and-
soda. It was as he was on the point of

drinking it that the door of the
Residency was pushed open, and a man
of about his own age crossed the
threshold.
He was Captain Hamilton, dressed like

his colleagues in khaki shorts, a military
tunic, and a shirt that was open at the
neck. Ho was obviously suffering from
the intense heal, for he was wiping his

face and throat with a handkerchief as
he entered the lounge.

"Hallo, Hamilton!" Sanders greeted
him, with a placidness that gave no in-

dication of the relief he felt at seeing
him. "'You're just in time to join me
in a drink."
"Thanks," the other said. "I need

one."
ile sat down, and the Commissioner

handed him a whisky-and-soda.
"Any news of special consequence to

report?" Sanders asked him.
"Yes," Hamilton answered, "I

dropped in on friend Oboja, chief of the
Acholi tribe. Found a couple of gin
bottles in his village."

Sanders and Tibbets exchanged a
glance as they heard this. There were
two commodities which were taboo in

the territory, for obvious reasons. One
was spirits, and the other firearms.
"I had a long talk with Oboja,"

Hamilton continued. "He said that he
was your brother, Commissioner. He
said that you had the magic and the
wisdom of all the witch doctors who ever
lived, that you had ears as long as an
elephant's, and eyes in the side of your
head, in the back of your head, and
where other men sit down." He smiled,
and then added ruefully: "But he
wouldn't tell me where he got the gin."

" That's easy," Sanders commented.
" 1 had word from one of my spies

several days ago, telling me that Farini
and Smith were passing through the
territory. They're the culprits all right."
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There was a pause, and then Hamilton
spoke again.
"By the way," he mentioned, "I ran

across a queer sort of fellow a few miles
upstream. He was in an Ochori canoe,
but I'll swear he was no Ochori. He
said he wanted to see you, but wouldn't
tell ine why."
Sanders was listening attentively.
"Was he a tall man, Hamilton?" ho

inquired.
"Why, yes," the other rejoined " very

tall. But out of the two million i.ctiv^
in this territory, don't tell me that you
can pick out the very man I'm talking
about. Your ' black children ' say that
you're capable of all kinds of magic, and
you'll have me believing it myself pretty
soon."
"No, seriously, I think it's possible

that I may know something about your
acquaintance of the river," Sanders
stated. "We'll soon see, anyhow."
He summoned an orderly who was

standing on the veranda outside, and
told hirn to fetch the black who had
arrived with Captain Hamilton. Then
he invited Hamilton and Tibbets to join
him in his office, where the three of them
sat down.

A minute or two afterwards a mag-
nificent specimen of negro manhood was
shown into the room. Well over six feet

in height, he was splendidly propor-
tioned, and Sanders was at once struck
by the alertness and intelligence of his

bold features.

The giant native looked from one to

another of the three white men, and
finally his eyes became focussed on the
Commissioner, as if he guessed that this

was the personage he was seeking.
"Who are you?" Sanders asked him.
"I am Asaba, son of the old chief

Sulabu, who died some moons past. I
rule the Ochori in his place, lord."

The answer had come glibly—too
glibly. Sanders eyed the negro with a
touch of reproach in his gaze.

"Is that not a lie, man?" he said in

a quiet voice.

The black looked uncomfortable, and
then hung his headwith an air of defeat.

"It is a lie, Lord Sandi," he mur-
mured.
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Sanders rose from bis chair and
crossed to a filing cabinet. From this

he produced a document which bore .1

picture of the negro who stood before
him, and underneath the photograph he
read the following description, which he
quoted aloud:

"Bosambo. Six feet four inches in
height. Wanted at Monrovia, in the
Republic of Liberia. Convicted for petty
larceny. Escaped from the prison of St.

Thome "

The black's uneasiness increased .is

the Commissioner moved towards him.
Then he began to talk volubly again.

"Lord," ho protested, "I am living

honestly now. I have made myself chief

of the Ochori people, and have taught
them to live in peace, according to

your laws. Were not the Ochoris always
troublesome to you, before I came?"
"That may be so, man," Sanders re-

joiced. " But no one in the territory

may become chief without my sanction."
Again Bosambo hung his head, and

then the Commissioner addressed him
once more.

"Why did you come here?" he asked.
"Lord Sandi," the black answered,

rousing himself hopefully, "I bring a
high and important) message for you."

"Is that not another lie, man?"
Sanders remarked.
Bosambo 6hook his head.
"Lord," he said, "I lie when it i*

good for me to lie. But to you I will

never lie again."
"That will be wise," the Commis-

sioner told him.
"The people of the river say that

Lord Sandi knows all," Bosambo went
on. "They say that he has great magic.
But I know that he has many spies—I,

too, have my spits, now that I lead tho
Ochoris—and that is why I bring you
this high and important message."

"One moment," Sanders said. "You
knew that in a month I would come to
the Ochori village—at the timo of the
taxes. Is that not why you are here-
in the hope of making a good impression
so that I may let you remain as chief of
the people who have adopted you?"

" King Mafolaba," Sanders ground out, " I warn you ! If you harm one servant of the Government, be it

only a carrier-pigeon, I will grind you into the dust and you shall be king no more 1
"

May lit!), 1833.
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Bosambo looked at him humbly. He
was beginning to realise that "Lord
Saudi " could probe the very minds of

his "black children." Nevertheless, the

big negro had not lied concerning the
high and important message.

"Lord," he said, "I have told you
tiiar f bring news, and it is thi6: Certain

warriors of the Old King have passed
through the country of the Ochori on

way towards the coast."

Sanders. Hamilton, and Tibbets looked
at one another quickly. Then the Com-
missioner glanced at Bosambo again.

*" The warriors of King Mafolaba?" he
breathed.

Bosambo nodded gravely, and Sanders
pursed his lips. Of all the native poten-
tates of the river, Mafolaba had proved
the most difficult to handle. He had
more men at his command than am
other tribal monarch—fighting men
notorious for their savagery and cruelty

;

and although he had learned from stern
experience to fear Commissioner San-
ders, yet he was still prone to make
trouble whenever an opportunity
occurred.

"Vou say that some of Mafolaba':.
men passed through the country of the
Ochori tribe." Sanders muttered. "Did
you try to stop them?''

Bosambo drew himself up to his full

height.

"Lord," he said, "Mafolaba is a great
and powerful king, but there is one man
on the river who does not fear him, and
I am that man. Nevertheless, I did not
stop his dogs, because that would have
meant war, and I know that this you
do not desire. Therefore I sent spies
after them, to follow their movements."

"That is well." the Commissioner re-

joined. "Now listen, Bosambo. Every
nation on the river has Government
pigeons, and here at the Residency we
have the pigeons of every nation. By
these birds messages are sent But
what are you grinning at. man?"
"Lord," Bosambo replied, "the Ochori

pigeons that you have here are so old
and fat that they can hardly fly. I have
brought four more, which I have given
to a sergeant out in the compound."
Sanders had already made up his mind

regarding Bosambo. The black might
be an escaped convict from the Republic
of Liberia, but the Commissioner had
sensed the sterling qualities of the man.
and he had no intention of returning
him to captivity on an extradition
warrant. Whatever the fellow had done
in the past, Sanders was resolved to

give him a chance.

"Tibbets, " he said, turning to his
junior assistant, "have you got a chain
and medal of chieftainship?"

"I have them here. Lord Sandi,"
Bosambo broke in, smiling now as if

completely at his ease.

He had brought one hand from behind
hi- back, and grasped in it was a metal
chain with a pendant that bore the
inscription G. R.. symbol of the British
Crow n.

"The one worn by old Sulabu, your
predecessor, eh?" the Commissioner
murmured, and. taking it, he placed it

around the big fellow's neck.

"Bosambo," he continued, "I am go-
ing to give you a six months' trial as
chief of the Ochori people. See that yon
do not fail me."

The black dropped on one knee, pay-
ing homage to him in the native fashion.

"Lord Sandi," he said gratefully, "I
am your servant."

A moment afterwards he had retreated
from the room and was gone.

BOY'S CINEMA

Do you want to marry the chief as well ? " Sanders demanded of her.

Palaver

TWO or three days later, a telegraph
messago from Government House
informed Commissioner Sanders

that the warriors dispatched by King
Mafolaba had raided the French terri-

tory of Dahomey, 6cized two or three
hundred natives, and were marching
back to their own country via the land
of the Ochoris.
Five minutes after the receipt of that

message an Ochori carrier-pigeon was
released from the cote at the Residency,
and later tho same day it reached the
village of the people over whom
Bosambo had made himself chief.

The bird was brought to him in his

hut. and he removed a tiny roll of paper
that was attached to it. The contents of

the missive read as follows

:

"From Lord Sandi at the Residency
to Bosambo. chief of the Ochori.
"King Mafolaba's warriors will return

through your country from slave raid.

Stop them and hold their captives until

my arrival."

Ere long the beat of tribal drums was
resounding through Bosambo's village,

summoning his fighting men to arms,
and with his followers in full force
behind him the cx*convict took his shield
and his spear and led the way from the
kraal.

Away in the Bush, far to the west, the
slave-raiders from Dahomey were on t lie

march with a column of abject pris-

oners, men. women and children. Their
course lay across the northern corner of
the Ochori country, and towards sunset
they were still plodding onward in the
direction of Mafolaba's realm, when the

leader of the expedition perceived a soli-

tary figure on the jungle track ahead of

him.
It was the figure of Bosambo, standing

there like some magnificent statue

—

strong, resolute and implacable.

Mafolaba'6 jackal called a halt, and
advanced alone to meet Bosambo.
"Whose dog are you?" he asked,

pausing when he was a few yards from
the Ochori chieftain.

Bosambo did not answer tho question.

"You go no farther," he said, lifting

his spear threateningly. "That is Lord
Sandi's command."
"You know who I am, dog?" tho

other retorted in proud and disdainful

toner.. "I am the Captain of King
Mafolaba's Guard."
"Lord Saudi says to stop you and

hold all men and women whom you
have prized.'' Bosambo announced
grimh. "Turn round and march to my
village, if you know what is good fot

you '."

The spear of the Ochori chief was
levelled at the other's breast, but that
was not all. There had been movements
ill the long gross and the undergrowth,
and now King Mafolaba's minion saw
the glinting assegais of many warriors.
For the first time he realised that
Bosambo was not alone, but possessed
a force that outnumbered the slave-

raiders by tliree to one.

Mafolaba's jackal ground his teeth.

The party which he himself headed was
but one-twentieth of his King's man-
power. Away in the city of that power-
ful monarch, beyond the mountain-,
which shielded his domain, there were
regiments which could have wiped out
the Ochoris to the last man—many hun-
dreds of fierce warriors flaunting the
headdress of ostrich feathers worn by all

the Old King's troops. If only two or
three hundred of those warriors were
here !

But the Captain of Mafolaba's Guard
was in a tight corner, and he had no
option except to obey. With a 6C0wl
he turned and moved back to the spot
where he had halted his men and their
prisoners.

He had gone only a few steps when he
chanced to look back and see that
Bosambo was glancing round trium-
phantly at his Ochori followers. On the
instant Mafolaba's captain thought he
Saw his chance to strike a blow that,

would demoralise the enemy, and. wheel-
ing unexpectedly, he hurled his spear
straight at the Ochori chieftain's breast.
Out of the corner of his eye Bosambo

caught the glint of the weapon in tho
May 11th, 1935.
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" You cold-blooded swine I " Smith grated. " I'm clearing out of

here, and nobody is going to stop me I
"

nick of time, and with a swift move-
ment lie warded it off witli his shield.

Then he lunged forward, and all the
strength of his mighty arm was behind
(he -haft that sped to the heart of the
Old King's minion.

It pierced the man's body, and he fell

with a groat cry. Next second the

jungle echoed to a medley of wild yells

as the Ochoris leaped from cover to

cover and rushed upon the slavers.

Led by Bosambo, they swarmed
towards the foe in numbers that over-

awed the Old King's men, and, having
witnessed the fate of their commander,
these were in no mood to offer a
resistance.
They were speedily taken prisoner,

and after his men had disarmed them
and herded them together, Bosambo
took stock of the wretches whom they
had intended to sell as slaves. Like the
ladies' man that he was, it was the
feminino element among these which
most closely engaged his attention.

The unfortunates who had been seized

by King Mafolaba's raiding-party in-

ciiuled ten girls, all of whom were
attractive according to negro standard-,

but there was one in particular who took
Bosambo's eye—a slender girl with a
touch ol white blood in her, strangely

alluring in her dark, native nay, with

an expression that was winsome and yet

bold.

Singling her out, Bosambo looked
down on her with admiration and
interest.

."What's your name, girl?" he asked
Iter.

"Lilongo," she answered coolly.
" Lilongo," he murmured, as if the

name were sweet to his ears. "It is

like the sound of a stream running over
little stones—Lilongo "

lie paused, and then:
" Where do you come from, girl ?"

"You wouldn't know iny home," she
told him. "I am from the coast."
May Jlth, 19S5.

He smiled reminiscentlv.
"I know all about the coast," he re-

joined. "Lilongo, we shall talk some
more—you and I."
He summoned one or two of his men,

and ordered them to take charge of the
rescued slaves. Then the entire band
set out for the Ochori village, where the
Old King's captive warriors were kept,

under guard until the arrival of Sanders
and young Tibbets a couple of days
later.

The Commissioner and his assistant,

reached Bosambo's kraal by an ante-

diluvian paddlesteamerj Sanders' means
of transport up and down the river—the
relic of a generation of Civil Servants.
It was known as the "Zaire," and it had
accommodation for a. company of

soldiers, whom the white Lord of the
River had taken the precaution of
bringing along with him.
Sanders first congratulated Bosambo

on the manner in which he had handled
a tricky situation, and then he informed
him that he had dispatched a messenger
to King Mafolaba requesting his pres-

ence at a palaver outside the Ochori
village.

"He should be here before the day is

out," ho said. "That is, if ho obeys
my command."
"He will be here. Lord Saudi,"

Bosambo declared. "He is afraid of

you."
The big negro's prophecy was no idle

one, for that same afternoon a great
concord of warriors was sighted, and as
they approached the Ochori village it

was seen that they wore the ostrich

plumes of the Old King's fighting men.
Mafolaba himself was in advance of

them, reposing in a litter Dome by
four of his servants. Above his gross
body and ugly face was a gaudy canopy,
which protected him from the heat of
tho sun.

Sanders, Tibbets, and Bosambo
awaited him, the two whito men seated

Evety Tuesday

on chairs, the Ochori chieftain kneeling
with a spear grasped in one hand. Close
by, tho company of Hausas from the
Residency stood at ease, smart as
Guardsmen, the butts of their rifles re-r-
ing on the ground. Bc6ambo's warriors
were in the background.

Mafolaba and his followers came on,
and when they were thirty or forty
yards from tho village they halted.
The Old King then alighted from tho
palanquin in which he had been carried,
and one of his servants hastened to placa
a chair for him, a ceremonial chair
decorated with fiendish symbols.

King Mafolaba stepped forward, and,
with a distance of several paces separat-
ing them, he and Sanders exchanged
salutations, after which the negro poten-
tate sat down.
He was a striking figure, fat and evil,

with a countenance at once truculent
and cunning. His thick, woolly coiffure
was hung with beads, and, though he
was nude to the waist, his nether person
was swathed in a long garment of bright
colours.

Sanders leaned forward to speak to
him, resting his weight on a cane that
he was holding.

"King Mafolaba," ho said, "when I
summoned you to palaver I did not ask
you to bring all your warriors."
Ah ugly glint was playing in the

negro monarch's wicked eyes.

"Sandi," he answered, "I brought
them so that a dog of a little chief
might tremble at the power he has pro-
voked."
He looked venomously at Bosambo ae

he spoke those words, but the Ochori
chieftain gave him eye for eye. Then
Sanders raised his voice again.

"King Mafolaba," he said, "you know
full well that slavery is forbidden
throughout tho territory."

"That is the white man's law," the
other retorted. "Before whito men set

foot on this land, my ancestors were
great kings here for three hundred
years. To-day, I, Mafolaba, am the
greatest king in this country."
"My King is the greatest king on

earth! Sanders rapped out. "His law
is the law of this country, and, when
petty chiefs and kings bring shame on
him, we, his servants, must stamp them
out. Take heed of that, Mafolaba, and
let there be no more sia'e raids by your
warriors."

The old king's face was working, but
he succeeded in mastering bis wrath.
He was afraid of this Sandi. afraid of

those Hausas standing so impressively
nearby, soldiers in the pay of the great
white Emperor.

"Sandi," he said, "I am your friend.

I will do as you ask. But one thing I

tell you now—I shall not forget that ;»

dog of a little chief once chopped the
captain of my guard."
Again he directed a malevolent glance

at Bosambo, but Sanders' voice quickly
summoned his attention once more.

"The chief of the Ochori was pi

on my instructions," the Commissioner
snapped. "Ho intercepted your captain
in my name, but your jackal chose to

disregard my commands."
Mafolaba showed no signs of being

pacified.
" In my village there are nine drums,"

he said for the benefit of Bosambo.
"Each of them is covered with the skin

of a little chief who has offended me.
I think I know whose skin will cover
the tenth I"

"King Mafolaba," Sanders ground
out, "1 wain you I If you harm one
servant of the Government, be it only

a carrier-pigeon, I will grind you into

the dust, and you shall be King no
more!"
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The negro potentate clenched his hands
savagely. It was only by an effort of
will that he controlled himself.
"You may go now," Sanders went on

in a calmer tone. " The palaver is

finished. As for the men of your guard
who were captured, they will be sent

back to your village when I think fit."

Mafolaba rose from his ceremonial
chair and turned away sourly. A minute
or two later he was in his litter once
more, and as he was borne from the
scene the serried ranks of his warriors
wheeled round to march in the samo
direction, chanting gloomily as they did
so.

Farewell to the River

AN hour after the departure of
Mafolaba, Sanders resolved to set
free the raiders who had been

captured by Bosambo and his men, and,
when these had been told to make their

way back to their own country, his next
concern was the crowd of natives who
had almost become victims of the slave

trade.
"Tibbets." he said, "you'd better get

them together and take them back to

the Dahomey border under escort. Half
the company should suffice."

The young assistant hurried off to
cany out his chief's orders, and Sanders
turned to engage Bosambo in conversa-
tion. He had only been talking to him
for a few minutes when Tibbets re-

appeared.
"I'm sorry, sir," he reported in some

agitation, "but I can't do anything with
those girls. The men are willing enough
to go back to Dahomey, but the girls

simply won't budge."
"Won't budge?" Sanders echoed in

bewilderment.
"No, sir," Tibbets answered. "I

think Bosambo has something to do with
their attitude."

Sanders directed a sharp glance at the
Ochori chief, who .looked singularly un-
comfortable. Then he marched across to

a group of dusky females who were sit-

ting outside a hut some little distance
away. They were the girls who had
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been rescued from Mafolaba's slave-

raiders,

"What is Hiis I hear?" Sanders asked
of them. "Don't you want to go back
to your homes and your parents?"
"No, lord," they answered in one

voice, with loud emphasis. " We would
like to be the wives of Bosambo, chief

of the Ochoris."
"What, all of you?" Sanders

denianded.
Nine woolly heads nodded in response,

and again the Commissioner glanced at

Bosambo, who had followed him across
to the hut uneasily.

"Listen," Sanders announced, turning
to the girls once more. "Don't you
know that Bosambo has five other wives
who are just now in different villages?
Don't you know that those five wives
are old and sour-tempered—that they will

beat von and give von much work to

do?"
The girls looked impressed, and

Sanders silenced Bosambo as the latter

attempted to protest against the
fictitious story that the Commissioner had
told.

"Now will you go back to your homes
and parents?" the white man asked.
"Yes, lord," nine feminine voice-

answered hastily.

Sanders smiled, and was about to turn
away when Tibbets laid a hand on his
arm.
"Just a minute, sir," he exclaimed.

" I understood that there were ten girls

among the natives who were rescued
from Mafolaba's raiding party, and I see
there are only njne here."
Sanders counted the girls and verified

his assistant's words; and upon inquiry
he learned from the dusky maidens that
one of their number, Lilongo, was now
at the chief's house.
Looking pretty hard at Bosambo, the

Commissioner ordered him to take him
to his hut, and here the missing Lilongo
was located.
"Do you want to marry the chief as

well?" Sanders demanded of her.
"Yes. lord, but I won't many him

unless he gets those other nine females

out of his village!" the girl said

vehemently.
"Lilongo, they are already leaving."

Bosambo assured her. "Lord Sandi will

tell you so himself."
"Yes, and I can tell you of Bosambo's

other wives," Sanders remarked.
"There are five of them in other village-

—all of them old crones who will beat
you."
Lilongo had begun to smile.

"Lord Sandi. that is not true," she
said. "Bosambo has no other wives.
While I have been here I have watched
him. He is too fond of other men's
wives to have so many of his own."

"Lilongo, that is not true, either."
Bosr.mbo protested. " Marry me, and [

promise you that no other woman will

ever take your place in my heart."
"I shall see to that," Lilongo retorted

firmly. "But there is something you
have forgotten, Bosambo. I am ;i

Mohammedan."
"Well, and so am I," the big fellow

declared.
Sanders looked at him swiftly.

"What's this?" he demanded. "Why,
only this afternoon you were telling me
something of your life, and said that von
were a Christian, having been educated
at a mission school on the coast."
Bosambo was not abashed by this

reminder.
"Lord Sandi," he said, "for you I am

a Christian. I know all about Marky
and Lukey and Johnny—and that other
Johnny that lost his head over a certain
dancing-girl called Salome.
"But for you, Lilongo." he added,

turning to the girl from Dahomey, "foi

you I am of the true faith."
" H'm, you'd better make up your

mind," Sanders commented. "But you
two want to get married, eh? Do yon
think you can hold him, Lilongo?
"I think I can." she answered with

a twinkle in her dark eyes.

So Lilongo and Bosambo were made
man iand wife amid great ceremony and
rejoicing, and as the days becomi
weeks, the weeks months, and lh«

months years, the chief of the Ochori

*' King Mafolaba," Farini declared emphatically, " you can take it from me that Sandi will not come back."
May 11th, 193&.
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A shower of arrows sped towards the panic-stricken fugitive, and two of the shafts pierced him through the back.

and his mate lived blissfully In their
jungle paradise, their people prospering
under their joint rule.
During that time two sons were horn

to Bosambo and Lilongo, and the elder
was a constant source of pride and joy
to his father, who saw in him a boy
iv ho might one day become a great chief
—more powerful, perhaps, than King
Mafolaba, who sulked and schemed up
there beyond the mountains, his hatred
of Bosambo still rankling in his mind,
his fear of Sanders alone preventing him
from attacking the Ochori village in

force.

Mafolaba knew too well that the king
or chieftain who brought war to the
jungle must answer for it to Sandi

—

Sandi, whom men called the Tiger, and
the maker of laws.
For four years the current of the river

swung seaward through a territory of
peace and plenty, carrying with it no
'memory of the bushman death-yell or
the slash of spear and shaft. And at
tho end of four years a temporary
change was made at the 'Residency.
Sanders was now entitled to a year's

furlough, and during it he intended to
marry Captain Hamilton's sister, and
spend a six months' honeymoon in
England. Meanwhile his quarters at the
Residency were to bo occupied by one
Verguson, a deputy-commissioner of un-
doubted courage, though he lacked his

predecessor's knowledge and experience.

On the day of Ferguson*s arrival,
Sanders had a long talk with him,
giving him a good deal of valuable
advice.

Well," said Ferguson, when the
Commissioner had finished talking, "I
only hope I can handle this territory
half as well as you've handled it. I

can tell you that I'm not looking for-

ward to tho next twelvemonth."
" I understand how you feel," Sanders

mused. " I was just tho same when I

first came here. Didn't think I'd ever
get the hang of it. But one does. You
.know, some years ago it was impossible

l

to go apriver and show yourself on deck
'without a shower of spears coming- at

you from the jungle. And now "

"Now it's as safe walking through
this territory as it is going across
London) eh?" Ferguson remarked with
n smile.
May I ltli, ]'!.;'>.

"Oh, safer," the Commissioner
laughed. "There's no traffic here. But
getting down to serious matters again,
how about getting acquainted with all

the chiefs before I leave? And when I

say all the chiefs, I include the Old
King."
"Mafolaba?" Ferguson breathed.

"No, Sanders, I've heard all about that
bird, and I'd rather see the other chiefs
first before I make his acquaintance.
I want to feel sure of myself before I
have any dealings with him."
Mafolaba was therefore excluded from

the palaver that was called and, with
that one notable exception, the petty
chiefs of the river assembled in the com-
pound before the Residency two or three
days later, having travelled many miles
in response to _ the messages despatched
by Lord Sandi.
With the chiefs lined up in front of

him, Sanders introduced Ferguson, and
then addressed the tribal leaders collect-

ively.

"Chiefs and kings." he said, "for
fifty moons there has been peace on the
river, with no man's hand raised against
his brother. Gone are the days of
pillaging and plunder, when no woman
dared leave her village and no man
slept easily in his hut. Is it not true
that the people of this territory have
become rich and fat in consequence?"
There was a murmur of acquiescence,

and one chief, carrying an umbrella over
his shoulder, moved forward a pace.
"Lord," he declared, "the people of

my tribe have become so rich that even
the common men can afford three
wives."

" So !" the Commissioner murmured.
" Then your people must sec that peace
is good, eh V
"Yes, lord," the chieftain answered.

" But you know, as well as I know, that

if one madman rushes amongst five men
who are not mad, then very soon all

of them become mad. That is war."
"Your words are wise, Luao," San-

ders agreed, and then turned to a chief

who had once caused him a good deal
of trouble.
"And what have you to say on the

matter, Kilonga-longa?" ho asked.

"Lord," came the naive reply, "the
young men of my village do not make
war because if they did so you would
punish them."

" Your words, too, are wise," Sanders
commented. "Now, listen to me, kings
and chiefs. I am going away, anil
twelve moons will pass before I return.
During that time I want you to obey
the Lord Ferguson as you have obeyed
me. See that you bring no shame upon
him, lest my king, in his wrath,
punishes you mightily by sending many
soldiers against you."
With this final warning he dismissed

them, but there was one who lingered1

,

and that one was Bosambo, who now
came forward to bid him farewell.

" Lord Sandi," he said, " it grieves me
to see you go. You have been father
and mother to the people of the river."
The Commissioner smiled.
"I shall come back," he rejoined,

taking the giant negro's hand in a warm
and friendly grip. " Tell me, Bosambo,
how is your wife?"
"She is well and happy, lord," the

black answered. "Lilongo, she is tho
light of my life—and a good cook, lord.
And my first son, he grows straight and
tall, like a palm tree. While the littlo

one, he is so-high. Lord, when you
marry I hope your wife will be a good
cook—and bear you many tall sons as
well."
"Thank you, Bosambo," the Commis-

sioner said amusedly. "And now, good-
bye I"

Bosambo gripped his hand tightly.

"Remember me, lord," he told him
in a voice that was none too steady.

"I'll remember you," Sanders re-

joined fervently.

The Jungle Aflame

SOME days after the departure of
Sanders from the Residency, a big
canoe might have been seen

ploughing upstream. A dozen natives

were driving it through -he water with

long strokes of their padtfies, and near

the bow sat two white men, one a
Portuguese outcast known as Farini, the

other a renegade Englishman who ans-

wered to the name of Smith
The cargo of that vessel consisted of

gin
—"enough gin to make tho whole

jungle drunk," as Smith had already
remarked. Liquor that, could be bar-

tered for goods which fetched high
prices in tho markets of civilisation.

What did it matter if the stuff was liable

to arouse primitive passions and savage
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instincts which had been kept under con-
trol for more than four years ?

" We'll soon be in Mafolaba's
country, Smith," said Farini. "Strange,
isn't it, that our presence in these parts
should coincide with Sanders' departure
on twelve months' leave':''

"A lucky break for us. I'd call it,"

Smith commented. "But, you know,
his very name is enough to throw a

scare into the blacks. Even though he's

veil out of the way, we're likely to ex-

perience some difficulty in trading with
them. We've found that out already.
They're sort of reluctant to buy gin now,
knowing that their precious Lord Sandi
disapproves—and knowing that he has
ears as long as an elephant's."

Farini's eyes narrowed craftily.

"I've thought of that." he .said. "Do
you know what I'm going to do, now
that Sanders has been gone for some
days? I'm going to give out the word
that he is dead, and pretty soon it will

be broadcast all over the jungle?"
"How?"
" By lokali drums, the telegraph of

the bush," Farini answered, and by way
of illustration he leaned forward and
tapped his fingers on one of the crates
that formed the cargo of the vessel.

" ' Sandi is dead.' " he said smoothly.
"'There is no law any more.' Think
what that will mean to them. Smith.
And besides, we'll get our own back on
Sanders for sending us across to the
coast in irons some years ago. He'll
be pretty sick when he hears that his

black children have become savages
again, eh ?"

Twenty-four hours later the signal-
drums were beating in ever} village,
sending forth the news that had come
from the lips of Farini and Smith.

" Sandi—is—dead. There—is—no—law
—any—more '."

Day and night the drums throbbed
their message, while Farini and Smith
set about plying their unholy trade in

liquor from the quarters which thej
had, by this time, laken up in the
stronghold of King Mafolaba,
The air of the jungle quivered to the

diapason of the rapid, oft-repeated
notes: "Sandi is dead ! Sandi is dead !

There is no law any more I" A message
that erased every vestige of fear and
restraint from native hearts, fomenting
license and rapaciousness in their stead.
And soon the first outbreak had occurred
—a raid by the warriors of one village
upon the inhabitants of another.

Like wildfire the trouble spread.
Black demons, crazed with gin. and in-

spired by the savage rites of the Blood
Dance—sweeping through the bush to
kilt and to pillage. Kraals blazing
fiercely in the tropic night. The death
yell ringing loud and clear once more
Isolated families of white- trembling
in their remote bungalows, waiting for
the moment when they would be over-
whelmed by the uprising.

As yet it was inter-tribal warfare, but
who could tell what turn the situation
might take at any moment ?

Down in the Residency, Deputy-Com-
missioner Ferguson listened to the beat
of the lokali drums like a man on the
verge of a breakdown.
"Again and again and again," he

groaned to Hamilton and Tibbets, press-
ing his hands against his temples.
"What are they saying now?"

"It's always the same," Hamilton
answered. " ' Sandi is dead. There's
no law any more.' "

There was a knock on the door of
Ferguson's office, and a white man
crossed the threshold. He was a minis-
ter of religion, « tall man with feattires
that had become lined with care during
the last few hours.
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"Father O'Leary," Tibbets exclaimed.
"What are you doing here?"

"They have burned my church to the
ground." the missionary sail. "I got
away w ith Mr. and Mrs. Dawson and
left them at the Baileys to come on
here. But the Bailey's themselves are
in mortal fear of an attack."
Ferguson clenched his hands.
"Sanders' black children," he

breathed. "They're nothing but bea-ts

—wild beasts."

"No. Mr. Ferguson, they're not,"
O'Leary said,

"Then what are thej ?" Ferguson
broke out. "Do you realise that they
might have killed you?"
"I realise that, but I didn't come here

because I was afraid for my life." the
missionary rejoined. "I came here be-

cause I learned that Farini and Smith
have been peddling gin among the
natives."

"Farini and Smith?" the Deputy-
Commissioner«echoed. "Sanders warned
me about tho-e two. I didn't know they
were back in the territory again."
"I understand they have made the

Old King's village their headquarter-.''
O'Leary informed him. "Mr. Ferguson,
that's the seat of the trouble."
Ferguson was silent for a moment,

and then he turned to bis assistants.

"Captain Hamilton. I am leaving you
in charge of the Residency," he said.

"Lieutenant Tibbets. you will parade
half a company of men and accompany
me up the river with them. We daren't
take more, for the Residency may be
attacked, and we shall have a good
many refugees here before long. I'm
thinking."
"But what do you propose to do,

sir?" Tibbets demanded.

"Travel upstream as far as we can."
Ferguson rejoined. "I shall then take
ten men and go over the mountains to
the Old King's country."

9

"To the Old King's coiintrj V
Hamilton blurted. "Sir, you can't dc
that ! It's suicide "

"Sanders would have done it,

wouldn't he?" the Deputy-Commissionei
interrupted tersely.

Hamilton made a desperate gesture.
"But. sir, you can't "

"You heard my orders, captain."
Ferguson ground out. "Lieutenant
Tibbets, parade your men !"

Forty-eight hours later, having parted
with Tibbets and disembarked from flu-

Zaire with ten men of the Hausas. and
having entered the lion's den to demand
the surrender of Farini and Smith.
Deputy-Commissioner Ferguson found
himself tied to a stake in King
Mafolaba's village.

The ten men of the Hausas were
already dead, butchered by the warriors
of the Old King. Poor Ferguson ! He
had purposely brought <a small escort to

show Mafolaba that he was not there
as the potentate's foe. but it had been
in vain. The black heart of the fat

scoundrel had leaped at the prospect of
inflicting torture and death on an agent
of Britain's King-Emperor.

It would be some small consolation for
the manner in which he had had to bend
the knee before the much-feared Sandi.
Ferguson. another of these hated
English commissioners, would pay the
price !

While many hundreds of dusky
natives looked on. a w itch doctor clad
in the skin of an animal, and wearing a
fiendish mask, proceeded to caper before
the helpless white man. taunting hlui

with weird gestures. It was a panto
mime that continued for some time, and
then the Old King rose from a bench
on which he was seated anil advanced
to the stake of sacrifice.

With a movement of his arm he dis-

missed the witch-doctor and scowled at

Ferguson savagely.

The rescue party swarmed into the village, and the underlings of
Mafolaba retreated before them in alarm.

May 11th, 1135.
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"White man," he said, "you came
against me with your soldiers."

"That is a lie," Ferguson answered
thickly. "I came in peace."
"You came with soldiers," Mafolaba

repeated. " They are dead. You, too,

will die I"

The captive's face was wet with per-

spiration, yet he looked at the Old King
defiantly.

"You may kill me, Mafolaba," he
said, "but the Lord Sandi will avenge
me. He will make his way to your
village here and crush you. Do you

hear? He will crush you, as he has

crushed other kings !"

Mafolaba's eyes betrayed a hint of

f< ar, but he quickly recovered himself.
" Sandi is dead !" he answered with

an impatient gesture.

"Sandi is not dead!" Ferguson
breathed. "Sandi lives, and, whatever
happens to me, I shall be avenged. You
won't escape him, Mafolaba. Wherever
you hide, he will track you down—slay

you—throw your body to the fishes
"

They were his last words. Mafolaba
had intended that he should suffer a

slow and lingering death, but rage over-

whelmed him, and, raising a spear that

lie. was clutching in his fist, lie plunged
it deep into the defenceless white man's
chest.

A half-stifled groan escaped Ferguson,
and his body nlumped in the thongs that

bound him to the stake. Back came
Mafolaba's hand, dragging out the

blood-stained assegai with which he had
struck. Then again and again he drove
it into the Deputy Commissioner's sag-

ging form—jeering as he lunged—until

his victim breathed no more.
From a hut near by, two renegade

whites had watched tho whole 6cene.

They were Karini and Smith, and now
I lie latter wheeled round like a man in

a panic and snatched up a revolver.

"Farini." he panted, "I'm getting out

of here. This thing has gono beyond us.

I'm getting out."
"Don't be a fool," the other snarled.

"We'ro making our fortune peddling
that gin, aren't we? Yes. and they'll

want plenty more before they're

finished."

"Farini, supposing—supposing they

find out that Sanders isn't dead!" Smith
gasped. "You saw what they did to

Ferguson You saw the way Mafolaba
finished him. Oh, it was horrible

—

horrible
!"

The Portuguese
temptuously.
"You"re getting

sneered. ".Sanders is away at the coast,

iffed soon he'll bo en route for England
No one can dispute our contention that

he's dead, and long before his year's

leave i6 up we'll be away from here.

As for Ferguson—well, he's lucky to

have died so easily."

"You cold-blooded swine!" Smith
grated. "I'm clearing out of here, and
nobody is going to stop mo. I'm "

He got no further, for with an oath
Farini knocked asido his revolver and
--truck him on the jaw, sending him in

a heap to the floor. Next instant the
Portuguese had pounced on him to dis-

arm him, and ho had barely wrested the
gun from his accomplice's grasp when a
native appeared in the entrance of the

hut.

"White men," the black announced,
"King Mafolaba summons you to

council."
He vanished, and Farini dragged

Smith to his feet.

"Come on." he snarled, "and don't

act like an idiot ! We're liable to fetch

up against trouble all right if you lose

your head 1"

Ho pushed him out of the hut, and
May llth, 1935.

eyed him con-

soft, Smith," he
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together they made their way across to

the royal bench, on which Mafolaba was
seated again. In passing tho stake to
which Ferguson's dead body was fast-

ened. Smith kept his eyes averted, but
Farini glanced at the limp figure coolly

enough.
They walked up to the Old King, and

ho motioned them to a couple of stools

in front of him. Sitting there amongst
his councillors he looked precisely what
he was, a pompous villain steeped in
6in, and the devilish emblems that

decorated his village seemed singunj'ly

in keeping with his character.
"Is—Saudi—dead ?" he demanded of

Farini in deliberate tones.
"Yes, of course," tho Portuguese

answered. "Didn't I tell you so?"
"Can Sandi come back?"
"How can he come back?" Farini

protested. "I repeat, Sandi is dead."
The Old \ing beamed.
"When you say that, your voice is as

sweet as honey to me," he said.

"But "

And suddenly his expression changed
to a look of intense ferocity.
" But if there is a devil in your heart,

then you will die as Ferguson died I"

"King Mafolaba," Farini declared
emphatically, "you can take it from me
that Sandi will not come back."
The Old King was satisfied, and now.

ho looked round upon his councillors.

"Four years ago, a little dog of a
chief chopped the. Captain of my Guard
and brought shame to me before his vil-

lage," he ground out. "I want the
ckin of that little chief. Let the
warriors muster for the Blood Dance!
To-morrow they swoop down upon the
Ochori !"

The Return of Sandi

THE scene was Government House,
at Lagos, on the coast, and a • re-

ception was in progress there. It

was a reception which Commissioner
Sanders and his fiancee had attended,

and they wore dancing to the rhythm of

a waltz, when an orderly informed
Sanders that the Governor wished to

speak with him in his study.
Quitting the ball-room, the Commis-

sioner made Ins way to his superior's

sanctum, and found him standing by
his desk, with a missive in his hands.

"I'm sorry to interrupt your dance
Sanders," the. Governor apologised
gravely, "but I have just received bad
news. Trouble has broken out in your
territory—serious trouble. Two men.
known as Farini and Smith, have been
selling gin to the blacks. They are

located up in the Old King's country,

it seems."
"Farini and Smith." Sanders breathed.

"I know them all right. You must re-

member them, too. Some years ago I

sent them here in irons. They came back

to the River after serving sentence, but
slipped over into French territory before

I could lay hands on them."
"They're back," the Governor mut-

tered, "and the situation is bad. All

your work ruined in the space of a few
days, Commissioner-

. This is a message
I've had from Father O'Lcary, and nere

is how ho sums things up: 'Send four

battalions, or Sanders.'"
The Commissioner smiled.

"I'm afraid it'll have to bo four bat-

talions, sir."

"I'd rather you went, Sanders. This
is urgent. I could soon havo a 'plane

ready for you."
"No, sir," the younger man protested.

"I'm on leave—planning to get married
and go hack to England on a honey-
moon. It wouldn't he fair to my fiancee

if I wero to alter my arrange nts

now."
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The Governor frowned.
"Let me see, isn't she Hamilton's

sister?" he inquired.
"Yes," Sanders rejoined quickly. "Her

—her brother'6 all right, isn't he, sir?"
"At present, yes," was the reply.

"Tibbcts is all right, too—though he lost

half a dozen men after taking Ferguson
to the mountains."
"To the mountains?" Sanders echoed

incredulously.

"Yes," the Governor answered. "He
went into Mafolaba's country with ton

_inen. I understand he said that's what
you would have done under the circum-
stances."

The younger man was looking at him
in horror and dismay.
"What's happened to him ?" he jerked.

"Is he "

The Governor shrugged his shoulders.
"No news," he said.

In the small hours of the morning a
'plane left Lagos. It was a 'plane which
carried Commissioner Sanders in its pas-
senger cockpit, and the drono of its

powcriul motor startled the beasts of tho
karroo as it winged its way towards tho
interior.

Shortly after sunrise Sanders was at
his office in the Residency overlooking
the Niger River, and later that day,
while he was in conference with Hamil-
ton and Tibbets, a welcome visitor was
announced in the person of Bosambo,
to whom the Commissioner had dis-

patched a message by carrier-pigeon
immediately on his arrival in the terri-

tory.

"Bosambo." Sanders said, "y»u are
the one chief who lias been able to hold
his people in check, I am told."

"It is because I have not allowed
Farini and Smith to come into my coun-
try, Lord," the giant negro answered.

"You are wise, Bosambo," the Com-
missioner rejoined. "Now tell me what
you know of Lord Ferguson."
"Mafolaba killed him," was the

answer. "He died like a brave man—

a

swift death by tho spear. Thie one of
my spies has told me."
Sanders heaved a sigh.

"Then Ferguson wasn't tortured." he
said fervently. "At least wo can thank
Heaven for that."

He 6tood up, .and turned to his

fiancee's brother.
"Hamilton," he stated. "I want you

to take charge here. Tibbets and I will

leave with half tho garrison and sec if

we can restore order in the lower reaches
of tho River. Wo may need support—
and if so, Bosambo's people can be relied

upon to provide it!"

Once again the lokali drums were
throbbing through tho jungle, but now
their voice was couched in no tone of

exultation. Alarm was the keynote of

their strange, weird rhythm.

"Sandi is not dead. The law is back
on tho River."

Thus spoke the drums, and much more
they had to tefl -startling news that

reached the ears of King Mafolaba n
lie sat in conference with certain of his

chief advisers.

One of his councillors had begun to

interpret tho beat of a lokali whose
rapid notes were coming from afar.

"Sandi— is not dead ! The law—is

back—on tho River I Sandi—and Boa

soldiers—with tho warriors of the

Ochori—-have smashed the army of

Mafolaba I"

ni-inay seized the Old King as he

learned of the annihilation of the fight-

(Continued on page 26)
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The love of one animal for another though enemies by nature. A story of the primeval
forests and of a young girl's efforts to bring up a fawn and a puma in captivity. Starring

Jean Parker and Russell Hardie

The Fawn

IN the High Sierra Mountains, where
whispering foliagcd giants of
ancient lineage keep benign vigil

oyer all creatures of the wild, the dawn
of a new day was just breaking.
In a beautiful wooded dell a herd

of deer were grazing, while, separated
from them a little, a doc had settled
down with her young fawn.
And back in a more thickly-wooded

section of the forest, a sleek puma
dozed .and blinked drowsily at the rising
sun whilst her young cub snuggled up
to her side.

But as the sun climbed higher the
puma rose lazily to her feet, yawned,
then padded off determinedly, her cub
gambling at her heels. As she passed
.silently and swiftly over the ground, the
deer becamo suddenly alert, their deli-

cate nostrils sniffing the air currents sus-

piciously. The puma was now within
sight of them and, with one concerted
move, they broke into a run. With a
snarl the great cat was after them, leav-
ing the baby puma behind, whining and
sniffing.

Over great boulders and through thick
grasses went the great beast. The deer
were some way ahead, but there was a
doe that could not travel so fast because
of her fawn—the tongue salivered at the
thought of meat. With each step the
puma was gaining, but in her triumph
she lost caution. Without warning a
trap opened under her, and in the wild
struggle to free herself a boulder in the
pit became loosened. The stone crashed
down on the puma's head.
And on a work-bench in Will Berg-

man's log cabin, the, clumsy, soiled
hands of Joe Lucas, his half-breed
assistant, were busily engaged in build-

ing just such another trap. On the wall
of the cabin hung a Californian State
License, identifying Bergman as a
guide, and entitling him to ''ranch"
deer.

Joe was a thin, ratty-faced individual.
" I reckon by the time the season

opens there ain't gonna be no deer
around here. Not if we don't trap some
of these 'ere puma mighty quick."

A burly, unshaven rascal with small
beady eyes grinned to show broken,
stained teeth.

"We'll get 'em!" cried Will Berg-
man. "Even if I have to lie out nights
and shoot 'em."

"You lie out nights!" sneered Joe.
"Why " He saw the murderous ex-
pression'. "Oh. I know you'd clo it, but
what's the good when you can't see a
yard in front of yer nose. But if we
don't get them cats they'll kill every
deer in the place."

'"Then the sooner you get that trap
finished the better I" shouted Bergman
truculently. "You make the traps and
I'll get all the puma in these woods."
His last words were punctuated by a

sudden burst of frenzied barking from
the dogs outside. The two men went
hurriedly across to a window to see the
dogs tearing madly down their runaway,
following a doc running parallel with
their fence, A wild scrambling at the
rotten boards, and the three dogs were
through. The doe stopped, trembling
with fear, saw the dogs and blindly fled

towards the densest part of the forest.
Joe grinned.
"Dogs is lucky. They can't read

game laws."
"Yeah; but them dogs will go tear-

ing through the woods and scattering

any deer far and wide !" Bergman
snarled. "It'll bo hours afore they'll
come back. In the morning we gotta
make that enclosure stronger. What's
more, when I went into town I heard
that the Rangers are on the watch. We
don't want to lose them dogs or our
licence."

On through the woods sped the doe
with the dogs close to her heels. The
doe made a spirited effort and drew
away, and her gain gave her the chance
to save her fawn. The dogs had lost
the scent and were snuffing round, ami
during that time the doe hid her fawn
in the undergrowth. Then she darted
out and away, her one idea being to

lead the oncoming dogs away from the
hiding place.

The dogs heard the crackling of the
dry branches as the doc sped auav and,
yelping furiously, gave chase. For a
while the doe eluded the dogs; she
swam streams and brooks, but always
the dogs kept to her trail. In an effort

to escape the dogs, the doe leapt for
some high boulders, but she was ex-
hausted, and she slipped back. In a
moment the dogs were at her. and she-

was pulled down, a quick victim to her
pursuers.
The fawn, who had been hidden away

so carefully in the undergrowth, lay
there quietly and obediently for a time,
then curiosity and something more—

a

vague premonition of dread—impelled
it to move out to the open ground.

With nightfall the fawn ventured
timidly forth, a lonely, pathetic and
dispirited little figure as it wandered
along, helplessly alone, starting ner-
vously and running at the howl of the
wolf, the hooting of an owl, or the roar

May llth, 1933.
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of a mountain lion. All night the little

creature wandered round in terror.

By morning, almost dead with fright,

the fawn came out of the trees into the
sunlight, and picked his ways over some
rocks towards a stream, then came to a
stop at the water's edge, bending for-

ward his thin neck to drink.

Perhaps the rippling of the water
over the stones may have lulled the
animal to a sense of security, because
the fawn appeared not to notice the
human being lying flat on a rock and
watching so intently.

A man, no—a young girl in thick
serge trousers, serviceable knee boots,

and a white silk shirt. A dark-eyed
youngster, who held her breath as she
watched the fawn.

Pursued By Bergman's Dogs

SO worn out was the fawn that lie

made no effort when a soft voice
called to him. He looked up and

met such kind, affectionate eyes, and
instantly his fears were assuaged.
"Hallo, little man!" whispered Toni

Martin.
His pathetic bloat answered her.
" Why, what's the matter'.'" asked the

girl, and very slowly stood up. She
held out her slim hand in a friendly
gesture, and the fawn stood motionless
like a figure carved out of stone.

"What are you trying to tell me,
baby?" crooned the girl, slowly crossing
the stream to the animal's side.

The fawn sniffed at Toni's fingers,

and then looked up at her from gentle,

appealing eyes. She stroked his back
soothingly, and her whispered endear-
ments soon gained his confidence. To
his little whimpering bleats she said
softh :

"Come here! Don't be frightened,

because 1 want to be" friends.
*'

The girl picked the fawn up in her
Strong young arms and, except for a
few bleats, lie made no attempt to

eseape. A tongue came out and licked

her cheek.
" I guess I'll have to take you home."

announced sixteen-year-old Toni.

"Have you lost your mother, darling?"
As the fawn made no attempt to

eseape and nestled in her arms, the girl

was certain some tragedy had overtaken
the mother. Suddenly, before her path y

she saw the (rap and the dead body of

the puma. A quick glance showed her
how the big creature had died. Lying
close to the dead mother was a young
cub. Toni quickly knelt down to stroke

it, and instantly the "wildling put out
its baby paws and tried to claw her.

"Here, stop that!" Toni chided it.

She reached out again, but once more
the paws went out at her with aggres-
sive savagery. All the while the fawn
tucked under her left arm fidgeted as

if the sight of the -pinna terrified him.
Toni held him all the tighter, and

turned again to the cub.

"You may not know it, but you're in

a bad way here." Her eyes glistened as
she gazed at the dead puma. " Poor,
littlo feller," she continued, a catch in

her voice. "It's pretty sad to lose your
mother—I know." She had adored her
mother, but illness had decreed that it

should be otherwise.

Toni swooped suddenly and grabbed
the baby puma by the back of the neck.
He snarled at her like an angry kitten.

She tucked him under her right arm,
and then looked from one to tho other.

"You cute things," she said. The
puma immediately mado an attempt to

• law the fawn. "Here, here, none ol

that! Better manners, sir! Yon don't
know it, but, I'm taking you home, and
I'm going to make you bosom friends.'

1

Slowly she walked through the woods
May lltli, 1985.
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holding close to her strange pets. Sud-
denly her heart leapt up to her throat.

She heard the yelping and barking ot

dogs growing louder and louder. She
knew it must be the fierce dogs of that
rascally guide, Bergman—they must
have escaped. Without a second's delay
she began to run, terror gripping her,

for she knew she would not be able to

save her charges if the dogs caught
them ; in fact they might even attack
her.

The dogs had got the scent and soon
they heard her running feet. 'They
began to gain steadily on the panting
girl, who was hampered by her wrig-
gling charges. A mist came before
Toni's eyes and blood pounded in her
temples. She could almost feel the hot
breath of the dogs on her neck.
Then she stumbled and fell prone to

the ground, but Toni clung tenaciously
to her pets, and tho mother instinct
made her draw them close as she lay

there panting, too exhausted to rise.

Then unexpectedly Toni heard a mas-
culine voice. And almost before she
could realise it a man with a rifle-butt

in his hands was racing towards her.
The butt of the rifle caught one dog a
fearful smash in the ribs, and that
knocked much of the savagery out of
the creature. The other two dogs
showed their teeth and snarled, but
hefty kicks from strong hoot6 drove the
dogs away, whining and whimpering.
Toni took a quivering breath and stag-

gered to her feet. A glance round her
told her where she was. In her dazed
terror she had taken the path to the
ranger's look-out, and the ranger on
duty had seen her. The girl smiled at
her rescuer, and realised the ranger was
a young, square-shoulder person with a
most fascinating smile.

Breaking The Law Of The Wild
" ""THANKS. Thanks ever so much,*!

1 Toni said very seriously. "If
yon hadn't appeared I don't

know what, would have happened."
"I'm glad I happened to be on duty."
Tony laughed.
"So am J." She looked at him

curiously. "You'ro new here—aren't
you?''
He smiled and bowed.
"At. your service, miss."
"I'm Toni Martin." she went on, then

indicated with a little nod the animals
she still chitched. "And these are my
children. I've ju^t adopted ihem, and
so I'm taking them home."
The ranger glanced dubiously at the

snarling puma.
" Let me take this child off your

hands. Maybe I can help you get your
children home."

"Oh, that's awfully nice of yon.
Thanks!" Toni handed the puma over,

then she and the ranger fell into step
and started for her home.
Toni soon found out all about the

handsome ranger.
"When I had finished my course! of

forestry I wangled a rangers j«L>—and
here I am." By that part of the story

they had reached the Btepfi of a well-built

wooden bungalow. "And here you
are!"

"Please come in!" begged tho girl,

and laughed. "I'd like to show you to
father.''

A spare, grey haired man sat before a
typewriter, and the young ranger noted
with an amused twinkle that torn scraps
of paper lay about the floor. Ho had
turned round at the sound of the door
opening, and naturally tho first thing
he saw were the fawn and the puma,
"Am I seeing things?" came his in-

credulous query.
Toni began to explain rapidly the ex-
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citing incidents, and her father listened
with a grin, to glance occasionally at
the young man nursing the puma.
"So you've brought home two pets

—

starting to make this shack a sort of
menagerie, eh?" The father ehuekled.
" I think, Toni, you should introduce
the gentleman who saved you from tho
dogs."
"Bob Alden's the name." The ranger

held out his hand. "Guess I'll have to
tell Bergman that bis dogs will bo shot
next time they break lose. Glad to be
of service." He shuffled his feet ner-
vously because Toni's expression was
rather like hero-worship, and he was a
modest young man. Guess, sir, your
daughter's going to have trouble bring-
ing up those two together."
Martin nodded and caressed tho fawn.
" You're right. See this mark on its

back?" He pointed. "A most distinc-

tive mark, and it will grow larger. I
guess one could recognise this creature
when full grown by that saddle mark."
The father mado the ranger at home,

invited him to stay and ha\c a meal;
but Bob shook his head—he was on duty.
He stayed a little while to smoke a
cigarette.

"I'm a writer, and I've come to the
wilds to get ideas and write nature
stories," Martin explained. "I've started
about six yarns .and torn them all up.
I'm running out of ideas—and incident-
ally money."

" I wish you never had to think about
money," Toni had placed tho animals
oti the ground. The fawn did not seem
inclined to leave her, but tho puma
crawled away in search of adventure.
She looked at Alden. "Can't you give
dad a plot for a story?"
"Not much in my line, but you can

always get twenty dollars from the state
for the puma."
"For that baby kitten?" Toni was

horrified.

"A puma's a puma," Alden stated
solemnly. " Young or old. As a matter
of fact it's part of my job to kill them
on sight, but "—he grinned teasingly at
the girl

—"but perhaps I just didn't seo
any puma—that is," he paused to add
seriously, "if you'll turn him loose."

Toni's eyes blazed.
"I'll do nothing of the sort. I'm

going to keep him—and the fawn. I'm
going to bring them up together, and
make them love each other."
"Can't be done—they're natural

enemies. Young Mr. Puma may bo
docile enough for a while, but you wait
till he gets a taste for deer meat."
"I wonder," Martin joined in. "I've

a theory that only sheer necessity makes
animals prey on each other. I'm almost
ready to believe with Toni—that if tl.is

baby puma is fed adequately and tho
littlo deer brought up not to fear him,
that they could bo friends." His eyes
lit up. "By Jove, what a grand experi-
ment, and what a plot for a story. Tho
originality of "

Next moment their ears were suddenly
assailed wtih the snarls of the cub and
the terrified bleating of the baby fawn,
((lining from the direction of the
kitchen.
"Doesn't look as if it's going to work

out." Alden cocked an eye in tho direc-

tion of the kitchen.
Toni glared at him and dashed to the

kitchen. Sho swooped down and cor-

nered the two little creatures under the
sink. The puma was spitting and snarl-

ing, whilst tho fawn whimpered with
fear.

"Stop it, yon two!" admonished Toni,
shaking them both. "You ought to bo
ashamed." She put them down again.
"Behave yourselves I"
The Chinese cook's baby was calmly

eating his crackers and milk through the
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rumpus, but as Toni turned away to take,

some dishes and milk off the shelves,

the puma and the fawn dipped their

heads in the baby's bowl and starting
helping themselves avidly to the milk.

This time the puma's 6narling had no
effect on the fawn, but it had effect on
tha Chinese baby, who screamed lustily,

The cook had been outside chopping
firewood, and, at the noise, came rushing
in and spluttered with horror at sight
of the animals. He grabbed up the
baby.
"Don't be so siliy, " Toni frowned.

"They're only babies, too. They won't
hurt anybody."

"You not keep them?" Sang Soo said
suspiciously, as Toni poured milk into
two bowls, taking one to the fawn and
one to the puma.
Toni nodded. Alden winked slyly at

Mr. Martin.
Sang Soo threw up his fat hands in

despair.

"No good, missie. Everybody know
tiger and deer no good company.

"

"He's not a tiger—he's a puma," the
young girl corrected. "And they're
going to stick together."
Sang Soo enortcd.

"Maybe stick together all lite; but
stick together him "—he pointed to the
fawn—"inside other's belly."
Toni was quite angry because her

father and Alden dared to laugh.
" You come back here in a fortnight's

time and you see the difference."
"I'd like to come before that, if 1

may." said Bob Alden.
" You'll be very welcome. Won't he,

Toni?"
"Of course, dad." The girl held out

her hand. "Perhaps, Mr. Alden will
come round and have supper with us
to-morrow night?"
Boh accepted the invitation with

alacrity, and hinted that it would be
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wise to say nothing about having a baby
puma in the shack.

Malibu And Qato
QOME weeks later Mr. Martin was
,J hard at work on his manuscript,

which he had entitled " Sequoia

—

the story of a strange friendship," when
Toni entered the room and motioned to
him. Silently they tiptoed to a corner
where the puma and the fawn lay peace-
fully side by side in the little basket that
was their bed.
Toni beamed at her father, then looked

down fondly at her two pets.

"Cute, aren't they?"
There was a knock on the door.
"Come in!" Martin called.

Bob Alden stepped into the shack.
"Hallo, thought I'd look round and

inquire how everyone was getting
along."
"You've come at the right time."

Toni smiled a welcome. "We're trying
to think out names for these little fel-

lows. Any suggestions?"

"I've got a name for the deer," stated
her father. "Malibu. It's an old In-
dian word, and it means ' Rough
Going.' Nobody has a rougher road to
travel than a deer."
"Talking of Indian names gives me

an idea for the puma," spoke Bob.
"How about Gato?"
"What does that mean?" asked

Martin.
Aiden's eyes twinkled.
"I think it means 'The MiMinderstood

One.'
"

"That's a grand name," enthused
Toni. "As a reward, would you like

to come to supper to-night?"

The young man nodded eagerly. Mr.
Martin suppressed a smile and went
back to his. work.
Some months later the writer was

studying a book entitled "The Language

13

of the American Indian," and curiosity
prompted him to look up the word
"Gato." He whistled when he read
what was written there, and got to his

feet to go in search of his daughter.

A great clatter from outside made him
rush to the window. In the backyard
was an old broken-down dog-house. On
the other side of wire netting sat Toni,
and here she kept a number of rabbits.

These were scurrying abotit in search of

some safe cover. The girl sat on a
fallen tree, and in the palms of her
hands she held two small chipmunks.
He could see how intently the girl was
gazing at the old dog-house, from which
all the noise was emanating.

Martin's eyebrows went up in amuse-
ment and amazement as Gato came sail-

ing out of the kennel as if he had been
shot from a gun. The cub rolled up
against a log, completely winded, and
lay there passively. Then Malibu stuck
.his head out of the kennel and glared
defiantly at Gato.

"What's going on here?" Toni came
on the scene of battle and looked things
over with an experienced eye. Her
father opened the window the better to
hear.

"You should be ashamed." Malibu
hung his head, but came out of the dog-
house slowly. The girl took both ani-

mals into her lap. "I wonder what you
two have been up to."
Gato purred.
"You're not fooling me. It takes two

to make a fight."

"Was all that squabbling earnest?"
called out her father.

Toni screwed up her nose and shook
her head violently.

"No—only fun."
"Toni, I've got a shock for you." Her

father looked grave. "In this old In-
dian book I had lent to me I've found
out the real meaning of Gato!"

" I'll kill anyone who'dares to touch him !
" blazed Toni, and then in her misery sobbed her heart out on
her father's shoulder.

May Uth, 1935,
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The puma hissed and snarled, whilst the guide's breath came gaspingly
from his heaving chest as they rolled over and over in the struggle.

"What docs it mean, dad?"
Mr. Martin was quite serious now.
" Gato means outlaw or murderer."
Toni gasped.
"But Bob said "

"I know, but he was wrong," Martin
answered. "Maybe this book is wrong.
We'll hope so. Toni, those pets of yours
are growing."

"I know they are." Toni picked up
the puma and placed the animal close
to the fawn. "And I'm going to make
him redeem his name."
But even as she spoke Gato made a

quick, nasty little swipe with his paw
at ihe fawn.

Death In The Night

WINTER came and passed, and now
the puma and the fawn were
almost a year old. Mr. Martin

was glad that the creatures were so

happy and playful together, because
I hey were such pals for Toni. Without
the animals and the attentions of Bob
Alden his young daughter might have
grown lonely in this wild, beautiful, but
desolate seclusion.

One morning in spring Bergman stood
looking at a broken coop and a heap of

feathers.

"If you'd 'a' laid them traps like I

told you," he growled at Joe, "this
wouldn't have happened."

"I did—but look, Will." The smaller
man pointed excitedly. "There's his

tracks. Smart, that's what he is. He
(stepped right over it."

"Don't waste time arguing," snarled
Bergman. "I'm going out to get him.
I'll follow his tracks."

But Bergman cursed heartily when the
tracks of a year-old puma ended at the
side of a brook. A snapping twig made
him jump round and raise his gun, but
with an awkward grin ho lowered the
weapon at Bight of Alden
.VX" I'tti,

"Hallo!" Bergman called out. "Seen
anything of a puma round .here?"

" The only ones I've seen are those
you've collected bounty on," Alden
answered sharply. "Don't tell me
you've missed one?"
Bergman nodded morosely.
"Yeah, and a smart one, too. Raided

my chicken coop last night, and I'm out
for him."

"How old would you think this puma
to be?" Alden asked.

" From his tracks, about a year. Wish
you'd pass the word along to the rest of

the rangers to keep an eye out for him.
Maybe they can get a line on his hide-

out. I ain't had much luck."

"I'll get busy on it," Alden promised,
and rode away in thoughtful mood. Was
Bergman's poacher Gato?

That evening the Martins were very
pleased to have a surprise visit from
the young ranger. Toni took him to a

window and with pride showed him
Malibu busy lapping up a dish with
evident relish, whilst Gato lay stretched

out full length on a rug, taking his case.

He had to admit that they were fine

creatures, and laughed when Toni ex-

plained that Malibu adored ice-cream.

"I'm a little worried over Gato." The
girl shook her curly head. "He used to

adore my ice-cream, but the last few

days he's seemed off his food. I've let

him sleep by the dying embers of the

fire because I thought he might be cold

out in that dog-house, and Malibu does
take up such a lot of room. And if

Gato takes up too much room Malibu
lashes out in a most spiteful way."

"They never try to fight each other?"
"No, Bob, never. They play at quar-

relling sometimes." Toni laughed.
"Let's go out and talk to them."
Malibu came forward to lick the girl's

band, and then turned to snifT at, Alden.
The fawn was now a handsome young
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buck, and the head came up to the girl's

waist. The puma was the size of a big1

dog, and seemed bored and sleepy. The
creature eyed Alden without the least
show of fear and yawned.
Alden stroked the fawn and then

knelt to caress the puma. He looked
very closely at the mouth of the moun-
tain cat.

"I think it's time for all good little

boys to be in bed," Toni cried. "Oft!

you go." Malibu pranced away and
entered his house. The girl smiled down
at the puma. " The poor dear looks

rather seedy. I shall let him have
another night near the fire."

Bob managed to have a few words
alone with Mr. Martin before he lett.

Frankly he told of his meeting with
Bergman and the year-old puma taking

his chickens.
"I may be wrong, and I hope so."

he concluded. "There are slight marks
round the mouth that look like blood,

and Gato seems to have lost his appe-
tite."

"Just because the poor cat didn't

want his ice-cream doesn't prove any-
thing," argued Martin.
Alden ignored that.

"See that Gato is shut in to-night,

will you, Mr. Martin?"
"You won't say anything to Toni?"
"No," Alden answered as he raised

tho latch of the door. "And I don't
want to have to—you understand?
Good-night!"

It was well past midnight, and the
living-room was alternatively streaked
with darkness and bright moonlight.
Seemingly the room was deserted until

Gato moved out into the moonlight.
Sniffing first at one closed window and
then at another, he moved against the

kitchen door and opened it. Here again
he encountered a closed window. Walk-
ing away from it, his great cat's body
disappeared for a moment into the dark-

ness. Only his eyes could be scon,

gleaming like red-hot coals.

Now he had found the door to Sang
Soo's bed-room, where the Chinese coo*
and his motherless baby slept peace-
fully. With one leap Gato was at the
window-sill and out of the open window
into tho nigkt.
Padding swiftly over the ground, he

was soon crouched on the roof of the low
shed on Bergman's ranch. Some pigs
could be heard squealing and stirring

restlessly. With a silent feline move-
ment Gato dived in under the shelter.

The next instant there was the scream
of a pig in agony.
Some time later Gato made his silent

return through Sang Soo's window. Just
as he was about to pass through the
door he suddenly turned, and crawling
along the baby's bed sniffed it carefully.

Then ho moved across to the cook's bed
and a long tongue shot out and licked

Sang Soo's face, as if the young puma
were trying to tell her of his happiness.
The cook moved restlessly, but did not

wake. Silently Gato slid out of tho
room back to the comfortable rug near
the glowing embers of the fire. He
licked his lips, yawned, and fell into a
contented sleep.

Early the next morning Bergman
came through the woods with two of his

best dogs on a leash. Alden kept s>, p
with him. The guide had appeared at

the National Park Rangers Station to
report the yisit of the puma, and Alden
had offered to inquire into the business.

It was easy ;o trail tho puma.
Bergman's teeth curled back in a

6avage grin, as the dogs, with an exu-

berant burst of speed, shot up to tho
front door of the Martin cabin. Ha
pounded angrily on the door with the
butt of his iinV.

As Toni opened it the dogs tried to
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break loose to enter. From within there

came the fierce snarl of Gato. Toni
screamed and tried to shut the doiK.

It was Alden who yanked the dogs
away, and Bergman pushed into the

house, with the ranger at his heels.

Toni stood arid faced them as her

father hurriedly got up from the break-
fast, table.

"What's the matter, Bergman?"
asked Martin, after a quick glance at

Bob's serious face.

"I trailed this cat from my shack,"
Bergman pointed to tho snarling Gato.

"He was in my pig pen last night and
got two of 'em."
Toni would not at first believe, ami

cried that Gato would not kill anything.
"I'm awfully sorry, Toni," Alden said

quietly. "The truth is that your pet's

an outlaw, and even if Bergman doon't
I'll have to kill him."

"I'll kill anyone who dares to touch
him!" blazed Toni like a young goddess,
and then in her misery sobbed her heart
out on her father's shoulder.

"Those two pigs cost me " began
Bergman.
"Bob, make Bergman go away,"

Martin said. "Fix a price for the pigs

and damage and tell him to call later

for the money."
When Alden came back into the shack

he found Toni had dried her (ears.

"Twenty dollars will fix the damage,"
Alden reported. "And he'll lie

this evening. He threatens (o take
action if you don't get rid of that puma.
Toni. Gato's got to go!"
"You can't kill him, Bob," whispered

the girl.

"1 shall come back here this evening
with Bergman to see he gets his mon-y
and gives a receipt. Also I shall have
to prove to tho rascal that Gato is no
more." Bob's expression did not change.
"A creature like Gato might easily

escape."
Martin took his daughter in his arms

when they wero alone.
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"I know how you feel, Toni, but, if

Gato isn't out of here we may get young
Alden into trouble." He coughed.
"Malibu is glowing up."

"What do you mean by that, dad?"
"Turn him loose as well and give him

a chance," her father answered. "I
know Malibu is gentle and harmless, but
we can hardly take him back to our.

apartment in town."
"Oh, we are leaving?"
"Yes, dear. My hook's nearly

finished."

That afternoon Toni walked through
the woods, her pet following closely. A
mile away and near a ravine the girl

called the fawn to her. patted his grace-
fid neck and kissed him good-bye.
Over Gato she lingered a few minutes

longer, fearful of what the future might
have in store for him. Then she shooed
them away. They stared at her solemnly
and seemed to understand. Through
tear-filled eyes she saw them move away.
Gato stopped uncertainly for a minute
to gaze at the receding figure of Malilm.
then he, too, walked away in another
direction and was soon out of right.

Friend op Foe

TWO winters later, and this seene i>

far away from the haunt-, of man.
The only sound is tin' falling of

snow from the trees and the faint
ing of an icy breeze.

From some pines appears a herd of
voting deer, and at. their bead Malibu.
a magnificent, four-point buck, powerful
of body and fleet, of limb, with hand-
somely spreading pair of antlers.

A solitary doe wandered incautiously
away from the ot Iters, and browsed
down the side of the ravine. It was
then that, a mountain pinna, padding
down a slope, saw her and, with deadly
intent, began to stalk her. The great
cat crept nearer, gathered itself to-

gether and sprang. But it had taken
that deer just a split second to hear him
as his haunches came away from the
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ground, and with incredible speed the
doe flung herself away, and the lion
was left standing alone on the very spot
where the deer had been just a second
before. The great tail thrashed angrily,
and the gleaming eyes seemed to blaze.

It was useless to follow the doe. I ml
suddenly the scent of the herd of young
deer tickled his nostrils.

Malibu moved slowly forward, and
the herd watched their leader. The
buck went slowly to a water-hole in the
snow and drank deeply. It was then
that the puma, standing on top of a
rocky Ledge, caught 'ight of him.
Moving with exquisite grace, he edged

towards Malibu until he had reached a

j-ust above him. Then he crawled
cautiously to the edge, and looked at the
drinking buck. Over tho rocks the

puma made his noiseless way, detei

mined to make up for his earlier mis-
take in losing the doe.

Malibu raised his head for a moment,
then, seeing nothing, resumed his drink-
ing.

Stealthily, the mountain puma crept
closer and closer until he had reached
ih.' perfect vantage point. Then.
gathering his muscles of steel, he pri

pared to make his spring.

It was then that Malibu raised, his

head and looked straight into tin

of the eat. For one single second their

Sjn/e held, as they both stood, frozen to

stillness.

The puma was the first to mo\ e. and
the sa\ager\ of hi^ demeanour had
changed to a puzzled bewilderment. He
moved nearer as if uncertain—Malibu
Stood ^oek still and stared. The puma
came slowly to the Side of the waf.i
hole, and with complete trust and con-
fidence Malibu moved towards him.
for he had recognised his old friend and
playmate, Gato.

Approaching each other, their no^es

touched in mutual greeting. In an ex-
cess of joy Gato rolled over on his back,
and Malibu playfully prodded him in

Gato shook his head and Malibu moved across to him.
May 11th 1933.
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the belly with his antler. The lion
rolled swiftly to his feet and moved to
the water-hole to drink, and nose to

nose the two friends drank their fill.

Then, after frolicking together for a few-

moments, they rose and trotted happily
off together into the thicket. Needless
to say the rest of the herd had gone a
long time ago.
A sudden sound caused the animals to

stop and freeze in their tracks. It was
the merry jungle of sleigh-bells. From
the top of a ravine they stared down-
wards. Soon the sleigh and its occu-
pants were plainly visible. There was
Martin, Toni, Sang Soo and Sang Soo's
little boy. After a long stav in town
they had answered the call of the wild.
Malibu looked at Gato and then

moved swiftly down the hillside to the
valley. Gato whisked his long tail and
bounded swiftly after the buck.

The Trap

THE Martin cabin that night was
brightly lit. Toni and her father
had just finished dinner.

"It's grand to be back," sighed Toni.
"I wonder what's happened to Malibu
and Gato?"
"And Bob Alden?" laughed Martin,

who knew his daughter had not for-

gotten the young ranger.

_" I shall go round and inquire if he's
still here!" Her eyes danced. "Just
to ask if he's seen my two pets."

" I expect the deer have moved on
to better feeding grounds," teased her
father. "And the mountain pumas
have followed the deer."
Toni smiled back good-naturedly.
"I'd have resented that a couple of

years ago as aimed at Gato." She
stared at the fire. " You know, dad,
we've a lot to thank Malibu and Gato
for; they gave you a wonderful plot for
a story, and the book went into six

editions."
" And I'm hoping to get another plot

from this visit." her father laughed.
" my publishers want a sequel to
' Sequoia.' "

Not very far from the Martin home
a sleigh slid smoothly over the frozen
trail. Joe was driving whilst Bergman
tossed huge forkfuls of hay on the
ground behind them. Now and again
the driver glanced round as if scared
that someone might be watching.
A deer corral had been constructed

at Bergman's ranch. As the sleigh
drove through the suspended gate, Berg-
man dumped a final forkful of hay just
inside the corral. Then the rascally
guide spread the hay around so that it

completely concealed the trap that
would spring the deadfall gate.

At precisely that moment Malibu
emerged from the woods and ap-
proached the gate of the Martin shack.
He considered it solemnly, then looked
towards the lighted windows. Gato
clawed his way up a tree so that he
could direct a glance at the cabin.
Lightly Malibu leapt the gate, and Gato
followed an instant later. They raced
forward until they were just under the
windows. Malibu craned bis neck and
peered through the glass wistfully as he
saw Toni and her Gather sitting comfort-
ably in the sitting-room.

Gato, however, sniffed around in old
remembrance. Glimbing a wood-pile
just under the kite-hen window, In- stared
intently at Sang Soo, who was. at that
moment,

_

diving and polishing (lie

dishes. The Chinaman saw those great
staring eyes and dropped the entire
pile of dishes to the floor witli a re-
sounding crash.

Toni ran inin the kitchen to find Sang
Soo almost petrified with fright.

" What's the matter?"
Ma} J I tli, 1985.
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Then her jaw dropped with astonish-
ment, for she had seen Gato's head
framed in the window. In a flash it

disappeared.
"Gato!" Toni cried.
With a glad cry she flung up the

window, just in time to see the puma
pounding away. Then into Toni's un-
believing vision, there came the second
of that night's miracles. Leaping past
with the fleetness of the wind, came
Malibu, antlers held high, his arched
legs barely touching the ground. Tl>°n
he, too, had disappeared into*" tlfe"~

velvety blackness of the night.
"Malibu!'' Toni called, and hoped

against hope that he would come back.
But when a few seconds had elapsed

she made a quick decision. Opening the
kitchen door she shouted into the snowy
wilderness: "Gato! Malibu! Wait for
me !" Then, turning back into the
kitchen, she dashed excitedly into the
living-room and grabbed up a woollen
cap and a short plaited coat.

"They're here, dad !" she screamed at
her father. "Gato and Malibu !"

" I thought I heard you call their

names. Here, where are you going?"

"Going after them," cried Toni. "I'll

be right back." The door slammed after

her.

Malibu, after his sudden fright at

Toni's over-exuberant call of greeting,

had walked 6lowly along the snow-
covered trail, following the marks made
by Bergman's sled and nibbling at the
tempting bunches of hay scattered on
the trail. And always he kept nearing
the unsuspected danger.
Toni, not far behind him, quickened

her pace as Malibu's trail became more
and more distinct in the moonlight.
Every now and again she halloed and
shouted "Malibu! Gato!" Now she
was running, a triumphant smile on her
lips, for she knew that Malibu was
almost directly ahead of her.

Following the hay trail, Malibu
climbed the hill towards Bergman's
corral. The wind was in his face, so
that he did not hear his name. His
eyes glistened greedily as he saw the
big bunch of hay that covered the spring
trap. A few more steps and he was
passing under the deadfall gate.

Then Toni spied the ranch and the
corral. A shuddering gasp shook her
slight, frame as she saw him walk be-

neath the deadfall.

"Malibu!" she shouted, but too late.

The great gato crashed down, making
him a prisoner.

Toni ran to the great gate and exerted
all her young strength to lift it, but it

would not give an inch. But Malibu
had moved close to her now, so she
could reach out and pat him.

"Quiet, now!" she hissed. "Don't
you worry. I'll get you out!"
Furiously she set to work unlashing

and removing some of the bars, at the
same time whispering low words of en-
couragement to the frightened buck.
But Bergman and Joe had heard the
noise of tin- great gate. They had a

prisoner, and chuckled gleefully, but
they did not. hurry.
Bergman raised his lantern and started

as he heard the crashing of timber. The
two men saw a slight figure and rushed
forward. Someone was tearing dowm
the walls of the corral and trying to
let a great big deer escape.

Ton' heard them and worked des-
perately to make an opening for Malibu.
"Malibu. come on—jump!" she

sei earned, heedless of her own danger.
The buck gathered himself together

for the jump to freedom. With a Hying
leap be went up and through the hole
that the girl had made in the corral.

Toni shouted with delight, then fear-

Evify Tuesday

lessly turned to face the two men who
were hurrying towards her.
Bergman lost no time. Reaching

Toni, he fired at Malibu, only to have
his aim deflected as the girl knocked
the rifle up in the air. The buck dis-

appeared among the trees.

Livid with rage, Bergman turned on
the girl. Ho dropped his rifle and
gripped the girl by the collars of her
coat. His evil face leered at her.

"I'll teach you to interfere with
"

But he never finished his sentence
bccausG there came a terrified scream
from Joe.
"Look out!" The little man's face

was convulsed with fear.

Toni and Bergman turned, and there,
crouched on a fallen tree-trunk, was
Gato, in feline readiness to spring to
the aid of Toni and Malibu.

It was the girl who saved the situa-

tion. She pushed Bergman away.
"Do as I tell you!" she ordered the

two cowering men. "Maybe I can keep
him away from you."
Gato was snarling and hissing

furiously, fully ready to tear to piece*
the creatures who had threatened his

mistress. Slowly, inch by inch, the two
men backed warily away from the puma.
"Get back to your cabin, but move

slowly!" Toni whispered.
Edging backwards as rapidly as pos-

sible, the two men barely drew breath
until they felt themselves at a safe dis-

tance from the gleaming eyes fixed

hungrily upon them. Although the
snarl had left Gato's face, he was not
wholly pacified by Toni's endearing
whispers. Uncurling himself gracefully,

ho jumped past the girl and bounded
after the men.
Arms waving madly, Bergman, on the

steps of the cabin, shouted

:

"Let me in, there! Get out of my
way!" And, yanking the other back,

he bolted into the cabin, with Joe close

on his heels.

Gato prowled around the cabin for a
few more minutes', then satisfied that ho
had scared off his mistress' attackers, ho
moved towards the woods.
"Gato! Gato!" called the girl.

The puma hesitated and turned his

head. Somewhere in the woods was his

friend, Malibu.
Toni saw the mountain cat and sho

moved towards him, but Gato bounded
away down the trail. Often, she called

their names as she wended her way
through the trees, but she did not see

them again that night, though both were
lurking among the trees.

And that night Malibu again trotted

the 6now-covered forest—unharmed,
majestic, and kingly in Ins wiici beauty.

Bob Alden'e face lip up when Toni
appeared the next morning at the

rangers' headquarters. She knew from
the ardent intent of his gaze that she

was far from being forgotten. Tho
knowledge gave her a strange thrill.

She told him all about the return of

Gato and Malibu and how Bergman was
trapping deer.

"Trapping native deer is a serious

offence," he commented. "I'll have a

few words to say to that skunk. Another
break, and he'll lose his licence." He
smiled at her. "Say, I'm glad you're

back. HowV your dacl ?"

"Dad's fine and the book's a t.

success. They want him to write a

sequel."
'I'd like to sec him again." Boldly

10k her arm. "And I'd like to walk
home with you."
"And I should like you to walk home

with me." she answered with simple-

coquetry. "I'm so glad to be back in

the forests."

(Continued on page 24)
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At first she hated him, then came a day when, on the brink of a bullet-swept gorge, he
faced death for her sake. The story of a hard-riding Westerner who saves a wilful Eastern

girl from her own folly and the wiles of an unscrupulous rustler. Starring Buck Jones
and Peggy Campbell

Mary Lawrence Decides

IN the studio of her apartment on
Riverside Drive, Mary Lawrence,
the beautiful, but spoiled darling ot

New York's younger set. was putting
the finishing touches to the painting of

a cowboy riding a bucking horse.
Standing back, she surveyed her handi-
work critically, then shook her fair

head.
"No, Ethel, it's really not what it

should be," she sighed.
"Nonsense, my dear," returned the

other girl. "It's splendid, and I'm sure
the Academy will think so. too."
Somehow Mary felt a little annoyed.

Her friend's flattery did not have the
ring of sincerity about it and, to tell

the truth, she was getting a little tired
of meaningless compliments.

"As it happens, this isn't for the
Academy," she announced. "It's for
my Uncle Jed. I thought if I could
send him a painting to show him that
I'm doing something really worth while
here, he might, stop bothering me. He
writes every day or so, insisting that I

come West."
Ethel laughed.
"You? In the West? My dear, how-

absurd !"

"But that's not all," went on Mary,
throwing her brush down and leading
the way over to the settee. "This morn-
ing I had a letter saying he has sent

his foreman, Buck Benson, to try and
persuade me to change my mind. And
there was another note, too, from this

foreman or whatever he is, telling me
that he has arrived in New York, and
asking when he may call !"

" Do you know this Benson person at

all?" asked Ethel, raising her eyebrows.
"No; but I think I have a picture of

him somewhere, taken with Uncle Jed

at the ranch." Mary went over to a
bureau, and began to rummage about in

a drawer. "Ah, here it is."

She looked at the snapshot of the two
in their wide sombreros, studded chaps,
and sagging gun-belts, and a smile came
to her lips. Ethel, when the picture was
handed to her, laughed out loud.

"But, my dear, what, are you going to

do? You can't possibly have that kind
of person hanging around. People will

laugh at you—oh, it's too ridiculous !

You can't, possibly see him I"

Mary looked thoughtful, and a sudden
gleam came to her eyes.
"Yes, I'll see him," she said slowly.

"And people will laugh—but not at
me !"

Already she was beginning to
feel hostility against this man whom
her uncle had sent. She had no
intention of leaving her art studies
in New York for some dead-and-alive
ranch in the wilds of California, and a
plan for humiliating this unknown
messenger was forming in her mind.
" I'm going to give a party, and Mr.
Benson will be the guest of honour. I'll

get Tom and Nellie to come, and the
Hoyts and the rest of our gang, but as
I want our visitor from the wide, open
spaces to feel quite at home, we'll make
it a real Western party !"

" You mean "

" I mean we'll all dress up as cowboys
and cowgirls, just to poke fun at him."
The party was arranged for the next

evening, and by the time Benson was
due to arrive, Mary's apartment was
filled with young people, garbed in

Western clothes, who were passing the
time in a most un-Western manner

—

chatting, drinking cocktails, and danc-
ing to the strains of a jazz band.

-\t last tlie door opened and Mainly,
Mary's coloured maid, came in.

"lie's here, Miss Mary," she an-
nounced.
Mar\ put down her cocktail.
"All right, show him in, Mainly."
Mandy's round, ebon-black face held

rather a bewildered look.
"Don't you think you ought to sea

him alone, first?'' she inquired.
" Oerbainly not !"

"But. Miss Mary "

"Didn't you hear what I said?"'
snapped Mary. "Show him in,

Mandy !''

"Yes, 'm." murmured Mandy, turn-
ing away obediently.
"Now, let's have that Western

music," Mary told the band leader.
"Listen, everybody—nature's nobleman
has arrived '"

The band struck up "The Cowboy's
Lament," and a chorus of cheers and
jeers arose from the guests. Then the
door opened, and as the expected visitor
entered, the noise and the laughter died
down and a faint gasp of astonishment
went up. For, although the newcomer
was a big man, darkly bronzed, and
w itli the stamp of the outdoors upon
him, ho was immaculately clad in even-
ing dress, and instead of appearing un-
couth and ill-at-ease he seemed remark-
ably self-possessed. Ho looked around
at the company, at the made-up "cow-
girls," at the white-faced, absurdly soft-

looking "cowboys," and his mouth
twisted in a faint smile of amused con-
tempt.
"That's Miss Lawrence, sittin' on the

arm of the chair," Mandy told him.
He strode across to Mary and re-

garded her gravely.
"Miss Lawrence? Let me introduce

myself—I'm Buck Benson. I hope I'm
May llth, 1933.
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not intruding.'' He spoke with a

Western drawl, and his teeth gleamed
white and even in the brown of his face.

He was so different from the kind of

man she had expected that, for a

moment, Mary felt at a loss.

"Not in the least," she murmured.
"••] trust that you feel quite at home."
Oner again his keen, deep-set grey

flickered over the roomful of New
Yorkers.

" If I'd known of this masquerade I

would have postponed my visit," he
.-aid.

" We both seem to be masquerading,
Mr. Benson,'' she returned.

lie came a little closer. So big was
he that he seemed to dwarf everybody
else in the room.

'I don't want to spoil your party, but

I'd like to speak to you alone, if cou-

\ enient."
"I'm afraid you've wasting your

lime," said Mary, with a smile. "I've
heard all Uncle Jed's arguments, and I

tell you as I've often told him—I will

OGve'r go West. My career is here."

"Your what?" he inquired.

She detected the sarcasm in his voice,

:ii ul flushed.

"My career. I'm an artist." She led

the way over to the studio. "Maybe
you'd like to see a sample of my work."
She showed him the painting of the

bucking horse, but instead of making
any comment he just stood and looked
at it. and shook his head.
"Well, what do you think of it?" she

asked.
Although a lot of the details in the

cowboy's dress were all wrong, Buck
Benson could see that the painting, as a

whole, was really quite good, but he was
determined not to give her any encour-

agement. From the first he had sized

her up. This niece of old Jed's had
been spoiled all her life. Well, she

wouldn't get any flattery from him !

What she needed was to be put in her

place.
"Frankly, I think it's terrible!" he

told her. ""Painting broncs is an art

you'll never major in, Miss Lawrence.

That is, unless you come West and study

and
"

" Perhaps you had better say what
vou came to say." interrupted Mary
coldly. " I'm sure it has nothing what-

ever to do with art."

Buck turned to her.
" I did have quite a speech made up,

but I'll cut it short. Your uncle is a

verj sick man. and unless you go to

him quickly, I'm afraid it'll be too

late."

A look of surprise and concern crossed

Mary's face. Although she had only

seen her uncle on his rare visits East,

she felt a genuine affection for the old

man.

"He never mentioned anything about

being ill in his letters," she said.

"No, he was in hopes you'd come
without thai." was the answer.

It was at that very moment that

Mam)', came in. holding something in

her hand. "Telegram for you, Miss

Lawrence."
Mar} took il. Before she opened it

she knew what she was going to find.

Coming, a- it had. ju-t when thev were
talking about Uncle Jed's illness, she

felt a Strange flash of intuition, ami
she knew .-he would never sec the old

man again.
"There'll be no answer, Mandy."
"Yes, ma'am."
The print danced before Mary's

a- slu- icad it. She banded it to the
big Westerner, and he took it without
a word,
"Oh, I'm so sorry I" broke out iMary,

her eyes bright with sudden tears. "I
Haj ntii, i
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didn't know. I'll start West as soon as
possible."
Buck Benson's face hardened.
"There's no hurry now. I'll take care

of the funeral—and I don't think it'll

make a bit of difference to Jed whether
you come or not."
Turning on his heel he made for the

door. Mary followed him, whilst the

guests looked on, silent and self-con-

scious. Suddenly he stopped and
turned to her again.
"On second thoughts," he^ told her

curtly, "you being his only heir, it'll

probably be necessary for you to be
there at the reading of the will. I'll let

you know the date. Good-night, Miss
Lawrence."
Mary's eyes flashed.
"I'll be there, if it's only for the

pleasure of discharging you !" she cried
out after him.
When the door had closed on his

broad back she broke down, and drop-
ping into a chair and waving off her
girl friends who tried to comfort her,
she sobbed as though her heart would
break.

The Runaway

ON: a morning when the Californian
sun lay hot on sagebrush and
cactus, and there was an electric

sparkle in the air, Buck Benson drove
a buckboard down the Los Gatos trail

towards the railroad station where he
was meeting Mary Lawrence's train.

Beside him sat Ben, a lean, bow-legged
cowboy with ears that stuck out from
his head and a solemn expression on his

perpetually puckered face.

With the reins gripped in one large,

capable fist, Buck held the two half-

wild broncs to a brisk trot. He was
late already, but that was not worrying
him much. At the moment he was more
concerned with affairs back at the
ranch.
Sinco Jed's death the management

had naturally passed to him, and in the
last few days a lot of the young stock
ranging on tho river section had mys-
teriously disappeared. That meant only
one thing. Rustlers. In his own mind
he was pretty sure who the rustlers

were, but the trouble was that he could
not prove it. If only he could catch
them red-handed 1

"How come you handle wild broncs
as easy as you handle men?" jerked out
Ben, as the foreman swung the team
round a sharp bend in the precipitous
trail.

"I understand broncs and men,"
returned Buck.
"Ever try your hand with women?"
Buck thought of Mary Lawrence.
"When I do I'll use both hands!

Giddap !"

When, some time later, they clattered
into the station yard, they found Mary
seated on a trunk on the platform.
Mandy was standing behind her, beside
an enormous pile of luggage. Leaving
Ben to hold the horses. Buck jumped
down and went, forward.

lie took off his sombrero.
"How d'you do, Miss Lawrence.

Sorry I'm late."

Mary, tapping her heel on the plat-

form impatiently, looked up at him.
"So you finally got here. Where is

the car?"
"Car? Oh. that's it!" Buck grinned,

and pointed to the ramshackle buck-
board. "And those things attached to
it in front," he explained politely, "are
horses." He stared in amazement at
tli'- luggage. "Are all these yours?"
"Of course," was the indignant reply.

Buck shrugged, and began to help the
station agent load the trunks and suit-

on to the buckboard. A place was
found for Mandy between the luggage
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and the front seat. Buck turned to
help Mary up, and then swung on to
the seat beside her.
"These arc my horses, I presume?"

she asked.
"Yes
"Then I'll drive them," she

announced.
Buck caught Ben's eye, and the cow-

boy was frantically motioning "No!"
'Listen, miss," said Duck; "if you

haven't been dining for quite a while,
this is hardly the team for vou to stint

with."
"I'll thank you to mind your own

business, Mr. Benson!" flared the girl,

and with the words she seized the reins
and the whip.
"Are you sure you know what you're

doing?" queried Buck.
Mary's only answer was to settle her-

self more firmly in the seat, and with
her chin in the air she took a fresh
grip of the whip. The near-side horse
rolled his eye wickedly, and his ears
went back.
Buck began to feel a grudging ad-

miration for the girl beside him. She
looked mighty pretty, with her fair hair
and her clear eyes and determined little

chin. She was spoiled and stubborn as
a mule, but she had plenty of spirit,

and he liked spirit, whether in a horse
or a woman.
"All right," he told Ben. "Let 'em

go !"

Ben let go, and jumped back as the
broncs reared and plunged forward,
Mandy screamed, and the next instant
the light wagon went bouncing and
swaying out of the yard and on to the
trail in a cloud of dust, both horses
pounding along at a mad gallop. Buck
glanced back, and saw Ben leap on to
the back of a saddle horse which had
been tied to a hitch-rail in the yard,
and start in pursuit, apparently with
the idea of rescuing some of the lug-
gage that was being shaken off and scat-

tered along the trail.

Mary, her face white, her teeth
clenched, sawed desperately at the
reins, but the tough-mouthed and only
half-broken broncs had taken the bit
between their teeth and were bolting.
Buck knew that if he took the lines

from her he could soon bring the tram
under control, but, instead of that, he
kept his seat and said nothing. This
part of the trail ran fairly straight,

and it was an instinct with horses, even
bolting horses, to keep to a trail.

Before they came to the first bend ho
would take over, but not yet. She had
wanted to drive, and drive she should.
This would teach her a le>son !

Suddenly, however, to Buck's horror,
one of the reins broke, and the free end
flipped back into Mary's face. The
broncs, now under no control at all. slim

forward at an even faster rate, whilst
Mary, clutching the one useless rein,

gave a little scream of fright.

Ahead of them, a bare hundred
yards away and getting rapidly cfoser,

was a sharp bend in the trail, and Buck
knew that, unless the runawav team
were stopped, or at least slowed down
before reaching it, the buckboard would
be overturned and smashed to kindling
wood. There was only one thing to do.

and Buck Benson did it. Without a
moment's hesitation he stepped over
the dashboard and on to the wagon-
tongue between the galloping broncs,

and began to edge \\i- perilous way for-

ward. One false step meant being
dragged down and mangled under tho
thundering wheels.
At last he was far enough forward to

catch the dangling length of line.

Swinging himself astride the nearside
he gathered both reins, and pull-

ing back with all the steely strength of
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his big arms he brought the sweating
broncs to a trot, and from that to a
halt.

"Man, goodness gracious!" moaned
Mandy, as Buck dropped off and led

the team to the side of the trail. "1

don't want no more rides like that.

I'se walkin' next time."
Buck looked up at Mary. 4

"Throw me that line!" he ordered
curtly.

Mary tossed him the broken line

which she was still holding.
"That was splendid!" she told him.

" I want to—to
"

"You want to be your age, and not

a stuck-up snob," he cut in, starting to

splice the rein. She flushed angrily,

but said nothing, and when he had
finished he climbed up beside her again
and thrust the reins into her ban!.
"Here, take this line and drive. You
asked for it."

"I will not!" she blazed, furious.

"All right, I'll throw 'em away.
Giddap."
As the team sprang forward again

he made as though he were going to

toss the reins loose.

"Xo!" screamed Mary, snatching at

them.

By now most of the steam had been
taken out of the broncs, and Buck knew
they would give no more trouble, so

for the rest of the way he made Mary-
drive. Not once on the long journey
did she speak to him, but sat there in

stony silence, stiff-backed and tight-

mouthed.
When they arrived at the El Fanitu

ranch-house they found a group of cow-
boys waiting for them. As Mary-
brought the team to a stop the loung-
ing, hard-bitten range-riders eyed her
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with interest and curiosity. Buck
jumped off and helped her down.
"Gentlemen, may I present Miss

Mary Lawrence."
The men grinned, raised (heir hats

and looked rather self-conscious.

"You are all personal friends of Mr.
Benson's, I presume?" Mary asked,
looking them over.

"We sure are," assented some of the
cowboys emphatically, whilst others
nodded and smiled.
"Then consider yourselves discharged

the moment I take possession!" flashed

out Mary. "Have my luggage brought
into the house immediately." she told

Buck, with an imperious toss of her
head. "Come, Mandy."
And with the men gaping after Let-

in astonished dismay she stalked off

into the house, followed by the obedient
Mandy.
Buck, stunned by this unexpected

bombshell, could only stand and watch
her go. Then, hands on hips, he shook
his head sadly.

"Well, can you beat that?" he
muttered.

The New Boss

THE next morning found Buck seated
before a table on the porch
engaged in the unpleasant job of

figuring out the men's time and Writing
their pay checks before dismissing them.
He had always got on well with his
men. They were a hard-working, cheery
bunch, and he hated to see them kicked
out suddenly like this. The time-book
showed that one of them, Murphy, 80

far from having anything coming, was
twenty dollars short.

When Murphy heard that he shook
his head sorrowfully.

19

"Guess I'll have to leave my saddle.'

I ain't got no twenty bucks. Walkin's
sure goiu' to be tough, though."
"Don't worry about it," Buck told

him. "We'll see what we can do for

you."
"Thanks, Buck," grinned Murphy,

gratefully.

"I sure never expected she'd fire all

us old hands," put. in Ben. rolling a
cigarette. "We're going to miss yoa
a heap, Buck."
"You needn't feel so sorry for your-

self," grunted Buck. "I'm fired, too."
At that moment a buggy drove up

before the porch, and a tall, elderly
man alighted. It was Radcliffe, the
lawyer, and Buck remembered then
that this was the day the will was to

be read.
"Hallo. Mr. Radcliffe," greeted

Buck. "Miss Laurence is expecting
you."
"Howdy. Howdy." Brief-case

under his arm. the lawyer came on to

the porch and looked around at (he
group of cowboys. "Well, what's the

matter with all \m\ boys?" he de-
manded. "You look and act like you
were going to another funeral."

"We are," returned Buck grini'y.

"We're burying a lot of plea-, t

memories to-day. We're all fired."

Kadelifle laughed.
"Well, the newcomer has ideas ,.f

her own. eh 1"

"That's not funny to us!" crow led

Buck.

"Come on, Buck," said the Iawye.\
"I want you to introduce Die to Miss
Lawrence." When the foreman hesi-

tated he took him by Hie arm. "C
on. come on," he urged, smiling.

Buck did not feel like meeting the

*• You needn't worry about taking him to the ranch," rasped Buck. " He's going to gaol I
"
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: girl at the moment, but he led the

way into the living-room and se'it

Mandy to fetch Mary. When Mary's
step was heard outside the door Buck,
with a muttered: "Say, I haven't got
any business here," started to leave,

but the lawyer stopped him.
"Now don't get excited," soothed

Radcliffe. "Everything's going to be
all right." He thrust the brief-case

into Buck's hands. "Just hold thts,

will you?" Then he turned to greet

the girl.

Mary was feeling and was looking
in a better temper than when Buck had
last seen her. She had slept more
soundly than ever before in her life,

and the zestful air had put a keen edge
on her appetite. She was beginning to

admit that perhaps the West might
prove to be rather a wonderful place
after all— if only something interesting

would happen to relieve the dullness.

"Well, well, so this is Miss
Lawrence—Mary Lawrence," broke out
the lawyer, going towards her. "My,
my, but you're more beautiful even than
your uncle said you were. And I've

i heard about you ever shice you were
knee-high to a grasshopper. Let me
look at you."
She turned round for his inspection,

and seeing Buck, frowned.
"It seems like you ought to be a little

girl," chuckled Radcliffe. He led her
over to the davenport. "Sit down right

here, and we'll get this business over
in a hurry. Oh—er—Buck, bring my
brief-case, will you?" When Buck
came over the lawyer motioned him to

sit down. Awkwardly Buck sat down
next to Mary. "Now I won't have to

re;<d so loud and we'll all be more
comfortable," announced Radcliffe.

Mary got up.
"Is it necessary to have a witness?"

she inquired stiffly.

"No-o-o," murmured Radcliffe.
" Then I consider Mr. Benson's

presence unnecessary," she said.

Buck started up.
"I told you I didn't want -"

The lawyer put out a restraining hand
and turned to Mary.

" But, you see. Buck is not a witness.

Fact i-. lie's mentioned in your uncle's

will."

The Will
" \V7 ITH your permission," went on

^V Radcliffe, taking a document
out of the brief-case, "I'll skip

all superfluous matter and get right to

the first bequest." He cleared his

throat and began to read :

"'To my only living blood relation,

Mary Lawrence. I do hereby bequeath
all my worldly possessions providing
and ac cording as set forth herewith.
"One. The property known as El

Fanita Ranch, comprising sixty-two sec-

tions or thirty-nine thousand, six hun-
dred and eighty acres.

'Two. All money as is deposited in

the State Bank, amounting to three
hundred and twenty-six thousand, eight
hundred and forty dollars.'

"

The lawyer smiled at Mary.
' So you see, your uncle has made it

possible for you to be a very wealthy
young lady."
"And when may I take possession of

my inheritance?" Mary wanted to know.
Radcliffe scratched his neck thought-

full.,.

"Well, let me see—I guess Buck will

have to answer that."
Mary and Buck looked at him in sur-

prise.
" You sec," he explained, "it

here, ' In the endeavour to safeguard
the interests of my heir, Mary Law-
rence, it is a condition precedent to
this agreement that she live continu-
ity nth, 1935.
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ously for at least one year at El Fanita
Ranch, and I hereby appoint my fore-
man; Buck Benson, guardian of my heir
and estate to serve without restraint
until such time as he believes my heir,
Mary Lawrence, capable of managing
her inheritance.' "

There was a moment's silence, then
Mary got up.
"May I read that last part?" she

asked in a small voice.
"Certainly, certainly, my dear."

agreed Radcliffe handing over the will.

Buck felt dazed.
"Does this mean that I'm stirr the

boss?" he demanded. "That she can't
do anything unless I say so?"

" It sure does. Old Jed would never
have rested in peace unless he knew it

would be that way." The lawyer turned
to Mary. " Well, Miss Lawrence, is

everything satisfactory ? Do you accept
the terms of the will?"
Mary nodded.
"Certainly."
Soon afterwards the lawyer took his

departure, and when he had gone Buck
went across to Mary.
"This will." he said, rather at a loss

for words. "I—it puts me in rather an
awkward position. I assure you I knew
nothing about it."

Mary smiled. And when she smiled
like that, Buck forgot a lot of the hard
things he had been thinking about her.
"Now that I understand your official

position, Mr. Benson." she said, "don't
you think we should be at least friendly
enemies?"
"Friendly enemies? Why enemies?"
"I'll ask you the same." Again she

flashed out that dazzling smile. "You
know, I think I'm going to like the
West,"
Buck came closer, his grey eyes look-

ing into her blue ones.

"You know. I think I could like you
an awful lot if you'd just be yourself."
he said.

"Thanks for the compliment,"
laughed Mary. "I'll try!"
Buck hesitated.
" I guess you didn't mean what you

said about firing all my boys?"
"No; I've changed my mind," con-

fessed Mar}'. "I was feeling furious at

everybody at the time, and I had to
take it out of somebody. I was sorry
about it afterwards."
"Thanks!" grinned Buck, turning

away. "Then I guess I'll go and break
the good news to the boys right away."

The Rustler

IT was about five weeks later that
Buck, riding along by the northern
boundary of the ranch to see if there

was still plenty of feed in that section.

noticed the hoofmarks of a shod horse.

Puzzled, he swung his horse, Silver,

round, and followed the tracks up the
hillside. They were fresh imprints, and
could not have been made by one of his

own riders as he had sent all the men
to round up some steers on the southern
side.

On the hard, burnt ground of the hill-

top the tracks were hard to follow, but
Buck's hawk eyes missed nothing. He
saw where a stone had been kicked out
of place, where a bunch .of grass had
been trampled, and he followed the trail

till it wound down into a draw where
sage-brush and cactus grew thick, then
up to the top of 8 rise.

Suddenly he caught a glimpse of
movement on the plain below, and in a
Hash he wheeled Silver behind a clump
of tall bushes where he could watch un-
seen. And as he watched. Buck Ben-
Bon'a eyes narrowed, and he hitched
forward his Colt .44.

About a half mile away a man was
hazing a small bunch of two-year-olds
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before him, making for the wild country
that lay to the north-east of the El
Fanita. So this was the way the rustlers
had been working ! Sneaking off a few
head at a time.
A thin smile creased the corners of

the foreman's mouth. For a long time
he'd been wanting to catch the mangy
thieves red-handed, and at last luck had
been kind to him. Spurring his horse
forward, and keeping under cover as
much as he could. Buck started in pur-
suit. By this means he managed to

halve the distance between them before
the rustler saw him. Once the thief
caught sight of the foreman's big grey,
however, he wheeled and fled, with Buck
after him.

Silver, stretching out into a raking
gallop. gradually overhauled the
rustler's pony, and as Buck got closer he
recognised the man.
"Dick Brady!" he muttered. "I

knew it. The king-pin of the whole
bunch I"

Suddenly the fleeing rustler turned
in the saddle, and two shots rang out.

Dust spurted by Silver's flying hoofs.

Buck's mouth tightened and he fired

back, but Brady had crashed into the

cover of a cottonwood thicket and was
soon lost from view. Heedless of the

branches that whipped his face, Buck-

followed, and, when he emerged on the

other side, he saw Brady had doubled
back and was heading for the rocks and
gorges that bordered the swift flowing

Thunder River.
Grimly Buck kept after him. Again

Brady fired at him, and again missed.

Buck' raised his gun, but changed his

mind. No use wasting shots when the

range was too long; he'd wait till he

got closer. Brady couldn't get away.

He had him cornered against the river.

The foreman, however, had not

allowed for the rustler's craftiness, for

when he had nearly reached the preci-

pitous gorge Brady flung himself from

his horse, ran forward, dropped his gun.

and dived into the swirling waters far

below. Galloping up. Buck was just in

time to see him striking out for the

opposite bank.
Buck's brain moved fast. He saw that

the swift stream was carrying Brady
along, and that the rustler would be

swept around the bend before he could

reach that other bank. There was just

one chance to head him off, and that

was to jump the gorge at the Devils

Leap—a spot where the river narrowed

and the sheer sides of the gorge leaned

towards each other till their edges were

a bare thirty feet apart.

Desperatelv Buck raced along.

Silvers pounding hoofs striking sparks

from the rocks. Straight at the gap he

spurred. If anv horse in the world

could clear that canyon, with its steep

approach and treacherous take-off,

Silver could.
Faster! Faster! The gap yawned

before him.
"Come on. old boy!" he urged.

He felt Silver's muscles bunch under

him as the grey gathered himself to-

gether; then he was soaring through

the air and had landed cleanly on the

other side.

"You beauty!" Buck muttered, hail-

ing forward to pat the silky neck.

"Thanks to you, I've got Mr. Brady
right where i" want him." And (lamp-
ing Silver's head round, he started to

find a way down to the spot where he
knew the rustler tini-t land.

Mary Flouts Her Guardian

AS il happened there was somebody
else in the vicinity of the Devil's

Leap that afternoon, and that

was Marx Lawrence. The beauty of the
rugged cliffs and flowing water fascin-
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Buck's Iron grip fastened on Brady's wrist, and his right came round in a smashing blow

ated her, but that was not the only

reason for her presence..

Buck, fearing that, she might come to

harm if she went riding unaccompanied
in this dangerous, canyon-scored spot,

had told "her to keep away from it, and
that had made her more determined
than ever to visit it at every oppor-

tunity. This was the fifth day running
she had come here.

She was lazing on the sun-warmed
rocks by the water's edge when she

heard shots some way on" on the far side

of the river. Thinking it was only

Buck or one of the men out, after

grouse, she took no notice, but soon
afterwards she was startled by a cry of

"Help!" And looking up she saw a

man struggling desperately in mid-

Btream, Caught in the eddies of the

strong current, he was plainly

exhausted
For a moment Mary hesitated, then

she ran to where she had tethered her

horse in the shade of some elders, and
snatched the rope from the saddle-horn.

Again came that half-choked cry.

Stumbling in her haste she hurried

back to the bank, and swinging the

ri.ita round her head the way she had
seen the punchers do, she flung it out
with all her strength. The loop fell

close enough to the struggling man for

him to catch it, and in a feu minutes
Mary had hauled him to the edge and
helped him out. He lay for a bit, get-
ting his strength back, then rose to his

feet.

"Thanks a lot!" he gasped. "1 was
pretty near finished."

Mary saw that he was tall ami dark,
with a handsome face, marred by a
peculiar expression in his brown eyes.

At the same time, from the corner of

her eye, she saw Buck and the easily

recognised Silver scrambling down the

cliff face towards them.
"I think you'll be all right till Mr.

Benson and I can get you to the ranch,"

she said.

"!$enson?" He looked startled and,

following her gaze, saw the approaching
Buck. "No—I can't let him find me
here!" he jerked out.

"Why not'.'" returned Mary. '•He's

niv foreman."
"You?" He stared at her. "You

are the owner of the El Fanita Ranch?"
"Why, yes."
A strange glint came into hi? eye-;.

"Listen, I'm an officer of the law on

the trail of cattle thieves," he said

quickly. "My name is Brady, but

nobody must know my real purpose

here, not even Benson. He thinks I'm
a rustler, and although I could easily

explain matters lo him my hands are

tied. I'm trusting you not to betray

my confidence. You'll help me, won't

you?"
Mary nodded ami. as Buck dis-

mounted arid strode up to them, she

turned to the foreman.
"Mr. Brady here has been hurt," she

told him. "You must help me get him
to the ranch."
"You needn't, worry about taking him

to the ranch," rasped Buck. "He's
going to gaol !"

"But there must be some mistake,"
put in Mary. "I can vouch for Mr.
Brady's integrity."
"Then the mistake was on your

part," retorted Buck. "This man is a

rustler. I caught him running some of

your cattle off." He grabbed Brady's
arm. "Come along, feller!"

Mary pushed herself between them.
"I hoped it wouldn't be necessary for

me to make any explanations," she said

'but the truth is that Mr.
my friend." Somethijig in

hanghl il\

.

Brady is .

her seemed to delight in opposing Buck,

and the fabrication rose glibly to her

lips. "He has been in my employ for

the last month, and anything lie has

done has been with my knowledge and
consent."
Brady's eyes gleamed with triumph,

and Buck's face hardened.
"May I ask what his official capacity

is?" demanded the foreman.
"I employed him as special investi-

gator to check the assets of the ranch,"

was Mary's quickly thought-up answer.

"I must insist that you don't, interfere

with him."
Buck reddened with anger.

"I think I can do any investigating!

you want done; and as your guard,aa
I demand that you discharge this

fellow immediate!)
"And if I refuse':" asked Mary,

raising her chin.

"You won't refuse!" returned I

grimly, and turning his back on them
he swung up on Silver and rede ott

without another word.
Brady watched him go.

"Maybe, as he's youi guardian, I'd

better "keep away from you," he sug-

gested doubtfully.
"I'll show him he can't browbeat

me!" flared Mary. "You shall stay at

the ranch as my guest."

"You're mighty kind,'' drawled

Brady. He gave her a long, appraising

look that brought the colour to her

face. "Shall I get your horse?"
"Please."
As thev moved off together. Mary

felt a thrill of excitement. Although
there was something about the man bo-

side her that she could not wholly I

the adventure appealed to her.;
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Especially as it meant antagonizing
Buck Benson !

Thus it was that Buck, coming out
on to the patio of the ranch-house that
same evening, was confronted with the
sight of Mary and Dick Brady sitting

close together on a bench. Not only
that, but this man, whom he knew to

be a rustler, was strumming on a guitar
and singing a love song in a crooning
baritone, whilst the girl, with a far-

away expression in her eyes, showed
every sign of being completely
fascinated.

It was too much for Buck. He strode

across to them.
"I thought I told you to discharge

this man?" he rasped.
"I don't want to do that," murmured

Mary. "He plays wonderfully." To
infuriate Buck still further she gave
Brady a languishing glance. "Besides,

I like him."
"Well, by the time I've finished with

him he won't be quite so pretty to look

at!" gritted the foreman between his

clenched teeth; and with the words ho
seized a fistful of the rustler's shirt and
jerked him up off the bench.

With a savage oath, Brady lifted the

guitar and aimed a fierce blow at

Buck's head. Buck dodged beneath it,

caught Brady's wrist and twisted it till

the guitar dropped from his grasp.

Then he smashed his fist in the rustler's

mouth and sent him reeling against

the wall. Mary screamed, but this time
she had started something it was beyond
her power to stop.

With blood trickling from his cut
lip and his face contorted in fury,

Brady charged back and whipped in a
savage blow that landed under Buck's
heart with the thud of a horse's kick.

Buck staggered, then recovered, and
slammed home a left and right that
made Brady gasp and hang on des-

perately.
Re-sorting to every dirty trick he

could think of, the rustler ground the
edge of his wrist against Buck's eyes,
and then, when he had the foreman
lialf-blinded, tried to butt him under
the chin. Up came Buck's fist in a
lightning uppercut that ripped Brady's
head back.

With the speed of a striking snake
Brady's hand went to his gun holster,
stark murder staring out of his dark
eyes. But Buck was too quick for him,
and as the gun leaped to the rustler's
fist. Buck's iron grip fastened on Brady's
wrist, forced it downwards. The Colt
roared deafeningly, and the bullet, spat-
tered against the stone floor of the
patio. The next instant Buck finished
the fight with a terrific right to the jaw-
that smashed Brady half-senseless to the
ground. With his foot he kicked ihe
rustler's gun out of reach.

The fight had brought several of the
men on the scene, Ben and Murphy
among them.

"Escor( this gent to the ranch gate,
and see that lie keeps going!" ordered

Ben caught Brady by the collar and
pulled him to his feet.

"( tome on !"

As the cowboys hustled him off the
rustler turned, a baleful gleam in his
«n e.

"Vou'll pay plenty for tin-., Benson!"
arled.

Wild Cattle

IN the days that followed Mary con-
I in sec a lot of Dick Brady.

The very fact that her guardian had
forbidden Brady to come near the ranch
only Strengthened her determination to

stage d flirtation with the man. Nearly
every day she arranged secret meetings,
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and even started to paint his portrait.

Although there was a side to Brady that
frightened her, she was convinced Buck
was mistaken and that Dick was not
really a rustler, A bit wild, maybe, but
not a thief.

One morning, when the picture was
nearly finished, Dick swung down from
his horse, where he had been posed
motionless for nearly half an hour, and
came over to the girl. From some way
off came the lowing of cattle and the
faint "Yip! Yip!" of the punchers
who were herding them, but at the
moment neither the man nor the girl

took any notice, for they had chosen
as their meeting-place a spot that was
fairly well screened by trees.

" You're about the best model I've
ever had," Mary told him with a smile.
He came close to her, looking down

at her. Then, so suddenly that it took
her breath away, he clasped her in his

arms and kissed her.
"You're wonderful, Mary," he said

hoarsely. "Wonderful."
He was tall, good-looking, and in

spite of herself she felt his attraction.

But she was not in lone with him, and
she knew she never would be.

"Please, some of my men are
coming." She wrenched herself free.

"They might see you."
The sound of the moving herd was

indeed nearer, and through the trees

they caught a glimpse of a milling,

jostling mass of cattle.

"All right, I'll go. But will you meet
me again to-morrow ? By the river,

where we first met?" Brady's voice was
urgent.
"Well, perhaps," Mary replied. "You

see, I'm expecting a visitor—one of my
Eastern girl friends—and I'm arranging
a dance for her to-morrow night."

"A dance?" Dick's eyes lit up. "You
know, I think I'll come to that party."
"But Buck: "

"Don't worry about Buck Benson,"
returned Dick. "Leave him to me!"
He caught his horse and mounted.
"Good-bye—till to-morrow." And with

a last wave of his hat he cantered off

and had soon disappeared from view.

For a while Mary sat musing on his

words. What did he mean about Buck?
There had been menace in his tone, and
in spite of her feud with her guardian
she didn't want Buck to come to any
harm. And Dick was the desperate

type who would stop at nothing once his

enmity was aroused.

A crashing in the undergrowth roused
her from her reflections, and she looked
up, startled, to see three or four steers

coining towards her. Apparently they

had broken away from the main bunch.
Ono of them, long of horn and wild of

eye. came to a halt about a hundred
yards off and stood, with lowered head,
looking at her.

Mary had a woman's instinctive fear

of cattle of all kinds, and with a little

cry she turned ami ran. To her horror
the steer began to trot after her, and
as Mary ran faster the beast's trot

lengthened into a lumbering gallop.

Panic-stricken and spurred on by he;

fear, she tore blindly along, stumbling
and gasping. Heedless of the thorns

and brush that ripped her clothes, she

heard Ihe pounding hoofs gaining, on
her, and a scream of sheer terror left

her lips.

At the same time she became aware
of another soiuid—the faster beat of a

galloping horse. She glanced back over

her shoulder. Behind the stcri. and
gaining rapidly on il, was a rider on a

while horse. Buck Benson!
Her foot caught against a stone and

she fell headlong. Scrambling up. she

saw the steer was almost on top of her.
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Then horse and rider were alongside,
and Buck had dropped from the saddle,
caught the end of the brute's horns,
and, hanging on with his whole weight,
twisted its head round so that it

stumbled off at an angle and missed
Mary by a few feet. Seizing her oppor-
tunity, tho terror-stricken girl dashed
across to a stunted tree near by and
climbed on to the nearest limb.
From this vantage-point she watched

breathlessly whilst Buck brought tha
steer to a standstill, and, using his great
strength to lever the long horns down-
ward, wrestled the maddened beast to
the ground. When at last he took his
weight off its head, the steer scrambled
up and ambled meekly off, beaten and
cowed.
"Oh, Buck, I was never so glad to see

anyone in all my life!" gasped Mary, as
the foreman walked over to her.
"You'd have been all right if you had

just stood still," he told her, helping
her down. "You must never run.
Cattle chase people that run."
"You're telling me!" remarked Mary

feelingly.

''Come on, let's go and collect your
painting outfit." He whistled, and
Silver trotted up obediently. "I'd like

to see how you're getting on."
Mary hesitated, but with a grin Buck-

picked her up, lifted her in front of the
saddle as easily as if she had been a
child, and swung up behind her. When
they reached the easel he looked for a
long time at the likeness of Brady which
stared up at him from the canvas.
"This rustler must've made a deep

impression on you for you to remember
him so well," he said slowly. "Looks
like ho might havo posed for it."

Mary coloured.
"He did," she admitted.
"Are you in love with him?" Buck

asked in a quiet voice.
The tears sprang to Mary's eyes.

"Oh, Buck, I'm sorry! It isn't

because I was in love with him, but I

was fonesome—romantic." She began to

cry. "And I didn't want you to boss
me all the time."
Buck gathered up the easel and the

palette and tied them on behind the
saddle.

"Here, here, don't cry and get your
pretty eyes all red!" he soothed, patting
her shoulder. "Barbara won't under-
stand."
Mary looked surprised.

"Barbara?" she ejaculated.
"Yes, she arrived this morning.

That's why I was out trying to find

you. After all, she's your visitor."

Mary felt a queer little pang ot

jealousy.
"How is it you call her Barbara so

easily?" she wanted to know. "You've
always called me Miss Lawrence."
"Oh, I've known her a long time!" he

returned casually. "Met her back East
at the polo matches. Well, guess we'd
better be getting home."

" Leave Buck Benson to Me !
"

WHEN" Dick Brady left Mary lie

rode hard, mile after mile, till he
reached a certain well-hidden

canyon in the wild and rugged country
(hat bordered Los GatOS. Following the

dry canyon bed he came at length to the

camp which he and his band used as

their headquarters. Horses tethered in

some bushes nickered at his approach,
and three hard-faced men. lounging
around a fire, rose to their feet. They
looked at him inquii ingly.

"Well, did you fix things?" one of

them asked.
"I sure did." Brady swung down and

came across to them. "Boys, we make
our play to-morrow night."
/'To-morrow?" One of the men, bow-
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legged and evil-looking, scowled. " Why
wait till to-morrow?"

" They're holding a dance at the ranch-
house to-morrow night, that's why,"
Brady told them. "And you know what
the El Fanrta dances are like. Every
last puncher on the ranch will be there,
and they'll have nobody out riding night-
herd. Sheriff Corson will probably be
there, too, with his deputy and some of
his men."
"Huh, I don't see nothin' favourable

in that!" grunted the bow-legged one.
"He's a tough hombre, that sheriff. I'd
sooner he was somewhere's else."

"Don't worry, Steve," said Brady.
"I'm going to that dance myself, and
before I leave I'm going to let down the
corral rails and drive off every saddle
horse in the ranch yard."
"You're going?" Steve stared at him

in astonishment. "Takin' big chances,
ain't you ?"

"I'm going to get the girl." Brady
grinned. "If things work out the way I

think they will, we'll be married by
dawn the next morning. I'll have two
of the boys waiting at the rocks by the
Devil's Leap with a priest from the San
Jacinto Monastery."
A tall man whom the others called

J lank shook his head and spat.
"Boss, I don't like it," he muttered.

"Girls and rustlin' don't mix too good."
Brady's hand went to his gun.
"Who's running this outfit?" he

snarled. Then he forced a smile.
"Listen, I'm figuring on driving off
every head of stock on that river section
at one swoop. I don't reckon on there
being any hitch, but if anything did
happen to go wrong, as husband of the
girl who owns the ranch, I'd be ablo to
straighten everything out."

"lie's right," said Steve. " We'd be
in the clear. What do you want us to
do, boss?"
"You and Hank will conic with me,"

Brady explained. "I'll leave you about
half a mile from the ranch-house and go
in to fetch the girl myself. She'll be
willing all right, and I'll fix it some-
how. Shorty and Kergan will be
waiting at the Devil's Leap with the
priest. Lafe and the rest of the boys
will have the whole herd rounded up and
moving north, and as soon as the priest
has married us, I'll join you. And if

Buck Benson and his men trail us, so
much the better!"
"How d'you make that out?"

grumbled Hank.
Brady's mouth twisted into a cold grin.
"Did you ever see a better spot for

ambushing a posse than the gorge by
the Devil's Leap?" he said soft.lv.

"We'll be waiting for them. But just
one thing—I want you to leave Buck
Benson to me!"

Although Mary had been looking for-
ward to. seeing her friend again,
Barbara had not been at the ranch very
many hours beforo Mary bitterly re-
gretted having invited her. For from
(lie very first moment Buck and Barbara
seemed to get on very well together.
So well, m fact, that Mary, to her own
surprise, found herself being burnt up
with jealousy. Only now did she begin
to realise what Buck meant to her.

Because she had known Buck in the
East, Barbara seemed to look upon him
as her own private property, and flirted
with him at every opportunity. She
treated him with the familiarity of an
old friend, and was continually saying:
"Buck darling, don't you remember that
day at Meadowbrook ?" or: "I shall
never forget the time that we first met,
will you?" until Alary was heartily sick
of the sound of her voice.
Had Mary but known, Barbara meant

nothing at all to Buck, but she amused
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him, and though at times he felt rather
embarrassed, he was too polite to rebuff
her. The climax came the night of the
dance; a climax that played directly

into Dick Brady's hands.
Except for a few dances which the

sheriff and some of the men claimed, it

seemed to Mary thai Barbara had nearly
every dance with Buck. Naturally, Buck
danced with Mary, too, but when he
did, Mary felt so furious that she made
matters worse by treating him distantly
and snubbing him. Buck, unaware of
the real reason, took it as a sign of her
usual hostility towards him, and for the
rest of the night kept out of her way.

The night was nearly over, and most
of the dancers were getting tired, when
Mary, strolling out on to the back
veranda for a breath of fresh air, came
upon Buck and Barbara sitting together
in the shadows. She had no intention of
eavesdropping, but even as she turned
to go she saw Barbara put her arms
round Buck's neck and heard the sound
of a kiss. Dead in the air, her face
flaming, Mary stalked off and out on to
the patio as far away from them as she
could get.

In the east the sky was beginning to
turn pearl grey with the approaching
dawn, and a cool breath of air fanned
her cheek. Suddenly someone close by
called her softly by name,
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Mary.
Startled, she looked round. Then Dirk

Brady was beside her.

"Dick, you shouldn't have come! " she
gasped.
'"Why not?" Brady laughed, and

pulled her gently to him behind a large
shrub. "I said I'd come, didn't I?"
"It will only cause trouble,'' Mary

whispered. "If Buck and the sheriff

"I had to see you," broke in Dick'.
"You know I'm crazy about you. Look.
I've got a horse waiting for you. And
a priest. We'll be married—at once!"
His voice was husky and urgent, and

Mary felt herself carried away by the
glamour of it all. Still, she would not
have listened if it had not been for the
thought of Barbara and Buck. She was
feeling hurt and wounded, and, obeying
a sudden impulse, she caught Dick's
arm.
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"All right. I'll come. But wait for
me a minute. 1 can't leave dressed like

this."

She hurried off to her room, changed
into her ruling things, and scribbled a
note which she gave to Mandy.
"I want you to give this to Mr. Ben-

son," she told the surprised maid. "Not
now. Not for at least an hour. Do you
understand ?"

"Why, yes, ma'am." Mandy's eyes
were two round saucers. "But, mail
goodness, what ever is you aimin' to
do?"

" Never mind now. And don't forget
—give that note to Mr. Benson in an
hour's time. Not before."

"Yes, ma'am."
Creeping downstairs, Mary left by a

side door and rejoined Brady unobserved.
Together they stole softly from the patio,
and were soon mounted and riding away.

The Fight on the Ledge.

AFTER Mary had gone, Mandy felt

very troubled. The more she
thought about it, the stranger did

Mary's actions seem. And at last, in

spue of Mary's instructions, she decide:!
fo wait no longer, but to give the nor.;

to Buck. She found him talking to the
sheriff, and when he ripped the note
open and read it his mouth tightened.

"Dear Buck "- he read—"I have left

wiih Dick for the -pot. by the river
where he and I first met. \t is useless

for you to follow us, for by the nine
get this note we shall have

married.
"M \uv."

"How lone |3 jt siuee she left?"
rapped out Buck.

About lil'ieen minutes, 1 rrness," re-

plied the frightened maid. " Maybe a
little more."
At that moment a cowboy stumbled

into the room. His face was streaked
with dust and sweat, and he limped from
a bullet wound in the ankle.

"Rustlers!" he gasped.' "Down on
the river section! They've got the whole
darned herd rounded up! They winged
me. Couldn't do am thin' on my own,
there was too many of 'em."
Immediately all was pandemonium.

(Continued on Page 27)
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"SEQUOIA"
(Continued from page 16)

Sanctuary

WITH daybreak the puma and the
deer went their various ways.
There was some queer bond of

understanding between them. Perhaps
they knew that their lives were different,

and that it was impossible for them to

remain together always—one was a

hunter and the other the hunted. But
they knew now each other's haunts.
Some weeks later Malibu came upon

a heard of does, who turned to stare at

the new cavalier who had come within
their midst. The big buck, the master
of the doe herd, resented the presence
of a younger rival, and charged at

Malibu. There was a great crashing
noise as their heads struck together,

their horns locking.
Malibu was young and very strong,

whilst the old buck was big and heavy,
and, after a titanic battle, Malibu became
the master of the doe herd. And soon,

on a day when a light snow was falling,

the young buck found shelter for himself

and* the doe he had chosen. Set in

between some boulders and trees, it was
ideally located on the crest of a small

knoll.

Then, as time passed, the snow melted
and vanished from the ground, and the

4>eauty of summer was again in the
forest, with its green trees and wild
Bowers in full bloom. Now the shelter

housed a new-born fawn. Malibu
'watched it proudly hour after hour as it

lay nursing by the side of its mother.
One day as he was leaving the shelter

to plunge into the forest, the doe, after

a minute of indecision, trotted along with
him. The fawn watched them for a few
moments, then darted after them.
In the woods that day, Bergman's

helper, Joe, was engaged in the task of

tying a bunch of carrots to a piece of
rawhide hanging to a tree. Close by
Bergman deftly attached a gun to a
neighbouring snrub, then, standing at

the butt, he sighted off to get a bead on
the carrots.

"If the rangers get wise," mumbled
Joe, "we'll get gaol."

"If they find out!" sneered Bergman.
" Besides, we can't stay here and starve.

-Them pesky rangers have corralled most
of the deer in the preserved areas, cuss
•em!"
Malibu and his little family nibbled

busily at the tender grasses as they
wandered through the thicket. Then,
raising her head towards the low
branches, the doe's eves lit on the car-

rots. She stared at them, moved closer,

.sniffing around at them suspiciously with
a backward glance at Malibu and the
fawn.
Gradually she became convinced it was

safe to eat them. Putting up her head to

nibble at them, she jerked them to one
side. Simultaneously there came the
loud report of a rifle.

At the base of the tree the doe
crumpled and fell to the ground,
mortally wounded, her last agonised
glance * searching for her family.
Malibu and the fawn ran to her side. It

was pitiful to see the grief of the fawn.
Ho glanced at his father in mute quos-

tion—why was his mother so still?

Malibu could only stand there in shocked
bewilderment.
The fawn bont and licked its mother's

car. At this Malibu tried to force him
aside by nudging him gently with his

nose. Instinctively the fawn tried to

cling to its mother, but now, Malibu,
fearful of what might happen nexty
May 11th, 1MB.
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pushed the fawn to its feet, then indi-

cated by walking away that his son must
follow.

From the shelter of high grasses
Malibu looked back. Two men had
appeared and were stooping over the
dead doe. The buck knew those men,
and his head lowered as if he would
charge them, then he looked at the
shivering fawn and nosed the little fellow
to move towards the high ground.
Lonely and disheartened, they moved

over the boulders, and when night had
fallen approached the Martin cabis^.

They vaulted the low hedge and
stopped at a point just between some
trees, and Malibu carefully inspected the
house. He saw Toni at the window', and
was reassured. He put down his head
and rubbed noses with the fawn lying
on the ground. Instinct told Malibu that
here the fawn would be in the best of
care. After a while the fawn slept, and
with gentle, stealthy tread, Malibu stole

away and disappeared into the night.

All night the great buck waited and
watched, and with the dawn went to the
high ground overlooking the cabin.
When he saw Toni with the fawn in her
arms, Malibu tossed his head and turned
away. No harm woidd come to the fawn.

Murderers in the Woods

IT was amazing how Malibu and Gato
would appear when least expected.
Toni would not see them for weeks,

and then one day she would see Malibu
outlined against the sky, or Gato slink-

ing through the bushes. Nearly always
Toni took the fawn with her.

On one occasion Toni had a bathe in

a mountain lake and left the fawn and
Sang Soo's baby roped together to a
peg. Tragedy might have occurred if

the watchful Malibu had not appeared
on the scene. A rattlesnake slid rapidly

over the ground towards the frightened
fawn and the crying baby. As the
rattles sang out their song of death,

MaKbu's forehocks trampled the_ snake
into the ground with deadly violence.

The rattler tried to strike back, but the
lightning^ike hoofs mangled the vicious

creature to an untimely end. Like a

statue Malibu waited for Toni, and
his eyes seemed to warn her to take
more care in future.

"Malibu, be careful." She kissed the
buck's wet nose. " Soon these woods
will be full of men and guns. I know
you're smart, but be careful." She
pointed to the distance. "Go way up
in the mountains and don't come back
till there's snow on the ground."
With a last affectionate hug she took

Feng Soo and the fawn and left him.

On another occasion Toni was startled

by a deep-throated growl, and looked up
to see Gato comfortably esconsced in the
crotch of a tree, and, after some per-

suasion, the puma lazily descended to

the ground. The girl caressed his

velvety back, and soon he was purring
like a small motor. For a while the
great cat lay with his head on her lap,

until a distant shot made both start.

Toni sobered and faced the puma
seriously.

"Gato, this is no time for playing.

There are men in these woods who have
a perfect legal right to shoot you on
sight, so go off to the mountains and see

what old Malibu is doing."

The puma yawned, licked her face

with his tongue, and strolled away.
Another shot sounded, and nearer, and
that made Gato vanish with the speed
of an express train.

That evening Toni niel Allien at the
look-out tower by appointment. By
now there was an understanding between
the two young people, and they had the
blessing of Mr. Martin.
The girl described her meeting with
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Gato and how she feared for the safety
of the two creatines.
"Things are going to be better," Bob

Alden assured her. "For 3
-ears big city

magnates, game-hunters, and other riff-

raff have come here to shoot deer, and
it's been more like slaughter than any-
thing else. Deer have become so scarce
that the reserved areas have been en-
larged and protected, whilst the season
has been shortened. In two days' time
the season closes, and Master Malibu
will be safe—Gato will never be safe."

"That rascal Bergman's the worst
menace you've got, Bob."

"Yes, he's always poaching and
trapping deer, but we can't catch him,"
Bob nodded grimly. " When we do, out
he goes."
They encountered the gentleman in

question with a party of hunters, and
from the surly expression on Bergman's
face knew that the sport had been bad;
The game-hunters paid according to the
sport. This year the game preserves
had robbed Bergman of much of his

usual income, and with only two days
to go it meant that the rescal would have
to find work in a lumber camp instead
of drinking himself stupid on his dirty
earnings.
Bergman glowered after the ranger

and his girl.

"Stuck up young hussy," he told the
huntsmen. "Puts on airs. She tried

to tame a puma and it robbed my ranch.
The pesky brute's about here still, and
one day I'll get it."

"How about getting us some deer
instead?" someone suggested. "Not
much action for the price we're
paying.

"

Bergman looked at them craftily.

" Wait a minute, gents. I'll give you
a guarantee. No deer, no pay. How's
that?" There was a grunt of agree-
ment. "To-morrow I'll take you to a
special place where if you don't get
a buck apiece it'll be your fault, not
mine."

Stampeding the Herd

THAT night Bergman sat nervously
on his horse looking around fur-

tively every now and then as he
waited outside the high wire fence

which bore the sign "U.S. National
Park. Boundary Line. Hunting pro-

hibited. Department of the Interior."

In the moonlight he sighted Joe
moving behind several does and bucks.

Skilfully Joe drove the half tame
creatures through the opening in the

barrier.
"Nice work, Joe," hissed Bergman,

and slipped from his horse. Quickly
the two men set to work to replace the

wires of the boundary fence. "If these

dudes can't hit them they can't hit

nothing."

"They're sure tame enough.'' Joe
shook his head. "If the raifgers get

wise we're
"

"Cut out all that whining cant!"
snarled Bergman. "We got to live,

ain't we? And if you double-cross me
and squeal I'll

"

"Not so loud, Will, not so loud!"
begged Joe. "'Course I won't squeal.

I ain't yeller."
Dawn was just breaking as the herd

of deer followed by Bergman and Joe
seared the corral.

"I'll keep 'em moving whilst you
get the corral gate open," ordered
Bergman.
High upon a rock Malibu had halted

to watch the scene that was taking
place before him. He snorted a littlo

as he saw the deer move into the corral

and saw the heavy trap fall into place.

The deer were racing round the corral

seeking a way of escape.
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Joa and Bergman, their task com-
pleted, moved towards their own cabin.
"Just as soon as we're through with

breakfast we'll get busy." Bergman
nodded his head. "They'll be dressed
by now." The hunters were staying in

a nearby shack. "Then you slip out
and come down and let the bucks out
one by one. I'll have the boys stationed
up the drive that the bucks will take
on their back to their old feeding
ground, and our friends will think
they're great shots—the lunkheads."
He chuckled wickedly to himself.
Malibu soon arrived at Bergman's

secret corral. Moving along outside,
he sensed the danger to the herd and
carefully searched for a low spot in the
fence. Finding it he vaulted lightly
over. Then landing on the ground he
moved in and around the herd. Finally
he turned and made for the fence at
the run, hoping that his fellow-creatures
would follow his example. They moved
towards the fence and saw Malibu sail

gracefully to freedom. The buck looked
back and once more vaulted the fence.
Twice he repeated this manoeuvre, but
the does and bucks did not seem to
understand.

Bergman and Joe appeared on horse-
back. The two men saw a great buck
sail over the fence and then back again.
They did not for the moment under-
stand what Malibu was trying to do,
but when one buck did follow and
escape then Bergman yelled lustily :

"He's stampeding the herd!" He
was nearly choking witii rage. "It's
that big buck with the white saddle-
mark."
Back went Malibu because the rest

had hesitated; but thev had heard
Bergman's voice, and when the buck
leapt the fence they did not hesitate.
Cursing and swearing, Bergman

urged his horse forward and arrived
at the corral as the last of the herd
leaped to freedom.

"I'll get him if it's the last thing
I do!" shrieked Bergman. He raised
his rifle, but Malibu was too far away,
"I'll get him! I'll get him!"
The rascal dug his spurs viciously into

the flanks of his horse.

Man Versus the Wild

BERGMAN rode off in the same
direction that Malibu had gone.
Cunning Bergman rode around a

huge rock and waited for a moment.
Malibu appeared from the right and
paused to try and locate his enemy.
Up went the sun, but in that second
the deer moved, and the bullet missed
by yards.
The guide spurred his horse up the

hill, and then up went the rifle as he
sighted Malibu climbing. The gun
spoke, and Bergman gave a shout of
triumph as the deer tumbled to the
ground head over heels.

Instantly, however, Malibu had
picked himself up and dashed away,
his ruse having worked successfully,
for Bergman had relaxed his watch.
The guide cursed heartily to see a fleet-

ing figure away among the trees.

Malibu did not flee away, but came
back to dodge in and out of the trees
— he had to get that herd back over
the boundary. Perhaps it gave him joy
to tantalise the man who had slain his
(Inn. He left (lie shelter of a boulder
and skipped through a shallow stream
to the other side. And Bergman
spurred his horse on with renewed zest

as ho rode through the stream, seem-
ingly hot on the deer's trail.

The buck moved cautiously round a
large rock as Bergman came riding
through the brush. Malibu slipped into
a cave and watched his enemy ride past.

Bergman gritted his teeth in over-
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whelming rage because his four-footed
foe had escaped.
But Bergman was not so easily

shaken off. He reined his horse in and
scanned every shrub and clump of
brush closely. Malibu poked his head
warily out of the cave and moved
away. A quick turn of the head and
the deer jumped back—he had been
seen. Again the bullet sped wide.
Bergman charged after the deer, his

murderous intent blinding him to the
form of Gato who was lying nearby on
a rocky ledge, watching the chase with
sombre, heavy-lidded eyes. Never
taking his eyes from the pursuer and
the pursued, the puma rose to his feet

and hurried after them.

In full flight now Malibu Hew on,
down a steep slope and on to a log that

projected out into the stream. Then
with a desperate look round he jumped
from the log and swam across.

Bergman, on a high knoll, looked
down just at that moment. Then his

lips curled back in a savage grin. He
brought his gun to his shoulder. There
was the crack of the rifle and the water
splashed as two or three slugs hit close

to Malibu. Filled with wild fury that
he had missed, Bergman now rode his

horse towards the stream, only to be
thwarted again, for Malibu had reached
the opposite bank and was racing off

into the thicket.

Bergman rode away at full speed,

planning to cut off the deer on the

other side. Filled as he was with a

consuming determination to finish the

deer off, he had not noticed the spent
condition of his horse. Suddenly it

stumbled, throwing him heavily to the
ground. He rolled over and over to

crash into a tree-trunk. Collecting his

dazed senses, he watched his riderless

horse disappearing rapidly into the dis-

tance. But his determination to go after

Malibu had not abated a whit. He
started through the woods, stopping
hopefully every now and then at some
slight noise.

Then, projecting out of a bush, he saw
Malibu's head. He tried to settle his

jumpy nerves, so that his rifle arm would
serve him well. Taking careful aim he
fired, sure this time, he had scored a

bullseye.

But Malibu was moving away, when
suddenly he stopped. Then he turned
his head and licked a bloody spot on his

flank where Bergman's last bullet had
grazed him.

Malibu made his way to the lop of a

sandy bluff—a dangerous, steep incline,

which he started to descend. Skilfully

leaping down the slanting slope, he
reached the bottom just as Bergman
came to the top and moved to the edge.

After a few steps the guide lost his

footing and started to slide, rolling over
and over to the bottom. As ho stood
up, shaken and much the worse for wear,
Gato began cautiously picking his way
down the slope after him.
Over the rocky ground Bergman

hurried, with Gato always just a little

in the rear, silently stalking him. Then
ho veered a little to the left of Berg-
man, leaping to a rock that he meant to

use as an observation point.

Approaching this very rock, Bergman
decided to rest against it to renew his

strength. As he
walked round it,

Gato, from his

h i g h e r vantage-
point, followed his

every move with
watchful, glistening
eyes, never removing
them for a second,
even when Bergman
dropped wearily
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down and stretched his arms with a
wide gesture of relaxation.
Malibu was now approaching a shel-

tered cave in the rocks. He sprang up
to the side of a boulder to enter the
cavern, but weak and spent by the bullet

wound, he fell back helplessly.

Suddenly Bergman saw him and
jumped to his feet. It was the chance
ho had been waiting for, for Malibu wad
at his mercy.
But Gato, too, had been waiting fou

this moment. The raised gun was bl-

own private signal to come forth in

defence of his friend. Springing for-

ward, ho landed, a huge furry burden,
on Bergman's shoulders.
Bergman was flung forward, and the

shock sent the rifle out of his hand;.
Ho scrambled to his feet to find the
great cat preparing to spring at him
again. Panic made him turn and bole

for his life. Gato was after him, leaped
up in the air and landed on Bergman's
shoulders. Now Gato was on top of
him, both of them rolling over and over
in the struggle. The cat hissed and
snarled, whilst the guide's breath came
raspingly from his heaving chest.

Malibu, standing in the entrance of
the cave, pricked up his ears at the
savage sounds of battle. With head
thrust forward he left the cave and was
soon running through the woods in the
direction of the sounds.
Bergman still struggled frantically

with Gato, knowing that he was fighting
for his very life. Pushing drastically,

he made iron bands of his wrists and
shoved off the great cat with all his

strength.

But his respite was brief, Gato was
back again, one of his great paws at

Bergman's throat. His sharp claws had
already pricked through the skin, leav-

ing a number of tiny red marks that

would have meant death had they been
deeper.
Bergman became desperate with fear,

and, exerting his great strength, threw
the puma from him and managed to get
to his feet.

Tho force with which ho had hurled
Gato to the ground had stunned t!io

puma for a lew seconds, just long
enough to give the guide a chance to

run off. Gato leaped up in pursuit of

him.
Bergman was now approaching the

river bluff. Once, in an agony of ex-
haustion, he staggered and fell to the
ground. Then, as he saw Gato not far

away, he picked himself up and con-
tinued running. His eyes were glazed
over with fear and weakness, but he
persisted on.

Then, just as he reached the bluff,

Gato, with a long flying bound, attacked
him again. Landing squarely in the
middle of Bergman's back, he knocked
him to tho ground, biting and clawing
at him. They fought, their struggles

bringing them closer and closer to the

edge of the bluff with tho river below.
_

Bergman's eyes were starting from his

head as ho saw the dripping jaws come
nearer and nearer to his face. Now ho
tried to summon to his aid his very last

ounce of strength. They were on the

very edge of the bluff, and suddenly

the man managed to bring his knees up
(Continued on page 28)
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"SANDERS OF THE RIVER"

(Continued from page 10) k
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ing regiments whom lie had dispatched
against Bosambo's people. Then a cold

fear went through him, to be swiftly

followed by a paroxysm of rage, and ho
turned an ugly glance towards the hut
which had been placed at the disposal of

Far-ini and Smith.
Farini was loitering in the entrance

of the dwelling, and Mafolaba beckoned
him viciously. As the white man
approached, the Old King barked a
question at him.
"Da you hear what the drums are

saying?* he bit out.

Farini spread forth his hands in a

deprecating gesture.
"How can I tell what they're say-

ins '!" he rejoined.
Saudi is not dead!" Mafolaba

snarled. "Sandi is back on the River.

Saudi has wiped out my army!"
Farini Lad turned pile. He saw the

Old King rising up before him with

wrathful countenance, and with a quick
gesture lie made a grab for his revolver,

only to be seized by half a dozen of the
negro monarch's retainers before he
could draw it—only to be struck aown
by dagger and club.

From the hut Smith had witnessed
the fate of his accomplice, and with a
gun in his fist he made a dash for the

river bank near by. A native tried to

stop him, but went down with a shriek

as the renegade's revolver belched

death. A moment later the white man
was blundering into a canoe.
He snatched up a paddle and thrust

the craft through the water. Behind
ihim there was a furious uproar, and
numbers of Mafolaba's people were run-

ning towards the river's edge, armed
with spears and bows.
A shower of arrows sped towards the

panic-stricken fugitive, and two of the

f-liaft-s pierced him through the back.

Uttering a scream that echoed across the
river, he plunged lifelessly into the
water, and the current swept his body
downstream.

Back in the village Mafolaba was
holding a hurried conference with his

adviscn-.

"If Sandi comes here, it was the white
men Farini and Smith who chopped
Ferguson." he said. "Everybody re-

member that."

"We shall remember. Lord," one of

his councillors rejoined. "But Sandi
will not dare to come through the moun-
tains with soldiers until after the rains."

"That is true,'
-

the Old King mused.
" Listen, this delay will give me time
to trap a leopard 'known as Bosambo.
Hon would you trap such a leopard?"

"I would first get the right bait,"

another of his councillors replied.

The Old King's eyes narrowed cun-
ningly.

"The right bait," he said. "The
woman Lilongo, eh ? Yes. he sets great
store by her. and it would be an easy
matter to take her now—while ho and
all his warriors are out on (he warpath
with Sandi."
He summoned three or four of his

underlings who were squatting near by.

"Co get me the bait that will bring
the leopard into my trap," he ordered
harshly. "Go get me the woman
I.ilongo!"

In Mafolaba's Power

PEACE had been restored to the
River again. Chastened and
humbled by Sandi' b Hausas and

their Oehori allies, the tribes of the
May 1 1th, 1935.
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jungle had learned a lesson which they
wore not likely to forget in a hurry.
A momentous palaver wa6 held on

board the Zaire. It was attended by
all the chiefs of the River excepting the
Old King, with whom Sanders intended
to deal in the spring. And for the bene-
fit of the assembled penitents, the Com-
missioner delivered a lecture that fairly

burned their ears.

He dismissed them at last, and then
prepared to bid good-bye to the faithful

Bosambo, whose war canoes "•ere King
alongside. '

"Bosambo," he said, "you have made
the Ochoris the bravest people on the
River, and I thank you for your loyalty.

Go back now to your village, and to
your wife and vour little children."
"What of the Old King?" the big

negro asked. "Is he not to be punished.
Lord?"
"He shall be punished, indeed,"

Sanders rejoined. "But although we
have defeated his army he still has many
fighting men at his beck and call, and
an invading force would find the moun-
tains impassable at this time of the year.
When the rains are over and the spring
comes round I shall return with four bat-
talions of soldiers, and your brave
warriors will join me. Then we shall

deal with Mafolaba."
"My warriors will be ready, Lord

Sandi," Bosambo told him.
"Good," the Commissioner said.

"And now farewell, my friend."
He passed a weary hand across his

forehead, and then turned to Tibbcts,
who was standing near by.

"Tibbets," he murmured, "I think
I've got a touch of fever coming on.
If it take6 me badly, I want you to
anchor the ship well out in midstream
and wait until the bout passes."

"Yes, sir," his assistant, replied.

"You're not looking well, sir. Wh\
don't you get to bed right away?"

Sanders nodded, and departed in the
direction of his cabin. Meanwhile
Bosambo had rejoined his warriors, and.
standing at the prow of one of his

canoes, with two score of ebony backs
bending to the strokes of as many
paddles, the chief of the Oehori sang a
deep-toned tribute to the Lord of the
River.
Late that afternoon. Bosambo and his

followers beached their canoes in front

of their village and marched towards
the huts. But if they expected a
clamorous welcome from the families

whom they had left behind them, they
were sorely disappointed, for the shadow
of gloom was heavy on the kraal, and
the women and the children and the old

men sat in silent groups.

It was Malibu who broke the news to

Bosambo—Malibu, the aged negro who
acted as major-domo in the chief's house-
hold. With trembling voice he told of

a surprise raid by a party of the old

king's men, told how they had slain the
few guards left at the village and how
they had carried off Lilongo.

As he listened to the grim story,

Bosambo's face was that of a man
stricken by grief and rage. Then al! at

once he wheeled and strode into his hut,

where he wrote a note for Lord Sandi.
This he gave to Malibu.
"Go," he commanded, "and take my

little sons with you. Sandi will care for

them. Tell him I have left for the
country of the old king."
Malibu gave him a look of fear.

"But lord," he said, "an army could
not pass the mountains at tin-, season!"
"An army, no—but one man, yes,"

Bosambo answered slowly. "That i-

why I go alone."
That evening he was following the
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jungle trails that led to the mountains,
his spear grasped in one hand and his

shield in the other; and before a new
day had dawned the throb of lokali

drums was rising from certain villages

that he had passed—telegraphing the

news that Bosambo, chief of the Oehori,
was hastening northward alone.

About that same time, old Malibu
was standing on the deck of the Zaire
with the chieftain's two small sons, and
the note that Bosambo had written was
being delivered to Sanders by Tibbets.
Sanders was in his cabin. He had

passed a pretty bad night, and though
lie had dosed himself heavily with
quinine, the ravages of fever were still

upon his face and in his eyes. Yet, as

he listened to the etory that Malibu had
given Tibbets, he forgot the illness from
which he was suffering.

The commissioner opened Bosambo's
message and scanned it swiftly. It read
as follows:

"Even you could not go to the old
king's country until the *pring. Lord
Sandi, I give my little sons into your
charge—that they may be schooled on
the money which the Government has
paid me and brought up as the children
of the Government."

Sanders jerked himself to his feet.

"Tibbets," he said, "I'm taking the

Hausas north. I want you to escort

Malibu and Bosambo's boys to the

Residency, with a party of picked
men "

"No, sir," the younger man inter-

posed quietly.

"I beg your pardon," Sanders
snapped.
"I said 'No, sir.' I'm going with

you. sir."

The Commissioner glared at him for*
a moment ; then hi- face relaxed and he
laid a hand on the lieutenant's shoulder.

'•Oh, all right, Tibbets." he said.

"Give the order to turn the ship up-
stream, will you? We're pushing our
Way through to Mafolaba's village."

His assistant looked startled.

"I suppose you know, sir, that no
ship ever got so far up the river as

that?" he mentioned.
"This one will be the first to do it."

Sanders retorted. "I know all about
the shallows, Tibbets, but the floods may
help US."

The Upraised Knife

THE sun beamed down upon the

riverside village of the old king.

Likewise Mafolaba beamed as he
sat amidst his people and looked upon
the features of a captive who was bound
to one of the sacrificial stakes.

The -captive was Lilongo, and. while

he hearkened to the sound of distant

drums, the old king addressed her
mockingly.
"You know what they are saying?"

he asked her. "They are saying that

a dog of a little chief is on his way
here."
"The drums lie to you. King Mafo-

laba," Lilongo answered. "Bosambo
will not fall into your trap. He is too

cunning for you
"

But the words froze on her lips, for

even as she spoke them she saw a figure

making il> way through the mob of

natives in the foreground. It was tho

figure of her husband, and with coun-

tenance set and tense he forced his way
to her side and placed an arm about her

shoulders. Then he turned his glance

upon the grinning face of her tormentor.

"So, clever one." tho old monarch
said with a leer, "where is your cun-

ning now? Have I not brought you
lure without a spenr behind you—into

my trap?"
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"King Mafolaba," Bosambo told him,
"I come in peace, but you may do with
me what you will. This woman is the
light of my life, and 1 would rather die
(h;in rule over my people without her."
His wife's lip trembled as she li

at him fondly. Then Bosambo spoke
again.
"King Mafolaba," he went on, "let

her go free, and I promise you 'hat she
will send back two thousand pieces oi

gold.''

The old king laughed huskily.
"It is not your gold I want," he

jeered. "It is your skin! Little dog of

a chief, you chose to offend me once.
For that you will die a slow death. But
first you will see your woman die!"
A fierce cry escaped Bosambo, and

with an involuntary gesture he drew
back his spear, but ere he could strike

with it lie was seized by half a dozen of

the old king's minions, who qui-kly dis-

armed him and dragged him to a stake
il paces distant, from the one to

which Lilongo was tied.

Ho was lashed to the post with
thongs, and then, while the village re-

sounded to the heating of drums,
witch-doctor of the tribe capered to-

uaids Lilongo and began to dance
before her maddeningly, even as he had

'I in those few moments before
Deputy-commissioner Ferguson had met
his death.
Lilongo stared at him in horror, ami

then closed her eye,-. Fastened 10 the
other stake, Bosambo looked at her

iringly, tortured by the emo
that had welled up within his breast.

The muscles in his cheeks were quiver-
ing spasmodically, and lie Has struggling
to break the bonds that held b

gling in vain.

The witch-doctor continued to go
through the motion-; of the death dance,
till at last Mafolaba ordered him aside
and summoned his executioner, a power-
ful sava<re armed with a knife. I hi-

jackal iufaiucjcd deliberately until he
was face toitace with Lilongo, and now
lie rai«ed ihe dagger that he was
clutching.
^ilongo closed her eves again, and.

watching her, watching that blade a-

the executioner prepared t<> plunge it

into her heart. Bosambo groaned aloud.
Then he, too, shut out the scene, from
his gaze, for this was something thai he
could not bear to witness.

The smash of a shot broke the trend
of Bosambo'e thoughts. It was followed
by a second report, and he opened In-

to see Mafolaba's witch-doctor and
executioner falling to tbo ground, while
Lilongo stood there with an amazed ex-

pression on her face, marvelling at her
sudden deliverance from death.

Then came the deadly chatter of a

machine-gun, and in the same instant

Bosambo beheld the Zaire. Staitlingly
enough so far as those in ihe village

were concerned, the ship had turned a

bend in the river and was moving to-

wards a crude landing-stage built against
the bank.

Confusion reigned in the heart of
Mafolaba and in the minds of his fol-

lowers. Panic-stricken and unresisting,

they watched Sand, is, Tihhets and a

pany of Hausas disembark from the
/aire and advance at the double.
The rescue-party swarmed into the

village, and the underlings of Mafolaba
retreated before them in alarm. Within

onds Bosambo and Lilongo had
been released, the former recoverini
Shield and spear.

Sanders held him back as he attempted
to make for the old king, who was
standing nervously in the forefront of

bribe.

"Leave him to me, Bosambo," he
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-aid, and then turned to li\ 'he elderly
potentate with stern gaze,

" Mafolaj d out . "do you
remember what I told you once at a

palaver in front of the Ochori village—
that it you harmed one servant of tie-

Government, be it only a carrier-pigeon,

yon would he a king no mi
"I have harmed no servant of .the

Government." Mafolaba protested.
"Then who killed Ferguson?"
Mafolaba turned a sly. grinning face

towards his people and invited them to

answer Lord S.nidi's question.
"White men Farini and Smith, they

chop Ferguson," came the instant

response.
Sanders looked at them grimly.
"That i< a lie." he -aid. "i know

that Mafolaba speared Ferguson to
death, and for his crime I

"

The Commissioner checked abruptly,
for all at once the old king's spear came
tip, and fear and hatred were mingled
in the black Scoundrel's expression as hi'

tried to plunge the weapon into Sanders'
heart.

The shaft never left his hand, for

Bosambo was too quick for him, and the

assegai of the Ochori chieftain sped
straight and true, thudding into Mafo-
laba's gross body and sinking deep.
The old king collapsed with a cry that

was the last sound he ever uttered, and
before any of his followers could give

trouble they were hemmed in by the

Hausas, whose rifles threatened them
steadily.

Agam Sanders faced tho cowering
horde of natives.
"Who lulled 1'- he de-

manded. "Answer me! Who killed

Ferguson '.'"

"Ring Mafolaba chop Ferguson,
lord." a host of voices answered.
"Yes, and look at him now." the

Commissioner rasped, pointing to the

lifeless body, "lie isn't king anj
. Xo. and I'm going to set Up a

new king in his place—a king who won't

Waste the lives of his people in wars,

a king who will he monarch of the whole
river, paying homage to none hut the

grcatc.-l King of all, whom I and Lord
Tibbets serve."

Some days later, at a palaver to which
he had summoned the chief-, of the
upper and lower river, Commissioner
Sanders formally proclaimed Bosambo
overlord of all the tribes in the ter-

ritory.

It was a proclamation that met with
general approval, and when the palaver
was over Sanders received the grateful

thanks of Bosambo and Lilongo, both
of whom were almost inarticulate with
pride.

The Commissioner smiled at them, and
then took Bosambo by the hand.
"Good-bye, my friend," he said. "J

am going away now, and I know that

in twelve months' time, when I return,

I thail find this country is still a land

of peace under your rule. For already
your new people seem to like you,
Bosambo—even the people who once
served .Mafolaba."

"Lord Saudi," Bosambo told him.
"the people will always like me, for I

have learned from you the secret of
good government. It is this, lord: a
king should be loved, not feared."
"That is the secret of the British,

Bosambo," the Commissioner murmured.

(Specially written from incidents in the
film " Sanders of the River," which was
adapted from Edgar Wallace's novel of

that name. By permission of London
Film Productions, Ltd., and United
Artists Corporation, starring Leslie

Banks and Paul Robeson.)
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The sheriff called to his men, and with
Buck's punchers they dashed outside for
tin it- horses.
"Where are those hi'Oncs?" went up

a shout as they found the slip tails down
and the corrals and stables empty.

Buck knew that Silver wouldn't be far
off. The grey wouldn't stray away from
the corrals even if he were tinned loose
and chased oil'. Tho foreman whistled,
and pretty soon Silver came trotting up.
Flinging a saddle on him, Buck saw to
it that his gun-belt was crammed with
cartridges. Then he vaulted up and
thundered off on to the river trail, his

set and hard, his eves drawn down
into two steely slits.

Ben, one of the first to catch up a
hoi-,., galloped alter Buck, whilst tho
sheriff and the others stamped off on
foot aft( r tin. rest of the straying broncs.

Instead of ^inn^ the long way round,
Buck headed straight for the river, deter-
mined to swim it if need be. It was thus
that he came into contact with a party
of about six rustlers who were driving
the tail-end of the herd along the stony
hanks. Without hesitation ho rode at
them, guns flaming. Two of them
tumbled from their saddles. A third

yelped like a kicked dog and slumped,
swaying and clinging to his horse's neck.
The rest, panic-stricken, scattered,
the sealed cattle broke back and
thundered up the bank.

Buck kept on along the river, crashing
through the aiders and leaping the huge
boulders that strewed the way. From
the far side a shot King out, and a bullet
fanned his cheek. Another struck fire

from the atones ahead of him. Glancing
across, he saw, clear in the early morning
light, Dick Brady and Mary. Thej

• in ,i rocky ledge like a platform, far up
on the top ot the gorge. Behind them
he could make out the robed figure of a
priest, with two of Brady' .ding
on each side of him. Even as he
watched, Mary grabbed at Dick's arm,
frantically trying to prevent him from
firing, but the rustler flung her loose
and Bred again,
Buck dropped from the saddle.

tossed away his gun-belt, plunged
into the stream, and struck out for (he
opposite bank.

A bullet plunked into the water by
his head. Then another, so close that
I he w titer spouted inlo his face. With
a deep breath he dived and swam under
the surface.

After what seemed an age, he reached
the other side. His lungs seemed to be

ing as he drew ill great gulps of
air and dashed for the cover of the rocks.
Foot by foot he began to climb tho
gorge, protected from Brady's bullets by
the precipitous cliff face.

Meanwhile, on the ledge above, Mary
was watching, frozen with honor. She
had hardly left the ranch with Brady
before fear began to lay cold fingers on
her heart. Then, when she rode out on
to the river's edge and saw the cattle

being driven off before her very eyes,

she knew the man beside her for what ho
really was.

A rustler! A sneaking cattle-thief

!

How could she have been such a fool?

She wheeled her horse and tried to

flee, but Brady was too quick for her.

"No, you don't!" he rasped, catching
her horse's bridle.

" Von beast 1 Let me go!" she had
cried in loathing.
But Brady had only laughed and

May lltli, 1935.
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hustled her along. Then, soon after tliev

had reached the ledge, and when the

priest, who was obviously in the power
of the men who stood guard over him
with drawn guns, had been about to

start the ceremony, Buck had appeared.

She knew now, when it seemed hope-

less and too late, that she loved this

man who was climbing to her rescue.

All she could do was look on, whilst

Brady stood with drawn gun, waiting

tor a chance to shoot Buck down.

At last Buck's head and shoulders

appeared above the ledge. Brady raised

his gun, and, as he did so, Mary
screamed and tried to throw herself on
him, but one of the rustlers caught her

and held her back.
The gun roared. Clutching his

shoulder, Buck slid from view. Blood
triokled through his fingers as, still

holding his shoulder, he flattened himself

against a rock. For a moment he
hesitated. Unarmed as he was, it would
be suicide to climb over the exposed
rim of the ledge. His only chance was
to rush Brady from behind.

Painfully he crawled off at an angle,

and gradually worked round in a wide
detour. As he did so he caught sight of

a rider making his way along the edge
of the gorge towards him. Gritting his

teeth, lie gathered himself together and
dashed forward.

Surprised by this totally unexpected
manoeuvre, Brady wheeled, and in that

moment Buck was on him. His fist sent

Brady stumbling backwards, but the
momentum of the blow swung Buck him-
self off his balance. He stumbled, tried

to recover, and sprawled headlong.
Again Mary saw Brady raise his gun.

This time he could hardly miss.

A shot rang out, and Dick Brady
staggered. For a moment he swayed,
then crumpled in a heap.
Bewildered, Mary looked round, and

saw the puckered face of Ben appearing
from the cover of a boulder. A smoking
gun was in his hand, and he had
apparently ridden up and crawled for-

ward unnoticed. At the same time a
posse of riders under the sheriff came
thundering along the top of the canyon.
Cursing, the rustlers on the ledge took
to their heels with the posse in hot
pursuit.
But Mary was oblivious to all this,

for Buck's one good arm was round
her, pulling her face towards his.

(By permission of Universal Pictures,

Ltd., starring Buck Jones and Peggy
Campbell.)
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sharply beneath the puma. Then his

hands came op, and with a grip of iron

he closed them around Gato's throat,

closing his eves and groaning with the

effort of thrusting the animal away from

him. 7%
It was a crucial moment in the fight,

the only moment that could have saved

Bergman's life.

With a kirk that had all his weight

behind it and n directing shove he

pushed Gato over the edge of the ledge.

The puma turned over and over before

hitting the river.

Though the guide had saved his own
skin it had not been at the expense of

Gato. Coming to the surface, the puma
shook his head, then calmly swum to the

bank and climbed out.

Bergman, in a sweat of exhaustion

and badly mauled sank to the ground

as if he would have liked to lie there

for ever. He shook from head to foot

at the thought of the horrible death

he had just missed. A sound made him
look up.

A scream of terror came from his lips.

Twenty yards away stood Malibu, and
his head was lowered.
Bergman tried to stagger to his feet,

but his strength failed him.' His face

contorted in horror for the last time as

Malibu, not slackening his pace, came
full head on, hi6 antlers crashing against

the hapless guide.

Over the ledge Bergman went, his

body striking some of the undercliffs,

then hitting the water, it disappeared
under the surface.

Malibu looked down from the cliff

for a long moment Until the water
ripples had subsided, and the guide was
seen no more.

The Watchers

SOME weeks later, Toni and Sang Soo
were driving through the forest,

which again had its gleaming
coverlet of snow. The sleigh stopped
abruptly as the girl heard a familiar

voice hairing her.

"Hallo?" Toni beamed at Alden over
the side of the sleigh.

"You're just the person I was looking
for." Alden cried. "You must get out

of the sleigh. Over there is something
you must read." He pointed to the

trees.

Toni promptly handed the reins to

Sang Soo.
"You wait here. I'll be back in a

minute." Then she hopped out of the

sleigh with the quite unnecessary but
willing assistance of Bob's strong arras.

Sang Soo laughed.

"Every day you say back in a

minute," he pointed out. "Every
minute two hour. I go home. You
take a walk,, eh ?"

"All right." Toni laughed to hide-

her blushes. • .
v

Bob led her to where a big notice

was pinned against a great pine. It

read

;

" The boundary lines of the National
Forest Reserves have been extended for

a fifty-mile radius in every direction:

No hunting. U.S. Department of the

Interior."

"It's a life insurance policy for your
pals," Alden said, watching the happy
glow on the sweet face.

The two young people smiled at each
other, and Bob's arms drew her close

to him.
They may have thought there were

no witnesses to their embrace, but oyer
on the rocky crags Malibu watched them
interestedly, while Gato sat close by.
They turned and looked at each other
through the falling snow, then Gato
shook his head, and Malibu moved
across to him. Their noses met in an
affectionate caress. Then they set I led

themselves comfortably again, the better

to watch the two humans whom they
loved. *virh

(By permission of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, starring Jean Parker as Toni.)
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NEXTHe Didn't Know How to
Smoke

David Xiven, the handsome
young Bntish actor, whose

is being linked roman-
tically with that of Merlo
Qberon, recently created con-

-ternation on the " Splendour"
i Hollywood.

The script of "Splendour,"
Samuel Goldwyn's latest pic-

inre. starring Miriam Hopkins,
ailed for Xiven to light and
smoke a cigarette—gracefully,

i uan-of-the-worldly. Unfor-
i uiKilely, Niven doesn't smoke

ver has—so that when he
gingerly took a cigarette and
proceeded to light it, he
looked exactly like a fourteen-
year-old making his first ex-

periment. It took just half

an hour, and a packet of
lies, for Elliott Nugent,

(lie director, to teach tho

Triton how to smoke with

proper nonchalance. And that'

lialf-hdur hold-up cost the pro-

ducer approximately £200.

Johnny Weissmuller Swim-
ming Teacher for Siam's King

Johnny Weissmuller, Tarzan
of the screen, is to be swim-
ming teacher for the King of
Siam.
He is arranging t,o photograph a

-cries of his own swimming strokes, to

«cnd, with detailed explanations, to the

Siamese monarch at, Bangkok, as a sort

of custom-made correspondence course
in natal ion.

The Siamese King, who is intensely
interested in swimming, met Johnny
when ho visited the Metro-Gold wyn-
'li,i r studios on his recent world tour.

Sine, then tlie two have corresponded.
The Siamese King asked many questions
about swimming, and finally suggested
i hat if ho had pictures of Johnny's
strokes ho could follow the lessons better.

So Johnny is arranging a complete
pictorial course for the monarch, and is

<o film the pictures immediately on com-
pleting his present, role in "Tarzan
Escapes," in which he and Maureen
O Sullivan aro reunited in another
jungle romance.

DeMille on the Trail

If there are any of the erstwhile
iates of Colonel William ("Buffalo

Bill") Cody in England they had better
get in touch with Cecil 15. DeMille, who
- in make a picture based on the life

of the cowboy hero.

He wants the oldest living plainsman
fought side by side with Buffalo

Bill, and the oldest living Indian who
lit against the colonel.

When they are discovered and their

is authenticated, they will be taken
in Hollywood, shown the sights of the
town as D< Mine's guests, and given
in the picture, Letters from hundreds
of persons variously allied with Cody

mber 2Stli, )'J30.

WEEK'S THRILLING COMPLETE
FILM STORIES

to remember to keep on
loudly snoring till the last

possible second.
The scene, calculated to

draw laughter from an audi-
ence, was anything but funny
to the victim. Pram
movement would spoil the

effect, so Brophy, with the
paper blazing all around him,
had to lie there straining his

ears for Director George
Marshall's signal to leap up
just in time to escape crema-
tion.

" Say, this is going too

far!" exclaimed Brophy in-

dignantly, as he stood looking
at the charred remnants of

papsr alter the scene was
shot.

"What's the matter. 1?T:"
inquired Director Marshall
solicitously,

scorched?"
" Yes, but

that. What
about is the
It's the one

"Did you ge*

I don't mjnj
I'm squav
paper burnt

_

in which" 1 4W3
reading that serial story.'

How Charlie Discovered
Himself

•

ANTONIO MORENO AND
JACK HOLT

-IN-
" STORM OVER THE ANDES "

An intrepid airman adventurer, who
fought for any country who would pay
well for his dare-devil flying. He was a
hard-boiled soldier of fortune and he
played a lone band in this stirring story
of air hawks in a war between two

South American States.

"UNKNOWN WOMAN "

Larry Condon, a young lawyer, becomes
the unwitting dupe of a gang of bond
thieves, befriends a beautiful girl caught
in a raid on a gambling den—and helps
ber to search for some " papers " which
are really stolen bonds at the risk of his
life and hers. A first-class thriller with a
surprising climax,' starring Richard

Cromwell and Marian Marsh.

also

Another smashing episode of tbe grand
serial :

" THE ROARING WEST »

Starring Buck Jones and Muriel Evans.

during iiis lifetime have already re. <

DeMille.

Not Continued in our Next

The comedian, Edward Brophy, who
is playing a comedy gangster in

"Snatched," an anti-crime picture, had
a supreme test of nerve control when
he had to lie, with i

,
pretend-

ing to sleep while a newspaper, co\

i

the upper part of his body, was on file

and
I

face. What made it harder, Broplr

Most people know Chnykn*
as a brilliant master of parrro-

mime, but few are aware that
he discovered his genius for miming
almost by accident.
Many years ago, as an unknown

youngster, he toured the Channel Islands
with a variety company. After perform-
ing before an unappreeiative audience
the players were informed that most of
the islanders spoke a French patois, only
a few understanding English.
The company refused to admit defeat,

and in their next performance omitted
tlie dialogue and relied solelv

_
upon

action and gesture. It was in this per-
formance that Chaplin's talent revealed
itself, and showed him the tremendous
possibilities of pantomime in surmount-
ing the barriers of language.
Subsequent foreign tours confirmed

this lesson, and Charlie gradually per-
fected the technique which was later to
endear his name to every rare, white,
black or yellow, reached by the cinema.

(Continued on page 28)

"SUPERSPEED" — Randolph
Rogers, Norman Foster; liillie Dtvlin,
Florence Rice ; Nan Gale, Mary Car-
lisle : Terry Devlin, Charley Grapewin ;

Philip Morion Arthur Hohl ; W'iUon
dale, Kobert Middlemass ; George
Stone, George McKay.

" WESTWARD HO "—John U>«,
John Wayne; Mary Gordon, Sheila
Mi nnors : Jim II !/<itl, Flunk MoGlynn,
Juu. ; Mallard, .Tack Curtis :

,ia Canutt : Young John, Bradley
Ife

i Mark Wya'it, Hank Bell .

Ilanna II 'yatt, Mary McLaren : Lafc
Gordon, Jim Farley ; Young Jim,
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Employed by Gale Motors largely on the strength of his fame as a football player
Randolph Rogers invents a supercharger that promises to revolutionise the industry
but his invention is made to appear a failure for the benefit of a rival company. A

high-speed story of a fight for success, starring Norman Foster and Mary Carlisle

A Qame—and it's Sequel

A RECORD crowd had flocked to the
Stadium that afternoon to watch
the final football match of the

season between the State University of
Southern California and Stanford
College, for Randolph Rogers was
making his last appearance as a
player for the State University, and
Randolph Rogers had become one of
I In raost famous quarter-backs in the
< omitry.
Nan_ Gale, daughter of Wilson Gale,

the silver-haired president of Gale
Motors, Incorporated, watched the
game with excitement from her seat in

the front row of the grandstand, and
after a particularly fine effort on the
pari of the hero of the hour cried out:
"Dad, isn't that Randy Rogers

marvellous ?"

"Quite a player. Nan, quite a player,"
conceded her father, who had been no
mean centre-forward in his own remote
college days, but who now turned the
scales al fourteen stone and was fifty.

Praise, but not nearly praise enough,
from the point of view of the golden-
haired enthusiast; and as her idol
achieved a masterly kick, foiled only
by the Stanford goalkeeper, she ex-
claimed :

"Dad. I'll bet you a new hat he
kicks the goal for the extra point!"
"You ought to give odds on that,"

protested her father. "He's only missed
two all season."
Kan .should have been content with

that, but she wanted a new hat, though
she certainly did not need one.
"You're a big help," she sighed.

On Wilsop Gale's left sat Philip
Morton, general manager of Gale
Motors, Incorporated, a very tall and
very self-contained sort of person for
whom Kan had no great liking. His

chin was weak, but his brown eyes were
cunning, and his mouth was cruel be-

neath a wisp of a moustache. He
seemed to be absorbed in the game, but
a little smile flitted across his lips.

No new hat would have been forth-
coming, however, either for daughter or
for parent, had the bet been accepted.
With two minutes to go to the end of
play and with no doubt whatever as to
the issue the head-coach decided to let

Randolph Rogers rest on his laurels, and
gave instructions for another man to
take his place.

Kan opened her blue eyes and her
scarlet little mouth in astonishment as

the referee announced the decision.

"Barton for Rogers! Rogers out!"
"Oh, look, they're taking him out of

the game!" she shrilled.

"Probably tired," said Philip Morton,
who knew very little about football,
and cared less.

Randolph Rogers walked off the
field, removing his leather helmet as
he made for the passageway under the
grandstand that led to the dressing-
rooms. Tile spectators were on their
feet and cheering vociferously, and Nan
sprang up to join in the general
clamour.
"Come on, both of you, give him a

nice big hand :" she shouted.

With the roar of the crowd in his ears
Randolph Rogers entered the pass
way, where the bead-coach gripped him
by the hand.
"Nice game, Randy," he said appre-

ciatively. "Sorry it's your last."

"Thanks, coach," returned the black-
haired young man with rather a wistful
grin on his clean-shaven face. "So am
I—sorry and glad."

"I understand," nodded the coacli

;

and then the stalwart policeman who

guarded the way to the dressing-rooms
stepped forward.
"Randy, how about a souvenir for my

kid ?" he asked eagerly.
"Sure." Without the slightest, hesita-

tion Randy held out his helmet. "Give
him this."

"Thanks," murmured the overwhelmed
cop, and drew a long breath. "Gosh,
he'll go crazy !"

Randy walked on through the con-
crete tunnel under the stand upon which
men and women were shouting them-
selves hoarse and stamping their feet
and clapping their hands.
"Listen to 'em !" commented the

policeman. "They're tryin' to wreck
the joint."

"Nice send-off," said the coach. "But
he's heard plenty of that."
"Sure he has," agreed the police-

man, gloating over the helmet he had
acquired for his small son; "but it

never made his head too big for this."

Nan Gale, who had lost all interest

in the match now that her hero had
departed, tugged at her father's sleeve.

"Come on, dad," she said, "let's go."
At eight o'clock in the evening she

and her father and Philip Morton were
having dinner in the pillared restaurant
of the Lake Cafe, in Los Angeles, when
the manager sped to the platform on
which an excellent little dance band
functioned and whispered to the con-
ductor.
Abruptly the strains of a slow fox-trot

ceased and the conductor turned to raise

his hands for silence.

"Ladies and gentlemen," he boomed,
"I have a little unexpected surprise for

you. We're honoured this evening to
have one of the greatest football players
of State University. He's just come
into the cafe, so I suggest we all give
him a nice big hand. Randy Rogers."

December 28th, 1935.



Randy walked in at the glass-panelled
doors from the vestibule, a splendid
figure of vigorous young manhood in
evening clothes, and he looked dis-

tinctly embarrassed by the applause
that greeted him. From all parts of
the room people deserted their tables to

swarm round him, and Nan flung down
her serviette.

"lie's here !" she burst out
rapturously.
"So I judge," grunted her father.
"Dad, don't you think he's good-

looking J"

Wilson Gale glanced over his shoulder
at the centre of attraction.

"Yes, clean-cut boy," he nodded, much
as he might have approved some rival

turn's make of car.

"He certainly sells himself," re-

marked Philip Morton; and that
annoyed Nan.
"Randy Rogers doesn't have to sell

himself !" she flared. "Everybody's sold
on him !"

It occurred to her that a scheme she
had in mind was ripe for fruition, and
she leaned towards her father.
"Put his reputation in with Golden

Arrows," she said brightly, "and you
could even sell them!"

"Sell Golden Arrows?" Wilson Gale
frowned at what he considered to be an
insult to the cars manufactured by his
company; but suddenly ceased to frown,
possibly because his general manager
had dared to sniff.

"Say, wait a minute!" he exclaimed,
and looked again at Randy and at the
crowd that besieged him. "So long as
people insist on making fools of them-
selves over this boy they might believe
in his recommendation of a car. We've
had testimonials from bankers and
doctor's, but never from a football
player."
"You do have ideas," purred Nan,

"and that's a honey. It would be the
slickest thing conservative Gale Motors
ever did. Make him a salesman."
Wilson Gale pursed his lips and con-

sidered the suggestion, but Philip
Morton expressed disapproval in his own
fashion.
"After all," he said, "you've never

gone in for the spectacular."
"Well, that's what's wrong with the

company," declared Nan, "and I'm
about to fix it."

She pushed back her chair and rose
to her feet impetuously.
"Wait. Nan!" cried her father.

"Wait till we decide."

But Nan was not prepared to wait at
all and she flitted- off between the
tables to squeeze past Randy's admirers.
"Nan must have her heroes," said

Morton drily.

"Well, this one may be useful," re-
torted Gale.
Without the slightest ceremony Nan

pounced upon her prey.
"Hallo, Mr. Rogers," she said with a

bewitching smile. "Remember me?
Nan Gale—at the Junior Prom last
year."

Randy did not remember her, but was
far too gallant to say so.

"Oh, yes, yea, of course," ho mur-
mured.
She slipped her arm through his in

the most possessive manner imaginable,
and she said :

"( 'dine on. I want you to meet mv
father."
Willy-nilly he was marched ovei to

the table and introduced to Wilson
Gale.

Dad was in the class of nineteen-
hundred," Nan informed him.

"It's a real pleasure, Mr. Gale," said
'ii' rather bewildered young man.
"Clad to see you, Rogers," returned

the motor magnate. "This is Philip
I lie. Mil. I r L'slli, )035.
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-Morton, the general manager of our
company."
Morton exchanged greetings without

any sign of enthusiasm, and stood up.
"I'm sorry to run away," he said,

nodding in the direction of an elaborate
bar at the far end of the room, "but I
see somebody I know over there."

Ho drifted away, and at Wilson Gale's
suggestion Randy occupied the chair he
had vacated.
"I believe you're graduating, 1 ' said

Gale.
"Yes," Randy replied. "This spring."
"I suppose you're going into some

broker's office as a customer's man?"
"As a matter of fact," replied Randy

emphatically, " that's the last thing I

want to do."
"I don't quite understand."
"I'd like to get into something I

know," was the unexpected answer.
"You see, I'm taking engineering."
"Engineering?". exclaimed Gale.

"Well, that's quite a coincidence. I was
just saying to my daughter "

"He was just saying," Nan broke in

without too strict a regard for the truth,

"that he'd like to have you with Gale
Motors."
Her father rewarded her with a frown.
"We thought," he began again, "we

might interest you in
"

"Yon know," interrupted Nan, "your
popularity and Golden Arrows——

"

"Wait a minute, Nan, wait a minute!"
expostulated her father. "We want to
make sure "

"Oh, he'll be interested!" cried the
determined girl. "Won't you?"
Randy gave her a little twisted smile,

but addressed the head of the firm.

"Are you offering me a job, Mr.
Gale ?" he inquired.
"Of course he is!" Nan interjected,

and her father had hardly any option
but to say

:

"I think we might find a spot for

you."
"That s fine," said Randy. "I've had

a few prospects—pro football, and so
forth—but this is the sort of thing I

really want to do."
Further discussion was arrested by the

intrusion of a reporter and two Press
photographers who had heard of Randy's
presence in the cafe and wanted a pic-

ture of him for the "Times." Nan was
elated, but Randy protested that it was
not a fooiftwril field.

"That's all right, Randy." one of the
photographers assured him airily. "We
don't mind. Look this way, will you?"
The reporter stared at Nan.
" Say. aren't you Nan Gale, daughter

of old man Gale?" he asked.
"Yes, of course I am," she replied,

with a wave of her hand. "And this is

'old man Gale '
!"

The reporter, quite unabashed, greeted
the manufacturer of motor-cars. Nan
seized upon the opportunity.

"Mr. Rogers," she said, "has just

accepted a position with Gale Motors

—

haven't von. Randy?"
"Well,

-

" Randy hesitated," "I—er—

1

"I'll have a story for you gentlemen
in the morning," Gale interposed hastily.

"Swell." quoth the reporter. "Get
'em all, boys, in a family group. We've
happened on something."

While flashlampa were blazing and
cameras clicking, Philip Morton con-
sumed a. whiskj and-soda at the bar in

conjunction with his friend, a slockily
built man with a wide face 1 and very
prominent nose named Gordon Holmes,
who was associated with United Motors.
•'What's a football hero more or less?"

quoth Holmes derisively, "lie can't do
anything but take old (!ale for a couple
of grand -and I'm sine ue won't mind
that!" He gazed shrewdly at his com-

veryEvery Tuesday

panion and added: "Or is it the
daughter you're thinking about?"

"Don't be ridiculous!" snapped
Morton, and the subject was changed.

"Seriously," said Holmes, "how long
do you think Gale will last onco United
Motors put the pressure on him?"
"He's a fighter," said Morton.
" Oh, I've seen champions go down

fighting!"
Morton looked thoughtfully into the

glass he held.
"You know sometimes I'm sorry for

Gale," he said slowly. "Golden Arrows
have been his life for twenty years

—

' the best car for the best people.'
"

"Aw, swallow your drink or you'll
have me crying!" jeered Holmes.
" There's no room for sentiment in busi-

ness. The world and motor-cars must
move. They must progress—time
marches on."
He raised his glass.

"Here's to United Motors," he said,

"the mother of the motor-car industry."
"Mother or stepmother," said Morton

—and drank.

Randy Speaks His Mind

ON a particularly sunny morning,
some weeks later, Wilson Gale
dropped a sheaf of papers on the

blotting-pad of his desk in his own pri-

vate office of Gale Motors, Incorporated,
and turned to the general manager with
a gloomy expression on his face.

"Frankly, Morton," he confessed.
"I'm beginning to be seriously worried.
Too many things arc going wrong."

Philip Morton, lounging back in a
hide-covered armchair at the end of the
desk, seemed slightly startled. »-
"What?" he blurted.
Gale walked over to the fireplace*

before he answered slowly:

"The cost of raw material is going
up, and the attitude of the banks is un-
friendly. We have inexcusable delays at

the plant, and in the middle of the best
selling season our sales are falling off

instead of increasing."
Morton rose from the chair to perch

on a corner of the desk so that he could
fact Lis employer.
"We've gone over this before. Mi.

Gale," he said. "It's just a condition
we can't control. After all, Golden
Aitow is an expensive car."

"But a good car," declared I he presi-

dent of the company warmly. "We've
stood by our dealers and our customers.''
"Times are different.''

"But people aren't. They're always
willing to pay for quality."

Morton leached over to the blotting-

pad to pick up the papers that had dis-

mayed (laic.

"In my opinion." he said impressively,
" there's only one solution—United
Motors."

It was not a solution that appealed to

the founder of the firm, nor was this the
first time it had been suggested to him.

"Morton." he said. "I've fought this

thing out alone for a long time. Golden
Arrow will never become a cheap car
made by United. That's final!"

The general manager shrugged his

shoulders.
"I'm only advocating what appears to

lie the least expensive course," he
urgueil. " Better give stockholders some-
thing for their money than let creditors

take charge. We can't stand present
competition. You know what I mean—
Other companies bring out new wrinkles

to appeal to buyers: free-wheeling,
hydraulic brake-, knee action

"

"If the day ever comes when we have
to resort to that sort of thing," Gale
broke in angrily, "We still won't sell out
i,, United Motors. We'll quit!"
The door swung open and Nan walked

«
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into the room together with Tier foot-

ball hero.
"Hallo, dad'" she cried. "I've just

been showing- Randy round the plant!"
Wilson Gale stared.

"You remember Mr. Rogers, the all-

American foot I >;iil player!"'

"Oh. yes—yes, the football player.

Of course, I remember. How are you,
Rogers?''
Randy replied that be was fine; Nan

reminded him that he had met Mr.
Morton.
"I made him come right over to see

you. dad." she explained. "He gradu-
ated fast week."
"I see," nodded Gale. "And now

you're ready (o go to work, young
man ?"

"Not only ready," Randy answered,
-but anxious."

Philip Morton tucked the sheaf of
papers under bis arm.

"If there's nothing else you care to
take up with me, Mr. Gale," he said
rather stiffly, "I'll get back to my
office.

"

"I'll call you later." Gale responded.
"Sit down, children."
The "children " sat, the general

manager retired, and the president went
round to bis own chair behind the desk
and lit a cigar.

"We were looking at the new roadster
in the show-room, "said Nan.
"You like it?" The question was

addressed to Randy.
"lake it?" said he with enthusiasm.

"Mr. dale, it's a car to dream about

—

class, power, and speed to burn."
"We've never specially stressed

speed."
"Well, T thought "

"Oh it'll do sixty-five.

"

"It'll do seventy-five," declared Nan,
"if it's hopped up like mine."
"Perhaps," said Wilson Gale, with a

grimace, "my daughter knows Golden
Arrows belter than I do."
"Naturally," retorted the daughter.

"I drive one!"
Randy stood up.
"I was hoping I might, be able to help

a little," he said, "but it seems Gale
Motor* don't need any help."
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Nan perched on the arm of her father's

chair and nudged him secretly with liei

elbow, whereupon he said:

"As a matter of fact, I was just talk-

ing to Morton about sales. They do
need stimulating, and that's where you
come in. I want you to pick out the

smartest-looking car on our floor, then
make a tour of our branches, meet old

friends and former students of the State
University who'll be impressed with the
famous all-American football player.

Mix with them genet ally—and boost
Golden Arrow."
"You mean you want me to be a

salesman?" asked Handy.

"Exactly," was the reply. "I can't
think of anyone better known to college
men than you are just now."
"Oh. isn't that exciting. Randy?"

cried Nan; but Randy did nor find it

anything pi the kind, and looked dis-

tinctly disappointed.
"I was sort of hoping you might put

me in the production end." be stated.

"Maybe a short time in the shop-
would help," said Gale. "Bur only a
couple of weeks. Remember an all-

American reputation doesn't last for

ever."
"There's one point we ought to clear

up. Mr. Gale," declared Randy, stab-
bing the air with a finger. "I haven't
the slightest desire to capitalise on my
football career. I've studied engineer-
ing. All my life I've worked with
motors, and when 1 started my engineer-
ing course I began providing for my
future career. Risht now I ve got B

supercharger
"

But Wilson Gale did not want to hear
anything about superchargers, or any
variations of his offer, and Nan knew it

by his suddenly aloof demeanour, and
slid from the arm of the chair to stay
the flow of words.
"I'm sine dad will lie interested,

Randy," she cut in, "but another time."
"Report to Mr. Morton in the morn-

ing," said her father, and opened a
drawer to indicate that the interview was
at an end.
"I'm not sure I want the job on an

all-American basis." complained Randy.

"Well, think it over," was the in

patient rejoinder.
"Yes, come on. Randy." said Nan.

"We're due at the golf club at noon."

In her own roadster that could do
seventy-live miles an hour she swept him
off to a perfectly delightful golf course
at Pasadena with the pine-clad heights
of Mount, Wilson for background; but

Randy's mind was not on the game thej
played there, and on the ninth green h

abandoned it.

"That's all to-day, boys " be said to

the caddies, pocketing lus ball and hand
ing over his putter. " I'll see \ on at the
club-house."

"I thought we were going to play
eighteen holes!" Nan exclaimed in aston
ishment.
"That was your idea." said be. "but

there are a few things you and I have
to talk over before we go any furthoi
Come on !"

He caught hold of her arm, inarched
her off to a seat under a massive tir tree,

and dumped her down on it.

"Well?" she challenged as he sank
down beside her.
"The first thing 1 want to talk to yon

about," he returned almost grimly, "'is

football."

"Which came?" she inquired.
"The final one."
She raised her blows in a puzzled

fashion and tilled her head at him.
"What do you mean':" she asked

blankly.

"Just what I say," be replied. " You
don't seem to realise it , but I'm (ho
uiib all that."
"You're still a national hero."
The phrase had bci omc hateful in his

ears.

"When T hung up my uniform," lie

said, "I left that idea for some Other
fellow to dream about. Football and I

arc finished. I'm sick of people rushing
UP lo shake bands with me because I'm
an all-American.

"

"You seem to forget that you're
famous

!

"

"So famous," he scoffed, "that tin-

only thing 1 have that anybody wa-n i

is a past reputation. And that's ilist

Bunk!"

" There's one point we ought to clear up, Mr. Gale," declared Randy, stabbing the air with a finger.
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"Dad doesn't think so," she protested.
"That's the second thing I want to

talk to you about. When I accepted
your dad's offer I only did it because I

thought it would give mo a chance to

work on my supercharger, but it didn't

pan out like that."
Her eyes were on his set face, and for

the first time she realised the depth of

hiS disappointment at being offered a

mere salesman's job.

"I'm sorry," she said in all sincerity.
" I didn't, know it meant that much,
lint you know dad's a conservative old

thing; He doesn't go in much for

radical changes."
"And that," growled Randy, "makes

it look as though I'm on the wrong
job."
"Why don't you speak to Philip

Morton?" she suggested. "He's the
general manager."

"That's an idea," he said, with re-

newed hope. "1 have to report to him.

anyway."

" A Fanciful Gadget "

PHILIP MORTON'S office was on the

same floor as the president's at the

Gale motor works, and was only

one degree less elaborate in character,

with its panelled walls, thick pile carpet,

and fittings.

Randy walked into it next morning
with a roll of blue prints under his arm,
but not too much confidence in his heart

because he had gained 'the impression
that the general manager was not very
favourably disposed towards football

players.

To his surprise Morton seemed to be
quite interested in the blue prints, which
he opened out upon his desk and
examined with critical eyes.

"You see," expounded Randy, "this
isn't like an ordinary supercharger, Mr.
Morton. Generally there's a resultant

loss in economy, but with this car-

burettor hook-up there should be a
saving of about twenty-five per cent."
"That 11 be quite a saving," said

Morton gravely. " An increase in power
with the use of less fuel."

"That's right, sir.""

"Hmm!" Morton leaned back in his

chair, toying with a pencil. "What
makes you think it's practical?"

"Well." admitted Handy, "I can't be
ii i tain yet. Not until I've built a prac-

tical test model. But it wouldn't be ex-

pensive to try it."

Morton reached over to a dictograph
on a flap of his desk and flipped its

speaking-key.
"Get hold of George Stone and send

him to my office," he directed, and
"turned again to Randy. "Tell you what
I'm going to do, young fellow," he said

crisply. "I'm going to talk Gale into

letting you prove your theory before you
go on the road."
Randy, of course, was elated.

"I don't think you'll regret it, Mr.
Morton," he blurted.

"Well, I hope you're right," returned
Morton, with a smile. " Thai's why I've
sen! tut' Stone. He's the best, mechanic
in the plant. I want him to work with
you."
"Just give us some space," said Randy

eagerly. "Any "

"I'll do better than thai. Stone's got
a machine shop in the experimental de-
partment. Vim can work there undis-
1 Hi lied."

It sounded almost too good to be true,

I
ill Randy had sudden misgivings.

"What about Mr. Gale?" he asked.
" Von think I ought to see him and
explain ?"

Morton waved aside (he suggestion
w it It his pencil.

"I'll handle him." lie said; and then
the dictograph buzzed and he spoke into
December 28th, 10SS.
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it again. George Stone had arrived
from the works across the yard that
divided the office building from the
machine shops. "Send him in!"
A shortish but thickset man entered

the room, wearing overalls—a clean-
shaven man of about forty, heavy-
browed and rather lined of face.

"George," said Morton introductively,
"this is Randy Rogers."
"How are you?" said Stone in a tone-

less voice.

"He's got a supercharger antf^ar-
buiettor hook-up that looks interesting
on paper," Morton went on. "1 want you
to help him build a model and test it.

It might be sensational."
Grey eyes looked into brown eyes

across the blueprints.
"Okay with me," said the owner of

the grey ones, ,and h'is voice was still

toneless.

"Get going then. To-morrow morn-
ing."
Randjr rolled up the blueprints.
"I don't know how to thank you for

this, Mr. Morton," he murmured grate-
fully.

"Don't try," returned the general
manager. "Just keep me posted, and
let me know after you've made your
first test."

With the roll of blueprints once more
under his arm Randy hovered in the
region of the door, expecting to be
taken to the experimental department
by the mechanic. But George Stone
said :

"I'll pick you up outside, Rogers.
I've got to see Mr. Morton a minute."
Randy nodded and went out, closing

the door behind him; and then Stone's
manner changed completely.
"What is it?" he asked, as one speak-

ing to an equal rather than to a
superior. "Have you got something?"
"Certainly not," replied Morton

scornfully. "Just a fool idea !"

"And I'm supposed to discourage it?"

"On the contrary; you're going to be
of every assistance to him."
George Stone looked nonplussed.
"But 1 thought "_

"I'd rather have him in your shop
than on the road. On the road he
might be able to pep tip sales a little."

"Oh," nodded Stone, "I get it!"

"You're getting it," retorted Morton.
"And when this fanciful gadget of his

doesn't work we haven't lost anything."
"Suppose it does work?"
"Don't make me laugh. He's a foot-

ball player."
"Oh !" said Stone, and went off

chuckling.
Randy spent most of that day in the

experimental department of the vast

plant, minus coat and waistcoat, and he
displayed a technical knowledge which
surprised the mechanic.

Work on the supercharger was com-
menced next morning, and before the

end of the week he and George Stone
stood in front of a running-block on
which a motor-car engine hail been
mounted and connected with a dynamo-
meter.

"All set," announced Stone.
"Okay," said Randy. "Let's turn her

over."
The engine was started, and the hand

on the dial of the dynamometer crept
up from zero to seventy-five.

"Is that tops for this motor—normal?"
inquired Randy.
"That's right," nodded Stone. "Now

cut in your supercharger."

The supercharger was connected to
the engine, and the hand moved on
round tho dial to a hundred. Stono
stared at the dial as though he found it

difficult to believe the evidence of his
own eyes, then stared at Randy whose
face was radiant with triumph.

/eiyEveiy Tuesday

"You satisfied ?" cried the inventor.
"A hundred horse-power brake test for
a stock eight motor."

"It looks good," admitted the
mechanic.
"Wait till we get a car on the track.

It'll probably do "

"A hundred and ten," Stone com-
pleted for him; "but I'll wait till I see
it roll that fast." He looked at a wall-
clock. "You'd better go to lunch."

It was Randy's turn to stare.

"Well, there's one thing," he said
with a mirthless laugh; "nobody could
accuse you of being over-enthusiastic."
At that moment an elderly man, spare

of build and a trifle shorter than Stone,
walked in upon them from the covered
yard outside. A yachting cap was
perched at an angle upon his grey head
and ho was in working clothes which
suggested an association with the water.
Stone waved a hand to him.

"Hallo, Devlin!" he said. "I got that
gear cut for you."
He went over to a bench and returned

with two gearwheels, which the new-
comer took and inspected.
"Fine !" he said. "What do I owe

you ?"

"Oh, nothing," replied Stone. "It's

charged to a new experiment. I had it

done in duplicate."
"Thanks, but don't get yourself into

any trouble."
"I won't," said Stone airily. "Randy

Rogers, shake hands with Terry Devlin.
He builds speedboats."
Randy had liked the look of Devlin

at first sight. There was something fine

and honest about his weatherbeaten face
and his blue eyes had a twinkle in them.
The two shook hands, and then Terenc^J
Devlin's eyes roamed in the direction
of the running-block, and he stepped
over to it.

'Say, what's this here?" he inquired
with professional interest. "Looks like

a supercharger you've got on here."
"No telling what it is until after it's

tested." said Stone.
"Well, I'll come back and look it over

as soon as I've taken these gears out to

Billie," decided Devlin; and Randy,
nettled by the mechanic's words, said

wryly :

"See what you think of it. I'm just

going out to lunch— I'll take 'em for

you."
Devlin thanked him and handed over

the gearwheels, and he went out into

the covered yard. A shabby two-seater

was standing there, an open one, and
on the side of it near the wheel was
perched a boyish-looking figure in

overalls and a cap.

"Here's the gears, son," said Randy.
The boyish-looking figure swung

round, and he perceived that it was a
girl he had thus addressed, a particu-

larly pretty girl, brown-haired and very
bright-eyed.
"Thanks," she said, and dropped the

two gearwheels on the floor of the car
and smiled impishly at him.
"Oh, I'm sorry." he exclaimed in con-

fusion. "I thought "

"Don't apologise," she laughed. "It's

happened before."

"Well—er—well, why "

"Why do I wear overalls?"
"Y-yes."
"I like 'em. They're comfortable,

and, after all. you can't wear dresses

when you work around a machine shop.''

"Here I am. Billie," boomed a voice

from the doorway, and Terry Devlin
walked over with Ceorge Stone. "This
is Randy Rogers," he said. "He's work-
ing here with Stone. My niece, Mr.
Rogers."
"Oh. yes." said Randy. "She was just

telling me she works in a machine
shop."
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"That's right/' nodded Devlin. "And
there isn't a lietter mechanic or speed-
boat pilot on the waterfront."

Billie flushed and slid down behind
the wheel. George Stone said to

Randy

:

'You'd better go to lunch and get
back on the job it you expect to make
that test Monday."
'Okay/' said Randy. "Good-bye, Miss

Devlin. If you're really interested in

motors drop around about ten on
Monday. You'll see a demonstration of
something new."

"That's a bet," the girl assured him,
and waved her hand as he walked off

out of the yard.
"Pretty smart boy," remarked the

builder of speedboats.
".Smart V" echoed Stone with a sly

glance for Billie. "Smart enough to

nave old man Gale's daughter to back
him."
Terry Devlin climbed into the car

beside his efficient niece.

"Thanks again for tin- gears, Stone,"
he said.

"Mind if wo come to the test run?"
risked Billie.

"Why, glad to have you." said Stone,
but. without any heartiness.
The two-seater was backed out from

the covered yard and the mechanic
made his way to the office building,
where ho ascended to the general
manager's room.
"Well, Stone, how's your protege?"

inquired Morton, looking up from his

desk. "About to revolutionise the auto-
mobile industry?"
"He might do that," was the un-

expected reply.

. 'What do you mean'.''

'Well, we finished the model and
booked it on to an old Straight eight
motor for a brake test."

"Go on !"

"It developed a hundred horsepower
on the block."
"You're crazy!" exclaimed Morton

incredulously; but George Stone shook
bis head.
"I'm telling you that kid's got some-

thing." he declared. "He's worked on
an angle that everyone else has for-

gotten about. lie dampens the air that
feeds into the mixture."

-Morton pinched his lower lip between
finger and thumb and glared at an in-

offensive letter-tray.

"Jf it's ns good as you think," he
growled, "it'll pull Gale out of a hole
and save this company."
"Right," agreed Stone. "He wants

to drive a test Mondav. How about
it?"
"Let him make it."

"You don't waul it to work?"
"Sure," drawled Morton, "if it will."
"But I thought we "

"We are, but I'd like to know what
this thing'll do. When that's proved
we can make an official test for Gale."
"In other words, this test is for you

a net me?"
"Exactly." Morton helped himself to

a cigar from a box on the desk and lit

it. "We can decide about dale's
demonstration later."

The Test

LIKE most American motor-car
manufacturing concerns, Gale
Motors had a private testing

ground at some little distance from the
works, built very much like a racing
track. Just after ten o'clock on the
following Monday morning Randy set
off from its starting line on a stock
Golden Arrow, sporting model,
equipped with his supercharger, while
Veorgo Stone leaned against a rail
yith a stop-watch in his hand.
Terry Devlin and his pretty niece had
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"You satisfied? cried Randy. " A hundred horse-power brake test

for a stock eight motor !
"

arrived in good lime to witness the
test of the new contrivance, and they
were with the mechanic. Billie, looking
as boyish as ever in her overalls and
cap, was also holding a stop-watch, ami
her lips were parted with excitement
as the car gathered speed and came
roaring over the white line past tin'

group.

The track was an oval one, five-

eighths of a mile in circumference, and
mi the second lap the supercharger
began to make itself felt.

"Plenty of nerve!" exclaimed Billie.

"He's really laying his foot on that
throttle."

The car flew, the white line was
crossed again.

"I caught him that lap!" she cried
triumphantly. "Over ninety!"
George Stone nodded confirmation,

though he was none too pleased that she
had brought a stop-watch with her.

"Looks like he's got .something." he
said grudgingly.
"And you say that's an old tesl ear?"

demanded Terry Devlin.
"That's right."

Billie shaded her eyes against the
sun to watch the progress of the car on
the far side of the track.
"He's opening up!" she shrilled.

"You clock him this lap."

The car whizzed pas! them, and Stone
kept his eyes on the stop-watch he held
while she concentrated on Randy's
driving.
"Can he handle a car?" she cried.

"Look at him go into that turn!"
The Golden Arrow came flying round

the bend and was over (he white line

again.
"What does it say—what docs it say?"

clamoured Billie breathlessly.
"Hundred and four and a fraction,"

replied Stone.
"Almost a hundred and five miles an

hour." she exulted.
"Can you imagine what his hook-up'd

do on a new motor?" said her uncle.
George Stono had nothing to say to

that. He put away his stop watch and
looked along (he track.

"He's slowing down now," he said.

Randy was slowing down. Ho bad
caught sitiht ot a smart roadster career
ing across (he grass towards the rails

and had recognised the girl at its wheel.
But Billie was too far away lo recognis-.'

her.
"Who's that driving in?" she asked
"Gale's daughter," Stone informed her

with a malicious smirk.

Nan Gale ran her car on to the track
through a gap in the rail and Sprang
down from It to erect Randy as ho
braked and slopped.
"Oh, have you tried it yet ?" she

ciied out.

"Yes," he replied, pushing his goggles
up over his crash helmet. "Jusl

finished."

"Oh, gee. I'm sorry I was late !"

"Aw. dial's all right," he returned.
"Let's see whal the official time was for

(hat last lap."

They walked together towards the
three by the starting line, and Billie
cried out as they approached:
"Hundred and live !"

"Oh, that's line!" quoth Randy with
infinite satisfaction. "Miss Gale, may
1 present Miss Devlin and her uncle,

Mr. Devlin. You know Mr. vSion.' ol

course."
Nan shook hands all round and the

whole parly walked towards the tesl

car.

"Looks like your father has some
thing in this new invention of Randy's."
remarked 'ferry Devlin on the way.
"Oh, that's splendid!" said she. "Wi

must go anil tell dad at once. Randy."
"I have to report to -Mr. Morton

first," protested that young man.
"We'll report to dad," she insisted.

"Come on, I'll drive you in my car"
Bandy hesitated, but George Stone

said :

"(lo ahead. I'll take that job over."
"All right," surrendered Randy, "but

I'll have to get my jacket."
He shed his overalls and flung them

into the (est car, together with his
helmet and goggles, and he took hii

coat from the seat and put it on while
December 28th, 1985.
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Nan conventionally assured Billie and
her uncle that she was pleased to have
met them.

"I'll let yon know how we come out,
son," said Stone, and then Randy
helped Nan into her car and climbed in

beside her, and the test ground was left

behind.

Philip Morton was in Wilson Gale's
room when the office building was
reached. He had presented some papers
and made a report that badly disturbed
the president of the company.
"But this isn't possible, Morton!"

Gale ejaculated.
"You can see the figures for yourself,

Mr. Gale," returned Morton with a
gesture of regret. "We sold fewer cars
in the last thirty days than in any
month last year."

The door swung wide and Nan burst
into the room.
"Dad !" she cried, and turned to tug

Randy in after her. "We've come to
save Gale Motors."

"To what?" eNclaimed her harassed
parent.
Randy smiled apologetically at the

general manager.

"I meant to report to you .first, Mr.
Morton," he said, "but Nan insisted."

"Of course I did," said she.

Morton compressed His rather thick
lips, but Wilson Gale was inclined to
bo annoyed.
"Nan," he began severely, "if this is

itrst another of your schemes "

"It isn't," she assured him gleefully.
'•t's Randy's."

Her father threw down the statements
that had helped to upset his peace of
"iind.

"All right," he barked, "let's hear it."

It was Randy he had addressed, but
Nan could not wait for her hero to
make any sort of explanation. She was
far too excited.

"The old model K demonstrator did
a hundred and five miles an hour!" she
exclaimed.

Her father stared from her flushed
fare to the slightly calmer face of the
football player he had engaged to boost
the sales of Golden Arrows.

"You mean to tell me one of our
stock cars did over a hundred miles an
hour 1" he demanded in bewilderment.
"Yes," said Nan.
"How ?"

"It's a new theory of carburetion,"
said Randy, "combined with a super-
charger to give speed. Your new model
cars could be made capable of doing,
say. a hundred and ten miles an hour,
and they'd use even less gas than they
do now."
"Why, that's impossible !." snorted

Gale. "Morton, have you made an in-

vestigation of this?"

"Superficially," replied the general
manager. "You remember I suggested
allowing him to work it out because it

seemed to have possibilities."

Wilson Gale leaned back in his chair.
"Well," ho said after a while, "if it.

is practical it may give us just the sales
stimulation we need."

"I'm ready to prove it's practical,"
Randy assured him.
"When?"
"To-morrow at the testing ground."
Gale looked at Morton.
"Hadn't wo better check Rogers'

plans thoroughly first?" he asked.

"Why look over plans, Mr. Gale?"
demurred the wily general manager.
"To-morrow you'll see one of your own
cars perform."

"Very well then," said Gale.
December 28th, 1035.
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The Second Test

THAT afternoon Billie Devlin called
round at the experimental depart-
ment for another speedboat gadget

Stone had had stamped for her uncle.
Stone was not in the machine shop,
and»Randy attended to her requirements
with the utmost readiness. She appealed
to him far more than Nan Gale had
ever done.
"Thanks," she said. "Now we're all

set."

"So we are," said Randy. "Mfc^Ja'c
himself has promised to watch the test

to-morrow."
She glanced round the shop to make

sure there were no listeners.

"I suppose you know Gale Motors arc
practically on the rocks?" she asked.
"Why no," returned Randy in sur-

prise. "As a matter of fact, I didn't."
"Well, it's common gossip," she in-

formed him.
"That's probably all it is," he de-

cided. "Just gossip."
She watched him at work for a while

across a lathe, then asked abruptly

:

"How long have you known Nan
Gale?"
He knitted his brows in an effort to

remember when it was Nan claimed to
have met him in the first instance.
"Oh, about a year!" ho decided.

"Why?"
"I just wondered," she replied

evasively.
" She's the one that got her dad to

give me my chance. "
_"And now you're giving him a chance

—a chance to stay in business!"
"Oh, come now!" he protested. "It

can't be as bad as all that!"
"Uncle says so."
"Mr. Gale would know it if it's true!"
" Maybe we'd better drop the sub-

ject," said Billie. "Anyway, I've got
to get back on the job—we want to
finish that new speedboat I'm going to

try out at the end of the week."
She offered her little hand, and he

held it.

"You're not going to be too busy to
have dinner with me to-night, are you?"
ho asked. "I'll call round for you and
we'll go to the Lake Cafe—if that suits

you "

"AH right," she nodded. "And after
you became rich and famous I'll remind
you of the evening you spent with a
poor working girl. Good-bye!"
George Stone's absence from the

machine shop was due to his presence in

Philip Morton's office. Morton had sent
for him to ask questions about the test.

"And you're sure about it. Stone?"
he insisted, handing back the blue prints

over which they had both been poring.
"Positive," declared the mechanic.

"The thing would put wings on a

tractor. It's going to be a sensation!"
"It would be worth a lot to United

Motors."
"Sure it would, if they could get it!

But he's been smart enough to take out
his patents on it, and as it stands now
it's going to fall right into Gale's lap."
"Taken out his patents, eh?" mused

Morton, puffing at a cigar. " IImm !

Well, Gate won't want it. He isn't

crazy I"

"Won't want it?" echoed Stone in

amazement. "Why won't he want it?"
"Because," was the significant reply,

"to-morrow it, isn't going to work."
"Oh!" said Stone. "I see."
" That's just it—you see that it doesn't.

Later on I'll probably be able to buy it.

up reasonably, and you and I can gel a

nice price for it from United Motors."
"Right," said the mechanic, and went

off with the blue prints and a grim
smile.
Next morning, after a memorable

evening with Billie Devlin, Randy drove
to the testing ground with George Stone,

\Eve.\ Tuesday

where they proceeded to tune up the ex<
perimeutal car.

"Sorry Billie and her uncle won't bo
here to-day," remarked Randy, busy
with the engine.
"That's all right," said Stone, with

a cryptic grin, "they'll hear about it.

Got that oil drained yet?"
';Sure."
Stone removed a can of oi! wRieli was

standing on the ground, and a few
minutes later Nan drove i'p to the track
in her roadster with her father beside
her.

"Hallo, young man!" greeted Wilson
Gale as he descended. "Everything set

fo the test run?"
"AU set," replied Randy, and then

Morton arrived in his own car and
walked over.

"Remember one thing, both of you-,"
said Nan proudly. "I discovered
Randy!"
"You boys all ready to go?" inquired

Morton.
The bonnet of the experimental ear

was closed, and Randy put on Ins crash
helmet and adjusted his goggles as ho
si ;.ted himself at the wheel. Stone stood
back.
"Okay, Randy," he said. "Take her

away."
Randy drove slowly towards the

starting-line.

"Good luck!" Nan shouted after him.
The broad white line was crossed, the

car began to travel.

"He's just warming her up," said
Morton as the first lap was accomplished
at about sixty mites an hour.
"You certainly had a hunch when you

let him build that model," said Gale.
"I thought it might have possibilities,"

was the meek response.
"Possibilities? Why. that invention

should revolutionise the industry!"
The car roared past them at a good

eighty-five.

"Yes, Mr. Gale," purred Morton, "it
should. Ought to bo able to tell pretty
quick now."
Faster and faster the car travelled, and

the fourth lap was achieved at close
upon a hundred miles an hour, but with
a:, unaccountable cloud of black smoko
belching from the exhaust.
A few seconds later another black

cloud began to vomit from the basset,
and Nan climbed on to the rails to state

in alarm across the track.

The car became hidden In its own
smoke at the turn, but out of the smoke
there came a crash, a rending of wood-
work, and the car became visible again
on the grass beyond the rails where
Randv had managed to bring it to a
standstill.

He heaved himself down from it, flung
back the bonnet at the cost of burnt
fingers, and squirted a chemical extin-

guisher at the almost red-hot engine, hi*

eyes bloodshot and his face black Willi

grime.
Nan raced across to him in high

concern.
"Randy," she shrilled, "aro yon

hurt?"
"No," he replied a trifle shakily.

"Just roughed up a bit."

The others st learned up.
"What happened?" asked Wilson Galo

anxiously. "It looked liko the motor
began to buck."
"It did," said Randy in a very gloomy

\oiee. "Just as soon as 1 get a chance
to look it over I'll tell you."
George Stone stooped in front of the

engine.
"Here's your trouble," he announced.

"Motor's froze!"
"You mean it's bound from over-

heating?" asked Morion.
"That's about the size of it," replied

tlie mechanic.
Wilson Gale sighed.
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"I thought it was too good to be

true." he lamented.
"Well, it isn't the fault of the hook-

up, Mr. Gale,'' declared Randy. "It
worked perfectly yesterday."
"It couldn't be the fault of the

motor," retorted Gale. "It's a Golden
Arrow, isn't it ?"

Randy bit his lip and stood gazing

ruefully at the engine.
"How long since yon (hanged your

oil, Rogers?' asked Morton.
"Why, just before you got here."

Stone" spread his hands with a gesture

of pitv for an amateur engineer.
"Well, that's the trouble with nil

those high-speed hook-ups," he said.

'The lubrication fails to keep up with

the turn-over."
"But I made allowance for that!

cried Randy.
"You did on paper," said Gale.

"There's a vast difference between
theory and practice."

Philip Morton seized upon the oppor-

tunity to add to Randy's humiliation.

"Didn't you say you were a graduate
engineer. Rogers'.'"

" Yes." said Randy.
"And you didn't know that an oil-

pump couldn't possibly lubricate a motor
at. the speed a supercharger develops?"
"I told you I took that into considera-

tion."
"Oh. why go into it any farther?"

led Wilson Gale. "It's just another
experiment gone wrong. Let's be gel

ting back."
He walked off towards the waiting

roadster and Philip -Motion went with

him ; but Xan lingered.

"How about a Tilt to town?" .-he sug-

gested.
"Never mind." said Randy gruffly.

"You can still go on that tour for the

sales department- -I'll fix it with dad."
"No. thanks."
He turned away from her, but she

tugged him back again.
"Why don't you be smart, Randy?"

(•he pleaded. "As an engineer you may
lie bust, put you're still good news-
paper copy."

"I wish you'd forget that," he said
bitterly.

"But why forget it when it means a
good job tor you'."

"I don't want that kind of a job. I

won't be a football pensioner, if you
know what I mean."
"All right," she surrendered. "See

you to-morrow.'"
Her father was calling to her. and

she ran off. Stone jerked his thumb at

the derelict.

"Tow car'll bring this in," lie said.

'I'll wail for it." returned Randy.
"Okay." Stone walked down the

track to the car that had brought them
from the works, and after be had gone
Randy proceeded to examine the engine
more thoroughly.
He travelled back in the tow-car

when it arrived, and he was not in the

mood to talk to the man who drove it.

He entered the covered yard of the
experimental department, but stopped
short in the doorway of the machine
shop where he had toiled with such
high hopes George Stone was at a

telephone with his back towards the
door, and Randy gathered that Billie
Devlin had rung up and did not hesi-
tate to play the eavesdropper.

"Oh, Billie," he heard Stone say ex-
pansively, "how about a little celebra-
tion to-night? I feel like soending
some money. What? Randy Rogers"?
Oh, he cracked up. Yeah, I told him
from the beginning his invention was a

Mop. Eh? Well, have dinner with me
to-night and I'll tell you all about it."

Evidently Billie declined the invita-
tion, for in a disappointed voice Stone
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You're a little fool I
" roared Randy, and Billie would have struck

him in the face had not Terry caught hold of her wrist.

informed her that he was sorry she
couldn't make it and hung up. Randy
crossed the threshold as he moved away
from the instrument and he swung
round.
'"rough luck, kid." he said with pre-

tended sympathy. "I told you to watch
that oil pressure."
Randy strode towards him, and his

brown eyes were fierce.

"You know there was enough oil

pressure to lubricate that motor:" he
stormed.

"I don't know anything." retorted
Stone. "It's your invention."

"It's my invention," agreed Randy,
"but somebody tampered with the oil

in that motor. I found traces of emery-
dust in it. Do you know anything
about that ?"

Stone clenched hi- fist s.

"If you're insinuating " he began
heatedly.
"I'm just asking," Randy interrupted

grimly.
"Then I'm just telling you. \ou're

talking through your hat. T don't
know anything about it." »
For several seconds they eyed one

another inimically; then Randy pulled
off his overalls and turned a v. ay to get
his hat and coat.

Morton Shows His Hand

RANDY wiped the dust of the "Home
of the Golden Arrows" from his

feet that day. His parents, both
of whom were dead, had not left him
any very large sum of money, but he
was proud and he believed in himself.

In the weeks that followed he avoided
Nan Gale and saw nothing of Billie
Devlin. In his comfortable flat on the
fifth floor of an apartment-house in

Hobart Street he got out fresh draw-
ings of his invention and could find
nothing wrong with the earlier ones.
Meanwhile the stiles of Golden Arrows

continued to diminish and the inevit-

able happened. United Motors ac-

quired Gale Motors, and Wilson Gale
fulfilled his vow to retire from business
rather than be associated in any way
with the triumphant company. lie was
already a millionaire, and though his

heart was in the motor business he was
in a position to spend the rest of his
life in leisured luxury.

Randy read till about the merger in

the newspaper, and he was not
altogether surprised when he received a
letter from Philip Morton, who had
been appointed general manager of the
"Golden Arrow" division of United
Motors, requesting him to call.

He found Morton installed in the
imposing [private office thai had been
Gale's.
"Glad to see you. Rogers," said (he

suave crook, toying uith a pencil.

"D'you know I had quite a job locating
you."

"I've shifted my quarters," said
Randy quietly. "There didn't seem to
he any reason why you should want to
know where I lived. The last time I
was here

"

"Yes, yes. I know," Morton inter-

rupted, "but I haven't forgotten your
splendid efforts, Rogers, and I thought
I might still be able to help. Sit down."
Randy seated himself in a chair and

a box of cigars was pushed in his direc-
tion, hut he declined to smoke.
"Things are different since United

Motors absorbed Golden Arrow," said
Morton.
"So I see," returned Randy, glancing

about the room. "By the way, what
happened to Mr. Gale?"

"Well, he always said he'd quit before
he'd sell out to United, so -when they
took over his company on a decision
of the stockholders ho kept his word."

"It seems a shame."
Philip Morton shrugged his shoulders

and put down the pencil.
"Business, my boy," he said smoothly.

"Vou want to look out for yourself all

the time. That's what I had to do when
December 58th, 1935.
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they asked me to take over for United."
lie lit one of the cigars Randy had re-

jected. "However, one of the first

things I remembered was your inven-
tion."

Handy was on his feet in an instant.
"Whtlt about my invention?" he de-

manded sharply.
"Regardless of its disastrous test,"

was the guarded reply, "it has possibili-

ties. I talked to Stone about, it, and
he tells me that all you need is a little

more time to perfect it."

Handy leaned over the desk and
planted a fist upon its polished surface.

"Just what do you want, Mr.
Morton?" he challenged.

"If I offered you a job to develop this

hook-up and offered you every practical

assistance necessary to develop it, would
you be interested?"

"I might."
"Of course," purred Morton, "experi-

ments cost money, but 1 have a friend
who might put it up if you were willing
to dispose of those patents you hold."
So that was it ! The cards were on the

table at last!

"If I let my patents go you'll give me
.1 job. that's what you mean, eh?" said
Handy.
"You put it rather bluntly," responded

Morton, and picked up the pencil to
stab the blotting-pad with it, "but that's
about what it comes to."

"It seems a little funny, Mr. Morton,"
Handy bit back at him. "My experi-
ment proves a failure, and now you
want to buy it."

"I've made you an offer in good
faith,"
"Yes," cried Randy scathingly, "the

same good faith you used when you
grabbed the (iolden Arrow for United
Motors. Don't try to deny it, Mr.
Morton—everybody in the auto world
knows what your appointment here
meant."

Philip Morton's face became almost
purple and his eyes malignant.

"(let out of here!" he roared.
"Okay," drawled Randy, and ho put

his hat on his head and turned towards
the door.
"You can be sure of one thing, too,

Rogers," Morton shouted after him.
'It'll be useless for you to offer your
invention or your services to any other
manufacturer !"

"We'll see about that!" Randy re-

torted over his shoulder, and though he
was in a fine temper he did not slam the
door behind him.

Figuratively, however, he found all

other doors closed to him when he set
out to justify his defiance. He tried in
vain to interview important people in

the automobile world, and he called on
works managers only to meet with re-

buffs.

Months had elapsed and his funds
were running low when he searched
the waterfront in finest of a job and
quite by accident found one. It was on
a wharf in Los Angeles harbour that
he heard two men talking, and pricked
up his ears.

"Where's the other boat, Joe ?" asked
on* of them, a typical waterman of
enormous bulk.
"Didn't show up this afternoon,"

grunted Joe, who looked almost a
skeleton beside his companion. "Ho's
probably on another binge."

' There's a big crowd out on the fish-

ing barge this afternoon," complained
the bulky one, "and we need both boats.
The fleet will be coming in within the
hour."
The harbour was crowded with

shipping; the blue waters of the bay
be;«ond the wharves and piers sparkled
in the sunlight, and a mile farther
along the waterfront a speedboat was
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putting out trom a narrow strip of
planking. Randy looked at a sturdy
vessel moored to the wharf on which he
stood—a motor vessel, half boat, half
launch, with a pilot-house amidships,
known locally as a water-taxi, and
walked up to the two men.
"I hear you need a pilot," he said.

They stared at him, but they were in

a dilemma, and the man who possessed
no waistline chewed tobacco and spat
on the boards of the wharf.
"Can you run a motor-boat?'" 1 " in-

quired.
"Sure," replied Randy with the

utmost confidence, "I can run a fleet of
'em."
"We'll see! Here, take this boat out

to the Ocean Queen fishing barge. Joe,
you go with him the first trip. If he
can run her, pick up the other boat."
Randy and Joe went aboard the water-

taxi, and Randy started up the engine
and took the wheel after Joe had east
off. They stood together in the pilot

house as the vessel chugged across the
water.
The speedboat parted company from

the flont against which it had been rest-

ing, and Randy caught, sight of Terry
Devlin standing on the boards, shielding
his eyes against the sun, and recognised
him.
The speed-boat streaked towards the

water-taxi, and Randy guessed that
Billie was at its wheel, though she was
wearing goggles. He increased speed,
seeing that her intention was to cut
across his bows, and ho leaned out of

the window of the pilot-house to grin
mockingly down at her.

"Hi. landlubber!" she shouted.
Randy laughed aloud and drew in his

head to make a real race of it.

"Somebody you know?" inquired Joe
curiously.
"Yeah," nodded Randy.
A fussy little tug and a stately clipper

were left behind, and then the engine of

the speedboat began to splutter. A bar-

hour service station loomed ahead, and
it became evident that Billie proposed to

put in beside its floating platform to see
what was wrong.
"I'm going to give her a bath!" an-

nounced Randy, and gripped the wheel.
The water-taxi swung round in a

quarter of a circle just as the speed-
boat, was drawing alongside the pier,

creating a huge wave that drenched the
girl from head to feet.

"Landlubber yourself!" bellowed
Randy from the window of the pilot

house—and the water-taxi swept on its

way.
"Somebody ought to report that guy!"

exploded a mechanic who ran out from
the service station to Billie's assistance.

"He's crazy !"

"Oh, he's all right!" laughed Billie.

"He's a friend of mine."
*

An Unexpected Visitor

ALL that afternoon Randy travelled

to and fro between the Ocean
Queen and the shore, running the

water-taxi by himself after the first trip.

But after his task was at an end and
he had received payment for services

rendered, he made his way along the
waterfront to Terry Devlin's speedboat
works
These works were unpretentious but

picturesque, consisting ot wooden sheds
with long, narrow landing-stages and a
workshop of corrugated iron labelled,

modestly enough: "T. Devlin, Marine
Mechanic."
He received quite a warm welcome

from Billie and her uncle, and was pro-
vided with tea in the workshop. Bilbo
asked him all about the test run which
had proved such a failure, and he said
emphatically;

Eve.\ TuesdSy

"I'm positive somebody added some-
thing to that oil just before I started."
"Well," said Terry Devlin, "accord-

ing to Stone your supercharger blew up
the oiling system."
"We saw it work perfectly the day

before!" cried Billie. "I think Randy's
light. Somebody didn't want that test
to succeed!"
"Whatever it was," sighed Randy,

"it certainly spelt •%iy nni>h with Galo
Motors."
"Why didn't you look 113 up?" asked

Terry. "I can always use a good
mechanic."

"Well, I didn't think "

"Say," exclaimed Billie, "would that
supercharger work on an outboard
motor?"
"I don't see why it shouldn't," said

Randy.
She marched him over to a bench on

which a two-cylinder outboard motor ic-
posed, and Randy decided that his super-
charger could be adapted to such a
machine.
"Uncle Terry, look!" Billie cried ex-

citedly. "If Randy's supercharger could
give us as much added speed as it did
that car, we could cop that race. Then
we'd be flooded with orders!' 1

Terry Devlin caressed his rather
scrubby chin.

"Maybe Randy isn't anxious to
"

he began; but Randy cut him short.
"I'm anxious to do anything that'll

prove my hook-up will work," he de-
clared.

"Then it's settled!'" rejoiced Billie.

"We install one on the Phantom and
show 'em all up!"
They shook hands on if. and next

morning Randy started work on a new
supercharger to fit the requirements of
an outboard speedboat. Billie proved as
good a mechanic as her uncle had de-
scribed her, and all three got on per-
fectly together.
The Phantom, a wliife stream-lined

boat, was run out from one of the sheds
some days later, and Randy -ot up the
outboard motor, complete with the new
supercharger, while Terry Devlin helped.
When all was ready he stepped into the
boat, and Billie squeezed in beside him,
eager for adventure.
"Look," said Randy, "we'll start at

the club-house and time her to the break-
water and back. That's about an even
mile."
"Okay," said Billie.

The engine buzzed, and the speedboat
slipped away from the narrow landing-
stage and sped off across tho harbour.
Terry was standing on the boards with .1

pair of binoculars to his eyes, watching
its progress, when a feminine voice hailed
him from the end of the stage.

"Hallo! You're Terry Devlin, aren't

you ?"

"Reckon I am," he called back, and
lowered the glasses. "Why, it's Mi- j

Gale!"
It was Nan Gale, looking delightfully

fresh and cool in a yachting COStume", and
he walked along to her.

"I understand Randy Rogers is work-
ing for you," she said. "Where is he''"
"He's out on tho water." Devlin re-

plied. "He—he'll bo back after a
while."

"I'll wait," she decided.
He held tho binoculars to hh eyes

again. The supercharger was evidently

Functioning, for the Phantom was streak-

ing across the water with its no?e in the

air.

"Look at 'em go!" he cried. "They
must be doing better than sixty!"

Nan took the glasses, but held I

only for a few moments.
"I tako it that's fast for 3 motor-

boat." she said.

"That's raster'n any outboard ever
went around here!" rejoined 'J'eny.
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"First time one was ever driven by
ai) all-Ameriean, isn't ii

?"

"A what?" Terry had never bothered
his head about football.

"Randy Rogers," said Nan. ''He's

quite a pilot, isn't he?"
"It's that supercharger hook-up of

his," explained Terry. "That's where
he's getting that speed."
Kan looked startled.

"I thought his supercharger idea was a

failure, " she said.

'Doesn't look like it. does it?" de-

manded Terry, the binoculars once more
glued to his eyes. "They're timing a

lap new."
The club-house on the far side of I he

harbour had been reached, and the speed-
boat was racing towards the breakwater
and the Pacific Ocean.

i'.illie, with her hair blowing and her
face smudged with oil. was looking after

die engine while Randy guided the craft.

"Get her up to sixty-five,*' ho shouted,

"and I'll buy you the best dinner in

town to-night
!"

"That's a bet!" she shouted back.

Terry Devlin might almost have heard,
for at that moment, he said to Nan (lair:

"He and Billie make a great team.
They can both handle motors."
"Mast be nice for Randy to have

someone with him who's as expert a- he
is," said Nan. "This Billie—does ho
work for you, too?"
"Billie?" Devlin's attention was

concentrated upon the speedboat. "Oh,
yes, yes. Billie's the best boy I ever
bad working for me."

The Phantom had reached the break-
water and was coming back, slapping
the water as though trying to escape
from it altogether.

"Sixty-seven," Billie presently in-

formed Randy. "How's that?"
"That's great!" he replied.

"I'll take steak and fried potatoes."
The clubhouse was passed, speed was

f-laekened, and the harbour was crossed.
The Phantom slid in between the two
narrow landing-stages and came gently
to rest almost at Terry Devlin's feet.

'

'Sixty-seven !" Billie cried triumph-
antly as ho held the boat for her to step
ashore.
"That's fine," he said.
She scrambled out on to tho boards

Candy followed. Nan ran to meet
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him and his eyes widened at sight of

her.

"Well, this is a surprise'." he gulped.
"Where "

"Dad's yacht is in the harbour," ex-

plained Nan, "and I heard the pilot

of the water-taxi talking about your
new motor-boat."
"Oh," said Randy. "Well, I'm glad

yon hunted me up. You remember Mr.
Devlin ?"

"Yes, indeed," she replied. "He's
been telling me all about you and your
friend."
"My friend?" Randy looked puzzled.
"Yes, the boy you were racing with."
"Oh 1" Randy grinned with sudden

comprehension. "Oh, you mean Billie."

He turned to Billie, who was standing
stock-still, none too pleased by the re-

appearance of the "Gale girl." "Come
here, Billie."

Billie advanced with an unpleasant
feeling of inferiority, knowing that her
hair was all blown and her face was
very dirty, and Nan gaped at her.

"You know each other," said Randy
with a grin.

"Glad to see you again," lied Billie,

with as much nonchalance as she could
summon.
"How d'you do?" murmured Nan.
"Kind of blowy after the run," said

Billie. "Will you excuse me while I
freshen up a bit?"
She ran off to a cabin which formed

tho domestic quarters of her uncle and
herself, and Terry Devlin called out:

"You go ahead, Randy- I'll take
care of tho boat."

"All right," Randy returned, and he
walked with Nan from the landing-
stage to a wooden seat outside the corru-
gated iron workshop, where they sat
with all tho harbour spread out before
them.
"Now I understand your interest in

motor-boats," said Nun slyly, and that
lather irritated Randy.
"Her uncle was the only one that'd

give me a break when I couldn't get a
job," he informed her warmly.
"She seems very sweet."
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"Oh, sure," he agreed. ''We're good
friends. I sort of depend on her."

"Yes, I can see that."
Randy rose up indignantly.

"Billie's the best outboard driver I

ever saw," he declared more warmly.
"She's going to help me put th^. super-
charger of mine over."
Nan perceived that she had gone a

little too far.

"Wait, a minute, Randy," she said.

"Sit down, I want to talk to you."
He sat down again rather stiffly, and

she said with a pout:
"You haven't learned yet, have yon ?"

"Learned what ?"

"That things aren't handled like that.

It takes publicity and advertising to pid.

anything over. Here you are, a former
all American, and only chance led me
to find out where you were."
"Well," he retorted, "if wo win the

speedboat race to-morrow maybe a feu

people will know. But it'll be honest
commercial publicity based on an
engineering accomplishment, and not
on a football game."
She accepted the rebuke without

comment.
"Is your boat entered in the race :

'

she inquired, rather unnecessarily, and
he replied that it was.
"Think you can win?"
"Sure of it," he asserted, "and this

time nobody's going to tamper with the
oil."

She looked at him sharply.
"What do you mean by that remark':"'

she asked in manifest surprise.

"I might as well tell you the truth,
Nan." he said bitterly. "Somebody
didn't want your father to see a success-

ful test, run."
"who r
"I don't know," he confessed with a

:>hako of his head, "but I guess it would
be somebody that would want hirn to

sell out. cheaply and retire, just as he
did."
She did not seem to be as concerned

about the matter as he bad expected her
to be. but that was because she had
something else on her mind.
"Randy," she asked abruptly, "what

Give her my compliments," said Randy, " and tell her I hope she finishes a good second."
December 28th, ..;:,.
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would you say if I told you that dad
was going back into business?"

"Is he?" exclaimed Randy. "You
mean that?"
"Maybe I'm telling state secrets, but

in a few months you'll see an announce
ment of a new car on the market—the
' GaleJ eight. Old friends who still

believe in dad have formed a company."
That opened up an entirely new vista,

and Randy's eyes sparkled.
"Then there's still a chance to con-

vince him, isn't there?" he said. "If

he sees the race to-morrow he must be

convinced. Do you think he will see

it?"
"Come to the yacht club for dinner

to -night," she suggested, "and tell him
just what you've told me."
The appointment with Billie was for-

gotten.
"Dp you think he'll believe me?"
"I'm sure of it," declared Nan.

The Way of a Girl

ATAXICAB drew up in the roadway
behind the car Nan had left

standing there and a tall, red-

headed young man in a slouch hat
ill -cended from it and walked over to

the form on which Nan and Randy were
Mated.
"Excuse me, sir," he said, tipping his

hat. "My name is Ward, representing
the ' Tribune.' 1 saw the specification

of your motor in the entry- for to-

morrow's speedboat race. It sounded
different. Is there a story in it for my
paper?"
Randy said he didn't think there was,

but Nan cried out

:

"You bet there's a story in it. Do
you know who this modest young man
really is?"
"Oh, wait a minute, Nan!" protested

Handy; but it was too late. The re-

porter screwed up his eyes and said:
"Well, the name does sound rather

familiar."
"You played it all over your front

pages lust year," prompted Nan.
"Say, thanks for the lip, lady.

Randy Rogers, "the all-American !"

The reporter beamed at Randy. "Gee,
that is a story! If you don't mind I'll

rush along now and get it in an early
edition. Good luck, Rogers."
He seized hold of Randy's hand and

shook it vigorously, then rushed back
to his taxi.

"I wish you hadn't mentioned that,"

Handy said reproachfully to Nan, but
-he only laughed.
"You'd better wash up," sho said.

"I'll wait, for you in the car. I have
one or two things to do in town, and I

guess you'll want to go home and dress.

We'll have tea somewhere first."

"Sure you don't mind waiting?" he
asked.
"Not for you, Randy," she assured

him.
Sho went off to the car, in which she

proceeded to make up her face, while
he tinned towards the cabin. Billie
was in the living-room, clean of face but
-nil in her overalls, and he had a
sudden suspicion that she had been
listening, lor she greeted him with:
"Hi, landlubber, what's the hurry?"
•Why," he stammered, "I—I "

"Take your time," she said. "I'm not
all that hungry. Besides, I've got to
ilrcs^."

He remembered the bet and her
selection of steak and fried potatoes,
and he bit his lip.

"Look, Billie," he said rather ruefully,
"something has come up. Miss Galo
(old me to

"

"Oh, is she still here?" bridled Billie.

"Well—er—would you—er—would you
mind very much if we postponed our
dinner until to-morrow night?"
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"Why?" she challenged.
"Well, you see, I promised "

"You're going out with Miss Gale;
is that it?"

Billie had a very decided little chin,

and at the moment it was tilted angrily.

There were sparks in her hazel eyes,

too. But Randy was not sufficiently

acquainted with the ways of women to
realise that she was jealous.

"It's strictly a matter of business,"
he said. "Her father

"

"No need to make excuses!" flamed
Billie. "'Our date's off! It nev^r
existed !"

"But Billie," he protested, "you
don't understand.

'

She flounced away from him to the
door, and in the doorway she brushed
past her uncle, who was carrying the
outboard motor which he had removed
from the boat he had put away.
"Oh, Billie," he said joyfully, "I

just checked the oil in the motor, and
it's as good as when "

"Forget it!" she snapped and dis-

appeared into the workshop.
Terry Devlin gaped at Randy.
"What's the matter?" he inquired

blankly. " You and Billie had a
fight?"
"No," growled Randy. "I guess I

just don't, understand women."
"Well," returned Terry with a grin,

"if you think anyone has a patent on
that, son, you're crazy!"
Randy shed his overalls, washed his

hands and face and combed his hair,

and went off with Nan Gale without
seeing Billie again.
At half-past six in the evening, just as

Philip Morton was signing letters in his

office, George Stone burst in upon him
and dumped a copy of the " Tribune "

upon his desk.
"I thought that might interest you,"

he said.

A considerable amount of space on
the front page of the paper was de-
voted to the speed-boat race which was
to take place on the morrow, and
Bandy's name occurred in headlines.
With frowning eyes Morton read all

about the boat the young man was to

pilot.

"So he's got it working again!" he
muttered.

"Yes,-" said Stone, "and between our-
selves, wo know that supercharger's a
great hook-up."
"Yeah." Morton flung down the

paper. "Tile car that grabs it will put
quite a dent in the sales of United
Motors."
"Do you think he'd sell?"
"Not to ns. He's not the kind you

can lake more than once."
"Which means that one of our com-

petitors is sure to land it," said Stone
gloomily.
Morton shook his head.
"I don't think so," he said, looking

straight into the mechanic's face. "Bui
it's going to put a little job right in

your lap, Stone."
Stone beamed at the prospect.

"I think I'll look those boats over to-

morrow," he drawled.
"Before the race," -aid Morton

meaningly, and looked at the paper
again. "He's driving the Phantom—
owner's name is Terence Devlin."

"I know Devlin," returned Stone,
" and I know his place."

"That may make it easy." said Mor-
ton, "but it ought to make you
careful."
Randy had tea with Nan (laic at the

Famous Ambassador Hotel in Los
Angeles, after which she dropped him
outside the apartment-house in Hamilton
SI L.t, to which he had removed his

old quarters; and he was arrayed in
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evening clothes when she called for him
soon after seven o'clock.

She swept him off to the Long Beach
Yacht Club, across the bay,- and in the
luxurious club-house he had dinner with
her and her father to the soft musia
of a first-class orchestra and with mil-
lionaires and commercial magnates at
the other tables in the spacious res-

taurant.
Afterwards the three went out on to

a balcony overlooleng the harbour and
its twinkling lights, and there Wilson
Gale reverted to the story Riindy had
told him during the meal.

"It's hard to believe. Rogers," he
said, "that anyone would deliberately
jeopardise your life and future as well
as ruin my business. Why, if you
hadn't acted so quickly the car would
have been in flames!"
"Yes," agreed Randy. "And lie

worst part of the whole thing is that
it's so hard to prove anything, except
in one way—the hookup does work,
and it's no different from the first

one."
"You'll see that in the race to-mor-

row, dad," chimed in Nan.
"I must certainly see the race," de-

cided Gale. "And all I can say is that
if your supercharger works under racing
conditions it must be all tight."
"I was never more certain of any-

thing in my life, Mr. Gale," averred
Randy.
"And. it does work?" said Nan fo

her father.

"Well," he replied, contemplating the
glowing end of his cigar, "if I can
make a deal with Rogers, we'll install it

as a regular feature of the new Gajp
eight."
Randy looked gratefully at the girl

who had done her best to help him.
"I won't be hard to do business

with," he murmured; and then Wilson
Gale took out his watch.
"Will you excuse me now?" he asked

pleasantly. "I've -got to talk to sonm
bankers. I'll be at the finish-line

to-morrow."
Randy expressed his thanks. Nan

bade her father good-night.
"Don't worry about me, dad," she

said. "I've garaged the car, and Randy
will take me back to the yacht."
Randy and Nan were left together

on the balcony in the moonlight.
Through the open doorway of a ball-

room only a few yards away came the

strains of a languorous waltz.

"Your dad's been tine about every-*

thing," breathed Randy.
"Oh, dad's all right!" returned Nan.

"But you've got to win to-morrow.
Now let's forget about boats and
motors."
"Shall we go inside and dance?" he

inquired.
The balcony was broad and con !

tively deserted.

"Why go inside?'' she asked softly.

So they danced on the balcony.

A Blow for Randy !

WHEN Randy reached the speed-
boat works next morning I

made straight for the shed in

which the Phantom v. as housed. The
outboard motor was standing on .1

bench. but the Buperchargei was
missing.

Filled with apprehension, he shouted
I". ir Billie and for her uncle at the to)!

of his voice while he looked all about
the shed for his invention.

Billie sauntered in at the door, her
hands in the pockets of her overalls

and her head in the air.

"Looking for something?" she asked
disdainfully.

(Continued on page 25)
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With relentless fury John Wyatt persecuted the outlaws of the West, and with his band
of Vigilantes he smashed up gang after gang ; he swore never to give up the trail of
vengeance until he had wiped out the fiends who had murdered his parents in the early

settler days

HW4RD HO
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STARRING
JOHN WAYNE

Vigilantes

VIGILANTES were a self-constituted
judicial body, organised in the

Western States of America for

the protection of life and property.

Settlers and pioneers in the early days
had to wage continual warfare with

Red Indians, and. when the latter had
been tamed there rose the menace of

di spcradocs and renegades. Thest nun
formed themselves into bands and they

pillaged covered wagon trains with less

mercy than the bloodthirsty It(dski?iS.

Their power increased, and many a
small settlement was scared to take any
action because the mayor, the sheriff,

or the saloo7t-keiper were in the pay of

these rascals. In June, 1851. o! San
Francisco, the crimes of the desperadoes

who had immigrated to the gold-fields

caused some men to collect at a secret

rendezvous. As everyone in power
seemed corrupt and there was no law
they would make themselves the law,

and these men called themselves
"Vigilantes.'' They cleared the city of

the scum. Other slates followed their

example, and Vigilante bodies came
into prominence in Idaho, Montana, and
California. These organisations sprung
up when outlaw bands were raiding
and pillaging, and lasted until the

band had been, wiped out. The Vigil-

antes were usually masked, and they
gave their prisoners a brief trial before
hanging them. This story deals with a
band of Vigilantes who rode white
horses and ruthlessly persecuted the bad
men of the West. The story opens in
the years 1848 and ends in 1863.

Ballard's Callous Crime

IT was a morning in early summer
when Mark Wyatt crossed the plains
of Southern California. With him

were his wife Hanna, their two young
sons, John and Jim, and about half a
dozen pioneers and their dependants.
There were four wagons fh the train,

two hundred head of cattle, and the
destination was Maple Valley. A
lonely, out-of-the-way valley, but rich
in vegetation and containing many
springs of fresh water.
Mark Wyatt had sold up his small

store in the state of Wisconsin and
trekked towards the fertile valleys of
California. Falling in with other
pioneers they had formed themselves
into a wagon train.

To the boys it was a grand adventure
this coming to a new land. John was
ten, and very grown-up for his age.
He could drive a wagon, fire a gun,
ride any of the horses and could cook
and sew. Jim was five and a mischievous
imp. One of John's tasks was keeping
an eye on Jim and seeing he kept out
of mischief. On this day John was
driving a baggage wagon and Jim was
on the seat beside him.
They got a big thrill in looking out

for wild animals. Caribou, moose, elk,

antelope, mountain sheep, beaver, otter
and mink were only seen on rare
occasions, but they saw plenty of deer,
coyotes and jack-rabbits. Musk rats

and skunks were creatures that might
be found in Maple Valley. Blue grouse,
partridges, pheasant and quail abounded
in large numbers, whilst the streams
were full of speckled trout.

But though it was a holiday for the
boys it was grim business for Mark

and Hanna Wyatt and the other settlers.

All their wordly belongings were in

these wagons and it would bo a hard
fight for existence in Maplo Valley.
Huts would have :o be built, land culti-

vated and crops planted. This valley
might not be so fertile as depicted and
the land barren.
The sun beat down mercilessly on the

wagon train. Mark Wyatt showed his

wife the distant smudge on the horizon,
and told her it was a forest at the foot
of the Saddle Mountains. Soon they
would see the hills, where Maple Valley
was situated.

It was growing dusk when the great
plain was almost crossed and the
promised land lay ahead. Mark Wyatt
decided to push on and make camp by
a small wood. Two miles more and the
great trek would bo almost over. The
pioneers, though tired and exhausted,
gazed eagerly at the vast Saddle
Mountains and quickened their pace.

In a narrow canyon were a number of

mounted men. An evil, unpleasant
bunch of rascals. Bad men and rene-

gades, under the leadership of Mat
Ballard. The leader was a monster of

a man, heavy-jowled, dark and sinister.

A clutter of hoofs and a horseman, a
young, hard-eyed youth with the face

of a hawk, rode up the canyon at a hard
pace.
"What news, Red?" Ballard asked.
"Our luck's in," came the answer.

"Have just sighted a train of six wagons
with about two or three hundred head
o' cattle."

"Any escort ?"

"Nothing to speak of." Red shook Ins
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head. "We could get to close quarters
before they got wise to our game."
"We could get a good price for those

cattle at Mountain Creek." Mat
Ballard's face twisted into an avaricious
grin. "All right, boys, let's go."
Not many minutes later Ballard and

his gang stared down at the wagon
train.

"Ride down in a body and then open
up," he decided. "You. Red, will take
six of the boys to the right flank.

Farley, yon do the same to the left, and
I'll attack from the front. If they
show' resistance shoot 'em down."
John was whistling blithely when .he

stopped abruptly.
"Coo, look at all those riders. Wonder

who they are ?"

"Are they Indians?"
"No, but I don't like the look of

them. Hallo, what's happening?" John
pointed. "Pop's turning."
Mark Wyatt had sensed these men

were enemies and decided that his best

chance was to get all the wagons to-

gether. The wagons would make a

barricade. It was an old method of

lighting Indians when they rode round
mi their circle of death.
But Ballard's horses were swift and

he had expected such a move. The
raiders swept down and round the help-

less wagon train and soon the guns were
blazing.
Poor Mark Wyatt was struck down by

a bullet, and bravely his wife took the

reins when her husband slid off the box-
seat, to the dust. They showed no mercy
did that gang of murderers. Hanna
Wyatt toppled backwards with a bullet

through her heart.

The other pioneers tried to put up a

fight, but it was a dispirited effort. One
bullet did fetch down one of Ballard's
men, and that made the rascals so angry
that they not only shot down men and
women, but also murdered the children.

A bullet struck one of the horses of

the baggage wagon and sent both
animals mad with fright. They bolted,

and John was unable to hold them. The
wagon crashed over some stones, and
John, losing his balance, was flung

from his seat. He hit the ground with
a thud and lay still.

Little Jim had toppled backwards
into the baggage, but the kid had spirit

and managed to seize hold of a rifle.

The gang rounded up the wagons, he-
moved everything of value, and then
fired them. The cattle were driven to-

wards the hills to a secret canyon.
The last wagon to round up was the

runaway, but Red rode alongside the

maddened horses. They were about to

lift the flap at the back when a rifle

was poked through and a childish voice

cried :

"Hands up !"

Red grabbed the barrel, and then they
saw it was a small boy.

Ballard roared with mirth.
"Say. that kid's got nerve. Lot's take

him along with us."

ljowling and screaming they strapped
.Tim to a saddle, and, gloating- in their
\ ictory, rode away.

It was dusk when John Wyatt stirred

and sat up. He blinked his eyes and
wondered what had happened until he
saw the blazing wagons, then he re-

membered There was no sign of the
raiders, and John did not eare very
much as he got to his feet and
staggered across the plain.

First he found the body of his father
and gazed down as if this were some
terrible nightmare, then dazedly he
moved forward till he came to the; figure

oi his dear mother. He knelt beside
her. and though he did not touch her
he knew she was dead.
There and then lie vowed an oath
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that he would never rest till he had re-

venged himself for the murder of his

parents. No sign could he find of his

brother, and he stayed till morning for
a last search. If his brother lived he
would find him if he went to the ends
of the earth.
Two days later John was seen and

rescued by another wagon train, who
chose another route when they heard
the boy's story of the massacre.

The Forming of the Vigilantes

THOSE settlers soon found that John
Wyatt was a useful lad and
respected his silent ways, but as

the boy grew older the shadow of the
past faded but never grew dim. He
listened to the advice of elders that it

was better to forget.
"One may forget but never forgive,"

he had answered. "And when I am old
enough I am going to. search for my
brother and the people that killed my
mother and father. Never shall I know
peace until I have found those fiends

"

A settler adopted John, taught him
well and coached him with riding and
roping. At fifteen, John was the
brightest lad in the settlement and the
best horseman At sixteen he experi-
enced a brush with outlaws. It was John
who warned the encampment. It looked
as if the settlers would be trapped in

a peaceful valley, but John had explored
the rocks, and with three men gained the
safety of the cliffs. From cover they
shot down with deadly accuracy on the
raiders, who finally rode off leaving six

men dead and two badly wounded.
At eighteen John was a trapper and

scout, but he had developed wander-
lust. He would leave the kindly folk

that had adopted him and vanish for

days at a time. They knew he was
seeking news of th.9 murderers of his

parents.

The west was still overrun with
rogues and renegades, and John, at nine-

teen, was in command of a wagon train

when attacked. The enemy were sur-

prised at the speediness of the settlers

in putting themselves in a state of de-

fence and alarmed by the deadly shoot-

ing. When they fled John Wyatt pur-

sued them and brought down two before

they reached the safety of the hills.

The kindly folk that he called mother
and father "died and left John a very
valuable ranch John was twenty-one
when they passed over, and for the next
three years he worked like a slave mak-
ing the ranch one of the finest for

hundreds of miles around. Moreover, he
erected stout barricades round the ranch
and had watchmen always on duty. His
men rode range always in couples. Two
were killed and a hundred head of cattle

rustled, but John found out and got his

cattle back with four prisoners.

These prisoners were taken off to the

nearest gaol, and an angry mob broke
into the cell, took the rustlers and gave
them a necktie party from the nearest

tiec. John was too late to do anything
It was primitive Justin-, and he could

not blame the people There was a lot

of unrest among the ranches, settlements

and villages, and justice had a way of

g astray
John reached the age of twenty five,

and was satisfied that he- could safely

leave matters in tii<> capable hands of

his foreman, Campbell. He announced
that he was going away, and the fore-

man knew that Wyatt was renewing his

search.
Tn the small cowtowns John noticed

i tie unrest and uneasiness prevailing.

Rustling, robbery, pillage and murder
were everyday occurrences; The saloons

prospered ana the towns were full oi

gunmen, who would shoot anybody for

the price of a few drinks. It was then
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that John thought of those men bursting
into the gaol and dragging out those
four outlaws and hanging them.
One day ho rode into the big town of

Custer and was present at a trial of two
outlaws. Obviously guilty, they were
pardoned and went away laughing.
Custer was tho centre of all the evil

that prevailed, and the next day John
had audience with the mayor and mem-
bers of the council.
Frankly and fearlessly he spoke and

explained his idea, and they listened in

silence.

"Gentlemen, advance me some money
and I will rid you of these pcstV he
concluded. "I will give a largo sum
of my own money as well. But not only
do I want money—I need power. Power
to form together a body of men to fight
these crooks Grant me permission to

form this body and I will clear Southern
California of this scourge."
John looked at them hopefully.
The mayor looked at his councillors

and knew that ins opinion was the same
as their own.
"John Wyatt," he began. "We havo

heard of you, the tragedy of your youth,
and the fine deeds that you have done
as a young man in fighting outlaws. Wo
also know that the Orchard Ranch is

one of the finest in California, that it

is superbly run and so well protected that
it is almost impregnable. I speak on
behalf of all present when I say that
we agree with all that you have told

us in this room to-day, and that we
would willingly help—if we were able."
He paused. "You have told us of tho
deplorable conditions existing, and wo
are only too wel> aware of them, but
we have no money and little power. T

am risking a bullet in speaking as

frankly as I do, but I think that every
member here is for justice. But though
we're for justice our hands are tied.

Not only arc the coffers empty, but to

suggest the organisation of such a body
would be to start a massacre in this

town."
" But. surely, tho people would back

you up?"
"They are cowed like we arc," tho

mayor said. "Tho judges arc corrupt
and there is scarcely a sheriff, that is

not in with these outlaws. Tf a p
fill citizen dares to voice an opinion he
is likely to be shot. Tf there is a shoot-

ing affray all the people scuttle lo their

shacks like rats. John Wyatt, we are

powerless."
"I am a peaceable citizen (ill T am

roused," John Wyatt cried. " I will seo

if I cannot find a few brave men. I

thank you. gentlemen, lor listening to

me. You'll either hear of my body b( int

found or you'll hear something very dif-

ferent. Good-day !"

Very carefully John Wyatt went fo

work on a daring idea. He had heard
of attempts to form bands of Vigilantes
in other towns and he was determined
to do the same. At the end of the

month John had found out a greal deal

about certain of these peaceful citizens.

At last came the day.

A grimy blacksmith al work in his

forge heard =» knock at his door, and
he found a note pinned to the woodwork
by a sharp peg.
"Your wife was shot dead when yoil

decided to settle in California. On:
shot her down and your only child. If

you want justice be at Thacker's barn
one hour after sunset."

All men who had suffered at the

hands of these desperadoes received i

similar letter Tf they wanted justice to

be at Thacker's barn one hour after

sunset.

Every one of those men answered (1m

call and went. There were sixty men,
old and young, in that barn By the
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light of flickering torches John Wyatt
talked to his audience and held them
spellbound by the power of his words.
"I want twenty picked men," Wyatt

cried. "Men that are fearless and can
ride and shoot well. They must be pre-

pared to do and risk everything for the

cause. No danger must be too great.

Every man shall ride a white horse, wear
a dark shirt and have a light necktie.

In the hills above Custer there is a

canyon that would make a fine hide-out.

I want twenty men to meet me there in

three days from now. Who will join

me?"
They all wanted to go. Carefully he-

questioned those that wanted to serve

with him, and finally he picked the

twenty that were the strongest and
seemed the most fearless. Then he dis-

missed the others with instructions to

be ready at any time to answer the call

of justice To his picked men he gave
his orders
A few days later there rode out of

Pasco Canyon a party of horsemen.
Their leader rode a great while stallion,

and all the other horses were white.

The Vigilantes were going to wage a

lone fight against the outlaws and des-

ign adocs.

Justice With a Vengeance

VERY soon people began to talk

about the White Riders, who came
out of the hills to protect travel-

lers and settlers. They did not hang any
outlaws, hut they killed many and took
numbers of prisoners. The latter they
would hand over to the nearest sheriff,

and woe betide that cowtown if some-
thing were not done. Oure or twice the

prisoners were freed and were generally

brought back within a few hours with a

grim warning to the sheriff that justice

must be done
One sheriff, in the pay of a gang, tried

to round up the White Riders and was
himself captured. John Wyatt handed
the man over to the citizens he had
persecuted With a rawhide whip the

sheriff felt the weight of their wrath.

They gave him a horse and he rode away
never to return.

After a while, John found hundreds
of pioneers who wanted to join the

White Riders. He did not wish to make
his band too large, and always kept the

number at two dozen men. tie did

organise another band and give them a

leader, but would have nothing to do
with the command.
".Many help me in the cause." were

his parting words to the man he had
appointed- '"I have spies and friends

the width and length of California, and
I shall only seek you out if 1 hear that

you and your men are not working for

the cause of justice. Look after the

eastern section of the Yakima district

and you relieve me of a great responsi

bility. Good luck !"

Many a time desperadoes would tide

down on an apparently defence less

wagon train to find that each wagon
was bristling with armed men. Wyatt
had corralled his horses and lain hidden
in the wagons. Gang alter gang he
broke up by his daring.

His men were better mounted and
they were a grim, resolute body of men.
Xo ride was too hard or too long if it

were to help the cause Sometimes the
had men would bring off a raid or in-

dulge in a shootintr affray, hut within
a few hours the White Riders, who had
been reported as many hours ride away,
would appear as if by magic. The name
of John Wyatt came to be dreaded by
the wrongdoer.
Of every prisoner that lie captured

John asked questions, and they con-
cerned the gang that had murdered his

parents. JIo knew when a man was
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lying, and it was seldom that prisoners
refused to talk. An ominous display of

guns and the playful handling of a rope
were enough to scare the truth out of

these cowardly curs. Wyatt learnt many
facts and particulars, hut he could not
find any man who had been connected
with his own tragedy.

Report, came to him of trouble in the
San Juan district, which was a part of

California in which the White Riders had
not yet operated. Among the rocks of

the Cactus Mountains the White Riders
had a well-earned rest, though Wyatl
had his scouts patrol commanding posi-

tions of the fertile plains.

On the third day a scout repotted a

small wagon train moving in an easterly

direction. John Wyatt ordered hi- men
to hor-e.

The wagon train was jolting over the

plains when Wyatt and hi- nun appeared
on the trail thai snaked down the moun-
tain side. It w.is .1 gradual descent, and
Wyatt kept the train constantly in sight.

"Are you expecting an attack? >

White Ridei asked.
John smiled.
"I was expecting that train. I heard

that ;ome miner- were anxious to go to

a certain canyon to seek for gold, and
were hesitating about starting on account
of danger. I went and saw tin' leader.

and told him to start when he was ready
and that I would he on the look out lor

him. He was to tell no one of his tall;

with me. bur let it be known that he was
crossing the plains and thai he wasn't
scared of outlaws, r Whether the bait

will hue the enemy remains to be Si

The leader's face hardened. "He also

had instructions to exaggerate the value
of his wagon train, and 1 think that'll

bring some of the rats out into the
open."
A scoul appeared and reported thai he

had seen six horsemen watering their

hoi -e- at a stream a mile ahead.
"A tough-looking bunch, John." re-

ported the -rout. "All are well armed,
and they are obviously out for mischief.
I got near enough to hear their plans.

They do tiot intend to attack in the
but lie in the rocks and shoot

down the pioneers as they pasl up that

He pointed. "Sec those jut-

Li

ting cliffs? Well, the trail leads up the

gorge between."
John Wyatt ordered the scout to lead

the way, and to call a halt at a safe

distance from the stream.

Then the leader of the White Riders
went on alone and looked at the men.
who were camped near the stream, and
kiu \v at once that these men were as cut-

throat a crowd as he had ever seen.

He guessed that at least one more
constitute this band, and that they we're

waiting hcie for news of the wagon
train.

On returning to his men Wyatt ordered
a smoke-signal to be sent up. He was
sure that the desperadoes would not see

the signal, but that the wagon I

warned to look out for anything un-
usual, would understand.

The wagon train halted about a mile
to in til gorge as if camping there for

tin night.
The -eoui of the gang must ha>

pi i ted what had happened because the

outlaws were seen riding at a fast gallop
towards the train. Wyatt -cut half of
hi- men in pursuit and half to cover the
ic: reat to tli,- gorge.
The gang had (ailed on tin

train to lay down their arm- ;>.m\ sur-

,i rider when the White Ridei -

noticed charging across the plain. Ai
one- these hardened sc idrels were in

a panic and galloped wildly for the

security of t\ic go, ge.
( iiu rode some of \V\ att's men to n

them, whilst others took up pi

on the rocks.

Of the eight riders five were -hot down
and one wa- flung from Ins I i

two. Letter mounted than tin- rest

managed to make a getaway. Little did

Wyatt know who one ol i hose riders

The one prisoner an elderly,

rascal, was brought before Wyatt, and
d to I, ilk until he saw the \\

Rider- toying with their guns in an
ominous manner.

Say, that kid's got nerve, " said Ballard. " Let's take him
along with us."

December 28th, i ,.
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"If yon can give me the information
I require you can go free," John told

the niau. "But you would be advised
to leave this part of the world because
it would be just too bad if you were
caught again. If you can't talk, then a
hherift' shall decide your fate, and you
caa guess what that will be. So loosen
your tongue !"

"What do you want to know?"
Briefly, John Wyatr asked if he knew

of a gang that used to operate near
Maple Valley twelve to fifteen years ago.

"That would be Ballard's gang," the

furtive-eyed scoundrel answered. "I
joined them six years ago because there
v\asn'c any work for an honest, hard-

working cowpuncher."

"Given your chance you'd be honest
again—if it paid vou." Wyatt rasped out.

"Tell me more of this Ballard. Was it

iiis gang that we scattered to-day?"
The man nodded.
"Yeah, that's so. But we were only

a few of Ballard's men. It was a small

wagon train, and only a few were
thought necessary. We didn't think you
were in this district."

"So Ballard has a lot of men. Where's
their hideout ?"

"They got dozens of small canyons in

these hills, and you can find scores of

caves—Ballard never uses the same place

twice. But " he hesitated. "You
swear you won't give me away?"
"We don't squeal in this outfit."

"Promise 1 can go free if I say where
yon might find Ballard ?"

"1 promise!" John Wyatt answered.
."Ballard's often 10 be found at Black

Diamond."
"That's a pretty big town on the Black

River," spoke Wyatt eagerly. "What's
Ballard like?"
The rascal described vaguely a big.

florid man with drooping moustache and
small bloodshot eyes.

"All right," Wyatt said when the man
bad said all he knew. "Here's your gun
—get to horse and out of this State.

Every man here knows you, and if you
ever return no mercy will be shown.
( let goin'."

The outlaw was given a horse and rode
away a i a mad gallop. John Wyatt
watched for a moment before turning to

his men. "Escort this train to safety

and meet me in two days' time at the

gprge at one hour after sunset. Should
you not find me. there, go to that stream
where we first saw Ballard's men. You
remember the stunted pine—in it there

may ho a message. If there is no mes-
sage lie- hidden in the rocks overlooking
the gorge and wait till I come to you."

Jim Wyatt, Outlaw

IN a shack, hidden away in the forests,

sat Ballard and his henchman, Red.
Ballard was grosser and dirtier,

whilst Red's face was a lined mask from
which t lie eyes blazed balcfully. Bal-

lard's hair was thinner, and his eyes
more bloodshot—Red had a livid scar

down one cheek. Fifteen years ago they
bad not been pleasant to gaze upon, and
now their appearance was wholly evil.

"So these cursed White Riders have
ome to San Juan!" snarled Ballard.
"We guessed they'd visit these parts,"

answered Red. "We warned Jim to

look out for a trap, and the fool blun-
dered into it. Six good men lost."

"Pah. we can raise a score more if

we need 'em!" sneered Ballard.
"They've gone off with that wagon
train, and maybe won't return. They
may think they've rounded up all the
boj s."

"Their leader is no fool." Red leaned
over the dirty table. "I have found out
somethin' about, him. He seeks those
thai Killed hi> parents fifteen years ago."
"I suppose the bunch that killed his
|>i i i mber 28th,
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folk are dead." Ballard with age was
not so quick-witted.
"Have vou forgotten the killing near

Maple Valley?"
"What d'ye mean?"
"I mean that this leader of the Whije

Riders is none other .than John Wyatt

—

Jim's brother!"
"Not so loud, you fool!" Ballard

gave a nervous jerk of his head. "Jim
may be outside—he has sharp ears."
"Jim and Hank were all in when they

made this shack at daybreak," answered
Red. >v
"So John Wyatt leads the White

Riders?" The evil face of Ballard had
gone flabby with sudden fear. "He
must never know that Jim——

"

"Only you and I know the secret of

Jim's identity, for the rest of that gang
have gone," interrupted Red. "Jim
Harper, a waif of the plains, is all that

he is ever likely to find out."
"What of Bull Bradley?" Ballard de-

manded suddenly. " He was not with us
in those days, but he joined us not many
years afterwards. Jim reckons be was
taken prisoner."
"Bull knows what happens to quit-

ters," Red laughed harshly. He
wouldn't dare tafk. I spoke to Hank,
and he saw Bull flung from his_ horse

—

the fall must have broken his neck.
Chief, what do you aim to do?"
"We've planned a clean-up in Black

Diamond, and I ain't quittin' till I've

got the gold!" Ballard's eyes glistened.
" Joe of the Purple Brand saloon is our
man. and he has sent word that a big
load of gold dusE is comin' into Black-

Diamond within a few days. We got
headquarters in that saloon, and we're
just 'punchers come in for a good time.
We'll have a final clean-up."
"That gold dust won't go far among

the boys," stated Red. "We want the

gold and something more. Listen ! The
White Riders have gone, and I know-
how to make enough for all. Travelling
north from Beaver Flats is one of the

biggest herds of cattle ever seen in these
parts. If there are not two thousand
head of cattle I'm not in my right mind.
The cattle belongs to some old fool who
is going north to new pastures, and he
thinks that as the Valley of the Black
River has never been the scene of a
raid he's safe. There are half a dozen
wagons, and the same number of

herders. We know who will buy those
cattle, Ballard."
"They would fetch a good price."
"Yes, and with the gold dust we

make enough to slip down to Mexico."
Red rubbed his thin hands together.

"Where we lie low for several months
and then collect together a new band
or some of the old boys. You don't
want to stay here, Ballard, and wait for

John Wyatt to get you. If he ever finds

out, you're a doomed man."
"Not so much of this talk of doomed!"

snarled Ballard. "You were as much in

that, killing as I was."
"John Wyatt. is a deadly enemy!"

Red banged a clenched fist, on the table.

"We must not forget it. Listen, chief,

to what I have manned. This wagon
train is well armed, and we can't waste
men. Not easy to attack in that wide
yalley, but neap Yellow Canyon the

cliff's close in, and there is the place to

make the attack. They could follow the

course of the river and go miles farther,

bul. near Yellow Canyon there is a gorge
through the hills. We will send Jim
Wyatt "

''Harper—Harper," hissed Ballard.
" Be careful of your tongue."
"Jim Harper let it be." Red shrugged

his shoulders. "And Jim will join the
wagon train, and persuade them to go
through the gorge. Some of the boys
then drive the cattle into Yellow Canyon.
No one will ever hear of the affair, and
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we can quietly dispose of the beasts. If
inquiries are made it will be after many
weeks have passed, and by that time we
shall be down south."
"After disposing of the cattle we get

the gold dust?" asked Ballard.
"Yes, and we'lL have to hustle,"

agreed Red. "Jim Wyatt's the best-

looker and he has a glib tongue. We've
broken Jim into this game, and he's

the quickest on the draw in this bunch."

"We'll do it," defied Ballard. "But
I'd like to do something else before I

quit these parts. It's been easy round
San Juan, and I don't fancy Mexico.
Maybe we might try to get this John
Wyatt and Iris cursed riders. Jim
Harper must be pretty sore against being
fooled, and he might jump at the chance
of getting square. Call Jim in, Red.
Maybe he'll have the chance to get John
Wyatt—his own brother."
Red pushed back his chair.

"Don't try any fool tricks with John
Wyatt. Many a man has tried to get
him and failed."

All unaware that John Wyatt was
within a few miles of the hide-out,

Ballard and bis men prepared for their

final and largest clean-up.

The Greenhorn

JOHN WYATT spent his time search-
ing the hills, tor any sign of his

enemies. On the second day he
passed through the hills and looked down
upon a wide valley and a deep river.

This must be Black* River.
Dismounting, Wyatt crawled out on

to a ledgo that overlooked the valley,

and, shading his eyes, gazed searchingly
in all directions. Except for wild deei
there seemed little signs of life, and ho
was about to get to his feet when he
noticed a certain amount of excitement
among the deer. In the far distance a

cloud seemed to be rising. It was not
smoke, but dust. After a while he
realised it was a big herd of cattle

moving in a northerly direction.

The White Rider lay there and
watched the herd draw ever nearer.
Wagons appeared, and he saw cowboys
riding on the flanks of the herd and
cracking long whips.

It was growing dark, and almost oppo-
site the place where Wyatt lay hidden
the wagon train halted and camp was
made. All through the moonlight rode
Wyatt, and by morning he was at the
gorge. The White Riders were waiting
their leader. By noon the White Riders
were on the high ground overlooking
the river. As he expected, camp had
been broken, and a cloud of dust showed
(hem that the train was a good two
miles away.

John Wyatt had made many maps of

the districts lie had helped, and they
were remarkably accurate. Already he
had made a rough sketch of the San
Juan country, and it was to Yellow
Canyon that ho told his men to ride

and wait his orders. Then John went
down into the valley, swum his horsp
across the river and galloped after that,

distant cloud of dust. Would Ballard

and his men be lured into his trap?
No reason why anyone should be

scared of a lone rider, especially a frank-

faced youngster like Wyatt. The driver

of the rear wagon told him that Lafo
Gordon, the owner of (his outfit, was in

need of extra hands and that he was
right ahead.

"You'll soon locate him!" chuckled
the driver. "He has a voice like a bull.

but look him in the eye. son, and you
ain't got a thing to fear."

John Wyatt grinned when he heard
a mighty voice roaring threats at cattle

that lagged behind. He found the owner
was a big. well-made man: blue eyes

stared at him beneath shaggy brows;
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here was a true Westerner. lie eyed the

young man critically and asked his

business.
"Making my way north,'' John ex-

plained. "Got tired of the life south,

and de.ided to get back to my old

ranch. 1 know a job waits me there.

[t's lonely ridin' in these parts, and I

didn't make a fortune south, and I

thought may-he I coujd earn my keep
with this outfit.'' His arm embraced
the surrounding country- "I've trapped
ind hunted these parti, and I know the
ountry better than most men. 1 could

guide the cattle the shortest way and
pick out good places to make camp."
"I like you, son. You're hired.

What's your name?'' bellowed Gordon.
"John W-Wilson." It was hard to lie

before that frank gaze.
"Better get on ahead. You'll find

ral of the boys. Don't want to force
rue pace, but I'll be glad when we're
out of tin 1 valley. You'll he cattle

and trail boss to the end of the trek."
"Thank-. Mister Cordon," John

., iswered. "You can rely on me.''

John rode forward along the flanks of

slow-moving herd. lie spoke i"

several of Cordon's men. Finally, ho
reached the bead of the; herd and sent

the man v,h«, had been acting as guide
to report back to old man Gordon. It

was shortly afterwards that he observed
a lone rider way out near the river. He
galloped across the grassy plain to find

oi'.l what the rider was doing.
"Say. blockhead, what do you

\ ou'rfe doing ?" he called •

The rider Was evidently startled at the
sound of his voice and seemed to -way
it. the saddle. A head was turned, and
John could just see a -mall face peering
.it him with fright and evident anger.
"You're likely to come to harm wan-

dering away from the train." John
brought his horse to a stand-till. "And
you should be doing a job of work
tending to tlio-e cattle. Every man "

The brim of the sombrero was turned up
and John's voice died away.

I; wits a girL
"Who are you?" snapped a pleasant

hut not friendly voice.

"John Wilson," \va- his ready answer,
"Sorry 1 swore at you, bui 1 took you
for one of the boys.''

"What ate you doing here, Wilson?"
'Must taken over as trad ho-- lor I.afe

Gordon, who runs this out lit. Who are
you?"
"I'm his blockhead daughter, and I

ride wher-« I like; and when.'' Her eyes
w ere frosty

"Then you keep within sight or I'll

come after you,'' he countered with it

gun. "I know this country better than
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mot, and often when it looks peaceful

and beautiful, then it is that it's most
dangerous." He waved his hand to cm-
brace the hills and the valley. "Who
knows what bunch of crooks may lie

hidden here, what wild animal lurks in

yonder mesquite, and last, but not least,

the river banks are treacherous. Do you
like snakes, lady, because there are
plenty of rattlers ':"

"I am quite capable of looking out
for all those dangers.'' The girl stared

at him curiously, "Say, stranger, what's
brought you so far from the beaten
track ?"

They rode bade and John told her
that he was heading north back to hi*

old ranch, and that he had asked her
father for a job with the train.

"One gets kinda lonely riding alone,"
he told her.

"Well. John. I'm glad you've joined
up with us. though I didn't like you
very much at first sight. My name i-

Mary."
"Always rile- me to see a person court-

ing danger whin it ain't necessary." He
smiled. "Sorry for my rudeness,
Mary."
They were good friends by the time

they rejoined the wagon train.

John was just thinking about calling

a halt for the night when he saw a ma ti

on foot. The man was lurching and
staggering as if all in. and as John urged
his horse to a gallop the figure sprawled
full length in the dust.

Lafe Gordon and his daughter galloped
after John, and found the new cattle

boss putting a water-bottle to the sick
titan's lips.

"Seems to be all in boss!" cried
John.
The man's eyes opened.
"Robbed by a bunch of coyote.-." he

mumbled. "Took my horse, my dust
and my gun. I've been walking for

day-."

"Poor lad!" cried kindly old Gordon.
"We'll give htm ;i ride m one of the
wagons. Guess a night's resl will cure
him. and we etui do with an extra
hand.''

Thus did Jim Harper join the wagon
train he intended to betray into the
hands of the vile Ballard.

Lafe Gordon is Wounded

BY next morning the young man
seemed quite recovered. Lafe
Gordon and his daughter believed

his story, especially when he showed
them bullet holes in his sombrero— the
bandits had fired at him as he had run
lot his life.
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John Wyatt was not so certain. For a
person who had gone through privations
and hardships Jim Harper made an
extraordinary quick recovery, and the
tale about using him as a target did not
ring true. Ho would watch the new-
comer closely.

Jim Harper knew that in the (tail lo-

be had an astute Westerner who would
not be so easy to bluff and deceive.
John Wilson was a puzzle to the ba

spy. The wagon train had scarce
on the move when the two young men
became involved in a dispute. Harper
asked Lafe Gordon the route the In rd

was taking, and when he learnt tl at

they were following the course of the
river suggested going through Dead
Gorge, John answered that the gi

was too narrow.
"(In through thai gorge and you

a whole day," .-aid Harper.
The gorge is narrow and the fn

half obliterated by landslides," John
told old Gordon. "All those eattle thun-
dering through there might easily shake
down those cliffs. A -mall fall might
c ausc a stampede. It may be a

i>\
;
he i i\ er, bui it's safer in

ways than one."
What you mean by that ." demanded

Jim aggressively.
"That got ire would make a grea

foi a trap." John stared at his ,

tioiiei .
" I'm trail boss, and I

•'

fancy Dead fine Gorge."
John Wyatl rode off on a round of'

dutj . and when he was out ol Ilea

Jim began to question Ciordoil slylj

about the nail boss, and heard to

surprise t liar John Wilson « as a -
<

addition to the train.

"It a cowpuncher is heading north it's

queer he should come this way." Jim
watched the old man closely,

miners and maybe trappers might ci

tiii- way, but it's way oil' the l,.

trail. After what I've bee;,
I

Mr. Gordon, I'm kinda susp
everyone. Is John Wilson -• nuin
playing some game ':"

Alaiv overheard and was indignant.
"Of course John's genuine. We know

as much about him a- we do abi I

Jim smiled.
"That's true. My only proof is my

old sombrero and the fat t thai

bandits had cleared me of everything. I

couldn't have lived more than a

hours longer if you hadn't found me.
I ain't got, anything much against the
trail boss except that he takes th

trail. I wish 1 could find someone else

thai knows this district because they'd
tell you thai at least a daj anil pee
u. ore is saved by goin' through Dead
Pine •

; "i ge. Also the iiv ei trail is a

Ballard's men began to round-up the cattle.
December >
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long, treacherous trek, and in several

places it's so narrow tliat the cattle can
only go about three abreast along the
liver bank, and

"

"He told roe the banks were treach-

erous," Mary interrupted, and then
shook her head. "I'm Certain John's
straight."
"You know best. Miss Gordon." Jim

gave a sad smile. "Mini it' you're be-

trayed into a bunch of coyotes don't
blame me."
Having sown the evil, Jim Harper

went back to a wagon to rest as he
still felt weak horn his ordeal.

That night Gordon argued with John
about Dead Man's Gorge and the saving
of a day, but the trail boss answered
that the trail was dangerous and whilst

he was running this outfit the cattle

.should follow the river. He excused
himself and went oft' to make final

arrangements for the night.

"I thought you were the boss around
here," sneered Jim. "But Wilson gives

the orders. I don't like the look of

things, and that's plain speaking."
Satisfied that all was well with the

herd, John came back to his own
quartets. He was well aware that Jim
was t tying to turn the Gordons against
him, and it amused hhn to pretend not
t.> notice.

The horses were hitched by some trees,

and the shrewd eye-, of the young man
saw that a horse was missing—the
grey that had been given to the new-
comer. Quickly John dismounted and
tried to read the trail. The Indians had
taught him their magic, and once clear
of the camp the trail was easy to find.

He slid from the saddle and placed his

car to the ground. Many horses could
he hear, so it behove him to title with
exlremo caution. In a clearing he ob-
served Jim talking with a number of
riders, and he edged close enough to
hear their plans.

The bandits were to watch from the
hills, and if the wagon train went down
Dead Pine Gorge they must wait till

most of the cattle were in the gorge,
bul should Jim be unable to stop the
trail boss from following the river, then
the gang were to attack close to Yellow
Canyon.
Most of the night John rode, but he

was back by morning, and there was a
grim expression on his face as he smiled
a good-day to Jim Harper. He had
overheard a promise on the previous
evening that it the trail boss showed any
signs "t making a fight it was Jim's
duty to shoot, htm in the back.
When Lafe Gordon hinted that he

thought, they should try Dead Pine
Gorge John shook his head.
"1 can get you through the river

country, but, I take no responsibility for

that gorge," he answered, "Maybe
you'd like Jim here to guide you.
Queer that he seems to know this country
si well, and yet this is the first time he
litis ever prospected this valley."
Maty wondered which of the young

men could be trusted, and she looked
longest at. John.

Bj Yellow Canyon Ballard's men
attacked, but the fat leader did not risk
hi- hide, and remained with Red watch-
ing from the mesa. Jim Stealthily drew
his gun as John formed (lie wagons to-

gether in a circle, but slid his hand away
horn the butt because of the intent gaze
o! the trail boss. Ballard had instructed
some of his men to round up the cattle
and the rest to at lack the wagons.

Scarce had the fight begun when out
of Dead Pine Gulch came a number of
dark-shirted riders on white horses.
"The White Riders!" went up the

cry, and instantly there was panic among
Ballard's men. The men that fought, for
justice were fitter and belter shols. They
swooped down on the wavering outlaws
December 28th, 1»S5.
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with n grim determination and fury thai

terrified the cowardly rascals. Ballard's

men fired their guns wildly at the

huddled wagons, and did make a weak
attempt to stand against the White
Riders, bul they soon fled in scattered
groups.
Jim Harper's face was white with fury

as, he cowered behind the wheel of a

wagon. He had been tricked a second"
time by the cursed Riders, and it was
obviously from the way John Wilson was
riding out to meet the Riders that he was
one of them. Then Jim knew that John
Wilson must be John Wyatt, their leader,

and cursed himself again foi hemg so
blind. Well, he must play his own game,
ami trust that a chance might occur to
turn the tables, so he fired his rifle high
in the air and over the heads of the flee-

ing outlaws.
Six were killed and several men who

were woujnded were captured. There
was only one serious casualty among the
defenders, and that was brave old Lafe
Gordon, who got a bullet through the
shoulder. The old man was tended by
his daughter.
The White Riders, after a consultation

with John Wyatt. rode off with their

prisoners in the direction of Dead Man's
Gorge. Jim Harper wondered at the
reason, and to impress everyone sug-
gested that he might be allowed to go
after some of the outlaws that had
escaped.
"Guess I could find some of the caves

and crevices where these skunks arc
hiding."
"Don't bother. Jim," John Wyatt

rode up and jumped lightly from his

horse. "Those rats won't give us much
more trouble." He looked down at the
wounded man. "By gar, I'm sorry this

should have happened, Mr. Gordon, but
these rats attacked a bit quicker than
my men expected."

"You're John Wyatt, the leader of
the White. Riders." Mary looked up
from tending her father. "I think you
might, have trusted us." There was a
hurt look in the blue eyes.
"Sorry, Mary, but 1 can't trust any-

one in this business. I hope you and
jour father will forgive me?"
"Sure we do." instantly answered Lafe

Gordon. "Did you join my outfit be-

cause you knew they were going to

attack us?"
"I wasn't sure, but I hoped your cattle

might lure them out into the open."
John glanced towards the hills. "I was
hoping to have corralled the whole dirty

bunch." Then he knelt beside the old
man. "Let me have a look at that

wound."
"I don't think it's very serious,"

cried Jim. "Pesky bad luck the boss
should have stopped a stray."
"Tough luck," agreed Wyatt, and

smiled in apparent friendly fashion at

the other. 'Fraid the boss has lost a
good deal of blood. The wound's not
serious, but this is a case for a doc.

Guess I'm taking you back to Black
Diamond."
"How about the cattle, John?" ques-

tioned Gordon.
"Don't you worry about the cattle,

Lafe," Wyatt grinned. "I'm giving
orders for the herders to get busy.
They'll take the cattle along the valley.

Twenty miles from here lies open
country, and you're out of Bad Man's
hand. ' The White Riders will be watch-
ing from the hills, in case any fool out-

laws try to cause trouble. We'll fix

you up, Lafe, and you can rejoin the
outfit in abonl two or three days—that
depends on the doc."
Mary went with her father and John

Wyatt. Jim Harper waited till they
were out of sight, got to horse and went
out as if to help the herders, but his

destination was Black Diamond.
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The Fight ii mhe Saloon
OHN WYATT halded the wounded
man over to the doctor.
"I will stay with dad." said Mary,

"I want to have a look round this
town," Wyatt told her. "I've heard
tales of this place and I want to -

the folks the once-over."
"Be careful. John."
Wyatt smiled at her.
"You're great. Mary. 'Fraid '

hasn't been a*tot of time in my life for
girls, but you're different. I'll be extra
careful. I'll try not to be long."
John Wyatt. dismounted outside the

saloon and as he hitched his horse to the
rail, took a quiet look round the main
street. There was a deserted air about
the dusty street, the shacks looked dirty
and ill-kept, whilst, the few inhabitants
seemed to hug the side-walk as if thev
were in fear of their lives. 'I here were
a number of unshaven, down-at-heel
loafers outside the saloon.
John pushed open the swing doors and

strolled inside. The place was hall full,

and the swift glance he gave round was
not reassuring. A cutthroat crowd, and
tho placo stunk of smoke and stale

spirits. He went to the bar and ordered
a drink from the watery-eyed attendant.
Two men thumbing a greasy pack oi

cards looked round at the. tall young- teT,

and one shot a hand across the table.

"Red, take a good look at that g

He's mighty like John Wyatt of the
While. Riders !"

Red turned slowly and then gave a
faint nod.
"I never thought he'd have the nei •

to come to this place. A word from me
and he'd be. dead meat."
"Then why don't you give the word ."

The other fingered his gun. "Throug i

his cursed Riders we lost a lot of the

boys."
"Stay here," hissed Red. "I gotta

tell Ballard upstairs. Warn me if he
looks like quitting."
Red slipped quietly up the Stairs.

The swing doors opened and a dark-

skinned man came into the saloon, and
instantly John turned his back. The
newcomer nodded in surly fashion to a

number of men before coming to the

bar. Chance took him to the plat e

to John Wyatt.

Red got a shock when he found Jim
Harper with Ballard. The younger main

had come in by a back entrance. The
two were rowing over the last failure.

Ballard thumping and banging the tab!

ia a frenzy, and Jim looking as if he
could kill the older man.
"John Wyatt is downstairs," rasped

Red. "What yuh gonna do?"
"Wyatt mustn't see me!" cried Jim.
"Don't go down into the saloon."

ordered Ballard in a shaky voice. "Red.
if we can. get Wyatt the White Rid
won't have a leader and "

His words died away as there ca

eiash from downstairs, and then the

sounds of a violent scuffle.

Very slowly John Wyatt turned, and
then his two hands gripped the new-
comer by his dirty shirt.

"Bull Bradley I" Wyatt rasped out.

"What are you doing here?"
Bradley had returned to Black Dia-

mond with a lying tale that he had
escaped, but had a bad fall from his

horse that had meant hiding in one of

the hills till he was better. He had re-

turned on the previous day, and Ballard

had been very suspicious. Bradley I

that if Wyatt started talking he was a

doomed man—the l>o\s would shoot him
down,
The crook wrenched himself free.
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"Get him, boys!" he shouted. "It's

the leader of the White Riders!"

His vicious blow at John was parried

neatly, and then a right came up be-

neath Bradley's jaw with a force that

lifted the rascal off the floor. Bradley

crashed back against a table, and glasses

were scattered in all directions.

Four men rushed at Wyatt, who waited

calmly as if he were amused. The first

man went down before t left and right

to the face, another was gripped and

swung up into the air as if he weighed
next to nothing, and the other two re-

ceived their comrade in their chests.

From the top of the stairs they saw
a two-fisted tornado battling against

overwhelming odds. John Wyatt was
in his element. One man drew a gun,

and it was John's booted foot that

.smashed the man's wrist. On the bar

were a number of bottles and these were
flung with deadly aim—two men going
down as if they were pole-axed.

A leap and Wyatt was on the bar.

Five or six ruffians singed forward, and
like a battering ram he hurled himself

down on them with arms outflung. The
whole lot rolled to the floor winded and
bruised, and John effectively cracked

two heads together before punching his

way to his feet. Once more back on
the bar. Directly above his head was

a veranda. All the rooms upstairs had

a, veranda thai tared into the saloon.

Wyatt gripped a rail and swung himself

up with scarce an effort, and had just

clambered over the rail when one of

Ballard's men rushed Old of a room at

this tearless fighter.

A right hook and a lefi uppercut
thudded to the rascal's jaw. The man
staggered back against the balustrade,

Which collapsed upon the shock. With
a yell of terror the wretch thudded down
on to the crowd below.

Inspired by the action of this fearless

fighter several of the more spirited of

Black Diamond's inhabitants attacked

Ballard's men, but. they quit hurriedly

When guns began spitting lead.

A bullet sang past Wyatt a ears, and
he knew it, was time fo go. His own
gun barked twice, and then he daited

into a room and slammed the door. He
crashed the door shut and jerked open
a window. When the angry mob burst

into the bed-room they found the open
window, and as one raised a gun Wyatl
dropped off the roof into the saddle of

his horse.

Down the street he went like the wind.
A few stray bullets Hew wide of their

mark as his horse's hoofs kicked up the

dust.

"Wyatt'S gone to get his White
Riders!" raved Ballard, and shook his

tis* at Jim. "You're to blame for this,

you fool 1"

"You make me sick!"' retorted Jim.
"One man against a dozen and t hoy
couldn't hold him. A lot of yellow-

livered skunks!" His eyes gazed round
contemptuously. "Not one of you would
dare go after Wyatt—you're scared!"
There was angry muttering, but that

died when they saw Jim slide a hand to

his belt.

"Get out of here!" Ballard mouthed
at his men. "We gotta get busy. Get
ready to leave town.''

Ballard, Red and Jim were alone.

"You've got us into this mess, Jim.

"

sneered Red. "What yuh gonna do?"
"Get you out." Jim was standing by

the window. "Look over there. See
who has come out of Doe Raines' house ?

That's Jeff Gordon's daughter, Mary.
The old man got wounded and Wyatt
brought him to see the doc. Wyatt must
have left the father and girl to come
here. Wyatt's crazy about the girl. If

we get the girl we can dictate to him
qui terms."
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A right nooK ana a
left uppercut thudded
to the rascal's jaw and
he staggered back
against the rail with

a yell
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"Get the girl and brim; her here."
Ballard's evil eyes lit up. "Then you go
after John Wyatt, Jim, and say the girl

is in that canyon outside this town.
We'll take her to Horseshoe Canyon, and
if hi' wants bee lo live he must come
alone. I'll have the boys hidden in the
rocks and they won't miss."

" But how do I explain myself?" de-

manded Jim.

It was Red who solved that problem.

"You can say that the herders refuse
to move without their trail boss or Lafe
Gordon, and you came into town to fetch

Wyatt. Seeking him, you were just in

time to see him make his escape, then
you saw the capture of the girl, and
overheard what they planned to do with
their hostage. You rushed forward to

try and rescue the girl and were over
powered. Your life was spared on the
condition that you ride after Wyatt and
tell him that if the girl is to live he must
go alone to the canyon."

"The boys will settle Wyatt and ther
we'll clean up the gold and quit town."
added Ballard. "Get busy, Jim."

"I'll tell her Wyatt's been woundec'
and needs her," Jim grinned. "This i

where I square accounts."

Unsuspecting. Mary came to the saloor
and they brought her upstairs. Too late

she guessed she had been tricked. The*
bundled her into a back room. Jim
Wyatl got to horse and went out to find

the White Riders.

Ballard laughed hoarsely as the\

watched Jim ride down the main street

"Get the boys together. I want fou
to go to the canyon and wait for Wyatt
The others will he ready to clean up th-

gold in the bank."

"Aren't, you waiting till Jim comes
back?" asked Red.

"Why wait for Jim?" chuckled Bal
lard. "Without him we get the biggest
share of the dust. He'll get back tc

find us gone Serve the young fool

right. lie will have killed his own
brother, and will have to answer to the

While Riders. Let's hope they
him."
"What of the girl, boss'."

"Leave ' e, she's served her pur-
Ballard laughed callously. "He's

sent his own brother to his death. Ha.
ha! Jim Wyatt, 1 guess thai fini

you."
Mary had hi ,- eai close to

am' she heard c\ erj word.

Jim Learns the Truth

A MILK outside the town Jim
upou the White Riders, and
upraised hand called them to a

hah. He told his story to John W
" You're one of the gang," cried

Wyatt. "I've known it all alone." ]| s

face darkened. "Are yon lying?"
"Not about Mary being in Ballard's

hands," Jim sneered. "She dies within
the hour unless you tide to Hois.
Canyon—alone

!"

In spite of protests by the \\ h .

Riders John bade them wait here for

his return. "I'm going alono into

Horseshoe Canyon, and if Vxn not
: n half an hour, come and gel me."
"What do we do with this snake?"

isked a White Rider.

"I have io go with you, Wyatt,"
quickly spoke Jim. "I have to

is far as the mouth of the canyon in

ase of treachery."
The two brothers rode away, but no

void was spoken until the canyon was
lighted about, a mile .away.

"My job's done," Jim laughed
hoarsely. "I hope you're not loo late.

The canyon was so near to Black
Diamond that within five minutes Jim
was back in the town. He arrived ..i

the saloon, and when he leaped from
•he saddle stared round in surprise.
How quiet everything seemed. No one
about and all windows seemed barred and
shuttered, then he saw an object that
made him stiffen—a motionless figure
sprawled in the main street. Something-
had been going on while he had bgen
away—a man had been shot.

The saloon was empty. Every sign" of
December 23tli, 1935.
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Lurried flight. Jim rushed upstairs and
into the small room that. Ballard used.

Ii was empty. A suspicion that he had
been betrayed seized him, and he looked
wildly round.

Ballard had double-crossed him. They
had robbed the bank and shot their way
out of town.
A sudden hammering made him jump

round and whip out his pun.
There was a prisoner behind that door.

It would be the j-i ii~l-

Jim wrenched open the door and Mary
staggered out.

"Where have they gone?" he shouted

at her.

"They robbed the bank and have
gone."

' Mary looked at him scornfully.

"They have paid von in your own coin,

Jim Wyatt!"
"I'm Jim Harper!''
Mary shook her head.
"You're Jim Wyatt! I overheard

every word whilst I was a prisoner in

that room." Her eyes were tragic.
• You've sent vour own brother to his

death. Ballard killed your parents and

saved you because it amused hirn. He
brought you up to be as vile as him-

self, and finally got. you to send your

brother to his doom. If 1 had a gun
1 could kill you."
"John Wyatt, my brother!" He said

the words slowly. "John is my
brothei." His eves cleared. "I can

just remember the big brother who
meant every! lung to me, but if, was all

so hazy. So I've betrayed my brother.

"Are you going to stand there and do

nothing?" Mary grabbed his arm.

"Are you going to let him die?"

"Naf" His eyes blazed. "Mary, the

White Riders are waiting on the bluff

two miles out of town on the trail you

took from the Black River. Ride arid

get 'em, and tell them to ride like the

wind for Horseshoe Canyon. I'll try to

keep 'em at bay till they make it."

Down the stairs rushed Jim, and the

girl was only a split second after him.

'The two horses galloped madly down the

main street, and the people behind the

barred windows peered forth fearfully.

Side by Side

JOHN WYATT rode at a gallop to

Horseshoe Canyon. It. was narrow
with precipitous* cliffs, yet there were

ledges and fissures where men could lie

in wait.
The White Rider was no fool, and he

knew that danger lurked ahead. When
Jim Harper had told him that Mary was

i:\ peril he had rushed blindly to her

rescue, but now that he saw this grim

canyon lie nondwed if this were a trap.

The outlaws might have captured Mary,

but that did not mean the girl was here.

There might be gunmen in those rocky

fissures.

But John was fearless. He would go

info Horseshoe Canyon, and woe betide

anyone who tried to play tricks on him.

He dismounted, left his horse by a small

cave and proceeded on Foot. The canyon
twisted and turned, and soon was so

narrow that it was like walking on a

pi bbly track with gaunt, ugly rOCKS

looming all round, and but a glimpse of

daylight—the canyon was now twfi

hundred feet in depth.

Wyatt took cover behind a loose

boulder. If Ballard's men expected to

meet him for a discussion they would

have shown themselves before. He took

off his sombrero and pushed it over the

boulder.
Crack

!

When ho looked at his hat it had two

holes neatly bored. Certainly he had

walked into a trap, from which it would

not be so easy to escape. He managed
to get a quick glance over the boulder.

and saw a man's head and shoulders.
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His gun spoke and there camo a cry of
pain.
"One!" softly murmured Wyatt.
Bullets began to spatter round him.

Tf his enemies changed their positions
they would find that this boulder did
not completely protect him, or they
could push over a rock from above—he
hoped the idea would not occur to them.
A lull in the fighting, and then John

swung round. Someone was corning up
the canyon. What a shock to see Jim
Harper.

"Don't, shoot, John!" he called out.

And John seeing the othe'.'s' r">nds

were raised above his shoulders was
amazed. Jim darted down behind the
cover of the boulder.

" What have you come to tell me this

time?" John demanded.
"Little time to talk," Jim panted out.

"I captured Mary and helpod plan this

trap. Yqu were our deadliest enemy.
I left you and hastened back to Black
Diamond to find that Ballard and the

others had double-crossed me. I, who
had done all the dirty work, had been
left to my fate. I heard a hammering
in Ballard's room and remembered the

girl. I let her out and demanded that

she tell me what had happened." He
paused. "She had overheard Ballard

talking with Red Mengis about the fool

they'd made of me- since I was a kid.

My name isn't Jim Harper, but Jim
Wyatt—I'm your brothei!"
John was speechless with amazement.

He studied the other's face and he could

see the resemblance to his own father.

"You can't be the Jim I've searched

for all these years."

"I have only a vague recollect ion. of

the wagon train, but I can remember
you and I driving a wagon. The
massacre by Ballard I cannot remember,
but I have known all about it because

Ballard was always ready to boast of

what he did. Ballard never let on that

he had saved mo from the killing out

of some strange sense of humour, and

I've always thought my parents w-ere a

bandit named Harper and his Indian wife

—both of whom have been dead for

years."

"Jim"—John Wyatt held out his

hand—"I have always thought that you

were alive, but never guessed that Bal-

lard brought you up with his gang."

"He taught me to rob and pillage, so

that I thought I was but taking my
own," Jim scowled. "Easy to sink so

low that you deny everything that is

decent and honest. Your fight, John,

in the saloon made mo wish that I had

been different. Why couldn't I have

done deeds like that, instead of crawling

about like some rattlesnake—hated and

loathed bv all decent folk." A bullet

crashed into the cliff face. "The skunks

are wondering what is my game. That's

a hint for me to show myself," he

laughed harshly, "and stop a bullet

Probably they may have guessed that

I've found out that Ballard has done a

double cross;"

"Keep down." John pushed his gun
round the side of the boulder and fired.

"How did Ballard doublecross you?"
Swiftly Jim told of the gold dust raid,

and of other events. The bullets mat-

tered the rocks more frequently, and to

stay meant, certain death.

"We gotta get out of thi< place,"

Jim cried, and pointed. "See that

comer. Make it, and I'll keep the

skunks at bay."
"But, Jim—"
"Don't argue'" shouted the youn-re;

brother aggressively. "I'd shoot every

one of that dirty bunch and not turn a

hair. I'm for the cause of the While
Riders, whose leader is my brother. I

seem to remember clearly now what Bal-
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lard and his men did. You have
travelled miles for your revenge—well,
it's my revenge as" well. Make that
corner or we haven't, a chance."
The two brothers made the corner.

Bent double, they darted from cover to
cover, pausing to _

fire a few rounds to
keep the enemy in check, beforo they
went down the canyon to safety.
One of the gang rashly exposed his

head to fire *t John, and it was Jim
who shot the man down.
Horseshoe Canyon was getting wider,

John did not notice his brother reel and
clutch at his side. With a great effort

Jim followed his brother—the mouth of

the canyon was only a few yards away,
Suddenly firing broke out above their

heads, and John knew that the White
Riders had come to the rescue. Some
of them had gone to the high ground
and were firing down on the outlaws,
who were now caught in their own
trap.

"Well, Jim " John turned and
noticed the drawn expression on the
other's face. He was just . in time to

catch him in his arms.
"Get Ballard—get Ballard!" the

dying man muttered fiercely. " He's got.

the gold dust—south trail towards
Summersville. Go get him, brother!"
John's hands found the wound and

knew that it was fatal. Jim lay so still

that, he thought his brother was dead.
"Jim—Jim!" His voice broke.

The dying youth's eyes opened and a
slight smile twitched the lips.

"I'm going, John, and I'm not sorry:

I kinda feel I've done something at the

end that wasn't all bad. Say you for-

give me, John, and I'll die happy."
"There is nothing to forgive. And

you saved my life, Jim " His voice

broke.
A slight, moan came from the wounded,

man. The eyes opened for the last

time. .

"Go, get Ballard. John, get Bal-

lard! It is my last wish."

So Jim Wyatt died and was at peace.

John heard a sob and looked up to

find Mary looking down at the youth

who had sacrificed his life for his

brother.

The End of Ballard

JOHN WYATT knew that he must
ride fast, if he would overtake Bal-

lard and his men. The one surviv-

ing gunman in Horseshoe Canyon saved

John a lot of trouble by surrendering-

Six of the White Riders he detailed to

take Mary, the prisoner, and the body
of his brother into Black Diamond. Two
Riders were dispatched to the wagon
train to halt, as there was now no need
for immediate hurry. With the rest of

the Riders—a dozen in all—he went in

pursuit of Ballard.

Once clear of Black Diamond, the

scoundrel had set a good pace, but it

was far from a breakneck gallop, more
over, he had to consider the old prairie

schooner which he hail stolen to carry

his gold. It was clumsy and heavy:

Ballard did not worry, because lie

thought he would be miles away before

anyone thought of pursuit. Besides, no
one would dare to follow him. The
White Riders had lost their leader, so

he had nothing to fear in that direction.

John knew of a track over the hills,

and thus, after two hours' riding, they

could look down into a valley and see

a number of horsemen cantering along a

twisty trail.

"Keep to the woods," ordered Wyatt*
"We must make a surprise attack. They
musi not know that we are close behind

them."
What a surprise for Ballard and his

(Continued on page 28-
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Over the prairies swept a torrent of pioneering humanity, bent on seeking wealth in vir-

gin territory. But the promise of riches beckoned rogues as well as honest men, and the
settlers' trails were blazed with feud and death. A smashing serial of the lawless West,

starring Buck Jones and Muriel Evans

Read This First

Montana Larkin, an ex-deputy, is

planning to join in a land rush with
Jinglebob Morgan, hit friend, whose
brother has provided than with the
map of a claim which contains rich
mineral deposits.

Montana and Jiuijlibob make the
acquaintance of a rancher named
Parker, ami arc introduced to his
daughter, Mary, and Ins niece, Ann
Hardy. From Park< i they learn the
di tails of the projected land rush, and
agree in ride in company with the
cattleman and his parti/.

Parker's foreman, Gillespie, is a
nook, however. Discovering the pur-
post of Montana, and J inglebob, he
bints them to their claim with some of
his hirelings, and ri lords it in his
name.

Later, Jiughbob's brother Clem
arrives on the scene, nod reveals the
jar! that the land secured by Gillespie
is worthless, Hiring tn o flow in the map
which Jinglibub hud possessed.

Gillespie attempts to force informa-
tion from Clem, tint postpones his

iff oris when he. is hind by a man
na nnd Mario Brett to loot a wagon-
train, which is owned hg Ann Hardy's
father.
The attack on the wagon-train jail-

ing, Oillis/iie turns his attention on
Clem again, the latter being kidnapped
and carried off to a deserted ranch. He
is traced, however, and under cover
of a desperate gun battle Montana
attempts to rescue him from a building
that has burst into flames, part of the
roof collapsing even as Montana is

carrying Clem, to the front door.
Now Read On

In Sicomoro Again

THE mass of blazing timber dropped
immediately behind Montana's
staggering figure, the crash of it

resounding in his ears, and all about
him there arose a whirl of upflung
sparks.

The collapse had missed him by
inches, one flaming rafter actually graz-
ing his back as it fell. Yet, like a man
in a daze, Montana was scarcely aware
of his narrow escape. Faint with the
blistering heat of the inferno, half-

suffocated by the clouds of smoke, he
was only able to keep his feet by sheer
will-power, an indomitable spirit urg-
ing him forward with the inert body
of ( Hem Morgan clasped tightly in his

arms.
He kicked open the door of the burn-

ing ranch-house and lurched forth into

the night air, and the glare of the con-
flagration revealed his stalwart form to

Jinglebob and the boys who were shel-

tering in the scrub. With indescribable
relief they saw him stumble from the
porch and totter in the direction of the
ridge where he had left Mary Parker
and Happy.

"He's safe!" Jinglebob whooped.
"He's safe, an' he's got Clem with
him !"

A blatter of gunplay from the barn
caused Jinglebob to crouch lower, and
the rest of the men in the scrub did like-

wise. No shots were fired at Montana,
however, for the intervening ranch-
house still concealed him from the view
of Gillespie and his gang, and as yet
the outlaws were unaware of his

presence.

Not until Butch Riley gained the

EPISODE 9.—

"Death Holds the Reins"

barn did the crooks learn that the ex-
deputy had arrived on tin; scene.

"Where's Clem Morgan. 5011 fool?"
Gillespie demanded of Butch in savage
tones. ''Why didn't you bring him
out? You know what (hat gold claim
o' his means to vis, don't yuh?"
Riley wiped his scorched and battered

countenance with a begrimed, shaking
hand.

"Gil, I—1 died to bring him out,"
he panted. "But Montana Larkin
showed up. I did my best, but

1 Larkin
is dynamite. Y'ou know that !"

"Larkin!'' ( iillespie.Mt out the name
through clenched teeth. Then he swung
round on his hirelings.

"We've got to get Clem away from
Montana!" he jerked. "Best thing wo
can do is to draw oft' to the corral hark
of this barn. Our horses are there.
( 'nmy on !"

They dodged out of the building in

which they had taken shelter. their
appearance being greeted by <> rapid
fusillade from the scrub, hut without
casualties the}- reached the corral and
prepared to mount.
"Look!" Hank Rodgers shouted all

at once. "There's Montana now, and
he's lug-gin' Clem along with him!"
From the corral the gangsters coul<:

now discern the figure of the ex-deputy,
toiling up the moonlit slope of the ridge
with his human burden and making for

the buckboard in which Mary and
Happy were waiting.
"After him!" snarled Gillespie; hut

even as he spoke those words a hand of

horsemen suddenly topped the ridge to

stand silhouetted against the starry sky-
line.

Thev formed the main bodv of the
December 28th, 1935.
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Parker ranch-hands, the reinforcements
mustered by Al Mackay, and at sight

of them a lusty cheer rose from the
scrub in which Jinglebob Morgan and
iiis comrades were lying.

"Gil, we're sunk!" Hank Rodgers
gasped. "They're too many for us

now !"

He was right. The odds were now in

favour of the besiegers—only slightly,

perhaps, but the Gillespie gang were
not of the breed to show fight unless

the advantage was on their own side.

To give their leader his due, Gillespie

himself was not lacking in courage when
sufficiently hard pressed, yet he knew
the shortcomings of his men, and after

a moment's hesitation he gave the order
to flee.

"Beat it!" he rapped out. "Head
for the hills!"

He scrambled astride his bronc, and
his accomplices were not slow to imi-

tate his example. A few seconds later

they were galloping from the neigh-
bourhood of the blazing ranch, gouging
the flanks of their ponies with their

spins.

Mackay and the newcomers rode in

pursuit, and the chase was taken up
by Jinglebob and his party as soon as
these had secured their horses. On into
the heart of the hill-country they
dashed, following the band of fugitive
outlaws, firing at them as they swept
through canyon and valley, but the
ponies of the crooks were fresh, and ere
long the men of the Parker outfit began
to lose ground steadily.

An hour after quitting the Carron
ranch, Gillespie and his hirelings drew
rein to give their mounts a "breather,"
being satisfied that they had thrown off

the pursuers. Nor were they mistaken,
for at that very moment Jinglebob and
the full muster of the Parker hands
were cantering slowly and disap-
pointedly homeward, consoling them-
selves with the reflection that' Clem had
been rescued even if his foes had not
been captured.
As for Gil and his men, these turned

in the direction of Hell's Gate as soon
as their broncs had recovered their wind,
and, travelling at a walking pace, they
reached their old hide-out there in the
early hours of the morning.
In that cave near Hell's Gale they

slept until sun-up, and then, after
breakfast had been cooked and eaten.
Gillespie gave the word to hit the trail

again—this time for Sieomoro.
They gained^ their destination by

nine o'clock and rode boldly enough
into the thriving town, for although
Gillespie knew that he was liable to
arrest on several counts now. he was
equally well aware that the law had
very little hold in this boom settlement
of Sieomoro.

Entering the main sheet. Gil and his
gang made straight for Marco Brett's
saloon, and after tying their horses to
the hitch-rail, they trooped into the bar-

n and marched over to the counter.
"Brett in?" till inquired laconically

of a waiter.
"lie's in his office, talkin' to a cattle

buyer-,'] came the reply.
Leaving his cronies at the bar, Gil-

lespie crossed to the door of Brett's pri-

vate room and pushed it open without
tin- formality of knocking. lie al once
observed the saloon owner in conversa-
tion with a man whom he recognised
as one Edmund Yountis, an honest
cattle-dealer from Auburn City.
"Then you advise nie to see Jim

Parker?" Yountis was saying.
"I do." Brett rejoined. "Make it a

(ash deal, Yountis, and he'll meet your
price —'"
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He paused, suddenly becoming aware
that Gillespie was standing on the
threshold, and with a hearty greeting
he invited Gil to step in.

"You know Gillespie, Yountis," the
saloon-owner remarked. "He used to

work for Parker."
"Used to?" Yountis echoed. "I

thought you were foreman of that out-

fife for life, Gillespie."

Gil changed the subject, and, after

some further conversation, Yountis rose
to go. >v

"Well, Brett," he said, "I'm sorry

we can't do business. But I'll take your
advice and run over to Parker's ranch
at Dry Creek."
He departed, and when the door had

closed behind him, Brett, favoured Gil-

lespie with an odd smile.

"I just turned down a big deal, Gil,"

he commented. "The railroad is gonna
be extended from Auburn to Sieomoro.
Yountis is actin' for the company, and
wanted me to supply the construction
gang with beef—knowin' that cattle was
one .o' my side-lines."

"And you turned it down?" Gillespie

ejaculated.
Brett laughed softly.

"We didn't do so good the last time
we tried to raid a herd o' steers, did

we?" he observed. "No, so this time
we'll let Yountis make a cash deal, and
then we'll go after the dough. That's
why I put him on to Parker—and that's

why I urged him to pay him off in bills,

not by cheque."
"H'm," Gil mused appreciatively,

"smart idea, Brett."

"I'll Bay it's a smart idea," the other

stated. "But what brings you here,

Gil? You got some news for me?"
Gillespie had news—bad news. In

gloomy tones he related all that had
occurred the previous night, and when
he had finished his story Brett eyed him
sourly.
"You know, I used to think you were

a pretty useful man," he grunted.
"What's come over you lately?"
"Luck's rnnnin' against me," Gilles-

pie muttered. "But I'll get what I'm
after. Brett—don't you worry."

""Well, meantime you can help me in

this Yountis deal." the saloon-owner
declared. "Branded cattle is too tough
to get rid of so close to home, Gil, so

when Parker collects
"

He did not finish the sentence, but
Gillespie; understood him clearly

enough.
"T get you, Brett," he said. "Listen,

T'll have Tex Sanders ride over to keep
an eye on the Parker outfit, an' he can
give us the low-down."
"Right," the other man agreed.

"You know. Gil. it's gonna be much
easier relievin' Parker of cash instead

o' cattle—seein' that money don't carry

a brand."
OHIespie nodded, and then poured

himself a drink from a whiskv bottle

that was standing on Brett's desk.

"You're right." he announced, "and
here's luck to the proposition!"

Brett Takes Command
EDMUND YOUNTIS had called at

the Dry Creek ranch and trans

acted a piece of business that was
satisfactory both to himself and to Jim
Parker, and when the cattle-buver from
Auburn had taken his leave, the owner
of the ranch made his way from the
house in search of Montana.
He located his new foreman near a

little corral in which an unbroken pom
was penned. The ex deputy was in

conversation with Mary, and was indi-

cating the finer points in the bronc's
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physical appearance as Jim Parker
came up.
"Excuse me, Mary." the rancher said

to his daughter, "I want to have a little

talk with Montana."
He proceeded to tell the new foreman

of the deal he had clinched with
Yountis, and added that he had promised
speedy delivery of five hundred head
of steers as aljirst shipment.

"Okay, Mr. Parker," Montana re-

joined. "Where do you want 'em
taken ?"

"Yountis says there's an old deserted
corral just before you hit Auburn," the
rancher observed. "That's where you'll

head for. You'd better take the boy-
down to the lower range and round up
the herd there, Montana."

"Dad," Mary put in, "will it be all

right if Ann and I go along with Mon-
tana and the men as far as the lower
range? I feel like a gallop, and I guess

Ann will, too."
Ann and her wounded father, Bill

Hardy, had been driven to Dry Creek
from Sieomoro late the previous night,

after the affair at the Carron ranch;
and though the injured wagon-boss was
confined to a bed in the house, he
seemed comfortable enough, so that hi-

daughter Ann had no hesitation in

accompanying Mary and the hands on
the trip to the lower range, a distance
of several miles.

The party set out. and Parker waved
adieu to them from the ranch-house
porch, being joined there by Clem
Morgan and Happy, the last-named hav-
ing been ordered to stay at home and
attend to various domestic duties.

"Hey, Clem." called Jinglebob, who
had elected to trail along with Mon-
tana, "don't get into no more scrapes

while I'm away at Auburn with the ^
boys."
"Don't worry," his brother answered

fervently, "I'm stavin' indoors till you
fellers get back. Reckon I'll keep old

Bill Hardy company. I ain't feeliu' so
good myself after what happened last

night."
Neither the departing riders nor the

trio in the porch were aware that this

exchange of words was heard by a skulk-

ing figure in the brushwood thickets

not far from the outfit. It was Tex.

Sanders who was lurking there—Sanders.

who had been dispatched by Gillespie

to keep vigil at the Dry Creek outfit —
and with a final glance at the party
headed by Montana, he sneaked off

through the vegetation and mounted
his br^nc. which he had left in a glade

some distance away.

Once in the saddle Tex Sanders gal-

loped at top speed for Sieomoro, and
some time later he might have been
seen clattering into the town, drawing
rein only when he was abreast of Marco
Brett's saloon.

Dismounting, Tex hurried into the
barroom and crossed to Brett's office

at the back of the premises, where ho
found the crooked saloon-owner in con-

ference with Gillespie and the rest of

the gang
"What's up. Sanders?" Gillespie

rapped out. as his hireling appeared in

the doorway.
Tex closed the door and answered him

jerkily.

"Montana and the Dry Creek bqyj
are Martin' after the cattle." he said.

"There ain't nobody at the ranch-house
now but, old man Parker, Happy, and
Clem Morgan."
"Fine." Marco 'Brett cut in. "Tin-

is our chance to get that dough, (ill.

And. what's more, we can grab Clem
Morgan, too."
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"Yeah," Gillespie breathed, his eyes
narrowing', "we'll make it a day. All
we have to do is to rush that Dry
' reek outfit while Larkin' and the cow-
pokes are ridin' herd."
Brett laid a hand on his arm.
"Xo," he growled, "we won't rush

'em this time. Even three men might
he able to hold off a gang until help
arrived. Xo, Gil, Fve^been figurin'

things out, and this time we'll outsmart
'em. Listen, the stage coach that comes
through Clear Valley don't carry any
passengers—so Pete, Butch, Jake and
Limpy can ride it, while the rest of us

wait at Devil's Pass. Get the idea?''
"No. I don't," Gillespie muttered.
"Well, a stage coach will be able to

get right up to that Dry Creek without
bein' shot at. won't it?" Brett retorted.

He proceeded to go into the details of

bis plSn, and then, announcing that he
maided to accompany the gang and
eeethat no slips were made, he arranged
to meet Gillespie and his men outside
the town within five minutes.
Not long afterwards Brett and Gilles-

pie were pounding along the Dry Crock
load with their band of accomplices
strung out behind them, but when they
were still two or three miles from the
Parker ranch they turned aside and
climbed a slope that overlooked a wide
valley.

A quarter of an hour later a stage
coach hove into sight on a ribbon of
trail that wound through the depression
between the lulls, and at a sign from
Brett four of the gang rode down to

intercept it.

The four men in question were Pete.
Jake. Butch and Limpy, and. suddenly
swinging into the path of the vehicle.

tHey held up the driver with drawn
guns.
"Cei down off that box-seat, feller."

Jake commanded. "We're borrowin'
this outfit."

The man on the stage descended to
tin' ground in a perplexed fashion, won-
dering what Jake and his companions
Mere after, since the coach contained
nothing of value. And he was still won-
dering when the gangsters clambered
aboard the vehicle and drove off. Jake
faking the reins, ai
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entering the interior of the equipage.
The saddle-horses having been hitched

to the back of the stage prior to this,

Jake made for the hill where Brett, Gil-

lespie and the rest of the band were
assembled, and on rejoining the main
body of the outlaws, the occupants of
the coach received final instructions.
"All right, get goin'," Brett said at

length. '"We'll take care of your
broncs for you. And remember, when
you've got Clem Morgan, head for

Devil's Pass."
The saddle-horses had already been

untethered from the rear of the vehicle,

and without further delay Jake drove
back on to the Dry Creek trail. Fifteen
minutes later he was in sight of the
Parker ranch, and, slouching the brim
of his sombrero, he called down to his

passengers and ordered them to hold
themselves in readiness for action.
At that very moment Jim Parker was

seated in the living-room of his home.
and was giving Happy certain directions
regarding the feeding of the unbroken
pony in the little corral, directions that

were interrupted as he beheld the coach
that was bearing down on the ranch-
house.
"Why, there's the stage," he ex r

claimed, moving to the window. "What
brings it here?"
"Couldn't say, boss." remarked

Happy. "Funny, ain't it?"
He followed his employer out to the

porch as the stage drew- up in front of

the building, and he was as astonished
as the rancher when Jake and his accom-
plices sprang to the ground with their

six-shooters levelled threateningly.
"Keep your hands off your hard-

ware!" Hutch Riley warned Parker and
Happy. "An' don t make any fuss!"
The gangsters closed in on their

-lailled victims and bundled them
across the threshold of the house, two of

the rogues carrying lariats, with which
they proceeded to bind the cattleman
and his companion.
Parker attempted to struggle. I. ut a

gun-butt was raised menacingly above
his head, and he was forced to give up
his futile efforts. Meanwhile the out-
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law who had lifted his hand against
him was questioning him viciously.

"Where's Clem Morgan? Come on,
tell us where ho is, and make it

snappy !"

Even as the wjids were spoken there
was a footfall on the stairs leading from
the upper floor of the ranch-house, and
an instant later Clem appeared, having
beard the scuffle below while keeping
Bill Hardy company in one of the bed-
rooms.
He was promptly seized, and, under

the eyes of the helpless Jim Parker and
the tremulous Happy, he was hustled
out to the stage by Limpy and Butch.
There he was tied hand and foot, then
bundled into the interior of the coach.
Butch and Limpy returned to the

living-room to find" Parker and Happy
bundled in a couple of chairs, Jake
and Pete being engaged in opening a
safe that stood in a corner of the apart-
ment.

"All right, leave it to me." Jake
Conroy was saying. "Gil knew the
combination of this crib, an' he give it

to me afore we left him.''
The safe door was unfastened, and the

notes which had been paid over by
Vountis that morning were transferred
10 Conroy 's hip-pocket, Parker and
Happy looking on impotently the while.
"Okay, men," Jake declared. "Let's

breeze."
The crooks tramped out of the house,

leaving Parker and his ranch-hand
securely bound, and Bill Hardy a
powerless invalid in an upstairs room.
A few seconds later they were driving
away from the outfit, .fake Conroy on
the box-seat again, and the other three
rogues -hanng the inside of the vehicle
with the irate Clem Morgan.

In another ten minutes they war
entering Devil's Pass, where Brett, Gil-
lespie and the remainder of the gang
were awaiting them eagerly.
"Ilou'd yuh make out:" Brett

!. riding close to the stage.
"Here's the dough," Jake said with

a grin, tOSSing him the batch of notes
from Parker's sale. "An' Clem Morgan
is inside with the boys."

The gangsters closed in on their startled victims, two of the rogues carrying lariats, with which they proceeded
to bind the cattleman and his companion.

December 28th, 1^5.
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There was a murmur of satisfaction
f • > i ; t tlie band of outlaws. Then Gilles-

pie swung himself from the saddle of

his horse ana handed the animal's rein

to Hank Eodgers.
"Take care of my bronc, Hank," he

ordered. "I'll ride in the coach with
Morgan. Come on out, Limpy—you,
too. Butch—and you, Pete."

Clem's "fellow-passengers" emerged
from the stage, and Gillespie clambered
in, leering at their captive villainously.

Then, with the rest of the gang ready
for the road. Jake C'onroy whipped up
the team of ponies harnessed to the

vehicle, and the whole cavalcade moveu
off in a south-westerly direction.

Hot on the Trail

MARY and Ann had reached the
lower range with Montana and
his party, and had paused there

to watch the Parker hands round up
the five hundred head of cattle intended
for Auburn. When this task had been
accomplished. Montana rejoined the two
girls on the slope from which they had
witnessed operations.

"Well, looks like we are on our way to

Auburn," he said to them. "Would
you like some of the boys to ride back
to the ranch with you? Three or four

of us could easily handle the herd.''

"Oh, no, Montana," Mary answered
considerately. "I guess the men are all

looking forward to a little spree when
they get to town, and I don't think we
ought to deprive them of their fun.

Ann and I will bo all right."

"Okay." the ex-deputy agreed. "Have
it your own way."
He carried his gloved hand to his

sombrero and then wheeled to ride off

in the direction of the herd, the girls

following him with their eyes until he
and his comrades were driving the

cattle at a steady pace across the range.
"I believe, you like Montana Larkin.

don't you?" Ann commented, giving
Mary an arch, sidelong glance.

The rancher's daughter coloured a
trifle, and then smiled.
"Who wouldn't?" she retorted.

"What's mope, I believe he likes me,
too."
"I shouldn't be surprised,'" Ann mur-

mured knowingly, and a moment later

sjie and her cousin were turning for

home.
For a while they rode at a canter, but

presently, in a spirit of gaiety, Mary
challenged the other girl to a race, de-
signating the Dry Creek ranch-house as

Hie winning-post.
"All right, then," Ann agreed with

a laugh. "I'll back my pony against
yours any day."
The (wo of them urged their horses

imIo a gallop and dashed across-country
at breakneck pace, each vying with the
other in her efforts to draw ahead, and
each enjoying the freshness of the
wind as it whipped a bloom into her
face. Put at length Marv's bronc
began lo force its way in front, and,
(hough still a fair distance from home,
the rancher's daughter felt confident
that her mount would last the course.
for she knew it was in the peak of
ci >n. Iii ion.

She was thirty yards in front of Ann
when she topped the crest of a smooth.
rounded bill, and it was as she reached
I he summit of this that she descried
something which caused her lo draw
rein abruptly.
A troop of horsemen were passing

through u valley away below her. a

troop of horsemen who were strung out
behind a lumbering stage coach.
Ann came abreast of her and brought

her pony to a standstill.
December 28tli. 1935.
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"What's the matter?" she demanded
of her cousin. " Why have you
stopped?"
"Ann," Mary ejaculated, "those look

like some of Gil Gillespie's gang!"
She was pointing into the valley, and,

following the direction of her extended
arm, the other girl descried the men who
were travelling along the bed of the
great hollow.
Yes, they were Gillespie's gang, sure

enough. Even though they were a good
way off, it was possible to recognise
some of them. -^
"You're right, Mar3 r," Ann breathed.

"We'd better get under cover for fear
they happen to spot us."

They backed into a coppice, and from
the shelter of the trees they gazed down
at the crooks without any risk of being
observed.
"What do you suppose they're doing

with that stage?" Ann queried.
"I don't know," Mary rejoined. "I

imagine there's been a hold-up of some
kind, but it beats me why thejr should
want to take the coach along with
them."
Her cousin pursed her lips.

"Anyway," she opined, "I guess we'd
be well advised to wait here until they're
out of sight. I don't think we'd be
too popular if they knew we'd seen
them."
"I'm with you there, Ann," Mary

answered. "We'll wait until the coast
is clear."

Wait they did, and then, crossing the
valley, they continued their journey to-

wards home at a moderate pace, the
interrupted race being quite forgotten
now. And a short time afterwards they
gained the Dry Creek ranch-house, little

dreaming what was to meet their eyes
as they entered the living-room.

Halting in front of the dwelling, they
slid to the ground and tethered their

ponies, after which the two of them
climbed the steps of the porch.

Mary was the first to set foot on the
threshold of the living-room, and as

she beheld the trussed figures of Happy
and her father she uttered a sharp cry.

An instant afterwards she was joined by
Ann, from whose lips there came a half-

stifled scream.
"Dad!" Mary gasped, running for-

ward - to the chair in which the elderly
cattleman was huddled. "Oh, dad,
what happened ?"

"Four of the Gillespie gang were
here." Jim Parker told her strainedly.

"The Gillespie gang!" Ann broke in.

"Oh, Uncle Jim, is my father all

right?"
"Yes, it wasn't him they came for,

dear," he replied in reassuring tones.
"But they rifled the safe, and they took
Clem Morgan away in a stage coach."

" A stage coach !"

Ann and Mary reiterated the words in

the same breath and exchanged a
startled glance. Then the rancher's
daughter spoke again.
"You untie dad and Happy," she

said to her cousin. "I'll go alter Mon-
tana and the boys!"
She rushed from the house and

scrambled astride her pony, unhitching
it from the rail of the porch and jabbing
her heels into the animal's flanks. Next
second the creature was bounding away
from the ranch, and at the top of its

speed it bore her over the mesqnito in

headlong style, with 'lie silken hair of
its mane streaming be: k from its grace-
ful neck.
Onward Mary galloped, racing

through canyon and vale, breasting
cane-brakes and thickets, weaving her
way through belts of woodland; and at

last she espied a greal (loud of dust
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ahead of her, dust that rose from in-
numerable hoofs.
The cloven feet of the Parker herd

en route for Auburn were responsible
for that haze, and, catching up with the
men who were driving the cattle on-
ward, the girl drew rein alongside
Montana Larkin.
"Mary," her father's foreman ex-

claimed. "Is anything wrong?"
"Plenty!" came the terse rejoinder.

"Gillespie's gang have got Clem in a
stage coach, and the last I saw of them
it looked as if they were headed for
Hell's Gate."
Montana ripped out an imprecation

and turned to Jinglebob, who was
close by.
"Your brother can get into more

jams than any man I ever knew!" he
said. "Mary, you'd better go back to
the ranch. I'll take a bunch of the
boys and see if I can head off Gillespie
and his men."
"You stand a good chance," she told

him. "They weren't travelling fast."

"Good!" Montana jerked, and then,
summoning his comrades, he explained
the situation to them and instructed two
or three of them to take charge of the
herd while the rest followed him to-

wards the Hell's Gate trail.

Leaving Mary to return homeward
and the cattle to proceed for Auburn
under the care of the men detailed for

the job of taking thern thither, Mon-
tana and the rest of the band swung
southward with determined mien ; and
soon the hoofs of their broncs were
beating a staccato tattoo upon the sun-
swept prairie levels that lay between
the rescuers and the hill country.

With their ponies going at full

stretch, the hard-riding punchers left the
plains behind them and clattered into

the rougher terrain of the mountain
realms, and half an hour after quitting

the Auburn trail they swept clear of a
gloomy ravine, to see the Gillespie gang
and the stage coach not five hundred
yards in front of them.
They were spotted by the outlaws a

few seconds later, and there was a con-

fused stir amongst the rogues the in-

stant they became aware that trouble

was bearing down on them in the shape
of the Parker ranch-hands.
"Larkin and his mob!" shouted Butch

Riley.
There was a plunging and a wheeling

of ponies, a drawing of guns and a

desultory racket of firing, hot lead

whistling amid the oncoming men of

the Dry Creek outfit. And in swiff

response the "artillery " of Montana
and his comrades belched flaming

death.
Brett's voice rose above the tumult of

the forty-fives, restoring order where
chaos had threatened.
"Beat 'em back!" he roared. "Give

'em all you got, fellers, and stand your
ground !"

The crooks rallied and fusilladed the

advancing cowboys mercilessly, so that

with two or three of their men struck
clown, Montana's party were forced to

slacken up in order to make effective

reply. Meanwhile Brett was pulling his

horse across to the coach occupied by
Jake. Gillespie and their prisoner.

"Go right ahead with Clem Morgan,"
the saloon-owner barked. "We'll hold
nil Larkin an' his bunch. On your way,
Jake! Beat it. will yuh?"
Conroy seized the whip and lashed at

his team of horses, driving them for-

ward along the rough trail, so that in

the interior of the slage Gillespie and
Clem were pitched from side lo side by
the mad momentum of the vehicle. As
for Brett, he turned to resume com-
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mand of the men who were firing at the
Dry Creek 'punchers.
At that same instant Montana Larkin

was preparing to cut adrift from his

followers and play a lone hand.
"Look, the coach is makin' a run for

it.*' he rapped out. "Jinglebob, yon
and the boys keep that pack of gun-
men busy while I get past them."

He swerved aside and le*ft the trail to

dash across a stretch of open ground to

the right of it, effecting a wide detour
to outflank Brett and his party ; a move
that did not pass unnoticed, for leaden
slugs whistled around him as he streaked
over the turf in a desperate gallop. But,
true to instructions, Jinglebob and the
boys kept the gangsters busy, and two
outlaws who tried to strike off and in-

tercept, the ex-deputy .were knocked out
oi the saddle by bullets.

lient forward over his bronc's head,
Montana raced onward fiercely and suc-

ceeded in his design—working to the
rear of the position taken up by Brett
and company, then veering over to the

trail again and taking up the chase of

the fleeing stage.

Gillespie thrust his head out of one
of the windows and opened fire on him.
Simultaneously Brett and the gang
turned right-about and hammered along
the track in pursuit of the ex-deputy,
some of the outlaws blazing at Mon-
tana's bowed back, and the hindmost
exchanging shots with Jinglebob and
the Parker ranch hands, who had surged
forward the moment the foe had
wheeled.
With shot after shot coming at him

from the stage and blasts of lead

threatening him from the rear. Montana
seemed to bear a charmed life. Once
and once only was he touched, a bullet

cutting a hole hi his shirt-sleeve and
blistering his left arm, but beyond that

slight graze he suffered no hurt.

He was making up on the coach, too,

and all at once Gillespie's gun was
empty. As he saw the man making
feverish efforts to reload it, Montana
urged his bronc into a final burst that

taxed the gallant creature to the
utmost.
"Come on. Silver!" he coaxed

huskily. "Come on !"

The animal answered nobly, over-
hauling the stage in a frenzied spurt,

and now Montana ceased to be a target
for the men who were pounding after

him away along the trail, for they did
not dare continue their shooting for

fear of hitting Gillespie or Jake.

Speeding alongside the coach. Mon-
tana leaned towards (lillespie and with
a slashing blow struck out of his hand
the gun that lie waa striving to reload.

Then lie saw that Jake had dropped the
reins and was tugging a forty-five from
his holster.

Montana's own " iron " was in his fist,

and he jerked the weapon upward, pull-

ing at the trigger. Yel the hammer
snapped harmlessly, and. realising that
he. too. had used the revolver's last cart-

ridge, the ex-deputy hurled the Colt at

( 'onroy 's head.
Tt struck the driver .a glancing blow

and rattled his wits. Next instant Mon-
tana was clutching the luggage-rail at

the top of the staee and swinging him-
self from saddle to box-seat.

Jake recovered himself and wrenched
his six-gun from its sheath, but by then
his antagonist was at <rrips with him,
and. with a sharp twist, he forced the
crook to dron the revolver.
The forty-five fell on to the trail and

pitched into the scrub alongside as Gil-
lespie's had done before it. Meanwhile
the coach was careering forward at un-
abated sliced, and, up on the box-seat,
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Jake and Montana fought a desperate
battle for the mastery as the madly
swaying vehicle dashed over the pitted

road surface.

Jake clutched the younger man by the
throat, and his blunt thumbs pressed
fiercely into Montana's windpipe, but
with a powerful effort the ex-deputy
broke the gangster's hold and drove his

fist into the rogue's jaw.
It was a six-inch jolt that sent the

fellow sprawling on to the roof of the
coach, and though Jake was quick
enough to rouse himself and renew the
combat, he was met by a flashing upper-
cut that hurled him clean off the stage.

He thudded to the trail and was lost

for a moment in the clouds of dust set

up by hoofs and wheels. Then the haze
cleared as the vehicle receded swiftly

from the spot where he had come to

rest, and he was struggling to his feet

in a dazed condition when Brett and
the gang thundered past.

One of the outlaws had charge of

Jake's horse, and this man stopped to

lend him a hand and help him into the

saddle. Meanwhile, up on the box-seat

of the stage coach. Montana had again
become a target for the guns of the foe.

atid lie quickly made up his mind to let

the vehicle's team of ponies keep going
until he had dealt with Gil Gillespie

Gripping a hand-rail at the side of

the coach, Montana lowered himself to

the footboard under the off door, and
promptly received a heavy blow in the
mouth from Gillespie's bunched fist.

Almost he was knocked to the ground
by the impact of thai vicious punch,
but he managed to hang on, and.
wrenching open the door, he forced his

way into the interior of the stae.e.

Gillespie grappled with him, and the
two men lurched to and fro in furious
conflict, watched by the anxious eyes

of Clem Morgan, who lav helpless on
the rear -cat, helpless and unable to

render any material assistance.

Both combatants were striving might
and main to gain the upper hand, but
the fight was singularly open, if only
on account of the wild motion of the
coach, and suddenly the pair of them
were pitched into a corner.
Montana was undermost, but he suc-

ceeded in heaving Gillespie away from
him, and he was on his feet once more
when the gang-leader came back at

him. Next second the ex-deputy had
whipped his right into action, and. with
blood spurting from his nose, Gillespie
reeled backwards.
The off-side door was behind him,

swinging open on its hincres, and the
outlaw nearly plunged through—only
saved himself by what seemed to be a

miracle. Then he threw himself to-

wards Montana again, closing with him
determinedly.
Neither Gillespie nor Montana was

aware of it, but at that very moment
the ponies harnessed to the stage were
approaching a sharp curve in the frail,

approaching it at a pace which spelled

disaster: and on the left-hand side of

that trail the ground now sloped away
into a dry, barren gully.

The horses reached the bend and took
it at headlong speed. The coach rocked
after them, but came up on two wheels,

and nil at once there was an Ugly splin-

tering of wood as the body of the
vehicle sundered itself from the front
portion of the undercarriage.
Over it went, bounding from the trail

and hurtling down the hillside with its

human freight !

(To be continued in another thrilling

episode next week. By permission of

Universal Pictures. Ltd., starring Buck
Jones and Muriel Evans.)
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Randy swung round from the bench.
"Billie," he exclaimed in a strained

voice, "somebody's tampered with the
motor! My supercharger's gone!

- '

- "Nobody's tampered with the motor,"
she informed him with exaggerated
calm.
"But look—the whole hook-up's been

removed !"

"I know it,
-

' she retorted. "I took
it off.''

"You took it off?" he gasped. "Why
did you do that?"
She took her hands from her pockets

to plant them on her hips, and her chin
went up.

" The Phantom happens to be my
boat," she said icily, "and this is my
motor. If I choose to race it without
your supercharger that's my affair."

Randy rather lost his head.
"Are you out of your mind?" he

cried. "Why, we've got this race
sewed up!"
"The Phantom's still pretty fast,"

she retorted. " I'll take a chance m
her and drive her myself."
"Oh!' snorted Randy. "Well, if

you wanted to drive her yourself, why
didn't you tell me?"
"It isn*t that'!" she snapped.
"Then what is it?" he demanded.

"What did you do it for? Mr. Gale will

be at that finish-line to-day, and if we
win "

"He and his daughter will un-
doubtedly be very pleased!" she com
pleted for him scornfully.
"Pleased?" howled Randy. "Do you

know what he's promised if
"

"There isn't a bit of use discussing
it !" she broke in, and glared defiantly
at Terry Devlin, who had just entered
the shed. " I'm not interested in Mr.
Gale, or his daughter

!"

"You're a little fool!" roared Randy,
and that so infuriated her that she
would have struck him in the face had
not Terry caught hold of her wrist.

"You'll find your invention in the
workbox over there!" she cried, free-

ing iter wrist to point a finger. "But
it's not going on my boat !"

With a toss of her head she went off.

and Randy blinked at her uncle, who
shrugged expressive shoulders.

" D'you know what she did?" Randy
vociferated.

"I sat up half the night with her,"
was the gloomy response, "trying to get

her to change her mind.''
"But why did she do it?"
Terry Devlin shrugged again.
"Well, of course, I can only guess,"

he said, "but something tells me that it

was because a certain young man broke
a date with her last night and took
another girl out to dinner."
"Aw, that's foolish!" growled Randy.
"Not to a girl," declared the older

and wiser man.
"I went to dinner with Nan Gale

last night because I had to talk to her
father before the race."
"Oh, you saw old man Gale?"
" Yes." Randy gave a brief account

of his conversation with WT
ilson Gale.

"He's going to be at the finish-line to-

day, and if we win he's promised to

install our rig on every car. he turns

out."
" Cmm !" grunted Terry. "That sort

of puts us in a hole, doesn't it
?"

"
( Completely

!"

"No, not completely. When I found
December 28th, 1985.
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out what Billie was up to I got busy
myself. I didn't want to see you left

out of the race entirely, so I dug up
another boat and a motor."
The cloud that had settled down upon

Randy's face lifted.

''Von did?" he cried. "Where is

»t?"
"Th;it boat ought to be here in about

five minutes, the motor's in the work-
shop. Thai gives you less than three
hours to get your hook-rip fixed."

Randy took off his coat.

"Let's get ready to go to work," he
said.

"Come on, then," said Terry. '"Let's

run Billies boat put of here."

The Phantom was run out to the
landing-stage and made fast there for

Billie to prepare it for the race, and
a few minutes afterwards the boat Terry
Devlin had managed to "dig up" was
towed to the other landing-stage by its

builder.
Bandy col to work upon it with a

v. ill after he had telephoned the race
officials. It was a boat very similar to

the Phantom in general appearance, and
its name was Santa Monica, but it was
a new boat, and there was no time to

trj it out. The motor, on the other
hand, was not by any means new, and
though it performed well enough on the
bench, Randy was not too sanguine con-
cerning its capabilities.

For hours he toiled, while the bay
was cleared for the race so far as the
course was concerned, and crowds began
(u gather at all sorts of vantage-points
along the water-front. Terry helped.
kneeling on the landing-stage, and at
last Randy announced with a sigh of

relief:

"Well. T guess that's the best we can
do."

''Better get some gas in. son," said

Terry. " Vou've only got about twenty
minutes before the starting gun. I'll

go and see if Billie's all set."

"Yeah.." said Randy, who was still

feeling sore about the whole business.

"Give her my compliments and tell her
1 hope she finishes a good second!"

'I'll do that, little thing," promised
Telly, and went off to the other floating

stage. "All set, Billie?" he called out.
"All but the oil," she replied, and he

went back to a store-room which George
Stone had visited that morning, before
daybreak, and returned with a can of

motor oil.

Nan ('.ale arrived in her car while
he was gone, and Billie watched her
jealously as she walked round the sheds
looking for Handy.

"Hallo, Nan!" hailed that .young
man. "Just getting ready to start."

"Dad's al the finish-line," she in-

funned him. "I'm going to join him
as soon as you shove oft."

"Well, hope for the best," he re-

turned, and the tone of his voice sur-
prised her.
'What's the matter?" she asked.

" You don't seem so cheerful to-day.
N ou're Mill sure you can win, aren't
lull V"

"No."*' he replied, "not sure."

"But you were yesterday! Oh,
Rahdy, you've got to win! This n

whole future!"
"I know what it means. Nan." He

dashed off into the store-room and ro-

luined with a new can of oil, which be
proceeded to use. and she stood watch-
ing him with worried eyes.

"Oh, I' can't imagine what's hap-
pened!" she exclaimed.
"Nothing's happened." he said bit-

terly, "except that Fve had to switch
•o another boat at the last minute!"

i> I • lll.rr .'Sill. 10S5.
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"Isn't this the boat you were driving
yesterday?"
"No, I've had to put my rig in this

new one without even testing her."
"Well, who's driving the Phantom?"
"Billie," he replied, and set down the

can and climbed into the boat.
"But I thought that

"

"I'll tell you about it later," he in-

terrupted. "I've got to pull out now."
"I'm still going to wish you lots of

luck, Randy," she assured him, and
went back to her car. >^

The Race

TEN speed-boats were competing in
the race, and in a very little while
they were all lined up in a row

some little way behind the pylon that
marked the start. On a stand specially
erected for the occasion, close to the
edge of the water, officials and favoured
spectators were gathered together, and
amongst the officials was an expert com-
mentator whose voice rang out from
loudspeakers all along the shore.

"Well, here we are, ladies and gentle-
men," he said, "under a blue sky, fac-

ing a lot of blue water. We are about
set for the start of the annual outboard
races. Last-minute information reaches
us that a switch in pilots is declared
that may upset all the odds."

There was a pause, and then

:

" The Phantom is not to be driven
by Randy Rogers, as previously an-
nounced, but by Billie Devlin, the mad-
cap of motordom. Rogers, in a late

entry, will pilot the Santa Monica, a
new boat of which very little is known."
Another pause while the commentator

used his binoculars,

"They are bunched together, ten
wingless birds, motors hitting perfectly,

all ready for a flying start. Billie

Devlin will be the only woman
entered."
A shot echoed and re-echoed across

the bay.
"There goes the gun!" cried the com-

mentator. "The boats leap towards the
line! They're off—and the race is on!
The little girl in the Phantom got away
to a slow start, but she's got a lot of
nerve and experience to back it up,
though."
The speed-boats flapped the water,

travelling at a rate that looked dan-
gerous, bunched together as they were.
But long before the conical buoy over
by the entrance to the harbour was
reached, Randy and Billie had drawn
ahead of the others. Even the com-
mentator became excited.

"There goes Randy Rogers opening
up!" he said. "He's pushing the Santa
Monica for all it's worth ! There he
goes—out in front! But Billie Devlin's
right on his tail! He's driving like a
madman! My word, just look at him
at that buoy ! Wow, be didn't miss it

by a foot!"
The supercharger was doing its work.

The buoy had been lounded, and Randy
came swooping back on the second lap
well ahead of all the other boats.

"He's making the water smoke!"
exaggerated the commentator. "Going
a mile a minute! He must have made
up a hundred yards by taking that wild
chance. Anything happens in a race
like this, folks.

"Here comes Billie Devlin from the
centre in I he back, trying to work her
way UP to the front. The leaders are

certainly selling a terrific pace. Oh.
boy, if they keep on travelling like this

we're sure going to see a world's record
set on this course to-dav!"

The last words were only just

uttered when thick black smoke began

tvery Tuesday

to ascend from the motor of the Phan-
tom and grew in density. Horrified
shouts rang out from all along the
water-front, pierced by the amplified
voice of the commentator.

"Something's wrong with the Phan-
tom 1 Billie Devlin's boat—the engine's
smoking! The—the Phantom's afire:

She's lost control!''

It was only^too true. Flames were
jetting the cloud of smoke and the
speed-boat was running erratically, caus-
ing other competitors to swerve in haste
to avoid it. Billie, at the wheel, was
almost blinded by the smoke, and as the
flames leapt up at her she shrank back.
But Randy had looked back to see

how the others were progressing, and
the mere sight of the smoke was enough
to tell him that it was the Phantom the
smoke concealed. What had happened
to the car had happened to tho boat the
unknown enemy had expected him to
pilot.

!

Without the fraction of a second's
hesitation he swung the Santa Monica
round in a great arc and went roaring
back to save the girl he suddenly realised
meant everything in the world to him.
"She's surrounded by flame!" cried

the commentator in a voice that cracked.
"But Randy Rogers has abandoned the
race to save her ! There she goes, over-
board !"

To fling herself overboard was the
only thing Billie could do. She had
no idea that Randy was at hand, but
with masterly control of the boat he
drove, he slowed down beside her as

she came to the surface, reached over
the side at the risk ef upsetting, and
hoisted her on board. Then he swung
the craft round and set off again
towards the pylon, one arm round
Billie's waist.

"What a gesture of sportsmanship !"

exclaimed the commentator. "Rogers
is back in the push, and—believe it or
not—he's trying to overtake the other
boats ! In my estimation it's a hopeless

job, for all the other boats are half a

lap ahead of him. But he's making the

Santa Monica hum!"
The pylon was reached and rounded

:

two labouring speed-boats were over-

taken, and two of the leaders crashed
into one another and overturned. The
Phantom was a mass of flames as Randy
shot past it, and Billie shivered.

"Jackson and Smith are leading."

the commentator boomed a few minutes
later, "but Randy Rogers is well after

them ! I've never seen anything like

this before. Rogers is carrying the

added weight of the girl, but he's cer-

tainly giving that boat the works!"

There was another spill, and then

Randy, who was round the buoy and
leading the way home, except for

Smith, whom he passed half a lap from
the finishing-line.

The nearest competitor was ' a full

quarter of a lap behind when the line

was passed and he cut out the motor.

The race was won, the future was
assured) and the enemy was defeated.

All along the water-front voices shor.'ed

themselves hoarse as the speed-boat

drifted and Randy and Billie looked

at one another.
Water was streaming from her overalls

and her face was as black as a chimney
sweep's, but she was supremely happy.
"Did it!" she cried; and then rap-

turously they hugged one another, and
Randy's face became dotted with the

imprints of two sooty lips.

(By permission of Columbia Pictures

Corporation. Ltd., starring Norman
Foster, with Mary Carlisle and Florence

Rice.)
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"WESTWARD NO"
(Continued from page 20)

QeooooseoocGceee*

men when, without warning, horsemen
came out of the forests that lay close to

the I rail. Men in blue shirts and riding
white horses. At their head was a tall

figure, and a cry of fright came from
Ballard's lips.

I'.allard, had not trusted anyone with
the -gold and was driving the prairie

'schooner himself. Wildly he lashed at
the hor>es in n desperate effort to
escape. He shouted to his men to stand
and fight—so that ho might get away
with his gold.

Ballard's men know that in flight they
had little chance as the White Riders
weje better mounted, so they made an
effort at fighting. Remorselessly the
Kiders swept down on them, rode them
!<lown and shot them down. When Red
fell with a bullet through his brain, the
remnant took to the woods.

John Wyatt had reserved Ballard for
himself: The scoundrel, hearing the
shots, thought for a moment that he
.v.is getting away from the fight. The
-cold might he all his. Then he looked
back and saw the tall rider on the white
horse. He seized a rifle and fired, but
the scobuer swayed too much for good
••hooting.

Every second John Wyatt drew
nearer, and Ballard tried another shot,
but the dust kicked up by tho hoofs
of the horses and the rocketing wagon
made his target a dim blurr.

A sudden spurt, and through the dust
John drove his horse alongside. His
arms shot out and gripped the sides
'of the wagon. Ballard lashed at his
sweating horses and then spun round
to find the reason of the strange sounds.
(fe saw John clambering on to the
wagon, and he lashed out wildly with his
whip.
John sprang forward and wrenched

the whip away. Ballard tried to draw
a gun, and that was wrested from his

hand, The old scoundrel fought des-

jperatelyV whilst the maddened horses
dished forward with the reins trailing
in the dust. Ahead the trail turned and
luisted, with a dl'Op of thirty or forty
feet to a diied-up stream that was full

of great boulders.

"At last we come face to face!"
Wyatt shouted. "I've trailed the West
1o find the man who murdered my
mother and father, *nnd now I've got
you '."

- Ballard cursed 'and snarled at Wyatt.
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Ujlhoul thought of himself ho charged
at Wyatt in an effort, to fling the younger
man off tho schooner.
John drove his fists to the flabby

body and knew that the fight was nearly
over. A lurch made him glance ahead,
and he saw the danger, but as he
moved towards the driver's seat, Ballard
gripped him round the waist. Kxerting
his strength, John broke the grip, spun
round and drove his fist hard to the
hideous features.

The schooner was at the corner. The
horses swung round at a mad pace and
the wheels went; over the edge. J»4m
Wyatt saw what was going to happen
and dived over the side of tho wagon,
twisting in the air to break his fall.

Every bone in his body was jarred
by the impact, and he lay there winded.
Vaguely he heard a splintering sound,
a yell of terror, and then distant
crashing.
John staggered to his feet. Ahead ho

saw two horses galloping with a broken
shaft trailing behind them. He peered
over the edge of tho trail and saw bits

and pieces of a smashed schooner, and,
sprawled near by, the figure of Ballard.

It was the end of tho trail for John
Wyatt.
John accompanied the Gordons down

the valley of the Black river.

"I am going back to my ranch. I

have been away too long," ho told

Mary, when open country had been
reached. "The trail is ended for the
White Riders—our mission finished."

"Then we may not see you again?"
Mary asked wistfully.

"I was aiming to ask a certain young
lady to marry me." John looked at her

closely! "But I'm far too scared to he
so bold. It would be terrible hard if

she should say ' No.' '.'
.

"Of course I don't know what you're
talking about, - John." Mary's eyes

twinkled mischievously and happily*

"But I've always wanted to go to

Northern California and be a rancher's

wife."
Thus did Joint Wyatt. seeking re-

venge, find great happiness.

(By permission of the British Lion Film
Company, starring John Wayne as John
Wyatt, Sheila Mannors as Mary Gordon,
and Frank McGlynn, Jun., as Jim

Wyatt.)

COMING SHORTLY
WALLACE BEERY

' and

JACKIE COOPER
in

" O'SH AUCHNESSY'S BOY "

(Continued from page 2,>

Daredevil Horse-leaping in New Picture

It looks as if the daredevil days of the
screen are back again. William Well
man, directing "Robin Hood of El
Dorado" for Metro-Goldvvyn-Maycr, is

reviving the wildest cowboy stunts of
the daredevil era of the wteen.
One of the wildest thus far reported

is the feat of a cowboy in jumping a
horse across a deep chasm a la tho very
best Tom Mix style Still another is a
Hying leap from the seat of a runaway
stage-coach to tho saddle of a galloping
horse. Three hundred horsemen partiei-
pated in a running gun-fight that is said

to have had its share of real as well as
reel thrills.

Appearing with Warner Baxter, the
star, are a number of the Lest known
daredevil horsemen of Hollywood, in-

cluding Hank Potts, Pardner Jones,
Yakima Canutt. Duke Gfreen, 30se
Uomingues, Lee Phelps and others who
have ridden high and handsome with
Mix, Bill Hart, the late Fred Thomson,
and other cowboy stars.

The story is based on the adventure-
some life of Joaquin Murrieta, the dash-
ing bad man of tho days of '49.

The Elephant Boy !

Patric Knowles. who. plays the lead in

the new Fox British picture, "Weddjng
Group," has a most original hobby—he
collects elephants

!

Ho has had this hobbj- for some time.

now, and he has over eighty "different

kinds of elephants. Some henas picked .

tip on his travels, bur most of them have f

been presents from friends who knew of
his collection. They range from minute'
ivory ones to great_ big ol(>ny unci teak
"tuskers "—there is even one that a

friend made from pipe-cleaners

!

At one time and another PaWfc-has.'
had a lot of trouble with his elephants.

The superstition is that they musi
always face the door of the room and
never the window. II they face the win- #
dow, all the luck will go out of it. If

was no easy task seeing that eighty
elephants all had their faces to the door,

and the maids who dusted Panic's room
always would put them back the wrong
way round. Eventually, he got so tired

of moving then that he banished all the

smaller ones to a cabinet, and kept only
the large ones about the room.

If the collection continues to inert

:,> the present late, Patric reckons he Wi'l

have to rent a wing of the British

Museum to house it within the next ten

yea rs

!
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A Flashlight Sets Radio Picture Studios
a Problem

When is a flashlight not a flashlight?

The answer to (his Hollywood riddle is:
" When it's in films."

Powerful a3 the modern commercial
hand lamp is, it fails to function on n

ilfh studio 6tage. In opposition to the
intensely brilliant spots and sun-arcs of

pioture-HiaKingi even when dimmed for

light scenes, the usual flashlight glows
Feebly and scarcely registers on the

Film.

Studio technicians therefore had to

perfect a new type of hand-lamp for

u=e in "Seven Keys to Baldpate," Gene
Raymond's first stalling picture for

Radio under his new contract, since

many flashlight scenes were called for

in the script of (he mystery farce.

This was accomplished by building a
tiny arc-light inside a regular flashlight

using carbons no larger than the
of a pencil, and giving the device

f
lower either from a miniature storage
tattery concealed tinder the users' coat,

or by running concealed wires to the
liar lighting circuits.

Several of these high-powered lamps
were constructed, and in the hands of

Gene Raymond. Margaret pallahan,
Krin O'Brien-Moore, Moroni Olsen,
Erie Blorc and other members of the
raft, proved highly realistic in the ex-

citing sequences of the picture.

The Studio Conjurer

"Props" must have one of the most
difficult jobs in a film studio. He never
knows what he is going to be asked for

next, and he is expected to produce odd
articles like rabbits out of a conjurer's
hat

!

The other day, on the set of "Wed-
ding Group," the new Fox-British
picture now in production at the
Wembley studios, the Scottish minister,

d by Alastair Sim, had to offer his

guest a cigar. After a little delibera-

tion the directors decided that the
ordinary cigar-box was not quite in

pel iodi

"Props," shouted the assistant

director, "get me a cigar-box, period
1853:"
"Props" looked rather bewildered at

Budden request, but after several

minutes of rummaging in his collection

ents, he returned with a varied
ment of boxes.

Sure enough, amongst the collection

there was one which proved suitable to

hold a minister's cigars, in the year
1853. Shooting continued—no one

<>d tii be impressed by " Props "

finding such a box at such snort notice!

" Extra " Go's a Break

The possession of a wrist-Watch proved
very fortunate for ono of the crowd

(in the " Ticket of Leave
at Elstree recently. In ono of the

cs John Clements, as "Lucky
Fisher," a gentleman-crook in flight

frorri the police, is seen standing by the

waiting to go tip to .meet
Doiolhy Boyd on (ho second door. \

is watching him. lie quickly
January 25th, 1936.

NEXT WEEK'S LONG

COMPLETE FILM DRAMAS

BORIS KARLOFF
IN

" THE BLACK ROOM "

Because ot a legend in the De Berghman
family to the effect that, when twins
were born, one will kill the other, a
room in which murder has been done
is bricked up after the birth of Gregor
and Anton. But Gregor grows up to
become a fiendish tyrant—and the
Black Room takes its toll. A powerful

melodrama.

" BARBARY COAST

"

San Francisco in the early days of the
Gold Rush. A haunt of gamblers and
rogues, until the Vigilantes rose in

protest, defying law and order to

establish the law. A tense drama,
starring Edward G. Robinson, Miriam

Hopkins and Joel McCrea.

also

Another grand episode of the serial :

" THE ROARING WB8T "

Starting Buck Jones and Muriel Evans.

looks at his watch, jumps into the lift,

slams the doors in the detective's face,

and the lift whizzes up.
When rehearsing this action, Mr.

Clements took a slim gold hunter from
his waistcoat pocket, but Mi'

Henkinson, the director, decided that a

Wrist-watch would be more in Beeping
with the character. "Somebody loan
me a Watch, please," he said, and a

crowd player stepped forward.

Win n tho scene had been made, Mr,
Clements was about to hand the watch
back to its owner, but (he director

interposed. "You'll have to keep ii

right through tho sequence now, he
; aid.

In order that the watch and it s owner
should be available at all times (he

extra, who was originally wanted only

for one day, was engaged for the rest

of the week.

From Prop-boy to Director

Five years ago Charles Barton was
one of the many prop-boys at tho
Paramount studios in Hollywood.
Which means that he spent his time
fetching and carrying and doing odd
jobs.

Now lie has become a director. Ho
made "The Last Outpost," which
features Cary Grant, Claude Bains, and
Gertrude Michael.

For nearly three years he spent his

spare time hanging about the executive
offices at Paramount, and at last his

chance came. The studio decided to

film Zane Grey's "Wagon Wheel
Charlie got the job of assistant din -

and within three days the director fell ill.

So the job was handed over to (his

young man, who is not much over five

feet tall, and he made such a good
picture, especially in the out-of-door
camera work, that when the studio pur-
chased "The Last Outpost" it was
handed over to him right away.

It Happened One Night

This, they tell me, is true.

It happened to one of the gag-men

—

he particularly desires his name to be
withheld—who was working on the new
Jack Buchanan—Fay Wray comedy,
"When Knights were Bold." for

Capitol Films. He had spent the week-
end with his wife, who was away for a
short holiday.

He reached his home from the studio
on the Monday night, let himself into

the empty house, thought he heard
-. went to investigate, and found •

himself pinioned in the arms of two
buiglars.

They tied his hands and his feet.

One of the ruffians said to the other:
" How about a gag?"
The gag-man misund. -stood.
" Sure. Have you heart! about (he

old Etonian at Haiar "

But then .the rubber truncheon fell.

Fogged !

•l Clements, leading man in

"Ticket of Leave," the new Paramount
production just completed at Elstree, is

nothing if not obliging.
!',n mg to leave the studios after

working late the other night the pin

were confronted by a thick foir. and
Mr, Clements offered Dorothy Boyd, the
leading lady, a lift home in his car.

After an hour's crawl through the foggy
lanes they found themselves not in

London, but at St. Albans. On the
return trip they ran out of petrol,

e\ initially arriving home at four a.m.

However, they were both on the set

and all ready made up by 9 a.m. nest
morning. They kept themselves awnko
during the next day, when not on tho

set, by singing comic Songs, despite the

id lack of appreciation by George
it, Wally Patch, Max Kirby and

embers of the cast.
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Danny O'Hara is a trial to his brother Pat because he persists in managing unprofit-
able boxers instead of getting a regular job. Worse still, he falls in love with the girl

Pat hopes to marry ; and his latest " champion " becomes unfit to fight at the crucial
moment—with highly dramatic results. A first-rate yarn full of laughs and punches,

starring James Cagney and Pat O'Brien

"A
False Alarm !

DAB of batter I can let you
have," Mrs. O'Hara informed
Mis. Adams across the well that

divided the kitchen of her flat from the
kitchen of the flat occupied by the neigh-
bour who was always borrowing things,
"but it's only six egg* that I've got in

the place, and those I'll be needin' for

breakfast.
"

Sharp-featured Mrs. Adams expressed
her gratitude in rather a lukewarm
fashion, being disappointed about the
eggs, and Mrs. O'Hara left the window
she had opened to get the butter, which
she wrapped in grease-proof paper and
placed in a paper bag.
An Irishwoman of very ample propor-

tions, she was the mother of three grown
sons for whom she lived and laboured,
and she did not believe in disturbing the
slumbers of those sons a moment earlier

in the morning than was absolutely
necessary; for which reason she was
none too pleased with the woman who
had made quite a lot of noise to attract
her attention.
From the brick wall beside the open

window to the brick wall across the well
there stretched a double clothes-line, on
pulleys, for the benefit o f both tenants
of the tall apartment-house. Mrs.
O'Hara pegged the paper bag to one
of the ropes, and with the other hauled
it across the chasm to the borrower, who
detached it and shouted

:

"I'll be paying you back thi6 after-
noon."
"Whist, woman!'' rebuked Mrs.

O'Hara. "Haven't I asked you not to
shout so loud at this time o' the
cnornin' ?"

Mrs. Adams, possessed of the butter,
could afford to retaliate, and did so.

"Well, it's time they were up, any-
way!" she vociferated.

"Let me be the best judge o' that!"
flamed Mrs. O'Hara. and she closed the
window with violence to find that the
kettle on the stove was whistling and
that the clock in the sitting-room was
striking seven.
She put coffee in a metal pot and

added boiling water, then went out from
the kitchen into a wide and carpeted
passage and knocked on a door.
"Pat!" she called. "Are ye up?"
Pat O'Hara, eldest of the three sons,

raised his red head from a very comfort-
able pillow in the bed-room beyond the
door.
"Coming right out, mother!" he

called hack.
"S-s-sh!" she hissed, afraid lest her

youngest son Danny should be disturbed.
"Now sec that Mike gets up."

Michael O'Hara was fast asleep and
snoring peacefully in an adjacent bed.
Lying on his back with his mouth open
he did not look a particularly brilliant

specimen of young manhood, out in his

more active moments he was quite a

capable member of New York's Fire
Brigade. Company B.
Pat el id out from between the sheets.

stretched his arms, shed his pyjamas,
donned a pair of blue trousers issued to

him by the police department of New
York City, and viewed the sleeping
beauty from the edge of his own bed
as he put on his boots.

"Hi, false alarm," he barked, "out
of the feathers!'

9

A louder snore was his only reward,
and he rose to pull the bedclothes off

his brother and to shake him by the

shoulder. Mike opened a pair of bleary
blue eyes and blinked them owlishly.

"Oh," he muttered. "Oh, all right,

Pat— all right, Pat !"

The blue eyes became closed again,

the mouth open. Pat shook the recum-
bent form more vigorously than ever.

"Come on!" he commanded.
"All right, Pat," Mike murmured

sleepily. "All right, I'm wide awake!
I'm wide awake!"
He sat up and yawned.
"I'm wide awake!"
"Stay that way," said Pat, and in his

vest and trousers went off whistling to

the bath-room at the end of the passage,
when- he proceeded to wash, to shave,

and to brush and comb his dishevelled

red hair.

Mis. O'Hara greeted him as he passed
the door of the kitchen, broke four eggs
against the side of a frying-pan, dropped
a piece of eggshell into the coffee-pot

to clear the beverage it contained, and
presently stole to the bed-room door to

listen for sounds of activity within.

No such sounds reaching her ears, she
went into the room—and there was
Mike, fast asleep on the top of the bed-

clothes.

"Oh dear, oh dear!" she lamented.
"Oh, you would fall off! Michael!
Michael! Wake up!"
Mike stiired, but did not waken,

_
so

his mother went to a washstand behind
the floor, and with a knife thai was in

her hand smote a water-jug which stood

empty in its basin.

The effect was almost electrical. Mike
shot out of bed on to his feet before he
even opened his eyes.

"Oh!" he cried. "Oh—err—hallo,

mother! I—I thought that Mas the

alarm."
"Not so loud," she enjoined. "Hurry

up and come out. You're late!"

"All right, mother!"
She went out, whereupon he tumbled

back on to the bed; but in less than two
minutes she returned and stood over

him.
January 25th, 1030.
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"Get up !"

Mike obeyed with reluctance, and the
bed was stripped.
"And stay up!"
"All right, mother,'' yawned Mike.

"All right."
This time he discarded his nightshirt,

as soon as she had gone, and put on his

official trousers and boots. He went out
to the bath-room, but the door of the
bath-room was shut and bolted. He
banged a fist on it and shouted

:

"Come on, Pat! What' re you doin'

in there? Makin' your will ? Hurry up !

Give someone else a crack at it, will

you?"
There was no response from inside, but

Mrs. O'Hara came running out from the

kitchen.
"S-s-sh!" she warned. "S-s-sh!"
"It's not fair, ma," complained Mike.

"It was my turn to be first this morn-
ing !"

Mrs. O'Hara called out, but not too
loudly

:

"Patrick, you hurry out of there!
Are ye shavin' ?"

Tho door was cpened, and Pat ap-
peared with a comb in his hand and a
towel over his shoulder. He tapped
Mike's massive chest with the comb and
grinned at his mother.
"No, sweetheart!" he boomed. "I'm

just combin' my hair."
"S-s-sh!"
He frowned at her.
"Mother, what is all this keep quiet

business?" he demanded.
"Well, Danny was out late last night,

and he's still asleep," she replied.

"Oh, Danny was " Scorn changed
lo consternation as Mike dived past him
into the bath-room and slammed the
door. "Hi I"

But the bolt was shot, and he had
to finish his toilet in the bed-room.
A few minutes later, completely

dressed in his uniform, he sat down at

the table in the living-room, and Mike
arrived in his uniform with a cap upon
his head. Mrs. O'Hara, serving the fried

eggs from the pan, perceived the cap.

"Take off the hat!" she said sharply.
The cap was transferred from Mike's

dark-brown head to the tablecloth.

"Not on the table!"
Mike restored the cap to his head and

regarded with aversion two fried eggs
upon his plate.

"Aw, eggs again?" he said dismally.
"Look, mum, ain't you got a steak or
something? We had a three alarm fire

last night.
"

"A steak?" bridled Mrs. O'Hara.
"What do you think this is, the Ritz?
You'll eat it and like it—and quiet, both
of ye !"

Pat, who had been glowering at a
vacant chair on the other side of the
table, sprang to his feet.

"Now look, mother!" ho exploded.
"Danny's no different than the rest of
us—except he won't work! I'm gonna
get him up out of bed!"

"You'll do nothin' o' the kind," de-
clared Mrs. O'Hara. "lie's a growin'
boy and he needs his strength."
"She's right, Pat," said Mike, nod-

ding his head sagely. "Don't you re-

member he didn't even have the chicken-
pox until he was six years old!"
At that moment a door was slammed

out in tho passage, and Mrs. O'Hara
exclaimed :

"He's up! Now I hope the both of
you are satisfied!"

Pat Loses His Temper

DANNY O'HARA had emerged from
a bedroom in trousers, boots, and
a skimpy \ est. He was a couple

of inches shorter than Pat, slenderer of

build than Mike, and the youngest of

tin; three. Like Pat he was a red-head,
January 26th, 1936.
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and like Pat he had an Irish temper

;

but there the resemblance ended.
Having slammed the door behind him

he opened it again and looked anxiously
into the room, then closed it quietly,

sailed away into the living-room and
saluted his mother.
"Are you all right, Daniel?" she

asked.
"I am now," he informed her gaily.

"Being greeted first thing in the mornin'
by the most beautiful woman in the
whole world. Give us a kiss!"

"Go away wid ye!" laugheo Mi».
O'Hara, but she gave him a kiss and
was hugged. He had more blarney than
cither of the others, and in that respect
took after his dead father.

Pat looked on with scornful eyes, and
Danny made a face at him.

"What's the row?" he inquired.
"You guys been at it again?"
"No," snapped Pat, "but you and

me'll be, if we don't come to some under-
standing."
"Now, Patrick!" chided Mrs. O'Hara,

and she stood between the two brothers.
But Danny neither needed, nor sought,
protection.

"Wait a minute, ma," he said.

"What's on your mind, sour-puss?"

"When are you gonna get a job?"
shouted Pat.
"Why, shame on ye, Pat!" cried Mrs.

O'Hara. "Takin' that attitude towards
your brother an' all. Has he ever done
anything to either of ye to hurt your
feelings?"
"I don't know about that, mother,"

remarked Mike with his mouth full of
fried egg and buttered roll. "When I
had tho mumps, who stood in front of

me and sucked a lemon?"
"Be quiet, Mike!" commanded Mrs.

O'Hara.
Danny walked round to the vacant

chair and occupied it with an air of
dignity. Pat resumed his seat and
began to devour his breakfast, and
presently all three were feeding. But
what Pat had said rankled, and Danny
looked across the table.

"Say, what's the idea of starting all

this business about me gettin' a job?"
he demanded.
"Because," replied Pat, "I'm figuring

on gettin' married."
"Why, Pat!" exclaimed Mrs. O'Hara

in astonishment. "You ne\ er even told

me. you had a girl!"

Pat seemed to be a trifle embarrassed.
"Well, mother," he said, "I was

goin' to. I—I only met her a couple
of weeks ago."
"This is kinda sudden," said Mike.

"I'll have to think this over."
"Congratulations," said Danny

brightly, and stretched a hand across the
table—a hand that was ignored.

"Forget, tho congratulations and find

a job!" Pat snapped at him. "You're
gonna have to help out, after I laave

here. You've been gettin' away with
it long enough!"
"He ain't gonna give up his career,

no matter how long he lays around,"
Mrs. O'Hara declared stoutly.

"Oh, career mc foot!" snorted Pat.

"If he could make any money handling
prizefighters he'd be a genius!"
"With the fighters he's had," supple-

mented Mike, "he'd have to bo a

magician!"
Danny nursed his chin and check with

the rejected hand.
"I'm just lettin' you guys talk!" he

jeered.
"And you know yourself, Pat," de-

fended Mrs. O'Hara, "Lucian O'Malley
wasn't bad at all, until he got into the

ring."
"And then he was indifferent," com-

mented Mike.
"Yeah," said Pat. "And that—that

E\|ry Tuesday

Haymaker Hayes." He laughed deris-
ively. "There was a lulu, too!"
"He went two rounds in Perth Amboy,

didn't he?" challenged Mrs. O'Hara;
nut unfortunately Mike remembered that
New Jersey battle, and he chuckled:

"That's light, ma—flat on his back!"
"Ho made the hay all right," said

Pat reminiscently, "but you could never
get him out ot it!"
"I ought to know," said Mike. "I

was in his corner."
"That was just the trouble," Danny

retorted. "He had three men against
him—the referee, the guy he was fight-

ing, and you !"

"Aw, forget the alibis!" Pat flipped
an impatient hand. "You gonna take
that, police examination, or not?"
"Not!"
"It pays fifty dollars a week," said

Mike. "Of course that ain't as much
as we firemen get, but at least

"

"You keep your oar out of it,

Michael!" Mrs. O'Hara interrupted.
"Of course, Danny, Pat could help you
an awful lot if you would let him "

"D'you want me to be a cop?"
howled Danny.
"Well, that's up to you," she con-

ceded. " Though, Danny, I—I was a
a little hurt when you wouldn't take the
Civil Service examination to be a letter-

carrier."

"Don't want to be a postman!" said
Danny.
"Let me tell you something!" roared

Pat. " There's lots worse things than
bein' a cop!"
"But I don't want to be a cop!"

Danny vociferated.
"No, you don't want to be a cop!''

Pat leaned forward over the table, a
fine figure of a policeman who had lost

his temper. "What d'you want to be?"
"I don't want to bo a cop!"

Mike pushed back his chair and rose.

"Aw, this is too much for me," he
growled. "I'm goin' down to the fire-

house where there's a little peace and
quiet. Good-bye, mother!"
He went off in disgust, and Pat threw

down his serviette and rose stormily to

his feet.

"Will you take that examination and
at least try to get on the force?" he
roared.
Danny screwed up his face.

"Oh," he derided, "I have to be a
rop just so you can get married, eh?"

Pat clenched a fist, but Mrs. O'Hara
caught at his arm.
"Let him alone, Pat!" she enjoined.
"Okay, mother!" Pat tossed his

head. "I'm always wrong. I give up!"
He made for the door, but she called

him back.
"Did you ever see your father, drunk

or sober." she asked plaintively. ."go
out of that front door without kissin'

me good-bye?"
Ho murmured apologies, kissed her,

and rammed his peaked cap on his head.

Then, in the passage, he opened tho

front door of the flat; but she ran after

him.
"Oh. Pat!" she cried. "Pat, you

were jokin' about gettin' married,

weren't yon ?"

He turned with a sheepish grin. She
stood no higher than his shoulder, her
^^ .list had disappeared with her youth,
and at fifty-five she was more than
merely plump; but her face still bore

a measure of the beauty that had been
hers when she had married a man in

far Donegal, and she was his mother.

Whatevei resentment he felt against

Danny he could not visit upon her, nor

could he deceive her.

"Well," he admitted, "I really haven't

asked her yet. She's a swell girl,

though."
"She's got a mighty fine fellow.

I'-
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That was pleasant in his car?, and he
kissed her for it.

"I "think you'll like her," he said, and
added with pride: '"She's Captain Jack-
son's daughter "

Mrs. O Hara's brown eyes widened,
but there was no girl in all the world
too good for any of her three sons, at all

events, in her estimation.

"Pat," she said, "do me a favour!
Bring her up to supper tonight—I'll

hare something special!"

"All right," nodded Pat, "I'll try and
get her to come. Of course I—I den't
know her awfully well yet, but I think
she will. Good-bye, mother."

Mrs. O'Hara went back to the living-

room to clear away the breakfast things.

and she was washing-up in the kitchen

when she saw Danny mount a chair in

the passage v. ith a piece of screwed-up
newspaper in his hand. She went out to

him.
"What are you doin' up there?" she

asked curiously.
"It's a secret," he informed her, and

wedged the paper between the striker

and the dome of an electric bell on the
wall above the front door, then descended
beside her. "Say, listen, mum—have
you got something nice for breakfast?
Something like a—like a big steak, for

instance ?"

"Are you that hungry?"
"No. no." he laughed, "it's not for

me It's for a guest."
"A what?"' she asked blankly.

He held her fat arms, danced her
along the carpeted passage.
"Ma," he exulted, "at last my luck-

lias changed! I've got a champ!"
"What, another one?" She broke

loose from him. "You and your
champs.'"
"On the level, ma," he insisted.

"He's in my room—he stayed with us
last night."

It was not by any means the first time
Danny had brought alleged champions
'mine with him to roost.

"What's his name?" she inquired.

"Carbarn Hammerschlag," he replied.

She repeated the surname without any
idea that it was German for the sparks
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that fly when a blacksmith is at work
and asked if he were a Russian.
"No," said Dann}-, "he's a con-

ductor."
"I thought you said he was a fighter!"
"Well, he is! He licked three men

down at the car barns last night

—

knocked out all three of 'em in two
seconds !"

"He did?" breathed Mrs. O'Hara.
"Why?"
"Well, you see the inotorman forgot

and rang the bell. Oh, I'm not kid-

ding)" You see, he—he's just a little

bit peculiar. He used to be a fighter,

but flopped, and now every time he hears
a bell ring he starts slugging."
"If he's so good, why did he flop?"
"Bad management."
"And you got him? Well, I can see

his tioubles are over!"
Danny put the chair back in its place

and "followed her into the kitchen.

"Now. look, ma, look," he wheedled,
"here's what you do. Yon wrestle up
a big steak, and some—er—some hot
cakes, and I'll tell you what I'll do."
"See that he eats them, I suppose?"

she returned dryly.

"No, oh no, better than that. What
I'm goin' to do for you I wouldn't do
for anybody else in the whole world!
And here's what it is! For fifteen bucks
I'm goin' to give you a piece of Carbarn
Hammerschlag !"

The offer was not appreciated. His
mother had opened the pantry door, but
she turned to smite him on the chest.

"Oh. no you don't!" she cried. "When
you got Die to put the rent money on
' Tiddleywinks ' O'Malley, that was the
end !"

"But, ma, you haven't seen him yet

He's terrific! I'll go and get him right

here!"

The "Champ " !

CARBARN HAMMERSCHLAG had
risen from the spare bed in Danny's
room, but had got no farther than

the edge of it. where he sat with his

elbow on his knee and his chin in his
hand, recalling the events of the night
before.

He was a big fellow and a broad-

shouldered one, but he did not look like

a professional boxer. He was full of
face, weak of mouth, and had a nose
of such proportions that it ought to have
been broken to justify Danny's faith in

him.
He heard that young man's voice at

the door, but did not budge or even
answer. Danny entered the room, but
stopped short as his gaze encountered
the thoughtful figure.

"Oh, excuse me, Champ," he said hur-
riedly. "Excuse me! I'm sorry!"
He sped back to the kitchen.

"What's he doing?" inquired Mrs.
O'Hara.
"Thinking." Danny replied.
" For one of your fighters that sounds

encouragin'
!"

"I'm tellin' you. ma." said Danny
with enthusiasm, "he's a potential gold-
mine! With my management he's a
(inch for the title !"

"So «as Haymaker Hayes," she re-

minded him. " Where will this gold-
mine light ?"

"Well—er—I'd like to get him a shot
at the Garden/'
"What?" Only i'\^ most famous

boxers appear at the stadium in Madison
Square Gardens, and Danny had flown
a trifle too high.
"Bui— er— he'll take^'oheu's Barn in

Jersey City," he said. "Now, look, ma,
you get that steak ready, and ['11 gel

him light out here. Go ahead!"

Off to the bed-room he went again.
and this time he interrupted the thinker's
meditations.
"Come on. Champ." he said, "I want

yon to meet the mother."

Carbarn Hammerschlag rose up in his

underclothes, and Dannj seized upon a
gaudily patterned dressing-gown and
helped him info it.

"Come on," he said again. "She's
gettin' breakfast ready now."
Carbarn permitted himself to

piloted as far as the door, but stopped
there to yawn prodigiously and to

stretch his arms.
"This way," said Danny, and tugged

him along the passage into the kitchen,
where Airs. O'Hara turned from the

If he could make any money handling prize-fighters," snorted Pat, " he'd be a genius
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stove to contemplate the alleged gold
mine and was introduced.
"How do you do, Mr. Hammcr-

schlag?" she inquired. "Danny's been
telling me ho thinks you stand a good
chance for the title."

Carbarn shook hands with her.

"Mother," he boomed, "when he says

'thinks' he's bein' pessimistic! Feel
mo biceps!"

"I'd lather take your word for it,"

she decided. "I'm fixing you a steak."
The " gold-mine " frowned at the

frying-pan.
"What, no mushrooms?" he said.

"Oh, Champ!" Danny intervened.
"You want to wash, don't you? Come
on. I'll show you the bath-room."
"Not me, pal," protested Carbarn

with vehemence. "Every time I wash
in one of those things I get embarrassed.
Gimme a sink any day!"
He made for the k.itchen sink, found

some liquid soap there, and turned on
the tap.

"I'll get you a towel," said Mis.
O'Hara. and she went off to the linen-

cupboard, pursued by Danny, who asked
her eagerly what she thought of him.

"Well." she replied non-committally,
"he's got plenty to say."
"Just think," urged Danny. "I'm

offering you ten, per cent, of him for

fifteen dollars !'^fc
Mis. O'Hara found a towel.
"Why, I've only got fourteen, " she

said.

"Ah-h!" Danny waggled a finger at

her. "There's that wee bit o' Scots
comin' out again! It's a bargain?"

"I'll think it over. Fancy, that's the
last clean towel ! I never can keep a
towel in this place !"

Danny returned to the kitchen with
the towel to find Carbarn bared to the
waist and washing vigorously under the
limning tap. He gave him the towel
and told him he would dig up a suit.

"You can't wear that conductor's uni-
form any more," he said.

"Just give me a sweater," suggested
Carbarn. "I can still wear me con-
ductor's pants."
Dann3> scurried off to the bed-room

Pat shared with Mike, and his mother
was still at the linen-cupboard when ho
emerged from if carrying a lounge suit

of a very pronounced check pattern.
She stared after him.
"Hi, what are you doin' with Pat's

best suit?" she called out.
"Why, I—I'm taking it to the

cleaners," Danny responded—and took it

into his own bed-room.
When he returned to the kitchen his

mother was turning the steak in the fry-
ing-pan and Carbarn Hammerschlag had
dried himself and was buttoning his vest.
Down in Seventh Avenue a motor fire-

<ngine passed the apartment-bouse with
clanging bell, and to Mrs. O'Hara's
astonishment the boxer suddenly adopted
a fighting attitude, striking out in all

direct ions.

"Here, here, what's the matter with
you '!" she gasped.
Danny swept up behind the excited

tram-conductor and pinioned the waving
arms with his own.
"How d'yoa like him now, ma?" he

asked.
"How do I like him?" gurgled Mrs.

O'Hara. "I'm gom' to get the fourteen
dollars !"

The Qirl in the Case

IN common with a number of other
officers attached to the second pre-
cinct of New York's Police Depart

meat, Pat lined up for duty in the
I'on situated in Greenwich Street. A
sergeant appeared from another room
and spoke to the desk sergeant who had
been addressing the men collectively.
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"O'Hara!" barked the desk sergeant.
"Here," returned Pat.
"Fall out, O'Hara! Right face! For-

ward march!"
Pat deserted his colleagues to approach

the desk.
"Captain Jackson wants you to report

to him before you go to your post," he
was informed.
"Okay," he said with a salute.

"Thanks."
Ho went back across the room to a

door labelled
4

"Captain W. W. Jack-
son," and he turned the handle and
stepped into a plainly furnished office,

the principal feature of which was a mas-
sive desk, set almost in the middle of the
floor.

"You sent " he began, and
stopped short to gape at a very beautiful
brown-haired girl who was occupying the
captain's leather-covered armchair be-
hind the desk—a girl in a white hat and
a striped frock who saluted him mock-
ingly.

"Hallo, Lucille!" he exclaimed.
"A very fine entrance," said she.

"It's too bad father wasn't here to see
you. He might have promoted you!"
"I'm just as glad he isn't," declared

Tat, moving nearer to the desk and
perching on it. "I'd rather talk to you,
anyway. How long's he gonna be
gone ?"

"Only a minute," she replied. "I
came down to wheedle some shopping
money out of him. And got away with
it!"

"Yeah, I'll bet that was tough—all

you had to do was smile once!"
"No, twice to-day," she corrected.
"I wish you were around when we're

tryin' to get something out of him!"
"Is he that bad?"
"Well," said Pat, "you don't take

after him. You know I was gonna "

"Sorry to keep you waiting, honey,"
said a well-known voice behind him, and
he sprang up and stood to attention.
"Hallo, Pat!"
"Good-morning, sir," said Pat.
Captain Jackson, an elderly and nearly

bald-headed man with a blob of a nose
and a pair of shrewd eyes as blue as his
daughter's, walked round the desk and
sat down in the chair Lucille had
vacated;

" You've met Mr. O'Hara ?" he in-

quired.
"Oh, yes," nodded Lucille, and was

handed some money.
"Huh! Now run along and see if you

can spend it all."

She thanked him and tripped away
towards the door, which Pat opened for
her.

"Wait for me outside," he whispered.
She smiled and vanished, and he

turned to face his superior officer.

"You sent for me, sir?"

"Yes," Captain Jackson replied.
"Last night tho commission appointed
me general chairman of the Annual
Police Benefit."
"Well, I'm glad to hear it, sir," said

Pat. eager to escape.
"They recommended that you be

given charge of the programme. Spoke
very highly of the way you worked last

year's benefit, and I agreed with them
that you were probably the best man for
the job."
"Well, thank you, sir." Pat seemed

to be on pins and needles. "But there
— er—there are plenty of men in the
department who could handle it much
better than T."
"Nonsense!" quoth tho captain.

"You can do it. I've already put you
in charge."
"Well, I'm only too glad to help out

the show, as far as that goes, but I

—

er
"

"What's the matter with you?" asked
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tho captain gruffly. "Have you gotta
go some place ?"

"No, no, no, sir," stammered Pat.
"I-er—I "

" Well, for heaven's sake stand still I"
"Yes, sir." Pat did his best to obey.

"Is—er— is that all. sir?"
"No! What's this business of my

daughter calling you ' Pat ' ?"
Pat gulped.
"Me?" he asked innocently.
"Yes."
"Oh, well—well, you see, Lucille—er—

Miss Jackson—she went to Coney Island
the other night, and—er—well, of course,
she being your daughter, I thought
maybe I'd better look after her!"
"Huh!" Captain Jacksou looked stern

"From now on I recommend you to
concentrate on the benefit. That's all."

"Y-yes, sir." Pat saluted and dived
out at the door; whereupon the cap-
tain's features relaxed and he even
grinned behind his hand.
Outside the station Lucille was wait-

ing at the wheel of a smart two-seater
which had probably cost her several
smiles. Pat crossed the pavement and
leaned over her.
"I wanted to ask you something," he

confided. "I couldn't very well do it up
there. I had a tough time getting away
from your old man—I mean your dad."
Lucille laughed gaily and asked what

it was he wanted to ask her.
"Mums wants you to come up to

supper to-night," he blurted.
"Why, I'd iove to come!" she de-

I clared. "What time?"
"Oh, seven o'clock," he said de-

lightedly. "I finish at six-thirty, so I'll

pick you up."
"No, don't do that," she protested:

"It wouldn't give you much time. I

can drive over all right. What's the
address?"

"One-eight-two-four Seventh Avenue.
I'll be waiting for you out in front."
"All right." She waved a hand and

pressed the self-starter. " See you at
seven."
Pat clicked his heels and touched his

cap, then went back up the steps into
the police-station. At the earliest op-
portunity he rang up his mother, in the
privacy of a telephone-box, and in-

formed her joyfully that Miss Jackson
was coming to dinner.
"Oh, isn't that nice!" exclaimed Mrs.

O'Hara, all of a flutter. "I'll 'phono
Mike right away to be .sure and get his

hair cut on the way home."
"All right, mums," approved Pat.

" and look, do me a favoui-
, will you ?

Tell those lugs not to mention the fact,

that I'm goin' to marry Miss Jackson.
As far as that goes, why can't Mike and
Danny eat out to-night?"
That last suggestion in no way met

with Mrs. O'Hara's approval.
"Aw, look, Pat," she objected, "I

couldn't ask the boys to eat at a lunch-
room—and besides, I'd like to show
them off a little to Miss Jackson."

"All right, honey," surrendered Pat.

"but for goodness' sake show Mike the

difference between a knife and fork, will

you ? And for once in his life have him
eat those mashed potatoes without a

tablespoon !"

"Sure, I've been meanin' to speak to

him several times about that, Pat,"
declared Mis. O'Hara, "so you don't
need to worry. Tonight I'll absolutely

sec that he eats them with a teaspoon."

A Chance Encounter

LATER in the morning, while Put
was functioning as a policeman in

the streets of New York City, Danny
and his new protege I ravelled uptown
by train, wearing sweaters, and pro-
ceeded to do some road-work in the resi-

dential district of Yonkcrs.
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Carbarn Hammerschlag had many
pounds of superfluous flesh, and as the

two trotted side by side past spacious

lawns and fine estates it was he who
panted, not his trainer, and Danny
talked to divert attention from mere
physical discomfort.
"Is Hammerschlag your right name?"

he inquired.
"No,"' ^ras the reply. "Me right

name's Hoiskerwitz, hut it was too hard
to say. so I changed it to Hammer-
schlag."
"Oh!" Danny considered that point

while several hundred yards of roadway-
were covered. Then: "Come on. get

those legs up high!" he barked. "Move
those arms! Come on!"
"I wish I could worry," announced

Carbarn presently.

"Why?"
"Because then all I'd have to do would

be to sit down and take off weight."
Lawns gave place to fields and trees,

with hills in t lie distance. Carbarn re-

marked plaintively that the scenery was
"swell." A riding establishment loomed
up on the left, and he turned his head
to gaze appreciatively at two girls in

riding-habits who were talking together
beside a horse.
"Oh, listen, Champ," said Danny,

"there's something else I want to say
to you. You'll never get. anywhere if

you get. a dame on your mind, so from
now on don't forget that wine, women
and song, as well as late hours, are out !"

"Don't be foolish, pal," growled Car
barn.
"Take Robinson Crusoe, for instance."

expounded Danny. 'lie didn't have
any women in his life, and look what
it got him ! They wrote a book about
him! Now come on and get those legs

up higher! Move those arms!"
Carbarn raised flagging aims, and his

fisi; moved up and down with the move-
ments of his legs. The riding-school was
left behind, but he was gelling tired and
he coveted a rest.

"Hi. an accident !" he exclaimed a few
minutes later.

An open two seat cr was stationary at

the side of the road and a girl was
evidently underneath it. since a pair of

silk-clad legs an8 part of a skirt pro-

jected near the off-side rear wheel.
Danny stopped, and Carbarn stopped

beside him.
"Give me a hand to gel her out," said

Danny.
Carbarn grabbed hold of one silk-clad

leg, Carbarn grasped the other, and a
highly indignant girl was dragged
screaming from underneath the car and
sat up. She was Lucille Jackson, but,

of course, they were not to know that.

"Well, what's the big idea?" she
stormed.
Danny leaned weakly upon I he back

bumper; Carbarn, with his hands on his

hips, achieved a sickly grin.

"Excuse us, lady." he mumbled. "We
thought you was ran over."

"Well, I'm not!" cried Lucille. "And
if you'd had any sense at all you'd have
looked under the car to see what I was
doing!"

"If you're goin' to get sore about if,"

said Danny, "we can put yon right hack
underneath there without any trouble at

all."

"If you're so strong," retorted Lucille,

"I'll just lie down and you can push the
car over me !"

Sho picked up a jack which she had
been trying (o adjust under the back
axle, and they saw that the tyre of the
off-side rear wheel was flat.

"Here, let me do that," said Carbarn.
"You'll spoil your dress."

"It's spoiled already!'' she snapped at
him, and Danny straightened up with a

wry expression on his face.
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Danny leaned weakly upon the back bumper. " Excuse us, lady,"

mumbled Carbarn. " We thought you was run over !
"

"Come on, Champ," he said. "Let's
get going."
But Carbarn was obstinate.

"I'll have this bus jacked up in a

second," he declared.

"Thanks!" Lucille rose to her feet

and beamed at him. "At least, you're
a gentleman!"
"Sure." agreed Carbarn with becom-

ing modesty. ".The name is Carbarn
Hammerschlag. You'll hear a lot about
me pretty soon."
He knelt to place the jack under the

axle, hut it was evident that he was no
expert, and Danny called out to him to

mind his fingers.

"Got a pair of gloves?" inquired Car-
barn with a languishing smile for the
girl in distress.

She said at first that she hadn't, then
remembered that there were a pair in

the dickey, in her golf-bag, and sho
went to open the dickey.

"But the lingers are cut off," she
said.

Danny became impatient, thrust Car-
barn aside, and knelt to adjust the jack.

"Can I help you?" asked Lucille.

"To do what?" he growled with his

head under the car.

"To bear it all."

"Aw, you're so sweet!" he jeered;
and she turned her back on him and
regarded Carbarn with critical eyes.

"Yon must have a marvellous
physique, Mr. Hammerschlag," she
murmured.
"Well, I don't want to brag," said

the ex-conductor of tram-cars, "but at

thj trolleymen's picnic, when I took off

me bath-robe and stood in the sun wear-
in' a pair o' shorts, you should-a heard
the chatter of the ladyfolks."

"Were you boxing?" inquired Lucille.

"No, I was in the potato race."

While these two were becoming quite
friendly Danny jacked up the car, re-

moved the off-side wheel and substituted
the spare. Tt was a very warm day
and he perspired freely in the process;
also he. acquired considerable greasy dirt

upon his hands and a smudge upon his

nose.

He completed his task to find Lucille
and Carbarn seated side by side on tho
running-board, and Carbarn smoking a
forbidden cigarette which Lucille had
given him.

"I hope T haven't kept you wait in'

too long," he said with sarcasm.

"Not at all. pal." drawled Carbarn,
puffing a cloud of smoke. "Take youl
time."
"Throw that away!" thundered

Danny.
"Huh?"
Danny knocked the cigarette out of the

offender's hand into the dust, and
Lucille realised that she had made \

mistake.
"I'm sorry," she said contritely. "It's

my fault. If I'd known he was in train-

ing I wouldn't have offered it to him."
" Forget it," said Danny with a wave

of his hand. "Your ear's ready. Come
on. you—up on your feel !"

Carbarn rose with manifest reluctance.

but Lucille, who had decided thai she

liked Danny after all, cried out:

"Wait a minute! You look awfully

warm, and I've got a thermos flask full

of cold lemonade."
Danny declined the offering, bui Car

barn announced that he was thirstj

"I'll get it." said Lucille, and she

ran round the back of the car to get the

ilask. Danny pushed Carbarn down on
to the running-board again and com
nianded him to stay there.

"You're in training'." he barked.

He joined Lucille at the door bj ill'

wheel and he drank from the flask she

pressed upon him.
"Are you always so disagreeable

when you fust meet people?" she asked
with a pout.

"No," he replied, "but this is serious.

Here I've gol a fighter who's supposed
to be in trainiu'. and it's not for him
to do garage work, drink pink lemonade
or smoke cigarettes. Why, smoking -

plain poison !"

"You're convinced of that?" she

asked, restoring the flask to the pocket

on the door. "Then you'd better gel

to him, because he's taking another
dose."
Carbarn's head was invisible from

where they stood, but a spiral of smoke
was ascending from the other side of

the car. The half-smoked cigarette had
been retrieved from the dust.

Danny flew round to the breaker of

rules.
" What are you doin' with that?" he

shouted.
"Throwing it away." Carbarn res-

ponded, and he dropped the end.
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Danny ground his heel upon it.

" Up on your feet !" ho ordered.
" Up on your feet ! Start runniiv

now !"

Carbarn rose, but did not run.

"Thanks for helping me," said

Lucille.
"You're very welcome,'' said Danny.
"Hi, gimme a swig o' that lemonade,

will yon'.'" clamoured Carbarn, but sin-

shook her head.
" No, I won't!" she informed liiui

firmly. " You're in training !"

Dani>y caught him on the nose with

a back-bander, and then the road-work
was resumed.

The Missing Suit

MIKE was the first to reach home
that evening, and he had duly-

had his hair cut. His mother
marched him into the living-room and
proceeded to give him lessons in table-

manners till at last he complained that

he had so many things to remember
1) is ears were buzzing.
"Is that so?" said she, grimly.

" Then we'll start all over again I"

They had started all over again when
Pat burst in upon them.
"What's the matter'.''' he snapped at

Mike. "D'you have to ring a fire

siren for you to answer? Hallo,
mother !"

"Did you forget your keys, then?"
inquired Mrs. O'Hara.
"No," replied Pat. "but I wanted to

see how the bell'd bo answered when
Lucille—er—when Miss Jackson got
here."
"You'd better tip Danny off, then,"

said Mike, "for he's liable to yell
' What d'you want? ' or something un-

couth."
"Oh, and I suppose you'll be all right,

eh ? Listen, do me a favour. I'm tryin'

to make an impression to-night, so lay

off (hose wisecracks of yours!"
"Don't worry, Pat," said Mrs.

O'Hara. "Everything's goin' to be all

right."
"Well, I'm goin in to change my

clothes," he announced. "If you hear
the door-bell be sure and take off your
apron."

" Patrick !"

across to her
iable?"
She had taken a lot of pains over the

table, and was pardonably proud of it.

A bowl of flowers formed a centre-piece.

Pat assured her that it was fine, and
went off to his room; then she retreated

to the kitchen to ice a big cake, she had
made for the occasion, and Mike pre-

sently followed her there.

" If this Jackson gal don't hurry up
and get here pretty soon," he com-
plained. "I'm gonna crack under the

--I rain !"

His mother gave him'the knife with
which she had been smoothing the icing,

and he licked it with avidity.

"One thing more, Michael," she said.
" Not a word to Miss Jackson about Pat
goin' to marry her."

" I get it !" he nodded slowly.
" Everybody's on to it but her! That's
pretty rich !"

"He wants to surprise her," Mrs.
I >'

1 lara explained.
"Surprise her'/ He'll knock her

.old!"
Pat's voice, was heard from (he bed

room, and Pat himself appeared in the
doorway wearing only his underclothes.
"Where's my suit?" he demanded.
"Oh!" Mrs. O'Hara looked startled.

" Why. Danny took it to the cleaners
tarly this mornin'."
"But I had that suit pressed and

eleahed yesterday!" exploded Pat. "I
wish Danny'd let my stuff alone! It's

seven o'clock now, and "
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Mrs. O'Hara called him
" How do you like my
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A rapping at the front door caused
him to break off in consternation.
Lucille had arrived, in a check frock
with a white collar, and had tried to

ring the bell, just as Pat had tried to

ring it. but then had used her knuckles.
" 'That's her now!" he gasped.

"What'll 1 do?"
"Oh—oh, you hurry and get dressed,"

said Mrs. O'Hara, all in a fluster.

" I'll let her in."

She went to the front door, forget-

ting about her apron, and Pa,i fLJ to

the bed-room. But Mike had got thero

first, to change his clothes and the door
was fastened.
"Mike, Mike! Let me in!" yelled

Pat, hammering on the door. " I

haven't got any. clothes on ! You
feather-brained cluck, let me in !"

Mrs. O'Hara was admitting Lucille,

and in a panic Pat dived into Danny's
room.
"Mrs. O'Hara?" said Lucille sweetly.

"I'm Lucille Jackson."
"Oh, how d'ye do?" purred the Irish-

woman. "Pat's been tellin' me many
nice things about you, but I can see now
with me own eyes he hasn't said half

enough."
"Oh, that's very charming of you,"

murmured the visitor.

The front door was closed and Mrs.
O'Hara led the way to her own bed-

room. Pat, looked out from Danny's
and ducked back again.

"You can take off your things in

here," said Mrs. O'Hara. "The boys'll

be home in a minute. Dinner's almost
ready."
Mike, ha\ ing opened the bed-room

door and found no Pat outside, walked
along the passage looking for him. His
head appeared, furtively, and he said :

"Get mc some clothes, will you?"

"Get 'em yourself," said Mike. "No
body can see you."
Pat stepped forth, but before he had

progressed very far his mother's voice

reached his ears.

"We'll go into the parlour and wait
for the boys," she said.

" Get back !" warned Mike. "Get
back ! I'll get you some clothes !"

Pat scuttled into the bath-room, bo-

cause it was nearest, and Lucille was
conducted into the sitting-room, which
Mrs. O'Hara always called the "par-
lour," a comfortable sort of room, and
one really worthy of more stylish furni-

ture than it contained. Lucille sat

down in a chair near a piano, and Mrs.
O'Hara sat, facing her.

"Patrick's been tellin' me," she con-

fided incautiously, "that you and him
were figurin' on gcttin' married. Oh
dear, I wasn't supposed to say anything
about it I"

"Is that so?" laughed Lucille

"Well, did Pat say who we were get-

ting married to?"
Mike conveyed an overcoat fo the

bathroom.
"Couldn't, get, me a cane to go with

it, could you?" asked Pat with scorn,

but ho was glad even of the overcoat
and put it on. "Is -he lookin'?'' he
asked anxiously.
"No," said Mike. "It's all right:

conic on !"

The door of their bed-room was
reached. but it was closed, and
appeared to be fastened.
"Th— thai was your idea," faltered

Mike, "to put a spring lock on this

door."
Pat put his shoulder to the door in an

effort to burst, it open, and the noiso
brought, his mother running out, from
the sitting-room with Lucille close

behind her. It was an embarrassing
moment, but Lucille waS amused.
"Hallo, Pat!" -he gurgled. "Going

out?"
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" Why—er—no— y es—er—I—cr "

Mrs. O'Hara took the situation in
hand.
"Hurry up and get dressed, Pat,"

she said. "Dinner's almost ready.
Come, darlin'!"

Lucille went back with her to the
sitting-room. Mike turned the handle
of the bed-room door, and to his amaze-
ment the door opened.
"Well, can you beat that?" he ex-

claimed. "It wasn't locked at all. It

must have been stuck, eh?"
"Get out of here!" roared his brother.
So Mike went off to the sitting-room

and there did his best to entertain
Lucille while his mother was busy in

the kitchen, and he was showing her the
family album when Pat appeared,
dressed once more in his police uniform.

" Sorry to keep you waiting," he said,
"but I wasn't long, was I?"
Lucille looked him up and down, and

she said:
" Did it take you all that time to wash

your face?"
"No," he replied. "I—I took a

shower."
"What d'you mean—a shower?"

scoffed Mike. "All you did was to take
your uniform off and put it on again.
What d'you want to lie to the girl for?"
"Dinner is served," Mrs. O'Hara

opportunely announced from the living-

room.

Carbarn Hits Out !

MIKE was the first to reach tho
dining-table and he sat down in
his accustomed place; but in the

nick of time he remembered his lessons
and sprang up to offer Lucille a chair.

All four became seated, and apart,

from offering hot peas to go with cold
salad, and eating his own peas with a

spoon, Mike did not behave too badly.
Half-way through the meal he produced
some slips of paper from a pocket.
"Want to buy a couple of tickets to the

Firemen's Ball?" he asked Lucille.
"I'm takin' her to the ball," said Pat.
" Well, do you want to buy a couple

of tickets?"
" Got mv tickets."
" Well, that's what I call loyalty!" said

Mike bitterly. "Wouldn't even buy a
couple o' tickets from your own
brother!"
"Go out and sell 'em," retorted Pat,

"like I do."
"All you gotta do," complained Mike.

" is to go around and tell a guy he's
parked wrong, and he's gotta buy a
ticket. I can t go around burning down
houses just to sell tickets!"
The front door slammed, and the wad

of paper which had put the electric-bell

out of action fell to the floor. Danny
had entered the flat with Carbarn, and
Carbarn was wearing Pat's suit.

"When do we eat, pal?" he inquired
anxiously.
"You go ahead and wash, and I'll find

out from mother," Danny replied, and
be walked into the living-room while his

£6 made for the kitchen .-ink.

Mrs. O'Hara rose hurriedly from the
table as Danny approached it. She saw
that he was staring at Lucille and that

Lucille was staring at him.
"Oh, Miss Jackson," she said, "may I

present my youngest son Daniel?
Danny, this is Pat's girl."

"We've already met," said Danny
with a broad grin.

"Yeah?" snapped Pat. "Where?"
"Dannv fixed a Hat tyre for me on

the road this morning," explained

Lucille.
Carbarn walked into the room at that

moment, and Pat's attention became
diverted to the rerj conspicuous suit

whioh encased him. Mrs. O'Hara
introduced the alleged champion, who
laughed.
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"Pleased to meetcha again. 'Miss Jack-
son," he said ; and then Pat rose up
in anger and stalked round the table.

"What is this? What is this?" he
howled. "Oh, my suit went to the
cleaners, eh?"
An accusing finger pointed, and

Danny tried to wave it away.
"I'll tell you about it, Pat," he said

glibly. "I can explain everything."
"I don't care what it was!" shouted

Pat. '* What right have you got to lend
out one of my suits?"
"That's a hot one!" cried Mike, and

laughed in a most, unseemly manner.
"One of his suits!"
"Patrick! Michael! Danny !" shrilled

Mrs. O'Hara. "Will ye stop liftin' join
voices?"
The front door bell rang stridently,

and Carbarn Hammersehlag seemed
suddenly to go mad. Lucille cried out
in alarm as his fists shot out to left and
to right; but Pat received a jab to the
jaw that sent him crashing against a side-

board, whence he collapsed to the floor

with a wounded head as well as a
measure of concussion.
Mike tried to defend himself, but was

knocked nearly silly and sprawled on the
carpet. Danny, who knew more about
the noble ait than either of his

brothers, evaded all the blows aimed at
him and socked Carbarn on the. nose,
then gripped his arms and tried to force
them down.
"Stop that bell!" lie bellowed.
Mrs. O'Hara flew to the front door

and dealt with a persistent messenger-
boy who had come to the wrong flat.

The bell ceased to ring, and Carbarn
became, quite tame again.
But the. damage was done. Pat was

carried to bed unconscious, and a doctor
was summoned by telephone, and then
Danny raised Mike to a sitting position

and held Mrs. O'Hara 's smelling-salts
under his nose.
Mike muttered incomprehensible

things, opened his eyes, and blinked at

his brother.
"What started that?" he asked feebly.

"I—I remember you."
"How does your head feel now?' 1

inquired Danny. "Any better^"
"Like it was hit by a freight train."
Danny looked up at his mother and at

Lucille, ,£fro very agitated women.
"Oh, it's marvellous!" he rejoiced.

"Yon know, he's got an awful lot o'

power in that, right of his! Why, that

punch didn't travel more'n sit inches."
"Don't kid me!" wailed Mike. "He

brung it up from the basement!"
The doctor came, a spectacled prac-

titioner who managed not to exhibit, any
surprise at what he was told, and Pat's
head was bandaged and his senses were
restored.
"What kind of a club did that guy

hit me with?" was one of his firs)

questions,
"Is he all right, doctor?" asked Mrs.

O'Hara with a tremble in her voice.
"Yes, he's not badly hurt," was the

reassuring reply. "Just keep him quiet
to-night, and don't let him get out of
that bed. I'll see him to-morrow, and
we'll take the bandage off then. Good-
night."
After the doctor had gone Mrs.

O'Hara went to look after Lucille, and
Danny took her place beside the bed.

'•'I'm awfully sorry this happened,
Pal," he said, trying not to.grin.

"Oh, shut up!" groaned Pat. "I
ought to punch you right in the nose! I
bring a nice girl home to dinner and ask
you guys to behave for once in your
lives, and what do I get? You turn

joint ii

on-drunk
stand on his heels!'
"What d'you mean?" challenged

Danny, his sympathy completely

the joint into a trainiu' stable for
punch-drunk prize-fighter that can't
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evaporated. "You don't feel so good."
Mrs. O'Hara returned to announce

that Lucille had decided to go home,
and since Pat was not fit to escort her.
Danny had offered to do so instead.
Pat objected strongly, but Lucille put
her head into the room to say good-bye
and accepted the substitute.

"All right, then," capitulated Pat.
"Good-night, Lucille. Pick you up to-

morrow night at nine o'clock without
the bandage."
She shook hands with him and then

with his mother.
"Gpod-night, Mis. O'Hara." she said;

and added, with unintentional iron] :

"I've had such a nice time."

She had parked her car in a yard at

the side of the apartment-house and she
and Danny descended to it. Danny in-

sisted on driving, but instead of pro-
ceeding straight up Seventh Avenue- to-

wards Yonkers, he. swung right into
Houston Street, and thence into Broad-
way.
"I guess I shouldn't have brought

Cat barn to the flat to-night, eh?" he said
with a laugh.
"He's quite an athlete." murmured

Lucille.

"But you won't hold that against Pat.
will you?" he went on. '"Pat's a swell
guy—make you a grand husband, too!"

Lucille sat up.
"Danny." she said in rather a

strained voice, "you and your mother
have somehow got the wrong impression.
Pat and I have never talked about get-
ting married."
"Nojf" Danny glanced round at her

in surprise. "Well, what's that big dope
been talkin' about, then?"
"I don't know."
Broadway was reached, and not far

ahead—on the right—an illuminated
sign proclaimed the presence of "Joe's
Supreme Steak House/"
"You're in love with him. aren't

you?" asked Danny.
"No!" she instantly replied, and into

that one word was compressed much.

"No?" Danny let forth a whoop of
joy "Say, that's something!" He took
one hand from the wheel to point. "Tel!
me. does that sign read the same to you
a- it does to me?"

"I'll say it does," she responded.
There was a garage quite neat to

Joe's Supreme Steak House. The two-
seater was deposited in it, and Danny
and Lucille repaired to the rather
crowded establishment and were pro-
\ ided with a separate table at which
they devoured steak, fried onions, and
chips with much relish.

As they ate they talked—mainly about
Carbai n 1 (ammerschlag.

"If only he could uncork thai right
of hi-, in a match, some night." declared
Danny, "it'd be blankets for the other
guy."
Joe Gardner, proprietor of the place

and himself a former pug, visited their
table to ask what they thought of the
steaks.

"Fine!" Danny assured him. "Fine!"
"They oughta be." declared tin-

broken nose, I caterer. "'They're ground
out of the finest Kansas City steer heel

Say, you oughta drop in some night .mil

trj one of our top sirloins. Bring yom
wife with you."

Lucille burst out laughing.
"Everybody seems to be set on getting

me married !" she cried.

"Well, it ain't a bad idea." returned
Joe, in no way abashed because he had
made a mistake. "I've been married
twenty years."
He drifted away to another table.

"What was I talkin' about?" said

Danny, his face rather flushed and hi'

eyes very bright.

"Carbarn Hammersehlag," she re-

plied, apparently completely mistress of

herself. "I don't know how you can
forget him so easily."

"No," he agreed. "No. T—well,

what I wanted to say—er—that is

well, you know, he's hopeless when
there's a woman around. Why, right
now he's talkin' about bieakiu' trainin'

An accusing finger pointed, and Danny tried to wave it away,
tell you about it, Pat," he said glibly.
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because he wants to go to the Firemen's
Ball!"
"I don't blame him," said Lucille.

'It's going to be a lot of fun. Pat's

asked me to go with him."
"He has?" Danny frowned, then

grinned. "I'll probably see you there-

I—er—I always take mum, because she

—ei—she likes the brass buttons and the

band, and all that. Oh, you finished?"
"Uhuh," nodded Lucille.

He drove her home in the moonlight,
but the moonlight was not apparent till

they had left the brighter electric lights

of Broadway behind. Then she nestled

closer against him, and he—full of

poetry that could not be expressed—
ducked his head towards hers and said:

"Swell night, isn't it?"
"Beautiful," she whispered.

After the Ball

THE Firemen's Ball took place at the
Central Hall three nights later,

and from the point of view of most
of those present it proved an exceed-
ingly enjoyable affair.

_
The Firemen's

Band provided appropriate music, and
the vast floor was crowded with dancing
couples.

Mrs. O'Hara, who went with Danny,
wore her best lace frock for the occasion.

Lucille went with Pat, and she looked
positively bewitching in a low-cut gown
of pale grey satin, while he was re-

splendent in evening clothes.

Some of the firemen were in (heir

uniforms, but Mike wore a dinner-jacket

suit he had hired and would have been
highly pleased with himself if he had
known how to dance and his shoes had
not pinched.
Danny rescued his mother from him

ii: the middle of a i'ox-trot, whereupon
he practised all by himself—to the con-

siderable inconvenience of other dancers.

Ai the end of the fox-trot Pat left Lucille

with him and claimed his mother for a

waltz, but no sooner had the waltz

started than Danny pounced.
"Shove over, Nijinski," he said, and

sailed away with Lucille, while Mike re-

treated to a palm lounge and removed
his troublesome shoes.

"How's your pal Carbarn?" Lucille

inquired as she and Danny circulated.

"Oh, I had to lock him up at home,"
was the reply. "I was afraid to let him
loose with all these fire bells around.
But look, don't let's talk about Carbarn
to-night."
"That's all we've talked about before,"

Lucille reminded him.
"Yeah, but this is different." He

piloted her skilfully in and out amongst
the other couples on to a balcony under
the stars. "It gets awful hot in there

with all those firemen around, doesn't

n?"
"Uhuh," nodded Lucille. "But I'm

having a grand time."
"I'm beginning to feel I shouldn't

have come at all," said Danny.
"Why?"
"Well—er—aw, forget >t!"

He leaned over the parapet of the

balcony beside her, tried to talk about
unimportant things, and broke off in

the middle of a sentenre to exclaim:
"Oil, what's the use? I may as well

say it and get it over. You know, I've
I.ecu fallin' for you ever since that first

day on the road, and—er—well, I can't

get you off my mind. I can't think
p.boul anything- else."

" You are in a bad state," she said

sj mpathetically.

"I'm in an awful slate," he declared,

ind pulled her round to look into her
yes.

"So -am T, Danny," she whispered.
She was in his arms, and he was kiss-

ing her, when Pat came striding out on
to the balcony. The expression on his
January 26th, i'J3c.
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face alarmed Lucille, who gave vent to
a startled "Oh!" but he looked out
across the city and he said

:

"Well, what d'you know about that?
You can almost see the tower of the
Empire State Building from here!"
"Yeah," said Danny, "we were just

saying the—er "

"Smoke?" Pat whirled round with
a packet oi cigarettes in his hand almost
as though it were a gun, and Lucille
cried out:
"Pat, lePs stop it! Danny, will von

please go inside ? I want to explain
something to Pat."

"It— it's not up to you to do any ex-
plaining," Danny protested.
Pat turned to the open doorway, but

paused there.
"I'm goin' to see if I can find mums,"

he said. "See you later." He glared at
Danny. "And I'll see you later!" he
added significantly.

He disappeared into the building, not
in search of Mrs. O'Hara, but in search
of the bar; and it was in the bar that
Danny found him with a mug of beer
in his hand.
"Say, listen, Pat," he pleaded, "just

let me explain."
"Explain?" Pat banged down the

mug and struck him violently in the
face.

Danny clenched his fists to hit back,
but dropped them again.
"All right, Pat," he said hoarsely.

"If that's the way you want it!"

He went back to Lucille, but Lucille
insisted on going home after he had re-

ported what had happened. He saw her
to her car, but both Pat and his mother
had disappeared when he went back into

the hall, so he -went home himself.

Pat and his mother were already there.

Carbarn was sleeping peacefully in the
spare bed, but Pat had changed into the
check suit and was gathering together
his other possessions in his own room.
It was evident that Mrs. O'Hara knew
ah about the affair, for she was follow-

ing him tearfully from cupboard to dress-

ing-table when Danny looked in at the
door.

" To think that a girl could come be-

tween two brothers," she lamented.
"And the hard thing about it is that

Lucille is a good girl. What are you
lookin' for, Pat—socks ? I mended two
pairs and put 'em in the second drawer.
That's Mike's drawer you're lookin' in."

" What's goin' on here?" inquired

Danny as he entered.
"Get outa here!" Pat bellowed at him,

and Mrs. O'Hara implored him to go to

his own room. But Danny would not
go. ...
"Just a minute, ma, please," he sa*d.

and went over to his brother. " Will

yoti stop actin' like such a dumb-bell ?

If anybody's gonna leave this place it's

gonna be me!"
Pat flung down a tie io threaten with

his fists, but Mrs. O'Hara thrust herself

"between her two sons.
" Pat !'" she sobbed.
"You rotten little chiseller!" Pat

shouted over her shoulder. " You
haven't been any good since the day you
were born !"

Mrs. O'Hara had her own Irish

temper. She smacked his face for that,

then wept because she had done it.

"That's okay, mum," Pat told her
gruffly. "I guess I had it comin'."
"Say, look, let's be sensible about

this thing, ma, will you?" pleaded
Danny. " Pat's tho bread-winner. He's
the guy that gets the dough, and I

haven't got a job or anything. Besides,

there's
"

"Danny," whimpered his mother.
" will you stop ?"

"Well. I think it'd make it a whole
lot simpler all round if I went out and
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got a room some place for a while,"
Danny persisted.
"Do you really want to go?"
Danny looked at his scowling brother

and nodded.
"Yeah," he said, and went off to his

own room to pack.
His mother followed him there and

tried to persuade him to stay till the
morning at least; but he was adamant.
"Oh, no, there's no sense to it, ma,"

he protested. "It'll only start more
trouble. And look heie, will you stop
worryin' about me ? I'm not goin' to
leave the country!"
She made him 23'omise to come to

see her every day, or, at least, to tele-

phone, and she asked him how he was
fixed for money.
"All right," he declared. "I'll get

along fine."

"You wait here," she said, and went
off to a little bureau in the living-room
where she kept her savings. But when
she returned with some notes for him
he had gone.
Miko came home about an hour later

to find Pat lying on his bed only half-

undressed.
"What's the matter?" he asked, sur-

veying the prone form. " Why don't
you go to bed? And say, what's the
matter with mother? She didn't meet
me at the front door."
"Oh, I don't know," growled Pat.

" She's tired, I guess. She danced a
lot to-night."
"So did I," said Mike. "My feet's

killin' me!"
He sat down to remove the offending

shoes, but seemed reluctant to shed his

hired garments.
"You know, Pat, I ought to buy a

suit like this," he remarked.
"Yeah." Pat rose from the bed.

"I'll be back in a few minutes."

He went off to his mother's room,
and, as he had feared, she was still up,

a huddled figure in a rocking-chair.
"Why aren't you in bed, mother?"

he asked huskily.

"Oh, it's easier to think sittin' up,"
she replied.

"Aw, come on. let's forget it. I'll

go out and bring Danny back."
She shook her weary head.
"No, Patrick, it's no use," she said

sadly. "He's stubborn like his father.

Lucille is a darlin' sweet girl, and i

understand how you feel."

"And I understand how you feel," he
returned. "Danny's your pet. You
don't think you're foolin' Mike and me,
do you ?"

She wiped her eyes with a handker-
chief.

" Xo, Patrick," she protested, "Danny
isn't my pet. I love every one of you
alike. Maybe I show a little more to-

wards Danny because—well, because he's

th<> youngest."
"Sure, I know," he nodded. "Now

do me a favour, will you? Go to bed,

sweetheart—you must be awfully tired."

"All right," she promise. "1 will."

Deception—and the Truth !

NEXT morning Danny, who had spent
the night in a cheap lodging-house,
called for Carbarn Hammerschlag

ami whisked him off to the Broadway
Gymnasium, which was not in Brafcdr
w ay, but in Beeker Street. Tho pro-

prietor, who was more or less of a friend,

had been prevailed upon to provide
them with quarters on a strictly business

basis.

Carbarn's training was continued there,

as well as on the open road, and Danny
visited his mother, or rang her up on
the telephone, every day, as he had
promised,
A week elapsed, and (hen, since the

Annual Police Benefit was drawing very
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He's sick," said Rex Martin with a grimace, " and he's passed out I
"

near, Pat was released from his ordinary
duties to concentrate upon the pro-
giamme. One of the Features of the
benefit was to be a fifteen-round boxing
contest at the Yankee Stadium, and
Captain Jackson suggested to Pat that
it would be a very big (haw if Joe
Delancy, the middle-weight champion,
could be induced (o take part in it.

Pat interviewed Doc. Mull ins, the
champion's ugly manager, and bj ap-

pointment Joe Delancy met the captain
in his office to discuss the matter. Doc.
Mullins went with him, and Pat was
present as well as two uniformed ser-

geants.

Delancy, a curly-headed fellow of fine

physique, wanted to keep in with the
police, but was not at all eager to tight.

"I'm williu' to appear and help the
boys out," he said vaguely, "but you
know how it is."

Doc. Mulling, with n big- cigar in his

mouth, hastened to explain.
"You see, Joe's not in such very good

shape."
"In other words," suggested Pat

bluntlv, "you want a setup! Is that

it*"
''Nq, no," protested the champion.

"I just don't want to go in for a long
trainin', that s all."

Doc. Mullins elaborated the point.

"Wo don't want to make it a waltz
without music," he said with an expres-
sive gesture, "yet at the same timo you
can't expect, a champ, to go in tho ring
looking off form."
"You want someone not so tough to

beat, eh?" suggested Captain Jackson.

"That's tho idea." agreed Delancy.
"Okay!" boomed Pat. "I've got just

the guy for you ! He talks a great fight,

but lie can't punch his way out of a
paper bag!"

Doc. Mullins inquired the name of this
very desirable opponent, but on being
given it declared that he had never heard
of bun.
"Who has?" said Pat. "He's just

some slut; my brother picked up.
Punches guys around car barns."

"That sounds okay to me," decided
Mullins in quite a satisfied way, and Joe
Delancy looked relieved.
"He'll do," he said.

Captain Jackson shook hands with him.
"Good," he said. "Pat, tell Danny

to come in and we'll sign up articles,"

Pat made a grimace.
"Oh. no, captain," he objected.

"You'd belter handle it yourself.

Danny and I ain't talkin'."

The captain raised bushy brows at

him.
"Oh." he said slowly, "I see! All

right, I'll deal with it. Thanks, Delancy,
for the favour."
A policeman was sent in quest of

Danny and the articles were signed.
Practically all the newspapers, next
morning, carried a story of the projected
fight, and Carbarn's training was intensi-

fied at the Broadway Gymnasium.
Not without complainings, however.
"Can't we lay off this?" he asked

lugubriously, as he and Danny lay side
by side on the floor, in their shorts, with
their legs in tho air. "I ain't gonna
hit the guy with mo feet!"
"Will you stop your crabbing?" re-

torted Danny. "You've got the chance
of a lifetime for a build-up. After you've
boxed the champ. I can get you a match
any place."
"Yeah," said Carbarn, waving his

feet, "but why do I have to practise
lyin' on me back ? I ain't gonna fight
the guy from this angle."

"You hope!" Danny stood up.
"Come on—on your feet! Get the
skippin'-rope!"

They skipped together, while in a
ring across the floor two other future
champions sparred at one another, and
the proprietor of the place dozed in a

chair with a towel over his shoulder and
a bucket of water at his feet. All about
the big room pupils were hard at work.
"How about givin' me five minutes to

get me wind?" panted Carbarn, aftei

the skipping-ropes had been abandoned;
but Danny grabbed up a pair of hoNing
gloves.

"No wind?" he cried. "Here, gel

these gloves on! Come on!"

In the sparring bout that followed
Danny hit hard and often, shouting
instructions all the time. A hefty blow
struck liiimc on a sensitive ear, and Car-
barn losl his temper and jabbed with hi-

right to such good purpose that his tutor
wenl du\\ n on his hack.
"How's that?" shouted Carbarn.

"Beautiful." declared Damn', bound
ing up again. "Come on, rubbing-table
next

!"

Carbarn, flat on a rubbing-table, was
protesting loudly at the way he wan
being handled by greasy hands when
one of the attendants pushed his way in

at the swing-doors and approached. '

"There's a dame outside wants to see
you," he stated.

Carbarn jerked himself into a sitting
position.

"Who, me?" he demanded eagerly.
"Tell her I'll be right out!"

"Not you, you dope!" snorted the
attendant. ''•'She wants Danny."
Carbarn sank down again, and Danny

covered him with a blanket, enjoined
him to lie still, then went out into the
hall of the gymnasium. Lucille was
waiting there, a little felt hat perched
on her brown head and furs round her
shoulders.

"Hallo, Lucille!" exclaimed Danny.
"Surprise, eh? Want me to show you
around ?"

"No. thanks," she replied gravely.
"I want to talk to you. Danny, is it

true you've left home?"
"Who told you that?" lie demanded.
"My father. What did you and Pat

quarrel about?"
"Oh, about things in general!"
"Danny, was it—was it about me?"
He admitted that it was, and to his

dismay perceived tears in her blue eyes,
January 25th, 1936.
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"Don't you think you're being very
silly?" she asked, trying to control her
voice. "Oh, I know it's partly my fault,

but just because we were on a balcony
in the moonlight, and I let you kiss me,
is no reason lor you to think I'm madly
in love with you. You and Pat had no
reason to quarrel on my account. I'm
not in love with him, and I'm not in

love with you. What you're fighting

about, I don't know !"

Danny staled. She looked quite as

upset as he felt, but it did not occur to

him to doubt her words.
"Well," ho managed to say with an

effort. "I—I guess that's that."

"I'm sorry, Danny," she murmured
wretchedly, and turned and fled.

She had left her car outside, and she

drove away in it to the flat in Seventh
Avenue, where Mrs. O'Hara was almost
as surprised to see her as Danny had
been.
"Come right into the parlour, honey,"

she said, "and make yourself at home.
You know, you'll have to excuse the
place, because it's right in the midst of

cleaning."
The sitting-room was entered and the

blinds were raised, letting in the early

spring sunshine.
"I always keep the shades down to

fool the moths," Mrs. O'Hara explained
with a smile for her beautiful visitor.

"Sit down, and I'll go and make a cup
of coffee."

"No, no, please don't!" said Lucille.

"I won't stay long, and I couldn't
drink it. I—I'm too upset."
"I know, darlin'— it's the boys, ain't

it?"

Lucille nodded.
"I wouldn't have them quarrel over

me for anything- in the world," she de-
clared. "You're not angry with me for

what's happened, are you?"
"Not a bit! It's too bad Danny had

to fall for you, if you and Pat were in

love
"

" That's what makes me feel so bad
about it," Lucille interrupted. "You
sec. Mis. O'Hara, I've never been in

love with Pat."
" You mean you've never had an

tinderstandin' or anvthing?"
"Never. Oh, I liked him! I liked

him a lot, but I never was in love with
him. I—er—I "

"But you do love Danny, is that it?"
Lucille bit her lip.

"Why, I've just seen Danny," she
said, "and I—I (old him that he took
too much for granted. I told him that

J never really cared fo> him."
Mis. O'Hara was not to be deceived

so easily as her son.
" You were lyin' to Danny, weren't

yc ?'' she asked sagely.
Lucille shook her head, but burst into

tears—and found herself in com-
passionate arms.
"What are ye cryin' for, darlin'?"
"Oh, what's the use?" wept the un-

happy girl.. <"I do love Danny!"
"There, there, now!" soothed Mrs.

O'Hara. "I never saw anything happen
yet that time couldn't heal."

Toothache !

ON (he day of the fight Danny called
round at the flat. Ho had
wheedled his mother into em-

broidering Carbarn Hammerschlag's
name on the back of Pat's die
gown, and it was all ready for him.
"On, gee, ma, that looks great!" he

exclaimed.
"It won't, when Pat finds out il's his

dressing-gown!" retorted Mrs. O'Hara,
whose conscience was not altogether
eas#. "Come and have something to

eat."
Danny protested that he couldn't

slay.

"I've got Carbarn waitin' for me," he
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said. "We fight to-night, you know.
Don't you worry "about your Danny.
He gets three square meals every day."
"1 know you're lyin' now," rebuked

his mother. "Come on and sit down.
I've got some soup."

"Thanks, mum." Danny hesitated.

"I—I really don't care for any. What
kind have you got?"
"Clam chowder," she informed him,

"the way I make it."

"Who am I to turn that down?" he
laughed, and put his arm round her
anil marched her off into the kitchen,
where she filled a plate with steaming
hot soup for him. >».

"Have you seen Lucille lately?" she
asked, sitting down beside him. "I say
have you seen Lucille lately?"
"Who, me?" Evidently the question

was not to be avaded, so he adopted a
casual air. " Oh, no, I haven't seen her,

ma ! I—I've had other things on my
mind."

"She's a mighty fine girl, Danny.
She'll make somebody an elegant wife."
"Yeah, sure site will." Danny drank

some of the soup. "Let Pat marry her
—I'm not the marryin' kind. Anyway,
what do I want with a wife? I've got
you, haven't I? Say, let me have some
bread, huh?"
Some of the papers that day suggested

that Joe Delancy was risking his title at

the police benefit, and one of the sport-

ing writers who had visited the Broad-
way Gymnasium several times stated

:

• "Although practically an unknown,
and possessing a style of boxing which
even critics cannot fathom, Carbarn
Hammerschlag is expected to give Joe
Delancy a stiff go of it to-night via

the fifteen-round route."
Joe Delancy became rather disturbed

after reading this, for he had not
troubled to do any hard training for the

event ; but Carbarn suffered from
greater qualms. During the morning a
hollow tooth began to ache, and by the
evening his face began to swell, and
what with pain and apprehension he was
in a fine state of nerves by the time he
reached his dressing-room at the
Yankee Stadium.
Mike, who accompanied him and

Danny, went off to get some toothache
tincture. Most of the seats in the vast

bui(ding were filled by that time, and
two stalwart members of the police force

were entertaining the crowd with a

vigorous if rather unscientific display in

the ring. .

Danny, with his coat and waistcoat
off, had got his protege all ready for the
fray and invested in the borrowed
dressing-gown.
"Now you sit right there and relax,"

he said, pushing Carbarn down on to a

chair. " Take it easy, d'you hear ? You
haven't got a thing to worry about."

"Aw," groaned the sufferer, "this
tooth is k i 1 1 i 1

1

* me !"'

"Well, don't you think about it, and
it'll go away. D'you hear? Don't think
about it!"

Carbarn sat crouched forward with
his left elbow on his left knee, nursing
the swollen cheek and making a
rumbling noise.

"What are you doin'?" demanded
Danny.
"I ain't thinkin' about it," was the

reply.

There was a bang at the door, and
Doc Mullins entered the room with Joe
Delancy, both fully dressed. Mullins
introduced himself to Danny, and Danny
introduced Carbarn. Mullins offered his

hand. but. Carbarn did not, shake it.

"Hallo!" he said with gloom.
"He's right on edge," laughed Danny.
There came another bang at the door.

and a messenger-boy put his head round
it to announce that he had a telegram
for Mullins.
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"Here," said that ti Vier, and he took
the proffered envelope rid tore it open.
The message it contained seemed to

disturb him.
"Listen, Champ," he said to Delancy,

"we got to blow to Canada right after
this fight."
"Why?" inquired the middle-weight

champion.
"The guy you fought in Scranton last

month died in the hospital this

morning."
Carbarn shivered slightly, and Mullins

pocketed the telegram and gazed
pityingly at him.

"Well, good luck, kid!" he said.

"Be seeing you," drawled Joe
Delancy.
They sauntered out from the room,

and Carbarn rose up in alarm, only to
be pushed back into the chair by Danny,
who said scornfully to him

:

"Listen, nut, don't worry about a
thing! That's the oldest gag in the
fight business—Cohen's manager used it

for years. They're tryin' to throw a
scare into you. Now you stay right
there where you are! Everything's
gonna be all right. Listen, I gotta

.
go

and look for Rex. Stay there."
He turned towards the door, and in

the doorway encountered Mike, whom
he commissioned hurriedly to look after

Carbarn.
"Take good care of him," he said.

"See that he i
-elaxes. Be right back."

Mike went over to Carbarn.
"I couldn't get the toothache

tincture," he stated, " but I got some-
thing that'll do just as good. Look!"
He produced a bottle of dry gin from

his coat pocket, and Carbarn gaped at

it.

"Hi, listen," he complained, " I

can't take that now!"
"You ain't gonna take it now," Mike

informed him. " All you're gonna do is

take a mouthful and hold it against
your gum for a minute like this."

He removed the cork from the bottle,

tilted a small quantity of spirit into Iris

mouth, tilted his head sideways for a

few moments, then gulped down the

spirit and beamed.
"There!" he said. "Like that! Only

don't you swallow it!"

He handed the bottle to Carbarn and
fetched a pail. Carbarn filled his mouth
with gin, but instead of spitting it out
he swallowed it.

"Couldn't get me head back far

enough," was his explanation.
"It's as easy as A B C," declared

Mike, and acquired the bottle and 'de-

monstrated—but swallowed because
there was no particular reason why he
should not swallow\ "Just tilt your
head to one side and hold it against

your gum for a minute and then spit

it out again in the bucket."
Carbarn followed all these instructions

save the last. Mike held the pail, but
there was no contribution for it.

" It must have evaporated," said

Carbarn.
Again Mike demonstrated, and again

Carbarn tried, groaning with his mouth
full.

"Does it still hurt?" Mike asked.

Carbarn gulped.
"Awful !" he said.

"But you swallowed it!"
" 1 had to swallow it to answer vou,

didn't I?"
The process was continued, the hollow

tooth becoming less troublesome, but the
neat gin began to take effect on both
of them.

The Substitute

UPSTAIRS in the stadium, where
the two policemen were battering
each other. Mrs. O'Hara ami

Lucille sat together by the ringside.

Captain Jackson was on the other side

of his daughter; Pat was on the other
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»ide of his mother, and in their im-
mediate vicinity were several members
of the Police Commission.
The attention of the men was con-

centrated on the fighters, but Mrs.
O'Hara looked at Lucille, and she
whispered to her

:

"Won't you let me tell him, darlin'

?

What's the use of both of you bein'
miserable?"
"Oh, I wouldn't have anyone tell him

for the world!" Lucille whispered back.
"He—he'd think I was chasing him."
"I wouldn't come right out and tell

him," Mrs. O'Hara assured her. "I'd
just say that I'd heard in a roundabout
way that you love him. You know—
kinda hint, like."

"You're awfully sweet." Lucille
glanced round to make sure that Pat
was not listening. "You know if every-
thing did turn out all right you're such
a dear person I'd feel sort of mean
taking Danny away from you."
"You little sweetheart, you ! Maybe

I would have to take second place with
Danny, but—but I'd be gettin' a
daughter, wouldn't I?"

Battler Higgins, of the forty-second
precinct, kissed the mat with a thud,
but they were not even aware of the
circumstance.
"And I couldn't have a better

daughter if I'd one of me own," Mrs.
O'Hara added almost out loud.

In the dressing-room by this time the
bottle of gin was more than half-empty,
but none of ths spirit was in the pail.

"How does the tooth feel now?" Mike
inquired with rather muzzy solicitude,

binding Carbarn's right hand.
''I wouldn't even know I had a

tooth," was the reply.
"It just goes to show you a man is n

fool ever to have a tooth extracted.
There you are!"
Carbarn held up the bandaged hand to

inspect it, and found that it was united
to Mike's by the strip of linen.

"How'd that happen?" he asked
. blankly. " That's third time you done
that."
Mike went to step back and nearly fell

over.

"Can't figure it out," he muttered,
and unwound the bandage, "I gottern
idea. You wrap it up yourself, and I'll

keep my hands in my pockets."
Carbarn took a swig from the gin

bottle and wound the linen round his

band, tucking in a loose end.
"Tha'sh awful quick," quoth Mike

admiringly. "Gi'sh bottle!"
While he was drinking Carbarn rose,

adapted a fighting attitude, and made a
number of fanciful iabs at his

companion's face without hitting him.
"Boy, bring on that Delancy!"

jabbered the jabber. "I don't think I'll

even let him stay one round. Give him
a fire-hose and me a pair o' boxing-
gloves, and he won't even get me wet!"
"You know, Carbarn," said Mike,

"when you start throwm' those hands
around like that you look like a centi

—

centipede."
He laughed foolishly and heard a

knock at the door.
"Come in!" he cried.

Doe Mullins entered with Delancy,
and Delancy was dressed—or, rather,
undressed—for the fray.

" Just wanted to take a peek at the
bandages." said Mullins.

" Sure," said Mike.
"Certainly," said Carbarn, and held

up his hands. "Bandagin' my knuckles
is a waste of time for me, and, w'ash
more, I don't believe that story about
that guv in Scranton, see?"
The door was wide (jpen, and some-

where in the building a bell clanged.
Carbarn, hearing that summons to
battle, clenched his fists and struck out
at Joe Delancy.
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"Look out!" bellowed Mike.
Delancy side-stepped the onslaught

and shot out a straight left that caught
his opponent on the point of the jaw
and knocked him down—and out.

Doc Mullins looked horrified ; Mike
gaped at the unconscious figure; and
then Danny burst into the room.

'

"Say, what's goin' on here?" he
demanded fiercely.

"I couldn't help it," snapped Delancy.
"He slugged me first."

"The 'phone bell rang." said Mullins,
"and the fool started hittin' out like

he'd gone crazy."
" Well, you didn't have to put him

away for it!" Danny shouted. "Now
you've done a fine thing for me!"
"Yeah?" sneered Delancy. "Well,

what are we supposed to do—cry about
it? If he can't make it, call off the
bout."
"No, no, you can't do that!" said his

trainer with concern. "This is the main
event. You bring him to. O'Hara, and
then drag him into the ring."

"All right," said Danny grimly.
"You get out of here—go on."

Boxer and trainer departed, and
Danny went to work on Carbarn,
kneeling beside him and slapping his

cheeks.

"Anything I can do?" asked Mike,
and he tried to conceal the gin-bottle
as his brother looked up.
"Yeah," said that brother savagely.

"Drop dead !"

"Now?" asked Mike.
"Now!"
"That's askin' too much!" Mike

pulled himself together and waddled
from the room, leaving Danny to resus-
citate the fallen Carbarn as best he
could.
Not many minutes later the call-boy

banged on the door and shouted that
Delancy was in the ring.

"All right, all right!" howled Danny,
and he raised the semi-conscious Car-
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barn to uncertain feet and dumped him
in a chair.
Delancy was in the ring, and the

crowd in the stadium had begun to clap
their hands and stamp their feet,

clamouring for the main event to start.

Captain Jackson stood up to speak to

Pat.
"There's something wrong," he said.

"You'd better go and see what it is."

Pat rose to make his way to the
dressing-room, but Doc Mullins inter-

cepted him before he could reach the
nearest gangway.
"I'm not gonna keep my man here all

night," he stated blusteringly.

The proprietor of the Broadway Gym-
nasium, who had promised to act a"

second for Carbarn, strolled into the
dressing-room while Pat was on his way
to it. His name was Rex Martin, and
Danny had been looking for him. He
was a big fellow, in a bowler hat.

"Where you been?" snarled Danny,
with one arm round Carbarn's neck.

"They forgot to wake me." said the
staring late-comer. "What's the mattei
with him?"
"Liquor!" was the terse reply

"Passed out
!"

Pat appeared in the doorway, and Doi
Mullins was with him,

"Well, you're just in time for the
ring." barked Pat. "They're waitin 1

for your prize packet
!"

"He's sick," said Rex Martin with a

grimace, "and he's passed out!"
Pat viewed the wreck of a fighter and

walked farther into the room.

"Well, maybe that tough brother of

mine 'ud like to substitute for him," he
said with withering scorn.

"Maybe you think I wouldn't?" re-

torted Danny.
"Yeah?" Pat waved a hand in his

angry face. "Well, you're not goin'

to! Not that I don't want to see your
head get kicked off. but I've guaran-
teed the fans a good show."

L... .^wm^ s.

The bell sounded and Delancy and Danny advanced towards each
other, both sparring for an opening.
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'•Why don't you tell the truth?"
raved Danny. "You're still sore at me
because you think I double-crossed you
with Lucille! That's what you've got

in the back of your bean!"
"Okay," returned Pat, controlling his

voice but not his temper. "For that

crack you're gonna get your ears

punched off! That is, if the Commis-
sion okays it!"

He went back to the stadium and
conferred with Captain Jackson, while

Danny and Rex Martin, between them,
deprived Carbarn of his shorts and dress-

ing gown and Danny changed into them.
Pandemonium reigned in the stadium
while four members of the Police Com-
mission discussed the emergency in one
of the rooms beneath the stands, and
the official doctor was present.

Danny was summoned to the meeting
and the doctor examined him. He
seemed to be fighting fit, but he was
not of the same physique as Joe
Delanoy, and Captain Jackson cried

out

:

"I won't stand for it! This kid is not
in condition—it'll be massacre in the

ring !"

Danny stepped forward with the doc-

tors hand on his shoulder and Rex
.Martin close behind him.
"Now, just a minute, captain," he

said eagerly. "Don't forget you've
got a whole lot of people out there

who've paid a lot of good dough to see

Delancy fight. Now, who else are you
gonna get?"
That was indeed a poser, and the

doctor intervened.
"He's in good shape, commissioner,"

lie said to the 1 all and distinguished-

looking man who held the highest posi-

tion in the New York Police Depart-
ment.

"All right," growled Captain Jack-

son, "I'm out-voted. Go ahead! But
if you're takin' too much punishment.
O'Hara, the fight's goin' to be stopped,

I'm tellin' you!"

The Deciding Factor

AVERY few minutes later Danny
made his way to the ring, almost
unnoticed, and climbed up into

it between the ropes. Captain Jackson
was squeezing past a number of people
to his seat; Mrs. O'Hara started up
from hers.

"Why, look!'' site cried. "It's
Danny!"
Lucille did look, and sho also i prang

up.
" What's he doing in rliere?" she

ij.isped.

"Oh, I'm going to stop him!" Mrs.
O'Hara .shrilled; hut Captain Jackson
made Ik r sit down.
"Something's happened to Carbarn,"

he said. "Danny is substituting.

Nothing's goin' to happen. Don't
worry I

He dropped beside his agitated
daughter, but -Mis. O'Hara leaned over
both of them to speak to Pat.

"Can't you do something to stop it,

k »" she cried.

"Aw. he'll be all right, mums!" said

Pal cheerfully.
Danny blew a kiss to his mother from

the ring, and Mullins whispered to

him :

"Don't worry, kid. The champ'll
carry you."
"Thanks," murmured Danny; and

then the announcer invaded the ring
and raised his hands and lifted up his
voice to still the din.

" Ladies and gentlemen," he pro-
•

' iimed, and his voice was amplified by
loudspeakers all over the building, "we

8 now presenting the main event.
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fifteen rounds. In this corner the
middle-weight champion of the world,
at a hundred and fifty-seven pounds, Joe
Delancy !"

Delancy rose up and bowed amidst
tremendous applause.
"And in this corner," the announcer

went on, waving a hand, "substituting
for Carbarn Hammerschlag, the chal-

lenger, at a hundred and fifty-five

pounds, none other than Danny
O'Hara!"
Danny, in his brother's dressing-gown,

with the name of Carbarn Hammer-
schlag embroidered upon it, stood up
and was received with cheers. ^V "

"Referee," said the announcer,
"'Mushy' Callahan. Timekeeper,
Billy Coe."
The timekeeper and the referee

climbed into the ring; the announcer
departed, and the two contestants met
and shook hands in front of the referee.

"You know the rules, boys," said

that official loudly. "No foul punches,
and in case of knock-down walk to your
mutual corners. Get back to your places

and come out fighting!"
Danny and Delancy retired to their

respective corners, and Doc Mullins whis-

pered to Delancy between the ropes

:

"I told him you'd carry him. Knock
him out as soon as you can."
The fight began, and the fight was

fierce, Joe Delancy doing his best to

polish off his opponent before the gong
went. Danny defended himself well, but
his thoughts wandered and what Pat
had said rankled. He received pretty
severe punishment, and he was down
on his face, and the referee was count-
ing him out, when the gong saved him.
"Oh, Danny!" cried Mrs. O'Hara, and

Lucille's face was white and very
strained. But Pat sat gloating in his

seat.

Mike climbed the stone steps of one
of the numerous entrances from the

regions below, but was challenged by
a uniformed attendant, and, since he
could not produce a ticket, was driven
away. He stumbled down the passage-

way and made for another entrance.

The second round was in progress by
the time he ascended again. He saw
Danny knocked nearly through the
ropes, and he was shouting encourage-
ment when another attendant pounced
on him.
"I don't need any ticket!" howled

Mike. "I belong here!"
The attendant called a policeman, and

the policeman pushed the supposed in-

truder down the steps.

Danny made no impression on the
champion in that round, but retired

shakily to his corner at the end of it.

"I wanna stool," he wailed, and as a
-tool was put through the ropes for him
and he sank down on it, he looked up
at Rex Martin. "Think I could ha\e
some water?"
A bucket of water was held to his lips

and he gargled his parched throat.

"The champ said he was gonna carry
me, huh?" he muttered. "He meant
right to the emergency ward!"
Captain Jackson turned with annoy-

ance to one of his colleagues.

"Why haven't they got a decent
second?'' he growled. "That kid doesn't
know what, to do !"

"Can't you net one of the boys to

help him, dad?" asked Lucille; and
Mrs. O'Hara. with a scornful glance for

her eldest son, cried out

:

"Boys, notion' I Why isn't Pat in

there Delphi' him?"
The bell sounded and Delancy and

Danny advanced towards each other,

both sparring for an opening. Mike
who had sneaked up a fresh flight of
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steps and appropriatec n vacant seat*
waved his fists in the ail and bellowed:
"Hook him, kid! Hook him! Hook

him !"

Almost as though Danny had heard, a
left hook was smashed into the side of
the champion's jaw and a straight right
to the nose followed with lightning-like
rapidity.

"He hooked him!" exulted Mike.
"Did you see him hook him? Did
you "

"That's my seat!" interrupted a man
harshly. "Attendant!"
"Yeah, I'm going," said Mike—and

once more he vanished into the depths,
presently to reappear on the other side
of the stadium and to see his brother
go down with a thud.
No attendant could bar his way then.

The one that tried to do so was swept
from his path, and he almost fought his

way to the ringside, shouting wildly

:

"Hi, that's my brother! What's the
count ? That's my brother ! Stay
where you are, Danny—I'll be right
there!"
Once more the gong saved the situa-

tion, and Danny was staggering to-

wards his corner when Mike reached
the ring, flung oft' his coat, and heaved
himself up into it.

"Gimme that stool!" he yelled at Rex
Martin. "Gimme a towel! Gimme a
sponge!"
Danny was dumped on a stool and

his brother ministered to him, uttering
encouraging things all the time.

"You look fine!" he declared, none
too truthfully. "Now keep goin' right

after him!"
In the round that followed Danny

gave a far better account of himself,

and though he was knocked all about
the ring, he landed one or two blows
that jarred Joe Delancy. Indeed, at

the end of it that boxer complained
to his manager:
"Say, this guy's no set-up!"
"Well, end it as soon as you can,"

said Mullins.
The fifth round went very badly in-

deed for the substitute, and Lucille

became really alarmed.
"Pat!" she cried. "Pat, ean'fjyou do

something to stop it? Oh, you've got

to! He's taking a terrible beating!

He'll get killed!"
Pat leaned across to her, badly

disturbed by the anguish in her voice.

"What can I do, honey?"
"Oh, why, get up there in the ring

with him where you belong and help

him !"

"You really love Danny, don't you?"
" Yes, Pat." she confessed, "I do."
"Can I tell him that?"
"Yes."
Pat drew a long breath, then stood

up.
"Watch him win!" he said, and flung

off his coat and waistcoat and l

!

i

them on his seat. The bell rang just as

he reached the corner. Mike had got
hold of Danny, who seemed to br com-
pletely dazed and badly winded.

"Don't worry, honey." Ms. O'Hara
said reassuringly to Lucille. "Pat'll

take care of him !"

Danny was deposited on the snool and
Rex Martin fanned him with a towel;

but Pat took charge of the sufferer,

driving Mike out of the ring to look on
with anxiety between the ropes.

"Take deep breaths!" Pat com-
manded. "Take deep breatlfs, I tell

ye!"
Danny did hisJiest to obey.
"Call yourselfii fighter, eh?" Pat

wielded a sponge. "Thought you could

tako on the champ, did ya ? You'll kiss

(Continued on page 28)
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Poison gas, rising in a yellow choking fog, sweeping onward, blotting out all life-

human, plant and animal. Two men and a girl are trapped in a house. Will their

radio call for help be heard ? Starring Lloyd Hughes

A Life of Danger
'QO you got your men, Riley!" The
iJ grey-haired man behind the big

desk smiled approvingly at the
square-shouldered, frank-faced young
man, who stood stiffly at attention before
him. "Take a seat—make yourself com-
fortable."
Ted Riley, Government Agent, won-

dered what was on his chief's mind.
One was not sent for to be congratu-
lated on the capture of a couple of chief
thugs without some reason. This opinion
of something in the wind was increased
when he was offered a cigar. He smiled
and waited.
"Ted." The chief studied his cigar

ash. 'Smart work getting those two
thugs. I understand you got a bad kick
on the ankle in the fray."

" All in the day's work, chief. It was
nothing."
"Those two thugs belonged to

tain gang." The chief gave Ted a
sharp glance. "And we'd feel far hap-
pier if their leader were dead or behind
bars. Now we know that this gang is

out of action at the moment. I mean
by that that twenty or thirty toughs aro
mooning round the night haunts of
'Frisco killing time and getting drunk.
Why? Because their leader is out of

town."
"They have orders to lay off anything

-riminal until their leader gets back,"
(said Riley. "And you're telling me,
chief, that there'll be fireworks when he
does show up."
"You've guessed it." The chief

nodded his approval of the other's

acumen. "That leader is Danny Mur-
dock, who made the Bowery so hot for

him that he came to the West for his

health. Rather to our surprise he has
done nothing but organise this tough
bunch, and all he seem9 to have done
m take tk'» bunch out into tho desert

and give 'em shooting practice. Head-
quarters has the feeling that Danny is

up to no good and that it's something
big."
"I've heard of Danny Murdock, but

never met him," Riley said. "It does
look, chief, as if Danny is planning a

coup, and that it's so big he needs an
army of sharp-shooters. Any idea where
Danny has gone?"
"Oh, we know where he is, and we

could arrest him," the chief explained,
"but we haven't got much on him save

that of assumed identity. We want
something to get that guy for keeps.

Danny is at Diamond Island and he's

posing as a Major Gray. Government
Inspector. Somehow or other he has got
certificates and credentials — they're

genuine to a certain extent. He was in

the army once, and after quitting New-
York must have hibernated in some
small burg, where he convinced some
State official that he was just the man
for the Government. Through that

official he has become a Government
servant, and his only bad offence is the
assumed name."
"Diamond Island," Riley frowned. "I

went down that way on vacation two
years ago. Went there for the fishing

and had a grand holiday, and we wanted
to land on the island but found it be-

longed to .somebody who did not welcome
visitors."

"That island has been a smugglers'
haunt, and heaven knows what else, for

hundreds of years," the chief said.

"We've had grave suspicions of that

island for the past ten years. A
racketeer named Sherwell had it and I

guess it was a hide-out for his stores.

When America went wet
_
the island

wasn't, of much use to him, and so

Gray has tho use of it. Loaned to him
by Sherwell. We've only just located

Gray on this island and we want to

know what's going on. He has a nasty
reputation, Ted, but I regard you as
not only the most fearless Agent on my
staff, but one with a certain amount, of
intelligence. You've done grand work
these last ten years, and if you can get
Danny behind bars you can look on
promotion as a certainty. I suggest you
go on another fishing expedition."
"You want me to start at once?"
"Yes, and remember this, Ted." The

chief paused. "If you get in a jam we
can't help you unless you've got all the
dope on Murdock. This is a sort of un-
official inquiry—guess yon understand?"

"Sure, chief, and I think that if you
let mo draw up to a thousand dollars 1

can do something," Ted grinned.
"Knowing how poor America is I'll try

and keep it down, but it takes money to

fit out a motor-boat for fishing."

"You can have what money you like

as long as you get results!" The chief
signed a form. "This will give you aH
the money you need."

Ted Riley left headquarters and went
outside to his car, a powerful two-seater.
As he drove; away an open tourer parked
on the other side of the road moved
away from the kerb. The four men in

that car were very interested in Riley's

car.

"That's the guy!" growled one.
"Let's get him !"

Danny Murdock's gang were a
murderous, vengeful lot. Riley had
dared to walk into a saloon, which they
haunted, and yank out Slick and One
Eye, when they started a rough house.
Riley had gone to the saloon disguised

as a sailor in the hope of learning tho
movements of the various waterfront
gangs. Slick and One Eye had been
suspicious of his clean appearance and
picked a quarrel. The result was the
dickens of a scrap and tho prime moveil
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taken to gaol. The four men in the

car were out to get Riley.

It was late afternoon, and Ted, as lie

drove out to his lodgings on the out-

skirts of 'Frisco, turned over in his

mind his plans for the fishing expedition,
on which he must start first thing in the

morning. His direction was left at the
cross-roads, and he glanced up into the
minor to see if anything was behind.
There was a car close behind.

Ted became thoughtful when he found
the same car behind him at the next
cross-roads. His home was near the
shore and rather quiet—he decided not
to go home yet. He turned his car in

the direction of the hills, and grinned
to find that car still dogging him. At
t\w next cross-roads he swung left and
headed back for town, and now his foot

.was down on the pedal.

A glance at the mirror showed that he
had gained a hundred yards or more,
but the other car appeared to be gain-

ing. This section of road was rather
quiet foi two miles, and he decided that
it was not healthy. At the end one
dropped down into the heart of the city

and there a clever driver could have a
lot of fun.

Riley dodged in and out of small turn-
ings, into the drives of several private
houses, down roads that were under
repair, through a factory yard and
eventually eluded the pursuit by getting
across a control before the cop in charge
held up the traffic.

But on his way out to the coast they
came out of a side-turning, and the chase
.was on again. Ted soon became aware
that he had a flat tyre and guessed that
a gun with a silencer had burst it.

Angrily he swung the car off the road
on to the grass. He had no chance at

gun play, but he might try bluff.

The other car swung alongside and
four guns covered him:
"Reach for the sky!" drawled a voice.
"What's the idea chasing me around ?"

cried Riley, as his hands shot upwards.

"Exchange is no robbery, buddy," the
crook sneered. "You're coming to stay
along of us, and maybe if two friends
of ours were paroled we might do the
same with you. If they ain't released
quick you may get a ride."

"And some of you guys would go to
the chair," retorted Riley. "That sort
of talk don't scare me."
"Get the -wheel changed, buddy,"

came the order. "We're taking you and
your car."
Ten minutes later the two cars were

back on the road. Two crooks travelled
witli Riley, with the other car close
behind. Ted sat next to the driver, with
a crook and a gun in the back seat.

What they did not know was that
Riley had several little inventions of his

own about that car. They came to a

hill and Ted's hand went down the sido
of the seat ami pressed a knob— it dis-

connected (he brakes. Another knob put
the gears into free-wheel. The car
bounded forward.

"The brakes have gone!" yelled tho
driver.

The car was moving at a good fifty

when Ted pressed those knobs again

—

instantly the brakes and gear came into
action. lie had braced his feet for the
shock, but the crooks hadn't. One
winded himself over the wheel and the
other lurched forward to crash into
Riley's fist. Riley released the brakes
and the car went down tho hill at a
reasonable pace. He dragged tho winded
crook away from the wheel and hit that
roguo over the head with a wooden
bludgeon that he took from a car pocket.
The dazed crook behind him was show-
ing siirns of recovering, and the same
January 26th. 193C.
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bludgeon put the rascal back into

oblivion.

The other car was not far behind, and
they could see that something was
wrong. Riley stepped on the accelerator
and at the next cross-roads saw a steam
lorry and truck. The driver signalled
that he was turning left, and Riley sped
forward with the crook car close behind.
The crooks had not seen the truck-

driver's signal.

By inches Riley got through and
laughed to hear the truck-driver's curses.

The crooks realised they couldn't make
it, and applied their brakes too late.

They hit the back of the lony a: they
tried to swing their car back to the
centre of the road, ripped off one side

of their tourer, lurched across the road
and crashed into a stationary ear that
was fortunately unoccupied.

That night four more of Daniel Mur-
dock's gang were behind prison bars.

Diamond Island

THREE days later a small motor
fishing boat might have been seen
chugging along the coast. At the

wheel sat a young man in blue serge
trousers, blue sweater and open shirt.

Around him was the outfit of a fisher-

man—a net, two or three rods, lines and
bait. In a soap-box were plenty of
shavings and two cans of petrol. In the
far distance was a faint smudge that was
Diamond Island.

From a locker he pulled out a small
box with a fuse and examined it. He
pushed it close to the box of shavings.
Satisfied that everything was set, he
took up glasses and scanned that distant
smudge. Diamond Island was low lying

and he should be within a mile of the
shore within the next half-hour.

Two miles from the island he anchored
and began to fish. After a while he got
down under the gunwale of his craft

and got out his glasses. Those on the
island must not see the fisherman's in-

terest in their activities. There seemed
a number of sheds and one largo house
on the highest part of the island, which
was composed of low-lying sand hills.

There was something near the foreshore
that he could not see very clearly on
account of haze, so he heaved up the
anchor and changed to a place nearer
the island. It turned out to be a large
boat-house, slip-way and small pier.

Ted took out a map and studied it

closely. Now he had the bearings of
the island. A boat called every week
with supplies and mail from the main-
land, and this pier must be the one
shown on the map. Here was the only
deep water, as round the rest of the
island were rocks and coral reefs.

The island seemed deserted, but not
uninhabited. Smoke came from a chim-
ney of the house and also from the sheds.

On the pier was a long wicker-work
deck chair. A sunshade was over the
chair so that he could not see that it

was occupied. He fished for a bit and
then decided it was time to get busy.

After starting the motor he added far

too much oil, and as the craft chugged
along a trail of smoke was wafted a nay
by a slight breeze If there were any-
one on the island they could not fail to

see the boat. More than likely Murdoek
had men constantly on the watch for

vessels.

Riley took out a cigarette, drew tho
box of shavings closer and took out the
stopper of the petrol can. Ho pushed
over the can and saw the petrol soak
into the shavings. He glanced at the
island and steered his craft towards the
shore. At eight hundred yards ho lit

his cigarette and nonchalantly tossed the
lighted match into the shavings.
On the platform in the sand hills knelt
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three men—the Ix ^ground of sand
made them almost invisible. Two of
the men were rough-looking seamen, but
the third man was of different class.

Danny Murdock was a giant of a man.
He wore buckskin riding breeches, a polo
shirt and a sports collar.

A fourth man, bent double, joined
them. A wiry, swarthy man in a very
out-of-place blue suit.

"What do you make of him, Frank-
lin?" Murdock asked.

"Seems to be just an ordinary fisher-

man," was the answer.

"Ordinary fishermen don't come fish-

ing round this island," cried Murdock.
"The fishing's been dud for the past
twelve months, he's six miles from the
nearest port and he seems too mighty
interested in this- island." He laughed.
"Seems to be a pretty poor hand with
an engine—look at that smoke."

"If he is a Government Agent he
might be making that smoke on pur-
pose," hinted Franklin. "By making
his presence obvious he can banish our
suspicions."
"Maybe you're right." Murdock

picked up his glasses. "Can't see much
of him, but he don't look much like a
fisherman."
"What's that?" One of the seamen

pointed. "Looks to me as if his craft

were on fire."

"Over oiled the engine," added the
other. "And set himself afire. The
guy's crazy."
Murdock again studied the boat.

"Yes, he's certainly on fire. Looks as

if he's trying to beat out the flames.

Gosh, that boat is blazing quickly. Ah,
he's taken off his coat and boots as if

he thinks his only chance is a swim
to the shore." He glanced at Franklin.
"Two minutes ago there was just a small
flicker of flame and now the boat is

blazing from stem to stern. Prettv swift,

isn't it?"
They saw Ted Riley jump overboard

and swim from his boat, which was now
a mass of flames. A sudden roar and
tho whole boat seemed to be lifted bodily
in the air.

Murdock turned to the two seamen.

"That settles it," he shouted. "His
craft blows up mysteriously and he
swims to this island. Go down to the
pier and go out to the rescue in my
motor-boat. You handle the motor,
Sparky," he instructed the biggest of the

two men. "You, Bruno, take the

sharpest boathook you can find. In at-

tempting to rescue this fisherman you
accidently drown him, spear him, or run
him down. I don't care what happens
a= long as he doesn't reach this island

alive. Get going!"

The two seamen got to their feet and
rushed towards the pier.

But the explosion, which had been far

louder than Riley had intended, had
attracted someone else. The deck
chair had an occupant. Under the sun-

shade had sprawled a girl in a bathing
suit. She had been reading, but had
fallen asleep. The explosion awakened
her and she saw, when the smoke lifted,

a smouldering wreck that had once been

a boat. Her keen eyes saw a figure

thrashing the water—Riley was pretend-

ing he was in difficulties. He had blown
up his craft to hide all traces of shavings

and petrol, but had made a bad miscal-

culation about the explosive. Before ho
was rescued he must think out somo
reason. Little did he know of the sort

of rescue Murdock planned for him.

The girl got to her feet and raced

along the pier. Moored to a pile was a

small craft with an outboard motor. She
jumped in, swung the engine and was
off like a flash.
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Rescued

TED RILEY thrashed the water with
his hands and bellowed hoarsely
for help. He must make this

realistic or Muidock might get suspici-

ous. He had decided that he could
explain the explosion by admitting that

he had some dynamite on board and that

he was taking same to another fisher-

man, who lived along the coast south
of Diamond Island. They intended to

use the dynamite for widening the

entrance to a small cove.
It was somewhat of a surprise to find

that two motor-boats were dashing to

his rescue. The water was rather popply
and he could not get more than occa-

sional glimpses. The smaller craft had
a good start, but the bigger vessel was
coming up fast.

"Help! Help!" gurgled Riley, and
prided himself that his plot to land on
Diamond Island was succeeding.

Ah, the big motor-boat with its two
seamen was passing the smaller vessel.

Riley was surprised, because the back-
wash of the bigger craft might cause
the small outboard to upset. What he
expected nearly happened, and the small
craft was swept nearly round in a circle.

Riley saw a big, round-fared fellow

in the bows of the approaching craft,

and he did not like the leering grin.

The craft was going at a terrific speed,

and Riley had a sudden sense of intense

peril. He jerked back his head, and the

point of the boathook missed his head
by inches.

The motor-boat swept past and then
began to circle.

Riley knew what to expect. Thai
craft had not tried to rescue, but to

destroy him. They had failed with a

boathook the first time. Again the
launch came straight at Riley, and the
Agent knew this time his head might be
smashed in by the nose of the vessel,

after which the evil boatman would
probably finish off the rescue with the
boathook. In the nick of time Riley
sank beneath the waves.
"Help! Help!" he shouted as soon
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as he broke surface again. It was some
measure of relief to see the small out-
board coining in his direction.
The launch again came towards him.
"Stay still, mister, we'll get you!" he

beard the ugly seaman bellowing.
"Yeah-, but 1 don't wish to be got,"

muttered Ted, and did a very realistic

act of a man going under for the second
time.
This time the outboard kept clear of

the wash and speeded forward as the
launch tore over the spot where Riley
had been. A head bobbed up.

"Help! Help!" gurgled Riley, and,
seeing the outboard, splashed towards
it.

For the first time he realised the

occupant was a girl, but he had no time
to wonder as he heard the roar of the
launch. His arms gripped the pointed
nose of the craft.

"Don't stop the engine!" he bellowed,
"(let her away, or the backwash may
upset your boat."
The girl pushed over the gas control,

and the outboard shot away, and Riley
was glad because, as he hung on for dear
life, he caught a glimpse of the face of

the man with the boathook—an
expression of malignant, baffled fury.

"Slow up!" Ted shouted. I'm
coming aboard!"
The flat bottom of the boat of the

light ci aft made it possible to pull him-
self across the closed-fn bow, anil the
gill assisted by lying to the starboard
side- to counterbalance his weight.

"Thanks!" gasped Ted Riley as he
lay Hat on the thin woodwork and stared

at the prettiest girl he had Been in all his

life. "Do you mind bopping back to

shore quick before those clumsy loons
decide to run you down or do something
equally unpleasant ?"

" I think they mii-t he drunk."
The girl let the engine have an open

throttle.

Riley hung on grimly, and was verj
glad when they were close to the pier.

The launch was some way behind them,
and Ted felt thai they would not make
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another attempt to kill him—at any rate,

not for the moment.
"Sparky and Bruno are supposed to

be excellent seamen," the girl remarked.
"They were clumsy. They might have
run you down."
"If yo\i hadn't been around, lady, I

might certainly have been in Davy
Jones' locker," grinned Ted Riley, and
his heart missed several beats when tha
girl smiled back at him.
Next moment the outboard was along-

side the pier. Riley assisted her to

jump ashore.
"Thanks for saving my life,"

Riley said. "I was warned that

these were dangerous waters for fishing,

and that I was a fool to go out without
a boatman. Guess I've been lucky."
He held out his hand. "You handled
that boat of yours marvellously."
Her firm grip of his hand gave him a

pleasant thrill.

A Warning

THE girl insisted that the young man
come to the house at once. Her
father would lend him some clothes

whilst his own were drying. He learnt,

that her name was Ann Baker, and that
she lived in the big house with her
father. Easy to see that this charming
girl was very tired of Diamond Island.

Something must have stopped Ted from
giving the gill a false name, and it

tut ued out just, as well he didn't. The
girl was in such a hurry to get him into

dry clothes that he did not have any
need to talk about himself, except that,

fishing was a mug's game.
Inside the house a dapper, grey-haired

little man was in the hall to meet them.
"1 beard an explosion, and " Ho

broke off. "It's Ted Rile\."

"Hallo, Professor Baker!" Ted was
equally surprised. "Well, you are the

last person I expected to meet."
"So you know mj father?" laughed

the girl. "What an extraordinary
coincidence."
"When T was at college T learnt a

lot from your dad about chemistry,"

Reach for the sky !
" drawled a voice.
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plained Ted as lie shook the professor's

hand. "And though I've forgotten a

great deal, there's some of His vise
teaching still in my head. What he
taught me lias been of great service.

Miss Baker. Well, professor, you don't
look a day older."

''A little thinner on top, my boy."
The professor became serious. ''Lun,
my Japanese servant, told me that some
boat blew up. Were you on that boat?"
"Not at the time of the explosion,

fortunately for mo." Ted grinned. "I
chanced this way on a fishing expedition,
over oiled my engine, caught fire, and
had to jump for it as there was some
explosive on board."

"Explosive?"
Ted hesitated. Should he tell the

professor of his mission ? He knew he
could be trusted, but was it wise? He
decided to wait for a better opportunity.

"Business and pleasure.'' Ted spoke
casually. "I was taking the explosive

to a fisherman farther down the coast,

who wants to blow away part of a

natural cove so he can use the place for

several of his boats. Your daughter,
professor, heard the explosion and came
to my rescue." He frowned. "Another
launch put out with two seamen aboard,
and their efforts at rescue work nearly
resulted in my undoing."
"Sparky and Bruno, dad," Ann ex-

plained when her father glanced in-

quiringly at her. "I always did think
they were the most hopeless couple of

men I've ever met. They nearly upset
me, and then did their best to run Mr.
Riley down."
"I don't like those men very much,"

the professor admitted, and dismissed
that subject, with a smile. "I suppose
you're wondering what I'm doing on this

lonely island? Well, I'm on Govern-
ment research work. Can't tell you
more than that, except that the

Government's Agent, Major Gray,
liTought me here to carry out impoitant
investigations. You understand, Ted,
that this is in confidence."

"Sure, I understand." Ted nodded
his head and wished he could ask a lot

of questions. "So you brought your
daughter to keep you company. I'm
glad I blew up."
"Dad, Mr. Riley is wet." Ann spoke

decidedly. "He must change his clothes

at once, and we'll have them dried for

liim."
"I'll get Lun to " the professor

began, but stopped as the door behind
them opened. "Ah. here is the major!"
Ted Riley liked neither Gray nor his

friend Franklin, and it was apparent by
the way they looked at him they were
not enamoured with his presence on
Diamond Island.

"You're the stranger Miss Baker
picked up." The big man planted him-
self in front of the Government Agent..
"What in Hades caused that explosion ?"'

Ted explained as convincingly as

possible, and Gray grunted non-
coinmiltally at the end. The Agent was
uncertain whether his story had been
believed or not. Gray would have asked
ii lot of questions if Ann Baker had not
intervened and insisted that her father's

old pupil be allowed to get out of his

>vet clothes.

A sleek, white-coated liitle figure con-
ducted Riley to a room upstairs. Eyes
that were curiously keen looked at the
Agent through powerful glasses.

"Gentlemen have bad luck lose boat,"
Lun said as he fetched out the largest

trousers he could find. "Now no boat
leave island plenty days'. Stay here not
too good."
"Why not " Ted a.-ked sharply.
"Very bad this island for health."

The almond eyes looked fixedly into
Riley's. "Take tip and leave island

pretty damn quick. Master call me if
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he need me." He paused at the door.
'"Plenty danger."
Noiselesslv the door closed behind the

little Jap.

Poison Qas

THE warning convinced Ted more
than ever that there was some
mystery attached to Diamond

Island. Why was the professor being
used by Gray for important researches ?

Old Baker was one of the most trust-
worthy and honourable of men, and on
no account could one associate anything
shady with him. It seemed ..ppaient
that Danny Murdock had bluffed the
professor into the belief that he was
representing the Government, persuaded
the old boy to come to this lonely island,

and the reason was something that Ted
intended to find out.

No time like the present with Ted,
and without bothering to change, he
pulled up a window and crawled out on
to the tarred roof. He found a tree
growing by the side of the house, and
that enabled him to reach the ground
quickly. A glance round and he felt

certain no one had seen him. He noted
a stout wooden pillar that supported
the veranda round the upper rooms, and
decided that he could easily swarm up
it to the roof.

On the way up from the pier Riley
had been noting all the buildings, and
he had been particularly interested in
a squat stone building near the house.
A window was open, and there seemed
to be all sorts of glass bottles and tubes
linked together. Ted only got a brief
glimpse, but they crossed a little run-
away channel, and the banks were caked
with a vivid yellow slime. Obvious that
chemical experiments had caused this

discoloration.

Ted found the same window open
and crawled inside. It was a laboratory
on very up-to-date lines. This was where
Professor Baker experimented for Major
Gray and imagined he was working for
the Government. What on? Suddenly
Ted snapped his fingers as he remem-
bered the professor's great interest in

various gases. That, yellow slime was
something to do with sulphuretted
hydrogen.
Not wishing his absence to be dis-

covered, Ted could only make a quick
examination of the laboratory. There
were all kinds of retorts, test tubes and
electrical devices, bottles full of queer
liquids, and a number of huge gas cylin-

ders. He took a chance and opened the
valve of a cylinder, but there came no
sound of escaping gas. He tried two
more and they were empty. The re-

torts and test tubes were linked to-

gether and seemed to indicate that they
had been in recent use—most of them
were stained yellow. The experiments
seemed to begin with a small oven in

which the professor had baked in-

gredients that had formed a gas that
passed along the various tubes, through
liquids, and pieces of metals to finish in

a large glass tank. This huge glass con-
tainer seemed to be full of yellowy-
white smoke.
"Poison gas." decided Ted, and de-

termined that it was time to gel back.
He had learnt enough for the moment.
Back through the window and a sprint

across to the house, up the veranda
support like a monkey, and then across

the roof to the room. Quickly he
dragged oil his damp clothes and got into

the much-too-small clothes of the
professor.

Ted came down the stairs and was
relieved to find that the bogus Major
Gray and his companion, Franklin, had
left.'
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"Major Gray was 'concerned about
you, Ted," laughed the professor. "It
is so important that everything that is

done on this island is in the strictest

secrecy that he feared you might be
a spy, but I told the major that you
had been a pupil of mine for quite a
number of years. Gray told me that
enemies of the United States had their
agents everywhere, and that even
Americans would sell State secrets if

the price were high enough. I would
like you to stay for a few days, Ted,
as the major thinks

"

"Major Gray does not trust me," in-

terrupted Ted Riley. "And he does
not wish me to leave until he is satis-

fied that I'm on the level."

"You always were quick at under-
standing." The professor was relieved.
"I can't guarantee good fishing, but
there are some horses and you can rifle.

The island is about three miles long
and a mile wide. I am busy all day.
but Ann would be pleased to show you
round the island."
"I don't mind how long I'm a prisoner

here," Ted said, and his eyes smiled into
those of Ann Baker.
"But haven't you got your job?"

questioned the professor. "By the way,
Ted, what are you doing, if it's not too
inipertinent ?"

"I'm a Government Agent." quietly
answered Ted.
"I must tel! Gray that." excitedly

cried old Baker. "He'll be delighted
to have someone he can discuss matters
of importance with perfect freedom.
You'll be of great help to him. He'll

be delighted to fin8 you are a Govern-
ment man. What sort of branch do vou
represent, Ted?"
"Ever heard of ' G ' men?"
"Oh, yes, most dangerous sort of lite."

The professor was impressed. "And
are 5-ou down this part of the world on
business or pleas ire?"

"Business," snapped Ted. "And I'm
after Major Gray!"
"After Major Gray?" cried the girl.

"What do you mean?"
"Guess I've got to be perfectly frdnk."

Ted glanced from father to daughter.
"Gray is a dangerous crook by the
name of Daniel Murdock, and I've been
sent here by my Department to find

out what Danny is doing on Diamond
Island. Maybe if you te'l me what all

those experiments in poison gas mean
I'll know what are Danny Mui'dock's
plans."
The professor told Ted frankly that

he had thought Major Gray's papers and
testimonials to be genuine. It was after

an announcement of a lecture of his dis-

covery of a new poison gas that the

major had come to the professor with
an offer of help for the carrying out of
extensive experiments. Papers purport-
ing to come from Washington stated

that the reason for this interest in the
professor's experiments was becauso the
Government did not wish a poison gas
to fall into enemy hands. They knew
his reputation as a scientist, and they
wished him to perfect his poison gas.

With such a gas (hey could dictate peace
to the whole of the world.

"You have a trusting disposition, pro-
fessor." Ted's smile was grim when
the scientist had finished. "I know
Murdock has a glib tongue, but America
dictating peace to the world I think
should have made you think. I don't
blame you. Now, what we've got to

do is scheme out what to do next. From
your account, this gas is very deadly."
"My experiments are complete." The

professor spoke gloomily. "I have pro-

mised to conduct experiments at the
south side of the island soon after dawn.
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My gas will destroy everything living,

whether it be human, plant or animal."

"I think it's horrible that a father

so nice as you should want to mess
about with deadly gasses," argued Ann.
She turned to the young man. "Ted,
what does Murdock plan to do?"

"Sell it to the highest bidder, use

it as a means to make himself very
rich, or to stir up some revolt against

civilisation. Who can say what Murdock
is planning? But we know he is a fana-
tical rogue, and if he finds out the secret

of this gas he could shatter the peace
of the world." Riley shuddered. "Pro-
fessor, you had better conduct your ex-
periments at dawn, but do not let

Murdock know you do not trust him."

Little did they know that the Japanese
servant, Lun, had his ears close to the
door of the room.

A Murderous Attack

JUST before dawn Ted crept from the
house by means of the roof and
found his way to the south side of

the island. He took up a position
among some rocks that overlooked the
beach.

Two masked figures appeared, and by
the height it was easy to tell which was
Murdock. The crook was carrying a
huge cylinder, whilst the professor
laboured under yards of piping. The
end of the piping was placed against a

bank of grasses and ferns and then
linked up with the cylinder.

Murdock signalled with his hand that
the experiment should begin. The two
men adjusted their masks and the pro-
fessor allowed the gas to escape.

A yellowish smoke began to creep
over the bank, and then the gas must
have been turned off, for the two men
walked forward to investigate. Ted
shaded his eyes so that he could see
better. It looked as if

the bank had been
withered up by the gas
and was now no more
than a blackened waste.
The two masked figures
went back to the
cylinder and once more
the gas was released.
A great cloud of

yellow white smoke
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quickly appeared and seemed to expand.
Ted got a shock when he saw a number
of seagulls crash into the sea. A flock

of wild duck flew over the island, and
Ted saw them flutter wildly when above
the cloud of poison gas. He shut his

eyes as the birds came hurtling down
as if they had been shot.

Ted decided that he had seen enough.
Moreover, the gas cloud seemed to be
drifting in his direction, and he did not
wish to suffer the fate of those birds.

He decided to make his way down to

the beach, as it provided a certain

amount of cover. He was walking
noiselessly on the firm sand when a cas-

cade of small stones came down the cliff

face. He waited with his fists clenched.
A figure jumped down to the beach,

and Ted did not wait to ask questions,

but sprang forward. His arms gripped
the man by the shoulder and flung him
to the sand. A surprise for Ted to find

that he had captured the Jap servant.

Lun.
"What the devil are you doing

here?"
"You let me go queek." The Jap's

eyes flickered fearfully. "I tell you
plenty danger. If we stay here both
die. The gas " He pointed a shak-
ing hand. "Look!"
Ted glimpsed over his shoulder a

white cloud. The wind had unex-
pectedly freshened and they were in

the path of the gas. Already wisps of

the gas were coming along the sands
like ghostly menacing spectres.

Lun wriggled to his feet and sped
down the beach like someone in dread
terror. Ted got a faint strangling
smell of the <:as, and then he took to

his heels and ran for dear life. A
glance back showed that he was get-
ting away from the cloud of deadly-

fumes.
Riley got back to the house, but he

was seen by Bruno, who reported the
matter to Franklin.
Ted was Surprised (o learn from

Ann that Lun was nowhere about
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the house. They were discussing what
could have happened to this perfect Jap
servant when Murdock and Franklin
appeared at the house. The big man
was in a towering rage, and held up a
twisted piece of pipe.
"Somebody has been down to the pier

and tampered with my launch,'' he
shouted. "Look at this busted petrol
pipe. Your boat, Ann, has been sunk,
and I want to know who did it."

"Well, why look at me?"' demanded
Ted.
"Who else could have done ii V

shouted Murdock. "I'm not satisfied
with your credentials, Riley. You were
seen snooping round this island in the
early hours. Why?"
" Didn't feel like sleep, so had a walk

round." Ted looked the crook straight
in the eye. "And I thought someone
had set the island on fire by all the
smoke I saw down the south end."

"Well, we don't intend you shall see
any more or damage our craft," sneered
the big man.
"Professor Baker knows me and he's

told you so," cried Ted. "I didn't
damage your boat—why should IV*
"To prevent us leaving Diamond

Island. I'd like to ask a few questions
of the professor." His tone lost its

harshness. "If he satisfies me I may
change my mind about yon, but at the
moment "—he held up the pipe—"I
have my doubts about you. You'll find
the professor in the stores near the pier.
I'll join you there in a few minutes,
Riley. Franklin, point him out the
way."
Ted had no option bid fo obey.

Franklin pointed to one of the sheds
and then said he must get back to
Major ('-ray.

The Government Agent was thought-
ful as he walked towards the shed. One
moment Murdock had been like a raging
boar, and then had changed his tone.

He had also intercepted a queer glance
exchanged lid ween Franklin and Mur-
dock. lie looked round as if he cxpected

|

t a bullet in the back. Ho
quickened his footsteps towards the shed.!

Funny the professor should not come to

the house after the gas experiments. AH
very peculiar. Then there was the

matter of the boats. Riley changed his

direction and went to the pier—one look
told him that for once Murdock had not
ied.

On reaching the shed Ted paused to

sive the place a good survey, and de-
cided it was a deserted, broken-down
building— a curious place for a discus-

sion on his credentials. Why not Mm-
dock's own office above the laboratory.'

He walked up some steps to a wooden
door and saw it was not latched. Sud-
denly he shot out a foot and kicked if,

open. The resull was a howl of pain.

Riley jumped through the opening

" What the devil are you doing
here ? " demanded Ted.

Jamuvy 26th, TJ36.
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and' his eyes took in the scene. On the

floor lay Sparky, and in his arms was
a looped rope, whilst Bruno, the other

seaman, was standing near the door with
ii great block of wood in his hands.

Bruno seemed paralysed by the fall of

his companion, but now he made a wild

swing at Riley, who dodged the blow.

Now Ted understood the change of

tone of Danny Murdock—this was the

second attempt on his life.

Ted Riley was insensed by the

treachery and waded into the two burly
seamen like a whirlwind. Bruno had
his cluli wrenched from his hands and
got a punch between the eyes that made
hire yell with pain and fright. Sparky
tried to get his looped rope over Ted's
head and got, two pile-driving blows in

the ribs that doubled him up. Ted
flung the rope in the gasping ruffian's

face.

"You two mugs had enough?"
shouted Riley. "If you want any more,
just say the word and I'll flay you
both."

'

Something in Bruno's eyes made Ted
jump round. Coming stealthily up the

steps was Franklin, and the man carried

a gun. Ted slithered like a shadow to

the door, and he glanced slowly at the

two ruffians and made his expression

convey that if they opened their mouths
he would kill them both.

"Sparky! Bruno!" cried Franklin.

''Where are you two fools? Have you
got Riley?"
"No!" yelled Ted. and out and up

went his boot. It connected hard to

Franklin's wrist as the shifty-eyed secre-

tary rashly entered the store.

The fight on the veranda was short

and s\yeel. Bang! Crash! Wallop!
Ted did not spare his punches, and the
short fight ended with him forcing

Franklin, over a rail and dropping the

terror stricken crook on to hard ground,
which was a drop of ten yards and must
have hurt.

Wh.il should he do next? Where
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was the professor ? Ted decided to try

the laboratory. Now that the gas had
been proved successful, Murdock would
want to quit the island with the formula
of the gas. Danny Murdock would not
hesitate to murder Ann and her father
to keep their mouths shut.
Quietly Ted stole to the laboratory and

reached the door without being seen.
The professor, with his arm round Ann,
was facing Murdock, who was laughing
triumphantly and exultantly. Ted
clenched his fists.

The Fight in the Laboratory

"IF you value your life, forget you
I ever saw Diamond Island," the

big man shouted. " You put a lot

of easy money my way, professor, and
I ain't got the heart to send you bye-
byes, but if you spill one word I'll sure
get you. I've dealt with that cursed
Government spy, and at dusk rny launch
will be ready. I'm destroying all this

before I leave, and when we reach the
mainland we say farewell, and don't
forget my warning, professor."

"What are you going to do, you
scoundrel f"
"An Eastern Power needs this gas. and

they'll get it at a price," chuckled Mur-
dock. "Maybe after that there'll be a
beautiful war, and you can read all

about it. All thanks to you, professor."

"And I thought I was working to

make war an impossibility," bemoaned
Professor Baker.

"I've got the formula, and I guess
it's mighty swell of me to let you two
live." He gave a fiendish laugh, "I'd
like to see your faces when that war
starts."

"It will never start!" came a voice,

and Ted recognised it as that of Lun.
There was a gallery round the labora-

tory, and the Japanese was lying on
the boards, with a gun pointing at

Murdock through the rails.

For a split second Murdock stared at

the little Jap and then his hand moved
like lightning to his hip. The two guns

\ery Tuesday

" The gas ! The gas !
" came the warning cry of the professor.
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roared at the same instant, and Ted
heard a bullet ricochet off the floor
mighty close to his head. Murdock was
famed as a gunman, and his bullet had
sped true to its mark.
A coughing moan and a gun clanged

to the laboratory floor. The Jap stag-
gered to his feet and Murdock fired
again and again. The emissary of a
country that desired peace swayed
against the rail of the balcony. " A
rendering snap and the lifeless body of
Lun crashed to the floor.

"So perish all those who stand in my
path," shouted Murdock. "Danny
Murdock strikes ruthlessly at all who
dare "

Murdock did not finish, because Ted
Riley had come across the laboratory
with the speed of a panther. His steel-

like fingers wrenched the gun away from
the killer

"Fight with your hands, you dirty
murderer!" taunted Riley. "You've
tried twice through your hirelings to got
me and failed, now see what you can do
yourself. And know this, Danny Mur-
dock, that if you fail to get me you go
to the chair for your many crimes."

For a long moment the two took
measure of each other and Murdock
laughed scornfully. "I can smash you
with one hand."
Riley's answer was an unexpected leap

forward and a swinging left that landed
on the heavy chin. Murdock went down,
and when he got to his feet his eyes
were blazing with mad rage. He rushed
at Ted swinging his muscular arms, but
the Government man jumped away.

It was science against brute force.

Ann clung to her father and prayed [oi

Ted's victory in .a fight that she did not
see how he could possibly win,
Ted Riley landed many powerful

punches to the face and body, but they
seemed to have little effect on Murdock.
Ann gave a gasping cry when Murdock's
arms wrapped themselves round the
vonnger man, but Ted knew a trick of

ju-jitsu to break the hold. It was a
ritual with Ted to practice half an hour
each day with the medicine ball, and
many bouts he had had with boxers ami
all in wrestlers, and his training enabled
him to make such a magnificent fight

against a man easily two stone heavier
Once ho fell, and as Murdock jumpod
forward up went Ted's feet to the big

ger man's body, and Ann gave a crj

of excited joy as the crook was sent

sprawling over the other'* head. Blood
was trickling down Murdock's face as he
'got to his feet.

The crook swung up a chair, but the

blow was broken by an arm parry. A
vicious short -arm left jab thudded to

Murdock's ribs and the chair dropped
from his hands. The big man backed
away badly winded, hut he know what
this fight meant, and soon came 'back
tu the attack
Aim was rejoicing thai her hero was

winning when she gave a gasp of dis-

may, there in the door was the fig

iif "Franklin. The man looked as it' he
had been in the wars.

Murdock rushed and Tod side-stepped

to catch the man with a vicious right-

handed slap to the jaw.

Franklin saw His chief sent sprawling
and decided that it was up to him to

help.

"Toil, look out!" warned Ann.
Ted swung round to face the now

danger and rushed al Franklin* whom
ho floored with an upporent. Franklin
went down, but Murdock was on his

fool. Tod was not quite quick enough
and staggered back before a punch in

ill chest li>- crashed backwards and
collided with a table colored with4>ottles

and test tubes. Everything was swept

(Continued on pa»e 25
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Over the prairies swept a torrent of pioneering humanity, bent on seeking wealth in vir-

gin territory. But the promise of riches beckoned rogues as well as honest men, and the
settlers' trails were blazed with feud and death. A smashing serial of the lawless West,

starring Buck Jones and Muriel Evans

Read This First

Montana Larkin, an ex-deputy, is

planning to join in a land rush with
Jinglebob Morgan, his friend, whose
biother has provided them with the
map dj a claim which contains rich

mineral deposits.

Montana and Jinglebob male tin

acquaintance of a rancher named
I'arker, and art introduced} to his

daughter Mar;/, and his niece, Ann
Hardy. From I'arker the// learn the
• It tails of the projected land ruth, and
agree to ride in comjia/iy with the
cattleman and liis parti/.

Parker's foreman, Gillespie, is a
crook, however. "Discovering tin pur-
poet of Montana and Jinglebob. lit

beats them to their claim with some of
his hirelings, and records it in his name.

Later, Jinglebob's brother Clem
hi rices on the scene, and re reals the
Iact thai the lam! secured by Gillespit
is worthiest, owing to a Haw in the map
which Jinglebob had possessed.

Gillespie attempts to force informa-
tion from Clem, but postpones hit
efforts when he is hired by a man
named Marco Brett to loot a wagon-
train, which is owned by Ann Hardy's
father.

The a/tack foils, and subsequent
efforts on Gillespie's part to learn the
whereabouts of Clew Morgan's claim
mi alike unsuccessful.

On the night that Clem files his claim
in town, Gil and his men confront Mon-
tana and some of the latter'S friends in
Brett's saloon. There are high words,
in the midst of which Montana is shot
down from behind.

Now Read On

The Road Back

FOLLOWING the smash of the gun-
shot and the collapse of Montana
there was a blank silence in Marco

Brett's saloon, but it was a silence of
only a moment's duration, for suddenly
it was broken by an outcry at the en-
trance of the bar-room.
Jinglebob and Clem Morgan were

responsible for that outcry. Returning
from the Land Office, where the elder
brother had filed his claim, they had
reached the swing-doors of the saloon
in the very instant that the blast of
the unseen assassin's revolver had put
an end to the grim altercation between
their friend and Gil Gillespie.

The shouts raised by Clem and Jingle-
bob caused Gillespie and his rogues to

H heel round, but almost, simultaneously
I he younger of the two brothers
plucked liis " iron " from its holster and
pulnped lead at the bar-room lights,

shattering them in swift succession.
The roar of Jinglebob's six-shooter

and the fall of utter darkness created
the wildest disorder and chaos. Already
keyed up to a state of high alarm by
the shot that had dropped Montana,
the regular patrons of Brett's saloon
were thrown into a mad panic by this

fresh outburst of gunplay, and scat-

tered in every direction, some rushing
for the exit, some diving behind tables

and counter, all inspired by a common
desire to give the Gillespie gang and
the Parker ranch-hands as wide a berth
as possible.

It. was not precisely what Jinglebob
had bargained for. It. had seemed to
him that Gil and his men held the
trump cards, with Montana's huddled
body at their feet and their forty-fives
covering the ex-deputy's partisans, and

EPISODE 13.—

" Flaming Torrents "

he had fusilladed the lights in the hope
of giving the Dry Creek cowboys a
chance to draw their Colts and avenge
the shooting of their leader.
At the same time he had planned to

take a hand in the fray himself, along
with Clem.
But, far from plunging into any des-

perate duel, the Morgan brothers found
themselves overborne all at once by a'

mob exodus of terrified citizens, and'
were bullocked out into the street by 1

that surge of fleeing humanity—to go
down beneath trampling, blundering,
stumbling feet.

Meanwhile, tumult was raging in the

saloon. The Dry Creek boys had taken
advantage of the darkness sure enough,
and the flashes of their guns were lend-
ing the gloom. But the duel was one-
sided, for Gillespie and his band were
sheering oil', swarming in a body to-

wards t lie private room that was Marco
Brett's office.

Into that room they dashed, the firsi

to cross the threshold being Gillespie,

who promptly collided with two men
who were already in occupation.
The two men in question were Marco

Brett and Tex Saunders, and although
the office was in darkness, Gil recog-
nised them.
"Which of you fired the shot that

knocked over Larkin?" he jerked out.

"It wns Tex, Gil," Brett jerked. "I
was asleep on the couch, and woke up
to sec him stand in' at the door with
a smokin' gun in his fist."

"Fool!" Gillespie snarled, addressing
Sanders. "I wanted information—not

a killin' ! You went an' spoiled every-
thing, blast yuh 1"

He swallowed his wrath, and then
turned to the rest of his hirelings.
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"We've- gotia get out of here," he
grated. ''Come on, the side door."

''An' I'm makin' myself scarce, too,"
Brett put in grimly. "Sheriff Denver
an' some of his deputies are in town,
and I need an alibi—in case they try

to pin the shootin' of Larkin on me."
The crooks ducked out into an alley

alongside the building, and a few
seconds later Gil and his followers
were mounting (heir horses while Brett
was. hastening along the street on foot,

the saloon-owner keeping to the, shadows
and heading for the house of a friend
who could be trusted to bear him out
id any story he might tell.

The Gillespie gang were soon clat-

tering from the town, but once on the
open range their leader called a halt
and laid a hand on the saddle of Jake
Conroy, whom he counted as one of his

best men.
"Listen, filler," he said, "you go

back an' watch points. See if you can
find out what, the Morgans aim to do.

When you want to get. in touch with
me you can locate me in the hide-out at

Ifoll's Gate."
Jake nodded and, detaching himself

from trie party, he watched his com-
rades gallop off through the night.
Then he canlered into the main street

of Sicomoro again, where he hitched
his bronc to the veranda-rail of a store,

some, little distance from Brett's saloon,
and lowered himself to the ground.
The sounds of gunplay no longer

echoed through the town, though a good
deal of shouting still issued from the
bar-room, where the disturbance had
taken place. As for the street itself, it

was deserted except for the figures of
Jinglchob and Clem, who were picking
themselves up in a sorry fashion and
brushing dust and grime from their
clothes.

Jake saw the two brothers totter into
the saloon, and then he noticed that
people, were beginning to filter from
the dwellings on each side of the
thoroughfare—men and ' w omen, who
gathered in ever-increasing numbers
outside Brett's premises. .

With his hat slouched low over his
eyes Conroy joined that inquisitive and
excited crowd and, by dint of much
shoving and elbowing, he forced his
way to the porch of the saloon. He was
actually peering through the swing-
doors when Sheriff Denver arrived on
the scene with three or four of his
subordinates.
The saloon was still in darkness, but,

having gained admittance to it, Denver
speedily took control of the situation,
and before long a naphtha lamp had
been fetched.
By the light of that lamp Jake Con-

roy and those around him gained flu im-
pression of the bar-room, and it, was
a sight typical of a brawl's aftermath—
with chairs and tables overturned and
scared non-combatants emerging warily
from cover.
Conroy 's attention, however, was

chiefly focused on a group of men near
the counter. It was a group that in-

cluded Steve Randall and the Dry
Creek ranch-hands, Clem and Jinglebob
Morgan, Sheriff Denver and his depu-
ties—and they were gathered around
tho prone form of Montana Larkin,
whom they were examining anxiously.
There was blood on Montana's scalp,

but presently he opened his eyes and
looked about him dazedly, and over at
the swing-doors Jake Conroy heard
Clem Morgan 6peak in a relieved tone.

•'He'll be nil right," the old prospector
said. "Just, creased, that's all."

"How'd it happen?" Sheriff Danvcr
wanted to know.

It was Stevo Randall who answered
him. "There was an argument with Gil
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Gillespie and some of his pals, sheriff,

and suddenly there was a shot. It

seemed to me as if it camo from Brett's
office over there

"

The words were scarcely uttered when
Jake Conroy felt someone pushing past
him, and as he turned his head he saw
Marco Brett himself. A moment later
the saloon owner was striding into the
bar-room, with a well-feigned expression
of concern on his heavy features.

"What happened?" lie demanded
accosting the group of men who stood
near the counter. "What's this about a
fight on my premises?"
Montana had been helped to his feet

now, and he eyed Brett shrewdly.
"You sound as if the whole thing was

news to you," lie said, steadying himself.
"Somebody took a shot at me from that
private room o' yours while I was bavin'
a little discussion with your friend
Gillespie And a short time ago one. o'

your barmen happened to mention you
were asleep in there."
"Then he was mistaken," Brett

announced with sharp emphasis. "I was
down the street at Jim Bellamy's place.

Bellamy can fell you that himself. Say,
what are you drivin' at, anyway,
Larkin?"
"Never mind." Montana rejoined.

"But maybe it's lucky for you that
you've got. an alibi."

He turned to Denver, and addressed
him inquiringly.
"You seem to be spendin' a. lot o.f

time in Sicomoro latch, sheriff." he
commented. "Have you got jurisdic-

tion over this new territory now?"
"Not yet," Denver replied, with an

ominous glance at Brett. "But I'll be
empowered to take in this section for

the administration of law and order as
soon as the Government gets around to
it. And when I do, there's gonna be n
heap of cleanin' up."
"Well, sheriff," Montana stated, "if

you need any help when the time comes,
I reckon you can depend on the Dry
Creek outfit. We've got an interest in

this new strip ourselves
"

He paused, and then diverted his

attention to Clem and Jinglebob.

"Which reminds me," he added. "I
stalled otf Gillespie so that he and his

gang wouldn't, find out what you were
up to. If they'd known, they'd have
stopped at nothing to try and prevent
you filing that claim. Did you get it re-

corded all right ?"

"Sure did," Clem answered heartily.

"We've got a legal right to that piece o'

land now, Montanj*, and nobody can
take it from us."
"Then I think it would be a good idea

if the two of you started working it as

soon as possible," the young foremau
declared.
Clem frowned at him.
"The two of us!" lie reiterated.

"Didn't I tell you that there's four of

us in this deal—you an' Parker as well

as Jingle an' me? Come on, let's all

go back to the ranch and break the
good new.s that we're gettin' busy on
that claim to-morrow."
Then- was a grunt of assent from

Jinglebob. but long before the Morgans
and the Dr\ Creek boys eventually left

the town of Sicomoro a horsemen might
have been seen spurring northward in

(he direction of Hell's Gate.
That horseman was Jake Conroy. and

an hour after quitting the porch of

Brett's saloon he was entering a narrow-
canyon whose walls were riddled with
caves; and at the entrance of one of

these caves he was challenged and recog-
nised by Limpy Dawson.
Passing into the cavern, Jake swung

himself from his pony, left the animal
with the rest of the gang's mounts, and
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strode forward until he rounded a bend
in the rocky den;~and here, iu spile of
the^ gloom, the handiwork of man was
noticeable in the tunnel's aspect, for a
timber wall bad been built across it.

In this wall stood a door through
which chinks of light were shining, and.
thrusting his way over the threshold.
Jake stepped into a crude room occupied
by Gillespie and his minions.
Gil looked round quickly as Jake put

in an appearance.
"Well," he asked, "what did you find

out?"
"Plenty," Conroj said. "First of all.

Montana Larkin only got creased."
"Dadblast it!" Ted Sanders cut in. '1

thought I'd missed him. One o' Brett's
barmen happened to move into the line

o' fire at the last minute, an' that pet
me off. So I only clipped him——

"

"Pipe down." Gillespie snapped at

him. "You picked the wrong time to

take a shot at Larkin, anyhow. But go
on. Jake, what else did you learn?"

"Clem Morgan has legally filed his

claim," Conroy announced darkly, an.!

at that the gang leader jerked himself
to his feet.

He stareel at his informant for a spell,

and then began (o pace the rock floor, of

tho hide-out in silence, a minute or two
elapsing before- he finally turned on his

assembled hirelings.

"A fine bunch of dead-heads you've
turned out to be," he breathed. "If i

r

hadn't, been for the way you saps have
bungled every move I ever planned,
we'd have had that gold location in our
hands long ago."
There was a chorus of protests, but.

Gillespie interrupted the. remonstrances
of his gangsters with a savage gesture.

"All right, all right, never mind the
alibis," ho rasped. "But from now on
there's gonna be no more slip-ups. Clem
Morgan has got his land staked, filed

and everything, has he? Okay, we can
still jump his claim and work it our-
selves."
Jake plucked at his sleeve.

"I heard Clem say that they'd leave
for the claim to-morrow. Gil." he men-
tioned. "Right now they're on their

way back to the Parker outfit.''

"Right." Gillespie declared. "We'll

be in sight of Dry Creek to-morrow at

sunrise, and we'll trail that bunch until

we find out where the gold location is."

Towards the Claim

IT was morning at the Dry Creek
Ranch, and preparations were afoot

for departure, a couple of supply
wagons having been loaded with stores

and equipment.

Beside one of these wagons stood Mon-
tana and Parker, and both of them were
ready for the long journey to Pine
Ridge. Meanwhile the other vehicle

v as being occupied by Clem, Jinglebob
and two of the ranch hands, Happv and
Shorty.
"Montana," Jim Parker was saying',

"I've just been talking to Ann ami
Mary, and they're eager to come al

Yep—Ann, too. She reckons her father

is well enough now to do without, her.','

"Okay, Mi Parker,"- the younger man
replied. "I'd like to have them with us.

How nlwMil the ranch? You're bavin'
the. rest of the boys in charge. T

suppose v"
"Yes. with Steve Randall as head

man." Parker stated. "I know he was
once in tow with Gillespie, but lie's

proved his loyalty to me, Montana, and
I've taken him back into the outfit —per-
manent. As for Gi'lespie—well, the Law
will deal with him when it gets authority

iu the section that's been opened up,"

Little did Jim Parker know it, but at

that moment Gillespie and his cre.v were
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a considerable distance from the new
territory, being much nearer home

—

6kulking amidst the brush, in fact, on
the south side of the Dry Creek outfit.

From the edge of those thickets Gil

and his men were keeping watch on the

movements of their rivals, and presently

they saw Ann and Mary emerge from
the house, the former climbing into the
wagon that contained Happy. Short;
and the Morgans, the other girl joining

her father and Montana.
A minute or two later the two

vehicles were rumbling away from the
ranch, and. after following them with
his eyes until they had disappeared from
view, Gillespie turned to his accom-
plices.

"Good," he muttered. "Parker's left

most of his cowpokes at home. Now,
listen—I want you, Hank—and you,
Limpy—to ride on ahead of us and keep
our quarry spotted. Skirt around until

you're outa sight of the ranch, and then
pick up the trail of them wagons. But
be sure you don't let Parker an' his

friends discover that they're bein'

follow-ed."

"We get yuh. bo.ss." said Limpy.
"Then pull out!'' (;il ordered. "We'll

be comin' up slowly behind you. If

there's anything to report that we can't
see for ourselves, turn back an' let us
know."
"We will." Hank Rodgers rejoined.

"It's a good idea, Gil. sendin' us ahead.
Two men stand a better chance of
keepin' under cover than a whole gang.
But don't lie too far back, or you may
lose track of us yourselves."

Gillespie informed him gruffly that he
knew what he was doing, and ere long
Hank and Limpy were cantering off

through the thickets, the pair of them
effecting a wide detour in order to avoid
any chance of being seen by those of
Parker's employees who had been left

at the ranch.
Some time afterwards they were dili-

gently shadowing the two wagons occu-
pied by Jim Parker and his companions,
being careful to remain at a respectful

distance and taking every precaution to

ensure that their presence on the trail
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was unsuspected. And in the meanwhile,
much farther to the rear, with atten-

tion always riveted oti Hank and Limpy,
but seldom setting eyes on the party
from the Dry Creek outfit, Gil and the
main body of the outlaws were moving
at a slow pace over the range.
The toilsome journ?y continued for

hour after hour, and so well did Hank
and Limpy perform their task that never
once were they in danger of detection

by those in front of them. Indeed, if

the wagons occupants had at any
moment happened to turn and look

back they would have discerned no sign

of the trackers, with such skill and cun-
ning were they dogged.
At noon they were on the edge of

the dense woods that masked the coun-
try around Pine Ridge, and it was here
that Clem Morgan called a halt.

Both wagons were brought to a stand-

still, and the trio in the first vehicle
glanced round inquiringly.

"What is it, old-timer?" Montana
asked of Clem.

"There's a disused cabin up the left

fork." the prospector announced. "Sup-
posin' you and Parker and Miss Mary
take possession of it—and fix it up,

comfortable-like, as quarters for the lot

of us. While you're doin' thot, the rest

of us will travel a-ways along the right
fork."
"What for?" Parker wanted to know.
"Well, there's a tunnel in this strip

that I want to find." Clem explained.
" I bored it myself when I was pro-
spectin' here years ago—afore I was
driven out by the Injuns that lived on
the territory then."
"Right you are, Clem," said Parker.

'But supposin' Happy comes along with
us and helps to clean up this cabin you
mentioned."
Happy transferred to the first wagon

and the journey was resumed, both
vehicles being kept on the same course
until they reached a point where the
road diverged into two separate
branches. Here Montana, Happy and
the Parkers exchanged a few words of
farewell with the Morgans, Ann and
Shorty.
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" Are you sure you wouldn't like to
team up with us?" Mary sang out to

her cousin.
"No, thanks," Ann replied with a

smile. "I'd rather see this tunnel that
Clem's spoken about. It sounds in-

triguing. Besides, I hate housework."
Mary laughed, and then signed to her

father to go ahead, and the rancher
cracked a whip above the horses that
were drawing the first wagon. They at
once plodded forward on to the left-hand
fork, and at the same time the vehicle
containing Ann and her companions
swung off down the right-hand trail.

Back in a covert of tall thickets, not
far from the spot where the roads
diverged, Hank Rodgers and Limpy
Dawson exchanged meaning glances.

"Contact with Gil and the l>oys,

Limpy," said Hank. "Tell 'em what's
happened. I'll take the right fork and
keep track of Clem Morgan's bunch."
The gangsters parted. Limpy riding to

the rear and encountering Gil and the
rest of the outlaws shortly afterwards.
"What's up?'' Gillespie demanded.
"They've separated," his hireling re-

ported. "Montana, Happy an' the
Parkers have turned along the left fork.

The others have branched off to the
right."

"Why?" Gillespie muttered.
"They was hpllerin' to one another

afore they split up," Limpy declared.
"We couldn't hear everything, but I
believe Clem's party is 'headed for the
gold location, and Montana's for a cabin
where they aim to fix up quarters. Hank
has taken the right fork, stickin' close
to the Morgans."

Gillespie turned to his men and spoke
tersely.

"Jeff, you and Tex Sanders and Jake.
Conroy go with Limpy." he ordered.
"Corral Montana and his party in that
cabin. Tie 'em up for the time being so
they can't interfere with our plans. Then

Montana was seized and disarmed, and his wrists were bound behind his back with a strip of rawhide cut
from a lariat
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ride back and wait at the fork. The
rest of us will join up with Hank.''
Tex, Jeff and Conroy moved along-

side Limpy Dawson, but before the
quartet took themselves off, Gillespie

added a caution.
"I don't want no gunplay," he said.

"There's a good many lumberjacks
scattered through the woods, and shoot-

in' might bring 'em down on you. And
don't let any harm come to Mary Parker.
Remember that."
Limpy and his comrades nodded, and

then they kicked their heels into the

flanks of their ponies, departing at a

brisk pace and leaving the remainder
of the gang to follow in a more leisurely

style. A few minutes later the four who
had been instructed to deal with Mon-
tana's party were swerving on to the
left fork, and before long Gil and the

other members of the band might have
been seen trooping arlong the right-hand
trail—the one taken by Shorty, Ann
and the Morgans—and by their

shadower. Hank.
On the left fork, Limpy Dawson and

his associates were slackening speed by
then, and were going ahead at a mere
canter, keeping a close look-out for any
sign of a habitation; and they had been
riding for something like twenty minutes
when they suddenly espied a small clear-

ing in front of them.
A cabin stood in that clearing. . It

was in a fairly good state of repair, and
from the point of view of any settler,

it was conveniently close to water, for

it was within a hundred yards of a

broad, swiftly flowing river.

Outside that cabin was the wagon
which had been driven by Jim Parker,
and the rancher was alighting from the
vehicle with his daughter, Montana
Larkin and Happy.
Limpy and his accomplices drew rein

and dismounted, concealing their horses
amidst the tall undergrowth. Then they
focused their eyes on the cabin again.

and watched the three men and the girl

push their way across the threshold
of it.

Happy reappeared after a brief inter-

val with a bucket in his grasp and
started for the river, having been dis-

patched, apparently, for water. The
gangsters peered at his receding figure

for a little while, and then Limpy volun-
teered a comment.
"Right, now we've only got two men

and a girl to handle," he breathed.
"Let's sneak up on that shack and grab
'em. We can attend to Happy when he
comes back."
The proposal found favour with the

other three rogues, and they began to

steal through th ! underbrush until they
were close to the cabin. Then, with no
further cover available, they redoubled
their caution and crawled to the very
porch of the dwelling on hands and
knees.

Voices reached their ears from within,
for the front door was wide open. Be-
yond the threshold they caught
glimpse of Jim Parker tidying one of
the rooms in the cabin—and another
glimpse of Montana and Mary in a
bads kitchen.
The foreman and the rancher's

daughter had seemingly decided to pre-
pare a meal, for the girl was kindling
a fire, and, with an apron fastened
comically around his waist, her stalwart
admirer was slapping rashers of bacon
into a pan.
"Now ain't that a sweet, domestic

picture!" Tex Sanders whispered
mockingly.
Limpy silenced him with a gesture,

and then, drawing his gun, he made for

the cabin doorway.
January 25th. r
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The other three followed him, and the
crooks were inside the log hut before
any of its occupants realised what was
happening. Next second Jim Parker
found himself covered by Limpy Daw-
son's six-shooter, and, at the same time.
Jeff, Sanders and Conroy charged
through

_
to the kitchen with their

irons trained on Mary and Montana.
"Forget you're packin' a forty-five,

Larkin," Sanders bit out, "or we'll plug
yuh like a dog! All right, tie him up.
fellers!" v

It was useless to resist. Montana was
seized and disarmed, and his wrists were
bound behind his back with a strip of
rawhide cut from a lariat. Then some
rope was discovered in a cupboard, and,
to make certain of him. Jeff thrust him
into a chair and lashed him firmly to
it, so that he could move neither hand
nor foot.

Parker was now marched into the
kitchen by Limpy, and, having been
relieved of his gun. the rancher was
disposed of in the same manner as Mon-
tana. This done, Sanders spoke again.
"What do we do with the girl?" he

growled, nodding towards -Mary, who
was in the grip of Conroy.

"There's a key in the door o'
that cupboard," said Jeff. "Lock her in

there."
Struggling, protesting furiously, the

cattleman's daughter was bundled into
the narrow confines of the pantry and
the door was fastened upon her, after
which the crooks returned to the porch.
And it was as they emerged from the
cabin that they beheld Happy away at

the river's edge, stooping inquisitively
over a canoe that was lying high and
dry on the bank.
"Come on." Dawson commanded,

"we'll go down an' get that hombre!"
The words were hardly uttered when

Happy chanced to turn round, and as he
saw the four gangsters striding from
the shadow of the cabin his jaw fell and
his mouth opened wide. Thus for a
space he stood dumbfounded, paralysed
with fright. Then, living up to his

chicken-hearted if likeable disposition,
lie gave vent to a yell of alarm and
took to his heels.

Sanders ripped out a curse and lifted

Iiis six-gun, only to have his arm struck
down again by Limpy.

"No shootin', you fool!" the latter

barked. "Remember what Gil said.
Come on, after that guy!"
They gave chase, but Happy had a

good start and he ran with the speed
of a man in terror of his life, plung-
ing into the heart of trees and under-
growth and disappearing like a jack
rabbit going to cover. Nor did Gilles-

pie's hirelings succeed in picking up his

trail, though they scoured the locality

for nearly half an hour before admitting
defeat.
"A clean getaway," Dawson muttered

then. "What are we gonna do about
it?"
"What can we do?" Conroy retorted.

"We've gotta crct back to the fork and
wait for Gil. That's orders. Ah, don't
worry about Happy. If I know him.
he won't stop runnin' until he's clear

o' the woods. II.' won't come back here,
anyway."
Limpy Dawson looked somewhat

dubious, yet there seemed nothing else

to do but abandon the hunt and hope
for the best, and soon the four outlaws
were trudging back to the spot where
they bad left their horses.
Mounting the broncs. they set out in

an easterly direction, bent on ksep
their rendezvous with their leader and
the rest of the gamr.

\very Tuesday

Interne

RIDING through the tall timber by
way of the trail they had chosen
to follow, Gil Gillespie and his

party had penetrated into the forest for
a distance of two or three miles when
they suddenly detected the figure of
Hank Rodgers in front of them.
He was motionless in the saddle of his

pony, and as they came abreast of him
he indicated a side-track that was
grooved by the nits of a wagon's wheels.
"Thought I'd wait a spell an' see if

you showed up," he said. "Clem Mor-
gan an' his bunch turned off again-
right here."
The Gillespie gang swung on to the

side-track, and pushed along it for
another mile before they drew rein in
sight of a barren cliff, which was
separated from them by a strip of rough,
stony ground devoid of trees.

In the shadow of that cliff they saw
the wagon that had been occupied by
Ann, Shorty and the Morgans, who had
now alighted and were peering into a
tunnel that was half screened by shrub-
bery—a tunnel that was no creation of
nature, like the caves at Hell's Gate.
but a monument to human industry, for
it was bolstered up by wooden beams.
"Clem Morgan's gold location," Gil-

lespie whispered, his eyes glittering.
"This is all right, I'll guarantee

"

And then he stopped, for at that in-

stant two strangers hove into view.
Mounted on horseback, they were

—

long, lean fellows who had spurred from
a neck of the woods farther to the north
—and on perceiving them Gil and his

comrades drew well back into the
shelter of the trees.

Watching, the crooks saw the strangers
ride to within fifty or sixty yards of
the Morgans and their friends. Then
one of the newcomers gave a hail.

It was answered by Jinglebob, and
Gil and his gang heard every word of
the conversation that followed.
"Howdy, there," Jinglebob called.

"What can we do for you?"
" You can't do nothing for us. pard-

ner." the foremost of the two horsemen
replied. "We're forest rangers, and I'd

advise you to clear out of this section
plenty pronto. There's a big fire broken
out, and it's sweepin' along both sides

of the river. It spread across the nar-

rows a mile or two west of here, and
it's liable to sweep this way."
Hidden among the trees. Gil and his

men eyed one another askance. Forest
fire! They were well aware of flic

rapidity with which a conflagration could
travel when fanned by a high wind.
"Better pull our freight," Hank

Rodgers muttered. "Get clear o' the

timber afore we're trapped. We know
where that gold ia now. an' we can
alius come back to it."

Gil and the rest of the outlaw-3 were
of the same mind, and lost no time
in making themselves scarce. Indeed.
they were well on their way when Clem
Morgan raised his voice to sing out

:

"Hey. we've got some friends in that

old cabin up the left fork. Is there any
chance of geltin' through to them?"
"I guess so," he was informed. "Bui

don't you worry about that. We're
hcadiu' that way ourselves, and we'll

wain your friends for you. You beat

it for the east.'

A moment later the rangers had
wheeled, and. leaving Clem and bis

party to seek the safety of the open
country beyond the woods, they them-
selves galloped off in the direction of

the left fork.

They were destined never to reach

their olijcclivc, for about ten minutes

(Continued on page 26)
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to the floor with a mighty smash, and
Ted somehow kept his balance and did
not fall on the broken glass. Then the
two crooks made a combined attack and
Ted retreated. With a cry of fierce ex-
ultation Murdock charged forward to
finish the agent—a foot shot out from
nowhere and the crook went sprawling.
Ted had tricked him again.
Franklin jumped on Ted's back, and

the youngster staggered.
"Mind out!" yelled the professor,

because he -aw how close the two
fighters were to the glass receptacle that
contained enough poison gas to destroy
a nation.

But Kiley did not hear the warning.
He resorted to a wrestler's trick and
tossed the wretched Franklin over his

head.
A yell of fear came from the pro-

fessor as Franklin's body crashed down
on the glass receptacle. The glass gave
with a crack like a pistol-shot.

Franklin staggered away and collapsed
Oil top of the upturned table. A cloud
of white smoke shot out of the broken
gas container. The battered Murdock
was too exhausted and hurt to rise.

"The gas! The gas!" came the warn-
ing cry of the professor.
Ted Riley was staring down at the

prostrate Franklin and did not realise

the deadly peril that beset them. Then
the hiss of the escaping gas made him
give a cry of horror.
"Run! Run!" yelled the professor.

"The house— it's our only chance."
Ted's chief consideration was for the

girl and her father. He pushed them to
the open door. Murdock and Franklin
could fend for themselves.

Franklin stirred as Murdock got pain-
fully to his feet.

"Danny! Danny 1" screamed Frank-
lin. "Get me out of here!"
But Murdock's only thought was his

own safety, and he lurched out of the
door. The choking fumes of the gas pil-

lowed after him. He tripped and fell,

and as he dragged himself up some of
the gas swirled round him.

A Call for Help

THE professor and Ted half led, half-

carried Ann back to the house.
They rushed to the door and Ted

darted to a window. A great cloud of
gas was pouring from the laboratory and
seemed to be spreading all over the
island.

"We've got to plug up all holes,"
shouted Ted. "Ann, close every win-
dow. Professor, help me drag these
rugs close to the door."

BOY'S CINEMA

Very soon the house was enveloped in

a fog of poison gas, and they spluttered
as it seeped through cracks. At last they
were compelled to vacate the living-room
and go up the stairs to the professor's

bed-room. With blankets and sheets

they stuffed up every crack and hole.

"We're caught like rats in a trap,"
cried Ted. "We'll stifle unless we can
do something." He went to a window.
" Professor, what's that wire ? Is it an
aerial ?"

"Yes—yes!" The professor spoke
painfully, for he had sniffed some of tho

gas. "I believe he used to send mes-
sages. The machine is in the next
room."
In a small ante-room Ted found an

up-to-date wireless adapted for reception

and sending messages. This instrument
was powerful enough to send out sound
waves that any ship within fifty miles
ought to pick up.
Ted had a fair knowledge of wireless,

but this set was a type that was new to

him, and whilst Ann and her father

fought to keep out the gas he en-

deavoured to find out how to operate it.

At last he found the switch that brought
the set into action. In Morse he rapped
out an S.O.S.
Government Agents have information

on many matters and Riley knew that

certain ships of the United States Navy
patrolled these waters, and he knew
their code signal. There came no an-
swer, and he feared the attempt was
abortive when suddenly there came a
long buzz. Ted spoke into the micro-
phone.

"S.O.S. Diamond Island calling any
patrol ship of the United States Navy."
Ted switched off and turned on the

loud-speaker; "U.S.S. Washington on
coast patrol twenty miles due North of
Diamond Island."
"Poison gas over Diamond Island,"

answered Riley. "The gas has escaped
and three of us are imprisoned in the
only house. Trying to keep out gas but
can't hang out for long. Come to is],md
with all speed.* Landing party with gas
masks required. Will try anil hold out.

Ted Riley, Government Agent S143,
speaking."
"Changing course," the Washington

replied. "Look out for landing party.
Making sixteen knots."
Ted went back to their fight against

the gas. The island was completely
blotted out. The only satisfaction that
they had was that Murdock and Frank-
lin would not trouble the world any
longer. But life is sweet, and with
scarves fastened round their mouths and
nostrils they plugged every minute hole.

Amazing the way that gas found some
tiny aperture.
Ann collapsed, and after water had

brought her back to her senses they
made her lie on a bed with a quilt round
her head. Ted found himself reeling
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about the room like a drunken man. It

seemed hours since their call for help
had been answered. The professor sank
to the floor in a coma.
Ted shook the old man back to wake-

fulness.

"Keep going," he cried. "Help will

be here any moment now."
A thin trickle of yellow white gas

was seeping through a cracked window,
and Ted rushed forward to plug the
crack with rags and paper.
The gas had a stupifying effect and

Ted longed to lie down and sleep—

a

sleep from which one would never awake.
He found himself nodding, and then
swayed to his feet to see that the pro-

fessor was sagged forward in a chair.

A pail of cold water made the pro-

fessor gasp and sit up. Ted went to

look at Ann and did not like the pallor

of her cheeks. He shook her and her
eyes opened, she smiled at him and
would have gone back to sleep if he had
let her.

"You must keep awake," he shouted.
"That patrol ship must be near the
island. You must keep awake."
"I'm going to help you," Ann sat up.

"Walk about for a bit, but don't go
near the windows," he advised, and
staggered away to plug up another hole. I

The room was becoming misty, but
the gas was a little lighter than air and
had drifted towards the rafters. They
found one could breathe a little better

by sitting on the floor.

"Tap! Tap! Tap!'/
Ted Riley looked round. Where was

tho sound coming from? "Tap! Tap!
Tap!" He glanced at the windows and
at one of them there seemed to be a

blurred shape. He swayed across tho

room and his heart gave a leap as he.

saw a masked face. A closer look re-

vealed an officer of the United States

Na\ v.

"They're here! They're here!" Ted
wheezed out. "We're saved!"

Ted died to pull himself together and
think. It he opened the window the

gas would pour into the room and they
would perish. The anteroom from which
they had sent tho call for help—would
that do? Ted got across the room to

the dooi—the anteroom was full of

clinking fumes.

The only chance was for three gas
masks to be thrown into the room. It

must be done so that little of tho gas
got into the room because it would take

a moment or two to fit the masks. Ted
went to the window and tapped. The,

masked officer came closer. Ted touched
the window and shook his head and then

pointed across the room to the main
door. The officer nodded, and Ted held

up a hand to stay him.
Ted went across to the door and made

a pretence of opening it. then shutting
it quickly, and from the floor gathering
up objects—he held up three fingers, lie.
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Went back to the window and the mask
nodded.
Interminable minutes passed before

Ted heard footsteps outside and then
three sharp raps. He soaked a towel in

•water, went to the door, fixed the towel

round his face and dragged the door
open. He heard three objects land on
the floor, and he jerked the door shut.

A considerable amount of the gas had
come into the room, but not enough to

do much harm. He picked up the masks
and carried them to the professor and
Ann. He fixed their masks and then
coughed as a wisp of the gas caught
him. Quickly he grabbed up the last

mask and slipped it over his face.

Then Riley opened the door of their

prison and outside were several of the

masked landing party. Ted signalled

that he was okay, but that the other two
would have to be carried.

The rescue party conducted them
through the wall of poison gas—and
what joy when they hoard the sound of

breakers on the beach ! Here the gas
was much thinner, and Ted noticed that

a breeze had sprung up.
Eight hundred yards out it was quite

clear and the masks were removed. Ted
briefly explained that a gas container

had burst and they had been trapped.

"That should be all gone by the morn-
ing." The officer pointed to the island.

"The breeze is freshening."
"Better warn all shipping to keep dear

of Diamond Island," advised Ted.

"Already done'," answered the officer.

"By the way, our landing party came
upon two terror-stricken seamen swim-
ming in the sea and shouting for help
The first boat put back with tnem. They
told us it was certain death to land on
the island, and that everyone must be
dead." »

"That would be Bruno and Sparky, a

pair of cowardly rascals," Ted decided.

"I'm glad you've got them, because
thejtfll be able to do some talking if they
want to go on living."

The officer lowered his voice.
" We came upon the bodies of three

men—one had been shot."

"A brave man who perished in the
services of his country," Ted explained.
"The other two deserved to die."
The professor and Ann felt very little

ill-effects from the gas, and twenty-four
hours later the Washington landed the
three people she had rescued at San
Francisco.
Ted was congratulated on his bravery

and for ridding America of a public
enemy. His chief pointed out that the
inquiry would be private and that the
professor's name would be kept out of
it as much as possible. The professor
had been aiding and abetting a criminal,
but the old man's reputation was so good
that the authorities would accept his

story that he did believe that Major
Gray iva- a genuine Government
official.

"Just a' /natter of form," explained
the chief. "1 understand that the other
person concerned in this matter is going
to marry one of the most promising of
the Government Agents, so there seems
nothing more to be said on the matter."
Ho passed over an envelope. "After
that gas you need a holiday. There is

enough in that envelope for a honey-
moon trip, and when you return .1 can
promise you a fat job at head office."

"Thank you very miieli. chief." Ted
Riley shook the outstretched hand.
"Guess I'll be on my way. I've got the
prisoner waiting for me outside.

(By permission of Pathe Pictures, Ltd.,

starring Lloyd Hughes as Ted Riley,
Grant Withers as Major Gray, and

Marion Burns as Ann Baker.)
Janiuiry 25th, 1986.
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"THE ROARING WEST"
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later they were breathing air that was
tainted with smoke, and ere long they
beheld the gleam of flames in front of
them—flames that seemed to stretch
from east to west as far as »he eye
could see, like an army of vivid, devilish
spectres, surging through the forest,

roaring through the underbrush, coil-

ing themselves around the trunks of tall

pines, blasting everything in their path.
The rangers pulled up, and one of

them spoke grimly.
"Have to turn back, Phil," he said in

laconic accents. "We could never hope
to get through that lot. Come on. The
folks in that cabin on the left fork
have probably realised their danger by
this time, anyway."
But he was wrong. Pinioned to a

couple of chairs in the kitchen of the
dwelling in question, Montana Larkin
and Jim Parker had no inkling of their
desperate peril—nor had Mary, a help-
less captive locked in the cupboard.

True, they had heard their wagon
moving off a little while before as the
horses had broken into a gallop, but they
did not suspect that the animals had
fled before an oncoming inferno that «a>
destroying the forest.

It was likewise true that there was
smoke in the prisoners' nostrils, but the
bacon that Montana had intended to

fry for a meal was burning in the
cooking-pan. and it was this circum-
stance that was chiefly responsible for

the thick atmosphere in the shack.
The cabin itself was like a hothouse,

for the front door was closed and the
windows were sealed, and through those
windows it was impossible to see the
ring of fire that was sweeping around
the clearing, so thickly were the panes
coated with dirt and grime.

" I wonder if Happy got away from
those rats," Jim Parker mused all at

once. "If so, there's a chance he might
sneak back and cut us loose."

"I doubt it." Montana grunted.
"We'd have seen something of him by
now. But listen, Parker, I've got an
idea we may not need any outside help.

Supposin' I could edge close to you.
Do you think you might be able to get
your hands to these thongs around
me?"

It was a suggestion worth trying, and
Montana did his best to jerk his chair
inch by inch across the floor, a difficult

feat considering that he was securely
roped to it, and more than once he was
almost brought crashing to the boards.
But at last he managed to force the
chair into such a position that he was
silting back-to-back with Parker, and
the older man then contrived to tackle
the bonds that fastened the ex deputy's
wrists.

He had to work blindly, his finger's

cramped by the cords around his own
wrists. Yet he finally succeeded in not
only untying Montana's hands, but also

in slackening off the rope that held him
to the chair, and as the coils of hemp
fell from him loosely the big fellow
pulled himself to his feet.

Within a few seconds of being set

free, Montana had released his employer.
Then he unlocked the cupboard door
and caught Mary in his arms as she
lurched against him weakly.

"Coiiie on." he said, clasping her
around the waist, "we're getting out of

here
!"

He hustled her across the kitchen, and
Jim Parker followed them. A moment
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later they were out on the porch, and
it was then and only then that they
realised their desperate plight.

Clouds of smoke were swinging across
the clearing in grey gusts, driven by the
wind. The forest on every hand pre-
sented a blazing barrier of fire, im-
penetrable, spelling doom to any mortal
creature who might strive to pierce the
inferno. The very grass around the
cabin was beginning to burn, so that
presently the log dwelling would most
likely be alight as well.

To remain in the clearing meant
death by suffocation, if not worse, and
it Mas fortunate for Montana and his

companions in distress that the big ex-

deputy suddenly remembered an object
that he had seen on the river bank when
they had first entered the glade.
"Down to the water!" he panted. "I

noticed a canoe there. Probably been
lyin' around for months, but it may still

be sound. Quick, it's our only chance!*'
They broke into a run, fighting their

way through the dense, stifling masses
of smoke, and they were going forward
as fast as their legs would carry them
when they heard a great tree come
thundering down behind them. Clean
across the glade it fell amidst a shower
of sparks, to lie like a dead giant in

flames.

They gained the river's edge and the
canoe that lay on the bank. It con-
tained two paddles, and as they floated

it they saw with relief that its seams
were water-tight. Next instant they
were seating themselves in the craft.

Montana at the bow, Parker at the
stern, and Mary huddled between them.
The two men had seized the paddle-,

and they steered the canoe out into mid-
stream, the strong surge of the current
bearing it swiftly onward at the same
time.
Aided by the powerful flow of the

river, Montana and Parker thrust the
canoe through the water at express rate,

plying the paddles tirelessly and never
easing up for a second until they had
outstripped the mighty conflagration
that was travelling with them. But
even as they were congratulating them-
selves, and considering the possibility of
beaching their craft farther downstream
whenever they felt that they had a safe

start—even as this plan was running
through their minds they heard a new
and ominous sound that caused them to

hesitate.

It was not like the muted sound of

the inferno which they were leaving
behind them on each bank of the river.

It was the sound of tumbling waters,
the thunder of a cataract, and all at

once Jim Parker gave vent to a hoarse
cry.

'"The falls!" he shouted. "Devi's
Falls! We must be close on them!"
He was right. The air was still thick

with smoke that had been driven ahead
of the forest conflagration by the wind.
Through that smoke, however, the occu-
pants of the eanoe suddenly discerned
the peril in front of them, where the
torrent poured tumultuously over the
rim of a forty-foot drop, and where
misty vapour rose to mingle with the
fumes of the forest fire.

"Turn into the bank!" Montana
ni. n ill.

It was too late. They were not

sufficiently close to either bank to reach
it in time, with the terrific urge of the

current bearing them onward so relent-

lessly. A brief, losing battle, and then
(hey were plunging over the falls in

their frail Craft, to go down into the

hear) of a mad welter of foam!

(To be continued in another smashing
episode next week. By permission of

Universal Pictures. Ltd.. starring Buck
Jones and Muriel Evans.)
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"THE IRISH IN US"
(Continued from page 14

1

the canvas again before the next round
is over!"

"Oil, yeah?" Danny's flagging spirit

was roused. "Well, however hard he
liits trie, he can't lick me!"

"All right, tough guy," Pat said, as

the bell' rang, "get out in front!"

, Groggily, but with renewed courage
now that he had Pat with him as well
as Mike, Danny stepped forward to meet
'his enemy, evaded a terrific left intended
to "put him out for good and nil, and
changed over from defence to attack.
But most of his punches were aimed at

Delancy's face and chest, and Pat
yelled :

"Not there, Danny—below!"

"Don't get excited!" Mike rebuked.
"This isn't a fire." retorted Pat, turn

iijg to scowl. "It's a fight!"

Danny had heard, and he obeyed his

brother's behest. Guarding his own face
ttnd body better than he bad done
before, he aimed all his blows lower,
achieved a solar plexus punch thai' sent
Delancy temporarily against the ropes,

and, after a clinch broken by the referee,
pot in a thump to the heart that sent
the champion down on his knees. -

That round went distinctly in Danny's
favour, and the crowd roared. But
Danny was glad of tbe stool and of his

brother's attentions.
" iSo I was gonna kiss the canvas,

eh?" he said, breathing heavily.

"Shut up!" snapped Pat. "Save your
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breath and listen! He's as open as the
hunting season! Play him low down-
play the body!" A towel was vigorously
applied. "D'you get it? D'you hear
me?"
"Yeah," muttered Danny. "I hear

you."
"Well, listen, Danny, this is the

round! End it this round! See? You
can't expect a dame to think you're a
hero for ever!"

Danny had closed his eyes, but be
opened them very widely at that state-
ment.
"What dame?" he asked blankly.
"Lucille."
"Oh, no, not me I" He shook his

aching head. He was not going to be
taken in by that sort, of talk.

But Pat was in dead earnest, and time
was short.

"Look, look, look, Danny," be said
urgently. "I've stepped out! D'you
get it? D'you understand, or do I have
to slug you, too?"
Danny was convinced in spite of him-

self.

"Oh, Pat "

The hell went, and he got to his feet.

"Remember what I told you," ex-
horted Pat. "Down below!"

Danny almost* heaved himself forward
towards the' advancing champion, and
there was a strange light in his blood-
shot eyes.

"Down below, Danny!" vociferated
Mike.
"In the kitchen, Danny!" yelled Pat.

"In the kitchen !"

Danny sparred, smote, and received a
whack in the ribs that would. have sent

him reeling in any of the earlier rounds,
hut in this one it seemed not even to
concern him. He parried a right sweep
with a. swing of bis right, and then, with
his left, he drove straight at Delancy's
solar plexus.

The whole weight of his body was be-
hind that blow, and the thud of it was
heard all over the stadium. Joe Delancy
went down like a log, and the referee
stood over him and began to count.
"One—two—three—four

"

"Come on, Joe!" shouted Doc
Mullins. "Come on!"

Delancy rose by easy stages to his

knees and then to his feet, and he faced
Danny again. But all the fight had
been knocked out of him, and two swift

jabs between his ribs put him down
again—to stay down.
"Oh, Danny!" shrilled Mrs. O'Hara,

above all the uproar of the crowd.

Ev V Tuesday

The referee counted; the fatal ten was
reached without any sign oftnoyement
on the part of the defeated champion,
and Mike scrambled up into the ring,
crying:
"That's my brother! That's my

brother!"
"Oli, Danny!" Mrs: O'Hara turned

triumphantly to Lucille, who was on her
feet like practically everybody else.

"Now what do you think of him?"
A policeman tried to prevent her from

climbing into the ring.

"You can't go in there!" he rapped.
"Who says 1 can't?" she defied him.

"It'll take more than you to stop me!"
Joe Delancy, inert and unconscious,

was being carried away by some first

aid men. Captain Jackson thrust the
policeman aside.

"It's all right, Collins," he said; and
he helped Mrs. O'Hara up under the -

ropes and his daughter after her.
"Hallo, ma!" said Danny feebly, but

happily, hanging on to Pat. "Hallo,
darling!" ^.

The ring became filled with excited
people. Danny flung his free arm round
Lucille and kissed her, and then a micro-
phone was held in front of his mouth.

"Just a word, please," insisted the
wireless commentator who had thus
intruded.
Danny nodded happily and spoke.
"Folks," he said, "I want you I .

meet the champion of the world—my
mother!" He beckoned with his gloved
hand. "Say something, ma!"
"What'll I say?" asked Mrs. O'Hara!

viewing the microphone with dismay.

"Say—say ' Hallo 1 '^L suggested
Danny; and he hugged^Twcille again
while his mother stammered that word
into the instrument.

(By permission of Warner Brothers lec-

tures, Ltd., starring James Cagney-and
Pat O'Brien, with Frank McHVgh,
Olivia de Haviland and Mary Gordon.)
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I. \

ery Tuesday

Having abandoned the care-free life of a cowboy to work, single-handed, \ mine that
is coveted by a crook, Ken Armstrong's troubles become considerably complicated
when he adopts the infant son of a dead friend. An unusual Western, starring

Ken Maynard

Ken Plays the Fool

IT seemed to most of the startled in-

habitants of Sicoma City that Ken
Armstrong had gone completely

mad.
On! from the Wagon Wheel Saloon he

Came abruptly with a six-shooter in his

hand, and whooping at the top of his

voice twice discharged the weapon at the

inoffensive sky, then vaulted from the

veranda on to tire back of his white
horse T;ii /.an and set off down Main
St reel at a gallop, yelling and firing in

a fashion that sent many people scufe

tling into doorways and others diving
headlong into alleyways and yards.

" Whoo-oop-ee ! Yippi, yippi, yippi.

yi ! Whoo-oop ee !" lie bellowed, and
' bang! bang! went his gUB.

In company with three deputies,
Augustus Morgan, the middle-aged city

marshal, strode forth from his oil

the bottom of the Street just as the wild

rider swung left at the corner into

Jefferson Avenue.
The deputies had drawn their guns,

but the marshal recognised the flying

figure, and though furious at. so II.

r

a breach of the peace shouted
imperiously

:

"Don't 'shoot ' i loi thai ma
alive !"

He and his assistants freed their 1

from the hitching i ail outside the office

and mounted them, and as the quartet
set off in pursuit, the roadway of Main
Stre< filled with men
and women who ho] were
no longer in dai

In Jeffet son \ and
backboards were driven hastily oul o)

the way 0£ Ken, still yelhn
the, lone ol his excellent Inn

an empty sun back Into its hol-tct and
diew anotnei

i

There were women on the board-
walks as well as men, and three of the
women were spinsters of uncertain age
but undoubted courage, and one was
a married as well as a spectacled
woman named Mrs. Bumps. These
four scorned to seek shelter, and Ken
—possibly for their benefit—loosed his

feet from the stirrups in full career and
heaved himself upright upon Tarzan's
saddle.

It would have been quite a spectacu-

lar trick in any circus, and many who
witnessed it held their breath in

grudging admiration while it was ac-

i. But one of the spinsters,

a tall and shrewish-looking dame in a

white coat and a helmet like hat that

accentuated her sharp feature-, cried

1 1 1 v :

"Of ail the fools!"

Mad or sane, Ken Armstrong was a

wonderful horseman. Bracing himself
i he saddle of his careering 'count,

and still shouting lustily, he whipped off

his big white cow-hat and waved it with
ii hand while he shot holes in the

atmosphere with the gun in his right.

The city marshal and his deputies

ared round the corner, and another
of the spinsters—an ugly little woman in

Otted frock whose front nanto was
Amanda and who had never been able

ange her surname from Wither-

SpOOn, cried out

:

"
I hope they catch that lunatic bi

he kills somebody !"

"W'hi is Ik?'' inquired Mrs, Bumps
"Why.' replied Amanda Witherspoon

with a sniff, "it's that Ken Armstrong!"
'And he's .one plumb crazy," da-

I the tall and shrewjsh-loo
A'hoSO name W a - Til!- I

Half-way down Jefferson Avenue the

of commerce gave place

to houses and shaek; -• • in their ow:i
gardens, the roadway became exceed-
ingly dusty, and there was no
for "the disturber of the i

yend the spinsters, therefore, Ken
,i booted foot to cause fcis iiuelln

mount to turn about.

Tarzan turned readily enough, 1'

the pace hi 'hold was
none too sura. Ever' so slightly he.

stumbled, but the stumble «

.

to dislodge his yelling E2ac;;;„', from a
very precarious , ended
into the dust on all fours, and the
marshal and his deputies sbol past him
as he was scrambling to his feet.

H.miedly the law
and order turned their steeds and
mounted to grab him. But Ken e.

them with astonishing agility, pul away
his smoking gun, and re;,, lied Wl

bound the porch of the Sicoma I'

a long and rambling building of wood.
There he seised upon a Nam intended
for the use of weary patrons and i

it above his head,
Augustus Mai [fan. and

ili puties fl ' • o advancing in lin

him prisoner, and to I

his intention The form Was hurled

broadside at them <uid 'hey hit the dust
her.

Augu-tn- M
and weigh! U ho
liked, lb' v, is ou In- t. fit >\ lnle the
oilier three were no more than on their

knees, two of hem holding aching hi

Bui Ken bad .mi wasted even a fraction

o the porch "as a

ucd up one of the

like a monke\
cony he whooped defii

" lie re hi
" shouted iho

marshal.
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"Look out, boys!'' jeered Ken, and
from the balcony be proceeded to boist

himself on to the flat roof of the hotel

with the aid of another post

"Get up there, boys!" vociferated the
marshal. "Head him off!"

The more agile of the deputies en-
dea soured to climb, but one of them
flew after the marshal into the hotel and
up a flight of stairs_ to a ladder that led

to a skylight; and these two reached the
root' before the climbers and were
cheered by the crowd in the street below.

Ken, however, had not waited for

their coming. Racing across the flat

roof he had come to a yawning chasm
where a yard divided the hotel from the
office of the Wells Fargo Express Com-
pany, and there a mighty jump landed
him on the other roof, which was at a

lower level.

The marshal leached the chasm, liked

the look of it not at all, and retreated
to the skylight, shouting:

"Come with me, boys! We'll have
him !"

He and the deputy with him descended
the ladder and the stairs; the other two,
who had got no farther than the bal-

cony, clambered in at an open window
and also reached the stairs.

Once more in the street, Morgan bel-

lowed to Ken to come down and give
himself up, not because he expected to

be obeyed, but to engage the attention
of the troublesome one while his men
invaded the Wells Fargo office and a
store that adjoined it.

Ken whooped and waved defiance, but

he started running across the roofs of
story buildinga the moment the

deputies rose up out of skylights in hi>

vicinity.

"Looks like they're going to catch
him r.xel«nmstl Tftht Tilfca cram lg

her n ^ch the chase.

"Yes," said Amanda Witherspoon,
"if lie don't break his fool neck first!"

Ken seemed to have no regard what-
ever for his neck He turned to fire Ins

la-it shot over the heads of his pursuers,
then flew across more roofs, most of them
joined to one another.

He camo to one a couple of feet

higher than the rest—the roof of
premises belonging to a maker of
saddlc3 and harness—and there he looked
down.

Outside the shop-window stood a
dappled grey horse, complete with
saddle and bridle. Actually it was a
wooden horse, used by the maker of

saddles and harness to advertise his busi-

ness, and its hoofs were at inched to a
board; but from up above it looked very
much like a real animal —especially to

a disturber of the peace who was more
or less at bay.

Ken put a hand on the coping of the
higher roof, stepped down on to the
covering of a porch—and jumped. He
landed with a thud on the back of the
wooden steed, and instantly realised the
mistake he had made.

Derisive laughter on the part of some
of the onlookers did not annoy him in
the least. He put away his gun, waved
his cow-hat above his sleek black hair,
end whooped joyously. But the marshal
ran to capture him, and in the same
moment a buggy passed the saddle
maker's, headed out of town.

Almost automatic-ally Ken reached for
a lariat, and found one where a lariat
should be. The rope sang through the
air, the noose descended over the back
of the seat of the buggy and was drawn
taut, and the wooden horse and its rider
were dragged alone: the roadway in the
wake of the vehicle by two astonished
horses which were very much alive.

BOY'S CINEMA

"Hi, that's horse stealing!" shouted
the baffled marshal indignantly. "You
can't do that!"
" Whoo-oop-ee ! Yippi, yippi, ji!

Whoo-oop-ee!"

Ken, thoroughly enjoying himself,
although the progress of his steed did
not make for comfort, tugged at a use-
less bridle and flourished his hat.
In haste the deputies descended from

on high, reaching the street through
various tradesmen's premises; and they
had just rejoined the marshal when tin-

driver of the runaway buggy slashed
with the blade of a clasp-knifo at the
rope attached to the back of his seat.

The rope was severed, the wooden
horse swayed violently and toppled over
on its side, and Ken's capture seemed

certain to those who watched. But Ken
was on his feet even as the wooden horse
fell, and as he looked rather desperately
about him, his own white horse came
flying up.

Ken's left foot was in a stirrup before
Tarzau could stop, and then Tarzan
knew quite well that there was no need
for hi:n to stop.

At his leisure, as it seemed. Ken
swung himself up into the saddle while

the white horse increased his speed—

a

feat of horsemanship which compelled
the admiration of less capable com
in the crowd.

"On your horses, men!" roared
Augustus Morgan. "We'll round him
up!"

Actually it was a wooden horse, but from up above it looked very
much like a real animal—especially to a disturber of the peace who

was more or less at bay.
February 29U:, 1930



—And Wins a Bet!

OUTSIDE the Sicoma Hotel marshal
and deputies remounted; but
several minutes elapsed before

tbey were in full career, and by that time
Ken had passed the last of the houses
and shacks in Jefferson Avenue and was
pelting along- in the general direction

of the little mining town of Blue Rock,
with sand and scrub on either side of

him.
He came to the mouth of a lane that

branched away to the left from tho
coach-road, and there he stayed Tarzan's
wild course and looked back.

Tho marshal and his men were a
quarter of a mile away but riding
furiously, and straggling behind them
were nearly twenty of the male inhabi-
tants of Sicoma City.

"All right, Tarzan," said Ken, "let's
show 'em tho old thread-the-needle
chase."
He turned into the lane, a winding one

which led up into tho hills, and the
sciub was kit behind and trees and
boulders of rock lined the way. Clouds
of dust rose up from Tarzan's hoofs,
but he took a steep rise without any
blackening and emerged from the lane
on to a great rocky butto above Blue
River.
On that height the wind was strong.

It caught at the wide brim of Ken s

cow-hat and sent it sailing from his

head, but he did not stop to retrieve the
hat. Straight across the flat he rode,
and became visible to those who were
after him.
"There ho goes!" shouted the mar-

shal. "After him! Kan out, men I"

The united forces spread out across the
butto so that if Ken turned he must bo
raptured, whereas if he held straight on
ha must come to a sheer precipice of
limestone at the bottom of which tho
river made almost a U-shaped turn.

• The marshal, with two of his deputies,
waited at the end of the lane to cut off

the last possibility of escape, should Ken
manage to elude the others. Time
passed, and he saw nothing of the fugi-
tive.

"They must be herdin' him to the edge
of the cliff," he rejoiced. "He'll have
t<> <_ivo up now !"

Ken had indeed ridden right to tho
edge of the rock that overhung the
liver and there had slid from the saddle.
Hut he had no intention of giving him-
self up. He looked clown at the water, a
sheer forty feet below, turned his head
10 whoop mockingly at those who were
i losing in on him, then jumped into
spaco.

There was a mighty splash as the water
engulfed him, but the surface was
smooth again by the time his would-be
captors dismounted on the cliff-edge to

down at the spot- where he had dis-
appeared.
"He's got more nerve than I have,"

growled ono of the deputies, a man
named Link. "Well, that's the end of
him ! Come on I"

Onco moro in tho saddle, the whole
party rode at leisure back to I lie lane,
and Augustus Morgan saw as they
approached that, they had no prisoner,
and was mortified.
"Well, Link, what happened?" he

inded gruffly.

"The darned fool jumped off into the
river," replied the deputy. "Must, have
killed himself!"

Jin' marshal rubbed his chin.

"Let's go down below the gorge.'' ho
said. " iVIaybc wo can find his body."
Off they rode, all of them, down from

tho butto on its eastern side towards a

y region where the banks of the
river were low and sloping beyond the

Their way lay through a Steep
February 29th, mo.
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and narrow pass, and for half a mile or
more the river was hidden from them.
Ken had been hidden from most of

them, too, but not because ho was
drowned. On the contrary he came up
from a lengthy dive close under the
precipitous wall of rock and he swam so

close to the rock that he could have
touched it had he wished.
Tho current was strong, but it suited

his purpose to swim with it for a while
ere he turned over on to his back and
floated more or less at ease. With water
no longer in his mouth he ..hisjled

several times in a shrill and curious
fashion.
Tarzan heard, pricked up his cars, and

set off along the cliff with an answering
neigh. Not for him tho narrow pass

filled with horsemen who were his

master's enemies; there was a way along
tho ridge which no rider '-would dare to

take, 6ince the foothold was insecure, but
it seemed quite a good enough way to

a horse whose master needed him.

At a considerable pace, yet with all due
caution, Tarzan negotiated the edge of

the cliff in its downward sweep, some-
times sliding on his haunches, and he
reached the grassy bank while the riders

wore still in the pass.

Ken shouted encouragement from the
water.
"Hold on. boy! Hold on! Oh, good

boy! That's the way of it I Wait a

minute ! Hold it, boy !"

Tarzan sought a place on the sloping
bank that was free of reeds and bushes
and stood there, swinging his tail. Ken
ceased to float and struck out manfully,
though with tired arms. He reached the
bank, stood breast-deep in water for a

while, gulping air into his lungs, then
crawled up the bank and reached the
horse.

Water streamed from his wet clothes

as he hoisted himself into the saddle, but
he shook his shoulders as a dog might
do and cried:
"They figured on out-smarting us, but

two can play at that game! On your
way, old fellow!"
Tarzan shot off across the grass,

reached a beaten trail, and became
headed south-east. The marshal and his

posse emerged from the pass into the
open to see the young man they had
thought dead speeding towards a road
more than half a mile away. There was
no mistaking tho white horse.

"Well, I'll bo danged!" exploded
Augustus Morgan. "He's headin' for

the Bar-X ranch! We'll pick him up
there! Giddap!"
The Bar-X ranch was an extensive one

and Ken was already on the fringe of it,

but the ranch-house and the bunk-
houses were a good three miles away

—

and live from the boundaries of Sicoma
City. Ken knew every inch of the roll-

ing pastureland, for ho had been fore-

man of its owner's outfit before he had
deserted cattle-raising to dig for gold.

Ho reached the road and flew along it,

and as the corrals and the outbuildings
loomed up in the distance ho stooped to

unfasten the girth of tho saddle upon
which he sat. A supreme horseman he
kept his seat, without the slightest diffi-

culty while he performed this operation,

and Tarzan took a live-barred gate in

his stride so perfectly that Ken did not
even lurch.

Straight towards a muck-pond the

white horse was guided, and Ken des-

cended neatly with saddle and bridle in

his hands just, before the hurdles that
1 in the muck-pond were reached.

Tarzan, free of all trappings, went
over the nearest, hurdle as though it were
a stick of wood and arched his noble
head.
"Tho mud. Tarzan," directed Ken.

"Roll in it, boy!"

VE |ry Tuesday

Down went the white horse in the ooz
f
v

mud around the pool, and kicked up Ins
hoofs. His while coat became a dirty
brown one, and he was busy deepening
the colour when Ken walked on past the
pond to the yard where the bunk-
houses were situated.
He clicked the latch of a door and

burst in upon five cowpunchers who were
his friends.

"Here I am!" he proclaimed trium-
phantly.
The ride from tho liver had dried his

clothes to somo extent, but he still

showed traces of his immersion. Tho
five clustered round him-, and a lean-

faced fellow who looked as though he
ought to havo been a comedian instead
of a rider of the range inquired:

"Did you get away with it, Ken?"
"Reckon I did, Hank," chuckled tho

fugitive.

A score of men on horseback streamed
into the farmyard, after one of their

number had opened tho five-barred gate,

and they looked in all directions for tho
white horse and its rider.

"He's given us the slip again, mar-
shal," complained Link.
Tarzan whinnied, deliberately drawing

attention to himself, but ho was no
longer a white horso and they ignored
him.
"Ain't no sign of his boss around,"

remarked another deputy.
"No," -said Augustus Morgan sav-

agely, "but he headed this way, and
I'm gonna take a look in the bunkhouse
all the same."
The door of the bunkhouse in which

Ken was sheltering had been closed in

haste, but Hank was at a window. He
saw the marshal and several other men
striding into the yard, and he cried
wartiingly :

"Looks like the old mossback's comin'
in !"

Ken ran with the others to the win-
dow, but deserted it immediately to

fling himself at full length upon a
bunk.
"He is coming here," he said, "and

it's up to you hombres to keep me hid."

He whisked a blanket from a bunk
over his head and covered himself with
it

"Strike up some music, somo of you,"
he urged, ".and the rest act natural

—

you know, kinda dumb like."

Hank Carter was not a musician, but
several of his companions fancied them-
selves both as players and as songsters.

A guitar, a fiddle, and a banjo were
grabbed, and their owners dumped
themselves on the edge of the bunk
whero Ken lay concealed and began to

render with zest a lively dance tune.

The door flew back and Augustus
Morgan stamped in over tho threshold

with three of his men
"Where's Ken Armstrong?" he

shouted.
The music ceased, and Ken raised mi

edge of the blanket to peep round tho

broad back of the eowpuncher who was
holding the fiddle.

"Ain't seen him," lied a little fellow

in a chequered shirt.

The marshal pointed a linger at Hank.
"I'm askin you!" he rasped.

" Where's Ken
"Why, marshal," returned Hank, as

though in surprise, "don't you know?"
"If I did," was the explosive re-

joinder, "I'd have him in the lock-up,

dad-burn his ornery hide!"
The musicians resumed their playing,

but with less volume.
"Why, wnat's he done?" inquired

Hank. "Committed murder or some-
thing?"
"He's disrupted the peace and quiet

of Sicoma City," roared tho marshal,
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"and he's duo for thirty days in the

lock-up and fifty bucks fine the minute
I set eyes on him !"

"Say, that's a mighty serious

charge," said Hank, "but tell me, you
being nothin' but the city marshal, how
rome you to be chasin' a man outside

the jurisdiction of your office
?"

A very shrewd question and one that

flustered Augustus Morgan.
"Well," he stammered, "well—er

—

the hombre got me so all-fired upset, I

—

I didn't think Aw, come on, boys !"

The musicians abandoned the dance
tune to make a rude noise with their

instruments as the discomfited marshal
and his underlings retreated to the
door, and that insult was not to be
borne in silence.

"Just the same," snapped the mar-
shal, "I'm gonna keep my eye on that
maverick, and the first time he sets

foot in Sicoma City into the jug he
goes, and that's that !"

He went out, slamming the door be-
hind him upon ironic laughter. Ken
sat up and threw off the blanket, thrust
his long legs between two of the friends
who had hidden him, wriggled past
them on to the floor, and perched on a
table.

"Fooled 'em that time, boys, didn't
we?" said he.

"Sure did," agreed Ted Hawkins,
more commonly known as "Spurs," who
was one of the bright sparks of the
Bar-X outfit; and he put away his
banjo to fish ten rather grubby dollar-
notes from his hip-pocket. "Well, here
you arc, Ken ! You win the bet, but it

was sure worth it to see how burnt up
that marshal was '."

"Thanks, Spurs." Ken put away the
notes. "It wras a lot of fun playing
bad man, to say nothing of gettin' a
ten-spot for doing it."

Hank Carter perched on the table
beside him.
"Yeah, but you heard what the mar-

shal said, Ken," ho commented. "He'll
pick you up the minute you hit town
again—and you're due to seo Jane this
afternoon before she leaves."
"Oh, oh I" exclaimed Spurs. "That

more'n repays me for losing the ten !"

Kid clapped a hand on his shoulder.
"Say, listen, Spurs," he said. "I

want to make another bet with you

—

only this time I want odds."
All right," said the loser, readily

enough, "what's your proposition?"
"I'll bet you another ten that I'll

good-bye to Jane, and the marshal
won't get me. either. That is, providin'
you go outside and clean the mud off
of Tarzan for me.

"

"Where'd ho get the mud from?"
"Oh, rollin' around the muck-pond."
"Aw, now wait a minute—that's a

job!"
"Thai's part of the odds," Ken in-

formed him with a broad grin.
The others waited expectantly, for

Spurs dearly loved a gamble.
"Well, all right, pardncr," he said,

after a very brief interval. "You're
on I"

lie went off straightway to perform
the task imposed as part of the bet,
and Ken was delighted.

" \\ hen he gets through cleaning that
mud off Tarzan," ho said, "I can tell

right now I won't get any more
oets out of him !"

Disturbing News

JANE, tho girl to whom Hank had
referred, was Jane Parker, the
brown-haired daughier of Ephraim

Parker—and Xcn !

. Gancec. Her nome
i

-•'.-
>

|':'s isant ranch-house on the
Hi -vein outskirts of Sicoma City, but
she was leaving homo that afternoon
with her father and mother for t lie
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junction on tho Union Pacific line,

whence she was to travel by trail) to

Laramie.
She had an aunt in that important

city, but the object of tho trip was not
so much to visit the aunt as to buy
clothes for her forthcoming wedding.
She was in the sitting-room of the

ranch-house, waiting fur Ken, when ner
mother appeared with a capacious
leather bag in one hand and a snect
of paper in tho other. Jane looked
round from a musical-box she had set
in motion.
"Here's your bag, Jane dear," said

Mrs. Parker, "and here's a list of
things for your trousseau. Perhaps
we'd better check them over again."
The bag was deposited on the floor,

and Jane looked over her mother's
shoulder at tho sheet of paper. She
was not very tall herself, but Mrs.
Parker was almost tiny.

"Are you sure you have everything
down?" asked Jane. "White kid shoes,
three white petticoats "

A resounding knock at the front door
caused her to break off abruptly, and
her mother said slyly:
"Now I wonder who that could be?"
It was Ken, of course. He had ridden

right through Sicoma City. c\en pasl
tho marshal's office in Main Street; but
no one had expected him to do any-
thing so daring so soon after his morn-
ing's escapade, and Tarzan flashed
through the thoroughfare at such a

speed that hardly anyone recognised the
young man in his smart white coat.

Mrs. Parker admitted him and
pointed smilingly to the sitting-room;
Jane awaited him eagerly enough, but
pouted as lie swept over to her and took
her in his arms.
"You know you're late?" she

severely.

"I know I am." said Ken, lvi--iug

her, "but Oh, Mr.-. Parker, 1 didn't
know you were in the room!"
Mrs. Parker had laughed in the door-

wax .

"I was beginning to wonder if you'd
get here before Jane left," said she.

"Why, a whole herd of stusmpedin'
horses couldn't have kepi me av
Ken declared.
"Well, I'll leave yon two alone to

=ay good-bye. Father will be here any
minute with the buggy—he had i

into town."
"That's fine!"
Mrs. Parker went out. and Ken was

kissing Jane again when the musical-
l>ox stopped, lie rewounded it and sub-
stituted a fresh disc for the one that
had been played.
"Gee," lie said, "you know. Jane. I—

I Say, you won't be gone long, will
you. honey ?

"

"No, dear." she assured him. "I'll
hurry with the shopping. I'm as anxious
to be back as you are to have mi —more
so, perhaps, judging by how late you
are I"

He was not at all keen to discuss that
matter.
"Jane," lie said, "just think of i; !

Two more weeks an. I we'll ue
married !"

A buggy had come to a standstill out-
side the garden gate, and Ephraim
Parker, an elderly and grey-haired man
in a dark lounge suit, had walked up
the garden path to the porch. lie
opened the front door and crossi
little hallway.
*'Janol" he called out. "Mother!

We've got to hurry !"

He entered the sitting-room io find
hi- daughter in her lover's ami:-.

"Hallo. Ken." he said, "glad to see
\ on ! Come oi . Ja«ie _ duds
on

!"

Jane scurried off to put on a hal and
a little jack t. and Mi. Parker shouted
for his wife, who appeared quite
promptly in a bonnet that made her
look even 6maller than ever. Tin
rancher went to pick up the bag, bid
Ken said thai he would take that. Jane
returned, and the precious shopping lisl

was thrust into her hand.

Wait a minute, there," snapped Ken. " I'm not in the hold-up
business, and I'm not in the habit of bluffing."
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"Como on, mother," said Mr. Parker,

and he and his wife went out to the

buggy.
But Ken lingered Tt was one thing

io vide through the town; it was quite

another thing to go to a railway station

nd stand on a platform v.ltcro he might
bo caught.

"Let's say good-bye here, honey," lie

said with some emotion. "I can't bear
to think of goiu' to that depot and seein'

you !eavc on that train all alone."

Saving good-bye seemed to take quite

a while, and Mr. Parker, who had
helped his wife on to the driving-seat

of the buggy, followed her and picked

up the reins, became impatient.

"What's keeping that girl?" he
growled.
"Oh, leave them alone, father," said

Airs. Parker. "You were young and
iOmantic yourself once."

Mr. Parker was no longer young, or

romantic, and he. knew' that trains would
not wait for those who were. He
shouted bis daughter's name.

"I have to hurry, Ken," said Jane;
and Ken picked up the bag and went
with her from the house.

The bag was stowed under the back
;

seat of the buggy and Jane took her
place on the seat and leaned down to iiiss

her lover. Mr. Parker stared.

"Ain't you comin' along, Ken?" he
;.-ked in surprise.

"I don't think I will, Mr. Parker,"
that young man replied. "I couldn't

bear
"

"Oh, that's all sight, father," Jane
interposed. "I understand."

"Oh!" Mr. Parker did not under-
stand, but ho remembered something.
He fished an envelope from his coat

pocket. "Here's a letter for you," he

said. "I picked it up at the post office."

"Thanks," murmured Ken. "Good-
bye, honey! Hurry back, won't you?"
A whip cracked, and the horses

attached to the buggy went off at a

smart pace down the leafy lane that led

to Sicoma and the junction. Ken and
.lane waved to each other till the trees

intervened, and then Ken walked over
to a rail fence and squatted on it to tear

open the envelope of the letter and read
u hat it contained

Tarzan, who had been waiting patiently

for his master near the entrance to the

yard of the ranch-house, looked round
and saw that he was holding the letter

in his hands and staring into the distance

with a most unhappy expression on his

fine, clean-shaven face. He ambled
over and knocked his nose in mute
sympathy against the face.

"Tar/.an," said Ken with a heavy
sigh, "we've lost an old pal."

lie put the letter back in tta envelope
and thrust it into a pocket. Then slowly

he got to his feet and mounted the white

horse.
It was no part of the bet lie had made

witli Spurs that he should ride back
through Sicoma City, but he had his

own ideas of fair-play, and through
Sicoma City lie streaked— and was seen
only by a few frequenters of the Wagon
Wheel Saloon who wero half-asleep on
its veranda.

Straight along the road that led to

Blue Rock he galloped for several miles,

then turned into a well-worn trail that.

provided tho easiest and nearest way to

the Bar-X ranch

The boys who had shielded him from
the marshal in the morning were back
in the bunkhouse for their afternoon
rest, and as he opened the door the ait

was thick with tobacco smoke and they
wero singing lustily:
February 29th, 1030.
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"Skies were clear, October twenty-third;
Skies were clear when we were riding

herd
With a ki, yi, yippy yippy yi

"

Instruments and voices alike were
stilled as he entered.

" Hallo, Ken!" chorused his fri< ud-.

"Hallo," said Ken, biting his lip; and
they became aware that he was troubled
about something.
"What's the matter?" inquired Hank

Carter. "Didn't you sec her?"
"i saw her,'' said Ken, and he look off

his ceremonial white jacket and toiacd li

up on to a bunk. "She won't bo away
long."

"Well, don't look so downhearted at

losin' the bet," jeered Spurs. "After
all, it was really my ten 6pot—and it

was worth all of that to clean up
Tarzan."

"I saw Jane all right," returned Ken
with gloom, "but I got a letter con-
tainin' some bad news."
He reached up to the jacket for the

envelope, and he extracted tho letter.

"Boys," he said solemnly, "most of
you remember Jack Swift, don't yon?"
"Sure," responded several voices.

"We remember Jack Swift all right."

"Well, he's come to the end of the
trail. I gotta letter hero from his

lawyers. I'll read it to you."
He opened out tho letter, and they

gathered round him.
"Here's what it says," he announced,

and proceeded to read:

"Dear Sir,—Mister Jack Swift, de-
ceased, has instructed us to send his son
to you, subject to certain terms and
conditions set forth in his will. The
young man will arrive in Sicoma City
by train the evening of the 20th, at 9.20.

We are sending the above-mentioned
terms and conditions to our legal repre-

sentative in your city immediately. He
is Mister Uriah Potts, attorney-at-law.
Yours truly, Bird & Walsh."

A little silence followed the very slow
reading of this epistle; then Hank Carter
stepped nearer.
"What' re you gonna do when he gets

here?" ho inquired. "Keep on with
your mine, or come back here as

foreman ?"

"Keep on with tho nunc," Ken replied

without the slightest hesitation. "I
need a future now more than ever."

".Mining," commented Spurs, "is a
pretty tough job for one man. I'm
mighty glad you're gettin' somebody who
can help you."
"That's right, Spurs/' agreed Ken,

and put away tho letter. "I'm goin'

over there in the morning. I gorta tidy

up tho place a bit before this boy
arrives."
"You've only got two or three days,"

said Spurs. " Want me to meet him,
just so's you won't get mixed up with
that city marshal?"
Ken considered the point, but shook his

head.
"Thanks, Spurs," he said, "but it

wouldn't look right. I'll manage to meet
him somehow."
Johnny Watts, a totisle-headcd little

fellow in a chequered shirt, but a
thoroughly good cow-hand, jumped up
from a bunk.
"Me and old Jack," he boomed,

"usler play and sing half the night

through when we was ridin' the range
together. He sure was fond of music!"
"You're right. Johnny," said Ken,

"and I guess he'd like that kind of a

farewell, too." He turned to Alike

Andrews, who was nursing a guitar on
his knees. "Can I have that old box,

partucr V"

E sry TuesdayE «rj

,

!" V"You bet yon can!" TThe guitar was
handed over. "What're you gonna plav,

Ken?"
Ken twanged the strings and reflected.

"Let's play that old favourite of his,"

he suggested, "the 'Cowboy's Lamciii
'

—shall we?"
Everybody approved, and so everybody

sang—as a sort of requiem to a dead
friend—that mournful ditty:

" I come out of Austin's fair city

—

Austin's fair city
—'twas early one

day.

I spied a young cowboy—a handsome
young cowboy,

All dressed in white linen, and cold

as clay.

Wo gathered around him; we cried

aloud o'er him,
While he told us a story

Of a cowman's sad fate.

He warned us, quite gently, to leave

off a-roving

—

To leavo off a-roving
Beforo it's too late."

Not a very suitable requiem, perhaps,

for a cowpuncher who had deserted tho

range to marry a girl in a distant town
and settle down as a tradesman; but
Jack Swift himself would have ap-

preciated it, and there were tears in tho

eyes of all the mourners before they had
finished.

An Ofter Refused

THE Union Pacific Railroad prides

itself on keeping to scheduled times,

despite the vast distances those

trains cover, and it was only a few

minutes after 9.20 in the evening of the

20th of May that the express from

Chicago drew in beside the long, low-

platform of tho junction.

Quito close to the track, beyond tho

tail-end of the platform, a horse-wagon

had been waiting for some time, for tho

train carried several box-trucks as well

as passenger coaches, and in one of tho

box-trucks there were goods for Sicoma
City.
Augustus Morgan leaned against the

side of the wagon while Jack Green, the

local carrier, conveyed crates and boxes

from the train to his vehicle.

"If we could always have shipments

like this," quoth the carrier, resting

awhile between his labours, "Sicouia

City would soon be a mighty important

railroad centre."
"You betch.i," assented the marshal,

puffing at his pipe. "I figured my
presence was necessary—don't want any
hold-ups!"
"No, sir I" Jake Green, who was none

too young and had a limit to his powers

of endurance, viewed with some dismay

a huge packing-case which the baggage
attendant had heaved towards the open
double doors of tho box-truck. "Guess
I'll have to have a little help, marshal

!

'

The marshal moved slowly to his

assistance, the station-master sped along

the platform to urge them to be careful

—and Ken looked out from tho door of

the booking-office. He had reached tho

junction safely on Tarzan, leading a

brown horse for the accommodation pi

jack Swift's son, but he had waited til!

the last minute to venture on to tho

platform.
A conductor who had stepped down

from one of the passenger coaches turned

to speak to someone still in its corridor.

"Stay there " ho said. "I'll seo if 1

can find him
-',

I ll HUM n»u.
He looked up and down the platform,

and he caught sight of Ken.
' Hi, there!" ho shouted. "Yournamo

happen to be Ken Armstrong?"
"W;iy, yes," Ken replied, and ran

forward.
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"There's someone inside expecting
you."
"Yeah. I know."
"Wait here!" The conductor climbed

the steps of the coach. "Here you are."

.id. jerking a thumb. "That's the

party you're looking for."

To Ken's surprise, a very homely look-

ing woman in bonnet and shawl emerged
from the corridor and looked down at

him from the 6teps. She had a baby in

her arms.
"Would you be Mr. Ken Armstrong?"

she inquired with a brogue that pro-

claimed her to bo an Irish woman.
"Why—why—er—yes, ma'am, I am,"

stammered Ken.
"Well, here you be, then!"

The baby was thrust upon him, and
ha had no option but to take it in his

arms, gaping at the woman as he did so.

"The poor littlo spalpeen," shesaid_as
the infant began to whimper, and Ken
managed to find his tongue.

"But—but Why, I—I was expeetin'

a—a young man."
"Sure, and this is a young man," he

was informed. "He's after being Mister
Dick Swift himself, the wee lamb. Now,
you stay there, and I'll go and get his

is and things."

She vanished before lie could stop
her, and he was waiting there, with the

baby in his arms when the stationmastcr
happened to look round, and saw him.

" Marshal," he exclaimed, "there's Ken
Armstrong clown the other end of the

platform!" '

Augustus Morgan had just helped to
transfer the heavy packing-case to the
wagon. One glance was enough for him
and ho set off along the platform,
bellowing:

"Hi, there. Ken, I wanta talk to you!
Wait a minute I Wait!"
But Ken did not wait for anybody or

anything. At the sound of that voice
and the sight of its owner he turned and
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fled with the baby, reached the booking-
office, and dived through it.

"Come back here!" howled the
marshal, hotly pursuing. "Come back
here, Ken !"

The Irishwoman scrambled down from
the coaeli wit h a bundle of clothing in

her hand.
"Here's the baby's clothes!" she cried.

But Ken tore out from the station,

managed to mount Tarzan without
dropping the baby, and rode off into the
night, leaving the brown horse—which
belonged to Hank—to follow at its

leisure.

He spent that night in his own shack,
up in the hills, a few miles from the
Bar-X ranch, and the baby slept

peacefully in his bed while he rigged up
a number of gadgets for its benefit and
constructed a cradle mainly out of a
barrel which he split in two.

At the back of the shack there stretched
a broad expanse of grass and woodland,
but in front, of it there was a sandy space
out of which a hill of brush-strewn rocks
rose abruptly. At tho foot of the rocks
I hero was an opening, shored up with
timber, where a ladder led clown into
the mine he had acquired a jcar or so
before.

It was a drift mine;—a natural passage
in tho earth and rock—and his holding
was not a large one; but already he had
dug and blasted a considerable quantity
of gold-bearing quartz from it, and was
convinced that sootier or later he would
strike a really rich lode.

He was not the only one' of that
opinion. Next morning, an hour or so
after sunrise, three men rode up from
tho valley and dismounted within a
hundred yards of the shack. One of them
was John Motley, a tall man and rather
a handsome one, who was quite a
prominent member of the community in

Sicoma City, and with him was a shorter
and more heavily built man of forty, a

mining engineer named Bill Dwyer.

The third man, Ike Davis, was merely
one of Motley's workers.

Bill Dwyer led the way to the shored-
up opening in the rocks, pointing as he
did so.

"That's Ken's drift mine, Mr.
Motley," he said. "It's a one-horse
digging, but liable to cause us plenty ol

trouble."
John Motley looked back over his

shoulder.

"Take care of the horses, Ike," he
directed, and the henchman was thus
condemned to remain out of earshot
while his employer and the engineer
entered the mine and looked down the
shaft.

"Has he a clear title to this claim?"
asked Motley, twisting the ends of his

moustache and speaking in rather a con-
temptuous manner.
"Yes," Dwyer replied.

"Well, offer him a thousand dollars--

that'll fetch him."
Dwyer laughed mirthlessly.

"I've already offered him ten

thousand," he said, "and he's turned
that down."
"Ten thousand?'' Motley backed out

from the opening with a scornful gesture.
"Say, you lei tne handle it! I'll bring
him around '."

"Yes," said the engineer, "hut our
tunnel* are up to his claim now!"
He walked out into the morning sun-

light, and he picked up a stick.

"Here." he said, "I'll show you.'

With the stick he drew lines in the sand.

"Our south tunnel is here. Ken's
boundary line is here. Then we skip

his claim and start our other tunnel."

John Motley pursed his lips and studied

tho rough plan. Ken's mine, it was «H
too apparent, was in the way.

"Oh, I see," ho said. "Well, you
keep on working—and right through hi;

property, too. Understand?"
"But, sir," protested the engineer,

"there's a law against
"

"I know," interrupted

Motley in the smoothest
of voices. "You're a

good mining man, but

a poor politician. You
stick to mining, Bill.

and I'll handle the

law."
Dwyer was inclined

" Well, Tarzan," said Ken, " just one more rehearsal now, because I've got to go to the mine.
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to argue, but at that moment Ike called

out:
"Here comes Ken Armstrong now,

boss I"

Ken had walked out from the shack

to a barrow in front of it containing
quartz. He had a. hammer in his hand,

and he was taking a piece of quartz from
the. barrow when John Motley stepped
over to him. Dwyer threw down the
-tic k and followed.
"Hallo, Ken," said Motley, "wo were

just talkin' about you."
"That *o?" Ken did not seem to be

particularly interested.

"Yeah. " You know, ten thousand
lollars is a lot of money—a lot more than

I hat hole in the ground is worth."

"I'm not selling. Motley," returned
Ken quietly. "That mine assays a

fortune—enough to keep me in comfort
for the rest of my life, and I've got no
intention of passing it up."
"You're tryin' to run a hold-up on

me," accused Motley.

"Wait a minute, there," snapped Ken.
"I'm not in the hold-up business, and I'm
not in the habit of bluffing. I don't

intend to be bulldozed into sellin' my
mine for one cent on the dollar either!"

Motley was furious, but controlled his

fury.

"Come on," ho said curtly to Dwyer,
"we've wasted too much time already."
He and t lie engineer went back to their

horses, and Ike Davis rode behind them
as they cantered away.

"I want you to rush them tunnels,"

Motley said, "and pay no attention to

boundary lines. I'll show that cowpoke
he can't put anythins over on honest

John Motley. Understand?"
"Yes," growled Dwyer.

A Woman's Help

KEN tipped the quartz out of the

barrow, threw some tools into it,

and trundled the barrow over to

the mine. He descended the ladder in

tho shaft, and for a couple of hours
was busy in the depths, toiling in the

light of a lantern.
By that time he was hungry, and de-

cided that the babv was probably awake
and hungry, too. He deserted the mine,

entered the shack and picked up a
bucket, and went out at the back door
to a white goat who bad recently had a
kid.

"Easy there—easy there, girl!" he
said as he knelt to milk the goat, push-
ing tho kid aside. "I'm sorry, young
fellow, but from now on you're goin'

to have to share your meals with my
new partner."
Milk streamed into the bucket and

the kid tried to drink it, but received
a smack.
"Hi, hi, hi—get out of there, little

'un !" commanded Ken. "That's not
for you I"

Voices hailed him, and round the
shack rode Hank Carter and Spurs
Hawkins, to dismount beside him.
"Just thought we'd bust over and

welcomo the tenderfoot to tho west,"
announced Hank.
Ken tried to hide the embarrassment

ho felt.

"That's mighty nice of you, boys,"
he said. "But couldn't you make it

later—when he gets used to our ways,
kinda like?"
Hank was quite definite on the point.
"No," he said, twouldn't be

neighbourly."
Ken picked up tho bucket and stood

looking across the landscape, biting his

lip.

"Well, where is he, Ken?" demanded
Spurs. "Down workin' in the mine?"
The landscape was beautiful in tho

sunlight, but it was not in any way
February 20th, ]0SC.
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helpful. Ken sighed and nerved himself
for the worst.
"Well, well," ho said slowly, "you

may as well know now as some other
time. Come on !"

He led the way into the one big room
of the shack, with its bare floor and
its scanty furniture, and while the
others stared about them went over to

a bed in a corner on tiptoe.

"S-s-sh!" he warned, and pointed.
"There he is 1"

The two cowpunchers gazed down,
wide-eyed, at a chubby little six-

months'-old baby, still fast asleep.
"Gee!" gasped Hank.
"Gosh!" breathed Spurs.
"Cute, ain't he?" whispered Ken.
"Yeah," nodded Hank.
Silently the three stolo away from

the bed to the front dooi7 and Ken was
quite relieved to have shared his shock
"Say," ho confided, "I'm ligurin' on

vou bovs helpin' me out."-
"Eh?" Hanks looked startled.

"How?"
"Why, listen, I gotta have a wholo

outfit for him—clothes, nursin' bottles

—

everything. The marshal saw me at the
depot, and I had to beat it before I

could get 'em from tho nurse. I'm de-

pendin' on you boys to go to town and
get 'era for me."
"Not me !" blurted Hank in comic

dismay. "I don't want to be mixed up
in no baby business !"

"Nor me, neither," declared Spurs
fervently. "It— it—it'd be scandalous,
that's what it'd be I"

Ken glanced in tho direction of the

sleeping infant and drew a very long
breath.
"Look, boys," he said unhappily, "I

can't go myself. The marshal would be
sure to pick me up."
A very awkward situation, and one

that called for considerable thought.
Spurs caressed his chin ; Hank scratched

the back of his neck.
"Oh, I got it I" said Spurs suddenly.

"Queeniel You kndw Queenie. down
at the saloon, Ken—she'd help you!"
Ken brightened. Queenio Moore was

a singer and dancer at tho Wagon
Wheel Saloon, and used to the ways of

rough men ; but she was a woman, and
a warm-hearted one at that.

"Oh, yeah !" he murmured. "She was
an old flame of yours, wasn't she?"
"Well, sorta," admitted Spurs.

"She's got a heart as big as a beer keg.

You just tell her I sent you."
"It's a mighty good idea," confirmed

Hank. "You could sneak in at the oack
door of the saloon."
"Yeah," supplemented Spurs, "and

mo and Hank'Il sort o' ride herd on the

kid while you're gone."
"Sure," agreed Hank.
"It's a good idea," decided Ken, and

added hastily: "But don't try to iced

tho kid, if it should wake—you might
choke it. I'll be back just as soon as

ever I can."
He changed swiftly out of Ids mining

clothes into his cowboy outfit, put on
his big white hat, and went off to get

Tarzan.
Spurs looked at Hank.
"Say," he mused, "I wonder how

Jano Parker's gouna—gonna—well, you
know."
"Why. all right, of course," said

Hank. "All women love kids."

"Sure," nodded Spurs, "but they
don't reckon to take 'cm on their noncy-
nioon with 'em I"

In the stress of circumstance*, Ken
himself had forgotten about his

approaching marriage, but, even if he

had remembered it, the infant son of

Jack Swift would still have needed gar-

ments and drinking utensils suitable to

its age. He rode down from the hills
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towards Sicoma City, Avoided tho main
thoroughfares of that ambitiously named
town, reached the back of the Wagon
Wheel Saloon, across several fields and
a yard, and opened its back door.
From tho back door he made his way

cautiously into a little room used for
private parties, and there ho stood on a
chair to peer through tho transom of
the door that opened into tho long bar-
room.
The marshal was not at the bar, nor

was any enemy. He shook tho bell
affixed to the wall beside tho transom
and jumped down from the chair as he
saw Butch Strong, the proprietor, ad-
vancing in shirt-sleeved corpulence with
his thumbs under his braces.
Butch Strong arrived and stared.

"Hallo, stranger I" ho exclaimed,
"What's the idea of comin' iu the back
way?"

_

"I didn't want the marshal to know
I was in town, Butch," explained Ken.
"Oh, that's all right!" Butch waved

the irregularity aside. "What can I Jo
for you, Ken 1"

"I want to see Queenie." was the un-
expected answer.

'Queenie, eh? Well, she's awful
busy rehearsiu'—can't you make it some
other time ?"

"I'm afraid not, Butch. It's terrible
important."
Butch Strong blinked, but was accom-

modating. He conducted the visitor out
from tho little room and along a j is,-

sago to another room at the side
bar, which contained very littlo more
than a few pictures on the walls, •.

couple of chairs on the floor, and an
upright piano and other musical instru-

ments.
A man was seated at tho piano, an I

Queenie, arrayed in a gorgeous frock
of black velvet with ail sorts of scintil-

lating trimmings, was practising a

song, and at intervals reviling tho
accompanist because he couldn't get tho
tuno right. Sho was quite young, golden-
haired, and beautifully shaped, if by v.i

means slender.
"Oh, that's wrong!" she cried as

Butch entered with Ken. "Try it

again !"

The accompanist struck a couple of
chords, and Ken said :

"Howdy, Queenie?"
"Ken Armstrong!" Her blue

rounded at sight of him. 'What iu the
world brings you here?"
Butch Strong vanished; Ken walked

forward.
"Well. Queenie," he said diffidently,

"I just come here to ask you to do mo
a little favour."
"Why—surej* Ken," said she, quite

readily. "Have a seal

—

I'll be witii yo i

in a little while."
"But, Queenie," he faltered, "I—I'm

in a terrible hurry."
Something in the tone of his voice

pressed her, and she marched him well
away from tho piano and tho man who
was seated at it.

"What can I do for you?" sho a^k' I

curiously.
Ken looked across at the staring

pianist.

"Will you excuse us. partner:"' he
Bald, and with that grabbed hold of her
arm and tugged her away to the little

room by the back door, watched bj
wondering Butch.
"What's all tho mystery?'' sho

inquired.
"Queenie," said he, "I—I've acquii. 1

a baby—a little tiny one. And ho ain't

got no clothes !"

"Most of 'em come that way.'' said

Queenie, who had an idea that this was
an ill-timed joke.

"But this is serious," Ken assured

her. "This is old Jack Swift's sou—
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you remember Jack Swift, who struck

the trail East to marry a girl and
become a shopkeeper Chicago way, don't

you ? Well, his wife died, and then he
died, and the kid's an orphan now."
Queenie looked shrewdly into a hand-

some but worried face, yet was not

entirely convinced.
"Say, is this on the level ?" she asked.

"Absolutely!" he assured her. "And,
Queen, old Spurs Hawkins said you
might be willing to help. Him and
Hank are out there at the shack, ridin'

herd on the little fellow right now till

I get back."
Queenie- made a grimace, knowing the

rough ways of cowboys.
"The poor little thing!" she ex-

claimed. "What is it you need?"
Ken told her of what had happened

at the junction the night before.

"So I need everything," he wound up.
" Clothes, nursing-bottles—well, you
know a darn sight better'n I do !"

He fished some notes from the pocket
of his shirt and pressed them into her
hand.
"Take this along with you," he said.

"Don't be particular about the cost."

"All right," she decided. "I'll do it,

Ken. You wait here for me—I'll be
back as soon as possible."
"Queenie," said Ken with heartfelt

gratitude, "you're swell ! Hi, but—er

—

don't forget some—er—don't forget to

get some—some of them white bandanas.
You know."
Queenie would not have forgotten

napkins, anyway, but she nodded under-
standing^.

"All right, Ken," she said—and went,

off to change her frock.

A Chance for Motley

THE firm of^ attorneys who had
written to Ken in such misleading
terms from far-away Chicago had a

reputation for honest dealing of which
they were proud, but the agent in

Sicoma City, selected at a venture from
an official law list, was not worthy to

represent them.
His name was Uriah Potts, as they

had mentioned in the letter, and his

office* was situated in Main Street, not
very far from the town hall. He was
a lean-faced man with almost cadaver-
ous cheeks and a hawk-like nose, upon
which his spectacles were usually
lowered so that he could look over their
rims.

It was none to his credit that he acted
for John Motley; but John Motley was
a useful client, paying well for advice
which enabled him to do all manner of
underhand things without actually
breaking the law.
While Queenie Moore was making

purchases on Ken's behalf, Uriah Potts
sat at nn old-fashioned roll-top desk in
his dusty office, listening to Motley.
"So you see," said the smooth-

tongued rascal, "we've simply got to get
hold of Ken Armstrong's claim by fair
means or—or other means."
Uriah Potts sat patting his hands

against each other in a seemingly
abstracted fashion, and this annoyed his
client, who suddenlv exploded :

"What's the matter, Potts? You're
not paying any attention!"
The attorney's thin lips parted in an

inscrutable smile, and he reached across
the desk to take up a bundle of papers
tied with pink tape.
"Ken Armstrong's got a bigger gold-

mine in these legal documents," he said,
"than you have in all your holdings put
together !"

"What d'you mean?" demanded
Motley, staring at the bundle in blank
astonishment. "What are they?"

"Just a few documents," Potts re-
plied, unfastening the pink tape, " in-
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When I've finished with you," rasped Motley, snatching Ken's
guns from their holsters, "you'll wish you hadn't been born !

"

eluding—and concerning—the last will

and testament of one Jack Swift

—

deceased."
He opened out the probate of the v. i

1
!

to which he had referred and tossed it

to his client.

"It seem.'-," he continued, "that the

said Jack Swift had managed to acquire
the said fortune a* well as an infant

son. The child has been sent to Ken.
according to ray information, and when
the proper legal steps have been com-
pleted he will become the sole adminis-
trator of the entire estate—and that,

mind you, without any sort of bond or
interference."
John Motley frowned at the probate.
"Isn't there some way wo can cut in

on this?" he asked.
"There is—definitely," Potts replied.

"Swift drew his own will, without the

aid of any lawyer, and, although he
specifically directed that the child be
sent to Ken Armstrong, he also very
clearly states "—he repossessed himself
of the document and ran a finger down
it
—

"well, here it is: 'When my son
Dick has been legally adopted the
foster-father shall become sole adminis-
trator,' and so on and so forth."
"Well, I still don't see.';

"His foster-father," said Potts^ sig-

nificantly, "not necessarily Ken

—

although that was Swift's intention.

Any man who legally adopts "

"Oh, I get you !" Motley beamed
with delight. "In this case it will be
me? All right, you fix up the legal

details and I'll get the child."

Uriah Potts raised a restraining hand.
"Not so fast," he said. "Not so fast !

We can't do it with kidnapping, or
force. Just drop a gentle hint to the
Ladies' Society that Ken Armstrong is

not a fit person to have 'the child, and
let them start the rumpus. Then we'll

get old Justice of the Peace Simpkins
to issue an order, and the child will be
turned over to a proper person—in this
case, yourself I"

Motley left the attorney's office very
well satisfied with the interview, and
on the boardwalk in Main Street he
encountered Tillie Tilks and Amanda
Witherspoon, who had evidently been
shopping, since they were carrying
parcels. Just ahead of them was
Queenie Moore, still more laden, and
the two had been trailing her for the
past ten minutes.

"Good-morning, Miss Tilks," greeted
Motley, raising his hat. "Can 1 have
a word with you ?"

"You follow that hussy, Amanda."
said the tall and shrewdish-looking
spinster to her companion. "Well, Mr.
Motley?"
"Miss Tilks," responded the schemer,

"you being president of the Sicoma City
Ladies' Literary and Cultural Advance-
ment Society, I feel there is something
you must know."
In the ordinary way, Tillie Tilks

would have listened quite greedily to
anything he had to impart, but at' the
moment there was another matter on
her mind.
"And you being a leading citizen of

our fair city," she instantly returned,
"there is something that von should
know, Mr. Motley. That dance-hall
woman, along there, has been in every
store in town buying baby clothes!"

"Queenie buying baby clothes!"
Motley exclaimed. "For what?"
"That's exactly what we intend to

find out !"

Motley twisted the ends of Ids mous-
tache.
"I wonder!" he breathed. "Of

course, Miss Tilks, you know that Ken
Armstrong has a baby at his shack up
at the mine ':"

"Ken Armstrong!" she gasped. "A
baby !"

"Yes."
"Oh, but Ken Armstrong " She

broke off as Amanda Witherspoon came
flying along the boardwalk from the

February 29th, 1930.
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direction of the Wagon Wlicc] Saloon,
crying excitedly :

"Tillie 1 Oh, Tillie! Oh, Tillie 1"
.

"Amanda," said Tillie, "what did

you learn?"
"She gave the baby things (o Ken

Armstt'OBgi" shrilled tho ugly little

woman, her eyes bobbing nearly out of

tier head. "1 watched her through the

window in the yard."

"Then it's true!" exclaimed Tillie,

tinning to Motley. "It'.s true ! Am
saw them together with her own eye- !"

"It's scandalous!" declared Amanda
vehemently. "Simply scandalous! What
are we going to do ?"

Motley seized upon the opportunity.

"Well/' he said, "my advice would
be to call a meeting of the Ladies'

Society and have the baby turned over
to a decent and responsible person.

Mr. Potts will take care of tho details

—

a iid, of course, at my expense. Wherever
this baby came from, it is obviously in

the wrong hands

"

"I'll call a meeting for this very
night," decided Tillie Tilks; but
Amanda shook her head.
"How can you, Tillie?'' she pro-

tested. "The Cattlemen's Association is

meeting in the town hall to-night."

"As president of the school board,"
-aid John Motley promptly, "I offer

you tho school building for your
meeting."
The spinsters were delighted,

especially the president of the Ladies'
Literary and Cultural Advancement
Society, who purred :

"Mr. Motley, how can we ever repay
you?"
"1 am not thinking of myself," lied

their benefactor, "only of the welfare
of our beloved city."
"This is going to be a terrible blow to

pooi dear Jane Parker!" exclaimed
Amanda
"Yes," agreed Motley. "It's a good

thing she's out of town."
"But she's returning to-night," said

Tillie. "Mr. Parker told mo so just
now.''

"Then," sasd Amanda firmly, "she
must come to the meeting. It is our
duty to protect a nice girl like that."
"You're absolutely right, Miss

WitherSpoon," endorsed Motley.
"Well, ladies, I'll see you at tho meet-
ing to-night."
He had caught sight of Dwyer, wait-

ing for him in tho doorway of Uriah
Tolls' office, and he raised his hat to
the spinsters and walked back to the
engineer.
"I want you to mine that south

tunnel with dynamite and gunpowder,"
he stated, "and hook it up to a

plunger."
"I don't think I understand,"

it turned Dwyer gruffly. "If we are to
blow up that tunnel nothing on carth'll
save the Armstrong claim."
"Don't you worry about the Arm-

strong clain.N
" retorted Motley. "You

just do as i toll you."
"But it's a dangerous thing fo do,''

tho engineer objected, "and Armstrong
will squawk."

Motley laughed.
"lie's in bad now," ho said, "and

no one will belicvo a word he utters.

You go straight ahead with the job."

A Shock for Jane !

FEMALES of all ages made their way
to the school building in Jefferson
Avenue that evening, and Tillie
lost no lime in opening the meet-

lie had called. She was explaining
ii> object to tho surprised assembly
when Jane stepped into the main
corridor, tired from Iter loug journey
but curious to find out why so urgent a
summons had awaited her.
February 29th, MM.
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John Motley, who had been lurking
there for more than half an hour,
greeted her almost effusively. Lest the
outcome of the meeting should cause
her to think any ill of himself, however,
be pretended to try to dissuade her from
entering the principal class-room where
Amanda Witherspoon had just been
called upon to tell the members of the
society exactly what she had seen.

"Don't co into the meeting, Jane,"
he said. "There are Ihings being said
that I'd rather you didn't hear."

His attitude had exactly the effect

he had counted upon. Jane Insisted
that it was her duty to attend the meet-
ing, and she pushed open the unlatched
door.
There were three women on tho plat-

form, two of them seated at a table,
the other—Amanda—was standing and
speaking.
"I followed that Qucenie woman

from store to store," she was saying,
"while she bought the baby things, and
then I followed her to the saloon."
"And she met a man there?"

prompted Tillie Tilks, who was seated
on her left.

"Yes," said Amanda firmly, "she met
Ken Armstrong. She gave him the
baby things, and then she gave him
some money."
Mrs. Bumps, the other woman who

was seated at the table, instantly sprang
to her feet, the light of battle gleam-
ing in her eyes behind the lenses of
the spectacles she wore.
"Why, I never heard of such a brazen

flaunting of the conventions," she cried,

"and I move that this society petition
the proper authorities to remove that
child From a mere shack in the hills

where there is no one to give it the care
and attention it needs. The whole thing
ii perfectly dreadful!"
A woman who was sitting in a

cramped position at one of the little

desks rose up to second the motion, and
Jane slipped out from the room badly
upset and very nearly in tears.

Motley was waiting for her,

apparently full of concern.
"Jane," he said gently, "Jane, let

me take you home."
"I still don't believe it," she faltered.

"Well, I'm afraid it's true," he
lamented. "The child is up at Ken's
shack."
She looked at him piteously. It had

been a very nasty shock to her to hear
that the young man she loved and was
about to marry had actually become
possessed of a baby.
"Have—have you seen it?" she asked

slammeringly.
"No, not personally," admitted the

suave scoundrel, "but I'm quite sure
it's there."

"I'll never believe it iill I see it

with my own eyes!" she cried.

"You're right," said he, "and neither
will I. I'm driving out to Ken's shack
in the morning, and if there's no baby
there I'll make tins society give him a
public apology."
"Take me with you."
"Are you sure vou want to go?"
"Please."
"All right," he said with secret satis-

faction, "I'll pick you up about eight
o'clock."
Ken was up very early next morning,

and for several hours he was hard at
work in his shack, elaborating all

manner of gadgets for the benefit of the
baby.
After he had prepared and eaten his

own breakfast he washed and dressed
his tiny charge with clumsy but very
careful hands, then went off to feed
and groom and saddle Tarzan. He led

(he white horse into the big room and
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showed him over ana over again how
the gadgets worked. Tarzan thereafter
was called upon to work them himself,
and proved an apt pupil.

The baby had reposed on the bed
during the course of instruction. Ken
picked it up and carried it over to tho
cradle, to which runners had been
attached and connected to a sort of
treadle arrangement.

"Well, Tarzan," said Ken, "just
more rehearsal now, because I've got to
go to the mine."
He deposited the infant in the c;ad!o

and stood up.
"Show me what you do when the

baby cries," he commanded. "Go on."
Tarzan put a hoof on the treadle and

the cradle was rocked.

"That's it," said Ken. "I truess

that'll work out all right. That's" it—
that's good, old boy. Now show 016

what you do when he's hungry. There.
Over there. Show me."
Tarzan ambled over to a rope which

ran through pulleys across the wooden
ceiling. His end of the rope was
weighted by an iron bar; to the other
end, directly over the cradle, Ken had
affixed a feeding-bottle which was upsido
down and full of milk. With his teeth
the horse lifted the rope, and the bottle

descended till it was well within reach
of the baby's little hands.
The baby crowed ; the bottle rose

again.
"That's right," approved Ken.

"Attaboy! Now over here, and show
me what you do. Pick it up, pick- it

up. Come on, show mo how you get
my breakfast!"
A pot of water yvas on the iron stove,

and over the pot a wooden trough had
been fixed at a slant from the wall. To
a rope that passed through more pulleys
was fastened a trapdoor over an in-

clined box. Tarzan tugged at the rope,

the trap was opened, and down the

trough into the pot rolled several «

"That's right," applauded I

"Tarzan, you're a wonderful horse—

a

horse that can cook. You're all right,

Tarzan, you're wonderful !"

He walked over to yet another
near the door, the upper end of which
passed through a hole in the wall.

"Now look at here," he said.

"Whenever you want, me for anything,
ring this bell. See it? Ring it like

this."

He tugged at the rope and a cowl I

outside the shack created a din. Tarzan
took a turn at the rone, which he tugged
even more vigorously and was patted
for his intelligence.

"That's fine, old man," said Ken,
and went back to tho cradle, where ho
knelt to make tho baby comfortable
upon its pillows.

"I've got you fixed up pretty nico

now," he said. " Yes, I have. Now
there you are, Dick. I'm gonna !•

you in clrarge of Tarzan, and you're

in good hands."
He stood up and walked to the door.

"Take care of him, old man," he
enjoined, and went out.

John Motley had called for Jane with
a buggy, and Ike Davis was with him
on horseback. He drove up into the

hills off the coach road to Blue Rot k
with Jane beside him, and the shack
was in sight when Ken stepped out from
it and turned towards the mine. •

"There goes Ken now," Motley
pointing a gloved hand. "We'll Iih

able to find out about the baby I

away."
Jane, who was almost sorry she had

asked to come, watched her lover •

the mine and bit her lip as the 1.

were brought to a standstill.
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"I hate this spying!" she said in a
worried voice. '"This sneaking around
behind his back."
"I know," Motley nodded, "but how

else are we going to prove that he's

innocent ? He's out of sight. Come
on

'"

He sprang down from the buggy and
helped her to the ground.

'"Keep your eyes peeled, Ike," he
directed, and that ugly employee re-

mained i;i the saddle while they walked
over to the shack and entered it.

Tarzan viewed them dubiously. Jane
be knew well and liked, but Motley he
neither liked nor trusted. Jane looked
down at the cradle, and the baby
laughed at her.

one burst into tears, and then the
white horse knew that something was
wrong.
"I'm sorry, Jane," said Motley regret-

fully. "If I'd known this I'd never
have brought you."

Tarzan clattered across the bare
boards to the rope against the wall, and
the cow-bell rang noisily.

"That's probably a signal for Ken,"
exclaimed Jane in alarm. "Let's hurry
away from here!"
The bell was still ringing as they went

out from the shack and back to the
buggy, and before they could take their

seats Ken came running out from the
mine and saw them.
" Jane !

"

he shouted.
"Jane!"
There seemed to her to be

no sense iir trying to escape,
even if there were time to do
it; so she turned and waited.

"Jane, when did you get
back?" Ken cried as he
reached her. "I wasn't
expectin' you."
"Apparently not," she re-

torted scornfully, "judging
from that child."

"Child?" he echoed. "Oh,
I can explain that!"

"There's no need to!" the
flamed at him. "I know all

about it, and that Queenie
woman, too! Let mo go!"
But Ken, who had grabbed

hold of her, ivould not let her
go.
"Jane," he insisted, "you

must listen to me."
"Let me go!" she shrilled;

and then Motley stepped
nearer.

"C'un't you hear what she
In- demanded. "Let

her go!"
Ken released his grip on

Jane to glare at her
companion.
"How come you to horn in

on this, Motley?" he snapped
"I'm here to protect Jane,'

reply.
"Well, you get goin' pronto!"
"You can't bluff rne," sneered Motley.
"You get off my property before I

throw you off
!"

Motley clenched his fists.

"Say, who do you think you're talkin'

to?" he roared.

Almost simultaneously they struck at
each other, but the blow intended for
Ken's jaw was side-tracked, and it was
Motley who bit tho dust.

He rose to his feet in a fury, and a
fieYce battle raged between them. Ken
did not go without punishment, but
Motley very speedily regretted that he
had resorted to fisticuffs. Once Ken
vent down, but only once, and then-
over by some bushes towards which the
encounter had led them—he seized his
opponent in a deadly arm-lock and
heaved him bodily over his shoulder.

H
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Ike, who had been waiting his oppor-
tunity, whipped out a gun. But Jane
saw him about to fire, and in that
moment forgot all about the baby.
"Look out, Ken!" she shrieked.

Ken's six-shooter was in his hand
even as he dropped to his knees, and he
fired while a bullet was whizzing over
his head. Ike, with a shattered wrist,

fell from his horse and lay in the dust,
groaning, and Motley sat up in a dazed
fashion to see Jane climbing into the
buggy.

"Jane!" Ken shouted; but Jane
slashed at the horses and drove off down
the hill.

Gritting his teeth, Ken went back to

Motley and jerked him to his feet.

"Now looka here, you!" he rasped.
"If ever you meddle in my affairs any
moio it's gonna be too bad for your
future health! Now collect your gun-
man and get out of here!"

Motley picked up his fallen hat and
walked none too steadily over to his

henchman, whom lie kicked in the ribs.

"Get up, bungler!" he snarled.

Ike Davis rose, clutching at his wrist.

and saw that his employer was hoisting
himself on to the back of the horse.
Hastily he scrambled up behind him, and
the horse went off with its double
burden.

NEXT WEEK'S SMASHING
FILM DRAMAS

11

was the
HARRY CAREY

IN
" POWDERSMOKE RANGE "

Catching an outlaw in the act of holding
up a stage-coach and rifling the mail-
bag, Tucson Smith discovers a letter

addressed to himself which contains an
option on a ranch at Los Potros—and
rides on with his two chums into tre-

mendous adventure.

" RACING LUCK »

A trainer owes his misfortunes io the
evil practices of a rival. He lose3 his
licence, but getsit back tor good conduct.
He stakes everything on a big race, the
rival's horse wins by a neck, but
Don't miss this racing drama with a

thrilling climax, starring Bill Boyd.

also

Another grand episode o? the thrilling:

serial :

" THE GREAT AIR MYSTERY "

Starring Clark Williams and Noah Beery,
Jun,

An Official Visit

ALF-WAY down the hill John
Motley turned into a narrow way
between rocks and came to his

own mine.
Not far from its shaft Bill Dwyer and

three workmen were gathered round a

oort of canister, not unlike :i petrol-can
in size and shape, but they straightened
up at the sound of hoofs, and thej stared
at Motley and at Ike Da\is.
"Get down!" Motley commanded

curtly as he drew rein.

Ike endeavoured to heave himself <')

the back of the horse, bul fell to the
ground and lay there motionless. Motley
looked down at him with contemptuous
eyes.

"Fix him up, Bill;" he said.

"What happened?" inquired Dwyer.
"Oh, the bunglei stopped a bull

Motley >]\d down from the saddle.
"Never mind about him—your men can
'tend to hint, (oil thai hooked up yet?"
"Not yet," Dwyer replied. "I don't

like the idea of this thing at all. Mr.
Motley. It's mighty dangerous hooking
that plunger up over the explosives."

Motley looked at the canister con
trivance, with its plunger, and saw that

it was not. connected with a flex that
trailed across the ground to the shall ol

the mine.
"Lost your nerve, eh?" he jeered.

"Well, get it hooked up. or
you lose your job !"

Ike, whose \\1i-1 was bi

bandaged by one of the work-
men with a handkerchief that
was far from (lean, scowled
in the diret tion of his

employer.
"I'll get Motley tor this,"

he growled vindictively, "lie
(.in'i kick ine around like a

dog! Go ahead. Alike, I tan
stand it."

Motley remounted the hoi'Se

that was Ike's.

"Get busy on that wiring,"
he said to Dwyer. "I muy
need it sooner than I expected
Keep the fellows working on
that hook-up. I'm going over
to Armstrong's mine."

"All right." returned the
engineer surlily.

"I want five men. Can you
spare them?"

"Well, while they're with
you they ivon't be working
with me," was I hi' reply.
"But if you want "em you can
have "em."
Five men were summoned

from below (he surface, and
on horseback they went off

with John Motley.
By this lime Ken was hard

at work in his own mine, considerably
puzzled over Jane's actions, and Tarzan
was rocking the cradle in the shack
because the baby had begun to whimper.

A wagonette drawn by four horses
climbed the hill, driven by a weather-
beaten old fellow who plied for bite in

Sicoma City, and from the driving-seat
on either side of him two men clambered
down over the front wheels. One was
Uriah Potts, the other a little elderly
clerk from the courthouse named Jinks.

These two went round to the back of
tho vehicle, and, with their assistance,

Tillio Tilks, Amanda Witherspoon, and
Mrs. Bumps descended.

.Solemnly Uriah Fott> led the way to

the front door of Ken's shack and
opened it, and the three dames followed
him in over the step, and the littto

clerk brought up the rear.

Tarzan was locking the cradle, and
they viewed the phenomenon with
staring eyes.
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"A horse!" exclaimed TTTlie Tilks.
"Well, for ever morel" gasped

Amanda Witherspoon. " Is this a stable
or a house?"
They approached the cradle and they

looked down at the baby.
"Why, Tillie," breathed Amanda,

" it's really quite cute."
"Amanda!" rebuked the shocked

president of' the Ladies' Society. "A
child without a name cute?"
Tarzan knocked her away with his

nose, and Jack Swift's offspring liked

lh.it and gurgled. Tillie stared at the
horse, which had ceased to rock the
cradle.

"Why, For goodness' sake!" she ex-

claimed. "He acts like he don't want
us here! We're not going to hurt the
baby!"
Amanda ventured nearer the cradle,

and was smitten in the face twice by
Tarzan's nose.

"Stop that, you old goat!" she cried;
but, Tarzan bumped against her sideways
ant! sent her staggering.
The whole quartet retreated in haste.
"Imagine leaving a horse in charge

ol a baby!" fumed Tillie Tilks. "And
just look at all these contraptions."
The three women proceeded to investi-

gate Ken's domestic arrangements; (he
tinned stuff upon a row of shelves, the

mysterious ropes and pulleys, the bed
in the corner.
"What'll we do?" said Jinks, the

clerk, to Potts, the attorney. "Ken
Armstrong is not here to be served with
the order of the court."
"That's all right," replied Potts

calmly; "just deliver the child to Mrs.
Dwyer and leave the papers here so
that Ken can find them when he comes
back."
Tarzan went straight to the rope

attached to the warning cowbell and
tugged at it again and again; but
Ken did not arrive on the scene, though
he heard the summons.
Five men pounced on him as he came

up out of his mine, and though he
struggled valiantly enough against such
overwhelming odds they held him fast.

"All right, boss, we've got him!"
one of his captors shouted, and John
Motley strode forward.
"When I've finished with you," he

rasped, snatching Ken's guns from
their holsters, "you'll wish you hadn't
been born !"

The butt of one of the guns was
smashed into Ken's face, knocking him
nearly unconscious.

"That'll hold him," said Motley, in

no May ashamed of his brutal action.
"Mount up and lake him away."
Ken was dragged away to the horses,

which had been concealed behind some
i««:ks. and a as flung across the back of
one of them. A man mounted behind
him, and the whole parly went off at a

gallop, not past the shack whero the
bell was still ringing, but straight

mi over rock strewn ground and out of
sight.

Tillio Tilks opened the door of the
shack and out flew Tarzan, convinced
that something had gone wrong. He
reached the mine, and there the sound
of hoofs beating on rock reached his

alert ears. Without the slightest hesita-
tion he followed the trail of the men
who had captured his master.
A bnckboard driven by a red-headed

man climbed the hill to the shack and
was stopped beside the wagonette. A
pleasant-faced and middle-aged woman
was sitting besido the driver, and the
weatherbeaten old fellow on the
wagonette greeted her.

Howdy, Mrs. Dwyer?" ho shouted.
"How d'you do?" returned tho

woman, who was Bill Dwyer's wife.
Those inside tho shack heard and
February '.'Utb, 193ft.
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came out, Tillie Tilks carrying the
baby.
"My dear Mrs. Dwyer," sho said,

handing over the infant, "I'm sure that
you will take •splendid care of this child
until the law decides what to do with
it."

Thanks to a Horse !

JANE had driven almost recklessly
down the hill into the coach road
at the foot of it, but as she drew

near to Sicoma City she slowed the
horses to walking pace. She had
passed first the wagonette and then the
bnckboard, and she realised Hiat Ken
was about to be deprived of firxj tntby

he had so suddenly acquired.
Already she had begun to repent of

having given Ken no opportunity to
explain matters, and she was debating
in her mind whether to turn about or
to go home when Hank Carter and
Spurs Hawkins came riding towards
her, Hank nursing a jar of liquor which
he had acquired at the saloon.
She stopped the buggy as they pulled

rein beside it.

"Howdy, Miss Jane?" said Spurs.
"Say, ain't that Motley's outfit?"
She nodded, and the two cow-

punchers saw that there were tears in

her eyes.

"If that hombre's done anything to
make you cry, Miss Jane," blurted
Spurs, "I'll take him apart."
"It isn't that," said Jane haltingly,

"it—it's about Ken, and—and his
baby."
"Oh, the baby?" Spurs looked at

Hank and Hank looked at Spurs. "Oh,
don't let that worry you any, Miss
Jane. Ken's sure got a kid out at his
shack, but he couldn't help that. He
inherited it from his old pal Jack
Swift, who's died "

"Inherited him?" echoed Jane, her
eyes very round and her brows uplifted.
"Sure."
"How do you know?"
"I saw the letter, and Hank saw it,

too. Didn't we, Hank?"
Hank nodded, and abruptly Jane

snatched up a whip and lashed at the
horses attached to the buggy.
"Hi, where you going?" cried Spurs,

as the vehicle was turned almost in its

own length.
"Back to Ken!" shouted Jane.
She drove back to the shack, passing

the wagonette at the foot of the hill.

Tillio and Amanda hailed her, but she
paid no attention to them. Mrs. Dwyer,
with die baby, was on her way to

Motley's mine m accordance with the
instructions she had received, and so

Jane did not encounter the buckboard
She reached the shack only to find

it deserted, and she sat down to wait
for Ken. imagining- him to be in the
mine. But Ken had been bundled into

quite another shack over by Motley's
workings, pending the completion of
preparations for blowing up the tunnel.
Ken tried to force open the door of

his prison with a piece of wood, after
the footsteps of his captors had died
away, but the door was a stout one and
had been securely fastened.

He found a metal poker at the stove,

and was about to attack the door again
with it when a sudden knocking at the
side wall caused him to drop the poker
and to listen intently.

He whistled a shrill and curious little

whistle, and immediately there was an
answering neigh from outside. Flo knew
then that Tarzan had found him and
that it was Tarzan who had knocked
From the back of the stove an iron

flue rose up to an elbow-joint whence a
long length of pipe passed out through
the side wall at an angle. It was a

matter of minutes to detach the pipe
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from the elbow-jo. V and then ho
pulled the pipe in t \m the wall and
looked out through the circular hole
it had occupied.
He saw Tarzan and spoke to him.
"Good boy, Tarzan," he said, his

voice husky with emotion. "Wait Ihere
just a minute, old man."
He searched his pockets for paper,

but could find none. He took out a
handkerchief, still more or less White,
and with a charred stick of wood from
under the stove wrote upon it at tho
table.

Back at the hole he called guardedly
through it to the horse.
"Come close, boy. Come on."
Tarzan moved close to the hole, and

Ken thrust his hand and arm through
it and managed to tuck the handker-
chief tinder the saddle.
"Now take it to Hank, at the Bar-X,

Tarzan,' he directed, and Tarzan hacked
away from tha side of the shack and
made a bee-line across country for the
bunkhouse of Ken's friends.

He reached it in record time, w hilo
down in the south tunnel of Motley's
mine a long train of gunpowder was
associated with a charge of dynamite,
a connection between the gunpowder and
the electrical plunger up above was
established, and the men started to
ascend the shaft.

Hank himself was in the. farmyard
when Tarzan bounded oven the five-

barred gate near the muck-pond and
made straight for him.
"Well, what are you doin' around

here?" exclaimed the eowpunchcr.
Tarzan reached his head round to tha

saddle and managed to pull the hand-
kerchief away in his teeth.
"What you got there?" Hank asked,

curiously, and the handkerchief was
offered to him.
He read the message, and in a stale

of wild excitement rushed off to round
up all the available members of the
Bar-X outfit.

"Look here what Tarzan's brought!"
he shouted "Look what Ken's writ on
this here handkerchief! 'Held prisoner
in tool-shack at Motley's mine. Come
a-rimnin'. Ken.' Let's go, f( I

your horses!"
A hundred yards or so from the en-

trance to the shaft of Motley's mine,
Dwyer watched the last of the workmen
emerge from the workings, then said to

his employer

:

"Wei!, it's all set now. I'll move tho
plunger over about a hundred yards.

That ought to he safe enough."
"All right," said Motley, and looked

round as he heard the sound of whi
"There comes your wife now!"
The buckboard driven by the red-

headed man was approaching, and on
it was Mrs. Dwyer with the baby in her
lap. Her husband waved a hand, then
picked up the canister arrangement and
carried it farther away from the mine
and spt it clown near a boulder. Motley
went to meet the buckboard.
"Hallo. Mrs. Dwyer," he said, hold-

ing out his arms, "let's have a look at
what represent? so much money."
Jack Swift's offspring was handed

down to him, and he was looking into

its dismayed littlo face when Tarzan
came flying through a gap between (all

rocks near tho entrance to the mine,
and behind him pounded the boys of tho
Bar-X outfit, fourteen of them all told,

with their guns out.

Dwyer saw (hem and shouted:
"It's Ken's friends! Let's get out of

here!"
Shots rang out as the miners made for

their horses and scattered in hasto upon
them. Some of the cowpunchea dis-

mounted at tho shack and began to

(Continued on rage 28)
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In the heart of Africa, two men of remarkable similarity come face to face. The year
is 1914 and war clouds are gathering. One of the men vanishes in the jungle and
the other goes to England to take part in a foul attempt to ruin the Mother country.

Starring Edmund Lowe

CREAT
KSPERSONAllll

East Africa, January, 1914

A SAFARI was crossing a stream
in the dense jungle of the interior
of British East Africa. Most ot

the men were armed with spears and
shields, every other man carried a torch
to scare away the wild beasts, then
fame porters with baggage and guns,
with two white men bringing up the
rear.

It was dark, but the guide knev me
way and the 9afari made a good pace as
its destination was nigh. Moreover, this

part of the jungle was alive with wild
beasts and it was not wise to linger.

Little did the men know that ahead of
them a white man. his clothes torn to

libbons, his bearded face white and
drawn and his eyes blood-shot, staggered
and swayed. Now :., d again ilie man
Would pause to take breath, and always
behind him ho heard sounds that told

him that he waa being stalked. He
would break into a shuffling run. crash-

ing into trees and bushes as he tried to

get to some place of safety—an instinct

of self-preservation kept him going. His
ammunition exhausted, ho had flung
away his rifle.

The safari, to keep up their spirits and
.-are the lions, began to chant some
rhythmic song, and the white man heard.
His dimming senses tried to figure the
direction from which the sound came.
Hearing that stealthy rustling he died
to inoreas? his pace, and came into a

small clearing lit by the rays of a weak
moon. He splashed through a stream
and up the bank. He was exhausted.
Fearfully he glanced round to see a huge
lion appear on the other bank. With a

moan he began to run, but his knees and
legs had no strength; ho fell heavily, but
desperation drove him on. The chant-
ing seemed to be so near and yet so
elusive., Safoty was close at hand, and he
tried to make his weary body respond,
but his strength was spent, and with a

hoarso cry he sprawled among the under-
growth.
The lion crept towards his prey, then

roared because, through the jungle, balls

of fire were moving towards him. He
sniffed at the still figure, then 3lunk
back into the jungle.

The white man lay right in the track
of the safari, and the guide nearly
stepped on the body.
"Onaku, Onaku—Watzumbi!" he

shouted.
Tho blacks clutched their spears and

muttered in amazement at the sight of
the white man, whom they thought
dead. The halt ot the safari caused the
two white traders to hurry forward to

find out the reason for the halt, and
they looked down in surprise as great as

the natives at this white man. This part
of East Africa was almost unexplored.

The leader—a tall, heavily built man
—turned the bod3- over and stared at the
deathly white face. He shouted to a boy
to hold a torch closer, then he turned
to the other man and nave an imperious
gesture. The latter knelt and made a
swift examination.
"Hi's alive!"
"We must take him with us (o the

Von Ragastein ramp," decided the
leader, and at onco gave orders for

porters to make a stretcher.

Tho thing that had once been a man
began to moan and mutter in delirium.
He struggled futilely when they tried to
lift him from the ground, and before
sinking into a coma begged them to let

him die in peace.
Tho safari continued on its way, the

chanting started again as if nothing un-
usual had happened, and at last a light

gleamed ahead. The safari came into a
large clearing, where there were a
wooden shack and a number of grass
huts.

The sick man was carried into the
shack and laid on a trestle-bed, A tall.

gaunt man with a monocle in his left

eyo and a portly man, who was a doctor,
promised to do all they could for tin

sick man The white traders accepted a
drink and resumed their journey.
The doctor examined the unshaven

wreck of a man, whilst the other man
watched closely.

""Exhaustion and alcoholism." The
doctor stood up.
"Do you notice anything about this

man ?"

"Ye.3, a remarkable resemblance I"

yourself," was the reply. "Shave thai

beard off and he'd be your double."
The gaunt man adjusted his monocle

and grinned.
"\ears ago we were even more alike."
" Do you know him?"
"We were at Oxford together. Hi -:

name is Everard Dominey."
The breath whistled through the doc-

tor's teeth at this amazing news.
"And you meet here like this?"
"Long odds, eh, Trenk?" The tall

man stared down at the unconscious
Dominey. "Perhaps my luck is

changing."
Your—your luck?"

"I've been in this hole three year;- -

three lite-times. Maybe this is my cham o

for freedom.

"

"Chance for freedom?" questioned tho
doctor.
"Yes. and " He broke oil. "Loa 1

;

out! Look out! He's coming round."
Everard Dominey muttered vague, in-

comprehensible words before opening his

eyes. The sick man lay there muttering
foolishly, then the eyes opened wider as

the brain began to function.

"There now—there now." The doctor
pressed him back as he strove to lift his

head. "You're all right."

Dominey leered foolishly.

"How about a drink?"
"You've had too much to drink," re-

proved tho doctor.
"Maybe you're right." The exhausted

February Birth. 1936.
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man lay back and his eyes closed, but
thev soon opened again. "Where am
I ?

''

"Safe in camp among friends," the
doctor answered.
Dominey nodded weakly and turned

his head to look with bloodshot eyes at

(he comfortably furnished bedroom. He
moved his head slowly until at last he
saw the tall, monocled man, and his eyes
seemed hypnotised by what he saw.

"You are not seeing double." The
tall man removed his monocle. "Don't
you remember me?" He laughed.
"Number five in our boat?"
" You're—you're Leopold—Leopold

von Ragastein—Rags!" the sick man
ciied hoarsely. "Well, I'll be darned!"
"What 011 earth are you doing in

Africa?"
"I've been hunting lions," Dominey

grinned. "My boys robbed me and ran
away. Then the lions started to hunt
me. Rags! How many years has it

been?" He tried to get up.
"Now, now—you must rest." The

doctor firmly pushed his head back
against the pillow. "When you wake
up you can have a long talk."

"And a longer drink," murmured
Dominey, and sank back as if the effort

of talking had overtaxed his strength.

The doctor bent over Dominey.
" He's asleep.

"

Leopold von Ragastein tiptoed to the
door, and beckoned to the doctor to

follow him.

A Callous Scheme

EVERARD DOMINEY slept all

through the night and far into the
next day, and when he did wake

the first thing he asked for was a drink.

That and a good square meal and
Dominey had recovered a great deal of

his strength.
That night the three men sat on the

veranda talking and drinking.
"Never have I seen two men so

alike." The doctor stared from one to

the other. "Of course, your face is a

bit more oval," he decided after a study
of Von Ragastein. "There seems a

slight difference about the lower lip, but
oniy a very close scrutiny reveals it."

"I wish the tradesmen at Oxford had
been so observant,'' laughed Dominey.
"They used to send me his bills."

"Why not?" replied Von Ragastein.
"You were always charging things to
my account."
They all laughed, and then Dominey

looked across at his double.
"Tell me—what do you do in this

pestilential country?"

"I represent Sir Ivan Brunn, head of

I lie Internationale Munitions."
"Oh, I see, you supply the natives

with pea-shooters ?"

"We have saltpetre mines nearby,"
Von Ragastein explained. "Also—

I

keep my finger on the pulse of affairs."

"Wha1 ? Here in Africa?"
"When even a little war breaks out

we like to have our salesmen first in the
field—on both sides."

"You'll be rather busy in Europe if

these war rumours are true." Dominey
finished his drink and helped himself
liberally from the bottle. "Tell me
Rags, don't you ever long for your he-

loved Vienna—theatres, music, beautiful
ladies?"

•'Constantly. If I were in your shoos
—with no business ties—1 would leave
for England to-morrow."

"Well. I'll never see England again."
Dominey's face had changed—the face

of a man despairing and with no hope
lor the future. "From now on this is

mv life." He raised his glass. "And
hunting big gamo in Africa."
Dnhtiney would have reached for the

but the doctor was firm.
Februorj 20th, l'.Wi.
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"No more to-night. That constitution
of yours has brought you back quickly .

now give it a chance. At this rate

you'll be dead in six months.''
"What of it?" sneered Dominey.

"Think of the fun."
The doctor insisted that Dominey go

to bed, and the man who had been so
near death, with a last, longing look at
the bottle, did as he was ordered.
Leopold von Ragastein wished him
pleasant dreams, and sat back in his

chair.

In a few mkmtes the doctor returned.
"My friend." Von Ragastei.: hissed

out his words. " The code iJook

—

quick!"
"The code book?"
"Yes. Hurry! Get our fastest

runner."
Dr. Trenk glanced at his employer in

surprise. What was Leopold planning?
Without a question he fetched the code
book and then went for their fastest

runner.
By the time the doctor had found

Ncga, the swiftest runner, the message
was complete.
"Take this io the telegraph station-

wait for the reply," Von Ragastein
ordered, and went to the veranda rail

to watch the man vanish down the
jungle track. Satisfied, the white man
came back to the table and picked up
the bottle of whisky.
"Where are you going?"
"To talk to tho Englishman."
"Ho should rest."

Von Ragastein adjusted his monocle
and smiled.
"After he has talked to me." He

held up the bottle. "This will loosen
his tongue."
Everard Dominey was delighted to see

his host and the bottle of wnisky.

"Doctors don't always know what is

right." Von Ragastein poured out two
liberal doses. "Finest medicine in the

world. At any rate this one won't do
you any harm. Besides it's so seldom
I get the chance to talk with, people

from the outside world that I felt you
wouldn't mind my coming in for a

yarn."
Dominey took a large swig and gasped

his appreciation.
"(hand! You can talk all night

whilst this medicine lasts."

After the second or third drink Von
Ragastein began to talk of his own
private affairs. He was in exile in

Africa because of a woman. He pro-

duced a picture of Stephanie, a princess

of Austria. He had fallen in love with

her, and her husband had challenged

him to a duel, with fatal results to the

husband. The emperor had banished

him from Austria and he was doomed
to spend the rest of his days in the

jungle.

"I can guess from what you've said

that you consider yourself a poor unfor-

tunate." Von Ragastein filled Dominey's
glass. "It is curious that both of us

should be in exile in Africa, but I Would
,- all I possessed that your story

cannot bo as miserable and sordid as

mine."
"I'm afraid it's even worse," mumbled

the hall-drunken Dominey.
By constantly refilling tho other's

glass, Von Ragastein heard the )
why Everard Dominey had buried him-
self in darkest Africa.

"Little more remains io tell," con-
cluded Domincv. "Doctor Harrison set

my arm and I feft for Africa to forget."

He laughed inanely and stared at his

host through half-closed eyes. "Win
do I tell you all these things? I've

never talked so much to anyone."
"I hope I haven't tired you." Von

Ragastein got Up from his 'eat on
Dominey's bed. "I don't know when
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I've been so iuterestel It is nearly
daylight, so I think I'll go to bed.
Good-night."

"Good-night," mumbled Dominey,
and sprawled back against the pillows.

His eyes closed and his head sagged
limply.
Von Ragastein smiled, then tiptoed

out of the bed-room. Dr. Trenk was
asleep at the table with his head on his

hands. A quick and vigorous shako
awoke him
"The messenger?"
"Not back yet." The doctor yawned.

"Ah, there ho is."

With fingers that, shook, Von Raga-
stein opened the envelope that Nog a
handed to him. Impatiently he waved
the native away and got busy with tho
code book. When he had deciphered tho
message his face lit up with joy.

"Proceed as suggested." The doctor
was puzzled. "What does that mean?"
"It means I'm proceeding to

England," cried Leopold von Ragastein.
"I am getting out, Trenk. No more
flies, dirt, heat. No more of this."

"But how can you?"
"Because Sir Ivan Brunn says so.

You know why I have been slaving for

him. He i3 the most powerful man in

the world. His organisation is complete
in every country—except for a leader
in England. I am going there—as Sir
Everard Dominey."
"But you can never carry it through.

His friends would know you at once."
"Nonsense! He has been away," Von

Ragastein cried. "I was educated for

the part. That's why I dared cable Sir

Ivan. He has been waiting for a chance
like this. As Everard Dominey I would
move in official circles and be above sus-

picion. It is perfect.

"

"Baron! Baron!" cried the doctor.
" Consider the consequences. You can't

succeed."
Von Ragastein got up and began to

pace the room.
"I must! I will!" he cried. "If I

do, Sir Ivan's influence will release me
from exile. A civilised life, and I shall

be with Stephanie again."
"Not so loud—not so loud," hissed

the doctor, and pointed to the bed-room.
"He will hear you."
"He's asleep—dead drunk," sneered

tho Austrian.
"Suppose he should return home?"
"He won't." Baron von Ragastein

laughed harshly. " In two days wo will

send the Englishman north with a small

safari, to hunt rhino. Fill his water
bottles with nothing but whisky. His
food bags with one day's rations—very
salty."
"That's murder!" gasped the doctor.

"He docs not wish to live." Von
Ragastein shrugged his shoulders.

"You said yourself he would not last

six months. It will be so simple, and I

need your help. Put Ghana in cha
If the Englishman drinks—they will

leave him in tho heaviest jungle— alone.

—at night. If he does not di ink—they
will bring him to my camp—at the bend
of tho Bluo River."

The doctor shuddered and glanced to-

wards the bed-room and their victim,

"I think it will bo better if he drinks.''

•The Great Sir Ivan Brunn

INTERNATIONALE MUNITIONS
had factories in every part of the
world. The more war the more

money they made; and it was to their
advantage to stir up strife than try to
work for peace. Every factory was
working now at high pressure.

In a luxurious office in Paris, Sir Ivan
Brunn. director-general of Internationale
Munitions, was looking at a large globe
of the world. He looked a tall, grey-

haiicd, well dressed financier, but it was
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the eyes that were so keen, so hard and
so cold. Standing by the largo desk

was a thin-faced man, whose sensitive

lips never seemed to be still and whose
eyes were just as hard and cold as those

of his employer.

"War is just around the corner, my
dear Seaman, practically in our midst,"
Sir Ivan swung round the globe. "If we
do not prepare a suitable reception for

the gentleman from Mars— it would be
very bad manners—and deplorable busi-

ness."
"I quite agree, sir."

"You will instruct our factories in all

countries to go on a three-shift basis

"Immediately, sir."

"And in all countries we do not take
sides—we tako cash." The great man
>miled. "Gold, Seaman, from now on."
"Quite so, sir!'' purred his confidential

secretary.

"This is not going to be a localised
squabble liko yesterday's Balkan affair.

Our agents have made sure of that.

With scrupulous impartiality they have
kept all the War Offices informed as to

one another's plans and preparations."
Sir Ivan revolved the globe slowly.

"Each country will want the advantage
of striking first. They will all inevitably
strike at the same time—soon. This war
will involve all Europe and may tax our
capacity." He pointed a lean finger.

"England over-balances the situation

—

too strong. I like a fair fight—and a
long one. Wo should make a lot of

money out of tin's world war, Seaman."
"A beautiful plan, sir." Seaman

rubbed his hands together. The tele-

phone buzzed, and after a nod from his

employer he picked up tho receiver.
"Hallo?" He listened, and then placed
nis hand over the 'phone. "Baron von
Ragastein, sir."

"Admit him." Sir Ivan waited till the
necessary order had been given. "Re-
member, Seaman, we can't afford r
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scaudal. At all times our hands must
seem to be immaculate. The moment
anyone suspects Von- Ragastein's true
identity he must bo put out of the way."
Seaman's face twisted into a cold,

fiendish expression. "I'll attend to that
—personally I"

Baron Leopold von Ragastein was
shown into the great man's presence.
In Africa one had seen a gaunt man in

faded drill, sporting an eyeglass, hair

cut short and with bristling moustache
and a drunken wreck, unshaven and
debauched. This man looked so different

in his smart grey suit—different from
both of them, yet when he took out an
eyeglass and placed it in his eye one
saw at once the resemblance.

"Heir Baron." Sir Ivan Brunn held
our his hand. "I congratulate you. I

like, a man who thinks fast. This is a
great plan of yours— to kill a man and
take his place."
"Thank you, sir." One could hear

the faint accent.

"Ah, baron, 1 envy you." Sir Ivan
at-.t back in his chair. "Yon will have
the perfect reward—the laurels of a

national hero and the income of a mil-

lionaire. That is— if you succeed."

"I can't fail," came the answer. 'The
only man who can contradict my identity

is dead."

"Splendid. You will proceed at once
to England and take your plu< c as Sir
Everard Dominey. You are no longer
au impoverished baronet, Sir Everard,
for you have made a fortune in African
gold mining. Congratulations!"
"Thank you, sir." Von Ragastein

gave a little jerky bow.
"Try again for Parliament." Sir Ivan

gave a twisted grin. "Your predecessor
tried once and nearly got in. With
money you can win through to Parlia-

ment. It gives access to political

secrets."

"Naturally."
"Dominey Hall will be our British
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headquarters." Sir Ivan pointed to his

secretary. "Seaman here is my inter-

mediary. He is to be obeyed implicitly.

&E master of Dominey Hall you will pro-
Tide a safe hiding-place for our opera-
tives. Our plan is a simple one." He
paused for effect. "Delay and cripple
tho effectiveness of England's mighty
war machine. The moment to strike is

the moment when England decides on
war."
"I will do my very best, sir."

"I rely completely on your patriotism
—and your greed." Sir Ivan opened a
drawer. "This dossier contains photo-
graphs and data to guide you. Your
relatives and friends—their attitudes
towards you, their distinguishing
eccentricities, and a complete history of

your past life. It is not a very pleasant
one. You must memorise every detail."

He opened the dossier. "This is your
wife."
Tho imposter took the picture.

"She's most attractive. What a fool

he was to leave her."
"Sir Everard Dominey was involved

in a tragedy, and like a coward fled the
country." Sir Ivan passed over the
dossier. "Everything is there. You
must not fail. You think you can get
through with this impersonation? That
monocle—that accent "

The schemer's laugh interrupted the
great man.
"Do not be alarmed, sir. I shall not

fail."

"When do you leave for London?"
Sir Ivan glanced at his secretary.

"At four o'clock," was the reply.

"Sir Everard lunches with his solicitors

to-morrow."
"Gopd!" Sir Ivan held out his hand.

"Do not fail us, Sir Everard. Inter-

nationale Munitions has a severe way of

dealing with failures. Good-day* Sir

Everard:"
The new Sir Everard Dominey bowed

himself out of the presence of the great
Sir Ivan Brunn.

The man struggled futilely when they tried to lift him and begged them to let him die in peace.
February 29th, 1030.
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The Princess

IN a quiet, but select, restaurant quite
close to Leicester Square Sir Everard
Dominey sat at lunch with Leslie

Mangan, who Iiad bees concerned with
the affairs of the Domincys for the past
five years.

"Sir Everard." Mangan looked at his

client with great interest. "I still say
frankly that I would never have recog-
nised yon."

".Particularly when I pay the bill."

The solicitor laughed and shook his

head.
"Even your voice seems changed."
"I am thinking of going down to

Dominey Hall tonight." There was a
sharpness about the tone, as if the con-
versation had not been to his liking.

The solicitor frowned.
"Isn't that a bit risky?"
"Perhaps, but I'm going."
"You'll lind it in bad shape, as you

know—there's been no money. The
place is mortgaged to the hilt."

" You can notify the bank I'll pay off

the mortgage at once," announced Sir
Everard.
"What with?" the solicitor asked.
"I not only gained my health in

Africa—1 also made money." Ho tossed
the waiter who had served the wines a

ten shilling note. "Whilst hunting wild
animals I walked into a district that
had never been explored. Rich in gold
and easy to mine. Simple, my dear
Mangan."

" You amaze me, Sir Everard," the
solicitor answered. " You'ro the first

Dominey that has made any money for

centuries. What time, Sir Everard, had
you intended starting for——•"

But that was as far as Mangan got
because a short, plump, pleasant woman
of middle age rushed up to the table.

She gushed over Everard. Why hadn't
he let her know he was coming back
from India—the tall man with her inter-

vening to say Africa—when had ho come
home—how well he was looking—and a
lot of talk all about nothing. The tall

man at last succeeded in shaking hands
with Sir Everard and introduced a young
man named Eddie Pelham. Pelham had
had a fall from a horse and had an arm
in a sling. Caroline, Duchess of Devon,
would have stopped and talked all about
the accident if the Duke—the tall, tired

Irian—had not taken her away. Where
n is Everard staying—ho must come and
sec them. The duchess gave her husband
an amazed look when Sir Everard said

he was going to Dominey Hall that
night.
"Oh, Everard, don't go down there

and torture yourself. You went through
all that before. Why try it again?"
"I feel as though i should." Sir

Everard looked at his watch.
"Well, if you've made up your mind

—there's nothing I can do." The
duchess had taken the hint. "Look us
up as soon as you get back to London."
The duke took her arm firmly.

" Your cousin is a charming woman,"
said Mangan
"My cousin—oh, yes." Sir Everard

laughed. "Shall we go?"
"If you like I could drive you down

to Dominey." suggested the lawyer.
"Thanks very much—save me a lot

of trouble."
"I'll go and get my hat and stick,"

Mangan said. "I'll meet you out in the
lounge."

Sir Everard Dominey walked into the
lounge and went across to a targe gilt

table, against which ho leaned with ap-
parent boredom. Seated in a chair with
a magazine in his hands was Seaman,
and that worthy nodded his approval

—

so far the scheme was running smoothly.
Into the loungo came a slim, attractive,

.well-dressed young woman—she did not
February i»th, 11)36.
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look English. She paused to look round
at the people in the lounge and a glad
light showed when she saw the lounging
figure of Sir Everard.

The baronet was smoking and smiling
to himself as if pleased at his own astute-
ness, but he stiffened when a voice
called r

"Leopold !"

He glanced round and saw the beauti-
ful foreign lady, and with a slight air of
surprise, bowed :

"I'm sorry—I think you've made a
mistake."
The girl seemed angry and perplexed.

She came closer.

"Fancy seeing you in London of all

[.laces. Why didn't you let me know?"
Sir Everard shook his head.
'" Y"ou have me confused with someone

else."

Now angei flamed in the dark eyes.
"Are you denying that you'ro Leopold

von Ragastein?"
"My na^ne is Everard Dominey."
Then she smiled.
" You'd rather not talk here—is that

it?" she whispered.
"I can only repeat—you are mis-

taken."
A stamp of tho foot.

"Are you fool enough to believe that

I don't know you?" she laughed. "I
insist upon talking to you. My room is

No. 412. I'll expect you there in fivo

minutes."

Tho girl might havo said more, but
she observed a man approaching them.

It was Mangan. She hurried away.
" Wasn't that tho Princess Eider-

strom ?" ho asked.
"I don't know the lady." Dominey

flicked tho ash from his cigarette. "She
mistook me for someone else. Mangan,
there is an odd letter or so I should
write, and I'd like to meet you hero at

some time convenient to you. We could
have dinner on the way down."
"Then I'll meet you hero about

seven."
The time was agreeable, and after a

hearty handshake the two men parted.
Seaman, who had been watching every-
thing, went across to a door, and with
a slight movement of tho head beckoned
Dominey. They whispered together and
then went upstairs to Room 412.

Dominey waited outside, till Seaman
asked him to step inside. The beautiful

dark girl was waiting for them.

"Congratulations, Sir Everard," cried
Seaman, shutting the door. "You are
doing very well. There wasn't a trace

ot an accent in the lounge. You were
grand."
"Sit down, Leopold." The girl pointed

to a chair. "Mr. Seaman has explained
all about your being Sir Everard
Dominey, and how important it is for

you to succeed." She came close to him
and he did not attempt to touch her or
sit down. "Leopold, tell him that our
seeing each other won't interfere."

"It's bound to," Dominey spoke
curtly. His eyes seemed anguished.
"I'm no child." was her answer.

"Surely, after all we've been through
together—the scandal—the duel—tho
heartbreak—surely you can trust me."

"It isn't that, Stephanie," Dominey
answered. "Anyone who knew us before
—seeing us together—would recognise

my true identity at once. Y'ou do not

soem to realise that Sir Everard Dominey
is a married man. Until my work is

finished, Stephanie, we must stay

apart."
"Y'ou can't mean that?" Princess

Stephanie seemed aghast.
"Sir Everard is right," interposed

Seaman.
"Yon let him make rules about us!"

cried Stephanie.
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" We have been separated so long now
—a short time longer will not matter
much." He turned away as if it were
anguish to look at her. "If I can carry
through this deception we can be to-

gether for always, but it would mean
failure and separation for ever if wc met
now. You must understand."

"Princess." Seaman had opened the
door. "When you've thought it over
you'll realise that this way is best. Sir
Everard has a very important engage-
ment. Please excuse him. Good-day,
princess."

Princess Stephanie stamped her foot
when the door closed behind the two
men.

The Haunted Room

THE car passed gates that were tusty
and went on up an over-grown
drive to pull up before a huge red-

bricked mansion. On one side were pre-

tentions of battlements, many of the
windows were shuttered and tho whole
place, like the garden, seemed neglected.
A Norman archway was the entrance,
and the door was a heavy wooden affair

studded with iron bolts.

The two men ^ot out of the car.

"Cheerful-looking place," remarked
Dominey.
"I told you it was run down, Sir

Everard."
"Very much so." Ho gavo a short

laugh. " Have to see what can bo done
about it. My architect, Mr. Seaman,
will bo down here to-morrow."

Mangan walked up the stono steps and
rapped on the door, which was swung
open almost immediately. An oldish

man in porter's uniform peered forth.

"Well, Middleton, here's your
master."
"Welcome home, squire," ho stuttered

out and pulled the heavy door wide.
"Thank you, Middleton." Sir Everard

nodded and came into a great stono
hall. A bare place except for several

suits of armour, a huge candelabra with
only a few candles lighted, a wide un-
carpoted staircase, and a number of

high doors. From a door under the stairs

three men and a young girl appeared.
Two were gardeners and one an under-
butler, whilst the girl was a maid.

The men gavo jerky bows, but tho girl

curtsied.

"How long have you been here?"
"Surely you remember my daughter,

sir?" said Middleton.
"Oh, yes, yes, of course," Sir Everard

grinned. "She's grown much prettiei

since I went away, but you're the same
old piece of parchment."
"Can't say the same for you, sir,"

Middloton spoke with the familiarity of

an old servant. "Y'ou look a new man.
So hearty—not like when you left. Thi>
is a happy day for Dominey Hall, sir."

"Thanks." Tho baronet smiled at the

butler. "Will you bring in my bags,

please?"
Sir Everard waited whilst tho bags

Were brought in, and chuckled when old

Middleton opened a door and said thee
was some whisky and glasses in the
study.
The sound of heavy footsteps made Sir

Everard pause as he tinned towards tin

study. A woman in a long, dragging
shapeless dress, tied at the waist with .1

girdle, and having no form of decorations
save black beads with a cross suspended,
was walking slowly down tho wooden
stairs. Her hair was grey, her face ex-

pressionless, but the eyes wore wide and
staring.
"You murderer!" Her voice was a

husky whisper. "Oct out of this

Iiouse I"

Mangan and Middleton glanced anxii

ously at Sir Everard.
"No one wants you here. Go back
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into hiding where you came from!''
raved the woman.
"Mrs. Unthank." Mangan stopped

forward. "Be gaiet,"
"How dare you come hero':" The

woman stood before Sir Everard and
glared at him.
"This is my home. Mrs. Unthank."
"If you wiili to keep your position

you will learn to respect your master,"
cried the angry lawyer.
"Respect him?" The woman laughed

harshly. "The murderer of my -on."

Her expression was biuister. "And
ing a mad woman of his own wife."

"I'll have no more talk from you."
Sit Everard pointed to the stairs. "Go
to 3 our room."
"Von ran away once, and you'll go

i," was the taunting hint.

"This time I intend to stay!" Sir

Everard replied sharply.

The woman backed again and her

laughter was high-pitched.
"Oh, no, you won't, Sir Everard!

Tin- screams of Roger's ghost will drive

If."
" Til risk that."
Mrs. Unthank pointed vaguely.

"He haunts the Black Bog, where you
killed him on your wedding-night.

Because he loved her and you took her

from him—he'll haunt you. He'll haunt
jnii out of this house." She backed to

the stairs. There was silence as she

climbed those stairs so swiftly. At the

landing she looked down. "Go before

it i-. too late."

"Quite a welcome." Sir Everard
gave a shaky laugh as the woman
vanished^

•'The woman's insane!" cried Man-
gan. "You can't keep her here."

"We'll take care of Mrs. Unthank in

due time."
Sir Everard squared his shoulders.

Middleton cackled.

"That did my heart good, sir," he
muttered with a shake of his head.

"She's been needing a sitting on. It's

rriostly on her account that folks still

H you murdered Roger Unthank."
"If that were true,

Middleton, why was
Roger's body never
found?" questioned the
lawyer.
Middleton looked at'

his master. \

"They claim it sank J
where you threw it,

sir. In the Black Bog.
I've tried to tell 'em
you was nigh mur-
dered yourself—covered
with blood, your arm
hanging down. It

don't do no good, sir.''

I [is master browned.
" What's all this non-

sense about Roger's
ghost ?"

"That's no nonsense,
sir. Every week it

howls around the place
;! night—like an animal
that's hurt. Most
people say it was that
and fear of the law that

caused you to go
away," Middleton said
with an air of defiance
"They forgot no
Dominey was ever a

coward."
"I seem to have

broken the rule."
"'Tisn't being a

coward to run off be-
cause you love some-
one and know the sight

of you drives her to
madness."

" How do you know
that?" "DO
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"I saw the hurt and the suffering on
your face that night her ladyship went
into hysterics and ran at von with a
knife."
"Sir Everard, I had no idea,"

red the amazed Mr. Mangan.
"Maybe I spoke too freely, sir,"

apologised the In

"That's quite al' right, Middleton. I

have no secrets from Mr. Mangan."
The baronet rubbed his chin. "Do you
know if she still feels the same'.''

Middleton gave a scornful laugh.
" With Mother Unthank feedini: her

on hate. Why shouldn't she'/"

"I shouldn't see her to-imht," urged
Mangan. "I should leave it till the
morning."

Sir Everard insisted upon his lawyer
having a drink. When Middleton sairi

that the bags were inside, Sir Everard
suggested going ™ to bed. Middleton,
carrying a hag and holding a three-
pronged candlestick, led the way.
"Mrs. Unthank has prepared your old

room, sir," whispered the butler. "But
you don't want to sleep there."
"Why not?"
"The devil walks that part of the

house by night, sir."

"Good!" Sir Everard gave a short
laugh. "He and I can talk over old
times."
Middleton looked shocked.
"It's no joke, sir. My daughter has

got another room prepared for yon, sir."
" Where docs Mr. Mangan an
"The Blue Room, sir."

"Good, then take Mr. Mangan to his
room. I'm sleeping in my old room."
"But something might happen to you,

sir. I beg you don't "

"I hate to disappoint anyone, let

alone- the devil," snapped his master.
"Sleeping in theie will put me in touch
with things again. Don't argue,
Middleton, I have decided."
Middleton insisted upon carrying his

master's bag to the room Mrs. unthank
had prepared, but he shivered as he
looked round and lit the candles. Sir
Everard bade Mangan and Middleton
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good-night and closed the door. Taking
up a candlestick he went round the
panelled room, with its stolid, old-

fashioned furniture and great four-
poster bed. Satisfied that there was
nothing to fear, he opened one bag and
took out pyjamas, dressing-gown, and a
few of his most necessary requirements.
Before getting into bed he pulled I

the heavy curtains and glanced out of
t he window at the grounds of Dominey
flail. The moonlight cast weird
shadows. He blew out all the candles
save the one by his bedside and climbed
between the sheets.

Hands behind his back, he lay
ihinking. The wind seemed to get up
and whistle round the windows, which
tattled. He sat up with a jerk. Had
he heard a queer, moaning sound? It

was the shriek of the wind. He yawned
and blew out the light. He hail parted
the curtains slightly to have plenty of
air, and a moonbeam gave a faint light,

to the room.
Soon the tired traveller was asleep.
The tapestry behind his head rustled

and parted. A bare arm came forth, and
in the hand was a long knife. Slowly it

descended, and as the pointed cud
touched the sleeping man's chin lie

awoke.
"Don't move!" came a void out ol

the darkness. "I swore that if ever
you spent a night under this roof, I'd

you!kill
.

The arm went up for the Fatal blow,
but the intended victim was wide awake.
He shot out an arm from beneath the
bedclothes, and his steely fingers gripped
the bare wrist. He turned his hand.
A scream of pain in a voice that

sounded like a woman's, and then the
arm was jerked back villi such force
that lie was unable to maintain his hold.

The hand and dagger vanished.
Sir Everard dragged back the tapestry,

hut all he saw was hare wall. The killer

had vanished through some
panel. With hands that shook he lighted
a candle and slipped into his dressing-
gown. Suddenly a queer, high-pitched

not be alarmed, sir," said (he schemer. I shall not fail !
"

February 29th,
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The policeman seized Mrs. Unthank by the arm, whilst the others stared curiously at the dead Roger.

screaming made him jump round. That
wasn't the wind, and it was in the

f
rounds below his window. He jerked
ack the curtain and peered forth.

At first he saw only the moonlight
and many shadows. Something moved,
and from some bushes came a thing that
was bent almost double. It ran across
the lawn with a swift, shambling move-
ment. It was not like a man or a
woman, but seemed inhuman.

The adventurer touched his chin and
looked at his fingers—blood. It was a
long while before he got back into bed.

The Second Attempt On His Life

IN the morning Parkins awoke Sir
Everard at eight with some tea.

The valet was a talkative old man.
He had como down the previous day
with a footman and three maids, and
already he knew all about the place
being haunted.

''Get my bath ready and get out my
riding things," ordered his new master.
"Yes, sir.'" Parkins suddenly re-

membered. "Mr. Seaman, tho archi-
tect, and his assistant are downstairs,
sir. Arrived very early, sir. They
stayed at an inn near here and came
over early. They seem very anxious to
start on, the house, sir."

"Tell them to have some breakfast,''
ordered Sir Everard. "I'll join them
shortly, and don't pay too much atten-
tion to tales of ghosts. Ghosts don't
exist these days."
Attired in perfect-fitting riding

breeches—the two men had been almost
identical in build—Sir Everard Dominey
came down to breakfast. He was
stopped on the way by Middleton. Had
he heard the ghost last night?

"I'm an old hand with ghosts," cried
his master. "T did hoar a few noises,
but they weren't made by Roger's ghost.
Gei the horses ready, Middleton. We'll
ride round the place."

In the study Seaman sat before a
loaded breakfast table. A young,
February 29th, 1936.

foreign-looking man was also at the
table.

"Good-morning, Sir Everard,"
greeted Seaman. "This is Du Baret."
"How do you do?" The two men

shook hands.
"I'd like to get him started on the

north tower immediately," said
Seaman. "We have decided the tower
is the best location."
"You're not wasting time." Sir

Everard helped himself from a hot
dish.

'

"If you'll excuse me." Du Baret
stood up. "I've finished my breakfast."
He picked up a number of blue prints.

"I know the house very well, sir, from
these plans. We have workmen arriv-
ing at midday."
Seaman waited till the door had

closed.

"You heard the news from Servia?"
The other paused in the act of pour-

ing out coffee.

"What news?"
"The Archduke Ferdinand of Austria

was assassinated there yesterday."
Seaman grinned. "I see you're sur-
prised. This probably means war. We
must get our radio installed and keep
in touch with Sir Ivan."
"Seaman, we can't move so fast."

Dominey shook his head.
"We've got to," rapped out the

psuedo architect. "Scotland Yard's
been snooping round my office."

"This affair is more complicated than
we ever dreamed." Sir Everard
glanced at his fellow confederate.
"Strange things happened here last

night. A ghost tried to knife mo,
and "

Without ceremony the door opened
and Mrs. Unthank walked into the
room.

"I'll request you to keep your ser-
vants out of my part of the house.
They disturb my mistress."
"I think that can be arranged."

The master glanced at her sharply.
"How is Lady Dominey this morning?"

"As well as can be—with you here."
"I wish to see her."
"She won't see you." Mrs.

Unthank's voice became harsh, threaten-
ing. "She. wants you to go away and
not come back."
"Are those your words or hers?"

"Hers!" She looked at his chin.
"\"ou're a fool to stay here. She hates
you."
"That will do, Mrs. Unthank, you

may go."
"I will—with pleasure!" The door

slammed after her.
Seaman glanced inquiringly at his

partner.
"Now you see it's not so easy," was

the answer to that glance. "If I

cannot make peace with Lady Dominey
I cannot stay here."
"Don't be absurd." rasped Seaman.

"Y'ou must stay. We need you. Lady
Dominey is ill. She could die."

"Don't be absurd," Sir Everard said
sharply. "We are deep enough with-
out that. Her death would turn the

whole countryside against me." Ho
wiped his mouth with the serviette.

"I'm going to take a ride round this

placo and figure out some scheme."

"You have your problems, I have
mine." Seaman's eyes wero cold.

"How you solve yours is your alfair,

but they must be solved. Failure would
be very disastrous for you, Sir

10vera id."
"I realise that."

"I shall be back and forth between
here and London." Seaman stood up.
"Tell your servants to let me have the

run of the house."
Sir Everard went out for a ride with

Middleton and gave the old servant,

who had been head groom and butler
since his master left five years ago,
instructions to ride where he thought
fit.

"I see the mill-yard wall is down."
Middleton looked at his master in

surprise.
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"That wall's been down for twenty
years, sir."

"Oh, yes, I forget. Have it

repaired."
"Certainly, sir." Middleton smiled.

"It's like old times, having the squire

lake a real interest."

Sir Everard smiled but made no
comment. They came at last to a
stream and then a railed-off quagmire
that seemed to stretch for sonic distance
among the trees. The master reined in

his horse and glanced keenlj" at the

stagnant water, the oozing mud and
the decaj-ing vegetation.

"Has this place ever been explored?"
"Why, there isn't a man in all

Norfolk that'd go into the Black Bog,
sir." He shook his head. "No matter
what you paid him. It's naught but a
quagmire, and foul with poisonous
things."
"Nothing lives there?"
"Snakes, swamp birds, a few wild

dogs—"
"Wild dogs?"
"Don't belittle things, squire," the

old servant said solemnh . "You
heard it yourself last night."

"Bosh!" Sir Everard said sharply.
"You sound like Dr. Harrison. Only

he says that the whole thing is in her
ladyship's mind. I wish you'd tell him
that you heard it, sir."

"What good would that do?"
"It might help him to get at her

ladyship's trouble."

"There may be something in what you
say." The owner of Dominey Hall
stared at the Black Bog and then
turned away as if the place did not
interest him. "I'm going to ride down
to the village. You can go and see the
tenants on my estate and ask about
any repairs they need. Bring me a
report* later and I'll get them fixed.

Later, I'll talk to you about the houses
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and cottages in the village that Lelong
to me."
Middleton stared after the new master.
"My, but he's changed. He rides

better and he looks better; he went
away a pauper and now he seems roll-

ing in money. It's a mystery to me."
In the village a rustic informed Sir

Everard that Dr. Harrison was at the
White Hart playing quoits with some
of his cronies. The doctor at once left

his name to come and shake Sir Everard
by the hand.
"Welcome—welcome!" cried the tall,

gaunt doctor. "Why, you're looking
better than when you went away. I

heard you'd been dissipating—gone
completely to pot."
"Pure gossip." Dominey stroked

his moustache. "Can you sparo a
moment ?"

"Of course."
"Let's walk down to the common. I

want to talk to you about Lady
Dominey."
Dr. Harrison talked during the walk

of the treatments he had tried. There
were times when Lady Dominey would
be so much better, and others when ho
despaired of her sanity.

"I'm convinced that the only hope
for Lady Dominey's return to normal
life lies in jour love. If that can be
rebuilt it may blot out these things
that now dominate her miud," the
doctor concluded. "But I find it hard
to advise because the mere sight of you
may bring on an attack—a mental

•e."
"1 realise that. That's why I came to

you."
"On the other hand, if you are care-

ful, kind, gentle, you may accomplish a

great deal. For days she seems per-
fectly normal, then she suddenly breaks
out in an hysterical fit of hatred
against you. At such times she seems
almost hypnotic."

ID

"If I could only talk to her alone—
get Mrs. Unthank out of the way."
The doctor shook his head dubiously.
"I've sometimes doubted the wisdom

of keeping Mrs. Unthank on, but your
wife depends upon her. clings to her."
"A morbid influence," stated

Dominey. "Of course, I could bring
a nurse down from London."
"If Lady Dominey would con

that would be wise," the doctor agreed.
"If you get her to come to you instead
of forcing yourself on her, you" would
have a better chance."

"I'll find a way."
"When I heard you had returned T

was a hit worried, but your manner re-

assures me." The doctor beamed his

approval. "You look twice the man
you were when you went away." The
old man touched the other's shouldei .

"Why, the arm seems as good as ever."
"The arm—oh, yes, of course. It

doesn't hurt me at all."

"I did a fine job when I set that, frac-

ture. Drop in some time and let

examine it. Are you busy now.'"

"Yes, I'm in a hurry—must get back
—lot to do." Dominey held out In-

hand. "'Thanks for your advice."
"A pleasure.'" The doctor _ raised

finger. "Movo cautiously with La
Dominey."
After parting with the doctor,

Everard Dominey rode back in thoug
ful mood towards Dominey Hall, lie

pulled up for a moment near the Blai %

Bog, blew his nose as a whiff of un-
savoury odour floated towards him, and
rode on. The rest of the day he spent
with Middleton discussing repairs and
complaints concerning houses and cot-

tages. Seaman and the archite
assistant went back early, and
after ten Sir Everard retired to bed.
Several times he had thought about try-

ing to see Lady Dominey, but the
doctor's advice made him hesitate upon

Are you hurt, sir ? " cried the distressed Middleton
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such a step. He went (o bed, but he
did not sleep.

At half-past ten he heard that weird,
availing screaming and went to the win-
dow. There was no moon, but he fan-

cied that he saw a shadow flit across

the lawn. Ho went over to the bed
and pulled back the tapestry, laid his

ear against tho woodwork, and then
dealt it a slight rap. It gave forth a

hollow sound. He blew out the candles,

but did not get into bed. On a table
was a flashlamp, and he took a chair
near the lamp. He sat there in the
darkness and scarce dared to breathe.

An hour passed, and Sir Everard was
thinking of going to bed. when there
came a sudden, sharp click near the bed.
He leaned forward and tried to pierce
the darkness. Then he saw that a white
patch was forming. It became lighter

and lighter, until he saw that a panel
in the wall had slid back and that the
other side there was a light. So un-
expectedly that it made him gasp, a
vision in white was framed in the open-
ing. A beautiful woman, who held in

one hand a lighted candle and in the
other a wicked-looking revolver.

He stood up, and the beautiful woman
with the fixed, staring eyes slowly raised

the gun.
"Why do you want to kill me?"
"His spirit cries and cries—telling me

I must."
" What you think is his spirit, is only

the howling of the wind." He eyed the
gun nervously.
"No, it's Roger." Lady Dominey

spoke like some lost soul. "Why did
you kill him?"
"I fought only to keep him from kill-

ing mc."
She came closer.

"His blood is all over von. I can see
it."

"No. Eleanor." His voice was very
soft. He beckoned. "Come closer. Let
me show you it isn't. Touch me."

Lady Dominey was under hypnotic in-

fluence, and he had learnt in Africa of
strange practices among the natives.

He knew that his eyes could be com-
pelling. Sho came towards him, and
then she stared slowly at him.
"There isn't any." Her voice wasa

little different. Her eyes sought his.

"Why are you here?"
"To help and protect you."
"But I don't need you. Mrs. Unthank

does that."
"Suppose Mrs. Unthank went away?"
At once the gun arm stiffened.

"No!"
Dominey showed no sign of his fear.

"But she's worked very hard." He
was crafty. "She needs a rest and a
holiday. I want to get a nurse down
from London. Dr. Harrison's sugges-
tion. Oh, you can have Mrs. Unthank
around if you like—near you."
The expression in Lady Dominey's

face had changed—tho hypnotic look was
going. Tho eyes had softened.
"She could live in Middleton's cot-

tage." He moved a step nearer. "I
want you to get better, Eleanor."

"I can see her whenever I want?"
Lady Dominey whispered. He nodded.
"You want me to be happy?"
"Very happy" Dominey put his

band out and took the gun from her
hands.
"You are so kind." Now hor eyes

were puzzled. "I thought I hated you."
"You don't hate me, Eleanor."

"No. I don't believe I do." She
seemed to sway. He slipped the gun
into the pocket of his dressing-gown,
and then grabbed tho candle. This ho
placed on the table. Her eyes were
closed. "Sometimes, when I'm tired, I

can't alwavs remember."
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Dominey caught her as she swayed
towards him. He picked up the un-
conscious woman in his arms and walked
towards the open panel. A passage and
in the distance a light—her bed-room.
Gently ho put her back into bed and
drew the clothes over her. He bent
over her and saw she was sleeping.
"In a month's time we'll have you as

well and as strong as ever," he whis-
pered. "Lady Dominey, you're very
lovely." He blew out the light and tip-
toed towards the open panel, closed it,

walked along the short secret cor.iduv,
closed the panel into his room, and
went to bed. It was hours before he
slept.

Stephanie Makes Trouble

WHEN Seaman camo down to
Dominey Hall, two days later,

he complimented his confederate
on his great progress. Leopold von
Ragastein had a reputation for being a
capable man, but Seaman had not ex-
pected to find someone quite as capable
as himself.
A host of men were busy on the

estate. The gardens were being weeded,
replanted and repaired, new walls
erected, fountains set in order and trees
pruned. In the house there was new
furniture, new carpets, and engineers
were busy building an electric plant.
The tenants and the village had bene-
fited by the generosity of the master
they had never expected to see back in

England. Roofs, walls and property
were repaired and restored. The local
hospitals received generous cheques.
Also Sir Everard had succeeded in

making friends with his wifo.

"Doesn't she suspect yoii?" Seaman
asked.
"No," Dominey laughed. "She has

been very ill, and is still far from
strong. I act the part of a man who
is more a sorrowing friend than a hus-
band. Within a week I hope to have
her downstairs, and to be able to ask
some influential people here." He
glanced round. "There must never be
any suspicion, and if we are to succeed
we must try to win over not only the
people, but those in high places."

"You are doing well, Sir Everard,"
Seaman chuckled. "Sir Ivan will be
delighted. I am doing my part, and
all is progressing well. I am going to
have alterations done to the North
Tower—no one save myself and my men
must go there. You understand?"

"Of course. I should like to sec the
place when it is finished."

"Certainly, Sir Everard," Seaman
bowed. "I shall see and report to Sir
Ivan in the morning about progress
here. I propose to tell him that you arc
contemplating going into Parliament in

the near future."
"Certainly, but expense "

"Money will be placed to your
account," Seaman said with a. sly wink.
"No expense will be spared to ensure
success."
A fortnight passed. To tho surprise

and delight of tho district. Sir Everard
spent freely. Everything that needed
alterations and repairs was dealt with,
and tho screaming and howling had
ceased. Mrs. Unthank had been placed
in Middleton's cottage,

_
and told that

if she wished to remain at Dominey
Hall she would mind her tongue and
her manners. Seaman was there most
of the time, but busy with tho North
Tower. On this day tho representative
ot Internationale Munitions had gone to
London; he returned early, and en-

countered Sir Everard just returning
from a drive in the country.
"War comes closer to England every

day." Seaman rubbed his thin hands
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together. "It is only a question of
days before the entire Continent will be
one great battlefield."
" What makes you seem so sure?"
"This morning the innocent bystander

was invaded. The little chap in 'between
always gets crushed."
"England has guaranteed it*

neutrality." Dominey gave the other a
searching glance.
"London is stunned. Waiting for thf

inevitable moment of playing her part,"
Seaman smiled. "It is "excellent news,
and we are prepared."
"We must meet to-night to discuss

plans, and " A car flashed round
the bend in the drive. "Hallo, who b
this?"
To the amazement of the men. who

should get out of the car but Pin
Stephanie. The girl, quite at ease and
smiling triumphantly, walked towards
thern.

"How dare you come here?" cried
Seaman.
"This is impossible," stormed

Dominey.
"But. Leopold "

"Don't call me by that name."
"My dear, I couldn't stay away a

moment longer." She smiled at her
lover.

"Princess, if you persist in interfering
" began Seaman.

"The matter is out of your hands,
Mr. Seaman," was her haughty, con-
temptuous interruption. "I've been to
see Sir Ivan Brunn. That surprise? you.
He approves of my being here—as a
casual friend of Sir Everard Dominey.
Why not? I know all about your
plans—I'll help you. I can talk to the
women, and bring you news you
wouldn't get otherwise. Oh. I'll be
careful and so discreet, Leopold."
"Don't call me " He broke off.

"Be quiet—here is my wife."
Lady Dominey came out of the house

and across the lawn to them. She was
very attractive and looked very well.

Her brown eyes smiled happily at her
husband, and Stephanie clenched her
small hands. The two women were in-

troduced, and Dominey explained that
Princess Eiderstron was an old friend,
whom he had met in Africa and who
had come unexpectedly to England.
Lady Dominey insisted that the prin-
cess join the house-party.
"Oh, I almost forgot!" Stephanie

had turned to accompany Lady Domi-
ney. "I have some regards for you.
I saw Dr. Trcnk in Calais."
"In Calais?" Dominey was sur-

'

prised.
"Yes, he's been invalided out of

Africa with fever."
"Is he coining to London?"
"He said not." Stephanie smiled at

him, but there was no response.
The two men watched the two women

walk towards the house.
"This is da-ngerous.

"

Seaman
touched his companion's arm. "But
you must not make an enemy of Prin-
cess Stephanie. To be involved with
one woman is bad enough—two would
be fatal."
"What do -you mean?"
"I understand that you give every

sign of being in love with Lady
Dominey."
"You are well served. Seaman."

Dominey's mouth twisted into a hard
grin. "She is very attractive, but
don't worry. Nothing on earth will

soften me or interfere with my job.

You had better cable Sir Ivan.

and tell him Stephanie's presence
jeopardises our plan*."
"I will do so." Seaman came closer.

"By the way, our work here is com-
plete- and perfect. You must see it."

(Contiuued on page 26)
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Death among the clouds ! War in the sky as intrepid flyers clash with the forces of
organised crime ! Tailspin Tommy returns to the firmament of Fame in a smashing
drama that blazes its way across the Pacific to islands of hidden wealth, of lawlessness,
of savagery and cannibalism. A wonder serial of unforgettable thrills, starring Clark

Williams and Noah Beery, Jun.

Read This First

Tailspin Tommy, famous civilian flyer
and dee of I In: Three Point Aerodrome,
it hired by a wealthy business man
named Curtis to male aerial surveys of
the oil bearing island of Xazil, in the
far tropical realms of the Pacific Ocean.

Curtis is the uncle of Betty Lou
Barnes, Tailspin's sure/heart, and is in
partnership with Don Aivarado C'as-

ntitlo, who owns most of the island of
Nazil, and whose daughter Inez has
been holidaying in the United States.

The services of Skeeter Milligan,
Tailspin's mechanic, are also engaged,
by Curtis, and the party set out in two
'planes. But word of their approach is

later conveyed to Don Alvarado's un-
scrupulous tie //brother, Emanuel Cas-
mttto, who seels to oust his kinsman
from Nazil, and who is backed by
Bay more, a shady American financier.

An airman known as Frondo is

despatched by Benjmore and Emanuel
in a fighting 'plane, with instructions
to force Cur/is a, id his friends down on
the isle of Mandrogos, inhabited by
cannibals.
The machine containing Curtis, Betty

Lou and Inez is compelled to land in
a jungle clearing, and Frondo then
turns his attention on the craft occupied
by Tailspin and Skectcr. Ere long,
however, Frondo himself is attacked by
a mysterious aviator who appears on the
set at: unexpectedly, a man irho calls
himself the Eagle.

Yet it seems that the Eagle has inter-
vened loo late, for with their 'plane
in difficulties Tailspin and Skeeter
plunge headlong towards the crater of
an active volcano.

.Now read en

EPISODE 3.—
" Hurled from the Skies "

On Mandrogos

THE machine in which Tailspin and
Skeeter were seated was diving
straight for the lake of molten

lava that boiled and simmered in the
crater of Fire God Mountain, and,
crouching in the forward cockpit of the
falling 'plane, Skeeter heard his friend's
voice calling to him through the tele-

phonic apparatus which kept mechanic
and pilot in touch with each other.

"Tho controls are jammed!" Tail-
spin jerked out in accents of despair.
"It's all up with us, old-timer!"

Whether one of Frondo's bullets had
damaged the ship's gear the Three Point
airman could not tell for certain. Ho
only knew that the joystick would not
budge, despite his frenzied attempts to
steer the craft out of its headlong
plunge.

Below them lay the yawning crater,
and the youngsters were swooping to-

wards their doom at a velocity that left

them well-nigh breathless. Indeed, the
pair of them had given themselves up
for lost when the stick suddenly
slackened in Tailspin's grasp.

With a shout of relief the youthful
airman pulled it back, and the 'plane
answered immediately, gliding out of
its furious dive, flying at a level
altitude over the Mountain of the Fire
Cod and then soaring skyward again.

"Gosh!" Skeeter panted, as he
realised with difficulty that all danger
was past. "Gosh, that that sure was a
—a close one, Tommy!"

Tailspin made no response. He had
turned his head and was staring in tne

direction of the two machines which
were engaged in mortal combat high
abovo the jungle—the Eagle's machine
and the outfit piloted by tho scoundrel
who had forced Betty Lou to descend.

Both the Eagle and his antagonist

were clearly no novices in the grim
business of aerial warfare, but it was
soon obvious that tho former was more
than a match for Emanuel Casmetto's
hireling. For with consummate skill

he out-manoeuvred Frondo again and
again, pumping lead at him from that

hidden weapon whose muzzle was
lodged in the centre of hi.? sh/ip'a

propeller.

Within a few minutes of the Eagle's
appearance on the scene a burst of lead

raked Frondo's 'plane from nose to tail.

At the same time the Spaniard was
seen to throw up his arms as a bullet

pierced his sallow neck, and as he
slumped lifelessly in his seat his craft

took a sudden plunge towards the

jungle-clad terrain of Mandrogos,
tumbling to destruction amid Hie dark
fastnesses of that savage isle.

The ship crashed to earth in a clear-

ing not far from the volcano, and it

burst into flames an instant later.

Almost simultaneously tho Ea/

'plane veered off to the north, belching
dense clouds of smoke from its exhaust-

pipe, and vanishing within the black

confines of the screen.

When at length the fumes had dis-

persi <! there was no sign of the Eagle
or his strange machine, and once again
Tailspin and Skeeter were left to

ponder over the identity of their un-
known benefactor.
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"I'd give my right arm to know who
that gujr is," Skeeter said.

"He seems to be a friend in need as

far as we're concerned, anyway," Tail-
spin rejoined in a puzzled fashion.

"But let's see if we can find out who
that other fellow was—the one who tried

to shoot us down."
Shortly afterwards the two youngsters

were landing in the glade" where the
hostile aviator had crashed, but on
arrival there they realised that they
were not likely to obtain many clues
from what was left of their foe's ship.

It was a mere skeleton of charred and
twisted metal, and the body of the luck-
less airman who had flown it was so
terribly burned that none could have
recognised him.
Tailspin and Skeeter recoiled from the

ghastly spectacle with horror in their
hearts, even with a reluctant feeling of
sympathy, despite the fact that this

unknown scoundrel had endeavoured to
hurl them to their doom. Then the
mechanic observed a portion of fabric
which had escaped total destruction in

the fire, and which bore a curious
emblem in the form of a panther's head.
He picked up the blistered strip of

aeroplane fabric and was examining it

when a hail attracted his attention.
As he and Tailspin looked round they
saw Betty Lou, Inez and Curtis hurry-
ing towards them.

The youngsters made haste to join
them and prevent the two girls from
approaching the awful sight which the
burnt-out 'plane contained, and as they
met in the centre of the glade Betty
spoko in a tremulous voice.
"Our ship's in a clearing a little to

the east of here," she said. "We
watched you boys come down. Oh,
Tommy. I thought both of you were
gone when your machine started to fall

in the direction of the crater."
"It sure was a close call," Tailspin

answered through clenched teeth. "But
what happened to your outfit?"
"A broken strut," Betty told him.

"I was lucky to land without cracking
up the 'plane. I think Skeeter will be
able to fix it, though."
Tailspin nodded, and then turning to

Curtis he indicated the portion of fabric
that Skeeter had carried away from the
wreckage at the other side of the glade.
"I don't suppose you happen to know

anything about this insignia, do you,
sir?" he inquired, with reference to
the painted emblem of the panther's
head.

It was not Curtis, but Inez Casmetto,
who offered a reply.
"Yes, I've seen that insignia before,"

she exclaimed. "On one of my uncle's
'planes. It was piloted by a man named
Frondo, who once belonged to some
South American Air Force."
Tailspin looked at her keenly.
"You mean to tell me that Emanuel

Casmetto has a flock of airman working
for him?" he. breathed.
"Yes," Inez rejoined 6oberly.

"There is a man called llaymore who
has financed him "

" Listen 1"

It was Betty who had interrupted the
daughter of Don Alvarado, and as she
held up her hand in an imperative
gesture that commanded silence, an
ominous sound became audible to her
companions—the deep, reverberating
note of drums, echoing sinisterly
through the eternal shadows of the
jungle.
"Savages!" gasped Inez Casmetto.
"Savages?" Skeeter echoed in alarm.
"Yes," Inez cried. "This island of

Mandrogos is peopled by cannibals.
While Betty was searching for a land-
ing place a liitle while ago we passed
February 29th. 1936,
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over one of their villages. We must
waste no time if we're to get away
before they assemble and attack us."
Quick to act upon her words of warn-

ing, the other members of the party
followed Inez to the glado where the
cabin 'plane had descended, and here
Skeeter speedily repaired the machine's
damaged strut. Then he stepped back
and proceeded to hustle Curtis and the
two girls into the craft.

"There she is, good as new,'' he said.

"You'd better get her in the an, BcUy.
Hurry, now !"

"What about you two boys?" Betty
faltered uncertainly.
"Never mind about us," Tailspin

struck in. "We'll be right on your tail.

Go on, Betty, close that door and pull

out of here. Give her the gun!"
A few seconds later the cabin 'plane

was on the move, and, crossing the
ground at ever-increasing pace, it rose

bird-like into the blue heavens and
circled above the trees ere swinging
westward.
Meanwhile, Tailspin and Skeeter were

racing through the jungle towards tho
glade where they had left their own
'plane, and as they ran it seemed to

them that the roll, of the native drums
sounded louder and yet louder in their

ears. Indeed, by the time they gained
their ship the forest was alive with a con-

fused tumult, so that their hearts were
fairly thumping against their ribs when
thov scrambled into the craft.

They had scarcely taken their places

when there was a fearsomo uproar at

the edge of the clearing, and as they
looked back they beheld a powerful band
of dusky warriors swarming from the

trees and undergrowth—half-nude, caper-

ing figures who bounded forth with
shrill outcry, a savage horde armed with
spears, machetes, bows and arrows.

Skeeter heard Tailspin start flp the
motor of tho 'plane, and in the same
moment the mechanic broke open a crate

that was resting between his feet in the

forward cockpit. It was the crato which
had been brought from Three Point and
which was marked "explosives," and,
plucking out one of the grenades it con-

tained, Skeeter drew the pin of the mis-

sile and then hurled it at the oncoming
natives.
The grenade burst with a shattering

detonation immediately in front of the

foremost warriors, and half a dozen
stricken forms were thrown to the
ground. Next instant the remainder of

the savages were turning tail, and ere

they had recovered from their panic the

ship from Three Point was storming
across the glade.
With scared eyes the discomfited

natives watched it soar skyward and turn

in tho direction of the west, the direction

already taken by Betty Lou, Inez and
Curtis.

Prisoners

TWO hours after leaving Mandrogos
the occupants of the cabin 'plane

beheld the shores of another island

ahead of them, and ere long they were
passing over a collection of buildings

which were peculiarly reminiscent of a
cantonment, or military station.

"Well, this is Nazil," Inez Casmetto
told Betty. "Right below us is my
uncle's stronghold. My father's place
is away at the other side of the island."

Curtis at that moment was leaning
forward to "tune-in " on the radio, and
soon he was calling Don Alvarado's
hacienda. Within a few seconds an
answer was received from an operator in

the Don's employ, and, at the express
request of Curtis, tho aristocratic

Spaniard was sent for.

li so happened that Don Alvarado was
talking to Garcia just then—Garcia, the
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planter who had bought on lease a tract
of the Don's land up in the interior, but
who was actually in the pay of
Emanuel; and, as Don Alvarado was
summoned to the wireless-room, his guest
contrived to follow him and take up a
position near the threshold of that
apartment.

" Senor Curtis!" he heard the Doit
exclaim into tho radio telephone. "It
is £0 good to hear your voice. What
kind of a trip have you had? Where
are you now ? What time do you expect
to get here "

"Hold on there," came the jovial re-

sponse, which was also audible to Garcia.
"Not so fast, my dear fellow. Firsi: of

all, we've just passed your step-
brother's headquarters, so you can work
ou*, the time of our arrival for yourself.
As for the trip—well, it was thoroughly
enjoyable until we reached Mandrogos.
whore we ran foul of one of Emanuel's
flyers."

"You did!" Don Alvarado jerked out.
"What happened?"
"He attacked us, but came off worst

and crashed into the jungle. I'll tell

you all about it when I see you."

Garcia drew back, pursing his lips.

Here was disturbing news, and news
that must be conveyed to Emanuel and
Raymore without delay. As soon as Don
Alvarado came out of that wireless-

room, Garcia would have to offer his

excuses and depart.

Meanwhile, Don Alvarado's conversa-
tion with Curtis was being brought to a
close, and the link between the cabin
'plane was severed as the radios ceased
to make contact.
In the snug interior of the 'plane,

Curtis turned from the wireless-set and
looked back through the craft's win-

dows.
"I don't see any sign of Tommy and

Skeeter," he commented, "but tho sky"s

clouded up, and visibility isn't so good
as it was."
"Don't you worry about the boys."

Betty Lou told him. "They're following

us all right. They weren't very far be-

hind us the last time I caught sight of

them."
The two youngsters in the open 'plane

were a mile or so to the rear, and when
they descried the island's shores their

friends were still so well in advance of

them that neither ship was within the

other's view.
"Say, that must be Nazil down there

now," Skeeter declared, as he scanned
the panorama below.
Tailspin answered in the affirmative,

and, after a moment's silence. Skeeter
spoke again. His interest had become
focused on the stronghold of Emanuel
Casmetto.
"I wonder what that place is." he

mentioned. "It has a landing field, but

it doesn't fit Inez's description of her

father's outfit. Besides, the cabin 'plane

isn't there."
"You're right, Skeets," Tailspin re-

joined, "but we've got to stop off here,

all the same. We're mighty low in

gasoline, and I can't take the chance of

going on."
Little dreaming that he was courting

danger, tho young pilot turned into the

wind and descended towards the landing-

ground that Skeeter had pointed out,

and in a little while the 'plane was speed-

ing across a dusty compound which wai

almost entirely surrounded by abode
buildings.

Scarcely had the machine come to a

standstill than a number of men
emerged from one of the dwellings

nearby^ They wore wearinjr khaki uni-

forms and sun-helmets, and were armed
with rifles and bayonets; and it was in

no friendly manner thai they sprinted

across to the ship and surrounded ii.
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Tailspin and Skecter sat motionless in

their 'plane as the armed men covered
them with their rifles. Sinister-looking

fellows they were, these swarthy soldiery,

but the young Americans did not guess
that they were the paid hirelings of

Emanuel Casmctto.
One of the men spoke in Spanish, ad-

dressing some curt inquiry to the two
flyers, but neither Tailspin nor Skeeter
had any knowledge of that tongue and
could only shake their heads to signify

that they did not understand.
"Does anyone speak English here?"

Tailspin demanded. "We're on our way
to tho hacienda of Don Alvarado Cas-
mctto, but we're short of gas."

It was clear that none of tho soldiery
comprehended him, yet at tho mention
of Don Alvarado's namo sharp glances
were exchanged. Then, after a brief

discussion among themselves, tho group
of armed men indicated by gestures that
the youngsters must alight from their

'plane.

Tailspin and Skeeter had no recourse
but to obey—nor did it occur to them to
do otherwise, for even now they were
completely ignorant of the dubious
nature of their position. Therefore, they
clambered out of the cockpits that they
had occupied, and without a word they
allowed themselves to be escorted across
the compound.
They were marched towards a hacienda

at the "far side of the enclosure, and
upon entering this residence they were
conveyed to a large, well-furnished room
in which two men were seated—one a

dark-skinned, thick-set person of trucu-
lent expression, the other a tall man
with rugged features and shrewd, narrow
eves.

The thick-set person was Emanuel
Casmctto, and his companion was Ray-
more.
One of the soldiers spoke to Casmctto,

who listened to him in silence and then,
after directing a swift glance at Tailspin
and Skeeter, turned to the American who
had financed his establishment.

"It appears that these two strangers
have made some mention of Don
Alvarado," he observed in English.
Kaymoro started, and eyed tho

youngsters keenly.
"Whafs Don Alvarado to you?" he

wanted to know._
It was Tailspin who answered him,

looking at him steadily tho while.
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"We've come here to work for him,"
he explained. "He's engaged us to blaze
a trail from tho air for a certain pipe-
line that he intends to lay "

He paused, for at that moment the
door opened and a sallow man in white
ducks entered the room. Striding to-

wards Emanuel Casmetto, the inter-

rupter engaged the Spaniard in close

conversation for a brief spell, and then
Casmetto gripped Raymore by the arm.
"A radio message from G," he ground

out. "He reports that Frondo crashed
to his death on Mandrogos Island

!

Raymore, there is no longer any doubt
that the cabin 'plane which passed over-
head a short time ago was the machine
flown by my step-brother's partner and
the two girls 1 Nor is there any doubt
that these young countrymen of yours,
who stand before us now, are tho aviators
whose services Don Alvarado and Curtis
have enlisted. They have admitted it!"

Tailspin and Skeeter had become
tense, aware at last that they were in a
parlous situation. As for Raymore, his

face was a study in dismay.
"Frondo—dead," he breathed. "How

did it happen ?"

Emanuel Casmetto switched his dark,
malevolent eyes upon the two youngsters
from Three Point.
"I do not know," ho muttered.

"You had better ask these fellows here,

Raymore."
Tailspin and Skecter held their peace,

however; they had no mind to be com-
municative now that they realised they
were in the presence of foes; and, all

attempts to cross-examine them proving
fruitless, Casmetto and his associate
finally abandoned their inquiries into the
late of their luckless agent.
"Very well, then," Casmetto said

harshly. "We will forget Frondo. The
fa<t remains that you are conspiring
with my step-brother to rob me of tho
oil fields of Nazil."

"We haven't conspired at all,"

Skeeter retorted hotly. "As for robbing
you, we've reason to believe that you
and this guy Raymore are pretty well up
in the art of wholesale looting. Those
oil fields belong to Don Alvarado, and
you're tho ones who are trying "

"Silence!" Emanuel Casmetto snarled,
but Tailspin promptly interposed him-
self between the mechanic and the
Spaniard, facing up to the latter de-
fiantly.
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"Listen, you," he said, ''we've got a
job to do, and we ami to do it. More-
over, we happen to be American citizens,
and if you think you can send out some
shady aviator to murder us, and get
away with it—well, you're liable to run
yourhead right into a noose, see?"
"You show spirit, eh?" Casmetto

rapped out, glaring at him. "Maybe
you do not understand that T am the
Law in this part of Nazil, and that no
one questions my authority. American
citizens Bah! you arc too far away
from your country to talk in that strain/'
Ho signed to the armed guards who

had brought Tailspin and Skeeter from
the compound, and the men closed in on
the two prisoners, making it plain thai,
any attempt to escape would be futile.
Then Casmetto spoke again.

" We have a dungeon where you will
have plenty of time to regret your con-
tract with Curtis and my step-brother,"
ho remarked with an ugly leer. "There
you will be kept under lock and key
until Senor Raymore and I have decided
what should be dono with you."
Ho barked an order to his hirelings,

and rough hands were laid upon the cap-
tives' shoulders. A moment later tho
two youngsters were being hustled out
of the room, whence they were marched
along a dim corridor to a filthy cell build
below the level of the ground.
Thrust across the threshold of this

prison, Tailspin and Skeeter blundered
down half a dozen worn steps to tho
grimy floor of the apartment, and as
the door of tho cell was fastened behind
them they brought up short within a few
feet of a gruesome object that fairly
chilled the blood in their veins.

It was a human skeleton enclosed
within an iron cage that hung from tho
dungeon's ceiling—doubtless the remain*
of some unhappy creature who had fallen
foul of Emanuel Casmetto—and with
horror in their hearts tho youthful
Americans recoiled from the grinning
countenance which it presented to them.
Averting their glanco from tho hideous

spectacle, they retreated to the middlo
of tho cell and took furtive stock of tho
room. Dirt and grime were everywhere,
and the atmosphere was permeated with
mustiness and decay, the foul air seem-
ing to find no outlet—not even through
the solitary window with which tho
dungeon was provided.

This window was barred with thi< I<

Tailspin and Skeeter sat motionless in their 'plane as the armed men covered them with their rifles.
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rods of iron, and it was situated high up
in the light-hand wall, flush with the
ljroad compound in which Tailspin and
Skeeter had landed some time previously
—a circumstance which they discovered
when they stumbled towards the aper-
ture for a breath of fresh air.

They made another discovery as they
raised themsolves on tiptoe and pressed
their faces close to the bars. Some of

Emanuel Casmetto's underlings were
engaged in the task of pushing their

'plane across to a gasoline pump at the
far side of the enclosure.
"They're going to refuel her," said

Skeeter.
"Yes, but not for our benefit," Tail

spin rejoined grimly. " No doubt
Casmetto means to make use of her.

He'll probably fit her out with a machine-
gun, so's she can take the olace of the
ship that the Eagle destroyed."
"The Eagle," Skeeter mused, pro-

nouncing the name in a low voice. "I
sure wish he was around now. Whoever
that guy is, he's certainly on our side."

Tailspin bit his lip.

"Yeah." he said gloomily, "but even
the Eaglo couldn't get us out of this

jam "

Escape

!

HALF tin hour after Emanuel
Casmetto had ordered the removal
of the captives to the dungeon,

Tlill McGllire was summoned to the room
in which the Spaniard and Horace Ray-
more were seated.

"McGuire," Casmetto told the rotund
Yankeo cook in peremptory tones,
"there are two prisoners in the cell at

the end of the corridor. After you have
fetched a meal for Senor Raymore and
me, you had better take them something
to eat. Nothing very palatable, you
understand. Bread and water will

suffice."

McGuire nodded briskly, and then
made his way back to his own quarters,
where he prepared a repast for Casmetto
and Raymore. This having been served,
lie next set himself to the task of pro-
viding for the occupants of the dungeon,
and shortly afterwards he might have
been seen tramping along the corridor
that led thither.

In his plump hands he carried a tray
on which two flagons of water and some
slices of bread had been placed, and on
reaching the door of the dungeon he
exchanged a greeting with a slovenly
sentinel who was squatting outside it.

The armed guard made as if to rise

and open the door for him, but
McGuire restrained him.
"Don't put vourself to any bother,

amigo," ho said in Spanish, addressing
the sentry with some sarcasm. "I've
got a key, anyway."

lie let himself into the dungeon, and
was standing at the top of the steps
that led to the floor of it when he gained
his first impression of the captives; and
at sight of them his florid face was trans-
formed by a look of utter amazement.

It was an expression that was repro-
duced on the features of Tailspin and
Skeeter, for in that corpulent form at
the top of the «tep< they recognised Bill

McGuire of the "San Francisco Tribune,"
a newspaper man who had been in

close contact with them some months
before, when he had been writing a

series of articles on civil aviation!
It was with one accord that the two

youngsters started forward to greet him,
but McGuire had the presence of min.l
to prevent them from speaking, and with
a quick movement of his head he indi-

cated the sentinel who was huddled in

the corridor,
Tailspin and Skeeter drew back, and

waited in silence until Meduiie had
closed the door, set clown the tray of
February 29th, 1986.
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food and joined them on the lower level
of the dungeon's floor.

"Mac!" Tailspin said then, speaking
i:i a hushed voice. " What in the world
are you doing here ? What made you
give up the newspaper racket?"
"Yeah, and what brought you to a

hornet's nest like this?" Skeeter put in.

"Gee, Mac, I thought you were on the
staff of the ' Tribune ' for life

"

McGuire glanced back over his
shoulder cautiously, and then leaned
closer to the two friends.

"I'm still in the newspaper racket,""

ho whispered. " Sure, and I'm gettin'
the best story that was ever written for

the old ' Tribune '—a story that will one
day cover the front page, boys.
' Wealthy American financier plans
seizure of rich oi! fields on tropic island
Supports Spanish terrorist in attempt
to plunder Nazil's resources.' Can't you
see those headlines?"

Tailspin and Skeeter looked at him
dully, too bemused to grasp his mean-
ing.

"Listen." McGuire continued, "you
don't think I'd team up with an outfit

like Raymore's and Emanuel Casmetto's,
do you ? No, sir, I'm here on account
of an investigation that started 'way
back in San Francisco, and, before I'm
through, the whole world will know just

what kind of a rat Horace P. Raymore
is. But, say, how did you fellers get
here?"
They gave a brief account of their

adventures, and when they had finished

the newspaper man stroked his fat chin
thoughtfully. Then he addressed the
pair of them in a solemn tone.

"I've got to get you out of this

dump," he stated. "There's no tellin'

what Raymore and Emanuel Casmetto
might do to you. See here, when I close

the door of this dungeon it'll lock auto-
matically, but I've got a key with me.
and if I give it to you, you can let your-
self out."
He produced the key by which he had

gained admittance to the cell, and he
handed it to Tailspin, who accepted it

thankfully enough, though not without
some concern regarding the safety of the
reporter.
"Won't Raymore and Emanuel suspect

you, Mac?" the youthful airman in-

quired anxiously. "They've only got to

find out that your key is missing, and
they'll put two and two together."
"Don't worry about me," McGuire re-

joined. "I'll tell 'em you must've
stolen it from mo while I was dishin' out

your grub. But listen, wait until high
noon before you make your getaway.
Everybody around here will be takin' a

siesta then. It gets too hot for 'em to

stay awake."

A minute or two later the newspaper
man stepped out of the dungeon, and
as the door closed behind him Tailspin

and Skeeter were left alone in the murky
atmosphere of their prison, where they

whiled away an hour that seemed like

an eternity.

By that time the sun was at its

zenith, and was heating down upon the

compound and the surrounding dwellings
with blistering fierceness, so that even
in the dark confines of the dungeon the

heat was almost unbearable.
By that time, also, the drone of a

man's snoring was audible to the cap
lives beyonrl the stout door of their

prison, a sound which told them fha*

the sentry in the corridor had lapsed
into a deep slumber.
They waited another -juavter of an

hour, and then Tailspin oxoke the silence

that had befallen upon them
"I guess it's now or never, Skeets,"

he said.

"I'm ready when you are, Tommy,"
his mechanic answered in an nnilm tone.
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Together they moved across to the,

steps and climbed to the door, and a
moment later Tailspin was inserting the
key in the lock. Softly he turned it,

and, as he drew open the door without
a sound, he and his chum saw the re-
cumbent form of the sentinel beyond
the threshold, his rifle lying athwart his

knees.
The two friends crept out of the cell,

and, coming abreast of the sentry,
Skeeter stooped to lay hold of the man's
rifle. In doing so he must have dis-

turbed the sleeper, for the fellow roused
himself all at once, but, ere he could
apprehend what was happening, or give
vent to any outcry, Taikpin leapt on him
pantherishly and dealt him a blow that
scattered his wits.

Next second, the young aviator and
his mechanic were hurrying along the
corridor, and soon they had gained the
compound, where they espied their
'plane standing near the gasoline pump
from which it had been refuelled.

There were a couple of soldiers drows-
ing in the shadow cast by its wings, and
these were startled into wakefulness as
Tailspin and Skeeter arrived beside the
machine. One fell to the butt of tho
mechanic's borrowed rifle, however, and
the other to the bunched knuckles of
the pilot's right hand—and both were
lying prone on the ground when tho
ship took off with tho young Americans
ensconced in the cockpits.

It was the sudden roar of the 'plane's
motor that raised a general alarm in

the stronghold of Emanuel Casmetto,
and as the craft was still climbing
steeply from the compound groups of
aimed men swarmed from the buildings
on ovcry hand. Then there ensued a
desultory blatter of musketry, and hot
lead whistled close to the ascending
fugitives.

Several of the bullets ricocheted off

the fuselage of the 'plane, but tho occu-
pants were unscathed, and the swift-

moving ship bore them higher and yet
higher till there was little to fear from
the rifles of their foes.

A graver danger threatened them,
however. For some of Emanuel Cas-
metto's hirelings had dashed across the
compound to an anti-aircraft gun, and
soon this was being trained upon the
soaring aerop'ane.
"Tommy," Skeeter gasped, "they're

going to blast us out of the sky with
shell-fire!"

Tailspin scarcely heard him. His head
was turned towards the north, and his

eyes were riveted upon an object that

had appeared amongst the clouds. It

was another 'plane, a 'plane of unmis-
takable design—and one which the two
youngsters from Three Point had
learned to regard with a friendly if

bewildered gaze.

"The Eagle!" Tailspin ejaculated.

The mystery ship was bearing down
on Emanuel Casmetto's stronghold, was
above the compound before the men at

the anti-aircraft gun could load the

breech; and suddenly a stream of death
was raking tliem, cutting them down
where they stood.

Discharged through the propeller-

shaft of the Eagle's 'plane, the rain of

iron swept half the gun crew out of

existence and drove the other half into

a panic-stricken flight. It was a flight

in which the remainder of Casmetto's
hirelings joined as the withering (ire

spread right and left amidst them, and
in the space of a few minutes the entire

compound had been cleared—except for

those who had fallen under the

fusillade.

Ere then, Tailspin and Skeeter wero
flying in a south westerly direction over

the rolling panorama of Nazil, and as
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they looked back they saw once agaiu
the phenomenon of the smoke-screen
that poured from the exhaust of the
Kagle's 'plane and masked his departure.
"We're safe!" breathed Tailspin.

" Safe—thanks to McGuire and the
Eagle."
" Yeah, and I wish I knew who the

Eagle was, 1
' Skeeter declared fervently,

" and why he's takin' so much interest

in lis."

The Three Point 'plane cruised on-
ward, with the indicator on the wing
registering a speed of well over a
hundred miles an hour, and some time
later its pilot and passenger descried a
large settlement on the fringe of the
island's seaboard.

This, beyond all doubt, was the domi-
cile of Don Alvarado Casmetto. They
recognised it from a description that
Jnez had given them, and as they
dropped towards it they saw the cabin
'plane standing at the edge of a land-
ing field which was overlooked by an
impressive hacienda.
Five minutes later Tailspin and

Skeeter were under escort of a group of
soldiery once more, but this time the
reception was friendly, and they were at
once conducted into Don Alvarado's
palatial homo, where they met with a
warm welcome.
Having been introduced to the Don,

they proceeded to explain why they had
been delayed, and their audience listened
to their story m an awe-stricken silence.

Then Inez's father spoke:

"You have had a sample of my step-
brother's tactics," he said slowly. "You
»ill realise now why this once-peaceful
settlement of mine is an armed ramp,
and why I curse the day that I ever
allowed Emanuel to establish himself in

the northern part of the island. Inci-

dentally, a portion of the great oil field

lies within his domain."
"Has he developed it at all?" Tail-

spin inquired.
"I believe work has been begun,"

Don Alvarado replied, "but he has spent
most of his time and a great deal of
liaymore's money in building fortifica-

tions. You see, there have already been
outbreaks of hostility between his people
and mine, and the day is fast approach-
ing when one or the other of us must
fall."

"What's the extent of these fortifica-

tions you've mentioned?" Skeeter put
in. "How strong are they?''
"That I do not know," the Don

answered, "but it would be advisable
to find out, and you and Senor
Tompkins are the ones who can do it.

Yon can reconnoitro them from the air,

and—photograph them."
"That should bo easy enough," Tail-

spin commented. "Skeetei's packed a
motion-picture camera, and we can get
(he whole lay-out for you to-morrow.
AVe'll leave for the north immediately
after breakfast."

This was agreed upon, and tho re-
mainder of tho day was spent in a quiet
and restful manner. Towards evening,
however, Skeeter devoted himself to the
i;isk of overhauling his camera, and was
engaged on this job when a visitor
arrived at tho hacienda.
The visitor was Garcia, and Garcia

lingered for some time at the residence
of Don Alvarado. learning during the
course of his stay something of the
arrangements for the morrow; and when
at length he took himself off, his first

concern was to communicate with
Emanuel Casmetto, stepbrother of the
man who trusted him.

Little did Don Alvarado know that
Garcia was an enemy in the guise of a
friend. Little did ho know, when he
weut out on to the Hying hold the fol-
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lowing morning, that the mission on
which Tailspin and Skeeter were to de-
part might well be their last.

Accompanied by Curtis, Inez and
Betty Lou, the* Don followed the two
youthful Americans across the landing
ground to their 'plane, and a little while
later he was calling "Adios!" to them
as the craft moved off, a graceful, bird-

like vessel that taxied rapidly across the
level sward and rose into the air on wide
wings.
Later still, Don Alvarado again heard

the roar of a motor on tho field, and an
agitated retainer brought news to him
that his daughter and Betty Lou had
departed for the north in tho cabin
'plane.

It was a piece of news that affected
Curtis more than it did Alvarado
Casmetto.
"I might have guessed something like

this would happen," the American said.

"Betty urged me last night to let her
follow Tommy and Skeeter with that
cabin 'plane, but I naturally refused.
That niece of mine is going to get her-
self into trouble cue day with her
foolhardiness."

"Well, there is no reason why she
should meet trouble to-day. Senor
Curtis," Don Alvarado observed. "This
reconnaissance of my stepbrother's forti-

fications should be a simple matter,
especially as Emanuel will not be pre-
pared for it."

Thus spoke the Don, and for a while
he might have retained that complacency
of spirit even if it had been possible

for him to witness the progress of his

two intrepid agents when they reached
the northern tracts which were under
Emanuel's sway.
Scouting abovo the panorama at a

height of several thousand feet, Tailspin

gave Skeeter ample
opportunity of using
his camera effec-

tively, and again
and again shots were
obtained of defensive
works created by
Raymore and Don
Alvarado's Stop-
brother.

It was a recon-
naissance that was
carried off without
incident until the

y o u n g aeronauts
from Three Point
sighted a derrick
which marked an
attempt by Raymore
and Emanuel to

born for oil.

A number of men
wero gathered near
the derrick—holding
themselves in readi-

ness tor a grim act

of war, had Tailspin
and Skeeter but
known it. And as

the Three Point
'plane flew within
range there was a
sudden rush towards
a shrouded object
that proved to be an
anti-aircraft gun.
Thirty seconds

later the muzzle, of
that weapon belched
destruction, and as
tho thunder of the
discharge went echo-
ing through tho
island's hills and
forests, a shell burst
to tho left of the two
American flyers,

scattering shrapnel
in all directions.
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Tailspin exchanged a glance with
Skeeter, whose face was a study in con-
sternation.

" Looks as if those guys down there
had expected us, Skcets^" he said tersely,

his voice reaching the mechanic through
the earphones attached to the latter's

flying-helmet. "Yeah, and prepared a
welcome for us, too!"

"I was thinkin' the same!" gasped
Skeeter. "The way they turned out to
man that gun— it was just as if they'd
been layin' for us. Tommy, do you sup-

pose bomeono from Don Alvarado's
hacienda could've. tipped 'em off? Do
yon suppose somebody back there is

playin' a double game?"
It certainly seemed as if treacherous

information had been conveyed to
Emanuel Casmetto's party, elso why
should an attempt bo made to wreck a
passing 'plane that might have no con
nection with the Don's organisation ?

"A spy in our camp, eh?" the Three
Point aviator breathed. "Well, this is

no time to figure it out, anyway.
They're loading tho breech again."

Tailspin promptly drew back the joy-

stick and climbed steeply—was still

climbing when a second shell exploded
close at hand—and suddenly pilot and
observer felt the 'plane lurch sickeu-

ingly, knew that it had been hit I

Almost simultaneously they were
blinded by streaming jets of gasoline

that spurted from a damaged wing-tank,

and their knuckles were pressed into

their tortured eyes as the craft plunged
to disaster.

(To be continued in another grand epi-

sode next week. By permission of

Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring Clark

Williams and Noah Beery, Jun.)
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"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"

(Continued Irom page 20)

lie glanced at his wrist-watch, "There
is plenty of time before dinner."
Seaman had got so much rubbish and

debris on the north side of Dominey
Hall that it was quite a task getting

to the Tower. He explained that it

discouraged visitors. Eventually they

climbed the circular stairs of the Tower
till almost level with the battlements.

A heavy door was their object.

"This is an attic, full of dust,"

chuckled Seaman. "Come and have a
look."
Threo times he rapped, and then the

door swung open and the two men
stepped inside.

It was Du Baref, Seaman's assistant,

who had admitted them. The only

other person (hero was a footman, who
was seated before a largo switchboard.
Dominey glanced round at everything,
and then grinned his appreciation at
Seaman.

"I must say you've handled this job
well. Looks to me like the very latest

in radio stations."

"It is." Seaman walked across and
touched a switch. "This makes the
radio antenna pass through the (rap-

door in the roof. Watch !"

Dominey saw a frame that was ob-

viously an aerial movo towards the

roof, saw a trap-door open, and gasped
his sui-prise.

"No, sir—not in day-time!" begged
Du Barct.
Seaman turned back the switch.

"All right, Hugo, 1 know." The
apparatus slid back into place. Seaman
pointed to a lever. "One signal from
this and the country's helpless. Either
Hugo or Hansen is always on duty."
Dominey shook his head.
"But I don't understand. 1 '

"Every one of our operators has a
receiving set," Seaman explained.
"The instant that we are sure that
England will enter the war this sends
out a warning, and all the strategic

military bases all over the nation are
wiped out. You wonder how. Our
men have their instructions and the
necessary explosives."
"Where are the men?"
"In houses—offices—shops."
Dominey peered at the various

gadgets.
"Should I not have a list of them,

in case something happen-, to you?"
"I'll go over the detail- -with you in

the morning," Seaman decided. "We'll
clean out my London offices and move
everything here."
"A very w ise move."
"By the way, Sir Evcrard, cultivate

Lord Allison," hinted Seaman. "An
old family friend of your wife and a
man whom you seem to get on with
m i v well. He is Minister of Mum
tions. Also get busy with that idea of

ding for Parliament

—

think of the
secrets you can unearth."
"I know that all the plants with

which Lord Allison is connected arc
running at capacity," answered Domi-
ney. "I hope to get the names of all

plants, strength of personnel,
guards, ammunition being made, ct

. within the next few days."
"Excellent!" .Seaman was delighted,

then his face became serious. "But be
careful of the princes That woman
might bo dangerous."
The princess was delighted to Stay

the week-end, and she Hatched Sir
Evcrard like a cat watches a mouse,
February 89th, 1686,
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and her anger and jealousy grew as
she noticed the attention that the adven-
turer bestowed on Lady Dominey.
Obvious also that Leopold was trying
to avoid her.
The Duke and Duchess of Devon and

many distinguished guests came to

Dominey Hall. Eddie Pelham, the
friend of tho duchess, was there, and
Dominey tried unsuccessfully to palm
Eddie off on the princess, but without
success.

Dominey was talking to -Seaman
about his Parliamentary venture—well
aware that Stephanie was waiting to
poimco on him—when a butler informed
him that a Mr. Wolff wished to sco
Sir Everard. Seaman gave an under-
standing nod, and the two men hurried
to the_ library. A big man, obviously
a foreigner, bowed as thoy entered.

"How are you, Wolff?" Seaman
cried. "This is Sir Everard Dominey
—you may speak freely."
"Tho neutral countries have applied

to England for aid," stated Wolff.

"England can't refuse," 6aid Sir
Everard.
Seaman gave a shrug.
"I don't know—she may."
"Sir Ivan cabled me to get maps

showing tho points to be attacked
here,"- continued Wolff. "I am to take
it to him."
"It was completed this afternoon."

Seaman produced a long envelope.
"I was expecting you."

"Thank you." Wolff placed the en-
velope in his pocket. "One other matter
beforo I leave. It concerns Sir Everard.
A very disquieting rumour has reached
us from our representative in Africa
A native chieftain says that the
Englishman is not dead."
"Not dead !" Seaman looked in con-

sternation at Sir Everard. "Didn't
you make sure?"

" Ho came to my camp raving
drunk," rasped Dominey. "Ho had
been deserted by all but one boy. To
finish him was simple."
"Well, it must have been just a

rumour," said Wolff. "Sir Ivan thought
you should know." He glanced at his

watch. "1 suppose thero isn't a car
that could tako me to tho station—must
get back to-night."
"Mr. Pelham is

_
going back to

London to-night," cried Sir Everard.
" I will have liim drive you to town."
When Wolff had gone tho two men

went back to the guests.
" That rumour worries me," muttered

Seaman.
"Pure nonsense!", scoffed his con-

federate. "Is it not dangerous for

Wolff to be carrying that map around
England?"

It means nothing to anybody who
doesn't understand our plans, explained
Seaman. "I alone know tho names of
our men."

Stephanie was standing by a table

laden with glasses, and she eyed the two
men narrowly as they approached. Sea-
man, with a word of apology, went off

to dance with the duchess.
"Don't von think you could be spared

to walk on the terrace?" suggested the
princess.

"I'm afraid not—it's boogSuky—you'll
excuse me." %

Sir Everard left her aniMBMa-d across

to Lady Dominey, who^smiled her
welcome.
Stephanie's expression became

shrewish, and after a moment's
hesitation sho slipped away to the study.

"Operator, get me the Lafayette
Hotel in Calais, she whispered into the

'phone. "Quick!"
It was half an hour before the pi i

got through to Calais. And as a re.-ult

of th ition Dr. Trenk promised
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to leavo for London immediately, and
would come direct to Dominey Hall.

The Black Bog

WHEN the guests had retired to
their rooms Sir Everard escorted
Lady Dominey to her suite. He

did not attempt to kiss her.
"A few weeks ago I could scarcely

walk." She smiled. "Aren't you glad
I'm better?"
"You know I am."
"You're so kind." Her eyes sought

his. "You do care for me, don't you?"
"More than anything on earth," he

reassured her.
"I know I shouldn't, but that's tho

way I feel about you."
His eyes were startled.

"Why shouldn't you?"
"Because I know you're not my

husband," she told him. "I've sus-

pected it for some while, but to-day I

just seem to know."
"But, Eleanor, that is absurd. Why

"My husband was so reckless, wild,
and helpless. You're so thoughtful and
considerate. And you never kiss me.
Then your moustache curls upwards.
Who "

Lady Dominey never completed the
sentence, because a wailing scream
pierced the stillness of the night. It
came from beneath the window of the
room.
In a moment Lady Dominey seemed (o

change. Her eyes became wide and
staring, and she looked at him with
horror and dread.

"It's Roger—Roger!" she whispered.
"Can't you hear him?" She looked at

him and shrank away. "You're covered
with his blood." With that she fainted.

Sir Everard handed the unconscious
Lady Dominey over to the nurse and
went to his room. He was determined
to clear up this mystery, and he felt, that

the solution lay with the Black Bog.
Very early Middleton was roused, and

the two men rode down to the Black
Bog. Here Sir Everard dismounted and
walked along tho edge of the mora.

"Middleton, look at this." He
pointed. "Spirits don't leave tracks."
There were marks of hugo feet going
into the heart of the Black Bog. "I
know how to settle this one. Middleton,
get some men and dig a ditch here and
connect it with the stream. The ditch
will drain off a great deal of the water.

Get fifty drums of kerosene, run it

through (his end of the bog, then sur-

round it. When I give the word we fire

it."

"I'll have to pay double wages, sir."

"Pay treble if necessary," ordered his

master. "Now get busy."
Dominey returned to the house to find

Seaman for the first time showing signs

of panic. Ho had got to go up to

London at once. Wolff had been
arrested.
"The report hasn't been confirmed yet.

but we can't be too careful." Seaman
held out u large envelope. "1 am
handing you theso papers for safe keep
ing. There is a list of spies yon
may find useful—they'll do anything tor

money. Also the designs of (he hit. I

boats. We may be able to trade them
for some information here."
"You would betray your own

country?"
"Wo owe allegiance to no nation,"

Seaman answered. "Guard these papers
well."
"Rely on me," Dominey nodded.

"By the way. is the list of our
operatives hove
"No, I'll give ymi that later—I have

no time now." Seaman looked at his

watch. "1 must hurry. I may return

to-night—that depends on Sir Ivan."
After Seaman had departed Dominey
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enjoyed a hearty breakfast, Middleton
appeared to report that the joh was in

hand, and would be ready to burn by
dusk. Breakfast was nearly finished

when Eddie Pelhani appeared.
" Hallo, Eddie, when did you get

back?"
"Just arrived. Been driving for

hours."
. Dominey tossed across the packet.
"Lock this in the desk in uiy study,

and then iztA some lest."

Later in the day a dishevelled Mrs.
Uuthank demanded to see- Sir Everard
Domini 'y.

"Yon plan to burn the Black Bog?"
she demanded.

I do."
"If you go on you will not live

through this night."
' Your threats don't scare me. I'il

fake that, chance."
.Mis. Lnlhank reeled back.

"Everard Dominey never spoke like

ih.it. Who are you?"
He did not answer, but tinned his

head. A strange, unusual sound came to
li'iu. Mi-. Uuthank rushed to the
window. "You fiend ! You demon!"'
-he raved. "810)1 it! Slop 11

!"

Dr. {Harrison and two of the footmen
appeared—the; had been waiting.
"Take care of her, doctor," Dominey

ordered, and burned from the room.

The bog was biasing hirioustj when
Dominey joined Middleton. They
walked along the wall of tire to see that
every man was at an interval of seven
paces. Suddenly there was a 1.

ruing. Right in the heart of the
(lames they saw a creature 1 hat looked
like a gorilla. Screaming hoarsely, it

..inished from sight.

Tim nearer, and it

was too much tor some of tlie super-
. is workers—they fled. Through
lames dashed a misshapen, bearded
ire that -nailed and showed terrible

teeth. Huge hand- swung a great club.
V. Dominey and Midd 1 I to-

ward- the creature it turned, and.
lining lioi'iiblv, dashed off towards
Hall.

"II Wiin get away!" Middleton
d to his men.

Dr. M 1 had succeeded in qui
iug to some -'"nt the sobs and moans
ol .Mrs. I'ntliank when from the great
1 1. ill came the .-ound of terrible scream-
iii--. The doctor was startled oul of his

it brought Mrs. Uuthank to
liei feat She rushed out of the room.

Dominoy. .Middleton, the local police-
man, and a score of men burst into the
Ball. I'hi Found 1 tar. llai 1 ison bend-
ing over the unconscious figure of
.Middleton'- daughter.
"She's only fainted," the doctor re-

posted- "Bill this Weal on her face
shows that someone struck her or
knocked her down.

"

"
I fe's in hi re !" Dominey ,.

for the -tail-. "We've go! to capture
him before "

He recoiled as the -ound of thai

rible screaming rang through the ll.il I

.

and the sound of a woman's
c 5 of teai and agony. On the landing
above they saw the creature with Lady
Dominey in i:s arms and as Dominey
leaped up the -tan.- there came a shot.

They -aw the creature scream horribly,
drop Lady Dominey^ and -way back
againsi the stair's as It seeking to e

At the very top the creature swayed and
then crashed down in a huddled heap.
to come to r. -t in a hideous, contorted
shape by Sir Everard's feet. More
drama was to follow. A voice from the
top of the stairs spoke. It was Mis.
Uuthank, and in her hand was a gun.

"I saved my son." She looked at

Dominey. "I'd lather have him dead
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than have von get him. I know it was
wrong ke, pug him there and taking
him food—upsetting her. But he was
happier that way—happier than he woidd
have been shut up with a lot of crazy

people. He loved her— I loved him.
We kill the things we love." The gun
slipped from her hand.-.

The policeman rushed forward and
-ei/.ed Mrs. f'nthank by the ami, whilst
the others ;tai.r:d curiously at the dead
Roger.

Sir Everard left Mrs. Uuthank in Dr.
Damson's charge, instructed Middleton
to remove the body. and himself
carried the limp form of his wife back
U her room. She seemed so lifeless that

he yelled for Dr. Harrison to come at

out e.

"Arte.- a -hock like- this, if she pulls

through sh i m -iy be perfectly nomial <>i

her ease may be hopeless." He gestured
towards the door. "Hear that 00
that's Mrs. Uuthank. She's quite 111.ul

and raving about all that happened on
the fatal night. That mystery i- cleared

up." He bent down. "There ale signs

she is coming round. I think it would
be unwi-e for you to -tay.

Sir Everard "as pacing up and down
outside the bed-room when a servant ap-

peared to -ay that Mr. Seaman had just

arrived and wished to -peak to him.

To Save England

SEAMAN lo ked pale and worried.

"Sir Ivan has Ictt England but
sent, me a message. 1 nui-t lease

for the Continent at once. Von will be
in full charge here. England will declare

iv ai to-night."
" lb,., do you know ?"

".My informal ion i- always correct,"
Sc.man pointed 10 the clock. "It is

now eight-thirty. At nine we send our
signal and carry out our plan-. You
know th" code word ':

"

"Strike! : answered Dominey. "But
with you gone 1 must know who all our
men a

Seaman piodui I d a list.

"All the names are here. Woolwich
and Rosyth will be destroyed first."

"Excellent. I'll gUe the signal at

nine." lie touched a I
" Eddie

Prlhaui is hero and running up to

London on a job for QIC—he'll give you
a lift."

"I why yon encourage that

md here," Seaman mnt-
tei ed. " Xo brains."

•• x<m- bavi of other pi ople,"
said Dominey. "But Eddie is a good
di iver. Ah. het I Idi

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"HEIR TO TROUBLE."— /v<

Armstrong, Ken M&ynard ; Jane
Porter, Joan Perry ; Jojkw Mut!<>j,

Harry Woods
; Ike Davis, Martin Faust;

Hank Carter-, Hairy Bowen ; Spurs
Hawkins, Welly Wales ; Til&e Tilks,

try WolVrt: Amanda Wither-
. l-'ern Kmiue?t : Bill Dipper, Put

O Malley ; Tarza.it, Himself.

"THE GREAT IMPERSONA-
TION "- -Sir Everard Dominey and
Baton Leopold van Hugoste-in, Edmund

i
- Eh mor Doviineti, Valerie

tfobson ; Princess Stephanie, Wera
Engels ; Seatfutn, Murray Kiunrll

j

Eddit Pelham, Henry UoIusob ; Mrs.
r Dale ; Midd'.t '.on

' a Hurst; Ijf. Harrison, Ivan
Simpson ; Duchess ( Spring

.'•ei .- Duke II in y, Lumsden
Hare ; Sii Ivan lirunti, Charles
Waldron : Manga*, Leonard .\l

Sir Gerard Bums-, Clauds King; Dr.
Trenk, Frank Reichei ; Parkins, Harry
Allen.
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taking the roadster to town- I want you
to give Mr. Seaman a lift."

"I'll be ready in five minutes. Sir
Eyerard." His eyelid seemed to twitch.

Scarce had Pelham gone when the
door opened, and who should walk iu
but. Princess Stephanie and Dr. Trenk.
"Hallo! Thought von had gone back

to (own this morning-!" cried Seaman.
"1 went back to meet Dr. Trenk."

Stephanie spoke clearly. "For some
white 1 have been suspicious ol our friend
here. He played the part ot Sir Everard
Dominey too well. Dr. Trunk will

identify him."
"My dear doctor, this is a gie.'.f

pleasure." Dominey'.- voice had changed.
It was harsher and had an accent.
Dr. Trenk stopped closer.

"Yon accent does not deceive me."
he cried. "You are uol Baron Leopold
von Ragastoin. It i- the Englishman!"
"What?" gasped the incredulous

Seaman,
The prin. e.-- pushed the doctor to one

side.

"Whai did ynii do with 1 pold?"
"Baron yon Raga&tein is dead."

Dominey answered, and turned to Dr.
Trenk. "When you discussed yom plans
with Yon Kagastein, to do away with
me, you should ha\e chosen a 1

with thicker walls."
"So you tricked us!" raved Seaman,

and whipped out a gun.
Crash! Dominey had swung his fist

hard to the crook's jaw. Before Trenk
could make trouble Dominey seized him
by the shoulders and hurled him across
the room. A rush to the door, and
Dominey laughed as he locked the door.

Outside the bouse Eddie Pelham was
waiting.

"Get to London headquarters quick.

Tell them to round, up these -i

The car roared away, and Dominey
ick into the house. Middleton,

a number of plainclothes detectives, and
several servants appeared—thoy had been
t.,ld to stand b\ uj ease thej might be
needed.

"
I Ipstaii - Me, -' udj !" 1 'omincy

shouted.
A gun crashed. Seaman had blown

lie lock away with hi- gun and escaped
Dominey knew he would make for the

North I'owei. 'I he lime wa- now ten
lo nine.

In 1 he study Princes SI

v.iih her back again sk whilst

Dr. Trenk cowered the
window.

" Watch them!" D pped oul

.

and was gone. " Some ot you men
follow lee."

Dominey flung open i
he dooi' thai h d

die North Tower.
( !rack ! A bullet ri© I nasi his

hi ad but he did nol hesitate. I p tho
stone -lairs he charged, and saw Seaman

of him lie thing himself flat as

the gun spoke again bul the -hoi had
wide of the mark. The traitor did

not wait, but mined towards the radio-

room—the message "Strike" must be
sent.

Near the doo) Dominej caught up and
Sung himself on the other's shoulder,

Seaman managed to

and. bringing up the gun, tired blindly.

-1 ig gered, tell and slipped

1 1 he hard .-lone stab . Th other
l.i aghed v indictr ely a I

open 1 ho

door of the 1 adio room.
Painfully, Dominey gol to his feet and

!i door, clu1

elder.

"Quick ! Scud the

shouted to Hansen, 1 he [0 itman.

K rom his pocket Dominey drew out a

XU]'. and. s -ti ength,
ined ai the valves on tl ard
The tubas were shattered and the set

(J With a snail of fury. Seaman
February 2Utn, 1036.
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swung round to shoot down the man
who hud mined his plans. The detec-

tives burst into the room, a gnu roared

and Seaman collapsed in a heap.
With a groan Dorniney sank to the

floor.

"Arc yon hurt, sir?" cried the dis-

tressed Middleton, as he bent over the

prostrate body of his master. Sir

Everard groaned feebly and went limp
in his arms.

One detective stood over the pros-

trate form "of Seaman, whilst another
covered the bogus servant. They were
not taking any chances against these

tun traitors.

Dr. Harrison was summoned, and,
alter a quick examination, reported that

a bullet was embedded in Sir Everard's

shoulder, ami that though there was no
immediate danger it was essential that

an ambulance take the wounded man to

London,

With the help of Eddie Pelham, who
had been in the know about Sir Everard's

true identity almost from the start, a

whole nest of traitors' and spies was
arrested and enough explosive to blow
up most of London was seized. The
Secret, Service had tieen keeping a close

watch on Sir Ivan Brunn, and with the

help of the French police the millionaire

owner of Internationale Munitions was

arrested in Paris.

In a private waul of the big hospital

Sir Everard Dominey was propped up
in bed. He was leading a number of

daily papers, and the headlines made
him smile: "Sir Everard Dominey
Exposes Internationale Munitions King

—

Sir Everard's Thrilling Exploit Ke-

w aided."

The door opened and in stepped a very

beautiful woman. Lady Dominey kissed

her husband fondly and proudly—she

was completely cured from Mrs, Dn-
thank's hypnotic influence.

"Sir Gerard Hume wishes to see you,

dear,'' whispered his wife.

Sir Gerard was brief.

"The War Office needs men like you.

You must hurry up and gel well"-

a

glance at Lady Dominey. "With a

nurse like this it, should be a matter of

minutes."
"Give me a week and I'm name for

anything," laughed Sir Everard.

"A week it shall be," answered Sir

Gerard Hume, and talked for a while ol

the war and how an offensive had been

begun on a hundred-mile front. "You've
done a great I hint; for England, Sir

Lveiard," were his parting words.

"England has done a great thing—
for nip!" retorted Sir Everard, and
smiled at his beautiful and happy wife.

(By permission of Universal Pictures,

Ltd., starring Edmund Lowe in the dual

role of Sir Everard Dominey and Baron
Leopold von Ragastein.)
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HEIR TO TROUBLE'
(Continued trom page 12)

hammer in the door with lumps of rock
—and Dwyer raced away to the buck-
board, sprang up on to it, and snatched
the reins from the driver's hands.
Motley, holding the baby, yelled to

him to stop, but with bullets .s'ugintr

past his ears Dwyer turned flic horses
-

and sent them careering downhill.

The miners and surface workers had
disappeared, tho door of the shack was
sagging, on its hinges, and the cow-
punchers were swarming round Ken
whom they hud released. Motley
scurried over to the plunger, deposited
the baby on the ground, and stood wait-

ing.

Ken saw him.
"Gimme that gun. Hunk," he said,

and with his chum's six shooter in' his

hand advanced towards the crook.

The rest of the outfit followed him,
but Tarzan had caught sight of the baby
on tho ground and sensed danger for bis

charge. Off he ran round the rocks,

passing Ike Davis, who was lurking
I hue with a ritle in his left hand, and
he reached the boulder.
Motley stood over the plunger, wild-

eyed and desperate.
"The game's up, Motley," said Ken

sternly when he and his companions
were within twenty yards of him.
"You'd better come quiet!"
"Don't come any closer," roared Mot-
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ley, "or I'll blow ns' all up! Tills place
is undermined! Clear out!"
Ken stopped short, and as he did so

ho saw Tarzan streak round the boulder,

pick the baby up in its clothes between
his teeth, and gallop off with it back
behind the rocks.

"There's nothing else, for us to do,

boy-." he said.
* "Let's fall back

slowly."
Reluctantly the cowpunchers backed

away from 'the instrument of destruction

and the man who crouched over it. .But
Ike Davis had climbed a rock, ami on

the top of it he rested the rifle, look

aim. and, with the forefinger of Ins left

hand, pulled the trigger.

A shot rang out and Motley, with a
bullet in his bad;, fell forward over tho
plunger.
A terrific explosion followed, almost,

as it seemed, under the feet of Ken and
his friends. The mouth of the mine
belched smoke and fragments of rock,

a cloud of dust ascended. and<jj|£La few

minutes everything was blotteuout by

a pall of blackness. ,

The earth was shaken by that explo-

sion, and several of tin- eowpiinehcrs fell

flat upon their faces. But gradually the

air cleared, and the dust and the debris

settled; but Ike Davis had been shaken

horn his perch and had broken his neck,

and John Motley was dead.

Tarzan came running round the roe',.,

with the baby, and the baby was un-

harmed.
"Good work, old man,'' said Ken

shakily. "You saved his life I"

Jane came driving up on Motley's

buggy. Tired of waiting for Ken m
his shack she had just started off _for

home when the explosion had frigtu'eiei,'

her nearly out of her wits, but, K bad
caused her to turn in the direction of

Motley's mine.

She saw Ken with the baby in his

aims, and Tarzan being fussed over by

the boys of the Bar-X. She .stopped the

buggy and sprang down from it, and she

ran to Ken with outstretched hands,

"Oh, Ken," she cried in a 'panic,
"

v, hatevei's happened'.' Whatc\ cr's

happened? Are you hurl '.'"
- •

"Not me," replied Ken grimly, "but

your friend Motley's come to a kid enu,

and il looks like he's ne.de ., wreck of

his mine 1"

She looked down at the baby, and it

smiled at her; she looked at Ken and

Caught hold of his arms.

"I've been an idiot, Ken." she said,

with tears in her eyes. 'Can you for-

give me '!"

"So far as I'm concerned." he replied,

kissing her in front of all the cow-
punchers, "(here's nothing to forgive.

But it does look uncommon like as

though we might bine to take a baby
wiih us on our honeymoon, Jane!"

(By permission of Columbia Pictures

Corporation, Ltd., starring Ken May-
nard.)
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A bespectacled, harmless young collector of stained glass is tricked into f. \hting at a
fair-ground boxing-booth for a purse of five guineas. It is the beginning of a ring
career, which eventually leads to a fight for the cruiser-weight championship. Starring

Len Harvey and Archie Pitt

A Purse of Five Guineas
'•

| I ALLO, hallo, hallo! Here we are

Jfi again! Bill Adams and his

bonny, bounding, boxing won-
ders. And when Bill Adams, former

light-weight champion of the world, says

they're wonders you can bet they're box-
ing wizards."

The scene was Banbury Fair, one

evening in early May. The booth was

a dilapidated one, lighted by spluttering

oil lamps, and its walls were decorated

with badly drawn and very failed pictures

ol Famous boxers of the past. On the

platform outside the ten* stood a little

man in a grey -uit—much worn—and
wearing a grey bowler, almost white

ashing Ha .was boating

i large drum With arms folded

across then chests were his boxing won-
ders; squatting on the platform was a
huge bulldog, as a symbol of English

"i.l endurance.

Such wad the boxing-booth of the

us Bill Adams. His men were billed

as coming champions, but a humorist

remarked that ho reckoned they should

be bill <1 as "going." The thin, weedy
boxer with the mournful expr<

Perky Pat, the much too-fat veteran

was Hurricane Hal, whilst the other two
of no it ause they

i
1 1«~ fc fair hands who stripped well

and helped to make a show. The admis-

sion prices were sixpi nee and e shilling.

The crowd was small and. not very

enthusiastic or eager for admission.

"Here I have- a stable of as like'v a

as over hit the soj

tircle d Bill. "Walk up! Walk
up ! The worl I

tration

of scientific pugilism is about to

Bill Adai: er lets you

down, has a bunch, with every one the
Larch iuii, ltwo.

fighting technique at their finger-tips

—

a knock-out in every punch."
Feeble clapping but no attempt towards

entering the booth.

"Ladies and gentlemen, just to whet
your appetites, I'm going to introduce to

you the greatest fighter of the day."
A curtain was pulled aside and on to the

platform Stepped a tall, fierce, unshaven
rascal, who squared his mighty shoulders

and scowled like a gorilla. "I have the

honour to present Big Bob Buffer, heavy-
weight champion of the Navy, three

years cruiser-weight champion of

Brittany, the Canary Islands, Jamaica
and British Scmaliland." As an after-

thought, he added: "And Champion of

Australia."
"I come from Australia." cried a voice

from the crowd. "And I thought "

"As I was saying, the Champion of

Austria," Bill cried quickly. "Ladies
i iitleman, the champ challenges any

gent present who thinks he can stay

three rounds. And 'if he does. I. person-

ally, will pay him the magnificent sum
of five guineas. What gent will have a

go?"
"I will," boomed a voice, and a broad-

chested man pushed bk way to the front.

"I'll knock hi- block off."

"Blimey!" Bill muttered, then spoke
f tile corner of his mouth to Pat,

was holding a pair of boxing-
"( live 'im the go-by."

"Gimme the gloves." boomed the man.
1

truth.

"Don't let 'im have 'em." whispered
Bill. "Chuck 'em to somebody soft."

how a fair will lure people
w it h I

if its sti idenl music of

the roundabouts, the shouts of the coco-

other stalls. A tall,

fit! youth, rather alums
and wearing thick, horn-nn

spectacles, felt the lure and somehow
found himself before the boxing-booth.
Pat spotted him as a mug, and tossed

him the gloves, which he foolishly

caught.
"Cood lad!" roared Bill. "Step this

way !"

Thus did Don Carter, who was down
on a week's holiday, get involved in the

boxing game. Before he knew what was
nuig he had been pushed on to

the platform, and everyone was cheering
lit the blacksmith, who was mut-

tering something about a frame-up.

"But I don't want " began the
billow youth.

"Go on!" yelled Bill to drown his

words. "He won't hurt you."
"But I can't box."
Bill winked to the other boxers, and

Don Carter was taken into the tent,

whether he liked it or not. Quite a
fair proportion of the crowd follow cd,

and most of them had sixpennyworth,
mi.h to Bill's annoyance.

Now, a tall, handsome woman and a
very pretty young girl chanced to come
to Banbury Pair, .Mrs. Stafford, known
to most of her friends as Aunt Fanny,
had a country house not many miles
away, and staying with her »ai her
niece, Ai\n Haydon. Fearing Urat

en-year-old Ann might he a
bored with country life she too!:

her to the fair, and after sampling iho
various stalls the-, wore making fi

car when they passed the booth. Pat.

at the pay box. was shouting mournfully
to those that seemed loath to part with

iiat a titanic struggle F'

of live gu about to start.

A bat lie of giari
" Room fi only," nionned

"
I!. ill', r. the the

Mystery Man. Wa'k up! Walk up I"
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"A fight!" cried Aunt Fanny, her eyes
alight. "Come on, Ann!"
"But won't it be rough and gory?"

protested the girl.

Aunt Fanny snorted.
"It'd better be, or I'll demand my

money back. Come on !"

They were given ring-side seats. Aunt
Fanny looked first at the big Ruffer, and
curled her lip. then inspected the
Mystery Man. Don had stripped to the

waist* but looked strange wearing
trousers that seemed to want to come
down. She Had to smile at the thick,

horn-rimmed glasses.

Hurricane Harry was acting as a
6econd and was holding Don's coat and
waistcoat. Aunt Fanny saw the young
challenger take out something thin and
brittle from his pocket.

"That's a very old piece of church win-
dow," said the young man. "It's very
valuable to me. I collect stained glass,

you know."
"You think about yer business," mut-

tered Harry. "And let's 'avc these win-
dows as a. start." He removed the
spectacles.

"Now for the fight of the century,"
Bill Adams shouted from the centre of
the ring. "A three-round contest for a
purse of five guineas. Let me introduce
the antagonists. On my left, Big Bob
Buffer, the champion—undefeated."
Little applause, much to his disappoint-
ment. "On my right, the Mystery Man
from Nowhere—the great Unknown. One
hundred and 6ixty pounds of dvnamic
energy."
"Cut the cackle!" yelled a voice.

"Such a kid against that big hulk,"
whispered Ann to her aunt. "It seems
a shame."
"Don't be too sure." answered Mrs.

Stafford. "The kid looks fit; the big
palooka's full of fat and beer."
The preliminaries finished, the two men

shook hands and the bout commi need
with sparring tactics. Ruffer was play-
ing with his man.
"How much in the 'ousc?" whispered

Bill Adams by the ropes.
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"Two pounds three shillings and a
French franc," Fat answered, "I hope
Ruffer

"

"Pipe down," hissed Bill, and moved
away. He was also acting as referee of

the "fight.

Ruffer suddenly let loose a number of
wild swings. Carter instinctively ducked
and backed away hastily. Ruffer, leering

horribly, went after him. The boxers
circled the ring, Ruffer swinging wildly

and Carter just managing to stay out of

reach.
"What's tin's?" shouted the black-

smith, who had got into the tent some-
how. "A walking match

The youngster was much lighter on
his feet" than the ponderous Ruffer. He
continued to back away, and Ruffer at
last lost patience, flung himself forward,
and loosed a mighty swing. Carter
ducked and Ruffer swung round like a
top. It was the Mystery Man's chance
and he smacked the champ hard on the
ear. Ruffer staggered, let out a bellow
of rage and rushed at the man who had
dared to strike him. The collector of

glass did not. like hit- expression and ran,

with Ruffer chasing round the ring after

him.
"Run home to yer 21 anny and let a

real feller tackle him!" roared the black-

smith.
The bell sounded the end of round one.
The crowd had enjoyed the fight for

more reasons than one. It was the

funniest fight (hey had > ver seen, and
they had seen the big ape get a sock in

the ear. In their excitement several
clambered up the pole< of the ten! for a
better view.

"If I was you. I'd try and hit him."
Bill Adam- advised his man a little

anxiously. The champ was puffing and
blowing.
Don Carter, in his corner, was as fresh

as a daisy. The simple youth was rather
enjoying the experience, and for some
extraordinary reason he had a keen de-
sire to hit the champ in the face.

Bill Adams glanced across the ring.

"I'll advise him to wade into you,"
he whispered. "Then let him have it."

The champion nodded, and Bill walked
across tho ring to the other corner.

"Listen, kid, you've got him winded.
Wade into 'im this round and it's all

over."
The bell went for round two. Don

sprang out of his corner, rushed across
the ring, and socked the astonished
Ruffer in the jaw with a blow that,

rocked the Champion of Austria.

Ruffer staggered back, waved his arms
foolishly, and then rushed at Don, who
(stepped to one side and landed another
punch to the unshaven face. Ruffer was
hurled back against the ropes, which
broke, and the champion landed in Aunt
Fanny's lap. Aunt Fanny, aided by

the blacksmith, pushed Ruffer back into
the ring. Bill rushed across and began
feverishly tying up the ropes.

The champion \* as enraged, and he
sprang forward with the intention of

smashing Don Carter to pulp. Hammer
and tongs they went at it, both display-
ing very little skill, but just a tntle

more quickness and accuracy by tho

challenger. A left hook landed to
Ruffer's chin and the Canary Island
champion went down with a bang to lay

still.

Bill Adams took a long time before he
thought about counting.
"You shut up!" he yelled at the

crowd. "Can't make meself heard. One
—two " He kicked the prone Ruffer.

"Get up. you big sis-y, get up. Four—

1

mean two—three " He kicked Ruffer
again. "Four—don't make so m
noise!" This was to the shouting, jeer-

ing crowd. "Five— ix " He glanced
across the ring at Fat and gave a faint

nod. "Seven—eight——

"

Pat clanged the bell.

"Somehow," Aunl fanny said, loudly
and acidly, "I don't fancy this fight's

Oil the level."

"What's the matter with you':" his-.;!

Bill Adams took the cheque and stared at it as if it were too good to be true.
March nth, 1206.



Bill Adams in Buffer's ear. "We ain't
got Kve pounds. Get that into your fat

head. Listen, if you can't beat this 'kid

keep away from him
;
you got to stick

out the next round or we're sunk."
Don Carter was enjoying himself now.

This fight racket was grand fun. Clang,
it was the bell. Carter landed with a
body blow that made Ruffer grunt and
go into a clinch. Ruffer forgot Bill

Adams' advice and charged at Carter
with his remaining strength. There were
u few seconds of hard fighting, and
Ruffer did land a punch that must have
hurt. Carter just shook his head,
gunned, and came back into the fight.
Don took the fight to his man and Ruffer
wavedhis arms in a futile effort to evade
the rain of blows.
He sagged back against the ropes and

.slid to the canvas.
It was at that precise moment that the

pole of the tent decided that it could not
bear four stalwart men any longer and
proceeded to snap. Part "of the cheap
sixpenny seats were supported by cross-
bars from the main pole to smaller poles.
This staging sagged, people were flung
forward and a mild panic started.

Don Carter, perceiving that a nicely-
dressed woman and a very pretty girl
looked like being trampled upon, decided
that they needed his help. He vaulted
over the ropes, got between the two
women and the struggling crowd. Part
of the tent came down with the pole and
sagged across the ring. The crowd, in
a panic, burst, their way through the wall
of the tent by slitting it with a knife.
Don Carter did not mind very much
what happened because he had a pro-
l< cting arm round Ann.

Bill Adams, staring in dismav, sud-
denly had a brain-wave. He stood in
the middle of the smashed ring and
\ oiled.

"I give the fight to the champ. The
bids disqualified for leaving the ring!"

Ruffer Vows Vengeance

ON the seat of a caravan sat two
young people, Don Carter and
Ann Haydon.

"They seem io have made a good old
mess of that booth." Don looked across
at the wreck of a tent. "You know, I
feel ashamed of myself—fighting in a
fair ground."
"You needn't. A clean fight is nothing

to bo. ashamed of "

" Fighting doesn't interest me."
"What does 't"

"This!" He drew out the precious
relic. "Ancient stained glass."
"1 adore stained glass," said Ann, but

her face belied her words.
"Do you?" Don Carter had not seen

her face. "I'm so glad. Now take the
fifteenth century "

A much more important scene was be-
ing enacted inside the caravan, which

d as a sort of dining-room for the
move- important members of the fair.
Bill Adams, Hurricane Harry and Perky
Pat lolled abpul and Beared morosely at
Big Bob Buffer, who was busy stuffing
clothes into an ancient kit-bag. Near
the oil stove sat Mrs. Stafford.
"So you're going?"
Buffer turned on Bill Ad. mis.
"You bet I am." he snarled. "I ain*t

staying 'cro if you're taking on amatoors,
Think I'm going tc stay 'ero with you
'inting yon would like to 'ave thai
spci tacled boob working for yer—not
likely. If I weren't ill I'd knock him
Oat. I got a reputation to take care of.

mi keep your perishing show."
"Perishing show is right," sighed Bill
Big Bo!) Ruffer eyed them all male-

\ elelltly.

"I'vo been wasting my time and my
skill with this dumb show, Bill Adams.
March Htli. 1930.
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You gave me a lot of promises and ain't

fulfilled any of 'em. I don't owe \ou
nothing, but one day I'll pay you back.
See if I don't

!"

"I didn't fulfil 'em," Bill Adams re-

torted. "And why? Because you would
never train—your idea of training was
beer."
Big Bob Ruffer clenched his fists.

"1 should go if I were you," Aunt
Fanny said softly. "There is an in-

offensive young man not far from tin's

caravan and I think he could iK'<l with

you very effectively. Good-evening!"
Big Bob Ruffer stamped out of the

caravan. The two young people edged
aside to let him pass.

"Good-evening," Don Carter said

politely. "No ill feelings I trust?"
"One day I'll push your face in,"

threatened Ruffer, and slumped off

quickly for fear the placid young man
with the punch might take exception to

the remark.
Inside the caravan Aunt Fanny was

laying down the law.
"Why moan over that drunken waster?

You've told me how your takings have
been falling off for months, and how
you've not, dared to put Ruffer up
against a good man on account of the

drink. Why don't you use your brains?

You've got hold of a natural fighter in

that boy. Obviously he isn't keen on
going back to his clerking job, and if

you're wise you'll persuade him to stay

with you. I know a scrapper when I 6ee

one. All he wants is training."

"If I could get hold of a real champ
I'd give my right eye." Bill Adams
fingered a damaged eye and winced.

"Er—me left one."
"Get out of this fair-ground racket.

Aunt Fanny rapped out. "Start work-
ing on that lad." From a handbag she

produced a card. "Here, take this, it's

my card. I'm interested in that boy."

She glanced at her wrist-watch. "Gee, 1

must be moving. So long!"

Aunt Fanny nodded her head and
grinned as she saw the two young people

seated close together. Well, she would
rather have Ann fall for a fighter than
some of the soft young men that seemed
to trail around after the girl.

"I liked your fighting," vigorously ex-

claimed Aunt Fanny, after she had
coughed discreetly. "One day I'll hope

to sec you in the Albeit Hall. Bill's got

the place where we live—only a few miles

away. Look us up. Come on, Ann!"
Vigorously she shook hands. Aijn

gave the youngster her hand shyly, but

her eyes were very bright. Don Carter
stared after them till they were lost

among the crowd in the fair ground.
It was Bill Adams slapping him on the

shoulder that disturbed him.

"Do you know who that was?" Ho
waved the card about. "Mrs. Fanny
Stafford. She's one of the greatest

sportswomen in tV.^ country. Her old

man was a cowboy millionaire. She likes

the shape of you. Here, take off that

coat"
Hurricane Harry, Perky Pat and Bill

Adams dragged olf the coat and shirt

of the bewildered collector of stained

glass. Bill Adams began to feel his

muscles, his stomach—in fact, a general

lion.

"Not bad." cried tho ex-champion. "A
pound off here and there, straighten

those shoulders, brace some of these

flabby muscles and we might make some-
thing of you." He turned on tho other

-. "I reckon it can be dono.
What do you boys think?"
"1 agrees with what the lady said."

muttered Hurricane Harry. "He's raw,
he's a find—we might do worse."

"It's a net!" Bill Adams shouted.
"But I don't quite follow what you're
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talking about," murmured Don Carter.
"What arc you betting about, may I
ask ?"

"Come inside and we'll talk it over,"
Bill Adams grinned, and took Don's arm.
"Better not stand outside 'ere like

or some of the folks will think you're
balmy."
Like a lamb Don Carter allowed him-

self to be led into the caravan; T is

did he embark on the career of a boxer.
Tho fact that Ann lived in the district

had a great deal to do with it.

The Fight Promoter

BILL ADAMS found a dilapidated old
barn, which he managed to get at

a cheap rental. Bill paid the first

week's rent, and was full of excuses
when the landlord demanded the money
for the ensuing weeks. Eight weeks had
Bill managed to 6tay in the barn, but he
felt that he couldn't hope to stay there
much longer without paying. Hurricane
Harry and Perky Pat acted as sparring
partners to Don Carter, and they went at
their task with a will in spite of the
fact they had not been paid for weeks.

With punch-bag, medicine-ball, gym-
nastics, sparring with Harry and Pat, and
road work, Bill Adams was turning tho
collector of stained glass into a first-class

fighter.

Very soon Don Carter was able to

make rings round Hurricane Harry,
and the veteran had to beg tho young-
ster to pull his punches as his ribs

weren't as good as they used to be. It

was a happy life the four led, and the

only cloud on the horizon was the land-
lord—daily that cloud grew larger and
more ominous.
Queer how rumour flies, but it was

known pretty soon in tho boxing world
that Bill Adams had left the fair-ground
business and had started a training
school and that he had a new lad that
showed promise. Those that passed on
the story scoffed at the idea of Bill

Adams finding a promising fighter. But
one man who heard the rumour made a
note of it and decided that some after-

noon he would look in on Bill Adams
—it was always as well to be on the
safe side. The occasion of his \ isit was
a sunny afternoon when Bill Adams
was dodging round the barn and out-

houses trying to elude tho landlord.

Don had a fast try-out with Hurricane
Harry, whilst Pat leaned on the ring
and shouted advice to which neither
paid the least attention. Naturally, they
did not observe the large, smooth-faced
man with the bowler hat slightly at an
angle and an aggressively large dia-

mond ring on a fat finger. Such was
Madigan, trainer and fight promoter.

Madigan, cigar in corner of mouth,
leaned against a rickety door and
watched the scrap with critical eye.

Now and again he would nod his head
as if approving, and when Hurricane
gave in through want of breath, Madi-
gan strolled forward.

"How do, boys?" Madigan grinned
at Harry and Pat. "I'd like a private
word with this gentleman, if you don't
mind.''
"Sure," agreed Hurricane. "I gotta

give Don a rest anyway."
Madigan twirled the cigar and waited

till they were alone. "My name's
Madigan— i, on heard of me?"
"No"
That jolted Madigan for a moment,

but that oily smirk was seldom far

from his face.

"I'll tell you somcthiug—you're

shaping "-ell for a youngster. You got

9tylo." He took out a card. "But
1 get nowhere with Bill Adam-.

Why not join my string and have a real

manager?"
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"I don't quite get your meaning?"
Don answered.
"I'm making you a proposition I

don't make to any raw kid. Every-
body knows me—I'm managing the
coming champion. What I've done for
him i can do for you."
"Are you asking me to leave Bill?"

Don said sharply.
"Jusl that!" was the blunt reply.
"Well, you're wasting your time."

Don's answer was just as blunt.
Madigan shrugged his shoulders.

"There's my card. If you change your
mind you know where to find me. Good
day."
A moment later Bill Adams came

rushing into the barn. "Don, v hat
was that crook after?"
Don smiled. "Nothing. Only told mo

you wore a dud, and that I was wasting
my time with you. If I had nothing
better to do he would be pleased for
me to join his string. I said ' nothing
doing ' !"

"One day I'll lay my fist across his
kisser." Bill Adams was wrathful, "lie
would como nosing round when I'm
dead broke."
Don started to do some skipping.

"Have you pacified the landlord?"
"No!" Bill answered. "Swears he'll

out me if I ain't got the brass by to-

morrer noon." He scratched his head.
"I think he means it this time!"
Harry and Pat made their appear-

ance and slated that they had also seen
the landlord, who had threatened to take
the goods and chattels of the Adams
School if ho did not get his money

"Isn't there some lad round here I
could light?" suggested Don.
"We've got to get some money," cried

Bill. "And if we had some dough we
could issue a challenge, but one can't
fix; a purse if you ain't got a cent to
put in it."

"The local lad is Sailor Dan," said
Hurricane. "He ain't so hot. It took
him iwo rounds before ho could knock
me out."
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"And that was only ten years ago,"
chimed in the mournful Pat.

"You could beat the Sailor easy,"
decided Bill Adams, looking a trifle

more hopeful.

"I'd like to fight at Banbury," Don
said eagerly. "They've got some grand
stained-glass windows there. They say-

that some of the red is made from blood
and "

"I got enough trouble without you
going nutty," shouted Bill. "Stained
glass ! You tell me bow to get some
dough ! If only " He broke off to
snap his fingers. "Got it! Harry!"
He jumped round. "Listen—you "get
the kid set for a match against the
Sailor—any time within the next four
weeks. I'm off promoting." He fished
out a card. "Mrs. Stafford said that
she was interested in our Don, so I'm
just going to touch her for sonic
money."
"But supposing " began Pat.
"Don't you worry." Bill Adams was

full of a.-surance. "I'll just hypnotise
her with my personality."

Bill got out his best suit and tie—

a

loud check and a yellow abomination.
By bus and foot he reached the house
of ilrs. Stafford and found the lady
was home but engaged. Bill informed
the butler that Mrs. Stafford had told
him to look her up and insisted that
the man take in his name.
In the lounge sat Mrs. Stafford, and

she looked a pleasant figure in her neat
riding kit. Curiously enough, the person
with whom she was engaged was Madi-
gan.
"I guess I've got a world's champion

in Williams." boasted Madigan. "lion
about coming in with me? I've not
dome so bad for you in the past."
"Yes, we certainly made a bit on that

French feather-weight until he got
swollen-headed—then we lost a packet."
"This time I'm taking no chances,"

the man assured her. "Nothing's going
to stop Williams."

"That's the (rouble, Madigan," Aunt
Fanny gave him a straight glance.
"It's a business with you—but it's a
sport with me. I don't think we exactly
fit. and your venture doe- not

"

There was a knock and the butler en-
tered. "Yes, James?"
"A Mister Adams to sec you,

madam." He saw she was puzzled.
"A Mister Bill Adams."
"Oh, show him in."
"Now I can make you a tempting

proposition." argued Madigan. "Let's
settle it before your fair-ground friend
butts in."
Aunt Fanny did not like his tone.

"Stick around—plenty of time to talk
that over."

Bill Adams breezed into the room lint

he pulled up sharply a right of t lie

other visitor.

"You've met Mr. Madigan?" said
Aunt Fanny.

"Yes. I've had that displeasure."
"Well. What's on your mind?"
'Mrs. Stafford, you were good enough

to say you'd be interested to hear
about young Don."
Aunt Fanny nodded. "Sure! How's

the kid shaping?"
"He'8 getting better every day."

muttered Bill Adams, quite aware" of
the sarcastic leer on Madigan's fate.
'"He takes to the game' like a tee-

totaller takes to water."
" W'hen's his first fight ?"

Bill Adam, twisted hi, ha! in his
lipnds. "Well—er—that's what I've
come to see you about. I'm thinking
of hiring the Banbury Town Hall and
promoting a match with Sailor Lew
"Lewis is small time." Mrs. Stafford

knew everything about the world of
boxers. "But he'- a scrapper—oughta
give the kid a good fight."
"Say. have you gone crazy," Madi-

gan tame round to stand in front of her.
"Why ua-te your time listening to this
cheap little fair-ground faker?"
"Would you mind if I punched him

on the nose?" Bill a^ked.

Don came slowly out of. his corner to face the rushing Sailor Lewis.
March 14th, 193G.
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"Yes, his nose might bleed and spoil

my carpet." Aunt Fanny showed signs

of keen interest. "You want to match
Don against "

"lie's trying to pull your ear for a
(•inch," shouted Madigan. "He's trying
to swing "

"Be quiet!" snapped Aunt Fanny.
" You weren't, I suppose? Well, my
d( al with you is off. You'd better go."
"Don't "worry, I'll go." Madigan

picked up his hat. "There's a distinct

odour of old pug about this room."

"But for you, lady, I'd have slaught-
i red him,'' growled Bill when the door
had closed. "One day I'm going to give
him such a sock in the jaw."
"Take it easy." Aunt Fanny moved

so that he could sit down beside her
on the "couch. "Come and tell me
exactly wdiat you want."

Bill Adams explained that he fancied
Don against the Sailor, but there was
one drawback—money. He required
money to hire the Town Hall, and also

for. a deposit to the printers. Without
hesitation, Mrs. Stafford agreed to

finance the fight, but expressed a desire

Lo see Don on a work-out. Bill agreed
on the morrow.
Ann appeared and seemed very in-

terested in hearing all about Don
Carter. Bill told the girl what an im-
proved fighter Don had become, and
that every day he did a work-out on a
certain quiet stretch of road.
"I suppose a car would make a good

pace-maker ?" asked Ann.
"Sure," agreed Bill, and wondered

v hy Aunt Fanny gave her niece such a
sharp glance.
Next morning Mrs. Stafford arrived

at the barn good and early, and after

a look round the training quarters,

asked for Don. Bill answered that Don
v. as out on his road work.
"Let's go and find him."
"Suits me," agreed Bill, who had

sighted the obnoxious landlord hovering
in the background.

In a quiet country lane Aunt Fanny
pulled up the car and they got. out to

wait for the runner. At last a small
-ports car appeared and behind ran a

sweatered figure. It was Don and the
driver of the small car was Ann.

"Just pure chance I met him, auntie/'
innocently explained the girl. "I offered

to pace him."
"Pure chance." Aunt Fanny shrugged

her shoulders. "Fancy trying to tell

that sout of nonsense to me." She
glanced at the slightly breathless runner.
"Hum, you have filled out."
"Don't you think he looks grand?"

oied Bill.

"Certainly looks better," agreed Aunt
Fanny, and came closer. "Useful legs."
Sho touched his arms. "Yes, pretty
good development. Not bad, Bill Adams.
I. el's get back to your training quarters
and we'll talk this over." She looked

r niece and Don. "You two can
follow, and when I say follow, I mean
fellow."
They got fo the barn, and there was

i
he confounded landlord.
"I want to know when "

"Go away," muttered Bill. "You're
spoiling things Harry, if he won't go
clock him."
Very businesslike. Aunt Fanny sat

down at a table.
"Now, you propose to hire the Town

Hall, advertise, and do everything to
this light a success. You'll need

some brass to promoto the fight." She
d her bag. "Take this cheque. I

it out before I came here. It

should bo enough to meet all expenses."
Bill Adams took the cheque and stared

at it as if it were too good to be true.
He began to dream of hiring the Albert
Hall.
March 14tn, 1936.
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( The Fight—and What a Finish!

THE Banbury Town Hall was packed.
There were a number of small
fights, but the main feature was a

ten-round contest between Sailor Lewis
and Don Carter.
In ringside seats were Mrs. Stafford

and Ann, the former quietly confident
and the other terribly worried and ex-
cited. Sitting in ringside seats on the
other side of the roped square was
Madigan and a fair-haired woman, hand-
some, but the expression was. hard.
Directly behind them sat Big Bob keffe,
who had come to the Town Hall to see
the man who had taken his place get a
pasting.
"Fancy coming to this place." The

woman looked round disdainfully. "I
didn't know ploughmen could box."

"There may be a Dempsey here—you
never can tell." Madigan puffed at a
hugo cigar.

"You're wrong, gnv'nor, if ye expect
to find anything here to-night." Buffer
had heard. " You can't match a kid
amatoor against an old-timer like Lewis
and expect to sec a fight."
"What do you expect to sec?" rasped

Madigan.
"A blooming massacre."
"Don't be too sure." Madigan settled

back in his seat. "And Lewis is past his

prime."
The preliminary bouts were over, and

the crowd craned their necks to see the
fighters enter the ring for the next bout.
They looked at the slim figure of Don
Carter and compared it with the mighty
tattoed sailor, and decided the youngster
hadn't a chance.
"Keep away from him in the first

three rounds," Bill Adams advised. "If
you get a chance use yer left jab—but
get him winded fiiet. Get the idea?"
Aunt Fanny left her seat to come

round to Don's corner.
"I've just taken a squint at the Sailor.

Boy, he's your meat—just waiting for

the skewer. Wade right into him while
you're fresh, kid. Use your right hook
and you'll knock him cold in the first

round."
'"Ere, wait a minute!" cried Bill.

"I'm giving orders and "

Aunt Fanny inspected Bill through her
lorgnettes, and then glowered at his
yellow tie.

"Your tie, Mr. Adams, is like an in-

toxicated rainbow."
Then Ann appeared to whisper shyly :

"Good luck, Don!"
"Thanks, Ann!" Don smiled at her.

"Don't you worry."
Bill Adam got rid of them.
"Listen—you ain't taking orders from

no petticoats, see? You just do as I

told you—stay with him for the first

three rounds. Get me?"
The announcer had been talking all

this while about the many famous people
thai were patronising the Banbury Town
Hall that night, and liking the sound of
his own voice would have carried on if

the crowd had not made it clear that
they had come to see a fight and not
heal him talk.

Just before the fight started the hall

manager came round to report that the
takings had beaten the last record by
fifty pounds, and that made Bill Adams
rub his hands together.
Don Cartel- shook hands with his oppo-

nent, and decided that he did not like

this hairy boxer with the battered
nose, cauliflower ears and tattoed <lic -t.

Perhaps it would he best to take Mis.
Stafford's advice and go for his man
while he was fresh.

Don waited in his corner for the gong.
The gong went and Don came out of
his corner not knowing what tactics the
Sailor would adopt. The Sailor rushed
and landed a stinging punch to Don's
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ribs. That shook Don, and he jumped
clear. The Sailor lushed to the attack,
and then Don slammed home a punch
to the jaw, this he followed with a
whirlwind of jabs and hooks. The be-
wildered Sailor Lewis vainly attempted
to protect himself, but his defence was
weak, and Don's blows had hurt. Before
a rasping right hook to the jaw Sailor
Lewis toppled backwards and crashed full

length to the canvas.
The young boxer stared in amazement

at his fallen foe.
" One— two — three — four—five—six

—

seven—eight—nine

—

ten. OUT!" sho
the referee.
Don Carter had won his first fight in

just over one minute.
"Grand! Grand!" shouted Bill

Adams, who did not mind that Don had
disobeyed orders as he had won. " What
a punch Don gave him!"
But the crowd were disappointed.

They had come there to see a battlo

of giants that would last at least six

of the ten rounds, and instead they had
scon a scrap that had lasted a minute.
Someone in the crowd shouted: "Call
that a fight!" Instantly someone else

cried: "Lewis didn't try!"
Big Bob Ituffer, venomous and dis-

appointed not to see Carter bashed to

pulp, realised in his evil mind that hero
was the chance to make trouble.

"The fight was squared!" he roared.
"It's a frame-up!"
Equally turbulent and rowdy members

of the crowd sided with him, and the
situation became ugly.
"Ask Lewis how much he took to lie

down !" bellowed Ruffer.
People began to knock over chairs and

shout "Crooks! Frame up! Swindlers!"
And other remarks of a very offensive
nature.
The hall manager climbed into the

ring and tried to restore order. The
Eerplexed Bill Adams came and stood

y his side. They shouted "Order!"
but without any result.

"I'll hold you responsible, Mr. Adams,
for any damage done to the hall!" cried
the manager.
"Gentlemen!" Bill shouted. "The

fight was perfectly fair!"
"Liar!" shouted Ruffer. "Give us

our money back!"
The crowd began to chant: "We want

our money back! We want our money
back!"
The manager saw his beautiful hall

being wrecked, and raised his hands.

"Quiet, please! We don't want any
damage. Anyone who wants his money
back can have it!"

'"Ere, 'arf a minute!'' cried Bill.

"That's my money you're giving back,

you know.
"You're not in a boxing-booth now,"

the manager answered coldly. "1; you
want a hill for a new Town Hall just

say so."
Madigan had managed to get out of

the hall, and he took the fail'-h

woman's arm.
"Thar was no frame-up. That knock-
it was as clean as a whistle."
He's almost in Williams' class, isn't

he?"
"A few more performances like this

and he'll be challenging Willi,,
" Williams would kill him."
"The kid would kill Williams, you

mean!" retorted Madigan.

"Wh.,i |
ie you going to do about

"Lucille.'' Madigan (buckled. "I
always believe in walking up lo trouble.

The sooner he meets Williams the
better."
"But "

"So whilst I get busy fixing up tho
fight, you're going to work on Don
t'aiier." lb -queezed her arm. "Get
the idea?"

,iu
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The
nod.

A Call of Distress

BILL ADAMS and his family were
depressed. Don had won his first

fight, but as all the takings had
been paid back they were worse off than
before. Most of Aunt. Fanny's money
was gone, and with the local papers hint-
ing at a frame-up what chance had Bill

of fixing Don with another fight? In
the midst of this depression arrived Aunt
Fanny and Ann, with the news that
Madigan had seen Carter and had offered
him a fight.

''It looks like a short cut to the head-
lines." she told the amazed Bill.

"Sounds fishy to me," muttered Bill.

'"Why should Madigan want to help
a young unknown to lick his man?"
"Madigan figures that he can put

Carter out, of the running right now,
while he's inexperienced," was her
answer. "Madigan could see that Don
has a punch. He recognises that he
is lacking in ring craft, but fears that
with time Don will improve and per-
haps interfere with William-,' path to-

wards the championship. I think Don
can beat Williams and I'm for accept-
ing. If we don't, Madigan will put
every obstacle in the way of Don get-
ting any fights. Let's take a chance

—

a chance that I'm willing to back with
money."

"Mrs. Stafford, I don't know how to
thank you," Bill said hoarsely. "What
can I do to repay you?"
Sho glanced fiercely at a red and

yellow atrocity. "Co and buy yourself
a new tie. So long !

"

Don Carter found his road *\ork
very pleasant because often Ann made
the pace in her sports car, and oven if

did not pace him, she usually ap-
peared some time during the work-out
to have a chat. She was a very keen
rider and often she would cut across
country on the spirited mare that Aunt
Fanny had given her to meet Don by
arrangement.

All very pleasant and exciting because
Don had hinted that if he could win
I in- fight with Williams there was some-
thing he wanted to ask her. Naturally
she wanted to know, but on these oc-
casions he would star; to talk about
stained-glass windows.
One morning when Don knew that

Ann would be at certain cross-roads,
he arrived earlier than usual, and found
a car with two people, and would have
run on if a male voice had not shouted :

"Hey—Carter !"

In the car was Madigan and the
woman Lucille.
Now Carter was a simple fellow and

one of those rare types who think that
every person is honest. He had not
paid much attention to what Bdl and
the boys had said about Madigan, and a
man who could smile as pleasantly as
this person in the car must be genuine—that applied to the smiling, bright-
eyed Lucille.

"Carter," cried Madigan as the boy
ran to tho car. "Meet one of your most
ardent fans. Saw vou fight the other
night."

'You were wonderful," Lucille said
with a soulful glance.
"How do you fancy meeting Wil-

liams?" asked Madigan.
"I can hardly believe my good for-

tune. Mr. Madigan."
"My money's on you." murmured

Lucille.
"Ha! Ha! Listen to that," boomed

Madigan. "Calls herself a friend of
mine and has her money on you." The
smile vanished. "Young man, new
blood's always welcome to the game.
My man will try and beat you, but

Before the weight of numbers Don went down.

for all that I say ' Good Luck ' and
you'll find mo the first to congratulate
you if you win. Won't I, Lucille?"

"Honest John Madigan," she mur-
mured, and then looked up at Don.
"I'm often down these parts as I belong
to a club on the river—in fact. I'm sort
of secretary and hostess. The Cocktail
Club. I wish you'd come round some
time."

"It's awfully nice of you." muttered
Don. "But, you see. I

"

"Fix him up a table for to-night,"
interposed Madigan. "We'll call it a
elate."

"I'll expect you to-night. Don't for-

get." murmured Lucille.

Madigan started the car. "About
eight, old fellow." he shouted. "We'll
expect you."

Don Carter was staring after the car
when the clutter of horse's hoofs matle
him turn. Ann had witnessed the scene
and overheard some of the conversation.
Her nose was very much in the air.

"I suppose you'll go to-night." She
was foolish in her anger to be sarcastic.
'Why not go? It will be a short cut
to the championship—training on cock-
tails."

"Maybe I will!" Don retorted, stung
by the injustice of her words.

"Then I wish you good morning,"
said Ann, and put spurs to her horse.
Don completed his run in a very

discontented state of mind. He tried to
phone Ann but she was not at home

—

she was teaching him a lesson. He
became so angry that at eight o'clock
that night he wont to the Cocktail
Club and met Lucille and Madigan.
But though Lucille succeeded in

separating Ann from Don, she did not
make the youngster break training.
She was clever enough to know that he
wotdd at once turn against her. Ann
made matters worse by her haughty
aloofness whenever she met Don, and
no longer did she act as pace-maker.

So the time passed until at last c

the day of the fight.

The fight was at nine at the Ring.
and it was about tea-time that a tele-

phono call came for Don. It v re-

Lucille on the 'phone, and she was a

good actress.

"Oh, Don, I must see you," came
her voice with a sob in it.

"The fight's only a few hours !

I'm sorry," was his answer. "Woi
after the' fight do?"
"But the flying field's only two miles

away. I really must see you before I

go- you're the only friend I can trust."
"Couldn't you come here?" Don

suggested. "Time's getting short, and

"Surely you can spare me a few
minutes, Don':" she begged. "Meet
me at tho 'plane in ten minutes. Don.
you must—I'm desperate—I must see
you. Don, I promise to keep you only
a few minutes, but I must have your
advice. I can't tell you over the 'phone,
but if you don't want to hear of some-
one jumping in the river come at once."

Don Carter ran most of the way to

the flying field. He saw a small cabin
'plane and heard the motor of the
machine running. The pilot was in his
seat. Nearby, a man was working
levelling out some rough ground,
cabin door of tho 'plane was open and
Lucille waved a handkerchief to hi

Me raced across the field.

"Oh. Don, thank heaven; you
come,"
"What's happened'!" he asked in

genuine concern.

"Get in here," she lowered her voice.

"No one must see us talking. Come
in and I'll tell you."

Unsuspecting a trap. Don entered
the 'plane and took the seat beside
Lucille. The man repairing the ground
glanced round and moved swiftly to-

wards the machine. He slammed the
floor, n vale key was in the handle, n

turn and Don Carter was locked in the
Mareli Utli, 1936.



'plane. The engine woke to life and the
machine shot 'away.
A moment later the machine rose

gracefully from the ground and began
to climb.
"What's the idea?" cried Don,

staring at Lucille.

''Probably giving us a free trip,"
laughed Lucille, and then gripped his

arm. "Don, some money is missing
from tho club, and I think they suspect
me of taking it."

She tried to hold his attention with
a trumped-up story, but Don was not
listening. Finally he told the pilot to
turn back and land.
"Can't I I've got to make Paris on

time."
"Paris?" gasped Don.
"Paris!" cried Lucille. "But isn't

this Captain Strange's machine?"
"No!" snapped the pilot. "I was

detailed to take two passengers to
Paris, and naturally I thought you were
the two. In Paris I'm meeting "

"I don't care who you're meeting,
but you get this 'plane back to town
"r there'll bo trouble," threatened Don.
"Why, that's the sea!"
"Can't we land somewhere?" begged

Lucille. "Or get back to the flying
hold?"
"Must go on to-Paris," said the pilot.

"To go back is against, orders—will try
and land at Folkestone."

"It's all my fault," sobbed Lucille.
"Maybe if wo get a car when we land
we'll make the Ring in time."
The pilot took nearly an hour before

ho could find a place to land, and then
it was on the cliffs between Folkestone
and Dover.

Bruta! Kindness

ONE can imagine the state of mind
of Bill Adams, Aunt Fanny and
the rest of them when time passed

and Don did not show up. All that
was known was that Don had received
a telephone call and Harry, who had
answered the call, knew it was a
woman's voice. Don had gone off and
shouted to Harry that he would be
back on time. They had waited down
at the barn till the very last moment,
and then Harry and Bill had come to
town, leaving Pat behind in case Don
.showed up.
No sign of Don anywhere. Not a

message—not a note—not a call. The
officials demanded to know why Don
Carter had not shown up, and Bill
Adams thought of every excuse he could
find for the sake of gaining time.
Already he had spent a small fortune
in coppers 'phoning likely and un-
likely places.

"I'll tell you what I'll do," the pro-
moter of the boxing tournament told
Bill Adams. "I'll put the other bout
on. That will give you about another
half hour."

"That's grand," cried Bill. "I know-
Don wouldn't let me down."
Aunt Fanny was round in tho dress-

ing-rooms, and her expression was very
glim.
"Something's haywire about this."

she affirmed. "It's not like the kid to
Jot us down."
They heard running, hurrying steps

and looked at each other hopefully.
It was not Don but the promoter.
"Knock out—first round. Get your

boy in the ring."
"He ain't here," Bill had to admit.
"Well, I'm wailing no longer," cried

Sie promoter. "I'm putting in a sub-
stitute. You've made a fool of me,
Adams, and I shan't forget it. I'll have
you and this cheap boxing wonder out.
of the game. Thought you'd swing here
another frame-up like you did at Ban-

?"
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Fifteen minutes later Bill Adams told
Mis. Stafford that whether Don turned
up now or never it didn't matter, and
that he might as well see them home.
Suddenly the door of the dressing-room
burst open and there was Don, dis-

hevelled and out of breath. Behind him
was a woman, who looked on the point,

of collapse—Don had almost dragged her
since leaving the car.

They stared at Don and the woman in

amazement.
"Am I in time?'' Don began to peel

off his coat.

"It was my fault." Lucille stepped
into the room.
"Your fault?" rasped Aunt Fanny.

"Who the heck are you?" A withering
glance of scorn and she ignored the
woman to look at Don. "You're too
late to fight, so you might as well ex-

plain what happened. I'm sure it will be
interesting."

"I was in a 'plane with this young
lady," Don began, "when it suddenly
took off by accident. We had got into
the wrong 'plane. The pilot was bound
for Paris, and finally I get the man to
land me near Folkestone. The condi-
tions were bad and it took him a terrible

time, but finally we landed between
Folkestone and Dover on the cliffs. We
got a car into Folkestone, and as there
was no train w:e had to hire another
car "

" Why did you go off without leaving
any message a few hours before the
fight?" demanded Aunt Fanny. "You
should have been leaving for London,
and instead you vanish and tell us you

NEXT WEEK'S BIG
FILM DRAMAS

Ev \y Tuesday

WILLIAM POWELL
IN

" RENDEZVOUS

"

He was determined to go to the war, but
the Secret Service, knowing his clever-
ness at deciphering codes, thought
otherwise. He wanted to fight for his
country, but he soon found that with
the Secret Service he had more than his
share of danger. A thrilling spy drama.

" THE PUBLIC MENACE "

When " Red " Foster, an excitable
newspaper man, is sent to cover the
arrival of an Atlantic liner, a girl on
board the boat causes him to miss a big
story and he loses bis job. But in the
end it is the girl who enables bim to
re-establish himself— in a most sensa-

tional fashion.

Also
Another grand episode of the fighting

serial :

" THE GREAT AIR MYSTERY "

Starring Clark Williams and Noah
Beery, Jun.

wont with this person to a flying field.
Whyr Why?"

_

"That is a private matter," Don said
stiffly. "She required my help and
advice. She often goes flying and gets
taken up by the pilots. Lucille thought
it was Captain Strange's machine, and

Ann had walked to tho door. She
gave Lucille a disdainful look. "I can't
stay here and listen to a tissue of lies.

Either this is a frame-up or else some-
body seems to have tinned yellow."

Mrs. Stafford looked at her niece and
hesitated. Ann walked out of the room
with head held high. "I guess she's
right," muttered Aunt Fanny, and
hastened after her.

"It's the truth, Bill," Don said plead-
ingly to his trainer. "I swear it. Lu
was in trouble, and "

"And now I'm in trouble, you're in

trouble, and we're all in trouble," Bill

Adams answered fiercely. " We shall be
called before the Boxing Commission
and wiped off the map, and no matter
how many lies you can tell it ain't going
to save you." He glanced at Hi
"Come on!" They went out and
slammed the door.
A mocking gleam showed in Lucille's

eyes, but she was sobbing when he
turned to her for comfort.

In the weeks that followed Lucille
seemed to be his only friend. He began
to drink down at her Cocktail I

Madigan had told Lucille that she could
have us much money as she liked, but
she was to keep Carter down and make
him stay down until after Williams had
won the championship.

A fortnight after tho fight, Aunt.
Fanny sought out Bill Adams, and found
that gentleman having a few words with
the landlord's bailiff. She removed that
scourge and then drew the trainer aside

for a quiet talk.

"Bill, do you think Don was yellow
and a double-crosser?"
"Dunno what to make of it."

"In your heart of hearts you don't
think it," Aunt Fanny spoke in her
crisp, assured manner. "And neither do
I. Young Ann's going about with a face
a; long as a fiddle. Don went to see
her, and she accused him of letting us

all down, and the boy went away in a
huff. From what I can gather, that,

drove him straight into the arms of this

Lucille person, who apparently is on
friendly terms with Madigan."
"I got an idea that rat was behind

that aeroplane business," shouted Bill.
" One day I'll sock that guy good and
plenty."
"It is only supposition, but it in

that Don might have got into that aero-
plane on a sob story." stated Aunt
Fanny. "And he's one of those strange
imbeciles who believe everything a sob-

bing girl tells them. Therefore, as it

might oe true we must give Don another
chance."
"Ho spends most of his time drinking

at the Cocktail Club."
"I know, Bill, and this Lucille appi

to have a lot of money specially allo-

cated for keeping Don canned." She
drew up her sparse frame. "I think it's

about time we took the sap out of this

dame's hands, and I proposo going to

the Cocktail Club to-night. You will

accompany me, and bring Harry and
Pat."
That night, they walked into the Cook-

tail Club and tlicro at a table sat Lucille

and Don.
"I'll do the talking!" hissed Bill.

"Yes, after me!" Aunt Fanny hiss,,)

back at him.
They stalked across tho dance floor and

Lucille eyed thcui nervously. There was
(Continued on page 25)
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The tale of a fighter who came back to clear his name. A dynamic drama of the
West, starring Dean Jagger, Gail Patrick and Edward Ellis

On the Road to Fortuno

TO Adam Larey, as he stood on the
deck of the little steamer that was
carrying him up the river to the

mining town of Picacho, the world was
very bright. For Adam was twenty-six.

tall, strong, good-looking and full of the
joy of youth; and under such conditions
life always looks at its best. Further-
more he had plenty of money in his

pocket and was on his way to join his

older brother Guerd at the mining camp.
For Guerd had written to him telling

him that ho was foolish to be wasting
his time as he was doing in his steady
employment, and had advised him to

come ctraight up to Picacho where really

big money was to be made. And so

impressed had the younger brother been
by the letter that he had packed up his

things, given notice at his job, and was
now on his way to the new Eldorado
which he felt sure was awaiting him.

He had another even bigger cause for

happiness, too, at the moment, for pretty
Ruth Virey had only that day promised
to bo his wife, and though her fattier

had shown no very great enthusiasm
about him so far, yet the young man
was not worrying about that. Ruth
loved him—that was all that mattered.

As the steamer approached the quay
he gazed eagerly at the little town that
»a> ever drawing nearer. It was a long
time since he had seen his elder brother,
but he felt all a younger brother's grati-

tude toward- him Eoi tin- !jig chance
offered to him.

Yet had Adam Larey been able to see
his elder brother as the steamer was
approaching Picacho, and been privileged
to overhear his conversation -with Sheriff
Collishaw in the local saloon he would

have most probably registered consider-
able amazement.

''f hope he'll turn up all right." said

the sheriff a-, he helped himself to a

drink.

Guerd Larey scowled. For he had
caught the slightly sarcastic note in the
other's voice, and it annoyed him. He
was in his debt to the tune of fifteen

hundred dollars, and he knew that Col-
lishaw wouldn't wait much longer for

it. It was for this reason that he had
sent the glowing accounts of Picacho
to his younger brother. He knew that

Adam had been saving money, and he
had planned with the -hcriff when once
he got him out there to sell him some
dud mining claims at big prices.

"Of course he'll turn up,'' he re

torted. "And he'll bring all his savings
with him, what's more, and then you'll

get your money. We -han't have any
trouble with him—you never do with
these young greenhorns. lie reckon-
I've made mj pile out here, and he's
grateful to me for giving him the chance
to do the same."

He glanced at his watch and rose to

his feet.

"The boat's due to arrive very soon."
he said. "Comin1 down to meet him."
Ruth, because she was a woman,

couldn't help contrasting the two
brothers when they met. And be
she was very much in love with Adam
she watched the two a little uneasily.
For on her lover's side she saw straight-
forward, boyish warmth and deliglu as

he greeted hi 1- elder brother. But she
saw tilings in Guerd that aroused her
suspicions instantaneously. She saw him
profess equal delight at seeing Adam.
but the look in his eves told her of an

interest that wasn't founded on genuine
affection. She suspected him and the
sheriff from that moment, though when
Adam introduced them to her she merely
greeted them both with a pleasant smile.

"I'll be seeing you all again wry
soon." said Adam gaily as he waved
good-bye to the girl and her parents.

As Guerd linked his arm in his

younger brother's and led him away
Ruth saw him exchange meaning glances
with the sheriff over Adam's shoulder,
and it worried her very considerably,

The Fight in the Saloon

IT was four days later, «nd Guerd and
Collishaw were sitting' in the saloon
drinking. The sheriff was talking,

hut from the expression on G nerd's
it. was not very pleasant talking.

"I tell you it's no darned good," he
said savagely when the other had <

t i an ench "The young fool—confound
him!—isn't the mug I thought he was;
at any rate, a- tar as parting with monejr
is concerned. I've tried him with c

one of our mine-, and there's nothing
cluing, you can take it from me."
The other coolly shifted his cigar over

to the other side of his mouth.
"That's your funeral, not mine." he

retorted with a slightly contempt
smile. "You (old me that as soon as
tin guy arrived you would pay me that
fifteen hundred dollars you owe me.
And I said I'd wait for 'it till lie did
anise. Well, he has arrived, but my
money hasn't, and I'm getting a bit

tired of waitin', friend Guerd. If you
take my tip you'll get a move on."
The other swallowed hard. There was

a note in Collishaw's voice that made
him uneasy.
"What in hades am T to do?" he
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demanded angrily. "D'you expect me
to steal it from him?"'
A grin came over the other's face.

"As sheriff of this camp and an up-
holder of what's lawful and right," he
said—and Guerd sneered openly

—"I
shouldn't dream ot suggestin' such
things. I'm just advisin' you to get

hold of fifteen hundred dollars and hand
same to me pronto. How you do it's

vim- funeral."
Guerd sat for a few moments in sullen

siii ace. Then ho spoke, lowering his

\ oice

:

"If I can get him info a game of
- " he began, and as he stopped

the other nodded quiet approval.

"Between us," he replied, "I reckon
we could make it a pleasant little game

—

not to say a profitable one."
Both looked up at that moment as

i he door opened and Adam Larey walked
into the saloon, lie looked in the gayest
cil spirits, and Guerd hailed him with
every appearance of friendliness.

"Hallo, Adam, come into a fortune?"
"Not exactly!" smiled the younger

In other as he came over to the table.

"'Morning, sheriff! Congratulate me,
Guerd. Ruth and I are engaged."

Guerd jumped up in a second and
shook his brother warmly by the hand.
"Fine hearin'," he replied. "Boys,

this brother of mine's engaged and the
ili inks are on me I"

It was not at Adam's wish that the
game of poker started. He didn't want
it, and would have preferred to avoid it.

But the sheriff and Guerd had both in-

sisted on standing him numerous drinks,

much against his will, and when they

had suggested poke for an hour or so

he yielded, rather than appear in any
way chuilisli.

But he failed to notice one or two of

i!.^ glances that were exchanged as ho
and the others sat down to play.

They had been playing for over an

hour, and the game had gone as Guerd
and Collishaw had intended it to go.

That is to say, Adam was losing about
four thousand dollars, and Guerd and
Collishaw between them were winning
precisely the same amount. And though
one or two of the onlookers knew per-

fectly well that Adam was being ch-

ain! were sorry for him in their rough
way, they were afraid to interfere. For
Collishaw being sheriff was by no means
a man to fall foul of.

Adam Larey, however, played on
quietly, losing steadily, but giving not
the slightest indication that ho sus-

pected anything was wrong, though
actually his suspicions had been art

lor some little time, and he was far more
on the alert than any of them imagined.
So though he was amazed, horrified,

and boiling with indignation to think
that his own brother was delibei ately

cheating him out ot his money, he' was
waiting until ho could catch him red-

handed before lie. made a scene.

Gucid dealt. It was an ace-pot. and
the pool was a good-sized one. Adam
opened, two men threw in their hands,
and Ad mi Guerd and Collishaw came
in, Guerd gave the required cards to

both men. who studied their hands.
"I take two," announced Guerd; but

his eyes were on Adam, who seemed (e

li" de«jp in his hand; and he slid a

COUplo from the bottom of the pack.

But even as he did so Adam looked

"Hey. you can't gel away with that!"

ha exclaimed. "I -aw you take two
card ortom of the pack I"

He was on his feet as hi- spoke. Facing
his brother, who had gone livid with
rage. Then Guerd's li-! leaped out. and
Adam staggered ba( k, but the next

nl he had hurled himself at I
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end the latter crashed heavily to the
floor.

Guerd lay there scowling furiously, but
making no attempt to move. The others
hi the room had crowded round, not
altogether displeased at the turn events
had taken. Adam, with his hands
clenched, was standing gazing down at
his brother. They wondered vaguely
what was going to happen, for they
knew from the expression on Guerd's
face that there was murder in his heart.
And they knew, too, that he was, a dan-
gerous man to cross.
"You dirty rat!" went on Adam,

breathing heavily. "Cheating your own
brother ! I fancied at the start you were
playing crook stuff on me, but I could
hardly believe it. So I waited to make
sure if it was true. Well, I'm through
with you, d'you hear?"
Guerd got up slowly to his feet, but

even as Adam turned contemptuously
away, the other grabbed Collishaw's
gun, and the next moment the two men
were struggling together. And then, as

they fought for the mastery of the
weapon. Adam wrenched it from his

brother's hand ; there was a sharp report,
and Guerd staggered back and collapsed
heavily to the floor and lay very still.

The Wanderer

ADAM stood gazing down dazedly at

the body of his brother that lay
sprawled out inertly on the floor

in the deathly silence that followed. The
gun was still in his hand, but for the
moment all coherent thought had gone
from him. Such horror as he had never
known was holding him numb. Nothing-
had been farther from his thoughts than
tho killing of his brother. All he had
known was that the latter was furiously
trying to kill him, and he—Adam—was

ling with him to get the gun from
him.
The sheriff, who was on one knee

beside the still body, looked up, and
there was a world of menace in his voice
when he spoke.
"He's dead—you've killed him," he

said.

Adam found his voice then.
"You know as well as anyone that I

never tried to kill'him," he replied in

low tones. "I was wrestling for the
gun—he drew it on me—and it went off.

It was an accident*"
The sheriff's eyes were merciless.

"I'm sheriff here," he said, "and I

saw you accuse him of cheating. I saw
you knock him down, and I saw you
fling yourself at him when he took my
gun to protect himself. And my view
of it is that you deliberately tried to

kill him. So I'm arresting you, Adam
Larey, for wilful murder!"

He rose to his feet. Adam never
moved, but his brain was working
rapidly. The silence of the room told

him that even if they wanted to do so,

no one would perhaps dare to contra-

dict what the sheriff had said.

And other things were leaping in on
him, too. The sheriff and Guerd were
always together. It had been the sheriff

had suggested the game of poker,
and Ci'in I who had immediately

ded the proposal. If the sheriff

arraigned him for murder and chose to

swear away his life, he would have little

chance.
In a flash his mind was made up, and

the gun. still in his hand, was menac-
ing them as he backed to the door.
But it was to the sheriff he spoke.

"This is a deliberate frame-up," he
exclaimed, "and all of you know it, just

as vou know that this man and un
brother were in league together. So
you're not getting me after all— see?"

Ev Vy Tuesday

In a flash he was out of the room.
Horses were outside, and he leaped on
the first one he saw and was riding
down the street for dear life. Though
before he was a hundred yards away he
could hear his would-be captors in
thundering pursuit.

He stood breathless and panting,
shrinking behind the shed. For as ho
had been riding along it had come to
him that he couldn't ride away, a fugi-
tive from justice, without seeing Ruth
and letting her know the truth. So as
he neared her house, which stood close
to two roads which led from the town,
he had slipped in a moment from his
horse, lashing it as he did so and
watching it race away into the darkness.
Shrinking back against the shed, ho

heard his pursuers pull up ; wondered
whether they had spotted what he had
done. But as he heard them start up
again and dash away, he realised that
his trick had succeeded.
In the little sitting-room Ruth listened

to his story with dismay in her face.

But there were love and sympathy there
as well as 6he gazed into his eyes with
his arms around her.

"I believe you, dear," she said simply.
"I know you never meant to kill him.
But what are you going to do, Adam?"
"Get away into the desert," he

answered. "Lose myself there—it's my
only chance. One of those clays

"

But at that moment voices and the
tramp of feet came from the outside,

and the girl clutched him frantically.

In a moment she had rushed him into
her bed-room.
"Go out that way," she whispered,

pointing to a door on the other side.

"If you can reach the stable you will

find a horse there."
For one moment they clung to cadi

other. Then, as he slipped across the
room, a loud knocking came to her door.

She stood perfectly still. Then, as (he

knocking was renewed, she spoke.

"Who's that? What d'you want?"
Her father's voice answered her.

Actually he had seen the two togi

and had gone for the sheriff after he
had overheard their conversation. He
had hoped that thereby he would get
a substantial reward.
"Let us in at once, Ruth!"
"What on earth d'you want?"
"Let us in at once! D'you hear me?"
"But I'm dressing, father," she ex-

postulated.
His angry voice came back.

"I tell you to let me in at once or
I'll break the door in 1"

"I think you must have gone mad."
she said as she fumbled with the lock.

"Where's Adam Larey?" he de-

manded as he gazed round tho room.
Her eyes were guileless and amazed

as she met his question. Every moment
she could gain was of value to her
lover.
"Adam? Arc you crazy, father?

What on earth should he be doing

He strode across to the other door,

and rattled it.

"Where's the key of this door?" lie

thundered.
"Probably on the other side."

answered coolly, knowing full well it

was at that moment in her ]>ocket. "I
do wish to goodness that you wouldn't
come storming into my bed room in this

extraordinary manner. It you have
Bed yourself that Adam isn't

here, perhaps you'll be good enough to

go out and let me finish my dressing

in peat

She watched them KO out, listened

lie heard them (romping
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round the house, exploring every inch of

the yard and the stables. Then she

heard them come into the sitting-room

once more and heard her father's voice.

"He was here and in this house. 1

saw 'em talking together. She's a liar,

that's what she is."

But to her utter relief she heard her

mother's voice.

"She's nothing of the sort. If she

told you he hasn't been here you may be

sure he hasn't."
As she heard them troop out of the

house Ruth drew a deep breath of relief,

and a prayer went up from her heart

for the safety of the man she loved.

The Old-timer

A WASTELAND of sand and low
scrub stretching for miles, with
the hot noonday sun beating piti-

lessly down upon it. And one living

tiling only in sight—a man who stag-

gered and stumbled along with his eyes
gazing feverishly ahead as if hoping
against hope that he would see some
rescue or shelter from the burning heat
that lay above and around.
A pitiable object, this man, doubly

pitiable as the only living thing in that

terrible desert. He was in his shirt-

sleeves, and as he stumbled along, every
now and then he would sink to the
ground as if he would never rise up
again. Then, after an interval, he
would stagger once more to his feet,

and drag himself wearily along.

"I must go on," he muttered, "1

must go on. If I stay here—I shall die!

I must go on ! I must go
"

And then he slid to the ground, rolled

over on his face and lay very still.

Dismukes. old prospector, was crossing

the desert with his mules on the way to

the Death Valley, where he had his

mine. A real old-timer was Dismukes.
with a gnarled figure and a furrowed
old face, yet with kindly old blue eyes

that were gazing frowningly now over

the wasteland as he halted his mules.
"Dinned if that ain't a man," he mut-

tered. "What in thunder's he doin'

here and all alone? Come on, you
dinned coyotes "•—addressing his mules—"we've got to investigate thi.->."

But long before he reached the spot

where Adam Larey lay sprawled out
inertly he found himself wondering
Whether his investigation wouldn't be
too late. For already, above, he had
raught sight of the vultures hovering in

the sky.
Dismukes scowled at them.
"But whatever he is. you ain't bavin'

him," he said.

He raised Adam up in his arms, put-

ting his water-bottle to his lips. He
was pretty far gone, he knew that; but
he wasn't dead, and Dismukes had no
intention of letting him die. A fine

young fellow like that, he told himself,

ought to be worth v of many more years
of life.

Then, as Adam's eyelids fluttered at

List and he began to gulp eagerly at

the water, the old man spoke.
"Go easy, son." he said. "You've

been dyin' for want of it, and you ain't

a-goin' to die from too much of it.

Then, finally, he lifted him up into
his arms as easily as if he had been a

and set him on one of the mules.
" Xow, you durned old coyotes, you've

got to get a move on," he said.

"Well. son. maybe you'd like to tell

- our name and what you're doin'
takin' a walk out here all alone," he
said when, .'iter on, they had made
camp under some trees, and Adam, re-

freshed by a hearty meal and smoking
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a pipe, had been thanking the old
prospector for the kindnesses he had
rendere " him.
"I haie sounding ungrateful, but I'd

sooner not," replied the young man.
"Have it your own way," answered

the other coolly. "I reckon it don't
matter the hades of a lot to me. Where
are you makin' for?"
"Anywhere where I shan't be known

and can make enough to keep me."
The old man nodded and smoked

stolidly as he gazed out over the desert.

"Riders comin' across in this direc-

tion," he said laconically.

Adam sprang to his feet. Panic was
in his face. Far away on the horizon
he could see tiny specks.
He swung round to the old man.
'' You may as well know that I'm

wanted for killing a man," he Said
quietly. "It was accidental, but they
framed it up on me, and I think they
mean to kill me."
"Oh, it was accidental all right." re-

plied the other calmly. "I was there
and saw it happen. Reckon the sheriff

don't love you, son."
Adam stood staring at the tiny specks

that had now grown to bigger specks.
"You needn't know anything about

it," he said quietly, "or they might rile

up with you for harbouring me."
"Yes. I guess you're right,"

answered the old man.
He got up to his Jeet, and. picking

up his spade, started shovelling away
the sand vigorously.
"What are you doing?" demanded

Adam.
Dismukes paused.
"Want to be strung up?" he queried.
"What d'you think?" retorted Adam

bitterly.

"Well, I figured it out same way,"
replied the other as he bent to ln^

digging again. "And I reckon yon
may just as well be buried as hung.
Now, just you plug up your ears, son.

and tie your coat over your head, and

11

we'll soon fix these guys when they come
nosin' here. That brother of yours only
got what's been comin' to him for a
mighty long time. There were lots more
who had a fancy for shootin' him.
though they'd have hated for it to be
accidental. Catch hold of that ketth
and clap it over your mouth, and with
the spout stickin' just above ground
you'll have a chance to breathe.
"Hop in here." he went on. indic&t

ing the grave he had just dug, "and
then we'll fix you up as comfortably as

we can."
He was sitting on the ground, smoking

his pipe, when the riders pulled up and
dismounted.
"Say, old-timer, have you seen a guy

come this way—a young guy, clean-

shaven, dark curly hair?"
Dismukes took his pipe from tns

mouth.
"I'd have kept him if I had," I «

replied. "I'm fond of company in tins

durned desert. Friend of yours?"
"Friend nothin'," retorted the other'.

"We're after him. He killed Guerd
Larey in the saloon in Picacho yeste
day morning."
"Did he, be jabbers? Then i>

comes this way you bet I'll nab him.
Like some coffee—I've got some good
stuff?"
Both of the men assured him thai

they would, and he proceeded to search
around for it. Dismukes was far too old

a hand to let them think that he was
in a hurry to get rid of them.
But after searching about for a couple

of minutes a rueful expression came to

his face.

"Durned if I haven't forgotten it."

lie said.

A quarter of an hour later, with the
two men once more specks an the hori-

zon, but this time disappearing, Adam
Larey, dug out of the sand and little

the worse for his interment, sat drink-
ing coffee with the old prospector, who
was making plans for the future.

Ruth and the old prospector stood facing the outlaw.
March 14th, 1986
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And the following day the two men
set out for old Dismukes' mine in the

Death Valley.

Adam to the Rescue

E"«

VERYBODY in Tecopah and the

Jj neighbourhood knew "Big Jo's
"

bar. It was as popular as Big Jo
herself; for the latter was as big in

heart and kindliness as she was in size,

though the girls who worked for her

—

as well as the rough miners who fre-

quented the saloon—knew finite well

that you could play no tricks on Big
Jo. Big-hearted she might be, and un-
doubtedly was, but she was a very sound
judge of human nature, and such a

thing as fear found no place in her
make-up.
Ruth Virey had come in there one

i lav, and, at the girl's request, Big Jo
had given her a job there, for she had
taken a liking to the girl at first sight,

and though the latter had vouchsafed
little about herself, Big Jo had sensed
sc/me tragedy and had taken her on.

But though she had been with her now
for nearly a year, she was still puzzled
about her. She could see that she was
different from the other girls—quieter,

more reserved, though eminently hard-
working and always willing.

So it was that when Dismukes was
in ihe saloon one day saying that he
was wanting some capable young woman
ii|i at the mine to keep house, cook and
ludk after himself and his men, Big Jo
suggested Ruth. For she knew that the
old prospector would look after her like

a daughter, and she fancied that it

would be a far better. life for the quiet,

sensitive girl than the rough atmosphere
ul her saloon.

Ruth listened to the proposal, nodded
her acquiescence. She declared herself

quite willing to go on her present em-
ployer's recommendation. But she
seemed to have no enthusiasm about
her, and Big Jo tackled her then.

"I wish you'd tell me what all the
double is, kid," she said. "You've
been here for the thick end of a year,
and you ain't no different now to what
you were when you came. I don't want
to butt in any, but maybe I could help
you."
The other smiled faintly.

""You've been real kind to me, Jo,"
she replied, "but I guess there's no
one can help me."
"A man?'' queried Big Jo, after a

pause.
The other nodded.
"I may as well tell you," she said,

and proceeded to tell her story.
" So when my father and mother

died," she went on, "I just started to

wander around in the hope that one day
I'd come across him. You see, he was
innocent, Jo, but the sheriff was in

league with his brother, and no one in

Picacho dared to cross the sheriff. So
Adam just had to clear out, and maybe
he's still in hiding. But if I could find

him I'd marry him. I love him, you
see, and I told him, when we parted a
year ago, that I'd never marry anyone
else. And I know he won't, either."

Big Jo was silent. Her experience
of men was making her a bit sceptical,

but she wasn't saying so.

"Well, cheer up, honey," she said.
" The world's a big place, and all sorts
of queer things happen in it. What
d'you say to bavin' a change and goin'
up to this mine with old Dismukes ?

He's a funny old fellow, but he's white
all through, and I reckon you'll have a
better deal than you get here."
The next < I •

i y Ruth set off for the
Death Valley with the old prospector.

It was hardly an accident that brought
March mil, 1036.
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Adam Larey to Big Jo's bar on the
following day, for things had been hap-
pening to him and he was riding post-

haste to old Dismukes at the Death
Valley mine. And Tecopah lay in his

way, and he had heard of Big Jo from
the old prospector.

So, hitching up his horse outside, he
strode into the saloon, called for a drink,
and in a very few minutes was in

private conversation with Big Jo.

She listened attentively to his tale,

but she never doubted the truLs^of It.
She could see that Adam was speaking
the truth. He had told her that he had
been robbed and captured by a band
of desert outlaws, and, while a prisoner,
had heard them planning a raid on old
Dismukes' mine.
"I managed to escape, fna'am," he

finished, "and I'm on the way there
now; but I shall want help. You're a
friend of Dismukes, and he saved my
life.".

"Wish you'd been in here yesterday,"
said Big Jo. "He left for the mine
with one of my girls, Ruth Virey "

But that was as far as she got, for

the next moment Adam had leaped to

his feet, excitement in every line of his

face.

"Ruth Virey?" ho almost shouted.
'' What's she like ? Where does she
come from ? D'you mean to say

"

But she calmed him, told him what
she knew. Though long before she'd
finished he had rushed from the saloon,
flung himseif on his horse and was rush-
ing over the desert at a furious speed.

Adam's brain was whirling as his horse
bore him along Wiid delight and ex-
ultation were in his heart at the thought
that very soon he would be seeing Ruth
onco more, even in spite of the know-
ledge that with the stigma of the crime
hanging over him he could never ask
her to marry him. Yet, despite his ex-
ultation a terrible dread was on him
that the outlaws might reach the mine
before he could.
Then suddenly he uttered a sharp

exclamation, for in the distance he could
see a rider approaching him at a rapid
pace, though, as the latter drew near
to him fear once more leaped to his
heart, for he saw in a flash that it was
old Dismukes Chinese servant.

"Massa, massa," exclaimed the other,
"the robbers are at the mine. They've
got missic and master, and I'm riding for
help, and "

But Adam waited for no more. With
a shout to the Chinaman he set^spurs
to his horse and was racing towards
Death Valley, which lay only a few miles
ahead.
In the meanwhile (he old prospector

and Ruth stood facing two outlaws.
Ruth stood perfectly stiil, her calm eyes
on Ben, the loader of the gang, whose
gun was menacing them both. Dis-
mukes' hands, holding his gun, were
above his head.
Then Ben spoke, and there was a

cruel smile on his face.
"Now then, come on, old-timer," he

said. "Where have you got all your
gold? Speak up, and speak quick.
Otherwise you're for it."

Ruth shivered involuntarily. She had
heard of Ben, knew the sinister and
brutal reputation ho bore. Dreadful
deeds of cruelty had been whispered
about him. ami she was horribly afraid.
She and the old prospector wero seem-
ingly all alone. There was no signs of
the Chinese servant, and she wondered
dully whether ho had bolted precipitately
or whether die rest of the robbers hail
got him.
Then the heard old Dismukes speak-

ing, and a thrill surged over her at the
quiet, steady indifference in his voice.
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"I reckon you can find it for your-
self, \ou white-livered skunk." he said.
"I'm not telling you."
The outlaw scowled heavily. Fury was

in his eyes.

"Oh. that's your tune, is it?" ho
snarled. "We'll soon change it for
you."
He addressed the man who was at his

side.

"Take this girl and lash her to a post
so that she can see what's goin' on,"
he said brutally. "If this old fool won't
speak, maybe she'll speak for him very
soon. I'll deal with him."
The memory of what followed lived

with Ruth for the rest of her life, for
driven outside at the gun-point she soon
found herself lashed securely to a po-u
in full view of the ore-crushing machine,
and her heart went down with horror
as she realised what Ben was going to
do. But struggle as she would when
they had bound her, she knew only too
well that she could never free herself.
They had tied her too firmly for that.

It
_
was a primitive ore-crushing

machine. There was a deep, circular-

pool of raging water, fed by the river,

which rushed down the mountain side;
rocks were round it in the form of a low
wall, and the grinding machinery was
set in motion by nudes which were
harnessed to the creaking timbers, and
walked round and round the pool.

But they harnessed old Dismukes this,

time, jeering at him, taunting him and
raining heavy blows on him as they did
so. And as the machinery began to
move and the grinding of the ore
sounded in the roaring nool below, Ben
belaboured his helpless old victim with a
chain, cursing him and abusing him as
ho staggered round and round.

"You won't tell us where you've
hidden your gold, you old fool, won't
you?" he screamed. "We'll soon see
whether you'll change your mind I"

Ruth's head went down and she closed
her eyes. Such agony was in her heart
as she had never known. Above the)

roaring of the water and the grinding
of the rocks below she could hear tho
outlaw's savage curses as he la6hed at
the old man.
Adam Larey did the last quarter of a

mile on foot. For as he surmounted
the hill and looked down on the mine he
saw in a flash what was going on; and
though fierce fury was in his heart he
knew that only by exercising extreme
caution could he hope to rescue Ruth
and the old man.
Actually it only took him a few

minutes to worm his way among the
boulders to a point immediately above
the ore-crushing machine. But even
while he did so his eves were roaming
everywhere, and his hopes of success
were growing every minute.

Then, suddenly ho heard a footstep,
and crouched among the boulders as he
saw a man approaching him. But the
man did not see him. His gun was in
his hand and his eyes wero roaming tho
valley left and right.

Adam held his breath. He knew that
what ho had to do would have to bo
done quickly, and he sent up a swift
prayer to Heaven that tliero should be
no mistake. Out of the corners of his

eye* he could see old Dismukes below
coming nearer and nearer to where ho
was, Ben lashing him furiously. And
nearer and nearer camo the unsuspecting
sentry.

He leaped then, and his fist shot out,
catching the man clean and true on the
point of the jaw and sending him crash-
ing down among the rocks to lie very
still. Though Adam never waited to see
(hat. In a flash he had swung round
and had leaped the fifteen feet to the

(Continued on page 27)
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The strange adventures of Mr. Blank, who fanatically assists charity through a form
of blackmail. He steals some treasured possession and holds it as security until his

victim sends a cheque to a specified charity. He turns detective when a man is robbed,
a safe cleared, and himself involved. Starring Ellis Irving and Aileen Marson

The Two Burglaries

LONDON was at the height of the
season when a series of strange
and daring robberies commenced.

Some heirloom would be stolen, whilst
all other valuables would be ignored:
then, within a few days, the unfortunate
loser would receive a short note in block
lettering

:

" When you send a cheque for one
Tmndred guineas to the Home for In-
curables, your treasure will be faithfully

returned to you.—Signed, M. Blank.''

The chanties varied, so did the ran-
som amounts. It seemed clear that Mr.
Blank knew his victims—they were
always rich, mean people.

Lady Mincot was a victim in the
early evening of one of her bridge
parties. She was furious when she dis-

covered that her beautiful diamond neck-
lace had vanished from her jewel-case.

She rang' up the police and Detective-
inspector Murray came hurrying to her
mansion in Portman Square.

"It's disgraceful!'' cried her ladyship.
"What, are you police doing?"
Murray, heavy-jowled, short and dour,

put a hand up to his thick moustache.
"We can't be everywhere, Lady
Mincot."
"You might be somewhere some-

times!" she snapped. "This is the
fourth robbery in this square alone!
My diamond necklace taken—my love-

liest thing!"

"Looks like that Mr. Blank again,"
said Murray. "He'll tell you to-night,

I expect."
"But I'm most charitable!" Lady

Mincot almost shrieked. "Are you
suggesting "

The telephone bell sounded and she
snatched up the instrument from her

desk. She listened a

thrust the receiver
detective.

Murray listened awhile.
"Of all the confounded impudence!"

He turned to the irate lady. "It's Mr.
Blank," he told her. "He says that if

you'll post a cheque for five hundred
pounds to the Margate Sea-bathing Hos-
pital, the necklace shall be instantly

returned."
Lady Mincot collapsed into a chair.

"Did you—did you say five hundred?"
Murray, still listening in, nodded.
"He says your necklace is worth ten

thousand pounds."
Lady Mincot groaned.
"Tell the scoundrel 'Yes'! And I

hope the next time he's burglaring

—

someone will shoot him !"

She wrote the cheque and gave it to

her secretary, who went straight to the
post with it. Murray called into the
'phone

:

"All right— the cheque has gone. You
can take my word. Inspector Murray
this end. Now, where's the necklace?"
He slammed down the 'phone.

"He says it's with the artificial

flowers in this room, your ladyship."
Lady Mincot dashed to a pedestal vase

in the corner of her boudoir. She
plucked out a bunch of paper roses, scat-

tering them, plunged her hand into the
vase and—drew out the necklace!

"Can't I 9top the cheque?" she gasped
hysterically,

"You'll he asking for further trouble
if you do," growled Murray.
Just before ten o'clock that same even-

ing the house of Lord and Lady Waring
in Portman Square was visited by a
gentleman in rubber shoes and a dark,
tightly buttoned-up suit, who preferred
to come in by the balcony window-
rather than by the front door.

The room he entered was Lady
Waring's own especial study; it

inkily dark and the big house was silent

as the grave. The burglar made his

way by the light of Ins torch towards
the wall safe, and Bel down his bi

of tools in order to drill through the
lock of the safe.

He had scarcely started when a gentle
voice sounded from behind him:

"You'll never do it like that."
The burglar put down the drill. Ho

tinned about to peer through the dark-
ness at. a shadowy figure. He dimly
perceived that across its nose a large
patch of black silk was tightly drawn.
"Lummy, guv'nor—you startled me!

'

I13 muttered.

"Nothing like the outside alarm belts

would have startled you when
opened the window," came the cool
answer, "if I hadn't cut the wires.
away from that safe."

The dark figure knelt before the
and put clever lingers on the knob of tl e

combination lock, twiddled the knob,
gave a little pull at. the safe door—and
it silently came open. A gloved hand
was thrust in and a drawer full of jewels
was drawn forth.

"Guv'nor, you're a marvel!" The
burglar flashed his torch on the
sparkling gems. "Let's hop it before
the mice get at us!"
"I am taking this emerald pendant,"

stated that steady voice. "And tlus

being done—you are going to hop
empty-handed, the way you entered."

"But, lummy, guv'nor, I'm Jimmy
Glass, professional! You're only an
amatoor—doing things for a lark! I

tumble to you—you're Mr. Blank!''

The Black Mask told him:

"The butler is listening at the door."
Jimmy Glass picked up his bag.

March Hili, 18SC.
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" I'll go—because I've taken a fancy
to you."
He moved towards the window. Mr.

Blank heard him fumbling for the hasp.

"Be careful!"
It was too late. Jimmy had knocked

on an inside burglar alarm. A strident

ringing of bells shattered the night.

Both men made a dash for the window
and dropped from the balcony into the
dark garden below.

" Search Me !
"

A CLEANLY-SHAVED, frank-faced
young gentleman strolled into the
portico of Lady Mincot's man-

sion. At the door was a tall, broad-
shouldered man waiting entrance. He
turned about.

"Hallo, Verrell—you schoolboy! Been
ringing all the belis in the square?"
"A fire-alarm, I imagine," Verrell

smiled. The butler had opened the

door. "After you, Davidson."
They entered the house and presently

ivere being received by their hostess.

"You're late," she informed them.
" I've filled up all the places. Oh, here's

Sir John and Lady McTavish—that just

makes another four for bridge."

She turned to greet a thin, cadaverous
Scotsman who had just entered with a

lady in black, who at once gushed

:

"My dear, we've brought our niece

Jean with us. You don't mind?"
"You'll have to play rummy if there's

five of you," Lady Mincot stated fn her
abrupt manner. "What's the matter
now, Hopkins?"
The butler was waiting at the door.

"It's the detective gentleman, my
lady. He says

"

Murray had followed him in.

"Sorry, Lady Mincot, but I have to

trouble you. There lias been a burglary
at Lord Waring's, across the square, and
Lady Waring's emerald pendant is miss-

ing. The burglars were disturbed by
tin- alarm bells—and one of the pair was
seen to enter this house."

"Good gracious!" Lady Mincot ex-

claimed. "When?"
"Within the last few minutes!"

Murray was eyeing Sir John.
"I have just entered," he said

haughtily. "D'you think I'm a

burglar ?"

"We came in together just now."
spoke the big Davidson, glancing at

Verrell. "Do you accuse us?"
"Or me?" cried Lady McTavish. "Or

my niece Jean, downstairs, who's chang-
ing her shoes?"
"I don't accuse anyone," Murray

answered them. "The fellow was in

evening dress, and I've just picked up
this, outside."
He held out a black silk mask.
"You'd better search us," Sir John

ordered icily. "Begin with me."
Murray signalled to a plain-clothes

man who had quietly slipped into the

room. Sir John hold up bis arms and
(lie detective- van deli hands over him.
"Now me." said Davidson, smiling at

them.

Verrell had sealed himself at a table.

He had just drawn out his handkerchief
n a handsome girl came into the

room behind him. Unseen, she watched
hui! feel for and glance at a visiting-

I which he took rather surprised!?
from his breast-pocket.

' My turn," he said, standing up for

the search.
He submitted lazily.

"Give me back that card, inspector,

please. I may want the add
Murray and his man retired baffled,

The five late-comers settled down to a

boisterous game of rummy, Miss Jea
McTavish much interested in young Mr.
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Verrell. It was plain to her that he had
something on his mind.

Three flights up a small staircase in

a Bloomsbury lodging-house yoiftig Mr.
Verrell toiled the next morning. He
tapped at a door on which there was
pinned a visiting card exactly like one
he held in his hand, A voice called out:
"Entray !"

Mr. Verrell entered the small room.
"Professor Slavinski ?" >>
"Wee! I am ze professaire, answered

an assumed voice.

Said Mr. Verrell:
" You're a liar—you're Jimmy Glass

!

Where's that pendant von stole from me
last night?"

"Sleight-of-hand, guv'nor—same as you
read on the card I shoved in your pocket
last night! Professor Slavinski, Enter-
tainer and—Expert. Children's Parties
attended at moderate fees. Here's the
blinking pendant."
Verrell took the glittering thing and

put it carefully into his breast-pocket.
" Thanks. They nearly had me last

night.' he added.
You need a partner, guv'nor. What

about taking me in? I'm fair nuts on
you. The way you opened that safe was
lovely!"
"I work alone, Jimmy."
"I'm just as willing to be honest as

to be t'other way," said the professor
earnestly. "I'll be your valet, your ser-

vant—anything you like."

Said Verrell

:

"Lady McTavish is giving a party to-

night at her place in Audley Street.

Be there at ten o'clock—to give an enter-

tainment. Number 33."

He nodded to Jimmy and departed.
In ten seconds lie was back again.
"Where's that pendant—you light-

fingered scoundrel!"
" Sorry, guv'nor—I just had to fake

it." Jimmy passed it back. "Put it in
your trousers pocket this timel"

" Sip John—He's Dead !
"

PROFESSOR SLAVINSKI was a
great success at the McTavish
party. He asked for the help of

three ladies and three gentlemen in

the corner of the big room where he was
demonstrating—and managed to steal

something from each one without their

being in the slightest degree aware of

the fact!

Jean McTavish was very surprised to

find her dress bag denuded of its purse.

Davidson was rather annoyed at dis-

covering a door key taken from the
pocket, of his white dress waistcoat. Sir

John looked on and applauded loudly at

the conclusion, boasting:
"But you couldn't catch me. pro-

U 9sor
!

'

" Vou 'nve nozzing worth ze taking.

hein?" grinned Jimmy, complete with
a short, spade-shaped beard and a pre-

tended Russo-French accent. "But I

take inadanie's bracelet, yest"
"Good gracious, my ruby bracelet's

gone!" gasped Lady McTavish. staring
at her bare wrist. "An heirloom—it was
my grandmother's !"

'"Ere it is, madamc!" Jimmy made a

grab in the air and appeared to catch
the bracelet as it fell from the ceiling.

"Is it not wunderbar?"
He handed it to Lady McTavish with

an exaggerated bow. He flashed a
glance at Verrell, who crossed the room
to speak low to him:
"Better go now."
"That bracelet isn't the goods.

guv'nor," Jimmy breathed. "Paste
iitiit.ii

"I guessed so. I'll get the real thing
I iy."

"You make that old Sir John pay
handsome," counselled Jimmy. "He
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never gives away a penny. Tried to cut
down my fee!"

Verrell went back to Jean, dancing
with her as often as he could.
"Lady Waring's emerald pendant has

been returned to her, I hear,' Ik- re-

marked casually.

"Lord Waring had to send a thousand
guineas to Guy's Hospital," Jean told
him. "I suppose you heard that. n>o?"
The "professor" was very busy at the

buffet. Jean smiled at him, whispering
to Verrell

:

"Your friend is clever. He knew at
a glance that auntie's bracelet was a

fake."
Verrell was handing her champagne.
"A fake, eh?"
"Yes, the real one is in the safe in Sir

John's library. The safe is hidden be-
hind a picture over the mantelpiece.
Mr. Blank himself wouldn't be able to
steal anything of uncle's," she added.

Verrell nodded.
"Here's Davidson come to claim you

for a dance. Say you're engaged."
Jean checked him.
"You must dance with Miss Hard-

castle."

Davidson came to them, murmuring
low to Jean

:

"Lady McTavish is asking for you."
Jean presented Verrell to the not-very-

young Miss Hardcastle and watched
them depart, arm-in-arm, for the ball-

room.
Verrell soon invented an excuse to get

away. He crept up the stairs to the
library, where only the firelight flickered

in the grate. All was dusky quiet. He
went straight to the picture over the
mantelpiece and moved it sideways.
There, behind it, was a flat knob almost
hidden in the carved panelling.

Verrell manipulated the knob and
opened the panel. A small recess was
revealed.

It was quite empty.
Verrell smiled to himself. Jean

evidently suspected him and hail laid a
little trap. He moved noiselessly out <>t

the room and got back to Miss Hard-
castle with a glass of champagne frpm
the buffet.

"Couldn't get served," he explained.
"So sorry!"
A bare five minutes later Jean came

running down the stairs, her pretty face
ashy pale. She came totteringly to

Verrell.

"Sir John!" she gasped. "In the
library. He's—dead!"
She collapsed into Verrell's at

A Clue ?

DETECTIVE MURRAY and a police-

man were conducting a preliminary
investigation. Verrell and David-

son were in the card-room—most of the
other guests having hastily departed.
Lady Mincot. as the oldest friend of

the McTavish family, was telling

Murray:
"I was here playing cards with Mr.

Davidson and Lord and Lady Waring,"
she explained, "when Mr. Verrell came
to us with the dreadful news. I have
sent Lady McTavish to bed—.-he is with
he'- niece. Sir John has died of heart
trouble, of com -

Murray shook his head.
"Best to let everybody think -p." he

stated. "He was in the library collapsed
0:1 a couch. He had been shot through
the back."
"Vou mean—murdered?" Lady Mincot

stared in horror.

"Beyond doubt," Murray answered.
"There is no sign of the weapon, but
the house must be searched. No one
should ha\e been allowed to leave."

•• Cat we should have heard the re-

Lady Mincot tried to argue.

"Not necessarily," came the quick
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A small, furtive man silently entered the hall with a revolver clutched in his hand.

answer. "Tho pistol used may well
have had a silencer—or the noise in the
house may have drowned all else

What are yoi; doing with those cards.
Mr. Vcrrell?"

"There's a smudge of burnt gun-
powder on this one/' Verrell held up
a card from the back on the table.

i \>vidson put in

:

"That card was in my hand. We were
playing euchre. Tho mark is from the
a<h of a cigarette I was smoking."

Lady Mincot said :

"Mr. Davidson was winning every
hand!''
Murray took the card.
"I don't know why you should thitik

this a gunpowder smudge," he told
Yc noil, giving him a straight look. He
added, as he Sung the card aside. "The
small private safe in the library has been
Opened and rifled of all its contents."

Xext, morning when Verrell culled at

the McTavish home he was received by

She asked him:
"Are you wise to come?"
Verrell questioned bluntly:
"Do you think I killed Sir John?"
Jean put out her hand to him.
"I know you didn't." she answered.

"But Mr. Blank did take auntie's brace-
let."

"No," he assured her. "Mr. Blank
ely opened the safe." He added:

"I'm glad you trust me, Jean."

"Don't stay," she urged. "Murray
suspects you. He thought you were
trying to put suspicion on Davidson last
night."

As Verrell was leaving the house, he
almost ran into a bespectacled, side
whiskered gentleman in a black frock

and black trousers, who removed his
tall hat with a jerky movement, mutter-
ing sepulehrally

:

"Good-morning, sir—a sad business. I
am the undertaker."
Late that afternoon Jimmy called at

Y«rre Wi roll p
him

:

"Well, undertaker, did you bury the
body?"
"Now, guv'nor, none of your jokes!

I had to j,'p( m the house, didn't I?"
Jimmy reminded him. "And I didn't
pinch a angle thing—except this photo
that I lifted out of Lady Mac's dressing-
gown pocket."

He passed over to Verrell a carte-de-
vreite of a pretty brunette. V rrell

turned the card over, to road in a
sprawly handwriting

:

. "With love from Phyllis Newcombe."
Jimmy asked :

" Make anything of it?"
"Phyllis Newcombe is the cabaret girl

at the Winchester." Verrell's face grew
grave. "I imagine she gave this to Sir
John and—his wife found it."

"You don't think Lady Mac popped
him off?" Jimmy shook his head.
"Guv'nor, believe mo, she isn't the sort."

"We must follow this up," Verrell
decided.

Detective Murray had closely interro-
gated all the staff at the McTavish
home, with no result. The chauffeur
was the only one who had given him
the slightest help. He had seen, from
the garage, lights in the library go up
about eleven o'clock for a few minutes.
"I guessed Sir John had como up to

fetch a book," he told Murray.

Miss Newcombe received two pre-
tended policemen at her flat that night.
She told them that Sir John was "just
a friend" who had danced with her at
the Winchester. He had as-ked for her
photograph.

" Would you care to have one,
inspector?" she smiled at Verrell.

"I would!" cried Jimmy. "Lummy,
r
!"

When they were outside the flat.

Verrell said :

"You gave away the whole thing I"

"Not me, guv'nor '."said Jimmy.
"There was a man's gold oigarefte-

n a side table." Verrell frowned.
"One I've soon before. T tried to tip

you the wink to pinch it"

"I got her latch key," grinned Jin
"anyhow."
That night Veircll entered

McTavish mansion by the library
dow. He wore a buttoned-up ov<
over his dress suit and a black mask.
With the aid of a torch light

hie way to the picture, slid it, back
manipulated the combination-knob
He felt inside the circular hole bi

the t-mall door with defl lingers unti
found the secret spring he had g i

i" be hidden within. A faint cli<

warded him—a whole panel ot the
of the fireplace slid open in its groo

Verrell withdrew the ruby bra
from the safe and put it iii his )u

Then lie took out some legul-loi

packel
A tense whisper came from be!

him.
"Many thanks ! That, safe has bo

inc a lot. Don't move, or I'll drill
through the back !"

Without tinning. Verrell answered, in
his cool waj :

"Then it was your cigarette
Davidson ?"

"I don't understand, and I don't ci

came tho reply. "Put those down,
on the table. Now come away from
safe. Stand agauiot the bookshelvi -

Verrell obeyed. He knew that he had
a desperate man to deal with.
Total darkness held them hidden I

each other. Vol red sot his teel

ing immobile. Suddenly tho lights were
flashed on and DavidsonV voir,

from the passage.
"Mr. Blank, inspector. I ca

in the act. You will find he
McTavish's bracelet. You'll excuse my
going?"
Murray snapped a sharp comma

a manservant and two unifbrnii
men.

" Seize him!"
Verrell dashed aeide tho detective -

outstretched hand, then Hung himself at
the hesitating footman. As the two
policemen closed in on him, Verrell
grabbed at their le<r- and 0\

I

(Continued on cage 38)
March 14th.
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Death among the clouds! War in the sky as intrepid flyers clash with the forces of
organised crime ! Tailspin Tommy returns to the firmament of Fame in a smashing
drama that blazes its way across the Pacific to islands of hidden wealth, of lawlessness,
of savagery and cannibalism. A wonder serial of unforgettable thrills, starring Clark

Williams and Noah Beery, Jun.

Read This First

Tailspin Tommy, famous civilian flyer

and ace of the Three Point Aerodrome,
is hired by a wealthy business man
named Curtis to make aerial surveys of

the oil-bearing island of Nazil, in the

far tropical realms of the Pacific Ocean.

Curtis is the uncle of Betty Lou
Barnes, Tailspin's sweetheart, and is in

partnership with Don Alvarado Cas-
metio, who owns most of the island of
Nazil, and whose daughter Inez has
been holidaying in the United States.

The services of Skeeter Milligan,
Tailspin's mechanic, are also engaged
by Curtis, and the parly set out in tiro

'planes. But word of their approach is

later conveyed, to Don Atvarado's un-
scrupulous stepbrother, Emanuel Cas-
metto, who seeks to oust his kinsman
from Nazil, and who is backed by
Baymore, a shady American financier.

Tailspin and Skeeter fall into the

hands of Emanuel and Baymore, but
eseajir with the help of Bill McGuire,
a newspaper wan who has obtained a

job as chef at Emanuel's stronghold,
solely for the purpose of investigating

Baym ore's activities.

The two youngsters are also assisted

by a mysterious aviator who calls him-
self the Eagle, and who for some reason

makes himself their friend and ally.

Later, while investigating a secret

hangar in Emanuel's territory, Tailspin
and Skcctcr and Betty Lou discover a
subterranean passage. But Emanuel
h if learned, of their presence at the

hangar, and it is bombed from the air
by Come:, one of his minions.

Now Read On
March 14th, 1930.

EPISODE 5.—

"The Torrent"

The Unknown Protector

EVEN as the bomb struck the hangar
and shattered the building to

smithereens, Betty Lou gained the
comparative safety of the underground
tunnel with Tailspin and Skeeter.
A hot rush of air s\yept down into

the subterranean gallery, and dust and
debris poured through the open trap-

door overhead. But, unharmed, the
girl and her two companions reeled
along the dimly-lit passage for a short
distance, then came to a hajt and
listened to the deep reverberations of

the explosion that had just taken place.

The echoes of the blast died away,
ami they heard the drone of the aero-
plane flown by Gomez, Emanuel Cas-
metto's ace. Judging from the sound
of the craft's motor, the fellow had
dropped to a low altitude and was
circling over the clearing, doubtless
viewing his grim handiwork, but gradu-
ally the engine-note became less distinct

anil they realised that the hostile aviator
must be quitting the vicinity.

The hum of the 'plane's motor grew
more and more remote, until at last it

was audible no longer. Then Tailspin
-puke to Betty Lou.

"I reckon the coast's clear now,"
he '-aid thickly. "Get back to our ship
and wait for us there, Betty. No doubt
the guy that bombed the hangar thinks
we've all hcen wiped out."

Betty gave him an anxious glance.
'What are you and Skeeter going to

she wanted to know.
"We aim to find out where this tunnel

leads to," the young airman told her.

"Don't worry, we can take care of

ourselves. You make your way to the

'plane, if you can get through the

wreckage of the shed."
Betty Lou was reluctant to leave them,

but Tailspin persuaded her to return

to the steps which led up to the trap-

door, and it was as she was climbing
towards the tunnel's outlet that she
heard a sudden commotion behind her.

She turned her head quickly, and
as she did so she saw a group of armed
and uniformed men swinging round a
bend in the underground gallery—men
who raised a sharp outcry at sight of
Tailspin and Skeeter, and who rushed
upon the youths before they could take
to their heel?.

Betty checked in dismay, and there

was an expression of alarm on her
pretty face as she watched tho new-
comers surround her friends and sei/.e

them. Next instant, a furious scuttle

was in progress, and in the throe? of

that losing battle Tailspin shouted fran-

tically to the girl on the stairway.

"Run for it. Betty!" he yelled. "On
on, make your getaway in the 'plane!'

1

Betty Lou hesitated only for a

moment, and then, realising that she

could serve no purpose by remaining
but might fetch help if she made her

e, she scrambled up the steps and
pulled herself through the opening
above—an opening that was now lat-

hy splintered planks that had
fallen athwart it.

As .she disappeared through the tun-

nel's outlet two of Emanuel CasmeUr.',-

birelinga detached themselves from the

struggle in tho gallery and dashed in

pursuit of her. Within a few seconds

they were also clambering up through
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the trap-door, ami as they hauled them-
selves clear of the secret passage they
found themselves amid the piled wreck-
age, of the hangar.

Betty was stumbling and tripping
over the broken (ambers that lay strewn
upon the ground, and the two dago
soldiers gave chase determinedly. The
. : i i blundered from the debris of the
hangar with a fair start, however, and
sped across the glade towards the 'piano
in which she, Tailspin and Skeeter had

le the trip from Don Alvarado's
hacienda.

< 'ould she reach it and take off into

air before Emanuel's men over-
hauled her, though? She had frenzied

doubts about this, and, looking back
fearfully as she ran, she beheld her pur-
suers behind her.

And then suddenly, out of the blue,

there came deliverance—deliverance in

the form of a strange, incongruous
living-machine that swooped over the
trees and banked steeply to wheel above
the clearing like some wide-winged bird
of prey !

It was the mysterious Eagle's 'plane,

ai ii I as its monstrous shadow passed
over the glade its hidden machine-gun

icd death through the spinning
propeller-shaft.

A stream of bullets ripped a furrow
in the path of Betty Lou's pnrsuers,
in ii I they stopped in their tracks, look-
ing up with appalled eyes at the craft

eh roared above them; and, as they
stood uncertainly there, the ship
wheeled again to bear down on them a
second time, its machine gun threaten-
ing them with a fresh hail of lead.

i a itation to make themselves
scarce was too stern to be defied. The
sqldiers" fled in helter-skelter style,

bounding like antelopes to the ruins of
the hangar and regaining the entrance
19 the underground tunnel in record
time.

They vanished through the opening,
tumbling down the steps, and they were
seen no more by the unknown pilot

who had put them to flight, and who
now# soared higher with attention
fin used on Betty Lou.
The girl had reached Tailspin'

s

'plane, and was hoisting herself into
tin) forward cockpit. Satisfied that she
needed no further assistance, the Eagle
waved a gloved hand to her and swung
away to the north. But Betty did not
take off, made no attempt to set her
ship in motion.

It was not because the controls pre-
d any difficulties to her. There

was not a 'plane in existence that she
could not have flown. Nor was it be-

a of any damage caused by the
bombs that Gomez had dropped, for
Emanuel's aviator had been careful to
avoid injuring the craft, probably re-
II' 1 ting that if. would be a valuable
acquisition for his master.

Xo ; Betty's sole reason for delaying
her take-olf was the possibility of Tail-
spin and Skeeter breaking away from
the men who had attacked them.

It was a forlorn hope, as Betty might
have realised if she couid have
what was happening down in the tun-
nel below the ruined hangar.
The Americans had put up a terrific

fight, but the odds were too great, and
at the moment when Betty Lou's dis-
comfited pursuers rejoined the party
in the underground gallery, Tailspin
and Skeeter were helpless in the grip
of their captors.
The two men who had fled from the

Eagle began to tell their story in
Spanish, and their comrades listened in
silence, none of them showing any
desire to climb from the tunnel and
brave an engagement with the unknown
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aviator if he were still within range.
As for Tailspin and his mechanic, they
could not make head or tail of the
narrative, being ignorant of the lan-

guage in which it was delivered, but
they ;if leas! obtained the impression
that Betty was safe.

A brief discussion now took place be-

tween their guards, and at the end of it

the two prisoners were marched onward
through the tunnel. It was a journey
that occupied a considerable time, but at

length the captives and their guards
emerged from the subterranean passage.

and Tailspin and Skeeter immediately
found themselves in the neighbourhood
of Emanuel Casmettb's headquarters.
Like Don Alvarado, his stepbrother,

Emanuel was overlord of a settlement in-

habited by a mixed population of

Spaniards and half-breed islanders, and
his actual stronghold stood on the out-

skirts of that settlement. Towards this

citadel the prisoners were led, and as

they were crossing the compound to the

main building of the military station

Bill McGuire showed tip.

A look of distress appeared momen-
tarily on the newspaper man's plump
face when ho recognised the young
Americans, but he was quick to hide
his true feelings, and spoke to Emanuel's
band of soldiers heartily enough.
"I see you've got these rapscallions

again,'' ho said. "'Well, that's fine,

tls. it's fine!"
"'Si, amigo," one of the guards re-

plied, in broken English that was
flavoured with his native Spanish, "eet
ees ver' line and none weel be better
pleased than Senor Emanuel. But for

r- (ley might have got away."
McGuire strolled on after exchanging a

ptitioWs glance with the captives,
who were then hurried forward by the

men who had taken, them prisoner, and
soon they tng eseorted past

'plane that stood in the middle of the

compound—a 'piano that was the very
craft which had bombed the hangar.

Sixty sceonds later the youthful
Americans were standing in a room occu-

pied by Emanuel Casmetto, Horace Ray-
more and Gomez, and from the lips () f

one of the guards these three heard the
story of the youngsters' capture.

"We set out to block up the secret
tunnel as yoti tod, Senor Cas-
metto,'' tho narrator said, speaking in

English for Raymore's benefit, "and we
came across these dogs. They had
escaped death by the bombs which Gomez
dropped. There was a girl with them,
too, but =he got away—thanks to the
airman who flics tho ship that looks
like a. great eagle."
Emanuel Casmetto frowned darkly, arc!

asked for further details. When they
had been given he was silent for a

while, and then Raymore spoke:
"Did you block up that tunnel?" he

demanded of the man who had told the
story.

"No, senor; we hurried back with our
prisoners," was tho reply. "But there
is a cask of powder in a niche in the

tunnel, and it will not tako long to blow-

in the south entrance."
"Then you'd better see to that right

away," Raymore growled. "Leave
Tompkins and Milligan hero in charge
of four or five of your men."

Several of the guards were detailed to
remain in the room with tho prisoners,
and tho rest of the soldiery departed.
When these had filed out, Emanuel Cas-
metto fixed his malevolent eyes upon
Tailspin and Skeeter.
"So!" he barked. "You have been

caught again while doing devil's work
for that stepbrother of mine! Do you
know what I have a mind to do? I
have a mind to put the two of you to

death without any more delay. It was
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intended that, you should die when
Gomez bombed the hangar "

"Just a minute, Casmetto."
It was the voice of Raymore, and the

financier had laid a restraining hand on
the Spaniard's arm, but ere he could say
more Emanuel addressed him im-
patiently.

"Leave me to handle these meddling
cubs, senor," he snapped. *' I am in

command here."
"You may command the citadel/' the

crooked oil magnate ret6rted. " But I

command the money that established it.

Listen, we planned to set rid of these
two fellows, but it's occurred to me that
they might prove useful."

Emanuel eyed him dubiously, bin

his peace as Raymore turned to tho
captives.
"What's your price?'- he queried

briskly. "You know what I m
What are Don Alvarado and t 1

paying you '!"

"Don Alvarado and Curtis ai'en*t

paying us anything/' Tailspin answer* d
hi a cold voire. "They made a barjj

with Paul Smith, of Three Point,
our services. He's the man who emp
11-. and he pays us a fixed salary."
"Then I'll double your salary if yo '11

join up with our outfit," Raymore -

"That's a pretty good offer, I gift

especially as you'll be on the »i!
I

side if you work for me."

Skeeter flared up at the Yai
financier.

"Does your side always win?" hi

out. "I thought we got the belt)

you once or twice. And as for

dirty bribe, Mr. Horace 1'. I

Tailspin plucked at his me hai " '-•

sleeve. He resented the financier's !"'-

posal as much as Skeeter. but, had
quick to see that it might be to

advantage if they made a pretcn
appearing interested. A 11

Eusal would probably mean death.
"Quiet. Skeeis." the young airi

said, and then, looking at Raj n

thoughtfully, he invited the crook to

explain precisely what he meant.

"The situation's clear enough, isn't

it
''." Raymore grunted. " M

and I control some of tho riches! oil-;

fields on this island, and with you
on our side it won't lie long before
grab the rest. That is, if you agree to

light for us."
" Yes, if you fight for us and help to

1 my stepbrother out, of Ni
Emanuel struck in venomously.

Tailspin appeared to consider the pros-

pect, and, if Skeeter stared at his friend

in dumb amazemeut at first, it gradually
dawned on him that i\ic are Eroin 'I

Point was only playing for time— w]

upon the mechanic also assumed an in-

terested expression.

"It sounds like a pretty good idi

Tailspin murmured a! length, "tin
I guess we couldn't go back" to oil!

jobs after this racket, is finished. E

posing you give us a day or two to think

it over?"
"We'll give you till to-morrow mori-

ihc financier declared. ".Mean-
time, you can go any place you want to

inside the settlement."
"What's that?" Emanuel Casmetto

cried out angrily.

"All right, all right!" Raymore ex-

claimed. "Don't get so hot under the
collar. Let me finish, will you? I w s

just going to tell them that they'll be
constantly attended by these guards—
and that any attempt to escape would
be mighty bad for their health."
With an ominous inclination of h.'s

head he dismissed Tailspin and SI e< U
,

and, virtually prisoners in spite of the
concession that had been made to them,
the youngsters turned away.

March 14th, 1030.
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They were followed from the room by
their "guards, and when the door had
closed behind them Raymore signed to

Gomez.
"Listen," he said. "I want you to

take up the bomber and scout around for

that guy who calls himself the Eagle.
.Should you locate him, tangle with him
and bring him down with your machine-
gun. And another thing, if you happen
to run across that girl who was with

Tompkins and Milligan—force her to

land her 'plane."

Gomez saluted, and hastened from the

apartment. A short time afterwards he
was in the compound, across which Tail-

spin and Skeeter and their escort were
now sauntering, and a few minutes later

Emanuel Casmetto's. aviator might have
been seen flying southward in the
bomber.

It was as the big 'plane was cruising

over the hinterland of jungle that a

man on the edge of the forest gazed up
at it curiously. The man in question was
Bill McGuire, who had wandered from
the settlement some time previously, and
he was following the receding craft with
his eyes when he suddenly heard a

stealthy movement close at hand.

McGuire glanced round, and, in the
instant of turning, he saw a tall figure

in the kit of an airman stride from a

mass of thickets near by. It was the
figure of a maw whose countenance
was hidden behind a mask that was
attached to his flying helmet, leaving
nothing visible but his strong jaw—and
his dark eyes, which gleamed through a
pair of tinted goggles that were part of
the mask.
The stranger was grasping a revolver,

and, startled by his unexpected appear-
ance. McGuire was thrown into a panic.
"N-no!" he blurted. "N-no, mister!

Don't shoot! I'm a—I'm a friend

—

whichever side ye're on!"
"It's all right, McGuire," the other

said slowly. "Don't get scared. I know
you're on the right side."
Somewhat reassured, Bill McGuire

fingered his collar tremulously and
looked at the stranger in an awed
fashion.

"Who told you my name?'" he
faltered. "Who are you, mister?"
"Men call me the Eagle," came the

deliberate reply. "Tell me, McGuire,
what happened to Tailspin Tompkins
and Skeeter Milligan?"

"Th-they were taken before Emanuel
Casmetto and Raymore," Mac breathed,
"but they haven't coma to no harm
jet, for I saw 'em comin' away from
the compound only a few minutes back.
They were surrounded by guards, but
looked as if they were free to go where
they pleased. I haven't figured it out
yet."
There was a spell of silence, and then

the Eagle spoke again.
" Wc must think of some way to get

them out of there," he said. "Mean-
time, I'm going to foltow the course of
the bomber that passed overhead just
now. I want to know where it's bound
for. Listen, McGuire, my ship's in a
clearing a little to the west of here, and
I want you to come there with me. On
the way I'll show you how you can
help me."
The newspaper man accompanied him

through the jungle, and as they walked
amid the shadows of the trees the Kagle

il lined to McGuire a method of sig-

nalling which the reporter could employ
in any emergency.
"I need someone like you to keep me

posted," the mysterious aviator ob-
served, "and you can always get in

(ouch with me by the means which I've
just described to you."
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They were entering a clearing as he
spoke these words, and in the centre of

that clearing stood the Eagle's 'plane.

Advancing towards it, the unknown air-

man climbed into the machine and then
leaned down to address McGuire for the

last time.
"Don't forget," he reminded him, "if

help is needed, give me the sign. I'll

look for it right here."
Standing by the 'plane, Mac nodded

his assent. Then he drew aside, and
sixty seconds later he was watching the

strange ship as it soared skyward

—

watching it with a nonplussed expression

on his rotund features.

A Duel in the Clouds

IN the glade where the hangar had
lately stood, Betty Lou Barnes had
lingered a long time in the faint

hope that her friends might reappear.

But at last she had been forced to con-

clude that they had been taken prisoner,

and at the very moment when the Eagle
was parting company with Bill McGuire,
Betty was starting the motor of Tail-

spin's 'plane.

The engine was still warm, but she
waited a little while to make certain

that it was firing evenly and would not
"stall " during the take-off. Then she
opened the throttle and drove the craft

across the stretch of turf until it was
travelling at speed.
She now drew back the joystick, and

the 'plane rose gracefully from the
ground, soaring into the wind as it

cleared the tree-tops and climbing
swiftly towards the clouds.

And even as it climbed Betty saw
another machine approaching from the

north, a machine that was near enough
to recognise as the bomber that had
destroyed the aeroplane shed in the
glade below

!

With a thrill of alarm Betty swung
away from it and tried to gain height,

but she had become aware of her

danger too late, and before she could

escape, Gomez was on the tail of her
ship.

Flying close behind his victim's craft,

the pilot of the bomber gripped the
trigger of the machine-gun with which
his 'plane was equipped, and next in-

stant the roar of engines was punc-
tuated by the staccato blatter of that

deadly weapon, hot lead belching from
its muzzle in a menacing stream.

The bullets slashed past Betty's head,
for Gomez was not trying to hit her,

but to scare her into grounding her
ship. He did not succeed, however

—

reckoned without the girl's nerve and
spirit—and cursed under his breath as

she veered away to give him the slip.

She meant to out-maneeuvre him, did

she? Bah, he would show her!

This Gomez told himself resolutely,

but in the grim pursuit that ensued he
quickly realised that he was up against

:io mean pilot. Circling, soaring, div-

ing to follow her down on (he occasions

when she chose to plunge, ho strove to

slick close to the tail of her 'plane and
harass her with bursts of gunfire. Yet
such was her skill with the controls that.

her oraft might have been a fly, so rapid

and confusing were its movemonts. and
time and again she eluded him.
It was probably lucky for Gomez that

her ship carried no armament, or he
might have found himself in the position

of defender instead of aggressor. As
it was, he became savage and wrathful,

and. in his chagrin and impatience, lost

much of the cunning that he himself

undoubtedly possessed.

Mosl likely. Gome/, might have tri-

umphed in the end if the affair had
lasted long enough. In all probability
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he would have succeeded finally in his

design. But while Betty Lou Barnes
was still leading him a dance among the
clouds, a third 'plane loomed into the
desperate scene—the fantastio 'plane
manned by the Eagle.

It was roaring into the engagement
almost before Gomez was aware of its

presence, almost before the Spaniard
could swing off and take up a fighting
position ; and in another moment the
Eagle's gun was challenging his own.
and the slugs were whipping thick and
fast between the combatant ships.
Betty dived out of harm's way and

then straightened out to head south-
wards, looking back with upraised glance
to watch the fierce dog-fight that was
now in progress. Drawing farther from
the locality at a cruising speed, she
gazed wide-eyed at the two warring
'planes and saw the rival pilots making
every effort to gain the upper hand.
The Eagle it was who ultimately

secured positional advantage, provincr
himself a master in the tactics of aerial

conflict, and suddenly Gomez found him-
self in the role of a hunted fugitive.

Frantically he tried to evade his foe.

but could not. The Eagle was behind
him. and the Spaniard could not shake
him off; and he, Gomez, was under the
sights of the Eagle's gun without being
able to answer the fire of that weapon.

Bullets ripped along the length of his

'plane, tearing into the fuselage, into

the fabric of the wings. From afar
Betty saw his machine go into a sudden
spin and fall earthward with fumes trail-

ing from it—saw it drop into the heart
of the jungle, where it was lost to sight

amongst the trees, the fate of its pilot

being in doubt.
Had Emanuel Casmetto's minion

crashed to his death, or had he managed
to ground his damaged ship without sus-

taining fatal injuries?

Betty did not know. She only know-
that the Eagle was now bearing off to-

wards the north, to vanish—as he always
did—behind a dense smoke-screen
thrown from his exhaust.
Betty flew on in a southerly direction.

and about half an hour later she was
circling above the landing field near
Don Alvarado's hacienda. As she

dropped lower she sa.v two or three

figures emerge hurriedly from the Don's
home, and by the time she had brought
her ship to a standstill on the level

sward she had recognised Don Alvarado,
Inez and the planter known as Garcia.

They came running across to her and
confronted her anxiously when she clam-

bered from the 'plane.

"Senorita Betty Lou!" gasped the

Don. "What happened? Where are

the boys? Inez, here, told me that you
had gone off with them on their r.

naissance. I have been so worried. You
have been absent so long."

"Where's Uncle Ned?" Betty de-

manded.
"Senor Curtis has departed on a tour

of Don Alvarado's oil-fields, senorita."

Garcia broke in. "But tell us, where
are Senor Tompkins and Senor
Milligan?"
Betty Lou answered him shakily,

never guessing the true reason for

Gareia's eagerness to know what had
occurred, never suspecting that this man.

who affected to be a friend, was in

reality a spy in Emanuel's pay.

"Tommy and Skeeter were captured

by hostile soldiers." she panted. "I
hoped they'd getaway, but I waited and

I, and they never showed up."

She proceeded to relate the whole

Story in detail, and when she had

finished. Don Alvarado ground his teeth

together.
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"Any hasty ami ill-planned tactics

must necessarily prove dangerous," he
said, "but we shall^Jiave to take a

chance. I'll mobilise a force and attack

Emanuel's settlement and stronp'hold.

We'll march without delay. It may be

that we shall be defeated and wiped out,

.ve must at least make an attempt
to rescue those boys!"

There was a silence, during which
Garcia summed up the situation swiftly.

True. it was possible that Don
Alvarado's men might fail in their pur-

, but there was also a likelihood

that Emanuel might not be able to

nble his troops in time to meet the

at.

"Don Alvarado," the planter mur-
mured, "before you make so rash a

move, I suggest that other methods are
. first. Now I know a place where

an aeroplane could be set down secretly

within a mile of your stepbrother's head-
quarters, and I am willing enough to

make an attempt at rescuing our young
friends. In this matter, one man might
succeed where a thousand would effect

nothing."
The Don looked at him keenly.

" You—you would be prepared to take
such a risk, senor?" he stammered,

ly impressed by Garcia's offer.

" I am prepared to do anything that

will help your cause. Don Alvarado.'
the planter announced in a high-
Bounding tone.
He paused, and then turned his glance

upon Betty.

"To carry out the plan I have in

mind." he continued, "1 should need an
ienced pilot."

"An experienced pilot," Betty Lou
declared at once. "Then you don't
have to look farther than me, Senor
Garcia. I'll be your pilot."

"Oh, no, Betty!" Inez Casmetto
ejaculated in alarm.
"No, there is too much danger," Don

Alvarado agreed. "My daughter is
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right, Senorita Betty. Already you have
gone through perils enough."
But the American girl was in no

mood to listen to arguments. With a
-. i expression on her pretty face she
addressed Garcia stubbornly..

"When do we start?" she wanted to

know.
"As soon as you like." the planter

rejoined, and, despite the pleas of Don
Alvarado and Inez, preparations were
made for an immediate departure.

Ten minutes after Garcia had volun-
teered his proposal, the 'plane in which
Betty had arrived was ascending to-

wards the clouds again, and. wheeling
northward, it was soon visible to the

Don and his daughter only as a mere
speck in the sky.

At a speed of more than a hundred
miles an hour the machine cruised high

the panoramic savannahs and
mountains of the island—onward until

the more open country of the south
gave place to the ureal belt of jungle
that split the territories of the rival

stepbrothers. Then suddenly Garcia
spoke to Betty through the telephone
tube and indicated a clearing somewhat
to the east.

"There's the landing-place I had in

mind," he told her. "Can you set the

ship down there?"
The girl nodded, and. altering her

course, she circled the glade a couple
of times before swooping towards it

with the engine almost silent.

The landing she made was faultless,

and as the craft came to a standstill

pilot and passenger climbed out, Betty
looking around in a cautious fashion.

"I want you to stay here, while I

work close to Emanuel's stronghold
and get what you call the 'low-
down,' " Garcia said to her. "Don't
worry, I think I know a way of

smuggling the boys out of captivity."

Betty was none too sure of the ruse

Garcia intended to employ in order to

bring about the release of her friends,

but the man seemed so extraordinarily
confident that she had implicit faith in

him. Nevertheless, it would have been
more to her liking if she could have
accompanied him.

"Can't I go with you?" she asked.
"No, senorita." he replied. "It is

better that you should remain here and
hold j'ourself in readiness to Start

'plane at a moment's notice. The boys
and T may be holly pursued."

"All right," Betty -aid. "You
depend on me to be here."

He left her and made his way into

the trees, disappearing from view, li.it

if Betty could have followed his move-
ment her faith in him might have I

shaken before many minutes, for as soon
as he was no longer visible to her ho
broke into a rim. and did not, halt even
when he emerged from the jungle and
saw Emanuel Casmetto's citadel ahead
of him.

A party of slovenly soldiers

straggling from the direction of the
settlement, and Garcia hailed them

—

spoke to them rapidly in Spanish as

they joined him. Then he hurried on
to report to Emanuel and Rayn ,

while the soldiers marched in the direc

tion of the forest with resolute steps.

A quarter of an hour later that group
of uniformed men reached the clearing
in which Betty Lou was waiting with
the 'plane, and, taking the girl com-
pletely by surprise, they rushed upon
her from the woods and seized her ere
she could make any attempt to escape.

The Deepest Dungeon

IT was as Emanuel and Raymore
rousing themselves from an after-

noon siesta in the lounge of their

quarters that a sentinel entered the
room and announced Garcia.

"Garcia, eh?" Raymore commented.
"He must have important news for us,

or he wouldn't be here. All right,

show him in."

Rough hands were laid on Tailspin and Skeeter, and they were bundled out into the corridor by their guards.
March 14th, 1936.
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Garcia entered the apartment a
moment afterwards, and bowed to his

employers as they looked at him
inquiringly.

"Buenos dias, gentlemen," he greeted.
' :

I come with tidings that will be very
acceptable to you, I think. I have
brought the niece of Curtis here—the
Senorita Betty Lou Barnes. I left her
in a clearing about a mile from here,

and on my own initiative I have already
sent some of your men to pick her up,

Senor Emanuel."

His listeners stared at him, and Garcia
went on to give them a full account of

he manner in which he had tricked

Betty.
' Oo you not see?" he added finally.

"With the senorita here as well as those
Three PoinUflyers. you can hold a pistol

to the heads of Don Alvarado and
Curtis. Threaten to harm the girl and
her fellow-prisoners, and Curtis is bound
to persuade the Don to accept any bar-

gain you may choose to put up. In
short, amigos, you can dictate your own
tjrms."
Emanuel and Raymore looked at each

other significant]}-, and then the
American spoke.

"Garcia, you've done a fine piece of

work." he congratulated, "and if Curtis
and Don Alvarado knuckle under on
account of it, I'll see that a big bonus
is paid to you."

"Thank- you. senor." Garcia answered,
liis eyes kindling with avarice. "But
one thing more—Don Alvarado was talk-

ing of sending an expedition here. I

advised him against it, but when the
Senorita Betty fails to return to his

hacienda he may adopt war-like
res."

"We'll be ready for him if he does,"
Emanuel retorted viciously. "Yet I do
not think he will try it, Garcia—not
when he is informed that it might mean
death to his partner's niece and the
young Gringo airmen. Carai— if that

stepbrother of mine were to dare
"

Emanuel stopped short, for at that
instant there was a tap on the door, and
once again the sentry who was on duty
outside the room presented himself.

Closing the door behind him, the man
hastened to Emanuel's side and spoke
to him in the Spanish tongue, giving
Don Alvarado's half-brother some mes-
sage that caused the commander of the
citadel to scowl.

"Raymore," Emanuel snarled, turn-
ing to the financier, "this is what comes
of the leniency you showed to Tompkins
and Milligan. They are outside with
their guards, who have told this sentry
hire that the pair of them tried to
escape."

Raymore drew his brows together, and
then shot a glance in the direction of
Garcia.
"You'd better make yourself scarce,"

iie said. "I'm going to have a talk with
those young cubs, and it wouldn't be
advisable for them to see you here."

Garcia slipped into a back room, and
Raymore gave instruction that the flyers
from Three Point were to be brought
in. A few seconds later the young
Americans were hustled across the
threshold by their escort, who were now
carrying fixed bayonet-.

Emanuel and Raymore glowered at the
captives as the pair of them were thrust
into their presence.

"It Beams," the financier remarked
grimly, "it ucems that you've come
10 a decision about, that offer I made
you. And apparently you've turned it

down."
"Aw, no," Skeeter protested "We
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just, got tired of these guys followin' us
around, that's all. We haven't really
come to any decision at all."

Emanuel stepped closer to hrm and
spoke to him savagely.

"I have an idea that you and Tomp-
kins are trying to make fools of us," he
grated. "In any event, we shall treat
you differently now. Because of your
attempt to escape, you will both go to
my deepest dungeon. Take them away,
men '."

Rough hands were laid on Tailspin and
Skeeter, and they were bundled out into
the corridor by their guards. Then they
wero marched at the point of the bayonet
towards the rear of the building, finally

coming to a flight of steps that led down
into realms of semi-darkness.

They were compelled to descend, and
en route to the nether regions of the
stronghold they passed cell doors that
were fitted with narrow grilles. Not
until they were at the lowest level which
it seemed possible to reach did their
armed escort call a halt, however, and
then one of the men pointed to the
threshold of a murky room.

"In there, dingoes !" this fellow com-
manded tersely. "Yaya, Carrambo!"
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The Torrent

HE made a fierce gesture, but
Skeeter and Tailspin hung back,
only to be propelled forward by

angry and impatient exertions on the
part of the guards. There ensued a
brief scuffle which was foredoomed to

end in defeat so far as the Americans
were concerned, since the odds against
them were too heavy.

Cursing, prodding at the captives with
their bayonets and jabbing at them with
their musket-butts, the soldiery drove
them into the gloomy cell. Yet even
now the prisoners had not reached their

ultimate destination, for one of

Emanuel's hirelings opened a trap-door
in the floor, and the two youngsters were
forced to make their way down the rungs
of a ladder into a foul-smelling dungeon.
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The ladder was drawn up as they
tumbled from it, and, as it disappeared
through the aperture above, the trap-
door was closed witrf a slam and made
fast. Then came the tramp of feet as
the guards retired from the apartment
overhead, and Tailspin and Skeeter were
left alone in the silence of their deep
cell.

Neither of them uttered a word at
first, but Tailspin produced some
matches, and. striking one after an-
other, began to roam round the walls
of the dungeon like a caged and resent-
ful lion ; and he had been prowling in
this manner for several minutes when
Skeeter raised his voice.

"Take a load off your feet, Tommy."
he grunted. "You may as well resign
yourself to spending the rest of your days
in this hole. We mayn't be here long,
at that. I think Emanuel and Raymore
realise that we've no intention of accept-
ing their offer."

Tailspin made no reply. He was stoop-
ing close to the wall—seemed to be ex-
amining one of the stone blocks whicb
comprised it—and all at once he gave
vent to an exclamation.

"Hey, Skeets," ho rapped out, "here's
a loose 6tone. Do you—do you think it

may cover some secret outlet?"

Skeeter was by his side a moment
later, and together they strove to remove^
tho loose block of stone that Tailspin
had discovered.

It was no easy task, but at last they
succeeded in shifting it out of position

and lowering it to the floor, and, by the

light of one of the matches, they found
themselves looking into a small cavity.

This was not an outlet, but they saw
a lever there, and, thinking it might
possibly operate some mechanism that
would swing a section of the wall aside,

the two of them laid hold of it.

They had to exert all their strength
to force down that switch, but in the
instant that they did so they had reason
to regret their efforts—aye, and regret

them with a vengeance.

For sure enough a portion of the wall

yawned open, but not to lay bare an
avenue of escape. Instead, a surging
cataract of water was admitted that

hurled them to the floor and swept them
to the other end of the dungeon.

Gasping. pale with alarm, they

fled to their feet amidst the foam-
ing swirj and blundered to the fatal lever

that they had diagged down, and with
frantic hands Tailspin reached into tho

niche which it occupied.

"Quick. Skeets!" lie panted. "Help
me with this cursed switch!"

But if they had had difficulty in forc-

ing down the lever, the task of lifting it

was one that utterly defied them. It

was a- if it had jammed, and. while they
toiled and fought, the torrent which they
had released was pouring steadily into

the cell with the tumult of a mill-race.

The water rose higher; it. reached their
throats, their lips and their nostrils, so
that at length they were forced to

abandon the lever and swim to and fro

between the dungeon walls for dear life.

And as they swam they shouted for
help, but shouted in vain. No answering
sound reached their ears except tho
echoes of their own cries, and they knew
that they were doomed—doomed to
drown like rats when they sank from
sheer exhaustion, or when the rising
waters met their prison's roof.

(To be continued in another grand
episode next week. By permission of
Universal Pictures, Ltd.. starring Clark

Williams and Noah Beery, Jun.)
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"EXCUSE MY GLOVE"
(Continued from page 8)

only one commissionaire on duty at the
club, and he was certainly not capable
of handling three men. not forgetting
the masculine Aunt Fanny.
"Aren't you ashamed of yourself?"

CJ ied Aunt Fanny.
''Not tin's child," grinned Don.

"What'- it to you if I am drunk? I'm
yellow and I ran out of the fight. If

you think that, do so! Who cares?"
"You leave here at once," Lucille

jumped tip. "How dure you come here
and insult, him ? You turned him down
and "

"Shut up, or I'll turn you over and
spank you, ' cried Aunt Fanny. "Bill,
get him out of here."
Don swore he wouldn't go, so cx-

champion Bill Adams had to administer
the knock-out, and as Bill said afterwards
it hurt him more than it hurt Don. They
carried the body out of the Cocktail
Club.

It took Bill and the boys two days to
sober up Don Carter, and the young
boxer admitted that he had been a fool
to go on the booze, but he was so de-
presscd.
"Aunt Fanny—ilis. Stafford—is speak-

ing to the Boxing Commission," Bill told
him. "And she reckons she can get us
hack in the game. She lias a lot of in-

fluence."
And Aunt Fanny got them back in

the game and fixed up a small fight, for
(,'arter. The youngster tried to re-

pay them all for their kindness by work-
ing hard, but Bill Adams, after a fort-

night's work, came to see Aunt Fanny.
"His fighting spirit has gone wrong,"

Bill confessed. "There's no snap in his
work. His punch has no pep, and even
eld Hurricane Harry can stand up to
hie. He's lost his guts. Will you nave
a word with the kid?"

"I've got a lass in this house in the
same state," Aunt Fanny answered. "I
think I can cure him."
Mrs. Stafford did not mince her words

when she got Don Carter to herself. He
had no go because ho thought it was all

finished with Ann. It deserved to be
finished. Ann had placed him on a
pedestal and he had flopped off, but,
strange as it might seem, she was still

in love with him, though pretending that
the name of Don Carter meant nothing
to her.

"Young man, fight back and square
your shoulders," she urged. "You've
got to win back your good name both
in the boxing world and in her eyes.
And if you climb to success you may
yet win my niece. I might give my con-
sent to her marrying a man, but not a
spineless collector of stained glass."

There was a new light in Don's eyes
after Aunt Fanny had gone. He won
his first fight in the fifth round. A
month later he gained the decision over
Seaman Jones. Tiger Watson, an ex-
champion, was so -badly beaten that his
Seconds threw in the towel in the fourth
round. Thus did Don Carter's name
begin to be known in boxing circles, and

time he fought his name was in

asingly large letters.

During this time Williams had a fight
with Danny Merlin, the champion, and
after n bout of holding that went the
whole way Williams got the verdict and
became the new champion.

B
Foul Play

IG Bob Ruffer had changed his tone
in regard to Don Carter. The man
itill hated Bill Adams and Don, but
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he had to admit that the youngster could
box.
Madigan found Ruffer a useful man

for doing dirty jobs. For money the

man would almost go as far as murder.
"Guv'nor, Carter can stop Williams

in six rounds," ho opined. "And yet I

hear you're letting the kid have a scrap

with the new champion and with the title

at stake. You're not betting on Carter,

are you ?"

"No, and I've backed Williams rather

heavily—that's why I scut for you,"
Madigan smiled. " With a certain bookie
I have a bet of five thousand that Carter
won't dare to face Williams on the actual

night, and that I think he'll run like he
did last time. Naturally, the bookie was
willing to gamble that Carter would
show up, and I have a level five thousand
that he won't. A good investment."
"Investment !" sneered Ruffe r.

"Sounds to me you've gone crazy."

"A fortune-teller told me Carter won't
show up," laughed Madigan.
"You can't pull that sob stuff again."

"No, but I can pull something else."

Madigan nodded his head confidentially.
" A champion can't lose his title if he
has no one to fight with, and if you
cany out your end, Ruffer, you get one-

litth of my investment. Have a drink,

and listen."

The day of the fight loomed and Don
Carter was in perfect trim. Bill Adams
was confident of his man.
Don received many telegrams wishing

him success, and one that, arrived at mid-

day caused the youngster to jump to his

feet. It was from Ann. He had been

told by Mrs. Stafford that Ann was read-

ing all about his fights and even talking

about him, and that if he won the cham-
pionship or if he went down in a glorious

defeat it was safe to say that Ann would

take him back into her friendship. This

telegram showed that she had forgiven

him.
"Can't you look in before fight—want

to wish you good luck alone—Ann."
Don crammed the telegram into his

pocket. If he told Bill that he was

going out there might be a scene. Best

if he got a taxi and went down to Ann's

place at once—he could be back in ;m

hour. Best if he slipped out of the win-

dow and went across the fields—the

training quarters were still at the barn.

Little did he know that the barn was

being watched. Don made for the main

road that passed the barn some half mile

away—Madigan had
schemed that Don
would get out the

back way. On reach-

ing the main road

Don was pleased to

see a car approach-
ing—little did he
know that the

masked driver was
the same man who
had piloted the
aeroplane. The car

stopped and the

driver said he would
lie pleased to take

him to where he
wanted to go.

Don jumped into

the car, and in-

stantly two men
crouching there
sprang on him and
clubbed him into

oblivion.

When Don came
to his senses he
opened his eyes and
looked round. He
was in some sort of

cellar. Slowly it

came back to him.
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He had been tricked by a fake message.
He looked at his watch. He must have
been here some hours, and from the
reeling pains in his head guessed the
gang must, have doped him. Soon time
for the big fight. If he could get
out of this place he could just do it.

Quickly Don looked round and saw a
heavy barrel. He picked it up in his
arms. He would smash down the door.
Crash! The timbers shook under the
impact. The door was almost broken
down when it was burst open and
Ruffer, followed by four or five men,
charged into the cellar. Before the
weight of numbers Don went down and
the men pinioned his arms.

"You might as well keep cool,"
snarled Ruffer. "Ypu've only got an-

other hour and then everything will be"

all right. Understand'.'" lPe emphasised
this with a brutal kick in the ribs.

Don gritted his teeth and feigned to

go limp, then he stiffened and twisted,
rolling one man off his chest. Somehow
ho got to his feet. A man rushed at him
and zonk—that man went down like a
felled ox. A man leapt on his back
and Don tossed the rascal over his head
to land with a thud on the stones.

They got him down and Ruffer began
brutally kicking him, but the pain gave
Don renewed strength, and he flung
them away. A right and left settled a
third man.
"Now, you skunks!" yelled Don. ami

waded into Ruffer and the remaining
crook. He broke Ruffer's nose and
crashed the other man against the wall.

Holding his side, Don staggered up
the steps, and with difficulty dragged
aside tho broken door. He managed to

get to the street: and there stood the car
that had brought him to this place. He
turned the ear and drove at a furious

speed towards London.

o ;

The Fight

XE can imagine the consternation in

the Adams camp when Don <

vanished the second time. Neither
Pal and Harry nor any of Don's sparring

partners had any idea what could have
happened. Ann was responsible for the
discovery of the disappearance. Through
Aunt Fanny she had come to the barn
to wish Don good luck, and she had
arrived half an hour after the telegram.
Aunt Fanny was summoned, and that,

good lady was staggered by the news.
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Everyone was brought before her and
questioned, but no one had the slightest

clue.

"He's walked out on me," wailed Bill.

"Why's he done it?"
"After this is all over he'll probably

trot in with a blonde alibi like last time,"
cried the angry Ann.
"Not so fast, young woman," cried

Aunt Fanny. "I've every confidence
that Don will show up at the fight.

Maybe he's heard of some place with
stained glass and gone there."

At last came the time when it was
impossible to remain any longer at the
barn. It was decided that all Don's kit

should be taken to the Albert Hall, the

venue of the fight, and hope desperately
that be would show up.
Again a bout had to be substituted to

save a riot, and there was much mutter-
ing from the vast crowd. And the
manager had given five minutes before
lie declared Williams the winner when
Don pulled up outside the hall and, get-

ting out, staggered round to the dressing-

100ms. Bill, Harry and Pat were pacing
the room when Don appeared, this time
more dishevelled, but alone.

"Gosh, kid, where you been?" gasped
Bill. "Never mind, that'll have to

wait. You got here, and that's the main
thing. For the love of Mike, change
quickly, Don."

"Bill, I'm afraid the fight's off." Don
gasped out, and no one noticed how he
clutched his side. "You see, I've

br "

The door opened and in walked Aunt
Fanny and Ann.
"Mrs. Stafford, Don's showed up at

last," yelled Bill. "And he says he
won't fight."

"Where's the blonde this time?"
sneered Ann.
"So you're a quitter," cried Aunt

Fanny. "Come on, Ann, we're getting
out of here."
The women swept out of the room,

ind with agonised eyes Don saw them
go. He looked appealingly at his friends.

"Bill, I'm in no condition to fight,"

he pleaded.
"You were this morning when the

doctor examined you," cried Bill

"What's the matter with you this time?"
"You're scared of Williams I" .accused

Harry,
"You've gone yellow!" added Pat.
"I'm not yellow, Bill." Don looked

at his trainer, and saw that the little

man thought so. "All right, if that's

what everyone says the fight's on."
Aunt Fanny and Ann were on the

point of leaving the Albert Hall when
they heard that the rumour that the
fight was off which had been spreading
round the crowd was wrong, and that

Don Carter was at that moment enter-

ing the ring. The two women hurried
back to their seats.

Pat and Harry were seconds, and it

was the former who saw Don wince as

he climbed into the ring.

"You hurt?" Pat questioned.
"Got involved in a rough house," Don

answered in a whisper. "It's my rib."

"You haven't cracked it?" gasped out
Harry.
"I don't know, but I've got to go

through with it," Don whispered back.
" Don't let Bill know."
The loudspeaker woke to life:

"Spike Williams is about to defend
his title—the challenger is Don Carter.
Both men are in the pink of condition

—

Williams weighs twelve stone 1

ounci i weighs exactly twelve
stone."

M.C announced:
"On my left Spike Williams, cruiser-

weight champion of Great Britain, and
on my light, the challenger, Don Cartel'.

oJ Banbury."
Mai rh j lib, IMC.
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Madigan was startled out of his placid
content at sight of Carter. Those fools

had failed and he bad lost five

thousand. He sent word to Williams to

go all out for a quick knock-out

—

through his glasses he could see that

Don's face was white and strained, and
guessed that he had been in a scrap with
Ruffer and the gang.
"Protect your rib with your elbow,"

advised Pat before the gong went.

The fighters shook hands and went
back to their comers, then ft.c gepg
went and the fight was on. Williams
came out first, and Don rather slowly.

Williams was the first to attack, he
feinted and attacked with both hands.
The crowd gasped when Don went into

a clinch.

Williams was a shrewd fighter, and he
knew by heart Carter's type of boxing
and instinct told him that Don was not
himself, and he was quick to see that

Don kept his left hand lower than usual

and well into the body. He backed
away, forcing Dan to lead with his left.

Williams was tilaying to get that left

away from the body, and he trapped Don
into giving him an opening. Williams
slipped inside with a right to the body
that landed plumb on the injured rib.

He saw Don wince with pain as the

youngster went into a clinch.

The referee forced them to break, and
before the round ended Williams had
landed again to that broken rib. Don
was in bad shape when he got to his

corner.
"What yer guarding yer ribs for?"

Bill demanded angrily.

"Was I?" panted Don. "I didn't

notice it."

"If you want to know. I'll tell you.

Pat placed his mouth close to Bill's ear.

"The kid's got a broken rib."

"A rib gone?" cried Bill. "Here,
you ain't going in there again. I ain't

going to have you crippled."

"I can take care of myself," rasped

Don. "I'm going on with this fight

—

you keep out of it."

Aunt Fanny watched the second round
with dismay and incredulity. Some-
thing was wrong. Don had never fought

like this befoi-e, and she knew by his

agonised expression that Williams' body
blows were hurting. Don was down
for a count of five and got up like a

drunken man. Williams rushed in and
floored Don again, and only the gong
saved the challenger. The third round
was even worse. Don was beaten all

round the ring. Always he tried to

protect his rib. and now be was getting

so dazed that Williams was landing tell-

ing punches to the face. Tt was all the

champion's fight, and when at the end
of the third round Aunt Fanny saw Bill

whispering and clutching a towel, she
quickly left her seat to hurry to Don's
corner.
"You can't fool me," she hissed at

Bill. "Don's hurt."
"Busted a rib in a fight with some

of Madigan's bunch," Bill told her. "I
guess the only thing is to chuck in the
towel."
"I'm going on!" gasped Don.
"Brave lad." Aunt Fanny smiled at

him. "Stick it. I'm going back to

Ann. and she'll be shouting for you."
Don did make a better show in the

fifth round, and only at the end of the
round did Williams manage to land on
the busied lib. Don was in a sorry

state as he got to his corner. Aunt
Fanny bad some more advice.

"You've got to change your tactics,

Don." she whispered. "It's your only
chance. Load with your right, and pot.

him guessing. It'll be something he
least expects, and it'll keep him away
from that I

:\rE\%ry Tuesday

Williams was taken by surprise by
the right lead, and in the middle of the
round Don saw bis chance and landed
a left hook. The champion went down,
but he was not so badly hurt as he
appeared. He had learnt much in the
Madigan school. He was feigning
grogginess. He staggered to his feet
at "Seven!" and Don, his confidence
restored, sprang forward, and William-,
stiffening to action, whipped a cruel
blow to the damaged rib. Squirming,
Don went down, and Ann sobbed to see
his distress.

Aunt Fanny yelled in the uproar for

Don to get up, and though he could
not possibly have heard her. he was up
at "Eight!" Williams forced Don back
against the ropes and tried everything
to knock his man unconscious. Don did
manage to protect his rib. but came in

for terrible punishment about the face
before the gong went.

"Don, watch that slug," hissed Aunt
Fanny, pushing Bill Adams to one side,

"and try the same trick on him. If he
can play that groggy stuff, so can you.
Go on leading with your right and use
your brains."
In the seventh round, after a fierce

exchange of blows, Don went down, but
was up at "Six!" He staggered away
from the whirlwind attack. Williams
went after him to get the knock-out
that should settle the fight. Then, to

the amazement of the crowd. Don came
back to life with a vengeance. He
parried a blow with his right forearm
and sent in a lightning short left hook
which connected with Williams' chin.

The champion went down, but got up,

badly shaken, at "Eight!" and then
Don gathered together all his strength.
Rights and lefts battered the champion,
and the crowd gasped when Don finished

off the fight with another left hook.
Williams took the count. Don Carter
was the new cruiser-weight champion.
The crowd went nearly mad when the

M.C. told them that Don Carter had
won the fight in spite of fighting with
a smashed rib.

Ann was one of the first to congratu-
late Don, but the new champion had
something else to deal with first.

"Bill "—he pointed
—

"see that fellow

with Madigan? That's the driver of the
car that took me for a ride, and close

behind is that crook Ruffer.''

"Just as I thought—Madigan's be-

hind this." Bill showed his teeth. "I
always said that some day I'd smack
that guy in the beezer!" And he hurled
himself across the ring, and as he went
he jabbed his hand into Don's right

glove.
Madigan was trying to get through

the crowd, but the masses would not let

him pass. A hand gripped his shoulder
and he swung round with a snarl of

rage.
"Mr. Madigan!" cried Bill Adams.

"Excuse my glove!" And lie landed
a punch that knocked the crook out for

an hour.
When Madigan woke he was in gaol,

and so were Ruffer and (he rest of the

gang.
And some weeks later Don had a

(baiicc to look at more stained £

This time in a church. At the

time that Don married Ann. so \v.i~

Aunt Fanny married (o Bill Adams.
That good lady said that someone had
to many him to stop him wearing those

dreadful yellow ties. Poor Bill was him-
self managed from that very day.

(By permission of Associated British

Film Distributors and Alexander Produc-
tions. A film story based on the work
of Mr. R. Howard Alexander, starring

Len Harvey and Archie Pitt.)
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"WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND" 8
Q

(Continued from page 12) V

id below, ami as the outlaw swung
round and his hand went to his gun,
Adam was on him, bearing him to the
ground.

n was a strong man, and he had
fought and conquered many in his day,
but ho iicid little chance against the fury
of Adam's onslaught. Just for a moment
the two fought and panted and wrestled.
And then, a* the outlaw broke loose and

back, Adam launched himself
I his fist crashed into the

other crashed once more, and,
with a scream, the other grabbed at the
low wail—but too late, and with an

toppled over and hurtled
down iiito the pool.

Adam stood fighting for breath. Then,
with a supreme effort, lie pulled himself

i' and <> it came J)i<s knife, and in
ler moment the old man and Ruth

were free.

A
Picacho

DAM LA KEY rode slowly across
the desert. There was little or

happiness in his heart,
though the memory of his interview
with Kuth was still fresh in his mind.
hor she still loved him, had told him s

.

and was ready to marry him and link
her life with his for better or for worse.
But he had refused to let her make

the sacrifice and had fold her so.

"It can't be," ho had said. "I've still

got this shadow hanging over me, and
until 1 can clear myself, Ruth, I can

r marry you. It wouldn't be fair."
, She had tried to reason with him, had* begged him to stay, but he had stead-
>? tastly refused.

e's only one way, mv dear. -
' he

i said, "and I'm takiu' it. It's a
rv slender chance bit it is a chance.

I'm lidin' for Picacho, and I'm givin'
myself up. This thing's goin' to be

'tied once and for all."

So now he was on his way to the
mi]) which only one short year

ago had held euch high hopes to him
"hen he had hist landed there. For ho
knew that now old Dismukes and Ruth
were safe at last. Before he had left
the mine help had arrived, all the robbers

been killed or captured, and the old
prospector, in spite of hi, injuries, would
iOOn be al! light, again.

\ iie came in sight, of the mining
camp of Picacho ho set his teeth.

"I wonder what will bo the end of it
all?" be mused as he made his
into the town.

lie pulled up before a shack wh<
nan we- working; in his garden II,

iiad been puzzled al what he had so far
seen, for tii • once thriving camp seemed
almost to be deserted and ho failed to
understand it.

"Say. stranger, where can I find the
hi '.'" he demanded.

The other turned, straightened up,
si i ve\ nl him coolly.

"Gu - you don't have to find him/'
lie replied laconically, as he opem
coat to display the badge of office.
"You're lookin' at him."
But Adam'? next words came out quite

cahul
.

.

'Mj name's Adam Larey," he said.
end waited.
The other nodded.
'Glad to know yo .. Adam L

d coolly. "Can I sell

dawg ? I've got some nice dawgs here.
Now there's a dawg I've got—-"

BOY'S CINEMA

He walked coolly over to a shed, com-
ing back with a dog in his arms.

"Now here's a real nice pup. Mr.
Larey, and you car. have him for five

dollars. Of course
''

But here Adam broke in He utterly
failed to understand what was going on.

"Leave dogs alone for the moment."
he said. "I'm Adam Larey, and I

killed a man here a year ago and I've
come to give myself up."
The old man scratched his head with

a puzzled look on his face.

ia1 -ii. Mr. Larej . he said.

"Well, I guess it's the jii-t I heard of

it. When they made nn sheriff ol

town—the last one got killed
"

"Got killed?" broke in Adam Quickly.
"Sun thine " replied the other. "He'd

had it comin' to him for a long tune,
too. He wasn't popular in these parts.
And who was it you happened to kill.

-Mr. Larey?"
"It was accidental," answered Adam

steadily. "He was my brother, Guerd
Larey."

"Oh, him?" said fiie old man carc-
le-.-lv. ™ IL; ain't dead. He cleared out
six months ago when tiie gold petered
out. I saw him ride out. But let me
show you a dawg I've got here that I

reckon would suit you. He's a real fine

dawg, and cheap, too."

He shuffled over to his shed, talking as
he went.
"Now, there's a dawg as anyone

would be proud to—why sufferin'
wiiat's the "

From his point cf view he had good
reason to ask. For as he stood there
with the dog in his arms all be could
-ee was a rider who was rushing away
out of the l own as fa-t a, his hoi,-e

would t

And the direction lie wag taking wae
the' direction in which the Death Valley
lay.

The old man stood serai .head.

"Now why didn't ne wait to have a

look at you':" he r,aid, as he stroked the
dog's '

But Adam Larey, flying across the
desert toward- I Valley, with
amazement, excitement, and happiness
in every line of his face, COuld
given him an answer to the question.

(By permission of Paramount Pictures.

Ltd., starring Dean Jaggcr and Gail
Patrick.)
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feeling that the big black-haired man
in the other corner was not, only
loo-king as if he had as good as won,
but was feeling the same way.

He looked anxiously round at the
spectators. Beautifully-dressed women,
immaculately-dressed men. and all

laughing and joking as they chattered
eagerly and made their bet-.

"I guess some of them wouldn't bo
quite -o happy if they were in my place,"-
he reflected.

"Now go in and win," whispered
as the gong went.

"Rather," exclaimed Chick, and
danced gaily into the middle of the ring.
Chick never quite knew what hap-

pened in that first round. He had a
vague idea that a steel whirlwind had
suddenly descended on him and there
seemed 10 be no escape from it. He
tried to cover up, to dodge away from
it, but it seemed to be little good.
Blows seemed to be coming from all

over the place, and he could hear roars
of applause from the crowd. And every
time he tried to hit his man, his man
somehow wasn't there to receive the
blows, yet always there to hand ovit

more. And then, all of a sudden, be
realised that he was on the floor, and
that the referee was holding his

opponent off.
"

I let up, get u)i
!''

Chick sal up, staring dazedly about
him. He seemed to bear Hurley's voice
shouting at him, wondered vaguely why
it was. then suddenly he.ml tin- gong
end found himself being ' back
to his chair.

It was while he was sluing in his

chair wondering vaguely how lie would
ever gel. through the next round that
Marie appeared, and as she heard what
had happened her eyes sought Chick
anxiously. But Chick's eyes at the

ime to rest on
and she smiled brave encourage-

ment, little knowing that that was all

Chick needed.
If was Pinky and wl'.o

in irise in the next round.
Pinky advanced ly, thinking ho

i i.iii" inable on hand
;

luii before he quite knew what was hap-
pening, Chick lied suddenly hurled him-

if him like iving
him all round the ring before he could

er from Ins surprise while tho
amazed spectators stood up and cheered
wildiy, and Parker muttered curses
under his breath.

"line. Chick, fine!" said Hurley, as
Ins mini lay panting in Ins seat at the
conclusion of the round. "Can you do
that again?"

"Oli. I've only just begun!" retorted
the other, as he danced up to his feet

for the third round.

It v \- a fight under all tho
ion i ules. For an elderly

lady had beert installed at her own re-

i. and the rounds
i h owing

r keen interest in the fight, But
the fourth round came up. every-

reed that 'he fight had swung
' slightly ('hick was holding his

own ,':ni| Bghting with desperation.
times had he be< n I nocked

down, but each time he had struggled
and ha ! ill nt his

el '.villi redoubled fury.

And then, while the two men fought,
came strange dh For a maid had

.March 14tb, 1930.
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slipped quietly into the i\~&n with an
agitated face to tell Marie that Jimmy
was missing from his room, and Marie
had screamed and fled, and the room
was in a hubbub in a moment, with
everyone flying for the door.
And it was at that moment that Chick

turned his head, wondering what was
happening, and Pinky hit him, sending
him full length on the floor. For a
moment or so he lay there, wondering
vaguely why no warning voice rang out
the seconds. Then he suddenly lifted

himself, and at one glance (he position

flashed to him. Pinky had turned away,
firm in the belief that the fight was
over : and a tiny voice was whispering
to -Chick that Pinky had hit him just

now when he was hot looking.
And no missile ' out Of a catapult

launched itself straighter or more force-

fully than did Chick at Pinky, who
turned just, one second too late.

Hap hurried Chick from the room.
On the floor lay Pinky, whose seconds
were endeavouring to revive him and
demanding loudly that it was no fight.

"The kid's mining," urged Hurley.
"We must go and search the grounds."
But even as they searched outside,

they heard strange noises in the big
garage which they had been using as

a gymnasium, and both ran swiftly

towards it.

"What on earth's goin' on here?"
panted Chick as they drew near, for

young, excited voices were heard coming
from the inside of the lighted gym-
nasium.
But as they reached the half-opened

door, both of them pulled up with a
jerk, clutching each other and stiffening

into silence. • ' '

"-Gosh, can you beat it?" whispered
Hurlev.
•It would have been hard to do so.

There was a ring roped off in the middle
of' the room, for -it had been there that

Hurley, Chick and Blackburn had
already had many a set-to.
- But it was no empty ring now. Round
the ropes were four excited little figures,

and inside was Jimmy Parker and
another tiny boy, dressed in the regula-

tion 6horts, with diminutive boxing
.'gloves on their hands, while they
slapped viciously at each other, accom'-

•panied by cheers from the four spec-

tators.

"Say. I reckon Mrs. Parker ought
to have a sight of this," murmured
Hurley. " Let's go and find her."
Together they sped away to the house.

(By permission of Paramount Pictures,

Ltd., starring Lee Tracy and Roscoe
Karns.)
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all three on the floor. He made a dash
for the light switch and shut it off.

Confusion reigned in the again pitch-
dark library. When Murray could get
at the switch Verrell had gone.
Escaping by the window, he made his

way to Jimmy's apartments, to find hie

ally stamping furiously about the little

room. >_

"Lummy, guv', you've been « tune
coming ! I 'phoned you half an hour
ago !"

"You 'phoned me—whore?"
"Your rooms. Don't pretend—you

answered all right !"

"The police have taken possession,"
Verrell decided. "One of theni
answered you. Did you give this
address 1"

"Am I a mug?" Jimmy asked, add-
ing: 'I copped a little feller coming out
of Lady Mac's while I was waiting for

you. I brought him here and telephoned
you, holding lum tip with his own pistol.

Then he suddenly sprang at me, knocked
the gun out of my hand and hopped it!"
Verrell asked, doubtfully :

"A little man I"
"A regular little rat !" said Jimmy

angrily.

" Love Will See Us Through !
"

VERRELL had just found, the cigar-

ette-case in Phyllis Newcombe's
seemingly deserted flat when the

telephone bell rang. He heard someone
in the outer hall lift tin reviver from
its stand—heard a man''; voire answer
the call.

"Thanks, Phil! That fool Murray must
have missed him."
Verrell stood very still. There was

no window to escape from this time.
The lights flashed up and big Davidson
pushed open the glassed partition which
separated the hall from the lounge. He
held an automatic out6tretched.

"You've done, it once too often, Mr.
Blank Verrell!"

Make Sure Of Your
Copy Of

Boy's Cinema
BY ORDERING

NOW!

"Looks like it," \ well replied with
a. shrug.
Davidson continued : .

"The forged bonds you so obligingly
got for me out of McTavish's safe aren't
here. And Phyllis isn't coining back-
she's going away with me to-night. Your
body will be found to-morrow morning

—

so will Lady McTavush'6 bracelet, in one
of your pockets I The papers to-morrow
will headline: 'Murderer of Sir John
kills himself in an actress' flat.' I shall

put this gun in your dead hand after

wiping off my own finger-prints."

Verrell inquired conversationally:

"I begin to understand. You borrowed
money on those bonds from Sir John
and lie found out tiiat they were duds.
So you killed him."
"Oh, shut up 1 I'm going to shoot!"

A small, furtive man had silently

entered the outer hall. He crouched
low; Verrell had but a glimpse of him
when his gun snapped out. Davidson
dropped his automatic with a howl of

baffled rage, clutching at a shattered
arm.

Verrell sprang forward and snatched
up the pistol, covering Davidson with it.

at the moment Murray and a posse of

poliee came charging into the flat. They
seized the little, furtive man.

"Just in time, inspector, eh?" Verrell
called to the detective.

"Seems so," Murray grunted.
Jimmy's voice was heard from behind

the police.

"That's the little bloke who killed Six

John. I copped him when he went back
to get the doings."
The little man gnarled.

"It was him!" He pointed a trembling
hand at Davidson "I only engraved the

bond6. They were beautiful—beautiful.

He wished to destroy them-—

"

"That's enough I" Murray silenced

him. "You can say your piece at the

Yard. Mr. Davidson, you'll have to

come along.'-' He snapped at Verrell:

"And you. Mr. Blank '."

Jean pushed her way through.

"We make no chargo against Mr.
Verrell. I am acting for Lady
McTavish."
Murray glared from one to the other.

Jimmy, grinning cheerfully, crossed to

Miss Newcombe's wirefcss set and
switched it full on. The announcer's
voice boomed out from, tho B.B.C,
studio:
"The band will now play a fox-trot,

'Love Will Sec Us Through'."

(By permission of Warner Bros., star-

ring Ellis Irving and Aileen Marson.)
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He was the greatest tuna fisherman on the coast. He was fearless and ha\d-headed.
The girl was beautiful, had a tongue like a knife, and a heart of gold. Because of his
bullying and boasting he was crushed and became a hobo, and the girl went to prison
because she stole to help her man. A human, pulsating drama of the waterfront,

starring Spencer Tracy and Jean Harlow

A One-day Strike

IN a tumbledown shack on the

'Frisco waterfront lived one large

family. There were three bed-rooms
and an attic under the rafters. "Pops"
Warner might have been called the

head of the family; but, as he was mostly
drunk and out of work, he did not count
for much. His eldest daughter, Lil, was
Hie manageress of the home, though one
could hardly call her the boss.

Lil had a shrill voice, was very plain,

but her great asset was a heart of gold.

She had married Pete Hoskin when she
was seventeen, and she had two chil-

dren—Jimmy, who was eleven, and
Rosie, aged four. They were the de-

light, but the worry, of her life. She
had another worry, too—her sister,

flattie, who was twenty-one.

Hattie had hair that was flaxen, a
body full of healthy youth, a figure that

was perfect, a skin that would have been
an advertisement for any beauty treat-

ment, and perfect, features. in fact,

Hattie was a very beautiful girl; but that

sliapely jaw could become very stubborn,
and ice could become strident

when aroused to anger.

On this summer morning Lil got her
hasb&rid off to his job at a meat stores,

washed and helped the children to dress,

and then yanked Hattie out of bed to go
to her job at the fish cannery. Having
been out on the binge the previous even-
ing, Porw wan allowed to remain in his

When >he had got rid of the "hildivn,

l.il came to sec vshal progress her

vfls making.
Hattie. clothod in a gaudy slip, was
Apt ii Jtli, 1936.

perched on the end of her bed and yawn-
ing.
"Didja have a good time at the

ball?"
"Sure, I won a beauty prize." Hattie

laughed. "Thai made some of the cats

jealous."
"What will Dutch Miller say when he

hears?"
"That false alarm!" sneered Hattie.

"If he'd come near the place they'd have
turned the hose on him."
"He's going out with the fleet this

morning after tuna."
"Yeah, I know." Hattie yawned

again. "I'm gonna throw my arms
round his neck, put my head on his

shoulder, and tell him to jump down a

whale."
Lil crinkled her nose.

"Makes you feel better, don't it.

honcv, running a guy down when you're

struck on him !"

"Who? What? Dutch Miller? I

don't mean nothing to him,, and he
means less to me, so that makes us both
happy."
"Well, in that case why do you keep

his picture stuck in the mirror?" Lil

pointed. " Why don't you throw it

away ?"

"ft reminds me not to like him."

"Lil! Lil! Hat!" They heard a

voice from below.

"Oh, my, that's Pete!" Lil looked all

distressed. "Now, I wonder what's
wrong ?"

Hattie hurriedly pulled on a blouse and
skirt and dashed downstairs. Pete was
talking escitedlv to his wife.

"Hat, the fleet ain't going out,"
shouted Pete. "The fishermen arc

gonna strike. They're milling oround
the docks. The cops are there."
"The cops!" Hattie cried. "Let's go.

We'll miss all the fun."
The two girls, Pete and Jimmy hurried

towards the docks, where they found a

large crowd gathered listening, to a pig,

unshaven rascal who was
barrel.
"Only chance of getting a better per-

ige on your haul. You arc doing all

the work, and somebody else is taking all

the profits. Is that what yon'ie working
for ?"

"Sounds liko somebody's making a
speech," whispered Lil. "r.ee, I hope
there ain't gonna be trouble.''

In a cheap restaurant close to the
waterfront a square-shouldered man
eating at a table. He was a fear]

stubborn fellow, and not bad-looking.

One could see the strength in his great
hands and mighty shoulders.

A bell tinkled and a little man darted
into the restaurant. Curious the friend-

ship between those two exact opposites

She wolf and the weasel.

"I'm getting worried." The little

man pulled up a chair. "Listen to

'em!"
"Don't bother me. Lew." cried I

1

Miller. "1 ain't had my
I

i."

"How can you think of catii

fast 'i Th 'king

about going on strike. You might
your job.

"

" Pah. what a hope! I should worry!"
The little man shook his head

pairingly, but brightened when the bell

rang and an elderly man hurried into
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the restaurant—a homely, keen-eyed
man, and his face looked worried. He
drew up a chair at the table.

"Hi, 'ya. Brains?" greeted Dutch.
"Just haying a little snack before we
shove off."

"Don't look like we was going,

Dutch," answered the man, who had
got his nickname because of his powers
of leadership. "Things arc pretty

tough out there. The men won't listen

to me. They don't care whether I'm
the head of the union or not."

"Don't, let that mob get you. They
never do nothing but yap."

"I'm worried, " muttered Brains.
"We ain't got dough enough in the
treasury to strike. In a few weeks
we'll all be starving in the streets. Nick
wants the men to walk out."

"You'll never make me believe

that," laughed Dutch. "I kinda
reckon the boys is right to strike, and
I'll bet Nick gives them a raise."

"Not on your life." Brains shook his

head emphatically. "Nick Bonis wants
• lie men to walk out. He wants us to
b.cak the five-year agreement we
signed so he can bring in cheap
labour."
"He what?" Dutch put down his

cflee-cup.
'It's a fad. but the men don't under-

stand, and I can't make 'cm listen.

You know Nick and his methods."
"Why. the dirty douWff-erosser. He

can't get away with this."

"He will if the men walk out. I

think you ought to talk to them.
Dutch. They'll listen to you."

"'They'll listen to you all right
"

"No, you tell 'em, Dutch," piped
L' iv. "You can make 'em eat dirt

like it."

Dutch stood ii]).

"If they strike, my name ain't

Di 'h Miller. What do you want me
to say to 'cm?"
"Don't let 'em play into Nick's

binds," urged Brains. "Get 'cm to

go back to the boats and make 'cm
stop listening to Belcher. He's a Red
if ever I saw one."
"Why, the gas-bag!" Dutch

laughed sneeringly. "I'll break him in

hall. I'll give him what, for!"
"No violence, Dutch," begged the

older man. "Just talk to 'em. Ap-
peal to their reason."

Til and Hal lie were craning their
necks to hear and see when they saw
a movement in the crowd. Someone
was shoving and pushing his way to the
love.

" You take those boats out to-day,
and our cause is lost!" roared Belcher.
"Aw, shut up and get off that

barrel! Where do you think you are,

Russia?" taunted Dutch Miller.
"iSTo, I wish 1 was," answered

Belcher.
"Well, swim over there and see how

you like it!" yelled Dutch, and sud-
denly gave the barrel a mighty push.

Belcher lost, his balance, gave a yell

and toppled backwards into the dirty
water of the harbour.
Police, on the outskirts of the crowd,

expected trouble to start.

Dutch Miller straightened the barrel
and climbed on to it. Some of the
crotyrd were laughing at Belcher's
downfall, but others were growling
threateningly.
"Who put you up there?" someone

shouted.
"Wail a minute," Dutch's mighty

voice roared out. "I'll tell you why
I'm up here. It's because you won't
listen to Brains, but you ain't got the
nerve not, to listen to me. When we
was kids we used to fight like wild-
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rat-, but if an outside gang came in

we stuck together and threw 'em out.

Brains says that Nick wants us to strike.

Do you get that?"
There were cries of disbelief.

"He wants US to strike. He thinks
we're suckers." yelled Dutch. "We
ain't gonna fight—and I'll sock the first

guy in the puss that says we are."
"You ain't gonna sock nobody!"

jeered a big man, and one of

Belcher's erang.
"Is that so?" sneered Dutch, and

next second he was off that barrel.

Wonk ! His fist landed with a thud on
an unshaven jaw.
One second later a glorious scrap be-

tween those for striking and those
against was in full progress. Lil,

Hattie and Jimmy managed to wriggle
out of the scrum as the police
charged into the fray.

"Come on! Break it up, break it

up!" yelled the police.

Dutch .Miller was about to leap on
another would be striker when a

policeman gripped the two men by the
shoulders.
"Let rne go, bud. I'm trying to

establish law and order! " argued
Dutch.

"All right, wise guy." sneered the
cop. "I'm locking you up."

Hattie, from the fire-escape of the
cannery, had witnessed the scene be-

tween the cop and Dutch, and her
nimble brain sought to find .some way
to save the man she scorned and yet
admired, ('.lancing round, she spied a

crate of tins, and quickly she seized
one, wrapped it up in a piece of paper
and tied it with a string from her
apron. She dropped it neatly near the
cop and the struggling Dutch.
"Watih out Im low ! It's a bomb!"

she screamed.
Policemen and fishermen scattered in

all directions, and the officer holding
Dutch ran the fastest.

The hesitant strikers had had enough

and they raced towards their boats.

They knew with the meeting broken
up the police would not follow. One
officer ventured to upwrap the bomb,
and his expression when he saw it was
"SEA QUEEN TUNA" was a sight.

Dutch Miller scurried towards the
boats, and there he raised his hands.
"Get aboard your boats and let's get

some work done."
"Nice work. Dutch." Brains was at

his side. "Much obliged."
"Nothing at all—nothing at all. Any

time you get a tough nut to crack just

call on me. I'll be glad to oblige."
Dutch cried, with pompous conceit.

"Only next time you don't have to tell

me what to do. I can always get the
gang to do anything I want 'em to."

Standing at an open window was a

swarthy fellow in a loud suit with

padded shoulders. A diamond gleamed
in the bright tie and another huge
diamond glistened on one of the man's
fingers. By liis side stood a ferrety-

faced person whose upper lip was bared
in an unpleasant grin.

"He catches my goat, that Dutch
Miller." muttered Nick Louis. ".He
smart guy. huh? He settles my strike.

Maybe some day I settle his hash."

Hattie was in the cleansing depart-

ment of the cannery, and she should
have gone back to work now that the

trouble was over, but she told Lil that

she was going round to tell the swell-

headed Dutch who had saved his skin.

Apparently the Press and their

cameramen had had wind of trouble

among the tuna fishermen, and they
had been loitering round the docks for

davs on the chance of a story.

Hattie found Dutch Miller standing
on the side of the wharf with Press
in ii interviewing and others taking his

picture. A news-reel man was also in

action.

"Mr. Miller, will you say something
for the Metrophone News while we take
your picture?"

Dutch Miller was about to leap on another would-be striker when
a policeman gripped the two men by their shoulders.

April 4th, 1936.
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" Hey, listen ! " truculently Dutch interrupted. " If you want to

talk percentages with anybody, talk it with me !
"

" Sure-»-sure ! I'll stand by (ho gang-
way— that should look swell." Dutch
grinned. "Do I start now? Okay."

'Dutch, you were marvellous!"
Hattie had pushed her way through
and came to his side. Admiration was
triumphant over scorn—for the
moment.
"Hey, get out of this!" shouted

Dutch. "Can't you see they're taking
my picture?"
"If it hadn't been for me you'd have

got pinched!" hissed the girl, her eyes
gleaming. "That bomb was a can of

fish."

"All set!" shouted the cameramen,
eager to get to business

For a moment Hattic's words had
nonplussed Dutch, but ho wasn't being
robbed of his publicity.

"Shove off!" he shouted at her.
Hattie backed away
"I'm gonna take a sock at you some

day. Dutch Miller!" she screamed.
"And it'll split that swelled head of

3 1
.in'- u ide open."
"Scram!" He glared at her, then

beamed at the cameramen. "What do
you want me to say, folks?"
"Oh, just a few words about how you

stopped the strike."
"Sine! Well, you sec, it was like

Hug." Dutch stuck out his chest. "This
I hat we work for, Nick Louis, is

tly a heel ; but I was thinking i

over, and 1 leaded that this was no
time for a strike.

"

"Listen to the big 'I am' rave,"
muttered J lattie.

"Well, what f have d.nie was no more
than what anybodj would have done
who— who used their brains in the
situation,'' boasted Dutch. "And I

want to add that 1 don't "

li was more than Hattie could endure.
War her was a barrel full of fish, and
-lie grabbed one She drew back her
aim and Hung if. and her aim was
deadly. if hit Dutch right in the

mouth, lie lost his balance] his legs
April Hli, :

went up in the air, and, like Belcher, he
fell backwards into the dirty water of

the harbour.
"Now kiss him good-bye! '' derided

Hattie, facing the cameramen like a
tigress.

Lil gripped her arm. "If you don't
get back to work," hissed that practical

woman, "you'll get canned!"

Trouble on the Fairy Queen

NOW Nick Louis, for all his money
and his diamonds, could not obtain
the one desire of his heart. He

wished to marry some beautiful girl, and
the most desirous of them all was Hattie
Warner. But ho had found that wealth
would not buy him everything, and
though he had dangled a purse of gold
before the maiden's eyes he had not been
very successful. But for that blustering
fool Dutch Miller, ho felt that Hattie
would have agreed to marry him.

Naturally, he heard all about the girl

throwing a fish at Dutch and knocking
him into the harbour, and he chose the
occasion to renew his suit. He sent for

her, and said (hat it was a pity that one
-o good-looking and refined should waste
her time in a cannery. Nick Louis would
send her to a night school, and make her
his prh ate stenographer.
"No, thanks, Nick. I'll stick to the

fishes,'' was her answer.
Then Nick had offered her a beautiful

fox fur for hei- neck, and asked her to

accompany him io an entertainment on
the Fairy Queen to Celebrate (he famous
Fourth of July. II uas Hattic's chance
io -how Dutch what she thought about
him, and she accepted.
Everybody who could scrape together

SOUie money went Io the Fairy Queen
thai night to dance, see the entertain-
ineiit and watch the fireworks. Lil and
P< te were there, and they had to bring
Jimmy and Rose because the two chip
dieu would have got into mischief if

left alone.

Nick, with Hatlie on his arm, walked
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into the saloon of be Fairy Queen,
which was a onetime luxury liner now
used as a fun city, and glanced round
as it he were some sort of king. Close
behind him walked the man who seldom
left his side—his bodyguard, Flytrap
was the only nai irld knew.
Si'iing at a table with Lew and the

two girls was Dutch Miller, and he.

laughed hoarsely when Hatlie and her
sealed tnemsi the next

table. Hattie played with the fur round
lii neck, and looked across to sol' the
effect on Dutch. All that resulted wa
sullen scowl.
The liquid refreshmeni was beer, and

the new arrivals had just been sei i d
when there came a shout for silence.

"Ladies and gentlemen, if you'll be
quiet for a few minutes I'll show you
the news-reel pictures of how I 1

Miller stopped the recent tuna fisher-

men's .strike."

Dutch Miller stood up and grinned.
The film was entitled, "Hostilities

Averted on West Coast," and -li

shots of Nick standing on a barrel, fight-

ing with the mob and seated in his

"Angry fishermen, ready to walk out.

for higher wages, greet owner of the Sea
Queen Packing Company as he arrivi

his office. However, Dutch Miller, No.
1 tuna fisherman, quickly persuades them
to reconsider. Miller, a strong, silent

man, offers his own modest comments on
how he stops strikes." There came a
pause, anil then Dutch's voice: "Wei!,
you see. it was like this. This guy that.

we work for, Nick Louis, is strictly a

heel."
"Hey, boss," Flytrap hissed in his

chief's ear, "want me to knock his block
off?"

Xiek shook his head and grinned un-
pleasantly. Then came some
boasting from Dutch, and the fade-out
was^ fi£ hitting him in the mouth,
sencmig him toppling back into

harbour.
Everyone laughed and Dutch Miller

scowled round with bottom lip thrust
forward aggressively.
"Let's go to the bar,' - he said to 1 i

Dutch had to pass by Louis' table.

"So I am strictly a heel, hi

sneered the cannery owner.
"Yeah."
"That's a nice way for you (o talk

about your bread-and-butter."
"Why don't you fire me '.' " Dutch

thrust forward his chin. "I'll tell you
why. Because I bring in the biggesi

haul of anybody in your whole fleet. You
can't get along without me."
Hattie saw trouble brewing, and she

quickly stood up and signalled to Nick
to do the same, then she turned up
nose at Dutch.
"Come on, why waste lime with this

riff-raff?"

"Hey, look what's calling me riff-raff

— a cheap little can cleaner !" He looked
at the fur. "Where did you get that

skunk ?"

"Skunk indeed!" Hattie froze. "Wise
guy. you ain't never seen enough n •

to buy one of 'em.
'

Dutch pulled out a wad of i

waved them tantalisingly in her face.
'

and went off with his arms round the

two givls. Hatlie sat down again at the

tabic, and her eyes were like a wild-

cat's.

But after a while Hattic's jealousy

abated a little because Dutch, who had

been dancing, kept smiling over thi'

In. id of bis partner at her, and when
Dutch lurched across and asked for ;i

dance she did not hesitate to accept.

Nick's hands clenched and unclenched,

bid he just smiled and inclined his head.

He knew to thwart Hattie might ruin

his chances.
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"You dance, Nick good sport."

But Nick could not contain himself

when he saw the two dancing. It was
more like a hug, and Hattie had her

head close to Dutch's cheek. Not an

unusual form of dancing in America,

but hardly wise under the nose of the

man who had brought Hattie to the

Sea Queen. Moreover, Dutch, had the

impudence to leer triumphantly at Nick

It was more than the cannery owner
could stand. Followed by Flytrap, he

pushed his way through the dancers and
touched Hattie on the shoulder.

"Hey, is that what you call dancing?"
The band stopped.
"Take your hands off her!" cried

Dutch.
"It's you to fake your hands off her!"

retorted Nick, then he smiled at Hattie.

"Come on, honey, we go home; this

place is too crowded with cheap
people."
"Hey. slop telling me what to do!"

cried Hattie. "You ain't running no
cannery here."

"Attn girl!" shouted Dutch. "That's
the way to talk. Say, listen, bier shot,

a little more respect from you or I'll tie

up your whole dirfcy waterfront."

Brains McCall pushed his way through
the crowd who had gathered round in

anticipation of a row.
" Pipe down, Dutch, this ain't the

he warned.
"Lemme alone. I got a right to

talk." Dutch shook off the restraining

hand. "I'll bust him if he tries tricks

with me."
"You're heading for trouble, Dutch,"

cried Brains.
"Everybody will be sober in the

morning," sneered Nick. "You try to

make more trouble among the men, and
they spit in your eye."

"Is that so?" roared Dutch, and
socked Nick Louis in the jaw.
Down went Louis like a felled ox, and

out flashed a knife in the hands of
Flytrap.
"Look out. Dutch!" screamed Hattie.
Dutch missed the knife-thrust by

inches and aimed a vicious punch at Fly-

trap. There were others of Louis' men
there, and they tried to get at Dutch.
There were men who hated Louis as a

tyrant, and they joined up with Dutch.
The dance floor became a yelling,

struggling mass.

Someone turned off the lights in an
effort to slop the fighting, and made
matters worse. Friend fought friend as

well as foe. A case of fireworks was
suddenly upset and set alight by a

cigarette-end. Blazing fireworks added
to the confusion', Lastly, there came the
dreaded sounds of police sirens on the
waterfront, and that stopped the fight

like magic.
A firework showed Hattie struggling

in a group of brawlers, and. waving his

fists like battering rams, Dutch Miller
rescued the girl, swept her up in his

arms and made for a side door. A rush
across the deck, and down a rope ladder
in a small boat. , On the deck of a

deserted fishing schooner they found
refuge.
That Dutch should have endangered

himself (o rescue her meant a great deal
to Hattie. and she made no effort to stop
him putting his arm round her trim
waist. Dutch was feeling sentimental
about the girl, because, but for her
warning, he might have got knifed. So
sentimental that he asked her to marry
him.
Hattie was delighted, but the wedding

date was nearly cancelled when Dutch
Miller grabbed the fur from round her
neck and chucked it into the harbour.
"You ain't taking nothing from that
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big ape." Dutch gripped her shoulder.

"Not now you're marrying me."
Finally Dutch pacified the girl.

"We ain't never going to fight no
more, are we?" She kissed him.

"I'll say we ain't," was his answer.

They sat and watched the fireworks.

Order had apparently been restored on
the Sea Queen, and the celebrations
were back to normal. They stayed there

till a chill came in the air, and Hattie
said she must be getting home or Lil

woidd worry.
"I may not amount to much right

now, but I got I a be free when my
chance comes along." Dutch told her as

they walked along the deserted wharf.

"I don't want no family or no brats

holding me down. But with you and
me it's gonna be different, .fust a couple
of crazy kids having a lot of fun

together."
Hattie looked sharply at the man she

had promised to many, opened her
mouth, and then thought better of it.

Maybe Dutch would think differently

about children after they were married.

Not Wanted by His Union

A MONTH latei Hattie and Dutch
were married. It was a hectic

and lavish affair. Dutch insisted

upon half the fishing fleet being present,

and the liquid refreshments were not
stinted.

Lew was best man, and Brains McCall
made a speech wishing bride and bride-

groom every good wish. It was typical

of Dutch's nature that when Mi-s. McCall
congratulated them he should make a

remark that caused those that heard it

to look askance at the bride.

"Thanks, Mrs. McCall, for your good
wishes." Dutch said. "I've done this

wedding on a slap-up scale. It's a great
break for Hattie, but she'-s a good little

girl. She deserves it."

it was so patronising and arrogant;

There was one small incident. It hap
pened when the happy couple were set-

ting out on their honeymoon.
"Good-bye, Hat," Lil had sobbed.

"If anything happens you can always
come home to your old sis."

"What kind of a crack is that';"

Dutch had been instantly up in arms.
Lil had a temper.
"If ever you lay a hand on my sister

except in kindness, Dutch Miller, you'll

hear from me."
"I'm not going to stand for that sort

of wisecrack!" Dutch had shouted.

"Now, I'll ask you to stop that kind
of talk," Hattie's father had interfered.
"You keep your red nose out of this,

you old rum hound!" was what Dutch
answered, and then the party had looked
like becoming rough. Hattie had inter-

ceded, and finally they had all kissed and
shook hands.
Dutch was very mysterious about

where they were going to live after tin'

honeymoon, ami what a surprise awaited
Hattie. On getting back to town her
husband took her to the high ground

K)king the harbour and walked into
a fair-sized block of sea-view flats.

Hattie found herself staring with wide-
open eyes at a flatlet, containing bed
mom. .morning-room, kitchenette and a

bath-room.
"Everything in here is electric," cried

Dutch, like an orator. "Electric ice-

box, electric stove, electric washing
machine, electric irons and electric radia-

tor. There's a radio. It's small, but I

guess it will do in a pinch for the two
of US."
"But with all the dough you spenl

on the wedding and everything. I don't

see how you had enough." She looked
round with eager eyes. "We won't get
into debt over this, will we?"
"I bought it all on the instalment

plan, and the first instalment is paid on
everything," Dutch answered in lordly

style. "Once a month, Hat, we'll have
to pay out. Mark you, I didn't only
get it for ourselves. I had to have a

place where I could sorta hold
meetings."
"Meetings? For what?"
"Well, the gang want action, and they

want it quick. We've been stalling

Where's Dutch ?
" What's he

Hattie demanded,
done now ? "
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around here too long letting this guy
Louis get away with anything."
"You're not meaning a strike?" Her

hands went to her cheeks.

"Yeah, and they want me to lead it."

Dutch puffed out his chest.

"What does Brains think of this?"

lie don't know nothing about it. We
ain't told him yet. Brains ain't, the big

-hot in the union any more; the guys

are kicking him out and electing me
leader."

Ilattie was distressed.

"But, Dutch, Brains is such a swell

guy."
'• Sure, he's a swell guy," Dutch had

to admit. " He's the greatest guy I ever

ki .owed, but he's too soft. They need

somebody with nerve. What they gotta

have is a guy that's a natural-born

leader, like me. It was all fixed the day

before we got married. We're striking

for more dough, and we'll get it. All

that about .-heap labour was just

boloney."
"Bin Nick has enough money to hold

oui for years."

"Not against what I'll cook up for

him. What ye looking so worried

aboi i

'.'" He saw her anxious expression.
'•] don't want you to be a mug and

lose your job," cried Ilattie.

"I can't lose my job." He laughed

boisterously. "I can't lose it because

I quit the' day we got spliced. Yeah,

and we're all walking out on Nick to-

morrow; we're tying up the whole

"So you called a strike in honour of

our wedding." She gave a derisive

laugh. "And you call yourself a smart

guy."
Bui Dutch Muller was not quite so

clever as he imagined, though he would

have been the last lo admit failure. At
the cud of the tenth week of the strike

he was still shouting that Nick Louis

net give in any day. There were

hunger and starvation on the water-

front, and none of the women had a

good name for Hutch, and their tongues

were beginning lo turn the strikers

against their leader.

And in that same week Nick Louis

put a new fleet into action. Cheap
labour and bad fishermen, but they suc-

ceeded in bringing in a certain quantity

of fish. The police were ready should

ijic strikers try any rough play.

A fortnight later Dutch Muller and
Brains McCall had a parley with Nick
Louis.

"These scabs you've hired ain't fisher-

men." spoke Brains. "Fifty per cent

of the load of tuna is spoiled because

they don'l know how to pack it, in ice

after they catch it. You need the men.
They're real fishermen. You've never
lost a pound of tuna out of their

catches."
"Maybe there is something in what

you say. Brains," Louis admitted.
"Nick, he always like lo play fair. Yon
and me talk percentage, and max he 1

put men back to work."

"Hey, listen!" Truculently Dutch in-

terfered,- he was the leader. "If you
wanl to talk percentages with anybody,
talk it with me. I'm the guy what's
running the union. You ke< p out of

this, Brains."
"

I don't care whether you're running
the union or not," retaliated Brains.
"

< )ur families are Stan ing."
" Brains "- -Nick smiled and looked in

sini.stci fashion at Dutch Miller—"you
want to talk deal for men is okay with
me, hut you and mo fix, not Miller."

"So yon won't deal with me, huh?"
"Listen, Dutch." Brains gripped the

younger man's arm. "If Nick wants to
April 4th, 1930.
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talk lo me about settling, let him. I'll

handle it."

"Oh, no, you won't!" bellowed Dutch.
"Yes, I will, Dutch; it's for the men,"

Brains said determinedly.
"All right, I'll show you how much

you will," Dutch raged. "I'm gonna
call a meeting right now. This thing
is gonna be run like I say."

The meeting at the Fishermen's
Union was a great hurt to Dutch
Miller's pride. When Brains announced
that Nick Louis wanted to take them
back, they tinned against their new
leader. They were tired of his bn.stei-

ing, bullying ways that had earned for

them nothing but starvation. They
clamoured for their old leader. It was
put to the vote—Brains McCall or Dutch
Miller. Only one hand was raised in

support of Dutch, and that, was his faith-

ful friend, Lew.
"I don't want none of you," Dutch

raved at them. "I'm walking out for

good."
Dutch walked out and walked home,

to find the bailiffs taking his furniture

and all the treasures of their home.
What Hattie had to say was terse and
to the point.

News travels fast, and soon the whole
Warner family had shown up, and when
Pops offered to let Hattie and Dutch
come and live in the attic, the big fel-

low only flew- into a rage and ordered
them out of the house. He was like

a bear with a sore head.

Kindly Brains McCall appeared and
asked to have a few moments alone with
the young couple.
"Dutch, what's the use of getting

sore?" he asked soberly. "What's done
is done, and you ain't the kind to

squawk. I've been talking it over with
the boys, and they're willing to forget

the whole business. They want you to

keep your union card and stick with
'em."
"Ain't that nice of 'em?"

"You can't, get along without the
union," argued Brains. "Why not take

the hitter with the sweet, and don't
make it so hard for yourself? Come on
hack to work with us."

"So you want me to crawl!" sneered
Dutch. "Well, 1 ain't no yella snake,

like the rest of you."
"Don't talk liko that." interposed

Hattie.
"I'm a guy that calls a shovel a

sl»>\ el."

"Yeah?" Hattie gave a hitter laugh.
"Well, you get in wrong with the union,

and you'll sec what you'll be doing with

thiil shovel. You got a screw 'loose,

going against (lie union."
"Is that so?" Dutch laughed. "Well,

get this. I'm out of the union for

good. Red's gang want me to be their

State leader in 'Frisco."

"Don't run hefore you learn to walk."
Brains spoke tersely and to the point.

"It's time yon forgot your conceit and
stopped thinking you're bigger than any-

body else. You're no leader. You never
was and never will be."
Then Dutch did a thing that he re-

membered afterwards in the long,

dreary months. He smacked Bl

face.

The old man gave a slight wince bid
did not move.
"I watched you grow up ever since

you was a little kid. And I thought as

much of you as if you were my own
hoy. I figured you'd forget your con-
ceit when you got older, hut I guess
you'll never he anything else but a

swell headed fool. I give you up."
When Brains had gone, Dutch tried

to make excuses to Hattie for losing his

temper with Brains.

E u-y Tuesday

"Can't you see, Hat? Can't you
understand? I gotta make good." "

"Let's start all over again." Ilattie
pleaded. "We'll both go back to work. •

and "

"I couldn't let you do that," he buret ..

forth. " I can't let you work for me.
Everybody'd be laughing at me. They'd
say I'd flopped. I can't go back to the
union. I gotta show 'em I was right.
I'll have to go away."
"Can't yon swallow your pride just

for me?"
"I got to make good," he said stub-

bornly, then tried to smile. "And if I
make good I'll send for you." Then his

eyes seemed to stare at nothing. "If I
don't, you'll never see me again."

"After knowing how much I love you,
knowing how I'd be willing to work
for you, even to starve with you, you're
still gonna walk out on me." There
was now a shrill note of auger in her
voice.

"I gotta, Hat. I gotta. Don't you
see?"
"So you gotta!" She placed her

hands on her hips. "Well, if you walk
out on me, you can keep going and
never come back."
"All right. I'll go if that's how you

feel about it," Dutch muttered, and
without a backward glance he went out
of the small flat that had been his joy.

For the first time for years Hattie gave
way to a terrible outburst of grief. But
Dutch did not come back.

Prison

THE weeks passed without any news
of Dutch Miller. Hattie went back
to live with her own folks, and

Lil did her best to comfort the sorrow-
ing girl. Lil kept on saying that she
should forget her scallywag of a husband
and see her old friends again. Nick
Louis wanted to see her, and was still

crazy about her. At last she gave way
to Lil's pleading and went to a party
given by Nick. She made more noise
than anybody, but it was all false gaiety.

Hattie started going about a great
deal with Nick, and one day she agreed
to let Nick's lawyer get out divorco
papers against Dutch on the grounds of

desertion. And that very night she
heard a stone at her window-. She rushed
to open it, thinking it might be Dutch.
She saw a very dirty face looking up at
her. It was Lew. She scurried down-
stairs and opened the door to him.

"Lew. where did you come from?
What's iqi?"
"Nothing's up. I just came ashore.

I been working on a swell yacht.
Thought l'(\ drop in and say hallo!"

His eyes would not meet hers.

"Ones- that yacht's carrying a load
of coal."
She knew- he had been working on a

coal barge.
"f fell down as T was coming off

the wharf." Lew gave a sickly grin. "I
must have got a little dirty."
She guessed why he had come.
"Where's Dutch? What's he done

now v"

"Dutch has been kinda sick, ' Lew
answered. "He'd kill me if he finds

out I told you. He's in a hobo camp
south of Sacramento. Maybe you could
lend me five bucks and I could .-ay t

earned it. I'll take it to him."

"Fixe bucks ain't no good to him!"
Her mind w.is made up. "I'll get some
money from Nick."

" That barracuda ain't gonna give yon
no money to go to Dutch." argued I .c \

'He'll do anything for me. He Said
he would. Now you be off before the

Others luai. Scram, Lew, and thanks a
lot"
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Hattie pushed him out of the front

door.

Round a flip sai tuo men—Red
Belcher and Dutch Miller. Both were
unshaven and haggard.

" You and nie ain't gonna pull off uo
revolution, and you know it." growled
Red. "-We're rotting out our brains and
m-ide- iii this dump. Miller, you're a

flop it you don't get off your mind what
you're thinking about all the time."

1 ain't thinking of nobody,"
shouted Miller. "And don't you worry
about me being a flop. I'll show you,
and I'll show everybody—in my own
way and my own time. Now get out of

here and leave me alone."

Red Belcher slouched away to sit by
another fire.

It was in the dead of night when
Hat tie arrived at the hall station near
the woods that was the hobo camp. The
air was damp, chilly, and evil. She saw
many fires nickering among the trees.

Fearlessly she walked amongst those
down-and-outs, and one hobo knew of
Dutch Miller and told her rougblj where
he was to be found. She got lost, and,
seeing a tramp kneeling by a dirty pool,

turned to ask him about Eel husband.
''Belcher!'' she gasped.
''Hallo''"
He gave her a surly scowl.

"Where's Dutch? I've been looking
all over for him."
Belcher pointed.
''He's over by one of them fires."

"Is he alone ?"

"No, there's a bunch of lie dossing
fin-.- by."

"Will you tell him I'm here?" In

Hattie. "Tell him i gotta Bee him
alone. I'll meet him a! the passenget
shed al the junction."

"All right." Belcher mumbled,
slouched away.

Hattie retraced her -tip- to the
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station. She did not know that Miller,

on hearing that Hattie was at the hobo
camp, had jumped to his feet and
cursed. Hattie was not going to see

him down and out, unshaven, ranged,
and unwashed. Without a word he dis-

appeared in the night.
Dutch headed for the railway junction.

He was going to jump a train. He could
see Hattie, but he remained hidden in

the bushes till a freight train appeared
and slowed. Out of cover Dutch dashed
and scrambled up between two cattle

trucks.
But Hattie had seen that scurrying

figure, and recognised her husband.
She rushed down the platform and on
to the track.

"Dutch! Dutch!" she screamed.
" Here I am !"

The freight train gathered speed and
soon left the gill tar behind. Sad and
dispirited, she went back to the station.

Belcher was waiting for her.

"I tried to tell him. but he left in a

hurry."
"I see. I suppose he had a date with

a bank president, or something," she
>aid with irony. "Didn't he know f was
trying to help him ?"

Belcher's eyes glistened.
"If you got anything for him, I can

get ii to him. I'm gonna meet him up
north day after to-morrow."
"Give him this." Hattie 'landed over

a pile of notes. "And tell him to buy a

hat it he can find himself one big em
to fit him."
A car appeared, and Belcher made

himself scarce. It was the police.

They had trailed Hattie to the hobo
camp.
"No use playing innocent, Hat." the

police officer cried, when she protested
her innocence. "Xiek'- burning up.
You'll get plentj for this."

"I'll pay him back!" Hattie (lied

fiercely. "I asked him for the dough,
Imi he wouldn't give it to me. That's
why I took it. I left him a noli', didn't
I? I had to have it."

" You'l! have to explain that to Niek."
the police officer answered not unkindly.
"But I guess you'll gel senl up."
Nick was hard-hearted. Fancj d

to steal money from him for thai

scoundrel of a husband! He was with-
out mercj in his prosecution, and. as i

result. Hattie was sent up for six

months.
In the Soreno Valley Women'.- Prison

a son was born to Hattie Miller, and
the authorities decided that the child

should be handed over to the care of
Hattie's sister. Lil. Hattie wept bitterly

when she patted with her baby. Lil

promised that the child should be well

looked after and washed every day.

"Lil. you keep mum if Dutch show;.

lip," were her parting words. "He
never wanted no kids."

"That one!" sneered Lil. "He'll
never show up, the big blow-hard."

The news tame to Dutch Miller thai

hi- wife was in prison, and he knew
that she had stolen to try to help him.
That touched him on the raw. It broke
something of his pride. He returned to

the waterfront, and went straight to the
office of Nick Louis. If Nick would use
his influence to get his wife out of prison

he would do something for Nick in

return—he would come back and work
for him.

" Sincerely thank-, you don't work
for me, Mr. Miller." Niek -hook his

luad. "All I gei from you 1- trouble.
1 don't want no more and I don't want
you around.''

"Well. I'm gonna be around," Dutch
retorted with some of hi- old fire. "I'm
going Over to the union, and I'm gonna
make them lake me back, then I'll be
working for you whether you like ii or
not."
But it was not to be. The fishermen

had had enough of Dutch Miller, and,
in ,-piie of the pleading of Brains McCall,
they refused to have the trouble-maker
back. Dutch's shoulders were bowed
indeed when he left the -back belonging
to the ! ishermen's I"nion.

I'm okay," said Dutch, " but you'd better get them other guys to hospital !
"
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It, took several days for Dutch to get
hack some measure of his conceit. The
union had done it because they were
scared of him. Well, who cared? He
decided to go to the prison and ask to
see J fat tie. He was a little nervous of
how she would receive him. The matron
granted a private interview.

"Hallo, Hat?" he greeted her, when
a door opened and his wife, garbed in

neat prison frock of red-and-while print,

entered and stared at him as if lie were
a stranger.
"So you have shown up at last?"

Hat tie said coldly.

Five minutes later the matron and
several wardresses rushed to (lie room
because they could hear Hattie
screaming.
Sobbing and choking, Ilattie pointed

a linger at. Dutch Miller.
" Make him get. out. of here, and don't

ever let him come back ' I'd rather stay
here the rest of my life and rot than
ever to see you again."
They led the sobbing Hattie away.

The Prison Break

MAISIE and Sadie, the two women
who shared a cell with Hattie and
worked on either side of her in

tho laundry, gave curious glances when
their cell-mate joined them.
"Is he going to take you out?"

whispered Sadie.
"Sure, he's got a fourteen-voom house

and three cars!" sniffed Hattie.

"What did he come up for, then?"
"Oh, nothing! He just wanted to

help me break out of prison."

"Break out—how?" whispered Sadie.
"Instead of being kinda humble and

decent, he was all full of himself—he was
going to bust the prison wide open,
take me down to Mexico, where Ave
would get along some way. I told him
I wasn't giving up my good-conduct
stripes to live like a couple of gipsies,
and that started the row."
"Tough, kid—tough!" Maisie edged

nearer. "Tell us how he aimed to get
you out of the pen."
"He is in with a guy in tho const ruc-

iion gang that's fixing the drainpipe in

the prison yard," explained Hattie. "It
runs clean outside the prison wall. The
first night it rained I was to sneak into
the culvert, go with the water, and he
was to meet me where the pipe comes
out at the bottom of the hill with a
car. Thinking and planning for me, he
said. The dizzy dope!" She threw
some dirty clothes viciously into the
wash. "Aw, what's the use of kidding
myself! I'll never get over it. What
a sap I was. sending him away. Maybe
Mexico wouldn't have been so bad,
after all."

Maisie and Sadie were looking at each
"i h<r in a curious manner. They were
both iii the pen for life for removing
their husbands by violent means, and
they had no desire to remain. Here was

i pie way of escape.
"What do you do to forget a guy

like that?" Ilattie cried angrily.

"I cut his throat!'' Sadie laughed.
'That didn't do no good."

-Maisie and Sadie talked earnestly that
night, to Hattie. and for a while she
would not agree to their plan to make
a bid for freedom. Her man would be
' lor good if she didn't go after him,
i hey argued, and so Ilattie at, last

agreed
Three days later \i began to rain, and

it rained all that day. The women knew
that near the fool of the hill a car would
be waiting—Maisie had got a nie
out to a friend. The prison was inl

with huge rata, and tint morning some
bad been caught in a cage. At eight
that evening, and when the prisoners
\eie clearing up after their supper,
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Sadie let a couple of huge rats escape
in the mess-room.

"Look out!" screamed Sadie.
"Rats!"
Amazing how hard-bitten women can

be scared of a mouse, but one can
imagine their panic with two huge rats
rushing round the place. Matron,
wardresses, prisoners—they all screamed
in fear—they jumped on to tables and
chairs.

There was an axe in the butcher's
room and Maisie secured it im the
panic. Everyone was rushing im... I

and yelling, and the three women
were able to slip through the door and
out into the prison yard. It was
deluging with rain. They dashed
across the yard and reached the man-
hole cover of the drain. Maisie wielded
the axe in her strong arms.

The alarm was given by the Matron
and guards round the wall heard the
siren go that denoted it was a prison
break. The women had got the cover
open when the guards saw them. With-
out hesitation up went their ride-.

Maisie jumped down, found herself

knee deep in rushing water and flung

NEXT WEEK'S THREE LONG

COMPLETE FILM THRILLERS

TIM McCOY
-IN-

" FIGHTING SHADOWS "

When Tim O'Hara, as a " Mountie."
was sent to the Indian River district

to deal with a ruthless band oi fur-
raiders, bis task was complicated by the
fact that be had been a trapper there
himself at one time, and had fallen foul
of Brad Harrison, who was determined

that he should fail.

" BARS OF HATE "

An innocent man awaits the electric

chair. His loving sister and a deputy
warden struggle desperately with the
powers of the underworld to bring the
proofs that will save his life. A crook
thriller, starring Regis Toouiey and

Sheila Terry.

" GREAT GOD GOLD "

When ambition for wealth drives a
stock-market operator into crooked
dealings, he forgets that those he ruins
will seek vengeance. He meets his

match in a reporter, a girl, and—a man
with a gun ! A brilliant drama of kid*
glove crime, starring Sidney Blackmer

and Martha Sleeper.

Also

Another tine episode of the fighting

serial :

" THE GREAT AIR MYSTERY "

Starring Clark Williams and Noah
Beery. Jun.
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herself forward : Ilattie went next,
but Sadie did not follow—a bullet had
hit her in the shoulder and brought her
to' the grotuid.

It seemed miles in the culvert. Hattie
thought she would drown, but always
she managed to get an occasional
breath of air. She was bumped and
bruised against the walls of the cul-

vert, but at last she was shot out into
a pool. Maisie dragged her out.

"Sadie didn't make it," Hattie
gasped. "They got her."
The two women found the waiting

car. In the car the (wo women changed
into the dry clothes the driver had
brought. The police did not succeed
in capturing them that night.

A Desperate Encounter

DUTCH MILLER went to sec Brains
MeC'all at the hitter's comfort-
able' home. * The comfort of tho

place made Dutch feel that somehow
his ideas had been all wrong. Reluc-
tantly ho had to admit something of

this to Brains, who placed an aim
round his shoulder and tried to per-
suade him to stay to have Clipper with
Mrs. MeCall and himself. Again tho
stubborn pride of the man prevei ted
him from confessing that he v. as

starving. All he wanted was Brains to

do his best to get him back into the
union.
"Brains, I gotta go to work," was

his confession. "I don't care what it

is, even if it's tho rottertest job on the
waterfront. It's for Hat, Brains. I

gotta get her out. It's my fault -

up there— it's me that's done that to

her. Brains, I gotta make good, even
if she don't love me no more."

"There's an oil tanker coming in to-

morrow—they need a watchman when
she's tied up in the dock. 'Tain't much,
but it don't call for a union card."
answered Brains. " I could put in a
word for you."
So the finest tuna fisherman on tho

West Coast became a night watchman,
and tho next day started his duties.

That evening, torch in hand, Dutch
was pacing the wharf when suddenly
he observed a curious head peering at
him round a bale of merchandise. Ho
flashed his torch.
A grotesque masked head. Dutch

wondered if ho were seeing things. I he
mask laughed and out popped tho
cheeky face of young Jimmy.
"Say. you're a swell night watchman.

I could havo set the tanker on lire and
burnt up the whole waterfront."

"Where did you get that mask?"
"I borrowed it from the guy that

sells 'em."
"Yeah, you borrowed it," laughed

Dutch. "You'll borrow yourself right
into a reform school one of these da\s.

"

"Not me— I'm a smart guy," boasted
the boy "Say, why don't you get
yourself a good job?"
"Say. what are yon trying to do?"

rasped Dutch. "Make a mug out (a

me? Go on, get out of here, go
hoini—before 1 give ycr a good larrap-

"I ain't going home, I'm gonna CS

a sandal). Do sandabs run at. night?"
"Yeah, sandabs and fresh kills like

you."
"If I catch one I'll fry it on you. I

get you hot enough. Ila, ha!" jimmy
turned and ran.

With a grin Dutch Miller resumed
his pacing of the wharf, when he heard
a sound that made him whip round. Ir.

was heavy foot falls ami he switched
on his torch. It was Red Batcher and
two of his cronies ef the hobo caiui-.

"Ili'va, Dutch? How's everything':"

(Continued on rage 25)
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A young athlete is mysteriously attacked by crooks at a railway halt. They mistake
him for a diamond broker, almost his physical double. His love of adventure draws
him into a desperate enterprise, in which the stake is a valuable packet of diamonds.

Dare-devil Richard Talmadge at his best

" Lost Your Hat, Norman ? "

WHEN the "Western Bound "
< x.-

pri ss stopped at Springport, four
men who had been lounging

booking hall drew together. A
youngish, hook-nosed fellow in a lounge
suit and pulled-down -on hat spoke

tlj

.

"We'd besl spread out again—so's w«
can watch the whole train." he said.

Nn matter what else you do
our friend from getting on to it."

The speaker plucked at the coat sleeve
of one of the four adding:
"You ^ta\ around with m Rili ,-—

see?"
"Suits in-. Braun," came the "-low

answer.
"You and Billy He low." went on t lie

named Braun, addressing I he
r.\<>. "And no gun play, Rafferty. He
fixed eold. piercing eyes on them. "We
don't w : i tit to annoj the cops."

' Vnii'vc said it." answered the thick-
lei i Rafferty. "Come on. boy."
He and the tough named Hill, trolled

over to the roadway palings. Braun and
lie dour Riley moved along beside the
train from carriage to carriage
iag in a casual way. They almost n

a well built, athletic young fell iw, I

and clad in grey flannels, as he came leap-
ing down from the steps of a eoai
hurry along to the 6tation bool

"There he is," muttered Riley, sud-
denly spotting the young man. ""Let's
gel round at the hack of him."
They followed their quarry as far as

the hook-tall, and watched him buy a
paper from the smiling girl behind the
counter.

" Rafferty'Il head him off from the -\ard

gate, " u hispered I
he leader to his

ent mate Rilej

.

An open ear drew alone the \ oil ami
stopped outside the hooking hall, [n it

uric two people—a pretty, blue eyed girl,

and a young fellow in a dark suit, v ho
was driving. He lifted hie hand from the
wheel with a gesture of vexation.

"
I can't take this train. Audrej !"

The girl turned to .-tare at him.
"Why ever not ?"

"I've just remembered something. I'll

to go on later."
"You are .. wretch, Norman

—

getting
me down here for nothing. You know I

had a breakfast engagement !"

''I'm sorry. Audrey." The young
fellow jerked into revel -e and began to
back out. "You drop me at the office."
His restless eyes were on the backs of the
two crook- leaning again-t the rails. But
i hej \\ ei e too busily w atoning the
suited youth at the book-tall lo give in ed
to the touring car which wriggled its

wa\ out of the yard, swung round, and
rapidh disappeared into the busj 51 ei

traffic outside the station,
The blonde girl at the bookstall was

asking the flannel-clad young man:
"Can I help you. sir ?"

"Why, yes—have you a good novel
Something to keep me awake?"
"What would you like?" she

iio'ing hi- cleanly shaved, round, likeable
face with approval. "Romance? Adven
Inn i

"

" Adventure, please."
Braun and Riley had -idled up to the

btall and were now either side of him.
'Here's something," said the girl.

"Great reading for a long train ride.
Si l euty-five cent-— thank you."

He hand, i
i i dollai bi '.. and •' e

gave him his change
"Twenty-five, sir."

As he turned away, Bra n, li itiing

against the stall, fixed gimlet eyes on
him.
"Jusl a minute. Norman—

a talk with you. ( !ome a us."
The young man eyed him, hands

ela-ped about the book. He made no
reply—he had become aware of Riley,
who. right hand in hie jacket pocket
gently pressing the muzzle ol i lidden
gun against hi

" You're not getting on t

Norman," Riley told him.
"What's the idea?" asked the

"You making a mistake?"
Braun grinned, showing yellow tei

"If you know what's good for vou -

you'll meet us at your office."

"You're mistaking me for somi
olt-e. I'm Dick Raini
"Oh, yes?" sneered Braun. "W

hi trying to give us? You i

away where we can talk quiet."

The bookstall girl was busi i ing
other customers. With Riley's gun stii k

iif, into his ba< k. tin re was m
it but to obey. The three of them mi
off in the direction of the pan I

j

rails.

The young man - n the
name of Dick Raine\ began I i pus
book he had bought into his pocket.

mi-took the gesture and clutch
his fingers with his free hand, v.)

upon Rainey made a sudden side ;tep

and swept his left li-t with a sinasl ti

punch into Riley's chest, knocking him
clean off his feet. Braun made a grab
at the youngster jusl a split second too
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late. Like a flash of greased lightning

Rainey was headtng back for t!ie nam
lie had just vacated.
The two crooks by the rails closed in.

The four of them made no outcry and no

noise. They wished to avoid attention—
not attract it. They moved at a kind of

shuffling run after their man, who, see-

ing himself cut off from the train, made
for the sidings w here a freighter was
standing. Ho took a flying leap into an
open van and slammed the door <li^e

behind him just as Braun mado i second

grab at him. only to trip up over the

metals.
"At him, Billy!" he spluttered.

" Don't let him go "

Billy, and his mate Rafferty, a coupio

of real toughs
;
had already bo aided on

to tho freighter and were shinning up to

the roof of tho car. They had spotted

Rainey crouching down as he bustled

along the roofs of the coaches—evidently

intent on getting back to the Western
Bound express which was now beginning
to show signs of departing.

Rainey spotted them also, and stood

back a little, waiting for them. Two to

one against this youngster. Billy and
his friend had no' qualm of fear; they

clambered up the sides of the coach, plan-

ing to tako him back and front.

But this was bad etrategy—Rainey
jumped at Billy as lie came up to the

roof and hit him so cleanly on tho point

of the jaw that Billy went back to the

load with a crash—while his friend

caught such a sideways smack in the face

as his head appeared that he had no
option but to follow his mate's downward
career !

Rainey now gathered himself for a

spring From the coach roof to one of

l lie near running sheds. It was a clear

nine feet distant, but_ Ibis young athlete

made a jump so straight and true that

be landed right over bis mark and—
almost, lost bin balance!
Braun and Riley were after him now —

the latter so mad that he was aiming his

gun at arm's length. Braun snapped at

him :

"Put that away, you fool! You'll have
the cops on us!"
There was a short ladder against the

wall of (he running shed. Braun's sharp
little eyes found it in an instant. He
got to it, straightened it up, and shot

up it like a monkey, but Rainey was
quicker than ho by a hair's breadth.

The young fellow stooped to seize the

ends of the ladder, one in each hand, and
hurled the ladder backward with Braun
clinging to it. Luckily for him Riley was
there to break bis fall!

Their quarry now ran up tho incline

of the shed roof, then down on tho far

hide. A barrier along the platform pre-

vented tho crooks from getting round to

him, but luck went against Rainey. The
guard's whistle shrilled, and the engine
of the Western Bound gave forth a

booming note. Short, noisy puffs of

smoke ascended from the black funnel,

and the train began to move. Rainey
i in across the lines helter-skelter, and
made it desperate attempt to mount the
steps of the last coach-—but just couldn't,

reach them. The train gathered speed
and left, him staring alter it.

He turned about to see what his

enemies might be doing. They had van-
ished as quceily as they had come.
Braun had called them together.

"There's no other train till tf) night."
he told them. "He'll go back to his

office, and wo can round him ap how
and wl we like. We won't have any

down hen— the cops are too pl<

and they ain't got enough to do."
YoiuiLr Rainey. after making sine that.

\l\:' coast was clear, decided to have a

look at this big town at which he had
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been compelled to alight. He also
l.new- there was no train until the
.•veiling. He brushed the dirt oft his

hands and walked along the tracks until
ho was clear of the sidings. Then he
vaulted a railing and found himself in

a side street.

He walked along this until he cam;'
to the main thoroughfare, where he
joined the crowd and moved along, ready
tor any sign of the gang who bad failed

to kidnap him. A young lady, stepping
briskly past, gave him a bright !ook.

" "Morning, Norman ! Lost your hat ?"

Rainey put up hi? hand ^V. "St.
" Why, yes. But I've kept my head !"

The young lady hadn't waited to hear.

He turned to see her tripping away. A
newsvendor at the corner called to him.
"Here's your paper, sir!"

"Eh? Oh thanks!" Rainey took the
outstretched paper and put his hand in
his pocket. The man shook his head.
"You've already paid me, Mr. Gray."
"Did I?" Rainey puzzled.

"Sure you did, sir. Last Monday you
paid for the week."
Rainey walked along.
"Gray? Norman Gray?" be muttered

to himself. "Whar.'s the idea, I wonder?
Seems to me they're all mad in this

burg." He shook open the newspaper,
glancing at the news.
On tho front page, first column, were

"professional cards." Almost the first

one read as follows:

"Mr. Norman Gray. Room 210, Bard
Building, Main Street. Broker and
Assessor."

Rainey refolded the paper.

"I'll call on this guy and get him to

stand me a lunch and show me around.
It's the least he can do, I guess!"

A Quick Change

BRAUN and his gang were in Main
Street on the opposite ride of the

road to a big building, staring up
ward at a couple of closed windows on
the third floor.

"We'll get in and wait for him,"
Braun decided. "Come on !"

They strolled across the road and went
up the stone stairs of the block. They
paused outside Room 210. One of them
was nursing his left hand with the fingers

of the other fist.

"I got to get something for this thumb
of mine," he muttered. "Seems sort of

bent backward."
"You can baby it later." said Braun

unfeelingly. "We got to be inside."

"How you going to crash this gate?"
Riley inquired.
"Four shoulders oughtcr do it," Braun

retorted.
"Give a knock first," Billy suggested.

"There may be a clerk there."

Braun gave him a withering look, but
knocked all the same with a trharp rap
of his bony knuckles.

"Come in!" called a voice. The four

exchanged glances. Braun put his

fingers about the door handle and cau-

tiously turned it. The door opened as

lie pushed— and the four trooped in.

A round-faced, youngish man. as

much like Dick Rainey as two peas might
be in a pod, greeted them with a cut
non.

"Well, what is it?" he asked.

"How did you -get here so soon '.'"

asked Braun, glowering at join.

"Changing your clothes and all?"
" I've been here since nine o'i

'ih. skip it I" Riley broke in irritably.

"Didn't we see you down al the station

trying to hop off with oui rocks?''

The young fellow had risen from his

seat at their entrance He now sur

veyed them with a pitying look.

E \ry Tuesday
V
111'"Do you mutts expect me to dispose of

stolen diamonds in the same (own \.

you pinched them?" he inquired.
" We certainly do !" snapped Braun, his

hooked nose curving more than ever
downward. "You've got a hundred I

sand dollars worth of stuff—and we took
a big chance of getting it. So we're not
losing sight of you, Norman."
The young fellow shrugged his

shoulders.
"If you think I'm crooked, you I

better find another fence," he slated.

"And that's that."
Again they exchanged glances. Billy

put in his word :

"I'll bet he's sold 'em already !'*

"Sure thing!" agreed Riley, who was
still musing his thumb. "He can't show
'cm to us—oh, no!"
The proprietor of Room 210 laughed

mirthlessly.
"You're yellow, Tom. Riley—and you

think everyone else the same!"
Braun pushed forward.
"Let's see 'em !" he barked.
"O.K." The young fellow went to his

safe, twiddled the combination-lock
handle, opened the heavy door and
stooped to draw out a small, red leather
case. He snapped it open, displaying
about a score of unset large diamond
varying 6i'zos lying on the padded lining.

"Here they are," tie said. "All big-

enough to be identified. It'll be suicide
trying to sell these in Springport."

"It'll be suicide for you. Gray, if you
try to leave Springport," said B
"We'll give you twenty-four hours to

cash these and split the doings."
"x\nd remember," put in Rafferty,

"we got our eyes on you all the time."

"And no more of your athletics like

you pulled at the station," added Riley.

"I nearly busted my hand jumping about
after you."
They shuffled out of the room. Nor-

man Gray watched them go, tho case of

diamonds still held in his hand. When
the door closed, ho stooped again to the
safe and pushed the case back under
some loose papers. Then he straightened
himself and lit a cigarette.

He sat down in his chair a moment,
then got up to cross to the windows. He
peeped out—to note that Riley and Billy

were standing by a shop on the far side

of the road Gray's frowns made h-'m

less like Dick Rainey now. but the re-

semblance was still very striking, except
to a close observer.
The ends of Rainey's mouth turned up,

because he was always happy—Gray's
mouth was inclined to a downward curve.

There were thin, wrinkled lines at the

Ci mors of Gray's eyes betokening sleep-

lessness at nights. But the two were
amazinglv like each other, both in faco

and build.

Gray was studying a time-table when
again came a knock at tli2 door of Room
210. Gray pushed the time-table into a
drawer and seated himself at his desk.

"Come in !" he called irritably.

Dick Rainey's smiling face peeped
round the edge of the half-opened do 1

.

His grin broa lened as be announced him-
self.

" Well, I guessed there was someone in

this town looking like me, but ] didn't

think it would be so close! My name's
Richard Rainey—mostly called Dick."

"Mine's Norman Gray. Sit down,
won't you?" Gray stared at his visitor

in perplexity as ho asked. "How did you
know I was your double

!

"Some fellows told me when I got off

the tram to buy a book," Rainey
led, "Told me with a gun and

I heir fists I Tough egg- they were
oe in ust be pr< tty popular, Mr. 1

1

i he way your Friends wan; to keep yon
in Springport!"



Every Tuesday

"Friends, you call them!" Gray spoke
bitterly. "They know 1 have to carry
diamonds around. Planning to rob mc,
I guess."

"It's a good thing you weren't taking
that train, then." Rainey seated. himself

.

"Four to one isn't so amusing."

Gray nodded, still intent on Rainey's
face. "You sure are like me," he
allowed. "They attacked you, thinking
it was me." He pushed along the cigar-

ette-box. "Help yourself, Mr. Rainey."
Dick shook his head.
" No thank»—not eo early. I'm in

training, too for the Hollywood Sports."
Gray hesitated a moment more; then

made up his mind.
"I'd have been out a hundred thou-

sand bucks if they'd got my diamonds.
This consignment isn't insured. And
the likely buyer, Mr. Ferry, lives out in

the suburbs. After your experience,
well

"

He made a gesture of vexation.
"Could I help you?" asked Rainey.

"I've got to be here until the next train
to Los Angeles It doesn't call at

Springport till late this evening. And
it'- only just after breakfast now, so I'vo
got rather a long wait for it."

"It's \cry kind of you." Gray tried to

appear easy. "You could help—being
so like me. I'll fix up a lake packet just

the case in which I've got the
diamonds. Yo.i could start off with the
take along to Ferry's place— it's a big
white house standing in its own grounds
on Arbour Avenue, turning south out
of Main Street. They'll lollow yon—
and I'll get away with the real good-."

"And when they stick me up, I'll have
the laugh," Rainey agreed with a

chuckle.
"I can get round to Ferry's by a

cross-country route." Gray got up from
his chair to open the safe. He brought
out the case of diamonds and handed it

to Hainey. "Have a peep at them—
they're beautiful." He pulled out a
drawer and took from
it another jewel-case,

snapping it open.
" Ivnptv." he laughed.
'•That', all they'll get,

it they get you !'

"Fine!" Rainey
echoed hi- double's
laugh with boyish en-

joyment. "I owe
them something for

manhandling mc the

way they did." He
1 back the dia-

monds, and Gray shut

the case.
" Exactly alike, you

he said. "Red
leather and gill. " He
flung a few paper
fasteners into the
empty case and dosed
it. He wrapped it

round with some
tissue-paper and gave
it to Hainey, who
thrust it into his out-
sit!.- right-hand pocket,
"Now I'll cover this

Oil'-.''

The genuine case
was wrapped about
with tissue pap
With a would-be-

easy laugh he placed
the Case inside his coal
in the breast-pocket.

" Take a look out of

the window," Gray
went. on. " You'll see
2ii3' roadster down
below, parked close
in. Don't let anyone
spot you."
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"You don't think they'll start any real

gun-play'.'" asked Rainey. going to the
window.
"They're a pack of rat-," Gray

answered contemptuously.
Rainey stood away from the window.
"I see the car. There's no sign of the

gang that tried to hustle me at the
station."

"Good!" Gray unthinkingly peeled
off his coat. "Here, you'd best go down
in this. Leave yours here."
A moment later Rainey was clattering

down the stairs of Bard Building to

vault lightly into the driver's seat of
tli ay's car. He started up and swung
out into the busy traffic.

" This Man's an Impostor!"

RAIXEY had scarcely slid into third
gear when Riley and Billy spotted
him. There was no time to seek

Braun and Rafferty, so they ran round
to where the gang's fast car was parked
in a side street. They leapt aboard and
started the chase.
Along Main Street it was easy to keep

the roadster in view, but when Rainey
came to the crossing and swung round
into the comparative quiet of Arbour
Avenue, it was another matter alto-

gether. Rainey trod on the gas and
sped along at a good seventy miles an
hour—leaving Riley's ear looking like a

funeral coach—for the moment. But
what one could do, so could the other.

Presently the two cars were streaking
along at top speed, dodging cars and
cutting in on others in a way that
seemed utterly crazy.

If Rainey had known the way to
Ferry's house he would have shaken off

the crooks, but he wa- afraid of over-
shooting his mark—with the result that

Riley was able to hang on to the tail of
Gray's roadster until at a narrow curve
with a high-rising embankment, he shot
in front and forced Kaine\ up the bank.
With a shriek of the brakes Rainej

saved the roadster from overturning.

Jl

He slid from behind the wheel to face

the two who had chased him.
"Say. handsome—didn't 1 tell you not

to try getting away'.'" demanded Rile,

a- the pair got out of the car.

"Where'.-, the Hie'." asked Rainey.
"Yon might tell mc."
"None of your lip," growled Billy.

"Or I'll " He made a gesture
towards his coat-pocket.
"Easy does it." Riley warned hi

panion. "We're on the public- road
Wo don't want to call up the cops.

Pass over them rocks, Gray."
"Take 'em and welcome." Rainey

felt for the lake jewel-case. "Why "

He; turned a puzzled face towards the

watchful crooks. "I had them a minute
ago." His hand slid over Gray's coat

"Here they are." He drew out thi

jewel-case from the breast-pocket, realis

inn on the instant that, in changing theii

coats, he and Gray bad messed up thing-.
"You aren't "trying to slip us an empty

box?" demanded Riley, quick to note
thai something had gone wrong.
"You don't think I'd be running away

if I hadn't the real goods'." asked
Rainey, thinking hard.
"1 don't think anything about you."

snapped Riley. "Pass 'em over—wc
Can t loaf about here all daj !"

He put out his hand for the case.

Rainey took a sudden spring from the
seat of the roadster and lauded full on
top of the eager pair, knocking I hem
together in a heap. Then, still clutch

ing the jewel-case in his right hand, he
jumped on Billy's sprawling back and
used ii as a springboard for a second leap
which took him clean over the roadster
on to the high bank. A third leap
brought him to the top of it, and before
the crooks could right themselves Rainey
and the diamonds had vanished.
They gol up— to make a wild dash at

the steep hank, sliding and .slipping on
the dry grass. They reached the top-
to see their quarry vanishing again into
a hollow. They ran across a ploughed

I know 1 m in a jam," cried Rainey, " but that girl is in a worse one. She is in

deadly danger !
"
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field 10 peep over the edge, and—there

was Rainey boarding a ear. at tho wheel
of which sat a pretty girl who had drawn
in for him.

"'They're only round the bend!"
gasped Riley. "Gosh, I ought to have

inhered !"

"That's Audrey Ferry," Billy checked
him. "Keep cool. We'll get back to

the car and follow up. She's heading for

home—maybe .-he was just waiting for

him."
The girl in the car was glancing at

Rainey.
"Well, well," she smiled. "You sure

came aboard in a hurry!"
" Some fellows were trying to rob

me," he panted. "Do you mind if we
step along?"
"That was sonic jump you took." she

-aid, accelerating. "I heard you follow-

ing me up and glimpsed you in the
mirror. 1 was never so thiilled in mv
life!"

"Yon weren't half as thrilled as I

was," Rainey told her, settling down.
"Are you going back to town?"
"Why, Norman, that jump must have

ted you—can't you sec I'm driving
homo?"
"Of course you arc!" Rainey forced a

laugh, thinking to himself: "Now, who's
this; I wonder?" He added, as ti\f

girl's car (lew along: "I'm a bit worried
about those diamond-."
"You're bringing them to dad?" came

lie quick question. "Why, that's fine

—

I'll see them first."

"They really ought to be in a safe."
Rainey drew easier breaths now, telling

iimielf: "This is Ferry's daughter and

—

I'm in luck."
The girl, blue eyes studying the road

ahead of them, said:
"Dad's got a safe, Norman—the very

You saw it only last week."
"So I did. I—I quite forgot. I guess

that jump did aft'et me."
"You certainly don't, seem all your-

self," she allowed as she turned the car
in at some gates. "I've got to call here.
I won't be a minute. You get down and
hide, yourself."
She' gave him a queer look.

Rainey got out of the car and stood
behind it. The car couldn't be seen
imm the high road, nor could lie see

what might bo passing. The girl was
away at the house nearly five minutes.
She greeted him with a half-smile on her
return.
"They didn't follow up?"
"I didn't see them," he answered.
"Let's get along home, then." She

(limbed into her car.

When tlicy drew up at the front door
61 a big house, Rainey ran round the
bonnet to help the girl alight. Her
small gloved hand rested in his in a
friendly grip, and he felt that the adven-
ture was beginning to shape up in style.

Riley and Billy wore crowded together
behind a pillar of the massive entrance,
hidden from sight and silently intent.

The front door opened, and they heard
liii- girl greet an old manservant.

"Oh, Robert, don't let any strangers
ii, -under any pretext. Mr. Gray was
held up on bis way here and almost

il!"

"Very well, Miss Audrey."
Rdiney had released that small gloved

k nd>
"I reckon I'd better pass over the

indr.'J he said.

"Come in and we'll put them in the
-he answered) leading the way
hall. Riley and Billy heard the

lose and crept from their biding

"Try this window," whispered Riley.

llii companion tiptoed to a half-

em tamed window at the side of the front
double doors.
April ttli, 1936.
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"She's heading for tho safe," Billy

murmured. "But I can't see where it

is. Let's break in."
"Aw, shucks!" Riley checked him.

"And spoil the whole thing. We'll lay

off until ho leaves. It'll be a lot easier
getting them from the girl."

Rainey watched the girl go to one of

the family portraits hanging on the wall.

It was a picture of an oldish gentleman.
She stood on a chair and touched a con-
cealed spring on the side of the heavy
gold frame. The picture quietly opened
outward from the framo on welt-oiled

hinges and revealed a small iron door
let into the stone wall behind the picture
itself.

She touched tho small flat safe knob.
"Oh, Robert," she called to tho butler.

"You do it." She sprang down from
the chair. "I've forgotten the number."
The old fellow got on the chair and

twiddled the combination lock. The safe

door opened. The precious jewel-case

was placed inside—as soon as the girl had
peeped delightedly at its sparkling
contents.
"Aren't they lovely?" she cried.

"I'm glad they're locked up," said

Rainey devoutly.
The picture was swung back into its

frame. The old butler announced:
"There's a telegram for your father,

Miss Audrey. Will you open it?"

"It can wait until ho returns," she de-
cided. She turned to Rainey. "Can I

offer you anything?"
"No, thanks." Dick Rainey was

anxious to get away. "I'll be going
along."
She again gave him that speculative

glance.
"I'll run you down to where you left

your car." She crossed the hall to the
telephone box. "Excuse me," she
called.

Taking the 'phone, she hastily dialled

a number. She listened, her back turned
to Rainey.
"Hallo, Norman—this is Audrey.

There's .a young man here—-" She
paused, listening again. "Mr. Gray not

in?" she asked in a surprised tone.

"OIi, all right! I'll call down presently.

Miss Audrey Ferry speaking."
She put down the 'phone and made a

sign to the old butler, who came across
the hall to her.
"I've just called Mr. Gray's office, and

I know he answered me," she murmured.
"Mr. Gray's here," the old fellow

smiled. " He can't be in two places at

the same time, Miss Audrey."

She whispered, her blue eyes on Rainey
on the far side of the hall:

" This man's an impostor. He isn't

Norman Gray." She checked the old
butler's start of surprise with a warning
shake of her head. "I'm going to play
him up and see what game he's after."

She camo back to Rainey.
"Ready, Norman?"
"Sure. I'll call back for your father's

cheque."
"You ought to know dad isn't buy-

ing them," she said. "I can't make you
on; at all this morning."
"Miss Ferry—I'm not Norman Gray."
She faced him.
"I've more than guessed it. Who are

you?"
"Gray not me into this because I re-

sembled him." Rainey answered in his

frank way. "If you'll run mo back to

my car, I'll explain everything."
She hesitated a bare moment.
"All right, I'm ready."

" You've Sold Them—But You Don't Sell
Us !

"

BRAUN and the other crook Rafferty
had ((Hue hack io their ualeh upon
Bard Building. Braun'

( yes peered here and there.

EvVy Tuesday

"Riley and Billy have beaten it," he
stated. "Why?"
"They're okay."
"Of course they are!" sneered Braun.

"All the same, we'll put across the road
and take a dekko on Gray."
They were stopped by the telephone

girl in the hall of Bard Building.
"What is it?"
"Mr. Gray," said Braun, lifting his

hat. "Room 210."

"He's speaking now," she answered,
lifting her hand from the 'phone mouth-
piece. "Yes, sir—I'll call up Cat-

Rentals. You want a fast car at tho
side entrance ? At once ? All right, Mr.
Gray." She nodded to the^ attentive
Braun. "You can go up. You'll just

catch him."
Braun and Rafferty lost no time.

Gray heard them at the door and opened
it at their call, his face a study when he
noted Raffety's hand sliding round the

door gripping a gun. But he tried to be
easy with them.
"Why, hallo, boys!" he cried. "Back

again ?"

"You won't need that fast car. Gray."
spoke Braun crowding in behind
Rafferty. " We're going to sell the

diamonds ourselves. Put that firework
away, Raff— all friends here."
"Sure!" agreed Gray. "But whal

about my percentage ?"

"It's on," Braun told him. "But
we'll do the selling, see ? Easy money
for you. Hand over the rocks."

"What's the idea cutting me out?"
Gray tried to argue.
"Come on—come on!" snapped Braun.

"Don't you see Rafferty's getting all ex-

cited with that gun? Pass 'em over."

Gray put his hand to bis breast-pocket.

"Hero they are. Take 'em—I'm sick

io death of you fellows."

The inside pocket of his coat was
empty. Then his hand slid down and
Felt the case in the outside pocket. He
pulled it' out and tossed it on his desk.

"Lucky for you," said Braun.
Rafferty wasn't satisfied.

"We'll check up on this." He tore off

the tissue wrappings. The red let

and gilt case reassured him.
"Seems okay," he muttered. "We'll

go."
Gray's heart stood still. He realised

what he'd done. That fellow Rainey
had the correct case. in the hasty
changing of their coats the cases had
been changed, too. He tried to keep

a stiff upper lip, but Braun's rat's eves

had noted the sudden tightening of

Gray's mouth.
"Maybe we'll have a peep inside," he

said, taking up the case and flicking it

open with deft fingers. The bright bras*

of the paper fasteners within read doom
to Gray.
"You weren't frying to put anything

over on us, Norman?" asked Braun very
gently.

"I—of course not. I— I can't under-

stand it " The sweat stood out in

beads on Gray's forehead.

Rafferty's gun was levelled at his

breast.

"Where are they ?

"

"I—1 gave them to a fellow to take

to Ferry'-. lie's there now." G
held himself in leash, seeking madly for

a means of escape. "I'll ring him "

"This box." Braun tapped the

"Emptyl You've sold 'em, but. you
,i, .n't -ell us. Pass over the dibs

No, you don't
!"

Cray had made a dash for the whl-
II • had got h half-open when

i ,y Bred,

Captain Klein, head of the Sprjngport
Police, lifted the 'phone from his desk

il H.Q.
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"Yes? Who is it?"
"Hallo, hallo!" squeaked the receiver.

"Police Department—quick !"

"Police speaking," growled Klein.

"Spit it out."
"Butler at Mr. Ferry's, Arbour

Avenue, calling," came the second
squeak. " Urgent ! Something's very
wrong at Mr. Gray's office. Bard
Buildings. We can't get any reply."

Klein answered curtly:
"Don't worry! You can reckon we're

there already!"

" D'you Think This is a Parlour Game? "

RAINEY came dashing up the stairs
of Bard Buildings. Ho rapped
sharply at the door of Suite 210.

There was no answer.
He waited a few seconds, then rapped

again, and then opened the door with the
key found in the pocket of the coat
Gray had lent him. He pushed in

jubilantly.

"Guess I've fixed things, Gray!" he
called. "The diamonds are up at
Perry's. I think it's going to bo a
sale."

His voice died out. Gray was lying
full length on the door, face downwards,
just below the window.
Rainey stared a moment, then crossed

to him.
"Say, what's the matter?" He half-

turned the body over. Then very
quickly stood up, face white as chalk.
"They've got him!" he muttered.
"Gosh!"
He_ was thinking quickly. Better ring

up Ferry's and tell Audrey.
He lifted the 'phone.
"Operator, give me Mr. Ferry's house

in Arbour Avenue, please. This is Citv
9607."
A few seconds later he heard the

: h I's voice answering:
"Hallo, hallo—who is it?"
"Dick Painey. I'm at Gray's office,

and I'vo found him on the floor, shot
through the heart. It's the gang—they'll
be after the diamonds. I'll come
straight back."
Audrey's voice was heard.
"Oh, now dreadful! How awful "

A piercing scream sounded in the
receiver, then a man's rasping voice :

"Don't squawk!"
Then dead silence.

Rainey listened. He .-hook the
'phone. Listened again.
Not a sound.
He was at the door of Gray's

chambers when he heard rapidly ascend-
ing feet. He ran out to the landing to
face an inspector of police and two
constables.

"Hallo, what's the hurry?"
The inspector stood squarely in

Rainey's path.
"Mi-s Ferry! She's in danger. I

beard her scream in the 'phone just
now !"

"Did you? Well, Ferry's butler has
jus! 'phoned mo to look in here. I'm
Inspector Klein, chief of the bureau.''
He made a sign to his men, who ranee,)
up on either side of Rainey, Klein
entered the suite and saw Gray's
hunched-up body. "No wonder you're
in a hurry!" he called back to Rainey.
"Why. I had nothing to do with

that," Rainey answered hotly. "Let's
go to Ferry's "

"Bring him in!" Klein cut him short.
"You're under arrest, and anything you
say now will be used against you!
Rainey, feeling the two policemen's

hands on either aim, had to obey. He
gabbled out:
"I know I'm in a jam, but that girl's

in a worse one! We've got to get to
her. She's in deadly danger!"
"We'll check up on it," said Klein,

lifting the 'phone. "Give me Mr.
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Ferey's house in Arbour Avenue, sharp.!

Inspector Klein this end."
A tense silence followed. Then Klein

asked :

"That you, Miss Ferry? Inspector
Klein speaking. We've got a report
that you're in danger. None at all?

Thank you, I thought not. Sorry to

have bothered you."
He put his hand over the 'phone

mouthpiece, freezing Dick with his eyes.

"Can't you see she's being forced to

lie to you?" Dick panted. "1 heard her
scream. I heard a man's voice "

"The butler's."

"No! For heaven's sake, tell her if

she's in danger and being forced to lie

to say something with the word ' help
'

in it!"

Klein put down the 'phone.
"Say. d'you think this is a parlour

game? Come on, take him in! Call up
the Homicide Squad and the coroner."

Rainey stooped forward, pulling the
two policemen with him. He suddenly
somersaulted clean over their hold on
his arms, freeing himself as they over-
balanced and tumbled forward on their
hands and knees. Witli a bound he was
out of Suite 210 and had slammed the
door upon the three of them, hooking
up the night watchman's "catch " that
hung outside the door.
He went bounding down the stairs

four at a time, out into the road, band-
springing into Klein's hooded car.

There was a policeman's top-coat and
cap in the back, "spares " that Klein
always kept handy when he didn't want
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to appear as inspector. Rainey shuffled
out of his coat—Gray's coat—and slid

into the top co.it like lightning.
He was at the wheel, ,-itting tight,

peaked cap pulled down over his eye-,
when Klein came tearing into the street.

"Calling all cars!" Klein toared at
him. "Get to H.Q. 'quick! Escaping
prisoner, six feet tall, brown hair, round
face. North American, light trousers!
Wanted for murder!"
"I saw him run out," grunted Rainey.

"Went westward."
He started up tin cat aud swung out,

leaving Klein staring doubtfully after

him.

" Atta, Girl !
"

UP at the Ferry home Riley was
holding Audrey Ferry by the
arms, twisting them cruelly.

Billy had the old butler covered with his

gun.
"You've worked here a long time,

hey?" asked Billy, caressing the ti

of his automatic with a loving finger.

"Y-yeS, sir," quavered the old man.
"You wouldn't like to see her hurt, I

guess?" Billy went on coaxingly.
" Of course not. sir."

Billy nodded to his companion in

crime.
"Let him see."
Audrey set her teeth, but the pain

of that arm-wrenching was so intense
that she couldn't repress a little cry of

anguish. The old butler called
frantically:

"Stop—stop! I'll open the safe!"

The four crooks were Intent on the study ol a red leather and gilt

jewel case. . . .

April 4th, 1936.
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Billy's smile was a fiend's.

"Okay I Step on it!"

Riley thrust the half-fainting girl

into a chair, clapping a coarse hand
over her month.
"You sit tight and say nothing!" he

threatened her. "You did the telephone
(rick all right, and I'm not angry with
you—yet!"
She had to watch while the old

servant opened the picture and revealed
l he safe in the wall behind it. Sick
and helpless, she had to see him open
the safe and hand over the diamonds.
"Thanks," said Billy, still grinning.

"Put everything straight, and don't
cither of you try out any funny stuff!"

Riley was already at the 'phone.
"Give me South 4181," he muttered

into the mouthpiece, glancing at

Audrey, who, slumped in her chair,

seemed to have fainted in dead
earnest. "That you, Braun ? Riley
this end. We got the rocks. You stay

around until we pick you up."
He slammed down the 'phone, whipped

out his penknife, and slashed the flex

through and through. Then, with ' a

nod to Billy, who had crammed the red
jewel-case into his pocket, he hurried
.icioss the hall to the window by which
they had entered.
The instant they had gone the old

butler ran to his young mistress. She
sat up, gasping and shaken, trying to

think what thev could do.

"You all right, Miss Audrey?" the
old man asked, tremblingly.

"Get me a glass of water.'' Car
wheels were heard grinding over the

gravel drive. "See who it is. Don't
open the door until you're sure."

The old fellow peered from a side

window.
"It's the young gentleman who's so

like Mr. Gray."
"Let him in."

Rainey came in at a rush. He had
flung off the policeman's hat and coat.

He called:

"You're not hurt? I'm so thankful,

so glad."
•• I'm glad you're here," she answered,

pulling herself together. "They've got
i he diamonds. Robert had to give them
up."

"I've got to get them back." Rainey
-poke quickly. "I must. The police

think I killed Gray to get those stones.

I've got to catch those fellows—or go to

gaol for murder!"
"I heard one of them at the 'phone

calling up South 4181." As
Rainey dashed to the 'phone Audrey
shook her head. "No use—they've
ripped it out."

" I'll check up the number at your
local drug store." Rainey turned to

her. "And get the address."
He hesitated, not caring to leave her.
" I'll come with you," she told him,

smiling a little wryly. "I—I may be
useful."

"Atta, girl!" cried Rainey joyously.

"It's now or never! What's life with-
out adventure?"
Old Robert pleaded:
"You'll take care of her, sir?

Adventures are all right, when it's a
man who's doing them."
"Don't you worry," Rainey promised

him. "I'm just as keen on taking care
of Miss Audrey as you." He gave her
a quizzing look. "Maybe—keener."

At the Hide-out
' rTT' J1K police will pick us up in about

two ticks," Rainey opined as

they sped along Arbour Avenue.
"They're wirelessing all patrols, I bet.

We'll make for the nearest drug store
and see who lives at South 4181."

"Just here." Audrey pointed to a

row of shops up a side road oil' the
Avenue. "Phillips and lhovvn.''
April 1th, l'J36.
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•Rainey jumped from the car and
bustled into the shop. In ten seconds
he was out again.
"That number is at 4538, Ohio

Avenue," he said crisply.

Audrey answered.
"I know where it is. Let me have the

wheel."
"Okay!" He vaulted in beside her.

"I feel quite safe with you driving,
Audrey."
She didn't answer as she swung the

car out into the road. She drove with
the sure touch of experienced Jiainis.

Rainey, glancing at her determined pro-
file, decided that he liked her very
much. She wasn't one who'd waste
time talking—she was the sort of girl

who always acted promptly.
They hadn't made a mile ere the hoot-

ing of a speed cop, who had leapt to his

bike in pursuit of them as they passed
by, told them the hunt was up.

"What did 1 tell you?" laughed
Rainey. "They're on to us already.
Let's go!"
Audrey stepped her little foot on the

accelerator, and—they went!
" Deing a trifle over the limit, what ?"

called Rainey to her above the rattle

of the car.

"Shut up!" she snapped at him.
"We've got to get there first, haven't
we?"
The speed cop was outdistanced by

the fast car—Inspector Klein's own
especial Ford, made to move. They had
the risk of being picked up by other
speed cops as they hurtled along, but
luck held with them, and they reached
Ohio Avenue without mishap. It was
situated in a busy part of Springport,
near the docks, and No. 4538 turned out
to be a small-fronted garage with high,
flat-roofed buildings behind it.

Rainey signed for Audrey to drive past
the place.

"I'll go in," he decided . "You wait
around for the police. You won't have
to wait long."
"I wish you'd wait, too," she said.

" Going in there by yourself
"

"I'll be all right. They'll think me a

ghost," he chuckled. "They'll be
scared stiff."

He waved gaily to her as he ran back
to the garage and entered the gloomy,
forbidding, narrow front gates.

No one was about. The tunnel-like

entrance opened out into a big yard
where some ears were parked. Beyond
this yard were bricked storehouses.

Rainey strolled across to where drawn
back doors had given him a glimpse of

some high-piled, well-filled sacks,

probably potatoes. It was evident to

him that the garage proprietors merely
had parking rights in a yard that served
for several other businesses.

He gathered also that these warehouses
were close upon the banks of the river.

The place seemed utterly deserted. It

was barely two o'clock, and the hands
were still at midday lunch. It seemed
to Rainey that the potato sacks would
give him a good hiding-place—his sharp
eyes had noted that the long touring
car which had tried to hold him up in

Arbour Avenue was parked in the yard.

He crept into the cool of the storehouse
and immediately became aware of hushed
voices.

These furtive whispers came from
beyond the piled sacks. Rainey climbed
up to the top of the pile and

i red
over. There they were, the whole four
of them, intent on the study of a red
leather and gilt jewel case which Riley
was holding out towards Rafferty.
Braun, a half-smoked cigar lax in his

right hand, was arguing:
We'll have to sell 'em as they are.

There isn't time to cut 'em down."
Rainey took a flying leap from the

top of the sacks, landing with both feet

E\Vy Tuesday

on Rafferty's neck, He went sprawling.
but his fingers closed automatically
upon the case, snapping it to. Rainey
made a grab for it, as the others, startled
out of their wits, went scurrying out of
the shed.

"It's Gray!" squealed Braun, "It's
his spook!"
The others made answering squawks

—

for about a couple of seconds. Then
Rafferty, on his back amidst the sacks
with Rainey on top of him and Rainey's
left hand clutching his coat, gasped out:
"Catch!"
He flung the case high in the air over

the sacks. It fell with a clatter some-
where in the semi-darkness. Braun ran
back to Rafferty, his sudden fi <

ended, and with snarls of rage flung
himself into the fierce struggle now
going on betwixt Rafferty and Rainey.
Braun's yells brought Billy and Rile-,

back to the shed. A regular scrum
among the potato sacks followed; but.

Rainey, with a couple of well-directed
punches, knocked two of the ganp- to

the concrete floor. Then he took a flying-

leap upward into an open trap by which
sack> had been lowered from the floor

above.
"After him !" shrieked Braun, scuttling

up the tumbled sacks. "Fix him with
your rod!"
But Rainey had disappeared. Billy

shinned up chains that hung down from
the trap, his little pig's eyes full of
menace. He called down:
"He's got 'em! But I'll get him!"
Rafferty grunted

:

"1 reckon the case fell among the
sacks."

"We can't play hide-and-seek here!"
Braun shouted. "And we got to settle

him this time! I'm after you, Billy!"
Billy was already up the chains and

had found foothold on the upper floor.

Braun went after him like a monkey,
but Riley and Rafferty remembered the
stairway at the far end of the place
The four of them came together on (he

first story—to hear Rainey scuttling

overhead on the roof.

Came Braun's triumphant cry:
"We've got him now!"
They ran up the iron steps that led to

the roof and thrust open the skylight.

They glimpsed Rainey on the parapet of

the building, looking downward.
"Jump!" called Braun with a savage

chuckle. "That'll suit us fine! Both
your legs broken!"
Rainey, with a derisive glance at him,

jumped.
But not downward. With his athlete's

skill and strength and fine judgment ol

distance, he leapt from the parapet
clean across the yawning gulf to the

coping of the next building! -He landed
fair and square—to be instantly followed
by Rafferty, who made a mess of the
jump and must have gone crashing head
down to his death on the cobble-si.

of the yard below had not Rainey man-
aged to grab him by his right arm and
his flapping coat.

Riley and Billy stood staring. They
didn't dare to fire now— not with
Rafferty there, where so many eyes
might see. Windows overlooked them
from all sides, and police whistles were
shrilling fiercely in the streets below.
Rainey's right hand was seen thrusting

into Rafferty's pocket.
"Gee!" crowed Braun. "He ain't

got the rocks! He's feeling for 'em.
Follow me, boys. I got an idea."
Riley and Billy scuttled after their

leader back through the skylight, basely
abandoning Rafferty.

" You aren't going to— to throw me
over?" Rafferty pleaded. "Guess I've
broken my ankle."

Rainey jerked the gangster off the

parapet.
(Continued on page 35)
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Special Investigator Kennedy and his wonder police dog, Tarzan, are called in to
investigate the persistent robbery of a warehouse. A breath-taking thriller, starring

Reed Howes and Tarzan

Hasty Tempers

OLD Boswell, head of the firm of
Boswell Brothers, shippers anil

warehousemen, was sitting at the
top of the long table in the board-room
in his office on the waterside. He was
a fine-looking, frank old fellow, with a

clean-shaven face and a mop of grey
hair. But to-day he waa looking very
worried.
"Gentlemen," he began fo the half-

dozen men seated around the table, "we
have reached the limit of on ) insured
protection against theft. The insurance
companies now consider us a bad risk.

It is evident that we have become
victims of a well-organised gang of
waterfront thieves, and. to put it in a
lew voids, we'll have to stop these ware-
house robberies or—go out of business."

A thin, tall man. sitting at his liuht
hand, called across the table to a neat-
monstacbed dapper fellow:

"Graham, you're in charge of the
warehouses. Any suggestions?"

The answer came sharply:
"Why pick on rue, Chandler? You're

in control of all transportations, and I

haven't a thing to say about the deals
until the goods arc stored."

A short, youngish man. lounging in his
i hair next to the first speaker, put in

I y :

"The thefts occur in the warehouses.
You never heard of any robberies from
our ships, Graham."
"And you never heard of my depart-

ment giving out any information, Tom
Rodney!" snapped Graham. "Mr,
Boswell says we're up against an
organised gang—well, they must get a
line on the shipments somewhere or
somehow."
Rodney stood up.

'

"Are yo i suggesting 's any
I) akage in OUI' department ?"

Graham answered sneerii

"It can't he all luck thai robberies
time with the ani\al of valuable ship-
mi nts."
Rodney clenched his fists.

"1 consider that remark a distiii

Section on Chandler and myself!"
Graham shrugged his shoulders.

"You heard what T said."
"Just a moment, boys," put. in old

Boswell. "Squabbling won't, help us
out. I know you're all keen on your
departments—and that's the proper
spirit. Now, remember—we've just un-
shipped another cargo "

"I've done all 1 can to protect it,"

Graham broke in, "And no one knows
a thing about it outside ourselves here
present." He glared defiantly at

Rodney; but Boswell was intent on
smoothing things down.
"No one's suspected here, Graham,"

he -fated. "I'll tell you what I've done.
I asked the best insurance company for

help, and they've sent down a special

investigator."
"You mean a detective?" Graham

inquired scornfully. "Fat lot of good
he'll be!"
The hand telephone buzzed

table in front of Boswell. He
the instrument and listened.

"There he i-. right on the minute!"
He spoke into the receiver. "Send Mr.
Kennedy up at once!'

1 He pushed a

box of cigars along to Graham. "Help
yourself and pass them round."
While they were standing about and

lighting up, the door opened. A round-
faced Irishman stepped into the room
with a big Alsatian dog at his heels.
He took in the company at a glance as
he introduced himself:

on the

"I'm Dan Kennedy, sent along by the

Employers Insurance Company."
"You're prompt, Mr. Kennedy."

smiled old Boswell. "1 want you to

meet my associates. Mr. Graham,
general manager of warehouses. Mr.
Chandler of the shipping departn
Mi. Rodney, next to him. is his

assistant. These other gentlemen are
my partners—fine dog, Mr. Kennedy."
"His name's Tarzan," K<

answered the compliment. "And he's

my partner."
"lie's friendly." said Rodney, who

was patting the dos's neck.
"Dogs always know reg'lar peo]

Kennedy smiled. "They're q
way. Sit down, Tarzan."

"Let's all sit down," said Boswell.
But. Tarzan had come aero-- to Graham
and was sniffing at him.
Graham asked quickly:
"You're sure he's friendly?"
"Mr. Kennedy tells us dogs kn

regular people," said one of the
partners.
Graham pushed the dog's muzzle away.
"Get out! This might be a

where the man bites the dog

The Alsatian moved round to his

master and laid down obediently at his

feet. Boswell began again:
"Let's get to business. Mr. Kennedy

knows our problem, and I've asked J
j

here to listen to his opinion. Now,
Kennedy.

"

The round-faced man stopped to pat
his dog's head. He spoke in a very Irish
accent

:

"From your information and from the
records, sir, I'd say at once thai

robberies are inside jobs."
"What makes you think so." Graham

asked cuttingly.

"Because they seem always to fimo
April 4th, 1930.
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with the arrival of your .shipment. II

would be easy for someone in the firm

to pass the word."
Boswell put up a hand.
"But, Kennedy, every one who has

any inside information is light here now
in this room !"

"Then I'm to understand that only
those you can trust have been invited to

this conference
?"'

"That's so." The dog had got up and
was standing by a closed side door,

sniffing under the crack. Kennedy
rose and went to the door, sharply
jerking- it open. A girl with pencil and
Jiad in her hands was just outside.

"Come in!" cried Kennedy snappily.
The girl did so, exclaiming:
"I was just going to knock."
Boswell called

:

"It's Miss Sheila Mallory, my secre-

tary. It's quite all right, Kennedy!"
The detective offered a chair.

"Perhaps you'll sit down. Miss Mal-
lory?" He tinned to Boswell. "You're
sine everybody is here now?"

"Quite. And you can take it that
Miss Mallory wasn't eavesdropping,"
Boswell told him.
Graham had risen from his chair and

was eyeing Kennedy with much dis-

favour. But the detective merely called
his dog to heel.

"Come here, TaVzan ! All's correct

—

or will be when the lady shows me her
notebook."
The girl flushed to the roots of her

fair hair.

"Are you suggesting that I've been
taking notes?"
"Let me see the notebook." Kennedy

persisted, while Graham glowered still

more fiercely. Miss Mallory flung the
note-pad on the table.

"I resent this," Graham cried. "I
strongly resent it!"

Kennedy glanced at the notes, then
faced him

:

"What have you got to resent?"
"I object to your intimidating trusted

employees!" Graham shouted.

" If I'm in charge, I handle things my
own way." came the cool answer. "And
I'll tell «vou something—you're all

under suspicion. There's a leak some-
where, and "

"Are you trying to say that you
suspect me?" Graham roared, advancing
on him with threatening fists.

Tarzan at once leapt up, putting his

front paws on Graham's chest. The
gxeat dog pushed Graham backwards,
gently but very firmly, until the man
was against the wall, raging- at him:
"Call your dog off. you!"
Kennedy commanded :

"Down, Tarzan—down !"

For a few moments there had been
quite a rumpus. But. Graham, free of

the dog, suddenly pulled himself to-

gether.
"Sorry, Kennedy. I lost my temper.

Too bad of me!"
The detective nodded agreeably.
"Okay, Mr. Graham. 1 did." too. 1

apologise, gentlemen. This dog's my
partner, and Sometimes he gets a bit up
and doing " He turned to them.
" Am I still on the case

?"

"Sure you are!" old Boswell told him.
"

I like your style."

"Well, then, I'll get about my busi-

ness. Come on, Tarzan!" lie moved
to the door "I'll make a Few inquiries
in the office. See you later, gentlemen."
Kennedy strode out of the room, the

dog moving gracefully at his heel with-

out another glance for anj of them.

" Fine Vi'lets !

"

AS Sheila Mallory came out of the
yard gates for lunch she found
Kennedy and his dog v. ailing. .

April 1th, 1D36.
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The detective pulled at the biim of his

soft hat.

"I'm very sorry for what happened
this morning " he began.
"You certainly should be!" she re

toiled. "Why didn't you put the hand-
cuffs on me while you were at it?"
"You don't understand. 1

"

"I don't understand?" she checked
him. "I think I do. You regard me as

being some kind of accomplice with who-
ever S doing a dirty business at Bos-
well's. I suppose you have full proof of
Mr. Graham's guilt as well?">^
"Now, listen, Miss MalloryT" "Said

Kennedy. "I don't accuse anybody.
But I have to investigate everyone."
"And everyone's guilty while you

blunder around?"
"Blunder?" Kennedy was hurt.

"Why, Miss Mallory—I don't blunder!"
"No?"
Tho detective laughed in such a

pleasant way that the girl forgot her
vexation.
"Yes!" she cried. "Yes, yes, yes!"
Kennedy touched her arm.
"Come and have lunch with me," he

suggested. "Then we'll talk it over."
They walked across the street to an

open-air cafe and seated themselves on
high stools at the outside counter.
Tarzan followed up in a slinky manner,
charmed with the idea of lunch.

Kennedy asked his pretty companion

:

"Why don't you put yourself in my
place, Miss Mallory?"
The bartender came along as she

questioned

:

"And what would that make of mo?"
"Hamburger sandwich," Kennedy told

the bartender. "Two. Plenty mustard
in mine."

" Say, Sherlock, why don't you try

mustard on the Bosvvell case?" Sheila
fired at him.
"You're not being nice to me," Ken-

nedy complained. "How can I ask you
policeman's questions while you go on
this way?" He took his Hamburg sand-
wich and handed the girl hers.

"Coffee?"
"Iced coffee." She regarded him with

amused blue eyes. "Guess I'm a better
detective than you."

"I'll agree you're easier to look at."

said Kennedy, putting out a hand for

his sandwich. "Why, where's my Ham-
burger ?"

Tarzan was moving away, licking bis

lips with a long, satisfied red tongue.

"You must have ate it," said the bar-

man. "Two iced coffees." He put
down the tall, creaming glasses.

Sheila laughed outright.
"There's a mystery for you. Maybe

that's the way our stores go—just when
no one's looking !"

They went for a turn in Kennedy's car

after lunch
"You may as well drive me home,"

she said. Then you'll know where I

live and you can put on one of your
men to shadow me."
"Guess I'll do that myself," Kennedy

answered. " D'you like my dog?"
"Like him?" she smiled, patting

Tarzan 83 he sat bolt upright on the
car seat between them. "I love him."
"You know the old saying—love my

dog, love me " •

"You've go! it all wrong, Sherlock!"
she teased. "Anyway, we'll skip it!"

When they reached her house she

jumped out of the car.

"Pad's nighl watchman at Boswell,"
she told Kennedy. "Mayhe you'd bettor

call around this evening. Then you'll

be able to question him, lie's sure to

be in bed just this minute—Fm onlj
in to see that he's okay."

"I'll wait and run you back," he
otl'i red.

Tai/.au came out of the car, very

tyery Tuesday

sedately carrying the girl's bag which
she had left on the seat.

After he had left her at Boswell's,
Kennedy went along the main street of

the town, thinking over the problem
before him. It was one of those he had
met in the board-room, for certain, who
was betraying the firm. But which of

them ?

Could it be tho girl? Odd her being
at the door like that—with note-pad and
pencil. He had satisfied himself that the;

notes on the pad were innocent enough-
just shorthand pcncillings of her duties

for the day.
Kennedy didn't like to suspect her.

But her father was night watchman
Ahead of him he spotted Graham talk-

ing to a flower-seller who had come out
of a little side shop. Kennedy paused
by a delicatessen window as if studying
the dainties inside. He saw Graham buy
a bunch of violets, then pass on. carry-

ing the bunch loosely in his hand.
As the detective followed him up the

flower-vender called

:

"Vi'lets—fine vi'lets! So fresh dey is

dis morning—chust gathered!"
"How much Dutchy?"
"Ten cents. Zank you, sir!"

"Doing a good trade?" Kennedy
glanced after Graham's retreating figure.

"All de chentlemens buy from me,"
spoke the man, with a grin. He gave
Kennedy a sly look from under the peak
of his ragged cap as Kennedy passed
onward.
Graham seemed to have eyes at the

back of his head. After a few minutes
he returned to the flower-seller.

"I'll take another bunch," be said

casually. As the man stooped to draw
out the violets from his basket, he whis-

pered :

"Watch your step—that fellow's a

dick."
"Don't I know?" came the quick

answer. "Where's de stuff to-night?"

"Number six, third compartment.
Get there early and tell the boys to have
a boat."
"I gotta baf a bigger cut dis time "

"Talk to Savonne about it." Graham
took the second bunch of little purple
flowers and paid for them.
Kennedy had been watching from the

far side of the road, wishing that he had
ears long enough to listen. It Seemed
harmless enough, viewed from a dis-

tance, but why had Graham gone back?
"Saw me talking to the Dutchy," Ken-

nedy decided. "I'll talk to him again,

maybe. But not just now." •

He went on bis way ; the big dog
padding along softly, a race or two in

the rear.

Kennedy is Puzzled

SHEILA was getting her father's

supper ready—which was breakfast

to the old fellow. His "day " com-
menced at nightfall and ended soon
after daybreak. Their home was a com-
fortable little lodge at the far end ot

the docks—Mallory liked the walk of a

mile to and fro to Boswell's.

He was a quiet-spoken man, occupying
his leisure with bis pipe and bis news
paper. Sometimes he went down to the

local club for a drink and a chat with

his cronies, but mostly he liked to be
with bis daughter in those few hours
which their varying occupations afforded

them.
She was telling him about Kennedy.
"You know, dad. I felt silly—standing

when he jerked open the door. I

guess it did look a bit suspicious."

"You don't mean he bad the .

to think that you were a crook?" q

tioned Mallory. furrowing bis brows.

"Not in so many words. But he's the

sort to suspect everybody. If he comes
here—mind you tell him nothing."
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"Got nothing to tell," her lather

answered.
Sheila laid the cloth and put on knife,

fork and spoon.
"Here you are, dad—fish and salad,

bread-and-butter. Coffee to follow.

She fussed over him, adding: "You
know, dad—I sort of like his nerve."
"You better start a bottom drawer

right away," chuckled MaJlory. "I can

see a wedding ahead. Or a detective

agency I"

"Don't bo silly, dad!" But Sheila
blushed a little. "Hallo, who's this?"
The latch clicked up. Tarzan's black

muzzle pushed itself round the oiitei

door, his paw having thrust the door
Open after he had nosed up the outside
latch fastening.

"If it isn't Slowfoot Sherlock'- ilojj!"

cried the girl. "I suppose the Mastei
Mind is somewhere near." Kennedy
entered, Tarzan making way for him.
"Come out from behind that face—we
know you!"
"What are you doing?" he demanded.
"Are you asking that as a sleuth, or

personally ?"

"Personally," he answered, nodding
to Mallory. "I've come to invite you to

lunch to-morrow. Same place."
She wrinkled her little nose at him.
"Meet my father. Dad, this i» Mr.

Kennedy, the world's detective."
Mallory held out his hand.
"Sit down, sir. Join me in fi-h and

salad?"
"I'll have a cup of coffee.'' Kennedy

glanced at the girl. "That lunch
to-morrow okay?"
"You can look for me," she smiled al

him. "Mind you, I won't say you'll

see me. Good-bye for now—I've got an
appointment."

" Graham ?"

"Mind your own business!"'

She kissed her father, patted the dog,
and hurried away, giving Kennedy a

bare glance.
"The coffee's on (he stow." said

Mallory, getting another cup. "Make
yourself at home, Mr. Kennedy."
They sat awhile talking about general

things; the latest kidnapping case and
President Roosevelt's New Deal.
Kennedy came to the point after he bad
drunk his coffee.

"I'm a special investigator. What's
your opinion of things at BoswellV v "

"My opinion is that Sheila'? a line

girl. The best ever."
Kennedy nodded.
"What about Graham? Is he—

i

He- didn't know how to put the
question.

"Sheila hasn't gone to meet him,"
Mallory stated. "And Graham'.- okay,
even if she had."

" Hot-tempered—what ?"

"Who isn't in hot weather? That's
a line dog you got."'

"Sure." Mallory had risen and was
crossing the room to take up hi- ex. it

from the back of a chair. "Tarzan,"
Kennedy called, "fetch the gentleman's
coat

!"

The big dog went straight to (he chair
and drew the coat off it with careful
teeth. He brought, it to Mallory.

•'Help tho gentleman on with his
COat," Kennedy directed.
The dog shook out the coaf and stood

np behind Mallory, who, much amused,
put his arms into the sleeves. Tarzan

the collar of the coat the correct
jerk us it slid on to the old man's
shoulder^.
"Well, well !" cried Mallory. "Jf

i hat don't beat, the band !"

Kennedy was very pleased with thi-

praise of his dog.
"My partner, he is," he stated-.

"You're oil' to work soon, I guess?"
"I am."
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"Taking anything with you?'
"Well, no—"
"I'll show you something," Ken

broke in. "Give me that." He pointed
to Sheila's shopping basket. Mallory
handed it across, whereupon Kenned;,
scribbled on a lea f of his pocket-book
and tore it out. "I've ordered you a

Hamburger with onions," he told
Mallory, who was staring at him.
"That'll cost a quarter. Then a half-

bottle of home brew—that's thirty cent-,

including five on the bottle. Here's a

dollar bill." He dropped the note and
money into the basket and shut down
the lid, then offered the basket, to the
dog. "Take this to Dave's lunch
counter, where you pinched my
Hamburger this morning."
Tarzan barked once, then took the

handle of the basket in his mouth.
"There'll be forty-five cents change,"

Kennedy went on. " Don't let Dave
ditch you for it. Bring the lot back
here to the gentleman."
Tarzan trotted to the door, Mallorv

opened it, and the dog went padding
along the dusty street, baskel in his

mouth.
" H''ll lie back befoi e you

duty.'' Kennedy promised.
With a wave of his righl hand he took

In- leave, Mallory staring alter him with
a puzzled grin on his face.

Kennedy .-trolled along under the
night. He had plenty to think about.
and was glad that the generally busy
street should now be so quiet. It wa
lighted on only one side of the road—
the warehouses fringing the rher bank
on his right were dead black and life-

less.

His quick eyes hadn't failed lo notice
the double bunch of violets in the y.ase

on the mantelshelf in the Mallory home.
But Sheila hadn't gone to meet Graham
—however prettily he might have given
her tie- flowers. Kennedy deduced this

fact, despite hi- teasing question, from
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his common sense—Sheila would have
worn the violets in her dress if she hud
been going to Graham.
Kennedy was bothered. He had talked

with Chandler and Rodney, and had
gone through the shipping department
without getting even a hint as to the
cause of the trouble at Boswell's.
Graham, too. had been very agre
(hi- afternoon, trying to make up for

hi- display of temper in the morning.
The other partners at Boswell's had
given no help—they clearly hadn'l
constructive idea between them.

Mallory, the night watchman. Well,
be seemed a decent enough old fellow.

As for Sheila, -he presented doubt
doubts only. Kenni dy was glad be
hadn't given her the violets he had
bought. He'd kept the bunch loose in

In- coal pocket—he look them out now
and tossed them away.

He came to tiie yard gates. No
of Tarzan at "Dave'- Snack I

The dog was probably heading I a< k to

Mallory's. He inusl have gone there
b\ -nine circuitous, doggy route of bl-

ow n.

Kent);" 1

;, i i 1
1 aced hi - steps, noi ing the

u il h speculative e\ es i hal I e

passed or overtook.

Tarzan's Shopping

TARZAN wenl straight to Hi
bat opposite 1 1 i

the baskel on ln« coimtei
cool; ei ied out :

"lb
J , ",\ hat \ oil doing '.'"

'., bell

Tarzan put b t paw
counter.

The cook lifted tb d saw
the note and the dollai bill and
them out.

" Dawg's called for a Hambu
with onion-." he grinned. "Gui
eat it half-way borne

!"

He [iut the sa'ndwu b in the baski I

i lo-ed the lid. Tarzan barked sharpl;
• What's the inatti i

2"

Joe was just behind
Kennedy's head.

)utt of his gun on

\pril 4th. 1936.
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The clog barked again, then nosed up
the lid.

"Forgotten the home brew, eh?"
The bottle was put in. "Okay, old

son?"
Again Tarzan nosed up the lid and

barked.
''Why, I'm leaving out the change!"

the cook chuckled. '"Did you ever see

such a dawg?"
Forty-five cents in dimes and nickels

Mere counted out and put in an envelope
which was tucked under the sandwich.
Tarzan put up a paw and closed down
the lid of the basket, then took the

handle in his mouth and dropped back
to his four feet.

Tarzan headed straight for the yard
fjates. He had scented his master. But
Kennedy wasn't there. This puzzled the

dog, and he ran backwards and forwards
before the closed gates very undecided
what to do. At last he carried the
basket to a dark corner, put it down,
and returned to the gates. Backing
from them, lie took a flying leap over
and landed in the yard. Here he began
to sniff the night air, taking in full

breaths of it.

Suddenly he became very quiet. Two
lurking shadowsnearby one of the ware-
houses had attracted his attention. He
padded silently towards them; standing
\ery still when his scent told him that

neither of these was his master. He
cocked his ears when the men began
to whisper, and was sharp enough to

.sense that these whisperings were hostile

to himself.
"Here's his dog, Joe! Shall I put a

bole in him ?"

"And wake the neighbourhood?"
came the muttered reply. "Don't worry
about the beast. Gee, it's a swell idea
coming in across the docks ! We can
make an easy get-away."
"I don't like them little boats. Make

me seasick. We onghter get more dough
for this, Joe. The job's hot."
"We'll get more this lime. Ed. Say,

who passed you the word this time?"
"Don't talk. Just toller me. The

night watch lias come in."
The shadows melted away.
Tarzan went back to the gates, pre-

paring to jump them again. That
Hamburger oughtn't to be wasted.

Maybe his master had meant it for him
and the beer bottle for himself?
Why, of course! In his doggy mind

the whole thing became clear as crystal.

He jumped the gates, went back to the
basket, opened it, and lifted out the
sandwich.

( lee, it was good !

But he had a slightly guilty feeling

after he had devoured the last crumb.
Supposing master hadn't cpiite intended
things this way? Tarzan's ears folded
back; he glanced right and left. He
finally curled himself down by the
basket and pretended to go to sleep.

Meantime, Ed and Joe had made con-
tact with two other toughs who had
come into Boswell's over the load fence.
They hid themselves in a warehouse
when they had opened the door with a
pass-key winch Ed possessed.
"I got to get these keys back," he

told them. "(Jot to hand 'cm over
to-night. You boys will have to do the
carting. The cases are marked with a

chalk cross. Flick a torch, Bing, and
let's see what there is.'"

A little beam of light shone out,
circling here and then' on the piled
cases of merchandise. It rested on one
on which a .small blue cm-- had been
pencilled.
"Take it, Randy," Fd ordered. "Joe,

you bold the light while Bing lake- the
next. We got to work fast."
Two '"blue-crossed" cases had been

picked out from those in the warehouse
and had been carried down the back
April 4tli, 10W.
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stairs which led to the waterside, Ed
having opened the door here with a

second pass-key. Bing and Randy were
back for more when old Mallory heard
their furtive movements as he was
walking round the yard.
He had come in by the side gate. He

had been amused by Tarzan's tricks

with his coat, but hadn't expected the
dog to bring him a snack and a drink.
Mallory located the thieves in Ware-

house No. 6. He crept along- past the
first and second bays and spoUeci the
electric-torch flickering from somewhere
within the third set of long windows.
Most rashly he rapped on the door with
his stick, calling loudly

:

"Come out of that, whoever you are!"
A voice whispered at his ear.

"Shut up—you!"
Something hit him on the back of his

neck. He fell like a log below the bay.
Ed touched him with his foot. No

sound came from the old fellow. The
crook stepped over, his body and went
in to the rest of the gang.
"Night watch," he whispered. "I

koshed him. Look slippy—someone may
have heard him bleat."
Bing and Randy had removed a dozen

cases when Kennedy crept up the stairs

from the wharf side. Tarzan was at his

heels, having suddenly reappeared on
Kennedy's entrance at the yard gates.

The dog now gave him away by utter-

ing a low growl and leaping forward at

a tallish man who appeared to be
directing the operations.
As Tarzan sent this fellow sprawling

over on his face, Ed made a quick pass
at Kennedy, who flashed out his left and
caught the gangster squarely under the
chin, knocking him backwards full

length. But Joe was just behind, and
clashed down the butt of his gun on
Kennedy's head so expertly that the
detective's senses left him on the
instant.

"Dowse the glim!" called Joe, step-

ping on the torch which the third man
had let fall. "Choke off that dog,
Graham!" He moved through the
blackness to his chum. "Okay, Eddy?"
"I'm all right."
Ed's voice was husky and dazed, but

he pulled himself together. Graham
and Tarzan were struggling wildly. The
dog, a little bewildered by the sudden
darkness and anxious for his master,
gave way as Graham punched savagely
at him. With a whimpering cry Tarzan
turned about, to dart behind one of the

tumbled-down cases.

Graham stood up. Joe's voice came
urgently :

"Help me chuck this fellow in the
river, boys! He'll drown, and no one
will know who's done it."

Kennedy was lifted— a dead weight.
They bore him down the stairs; then,

with a swinging of Joe and Ed's arms,

he was flung out over the wharf side into

the tideway, his body splashing noisily as

it fell.

"Into the boat!" Graham snapped.
"All of you!"
Bins and Randy were at the oars.

"I'll get back for an alibi," Graham
went on. "HOW inanv cases did you
get

'."'

"Maybe a dozen.'
"Good! Shove off. I'll meet you at

Savonne's." Graham was already
scuttling along the wharf. "Watch out
for that signal boat."

lb' was .swallowed lip by the night.
The four others pushed on the heavy
tub in which they bad crossed the river,

the packing-cases weighing down the
stern till the bows rose high out of the
tide.

The sudden shock of the cold water
had restored Kennedy to consciousness,
He swam aimlessly for a few moments,
unable to get his' bearings. He heard
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the boat's departure and tried to swim
after it. Then something was swimming
beside him, making better headway than
himself.

"Tarzan!"
A gulping bark answered him. The

dog came alongside, trying to gel a grip
on his master's coat sleeve. Kennedy
rolled over on his back, letting himself
float. The dog got a hold and towed
him against the rushing stream to where
there was an iron ladder hanging down-
wards from the bankside to the river.

Kennedy turned over to catch at the
bars of the ladder. He climbed up;
then, safe, if dripping wet. he reached
down a hand to help up the faithful clog

who had so cleverly saved his life.

" Coffee, Sherlock ? "

NEXT morning Boswell was in con-
ference once more with his man
agers. He held up the morning

newspaper, on the front page of which
the overnight's robbery was boldly
featured.
"Our loss is someone else's gain," said

the old fellow, shrugging. "That's the
best I can say of it. We're spread out
all over this rag—made to look mighty
foolish."

" We can do without this kind of
publicity." Graham frowned.
"A dozen raids on our warehouse in

as many months," sighed Boswell.
"Pretty well a million-dollar haul."
Chandler put in

:

"Queer that fellow Kennedy not
turning up."
Graham asked

:

"What about that blamed dog of hi-?
Was it drowned?"
The door opened, and Kennedy came

in. He nodded to them, then addressed
himself to Graham:
"No, he wasn't drowned. Nor me.

But Tarzan's under the weather to-day,

and I'm working alone."
Boswell pushed along the cigar-box.
"Help yourself and take a pew. Glad

you're all right."
Graham offered his petrol-lighter.

"The papers are full of lies. Kennedy!
They said you'd been sandbagged and
that the dog was missing."
"And that the night watchman was

suspected," Kennedy supplemented.
"And that he threw a mock fit when he
heard the signal boat putting in."

Chandler shook his head.
"Mallory isn't in it." He glanced at

Kennedy. "Nor his daughter."
Kennedy didn't mind this little kick.

He had liked Chandler from the outset.

So had Tarzan. He smoked awhile,

listening to the others, then presently
put in :

'"Unless you take extra precautions,
Mr. Boswell, the Press will soon have
another chance to write you up
"What do you suggest?" Boswell

asked. "Can you suggest anything?
I'm utterly mystified as to how these
fellows get tipped off."

"Doable your warehouse guards,"
Kennedy advised. '.'And 1 may have
another suggestion after I've done a

little more prowling around."
Graham tinned to him.
"Cot a lead, then?"
"I fancy I'm on the trail of your

robbers' roo.-t
.

"

"You don't tell me!" Graham cried

derisively.
"I'm telling no one." Kennedy

answered, rising. "Well, I'll be on my
way."

tie went out. puffing at his cigar.

Shortly afterwards the conference broke
up.
Kennedy went straight along to the

Mallory home. Sheila hadn't come in

at Bo'-w ell's— therefore bet father had
been more butt than was supposed.

He found her getting Mallory's break*
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fast. The ok! man's bead was bandaged
up, and be was glaring under the ban-
dages at the newspaper.
"Look at that!" he cned to Kennedy.

'"Night watch suspected.' The stupidity

of people thinking I'd take a beating
like that—just to cover my tracks!"

"Cut your forehead?" Kennedy asked,
pulling the paper away from him.
guess you fell face forwards, same as I

did. Forget it. How d'you feel in your-
self?"
"Not so very bad. Sheila here has

been cosseting me."
"Sure " Kennedy gave her a

stolid look. "She's a grand doctor—but
she shouldn't have let you get at the

newspapers. All lies. Look at me -said
I was killed, and my dog, too."

Sheila asked

:

"Coffee, Sherlock?"
"With you," he replied. "Blame me

if we aren't always drinking coffee to

gether! Sorry the old dog didn't bring
you the sandwich, Mallory. He ate it.

And I've drank the home brew and
the change."
"You would," said Sheila.

"Listen, Vinegar. Will you take
dinner with me one time at Savonnc's
Blue Moon Cafe?"

His eyes were quietly on hers as In'

spoke the name. She mafic no sign.

"Maybe. But it's a swagger place,

and they don't like policemen a I

"I'm going to dreSS up." he told

her. "Cut you out, anyway. Okay, it's

a date."
She handed him a cup of hot coffee.

"When?"
"I'll give you notice," he said.

" Maybo it'll be when the next shipment
is due at Boswell's. 'Bye. folks!" He
tinned at the door. "I'll be seeing you
lunch-time, Sheila, at Dave's counter.
Here's some violets I bought for you
this morning from a Dutchy on Main
Street. 'Bye."
"Thanks. Maybe I'll come. Maybe

I won't."
After he bad gone she asked her

father:
"Dad, shall I inrtet him?"
"Of course you will," said Mallory.

"You girls are funny that way, saying
no and meaning yes!"

At the " Blue Moon "

KENNEDY went along to the Police
Bureau in the afternoon to see
some suspects picked up by the

police. He took Tarzan with him, and
the pair sat with the Commissioner in

front of the little stage across which the
men had to pass. As each man stepped
out of the side room to take the Stage,
the facts known concerning him were
read out by a policeman unseen behind
a screen.

Came the harsh, official voice as a
weedy-looking youth moved into view:

" Harry Smith. Gives address 1455,
Lanchester Boulevard. Aged eighteen.
Arrested on a charge of pocket-picking."

"It's a lie!" stated Harry Smith
crisply. "I was jostled against the gen
tleman by a feller behind me!"
The Commissioner glanced at Ken-

nedy, who shook his head.
"No," bo whispered. "Pass along,

Mr. Smith "

The next man came on the platform,
neatly dressed, but very pale and ill-

looking.
"James J. Thompson. Arrested for

disorderly conduct late last evening.
Says it was his birthday," spoke the
\oiee.

Kennedy again shook his head, and
Mr. Thompson was allowed to si

oil' the st.

i

The third man was of a different type.
Short and small, with shifty eyes and a

rat's face.
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"Bert Evans. residing common
lodging-house. Says he's out of work,"
boomed the voice. "Charged with
loitering near Boswell's yard gates. Says
he was only seeking work, but he was
watched there off and on from nine
o'clock last night till past twelve."

Tarzan had pricked up his oars. A
low growl came from him.

"That's one of them," Kennedy whis-
pered. The Commissioner looked
doubtful.
"We've nothing on him. No previous

record." The Commissioner asked Ken-
nedy: "What make~ you so sun 1 .'"

"My dog. He has come in contact
with this fellow somewhere and knows
he's a wrong 'un."
"I can't hold a man on a dog's dis

like," the Commissioner decided. "He
wasn't doing anything chargeable,
beyond the fact that he was hai
around the gates."

"Nevertheless, get all the dope you
can on him," Kennedy advised. "And
lei me know."
He went along to the po-t office and

put through i cail to New York, a

there for the City Hall. When he was
through to the bureau, he asked to be
put on to Public Safety Department.
Getting that, he asked in a low voice:

"(live me Number twenty-seven."

After a minute's waiting, a won
voice answered silkily:

"Operator twenty-seven this end
Who is it ?

'

" Number nineteen."
"I'm listening."
'Meet me Savonnc's Blue Moon Cafe,

Trenton, to-night. Evening die-- ei{ hi

o'i lock. Wear a bunch of violets. I

want to get a line on a fellow who's
taking out a girl I know."
"Okay!"
He put down the receiver and stepped

out of the box. Tarzan, outside the
box had kept listeners-ill, if any. at a

: cspectfu] distance.

lit

Kennedy, resplendent in black trousi >
-

and vest, black tie and white shirt and
collar, was sitting in the lounge of the
Blue Moon Cafe, smoking a cigarette
and reading the evening paper. Pri

etitly a slim, dark young woman in a
fashionably cut black satin frock undei
her white cloak was ushered into the
lounge by the hall-porter. Kennedy
rose, from his chair and went across t >

her.

"Hallo. Rea—good of you to come.
I've booked a table. What will you
take while we're waiting?"

"A gimlet, Danny. You're looking
very magnificent
"All dressed up for yon," he smiled.

" Two gimlets, boy."

They sat sipping their lime-juice and
spiiu, smoking and chatting, A big
palm-tree in a tub hid them from view
of those crossing the lounge on their
way to the super-dance. Presently the
young woman asked:
"Got any tiling yet ?"
"

' II : tit > and whispers," he told her.

"This place i« the H.Q. of the gang or
I'm an also ran. They came last

night."
"I read it in t!i<' papers. You got

slogged."
Kennedy chuckled.
"I sure did! Muzzed me out of time

for a few minutes. They chucked me
in the river, but the dog got me out.

Wat li t hose two "

lb- Ricked an eyelid towards a couple
just coming in. It was Sheila and
Graham. The policewoman nodded her
sit ek head.
"The gang will come again to-night,"

dy went on. "Two nights run-
ning is a favourite trick with the reg'lar

They guess you'll never behove
they'd have the cheek. Now we'll rii

in, Rea, and behave fashionably. Order
whal you like best.

"

They sauntered into the restaurant and
seats at a tucked-away table i"i

two The menu was scanned and

Without another sound he collapsed on the floor and lay there with
closed eyes.
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dinner was ordered. The head waiter
brought Rea a spray of orchids:

"With the compliments of the manage-
ment," he bowed.

At a swift sign from Kennedy the

young policewoman unpinned a bunch of

ts from her dress and took tho

orchid- with a gracious: "Thank the

management from me."

Kennedy, without looking directly at

them, had noted most of the diners and
dancei -.

'•Where's the dog?" asked Rea. set-

herself to the iced grapefruit before

"Sitting tight and waiting my
il
."

.
" Vour girl has -polled you.'

-

she mur-
mured presently. "She doesn't look

too pleased."

''We'll dance while they're fixing the

course." Kennedy rose. "Allow
mc the pleasure."

The orchestra was playing a waltz, and
Kennedy made no further attempt to

hide himself.

"There's that fellow who has made
trouble for your father." Graham snig-

gered. "Got a dame with him, too!"

"All right, I know," Sheila answered
tartly.

"I'm pleased you like my flowers,"

Graham went on.

"It's a bunch Mr. Kennedy ga\e me,"
she told him. "They're faded already.''

She unpinned the violets and tossed them
under the table.

"Good for you!'' Graham approved.
"He's got a nerve making up to you
after practically charging you with theft.

Let's dance."

They had scarcely stood up for the

waltz when the head waiter came to

them.
"A telephone call for you. Mr.

Graham," he announced. "I have put
i: through tc Mr. Savonnc's private

room."
Annoyance darkened Graham's face.

"Oh. all right— I'll come!" He
I Mined to Sheila. "Will you excuse mc
a minute ?

"I think I'll be getting back to

father," she answered. "Thanks for the

entertainment
"

Graham's frown deepened.
"Very well, il that's how you feel."

He strode sharply across the dance
floor and went into the lounge. Then
across it to a door on the left of the

entrance hall. Here he rapped three
tunes with his knuckles. A little grating
in the upper panel opened and two

eyes glinted from behind it.

Nothing was said. The door opened
and Graham went into a small lobby
where a squat-faced, ugly fellow told

"Boss1 been waiting for you!"
"I'm not late."

"Pass in and tell him so." came the
suily answer.
Graham opened an inner door and

entered a narrow room which seemed
full ol smoke. He was hailed by a

smooth -haired, stout man sitting at the
head of the table, round which were
half a dozen men of all ages but of one
type—criminal and base.

"Hallo. Handsome—you forgotten this

;. our busy night'" their leader greeted
Graham. "You letting dames interfere
with business?"

"A man has to play around some-
times," Graham told him aggressively,

' Listen here, we didn't get the imlil

cases yesterday. Maybe it wasn't your
fault. Bui you know where the real

stuff is. Sit clown!"
April ttli, 1!C6.
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KENNEDY had noted Graham's de-
parture. He asked Rea, who was
sitting opposite him and so had a

view of the lounge:
"Did you spot where he went?"
"He crossed the hall and turned to

the left. A private door opened and
shut."
"Thanks!" He rose from his seat.

"You better stay here. I'll have to do
the rest.

"

"You won't make it aitsac,'l_ she
warned him. "Too many of them here
are in the game. I've recognised three of
our ' card indexed ' gentlemen already.

The head waiter's one of them. We'll
try out an old stunt."
She got up sharply from the table and

hurried from the restaurant—crossed the
lounge at a run, coming breathlessly to
the cloak-room girl.

"Give ,rre me my wrap! she panted.
"There's a man here has insulted me!
lie: it quickl}-, please!" She tossed her
check" ticket on the counter, and the girl

went along to get her cloak.
Kennedy came lurching after Ren.
"Say. what's the trouble, girlie?" he

muttered huskily. "I didn't mean a
thing." He put his arms about her.

"Lot me go!" Rea struck at him with
little clenched fists, aware that a small
panel grating in the door opposite her
had slid open. "Let me be, can't you?
I want to go home!"
"Aw, girlie, be a good scout!" Ken-

nedy was clumsily trying to draw Rea
back to the restaurant.
"Stop it!" she cried. " Stop it!"

The grating closed with a snap. The
door was jerked open. A squat-faced
man jumped out.
"Hey. what's all this?" he snarled.

"Vein can'i get away wife that stuff

here !"

Kennedy had released Rea. His left

fist shot out like a cannon-ball at close

range. It caught the fellow .full on the
point of his chin. Without another
sound he collapsed on the floor and lay
there with closed eyes.

"Stout girl!" Kennedy whispered.
"Now, Rea, beat it to where you're
staying. I'll ring you later."

The door marked private was wide
open. Feeling in his pocket for his

gun, Kennedy went into the little lobby
and closed the door swiftly behind him.
The policewoman grabbed her cloak

—

the girl behind the counter, losing in-

terest in Rea's black satin frock, spotted
the sprawled figure on the floor.

"Say. was it him insulted you?" she
asked indignantly.
"Yes. He was tipsy.''

"Tipsy-topsy-turvy, I'd call it." the
attendant stated with scorn. "Well, he's

gol what he always wants!"
Kennedy was listening at the inner

door of the private room. lie heard
( rraham's quick voice.

"Well, now, you've got all the dope.
The cases are marked with a red chalked
(loss this time. 1 saw to it myself.
Warehouse five, to-night, not six. The
one over the archway. Ray three—the
cases are small and easj to handle.
There are extra guards on duly, but

that's your worry. I nousl be going."

"Not you," came another voice.

"You're coming with us. Listen,
Graham -Til double your split

"

Kennedy broke in upon them.
" Si ick 'c in up !" he snapped. " ['ve

got plenty on you birds now!"
There was dead silence for a few long

moments. Then hands were raised. A
stout man. silting in a big chair, eyed
Kennedy warily.

Then suddenly Kennedy's arm was
knocked up -a rat-faced little chap had

in behind him. Graham shouted:
"Grab him, boys! Hold him!"
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A tremendous scuffle followed—Ken-
nedy hitting out like a prizefighter, but
with much more purpose in Tiis blows.
Three of them were floored, and Graham
had a cut chin before Kennedy wu
finally overpowered.
The stout man directed the field. At

the end of the fight he ordered:
"Gag him. Now tie him up in my

chair, arms to the chair-arms. Pull the
rope round his knees and ankles."

It was done neatly and speedily.
Again the leader harked commands:
"Put that gun away, Bert Evans. I'll

send up Louis to take care of this i

fcring guy. Louis knows just what to

do—you needn't worry a bit. We've got
plenty quick work at Boswell's."

The gang slid out of the private room,
and Kennedy was left to his thoi -

and bruise-.

He vainly tried to free himself, wish-
ing he hadn't been quite so impetuous.
Tho squat-faced man came in.

"Don't waste your strength, mi
If you got loose, I'd have to put a bullet

in you !"

He grinned at Kennedy.
"Mighty clever, weren't you?" lie

went on. He crossed to one of the win-
dows and jerked up the lower sash.

"Gee—but this place reeks of seegars!
Listen, honey. I'm going to get some-
thing to drink, 1 feel kinder muzzy

—

you sure hit me in a vurry mean way."
He ambled off, closing tho door be-

hind him. Kennedy heard the key click
in the lock. Then he heard another
sound—an anxious little whine. Tarzau
leapt in from fhe street through the
opened window
The dog came to his master, surprised

to find him without any words of greet-
ing. Kennedy signalled to him with his

but Tarzan wasn't sure. It might
lie some new kind of game—his master
sitting there in a chair, all corded up
with a handkerchief tied across his
mouth.
But he sensed that something was

wrong. His brown eyes fixed an appeal-
ing gaze on Kennedy s eyes, asking what
he was expected to do.
Just then Louis came back.
"Get out of here, you!" he shouted

at the dog, threatening him with his

great fists

This was understandable. Tarzan
crouched back snarlingly, his teeth
bared. He made a flying leap at Louis,
knocking him backwards with his great
front paws. Low, vicious growls came
from him. Louis fought him oft' with
a desperate effort and flung him aside;
then jumped back to the doorway and
— bolted for his life!

Kennedy wagged his loose fiiu

Tarzan got a glimmering of the idea.

He ran back to his master and gnawed
at the knotted rope about Kennedy's
right wrist. A sharp, keen bite, then
another, then a pull on the rope, and
Kennedy's wrist was free!

The re-l was easy. Gag plucked out
of his mouth. Kennedy praised Taizan:
"Good dog! Good boy! as he whipped
off the test of his bonds. Tarzau wen!
back to the door, growling again, keen
to head off Louis, if he dared to come
back

!

Kennedy stood up stiffly. His gun
was lying in a corner of the room where
Bert had flicked it away from him. He
picked it up and called to the dog.
He climbed out over the window-sill:

Tarzan taking it at one jump so soon as

his master was clear.

Kennedy ran along the street to (he

nearest call-box. lb- rang up police H.Q.
and got his friend the commissioner.
Quickly and clearly he gave the news
that the gang were at work at Bo.-welj'.-.

"Meet us there.' came the crisp

(Continued on page 27)
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Death among the clouds ! War in the sky as intrepid flyers clash with the forces of
organised crime ! Tailspin Tommy returns to the firmament of Fame in a smashing
drama that blazes its way across the Pacific to islands of hidden wealth, of lawlessness,
of savagery and cannibalism. A wonder serial of unforgettable thrills, starring Clark

Williams and Noah Beery, Jun.

Read This First

Tailspin Tommy, famous civilian flyer
a nd ace of the Three Point Aerodrome,
is hired by a wealthy business mar,
named Curtis to make aerial surveys of
the oil-hat rina island of Xa:it, in the

far tropical realms of the Pacific Ocean.

Curtis is the uncle of Belli) f.ou

Barnes, Tailspin's sweetheart, and >< in

partnership wil/i Don Alrarailo Cas-
initio, who owns most of the island of
.X't.il, and whose daughltr Inez has
been holidaying in the United Slates.

The services of Skeeter Milligan,
Tailspin's mechanic, are also engaged
hi) Curtis, and the party set mil in two
'planes. But word of their approach is

later conveyed to Von Alvarado's un-
scrupulous stepbrother, Emanuel Cos-
en /to, who seeks to oust his kinsman
from X ir.il, and who is hucl el by
Haymore, a shady American financier.

Ttiitspia and Skeeter fall into the
hands of Emanuel and Raymore, but
escape with the help of Bill McOuire, a
newspaper man who has obtained a
job as chef at Emanuel's stronghold,
s'lUly for the purpose of investigating

ire's activities.

The tieo youngsters arc also assisted
by a mysterious aviator uho calls him-
self the Eagle, and who, far some
reason, makes himself their friend and
ally.

fiater they visit a new oil well which
his bi t n sunk by Don A Ivavatl,,' s em-
ployees, and. til, He. they ore the-

bombing raid is attempt, d by one of
Emanuel's hirelings, Mandro by name.

Tailspin. ''lakes off" and wounds him
after a desperate fight. Then, with his
own control-slick jam mid, In: sees

EPISODE 8 —
" Wings of Disaster "

Mandro's 'plane coming straight for
h im !

Now Read On

At the Oil Well

IT Xvas lucky for Tailspin Tompkins
that he had donned a parachute
before engaging Emanuel's hireling.

and a« he realised that a crash was in-

evitable lie abandoned the useless con-
trol-stick of his 'plane anil heaved him-
self over the side of the cockpit

lie plunged head first through space
with a velocity that snatched his breath
away, hut at the count of three he
tugged the release-ring of his 'chute anil

the package mi his hark unfolded itself

immediately, the silk ballooning out
like an enormous hood as the wind
caught il and filled it.

lie felt the sudden strain on hi,

shoulders, a jerk that arrested the hair-
raising impetus of his descent and
swung him into an upright position, :e,iA

almost in the same moment he sal
'plane collide with Maudro's away
above him.

There was a sickening impact th.it

I to send a quiver through the
air, an ear splitting smash that, was
instantly followed by the louder blast
"f detonated bombs as the deadly
cargoes of the two ships went off with
a shattering roar. To Tailspin. drifting
earthward under the fat, folds of the
parachute, it was as if the whole
heavens reverberated to that awful ex-

plosion, which he could only liken to

some terrific thunder-peal.

The locked 'pianes had disappeared
in a vivid outburst ol Qame, and from
that monstrous blotch of fire all manner
of debris came hurtling—fragments of

bomb-casing, fragments of wings, strut-

and fuselage, and twisted metal ripped
from shattered engines.

Wreckage hissed past him. lie Him-
self was being tossed to and fro like a

cork in an angry sea, for his parachute
was reeling and swaying under the con-
CUSSlon that had -mote it. But it,

finally steadied itself and carried him
downward al a smoother and more even
rale of prog

lie looked up again, his cars si ill

singing from the shock of the i xplosion.
In the sky overhead a few faint wraiths
of smoke were drifting away on
wind, but apart from these there
nothing to reveal the catastrophe that
had just o, cored. The machines 'it

volved in the crash had been blown to

pieces, and so had Mandro.
The emissary of Emanuel Casni

had made his last flight. . . .

Far below, in fhc neighbourhood of

the oil-workings that Mandro had at-

tempted to destroy, Tailspin's friends
had covered their faces in lion.

they had seen the 'planes dash towards
each other in mutual annihilation, and
il was only when the echoes of Hi.

plosion had died away that they ra

their ej es once more.

They then discerned the parai
that was bearing the lone survivor to

wards them, and at sight, of the figure
which was floating from the heavens
Skeeter Milligan uttered a hoarse cry.
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"Yes!" Betty Lou sobbed hysterically.
" But w ho — who ? Tommy — or —
Emanuel's pilot?"

It was impossible for them to tell yet,

but as they calculated the approximate
spot where the parachutist seemed like-

ly to fall they broke into a staggering
run, being followed by Inez, Don ALvar-
ado and Ned Curtis.

At the same time tho men who had
been working on the new oil well came
streaming from the various points where
they had taken cover during Mandro's
raid. They were led by Burke, the
Irish-American foreman, and were on
the scene almost as quickly as Skeeter
and his companions wnen Tailspin
eventually landed near the edge of a
wood on the north side of the field.

It was with shouts of relief that
Skeeter and his party recognised their
friend, and eager hands helped the
youthful airman to extricate himself
from the harness of the parachute.
Within a few seconds he was standing
before his sympathisers, a little white
and shaken, but able to conjure up a
reassuring grin, none the less.

"Oh, Tommv," Betty found herself

staying, "thank heavens you're safe!"

"Yeah. I'm safe all right." he
breathed. "Gee, I was lucky to get out
of it alive, though."

"And you're not even hurt?" the girl

faltered.

Tailspin shook his head, but, despite
his claim that he felt none the worse
for his experience, he was prevailed
upon to rest, for a while in Burke's
quarters, and here Skeeter kept him
company with Inez and Betty Lou for

almost an hour.

During this time, work on the new
oil well was resumed, and the prepara-
tions for bringing in the expected
'gusher" were very nearly complete
when Curtis and Don Alvarado put in

an appearance at Burke's office.

"Thanks to you. Scnor Tommy, we
are practically ready to 'shoot' the
well," Don Alvarado announced geni-
ally.

"Thanks to mo?" Tailspin echoed in

a somewhat bewildered tone.

"Why, yes," the aristocratic Spaniard
replied. "If it had not been for you,
there would have been no well. The
whole plant would have been wrecked
by that agent of my devilish step-
brother." . .

'The Don's right. Tommy," Skeeter
put in fervently. "This outfit owes a
lot to you. Come on. let's go and see
"cm shoot the works."

Tailspin rose, and. accompanied by
his mechanic and the two girls, he left

Burke's quarters on the heels of Curtis
and Don Alvarado. A minute later
they were gathered together under the
towering derrick where the Irish-Ameri-
can foreman was1 superintending opera-
tions.

"We're lowering tho casing into the
hole we've already drilled," Burke ex-
plained for tli.' benefit of the new-
comers. '' We've reached oil-sand, and
once we've g6t all (Ik- rasing in position
we'll send down a charge of explosive
in the form of a big ca-psulo. That
ought to do Hie trick as soon as it goes
off."

The last length of casing was hanging
over the shaft from a pulley in the
derrick, and Burke spoke to the work-
men who were preparing to drop it

into position.

'Swing it over a little to the right!
That's it—hold it I Now down with it."

The casing began to sink into the
well, anil Burke turned to Don Alvar-

,
ado's parts again.
April ttb, 1936.
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"There's the capsule I mentioned,"
he said, indicating a sinister-looking
object that stood on the floor of the
derrick. "There's enough nitro-glyci rine
in it to bust up a fair-sized house."
"You don't sa\ !' Skeeter interposed,

with a whistle. "Boy, I'd like to feed
about a quart of that nitro to Emanuel
and then drop him from a 'plane."
The bystanders greeted this comment

with a grim laugh, and .then Burke
spoke again.
"We've got to be pretty careful." lie

observed, "because we're apt to strike a

pocket where there's a tremendous
amount of pressure. If that happens,
there's always a chance of a gusher rising

with such force (hat it will blow casing-
rig and everything sky-high."
He was silent for a moment, and only

the clanking of chains and the rattle of
tho pulley overhead were audible in the
derrick.

"By the way, Don Alvarado," Burke
continued, after he was satisfied thai the
final length of casing was in position,

"you realise, of course, that we can't dis-

pose of the oil we mine until the pipe
line has been run to the coast?"

"Quite," the Don answered. "But
Scnor Curtis tells me that you can cap
the well when the gusher comes up."

"Yep," the foreman agreed. "We're
all ready to do that. Now, while the
boys are screwing home that last, piece
of casing, I suggest you folks make your-
selves scarce. We'll be ready to drop
in that capsule then—a ' go-devil.' as we
call if—and when it hits, this will be no
place for you."

Don Alvarado and his companions took
Burke's advice, and they were already at
a safe distance from the derrick when
they saw the Irish-American and his'

gang of miners run from under the
framework of the tower.

In the meantime, numbers of hands
who had not actually been engaged in

the last-minute operations at the well
had assembled near the spot where the
Don and his party were standing. A few
platoons of uniformed soldiery were also

present, for in view of his stepbrother's
activities Alvarado Casmetto had been
compelled to nicer force with force ami
raise a small army, and as a precau-
tionary measure some of his troops were
always on duty at the oil-field.

Across that field Burke and the men
from the well were now travelling ai the
double, and even as they joined the rest

ol the onlookers there was a distant

rumble that seemed to come from the
very core of the earth.

Next instant black, bubbling liquid was
seen to surge upward from the deserted
shaft—raw petroleum that shot higher
and higher into the framework of the
derrick with ever-increasing force and
volume, until the very peak of the lower
was drenched in the ocasele-s smother of

that enormous column of spouting oil.

Up from the sand-tone stratum four
thousand feet below ground, up through
the steel casing that lined the shaft it

soared; mineral wealth that spelled a for-

tune for Curtte and Don Alvarado, ami
generous bonuses for ail who were in

their employ.
Workmen and soldiers cheered the pei

taclo to the echo. As for Tailspin, Betty.
and Skeeter, tiny stood and marvelled,
for (he sight of a "gusher" was some-
thing new in (heir experience.

"It's wonderful!" Betty kept saying.
"Tt's wonderful!"
Her uncle turned to her, smiling ot

her enthusiasm.
"When Tommy and Skeeter have

blazed a trail, and the pipe line's been
laid, we can barrel the oil at Don
Alvarado's settlement and load it straight
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on to. the tanker-," he declared. "Until
then, the well has got to be scaled."

Burke and some of the men were re-
turning to the derrick by this time,
anxious to close the shaft lest the gusher
attained a force that might can-,
damage. Soon they were at the towt c

again, and, begrimed by the spouting
oil. they started to operate a valve-wheel
which fastened a powerful cap of metal
over the bore, thus shutting off the flow.

"Well, that's that," Curtis said to Don
Alvarado, as (he gusher was checked.
"And now we've got to hang fire tiil

the pipe line has linked ihe oil-field to the
coast."

Plan of Attack

A WEEK had elapsed, and, during
that week, Emanuel Casmetto and
Horace Raymore had received

tidings which were by no means welcome.

In the first place they had learned that
Tailspin Tompkins and Skeeter Milligan
were still very much alive, contrary to
the fond belief that the crooked financier
and his accomplice had nursed. In the
second place they had learned why
Mandro had not returned with the
bomber in which he had been instructed
to raid Don Alvarado's oil-field, and it

had been a severe blow to them when
they had been told that the 'plane and
their agent were no more.

The source of their information was
Garcia, the shady planter who posed as
the Don's friend, but who was in reality

a spy in the service of Emanuel, and
one morning, just seven days after the
death of Mandro, Garcia might have
been seen at the small township over
which his secret employer held sw ay.

Passing through the main street with
its two rows of adobe buildings, Garcia
made his way to the outskirts of the
settlement and reached the headquarters
of Emanuel, where he was challenged by
a sentinel posted ai the gates of the
compound.

"Officer XX." Garcia remarked to the
soldier.

This was the alias by which he was
commonly known at Emanuel's strong-
hold, only a chosen few being aware ot

his real name. If it had been noised
abroad that a planter called Garcia
was in the habit of paying frequent visii-

to the northern shores of Nazi!, the new,
might have reached the ears of the Don
ami set him thinking.

"Officer XX.
The sentry at the gate of the com-

pound repealed the pseudonym and drew
aside, whereupon Garcia strode past him
ami marched across (he parade ground
w ithin.

Groups of men in uniform were loung-
ing about the great patio, but the \i

paid no attention to them ami walked
straight to I he hacienda of Emanuel, and
here he was stopped by another sentinel.

This time he gave hi- correct name, for

the guard was one of Emanuel's most
trustworthj men, and a few seconds later

Enrico Garcia was being shown into a

lounge occupied by Don Alvarado's un-
scrupulous kinsman and IIoi,

more.
"Ah, Garcia." Emanuel Casmetto ex-

claimed, a gleam o!" interest appearing in

his narrow < yes as he recognised the
caller. "I had an idea you might be here
to-day. Is there anything In rep

"Yes." was the reply. "I was with
Don Alvarado and Curtis hist night.

i .11 mo that Tompkins and Milligan

are making good progress. Every day

thOJ maj he seen Hying over the terri-

tory thai lies between the oil-field and
the coast -bombing such obstructions as

might interfere with the job of laying

their pipe line—in short, clearing
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' lie ground for the engineers. If you
are going to prevent Curtis and your
Stepbrother from making capital out of
I heir properly, you had better waste no
lime, Senor Emanuel."
"You are right, Garcia." Emanuel said

thickly. '"That is what I have just been
fi fling Senor Raymore. A whole week
has elapsed since that fool Mandro got
himself killed, and we have done nothing
—nothing."
Raymore shot an impatient glance at

him.
"You know why we've been idle." he

snapped. "When we learned that we'd
le-i our only remaning 'plane, we just

liail to sit tight."
"We could have attacked Don

Alvarado's oil-field with our land forces,"
Emanuel growled.
"With Tompkins and Milligan harass-

ing us from the air?" the American
retorted. "Anil the Eagle as well,
maybe! Why, our men would have been
scattered in no time. No. I still think
we were, wise to wait until the delivery
of the new bomber which I ordered soon
%fter we lost our first ship."

Emanuel Casmctto rose from the chair
in which he had been seated.
"And today the new bomber

arrived," he said, "so f .see no reason
lor waiting any longer."

Raj more nodded briskly.
"1 agree with you on that point," he

Stated. "What's more, I think you can
-till use your land forces. We'll make
tins a mass attack, Casmetto. While
Gomez bombs the Don's oil-well from the
air, your troops can open fire from the
woods on the north side of the held.''

Emanuel greeted this suggestion with
approval, and the two conspirators were
discussing details when Garcia inter-
i upted them.
"One moment, gentlemen.'' he re-

marked. " You speak of Gomez, but
>vh\ not give him a rest from Bying and
I ' him lead the land forces? ' Ho has
noi been too successful in the ait lately."
"Because of that accursed aviator who

calls himself the Eagle," Emanuel
broke out fiercely. "And, talking of the
Eagle, Garcia, have you any idea who
he is yt ?"

The planter shook his head,
"No," he admitted, "and, strange as

it may seem, I am convinced that Don
Alvarado himself does not know, though
the Eagle litis helped your stepbrother's
party consistently."
"You were talking of Gomez," Ray-

interposed at this juncture. "You
-aid something about giving him a rest
from Bying."
"Yes," rejoined Garcia. "He has not
n lucky, and besides—I think you

need a better man for this job. a man
who could deal with the Eagle if ho
happened to run foul of him."
"And where can we find such a man?"

Raymore demanded.
Garcia smiled. his sallow .features

assuming a self-confident expression.

"You don't have to look farther than
me, senor." ho observed.

" You J" The American Seemed
asioni-hed. "You, Garcia ?"

"Oh, yes, Garcia has seen service with
one of the South American Air Forces."
ft was Emanuel who spoke. "|)i,| you
not know, Raymore? Let me see, you
Acre dismissed alter having a hand" in
au attempted revolt, Garcia, weren't
you?"
"Yes," the planter said thoughtfully.
I would have been a made man if that

rebellion had been a success. As it was,
I ,' as lucky to escape a firing-squad.
But that's all finished with now, and 1

seldom talk of it. I I'm, Don Alvarado
and Ins people do not even know I can
fly a 'plane."
Raymore had moved closer to him.
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"Just how well can you fly?" he
asked.
"I was reckoned to be the best army

pilot south of the Panama Canal,"
Garcia answered, with some pride. "I
might, add that I have had actual ex-
perience of warfare, amigo, and when
I think of this mysterious aviator who
calls himself the Eagle—-well, I am
tempted to go looking for him, that's

all."

"Forget the Eagle, Garcia," the
Yankee .-aid. "You're going on a
bombing raid, and you're going to make
gcod where Mandro failed. Emanuel,
send for liomcz and tell him he's in

charge of the land forces."

Gome/, was summoned from his
quarters, and, the plan of campaign
having been made clear to him. he was
instructed to assemble the troop- in

Emai I's pay.
"Get the men info the trucks and

leave at once," Raymore finished.
"When you reach the woods on the
north side of the Don's oil-field, waii
there until \<>u see Garcia pass overhead
in the new bomber. He won't take off

for an hour or two yet, of ionise, be-
cause the 'plane's got to undergo in-

spection and te-ts, and it will have to

be equipped with ammunition and ex-
plosives."

Gomez inclined his betid, and then,
with a smart salute, be turned and
made his way from the room. A
moment later he was hastening along
th corridor that led to the compound,
and il Was as he emerged from I he
hacienda thai he collided with a stoutish
u. an in the garb of a cook.

The cook was Bill McGuire,
keenest new -paper investigator who had
ever eon

| of San Francisco, though
Oil thai tropical island of Xa/il lie \va-.

regarded as a harmless numskull by the
majority of Emanuel Casmetto's hire-
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"Hey!" he ejaculated, as he recovered
his. balance and looked at Gomez in-

dignantly. "Hoy, what's your hurry,
pardner? You want to be more
careful."
Gomez favoured him with a tolerant

glance.

"I am in a hurry all light, com-
panero," he said. "The time for action
has come. We are going to attack the
oil held and wipe Don Alvarado's party
out of existence."
He passed on, and left Mac standing

there with a startled expression on his
plump features, an expression that was
succeeded by a look of rapt attention
when the reporter heard the notes of a
bugle ring out across the compound.
The "assemblj " was being called,

and soon, from his vantage-point in the
doorway of the hacienda, Bill McGuire
witnessed the departure of a formidable
contingent of aimed men—truckloads of
soldiery under the command of Gomez,
who occupied an open car at the head
of i he procession.
The column moved out, and McGuire

fidgeted nervously. He was clearly
anxious to quit the hacienda, but he had
a meal to prepare for Emanuel and Ray-
more, and he did not dare to arouse sus-
picion by abandoning his duties.

Reluctantly ho directed his steps
low aids I he kitchen and -el to WOI !., but
the moment he hail finished his activities
as a menial he lost no time in ma
himself scarce.

There was an ancient car which he
was permitted to use. Rain or shine, it

Stood in the open night and day, and
Mac had to swing the crank handle In

start it; and it was as he was engaged
in this task that he observed the new
bomber standing some distance away.
A crew of chauics were fussing

around it, and a, man in flying kit was
watohing them. That man was Gari ia,

but. though lie had -ecu him before, Tell

He was standing on the wing of his 'plane, a revolver in his fist, and,
heedless of the shots that were whistling around him, he was sniping

at a platoon of Emanuel's ruffians.
April fth, 1036.
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McGwire did not know him by name.
He noticed now, however, that the fel-

low was wearing a leather helmet on
which two X's had been roughly
stitched.
The reporter continued to turn the

crank-handle of his car, and, as the

engine fired at last, he scrambled into

the automobile and settled himself be-

hind the steering-wheel. Then he made
lor the road that led southward into the

jungle, and presently the trees had swal-

lowed the vehicle and its driver.

Two miles from Emanuel's stronghold.

McGuire halted his car in a lonely clear-

ing and gathered up a length of grimy
<loth that was lying on the seat beside

him. Then he climbed out of the auto
and ran to tiie edge of the glade, where
he snapped off a stout twig from one of

the overhanging tree-boughs.

To this twig he fastened the length of

cloth, which streamed out like some
dirty, tattered banner, and now he
looked up into the sky as if hoping to

something there, but he had to cool

his heels for half an hour in that remote
jungle clearing before he heard a sound
thai dispelled his agitation.

It was the note of a 'plane's motor,
tmd he scanned the clouds expectantly.
A few seconds later he beheld a strange
ii.ilt flying from the west, and as he
recognised it an exclamation of relief

broke from his lips.

1 le began to wave his improvised flag,

and was still signalling with it fran-

tically when the 'plane came overhead.
Nor did lie lower the ragged cloth until

ii was clear to him that the pilot of the

machine had espied him and was turning
into the wind to make a landing.

The 'plane descended to the glade,

sped across the turf and rolled to a

standstill thirty yards from the waiting
reporter, who promptly dashed towards
it and confronted the ship's solitary

occupant.

Only (lie airman's head and shoulders
were visible above the edge of the cock-

pit, and his identity was concealed by
a curious mask that was fitted with a

pair of tinted goggles. He was the

Eagle — 1 1 1 r- mystery flyer who had pre-

vailed upon McGuire to act in co-opera-
lion with him—the aviator whom
Emanuel Casmetto and Horace Raymore
bad learned to fear.

"Thank heavens you happened to

show up!" Mac breathed. "You're
needed badly!"

"I don't let many hours go by without
checking this spot and looking out for

;i signal from you." the Eagle replied.

"What's the trouble, anyway?"
"Emanuel is sending troops to sur-

prise Don Alvarado at. the oil-field."

McGuire fold him. "fan you warn the
Don?"
The Eagle nodded.
"I'll tip him off," he said, and was

leaning forward to lay a hand on the
throttle when the newspaper man
stepped closer.

"Hey, feller," Mac blurted, "I guess
I'm of an inquisitive turn of mind.
being connected wnh the Press, and I

hope you'll make allowances on that
tun! B if jus) where do you come

Where are your headquarters ?"

"In my 'plane." was the cool response.

"Then where do you get your
supplies ?"

The eyes behind the tinted goggles
were regarding Mac in an amused

Mm.
"Th. it', my secret," the unknown air-

man announced.
"Yeah, 1 know." McGuire protested,

"but don't you think I'm entitled to a

erlain amount of confidence? Who aie
April iiic
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you, and why are you helping Don
Aharado's crowd?"
The Eagle was silent for a spell, and

then he addressed the reporter de-
liberately.

"I'm no stranger to you. McGuire,"
he said, "and I know I can trust you.
But listen, before I show you who I

am you've got to give me your Bible
oath that you won't betray my identity

to a soul—not even to Don Alvarado or
any of his people."
Mac drew in his breath.

"I swear," he answered in low,
solemn tones, and with that the Eagle
raised his hand to the mask he was
wearing.
Slowly he lifted the covering, and for

(he first time the reporter looked upon
the features of the man of mystery

—

looked upon them and recoiled in

amazement

.

"You!" he gasped. "You!"
The Eagle lowered the mask again.

"Remember." he admonished. "Not
a word to a living soul!"

"I—I gave you my word, didn't I?"
Mac faltered, and, moving aside as the
Easle signed to him to stand clear, he
watched the 'plane swing round and
return to the far side of the glade,
whence it started to taxi over the turf

at ever-increasing speed till it soared
from the ground.

Gazing after it, the newspaper man
saw it rise above the trees and veer
southward in a long, graceful swerve,
to disappear at last among the clouds.

The Battle Opens

IT was early afternoon, and. after

snatching a hurried meal at the oil-

field canteen, Tailspin Tompkins and
Skeeter Milligan were preparing to

set off in the direction of the coast and
resume their task of clearing the terri-

toiv through which the pipe-lino was
to be laid.

Theii-s was a peaceful enough mission,
even though hand-grenades were re-

quired to carry it out. and they had
been presented with a spare 'plane that

had been conveyed north from Don
Alvarado's settlement to replace the one
which had flashed with Mandro's ship.

They were on the (point of entering
the cockpits of this machine now. and
the Don and his daughter were bidding
them goodbye with Curtis and Betty
T,ou.

"We'll expect you back before dusk,"
Ourtis was saying to the youngsters.
"Don't make it any later, or we're
liable to get worried about you."

"We'll be back bv dusk all right,"
Tailspin answered. "But say, I think
we'll need some more bombs. Skeets,
you slip over to the arsenal just (here

and ask Burke to let you have a sack
of 'pineapples,' will you?"

Skeeter dropped lo the ground and
turned in the direction (hat Tailspin had
indicated, but before he had taken a

dozen steps he became aware of a

familiar drone somewhere amidst the

clouds above.

The re>t of (he parly had heard the

sound, too. and as they raised their eyes

to the heavens thev saw a 'plane swoop-
ing towards the oilfield; a 'plane (hat

awakened some alarm in them at first

—

until Tailspin gave \ent to a sudden
ejacnlal ion.

"It's the Eagle!" he cried out.

The Eagle n «;iv and as his ship
roared above (he workings at a height
of three or four hundred feet, a (my
pa in hnte dropped from the craff and
floated down through the air.

"lie's Hung out a message," Belly
I,on exclaimed.
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The miniature parachute sank steadily
through space and came to earth mid-
way between Tailspin's stationary 'plane
and the arsenal. Consequently it was
Skeeter who first, reached it. and as he
picked it up he saw that there was a
note tied to it.

He had detached the scrap of paper
and unfolded it by the time Tailspin
and the others joined him, and it was in

breathless accents that he read out the
warning which it contained.

"
' Emanuel planning to attack you

by land. Be on your guard against
him.' "

He looked up and saw that the Eagle's
ship was disappearing into the clouds
again. Then he glanced at Don
Alvarado.
"Did you hear thai, sir?" he jerked.

"Your stepbrother is planning an
attack."
The Don ground his teeth together.

"Yes," he bit out, "but thanks to the
Eagle, we shall be ready. We have
troops of our own here, and the work-
men will fight, too. There's ammuni-.
tion in plenty at the arsenal, and rifles.

Moreover. I can send for reinforcements
by radio."
"This means our job of blazing the

trail for that pipe-line has got lo be
postponed, Don Alvarado." Tailspin cut
in. "Skeeter and I aren't going to miss
this battle—not for anything."

Inez's father nodded, and then, along
with Curtis, he hastened off to find

Burke and muster every man who could
handle fire-arms. Meanwhile, had Don
Alvarado and his partisans hut known
it, the troops of Emanuel were gathered
in a clearing not more than a mile from
the oil-field, and about the lime that,

preparations were being made to receive

the attack a bombing 'plane landed close

to the position occupied by Gomez and
his column.
Garcia stepped out of that craft as it

came to a standstill, and Gomez
approached him.

"I've bad news. Officer XX," the

commander of the troops muttered.
"Another aeroplane flew over here a

few minutes ago, travelling towards the

oil-field, and I recognised it as the

Eagle's."
"The Eagle, eh?" Garcia rejoined, his

eyes narrow ing. "Well, what of it,

amigo? lie does not scare me."

"I don't like it," Gomez said

anxiously. "There is something super-

natural in the way that fellow always

shows up when (here is trouble."

"Bah!" scoffed Garcia. "I will soon
account for him if I have the luck to

run across him. Now, listen, you gel

your men to the edge of the woods and
start shooting. I will support the attack

by bombing the oil-workings from my
•plane."

Gomez nodded, and returned (o the

head of his column, ordering (he troops

to dismount from the long line of

vehicles. Then he instructed (hem (o

deploy, and presently th<' soldiery were

moving forward through the trees in

red formation. Garcia remaining
by his 'plane and watching (hem until

Ihej were well out of sight.

The troops continued their steady
advance, and had spread out far and
wide by Ihe lime that (he fringe of the

was reached; and here, crouch

ing among the thickets, they al once

became aware of the intense activity

thai was afoot in the vicinity of the oil-

well.

Men were running lo and fro between
(he outlying sheds men in uniform and
men in civilian clothes. Miners and

(Continued on page 28)
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"Who has them?" he growled.
"Braun's got 'em,'' whined Rafferty.

"I saw him pick up tlie case—the dirty
dotible-crosser

!"

Rainey flung him into an angle of
the roof.

"Stay there!" he ordered. "If you
meddle any more, I'll have to get ieal
angry with yon !"

He took a flying jump back from the
loof to the other building. The sky-
light had been fastened from the inside,
but he went over the far edge of the
roof, to slide down a stack-pipe to the
ground without wasting an instant. He
caught sight of Braiui and the other-
two toughs running across a landing-
stage towards some river steps where a
boat was moored.
Rainey was after them like a flash.

Billy, desperate now, half-turned to
take a shot at him, but missed by yards.
Rainey heard Braun yell at Riley, and
saw that worthy deliberately thrust out
an arm at Billy and push him oft' his
fret sideways into the flowing liver.

Rainey was sure now that the jewel-
case was with Braun.
"The little rat will try it on the other

fellow next."
lie fairly leapt upon Braun just as

he reached the top of the steps. A
straight flash of bis left fist between
Braun's shoulders sped that gentleman
clean down the whole flight head fore-
most. A handgrip on Riley swung him
round and round through the air until
Riley came to rest witii a hollow kind
of "plonk " on the rails. A plain-
clothes policeman, who had just landed
from the river ahead of his party, gasped
in such surprise that he stood quite still

with fists still clenched and his mouth
w ide open

!

"There's a fellow drowning!" panted
Rainey. "I couldn't get. him."
Other police, uniformed, came run-

ning up from their boat. Their sergeant
spluttered

:

"Don't apologise—he isn't dead. But
he's full tip of water!" He glanced
down at the stunned Braun. " Have you
finished with this one, mister?"

"No. He's got some stolen goods on
him I'd like to have."
The sergeant stooped to Braun to run

practised lingers over him. The red
jewel-case was drawn out of his inside
pocket.
"Yours?" asked the sergeant, hand-

ing it over to Rainey, who now saw
Audrey coming towards him with
another parly of police, headed by a
Federal officer in uniform.

"There's a fourth fellow up on the
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roof somewhere with a broken ankle."
said Rainey. "I think his name is

Raft'erty."

"We've got him,'" stated the Federal
officer crisply. "He's told us he killed

Gray. So now's the moment for a little

presentation."
The police ranged themselves round

about Riley and Braun, who had been
jerked to his feet. He had fished his

cigar stump out of a pocket, and he
stink it in the corner of his mouth,
watchful and alert as a weasel.

Billy didn't look too good, but he still

managed a grin. Riley alone was dour
and sulky. But the fee! of the police-

man's hand on hi. arm kepi him satisfied

to stand still.

Rainey addressed himself to Audrey:
"1 couldn't clear myself by letting
the^e gentlemen hop oil' with the
diamonds." He gave Braun and
Company a glance, then turned again
to the girl. "So I just had to stop
them! I have much pleasure in handing
the stones to you, as agreed with poor
Gray."
Braun's eyelids flickered.
"

I knew you weren't a ghos I

'

"Sure you did!" agreed Dick. "That
was why you squawked!"
Audrey had taken the jewel-case.

"Thank you. Mr. Rainey. t now pass
this over to the police tor safe custody.
Is there anything further, captain?"
"Nothing more. Ali>s Ferry," spok<-

the Federal officer, "beyond chucking
these fellows into the piisou van along
with their friend Rafferty. But, we'll do
all that. Good-afternoon, miss

—

pleasant journey, -Mr. Rainey! Squad,
take the prisoners !

"

As Dick walked away with Audrey,
she asked :

" Shall I drive you to
I
lie rail . .i\

depot ''."

"Well, no. I've an idea I'll get a

job ai Springport and settle down."
"I can't imagine you settling down!"

she said.

"I was wondering if you'd help me,"
Dick hinted.
"Why, I scarcely know you," she

smiled, adding demurely: "Leastways,
not as well as I'd like to."
When they got back to the Ferry

mansion, Mr. Ferry had returned.
"I think you must be Norman Gray,"

lie declared, staring his hardest at Dick.
"Maybe I can take his place here,"

Dick answered in his bri.~k way. "If
Audrey doesn't hate me too much?"
She put her hand in his for answer.

Mr. Ferry called to the old butler:
" Robert, get. its something to eat!

Guess we're all mighty hungry after

such a busy day. And, Robert, bring
along a bottle of the old Madeira.
Seems to me we've got to drink
healths!"

(By permission of Universal Pictures,
Ltd., starring Richard Talmadge.)
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"RIFF RAFF
'Continued from page 8)
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Belcher'- tins aven face broke into a

grin.

"Where do you think you svas

- -
'"

"Now don I get excited, Dutch,'
remoustr ted B Ichcr. W -

1 just thought
you might bo a little Lonesome an
a job like this, so 1 thought I'd c<

over and talk to you."
"We got nothing to talk abo

"I hear the union give you a preth
raw deal," Belcher said with significant

meaning. "You know, 1 was talking

to some "i' He boys about it. and those
l'h\ ought to g.j down on their k :s

ami crawl to you to get you to come
bai k w iih i hem."
The two boys— tigly, evil-looking men

—slunk forward and lined up alongside
Belcher.

" Hi'ya, Dutch?" they cried.

"You remember these dudes, Dei.

said Belcher. ''Joe and Ed."

"Sure—sure." Dutch had not missed
the package tinder Red Belcher's arm
and he had an idea of its uaturc.

"We think it's the rottenest deal

went on Red. "It's persecution, and
we're all with you if you want to d

anything about it."

"Well— el'

—

well, w 1 1 :] t iln Will think

we could do " Dutch asked.

"Nov hi '
i ' tall in"." Belcher

Laughed. "Let's go on hoard the

freighter so we can be private."

"Somebodj might see us up tin .
Dutch answered. "Let's go oxer behind
them bale.-."

"Dutch, if they ain't gonna let us

work, we aiu'i gonna let them work."
the hobo ruffian explained vt hen I hi .

had reached the bales. "See what I

mean?" He held up the paper parcel,

and then tore off a corner to reveal the
contents.

"That's a greal idea." Dutch seemed
to be delighted. "That'll blow up the
whole joint. The union and all."

From behind a hale peered the small

face of Jimmy. He had heard enough.
No one heard his bare feet as he raced
away to give warning of the attempt to

destroy the waterfront. The boy went
straight to the union house and found
a meeting in progress.

"Hey, fellows! Hoy, Brains, I just

seen. Red Belcher and a couple of mugs
talking to Dutch," lie shouted. " They
gotta a. bomb and they're going to

blow up the whole waterfront, or some-
thing."
"I told you you couldn't trust,

Miller !" a man shouted at Brains
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McCall. "You oughtn't to have lei the
guy come »

"We'll soon find out," rasped Brains.
'

( !omo on, lot's go !"

But Jimmy had boon bluffed just as
Belcher and Ins pals wore tricked.
Dutch Miller had no intention of allow-
ing these thugs to blow up the wharf
and sot everything ablaze, but. he had
to lure thorn into confidence in himself,
got their hands away from the guns
that they musi carry, and try some way
to defeat their nefarious scheme. And
Jimmy was just near the union house
when Dutch acted—he hit Belcher over
the head with the electric torch.

The other two men flung themselves
oil Dutch. They dared not firo in case
it moused the alarm. They tried every
trick they knew to overcome Dutch,
who fought gallantly. Ed ho felled

with a punch in the chest that broke a
rib, and he was doing his best to
throttle .loo when Belcher revived and
laid grimy hands on his throat.

The three rolled about on the wharf
in a. squirming heap. Close by lay the
paper parcel that contained the deadly
bomb.
Belcher clawed his hands down Dutch

Miller's face before the latter landed
a neat punch definitely below the belt.

The fat crook gasped and flopped out
of

_
the fight. Joe. in desperation,

whipped out a gun and Dutch had to
struggle to keep the man pinned to the
boards. Belcher's mauling and a kick
from a boot had weakened Dutch, and
ii was all he could do to keep Joe from
tinning the gun on him.

Somehow he wrenched the gun out
of the crook hobo's hands, but the
effort sapped his strength and Joe
managed to squirm free. A fist pounded
at Dutch's stomach and the pain so
maddened Dutch that it gave him a
moment of titanic strength. His right
came round in a swinging uppercut that
put Joe out for the count.
The fishermen came pelting along the

wharf with Jimmy in the lead. They
found a small battlefield. Belcher and
Ed lay groaning, whilst Joe sprawled
out motionless, and Dutch was Weakly
trying to get to his feet. In his arms
he held a paper parcel.

"Gee, I musta got this all wrong."
gasped Jimmy.
"Are you all right, Dutch?" Brains

helped (lie battered night-watchman to
his feel.

"I'm okay, but you'd bettor got them
guys to a hospital." Dutch managed a

grin. "Here, take care of this. They
are bringing you a present."

'It's a time-bomb!" someone shouted.
"Throw it away! Throw it into the

v, atoi !" yelled Brains.
Thej carried Dutch Miller from the

v. hai I shoulder high.

Even Policemen are Human
DUTCH MILLER collapsed on reach-

(he union, and Brains Met 'all

insisted upon the hero of the
hour being taken to his own house.
A doctor was summoned, and reported
that except for cuts and bruises there
was little wrong, though he added a

suggestion that a good feed-up would re-

store the patient quicker than medicine.
As i\li-. McCall was supreme boss of

the household. Dutch .Miller was kept in

bed for two davs, rested and fed.

He was told (hat only on the third day
would he be allowed to got up. That
day was going to bo a special occasion
because the boys were giving Dutch a

ome-back party on the Fairy Queen.

Besides the account of the attempt to
1 low iiji the waterfront, the papers con-
tained headlines regarding the two
escaped girl convicts. So far they were
April 4th, 1036.

still at large, but detectives were close

on their trail.

Dutch Miller knew nothing of Hattic's
escape for the very simple reason that

Brains told his wife that it would be un-
wise for the big fellow to hear the news.
Ir must be broken to him gently.

" Poor Hattie ! Goodness knows
what's happened to her or where she U,"
lamented Mrs. McCall. "She might get
shot, or something, and never see Dutch
again. It ain't right. Brains, keeping
this from him. If ever sh> i

Dutch, she needs him now."
"Dutch can help her only one way."

said wise old Brains. "And that's by
keeping his feet on the ground. He's
straightened out now, and he's got to be
kept that way."

In a house close to the waterfront Eil

Hoskin was facing a plain-clothes detec-
tive.

"Look here, Bert Scanlon." cried Eil

"Hat ain't here. Do you think Hat's
dumb enough to come here? She's prob-
ably: across the border by now. I don't
know nothing about Hat, and I'll thank
you not to turn my home into a cop's
sitting parlour. Beit Scanlon, if you
wake up my kids I'll crown you."

But Bert Scanlon had his job to do,
and he informed Lil that whether she
liked it or not he was going to search
her homo from top to bottom. He
searched, but did not find Hattie.

"You ain't fooling me," the detective
told Lil. "Why ain't you getting
dressed for the party the boys are giving
on the Fairy Queen?"

'"Cos I got other things to do."
shouted Lil Hoskin. "You look after

my bunch of kids, and maybe I'll go."

The detective decided to go to the
Fairy Queen and interview Dutch Miller.

He left a man to watch Hattie's old
home.
When the detective bad gone Eil went

to a bed-room window and opened it.

Crouched on the tiles was Hattie. Eil

signalled that it was safe for the girl to

come out of hiding.
"I've just gotta see Dutch before they

see him." Hattie clung to her sister.

"I just gotta. I gotta talk to him."

Round-eyed Jimmy wriggled out of

bed. That boy knew everything. Dutch
was going to the party at the Fairy
Queen, and would be on his way there

now. Give him the word, and he would
tell Dutch that Hattie wanted to see

him.
"Well, find him and tell him to come

here and get me," urged Hattie. "Tell
him I broke gaol like ho said, then we're
boating it to Mexico—understand?"
"Mexico." Jimmy nodded. "Sure,

I'll tell him."
"The cops are outside." warned Eil.

"I'll go out of the winder and down
by the outhouse," the boy decided.
"They'll never sec me."

Dutch Miller and Brains McCall were
about to stoj) aboard the Fairy Queen
when Boil, Scanlon showed up and
barred their way.
"Just a minute. Dutch. What do you

know about this ?"

"Search me, (he guys are giving a

party, and I fool like going," answered
Dutch, with a grin. "Are you going,
loo?"
Bert laughed unpleasantly.

"I suppose you're going to toll me in

a minute you don't know Hattie lammed
OUl of gaol. Where was you to da

yesterday ? ( loroe clean !"

"He's been at my house ever since the
fight," stated Brains.
"What are you talking to mo i
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Haftie breaking gaol for?" Dutch
seemed unmoved by the news. "Sho
means nothing to me. I told her off so
long ago I forgot what she looks like."

Scanlon stood to one side, and the two
men went aboard.
"I was hoping you wouldn't find out

about Hat," whispered Brains. "You
gotta keep your head. Dutch. Promise
mo you won't do anything rash to-

night."
"I ain't interested," muttered Dutch,

but his eyes gleamed strangely.
Bert Scanlon was suspicious of Dutch.

and ordered policemen to keep a watch
on the dock and the Fairy Queen.

It was a surprise to Dutch to find a
draped platform and a huge crowd. He
found himself reddening when the crowd
shouted his name. Brains piloted him to
the platform, and there was Nick with
outstretched hand. Nick had been ad-
vised that if ho wanted to go over well
with the men it was best to forget old
scores.

"Hallo. Dutch, my friend!" Nick
held out his hand. "We was waiting for

you. my friend. Come on, we got a big
surprise for you.
"You know what this Dutch Miller

has done lor us all," Nick addressed the
meeting. "He saved my ships,
he save you your jobs, maybe he save
us all our lives. Because he do this it

give me gorgeous pleasure to present this

big hero this one hundred dollars from
Nick Louis, his great friend. I thank
you."
Dutch Miller found himself holding a

bulging envelope. lie blinked his eyes
and grinned sheepishly—he was beyond
words. How everyone cheered.

Then Brains stopped on to the plat-

form, and he bad an envelope in bis

hand.
"I have great pleasure in giving you

this, loo." He handed it to Dutch. "As
an appreciation from the hoys."

Dutch Miller had got his union card
back.
"1 don't know what tc say.'' mumbled

Dutch, when there was silence.

"Say it with a drink, Dutch!" shouted
someone. " Come on, we're buying
Dutch Miller a drink."
They bore Dutch in triumph to the

bar.

Dutch Miller was sipping his drink
and shaking hands with old friends when
he felt a touch on his sleeve, lit.' looked
round, and there was Jimmy, but close

behind the boy was the observant Bert
Scanlon. The boy knew, and his mouth
moved as if trying to give a message.
Hattie was with Lil. ana though Dutch
glowered at the boy he had road the
message.
"You're hanging around because Em

in the dough again," Dutch cried.
" You're sucking around for more
nickles. Go on home—kids should be in

bed. Boat it!"

Jimmy looked at the suspicious Scan-
lon, and decided he could do no more.
He went back to report his failure.

Dutch Miller had several drinks, and
then said ho reckoned he would like a

wash. He walked towards the wash-
plaeo with Scanlon watching him SUB-

piciously. But Dutch did not enter the

gentlemen's place, but darted into the
marked " Ladies." 1 te locked the

outer door.
Two women powdering their noses

screamed at sight of Dutch, but he did

not bother about them. Dp went a

window, and out climbed Dutch. A
l
nt later he was down on the wharf.

lb could hear Bert Scanlon shouting and
yelling.

Hattie was in despair. Jimmy had re-

turned to say thai Dutch would not.

listen. She was sitting dejectedly on

lie bed when there came a sound at the
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window, and into tho room climbed
Dutch Miller. Hattie flung herself into

his arms.
The girl freed herself.

"We can't stand here talking," she

cried. "We gotta go."
Dutch hesitated.
"Nick give mc a hundred slugs. Look,

I got mc union card—the fellows gave it

back to me. Kind of funny, ain't it?

Hat, what are we gonna do in

Mexico?"
"You ain't backing out on me!" she

gasped. "Me what broke the pen!"
"Hattie

;
quit hollering. There's some-

thing I gotta tell you," Dutch spoke
quietly. "1 just want you to know that

I ain't the big shot T thought I was.

Belcher kept telling me I was Trotsky,

or somebody; but I ain't. I know what
I am now. * I'm just the best fisherman

on this coast." He squared his Shoulders.

"And I can still knock the nut off any
who thinks he's big enough to say

that I ain't. And that's all."

A police siren made them look ner-

wmsly at the window.
"I ain't going away with yuh?" said

Hattie.
"Well, what did you break out for?"
"Because I love you, Dutch, and I'd

have followed you io Mexico or Timbuc-
too, right or wrong; but now you don't
wanna go to Mexico. I broke out of

stir for nothing. I
"

"Quit hollering, I gotta think what's
best to do," Dutch shouted. "Now
I'm in swell with Nick and the boys I

was figuring it were best to stay here.
Nick has influence, and so has the

union. Maybe the authorities " A
child began to cry. "Will you shut that

kid up?"
"Don't you touch that kid!" Hattie

was like a tigress. "And I'll tell you
why, Dutch Miller—he's mine and yours,

you big chump !"

Dutch Miller walked o\er to tho cot

and stared at his son.

"You hated kids, and I didn't dare to
fell you," sobbed Hattie.
"Who Said I didn't like kids?" said

Dutch, who was making absurd faces at

the baby. "I'm nuts about 'em! Gee,
we can soon start to make him the best

tuna fisherman on the coast next to me:
I never seen such a good-looking kid—he
kinda looks like me', don't he?" He
held out his arms to his wife. "Reckon
this settles the issue, Hat. We stays

here and faces the music."

Down below Lil Hoskin was facing

Bert Scanlon. The detective knew his

quarry was upstairs.

"Oh, please. Bert, you ain't gonna
-" snivelled Lil. " They made it up,

Bert. She only took the money for him.
You heard what they said—they ain't

i mining away."
"But I gotta, Lil." Bert rubbed Ins

chin nervously.
"Not now, Bert." cried Lil.

Bert Scanlon moved towards the stairs,

then hesitated. The house was sur-

tounded, and Hattie could not escape.
"Can you put mc up for the night?"

be asked.
"Sure!" Lil laughed happily through

her tears. "Pops ain't never home. I'll

nut you in his room." And, to the big

:e detective's embarrassment,
kissed him.
Later Lil crept up to the door of the

bed-room and listened. There came the
faint murmur of voices. Lil smiled, and
crept softly down the stairs.

"I guess they got a lot to talk over
tonight,'' she told herself.

(By permission of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, Ltd., starring Spencer Tracy as
Dutch Miller and Jean Harlow as

Hattie.)
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response. "Twenty-seven's here; we
were jus) starting out for the Blue Moon
Cafe. Okay, Kennedy, we'll be seeing
you!"

Caught Out

AN ambulance had drawn up at

Boswell's, tootling its gong
urgently. Mallory hurried to

open the gates wide. He ran out into

the dark night, and the driver stepped
down from his seat.

"Riot squad!" he told the wondering
Mallory. " Extra police protection."
"Oh, sure !"

The night watchman went round to

open the door of the ambulance.
Next instant he was seized from

behind and a drugged handkerchief was
forced over his mouth.
"Take a long breath, buddy!" were

the last words he heard as his senses
left him.
He was carried to a corner and flung

down. Savonne, Graham and the rest

of the gang had tumbled out of the
big car.

The gang, dark shadows, crept after
Graham. Rat-faced Bert had closed the
yard gates and drawn the bolt. They
caught the "extra " men, playing cards
inside Warehouse 5, squatting either side
of an old box, with a shaded candle
.stuck at their feel.

"Stick 'em up, you (wo mugs!" cried
Savonne from out of the darkness. "Not
a hope of anyone raiding Boswell's with
3011 two fine fellers keeping guard, ch?"
The others rushed in on the dis-

comfited pah? when their arms went up.
They were gagged and tied hand and
foot, then were tucked away in a dusty
corner of the huge warehouse.

"Which ate the bases?" asked
Savonne. "Wo don't need to wait
about."
Graham flashed a torchlight on some

of the pfled-up boxes.
"All those red-crossed," he muttered.
"Get busy, boys!" came Savonne's

quick command.
Meantime, news of the theft of the
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ambulance was being wirelessed all over
the town. The Commissioner, with his

posse of police, picked up Kennedy and
the dog at the Boswell yard gate.
Kennedy told them.
"Tho ambulance has been driven

round to the docks entrance. I was
just in time to sec it go."
"Hop in with mo!" the Commissioner

invited him. "And the dog."
Their cat raced round to where the

ambulance had been drawn in by the
front doors of a warehouse entered
under an archway.

The Commissioner, with Kennedy and
Tarzan, tumbled out of their car. In
the dim light they could see two men
by the doors, which opened a little to let

two more men come out of the ware-
house with boxes on their shoulders,
which tliey flung down on seeing them-
selves trapped.
Tarzan leapt at them, stretching one

fellow flat on his back in the roadway.
Kennedy grabbed at another, a thick-

set brute who slashed at him with a
knife. A straight, right-band book on
the jaw knocked this fellow sideways
into muzzy .-lumber.

The Commissioner got a third man all

safe and sound. There was no light in

this one. But the fourth gangster
jumped for the ambulance, which im-
mediately started up and thrust itself

clear of the police car and out into tho
highway. The second car-load of police
hesitated a priceless second or so, and
the ambulance shot past them ere they
could challenge it or turn.
The Commissioner yelled to them and

they ran to secure the three crooks.

"Take 'em to H.Q.," snapped tho
Commissioner. "We'll follow up tho
rest. Search up above for any others."
Kennedy and Tarzan jumped back

after him into their car. A stern chase
commenced in which—thanks to the
wirelessing— the ambulance was headed
off again and again. Finally, in the
darkness and confusion, it took a wrong
turn and crashed into a wall at seventy
miles an hour.
The Commissioner called to Kennedy

as he leapt from 'tis car. Savonne and
Graham, with Joe and Kd and two
others of the gang, had been in the
ambulance, now smashed into
smithereens. Graham was dead—his

neck broken; Savonne was under Joe,
groaning with two broken legs. Joe and
his mate had been knocked stiff. The
others were a miserable, breathless lof,

who surrendered without, a word.

The Commissioner called again to
Kennedy. (.Jetting no answer, ho went
to tho police car where Tarzan was sit-

ting at his master's Eeet, whining
mournfully.
"Why, boy, what's the matter?"

gasped the policeman.
"Fellow got me with his knife,"

spoke Kennedy with an effort. "Didn't,
feel it at the time. Guess it isn't

much."
The policeman took him along to the

hospital. Next morning Ins 8rsl visitor

at the ward was Sheila Mallory.
"Hallo, Danny!"
"Hallo, Sheila! Stay for lunch?"
"You're better," she decided, studying

him.
She patted Tarzan's head. then

fired al Kennedy.
"Say, Slow loot, who vva irl at

the ea le ?
'

'

"One of the operators from the

C.I.D.," Kennedy answered.
Sheila nodded her head.
"That's a good thing, too!" he told

him. "Yes, I'll stay for lunch!"

(By permission of Universal Pictures,

Ltd., starring Reed Howes, Janet
Chandler, and Tarzan, the police dog.)

April 1th, 10.16.
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"THE GREAT AIR MYSTERY"

(Continued Irom page 24)

soldiers alike, all of them ready to fight

for the cause of Don Alvarado, were
hurrying to arms and taking up posi-

tions in preparation for an expected raid.

1 It was immediately clear to Gomez
that he and the force under his com-
mand had been deprived of the immense
advantage they might have gained if

their attack had come as a complete
surprise. Plainly the Don and Curtis
had been put on their guard, and it was
easy for Gomez to give a guess at the
identity of tho informer..

"We have been betrayed," he snarled
to the men nearest him, "and you may
be sure- we have to thank the Eagle for

that. Carrambo, if only we knew who
that devil is, and how he finds out so
much!'"

lie clenched his fists, and then spoke
to the soldiery again, uttering terse

commands.
"Let them have it!" lie rapped out.

" We can at least give them a taste of

lead before they are thoroughly
organised. After that, much will

depend on Officer XX. Come on, rapid

fire!"
There was a racket of musketry that

shattered the silence of the woods, and
;>s the echoes of the first volley wejre

rolling away amongst the trees there

came fresh bursts of fire from the right

and left,' fusillades that told Gomez the

rest of his men were playing their part.

Bullets whistled across the open
ground beyond the forest, bullets that
buept the oilfield in a hail of deatli and
cut Lrrten down in their tracks. In one
prolonged storm of gunplay the conflict

opened, and the leaden slu^s flew thick

and fast, rattling against the derrick of

the new well, splintering the timbers of

store-sheds and dwellings, ploughing
through human bodies.

Scuttling figures pitched to the dust,

some writhing as they fell, others falling

forward and lying motionless. Confusion
and panic seized numbers of the Don's
followers, and might well have spread
through the entire mining camp hut for

the heroic efforts of the Spaniard him-
self and the stout support he received

from Curtis, Tailspin, Skeeter and
Burke.

Inspired by the example that their

leaders set them, the workmen and
Boldiery in Don Alvarado's pay were
prevailed upon to keep their heads.
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True, there was a rush for cover, but
it was no disorderly flight, and the
wounded were not forgotten, murderous
as the fire had become.
From sheds and bunkhouscs, from can-

teen and derrick, the defenders began to

answer tho volleys of the foe. The din
of the fight waxed louder as more and
more rifles came into plaj-

, and, over at

the smoke-hazed fringe of the woods,
stricken men were seen to topple back-
wards or drop face downwards in *he

undergrowth. Tho casualties suffered

by the Don's partisans during tho first

moments of the combat were being
avenged.
Most of the miners and soldiers in

Don Alvarado's employ had taken
shelter now, and from innumerable
vantage-points were waging a grim duel
with the attacking force. There were
a few reckless spirits, however, who
seemed to scorn danger and who were
still more or less exposed to the enemy's
fire, and among these was Tailspin.

He was standing on the wing of his

'plane, a revolver in his fist, and, heed-
less of the shots that were whistling
around him, he was sniping at a platoon
of Emanuel's ruffians whose dodging
heads he could just see.
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Twice the sIul,. hut. his gun took

effect, and then suddenly he chanced to

notice Skeeter away to his right, blaz-

ing at the foe from the miserable cover
afforded by a ragged bush.
That was not all. Armed with rifles,

Betty Lou and Inez were crouching
beside the mechanic, in peril of their

lives.

Tailspin dropped from the wing of his

'plane and hared across to them with
the bullets singing past him as ho ran.

A few seconds later he was throwing
himself alongside Skeeter and the girls.

"Get Betty and Inez out of here!" lie

panted.
"They won't go!" Skeeter said

tersely. "I told 'em to beat it as soon
as the shootin' started—but they
wouldn't."
"They wouldn't, oh?" Tailspin

ground out the words and then pointed
to a hut in the background. "Come
on, Skeets, give me a hand."
Between them, the youngsters
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managed to shepherd the reluctant girl*

to the hut, and, blunderfng across the
threshold with them, slammed the door.
"Do you want to get killed?" Tad-

spin stormed at them. ,

'* We can shoot as well as you boys."-
Bettv Lou retorted. "Why shouldn't
we have a hand in this fight?"

"Listen, your uncle and Inez's father

couldn't have seen you out there, of -

they'd have got themselves knocked ofl

trying to reach you. For' the love of

Mike, Betty, don't act so crazy——

"

t
"You weren't crazy yourself, by any

chance," she interrupted, "standing on
that wing. And what about Skeeter,

with nothing but a clump of scrub foi

shelter?"
Tailspin attempted to make some

answer, but before he could, do so the.

sound of an aeroplane's engine reached
his ears, and with a tense expression on
his good-looking face he wheeled to-

wards one of the hut's windftws, half

expecting to see the Eagle's ship swoop-
ing from the clouds again.

Instead he saw a craft which be did

not recognise—the craft piloted by the -

man who was known at Emanuel Gas-

metto's headquarters as Officer XX

—

and before another thirty seconds had
elapsed Tailspin knew that the aviator

in charge of that machine was an en6my.
Something dropped from the 'plane

and burst with a terrific detonatioii a

hundred yards away. Smoke and earth

.

ripped with flame, surged high into the

air in a mighty column.
"Another of Emanuel's bombers 1."

Tailspin grated. "Skeets, we've got to

tackle him. Come oik we'll make a dash

to the arsenal—grab a sack of grcnade-s

—then sprint across to our ship. If we
can get near enough to that rut up there

we can blast him out of the sky!''

They ducked out of the hut, and, ex- ft

changing an anxious glance, Betty Lqu: ;.

and Inez stumbled to the windows and!

watched them racing across the open.
ground towards the arsenal, with bullets

from the forest whining aboui them.
It was as if Tailspin and Skeeter bore

charmed lives. Half-way to the arsenal

they ran, and never a shot so much as

grazed them. Half-way to the arsenal

And then, out of the sky. like a bolt

from the blue, a second bomb from
Garcia's 'plane hurtled to the field, and
to Inez and Betty Lou it seemed to fall

immediately behind the two youngsters
from Three I^uint.

There was a deafening roar, and Tail-

spin and Skeeter were lost to view
amidst an upheaval of dirt and debris.

(To be continued. By permission of

Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring Clark
Williams and Noah Beery, Jun.)
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When Tim O'Hara, as a " Mountie," was sent to the Indian River district to deal with
a ruthless band of fur-raiders, his task was complicated by the fact that he had been
a trapper there himself at one time, and had fallen foul of Brad Harrison—who was

determined that he should fail. Starring Tim McCoy

The Way of a " Mountie "

IT was a thin trail of blood in the
snow that led Trooper Tim O'Hara
to the log cabin under the pine

trees.

He was on his way back to Marble-
head to report the death of a wrong-
doer who had succumbed to fever before
'he law could catch up with him, and
though as a "Mountie" ho was dis-

appointed that death should have
robbed him of his quarry, as a saddle-
weary young man lie was looking for-

ward to some sort of rest.

The men of the Royal North-West
Mounted Police are famous for their
endurance, their courage, their tenacity
of purpose, and their resource, and Tim
O'Hara was in every way worthy of the
scarlet tunic and navy-blue riding
breeches he wore. Though his thoughts
were wandering as he rode, his keen
blue eyes missed no detail of the way
that led down-hill through waste and
woodland.

The snow that lay upon the ground
was not thick. The vagrant storm which
hail brought it overnight had travelled
south a couple of months befo*

proper time, for autumn was no more
than half-way to winter But the snow
made conspicuous tho spots of blood
upon its surface and informed Tim that
some wounded horseman had r

that way within the last hour or less.

The hoof-prints were plain enough to

be seen, but Tim would not have fol-

lowed ihem save for the crimson
splashes that wont with them.

He turned left at a half-gallop, and it

was not long before he came to the
cabin. But lie knew before he reached
it that tho wounded man was a

"Mountie" like himself, for to the
Ajnii mil, mm.

front wall of the structure was affixed
a board upon which was painted :

"Border Patrol. R.N.W.M.P. Do
Not Trespass."
Within a yard of the door stood a

brown horse from which obviously a
rider had fallen in a feeble effort to
dismount, and Tim believed he recog-
nised that horse.

With a troubled expression on his
clean-shaven face he heaved himself
from his saddle and opened the door.
Just inside, a broad-brimmed hat of
brown felt had fallen sideways upon the
bare boards of a deserted room fitted

with bunks. He picked it up, and the
name of its owner was written upon the
band inside the crown: "Robert V.
Rutledge."
"Bob!" he shouted in high concern.

"Bob!"
There was no reply, and with the hat

in his hand he pushed open the door
of an inner room.

In that room there were a couple of
chairs and a table, and on the table
were writing materials; but sprawling
forward in a chair, with his head upon
a blotting-pad, was a younger man than
Tim, clad in the uniform of the "Moun-
ted." His left arm was under his pallid
face, a pen had fallen from his right
hand and had rolled across the t

and his eves were closed.

Tim dived round the table and looked
down at a sheet of official paper upon
which the wounded man had been try-

ing to write.
"Inspector Rutledge, Marblehead

Post,'* lie deciphered with some dilu-

"Sir, I have the honour to
report an engagement with fur smug-
glers. Was -hot by man called ' Bull

'

Maddigan. . .
."

True to the code of the scarlet jacket,

Bob Rutledge had used the last of his

ebbing strength to scrawl those words.
Tim raised tho fallen head gently be-
tween his hands and frowned at a pa'eh
of crimson upon the coat of scarlet

"Bob," he said huskily, "what hap-
pened '.'"

Slowly a pair of eyes as blue as 1 is

own were opened and a look of recog-
nition crept into them.

"Tell dad," mumbled the trooper
feebly, "I—did—my best."

The men of the "Mounted" arc not
doctors, but they are skilled in first-

aid work—especially in relation to knife
and bullet wounds—and all necessary

;

appliances were in the cabin. Tim did
not attempt to remove the bullet 'hat
had lodged in Bob Rutledgc's ribs, to
the left of his heart, but ho bathed and

1 the wound expertly enough.

Thereafter ho prepared a meal from
tinned stuff that lined some shelves in
the outer room, and later in the day he
set out with his patient for Marble-
head, riding close beside him and
porting him whenever he needed sup-
port.

Bob Rutledge had youth on his side,
and tin- Indict iiad not pierced his lung,
lie spent some weeks in hospital at
Marblehead, while Tim, instead of > n-
joying a rest, was sent off with a
warrant in his pocket for the arrest of
Hull Maddigan. "charged upon
that he did. upon the 5th day of

lobar, 1912, feloniouslv attack Constable
Robert V. Rutledge,' R.N.W.M.P., at
Yal Marie, in tho province of Sas-
katchewan."

That chase proved to be one of lira

longest in his career, for he travelled
upon a trail that was cold, and months

i I before he knew definitely that
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he was catching up with his man in the

snowy heights of Alberta.
Throughout the depths of winter the

chase continued, and in one trading

post after another Tim gleaned sufficient

news of his elusive quarry to stick

relentlessly upon the trail.

It was north of the Churchill River,

in a snow-mantled pine-wood, that he
finally sighted the wanted man, who
had tkd in the night from a shack near
Carter Lake, on foot and without food
or even snow-shoes.
Maddigan had only his rifle, and from

behind a tree-trunk he used it when at

last his strength was at an end and
lie had fallen several times. But his

aim was anything but true, and Tim
i i -v.ifl to take rover before the out-

law could fire again.

"Lay down your rifle, Maddigan!"
he shouted.
Maddigan heard but did not obey.

With a snarl of defiance he ran on
from the trees across an expanse of

whiteness towards a denser wood.

A service revolver jetted flame, a
bullet pierced the fur coat of the fugi-

tive, n ho reeled and fell and rolled in

the snow, and Tim moved swiftly for-

ward on his snow-shoes to look down
into the bearded face of the man he
had hunted and caught at last.

" You ought to know better than to

fire on the King's police, Maddigan,"
he said sternly. "You might kill one,

I ii another would take his place, and
another, and another. They'd be on
your trail till the day you died!"

Maddigan raised himself on an
elbow, breathing heavily, his left hand
clutching at his right shoulder.
"Now that you've got me," he

panted, "what aro you going to do
with me? I'm too weak to

"

His voice failed him, and Tim went
down on one knee to raise him up and
bold a fla<k of spirits to his lips.
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"Here, take some brandy," he said

gruffly. "It'll steady you."
Maddigan gulped, coughed a little,

and groaned. Tim put away the flask.

"My job," he said, "is to get you
back to Marblehcad, alive if possible.

That's only a shoulder wound you've
got there. We'll get you patched up
and be on our way."
He unfastened the outlaw's coat and

shirt and bound what was merely a flesh

wound with his own handkerchief.
"I'm all in." complained Maddigan.

"I've got to have some rest."
" Wc can't stop in this cold, without

a fire," said Tim, and he helped the
fellow to his feet and led him back to

the trees. But only a little wa> under
the trees Maddigan tugged away from
him to lean again-! the trunk of a fir,

his head drooping till his chin touched
his chest.

"I can't help it, I tell you," he
muttered. "I've got to have sonic sleep
—just a few minutes' sleep."

" Sleep ?" echoed Tim. " In this cold ':

We'd freeze to death, and von know-
it."

"I don't care—I'm so tired."

"Xo matter how tired you are." in-

sisted Tom. "we've got to keep moving!
Here, put on mv snow-shoes! We'll lie

in Fort Frandall in an hour or so, and
you can rest there."
He removed his snow-shoes and

fastened them to the moccasins of ids

prisoner, and together they plodded on
through the snow. But considerably
more than an hour had elapsed before
the wood was left behind, a steep hill

was descended, and they crossed a frozen
lake to the Fort that Tim had men-
tioned.

An Unpleasant Task

Sl'RING had come again, and the
grass was green on tho prairies
of Saskatchewan, when Tim re-

turned to Marblehead. There were eld

friends in the barracks of the " Moun-
ted," but he rode straight to the office

of Inspector Rutlcdge, Bob's white-
haired father, who was in command of

the post.

The inspector looked up from his dele

at the tall, alert figure on the other

side of it as Tim saluted and stood

stiffly to attention.

"So you're back!" barked the in-

spector.

"Yes, sir," said Tim.

"Well, according to your report,

you've been six months and eleven da.. -

on this detail."
" Yes, sir," said Tim.
"It's a long time, O'Hara."
"Mj order.- were to bring Mail!

in, sir."

The inspector nodded. Although in-

voice was gruff his grey eves twinkled.
"Right," he said. ""While strict

obedience is expected, it is none the less

to be commended."
"Thank you, sir," murmured Tim.

"O'Hara, last fall you saved the life

of my son Robert. Now if I were to

tell you that I'd cited you for pro-

motion, would you think I'd done it en
that account':"
Tim grinned.
"I'd probably think it had helped.

sir." he said.

"Well, you'd bo mistaken! As an
officer I recommended your promotion
on the strength of your record only.

Wc have no right to personal feeling3

that in any way interfere with our ser-

vice. Remember that, O'Hara!"
"Yes. sir," said Tim meekly.

'Now about this man Maddigan —
did he give you any information about
the men he works with?"
"It wasn't necessary, sir. I know

him. His real name is Hartley. Me
hails from the Indian River."

"Indian River?" The inspector
frowned rcflectivclv, (hen reached over

" I tell you I didn't shoot him," declared Tim. " My guess is that he was shot by someone who was afraid

be might talk."
April 11th, 1336.
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to a wire letter-tray. "That's rather
curious—I've just got a letter from the
Hudson Bay Trading Post there."
He found the letter in question and

glanced through it.

" It says (hat someone has been terror-:

ising the trappers, forcing them to sell

their furs for little or nothing. Do
you know that district?"

"Very well, sir," confessed Tim. "I
used to trap there before I came inio

the service."
"Good ! Then leave at once and take

such action as may be necessary."
"Yes, sir."

Tim compressed his lips. He had
expected a little breathing space, a
litllc well-earned rest, but it was not
the loss of a rest that disturbed him.
"If I might offer a suggestion, sir,"

he ventured, "I think that any other
man could do better on that detail than
I could."
"What do you mean?" rapped *he

inspector,.

"I left Indian River because I had a
quarrel with a rival trapper."
"What sort of a quarrel?"
Tim drew a long breath.
"Someone stole a silver fox from lis

trap-line. I caught one the same morn-
ing. He swore it was his, and wanted
me to give it up, or leave Indian
River."
"And you left?" demanded the in-

spector incredulously.
Tim nodded.
"If I'd stayed," he said, "it would

have meant a fight to the finish, and I
couldn't very well risk that, sir, be-
cause I—well, I—er—I was in love with
his sister."

"Oh, I see." Rutledge frowned at
an inkpot. "But just, what has all

that to do with the matter in hand?"
" He'd probably make a personal issue

of the matter, sir."

"It's up to you to see that he doesn't.
< (Tiara ! While you're wearing that
uniform there can be no personal issues.
Now is that clear?"
"Yes, sir," said Tim, none too hap-

pily.

"Good! Then proceed to Indian
River at once, and act accordingly."
"Yes, sir." Tiin saluted, turned

about, and went out from the office.

In the passageway that led to the front
door of the wooden building he . ;i-

countercd Bob Rutledge, completely
restored to health and strength, and on
his way to see his father.
"Tim O'Hara, you old fox!" Bob

exclaimed delightedly, and smote him
playfully in the chest with his fist.

"Hallo, Bob." said Tim. "I hoped
I'd see you before I got away from
Headquarters."
"Why. I didn't even know you were

back ! Why didn't you look me up?"
"Haven't had a chance," was the

reply, "and I'm on my way out again."
"Come on over to the barracks

—

I've got a lot to tell you."
"Can't do it," regretted Tim.

"Headed for Indian River under
orders."
Bob looked boyishly crestfallen.
"Say, listen, fellow," ho protested,

"at least give mo a chance to thank
you for saving my life."

"Aw, forget it."

"Not me 1" cried Bob vehemently.
"Nor dad, either! Oh, by the way, (hd
ho say anything about you being up
for promotion '.'"

"Yeah," Tim nodded. "I wouldn't
make any bets on it, I hough, if I were
win, until T get back from this detail.
And don't lei the inspector hear you
call him 'dad." either!"
"Why not?" asked the inspector's

son blankly.
"Men in uniform," retorted Tim with
April Hth, 193G.
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a reminiscent grimace, "are not sup-
posed to indulge in personal issues.

Well, so long, Bob!"
They shook hands with each other,

and Tim went out to his horse while
Bob went in to see his father. The
inspector looked up from his papers,
and there was no twinkle in his grey
eyes because he did not receive the
salute to which he was entitled.

"O'Hara," blurted Bob in a nuy'ed
manner, " was just telling me something
about men in uniform and personal
issues. D'you know what he meant,
dad?"
"Yes," snapped his father. "And the

next time you call mo ' dad ' while
you're on dhty, or come into this office

without saluting, you'll get three days
in the guard-house !"

Bob saluted in haste and rather rag-
gedly. The inspector opened a drawer
in his desk and took some papers from
it.

"That's all!" he barked.
"Yes, sir." Bob saluted again—and

made himself scarce.

Warning !

THE Indian River Trading Post was
situated in the Hudson's Bay
Company's territory north-east of

the prairie belt in a region of forests,

swamps, lakes, and sudden hills, where
no farming development had ever taken
place. It was a little settlement of
rough shacks and cabins, in which
mainly trappers lived, and it was
dominated by the Hudson Bay Com-
pany's depot, where the trappers sold

their pelts and acquired their stores.

Some of the trappers lived in cabins
they had built in the pine-woods, away
from the general community, and Tim
was quite near to one of these cabins,

riding towards the settlement, when a
crackling sound reached his ears.

He spurred his horse forward, reached
a grassy clearing, and saw that a de-

liberate attempt had been made to set

fire to the log-built home of a French-
Canadian named Larue. Brushwood had
been heaped against two of the walls
and was blazing ; but though the flames
were licking at the solid logs it was
evident the fire had not long been
started.

Tim sprang down from the saddle and
proceeded to kick the burning stuff away
from the walls; and two men hidden
behind trees to the left of the clearing
watched his efforts with scowling eyes.

Both men were armed with rifles, and
one of them presently raised his weapon
to his shoulder.
"What's the matter with you?" hissed

his companion. "Are you crazy?"
"Why?" growled the fellow who had

been about to take aim at Tim.
"You might get by with that where

you come from," was the reply, "'but
not up here ! If you ever draw on a
Mountie, you're through ! Let's go
and warn the others!"
The rifle was lowered, and presently

the two stole away under the trees,

while Tim kicked the last of the burn-
ing brushwood away from the cabin and
walked round to its front door.
Just inside the door, on the bare

boards of a roughly furnished living-

room, Anton Larue was lying on his

face, and it took Tim no more than a
few minutes to make sure that he was
dead. A slip of paper on the back of

the hi 1-stained jacket engaged his

attention. On it was written, in pen-
cil :

"Warning. This man refused to sell

his furs at our price.

Tim folded the slip of paper and
tucked it in his belt, then stooped and
picked up the murdered man and car-
ried him into an inner room, where he
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laid him upon a bed. There were no
signs of any struggle anywhere to be
seen, and he decided that the elderly
trapper had been shot down in the a>_t

of opening the front door to someone
who had knocked.
He was on his way out from the cabin

when he heard a familiar whistle and
-aw a queer little figure crossing the
clearing—the figure of Hank Bascom,
an old acquaintance and a character.
Hank hadn't a tooth in his head, and

that made his whistle different from
other people's. A queer sort of cap,
made partly of fur and partly of cloth,

was perched on his tousled brown head ;

his trousers were of some plaid material
and his coat was of quite a noisy
pattern. He had a scrubby moustache
and beard, and his chin was even more
prominent than his very prominent
nose.
"Well, tan my pelt!" he exclaimed,

as Tim went out to him. "Tim
O'Hara 1"

"Hallo, Hank," said Tim.
"And in a Mountie uniform, tool"

Hank surveyed the stalwart trooper
with his head on one side like a bird's.

"Well, I always told your friend Harri-
son that you'd come back some time and
make him say 'uncle'!"
"You're wrong, Hank," said Tim

quietly. "I'm not back looking for
trouble with Harrison."
"You ain't?" The toothless old fellow

seemed thoroughly disappointed to hear
it. He grounded the rifle he was carry-
ing and rested his hand on the top of
its barrel. "Then what in tarnation
brung you back ?

"

"The trouble you fellows have been
having with these fur-raiders," replied
Tim. "What's it all about?"
"Aw, there ain't nothing to that,"

scoffed Hank. "Some fellers are trvin'

to scare us trappers into selling our
furs for nothing, and some of 'em are
doin' it,^oo. But most of us are sitting

tight to sec what happens. To-day's
the deadline. I came over to sit with
old Larue, just in case something starts

—but of course it won't. Where is the
old musk-rat? Inside?"
"He's inside," said Tim, but raised

a hand. " Wait, Hank ! There's nothing
you can do for him now."
"You mean to say—they've actually

done for him?"
Tim nodded and produced the slip of

paper from his belt.

"Now who arc the men who've been
threatening you?" he asked, after Hank
had blinked at the warning.
"Nobody knows. They work through

a helpless little skunk named Stalkey.''

" Where'll I find this man Stalkey.''
"He's a timber-land agent at the

settlement, but lie don't know nothing."
"I think I'll go and have a talk

with him, anyway," decided Tim.
" I'll go with you."
Tim walked over to his horse and

swung himself into the saddle. The
Indian River Trading Post was five

miles away.
"Do you want to mount up behind

me?" ho suggested.
_ .

"What are you trying to do?"
scorned Hank. "Wear mo out rid in' a
horse? Come on !"

Shouldering his rifle he started off

across the clearing, and he seemed to

have no difficulty whatever in keeping
pace with the horse, though the hi

cantered along the trail that led

though the wood.
Beyond the wood the way lay down-

hill beside the river that gave the

settlement its name, crossed rough
grassland, and swung left to a wooden
bridge over a creek that was a minor
tributary of the river. Across the

. the trail became an ill-mad«
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street, lined with shacks and cabins,

and at the end of the street stood the

Hudson Bay Company's depot, the

biggest structure in the place, built of

wood, adjoining1 which was a gaol.

There were quite a number of men
in the depot that morning, mostly
trappers, and they were discussing the

situation. .lames Duncan, the bulky
and grey-haired factor of the post, was
behind the counter, listening to the con-

versation but taking no part in it.

Bradley Harrison, a powerfully built

young man with no claim to good looks,

yet with some redeeming quality about
Lis ugly, clean-shaven face, was sitting

aloofly on a sack of meal, and at the
ater his sister Martha had been

making purchases.
Martha Harrison, one of the few

feminine members of the community,
kept house for her brother. She was a

beautiful girl, somewhere in the earlv
twenties, and even in a plaid skirl and
and little knitted cap she looked sin-

gularly attractive—and self-reliant.

Gavin, a clean-shaven man with
heavy-lidded eyes and a cleft chin,
waved a hand expressively at the others.
"Well, that's how it is, men." he said

gloomily. "To-day's the last day.
Kir her wo give up the furs or take the
< onsequences."
"What are we goin' to do about it ?"

demanded a bearded trapper named
Hawkins.
"Let us ask the factor," suggested a

French-Canadian named Duquesne; and
most of them streamed over to the
counter, where a trapper named Jones
appointed himself spokesman.
"Mr. Duncan," he said, "as factor of

this place, what do you think we ought
to do?"
Duncan handed Martha Harrison a

parcel he had made of her purchases and
pursed his lips.

"Much as I want your furs for the
company," he responded judicially, "I
have no right to make a decision that
may cost some of you your lives."

"You think their threats are serious?"
demanded Jones.

"1 have no right to say," replied the
factor, "because it's not my life that's
in danger."

" Well, isn't there sonic way you can
help us?"
The factor shrugged his broad

shoulders.
"I've done all I can," he said slowly.

"I've sent to Marblehead for the law."
That was news to all of them, and

they stared at him.
"The law?" echoed several voices.
"If these fellows had listened to me,"

exploded Brad Harrison, " there'd be no
need of the law !"

Martha Harrison put down the parcel
she had picked up and swung round on
him.

"Brad," she cried, "please don't get
started on that again!"
"Well," growled her brother, "we

should have dragged the truth out o' that
little weasel Stalkey and handled things
to Blrit ourselves."
"You couldn't do that, Harrison," pro-

tected the factor.

"What's to stop mo?"
" Four own common sense, I hope.

You couldn't take the law into your
own hands."
"Oh, yes I could," Brad retorted.

"And there's still time for it, if some
of these sheep would only back me up!"
"Sheep?" howled Jones. "What

d'you mean, sheep?"
"Coming from you, Harrison," rapped

Gavin, "and just at this time, that
sounds like a stall to me."
Brad Harrison rose truculently from

the sack of meal.
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" You come with me," commanded Tim, " and if anyone tries to

interfere with what I'm going to do, you stop 'em with that old

blunderbuss."

"What do you mean, Gavin?" he
roared.
"With a reputation like yours." was

the significant reply, "that might be a
good way to turn suspicion away from
yourself!"
"Why, you skunk!" Brad's left fist

smashed into the cleft chin. Martha
cried out in alarm, and two of the men
grabbed hold of her brother and pulled
him away, urging him to take it easy.

"Anybody else feel the same way
about me as Gavin does?" he challenged
fiercely, flinging off the hands that held
him.
"No," chorused several voices. "No,

you're all right. Brad."

"Well, if some of you want to stick

with me, we'll hunt up Stalkey and
wring the truth from him."

Gavin made a grimace and picked up
his peaked cap, which had fallen to the
floor. Duquesne gestured.
"It seems to me a ver' foolish t'ing

to do," he said, "but I will stick by
you. my friend."

"I'll see it through," decided Jones.
"Well, what are wo waiting for?"

snapped Brad. "Come on!"

He turned towards the door, and all

the others save Gavin and the factor

trooped after him. But ju-t before they
reached the door a little rat-like creature
crossed the threshold in seeming haste,

and they stopped short and gaped at

him; fur he was Martin Stalkey.

The Arrest of Stalkey

STALKEY stood about five feet seven
inches in his boots and appeared
shorter than that because he had a

stoop about his sloping shoulders. He
was an unpleasant-looking fellow in the
middle fifties, with greying hair and a

scraggy neck, and his nose was long and
his face was thin. He was not a man
that anyone could like, and Martha
almost shivered at sight of Lim.

He had a slip of paper in his hand,
and with no more than a furtive glance
for those who were staring at him he
brushed past them to the counter.

"When I opened my office this morn-
ing." he said to the factor, "1 found
another note that I think ought to bo
made public."
The factor took the proffered slip and

read what was written upon it in pencil:
"This note says," he announced. "' War
is declared. The opening gun's been
fired. Tin- rest of you have till sundown
to bring in your furs.'

"

Brad Harrison strode over to the
counter and gripped Stalkey by the arm.
"What does that mean, 'the opening

gun's been fired ? ' " he rapped.

"I don't know," muttered the littlo
man.
"Who -\ rote the note? You know

that, don't you ?"

"No, I don't, Harrison," was the
quavering reply. "I swear I don't."

"You must know! Where have you
been getting the money to pay for those
furs you bought?"
Stalkey did not answer that question.

He shrank away from Brad, eyeing the
others n rvously.

"Slipped under mv door it was," ho
said, "in a sealed envelope—and late?

at night."
"You're lying to me, Stalkey,"

thundered Brad. "And you won'l
away with it! I'm going to get the
truth out of you if I have to twist is

out!"
"I don't know, I tell you," Stalkey

protested. "And if I did they'd kill me
for telling."

"You may wish you had, before I get
through with you!" Brad retorted be-

tween his teeth, and he pounced on a
rack of whips and seized hold of one
of them and cracked its thong. "We'll
see how much you know!"
Duncan, the factor-

, flew round tlm
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counter; Martha mad: for the door in a
panic.
"You can't do this, Harrison!" cried

Duncan.
" You keep out, of this!" shouted

Brad, and swept him aside to raise the
whip.
"Get Father O'Donovan!" Duncan

railed after Maltha. "Maybe ho can
stop this!"

" You stay where you are!" Brad com-
manded harshly, "Martha, come back
here !"

. •

But Martha flew out from the depot,

stumbling over the step; and she
blundered right into Tim, who was
swinging himself down from the back of

his horse with Hank Bascom close be-

side him.
"Quick!" she cried. "Inside!"
Tim turned, and she caught at her

breath.
"Why, Tim!" she gasped.
"Martha!" he exclaimed.
A look of fear tilled her blue eyes as

lie held her.

"Oh, you shouldn't have come here!"
she faltered. "You mustn't, stay here!

1 '

"I've got to stay," he returned
grimly. "I'm here under orders."
"But you don't know what it'l!

mean!"
"On account of Brad?" he asked. "I

don't think I'll have any trouble with
him."
Through the open doorway he heard

the slash of a whip and Brad's voice:
"You don't know anything, eh?

You're lying to me, Stalkey!"
" Don't, Harrison !" whimpered Slal-

key's voice. "Don't, Harrison! 1 can't

Icll you—1 don't know!"
"You do know, and you will tell!"

Like lightning, Tim dived into the
depot, and he wrenched the whip away
and Hung it across the floor.

Brad Harrison whirled round on him,
but dropped his fists at sight of the
uniform the fraction of a second before
he realised who wore it. Hank hurried
in over the step with his rifle, and
Martha was close behind him. Brad re-

covered from a momentary shock and
hooked his thumbs in his belt.

"Tim O'Hara. eh?" he jeered. "So
you finally figured a way you could come
back to the district and get even with
me? And in a Mountie uniform, too!
The only thing you could hide behind
that yon knew would keep me from
giving you what I promise you if I ever
saw you again!"
Tim bore the insult with calm. Stalkey

was leaning heavily against the counter;
the rest of the men were looking on with
tense interest—especially those who had
known Tim in his trapper days.
"My coming here," Tim said in a

tone of authority, "has nothing to do
with our quarrel. I'm here to estab-
lish order.

1

"You establish order!" cried • Brad
with a scornful laugh. "The law must
b'e pretty hard up when it has to depend
upon a man of your kind to defend it!"

He turned to the others.

"Not so long ago," he said, flinging

out an arm, " this brave officer was a

trapper. He stole a fox fur off my trap
line, and when I found out about it I

ran him out of the district."

"That's not true!" stormed Martha,
"lie left because I asked him to, not
because he was afraid to stay!"

"That's what he made you believe,"
sneered Brad. "He left becauso I told
him to go, and he left like a whipped
cur! He stayed away till he could find

a means of coming back in a uniform
that'd make him safe."
Tim stepped nearer to him, outwardly

composed, inwardly controlling his feel-

ings with difficulty.

"Our personal qua.vels have to wait,
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Brad," he said, "till I get to the bot-
tom of the fur-raiding in this district."

"You won't get to the bottom of it,

O'Hara," Brad retorted. "I'll make it

a point to see that you don't!"

.
"That's a foolish threat. I could put

yon under arrest for that, you know."
"That's just the kind of a thing you

would do—use your office to square a
grudge!"
"If you interfere with my wV:k," said

Tim sternly, "you'll be shielding a
murderer. Anton Larue was killed this

morning."
The statement caused quite a sensa-

tion amongst the trappers, and Brad
Harrison seized hold of Stalkey again.

"Tell me who shot him, you rat," he
roared, "or I'll

"

Tim grabbed him by the coat-collar and
forced him aside.

"The law will do the questioning from
now on," he snapped. "Well, Stalkey,
what have you got to say?"

"Nothing," replied the ugly little fel-

low defiantly. "I got nothing to tell."

Tim's blue eyes bored into his shifty
dark-brown ones.
"Since you're acting as agent for these

raiders," said Tim, "I'll have to take
you back to Marblehead for questioning.
Let me have the key to the gaol, will

you, Mr. Duncan ? I'd better lock him
up till I'm ready to start back."

Gavin and one or two of the others
seemed inclined to object, but the factor
went and fetched a key, and Tim
inarched his prisoner out from the depot
and along the front of the building to

the little gaol with its stout door and
barred window.
Duncan went with them, and the others

followed. As Tim slipped the key in

the padlock the two men who had
watched him in the wood edged round
the side of a shack, and the one who
had raised his rifle before raised it again.

"Don't, yon fool!" warned his com-
panion, a man named IIo» n ; but the rifle

cracked, and a lantern over the door of

the cell was shattered, and broken glass

fell upon Tim.
"Who was that?" shouted voices.

"Who did that?"
Tim saw the man who had fired

scampering off along the ill-made street,

and almost in the same moment Hank
Bascom brought his own rifle to his

shoulder. But Tim knocked it down
again.
"I want him alive!" he cried. "You

guard Stalkey!"
He ran back to his horse, and on it

went flying after the fugitive.

The Second Shot

A LITTLE way along the street, the
man who had fired the shot—an
ill-favoured ruffian named Randall

—dodged between two of the cabins on
the right, into a patch of woodland that
stretched between the creek and an
abrupt hill.

Horn followed him at an angle, while
Tim galloped after him under the trees.

Randall scuttled from one massive trunk
to another, and he would have fired

again, but just as ho was about to do so

he stumbled over a spreading root and
went sprawling. Tim swept up to him
on his horse and his gun was out.

"Now get on your feet!"- he com-
manded.

|

Horn crouched behind a bush while
his former companion was compelled to

walk out from under the trees back to
the trading post with his hands in the
air. Stalkey had been bundled into (he

cell by Hank, and the others gathered
round it; but Tim put away his gun, dis-

mounted, and opened the door.

"Stalkey," he said sharply, "now that

I've got this man I won't hold you. But
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don't leave the Post in case I need you
as a witness."

Stalkey shuffled out into the sunlight
clasping his long, claw-like hands.

"No, sir," he said gruffly, "and thank
you."

"If my friends don't get me out of
this," Randall shouted, "you won't need
any more witnesses! I'll tell plenty!"
Tim thrust him into the cell and pad-

locked the door.
"Mr. Duncan," he said, "have you got

a horse I can borrow to take the pri-

in?"
"I know where I can get you one."

was the reply, and the factor went off.

Brad Harrison lounged against some
boulders outvide a shack; Stalkey drilled
over to Gavin by the wall of the depot.

"If that Mountie ever gets Randall
back to headquarters," he said in a low
voice, "it'll be the finish for the rest

of us. You heard what he said."
"How're you gonna stop him':"

grunted Gavin-.
"I'm not," returned Stalkey. "You

are!"
"Not me," said Gavin. "You don't

expect me to shoot a Mountie, do you '."

" Handle it your own way, but see to it

that he don't cot out with Randall."
He walked off down the street to his

own cabin beyond the bridge, but
several of the trappers lingered in the
street while Tim hitched his horse ft] d

had a meal with the factor, who had
made arrangements for a spare mount.
Horn returned to the settlement and

conferred with Gavin in his own little

one-roomed shack, and Gavin rode
away to the woods; but Horn was on
horseback outside the depot when Tim
sallied forth to collect his prisoner ami
start on the long journey back to

Marblehead.
Nearly the whole community turned

out to watch his departure. Randall
brought out from the cell and made to

mount the hired horse. Horn, with a

pipe m hi mouth, fished a tobacco -

pouch from his pocket as Tim was about

to swing himself up into his own saddle.

"Come back some time. O'Hara,'
Brad called out derisively, "when you're

not in uniform."
"I can't think of anything I'd rather

do," Tim paused to fling back at him.

"If you ever do," taunted Brad,

"bring the price of my silver fox with

you!"
Tim put a foot in the stirrup, but

while he was no more than half-way to

the saddle Horn flung a handful of

tobacco clean in his eyes, momentarily
blinding him, at the same time nudging
Randall, who shot off down the street in

a bid for freedom.
Tim did not know who had thrown the

tobacco, and the others had not noticed

exactly what, had happened. He landed

in the saddle and with streaming eyes

saw his captive riding furiously away.
"Halt, Randall, in the king's name!"

he shouted, and spurred his horse in pur-

suit. But Randall had the advanl

of a good start, and he knew that a

Mountie would not shoot if the use of

firearms could be avoided. His horse

clattered over the planking of the bl

and swung to the right, across tl

land and under the pines.

Tim pounded after him, and beneath

the trees began to gain rapidly upon

him'. But Gavifl was waiting behind a

massive trunk, and bis rifle was ready

as the fugitive swept past ,lis hiding-

place.

"Stop. Randall!" Tim bellowed

again, and he drew his gun with the

intention of tiring a warning shot I

his escaping prisoner's head. But some-

where away to the left, even as be

pulled the trigger, he heard a rifle

crack, and, to lii» consternation, he saw
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Randall pitch sideways from hi.5 horse

and roll upon the ground at the foot of

a tree.

He galloped up and dismounted.
while Gavin made his way furtively

hack to his own horse and rode away.
Randall, breathing in a painful fashion,

was struggling in vain to sit up when
Tim knelt beside him.
"What happened, Randall?" he in-

quired gruffly.

"What happened?" panted the
wounded man accusingly. ""You know
—what—happened. You shot me—you
shot me in the back."'

Tim put away his gun and looked
round, but he could see no sign of any-
body among the dense trees, and the
noise of the adjacent river, swirling
over stones in its rocky bed. prevented
him from hearing any sound of hunt-.

He bent over his prisoner and saw
that lie had lapsed into unconsciousness,
and he picked up the limp body, draped
it over the saddle of the hired horse,
and rode slowly with it back to the
trading post.

The trappers were still congregated
round the depot when he reached it,

and it seemed to him that Hank was
the only friend he had amongst them,
judging by the sullen silence with which
they viewed him and his wounded
captive.
On the factor's instructions Randall

was carried off to the cabin of Father
O'Donovan. who was not merely priest

to the community. But doctor as well;
and then Brad spoke what was in his

mind.
''.Sure is nice of you. O'Hara." he

said scornfully, "being concerned about
his health after shooting him in the
back. I thought Motilities weren't siip-

poeed to use their guns except in case of
emergency ?"

"I didn't shoot him." declared Tim.
"I fired in the air."
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"And hit him square in the back!"
"I tell you I didn't shoot him. My

guess i> that he was .shot by someone
who was afraid he might talk."
Brad addressed the others.
"Am of you boys hear more than

one shot?" he demanded.
"No," chorused most of the men.

while Hank and the factor remained
silent. Brad spat as with contempt.
"Fine officer of the law you are!"

he said.

"I tell you I
"

"I don't care whai you Buy!" Brad
straightened up from the boulder
again.-t which he had been leaning.
" In or out of uniform, Shooting un-
armed men is murder!-
Tim let l;o of the bridle of his horse

t i grip lui i by the shoulder.

"I've stood about all T intend to from
you. Harrison!" he roared

"Easy, Tim," urged the factor, and
caught hold of his arm and drew him
away. "I'm sorry this happened. Tim.
It's turned all the trappers against

you."
"That's what Harrison intended it to

do," Tim growled.
"Hadn't 1 better write headquarters

and ask to have you relieved?"
"And have him boast that he ran me

out of the country again?" said Tim
wrylj .

" No, thanks :"

"With everyone against you it'll be a

mighty tough fight. Tim."
"1 knew it would be when T came

in." Tim returned with grim determina-
tion. " I'm not backing oul now '."

Duncan nodded appreciatively and
patted him on the hack.
"Uo to it!" he said gruffly, "and

good luck to you."

A
In Stalkey's Office

FATXT light was still on the hills,

bill darkness had gathered in the
valley, when Tim walked down

the street that evening, knocked on the
door of Father O'Donovan's cabin and
entered a little living-room which
seemed almost to have a religious
atmosphere. Hank was sitting in a

chair with his rifle between liis knees,
but rose immediately.
"Has he regained consciousness yet?"

inquired Tim.
"Yep." replied the toothless one.
He's jri the bed-room. Fathei

wouldn't let me stay inO'Donovan
with him."
Evidently

their voices
inner room,
figure in hi

Father O'Donovan heard
for he emerged from- the

a tall and almost venerable
long, black robes and his

snow-white hair
"Father." said Tim. dropping his hat

on a table, "my name is O'Hara. I'm
the man who brought in your patient."
"I suspected as much." returned the

priest gravels.
"Do you think it would be safe to

have a little talk with him now?"
Very slowly and very solemnly the

priest shook his head.
"He'll never speak again in this life."

h« said.

"Oh!" Tim looked blankly at Hank
and went out with him. "Well, here
1 am." he said with a helpless gesture,
" wofse off than when I stalled."

"I wouldn't say that," protested
Hank, rubbing his scrubby chin. " \'ou
might worm something out of Sfcalkey."
"Of course!" Tim exclaimed. "I'd

forgotten all about him."
Hank led the way to the cabin be-

yond the bridge, which was Stalkey's'
office as well as his bachelor home lor

he was supposed to do more or less of a

trade in timber. But Brad Harrison
was in the office with the little man
he had lashed with a whip, and one
might have gathered from their con-
versation that they were on the
friendliest of, terms.

Tim turned his attention to Gavin as Brad knocked Stalkey flat on his back and struck out at Horn.
April 11th, 1^56.
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"I tell you," said Brad urgently,

"'your only chance is to hide out for a

few days, at least un;il you have time
to get out with the furs you've collected.

If you don't, O'Hara is going to find a

way to make you talk."

"But where am I goin' to hide?"
asked Stalkey, sucking at a pipe that

had gone out. "He'll search every
cabin in the district."

"(Jo out to my place," suggested
Brad. "He wouldn't expect»you there.

He wouldn't dare go after you, even
if he did. You write the note I sug-

gested, and I'll fix it so that it'll look

like there's been a struggle. Come on!"
There was a roll-top desk in the room,

with a rack of shelves above it, affixed

to the wall. There were several chairs,

a filing cabinet, and a table upon which
an oil-lamp burned. Stalkey wrote
upon a pad at the desk while Brad over-

turned the chairs, emptied the drawers
of the filing cabinet all about the floor,

and upset the lamp.
The sound of approaching footsteps

sent him hurriedly to a window, where
he peered out into the gloom.
"Quick!" he exclaimed. "Here he

comes !"

Out from the office the two scurried

through a living-room to the back door,

and they were edging round the out-

side wall of the building when Tim
knocked at the front door and stepped,

with Hank, into the disordered office.

A bracket-lamp was still alight on
the wall, illuminating the apparent
wreckage. Hank surveyed the scene in

open-mouthed as well as open-eyed
astonishment.
"Well, I'll be doggoned!" he ex-

claimed. " Something's happened to

the poor little rabbit!"
Tim dived into the living-room, but

found it deserted, looked into an un-

tenanted bed-room, frowned at the back
door—which was shut—and returned to

the office. The overturned lamp on the

table was examined.
"He can't have been gone more than

a minute," he announced. "The oil's

still running out of this lamp, and the
glass chimney's still warm!"
He looked down at the papers on (he

floor, picking several of them up and
dropping them again. His keen eyes
roamed the room, while out by the creek
Brad Harrison said in a whisper to
Stalkey:

" Take to the woods and head for my
place. I'll stay here awhile so they
won't suspect anything."

Stalkey streaked off into the darkness,
and Brad hovered by the bridge for

some little time. In the office Hank
discovered the writing-pad on the desk
and blinked at a message written on its

uppermost sheet:
"If Stalker's safety means anything

t ) you. don't crowd us."
"Hi, look what I've found!" he cried,

holding up the pad. "The dirty pole-
cats have kidnapped the poor little

fellow!"
Tim took the pad and read the mes-

but he was not by any means con-
vinced as to its genuineness.

"There's something about this doesn't
look just right to me," he said, gazing
thoughtfully about him. "One little

man couldn't put up such a scrap! It's

overdone!"
He looked at the pad again, and both

the writing and the paper seemed
familiar, lie fished from his belt the
slip of paper he had found that morning
in Larue's cabin.

"Let's see how the writing of this

note compares with the one I found on
Larue." he said, and placed them side

by side on the table, away from the
April nth, 1038.
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jpool of oil that was there. "The writ-

ing's the same!"
Hank joined him at the (able, grip-

ping the barrel of his rifle, gaping down
at the two notes.

"Stalkey's one of the gang!" cried

Tim. "This note I found on Larue is

written on the same pad! Look! It's

what they call sectional paper—all pale
blue squares." >^
"Well, dog my cats!" breathed Hank,

his lips working excitedly over bis

toothless gums. "That sure tells us all

we want to know about Mister Stalkey,
the little toad!"
"Yes," said Tim, "but what good

does it do? He's probably on his way
out of the country now, and we don't
know which way to look."

He dropped heavily into the only
chair that was standing upright, a pic-

ture of gloom. But Hank pursed his

lips and scratched his chin.

"He ain't left the country," he
presently decided. "He wouldn't go off

without the furs he's collected—and it'll

take figurin' to get them out. I'll bet
a coon's skin against a last year's bird-

nest that he's hid somewhere within
shootin' distance!"
"Do you know who his friends are?"

asked Tim.
"Shucks, he ain't, got no friends!"

scoffed Hank. "I know one way you
could find him, but I calculate you
wouldn't do it."

"What is it?" demanded Tim. "I'll

do anything."
"Get all the trappers on his trail.

They know every hide-out within fifty

miles."
"There isn't one of 'em would lift a

finger to help me after what happened
this afternoon."
"If Brad told 'em to they would,"

asserted Hank confidently. "They eat

out of his band."
i "I wouldn't ask Bradf, Harrison to

help me," snorted Tim, "not even if he
would !"

"Me neither," declared the artful

little trapper. "But I'll betcha it'd

work if you did. Of course, some folks

might, think it was your duty, but not
me. I wouldn't ask help of a man I

didn't like if every trapper on Indian
River got shot!"
Tim frowned at him, deceived by the

sincerity of his manner.

"Yes, you would!" he exclaimed.
"So would any other man that

amounted to a hoot!"
He had committed himself by those

words, and lie rose and thrust the pad
and the slip of paper into Hank's hands.

"Here, take these!" he commanded.
"Tell the factor to lock 'em in his safe.

I'll see you when I get back."

Tim Pays a Call

STALKEY made his way swiftly

through a wood to the left of In-

dian River, along a familiar and
well-beaten frail, and in less than ten
minutes came to a commodious and well-

built cabin of logs in a clearing of

considerable extent.

Mounting the porch, he knocked on
the door with the butt-end of the rifle

he carried, and presently Martha Har-
rison opened the door—and seemed any-
thing but pleased as she recognised the

\ isitor.
" Hallo, Martha!" said Stalkey, edg-

ing past her into a living room which
bore many traces of feminine attention.

"You alone?''
" Why cr yes," she replied reluc-

tantly. "Brad's at the post."

"I know," said Stalkey. "He sent

me out here so I could stay out of sight

for a few days."
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" You can't stay !" she cried, staring
at him aghast. "I'm not going to let

Brad get mixed up in these fur-raids
just to vent his spite on Tim!"

Stalkey put his back to the door, hold-
ing his rifle in both hands, and his eyes
were evil.

"What makes you think he's not
already mixed up in them?" he
demanded.
"I know he isn't!" she flamed. He's

headstrong, but he's honest."

"All right, let him do his own
talking." The sound of galloping hoofs
caused him to open the door a few
inches, and he closed it again in haste.

"Hide me, quick!" he exclaimed. "The
Mountie's coming!"
"I'm not hiding anyone from the

law !"

" Have it your own way." He swept
past her into the kitchen and looked
menacingly back at her. "No tricks!

I'll have him covered until he leaves.

Tim, who had ridden across the clear-

ing, hitched his horse to a rail anil

mounted the steps of the porch. Martha
opened the front door even as ho
knocked at it.

"Why, Tim," she faltered, "I—
I

"

"Is Brad here?" he asked.

"No» he isn't," she replied. "And
you mustn't wait for him. If he finds

you here he'll be furious."

"I hope not," said Tim grimly. "I'm
here on police business."

He stepped into the living-room and
closed the door, and she immediately
stood between him and the kitchen,

where Stalkey lurked with his rifle.

"Tim," she said, "you don't think

Brad's mixed up in these raids, do
you ?"

"I'm certain he's not," he assured

her.

"Then don't wait for him," she

pleaded. "It'll only make matters

worse, and they're bad enough now."

He moved nearer to her. resisting a

temptation to take her in his arms, and
he said earnestly:
"There's nothing you could ask of me

that I wouldn't do for you as an indi-

vidual. I proved that once by running
away and letting people think I was
yellow rather than do something that

might hurt you. I didn't come here
because I wanted to, but because I had
to."
The front door swung wide and Brad

burst in upon them.
"I've been waiting to see you, Har-

rison," said Tim.
"That's a lie, O'Hara!" roared Brail.

"You came here to do just what you
are doing—make love to Martha ! You
think, because you've got that uniform
on, 1 have to stand for it; but I don't!

This place is mine—you get out of it!"

"I'm here on official business," said

Tim. "Stalkey got away this evening,

and I'm after him. He tried to make it

look like he was kidnapped, but it

didn't work. What's more, he left evi-

dence that proves he's implicated in the

murder of Larue."
Instinctively Martha glanced in the

direction of the kitchen, and once mote
she stood between Tim and the half-

open door. Brad flung off his coat.
" You're not tryin' to tie me up in

this, are you?" he rasped.

"No." replied Tim. "I came here
to ask your help. I never did a harder

thing in my life. I want you to

your trapper friends to scour the coun-

try for him. They'd do it for you when
they wouldn't for me."
Brad's rather thick lips curled with

scorn. rn
"Round up your men for you, ehl
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he snorted. "So you'll get the credit

and be promoted! If I knew where
the raiders were, I'd bring 'era in my-
self, just to show you up!"
"Brad, please!" cried Martha.
"If you weren't in uniform

"

threatened her brother.

"If I weren't in uniform," retorted

Tim, "I wouldn't stand for come of the

things I have to now. Good-bye,
Martha !"

lie put on his hat and went out. and
Brad was watching him go, through a

window near the door, when Stalkey

ran out from the kitchen with the rifle

in hi- hand-, and a murderous look

on his ugly face.

Martha cried out in alarm, and her
brother turned from the window to

snatch the rifle away.
"Not so close to my cabin, you

fool !" he shouted.
"lie knows too much about me,"

growled Stalkey.
" Well, it ain't gonna help matters

to have a killing to your credit, ia it

We've got to work fast, if we're going
to save those furs. Where did you hide
'cm '.'"

"Why should I tell you?" challenged
Stalkey. "The others don't know."
"So we can get 'em out of the way

before OTIara finds 'em."
Stalkey considered that point, while

Martha looked horrified.

"If you were OTIara," said the cun-
ning little crook after a while, "where
would you start looking?"

"There's only one place to look."
asserted Brad. "In your cabin. If [

didn't find 'em in it, I'd look under it."

"Well, that's where they are," said
Stalkey "There's a trap-door in the
back room."
"Tine!" quoth Brad. "Before morn-

ins I" have those pelts where OTIara
w ill ne\er find 'em I''

"You can't do it. Bratl '" cried
Martha. "I won't let you 1

'

" You keep out of this!" snapped her
brother. "I know what I'm doing."
"But you don't know what you're

doing!" she shrilled. "Getting mixed
up with murderers just because you
hate Tim OTIara!"
She ran into a bedroom and re-

appeared wearing a cloak: but Brad
barred her way.
"I said keep out of it," he shouted

at her, "and I mean it!"
"All right," she replied, "I will

keep out of it. But I'm going to the
C'artwrights, and I'm going to stay-

there until you come to your senses—
or find yourself in prison with the rest

of the gang !"

Brad moved aside and she went out
from the cabin, slamming the door
behind her: a proceeding which did
not suit Stalkey at all.

"Call her back !" he cried, pointing
a skinny finger. "She's liable to talk!"
"Aw. she won't talk," said Brad with

confidence. "She wouldn't betray me
—and she'd be in the way here, any-
how ."

" If she does talk. Harrison, or you
double-cross me "

"Why should I?" Brad demanded
curtly. "Ain't it enough that we're
double-crossing the others? Say. and
speaking of the others,' you've never told
me the names of the men that are
working with you."

" What you don't know." retorted
Stalkev, dropping the rifle on a couch,
"won't hurt you, nor anybody else."

Bob Acts for the Best

TIM rode back to the settlement, put
away his horse, and some little

time later went out with Hank
Bascorn from that little trapper's
shack, carrying a dark lantern. Taking
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care that no one saw them, they made
their way round to the back of Stalkey's
cabin, and there Tim posted Hank
under a tree.

"You wait here in case somebody
follows me," he directed.

He stole in at the back door, and in

the office he extinguished the bracket-

lamp on the w all. then proceeded to

I. the place thoroughly in the light

of the lantern.

In the living-room he pulled back
a rug on the floor and beneath it found
what he was looking for—a trap-door.

He raised the trap and climbed down a

vertical ladder into a cellar; and the

riys of his lantern shone upon piles

of furs, stored in such a fashion thai

none of them touched the concrete wall-..

Several times he climbed the ladder
laden with pelts which he heaped on
the floor of the room above, while Hank
leaned against the tree-trunk out at

the back of the cabin, keeping watch
and munching cheese.

Nothing occurred to disturb the
silence, so far as Hank was concerned,
but Brad Harrison reached the front

of the cabin without his knowledge
and tiptoed into the office. The door
into the living-room was open and a

faint light moved about in there. He
looked through the crack at the back
of the door, and he saw that the trap
was open and that Tim had just dumped
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a pile of pelts in a corner of the !
Furiously he strode through the door-

way, and Tim swung round with the
lantern in his hand. Its light Struck
Brad full in the face as he hurled him-
self at his enemy. The lantern crashed
to the boards^ and in the darkness the

two fought and struggled with each
other.

It was a fierce battle, but Hank did
not hear a sound of it. though it con-
tinued for many minutes ere fortune
favoured the aggressor. Thou Tim
stumbled on the edge of the trap, lost

his balance, clutched wildly at nothing,
and pitched headlong into the cellar.

Breathing heavily, Brad climbed
down the ladder and struck a match.
Tim Has lying on the stone.- belov a.

senseless as u log of wood, and the resl

was easy. Brad climbed up with the
remainder of the pelts, found a rope and
descended again to bind Tim's arm-
and legs, then climbed once more to

carry the pelts away from the cabin
instalments,
Two hours elapsed, and then Hank

became concerned about Tim. though
nothing had aroused his suspicion-.

He went over to the back door and
opened it. and he called into the black
ne.-s of the cabin :

"Tim! Tim, where are you?"
Naturally there was no response, and

Hank became really alarmed. lie

passed into the living-room, and, miss
ing the open trap b\ inches, trod on the
lantern. Fishing a box of matches
from his pocket hi' struck one and
looked about him, and presently he lil

the lantern and descended with it into
the cellar.

Tim had jusl regained consciousness
and he opened hi- eyes while Hank > as

severing his bonds.
"Arc you hurt bad. Tim'" he asked

anxiously. "What happened."
Tim blinked at the lantern and at

I he -crubb;. face a bo< e ii
, I hen i

. m
here. I witai had happened.

"Brad," he said weakly. "I Found
the fur-. They're upstairs."

"
I didn't see no fur-." decla I

I

Hank.
"Then Brad got away with them'"

Tun got to hi.- knees and tried to rise

to his feel, but sank down on a rung
of the ladder. "Hank. I can't make
it." he muttered. "Go to Brad's cabin
— see where he hides tho-e pells."

He held a hand to his aching head
and motioned with the oilier; bid

Hank was not willing to desert him.
"I'm gonna get you over to Father

O'Donovan's first." he declared in a
voice that defied argument, and he
propped his rifle against a wall to help
Tim up the ladder, and some little time
later supported him out from the cabin
and over the bridge to Father O'Dono-
van's place up the streef.

The priest was retiring for the night,

but readily took charge of a new
patient, and then Hank went off with
lii- rifle to play the spy round the home
of Brad Harrison.
A newly risen sun was (limbing

above the hills to the east and reddening
the top- of the fir trees in the valley

when Tim walked out from Father
O'Donovan's cabin. He was feeling
quite himself again and he had
thoroughly enjoyed a modest meal.
"Good-bye, Father." he said grate-

fully, "and many thanks."
Hank, who had been standing with

his back to a post of the porch for

quite a while, ran to him a- he walked
erectly down the step-.

"Tim!" he cried excitedly. "Guess
what! Brad's got Stalkey hid in his

cabin !"

Father O'Donovan had closed his door
and probably intended to get. a little
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sleep. Tim walked slowly up the street

with Hank.
•'Brad hiding Stalkey?" he said in-

credulously.
"Yep!" declared Hank. "I stood out-

side the window, and I heard every-
thing they said."
Tim frowned at the depot ahead;

Cavin's cabin was passed.

"What about the furs?" he demanded.
"Brad ain't got 'em," was the un-

expected answer. "He said you got

'em."
"Said I've got 'em?"
"Yeah." Hank mouthed his tooth-

less gums. "He told the darnedest yarn
you ever heard—how you took the pelts

;md hid 'em, and how you was waitin'

for him, and hew he whipped you, and
left you bound and gagged in the cellar

and shut the trap-door."
"You couldn't have heard right,"

scoffed Tim.
"Yes, I did, too! And what's more.

they're gonna leave you in the cellar all

day and come back to-night and make
you tell 'em where you hid the furs."

Tim considered that statement and
found an explanation that fitted.

"I get it!" he exclaimed. "Brad's
going to double-cross Stalkey! Going
lo leave him in the cabin and pull out
with (he furs!"
The depot was reached, and Hank

rubbed his chin.

"If that's it." he commented, "you'd
better work fast, brother."
"I'm on my way right now," Tim

assured him, and he went round to the
stables and saddled his horse. But as

lie led the horse out from its stall he
frowned again.
"I'm all wrong, Hank," he said

gloomily. "I can't arrest Brad with-
out the furs—I can't prove anything!"
The street was deserted when they

emerged from the yard of the depot,
but with startling abruptness a rider

name clattering over the bridge towards
them, and the rider was wearing the

scarlet and navy blue of a Mountie.
Tim recognised Bob Rutledge with

astonishment, and that very bright
young man hailed him as he rode up.

"What are you doing up so early?"
ho inquired, as he dismounted beside

the pair. "Been out all night?"

"Just about," said Tim, and intro-

duced Hank. "What are you doing
here?"
"Dad sent me to relieve you," was

the reply.

"Relieve me!" exclaimed Tim. "Oh,
but I can't leave now! Harrison will

think he van me out of the country.''

"Harrison?" echoed Bob. "I« that
i lie fellow you told dad about?"
"Yes. He's torn me to shreds, know-

ing I can't fight back—turned the
Hi hers against me—boasted I'd never
finish my job up here. Don't you see,

Bob. I can't go back now?"
"You've got to, Tim. Your promo-

tion's come through!"
"My promotion!" Tim had almost

forgotten about that.

"Yes, I've brought the notification

for you."
An official-looking envelope was pro-

duced, hut Tim would not take it.

"Promotion or 710 promotion," he
said doggedly, "I stay right here till I

arrest Harrison."
"Has he done anything he could be

arrested for?" asked Bob, putting the
envelope back in his pocket.
"Has he? We had a light, last night,

over some furs. He knocked mo out
and got. away with the evidence. I've

got to stay right here till I can prove
my case and put him under arrest."
"There's one little item you've over-
April llth, 1038.
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looked, Tim. You couldn't arrest him
even if you had the proof against him.
This is the eighteenth of the month—
doesn't that mean anything to you?"
Tim shook his head.
"Doesn't mean anything to me," he

said. "Dates don't mean much, except
when you're writing out a repot."

" Well, this one ought to. Your term
of enlistment expired the day before
yesterday !"

Tim's face lit up.
"Now I know I'm not

leave!" he cried. "I'm staying right
here ; not as a Mountie, but as a private
citizen—and the first man to hear about
it is going to lie Harrison

!"

"Listen here, Tim," said Bob
severely, "you can't throw away your
career over a petty quarrel like this.

Think of your future."
"You think of it," retorted Tim, turn-

ing towards his horse. "I'm in a
hurry."
"All right," gritted Bob, "I will think

of it. I won't let you do it. You're
too good a friend."
"You can't let personal issues enter

into the Service, my boy," Tim re-

minded him ; and Bob promptly clapped
a gloved hand on his shoulder.

"If that's the way you want it,

O'Hara," he said stiffly. "I arrest you
in the King's name!"
Hank, who had listened to the con-

versation with growing surprise, gaped
and mouthed ; Tim became annoyed.
"If you think this is a joke, Bob

" he began.
"I don't," Bob interrupted. " You're

an armed civilian looking for trouble

—

a menace to the community! I hope
you'll come along peacefully."

Tim shrugged and permitted himself
to be marched along to the cell. His
Service revolver was removed from its

holster and the door was slammed upon
him. The padlock was unfastened and
hanging from its staple, and Bob
snapped it home.
"Now," he said through the bars of

the little window, "I'll bring in your
man Harrison, and I'll want you as a

witness."
He asked as to the whereabouts of

Brad's cabin, and he rode away down
the street. Hank leaned against the
wall of the cell, and Tim pulled off his

gloves, suddenly remembering that he
had not returned the key of the pad-
lock to the factor.

He fished the key from his pocket,

and held it out between the bars.

"Hank," he said urgently, "take this

and unlock the door."
But Hank blinked at the key and

would not touch it.

"I daresn't," he protested. "You
get five years for gaol-breaking!"

"And you're the fellow that said

things couldn't get any worse, eh?"
growled Tim, and fell to pacing
savagely up and down the narrow cell.

[* Personal Issues "

BRAD HARRISON was having
breakfast in the kitchen of his

cabin, and Stalkey— in his shirt-

sleeves—was looking moodily at him
when a beat of hoofs caused him to

turn to the window in alarm.
"It's O'Hara!" he exclaimed, grab-

bing up his rifle.

Brad ran to the window, and he saw
Boh Rutledge riding across the clearing.

"That's not O'Hara," he said. "It's
a stranger! You get in that bed room,
and no matter what happens, don't let

him see you."
Stalkey vanished into the indicated

bed-room, and Brad crossed the living-
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room to the front door, which he opened
as Bob was mounting the steps.
"'Morning," he said gruffly.

"Good-morning," returned Bob.
"Your name Bradley Harrison?"
"That's right. What can I do for

you ?
"

"I arrest you, in the King's name."
was the stern reply, "on suspicion of
fur-stealing!"
Brad scowled and backed into the

room, and Bob followed. Stalkey. just

inside the bed-room door, released the
safety-catch of his rifle.

" O'Hara afraid to come out and make
his own arrest?" sneered Brad.

he man hasn't been born yet that
O'Hara's afraid of," Bob retorted, gaz-
ing about the room. "Mind if I have
a drink of water?"
"You're the boss." Brad went into

the kitchen and returned with a dipper
full of water, and Bob took it and
drank.

"If you're lookin' for furs," said

Brad, "you won't find any around
here."
"Mind if I take a look in this room?"

Bob walked out into the kitchen,

glanced at the table, and moved round
it to deposit the dipper in the sink.

Stalkey hastily clubbed his rifle, and
as the young Mountie was passing the

open door of the bed-room, he brought
the butt-end" down with all his might
upon a head protected only by an Army
hat of soft felt. Bob went down with

a thud, completely knocked out, and
Stalkey emerged from the bed-room.

"I could break your scrawny little

neck for that!" roared Brad.
"Well, I wasn't going to have him

arrest you if I could help it," said the

little crook.
"Why not? Yo/i could have got me

out to-night, and we'd have left with

the pelts. Now, if he dies, we'll both
swing for it!"

"Aw, he won't die! I just put him
outa commission for the rest of the

day."
"Yes," said Brad grimly, "and now

we can't wait till night to go after

those furs ! Somebody's liable to come
here and find him! Say. maybe
could use this fellow to help us,

though."
Twenty minutes later Tim was still

pacing up and down the cell, pausing

now and then at the door to glare at

Hank, who remained outside it.

"If you don't get more sociable."

threatened the little trapper, "1 ain't

gonna stay and visit with you."
"I don't care what you do, if you're

not going to let me out of this place/'

snapped Tim.
"I don't want to violate the

"

Hank broke off in the middle of his

protest. "Great catamounts!" he ex-

claimed. "Look what's eomin' up the

street
!"

Tim could not see the street from the

cell, though he tried to do so.

"I don't care what it is," he growled;

and then, as Hank continued to stuiv:

"What is it
'"

" Brad I [arrisbn," 1 eplied Hank.
"He's bringing in yoni Mountie friend,

draped over B horse. Look like he's

hurt."
Brad was riding his own horse and

trailing Bob's, and Bob was hanging
limply over the saddle. Trappi
out from their cabins, asking questji

an,! quite a procession followed the two
horses to the depot. Tim had a glil

of Hob as he "as carried into the
building, and Hank asked him what he
figured had happened.

" It's quits clear what's happened,

"

(Continued on page 37)
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An innocent man awaits the electric chair. His loving sister and a deputy warden
struggle desperately with the powers of the underworld to bring the proofs that will

save his life. A crook thriller, starring Regis Toomey and Sheila Terry

The Stolen Handbag

A YOUNG man flashed along the
main thoroughfare of a big city

on the West Coast of California.
For weeks he had been hard at work on
Government matters, and ir was grand
t" be free for a day. He would drive
out into the hills and visit some friends.

Ted Clark happened to glance up into

the reflector minor, and a low whistle
c-aped him. He was being tailed by
n -peed eop. The .speedometer, showed
that the ear was at the moment travel-

ling between forty-five to fifty miles an
hour.
With a grin the young man put down

In- foot and zoomed away. He slithered

round the nexl corner, took the next
t lining to the left and eventually came
.back to the main road. But if he
imagined he had shaken off the cop he

mistaken— a sound not far distant
made him give another glance into the
inirror.

The young man decided that this was
better fun than driving on a hot

noon out along dusty roads, and
he proceeded to have a grand tune dodg-
ing round corners, doubling on In-

going through private roads
attached to gas stations and doing every-
thing he could to elude the persistent
speed cop.
The speed officer stuck gamely to his

and swore that he would serve a
summons or burst in the attempt.

Ted came round a corner, and his eyes
widened at sight of three men attacking
a fourth, Whilst a girl stood by and
yelled at the top of her voice. Now he
hated to see an unequal fight, and de-
cided that it was up to him to play a
part. A wrench on the wheel, and he
swung the car across the road'to charge
straight at the fighting men.

The screech of his horn caused the

three attackers u> dart away, whilst the

fourth stared in fear at the approaching
car. With a screech Ted slowed his car.

'• Hop on !" he yelled.

The lone fighter -prang on to the
running-board, Ted accelerated, and tore

back on to the road.
He glanced at his passenger. A thin,

mournful fellow, with dark, baleful eyes.

The latter glanced at the driver ner-

vously. Ted laughed and went down the
street at sixty.

"Mister, what's your hurry?"
"A cop is after me," Ted chuckled,

and pointed to the mirror. "See him?"
"He's gaining on us."
"We'll take him round a. few more

turning- and then pull up." Ted grinned.
"'Then you watch him laugh."

In a quiet street the driver slowed his

car and permitted the -peed cop to drive
him int<i the kerb. The officer lifted his

machine on t.> its rest and took out a

notebook.
"Weill what's the alibi?" the officer

said slui

"Wei

,
what's the alibi?'

•ply.

I haven't one 1 y," Ted
smiled sweetly. "I was ju-t trying to

see it I could, give you the slip."

"You did?" The officer licked his

pencil. "Well, now I'm going to give
you a -lip. What's vour name?"
"Ted Clark."
"Let's see your driver's licence.'

Ted fumbled and then frowned.
"Sorry officer. I left it in the office."
The officer's grin was chilsome.
"Well, ain't that too had? I suppose

you'd like me to get it for you ?"

"That certainly would be nice of you.
officer; it isn't very far." Ted produced
a card. •'You'll find the City Hall close
by."
The nervous person who had been

rescued from the three apparently des-

perate characters peered over the driver's

shoulder and had a surprise to read:
"TED CLARK. Deputy Warden." The
officer was not only surprised—he was
nonplussed.

"I suppose you were on business?"
He had a strong idea that the deputy
had been having a joke at his expense.
"You're new to this district," Ted

grinned. "And I like to find out if

officers are handling their jobs all right.

I'll tell the chief you're okay."
Ted watched the officer as the la Iter

replaced his summons book, mounted his

machine and rode away. A movement
made him look round—his passenger had
got cautiously out of the car.

"Hey, wait a minute."
"Thanks for the lift." the passenger

answered, and stepped out smartly.

Ted Clark slipped swiftly out of his

car. and with a resigned expression his

passenger waited on the kerb. The
latter's smile was very forced.
"What did those fellows want with

you ?"

"Oh. a lady's handbag."
"

1 don't understand."
"Well the;, thought 1 was a purse-

snatcher."
"Why, you look like an honest man

to me, stated the deputy warden.
"I am," sniffed the stranger. "That's

u hat gets Tito down."
Ted Clark clapped him heavily on the

back.
"Don't let if get you down, my lad,

you're not the first one." Another
hearty slap. "Just square your shoulders
and

"

A handbag had slipped beneath (he
stranger's coat and lay on the pave-
ment.
"Well—well!" The little man opened
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his eyes wide. "How do you suppose
that got out of my coat?"
Ted Clark picked up the bag-.

"I should turn you over to the police."

"It's >m unfortunate habit of mine.

I don't mean no harm really—me fingers

kinda let me down."
"Well, let's see who the bag belongs

to."
"Hero, you can't, do that—I'm the

guy that swiped it."

Ted had to laugh.
"It's almost your property, I suppose."

He opened the clasp. "I presume the

lady I heard bellowing was the owner
of this bag." He glanced at the other,

who was looking thoroughly ashamed.
"I see she was." He dived into the bag
and drew out a card. "Ann Dawson.
'ibis i^ a lucky break for me."
"What yo mean by that, mister?"

"I've been trying to meet this Dawson
damo for three months," the deputy
warden answered. "I'm going to return
this bag and get acquainted."
"Not -o fast!" cried the bag-snatcher.

"How do I know you're on the level?"
"You'd better come along and find

out," chuckled Ted. "What's your
name V
"Danny Dawson. Are you really a

warden ?"

"Sure as I'm here." Ted pointed to

his car. " You're coming with me,
Danny Dawson, and it depends just how-

well you behave yourself where you sleep

to-night. Unwittingly you've helped me,
and for that I'm inclined to be lenient.

Get in!"
Without any argument Danny got into

the car, and Ted drove the ear round
to Acacia Lodge, Sea Avenue. It was a

quiet suburban district of small modern
\ illas. Outside the lodge was a small

wo-seater. Farther down the rood was
a powerful four-seater.
"There she is—getting into that car

now !"—Danny pointed.
A smart, slim, dark-haired, athletic

young woman had appeared from a gate
and entered tho powerful two-seater.

"How could you take a bag from a
nice-looking girl like that?" Ted was
indignant. " You certainly deserve to
go to gaol!"
"It was the bag I looked at—not the

girl," said Danny. "You going after

her? If you catch her I'll apologise."
"Good for you. I guess " Ted

broke off sharply. Tho small car had
tinned at the first corner, and imme-
diately the big car had roared to life

and vanished in the same direction, but
not before the deputy warden had
glimpsed four men.

"Let's see what. this is all about!"
Ted Clark spoke grimly.

The Rescue

TED CLARK roared round the corner
and grinned to see the big car
some way ahead. It vanished

round a corner.
"That car is following Miss Dawson,"

Ted told his companion. "But they're
keeping well back as if trying to kid
her. She seems to be heading towards
Stanville, and there's a long stretch of

arterial road between the two districts

—

an ideal spot for desperate men."
"What's their game?"
"That's what 1 propose to find out,"

answered Ted. "Hallo, they're stepping
in it. She's got wise to 'em."
Sure enough, on the arterial road the

big <?ar roared trotn thirty to eighty miles
an hour. Tho girl must have mado a
(li sperate bid to escape because it was
not till tho outskirts of Stanville were
reached that the big car Succeeded in

(hiving her off the main road into a
shallow ditch;

Tho 'big car had not bothered to sec

il they were being followed. Ted saw
April titli, 1MB.
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the ditching as he had been travelling
almost as fast as the big car. He
switched off his engine and put his foot
down on the red knob that operated the
free-wheel. His car glided forward and
came to a rest alongside the big car.

The four men were out of their car and
clustering round the girl.

"Hand over that letter!" a big, thick-

set fellow was shouting.
"1 haven't got any letter," they heard

the girl answer.
"Don't lie—you stole it from the safe."

"I don't know where it is."^**»

"So you did take it!" the chief crook
yelled. "Where is it?' !

The girl was frightened by those grim
faces.

"It's in my hand-bag—somebody stole

it."

"That tale won't work, sister," the
crook cried. "Come on and tell it to

the boss."
"Leave that lady alone!" drawled a

voice—Ted's.
Tho four men turned round as if they

had been shot. They saw what appeared
to bo two perfectly ordinary men.
"Scram, or you'll get a punch on the

nose," cried tho spokesman, and turned
his back.
Ted glanced at Danny and rubbed his

hands together, then he stood up on the
seat of his ear.

"Sister, get out of thai car!" came the
order.
"Don't do any such thing!" shouted

Ted, and when the leader spun round
the intrepid deputy warden dived over
tho big car straight at the surprised
ciook. They were so surprised that they
allowed Ted to land some hurtful punches
before they turned on him snarling all

kinds of threats.

Whereupon Danny decided it was time
he joined in the fight. Though four
against two, the crooks found that Ted
and Danny were fighting wizards.

"Get your car started!" Ted ordered
the surprised girl.

The crooks rushed. Crash ! One was
hurled back as if struck with a battering
ram ; Danny got another with a blow that
was very much below the belt.

The girl started her car, and with a

roar clambered it out of the shallow
ditch. The car bumped back on to the
main road. Her eyes lit up as she saw
the strange young man pick up one of

her assailants as if he were a child and
fling him violently to the ground.
Another staggered up and got a sock in

the jaw that made her gasp as if she
had stopped the mighty punch herself.

Then she observed the small man doing
his besl to strangle a man with a very-

thick nock.
"Get to the lady's car!" Ted shouted

to the friendly bag-snatcher. "Hurry!"
A moment later he was racing towards

the small car.

"Let her rip!" he shouted as he
jumped on to the running-board.
The small sports car whirled away in

a cloud of dust.

The crook, who had done all the talk-

ing, staggered to his feet and nursed an
aching jaw.
"Don't you guys let her get away,"

he yelled to the others. "Get up, you
scum!" The other three staggered up
looking very much the worse for wear.

"I'm going to use that guy's roadster

and report to the boss."

Tho big car tore off in pursuit of

the small sports car, whilst the leader

took Ted's roadster and hastened off in

i he opposite direction. Ten minutes
later he was talking to a very tall man
of foreign origin. Jim Grant, in spite

of such a name, was a Mexican Pole,

who lived for years in the States—Grant
was not his teal name. He was an evil-

looking man with eyes that made people
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shudder at the evil lurking in their
depths.
"A bunch of fools!" he shouted at

his chief man. "Gilroy, why didn't yen
burn that letter?"
"I thought it would be better in the

safe."
"That letter is enough to send us to

the chair!" raved Grant. "If that
Dawson girl ever gets it to the Governor
her brother will go free and you know
what we'll get."
"WTiat we going to do, boss?" asked

Gilroy.
"We've got to get that letter back,"-

Jim Grant drew out a gun. "We've
got to get it back if we kill half Cali-

fornia*

Surrounded

THE girl was eager to put as much
distance as possible between
self and the crooks, and so no

was wasted in talking. Ted and Danny
kept on looking back.
"Take the first fork right," Ted

shouted in the girl's ear.

"Where does that lead me?" the girl

demanded.
"To tho place where I live!" rapped

out Ted. "We can talk there. Now
turn sharp right and keep going till I
yell to you to stop."
At a safe distance the crooks in the

big car followed.
At Ted Clark's yell, the girl pulled

up before a smart, white-walled villa.

The trio hurried inside and the deputy
locked all tho doors.

" Just in case we have any eaves-
droppers." He smiled at the girl.

"Now, let's all go into the lounge and
talk this thing over. You're wondering
who we are and I want to know about
your friends, so let's clear everything up.
This way. My folk are away on holiday
in the hills, and they've taken our only
.sci vant."
"I like your place." Danny looked

round appreciatively, especially at a
cabinet full of silver cups,
"I got those for athletics at school,"

Ted had followed the direction of his
gaze. "There's a secret lock that if

forced open sends two million volts
through any meddlesome mike's arm.
Now, lady, will you sit down and tell me
what all this is about?"
"Thank you for helping me." The

girl took the seat he offered. "You see
I was out this morning shopping wbe'n
somebody stole my hand-bag, and in that
bag was an important letter."

"What kind of a bag?"
"A black one with an ' A ' on it."

Ted produced the bag that Danny had
stolen.

"Is this is?"
"Why, yes!" exclaimed the delighted

girl. "Where did you find it?"
"I'm the one that stole it, lady,"

modestly explained Danny.
"He has a "gift that way—take no

notice," Ted reassured the girl, who
was clutching the bag nervously. "But
I don't get the connection between your
bag and the three men, Miss Dawson."
"You know me?"
"I've been trying to meet you for

line.- months," Ted admitted. You
see, I've seen you a good many times.

At court—during your brother's trial.

You have my deepest sympathy, Mi-*
Dawson—I still think he's innocent."

Tho girl's faco became drawn and
haggard.
-lie is—he didn't kill that girl!" she

cried. "I've got the letter that \\i!I

provo Jim Grant did it." She opened
her bag feverishly and then gave a sigh

of relief. "Read it. please!"

Ted Clark scanned the letter. Not
only was it a threatening letter to tho

murdered girl, but it gave time and
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places that proved beyond doubt that

Grant had a hand in the crime.

"How in the world did you ever get

this?"
"I've got it—that's the main thing,"

Ann was evasive. "Forty-eight hours
more and it would have been too late.

Will you go to the District Attorney's
office with me, please? Actually I was
on my way when I lost my bag. You
helped me when I was planning to visit

the various police stations to trace it."

"The District. Attorney is out of

town." Ted looked worried. "I know,
because I'm a. deputy warden. We'll

have to get in touch with the Governor.
The chances are lie's at the Capitol.

I'll 'phone."
"Please do!" Ann's voice shook. "I

don't know what I should have done
without your help."

Ted Clark got through after some
delay. The Governor was away. He
was informed that he was on a week-end
vacation at Idle wild.

Ted hung up.

"Our luck seems to be out," he
muttered. "Still, we can make it all

right. Idlewild is a hunting lodge about
sis hours from here. I know the train

service round these parts, and I'm sure

there's an afternoon train we can make.
In a few hours your brother will be a
free man."
Danny had been strolling aimlessly

round the room admiring the various

objects of value, and by chance he came
fo the window. Being inquisitive, ho
pulled aside the curtain to see what sort

of garden there was to the house.

"Look! Come here!" lie called out.

Ted ran to the window. Two men were
peering cautiously round a bush at the
house. In the road was a powerful car.

"They've trailed us—maybe a whole
bunch of them!'-' Ted pushed him away
from the window. " Mustn't let them
know we've spotted cm. I'll 'phone the

police."
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But it was soon apparent to Ted that

the 'phone was dead.
"The wires have been cut." Ted

slammed down the receiver. "This is

not so funny. We've got to get out of

here. How are we going to do it? Sup-
pose Danny and I take the letter and
make a break—we'll get shot before we
get any distance. Those crooks were
following you, .Miss Dawson, and they'd
follow you again. If you slipped out and
got away in the car they'd go after you,
Danny, and I could make a get-away
when the coast was clear." He shook his

head. "Too dangerous! I'm not
chancing those thugs drilling you."
"Ted, I've got an idea," shouted

Danny. "You folk have been square by
me. and here's my chance lo do some-
thing for you. I'm the same height and
much the same build as Miss Dawson.
I've done female impersonations at one
or two local shows, and I'd love the
chance to try my stuff out in real

earnest. Let Miss Dawson change
clothes with me, and I'il give them the

wildest chase they ever had, leaving you
two a chance to make the train."

It scorned the best chance they had,
and swiftly tho girl undressed behind a
screen and passed her clothes to Ted,
who collected Danny's clothes to bring
to the girl. Finally he gave a critical

look at tho two of them.
"You both look pretty terrible," ho

admitted frankly. " Miss Dawson, you
must get that collar right, and tuck
that hair of yours under the hat. Pity
you can't lend Danny some of it. Danny,
you look like nothing on earth, but we've
got to go through with it. I'll let you
out through the back door and get to
Miss Dawson's car. We'll get a lift some
way to the station. I don't think they'll
dare start shooting on account, of the
neighbours. Good luck, Danny ! Look
mo up in the morning at the D.A.'s
office."

From behind the curtains they
watched. Thej -aw Danny clamber over
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a hedge and beard men shouting. Danny
sprinted towards the next house and dis-

appeared. They saw three of Grant's
men chasing over the flower-bed-. Then
came a terrible suspense, and Ted began
to fear they had captured Danny when
the bag-snatcher appeared on the other
side of the road. He reached Ann Daw-
sen's car and was away in it, as the
crooks appeared. They leaped into theit

big car and gavo cha ; e.

".So far so good." Ted smiled at tho
girl. "Now for the railway station."

They caught the train for Idlewild. and
thought their adventures were at an
end.

Danny Up Against It

DAXXY managed to cover about live

miles before the big tar drew
alongside, and a menacing face

peered over tho side. A large hand
with a revolver made Danny has

apply tho brakes. He buried his face
in his hands.

''All right, sister! Cut out that cry-

ing." a gruff voice ordered. "Give me
the letter."

Something about the way Danny sat,

or the absurd angle of Ann's hat, must
have made one of them suspicious, be-
cause his hands were jerked away from
his face.

" It's the smart guv !"

"Where did the Dawson girl go?" a

thick-set ruffian demanded.
But, Danny just refused to talk. They

bundled him out of the car into their

own. Not long after lie was standing
before the tall, evil-faced dim Grant.

"You'll talk if I break every bone in

your bodv," threatened Grant. "Now
spill it!"

"Ain't anything to spill," Danny
answered. "I've always wanted to do an
impersonation act. and I bluffed you
mugs easily. My friends thought il was a

good idea, and be! me I couldn't do it."

"Slop being funny!" snarled Grant.
"This means, boys, that the other two

Though tour against two, the crooks soon found that Ted and Danny were fighting wizards.
April nth, 1038.
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slipped away whilst you were chasing

this fool. They would head for ihe

station. " Ho laughed unpleasantly. "That
will be as fai as they get. I've got

Slim planted there." The 'phone bell

"That, maybe, is Slim.

Hallo?"
Danny grinned as he saw the look of

rage that appeared on Jim Grant's face.

"You mean to say they made that

train—they're on their way to Idlewild ?

You got scared because yon saw a couple
of cops? One can't trust any of you
fools. Go straight to the airport, and
jump to it!" Grant slammed down the

receiver. "Listen, you guys!" He faced

Gilroy and the gang. "We've got a

job to do, and if we fail it's our last!

If I go to the hot seat—I'll have com-
pany. We've got to go after Ihese two,

and wo gotta stop 'em. Let's get out

of here."
"What about the smart guy?" de-

manded Gilroy.

"That's your job, Monahue." Grant
looked at a big, leering fellow. "If he
j;ives you any trouble, don't hesitate to

bump him oft."

Soon Danny was alone with Monahue,
who nursed a large gun and grinned at

him unpleasantly.

"If you get on my nerves the boss
told me to bump you off." Monahue
laughed hoarsely. "I think I'll take
\ou for a ride. I can't stand your face;

I don't think you got long to go,

stranger. I'm gonna give the paper the

once-over, read all about Dawson's last

hours, and then you can say your
prayers."
"You should read everything,"

nervously murmured Danny. "That
train smash in Nevada; trouble in

Europe; long-distance flight
"

"Shut up, or I'll croak you right
now!" yelled Monahue. "If you want
to smoke, take the chance. It's your
last

!"

There was silence for a while. Danny
peered round cautiously. He had been
pushed into a . chair near a table.

Monahue was two yards away, and
bidden behind the daily paper, and
chuckling over the comic strip. On his

lap lay the gun.
Danny decided it was too risky to try

1o dive for the gun, and Monahue was
mncli stronger than himself. On the
i able were some matches in a stand.

A sudden quick gleam came into
Danny's eyes, and he took out his

cigarette case. He put a cigarette in his

mouth and took another peep at

Monahue, then he reached forward and
look a match; but he did an unusual
thing with that match. He fixed the
match firmly in the too of his boot. What
hick the sole was parting company with
l he uppers! Fixed to his satisfaction, he
look another quick look round. Monahue
was still reading. He drew that match-
stand closer, and managed to strike the

match without breaking it. Monahue
-i ill did not look round! Very quietly

Danny turned and moved his leg, with
the match well alight, towards the paper
Monahue was reading so intently. The
match flame touched the edge of the
paper—a flame appeared.

Suddenly the paper burst into flames
and with a yell Monahue jumped up,
hurling tho gun to the floor.

"What the blue blazes!" veiled tho
It. "I'll—I'll—I'll " the words

c hoked in his throat because his gun
was now held by Danny, who was grin-
niiur unpleasantly.
"One word from you and you do the

croaking 1" hissed Danny.
"Don't shoot—don't shoot!" moaned

Monahue. "I've got a thousand dollars
April nth, 1936.
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in cash I'll give you if you'll spare me."
He was in a pitiful state of fear.

Danny laughed. "I lifted them
during the ride in the car. They'll come
in handy, so will your clothes." The
gun moved threateningly. "Take off

them clothes. Then, pal, we're going
for a ride."
Not many minutes later the two men

were in one of Grant's cars. Monahue
sat at the wheel, with Danny tickling

his ribs with a gun. Their destination
was the airport. ^
They got to the airport in time to oce

a big 'plane rise from the ground and
disappear into the haze. A few dis-

creet inquiries soon revealed that Grant
and several of the gang had been on the

'plane, but their destination was Saugus.
Danny had v. good idea of the reason.

The train stopped at Saugus en route

for Idlewild, Grant and his men would
get aboard the train, and his two ucw
friends would be at their mercy.

Danny saw a pilot busy giving an
overhaul to his machine. "I want to

catch the Idlewild train. I got the cash
to pay for a trip, and a bit extra if

you can start at once."
"That ought to be easy. She stops

ac Saugus," answered the pilot.

"I know that," said Danny. "But
I've got to get on that train before she

stops. Matter of extreme urgency."

The pilot stared at him. "You mean
you want me to drop you on that
train ?"

"Yes."
" What are you, some kind of a dare-

devil ?"

Danny grinned. "Well, I will be if

I can get away with this one."
" If you've got the cash it's okay by

me," the pilot answered. Danny took

out the money he had taken from Mona
hue and handed over two hundred
dollars. The pilot rubbed his hands
"This is my lucky day. Stranger,
you've got a chance because my 'plane

has a rope ladder—get in."

Danny climbed into the passenger's
cockpit, and the 'plane took off. Very
soon they came in sight of the rail-

road track and the machine kept the

lines in view. An hour's flying and
they saw the train below them. Danny
reached forward and touched the pilot's

shoulder, immediately the 'plane began
to swoop down.
"Steep grade a few miles ahead."

the pilot informed his passenger. "Train
has to slow—that's your place."

Danny blinked his eyes nervously as

the train drew nearer and nearer—the

ordeal ahead was not to his liking. The
pilot knew his job and brought his

machine to within a hundred feet, and
waved his hand. Danny lifted the rope
ladder out of the cockpit and pushed
it over the side. The machine dropped
lower and the pilot gave' another signal
— it was the moment.
Danny climbed out of the cockpit and

with eyes shut went down the ladder.

Several times he was nearly swept away
by the rushing wind, but he managed
at last to get his feet on tho bottom
rung and dared to open his eyes.

The train slowed to a crawl and the
'plane dropped as low as tho pilot

dared. The top of the coach was ten
feet away—Danny let go. He found
himself clinging to a roof ventilator

with all the wind knocked out of him.
For some minutes ho lay there gasping
and then he began gingerly to work his

way along the roof. Sheer grit carried
him through and then ho climbed down
between the coaches to the footboard.

What relief when he tugged open a
carriage door.

Ted Clark was having a pleasant

tete-a-tete with charming Ann Dawson

ery Tuesday

when a dusty, bedraggled Danny found
their compartment.
"Danny, how in the world did you

get on this train?" gasped Ted.

"Never mind that—you two have to
get off!" panted Danny.
"But we must reach Idlewild."

"Grant and his men are going to got
on at Saugus," was the answer. "It's
their last chance to stop you and they're
desperate. They won't hesitate to
shoot.

"

Actually Danny was not quite right.

Grant on reaching Saugus nad deter-

mined to take no risks. Gilroy and
two others were to get on the train
and wait their chance to get Ann and
her fool of a helper. He was going on
by 'plane to the Idlewild Hunting
Lodge in case they failed. This plan
meant that Grant would not be in-

volved in any gun play.
Ted heard Danny's brief account of

what had occurred, and looked per-
turbed.

"We'll be in Saugus in ten minutes."
He fingered his chin. " Our only hope
is to get off when they get on."

The exit or entrance to most Ameri-
can trains is at the front and end of

each coach. The three, hearts beating
fast, kept their heads low as the train
steamed into Saugus. Luck favoured
them. They saw three of the gang
enter the middle of the train, so tiny
got off from the last coach as the train
started to move.

The Hold-up in the Air

TED decided that the only way to
get to Idlewild was by air, and
so they hired a car and raced off

to the airport.
"The next 'plane to Idlewild leaves

in four hours," said an official in answer
to their inquiry. "One just took off."

"Can't you radio it back?" ques-
tioned Ted.
"Only if it were very important."

Ted took out his cai d. I'm from tho
District Attorney's office. This is official

business."
"Get your tickets in the next office,''

the official nodded. "You're practically

on board."
Grant was the only passenger when

the machine took off from Saugus, but
he sat up quickly when the 'plane

banked and changed direction. Tho
relief pilot came out of his cabin to

explain that they had received a radio
call to return to port for some extra
passengers. It would only be a short

delay. The master crook got a shock
when he saw that the three passej

were Ann Dawson, Ted Clark and
Danny. He turned up his coat collar,

pulled his felt hat over his eyes and
took a seat at the back of the cabin.

"This is exciting." Ann's eyes

dancing as she stepped into the main
cabin. "I've never been up in a 'piano
before."
"Well, don't get nervous," laugl

Ted. "You'll like it."

"It's a lucky thing for this

'plane." muttered Danny, when they*
were seated, and the machine was well

on tho way to Idlewild.
"I'll be glad when we gel this letter

to the Governor,'' said Ann.

"You're not going to gel it to tho

Governor 1" drawled a \<

"Jim Grant !" gasped Ann, and
very pale.
"Don't scream! Sit down:'" i

covered them with a gun.
you all covered. We're gonua talk this

thing over quietly."
"What's on your mind. Or.

Ted demanded coolly.

"I'm going to take <•' of all of

you." Grant's laughter was shrill and
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the eyes seemed to blaze. "They can
only send me to the chair once, and
after Bruce Dawson gets his, I don't
caro what happens."
"But my brother is innocent."

"He wasn't innocent of taking my girl

away from me."
"That's a lie. and you know it,"

stormed Ann. "Why, the was through
with you before she and Bruce fell in

love."
"You killed that girl, Grant," inter-

posed Ted. "And you planted the gun
on Bruce Dawson; we can prove it."

"Not without that letter." Grant
Btepped forward. "Hand it over!"
"Not a chance." Ted had his bands

a I ms side.

"Give it to me or I'll drill you where
you stand !"

"Grant, you're insane," Ted spoke
recklessly.

"I'll give it to him," Ann hastily

intervened. She liked Ted too much to

see him killed before her eyes. From her
bag she rook the all-important letter.
" Here it is."

Jim Grant, for a moment, forgot
raution in his anxiety to get the letter

that meant life or death to him. He
stepped forward and grabbed the letter,

and the next second received an upper
cut under the jaw that lifted him oil' his

feet. Next moment the gun was
wrenched from his hand.

"Grant, you're through 1" mocked the
deputy warden. "Stand up I"

Jim Grant, got to his feet, but before
the gun he could not do a tiling, and had
to submit to being lashed to his chair.

'led summoned the relief pilot, explained
that he was a warden and that they had
captured a desperato man. It was de-

rided that the 'plane should return to
Saugus.
Taxis were attached to the airport, and

bundling his prisoner into a ear, Ted
ga ve orders to drive to the sheriff's

offices. After leaving the airport the
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driver thought fit to explain that the
sheriff was out hunting -with the
Governor.
"Then take us to the Idlewild Hint-

ing Lodge," decided Ted, and turned to

Ann. "We'll turn tile letter over 10 the
Governor and this man at the same
time."
They arrived at the Idlewild Hunting

Lodge, which was a sort of club for big-

game hunters. The manager appeared.

"This man is a murderer," Ted
pointed to his prisoner. "I want to nun
him over to the authorities. Where's the
Governor '.'"

"The Governor isn't here, lie's out
shooting."
"He and the sheriff are together?"
"Yes."
"Wli.it time do you expert him bark?"
"He'll be back around SWndown.'.'

"But supposing iie doesn't come
back '.'" Ann was frightened.

"Please don't worry," Ted smiled re-

n.gly. "We havj plenty of time."
He turned to the manager. "Have you
a place where we can lock this man up?"
The manager conducted them to the

library, where Ted, with Danny's help,

bound the prisoner securely to a chair,
then they went out and locked the door
brliind them. Ted felt better when that

was done. His next request of the
manager was permission to place a letter

of great importance in the safe. That
done Tiu\ ordered a quick meal before
they set about finding the Governor and
the sheriff.

Grant Escapes

COMING away From locking up the
letter they encountered a good-
looking maid, who saw Danny, and

nearly tainted on the spot. Apparently
Gertie and Danny bad been engaged
when Danny had gone awBj for a holi-

day against his will. Gertie iiad said
that she was finished with Danny for
ever, but at sight of him she held out
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her arms.- Ted winked at Ami, and
they left the two alone.

"Are you still in the old racket?" de-
manded Gertie.
"Honey. I'm through with all that,"

Danny assured her. "I'm going stvo

—honest to goodness I am. If vou'll

marry me, Gertie, I'll even give up safe-

breaking."
Danny had to take Gertie off to

introduced to Ann and Ted.

"Meet my future warden," Danny
laughed. "I'm going to do a life

stretch."
"Congratulations!" cried Ted. "Best

of luck !"

"Thank you," murmured Gertie, then

sho looked suspiciously at

"Say. what bring- von to Idlewild?"

"We raptured Jim I Irani— he's a mur-
derer," Danny explained. "We got liin

locked upstair-. The manager has sent

for the police."

A bell rang and Gertie asked to bo
excused. They were shorl banded and
she had to be on dutj thai afternoon i i

the reception-hall. She met the mana-
ger, who asked her to see who ua- at

the door.

It was Gilrov and his two men. Hav-
ing failed in their mission at tin

bad hastened to Idlewild Hunting
Lodge according to orders.

"Is Mr. Grant here." demanded
Gilroy.
"Are you the police?" asked Gertie.

Gilroy « a < taken aback at her
lion. He looked keeuK at the girl, ii d
wondered A'hat she meant. A \ no
carried to him from the dining-room—

a

girl's laughter. Ir tla-hed to Gilroj i
>

this must be Ann. an I that hi.- chief

must have been tricked ike i hej In d
been.
"Yes, we're the police," he

giuffly.

"I'll show you where he is. Th
please."
Tho three crooks followed Gertii

Danny stooped before the safe and within a few minutes the door swung op«n.
April nth, 193d,
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• lie stairs and into t lie library. There,
bound to a chair, was Giant. They be-
gan to cut hi.s bonds and Gertie stared
in amazement.

"Aren't yon the police?" she began,
but got no farther. They gagged and
bound the girl and locked her in a cup-
board.

"I thought you guys wore never going
log Grant rasped out. "They
got wise to our game an 1 dodged out of

that train at Saugus. Got into my
'plane and I was take.) by surprise."

"Did Arm Dawson get to the
Governor?" questioned Gilroy.

"No!" Grant shook his head. " Our
only chance now i- to stop him from get-
ting back here. The execution is at
seven in the morning and we'Ye got to
l.oid the Governor till that hour. You
boys got i spare gun?" They handed
him a deadly automatic. "The manager
pointed out the direction taken by the
Governor, and we'll go get him. Come
on. let's get out of here."

Their meal finished, Ann, Ted and
Danny crossed the ball to set out in
their search for the Governor.
''Help, help, help!"
"That's Gertie!" exclaimed Danny,

and dashed up the stairs.

They found the girl in a state of
collapse in the cupboard. She iiad
rcanaged to free her mouth from the gag.
She told them how she had mistaken
three men for police.

"They released Giant, and I heard
them say they were going to stop the
Governor from getting back here."

"This is a show-down—we need guns,"
Ted rapped out. "Let's call the
manager and sec if he .can help us."

The manager jaid that he had two
revolvers that ho kept in the safe. They
called out the combination to Danny,
who felt just like a criminal as he worked
on the lock. The manager placed bim-

and bis <:, at their di-po.s.il, and
not many minutes after Grant and his
men bad left another car was speeding
through the woods.

The Fight Among the Trees

GRANT and his men had gone some
distance when they sighted, from a
hill a car down in the valley. The

Governor and the sheriff were returning.
The murderer ordered bis men to get

put of the car and to stand around as
if the car had broken down.
"I want the car in such a position that

the} have to slow." ordered Grant. "I'll
wave to the Governor to stop. Have
your guns ready ii the old bird shows
trouble."

Naturally the Governor slowed his
car when he saw the other car and a
man waving to him to stop. Neither he
nor the sheriff had any idea that in these
peace ml woods they were to be held up.
Grant came round to the driver's side.
"Are you the Governor?"
" Yes."
Grant pulled out a gun.

"Then get out of the ear!"
"What's the meaning of this?" splut-

tered the elderly sheriff.

"Never mind—you'll find out soon
enough—get out!"

" How dare you!" began the Governor.
"This'll mean "

"Gel out!" snarled Grant. "I'm kinda
hasty at times on the lugger."

The Governor and sheriff obeyed the
curt, command. Grant asked Gilroy to

look in the car foi some rope to secure
their prisoners.

"What do you want with me?" de-
manded the Governor. "What are you
going to do ?"
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"Keep you under cover for a few
days,'.' laughed Grant.

"Tor what reason?"

"Cut. out the questioning." Grant
scowled. "And if you value your skins
don't try any funny stuff."

Grant had sent one of his men to watch
the road and this man came panting
up.

"Ann Dawson and three men are
headed this way," he shouted, v^' They
saw me." ^< "V^

"You boys scatter," Grant ordered.
"Get behind the trees, and don't waste
your lead." He nudged the sheriff.

"You and the Governor come with me."
Ted Chirk bad seen the crook. The

three men ft! once got out of the car.

Ann was to remain in the car and keep
down out of the way in case there was
any firing. The manager had brought
his own gun and they had plenty of
ammunition.

They rounded a corner and aliead they
saw the two cars.

"We've got to get busy." Ted looked
round at Danny. "They're liable to

get away. Listen!" They stood still and
distinctly they heard dried twigs snap-
ping under heavy feet. "They're around
here some place. Let's separate."

Green, the manager, was detailed to

take cover behind a tree and watch the
road. Danny was to go to the right,

whilst Ted decided to take a line from
the cars.

Ted Clark had been on plenty of man
hunts, and his keen ears were attuned
to the least noise of movement among
the trees. A crook darted out of hiding
The wretched fellow knew that the

deputy warden and his friends were
drawing in on him and his nerve had
gone. He fired his gun wildly and
dashed among the frees.

Grimly Ted pursued the man, and then

he sighted Gilroy and another crook
peeiing round a thick t-see. Dp went
Ted's gun and neatly be drilled Gilroy

through the shoulder. The other man
fled. A gun barked—Danny had brought
the crook low.

The third crook bad bad enough. He
took to his heels and fled, leaving Grant
alone with his two prisoners.

Behind a great bole of a tree Jim
Grant made a final stand. The Governor
and sheriff, whose arms were bound by
the rope taken from the former's car,

could only hug the ground and hope that

all the bullets passed over their heads.

Ted and Danny closed in on the man
they sought. They kept their aim high
for fear of hitting the Governor and
sheriff.

At lust Jim Grant's ammunition gave
out. and be would have fled, but Ted
Clark's gun brought him down in a

sprawle.d heap

But the murderer was not badly hurt

—only a shoulder wound.

As Ted came out of the trees Grant's
arm holding the gun stiffened. Bui for

the sharp eyes of the sheriff the young
warden might have been killed. The
crj of warning caused Ted to jump to

one side and the bullet missed him.

Before Giant could fire again both Ted
and Dannj bad fired their gnus. Jim
Grant's crooked oareer had come to its

end.

Gilroy and the other man were more
sealed than hurt, but Jim Grant was
dead -a bullet had taken him through
the heart.

"What's the meaning of all this'"

the Governor demanded. "Who ate you
and who are those men ?"

Ted passed over his card, then pointed
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to the prone figure. "Governor, that's
the man who killed Jean Francis."

The Governor was amazed.
"You mean that Bruce Dawson is in-

nocent?"
"That's exactly what I mean!" saiJ

Ted.
"I wish ] could believe you. Have

you any proof?"
- "We've got Grant's confession."
answered the deputy.
" Where is ir

"At the Idlewild Lodge—in the safe.

Cotdd you come along with me, sir, and
:-ei this proof?" begged Ted. "Ann
Dawson, the condemned man's sister, is

and she's sick with worry."

Back to the Idlewild Hunting Lodge
weiu the Governor. The wounded
gangsters were left in the hands of a
very angry sheriff, who resented anyone
daring to hold him up.

All difficulties were not quite over.
The manager had the combination of
the safe on a piece of paper, which be
had given to Danny when the guns had
been required. To everyone's horror
Danny said he had destroyed it.

"I promised Gertie I'd never open
another safe," Danny murmured un-
happily. "I didn't want to be tempted
so I threw the paper away."

"Can you open the safe without the
combination?" asked the Governor.

"As easy as opening a sardine tin."

admitted Danny. "But what will Gertie
say?"
So Gertie was fetched. Of course he

was to open the safe. Opening a safe

to get out a valuable paper was an en-
tirely different matter from safe-cracking.

Danny stooped before the safe and
within a few minutes the door swung
open.

"This will certainly clear him." The
Governor folded the paper and placed it

in his pocket. "I shall leave at once for

my office. I can assure you. Miss Daw-
son, that your brother will b
man in a few hours. He. will know
almost at once the good news, but there
are a few formalities that waste time. 1

advise you to return home and wait for

him."
The kindly Governor departed,

Gertie took Danny firmly by the arm.
"Mr. Green," she said to the manager,

"you need a good man around this place.

don't you?" The manager nodded.
" Please give him a job, so I can keep
my eye on him."

The manager was more than willing,

and took the happy couple to his office

to fix up all details.

"I bad better take the Governor's
advice and go home," Ann spoke hesital

ingly when they were alone. "I should

be there whan Bruce gets back."

"Do you mind if I go with you?"
asked Ted. "I think that Bruce and I

should know each other."

"So do I." The girl laughed happily;
"Do you remember what you said to me
on the train just before Danny arrived
out of the skies '.

"

" Sure."
"Vim proposed to me." The girl

blushed. "You offered me any part of

the name of Ted Clark

"But you only took Ted."

"I know, but T think T'll take the

Clark any tune you wish." She looked
at him anxiously. "That is. if it isn't

too much trouble."

"Trouble!" shouted Ted, and clasped
Ann to his heai t

.

(By permission of Pa t lie Pictures, Ltd.,

starring Regis Toomey as Ted Clark
and Sheila Terry as Ann Dawson.)
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When ambition for wealth drives a stock-market operator into crooked dealings, he
forgets that those he ruins will seek vengeance. He meets his match in a reporter, a
girl, and—a man with a gun ! A brilliant drama of kid-glove crime, starring Sidney

Blackmer and Martha Sleeper

GREAT GOD GOLD

Hart Gets Out !

THE securities' room of the Wall
Street Stock Exchange was hav-
ing one of its busy clays. It was

a lime of boom prices, and stocks were \
soaring.
Seated in a comfortable chair, watch-

ing the clerks chalk tlio prices up on. a
huge board, was John Hart. He seemed
quite indifferent to the fact that others
in the room were watching him dis-

interestedly.

Mostly he was motionless. Xow and
then he would lean slightly towards his

broker and give a buying or selling

order in low tones, but apart from that
lie did not seem to be taking even the

mildest interest in the proceedings.

The door of the room suddenly
opened, and a young man, with a grin
that seemed to have been stuck per-

manently on his face, strolled in

casually. One of the clerks saw him aud
waved.
"Hallo, Phil Stuart!" he called.

"What about that drink you owe me?"'
"See you later," Phil replied, and

threw himself into a chair at the back.

He was the financial reporter of the
" Morning News," and every day he
came to the exchange to make notes on
the day's prices. But he did not very
often come into the securities' room

—

there was not enough eseitcment there
for him. He preferred the big general
stock hall outside, where fortunes were
made or lost in a few minutes, where big
financiers crashed almost weekly, and
where small men who had never been
heard of before would suddenly leap to

their feet and yell

;

"Done it! I've made a million!"
That, to Phil, was drama.
But he was a little tired of drama

just now. During the last few weeks he
had had rather too much of it. Hence
his visit to the operators in Government
securities and gilt-edged stocks, hoping
he could get a story that for onco was
just a little different.

For some minutes he did not take
any particular notice of anybody. Then
he suddenly found himself staring at
John Hart's back. There was something
very quiet and cocksure about that back
—something which merited further atten-
tion.

Ho shifted his place so that he could
see John Han's face. It was rugged
and strong—tho sort of face that in-

spires confidence.

He leaned over to a broker he knew
slightly.

"Who's the guy with the mug like a
sphinx?" ho asked, indicating John.

The broker chuckled at the descrip-
tion.

"That's John Hart," he replied.
" He's only been operating on this side
for the last three months, but in that
timo he's cleaned up a fortune—all in

small rises, too!"

"Thanks." said Phil. "I must get to
know him."
There was a vacant chair on the other

side of John. For tho second time Phil
changed his position. He watched John
for a minute or two, then pulled out his
card-case.

"Good morning, Mr. Hart!" he said.

"Here's my card. I'm Phil Stuart, of
tho 'News.' I've heard a lot about you,
Mi-. Hait, and would bo grateful if you'd
givo mo an interview.''

John turned his head slightly, glanced
for the briefest of moments at Phil, then
resumed his former position.

"Some other time," he said. "I'm
busy."

"Suits me," replied Phil. "I'll stick
around." Ho took another hard look at
John and came to a quick decision about
his character. "I've got a front-page

my office, Mr. Stui

position reserved foi

.-o it's worth a
wait."
A faint smile flickered

for a uhile about tho
corners of John's month.

Front paj-j news! He had never been
that befoi .

Ho leaned over and gave
inaudible directions to his broker, I ten

stood up.
"Como to

he said.

Phil followed him across the room and
out through a door, grinning to himself
tho while. Ho was grinning because of

his victory. Most stock-market opera-
tors were vain over their importance as
news, and apparently John Hart was no
exception.
John led tho way to an office he

rented in the building, and waved Phil
to a chair. Phil disregarded the
invitation, watching with amusement the
show John was putting on for his

benefit. John first went to the tape
machine, frowned at something ho saw
on the over-growing ribbon, then sat

down at his desk and scribbled some notes
on a pad. Finally he leaned back, uis

finger-tips together, and said:

"Well, Mr. Stuart, what is it you
want to know ?"'

Phil fished in his pocket for paper and
pencil, and got busy.
"I want your views. Mr. Hart, on tho

present stock-market boom."
John did his best to look thought fid.

"Well " he began, then stopped a«
Phil interrupted him.
"Of course," Phil went on, "there i=<

no need for you to comment on the
obvious. Like all big operators you
know that, following every boom, I

is a crash. You know, too, that n
the markets show signs of topplinc
big men of finance step aside and unload
their holdings as fast as they can."
"That's true,'' John admitted. "I

have always noticed
"
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'And who is it that suffers?'' Phil

ssvcjit on. Ho wanted this interview his

own way. "Why, the small investor;

also known as fho sucker. This (-acker,

following the lead of the big shots, buys
to the limit of his savings, thinking that

he, too, can make a fortune But un-

[nately, riot .having the advance
market information of those he seek- to

copy, he bti; £00 late."
" Naturally

"

• And then w Iia4 V Phil wa> nu

letting John say a .-ingle word that

mattered: "Why. (lion er has
on holding hrs stock* on a falling

•
. He e,

1 bo will buy. and lie can't hold the

market Hj) bee 'Trie a lone
sntage

1 : ...

:

'
I don't think I all

"

'•'I cycle swing the

1 way. With prices crashing, the big

buj in again, hold for long as ii

suits them, then send values sky-

rocketing once more. In other words,
Eiart, when the big men want to

buy there's a depression on, but when
tickers want to buy there's a boom.

So it goes on— the rich preying for ever
on the poor. Oh, boy, what an inter-

view
'"

John Hart sat stiffly in his chair. He
was not inclined to interrupt now. As
.p comparative newcomer to the -lock

1-. lie had found his money extra-

to make but what Phil

had [

'

' in ted him thinking.
Suddenly lie became aware that Phil

1 1 stopped and was writing indus-

trious

"Then your theory is (hat a boom
always be followed by. a crash?"

J'C- a?ked softly.

"Always," said Phil. "And if my
i- any good to you, you'll get out

< d. If \ou don't
four fingers. I've in

John rubbed his chin reflectively.

"When will that interview of mine be
appearing'." he asked. " Not before
to-morrow morning. I hope."
"No," said Phil. "lis for our

morning's edition."
John got. up and held out his hand.
"Well, thanks for looking me tip, Mr.

Stuart." he said. "Any time I can be
of further assistance to you, don't fail

to let me know."
Phil nodded and went out. John

waited until the door shut behind him,
then picked up his telephone and got
through to his broker.

"Sell everything, Dan." he said. "I
want every one of my holdings converted
into liquid cash. But do it slowly—

I

don't want the market disturbed more
than can be helped."
"What's happened?" asked the broker

eagerly. " nave you heard some-
thing ?

" No—nothing in particular," John
replied. "1 feel th.it I need a rest,

that's all."

And with a self-satisfied smile about
his lips he replaced the receiver on its

hook.

A Proposition

WHEN, the next day, the interview
with John Hart, appeared in the
"Morning News,'' It created

little short of a sensation, and its effect

upon the stock markets was instan-

taneous.
Brokers were Hooded with selling

orders—not from the big operators, but
the small investor. The selling

orders grew in volume as they came in

by telephone and telegram, and by early
afternoon the markets were in a panic.
As might have been expected, it was
April 11th, 1936.
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the big operators this time who were
left high and dry. In vain they banded
together and pooled their gigantic re-

sources in an effort to keep prices up

—

nothing could stem that overpowering
flood.

By the end of the week the fight was
over. The small investors, by dint of

acting together, had won money
battle, ana John Hart was fam
biggest newspapers and I'm

in the country came to seek hi- advice
and interview '>'m, and when the

got round that tie had come out ol

nendou - fortune he
ne .1 natioi

And Jo! ins at in his

till
1

what he could do ifh himself, ft \

not bo safe t„ opt

markets any more— if he did and the

bi men got to hear of it, I hey would
combine into a syndicate to smash him.
Not that he was worrying about it.

Ho had enough to keep him in comfort
for the remainder of his life. At the
some time he was used to working hard,
and this enforced idleness was begh
to irritate him.
Relief came in the form of a telephone

call from a firm of lawyers with whom
he had occasionally done business It

was the senior partner of the firm who
gol into touch with him—a man named
Nitto.
"Hallo, John!" Nitto said. "I hear

you're finding time hanging heavily on
your hands. Want a job?"
John knew Nitto well, and Nitto's

reputation was not of the best.

"What sort of a job?" he asked
cautiously.

"A job thai will bring you in money
so big that you won't know, how to spend
it fast enough," Nitto replied. "Any-
way, it won't hurt you to come over
here and learn wh"»t '•• proposition 'h,

will it
'!"

"Thai's t;uc' -aid John, not
ticularly eagerly. "I'll be along ii

an hour."
Punctually at the end of that time he

turned the knob of Nitto's office door
and walked in. He found the two
lawyers waiting for him. Nitto was a

fat, gross-looking man who always
smoked cigars with much the air of a
Rothschild, while his partner Simon was
thin and wiry and wore horn-rimmed
spectacles.

Nitto's face was wreathed in smiles as

he saw John enter. He shook hands
expansively and waved John to a chair.

So you have come!" he said, and
pulled a cigar out of his vest-pocket.

"A smoke? No?" He put the cigar
back again. "And now, my friend, to

busines-.

"

John interrupted him.
"Before you say anything, Nitto,"

he said. "I think I ought to make it

quite clear that if this proposition is at

all shady, you can count me out. I

won't touch anything that's dirty."

Nitto raised his hands in horror.

"John!" he said. "Do you think I

would bo mixed lip in anything dis-

honest?"
John chose to ignore that question.

"Ge ahead,'' he said. "Let's havr
it

"

"Very well," said Nitto. "'The posi-

tion. John, is this—that, owing to the
-lock-market crash, hundreds of corpora-
tions that were prosperous a few months
ago aro now finding themselves in a

tight corner. Creditors who would not

have worried them before the crash are
now pressing for their money, and—
well, you know how it is. Ven

however rich, can lay their hands
at short notice on sufficient funds to

pay their debts. The reason is quite
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simple to understand—they canno.t get

ill money that is owing to them. You
?

"I follow." John replied restk
"But why give me a lecture on elemen-
tary finam •

Nitto leaned closer and lowered
voice. His partner Simon, his eyes glit-

tering, came across the room and placed
i on the other -ide of John.

"You can see what i^ going to
happen, " "Kitto H dreds
of those firms will pass into the hands

-. Well,
and we I

: who i- 1 he public
1. it) .v e, loliti

tain Btlected cases and
"

"Jual a minute" John held up his

hand. " Who said he 1 "led
receiver? I 1 matter for
court-."

Nitto gave an oily smile.

"Judge Simmons of the Industrial
Court is a very great friend of mine."

lid. "He Will fix that." He put
his hand on John's arm. "Don't you
see. John, there is a fortune in it'.' We
shall control tie- finances of e\~ev\ com-
pany that passes into our hand*. The
receivership fees will he tremendous.
So Id • slump last-,

make a hundred thousand dollars a

month."
John looked at him suspiciously.
'" Vim! how much doe- Judge -

I of it ?"
I

Nitto made a gesture of resignation.
"Don't be like that. John." he said.

"It's all perfectly above-board. If we
don't gel the receiverships, other folks

will. Why let good business pass us by I

And think, John— it v. il ! mean unlimited
power, unlimited money. You would be
one ol the most important men in the
world."
John'- eye- narrowed. Without knpw-

" Power!'! he repeated "Unlimiti
money!" Then lie shook his head. "1

don't like it." he a tt ry,

gentlemen, but I'm nut coming in with
you."
He started for the door. Simon rue]

after him and barred the way. Nitto 4

snatched up a document from his desk
and followed.
"Think, John

—

think!" Simon
plored. "You are throwing away the
chance of a lifetime."
"And." Nitto added, "we split three

ways. That means thirty-five thousand
dollars a month for you. John."
John shook his head and endeavoured

to thrust Simon aside. At that mot:
I he door opened and a young man came
in. He had a foxy face and hard 1

that were alight with triumph.

"Cot il!" he said as he_ kicked the

door shut behind him. "We've a fifty-

one per cent control of creditor-' votes.

It's in the bag."
Nitto beamed and turned to John.
"This i> my son John." he said.

"Frank, meet Mr. John Hart."
Frank Nitto looked at John H

reverential awe.
"John Hart!" he exclaimed. "Cosh.

1 never expected I would have the

honour of meeting you, sir."

Again that touch to John's vanity.
John smiled.

"Finn!; ha; been looking into the
affairs of the Excelsior Hotel for us,

John." Nitto explained. "It is in a
bad way, and I'm afraid it's got to lie

I v]i. That's the hotel owned by
Harper—I expect you've heard

of him."
"Slightly." said John, and once more

made to go. "Wei! I wish you luck,

Nitto."
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Ho got no farther. The door opened
again, and this time a girl" came in.

She was small and very lovely, with
very dark, almond-shaped eyes.

Frank Nitto's faco was transformed
into a mask of tenderness, as lie kissed

her.
"Elena!" he exclaimed. "You arc

early."
John looked at her, and his heart

seemed to stand still! He had never

been particularly interested in women
up to that moment, hut there was some-
thing about. Elena that got him.
He roughed and went up to them

hopefully.
"I don't think we've met before, have

\ve ?" he said.

Prank Nitto looked up, his eyes sud-

denly suspicious.

"this lady i-, my wife, Mr. Hart," he
said.

.John smiled disarmingly.
"Even so, 1 should Do honoured by

making her acquaintance.'' he said.

"How do you do, Mrs. Nitto?"
_

Nitto senior came forward rubbing his

hands.
"It is Mr. John Hart, the great

financier, my dear," he said, and ex-

changed significant glances v\ it h Simon.
"Frank, my boy, you had better slip

over to the Industrial Court with those
proxies and register them. Ask lor a

ivership. I will telephone Judge
Simmons and tell him to give you an
early hearing."
Frank nodded ill-humouredly, gave

John another look, and then went out.

Nitto spoke briefly on the telephone.
While he was doing so. Elena moved

towards the door, she smiled invitinglj,

a i John and held out her hand.

"(Hood-bye, Mr. Han.'' she said. "I
am glad we have met. Perhaps we shall

be -omc great friends."
"Very gnat friends, T hope," said

John. "And I expect we glial] be seeing
quite a lot of each other in (he future.

"

She smiled again and went out. John
watched the door close behind her and
then turned briskly to Nitto and Simon.
"After thinking things over," he laid

"I am going to change my mind; I'll

come in with you on that proposition.

Shall we shake on if ?"

Nitto and Simon laughed joyously as

they all shook hands.

Marcia Speaks Out

FRANK NITTO, as the one who .lid

all the dirty work of the new fit in.

appeared before the Industrial Couri
an hour later and made a formal applica-

tion for a receivership in respect of the
Excelsior Hotel. He put in proxies
showing that a majority of the creditors

of the hotel wanted a receivership, and
also nut forward the name of John Hart
as the receiver (hey wished to have
appointed.
As a matter of course, Judge Simmons

made the necessary order.
Frank, pleased with himself af the

smooth way he had handled everything.
went to the court office right away and
obtained a summons—a document which
called upon George Harper, as owner
of the hotel, to hand over everything
to John Hart. Then he went straight

round to the hotel with the necessary
witness, gained access to George Harper's
office unexpectedly, and thrust the

summons into the harassed hotel-owner's
hand.
"Sony, Mr. Harper," he said, grin-

ning, "but these things will happen, you
i

."

George Harper appeared to be stunned.
He -tared at Frank like a man demented,
and Frank, scared by the look, made, a
hurried exit.

l.ate that afternoon, newspapers were
on sale in the streets carrying the story
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of George's Harper's suicide. Harper,
unable to face the loss of something he
had devoted a whole lifetime in build-

ing, had shot himself.
Frank was in his father's office when

the news came through. He was ter-

rified.

"Gosh, I never thought tho old fool

would do a thing like that!" he blub-
bered. "What's going to happen to me
now? There'll be trouble, and the
authorities will be after me."

Nitto senior hid a smile. He patted
his son on the shoulder kindly.

" You're worrying yourself unneces-
sarily, Frank." he said. "The best

thing you can do is to lake a holiday
somewhere— go to Europe, have a couple
of weeks in Pari-, then came back again.

Everything will have blown over then."
lie glanced at his partner Simon and
closed one eye. " You'd better go alone,
too—just in ease you have to keep on
the move for a while." He pulled out
his pocket-book and extracted some
notes. "Here, take i his thousand
dollars. One of the Cunard steamers
leaves this afternoon."
Frank clutched at the notes gratefully.

"Thanks," he said. "I'll he on it.

See Elena for me and explain, will you?"
"I will," promised Nnto senior, and

Fiank hurried out.

Nitto laughed Simon, his forehead
creased tn a frown, came forward won-
dciingly.
"Why did you let tin- boy go?" he

asked; "He can'l yet into anj trouble
just because Harper blows his brains
out."
"I know,'' replied Nitto softly. "But

Elena and John llait are getting on so
will together that ii would be a pity to

spoil thiiiL's by having a husband around,
wouldn't ii '.' Yon see, my dear Simon.
Elena is expensive and once she induced
John to start -pending money on her.

he will have to keep in with us in order
to make more."
"Put will John fall for her as hard

a- that V Simon asked.
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Nitto stuck a fat cigar into the corner
of his mouth and lit it.

"What do you think''" he murmured.
"Elena is clever, and John has just the
kind of vanity a woman like that can
use to her own advantage." He shook
his head sadly. "Air, me! Vanity is

an expensive thing!"

Simon smiled then. He could see what
Nitto was driving at.

"I think I'll have a cigar, too. Nolo."
he said. "This is one of lite'- great
moments."

Early the next morning, John Hart
ai rived at i he Excejsior Hotel in

to lake possession. He made lii

known at the reception desk, and 01

the attendants took him to the pi ate
lilt which led to George Harper's'
A- they reached the lilt, its doors sliil

back and a girl came out. She
dressed in black, and her eyes reflected

a deep sorrow. She paused for just a
moment and looked at him. recognising
him. then quickly she passed on.
John stared after her interestedly.
" Who is she ':" he asked;
".Mi-- Marcia Harper, sir,"

the attendant. "Daughter ol

0W ncr of the hotel. "

John nodded and tinned to the lift.

\ieo-lo..: n:,; girl. was pis n J

comment. "Tough on her— all this

business.
That wa- his lir-t meeting with Marcia,

but it wa- de-tined not to be his last.

For ;i whole month he did not see her
again. During that time the firm el'

Nitto and Simon was fairly busy, and
Company after company began to pass
into their hands. Money poured into
their banking accounts in a never-ending
stream—money that ought to have
paid out to creditor-, but which had
lie, ii side-ti icked by John Hart as
" receivership fee-."

Pig as John's fori line had he. n b <

it grew bigger and bigger even daj
now. He r,,ok over a whole floor of the
Excelsior Hotel, converted half of it into

" If my advice is any good to you," said Phil,

the getting is good."
you'll get out while
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luxurious offices, and the other haff into

magnificent living quarters.

Now and then Phil Stuart of the
"News" came in to see him. John
made a point of being great friends
uilh Phil, because Phil used to print

long articles about him—mostly flat-

tering.

One clay Phil strolled into the outer

office of John's suite after a story. He
paused by the desk of John's secretary

and grinned down at her.

Hallo, Gerti" he said. "The chief

Cert shook her head.

"No," she said. "G© right in."

Phil went right in, not noticing a
girl sitting nearby, her mournful eyes

following him dejectedly. It was Marcia.
'Well, John," he said, sitting him-

self ou a corner of the desk, ' what's

the latest news? Anything big'"
John shook his head, smiling.

No—nothing," he replied. "Two
more companies passed into my hands
since you were here last, but they're

only small,"
Phil looked at him admiringly.
"I don't know how you do it," he

said. "If I didn't know- you were dead
straight, I'd start thinking there was
something phoney in the racket."
John looked just a little uneasy.
"If there were anything phoney in

it," he said, "I wouldn't be here now.
You can be perfectly certain of that."

He laughed. It was a mirthless sound.

"I suppose I have a flair for acting

as receiver to defunct companies

—

that's why (he Court thinks it fit to

appoint me each time."
There came a knock on the door.

Gert entered with a card.

"That girl's outside again," she said.

She's getting madder and madder.
She states that unless you see her right

away, she's going to bust her way in.

What do I do?"
John took the caul and n '' the name

"Marcia Harper" on it.

"All right," he said. "I'll try to

(see her in a minute." He waited until

Ceil had gone, then turned to Phil.

"Listen, Phil, I want you to do some-
thing for me." He handed Phil the

card. "This wretched woman has been
trying to get hold of me for a week
now. She's the daughter of George
Harper. Get rid of her for me, will

you '.'"

Phil- looked at the card curiously.

"What's eating her?" he asked.
"I don't quite know. I think she's

got some crazy notion in her head that

I'm responsible for her father's death.
Take her out to tea somewhere and try-

to canvinco her that she's wrong. I

might get some peace then."
Phil chuckled.
"Is she pretty?" he asked.
"She isn't exactly hard to look at,"

John replied.
"Then leave this to me." Phil flipped

the brim of his hat. "I'm good at this

sort of thing. And I'll charge the eats

Up to you. So long !"

He went out. Marcia was still sitting
there. She half rose as he shut the

door behind him, then dropped back
again hopelessly.

1 1, went up to her.

"Miss Harper?" he asked, and when
she nodded went on—"Mr. Hart gave
1 1 10 word that he oan't see you yet.

He's too busy. Put if there's anything
I can do—Hi, what's the big idea?"
She swept him aside, her face white

with anger. Before anyone could slop
her, she had thrown open the- door of
John's office and was inside.

\ou're going to listen to me. Mr.
Hail." she cried fiercely. "I came here
intending to discuss my father's estate
\. it'll \m I. but as VOU haven't even the
April llth, 1MB.
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courtesy to sec me willingly, I'm going
to say something else. I've been making
inquiries into these receiverships of
yours, and I know that you're nothing
but a cheap crook. And if it's the last

thing I do, I'll break you!"
She turned and slammed out, leaving

Phil gaping after her.
Phil made a. quick recovery. Much

as he liked John, he scented a story,

and shot after Marcia like a whirlwind.
He caught her by the lift anu too 1 -- oft'

his hat.

"You're a dame with ideas," he said.

"Let's hare tea somewhere."
Marcia surveyed him contemptuously.
"You'ie a friend of .his. 1 suppose,"

she said.

"I'm a journalist first,'-' replied Phil.

"Where shall we go?"

Big Ambition

JOHN, unaware of what had been hap-
pening outside, returned calmly to

his work. For half an hour he did
not move from his chair. Then he was
disturbed by someone entering through
the door that led from his private suite.

It, was Elena !

He jumped to his feet, alarm on his

face.

"Elena!" he said. "You mustn't
come here ! If anyone should find out,

there would be the deuce to pay."
Elena laughed and came over to him.
"There is the deuce to pay already."

she said. "At least, there might be
veary soon. Frank suspects that I am
interested in someone else. He has
bought a gun !"

John passed his tongue over his sud-
denly dry lips.

"Hoes he suspect—me?" he asked.
She shook her head. She seemed to be

greatly amused by the whole situation.

"No, John," she replied, "he does
not suspect you. But hi find

out one of these da.- S."

.John passed his Rogers through Ids

hair agitatedly.
"Heavens, whal a mess!" he said.

She looked at him with sudden eager-
ness.

"John." she whispered, "you do love

me, don't you?"
"You know I do," John replied.

"Then why should all this worry
yon?" She smiled up into his face.

"After all, Frank can easily be dealt

with. All you have to do is to make
lots of money quickly—then we can go
away together, get a divorce, and be
married. It is all perfectly simple,
isn't it?"
John nodded absently.
"Yes, it is all quite simple,'' he

replied.
She clutched hold of his arm, sud-

denly apprehensive.
"John, you really do care for me.

don't you?" she asked. "You're not

just playing with me? Because if .\ou

are——

"

"No, no—I'm not playing with you.
And I'll sec what can be done." He
looked over his shoulder apprehensively.
"And now m.u must go. I am expec-
ting people."

"All right," she said, roassureal "I
will see you this evening, John?"
John nodded, and she went away

again.
For a long time after that. John

paced up and down his office, his hands
behind his back, thinking. The fact

of (ho matter was, he was tired of

Elena now. and would be glad of any
opportunity to get rid of her.

But to do that he would have to leave
New York and go somen here where
she could never find him. He would
have to do it quickly; too. because if

Frank eter got to'find out— well, he was
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the sort of emotional fool who would
stop at nothing. Even murder !

John shivered, and racked his brains
for a way out.
The idea came to him late in the

afternoon. He had paused by the win-
dow, and a sky-sign had suddenly lit

up over the way. It said

—

CONTINENTAL UTILITIES
His eyes glittered. He swung away

from the w indow and picked up his

'phone.
"Get me Nitto and Simon !" he

shouted.
He resumed his pacing while the con-

nection was made, then sat down again
at his desk.

iSitta he sail.
:

I: : ten I v ant
you and Simon to come over here first

thing to-morrow morning, Get here at
nine. I have something lug for you
both. Understand
He hung up again, went to his private

suite, and changed from his business
cloth.es into something more comfort
able. Then he returned to his desk
and began planning his last great coup.
Sharp to time the next day. Nitto

and Simon arrived. They found .John
waiting for them, his expression brisk.

"Well, John, what is the big lie

Nitto asked cheerfully.

By way of reply John opened a
drawer in his cle-k and took out two
thick wads of notes. He placed them
in a neat stack before Nitto and Simon.
"That is your share to date." he said.

"Twenty-three thousand dollars odd—

a

very satisfactory return for only a few
weeks' work. Incidentally, that ends our
old arrangement."

Nitto's eves narrowed.
"What do you mean—that ends our

old arrangement ?" he asked.

"Just what I say." said John.
"Hitherto we have been splitting three

ways while I have been doing all the
• >*e spin on!.- mo

1 take halt; the other halt you can
divide 141 between you."
Simon's face went purp
" You can't do a thing like tins, John,"

he said. " I 1 i-n't ethics."

"Nor is our racket," John snapped.

"It's a dirty game from top to' bottom,
and as I'm taking the biggest risks I'm
going to have the biggest cut."

Simon turned to Nitto and spread out
hi- hands resignedly.
"I always said we ought to have had

a contract with him," he groaned. "Nut
that we could have enforced it in any
eourt. but it would have at least in-

volved the three of us so that we
couldn't double-cro-=s each other. He's
got us where he wants us."

Nitto grunted, his eyes on John's face.

His expression was far. from pleasant.

"Well, maybe it's our fault for trust -

ing yon, .John," he said. "You're ambi-
tious, and sooner or later this was bound
to happen. But before we put anymore
business your way we want something in

black and white. I'm not grumbling at

the way you're fixing things, mind

—

you've made for both of Us far more
than we anticipated—but there isn't

going 1o be anv more pinching o' terms.

Get it
'"

,\o\m laughed, He had been wanting
them to say something like that.

"Come here a minute." he said, and
walked to the window. He pointed to

the sk> sign. "You sec that'"

"Continental Utilities." Nitto said.

"Well?"
"Get that concern into my hands, and

I'll sign anything you want."
Nitto gasped.

"John, you're mad." he said. "Con-
tinenla' Utilities! Why. it's too big. It

controls power companies, r.ii ways

—
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goodness knows what else. It's beyond
us."
"Is it?" John's eyes were gloaming.

"Could it pay all its debts in liquid cash

it" pressed ? Could it I"

"No," admitted Xitto, "I don't sup-

pose it could. But who would press it V
"Who would have pressed those other

companies that are now under our con-

trol had we not secured creditor-

proxies?" John retorted. '"That is your
side of the business, Xitto. Pull this

olF, and I'll personally guarantee each of

you a cool fifty thousand dollars. Do I

need to say any more':"

Xitto turned -lowly to Simon, and the

two lawyers -tared at each other wonder-
ingly. Then Simon suddenly snapped his

ringers.

"We'll do it," he said. "Goodness
knows how, but we'll do it."

John held out his band.
"When you have," lie -aid, "bring

me your agreement, and I'll sign it."

Nitto sighed wistfully.

"You're a hard man, John," he
nur-ered, "but you certainly do know-

how to bring in the dough. Seeing that

we re completely in your hands, we can't

grumble, 1 suppose." Me chuckled
oliesely. "But. we're not being caught
again, John. Everything must be in

black and white after tin,-."

John -aw them our and dosed the door

after them. Then he returned to his

de>k, smiling.

"There isn't going to be any after,

Xiito," he murmured to him-ell. "Bui
you're not going to know that — yet!"

Evidence

IT was Frank Xi'to who was put on
to the Continental Utilities job. It

was the kind of concern whose stoek

was mainly held by small investors, and
dining the weeks that followed Frank
went round to these people, and bj

vaguely hinting that something was
wrong with the concern go! their

itures to the necessary proxies.

Creditors, too, listened to his persuasive
wr ids, and gave i heir proxies aNo.

John during all this time had coni-

pii t
c

J
-.- forgotten aboul Vtarcia and Phil

irt. But thej had not forgotten
;d>out him. And when Phil heard wiiat

Marcia had been able to find out about
the receivership racket he threw his whole
weight into the task of bringing it to

an end.
Using the resources of his paper he did

not take long to hear of the plot against
Continental Utilities. Having heard, lie

went along to see the concern's president,
a man named Dupont.

In the course of time Frank Xitto
succeeded in getting sufficient proxies to

he able to appear before the Industrial

Court. Almost automatic ally Judge
Simmons granted him the neci

summons, which lie took back to Joim
Halt.

The following morning John, armed
with the summons, went to the Con-
tinental Utilities Corporation offices and
asked to see Dupont. lie was shown in

no, to find Dupont. waiting for him.
John showed t lie summons.
"I'm sorry about this, Mr. Dupont."

lie -aid, doing his best to look it. But
there was no hiding the triumph in his

< xpression.
Dupont shrugged his shoulders.

"That's all right," ho said. "I'd
heard something of the .^ort was likely

to happen. If the creditors and stock-
holders want, it that way, it's their
business." Ho bowed. "I formally
relinquish control to you."
John stared at him, puzzled.
"But, -urely you are staying on?" he

said. "I am only appointed to super-
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vise. You will continue in office as usual,

won't you?" i

Dupont shook his head.
"Quhc unnecessary," he said. "My

secretary has the whole situation at her

finger-tips, and wiU tell you anything
you want to know. Besides, sir, I have
been my own master all my life, and am
too old now to -tart taking orders from
anyone. I wish you a very good day."
He thrust pa-t. John and went out.

John laughed and went to the desk,
where he pressed a button for the
secretary.

He did not recognise her at firs! when
she came in.

"Good morning," he said. "I've seen
von before somewhere, I think ' Haven't
I, Mis—Mi- "

"Harper— Marcia Harper," was the
quiet reply. .

"Of course." .John nodded. "You
were very angry with mo once, and
uttered all kinds of threats, didn't.

3 on ':"

Marcia nodded.
"I'm afraid I did," -he said ruefully.

"But I've forgotten all that now. You
nni-t forgive me, Mr. Hart, but I was
upset by my father's death."

"That's all right," said John. "I'm
glad to «ee you have taken thing- -o

sensibly, and are now getting on in the
world. You have a very good job here,

you know."
The bell of the house telephone went.

Marcia answered it, then turned to
John.
"Two gentlemen to see you. Mr.

Hart." -he -aid. "Mr. Xitto and Mr.
Simon."
John frowned impatiently.
"All light—I'd better see them. I Slip-

pose," he said. "Have them come up—
and while they're with me, I don't wish
lo be disturbed."
"Very well, Mr. Hart," she replied,

and gave the necessary orders into the
telephone.

21

John wandered across the room, light-

ing a cigarette and thinking about tho
forthcoming interview. Mania, un-
noticed by him. quietly put up the switch
of the dictograph that stood on John's
desk, then went out.

A moment later Xitto and Simon
came in. They were in a cheerful mood
—Nitto especially.

"Well. John," Xitto said, "you have
got what you wanted, and 1 have
brought along our little contract." He
laughed in an oily way. "No more
misunderstandings between us. eh? In

future, all receiverships we get for you
are on fixed terms."

Marcia, sitting at her desk in the
outer office, heard every word. The dic-

tograph, a loud-speaking telephone
which is generally installed for inter-

departmental use, picked up every word.
"Have you signed your copy? John

asked. "If any of us are going to

sink, we all sink together."
" Here it is." said Nitto.
John signed and they exchangi 'I

copies. Then, after a few words of idle

conversation, John showed the two
lawyers out by a private door.

He returned to his desk and reached
out towards the dictograph, intending
to call Marcia in. It was then he noticed
that the switch was up. He scowled at
it thoughtfully, then rose and went to

the door of the outer office.

"Miss Harper," he called. "Would
you come in a minute?"
Marcia came in. John deliberately

walked over to the window and pretended
to be absorbed in lighting a cigarette.

"There are some papers that Mi.
Dupont left on the desk, Mi-s Harper,"
he said. "Perhaps you'd file them
away."

Marcia went to the desk and picked
the papers up. She reached out towards
the dictograph, intending to return the
switch to it- normal position, then -ml

I'm sorry about this, Mr. Dupont," said John Hart in deep concern,
but there was no hiding the gleam of triumph in bis eyes.
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denly (hew her hand hack. Quietly she
weni across to the filing cabinets.

John strolled to the desk again, fully

expecting the switch to he altered. When
it wasn't, he got a shock. For a moment
ha wondered whether his sudden sus-

picions that Marcia had been listening

had been unfounded.
li was something he couldn't he sure

about.
He went, to the filing cabinets and

stood watching Marcia for a moment or
two. Then he said :

''Miss Harper, you and I have got
to he great friends. We have a great
work to do together, trying to save this

vast corporation from disaster. Natur-
ally, at" the moment, I am 'completely

in the dark as to its affairs, and I look

to you to explain them all to me."

"Yes, Mr. Hart,'' said Marcia quietly,

going on with what she was doing.

"I was wondering if " He broke
off, seeing the document, that was in

her hand. It was the contract between
him and the lawyers, and she was in the
act of filing it with the other papers. In
the shock of finding the dictograph
switch up, he had momentarily forgotten
all about it. "I'd better take charge of
that," he said. "It's private."

He watched her narrowly as he took
the document out of her hands, and
thought he detected a tiny flicker of dis-

appointment pass over her face.

Slowly he folded the document up and
put it away in his inside pocket. Then
lie went on

:

"I shall probably retire from active
business when I have finished my work
here. It is my intention to go for a trip

round the world, and. of course, I should
need a secretary." He moved closed to
her and put a hand on her arm. "Why
not come along to my place to dinner
to-night and talk it over?"
She turned her head and -looked at

him, her heart pounding wildly. She
wanted that contract he had just signed,
because with it she would be able to ruin
him.
"I'd love to," she whispered softly.

At that moment the door opened be-
ll itid them, and Elena stood looking at

them. A smile had been on her face
as she came in, but when she saw them
so close together it vanished. An ex-
pulsion of intense hatred took its place.

They sprang apart guiltily, and John
was just in time to see her before the
door slammed again. He passed his

fingers round the inside of his collar,

and laughed uneasily.

Perhaps it was just as well, he re-

flected. Elena would not pester him any
core now. He had just come to the
conclusion that Marcia was completely
(harming, and so far as he was con-
cerned Elena was finished.

The Reckoning

AT seven o'clock that evening he sat
in his suite waiting for Marcia to
arrive, lie had taken particular

care that everything should he exactly
> in-lii - ill,, table appointments were the
hesl in the Excelsior Hotel, the suite
was dressed gaily with expensive flowers,
and the food and wines were to be above

iach.

lie heard the motor of the private lift

start humming, and hurried to a mirror
m straighten his tie. The lift, doors slid
hack, and he turned uilli a smile of
w elcome on his lace.

Then, abruptly, the smile died. Stand-
ing before him was Frank Nitto.
"What the devil are you doing here

al this lime of (he day, Frank?" he
snapped irritably. "I'm expecting
guests, and have no desire to dial with
business matters. You must leave your
;aH for anothoi

"
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He broke off, suddenly frightened by
the expression on Frank Nitto's face.
Frank stood there like a sphinx, his right
band out of sight under bis jacket.
Hastily John backed away towards the

bell.

"What's the matter?" he gabbled.
"What do you want?"
"Stand still!"

The words whipped across the room
like a pistol shot, and Frank's ri^ht ''and

came into view. In it was a smalPre-
vrilver.

John put his hands out defensively.
"Stop playing the fool!" he said.

"You can't come here and do things like

that,"
Frank advanced a couple of pace

weapon pointed straight at Jonri s

chest.

"Your sins have found you out, Hart,"
he said. "Elena has told me every-
thing. Have you anything to say before
I kill you?"
John's voice became, a pitiful whine.

Bold as he had been when handling
other people's money, he was now show-
ing himself to be a physical coward.

Secret Service Codes
An international gang plans to rob the

Bank of the Thames, equipped though it is

with the latest modern safeguards. They
fail in their atUmpl, as you can read in a
code message from the bank manager to his

head office

:

CJW ESQWXWNN WDW
LUZNWK CJW UQQWNC

CB CEC
Could you decipher the meaning; of this

message? POPULAR WIRELESS" offers

A WEEKLY PRIZE
for solutions to puzzles set by Mr. Mansfield,
who broadcasts on solving coa; - in the National
Programme at 7.30 each friday.

Ask TO-DAY for

OPUI/ARS
tylRELESS
AND TELEVISION TIMES

On Sale at all Neivsagen'.s. Wednesday, April &ih
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"Kill me!" he muttered. "Frank,
think what you're saying! If you kill

me, you'll die, too. The law will see to
that."
Frank shrugged his shoulders.
"What, do I care'." lie replied. "T

have nothing else to live for. Eli
already dead. Next, it will be you; then
inc."
John made a sudden dive for the bell.

Without moving from where he stood,
Frank pulled the trigger. II is gun
kicked, and the next instant John, lu^

hand just underneath his heart, slid

coughing into a chair.

Frank turned and walked toward
lift. BofoJre reaching it, he stoj

"Don't bother to inform the police,"
he said. "I'm going to do that myself
right away."
The lift motor stalled whirring again.

He backed into a COmei behind a bureau
and waited. Presently the lift doors slid

hack and Marcia stepped into the room.
Flank laughed gently to himself, hurried
into the lilt unseen 6y her, and the next
moment was gone.

Marcia walked towards John uncer-
tainly, rather surprised that he did not.

iii up. His face was strangely pale, and
his eyes reflected pain. Yet somehow be
managed to smile.
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'Hallo, my dear," he said. "So you
curie after all !"

"Yes." She hurried over to him.
"But you look ill. I'd better cali a
doctor."

"No. don't do that." He closed his
eyes momentarily, then he opened them
again. "Sir down a minute and listen."

Puzzled, she obeyed. He went on:
"I want you to tell me something—

truthfully, mind. Are you still trying
to revenge your father's death'.'"

The question took her unawares. She
tried to find something to say.

"I—you se(
"

"All right," he interrupted. "I under-
stand. It doesn't matter now, anyway,
because I'm through with business for

ever." He found himself slipping down
in bis chair and made an effort to pull

himself together. From his pocket he
took the contract he had made with
Nitto and Simon. " This is what you came
to get, I expect," he went on. "Take it.

Y'ou're too late to do anything about
me. but you'll at least be able to deal

with the others who were involved."

She took the document automatically.

"Please let me do something for you."
she said. "I know you must be terribly

ill. Mr. Stuart is down in the lobby

—

he'd go for a doctor if I asked him."

John laughed. It was a dangerous
thing to do, ending as it did in a fit of

coughing.

"So Stuart was on your side, was
he?" he said. "Tell me, are you and
he—in love with each other?"
"Yes," she replied.

John nodded.
"He's a good lad," he said. "One

day he'll do big things. And now, my
dear, you had better go. The dinner is

off. As you go through the lobby, tell

the hotel manager to come up, will

you?" He held out his free band.
Good-bye—and good luck!"

Marcia took the hand and pressed it.

"Good-bye," she said, and hurried to-

wards the lift.

But before she could even reach (ho
lobby. John Hart was beyond human
aid. His affairs bad passed into the

hands of the greatest Receiver of all.

(By permission of Pathe Pictures. Ltd.,

starring Sidney Blackmer and Martha
Sleeper.)
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Death among the clouds! War in the sky as intrepid flyers clash with the forces of
organised crime ! Tailspin Tommy returns to the firmament of Fame in a smashing
drama that blazes its way across the Pacific to islands of hidden wealth, of lawlessness,
of savagery and cannibalism. A wonder serial of unforgettable thrills, starring Clark

Williams and Noah Beery, Jun.

Read This First

Tailspin Tommy, famous civilian flyer
and are of the Three Point Aerodrome,
is hired by a wealthy business man
named Curtis to make aerial surveys of
the oil-bearing island of Sazil, in the
'far tropical realms of the Pacific Ocean.

Curtis is the uncle of Betty Zou
Barnes, Tailspin's sweetheart, and is in
partnership with Don Alvarado Qas-
iiietto, who owns most of the island of
.\'a:il, and whose daughter Inez has
been holidaying in the United States.
The services of Skeeler Milligan,

Tailspin's mechanic, are also engaged
by Curtis, and the party set out in two
'planes. But word of their approach is

later conveyed to Von Alvarado's un-
scrupulous stepbrother, Emanuel Cas-
vietto, who seels to oust his kinsman
from Nazil, and who is backed by
Pal/more, a shady American financier.

Tailspin and Skeeter fall into the
hands of Emanuel and Baymore, but
escape with the help of Bill McGuire, a
n< wspaper man icho has obtained a
job as chef at Emanuel's stronghold,
solely for the purpose of investigating
Buy more' s activities.

The two youngsters are also assisted
by a mysterious aviator -who calls him-
self the Eagle, and who, for some
reason, mokes himself their friend.

Later they visit a new oil well on Don
Alvarado's property, and are present
when an attack is launched by troops
in the pay of Emanuel. At the same
time a hostile 'plane shows up, equipped
with bombs and manned by Garcia, a
treacherous planter who has pretended
to be the Don's friend.

Oareia's first bomb appears to wipe
out Tailspin and Skeeter!

Now Read On

EPISODE 9.—
" Crossed and Double-

Crossed "

Direct Hit

TO Betty Lou and Inez it seemed that
the bomb from the enemy 'plane
had burst immediately behind

Tailspin and Skeeter, and sure enough,
when the smoke of the explosion had
cleared away, the two girls saw the
prone figures of the youngsters lying
huddled on the ground.

But, the hole that the bomb had
gouged in the earth was some consider-
able distance from the youthful airman
and his mechanic. Actually, the mis-
sile had not fallen «o close to them as
Betty and Inez had imagined, and,
though the concussion had swept them
off their feet, they were only dazed and
shaken.
With indescribable relief the girls

who had taken shelter in the hut saw
the two boys struggle up, and from
their movements realised that they were
unhurt. Then all at once, even as Tail-
spin and Skeeter were collecting their
wits, another bomb was released by tho
hostile pilot in Emanuel L'asmctto's
'plane.

It ditl riot land anywhere near the
Americans, but it struck the derrick of
the new oil well that had recently been
sealed by Don Alvarado's employees,
scoring a direct hit that wrecked the
tower and killed half a dozen miners
who were grouped below the lofty struc-
ture. Into the bargain it ripped away
tho cap that, had been clamped down
over the shaft, and it ignited the pet-
roleum that instantly gushed forth.

An imrrlcilse column of angry Barnes
leapt high into the heavens, roaring
upward through the twisted ruins of the
derrick, and, circling far above the oil

field, Enrico < la rcia smiled a sinister
smile as he surveyed the result of his
grim handiwork.

Yet thai smile was soon to vanish
from his features, for suddenly he be-
held a strange crafl swooping towards
him out of the clouds, a 'plane so dis-
tinctive in its design that there was no
mistaking it.

If was the ship flown by the mys-
terious aviator who called himself tho
Eagle and who had so often proved his
friendship for Don Alvarado's partj !

With a startling unexpectedness it hud
appeared once again in a moment of
crisis—coming from nowhere, it, seemed
—and now it was racing towards Garcia
at. tremendous speed.
Emanuel's hireling bared his teelh

and prepared for action. Confident in

his own ability as a pilot, ho felt no
qualms, only a tierce sense of exulta-
tion, lb- Iiiid looked forward to an
encounter with the Eagle, telling him-
self that lie v.ould bring the unknown
ace to book and write "finis" to the
man's long list of successes. And now
the time was come. . . .

Meanwhile, down on the oil-field,

Tailspin and Skeeter were under tho
fire of the enemy troops who were hid-
den in the woods, but as Emanuel Cas-
mctto's forces became aware of the
Eagle's presence in the sky their fusil-

lades dwindled away.
So did the volleys of Don Alvarado's

men, and there was a curious lull in the
battle that had been raging in the
neighbourhood of the well. True, some
small amount of shooting was still kept
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up, but the occasional blast of a rifle

only served to accentuate the tension

and the quiet that had settled upon the

lucidity.

The eye? of nearly every man, friend

and foe "alike, were turned heavenwards
in Hie direction of those two 'planes up
ther<—two 'planes whose engine-notes

mingled in one deep-toned, ceaseless

drone:
As for Tailspin and his mechanic,

(hey had forgotten their previous in-

tention of collecting hand-grenades from
i . oilfield arsenal and going up in

their own ship to do battle with the

hostile pilot. They could only stand

and gaze at the enemy bomber and the

craft which had challenged it.

Far overhead, a machine-gun came
into play from one of the manoeuvring
'planes, "it> deadly chatter punctuating

the hum of the motors. It was the

machine-gun of the ship manned by
Garcia, better known at Emanuel Cas-

metto's headquarters as Officer XX.
Almost in the same moment the

Eagle's gun answered it with a pro-

longed burst of fire, discharging through

the propeller-shaft of his 'plane. The
fighl was on, each warrior of the sky

striving to rake his rival's craft with

lead, each endeavouring to gain the

all important advantage of position and
bring the other man fairly under his

sights.

Garcia was no amateur. lie had had
experience in aerial combat, and
handled his ship well. He was probably

as skilful a pilot as ever the Eagle
had met. Yet in less than five minutes

Don Alvarado's mysterious ally was
proving that he had the measure of his

man—and Garcia, alias Officer XX,
had lost the self-assurance that had
marked his conduct at the beginning of

the duel.
The Eagle was not only his master

as an airman. He had a 'plane that

out-classed the bomber which Garcia
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was flying. Efficient as that craft was,
it seemed to lack the speed and flexi-

bility of his opponent's, and soon the

cold, sweat of panic was breaking out
on the Spaniard's forehead.
Five minutes ago, he had visualised

the destruction of the mystery pilot

Now he was battling for his very life

—

desperate
—"on the run"—doing all he

could to keep clear of the Eagle's
bullets.

It was in vain. He had imagined *hat

ho knew every trick in this stern game
of dog-fighting, but the Eagle had a

wider range of experience than he, and
that 'plane of his was like forked

lightning
Suddenly the Eagle was behind Garcia,

suddenly the wonder ship was lyingclose

to the bomber's tail, following it like a

big bird of prey in pursuit of a frantic

victim. And, let loose from the machine-

gun muzzle that was hidden in the pro-

peller-shaft, a blistering hail of lead

ripped along the fuselage of Garcia's

ship.

A slug pierced the Spaniard's arm, and

with a hoarse cry of pain he slumped in

his seat. His 'plane dived, and it was
only bv an effort of will that he managed
to fay "hold of the control-stick again and
steer the craft out of its headlong
plunge, looking back fearfully as he did

so.

Garcia's one desire now was to cry
" enough" and make a landing, but he

was terrified by the thought that the

Eagle would chase him down
^

with

machine-gun belching murder. Garcia

himself would have done that if the

positions had been reversed.

The Eagle, however, was no cold-

blooded slayer. He knew that Garcia
had been wounded, and he could see that

the man was no longer a menace.
Therefore, he veered away And left

Emanuel's lureling to find a landing-

place.

Half-fainting from pain and loss of

In one of the cockpits they found a discarded flying helmet, and as they

examined it they noticed that two crosses had been stitched to the leather.
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blood, Garcia managed to seek out the
clearing where -he had held a final con-
ference with Gomez, leader of Emanuel
Casmetto's troops, and before long the
wounded airman was bringing his ship
to a standstill beside the vehicles that
had carried the column of soldiery over-
land. . . .

The men who had occupied tlioso

vehicles were still on the edge of the
woods, whence they had opened fire on
Don Alvarado's property, and, though
dismayed by Garcia's defeat they be-
lieved that victory over the defenders of
the oil field was still within their grasp.
The well itself was in flames. At the

moment a crowd of miners in asbestos
suits were rushing from one of the out-
lying sheds with Crc-fighting equipment.
They were led by Burke, their foreman,
and were determined to brave gun-play
and conflagration to overcome the dis-

aster which had been created by Garcia's
last bomb.
Seeing them from the thickets on the

edge of the forest, Gomez lost no time
in rousing his men to action.

"Garcia's out of it, but he's done his

work," he grated. "The rest is up to us!
Pass the word along for a general ad-
vance. We'll sweep Don Alvarado and
his crowd clean off the oil field!"

Sixty seconds later Gomez led his

armed bands of soldiery from the trees

in rousing style. On they came, yelling
lustily, and firing from the hip as they
ran, and from the shacks and store-

houses where Don Alvarado and his men
wore ensconced there arose answering
blasts of musketry, so that once again
the loud tumult of battle raged across
the open ground between the forest and
the burning well.

The lull that had occurred during the
Eagle's engagement with Garcia was at
an end. The smashing uproar of count-
less rifle-shots filled the air and smoke
gathered upon the scene—gun-smoke
that merged with the black fumes which
were pouring from the blazing oil well,

where Burke and his party were working
like Trojans.
The Irish-American and his gang of

fire-fighters toiled on as if regardless of

everything but the inferno they intended
to quell. Meanwhile, the gun-play of

their comrades in the shacks was cover-

ing them, and none but the dead and
the wounded were idle. Don Alvarado
himself was handling a rifle, as was Ned
Curtis, Tailspin and Skeeler, out in tho
open, were making good use of their

revolvers, and even Inez and Betty Lou
were taking a hand in the action; shoot-

ing from the windows of the hut where.

they were installed.

Numbers of Emanuel Casmetto's hire-

lings bit the dust. Nevertheless, tho

advance continued., for the attackers

could afford to suffer heavy casualties

and still press home the onset with tho

odds overwhelmingly in their favour. It

seemed, indeed, that the weaker faction

which was defending the oil field must
sooner or later be massacred or driven

out.
But Gomez and ins soldiery had

reckoned without the Eagle, and all at

once the mystery airman dived down on
them from the clouds, flattening out
when he was scarcely a hundred feet

above their heads and spraying machine-

gun bullets into the midst of them.

That storm of lend took heavy toll,

and men fell by the dozen. The advance
was checked, "and the troops began to

waver. Wavering, they were subjected

to a fresh enfilade as the Eagle wheeled

to fly over their breaking ranks again

with his machine-gun chattering relent-

lessly.

Gomez and his men started to retreat,

and the rrli eat developed into a name-
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stricken rout when the Eaglo proceeded
to circle above them and harass them
with bombs as well as gunfire. Fleeing in

abject terror, they dashed back to the

woods and plunged into the depths of

the undergrowth, leaving the field of

battle strewn with maimed bodies.

From storesheds and dwellings came
the defenders of the oil well, staring

gratefully at the -oaring aeroplane whose
pilot had gained the day for them. Then
groups of miners hastened to the aid of

Burke and his gallant company, and
within a quarter of an hour the fire at

the shaft had been got under control

and the deep bore had been "capped"
again.
In the interval others of Don

Alvarado's men had devoted themselves
to the task of attending to the wounded,
the enemy's casualties as well as their

own, and it was while this work of mercy
was going ahead that the Don and
Curtis joined Tailspin and Skeeter.

"Have you seen the girls?'' Ned
Curtis panted. "Are they all right?''

"Yes, there they are," said Skeeter.

They're safe, thank heavens."
"Over there in the doorway of that hut.

Tho two older men glanced in the

direction which he had indicated, and
a look of intense relief crossed their

features. Then Don Alvarado raised his

eyes towards the 'plane that was hover-

ing high above tho edge of the forest.

It is the Eagle we must thank," he
breathed. "He has saved us all. I only

wish I knew who he wa*. and why he
has chosen to befriend us."

The Eagle a Prisoner

STREAMING through tho woods,
Gomez and tho remnants of his

force reached the big clearing

where they had left tho vehicles which
had conveyed them from Emanuel's
stronghold, and it was as they blundered
from the trees that* they beheld Garcia
standing beside his 'plane.

Gomez hurried across to the injured
airman, and .spoke in a tremulous voice.

"We thought that accissed Eagle had
finished you, Officer XX," he said.

"Are you badly hurt.'"

"No, a flc-h wound," Garcia bit out.

"I shall be all right in a little while

—

fit enough to fly the bomber home again.
What happened to you fellows?"

» Gomez explained all ihat had occurred.
His tone was that of a man who had
been badly shaken, but there was a note
of bitterness in it, too.

"And now there is nothing for it but
to return to headquarters," he com-
pleted. "Look, my men are piling into
the trucks as if they had all gone crazy.

They are demoralised."
"You had better try to control them,"

Garcia muttered. "Meantime, I'll stay
where I am until I feel up to handling
my machine again. But wait, Gomez.
You might leave two of your men and
a first-aid kit with me. I've got to

stanch this wound, or I'm liable to bleed
to death."
The other acquiesced, and a short time

afterwards, when Gomez led the
survivors of his mobile column from the
scene, Garcia was receiving medical
attention from a couple of men known
as Jose and Carlos.

The last truck in the column moved
out of the clearing, and Garcia was left

alone with the two soldiers who had been
detailed to sec to his wound. Seated
with his back to the bole of a tree on the
fringe of the glade, the airman grimaced
and bit his lip as the orderlies treated
the injury, but they had finished their
work in a few minutes, and at length
he rolled down his sleeve and fastened
it at the cuff.

He soon felt better, and presently he
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made as if to rise, bit in the very
moment that he was pulling himself to

his feet he heard the engine-note of an
approaching 'plane, and, on looking up
he saw the Eagle's ship flying towards
the clearing.
For a second or two he watched it

with bated breath, and then all .'.t once
ho spoke tersely to Jose and Carlos.
"He's going to land

!

Quick, get

under cover, both of you! This may be
our chance to seize that devil

!"

His companions stumbled into a
clump of shrubs near by, and Garcia
himself dropped flat on his face as if he
had become insensible. He was still

lying there in a prone attitude when the
Eagle set his 'plane down in the clearing
and swung himself from the cockpit to

the ground.
As Garcia had hoped, the Eagle had

failed to notice Jose and Carlos while he
had been flying towards the glade. He
had not even noticed tho figure of his
defeated rival, and now walked straight
over to Garcia's bomber, climbing on to

one of the wings and peering into tho
craft's two empty seats. Only when he
turned to scan the clearing did ho
observe the body of Emanuel Casmetto's
hireling.

Tho Eagle moved across to Garcia
then, and bent over him.
"Dead or alive, you asked for what

you got, old man," Garcia heard him
murmur, and knew from his voice that
the mysterious aviator was an American.

Tho Eagle stooped lower, and was in
the very act of examining the Spaniard
when Jose and' Carlos sprang upon him,
taking him completely by surprise and
bringing him to his knees before he
could offer resistance.
Garcia scrambled to his feet at once,

and plucking out a revolver, covered the
unknown pilot. At the same time he
barked a command to the men who had
felled him.
"Strip off his -helmet and jacket:" lie

ordered.
His instructions were carried out, and

the American's mask coming away with
the helmet, Garcia saw the handsome,
weather-beaten features of a man in the
thirties; a man who was a complete
stranger to him.
"So!" the Spaniard grated. "You are

the Eagle, eh? Carrambol I ought to
kill you where you stand. But no, Senor
Emanuel and Senor Raymore may want
to ask you some questions before you
are disposed of

"

He paused, and then quickly handed
his revolver to Jose, bidding him keep
a close watch on the "Americano."
"When your hand gets tired of hold-

ing the gun." he added, "let Carlos
cover him. Meantime, I am going on a

little journey in his 'plane.
"Yes, my friend, the Eagle," he said,

turning to meet tho steady and defiant
gaze of the prisoner, "I am going to
borrow your 'plane,

together with your
identity. For it has
occurred to me that
it would be a good
idea to convince
Don Alvarado be-
yond all doubt that
I am his ally. Not
that he has ever
suspected me of be-
ing anything else, I

might observe, but,

if he thinks I am
the one who has
been sq helpful to

him, I fancy he will

confide in me much
more than he has
done in the past."

With a glitter in
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his eyes the Eagle lunged towards him,
only to be driven back by the gun in

Jose's fist. Then, with a mocking
smile. Garcia donned the leather jacket
and the headgear that the captive had
worn, carefully drawing down the mask
which was attached to the helmet.

A minute later the Spaniard was in

tho Eagle's 'plane, and. although in-

wound was still causing him some dis-

comfort, he made a faultless take-off

that, carried him high above the trees

at the far side of the clearing.

Swinging southward, Garcia headed
for the oil field, and during that brief

flight he had an opportunity of ap-

preciating the qualities of the machine
he was handling. He had piloted many
different 'planes, but never one with a
turn of speed such as this, and, although
its controls seemed a triflo strange at

first, tho craft became amazingly re-

sponsive to them once he had made him-
self familiar with them.

Arrived above tho locality where the

recent hat tie had taken place, Garcia
turned into the wind and glided earth-

ward. A little later he was bringing the

ship to a standstill about a hundred yards
from tho wrecked oil derrick, and as it

rolled to a halt he saw Don Alvarado and
Curtis hurrying towards him, accom-
panied by Tailspin, Skeeter, Betty Lou
and Inez.

They looked wildly excited, and as they
came up it was clear from Don
Alvarado's first words that they had
recogiii-^d the 'plane as the one
tho Eagle had flown.

"Buenos dias, senor," the Don gasped.

"I— I have to thank you for your aid.

But for you, mv partner and I would
have lost everything. Senor, I want you
to know that everything I have is jours
—and that is no idle statement, but a
sincere expression of my gratitude."

Slowly the man in (he 'plane raised

the mask that concealed his features, and
as Don Alvarado and tho other by-

standers beheld 'he countenance of their

supposed ally they stared at him in

astonishment.
"Senor Garcia!" Don Alvarado

faltered. "My good friend!"
"Senor Garcia'." echoed his daughter

Inez. "Senor Garcia! But why didn't

you tell ii.- I Why didn't you let us know
you were the Eagle? Santa Maria, we
didn't even know you could fly!"

Enrico Garcia smiled.

"I thought I would be of more help

if Emanuel did not know I was aiding

you, and, as he may have spies working
for him in your camp, I decided it would
be best to hide my identity even from
you."
As he spoke these words he made ha.-te

to draw down the Eagle's mask again,

assuming a cautious air. Then hi

lowered his voice guardedly.
"I have revealed myself to you now."
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he said, "but remember—let no one
know who 1 am."
"You can depend on that," Tailspin

broke in. "But (ell me, senor, how did
you pick up the trail ol the dirigible

—

the first time we set out for Nazil?"
Garcia was quick-witted enough to give

an explanation, pointing out that he had
known Inez was aboard and had flown
to America to keep watch and ward over
her.

"I have always been de\-oted to Don
Alvarado and anyone belonging to him,
you see," he added. "I have met with
such kindness from him ever since I

settled here on the island of Nazil."
"And you actually flew to America,

senor?" the Don interposed. "Carai,
that must have been the time when you
said you were going off on a cruise for
your health."
Garcia fingered the scarf that was tied

around his throat. He had gone for a
cruise, and remembered thankfully that
he had been absent from Nazil for a
week or two. It was a circumstance that
bore out his lying story.

"<*cs, Don Alvarado/' he murmured.
"Er—yes, that's right. I pretended I
was going for a cruise on a, tramp-
steamer. But tell me, how are you fixed
here ? Was much damage done during
the fight?"

" The derrick has been smashed, as
you can see," answered the Don, "and
we have lost a dozen men. Poor fellows,
I wish that they "

"But the. oil well?" Garcia inter-
rupted, almost with impatience. "And
all your plant ?"

"The well was saved," Don Alvarado
replied, "and Burke tells me that we
shall soon have another derrick rigged
UP-"

"Splendid," said Garcia, though the
word was not a true expression of his
thoughts. "Don Alvarado, I am happy
that I have been of some service to you,
and you may rest assured that I shall
continue to aid you. Meanwhile, I pro-
pose to reconnoitre Emanuel's property
and see what is happening- there."

Thus spoko Garcia, but when he left

the oil-field his destination was the clear-
ing where the Eagle had been taken
prisoner, and on arrival there in the
mystery airman's 'plane he ordered the
captive to climb into the passenger
cockpit of the machine.
The Eagle was forced to obey him at

the point of Jose's revolver, and then
Garcia spoke to the two dago soldiers.
"I shall take this fellow to head-

quarters," he said, "and then I shall

return to Don Alvarado's camp. Mean-
while, I want you men to stand guard
beside my own ship until Emanuel and
Raymore can send out another pilot to
fly it home."
Jose and Carlos nodded, and a short

time afterwards they were watching the
Eagle's 'piano as it soared into the
heavens again, with Garcia at the con-
trols and the captive American in tho
forward cockpit.
The craft was soon out of view, but

if Jo-e and Carlos could have followed
its flight beyond the range of the human
eye they might have witnessed an inci-

dent that spelled disaster for the man
whom (hey knew as Officer XX.

'I he 'plane was ten miles north of the
clearing in the forest when the Eagle
recalled that there was a six-shooter in

a pocket of the forward compartment
i he occupied, and all at once Garcia

found himself looking straight into the
barrel of that gun.
"Bail out, feller!" the Eagle com-

manded grimly. "Come on, bail out!
You're wearing a parachute, and you're
going to use it

!"

ireia stared al him for a moment,
Apiil lltli, 1936.
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and then he rose in a hesitant fashion.

Next second, however, he was throwing
himself towards the American, and,
sprawling along the fuselage, he tried

to disarm the mystery flyer.

He struck at the Eagle's w-rist, but
only succeeded in jarring the hitters
hand so violently that the revolver went
off, and suddenly Garcia was plunging
into the void with blood gli\t-enir>p- on
his temple.
The builet from the Eagle's gun had

merely clipped him, yet it had scattered

his wits, and as he hurtled through space

with widespread hands he made no
attempt to clutch the ripcord of his

parachute. His mind, indeed, was still

a blank when ho crashed to his doom
amongst the junglo trees far below.
Up in the fleecy summer clouds that

were passing over the island of Nazil the

Eagle took undisputed charge of the

'piano from which Garcia had fallen. The
craft was fitted with dual control, and
from the forward cockpit the American
turned it in a southerly direction, intent

now on making for Don Alvarado's
territory.

Mistaken Identity

" I TELL you that the Eagle's name
X is not Garcia. I'm under oath not

to reveal his true identity, but
yen can take it from me that he's never
owned a plantation on Nazil."

Tho speaker was Bill McGuire, who
had motored to Don Alvarado's oil-field

in order to satisfy himself that Emanuel
Casmetto's followers had been beaten off,

and now he was in conference with Tail-

spin and Skeeter.

"I'm not acquainted with this fellow

Garcia," he went on, "but your descrip-

tion of him don't tally with the Eagle.

He's an impostor, that's what he is, and
it's a lucky thing you happened to

mention him to me."
It took him soiiio time to convince

the two youngsters that they had been
fooled, and even when ho had finished

talking they seemed reluctant to believe

that Garcia had deceived them. Never-
theless, they elected to fly northward in

the hope of investigating McGuire's
statement, and, after seeking out Don
Alvarado and repeating all that the news-

paper man had told thern, they "took
off " in the aeroplane that had been
placed at their disposal.

Five minutes later Tailspin and Skeeter

wore passing over the belt of forest (hat

separated the Don's territory from the

domain of his stepbrother, and it was
as they were cruising above the woods
that they saw the bomber in which
Garcia had raided the oil-field.

"Look!" jerked Tailspin. "There's
the ship that was operating against us a

while ago. See. a couple of men are

hovering near it ! We're going down,
Skeets; but be rcadv to use your forty-

five!"
They dived steeply, and before long

their 'piano was coming to rest in the

charing where the bomber stood, and
where Jose and Carlos had been left as

watch-dogs.
Both the dago soldiers had lost their

rifles in the rout that had followed the

battle at the oil-field, but Jose was
armed with the revolver that Garcia had
given him, and he immediately opened
fire on Tailspin and Skeeter. His first

bullet, however, was answered by a

couple of shots from the guns of the

Americans, and all at once the luckless

JoSe was recoiling with a shattered

hand.
He and Carlos then died to make

off. but were brought (o a halt by the

threatening shouts of Tailspin and his

mechanic, and with a sullen air they
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remained motionless as the newcomers
alighted from their craft and approached
them.
"Who does that bomber belong to?"

was Tailspin's opening question.
Neither Jose nor Carlos seemed dis-

posed to offer a reply, but a significant

movement of the young ace's revolver
helped to loosen their tongues, and little

by little the two Americans obtained
vital information that bore out McGuire's
words.
True, there was no mention of Garcia,

for Jose and Carlos only knew him as
Officer XX. But they told of the Eagle's
capture, and admitted that Officer XX
had borrowed the Eagle's identity for the
purpose of fooling Don Alvarado.

"Skeets," said Tailspin, turning to
his mechanic, "this proves that Mac was
right, and Garcia is a double-crossing
spy, sure enough."
Skeeter nodded, and then he and his

chum ordered tho two dago soldiers to

make themselves scarce, utter which the

youngsters moved across to the bomber?
In one of the cockpits they found a

discarded flying helmet, and as they
examined it they noticed that two crosses

had been stitched to the leather.

"Officer XX, eh?" Tailspin com-
mented. " Alias Garcia. Skeets, you're a
punk aviator, but you're safe enough on
a calm day. Do you think you could

tako that 'plane of ours back home ?"

"Yeah," the other rejoined. "But
what are you gonna do ?

"

"I'm going to take up this bomber
here," Tailspin answered deliberately,

"and I'm going to scout around in the
sky for a double-crossing rat."

Skeeter was by no means anxious to

part compa-ny with his friend, but Tail-

spin's mind was made up, and somo
sixty seconds later the young pilot from
Threo Point was soaring out of that

clearing in tho battle 'plane that had
raided the oil-field.

Climbing high abovo tho jungle, ho
wheeled towards the north, and it was
as he did so that he beheld another craft

sailing in his direction from a bank of

misty clouds, a craft which he imme-
diately recognised as the Eagle's.

But Tailspin did not know that its

solitary occupant was the American
mystery flyer. According to Jose and
Carlos. Officer XX had planned to tako

the Eagle to Emanuel's stronghold and
then return southward, and, unaware of

what had occurred ten miles farther

north, Tailspin imagined that the man
in control of that ship was the traitor

Garcia.
Pulling back the joystick of the

bomber, the youngster from Three Point,

gained height rapidly. Meanwhile the

Eagle's 'plane was coming on steadily,

and it was comparatively close when
Tailspin lined it up under the sights of

the bomber's machine-gun.
"Garcia," he said between his

clenched teeth, "you've asked for what
I'm going to give you. You've betrayed
the folk that believed you were a friend

and this is your finish!"

Thus spoke Tailspin in grim •soliloquy,

unaware that ho was taking aim at an
ally.

As for the Eagle he had recognised

the ship ahead of him as the one in

Emanuel Casmetto's service, and was
holding himself in readiness for action.

He did not know- that its pilot was
Tailspin Tommy—Tailspin. whose hand
was even now on the trigger of the

bomber's gun.
In another moment that weapon was

belching fire and leaden death I

(To be continued. By permission of

Universal Pictures, Ltd.. starring Clark

Williams and Noah Beery, Jun.)
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"FIGHTING SHADOWS"
(Continued from page 10)

declared Tim bitterly. "Either Har-
rison or Stalkey has killed Bob."
"Ho wouldn't bring him in if they

had," objected Hank.
"Just what he would do to throw off

suspicion," said Tim.
Quite a crowd of men streamed into

the building, where the factor had Bob
conveyed to a bed-room, and Father
O'Donovan was summoned and attended
tj the patient, who, apart from a nasty
bruise, had suffered nothing worse than
mild concussion, while out in the big
room by the counter Brad waited with
those who questioned him.
Hank, filled with curiosity, informed

Tim that he was going to find out what
had happened, but Tim thrust a hand

. between the bars and held on to him.
"You're not going anywhere," he

said fiercely, "until you unlock this

door ! Bob's down, and someone's got
to act for the law !"

"Well, all right," surrendered Hank.
" I'll probably get life for it, but mavbe
it'll be worth it."

So Tim was released, and outside the
cell he looked down the deserted street
and then at the depot.
"You come with me," he commanded,

"and if anyone tries to interfere with
what I'm going to do, you stop 'em
with that old blunderbuss."

"Just what I was aimin' to do,"
asserted Hank.
They moved along to the depot, and

they entered it just as Brad was saying:
"All right, I'll tell you, boys. It's

a long story, but I'll make it aa short
as I can."
"You don't have to tell them, Har-

rison," thundered Tim, striding forward.
"I'll give them the truth."
The trappers stared, and Brad hooked

his thumbs in his belt with a grimace.
"If Constable Rut ledge was shot in

your cabin," accused Tim, "he was shot
either by you or your friend, Stalkey,
whom you were hiding there!"
"Hiding Stalkey?" exclaimed several

voices.
" Stalkey's not only the agent for the

fur-raiders," said Tim. "he's one of
them! So's Harrison L"

"I suppose you can prove that?"
drawled Brad.
"I can! Last night I found the stolen

furs in Stalkey's cabin. I was coming
out of the cellar with them when you
attacked me and knocked me out. When
I came to you were gone—and so were
the furs!"
"Your saying so doesn't prove any-

thing."
"Not my word alone," agreed Tim,

"but Hank Bascom went to your cabin
afterwards for me, to see where you'd
hidden those furs—and he found you
were hiding Stalkey. Also, he over-
heard you say that you had gone to
the cellar for the furs. Is that right,
Hank?"
"That's what I heard," declared

Hank, projecting his scrubby chin
essively, "Back up, you musk-

rats ! I gotta gun !"

"This morning," pursued Tim, "Con-
Rutledge went out to this man's

cabin to arrest him—and was hurt, cither
by him, or by Stalkey. And now, per-

you'll tell these trappers, Harrison,
where you've hidden their furs?"

"That's what wc want to know!"
cried Jones, and several others echoed
his words.
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"Just how do you figure to make me
talk?" Brad shouted defiantly at Tim.
"More or less the same way you were

going to make Stalkey talk
!"

Duncan, the factor, came out from the
room where Bob was lying in time to

hear that statement, and it did not by
any means meet with his approval.

"Careful, Tim!" he said warningly.
"No agent of the law is allowed to

force a confession by violence."

"I know that," returned Tim quite
calmly, "but it so happens that I'm
no longer an agent of the law. My
enlistment expired just two days ago!"
A murmur of surprise ran round the

group of men, but Brad proceeded joy-

fully to shed his coat.
" Well, what a long time I've been

waiting for a chance like this!" he
boomed. "And just to think that you
asked for it yourself!"
Tim's hat flew across the big room

and then he lipped off his tunic. The
trappers made room for a fray that
was to make history—and Hank climbed
up on to the counter to obtain a really

good view.
The two men, both fighting fit and

both yearning to fight, advanced upon
each other—and Tim sent Brad floun-

dering against some crates for a start.

He was up again almost instantly,

and excitement reigned in the depot as

the two exchanged blows—and snow-
shoes showered down from a rack upon
them and sacks of flour were over-
turned.
For the better part of ten minutes the

battle continued all about the floor of

the depot, to the accompaniment of

shouts of encouragement and the occa-
sional dislodgment of all manner of
wares.
A perfectly timed upper-cut had

caught Brad under the chin and de-
posited him once more against the
counter when the door was flung wide
and Stalkey hounded in over the step
with his rifle to his shoulder; and with
him were the self-confessed members of

his ganc, also armed

—

flavin, Horn,
and another man named Johnson.
"Don't make any move!" snarled

Stalkey malevolently. " Stick 'cm up,
all of you I"

Obediently the trappers raised their

hands, and Tirn and Brad suspended
hostilities.

"Take 'cm into the other room."
directed Stalkey, "all but O'Hara and
Harrison."
The trappers and the factor were

driven away into a big store room and
its door was bolted. But Hank had
jumped down behind the counter and
hidden beneath it, and he was over-

looked. Stalkey flung down his rifle,

whipped a .45 Colt from his coat-pocket,
and swept over to Tim as Gavin and
Horn held him.
"Start talking, O'Hara, about those

furs!" lie rasped.
"What makes you think I know-

where they are?" asked Tim, and Brad
strode up.
"Because I told him so," he shouted.

"Just to help you remember, take
this!"

Out shot his left to Tim's mouth, but
he pulled his punch, and, in the act of
delivering it, winked. Tim made a pass
at him, read what was written in his
eyes, and abruptly turned his attention
to Gavin as his supposed opponent
whirled round on Stalkey, smashed both
fists info the ugly face of the little

crook and knocked him flat upon his
back, then struck out at Horn.
Johnson, the third man, was too be-

wildered by these swift happenings to

do anything before Hank rose up behind
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the counter with his antiquated rifle,

and by then Horn was on his knees and
Gavin was staggering backwards before
Tim's onslaught.
"Get up, you varmints, and stand

against that ivall before I start combing
you out of my hair!" vociferated Hank.
"Go on, back over against that wall!"
Stalkey was still lying inert upon the

floor, but Gavin. Horn and Johnson
were against the wall, with their hands
in the air, when the door of the bed-
room was opened and Bob Rutledge
appeared on the scene with a bandaged
head and a very white face.

"Say, you fellows," exclaimed Brad,
wiping blood from his mouth and
cheeks, but seemingly quite elated,

"would you like to know where I hid
them furs?"
"We certainly would," announced

Bob, tottering forward ;
" but I must

warn you, Harrison, that we'll use any-
thing you say against you."
"I don't think so," chuckled Brad.

"They're back there in that store-room
with the men they belong to. I knew
Stalkey would never think to look for
them there!"
"B-but I don't understand," stam-

mered Tim. "I thought you were
working with Stalkey."
"I wasn't," said Brad. "I guess I

was just tryin' to play both ends against
the middle. I wanted to round up the
gang myself and make you look silly."

Tim digested that admission while
Brad grinned at him.

" D'you still think I stole that fox
pelt?" he presently inquired.

"Well," drawled Brad. "I'm begin-
ning to doubt it, but I'd sure like to
know who did get it. It had the finest

brush on it I ever saw on a female fox."
"Female!" echoed Tim, staring at

him. "Why, you poor woodchuck, the
one I had was a male!"

In the afternoon of that day thero
was quite a gathering of the community
in the depot, and Brad and Hank sat

side by side on the counter while
Martha Harrison stood very near to

Tim. Bob Rutledge, who had discarded
Ins bandage for the occasion, took an
official envelope from his pocket and
addressed the company at large.

"I've asked you people to be here,"
he said, "at this formal presentation of
the document (hat starts Constable Tim
O'Hara on the way to fame, fortune and
a career."
Amid the cheering that followed he

walked up to Tim and held out the
document, in question.

"I have the extreme honour," he
stated, "to hand you tin's paper, which
you refused like an idiot when I tried

to p,ive it to you before.'1

Tim accepted the paper, and Martha
caught at his arm.

" What is it you're promoted to,

Tim?" she asked eagerly.
"Whatever it is, Tim," said Boh. "let

me be the first to congratulate you."
Tim gave one glance at the paper,

then stiffened officially.

"Don't call me 'Tim,'" he barked.
"And the next time you come into the
presence of a superior officer without
saluting it'll be three days in the guard;
house! Remember, Rutledge, there's

no room in the Service for persona]
issues— unless no one is looking!"

Bob saluted with much ceremony and
turned his I. ail;: lint all the others were
looking as Tim took Martha in his arms
and kissed her.

(By permission of Columbia Pictures
Corporation. Ltd., starring Tim McCoy.)
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Victor McLaglerTat Horn. Was the guillotine of 1789 different
On a hilltop in the La Canada (lis- in construction from the guillotine uf to-

trict, not far from Hollywood, is a ten- day? How wore the turn brill : built
acre estate called "Fairhaven" It is which carried unfortunates to tlu; place
the home of Victor MeLaglen, and is at
once among the most beautiful and
unique in the film colony.
MeLaglen, who has just finished

"Klondike Lou," with Mae West, at
Paramount, not only lias a beautiful
English-type home and garden on the
estate, but an extensive collection of
animals that is the marvel of Holly-
wood.
He has four riding horses, seven dogs,

four cats, five deer, three cows, two
goats, a dozen or so pheasants, several
hundred birds, a flock of quail, two
Mexican ant bears, and dozens of
chickens, turkeys, ducks, geese and
rabbits.
The actor's wife and daughter are both

accomplished horsewomen, and have won
numerous

.
horse-show prizes with their

superb mounts. They have a small train-
ing field with jumps of various sizes.

Vic's
' dogs include two huge Irish

wolfhounds, named Granite and Brian,
both of which have won ribbons. Each
weighs more than 175 pounds. "Rowdy,"
a belligerent English sheep dog, a Scotty,
two Spaniels and a Pekinese complete
the kennels.
MeLaglen- has three deer, captured in

Arizona, and two young fawn?, bred and
raised in captivity, that are tame enough
to cat from his hand.
In a small building in one corner of

the estate, MeLaglen has built a com-
plete gymnasium. Every possible type
of athletic apparatus, plus a steam bath,
light machines, cabinets and all modern
trimmings, is included.
A swimming pool, tennis court and an

outdoor play-room with various kinds of
games complete the estate.

No Stone Was Left Unturned!
What did the Bastille look like?

What did Paris of that day look like?
What did the people there wear, eat,
drink? Of what materials were their
clothes, and how were they cut ? Did
the rooms have wallpaper, or were the
walls bare? What pictures, if any,
decorated the rooms ?

of execution? Did they have two wheels
or four? Were the wheels solid or
spoked? What sort of pavement was on
the streets? What kind of shoes did
people wear?
These were a few of the problems to

be tackled before Metro-Goldwvn-
Mayer's "A Talo of Two Cities " could
be started on production. They are
typical of the preparatory work involved
on any production of this scale and
accuracy. No wonder that a whole year
of preliminary work was necessary before
one set could be built and that the ser-

vices of nearly 5,000 people in three
nations were necessary.
Cameramen were dispatched to France

and England to find ancient relics, old
rooms which have not been changed in

two centuries—old wallpaper, door-knobs,
inns, houses. Hundreds of things were
purchased and shipped to the studio to

bi used or duplicated. Thousands of
other things were photographed, so that
those who had to duplicate the items
could be_ guided accurately. Detailed
research in many fields was necessary

—

legal, accounting, property, wardrobe,
architecture, casting, reading, music,
drapery, engineering, bai dressing, make-
up, sound, and art.

Ancient Indian Tongue to be Heard in
Film

A language that is almost forgotten
to-day, and that never was spoken by
more than a few thousand persons at

any one period, will be heard on the
screen for the first time in Wheeler and

it

COMING SHORTLY
JACK HOLT

DANGEROUS
WATERS"

A Smashing Drama of
the Sea

Woolsey's new Radio Picture, tentatively
titled "The Wild West."
Tke language in question is that of

the Sac Fox Tribe, now almost extinct,
but which formerly lived in what is now
Illinois and Nebraska. Jim Thorpe, the
famous Indian athlete, is a member of
this group, and, playing the role of a
medicine man in the film, delivers a long
harangue in the Sac Fox tongue. _

Incidentally, few of the fifty-odd otTft*,,-*
Indians in the picture understoodTfr--..

Thorpe's speech, since most of them
come from the Blackfoot, Cheyenne,
Apache, Cherokee and Arapahoa "tribes,

which all have their owu distinct
languages.

Gary Cooper's Hat
Before Gary Cooper started work in

his latest Paramount picture, "Peter ,

Ibbetson," he put on a hat and then
immediately took it off again.

pt's a pet "superstition " of Gary's, for

he say3 that he would part with almost
anything he has except his battered old
Stetson.

It's all because he is firmly convinced
that this hat led him from a Montana
ranch to the high peaks of Hollywood.
He Wore it when he went up to see the
casting director of his first film. And
he had to wear it because he hadn't
et.ough money to buy another one.

So Gary has always a ritual thai he
gots through before he starts on a new
picture.

He gets out the old Stetson, slams it

on his head, and gazes into the mirror
at it. Finally, he takes it off and care-

fully puts it away. Then he's ready to

start a new picture.

Cococub News
Children who insist on having the

cocoa with the "toy in every tin" and
who belong to the Cococubs now have
a monthly magazine of their own, The
Cococub News, which records the adven-
ture of the Cococub animals and many
othei interesting things. The first issue

includes instructions for making a toy
theatre in which the animals are the
actors. This is Bent free from Botirn-
ville to all Cococubs.
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Screen Villain " Killed " for 200th Time
I'll.- most frequently killed man in

Mollywood will die his 200th death in

"Special Investigator,'' Richard Dix's
'• for Radio Pictures.

lan I.aidla.v, a Montana miner who
the copper fields of Butte for the

gold field of Hollywood >ome fifteen

ago, has played in just 221 films to
late, and in all but, twenty-one of them
ie has met a villain's doom in the last

Ne\ Laidlaw played a sym-
pathetic role. Once, a Jong while ago
in the silent era, he was cast for a hero's
part opposite Evelyn Brent, but various
difficulties arose and the picture was
never made. Always lie is seen as a
"heavy." and he has died ui*every pos-

ihle v.a\ thai the super-active mind of

a seenarist could eon<

Playing with Broken Wrist

If grit is half the battle for screen

s then Don Briggs, the young
Universal player, is well on his way to

cinematic fame.
This young man has played in three

pictures, "The Adventures of Frank
Vlerriwcll," "Sutter's Cold." and "Love
Before Breakfast," with a broken wrist,

l-le keeping his affliction a secret from
director,, members of the cast and studio

officials.

He broke his wrist while playing polo.

Afraid that his mishap might cost him
roles that would mean advancement in

his career, he decided to say nothing
about it to studio executives. Three
persons only were taken into his con-

fidence. The doctor made a special

splint with a knob which Briggs held in

the palm of his hand ; the make-up man
aided in the deception, and the ward-
robe man lengthened sleeves to his

Costumes to aid in hiding the injured
member.
Briggs did the best acting of which he

to, for he was suffering intense

i am that was aggravated fay strenuous
hits of action required by the roll

ayed.
lie has postponed the further playing

of polo indefinit

Players Suspect Each Other in Mystery
Film

string an experience hitherto reserved
for audiences only, playeis in "Moon-

ineras

at MetrCj-Coldwyn-Mayer, are completely
in the dark as to which one of them is

t i I v pose I iii the Tmal reel as the
ui\ Btcrious slayer of the

|

The unusual situation has everyone,
including the stage-hands, wagering on

K the outcome.
Di ' in 1.. Marin is re

..II blandishments and eaying nothin
is the on 1

'

solution" section of

I.' -t ,ri. of i he playei - fathom the
loys for

iii iile. Vlarin has taken the

furth r ] duling the

une for the hi a. I day of produc-
iioh

iCth, 1936.

NEXT WEEK'S
BIG PROGRAMME!

KEN MAYNARD

-IN-

" WESTERN COURAGE "

As ioreman of a " dude " ranch, Ken
Baxter brings dawn upon himself the
scorn of a beautiful heiress and decides
that she needs taming ; but in rescuing
her from a worthless fortune-hunter
both he and the girl fall into the clutches
of a notorious outlaw—and Ken is

unarmed 1 An unusual Western.

" SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT "

A gang of crooks are smuggling China-
men into the United States via the
Mexican border, and a detective on the
Immigration Department vows to get
the man behind the smugglers. Starring

Regis Toomey and Esther Ralston.

" CAPPY RICKS RETURNS

"

The grey-haired, irrascible old veteran
of San Francisco's dockland comes out

,

of retirement to try to save the business
be has passed over to his son-in-law.
A stirring comedy drama, starring

Robert McWade and Ray Walker.

Also

Another fine episode of the smashing
serial of uncanny adventure :

" FLASH GORDON "

Starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers.

"This way," J I lie players

have a ve
and curiosity that they would feel if

actually under suspicion and unaware of

the killer's identity.."

Chester Morris, who enacts a young
uve in the picture, has tints far

accused three of his colleagues of guilt.

Madge Evans, who assists him in tin-

one. has pointed a stern

finger at two. Leo Cfti res to

ise hi- suspicions, contenting him
self with accept s on the out-

come.

The pfctu produced bj

q Hiibnard and Ned Mario,

Bobby Watson Rebels

A one-boy revolt \va> staged recently
by Bobby Watson, five veair, old, when
he was handed the costume which he is

to wear in the role of a peasant boy
in Radio's "Mary of Scotland," starring
Katharine Hepburn and Fredrie March.

The garment is a ,-moi !. me,
I at the waist, but in Bobby's eyes

"I won't be a girl," Bobby announced,
when an attendant from the wardrobe,
department attempted to p •'. him into it.

Xo amount of persuasion would induce
him to wear the garment.

" It's a dress," he insisted, between
sobs, "and I won't wear it."

It was at this point that John Ford,
the director, stepped into the matter. He
took Bobby over to the dressing-room
of Qonald Crisp, who Bobby knows and
likes, and showed him Crisp attired in a
kilt.

"Scotsmen wore skirts in those days,"
Crisp told the youngster.
"All right,"" said Bobby, '.Til wear

'em if you will."

Grand Opera at Last !

Does the British filmgoer want; oper-

on the screen? For. years this burn;
question has exercised the great in.,

of our film magnates, keeping thei

awake o' nights and turning their scanty
locks prematurely grey.

One British producer, more courageous
—or more reckless if you like—than the

has acquired the film rights of

us "I Pagliacci." ;.nd will shortly

put the operatic problem to a practical

But, alas ! once again America has fore-

stalled us, for within '.he next week or
two there will be presented, positively

for the 6 •• on am screen,
"Mickey V (.'land Opera," eo-starring

ue Il.ua Cluck, the world-famous
coloratura soprano, and SigBOX Donaldo
Dm k. a timore robusto of great power
and range. M. Miki Mouse, the cele-

brated maestro whose brilliant conduct-
ing of the "William Tell" overture in

"The Band Conceit" will long be re-

membered, will wield the baton.
M. \lo".-e's business manager. Mr.

Walt Di-nev. declines to divulge the
of the ope,,: hut

not "I
l'agliacci." 'Signer Duck," be -ays. "in

r of considerable promise, but I
am afraid he ifl not yet capable of tack-

ling 'On with the Mo: for;

- -ake don't tell him 1 said SO."

All Out of Step— Except One !

on-
fUnion that he can't keep -

Ratoll'. representing a Legionnaire in
, taon of

"
1 "ml. M£S," invariably led with.

ir Frank Lloyd
commanded a group of 600 nlovio

to march.
i.-e i very good soldi with

hia left. ( :> ff beat a hob-n.

dissona [food for

'Continued on page 28)
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When hard-as-rock John O'Hara, beset with troubles in the construction of a tunnel
section of the Colorado River Aqueduct, orders a girl reporter out of camp, a land-
slide prevents her from going—and to that circumstance, in the end, he owes his life

A powerful drama, starring Victor Jory

Tha Board Decides

GREY-HAIRED Jam.- Whitney,
president of the Whitney Con-
struction Company, stabbed an

ash-tray with the .-tub of his cigar and
glanced at the expressionless face of the
young man on his immediate right at

the Imis hoard-room table. He and his

companion had waited quite a while to

be summoned into the presence of the
chairman and members of the board
of the Colorado River Aqueduct Syndi-
cate, and the waiting had been a strain
for Whitney, because he had much at
Make.

In rather a frigid silence the chair-
man walked over to a relief map on the
wall—a map of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, as well as of a considerable
portion of the State of California.

''Here's the story, Whitney," he said.

pointing a finger at the maj). "Parker
Dam completed at a cost of million'-.

Three hundred and fifty miles of canal.
conduit and tunnel ready for use.

Billions of gallons of water waiting to

be tinned into these pipes—and thirteen
cities clamouring for it. Hut your por-
tion, eighteen miles of tunnel, is tying
up the entire project !"

"Mine's the most difficult section of
the job," blurted Whitney. "You know
thai !"

"Yes," agreed the chairman, desert
in;' the map to resume his seat at the
head of the table, "but we've made
concessions ami given you plenty of
time. You're still six months behind
schedule."

"But that's on account of accidents,

"

Whitney protested, "mishaps over which
( have no control. Those things cause
delay."

"You should have considered that be-

fore you undertook the contract," re-

torted an elderly member of the board
who sat opposite.
"You must realise, gentlemen," said

Whitney, in a voice hoarse with anxiety,
that I'm taking the loss of millions of

dollars if you turn this work over to
someone else now."
"That doesn't answer the people who

have subscribed two hundred and twenty
million dollars to have this project com-
pleted." admonished the chairman.

"But I was one of the pioneers in
this enterprise!" cried the contractor,
jumping to his feet. "Fought for it for
years—-finally saw it go through. I've
invested every cent I own in the world
in my part of it. and now you want to
see it swallow me up—ruin me!"

lie sank back into his chair, and his
obviou> distress moved even the hard
business-men with whom he had to deal.

"What do you want us to do?" in-

quired the chairman almost gently.
"I want to put John O'Hara, here,

on the job.'' Whitney replied, indicating
the young man on his right. "You all

know his record, gentlemen. If there's
a hard-rock man m I in- business to com-
plete Whitney Tunnel, he's the one."

All eyes were turned upon John
O'Hara, an engineer reputed to be as
hard as the rock he bored and blasted,
a master of men completely master of
himself, despite hi- youth and good
looks.

The chairman leaned forward.

"What have you to say, O'Hara?" he
asked.
"I know the countrj down there." was

the quiet reply. "If I didn't think I
could handle it. I wouldn't undertake
it"

"Give us a short extension of time."
pleaded Whitney, and a man at the

bottom of the table nodded approval.

"We all know Jim Whitney." he said.

"and what he's been up against. We
know O'Hara's reputation. Let's gi\e
him the extension he asks for."

There was a general murmur of

assent, and the chairman waved a hand.
"All right, Jim." he said eordialh ;

"let's see what you can do with it. Hut
if your man O'Hara can't make better

progress than the men before him, we'll

have to turn the contract over to the
next lowest bidder."

Whitney bowed and rose, and John
O'Hara rose with him. They went out
from the board-room and out from the
office beyond it ; but in the corridor
Whitney stopped short.

"You see how things stand, son." he
said slowly and impressively. "I'm
depending on you to come through."

"I'll do the best I can," promised
O'Hara.
"That's all T can ask for." Whitney

clapped a hand on the young engineer's
shoulder. " And don't forget," he
added, "if you make it we'll tackle the
next job as partners."
The second lowest bidder for the con-

tract James Whitney so narrowly had
retained was an unscrupulous man
named Amos Mulliern. whose office wa-
in another part of the city of Los
Angeles.
Two hour.- after the momentous board

meeting <>f the Colorado River Aqueduct
Syndicate. Mulhern stood behind his

desk in his own private room, talk-

ing to a tall and rather lean-faced man
with close-set eyes and a clipped mous-
tache, who worked for the Whitney Con-
struction Company, but was also in the

May 16th, 1936.



rival contractor's pay. Bill Anderson
was his name.

''Well, Hip contract still evades us,"

growled Mulhern, "and our chances of

getting it seem to bo farther off than
ever, now that Whitney's got an ex-

tension and this new engineer."
"Don't worry," returned Anderson,

with smooth confidence. "It doesn't
make much difference who Whitney
-ends down there. With tins last, time-
limit, on construction the contract's as
good as in your hands."
"I'm nol -o sure about that, Ander-

son, with O'llara on the job!"
"It's not, the man, Mr. Mulhern," was

I lie significant rejoinder. "It's the con-
ditions he'll find when lie gets there."

"But O'Hara has a knack of handling
tough jobs," Mulhern reminded him.
"So had the three men before him,

and I took caro of 'em !"

Mulhern frowned and shook his head.
"Self-confidence is all very well,

Anderson," he said gruffly, "but don't
ever make the mistake of under-
estimating your man."
Anderson laughed unpleasantly.
"As his assistant," he declared, "he

won't get any farther away from me
than the other three did. I'll seo to
that!"
"I hope so." Mulhern shook hands.

"Keep up the good work, and when you
get that contract there'll bo a cheque
here waiting for you."
"Thanks." Anderson went to the

door and opened it. "For that kind of
money, I'd " He broke off and
looked out into the corridor to make
sure there was no one within hearing
distance, then said with an evil grin:
"Well, read the papers and see how far
John O'llara's going to get!"
A telephone-bell rang as the door was

dosed, and Mulhern picked up the in-

strument on his desk.
" Hallo !" he .-aid. "Yes? Managing

editor of the ' Chronicle ' ? No, 1

haven't any statement to make—things
are just as they were. Why, of course
I want to see him complete the contract,
dim Whitney's a friend of mine. My
being the next low cm bidder has nothing
to do with it!"
"Yeah?" jeered a voice in his car.

"Says you !"

A Shock for Ann

DOWN went the telephone, and at
the same moment Howard Egcrton
Hubbel, managing editor of the

"Chronicle," slammed down the instru-
ment into which he had fired that pair-
ing shot, and scowled at two reporters
who had just entered his room on the
fourth floor of a massive building in
J I ill Street.
"Oh, so you've got back, eh?" ho

rapped.
The two reporters, both young men,

exchanged glances. Hubbel, an ex-
plosive person at all times, was evidently
in a bad mood.
"Yeah," said one of them, Peter

Davis by name, and jowly faced by
nature. '.lust arrived—and we've
come straight in to see you."
How a pil Egcrton Hubbel rose to his

fidl height of six feet one inch, and the
Door supported his full weight of four-
teen stone four ounces. He flung out a
-hiit-sleeved arm with a clenched list

on the end of it, and his voice travelled
a lot farther than the glass-panelled
partition which divided his office from
i he reporters' room outside it as he
roared

:

"And you two mugs (all yourselves
newspaper-men! Go down on an assign-
ment like the Whitney 'runnel, li\c two
weeks through a Federal investigation,
.Hid all you come back with is a squib
announcing rumours of a new engineer

M.iv ICtli, 1936.
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in charge! D'you call that an angle?"
"Got as much as the investigators,

Mr. Hubbel." protested Eddie Clark,
the junior of the pair.
"That's the point, chief," supple-

mented Davis. "They closed the gates!
There's no angle !"

Hubbel flung back a mane of greying
hair with his left hand, as though to

relieve some of his pent-up feelings.

'When a two-hundred-billion-dollar
bond issue is floated to supply this city

with water," he bellowed, "and sonic-

body throws a monkey-wrench, istjg the
works, don't tell me there isn'f

angle !"

"Well, accidents will happen," chirped
Eddie Clark.
"Not regularly every two weeks, they

don't !"

"The men down there say it's a hoo-
doo section," staled Peter Davis; where-
upon Hubbel became more furious than
ever.
"Hoodoos belong in .your grand-

mother's cupboard with the bogey-
man!" he vociferated contemptuously.
"They're to frighten little girls with !

All I know is there's been a disaster of

one kind or another down there as regu-
larly as there's been a change in the
moon !"

He thumped the desk with his fist,

and some papers flew off on to the floor

and the inkpots danced.
" Now, there's one thing you fatheads

seem to have forgotten," he went on.

"This paper has sponsored that project
from the very beginning. We owe it to

our readers to tell them the truth about
what's going on down there, and you
want mo to tell 'em that Whitney's
behind schedule because of—of hoodoos !

All I need on this paper is a couple of

guys with sense enough to bring me in

some news to print!"
The two reporters were speechless,

afraid that they were about to be sacked.
"What are you standing there gaping

at me for?" howled the managing
editor. "Get out.of here!"
They got out in haste, and Peter

Davis closed the door. At a desk on
the right Willie Dent, a weak-chinned
young fellow in charge of the photo-
graphic side of the sports section of the
paper, was placidly sucking an orange.
At a desk on the left Ann Miller, of

the woman's page, had been listening

with interest to Hubbel's outburst.

She was a very beautiful girl, and a
very efficient member of the

"Chronicle" staff, though she had a
languid air that often misled her
victims. She looked up at tho two
reporters with a pair of impish and
very dark blue eyes, and she said mock-
ingly :

"That's right, tell him where to get

off ! He couldn't talk to me like that
and get away with it!"

"Aw, he's cracked," growled Peter
Davis, leaning against a filing-cabinet.

"It'd bo different if someone had
scooped us on the yarn. Just a series

of accidents, that's all."

"Yeah," chimed in Eddie Clark scorn-
fully. "When somebody gets bumped
oil" in a traffic accident, that guy thinks

there's an international plot behind it !"

Ann sat back in her chair and crinkled
her brows.
"Well, I don't know," she said

thoughtfully. "The same tiling can't

keep right on happening."
'Who said it can't?" demanded Peter

Davis. "A guy falls down and breaks
his leg. but that doesn't say he can't do
it again."
"Perhaps not," conceded Ann. "But

if he slipped on tho same piece of

banana -peel he'd been an awful
chump! She smiled from one to flic

other. "Why don't you two gu>s admit
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that you're just not good enough to
crack this particular nut'.'"

"Oh. 1 suppose jou've got an angle?"
snorted Davis.
"An angle?" scoffed Eddie Clark.

"She's got a story! She's only holding
out for the movie rights!''

"Well, it's a sure thing I wouldn't
go down there like you did," she re-

torted. ""I'm from the "Chronicle,"
buddy—what goes on':'

"

"I suppose you'd wear a disguis
sneered Peter Davis.
"Sure," she drawled. "Why not?

You two guys go down ihere to inter-

view an engineer, and come back with
a picture of him after lie's been killed !

Nice work ! Say, old mother Hubbe)
let you off ea-y ! Now, if 1 were running
this rag, d'you know what I'd do?"
Abruptly the door behind her was

opened, and Howard Egcrton Hubbel
stalked out from his room.
"Well, what?" he demanded, standing

over her.

Quite calmly she tilted her head and
looked -ideways up at him, and quite
calmly she replied

:

"I'd send you down there."
Hubbel gulped and glared, then

reached one of his swift decisions.

"Well, seeing I'm still running this

rag," ho retorted, "I'm sending you
down ! " •

"Me!" she exclaimed in dismay.
" Yes, you ! And you can take Dent

with you."
Willie Dent sprang up, with a half-

consumed orange in his hand and a
horrified expression on his face.

"But there's no athletic sports down
there," he objected.
Hubbel paid no attention whatever to

him.
"Oh. but I'm on tho Patterson trial,"

said Ann.
"That, case goes to the jury to-

morrow," rapped the managing editor.
" They'll bring in a verdict in two
hours. You can leave the next day."

He re-entered his room and slammed
the door.
"Oh, you're going to love it do\»n

there," gurgled Peter Davis.
"It's only a hundred and twenty in

the shade," said Eddie Clark.

"What shade?" Peter Davis grinned
most irritatingly at Ann. "Now, you'll

have to get yourself a nice, cool dis-

guise ! Why don't you go as a fan
dancer?"
"How about a long beard?" sug-

gested Eddie Clark. "You could be
one of those wandering desert charac-
ters, and look for gold in them thar
hills!"

"Oh, you're going to like tunnel

work," mocked Peter Davis. "Happy
diggings!" ,'"".
Ann screwed up a sheet of paper and

flung it at him as he went off with Eddio
Clark. Willie Dent buried his mouth in

his orange, then wiped his funny little

moustache with the back of his hand.
"What an assignment!" he groaned.

" I wouldn't take it, if I were you!"

"What would you do?" inquired Ann.
"Quit?"
"No. I'd resign."
" And then What?"
"Oh. Mi?- Ann," was tho fervent

reply, "I'd make a down payment on an
orange ranch in Pomona." He spread

out his arms. "Tie.- and fresh oranges,

gardens with fresh vegetables, chickens

with fresh eggs. What a life I Oh,
you'd love it !

"Before you go into tho chorus,

piped a boy behind him. "they're look-

ing for you down in the dark-room."
Ann. left all bv herself in that par-

ticular corner of the reporters' room,

picked up a copy of tho "Chronicle"
-till damp from the press. Headlines on
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the front page informed her that, Joint

O'Hara had taken over the post of chief

engineer at the Whitney Tunnel, fill-

ing I tie vacancy caused by the accidental
death of Robert Bolton, his predecessor.

.She studied a picture of O'Hara.
printed with the Story, and mado a
grimace at it.

"I'll be seeing you," she said

flippantly.

O'Hara Takes Charge

THE Whitney Construction Com-
pany's camp in the mountains
tfss situated two hundred and

fifty null's away from Los Angeles,
beyond the Mohave desert. It occupied
:i rocky hollow, and the only road that.

led to it had been made by Whitney's
men ail the way from the little town of

Indio.
This road curved ami twisted like a

snake between high banks, and crossed a

tributary of the Colorado River on a
trestle bridge, and the camp was not
*"cry far east of the bridge. It con-
sisted of rows and rows of corrugated
iron sheds, between which stretched
narrow gauge railway lines that con-
verged near the mouth of the tunnel in

course of construction and disappeared
into il> depths. A power-house pro-
vided current with which the tunnel was
lighted.
John O'Hara arrived in the camp un-

announced, conversed lor a while with a

• Ink in a shed fitted up as a two roomed
office, hung his hat upon a peg—and
suddenly ran out to climb on fo a

"muck-car," because he had seen through
the window of the office that a little

motor truck to which several of such
<ar-- wen- attached was moving towards
I lie- tunnel.
A number of miners were on the. open

trucks, most of them stripped to the
waist because of the heat, and they were
wearing steel hats and iron-toed boots to

protect their heads and feet from falls

of rock. They stared at the bare-headed
young man in a lounge suit who
scrambled in amongst them, but O'Hara
explained that he was the new engineer
in charge, and concentrated his atten-
tion upon the tunnel as the trucks
dattei cd into it.
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For some considerable distance the
walls and roof were one complete semi-
circle of reinforced concrete, then came
a bare network of steel rods not vet

covered with concrete, and after that the
I rucks ran under rough rock past a
junction, and so to the end of the work-
ings, where the din of pneumatic drills

was almost deafening.
Perspiration was streaming down the

chests and backs of the men who were
working the drills, or " jackhammers."
but they were about io be relieved In

the men on the approaching trucks.

A swarthy little Italian was in charge
of the main valve of the compressed
air line, and beside liim towered an
enormous fellow. black-haired and
hea vv -browed, who was foreman of the
shift, ami therefore known as a

"shifter." Dave Shane, to give him his

name, v. a- proud of his weight, which
exceeded eighteen stone, and was a bully.

From tin- motor truck, as it came to

a standstill, a member of the clerical

start' dropped to the ground and rah for-

ward to Shane. He shouted something
at the trip of his voice, but the words
were lost in the noise of the drills.

Shane swung round on the little Italian.
'• Hi. shut off that valve !" he

bellowed, and. because the Italian did
nut hear, and did not immediately
understand, gave him a push that sent

him staggering against the wall of rock.

The compressed air was cut off by the
shifter himself, the drills reused to func-
tion, and m the almost uncannj silence
thai followed he turned to the messen-
ger.

"Now what s eating you'." lie

demanded.
"Anderson wants to see von right

away," was the reply. "It'- verj impoi
taut. He's waiting for you down at the
conduit."

"All right." said Shane, but Tony
.Moreno stood indignant]} before the
giant.
"Say. what's a happen'" he asked.

" Why you push '.'"

"When I give an order," snarled
Shane, "you pay attention."
"But t cannot hear you when the

drill- she's ago." the Italian protested.

"Well, the nexl time you keep
eyes on me 1"

"Well," said Tony, "the next time
no push."
Shane gripped the little man fiercely

by the collar of his shirt and smashed
a massive fist into his face, knocking
him down.
"Nobody gives me any of their lip

around here, d'.vou understand?" roared
the bully, holding on to the shirt-collar
of his victim as though about In jerk
him to his feet and strike again. "Next
time you keep your eves open and on
me !"

Men on the muck-cars ami men who
had swarmed down from them looked
on without any attempt to interfere, bin
John O'Hara had seen and heard and
disapproved. He strode over to the
giant and in vice-like grip he held the
list tha; was raised to deliver another
blow .

"Why don't you just kick hint and
save your hands'.-

"
in- asked scathingly.

Shane let go of Tony, wrenched him-
self free, and turned on O'Hara like an
infuriated bull.

" Visitors ain't allowed in here !" he
roared.

" Ma v be if I «a- liis size,
"

rel tin •

( I I hua. "
J
ou'd |nil me out '.'

"

" Ma v be 1 can put yon oul anvwav '."

"Maybe."
Shane hit out. but the blow was ienl

sidestepped, and a straight left caughl
him between the eves, causing him to

realise, as he recovered his balance,
thai his black-haired opponent was hot

one to be despised, despite his own
st rength.

lie advanced more warily, but caught
a clip on the side- of the jaw thai rocked
linn en hi- feet, and made him throw
caution io the winds. The men ovet
whom he played the tyrant wen' look-
ing on. and he knew that they would
BTIJoy his downfall, but he did not

believe for a moment thai the sii.ii

COUld bring thai about.

The Stranger, however, proved to be
a born lighter, and the battle thai

followed tilled the onlookers with joy.

O'Hara went down whh a smack in

" Why don't you just kick him and save your hands ? " asked O'Hara scathingly.
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(he mouth (hat Jarred his toclh. but
lie was up in an instant—and Shane
paid for that blow.
Five times tho shifter was sent reel-

ing back against, (he rock, and his face
became bruised and battered and his
':o-e bled profusely. The thud of fists

against, flesh echoed and re-echoed
along the tunnel, mingling with the
murmurs of the men who had suffered
from Shane's tyranny; but only Tony
ever had any doubt as to the issue.

Finally, with a swift upper-cut to the
<hin that would have lifted the bully
off his feet had he weighed a couple
of stone less, O'llara sent, him flat on
his back and unconscious.
A cheer rewarded him and, smoothing

his tumbled hair with his hand, he
addressed t lie men collectively.

"My name's O'llara." he said. "I'm
the new boss around here. When this
shifter conies to, you can tell him I

said he's through, and he's to get his
pay anil clear out of camp."
Tony Moreno ran up to him, beam-

ing all over his face.

"Grazie, signor!" he cried ecstatically.

"Grazie !"

"You run the air'.'" asked O'Hara.
"Oh, sure!'' replied the Italian.
" Well, run il !"

"Oh, sure, I run it '." Tony almost
danced over to the wheel-valve. "You
bet your life I run it!"
O'llara walked slowly back through

the tunnel 10 the ofiice, and in the inner
room, which now was his, proceeded to
go through a number of files. Shane, a
very crestfallen giant, joined Bill
Anderson outside the equipment ware-
house some little time later, and gave
him a more or less accurate account of
what hail happened.
"Huh!" snorted the assistant en-

gineer. "Ten minutes after OTIara
comes on (he job you get yourself fired !

A lot. of good you're gonna be to nic
now !"

"Maybe you can do something about
it," suggested Shane.
"Maybe 1 can," said Anderson curtly.
"Listen," blustered Shane, "you've

got to gei O'Hara out of the way the
same as the others, haven't yon? Well,
I'll take care of that guy—and like it."

"All you can do now," Anderson
retorted; "is to hang around town till

I need you. Go, on, now. Get your
dough and beat il. out of camp."

Another Dismissal

HAVING allowed a sufficient in-
terval for the shifter to collect
his pay and set off across the

trestle bridge in the direction of Indio,
Bill Anderson sauntered along the rail-

way track in the direction of the office,

and lie met O'Hara at the door.
"O'Hara?" he inquired pleasantly'.

" My name's Anderson. Sorry to have
missed you when you arrived. Didn't
expect you till to-morrow."
"That's all ifight," said O'Hara, view-

ing his assistant with appraising eyes^
"I heard about that Shane episode,"

venture,! Anderson, stroking his little

clipped moustache. " D'you mind my
saving something?"

" Go ahead I'
1

"Well, from what I heard ho had it

coming to him all right; but he's a
\aluahle tunnel man. and they're scarce
around here.''

"I'm afraid he wouldn't be much
good to mi', Anderson," returned
O'Hara grimly. _ "I'd probably have
him in the hospital most of tho time."
The assistant engineer realised (hat it

would not be profitable to pursue the
subject of Shane's dismissal.

"('are (o have a look round (he
office '.' " he asked.
May 16th, 1936.
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"I don t work in an ofiice," said
O'Hara, who had changed into working
clothes. "Let's see how the wheels go
round—or why they don't!"
"Sure." Anderson fell into step with

him and they went from one corru-
gated iron building to another. In tho
grindery the machines were idle, and
thero was not a man to be seen.

Why isn't this place running?" de-
manded O'Hara sharply.

" Not enough work to keep a crew
on," Anderson replied. >.

"Sounds impossible." O'Ha
proached a bench on which a heap of
drill-steels were lying. "Are these
what they're using?"
"Yes."
Several of the steels were picked up,

one after another, only to be tossed
back again.
"This steel is full of flaws," said

O'llara disgustedly. "They're seconds!
Doesn't this stuff crack under the heat?"
"That's another reason why this place

isn't working," stated his companion.
"No use sharpening them."
"No wonder each crew's only driving

two feet instead of eight ! Have you
reported this?"
"They won't listen to me. Maybe you

can do something about, it."

"Yeah, maybe I can."
They visited tho power-house and the

stores, and then, on a motortruck
driven by a mechanic, they travelled
into the tunnel. Some way beyond the
junction O'Hara pointed downwards at
a patch where the rails ran over metal
plates instead of earth or rock.
"What's that?" he asked.
"That's where we had the bad cave-

in last March," Anderson explained.
"Ground gave way without warning,
but, those new sfeel liner plates seem to
be holding all right."
Beyond the metal covering of the floor

of the tunnel O'Hara saw something
that made him ask abruptly:

Who's the inspector here?"
"Suede Mulhousen," replied Ander-

son, with a frown. "Goodman. Why?"
"Better get a new inspector. The

ground along here looks as if it had
been swelling for about a month. If
he hasn't seen it by this time he'll never
see it until there's another cave in !"

The bad patch was passed, the noise
of drilling grew louder, and the truck
came to a standstill near the spot where
Shane had met more than his match.
Anderson motioned to Tony Moreno to
(urn off the compressed air, then
addressed the men who turned to see
why their work had been stopped.
"This is Mr. O'Hara, our new en-

gineer," he announced. "I believe he's
got a few words to say."
O'Hara stood up in the truck."

"Well, boys," he said, "making
speeches isn't my business, and I don't
intend to go through this routine with
tin- other two shifts, so all I have to
say you can pas< on to the others. Now,
to begin with, there's a lot of bunk
being spread around about this being a

jinx damp—a hoodoo section. Well, I

don't believe in jinxes or hoodoos ]

know that when accidents happen
there's only one reason for them

—

negligence !"

Some of llie men looked rather
pointedly at Anderson, who was stand-
ing beside O'Hara, but he appeared to
be unaware of the fact.

"It means," continued the new en-
gineer, "(hat somebody's laying down
on the job. Well, from now on (hat's

all over. boys. Either you work and
you work hard, or you got out 1 This
section is months behind schedule, and
we're going to make up that time. But
that 'doesn't mean I, expect tho impos-

|
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sible. I won't ask any pf you to do any
thing that I won't do myself. But be-
tween us we're going to Hck this job >*'

"Like you did Dave Shane?" one
of the men inquired with a grin.
"Well, something like that," said

O'Hara, and turned to Anderson.
"Where's that inspector?"
"Swede!" Anderson shouted. "Swede

Mulhousen 1"

A big, thick-lipped fellow hurried
alop.g the track to the truck from tho
direction of the junction.
"You Mulhousen?" asked O'Hara.'
"Yeah,'' replied the man, with a note'

of defiance in his voice.

"There's a limber segment down the
:

line a quarter of a mile that's ready Eo
crack—looks as if it's been that way
for about a month. Now if I sec any-
thing like that again, you're through.
Get it fixed !"

"All right."
"Start the hammers, Tony," directed

O'Hara, and the tunnel became filled
with the noise of the drills once more.
That day O'Hara wrote to the head

ofiice of tho Whitney Construction Com-
pany ordering all sorts of equipment,
which he deemed necessary, and it was'
not till late" at night that he sought his
own quarters—a two-roomed structure
near the camp gates—and went to bed.
In company with Bill Anderson, two

days later, ho stopped short beside a
machine for mixing concrete which had
broken down. The man in charge of
it was lounging against its platform,
smoking a cigarette, which he threw
away as O'Hara strode towards him.
"How long have you been running

the mixer?" O'Hara inquired.
"Ever since this job started," was the

reply. "Why?"
"Did it ever occur to you tq use a

little oil?" An accusing finger pointed.
"Those cables are rusted through!"
"I'm doing the best I can," grumbled

the man.
"That isn't good enough!" snapped

O'Hara. "Two days are going to be
wasted getting that thing fixed!"

"Say what you like," Anderson inter-

posed, "there it some sort of jinx on
this section."
"Well, I'm going to run 'em out of

camp one after .another," retorted
O'Hara. "Get your time, you, and
clear out !"

"Huh?" Tin- man in charge of (he
mixer gaped at him as though he could
not believe his ears.

" You heard me !"

The fellow went off, scowling.
"Machines jamming." growled

O'Hara, "drill-steel snapping, cave-ins I

What a construction camp !"

"llow're you gonna beat il. chief."
purred Anderson.

"I'll get, new equipment down here if

I have to build it myself !"

A clerk from the ofiice came up to

them.
"Mr. O'llara," he said, "Mr.

Billings, the company engineer,
waiting for you in your office."

"Thanks!" O'Hara made a grimace
at Anderson

1

. "Now comes the squawk
about the new equipment I ordered.
said.

Ann Meets Her Match

ALONG the winding road from
Indio a grey louring-car travelled
swiftly between the high banks

of rock, and Ann Miller was at (he
wheel and Willie Dent was sitti

beside her.

"According to the signs," said Ann,
" we ought (o be (here any minute."
"Thai means it's just as hot there."

lamented Willie Dent, "Aw, gee. Ann,
1 wish we'd stopped at Pomona 1"
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The road presently narrowed and a

board beside it informed those who
approached that there was danger of

falling rocks. Ann did not notice the

board, but she stopped the oar beside
two men. bare to the waist, who were
clearing away an overnight downfall of

rock.

"Can we get through here?" she

asked.
"Can't you read, lady?"
A grimy thumb was jerked in the

direction of the board, and Willie read
aloud :

•• ' Dangerous but passable. Slide
area. Beware of falling rocks.'" He
looked at the man who had spoken.
"What makes them fall, mister?"

"Someone's up there pushing them
down on passing motorist?, just for

fun." said Ann with sarcasm, but the
labourer took her seriously.

i

"No, lady, that ain't what happens at

all," he corrected.
"No?'"' Ann raised her brows as

though surprised.
"No; it's the blasting in the tunnel

that keeps on shaking the hills, and the
rocks that ain't solid, they slide."
A sudden noise as of subterranean

thunder seemed to make even the road-
way quiver.
"What was that?" asked Ann.
'Blasting," replied the man.
"Oh, let's get out of here!' cried

Willie, but Ann, completely reassured,
drove on.
Another bend was rounded, the trestle

bridge was crossed, and the car sped
in at the open gateway of the camp
and pulled up outside the building
labelled "Office."
With Willie close behind her. Ann

entered the clerks' room and addressed
the man who had informed O'Hara of
the arrival of the company engineer.

"Like to see Mr. O'Hara. please,"
she said.

"He's busy," said the clerk, who was
neither young nor impressionable.

"Sure he's busy," drawled Ann. "So
am I ! But for how long?"
"That's hard to say. I don't dare

disturb him."
"Oh, is he asleep, or just resting?"
The clerk did not appreciate such

levity.

"I'm afraid you'll just have to watt,"
he snapped.
"Okay!" Ann consulted her wrist-

watch. "I'll wait fifteen minutes. If

he's not out by then. I'll fire him I"

She dumped herself on a wooden seat
against the wail, and Willie Dent sat

down beside her. It was thirty-two
minutes past twelve.

In the inner room O'Hara was seated
it his desk and Steven Billings, the
white-haired company engineer, was
leaning forward* in a chair with several
sheets of paper in one hand and a half-
smoked cigar in the other.

"But this requisition of yours," Bill-
ings complained, "calls for the outlay
of thousands. O'Hara I"

"I'm sorry." O'Hara returned, "but
I can't see anj other way of driving the
tunnel. I've made my figures as low
as possible."

" Probably you don't understand our
position. Now "

"Wait a minute!" O'Hara raised a
hand. " You talk about speed, and you
don't know how to get it. Three men
before me drove their crews almost
beyond endurance, but that didn't
remove hard rock—it only removed
men! It's impossible to go on without
that equipment '"

Billings flicked some ash from his
cigar and pursed his lips.

"Well," he said slowly, "let's go over
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these figures of yours again and see if

we can't cut them down a little."

Item by item O'Hara fought for the
things he had ordered, and time passed.
At. twenty-five minutes past three
Billings turned over the sheets of paper
upon which the requisition had been
made out. A few items had been struck
through, a few quantities had been re-

duced, but, from his point of view, little

had been gained by nearly three hours
of argument.
"Well." he said ruefully, "that

doesn't cut it down much."
"It's a> far as I can go," declared

O'Hara stubbornly.
"All right." 'Billings folded the

sheets and pocketed them, then picked
up his hat. "I'll get that new equip-
ment down to you just as quick as I

possibly can, O'Hara." he said, offer-

ing his hand.
In the outer office Willie Dent was

nearly asleep, but Ana had become
furiously.
"I tell you I'm not going to wait any

longer}" site cried, bouncing over to the
clerk. "Three hours! What does he
think he is? A visiting celebrity, or
something?"
"You heard me tell Mr. O'Hara you

were here more than two hours ago,"
said the clerk.

"No wonder the tunnel isn't being
built!" she stormed. "I thought they
were dug under mountains, not over
desks!"

Billings had opened the door to which
O'Hara had accompanied him, and both
of them heard that outburst.
"Friend of yours?" laughed the

company engineer with an appreciative
eye for indignant beauty. ''Good-bye,
Mr. O'Hara. and good luck. If anyone
can put this through, you can!"

"If I don't," O'Hara assured him, "it
won't be because I didn't try."

Billings went out to his car. and
O'Hara walked over to Ann. who stood
no higher than his shoulder.

" Your opinions on tunnel construc-

tion," he said with a wry little smile,'

"ait very interesting, Miss
"

|

"Miller," she completed for him with
an ingratiating, upward glance. "Aim
Miller. Sorry for that outburst just

now, Mr. O'Hara, but I've come such a
long way through the hot sun to see you,
and it looked for a while as if I wasn't
going to get the chance after all."

O'Hara was not by any means blind to

her beauty, and she gave him the im-
pression of possessing brains; but he
was not to be beguiled.
"What can I do for you?" he asked

rather stiffly.
"' You know you're a pretty famous

man. don't you ?"

"No. Mis'- Miller. T don't."
"But you are. Everyone's read of

your exploits on the Gautemala bridge
job and the Ecuador tunnel." She
smiled seductively, but decided not to

(ell him she was from a newspaper.
"I'm from the woman'- magazine.
' Lovely Homes,' and I think in this

magnificent task you're attempting there
is a wonderful story that will appeal to
every woman. The romance and the
drama of the terrific battle you wage
against the elements so that my lady may
have her bath. Won't you take me in

and show me around?"
It was excellently done, but it didn't

appeal to O'Hara in the least degree.

"I can give it to you right now. Miss
Miller," he said brusquely. "There
isn't any romance in digging a tunnel.

Just sweat, dirt, and hard work. The
men are not blasting rocks so my lady

can have a bath. They don't care when
she bathed last, or when she'll bath
again. They're working underground
eight hours a day. under the most diffi-

cult conditions, ju-t to support rhein-

selves and their families. That's the
whole story."
"That's your story," said Ann. "but

I'm not sticking to it. if you don't mind.
Surely, if you're too busy, you can
arrange for someone else to -how me
around ?"

Willie wriggled his way to the camera-case and, in spite of bound
wrists, tried to get hold of the flash-lamp which was lying on the floor.
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"That's impossible!" barked O'Hara
in a voice that caused Willie Dent to
sit up with a jerk.

"Why?" she challenged.
"For one thing, these hard-rock men

are very superstitious. They like a

woman anywhere but in a tunnel."
He took a steel hat from a peg. "If
you'll excuse me."
"Oh, no, I won't excuse you at all!"

she cried, standing between him and the
open outer door. "I came a long way
to get something, Mr. O'Hara, and I'm
not going home without it!"

Her dark blue eyes were no longer
languishing; they were full of spirit and
determination. She was actually daring
to match her will against his!
"Now, Miss Miller," he said, much as

though he were addressing a rebellious

child, " why don't you be a good girl

and go on back instead of bothering
people ?."

"It doesn't look as though I'm get-
ting very far by bothering some people!"
she foamed.

" I'm sorry."
"Let me tell you something, Mr.

Arrogant Bull O'Hara! When I go
alter a thing, I get it!" She tilted her
head at him. "I'm not from any
woman's magazine ! Just pick up to-

morrow's ' Los Angeles Chronicle,' and
you'll see a little yarn about the slovenly
inefficiency of the engineer in charge of
this job that'll make your hair stand up
curlier than it is now!"
"Miss Miller," said O'Hara curtly,

"you can write anything you like, but
do it in your own office."

He put the steel hat on his head, then
lifted her up by the arms, set her down
near the wall, and went out over the
doorstep.
Ann, boiling with rage, yet, somehow,

amused, roused Willie Dent from re-
newed slumbers.

" Wh-where are we?" he stammered,
blinking at her like an owl.
"On our way back to Los Angeles,"

she replied, and tugged him to his feet.

The Landslide

OUTSIDE the door of a shed near
the mouth of the tunnel, a power-
fully built young man with no

claim to good looks, yet with some re-
deeming quality about his ugly, clean-
shaven face, was talking excitedly to
Anderson as Ann and her companion
climbed into the grey touring car.
"I tell you there's some dynamite

missing!" he insisted. "You'd better
'phone into the tunnel and tell 'em to
hold that blast!"
Anderson scowled at him.
"Don't try to teach me my business,

Danny," he said angrily. "We're
driving tunnel here. That shot's going
oil' on time!"

"Better wait until we check with Mr.
O'Hara," expostulated Danny Morgan.
"You're responsible for the dyna-

mite," retorted Anderson. "Yon know
how many boxes you gave them."
"I gave them the right amount. But

I can't, figure out where the rest of the
stud' has disappeared to."
Danny Morgan's voice carried a con-

siderable distance, and John O'Hara
beard that last statement on his way to
I he workings, and hurried forward.
"What stuff's disappeared?" he

demanded.
"Dynamite," Danny replied. "Some-

body's broken into the magazine, and

"Well, stop (he blast until we find
out what happened to the rest of it!"
"Too late!" growled Danny and at

thai moment there was a deafening
explosion in the tunnel, clouds of smoke
belched out from it, and away beyond
the nates of (he camp one of the banks
overhanging the road gave way.
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O'Hara, alarmed for the safety of the
girl he had told to go back to Los
Angeles, raced to the scene of the land-
slide, shouting to some of the men as he
went. The roadway between the gates
and the bridge had become buried
beneath a mass of broken rock and rub-
bish, and part of the bridge itself had
been wrecked ; but Ann had stopped the
car in the nick of time within a few
inches of a great, boulder that had
crashed down even as she braked.

. She was drooping over the wl.«.el. her
face as white as chalk when O'Hara
reached her. Willie Dent had pitched
forward from his seat beside her and
was doubled up on the floor.

"Are you all right?" asked O'Hara
anxiously.
"I—I think so," stammered Ann, "but

you might take care of my friend down
there."
O'Hara turned to the men who had

followed him.
" Danny and Swede," he directed,

" get this chap out!"
Willie was lifted out from the car and

carried off towards the camp. There
were no lumps of rock in the car, and
O'Hara was puzzled.
"What struck him?" he inquired.

"Nothing," Ann replied. "He
fainted. He does that!"
She smoothed her hair with her hands

and readjusted her hat.
" Your timing was very poor, Mr.

O'Hara," she said impishly.
"What do you mean?" he exclaimed.
" I suppose you're going to deny that

you planned that landslide to happen
when 1 was under it?"
He liked her for that. Willie Dent had

fainted, but she was no longer even
shaken.
"Well," he said, suppressing a grin,

"this load's the only way out, so it

looks as if I'll have to put up with you
for a while."
She thanked him mockingly, and the

car was backed into the camp, and he
escorted her to the office, where he gave
instructions for a cabin near his own
quarters to be prepared for her use.

Danny Morgan and Swede Mulhousen
had not conveyed Willie to hospital,
though the camp possessed one. They
decided that he was quite uninjured,
and at Danny's suggestion they deposited
him on the ground beside a tool-shed,
where Danny proceeded to slap his
cheeks and to empty a pail of water over
his face.

The treatment was rough, but effec-

tive. "Willie presently sat up and stared
about him. He remembered that he had
been nursing a camera-case.
"Where's my camera?" he asked.
" Swede put it in the tool-shed foi

you," replied Danny with a flip of his

hand ; and Willie scrambled to his feet

and tottered into the shed just in time
to see a workman heaving the camera-
case on to a high shelf.

" Say, that's my camera, yon big "

"What?" roared the workman,
swinging round.
"N-nothing," stammered Willie.

Danny's grinning face vanished from
ihc doorway because O'Hara had called
to him. The chief engineer was with
Anderson outside the shed in which
explosives were stored.

"Who was the shifter in charge of
that blast?"' he demanded.
"Nick Pollack," replied Danny, and

pointed to a motor-truck which was
approaching from the tunnel. "Here he
comes now."
The truck stopped, and a thin-faced

man with a very long nose jumped down
from it epiite close to the group of three.
"Get your pay and get out of camp!"

said O'Hara sternly.
"What for?" asked Pollack, with a

\
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| side glance at Anderson. " What's the
matter?"
"You know what's the matter! It's

a lucky thing for you someone wasn't
injured in that blast!"
"I don't know what you're talkin'

about, chief."
"I've got a way of making myself

clear," O'Hara rapped at him. "Get
out of camp!"
Nick Pollack walked reluctantly off,

and O'Hara turned to Danny and
Anderson.

" Who holds the keys to the powder
magazine ?"

"Why," said Anderson, "1 have one
and Danny lias the other."

"I'll take those keys!" O'Hara held
out his hand, and the two keys weie
surrendered. "From now on I'll issue
every stick of dynamite that goes into
that tunnel !"

"All right," said Anderson sourly.
That evening Ann and Willie found

their own way to the big mess-room on
the eastern side of the camp. They were
very hungry, and pleasant odours from
the kitchen helped to guide them.
Forty or fifty men were seated on

forms at long tables and were already
eating. The clatter of knives and forks
mingled with a buzz of conversation.
Three negro waiters were moving about
the room, collecting empty plates.

" Wouldn't you think they'd have
been polite enough to wait for us?"
said Willie, as he and Ann surveyed the
scene from just inside the main doorway.

'"S-s-h!" warned Ann. "Be quiet!''
Anderson, who had entered the room

only a few moments before, jumped up
from his seat at the top table and sped
over to them.
"I don't think we've met before, Miss

Miller," he said with a little bow, "but
my name is Anderson. We have a place
for you at our table. Will you join us?"
Ann thanked him, and they went to

the table. A chair at the top of it was
vacant, and Willie promptly appro-
priated it; but that chair was O'Hara's,
and he was beckoned out of it by
Anderson, who provided room on a form
for Ann on his right and for Willie on
his left. Four men in the immediate
vicinity were introduced by name as

members of the clerical staff.

"Shall I make a speech?" asked
Willie.

"No," said Ann. "Just sit down."
They were served with food that was

plain but good, and quite well cooked.
Anderson cultivated Ann's acquaintance.

" Although this landslide means a lot

of extra work," he said in a voice in-

tended to be heard all over the room,
" I'll bet there isn't a man here who's
complaining."
"What's your position here, Mr.

Anderson?" inquired Ann.
"Well, assistant to Mr. O'Hara, I

guess," was the reply; and just then
John O'Hara himself walked into the
room, nodded distantly to the girl, and
seated himself in the empty chair with-
out a word.
Anderson held out a plate of bread to

him and a waiter provided him with
soup. Ann gave him her shoulder.
"Then you really work inside the

tunnel, don't you?" she said to
Anderson.
"Been at it for fifteen years all over

the world."
"Must bo thrilling, romantic,''

breathed Ann.
"Well, sometimes it's exciting. Sorry

about the food—I guess it isn't exactly
what you're accustomed to."

"The food," said Ann, whose soup-
plate had been whisked away to make
room for a plate of meat and vegetables,

"is a little more interesting than some
of the people."
O'Hara heard and was annoyed.
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"Now, Where's that plunger ? " rasped Danny. " Look for it, Willie, and when you find it disconnect the wires."

'Perhaps you'd like the ehef to bring
in some caviar," he said rather spite-

fully. "Or mavbe vou'd prefer quail on
toast?"

"•Personally," retorted Ann, "I prefer
good manners."
"On toast?"
Several of the men had looked round,

but the advantage was not to be left

with Ann. O'Hara raised his voice.

"Boys." he said. "I want to change
the routine a little, and now seems as

good a time as any to tell you about
it. I want that road cleared as soon as

possible to receive a shipment of supplies
and equipment. Gangs working on both
sides to the middle, and all hands out
of the tunnel to rebuild the broken
trestle and clean the place."
The workmen nodded and went on

eating. Ann ate in silence for a while,
then gave O'Hara a bewitching smile.

"You wouldn't be hurrying up the
work just for my benefit, would you?"
she inquired sweetly.

'That's not the only reason," O'Hara
returned quite coldly, "but it helps."
"The Whitney tunnel seems to make

men serious, doesn't it?" she said to
Anderson; and O'Hara rose abruptly
and went out.

Anderson, secretly amused, informed
her that the Whitney tunnel was the
toughest section of the whole aqueduct.

" What makes it so tough, as you put
it '!" she asked.
"Many thing-." he replied. "More

than one can tell over a cup of coffee."
"Mr. Anderson," said she, "I'm

terribly interested. Won't you show
me around the camp after dinner?"
"Why, of course, if you like."
"Mi. Anderson," piped Willie, "has

your chef any of those marvellous sun-
kissed oranges from Pomona?"

Stopped !

DARKNESS had settled down upon
the camp while the meal was in

progress, but electric lamps
gleamed here and there, and by their

light Ann had no difficulty in finding
her way to her cabin, there to wait till

Anderson should call for her.

Willie fell in with Tons Moreno out-
side the mess-room, and the two became
Friendly. Tony offered to show the
sports photographer of the "Chronicle
round the camp, and during their
wanderings he produced a tlask pf
whisky from which they both drank at

interval-.

• "Pretty good, eh?" said Tony, leaning
against a hank of rock.
"Yeah," agreed Willie, and imbibed

again. "What'.- that?"
Two dogs, chained up near the gates,

were making a dismal row.
"The dogs," explained Tony, "always

howl when the ho»4oo she comes
around."
"Hoodoo?" Willie handed him back

the flask. "What's the hoodoo?"
''Sometimes," Tony informed him.

"it's like-a da wolf—sometime- like-a da
big-a bear." His voice sank to

sepulchral depths. "Sometimes just big

black shape."
"I—I'll meet you down in the tool-

shed," stuttered Willie. "I—I got to

go to see somebody."
He lurched across the camp to Ann's

cabin and banged on the door.

"Come in, Willie." -he said, ;i- /:<

raised the latch and put hi- lie id int.) a

plainly furnished room where she was
combing her hair; and then, as Willie
entered: "Why. you've been drinking!"
"Just a nip," lie admitted. "Listen.

wc came down here to get a story and
an angle on the accidents, didn't we?
Well. I got it!"

"Where, out of a bottle?" she
derided, putting down the comb.

"No, not out of a bottle! Tony told

me all about it—Tony the Italian. He
said there's a hoodoo——

"

"Oh, you go and chase your
hoodoos. Willie." She pushed him to-

wards the door. "I've got something
else to do."

Willie was bundled forth—and received
in his face a fist in the act of knocking;
Anderson's list.

"What's the idea?" he demanded, but
did not wait for an answer.
Anderson stared after him, and then

Ann emerged from the cabin.

"What's the matter with him?" asked
Anderson.
"Nothing," she replied. "Just i

touch of tin- heal, that's all. I could do
with a (lulling system myself. Is it

always this hot down here?"

"Why. this is some of our cooler
weather," he laughed. "You should be
down here when it's hot."
"No, I shouldn't! Shall we start on

our tour?"
They strolled off together, visited the

power-house and other place- of interest

in the camp, and after a while ap-

proached the tool-shed. Willie was in

there with Tony, trying to get his

camera-case down from the high shelf by
standing on the Italian's bent back. He
managed to remove the heavy case, bill

Tony could not support such a combined
weight, and they both went down on the
floor with a thud.
"No push!" exploded Tony, sitting up.

"I told you no push. Hi, what you
call-a dis?"
The camera-case had burst open, and

In hid picked up Willie's flashlamp.

"That's a flashlight, that is." .-aid

Willi.', taking it from him. "I'll show
you how it works."
The sudden blaze of light that shone

through the windows of the shed—and
almost instantly was gone again—
startled Anderson. He dived in at the

open doorway, switched on the ordinary
huhls, and glared at the two on the Moor.

"What's that? What's going on?"
he rasped.
"I was just showing Tony how my

Bash-bulb works," explained Willie; and
Ann laughed.
"Maybe we'd better take him with us

just to keep him out of trouble." she
May 16th, 1936.
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suggested. "Como on, Willie—and
bring your camera."
She had coaxed Anderson to show her

the inside of the tunnel, and Willie went
with them to the entrance, carrying his

camera and his flashlamp. But at the

entrance Danny was on duty, and ho
stopped them.
"Sorry, Mr. Anderson," he said,

stretching out his arms, "but I can't let

you take them in the tunnel."

"Why not?" snapped the assistant

engini
"Mr. O'Hara's orders."
Anderson told him curtly to get out

of the way, but O'Hara himself strode

out from the equipment warehouse.

"Wait a minute, Mr. Anderson!" he
commanded. " You're not allowed to

take visitors in the tunnel. You know
that!"
"But " Anderson began.
"I need you and Danny down at the

road. Go on. I'll meet you there

later."
Danny went off blithely enough;

Anderson with a very ill grace. Willie

disappeared in search of Tony, and Ann
made a defiant little gesture at the man
who had spoiled her plans.

"I thought I told you to stay in your
cabin," he said.

"I couldn't," she pouted.
"Why not? Has someone been

bothering you ?"

"Oh, no, nothing like that! It's just

that everyone has some sort of a kink,

like watching ships go in and out of

harbour, or chasing fire-engines. I'm an

excavation watcher."
"Miss Miller," said O'Hara grimly,

"I don't want to be any more disagree-

able than I
"

. "I'm sure you don't," she interrupted.

"D'you know I've been fired from three

jobs because I simply couldn't tear

myself away from excavations. They
fascinate me !"

"But you must go back to your
cabin," he insisted. "You can't go gun-
ning around the camp like this at night.

It— it isn't safe."

"Oh!" She looked meekly up into his

set face. "Then if it isn't safe, don't

you think vou should take mc home?"
"No, I don't!"
"Ah, but you will, won't you?" She.

turned in the direction of her cabin, and
in spite of himself ho fell into step with

her. He had never met a girl like her
before, so fearless, 'so self-possessed,' so.

determined to have her own way.
"Did that landslide set you back

aiiy?" she asked.
"About thirty six hours."
" Don't you ever get discouraged?"
"

1 haven't time."
"Did it ever strike you that those

delays might not be accidental?"
" t know they're not."
"Then why not, report it lo the com-

pany?"
"I have,

couple of

appear,"
"By that time." s.iid she, looking up

at him, "jou could pretty well take care
of it yourself."
"Von can't play detective, and drive a

tunnel at the tame time," he growled.

"But you can't drive a tunnel unless
someone else plays detective! You know
some people—well, just take my business,

lor instance- if (hey don't like their jobs

they quit."
O'Hara remarked that whether one

quitted or not depended on the person
and not on the business.

"That's the way. I feel about it," said
she. "So now you can understand why
I must get some angles on what's causing
these accidents and some pictures of that

hole in the mountain."
May 16tli, 1936.
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It was artfully contrived, but he was
adamant.
"That's out!" ho said crisply. "You

can't go in that tunnel!"
"Then I'll either quit, or Hubbel will

fire me."
"Who's Hubbel?"
"My boss."
"Well, if he thinks he can do any

better, tell him to come down here and
try it himself!"
"Don't you understand a woman's de-

termination?" She tilted her hfmi at
him as they were passing a lighted win-
dow. "I'm going to get in that tunnel
in spire of you !"

"If you do," he retorted quietly, "I'll

have you thrown out.''

The cabin was reached, and he opened
the door for her and took off his steel

hat.

"I'm beginning to think," said she,

"that you're a pretty determined
person."
"That makes tts even," said he. hold-

ing out his hand with a grin. "I like

you, too!"

The Cave-in

THE men of the night shift were still

in the tunnel next morning when
most of the others were at break-

fast in the mess room. Ann, at the top
table with a cup of coffee in her hand,
was talking to Anderson when a siren

shrieked twice.
"It's an accident!" somebody cried,

and the men sprang up from their seats

and made for the doors.
O'Hara was one of the first to rush out

into the sunlight, and he shouted orders.

Mucking-cars were attached to a motor-
truck, stretchers were whisked out from
a shed besido the hospital and piled on
one of the cars, men climbed on to the
others, and O'Hara started the engine
oi the motor-truck.
The string of cars moved off along the

track into the tunnel as Ann reached
the tool-shed. She asked eagerly of a
man at the door what, had happened.

"Cave-in, miss," was the reply.
" Anybody hurt?"
"Can't say yet."
Another man came running over from

a. telephone to a group of miners who
had been too late to travel on the train

of trucks.

"Report just received." he announced,
"is (wo dead and three, injured."
"What caused it?" asked Ann.

"How do I know?" growled the
follow. "1 wasn't there!"
Ann caught sight of Willie and dashed

over to him.
"Where have you been?" she cried.

"Listen, Willie; we've got to get. in that
tunnel. It's just what we came after

—

couldn't have been better if it had been
staged for us!"

Willie got his camera and his flash-

lamp from the tool-shed, and he and Aim
squeezed through the crowd that had
gathered round the mouth of the tunnel,

but a very tall man barred their way
"Where d'you think you're going?"

ho challenged.
"Press," said Ann, and produced an

official card issued by the "Chronicle."
"Press." said Willie, and produced a

similar card. "You can't stop the Press,

mister
!''

"No," said the guardian of the tunnel,

"but I can stop you. Beat it, both of

you. Scram!"
Without the slightest ceremony he

thrust them back, and they became en-
gulfed by the crowd o£ none too friendly

miners. Ten long minutes passed, and
then the (rain that had entered the
tunnel came clattering out from it and
was switched on to a siding. Ann
caught sight of several covered forms on
the stretchers, and then there was a rush
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on the part of the miners to help carry
tho wounded across to the hospital.
Danny superintended; O'Hara jumped

down from the motor-truck beside
Anderson and Swede Mulhousen, and he
gripped the inspector by the collar of his

coloured shirt.
" The first day I arrived on this job,"

he thundered, "I noticed that spot when
1 went through the tunnel. Those lag-

gings and timber segments were cracked.
I told you to have them replaced !"

"Say, listen," protested Mulhousen;
"a man can't be in three places at once.
I was working somewhere else."

"That doesn't answer for the death of
two men !"

"I can't help what happened to
them."
"No?" roared O'Hara. "Then maybe

you can help this!"
His left list shot out like a sledge-

hammer, and the thick-lipped Swede
went down on his back and sat up to

nurse an aching jaw.
"Now get out!"
To murmurs of approval on the part

of those who looked on, the ugly in-

spector rose up and shuffled away.
"I'm sorry about that, O'Hara," said

Anderson, with a regretful shake of his

head. "We should liave fired that guy
a long time ago."
Ann had witnessed the downfall of

Swede Mulhousen and then had sped
across the camp to O'Hara's office. She
found it deserted, just as she had ex-

pected, and she put through a long-
distance call on the telephone to the
"Chronicle " office in Los Angeles.
O'Hara. who had seen her run and had

suspected her intention, crossed the
threshold while she was talking over tho
line to Howard Egerton Hubbel.
"Cave-in," he heard her say. "Unsafe

section. Yeah, two men killed and three
injured. Sheer negligence. That's tho
story you'vo been waiting for!"
Like lightning he streaked over (o

her, wrenched the telephone from her
hand and banged it down on its plunger
and held it there. Ann was furious, and
shouted at him.
"Keep your shirt on, you big

bruiser!" she cried. "Before I'm
finished I'll have enough pictures to fill

the rotogravure section!"
"You won't!" gritted O'Hara.
"You can't stop news!" she stormed.

"A story like this is bovind to get out.

There'll be a coroner's inquest. By to-

morrow this place will be over-run with
reporters, and they're going to get in!"
"Not if I can keep them out!"

"But that's just the point—you can't

stop them!" She had cooled down
sufficiently to give him a contemptuous
smile. "What are you going to do?
Stand in front of a tunnel, stretch out
your arms, and hold back fifty men with
police cards?"
"Maybe."
"You know they're going to get in.

Listen, T happened to be here first, so

I'm lucky. Why don't you give me a

break ?"

He looked at her with scornful eyes,

and ho said bitterly:

"Two men have been killed and thrco

injured who may not pull through, ami
all you're worried about is a story! I-i

that what newspapers do to a woman?"
That hurt almost more than anything

rise he could have said. and. ashamed
and repentant, she went straight out from
the office and across to the hospital.

Willie had taken pictures of the wounded
on the stretchers, but that she did not.

know till afterwards. She entered a big

ward in which a spectacled doctor was
bandaging the wrist of a man who had
suffered only minor injuries.

There .were a dozen beds in the ward,

and in throe, of them men lay groaning.
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Aim walked over to the doctor and asked
if she could be of any assistance.

"I don't know," he responded doubt-
fully. "Have you had f;iy experience
in this sort of work?"
She confessed that sli s hadn't, but

seemed so anxious to help that he told

her she could clean a number of instru-

ments which were lying on a glass-topped
table.

"It isn't exactly a nice job," he said.

"Oh, that's all right!" she declared.
"I don't mind."
After she had loft the office, John

O'Hara used the telephone he had taken
fiom her. Ho put through a call to the
head office of the Whitney Construction
Company, and Swede Mulhouscn was
passing by the open window when he
heard something that caused him to

crouch against the wall and strain his

ears.

O'Hara hung up. and Mulhousen
scurried off to find Anderson, who was
down by the tunnel.
"I was just corning from the pay-

master's office," the Swede informed him
excitedly, "when I heard O'Hara talking

to the main office over the telephone.
He asked for a whole new crew, and it

looks like he's gonna get it!"

Anderson made a scornful noise in his

throat.
" A new crew won't do him any good

after to-night," he said.

Five minutes later, O'Hara entered the

hospital and was astonished to see Ann,
with her sleeves pushed up over her
elbows, scrubbing dirty instruments. He
looked round at the occupants of the
three beds.
"How are they, doctor?" he inquired.

"Are they going to pull through all

right?"
"Don't see any reason why they

shouldn't," was the reply; and then
O'Hara crossed over to Ann.
"You don't have to do that." he said

gruffly. "I can get a man in."

"If you don't mind," said she, "I want
to do it."

"Still looking for romance in a

tunnel?"
"It's a tough break for you, isn't it?"
He nodded.
"I've got to lick this job, Ann—that

is, Miss Miller."
"Ann will do," 3he said softly, and

added: "I'd like to help you."
"It's a man's job." he said, but not in

any disparaging way. "Women can't
help very much."
Danny Morgan looked in at the door,

saw him standing very close to Ann. and
walked ovt r.

"Say, boss," he exclaimed, "there's
some trouble down at the tracks! You'd
belter come dowti there!"
Where the rails converged near the

entrance to the tunnel Swede Mulhousen
was standing on a truck and holding
forth to a considerable number of nun
who had gathered round.

"It ain't a question of how much
they're paying, or an extra bonus, or
nothing!" he cried. "They got to

guarantee our safety! What's the good
of an extra ten bucks this week if you
ain't here to enjoy it the next? I say
we oughta walk out—and when this

tunnel is safe for a man to work in we'l!

come back, and not before!"
Several voices shouted approval.

"I was fired for something I couldn't
help," Mulhousen went on. "And why?
Because the blame for the cave-in had
to be put on somebody's shoulders and
I was the goat. Is that fair?"
"No," agreed some of the malcontents

who were in league with Anderson; but
Tony Moreno scrambled up on to the
truck beside Mulhousen, and he voci-
ferated :

"Dis man he only make-a da trouble! i
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Somebody cause all da accidents what
is inside da tunnel, and Meester O'Hara
he onlv trv-a to stop dem, dat's all!

I
"

Swede Mulhousen clapped a hand over
his mouth and seized him by the throat
.\ ith the other.
"I'm doin' the talkin' here!" he

snarled.

"Leave him alone. Swede, and sit

down!" shouted O'Hara, who had just

arrived with Danny; and the captive was
released, and Mulhousen got down from
the truck in baffled rage as O'Hara
mounted it.

"Now wait a minute, boys!" O'Hara
said, in a voice of command. "1

Wouldn't blame any of you for walking
out. and I'm not offering alibis, but
negligence was the reason for that cave-
in—and you know as well as I do that
we've got to plug up that cave-in. or
the whole mountain will come pouring
through it

!"

He paused, and no one had a word to

say. Willie had arrived with his camera:
Ann, unable to resisl the instincts of a

n. H --paper woman when there was any
sort of story about, had run out from
the hospital and joined him.

"Now when I first came here on this

job, ' O'H.ua went on. "I told you boys
I wouldn't ask you to do anything that
I wouldn't do myself. Well, I won't.
But there's work to bo done now, in the
tunnel as well as on the road. I need
a crew to go with me into that tunnel!"
"We'll go!" chorused the majority of

the men. and O'Hara swung round on
Mulhousen,
"I told you to leave camp!" he

rapped. "Maybe you didn't quite get
the idea—clear out!"
The Swede swaggered off towards the

gates. A string of muck-cars were
couple up. and the men swarmed on to
them. O'Hara and Danny climbed into
the motor-truck, and Ann pointed to an
empty muck-car at the tail-end of the
t rain.

•• D'you think it's going to be safe in

there?" whispered Willie.

"Of course," she replied.

They boarded the car and crouched
down in it, but just as Danny started
(lie Main the man who had refused to let

11

them enter the tunnel reached o\er from
the next car and tugged at a lever.

The muck-car tilted sideways, and Ann
and Willie were shot out on to the track.

"What happened?" howled Willie,

sitting up and staring after the cli*

appearing train.

"They let us off at Pomona," said

Ann.

A Murderous Plot !

IT was quiet enough in the camp
throughout the rest of the day. but
there was activity in the tunnel and

out on the road beyond the gate?. Ann
[laid a visit to the road jusl before dusk,

and she saw that the trestle bridge had
been repaired and that the toilers in the
roadway, working like nigger-, had
already cleared ; passage wide enough
for a car.

She was in her cabin, after dinner that

evening, and she was packing a suit-

case, when Willie banged at the door
and burst in upon her.

" Ann !" lio cried.

'You seem excited, Willie," she said.

"I suppose you're going to tell me the
road is open and we can go back to Los
Angeles. I knew that an hour ago!"
"Not that," said Willie. "Tony am.

I have been doing a little snooping."
"Where.' In a bottle again?"
"No." Willie was sober and in

earnest. "Listen, we saw Anderson out
behind the conduit. He and the three
men O'Hara fired were holding a con-
ference, and it wasn't any peace confer-

ence either! I couldn't get clo.se enough
to iiear exactly what they were saying,
but I did hear something about a meet-
ing at the tunnel to-night."
"Why, Willie." exclaimed Ann. star-

ing at him, "maybe you've stumbled on
something. It might be the angle we've
been looking for !"

"I think we ought to tell O'Hara."
She shook her head at that.

"No," she said definitely. "He'd pasa
it up and think I was looking for an
excuse to stay here a little longer."
"But we've got to do .something," in-

sisted Willie. "We'll have to leave to-

night!"

The giant seized the hand that held the gun and jerked it backwards
over O'Hara 's shoulder.
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"You wait here till I come back."
She went out from the cabin and across

the camp to the spot where the grey
touring car was standing under sheet* of

corrugated iron supported on posts. It

was almost ou the edge of a bank above
the river.

She reached over the side of the ear

to the dashboard and the 6elf-starter

buzzed, while away at the other end of

the camp O'Hara knocked at the door
of the cabin she had left, and entered
it to find only Willie in the outer room.
"Where's Miss Miller?" he asked.

" Why, .she just stepped outside,"

Willio replied. "Told me to wait."
"Where'd she go '!"

That Willie did not know, so O'Hara
waited, too; and in a little while Ann
-eturncd, a trifle breathless because she

had been running.
"Oh," she said banteringly, "farewell

committee of one, I suppose?"
"Something like that," returned

O'Hara.
"Well, no use waiting. Willie, will

you get the car?"
Willie obediently disappeared ; Ann

fastened her .suitcase.

"I can't seem to realise I'm leaving."
she said with a hint of irony. "This
place has been just like home to me."
O'Hara did not want her to stay, yet

somehow 'he did not want her to go.'

"You know I'm sorry for the way I've

acted, once or twice," he blurted. " Will
you accept my apology?"

"I'll think about it," the said.

"Thanks. It's nice to have you leave
with something to think about. I'm go-
ing to try to get up to Los Angeles next
week, and—;

—

"

"My office is on the fourth floor of the
' Chronicle ' Building," she cut in. " But
don't you dare to come up!"
The door flew wide and Willie rushed

in upon them.
"Say, what do you think's happened?"

lie gasped. "The car's gone over the
embankment !"*

"Why, that's impossible!" cried Ann.
"But it did!" howled Willie. "You

an see for yourself! It's down in the
river !"

"I'll take a look," decided O'Hara,
and ho ran out.

Ann went to a window and pressed her
nooo against its glass.

"Now how do you suppose that hap-
pened?" she said, watching O'Hara as

lie moved swiftly away into the darkness.
"I don't know." Willie had his sus-

picions, 1 hough he did not voice them.
" I had the emergency brake on—I even
had it in gear !"

Ann turned about and smiled at him.
"You don't think Mr. O'Hara did this

just to keep me here, do you?" she
asked.
"No, I don't," he replied emphatic-

ally, "Say, Ann, you're not falling for

that guy, arc- you? You don't belong in

a racket like this ! Why don't you let

me make the down payment on the
orange ranch in Pomona, and "

"At a time like this you stop to talk

aoout an orange ranch'.'" sho chided.
" Come on !"

She caught hold of his arm and hurried
him out from \\\c cabin in the direction
of the tunnel.
"That O'Hara's not the sort of guy

for you," he declared, keeping pace with
her because he had no option. "He's
just a stiff, playing around with a lot o'

mountains!"
"I'll bo the judge of what kind of

man John O'Hara is," she retorted.
"Conio on, we've got things to do!
i'here goes Anderson!"
A motortruck had just come out from

tho tunnel and -Anderson was driving it.

llo applied the brakes, a lew feet from
May 19th, 1939.
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the tool-shed, and jumped down on the
tiack with something in his left hand
much the shape of a petrol can. He
entered tho tool-shed, and Ann and
Willie scurried round some stationary
trucks to the side of the building and
crouched there.

Inside the shed the man who had been
in charge of the concrete-mixer, until

O'Hara had summarily dismissed him,
was waiting with Swede Mulhousen.
Anderson dumped the canister-like object
on the earthen floor.

"Hi, fellows," he said in a, voice that
reached the alert ears of Ann arid. Wrllie,

"get this plunger connected with the
telephone wire. Step on it!"_

Joc, late of the concrete-mixer, picked
up the plunger. His companion lurched
forward, and Anderson viewed him sus-

piciously.
" You're drunk !" he stated accusingly.
"He's all right, chief." said Joe; and

the two proceeded to connect the canister

to the wires of a wall-telephone.

"Nick and Shane," stated Anderson,
"are coming in from tho East Morengo
entrance to the branch tunnel. I'm go-
ing to the junction to see if they've got
the powder all set."

He went out from the shed, climbed
back into the motor-truck, and went off

on it back into the tunnel. Willie,

crouching beside Ann, shivered.

"You know I'm not crazy about this,"

he whispered. " I heard somebody say
the tunnel goes for miles, and there are
miles of mountain on top of it! We're
not going in there, are we':''

Ann pulled his ear.

"Why, Willie, you're actually cold,"
she rebuked.

"I wish I was in Pomona," shuddered
Willie.

Wires of Destruction

MOST of the debris blocking the
tunnel as a, result of the cave-in
had been cleared away before

O'Hara visited Ann's cabin, but a gang
of men were still working hard to make
the roof and floor secure in that par-
ticular section.

The sound of their activities, however,
was quite faint at the junction, and there
Nick Pollack and Dave Shane were run-
ning wires along the ground towards a
telephone attached to the rough wall of
rock.

Anderson stopped the motor-truck a
few yards away from them and sprang
down from it, completely unaware of the
fact that Ann and Willie had sped along
the track in the wake of the truck and
were not very far behind it when he
addressed his two accomplices.
"Powder all set?" he asked.
"Enough to blow the top of the

mountain off," Nick Pollack assured
him. "Come and look!"

He and Anderson went farther along
the tunnel, while Shane completed the
job of joining wires from the charge to
tho wires of the telephono and then con-
cealed the charge wires beneath earth
and bits of rock. Ann and Willie
reached the truck, climbed into the back
of it without a sound, and crouched
watchfully out of sight.

Anderson came back with Shane to
Pollack.
"Anybody sec you come in?" he

asked.
"No," said Shane. "Where's the

plunger ?"

"Joo and Swede have got it in the
tool-shed."
Ann < raw led from the back of the

motor-truck into its driving-seat with-
out being seen.

"Now here's the lay-out," explained
Anderson. "When we're »11 set I'll get
O'Hara on the 'phone and tell him

vvery Tuesday

there's been a big accident at the eave-
in. We know how far it is from the
entrance of the tunnel to the cave-in,
don't we?"
"Sure," agreed Shane, "but there's a

lot of guys still working there."
"Can't help about them," returned

Anderson callously. "We've got to get
O'Hara, and that'll be easy. We know
how fast he can travel. We'll time the
explosion to catch him just as he reaches
the men."

• The motor of the truck was running.
Ann switched into reverse.
"We've got to warn O'Hara!" she

liaid.

The three men looked round in
alarmed astonishment as the truck began
to move. They saw Ann driving and
Willie standing up beside her. Shane
flew, caught up, and gripped the side
of the truck with the intention of heaving
himself aboard. But Willie stamped i u

his knuckles, and he let go and fell.

"I got him!" cried Willie trium-
phantly.
"Good work," said Ann.
Anderson had made no attempt at pur-

suit.

"They won't get very far!"
snarled, and on the telephone he rang
up the tool-shed and spoke to Joe, ex-
plaining in as few words as possible
what had happened. "Get 'em
they come out and hold 'em," he
directed. "We'll be light along."

He hung up, and with Nick Pollack-
reached Shane just as that angry giant
had risen to his feet, sucking damaged
knuckles.
"When I get hold of the little rat that

did this to me," exploded the sufferer,
"I'll wring his blamed neck!"
"Come on!" cried Anderson im-

patiently. "They'll both be in tho tool-

shed by the time we get out—I've
'phoned Joe."
The truck rattled along through the

tunnel and out from it under the stars.
Ann stopped it by the equipment ware
house, and she and Willie got down on
to the track.

"We've got to find Mr. O'Hara," she
6aid—and then Joe and Mulhousen
pounced on them from either side, and
they were dragged off to the tool-shed,
struggling violently but in vain.

"You can't do this to me!" howled
Willie. "What's the mutter with you?
You can't do this 1"

Swede, gripping him by the throat,
forced him backwards against somo
shelving, half-choking him. Joe, not
caring to treat Ann too roughly, found
her more than a. handful.

"You big bully, let me go!" she
screamed, and kicked because her hand*
were held.

In at the door came the three who had
been compelled to walk- back from tho
junction, and Dave Shane snatched Ann
from her captor, hell her arms with one
hand and clapped the other over her
mouth.
"Too bad you had to get mixed up in

this," Anderson said to her. "Nick, get
some rope and tie 'em up!"
The prisoners' wrists were bound

behind their backs and both were roped
about the knees. Handkerchiefs were
tied over their mouths, and they were
dumped in a silling position near one
of the walls.

"I'm going to get O'Hara on the-

"phone," said Anderson. "Put those
lights out

!"

The shed was plunged into darkness,
except for such light as came through the
windows, and Anderson rang up iho
;!lice.

O'Hara was in his room there, and
Danny Morgan was with him because

(Continued on page 25)
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A Western range ace, with guitar and six-gun, solves a murder mystery and captures
a blonde cyclone. Starring Gene Autry

The Horse and Guitar String

TWO troubadour cowboys vodo nt a
leisurely pace along the trail. The
tall, powerful, smiling young fellow

on the glorious white horse was Gene
Autry, and the thickset, clumsy, cheerful
fellow on the mettlesome brown mare was
"Frog'' Millhouse.

On a lazy and dispirited mule were a
number of musical instruments. On a
squat grey horse, which had an extra-
ordinarily shaped back, were their own
personal kit. A> they rode Frog
luanged upon a guitar whilst Gene did
the singing.

<: Way out West in Texas,
That's where I long to be

Riding on the prairie

With a good boss under me.
Three long years I bummed around.
My heart is sad and blue.

I'm going back to the woolly West,
Where your friends are always true."

Here the two men sang the chorus:

"Way out West in Texas,
Where the atmosphere is light,

You roll up in your blanket
On the prairie every night.

Where the rattlesnakes and the old
horn toad?.

They sleep right by your side."

This is the verse that Fiog con-
tributed :

" Way out West in Texas,
When they round up' in the spring

You'll hear me sing this little song
While riding on the range.

Your Broadway lights appeal to you,
But moonlight suits me fine.

I'll settle down in Texas,
And I'll leave my blues behind. "-

The song at an end, Frog Millhouse
cleared bis throat preparatory to singing
a Western comedy number, but there
came a nasty twang, and he realised that

one oi the strings of his instrument had
snapped.
"You got a guitar-string?" he asked.
"There's a box of them in the pack."
"Couldn't you lend me that one in

your pocket?" Frog yawned. "Just
for a little while—I won't lose it."

"I'm not taking the chance of you
losing it." Gene shook his bead, and
took out a neatly rolled piece of gut.

"What would wo use for evidence? This
string's going to put a rope round some-
body's neck—when we find the guitar it

belongs to."

"Whose neck, and what guitar?"

"It's our job to find out." Gene
pocketed the siring, and stared towaids
the horizon. "The trail may be a long
one. but we'll never give up. I've a

hunch. Frog, we got plenty of hard work
ahead."
Whether the music did not soothe

Frog's brown mare and had a ruffling

effect on the creature one cannot say.

but it is a fact that soon after the song
they parted company. The mare did a

bronco-busting act and deposited Frog
on the hard, stony trail. It was Utile

consolation that his partner laughed.

"Now you've got to admit you can't
handle that horse!" cried Gene. "Stay
there—I'll go get him."

But the brown mare was a mover, and
after going two miles or more Gene
abandoned the chase. He returned to

find Frog rubbing himself tenderly.

"She got away from me," Gene had
to admit. "That boss sure hated your
company, for she went like the wind.
She must have dodged down one of the
many canyons that abound here, and as

we ain't got time to organise a search
you'll have to ride the swayback."

"That ain't no horse

—

that's n nigbt-
maiv!" muttered Frog, looking gloomily
at the old grey horse.
"Well, that hoss may be a nightmare,

and it's sure going to give someone bad
(beams." grimly answered Gene. "Don't,
forget that's the animal that old man
Martin was riding the day he was mur-
dered."
"And you want me to ride il, like I

was old man Martin's ghost!" Frog
shivered. "Guess as my boss got away
from you there ain't nothing else for it.

1 never thought this old rocking-chair
would ever get me. I only hope 1 don'l
get seasick."

An hour later they came to a rough
but well-worn trail, and Gene glanced
round at his companion.

"We should hit town before night-
fall." He studied n map. "This must
bo the trail from the railroad halt. We
should reach Sandy Hook in a couple
of hours provided you don't fall off

the swayback or pu1 its feet down a

gopher hole."
"You can well laugh," growled Frog.

"You're sitting pretty on Champion,
whilst I gotta ride this " He tinned.

"Say, pal. did I hear anything?"
Gene bent his head.
" Von sure did. It's a coach or some

sort of wagon—and they seem in a

hurry."
Over the crest of the hill came a four-

horse coach. A girl was in the driver's
seat and the horses were going at a full

gallop. For a moment Gene thought the
horses had gained the mastery and that

an accident was inevitable, until he
heard the girl shouting encouragement—
they weren't going fast enough for her.

Peering out of the coach window was
a head, and the owner did not seem too
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happy because the vehicle was tolling

una swaying through the pace and the

imevenness of the trail.

Frog Millhouse hurriedly removed
himself and mule from the trail, but
Gene only moved Champion a little to

the side as lie expected the girl would

"Get off the road, you limpets!" came
her shout.

And Gene had to touch Champion with
.1 spur or else the horses would have
barged into him. An old man cackled
derisively from the coach window as the

vehicle whirled past. That infuriated

Gene, and he went after the coach like

the wind.
The girl urged her horses to their

utmost; but Champion had a reputation

for speed, and soon the white stallion

was alongside the coach. The girl gave
. rene a defiant grin.
"1 wanna speak to you, young

woman!" bellowed Gene.
"I'm in a hurry!" she shouted back.

'"Bye!"
Shu might be a pleasant-faced, attrac-

tive young woman, but she couldn't defy

the Sagebrush Troubadour in this

manner. He urged Champion closer to

the coach, kicked his feet clear of the
stirrups and then shot out a hand to

grip a rail. His strong hand got a firm
hold, the muscles stiffened for the task,

and then ho swung himself from the

saddle to the driver's box.
The girl was amazed to find the man

beside her, and she was still more amazed
when strong fingers took the reins from
her hands. Though furious, she had to

admire the man's courage, and it was
obvious that he could handle horses.

The coach lurched round a comer, and
tho girl gasped because she realised that

at the mad pace she had been going it

would liavo been impossible to have
made the turn. Gene had been checking
the horses, and he just managed to turn

with one wheel kicking stones over the

edge. The girl looked at the drop of a

hundred feet into a gully and gulped

—

it would have been a nasty accident. She
had been away so long she had forgotten
this danger spot.

Geno swung the horses away off the

trail and up an incline

—

that took all the

exuberance out of the leaders. A foot

hard down on the brakes and the coach
lurched to a stop.

"I oughta turn you across my knee
and spank you!"
Blue eyes opened wide.
"You don't dare

!"

"Don't I?" Gene gritted out, and next
moment she was across his knee. She
struggled and kicked, but she got a
spanking. With a grin (!ene let her go,

and she would have smacked his face but
for the glint in his eyes. She didn't

want another spanking, because this

young giant had a heavy band.

Tho old boy had got out of the coach
and was staring up at Gene in truculent
fashion.
"Say, what's the idea practising your

circus stunts on my stagecoach?" he de-

manded.
"You ought to know belter than to

let this crazy girl drive your stage!"
Gene replied sternly.

The driver showed tobacco-stained
teeth in an angry snarL

"If I wanta let Miss Martin drive this

coach, that's my business."
Gene studied the girl with interest.

"Are you Miss Joan Martin?"
"Yes!" she snapped at him. "And

you'd better not be in this country when
I tell my Undo John that you—you
dared to strike me."
Gene chuckled.
""Well, it hurt me more than it did

you. Take my tip and let Hank take
tho coach into town."
May ifitli. ii)36.
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He jumped lightly from the coach into

the saddle of Champion, who had kept
close to the coach.
"My name ain't Hank!" The driver

climbed to the box seat. He pointed at
the swaybuck, who had just jolted off

the trail into the scene. " Where'd you
get that old crittur?"
"Ain't he a dandy?" grinned Frog.

"He's a genuine thoroughbred, and can
move like tho wind." He doffed his

sombrero to the girl. " You look kinda
warm, missee."
The young lady was flushed with

anger, and not because of the heat of
the sun. She nudged the old man.
"Will you please get started?"
The coach was turned, whilst Gene

and Frog watched.
"How far is it to the next town?"

Gene asked, because he wanted to delay
the girl.

"You follow the road and you'll find

out I" retorted the driver. "We ain't,

got any welcome for hombres like yon."
The girl looked at Gene as if he were

dirt, but she could not face the merry
twinkle in his grey eyes. The coach
bumped back on to the trail and
vanished in a cloud of dust.

With chin cupped in his right hand
Gene sat back in the saddle and shook
his head.
"She's a pretty nice girl, ain't she?"

demanded Frog. "What ye shaking
your head about?"
"She's old man Martin's grand-

daughter, and we've got work to do at
the Martin ranch. What a swell recep-
tion we're going to get."

" Well, that just proves that you
shouldn't spank girls before you're in-

troduced to them."
Gene gave a wry grin.
" Frog, does anything peculiar strike

you about this meeting? Can you tell

me how I know she's been out of this
country for quite a while?"

" That's sure got me beat."
" She didn't recognise her grand-

father's horse." Gene pointed to the
swayback. " Well, we'd better get back
to the trail. Wonder what'll happen
when that dame sees we've shown up in

Sandy Hook."
"She won't want to kiss you," re-

torted Frog. " Can you tell me how I

know that?"

Old Man Martin's Will

SANDY HOOK was a fair-sized cow
town on the Mexican Border.
There were a number of big

ranches, and one or two mines that kept
the place pretty busy.
On this sunny, warm afternoon most

people were indoors having a siesta, but
a greasy Mexican in the picturesque
attire of his people, if somewhat worn,
lounged against a bullock cart. The
clatter of hoofs made him look up as
the coach came into the square. In-
stantly the man was on his feet and
running across the road to the saloon.
Leaning against the bar was a tall

big-built middle-aged man. The ex-
pression was ugly and discontented.
"Senor Martin, the stage-coach—she

uio with Senorita Joan."
" Thanks, Pablo. " The man swal

lowed his drink. "Why couldn't the
little fool have stayed East another
month?"
Martin hurried across the square and

was there to help the girl alight from
the box. Ho was all smiles.

"Howdy, Joan?" he inquired
pleasantly. " It sure is good to have
you back home again."
"Oh. it's nice to bo back. Uncle

John " She kissed him. Then her
pretty face clouded. "Tell me about

—

about granddad."
"Well " He hesitated. "It ain't

iwery Tuesday

a very nice business. Joan, and "

Quick footfalls made him turn.
A short, wiry young cowpuncher was

striding quickly towards them. John
Martin scowled.
"If it ain't Joan Martin!" cried the

newcomer.
"Hallo, Lon?" The girl held out her

hand.
"The East certainly has changed you

some," he said ardently. "You've
grown up—you're prettier."

"Thank you !" Her smile was a little

forced. Lon Danvers was a young man
who had paid her marked attention
before she went to New York for her
finishing education, and she did not like

him very much.
"I reckon I'll have to start calling on

you, Joan," Lon said boldly. "With
serious intentions."
John Martin scowled at him.
"Save your courting talk for later,

Lon—we've got to see Lawyer Nolan
now."
Martin took the girl's arm and moved

away. Lon Danvers' eyes narrowed as
he watched them go. He saw them
enter the lawyer's office, and then he
acted strangely. By a circuitous route
he came to the lawyer's office and
bending down, crept round till he was
beneath Lawyer Nolan's window. He
could hear everything that was being
said.

Lawyer Nolan was a sleek, pale-faced
person. He jumped up from his chair
and held out both his hands \\1ien

John Martin brought the girl into his

office.

"Why, it's our little Joan I" he cried.
"I hardly know you. Welcome home."
The girl sat down in the chair the

lawyer offered.

"Mr Nolan. I want to know how
granddad was killed?"
The listener outside the window

strained nearer to hear the answer.

"Your grandfather was murdered b.v

someone unknown, who throttled bint

with a guitar string."

"Oh!" The girl could not check her
little cry of horror.

"Probably murder wasn't intended,"
John Martin suggested. "They mav
have tried to worm some secret out of
the old man."
"Secret?"
Nolan nodded his head.
"He's right, Joan," he sighed sadly.

" Why, your grandfather had secrets he
didn't even confide in me—his lawyer."
"He was a smart man," said John

Martin.
The girl did not miss the sneer in her

uncle's voice. The lawyer and her uncle
could not be very good friends. She
felt that as Uncle John was her poor
dear dead father's only brother site

ought to like him more, but he was SO

morose. She had not cared very much
about him even when her father was
alive, and though three years had
passed, he seemed just as overbearing
as of old. Her mother had died when
she was very small, and her rather when
she was fourteen. Granddad h;ul been
such a dear, and when she was seven-

teen had sent her to New York She
had been thinking about returning to

tho West when the tragic news of the

old man's death had reached her. She
had left New York the next morning.

"I have the will of the late Johr
Martin in my safe," the lawyer said

with his oily smile. "Would you care
to hear it?"
"Of course, we'd like to hear it," an

Bwored Martin.
Nolan unlocked his safe and pro-

duced a blue document. He viuilod at

JoOD, cleared his throat, and began:
"To my only remaining son. John
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Next moment she was across his knee, and, in spite of her struggles, she got a spanking.

Martin. I leave the sum of five thousand
dollars." The lawyer looked at Martin,
who seemed very angry. "Not a very
large amount, is it?"
"The mean old " Mai tin cheeked

himself. Carry on. Maybe he mentions
me again."
"He does!" The lawyer grinned

and turned back to the document. "To
my granddaughter, Joan Martin, I be-

queath all the balance of my property,
both real and personal. But in the

event of her death the entire estate
shall go to my only remaining son.

John Martin." He paused to look at

his two eager listeners. "In the event
of the deaths of both my granddaughter
and my son, then my entire estate shall

go to my good friend and legal adviser.

Henry Nolan."
Martin's lip curled.

"You'd sorta be lucky, wouldn't yon,
Henry, if anything happened to Joan
and me?"
The lawyer replaced the will in his

safe before turning to smile in his mock-
ing, sinister way at Martin.
"And you'd be a rich man, John, if

any harm came to Joan."
"How can you men joke about, such

things?" Joan demanded, her cheeks
flushed with indignation.
"We're sorry, Joan!" both men cried

together.
"Liars!" muttered the listener outside

the window, and, bent double, he
crawled away because the scraping of a
chair told him that the interview with
the lawyer was at an end, and he had
no desire to be caught eavesdropping.

The Demand for the Swayback

GENE AUTRYT
and Frog Millhonse

came at last in sight, of the town
of Sandy Hook. Gene reined in

his horse.
" Now, remember, we've got to use

our eyes and ears and yet make folks

think we're dumb and simple."
Frog scratched his unruly thatch of

hair.

"Well, acting dumb is going to be
pretty hard for me."
Gene laughed heartily, much to his

companion's disgust.
"We're just wandering cowboy min-

strels," he -aid at last. "Going from
town to town picking up jobs by playing
and singing.''

Soon after entering the town they
sighted a tumbledown place that an-
nounced that, cheap stabling could be
bad there. They bitched their animals
to a rail, and hammered at a door. A
big. lazy person appeal I'd.

"Howdy?"' Gene smiled in his friend-

liest fashion.
"How va?" yawned the man. "I'm

Hank Polk."
"My name is Gene Antry, and thi-

funny-looking galoot here is my partner,

Frog Millhonse. "'

"Howdy?"
"How about a little food for our

animals?"
"Oh. sure!" yawned Hank.
"We'll be laying around here for a

few days," said Gene. "Do you know
of any parties or weddings that will be
needing a two-man orchestra?"

"Well, no," Hank grinned. "The
boys bung a Chinaman yesterday, but
they'll be burying him without music."
He studied Gene's horse, looked at the
mule, and then for the first time seemed
to notice the swayback. "Say. there's

an old lady that wants me to get her a

gentle buggy horse. How about trading

that horse of your pard's for a good
fast one ?"

Gene gave the man a searching glance.

Thero was a curious gleam in Hank's
eyes.

"Well, I don't think " Gene said

slowly.

The other quickly interrupted.
"I'll even throw7 in a good saddle."
"I'll have to consider it." Gone

winked slyly at Frog.
"I'll give you free feed." Hank urged.

"Why, man, it' that ain't a bargain I

don't know one."

A man was running along the dustj
street. Lon Danvers had been sneal

away from the lawyer's window when
bad sighted the newcomers.
"Hey, wait!" Lon shoufed.
Cone whistled softly to himself.

"Boys" Lon Danvers panted
"I'll give you a good horse ami •

hundred dollars for that swayback!"
Hank Polk clenched his fists.

"You stay out of this, Lon. Tlih is

my deal."
"I'll make it a horse atid two hundred

dollars." Lon ignored Hank and loo i

at Gene.
"Two-fifty!" shouted Hank.
"Three hundred !"

"Four hundred !"

"I'll make it five hundred dollars!"

hoarsely cried Lon.
"Six hundred!"
" Seven hundred !"

"Eight hundred!" yelled Hank.
"Hey, wait a minute!" interrupted

Gene. "What's the great idi

The two bidders glared at t ;

seemed vastly amused by the .

affair.

Meanwhile someone else had spotted

the swayback. The Mexican half-brccd,

Pablo. This greasy fellow raced acrosf

the square. John Martin and the lawyi

were alone, because Joan had gone
tin only store to make some purchases.

"Senor," Pablo.gasped out to Martin,
"two strangers have the old swaybi
Hank Polk and Lon Denvers are trying

to buy it."

The news seemed to startle the two
men. Martin turned to his Mca
foreman.
"All right. I'll fix it."

With long strides he set off across the

square, and, hearing footsteps bell I d

him, turned to find that the lawyer >vas

there.
"Well, where are you going?"
Nolan gave an unpleasant grin.

"The same place as you arc, and fcr

the same reason."
Martin scowled, but with a resigned

May ICth,
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slinisr of his shoulders allowed the lawyer
to catch him up. The two men walked
rapidly towards the stable.

Gene Autry listened with interest to

these two men arguing over the horse

and whose right it was to buy the crea-

ture. Any moment he expected them
to come to blows. From ilie side-

carrier of the mule lie took out a

Spanish guitar.
"What kind of a horse would you give

me for this?" he asked.
"I don't use no guitar," answered

Hank.
"I don't like music," replied Lon.

"How about trading that horse?"
Gene gave a decisive shake of his head.
"We can't trade that horse. A fellow

said he belonged to Frank Martin—said
Martin'd pay a good reward for him."
"Martin is dead!" Lon answered at

once.

"And a good job. too," cried Hank.
"The old skinflint. -He beat me out of

a big bill he owed me."
"So that's how you feel about if. eh?"

Instantly Lon had turned. "Maybe
you're the one who "

"Maybe you'd better keep quiet," in-

terrupted Hank, and turned to Gene.
"lie didn't like the old man because

he said no darned storekeeper could

many his granddaughter."

"So you're the owner of the store,"

remarked Gene, eager to encourage
these two to talk. He had already

picked up quire a lot of information.

Frantic signals from Frog made him
glance round. Two men—one tall and
the other short —were hastening down
the street.

"Strangers," John Martin called out.

"That horse belongs to mo. I'm John
Martin."
"Just a moment." Nolan held up his

hand. "As the lawyer settling this

estate. I'll take charge of this horse."

"Hold on, there," truculently spoke

Hank Folk. "I claim that nag for the

money old Martin owed me."
Lon went to peer at the swayback.
"Well, if it comes to that, possession

is nine points of the law, and I don't

see any brand on him." He slipped a

hand down to his gun-holster.

"One moment, folks!" Gene raised

his voice. "I found this horse, and I'm
not surrendering it to anyone until

ownership' is proved. You fellows settle

it among yourselves, or we'll let the

slieiiH decide." He noticed uneasy
glances at mention of the sheriff He
walked across and touched his bewil-

(icied companion. • "Come on. Frog,
let's go find some place to eat. We'll
talk about stabling. Hank, when we get
back-. See you gentlemen later."

Four disgruntled men watched Gene
and Frog move leisurely down the

stieet.

Hank turned on Lon.
"If you hadn't butted in I'd have got

thai horse."
"Ain't that l"o bad?" sneered the

oilier.

"John." Nolan touched the tall man's
sleeve. "As a lawyer I wish lo point

out that none of us can legally claim
that horse."
"Well?"
"The sheriff, ii consulted, would

naturally say it was Joan's property,"
the lawyer said in his soft, oily manner'.

"There's no- need to put it to the
sheriff. Can't wo get together over
this business?''

"You're quite n'^lit." The lawyer
took the tall man's aim. "Let's get
away from these two—don't want them
in our schemes. I've got something
figured out."
"What's your plan?" asked Martin,

when they were out of earshot of the
two squabblers.
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The lawyei lowered his voice to a
whisper.

An Invitation

THE two friends walked in silence till

they had almost reached the
square. Frog was the first to

speak.
"You're not really aiming to see the

sheriff?"
"That'd spoil all our plans," laughed

Gene. "I want to force their hands.
I had a hunch that as soon as we shuck
town with that old swayback in tow
things would start humming. You'll
see—they'll make the next move."

"Well, it beats me," mumbled Frog.
"Either that old hoss has been grazing
in the mint or swallowed the Crown
Jewels. Say. why do you suppose
everybody wants to buy that old sway-
back?"
Gene looked grim.
"When we find that out, we'll know

why old man Martin was murdered—and
maybe who did it."

They walked on and reached the
square. They were in time to see Joan
Martin come out of the store and look

round for her uncle. She moved from
the veranda shelter of the store to take

a good look at the square and must have
caught her foot in a loose board, foi

she stumbled and dropped her bag, scat-

tering its contents.
Gene Autry hastened across to assist

her. The girl was about to stoop to re-

trieve her possessions when Gene
appeared on the scene and forestalled

her.

"Lipstick, comb, mirror, and powder,"
he murmured politely, as he handed back
her fallen possessions.

"Thank you!" Joan replied, and then
her eyes opened wide as she recognised
the man who had spanked her such a
short while before.
"You're quite welcome." Gene bowed

ironically. "Nice weather we're having
—but a little chilly."

Her looks were more than chilly—they
should have frozen. The girl gave a

haughty to.ss of her head, and walked
quickly away. It was a elief to see her
uncle and the lawyer on the opposite side

of the square. She hastened to them.
"Joan." John Martin spoke very

seriously. "I want you to give a dance
to-night. A homecoming celebration."
He pointed across the square. " And
you can ask those fellows to furnish the
music "

"No, no, I couldn't do that, with
grandfather dead—murdered !"

"Joan, I must get that big man out
to the ranch, and hold him there."
"Why?" Joan demanded, mvstified.
"Because we suspect him oi murder-

ing your grandfather."
I don't believe it." Joan had

decided that the man who had handed
out that humiliating rebuke was an im-
pudent fellow, but not a murderer.
"He plays the guitar." Martin was

enacting the crafty plan suggested by the
lawyer. "You remember the guitar
siring. And he has shown up with the
horse your grandfather was riding the
day ho was murdered."

"Well, why don't you notify the
sheriff?" suggested the girl.

"Not yet." Martin gave a decisive
shake of his head. "I want to question
him—watch him—before making such a
grave accusation."
The girl's expression became hard.
"I'd do anything to find out who mur-

dered granddad. All right. I'll n«k
them." She looked at her uncle. "Tell
me what I've got to ,-a\ .

"

"They're talking about us." Gene told

Frog. "We'll just stick around and set

what comes of it."

"You're right, pal," hissed Frog.
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"They're stepping across the street, and
I'll wager my last cent we're their
meat."
Martin, Nolan and the girl approached,

and Gene drew his own conclusions from
the fact that the girl was smiling—very
forced.

"Mr. Autry, I'm giving a dance—

a

masquerade—to-night." she stated.
"Could you furnish the music."

" Why sure, that's our business," Gene
smiled as if delighted.
"I'm glad you fellow, can do this for

my niece,'' John Martin chimed in.

"Saj', why not come along to the ranch
with us right now and have dinner
there?"

"Suits us," agreed the troubadour.
"Well, let's get going," suggested

Martin.
"I'll ride along with \oii," the lawyer

said with a meaning glance at Martin.
'Guess as Joan's lawyer I should be at
this masquerade."

"If you could wait here a few min
we'll gather together our traps." Gene
looked at the girl. "We've only got to

go across the square— '.vc won't be long.''

"We'll wait," Martin answered fo

niece.

When they were the other side of the
square Gene gave a quiet chuckle and
Frog glanced at him in surprise.

''I told you they'd make the next
move." Gene gave an ominous nod.
"1 don't trust Joan's uncle or that fawn-
ing lawyer. I wonder what they aim to
spring on us at the ranch. The sooner
we get there, Frog, the sooner we'll find

out."

One Mystery Partly Solved

THEY collected their possessions, and
mounted on Champion and tho
swayback hastened across the

squaro to join the others. Joan rode in

a buckboard with the greasy Pablo
driving, whilst Martin .and Nolan rode
behind on well-broken-in mustangs.
They had gone about a mile when

Martin suggested that Autry sing them
one of his Western prairie songs. Gene
smiled and signalled to Frog to get out
a guitar.

"I'd love to wed a girl I met
In a stage coach on the prairie.

I'd love to say to-day's the day
When you and I will marry.

But I must find a girl that's sweet.

You see the point, of course.

If frown she must, I think it just

To stay in love, with my horse."

Joan glanced round and met the mock-
ing grin of the singing troubadour, and
she knew that sho was the motive of the
song.

"Pleaso drive faster, Pablo," she spoke
sharply.
A cunning gleam came for a split

second into the man's eves, and then was
gone. Pablo urged I ho horses to a
gallop, and Joan for a while grinned as
the buckboard drew farther and farther
away. But Gene had sharp eyes, and
he urged his horse into a canter. There
seemed « peculiar wobble to one of the
back wheels of the buckboard. Suddenly
he urged his horse to n gallop because
he was now certain that the wheel was
likely to come off at any moment.
The trail was narrow and on one side

was a nasty drop into a rocky ravine.

Champion seemed to understand and
stretched himself out into a swift gallop.

Pablo heard the thunder of hoofs
behind and urged his horses on. The
buckboard swayed dangerously. The
Mexican cursed and 6wo;-o as if tho
horses were out of control, and all tho
while he was ready to leap for safety
when the wheel collapsed.

Joan clung on for dear life and just
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•vhen the expected the next moment was
going to be her last Gene drew level.

It was at that moment that the wheel
came off the axle, and Pablo leapt. But
the buckboard with Joau did not cra6h
over the edge because Gene's strong arm
had reached out and lifted the girl from
the buckboard on to the pommel of his

saddle.

Pablo rolled over and over down the

i.icline to crash into a great mass of

mesquite. When he staggered to his

feet it was to see the smashed buck-
board nearby—it was smashed to pieces.

The horses had been fortunate in that
the shafts had snapped and they had
managed to keep to the trail. But what
made the Mexican so livid was to Bee

on the trail above him the girl safely

held in Gene's arms.

Out flashed Pablo's gun and he fired,

but his aim was not quite deadly enough
—it drilled a noat hole in Gene's som-
brero. The troubadour olid the girl to

the ground and whipped out his nix-gun.

Pablo dropped his gun as if it were fed

hot. He came out of the mesquite and
began talking with a lot of gestures and
looking round, then he dived back into

the mesquite and held aloft the gun.

"Pablo's gun dropped from his holster

and went off by accident," explained
Martin.
"Well, if that v. a* an accident," Gene

.'aid caustically. "I hope he aims at me
next time. You all right, Miss Martin?"

"Yes, thank you." The girl looked
searchingly at him as if she did not know
what to believe "I'm quite all right."

"Good!" Gene seemed unperturbed
with his narrow escape from death.

"Better take my horse. Miss Mat tin. I

can manage with one of the buckboard
bronce."
They reached the Martin ranch with-

out further incident. The place was on
ilte 'phone and Joan at once got busy
^ending out invitations whilst the ser-

vants prepared the large ranch-hou jc for

the festivities.
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Gene and Frog found a comfortable
stable for the swayback. It was Pablo
who supplied the padlock and key.

"Is this the only key?"
"Si, scnor."
"Frog," Gene said when the Mexican

had gone, "I don't trust that grea6er.
You stay here and watch the sway back.

I've got some investigating to do."

Gene prowled round the ranch and the
corral and found nothing that gave him
any clue. It was near the ranch-house
that he saw an old guitar on a rustic

chair, and nearby on a table a powerful
magnifying gla-.s. He was busy examin-
ing the strings when he saw Pablo peer-

ing at him covertly, and briskly he called

the Mexican across. Pablo came un-
willingly.

"Did yon ever see a guitar string

through a magnifying glass':'' Gene
watched the man closely.

"No. scnor," Pablo replied. "That is

old Senor Martin's reading-glass. He
was very near-sighted."

" He u^ed this glass to read by?"
"Si. senor, but. not very well because

Senor Martin was almost blind."

A startled look, quickly suppressed,
and then Gene dismissed the .Mexican
with a casual gesture. He hastened
round to the .stable, where Frog was
nearly asleep
"Wake up and give me the key."
"What's up?"
"I just learned something. Old man

Martin was almost blind.?'

"That don't mean a thing to me,"
muttered Frog.

"He must have depended on that old

horse to find the way whenever iie rode

him." He unpadlocked the stable. "I'm
going to take the horse out and let. it

how me its -.net. I want you to

remain on guard a~s if the swayback were
still here. Don't let anyone know I've

taken him."
The conspirators led the old horse out

of the stable. No one saw them, and
when Gene was safely on his way Frog

J7

returned to his post. As there was
nothing to guard he decided that it was
his chance to enjoy a siesta.

Turning the Tables

IN the sitting-room of the Martin ranch
four angry men faced each other, and
each suspected the other of trying a

double-cross. Hank Polk and Lou
Danvers had come out to the ranch and
stated very frankly that they did not
trust Martin or the lawyer, and as thej
were themselves very interested in the
swayback they did not intend to be
t ticked out of their rights. They all

argued about who had the greate I

light, and in the end decided to divide
everything into quarter shares.

"Let's take this swayback right now,"
shouted Hank. "Before this Autry
feller gets away with it or finds out its

secret."

"Suppose I refuse." cried Martin, who
was still rebellious about letting in any-
one else. " Wliv should 1 cut you in on
this horse business?"

"Because if you don't, we'll tell .loan

the truth," sneered Lon. "The horse
belongs to her, anyway."
"They've got yo.i," said Nolan, and

grinned slyly.

"Well, let's get the horse." Martin
made his decision. " There's enough of

us here to do it."

Frog Millhouse woke up and tried to

prevent them entering the stable, and
managed to knock the lawyer down be-
fore his arms were pinioned. Then the
lock was broken and the fact that the
swayback was gone was discovered.

"Where's your pardner and the
horse?" Martin yelled at Frog.

"I don't know," was the answer, and
no manner of threats would make Frog
Millhouse talk. It was the lawyer who
suggested searching ths prisoner, and in
one pocket they found a guitar string,

and that gave the crafty Nolan an idea.
"A guitar string.'" He looked at the

others.

The two bidders glared at Gene, who seemed vastly amused by the whole affair.
May 16th, i»se.
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"Yeah, and it's like the one that

choked old Martin!" shouted Banvers,
" And he came here riding the dead

man's horse," added Hank.
Nolan nodded his head ominously-
"Boys, guess you've got the .same

notion as me. This man should be
handed over to the sheriff."

"I'll get Pablo to telephone the sheriff

to come right over," Martin decided, and
turned on Frog. "There's enough
evidence against you to hang you for

murder."
'Better get some rope and tie him

up," suggested Nolan. "He's a slippery
customer."
A horseman rode quietly up to the

ranch and his quick ears heard the sound
of several voices near the old stable. His
horse made no sound as Gene urged the
intelligent animal round some store

buildings to a position where a view of

the barn could be obtained. A slight

whistle of surprise escaped his lips as he
saw Frog with his hands above his head
and Martin covoring him with a gun.
The other men were bunched together
with shoulders stooped forward, as if

longing to leap at Frog's neck ; hurrying
towards the scene was Pablo with a

length of rope.
Gene took a rope from the saddle of

Champion and looked at it thoughtfully.
He reckoned he could do it.

The clutter of hoofs made the con-
spirators whip round, but as their hands
went to their hips a loop came sailing

through tho air. It was a perfect throw,
and as the men got to their guns the
whirlwind Champion had flashed past
and the loop was jerked taut. Martin,
who might have fired, had not guessed
what the horseman planned until it was
too late.

Pablo and the lawyer were not caught
in the ring, but Frog dealt with them.
One blow floored the lawyer and then
the big fellow got a strangle grip on the
half-breed's throat.

Martin, Hank and Lon were swept off

their feet and dragged some distance
before Gene freed the tope from the
pommel of his saddle. The discomfited
rascals found themselves looking at a gun
held by a steady hand.
"Look here,'' began Martin. "You

can't
"

The gun twitched significantly.

"Cut it!" snapped Gene. "I don't
want to hear a word from you thugs."
Gene and Frog used the rope that

Pablo had brought to bind the five men
securely together, then at the point of

the gun they were marched into the
empty stable and flung on the straw.

"That'll keep 'cm quiet for a bit,"

Gene smiled as he stared down at their

squirming captives.
"They've 6ent for the sheriff," whis-

pered Frog.
"Then get ahorse quick—jump to it!"

Gene pushed his companion as a gesture
to hurry. He gave the captives' bonds a

quick examination. "I'll see you at the
dance to-night, gentlemen." He went
out and lashed the broken lock with
rope.

Frog appeared with a big brown mare,
ami the two friends galloped towards the

hilts.
' Do you really mean to be at that

dance to-night." asked Frog after thej
had gone some distance, and sighed when
Gene gave a curt nod. "You'd walk
into certain death just to see that girl."

"She's in danger." Gene was serious
now. "That buckboard wheel coming
off was no accident, nor was the shot
that nearly got me. My hunch is that
the same man who murdered her grand-
father is trying to get rid of the girl.

And that's why we've got to go to the
dance to-night."
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"Pal, we'll be there," Frog cried
boisterously, though ho felt far from
cheerful. "But I'm gonna be shakier
than a hula-dancer."

The Masquerade Dance

THE sheriff was not able to show up
at the Martin ranch until the
evening, and lie was surprised to

find the place all lit up with .small

coloured lanterns. buckboards and
ancient cars rilled the corral, and there
was the sound of many voices , Briefly
the lawyer explained that the daftsc >»as

being held because they suspected the
troubadours of complicity in the murder
of old man Martin. They had thought
it best to toll Joan their suspicions. That
afternoon Autry and Millhouse had acted
iti their true colours, had held up the
ranch, thrown them into a dirty stable
and made off for the hills.

"From what you tell me this Autry
seems the guilty man," the sheriff
agreed.

"Yes, his partner wouldn't have the
brains or the nerve," added Nolan.
"Autry's got nerve." Martin told the

sheriff. "He said he'd be at tho dance
to-night."
"Do you think he really means it?"
"Sure, sheriff." Lon spoke venom-

ously. "I've seen him staring at Joan

—

he'll try to see her again."
The sheriff made a quick decision.
"I'll deputise you men. With my own

two deputies we can tackle these two
ruffians. Are you all armed?" He saw
that they were. "Good! Don't forget
he's a desperate character."
Martin drew Hanlr Polk and Lon

Danvers to one side.

"You two will have to furnish the
music. You won't be as good as Autry
and his pard, but do your best. Make
plenty of noise."
"Okay, but I want to have a dance

with Joan," said Lon.
"Later," Martin agreed. 'Now

keep a sharp look out for Autry and
his pard among the dancers. It's a
masquerade and they might try to
make it. Nolan and I will watch the
front door. The sheriff will be out-
side, and Pablo will be helping the
sheriff. And if they come we've got
'em just where we want 'em."
The dance proceeded merrily. Every

guest was in fancy dress and masked

—

the only people that looked out of place
were the sheriff's two deputies, who
eyed everyone suspiciously. Lon and
Hank were doing the same, but they
saw no sign of the troubadours. Little
did they know that the men they were
looking for were within a few feet of
them. Gene and Frog had made the
ranch without being seen and had crept
round to the big mess-room that had
been cleared for the dance. Lon and
Hatlk were on a platform and behind
them was an open window. Lou gave
Gene his chance when he announced a

short interval. The dancers filed off to

another room for refreshments, and the
deputies went with them.
Two hands came through the window

and seized Lon and Hank as they were
preparing to leave the platform. In
spite of their struggles they were
yanked through the window and back to

the same barn.
" We're only borrowing your costumes

for a while, boys." announced Gene.
"Take em off, and move to it quickly.'
Two minutes later Gene wore the

clothes of a Mexican caballero and
Frog the striped outfit of a convict.
Lon and Hank were securely bound.
"I didn't fix the other bond? over-

tight." Gene told them, "because I

didn't want you mugs to stay tied up
for long, but if you can untie those

knots, you're clever. See you later."

Ary Tuesday

Martin came into the mess-room to
tell the band to get going, and was
surprised to find Uie platform emptj
He looked at Nolan, and both men .

about to call out w hen Gene and Frog
climbed in through the window. Fi >;

felt that his mask was terribly small.
The lawyer grinned.
" They must have gone out for a

smoke."
Frog picked up a concertina l I

Cine took a guitar. They played a
lilting waltz, to which Gene harmonised
this charming verse :

" My prayer for to-night
Neath the heavens so bright
Is the plea to our Maker above.
May I always dwell in the land that

I love.

May the Joshua trees and the warm
desert breeze

And the rolling white sand to my eyes
Be a haven of rest in the heart of thj
West

Till I go to my home in the skies."

The dance went on and the g
clapped their approval because the bai I

seemed to have improved a hundred
fold since the interval. Gene grinned
when he heard the sheriff say to all the
deputies that he was of the opinion that
the troubadours were afraid to show up
The band took a rest, and Gene saw

Joan with her partner sitting out in

an alcove. He heard her partner mak <

some excuse and leave her. Gene
wished he could go across and speak.
Suddenly he saw something flicker at

the open window behind the girl. Jiist

like thin, claw -like fingers.

Gene impulsively crossed the roon>
and looked out of the window, whilst

the girl stared at him in some surprise.
"Did you hear anything behind you

just now?"
"No."
"I would have sworn I saw someone."
The girl stood up and peered at him
"You're not Lon. You're C

Autry. Why are you here?"
"Because I promised to play lot

you."
"But the sheriff—Uncle John—they

all believe that you're the
"

hesitated,
'But you don't believe them, do

you?" he questioned gently.

"I don't know what to believe."
Gene noticed that the room was filling

and that Nolan had entered. Tb
lawyer was too lynx-eyed for his liking
"Dance with me—will you?"
They glided round the room. an I

Xolan watched them covertly. He hail

not known that Lon Danvers could
dance so skilfully.

As they danced Gene was whispering
in her ear.

" Here's something you should know.
Your grandfather discovered a very
valuable gold mine. Being almosl
blind, the only way he could get to Hie
mine was "

"On the swayback," interrup
Joan. "Granddad depended so much
on that wise old horse."
"Quite right. But he was killed

before the claim was recorded."
"I see "—the girl nodded her head—

"so that's why everyone wants the
swayback—to guide them to the gold."
"Yes." answered Gene, and saw

Nolan watching him. "But don't say
anything of what I've just told you—
jusl yet."
"But you—yon shouldn't be here."

Her eyes were wide with fear. " You'rj
in terrible danger."
"Don't worry about me. I'm con-

cerned about you." He glanced round
because the music had stopped. ' Frog
had managed two pieces on his own and
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was looking despairingly towards him.
"I must go. Not a word to anybody,
Joan, and watch out for danger.

"

Gene went back to the platform, and
at once the people in the room began
to dance to a stirring fox-trot;.

"They're going to be unmasking
soon," Frog said out of the corner of
his mouth.

*' We can't leave until " Gene
broke off abruptly. He had been
playing a concertina, and had decided
to change to a guitar. He noticed that
one string of the guitar was missing
" Who's been handling this instru-
ment?"
"I didn't see anybody touch it," Frog

answered: "Bur a lot of folk have
been crowding round."

Gene said no more for a while.
Everyone kept applauding, and
mechanically he went on playing. Joan
had worn the dress of a Spanish
senorita, and he had recognised her in

spite of the mask, and lie realised with
a sense of dismay that she was not
among the dancers.
"Joan's not here.'' lie looked at

Frog. "Sing, play—do anything, but
entertain them."

"I'll do my best."
GefiS paused at the entrance of the

room to look back. Frog was singing
one of his famous comic songs, and by
the way the guests were laughing, it

\\as going over well. He was safe for
live or ten minutes. Nowhere could he
find a sign of Joan on the veranda, so
he wandered towards the corral. He
saw something white and hastened
forward, and to his surprise a shadow
moved away from the whiteness and
I7S9 gone. Then the white shallow
seemed to fall.

It was Joan that Gene lifted to her
feet, and round her neck was tightly
iwisfed a guitar -I ring. Swiftly he
loosened it, and to his joy he heard her
breathing. A moment later the white?
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faced girl opened her eyes, she gave a
cry of joy at seeing Gene, and clung
to him.
"What happened?"
"I stepped pntside for a moment for

some air," she explained in a faltering
voice. "Someone grabbed me, and
then it felt as if my neck was being cut
in half."
"Lucky I showed up," growled Gene.

"The skunk saw me and .-lid. You
mustn't wander around here alone

—

you're in danger."
"But who would want to harm me?''
"The same man that, killed .m

grandfather." Gene took her arm.
"We must get back to the dance before
I'm missed. Please, Joan, don't go
outside again."
"But I don't understand why you

He touched his lips.

"I will explain everything later, but
you must trust me."
"I do." He thrilled to the slight

pi essure on Ins arm-
Gene got back 10 the platform to

find Frog Millhottse perspiring freely.

The eyes behind the mask seemed to

flicker. Gene noticed that not only
was the sheriff near the platform, but;

so were Martin, Nolan and the deputies.

"Our playing ain't quite the same as

the other suj.s," hissed Frog as Gene
picked up a concertina. "I reckon
they've rumbled US. Sing 'em some-
thing. Gene."
So Gene sang his best, but he did not

miss the little grins that passed In-twee. i

Martin and Nolan or the significant
nudges that the deputies gave each
other. Gene finished his song and
would have started another if Martin
had not, stepped on to the platform and
raised a hand for silence.

"Just a minute, everybody!" he
shouted, and waited till he had their
attention. "There's a reason why
we've waited so long to unmask. It

19

was because two desperate men boasted
that they'd be here—we waited til! we
were sure we had them trapped. Nov

,

,

everybody, unmask—at once !"

The guests hesitated It was un-
pleasant to think that two desperate
men might be in this room and that
any second guns might be roaring. Bet,
not to keep the mask on too long or
else they might, come under suspicion.
Men and women removed then
—thej looked at each other for signs
of a strange face. They did not think
for the moment of the band till they
saw the dramatic manner in which
Martin was pointing, then a gasp wont
up as they lealised tin' significant

his gesture—the two troubadours
still masked.

Gene was determined to fight for bis
liberty, and was wondering what he
should do when there came a welcome
interruption.

The sheriff and deputies had drawn
their guns, but for certain reasons Gene
and Frog had no de-ire to shoot n
and yet the plans to capture the real
murderer would be spoilt if the;.

vealed their (rue identity. The inter-
ruption came in the persons of Hank
Polk and Lon Danvcrs.

These two had wriggled and squirmed
until Lon had managed to gel to liis

feet: by rubbing liis bound wrists
against, a nail he had eventually worn
through the thick strands. Lou had
cut his companion free, and the two
men had rushed towards tin- mess n
and they entered by the open window
behind the band platform.

Dishevelled and attired only in ll

underwear, they presented a comic
sight, and naturally everyone's attention
was drawn to them as ihey scrambled
into the room.

"There they are!" hoarsely shouted
Lon, pointing ai the masked t"
dours. "Thej took our clothes!"

1 So you're the treacherous cur that downed old man Martin ? " rasped the sherin\
May 16tl), 1936.
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Bat for valuable seconds the attention

of the sheriff and the deputies had been
distracted, and Gene acted. His gun
flashed out. and roared. The great oil

lamp that lit the room was smashed
and the place was plunged in darkness:
A chair was whipped up by Gene and
sailed through the air to catch the

sheriff full in the chest. That worthy
upholder of the law was flung back into

the arms of his deputies, who dropped
Iheir guns, and Martin got a sock in

the jaw that made him yelf with anger
and fright. *Prbg w as quick to copy
the action of Gene, and a drum caught
Nolan fidl in the chest. Lon and
Hank, blinking their eyes and trying
to see, were suddenly flung violently

to one side.

Out through the window went Gene
and Frog. The deputies' guns blazed
a few seconds too Late. People flung
themselves down for fear of being hit,

v, hilst the sheriff yelled for everyone to

cut out the gun-play—he was afraid
that friend, not foe, might get hurt.

The sheriff produced an electric torch
and ran to the open window. His
torch revealed two scurrying figures.

''Get your horses, boys i." the sheriff

yelled. " We got to follow them. The
moon will be up soon and they can't
get away."
The deputies and cowboys eager to

round-up the desperadoes, forced their

way out of the room and ran to their
horse.-. They heard the clutter of
hoofs. Hurriedly everyone got to
saddle and took up the pursuit with
the sheriff in the lead.

Martin's Treachery

THE blow that Martin took was
severe, and it was some minutes
before he was able to regain his

feet. Dimly he knew that the sheriff

and the deputies had gone after the two
troubadours. He determined to get. a
horse and join in the chase.
As he reeled from the room he was

accosted by an excited Pablo.
"Senor, the swayback! I've found

out where they hid it."

That news cleared Martin's aching
head like magic.
"You have the swayback? Good

work. Pablo. When everyone has gone
bring it to me at the stable."

"Si, senor."
" Uncle John, you've no right !" a

dear voice cried. "What are you
banning to do with the swayback?"
It was an angry, puzzled Joan.
Seeking someone in whom she could

confide her worries, she had inquired
for her uncle and heard that he had
been seen staggering from the dance-
room. She had gone after him, and
hacl overheard his conversation with the
half bieed.
Martin's face contorted with rage.
Don't interfere in my affairs."

"But I will interfere. That Sway-
back is as much mine as anybody's,
and I demand to know what you're
going to do."
"A certain mine belongs to whoever

locates and records it." Martin told
her. "And as I reckon I have the best
right to the mine I ain't letting a chit
of 8 girl interfere." lie jumped
forward and seized her. "I'm locking
you up until I've recorded my claim."

The girl struggled fiercely, but his
arms were very strong. Pablo swung
open the door of a shed and Martin
Staggered inside with the girl. Roughly
ho flung her to the ground, and then
rushed out, barring the door after him.

Joan beat fiercely on the walls, but
this shed was some distance from the
ranch. She had never liked her uncle
very much, ami now she realised his
May Ifltli, ]<138.
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true nature. She shouted for help, but
the thick wooden planking seemed to
deaden her cries.

Gene and Frog were well mounted
and had a good start, but Gene had no
intention of being driven out of the
neighbourhood. They came to a wide,
but shallow stream, and the water left

no trail marks. ' The sheriff and his
deputies came to the stream aftt' i

baffled to know which way the two
troubadours had gone.
"We'll head for the spot where

Martin was murdered," the sheritf
decided. "I reckon they know the
whereabouts of the mine and if they're
headed that way they'll have to pass
where we lie hidden in the trees."

When the troubadours realised that
they were no longer being pursued Gene
turned Champion towards the hills. In
a clearing Gene reined in his horse and
pointed towards the distant town of

Sandy Hook.
"Do just what I told you and don't

lei anyone stop you."
"I'm on my way." grinned Frog.

" I'll ride like the wind, pal. I got
everything by heart, and you can bet
your saddle it's as good as done. I'll

be seeing you." He dug spurs into
the brown mare and disappeared among
the trees.

Gene turned Champion in the
direction of the Martin ranch, and
after half an hour's brisk riding could
see the place like a grey haze in the
moonlight. He dismounted near the
stables and went forward on foot. The
place seemed very quiet. There were a
few lights in the ranch-house, and
he guessed the Mexican staff were still

awake. The guests had departed after
the dance had been broken up.
"Gene! Gene! Gene !"

Where had the voice of Joan come
from?— it sounded like a call of distress.
He turned and the call came again.
An arm fluttered from a small grating,
and a few seconds later his powerful
body was crashing against the wood-
work of the door. It burst with a
crash, and then Joan was in his arms.

" Gene. Gene, thank heaven vou came
back."
"Who locked you in here?" he de-

manded fiercely.
" My uncle. He and Pablo rode off

with the swayback."
"I thought that uncle of yours was a

treacherous hound." Gene snapped out.
"'Will vou take me to his room, please?"
"Why?"
"Don't ask questions now." He

spoke sharply. "Please do as I ask."

In John Martin's room he found a
guitar. "There is one string missing!"
Hi- looked at her significantly.

"Oh. you don't think my uncle is the
one who killed granddad."
"I'm not saying." Gene put back the

guitar. "Right now I've got to ride.

You stick inside this ranch, and don't
go out. I warned you before you were
in danger. Stay here, Joan, till I get
back. Adios !"

Gene rushed from the ranch, and the
girl ran out after him. She saw him
vault into the saddle of Champion and
urge the white horse into a gallop.

"I'm not staying around here to be
murdered," the girl muttered. "I'm
going to find out what all this mystery
means." Her eyes lit up at sigh! of
tlic buckboard with its two sleepy
horses. Pablo must have left them
there in case any of the guests needed
driving back to town. She .scrambled
on to the seat and picked up a long
whip.
Crack ! The horse? woke to life. At

a furious gallop Joan drove the buck-
board in pursuit of Gene Autry.
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A Troublesome Girl

THE sheriff and his deputies took up
their position on the crest of a hill

that overlooked the valley where
old man Martin's body had been found.
A guitar string* drawn tight round the
throat had been the cause of de
Having been enrolled as deputies Lon

and Hank were in the poesje, and the
were quick to notice that neither Martin
nor Nolan was there.
"Nolan was with us when we set out

after those two hoinbres," hissed Lou
"Reckon he mn-i have slipped aw.'iv

when sheriff said we were to mal.
this gulch. Looks kinds queer to me "

"Lawyer Nolan is a crafty twister."
Hank .said with a scowl. "He and
Martin are a fine pair—I wouldn't trust
either of those guys. Seem- to m
should do something, Lon. i\i

they've located the mine. What d •

opinp we should do
?"

"Slip away from the posse," Lon sail
with his mouth close to the other's u

"We'll get farther up the valley, and if

that don't tell us anything I'm all for

hitting the trail back to the ranch. I'll

feel happier when I see either Nolan
Martin."
The two seekers after the Martin gold

mine managed to get away from the
posse in the half-light. At four would
come the da"wn, and though the moon
had gone fhere was a grey light tint

heralded the rising of the sun.
They had not been gone long before

the sheriff sighted a lone rider, and was
surprised to recognise it as the deputy
he had lefc in charge back at Ss
Hook. This man had ridden out bet

of a strange missive that had been
brought to him. The note was signed
by Gene Autry and had been flung
through a window by Frog Millhouse
It gave directions on how to find the
gold mine, and told the sheriff that, if

he wanted to know the murderer of old
Martin, he should go with the posse to

the mine when dawn was breaking. The
printed heading of the paper made tho
sheritf whistle hi.- surprise, and he gave
the necessary orders.

Gene Autry had not gone more than .1

mile when he turned in hi- saddle. Ho
had fancied that he was being followed
After going on some distance he turned
again to listen, and this time was certain

Ho took cover in some pines. The
rumble of wheels and the pounding of

hoofs, and along the trail came the buck-
board with Joan.
Joan was determined to catch up with

Gene and she was driving the hois-, al

a furious pace. Gene had to admire the
girl's audacity. She flashed by. and with
a grin Gene set out in pursuit.

It 60on became apparent that the
horses had got out of control. Th
ground was full of stones, hillocks, small
streams and undulating ground thai

caused the buckboard to sway and lurch
in an alarming manner.
Champion seemed to understand an I

exerted himself to overtake the run-
aways. The buckboard got on to a slop
and the pace increased. Every moment
Gene expected to see the girl sent flying
Heedless of danger to himself G

urged the wonder horse to his mm .-

capacity. He drew alongside and with
cool daring reached out to grip the iron
rail on the driver's box. A similar e\

ploit to the one when he had first made
this girl's acquaintance, but this time
far more hazardous. He got a grip and
ki< Iced himself free of his stirrup-.

next moment was dangling with his feel

almost touching the ground. The buck
board rocketed drunkenly, and with a

gieal effort he pulled himself on to the

seat beside Joan.

(Continued on page 26)
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Beyond the stratosphere to a new world where science marches hand in hand with
savagery. Follow the adventures of a young American on the strange planet of
Mongo, realm of monsters and domain of the War-Lord Ming. An unforgettable

serial of thrills and suspense, starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers

Read This First

The entire world is in a state ffj

terror. The Earth is threatened with
total destruction by the plaint Mango,
which, rushing through the void, is con-
trolled by the Emperor Ming, ruler of
a strange rare of people tiring on that
unknown planet, and a man who has
probed the fundamental secrets of
217'a lure.

In America, a scientist known as Dr.
Zarkor maintains that he can save the
Earth from disaster, and by means af a
rocket ship which he has in rented he
oltimpts to blaze a trail through the
stratosphere.
He is accompanied by Flash Gordon,

son of an. astronomer, and by Dale
Artlen, Flash's sweetheart.
The attempt is successful. Travelling

through minions of miles of space, the
rocket ship sets down the adventurers
on the forbidding planet of Mougo,
when tin y arc taken prisoners by some
of Minn's guards.
Ming spurts Zurkor. thinking he

might prove useful. He also spares
Dale, marvelling at her loveliness. Hut
he orders Flash to die, and the young
American is thrown into a room win re
he fights three barbarians.
Flash occrromes the wild men, but

Ming now condemns him to a worst
fate, heedless .of the angry protests oj
his daughter. Aura, who has become in-

terested in Flash.
Aura tries to rescue him. In

doing so she shares his peril and, as
the floor yawns beneath them. Flash
and the daughter o) Ming arc plunged—to what?

Now Read On

EPISODE 2 —
" The Tunnel of Terror "

The Net

IN
(ho instant that she dropped out

of sight with Flash Gordon, a ring-
ing scream burst from (ho lips of

the Princess Aura, and it was a scream
which was echoed by Dale Arden as,

held fast in Iho grip of Ming's guards,
she saw her fiance and the emperor's
daughter plunging into the darkness.

And Ming himself uttered a great
cry, for he had never intended that
Aura should Buffer the same fate to

which he had condemned ihe young
Earth man.

It was to the sinister monarch's credit
that, despite the suddenness and the
unexpectedness with which the situation
had arisen, he did not lose his presence
of mind.
"Torch!" he shrieked. "The net!

Quick—save my daughter!"
The captain of his bodyguard sprang

to action as the emperor's command
resounded through the council chamber.
With a bound he reached the switch-
board on the wall, where the hand of
a dying man had drawn down the lever
that had hurled Flash and Aura from
view, and with a desperate gesture he
tugged at a second lever there.

Torch was not a moment too soon.
Already Aura and Flash Gordon had
plunged far down into the abysmal
gloom, but as the captain of the body-
guard threw that switch a grating of
some light but strong material whipped

across the pit, just about thirty feet

from its base.

Into this framework of wire Flash
and Aura fell, and it trembled quiver-
ingly as it received them. Then three
other bodies landed beside them—the
figures of the barbarians over whom
the youthful American had triumphed.
Slowly Flash Gordon and the

daughter of Ming aroused themselves
and, looking up, they saw the heads and
shoulders of several men far above
them at the distant summit of the pit.

Immediately afterwards Aura heard one
of those men cry out:
"They are safe, your Majesty ! Tbev

are in the net ! We can just see them !"

"Then go down by way of the under-
ground galleries and make prisoners of
them both," came the answering voice
of Ming.
The heads of the soldiers disappeared.

Meanwhile, Flash had struggled to his

feet and, amazed by the fact that ho
was safe and sound, he balanced himself
on the trembling meshes of the net and
offered Aura a helping hand.
"Arc yon all right?" he gasped.
"Yes," site panted. "I am unhurt.

The spring in the net broke our fall.

My father must have ordered one of
his men to move the switch that
operates it."

"A lucks- thing for us. too," the
American began fervently, and then

stopped dead as he heard a queer,
grunting sound beneath him.
He peered down through the tracery

of wires on which he was standing and,
in the dim light below, he beheld a
pool of stagnant water, and sudden!;.,

in that stagnant water, he discerned the
May JCtli, 1986.
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loathsome forms of half a dozen ghastly
reptiles—reptiles of a kind unknown in

the world from which he and Dale and
Zarkov had come.

They were rearing themselves out of
the slimy pool, their staring eyes up-
turned towards the net, and their cruel,

hungry jaws wide open to reveal
gleaming rows of teeth.

'"What are thej?" Flash breathed in

horror.
"The dragons of death," Aura told

him with a shudder. "They would have
torn us to pieces if we had struck the
water. Listen, you must get out of

here before the guards reach us. There
should be a secret door close to us."

She moved past the bodies of the
three wild men who had fallen with
them from the room above, and who
were obviously insensible, and presently
Flash realised that she was questing to

and fro around the walls of the pit.

Then «11 at once, when she was at the
far side of the net, he heard the creak
of hinges and saw a great block of

stone swinging aside to disclose a broad
passage-way.
Aura beckoned to him, and he

followed her through the aperture into
a gallery that was faintly illuminated
by subdued lights. Down this gallery
they hastened, and they must have
travelled a distance of a hundred yards
when the tramp of feet reached their
ears.

"The guards!" hissed Aura, and
promptly dragged him into a corridor
le»ding off to the right.

Skulking there, they heard the guards
troop by, and gained a fleeting impres-
sion of Torch marching at the head of
them. Then they waited until the foot-

steps of the soldiery had receded and,
as silence fell again, the daughter of
Ming conducted her companion back
into the main gallery.

"Hurry!" she said. "They will soon
discover that we are no longer in the
net !"

They broke into a run. heading in

the direction whence Torch and the
guards had approached, but before long
Aura was leading the way out of the
main gallery and turning into another
side-passage—one that branched off to
the left, this time.

They started along this. It sloped
downward in a fairly acute gradient, so
that it was almost difficult to keep their
feet, and at intervals there were steep
flights of steps which had to bo
descended. It became increasingly clear
to Flash that this route certainly would
rot lead them back to the palace. On
the contrary lie could have imagined
that it was penetrating to the very core
of this weird and fearsome planet of
Mongo.
"Where are you taking me''" he

demanded of Aura, after a lapse of
several minutes. "I want to return to
your father's stronghold. I want to find
out what he's doing with Dr. Zarkov
and Dale—particularly Dale."

"No doubt he is holding them cap-
tives," the princess rejoined, and then,
after a slight pause:

"You like the Earth woman, don't
you?" she added.
There was a hint of spitefulness in

her voice as she made the comment, and
for an instant her olive-skinned face
was like that of a perverse and wilful
<hild. But Flash did not. notice her
manner.
"Dale Arden is my fiancee," he told

her. "We were planning to get married
—but the danger that threatened our
world put all Mich thoughts out of our
minds. Do you know what marriage
means, von who belong to this other
May 10th, 1936.
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planet? Do the men of Mongo lake
wives?"
"Yes," she answered slowly. "I

think we are much like the Earth
people. We have our loves—and our
hates. But come, you must trust in me,
for I alone can help you now."

He had no choice but to proceed, and
together they pushed on until at last

they saw the light of day before them.
A few seconds later they were stuV'blinor

out into the open, and, looking af3un9"~
him in bewilderment, Flash found that
they had emerged from a cavern-mouth
at the very foot of the mountain on
which Ming's city was built.

From away above them came the
peculiar discord of sounds which issue

from a metropolis where human activities

are in progress. But. those sounds
seemed far off and remote, for the lower
slopes of the mountain were barren, and
the plain on which Flash and Aura now-

stood was desolate and forlorn.

There was no life here—unless, per-

.

haps, there were monsters basking amidst
the great rocks which abounded—
monsters such as those which Flash,
Dale and Zarkov had seen when they
had fust landed on the planet.
Flash shivered slightly at the thought

of those brutes, and then gave a start

as Aura touched him on the arm.
Glancing at her. he discovered that she
was pointing to a curious-looking craft

which was standing amongst the rocks
nearby.
He had not observed it when he had

hurriedly scanned the surroundings a
moment before. It appeared to be some
kind of rocket ship, similar in many
respects to Zarkov's, but with a nose
that tapered into a keen point.

It was clear that it was empty, and,
leading him across to it, Aura opened'
a door in the side of it and passed into

the interior of the machine. He accom-
panied her, and as he stepped through
the doorway she spoke to him quietly.

"You will be safe in here until I have
talked with my father." she said.

"No," he retorted. "If you're going
back to the palace I'm returning with
you. I must find out what's happened
to Dale."
Aura laid a hand on his arm.
"You could do no good," she told

him. "Your presence would only do
harm. My father is a strange man. and
I am the only one who has any influence
with him. Perhaps I can appease the
wrath that you so foolishly aroused in

him by your defiance. I cannot promise,
but I wi'll try."
Flash looked down at her somewhat

.shamefacedly.
"You must think me -ungrateful," he

said. "If it hadn't been for you. I

wouldn't be alive now. I appreciate
that But, just, the same, I can't

stay here without making any effort to

reach Dale."
"I insist that you stay here." Aura

replied. "And listen, if any of my
father's men should come this waj yon
must lie prepared to take flight in this

ship immediately, Look, I will show you
how to control it."

She managed to convince him thai her

influence with her father was likely to

prove far more effective than any reck-

less scheme that he could put into prac-

tice, and then she spent the next two
or three minutes in explaining the
mechanism of the rocket ship to him.

She also pointed out that the craft

was equipped for fighting, and indicated

a lever by which explosives that were
lodged in a compartment of the vessel

could be dropped on a foe; and by the
lime she had left him Flash Gordon
possessed a fairly adequate knowledge
of that rocket ship.

From the windows of it he watched
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her make her way towards the caver!.
whence they had emerged a little while
previously, and after she had vanished
from sight he turned to make a fresh
inspection of the craft's interior.

It was as he was carrying out this
inspection that he came upon a locker
which contained some articles of cloth
iiuj such as the people of Mongo wore

—

a pair of dark trunks made of some
stuff that resembled wool, an em
broidereci tunic, a hide belt studded with
metal buttons, and a pair of high booti.
He decided to change into these gar-

ments, reasoning that he would appear
less conspicuous, in them than in the teli

tale apparel of a son of the Earth.

While Flash was donning the clothed
that he had found in the rocket ship
the Princess Aura was moving along
the steep subterranean gallery by which
she had conducted him to the plain, and
as she passed through the ascending
cavern a slight smile seemed to play
about her lips.

And once, as she was climbing one of

the many flights of steps, she gavo
tongue to her secret thoughts in a low.
soliloquising voice.

"Never have I seen anyone like the
Earth man," she mused. "So fair and
so strong, so pleasing to the eyes. My
father may do as he will with the girL,

but he shall not harm the Earth
man "

The Lion Men

UP in the council-chamber of lha
palace, the Emperor Ming was
awaiting the return of Torch and

those of the guards who had hastened
to the nether regions below his strong
hold, and. white he waited, he glanced
often at Dale and Zarkov.
"She is beautiful, is she not?" he said

once to Zarkov, motioning to Dale with
a thin hand and leering as he spoke.
The doctor made no answer, and

presently Ming turned to the maidens of

lii — court, now gathered around the
lovely girl who had come amongst them
from the distant planet known as the
Earth.
"It is common knowledge." he re-

marked, "that I have wished to marry
again ever since the death of Aura't
mother. But until now there has been
no one on whom I have looked with
favour."
He had spoken in English, and on

hearing his words Dale Arden paled.

Then suddenly Dr. Zarkov strained foi

ward in the arms of two soldiers who
were grasping him.
"Your Majesty!" he exclaimed in a

voice that shook. "You cannot mean

"That the Earth girl would I"

choice of wife." Ming interrupted,

glancing at him swiftly. "Why not?
It would be a great honour for her!"
"But you know nothing of her!"

Zarkov cried. "And she is in love with

Gordon !"

Ming's lids narrowed.
"I behold her loveliness." he

"That is enough for me. As for thi.i

insolent Earth man whom you call

Gordon, he is no more. You heard me
instruct Torch to remove my daughter
from the net and then withdraw it. go

that Gordon would be cast to

dragons of death !"

Dale screamed out at that, and be- in

to sob distractedly, whereupon Ming
turned his sinister eyes upon Iter.

"Do not weep for a dead man, inv

pretty one." he said in a callous h
• You will have a living emperor to

comfort you."
Then, signing to the women of his

court, he rapped out a brusque command
"Take her to your quarters in the

palace." he ordered. "See that she is

attired in the wedding gown of a prin-
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feess <ji Mongo. And summon the high
priest. I wish to speak with him."
The maidens of the palace laid hands

on Dale, and tho struggling, grief-

stricken girl was hurried from the council

chamber, disappearing through the

great doorway in the far wall.

When she had been removed, Ming
looked at the men who were holding
Zarkov.
"Torch should have returned by now,"

he muttered. "Listen, one of you re-

main here and tell him to report to me
in the laboratory. Tell the High Priest

that he may also come to me there. The
j est of you follow mo with the scientist

from the Earth
"No, wait," lie added on an after-

thought. "Before we lake him to the
laboratory, see that he is fitted out with
more suitable garments, such as one of

my servitors might, wear.
- '

He paused, and eyed the learned
.American quizzically.

"Dr. Zarkov." he said, with the hint
of a sneer in his voice. "I think that
was how you called yourself, was it not?
Dr. Zarkov, you will permit me to re-

mark that thoso Earth clothes are offen-

sive and incongruous to me, and, since
you are to work with us, you must look
like one of us."
Zarkov was consequently forced to

change—not; into a costly robe like the
one that draped Ming's skinny frame,
but into a kind of uniform which, had
he but known it, was similar to an out-
fit that Flash Gordon, was donning at

this very moment, down in a rocket ship

ot» tho plain.

Having dressed himself in the clothes

of a citizen of Ming's capital, Zarkov
was conducted through the palace to
a spacious apartment which he recog-
nised at once as a laboratory, not very
different from his own laboratory in

America, but much more lavish, and
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fitted out with a great deal of apparatus
that was new to him.

In the presence of tho guards Ming
proceeded to describe the equipment to

Zarkov, and for the moment the doctor
forgot his loathing for the heartless

monarch of this strange planet—this

emperor, as ho termed himself, who had
delved deep into the mysteries of science,

and vested himself with an amazing
power, which he could only sec fit to

use as a means of furthering his own mad
ambitions.
For the moment Zarkov even forgot

Dale and Flash, impressed as he was by
the scientific wonders which Ming was
now revealing to him.

Tho laboratory presented a spectacle
of mechanised energy and electrical

activity. Strange appliances crackled
and sparkled on every hand, and mighty
dynamos hummed ceaselessly. Before
each and every unit of apparatus Ming
paused to give an explanation of it<

purpose, and the alert, trained mind of

Zarkov was quick to grasp the nature
of (hose innumerable devices.

At last they halted in front of a great
telescope, and Ming indicated it with a

t wisted smile.

"You may see your world through
those lenses with startling clearness,"
he said. "Your world to which we arc

hurtling through the void. Strange, is

it not, Zarkov, that a planet can travel

through the firmament at an incredible
rate, and yet seem motionless to thoso
who live upon it ? Aye, and stranger
still that I am the one who is guiding
its course—by the instruments in this

room!"
Zarkov was gazing through the tele-

scope, and the Emperor Ming regarded
him coolly.

"Aye, watch your world. Zarkov," ho
continued. "Minute by minute you can
sec the outlines of its continents grow
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more distinct while it turns on i(s axis.

Wc are rushing nearer—nearer

"But wc are near enough for my pur-
pose even now. Zarkov ; and see, } have
but to touch a switch and the onward
momentum of the planet Mongo is

checked."
He had turned to a massive control-

board close by, and was drawing down
a lever there.
"That is all," he murmured. "We

feel nothing. Our senses register no
change. But Mongo has ceased to rush
towards the Earth. Look through that

telescope again an hour hem <— a day
hence—a year hence, if you like. Mongo
will be no nearer to your world."

Zarkov drew in his breath. If Ming
were to be believed, then he had just
seen him perform a miracle.
"Now tell me," the emperor said,

"how docs mv workshop compare with
those on Eat th

'.'"

"There is no comparison!" Zarkov
exclaimed. "This— this is a scientist's

paradise. The control of radio-active
energy here is great enough to dominate
the entiie firmament] the entire uni-
\ erse

!'•'

"To conquer the entire universe,"
Ming put in viciously, exultantly. "And
that I intend to do with your aid,

Zarkov. For, odd as it may seem. J

need you. You can forge the last link

in the chain of my ambitions—you, who
had made a discovery that has hitherto
escaped me—you, who can teach me how
to build ships that can Hy through space
from planet to planet !"

Zarkov made no response, but kept his
thoughts to himself. He was no coward
—he merely realised that he alone stood
any hope of saving (he peoples of tho
Earth from this power-drunk fanatic's

designs. He must pretend to bow before
Ming's will, and bide his time.

Thus did the doctor reflect, and ibui

Flash seized him by the throat, and simultaneously Thun pressed his sword against the wretch's body.
May 16th. 1936,
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all at once the door of the laboratory

v. as opened and Torch appeared,

"Your Majesty," the captain of the

bodyguard reported tensely, "the Earth

man Gordon has escaped. We found no

trace of him or of the Princess Aura on

the net—only the three barbarians, whom
we cast to the dragons. And we have

searched tho passages in vain, your

Majesty."
It was heartening news for Zarkov,

but not for Ming, whose eyes blazed

venomously.
"My daughter will return," he barked.

' We shall learn where this man Gordon
i, then."

lie dismissed Torch, and it was as the

latter was making his way from the

laboratory that an elderly man in strik-

ing raiment crossed the threshold.

The newcomer was the High Priest,

aud, bowing gravely to the emperor, lie

spoke in a sepulchral tone:

"I have just learned of your Majesty's

desire to wed the Earth girl," he said,

" but the maidens of the court ask me
to inform you that she refuses to become
Your bride* and I do not have to remind
your Majesty that the gods frown upon
a marriage in which either the man or

woman is an unwilling participant."

Ming scowled, and fingered his dark

beard.
"We could use the hypnotic machine."

be muttered at length. "The machine
n nich reduces the mind to a passive

.slate and leaves the victim submissive to

the will of others. The Earth girl would

not be in a position then to anger the

gods by expressing unwillingness. You
see, my friend, science can overcame all

things—even the human emotions."

The High Priest bowed again, and
departed from the laboratory, and Ming
tinned to note that Zarkov was eyeing

him bitterly.

"You do not seem to be in favour of

my plans regarding the Earth girl." be

observed, as he saw the doctor's expres-

sion.

Zarkov attempted to make some reply,

but before he could do so there was a

scuffle of feet in the doorway of the work-
shop, and a scared-looking soldier burst

into the room.
"Your Majesty," the fellow panted.

'.'
I he ship* of the Lion Men are approach-

ing in the sky! Four of them, your
Majesty! They arc coming to attack

rs!"
Ming's sallow face changed colour, and,

Striding to the windows of the laboratory,

be peered forth to see four machines
of the gyro type cruising towards his

n ountain citadel.

He swung around as Zarkov joined

him.
"They must have learned that my

feet was absent on an expedition into

the distant country of the barbarians!"
b>' said harshly. "They would not have
dared to attack otherwise."
"Who are these enemies of yours?"

Zarkov demanded.
"The Lion Men, as they call them-

selves!" Ming snarled. "They are a

I
eople on Mongo who have long stood in

my path. Now they send four emit

to strike at mo when I am unprepared.
Those four ships can do great damage—
they c^u\ wreck my entire palace—my
entire city—they can smash this work-
shop to atoms. My laboratory! My

itory
"

The four gyro-ships were approaching
ly. In sixty seconds they Were

above the mountain metropolis; above
the palace; and suddenly there was a

reverberating explosion as some deadly
missile fell within a short distance of
-Ming's stronghold.

1 1 was followed by another and
another, and the walls of tin- laboratory

trembled. In the meantime (lie Emperoi
M ..<. 18th, 1938
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Ming was wringing his hands and acting
like a man bereft of his senses, and he
seemed in an extremity of despair when
Zarkov clutched him all at once by the

arm.
"Look!" the doctor exclaimed, point-

ing through the windows to the boulder-
strewn plain away at the foot of the
mountain.
From that distant plain a bullet-shaped

craft had soared unexpectedly, was
speeding now to engage the machines ^f

the Lion Men. Like a meteor it soareST
and, though the occupan-s of tho gyro-
ships tried to gain height so that they
might meet its onset, the lone vessel

rapidly outstripped them in altitude.

Then it swooped down upon the heli-

copters of the Lion Men, and in another
instant a desperate duel was in progress
high amid the clouds.

"It is one of my own rocket-ships!"
Ming cried. "A gallant pilot—single-

handed—has come to my aid!"
"A brave man," ZarkoY commented

feelingly.

"Yes," the emperor jerked, "and he
will be royally rewarded if he lives

through this fight."

It would havj amazed them both if

they could have discovered that the
gallant pilot of the locket-ship was none
other than—Flash Gordon !

The Claws of the Monster

IT was fortunate for Flash Gordon that

he had paid heed to Aura's instruc-

tions when she had told him how to

control the rocket-ship, and it was for-

tunate for him. too. that the capabilities

o f the craft were far superior to those

of the helicopters flown by the Lion
Men.
Diving upon one of the hostile

machines, he pulled the switch that

sprung the trap containing those explo-

sives which the rocket-ship was carrying.

An object resembling a bomb was
promptly released, and there was a burst

of fire as it 6truck its mark.
It did not wreck the enemy vessel, but

crippled it. and the helicopter veered
away. Next moment Flash was chal-

lenging another of his adversaries, all of

whom were endeavouring to close in on
him.

Glittering fingers of light shot from
the gyro-ships, searchingly, and Flash

guessed that ray-guns were included in

tin' equipment of those machines. Re-
membering what be had seen of such

ray-guns in Mongo already, he did hir".

utmost to keep his craft clear of them—
at the same lime singling out one of his

antagonists for retaliation.

The flexibility of the rocket-ship was
his salvation. Within the space of a

minute he had damaged another of the

helicopters so severely that it, too, was
foticd to retire from the combat, and it

had not. gone far on its way when a third

gvro was making ofT like a wounded
bird.

With three of the raiders departing in

the direction whence they had come.
Mash concentrated his attention on the

remaining vessel, whoso pilot seemed un-

daunted by the fate of his comrades, for

he was still trying to bring the American
under (he sights of his ray-gun.

Flash managed to outwit him. and.
soaring high, pot (lie ?ocket-ship into a

dive and swooped over his opponent's

craft. Put this time when he tugged at

ill.' bomb-release switch there was no
result, and he realised with dismay that

he had used his last missile.

Meanwhile his dive had carried him
beyond and below his enemy's heli-

copter, and. wheeling, be .saw a death-

ray strike out from the gyro-ship. It

passed above him. but be knew thai it

would soon bud its target, and in do--

poration he sent his machine straight at
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the foe, determined that if he were to
die ho would first make sure that the
raider did no further damage to Ming's
palace.

With the rocket-ship coming towards
him the pilot of the other craft lost his

head, however, and made an attempt to
swerve.
He only succeeded in turning broad-

side-on to the rocket-ship, and there was
a grinding shock as the \een nose of the
latter pierced the tough shell of the
gyro. Then both machines began to fall,

the propeller of the gyro still spinning
and its motor still giving the vessel a
tendency to remain in the air, though the
weight of the machine that was embed-
ded in its metal plates was dragging it

down.
Locked together, the two ships

descended slowly through the void, and,
drifting high over the roofs of the
Emperor Ming's city, they finally 6ank
upon an expanse of level terrain away
on the other side of the mountain.

As the vessels grounded. Flash Gordon
stumbled out of the rocket-ship, bruised
in every limb and badly shaken. Yet.
dazed as he was, he wa6 aware of a
figure crawling from the buckled gyro —
the figure of a man whose hair was like

a lion's mane and whose chin was hidden
behind the tangled locks of a great
beard.
His back and chest were encased in

armour, and, oddly enough, he was
clutching a heavy sword, a weapon that
seemed almost incongruous in hi6 hand,
considering the craft from which he had
emerged and the ray-gun with which it

had been equipped.

Yet that sword was capable of dealing
death, and with upraised blade the
bearded man rushed at Flash im-
petuously.
The young American was unarmed,

and his brain was" by no means clear.

But somehow he managed to collect his

wits, and, leaping aside even as his

antagonist came within striking distance,
he dodged the swing of the sword. Then,
in the moment that the fellow was
blundering past him, Flash whipped his

bunched knuckles into action and caught
him with a punch that sent iiim sprawl-
ing in the dust.

The sword slid from the bearded man's
grasp, and with a swift movement Flash
seized it, lifting it from the ground and
standing over his foe, who lay where he
.had fallen and looked up at the
American with an expression of dumb
resignation in his eyes.

"Get on your feet." said Flash.

His vanquished opponent stared at
him, and then, after a brief silence, he
rose with an effort and spoke to the
younger man in English.
"Why do you not slay me?"
"I have no quarrel with you." Flash

replied. "I saw you pa*s over the
mountain and .start to bomb Ming's
stronghold, so I attacked you. But J

fought only to save two friends of mine
who are prisoners in that palace."

"Then—you are not an ally of

Minn's '.

"

Flash shook his head, and proceeded to

explain how he and Dale Arden and
Zarkov had come to Mongo, and how he
had fared at Ming's hands; and when ho
had finished his 6tory the bearded man
looked at him keenly.

"I am Thun, Prince of the Lion Men."
he said. "Ming is also my enemy. And

you have spared my life. Faith

.Man. I will help von free the prisoners

of whom you speak."
Flash hesitate, I.

"I promised to await the Princess

Aura at a cavern on the far side of the

mountain," he breathed". " But she may
(Continued on page 27'
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|"T00 TOUGH TO KILL"
|

/ (Continued from page 12) /

O'Hara had sent for him, disturbed by
llio complete disappearance of Ann and
Willie.

"I haven't seen 'em around," Danny
declared.

"Well, where the devil can they be?"
growled O'Hara. "I left 'em in Miss
Miller's cabin."

"I guess it'll be a relief to have that
girl out of the way, won't it?" suggested
Danny; but O'Hara was not prepared to

admit that.

"If all of us were as interested in do-
ing our work as that, girl is," lie said,

"we'd get somewhere around here."

The telephone bell rang, and Danny
answered the call.

"What?" he exclaimed. "Wait a

minute!" He held out the instrument.
' There's been an accident at the cave-
in!"
O'Hara spoke to Anderson.
"I'll be there right away," he said

when lie had heard the schemer's story,

and down went the telephone. But be-

fore he went out with Danny he took
two automatics from a locked drawer of
his desk, and he handed one to Danny
and pocketed the other.

In the tool-shed Swede Mulhousen was
left in charge of Ann and Willie, and
Anderson went out with the others.

"Be quiet," he eaid to them, "and
keep, out of sight until O'Hara has gone
by."
Mulhousen sat on an upturned box

under the shelf 1o which Willie's camera-
case had been restored. He looked at
the two prisoners, yaw red, and produced
a flask of spirits from a pocket.

"Here's looking at, you," he said
ironically, and drank deep*.

It had seemed very dark in the shed
when first the light-, were switched off,

but. Ann and Willie could see each other
quite clearly now. Swede Mulhousen
Closed his eyes and leaned back against
the wall, and Ann knocked her head
against Willie's face to draw his atten-
tion to the fact that there were several
heavy things on the shelf over their
custodian's head, as well as the camera-
case.

The 6heif was supported by wholly in-
adequate brackets and a prop of wood.
Willie, following with his eyes the direc-
tion of Ann's persistent nods, understood
at last. He rolled over and over across
tho floor and suddenly struck out with
his bound feet at the prop.
The prop fell, the shelf gave way—and

down cascaded half a dozen boxes of
tools and the camera-case, mostly on
Swede Mulhousen's bent head. He fell

forward on his face unconscious, and
Willie wriggled his way to the camera-
case and in spite of bound wrists tried
to get hold of his flash-lamp which was
lying on the floor.

At the third attempt he succeeded, and
just as O'Hara was passing the shed with
Danny a vivid flash of light startled
them.
"See what that is," directed O'Hara,

and jumped on to the motor-truck Ann
had used and drove it on into the tunnel.
Danny entered the tool-shed; Anderson

and his companions ran out from the
equipment warehouse.

"It's O'Hara all right!" Anderson
proclaimed with evil satisfaction. "We'll
time him !"

They went back into the warehouse,
and they did not see the lights go on in
the tool-shed as Danny entered it. But
Danny saw Ann, sitting on the floor
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bound and gagged, and he saw Willie
drop the flash-lamp.

Swiftly removing the handkerchief
from the y-iri's mouth he set her on her
feet to unfasten the ropi -.

"They're going to kill him !" .-he ex-
claimed, a n soon a, she could find her
voice.

"Who?" asked Danny. "Anderson?"
"No—O'Hara! They re going to blow

up the tunnel from here, somehow!
We've got to stop him before ho gets too
far inside it

!"

"If they're gonna do it from here,"
-aid Danny, unfastening the last of the
knots in the rope that, hound Iter legs,

"there must be a plunger around." He
glanced all about the shed. "Where is

it?"
"I don't know." She turned towards

tho door.
"Where are you going?" he asked.
"I'm going after him !"

"You can't do that!" He caught hold
of her arm. "It's suicide ! The only
chance you've got to .stop him is to tele-

phone one of the stations along the line."
"I'll try that," she promised, and then

he let go of her and she ran out.

A motor-truck was on a siding, a little

way south of the shed. She 6et the
points for the line 'hat »nii into the
tunnel and then she ( limbed on to the
truck and set it going.
Anderson, in the equipment ware-

house, looked at his watch.

"We'll give him three more minutes,"
he decided; and at that moment the
sound of a truck on the rails sent him
and his companions crowding round a
w indow.

"It\ the girl!" exclaimed Joe in
amazement.

"Let, her go," said Anderson.
"Couldn't have fastened her up very
tight. Nick, hut it'll save us a lot of
trouble. Come on, let's gel on that
plunger !"

They Streamed oul from the ware-
house; but Danny and Willie wen' wait-
ing for them at the side of the tool-shed,
and Danny had an automatic in his hand.
"Stay where you are!" he commanded

harshly, striding toward- them; and the
four stopped short, in dismay. "Start
reaching, all of you! Slick 'em up!"
Up went four pairs of hands, and their

owners were driven backwards into the
phed, where Willie .switched on the light*
again.

"Now where's that plunger?'' rasped
Danny.

"I don't know what you're talking
about," blustered Anderson.
"Look for it. Willie," said Danny.

"When you find it, disconnect the
wires."

Willie searched all over the shed, but,
he could not find the plunger.
"Here, take this," s<iid Danny, "and

keep them covered. I'll find it."

He handed over the automatic, and
Willie held it none too steadily. He was
not used to firearms.
"You're crazy!" exploded Anderson,

watching Danny as he prowled about the
shed.

"Maybe I am," said Danny, and came
to the telephone and looked down at, a
bare wire on the floor in front, of it.

Anderson made a movement, but Willie
immediately cried out

:

"No, you don't! Start reaching for
the stars, or something!"
On the floor near the bare wire was

what appeared fo be an empty box. up-
side down. Danny stooped and raised it

—and underneath was tin- plunger.

He flung away the box and ripped two
wires from the terminals on the canister-
like contrivance Bui behind Willie's
back Swedo Mulhousen had tat up ami
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was staring at the upraised hands of his

fellow conspirators.
The telephone bell rang. Ann hail

reached the first wall-instrument in the
tunnel and was trying to get O'Hara at
the junction. Mulhousen rose up,
lurched forward, and knocked the auto-
matic out of Willie's hand.

Anderson and Shane promptly rushed
at Danny, who sprang up to defend him
self. Mulhousen struck out at vVillie,

but over-reached himself and went
sprawling, ami Nick Pollack tried to grab
the little .-ports photographer, only to
receive a jolt in the aw that* surprised
him. Willie was not quite the weakling
ho looked.

Ann Gets Her Man !

AT the junction, O'Hara stopped the
truck he was driving and jumped
down from it because the tell

phone bell was ringing. To his astonish-
ment, it was Ann's voice he heard as he
put tin.' receiver to his ear.

She told him of all that had happened,
a n<l she- said frantically:

"You've got (o get out of there !

They're liable to blow up the place any
minute '."

O'Hara looked along the tunnel for

wires, or any sign of a charge, but could
see neither. But lie could not doubt
Ann's i-tory.

"Listen," he said, "there are men at
the cave-in. I've got fo get (hem out."
"You haven't time," she protested.

"You don't understand! You're go.ug
to bo killed any minute!"
"Ann," said O'Hara, "you get oul of

tie- tunnel—I'm going ahead!"
He slammed Hi.,' receiver back on 'Is

prongs, climbed on to the truck, and
drove on to the scene of the cave in.

There were nearly twenty men at
work there, until he stopped them, and
it, was impossible for them all to crowd
on to one motor-truck. On its side lav

a muck-ear which had been knocked II

the rails by the fall of rook in the morn-
ing and was half-buried under rubbish.

"Our only chance to get. out of here
alive," he cried, "is to get this car back
on the track ! Come on, boys, come an !"

They were all working feverishly to

get the muck-car clear and back on m
rails when a rumble of wheels grew
louder and louder, and they turned to
seo Ann speeding towards them on a
motor truck. O'Hara flew to meet her.

"I told you to get out, of this tunnel I'
1

ho cried in horror as she applied tho
brakes.
"But I had lo come after you," she

said with a little twisted smile of
defiance.

"Well, at least you've given us a
chance to get out of here alive!" He
beckoned to the men. "Come on!" ho
shouted urgently. "Half of you on each
truck— quick !"

Tho men needed no second bidding;
they scrambled on to the two trucks, and
Ann sent hers rattling back through tho
tunnel, and O'Hara followed on his.

The legion of bare rock was left

behind, the junction was passed, and the
concreted section was reached, while in

the tool-*hcd Dannj fought desperately
against overwhelming odds, and Willie
was knocked down again and again, only
to rise for further punishment.

Several times Anderson tried to find

the automatic, but it, had fallen behi id

-• mi' sacks of cement. Mulhousen tried
to find it, but was knocked completely
out by a shovel Willie brought down
upon his head. Danny, at last, was held
powerless against a wall by Joe- and
Shane, and Willie was sent spinning
against a crate b\ Anderson, who yc.led
to Nick Pollack to connect tho wires to

the plunger.
May 16th, 1936.
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The wires were connected, and Ander-
son tightened the terminals.

"There, that's got it!" he cried. "Let
her go!"
Down went the lever, and somewhere

in the distance there followed an ex-

plosion that seemed to make tho very air

m the shed -.vibrate. Dense clouds of

smoke issued from the mouth of the tun-

nel as Anderson looked out. But with
the smoke came two motor-trucks,

crowded with men. and Anderson dived

back into the shed as he saw O'Hara
leap down from the second truck.

"He's not dead! llr's here!" he
howled. "Get him !

"

Shane let go of Danny, anil as O'Hara
burst in at the dooi with an automatic
in his hand the giant seized the hand
that held -the gun and jerked it back-
wards over O'Hara's shoulder. But with
his Ipft hand Danny gripped the hand
that had wrested the gun away, and with
his right hand he Secured the weapon.
O'Hara whirled round and his assailant

went down like a log. Danny handed
back the automatic.
"Thanks," said O'Hara. and he drove

the rest of the crooks into a corner with
their hands above their heads. "Call the

police at Indio, Danny, and tell 'cm to

down here right' away !"

Danny obeyed only too readily. Willie,

a dishevelled wreck, tottered forward
.holding a hand to his head.
"I— I held 'em back as long as I

could," ho stammered.
"Good boy, Willie.'' said O'Hara.

"Where's the girl? Are you fit enough
to go and find her

Willie vent out from the shed, very
weak at the knees, and he staggered
across (ho cam]) to the office because lie

was quite sure he would find Ann there.

He was not mistaken. She was in

O'Hara's room, silting on his desk with
his telephone in her hands, ringing up
the "Los Angeles Chronicle."

O'Hara was in the city of Los Angeles
sooner than he had expected to be.

because he had to attend the trial of
Amos Mulhern and 15ill Anderson.
Mulhern was charged with tampering

with the Whitney Tunnel construction;
Anderson confessed to attempted
murder. Mulhern was sentenced to five

years' imprisonment, Anderson to
i wenty-five.

Swede Mulhousen, Nick Pollack, Dave
Shane, and Joe Gibbons received severe
sentences for their pari in the murder
plot, and Ann herself wrote the story
thai appeared in the "Chronicle" of John
O'Hara s promotion le partnership with
dames Whitney.
She was at her desk, I lie morning after

<l;e jury had given theii verdict, when
O'Hara walked into tho reporters' room
with his hat in his hand and a smile on
his face. Whether she had expected him,
<<• not, il was lunch-time and her hat

mi her head. She Etood up and mode
;i face at him.

"I thought I told you not to come
ere when T gave you my address,"
aid. "Besides, you're late! I ought

to have gone (o lunch ten*minulc.s ago!"
O'Hara's smile broadensd.
"There's an excavation down the

street." he lied. "I simply couldn't tear

If away."
"Any steel reinforcements, or timber
gmenls to lean on'.'" asked Ann

in ighlly.

"Sure
"Then what are we waiting for?"
'I hey want out from t he repi

u

i .11 in in arm.

(By permission of Columbia Pictures

Corporation, Ltd., starring Victor Jory
with Snllv O'Neil.)
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"THE SAGEBRUSH TROUBADOUR";

(Continued from page 20)

Geno took the reins from her numbed
fingers and exerted all his strength.
There seemed a sheer drop ahead and he
strove to turn the runaways. Lfe s,,c "

ceeded, but it was too much for tin,

buekboard. An axle snapped, the buck-
board sagged and one corner ploughed
its way into the soft ground. The man
got a grip of the girl and next second
they went hurtling through the air.

Over. and over they rolled with Gene
striving with one free hand and his feet

to cheek their pace. A hillock brought
them up with a jolt that nearly broke
his back. Winded and bruised they lay

huddled close together—from a distance
seemingly dead.
"Why don't you stay home where you

belong V" Gene gasped out, as the girl

gave a faint moan.
Her eyes opened and she flashed him

an indignant glance.
"I would have made it if you hadn't

tried that circus act. You try spanking
me and see what you get."

The pounding of hoofs made Gene turn
his head, and he saw two horsemen some
distance away.
"Lie still and feign you're out," whis-

pered Gene. "And you will get spanked
if you don't do as I say."

It was Lon and Hank. They had seen
the whole incident from their look-out on
the hillside. They dismounted and stared
down at the prone figures.

"Knocked out," Lon chuckled.
"Dunno what ibis means Maybe this

pesky killer was going to kidnap Joan.
We'll bind him."
"And share the reward," suggested the

crafty Hank.
But they got a surprise when they laid

hands on Gene, for he came unexpectedly
to life. Hank was tossed over his head
and Lon got a punch in tho ribs that

robbed that young adventurer of all his

breath. They got to their feet to find

themselves staring down the barrel of a

gun.
"Keep your hands in the air," drawled

Gene. Neatly he frisked them of their

guns and tossed them away.
"Do your worst, ' defiantly cried Lon.

"We ain't scared of you. You don't kill

us like you did old Martin."
"You two are after Martin's gold mine,

aren't you?" questioned Gene.
The\ looked at him suspiciously.

'What if we are?" growled Hank.
" Well, I'm not you'll be pleased to

hear," Gene grinned. "You've known
for a long time that Martin had found
gold and you've been snooping around
trying to find it. but without success.

You must bars learnt about the mine
when you came lo the ranch to sec Joan.
and either you told Hank or he found
out some way."
"Martin owed mo a bill and " be-

gan Hank.
Gene silenced him by turning the gun

in his direction.

"We're nol interested, but for your
information I'll lull you how to find the

mine." He gave them explicit instruc-

tions. "And if you want to go and look

at the mine." he concluded, as he
pouched his gun. "we won't stop you."
Lon and Hank raced for their horses,

sprang into the saddle and were gone.

Joan got up slowly from the ground.
"My mine!" she said with heavy
ircasm. "This mine isn't recorded, and

those two eiie.ip chjsellers can now take

the mine lor themseh es.

"
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"Perhaps!" Gene laughed tantalis-

ingly, and whistled. Champion trotted
towards them.
"What kind of game are you play-

ing?" she demanded after he had helped
her into the saddle. "Who are you?"
"Contain your curiosity for just a

while longer." Gene jumped up behind
her. "And then you'll know who mur-
dered your grandfather."

The Gold Mine

JOHN MARTIN and Pablo led the
swayback as far as the spot where
old Martin had been murdered and

then released the curious-shaped animal.
The swayback trudged stolidly towards
the Lille, and dawn was nigh when they
came to what seemed barren rock. It
was Tablo who forced his way through a
clump of mesquite and shouted that
there was an opening in the cliff face.

Martin noticed an old barrow and other
signs that once human hands bad been
at work. He felt that Martin's gold mine
was as good as. his. He flashed a torch
and entered a shallow tunnel.

After going a short distance the two
men found themselves in an inner
cavern. Plenty of signs of human occu-

pation but no signs of gold. The place
was musty and thick with cobwebs.
There were a number of shovels an 1

picks in one corner, an old table and
a broken chair, but no sacks of gold
dust.

"There's no gold here," cried Martin.
"Senor, there must be," answered the

half-breed. "Look, there is a door."
Martin forced open a rickety door and

passed into a smaller cavern. Again
there were a chair and a table, picks and
shovels, sieves, and bags that were full

of cement. Rough boarding was on the

floor, but there was no sign of any other

door.
"It's the old man's headquarters right

enough," cried Mai tin. "But where'

a

the mine ?"

"Senor, look!" Pablo pointed at a
trapdoor and a ring. "I think, senor,

that there is your mine."
"Help me lift the trap." Martin

rushed forward, and they had just suc-

ceeded in lilting up the heavy wooden
trap when both men stiffened They had
heard a sound.
Martin whipped out a gun. Into the

room came a dusty, perspiring Nolan.
"Tried to double-cross me. did you?"

he snarled at them. "But I fooled you.

I followed you all the way from the

ranch."
"I found this mine first and you're too

late." sneered Martin. "For once you
ain't been so clever. Don't make a move,
Nolan, or I'll drill you full of lead.

You're staying here with Pablo whilst

I ride into town and record "

The words died away on his lips be-

cause he had beard voices A moment
later came the sound of heavy footfalls.

Martin's face was ugly as Lon and Hank
appeared.
"Looking for something?" he drawled.

"So you beat us lo it!" raged I. on.

"Still you ain't recorded your claim yet.

and we'll make- town before you do."
"Oh. no, you don't." Martin shook his

head. "You guys are keeping Lawyer
Nolan company clown in the mine. Make
the most of it because you won't be
invited into mj mine again."

All this while Nolan had been edging
nearer and nearer to Martin. Suddenly
he rushed and knocked up the gun hand.

There was an explosion that brought
down stones from the roof. Lon and
Hank jumped forward, and in a moment
it was a tight of three against two.

AfolOSl loi-medly Ceiie and the girl

rode towards the mine, .loan had tried

questioning, but the big man refused 10
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give any explanation. When thej

reached the mine Gene pointed to the

s and the swayback.
"I think most of our friends have

ed." He pointed 10 a ridge. "See
;i:o:-e specks. That'- ill' and his

posse. We're goiu- e such a

it little party."
"Bat if the sheriff catches you here

you'll be arrested.

"

•"I don't think so. Come, Joan, let's

iside and see how everyone is. getting
along." He pushed back the mesquite
so the phi could pas=. Then he bent hie

shoulders to enter the mine. They came
into the first cave.

' What's going on in there?" deman-
di.'d Joan, "it sounds like men fighting."

"Probably lighting over who shall

the mine." Gene drew cut a gun.
"Let's go and join the tight."

Very quietly they entered the inner
room and found Martin and Pablo get

l worst of the tight.

"Folks!" Gene bellowed, and that

stopped the light. Five angry, SBS-

pieious men glared at Gene and Joan.

didn't try anything because of

gun that the big fellow carried.
" Guess this is where we have a little

pow-wow," drawled Gene, and with iris

indicated the various sack* "Be
- ..ted—make yourselves comfortable.
That gun made them obey hie orders.

" You killed Martin 1" accused Hank
Polk.
"We'll find that out when the sheriff

.- up," answered Gene. "Unless my
ears mistake me that's the sheriff and
his men."
When the sheriff and ins deputies

: '-bed in he found Gene calmly holding

LtdHer
cowed men. Hie gaze was be-

lerflL and questioning.
"Take a seat, sheriff, " Gene requested.

"J got some talking to do." He waited
v

nil they had taken up various positions.

|
"I'll begin by telling you Tin a Ranger
—aligned to the Martin murder ea>c.

Now, Mr. Nolan, as a lawyer associated
with the late Mr Martin, suppose you

is the reason the killer or killers

might have hail for the murder.''

Nolan's small, beady eyes flickered

DcrTOtisly. "Well, it's probable that the
murderer only wished to torture Mr.
Martin—to make him tell where the mine

% was. But the victim was weak—half

blind, and he died. The killer got

•^ Frightened—and he fled—without remov-
ing the tell-tale guitar string."
"Now anyone here could have had a

motive for the crime." Gene looked all

nd the gathering. " As a

faet, the killer is here right now I"

"Ain't you a smart detective," -

Lon.
"The killer wasn't very smart, Lon."

Gene took from his pocket the fatal

>r string. "This string shows that
it was played witi! a pick—very unusual
in this part of the country. Hank Polk
playe a guitar, and .-o do you. Lon
Danvers—and you both use picks." Gene
produced a -mail pick. "On this little

^i iek are the fingerprints of the mur-
r. My fellow ranger, Frog, is a
evprint expert. At the i a

rprints of all you su

>e fingerprints I and
pro , e 1 Martin.
Fhe man wa "

"You'll never take me alive." Nolan
o his feet.

I! ! e realised quite what the

tanned to* lo ' imbing
down through 'he op' n trapdoor. Joan

lered wnj not 'I,-'' in

All heard a scuffling, and then to the
surprise of all except (.' lawyer

ck into the room and
round like a cornered rat. A moment
later up bobbed the head and shoulders

ight you v

the open trap
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of a eonvict—it was the grinning face of

Frog Millhouse. Gene put a protecting
arm round the girl, whilst the othci arm
gripped Nolan.

"Sheriff, that's the man that killed old

man "Martin." Gene indicated the

lawyer. " Arrest him !"

The .sheriff produced handcuffs and
-napped them ever Nolan's wrists. He
drew out his gun. "So you're the

treacherous cur that downed old man
Mm i in ? I alv

rattlesnake."
Lon walked across to

door.
"How did you happen to be hiding in

the mine tunnel }"

Frog grinned
"Thai n as ( Sene Au He

knew as— he followed

the swayback up here yesterday. Any
more questions, pard?"
There were none. The sheriff took

He eyed the seekers after the

Martin gold mine severely.

"Gue-is it would be wise if you men hit

the trail. I'd like a talk with you,

Autry."

Only three people remained at the

mine—loan, Gene and Frog.
The last-named scratched his head.

"I heard you .-ay something about me
being a famous fingerprint expert—how
come I got such a reputation?"
"You haven't." Gene laughed. "That

was a bluff to force the guilty man to

show his hand."
"I suppose yon know that Uncle John,

Hank and Lon are racing for town. '

-poke Joan. "The mine belongs to the
one that first records it."

Frog chuckled and winked at hie part-

ner.
" Well, ma'am, them hombres ar<

gonna bo embarrassed when
town. You see, Gene had one of the

Rangers record the mine in your i ame
j i sterdaj

."

Then did Joan fully appreciate what
Gene Autry hail done for her, and her

with gratitude. Gene gazed
fondly at the mil and took her un-
resisting hands in hie own large ones.

Frog Millhouse produced hi- guitar and
began to strum, and the' bird- were
as Gene Autry began to sing:

"I'd love to wed a girl I met,

In a stagecoach on the' prairie.

I'd love to sav to-day's the day
When you and I will marry.

lint J tnusl find a girl that'- sweet,

You see the point, of cousse

—

I f [row n she must, 1 think it

To stay in love with my horse '."

But Joan Martin was apt frowning.

(By permission of th.i British Lion Film
Corporation, Ltd.. starring Gene Autry,
Smiley Burnette and Barbara Pepper.)
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THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"TOO TOUGH TO KILL."—

John O'Hara, Victor Jory ; Ann
M'llcr, Sally O'Neil ; James Whitney,
Thurston Hall; Wiflii Dent, Johnny
Arthur; Bill Anderson, Robert
Gleekler

; Nick Pollack, ( reorge McKay;

Middfemase ; Dave Shane, Dewey
Robinson ; Danny Morgan, Ward
Belli!.

"THE SAGEBRUSH TROUBA-
DOUR."— Q( .Himself; Frog
Millhouse, Smiley Burnette ; Joan
Martin, BarbaraPepper ; JohnM
Frank Glendon ; Lon Danvers, Denny

wa : Hi nil/ Nolan, H
i

«

Atehley ; Hank Potk, Pied K
Pablo, Julian River) ; Sheriff, Tom
London.

not have been successful, arid I'm
iue to find out what's happened."

"Then follow me," Thun told him.

"I know something of Ming's palace, for

a.- were not always enemies. There is

_•> on this side of the

mountain, too, and it will take us to his

stronghold, though we must exercise

great caution."
Thus it was under the guidance of this

prince of the Lion Men that Flash

Gordon found his way back to the palace

of the Emperor Ming. an4 about half

an hour after their encounter on the

plain he and Thun might have been
seen stealing alonjf a corridor in the

sinister monarch's imposing residence.

Jr was as they turned an angle of this

corridor that they came face to Eaci with

two men who were hurrying in the

opposite direction.

One wuw a member of Ming's body-
guard, and Thun instantly threatened
him vi ith his sword, which Flash had
returned to him. In the same moment
the American leapt towards th

man who bad appeared with the em- *
peior's hireling, but stopped short as

he recognised Zarkov. /

"Flash!" the doctor ejaculated.

"Where did you come from?"
The younger man gave him a brief

account of hi- adventures, Thun keeping
a watch on Ming's retainer in the mean-
time, and only taking his eyes off the

latter when Flash presented Zarkov.
"Thank heavens you are alive, Flash,

anyway." tin- doctor aid at length.

"And listen, I have something to tell

you. The Earth will not !" destroyed—
no clash of planets will take place--for
Tie progress of Mango towards the world
has been checked."
"Good," his fellow-countryman re-

joined in a heartfelt tone. "But I want
to hear about Dale. Where is she?"
A look of distress crossed Zarkov'-t

feature- at mention of the girl's name.
"Ming intends to make her hi.- bride,"

ho answered huskily, ".eel ha- placed

her in a trance for that purpose. I

her a little while ago. She was like a

creature in a dream. That fiend I He
I me to be present at the •

uiouy, and I was on my v.
i

with

oldier when you came face to face

w ith us !"

Flash was staring at him in horror, and
for a minute or more le en I

to speak. Then he clutched the doctor
arm.

"Zarkov, we can't let him get away
with this!" he cried out. "We've got to

-top him! We've got to! Where is

this ceremony to take place'.'"

"In an underground room below the
palace. Ider man rejoined "I be-

lieve a flight of 6teps a1 the end of this

leads down lo it. -Ming and his

are already there—and I under-
j* \ura is there, 'too,

if Dale's hand m ii<

Apparently she returned some time ago,
odd not say where you were

ig."

Flash ground his teeth together.

'Never mind the Princess Aura." he
rapped out. "It's Dale we've got to

think of. C'oe going to
-at ceremony."

Ho turned in a hot-headed fashion, but
Thun iaid bis arm

" Wait, in ded.
"You would be killed on sight by Ming's

ii

in that room by surpri i- *•

Hay 10th, 1336.
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ing yoHi- Earth girl, escape before Uicf
Have recovered. Bfiit first lei your friend
Zarkov proceed to the ceremony. Ming
may send men to look for him if he
delays much longer."

Flash persuaded Zarkov to depart, and
1'hun and the young American were left

alone with the trembling and silent

creature whom the prince of the Lion
Men was threatening with his sword.

" What's your plan," Flash demanded
o f Tliun, ''if you have one in mind?"

"I .know that there is a secret entrance
lo the

;
room where the weddings- of

'Ming's court take place," was the reply.

"I cannot tell you how to reach that
secret entrance, but this man here will

show ns the way, and assuredly we can
launch a surprise from it—a surprise that
may well leave the emperor and his

guests completely dumbfounded. At
least, T am willing to take the risk with
you, Earth man, for you spared my life

' clown there on the plain."
Flash tinned toward* the soldier who

was cowering before Tluin.
"You know the way lo this seerot en-

trance?" lie queried sharply.

"Yes," the man panted, "but I'll not
take you there !"

Flash seized him by the throat, and
simultaneously- Thyn pressed his sword
against the wretch's body. In a few
seconds the captive was gaspii/g out an
appeal for mercy.
" Listen,", he stammered, "listen, I

will take you to the tunnel that leads
to the secret entrance Thun has spoken
of.- But I will, not go into the tunnel
with you, for it is the lair of a monster.
That, tunnel-is the lair of a monster."

Flash threw the man from him 'con

-

tcinptuou-.lv, ordering him to act as their

•guide and waste no time in doing so.

Whatever this fellow might babble con-

cerning monsters, the young American
was resolved to do all in his power to

prevent I Ming from carrying out his

design.
With hesitant steps the soldier began

to move towards a gallery that was an
off -shoot of the corridor in ''which they
had been standing, and Flash and Thun
followed him. warning him .that he
would pa\- for any treachery with his

life.

Slowly and warily they moved on, and
at' length they descended into a realm
of vaults below .the palace. Through
several of these vaults they passed, ami
then they came to a halt before a heavy
door of i imber.
"The tunnel is beyond that door,"

their guide said querulously. "It will

take you to a secret panel bohind the
statue of the god Taos, in the wedding-
room "

He stopped, for at that instant a dim,
booming sound was heard, a sound like
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the stroke of a gong somewhere in the
distance.

"What was that." Flash muttered.
It was Thun who answered him.

"A signal from the wedding-room. It
means that the ceremony is about to
begin !"

Flash Gordon's face seemed to tighten,
and, wheeling upon the door which their
abject guide had indicated, he un-
fastened the bolts that held it and
dragged it open.

Even as he did so lie heard a shout
behind him, and turned to sc^ t v>..

figures hurrying through the vitultST-
They were the figures of two of Ming's
underlings, who must have had occasion
to come down to those subterranean
regions for some reason or other, and
who had unluckily caught sight of the
intruders near the tunnel door.
One of the newcomers was unarmed,

bu( the other was grasping a weapon
which both Thun and Flash recognised
as a ray-gun.

The guards advanced, and the man
who had guided Flash and his ally to

Tuesday
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the vaults stepped forward to join them,
blurting out a feverish uccount of the

manner in which he had been taken
prisoner. But before he wac half-way

ihrough his narrative Thun had leapt

upon the soldier with the ray-gun,

striking the deadly instrument from his

hand.
Next second a furious scuffle was in

progress, a scuffle into which Flash was
about to hurl himself when he became
aware of a movement behind him.

Involuntarily ho looked over his

shoulder, and the blood froze in his veins

at the spectacle which met his eyes— at

the hideous, ghoulish thing which sud-
denly loomed up amid the shadows of

the tunnel, with slavering beak and bale-

ful eyes, with awful claws that seized his

body in a vice-like grip and swept him
from his feet

!

(To be continued in another big episode
next week. By permission of Universal
Pictures, Ltd., starring Buster Crabbe

and Jean Rogers.)

(Continued from page 2)

So Director Lloyd—a true diplomat,
by the by—settled the problem in aii

unmilitary way. He instructed the 600
soldiers to keep step with Ratoff—and
the expedient bore results.

"Under Two Flags," the mo3t am-
bitious of the series of pictures which
Darryl F. Zanuck is to produce person-
ally, is cast with Ronald Column,
Claudette Colbert and Victor McLagleu
in the principal roles.

Playing "L"
The technicians of Capitol Films in-

vented an amusing new game during the.

production of "Love in Exile," which
co-stars Clive Brook and Helen Vinson
with such talented support aa Mary:
Carlisle, Ronald Squire, Cecil Ramage,
Will Fyffe, and Tamara Desni.

From their perches high above the.

studio floor the technicians made daily

note's of the number of times a player
ruined a "take" by "fluffing" dialogue
or forgetting movements or gestures

At six o'clock each evening a learner-
motorist's "L" sign was fastened on the
dressing-jroom door of the unfortunate
player who had made moat mistake-,
during the day.

The cast thoroughly enjoyed the joke
—an atmosphere of good humour helps
the making of a comedy film tremend-
ously—but neither words nor wealth
could extract from anyone the name ©4
the most frequent Learner. ^

•

Her Narrow Escape *

Tutta Rolf, the Swedish film actress
who is playing the leading role opposite
her husband, Jack Donohue, in the new
Fox-British production, ''Rhythm in the
\ir," it, an expert swimmer.

ll was her ability at swimming and hei

powers of endurance that saved her life

on one occasion.

On her hist visit to Hollywood, she was
washed overboard from the steamer
during a midwinter gale in the Bay of

Biscay. For nearly an hour she fought
death in the icy water, as the huge
waves buffeted her about.

Finally, a lifeboat which had been put .

over from the .-hip picked her up. ex-

hausted: During her struggle she calmly
divested herself of her hampering skirt.

cat. blouse and slippers, ami was attired

only in some scanty lingerie when she
was hauled into the lifeboat.

The crew of the lifeboat which effect* 3

the rescue were awarded Carnegie Life
Saving Medals as a result of this episode
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BOY'S CINEMA Everi\Tuesday

As foreman of a "dude" ranch, Ken Baxter brings down upon himself the scorn of a
beautiful heiress and decides that she needs taming ; but in rescuing her from a
worthless fortune-hunter both he and the girl fall into the clutches of a notorious

outlaw—and Ken is unarmed ! An unusual Western, starring Ken Maynard

The Way of the West

THE train that had stopped at the
little station of Sandy Fork long
enough only for three passengers

to descend from it, in company with
their luggage, had become a mere speck
in the southern distance. The Cali-

fornian sun blazed down upon the bare
platform, and the heat was intense.

All around was magnificent scenery,

but there was not a human habitation
in sight, and the only ether human
being—who was slationniaster, booking-
clerk and signalman—had disappeared
into his office.

According to their various natures the
three passengers reacted to their dis-

romfort. They were husband, w ife, and
daughter.
Henry Hanley, a millionaire whose

bulk and greying brown hair suggested
that ho was half-way through the fifties,

sat placidly on a brass-bound trunk
with his back to the wall of the wooden
structure which provided shelter for

handise and for cattle, but not for

wealthy holiday-makers.
Mrs. Hanley, a tallish and handsome

woman considerably younger than her

husband, prowled restlessly up and down
the platform, and became hotter

ever as .1 result of her exert ii

Gloria Hanley, the spoiled daughter
of these two, dumped herself on a

case within a few yards of her male
parent and gnawed her enamelled
finger-nails. She tutiful girl,

but a petulant ght up in luxury
.1 in l accustomed to ha\ ing hei ou

n

Ton inn 1 m l then the

auburn-haired prowler advanced to

n.l box as to battle

"Well, Henry Hanley," --lie exploded,
T hope you're Mtt 1 .-lied I"

The millionaire merely grinned.
May 23i<1, 1936.

" Why we ever had to come to a
' dude ' ranch, I can"t understand !'"

complained Gloria.

"You know very well why we came
here," retorted her mother. "It was
your father's idea ! And here we are,

without a soul to meet us, marooned
in this broiling heat, without shelter,

without water !"

"But not without words," said Mr.
Hanley. "Besides, this is my vacation.

and I " In the distance ho heard
the sound of wheels and he\ broke off

to look along the dusty road that

paralleled the railway-track for a while,

then curved away from it and disap-

peared downhill. "Here comes someone
now I"

A backboard drawn by two horses had
breasted the hill and was approaching
the station at leisure. Mrs. Hanley
frowned in its direction.

"The very idea!" she exclaimed.

"The least they could do is to hurry !"

"I've often thought that about you.

my dear." purred her husband, "when
I'm waiting for you to get dressed."

Driving the backboard, or, to be
more accurate, permitting the horses to

pull it, was B bright-eyed and stalwart

young fellow dressed in typical cowboy
fashion, complete with gun-belt; and
beside him lolhd another oowpuncher,

of foot and of body, whose name
Herbert Dawkins, but who was

te appropriately—as Slim.
" Look-, like we're a mite late, Ken."

said Slim, viewing the three figui.

the platform with a broad grin.

Looks like it," agreed the holder of

the reins

The station was die buck
board was stopped and Slim pro©
to gather up the luggage on the

platform while his companion tipped his

cow-hat and greeted the three passengers
collectively.

"Howdy, folks?" he said pleasantly.
"Are you the Hanleys?"
Mrs. Hanley bridled, but her husband

rose instantly from the brass-bound
trunk.
"Yes," he replied. "I'm Henry

Hanley."
"I'm Ken Baxter, foreman of the

Raneho Vista."
Hanley introduced his wife and

daughter; Slim deposited suitcases and
hat-boxes in the back of the backboard.

" I'm not in the habit of being kept
waiting," said Mrs. Hanley severely.

'Why weren't you here on time?"
'Why. the horses, ma'am," replied

Ken. "I didn't want to get 'em over-
heated."
"I suppose it never occurred to you

that my daughter and I might also get
overheated ?"

"Oh yea, ma'am," drawled Ken.
"I'm terribly sorry about that, but you
sec, in these parts, between horses and
humans,- we always favour the

He went off to help Slim with tho
bound trunk before Mrs. Hanley

could utter another word.
"I'm going to like that bird 1" quoth

her husband delightedly
The luggage wns stowed aWay. chiefly

undo, l the Hanleys walked out
1 buckboard.

"Hope we don't lose any o' this lot."

remarked Ken. "Quite a few I

i folks I"

Mo decided to ride in the

back, and Slim helped her up into a
seat

" An> objection to my ridin|

front?*' inquired Mi. Hanley
Ken assured him that there was no

objection at all; but Gloria had decided
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that she was going to sit beside the
driver.
"Dutiful husbands should ride with

their wives," she said. "I'll take the

front seat."
"Some people like to ride in the

front," said Ken, with a wink for Slim,
" and some in the back You can't
always tell."

"I'm used to being helped," snapped
Gloria.
"Oh, yes, ma'am." Ken lifted her

up as though she were a feather, and
dumped her in the front seat with a
thud that sent her hat awry. "Oh,
excuse me—I'm sorry. Slide over, now,

1 will you?"
Indignantly she moved to the other

end of the seat and straightened her
hat. Her father had climbed into the
back beside his wife, and Slim was
perched on the brass-bound trunk. Keu
took his seat and picked up the reins.

"All set?" he inquired over his

shoulder.
"Yeah, let her go, Ken." responded

Slim.
"We're off!"
He gave the reins a tug and the

horses set off at a brisk pace. The
station was left behind, the hill was
descended. At the foot of it the road
twisted between wire fences for a while.
then lush pasture-land gave place to
wooded patches and another downhill
stretch.
Mrs. Hanley became aware that Slim

had drawn a gun and was toying with
it. She eyed him nervously and
squeezed nearer to her husband. There
came a sharp bend in the road and then
a wall of rock on the right. At the
wall of rock Slim fired the gun, and
Mrs. Hanley jumped in her seat a«
though she herself had been shot.

"Slim, what' re you doing back
there?" shouted Ken.
"I was just practising," Slim shouted

back.
The horses had trebled their speed

an,d Ken was apparently tugging at the
reins. Gloria took a cigarette-case
and a lighter from her handbag and a
cigarette from the case.

" Would you mind slowing down while
I light this cigarette?" she asked in c

„ voice that made the request practically
a command.
"I'm sorry, miss," replied Ken. "I

would if I could. The team's running
away !"

"What?" she shrilled.

Faster and faster went the horses, and
the backboard swayed alarmingly round
bends and corners. Gloria dropped the
cigarette and held on to the back of the
seat. Her mother, convinced that her
last hour had come, clung to her
husband and gritted her teeth in a
determination not to shriek.
Down a steep hill tore the horses,

as though utterly out of control, and
then raced upwards, under trees. A
gateway loomed up on the left—the
gateway of £. drive leading to a
picturesque building of white adobe,
Spanish style, with arches and balconies
and a broad terrace above steps.
Mother and daughter were far too

agitated to notice the building, but they
could not fail to notice a crowd of
people round the gateway, for as th}
horses miraculously slackened speed a
full .-.core of voices chorused loudly:

" Welcome to Rancho Vista ! How'd
you enjoy the ride?"
The horses came to a standstill, just

beyond the crowd, and Slim heaved
itiin-elf from the buckboard to hold
ineir heads. Ken descended
"End o' the trail, folks!" he an-

nounced. "Everybody out!"
He grabbed hold of Gloria and set her

down on her feet.
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"I'm sorry I scared you. miss," he
said, beaming at her. "It was all

framed for a joke, but they actually got
away from me."
"Oh, you didn't frighten me!" she

snapped at him.
" Well, you'll get a chance to laugh

at the others to-morrow."
"I won't laugh at the others," she

retorted, "because I don't like practical
jokes."
"Or practical jokers!" cried Mrs.

Hanley, scrambling off the buckboard
unaided.
"Most people around here don't mind,

Mrs. Hanley," said Ken, quite unre-
penbantly. "Come on, Slim, let's get
the baggage off of here."
"Well, I never 1" The millionaire's

wife, treated by a mere foreman as
though she had ceased to exist, marched
in at the gateway with her daughter.

The crowd of holiday-makers, having
enjoyed the spectacular arrival of the
new guests, had melted away into the
very pleasant grounds of the ranch-
house. At the foot of the steps that
led up to the terrace Henry Hanley was
talking to the proprietor of the place,
an elderly man of military bearing who
looked far more of a gentleman than a
rancher.
"This is Colonel Austin." said

Hanley. as his wife and daughter
reached the steps. " He's the owner of
the ranch."
Mrs. Hanley was gracious because the

colonel was courtly. Gloria knew that
"dude" ranches were run with all the
comfort of hotels for the benefit of
people who wanted to see the Wild
West under the most agreeable con-
ditions, but had fully expected to meet
a rancher, unshaven, wearing guns, and
chewing tobacco. Grey-haired Colonel
Austin was wearing a tweed coat of
excellent quality, riding breeches and
boots such as gentlemen wear, and a
half-smoked cigar was in his left hand.

"I'll show you to your quarters." he
said. " I think I can make you com-
fortable. Will you come this way.
please?"
They followed him up the steps, across

the terrace on which some of the guests
were lounging, and into the house. Out
in the roadway Ken and Slim dealt with
the luggage.
"That gal's sure easy to look at, ain't

she?" remarked Slim.
"She's that all right," agreed Ken.

" Kinda reminds me of a wild horse,
though—plumb worthless till you tamo
it down. You know, I'm about half-
tempted to do the job myself."
"Well, o' course," said Slim, "you've

tamed a lot o' wild horses, Ken 1

The Fortune-hunter

HALF an hour after their arrival
the new guests descended from
their rooms into the stone-flagged

hall of the ranch-house. They had
breakfasted on the train in which they
had spent the better part of three days.
and it was still an hour short of noon.

Mrs. Hanley had changed into a lace-
trimmed frock, but Gloria and her
father had put on riding kit, both of
them keen for exercise. A girl on the
terrace was playing a mandoline as they
wandered out through the doorway. A
young man in a very loud sports coat,
a chequered waistcoat and particularly
baggy trousers, was leaning against
iron railings under one of the numerous
arches, apparently with no object what
ever in view, but nevertheless keeping
a watchful eye on the doorway.
He was tall, well-built, and exuded

self-conceit. His hair was as black a-
Ken's, his eyes were brown and none
too honest; his name was Eric Simpson.

"Gloria!" he cried, as Gloria ap-
peared with her parents.
"Eric!" cried Gloria, and sped over

to him. " Well, what in the world are
you doing here?"
Henry Hanley scowled, and turned in

manifest annoyance to his wife.
"How did that nitwit get here?" ho

demanded suspiciously.
"Nitwit?" Mrs. Hanley tossed her

auburn head. "Are you sure that term
doesn't apply to you, Henry? You
drag us to this place to break up their
romance, only to throw Gloria right
back into his arms again !"

Gloria, very close to Eric Simpson,
whispered :

"Eric, how did you manage to get
here ahead of us?"
"I took a plane when I got your

wire." he replied in a very low voice.
"Thought it would keep your father
from being suspicious if I was already
here when you arrived."
She nodded approvingly and marched

him to her parents.
"Oh, mother," she gushed, "can you

imagine finding Eric here?"
Mrs. Hanley shook hands with the

young man and informed him that she
was glad to see him. Henry Hanle\
was glumly silent.

" I couldn't believe my eyes when 1

saw Gloria and you and Mr. Hanley,'
declared the "nitwit."
"Humph!" grunted Mr. Hanley in-

credulously, and Gloria said hastily :

" Oh, we—that is father and I—were
just going for a ride. Won't you join
us. Eric?"

" Why can't he stay here with your
mother." aaked Hanley with marked
aversion. "She's just dying for a
bridge partner."
"Oh, that'll be lovely, Eric," said

Mrs. Hanley, whose abiding passion in

the social circles of far-away Boston was
bridge; and Eric, not daring to disap-
point a valuable ally, declared that
thero was nothing he enjoyed more
than a good game of contract.

"Come on, Gloria," said Hanley
masterfully, "let's mingle with the
horses."

Eric accepted his fate with a good
enough grace, but he called out:
"Oh, say, Gloria, there's a garden

party to-night. May I have the first

dance ?"

"You certainly may," she assured
him. "Good-bye till then."
She waved a hand and went off with

her father down the steps and round
the white-walled building to the stables.

Corrals, at the Rancho Vista, were kept
for cattle—and cattle were kept mainly
to provide meat and milk for the guests.

The stables would have done credit to

a racing establishment.
Several cowboys were in the yard,

and Ken was leading a splendid white
horse out from one of the stalls—a stall

marked "Private."
"There's Ken now!" exclaimed Mr

Hanley. "Let's claim him for our
guide I"

Ken saw them crossing the yard, and
he shouted to the cowboys:
'You'd better saddle up about three

more. We're goin' to have a lot o'

ridin' this morning."
"Hallo. Ken." greeted Hanley.

"How about having you for our guide?"

"Fine," replied Ken, tightening the
girths of the saddle he had placed on
the white horse.

"Oh, what a beauty!" cried Gloria.

"I'll take this one— it's my horse from
now on I Don't let anybody else ride

him while I'm staying here I"

"I'm sorry, miss," said Ken, "but
this is my horse. No one but me's ever
rode him, and "

May 23rd, 1938.



"But you'll lot Die ride him, won't
you?"
"No," said Ken quite definitely

" I'm sorry."
Her blue eyes blazed at him and she

tossed her head.
"Then I'll buy the beast'.'' she

stormed. "How much is he worth?"
"I don't know as you could buy him,"

drawled Ken.
"And why not? My father could buy

this ranch and then forget about it I*

"Well, you may be right about the
ranch, but this is my personal horse, and
I ain't aimin' to sell him."
"Oh, I see! And—and you wouldn't

even allow me to ride him'.'"

Ken shook his head.
"I'm sorry, Miss Hanley."
She flounced out of the yard with her

proud little chin in the air, and Ken
said wryly to her father:
"Looks like she ain't gonna ride!"
"Ken," said the millionaire warmly,

"you're a man after my own heart. I
wish I could say ' no ' to her once in a
while."
"I'm afraid it's too late for that

now." Ken gazed thoughtfully after
the retreating figure, and saw a harm-
less flower severed from its stem by a
riding-crop. "She sure does need a
good taming, though."
"Yes," agreed Hanley, and patted the

neck of the white horse. "Magnificent
animal—what's his name?"
"Tarzan," Ken informed him.

"Ready to go for that ride now?"
Mr. Hanley was ready, and a brown

horse was ready for him.
"(Jet mounted and we'll go," said

Ken, swinging himself up on to Tarzan's
back with easy grace. "I think you'll
like that little pony—does quite a nice
fox-trot.

"

Mr. Hanley mounted the brown horse
neatly enough, in spite of his weight,
and the two cantered out from the yard.
They covered a good twenty miles of
picturesque country before lunch-time,
and their liking for one another in-

creased with every mile.
The rest of (lie day passed unevent-

fully. Mrs. Hanley rested during the
afternoon in her own room; her husband
dozed in a wicker chair on the terrace;
Gloria and others played the cowboy
game of quoits with horseshoes.

Eric Simpson had his first dance with
Gloria, and (hen Colonel Austin, master
of ceremonies, announced an old-
fashioned waltz and secured Mrs. Han-
ley for partner. Erie surrendered
Gloria to her father because a dark-
haired girl had beckoned to him from
the bottom of the steps.

He followed the girl along a paved
path to a wooden Beat set against some
shrubs, passing Slim, who had the
curiosity to follow. The dark-haired
girl was older than Gloria and of quite
a different type, but she possessed good
looks.

"You might at least give mo one
dance," she said complainingly, as Eric
reached the seat and sank down on it

beside her.
"Listen, dear," be returned, "1 can't

afford to have the Hanlcys see me with
you— it might spoil our chances. We've
got to work this carefully."

Slim had not ventured near enough to
hear more than the murmur of their
voices, He hastened back to beckon
frantically to Ken, who presently put
down his \ iolin and joined him under a
i In stunt-tree.

"Come and look," Slim whispered ex-
citedly; and together they passed round
to the other side of the shrubbery,
where Ken pulled some branches aside to
get a view of the two on the .-eat.

" You're not foolinir me," he heard a
Maj 23ru, 1938.
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jealous feminine voice declare, "you're
crazy about that Hanley girl!"

"Oh, don't be silly," rebuked Eric
Simpson. "If we didn't need the money
I couldn't stand her for five minutes!"
"If I thought that you "

"Well, don't think!"
Ken did not see Eric take the dark-

haired girl in his arms, but he heard
him kiss her and saw him as he rose
to his feet.

" Listen, darling, I've 8'ot to get
back," said the schemer. "I'll „ee you
later on."
He went swiftly along the path to-

wards the lawn in front of the house,
never dreaming that the shrubbery
sheltered two spies. The girl, whose
name was Betty Johns, walked off in the
opposite direction.

"Hanley was right," said Ken, rub-
bing his chin. "That bird is a four-
flusher all right!"
"Yep," agreed Slim. "What're you

goin' to do about it?"
"I don't know for sure—but I'm a-

goin' to horn in, somehow or other."
The waltz came to an end as they

reached the chestnut-tree, and Colonel
Austin released Mrs. Hanley to clap his

hands and shout:
"Listen, folks! Next on the pro-

gramme is a tag dance. Strike her up,
boys!"
Males sought partners. Mr. Hanley

bore down on his wife, but she said

:

"No, this is Eric's dance—I promised
him."
"Aw, come on," insisted her husband.

"Let him cut in later."

Eric appeared at that moment, smiled
at Mrs. Hanley, and swept on to Gloria.
He whisked her away from a young man
who was on the point of asking her to
dance with him, and numerous couples
began to circulate in a slow fox-trot.

"Here's where I horn in," Ken in-

formed Slim, and he threaded his way
to Eric and Gloria, thumped Eric in the
back, and took possession of his partner.

Eric glared, but Gloria did not pro-
test. After all, Ken was a handsome
fellow, and for all she knew it might
be the custom, at dude ranches, for the
foreman to dance with the guests.

She found that he was an excellent
dancer, even in riding-boots and spurs.

"I ain't aimin' to butt into your
affairs," he said after a while, "but you
ought to bo mighty careful who you go
around with."
"One has little chance to choose," she

retorted, "during a tag dance!"
He took that with a grin, piloting her

away from the ciwvd.
"Please," he said earnestly, "let's sit

this dance out, will you?"
He took silence for consent and

stopped at a bench on the edge of one
of the paths. Gloria sat down and
looked up at him.
"Well, Mr. Cowboy," she said,

"what's on your mind?
" Seems like all wo ever do is

quarrel," said Ken.
"I know, but you always start, it!"'

"I'm just tryin' to help you. All
kinds of people come here, you know,
some good and some bad."
"I'm perfectly capable of taking care

of myself,'' she informed him tartly,

"anywhere and any time."
"Maybe so," he returned in a voice

that expressed doubt, "but maybe some
of these people who seem to be so
interesting around here are just fortune-
hunters alter your money."
"I know who you mean," she said

with spirit, "and I still believe him to

be a gentleman." She stood up. "Oh,
lei's danco before wo start to quarrel

again
!"

"All light," said Ken; but Eric
Simpson earns striding o\er and
thumped him in the back.

\
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"According to the rules," he pro-
claimed, "the rest of the dance is

mine."
"Of course," said Ken with a mock-

ing bow.

Ken Becomes a Quest

THE Rancho Vista comprised several
miles of hill and dale, though it

was nothing like the size it had
been when in the possession of former
owners who raised cattle for the stock-
yards. Half-way down a grassy hill,

two miles sotith of the ranch-house, a
natural shelf of sand had been con-
verted into a promenade fringed with
trees and provided with seats.

This promenade would probably have
been more popular with Colonel
Austin's paying guests had it been less

distant, for from it one obtained an en-
chanting view of rolling pasture-land,
wooded hollows, winding trails, and a
silver thread of a river, with majestic
hiils in the background.
Eric and Gloria rode down to the pro-

menade after luncheon on the day
following the dance, and they tethered
their horses to a tree and sat facing
the scenery. But it was not of the
scenery that they talked.

"Why go on like this?" asked Eric
plaintively'. " You know your father
will never give his consent."
"I do know," said Gloria, "but what

can we do?"
"Why not elope?"
A voice behind them made them jump.
"I'm sorry, folks, I didn't know you

were here."
It was Ken, and he was lying, fob he

had sighted them from the top of the
hill and had deliberately ridden down
it.

" Do you always travel up and down
this lovely boulevard?" demanded
Gloria angrily as she sprang to her feet.

"No, miss," replied Ken, dropping
lightly from Tarzan's broad back and
producing a spanner from his pocket,
"but that fence needed fixin', and I

thought I might just as well do it

now."
He indicated the wire fence, supported

by posts, which divided the lower part

of the hill from the promenade.
"Don't let us keep you," said Gloria.

"I won't," said Ken, and he walked
over to a post and proceeded to tighten

one of the wires.

He was far too near for Eric to con-
tinue to talk about an elopement, and
Gloria looked indignantly round at him.
"Oh, and while you're at it," she

said, as one speaking to a servant, "fix

that broken stirrup on my saddle so I

can ride back."
Ken turned in her direction with an

irritating grin.

"Seeing as how I distinctly remember
yon said you could take care of your-

self any time or any place," he drawled.
" I guess vou'll be able to take care of

a little detail like that."
Gloria clenched her fists.

"How I'd love to hit him!" she said

between her teeth.

"I know what I'd like to do!" snorted

Erie.

"Did vou say something, mister?" in-

quired ICen.

Eric knew better than to speak; but
Gloria spoke.

"I still believe I can take care of

mvself in any situation. Mr. Cowboy!"
she cried; and with that she ran over

to the white horse, put a foot into a

stirrup, and hoisted herself into the

saddle. "Go on, boy!"
Tarzan set olf uphill, obediently

enough.
"Hi, come back here!" shouted Ren;

but Gloria urged the purloined steed to

greater ofToit.

Ken could have stopped him instantly
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With a curious whistle, but instead he
ran over to one of the horses under the

tree, unfastened it, mounted it, and set

off in pursuit. Eric, with less dexterity,

released and mounted the other horse

and followed.

At the top of the hill a sandy road
curved towards the ranch-house between
fields, dipped down amongst some rocks,

and rose again to wind upon the flat

into the drive near the gateway.
Gloria, on Tarzan, flew along the road,

hut Ken cut across the grass on a brown
horse with a broken stirrup, shot down
behind the rocks, and induced his mount
to take a rail fence in its stride at the
top of the rise.

He reached the roadway close behind
Gloria, and in full view of a number of

guests on the terrace of the ranch-house
caught up with her and whisked her
clean out of the saddle on to his knees.

Mrs. Hanley, who had run out from
I lie house with her husband to see what
all the excitement was about, gasped at

that exhibition of horsemanship; but
something even more spectacular was to

come. Ken dumped Gloria on the

saddle between his knees and hurled him-
self off the brown horse on to Tarzan,
who was running alongside fully expec-
ting his master to perform that trick of

the old-time pony-express riders.

"Did you see that?" cried Colonel
Austin, who had a very high opinion of

his foreman.
"Oh boy, what a rider!" exclaimed a

male guest.
"My daughter!" shrilled Mrs. Hanley.

Side by side the two horses reached
the drive and the entrance to the stable-

yard. Gloria would have ridden on to

the steps of the terrace, but Ken caught
hold of her bridle.

"Now just a minute, young lady," he
rapped, and stopping both horses, dis-

mounted, and pulled her down beside
him.

" You know your horse is not a bit

like you!" she said angrily. "He doesn't
seem to object at all if somebody rides
him ! And please remember, Mr. Prac-
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tical Joker, that I don't allow cow-
punchers to man-handle me!"
"You had no right stealin' my horse

and rid in' him off the way you did,"
Ken retorted.
"Huh!" she snapped finger and thumb

in his face.

Down the steps from the terrace

flocked the guests, and out from the

stable-yard streamed members of the
outfit."

"Colonel Austin," said Mrs. Hanley
wrathfully, "I demand this man's
apology and his immediate dismissal!"
The colonel drew a long breath.
"I'm sorry, Ken," he said with a

wink which only his foreman saw, "but
you'll have to go for a while."

"From what 1 saw of this thing,"
declared Henry Hanley with some heat.
" it's my daughter who owes the
apology!"
His wife glared at him.
"Surely, Colonel Austin," she burst

out, " you wouldn't let anyone influence
you in this matter?"

"Well, f lankly, Mrs. Hanley, I'd be
awfully sorry to lose Ken," was the
reply.

•'I distinctly heard you dismiss him
a moment ago—or was that merely for

my benefit?"
Ken smiled reassuringly at her.

"Don't worry, lady, he said cheer-
fully, "the colonel's dismissal goes. I'm
off the pay-roll." He reached into a
pocket of his red shirt and fished out
a roll of notes. "I think I'll stick

around, though, for a while," he went
on, "as a guest."
He peeled off a twenty-dollar note.
"This'll pay my way for a few day."

he said, enjoying the utter discomfiture
of Mrs. Hanley. "Well, take it, colonel
—or ain't I good enough to be a guest?"
The colonel nodded and took the note,

and Ken was thrusting the roll back into
his pocket when Eric Simpson rode up,
dismounted awkwardly, and stalked
furiously towards him.
"You'll answer to me for this!" he

shouted.
"Suits me all right," drawled Ken.

"I guess there ain't any objections to

guests fighting among one another. I

figured it'd take you too long to become
a cowboy, so I decided to become a
guest."

Eric was flabbergasted. He wanted to

show off in front of Gloria and the
others, and he had thought it would
be easy enough to put a lined man in

his place; but this talk of being a guest
and of guests fighting was not at all to

his liking.

"It's easy enough to be insulting when
you're carrying two guns on your hips'"
he sneered.
"Oh, I'll take care o' that all light."

Ken unfastened his belt and let it fall

upon the turf. "Got any more excuses,
hombre 1"

"Well, I—I'm not in the habit of
fighting in front of laches."

"Just what I thought!" quoth Mr.
Hanley, in a particularly loud and scorn-
ful voice. "Yellow clean through!"

"I'll make you take that back!"
howled Eric, swinging round on him;
but Ken jerked him back again.

" Y'our fight's with me, mister," he
said grimly.
"Take your hands off me!"
Ken dropped the gloved hand that,

was on his shoulder, but tapped him on
the nose with the other. Gloria caught
hold of Ken's aim. trying to pull him
away, and Eric saw what he thought was
hi- opportunity and struck out with both
fists.

Empty air was all that he hit, how-
ever. Gloria staggered back against her
father as Ken's arm was suddenly
wrenched from her grip, and Eric Simp-
son sprawled on the grass with a pain
between his eyes.

He scrambled up, boiling with rage,
and he hurled himself at Ken;, but a
thump in the mouth that jarred several
teeth and made his lips bleed taught him
caution. He began to spar defensively,
waiting for an opening that never
presented itself.

Ken played with him, even accepted
occasional punches to encourage him to

his undoing, and Colonel Austin and

Slowly and painfully Eric Simpson raised himself on one arm, and feebly he extended the other in token of surrender.
May 23rd. 1936.
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Henry Hanley watched with undisguised
delight while Mrs. Hiinley shuddered and
Betty Johns bit her lip. Gloria was
not at all sure, in her heart, which of

the two contestants she really favoured,
but she shouted encouragement to Eric.

The battle swayed from the edge of
the lawn to a tree against the trunk
of which the back of Eric's head
thudded. He lost his hat in a liter.il

sense and his head in a figurative one.
With a bellow such as some wild animal
might make, he lushed at Ken, and one
lucky blow that caught the cowboy in

the neck .spun him sideways: but a lift

hook caught the fortune-hunter under
the jaw, and a straight right that fol-

lowed it knocked him flat and dazed
upon the lawn a full five yards away
from the tree.

i Ken stood waiting for him to rise and
renew the combat, but there was no
fight left in him. Slowly and pain-

fully he raised himself on one arm and
Feebly he extended the other in token of

surrender.
"I wish you'd never brought me

here!" fumed Mrs. Hanley, but her
husband paid no attention whatever to

her outburst.
"Just what he needed, Ken!" he

cried jubilantly.
Ken walked off across the grass: Gloria

1 iin to her vanquished suitor, who rose

;
unsteadily to his feet and held his ach-

' ing jaw.
"Gloria," he said hoarsely, "let's get

away from here and ride over to Fair-
tvilie for the rest of the afternoon."

"All right," she nodded. "Let's go
and get some fresh horses."
Betty Johns retreated sulkily to the

ranch-house, and the other guests drifted

away in quest of fresh diversion.

Gloria Changes Her Mind

UNDER some trees on the far side

of the lawn Ken sat on a bench,
stretched his long legs, and rubbed

that portion of his neck which had come
into violent contact with Eric Simpson's
list. Henry Hanley found him there,

and sat down beside him.
"I really don't know how all this

business stalled," said the millionaire.
" but I suspect my daughter had a hand
in it. I'd like to make up, in a measure,
for what she's causing you to lose."

He took his wallet from his coat-

pocket and a whole sheaf of notes from
the wallet; but Ken would not accept
the notes.

"Money ain't never goin' to make np
for your girl's actions," he said quietly.

"Fact is, it's your money that's spoiled
her—that and her good looks."

"You're light," Hanley agreed with
a grimace, "but what can I do?"
"There ain't much you can do your-

self, I guess," said Ken, "but that girl

needs taming!"
"Well, if you can tame her," said

Hanley, folding the notes and putting
ilicin away, "it would suit me fine for

you to do it."

Some little time later Ken entered the
stable-yard to get Tarzan, who had been
put away in his stall, and was astonished
to be greeted with mocking bows on the

part of half a dozen cowboys there
assembled.
"How d'you do, Mr. Baxter?" in-

quired Slim, the ringleader, with a
flourish of his hat.

"What's the idea?" demanded Ken.
"Well," Slim replied, "the idea is

that we've got orders to treat all the
guests with the utmost respect, and
you're a guest, ain't you, sir?"

"Sure, T'm a guest." Ken drew him-
self erect and motioned to them all to

bow again, which they did. "But I

wouldn't trust one of you mavericks as

a guide, or let you cinch a saddle on
any horse I was ridin'l"
May 23r<], 1936.
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He dropped his pose.
"Listen, boys," he confided. "I'm

gonna get on my pony and breeze out
of here before one o' those dudes ropes
mc into a bridge game or a cup o' tea !

So long !"

He sauntered past them and round a
long hitehing-rail to the stall Tarzan
occupied, and he opened the door of the
stall.

"Come on, old man," he called.
"We're going places. Come on!"
Tarzan emerged with prompfnVdfc'^

and Ken was re-saddling him when a

cowboy named Luke Wilton entered the
yard and walked over to him.
"Hi, Ken," he said, "just a minute!

I wanta pay you back that five bucks
I owe you. Here, take it out of this

twenty."
Ken completed the saddling process

and stared at the twenty-dollar note in

Luke's hand.
"Wherc'd you get all that money?"

he asked. "Stick up a bank?"
" Easier'n that," laughed the cowboy.

"That there Mr. Simpson give it to me
—and just for showin' him the trail to
Fairville I"

Ken's brows came down and his grey
eyes narrowed.
"What did he want to go there for?"

he inquired.
"You can search me," returned Luke

with a guffaw, " but he was mighty
anxious to learn if there was a minister
there."
"Did he go alone?"
"No, siree ! That there Hanley girl's

with him. Hi, whassa matter?"
Ken had mounted Tarzan in haste and

was galloping out from the yard without
any apparent desire to collect the five

dollars that were owing to him.
"Hi, what's the hurry?" bellowed

Luke; but Ken did not even look back.

Out from the yard he flew, and out
from the drive into the roadway, where
he turned in the direction of the railway
station at Sandy Fork, because the town
of Fairville was situated in a valley a
good ten miles beyond it.

The station was passed before he
caught sight of Eric Simpson and
Gloria, riding side by side under over-
arching trees. They were moving at a
leisurely pace, and the pounding of
Tarzan's hoofs reached the alert ears
of the fortune-hunter, who had been
fearing all tho time that they might be
followed.
To provide for that contingency he

had borrowed a rifle from Luke Wilton,
on the pretext that he might get a

chance to shoot some rabbits, and
abruptly he stopped his horse, grabbed
up the rifle, and slewed round in the
saddle.
"What's the matter?" cried Gloria,

as he raised the rifle to his shoulder and
took aim.

"It's Ken Baxter!" ho snarled.
" He'll never butt in on me again !"

With a sweep of her arm Gloria
knocked the rifle aside even as he pulled
the trigger, so that a bullet whizzed
harmlessly into a tree several yards
away from Ken, who had ducked low in

the saddle.

Eric gave one scared glance at him
as he straightened up and spurred
forward, then galloped off as fast as he
could induce his mount to go,

"Eric!" shouted Gloria.

But Eric paid no attention whatever
to her, concerned only for the safety of

his own skin, and Ken caught up with
her, swept an arm round her waist, and
lifted her off her own horse on to his

right knee without the slightest slacken-

ing of speed.
"Eric, help me 1" she screamed.

"Eric, help mc 1"
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Eric looked back, but rode on.
"Well," said Ken cheerfully, "he

don't seem to be too anxious to rescue
you, miss !"

"I guess father was right, after all,"
she lamented.
Heavy clouds had come up across the

sky against the wind. The sun vanished
behind tho clouds, and a sudden flash
of lightning caused Gloria to fling an
arm round Ken's neck and caused her
own horse to bolt. Tarzan merely
quivered.
"Whoa! Whoa there!" shouted

Ken; but the riderless horse was streak-
ing for home, and Tarzan could not
possibly equal its speed with a double
burden on his back.

" Now we're in for it !" growled Ken
as thunder echoed and re-echoed among
the hills. "Only one horse between us,

and a bad storm about to break !"

"Take me back to the ranch at once,"
shivered Gloria ; but Ken shot off in a
different direction altogether.
"I'm taking you up to a line shack in

Creek Canyon," he informed her.
"You wouldn't dare !" she cried.
But Ken did dare, and he held on his

course, which led downhill, away from
the road and between walls of rock.

" We've got no time to make the
ranch," he informed her. "It's the
nearest shelter. I'm afraid we're in

for a soakin', the way it is. Come on,
boy, come on !"

The air became ominously still and
the darkness of night enveloped them,
split every few minutes by vivid light-

ning. Thunder rattled and banged,
and down came a deluge of rain. They
were practically wet through by the time
they reached a cabin set against the
cliff-like wall of a narrow canyon.
Right up to the door of the cabin Ken

rode, and set Gloria down on its stoop.

"There you are, miss," he said, dis-

mounting beside her and opening tho
door. "I'll have a fire goin' in just

a minute. Tarzan, stable up in the
lean-to."
Tarzan trotted away, evidently quite

familiar with the premises, and Ken
followed Gloria into darkness and
slammed the door. Rain lashed against
the windows of a big room, very roughly
furnished, and a peal of thunder crashed
—as it seemed—right ever the roof.

Ken lit a lamp that stood on a table,

took off his cow-hat and shook it, then
dropped it on a wooden chair and went,

over to a fireplace. There was brush-
wood on the hearth and there were logs
Inside (he hearth. Ho made a fire

which soon was blazing up the chimney.

Gloria looked disconsolately about
her. She was very wet, but she liked

her new surroundings not at all. There
were a few chairs in the room and a
couple of stools, but there was no
comfort anywhere. A cupboard stood
against one of the board walls, and
there was a door in another wall. On
tho mantelpiece stood a storm-lantern
and a bottle with a bit of candle in its

neck. There was not a scrap of carpet
on the floor.

Ken looked round from (he fireplace

at her discontented face.

"Better come over here and absorb
some of this heat.'' lie suggested

" I'm not staying !" she snapped.
"Take me back to the ranch im-
mediately !"

Thunder made conversation impossible

for half a minute or so, then Ken stated

definitely :

"I'm not taking yon back to the ranch
during this storm. You'd better make
yourself comfortable."
"You don't seem to realise what

you're doing '."

"I know what I'm doing, all right,"
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lie assured her. and turned away from
lie fire to unfasten his belt and drop

it on the table. "I'm not taking you
back to the ranch till this rain stop-.

In the meanwhile I'm right anxious to
find out what kind of a cook you are."
He walked across the room to the

cupboard and opened it to take out a
basin and a box of eggs, and im-
mediately she pounced on the belt,
f-natched out the two guns, and
over to him.
"Perhaps these will persuade you to

take me back!'' she cried.
Ken grinned at Lor. She was holding

the guns in a very businesslike fashion,
but they were heavy .45's, and they

d too big for her little fi-t-.

"You'll be bavin' a lot o' work to lo

around here." he said quite calmly, "so
put 'em down afore your hands get too
tired."

"You seem to forget." -he bit back at
him, ''that I'm giving the orders from
now on !"
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bi oadened.
"You can't give orders with them.

mis;." be said. "They're not loaded."
With a very crestfallen expression on

her face she surrendered the guns to
him as he held out bis hands for them.
"Thanks." he drawled, and thrust

one into his pocket and opened the
other to take out and display one of sis
very live cartridges. "Sorry to hare
tiicked you. Miss Hauley. but if you're
goin' to act like that I gues- I'd !

pul 'cm back on I"
She watched him v. ith furious eyes as

he* put the cartridge back in it;

chamber, restored the belt to his person
and the two long-barrelled ,45's to their
holsters. The storm raged, but be knew
quite well that it was not as yet at its

height.
"In the meantime."- said he. "if

you're still bent on going, that door
ain't locked."
"A night alone in the storm would

be I pleasure, compared to a night
here with you !" she retorted, and
darjed over to the door.
Ken watched with amusement while

she opened the door and wont out and
slammed it violently behind her.
A terrific flash of lightning nearly

blinded her on the stoop, and the raiii

was heavier than ever. Thunder seemed
to rend the very firmament, and, scared
nearly out of her wits, she dived back
into the cabin and leaned, half-crying,
against the door she was glad to use as
a shield against the elements.
"Back so soon?" mocked Ken.
"There was a rattlesnake out there."

she faltered.

"First time I ever knew rattlesnakes
li ked wet weather !"

"That's it," she whimpered, "gloat
o\er my helplessness."
"Helplessness?" echoed Ken. "I

still remember you told me you could
take care of yourself."
"If—if you'll cover up the windows "

—she shuddered after another blaze of
lightning had been followed by a
bombardment of thunder—"I'll try to
help with the food."
'That's the spirit." approved Ken.

" Sure I will."
lb' fixed some sacking over the

window-panes, and at least most of the
lightning was shut out.
"Now is that better?" he asked when

he had completed his task.

Mm- nodded, appeared to be grateful.
" I don't think I've had very much

practice with cooking." she confessed,
" but "

"Aw, it's never too late to learn." be
cul in. "Come on! Here, take
these 1"

Ken turned and blinked at her, the coffee-pot in one hand, the cup in the
other. " What're you gonna do now, you little fool ? " he challenged.

He handed her the basin and the box
of egg-, but she asked helplessly what
she was to do with them.
"We'll stir up some old-fashioned

flap-jacks." he replied. "Come over
to the table with 'em—I'll show you."

Unwelcome Visitors

ERIC SIMPSON rode back to the
ranch-house through the storm be-
cause there was no longer any point

in going on to Fairville, and he had seen
Ken ride off with Gloria in quite a
different direction.
Ho left the horse in the drive.

scuttled up the steps to the terrace, and
burst into the hall to the accompaniment
of a deafening clap of thunder.

Some of the colonel's guests were
congregated there, others ran out from
various rooms and gathered round him
as he halted at the foot of the stairs.

dripping water. They had expected
Gloria to be with him, and they plied
him with questions.
Mr«. Hanley nearly fainted when she

heard the story he had to tell—a story
from which he omitted all reference to
the rifle he had used. Mr. Hanley
seemed strangely calm, but then, he had
had a long conversation with Ken and
placed implicit trust in that young man.
Eric swung round on Colonel Austin.

" Why don't you and your men go
and rescue Miss Hanley?" he cried.
"There's no telling what the crazy
cowboy will do with her!"
"You should have thought of that,"

returned the colonel sternly, "before
you ever let Ken take her from vou !"

What could I do?" howled "
Eric.

"He had his gun pointed straight at
me !"

"If I loved a girl," said Henrv
Hanley witheringly, "I'd rather die
than let some other man take her from
U)e."

Eric Simpson appeared to be too

upset to realise that he had played a

very sorry part in the affair, even
according to his own version of it.

"But why don't you do something?"
he bawled.
"There's nothing we can do till tins

storm lets up," declared the colonel.

Mrs. Hanley tottered away to a
chesterfield and sank down on it with
her bands over her ears as the crack
of thunder that had driven Gloria back
into the cabin echoed and re-echoed
among the hills. Eric drew Mr. Hanley
aside. »

" Why don't you offer a large
reward?" be suggested. "Perhaps that
would serve to get them started."

"That's a good idea, Eric," approved
Hanley, "but to tell you the truth, I'm
unable to do it. You see, unfortunately,
I'm broke."
"Broke?" Eric stared at him aghast.
"Yes. but of course, that won't make

any difference to you. Now you're a
wealthy man. and you want to make
Gloria your wife. Why don't you offer

the reward—say, five thousand dollars."
"Y-yes," stammered Eric, "I—I be-

lieve I will. But excuse me a moment,
though, will you? I simply must
change out of these wet things."

" Wait a minute !" Hanley caught
hold of his arm a» he was making for

the stairs. "Announce the reward
fir>t." He raised his voice. "Listen,
folks. Mr. Simpson wants to offer a
reward !"

There was no escape from it, so Eri \

avoiding the indignant eyes of Betty
Johns, called out

:

" Yes ! I offer five thousand dollars
for the return of Miss Hanley, safe and
sound, and the capture of her abductor.
dead or alive !"

Mrs. Hanley heard that, in spite of

the hands that covered her cars, and
as Eric ascended the stairs she flitted

over to Colonel Austin.
May 23rd, 193$.
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"Oli. that dear boy!" she cried. "I
know he'd do what he could to save
her I"

" Five thousand is a heap of money,"
returned the colonel gruffly, "but i*

won't stop this storm. Wc'il still have
to wait, reward or no reward."

Henry Ilanley smiled to himself and
drifted off into the drawing-room: the
guests argued amongst themselves as
to the wisdom, or otherwise, of the
decision. Betty Johns waited in the
background for a while, then climbed
the stairs.

( hi the floor above she opened a door
without knocking and looked into a

bed-room where Eric Simpson was con-
veying shirts and collars from the
drawers of a dressing-table to a suitcase
he had opened upon a bed. She
entered the room.
"What's the big idea?" she asked

storm ily.

Eric made a face at her.

"Hartley's just told me he's broke,"
he said, " and in order to save my face
I had to promise that reward for
Gloria's return. Now I'm beating it

before someone calls my bluff."

"But you're not going without me,"
.she challenged. "What about the
storm ?"

"Never mind the storm," he growled.
"Beat it and pack—and make it

snappy ! We've got to get out of here !"

All through the night the storm raged
with unabated fury, and the rain was
streaming down when two wet and
thoroughly unhappy peoplo boarded a
train for San Francisco which the
stationmaster at Sandy Fork had been
prevailed upon to stop for them. But
Gloria, after a preliminary period of
restlessness, slept quite soundly upon a
very hard bed in the inner room of tin-

cabin in Crock Canyon, behind a bolted
door, and Ken—who was used to hard-
lying—slept equally well upon the
boards of the outer room with only the
sacking from the windows to cover him.

BOY'S CINEMA

Gloria, initiated into some of the
mysteries of cooking over-night, made
more flap-jacks for breakfast—Ken
prepared the coffee. Thei line shack
seemed to possess everything one really
needed in the way of food, though it

was mostly in tins and bottles, and not
the sort of fare to which Gloria was
accustomed.
Ken's flap-jack was badly burned and

he pushed his plate away after he had
eaten very little of it. Glc-ia, who
had hardly touched her own, sprang up
indignantly.
"I suppose you don't like my cook-

ing?" she cried.
"It's nothing to brag about, said

Ken. " Maybe you can do better
washing the dishes."
She had never washed dishes in her

life, and she had no intention of start-

ing to do so that very dark and very
wet morning. She snatched up cups
and saucers and plates, one after
another, and hurled them to the floor,

while Ken sat grinning at her.
" That for your old dishes !" she

cried as the floor became littered with
broken crockery and her temper rose.

"Now nobody will have to wash them I"

"There's some more over there," said
Ken, with a jerk of his thumb, "and
more still in the cupboard. ' Break Yin
all, if you want to—I'm used to eatin'

out of a pan. Don't know how it'll

appeal to your jaded appetite, though."

She flounced over to the fireplace,
where logs were blazing, and stood there
with her hand on the mantelpiece and
her chin in her hand. Ken rose up
with liiS own cup and saucer—which
she had not dared to destroy—and went
to a stove on which a metal coffee-pot
was standing.
He picked up the coffee-pot, and with

it was about to refill the cup when she
streaked up behind him and whipped
his two guns from his belt.

"Maybe these will shake your calm!"
she cried.

Cvery Tuesday

He turned and blinked at her, the
coffee-pot in one hand, the cup in the
other.

" What're you gonna do now, you little

fool?" he challenged.
For answer, she flung the guns into

the heart of the blazing logs, and with a
cry of dismay he ran to the fireplace,
caught up a poker, and knelt to rake
them out upon the hearth.
"I hope nothin' ever happens to make

you regret this," he said grimly. "Next
to a horse, a man's best friend is his

gun in this country."
Gloria, ashamed of the damage she had

wrought, but not in the least degreo
prepared to admit it, vanished into the
bed-room and slammed the door. Ken
looked down at the guns he had re-

trieved, but knew that they were too hot
to handle and probably were ruined. He
got to his feet and blew out the bit of

candle in the bottle on the mantelpiece.
Dawn had broken several hours before,

but it was still as dark as night outside
the cabin, and rain was lashing against

the window-panes. He walked over to

the table and turned down the flame of

the lamp because it was smoking.
A sudden banging on the front door

startled him, and he went hurriedly to

the door of the bed-room.
"Miss Gloria," he said uneasily, open-

ing it a few inches so that he need not
shout, "there's someone knocking
You'd better stay there till I come for

you. No tellin' who it might be."
Gloria1 was sulkily silent, but he hoped

she would do as he had suggested, and
he closed the door and went and opened
the front one.
Three men stepped in over the .rlires-

hold ; one of them a brown-haired fefkrsv

two inches taller than himself, clean-

shaven, and curiously ugly, wearing a

tweed jacket and striped trousers which
were sodden: behind him came a lanky
ruffian with a squint, and a little man
scrubby of chin. They were all wearing
guns.
"I hope you will pardon us, friend,"

said the leader in a soft and rather edu-
cated voice, "but the storm forced us
to look for shelter."

A pleasant smile accompanied the
words, but Ken offered no welcome.
"Where are you headed for?" he

asked gruffly.

"Gorgo Pass," was the reply. "I was
afraid we couldn't make it in this kind
of weather."

1
The left hand of the outlaw was thrust against Ken's cheek and jaw, forcing his head sideways, and a clenched

fist was drawn back to strike.
.May 23i(l, 1830.
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"Fairville lies just this side of the

Green Horn," said Ken. "The
mountain'U shelter you the whole way
from here."

"Unfortunately, I've reasons for wish-

ing to avoid Fairville. I hope our little

stay won't inconvenience you?"
"All right," said Ken. "I— 1 only

hesitated because—well, you see, my
wife—she's a bit—er—demented."
"You have my sympathy, sir."

"Sometimes she has a notion I ain't

her husband," Ken went on more glibly.

"Wants to be rescued from me. and
things like that. If you just won't paj
any attention to her."
"You can depend on mc."
"Thanks." Ken was considerably re-

lieved. "You see, my wife's liable to go
into tantrums most any time. I hope
you'll overlook it if she stays in her room.
I don't want to embarrass you with her

—er—her nervousness. Well, get out of

your wet slickers and warm up there bj
tliL> fire, won't you? I'll look in on the

missus and see if she's all right."
The three gathered round the fire and

Ken went to the door of the bed-room.
He would have rapped on it with his

knuckles, but the unwelcome visitors were
watching him, so he raised the latch and
walked straight in.

Gloria was lying on the bod in her
riding clothes, and he gathered from the
expression on her face as he went over
to her that she had just deposited her-
self there after listening to the conversa-
tion.

"I'm sorry I couldn't knock," he said.

"I'm sorry I had to lie about you. But
that smooth-spoken hombre out there is

Ed la Crosse. I recognised him from
liis high-falutin' lingo. He's the most
feared outlaw in the West. Whatever
you do "

"What is this," broke in Gloria scorn-
fully, "another one of your tricks?"
"No," he replied in a very serious

voice, "and I wouldn't be worried now,
if,you hadn't ruined mv guns. As it is

we ve gotta be careful, for there's no
tellin' what he may do. Understand?"

Gloria sat up and eyed him with sus-
picion, despite his earnestness.
"Are you certain it isn't someone come

to rescue me?" she asked.
"For whatever I've done I'm sorry,"

he said, "hut whatever you do, stay
here."

The Way of an Outlaw

BY the fireplace in the other room
Ed la Crosse had stooped and
picked up the two .45s. left on the

hearth; but. they were back in their
former position when Ken emerged from
the bed-room.
"I hope your wife's feeling better,"

said the outlaw solicitously.
"She is, thanks," returned Ken. "By

the way, we're none too flush on grub,
but I'll do the best I can for you."

"That's kind of you," said La Crosse.
"We could stand some sort of a meal."

Gloria had deserted the bed for the
door. She opened it a bare inch and
listened, while. Ken mixed more batter
in a basin and poured some of it into a
frying-pan qver the stove.
"This isn't goin' to be very much," he

said, "but it'll be better than my wife
could do."

Gloria heard and was filled with in-
dignation. She took a little note-book
from a pocket of her riding-breeches and
a pencil from the hack of it, and on one
of the sheets she wrote a note which she
tore out and folded.
Ken was stooping over the frying-pan,

cooking a second flap-jack, when she
peeped round the edge of the door, and
his bent back was towards her. She
thrust out a hand with the note promin-
ently displayed in it.

BOY'S CINEMA

NEXT WEEK'S GRAND
FILM DRAMAS!

RONALD COLMAN
IN

" A TALE OF TWO CITIES."

A gripping story of a browbeaten
waster of a lawyer's clerk and how he
redeemed himself by a superb sacrifice.

All the thrills and horrors of the terrible
French Revolution.

" THE LAST ASSIGNMENT "

A young detective finds a blood-stained
coat and knows that the owner is

wanted for killing the District Attorney.
He trails the killer, and then gets a
shock to find it is his father whom
he thought dead. What shall he do ?
A stirring drama, starring Ray Walker.

" RAINBOW'S END "

From saddle to dms clothes—a punch-
packed drama of the West, starring
that ace of cowboys—Hoot Gibson.

Also

Another smashing episode of the
stirring serial of unusnal adventure :

" FLASH GORDON "

Starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers.

"Coming along pretty sood," an-
nounced Ken. "Won't be so many
minutes now."

^"It smells very enticing, my friend,"
said La Crosse, and then his lanky hench-
man noticed the hand at (lie door and
drew the outlaw's attention to it with
hi; eyes.

La Crosse, who was on his feet, backed
slowly towards the hand and secured the
note. He opened it out and read it,

then strolled back to the fireplace, took
out a cigarette, and twisted the tiny sheet
of paper into a spill which ho lit at the
flames.
Ken carried the two flap-jacks over to

the table on a metal plate.

"Sorry we're short of crocks." lie re-
m.irked, and pointed significantly to the
fragments on the floor. "Bit o' trouble
before you arrived."
La Crosse and his companions pro-

ceeded to demolish the food.
"We'll be leaving as soon as the storm

lets up," said La Crosse, and Ken went
to ono of the windows. The clouds had

9

broken, and here and there were patches
of blue sky. Rain was dripping from the
eaves, but there was no longer any
deluge.
"Looks like it's stopped now." he

said. "About rained out. I guess:" H •

ipened the window. "Yeah, the storm is

over!"
" For us; yes," s.iid La Crosse and

sprang up with a six-shooter in his hand
"For you it is just beginning! Kindly
raise your hands!"
Ken turned from the window an I

stared as though he could not believe
his eyes.
"What's the idea?" he exclaimed.
"Get 'em up there high!" rasped the

outlaw; and then, as Ken's hands wen'
raised above his head, reverted to his ens
tomary mode of speech. "The idea's a
very chivalrous one, my dear sir. VVe'l •

about to rescue a lady in distress!"
Ken made a sudden rush at him, risk

ing a bullet, but the two henchmen
pounced, and his arms were locked in
i hei rs.

"Violence, my dear fellow," drawled
La Crosse, "must always be discouraged.
Tie him up tightly, comrades!"
He reached down a lariat from a nail

in the wall and tossed it to the two men
who had forced Ken into a sitting posi
tion on the floor, then went to the bed
room and tapped on it.

Gloria walked out and smiled at him
as lie bowed.
"Permit me, lovely lady," he said,

" your rescuer."
"Thank you." Gloria tossed her head

at Ken. who was being bound hand and
foot. "Looks as though I can play a

practical joke just as well as you can!"
she cried.

"Gloria," said Ken hoarsely, "you're
playing right into their hands! That's
La Crosse! He's wanted for murder, and
worse !"

"Ah, my friend," jeered the outlaw,
"so you know me, eh?" He smiled re-

assuringly at Gloria. "Tt seems rather
ungentlemanly," he said to her, "to
contradict a man who is temporarily
helpless, but I'm afraid he's subject to

hallucinations. Miss Hanley."
"Such as being my husband, for in-

stance!" said she.

La Crosse put on his hat because his

men had finished their labours and tin-

sun was shining.
"We may as well get started." he said.

"Rusty, will you get the horses, please?"
The lanky fellow with the squint eves,

thus addressed, went out, from the cabin.

"Come, Miss Hanley," said La Crosse,
but Gloria looked down at Ken with an
unexpected feeling of compassion for him
in his plight.

"Aren't we taking him?" she asked-
"Well, that would be very incon-

venient, I think," returned the outlaw.
"You see. we have only sufficient horses
for ourselves—our three and the white
one we found in the lean-to."
"Don't go with them, Gloria." pleaded

Ken. "You don't realise what you're
doing!"
"I'm afraid the young lady has already

made up her mind," purred La Crosse.
"I don't think we should leave him

that way," protested Gloria.
"Oh, there's nothing to fear. It will

be for but a very short time he will

remain like this."

"Well," said Gloria doubtfully, "if

you're certain he'll be perfectly safe
"

"Oh, absolutely!" Ed la Cross

-

turned to the scrubby-faced little man.
"Batt, will you see that the gentleman
is made comfortable? Miss Hanley, the
horses are at the door and your parents
must be frantic."
Gloria went out with La Crosse, who

helped her into the saddle of a black
horse and himself mounted Tarzan. Batt
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made Ken "comfortable " by sending
him flat on his back with a kick in the
chest and went off grinning.

The door was slammed and the sound
of hoofs died away across the canyon.
Ken struggled with his bonds, but his

hands were fastened behind his back and
the rope would not give.

From where he lay he could see the
lamp on the table, still alight. Slowly,
and with much effort, he managed to roll

over and over upon the floor till he was
sear enough to the table to heave a
shoulder against one of its legs.

The table tilted, and finally went over
with a crash; the glass container of the
lamp was smashed and a pool of oil from
it caught fire. It had been Ken's in-

tention to sever the rope about his wrists

in the flame of the lamp, but the blazing
pool defied him to roll near it.

The table began to burn, and Ken
watched it helplessly till it became a
flaming mass and the heat caused him to

wriggle and twist towards the door away
from it. The boards of the floor became
involved in the conflagration; the room
was filled with smoke and fire.

Ed la Crosse, with Gloria and his two
henchmen, had crossed the canyon and
started to climb a trail that zigzagged
upwards amongst outcroppings of rock
at the foot of Green Hoin Mountain;
but Tarzan, who bore his rider placidly
enough at first, began to sense that some-
thing was wrong because his master had
not appeared.
Abruptly he started rearing and plung-

ing, and La Crosse could not control

him, despite good horsemanship.
"What's the matter?" bellowed the

outlaw, jerking viciously at the bridle.

"Hold still!"

But Tarzan would not hold still. Like
some bucking bronco, but far more art-

fully, he r'ose up on his hind legs, dived
down on his forelegs and kicked his heels

in the air, only to rear up again with
incredible swiftness. La Crosse was
flung out of the saddle and scrambled to

his feet to see the white horse flying to-

wards the canyon.
"Shall I go after him, boss?" asked

Rusty.
"No, never mind," growled the out-

law. "I'll ride double with Miss Hanley."
He mounted the black horso behind

Gloria, who was beginning to have
serious misgivings, but did not dare to

give expression to them, and the uphill

journey was continued.
Tarzan raced back to the cabin in the

canyon to see flame and smoke belching
from its heat-broken windows. He struck

at the door with a hoof and whinnied
loudly.

"Tarzan!" cried Ken from the other
side of the door, gasping for breath.

"Come on, boy, break it down!
Tarzan !"

Tarzan stood up on his hind legs and
best at the door till the latch gave way.
Acrid smoke bellowed out at him as the

door flew wide, but he did not hesitate.

He heard his master's voice, and that

voice mattered to him more than any
other sound in the world
"Here, Tarzan, here!" called Ken

chokingly. "Here, pick it up!"

Into the raging inferno clattered the

white horse, and with his teeth lie caught
hold of the rope that fettered Ken and
dragged him out over the step and the

Btoop into the sunlight.

Ken filled his lungs with clean air.

"Untie me, boy!" lie said. "Drag it,

boy! That's the stuff!"

Tarzan applied his teeth to the rope
that held Ken's wrists, and in a very

little while the wrists were free.

"Good work, old man!" approved
Ken, and he fished out a clasp knife and
(ut through the rest of his bonds, then
May 23rd, 1936.
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got to his feet and climbed into the
saddle. " Come on, old boy, we gotta
trail 'em!"

Saved !

HPHE moment the storm had abated,
1 Colonel Austin had gathered the

members of his outfit together in
the stable-yard, and all his horses were
got^ ready for an organised search-party.
Those of the male guests who cared to

take part in it were with him, but the
ladies were left behind. Henry Hanley
decided to ride with the owner of the
ranch, who consulted Luke Wilton.

"What about the line shack?" sug-
gested the colonel.

"That's just about where Ken would
have headed for," agreed the cow-
puncher.
"All right." The colonel mounted his

horse. " Have some of the boys go that
way with these gentlemen. I'll light off

with the rest in the direction of Gorgo
Pass, in case he .went for one of those
caves up there. Get 'em started, Luke!"
Luke rode out from the yard with

three of the hands and eight or nine
excited guests. Five cowboys and Henry
Hanley remained, on horseback, with the
colonel.

"Let's ride," said he; and while the
first party streamed off along the road
that led past Sandy Fork, he led the way
down past the hillside promenade to-

wards Green Horn and the pass that ran
through the foothills of that mountain.

Gloria, at a bend in the zigzag trail

that led up to that pass, looked back over
the valley far below. She was in strange
territory, and she did not recognise any
of her surroundings.
"Aren't we going the wrong way?"

she asked nervously.

"There are two roads," replied the
man who shared the saddle with her.

"Are you sure ?"

La Crosse did not reply to that ques-
tion. He and his companions had stopped
to let their horses take breath, and the

sound of another horse climbing the trail

had reached his ears.

"Say. there's somebody coming!" he
exclaimed. "You two ride back and find

out who it is. Miss Hanley and I will

continue up the pass."

Rusty and Batt turned their horses

and went down past a shoulder of rock
which hid them from the oncoming
rider.

At a second bend below, Batt and
Rusty rode in amongst some boulders of

limestone and looked down. They saw
Ken rounding a sharp turn on the white
horse that had ran away, and Rusty took

aim at him with a six-shooter and fired

twice.

Ken fell from his saddle, and Tarzan
stopped short.

"Let's go get his horse," suggested

Batt as their victim lay motionless in

the dust.

"You go," said Rusty, and put away
his gun. "I'll take the news to the

boss."
"All right." Batt rode down to Tar-

zan and dismounted; but Ken was only

shamming. He had not even been grazed

by either bullet, and as the scrub-faced

little ruffian tried to grab hold of a

horse that eluded him, he scrambled to

his feet and rushed at him.

Down went Batt with two hands at his

throat and the weight of Ken's body on

top of him, then his gun was taken from

its holster and the butt of it was brought
down with a thud upon his head.

Ken left the fellow to recover from

that blow at leisure, pocketed the gun,

and went off on Tarzan. Rusty, mean-
while, had caught up with La Crosse.

. yery Tuesday

" Did you discover who was follow-
ing us?" inquired the outlaw.

"There ain't nobody following us now,
boss," responded the lanky one sig-

nificantly.

"Good!" La Crosse looked back be-
cause he heard more hoof-beats. "Who's
that?"
"That's only Batt," said Rusty.
They rode on ; but presently La

Crosse looked back again, and this time
he glimpsed a rider on a white horse
climbing the corkscrew trail.

"I thought you said that was Batt!"
he exploded. "Go on back, and this

time don't miss him!"
Rusty turned his horse and drew his

six-shooter. He reached a corner and
there once more dismounted am<
rocks and waited. Ken came within
range and the six-shooter barked; but
the aim was not true. A bullet sang
past Ken's left ear, and before another
could be fired he was too low in the

saddle to present much of a target, and
the gun he had taken from Batt was
out and ready.
Tarzan swept upwards and Rusty ex-

posed himself to shoot again. Two guns
jetted flame simultaneously; then Ken
sat erect in the saddle again, for his

would-be murderer had fallen on his

face with his arms outflung.

Colonel Austin and his party were by
this time among the foothills.

"Shots!" exclaimed the colonel. "Up
Gorgo Pass -way! Come on, boys!"

Ken passed the spot where Rusty had
fallen, urging Tarzan to greater effort

;

but the noise of fire-arms had dismayed

La Crosse, and he stopped his horse by

a narrow opening among the bouTdWs
on his right, slid to the ground, and
pulled Gloria from the saddle.

"Where are you taking me?" she

cried as he bundled her into the

opening.
"Up those rocks!" he snapped.

"No!" she shrilled, and tried to breaK
away from him.
"You do as I say!" He thrust her

before him. "Come on! Get up there!

Come on!"
She tried to dodge past him, but the

way was too narrow for that. He
gripped her by the shoulder in a fashion

that bruised her flesh, and she was com-

pelled to clamber up the steep cleft.

Ken reached the opening, saw the

black horse standing beside it and looked

up. At the same moment Gloria looked

down.
"Ken!" she screamed. "Ken!
Ken was out of the saddle in an in-

stant and climbing the rocky way. But

La Crosse swung round, holding Gloria

in front of him as a shield, and fired

over her shoulder at the pursuer.

Ken dived behind a rock and fired

back, but he was too afraid of hitting

the girl to hit the outlaw, who disap-

peared with his captive between more
rocks and climbed again.

From behind another and higher mass
of limestone La Crosse used his gun
again, but Ken had plenty of cover and

used it without staying his upward pro-

gress. Again and again La Crosse fired

at him from various vantage points till

both his guns were empty. Just above,

now, was a great flat bluff which, on its

farther side, overhung Gorgo Pass, and

ho made for that bluff.

Ken, among the litter of rocks, saw
him move aside from Gloria without

letting go of her arm. and he took a

step forward to fire. But he caught his

right foot in a crevice and stumbled.

His right hand struck against a rock

(Continued on page 26)
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A gang of crooks are smuggling Chinamen into the United States via the Mexican
Border and a detective on the Immigration Department sets out to get the man behind

the smugglers. Starring Regis Toomey and Esther Ralston

SHADOWS

Silenced

X-26—calling X-26—"/CALLING
y^ X-26—calling X-26—calling X-26

A swarthy, thin-lipped man sat before
a wireless set and droned out the call,

whilst a short, thick-set man with the
face of a pugilist sucked nervously at a
cigarette.

"Go on calling!" snapped out the
latter. "They're after him, Rod."
Rod, the operator, went on calling,

and then there came a buzz.
"That's Dawson, Spud."
The ex-pugilist went to the micro-

phone.
"Watch out, Flash," he said. "Patrol

'plane scouting. Try to land and save
the load."
An aeroplane was flying high over the

sea, and Flash Dawson, after receiving
the warning from Spud Nolan, leaned
over the side of the 'plane to glance
downwards. He could see no sign of
any machine below. His glasses showed
no sign of a patrol ahead, but when he
looked hack his eyes narrowed—what
was that speck that glittered in a fleecy
cloud ?

Flash revved up his engine, and after
a while took another covert glance along
the fuselage and saw that the 'plane
was closer. Out came the glasses, and
Flash knew that an immigration 'plane
was tailing him. If he were caught
with this load it meant at least five
years behind bars. He looked at the
lever by his side and hesitated. Another
glance back showed that the patrol
plane was gaining rapidly. He dived
for a bank of clouds, and, when safely

hidden, he gripped the lever and pulled
it slowly back.
A trap-door in the undercarriage

opened. Flash Dawson shuddered, and
quickly closed the trap-door.

The patrol 'plane forced Dawson to
land, and, after an examination, the
pilot was allowed to proceed on his way
over the Mexican border into the
United States. He landed at the
Borderville Air Port and took a car
into the prosperous town of Portland.
He left the car in a main thoroughfare,
and, glancing round to see if he were
followed, made his way to the foreign
quarter.
The shop window of Chin Shieu was

full of Oriental treasures and antiques,
but Dawson did not enter by the main
doorway; he knocked three times at a
side entrance, a shutter flew back, and
then the door was opened.

In a room full of ancient carpets,
Ming vases, cases of jewellery, Chinese
suits of armour and other treasures.

were two men. The sleek Oriental in

the dark European clothes was Chin
Shieu. The man in the perfect dinner
jacket was James Moss, collector. He
was engrossed in the examination of a
jade necklace when a panel slid back
and Flash Dawson was shown into the
room by two Chinese servants.
"Hi, Chin," greeted Flash, "you got

some dough for me?"
Chin Shieu jumped up from his chair

by the large mahogany table.

"I have bad report from you?" His
face was contorted with savage anger.
Flash shook his bullet head and

showed his teeth in a nervous grin.

"Sorry, Chin, but there was no
chance for me to land that load, and I

wasn't going to let them catch me with
it."

"And you expect me to pay you fot

murdering my countrymen?"
"Say, what is this? You mean I

don't get my dough?"
"Not a cent!" sneered the Chinaman.
"All right, then, you get another

flyer," shouted Flash Dawson. "But
I'm not through."
The panelling closed and Dawson

had gone. James Moss had all this

while paid no attention to the conversa-
tion—he was too engrossed, so it seemed,
in the necklace. The panel moved again
and a half-caste Chinaman slid into tho
room. He received an order in Chineso
to follow Flash Dawson and find out
where he went—to act accordingly.

Flash left the antique shop and en-
tered a small all-night restaurant next
door, where there was a telephone. He
inserted a coin and dialed a number.
Inspector Sullivan had been in the

service of the Immigration Department
for many years, and he was very angry
when the telephone by his bedside rang
at two in the morning. He grabbed tho
'phone.
"Hallo! Hallo! Yes, yes, this is In-

spector Sullivan. What the devil do
you want at this hour of the morning?"

"If you'll come down to Chinatown,"
came a husky voice at- the other end.
" I'll show you how to get that whole
smuggling ring."

Sullivan was awake at once.
"What's that? Who's speaking?"
"Never mind who it is—this is the
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goods. If you'll rush down to the Can-
ton House I'll lead you to the chief of

that ring."
"Yes, all right," snapped out Sulli-

van. "Where'il I meet you? Hallo

—

hallo—hallo—hallo!" The 'phone was
dead. At last the inspector got the

operator. "Trace that call. Get me
Market 44—quick!"

It seemed hours before a voice spoke.
"This is Sullivan," he bellowed. "Get

the raid squad to the Canton House.
I'll meet you there."

Flash Dawson had not finished his

conversation because the half-caste had
fired through the window of the tele-

phone booth. The tongue cf Flash Daw-
son had been silenced!

The Raid

CHIN SHIEU was a bland and cun-
ning rascal. His antiques and
curios were just a blind to prevent

people knowing the real nature of his

business. At the back of his shop were
a number of elaborately appointed
rooms that were devoted to gambling
for moderate and high stakes. There
were rooms where the man of the street

could buy his chips and have a modest
gamble, and there were rooms where
a person could lose a thousand dollars in

a few seconds.
In this room that night were gathered

a motley throng. Wealthy foreigners,

Chinese merchants and a sprinkling of

American Society folk. Viola Avery
was there—a pretty but a very wilful

young woman. She was the only
daughter of a very sedate judge, and,
having lost her mother when quite
young, had been allowed to do much as

she liked ever since. The judge had
had to lay down the law recently, as

some of her exploits were more than his

patience could stand—the notoriety did

not do him very much good. Though
petted and spoilt, Viola was quite a nice

girl at heart.

Viola had heard about the gambling-
rooms behind Chin Shieu's antique shop,

and had insisted that Oscar, one of her
many young admirers, should escort her
there. Oscar, poor lad, knew that, if he
said "No," then he would be right out
of favour and some other fellow would
get the chance. But there are limits to

a man's patience. They had ai rived just

before eleven in a party, and now every-

one wanted to go home with the excep-
tion of Viola.
Viola was enjoying the thrill of

gambling because it was one of the

things that would have made the judge
lose most of his few remaining hairs.

Also she had been winning about five

hundred bucks and now she was down
two hundred. She was staying till she
got that back.

"Vi, for the last time, will you go
home with us now?"
The judge's stubborn daughter smiled.
"No!"
So Oscar and his friends bade her

pood-night and good luck. She got her
two hundred back and should have gone
lome, but gambling is hard to leave.

Her luck might be in, and she wanted
a new car. Her allowance was all gone;
here was her great, chance.

At that precise moment Hong Chow,
who had shot down Flash Dawson, was
whispering to his august master that he
"Think flyer 'phone inspectors; think
police come quick." Chin Shieu at
nncc gave orders that the Chinese shel-

tering under his roof be told to get out
before the police arrived.

Viola had just lost the two hundred
and had decided on doubling her stakes
when a Chinaman shuffled up to the
dealer and whispered in his ear. At
May 23rd, 1036.
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once things began to happen. Money
and counters vanished, the table became
an innocent affair with a cloth and a
bowl of flowers. The girl wondered
what was amiss ; she did not like the
way people were hurrying from the
room and why there was so much whis-
pering. A door opened and a number
of dirty-looking Chinese rushed in and
hurried across the room, to disappear
through some curtains. A fqeling of
panic gripped her, and then she gasped
—faintly she heard the sound of a police
siren. ..

It was a raid

!

All the Chinese had gone by the time
the police arrived. They had special

orders on how to get out of the placo
quickly and where to hide in cases of
emergency. But the public did not
know the quick ways out of Chin Shieu's
gambling dive, and they got in each
other's way. They began to pour out
into the street as the police jumped from
their cars.

"Get back—get back, everybody get
back! Let no one get away!" bellowed
old Sullivan. "Everybody back inside.

Oh, would you?" This to a man who
had tried to slip past—that same man
was a hospital case.

Viola tried to get through the crowd,
but some of Sullivan's men stopped her.

The old inspector twisted his lined face
into a ferocious scowl.

" Where do you think you're going,
young lady?"
"Take your hands off me!" Viola said

indignantly to the police officers.

"You're staying- here with the rest of
them."
"But I'm Viola Avery." The girl

was distressed. "If my father learns
I've been here in this raid, I'll be in an
awful jam."
"You're -in an awful jam now,"

sneered the inspector.
From a curtained, recess James Moss

watched the little scene. Ho had been
waiting a chance to get away without
being caught, and now he saw a perfect
way of achieving that end.

Sullivan's eyes narrowed suspiciously

as the elegantly attired Moss appeared
out of the shadows. The inspector
gripped the girl's arm and placed a
restraining hand on the newcomer.

"I beg your pardon, inspector,"
draw led Moss, " but this young lady is

Viola Avery.''
"Did I say she wasn't?"
"But you don't understand." Moss

spoke patiently. " She's Judge Avery's
daughter."

Sullivan was startled.

"Federal Judge Avery?"
"None other."
"Why didn't she say so in the first

place?" The inspector signalled his men
to stand back. "How was I to know?"
"Miss Avery came here to see Chin

Shieu's antiques, and I had the honour
to be her escort." He gave a warning
pressure to her arm, which he had taken.

"Then it will be all right if we proceed,
inspector?" Sullivan rubbed his chin as

if uncertain, and then signalled that they
could pass. "Thank you, inspector. 1

shall remind the judge of jour kindness."

Sullivan watched them walk away
arm-jn-arm, and he rubbed his chin
harder still. He had a kind of feeling

that a bluff had been put over, and that
made him mad. His irritation was
further increased when they found no
sign of any smuggled Chinese. There
were a number of Chinamen there, but
these all had signed permits. He tried

to bully Chin Shieu.
"Where have you got these Chinamen

hidden?"
"No understand. Honourable Inspec-

tor," bleated Chin Shieu.

. Very Tuesday

A detective came up and nudged the
inspector. "Th»y got those Chinks
away in a truck."
"Somebody tipped them the works,"

Sullivan rasped. "I told you a~ man
'phoned me. See any sign of him?"
"Yeah!" The detective gave a grim

smile. "Wo found him outside the
'phono booth in the restaurant two doors
up the street—stone dead. They shot tho
squealer. Of course, the Chink that runs
tiiat eats don't know a thing."

"I'll check up on them," muttered
the discomfited Sullivan. "We'll hold
all this bunch for investigation. Maybo
some of them can tell us something."
But Inspector Sullivan went back to

bed having learnt precisely nothing.

The Knight-errant

OX leaving the premises of Chin
Shieu, Moss hailed a taxi and held
open the door for Viola Avery to

enter. He told the driver to make for
Main Street.

" I thought it best to get out of there
before that inspector changed his mind,"
laughed Moss, as he sat down beside her.
" You can give the address as soon as
we get back to civilisation."

"Thank you, Sir Walter Raleigh!"
Viola stared admiringly at the handsomo
stranger.- "You certainly saved me from
the morning papers' mud."
"The pleasure was all mine!" Moss

smiled back gallantly and courteously.
" Tell me, what were you doing in

Chinatown at this hour of the morning?"
"Watching little buttons move from

one pile to another."
He whistled softly.

"Fan-tan, eh?"
" Yes. Were you at it, too ?"

He shook his head.
"Oh, heavens, no! I was searching

for some unusual curip. I like to go to

those sort of places when I'm not likely

to be disturbed." He laughed. "This
time I got a disturbing I didn't expect."

"So you collect curios—how strange!"
Viola was fascinated by this mysterious
person.

"It's a disease with me." He
shrugged his shoulders and took out a
gold case. "Cigarette?" She accepted
it, and he flicked a lighter. "I must
confess that Orientals nave a peculiar

irresistible fascination for me."
"You arouse my curiosity."

"I, or my collection?" he asked, with
a mocking grin.

"Your collection, of course!" laughed
Viola.
"I was afraid of that." He leaned

back. "Well, anyway. I'd be delighted
to have you see my collection. By the

way, I'm having a cocktail party to-

morrow evening—just a few people.

Won't you come?" He saw that sho
was hesitating. "Why don't you bring
your father? I'd be honoured to meet,

him. I shall be terribly disappointed if

you don't come. I've got some treasures
in my collection that have amazing
stories attached to them, jewels that I

think you'd like, and some marvellous
paintings."

" Now I understand why you were able

to sway that inspector so easily." ,Hcr
smile was tantalising. "You are very
persuasive."
Moss gave a sigh of content.
"Then you will come?" And he

smiled when she nodded. For a second
it seemed to the girl that this man's
eyes had narrowed, and that there was
a touch of the Oriental about him.

Superseded

CAPTATN GRAVES, one of the chiefs

of the Immigration Department,
sent for Sullivan and stared at him

disapprovingly.
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"You haven't been very successful in

this case, Sullivan."
Sullivan gave his chief a quick glance,

then looked at the Wall.

"Well, chief, things kinda ran badly
last night. You see

"

"I know all about last night," inter-

rupted Graves. " No need to go through
all that again. I'm not censuring your
failure, but we must break up that ring
and stop this smuggling of Chinamen.
I believe your methods are antiquated,
and I'm going to try out one of the
younger school. Sullivan, you will turn
your case over to Baxter and become his

partner."
"I'm to be under Baxter?" gasped

the inspector. "Why. he's only a kid!
I've been in the service twenty-four years
now. and "

"That's just what's the matter with
you. I believe you'll learn something
from Baxter's methods." The captain
pressed a bell. "Where you've failed he
may succeed."
A spruce, upright, smiling young man

entered the room.
"You called me, sir?"
"Yes, coine in, Baxter," Graves

nodded. "I'm switching Sullivan to

you—work together. Study this case
and sec what you can do. Better get
busy."
Old Sullivan was in a very surly frame

of mind as he left tin- chief's room and
went into the outer office. He glowered
at the younger man.
"I don't know what this department's

coming to. If it wasn't that I'd be
eligible for a pension next year I'd resign
right now."
_
Baxter smiled in a friendly though

jubilant manner. "Don't take it so
hard, Sullivan," he said. "You and I

should make a good team. Come on.

let's get down .to it. Take a chair ami
let's talk this case over." He stared at

some notes he had made. "Did you
question Miss Avery?"
"Well—er—no."
"How do you know it was Miss

Avery? Anybody else could have used
her name."
"I know my business, young man!"

Sullivan exclaimed angrily. "1 can tell

when anybody's trying to hoodlem me.
Besides, I got her purse." He produced
a sequin bag. "It is obviously her bag.
We found it at Canton House aftei

gone."
"That still doesn't prove it was Miss

Avery," coolly staled Baxter. "Anyone
could have found or stolen Miss Avery's
bag. and used it. There are n

minds behind this racket, Sullivan, and
they're up to all the tricks. I'll ring the
lady." Ho looked at a card taken from
the bag and dialed a number.

It chanced that Viola was having
breakfast with her father, and was look-

ing nervously at the account of the raid.

If her name got into the affair her allow-
ance would be stopped and her father
might send hoi into a convent or do
something equally drastic. The butler
appeared with a portable telephone. An
inspector from the immigration office

was on the 'phone. She saw her father
peer over the top of his paper.
"Yes, this is Viola Avery. What, I—

in a raid ! Of course not, how prepos-
terous ! You have my purse? I've had
one stolen. That must explain how you
found it. You'd like me to identify it?
Very well, I'll come round."
Viola Avery saw her father lay down

his paper, wipe his spectacles, and push
back his chair. She knew she was going
to be questioned. She fled before he had
the chance to say a word.
In the immigration office young

Baxter looked at the older man.
"There you are, Sullivan. The real

Viola Avery knows nothing about it.
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People who use fictitious names are the
sort that play a big part in this

smuggling. There was a man with the
woman and you did not ask hi- name.
No wonder old Gravey was a trifle riled

with you. He reckoned you did right

to let Judge Avery's daughter get away,
but he'll be sore when he finds n was
some other dame."
They were still discussing the case

when one of the staff entered and in-

formed them that Miss Avery was ottt-

side.

"She's been quick.'' grinned Baxter.
"Okay, show her in."

Sullivan jumped to his feet.

"Why. that's the girl—she's the one
that Was in the laid."
"Take a seal. Miss Avery." Baxter

rose and offered her a chair. "You've
come after this purse?"

"Yes!" The beautiful young Woman
stared at him anxiously.
"Why did you he to me over the

'phone?"
"Well, you see. I had In. Ai the time

it would have been unpleasant to tell

the truth." She smiled. "1 was having
breakfast with my father—the judge.'
She studied a tiny wrist-"watch, "I must
lie getting back. I hadn't properly
finished my breakfast."

"Have you a car?" questioned Baxter.
"No. why''' She opened her eyes in

surprise al his question.
"Then I shall drive you home." He

gave a twisted grin. "I wouldn't think
of depriving you of your breakfast, but
there are things I must learn, and we
can talk on the way."

"How pleasant!" Viola was haughty.
"A sort of inquisition."

"Call it that if you wish." Baxter
took his hat from a peg and turned to
his new assistant. "Sullivan, you go
down to the morgue and see what you
can find on that body. 1'li meet you
there."
Sullivan saw Baxter open the door of
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the office and saw the two young people
leave.

"What a way to conduit an inquiry,"
he sneered. "If it wasn't for that pen-
sion I would resign."
Baxter conducted the judge'.- daughter

to a serviceable, high-powered two-seater
car. They drove for some distance in

silence.

"When are you starting this third

ee?" the girl frowned at him.
"What are you waiting for?"
"Just thinking what I should ask

you." lb' ga\e her a very impersonal.
Casual look. "You lied because of your
father?"
"Yes. if father finds out he'll have

about seventeen fits." she answered.
"Especially if he finds out I was down
there alone."
"Alone ?"

"That man wasn't my escort, just a

chance acquaintance.''
"Tell me about him—I'm interested."
"This man was a perfect gentleman."

Her look was significant. "Which is

more than can be said of some people."

"Because you're a judge's daughter
you think I should let you have your
purse, aid and abet in keeping the fact

that you were foolish to go to a gambling
hell from the Press and your father, and
nol dare to force my obnoxious presence
upon you." Ho smiled sarcastically.

"I'm sorry, but 1 have my duty to per-

form. Also tin- person may have been
a perfect gentleman, but gentleman can
be criminals."
"Not this one. Ever hear of a curio

collector committing crimes? Why,
they're always the victims."

"What does this gentleman collect
':'

"He possesses one of the most valuable
collections of Oriental curios in the
Stales. This afternoon at the cocktail

hour I shall be privileged to gaze upon
the one and only imperial robe of the

Ming dynasty. 1 suppose a man who
own- such treasures would naturally he a

criminal."

The inspector gripped trie girl's arm and placed a restraining hand on

the newcomer.
Way «Jrd, 1938,
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"Improbable, but not impossible. His
nanio and address?"
"I didn't like to ask him."
Baxter did not speak for some minutes.
"Judge Avery is a very astute man. I

j .resume that my telephone call may have
been overheard by him. Might ho not
put two and two together?"
"Yes, and make five. I've got to

think of something to tell him when I

get back."
"I tell you what I'll do." Baxter

beamed at her. "I'll come in with you
and say you were out with me last night,

or I can fix some excuse for that bag
being in the Canton House. In return
you take me along to this cocktail party,

and we'll see your escort's collection."

"I'll not have you snooping around a

gentleman's home. Besides, I'm quite
capable of telling father a tale."

"I bet you are." He turned off in a
wide thoroughfare. "Very nearly home,
Miss Avery. So you don't know his

name and address, but you know where
this cocktail party is being held. Where
is it being held?"
"Why, Sherlock Holmes, you find

out."
"I will—I'll meet you there." Neatly

he brought the car to the kerb, and
opened the door.
"If you try to shadow me I'll get my

father " she began.
"Your father will have seventeen fits

if you do." He raised his hat and got
back into his car. "I'll see you at the
party. Good-bye!" With a derisive

grin he drove away and left the girl

staring after the car.

Clues

BAXTER drovo straight to the mor-
tuary, where ho found Sullivan
looking disgustedly at some blood-

stained attire.

"Not a thing," Sullivan told his new
chief. "No chance of identification.

They were taking no chances.''

"We must learn this man's identity."

"We might put the corpse through a
third degree and see if he'll talk to

us," sneered Sullivan. "He wouldn't
even whisper to me."
"Maybe you didn't use the right kind

of language." Baxter was looking at

the clothing. "You missed this for a

start. See that pin-point design that's

shaped like a pair of wings? Doesn't it

speak to you ?"

"Either I'm stone deaf, or it's talking
awfully low."
Baxter held up a garment.
"Hey, smell that. Doesn't that tell

you anything?"
"Not a thing," Sullivan answered.

"Arid you're not kidding me that it

means a thing to you."
"I'm trying to prove that dead men

do tell tales." Baxter was very patient.

"That pin-point shows that a pair of
wings was sewed on these overalls. This
man must have been an aviator. But
those wings being removed show that at

one time the man was permanently
grounded, but the oil spots and the smell

of this jacket show that he's been work-
ing at. his trade recently."

" Wait a minute. Why couldn't this

flyer have been an automobile driver?"

"Did you ever see a car-driver leave
marks like this?" Baxter pointed. "See
that line inside his knees? That's from
gripping a stick when occasionally he has
to use his hands for something else. See
these gloves—one practically new, and
the other much used? Motor-drivers use
both hands, hut flyers uso only one.
This guy was left-handed."
"Sounds pretty good," Sullivan had

to admit. "But it don't tell you his

name."
"That's what you're going to find

out." Baxter chuckled. "Take a picture
.May 28rd, i«36.
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of the stiff, and check it with all per-

manently grounded flyers. You should
be able to identify him that way. I'll

meet you at the office later."

"Hey, where you going?"
"To a cocktail party."
"Cocktail party!" growled Sullivan,

when he was alone. "And he leaves me
to do all the work."

It was a surprise to Viola Avery to

arrive at the cocktail party to find among
the distinguished guests a Mr. Keeler—in

other words, Mr. Tony Baxter ol .!.

Immigration Department. Moss had to

talk to his guests so that Baxter had a

moment alone with the girl.

"I am a maniac on Oriental lore," he
explained with a grin. "I came
especially to see a Ming robe. Most col-

lectors are terribly vain. All I had to do
was to call and contend he had a fake
robe. He instantly invited me over to

gloat over my discomfiture. As regards
the address—you spoke it to a taxi-

driver on leaving your house. It was
'phoned to me at once. I arranged for

your taxi to be delayed a few minutes,
and now you know how I'm here."
"He will find out you are a fraud."
Baxter shook his head and pointed

to a figure.

"This little Buddha was smuggled
from a Lasha monastery probably at the
cost of hundreds of lives. Artistically

it is priceless, actually it is worth about
fifteen thousand dollars. You see, Miss
Avery, it's part of my job to be well-

versed." His gaze was admiring. "Say,
did anybody ever tell you how lovely

you are ?"

"Am I supposed to be flattered by that
remark?"
"Why, you should be insulted!" The

bold young man seemed quite at his

ease. "How about dinner one night?"
A slow, tantalising smile showed for a

moment.
"I might—it all depends to the answer

to one question : Do you still suspect
the gentleman?"

"Well, even a curio collector might
have a dual personality. You have
heard of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde?"
"Yes, you remind me of him," sweetly

murmured the girl, and walked away as

she saw Moss coming towards them.
But Baxter was not ruffled. Without

actually saying so he made it quite clear

to James Moss that he knew Judgo
Avery's daughter quite well, and tho
girl was not the sort to betray him,
though her eyes did their best to wither
him with scorn. That failing, she did
her best to flirt with Moss.
Viola Avery had her own machine

and a pilot's licence, but her father had
locked up her 'plane because she would
loop the loop and take daring risks. She
had had over three hundred hours' solo,

and she was dying to fly again, and when
she heard that James Moss had a 'plane
she begged him to let her fly it. Moss
smiled and said he valued his friendship
with Viola Avery too much to risk

losing it by incurring the judge's wrath.
He might be barred from calling. When
Viola left so did Baxter.
"You're a very silly girl if you don't

stay clear of Mr. Moss, his home and
his 'planes. It's my honest opinion
that

"

" Did I ask for your opinion ?"

"A little wisdom wouldn't harm you."
Hi' hailed a taxi and held the door open.
"Don't bo alarmed; I'm not inflicting

myself on you any more—for the

moment." He bowed, and then had the
impertinence to wink.
Baxter then went back to the Immi-

gration Department, where he found Sul-

livan waiting for him. The old in-

or was strutting about like a pea-

cock.

"I've been looking over that corpso

Ever.Every Tuesday

and I got his name. It was easy for me.
His name's James Dawson, better known
as Flash. Permanently grounded for
taking up a 'plane while grounded. I
got an address, but a year old."

Down they went to Baxter's car and
out to tho address. A year since Dawson
had been there, but they found where
he had gone. So from address to

address went the two men until they
came to the cheap lodgings where Flash
had resided prior to his death. They
turned his rooms upside-down, but they
found nothing that gave them any
assistance among letters and personal be-
longings, but there was a paragraph in

a paper marked in blue pencil that in-

terested Baxter.

"Aviator wanted," he read out.

"Must be young, healthy, fearless,

ready to take a chance. Good pay.
Box 264, 'Morning Record.' " He folded
the paper. "That's fine."

"What's fine?" demanded Sullivan.

"Why, you big Lummox, don't you
see the connection?" Baxter sighed.
" No, I'll have to tell you. Fearless,

ready to take a chance hints at a racket.

Now listen if my deduction isn't corn ct.

Dawson 'phoned you to tip you off

about the smuggling. How could he
have known who the chief was unless

he was working with him? Isn't it

natural to suppose he got this job by
answering this advertisement?"

"Why should Dawson want to turn
informer 1"

"Don't know. Might have been a
million reasons, none of which concerns
us, though I'll wager dough and revenge
play their part. The thing we're inter-

ested in is catching that gang." From
his pocket he drew out that day's paper,
and turned to the advertisement page.
" Look at this. The day after Dawson
is killed, the same advert reappears in

the paper. Do you call that a coinci-

dence ?"

"What do you call it?"
"A lucky break for us," chortled

Baxter. "I'm going to answer that

advert and see what happens."

Into the Lion's Den

THE next morning saw Sullivan and
Baxter down by the river quarter
of tho town. They left then

in a side street and proceeded on foot
till they came to a number of ware-
houses, factories and store yards. They
halted close to an old shed, and Sullivan
peered cautiously round the corner.

"Well, that's the place."
"Better keep this for me." Baxter was

wearing blue overalls, had not shaved
and looked rather dirty. "I guess this

outfit will pass me by these mugs. T

may need a little time. It's hard to tell

what might happen."
Sullivan shivered.
"You'd better let me go along with

you."
" They know you as well as you know

them," grinned Baxter. "They don't
know me."
Inside a shed sat a number of men

—

Spud Nolan's gang. Spud himself was
there, and the gang were watching him
because he had been reading from a
letter.

"Tricky Thomas?" Sped glanced
round. " Anybody know him ?"

A number of them had heard the name
but never remembered actually coming
in contact with him. Three raps on the

door caused each man to slip a hand
to his pocket. Tho latch clicked, and
Tony Baxter stepped into the shed

"What do you want?" Nolan de-
manded menacingly.
"I uuess you're the man I want to see.

—about that letter." Baxter indicated

the letter in Nolan's hand.
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"Whatcha talking about, fellow?"
snarled the suspicious Nolan.
"That's all right, buddy." Baxter gave

a knowing grin. "You don't have to

put on any act for me. I'm Tricky
Thomas, the guy that wrote it."

"How'd you get here?"
"I followed that dumb cluck you sent

over to the newspaper office to fetch the

letter. A fool way to get a flyer if you
ask me. Suppose some dick had smelt
that advert and had come poking
around ?"

"I guess wc can look after anyone who
wants to poke his nose into our busi-

ness," Nolan leered unpleasantly.

"I guess you're right," Baxter said

as ho glanced at the tough characters
sprawling around the room. "What
about that job? Is it still open?"
"Yes, that is, if you're Tricky Thomas

of the McDown bunch."
"Here's my old pilot's licence and

some junk to prove I'm Tricky
Thomas." Baxter produced a number
of papers from his pocket. " Now what's
the racket, and how much do I get?"
"Chinamen. You get two fifty dollars

a load."
"Two fifty?" cried Baxter. "What is

this—charity work?"
"The last flyer dropped his load and

we had to cut the prices."
"I'm not dropping anything, and I'll

tell you what I'll do. Threo hundred
dollars and I'll play ball."

Nolan hesitated for only a moment.
"All right, that's a deal, but get this,

Tricky, no cargo no dough."
"Okay, I'll take it. All right, when

and where?"
"I'll tell you when after I have

checked up on you." Nolan handed
back the papers. " One of the boys goes
over the Border with you and you land
the load at our field in Mercer
Canyon." He went to a 'phone and
dialed a number. " Spud talking. What
'plane you got ready? Is X-26 ready?"

"Sure!" came the answer of the
mechanic in charge of the 'planes that
were housed in an old factory. "You
got a flyer?"
"Yeah, we got a flyer," spoke Nolan.

"Tricky Thomas. You know him?"
Baxter covertly watched Nolan's face.

"I thought that whole McDown outfit

went up for a stretch," the mechanic
replied. "Better make sure you ain't
uiit a 'phoney, Spud !"

Baxter saw that quick look that Spud
Nolan gavo him before concluding his
(ail.

"What'd you say if I told you Tricky's
up the river?" Nolan had whipped out a
gun, and so had all the others.

"I'd say you were cracked." Baxter
looked contemptuous and sneering.
"I'm not up the river because 1 skipped
bail. That's why I need ready dough
and a hideout. Say, do I look like a
smker? Would I be fool enough to stick

my neck in here if I wasn't light?"
Spud put away his gun and rubbed his

cheek. He was uncertain. One of the
gang spoke

:

"What']] we do about him, Spud?"
"I don't know. We need a flyer

awful bad. I'll 'phone Steve again." He
got through to the mechanic. " Spud
speaking again. This guy swears he's
Tricky Thomas and that he skipped bail.

Do you know anybody who could identify
Tricky Thomas of the McDown gang?
You do? Then get him and bring him
over her.?." He hung up "Sorry,
Tricky, but I can't take a chance. Roil,
you and Tiger take him downstairs and
hold him till Steve shows up with this
other guy. I'll go over and see what
the chief wants me to do."
There was no alternative for Baxter

but to obey, and with a resigned shrug
of his shoulders he made no protest when
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two of the gang indicated a wooden
staircase down into the basement. But
he knew he was in a tight corner.

Impetuous Viola is Tricked

JAMES MOSS, garbed in a silk man-
darin's cloak, was reclining on a
divan when a servant announced that

Spud Nolan wished to see him.
"I had to come, Chief. I'm in a

jam."
"I told you that you must keep away

from me." Moss sat up angrily. "It is

dangerous for us to be seen together."
"No one knows of this hide-out of

yours by the river." answered Nolan.
"Beside, Chief, I had to see you. I

can't get a flyer, and there's that load
over the Border."
"Has no one answered the advertise-

ment ?"
" Yeah, one did, but he may be a

phoney. I got to wait for a check-up
on him. I got him across the way with
the boys. Says he's Tricky Thomas, but
I ain't taking chances—got a pal of
Steve's coming across. If this guy ain't

Thomas then I'm done, and the boys
are grumbling because they ain't had
any dough."
"We must collect that load," decided

Moss, "and time's pressing." He
buried his face in his hands, and when
he looked up there was a smile on the
bold, reckless face. "I've got a hunch
that may work." He turned to the
'phone and dialed a number. "Oh,
hallo, Miss Aveiy! This is James Moss.
I'm terribly sorry, but I'm afraid I'll
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be unable to keep my engagement to-day.
I've been called away on some urgent
business at my ranch, so urgent, in fact,

that I must fly there at once."
"Fly to your ranch?" Viola's voice

was shrill with excitement. "Oh, how
thrilling! Say, why couldn't I go
along?"
"I'm sorry, Miss Avery, but under tho

circumstances I'm afraid you can't. I

might be unavoidably detained, then
you'd bo forced to fly the ship back
alone."
"But that would be glorious! Oh, do

be an angel, and let me come. Please!"
"All right. I can't refuse you. But

not a word to a "soul, understand ?"

Moss grinned across at Nolan as he
spoke. "I wouldn't want your father

to be angry with me about you. How
soon could you be ready to leave? You
can leave at once—that's fine. I'll come
right over." He listened for a bit, then,
with a curt "Good-bye." hung up.

"I've got a flyer. Spud," Moss an-

nounced. "I'll go down and let this

fiver come back alone. Her father's a

judge, so we're in clover. Best get

going. Spud. Have a truck down at the
field ready for a pick-up."
Old Sullivan had seen Nolan depart

and he saw the man hurry back. The
inspector noticed that a man lounged
round the entrance to the building

—

evidently a watcher. How had young
Baxter fared in that den of crooks?
Nolan went into the basement, and

Baxter sighed with relief to see it was
the gang-leader. If it had been Stev<

It was lucky for the inspector that the three gangsters did not look up.
May 23rd, 1936,
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anil the oilier man (lie position would
have been desperate.

"I want you two to slick around here

till they show up." ordered Nolan.
"I'm taking the other boys with me.

We're lauding ;v load pretty soon, and
1 got to go."
"I thought you said you didn't have

another flyer?" Baxter asked.
"The Chief just got another one."

Nolan answered, then looked signifi-

cantly at the two guards. "Red outside

will watch for Steve. If the mug he
l.riugs along fails to identify this guy,
let him have it. You know what to do
ivith the body."

Sullivan was wondering what he
should do when he saw three of the gang
emerge, and it was a rude shock to

realise they were coming in his direc-

tion. Desperately ho glanced round for

some place to hide. If he ran he might
make a getaway, but that would make
it awkward for Baxter. A telegraph-
pole attracted his attention—it had steps

fixed in the wood for line operators to

n>e when making repairs. The inspector

clambered up the pole.

Nolan and two of his gang passed close

to the pole, and luckily for Sullivan
never looked up.
"If that guy ain't Tricky Thomas, he's

in a tough spot," muttered one of the
gang as they passed.

"Suffering cats!" gurgled Sullivan
when they were out of hearing. "I
gotta get that young pup outa this jam."
lie climbed down the pole. "Maybe I

should wait a while longer." lie took
up his old position.

In the Nick of Time

TONY BAXTER smoked a cigarette
and eyed his two guardians warily.

So far he had had no chance to

make a break for it. His bluff had been
called, and if he wanted to see another
day he had to get out of this place before
Bteve showed up.

The Tiger went upstairs to get some
cigarettes and that gave Tony his

chance. Rod was half asleep in his chair
with the gun held limply in his hand.
A di\e forward and the gun was
vi renched away, a full-bodied punch to

the jaw and Rod went flat on his back.
The Tiger heard the fall and then his

pard's yell.

Tony got to cover behind a packing-
case. The Ti,i:er sought refuge behind
an iron furnace. The guns roared and
bullets whined dangerously close. Rod
on the floor sat up, and his evil face
became suffused with rage as he felt his

aching jaw. lie looked round and saw
a heavy baulk- of timber; ho crawled to

it. then crawled towards the crate behind
which Baxter was hiding.

Meanwhile. Sullivan had seen four
men approaching, and one he recog-
nised. Even he could guess the reason
of these men being here—to identify

Tricky Thomas. Sullivan made a bee-
line for the nearest call-box
"I just saw Steve Garlow go in with

some of bis tough mugs," he reported
to the captain. "I'm nut going to wait
any longer."
"Right. Sullivan," came the voice of

Craves. "I'll send men down there
light away. They're standing by—with
you in five minutes."
Tony Baxter was peering round the

crate to get a chance at the gunman
when (he baulk of timber crashed down
on his head.
"Don't shoot. Tiger, I got him!"

yelled Rod. "Guess I'm going to give
it to him now."
The ferocious, scarred rascal thai was

Ihe Tiger came out of hiding.
Wait a minute, Rod." he cautioned

'We know this ain't Tricky Thomas.
01 he wouldn't have pulled this, but
May 23rd, 1038.
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you ain't running this show. Spud
Nolan gave us orders. We'll tie this

mug up and wait for Steve to get here."

"All right," Rod agreed reluctantly.
"Throw me that rope."
They dragged the limp body of Baxter

from behind the crate and bound him
to a chair. A pail of water caused the
young man to open his eyes. He found
himself staring into two cruel, leering
faces.

"I'm going upstairs to look for
Steve." Tiger stated. "Think you can
handle him?"
"Yeah. I'll take care of him," snarled

Rod. "If he as much as moves an
eyelid I'll blow his brains out."
Tiger went upstairs and had not been

there more than a few minutes when
there came a rap at the door. Red
entered, Steve and two other men close

at his heels.

"Here's Steve," said Red. "Better
take 'em clown below." He went out.

closing the door behind him, and
resumed his job as watcher.

Steve Garlow went down into the
cellar, and the two gangsters went with
him. They turned the lights so that

a good view could be had of Baxter's
face. The man who had been called to

do the check-up whispered in Steve
Garlow's ear. That rascal grinned
unpleasantly.

" Boys, my buddy here says that if

this is Tricky Thomas, then he's King
Kong."
"A phoney, huh?" The Tiger's ex-

pression was fiendish. " Keep your eye
on him, Rod, whilst I see the boys outa
here."
A number of plain-clothes men were

peering round a building as the door
opened and out came Steve Garlow and
his two gangsters.

Then Sullivan gave the signal, and
four plain-clothes men rushed forward.

" Get their guns, and get the whole
bunch round to the ears," Sullivan
ordered. "One move from you, Red.
ami I'll drill you. Stand away from
that door."
Sullivan and two of his men rushed

into the building. They saw the cellar

and the stairs. The detective walked
to the bottom.
"This place is surrounded," Jic

shouted. "No one has a chance* to

make a get-away, and unless you're
crazy, any mug here should ditch any
fire-arms and hold his hands high."
Rod turned his evil gaze on Baxter,

but even that callous rascal hesitated. If

he killed this police spy it woidd mean
the chair, because he hadn't a chance
of shooting his way to safety. He flung
his gun on the table.

Sullivan whipped out a knife and
severed Baxter's bonds.
Baxter smiled at the older man.
"Thanks a lot. Guess I'd better

lister) lo some of your ideas after this."

"Never mind about that." Sullivan
shook his head. "All in the day's work
What did you find out?"
"Listen, they've got a 'plane, number

X-26." Baxter was himself again.

"It's due in with a load right now."
" Where?"
".Mercer Canyon." was the answer.

"They've got a ground crew there for

the pick-up. Now you rush over there
with the men. I'll take off in my 'plane
and cruise around in ca=e somebody
warns them and they try to skip it."

The Hostage

Ml ISS drove round in a magnificent
car and picked up Yiola Avery.
He was full of compliments and

attentions They drove out to s flying

field, which he explained belonged to a

private company in which he was in
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teresled. A large machine was ready.
Moss was himself a skilled pilot, but
to the girl he pretended to know very
little about flying. He never dreamt
of soiling his own hands by flying
Chinamen into the States.
After an uneventful flight Moss indi-

cated some buildings below and told
the girl that this was his ranch. Yiola
had expected to find something more
important than a number of shacks.
She made a perfect landing.

"Well, here we are," cried Moss, as

he helped her to alight. "Not much of
a ranch, but it serves my purpose."
From the ranch-house came a big,

broad-shouldered, weather-tanned man.
His open shirt and wide sombrero
seemed so typical to Yiola. She was
not surprised to learn that Mr. Lufkin
was the ranch foreman.
"Now, will you please excuse me,"

Moss said after some generul conversa-
tion about cattle and crops. "I have
some business to attend to. Lufkin, I

will turn Miss Avery over to you. I

suggest that Chang, our Chinese cook,
brew you a pot of tea. I shan't be
very long."
Quite unsuspecting, Yiola allowed

Lufkin to conduct her to the ranch-
house and a comfortable room, whero
a sleek, young Chinaman bowed to her
and assured her that he was famous for
his tea. The foreman talked for soma
while of life on the open range.
Viola would have been surprised if

she had followed Moss. The rogue went
to one of the sheds, knocked twice and
an elderly Chinaman appeared and gave
a slight bow.
"Where's my letter for this load?"
"One moment. Before I give letter

for you take Chinamen, you must leave
hostage with me."
"I don't understand, Yung Yau."
"Hostage to insure my countrymen."

the Chinaman explained. "Last time
they die."
Moss tried to laugh.
"You don't need a hostage with me.

This load will go through without an\
accident. I might flv it through ray-

self. Will that satisfy you?"
Yung Yau shook his head.
"No hostage—no Chinamen."
The smuggler thought for a moment.
"All right. I'll leave you a hostage.

How about the young lady who came
with me?"
Yung Yau nodded quickly.
"Lady all right, make good hostage

."

A letter was produced and it was
inscribed with a number of quaint
characters and sentences. Solemnly it

was torn in half, and one half v, a 3

handed to Moss. Then a group of

Chinamen hurried from the hut tov

the machine. There was a closed cabin
behind the passenger cockpit—Yiola had
not noticed it.

Yiola got rather tired of discussing
ranch-life, and Lufkin said ho would go
out to see how Mr. Moss was getting
on. The girl had her tea and tmn
passed. She went across to the window
but trees hid the machine from view.

"I guess I'd better go," she told the
Chineso cook. "Someone has started
her up for me, though the machine
doesn't need a warm up. I guess Mr.
Moss is ready to leave."
"You no go," said (he Chinaman

"You our hostage."
"Hostage?" Her eyes opened wide

in surprise. "What do you mean?"
"I mean you stay here. If Chinamen

die, you no go home."
A * cold fear gripped Yiola. She

remembered Baxters warning. The
young Chinaman was smiling at her in

a most sinister manner. She knew well

(Continued on page 28)
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The grey-haired, irascible old veteran of San Francisco's dockland comes out of
retirement to save the business he has passed over to his son-in-law. A stirring

comedy-drama, starring Robert McWade and Ray Walker

A Long-distance Call

IN the brand-new office of the
Ricks Lumber Company, Incor-
porated, two harassed gentlemen

were studs ing an act of the legislature
just in from the printers. One, a tight-

lipped, oldish man with toothbrush
moustache under his thin nose, was
glaring at the other, a largish, younger
man with a clean-shaven, much-worried
face.

"If we ring him up at the farm, he'll

come snorting back heir by the next
express—full of cuss-words for both of

us!"
"Don't I know it!" muttered the

much-worried one. "But he's got to

be told." He tapped the official paper.
"If it gets the Governor's signature, it's

the law—and red shingles for roofs are
things of the past !"

"And the Ricks Lumber Company
can shut up shop, Peaslej !"

"You've said it, Skinner."

For a long minute they continued to

glare at each other. Then Skinner,
bristling his moustache with vexation,
stated the thought in both their minds.
"He'll say it's our fault!"

Clean-shaven Peasley nodded. "But
how were we to know that Blake was
behind the bill—Ossy Blake and his

snide lawyer Winton?"
"They've certainly rung it on you,

Matt Peasley."
"On me?" Peasley flushed up. "And

en you, Tom Skinner !"

"You're his son-in-law—and you
ought to have been looking !"

Peasley grabbed up the telephone.

" I've got it !" he cried, settling down
at the desk. "I'll ring up the farm
and ask Florry how she's getting along.
Cappy will certainly bounce in on a
long-distance call, and then "

"And then?" broke in Skinner with
heavy sarcasm.

"Then you'll tell him about the dirty
trick Ossy has played us."

" I certainly won't !"

"But see here, Tom—we're both in it.

Cappy will blame you for letting this

bill get so far. You're the older man."
" Rot !". Skinner snapped. "You're

afraid of old Cappy 1 Gimme the
'phone !"

At Wildwood Farm, way up country,
life was jogging along very pleasantly
for old Captain Ricks, retired from the
big business he had built up with his

own hands until it had become the finest

lumber company in the state. For
the last five years he had lived at ease,
helping with the Iambs and smoking
cigars and pottering round the acres
with a gun and the dogs

—

sitting in his

special chair in the ftone-flagged
kitchen at nights, talking of old times
with the farm-hands; his pretty
daughter Florence always running down
from 'Frisco every third or fourth week
to tell him the news of the great city

and of the growing prosperity of the
firm.

"Matt's a good boy." old Cappy
would allow, his crab-apple face smooth-
ing out into a large smile. "He's got

no brains, Florry—but he's straight.

That's why I let him marry you. Then
there's old Skinner Skinflint—well, hi'

don't let grass grow under his box-calf
vline^ ! And Bill Peck, a salesman I

trained myself. Yeah—the Ricks
Lumber Co. is bound to keep moving on
and on !"

Florry, fresh-faced and very likeable,
agreed. She was staying a long spell

this time, helping with the spring
lambing. Her father, dressed in his

oldest clothes, was feeding milk to a

tiny lamb from a baby's bottle, Ins face
puckered up with interest.

"Takes it beautiful, doesn't he?" he
grinned. "Thinks I'm his mother !"

Just then the telephone-bell buzzed.
Florry went to the instrument in the
hall, and old Cappj cocked his ears.

"Who is it, Flo?" he called.

"It's Skinner, dad," she called back.
"Hinging you from 'Frisco? Why,
what's come to him, spending all that

on a 'phone call ?"

The old boy put the tiny lamb away
in a cot by his side and came trooping
into the hall. His daughter was >a.\ing

"yes" and "sure" and "I'm fine,

thanks " when Cappy snatched away
the receiver from her.

"There- something wrong," he
prophesied, 'Tint you, Tom Skinner.?
Yeah, it's Cappy this end. What's
thai V
His smiles faded into a frown.
"You telling me you've let Blake get

in a fast one on us? A bill to stop
houses being roofed with red shingles?
Why, you doddering dodo—what you
been doing? Doing nothing. I guess !

An act of the legislature sneaked
through the house by Lawyer Winton?
Well, of all the mutts, mugs, and
dithering idiots— if you and Peasley
aren't the prize samples! I'll be along
by this afternoon's express!"

"Where's Bill Peck ? »

BURTON, the new outside clerk at

the Hicks office, was busy at his

shining mahogany desk. A rough-
looking old fellow in a tweed suit and
a nautical cap came barging into the
office, and, pushing open the swing-
door of the counter, made a bee-lino
for the private room of the partners.
"Hev!" called Burton, swinging
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round, his hatchet face scandalised.

'"'You got an appointment?"
The old man stopped dead in his

tracks.
"Who arc you?" he snapped.
"Conies to that," Burton snapped

back, "who are you?"
"Listen, you dude! I'm Cappy

Ricks, who owns this joint, lock, stock
and barrel ! Is Skinner inside?"

"Mr. Skinner's in conference."
Burton's voice lost its sharpness. "I'll

announce you, Mr. Ricks."
"I'll announce myself." Cappy

pushed open the door and burst in like

a hurricane on his partners. "'Morn-
ing, you two ! Who's the sharp lad
outside?"
"Oh, good-morning—good-morning !"

Skinner tried to be genial. "Glad to

see you. That's Burton, our confi-

dential clerk." He offered his seat at

the desk. "Matt and I were just

considering
"

"Considering? I'll bet you were!"
Cappy fixed beady eyes on Peasley.
"Brain storms coming on, hey?"

"How's Florry, pop?" asked his son-

in-law mildly.
"Never mind Florry—she's my girl

and takes care of herself ! Now then,
what's all this hokum about Ossv
Blake?"
Skinner, with a nasty look at Peasley,

put the morning's newspaper before the
old man.
Cappy lead the head-lined news,

mouth awry. A bill had been prepared
by the state, prohibiting the use of
nil inflammable material for house
roofing. The bill would become law
as soon as it had been signed by the
Governor of California, who was away
at Washington attending the Senate.

"When's he coming back?" Cappy
demanded, already making mental plans
to defeat the bill.

"Fifteen days from now," said
Peasley. "I'm glad Florry's all right,

pop."
Cappy crumpled up the paper.
"Gimme the telephone!"
He snatched up the instrument and

grabbed off the receiver.

"Operator, quick!" he shouted.
"You've got to dial the number you

want," said Skinner. "Allow me"

—

he drew the 'phone awav. "Who d'vou
want?"
"T. Osgood Blake." Cappy watched

the dialing. " Some new-fangled idea,

what?" He glared round the brand-
new office. "Gosh—what you fellers

been doing here? White paint and tin

fitting-." He pot up from the
chromium chair. ''This bird cage don't
look a bit too safe to ine !"

"We have to keep up-to-date, pop,"
Peasley explained.
"Have you kept up with Ossy

Blake?" demanded Cappy. "I guess
he's left yon way up in the hills ! Got
hi.m ? Let me talk to him." He took
back the 'phone. " That you, Ossy ?

Cappy this end. Lovely spring morn-
ing

—

what's this bill you've been shoving
through with Winton?"

Far-off crackling laughter was heard
by the anxious Skinner and Pea-ley.
Then Cappy' s voice :

"Oh. yeah'' Bed shingles is pro-
hibited for roof.--, he\ '.' What's going
in their place?"
Sudden fury showed in his weather-

beaten old face.

"Why you—you old crow ' Onlj
liatent roofing made bj the Blake
Company!' Of nil the dirty, shabby
tricks—going to cut me out and your-
self in? Not on your life, Ossv—no,
sir ! What's that ?"

He listened duuiblv for a moment or
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two, then banged the receiver on to

its hooks.
"Did you hear, you fellers?" he

asked hoarsely. "He says I'm old!
He says I've let the parade go by !"

Cappy s eves flashed sparks. " Where's
Bill Peck? I want him !"

The two junior partners exchanged
very worried glances. Then Skinner
said, awkwardly :

" Peck's—er—gone. Turned us
dow n."
Cappy swung round to face^him.
" Whaffor?"
"He—er—wanted more money."
"And you wouldn't give it?"
" Capp}', the business has got to be

run on business lines."

"Fetch Bill Peck back here!" roared
the old chap, thoroughly worked up.
" This minute !"

Peasley put in, in his mild way :

"Bill's gone to Honolulu on a
cruise."

Cappj snapped:
"What's the name of the ship?"
" Southern Star."
"Send a wireless to him to come right

back. I'll meet him on the quay at

five o'clock to-morrow !"

"It can't be done." said Skinner.
"I'll wireless him—but it's a waste of
money."

" Bet you five hundred that Bill's

there,'' cried Cappy. "Come on, skin-

flint—back your fancy !"

"It's taking easy money, Cappy." A
smile was creasing out those tight lips

"Another five hundred you lose!"
The old war horse snorted.

"It's a bet," said Skinner. "Have
a cigar?"

" Suro I'll have one of my own
cigars." Cappy helped himself from
l hr box on the desk. Skinner got out
his petrol-lighter and offered it to

Cappy, who took it with a dubious
glance. He flicked at it and nothing
happened. "Can't ever make these
blamed things work !"

Skinner took it back, deftly flicked

up a flame, and Cappy smoked. " Keep
the lighter," said Skinner in a moment
of generosity. "A clever fellow like

you will soon learn the knack."

Bill Comes Back

ON the Southern Star, well out from
'Frisco harbour, a pleasant young
man in flannels was stretched out

in a deck-chair, eyes half shut, his

attitude one of complete peace with the
world. A crowd of girls in bath-wraps
came scuttling up to him.

"Bill Peck." clamoured their blonde
leader, " come out of it I A morning
like this calls for a game of water
polo !"

"Never swim on vacation," spoke
Bill, lazily. "Can't swim."
At once a babel broke out, checked

by the arrival of a steward. "Radio
for Mr. Peck !" he stated, hand out for

a tip.

Mr. Peck opened his eyes.

"That's me." He took (he flimsy

paper. "Jumping Geehosophat !" His
had caught the .signature. "It's

the voice of duty, girls ! I gotta go
home !"

Again a babel, but Peck rose up and
pushed a way through the pretty crowd.
He went up to the bridge, calling to

the captain.
" Cap'n. I got to go back. Reverse

engines
'"

The ship's chief officer waved a hand
at him.
"Don't be funny! Next stop's

1 tonolulu !"

P.ill w.is beginning a protest when he
spotted a cargo boat crossing the

Southern Star's course. He flung off
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his flannel coat, and, running to the
side, took a clean header into the sea.

The captain rang his bell angrilv.
giving quick orders. The cry went
round the decks—"Man overboard!"

Bill was seen trudging lustily for the
cargo boat. The blonde said bitterly :

"And he told us he couldn't swim!"
Bill was seen by the cargo boat'*

crew. They stopped and picked him
up.
"Good!" spluttered Bill, knuckling

the water out of his eyes. "I v. a,

go back to 'Frisco."
The mate of the small, solid ship

shook his head.
"Jest out from 'Frisco, buddy. Back

there in three days."
A Japanese "fisher" was chugging

near by—evidently headed for port

Bill said "thanks awfully"—and took
another dive !

The Japs were more obliging, but
their boat was full of fish—over which
Bill had to straddle his legs.

"Take does," offered the polite
Oriental in charge. "Lend macintosh."
So Bill stripped off hi? wet flannel-t

and got himself into a very fishy

macintosh. The perfume of fish was
terrific, and Bill felt inclined to heiv.<

his heart up. But the Southern Star
was under steam again, leaving him
every minute. The wireless operator
on board the cruising liner flashed the
news to San Francisco.
"Madman swimming fifty miles home

to port ! Name of Bill Peck, Ricki
Lumber Company."

Bill arrived at the quayside at ten
minutes before five tiiat afternoon.

"Gimme my clothes," he called to the
polite Jap.
"Throw overboard." smiled the little

man. "No darn good. All shrink
up !"

So Bill Peck climbed up to the quay-
side in a filthy old macintosh, covered
with fish scales and smelling like rank
sardines !

A small crowd of Pressmen were
waiting for him. They had picked up
the radio and were out for a "scoop."
At almost the same moment a steam

pinnace had run in to land a vcv
pretty girl, who was busy greeting her
father and u tallish, cynical-looking
man.
"Look !" cried the very pretty girl

pointing a little hand. " Newspaper
boys come hot-foot to snap little

Barbara Blake for the front page !

Isn't that just too sweet ! Let's make
ourselves beautiful !"

But the newspaper boys totally

ignored her. They shouted, " We want
Bill I" and rushed at him and sur-

rounded him.
"Let's have the story!" they hooted

"Why did you do it? Was it a bet?
Who's who—and what's it all about?
Gee willikins, but how you smell I"

Bill pushed them aside

"Sorry, boys—I gotta date. Fivo
o'clock—to meet my boss. There h

Cappy Ricks—and he don't like being
kept waiting '"

The very pretty girl put herself in

his way OS he prepared to charge down
i he quayside towards Cappy and
Skinner.
"Who are you?", she demanded.

"Taking all the high spots?"
"I'm Bill." he told her. "I'm a

fishmonger !"

"You certainly smell that way." ahe
retorted, lifting her little nose. "And
you aren't over-dressed a lot. But I'd

like to know "

"Some other time." Bill interrupted

her. "I've swum the Pacific to meet
Cappy Ricks. And he's just poison if

'lie's kept waiting !"
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She stood aside. Bill gave her a
second look. She was pretty ! His
heart gave a thump under the fishy

macintosh. But her small nose was still

up in the air as she walked back to

join her friends.
Cappy received Bill, watch in hand.
"You were nearly late!" he stated.

"But it isn't five o'clock yet and I win
my bet. That's a thousand dollars you
owe me, Skinner !"

He hurried Bill into a taxi.

"I'll say you smack of the sea, Bill !"

ho declared. "But we'll soon get you
going in a new suit and shirt. There's
quick word ahead of us."
"What von say, Mr. Ricks," smiled

Bill, "goes!"
The very pretty girl was talking with

her father and the cynical one.

"He's Bill," she told them. "And
he's a fishmonger. And he's meeting
Cappy Ricks."
Her father, a sly looking, round-faced,

clean-shaved old lad, corrected her.

"That's Ricks' go-getter," he said.

"There's mischief ahead, Winton."
Winton snapped his fingers.

"They cant do a thing! The bill

slides through in fifteen days !"

Said Barbara, thoughtfully:
"A boy who'll swim the Pacific just

to get going— is a danger and a menace !

You leave me to deal with him, dad."

Winton Makes a Sporting Offer

A COUNCIL of war was being held
in the Ricks' office. Bill, having
grasped the situation, gave his

advice.

"We gotta get up a petition to the
Governor to have the bill put to a
plebiscite vote of all the householders in

the State. We gotta get fifty thousand
signatures."
"In fifteen days?" asked Skinner.

"Don't talk lot!"
"It's certainly a tall order," agreed

Peasley.
"If it's to be done," said old Cappy,
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"Bill will do it. I'll start him In an
office in the main thoroughfare, and he
can draw all the cash he wants."
"In reason," Skinner qualified.

"In and out of reason!" cried Cappy.
"If this bill goes through, all the
lumber men in California are bust!"

So Bill was installed in a neat office

and began to prepare for a huge cam-
paign. He had to cover nearly a
hundred and sixty thousand square miles
and talk to everyone who owned a
house. And all in less than a fortnight!
Within two days of 1 1 is settling down,

a young lady called at the new office.

The office boy showed her into Bill's

room.
"Why. if it isn't Miss Impudence!"
"I'm looking for a job, Mister Bill."

"Peck," Bill corrected. "Bill Peck.
Sit down. What can you do?"
"Typing, shorthand. organising

—

getting rid of people you don't want to
see. Keep accounts; punctual; don't
mind work; generally cheerful," she
told him all in a breath. "Fair wages
—paid promptly. References A 1."

"You're engaged," declared Bill.

"What name?"
"Smith. Barbara Smith." There was

a little hesitation, but Bill was so busy
looking at her twinkling brown eyes
that he didn't trouble to take notice.
She opened her bag and brought out a
typed reference as to character from the
minister of a church. Bill read it

through.
"He calls you just 'Barbara.' " said

Bill. "Doesn't say 'Miss Smith.'"

"Great friend of my father's," she
explained. "Most everyone calls me
Barbara."
"Okay." Bill regarded her with

pleased eyes. "Listen, Barbara, this is

what we have to do."
Half-way through the morning there

was another caller. A sly-looking

19

gentleman with affable manners, Bar-
bara showed him in.

"Mr. Winton to see you."
Bill rose up.

"What can I do for you, Mr.
Winton?"
"Just a sociable call, Mr. Peck. It's

about this roofing business. You've got
an all-time job getting signatures for

your petition. Now. there's a Women's
Federation Society meeting in the Cloth
Hall this afternoon—delegates from all

o\er the State—ladies with pretty power-
ful influence." Winton took the
cigarette Bill was silently offering.
"Thanks. I got a light. Well, now,
what say you and me go down and
address them? I'm for the new Act;
you're against it. You put your viev s

forward first and I'll follow with mine.
A sporting offer—all fair and friendly."
Barbara Smith sat at her desk, saying

nothing. Bill glanced at her, then
glanced away. He said:

"This seems very kind of you,
Winton."
"Not at all. The Act was drafted by

me, and naturally
"

"Naturally Ossy Blake was behind
you," said Bill. "He wants to put over
his patent roofings and cut out red
shingles."

Winton shrugged padded shoulders.
"Progress, Mr. Peck! Safety for the

householder."
" And all the work and money for

Ossy and yon ?"

Winton smiled a little.

"Maybe. But I'm suggesting that

you talk to the ladies and say your piece

first. The one who gets the Women's
Federation vote is going to win."

Winton again glanced at Barbara, but
she was busy with the piles of blank
petition forms on her desk.

Bill made up his mind.

Cappy read the headlined news, his mouth awry.
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"Okay, Winton! You let me talk

first—and you won't have to say one
single word'!"

" Who'll Sign the Petition Now ? "

THE Cloth Hall was crowded with
delegates from all over the State.

They had settled most of their

business and had got down to the

Roofing Act. Bill was on the platform,

full of confidence. He had made a good
speech and the women were nodding
to each other in approval. Samples of

red shingle and the new patent " non-
flam " Blake roofing—a small slip of

pliable asbestos—had been passed round
the audience for inspection. Cappy
Ricks was seated in the front, row, with
Florry Peasley on his right and a round-
faced old fellow on his left. Just behind
them sat Skinner and Matt Peasley.
Skinner whispered in Cappy's ear:
"They've got us in a jam. This is

where Peck is clean bowled!"
Cappy didn't answer. He was offering

a cigar to his neighbour on the left.

"Here you are, Ossy."
"Thanks," grinned T. Osgood Blake.

"I got. one."
So Cappy stuck the cigar in his mouth

and felt for his matches. Florry whis-
pered :

" Use your new lighter, dad—it'll

please Mr. Skinner."
Cappy fished out the petrol lighter

from his vest pocket. The strip of

Blake Patent Roofing was lying on his

lap. Cappy fumbled and flicked at the
lighter in vain.
"Allow me!" said Ossy Blake, pro-

ducing a match.
"Never could work these dratted

things," Cappy grunted. "Thanks."
Winton had come down to the edge of

the platform.
"Now, ladies and gentlemen, you

have heard a very eloquent and persua-
sive speech from Mr. Peck. He cer-

tainly knows how to put it over. I'm
no speech-maker—I'm here just to de-

monstrate the splendid qualities of the
Blake Patent Roofing. What's the one
thing you ladies dread on putting the
kiddies to bed and telling them good-
night? You know well enough—it's the
awful, terrihle risk of fire!"

T. Osgood Blake turned to wink at
Cappy.
"You hear, Ricks? You get the

idea?"
Cappy puffed at his cigar.

"I'm listening," he growled.
Skinner fidgeted—and Bill began to

see he had walked into a trap.

"Yes. ladies, fire is the terrible thing
that hangs every night over the peace-
ful homestead." Winton went on. "Any-
thing may start it! Your house be :v

comes a raging inferno and you lose

everything. Red shingle wood is in-

flammable—no one can dispute it.

Whereas the Blake Patent Roofing abso-
lutely defies fire. I will now prove it

to you—Mr. Peck is sportsman enough
to help me, I know. He will hold the
little strip of Patent Roofing and I will

apply a lighted wax taper to it, and

—

you'll all see for yourselves."

Skinner breathed heavily. Matt Peas-
ley looked frightened. Bill frowned.
Barbara Smith, on the platform with
him, sighed deeply, She had already
learned to like Bill.

"If Mr. Kicks will pass up the sample
of Patent Roofing which I observe is

lying on his lap," said Winton very
sweetly, " the test shall be made. I

have here a taper." He struck a match
and lit it. "Now, Mr. Peck, your kind
assistance."
The strip of asbestos was handed up

by Cappv. Osgood Blake was all smiles.
"May 23rd, 1938.
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The taper glowed with a little bead of
smoky golden light. Bill took a hold
of_ the strip and set his teeth—confound
Winton and all his tricks!

"Now, ladies, just watch!" cried the
lawyer, sure of his triumph. "I can
hold this taper to Blake's Patent Roof-
ing for all time if necessary—and not
even a smoulder of fire!"

He applied the light. High-explosive
sparks shot up with most startling puffs.
The Patent Roofing burned mevvjly with
crackling blue and yellow flames and
dense clouds of sooty smoke

!

Blake's face was a study—so was
Cappy's. Bill nearly dropped' the strip.

but managed to hold on. Winton
gasped, his small eyes pin-points of rage.
Barbara seemed surprised, but kept cool
in the midst of all the instant com-
motion.
"Who'll sign my petition now?"

shouted Bill jubilantly. "Come on

—

come on! Walk up, folks! Red shingles
and old-time beauty for ever!"

He flung down the flaming strip of
asbestos and trampled on it; then
jumped off the platform to mount a
chair near a table where he had
piled his blank forms for the petition
against the Act. He handed them out
right and left, Barbara facing him with
the queerest kind of a smile.

" We pay canvassers ten dollars for
every filled-up sheet of signatures and
addresses!" chortled Bill. "Two-fifty
names on each sheet! Money down
when the completed sheets are handed
in ! No time to lose, ladies and gents

!

All set now for the old, well-tried-out

red shingle roof!"

Gangster Methods

ALONE together in their office, Bar-
bara Smith asked Bill

:

"How did vou do it?"
"Do what?"
" Make that fool-proof asbestos burn

like paper!"
Bill's expressive face was quizzical.

"Fool-proof, hey? How d'you know?"
"Winton had that piece specially

made for the test."

"Who told you?"
"I—I guessed it," she answered, not

so readily. "It's what he would do.
Now let me in."

"My child." said Bill paternally,
" there are things you mustn't ask.

Anyway. I can't answer 'em. Blame
me if I know how it happened—but
happen it did!"
"Funny that Mr. Ricks didn't seem

the least bit surprised," Barbara
hinted.
"He's a great feller." said Bill. "He

never lets on whether he's surprised or
disappointed. Now we'll get along with
our work—we've got to send two good.
reliable men to Los Angeles to pay out
for the signatures as they come in

there. We'll fix up the town lot here."

For a day or two all went well. Then
town collectors began to come back to

Bill with stories that they had been set

on by toughs, who had taken away their

sheet* and torn them up as soon as they
had sot them full.

"Gangster methods." said Bill.

"We'll have to do something."

"Tell the police?" queried Barbara.
"Not on your life!" cried Bill.

"They'd find a hundred ways to hinder
us!"
He sent the collectors round the towns

in pairs, disguised as tallymen, hook
salesmen. Hoover sellers. This worked
for some days; then, instead of one
tough appearing suddenly from round
Hi e corner and brow-beating the col-

lector, small gangs turned up and the

£very Tuesday

collectors were knocked out and their
labours frustrated.
One of the Press "story-gefctei i

"

called in at Bill's office the morning
after a nasty little affair up at Berkeley,
in which Bill's collectors had been
properly beaten up. This Pressman
had given Barbara a glance when sin-

had received him and had seemed sud
denly shy when she had settled dov
her desk in Bill's room.
"Sorry about that affair at Berkeley,

Mr. Peck."
"We got the signatures all right,"

Bill answered him. "My boys had had
the gumption to post 'em on. And I

don't forget it—paid 'em double and
gave 'em a bonus!"
"Sure," agreed the Pressman. Ha

again glanced at Barbara. "See you
alone a minute, Mr. Peck?"
Barbara rose up before Bill could stop

her. She smiled at their visitor a3 lie

opened the door for her.
As soon as she had gone the Press-

man stepped close to Bill to whisper:

"What's she working here for—
against her poppy?"
"I don't get you," said Bill.

"Well, then you have the enemy in

your own camp," the young man said in

a puzzled air. " You know that Ossy
Blake and Winton are behind the thugs
who beat up your boys and frighten
your girls?"
"Sure I know it. But I can't

prove it."

"It's odd that Miss Blake should be
in with vou, Mr. Peck, isn't it?"
"That'isn't Miss Blake. That's Miss

Smith."
The Pressman persisted.

"She's Barbara Blake. I'll bring you
a cutting and picture from our paper
when she had her twenty-first birthday
last year."

Bill shook his head.
"You're mistaken—absolutely. She'*

Miss Smith."
His visitor contented himself with
"One does make mistakes sometimes

—

even in our trade. So-long, Mr. Peck.
I've got to call on Mr. Ricks. See you
later."

He came back that afternoon to pass

Bill a folded-in copy of an old issue of

the "'Frisco Herald."
"Something you asked for, Mr.

Peck." He paused a moment. "D'you
know what a journalist is?" He didn't

wait for a reply. "A journalist is a

Pressman out of a job. So don't you
give me away. We shan't say anything
now about Berkeley. 'Bye."

Bill opened the paper when Barbara
was away for tea. On an inside page
was her picture, with the caption: "Mis*
Barbara Blake comes to Years of Dis-

cretion. But we guess she was born
so."

Bill sat staling at the picture. Bar-
bara knew every move of the collectors

:

where they'd be almost at every hour of

the day. who they were and how they
were disguised. He meant to have it

out with her; but, queerly enough, shu

didn't come back to the office from her
tea.

Bill went along to the home address
she had given him. It was an "accom
modation shop." where one can have
letters addressed.
When he got back to the office he

found old Cappy Availing for him.

"How's it going, Bill? There's only
two more days before the Governor getn
back."
Cappy had a longish, loose browd-

paper parcel lying across his knees.
"Everything's lovely!" Bill beamed

at him. "We got the Act busted! Siur

natures pouring in! We've just been
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We pay canvassers two dollars for every fllled-up sheet of signatures and addresses I " chortled Bill.

doing a count—fifteen thousand from
the city alone ! Then there's all the
south to come in—thousand upon
thousand! I'm expecting 'em to-night

—that's why I came back."

"Well, well, isn't that fine?" smiled
Cappy. " I thought, maybe—oh, never
mind ! We old fogies get the wind up
sometimes." His voice took a serious
note. "You see, Bill, this Act means
ruin to the lumbermen—blank ruin. So
spare no expense."

Bill nodded.
"But I won't waste a cent—not one!

Have a cigar?"

He passed the box. Cappy helped
himself. Bill flicked a flame in his

petrol lighter.

"It's amazing how you do that, Bill."

Cappy puffed at his cigar. "I never
can get the knack of it."

Bill studied those keen old eyes under
their bushy brows.
"No?" he questioned.

"I tried hard at the women's meeting
the other day," Cappy went on.
"Sorter made me feel foolish to see
Ossy so cute with it. But it warn't any
kind of use; my fingers seem all thumbs
when I try out one of these fool things.
Cimme a lucifer match every time."

Said Bill.

" Spilled out the petrol, didn't you ?

Into your lap?"
. Cappy solemnly winked an eye.

"Let's change the subject. This
parcel here " He passed it across to
Bill. "There was a Japanese feller got
up a petition for lower dock dues or
something. Then didn't use it, because
ho died. Fifty thousand genuine signa-
tures and addresses there, Bill "—he ges-

tured towards the parcel. "I thought,
maybe "

"You aren't suggesting we should use

them, Cappy?" Bill stared. "Why,
Cappy, that would be the very last

thing "

"Wait a minute, Bill—don't get all

het up! I got these signatures cheap.
Nobody wanted 'em, and it seemed a

pity to waste good stuff."

"Take them away!" Bill was firm.

"They're no manner of use to me."
"Okay, Bill." Cappy wasn't in the

least put out. He adjusted his cap at

its usual jaunty angle, then took up the
brown-paper parcel; then dropped his

cigar.

Stooping for the cigar, he slid the
parcel under the big chair in Which he

had been sitting.

He straightened up.
"Now, Bill, about these signatures

Coming in from the South to-night?
Don't you think you ought to have a

bodyguard here?"
Bill shook his head.

"Why. what ever for? Can't I look
after myself? I've got three reliable

fellows bringing them to me, and, once
those forms are here, Cappy, they're as
good as on the Governor's desk in his

office. Besides, I can do a spot of box-
ing myself."
Again Cappy said:

"Okay, Bill." Then, glancing round,
he asked: "Where's Barbara?"

Bill's smile faded out.

" She—she's gone. Got cold feet over
the job."
"Nice girl, Bill." Bill didn't answer.

"I liked her," Cappy. continued.
"Maybe she'll come back?"
"Not she." Bill spoke in miserable

conviction. "I—oh, let's change the

subject, as you said just now!"
"I must be going, Bill. Skinner's

raising the skies about your expenses
But don't mind him— I riled him a lot,

giving that outside clerk the sack."
"Burton? Why, what ever for?

Burton's all right."
"I didn't cotton

Well, so-long!"
Cappy ambled off.

on to him, Bill.

Bill wont back to

his counting and scheduling the forms
he had received that day. He packed
them up and took them down to the

bank for -ah- custody. Then returned to

the office to sit down and wait for the

arrival of the signatures from Los
Angeles and the South.

Time ticked on slowly.

Presently Bill spotted the brown-paper
parcel under the chair. He was drawing
it out when a knock came at the door.

Barbara walked in.

"Hallo!" Bill gruffed at her.

"I've come back," she stated, rather
unnecessarily.

"Have you. now?" Bill wouldn't look

at her. "I've got some signatures here

to he counted." He put Cappy's parcel

on the desk and began to untie the

string.

"They've come early, then?" Bar-

bara's pretty face lit up. "I'm so glad!

Wait till I get off my hat and coat and
we'll slip into them. Gee, wjiat a lot

!

It'll take us all night."

"I don't think so," said Bill grimly.

"I guess I hear somebody who'll maybe
help us. Come in!"
His sharp ears had caught furtive

sounds outside the door. Almost as he.

spoke, the door was pushed open and a

heavy-jowled Irishman stepped in

—

(Continued on page 27)
May 23rd, 1936.
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Beyond the stratosphere to a new world where science marches hand in hand with
savagery. Follow the adventures of a young American on the strange planet of
Mongo, realm of monsters and domain of the War-Lord Ming. An unforgettable

serial of thrills and suspense, starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers

Read This First

The entire world is in a slate of
terror. The Earth is threatened villi

total destruction by the planet Mongo,
which, rushing through the void, is con-
trolled by the Emperor Ming, ruler of
a strange race of people living on that
unknown planet, and a man who has
probed the fundamental secrets of
Nature.
In America, a scientist known as Dr.

Zarkov maintains that he can save the
Earth from disaster, and by means of a
rocket ship which he has invented he
attempts to blaze a trail through the
stratosphere,

\ He is accompanied by Flash Gordon,
son of an astronomer, and by Dale
Arden, Flash's sweetheart.
The attempt is successful. Travelling

f/i rough millions of 7)1 lies of space, the
rocket ships sets down the adventurers
mi the forbidding planet of Mongo.
where they are taken prisoners by some
of Ming's guards.
Ming s2mres Zarkov and Dale, but

Flash is condemned to death, and is

only saved by the intervention of Aura,
the emperor's daughter, who helps him
to escape.

Later, Flash meets with Thun, prince
Of a nation at war with Ming. Accom-
panied by Thun, he returns secretly to
Ming's palace, and learns that the
movement of the planet Mango towards
the Earth has been arrested.
He also discovers that Ming intends

ta force Dale Arden to marry him, and
while attempting to prevent the cere
many the young American is seized in
the claws of a ghastly monster!

Now Read On
M.iy 23rd, 1936.

EPISODE 3 :—
" Captured by Shark Men "

The Jaws of Death

IT was in vain that Flash Gordon
struggled to escape from the talons
of the hideous brute -which had

clutched him. For all his magnificent
strength, he could not break the grip
of the claws that had fastened upon his
body, and, dragged into the gloom of
the tunnel, he was lifted from his feet
as if ho had been a child.

Writhing, he saw the loathsome head
of the creature in whose grasp he had
been seized, a dragon-like head swaying
upon a thick, fleshy neck. He saw its

glittering eyes and the yawning cavity
of its mouth, from which deep-toned
growls were issuing. He saw the gleam
of terrible fangs as he was drawn slowly
but surely towards those jaws of death.

Meanwhile, Thun had scattered the
(hrec guards with whom he had been in

mortal combat, and, standing above
their prono figures like some bearded
Titan, he waited for them to rise again
and renew the fight.

He was unaware of Flash Gordon's
peril—scarcely realised, indeed, that the
young stranger from the Earth had not
figured in the scuffle with Ming's under-
lings. But suddenly, as Thun stood
there, over his fallen adversaries in

menacing attitude, he heard the ugly
sounds that were coming from the throat
of the monster which hod snared the
American in its talons: and in the same
nisi.int the voice of Flash reached his
ears in a strangled cry for aid.

"Thun! Help. Thun! Help!"
The Prince of the Lion Men wheeled

and stared into the tunnel to behold his

companion's plight, to see the dreaded
claws of the foul brute lifting him
towards its cruel teeth. It was a
spectacle that brought a hoarse ex-

clamation from Thun's bearded lips, and
one that might well have paralysed
many a man with horror.

Not Thun, however. With a swift

presence of mind he bethought himsejf
of the ray-gun that he had struck from
the hand of the foremost guard a few
seconds before, and. pouncing on this,

he snatched up the weapon and levelled
it at the evil jaws to which Flash u as

being carried.
He pressed the trigger, and a blister-

ing stream of fire leapt from the muzzle
of the gun, a stream of fire that seated
into the monster's throat and withered
the life from its huge body in one brief
moment of time.
The beast crumpled to the floor of

the tunnel, and its victim fell with it

then rolled free as the grip of the
creature's talons relaxed. Almost
simultaneously Thun's attention wa*
diverted by movements on the part of

the three soldiers whom he had knocked
to the flagstones, and as he swung round
again he discovered them in the act of
scrambling to their feet.

(hie glimpse of the ray-gun in Thun. 9

hand was enough for those men. Turn
ing tail, they dashed off through the
vaults in a panic, and. after starting
forward as if to pursue them, the Prince
of the Lion Men checked himself and
moved back to the tunnel in which Flash
was King.
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He assisted the young American to

rise, and spoke to him tersely.
" Are you hurt ? " he panted.
"No," Flash answered, drawing in his

breath. " Xo. I'm all right, thanks to

you. Gee, I'll say that ray-gun came
ill handy !"

He looked at the great, huddled
carcass of the monster which had conic

bo near to devouring him, and a shudder
passed through his stalwart frame.
Then he braced himself and caught
Thini by the arm.
"Quick!" he gasped. "To the

chapel 1 We haven't a moment to lose

if we're going to stop that ceremony !"

'We shall not be able to return this
way," Thun said to him. "Those
guards who fled just now will bring
reinforcements"
"Then we'll have to find some other

means of escape." the younger man
retorted. "But first we've got to rescue
Dale Arden. Come on."
Together they pushed forward through

the gloom of the tunnel, and they had
travelled some fifty or sixty paces when
they found themselves confronted by a
massive door.
The chanting of many voices reached

them through that door, voices raised
in some strange anthem that was
doubtless a feature of the marriage
ceremonies on Mongo.
Flash glanced at Thun, and the latter

whispered a comment.
"The wedding has begun." he said,

"but we are not yet too late. When
the hymn ends, three strokes on the
sacred gong of the god Taos will

complete the rites. We must act before
'those strokes resound, or Ming and your
sweetheart will be man and wife in the
eyes of all Mongo's peoples."
"This door I" Flash rapped out. "It's

locked, Thun! We've got to force it 1"

By way of response the Prince of the
Lion! Men thrust him to one side and
directed the ray-gun at the lock of the
door, and a moment later a tongue of
vulcan-fire had destroyed that lock,
reducing the metal of it to a molten
fluid that dripped to the floor.

The mighty door swung open on its

hinges, and beyond it Flash and Thun
saw the figure of a ponderous idol
\\ rought in stone, an idol that seemed
to dominate a room in which a number
of people were gathered.
Between the two intruders and this

idol stood a man who was posted beside
a burnished gong, one arm upraised and
a hammer in his fist. He was waiting
to strike the notes that would seal the
ceremony which was in progress, wait-
ing for the moment when the swelling
anthem of the choir should draw to a
closo.

It.Was this man who first clapped eyes
on Flash and Thun as they advanced
from the doorway of the secret tunnel,
and with a startled expression on his
face he blundered towards them, lifting
the hammer of the gong high above his
head in a threatening gesture.

Flash was too quick for him. Spring-
ing at the man, he dealt him a blow-
that crashed home against his jaw, and
the fellow hurtled backwards against
the idol of the god Taos, that heathen
deity which Ming and his followers
worshipped.
For all its colossal proportions, the

idol was top-heavy, and the impact of
the man's body shook it from its base.
It tilted, swayed forward, and there was
an outcry from the assembly in the
chapel, an outcry that interrupted the
Kinging of the choir. Then there arose
a sharp scuffle of feet as the figure of
the deity plunged to the floor.

It descended with a shock that sent
a tremor through the paving of the
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room, and there was a splintering of
masonry as the idol broke into a dozen
fragments. And then, only then, did

Flash and Thun gain a clear impres-
sion of the chapel into which they had
found their way.
In the middle of tlie vaulted room

stood the Emperor Ming and Dale
Arden, the girl still under the influence

of the hypnotic spell by means of which
her consent to the marriage had been
obtained. Beside them was the high
priest who had been officiating at the
ceremony, and close at hand was Dr.
Zarkov, an unwilling witness. The re-

mainder of the company was made up
of the choir, a small group of soldiery

commanded by Torch, captain of the

royal bodyguard, and the women of the

Court, among whom was Ming's
daughter Aura.
One and all were staring in horror

at the shattered effigy of the god Taos

—

all, at least, with the exception of

Zarkov and Dale, for Dale seemed in

a state of oblivion and Zarkov had eyes
only for Flash and Thun, whose presence
now filled him with hope.

Such was the scene upon which Flash
and the Prince of the Lion Men gazed
as they moved fairly into the chapel.
Then, while Thun covered Ming and his

adherents with the ray-gun, the young
American stepped to Dale's side and
gathered her in his arms.
Ming seemed to rouse himself from

the stupor into which he and his fol-

lowers had been thrown by the fall of

the idol.

"Stop!" he snarled. "You shall not
take that girl!"

He attempted to restrain the
American, but was balked by Thun and
the deadly weapon in the Lion Man's
hand, and drew back a pace as the
muzzle of that weapon threatened his

breast. A moment later Flash and
Thun were retreating across the chapel
to a postern in the far wall, the younger
man clasping Dale, and his bearded ally

keeping a watchful eye on their foes.

They reached the postern and Flash
kicked it open. A dimly lit passage lay
before him.
"I don't know where this will lead us,

Thun,'' he ground out, "but we'll take
a chance. If anyone tries to follow us,

let them have it with that ray-gun!"

They ducked into the corridor, Flash
supporting Dale in his arms, Thun
stumbling after him with head turned in

the direction of the chapel.

Deep Down

FOR several seconds a blank silence
reigned in the chapel following the
disappearance of Flash, Dale and

Thun, a silence during which Ming's
partisans continued to stare in awe and
dismay at the wrecked idol of their

heathen deity.

Then the emperor found his voice,
and, wheeling upon Torch, he bit out a
savage command.
"To the control-room," he ordered

through his clenched teeth. "The Earth
man and Prince Thun shall not escape
with the girl. That corridor will take
them over the water-trap, and you have
but to throw the switch that operates
it. Quick, to the con trol-room !"

Torch seemed still to be in a confused
state of mind.
"To the control-room, your Majesty?"

he faltered.

"Yes, you fool," Ming answered
harshly. "Throw the switch that
operates the water-trap. The instant
they set foot on that trap it will then
give way and plunge them into the sea-
caves of King Kala's realm, and does
Kala not pay homage to me?"
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The captain of the royal bodyguard
understood now.

"Shall I send a message to Kala,
King of the Shark Men, your Majesty?"
he asked.
"Of course," was the reply. "Tell

him to dispatch some of his minions to
seize the Earth girl and her companions.
Tell him to hold the girl prisoner, but
to put Gordon and Prince Thun to
death."
His daughter Aura clutched him by

the arm as she heard this, and voiced a
cry of protest.
"Xo, father!" she exclaimed. "You

must spare the Earth man—for my
sake !"

"Silence:" Ming snapped, eyeing her
furiously. "You have already tried my
patience to the limit by your accursed
interference."
He turned to the captain of his guard

once more and spoke to him imperiously.
"Obey my instructions," he said.

Motioning to the other soldiers to
accompany him on this mission,
Torch hastened from the chapel, but the
tramp of the men's departing footfalls

had scarcely died out of earshot when
Aura swung away from her father and
darted towards the passage into which
Flash, Dale and Thun had vanished a
little while before.
"Aura!" Ming shouted angrily.

"Come back!"
The girl paid no heed, and in another

instant she was gone from view, leav-

ing the emperor to fume over the wilful-

ness of her nature. Then all at once
Ming felt a hand phick at his sleeve,

and looked round to see Zarkov at his

elbow.
"Your Majesty," the doctor begged,

"I appeal to you to countermand your
orders regarding Flash Gordon. I
know he is headstrong, but he is in love
with Dale Arden "

"Your plea is useless," the emperor
cut in. "Gordon must die, and I intend
to wed the Earth woman whose loveli-

ness is like the light of the sun."

"Your Majesty!" It was the voice of
the high priest, a voice that rose on a
note of distress. "Your Majesty, that
wedding must; not take place. Already
it has brought about the destruction of

the image of Taos."
"Gordon was responsible for that,"

Ming retorted, "not I."

The high priest made a gesture of
remonstrance. He was obviously one of

the few men about the palace who dared
to reason with Ming.
"The catastrophe would not have

occurred if you had not desired this

match with the Earth girl," he said.

"See. the image of Taos lies shattered,

and I warn you that the spirit of Taos
will take vengeance upon us all unless

you appease it by giving up all

thought of marrying the woman of your
choice."
Ming was clearly impressed, and

Zarkov marvelled to see the play of
conflicting emotions on his sinister

features. It was difficult to believe that,

a man so far advanced in the sphere of
scientific research should yet remain a
prey to superstition and a worshipper
of heathen deities.

Such was the case, however, and,
though the wish to take Dale Arden for

his wife had become more than a
freakish fancy with Ming, he was power-
fully affected by the high priest's words.

When he spoke again there was a
hint of uncertainty in his tone.
"We shall see," he muttered. "We

shall see. Perhaps the god Taos will

be appeased by the sacrifice of Gordon
and Prince Thun."
He wondered darklv if the two men
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who he had named had fallen into his

snare yet.

Had it been possible for him to see
Flash and his bearded ally at that
moment he would have discovered that

they were still some considerable dis-

tance from the water-trap, which by
tins time had been set in readiness for

them by the movement of a lever in a

remote control-room up in the palace.

Oblivions of the danger towards which
they were making their way, Flash and
Thun wore hurrying down a long flight

of stone steps, and the American was
carrying Dale Arden in his arms, for

in her trance-like condition she had
seemed incapable of rapid movement.
They had already descended many

flights of steps in this manner, and now
Thun spoke in hopeful accents.

"We are passing through the very
core of the mountain on which Ming's
city stands," he said. "I believe this

underground route will take us to the
plain."

"If it does, we. may be able to reach
Zarkov's rocket ship and fly it to the

territory of your people, Prince Thun,"
Flash rejoined. "We'll be safe there,

won't we?"
"Yes," was the reply. "But what of

your friend Zarkov?"
Flash pursed his lips.

"Zarkov won't come to any harm,"
he stated confidently, "not while Ming
thinks he can make use of him in his

laboratory. If Zarkov had been in any
doubt about that he'd have followed
us."
"Why did he not follow us?" de-

manded Thun. "Surely he does not
wish to serve Ming."
"No, but if you ask me, he wants to

stick close to the emperor and watch
his every move. Ming plans to con-
quer the Earth, from which I came, and
Zarkov is only biding his time to foil

him in his mad ambitions."
They had now reached the foot of the

steps which they had been descending,
and calculated that they must bo near
the base of the mountain. Indeed, it

seemed to them that a current of cool,

fresh air was playing against their

cheeks, and it was with feelings of ex-
pectation that they pushed forward
along a twisting tunnel to which the
last flight of stairs had brought them.
Thirty seconds later they rounded a

bend in that tunnel and came face to
face with two armoured men who were
leaning against the rock wall of the sub-
terranean gallery—two of Ming's hire-
lings who were apparently on sentry
duty there.

Those men knew nothing of what had
transpired in the palace, but they in-

stantly recognised Thun as a foe, and
before the latter could make use of the
ray gun which he was grasping they
Hung themselves upon him with loud
cries.

There was a violent scuffle, and Flash
made haste to set Dale Arden on her
feet and turn to Thun's aid. Even as

he did so he saw one of Ming's soldiers

sprawl to the floor with blood streaming
from his temple, the wits dashed out of

him by a blow from the butt of the
ray-gun.
Next moment Thun was grappling

Savagely' with the remaining sentinel,
and, tripping him, bearing him to the
ground, the bearded Prince of the Lion
Me;; called to Flash in a strident voice.
"Go!" lie shouted. "Take the Earth

gnl out of here! I can handle this

follow!"
There was no doubt of Thun's ability

to master the struggling wretch with
whom he was now fighting, and Flash
wheeled towards Dale. It was then that
he realised a change had come over the
Mny 23rd, 1936.
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girl, for the blank expression on her
lovely face had given way to a be-
wildered look, and she was passing her
hand across her forehead like one
awakening from a dream.
She was recovering from the hypno-

tic spell under which she had been
placed, and all at once she recognised
her fiance and reeled into his arms.
"Flash!" she moaned. "Oh, Flash,

where am I? What happened? They
—they told me that you wei? dead, and
that I was to marry the Emperor Ming

!

I tried to resist them, but they strapped
me to some strange and awful machine,
and I—I don't remember any more."

Flash caught her about the waist, and,
throwing a glance over his shoulder to
satisfy himself that Thun needed no
help, he stumbled ahead with her and
explained as briefly as he could the
incidents which had led up to her rescue
from Ming's clutches.
He was still giving her an account of

all that had happened when they turned
another curve in the gallery and saw
the light of day some sixty or seventy
paces in front of them.
"The plain, Dale," Flash ejaculated.

"We've only to get to Zarkov's ship,

and we can reach the territory of the
Lion Men. They're Prince Thun's
people, and Thun is my friend."
They were blundering onward as he

spoke, and they were half-way to the
outlet of the tunnel when the floor be-
neath them suddenly gave way, casting
them into a yawning pit that seemed
abysmal in its depth.
Down they pl.mged, and from the lips

of Dale Arden there issued a shriek of
terror. It was a shriek that rang in

the ears of Thun as he rounded the bend
of the tunnel, fresh from his combat
with the two sentries, the second of

whom he had left more dead than alive.

Thun gained an impression of Flash
and Dale hurtling through the cavity in

the tunnel's floor, and, charging to the
edge of the pit, he saw them falling

away from him until their bodies were
lost in the gloom. And then, from some-
where far below, there came the sound
of a heavy splash.

Meanwhile that section of the floor

which had given way under the feet of
the young couple was slowly rising into
place again, and, operating on silent

hinges, it at last swung back to its

normal position, so that if Thun had not
witnessed the fate of his companions he
would never have suspected the exist-

ence of the trap.

The Prince of the Lion Men stood
there with clenched fists, and with a
look of bitterness in his sombre eyes.

How long he remained thus he never
knew, but he was finally aroused by the
patter of footfalls behind him, and he
spun round in readiness to meet an
attack.

It was a girl who was approaching
him. however, and presently he made
out the figure of Aura, daughter of the
Emperor Ming. He lowered his hands
then and waited for her to come up.
"You have made short work of two

of my father's men, Thun," she said.
"Where are the others?"
"Why do you want to know?" the

Prince of the Lion Men ground out.
Aura looked at him appealingly.
"I do not hold with my father's ways,

Thun," she told him. "At least, not
v. hen they concern the blond stranger
known as Gordon. Tell me where he
is."

For answer Thun pointed to the floor,

and Aura understood the gesture.
"The water-trap," she breathed.

"Then my father's plan has been -suc-
cessful. They are in the hands of Kala's
Shark Men by now."

\
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Thun stared at her, and there was a
silence. Then Aura spoke again.

"Listen," she said, "the girl will be
spared, but Gordon will meet his doom,
unless—unless it is possible for us to
save him. We can tiy. Thun—you and
I. It seems that we both admire him."
The bearded Lion Man squared his

powerful shoulders.
" To-day Flash Gordon gave me my

life," he rejoined. "For that I am
willing to risk it in his service."
"Then follow me," Aura declared. "I

know how we can reach the stronghold
of Kala, deep down amongst the sea-
caves."
She beckoned to him, and, after a

momentary hesitation, Thun followed
her from the vicinity of the trap that
had cast Flash and Dale into the un-
known depths.

Kala, Monarch of the Underworld

FAR below the tunnel from which
they had plunged, Flash Gordon
and Dale Arden were- floundering

wildly in the murky waters of an
immense cavern.

It took Dale Arden several minutes
to recover from the shock of her fall,

and she was still beating the water with
her arms when Flash swam close to her
and caught hold of her protectively.

His presence beside her and his firm
embrace served to reassure her to some
extent, and she became calmer. Then
she realised that he was speaking.
"Dale," he said, "this water is tainted

with salt. I know, because I took about
a gallon of it down my throat when I
hit the stuff. Ugh! It tasted pretty
foul, I can tell you."
"You don't have to tell me," she

panted. "I've swallowed quite a lot of
it myself. But, Flash, if this is brine
water the cave must lead to the sea."

"Yeah? I don't remember getting
a sight of any sea when we landed on
this planet with Dr. Zarkov, Anyhow,
if there is a sea, which way does it lie,

and how far is it?"
They were treading water now to keep

themselves afloat, and they began to
look about them searchingly. Nor was
it difficult to take stock of their sur-

roundings, for the great cavern was not
pitch black, the rock walls seeming to

be phosphorescent in character and
throwing out an uncanny twilight.

It was in this twilight that they
suddenly detected movements some littlo

distance away, and, each a prey to un-
easy thoughts, they strained their eyes
in an attempt to discover what these
movements meant.
Then all at once Dale gave vent to a

startled exclamation.
"Flash!" she gasped. "I can see

men—and they're swimming towards
us!"
She was right, for even as she spoke

Flash himself made out three or four
human heads moving through the water
in their direction, the heads of men
who were wearing tight-fitting skull-

caps, and whose bare arms rose and
dipped in long, powerful strokes.

"Come on, Dale!" Flash rapped out.

"We're not taking auy chances with
those fellows."
They turned and began to swim with

all the speed and strength at their com-
mand, but, though Flash might have
kept ahead of the mysterious swimmers
who had appeared in the cavern, Dale
was no match for them, and was over-

taken before she had travelled fifty

yards.
Flash saw the foremost pursuers lay

hold of her, and, regardless of his own
safely, he swam back to her assistance.

By the time he reached her half a dozen
of the enemy were on the scene, and
i he tough American was immediately
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engaged by those who were not
grappling with his fiancee

Two of them dived for his legs, and
two more seized him around the body.
Struggling, he was dragged down-
managed to kick free and come to the
surface, but was promptly clutched again
and pulled below the water a second
time.
He fought desperately, yet in vain.

If only he had had these men on firm
ground he could have given them a
taste of Anglo-Saxon medicine, scattered
them with the bunched knuckles that
had stood him in such good stead on
many another occasion. But he could
not hit out at them under water, and
he was at a terrific disadvantage.

The brine seemed to be almost a
natural element to these foes of his, too.
No doubt they could drown just as other
men could drown, but their lungs could
apparently withstand the strain of sus-

pended respiration far longer than those
of the normal human being, for they
were still fresh enough when Flash was
at the last gasp.

The American was limp in their
hands when they brought him to the
surface and proceeded to swim back with
him in the direction whence they had
come. As for Dale, she was already
some distance away, a helpless and
drooping figure in the grip of a pair of
stalwart captors.
Onward swam the men in the skull-

caps, drawing their prisoners with them,
and neither Flash nor Dale had any dis-

tinct knowledge of what was taking
place until they found themselves beside
a strange craft that bore some
resemblance to a submarine.

They were carried into the interior of
this vessel, and when at length they were
in full possession of their wits again
they were standing in a long, tapering
control chamber.
They had a better opportunity now of

studying their captors, four of whom
were holding Flash tightly, the other
two being concerned in looking after
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Dale. Stripped to the waist, they were
men of powerful frame, these denizens
of an underworld realm, almost as
splendidly proportioned as the blond
young giant who was now in their

clutches together with his sweetheart.
Flash looked at them through his fair,

tangled locks.

"Who are you?" he demanded.
"Who are you, and—and what do you
want with us?"
He was answered by one of the men

who were grasping Dale.
"We are servants of Kala, King of

the Shark Men You are the Earth
people whom we have been ordered to

take before him."
Without another word the speaker

left Dale Arden's side and moved for-

ward to a control-board. A few seconds
later a tremcr ran through the ship,

and next moment it was gliding far

down beneath the water.

The craft dived for twenty fathoms,
and then, levelling itself, nosed its way
onward within a few feet of the cavern's
bed, a rocky bed which was visible

through windows in the hull of the
vessel. Staring out through those win-
dows with fear-stricken gaze, Dale
Arden caught, glimpses of uncanny
forms moving clear of the submarine's
course—aquatic creatines such as she
had never seen before—and once a
shiver passed through her as she beheld
a monstrous thing dragging itself off

into the murk, an evil brute with many
tentacles, reminding her of a gum!
octopus.
Flash did not see it, for his attention

was riveted on the man at the controls,

and he was watching his every action,

reflecting that a knowledge of this craft

might yet prove valuable.

He was still watching the control-

board when the submarine swung slowly
round and sot its nose against a mas-
sive door built in the rock wall of the
cavern.
The man in charge of the submarine

now leaned forward and spoke into a
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mouthpiece. What he was saying Flash
could not tell, but apparently he was
communicating with someone beyond
that under-water door by radio-tele-

phone, for in a few seconds the door
rose like a shut ter to admit the vessel

into a spacious chamber, which was
flooded from ceiling to floor.

Once the ship had passed through, tho
man at the control-board again spoke
into the 'phone. The door behind the
craft was then closed, and, shortly after-

wards, Flash realised that the water in

the chamber which the vessel had en-

tered was being pumped out by some
hidden mechanism.
Within the space of a few minutes

the entire room had been drained and
the submarine was resting on the dry
bed of its lair; and now Flash and Dale
weir marched out of the ship by their

captors and forced towards a postern in

the farthest wall of the chamber.

This was opened, and they passed
through into a veritable labyrinth of

corridors. By a route which they felt

they could never have retraced without
a guide they were hurried onward in a
silence that was never once broken by
the men who had seized them.
And then at last the party turned into

a gallery that brought them to a
spacious room in which a cloaked figure

was seated upon a throne, the figure of

a man who had obviously «been awaiting
the prisoners, for at sight of them his

eyes gleamed with satisfaction.

The throne was set upon a dais that,

was approached by a short flight of

wide steps, and the captives were led (o

the foot of these, whereupon the man
who occupied (he throne looked at tho
two Americans long and interestedly.

Returning his gaze. Flash and Dale
could not help reflecting that his

appearance was at least favourable by
comparison with Ming's. His face

lacked the soul-chilling sinisterness of

the emperor's—a broad and swarthy
face, this— cunning, perhaps, and cruel,

With the eyes of Dale Arden and the guards riveted upon them Flash and Kala fought like the gladiators of old.
May 23rd, 1936.
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but less evil than (he face of the
monarch whose city dominated the
highest peak of Mongo
At length he spoke, addressing him-

self to Dale. His voice was slow,
deliberate.

"You are the Earth girl whose name
is Arden," he said. "His Supreme In-
telligence, Ming the Merciless, has
ordered that you be returned to him."
Flash strained forward in the arms of

those who held him.
"For what reason?" he grated.

The man in the cloak turned his
glance on him and eyed him narrowly.
"One does not question the orders

of Ming, Earth man," he observed.
"They are obeyed."
"Yes," Flash retorted contemp-

tuously, "obeyed by you and other
puppets!"
The words seemed to whip a deeper

shade of colour into the other man's
face, and his hands closed hard on the
arms of the throne on which he was
seated.

"Dog of an Earthling," he rasped,
"do you know that I am Kala, King of
the Shark Men? Kala the Strong?
Aye. Kala the Strong—strong enough
to break you between my two hands!"
"Kala the Puppet," Flash scoffed in

defiant mood. "You call yourself king,
you call yourself strong. You boast
that you could break me between your
hands. But" do you know what I'd call
a man like you, who sits there and
talks in that strain to a prisoner who is

helpless? I'd call him a braggart and
a coward !"

Dale was looking on in alarm, fully
expecting that Flash would be struck
down there and then for the taunts he
had thrown at this monarch of the
underworld.

"Tell your men to turn me loose,"
Flash challenged, "and we'll soon see if

you can make good that boast of
yours !"

Kala glared at him for a space, and
then, with a quick gesture, he cast aside
his cloak.

"Set the Earth man free!" he ordered
the guards who were clutching Flash.

The young American was released,
and, scarcely giving him time to pre
pare himself for action, Kala flung him-
self upon him and caught him in a vice-
like grip. And, thus taken at a disad-
vantage, Flash was brought to the floor
in a sprawling heap with his adversary
atop of him.
He had soon recovered himself, how-

ever, and though Kala had clapped a
hold on his right arm and seemed intent
on fracturing the limb, the athletic
Yankee managed to elude his grasp by
a sudden twist.

Both men rolled apart, and both
scrambled to their feet almost simul-
taneously. Next second Kala was bound-
ing towards Flash again, but this time
lie was met by an upper-cut that lifted
him clean o(f his balance and knocked
him to the foot of the dais, from the
•steps of which Dale and the guards
were watching the encounter with bated
breath.
Kala roused himself, and with an oath

he rushed at his young antagonist
furiously, attempting to bear him down.
But instead he found himself seized in
a wrestling hold that he had never
before experienced, though it would
have been familiar enough to any in-

structor of ju-jutsu in the gymnasiums
of the Earth.

Kala was thrown, and, pouncin-; on
him before he could pick himself up.
Flash snared him with another hold (hat

rendered him powerless, so that after a
few seconds of strain the man had to
Way Krd, 1936.
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choose between crying "Enough!" or
suffering a broken leg.

He gasped out a surrender, and his

opponent's, hands relaxed. A moment
later Flash wa3 rising from him, but
as he did so he saw two or three of

the vanquished monarch's guards mov-
ing forward (hrea(eningly.

They were checked by Kala, who
struggled to his feet and waved them
off.

"Back!" the King of the Shark Men
said thickly. "Leave the Earthling to

me. He may know how to \.<?:estl«\. but
we shall see how he fares with~ the
knife. Lend him a dagger, one of you!"
A blade was thrust into Flash's hand,

and once more he hardly had time to

put himself on the defensive before Kala
launched an attack—Kala, who whipped
his own dagger from its sheath and
leaped at the younger man pantherishly.

It was only by a rapid side-step that
Flash avoided a deadly lunge from the
knife in the monarch's fist, and then the
pair of them closed in mortal combat,
each striving might and main for the
advantage.
With the eyes of Dale Arden and the

guards riveted upon them, Flash and
Kala fought like the gladiators of old,

but once again it was the American who
proved himself the master. Preventing
Kala from striking by exerting a steady
and agonising pressure on the man's
wrist, he succeeded in bringing the
point of his own dagger nearer and
nearer to the swarthy throat of the
underworld potentate, despite the
hitter's efforts to force his hand aside.

And at last the King of the Shark
Men crumpled under the strain—was at

his foe's mercy—must have died under
a single thrust of Flash Gordon's knife

if tho youngster had been out for

blood.
As it was, Flash let the blade fall to

the floor and stepped back without a

word, and then, after looking at him in

silence for a moment, Kala spoke in a
husky voice:
"I salute you, Earthling," ho

breathed. "You are the first man who
has ever defeated me in hand-to-hand
fight."

He turned to his guards and eyed
them meaningly.
"Let the son of the Earth be treated

as my guest," he said. "Let, him occupy
(he room adjoining this one."
The Shark Men started, and ex-

changed glances. Then two of them
approached Flash and took him by the
arms.
"Just a minute,*' he protested.

"Kala, what about Dale?"
"We shall discuss the Earth girl

later," was the reply. "Meanwhile,
enjoy my hospitality, my friend."

The men who had stepped towards
Flash were drawing him across the
room, and, reluctant as he was to be
separated from Dale, he suddenly found
himself beside a door. Next instant that

door had been flung open by one of his

escort, and ere he could see what lay

beyond it, the American was thrust

through the aperture.

There were steps leading down from
(he doorway, and he (ripped and fell

—

but not to the floor of a guest-room. It

was into six feet of water that he
plunged, into an apartment half flooded

with brine, and as he sank through that

water he saw something lurking near
by, a monstrous thing of many ten

Inelcs, a thing (hat bestirred itself

ominously as he tried to flounder away
from if !

(To he continued. By permission of

Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring Buster
Crabbe and Jean Rogers.)
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"WESTERN C0URAGE"|
(Continued from page 10) '/

and the six-shooter was knocked out of
it and disappeared down the crevice.
Unarmed but determined, he clam-

bered higher, and from the fact that
La Cross did not use his guns again he
judged them to be empty. Throwing
caution to the winds, ha^ reached the
foot of the bluff on a shelf of rock and
jumped from it clean on to the outlaw,
bearing him down against a boulder.
Together they rolled and fought,

while Gloria watched and feared the
issue. Together they rose up, and, in

rising, La Cross had the advantage, for

Ken slipped and fell against a boulder.
The left hand of the outlaw was thrust
against his cheek and jaw, forcing his

head sideways, and a clenched fist was
drawn back to strike when Ken des-
perately jerked up his left knee and sent
his opponent staggering sideways.
Again they rushed at one another,

hammered with their fists, and, fighting
furiously, reached the great flat mass of
rock high over the pass.

Gloria followed them. She saw Ken
fall and roll to the very edge of the
cliff, and she cried out in horror, for his

body disappeared, though his hands
clung.
Colonel Austin, with Mr. Hanley and

the five cowboys, had reached the mouth
of the pass, far beneath the great over-{«
hanging bluff, and they had reined their
horses to watch the battle up against
the sky-line. They saw Ken roll over
the edge of the precipice and hang there
by his hands, trying to pull himself up
again; and they saw La Crosse standing
over him and stamping on his hands.
Again and again La Crosse stamped

on those clinging hands, but he could
use only one foot at a time, and some-
how Ken managed to retain his hold for

what seemed to him to be agonising
centuries.

And then suddenly Tarzan, who had
climbed amongst the rocks in search of

his master, came streaking across the

bluff and saw what was happening.
Roaring with rage and baring his

teeth, he bore down on the outlaw, who
turned about too late to save himself.

Up went two powerful hoofs ; down they

came with violence—and La Crosse was
sent reeling backwards to fall nearly a

thousand feet to his death.

Ken, breathless and nearly exhausted,
managed to drag himself up on to the

rock and lay there panting, while Gloria

knelt beside him in speechless relief.

Down at the mouth of the pass.

Colonel Austin shouted to the others to

follow him; but (hey were less than half-

way up the zigzag trail when Ken go( to

his feet, more or less himself again, and
went to Tarzan.
"Thanks, old man," he said with emo-

tion and infinite gratitude.

The white horse neighed with pleasure

and rubbed his long nose against a very

strained face; and then Gloria went

Ken with outstretched hands.

"It was all my fault," she said con-

tritely. "I'm sorry for everything. Ken
— even for riding your horse. I won't

do it again."
Ken took hold of the outstretched

bands and summoned a grin.

"Well, maybe," he said, "we could

ride double."
"I'd love to!" declared Gloria.

(By permission of Columbia Pictures

Corporation, Ltd., starring Ken
Maynard.)
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"CAPPY RICKS RETURNS"

(Continued from page 21)

carrying a gun in hi* right fist. Behind
him were six otf ers, the scum of the

ity.

"Mister." spoke their leader, covering
Bill with the automatic. "Let's do this

peaceable. Them papers has gottcr be
torn up, see? Vou and the young lady
jest -it quiet—and then nothink else will

happen!' 4fr

C
Cappy to the Rescue

APPy had gone down to the docks
to revisit one of his old haunts.
Ho entered a little quayside inn

and asked the bartender lor a drink,
adding:

" And T want Menzel."
"He's in the parlour, Mr. Ricks. I'll

h him."
The bartender returned with a i

hearded giant of a Swede, clad in an
old blue jersey and immense slacks. He
held out a fist like a leg- of mutton to

py, then slapped him on the back.
"Well, say, what's brought you

along '.'"

( 'appy confided

:

"A little spot of bother up at a
I. iend's office."

" Far away ?"
" Down town. I got a car at the

( 01 ner.

"

The bartender had dashed out to the
#yard. He called to a long slab of a hoy.

"Jack. Menzel's got a job with Cappy
Ricks!"
The hoy dropped his wood chopping

and tinned down his shirt-sleeves. When
Cappy and big Menzel walked out pur-

. posefully from the inn. the bartender
and tho "slab " fell into step close
behind them. Two gentlemen in grimy
dungarees going the other way turned
sharply about and also fell into line.

Cappy led tho squad of five stall

up tlie stain to Bill's office.

"The door's locked," Menzel nn
in his beard, after trying the handle.

Murmurs and mutterings could he
heard. Then a sudden loud smack.
Then a shrill scream. Then wild cries
and heavy smashings, as tables, chairs
and desks were overturned. Menzel
battered in the door with one mighty
blow of his huge fist. Cappy and his

party charged into a =eene of indescrib-
able confusion and uproar.
The floor was strewn with torn-up

papers. Barbara was stumped in a chair
by the window. Bill was engaged in

lighting five toughs at onee. A pistol

lay on the floor—Cappy kicked it out of
the way.
He i hen flung himself into the fi ay-

only to he sent spinning into a tottering
bookcase by the leader of the tan
Menzel promptly swept two of the
off Bill's hack with one single irresistible
blow.
Thi i/ed a big flower-vase and

hanged it down on Menzel's curly pate.

The vase shivered into atom-, hut the
ie didn't even blink. He brought

Ins fist down like a sledgehammer on his

head and—down he v. <

Of ton: paper flyh

,'ini

shirt-collars which had been wrenched
off! Squeal.- and veils came from C
high above the din—he had now

i.ind into a brass pot and was
striki ngsters at every
chance. -The slab, the bartender, and
the. dungaree gentlemen rendered
man/service in hauling out the bi

bodies of the dazed crook'
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flinging them down the stone stairs out-
s'de the door.
In five minutes Bill's office had been

cleared of the riff-raff, and tho con-
querors were able to gaze upon the
scene of desolation and destruction.
Menzel wiped beads of perspiration off

In- brow.
"Seems like you're going to start a

paperchase, mister," he said to the pant-
ing Bill.

"The signatures from the South!"
gasped Cappy, pulling his hand out of

the brass pot.

Bill, despito a cut chin and many
bruises, managed a wink.

"It's lucky the Japanese gent don't
want 'em," ho grinned.

(.'appy gripped Bill by the hand:
"You and Barbara come round to my

office first thing in the morning!"
But Barbara had disappeared.
"The young lady went away." volun-

teered the chatty bartender. "Seemed
in a kinder hurry."

While they were looking for her a

police-sergeant and squad solemnly
trooped up the stairs with three men
cai tying u large wooden box.
"The signatures from the South," said

one of the three men in answer to Bill's

questioning gaze. "Hundreds of thou-
sands of them! Thought it best to bring
'em here under the sergeant's e

" I'll stay and count, them, Cappy,"
said Bill. But again the man in charge

"All done. sir. at Los Angeles. To
-ave time. Shall we take them to the
bank now we've reported?"

"I'll go with you." Bill decided. "I
feel in need of a little fresh air."

Cappy Clear- the Sky

NEXT morning, Bill, brushed up and
in his best suit walked into the
office of the Picks Lumber Com-

pany at nine sharp, unchallenged by any
Burton.
Skinner and Mat! Peasley were there

with Mrs. Pea-ley.

"Everything fine. Bill," Cappy smiled
at him. "The signatures are at the
City Hall, and the Governor's granted
a plebiscite of the State. You can
reckon the Roofing Act is done feu."

He stretched out a warm hand. "Con-
gratulations, my hoy, on a grand bit of
work ! You're hack here on your old
job at. double the s a ]ary."

"Thank you, sir. I'm very grateful.

But -"

"No buts. Bill! Skinner, tell him
you're glad to sec him. Matt, slap him
on the hack! Florry. give him a kiss!"

Bill stood up to them, saying:
"Thank vou. Skinner—much obliged.

Matt. Thank you, Mrs. Peasley." Then
his usually cheery face set in gloom.

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
" WESTERN COURAGE " — Km

Baxter, Ken Jiaynard ; Gloria H
Geneva Mitchell; Henry Hartley,

s French; Mrs. Hartley, Betty
Hl\ Ie //v Simpson Cornelius Rsef:
Ed la Crosse, ward Ji<>n«l ; Colonel
Austin, Captain E. H. Calvert : Belli/

Johns, Rent e Whitney.

'SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT"— Viola Avery, Eathei Tony
Baxter; Regis Toomey ; James Moss,
Sidney IS Icekiner ; Sullivan, J. I

uald.

"CAPPY RICKS RETURNS"—
Cappy Ricks, Robert McWadej Bill

Peck-, Ray Walker; Barbara Blake,
Flovino McKinnej ; Tom 81

i Littlefield ; Wint •

tflorry, Lois Wilson ; Ossy
Apfei ; Mali Peasley, Kenneth

Harlan.
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"I'm going to Canada, folks. I—

I

can't stay around here."
"Is that so?" said Cappy. "Leave

Bill to me a minute, people. I got to
talk straight to him." He gave his
daughter a nod. "When I ring. Florry!"

As soon as they were alone, Cappy
asked Bill, in a kind of puzzled wonder:
"What's on your mind?"
"It's Barbara. I—I—I sort of liked

her. too."
"Did you, Bill'?" Cappy was ail

sympathy. "Just too bad, wasn't it?"

"I didn't dream she'd sell us out. T
didn't even dream she was Blake's girl.

I fell over I'm- her, Cappy—I was a prize
mutt ! She had me on a dog lead—then
went along telling Winton everything I

did. She came in with ail that lot of
thugs at her heels last night."

I'.ill ivas staring out of the window,
seeing nothing but a grey, cloudy sky.

Cappy felt for the bell button with his

gnarled old hand.
"Bill, you've got her ail wrong. Sho

didn't even dream that those Fellers

to march in anil tear up the Jap's
signatures. She didn't, know- a word
about 'em."
"Working in my room," Bill grunted.

"Calling herself Miss Smith—makinj
liko Jier!"
"She started out to help her dad, Bill.

Thai's only right, he>'.' Then she saw
bow things were -h. came
to me. Yes, sir—she did! But I'd

found out for myself thai I'm: on was
whisking all the news across to Ossy and
Winton. That was why 1 sacked him."

Bull's frowns departed. Tho grey
skies were changing into sunlight.

"Why, Cappy, you don't mean "

The door opened. Barbara, looking
tier than ever, came in.

" Hid you ring, sii
I ed Cappy

in a shy voice.

Cappy jerked a thumb towards Bill.

"It's him. He don't want to stay in

'I'm CO any more. Tell him good-bye,
Barb."
A minute later Cappy was ringing up

Blake's office.

"That you, O-sy ? Cappy this end.
Lovely morning, what ?"

Receiver to his ear, his old face all

a-grin. Cappy went on:

"Can yon hear anything goin
behind me? Two young fools arranging
to get married. Barbara— tell your
poppy."
Barbara wriggled away from Bill to

call breathlessly into the mouthpiece of
the 'phone

:

"Hallo, dad—Bill and I are going to
Honolulu for a honeymoon. Cheer-o,
dad!"
Cappy took the loudly crackling

'phone

:

"No go. Ossy I The Act's dead as
mutton! Shingle, hold the day! Too
bad Winton's boys not dusted down
night -after tearing up the wrong pa]

so hard. Yes, Ossy. that's so

weren't our signatures at all—just a lot

of duds I got ready in case You're
' : old, Ossy, you know ! The

parade's passing vou b\ ! But. you cm
eonie alonj Twelve
o'clock at this office. 'Bye, Ossy! I'll

i
ng yo i

!"

II.' helped himself to a ci; ar.

out o! his
}< lii ked at it - and ,t flamed up. II

garded the little blue point of light
with delighted

" Folks, I've d< ne it at List
!"

I. "What d'you know about
that!"
But Bill and Barbara were too busy

(By permission of the British Lion Film
Corporation, Ltd., starring Robert

McWade and Ray Walker.)
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enough that the raid on the Canton
Houso had not only been for gambling,
but for smuggled Chinese. It was
Baxter's job to stop this smuggling, and
it was obvious that he suspected Moss.

Viola dashed to the door—it was
locked. The Chinaman came towards
her. She picked up a chair and hurled
it straight through a window, and she
was on the sill before the Chink had
recovered from his surprise. She raced
across the field towards the 'plane.

It chanced that no one was watching
the machine.
Moss was arguing about prices with

Yung Yau when the Chinese cook
burst, in upon thorn.

"Lady go. Look, lady gone!"
He waved his arms.
Moss saw the machine taxiing across

the ground, and saw it take off to climb
skywards.

''Give me back the letter!" cried
Yung Yau.
"1 can't give you back the letter,

you fool!" angrily shouted Moss. "The
land's gone." He turned to his fore-

man. "Lufkin, get that other 'plane
out. We've got to get that girl before
she lands that load of Chinamen.
Flurry—hurry!"
But the machine had to be fuelled,.

a. id valuable minutes passed before Moss
took off. From his pocket he took out
_a deadly pistol, and his face was
contorted with baffled fury.

Baxter was also in the air and was
cruising round Mercer Canyon on the
look-out for any suspicious machines.
Down below the machine was being
watched by Sullivan and his men.
Viola returned by the same route that

she had taken, but as she came in sight
of Mercer Canyon she realised that to

land here ...might be foolish. If Moss
'were a crook he would have informed
his men at the flying field, and when
she landed they would seize her. Far
best to fly on and land at the aerodrome.

f Baxter sighted the 'plane and was
certain that here was the 'plane carry-,
ing - the Chinamen, and when Viola
passed the field he reckoned that the
pilot had sighted his machine and
guessed he was a patrol, and was tiy-
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ing a get-away. Baxter grinned and
dived earthwards.

Viola realised this machine was very
interested in the machine she was flying.

She had. no idea it was a patrol, and
foolishly tried to rev up her engine.
It was an unpleasant Bhock when
machine-gun bullets' whistled round her
and she saw a white-helmeted figure
signalling her to go down.

After that a lot of amazing things
happened. No sooner had she landed
than two car-loads of men came at a
furious pace across the field. Out
jumped Sullivan and his boy: They
gave her one look, and then gathered
round the machine. She saw sliding
doors and a number of frightened,
huddled figures. She had smuggled
Chinamen across the Border. The other
machine landed, and she gasped to see
the pilot was Tony Baxter.
"Tony!"
"Viola!" He was startled. "I might

have killed you. What are you doing
flying this 'plane?"

"I didn't know there was anyone in

there." She pointed towards the China-
men. "I just took the 'plane to get
away from Moss. He was going to leave
me over the Border, How was I to
know? I just went because it was a

chance to fly."
" You wouldn't take my tip, you silly

nitwit."- Sadly he shook his head.
"You had to have your thrill."

"I'm sorry."
"Sorry? What good is that going to

do? J

\ Baxter cried gruffly. "Don't you
realise you're implicated in this now.
I've got to arrest you."

Sullivan thought the young man was
being unnecessarily harsh. He missed
the twinkle in the younger man's eyes.

The sound of a 'plane made Baxter
gaze skywards, and out came powerful
glasses.

"A similar bus to X-26," he muttered.
"Perhaps Moss or one of his men

followed me," suggested Viola. "There
were several hangars at that ranch."

"Well, I will soon find out."
Baxter suited the words by dashing

back to his machine.
Those on the ground witnessed the

greatest thrill imaginable—a fight in the
air. The glasses snowed Baxter that the
pilot was Moss, and he signalled the
other to go down. Moss flew close, and
then tried to empty his gun at the
immigration inspector. - At that dis-

tance shooting with a revolver was not
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ea»y, and Baxter Vtu not hit. Rat-tat-
tat ! went his machine-gun, and he went
after Moss like a demon.- The rogue
twisted and turned and then tried to

escape, but the Government machine
was faster, more modern, and armed.
His bullets connected with the petrol-
tank, and Moss was forced down in
Gaines.

Moss staggered ' out of the blazing
wreck, and when Baxter landed nearby
he tried to shoot the young inspector.

Baxter wrenched the gun away, and
Moss sagged limply—a bullet had
smashed his right shoulder.

Sullivan appeared, ^d that, worthy
was holding a long strip of parchment
covered with quaint characters—it was
the half of a letter, and had 'been
found on one of the smuggled China-
men.

"Baxter, if we could only find the
half of this we'd have all the evidence
we need," he shouted.

And on James Moss they found the

other half of the letter.

"They match," chortled Sullivan.

"I suppose you won't resign now?"
teased Baxter.
"Maybe I'll think it over," Sullivan

muttered, then pointed to the girl, whom
they had brought in one of the cars to

the scene of the crash. " What you
going to do with this girl?" * .

"Well, there's nothing I can do but
take her with me." Baxter seemed
quite gloomy. "Give me your band-
cuffs." Sullivan handed them oyer. The
girl looked for once in her life quite

,

cowed and frightened. "I hate to do
this, Viola." £}

Sullivan saw Baxter clip one cuff over
the girl's wrist and then slip the other
cuff on his own wrist. Baxter took the
girl's- arm and urged her towards lus

machine. Sullivan scratched his head.

"What'll I tell Graves about this?"

he demanded.
Baxter grinned round.
"Tell him I eloped with the secret

agent that helped me solve the case. I

shouldn't hand in your resignation for a
fortnight, because I'll be away all that

time on a honeymoon."
Sullivan blinked his eyes-rthe young

female prisoner had flung herself into

her captor'i anus.

(By permission of Path* Pictures, Ltd.,

starring Regis Toomey as Tony Baxter

and Esther Ralston as Viola Avery.)
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A gripping story of a browbeaten waster of a lawyer's clerk and how 1. \ redeemed
himself by a superb sacrifice. All the thrills and horrors of the terrible French

Revolution, starring Ronald Colman

Lucie Marietta

MR. LORRY, when arrived at the

Royal George in Dover, and un-

wrapped of hi* mufflers and over-

coat, appeared as a very orderly old

gentleman. He was neat, cleanly
shaved and carefully dressed. He wore
a brown suit with knee breeches and a
/lapped waistcoat, and on his head ho
sported a little crisp brown wig. He
ordered his dinner and had just finished

it when a rattling of wheels in the

courtyard heralded a new arrival.

A minute later the waiter came to his

table to say that a young lady was
asking to see him.
He went to the apartment which the

young lady had reserved. It was a
large, dark room lighted by two
candles, and. for a moment, Mr. Lorry
did not see the girl, in a riding cloak,

holding iter bat in her hands, who was
steadily regarding him from a pair of

very blue eyes.

"Be seated, sir," she said in a gentle
voice. " You are from Telson's Bank?"

"
I am." Mr. Lorry now saw her

plainly, with her fair hair and pretty
face. She looked about seventeen, her
eyebrows were almost knitted tot

in a queer little perplexity as she went
on:
"I am told, sir, that some discovery

lias been made in connection with my
poor father, so long dead."
"That it bo." Mr. Lorry rem lined

standing. "I am to take you to Paris.

I am very proud of the privilege."

She came close to him, still searching

Ins kindly old face. "Are you quite

a stranger to me, air ?"

" Am I not. Miss Manette?"
Slu' shook her fair curls.

"I do not know." She became sud-
Maj SOth, lose.

dehly agitated. " You have something
to tell me. Please—please do so
quickly."
Mr. Lorry sat down.
"I wish to speak of a—of a customer

of Telson's in Paris. A doctor of

repute. I was at the French house
at the time he—he disappeared, and his

affairs were entirely in my hands "

"You are telling me of my father,"

spoke the girl hurriedly. "I began to

think it was you who brought me to

England when an orphan of barely
three years " She checked herself

to ask: "Am I right?"
"It was I," Mr. Lorry agreed. "Now,

my dear child, pray control yourself.

I have good news. That is to say, not
bad news." Ho felt some difficulty

now. "Your father's disappearance
when you were a baby "

"Disappearance, sir?" She dropped
to her knees before him. "Twice you
have used that word !"

"Don't kneel to me, my dear. Your
father was thrown into prison. It was
thought the Bastille But, courage.
my child, ho has been released. We
are going to Paris to fetch him.
There, now—all is told!"

"Alive?" The word came from her
as a cry from the heart. She sank
softly to the floor.

" (lood graeLous ! Miss Manette

—

Lucie, my child ! Don't go on like

this! Your father is recalled to life!"

A wild-looking woman, dressed in

red. in :i tight- fitting fashion and gifted

with a head of fiery red hair, rushed
into the room. She brushed Mr. Lorry

aside and flung herself down beside the

girl.

"Go and get things!" bawled this

extraordinary person. "Don't stand

staring at me, you in brown! Oct
smelling-salts, cold water, vinegar \"

But Lucie Manette had already come
to. She allowed the red-haired one to

lift her and carry her to a chair. She
opened her blue eyes to smile faintly.

"I think she's all right," Mr. Lorry
ventured.
"My darling pretty!" cried the red

one. "No thanks to you in brown 1

My ladybird, my beloved I"

"I hope," said Mr. Lorry, "that you
accompany Miss Manette to Pal

"Is it likely I'd leave her to you?"
came the snapped answer. " Yes. I'm
coming—thank you for nothing ! I'm
her companion. I'm Miss Pross !"•

She brought out the name with such
fearful emphasis that poor Mr. Lorry
quite quailed.

The Shoemaker

A LARGE cask of wine had dropped
from a cart and had burst its

hoops. It lay on the stones just

Otttside the wine-shop, with the red wino
pouring forth. Everyone on the in-

stant, in that narrow, unsavoury little

street of the Ward of St. Antoine,
in Paris, left their business, or their

idleness, to rush to drink the spilled

juice of the grape.
Noise and laughter and scrambling!

Some flung themselves Hat and la]

up the red pools like dogs. Others
tried to scoop it up in their hands.
One fellow dipped his finger in a

puddle of it and then scrawled the
word "BLOOD" on a wall near by.

The master of the wine-shop, a big

fellow ill dull green clothe- and yellow
oat, came away from the door
lie had been standing. He spoke

to the joker.
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"What do you write there, my
Gaspard? Is this the place for such

jesting? Is there—no other place"

—

lie lowered his voice
—

" in which to

write such things?"

He swept his great hand across the

noxious word, obliterating it. He went
back to his shop, where his wife sat

knitting behind the counter.

There was character in the face of

this woman. She said no word, but
her husband's attention was drawn to

two persons in the crowded little shop,

sitting together at a table. An elderly

gentleman and a girl.

The wine-shop keeper took no notice

of them, but moved along to where
three men sat at dominoes in a corner.

"How goes it, Jacques Defarge?"
asked one of them. "Is the spilt wine
all swallowed?"

" Every drop, Jacques," answered
Defarge.
"It is not often," spoke the second

of the three. " that these poor, miserable
ones know the taste of bread, let alone
wine."
"It is so. Jacques," Defarge returned.
The third man laughed as he pushed

the double six into position. "Ah, so

much the worse ! Am I right, Jacques?"
"You are right, Jacques," agreed

Defarge. " I wish you gentlemen to

meet my wife."
The three named Jacques accom-

panied the fourth Jacques—M'sieur
Defarge—to speak with madamc, who
greeted them with great calmness of

spirit and never dropped one stitch of

her knitting whilst they conversed in

low tones with her.

The elderly gentleman came across

from his table to Defarge.

"I wish a word with you," he
whispered.
Defarge stepped to an inner door and

opened it. The elderly gentleman
whispered again. Almost at the first

words Defarge started and became
deeply attentive. At the end of the

whispers, he answered:
"I will take you to him."

The elderly gentleman signalled to
the girl.

Defarge told her :

" It is very high—many steps. We
will go slowly."

"I- he alone?" she breathed.

"Who should be with him?" answered
Defarge. "You are his daughter, I

imagine? Yes? I am his old servant.

Jacques Defarge. Step carefully." He
led the way up a tortuous flight of

stairs.

At the top landing they paused.
Defarge unlocked and opened a door.
" It is better that I go in first."

A faint hammering had stopped on
the opening of the door. Lucie
glimpsed an old man with a. ragged
v lute beard, a hollow, dead face and
exceedingly bright eyes. He was
sitting before a trestle-board with a

shoe in one hand and a hammer in the
other. His clothes were in rags—he
put up t he hand that held the shoe and
one could almost see the light from the
window through it.

"Visitors," said Defarge. "Tell the
gentleman what you are making."
"A lady's walking shoe," came a faint

voice. "It is the latest style." He
turned towards Lorry. "Did you ask
my name? It is One Hundred and
Jive, North Tower." He put the shoe
and hammer on the trestle-board.
"Doctor Manette," said Lorry

earnestly. "Don"t you remember me!"
The brightly vacant eyes turned to

him. then away. Lorry asked again:
"Surely you remember me? You

remember this man, Defarge, your ol i
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servant? You recollect the Bank.
Telson's, where we used to meet?"
Defarge put a hand on his arm.
"Hush ! Let her speak with him."

Lucie had come forward. She knelt

down before the wreck of a man whose
memory was gone. She put one arm
about him and he spoke in a kind of

dying sigh.

"Who are you?" He touched her
hair. "It is the same." he muttered.
"But how is it possible?" He felt for

a little soiled paper in his broken
pocket and brought it out. Opened it

and showed her a few brittle hairs.
" She 'had laid her head on my shoulder
that night when I was taken away

—

and these hairs were on my sleeve."

Lucie's tears fell fast. But she held
him safely. His eyes rested on hers
and he knew her for herself, when she
whispered brokenly :

" Father, dearest father—I have come
to take you home !"

"Only a Child Killed "

THE Marquis do St. Evremond was
a very fiue gentleman indeed. A
high-and-mighty gentleman who

considered all others, with the solitary

exception of His Majesty King Louis,
to be as dirt beneath his noble feet. He
was just now returning from a reception
at the King's Palace of the Tuileries

to his country house at Versailles, and
monsieur lc marquis was in a deuce of
a hurry.
His gilded chariot of four horses and

two postilions was racketing along the
narrow streets of the Ward of St.

Antoine with a supreme disregard of
those mean folk on foot who were in

the street about their usual business.
With a rattle and clatter the chariot
was dashing down a particularly narrow
street when, just by a wine-shop, a little

boy ran out of a house into the road.

A loud cry followed a sickening jolt

of the wheels. The chariot stopped
and monsieur le marquis looked out of

the window.

"What has gone wrong?" he asked
languidly.
A shortish fellow in a ied nightcap

had caught up a small bundle from
amongst the feet of the four horses,

now very restive and inclined to bolt.

This fellow in a nightcap laid the small
bundle on the kerb and began howling
like, a wild animal.

"Pardon, m'sieur le marquis," spoke
a submissive man from those in a crowd
round the chariot. "It is Gaspard.
It is his child."

The man in a nightcap started up,
his ugly face distorted by rage and
grief. "Killed!" he screamed. "My
little one ! Dead ! Dead !"

Those in the crowd regarded monsieur
le marquis with eyes which told him
nothing. He regarded them as if they

had been rats come out of a drain.

"It is extraordinary," he said, "that
you people cannot take care of your-

selves and your children. How do I

know what "harm you have done to my
horses?" He drew out his purse and
took a gold coin from it. " See—givo

him that." He tossed the money at the

man in a nightcap.
A thick-set fellow had come out of

the wine-shop. He tried to comforl
the heart-broken father who was still

crying, "Dead—dead!"
"Better dead, my Gaspard," said the

man from the wine-shop, "than to live

in this misery which seems never
ending."
The marquis sank back in his fit

and called to the driver:

"Go on—waste no more time!"

An hour late for his dinner, he

arrived at his country house. A tall,

dark, handsome young fellow was
talking on the steps of the chateau to

a thin, tired, elderly man. M'sieur. le

marquis greeted them.
"Ah, Gabclle, you sec I am arrived

at last ! A tiresome matter on the

road delayed me." To the dark young
man ho said: "And you. nephew
Charles—you are from London?"

"You have had
your bottle,
Sydney ! "said
Mr. Stryver,

pointing accus-
ingly at him
with the stem
of his pipe.
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"Yesterday. I return at once."
M'sieur lo marquis pinched his lips

together.
"May one ask -why?"
"I cannot endure to see the un-

happiness and injustice which surround
us, sir. The needless misery—I believe
our name to be the most detested one
iri the whole of France."

"Detestation of the high is the in-

voluntary homage of the low," smiled
his uncle. "Continue, dear Charles

—

Gabelle and I are most interested. By
l he way. Gabelle, has a gentleman from
England called for me?"
Gabelle answered deferentially.
"Yes, sir. But he did not give his

name."
"I will sec him. Good-bye, then,

nephew. May you find things more to

your peculiar fancy in England. I

cannot stop talking with you—it is too
cold."

" I came to tell you that I renounce
all lights in this property," said the
young man. " I am going to work in

a country for which I can have respect.

Where men try, at least, to be fair to

their fellows."
lie climbed into the saddle of his

horse and rode off under the growing
mists.

1 " Do not be harsh in judgment upon
him, sir," Gabelle said. "He is

young."
"He is a fool," said m'sieur 1c

marquis. "And you are his tutor!"

i
In the waiting-room in the chateau a

slj -looking, hook-nosed man was stand-

ing. He bowed low to monsieur on
his entry.
"Barsad," said the marquis "Follow

my nephew to England. See that he
is arrested under one of their absurd
laws. Give evidence—I wish him laid

by for a season. He will call himself
Darnay, I expect—his mother's maiden
name. You can draw on M'sieur
Gabelle for a hundred English pounds.
Don't stop to chatter—go \"

On Trial

IT was early spring in King's Bench
Walk in the Tpniple in London. At
the small hostelry at the west gates

of the Temple a young man was sleeping
in a chair beside the newly lighted fire

in the bar parlour. He was unkempt,
untidy and yawning prodigiously when
•he man at the tavern came to him.

"Ten o'clock, sir. Past ten o'clock."
"Eh?" yawned the young man, sitting

up. "Ten o'clock at night?"

"Morning, Mr. Carton. You told me
to call you."
The tavern-keeper stirred the fire,

making as much noise as he could. Mr.
Carton stood the racket awhile; then
suddenly got up, flung on his shabby old
hat and walked out. He slouched into
the Temple Gardens and rather aimlessly
wandered along to the chambers of his

employer, Mr. King's Counsel Stryver.
He entered and flung himself at once
into a chair by (he fire.

All-. Stryver came to him from his

private room.
"You are late, Sydney."
"A little. Nothing worth mention-

ing."
"You have had your bottle, Sydney,"

n ntinued the portly Mr. Stryver, point-
ng accusingly a) him with the stem of
the pipe in his fat hand.
"Two, my dear fellow. Possibly

three."
"There's a (reason ease on this morn-

ing at the Bailey," said Stryver with re-

proach in his booming voice. "The
Attorney-General is prosecuting."

•' Him?" Baid ''alien. "Oh, him?"
"A strong c.ise, Sydney. Have you

piepared our defence?"
Way 30t)i, 1930.
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"Give me the papers," yawned Carton, i

Stryver, frowning horribly, did so. . The
disgruntled young man glanced at them.
"Information laid against Charles Dar-
nay. Frenchman, accused of treason at

the instance of John Barsad, gentleman,
and supported by one Roger Cly." He
lifted his eyes to Mr. Stryver. "I don't
like these names. Barsad and Cly—you
can tell at once that they are scoundrels.
Whereas Darnay"—he shrugged

—"an
agreeable, if scarcely French, name."

"It is actually d'Aulnais," came the
answer. "His mother's name He calls

himself Darnay."
Carton grinned at him.
"Leave me alone for an hour," he said,

spreading the papers out before him.
"Get me a drink. Have one yourself."

"Something hot?"

"Hot and strong," said Carton, study-

ing the papers before him.
"You drink too much," grumbled his

employer.
"So do you," Carton retorted. "If

any man can drink too much, which I

doubt." He added, lazily: "I fancy I

know Barsad—a tavern acquaintance.
I'll look him up."

In the Court at the Old Bailey, at five

minutes to twelve, Mr. Stryver was there

in wig and gown, sitting at his desk.

Sprawling in a seat next to him was
Sydney Carton, gown awry on his

shoulders, his wig more or less in place

over his tumbled hair. His good looks

were sadly marred by his general un-
tidyness as he stared unseeingly at the
high, dirty ceiling of the Court. His
hands were thrust deep in his breeches
pockets.

In the dock, handsome and upright,

stood Charles Darnay, guarded by two
warders. In the seats reserved for wit-

nesses were prominently two men—one
a sly-looking, hook-nosed person, the

other a low fellow with beetling brows
and unwashed face. Not so prominently
were four others—an elderly, white-haired

gentleman with bright eyes, but now no
beard. A sweet-faced fair girl sat next
to him, dressed in a fine, neat manner

—

next to her, a brown-suited old gentle-

man. Next to him, a strong-featured,

red-haired woman who surveyed the

whole Court, including the Lord Chief
Justice, with utter contempt.

The case against the prisoner was out-

lined in fiery words by the Solicitor-

General. It appeared that the prisoner

was a "false traitor to our serene and
illustrious and noble prince, our gracious

King, George the Third—and that, by
traitorous comings and goings between
the dominions of our said serene and
illustrious King and the Court of the

French Louis, had been able to reveal to

the said Louis what forces our said

illustrious, etc., had in preparation to

send to Canada and to North America."
Mr. John Barsad, gentleman, was

called. He had seen the prisoner hand-
ing papers to a Frenchman.

Mi. Stryver rose, but Mr. Cation
plucked at his gown :

"No questions yet!" he whispered.

Mr. Roger Cly was called and staled,

with great volubility, that he had beet)

in service with the prisoner and, in

arranging his clothes, had found lists of

names of officers and gentlemen in the

King's service. He had felt it his duty
lo bring this information before the

Court. He was a true Briton and hoped
he had done the right thing.

Carton whispered to Stryver, who
rose to cross-examine.
"Have you ever been charged with

theft?" he' asked Cly very sweetly.
" Me, sir ? No. sir I"

"I have a note here that you were con-

com-
They
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victed last year of stealing a silver tea-
pot," said Stryver, still sweetly.
"It was a mustard pot! And it was

only plated."
"Thank you," said Stryver. "That's

all!"

Mr. Jarvis Lorry was called and gavo
evidence that he had seen the prisoner
on a packet ship on a certain night in

the last November. He added

:

"I was travelling with two
panions. A gentleman and a lady,
are here."
"Thank you. I call Miss

Manette."
The fair girl rose in her place and,

with a piteous glance at the prisoner,
stepped forward to take Mr. Lorry's
place in the witness-box.
"Miss Manette, have you seen tho

prisoner before ? You have ? You aro
the lady referred to by Mr. Lorry?"
"Most unhappily, I am!"
The judge took a large pinch of snuff.

"Answer the questions—don't remark
upon them!"
"Miss Manette, did you have any con-

versation with the prisoner?"
"When he came on board he noticed

that my father "—Lucie turned to rest
her blue eyes on Dr. Manette—" was
much fatigued and ill. I had made a
bed for him on the deck—that he might
have the air. There were no other pas-

sengers but we four—my father, my com-
panion, and Mr. Lorry. And this

gentleman."
"Do you mean the prisoner?" de-

manded the judge. "If so—say so!"
"The prisoner was so good as to ad\ ise

me how I could shelter my dear fSther
from the cold wind. He arranged the
bed for me. He expressed great gentle-

ness and kindness lor my father's weak
state—"
"Let me interrupt you a moment."'

said the Solicitor-General. "Had the
prisoner come aboard alone?"
"There were two French gentlemen

with him. They only stayed a few.

minutes on the ship."
"There were papers handed about?

Like these?" He held up some docu-
ments.
"I didn't see anything of the kind.

The gentleman—prisoner, I mean—was
most kind to us. Most considerate

"

Her voice broke. "I hope I may not be
doing him harm to-day."
"Did he not speak about America?"

"He tried to explain to me how the
quarrel between England and the
Colonies had arisen. He added, in a

joking way, that perhaps George Wash-
ington, one day. might have as great
a name in history as King George tho

Third. There was no harm in saying so

— it was only a joke."

"A joke?" The astute lawyer glanced
at the jury. "A joke, gentlemen—you
hear?"
Dr. Manette was called. He had little

to say. He had no remembrance.

"My mind is a blank," he told the

judge. "I had been in prison in the

Bastille for eighteen long years. I em-
ployed myself in making shoes, but I am
a properly qualified doctor of medicine.

I am practising again in Soho."

Mr. Stryver, prompted by Carton, m'c
again.
"I would like your Lordship's permis-

sion to recall Mr. Barsad."

Barsad came back to the witness bo«
rather doubtfully. Stryver's first ques-

tion was not very encouraging:

"Ever been kicked downstairs?"
••Never! 1 received a kick at the top

of a staircase and—and fell down of my
own accord."
"Ever borrow any money from the

prisoner?"-
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Gabelle stared out
over the parched
countryside— he
thought he was

alone.

"Yes."
"Repaid him?"-
"I'm going to."
Stryver boomed suddenly:
"Y'ou are quite sure the prisoner is the

man you saw treacherously handing a
Frenchman these alleged lists of His
Majesty's Forces in America?"

"Positive."
Stryver turned to Carton.
"Stand up, Mr. Carton, please. Take

off your wig—thank you. Now stand
beside the dock. Mr. Barsad, look well
at these two men. Are they not very
like each other?"
Allowing for Carton's careless and

slovenly appearance, they were so like

each other that an audible gasp of aston-
ishment went round the Court. Stryver
thundered

:

" Now, Mr. Barsad—are you still posi-

tive it was the prisoner?"
"I—well, no. That is to say—not quite

so positive."

"Thank you. You can sit down!"
The jury retired. Ten minutes later

they brought in a verdict of "Not
Guilty." The judge helped himself to

snuff and dismissed the prisoner.

In the well of the Court they gathered
round Charles Darnay to congratulate
him—Lucie, Sydney Carton, Mr. Stryver
—and Miss Pross. This red-haired lady-

expressed the general feeling somewhat
crudely:
"You're a lucky young man! If

they'd found you guilty, you would have
been put on a hurdle "and then half
hanged, then you'd have been taken
down still alive—and cut into four
pieces!"

" So they tell me," said Darnay
quietly. "And I am all the more
obliged to my friend here." He gave
Stryver a grateful glance.

"You can thank this one," said
Stryver.

. with a hand on Carton's
shoulder. "He prepared the defence

—

though how ho came to notice you two
were so alike beats me! Looking at you
now, well— it isn't so striking."
"I had to play a game of skittles with

Mr. Barsad." stated Carton in a whimsi-
cal way. " I had to find out a few
things. It involved a certain quantity of

mulled ale." He had been covertly re-

garding Luoie: "The idea that you were
like me, Darnay. came as an inspiration.

I hope Miss Manet te thinks no worse of

me?"
"I am deeply thankful to you, sir,"

she answered.
Dr. Manette had come to them. He

put his hand on Lucie's arm.

"I would like to go home," he mut-
tered. "I feel dazed here—uncanny—
afraid."
Lucie drew his hand into hers.

"Come, dearest, I am more than
ready." She turned to Carton. "I hope
you will call upon us, sir, at our address
in Soho. Mr. Stryver is aware of it.

You also, sir," she added to Stryver.

"I will," boomed the King's Counsel.
"A very great pleasure!"
Mr. Lorry was talking to a red-faced

man in a corner of the Court.
"Jerry Cruncher, take this message."

He had written on a card the one word,
"Acquitted !"

Sydney Carton and Darnay left tho
Court together.
"Let's go and celebrate," Carton pro-

posed.
"I hardly seem to belong to this world

again," said Darnay.
"You are glad to belong to it?"

Carton drew him away. "As for me,
my greatest desire is to forget that I

belong to it."

He led Darnay down Ludgate Hill into
Fleet Street; thence up a covered way
into a tavern. Here, in a little private
room, they dined together. After dinner,
throughout which Carton drank a whole
bottle of Burgundy, the young lawyer
asked, rather sneeringly:
"My double—why don't vou give vour

toast?"
"What toast?"
"It's on the tip of your tongue!"
Darnay raised his glass.

"You are right." He stood up.
"Lucie Manette!"

Carton didn't rise.

"Lucie Manette," he repeated. Il»

drank deeply; then flung his empty glass

across the room, shattering it to frag-

ments against the wall. '"Waiter, an-
other glass!" he shouted, drunkenly.

Footsteps !

THE lodgings of Doctor Manette were
on a street corner not far from
Soho Square. On the afternoon of

a certain Sunday, Mr, Lorry walked
from the sunny streets of Clerkenv. ell,

where he lived, to visit the doctor. Mis*
Pross was at honu— Lucie ami her father
were walking out.
Miss Pross welcomed Mr. Lorry in her

especial manner.
"It's you— is it ?"

"I believe so," said Mr. Lorry. "May
I come in?"
Miss Pross had just been cleaning tho

house down—she showed Lorry all the
improvements she had effected. In the
doctor's bed-room, in a corner, stood the
disused shoe-maker's board and his bos
of tools, much as they had stood in that
fifth-floor room over the wine-shop in

that mean suburb of St. Antoine, Pari^.

"I wonder that he keeps these re-

minders of his sufferings," said Mr.
Lorry.
"Why wonder!" came the quick in-

quiry. "Pooh!"
Mr. Lorry changed the subject.

"And how are you in health?"
"Nothing to boast about," said Mi^>

Pross. "I'm much worried. I don't,

want dozens of people, not at all worthy
of my ladybird, calling and calling here!"
"Dozens?" questioned Mr. Lorry.

"Hundreds," emphasised Miss Pross.
" But perhaps they keep the doctor from
thinking too much about himself. I'm
always afraid he may relapse."
Mr. Lorry agreed with a shake of hi*

brown wig.
"I often wonder that Manette, un-

questionably innocent of any crime,
should never mention the name of the
enemy who so brutally brought about
his punishment."

Way 30th, 103«.
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"He's afraid of the whole subject,"
Viiil Miss Pross. "Touch ever so lightly
upon that string—and he always changes
lor (lie worse. Sometimes I hear him in

the night, pacing the room—up and
down, up and down. Docs he think then
of his long imprisonment? You know
he does,'' she went on accusingly. "So
don't argue !"

"
1 wasn't going to," said Mr. Lorry.

' Ah, I hear the front door—they have
returned."
"Yes," said Miss Pross. "And now

the thousands of visitors will appear—like

leaves in autumn !"

But tile only visitor was Mr. Charles
Darnay—and he seemed most modest
and charming.
They had an early dinner; then after-

wards went into the garden. Miss Pioss
and Sir. Lorry brought chairs, and they
sat under the shade of an old plane tree.

It was oppressively hot, as if a storm
was brewing.
Darnay talked about London, asking

Lucie if she had seen this and that
place. He asked if they hud visited the
Tower of London.
"I have been there," he added with a

grim smile. " I saw it very much from
i he inside! I was told a strange story
while I was waiting trial." He shuddered
a little, despite the heat. "Some work-
men, whilst making alterations, came
upon an old dungeon built up and for-

gotten for many years. The stones were
covered with inscriptions cut by prisoners
who had languished there—dates, names,
wild, unhappy prayers. Below one
inscription

—
' HI. (J—dig,' they examined

the floor, and in the trodden earth,

beneath a stone, was found a mildewed
paper which once had borne writing. It

may have been the last will of some
poor creature "

" Father !" cried Lucie, breaking in.

"What is the matter? You are ill!"

Manette had started up, his hand to
his head. His manner and looks terri-

fied them. He recovered himself almost
at once.

I
"It is raining," he stuttered. "Don't

you feel it ? Large drops—a storm. . . .

Let us go in."

They returned to the parlour, and Miss
Pross made tea. Sydney Carton came in,

but no dozens and hundreds of people as

yet ! Mr. Lorry kept looking for them.
"The rain is falling," spoke Manette.

"But it comes slowly."
" It comes surely," said Carton.
They listened, all of them, to the hurry

in the streets—of people speeding to
shelter before the storm should break.
This corner house was a corner for

echoes. Footsteps coming and going—yet
never a footfall there.

"A multitude!" said Darnay, "and yet
a solitude."
"Sometimes I have sat here of an

evening," said Lucie, "until I have
fancied, while listening, that all these
echoes are echoes of the footsteps that
are coming and going in all our lives."

"There's a big crowd coming into our
lives then." Carton smiled.
"A foolish fancy," Lucie went on. "I

only yield to it when I am alone."
"I take all those echoes into my life,"

said Carton. "I ask no questions and
snake no stipulations. If there are great
crowds hearing down upon us, I take
them all to myself! I will see them."

Lightning flashed as he spoke, followed
by a crash of thunder.
"And I will hear them!" he laughed

scornfully. "Whether they como like

that— fast, fierce, and furious!"
The rush and roar of the storm silenced

him. No voice could he heard in it.

Late that night Jerry Cruncher, with
his lantern, was escorting Mr. Lorry to
his home in ( 'lerkenwell. Mr. Lorry,
May 30lli, 1936.
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mindful of footpads, always had Jerry to
call for him and light him on his way.
"What a night!" said Mr. Lorry.

" Almost enough to bring the dead out of
their graves !"

"I never see a night what would do
that,'' Jerry declared.
Carton and Darnay had walked with

them to the main road. All four
stopped at a corner.

"Good-night, Mr. Carton!" said
Lorry. " Good-night, Mr. Darnay ! Shall
wc ever see such a night again
together 1"

Perhaps! Perhaps see a great oro».J of
enemies, with hideous rush and roar,

bearing down upon them!

"Tell Mo Your Secrets When I Ask"

A YEAR had gone by. Mr. Charles
Darnay had become a clerk in

Telson's Bank. In the evenings he
taught French to young people in the
neighbourhood of Soho.

It was the close of a summer day,
when he knew Lucie to be out walking
with Miss Pross, that he called on Dr.
Manette. He found the old gentleman
sitting in his armchair by an open
window.
Manette was a very different man. He

looked well and strong, and the removal
of that shaggy beard had added years of
youth to him. He greeted Darnay with
heartiness.
"Charles, I rejoice to see you. I am

all alone."
"Doctor, I want a few words with you.

I knew that Lucie would be out "

"Bring a chair close to me, Charles,"
said Manette gently. "Is it Lucie you
wish to speak about?"
"I love her, doctor. I dearly love

her."
"I believe 3-011, Charles. I do you

that justice." Manette's manner had
become constrained. "Yes, I believe
you.

"

Manette's voice was low when he
asked

:

"Have you spoken to her?"
"No, sir. I—I think she knows. I

hope she knows. I have dared to hope."
Darnay took a firm tone. - "I came to
you, sir, to ask that I may speak to her.
I must tell you, first, about myself. Like
you, I am an exile—a voluntary exile

from France—driven from it by the in-

justice and unkindness towards their

fellows which I have seen perpetrated
there by the high and the rich. I am
working hard in this land of my adop-
tion, and I am, in a small way, succeed-
ing."

" Do you seek any promise from me?"
asked Manette.
"I do," Charles answered. "Without

you I would have no hope. I under-
stand that Lucie will never leave you.
Her father comes before everyone—every-
thing."
"I do not know what my daughter

thinks," said Manette..
"You don't think there is someone

else?" cried Charles in alarm.

"You have seen Mr. Carton here"

—

Manette's manner becamo more easy

—

" also the important Mr. Stryver. But I

will not tease "you, Charles, although I

have seen that Lucie likes young Carton.
She is grateful to him. Can you guess
why? I fancy you can. But this is idle

talk. What do you wish of me?"
"Your help, sir. I will tell you who I

am. and why I left Versailles "

"Stop!" cried Manette sharply.
"Stop!"
"I must have no secrets from you."

Darnay was saying, when Manette laid

colli hands upon his as they sat together.
The old man spoko with trembling

passion

:

"Tell nie your secrets when T ask

—

not now ! If your suit with Lucie

\
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prospers, you shall tell me on your
wedding morning. 1 don't want to
know." His voice shook. "No, no,
never!"

It was as if he put something horrible
from_ him. His eyes were bright and
burning.
"Leave me now. I think you may

hope. ... I will not stand in your way.
. . . Promise me you will speak no word
of who you may ho to Lutie?"
"I promise."
"God bless you and keep you,

Charles!"
When Lucie returned, she heard a

sound of hammering in her father's bed-
room. She crept upstairs and peeped in,

unseen. Manette was at his bench,
making shoes.

The marriage day was shining, the
sun was warm and kindly. They were
waiting, the beautiful, fair-haired bride,
and Miss Pross in a new, very stiff

and starched frock, and Mr. Jarvis
Lorry. Charles and the doctor were
having a little confidential talk behind
closed doors.
"This is a great and happy day,"

said Mr. Lorry. "Don't cry, Miss
Pross."
"I am not crying!" snapped the red-

haired one. "You are !"

"I? Oh, really, no!"
"I saw you," Miss Pross denounced

him. "And after such a present as
you've sent! Silver plate—not a fork
nor a spoon in the whole collection that
I didn't cry over last night when I
unpacked them."
"Did you now?" said Mr. Lorry,

much gratified. "Ah, dear, dear me !

To think I might have been married
any time these fifty years !"

" You were a bachelor in your
cradle," rejoined Miss Pross. "You
couldn't help yourself."
The parlour door opened and the

doctor came out with Charles Daroay.
The doctor was deathly pale, but he was
composed and steady. He offered his
arm to Lucie.
"Come, my darling. I am going to

give you to him."
Lucie clung to her father a little

hysterically. But the sun was shining
and Charles was gazing upon her with
such love and tenderness. Nothing but
happiness ahead.
A quiet marriage at the little church,

soon over. Then back to the little Bouse
in Soho. Lucie whispered to her
husband

:

"Was Sydney there? I didn't see
him."
"I saw no one but you," said Charles.
They were happy, all of them.

Presently the young couple, radiant as
the sun itself, drove away. Manette
waved to them from the doorstep until
their carriage was out of sight. Then
he went up to his room. Mr. Lorry
went back to Telson's for an hour or
two; then came back, a little uneasy
in mind.
Miss Pross met him at the door with

a face of woe.
"Listen, listen!" she wept. "Do you

hear J"
A low sound of hammering tolled like

a midnight bell through the quiet house.
"What's that?" Mr. Lorry gasped.

"What's to he told to my ladybird?"
asked Miss Pross. " He's—he's making
shoes again !"

Mr. Lorry ran past her up the stairs.

Ho opened the bed-room door—to see

Manette hard at work at his bench. He
looked down as Lorry entered.

"A young lady's walking shoe," he
muttered. "The latest style."

"Manette!" cried Lorry firmly.
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"Look at me ! Think again—that is not
your duty. You are a doctor—put aside
those tilings."

The shoemaker stared at him.
"My duty?" he questioned in a

puzzled way. "Do you mean there is

someone ill and needing me?"
"Yes," spoke Lorry. "I need you.

I am very ill I"

Manette flung down his tools.

"My dear old friend—why didn't you
tell me !"

His madness passed from him. He
was once again the kind, clever doctor.
Lorry submitted himself to stethoscope
and a severe medical examination.

"Dear, dear!" sighed Manette pro-
fessionally. "I must prescribe a tonic."
He thought a moment or two. "I know
—let's go for ;t walk in the air!"
"With all my heart!'' Lorry agreed.

"A walk—why not?"

"This from Jacques!"

IT
was a hot. airless July night in

1789. The heat brooded like a
shroud over all France and made

more stifling still the narrow streets of

Paris, especially those of the sordid
6uburb of St. Antoine. In the little

wine-shop kept by M'sieur and Madame'
Defarge there "a- much coming and
going, much furtive whispering between
one and another of the patrons. In
their especial corner sat the three men
named Jacques j for ever, seemingly,
pl.iving dominoes.
Madame Defarge knitted from morn-

ing to night, serine and watchful. She
was tireless at her knitting, and laid
aside each garment with care when it

was finished. She had beside her a cut
rose in a vase of water. Sometimes she
lifted this flower from its vase and
placed it in her dark hair.

Whenever she did this, the wine-shop
emptied itself of its customers, save that
one to whom she wished to speak. Some
messenger from one of the many hot-
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beds of unrest which were springing up
all over France.

Monsieur Gabelle, secretary to Mon-
sieur le Marquis de St. Evremond at

the chateau at Yersailles, was a man
borne down by cares. He ventured to

speak plainly to the guests at one of

the marquis' receptions. He dared to

warn them that there were dark clouds
gathering. Ho had been laughed at.

sneered at. and told by m'sieur le mar-
quis to mind his own business.

"Which, after all. is my business,
Gabelle," m'sieur concluded. "You are
oppressed with the system under which
we live? My friend, I find the system
very good." He glanced round the
luxurious room in which they were
talking—m'sieur le marquis in his gold-
and-brocade chair; Gabelle standing. a>

a servant should, before him. "I will

die, my dear, stupid Gabelle. in the
system under which my family has
always lived."

"There will come trouble," Gabelle
told him. "Great trouble. It is im
possible to remain unaware of it. The
people are living in misery. They are
starving whilst we revel and waste meat
and bread. They are living in hovel-
unlit for pigs whilst we "

"Live in some degree of comfort." St.
Evremond finished for him. "Do you
intend to give up your position?"
Gabelle was silent.

"It is said." continued his master
carelessly, "that England is a refuge
for many. You remember a compatriot
who has found a refuge there. A
doctor ?"

"I do."
"With his daughter," went on St.

Evremond. "He .spent many years in

prison, Gabelle, von may also remember,
for interfering with my plan-. Hut you
are fatigued— let us go to bed. Ring
for my valet."
In his bed-room, the valet come and

gone, m'sieur le marquis prepared for

sleep. Ho rang for Gabelle when he

had got himself leisurely into the great

golden bed. Gabelle, grave and sick at

heart, came again to him.

"A shadow seemed to pass my win-
dow," said Evremond. "Perhaps it was
my fancy, but I would like you to step

out to the balcony and make sure there
arc no shadows. It is very warm to-

night. Gabelle—you must see that my
room is properly aired each day."

Gabelle went to the balcony, with its

quaint, gargoyed stone faces against the

creeper-clad walls. If there was anothei
gargoyed living face there, it was
hidden in the gloom as he ;tared out
over the parched countryside. The sky
was blue-black with heat. A dull silence

prevailed everywhere.
Down in the miserable village was

complete darkness.
"They cannot afford to buy even i

farthing candle!" Gabelle told himself
bitterly. "They are hungry, naked.
suffering—thej are hating us with all

the dreadful strength of their weakness.
He returned to he- master.

"There is nothing, sir, but the

coining of a storm."
"How fortunate, my clear Gabelle.

that we are so safe from storms." spoke
Evremond sleepily. " Good-night—

I

look to the pleasure of seeing you again
in the morning."
Gabelle tiptoed out of the greal bed-

room.
Shadow- gathered, deepening the

night. The curtains a t the open win-
dow moved .softly. A si ill deeper
shadow came out of them— it held a
dagger in its hand; " crept towards
the golden bed. It paused for a moment.
to make sure that m'sieur le marquis
was King on hi- side a-leep. It felt for

his breast, then, as m'sifiur stirred a

little, the dagger was struck home
straight into the arrogant heart beneath
the lace-covered breast.

A choking cry was unheard in the

sudden boom of thunder that rolled Up
along the fields and gardens.
Round the hilt of the dagger was a

frill of paper. On it was scrawled :

"Drive him fast to his tomb! This
from Jacques the Fifth !"

You'll never pull this off I
" Barsad muttered,
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Taking the Bastille

THE murder of St. Evrcmond was a
warning. But the approaching
footsteps of a deeply embittered

people found no echo in the mincing
measures of the minuet. A week went
bj—Gaspard (Jacques the Fifth) was
caught and hanged by the neck on a
gibbet outside the Bastille, and allowed
to swing there, naked and dead, under
the scorching sun.

Foreign soldiers were brought in to

quell any risings of the people.
Said Madame Defarge, always

knitting :

" Starving people might wait a long
lime before fighting French soldiers, but
against hired foreigners " She
drugged her shoulders. "Any day, any
hour !"

A huge woman, with wild, streaming
black hair, cackled a high, shrill laugh :

" Say, any minute !" she cried. ' As
sure as they call me La Vengeance—any
moment !"

A sly, hook-nosed gentleman entered
the wine shop. Madame Defarge saw
him without turning her head. She
carelessly picked up the cut rose in the
vase and twined it in her hair. One
by one the customers went out, La Ven-
geance last of all

"Cognac," spoke the hook-nosed one.
"The best you have."
.Madame served him.
"You come from England, m'sieur?"
"I? Oh—well, yes. I am John

Barsad—half-French." Defarge had en-
tered the shop. "And this is M'sieur
Jacques Defarge?"
Defarge shook his great head.

"You mistake. My name is not
Jacques."
"I'm sorry, m'sieur. My business here

is in regard to the late Marquis de
St. Evremond. The heir to the title

is residing in England—he is a clerk in

a bank."
Madame Defarge questioned slyly :

"He will soon reside at the chateau at
Versailles, no doubt?"

"It was burned to the ground last

night," said Barsad, swigging at his

hrandy-and-water. "Another glass,

please. The gentleman is married to

the pretty daughter of Dr. Manctte

—

you remember the doctor?"
"Do I?" Madame had to think. Just

then a company of foreign soldiers came
marching by. Barsad ran out to join
them, forgetting his drink. Madame
Defarge glanced at her husband and
removed the rose from her hair.

The wine shop filled up. The three
domino men—called Jacques One, Two,
and Three—came in together. Their
leader called sharply to Defarge:

" It is come, Jacques 1 The people
wait your command I"

Defarge flung off his apron.
"Keep near to me, Jacques Three I"

he cried. "And do you, Jacques One
and Two, separate and put yourselves
at the head of as many patriots as you
can. Where is my wife?"

Madame reappeared from the par-
lour as he spoke.
"Here you sec me," she answered.

"I do not knit to-day. I go with you,
for the moment. Presently I will lead
tl.e women."
Dcnso crowds of people had poured

into the narrow street. All were armed
with sticks, axes, bars of iron, pikes

—

any weapon they could find. A tre-

mendous, never-ceasing roar rose from
ilieir throats, briefly Silenced when
Defarge came to the door of his shop.

As a whirlpool has a centre, so all

the raging circled round him.
"Patriots and friends!" cried De-

farge. " We aro ready 1 My comrades
W.i> 30th, 1936.
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will serve out arms—all that I have been
able to collect

"

Yells of triumph rent the torrid air.

"Wo will make history this fourteenth
day of July !" went on Defarge. "Come
forward all those who can handle a
musket and shoot straight!"

A scene of wild confusion followed,
but soon Defarge was marching at the
head of a living sea, rising wave upon
wave. Alarm bells were ringing, drums
wrere beating—but the sea of long-
oppressed, furious people was thunder-
ing loudest of all. -w

"To the Bast'He!" Defarge shouted.
They came flooding the square before

the grim, gaunt battlemented building.
They swept the foreign soldiers away
like chaff before the wind. They began
to shoot at the guards seen on the roof
as these hurriedly fired down upon
them, trying to pick out the leaders.

Deep ditch, double drawbridges, mas-
sive stone walls, eight great towers,
cannons on the battlements—fire and
smoke and the ceaseless roaring of an
unchained mad monster—the common
people of the city ! An hour of riot and
confusion ; then Defarge was seen on a
ladder, axe in hand, with Jacques
Three, ascending under a hail of bullets,

to the chains which held the main draw-
bridge. A lull came whilst thousands
upon thousands of eyes- watched their

dauntless leaders.

The strokes of the axes resounded on
the coupling links of the great chains;
a ceaseless firing came from the roof
of the doomed building—then came a
sudden, mighty rush and a crash as the
drawbridge fell brokenly across the
ditch !

Defarge dropped down to lead his

army.
But yells and cries told him of some-

thing amiss. French troops had come
charging into the square. The mob fell

back before them, sullenly.

The soldiers formed into double ranks,
with muskets at the "present." They
faced the mob.
"About!" shrieked their captain.

The soldiers faced the Bastille, muskets
elevated to sweep the battlements.
"Fire!"
On the instant with this salvo, the

cheers of the people rent the smoke-
laden burning air.

"The soldiers are with us !" came the

cry.

Unheralded, unhoped for, Frenchmen
in uniform had joined the Frenchmen in

rags. Rebellion had turned to Revolu-
tion !

Defarge was swept into the Bastille

at the head of as motley and ferocious

a mob as the world has ever seen. A
white flag fluttered from one of the
eight great towers. The Bastille had
fallen !

"Release the prisoners!" screamed a
voice. At once it was taken up by ten
thousand throats. "Release the
prisoners !"

Billow upon billow of that mighty sea

swept over the prison. When the fore-

most billows had passed, Defarge laid

his hand upon the breast of one of the

trembling warders.
"The North Tower I" he hissed. "Cell

105!"

"There is no one there," quavered the
man.

"Kill him!" spoke Jacques Three.
The terrified man put up a hand.
"I will take you to the cell !"

"Quickly, then!" They camo up
many stairs to a small prison— four

blackened walls with a rusted iron ring

in one of them. Defarge's fierce cms
scanned the place. "Here, Jacques "

He pointed to some cut-in words on a

\
ery Tuesday

brick at the side of the small fireplace.
"See 'A. M.'—Alexandre Sfanetfte I

See also ' A poor physician.' Lend me
your crowbar."

Defarge loosened the brick on which
the initials had been cut. forcing the
crowbar through into the chimney.
Something fluttered to the hearth

—

Defarge snatched it up and thrust it

into his pocket.

"Collect straw and wood and fire the
place," Defarge commanded. "We will
burn this den of infamy to the ground !"

The Bastille was soon blazing from
end to end. Eight great towers fell in,

one by one, as night came to make the
scenes in Paris more dreadful still. All
the great houses had been sacked ; the
shops had been pillaged ; hundreds of
the hated "aristocrats " had been
caught and hacked to death. Thousands
had been herded like sheep for slaugh-
ter in the civil prisons, to wait a trial
where the verdict of "Guilty " was
already pronounced.

A Cry of Despair

IN Telson's Bank the staff were very
busy. Nobles and rich folk from
France had come flying post haste

to London. They crowded into Telson's
to get money, freely mortgaging their
estates. Telson junior (aged seventy),
called on Mr. King's Counsel Stryver
for advice.
Mr. Stryver, accompanied as ever, by

his "brain"—Mr. Sydney Carton—gave
forth the beginnings of his opinion in
the private room at the bank.

"These aristocrats are fools," Sti

was booming. "They aren't
enough! They should hang a few 61

these rascals to lamp-posts—let 'em
swing—and that's all the revolution
there would be !"

"The time may come." said Carton
gently, "when George Washington will

be a better remembered Englishman
than George the Third." _ J

,

"Eh?" Stryver turned to him.
"What's that?"
"Your kind of talk lost us the

American colonies," said Carton. He
turned to Telson junior, a mild, bald
little man. "You business fellows read
nothing but ledgers. You're badly
informed. This revolution has got to

be spelled in capital letters. I wouldn't
lend these runaway French nobles one
single penny. Their estates are already
gone beyond recall."

" Exactly what I was going to say,"

declared Stryver. "My considered
opinion !"

Telson junior rang for Mr. Lorry.

"The bank will advance no more
money on properties in Paris or
France," Telson junior stated, " Inform
the cashiers, Mr. Lorry, if you please."

In the bank. Darnay was sorting

letters just in from abroad. Amongst
them was one addressed to himself

under the title " Marquis de St.

Evremond." It was from his old tutor,

Cabelle. It ran:

"M'sieur. I have been seized and
brought to Paris on a charge of treason.

I am to be summoned before the

Tribunal of the People, and shall lose

my head unless I have your immediate
personal assistance. I am confined sn

the prison of the " Abbaye " in Paris

—it is in vain that I tell them I have
never collected, nor ever sent yon any
rent moneys. I do not know how or

where to address this cry of utter

despair—but Citizen Defarge, who is

now a great power, states that- you are

employed in the bank of Messrs. Telson,

and that yon alone can save me. So I

write to you, m'sieur, praying that this
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mav reach you before I am destroyed.

Your afflicted old frieud—Gabelle."
"14th Sept., 1789."

Darnay acted without hesitating one
moment. He applied for leave or

absence from the bank and sent Jerry
Cruncher to book him a seat in the

Dover coach.
He asked Lorry to break the news of

his departure to Lucie—and to their

little one, Lucie the second, now aged
nine years, and as pretty as her pretty
mother.
"I must go," Darnay told his friend.

"It seems that Gabelle, my old tutor,

has been arrested on a charge that he
has sent moneys out of the country to

me. He is in danger of death. I shall

return within the week."

"I am going to Paris next mouth,"
Lorry interrupted him. " I am to take
over our Paris branch. Can I not clear

your friend? I do not like the idea of

you going there alone, Charles."

"There is no danger for me," Darnay
answered, "any more than for you.
Gabelle is in great danger—not a
moment is to be lost."

Gabelle was already past all hope.
He had been urged to write the letter

by Madame Defarge, and had been
stabbed through the back before the
ink had dried on the page !

Lorry, strange misgivings beneath hi*

brown tunic, saw Darnay off by coach.
He went, with Carton to the house in

Soho where the young couple lived with
Dr. Manettc and Mi-s Prosa—now
governess to the little Lucie.

Carton, as a privileged person, went
Ubstairs to where Lucie was playing
with her child. Lorry stayed below,
talking with the doctor. He told him
that Darnay had gone to Paris.

Manette started up, his face white as
ashes.

"But they will kill him!" he cried.

''Let us go after him before it is too
late !"

"They will not harm Charles." said
Lorry. "Ho is of the people—like

themselves."

"He is the Marquis de St. Evre-
mond," Manette broke in, his eyes
burning bright. "I should have told

you—I promised to tell Lucie on her
wedding-day I But I could not—the
name is one of hatred to me. Hatred
and fear. It was his uncle who caused
me to spend those terrible years in the
Bastille."

"Gracious heaven!" Lorry gasped.
"Oh, my dear friend, why—why did you
not speak before !" He wrung his old
hands. " Wo must go to Dover and
bring him back. Pray with all your
soul we may not be too late !"

Manette had recovered himself.

"We will follow him, if he has
already left Dover. As a victim of
the aristocrats I shall be welcome in

France. 1 can save him !" He added
in a choking voice: "How strange
that I, who suffered so at the hands of
an Eviemond, must go now to save one
of that name !"

The Tribunal

THEY were executing fifty to sixty
aristocrats every morning in the
square, before the ruins of the

Bastille.

The Tribunal was sitting on a raised
platform in a hall near by. A statue
of Justice was a prominent figure
behind them. A jury of patriots sat
on the left hand of the judge, a sinister
fellow upon whose head was a huge
black plumed cap. He called the names
of the prisoners, reading them from a
list before him.
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" Former Count d'Estournelles !" he

read out.

A tall, handsome man was thrust
forward from the little crowd by the
door leading from the charge-room. He
advanced firmly to the cleared space
before the Tribunal—a motley gang
drawn from the very dregs of the people.

"You are charged with treason
against the common safety, former
Count d'Estournelles," spoke the judge.
"Have you anything to say?"

"Nothing that I could say would
make any impression on you," came the
quiet answer. "I prefer the dignity of
silence."

The judge turned to the jury.
" You hear, comrades—he prefers t lie

dignity of silence !"

A roar of laughter followed.
"Vote!" called the judge when the

ci uel laughter had ended.
Shouts of "Guilty! Guilty!" came

from them.
The judge waved a dirty hand to

the guards.
"Death within forty-eight hours!

Take him aw ay !"

The count was hustled across the
court to another door. A young girl

was brought in. Madame Defarge,
silting below (lie judge, ceased her
knitting to state at the poor, trembling
child. Tin' judge bent his black brows
upon the girl.

"What is your profession?" he
demanded.

NEXT WEEK'S GRAND
FILM THRILLERS!

ROBERT ALLEN
IN

" GUARD THAT GIRL "

When Larry Donovan and Badge
Edwards are asked by an attorney to

provide a girl to impersonate—for a lew
days—an beiress whose life is in danger,
they decline the commission ; bat
Budge's beautiful secretary, Helen
Bradford, insists on playing the part of
the heiress, and so the three become

involved in perilous adventure.

" SUICIDE SQUAD "

A story of peace-time heroes who guard
your homes from the devouring flames.
The adventures of a rookie fireman who
did his best to be a hero and at first

succeeds only too well. Thunderous
thrills with Norman Foster in the star-

ring role.

Also

Another smashing episode of the serial

—

" FLASH GORDON "

Starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers.

"I am a seamstress, citizen." cama
the faint answer.

" You are accused of consorting with
one, Pierre Coty, a traitor, who haa
[laid the penalty."
"He was my friend, citizen I gtew

up with him."
" You should not have such friends.

Jeanne Fontaine." He turned to the
jury. "Vote—vote!"
With one accord they shouted

"Guilty !"

The judge waved her on.
"Death within forty-eight hours!"
The poor girl uttered a piteous cry.

but the guards quickly surrounded her
and hustled her away. Madame
Defarge resumed her knitting: the
judge was handed up some bread and
cheese on a plate. He began to eat..

spluttering mouthfuls of food betwixt
In- teeth.

"Tli.' Marquis de St. Eviemond

—

called Darnay !"

Charles was thrust forward He
advanced boldly to the Tribunal

"You are suspected as an enemy to
the Republic." said the judge, break-
ing off a hunk of bread.
"I deny it," said Charles. "I am

a friend of the people."
Sitting in a space reserved far

prisoners' witnesses were Lucie. Dr.
Manette. and Mr. Lorry. Lucie nu
drying her tears—the fate of the poor
little seamstress had affected her deeply.

" You are also accused under tho
decree which forbids the return of all

aristocrat emigrants." The judge read
from his paper.
"I am not an emigrant, nor an

aristocrat." Darnay answered. "I gave
up my titles years ago. I felt I would
rather live on my own industry than on
the overburdened people."
Madame Defarge called out :

"A lot he care- about thai ! Away
with him !"

The judge asked :

"Tell us why you came back to
France."
"I came to save a friend of the people

—one who is unjustly accused. I hope
that is not criminal in the eyes of tho
Republic
The jury whispered together, nodding

their red-capped heads. They were
impressed with this reply.

" What is the name of this friend?"
the judge asked.

"
( 'iti7.cn Gabelle."

"Call him." the judge ordered. The
ragged ushers raised a shout, of

"Gabelle! Gabelle! Citizen Gabelle!"
Then- w as no reply.

"He is evidently not here." the judge
stated. "That is strange—the man he
came to save is not here. Have you
any other w itness?

"

Darnay had been surprised and con-
futed by the non-appearance of Gabelle.
He began to fear he had been trapped.
"Dr. Manette will speak for me," he
answered.
Manette stepped down to the cleared

space. He stood bravely before the

i
urv

<.. .

"Citizens, you all know of my long
imprisonment in the Bastille How I

was released by my good friends and
yours, Jacques and Therese Defarge.
I know the prisoner well—I know where
his sympathies are. They arc with
you, the people. ThCy always were.
He is a true citizen—what better proof
can I give you than, when he asked my
daughter's consent m marriage, I gave
my consent gladly?"
The jury again whispered together,

nodding their approval. Manette con-
tinued earnestly

:

" My daughter's happiness is in the
hands of the prisoner. I have suffered

May 30lu, 1036.
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enough from my enemies. From you,
citizens, to whom I owe my liberty "

—

he half turned towards Jacques and
Madame Defarge—"may I not ask a

final blessing? To enjoy that liberty

which you have given me?"
The jury were all ready to vote "Not

Guilty " when Madame Defarge flung
down her knitting and sprang to her
feet.

"Stop!" she shrilled. "I accuse the

man St. Evremond, called Darnay 1

I (lie of a family of tyrants who have
bitterly oppressed the people ! I bring
witnesses !"

"Name them," spoke the judge.

"Mv husband. Myself. And

—

Dr. Manette !"

Manette cried

:

" I protest. It is a lie ! I do not
denounce this man !"

Madame Defarge had plucked a faded
crumpled paper from the bosom of her
dress.

" How can you say so when it is here !

Let me read " She opened the paper.
"Listen, all! 'For what the St.

Evremonds have made me suffer, for all

that they have made the people suffer.

I, Alexandre Manette, in this hour of
iny unbearable agony, do denounce the
whole family of St. Evremond, them
and their descendants, to the last of
their race.' This was written in the
Bastille by Dr. Manette. in scrapings
of soot and charcoal, mixed with his own
blood I"

Manette stared at her aghast.

"Number 105," he slowly muttered.
"I had forgotten." He reeled and would
have fallen, if one of the ragged
warders had not rushed to support him.
Madame Defarge went on.

" It tells of how, as a young doctor,
he had been summoned to the bedside
of a girl, dying through the merciless
oppression of the Marquis de St.

Evremond ! It tells how her young
brother was slain when he tried to
rescue her. It describes the agonies
of those two innocent children. That
boy is dead—that girl is dead. All
that family have died through the
cruelty of the St. Evremonds ! All but
one—a sister. She was hidden from
them—and she lived. She lives to-day.
I am that sister, and I demand the life

of the last of that black brood. I
demand it !"

"But this prisoner," cried Manette,
"he had nothing to do with it." •

The judge held up his hand.
Vote, citizens !"

Yells of "Guilty!" rose from the
throats of all. "Guilty !"

The judge scarcely waited for silence.
"D<-;iih within forty-eight hours!"

Carton Comes to Them

IN a room over Telson's Bank, in the
Rue St. Honore, they were gathered
together in utter despair. Lucie,

old Lorry. Dr. Manette. Miss Pross and
little Lucie, who was playing with a
dreadful toy, something given to her
by a woman in the streets. It was a
little wooden model of the guillotine.

Manette, old and slinking, faltered:
" There is yet a chance. I will go to

Citizen Danton, the head of the
Revolution. I will implore him to save
( lharles."

"Dear father," whispered Lucie.
" Heaven lie « ith you !"

A few minutes later came a knock
at the door. Sydney Carton entered.
Ho had heard the dread news. He
kissed the cold hand Lucie extended to
him.

" You come in a sad hour, Sydney,"
she murmured, checking her sobs.
May 30tli, 1086.
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"Forgive me if I go to my room. I

cannot help my tears."

Carton came to the little girl and saw
the toy. He took it gently from her.

" Go to your mother, dear. Comfort
her." He turned to Lorry when the
child with Miss Pross had gone. " When
is the—the execution t© take place?"
he asked Lorry.
"To-morrow morning."
"You are leaving Paris?"
"I am taking her away. Nothing

can be done."
Carton made no comment on this. He

only asked : -w^
"Do you know if Barsad is in Pans?"
" lie has gone over to them, of

course," Lorry answered fretfully. "I
am not interested in him."
"I am much interested," Carton

stated. " Especially if he should be
connected with the prison of La Force,
where Darnay is held."
"He is an officer there."

"You all have your permits to leave
Paris?" Carton asked.

" We have." Lorsy heard footsteps
and ran to the door. Manette entered,
his eyes very bright. He advanced
into the room, ignoring both Lorry and
Carton. Lucie came out from her
bedroom.

" Father, have you seen Danton
already?" she cried, running to him in
hope.
"How can I make my shoes if you

don't give me any thread?" he answered
dully.

Lucie lifted drowning eyes to Carton.
Lorry whispered to her:
"It is of no use. He doesn't even hear

you. I'll take him to his room."
Carton drew near to Lucie when they

were alone. She murmured

:

"If only I could see Charles again.
But once " She clutched at Carton's
hand. "I can't even do that!"

He gently pressed her icy fingers. Lorry
came hack.
"Your father is calling for you,

Lucie."
He led her away, then returned to Car-

ton, who had helped himself to wine from
a decanter. Lorry frowned as he said:
"That is all you can do!"
Carton shrugged.
" It helps me to think. Yon all have

permits to leave this city ? Miss Pross.

Lucie and her child, Manette, yourself?
That man of yours—Jerry?"

"I've told you so!"
" Lucie is in great danger. So is the

little one. The doctor is suspected, too.

Therese Defarge, that tigress, has sworn
to exterminate them all. I hear Lucie
went to the wine-shop to-day to make a

vain appeal to her. Folly—utter mad-
ness! Defarge will have your permits
cancelled." lie felt in his pocket.
"Here's mine—take it!"

Loiry did so.

"Why do you give me this?"
"At eight to-night have the carriago

ready. Leave immediately my place is

occupied. Drive away without delay or
any argument." He added, in a changed
voice: "Yours is a long life to look back
upon, Mr. Lorry."
"I'm seventy-eight. Nobody will weep

for me."
"Not Lucie? Ah, you know she will!

If you had gained neither love, nor even
respect, it would be a bitter thought."
Ho took up Lorry's big overcoat. " May
1 borrow this? Thanks. Don't let any-
thing chango your plans. Go, on the
instant my place is occupied in the
carriage."
He filled his glass and drained it, took

up the big, loose coat, and swaggered
out of the room.
He went to the prison of La Force and

waited about the great forbidding door-
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way. Many came and Vnt ; but Carton,
clad in Lorry's coat, oiny lounged and
watched.
At last Barsad, very official now, came

forth.

"Hey, old friend—you work late!"
Carton called to him.
Barsad stared suspiciously.
"It's yon, Mr. Carton. What arc you

doing here ?"

"I want an interview with Darnay."
"What good will that do?" Barsad

questioned.
Carton whispered low to the ~py:
" You cannot refuse me ! How long

would your head stay on your shoulders
if I told the Committee of Public Safety
that you were once in St. Evremond's
service?"
"Hush! Don't whisper it even !" Bar-

sad's hook nose went a dirty white.
"You can see him. I'll come with you.
But it's quite hopeless."'

They went into the prison together. A
gaoler came forward.
"You return, Citizen Barsad?"
"With a friend, Citizen Victor. Which

is the Evremond cell?" "

"Third on the left, citizen. Ten
minutes—no more."
They walked together in the semi-

darkness.
"Wait here," said Carton.
He rapped on the door of cell twenty-

three and entered, whilst Barsad stood
uneasily outside.
Darnay, sitting at a table beneath a

heavily barred window, sprang up.
"Carton—of all people!"

"I bring you a request from Lucie.
She begs you to do exactly as I say."
"Dear fellow, it is useless to attcn{pt

any form of escape."
Carton drew near to him.
" Don't waste time, Charles. Take this

pencil and paper—and write."

Darnay wonderingly did so. He sat
at the tabic on the rickety chair. Carton
dictated

:

'"The time has come to prove what I

once told you. That I would give every-
thing to save a life you loved. This is

no subject for regret or grief. '
" Ho

looked over Darnay's shoulder. "Hurry,
hurry !"

" There's something smelling queer
" Darnay was saying, when Carton

suddenly clapped a handkerchief over his

face.

Darnay struggled up, but Carton held
on to him. They swayed and struggled
together; then softly Darnay collapsed
and fell into his friend's arms. Carton
laid him down on the straw bed.

He flung off the big overcoat and.
with quick hands, stripped Darnay of his

outer clothes. He fore off his own, he
put them on Darnay—now senseless

under the narcotic with which the hand-
kerchief had been saturated. He dressed
himself in Darnay's east off clothes. He
combed back his hair into the fashion in

which Darney wore it. Barsad was at

the door.
"Time's up!" he whispered. He stared

from one to the other. He shook his

head. "You'll never pull this off," he
muttered.
"Do as you're told. Get him to Tel-

son's Bank by eight."
He lifted Darnay to his feet and put

Lorry's coat around him. Darnay was
like a drunken man. He wound an arm
about Barsad's shoulders.
"There's got to be someone here!"
Barsad spoke in terror.

Carton answered :

"I shall be here."
He picked up Darnay's unfinished letter

and thrust it into the pocket of the big
coat. Ho forced his hat down over
Darnay's ruffled hair.

(Continued on page 27)
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A young detective finds a blood-stained coat and knows that the owner is wanted for
the murder of the District Attorney. He trails the killer, and then gets a shock to

find it is his father whom he thought dead. What shall he do ? A stirring drama.
starring Ray Walker

The LAXT ASSIGNMENT
>.wThe Blood-stained Coat

HO is this bearded man?"
The speaker was a thin,

elderly man. Ho sat before a

huge desk in an imposing barn of a
room and stared at the headlines of that
morning's paper. Looking over his

shoulder was a thick-set young man.
The headlines announced that the Dis-

trict Attorney had been shot down in

cold blood the previous evening as he
was leaving his offices. In the semi-light
several people had sighted the killer,

but except that the man was broad of

shoulder and had a dark beard, none
could give a description.

John Russell, head of the Criminal
Investigation Department of the city,

glanced round at Bob Norton, one of the
smartest detectives on his staff.

"All the papers and incriminating
evidence against Krane vanished with
the D.A.'s dispatch-case, and Krane
should have come up for trial to-day,"
Russell stated. "Enough evidence had
been collected to put Krane and his

murdering gang of counterfeiters away
for life, now all that we can hope for

is a week's adjournment of the case,
and at the end of the week, if there is

still no evidence, Krane's twisty
attorney will be screaming about
damages for his client."
"The boys have combed the city," an-

swered Bob. "Every dive has been
searched, and they can't get a line on
this bearded man."
"Bob, I want you to take up the

case." Russell looked shrew'dly at the
young detective. "For more reasons
than one. Firstly, because I think
you're one of the best men on the force,
and secondly because I should like

to see you gain promotion. Two thou-
sand dollars reward goes with tho cap-

ture of the bearded man, and that

would make a pleasant wedding
present."
Bob grinned.
"Thank you. chief. Mighty nice of

you to give me this chance. I finished

that dope-smuggling case last night, and
I'm free to start right away. VVhen I

say right away, I would like to look up
Marie for a chat. I've been out of town
on this dope case for over a week."
"Get all the facts from Hendricks, de-

cide how you'll tackle the case, and
spend the evening with Marie if nothing
urgent occurs," suggested the kindly
chief. "Best of luck, Bob."
Bob Horton thought himself a very

lucky young fellow. He was engaged
to marry Chief Russell's daughter,
Marie. The chief had been a great
friend of Bob's mother, and when the
latter had died while the boy was still

at college, he had treated him almost
like his own son. Bob had been en-
rolled as a member of the force, and
at the age of twenty was the chief's
right-hand man. No wonder he
whistled merrily as he went off to seek
Hendricks.
That dour-faced detective scowled

when informed that Bob was now on the
case. Hendricks did not like Horton,
and the chief reason was Marie. With
ill grace he gave, his rival the most
important facts of the case.

' If you think you can find this
bearded mystery then you're welcome,"
sneered Hendricks. "Every hide-out in
this city has been searched, but this guy
has gone to earth—if I can't find him
I'm darn sure you can't."

"I can but try." Bob refused to be
drawn into a quarrel. "I might get a

lucky break and pick up some clue."

"Not this year !" was the other's jeer-

ing comment.
Bob grinned and made no answer ; ho

had little time for Hendricks. After
studying the evidence and deciding that

there was little he could do that day.

Bob went off to his comfortable apart-

ments. After a clean up, he rang
Marie and told her that he was coming
round.
"Maybe wo could go to a show or a

dance this evening'.'" he suggested over
the 'phone. "Any rate, I'm going to

look round at the cleaners and collect

that dinner -nit I left before I went out
of town. I'll get it on the way to your
place. Gee, I'm looking forward to

seeing you, Marie !"

On leaving his apartments, he drove
his powerful two-seater car across town
to a busy little thoroughfare in the
foreign quarter. The quick-clean
laundry had never given him cause to

grumble. He nodded to the man in

charge and tossed over a ticket.

Lounging against the counter he gazed
idly around. There were dozens of

suits, overcoats, and other garments
arranged on hangers, and he wondered
how many there could be. He lit a
cigarette as the man seemed unable to

trace his suit and, for the first time,

noticed a bundle of clothing lying on
the counter. Absently he fingered tho
dark material, and for something better

to do pulled the coat towards him.
There was a dark stain on one elbow.
Instantly Bob Horton was roused.

One touch of the dark patch on this

brown suit told him it was blood.
May 30th, 1936.
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Blood on both sleeves. He examined
the inside of the sleeves and noticed

that the lining was not stained. The
owner of this coat had come in contact
with some wounded, badly bleeding
body. The D.A. had bled profusely,

and the bearded man, in wrenching
away the dispatch-case, must have come
in contact with the body—probably had
searched the pockets of his victim.

"Here's your suit, sir." The laundry
man's voice disturbed him. "Got placed
hi the reserved section."
"Where did you get this coat?"

snapped Horton, his eyes alight.

"Delivered about an hour ago, sir.

It's an urgent job."
"I'll bet it is." Bob produced a

badge that proclaimed his calling.

"Just spill all you know about this

suit."

"Brought in this morning by a
woman," explained the laundry man.
"As far as I recollect she runs some
sort of an apartment house—I've got
the address. This suit belongs to one of

?ier lodgers. She told me of the blood-
Gtains, and that her lodger had helped
someone badly hurt in a car smash."
"That's possible," decided Horton.

"Give me the address and I'll call

round. Better keep my suit—I'll call

back for it."

It was an apartment house, and he
was shown in to see a Mrs. Gordon, who
showed symptoms of a breakdown when
she saw the badge—the police always
gave her a turn. Bob Horton decided
that at some time she might have run
foul of the law. If necessary, he would
inquire into her record.
"Xo harm's coming to you, Mrs.

Gordon, if you answer a few simple
questions," he told her. "You took a
suit to the cleaners this morning for one
41 your lodgers. Describe what occurred
and what this lodger is like."
Mrs. Gordon told the same tale of

the ear smash and her guest's eagerness
to have the suit cleaned. Ho was an
elderly, broad-shouldered man, and had
a beard. He seldom went out, and
always at night, coming home at all

hours of the morning. Horton became
and more certain that by luck he

clerer of the District

a thrill to hear .Mrs.

Cordon .-._. ier lodger was in his
own room on the next floor.

Horton went to the 'phone and got
through to headquarters and his chief.
The latter answered that he would
instruct Hendricks and two car-loads ol
police to go at once to the lodging-
ll< I i so.

Mrs. Gordon gasped when Bob Horton
took out a revolver from his pocket.
"I'm going up there to sec this lodger

with the beard," the detective said. "I
reckon he's the guy we want for the
murder of the D.A. When the boys get
hen . tell them where I've gone."
Very quietly he went up the stairs

and tiptoed down the corridor to Room
No. 24.

A Terrible Choice

VERY cautiously Bob Horton turned
the handle of the door and gave
the faintest of pushes—the door

was not locked. He listened with an
ear against the panelling and could
hear gurgling water. The lodger might
be in the bath-room attached to the
room. Soon ho had pushed the door
sufficiently far open to glance into one
side of the room. The gurgling water
was mixed with splashing sounds.
Noiselessly he entered the room with

his gun ready for any trouble. There
was no one—the lodger was in the bath-
room. He edged over the carpet till

he could glance round the open bath-
room door. A man in his shirt-slecvce
May 30th, 1036.
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was standing before a> mirror, and in

his hand was a razor.
Bob made no sound as he watched the

man shaving off a thick, stubbly black
beard. The task was complete, and the
detective edged nearer the door to gain
a glimpse of the man, and it was then
that the suspect, looking into the mirror,
saw the face of a man depicted there.

He whipped round.
"Stick 'em up!" shouted Bob. "One

move from Dad !"

Bob Horton found himself looking at

the father whom he thought dead.

The elder man stared intently, almost
eagerly—a half-smile on his lips—and
then ho saw the gun. His face hardened.
"Well?"
"You were reported killed!" Bob

gasped out. "Why have you never let

us know ? It's five years since "

"I made a prison break," said the
father, his mouth twisted in a smile.

"Got into a boat and tried to escape.
The boat upset and the three gaolbirds
in it drowned. One of the bodies was
supposed to be me, but I hid in the
marshes and got away." He laughed.
" And I'm not such a fool as to imagine
that you would have been pleased to
see your convict father. Besides, Bob,
it was best for your sake that I remain
dead."
"Don't say that, dad," argued Bob.

"You could make a clean start."

"After a gaol break?" He gave a

sneering laugh. "What a hope! If

they had caught me I would have been
back in the pen for five years. And just

suppose I hadn't made a break and I'd

served my sentence. Would people have
rushed forward to give mij a job ? No,
they'd have spurned me as if I were a

mangy cur. Once you've gone over to
the wrong side of the street it's mighty
hard to get back."
Bob had to admit to himself that this

was true. His father had been a big
man in engineering at one time, had
lost his money in wild speculation, and
helped himself to trust funds on a

gamble on gold-mining shares. The
mine was barren and Horton senior

went to prison. After serving a year
he had been the ringleader in a prison
break.
"How did you trace me?"
The question brought the younger

man back to realities. He stared at his

father with dread.
Bob hesitated, then squared his

shoulders :

"You were shaving off a beard in

there—why ?"

"I thought a beard didn't, suit me."
Horton could not face his son's eyes.

"Made me look too old."

"You sent Mrs. Gordon round to the
cleaners with a suit," Bob persisted.

"It was blood-stained. What's your
explanation ?"

"
I told Mrs. Gordon that

"

"I've heard that tale, and I don't
believe it !" rapped out the son. "I
might have, if it hadn't been for that

beard. The D.A. was shot and the
papers concerning the Kranc case
vanished. Before the crash came you
were verv friendly with that cheap
crook. Did you kill the D.A. ?"

"Yes."
Now Jim Horton faced his son

squarely.
"You murdered him?"
Horton bowed his head.
"I was driven to it. For the last

five years I've been working for Kranc
and haven't had the nerve to break
from his clutches. I'vo wanted to give
nivself up, kill myself and end it all,

but I've been a coward. But I'm glad
now the law has got me—it'll be the end
of a living hell."

E^Yy Tuesday

"But you killed a man in cold
blood!"
"He was responsible for my five-year

sentence," raged the father. "He "was
a man who would use false evidence
and try any dirty trick to win his case.
Krane swore that if I did this he
would never bother me again, but fate,

son, had other ideas."
The sound of a siren made Bob start

nervously.
"The police ! I warned them I had

trailed a likely suspect."
Jim Horton shrugged his shoulders.
" I forgot for the moment that you

were one of the force's brightest de-
tectives. Truly an irony of fate that
a son should take in his own father.
Horton's a common name; I won't let

them know you are my son. You'll get
the credit for arresting the murderer of
the D.A. and "

"Be quiet, father!" raved Bob. "I
can't do it. You're my own flesh and
blood. I believe all you say about the
D.A., but if he had been the grandest,
of men, and you had murdered a hun-
dred people, 1 couldn't do this to you.
You've got to escape."
"Too late, son," Horton smiled. "The

police-cars are outside."
"The firc-esegpo and the roof!"

quickly cried Bob. "Get out through
the bath-room, and I'll pretend you got
away from me. There are several other
fire-escapes, and I'm sure it is a long,
flat roof. Make a break for it. I hope
you make it, but I'd rather you made
an attempt than have to take you in to
certain death. If they get you, dad

—

well, I'll be mighty sorry, but I want
you to do your best to escape and then
clear right out. and, even if you starve,
go straight. I'll always help you."
"Your mother's child." Jim Horton

smiled proudly. "I get your reasoning,
Bob. I'll try it."

The door was bolted, and Hendricks
and his men had to break it down.
They were surprised to find Bob Hoi I

whose hair was disarranged and on tho
ground lay his gun.
"He slugged me," he muttered.

" Made a getaway."
They rushed into the bath-room, and

someone sighted a figure on the fire-

escape. Tiie detectives rushed up to the
roof, and Bob Horton went with them.
Bob sighted his father lurking by a

chimney stack. He fired his gun when
the others weren't looking and shouted
that he had seen a bearded man going
down one of the fire-escapes'. They--fell
for tho trap, and left the roof clear for
the killer to escape down one of the
oilier fire escapes.
Hendricks was scathing in his re-

marks, and said that Bob wasn't capable
of looking after a lot of school kids.

The Frame-up

THE next morning Chief Russell sent
for Bob. lie stated that ho had
had a report from Hendricks, and

that it did not read too well regarding
Bob's share in the affair.

"I can't imagine you letting this man
get away !" the chief cried. "Nor can
I understand you imagining you saw
someone escaping from the roof."
"That wasn't imagination !" cried

Bob. "I did sec the killer I"

"Hendricks said that if that were so
they would have seen the man when
ihey made for the fire-escape."
"Theie were lots of rooms near tlw

escape." Bob could not face his chief.
" Probably he dived into one of them."
Ho shuffled his feet. From his pocket
he took his badge. "Guess, chief, I'd

better turn this in. I resign."
Chief Russell was astounded. He

read Bob a long lecture on not being
able to stand a reprimand. Every good
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Where did you get this coat ? " snapped Horton.

detective made a mistake or slip some
time.
"You've been overworking and need

a break." The chief patted his shoulder.
"Forget all about it, Bob. Now Marie
expects you at her party to-night.
You're going to come to that, and then
I'm to insist that you take a vacation.
.Some place where you can forget all

about crime and cops."
"But, chief, I got a reason for re-

signing !" cried Bob. " I didn't bring
that man in because "

"Not another word, or you'll be a
mental case," firmly interrupted the
chief. Ho looked at a watch. "I've
got an appointment. See you at Marie's
party to-night, and I'll talk to you then
about your vacation."
"But, chief, I got to talk to you."

"Not now—some other time." The
chief lead him to the door. "Go and
see Marie—take it easy."
Bob went to the party, but he was

quite the most dismal person there. He
could think of nothing but his father.
.Wondering what had happened to him
and what ho himself should do. Hen-
dricks was at the party, and cfhuckled
and hoped that Bob had quarrelled with
Marie. Hendricks was enjoying this

party, and once or twice he patted his

pocket where a pocket-book rustled
pleasantly. A little graft for doing a
job that was a pleasure. Someone
wanted Bob Horton "fixed," and it gave
J fendricks keen joy to get paid for

doing it.

Cheerful Charlie Brandon, a newcomer
to the force and a great friend of Bob's,
also noticed his friend's preoccupation
and was bold enough to draw Marie's
attention to the fact.

"You don't think I haven't noticed, do
you?" Marie said with heavy sarcasm.
"1 can't get a word out of him. Every-
one thinks we've quarrelled and we
haven't. I'm afraid some blonde must
have taken him from me."

"Piffle!" exclaimed Charles. "That I

don't believe for a second. Something's

worrying Bob, and I do know one thing
—the escape of D.A.'s assassin rattled

him badly. Go and have a talk with him,
Marie."
In the conservatory Marie had a sur-

prise. Bob told her that he must break
off their engagement.
"You love someone else?"
"There will never be anyone but you !"

h.i cried fiercely. "But I—I—I cannot
marry you."

"It's because you let this crook killer

escape?" accused the girl. "Oh, Bob, as
if I care."

Bob told her that he was thinking o!

leaving the force and going to South
America on a ranch. He was no good
as a policeman. Bob was busy telling

a lot of untruths when a maid appeared
and stated that Mr. Horton was wanted
on the 'phone. With a curt apology to

Marie he rushed away—he could not have
kept the pretence up much longer.

A strange voice spoke to Bob and said
that if he wished to help his father he
should come at once to a certain ad-
dress. Bob grabbed his hat and left the
hou?e.
Five minutes later Hendricks was

railed to the 'phone. The same voice
spoke.
"I've just fixed young Horton. Hasten

round to 715, Forty Street, and be on
the watch."
Grinning unpleasantly Hendricks got

his hat and went out of the house.

Bob found the place easily enough. A
one-room basement in the worst part ol

the town. He rapped at a door, which
opened after a face had peered through
a grill. He entered to find himself face
to face with a dark-skinned, evil-looking
man, whom he knew to be Krane.
"You 'phoned me?" accused Bob.
"I did," Krane grinned unpleasantly.

"You see, I've known for some time you
were Jim Horton's son and had my mind
to use you if such an occasion rose. I

never thought one would, but now that

you've blundered into your father and

helped him to escape I think I can make,
use of you."
"You're wasting your breath, Krane."
"Oh, no, I'm not," jeered the crook.

"I've got quite a lot ou you. You
assisted your father to escape, and 1

might talk. That would get you axed
from the force, but it would also mean
the chair for your old man. Do all that

I ask you and I'll see your father makes
his get-away."
"You woiddn't dare open your ugly

mouth," retorted Bob. "If you told the

cops that my father killed the D.A. it

would be almost as good as a confession
that you were behind the crime. But
for you my father would have never got
mixed up in this racket. Now, if you've
finished with threats I'd like to see my
father."

"He isn't here," Krane muttered
surlily. "He left this message. There's
an address inside." He swung open the
door. "Go and read what the poor old
fool has to say by a street lamp, not in

my place. I don't want to see either
you or your father again."
Bob's fists clenched. Fighting would

do no good. He went out of the place
and up to the street, and by a lamp
opened the envelope. He drew out a
large wad of notes.

A mocking, jeering laugh made him
jerk round—Hendricks stood there, rock-
ing with hoarse mirth.
"Taking a bribe—graft, eh?" jeered

the detective. "Chief Russell will thank
me that his daughter never married a

double-crosser."

Father and Son Defy the Law
HENDRICKS did not waste time in

reporting the matter to the chief,

and Bob was not surprised to get

a summons to report at his chief's house.
Bob was glad in a way, because the

events of last night had given him the

answer to his problems. He was shown
into the chief's library and study. He
found his benefactor seated at his desk.
"Exactly what is the matter with

May SOth, 193G.
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you?" inquired the chief. "This tale of

Hendricks that you were taking graft I

can't imagine for one moment to be
true, but you have been behaving in a
manner that I can't understand. You
let the bearded man slip through your
hands, you saw him on the roof, you
don't talk and look sullen, at my
daughter's party you break off your en-

gagement for no apparent reason and
rush out of the house without even
having the decency to say ' Good-night.'
Then to cap everything I get this amaz-
ing story from Hendricks that he sees

you coming away from Krane with a

wad of notes. What is the explanation ?"

"I was doing my best to tell you,
chief, last time I was before you," Bob
replied. "But before I explain why I

wanted to resign I wish to say that last

night was a frame-up. I have broken
up several of Krane's dirty schemes and
it was just a mean attempt to get one
back. An effort to get me out of the

force. Bad luck for me to be seen by
Hendricks opening an envelope that con-

tained nothing bwt money, especially as

I had expected something entirely dif-

ferent."
"A letter from Krane?"
"No, sir, a letter from my father."

"Your father? What connection has

Krane with your father?" The chief

was amazed. "Besides, you know that

your father was drowned when -"

"He made his escape by hiding in the

marshes," Bob interrupted. "But if you
want my explanation, chief, I'd like to

tell it in my own way."
"Go ahead !"

"By means of a blood-stained coat I

traced the killer of the District

Attorney," Bob began. "It led me to

a house owned by a Mrs. Gordon, and
from her description of a lodger, whose
name she knew as Wilson, I guessed it

was the bearded man. I 'phoned my
discovery and you instructed Hendricks
to take two car loads of police to this

lodging-house at once. I told you over
the wire that I would get this lodger.

It was my intention to hold him prisoner

till the police showed up. I found his

room, and hearing the sound of running
water decided he was in the bath-room.
The door was not locked. I entered the
room, and found that my surmise was
correct; I tiptoed across the room and
was able to look into the bath-room."
He hesitated.

"Go on—go on!" impatiently cried the

chief.

"I could not see much of his face as

his head was bent, but I could see what
he was doing—he had almost finished

shaving off a black beard." Bob
squared his shoulders for the part that

was most difficult. "In the mirror he
caught sight of me, and as he turned my
gun was ready. I found myself face to

face with my own father."
"Your own father!" gasped Chief

Russell. "But, Bob, that's impossible

"I told you, chief, that he hid in the
marshes." Bob turned away in shame
and anguish. "All these years I've
thought ho was drowned and then sud-
denly to come face, to face when I'm
Marching for a bearded man!"
"The wrong bearded man, of course?"

Russell questioned sharply.

Slowly Bob shook his head.

"No, chief, the right bearded man.
II' admitted having killed the District
Attorney in order to free himself from
the clutches of Krane. My father made
no attempt to escape, but I couldn't
arrest him. It was impossible for me to

jeopardise my father's life, so I fixed it

so that he was able to escape. I couldn't
take him in to certain death."

Russell's face had hardened.
Way 30th, 1936.
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"Duty must always come first, and
you have betrayed the oath you took
when you joined the force."
"Chief, I don't care what I swore, but

duty to a father has to come first with
me," cried Bob in ringing tones. "Now
you know why I wanted to resign."
"You have disobeyed the rules and

regulations and covenants." Chief Rus-
sell stood up and his voice was stern.

"You have broken your oath. Do you
imagine that I would have allowed any-
thing to make me break my solemn word

"It wasn't your father, chief."

"That'll be enough from you!" the

chief shouted. "You know the penalty
for aiding and abetting a dangerous
criminal to escape. I place you under
arrest and you will be brought up before
the Court in the morning. It distresses

me to have to arrest and charge some-
one whom I regarded almost as a son,

but you have betrayed the confidence I

placed in you. I have my duty to per-

form even if you don't seem to realise

yours."
In the tenseness of such a situation it

is not surprising that neither the chief

nor Bob had heard the door open slowly,

nor had they observed a broad-shouldered
man slip quietly into the room.
With blazing eyes Jim Horton heard

Chief Russell condemning his own son

for his dastardly conduct in letting a

murderer escape. He would be arrested

and charged with complicity in the
crime.
But as Chief Russell turned to his desk

to summon detectives to take Bob away
to the detention cells he heard a harsh
laugh, and looking up found himself

covered by a gun.
"One move to that 'phone or to sum-

mon assistance and you're a dead man,"
cried Jim Horton. "Keep your hands
above your waist."
Bob was so astounded to see his father

in the chief's house that for a moment
he could not find his voice.

"Father, why are you here?" he de-

manded at last.

"I came here to give myself up,"
grimly answered Jim Horton. "I may
have been a poor specimen of a father,

but I haven't sunk so low that I'm going
to stand by and see my son gaoled
because he had the guts to chuck up
everything to stand by a wrong 'un. To
stand by a father, who had done him
nothing but evil, and because of that to

sacrifice his own career, his happiness

—

everything. And you dare to sneer at

him, Russell, for putting his father

before your cursed Law. You would
even have him arrested and flung into a

prison like a common criminal. Well,
you're doing no such thing."
"You'ro only making matters worse

for yourself, Horton," cried the chief.

"Your son has broken his oath and "

"Shut up!" rapped out the elder man.
" I don't want to hear a lot of talk that

don't mean a thing to me. Your snivel-

ling, sanctimonious mind would drive my
son into being branded by prison bars,

but whilst I live you're not getting the
chance. I'm getting out of here and
Bob's coming with me, and if you make
an effort to stop us I'll drill you without
the least hesitation or compunction."

Bob Horton stared from one to the
other in uncertainty. He felt it was the
turning point in his life. Chief Russell
represented the powers of good, whilst in

his father were the powers of evil, and
yet that reasoning seemed to be wrong.
His father had been willing to give up
his liberty for the sake of his son. That
was a deed that required nerve and sacri-

fice. He, himself, had made a clean
breast of everything to Chief Russell.

His eyes narrowed. Chief Russell had

. \ery Tuesday

been too harsh in blaming him for letting
the killer of the D.A. escape. He stepped
closer to his father's side.

Anxious to speak to her father about
Bob's strange conduct of the previous
evening Marie hastened downstairs to
speak to him before he set out for head-
quarters. A strange sight met her eyes.
A man was holding up her father, and
behind the stranger stood Bob.
"You're Marie Russell, aren't you?"

snapped out Jim Horton.
" VVho are you ?" Then her hand went

to her lips as she saw the resemblance.
"He's my father, Marie," spoke Bob.
"It'll mean a long sentence for you,

Bob Horton," the chief cried. "You
know what it'll mean for aiding and
abetting a criminal."
"You were arresting me for that very

crime in any case," Bob spoke bitterly.

"Nothing you can say will change me
from the determination to stand by my
father."
Jim Horton smiled proudly at his son

and gave a significant gesture. Father
and son backed to the door.
"If you raise the alarm before we're

out of this house you know what I'll do,"
the old man threatened. "The same fate

will be yours as came to that worthless
skunk of a D.A."
Bob Horton opened a door and peered

round it.

"Okay, dad," he whispered, and before
the door closed behind him his rye- gazed
beseechingly at Marie as if craving for-

giveness.

In Krane's Power

FATHER and son succeeded in making
good their escape, but they knew
that in a very short while the entire

police force would be searching for them.
Jim Horton had decided that their only
chance was to make for Krane's hide-

out. When the hue and cry had eased
up then Krane would help them get out
of town. Knowing the treacherous
nature of this murderous crook, Bob was
not so optimistic. Still, he followed his

father's directions, and about half a mile
from the hide-out they abandoned their

car to take one parked from the next
street. In time they reached some tan

yards and factory buildings. Jim whis-

pered that Krane had his hide-out in

some old offices.

They walked past a number of sheds
and every moment Bob expected to hear
the dread sound of a police siren. They
came to a door and the elder man rapped
four times. A shutter flew back.
The door opened and Jim lloiton

beckoned his son to follow. The cx^
detective found himself in a bare room.
There were a table and a number of old
chairs.

"What's the idea coming hero?
- '

Bob peered at the big, heavyjowled
man and recognised hiin as Baker, whom
the police wanted for several hold-ups.
He watched the crook's face as his father
explained all that had happened and how.

he hoped that Krane would help them
to make a get-away when the hue and
cry had abated.
Baker whipped out a gun.
"Stick 'em up—both of you!" he

snarled.
"But——•" began Jim Horton.
"If you and your precious son want to

live another second stick up your hands !"

They had no option but to obey. He
frisked them for guns and then stood
back. "Krane will lie here soon, and
he can decide what's best to be done with
you two mugs. If you think you'ro
going to get a welcome then it's a shock
that's coming to you. We've
enough trouble with the cops without
you two causing us a lot more. Line np
against the wall, and if you flicker an
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eyelash I'll start shooting. Help you to

make a get-away—what a hope you've
got!"
"You dare talk to me this way after

all I've done for you two skunks," yelled

the older man. "You treacherous "

"Don't waste time arguing with him,"
cautioned Bob. "Take it easy till Kranc
shows up."
Directly the two Hortons had gone,

the chief got busy and within five

minutes every police car in the city knew
by radio the news of the escape. The
chief got out his car in order to assist

in the search, and as he was about to

drive away Marie jumped into the spare
seat.

"I'm coming with you," Marie cried.

She had much of her father's stubborn-
ness in her nature. "I am determined
to go with you, so it is useless, father, to

argue. Besides, I want to know what all

this means."
"Bob is a scoundrel," raved the chief.

"He is helping a murderer to escape
justice."

" Supposing I had killed someone,
what would you do about me?" ques-

' tioned the girl.

"That would be ridiculous!" answered
the chief, and relaxed into silence.

The chief was thinking of the extra-

ordinary situation that had arisen, and
wondering whether he had been over-

harsh with Bob when suddenly he ob-
served the driver of an open car.

"That's Krane," he exclaimed
"Now that the case against him has
practically fallen through he thinks he
can go about openly." He turned to his

daughter. "I'm going to trail him just

on the slim chance it might lead to some-
thing. You'd better get out, and get a

car home."
"I'm coming- with you." Marie stuck

out her determined little" chin. "Better
get going or you'll mi*s him."
The trail led them to the tan- yards.

Krane parked his car against the kerb.

got out, looked all round to see if any-

one were watching him, and disappeared
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down a narrow lane. He never saw the
chief. The latter gave orders for Marie
to remain in the car whilst he went to

investigate.
Krane came to the hide-out. which he

also used as a counterfeit den, and,
knocking four times, the door was
opened. The chief saw those four raps
and decided to wait for a tew minutes
to see if the crook would reappear.

When Krane saw the two men that
Baker was keeping covered with a gun.
he whistled softly, and his evil face

hardened to a cruel leer.

"We got the news with our radio,"
Krane said slowly. "We pick up ;.ll

police calls, and know all that's afoot,

but when we heard you two had held
up the chief we didn't think you'd have
the nerve to come here."
"Nerve!" exploded old Ilorton.

" Where else should we come? Aren't
we all in this together?"
"You may be, but we ain't!" sneered

Krane. "We don't know a thing about
the D.A. or why you shot him. Now
you're here we'll have to entertain you.
Kinda glad you two called because it

saves us having to go after you."
"What do you mean bv that?" asked

Bob.
Krane frowned, then smiled.
"Well, the cops are gonna find you

two in some alleyway, and they'll be
mighty mystified how you got there, but
you won't be able to tell 'em. 1 give
you one gue-s why you won't be able
to talk."
"You callous coyote!" shouted the

elder Horton. "So this is hovi you keep
a promise !"

Krane drew out his gun and his ex-

pression was murderous. Bob jumped
in front of his father, and faced the
gangster fearlessly.

"You've got enough against you a*

it is, Krane. without any more of your
foul work. Killing us isn'r going to help
you—it'll only send yon all the quicker
to the chair."

"I'll take 'cm for a ride, boss," cried
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Baker. "They've got too much on us."
"They can wait." Krane lingered his

bristly chin. "I ain't figured out yet.

whether Bob Horton mightn't be useful

a; a hostage. They might be more
useful alive, and "

Four raps at, the door startled them.
"Open up, Krane!" It was the voice

of the chief. "I want a talk with you."

"Baker take 'em into the next room,"
hissed Krane. " One sound from either
of you two mugs and Baker gives yon
the works."
When Russell stalked in there was

nobody there except the smirking Krane.
"Kinda nice of you to drop in," he

drawled.
"Won't be so nice when I'm through,"

the chief retorted in his fearless manner.
"Jim Horton's confessed to the shooting
of the D.A., and we know who v as

behind Horton."
"Looks to me as if town's getting a

I it hot for me, chief," mocked the coun-
terfeiter. "Ain't you kinda indiscreet

to come here without any of the body-
guard ?"

"I'm not scared of any of you rats!"
A girl's cry and the sound of scuffling

made Krane whip round, then came four
raps. Kranc [lulled back the grill, then
swung open the door. It was Marie that
was dragged into the room by a burly
ruffian.

"Found her nosing round this join.''

said the man.
"Your daughter. chief." Krane

looked at the now perturbed officer in

speculative manner. "Say, this is real

kind. I had a hunch 1 could use you
to get out of this lung, now I'm ship
of it. You're the kind of old fool that
would rather be shot than help a guy,
but you would help if your daughter's
life were in danger. If you want her to

-ee the day through you'll escort us out
of town, chief. Refuse and it'll be just

too bad."
Every word of this conversation had

eanied to the Hortons. Baker, unable
to conceal his curiosity, had an ear

If you raise the alarm before we're out of this house, you know what I'll do 1 " Jim Horton threatened.
Mbj- &r.<b, 1030.
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against the door, as if He did not want
to miss a single word. He did not see

Bob Morton edge towards him until a

list caught him below the belt with
sickening force. He doubled up with a

groan and his gun dropped from his

hands.
As Bub tried lo wrench open the door

Baker gripped him round the legs and
brought him down.
The scuffle was beard in the next room,

and for a moment Krane's vigilance re-

laxed and he swung round uncertain
what lo do. The other crook swung
open the door and was at once seized
by Jim Horton. The crook struggled
to turn his gun on the older man, but
it was I 'Aisled from bis bands.

Krane leapt forward to get at the
Hortons, and Marie saw her chance.
She darted to the door and swung it

open. Krane turned too late, and with a
curse brought up his gun. The door
slammed. The girl was at the end of
the alley by the time he got it open.
He started out in pursuit, and then
realised the folly of such an attempt.
From the first telephone booth Marie

got through to police headquarters and
screamed for help. But in spite of her
feais she was able to tell the police where
Krane had his hideout.

A Fight to a Finish

KRANE dashed back into his den, and
his face was contorted with rage.
Chief Russell had been uncertain

how to act. The instinct to protect his
daughter urged him to chase out after
'her and Krane, but his conscience told
him that he should take a part in the
struggle ensuing in the next room. He

I

was still undecided when Krane reap-
peared, and the chief whipped up a chair

I

in self-defence. Crash! Krane had
fired, and with a smothered cry the chair
crashed to the floor—the bullet had
smashed the chief's right wrist.
Jim Horton had succeeded in getting

a stranglehold on his man and throttling
him into oblivion. The sound of the shot
drew him to the open door. He saw the
murderous gleam in Krane's eyes.

"When the cops get here," snarled the
'crook, "all they'll find will be the bodies
of you and the Hortons. Fools that try
,and thwart me always get what they
deserve. Your daughter has signed your
death warrant, Russell!"
Horton turned his head. His son and

Baker were evenly matched, and their
-struggle could wait for a minute while
Jim Horton thought how to save the
chief from this murderer's hands. There
seemed only one w ay, and he charged
straight at Krane.

, Whether Krane had intended to kill

the chief in cold blood or was just trying
a bluff no one will ever know, but he
was quick enough to the trigger when
Horton senior attacked him.

Chief Russell saw Horton sway, clutch
at his left side and drop in a heap.
The shot must have given Baker an

extra lease of strength, tor he managed
to break free from Bob's grip and land
a punch that winded the younger man.
He staggered into Hie next room.
"We gotta gel away from here!"

Krane shouted. " Before those Cursed—-" He broke oil' as there came to
their ears the distant sound of a police
siren. " ( lome on !"

Keeping the chief covered, the two
ciooks opened I he door and were gone.
They did not worry themselves over the
fate of their companion.
Bob Horton, still dizzy from the blow,

appeared from the other room, and the
first thing he saw was the prone figure
of his father.

" Dad !" he cried ill fear. 1 le knelt

by the still figure and lifted the body to

a sitting position.
Maj SOth, 1986.
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Jim Horton's eyes opened, and he
smiled to see his son. "Better this way,
Bob,"
Chief Russell, holding his bleeding

wrist, looked down at the man he wanted
for murder.
"He saved my life." He spoke as if

he could not comprehend this fact.

Jim Horton smiled again.
"A worthless life, chief, is best at its

end. If you think you owe me anything,
keep my son the light side of the
street."
Bob knew that his father's wound was

going to prove fatal, and he was stirred

by a desire for vengeance. The mur-
derer of his father should not escape.
Feebly his father's hand gripped his, and
then a spasm of pain wiped away t he
smile. Jim Horton stiffened in his son's
arms.
"Chief"—Bob Horton gently let his

father's body sink to the floor
—"I'm

going after that skunk Krane, and I'll

get him if I go to the end of the earth."
Bob Horton dashed out of the place

and made for the car. Baker saw him,
and whipped out a gun before Krane
could stop him. The bullet caught the
ex-detective in the shoulder, but that
did not stop him. Somehow he managed
to get into the car and start it up.
Krane's car flashed away, and after him
went Bob Horton.

Back in the Force

GINGERLY Bob felt his shoulder,
and winced as he touched the
wound. The bullet was pretty

deep, but there did not seem a great
deal of bleeding, and he had to keep
going till he had overtaken Krane.
Quite what he planned to do when he
got close enough was a problem, because
Bob was unarmed.
Bob kept his quarry in sight, and then

realised that by choosing side streets

the crooks were getting to the outskirts

of the city, and that he was growing
weaker and weaker with every mile. He
remembered then the siren on his car.

His father was dead, and nothing seemed
to matter to Bob save that these two
fiends must be brought to justice. What
did it matter if he himself were put into
prison if his father's death were re-

venged ?

Krane and Baker got a shock when
the siren sounded some hundred yards
behind them. They gave a startled look
back. It was clear to these men that
Bob was out to get them or have them
caught.

Baker took out his gun and nudged
Krane, who nodded. The gun spat out
its leaden missiles, but Horton was
almost out of range.

All the while the cursed siren screamed
its message. A patrol saw the two speed-
ing cars flash past, and recognised both
crooks and Bob Horton. He got in touch
with headquarters, and at once every
ear in the city was given the direction
taken by the participants in this grim
road (base.

Krane and ' Baker heard a new note
to the siren, and saw behind Horton
another speeding police car. A moment
later the volume increased, and they
guessed others had joined in the chase.
Krane became desperate, and began to

take chances til cross roads.

The speedometer needle went from
sixty to seventy, and (he car approached
a cross road at close on eighty when a

big lorry came right across their track.

Krane tried to swerve inside, and the
tyres burst as they touched the kerb.

The car skidded, twisted round, caught
the back of (he lorry, and then smashed
straight into a brick wall.

Bob Horton brought his car to a slop
and clambered with difficulty out of it.

The two men with the lorry were
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crawling out of their overturned vehicle,
and, except for a bad shaking, seemed
none the worse; but Krane and Baker
had not been so fortunate. Their car
was a jumbled mass of scrap iron, partly
buried in a brick wall and on its side.

Police cars arrived on the scene and
got busy on the wreckage, and it

some while before they got the two
crooks from beneath the wreckage. They
had paid the price.

Hendricks came across to where Bob
Horton stood.
"The chief wants a word with vou,

Horton."
"If'you're thinking of using handcuffs

use my right wrist," answeredjpob. " 1

guess my left arm isn't so goo™"
"I'll drive you back in your car,"

Hendricks answered. "I guess I owe
you an apology, Horton. I had a hunch
you'd let your man escape and that you
pulled a bluff on that roof, but I guess
I'd have done just the same if it had
been my father."
A week later Bob Horton was allowed

out of the hospital, and. much bandaged,
had another interview with his chief.
"I'm not the sort of person that

admits to making a mistake," announced
Chief Russell.- "But when K
threatened my daughter's life in order
to get a free pass out of town, it opened
my eyes to the fact that a man can be
driven against his will. I knew then
that I had not realised the terrible pre-
dicament with which you were faced.
But when Krane threatened my girl.

and I had to decide whether 1

must act up to the law or help these
murderers to escape justice in order
that my daughter should live, I

knew that I would make any sacri-

fice, break any vow, to help her." He
gave Horton a quizzical glance. "Natur-
all. Bob, that is in confidence. When
you came to see me after the smash I

told you that everything would be all

right, and sent you off to hospital."
"How can you make everything all

right, chief?"
"One can pull strings," Russell smiled.

"With the death of Krane and Bakei
that little gang is finished. We've got
the brains, and that's all that matter-.
The death of the D.A. is not likely to

cause a great deal of sorrow." He
glanced at the young man. "I am
afraid he was not very popular. There-
fore the trial of someone who is now
at rest will do no good. As far as the
annals of this crime are concerned it is

registered that the D.A. was shot when
held up, and that he would not have
been shot if he had not tried to wresi
away (he gun. The fact (hat your father
saved my life enabled me to alter the
charge sheets. And now, Bob. there i*

someone who is eager to see you and to
give you something, which you will

please me and all (he department by
accepting." -^

"Thank you. chief!" Bob's voice u.i-

hoarse. "I appreciate a lot what you've
done for me."
The chief pressed a button, and it was

Marie who answered the summons. She
held out her arms to Bob. and with hi*

one sound arm he drew her close.

"Make the presentation," prompted
the chief.

Bob's eyes were misty as she held up
his badge of office. She kissed him. and
pushed the badge into his coat-pocket.
The chief stood up.
"I have some important business in

the next office." He coughed. "I will

Vave you two to discuss your own affairs

I lather favour a midsummer wedding
"

The chief was smiling as he quiet 1/
dosed the door of hi> office.

(By permission of Pathe Pictures, Ltd.,
starring Ray Walker as Bob Horton and

William Farnum as Jim Horton.)
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From saddle to dress clothes—a punch-packed drama of the West, starring that ace
of cowboys—Hoot Gibson

PAINRnWS

Father and Son

AT Kansas City Fair a rodeo was in

full swing and old John Gibson
was keenly watching the various

performers in their antics on the backs
—or rather on and off the backs—of their

il mounts.
I lis weather-beaten old face was alive

with pleasure when he noted one of the
riders expertly holding on to Ins buck-
ing Drone, despite every effort on the
part of the horse to throw him. The
animal tried every trick the equine
mind could compass to unseat this

Btockily built young fellow who rode
without spurs or saddle—only just a bare
bridle and short reins and a pair of clever
hands, strong legs, and a cool head.

"That's iiio winner of the prize
laddie," said Gibson to those about him
in the grand stand. "He's a rider-
Number Forty-nine—what's his name?"
"Neil Craig," answered Septimus

Smith—another of the judges, glancing
towards old Gibson with a half smile.
"Never heard of him," came the

snapped comment. "Don't
that he's easily the best?"
"Sure I do," said Smith,

does Davis, hey—Davis?"
"My vote goes for Craig,'

thud judge briefly.

At the end of the show
winners came along for old Gibson's
handshake and their prizes. Ho had n

good word for each and a smile—until

Craig stepped up to claim the prize
saddle for the best all-round display. Old
Gibson glared under his bushy eyebrows
v, hen the young fellow stood before him
on the platform in riding kit and brown
'lint—with coiled rope and big hat in his
li ft hand.
"Why, you " Gibson checked him-

self with an effort. "So it's you, huh?"
"Yes, judge, I'm Neil Craig."

you agree

" And so

' spoke the

the prize-

Number Forty-nine stood straight and
square before them.
Gibson was speechless as he scanned the

frank tare and steady mouth and laugh-
es of Number Forty-nine.

"Aren't you going to give him the
saddle '.'" prompted Davis.
"Hey? What? Oh, yes, of course."

Gibson took the gaily decorated saddle
from its place on the prize bench. "Here
you are," he growled. "First prize."
He thrust it towards Craig. "Take it

—

you've won it I"

"Thank yon, judge—I'm obliged."
Craig put the saddle under his free arm.
"I'll be going. Thank you I"

Old Gibson shouted after him.
" Report to me at my office, nine

o'clock to-morrow !"

The two other judges exchanged
glances. Davis winked solemnly at

Smith—but their clean shaved faces were
masks when Gibson shot one of his

stares at them.
"Neil Craig," he muttered furiously.

"I'll Neil Craig him!"
" Serve him right if you were to cut

him off with a shilling," spoke Davis
without even the hint of a smile.
Old Gibson flamed up.
"When I want jour advice, Davis,

what to do with my only son," he roared,
"I'll ask for it!"

Number Forty-nine went along the
rapidly thinning stand until he came to

a couple waiting for him—a dark girl as

like him as any sister can be like a

brother— and a largish nosed young
gentleman in a blue serge suit.

"Gee, Neil—you were great!" chortled
the young gentleman. " Given and me
nigh had fits when you rode that buck
jumper! I guess we ought to celebrate."

He prilled a flat bottle out of one of his

side pockets.
"Put that away, Bert Randall," Gwcn

Gibson said, much in her father's
peremptory manner. "Or I don't ever
speak to you again!"

"She's right, ftert," said Forty-nine.
"Well, well—well!" lamented Randall,

putting back the flat bottle. "Aren't we
all getting Sunday schoblish! Where's
tin funeral?"
"You'll be there right enough,"

grinned Fortynine. "If you keep on
parking hoodlum whisky!"
At the office of Gibson & Company,

old Gibson was listening with impatii nee
to his head clerk the next morning.
"Yes, yes— I know all about it!" lie

replied testily. "Ride's a horse like he
was born to it. A great fellow at COW-
punching—throws a rope like a Ri d
Indian—got a left that would >- to]5 a

steam engine! But what good's all

that?"
"Maybe you speak too sharp to him,

Mr Gibson."
" Me ? Why, I don't speak sharp to

anybody!" cried old Gibson, thoroughly
surprised. "I'm the easiest man to get
on with anywhere in this city! What's
the tune ?"

"Five minutes to nine. Mr. Gibson."
"He'll be here directly. I'll be mild

as milk—although I feel like kicking him
in the pants !"

The office door opened to admit Gwcn
Gibson.

"Hallo, dad!"
"Hallo—what d'you want?"
"I want you to go slow with Ned.

Give him a chance. Hold your temper."
Old Gibson gazed at his daughter.
"Why, Gwcn—Harry here will tell von

I'm so gentle that it seems always like

spring when I'm around. Isn't i\

Harry ?"

"Sure!" agreed the head clerk.

"Well, I'll be getting on with the day's
work."

May 30th, I93C.
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Left alone with her father, Owen put

tin arm round his neck as he seated him-

eelf at his desk. "You and Neil are

alike as two peas," she smiled. "All
ready to pop at a second's notice. Now,
listen—let him say his piece and—hold
your temper."
"Got Randall outside?" grunted old

Gibson.
"Yes. I did bring him along."
"Can you handle him the way you're

trying to handle me?"
"I'm getting him down to one drink

a day."
"I bet that's a long one," said her

father. "Here's nine o'clock—hop off!

I'll talk to Neil alone."
Gwen Gibson, shrugging pretty

shoulders, went back to the corridor.

Number Forty-nine—otherwise Neil

Craig, otherwise Neil Gibson—was chat-

ting with Bert Randall.
"Now. Neil," said Gwen, "dad's all

honey this morning—so mind you hold

your temper."
"I never let go of it, Gwen," spoke

Neil aggrievedly. "Folks say I'm just

too easy-going. You and Bert wait for

me—I want to take you down town."

He nodded to Randall, gave Gwen a

brotherly pat on the shoulder—then
strode into the office where his father

met him with :

" 'Morning, Neil—what the blazes

d'you mean calling yourself Craig?
Isn't Gibson good enough for you?"
"I thought you mightn't like me

figuring in the rodeo as old Gibson's
son "

"Old? Old? Now, listen to me ! I'm
young enough to give you a jolly good
hiding yet, Neil Gibson ! And i'll tell

you something else—I won't have you
loafing around cow-punching and horse

lifting
"

"I never lifted a horse in my life!"

roared Neil, banging his fist on the desk.

"And if you weren't my father
"

"You're an absolute waster—that's
what you are ! You're work-shy—you're
a born-tired ! You and your precious
buddy Randall are a couple of finger-

posts showing the wrong way to every-
where! If you had a spark of sense in

you—you'd do something!" Old Gibson
was furious, his brow black as thunder.
"Yes, sir—if you wanted to show me
you've any sense, you'd go to my cattle

ranch down West and do your cow-punch-
ing there. But not you—you prefer loaf-

ing round and putting my name in the
mud "

Neil Gibson banged the desk again,
making the inkpot jump its contents all

over the clean blotter.

"Stop right there! I won't be your
son ! I'll be Neil Craig for keeps ! I
won't take a penny piece from you!
I'll—I'll " He snapped his fingers

loudly under his father's nose. "Good-
bye—and I mean it

!"

He pulled his hat down over his blaz-

ing eyes and turned about, thrusting
open the office door with a blow of his

fist. Gwen and her beau had gone below
to the hall—Neil went clattering down
the stone steps.

"'Bye, Gwen! See you later, Bert!"
His sister called after him, but he

didn't even hear.

"A waster, eh? Born-tired?" he mut-
tered. "Gee, I'll show him! I'll show
the world!"

" A Talking Sausage !
"

THAT night, young Randall was
having his daily "one " at his

favourite cafe Clad in evening
dress and sitting at a small table with
two boon companions, he had, speared on
a fork, a small cold fried sausage.

'.'You're telling me," said Randall, ad-
May 30th, 1936.
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dressing the sausage. "That you ain't a

hot dog. Well, I know it. I know a

lotter things about you. You ain't so

young as you used to be—and every-

body knows that, too." He turned to

his two friends, one of whom had his

head on the table while the other was
leaning back in his chair gazing into

vacancy. "You fellers hear what this

hamberger's saying? No, you ain't able

to listen. George!" he bellowed to the

shirt-sleeved waiter. " Come right over
here—someone wants to tell you some-
thing!" ^
George, big and burly, came to the

table. The sleeping fellow at the table

sat up, while the other man tried to look

intelligent.

"George," said Randall, "look well

upon this sausage." He held it out.

"He's one of last week's also rans."

"Now, sir, please don't hinder me.
This is my busy time," said George.

Neil Gibson came along from his seat.

He was slightly flustered, but completely
clear in his mind.
"George," he admonished, wagging a

forefinger at the waiter. "This is

serious. Bert wouldn't play a joke on
you."
"He tried to trip me up just now,"

said George. "Put out his feet when I

"was hurrying with a tray of glasses."

"It was this hamberger who did it,"

stated Randall. "I saw him do it.

Deliberate. He up and he put out his

foot. He's a -nasty piece of work. ' You
oughter chain him up in the backyard.
He's—he's dangerous!"
George shook off Neil's hand from his

shoulder.
"Now, gentlemen, please! I got a lot

of work to do."
"This hamberger's saying he don't like

you, George." Bert fixed owlish eyes on
the irate man. ''He's saying you don't

treat him right. He's telling me you
want to start something. But he's going
to start first

"

Bert snatched the sausage off the fork

and flung it at George, who promptly
ducked. The sausage went flying across

the room over the bar-tender's white-

capped head and landed amongst, a row
of bottles on a shelf. For a tense second
the bottles swayed to and fro—then the

whole shelf of them crashed down behind
the bar-tender. Almost simultaneously
George's hand flicked a resounding smack
on Bert's face.

Neil jumped into the fight—so did the

two gentlemen at the table. Other
gentlemen, sitting around, also came into

it—for the pure love of the thing. Plates

flew about, tables turned over, chairs

were smashed shiveringly, bottles fell off

shelves as flying plates caught them. A
scrambling, kicking heap of gentlemen,
young and old, presently littered the saw-
dusty floor.

George, battered and bruised, yelled

for the manager. Bert, under the im-
pression that he had got George, was
struggling wildly in the arms of Neil.

Broken tables and chairs lay about the

room almost as picturesquely as the

several more or less conscious young
gentlemen.
"Shut it!" grunted Neil. "You fat-

headed ass
!"

"Lemme get at you," raved Bert,
flinging up an arm. "Lemme hit you
just once

!"

The manager, with a rally of George
and several attendants, charged out of a

side room and fell upon Neil and Bert.
Fists whirled again and the uproar re-

commenced. Five minutes of stiff battle

followed, in which Neil and his friend

Bert were overpowered and hammered
practically senseless.

"Get 'em out of here quick!" ordered
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the manager. "We'll have the cops on
us!"
George and three others hurried Neil

and Bert out into the yard which backed
on to the railway sidings. A freighter
was just starting—Neil and Bert were
shot into an empty oil tank and left ' •

sleep it off. The gentlemen lying about
on the floor of the cafe were hastily

gathered up, dusted down, and put into
unbroken chairs at lighted tables. Tim
wreckage was cleared—all was normal
when, ten minutes later, a sergeant of
police looked in.

"Thought I heard a bit of a rompus
going on?" he said inquiringly.

"All peaceful here, sergeant."
answered George, concealing a black eye
with his left hand. "Must have beeu
them engines shunting trucks in the
sidings."

Signed on at Ware's Ranch

BERT and Neil woke up next morning
inside a stationary, very smelly, oil

tank.

"Let's get out." said Neil. "I've an
idea we aren't where we started from Last

night."
They climbed out of the tank The.

freighter was just preparing to leave *

countryside halt. The little station

was labelled "Marlowe "—which didn't

convey anything to either of them—ex-

cept that it wasn't Kansas City.

Their dress clothes were torn, duty.
and smeared with oil. Their faoea

unwashed and their hair was on end.
Their heads ached—and they hadn't any
hats to protect them from the blazing
sun.
A group of cowboys were gathered at

the halt, lounging on the shady side of

the shed. They gazed in sudden silence

at the two scarecrows emerging from (he

oil tank.

A thin, hatchety-faced fellow in a

once white sombrero put up a hand.
"Boys," he said in an awe-struck b

"I'm seeing things. Get me ice water,
quick!"

Neil had jumped down to the tracks.

Bert followed in a kind of blind stiimbl >

just as the freighter, with a reverberat-
ing jerk, resumed its way. The two
chums marched up to the staring cow-
boys.
"What's Marlowe?" Neil demanded of

the hatchet-faced one. "And why?"
The hatchet-face relaxed slightly.

"Buddy," he answered, "it's a halt

for Rainbow's End—a place where Eellei >

ain't got time to answer fool questions."

"No?" questioned Neil, temper rising

at once.
,

"No!" replied the other, spitting past

his ear by a bare inch.

Neil fixed him with glassy eyes.

"Are you trying to start something?"
he asked.

"Maybe," came the retort.

Neil's answer was a straight left to the

man's chin. He went down like' a clean
bowled ninepin. Next instant the little

station was the scene of a cheerful free

and easy fight in which Bert more than
took his part. They were all in it; hit-

ting and going down and springing up
again; punching and dodging and
thoroughly enjoying themselves when,
above the din and commotion, a quick,

high voice was heard calling:

"Stop at once—all of you!"

A tallish, fair-haired young woman w,n
on the platform. Her dark eyes were
stern,

"Get up. Butch 1" she ordered. "And
everybody keep quiet while Butch tells

me the meaning of all tins."

Hatchet-face saluted and stood to

attention. The other boys drew back—
\ and Bert dusted themselves down.
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" We was stretching out a hand of
welcome to these two dudes," Butch
stated. "Kinder friendly. Miss Ann."
"That's right," agreed Neil. " Sort of

house-warming. We've just arrived."
The girl drew nearer to him.
"And who are you?" she asked.
"I'm Sir Walter Raleigh," Neil smiled,

liking the haughty look in the girl's

dark eyes. "And this is the Duke of
Wellington."
Bert gave Miss Ann a large smile.

"Present and correct," he told her.
For a long moment the girl studied

them, turn by turn.
"And what are you doing here?"
"Looking for a job." said Neil.

"What can you do?" she questioned.
"Most anything," Bert answered

cheerfully.
"I can ride a horse or rope a steer,"

Noil added.
A hoavy-jowled man had lumbered up

from the fields and stood behind the girl

scowlingly.
"These loafers giving you any trouble,

Miss Ware?" he inquired.
"They want work," she told him.

"Maybe they'll be useful while we're
branding the stock. Sign them on,
Dorgan." She indicated Neil with a
careless gesture. "This one's named
Rowley—his friend is called Duke. Take
them along to the cook-house and give
them breakfast, a change of clothes

—

and a wash."
Dorgan eyed the chums sourly.
"Cm on!" he rasped. "And you

other fellers git busy—'stead of lazing
round here!"

Washing Dishes

A SWIM in the river which bordered
the ranch made new men of Neil
and Bert. They ate their break-

fast with zest and managed to shake
down very well with the other hands.
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Butch, who had been so up and doing
when they had arrived, was very friendly
now.

All the boys seemed a good lot—except
Dorgan, the foreman, a natural bully and
boaster.

Butch told Neil that the girl was run-
ning the ranch; her father, old Adam
Ware, having to lay up with a bad patch
of gout.

"And that ain't the only trouble,"
confided Butch. "Place is mortgaged
pretty heavy—and Adam is asking the
bank for five hundred to carry on till

we sell stock. But the bank won't give
him another bean."
"Why not?" Kefl asked. "If there's

plenty of security—as there seems to be
—what's the matter with the bank?"
Butch winked an eye towards Dorgan.

sitting alone in the cookhouse at the
far end. "He knows what's the matter.
It's that feller Stark who's got the ranch
south-west of this one."

"Stark?" Neil fancied he had heard
the name. He was trying to remember
when Batch's next words made it all

clear.

"Gibson and Stark," said Butch
grumpily. "Gibson's the sleeping
partner in Kan-as City. Don't ever
come near the place—leaves it all to
Stark, who's just a dirty dog!"
He spat in contempt.
Neil watched a chance to tell Bert

the interesting news.

"Next door here is our property

—

Gibson and Stalk's ranch. One of the
places dad always wanted me to visit.

And Gibson and Stark are trying lo

crowd out this place and double their
holding."

"Well, why shouldn't they?" Bert de-
manded.
"I'm surprised at you, Bert Randall,"

Neil answered. " Thinking such a fool

Bert was strug-
gling wildly in the
arms of Neil. . . .
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thing when that girl saved your life only
this morning."

"If you helped your dad to get this
farm on the cheap—wouldn't he be
pleased?" Bert wanted to know.
"He would not," said Neil. "Dad's

got a whole heap of faults—but he's
straight a3 a die. I'm going to stay
here and help old man Ware. And so
are you."

"It's the girl you're going to help,"
said Bert;
"You trying to start, something?"

asked Neil aggressively. "Why, I didn't
hardly look at her!"
Dorgan came lurching along the cook-

house.
"Quit talking, you two! We start

down at the corral in half .111 hour." Ho
eyed Bert. "You're to go to the sink
and wash dishes."
"Me wash dishes?" gasped Bert.
"And wait at table," said Dorgan.

"Anything you drop—you'll pay for."
The morning passed off v< rj well for

Neil. His skill with the horses ami the
steers soon made him popular with the
boys.

_
But Bert fell foul of the Italian

cook just about dinner-time,
"What for you playa with dem

dishes?'' Toni demanded, when Bert
started spinning three SOUp plates in tin;

air and deftly catching them.
"Drying 'em." said Bert, adding a

fourth to the trio.

"You putta dem down!' cried Toni.
"Not so good that wav of drying
tings!"
"Watch me!" said Bert, adding a

fifth soup plate to the crockery lie was
juggling with. Toni made a flick at
him with his dish cloth and the spin
came to a disastrous end.

Bert, surveyed the breakage, then
picked up the china tureen. He 'int.

it in a kind of boomerang whirl at
Toni. who promptly ducked. The large
basin cracked against the kitchen win-
dow, smashed a way through, and went,
whizzing outward just as Dorgan was
coining along.
Dorgan was bullying one of the men

and didn't, have time to duck- The
tureen crashed on the sije f his bullet
head.
Dorgan made a sudden dash ror cover.

Tom had responded with a plate which
very neatly followed the soup basin.
Next instant a battle royal was raging
in the kitchen, in which Bert- voice,

May 30th, 1936.
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could be heard inquiringly, above the
smashes and crashes of breaking china:

"Starting something, eh?"
The boys, headed by Neil, made a

charge through the hut. into the kit

chen. Neil flung himself between Toni
and Bert, who botli had missiles poised
for a "kill/;
"Hey, wait a minute!" roared Neil.

"What's this—a mad-hatter's tea-

party ?"

Dorgan, at the back of the crowd,
said nastily :

"I'll settle with these fellers, Row-
ley. You stand aside !"

Bert immediately put down the dish
with which he had been intending to

finish off the little Italian. A sweet
smile wreathed itself under his largo
nose.

" Suits me !"

"We'll have dinner first," growled
Dorgan. "Then I'll wallop the two of

you together. Get going 1"

Neil winked at Bert.
"Clear up this mess, Duke," he coun-

selled. "This wasn't, the way you won
Waterloo ! Feed the troops—that's the

motto."
"He tried to killa me!" wept Toni.
After a quick meal the boys went out

to see the promised fight. But Toni
wasn't at all eager.
"I cooka da supper," he argued.
Dorgan gave him a clout that sent

the little man flying across the room.
"I'll take his place." Neil offered.

Dorgan glared at him under heavy
brows.
"Come on !"

They went out into the yard. Dorgan
wanted to lay into Beit first, but Neil
smilingly checked him.
"We haven't got time," he stated.

"Too much to do."
''Stand out of my way!" roared

Dorgan, infuriated by Bert's grin.

He made to fling Neil aside, but Neil
was waiting for him. He caught the
bully's wrist and, with a ju-jitsu trick,

doubled up Dorgan's arm behind his

back. The fellow gave a yelp of pain
as he vainly struggled to free himself.
Neil held the big arm in position.

"Say you're a naughty boy!" he
ordered. " And then we'll forget all

about it!"
The men stood around astonished.

They had expected Dorgan to half-kill

these two dudes. But Rowley, as they
called him, cool and smiling, was hold-
ing their foreman, bent double, as

easily as one could hold a little child!

"Say you're a naughty boy?" Neil
repeated.

" Lemme—lemme go !"

"Naughty boy !"

"Oh, yes!" The pain of his doubled-
up arm was acute.
Neil let go. Dorgan drew in a deep

breath of rage and hate.

"I'm quitting!" he spat out. "You
men best foller me over to Stark's.
There isn't a week's wages here."
He strode out of the yard amid the

silence of the boys.

Refusal

IN the parlour of the Ware ranch,
old Adam was lying on a sofa, right

leg bandaged up. His daughter was
standing behind the couch. Her father
was trying to hide a letter from her.

"Tell me what they say," Ann
requested.

" Why, Ann, it's nothing to worry
about," her father tried to soothe her.

"Seems the bank is a bil pressed for

money and can't, give us another cent
just now. But in the fall

"

"In the fall's too late," she answered.
"And the bank pressed for money?"
Her voice had scorn in it. "Stark is

May 30th, L986.
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behind this—he wants to buy us out,
and he has told the bank what to do."

"If this foot of mine weren't so bad,"
grunted old Adam. "I'd be stumping
off to Kansas City and tell Gibson
what's going on." He turned his head
towards the girl. "What's all this

about Dorgan ?"

"He's gone over to the enemy," came
her answer. "To Gibson and Stark's
ranch. The boys were going to walk
out with him, but Rowiey—the new
hand—stopped them. I've ask. J \\ >.\

ley to be foreman in Dorgan's place."

Old Adam noted the change in her
tone.

"You falling for this Rowley'? What's
he like? Who is he? Quick work,
Ann !"

"Don't be so foolish, dad." But Aim
couldn't quite stop her colour rising.
"Why, I don't even know him."
She went to the parlour door to call

sharply :

"Rowley—my father wants a word
with you !"

Neil came into the room.
"Howdy, Mr. Ware? I'm your new

foreman."
Old Ware sat up as straight as he

could. His eyes focused on Neil. "I
didn't appoint you, Rowley."
"Miss Ann fixed all that," Neil

announced. "So we'll pass along to

other matters. My friend Duke wants
to invest some money in a going con-
cern. Rainbow's End has taken his

fancj—he hasn't a lot of dough, but he
has enough put by to keep things busy
till the stock is sold."
"It sounds too good to be true."

grunted old Adam. But Neil's smile
was so infectious that he couldn't keep
a stiff lip. "All right. Rowley—it's not
for me to refuse help when help ie

needed. You're appointed. Show him
what to do, Ann."
Neil just glanced at her.

"I know what to do all right! First
thing is to get back to the corral while
Duke gets a telegram through from
Marlowe Halt to his folk."
He strode out of the parlour.
"Bit masterful?" old Adam queried.
Ann nodded.
"I'll keep him in order.

-
'

The door opened to admit a sleek-

looking man, cleanly shaved and fiftyish.

He spoke in a hearty voice.

"Why, Ware—I'm sorry to see you
laid by like this," he said. "My sec-

retary, Williams, was telling me the
bad news only this morning."
"You came to see if it was true?"

Ann questioned.
"Hoping it wasn't." he corrected her.

"My secretary is one of those college
fellows—too clever by half." He stood

by old Ware, looking down on him.
"Not worried about anything, Adam?"
"Only my foot, Stark. Sit down and

tell us your real business."
Stark shook his iron-grey head as he

took off his slouch hat.

"You're right in a way—it wasn't
merely to ask about your gout that

brought me along. Dorgan has quit

Rainbow's End and wants me to give
him a job. I don't like doing things

underhand, Adam."
"We don't mind," Ann put in.

"We've got a new man already."
"I mot him in the yard," said Stark.

"Seems okay at first glance. Any
references ?"

"The best kind," said Ann. "Excuse
me, please—I must attend to the
house."
When she had gone. Stark addressed

old Ware in the pleasantest manner

:

"I was wondering whether you'd care
to sell the ranch ? Seeing the way
things are—you being laid by and
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Dorgan leaving you all at a moment's
notice."
Ware raised quiet eyes to those of his

visitor.

"Did vou stop my request to the
bank?"
Stark was all puzzlement.
"You don't mean the bank won't giva

you help? It's jusf too bad! But this

being so—

1

take our offer
of five thousand dollars?''
"I'm not selling." said Wire. "'Bye

—shut the door after you !"

Sink gave him an ugly look.
"You'll be sorry, Adam!"
He strode out of the house, lea vino

the door wide. Crossing the yard to

his buggy he encountered Neil.
"You're the new foreman, I hear.

I'm Stark."
Neil nodded.
"I guessed so."
Stark studied him closely.
"Seems to me I've seen you some-

where ?"
" I think not."
"Someone like vou?"
"No."
Stark's smile faded.
"Okay!" He climbed into his seat
He drove away without another word.

When he reached the Gibson-Stark
ranch he jumped down from the buggy,
calling sharply :

"Dorgan—where are you?"
Beetle-browed Dorgan was in the hall.

He came to the door to let Stark in.

The two eyed each other.
"He won't sell," Stark announced,

adding fiercely: "But I'll make him!"
"I'll tell you why," Dorgan muttered

with a glance round. "Come in

When they were in Stark's little

office, Dorgan closed the door. "Ware's
got help from one of those dude-.

Fellow they call Duke. He's getting a
wad of notes for Ware. He's going up
to Marlowe Town bank to fetch 'em."
Stark waited, smiling thinly.

"I guess I'll bring him here first."

Dorgan went on. "That is, if you'll

come with me ?"

"Sure I'll come with you."
Dorgan didn't smile.

"Let's go."
( "If you're selling me another pup.
Dorgan " ground out Stark.
"Didn't I keep you posted about

Rainbow's End ali the while I was
there?''
"Maybe you told me a lot of lies."

Stark retorted.
Dorgan shrugged heavy shoulders.
"Shall I go back and tell em you're

rounding up their cattle and getting
'em branded G and S?"
The two conspirators faced each other,

both ugly enough now. But Stark's lip.-,

creased into his oily smile.

"Aw, Dorgan—don't mind me!" he
said quietly. "1 got a bit riled with
Alain just now and I haven't worked it

off!"

Stark Gets Busy

BERT found the old ranch car stuck
fast when he came out of the Mai
lowe bank with his savings.

A very pleasant gentleman, who «rM
passing by, pulled up his runabout.
"Anything wrong?" he inquired.

"Looks like someone's been monkey-
ing with her," said Bert, fiddling at

the gears. "She won't go."
Tho pleasant gentleman got out of

his car and helped Bert awhile But
there wasn't even the hint of a kick in

the old bus.

"Tell the garage man down the road
to send up for her." advised tho

stranger. "Where do vou want to

go?"
"Rainbow's End "

"I'll run you there I'm going to
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Gibson and Stark's ranch next to it.

Jump in."
' Bert seated himself beside this friend

in need. They called at the garage
lower clown Marlowe Main Street, then
tootled along the road and out into the
country. A man hailed them from the

roadside presently, asking for a lift.

It was Dorgan. Bert didn't like the
look of things, but fear never entered
his heart. He had sublime confidence
in himself. Dorgan was allowed to

climb into the dickey seat. The
pleasant stranger didn't seem to know
Dorgan at all. He went on chatting
to Bert about President Roosevelt's
New Deal and how it was working

—

proving himself a most interesting com-
panion until they came to a side
turning.
"A short cut,'' said the stranger,

accelerating the runabout.
It was a very winding short cut, and

it brought them to a farmhouse set near
the road.
"Come on in,'' invited the stranger.

"I live here."
"Are you Stark?" Bert asked.
"Sure, I'm Stark. Come in."

Dorgan had got out of the dickey. He
stood lowering at Bert, who was think-
ing rapidly. He decided to get out-
Stark was an oldish man, and Bert felt

equal to the pair of them.
.
But, he wasn't equal to Stark—who

suddenly started up the little car and
swung it round so sharply that Bert
took a broadside smack from it. Dorgan
pounced on him as he stumbled—and
his gorilla arms went about him. Stark
bounced out of the car and hit Bert a
-v. ipe on the back of the neck with the
butt of a six-gun that temporarily put
him to sleep.

They carried him bodily into the
bouse and dumped him into a chair in a
little v-i(] c room.

" I'll trouble you
bills, Mister Duke,"
Bert opened his eyes
Dorgan added

raspingly

:

" And don't keep
lis waiting!"

Bert's dizziness
was passing, but he
guessed be h a d
better play for time.
There might be
others in the house.
He went all limp
and wet.

" Okay." he
mumbled. "I don't
know what you're
up to—but I reckon
it's something
dirty."
Stark merely

smiled as he reached
out a hand for the
wad of notes which
Bert had lugged cut
of his breast-pocket.

"Ware owes me
money and won't
pay," Stark stated
in even tones. "So
I'm helping myself.
You'll find he won't
argue when you get

hack to Rainbow's
End."
Dorgan added:
" Whtn he gets

back !"

" Mister Duke will

prefer to stay as my
visitor," Stark de-

cided. "I'll lock the
door—to keep out
anybody who might
want to hurt him."

for those dollar
said Stark when
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The notes duly locked away in Stark's
safe in the wall, they went out to-

gether, leaving Bert with closed eyes

and breathing through his large nose
as if about to do a fade out. But soon
after he heard the key grate in Un-

lock ; he got up and crept to the little

barred window. Stark and Dorgan
were getting back into the car. It went
chugging away down the road.
Bert was considering his next step

when he saw a pale, thin, young man
step furtively out of the hall into the

garden. He came sidling along to the

window as Bert drew back.
"They've gone to the corral," whis-

pered the young man.
Bert opened the small lattice-pane in

the iron-framed window.
" Lemme out I" ho demanded.
"I can't. Stark's got the key and

they'll be back before we can do any-
thing. I'm Williams—they've gone to

the corral to brand the cattle they've
stolen from Rainbow's End."
Bert nodded.
"How "d'vou stand in the deal,

Williams?"
"Nowhere. I'm quitting here. If I

can't work square—I don't work at all.

I've wired Gibson to come over.''

"You don't have to wire him. He's
over at Rainbow's End right now."
The pale, thin youth stared in at

Bert's face, dimly seen through the
small window.
"You're crazy—Mr. Gibson hasn't

born here in years !"

"You telling me?" cried Bert, ready
to jump through the brick wall at him.
"Neil and me came along together."
Williams opened his mouth in a gasp

of understanding.
" I get you ! Rowley is old Gibson's

son !"

Bert flapped a hand at him.
"Forget it! I oughtn't to have told

anybody."
Williams glanced fearfully around.
"They'll be back in a few moments.
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I'll go across to Adam Ware's ranch
and get Rowley."
Bert thought hard.
"Wait a minute ! You know the safe

combination ?"
" Yes. Two-three-seven-one-five."
Bert was already at the wall safe.

He twiddled the knob and got the door
open. Next instant the wad of notes
was being passed out of the window to

Williams.
"Take those to Neil—Rouhy, I mean

—and tell him Duke's here, waiting to

start something with Dorgan. If you
want to be in at the finish, you'd
best hurry !"

Starting Something

NEIL was doctoring Ann's little ter-

rier dog. He had got hurt while
Butch & Co. were rounding up

the cattle. Ann was very concerned for

her pet, and was at the shed door
watching Neil's dexterous fingers as he

felt around the broken foreleg.

Barker—as they called him—let out a
yelp.

"You're hurting him !" cried Ann.
"Don't stand there doing nothing!"

Neil snapped at her. "Get me a basin
of cold water."
She glared at him, then decided to

obey.
As soon as he had begun to bathe

the injured paw, Neil called :

"Hop about! Get me a bandage and
a stick for a splint."

"All right—all right!" Ann 1>iim<-.1

herself once more. Neil bound up the
leg carefully.

"Now put him in his basket in the
kitchen." Neil ordered. "And stay by
to see he don't get out. Okay, Barker,
old man—uncle's your doctoi !"

Ann took the little dog in her arms.
"Am I allowed to give hini Ins

dinner?" she asked sarcastically.
"Sure you are. That's what girls

are for—to give folk dinners."

(Continued on page 26)

" What d'you think you're doing with my partner ? demanded Gibson senior.
May 30th, 193C.
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Beyond the stratosphere to a new world where science marches hand in hand with
savagery. Follow the adventures of a young American on the strange planet of
Mongo, realm of monsters and domain of the War-Lord Ming. An unforgettable

serial of thrills and suspense, starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers

Read This First

The entire world is in a slate of

terror. The b'urth is threatened with
total destruction by the planet Mongo,
which, rushing through the void, is con-
trolled by the Emperor Ming, ruler o)

a strange race of people living on that
unknown planet, and a man who has
probed the fundamental secrets of

Nature.

In America, a scientist known as Dr.
Zarkov maintains that lie can save the
Forth from disaster, and by means of a
rocket ship which he has invented he
attempts to blaze a trail through the
stratosphere.
He is accompanied by Flash Gordon,

soil of an astronomer, and by Dale
Arden, Flash's sweetheart.

The attempt is successful. Travelling
through millions of miles of space, the
rocket ship sets down the adventurers
on the forbidding planet of Mongo,
where they an taken prisoners by some
(if Ming's guards, and conveyed to the
emperor's -palace.

Ming spares Zarkov and Dale, but
Flash is condemned to death, and it

only saved by the intervention oi A ma.
the emperor's daughter, who helps him
It, CSt till, .

Later. Flash mer/s with Thun, princi

Of a nation Ot war with Ming. .1

panted by Than, he returns secretly to

Ming's palace, and learns that the
movement of the p/tinet Mongo towards
the Faith litis ban arrested.

Flash and Thun rescue Dale, but the

American and his fiancee fall into tht

hands of Kola, a puppet of Ming, who
rules an underwater domain, and the
Haj 301 h, 1936.

EPISODE 4:—
Battling the Sea Beast

"

American is thrown to a giant sea beast
resembling an octopus!

Now Read On

In the Toils

THE instant Flash was hurled into

the tank-room Dale Arden realised
that Kala's apparent friendliness

had been a cruel sham, and with an
exclamation of alarm she ran to the
door through which the young American
had been thrust.

Even as she reached that door it was
closed by the two men who had disposed
of Flash, and the girl found herself

looking up at their evil, grinning faces

"What have you done with him?" she
cried in an impassioned tone. "What
have you done with him?"
She tried to push them aside and

grip the handle of tin? door, but thej

quickh seized her. and were holding her
powerless when Kala strolled across to

them.
"What have you done with Flash?"

Dale repealed frantically. "What have
you done with him ''.

"

Kala leered at her, his fiat, swarthy
lie picture of malevolence. Then

he glanced at the men who were clutch-

I

her.

"She desire.-, to know the fate of her
lover," he remarked complacently.
" ( lame, let her see for hei

He move. I low aids a Circular window
that was let into the wall of the council

chamber, and his vassals dragged Dale
after him. A moment later she was
standing beside Kala at the window,
and as she stared through its thick pane
of glass a scream of abject horror broke
from her lips.

For she was gazing now into a room
built on a lower level than the conned
chamber, a room half-filled with water.

the tank-room into which her lover had
been cast: and there, before her eyes,

she saw Flash struggling to escape the

tentacles of the ghastly sea beast that

was imprisoned in the flooded com-
partment.
He had been clutched around the

body by the sinuous feelers of the I »

;

and though his head was at pi

above the surface of the water, he was
being dragged down, down—to suffei

terrible agonies by the crushing emb i i

of the sea beast's tentacles, and to find

relief only in death by suffocation,

The anguished gill at the will

beheld his distorted face a- he fought
his vain battle, beheld i he

I

fleshy toil> that were wrapped ai

his writhing figure, beheld the shimmer
ing form of the monster that laj b

the water with the vacuole >f its gross

bodj holding il fast to the floor. And
in a frenzy of distress she turned to

Kala and cried out to him appealmgly:

"Spare him 1" she implored. "Dot '•

lei him die ! Save him, for pity's •

I'll do an\ thing—anything you ask— if

only you'll ~a\ e him."
He -hook In- h

" It is Ming w ho h niied him,

not I
"

He paused, for at that moinont bi»
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attention was diverted from the window
by an insistent buzzing that came from
a control-board upon the left-hand wall

i f the council chamber.
Above that wall was a small, trans-

lucent panel which could have been
likened to a miniature cinematograph
screen, and upon it rhe image of a

man's head and shoulders had began to

take shape.
The image had been thrown on the

screen by some process akin to tele-

vision, and as the picture grew clearer
ihe sinister face of the Emperor Ming
became recognisable.

A voice issued from the panel. It

was the unmistakable voice of the
emperor, speaking from his distant

palace on Mongo's highest peak and
demanding audience with Kala, his

puppet- ruler of the realm below the sea.

Kala hastened across to the screen and
spoke up into it.

"Your Majesty," he said, 'I have
taken the Earth people prisoners, as

you commanded. The girl will be
returned to you. The man, even as I

talk to you, is near to death."
"And Prince Thun?" came tile voice

of Ming. "What of him?"
*' Prince Thun?"
"Yes, yes. He was with 1 ho Earth

pirl and her lover. Was that not made
clear to you?"

" We saw no sign of Thun, your
Majesty," Kala mumbled. "Only the
two strangers from the Earth."

The face on the screen assumed an
ugly expression of annoyance, and then,
after a brief interval, Ming's voice
reached Kala's ears again.
"Thun must have escaped the trap

that threw the Earth people into your
clutches," he ground out. "Well, his
time will come, nevertheless. Mean-
while, do not let the girl Dale Arden
out of your sight. And listen, Kala,
I have reason to believe that my
daughter Aura is on her way to your
domain."
"Your daughter Aura?"
"Yes," was the curt reply. "She is

interested in the Earth man, Gordon-
would save him, if she could. If she
icaches your palace make her a prisoner,
and return her to me together with Dale
Arden."
"Your instructions will be obeyed,

your Majesty," Kala answered sub-
missively, and then the vision on the

11 slowly faded from view, leaving
the panel blank once more.

Kala turned now, and was about to
retrace his steps to the window through
which Dale and the guards were watch-
ing Flash Gordon's struggles, when a
young woman entered the council
chamber by the main doorway, a dark-
haired and dusky-skinned woman who
wa-< one of the hand-maidens of the
underworld monarch's court.
"Ah, greetings, Zona," Kala ob-

served. "You have arrived at an
opportune time. I have a guest here
who needs a chaperon."
He turned to indicate Dale, and as

he did so he realised that the Earth
girl was in a half-fainting condition,
overwhelmed as she was. by the grim

iacle which she was being forced to
witness.

Kala strode towards his guards, all
six of whom were by this time assembled
round the window.

" You may go, " he told the men.
"Zona will look after our fair captive."
The guards departed from the council

.hainber, and Zona approached the
window, laying a firm hand on Dale
and peering through into the tank-room
with Kala.
Her hard, cold features remained

impassive at what she saw—Flash
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snared in the tentacles of the sea beast,

going under as those sinuous arms
pulled him down. Rising once more
as by some superhuman effort, he
managed to resist their relentless drag.

Thus the battle proceeded, but, though
Flash Gordon's head broke water time
after time, always he was drawn
beneath the surface again ; and soon
enough it was clear that his strength
was giving out, that he could not last

much longer, that his desperate
struggles were waning, waning.
Sagging in the grasp of the woman

Zona, unable to watch the plight of her
lover, Dale Arden looked at Kala
imploringly.
"Save him!" she faltered. "Save

him !"

"Your pleas are useless," he rejoined
in callous accents. "Ming ordered him
to die, and, even if the emperor had
not so commanded, I should have shown
Gordon no mercy. No man may pit

his strength against Kala—and live."

He glanced through the window-
again, and saw that the one-sided
combat between Flash and the monster
was almost at an end. The young
American was sinking below the surface
in the grip of the tentacles, and it was
obvious from the feeble movements of
his hands and the hopeless look on his

countenance that he could not prolong
his fight for life.

"The Earth man has given us good
sport," Kala remarked, "but the enter-
tainment has very nearly reached its

close. He is being dragged dow n for

the last time, to rise no more."
There was an expression of brutal

satisfaction on the man's face as he
spoke those words, and the heartless
tone of his voice seemed to bore into
Dale's numbed mind even as the last

shreds of consciousness were leaving her.

And then suddenly, in the very instant
that she was wilting in Zona's grasp,
another voice struck upon her ears.

"Not a move, King Kala, or you
die !"

The Nick of Time

IT was the voice of Aura which had
rung through the council chamber
of Kala's underworld palace—Aura,

who had led Thun safely and secretly
to the submarine realm of her father's
ally in the hope of rescuing Flash
Gordon from death.
Hearing that voice. Dale roused

herself with an effort and stared in the
direction whence it had come, and in

the doorway of the spacious apartment
slu' beheld Ming's daughter and the
bearded stalwart who had befriended
Flash.
There was a ray gun in Thun's hand.

It was trained on the astonished Kala,
and, keeping the latter covered, the
Prince of the Lion Men now advanced
with Aura until he was only a few
paces from the spot where Dale Arden
and her two captors were standing.

"Give no alarm. Kala," Ming's
daughter warned, "or Thun will blast

the life from your body. What have
you done with the Earth man

—

Gordon ?"

Kala's face was a sickly hue. but he
strove to speak in a tone of firmness
and determination.
"Your father has ordered Flash

Gordon's death," he said. "He has
also ordered that you be returned tc
him. Princess Aura—a prisoner."
The emperor's daughter eyed him

scornfully for a moment, and then
glanced at the window through which
Kala, Dale and Zona had witnessed the
plight of Flash. In another second
Aura had thrust her way past the
monarch of the underworld, calling
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upon Thun to keep a strict watch on
him as she did so.

One glance through the circular
window was enough to drain every
vestige of colour from Aura's cheeks,
and for a brief interval she seemed roo
horrified to utter a sound. Next
moment, however, she was wheeling
round to confront Kala menacingly.

Slop that tight in there," she rapped
Out, " at one.' I"

Kala. raised his eyebrows.
"How can it be stopped:" he .c-

torted. "Do you think one can give
commands to a sea beast
"You know as well as I do how that

fight can be stopped I" Aura flung at
him. "Somewhere in this very room
there is a switch that drams the water
from the sea beast's lair. Drain that
water, Kala, and the monster is

rendered powerless. Do I have to waste
words in reminding you of this?"

The king of the underworld glared
at her and attempted to offer a show
of defiance, but Thun promptly moved
a step closer to him.
"The switch, Kala!" the Prince of

the Lion Men barked. "If Flash
Gordon dies, then your doom is also
sealed !"

The other recoiled in alarm as tho
ray-gun was levelled threateningly, an.]

it was with some haste thai he stumbled
towards the opposite wall, where he
touched some hidden spring that raised
a cunning shutter.
Behind that shutter was the switch

that Aura had mentioned, and, breath-
ing hard. Kala forced it down. Mean-
while, Ming's daughter was gazing
through the window of the tank-room,
and it was with a hopeful expression in
her eyes that Dale Arden wrenched
away from Zona and joined the dark-
haired prin.

Aura gave Dale a cold, sidelong
glance which showed more plainly than
words could have done that she was not
interested in the Earth girl, and lhat,

it was only on Flash's account that she
had helped Thun to si age a rescue.
Then she looked ihrough the window
again, and ere long she was satisfied
lhat the turn .if the lever which Kala
had been forced to operate was pro-
ducing the desired effect.

The level of Ihe water in the iank-
I'oom was falling. Rapidly it subsided,
draining away Ihrough some outlet that
ihe switch had opened, and, as it left;

ihe body of the sea beast uncovered,
so the strength of that monster seemed
to dwindle—even as Aura had prophe-
sied.

Deprived of the natural element in
which it existed, the giant creature
became an enfeebled and helpless tiling.

The mighty grip of its tentacles relaxed;
the sinuous limbs sagging to the floor
and out of their terrific embrace reeled
I lie bruised figure of ils victim, to
sink down in a state of utter exhaustion.

Aura turned now from the window
of the tank-room and sped lo the door
through which Flash had been hurled
some time before. Dale followed her,
and was close upon her heels when the
other girl unlocked ihe door and entered
the chamber wherein the condemned
man had so nearly met his death.
Thun, in the meantime, was watching

Kala and Zona, and was quick to hold
them at bay when the two of I hem
attempted to make separate dashes for
the main doorway of Ihe council room.
Springing back, he prevented their
escape and forced them lo retreat, and
they were cringing before him when
Aura and Dale reappeared.
The two girls were supporting Flash,

who seemed scarcely able lo drag one
leg after another, lint in a little while
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lie big fellow showed signs of recover-

ing, and managed to stammer out a few
words of appreciation to Aura and
Thun.
"I—I don't know how you got here,"

he panted, "but I guess you showed up
—just in time. That big baby in there

aure had me down for the count. I'm
—mighty grateful."
Thun spoke to him—without taking

his eves off Kala and Zona, however.
"Are you able to walk, Flash?" he

asked tersely.

"Give mo a couple of minutes and
I'll do more than walk." the American
answered. "I'll—break that guy Kala
in pieces—for giving me that giant
octopus as a playmate."

Prince Thun smiled a twisted smile.
" Nothing would give mo greater

pleasure than to see you break Kala
into pieces," he said. "But there is

no time for that, Flash. We have yet
to make our way from his domain, and
we cannot afford to delay."
"You arc right, Thun." Il was

Aura's voice. " You arc right, and we
may find it more difficult to leave this

realm than to enter it. If we return
by the way we came wc will only find

ourselves back amongst the galleries

below my father's palace."
"You fear your father, Aura?" Thun

muttered.
The girl shook her head.
'I do not fear him on my own

account." she said. "But I fear for
the safety of Flash. Until I can
prevail upon the emperor to pardon
him and spare him, Flash must not fall

into his hands."
"Then what is your plan, Aura?"

Dale interposed tremulously.
Ming's daughter directed a chilling

glance at her.

"My plan is to make for the dry
clocks where Kala's under-water ships
*are housed," she replied. "We can
make our escape in one of those ships
and cruise through the caverns to the
open sea. When we gain the surface.
Thun can fake care of you and Flash,
and I will return to my father's palace."
"Do you know how to reach the dry

docks from here, Aura?" asked Thun.
The princess inclined her head.
"Yes, I know how to reach them.

But wo may have to fight our way to
them if we run foul of any of Kala's
men."
Kala had been listening attentively

to the conversation, and now he growled
a comment.
"You will never succeed in your

design," he said, "and as for you,
Thun, I warn you that you will regret
this invasion of my realm !"

"If there are any regrets." the Prince
of the Lion Men retorted grimly. " you
will not live to gloat over them. Should
any of your guards try to stop us,
Kala, yours will be the first life that
I shall take. Meanwhile, you and
Zona are going with us as hostages.
Wo do not intend to give you an
opportunity of raising an alarm."
He motioned to Aura to lead the way

from the council chamber, and, Brsl
satisfying herself (hat the coast was
clear, Ming's daughter slole out across
the threshold of the room, with the
others following her in single file

—

Thun_ bringing up the rear and menac-
ing Kala and Zona with the ray-gun
They passed slowly and cautiously

nlong (he wide corridor by which Flash
Gordon and Dale Arden had boon
dragged to (ho council chamber some
time before, and presently they might
have been seen turning into another
gallery. Ere a quarter of an hour had
elapsed they had travelled for a con-
siderable distance through (ho network
of underground tunnels which honey-
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combed Kala's domain, and counted
themselves lucky in not meeting with a
soul.

Aura seemed to know every foot of
that labyrinth, and, moving a few yards
in advance of her companions, she
proved an invaluable guide, never once
showing any sign of uncertainty or
hesitation. But suddenly, just as she
reached an angle of one of the corridors,
she came to an abrupt halt and signed
to the rest of the party to remain whetc
they were.
Flash and the others paused, and

Thun made a significant gesture with
the ray-gun to remind Kala and Zona
that they would court destruction if

they attempted any outcry, for it was
clear to him that the Princess Aura
must have seen someone ahead.
In another second or two Aura had

retreated to where her companions and
the hostages were standing.

" The control-room is beyond that
corner," she whispered. "We must
pass through it to get to the dry docks,
and one of Kala's men is on duty at
the great switchboard—the switchboard
that generates the air for this sub-
marine realm and gives the outer
barriers the necessary resistance to hold
back the sea water of the caverns."
Flash looked at her keenly.
'' You mean—one man stands between

us and freedom?" ho queried. "I
guess I oan handle him all right. Thun,
you stay right here and sec that Kala
and Zona don't give any trouble. Dale.
you help Thun to keep an eye on them."
"Do you think you can handle the

man in the control-room, Flash?" Dale
asked him anxiously.
"Sure," he answered. "I'll admit

I had a tough time with that giant
octopus, but I'm all right now."
With a confident expression on his

handsome features he advanced towards
the angle of the corridor, and Aura
elected to accompany him. A moment
later they had reached the entrance of
the control-room, and, staring through
the doorway, they riveted their atten-
tion on the man at the switchboard.
"Leave him to me, Aura," Flash

breathed, and then he crept across the
threshold and began to steal upon
Kala's minion from behind.
He was within two or three paces of

the man when the latter chanced to
turn his head, as if warned of his
danger by some instinct that could not
be defined, and at sight of Flash he
uttered a hoarse exclamation.
Next instant he had snatched up a

ray-pistol that was lying close at hand
but l>ofore he could train it on Flash
the American was upon him. striking
the weapon from the fellow's grasp and
seizing him by the throat.
And now there ensued a desperate

souffle, a souffle that Aura watched with
bated breath. Back and forth the two
men rocked, fighting like demons in

their efforts to gain the mastery, for
if Kala's hireling had been taken almost
by surprise, ho had been quick to
recover himself and show resistance.
He was a man of powerful frame,

too. and at first ho seemed to be a

match for the American, who was still

suffering from his battle with the
octopus in spite of the loassuring
statement ho had made to Dale Arden.
Yet. even if his strength had been im-
paired by the ordeal in the tank-room.
Flash possessed the will to win, and
gradually ho took the upper hand again.
At last lie managed to throw his

antagonist. and from the doorway
Aura saw the pair of them roll across
the floor. Then she became aware that
the guard's ray pistol was lying near
them, and that Kala's minion was try-

ing to roach out for it.
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The girl dashed across the room and
picked up the weapon before the man's
fingers could close on it, and with the
pistol safely in her grip, she drew back
to the threshold. A moment afterwards
she was watching Flash as he pounded
his adversary with clenched fi9t.

Crouching astride the guard's prono
body, Flash drove his bunched knuckles
into the fellow's jaw again ,and again,
until at length the wretch lav' insensible.
Only then did the young American rise
to his feet, and, panting from his
exertions, he staggered towards Aura.
"That ought to keep him quiet for

a while," he gasped. "Now to reach
those dry docks you spoke of, Aura.
We "

He checked, for at that very second
there was a commotion in the gallery
that led to the control-room, and,
exchanging a startled glance with
Ming's daughter, he lurched out through
the doorway with her.
There, in the gallery, he behold a

scene that caused him to grit his teeth
and steel himself for further fight.

For he saw Thun struggling in the
arms of two of Kala's men, who must
have been passing that way and come
upon the bearded Lion Man unawares.
They were now grappling fiercely

with Thun, while Kala and Zona held
Dale and prevented her from going to
his aid.

Flash started forward with a shout
on his lips, but with a swift movement
Aura caught him by the arm and pulled
him into the control-room again. Then,
before he realised what was in her
mind, she wheeled in the direction of
the great switchboard and levelled the
ray-pistol at it.

A stream of flame burst from the
muzzle of the weapon and played across
the dials and levers of that massive
instrument-board, and all at once there
was an ugly crackling of sparks that
flew to right and left in successive
showers. Simultaneously, the casing of

the switchboard seemed to buckle and
split, and fragments of intricate

machinery rattled to the floor.

Flash gazed at Aura dully as she
lowered, her hand.
"What's the idea?" he demanded.

"Why did you do that?"
"Did I not tell you," she answered,

"that this board controls the generators
which provide air, and which also

sustain the pressure that keeps water
out of Kala's domain? '

"Then why destroy it?" cried Flash
" Because by doing so our chances of

escape are increased ! In the panic
that must now spread through this

whole realm we can get to the dry
docks without much fear of hindrance,
and once we are inside one of Kala's
submarine ships we shall be safe from
the fate that will overtake his city !"

She clutched Flash by the arm.
"Come." she wont on urgently. "Wo

just have time to reach our goal—

«

submarine ship that will carry us to

the open sea when the outer barriers
give way. But wo must harry, wc must
hurry !"

He stood his ground as she attempted
to draw him towards another doorway
at the far side of the control-room.
"You're forgetting Dale and Thun!"

lie jerked.
"You must not think of them now."

she exclaimed impatiently. "There is no
time to lose. Every moment is precious

to lis. A delay of seconds, and we may
never reach dry docks. Flash, it is

yourself you must consider. I can
snr you—and hide you till I am able
to make my father see reason

"

The handsome American fore awav
from her. His face had gone pale, and
there was a wild light in his eyes.
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"I'm not leaving Thun and Dale !"

lie ground out.

"Flash!" Aura called distractedly.

"Don't go back. The noise of that
fight will soon bring more of Kala's
men. Worse still, the air in the
galleries will be exhausted within a few
minutes, and the water will burst
down the barriers "

But Flash was not listening. Already
he had bounded forth in the corridor
where Thun had been surprised, and in

headlong style he charged to the rescue
of his ally, throwing an arm round one
of Kala's underlings and dragging the
man aside—then landing him a terrific

punch that hurled the fellow against
the wall of the passage.
The back of the guard's head came

into violent contact with that wall, and.
uttering a hollow groan, he slumped
to the floor in a heap. Then Kala
himself tried to take a hand in the
affray, but blundered into an upper-cut
I hat knocked him clean off his balance

In the meantime, Thun was disposing
of the remaining guard, whom he now
had little difficulty in handling, and
when Flash turned from the prostrate
form of Kala it was to see the Lion
Man's opponent going down beneath
a blow from the butt of the prince's
ray-gun.
At the same instant he saw Zona

running off along the corridor, doubtless
to give the alarm and bring reinforce-
ments to the spot, but before she had
gone far she appeared to falter—to reel

against the wall—and to raise her
fingers to her throat as if an unseen
hand were strangling her.

It was then that Flash became aware
of a change that had taken place in the
atmosphere of the gallery; found him-
self breathing hard, not so much because
of his recent exertions, but because
there seemed to be a lack of air.

He looked at Thun, and then at Dale,
who was standing nearby. Both of
them were open-mouthed and clutching
at their throats.

"Flash," Dale gasped, 'Flash, what's
happening? I—I can't breathe. I'm
—choking."
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It was Aura who answered her; Aura,
who had moved from the doorway of

the control-room. Her features were
pale, and yet strangely calm.

" I have wrecked the switchboard
that governs the air generators and the
pressure that keeps the water at bay,"
she said simply. " Kala's realm is

doomed. It is only a question of
seconds now."
Flash caught her by the wrist.

"You spoke of the submarine ships,"
he panted. "If we can get away in

one of them "

"Too late 1" she interrupted. "Too
late ! Before we reached the dry docks
we should die for want of air, or else

drown in the flood-waters that will soon
pour through these galleries. No,
Flash, our only chance has gone. Y<>u
delayed in order that you might help
your friends. That delay has cost you
your life, and co*t me mine."
"You could have made your escape

alone," he said, speaking with difficulty.
" Why didn't you ':"

"Because, like you, I am not afraid
to die."
She stopped and looked at Kala, w ho

was struggling up from the floor. He
had heard what had passed between her
and Flash, and his complexion was grey
as he tottered to the door of the control-
room and gaped at (he damaged
switchboard.
"Aura!" he babbled. "It i* true!

You have sealed cur destruction! We
are lost—all lost !"

From afar there came a vague tumult,
as of men and women crying out in tones
of abject despair, and the distant clamoui
told Kala that his people in all parts of

the subterranean realm were beginning
to realise from the shortage of air that
something was wrong.
For an interval he stood there with a

distracted expression on his countenance,
and then all at once a faint gleam of

hope awakened in his eyes.

"Ming can save us," he said hoarsely.
"From his palace he controls duplicate
machines that can supply us with oxygen
and raise enough pressure to hold back
the flood-waters. Ming can save us—

if only we can get a signal to him— if

only we can get a distress signal through
to him!"
He made for the switchboard, and

Flash and Dale followed him, accom-
panied by Aura and Thun. By now all

of them were fighting for breath, and
beads of perspiration were streaming
down their faces. They were suffoca

and in their plight all hostility was for-

gotten. For the moment, at least, their

common peril had united them— this

puppet monarch Kala and the quartet
who had held him hostage.
Four pairs of eyes watched Kala as he

fumbled with a switch on the damaged
control-board.
"Unless the mechanism has been com-

pletely wrecked, we may be able to make
contact with Ming's palace by the visual

rays," he groaned. "We can but try.

We can but try "

Despair

LITTLE did Kala know it, but, while
he was attempting to communicate
with Ming, a man in the emperor's

laboratory was endeavouring to send out
signals on a much more ambitious scale.

That man was Dr. Zarkov, and he had
spent an hour or two of experimental
research in the amazing workshop of

the potentate who was virtually holding
him a captive. In the privacy of this

room he had delved deep into the
emperor's secrets, partly to keep his mind
from speculating on the fate of his

friends, partly to discover if he could
make use of the vital apparatus which
the laboratory contained.
He was now standing before a trans-

mitting set that was far in advance of

any broadcasting equipment known to

his fellow-scientists of the Earth, anil by
means of it he was sending out a rail

which he hoped might reach some station

on that distant globe.
"Dr. Zarkov speaking from Mongo,"

he repeated again and again, as he
manipulated the dials on the transmitting
set. "Dr. Zarkov speaking from Mongo
—the planet Mongo!"
He was still repeating his call in tho

hope that it would be picked up when ho

A moment later they had reached the entrance of the control-room, and, staring through the doorway, they
riveted their attention on the man at the switchboard.
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heard footsteps outside the door of the
laboratory, and he at once made haste
to switch off the transmitting set and
devote his attention to a machine in

.which he had interested himself an hour
or so previously.
He had scarcely taken up his position

beside that particular appliance when the
robed figure of the Emperor Ming
entered the room.
Clown sweeping the floor, the sinister

monarch moved towards Zarkov and
eyed him shrewdly, a crooked smile play-
ing around his thin-lipped mouth.

"Well, my friend," Ming said, "have
you improved upon any of my inventions
here? Remember, I spared your life

because I believed you might be useful
to me, but if you do not show me results
then 1 shall be compelled—to get rid of
you."
Zarkov clenched his hands spasmodic-

ally.

''Before we discuss scientific matters,
your Majesty," he rejoined in a steady
tone, "may I ask what has become of my
friends from the Earth?"
Ming smiled again.
" Unless I am much mistaken," he re-

marked. "Kala has already disposed of
Flash Gordon. As for the lovely Dale
Arden, she is probably on her way to

my palace here even now. But come,
Zarkov, tell me of your work in the
laboratory."
The doctor gave him a bitter glance,

and was silent for a space. Then he in-

dicated the appliance by which he was
standing.

"Shortly before you came in I was ex-
amining this apparatus, your Majesty,"
he observed, "and I think I can improve
upon it by introducing a new ray which
I discovered about a month ago."
"A new ray?" Ming echoed, with in-

terest. "Will it be of help in furthering
my plans to become ruler of the entire
Universe—ruler of Mongo, of the Earth,
of all Creation?"
"It may," Zarkov conceded reluct-

antly. "It is a variation of the ray you
have been using, but, being of a higher
frequency, it is more flexible. If you can
follow me, it is built up from the nega-
tive side rather than the positive."
Ming was listening to him with a keen

expression on his thin, evil features.

"Tell me more about this ray," he
said, but before the doctor could proceed
there was an interruption.
A man in armour appeared on the

threshold of the laboratory. He was
Torch, captain of Ming's bodyguard, and
if was with an anxious look in his eyes
that lie came forward to salute the
emperor.
"Your Majesty," he reported, "some-

one is trying to communicate with us
from Kala's domain, but we can make
nothing of the message. I think some-
thing must be very wrong indeed down
(here."
Ming frowned, and then, bidding

Zarkov follow him, he hastened from
the laboratory with Torch and quickly
made his way along the gallery that led
lo the throne-room.
Here a number of his guards were as-

sembled, their eyes upturned towards a

luminous panel that was built into the
wall; and on this panel, or screen, several
indistinct shadows were visible—obviously
the shapes of four or five human beings,
though tin- impressions were so blurred as
to be unrecognisable.
A voice was issuing from the screen,

a voice as indefinite as the group of

shadows, a voice that uttered inarticulate
sounds which were a mere jumble of
broken syllables, defying comprehension.
Ming thrust his way through the party

of soldiers and stared at, the panel. Join-
ing him. Zarkov realised that he was
Ha; hhIi, iMfl.
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gazing upon some form of television

which either was in an experimental
state or else functioning inaccurately.

Ming stood silent for fully a minute,
watching the screen, listening to the
voice that babbled from it. Then he
glanced at Torch.
"That voice is Kala's," he rapped out.

" There is no mistaking it. But I can-
not make out a word of what he is say-

ing. What has happened to this appara-
tus? It has never failed us before-."

He reached for a switch under the
screen and turned it slowly. For a

moment there was no result, the shadowy
forms on the panel above him still re-

maining indistinct and Kala's voice be-

coming no less incoherent. But sud-

denly, just for the space of a second, the
scene grew clearer.

"Look!" cried Torch.
Kala's head and shoulders became

visible on the screen, and, in the back-
ground, the faces of Thun, Flash, Dale
and Aura were revealed—faces which,
like Kala's, were distorted with suffer-

ing.

Only for an instant did the picture re-

main thus well defined, only for an in-

stant did the watchers in Ming's throne-

room see the vision of those five human
beings as clearly as they might have
done if they had actually been standing
before them in the doomed realms far

below the base of the mountain.

In that same instant of time a single

word trembled audibly from the screen

in Kala's voice

:

" Destruction
"

Then swiftly the vision faded again
into shadowy incompleteness, and once
more the tones of Ming's ally were ren-

dered inarticulate.

Thoroughly alarmed now, Ming per-

severed savagely with the switch that he
had been turning, but to no purpose.

"Destruction!*' he hissed through his

gritted teeth. "Destruction! What did

Kala mean by that?"
It was a question that none in the

throne-room could answer, for none who
stood there knew that the air in the gal-

leries and chambers of Kala's domain was
fast giving out, that the relentless waters
in the deep caverns were pressing in

upon the safety-barriers with a force

which the toughest metal could not have
withstood.
Soon those barrier-doors would buckle

under the strain. Air pressure had pro-

vided them with the power to resist the

tides that swept the caverns, but now
that the air supply was gone they would
fall before the might of Nature, and
Kala's kingdom would be flooded from
end to end.
Twenty thousand feet below the palace

of Ming, the abject Kala turned from
the switchboard at which he had been
making his forlorn attempts to contact

the emperor. His face seemed to have
fallen in, his eyes were hollow with
despair and his hands were clawing at

his throat as he fought for breath.

"I cannot—make them—understand,"
he groaned. "I cannot make them—
understand."
He looked haggardly at the two men

and the two girls who stood beside him.
Thun and Aura had lurched against the

wall and were loaning there weakly.
Flash was supporting Dale in his arms,
endeavouring to comfort her and en-

courage her, though his voice was dry
and cracked.
Death was closing upon them all,

slowly, agonisingly. Death by suffoca-

tion. . • •

(To be continued. Ry permission of

Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring Buster
Cratiiie and Jean Rogers.)
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"Thank, you, Mister Craig!"
Neil gave her a sidewavs look.

"Hallo, hallo! Didn't I tell you I
was Sir Walter Raleigh?"
" I heard Duke call you Craig—but

maybe I'm still wrong. Your evening
shirt, which I've washed for you, is

initialed N. G. No good, I reckon."
Butch came running up.

"Oh, Rowley—we're four hundred
beeves short. Someone's rustled 'em in

the night !"

"Four hundred?" gasped Ann.
"Why, how can that be? Four
hundred?"
"They're gone !" si>oke Butch rue-

fully.

Almost on his heels came a young
fellow on a panting, lathered bronc. He
swung down out of the saddle.
"Which is Rowley?" he cried. "I

want him—Duke's held up in Stark's
house."
"I'm Rowley," said Neil with another

glance at Ann.
"Here's some money for you—from

Duke. I'm Williams." The young
fellow thrust a roll of dollar bills at

Neil. "I'm Stark's secretary—least-

ways, I was. I've quit. He isn't

square—he's branding a whole lot of

beeves just come in from goodness
knows where. He didn't buy them
from you, did he?"
Ho addressed Ann, who was holding

the small dog almost too tightly in her
agitation. It whined a little.

"Now who's hurting him?" cried
Neil. "Never mind—take him inside."

Williams, quite forgetting, asked :

"You're Neil Gibson, aren't you ? I've
wired for your father to come Oh,
sorry 1"

Neil had given him a black look.

"Now that everybody has been intro-

duced," he snapped, "perhaps you'll

put that poor dog in his basket, Ann
Ware !"

Ann turned away without a word and
went across to the house.

"I'll take your brone." Neil told

Williams. "You stay with Butch—I'm
going'to talk to Stark."
He swung himself into the saddle and

was gene in a flash.

"We'll follow!" called Butch, scent-

ing a fight. But Neil hadn't heard.
He rode like the wind to the Gibson-

Stark ranch, while Ann told herself

:

"He's gone—and he won't come back !"

Meantime, Dorgan had returned and
had unlocked the door of Bert's prison.

Bert was peacefully dozing in a chair.

Next thing that caught Dorgan's atten-

tion was the open door of the wall safe.

He crossed the room in a couple of

strides—a glance showed him the notes
had gone.
He swung round on Bert.

"Tip 'em up!" he roared, grabbing
Bert by the collar.

Bert awoke with well-acted surprise.

"Why, Dorgan—you come back all by
your little self?"

"Gimme them dollar bills!"

"Sony. They're at Rainbow's End-
where they belong."
Bert stood up, yawning. He gently

but firmly removed Dorgan's hand from
his Coat-cgllar; then, with a sudden back-

handed swing of his right, he got Dor-
gan fair and square under the chin, shut-

ting his snarling mouth with a click that

told of breaking teeth. Dorgan went
over backwards with a crash—only to

spring up in a split second. He made a
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mad bull rush at Bert, who stepped aside
nimbly and sloshed him again, this time
under the left ear.

Dorgan closed in on Bert with sledge-

hammer fist at Beit's large nose. For a
moment stars danced before Bert's eyes I

then he had closed with his bulky
opponent, and the pair were rolling to-

gether on the floor, punching at each
other with grim determination.

It was a great fight. Sometimes Bert
looked like winning, then Dorgan would
recover and come at him again. They
fought all across the room and out into

the hall, Bert seeking to get a real

smasher at his foe.

But Dorgan knew the house, and at

last got Bert up against the closed
kitchen door. Here they got themselves
locked together in a breathless embrace,
pushing .and jabbing and thrusting at

each other until suddenly the door-latch
gave way and flew open, when both of

them went headlong over the couple of

steps down from the hall floor to the
kitchen level. While they were picking
themselves up, the door-spring shot back
the door.
Dorgan, head lowered like a goat's,

butted at Bert's stomach. Bert stepped
aside, slid o\er some grease on the floor

and went sprawling. Dorgan butted
straight into the refrigerator, then, with
a gasp, went down and stayed down.

When Neil reached the ranch the front
door was open. lie leapt off the bronc
and strode into the house. Stark was in

the hall, standing very still, as if listen-

There was no sound of life until

Neil barked at him

:

"What have you done to my buddy ?"'

Stark turned cold eyes upon him,
"(Jet out of my house!"

Ned didn't waste breath. He hit Stark
in the face, knocking him Bideways.
Sto.rk was no coward, and was at Neil
on the instant, in such a cold fury of
rage that he bore Neil right before him
to the doorstep, Neil having all he could
do to ward off the storm of blows which
Stark showered on him.
Neil didn't want to hurt a man much

older than himself, so he waited his

chance to get Stark in a clinch. Then he
ran him backwards into tho hall, and,
lifting him right off his feet, flung him
into a chair, where, he fell with a crash
that shook the house.
"Now then!'' stormed Neil. "Tell me

about this!" He thrust an open letter

into Stark's hand.
Footsteps were heard outside. Two

people had sprung from a car. Into the
hall came hurrying oltl John Gibson, fol-

lowed by Ann Ware.
Gibson senior pointed a finger at the

recumbent Stark, as he snapped at Neil:
"What d'you think you're doing with

my partner '.'"

"Asking him a plain question," said
Neil, face all frowns.
"Is that the way gentlemen ask ques-

tions?" asked Gibson senior.

"Don't mind him," said Stark. "He's
no one. Only a mad fellow from Bain-
bow's End who thinks he's Napoleon."
"Sir Walter Raleigh," Ann corrected

gently.
"Listen here," spoke Neil, controlling

himself. "Stark has been stealing Adam
Ware's cattle and branding them as yours
and his. And he has been double-cross-
ing you ! Sec that letter he don't dare
to read ? It was written by the Marlowe
bank-manager at Stark's instigation.
It's tho bank's refusal to help V
who's one of the very best!"
"You're a liar!" Stark snarled. "I

didn't have a thing to do with the send-
ing of this." He flung the letter con-
temptuously on the floor.

Old Gibson turned on him.
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"Do you tell me my son's a liar, James
William Stark? Come on outside!"
He lugged Stark up from the chair and

rushed him out into the yard. Sounds
like a bullfight followed immediately.
"Stop them!" Ann pleaded.
"Not on your life!" said Neil. "I'll

have ten dollars to one with vou on
dad !"

But somebody else had got out of the
car on seeing old Gibson hammering
away at Stark. Given Gibson, flustered

and indignant.
"Hold your temper, father," she cried,

"or I'll have to set about the pair of you
two wicked old men!"
Bert emerged from the kitchen, nose

swollen, one eye fast blackening.
"That you, Gwen?" he called cheer-

fully. "You starting something?"
Stark tried to trim his sails.

"I can explain everything, Mr.
Gibson."

Neil calmly put an arm about Ami's
v. aist as Gwen Gibson came hurrying to-

wards her battered Bert, followed by old
Gibson and tho discomfited Stark.

" What have they been doing to you,
darling?" Gwen almost wept, her threats
forgotten as she clung to Bert.
"1 fell aver a couple of steps,'' he an-

swered, always cheerful. "So did the
other fellow. He's still counting 'em."
"Oh, Gwen," called Neil. "I want

you to meet your sister-in-law that's

going to be."
He pushed Ann forward a little way,

but didn't let her go.
"And, dad, I'm foreman at Rainbow's

End. the next ranch to this. What say
wo kick Stark out and run the two
ranches togetherV
"Suits me,'' growled Gibson senior,

fixing Stark with a glanco that said,

"Now, don't you put up any difficulties,

hear me?" He next studied Ann's
blushing face. "Do you really want to
hook up with this good-for-nothing son
of mine .'"

"I'll risk it," said Ann.
"We'll have a double wedding.''

grinned Bert. "It'll -a\e a lot of ex-
pense and bother.
"Okay," agreed old John Gibson in

his dour fashion. "Hop it, Stark—you
aren't in\ ited !"

(By permission of Associated British
Film Distributors, starring Hoot Gibson

and June Gale.)
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THIS WEEK'S CASTS
" A TALE OF TWO CITIES."—

Sydney Carton, Ronald Colman ; Lueie
Manette, Elizabeth Allan ; Mis9 Prosa,
Edna .May Oliver; Stryver, Reginald
Owen ; Marquis St. Evrt motid, Basil
Rathbone ; Madame Defarge, Blanche
v

i arka ; Dr. Manette, Henry B.
Walthall ; Charles Darnay, Donald
Woods ; Barsad, Walter C'atlett

;

Gaspard, Fritz Leiber ; Qabette, H. B.
Warner ; Defarge, Mitchell Lewis

;

Jarvis Lorry. Claude Gillingwater
;

Jerry Cruncher, Billy Bevan ; Jeanne
Fontaine, Isabel Jewel ; La Vengeance,
Lucillo Lavcrno.

"THE LAST ASSIGNMENT."—
Bob Horton, Ray Walker ; Marie
Russell, Joan Woodbury ; Jim Horton,
William Farnum ; John Russell, Earle
Dwire ; Hendricks, Sid Saylor ; Krone,
Mathew Betz ; Mrs. Cordon, Clara
Kimball Young ; Brandon, Reed
Howes.

" RAINBOW'S END."—Neil Gib-
son, Hoot Gibson ; Ann Ware, June
Gale ; John Gibson, Oscar Apfel ;

Stark, Warner Richmond ; Gwen
Gibson, Ada Ince ; Bert Randall,
Charles Hill ; Dorgan, (Stanley Bly-
stone ; Adam Ware, John Elliott ;

Butch, Buddy Roosevelt.

"You remember how alike we are.
Good bye!"
Barsad, wondering, impressed despite

himself, almost carried Darnay out of tho
cell. Carton seated himself at the table
below tho window.
A gaoler, passing along, came to

Barsad.
"Fainted, eh? I noticed he staggered

as he camo in. Let me help you, Citizen
Barsad. We'll put him in the cart out-
side. Funny how it affects some people
—saying good-bye ! Weak-minded, I
call it!"

Escape—and Sacrifice

THE coach was at the side door of
Telson's Bank, in tho Rue St.
Honore. Lucie and Mr. Lorry were

in their places, a muffled figui'e between
them. Dr. Manette and little Lucie sat
opposite, holding each other by the hand.
Miss Pross and Jerry Cruncher were to
follow in a small trap with the luggage.
"Don't wait," called Lorry to the

driver.

The coach drove away into the thicken-
ing darkness of the evening.
Miss Pross was coming down to join

Jerry, when she remembered a small bag
left in Manette's room. She returned for

it. On coming back to the landing she
net Madame Defarge ascending the
stairs at a run. At once Miss Pross
placed herself in front of the door of
Manette's room.
"Let me pass!" ordered Madame De-

farge. "She is there—that wife of St.

Evremond. Let me pass— in the name
of the Republic!"
Miss Pross didn't understand a word,

but she understood that this woman was
an enemy.

" No I" she shouted.
"Pig and imbecile!" cried Madame

Defarge. "Get away from that door—or
1 kill you!"
Mm Pross shook her head. Madame

Defarge sprang forward and Miss 1'ioss

clutched at her round the waist, Tho
two women, furious with each other,
rolled over and over on the lloor,

"No!" panted Miss Press. "You
shan't! I know what you're after. . . .

My ladybird—bul you won't get her!
. . . Oh, no, you don't!"
Madame Defarge was trying to get at

a pistol hidden in her skirt pocket. Miss
Pross, strong as a lioness, rolled her
enemy all over tho lloor. But Madame
Defarge gol at the pistol—Miss Pross saw
what it was, struck upward at it— struck
out—a flash, and a crash, and a piercing
scream

!

Then she felt Madame Defarge heavy
and limp upon her breast. Miss Pross
threw her off and got up, dazed and
horrified. She gave but a glance at the
twitching shape of Madame Defarge,
then went rushing headlong down tho
stairs to Jerry Cruncher.
"They've gone," he said. "I thought

you was never coming!"
" I don't hear you," Miss Pross chat-

tered. "I don't hear a sound. There
was a crash—and then a stillness."

"Come on!" urged Jerry. "Sooner
we're out of this town the better I'll like

it!"

In the place of execution there is a vast
crowd on the next morning. The guillo-

tine stands in the centre, a dreadful thing
erect upon a low platform. Drummers
stand to attention; the tumbrels roll up
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towards this platform with thftir pitiful

burden. In the front scats on a staging

opposite the guillotine sit many women,
some of them knitting. La Vengeance
is there, but she does not knit. She
laughs shrilly as each victim ascends,

under a roll of the drums, the steps of

the scaffold. She calls presently

:

» "Where is 'Therese ? Who has seen
her? Why is she not in her place?"
j In the great hall of La Force the
prisoners are being shepherded into

feixes to go forth and take their places in

the tumbrels.
,\ "Twenty-two! Twenty-three!" comes
the hoarse call.

' Sydney Carton, in Darnay's clothes,

sits in a corner in the hall. The little

seamstress, Number Twenty-two, stares

at him.
"Hush!" Carton whispers. •

She mutters:
• "You are going to die in his place?
Why?"
"He is my friend."

'< The little girl puts out her hand.
• "How brave you are! Will you hold
my hand? I am so afraid. . * • I am
bo weak—so very afraid."

i "I'll hold you," answers Carton in a
suddenly breaking voice, "to the last!"
• So they go forth from La Force to take
their places in the tumbrel, hand in

hand. So they hold on to each other,

the strong one whispering

:

"Courage, my child! Keep steady!
I will hold you to the last."
' So they reach the centre of the vast,

mad, blood-drunk crowd, and stand, hand
in hand, at the foot of the steps. A
roll of drums is heard, a voice cries from
somewhere:

i "Jeanne Fontaine, seamstress!
'Number Twenty-two!"
i- The little girl lifts her cheek to Car-
jton's kiss. They loosen their fingers. He
murmurs

:

,
" Keep your eyes on me. Mind nothing

else."
i She_ tries to answer, but they are
dragging her towards the steps. She
ascends tbem. . . . The drums roll. . . .

There 18 a sudden thudding crash. . .
.'

"Number Twenty-three! Charles,

former Marquis do St. Evremond!"
Carton goes up the steps. There is a

•toolf's howl of rage and hate from the

frenzied crowd. The drums roll—there
comes the crash of the descending knife

of the guillotine.

One can almost hear the last thoughts
of this man who has given his life to

save, for Lucie's sake, the life of the
one dearest to her.

"It is a far, far better thing that I do,

than I have ever done. It is a far, far

better rest that I go to than I have
ever known."
The drums roll—Number Twenty-four

has been called. . . .

(By permission of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Film Co., Ltd., starring Ronald Colman,
Elizabeth Allan, and Donald Woods.)
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They Met at Last in " Absolute Quiet '•

Louis Hayward and Wallace Ford
were friends in England, then Ford
moved away to Canada and then to the
United States.

When Hayward went to Hollywood, a
year ago, under contract to Metro-
Uoldwyn-Mayer, his first thought was
to get in touch with his old-time pal,

Ford. They were never able to manage
a meeting.

Finally, Ford was cast in "Absolute
Quiet." at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and
the first person he saw on the set was
his old friend, Hayward.
Ford is to play the role of Jack the

desperado. His long list of screen
successes includes an important role in

"The Informer."
In addition to Hayward and Ford,

Ann Loring, Stuart Erwin, Irene
Hervey, Lionel Atwill, J. Carol Naish,
Robert Livingston, Edwin Maxwell and
Bernadene Hayes are featured in the
picture, which is being directed by
George Seitz and produced by John W.
Considine junior.

Finding a Cantor Story

At least six months of preparation are
necessary for the making of a Cantor
film, and "Strike Me Pink," his latest

frolic for Samuel Goldwyn, was no
exception.
Always the chief difficulty i3 the find-

ing of a suitable story. .The search for

Cantor material is continuous and unend
ing. While the studio is shooting this

year's, offering the Goldwyn literary

scouts in Hollywood and New York are
wading through stacks of manuscripts.
Produced and unproduced plays, books,
magazines and foreign material are
searched for the germ of an idea for

next year's film.

No single mind is ever responsible
for the completed script of a Cantor
picture. Four to eight people are
likely to be implicated before the job
is completed. Frank Butler wrote the
adaption of "Strike Me Pink," and
Francis Martin and Walter DeLear the
screen play.

Many more, including Cantor and
Director Norman Taurog, laboured on
the dialogues and gags. Several weeks
before the picture goes before the
camera. Cantor makes a tour of theatres

for the purpose of testing dialogue and
laughs.

" Strike Me Pink " occupied ten
weeks' actual shooting time and cost
Goldwyn over £350,000.

Boles Nearly Snapped Up
A major sequence of "A Message to"

Garcia " required that John Boles and
Wallace Berry, co-starred in the film,

crawl through an alligator-infested
swamp, reproduced faithfully on the
studio set. A number of alligators were
hired from an alligator farm.
In order that realism be maintained,

it was necessary to disturb the reptiles
in their long winter sleep, then in

progress.
"To do this," explained E. B. Fish,

in charge of the reptiles, ."it will be
necessary to raise the temperature of
the water in the set to about seventy

-

five degrees. At that temperature, they
will be active, but not dangerous."
An interested audience of film-folk

w atched as Fish caused an old fire-

engine to be backed up to the twamp
and a steam-line connected. After
several hours he pronounced th«
temperature correct, and the alligator?*
were introduced into, the swamp. They
promptly came to life and began to
crawl around.
The steam-line was left connected to

maintain the temperature.
As cameras began to grind, Beery and

Boles began to crawl through the
swamp, the alligators manoeuvring
slowly around them. All had gone welt
for a few minutes when Boles suddenly
heard a resounding snap behind him,
while a cry of alarm went up from the
camera, and sound crew.
Turning, Boles saw the yawning jaws

of one of the reptiles. The first snap'
had missed, and he was preparing
again for a nice dish of Boles for lunoh.
The alligator expert hurriedly entered

the swamp with his prodding pole and
shoved the alligator away.

Investigation revealed that the reptile
had found an extra warm spot, close
to where the steam-line entered the
.swamp, and the temperature, many
degrees above the seventy-five intended,
had fully awakened him.
"Of course," Mr. Fish explained to

the badly jolted Boles, "you really,

can't blame the alligator. They've
been practically asleep for two months,
and have built tip quite an appetite
I've seldom before seen one attempt to
bite a human being."
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Non-suited

"When giving directions on the set to
electors, carpenters and other helpers on
a film set, care should always be taken
that one's instructions are clear, prcciso
and readily understood."

If ever he writes a textbook on the
procedure for his arduous vocation, F. G.
(Bill) Bangs, assistant-director of the
"Two on a Doorstep," the new Para-
mount British production at Elstree,

will probably commence the opening
chapter with something like the fore-

going.
As a rule, Bill can usually make him-

self fairly well understood, but an
incident which occurred recently, during
the filming of "Two on a Doorstep,"
a greyhound-racing story in which
Anthony Hankey. Harold French, and
Kay Hammond have the leading roles,

has caused him to reflect that one can
never bo too p;< i

In one of the scenes Harold French,
who is supposed to be a bailiff's man
enjoying the involuntary hospitality oi

Kay Hammond and Anthony Hankey, is

given a shake-down for the night on a

settee in the drawing room. All Mr.
French had to do in this scene was to

wear a cuit of >ilk pyjamas and make
himself comfortable on the settee. His

D.C. lounge, shirt, collar, tie,

.. i nl etcetetfas were draped grace-

over a chair. When the scene was
in readiness Lawrence Huntington, the

director, decided that the heap of dis-

embodied clothes rather spoilt the

picture.

"Take the clothes away !" shouted Air.

Bangs, but hi.s voice was drowned by
the hammers of the carpenters working
on the

'The clothes. The clothes. Lose the

clothes!" appealed Mr, Bangs, a little

louder this time, and the clothes

vanished.
About half an hour later, Anthony

Hankey was in an affecting scene with
Kay Hammond when a wild and dishe-

velled, semi-nude figure straggled with-

out warning across the set.

"What's the idea of ruining the

scene?" wailed Anthony Hankey and
Mi- 1 lammond in concert.

The distraught, pyjama'd figure chilled

by unheeding.
"I want my clothes! I want my

clothes!" it mumbled piteously as it

plodded wearily on.

Actors' Raw-meat Diot

Before they took part in the hunting-
Scene in the Forest of Arden, during
the filming of "As You Like It," twelve
of the actors had a snack of one pound
of raw meal apiece, washed down by

draughts of water

They were Great Danes, from Ripley,
Surrey, beautiful faun coloured animals

ig as ponies and weighing bee
nine and ten stone each. Champion
.loan is the prize animal, while Bernard
has sued more faun champions than any
Ol her dog in ihe country.
An expert den

descendants of the original boar hounds
June Otli, 1036.

NEXT WEEK'S GRAND
FILM DRAMAS!

MELVYN DOUGLAS
-IN-

" THE LONE WOLF RETURNS "

Evading the police after a jewel robbery,
Michael Lanyard, alias the " Lone
WoH," mingles with the guests of an
heiress next door named Marcia
Stewart. He tails in love with the girl

and resolves to go straight ; but other
jewel thieves involve him in the theit

of Marcia's emeralds—and a very
clever detective is called in to ran him
down. A gay, yet thrilling, mystery

drama

« EXCLUSIVE STORY "

Fighting a villainous gang of crooks
with headlines instead of bullets ! A
drama of the power of the Press.

Starring Franchot Tone, Madge Evans
and Stuart Erwin,

Also

Another grand episode of the dramatic
serial of unusual adventure :

" FLASH GORDON "

Starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers.

of Shakespeare's days, and are therefore
correctly east for their part.

Tho hounds behaved perfectly and
thoroughly enjoyed their acting ex
perience. They strained at tho leash

and led the hunting party through the
woods without once "blowing up"
(screen jargon for making a mistake) or

causing a re-take.

The " Drapery " Man
An important but little known studio-

worker is the man responsible for the
a and selection of curtains,

1 other draperies lot the

various settings. Appropriate!} eno
he is referred to as the "drapery
Prank Pondelak, the man In charge of

department in the Sel/.nick film.

"Little Lord Fauntleroy," was one of

the mosl famous "drapery" men in

Austria. Shortly before the war, at

the request of Emperor Franz Josef, he
supervised tiie selection and hanging of
all draperies in the Kaiserhof. in

Vicuna. He first undertook film work
with Jes-e La-ky, over fifteen years ago.

Johnny Downs a Tray
Johnny Downs, appearing in "Every-

body's Old Afan," now being made by
Twentieth Century-Fox, in Hollywood,
got the opportunity to satisfy a long-

repressed ambition.
He had to drop a fully loaded cocktail

tray—glasses, shaker and all—for a
scene in which he unexpecl'

Norman Foster kissing Rochello
Hudson.

"It's a pleasure," Downs infoj

James Flood, the director. "I've
always wanted to drop a tray, just for

the fun of it—and now I'm going to

get paid for doing it."

All right," said Flood, "but just let

it drop. Don't give it a push."
To his delight, Johnny had to drop

the tray twice, the second time for a
close-up.

Once a Criminal ?

Ralf Harolde, as nasty » scoundrel
as was ever typed a villain in 1!

wood, who is currently menacing t'lairo
- and Brian Donlevy in " Human

Cargo" at Twentieth Century-Fox, has a
plan all figured out how to achieve at

Iea>t one sympathetic screen role before
I I PS.

"Just for the fun of it—just to

that. I've done it," explains Ralf. "I'm
saving my money, and some day I'm
going to produce a picture myself.

Unless, of course, someone saves me the

le and gives mo a sympathetic
role meanwhile."
Harolde doesn't want to play a dash-

ing, romantic lead—he doesn't want to

play a rib-tickling comedy role—all he
wants to do is NOT to be a villain for

one picture. Harolde had been a lead-

ing man on the New York stage for

several years when ho was picked out

of the production of the "The Front
Page " for a gangster's role in a

Hollywood production. Sinco then he
has done nothing but "heavies." He.

ii en killed in most of his films, and
lief of the audience.

"I don't mind dying in a picture,"

says Ralf. "But I'd like to be given

the opportunity to die just once under

circumstances which would permit the

audience to be at least indifferent about

niv death, instead of being glad about

it."

Taboos for Stars

Daily, new taboos are handed to the

film players, to remain in affect as lung

as th. cally at work in prox

tions.

Clark Cable was forbidden to drive-

his high-powered car more than forty-

five miles an hour, and forbidden to

i he last two weeks of
" San Fran i

(Continued on page 28)
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When Larry Donovan and Budge Edwards were asked by an attorney to provide a
girl to impersonate—for a few days—an heiress whose life is in danger, they decline
the commission ; but Budge's beautiful secretary, Helen Bradford, insists on playing
the part of the heiress, and so the three become involved in perilous adventure.

Starring Robert Allen, with Florence Rice and Ward Bond

A Partner for Budge

IT was only too evident that the
financial Standing of Edwards De-
tective Agency was in a hopeless

condition. Budge Edwards, its sole pro-
prietor—nobody ever called him (leorge,
although that was Ids proper name

—

Crowned ruefully at the statement he had
just completed on a scribbling-pad.

One hundred and fifty dollars were
overdue for rent of the two-roomed office

in unfashionable Third Avenue; one
hundred and five dollars were owing to
Helen Bradford for salary; and forty-
eight dollars sixty-two cents were owing
to the "New York Times " for the in-

sertion of "Want Ads."
Three hundred and three dollars and

sixty-two cents in debt.—and Budge had
precisely three dollars twenty-five cents
in his pockets, and nothing at all in the
bank!
He flung down his pencil and lifted

up his voice.

"Helen!"
From the outer office a golden-haired

girl appeared with promptitude. She
was graceful, beautiful and efficient, and
she looked distinctly businesslike in a
neat costume with a black bow at the
neck. Budge tore from the scribbling-
pad the sheet upon which he had been
labouring and looked up at her as she
Stood beside his desk.

"How many cases have we handled
in tli i ^ la-t three months?" he asked
gruffly.

"Two," she replied, "but only one of
them paid us."

"Well. I've been figuring."

"What?" .she challenged, her blue
eyes studying his troubled, clean-shaven
face which at the best of times could

not be called handsome yet somehow
was attractive.

"This"—he handed her the slip of
paper. "Now don't you think you'd
better quit ?"

She glanced through the figures and
handed back the slip.

"No," .she said definite!

"Well. I do. This agency is about to
fold up!"
Even that statement she received with

calm.
"What are you going to do'.'" she

inquired.
"I'm going to get a job and pay off

those debts."
"What doing?"
"Oh, police work of some kind I

guess."
A sound a- of someone opening the

door between the outer office ami the
corridor beyond it reached bis car.-, and
he sat upright.
"Say. look busy," he urged swiftly.

"It might be a customer!"
Helen mov ed across the room, and he

straightened his tie and called loudly
after her:
"Oh, Miss Bradford, 'phone the Hill-

mark Bank and tell them the information
they require will be ready by noon to-
morrow."
Helen reached the door, but a young

man had already invaded the outer office

—a good-looking young man in a dark
lounge suit with a soft-felt hat on the
side of his head and a panel and a book
under his left arm. He grinned at Helen
and swept past her into Budge's
presence
"Nice act!" he -aid approvingly.

"Shame you wasted it!"

"Oh," growled Budge, "it's you!"
The invader's name was Larry Dono-

van, and he was a friend, not a cl

lb greeted Helen, removing his hat, and
he greeted Budge, who complained:

"You gave us heart failun— thoug
you were a client!"

"So I gathered!" laughed Lart'J

"Well, anyway. I bring gitt-." He
on; the book. "A novel for Helen."

"Thanks." -aid she, accepting the

volume, "but I really haven't much time
to read."

Larry laughed again at that, and
walked across the carpet to a Germai
sheepdog, lying watchfully at full length
He opened out the parcel and produced
from it a massive aitch-bone.

"You didn't think I wa- going
forget you, did you, Lobo?" he -aid.

"There you are, old fellow!"

The bone was deposited on the carp
in front of the dog's pointed nose, bul

Lobo «as well trained and did not to

it. Instead, he looked up at his master.
Helen went out with the book.

"All right, boy," said Budge, "

can have it."

Sharp teeth immediately attacked the

bone, and Larry wandered over to the

desk.
"How did you get away this earlj

asked Budge. "Did the bank go bust .'"

"No," Larry quietly replied. "I
quit."

"Pretty soft!" Budge looked at Ins

watch. "Quits work for the day at one-
fifteen!"

"Not for the day. boy." corrected
Larry. "For good."
Brown eves -tared at him.
" You on the level?" demanded their

owner.
"Absolutely."
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"What's the matter? Did you have a

fight with your clad ?"

"No, with myself."
" Who won ?"

"The bank— it got rid of me."
"All right," growled Budge, "we'll

begin at the beginning. Why did you
quit working at your father's bank?"
Larry drifted away to a window and

liK iked down into Third Avenue.
"For three reasons," he said after a

\\ liile, and jabbed a finger against a

lusty pane to punctuate those reasons.
"First, because I didn't like the work;
second, because I'd never be any good
at it; and third, because 1 was being
promoted too fast."

"That's a goofy reason," quoth
Budge, referring to the last of the three.
"No, it isn't, Budge." Larry returned

to the desk. "Listen, I'm Lawrence
Donovan, junior, and because of that
I'm promoted over the heads of men
v. ho've worked eight and ten years for

advancement. It isn't fair, and I don't
like it."

Bndgo nodded understandingly, if not
altogether approvingly.
"Is your dad sore?" he asked.
"Disappointed," said Larry, "but he

understands."
"Got any plans?"
"Sure. I'm going to loaf around this

office with you until I find a nice lively

business to go into."
"Sorry," said Budge, "but you can't

do that."
"Why not?"
"After to-day, no office." Budge

handed him the little slip of paper. "It
adds up to this, Larry. To-night we
present the janitor with the key and our
blessings."
"Wrong again, my thick-headed

buffalo," said Larry and dropped the
slip on the desk to take out a wallet
from which ho extracted a number of

jiotes. "I have here my life savings

—

three hundred and forty-one dollars.

That leaves approximately thirty-seven
bucks for a mild party to-night. I said
'mild'—not 'wild.'"
The notes descended upon the blotting-

pad, but Budge rejected them.
"Nothing doing!" he declared. "I've

flopped at this business. Let me retire

from it gracefully, will you?"
"No," protested Larry, "you can't

close this office. I've got to have a
place to loaf. Pick up that money!"
"No!"
"I always did say you were part mule.

Why not sell me an interest in the busi-

ness?"
"There isn't any business. You know

that!"
"Yes, but there could be."
"How?"
"By simply taking one word out of

your advertisemcrit and off the front door
out there. Have it read ' any case

'

instead of 'any honest case.'"
He went over to the door of the room

and opened it. Helen was sitting at her
own little desk in the outer office, look-

ing at the book he had given her.

"Come in here a minute, Helen," he
said ; and as she rose and obeyed he pro-
claimed dramatically, ".You re a wit-

ness! I've just bought an interest in the
business

!"

"What?" she exclaimed in astonish-
ment.
"Say, how much of an interest?"

Larry demanded of Budge, who replied
slowly

:

"Well, if you must be a sap, a half-

interest.
•'

"A half-interest," repeated Larry.
"The firm is now Edwards and Donovan.
S;iy. do I get my name on the door?"
"Oh, sure, in capital letters," jeered

Budge and tinned to Helen. "He wants
a place to loaf. Here, take this money,
June fit)), 1936.
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pay the back rent, send a money order
to the ' Times,' and the rest is yours."
Helen picked up the money, and then

picked up the brown paper in which
Lebo's aitch-bone had been wrapped.
"We are now solvent," added Budge.
"And we have thirty-seven bucks left

for a party to-night," Larry informed
Helen, "and you're the guest of
honour."

"Invitation accepted," she said with
a little bow, and went out with the dog.
"Swell girl!" remarked L&sry r.« the

door was closed.

"The best," declared Budge.
"You interested?"
"No, but you are!"
"What makes you say that?"
Budge laughed derisively.

"Look here," he said, "I may be
dumb, but I'm not blind. Why do you
think I let you waste that three hundred
bucks?"
"Because you know the firm needs

new blood—somebody with ideas,"
retorted Larry.
"All right, but you're not fooling

me."
"Oh, a detective, eh?" said Larry.

A Dangerous Case

HELEN went down to the ground
floor to pay the rent and to the
nearest post-office in Third

Avenue to obtain the money order,
taking Lobo with her. While she was
gone an elderly man with grey hair, a
lined face, and a stoop climbed the
stairs to the third floor and entered the
deserted outer office.

He was carrying an overcoat on his

arm, although the day was warm, and
there was an old-fashioned cut about his

clothes which was accentuated by the
wing collar and bow he affected.

Finding nobody m the outer office he
tapped on the door of the inner room,
opened it, and looked in upon Budge and
Larry.
"I beg your pardon, gentlemen," he

said in a cultured voice that made them
jump because they had not heard the
tap. "Which one of you is Mr.
Edwards?"
"Why, I'm Edwards," replied Budge.

" This is Mr. Donovan, my partner.
Won't you sit down?"
The visitor deposited his coat and hat

on one chair and pulled up another to

the side of the desk, viewing the two
partners in appraising silence.

"Well, what can we do for you?"
asked Larry.
"I take it for granted," said the

visitor cautiously, "that anything I say
here is confidential?"
"Oh, absolutely, sir," affirmed Budge.
"Most of our business is confidential,"

declared Larry.
"My name is Scranton."
The name was strange to Budge, but

not to Larry.
"Joshua Scranton, isn't it?" he sug-

gested—and received a sharp and rather
suspicious glance.
"That's correct," admitted the

visitor. "I'm an attorney and trustee

for the estate of the late Carl Hudson,
my closest friend, who died some fifteen

years ago and left a daughter, Estelle,

who was five years old at that time."

Tt seemed to Budge that the pause
which followed this statement had to be
filled, so ho filled it.

"Is she sole heiress to the estate?"
ho inquired.
"According to the will," nodded

Joshua Scranton. "she is the solo heiress,

inheriting almost three million dollars

on her twenty-first, birthday—to be

exact, at ten o'clock on Thursday night"
A calendar on the desk recorded the

fact, that it was Monday, the 22nd of

April.
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"Is she lost, or something?" asked
Budge.
"No," was the reply, "but for her

own safety I've kept her hidden ever
since her father's death."
"Why?"
" Because of a foolish oversight in the

drafting of his will. He made no pro-
vision for the disposition of his fortune
if his daughter failed to reach the age
of twenty-one and claim her inheritance.

'

"Who is next in hue?" asked Larry.
" Five relatives would have sound

legal claim if anything should happen
to her."
"Why do you need us?" asked Budge..
Helen, who had just returned from the

post-office, opened the door in time to
hear that question and she neither
advanced nor retreated. It seemed that
the new partnership had begun with a
case.

Tho lawyer, unaware of her presence,
replied gravely

:

"I concealed Estelle in Europe for

many years. The Hudson relatives have
continually tried to discover her where-
abouts. They have even doubted her
existence. So I have agreed to produce
her at my office to-morrow, and that
means Estelle Hudson will be known by
sight and in a vulnerable position for

almost three days."
Budge saw Helen at the door but

appeared not to notice her.
"You want us to guard this young

lady," he suggested. "Is that it?"
"More than that!" was the emphatic

and surprising answer. "I want you to

procure a girl who will impersonate
Estelle Hudson from to-morrow until

Thursday night at ten o'clock, at which
time I will bring forth the real heiress

to claim her heritage in safety. You
may guard the girl you choose in your
own way. Her safety is your problem ;

but the risk is great, and I do not wish
to minimise it."

Budge drew a long breath and glanced
sideways at Larry.
"Why are you so sure that somebody

will strike at her?" he challenged.

"Someone has already struck!" Joshua
Scranton leaned forward in his chair.

"I intended to send Estelle to the
Hudson estate at Piermont. I hired a
guard, posing as a chauffeur, and a
woman to assist him, in the guise of a
maid. I sent them on ahead to look
the ground over. Their car was
wrecked and burned. I'm convinced it

was not an accident."
"Any evidence?"
"Nothing tangible," the lawyer

admitted. "But I'm sure enough of tho

danger to feel justified in offering you a
fee of ten thousand dollars for the ser-

vice I require."
"How soon must you have an

answer?"
"Immediately."
Budge turned to his partner.

"What do you think of it, Larry?"
"I don't like it."

"Ten thousand dollars," said Scranton,
"is a lot of money."
"I know it is," returned Larry

quietly, "and we sure could use it. But
I certainly don't like the idea of putting

some girl on the spot—setting her up
like a duck in a shooting gallery!"

Budge concurred with that point of

view, and he said in a tone of finality:

"I'm sorry, Mr. Scranton, but we
can't handle it."

Helen stepped into the room and
slammed the door behind her, attracting

the attention of all throe.

"I overheard Mr. So, anion's proposi-

tion," she said, advancing towards the

desk, "and I don't think you should turn

i( down."
Tho lawyer rose to his feet, eyeing her

with interest. Budge frowned.
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"You don't understand. Helen!" he
exclaimed. "Oh—er—Mr. Scranton.

this is Miss Bradford. She's——"_"A member of our organisation,"
Larry completed for him.
'"How d'you do?" murmured the

lawyer.
"Budge." said Helen, "I understand

tlic situation perfectly, and I'm willing

to take Estelle Hudson's place for as

long as is necessary."
"Oh, you can't do it!" exploded

Larry.
" \Ve won't let you!" declared Budge.
"If you two can't keep me from get-

ting hurt for a few days," retorted

Helen. "I don't think much of you!"
She smiled at the lawyer. "Is my
appearance satisfactory, Mr. Scranton?"

"'Perfectly," he assured her.
" Then it's settled."
" Listen, Helen," protested Larry,

'

* i ! i
i - isn't an ordinary case. There are

three million dollars at .stake."

"And ten thousand for us," she
reminded hiui. "If you and Budge don't

agree, and Mr. Scranton i- agreeable,
I'll do it without your protection!"
That threat made an end of argument.

All right," growled Budge, "you
win ! We'll take the case, Mr. Scranton.
Give us the details."
The lawyer, beaming with satisfaction,

stated that he would provide a car and
a trustworthy maid who spoke French
fluently.

"One of you had better pose as a
chauffeur," he suggested.

"That's my spot," decided Budge,
who was an ardent motorist.
"Fine! Then Mr. Donovan can he a

friend Miss Hudson met in Europe."
"Fiance," amended Larry with un-

disguised eagerness.
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"Perhaps that woidd be bettor,"

said Scranton thoughtfully, and took
out a wallet. "Here is an advance for

suitable wardrobes. Get the best."

Notes showered upon the desk to the
tune of several hundred dollars.

"Tie maid will report here at noon
to-morrow. Her name is Jeanne Martin.
You will meet the Hudson relatives at
my office at one. Here is my card with
the address."
"Have you any particular suspects''

inquired Budge.
"No. but most of them seem

capable." Scranton took a folded sheet
of paper from the wallet and put the
wallet away. "Here is a complete list.

in case you wish to investigate any of

them."
He picked up his hat and overcoat

and offered his hand to Helen while
Budge studied the li-t.

"Thank yon, my dear," he said
warmly. "I sincerely hope that all my
suspicions are unfounded. Oh. Mr.
Edwards, you can pick up a sedan at

the Jensen Motor Company and it will

be charged to me. Good day."
After he had gone Budge gathered

up the note-.
"Larry, you worked in a bank." he

said. "Is this monev real?"
Larry examined the notes, one

one, and pronounced them all to be
genuine.
"D'you think he's nuts

':"

"No," said Larry, "but I still don't
like the set-up."
"I could do without tin- fiance part

of it," stated Helen with a toss of her
golden head.
"Yeah," Larry responded, "but that

gives me a chance to stick very clo>e
to you."
"Well, don't overdo it !"

"Hi," interposed Budge. "we'd
better get busy—we got thing.- to buj !

I'll pick up a uniform and get that
sedan."

"Right." said Helen. "I'm going
shopping."
"And I'll go with Helen," said

Larry; but Budge caught hold of his

arm.
"Oh. no!" he barked. "Yrou take

this list over to Johnny Monohan at

the ' Tribune ' office. Tell him I sent

you, and I want him to find out all he
can about these Hudson relatives."
Larry accepted the list of names with

none too good a grace. Helen thought
of something else.

"How about Lobo while we're
aw ay '; " >he asked.
"He goe- along as your dog." Budge

promptly decided. "He's more protec-
tion than any six men I know."
Helen departed with some of the

notes.

"If anything happens to her," quoth
Larry fiercely, "I'll shoot every Hudson
in the "phone book !"

"And I'll help you," Budge declared.
".Now get started. Take Monohan
some cigars, but don't get good one-."

The Hudson Clan

LARRY", arrayed in a smart lounge
suit, arrived at the office in Third
Awtiue, a little before noon, next

morning, to find Helen in sole posse-
sion of the inner room. She was wear-
ing a brand-new frock that looked ex-

pensive, with a fur-trimmed coat over
it, and a fashionable little hat was
perched sideways on her golden head.
On the floor stood a quantity of lug-

gage—cabin-trunks, suitcases, and hat
boxes. But none of the luggage looked
new, and every piece of it was plas-

tered with labels bearing the name;- of

European hotels and railway station-.

Larry, having surveyed Helen with
admiriug eyes, examined the luggage.
"Pretty smart of Budge." he com-

mented, "to dig up all those stickers

for the bags."
"In this kind of work," Helen in-

formed him, "every little detail is

important."
"I'll remember that." He gazed

again at her rather flushed face. "Bo>.
you certainly look like three million
dollars I"

"That," she returned calmly, "is
also one of the details."
"I wasn't referring to the clothes

" he began; and then a slendei

slip of a girl ventured in upon them
and said timidly :

"Miss Hudson'.'"

Larry, by no means satisfied, asked Reynolds what he was doing there.
" until that beast attacked me."

Taking a walk," was the surly reply,
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"Yes," Helen replied.

••I'm Jeanne Martin. Mr. Scranton

cent me."
The newcomer, who was brown-

baired, was dressed as a personal maul

«ery well might be dressed—quietly and

in "dark clothes. She had a piquant

httic face and a very straight nose,

ami her eyes were as blue as Helen s.

She held out an envelope addressed to

that young lady, who extracted from

it a brief letter of introduction signed

by Joshua Scranton.
'

"We were expecting you, Jeanne,'

she said pleasantly. "We'll be leaving

in a few minutes. You understand, of

course, that this isn't an ordinary job.'

'•Yes, I understand," replied the

girl. "I'm to act as your maid, and

Mr. Scranton explained that there

might be danger."
The outer door was opened again,

and Budge appeared. He stood six

feet two inches in his socks, but he

looked taller than ever in the uniform

of a chauffeur.
" Your car's ready, Miss Hudson, he

announced, touching his peaked cap for

the benefit of the strange maid.

"All right," said Helen. "Jeanne,

this is Edwards, my driver."

Budge beamed at the girl, who.

reached barely to his shoulder, and

picked up some of the luggage. Down
ai the kerb, in the street, below, a

roomy and high-powered dark green

sedan was standing, and when all the

luggage had been stowed away in it

Larry sat beside Helen in the back,

and Budge helped Jeanne up into the

front seat beside feobo.

A grey coupe had drawn up close

behind the sedan, and the man at its

wheel had taken full stock of the four

as they crossed the pavement. He was

rather an unpleasant-looking fellow

with beady brown eyes, thick lips, and

h receding chin, and a little moustache

did not improve his appearance. Budge
passed between the two cars to get to

ihe driving-seat, but he did not even

notice the watcher.
He drove up-town to the office of

Joshua Scranton, which was situated in

Broadway not very far from Riverside

Park, while in the big private room
.if that attorney-at-law the relatives of

Estelle. Hudson gradually assembled.

Aunt Catherine Manderville and her

daughter Sarah were the first to arrive.

Aunt Catherine was a middle-aged
widow whoso hair was turning white

attd whose tongue was even sharper

than her features; her daughter was
i-ather a mannish typo of woman, who
dressed as severely as she did her hair,

wore spectacles, and looked tragic.

Next came Dr. Silas Hudson, brother

of Estelle's father, who also wore spec-

tacles and was understood to be a trifle

eccentric but a clever physician.

Close on his heels came an enormously
fat cousin, named Elwood Hudson, who
was far younger than he looked and
inclined to gabble; and then William
Hudson, another cousin, arrived with
his blondo wifo Elaine.
Joshua Scranton stood behind his

desk, gave a little cough, and addressed
them collectively.

"You are all relatives of the late

Carl Hudson," ho said, "and in a

minor degree interested in the disposi-

tion of his estate. Through your
attorney, Mr. Kaufman, you have
threatened undesirablo publicity which

< it, necessary for mo to produce
Estelle Hudson hero to-day. I am pre-

pared to do that at exactly ono o'clock."

"Joshua," rapped Aunt Catherine,
" you sound liko a judge I Well, where
is she?"
"Yes, where is she?" echoed William
June oth, vim.
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Hudson, taking out his watch. "It's

one o'clock now."
There came a rap at the door and

Scranton' s secretary entered to announce
that Miss Hudson had arrived.

"Have her come in, please," directed
the lawyer; and Helen presently entered
with Larry, feeling none too comfort-
able under the concentrated gaze of

so many pairs of eyes.
"You are very punctual, my. dear,"

said Scranton, hurrying over to her.

"This is Miss Estelle Hudson and her
fiance, Mr. Donovan." He led Helen
across to Aunt Catherine and her
daughter Sarah, who were sitting close

together, and introduced them.
"They've been caring for the Hudson

estate at Piermont," he said, "where
you will live."

"We've been there so long," said

Aunt. Catherine in her curiously hard
voice, "we feel like it was our own."

"I hope my coming back won't
change that feeling, Aunt Catherine,"
murmured Helen.
"Well, my dear, we'll try to make

you comfortable. You've turned out

pretty—too pretty for a Hudson ! Most
women in our family look like Sarah,
here !"

Helen smiled at Sarah, who made no
response whatever, and was introduced
to Silas Hudson, who greeted her
formally.
"William Hudson, your first cousin,"

said Scranton.
"And my wife, Elaine," added that

youngish man rather stiffly.

"We've waited a long time to meet
you, Miss Hudson," remarked the

blonde wife in a languid voice.

"I'm glad to have finally come
home," said Helen.
"I hope you won't have reason to

regret it 1"

It seemed to Larry that there was a
menace in the words, but Helen
appeared not to notice. She was intro-

duced to Elwood Hudson, who shook
hands with her effusively.

"Well, well, well," he gabbled, "you
were worth waiting for ! Aunt Catherine
was wrong—you're not pretty ; you're

beautiful ! I—I'm bidding for a chance
to take you around and show you the

town. I know all the places, too. You
see, my connection at the store -"

"He sells drapery and rugs," inter-

rupted Aunt Catherine tartly. _
"The

only places he knows are cafeterias."

Elwood Hudson sat down and gulped
indignantly. Scranton conducted Helen
and Larry to chairs, then retreated

behind his desk.

"Miss Estelle," he said, adopting the

manner Aunt Catherine had criticised

as that of a judge, "will be twenty-one
years of age at ten o'clock on Thursday
night of this week, when, according to

the terms of her father's will, the bulk

of his estate will be transferred to her,

and other beneficiaries will be informed
of the amount of their legacies. You
arc all requested to be at the Hudson
estate at that time. Thank you very

much."
"Better not come fill after dinner,''

said Aunt Catherine acidly. "Don't
want the placo cluttered up with you !"

The members of the Hudson clan
began to drift away; first William and
his wife, then Elwood, and then Silas.

Budge and Jeanne were sitting on a

i in the outer office, with Lolio

between them, and 'he doctor stopped
on lu's way out to look at tho dog.

"Trained'.''' he inquired.

"Yes, sir," replied Budge. "Police-
trained in Germany, as a guard."
"Hiiim ! Looks intelligent."

Aunt Catherine had walked with her

daughter to the door.
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"I'll ride out with Estelle," she said.
"You go back in our car."
"I'd rather you didn't!" returned

Sarah vehemently.
"Why not?" snapped her mother.

"Stop being tragic!"
Sarah went dismally out from the

office, and Aunt Catherine returned to
the desk where Joshua Scranton was
saying good-bye to Helen and Larry

"I'll try and see you before Thursday,
my dear," he said to Helen. "If you
wish anything in the meantime, 'phone
me."
"We'll take care of her, Joshua,"

said Aunt Catherine sharply. "I'm
riding back with you, Estelle. Give us
a chance to know each other." She
made a grimace at Larry. "I'm not
sure I'm going to liko him I"

"But you will, though I" laughed
Larry.
"What makes you think so?"
" Because I'm convinced I'm going to

be very fond of you, Aunt Catherine."
" You'll be a novelty if you do !" re-

torted the dame. "Come on, Estelle."

Arrival

IN the dark green sedan, Larry
occupied a seat in the back between
Helen and Aunt Catherine, and

Lobo sat bolt upright between Jeanne
and Budge in the front. The car
travelled smoothly, the city of New
York was left behind, and the residen-

tial district of Yonkers gave place
to country roads fringed with trees.

"Mr. Scranton was telling us about a
car turning over and burning," re-

marked Larry as the crest of a hill was
reached and he caught a glimpse of the
Hudson River, sparkling in the after-

noon sunshine, far below on the left.

"Was it on this road?"
"We passed the place about a mile

back," replied Aunt Catherine.
•'

I understand the chauffeur was
killed in the accident."
"He wasn't a chauffeur and it wasn't

an accident ! The man was a detective

and it was murder !"

"Are you sure'."' asked Larry.
"I can't prove it."

"But why was he killed?" a^ked
Helen.
"Because someone thought the woman

riding in the ear was you I"

Helen shivered slightly, and the sub-

ject was not pursued. In the front seat

Jeanne Martin was fondling Lobo, who
seemed to bo pleased with her

attentions.
"You like dogs?" suggested Budge.
"I like this one," said Jeanne.
"He's lucky I" quoth Budge, who had

long since decided that the girl was nice

to know.
Half an hour afterwards, on Aunt

Catherine's instructions, the green sedan

deserted the roadway for a winding
drive, swept past trim lawns and
borders gay with (lowers, and was
brought to a standstill by Budge at (he

foot of stono steps leading up to the

front door of a big brownstone mansion.
An elderly butler opened the door

and bowed beside it as Aunt Catherine
mounted tho steps with Helen and
Larry
"This is Campbell, my butler," she

said. "He knew you when you were a

small girl, Estelle."

A spacious hall was entered. A broad
staircase stretched up from it to the

floor above, and thrco shallow stairs

led down to tho principal rooms. At.

the foot of these stairs four servants

were standing in a row—two females,

two males. Aunt Catherine viewed
them with scornful eyes.

"What's this)" she exclaimed. "Who
lined you up liko a lodgo parade?"
"Miss Sarah thought it'd be a nice
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way for us to meet Miss E-tel!e." re-

.
plied a middle-aged ami plumpish
woman at the left end of the row.

"Oh, she did, did she:"' scoffed Aunt
Catherine. "Well, this is Miss Estelle,

and this is her fiance, Mr. Donovan.
Since you want to play soldiers, march
up here and meet her. Norah, supposed
to be a cook !"

The middle-aged and plumpish woman
mounted the stairs and curtsied.

"It's a great pleasure you give us in

coining " she began in a quavering
voice.

"Xo speeches!" interrupted A n

Catherine severely. "Just nod and go
about your business, Annie, her
daughter."
The cook retreated : a rather untidy

girl took her place and bobbed.
"Does general housework." said Aunt

Catherine. ''Practically useless! Joseph,
my driver."
The man who took the maid's place

was thin and elderly, and his cheek-
were sunken.
"Had him since we used horses and

buggies.'' said Aunt Catherine. "That's
what he should be driving now!
Reynolds I"

Joseph exchanged places with the
long-featured and weak-chinned man
who had watched from behind the wheel
of a grey coupe in Third Avenue that
morning, but who was now wearing a

green apron.
"Hired him as a gardener." said

Aunt Catherine. "Hope he is one !"

The servants disappeared about their
duties.

"I imagine you'd like to see your
room," Aunt Catherine said to Helen.
leading the way to the staircase. "I'm
giving you your father's room—I'll show
you."
Helen followed her with Larry; but

half-way up the stairs she leaned over
the banisters to instruct the butler to
help with the luggage, and the cook re-

appeared from the direction of the kit-

chen to inquire what time dinner should
be served.
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"Well, what time do we usually Lav.

it?" rapped her mistress. "Seven, of

course."
Norah turned about and almost col-

lided with Sarah, who had emerged
from the drawing-room and was staring
up at Helen.
"Oh, you scairt me !" exclaimed the

cook.
"She's beautiful, isn't she?" said

Sarah with venom in her voire. "Do
you think mother likes her."

"Why not?"
"Well. I don't!" was the fierce re

joinder. " I hate her !"

"Oh. now. Miss Sarah," the cook
protested, "don't be talking like that.

I— I must bo getting the dinner."

She hastened back to the kitchen, and
ju-t then the front-door bell rang and
Sarah reached the door before the

butler and opened it—to star.- at Elwood
Hudson, who crossed the threshold en-

cumbered with a golf-bag and a lie i

suitcase.

Aunt Catherine looked down over the
banisters from the landing above.
"Sarah. who was that?" she

demanded.
""It's Cousin Elwood. mother." her

daughter replied.

"You didn't let him in, did you I

you did. get rid of him !"

Elwood waddled forward and I

up.
"Oh. oh. auntie." he protested, "you

know you're always glad to have me."
"You heard what I said at Joshua's

office !" retorted Aunt Catherine.
"Yes, I did." responded the bulk}

intruder shamelessly, "and I under-
stood. You meant that for the others."

Helen's luggage, and Larry's, was
conveyed to their respective rooms; the
green sedan was put awaj in a garage,
and Eluood's two-seater wa- housed
beside it.

Budge and Jeanne were both in

the large meal-room of the servants'
quarters, about three hours later, when
Reynolds sauntered in from the grounds

with a cigar in his hand. He had
led hi? green apron and with il

his air of servility. He asked for a

match, and he gazed suspiciously from
one to the other as he lit the cigar.

"You're the new driver, eh?" he said

to Budge. "Been a chauffeur long?"
"Too long." drawled Budge.
"Drove for a lot of people, J suppose

and got good references?"
"Good enough to satisfy Scranton and

Miss Hudson'7'
That was a rebuke, but Reynolds did

not seem to mind it.

"Did you hear what happened to the

other fellow they hired to drive for

her." he asked.
"Sure."
"Better keep your eves open!"
•'Thanks for the tip. retorted

Budge. "But I never sleep—at the

wheel !"

The First Arrow

IN the dining-room that evening,
after the coffee stage had been

ied, Elwood Hudson—who had
eaten plentifully and with relish

—

beamed all over his fat face ai Aunt
Catherine, seated primly in a high-

backed chair at the top of the table.

"Auntie." he said, "the dinner was
delicious."
"Hope it disagrees with you!"

snapped his unintentional hostess, and
he looked across at Helen.
"I suppose you'll be returning lo

Europe when the estate is settled.

Cousin Estelle?" he queried.
"I doubt it very much." Helen

replied.

Lobo, who was lying on a rug by
the fireplace, suddenly sprang up with
a growl, streaked across the room to

an open french window, and jumped the

rail of a terrace outside it. A startled

cry rang out in the darkness of the
grounds, and Larry was instantly on
his feet

"What is it'?" gasped Aunt Catherine
as he whipped a six-shooter from a

pocket of his dinner jacket.

"A couple more
minutes of that

wire," said
Budge, "and
they'd have fin-

ished him. He's
got a bad smash
on his head,

too !
"
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"Somebody outside," he - answered,
and strode forth on to the terrace.
" Whoever you are, you'd better stand
still out there !"

He vaulted the rail and came to a
tall figure shrinking away from the
snarling dog against some bushes.
"All right," he said sternly, "step

out into the light !"

Aunt Catherine appeared on the
terrace.

" Oh, it's only Reynolds, the
gardener !" she exclaimed as the tall

figure moved forward and stood re-

vealed in the light from the dining-
room.
Budge came running round the house

and caught hold of Lobo. Larry, by
no means satisfied, asked Reynolds
what he was doing there.
"Taking a walk," was the surly

reply, "until that beast attacked me."
"You must have sneaked up, or he

wouldn't have gone for you !"

Reynolds exhibited a half-consumed
cigar. »

"A man doesn't sneak with a lighted
cigar in his face, does he'.'" he
countered.
"No harm done," said Aunt

Catherine. "Come on, Larry! We'll
play some bridge."
Larry put away his gun and mounted

the steps of the terrace. Reynolds
scowled at Budge.
"You'd better keep him tied up," he

rasped. " Something might happen to
him."
"He can take care of himself," said

Budge.
The gardener walked off along the

path towards the front of the house, and
Jeanne came running round from the
back.
"What was it?" she asked anxiously.
"Nothing," returned Budge. "I

guess Lobo doesn't like Reynolds."
"Neither do I," she confessed.

Sarah Hudson took no part in the
game of bridge in the drawing-room,
but sat on a chesterfield knitting.
Larry had Helen for partner: Aunt.
Catherine had Elwood, whose bidding
was erratic. For a little over two
hours they played, and then Aunt
Catherine folded her arms.
"Well, I hate to go to bed this

early," she said, "but I can't stand any
more of Elwood in ono night ! What
do we owe?"
Larry totalled the score.
"Just thirty-eight dollars," he an-

nounced.
" Huh !" Aunt Catherine, gazed

v. itheringly at her partner.

<>n a lawn facing the drawing-room
windows there was a wooden seat.

Budge was sitting on it with Jeanne
lieside him and Lobo was lying at his

feet, They had been there practically
ever since the incident with Reynolds.
"Miss Hudson will want me," Jeanne

said abruptly, and stood up. "Good-
night—and thanks a lot."

"Thanks for what?" asked Budge,
holding (he little hand she offered.

" For letting me sit out here and talk
with you," she replied.

"Letting you?" Budge chuckled.
"Don't bo silly, you're doing me a
favour !"

"I'd like to ask you something," she
said earnestly. "Do you think Mi><
Hudson's realh in danger?"
"Oh, probably not. We don't know

yet."
" I hope she isn f—she's so nice." The

little- hand was removed from the big
• that squeezed it. "You'll bo
( ;i refill, won't, you ?"
"Oh, sure."
They said good-night again, and then

iIh- girl tripped away into the house.
Jon. r.tli.
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Budge dropped back on the seat, and
Lobo made little complaining noises.
"So you're jealous, eh?" said Budge,

patting the sleek head. " Well, maybe
you've got a right to be, boy. Come
on, let s you and I scout around a
little."

The bridge party had deserted the
card-table ; Sarah had retired for the
night, and Aunt Catherine was waiting
to go, but Elwood caressed his double
chin and hovered, studying Larry".

"You know, Mr. Donovan," he said,
" I've seen your face somewhere, but
I can't quite place

"

"Certainly you have, you idiot!" in-

terrupted Aunt Catherine. " To-day in

Joshua's office 1 Come on ! Don't you
suppose engaged people ever want to
be alone?"
She marched him off with her to the

stairs, and Larry promptly slipped his

arm round Helen's waist.

"Must you do that?" she demured.
"Oh, absolutely," he assured her.

"We're engaged !"

" Supposed to be," she corrected.
" Got to be realistic, anyway. Can't

tell who might be watching."
" Funny you should say that," said

she. " I've had a feeling that someone
is watching, several times—someone I

couldn't, see."
"Oh, that's nerves," Larry pro-

nounced reassuringly. "To-day's been
a strain."
"Perhaps I'm just tired." She tried

to shake off a feeling of foreboding.
"I think I'll gc to my room now."

"I'll walk up with you," he decided.
The butler was in the hall and

watched them ascend the stairs to-

gether. Jeanne was on the landing,
with a little tray in her hand, and she
flitted ahead of them and opened the
door of the room that had been Helen's
father's and switched on the lights.

" What time do you think you'll have
breakfast?" asked Larry.

" Oh, about nine o'clock," Helen
replied.

" I guess I oan get up that, early !

Now you get some sleep—and don't
worry. Budge and I are going to take
turns watching outside. Good-night,
dear."
She dismissed the maid and entered

the bed-room, but as she closed the
door something whizzed past her head,
and the metal barb of a long arrow
buried its point in the woodwork.
She caught at her breath, then opened

the door in haste.
"Larry," she called, "come in here a

minute !"

Larry came racing back from the
stairs, and Jeanne followed. Helen
pointed to the arrow.
"Have you searched tho room?"

asked Larry.
"No."
Out came his gun, and he looked

round the. well-appointed bedroom.
Curtains were drawn over the windows,
but no one was concealed behind them.
The door of a wardrobe cupboard was
linked and the key was in the. lock,
liul he opened the door and made, sure
that no one was in among the frocks
Jeanne had hung upon a rail earlier
in the evening. He went, back to tin-

two girls, who were staring at the
arrow.
"Well, whoever put that, there isn't.

In re now," he growled.
"Pretty, isn't it?" said Helen.

"Murderous!" He tugged the arrow
from the woodwork. it was of the
type used by natives for hunting big
game. " A good bow would drive that
elean through a horse!"
A piece of paper was rolled round

the shaft of the arrow and held there
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by a thin rubber band. He snapped
the band and opened out the piece 6t
paper. On it, in block letters, was
written :.

"Give up your inheritance,
third arrow will kill."

The

Helen read it over his shoulder and
took the piece of paper from him and
gave it to Jeanne.

"It's only fair that you should see
this," she said. "Well, what's the next
move, Larry?"
"To get out of here !" he gritted.
But Helen shook her head.
" I wouldn't do that, and you know

it," she said doggedly.
"All right the .

:! Larry took the
note from Jeanne. " We won't say
anything about this for the present.
Keep this door locked ! Budge and I

will see that nobody gets near the
windows."
"Miss Hudson," ventured Jeanne,

"perhaps you'd like me to stay here
with you to-night. I could sleep on
tho chaise longue."
A long chair, comfortable as any sofa,

stood quite close to the bed. Helen
glanced at it.

"You aren't afraid?" she asked.

"No," declared Jeanne. "Please let

me."
"I'd appreciate it very much," con-

fessed Helen gratefully.
Larry went off with the arrow and the

note, but he did not. descend the stair*

until he had heard the key turned in

the lock of the door. Sarah Hudson
peeped out from her room farther
along a broad corridor, and her dark
eyes watched him till he had disap-
peared from sight.

The Second Arrow

OUT in the grounds, Budge circuited
the house with Lobo at his heels.

He passed the garage and the
back door, passed the terrace, eastern
side of the house, and was turning a
corner when Lobo, with a sudden
growl, flew ahead into a shrubbery.

Budge heard a snarl of rage, a

strange swishing sound, hurried foot-

steps, and with a six-shooter in his

hand, plunged through the bushes
ahead. In the faint light of {he stars

he glimpsed Lobo, motionless on the
ground and tho figure of a man scurry-
ing off along the drive.

He fired, and the figure swung round
and fired back, twice. Larry heard
the. first shot as he reached the hall,

and he got the front door open and
jumped the steps outside it before tho
second shot was fired. He saw the dark
figure whirl about, and he heaved him-
self at Budge's legs and brought him
to the ground with a thud just as the

second shot rang out.

Two bullets sang harmlessly over
them as they sprawled together on the
gravel, and for a while they were
winded. Then Budge sat up.

"Lucky thing you dropped mc with
that tackle of yours," he said.

" I wasn't sure it was you," said
Larry, getting to his feel. " What
happened?"
"I don't, know, but I think he got

Lobo."
They ran together back to the bushes,

white in the house Aunt, Catherine
hammered on the door of Helen's room,
her hair in curlers and an old-fashioned
horse-pistol in her hand. She was in

her night-clothes and an ugly dressing-
gown.

" Kstolle, are you all right in tin

she cried.

"Yes, Aunt Catherine," Helen called

back.
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She and Jeanne had undressed for

bed, but they had slipped on wraps at

the sound of the shots. Helen opened
the door and Aunt Catherine invaded
the room.
"What was that?" she demanded.
"Shots out in the grounds I think"

replied Helen.
Budge and Larry had found Lobo

lying on his side with a loop of wire
round his neck, and the other end of

the wire was attached to a pole. Budge
loosened the loop and removed it, but

Lobo remained inert.

"Think he'll be all right?" asked
Larry.
"He's still breathing," replied Budge

gruffly. "A couple more minui
that wire and they'd have finished him.
He's got a bad smash on his head here.
too 1"

Larry looked up at the windows of
Helen's room.
"You'd better get him to a vet." he

suggested. "There's probably one j.'i

the village."
A car had slid silently out from the

drive into the road beyond t lie gates
and had turned left. From the other
direction Reynolds entered the drive
• hi a bicycle while Budge was carrying
the unconscious dog to the sedan in the
garage; but the gardener deserted the
gravelled way tor the grass and
pedalled round to the back door v here
Sarah Hudson was waiting, and handed
him a note.

Budge saw the two at the door as he
backed out from the garage, bul he was
too concerned about Lobo to trouble his
head about them just then. He drove
off as fast as he coidd go to Piermont.
When he returned from that village.

Larry was where he had left him.
examining the wire which had verv
nearly choked the dog, and the pole
to which the wire was attached. He
had found a label on the pole, which
read: "Jackson's Garden Tools": and
he had also found a piece of cloth,
evidently torn from a trouser-leg.

The two sat together on a stone bench
and talked.
"Johnny Monohatt," commented

Budge, "says that Elwood Hudson
seems silly but is no fool."
"He also says that Dr. Silas Hudson's

only diversion is archery," Larry re-
minded him. "Ho's an expert."
"All the more reason why he wouldn't

use an arrow for a warning." decided
Budge.

" A rake-handle was used on Lobo—
and Reynolds is a gardener."
"Yeah." said Budge, rubbing bis

chin which was already beginning to
I
a shave. "You know, that fellow

puzzles me. I don't understand Sarah
Hudson .sneaking out of the house to
hand him a note. But then again,
look what's just happened ! I take
Lobo to the village and I see William
Hudson and that blonde wife of Ins
going into the drug-store! They're
supposed to be in town !"

"Think I ought to call up that fellow
Scranton?" asked Larry.
Budge shrugged broad shoulders.
It's our headache," he said, 'but,

boy, we sure could use Philo Vance."
Yeah," said Larry wryly, "he'd fit

this piece of cloth into '

somebody's
trousers before morning—in a book !"

' Lobo almost got a piece of him,
didn't he?" said Budge. "Next time
he will—any time and any place they
meet. !"

Larry thrust the piece of cloth into
a pocket.
"How long did the vet say he'd be

(aid up?" he asked eagerly.
"Only for a day or so," Budge

replied. "Why?"
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" Number three ! " growled Larry. " And they meant it !
" cried Helen.

" Jeanne was sleeping there, but she jumped over to protect me."

"I've got an idea! We'll let every
bodj around here think he's dead

'"

"It's a good idea." approved Budge.
•All right. Larry. I'll take this stuff

up to mj loom and lock it up. You
go to bed—I'll watch the rest of the
night."
Dawn was not far away and Larry

felt none too warm in his thin dinner-
jacket suit, but he protested that thej
were supposed to lie taking turns.
"I can sleep in the daytime, you

can't," said Budge. "Go on, now.
Beal it

!"

"Okay." Lari\ stood up. "Boy
you sure named it when you called tin-

job a headache ! You know. I think
I will 'phone Mr. Joshua Scranton and
spoil hi- night's sleep."

" Suit yourself."
The rest of the night passed unevent-

fully, but in the morning Larry
descended to breakfast after all the
others were seated at table because he
had overslept. He received ironical
greetings, and walked round to Helen.
"Good-morning, darling." he said m

the approved style of a lover. "Did
j on sfeep well ':"

"Sleep?" snorted Aunt Catherine.
"With the garden turned into a shoot-
ing gallel \ .

"

"How's Lobo'" asked Helen.
"The vet couldn't save him." Larry-

lied regretfully. "I'm awfully sorry,
thirling."

"Well. don't stand there like a
wooden Indian !" snapped Aunt
Catherine. "Sit down and have your
coffee '."

Larry seated himself beside Helen and
the meal progressed. Elwood asked it

anybody would care to join him at

golf.

"Nobody in their right mind!" Aunt
Catherine said crushingly.
"I was going to suggest a swim,"

said Larry, and Helen declared that she
would like a swim.
"Well, wait till an hour after eating."

said Aunt Catherine. "You'll get
(ramp if you don't !"

When breakfast was o\er. Sarah went
off with the professed intention of

writing letters, Elwood attired himself
in a particularly noisy-patterned suit of

plus-fours and disappeared with his golf-

liag. and for oxer half an hour Helen and
Larry wandered about the exten-t\

grounds before they changed into bath-
ing things and met again on a wooden
pier beside a backwater of the Hud-on
River which wound in and out of the
estate.
Jeanne was in attendance on Helen.

Imt -he had not brought the jug of win.-

and glasses thai stood on a glass-topped
table at the edge of the pier.

"Thir.-ty?" asked Helen, filling one of

the glasses from the jug.

"No," said Larry, "and I don't think
you are, either." He took the glass

from her hand. "This may be all right,

but we're not taking any chances."
The wine was tossed into the water,

and he marched Helen off to a spring-
board.

" Ladies first," he said.

"And maybe you think I can't!"
retorted Helen, and dived gracefully into

the stream and -tii el; out for the
opposite bank.

Larry dived aftei her. and they were
swimming together when Budge saun-
tered up to Jeanne on the pier. Con-
sidering the fact that he had been up all

night, lie looked remarkably fresh and
fit.

"Nice-looking team, eh?" he said,

"flood swimmers, too— both of 'em."
"Yes," agreed Jeanne. "How are

you to-day ?"

"A little sleepy." confessed Budge,
"but outside of that I'm okay."
"I'm awfully sorry about last night.

I was terribly frightened when I beard
the shots. 1 thought perhaps you'd been
hurt."
"Well, you were almost right," sale

d ". "but I'm sure glad to hear vot
June 6th, 1936.
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say that, because T—well—er—I mean
it's mighty nice of you to worry about
mo like that."
They wandered off to a seat against

the rough-cast wall of a boat-house.

Above their heads was a narrow window,
almost, iil<e a transom over a door, only
there was no door. Unnoticed by them
this window was opened, slowly and
noiselessly, as Helen and Larry clam-
bered up out of the water on to the
fiior.

"What really happened last night?"
asked Helen.
"Enough to convince mo that

Scranton's suspicions are correct." Larry
replied. "How about a boat-ride? We
can talk safely out there."

A skiff was tied to the pier, and they
got into it, wet as they were, and Larry
took tho oars and pulled out into mid-
stream.
"We could walk along the shore there,

and still watch them," suggested Budge,
and he and Jeanno rose and walked to-

wards the bank.

Through the narrow window sped an
arrow with such violence that its metal
head went clean through the side of the

skiff close to Helen, and Larry broke, off

in tho middle of a sentence to yell to

Budge.
"They're coming in!" exclaimed

Jeanne.
"Something's wrong," derided Budge.
They ran to the pier and waited for

the boat.
"What happened?" asked Budge, as

Larry helped Helen up on to the pier

and followed her.

"That!" said Larry, and handed him
the arrow.

ft was precisely like the one that had
imbedded itself in the bedroom door the
night before, and a piece of paper was
rolled round its shaft. Budge snapped the
rubber band that held the paper and
they all read this very brief warning,
written in block letters like the previous
one.
"Number two. Last warning. Third

will kill."

"Where did it come from?" asked
Budge.
"Somewhere near the house, I think,"

returned Larry, and they all looked in

that, direction. Sarah was walking to-

wards the garage with Reynolds, and
Reynolds was holding a long package.

"You and Jeanne catch up with them,
and find out what's in that parcel," said
Larry.
Budge handed him his own gun and

went off with the maid.
"You come over with me where

there's some protection," Larry said to
Helen, and he led her across to the seat
Budgo and Jeanno had occupied. The
narrow window was closed.

"Now you've got to listen to me," he
went on masterfully, "because you're
going to give this thing up and get out
of here to-day !"

"You're wrong, Larry," she declared
obstinately. "I won't do that!"
The window abovo their heads was

opened again, slowly, soundlessly.

"Sweetheart," pleaded Larry, "if
somebody can deliver arrows numbers
one and two where and when they like,

what's to stop number three ? You've
got to get away now!"
"You know what's at stake," Helen

reminded him.
"I don't, care what's at stake, nickels

or millions! You're leaving with me!"
"What right havo you to dictate to

1

she rebelled.
"The best right in the world," he said.

"T love you F"

"Larry, you know I care." She put
a hand on his shoulder. " But, Tin going
to see this thing through, and you're
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going to help me. I'll stay in the house
from now on, if you think it's safer."
"I do," he said, abandoning argument

"There's thirty-six hours to go, but it's

to-night I'm most afraid of."
"How can anyone reach me at night?*'

she countered. "Tho windows locked.
the doors locked, and you and Budge on
guard outside the house?"
"To-night," decided Larry, "Budge

watches out there, but I'm staying right
close to your door. For the last tiiiM>,

Helen, .will you give it up?"
"No," she answered stubbornly.

The Secret Way

HE went with her into the house, and
after they were both dressed he
put the second arrow in a drawer

of the dressing chest in her room. They
heard the sound of a car in the drive,

and then tho voice of Elwood.
"Elwood back from golf, eh?" said

Larry. "I think I'll find out if he's

really been playing."
"How can you tell?" asked Helen.
"By his clubs."
He went out on to the stairs and

looked down into the hall. The butler

had admitted the golfer, but Aunt
Catherine had sailed out from one of the
rooms.
"Well, I suppose you broke the course

record—for conversation!" she derided.
"No, auntie," said Elwood, "what 1

really had was a seventy-nine, but Willie
j>

"Willie?"
"Oh, yes, I forgot to mention it. He

and Elaine are staying in the village. I

played with them."
"I wouldn't talk about that!" snapped

Aunt Catherine.
"Oh, I'm not so stupid as you

imagine."
The butler approached with the

player's golf-bag.

"Your clubs, sir," he said. "You left,

them in the car."
Elwood took tho bag; Larry went on

down the stairs and greeted him.
"Hallo," said Elwood. "Told the

caddy to clean these clubs before I left.

but I don't suppose he did." He reached

a hand into the bag, but withdrew it

with an agonised "Ouch!"
"What did you do?" asked Larry.
"Mmm!" Elwood sucked a wounded

finger. "Hit something sharp in there!"
Larry took the bag from him and

fished out from it an arrow similar to

the other two arrows, hut with no
message rolled round its shaft. Aunt
Catherine had gono off, but the butler

stared.

"Did you play golf with this?"
demanded Larry dryly.
"Certainly not!" Elwood viewed the

arrow with round eyes. "I can't under-
stand how it got in the bag! What is

it?"
"It's a big-game-hunting arrow,

capable of killing a bear. They aren't

common."
Elwood did not seem to notice the note

of accusation in Larry's voice.

"Someone must havo put it in my bag
by mistake," he said. "They have a

range at the club."
"Archers don't use this type of arrow

on targets!"
"Well, it cut my finger," complained

Elwood. "and probably scratched soma
of my clubs. If somebody put it in there
for a joke I can't see the humour of it.

Well, you'll have to excuse me— I must
get some iodine for this wound."

He himbered up the stairs, faking his

golf-bag with him, and Lai ly prc«cnll\

ascended to Helen's room with the arrow
and compared it with the one he had put
away in the drawer.

"Identical!" he said. "Now I'll com-
pare this with No. 1, that Budge has."
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"Well, where did this third one come
from V asked Helen.

"I'll tell you later. You keep this
door locked."
Ho went off to the garage and climbed

some stairs to a room above it which had
been allotted to Budge. Budge himself
had just entered.
"Oh, that parcel," he said, "was one

Sarah had given Reynolds to post—at
least, that was his story, and it was cer-
tainly addressed to someone in New-
York. Say, what aie you doing with
those arrows?"
"Where's tuc one we found in tho

door >"

_
"Locked up in that steel cabinet witii

the other exhibits. Where did you get
two?"
Larry explained, and was handed the

key of the locker; but when the tall door
was opened there was no sign of any
arrow inside
"It was there this morning," said

Budge blankly. "And so was the rake-
handic and that first note."
"Boy," said Larry grimly, "from now

on I'm not letting Ilclen out of my
sight, except to sleep— and then I'm
watching the door!"
"And if I see anyone sneaking around

to-night," declared Budge, "I'll shoot
first and find out who it is after they've
fallen!"
"You'll probably get Reynolds at tho

first shot!" Larry handed back the gun
he had borrowed. "Now put those
arrows where nobody will find them."
Helen stayed indoors throughout the

rest of the day, which passed without
incident. Bridge followed dinner, and
in the region of half-past ten Aunt
Catherine decided on bed.

Jeanne slept on the chaise longuo in

Helen's room, and Larry set a chair out-
side tho locked door, but found that
sitting on it induced drowsiness, and
paced up and down the corridor. Occa-
sionally he looked out of a window, and
in the faint light of a newly risen moon
saw Budge on duty in the grounds.

Helen slept peacefully in her bed, but
Jeanne was restless on the chajse longue.
One of the curtains had not been drawn
completely across a French window which
opened on to a little balcony, and as the
moonlight strengthened objects in the
room became visible.

Suddenly a portion of the panelling
near the fireplace moved outwards, a

gloved hand came round it, and Jeanne,
roused by a creaking sound, gave a
shriek as she turned her head and saw
an arrow projecting from the opening.
.Helen wakened and sat bolt upright.

"What is it? What is it?" she cried.

Jeanne flung aside coverlet and sheets
and heaved herself from the chaise-longue
on to the bed to protect Helen with ner
body.
"The wall!" she gasped. "That

panel
!"

They heard the twang of a bow-string,
the whir of an arrow in flight, and then
tho wall was complete again and Larry
was banging at the door.
"Helen! Helen!" he shouted. "Let

me in !"

Jeanne slid from the bed and switched
on the lights, then hurriedly she and
Helen donned wraps, and Helen opened
the door. Larry rushed in. his gun in

one hand and an electric torch in tho

other. Ho saw tho arrow, sticking in the
padded side of tho chaise longue, and ho
flew to tho freneh window, opened it, and 1

stepped out on to the balcony.

Budge was near tho shrubbery below,
and he hailed him.
"If anyone comes out of the house,"

ho veiled " drop him!"
He went back to the terrified girls,

and he looked down at the arrow. No
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slip of paper was rolled round the shaft

of this one.

e
"Number three!" he growled.
"And they meant it!" cried Helen.

[.Jeanne was sleeping there, but she

1 imped over to protect me."
"Lucky she did!"
In at the open door stalked Aunt

Catherine, complete with curlers, old-

iashioned dressing-gown, and horse-

pistol. Behind her came Sarah, fully

dressed, and Elwood in a very jazzy
dressing-gown over pyjamas, carrying a

golf club as weapon.
"What's going on in here?" demanded

Aunt Catherine sharply.
"Nothing," replied Larry, "but it was

almost a murder! There must be a

secret panel in this wall ! D'you know
how it works ?"

Aunt Catherine disclaimed all know-
ledge of secret panels and commanded
Sarah and Elwood to go to bed. They
disappeared with reluctance while Larry
searched everywhere for a hidden spring,

and after a few minutes Aunt Catherine
left him to his task, closing the door
behind her.

Larry's groping fingers encountered a

tiny level', concealed in the moulding of

a panel, and a section of the woodwork
opened outwards like a door. He pulled
ir wider, and the light of his torch shone
down a steep stairway no more than
eighteen inches wide.
"Larry," pleaded Helen nervously,

"don't go down that stairway, please!"
"Why not?" he asked gruffly.

"He may still be hiding there!"
"1 hope he is!" Larry shook off her

detaining hand and dived through the
opening, the torch in bis left hand, the
gun in his right.

In the Den

AT the bottom of the narrow stairs

was what looked like a blank
wall; but the light of the torch

shone on a metal catch, and Larry raised

the catch and pushed. The wall, which
was really a masked door, swung out-

I

wards, and he found himself in a large
' room, close beside an elaborate mantel-

j

piece.

He had never seen the room before,

but with the aid of the torch he picked
out panelled walls, bookshelves reaching
from floor to ceiling, a costly rug upon
a drugget-covered floor, furniture, in- '
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eluding a carved desk, and a freneh
window which was wide open.
On his right, as he stood looking about

him, was a door which evidently com-
municated with the hall, and every
muscle in his body became tense as he
heard the handle of that door turned.

But it was Aunt Catherine who entered
the room, switching on the lights as she
did so. and seemingly not in the least

surprised to find him there.
" So you found out how to work that

thing, eh?" she said, advancing towards
him with a little grimace. "I guess our
friend got away."
"I thought you didn't know about the

stairway?" challenged Larry.

"I didn't." she replied, "but I guessed
it led down here. Carl Hudson probably
had it built so tint he could get from
his den to his bed-room without using
the hall. He was just as crazy as the
rest of the family."
"I see." said I,any, though by no

means convinced. "Is this room used
now ?"

"No." She shook her head. "We
locked—I don't know why itkeep it

wasn't."
"Well,

either
!"

that window isn't locked.

He strode over to the freneh
window and out on to the terrace beyond
it. Budge was on the lawn and he hailed
him.
"See anyone come out of here?" he

shouted.
"No." Budge returned; and then

Aunt Catherine appeared in the door-
way.
"Young mar.." she commanded,

"come in here a minute!"

Budge put away his gun, mounted to

the terrace, and followed Larry and the

dame into the room which had been Carl
Hudson's den.
"What agency do you work for?" she

rapped.
"I—I don't understand," stammered

Budge.
"Oh, stop acting dumb! I know

you're a detective, or supposed to be
one, and that he's in on it. too!"

"Why. Aunt Catherine " began
Larry; but she cut him short.

"Don't try to fool me!" she cried.

"He's too good a driver to be a pro-
fessional chauffeur, . and you might as.

well admit it
!"

11

Silently Budge produced a professional

card which she snatched from him.

"'Edwards Detective Agency,'" she
read aloud. "'Any honest case. ' Huh!
Surprised Joshua hired you ! He think-
most honest men are idiots! Are you
Edwards?"
"Yes." Budge admitted sheepishly.

"I suppose you saw all the precious
relatives at Joshua's office?"
"I watched them come out, yes."

"Well, who's trying to kill this girl?"

"I'd like to ask your gardener some
questions."
"Reynolds?" She (o-sed her head.

"Bosh, he's my man! Hired him
myself ! He's a detective, and a darned
good one !"

That was a shock for Larry and for

Budge, and they had not recovered from
it when the voice of Reynolds rang out

from the drive :

"All right, stand there 'unless you
want tile to shoot a piece out of >oiu
backbone !"

Aunt Catherine swept out on to the
terrace.

"What is it. Reynolds?" she caikd
out.

"A prowler I caught," was the
reply.

" LSring him in here !"

Reynold- drove a man before him up
the steps on to the terrace, jabbing a

six-shooter into his back, and just

inside the freneh window the man stood
revealed a- Dr. Silas Hudson, a scared
but distinctly guilty expression on his

flabby face.

"Silasl" exclaimed Aunt Catherine.
"What was he doing here?"

"I don't know," confessed Reynolds,
"but he parked his ear on the edge of

the grounds, sneaked up here, saw the

lights on. and settled down to wait. So
1 jumped him."

Silas had nothing to say ; he looked
not altogether unlike a hunted animal.
"He couldn't have shot the arrow,

then," remarked Larry.
"Another arrow?" Reynolds looked

astonished,
"How do you know about the

arrows'" barked Budge.
"I found one in your locker. The

note with it told its own story. I put
back everything except the wire from
the rake handle, a little while ago."

The doctor staggered up with his hands on the arms of the chair, and his face was ghastly.
June 6th, 1»3«,
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"Thanks," said Budge; and then
Aunt Catherine faced the captured
doctor.

"Silas, what were you doing here?"
shu demanded.

Silas moistened his lips with his

tongue.
"There are three German medical

books on the shelves of this room," he
said, "that are priceless. They're rot-

ting in the dust when they could be of

use to humanity. I meant to take them."

Budge made a scornful noise in his

throat, but Aunt Catherine said:
"All right, get 'em and get out ! And

be here to-morrow night before ten
o'clock !"

Silas Hudson went eagerly over to the
book-shelves and from one of them
greedily removed three volumes with
which he returned to the french window.

"You're not going to let him go, are
you?" howled Reynolds.

"Certainly I am," replied Aunt
Catherine ; but the detective caught hold
of the doctor and stared at the books.

"Anybody here read German?" he
asked plaintively.

"I do," .said Larry, and he walked
over and read the titles on the backs of

the books. "The histories of one thou-
sand cancer cases, by Von Dressen ol

Vienna. Well, I hope they help you,
doctor."
Silas went off across the terrace with

the books, but Reynolds was still dis-

satisfied.

"You know you're making a mis-
take," he complained. "He's mixed up
in this !"

"Ridiculous !" fumed Aunt Catherine
"I know Silas Hudson. He'd kill five

people for those three books, but money
wouldn't tempt him."
"Just the same," decided Reynolds,

"I'm gonna tail him to his car and
make sure he goes."
He went off across the terrace, and

Aunt Catherine tilted her head at
Budge.
"Well, Mr. Detective Edwards," she

said challengingly, "who do you like

now?"
"I'm not satisfied with Reynolds

yet," Budge replied slowly. "I don't
like Elwood particularly."
"Nobody likes Elwood," she retorted.

"Here's a tip! When you solve all this

mystery, you'll find Willie Hudson and
his slinky blonde wife with their fingers
in the pie!"
"They've been staying in the village

the last few days," remarked Larry.
"Oh, you know that, too? I suppose

you'll be suspecting me next?" She
glanced in at the dark, secret way, then
tinned towards the hall. "Good grief.

I'll bet those girls are having fits up-
stairs!" she exclaimed. "I'll go tell 'em
the show's over for to-night—and I hope
it is!"

"Tell them I'm sleeping down here in

case anyone tries to reach those stairs,"

said Larry.
. "Smart idea," she approved. "Good-
night."

** Do you really suspect the old girl?"
asked Budge, after she had gone.
"Well, not of shooting the arrows,"

Larry replied, "but she knows a lot

more than we think. You'd better
watch the upper floor, Budge—Reynolds
will take care of the grounds, I guess,
I'll ring Scranton and tell him what's
happened."
Budge nodded and departed; Larry

went to a telephono which was on the
desk and put through a call to the
lawyer's house in White Plains, about
I en miles away. But Joshua Scranton,
ho was told by a servant, had not
returned from a theatre.
"Well, ask him to 'phone Mr. Dono-
.JiirC 6th, 1930.
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van, at the Hudson estate, the moment
he gets in, will you ?" said Larry.
Reynolds entered the room from the

terrace as he hung up.
"I had a talk with Dr. Silas," he

announced, "and I guess he's in the
clear. I'd be glad to work with you
fellows, though—wc may be pointing in

the same direction."
"Maybe," said Larry, and looked at

his wrist-watch. "We'll work together,

by all means."
The erstwhile gardener went out at

the french window and Larry closed it.

It was very quiet in the room as he sat

waiting for the telephone bell to ring,
and a creaking sound in the secret way
brought him to his feet with his gun
in his hand. Someone was descending
the narrow stairway.
"All right," he said loudly, "step out

into the room !"

The panel that was really a door was
pushed more widely open, and he
pocketed the gun in haste, for it was
Helen who walked out into the room,
carrying an eiderdown quilt.

"I just wanted to bring you a cover
and to tell you of my suspicions," she
said. "I'm afraid of Sarah."
"Sarah?" he echoed, taking the quilt

from her and dropping it on a chair.

"Yes, the way she looks at me. The
cook told Jeanne that she was jilted in

her only love affair. She's hated the
world and herself ever since. She's mad
about her mother and insanely jealous
of her, and Aunt Catherine's been very
nice to me."
"Hmm!" mused Larry. "She's a

powerful woman with strength enough
to handle a bow. She may feel that,

you're taking this home away from her,
too. We'll keep an eye on her. Any-
way, I guess the excitement's over for
to-night."
"Oh, I hope so!" said Helen. "And

you will be careful, won't you ?"

The telephone bell rang, making both
of them jump.

"That's Scranton," said Larry. "I
put through a call for him. Good-night,
dear."
He kissed her and she went back

through the secret way while he went
to the telephone. Scranton was on the
other end of the line, and he listened to
all the things Larry had to tell him
without interrupting. Then :

"Mr. Donovan," he said gravely, "I
can't think of anyone except Catherine
and myself who would know that panel
existed. Sarah might, possibly. Please
don't take the slightest chance. You're
dealing with a very resourceful person."
"We're finding that out !" said Larry.

The Winged Death

BUDGE, in his chauffeur's uniform,
entered the den next morning to

find Larry reclining in his shirt-

sleeves on two chairs, one of which was
set against the secret door. The eider
down quilt covered him ; his dinner-
jacket lay on a club-kerb beside the lire-

place. Budge tapped him on the
shoulder, and he sat up with a start.

"Did you rest well, Mr. Donovan?"
"Don't be funny I" yawned Larry.

"I've got a crick in my neck !"

"You've got a visitor at the window,
too !" said Budge.

It was Reynolds at the french window,
and Larry admitted him.

"I just thought I'd tell you," said the
detective, "that I'd be in tho village

most of the day. I can't very well

'phono from here, and I'm tracing that
clue I told you about."
"Right," said Larry. "If anything

breaks, I'll 'phone a message to the post
office."

Reynolds went back to his bicycle,
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which he had left in the drive, and
Larry fastened his collar, and was tying
his dress-bow, when the door from tlw
hall was opened and Jeanne entered the
room.
"Miss Hudson's ready for breakfast,"

she announced, "and is waiting for Mr.
Donovan."

"She'll have to wait a bit longer,"
chuckled Budge. "Now that you've got
that bow tied, Larry, you can go up-
stairs and ch? go all your clothes !"

Larry went off with a rueful expres-
sion on his face, and Budge stretched
his arms and yawned prodigiously.
"Up all night again?" asked Jeanne

sympathetically.
"Uhuh! But we're on the last lap.

Ten o'clock to-night, and my job'll bo
finished !"

"Mine, too," said she, and sighed.
" I'll be sorry."
"Well, I won't!" he growled. "It's

creepy ! A gun would be different, but
those arrows No sound! And the
feeling that any minute one might stick

through somebody like a spit through a
roast beef !"

She shivered.
"I'll be glad the danger's over," sh<5

said, "but I'll be sorry that wc won't
see each other any more."
"Who says we won't?" he blurted.
" Well, you'll be going back to town,

and I may stay here— if Miss Hudson
wants me."

lie gazed at her wistfully, rather at a

loss for words.
"Say, Jeanne, d'you like being a

maid?" he asked abruptly.
"Not very well," she admitted

"Why?"
"Well, I thought maybe there was

something else you'd rather be. A—

a

wife, for instance."
"Whose wife?" she asked smilingly.
" Mine I"

"I'd like that much better," she
demurely assured him—and found her-
self in his arms.
There were no more shocks that day

between breakfast and dinner. In tho
drawing-room, after the evening meal
was over, the butler set the card-table
for an inevitable game of bridge ; and
in the servants' sitting-room Budge was
in the act of switching on a wireless-set
when Reynolds returned from the
village.

"Not much of a programme to-

night," the detective said, leaning over
Budge.
Tho cook and her daughter Annie

were in the room, as well as Jeanne,
but they did not see a folded piece of
paper change hands.
"You try it," said Budge. "I can't

get any tiling."

He went off into the kitchen and
opened out the piece of paper. On it

was written in pencil

:

"Get word to Donovan that I'll know-
by 9.30. Waiting for a telegram."

Aunt Catherine and her flock were on
the way from the dining-room to the
drawing-room when the bell of tho tele-

phono in the hall rang. The butler htn-
ried to the instrument ; tho others
stopped short.

"It's for you, madam," said the
butler. "Mr. William — ho seems
excited."

" Probably misplaced his blonde
wife," commented Aunt Catherine,
taking tho telephone from him. "Put.

out two new packs of cards, Campbell.

"

Tho butler returned to the drawing-
room.
"Hallo, Willie, what is it?" Aunt

Catherine said into tho transmitter.

"You did?" Her voice ascended several

tones. "Where? It isn't serious ? You
(Continued on page 25)
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A story of peace-time heroes who guard your homes from the devouring flames, The
adventures of a rookie fireman who did his best to be a hero and at first succeeds

only too well. Thunderous thrills with Norman Foster in the starring role

A Bright-eyed Youth
" I ARRY'S late, isn't lie?" remarked

1 a Mrs. Dawson, and a smile ap-
peared and her shroud old eves

twinkled as she saw the effect of her
simple remark. Tim, her husband,
rustled his paper angrily; Ed Melville.
(« bipr, heavy-looking young man, curled
hj.S lip in a cynical smile; Mary, her
daughter, smiled happily and a trifle

dreamily; Mickey, her twelve-year-old
son, rushed over to the window and
peered out anxiously for sign of the
young man who was keeping dinner
waiting on the occasion of Mary's
twentieth birthday.

Mrs. Dawson having received no
answer, which did not worry her very
much, returned to the kitchen, where
she reigned supreme. Tim Dawson
lowered his paper, fingered his big
moustache, glowered at the birthday-
cake, and went back to his paper. Ed
gave a resigned sigh and gazed with
pitying eyes at the very attractive
Mury Dawson. Mary was busy sewing
and she did not hear the sigh or see
the pitying gaze; if she had she would
have probably thought Ed was suffer-
ing from indigestion, and rushed off to
get him some tablets Mickey tried
to push his head through the glass in

bis efforts to see down the street.

The telephone-bell shrilled.

"That may be Larry." cried Mickey.
" Won't it be dreadful if he can't
come."

" Why in heaven's name should it be
dreadful ?" His father jerked down his

r. "Dinner's ten minutes late as
it is, and—and—answer that 'phone,
someone."
Mary took the call, and Ed scowled

when he saw how her eyes lit up and
she smiled.
"Oh, is that you, Larry? Where are

you ringing from?" Pause. "Oh, I

know the place. You're finished for
the day and you're be right along?
How soon?" Another pause. "Five
minutes.? That will be quite all right,

for dinner isn't ready quite. 'Bye,
Larry."
"Hurray!" shouted Mickey, who

adored Larry.

"Not so much noise." thundered his

father. "How the dickens can I read
witli all this noise going on? Mother !"

Mrs. Dawson poked her head round
the kitchen door.
"Did someone call me?"
"Have we got to wait for Larry

Johnson until it's dark?" lie demanded.
"Yes. dear," was all Mrs. Dawson

answered, but it settled all argument?.
Her husband rustled the paper angrily
and buried himself in it. Ed looked
unhappily at Mary, who was going
round the table and seeing that every-
thing was in its correct place. Mickey
sniffed, not because he had a cold, but
because roast beef and roast potatoes
are enough to make any boy sniff

—

especially cooked by such a mistress of
culinary art as Mrs. Dawson.
Honk, honk, honk i

At once, Mickey, who had abandoned
his position at the window to sec how
his silk-worms were getting on, rushed
across the room. It was a race between
him and his sister who got there first.

"It's Larry!" he shouted, "Dad, it's

Larry !"

"Who cares?" muttered his father,
with more rustling of paper

Ed Melville yawned, but shut Ids

mouth quickly because Mary had nearly
caught him.
The two young people waved.
Larry Johnson grinned merrily jofnd

waved back. He was a slim young
fellow with a cheeky smile and the
merriest of laughs. He slammed tin-

door of the taxi that he had been
driving for hire, and made for the
apartment -house steps.

"Mother, Larry's here!" Mary called
out.

"At last we can have dinner,'
growled her father.
Mrs. Dawson reappeared.
"Did you say Larry was here?" She

saw her daughter nod her fair head.
"I'm glad tho boy could come.
Wouldn't have been a party without
him."
Tim Dawson opened his mouth to say

something, thought better of it, and
read the racing news for the third time.
A violent hammering and ringing .made
him lay down his paper and open his
mouth to shout his wrath, when Mrs.
Dawson came out of the kitchen ami
was all smiles. He shook his head
gloomily.
Larry Johnson bounced into the room.

His eyes were sparkling, his face was
one great grin, and he looked full of

the joy of life.

He kissed Mrs. Dawson, who said;
"Oh, my!" and then kissed Mary who
made no complaint
"A small present." Larry fished out

a packet. "It's nothing good, but I

thought it would suit you."
"Oh, Larry!" She had to kiss him

again.
"When are we going to have dinner?"

cried old Dawson, who could contain
himself no longer.

June Ctti, IOCS.
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You put on your coat and brush
your hair," ordered Mrs. Dawson.
"Then we can make a start."

"Many happy returns of the day, old

dear." Larry completely ignored every-
one. "Gee, I like that dress."

"Mother helped me make it."

Then Larry beamed at Mrs. Dawson.
" You're a wonder—don't know how

you do it and manage to look so

young."
" Pah I" snorted Pa Dawson, and went

off to brush his hair.
" Mickey 1" Larry dived in his

pocket and brought out a paper bag.
'Some aniseed balls."
" If you eat one of those before your

dinner I don't know what I'll do to

you," said Mrs. Dawson, then she smileJ
at Larry. "You spoil that boy."

Ed Melville shook his head enviously
Some people certainly had the
technique. They could put it over.

Fancy a kid staring goggle-eyed at a
voung man who gave him a few cents'

worth of aniseed balls, or a girl that
went into raptures over a necklace that
^ame from some ten-cent store ! The
flowers that he had brought had cost

two dollars, but he would have got just-

as hearty thanks with a bunch of

daisies.

Mrs. Dawson, her daughter and her
?on approved of Larry Johnson. They
were on his side every time. But Tim
Dawson thought Larry was a lazy,

harum-scarum, no-good young man, and
he had a certain good excuse for that
opinion. If Larry had been in one
job in the last six months, he had been
in a dozen. Moreover, he was not very
keen that his daughter should marry a
taxi-driver, when such a splendid fellow
as Ed Melville of the Suicide Squad
was head over heels in love with her.

Ed Melville disliked Larry and would
willingly have punched him on the
jaw, but Larry's slimness was deceptive,
and it annoyed Ed to think that his

rival might go so far as to punch him
back.
Mrs. Dawson brought in the beef and

roast potatoes, and {hat settled all

arguments for the time being.

A New Recruit

AS repasts go, it was a successful
meal. Ed Melville did not enjoy
it very much because Mary had

eyes only for one person. Tim Dawson
enjoyed the meal reluctantly. He
would liked to have found something
to complain about, but that beef
ivns just wonderful. Larry Johnson
always had a ruffling effect on his

temper, because no matter how sarcastic
one might bo it had no effect. Larry
just grinned and made some completely
asinine rejoinder. Moreover, old Tim
was a little apprehensive, because ot

lato his wife, who had the sweetest of

natures but an iron determination, had
talked vaguely of Larry wanting to join
the fire-fighters, or Suicide Squad Mrs.
Dawson had so far been vague, but the

old man felt it was (lie beginning of a
campaign to get him to sign papers
on the lad's behalf, and that he vowed
would be something ho would never do.

A violent honking caused Larry to
go to the window. It was a faro,

with mumbled apologies he went
downstairs, and returned some minute3
later to say that ho had settled that
problem. Ho was off duty and wasn't
doing business—actually, he was not off

duty. The customer was a little merry,
and Larry had got rid of him by
threatening physical force.

Ed Melville contributed very little to

the conversation, though he tried his

best to be pleasant to Mary, and didn't

d<> himself any good when he derided
J urn' 6th. 1930.
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Larry's statement that he had done a
certain journey of sixty miles in a few
minutes over an hour.
The meal concluded, Larry asked

Mary to go out to the pictures, and
before Tim could make any opposition
his wife had said it would be quite all

right. Tim decided he must speak to

his wife, and though a fearless fire-

fighter he did not fancy the task. The
young people were ready to k°ave when
there came more honking.
Larry looked out of the window and

saw a man peering round the car.

"I'll teach that guy to come nosing
round my bus ! " he cried.

The man seemed to be examining the
clock when Larry appeared. The mans
back was to Larry, and that was un-
fortunate for Larry, who, on the spur
of the moment, administered a kick in

the pants.
"What the dickens do you think

you're doing?" began Larry. "That's
my—er—I'm sorry " He tailed off

because he was staring into the flushed,

angry face on one of the taxi-company
inspectors. "I didn't know it was
you."
"A pity for you," shouted the in-

spector. " I came along here an hour
ago, and this cab hasn't moved from
the kerb since then. Not the first time
you've done this sort of thing. The
other Saturday you took this cab out to

a baseball match for a customer, and
though not hired, you stayed to see the
match through, and last Tuesday you
faked a breakdown so you could go on
the spree." Larry looked uncom-
fortable, because he had gone to the
pictures on that occasion with Mary.
" And now you've acted in a w7ay that
leaves only one course open. You're
fired !"

"You can't do this."
"Oh, can't I?" The inspector took

out his pocket-book and some money.
"This is your share of what little

you've earned, and you're discharged."
He climbed into the driver's seat.

"One moment," shouted Larry as the

inspector started up the engine. " Are
you plying for hire in this cab now?"

" I am."
'' Good !" Larry swung open the

taxi door and pushed Mary inside.

"All right, my man, drive me to the
Odeon, and be quick about it I"

That night, when Mr. and Mrs.
Dawson had retired, the good lady
stated definitely that as Larry had left

the taxi company, which was no sort

of job for a nice young man, she would
like her husband to get tho lad into

the fire-fighting force.

"No!" her husband shouted.
" Larry has nerve and doesn't know

what fear is," countered Mrs. Dawson.
" Just the type of man you want. I

can't understand—nor can Mary—what
objection you can possibly have."

"I'll tell you "—ho wrenched off a
collar

—"Larry's all talk. He's just a
harum-scarum ne'er-do-well. It's the

riot squad he should join. He'd be
lato for parades, turning \ip at the

wrong fire, breaking his neck on ladders
and undermining all the good work
that has taken me years. I insist

upon discipline, and I can't sec that

pup obeying rules and regulations."
"Ho isn't, a pup, Tim." She fixed

a steely eye on her husband. " I know
he would obey all the rules and regula
tions."

" Why can't Mary fall for a chap like

Ed Melville?" said her husband
"There's a fine fellow for you. Doesn't
drink, smokes very little, and a devout
admirer <>f Mary's Saves Iris money,
and I know has a nice sum put by. A
steady-going lad and iust the sort I'd
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like our Mary to marry." He pau=cd
for breath. "Larry has just lost his
latest job in the same sort of way he's
lost all the others. He hasn't got a
cent in the world, and my daughter's
not marrying a pauper."

" When you married me, Tim Dawson,
you were out of work."
That was a body blow.
The argument started about eleven

at night. Still arguing, they got into
bed at midnight. At one they put out,

the light, but the argument was still

raging. Several times Tim said he
wished to go to sleep, but Mrs. Dawson
had a shrill voice at times—and a sharp
elbow. She wanted Larry Johnson to
have a chance. At three in the morn-
ing her husband capitulated.

"All right "—he sat up in bed—"get
Larry Johnson to fill in the papers and
I'll sign them. And if he don't obey
the rules and regulations I'll fire him
and finish with him for good. Now for
goodness' sake, woman, let me sleep."

"Thank you, Tim." Mrs. Dawson
relaxed with a smile.
Tim Dawson lay there thinking what

an idiot he had been. No, a thousand
times no, he would not sign Larry's
papers.

"Nellie, I'm not going " he began,
and then in the faint light noticed his
wife's eyes were closed. A gentle
snore made him purse his lips. It was
asking for trouble to wake his wife once
she was asleep. He resigned himself
to defeat and the softening effects of
slumber.

His First Fire Call

LARRY JOHNSON'S papers were
signed, approved and passed. He
came through the medical examina

tion, much to Ed Melville's disappoint-
ment, and was sent to an instructional
course. Here he endured a fortnight's
intensive training.
Now, Mrs. Dawson had had a quiet

talk with Larry, and he vowed that in

return for the kindness that she had
shown him he would stick to his job,
no matter how- tough it might prove.

It was tough. They were got out of
bed at all hours of the day and nighr.

taught all about the driving, control
and mechanism of fire-engines, shown
the right and wrong way of handling
the hose, given ladder work, tested for

giddiness on heights, and made to jump
many yards down into nets. Much to
Ed Melville's disgust, Larry was quite
the best pupil and the most fearless.

He was passed as fit for service and
drafted to Number Five Station, which
was commanded by Captain Tim
Dawson.
"Keep your eye on Larry," the old

man told Ed Melville. ".lust because
he's a personal friend, no favouritism
to be shown. Report to me en his

progress, and see lie doesn't get into

any mischief.'' lie shot a glance at
the younger man. "I don't trust that
young gentleman any farther than I

can see him. so I think it would he best
if we kept him on work which will not
allow him to do something foolish.

You understand ?"

"Certainly, captain." Ed Melvillo
answered with a grin. When by himself,

Ed rubbed his hands together.

Ed Melville proceeded to make life

just as unpleasant for Larry Johnson
as he could. It gave his small-minded
nature intense satisfaction. He obeyed
the captain's orders to the last letter

Larry, not being dumb, bad a strong
idea why Melvillo was making his life

hot. and though several times he very
nearly lost his temper, ho just managed
to check himself in time Answering
back a superior would have means
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instant dismissal. What Larry objected
to most were the menial, insignificant
tasks allocated to him. All day long
he seemed to be polishing brass and
cleaning fire-engines. Melville was
always snooping round, trying to catch
him out for breaking some rule or
regulation. Several times he was on
the mat for minor offences.

Every tune there was a fire call Larry
was detailed to remain at the station
as a messenger, to answer telephone
calls and prepare to rush out with the
salvage lorry. At one fire he did get
a call for a new hose, as the one in use
was almost burnt through. Larry got
to the fire, three miles away, in about
five minutes, and instead of getting
praise, was reprimanded by Captain
Dawson for endangering people's lives

by driving too fast through the streets.

Larry had a great friend in " Snap "

Wilson, a free-lance Press cameraman
who earned a living by getting pictures
of fires, smashes, accidents, fight9, and
anything exciting. He assured Larry
that on the first chance that occurred
he would get his picture into the papers.
"You do something big, and I'll get

jour picture doing it," stated Snap.
"That's the way to gain promotion."
"You're right," agreed Larry. "I

don't want to be a run-around all my
life, nor do I want to spend about
twenty years waiting for promotion. If
I can only get a break I'll show 'em."
Larry had been at the station a

month when he nearly had a fight with
Melville. Larry was taking Mary to

a. big dance, and as he was about to
go off duty Melville sent for him to
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detail him for night duly. Captain
Dawson wanted a man and Larry was
the man Melville selected. Then Larry
rang up to explain to Mary why he
could not go, and found that Melville
had been on the phone to her—as Larry
could not go, might he take her ?

Melville nearly got socked for that, but
the youngster remembered his promise
to Mrs. Dawson.
There was an epidemic of influenza

in the district, and several men were
down sick when Captain Dawson got a
call to a big grain-store fire. As they
were short of drivers, Larry was in

charge of a fire-escape.

They reached the fire and Larry was
all set to play his part when Captain
Dawson rushed up to him.
"You stay here and guard the

escape," he ordered. "We may need
you or we may not, but if you do get
the call, jump to it."

There was not going to be any pub-
licity in this fire.

With bored gaze Larry stared at the
fire. A lot of smoke and a certain
amount of flame, but it should be sub-
dued pretty easily. He yawned as

Snap came up and suggested a picture
of him standing by the machine.

"Take one if you like." Larry
shrugged his shoulders. "It may come
in useful when they do give me a
break."
He was chatting dull; with Snap

when he observed two men get out of
a yellow car, glance round and then
hurry up the steps into a big building.
He yawned and stared at the fire, still

smoking and looked like going on smok-
ing. He turned and saw the two men
come out of the building. One darted
down the steps, whilst the other stood
by the swing doors.
Larry frowned in perplexity. The

men seemed to strike a jarring note.
The first man started the car and gave
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an imperious gesture to his companion
standing by the door. This man came
slowly down the steps and kept on look-
ing round. Larry noticed that he was
carrying a bulky case. On reaching the
car he placed the bag on the back seat,

ran round and got in beside the driver.
"What's that building over there

?"

Larry asked his friend.

"I think it's a bank," Snap answered.
"Is it?" Larry was on the alert.

" Those two guys were acting kinda
queer. I wonder " He did not con-
tinue because the swing doors had dis-

charged two or three black-coated
figures, whereupon there came an explo-
sion and the sound of tinkling glass. The
figures dived back through the swing
doors and the yellow car sped away.

"It's a bank stick tip," yelled Larry,
and clambered into the driver's seat of

the fire-escape.

Captain Tim Dawson rubbed his eyes
when the escape went charging down
the street at a terrific speed.

A Bold Capture

LARRY JOHNSON drove the escape
with skill and daring, and Snap,
who had jumped aboard on the

chance of a scoop, thought his last hour
had come when the cumbersome vehicle
skidded round corners at forty miles an
hour.
The people of the city were amazed

to see the escape charging through the
streets, and they thought the driver
must have gone mad. There had been
a hold-up at the bank, and already
every police car had had the informa-
tion.

Every time the two men in the yellow
car looked round they saw behind them
the huge escape. Rather foolishly they
did not dream that they were being-
followed until the escape began to gain
on them. There was something about
the intent look of the driver that urged

Larry gripped the crook by botb wrists and heaved him over his shoulder.
June 6th, 1036,
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them to go all out, but the escape had
plenty of power. By now the police

knew all about the yellow car being
pursued by a fire-escape, and sirens were
screaming all over the city.

The crooks swung down a side street
and tried to dodge Larry, but that
young fellow manoeuvred the escape in

an amazing manner. Desperately the
crooks made for their hide-out, which
was a ramshackle apartment-house.
They left their car and darted inside

the place with their loot.

Out leaped Larry, and fearlessly he
rushed for the front door. Ho opened
it and at once two guns blazed, but
he had jumped back in time.

An officer on a fast motorcycle
arrived.
"Are you after two crooks?" hissed

Larry.
"Yeah. Held up the State bank and

got away in a yellow car," was the
answer.
"They're in there," cried Larry.

" You watch this door and leave the rest

to me."
Ho raced round to a fire-escape, sped

up the iron stairs and clambered in at
n window. Cautiously he crossed an
empty room and found himself in a
passage. He came to the stairs and tip-

toed down them towards the first floor.

At the top of the stairs stood two men
with their guns ready for anyone foolish

enough to try a rush.

Larry crept down and then dived on
their backs. The impact flung both
men to the ground. They were not
hurt very much, but badly winded. One
man moaned, and Larry hit him hard
in the jaw. The other crook reached
for his gun.
When the police-officer ventured up

the stairs he found one crook lying
sprawled on the floor and another tak-
ing a bad hiding from a fierce-eyed fire-

man. The officer covered the sprawled
crook as the latter showed signs of

wanting to get up. Larry gripped the
other crook by both wrists and tossed
him over his shoulder on to his com-
panion. That ended the fight, and the
two rascals were taken away in hand-
cuffs.

Before they departed for gaol, Snap
took pictures of the pol ice-officer, Larry
and the two bank-robbers.

Larry, deciding that perhaps it would
be as well to get back to the scene of
the fire, sped back through the streets.

The fire was nearly out, but Captain
Tim Dawson was burning up.
"Where have you been?"
"Two guys held tip the Stato bank

and tried to get away with a lot of
dough," Larry grinned expectantly.
"They shot at the bank officials and
made a getaway. They would have done
it but for me. I went after them and
forced them to take refuge in a build-

ing. I got 'cm, chief—they're safe in

gaol now."
"And you feel mighty pleased with

yourself, 1 suppose?" Tim Dawson
seemed even angrier, much to Larry's
surprise. "You might have endangered
hundreds of lives."

"Me? How?"
"That escape is meant for rescuing

people and not for wild-goose chases
through the streets!" yelled Captain
Dawson, "What docs a bank or its

money mean when human lives are at

stake?"
"I didn't know any lives were at

at slake."
"They weren't. thank goodness!"

The captain was purple in the face.

"But suppose there had been people
trapped in that grain Store. They would
have died because the escape was not
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there. Does that penetrate your thick
skull?"
When the evening papers came out

with the picture of Larry and the two
ciooks and a glowing account of a fire-

fighter's heroic bravery, then old Daw-
son nearly choked. On the morrow he-

ordered a parade, and made Larry J«b.n-

son stand out in front of the other men.
Ed Melville had a twisted grin on his

smug features.

Captain Dawson cleared his throat
and read out certain rules and regula-
tions in regard to disregard of orders.
"If a man gets an order to go into a

flaming building he does his best to

carry out that order. If a man is placed
in charge of a fire-escape and to await
orders he must be ready for those
orders, not suddenly decide to go rac-

ing through the streets after a couple
of crooks."
"If you wish for my resignation, cap-

tain, you can have it," Larry answered.
Ed Melville leaned forward hopefully.
"I do not wish for your resignation.

But I reprimand you for disobedience of
orders," replied the captain. '"'You will

lose three weeks' good conduct " An
orderly had entered. "What is it?"
"Captain Wilson from headquarters,

chief."

One of the biggest men in the fire-

fighting establishment. Captain Dawson
hurried away to greet this person of
importance. Captain Wilson insisted

upon speaking to the men, and after a
few words about their fine work, asked
for Larry Johnson to step forward.
"I am proud of what you did yester-

day," was the big man's astounding
opening remark. "The Promotion
Board have instructed me to express
their gratification for your bravery and
presence of mind, and, as a reward, to

give you a good-conduct stripe."

Ed Melville's face went a sickly yellow,
whilst Captain Dawson nearly choked.

Larry Johnson stepped back into the
ranks with a self-satisfied smirk on his

face. The afternoon editions had pic-

tures of him with the stripe on his

sleeve.

There was only one drawback to his

elation—the chilly reception given to

him by Mary when he called that same
evening.
"I know it was very brave, but all this

publicity is wrong," she told him. "It's
praise you don't deserve."
"Why not?" he wanted to know.

"Well, you deserted your post," she
replied. ' If you were in the army and
on sentry-go and you cleared off they
would have shot you."
"Thanks very much!" cried Larry,

and there was very nearly a row. Maybe
there would have been one if good-
natured Mrs. Dawson had not poured
oil on troubled waters.

In the next few weeks there were
several fire-calls, and Larry stuck rigidly

to his duties, though he was still con-
vinced that quick-action methods and
publicity were the sure way to promo-
tion. Then came the second publicity
outburst.
Now, to give I.any his due. he cliu

not think of the publicity nt the time;
afterwards, perhaps, bul at the time it

was just the saving of human life. It

happened this way.

There had been a district call to a big
hotel, where there had been an explosion
in the basemen! thought to be saused
through a leakage of gas. At any rate.

the basement was on fire :md choking
black fumes were pouring from manholes
and cellars. Already the fire had penc-
il-ated to the first floor, and the whole
hotel was in danger.
As per usual, Larrj was detailed to

play a minor part. Captain Dawson
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ordered him to look after the life-line
The fire-fighters had to don gas-masks
and go down into the smoke-filled base-
ment, and the leader held the end of
a thin wire hue. This was on a small
wheel or drum, and it was Larry's job
to stand near the entrance to the base-
ment and pay out this life-line.

All went well until the fire spread and
burst through brackets supporting a live
cable connected to a power plant in the
next building. The cable fell into tho
street, which was crowded with people,
and the end of the wire at once began to

"earth," causing it to dance and whip
about like an electric eel. Anyone
coming in contact with the squirming
cable would get a shock that was certain
to prove fatal.

The crowd tried to back away, but
there was such a congestion of peopk-
and held-up traffic that there was a solid
jam. The cable squirmed to within a
few feet of a mass of screaming people,
mostly children, and then squirmed away
again.
"Hold this!" Larry cried to Snap.

who was hovering round taking pictures.
He handed the drum of the life-line.

Larry glanced round and whipped out
a knife. He cut n good length from a
roll of stout rope and advanced on the
squirming cable. People watched him,
and thought he must be struck dead.
Several times the cable gave a spasmodic
jerk and nearly got him. But he per-
sisted, and at last got a rope under the
cable, a quick knot and the live cablo
was a prisoner.
The crowd cheered madly. He waved

his hand to them and lashed the cable
to some railings. Someone rushed off

to get the electric company to turn off

the power, which should have been
thought of before.
Suddenly the grin faded from Larry's

face as he saw Snap taking pictures of
him.
"I got you roping the cable," Snap

said in awed tones. "It'll make a superb
picture."
"How about that life-line?" gaspi-d

Larry.
When Snap put a shaky hand to hi?

mouth, Larry knew there was trouble
ahead. He charged over to the base-
ment, and the smoke was pouring out
thicker than ever, but there was no sign
of the drum. He saw Snap, and seized
the cameraman in a vicious grip.

"What did you do with that drum?"
"I didn't think it was of very much

importance, and there was such a scoop
with that wire, so I dropped it," weakly
murmured Snap. "Was it important?"
"You inane chump!" yelled Larry,

and looked nt the smoke clouds in horror.

He was about to hurl himself into the
smoke when a figure stumbled out. A
moment later came another figure, and
then two men supporting a third who
had been overcome by the fumes.

Snap took some pictures, and then
hlisl ned away to get them to the papers.
I» he had waited he would have seen
his friend get a bad reprimand for hi?

bi avery.
"This ain't the time or place to (ell

you what 1 think of you!" Dawson said
angrily. _ "I'll deal with you in the

Ed Melville, who had been a spectator
of this liule scene, had difficulty in con-
cealing his jubilation. Larry would not
have a chance of getting old Dawson

ive his consent to their marriage
aftei this.

In the morning Larry was again had
up before the whole company, This
time Captain Dawson did not spare the
unfortunate victim of his Wrath. Pub-
licly In- stripped Larry of his good-
conduct stripe for disobedience of orders
and endangering the lives of his fellow-
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men. He had sent his own account of

tho affair to Captain Wilson and con-
demned Larry Johnson as someone who
thought of nothing else but cheap pub-
licity.

That was true to a certain extent, but
it was harsh action all the same, and
though Captain Dawson was a fine old

man this treatment was prompted by
his distrust of Larry. Ed Melville en-

couraged this distrust. The captain felt

ho was doing' the right thing.

Not a murmur did Larry make nor a
word say in his own defence. The
hardest part was Mary's unfriendly atti-

tude. She would consider only her
father's and Ed's version of the inci-

dent, and he was too proud to say that
it was because of the number of lives

in danger that he had deserted his post.

It ended with a quarrel and Larry having
the last word.
"Everyone says I'm wrong, and maybe

I was wrong, but I should do just the
<arac again if it occurred to-morrow.
You tell your father that, and then he'll

have just the excuse he wants for firing

me. Good-night."

His Rival in Danger

IT did nothing to restore peace that
the papers had much to say in praise
of Larry's action. Snap wanted per-

mission to tell the whole story of the
treatment Larry had received from
Dawson on account of the liv<e cable,
but that young man stuck out his jaw
and threatened to punch Snap's head if

he did.

The quarrel between Mary and Larry
was patched up, but there wasn't the
same friendly relationship as of old. He
knew- that Mary was disappointed in him.
and it made him bad-tempered to find

that Ed Melville was round at the
Dawson's house nearly every day. He
was getting used to being detailed for

duty about an hour before an appoint-
ment with Mary.

"Snap,'' he confided to his friend, "if
you knew the trouble I have to check
myself from socking that palooka you'd
sympathise with me. There ain't a day
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that passes without he docs something
to rile me."
"I think Captain Dawson is an old

fool."
"I'll sock you if you talk that way,"

threatened Larry. "You 1 can sock and
get away with it. Ed I can't. Captain
Dawson is one of the old school, and
unfortunately I don't seem to meet with
his approval. But I like him even if

he don't like me."
On the Monday of the thirteenth week

—thirteen can be unlucky— there came a

general call. A big factory fire. The
whole building was ablaze, and on either

side were warehouses packed full of in-

flammable goods. A number of hands
were trapped on the roof of the factory.

The fire broke out some few minutes
before midnight. The alarm went, and
everyone was out of bed like a flash. A
dive into clothes and down the slippery

pole from the dormitories into the

station. Open swung the great doors
and out raced the two engines with the

men finishing their dressing as the
machines tore through the dark streets.

. As usual. Larry Johnson was driving
the spare fire-escape.

The sky had a great red patch, and
they coidd tell by this that it was a tre-

mendous fire.

Captain Dawson was proud to find that

his engines were the first on the scene.

The hoses got busy. A fire-escape was
run Up to the roof and a number of

factory hands rescued by fire chute.

Larry's own escape was called into

use, and that young man begged for the

chance to go up the ladder. Captain
Dawson told him to stand on one side.

A number of people were saved, bid

several were badly injured and burnt.

Larry reckoned if be had been allowed

to go up the ladder these people would
have been rescued quicker and with less

injury. He did not voice that opinion.

but his eyes narrowed and his hands
clenched, when he found he was the

only one not required to take an active

part in tho fire. He was detailed to

pay out a life-line.
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Once he saw a ladder was blazing, and
rushed up to inform Captain Dawson,
and got harsh words for his pains.

"Oct back to your post!" thundered
Dawson.
"Nothing I do seems to be right,"

Larry grumbled to himself.

It had been decided that the fire mu t

be attacked from the other side, and that
the best way to get there was through
the cellars. The fire had started on the
second floor and worked down to tiie

first. So far the cellars were immune
but full of smoke and fumes. Captain
Dawson led the party of masked firemen,

and Larry had to pay out the line.

"Pay out the line, and don't try any
other act," warned Captain Dawson, as

he helped one of his fire raisers don a

gas outfit. "This man and others are

dependent on you."
Soon afterwards Dawson donned an

outfit and dived below. Larry vowed
that nothing would move him from his

post.

Ed Melville was left in charge, and
ran about shouting orders and looking
important. An outer wall looked in

danger of falling, and Ed Melville de-

cided to get to the roof of an engine
house that was attached to the side of

the factory. If the wall fell valuable
dynamos would be damaged.

Larry had climbed on to the driver's
seat of the escape and was disconsolately

staling at the blaze when he saw Ed
clamber up tho short ladder to the
engine-room roof. But Larry from his

vantage-point observed something that

no one else could possibly see—a number
of bricks that crashed down from above
and floored Ed Melville. Larry jumped
up—then remembered the life-line that

he was holding.
Everyone else was busy. Other fire-

engine* were arriving, but there was not
a soul whom Larry could got. Ed Me!
ville did not rise. A few more brii Jss

crashed down, and it looked as if the wall
would not last long.
Larry leapt down, and he fixed the

This isn't the time or place to tell you what I think of you," Captain Dawson said angrily.
you in the morninsr I

**

' I'll deal with

June «tn, le^
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stick of the drum into a notch. This
allowed the drum to pay out as if he
were holding it.

There was no idea of publicity, because
for once Snap was taking pictures near
the worst of the fire. All animosity was
forgotten. It was just a human being
whose life was in danger. He even
looked round to find someone whom he
could tell what he was doing. Surely
they could not blame him for trying to

save one of the chief men of No. 5

Station.
Up the ladder went Larry and on to

the roof. It was dark, and for a moment
ho could see nothing ; then he sighted
the sprawled figure of Ed Melville. A
rumbling above made him look upwards.
Was the wall giving? He grippe*! Mel-
ville by the shoulders, and the hurt fire-

raiser opened his eyes and knew it was
his rival. Just in time Larry dragged
Ed clear, because a moment later a whole
mass of brick and rubble crashed down
on the spot where he had lain.

One brick caught Larry a glancing
blow, and but for the helmet he wore
might have knocked him out. He lay

prone wondering how much of the wall

«ere coming down, and fighting the

wave of blackness that gripped him. He
struggled to his feet and swayed dizzily.

Everything seemed whirling round. It

cleared, and he stared around for Mel-
ville. He found him, and managed to

sling him across his powerful shoulders.

With his burden he staggered to the edge
of the parapet.

It was no easy task holding that great
weight across his shoulders and getting

over the parapet to the ladder. More
of the wall came crashing down, and
through an aperture burst red angry
flames. Slowly Larry climbed down, and
all the while Melville groaned weakly.
The ground at last, and Larry thought

he was safe. A brick whistled past his

head, and he glanced up quickly. The
wall seemed to be sagging outwards.

He gathered his strength and staggered
away from the danger. With a roar the

wall caved outwards and crashed down
on the power house, squashing the build-

ing almost flat. Rut Larry had got clear

with his burden, and gasped as he
realised what a touch-and-go they had
had with death. It gave him a certain

amount of grim satisfaction to know that
Ed Melville owed his life to a breach of

the rules.

Larry placed the limp body against a
wheel of the escape and went to see how
the life-line was doing. The drum had
gone. He could not believe his eyes.

The line must have paid out, and the
strain of someone pulling on it had
jerked it from its precarious hold.

The fire was gaining in intensity, and
the smoke from the basement was twice
(i thick.

Captain Dawson and the others might
be trapped. The fire had a sound grip
of the ground floor, and with the girders
and floors crashing down from above
might give under the strain. He got
out another life-line, tied the end to B

wheel of the escape, and, holding the
drum, Without bothering about his gas
and smoke apparatus, he dived down into
the choking fumes.
He managed to get beneath the smoke,

which was thick near the ceiling of the
basement. It was choking enough as it

was, but he wrapped a handkerchief over
his face and nostrils, and that enabled
him to breathe better. He set out to
search for Captain Dawson.

A part of the ceiling crashed down
mid just missed his head. The heat was
intense, and in one place the ceiling was
on fire. It was but a matter of minutes
before the whole building collapsed. He
vowed he would rather die there than
give up the search. Ho found them at
June Oth, 1096.
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last. A group of despairing men, com-
pletely lost. They had pulled on the
life-line, and just when they thought
they were getting near the exit the line

had gone slack, and Captain Dawson, in

the lead, had stared through his goggles
at an empty drum.
tarry gave the new drum to the cap-

tain. He helped to carry a badly hurt
fireman. Slowly the party followed the
life-line. A roar and part of v'he floor-

ing collapsed. Out came the axe from
his belt, and he helped to hack away the
smouldering debris. A new danger was
-(aiding water that poured through the

aperture, but they got past the danger,
and Larry could have shouted his relief

when they reached a room that he
recognised.
His senses were reeling, but grim de-

termination kept him going. They
climbed up some steps and were out of

the smoke. It was only then that Larry
Johnson collapsed in a heap.

Snap rushed forward with his camera
as they lifted Larry to his feet, and he
got a picture. Someone from the win-
dow of a nearby building had seen Larry
dive into the smoke, and this time Snap
thought he had a story that must make
his pal famous. It was the final straw
in Larry's downfall. If Snap had stayed
he might have had his eyes opened by
the captain's first remarks on removing
his gas-mask.
"The third and final time, Larry

Johnson!" he shouted hoarsely. "What-
ever your reason it won't be good
enough. To-night you nearly cost me
my life and the lives of six others. By
a miracle we've escaped. To-morrow
you're quitting the force for ever."

Ed Melville, clinging to the side of

the escape, heard every word, but he said

nothing in Larry Johnson's defence.

Forced to Resign

LARRY felt like braining Snap when
ho picked up the morning paper
and found that enterprising picture

fiend had been busy. There was a para-

graph about Larry penetrating into the
smoke and fumes without a gas-helmet
and leading his comrades to security.

Naturally, there was no mention of the

fact that he had saved Ed Melville's life.

This time Larry felt sure everything
would be all right. He had a strong idea

that Captain Dawson was mad with him
about leaving the life-line, but all would
be forgiven when Ed revealed the reason.

The only fly in the ointment that Larry
could see was the publicity stunt of that

idiot Snap.
Perhaps it would be as well to ring

up Mary and find out if everything were
all right.

Mary answered his call.

"Larry Johnson," came her voice, and
there was a break in it. "You're no-
thing more or less than a publicity

hound. You don't care a cent about
endangering the lives of your fellow-men
as long as you get your picture in the

paper. Here you are all lauded up for

something for which you deserve no
credit. Praised for deserting your post,

for not doing your duty properly, and
for risking fhe lives of others needlessly,"

"But, Mary, surely Ed "

She swept on ruthlessly.

"You left your job to pose against a

background of flame and get yourself
splashed all over the front pages as a

hero. A hero—why you're nothing but
a sham and a fraud I

"Didn't Ed tell vou why I left that
life-line?"

"Ed has no idea where you went to,"
stated Mary. "And like father, like all

of us, thinks you're a disgrace to the
station."
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"So you think I'm a disgrace, do
you?" Larry was quick to anger.
"I do, and I never want to speak to

you again," Mary sobbed. "Mother got
you your chance and all you've done is

to bring disgrace on us."

"I suppose Ed's with you and backing
you up," shouted Larry. "I expect that
mealy mouthed microbe is asking you to

have done with me for ever. You'd
believe anything he says rather than
listen to me."
"Stop calling Ed names. Dad says

he's a grand fire-fighter. He doesn't
want his picture in the papers. Ho
didn't call you names; in fact, he asked
dad to give you another chance. Ho
stood up for you."
"That was nice of him. I'll adopt him

as a brother."
"I think you're mean and spiteful,"

Mary cried. "Just because your attempt
to win glory by false pretences has failed

you're vengeful. This is the end, Larry
Johnson."
"That suits me." Larry was so angry

that he did not control his tongue. "But
I'll tell you one thing which you can
believe or not as you please. I didn't
get that picture and paragraph put in

the papers, and if I'd known Snap had
done it I would have tried to stop it.

I admit I left the life-line and endangered
the lives of your father and the rest of

the boys, but I ain't got a thing on my
conscience for doing it. But knowing
what I know now about a certain person
I wouldn't act in the same way if the
same situation were to happen again to-

night. You don't understand what that
means, and I don't suppose vou ever
will."

"Why don't you make some sort of
excuse instead of shouting at me over
the 'phone?"
"Because I'm not sorry," he yelled.

"You belie\e anything they like to say
against me, and that hurts me more than
anything else. I don't want anything to

do with a girl that thinks I'm nothing
but a cheap swanker. Kiss Ed for me!"
He slammed down the receiver.

That morning the whole station was
summoned to hear what Captain Dawson
had to say to Larry Johnson.
Tight-lipped Larry stood there and his

lips curled as he looked at Ed Melville,

wno had his head in bandages. He
grinned sardonically when Captain Daw-
son made praising remarks about Ed's
bravery and devotion to duty.

"Y^ou think yourself a hero for rush-
ing into the smoke without a gas
helmet," Dawson shouted at Johnson.
"Just the kind of fool thing you would
do. Other men would have been over-

come, and it's lucky for us that you
didn't, because if you had we should
have perished because of your vain desire

to see your own face in the pictures."
Larry grinned mirthlessly at Ed Mel-

ville, who looked hastily away.
"Have you nothing to say in your own

defence?" demanded the captain.

"What I did last night I would da
again.' Larry faced him squarely, then
looked at Ed meaningly. "I don't know
why I would, in fact a little while back
I thought the opposite, but now I'm
positive I would again leave the life-

line, and chance the lives of all of you."
He stared round. "1 can see the look

of horror you feel at my words, and it

leaves me cold. Everyone here tliink^

I have broken every rule and regulation
and that I'm not fit to be a member of

this unit— well, go on thinking." He
took off his badge. "I'm through with

your old fire-brigade. You'd like to kick

ine out as a disgrace, but I'm not giving
you the chance. I'm resigning. I'm not
ashamed of what I did. I can look any
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one o£ you in the ere, but I'm mighty
sine one guy here couldn't look me in

the eye."
"So you have no shame, Larry John-

son!" sneered Captain Dawson. "You're
owning yourself beaten. I knew you'd

be a failure, and you've run true to

type. You don't understand discipline,

and you never will. I shall accept your
rtsig "

"Even if you didn't I wouldn t stay

ar.other moment.'' Larry flamed up.

"And don't any of you guys come in my
taxi because I'll take you for a ride you
won't forget."

Defiantly he glowered at the amazed
fire-station before stalking out of the

room. By evening he was back on the

road as a taxi-driver.

The Excursion-steamer Explosion

CAPTAIN TIM DAWSON went about
with a heavy frown on his homely
features. His conscience was

troubling him. He had been told quite

flankly by his wife that Larry Johnson
had not been given a proper chance.

" It seems to me that you and Ed spent

all your time trying to pick holes in

everything that boy did. You even
turned Mary against him."
"You don't like Ed, do 3011?".
Mrs. Dawson gave her husband a

straight look
"I don't dislike Ed, but T don*t think

he has the nerve or brain of Larry John
son. Larry tried to make good by doing
something heroic ami getting a boost

from Snap and the Press."
" We don't want that sort in tho

brigade."
" But what he did wanted a lot of

pluck. He wasn't thinking about pub-
li< ity when he went after those bank-
robbers," argued his wife. "True, he
made too much of it after the event,

'nun came the first life-line incident.
lie imperilled a lot of lives, but he saved
a good many by securing that live cable.

Supposing he had not acted as he had
a lot of bystanders and children might
have been killed and hurt— people might
have termed him a coward—but the fire-

fighters would have been safe. Yes, it

wasn't anything like this last fire, for

there wasn't much chance of you people
getting hurt. 80, Tim, if he had done
your notion of duty, folk might have
died—he did his notion and no one
died."
"And what did he do?" blustered Tim.

"Stuck out his chest and rushed round
to get his picture taken for the papers.
Public Hero Number One!"
"Maybe his friend Snap was more to

blame than Larry." Mrs. Dawson folded
her arms over her ample figure. "Now
with regard to this last affair. Once
more Larry fails you. You admit that
he was very courageous in diving into

the smoke and fumes and that but for
him it would have been the finish for all

(1! vou. Now "

"But "

"I'm talking, Tim Dawson. Knowing
what had happened the last time he de-

serted his post don't you think Larry
must have had a very big reason for

failing tho third time?"
" What do you mean by that, mv

dear?"
"I don't know," she admitted. "Ex-

cept that I think there must have been
a very vital reason. He hasn't given
any reason. No one seems to have asked
him where ho went, though all of you
were ready to suggest the very worst
you oould imagine. You told me of the
defiant attitude he took, and you called

it impudent cheek. You mentioned that
Larry said he could look anyone in tho
eye, and that's why I feel there's more
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" Pay out the life-line, and don't try any other act !
" warned

Captain Dawson.

behind this than you know. Larry may
he all you say about him, but I know
he's honest and straight."

"I might find out what he was
doing?" Tim scratched his head. "I
could write to him."

" And you wouldn't get an answer.
He's proud. I'm the only one in this

household save Mickey who's spoken to

him. We didn't say a word, but the

way he looked at me made me feel cer-

tain that Larry doesn't feel ashamed, and
if he had done something wrong that

night his face would have told me. I

know that boy better than most of you.
Mickey told me something that Larry
said when I wasn't with them. He said:

"Mickey. I was a fool on two occa-

sions. A news hound after cheap pub-
licity. But on the third occasion, pal,

it was a very different matter. But
that's just something between you and
me.' He asked after Mary and then went
off whistling jauntily."

"How docs Mary feel about it?"

"All the colour has gone out of her
cheeks. She's listless and sleeps badly.

She smiles a wan sort of grin," Mrs.
Dawson sniffed. " Otherwise she's

grand."
"She wants a change," decided her

father. "A sea outing will do her a

world of good. Captain Dixon of the
Pleasure Steamer Company tells me that

he'll be delighted if Mary and Miokov
will take a trip as his guests the next
time he's taking out a ship. He's taking
out the Blue Star to-morrow."

It was decided that Mary and Mickey
should go for the excursion, and it

chanced that Larry had dropped a fare

at the docks when he saw them alight
from a motor-bus. Larry left his taxi

and dodged behind some merchandise to

watch them. This was the first time he
had seen his sweetheart for three weeks
How he missed her! Captain Dawson
had brought them in older to introduce

them to Captain Dixon. The tatter's

words carried to the listener.

"Your pop's brought you two mighty
early." A booming laugh. "He always
was a one for punctuality. We sail with
the tide and that ain't full for nigh on
two hours. Hut you two get aboard and
make yourselves at home hi the saloon.
Plenty of papers and hooks there to

amuse you."
Larry saw the two old friends go off

to a neighbouring saloon to renew their
acquaintanceship and saw the two young
people ltd on hoard the ship. When they
had disappeared down a gangway Larry
sauntered back to his taxi, where he
leaned against a door and stared moodily
at the ground. Should he lower his
pride and go aboard to speak to her?
He was debating this point when there
came a terrific explosion.

Startled, ho whipped round. A cloud
of smoke was coming from the Blue Star.
The explosion had been on board. There
came a strange rumbling and then a

huge cloud of steam seemed to burst
from all parts of the ship.

"Boilers have burst!" Larry muttered
in a whisper.
To his horror he saw the stern of the

ship give a lurch and she rolled away
fiom the dock-side. Two rope hawsers
snapped as if they were string, and the
pleasure steamer slid over on her side.

Waking from his trance, Larry rushed
forward. Two wire hawsers as tight as
violin strings, still held, and seemed to

be keeping the ship from turning turtle.

H<> dived into a telephone booth and got
through to the station. Melville
answered.
"Larry Johnson speaking!" the

youngster gasped out in anguished tones
" The Blue Star has had a boiler explo-

sion and she's lying on her side. May
turn turtle any moment. Mary and
Mickey are on board. Get the boys here.

Bring a diving suit— it may be needed.
Don't forget the acetylene torches and

June 6U», [986.
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thv compressed-air cylinders. Hurry—
there's not a second to waste."

Larry rushed out of the booth back to

the dock. A number of people had
already collected and were staring in

amazement at the capsized ship. From
a porthole several people managed to

wriggle through. One man suddenly

appeared in the harbour. They were all

helped ashore.

One of the saved was an officer.

"The boiler burst and must have blown
a hole in the side. The water rushed

in and blew the other boiler. Wilson
was trapped, but managed to dive deep.

There were only a few men on board,

and they seem to have escaped. The
three firemen are beyond hope." He
told this to a police officer.

"How about the passengers?" de-

manded Larry.
"I think there are five and a

stewardess," was the answer. "The
stewardess had taken them to the

saloon."
"Well, don't stand there talking."

yelled Larry. "Do something."
The two captains had heard the ex-

plosion. Captain Dawson went white as

death when he heard the news. Captain

Dixon stared at his ship as if this were

wme dreadful nightmare. The clanging

of bells and the screech of a siren told

Larry that Number Five Station had
answered his call.

A Fight Against Time

IT was Larry who took command of

the situation. He rushed up to the

dazed Captain Dixon.
"What are the chances for anyone

trapped in the saloon?"
"I think they'll be alive," Captain

Dixon answered. "The water is never

very deep in this dock even at high

tide. She can't turn turtle because of

the funnels and the bridge, which must
be touching the bottom. But the tide's

coming in and it'll rise another two
feet."

"Suppose she does turn, what then?''

"Pretty hard to cut through the steel

hull even though the plates aren't very
thick. There'll be an air-lock in that

saloon, but the air will get used up."

"Can't you do something, Larry?" Old
Dawson appealed to the youngster.
"Standing here talking won't help."

"Get the boys here with the acetylene

torches and the rest of the kit!" ordered
Larry. "Hurry, chief!" He turned to

Captain Dixon. "If I get through that

porthole can I reach the saloon?"

"Two bulkhead doors." The captain

shook his head, then his eyes lightened.

"If you could get through that porthole
you might do something." He pointed
"There arc bulkheads on either side of

that porthole and that's keeping the ship

partly floating. If one of these firemen
could get, to that bulkhead he might also

bo able to reach the second bulkhead.

You would have to use a torch to open
those doors."

"If he got to the saloon could he get

them Ijack the same way?"
"With the rising of the tide she'll

start to fill—I doubt it," was the cap-

tain's opinion. "But a torch would burn
through the plates iii no time."
Captain Dawson and a white-faced Ed

Melville had listened to Larry talking to

the captain. They were powerless to

think or act for themselves.

"Get me one of those torches and lie

prepaTed to pay out a lot of tube," Larry
shouted at them. "I'm going to get

to that saloon and burn a hole from the

inside. Captain Dixon will show you the

best place on the outside. You can tell

from the heat where 1 am operating.
Let's go!"
June fill). 1930.
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They gave Larry the torch, and once
through the porthole he lit it. The
power of the compressed air made it

possible for the flame to keep alight
under water. Through knee-deep water
he reached the first bulkhead, but by the
time he had burnt through the bolts the
water was up to his waist. The door
gave and he was swept thrangh. He
fought his way to the second bulktiwid.
The ship was giving curious shudders
that filled him with alarm. The second
bulkhead went and he was through.
Several cries for help gave him heart.

They were alive. Up till then those in

the saloon had been dry because of the
bulkhead, but now the^ water rushed in

and they thought it was the end.
Luckily the funnels were still resting on
the bottom. He waded into the saloon.
Mary thought it was a ghost when

Larry appeared, and with a sob of joy
she held out her arms to him. Brave
Mickey even managed a grin. The
stewardess, completely unnerved, wanted
to cling to him as well.

"Stand away, woman, or I'll frizzle

you with this," warned Larry, pointing
the torch at her. He glanced round and
saw two members of the crew. "Try
and keep my tube from getting kinked,"
he ordered.

Scarce had Larry turned his flame on
the plates and the whole saloon seemed
to go upside down. They lost their

balance and found themselves floundering
under the water, but Larry clung to the
torch. He came up spluttering. The ship
was beginning to roll over—he must find
another place to burn through. By some
miracle the lights had remained on, but
now they went out and the only light was
the acetylene torch. Larry produced a

special type of torch and gave it to

Mickey to hold.
The flame began to blacken the plates.

Amazing how it burnt into them as if

they were no more than tough wood.
Melville and the others working on

the hull had nearly been flung into the
harbour when the Blue Star lurched.
They thought that Larry and the trapped
passengers were doomed. The captain
saw blisters appearing in the grey paint,

and they knew Larry was not yet beaten.
"If she completely turns turtle what

will happen?" old Dawson asked his

friend.

"Don't think about it, Tim!" cried
Dixon. "Get those boys busy on those
plates. You've got to get through
before she does turn turtle."

No word was said by those trapped, and
they watched spellbound as Larry tackled
those plates. Luck had favoured them
in that the tube had not fouled or kinked.
Once the flame did give a splutter, but
il was nothing.
There came a rapping from above, and

they knew that the others were working
to save them. Larry rapped back. The
plates began to melt under the burning
force of the acetylene torch. Larry
asked one of the crew to find him some-
thing heavy. They swum to him with
an iron crowbar that they had secured

before Larry had appeared—they had
been futilely trying to smash a hole in

the ship's side with it. The crowbar
proved useful now. Two hard punches
and the plates began to give.

How their hearts lifted as they saw a

chink of daylight. Then the plates gave.

A neat, square had been cut out of the

side of the ship. Willing hands bent
down, and Larry helped Mickey up. The
youngster was dragged through.

Captain Dawson blubbered like a child

at the sight of his son. Then came the
stew ardess
The Blue Star gave a convulsive lurch.
" Hurry —hurry !" shouted everyone.
One of the crow became panicky and
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pushed Mary out of the light. lie
scrambled through the opening. Larry
and the other man lifted Mary, and .sin-

was dragged to safety. Larry gestured
to the member of the crew, and wisely
the man did not waste time in argument.
The ship began to turn as Larry

scrambled through the square hole.

"Get off her before she turns," Larry
bellowed at his late comrades. "I'm
okay!"
Larry was scrambled over the side of

the ship as she rolled over and he w ia

flung into the water. Mary gave a
scream of anguish as he vanished, but he
came up grinning and swam to the hull.

"Gee, that, guy's got a nerve!" mut-
tered someone in the crowd.

"That's my pal!" cried Mickey.
On reaching the keel, Larry managed

to stand rip, and Snap appeared from
somewhere with his camera. Instantly
Larry's face became distorted with rage.

"I'll break every bone in your body
it you start taking pictures!" he yelled

"You get. to blazes out of this!" He
hurled himself at the rope that someone
chucked down. "Pull me up—I wanna
murder that guy !"

But Snap had taken a picture and It td

fled by the time Larry got to the dock-
side. A great cheer went up from the
vast crowd that had gathered, but the
thing that mattered most to him was the
timid smile of Mary Dawson.
"Larry." she cried, and held out her

arms to him. "Forgive me, Larry!"
The crowd nearly went mad with

romantic delight when they saw the hero
clasp the heroine in his arms They
cheered themselves hoarse.

" Your Helmet, Larry !
"

ED MELVILLE hesitated, then, pluck-
ing up courage, walked across to
Mary and Larry.

. "I'd like to wish you two the beat

of luck." He glanced at Larry, then
looked away. "You've got the right

man, Mary. It was my life he saved
that, last time."
"You, Ed?" questioned Mary.
"I can explain everything." quickly

interposed Larry, who was disposed to

bo generous. You see Ed at risk of

his own life went on to the roof of a
building and a high wall threatened to

crash down at any moment. He wanted
to see how long that wall would last. Bits

of masonry and brick kept crashing down
and one laid Ed flat. I was the only
person to see it, and so I parked the life-

line on the escape to go and see what had
happened. Didn't think I'd be away
more than a few seconds. Some bricks

laid mo out, so it was some while before

I got back to the escape, and the life-

line had worked loose."

Mary looked at Ed.

"Why didn't you tell me this before?
Why didn't you say anything at the in-

quiry?"
"Well. Mary, you so*

"His memory went." Larry winked,
and Mary did not see it. Y > u

memorv's onlv just come back, hasn't it.

Ed?"
"Yeah, that's right." Ed smiled his

relief. " Everything since that night has

been hazy. I knew I went up t ! idd r

to a roof, and all I remembered
that was lying against the escape with

a lump as dig as a rock on my head."
"I'm glad your memory came ha

alary spoke a little shai pi

"It's very common." Larry grinned

"I knew my old pal Ed Mel\ ille wouldn't

let me down. Thank you. Ed. If you
get any more trouble with your head T

should see a doctor at once. Don't you
agree. Mary?"
Ed smirked uncomfortably and held

out his hand.
(Continued on page 20)
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Beyond the stratosphere to a new world where science marches hand in hand with
savagery. Follow the adventures of a young American on the strange planet of
'Mongo, realm of monsters and domain of the War-Lord Ming. An unforgettable

serial of thrills and suspense, starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers

Read This First

The entire world is in a state of
terror. The Earth is threatened with
total destruction by the -planet Mongo,
which, rushing through the void, is con-
trolled In/ the Emperor Ming, ruler o/

a strange race of people living on that
unknown planet, and a man who has
probed the fundamental secrets of
Suture.

In America, a scientist known as Dr.
y.arkoi) maintains that he ran save the
Earth from disaster, and by means of ti

rocket ship which he has invented he
attempts to blaze a trail through the
stratosphere.
He is accompanied by flash Cordon,

son of an astronomer, and hij Vale
An/in. Flush's sweetheart.
The attempt is successful. Travelling

through millions of miles of spare, tin

rocket ship sets down the adventurers
on the forbidding planet of Mongo,
where the// are taken prisoners by some
of Ming's guards, and. conveyed to the
cmpei or's palace.
Ming spines Zarkov and Dale, hul

flash is condemned to death, and is

null/ si! i eil hi/ the intervention of Aura.
the emperor's daughter, who helps him.
to escape.

Later, Flash meets with Thun. prince

qf a nation at war with .Ming. Accom-
panied by Thun, he returns secret!;/ to
Ming's palace, and learns that the
movement of the plaint Mongo towards
the Earth has been arrested.
They rescue Dale, but together they

jail into the hands of Kala, an ally of
Ming. who ruhs an undcr-wati r

domain. Then, during an attempted
escape, Aura wrecks the machines which

EPISODE 5 :—
" The Destroying Ray "

supply air to Kala's realm and which
also keep out the sea.

Now Read On

The Open Sea

THEY were gathered about the
damaged switchboard—Dale in a

half-fainting condition, her body
limg in Flash Gordon's arms—Thun and
Aura leaning weakly against, the wall
—Kala on his knees, babbling like a
man demented.
The air supply had almost gone, and

it was only a question of seconds before
the pressure of the water in the distant
caverns broke down the barriers and
poured through the galleries, to flood
them from end to cud.

It seemed that Kala's realm was
doomed and that all living things
within this strange kingdom must soon
breathe their last.

Kala himself had given up all hope.
lie had failed to contact Ming, the only
one who could have saved them from
destruction, and he was meeting death
like an arrant coward, with tremulous
and unmanly cries—cries that gradually
trailed away Into silence as his senses
left him.
He fell forward on his face and lay

motionless at the feet of Aura and
Thun, who stared at him dully for a
m>ncnt, their hands clutching at their
throats as they fought for breath.
Then all at once Aura stumbled to

the control switch of the damaged
apparatus by means of which Kala
had tried to acquaint Ming of their

peril.

There seemed little prospect ot

succeeding where Kala had failed, yet

the girl made a last, forlorn attempt
to avert the consequences of her own
headstrong action.

She was responsible for all that had
happened, she was responsible for the
threat of disaster that overshadowed
Kala's domain, and now she strove to
undo the harm she had wrought.

If only she could make her father

understand their plight ! From his

distant mountain palace he could
rescue them by setting in motion t ho

duplicate machines that would feed air

into these deep corridors and vaults.

From his far stronghold he could pro-

vide them with the means to breathe
and live, and at the same time supply
the force which would hold the -';»

\\ at crs at bay.
Up in the throne-room of Ming's

palace, twenty thousand feet above
Kala's kingdom, Aura's father \\ as

standing in front of the television

screen that had partially recorded the

scene in progress away below.
Hazy, shifting figures were \isihle on

the panel, and a voice was issuing from
it, uttering words that were altogether
too indistinct and confused to be under-
stood.
"That's not Kala speaking now.'' said

Zarkov, who was at Ming's elbow. "It's

a woman's voice."
"It is ray daughter's voice," the

emperor rejoined tersely. "What can
he wrong? It is impossible to nvake
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out what she ia saying. What can
have happened to this accursed ap-
paratus? It has never failed us

before."
It was at that very instant that the

vision on the screen became clear
again, and once more the watchers in

the throne-room obtained a well-defined
impression of Aura, Thun, Flash and
Dale—and of Kala, too, who lay prone
and insensible.

And this time the impression re-

mained clear for an interval of about
liaM a minute. By some lucky chance
it stood out in strong relief for thirty

precious seconds, and, as the picture
sharpened in outline, so the voice of

Aura was rendered more audible.
The girl's efforts with the control

switch had met with success, and she
was aware of ic immediately. For
down in the vault which she and her
companions were occupying there was a

screen similar to the one in Ming's
throne-room, a screen which had also

registered the haziest impressions but
which now showed plainly the figures of
the emperor, Dr. Zarkov and the group
of soldiers who were with them.
"Father!" Aura cried out. "Father

you must save us—you must save us

!

You alone have the power 1"

"Save you from what?" came the
tones of Ming. "Quick, tell mo what
has happened !"

His daughter answered him with an
effort. She was finding it increasingly
difficult to speak because of the lack of

air.

"The generators have been wrecked,
father!" she panted. "We can scarcely
breathe, and the water in the caverns
will tear down the barriers at any
minute—at any minute !"

The vision on the screen began to
fade. The apparatus was failing again.
But it had served its purpose, and
Aura knew from the look of dismay
which she saw on her father's counten-
ance that she had not appealed to him
in vain.

Much as he resented her interference
with his plans, she was the only one
human being for whom he had any true
affection. Besides, there was Dale
Arden, whose loveliness had aroused in
him a desire to make her his consort.
Ami there was Kala. King of the Shark
Men, his allies.

No, Aura had not appealed to her
father in vain.
She turned from the switchboard and

looked at her companions. Like her-
self, they seemed at the last gasp, but
ere long a change was to come over
them—a change brought about by a
sudden, cooling breeze that swept sooth-
ingly through the deep realms of Kala's
dominion.

It played against the faces of those
v ho stood in the control-room: life-

giving air with which they filled their
aching lungs. It revived them and
caused them to look at one another
with relief in their eyes, and even Dale
managed to arouse herself, though she
had been on the verge of losing
< onsefousness.
"We are saved !" Aura gasped. "My

fnher has saved us—by the auxiliary
generators in his palace."
"And the Hood waler-'" Flash

Gordon demanded huskilv .

"They will not break through now,"
was I he reply.
A silence fell upon I he two men and

the two girl.-, a silence during which
the) heard a fainl commotion in the
distance, li reached their ears through
I he network of galleries thai honc\ -

combed the domain of the Shark .Men,
and they guessed from it thai the
tuffocating population of Kala's realm
had became aware thai thej had been
June Otli. 1034).
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saved from destruction by some means
or other.

There was a note of joy in that fainl
commotion, but to Flash and Thun it

spelled danger, for they knew that they
would have short shrift if they fell into

the hands of Kala's minions.
Kala himself still lay motionless on

the floor, together with the gua^d ..horn

Flash had knocked out a short time
before. There was nothing to fear from
them, but doubtless other foes would
soon appear on the scene, and in ever-
increasing numbers, too.

" We must get aw ay from here,"
Thun said all at once. "Aura, we are
in your hands."
"Yes, and you can depend on me,"

Ming's daughter rejoined. " We can
reach the dry-docks now and make our
escape in one of Kala's under-water
ships. Come."
She led them to a doorway at the far

side of the control-room, and they
followed her into a broad gallery that
was illuminated by strange lights. On-
wards they hastened, and had not gone
far when they heard an outcry some-
where behind them

" Some of Kala's people have reached
the control-room," Aura hazarded
swiftly. "When Kala recovers he will
send them in pursuit of us."
"Aye, and there may be foes between

us and the dry docks, for all we know,"
Thun said. " Pray heaven that tjie

gods are on our side."
"Gods or no gods," Flash retorted,

"we'll do our best to make it tough on
anybody that tries to stop us !"

They pushed ahead at a more rapii
pace, running until they were panting
from their exertions, and, fortunately
for them, they met with no resistance,
though once they stumbled across the
bodies of three or four men who had
obviously fallen insensible when the aii

supply had failed, and who had not
yet come round.
A few minutes after they had passed

these men they turned into a corridor
that was flanked on one side by a
number of heavy doors, and Aura
opened one of them by a touch on a

switch.
Shutter-like, it rose to reveal a

spacious chamber in which a submarine
ship was housed—possibly the very
craft that had conveyed Flash and Dale
to Kala's realm.
"Generally, the whole operation of

allowing the vessels to pass in or out
these dry clocks is controlled from the
main switchboard." Aura explained.
" But. fortunately for us, there are
other means at our disposal. First

we must flood that compartment, and
it can lie done from the inside."

They entered the dock, and Aura
stepped to a panel in the wall and
pressed several buttons thereon. The
door which had admitted them im-
mediately closed down again, and at

the same time water began to find its

way into the chamber by two ports just

above the level of the floor.

The princess ami her companions
quickly gamed the interior of the
submarine and sealed its conning-
tower, and thev had not long to wait
before the dock was completely flooded
Then Aura moved towards the nose of

tin- ship.

"I'm not sure if I can handle this

vesM-l," Aura murmured, "but I'll do
my best."

"Maybe I can help." Flash struck
in. "I kept my eves peeled when
Dale and I were brought here in one
of I heso con) rapt ions.

"

Between them thev managed to start

the motor of the craft, and turned the
submarine so that it faced a door in

the far wall.
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"Now forward." Aura commanded.
"There is an invisible ray in front ot
us. It was thrown across the width
of the dock when I pressed one of the
buttons on the panel a minute or two
ago. When we pass into that ray and
break it, the outer barrier will rise."
The ship moved ahead, and, sui

enough, the metal door in its path
suddenly began to lift. A few second-
later the vessel vyas passing out into
the immense caves, and as it slipped
clear of the dock the great barrier sank
behind it into its normal position.
With Aura at the helm the submarine

stole through the murky waters of tie-

caverns, the uncanny shapes of sea
monsters floating past its windows, and
for a long time it continued to make
good progress through those flooded,
underground realms. Then, after the
lapse of an hour or two, it seemed to
the occupants of the vessel that the
gloom outside the windows was becont
ing less opaque.

" We shall soon be through to the
open sea." declared Aura.
Less than a minute afterwards they

were cruising out of that labyrinth of
caves, and the nose of the craft was
then raised. Swiftly the ship climbed,
and presently it was breaking the
surface to admit the refreshing light of
daj through its windows.
Before them Flash and his party saw

a wide expanse of sea. but astern was
a lonely shore strewn with boulders. It
was in the direction of this shore that
they turned, and when at length the
submarine grounded in shallow wate-
Flash was the first to climb out of it

via the conning-tower.
He was followed by Thun and Dale.

and. wading on to dry land, thev
looked about them curiously.
"How desolate!" Dale murmured.
"Desolate, but safe." Flash answered.

"We must be miles from Ming's palace.
Look, far away in the hinterland, you
can just make cjut the peak of a
mountain. That must be the mountain
on which the emperor's city stands."

Attack from the Sky

ENGROSSED in a study of their
surroundings. Dale and the two
men beside her were unaware tha.

Aura had not yet emerged from the
submarine, and two or three minute-
must have passed before they real--.

I

that she had still to disembark.
Thun called the princess by name

then, and in a little while she climbed
into view, splashing through the surf
to join them.
"What have you been doing'" Thun

demanded.
"Sending a message to my father by

the ship's radio." she answered simply.
"I told him where we had landed."
Thun's bearded countenance seemed

to darken.
"You—told him where wo were?" he

grated. "You told Ming?"
"Calm yourself." Aura replied. " He

will send some of his men here, but

by the time they reach this spot you
can be far away. I shall remain, but

you can take Flash and the Earth
woman to your father, the King of the
Lion Men.
Thun was reassured.
'It is well." he said, "and we had

i start at once. flash ami Dale
Arden will be safe in my father's
domain, which we can reach

"

He slopped short, for while he ha '

been speaking he had chance to raise

his head, and suddenly lie had dis

corned something in the sk\. something
thai caused a gleam of an

appear in his <••

As thev observed his expression the

others followed the direction of Uia
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gaze, and they saw what at first ap-

peared to be a covey of large birds

flying towards them along the shore.

They watched them curiously, and
then, as the oncoming group drew
bearer, it dawned upon the stunned
minds of Flash and Dale that these

were not birds of the air, but men

—

men on whom Nature had bestowed tin'

amazing gift of flight—men who were
formed on the likeness of other human
beings, but who possessed great,

powerful wings as well as mortal limbs.

Flash Gordon and his fiancee were
thunderstruck, and if they had not

encountered so many marvels upon this

planet of Mongo, they could not have
believed their eyes. As it vas, they
stood there wondering if they were the

victims of some freakish prank of the

imagination—until a shout from Thun
broke in upon their stupefied thoughts.

" King Vultan's Hawk Men I" he
ejaculated.

Allies of my father!" gasped Aura.
Flash roused himself and shot a swift

glance at her.

"Allies of your father!" ho cried.

'•That means trouble for us. They may
have heard that Dale ami Thun and I

an- wanted by Ming. We'd better run
for it."

"It would be useless to run," Aura
told him quickly. "You could never
Outstrip them."
The American squared his broad

shoulders and thrust out his jaw
resolutely.
"Then we'll fight them!" he rapped

out. "Aura, what did you do with
that ray-pistol V

It had been left in the submarine, and
there was no time to obtain it, for the
Hawk Men were almost overhead now
and wero swooping. Six of them, Flash
counted, helmetcd and wearing hau-
berks, or coats of mail; and each of
them armed with a spear.

,
Flash was empty-handed, must rely
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on his fists. Thun carried a ray-gun,

though, and it might prove invaluable

in beating oft" an attack.

The Hawk Men were dropping out of

the sky. As they bore down with wide-

spread wings their shadows darkened
the spot where Flash and his com-
panions were standing. Then, sound-

lessly, the weapon in Thun's grasp sent

up a death-dealing stream of fire.

Tho foremost assailant was struck,

and his body seemed to wither in mid-
air. Uttering a strangled scream he

crashed lifelessly at Thun's feet, and
lay there in a heap with wings faintly

quivering.
The others veered away to the light,

but as they swerved one of them hurled
his spear at Thun, and it struck the

bearded Lion Man a glancing blow on
the temple.
Lucky it was for Thun that the mis-

sile was hurriedly aimed, or it might
have crashed through his brain. In-

stead, it ripped a superficial wound in

his scalp and brought him to his knee-
in a dazed condition.

The ray-gun fell from flic bearded
prince's fingers. Flash made a dive foi

it, but with incredible rapidity tho

Hawk Men again altered their course,

and two of them closed with him, their

u ings folding on their backs the instant

they touched ground.

Two more seized Thun, beat the senses
out of him with their clenched lists,

and then, lifting him between them,
soared into the sky as swiftly as they
had descended. In the meantime, Flash
was battling like a madman against the
pair of winged stalwarts who had en-

gaged him, but, fiercely as he fought,

he was aware of the fate that hail over-
taken Thun—and aware, too, that the
fifth Hawk Man had singled out Dale
and was struggling with her.

He tried to break away from his an-
tagonists and go to his sweetheart's
rescue, but before he could wrench Iiim-
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self free Dale had fainted, and, a dead
weight in her captor's arms, the «*s
borne up into the heavens to be carried
off in the same manner as Thun.

Too late, Flash cast his enemies from
him, and gazed in mingled horror and
despair at the departing men who were
flying heavenward with his (r

Then he was compelled to defend
self once more against a fresh on.-'.

by the two warriors who hail -

to deal with him.
They were still carrying the

and one of them made a 1 un^.-

but he >ide-stepped the thr si and
grabbed the shaft of the weapon, w

ing it from the fellow's clutch and
using it in retaliation.

He handled it as he might have
a staff, and caught its owner a - i

ing blow that took him on the <i!e of
tin,- head and sent him to the dust Li
thai same instant, however, thi

ing Hawk Man sprang close and
pared in chive his spear through the
American's body.
Flash had no chance to put himself

on his guard, and but for Aura he
have met his doom there and then-
Aura, who had been ignored by tho

winged raiders, but who had now
snatched up the ray-gun that had fallen

from Thun's hand.
She discharged it, and was not a split

second too soon in drawing trigger, for
the finger of lire that leapt from ita

muzzle struck Flash Gordon's oppoiK .15

even as the man was bringing his arm
forward to send the spear through tho
American's heart.

The wretch crumpled as if a blisfc

fork of lightning had smote him down,
and a moment later Aura accounted for

the warrior w iiom Flash had just fi

for out of the corner of ber eye she 'i.t'1

scon that, man arousing himself to r<

the combat single-handed.
High above, the other Hawk Men

were hovering over the scene with tbeir

M We're making for King Vultan's city," said Flash. " You told me we could reach it by rocket ship—and,
by thunder, that's what we're going to do !

'*
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captives. It was plain that tliey had
believed their comrades could overcome
Flash, and, though they knew otherwise
now, they made no effort to descend to

the • shore again. Undoubtedly they
feared the ray-gun that had slain their
fellows, and after some hesitation they
flew off with their prisoners, disappear-
ing from view within a few minutes.

Helpless, Flash watched them with
anguished eyes until they had vanished
from his sight, and then, as he stood
there, he felt the touch of Aura's hand
on his arm.

''1 saved your life, Flash," she said.
"At least you can be thankful for that."

lie looked at her, and, though he
knew that he should express gratitude,
yet there was bitterness in his voice as

he spoke.
' I may owe you my life," he told

her. "bur you could have helped Dale—
and Thrill."

"Dale Arden?" she retorted. "Dale
Arden and Prince Thun? What are
they to rne ? You are the one who
interests me, and you alone."
Flash ground his teeth together.
"Where are those Hawk Men taking

them'." he bit out. "We've got to

follow them !"

"follow them?" she echoed in a
faintly mocking tone. "How shall we
follow them? One cannot reach King
Valtan's city except by a rocket ship,
and we have no rocket ship here."
"You mean—King Vultan's city if

built on some inaccessible mountain?"
She shook her head.
"No," she replied startlingly. "1

mean that King Vultan's city is sus-

pended in the sky. It has no contact
with the surface of this planet. It

cannot be reached except by his own
Hawk Men—or by rocket ship."
Flash stared at her incredulously.

For a moment he could not bring him-
self to believe that she was in earnest,
even though he had come across so
much that had amazed him in this
strange new world.
"You must be mad!" he breathed.

"What you say is impossible!"
"What I have told you is the truth,

Flash," she answered deliberately. "On
this planet of Mongo there are wonders
which are doubtless beyond the wildest
dreams of Earth people. You yourself
have beheld many of them, but there
are others in store for you, Flash.
Yes, others in store for you."

Zarkov Finds a Friend

AWARE only that Dale, Flash, and
Thun had been saved from the
disaster which had threatened to

overwhelm Kala's realm, Zarkov had
returned to Ming's laboratory on the
emperor's instructions and had tried to

occupy his mind with the remarkable
apparatus which that workshop con-
tained.
He found it difficult to concentrate on

the scientific marvels there, however,
for he could not dismiss Flash Gordon
and his companions from his thoughts
True, the imminent danger that had

come so near to sealing their doom had
been averted by the last-minute efforts
of Ming. I »i 1 1 there was small con-
solation in knowing this, for if they
were delivered into the emperor's hands
what would the future hold for them?
What else but death for Flash and

Thun—and. for Dale, an enforced and
hateful marriage?

Alone in the laboratory, Zarkov gal
brooding upon these gloomy reflections,
and he had been contemplating the

less prospecf for some considerable
tune when all at once ho heard tin'

door open and softly close.
lie looked round, and saw th.it a man

ID helmet and cuirass had entered the
Jure (ith, L98S.
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room—a big, handsome man in the
thirties, clean-shaven except for a well-
trimmed moustache.
Zarkov recalled that he had seen the

fellow several times about the palace,
but he had never paid any particular
heed to him, and it came as a surprise
to him when the man approached niru
quietly and spoke in a voice .liat was
full of significance.
"You are concerned about your

friends, doctor," the stranger said.
Zarkov favoured him with an inquir-

ing glance.
"Who are you?" he asked.
The big fellow drew himself to his

full height, and a glitter seemed to
play in his bold eyes as he answered the
doctor's question.
"lam Prince Barin, the true ruler

of this territory,'' he declared. "When
I was a child I was deprived of my
heiitage by Ming the. Merciless, who
killed my father. I have grown up
to hate Ming, but have been forced to

bend the knee to him. Believe me
it has not been easy to hide my fee!

ings, and always in my hear! I have
prayed that one day I might be
avenged. And now, Zarkov, you have
come amongst us—you. a man of the
Earth, and by all accounts a scientist

of genius—one who is almost the equal
of Ming himself."
He paused, and there was a spell of

silence, during which the doctor con-
templated the younger man shrewdly.
Then Barin spoke again.
"It dawned on me suddenly, like an

inspiration," he said, "that you might
help me to overthrow the usurper who
slew my father."
"I help you?" Zarkov echoed the

words in a tone that held little

enthusiasm. " And what should I gain
by that?"
"First of all you will gain the safety

of your friends." replied Barin. "Do
you know that they have escaped from
Kala and are on the shores of -the Great
Sea ? It is the truth, doctor, for a
short time ago Ming received a com-
munication to that effect from his

daughter Aura. And now Ming awaits
the return of his fleet of rocket ships
from an expedition to the country of
the barbarians. When that fleet arrives
here he will send men to seize Thun,
Gordon, and the Arden girl—unless we
can get there and carry them off to the
domain of Prince Thun's father."
"How are we to do that?"
"By means of your own rocket ship,"

Barin told him, "the craft that brought
you from the Earth."
Zarkov bit his lip.

"My rocket ship is on the plain," he
said, "and I could never reach if. I

would be stopped by Ming's guards if

I attempted to leave the palace."
Prince Barin laid a hand on his arm

and addressed him rapidly.
" You would not be stopped if I acted

as your guide," ho stated. "I could
take you out of here by the secret pas-
sages that lead down through the moun-
tain. And I'll do it, Zarkov, in

exchange for the allegiance of you and
your friends."

The doctor made no response for a
few seconds. Then he rose slowly from
the chair on which he had been sitting,

and looked Barin full in the face.

"I welcome your suggestion," he
said, "but, in all fairness to you, I

don't see that my friends and I can be
of much aid to you against Ming."
"Zarkov, you can bo of the greatest

tance," was the rejoinder. "Yout
genius as a scientist may well prove
invaluable, especially if I can persuade
Thun's father to take up my cause—
which I believe he will do, for he is

Ming'.- greatest enemy."
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The possibilities uf - the situation
seemed to become clearer in the
doctor's mind now, and it did not take
him long to make a decision.
"Very well, Prince Barin," he said

all at once. "I am your man, and
here's my hand on it."

They gripped, eyeing each other
solemnly as they did so. Then Barin
signed to Zarkov to follow him, and
together they slipped out of the labora-
tory, first making sure that no one was
in the corridor beyond the doorway.
Five minutes later the two men were

in the passages beneath the palace, and
with unfaltering tread Barin conducted
Zarkov down the successive flights of
stairs that connected these subterranean
galleries.

They travelled at a good pace, now
hurrying along the dimly lighted tun-
nels, now descending the winding star-
cases until Zarkov judged that they
must be many thousands of feet beneath
the mountain metropolis of the Em-
peror Ming. And then at last, after
what had seemed an eternity, they saw
the gleam of sunshine ahead of them.
They hastened forward, and stepped

into the light of day to find themselves
amid-t a cluster of huge rocks that
partially concealed the cave-mouth from
which they had emerged. A moment
later Barin was leading the way
through the tumbled boulders, anil
Zarkov followed him with some timidity,
for he had not forgotten that it w a -

in this very neighbourhood that he had
seen two of the prehistoric monsters
which inhabited Mongo.

If they encountered any such brutes
now-, they would be lost." For Zarkov
was unarmed, and Barin carried only
a sword, which he had drawn from it-

sheath some time before and was grasp
ing in his right hand.
Yet they met with no grim and

ghastly creatures of the plain as they
passed among the rocks, and presently
they stumbled on to the open ground
where the doctor's rocket ship wa-
stand ing.

They entered the vessel by the door
in its side, and Zarkov moved to the
controls. Then he turned to speak to
Barin.

"I'll handle the ship," he said, "but
you must lay the course for me."
The other nodded, and a few second*

later the craft was on the move, soar-
ing high into the heavens with her
motor operating at full speed. Then,
when the ship had attained an altitude
of several thousand feet, Barin indi-
cated the direction in which Zarkov
should steer.

Astern they could see the mountain
peak that was dominated by Ming's
citadel, but so rapid was their progress
that this was soon dimmed by distance,
and it was almost lost to view when
they finally beheld a blue expanse ol
ocean in front of them.
"Wo are near the coast!" exclaimed

Barin. "Drop lower, Zarkov, and fly

along the shore."
Tin' doctor obeyed, and they were

cruising at a much-reduced rate over
the rock-strewn seashore when they slid

denly espied two human figures on the
ground below, the figures of Flash
Gordon and the Princess Aura.
Zarkov effected a landing not f;>r

from the spot where Flash and Aura
stood, and the rocket ship had no sooner
come to rest than the doctor and Barin
stepped down from it. In another in-

stant the scientist and his youthful
fellow-countryman were face to face.

"Plash," Zarkov jerked out, "where
are Dale and Thun."

I "hoy were captured by bird men,"
(Continued on page 27)
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"GUARD THAT GIRL"
\

(Continued from page 12) g

and Elaine will still be able" to make it?

Oh !"

Down went the instrument ami she

turned to the others.

"That's too bad," she said. "Willie
and Elaine were on their way out here
when their car was wrecked. Willie

maintains that it wasn't an accideni !"

"They weren't injured?" a-krd

Larry.

"Not badly enough to keep them
away They're coming along in a taxi.

'

Budge appeared from the servants'

quarter? and approached Larry. At the

same moment the front-door bell rang,

and Aunt Catherine waved the butler

back into the drawing-room ami went to

it herself.

"Reynolds slipped me this note," con-

fided Budge. "I'm going to the village

—you know why. I'll be back by nine-

thirty."
"Check with me when you get back,"

said Larry; and then the front door
was opened and Dr. Silas crossed the

threshold.

"Well. Silas," said Aunt Catherine
tartly, "I see you've found the right

door this time! Come in—all set for

bridge. Even your bad play will be a

relief after Elwood's !"

Budge had gone, but Jeanne was in

the hall because Helen had asked her
to stay close beside her after dinner.

The whole party entered the drawing-
room, and four of them sat down at the

card-table. Sarah retreated to the

chesterfield; Elwood stood behind Aunt
Catherine's chair, and after a while that

outspoken dame swung round upon him
with indignation.

"Must you snort at the back of my
neck like that?" she rapped.

"Auntie," said Elwood plaintively,

"if I annoy you I'll take a walk.
Coming, Sarah?"
Sarah rose, and they went out from

the room together and out from the
house. Budge had driven away to the

village in the green sedan to collect

Lobo, and at the house of the veterinary
surgeon he received a rapturous welcome
from the dog, who had recovered a«mi-

pletely from the murderous attack Spon
him.
At nine-thirty, or thereabouts, a mes-

senger disturbed the bridge-party with

a telegram for Reynolds, but the butler
directed him to the garage, over which
the supposed gardener had a room
adjoining Budge's. The boy had no
occasion to climb the stairs, however,
for Reynolds was in the yard.

The telegram was delivered to him,
and after the boy had ridden away on
his cycle the detectivo tore open the
envelope and read the message it con-
tained in the light of a lamp over the
open garage doors.

On the edge of the drive, a dozen
yards away, a bush moved slightly and
out from its foliage shot an arrow,
With a choking gasp Reynolds pitched
forward on his face, the metal barb of
the arrow buried in his back.

A few minutes later the green sedan
swung in at the gates of the drive and
progressed along the gravelled way to
the entrance to the yard. There it came
to a standstill, and Btidgo switched off

its lights and jumped down from behind
its wheel.
Lobo would have followed him, but
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was commanded to stay in the car, and
Bulge entered the yard to reach the

back door of the house. Near the
garage he caught sight of the prone
form of Reynolds on the ground and ran
to him.

Five minutes afterwards a taxicab
from the village drew up outside the
front door of the house, and William
Hudson and his wife descended from it.

M illiam Hudson was arranging with the
driver to wait, when a black coupe
streaked up from the gates and Joshua
Scranton got down from it with an over-
coat over his arm and a leather brief-

case in his hand.

"So you two have got here?" he said.

"It's a wonder 1" returned Elaine
rather shrilly. "Our car was driven
off the road !"

"An accident?" inquired Scranton.
"'We don't think so!"

The subject was not pursued, because
just then Elwood and Sarah arrived
from the direction of the backwater.

"Shall we go in?" suggested
Scranton.

The butler admitted them, and Sarah
took the lawyer's overcoat and hat. At
the sound of their voices Aunt Catherine
emerged from the drawing-room, and
the others trooped after her.

"Well, Joshua," said Aunt Catherine,
"I see you got here without an
accident!"

"Yes, fortunately," he replied, and
turned to Helen. "Ah, my dear, I'm
glad you're all right." He smiled at
Larry. "You've taken good care of
her, Mr. Donovan. Well, we're all here
now, and, in deference to Carl Hudson's
memory, I'd like to suggest that we hold
our meeting in his den."

" Hold it in the yard, if you want to !"

said Aunt Catherine testily. "Let's get
it started and over—we're in the middle
of a bridge game !"

She led the way to the den and
opened the door, but Larry and Helen
lingered in the hall.

"When is he going to explain about
me?" whispered Helen.

"I don't know," Larry whispered
back.
"He came alone ! Where is she?"
"We'll find out soon enough."

Budge stepped out from the kitchen
Larry and Helen were alone in the hall.

and he called to Larry, who went with
him into tho drawing-room.

"Reynolds is dead," he said tersely.

"Shot in the back with an arrow I"

Larry compressed his lips.

"You'd better call the police," he de-
cided. "We won't tell the others yet.

Have you got Lobo?"
"In the car."
"Good! Wait outside the french win-

dow of the den till I give you the
signal."

"All right, "' said Budge grimly.
"Watch your step in there. Have you
got your gun ?"

"Sure," returned Larry, and he went
back to Helen, who had just been joined
by Jeanne.
"What is it?" Helen asked anxiously.

"A message from Reynolds?"

"Yes." Larry thought it advisable not
to tell her the truth. " We'd better go
in."

The Murderer Unmasked !

JOSHUA SCRANTON had deposited
his brief-case on the desk in the den
and was standing behind tho desk.

Dr. Silas Hudson had dropped into an
armchair near him, and Elwood was
leaning against the bookshelves. The

2,-»

others had seated themselves about the

room, with the exception of ^Aunt
Catherine, who stood by the fireplace

with her hands clasped together."*

The lawyer glanced swiftly at'IIM*-!
and Larry as they entered the room with
Jeanne, then unfastened the 'straps of

the brief-case. ••

"I guess we all know why we're here,"
hj said, adjusting his pince-nez. " So
we'd better get to

"

"Just a minute. Joshua," Aunt
Catherine interrupted. "I'd like to get
one thing straight. It's my understand-
ing that Estelle Hudson should be
present!"

"That's
lawyer.

Well,"

quite true," agreed the

Aunt Catherine pointed a

finger at Helen, "I like this girl very
well, but I'm convinced she's an im-
poster !"

"That's also quite tine," Scranton
admitted while the members of the Hud-
son family stared, "but the real Estelle

Hudson is present." He smiled across

at Jeanne. " You may step forward,
now, my dear."
Jeanne moved modestly from Helen's

side into the middle of the room, and
she boro the startled scrutiny of the
family of which she was a member with-

out the slightest embarrassment.

"Tho substitution," Scranton resumed
smoothly, " was made for Estelle's pro-

tection, but she refused to sanction it

unless she could be present and at least

share the danger."

Jeanne—or Estelle, as she really was—
flushed.

"She certainly has done that!" cried

Helen.
"Miss Bradford," said the lawyer,

" you and Mr. Donovan have done
work well, and it is finished. You have
fully earned the large sum agreed upon."
"Not yet," said Larry quietly. "It

isn't ten o'clock."
Joshua Scranton took out his wad 1 ',

looked at it, and laid it on the desk.

"Not quite," he confirmed, "but it is

only a matter of minutes." He sat down
in the chair behind the desk. "At
exactly ten o'clock I will read the terms
of Carl Hudson's will."

With alarming abruptness the lights in

the room went out and there was a

sudden thudding sound. Somebody
screamed and frightened voices cried

:

"What is it?" "What happened?"

"Open the hall door, quick!" shouted
Larry, who had whipped out his gun.

The door was opened, and light

streamed in from the hall, silhouetting

the figure of the butler.

"Campbell," said Aunt Catherine
sternly, "look at the fuses! Hurry!"

The butler vanished; Larry stood back
in the shadows with his gun.
"I can see everybody in the room."

he said in a very grim voice, "and I'll

shoot the first person that moves!"

"Is anybody killed?" quavered
Elwood.
"No," retorted Larry, "but you wiU

be if you don't stay just where you
are!"
Several long minutes elapsed, and then

as abruptly as they had gone out the

lights came on again. Joshua Scranton
pointed a quivering finger at tho panel-

ling just over Estelle's head. Tho point

of a long-bladed hunting-knife was bui ' d
in the woodwork.
"The secret, panel!" he cried, shifting

his finger to indicate tho wall beside tho

fireplace. "It came from there!"

"No," said Larry definitely. "I naiied

that door on the inside to-day. Th.it

knife was flung by somebodv in this

June Cih, 1036.
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roomJ Aunt Catherine, open the french

>vintjOT'*»xd call Edwards!"
- 'WinCim the slightest hesitation Aunt
^=4f§B$4' le OD0

.
ve< '- ''""' Budge walked

^ulorne loom with Loho on a lead, but
stopped behind it chair. At almost the
some moufcut tli«f butler reappeared from
the hall. *»»

"It was a fuse, madam," he reported,
"and I repaired it."

"Step into the room. Campbell," com-
manded Larry, "and close that door."

The door was closed and the butler
stood nervously against it. Lobo was
hidden by the chair.

'Edwards and I." said Larry, "came
out here as detectives. I guess we're not
very good ones, but we do know a sure
w.ty to rind out the person who just

tried to kill Miss Hudson, and who
murdered Reynolds. All right, Budge!"
While Aunt Catherine gasped at the

news that her own private detective had
been killed, Budge stepped forward with
Lobo—and several of those present stared
blankly at the dog they had understood
to be dead.
"The guilty person also tried to kill

I his dog." Larry went on, "and he'll

know that person! Go on, Budge!"
Budge led the dog towards Aunt

Catherine, but she was not afraid of
him.

"Hallo, big fellow," she said, and
patted his head. "Glad they didn't get
you."
Helen greeted Lobo as an old friend,

and he pawed her ; but Elwood exhibited
signs of panic as the dog came sniffing
towards him.
"Stand still," said Larry. "If you're

innocent he won't hurt you."

William Hudson cringed away from
the dog. but Lobo displayed no interest
in him, or in his blonde wife. At Sarah
Hudson he growled, but only in dislike;
and then Budge led him towards Silas
Hudson, and with a snarl Lobo strained
so furiously at the lead that Budge lost
In- balance and dropped on his knees.

The doctor staggered up with his
hands on the arms of the chaiu and his
face was ghastly.

"Silas!" exclaimed Aunt Catherine in
a shocked voice.

But it was not Silas the dog was try-
10 reach; it was Joshua Scranton,

and not even Budge could hold him. Up
on (o the desk he leapt, and his fangs
were at the lawyer's throat when Budge
grabbed hold of his collar and dragged
him back.

Scranton, wild-eyed and trembling all
over, reached a hand into his brief-case;
but Larry sprang forward and jabbed his
six-shooter between his ribs.

"Better take it easy, Scranton!" he
rasped.
The sirens of two police-cars shrieked

in the drive, and the lawyer buried his
fare in his hands.
"They're coming for you, Scranton!"

-aid Larrv.

Tn the drawing-room, after the police
had departed with their prisoner, Larrv
said with a little sigh of relief:

"Well, our job's finished! I do think,
though, that one of you might have
mentioned the fad that Scranton was
Carl Hudson's brother-in-law, and, there-
fore, almost as entitled to inherit as any
of you in the event of Estelle's death!
He might have murdered the lot of you
in turn 1"

What made you first suspicion him?"
inquired Aunt Catherine.

'The third arrow," replied Larry. "It
svas directed it Jeanne—or Miss Hud-
Jan.- nth,
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son, as we now know her to be. Because
of that I guessed who she was and
figured he was the only one who knew
it. Then I timed him until he answered
my telephone call last night. By driving
fast, he could just make it."

"And he picked you," commented
Aunt Catherine with a scornful laugh,
"because he thought you were diuvb!"
"Reynolds knew, too," said I,any.

"The wire used on the dog was a fine

aeroplane cable, and he traced its pur-
chase to Scranton. That's why Reynolds
was killed !"

"Well—well—well, how did he turn
out the lights?" stuttered Elwood.

"By running a paper clip into the
Jesk-light socket and blow out the fuse.

19 c knew the room well, and he had tho
ktyUe ready in his brief-case—along with
the, revolver I didn't give him time to

pulU"
Budge came in from the drive.

"They found the bow and some more
arrows locked in Seranton's coupe," he
announced. "Looks like a cinch case!"
Jeanne—otherwise Estellc—rose up

from the chesterfield on which she had
been listening.

"There are a few things I'd like to

say." she announced. "First, I want
to thank you all for helping me, and to

apologise for having entertained certain
suspicions."

Budge, with an expression of utter dis-

may on his face, whispered to Larry:
"Is Jeanne—I mean—er—is she the

real heiress?"
"Sure," replied Larry. "Didn't you

know that?"
"And I just proposed to her this

morning!"
"What did she say?"
"Never mind." Budge was thoroughly

upset. "Hi see you in town later.

Come on, Lobo!"
He went out from the room with the

clog while Estellc was still speaking.

"Aunt Catherine and Sarah," she
said, "this is your home for always."

"My dear!" exclaimed Aunt Cath-
erine, and there were sudden tears in

her eyes.

"Uncle Silas, the books in the den
are all yours. Larry. I can't pay for

what you've done with money, but what-
ever Air. Scranton offered you I'd like

to double. \J/hy,» where's Budge?"
"Gone, ' replied Larry. "He seecmd

to be in a terrible hurry to get back to

town."
"Oh!" Without another word for

anyone she flew from the room across

tho hall and stumbled down the steps

from the front door.

Budge had commandeered William
Hudson's taxi-cab and bundled Lobo into

it. He had given the driver instructions,

and he had got into the cab with the
dog, and he was slamming the door when
Estellc shouted frantically:

"Wait!"
The driver removed his hand from the

self-starter as she rushed round to the

other door, opened it. and scrambled
breathlessly in beside Lobo.
Budge gaped at her.

"Jeanne—I—er—I mean Miss Hud-
son," he stammered, "I—I told him to

go clear back to town."
Kstelle smiled serenely.

"Lobo," she said, "I wonder if you'd
mind V"
Evidently Lobo did not mind, for he

immediately jumped down from (he seal

SO that she could nolle against her dif-

fident lover,

(By permission of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, Ltd., starring Robert Allen,

with Florence Rice and Ward Bond.)
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"SUICIDE

"Best of luck!"
Larry took the proffered hand, and so

did Mary. Ed, glad to escape, left them.
Captain Tim Dawson hastened forward

as soon as Ed had gone. He looked
just a little uncomfortable.
"Guess I owe the lives of my two kids

to you, Larry."
"All in the day's work, chief."
"Do you know what PM's just told

me?" cried Mary. "It was Ed that
Larry saved that last time. Ed got
knocked out by some falling bricks and
Larry got him to safety. That was why
the life-line was left unattended."
"Why the dickens didn't you say so?"

gasped old Dawson.
"Guess* I was a bit stubborn and

proud." answered Larry. "I thought
Ed would have said something, but then
I wasn't to know he had lost his memory
on account of the wallop he got from
those bricks."
"Do you mean Ed had forgotten you

saved his life?' Captain Dawson could
not credit his ears.

" Sure, you read about it every day
in the papers." Larry said, with a sly

grin. "When he saw me crawling out
of the Blue Star it all came back to him
with a rush. Funny, isn't it?"
"I should call it more than funny,"

muttered old Dawson.
Larry had discarded his taxi-cab

helmet, and someone anxious to he
pleasant to the hero of the moment
found it and brought it to him. Larry
put if on his head.
Tim Dawson went back^to his men and

to talk with Captain Dixon about
ship. When he was through he found
that Mary was still there with Larry,
with Mickey hopping round trying to

get a word in now and again.
"Here, this won't do." Tim Dawson

strode back to them. „

"You're both wet through, so 'off you
get, Mickey, and that goes for you. too.

Mary!" he cried. "Larry will be round
to supper this evening, so tell your
mother to have something special. I'd

like a word with you, son. before you
go."
"What is it. chief?"
Captain Dawson held out his hand.
**Pm always willing to own when I'm

wrong, and I sure made a big mistake
about you. Larry." He gripped the-

younger man's hand. "Now that head-
i\ear kinda offends my eye." He stepped
back to cast a critical eye at Larry.

"We never fired you. and we never
accepted your resignation, so what d'you
mean by wearing that thing?" He took
off bis 'helmet. "This is what you're
going to wear in future."

I.airy grinned as the big helmet nearly

slid over his ears.

"Thank you. chief!" His grin faded.

"There's Snap—I believe be took a pic-

ture. What'll I do about it f"
"Nothing, son." Tim Dawson took In-

arm. "If the papers do get your picture

I'll not complain. And if Snap tails

round to-morrow he can have one of von
in your uniform with two good-conduc'
stripes. Now you get into that old cab
and get out of those wet togs. Mind
you show up prompt at seven.

"He'll make a grand -on in-law." Tim
Dawson muttered happily to himsc!

he watched Larry Johnson jump into Ids

cab and drive away.

(By permission of Pathe Pictures, Ltd.,

starring Norman Foster as Larry and
Joyce Compton as Mary.)
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was the hoarse reply. "Winged men.
doctor "

" Hawk Men !" Barin interrupted,
looking at the bodies of the three war-
riors who had been killed by the ray-

gun. "Followers of King Vultan,
Ming's ally."
Flash looked at him, and then shot a

questioning glance at Zarkov, who pro-
ceeded to introduce the big fellow.

"This is Prince Barin, Flash," he
said, "He came to me as a friend and
sympathiser. He has good reason to

dislike Ming, and hopes to overthrow
the emperor."
Aura had been listening attentively,

and now spoke for the first time.
"So, Barin!" she rapped out. "You

would plot against my father !''

"Against the man who has wronged
me, Aura," Barin retorted. "I hold qo
grudge against you, his daughter, but

She broke in on him sharply, at the
same time covering him with tho
weapon she held in her hand.

"Prince Barin," she said threaten-
ingly, "you and Zarkov are going to

Flu^h Gordon to the safely of 'he
I i Men's realm. Then you aril]

ri turn with me to my father's strong-
hold."
"No!" It was Flash who spoke, and

as he uttered the word he snatched the
-mi from Aura's grasp and gi

her by the arms. "No, we're making
for King Vultan's city. You told me
We could reach it by rocket ship—and,
by thunder, that's what we're going to

do !"

The girl stared at him in dismay.
"You do not know .what you ari

ing," she cried. "What could you do
against King Vultan? He would kill

you!"
^1'd rather^ie than leave Dale and

Thun at theTJiercy of one of your
father's satellites," Flash ground out.
"Zarkov, you'll help me, won't \

"And I, too," Barin interposed, as

the doctor ga ,
i use to Ills

young friend's query. "I have an idea
that Vultan may not !»' dfrwell disposed
to Ming as he professes to be. Perhaps
I may be able to gain his goodwjflfeif
I have the opportunity of talking^to
him."
"Then let's be on our way," Flash

fed. "Aura, you had better stay
here. Ultimately jcur father's men
will pick you up."
The girl hesitated, and then, as the

three men began to move towards ihe
rocket ship, she hurried after them
"I'm going with you," she announced

with emphasis. "I think Barm's hopes
are likely to prove false, and, if they
do, then you will have need of me."
Thirty seconds later Zarkov's ship was

in the air again, carrying Flash C
and his companions high above the sea
board of Ming's domain.

Brought Down

AT sight of King Vultan's city,
floating above the cloud-
of earthly mortals might have

widened in sheer wonder—yes, and
led an expression that would
ietraj ed incredulity.

They would have seen it as a a a

glqmeration ol stately palaces and h

upon a vast platform of stone thai

hung suspended in space, poised
by anti-gravitational forces which
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unknown to scientists in that world
whence Dale Arden, Flash Gordon and
Dr. Zarkov had come.

It was to one of the palaces in this

amazing sky eitv that Dale Aider, had
been taken, and on recovering from the

swoon that had robbed her of her senses

she found herself lying on a couch in

a spacious room.

A strange, gilded throne stood against
one wall of the room, but Dale scarcely
noticed it, for as she opened her eyes
she became aware of a gross figure
bending over her, tho figure of an
enormous man dressed like some Viking
of old.

There were other men standing near
by—winged men, like the bloated
person who was stooping above Dale
with a leer on his ugly face, and who
now addressed her in a deep, lusty voice.

"Ah, my fair guest awakes!" he said
with a chuckle.
Dal" struggled into a sitting posture,

and there was terror in her gaze as

sh" looked at him.
"Who are you?" she panted. "Who

are you ?"
"

1, my dear J" the massive cj

rejoined. "I am Vultan, King of the
Hawk Men. And you are Dale Arden,
the Earth girl, eh? Yes. news travels

We have heard of you
and your friends Cordon and Zarkov."

"Flash—where is he?" Dale cried out
in alarm. "Where is he? And where
is Thun?"
King Vultan fingered his heavy

jowl.

"Thun has been put to work in lh«
atom furnaces wind' the forces
that keep this city in the void, my
pretty one," he said. "As for Gordon,
he fought too well, and it Seems that

he v q avoid capture with the
aid of the Emperor Ming's daughter."

He paused, noticing the relief with
which Dale received the

i

Flash was safe. Then he stroked her
arm.
"You are very fair," he observed,

moistening his thick lips. "I hear that

Ming was much attracted by you, and,
now that I see you, 1 can '.'.ell under
stand his interest in you. H'm, I under-
stand it SO well that I doubt if f can
bring myself to give you up to him."

He pawed her arm again with his

heavy, brutal hand, Lay; frowned a

led from him. ^^ "• *fVa
"What?" lie grunted. "You do not

like King Vultan?"

She tried to speak, but fear stilled

her voice, and when she made no
answer he drew back with a sly grin
and pressed a button on the wall. In-
stantly a panel slid aside, and to Dale's
horror a brutish form wad revealed, an
animal whose hirsute 'body resembled
thai of a bear, and who shambled forth
into tho room with an awkward gait,

utterin
j

growls as it did so.

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"GUARD THAT GIRL." — Larry

DonovaM, Robert Allen ; Ihlcn Brad-
ford, Florence Rir-e,- Budge Edwards,
Ward Bond ; Joshua Scranton, Wyrley
Birch; Jrarme Martin, Barbara Kent:
Reynolds, Arthur Hold : Aunt Cat)
Elizabeth Risdon : Sarah [fin/son.

Nana Bryant; Dr. Silas /'
Thurston Hall ; Eheood Hudson. Bert
Roach ; Lobo, Himself.

SUICIDE SQUAD." -tarry John-
son, Norm. ui Foster; Mary Dawson,
Joyce Compton : Bd Melville, Phil IS.

Kramer- Tim Dawson, Robert Iloi-

mans ;
" Snap " Wilson, Jack Luden.
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"Perhaps you would prefer my pet,"
Vultan said to Dale. "I call him Urso.
Come here, Urso!"
The monster's baleful eyes turned

slowly upon the King of the Sky City,
and as if in response to a familiar voice,

it moved obediently enough towards the
burly monarch, approaching in its

shambling fashion and coming to a
halt by his side.

As the lion-tamer dominates the beasts
of the circus arena and holds them in

restraint, so King Vultan seemed to

render this creature meek and docile by
means of some hypnotic spell. Yet Dale
sensed the latent, ferocity of the animal,
and looked on it in the utmost terror

as its master stroked its fearsome
muzzle.
King Vultan glanced round, and, sud-

denly grasping the stricken girl by the
wrist, he tried to draw her towards the
beast.

"('oine. my pretty one," he said with
a leer. "Come, make friends with
Urso!"
"No, no!" screamed Dale. "Take

him away! Take him away!"
A hoarse laugh escaped Vultan, but

with a word of command he sent that

strange brute back to its eeil and closed

the panel again. Then he turned to

ui once more and was about to

make some comment when a messenger
hurried into the room.

N'ou. Majesty!" the newcomer ejacu-

lated. "An unknown rocket sh p ap-

proaches. It is not one of Ming's craft."

Vultan looked at the man quickly.

"Not one of Ming's he
il. his brow- darkening. "Then it

must bcr an enemy. Run no risks. Bring
it down with the ray of destruction."
The messenget and departed

md if it bad been possible for

Dale to lune followed him >he would
him mount a spiral stairway

that led to a turret of Vultan's palace.

On a pi, tform ' the i tit of that
tower a group of Hawk Men were

nbled. They were gathered around
a machine that might have bet,,

light, and their ah SS riveted

upon a -vessel that was Hying swiftly

towards the sky citj

.

' Bring down that ship !" -aid the mes-
Om the throne-

ioi mi. " j li.^ Majesty's orders I"

The men on the tui irred them-
selves, but, rapid as their movem

the oncoming vessel was circling

the pal,-" e befi ire thej could bi

into play the apparatus around which
were mustered.

Suddenly, from this machine, a thin

beam of light seared upward through,
the void, a quivering linger that p
close to the ship which had appeared
Over ihe stronghold.
The craft was the rocket .ship contain-

ing Zarkov, Flash, Barin and Aura,
and, gazing upon the miraculous cily

that hung below them in the sky, the
Americans were not immediately

aware oi the sinister ray that had
d up towards them. But Prince

Ba i ui and Ming's da Ighi ' IV it, and
with loud cries they tried to warn
Zarko\ of the danger.
"Turn back!" shouted Barin. "If

that beam makes contact with (lie ship
ihe motors will be paralysed !"

He spoke too late, for even as be

id the words the course of tho ray

hanged—and in the instant that it

touched its target the ressel checked,
faltered, and then plunged like a
stricken bird!

(To be continued in another breath-
taking episode next week. By permis-
sion of Universal Pictures, Ltd., star-

ring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers.)
June 6th, 1936.
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(Continued from page 2)

Spencer Tracy, in the same picture,

liad to forgo polo for five weeks.
James Stewart was "grounded"

—

.warnod that he could not fly an aero-

plane while he was working.

Freddie Bartholomew appeared at the

studio on a motor-cycle. It was promptly
confiscated upon orders from studio
executives. Freddie represents too
large an investment to risk a broken
arm or leg.

Mickey Rooney has strict instructions

that, when he is working, he must not
play football or baseball or engage in

dangerous sports. In the midst of a
production last year he broke an arm
.while tobogganing.
Jean Hersholt has instructions never

to shave his moustache, though lie may
grow whiskers. Charles Tvtitterworth

faces a permanent Ixui against smiling
or laughing in front of the camera. Ho
is more valuable on the screen as a

"poker-faced" comedian.
Nat Pendleton, former world's amateur

champion wrestler, is forbidden to wreath*
professionally. He has often chal-

lenged other wrestlers, but studio
executives have always stepped in,

just on time- to prevent trouble-

When Charles Laughton was work-
ing in ''Mutiny on the Bounty," he.
had an agreement with Director Frank
Lloyd not to gain an ounce of weight.
He kept a masseur constantly with him
to that end.

Riohard Dix Completes His 8ixty-flrst
Starring Part

Richard Dix has just completed his

sixtyJfr-st starring picture, "Special
Investigator," which also is his

twentieth starring feature for one
studio—Radio Pictures.

With this he must establish some
sort ot a record.

Dix, who passed through the transi-

tion from silent films to talkies with
increased popularity, has played almost
every conceivable type—aviator, en-
gineer, cowboy, doctor, football star

BOY'S CINEMA

author, convict, soldier of fortune,
diplomat. He lias also betn indirectly

responsible for the mantle of stardom
later draped on many brilliant young
actresses who were his leading ladies.

Iu "Special Investigator," Dix adds
to his collection of roles by portraying
for the first time a Federal agent, a
"G-man," to use the publicly accepted
term. He also has a new leading !>dy
in the person of Margaret Callahan, Si
clever Irish-American actress.

Smoke Qot In Her Eyes
Acting a difficult close-up soene -while

technical aides just out of range blow
cigarette, cigar, and pipe smoke in her
face, is not Mary Ellis' idea of a
pleasant experience.

But she had tp put up with it for the
sake of realism in a scene for WaHer
Wonger's Paramount production, "Fatal
Lady."
The action required the star to sing

a number in an Apache cafe in Paris.

Because the haze from the crowded
background did not drift in .front of the
lens to suit Cameraman Leon Shamroy,
he stood as near to" Miss Ellis as pos-
sible with ten other men, und they all

puffed smoke in her face.

Not to be 8horn
Two thousand sheep will wear their

winter coats a few weeks longer than
usual because Twentieth Century-Fox
is going to make "Ramona" in colour.

Weather and -location requirements for

colour will not permit filming of the
picture until May and June, far past the
usual shearing-time. There is an im-
portant shearing sequence iu "Ramona,"
but not even Hollywood would attempt
to photograph shorn sheep being shorn
again.
So Henry King, who will direct a

cast headed by Loretta Young as

"Ramona," has hired two thousand un-
shorn sheep for the picture.

Montgomery Qeta a Complete Book of
Clippings from Fan

Robert Montgomery has just received
150,000 presents in one, from a single
fan.

It was a huge scrap-book containing
Pleas clippings about the Metxo-
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Goldwyn-Mayer actor from his first

appearance in "So this is College," up
to his current picture, "Suicide Club."

The fan, a young girl from Ohio, who
asked that her name be kept secret,

.

offered to "trade" Montgomery tip*

book for an autographed picture. Tho
picture, autographed and framed, was
on its way to Ohio by air-mail special

delivery within a few hours.
The girl, in her letter, added that she

had formed a trading society all over
the world to got the clippings from
magazines and papers. She conducted
hor "trading society" by sending a

clipping of a player to a person in

another country in return for one of
Montgomery.
She had planned to keep the book,

but when she learned that the actor's

scrap-book, which he started when lie

arrived in Hollywood, had been de-
stroyed by fire, she decided to sacrifice,

her treasure.

World's Speed Records 8ought for
Motion-picture Scenes

Hopeful of shattering a world's speed
record for motion pictures, automobile
technicians in Hollywood have built a

high-speed racing-car that may revolu-

tionise automobile designs.

The racer, christened "The Falcon,"
is twenty-six feet and two inches in

length, is powered with a 675-horse-

power motor, and is capable of a speed
of 180 miles per hour.

Originally, the car was designed by
Arnold Gillespie and built by Harlan
Fengler and Lou Moore, former cham-
pions of the roaring speedway, for

scenes in Metro Goldwyn-Mayer's pic-

ture, "Speed."
In the speed tests for the picture,

"The Falcon" performed so satisfac-

torily that Producer LucTen HubbaiJ
and Director Edwin L. Martin have
given Fengler ami Mooie permission l»

use the car in attempting to shatter tho
world's twenty-four-hour speed record on .

the Utah salt-beds upon completion of .-

tho picture.. ' ^ i
The record was estab^hed on The

salt-beds last September by Captain
George Eyston of England, when he
reached an average speed of 140 miles

per hour for the twenty-four-hour run..
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HAVE YOU A RED NOSE?
Send a stamp, and you will learn how to rid yourself of such a terrlhlo
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STAMMERING !

Cure yourself as I did. Farticu-
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7. Southampton Row, London,
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Eleanor Powell Writing a Book on Tap
Dancing

Eleanor Powell is educating her fingers

to tell other people how to educate their

toes.

The girl who became the World's
Dancing Sweetheart after her sensa-

tional work in "Broadway Melody of

1936 " is writing a book on dancing.
She has received thousands of letters

from men, women and children asking
her various questions about tap danc-
ing, so she has decided to answer all

of the letters in the foim of a book.

The book is also to contain many
illustrations from her picture and will

show toe as well as tap dancing.
Writing has always been one of Miss

Powell's hobbies, but this is the first

time in her life that she has had the

chance to write % book.

Gaston Glass Returns to Screen

Fighting his way back in an attempt
to regain some of the laurels that once
were his in an industry that formerly

paid him a four-figure salary each week,

Gaston Glass has completed his fifth

consecutive role since his return to the

screen a few months ago.
Glass was once leading man to Sarah

Bernhardt, and later enjoyed great suc-

cess as a star of the silent screen.

His most recent films are the
Katharine Hepburn picture, "Mary of

Scotland," "Under Two Flags," in

which Ronald Colman plays the leading
male role, the Carole Lombard-Fred
MaeMurray Paramount picture "The
Princess Comes Across," "A House
Divided," and now comes his latest,

"Fatal Lady," the Walter Wanger pro-

duction for Paramount release, which
has Mary Ellis as its star.

Blackmail !

Eddie Cantor, whose latest picture.

"Strike Me Pink," has been such a

success, is convulsing Hollywood with a

story about a minor operation which
he underwent a short time ago. The
surgeon who operated used a local

anaesthetic, and Eddie was therefore able

ui carry on a conversation with Inm.

About, half-way through the proceedings

the surgeon asked his patient if he
would ooneeni to appeal at a concert in

aid of the hospital.
" You mean when I get well ?" queried

Eddie.
"I mean i) you get well," solemnly

replied the surgeon.
Eddie did get well (he never was in

any real danger) and the concert was a

big success.

Mob Storms Prison

One thousand men, women and
children rioted a little while ago in a

small town nestled within the walls of

the- big Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio.

climaxing their lawlessness by burning
to the ground a prison in which a kid-

nap suspect was being guarded.

A battery of cameras recorded the
• scene, which marks the dra-
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NEXT WEEK'S
BIG PROGRAMME!

MADELEINE CARROLL
IN

" SECRET AGENT "

An English officer is sent to Switzerland
to trace a spy who is forming a link

between Germany and Turkey. A
strange being, " The General," and a
beautiful girl are sent by the Govern-
ment to help him to destroy this secret

agent. A story full of thrills.

" THE OREGON TRAIL "

It mas renegade treachery that bad
caused Colonel Delmont's death. That
was why his son rode the vengeance
trail and braved a hundred perils to track

down the veteran cavalryman's slayers.

A; swift-moving epic of the old frontier

days, starring John Wayne and Ann
Rutherford.

" THE RETURN OF JIMMY VALEN-
TINE "

A daring young reporter sets out to dis-

cover the identity of the once notorious

Jimmy.Valentine, but throngb his investi-

gations he lands an even more notorious

crook and his gangsters in prison. A
thrilling drama, starring Roger Pryor

and Charlotte Henry.

Also

Another smashing episode of th> serial

of unusual adventure :

" FLASH GORDON "

Starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers.

mafic climax of "Fury," eo-sta.

Sylvia Sidney and Spencer Tracy, under
the direction of Fritz Lang.

A three-story prison, complete in

every detail, was constructed for the
; Surrounding the building

authentic background, were two streets

lined with typical small town business

structures. A large park occupied the

square in front of the prison.

Innumerable small touches lent added
life to the entire three-acre set: auto-

mobiles, trucks, and even large 1
1,

ger buses moved through the streets;

smoke drifted from the chimneys ; hotel
guests stared uneasily from windows
and a second-floor balcony.
And then the mob -formed the prison

in what observer's pronounced one of the

most vivid examples of mass action ever
filmed in Hollywood.
A strong cast in the new film includes

Eric Linden, Bruce Cabot, Walter Abel,

Frank Albertson, Walter Brennan.
d Ellis, Fred Burton, Ho

Hickman, Edwin Maxwell and Morgan
Walk' Mankiewicz is the
producer.

A Ten-year-old Fight

Myrna Lay and Warner Baxter roared
their applause the other day at the
boxing match between Jack Dempsey
and Gene Tunney.
They were doing it all for their new

film "To Mary—With Love," and the

fight they saw, which took place ten
years ago. was being "back-projected"
—a bit of movie magic now air im-
portant part of picture-making.

Back-nmiectioii is the process of film-

ing pla^lg against a moving back-
ground^^Bis possible, by this method,,
to repi-flHrc any important event of the
past fifteen years and play ^modern actors

and actresses against it.

John ( 'romwell, the director of "To
Mary -With Love," decided to include
the famous fight in the film.

The process department procured a
copy of the newsreel in which the fight

appeared.
A special camera projected it on to

a screen, and a hundred feet or so in

front of that screen the playeis and a
thousand extras saw re-enacted an event
that had transpired a decade .

A second camera, the one used in

production, "shot " this group of boxing
fans and principals, while, in the back-
ground, Tunney expertly dodged the
vicious onslaught of an enraged
Dempsey.

William Powell Takes Up Canoe-
boat Sailing

Canoe sailing, the trickiest variety of
nautical sport, is the latest pastime to

bo adopted by Hollywood's screen

players. Robert Armstrong is its

sponsor. He is forming a racing
in the film colony James ( 'agney is

one of the charter i and
William Powell is the larc~t recruit

Armstrong himself is being taught
the finer points of the exciting sport bv
bis uncle. Ralph Armstrong, who
chances to be its world's champion.
Because he is visiting California. Ralph
Armstrong will not defend his world's
title for the first time in several se

when the annual championships are held
on the Si. Lawrence river.

The Balboa Yacht Club is head-
quarters for the screen canoe sailors-

The fragile craft can match the speed of

cup-defending yachts of the largei

ng to Robert Armstn
Thej require the most expert handling,
and novices must be prepared for plenty

of dr. kings,
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As a detective, Pete McCaffrey was daring enough in tackling crooks, but that was
because he did not know fear. A bullet that caused his eyes to be bandaged for a
week reduced him to quivering cowardice—and then the girl who loved him stung him
into facing the guns of a gang with true valour, because he was afraid. A gripping

drama, starring Preston Foster

A Sensational Capture

DETECTIVE - SERGEANT PETER
McCAFFREY was playing on a

pin-table just inside the doorway
of the lunchroom, hut he was not
achieving any great score because he was
looking more often at a mirror on the
wall than at the little metal halls he shot
at intervals from the trigger of the
machine.

The mirror reflected a portion of the
Iway outside the lunch-room and some

of the Iconics on the other side of the
sheet — old-fashioned houses, stone-
fronted, with steep steps leading up to

their fi out doors over basemen!
entrances.

The detective was a young man and a

fall one; clean-shaven and good-looking.
He might very well have passed for an
ordinary customer with time to kill; hut
Ins blue eyes narrowed and glinted as
he saw in the mirror a hlaek car draw
up outside one of the houses opposite;
lor the hlaek car had a wide door at the
hack of it, instead of the usual side
doors, and the driver and another man
—both dressed sombrely in black

—

descended from the front seat to open
the back door and pull out a long wicker
basket.

Few of the pedestrians in Second
AvcmtC paid any attention to the car,

I the men with the basket, for quite
frequently in New York City the dead
a.'' conveyed in wicker shells to the
• funeral parlours " of undertakers. But
McCaffrey was more than interested.
With the aid of the mirror on the wall
ho watched the two men carry the basket
up the front steps of the house and dis-

appear into it with their burden.

Into the lunch-room from the sheet
stepped Matt O'Brien, Press photo-
grapher on the staff of the " Daily Star,"
hi- camera slung over his left shoulder;
and with him was a slim and very
blight eyed girl in a check costume.
But so intent was McCaffrey on what
was happening across the way that he did
not notice cither of them till O'Brien
stopped short and spoke.

"How're .'.on, flatfoot?" lie inquired
breezily.

"Jf I thought you could lead." re-

torted the detective, "I'd write you a
letter and tell you."

'"If I thought you could write," re-

turned O'Brien, ''I'd learn howl" He
grinned at the girl who was with him.
"What d'you think of that? You ain't

met the pride of the force yet, have
you ?"

"No," she replied, "hut I'd like to."
''Tin- i- Pete McCaffrey," O'Brien in-

troduced with a flip of his hand, "an
honest dick— to hear him tell it! This
is Sally Rogei's.

"How do you do?" murmured the
girl; and McCaffrey detached his gaze
from the mirror to bestow a casual glance
upon her. She was beautiful, in her own
dark and slender fashion, but beauty had
no appeal for him at the moment.
"How are you?" he almost g led.

"Sally's ju-t started on the ' Star,' "

O'Brien informed him. "She's from
Kansas City."
"Welcome to America," said the de-

tective dryly.

That, doubtless, was intended as an
insult to Kansas City, but Sally Rogers
appeared not to understand it. She
touched O'Brien on the ami,

"How about our coffee and rolls?" she
asked.
"Cup of coffee, detective?" suggested

O'Brien.
-'No, thanks," replied the preoccupied

sleuth. "It keeps me awake."
"Nothing could do that," jeered the

photographer; and then he and Sally

drifted away to a long counter and
climbed on to adjacent stools.

Out from the house across the street

came the two men in black who had
entered if. and they carried the long
basket down the- steps in a slow and caie-

f ill manner that suggested it how con-
tained .something heavy. To the astonish-

ment of several people who were enter-

ing the lunch-room, McCaffrey whipped
a six-shooter from his hip-pocket.

"Get out of the way!" he shouted, and
forced a passage to the pavement, and
flew across the roadway, escaping the
front wheels of a motor-van by inches.

The men in black were about to stow
their burden in the table car as he drew
near them.
"Drop that basket!" he bellowed.

" Come dn, drop it '."

They gaped at him and at (he gun in

his hand, and they lowered the basket
to the asphalt. Startled passers-by
stopped and increased in numbers.

"Get over there!" rasped McCaffrey.
"Get over there!"
The undertaker's men backed hurriedly

on to the pavement, well away from their

vehicle; the gathering crowd of men and
women were driven from the immediate)
\ icinity of the basket.
"Oxer there!" yelled McCaffrey.

"Over! Over!"
Suddenly a woman gave vent to a
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piercing scream, and men shouted. The
lid of the basket had been heaved side-

ways and a very live corpse was sitting

up in the thing itself—a dark-haired fel-

low in dark clothes, who was holding a
long-barrelled six-shooter.

Out from the basket he scrambled to

his feet, his gash of a month twisted in

a murderous fashion as he levelled the
gun at the detective.
But McCaffrey was on him like light-

ning, bearing him back against the car,

and the hand that held the gun was
forced backwards as in a vice before the

trigger could be pulled.

Shots Jang out and bullets sang
through (he air, to the accompaniment
of screams and cries, but no one was hit

by the bullets. It was the man who had
been in the basket that suffered.

I McCaffrey hit him in the face with the
butt of his own gun again and again
before it was sent spinning.
Matt O'Brien and Sally Rogers wit-

nessed i lu' battle that followed from the
doorway of the lunch-room; the more
timorous members of the crowd ran off,

and a patrolman came running up.
McCaffrey lost his hat as well as his

Kim, but he would not let go of his cap-
tive. Fighting and struggling with equal
desperation the two swayed to the kerb,
stumbled against it, and crashed down
upon the pavement.

I
For a few moments they lay there,

clawing at one another, panting for

breath, then struggled up together. The
detective, jerking his left hand free, de-

livered a swift uppercut to an ugly jaw
that sent its owner flat on his back, and
bo stamped on a hand that was trying
to take aim with the six-shooter it still

held.

The hand relaxed, the weapon was
kicked into the gutter, and McCaffrey
dumped himself astride his prisoner,

fished out a pair of handcuffs, and, in

spite of fierce resistance, manacled a pair

of wrists.

Matt O'Brien came rushing across from
the lunch-room, with Sally Rogers close

behind him, and as McCaffrey stood up
and tugged his captive to his feet, the
photographer focused his camera on the
battered and dishevelled pair.

\ "Hold it, Mac!" he cried.

McCaffrey looked round and the shutter
of the camera clicked. The crowd closed
in; a mounted policeman slid from the

' saddle of his horse and thrust his way
! to the detective's side.

|
"I called the wagon, sarge," he an-

nounced.
i "Okay," said McCaffrey. "My hat
and gun, and his gun, too, are around
here somewhere. Hang on to him!"
The officer grabbed hold of the hand-

cuffed man, but at that moment a patrol-

man arrived with the detective's hat and
the two guns. O'Brien took another
picture.

"You've never met my pal. have
you '

' said Met ar)Y< j brushing he-, hit
with the sleeve of his coat. "'Phis is

Lefty Berger. You know, Public Enemy
Number What is your number,
l.elty?"

"Whatever it is," snarled the crook,
"you ain't, got it!"

"Not a bad rehearsal, though, is it?"
Behind (lie muslin curtains of a win-

dow on the first floor of the house Berger
had left in a basket a stockily built
fellow with a slouch hat pulled down
over his eyes had snatched an automatic
from a shoulder holster under his coat
as though with the intention of shooting
through the gla^s at the detective down
below.
"Why. you dumb, flat footed " ho

began wrathfully.
"An 1 you crazy?" snapped another
June UOth, 11136.
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man who was standing behind him—

a

tall man, lean of face, with a weak chin
but a high forehead. "D'you want to

bring them in here?"
Tony Ricci, a member of Bergei's

gang, put the automatic back in its

holster, but glared accusingly at the
speaker.
"Who tipped the cops, Martin?" he

rasped.

"How should I know?" shrugged
Martin. "I'm a lawyer, not a fortune-

teller. Listen, Ricci, I planned this whole
thing, didn't I ? It was all my idea,

wasn't it, to get him safely out of town ?

Can I help it if some dumb cop •"

He broke off, as though more than half-

scared by Ricci's threatening attitude.

"Ejo you think I'd double-cross Berger?"
he asked plaintively.

"'Tain't what I think that counts,"
Ricci retorted. "It's what Berger's
gonna think!"

Sirens shrieked in the street, and a

police patrol wagon scattered the crowd.
From a car behind it policemen
descended.
"How do I get out of here?" Ricci

demanded. "It's your house!"
"Come on," said Martin. "Therc vs a

very useful back way."

Salute !

MATT O'BRIEN, with his camera
slung over his shoulder, rejoined
Sally Rogers, who was watching

Berger being marched towards the patrol

wagon.
"Let's grab a cab," he said. "I've

gotta rush these negatives to the office."

• "You go ahead," said she, "but flash

the office first for me. I'm staying here
to find out what this is all about."
O'Brien nodded and squeezed his way

through the crowd to find a taxi-cab.

Sally stood beside the open door of the

patrol wagon as Berger was bundled into

it.

"Go on. get in there!" McCaffrey
commanded. "And all the way in!"

Sally put, a hand on the rail and a

foot on the step as though to follow the
crook, but the detective caught hold of

her arm.
"Wait a minute!" he cried. "Where

d'you think you're going?"
"You wouldn't do a girl out of a

story, would you?" she asked sweetly.

"Come on, sister," barked the sergeant

in charge of the wagon, "get down!"
She got down, but with her big hazel

eyes on McCaffrey she said scornfully.

"What's the matter with you New
York coppers? Don't you like to see

your, names in print?"
That was one back for the insult to

Kansas City, and McCaffrey grinned.

"Let her on," he said to the sergeant,

and Sally thanked him and entered the

vehicle.

Berger had dumped himself sullenly on
a scat. McCaffrey dropped down beside

him and crossed his long legs. Sally sat

opposite, and the door was elosed and
fastened. The sergeant walked round to

the front of the wagon and climbed up
beside the uniformed driver, who sounded
his Siren and started the engine.
"This is certainly a swell show," said

Sally appreciatively, as the crowd was
left behind, "and you're a swell guy to

do 'his for me."
"That's okay," returned McCaffrey in

an airy manner. "It was all for you.
I hired Berger, here, special—just for

this morning." lie dug an elbow be-
tween the ribs of the crook. "Say
' hallo,' mug!"
Berger looked evilly at the girl, but

did not open his month.
"I've heard of you," she remarked

•conversationally,
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"That's funny," snarled the prisoner.
"I never heard of you."
"Say 'hallo'!" insisted McCaffrey.
"Hi!"
"There you are." The detective

flipped a hand. "All done by kind-
ness."
"How did yon know he was in the

basket?" asked Sally.

"Me?" McCaffrey laughed. "Oh,
I'm a mind-reader."
"You ain't got a mind to read with!"

scoffed Berger. "Somebody blew!"
"Pipe down, now," rapped his captor,

"or I'll slap you down!"
There was silence in the patrol wagon

for a minute or two, then Sally inquired :

"Is this the Lefty Berger who escaped
from Sing-Sing?"
"That wasn't an escape." McCaffrey

facetiously assured her. "He just came
down to say ' hallo ' to a couple of bis

pals. Didn't you. Lefty?"
Berger closed his eyes.

"You certainly have plenty of nerve,
Mr. Caffrcy," said Sally," and the
tribute was not insincere.

"Detective-Sergeant to you, honey,"
returned the gratified detective. " So
you think I did all right, eh?"
"I certainly do," she replied emphatic-

ally.

"What are yon doin' to-night?"
"Why, nothing that I know of."

"Fine! I'm not doin' anything either.

How about dinner?"
"I wouldn't mind," she decided. "In

fact, I'd like it."

"It's a date! Meet me at Chung's
chop suey house, Fifty-Eighth and
Seventh, at eight, o'clock."

Sally looked distinctly disappointed,

and he asked what was the matter.
"Nothing," she replied slowly, "only*

I thought^ou said ' dinner.' "

The patrol wagon travelled across tow n
by way of Madison Squaro and Broad-
way to West Forty-Seventh Street,

wherein police headquarters of the
Eighteenth Precinct are situated. But,

Sally was dropped off at the corner of

West Fortieth Street so that she could

hurry along to the "Star" office and
write her story of the sensational arrest.

William ("Lefty ") Berger was per-

sonally conducted behind bars by McCaf-
frey, who said, as he unfastened the

handcuffs and restored thorn to his own
person

:

"There you are, sweetheart. Just like

being home again!"
"Yeah?" was the surly response.

"Well, I ain't gonna stay any longer

than I did the last time."
Several plain-clothes men were in the

corridor, and as McCaffrey turned away
from the cells they fell into step with

him.
"Nice work, Mac," said one of them.

"How did you get him?"
"I'm a detective."
"What did the chief say?" inquired a

round faced little man named Casey.
"Nothing yet," McCaffrey replied

boastfully, "but I'm liable to walk out

of his office a captain. What d'you think

of that?"
The big general-room outside Inspector

Richard John Curran's office was
reached, and there more plain-clothes

men were congregated.
"How about your autograph, M.

asked one of them with jocularity tinged

with envy.
"No autograph--,'' McCaffrey retorted,

"but, if you want a couple of souvenirs

you can go back to where I got Bi

and pick up some of his teeth."

"Still slappin' 'cm around, eh?"
drawled ( 'asey.

" And why not?"
The inspector's clerk emerged from the

inspector's office,
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"All right, McCaffrey," he said.

"Well, boys, there it is," McCaffrey
said to the others. "And to show you
I'm a right guy, I'm gonna leave the

door open so you can all get an earful."

He opened the door, but looked back to

add: "And listen, when I come out of

theie, you guys salute!"

Inspector Curran, a man in the early

forties and something of a martinet, was
sealed at his desk with a sheet of paper
in his hand. He had a bull neck and a

pair of fierce grey eyes.

"Good morning, inspector," said

McCaffrey.
"' Sit down !"

A curt reception, but then Curran was
usually curt. McCaffrey deposited him-
self in a chair and angled for praise.

" Well, we didn't do such a bad day's
work on just a sinker and a cup of

toffee, did we, inspector?" he said.

"We?" barked Curran.

"Me and Walsh. It's there in the re-

port."
The sheet of paper Curran was holding

was flung down upon the desk and
Curran smote it with his hand.

"No," he said with sarcasm, "yon and
Walsh did fine—especially since Walsh's
wife 'phoned in that he was siclf and
couldn't report to-day!"
McCaffrey stared.

"Danny Walsh sick?" he exclaimed.
"Not according to your report!"

"Well, anyhow, I made a good job of

it. didn't I?"
"You made such a good job of it."

rapped Curran, "that for two cents I'd

send you back to pounding a beat !"

"What d'you mean?" McCaffrey
asked blankly. "We've been after

Berger for a month, haven't we?"
"Sure we've been after Berger." The

inspector rose up in wrath. "And
what's more important, we've been after

bis whole mob, too. But you had to

do a single-o! You had to make a one-
man job of it!"

"D'you think it was any push-over,
taking Berger?"
"I'm not talking about that. You're

a brave guy, all right, and if it ever
sinks into your head that you've got a
department behind you, you'll make a
great copper. When you got that tip
on Berger you had plenty of time. Why
didn't you 'phone it in?"
"Why, I thought "

"You can't think with your knuckles.
I've told you that fifty times. I'm tired
of trying to pound it into your thick
head."
In the outer room McCaffrey's

colleagues were gurgling with delight;
the door had not been left open for
nothing.

"Bravery is no fault," Curran went
on scathingly, "but bravery without
brainwork is no good on the police
force. Now do you understand that,
once for all ?"

"Yes, sir," said McCaffrey meekly.

"Well, hereafter see that you keep
Walsh out of your reports when he isn't
with you."
"Yes, sir."

"And that's all !"

Mac rammed his hat on his head.
stood up and squared his shoulders and
walked out from the room. The
inspector's clerk and five plain-clothes
men were waiting for him.

"On your dogs, men!" commanded
Casey as he appeared. "Salute!"
With grinning faces on either side of

lurn and to the accompaniment of mock
salutes, McCaffrey made his way un-
happily to the street.

this morning of
Berger, who

The news editor

SOY'S CINEMA
In the Rain

AT her own desk in the reporters'

-

roorn on the fifth floor of the
"Star " Building, Sally Rogers

had begun to type her version of
Berger's arrest when George Dayton
Morgan, the news editor, strode out
from his den and looked down at the
sheet of paper in her typewriter.

"The brilliant work of Detective-
Sergeant McCaffrey." she had written
"led to the arrest
William ' Lefty '

escaped "

"Just a minute."
ripped the sheet of paper from the
machine. "Where did you get this?"
"I was there," Sally replied. "I saw

it."

"Well, forget it!" The sheet of
paper was screwed into a ball and tossed
into a yawning wa-te-paper basket.
"McCaffrey's lucky he's still on the
Force after the boner he pulled."
"Boner?" Sally looked up indig-

nantly.
"Yes. boner!"' snapped Morgan.

"Gimme something like this: 'The
stupidity and bull-headedness of
Detective-Sergeant McCaffrey, member
of Inspector Ourran's squad, acting on
an underworld tip, to-day resulted in
the capture of William "Lefty " Berger
and the escape of the entire Berger
mob.' "

Sally's hazel eyes widened.
"Where did you get that?" she asked

rebel liously.

"Wilson just 'phoned it in from the
Press-room at headquarters."
"Well, why don't yon get Wilson to

write it?" she flamed. "I think it was
the bravest thing I ever saw. and there
was certainly nothing bull-headed or
stupid about a man wading in single-
handed."
George Dayton Morgan, like most

news editors, was an irascible man, and
he certainly was not going to be dic-
tated to by a girl reporter newly on
the staff.

"Wait a minute!" he bellowed.
"You're not a dramatic critic, you're

just a reporter. You can tell 'era

a great guy McCaffrey is when you
write his obituary. Come on, get
busj !"

So Sally, much against her will,

typed quite a different story, and in a
special edition of the "Star" the story
appeared on the front page under a
banner headline: "Detective's boner
spoil- wholesale capture of Berger
mob."
Detective-Sergeant Michael Casey

acquired a copy of the paper from a
newsboy in West Forty-Seventh Street,
and he attached it to the bulletin board
with drawing-pins and infinite satis-
faction.

Other members of the squad gathered
round and read the headline.
"Will he do a burn on that?"

chuckled one of them.
"Poor old Peter the Great!"

mourned Casey, and caught sight of
McCaffrey advancing along the corridor.
"Salute !"

.McCaffrey resented very strongly this

repetition of the morning's insult.

"Go on. be funny!" he snapped.
"What's the matter, kid?" inquired

a plain-clothes colleague. "Can't you
lake H

'.'"

"I'm takin' it, ain't I?" growled
Mac. and then Casey pointed to the
bulletin board.
"How doe- it feel to be famous,

Mae?" he jeered.
"How would you like a smack in the

nose ?"

McCaffrey stepped over to the bond.
and he read the headline. His blue
eye- blazed.

"So that's the way it is, eh?" he
bellowed, and tore the paper from the
board and went oft" with it.

"Is he frying?" exulted a detective
who looked like a comedian.
Nearly bursting with suppressed r.igo

McCaffrey math' straight for the office
of the "Star," and on the fifth floor do

The photographer focused his camera on the battered and dis-
hevelled pair. " Hold it, Mac I

" he cried.
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reached Sally's desk and flung the
offending newspaper upon it.

" This morning, when I let you ride
in the wagon," he shouted at her, "I
was a hero. Now I'm a heel."

Sally tried to explain, but he would
not listen to her.

"I don't want any eyewash!" he ex-

ploded. "When I landed the guy it

was: 'Oh, Mr. Caffrey, that's just

wonderful !' From now on you keep
your nose outa my business, under-
hand? And if you know what's good
for you "

"Wait a minute, will you?" she

interrupted angrily. "I don't make
the news. I just write it."

"Yeah?" He thrust his face into

hers. "Well, I make it, see? And
for my dough you don't have to write
it."

"Yes, but for my dough I do!" she
retorted.
Matt O'Brien wandered in at an

adjacent door and leaned against a
liling cabinet.
"What's the matter, Mac?" he asked.
"I'm being made a sap of," snorted

McCaffrey, "that's what's the matter!"
"Umph!" grunted the photographer.

"That isn't news."
"He doesn't like the yarn," said

Sally.

"Funny." O'Brien made a grimace.
"That's the first complaint we've had
to-day."
Mac swept over to him, prodded him

in the chest.

"Listen, Out-o'-Focus," he said

threateningly, "you keep out of this."

"Now, sergeant, keep calm," ad-
monished the photographer.

"I'm plenty calm," raged Mac, "but
I'm telling you this—if you wero a man
I'd tear yon apart!"
"He is a man," said Sally.

O'Brien promptly made himself
scarce, and McCaffrey vented his ill-

temper on the newspaper by tearing it

to shreds. He was on his way to the

door when Sally called after him:
"What about our date to-night?"
"What about it?" he rapped at her

o\er his shoulder, and w-as gone.

There had been a touch of spring in

Ihe air of New York City that morning,
but during the afternoon the sky
clouded over, and by seven o'clock it

was raining heavily.

At a quarter to eight Sally stood
under a lamp-post in Seventh Avenue,
near the corner of Fifty-Eight Street,

and looked about her. Rain was
streaming off the umbrella she held
over her head and was dripping from
tlio macintosh that covered her
costume. On the other side of the

street the lights of Chung's chop-suey
house beckoned, but there was no sign

of Peter McCaffery.
She waited another five minutes.

splashed by passing care, then entered
a sho|) devoted to the sale of watches
and clocks. Timepieces of all sorts and
si/.cs stood on shelves and showcase,
but Sally was seeking shelter from the

downpour without losing sight of

Chunk's premises.
"Can I do something for you?" in-

quired an assistant behind a counter.
"Yes," said she. "Which one of

these is right?"
"That one," was the smiling reply,

and a clock on the wall was indicated.
Ten minutes to eight.

"Thanks," she murmured. "Mind
il T wait here a minute?"
"Help yourself.
She helped herself to tho extent of a

full half-hour, and then through the
ulass panel of the shop door she saw
McCaffery at the corner with the collar

,,f his macintosh turned up about his
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ears and the brim of his hat pulled
down over his eyes.
She went out from the shop, opened

her umbrella, and holding it well down
in front of her walked towards him.
The umbrella smote him in the chest.
"Why don't you look " he began;

and then the umbrella was lowered and
they stared at one another in apparent
astonishment.
"Why, Sarge, what are yon doing

here?" she exclaimed.
"I'm on a case," he replied. "What

do I look like I'm doing?"
"You look like you're taking a

shower to me."
"Do I? What are you doing here?"
"Me? Oh—er—I'm on a story!"
"Yeah? Well, now that we've both

finished lying to each other, let's have
that chop suey!"
He took her arm and marched her

along to Chung's establishment, which
seemed to both of them a perfectly de-

lightful place after the wet street. In
a little alcove screened by bead curtains
they sat at a bamboo table and were
waited on by a slippered yellow man.

" What made you so sure that I'd

turn up to-night?" asked Sally.

"You did, didn't you?" challenged
McCaffrey.

"All right," she said, "I asked for

that. But I had a reason. I wanted to

straighten you out on that Berger story."
"Okay, forget it." He grinned sheep-

ishly. "I'm sorry I bawled you out."
"Do you always bawl out your lady

friends that way?"
"I don't go in much for women."
"No?" She frowned at him. "What

do I look like, an animal cracker?"

"Now don't get tough," he enjoined.

"No kiddin', I think I'm gonna like

you."
"Not really?"
"I meant it! How would you like to

bo my girl ?"

"Can I have every other Thursday
off?"
"Stop clowning, I'm serious!" He

fidgeted with his collar and added: "It's

not so much for me. it's Mis. Walsh."
"Mrs. Walsh?" she echoed, crinkling

her brows.
"Danny's wife. You know Danny

Walsh is my partner. 1 live with them.
She's a swell dame, and she's done plenty

for me, too. But a couple o' years now
she's been beefing that I oughta have
a girl, and— well, you look like you wash
behind the ears. It might just as well

bo you."
Sally, instead of being insulted, was

considerably amused.
"But maybe Mrs. Walsh won't like

me," she purred.
"I'll fix that!" he declared ij) his

masterful way.
"That'll lie just ducky," she informed

him.

A Foolish Boast

IN the li\ ing-rooin of a comparatively
cheap ]iwt. comfortably furnished flat

in East Ninety-Ninth Street early

next morning, Peter McCaffrey sat down
to breakfast in his shii (sheves at a round
(able, poured himself gome coffee, and
shouted at the top of his voice:

" Danny ! Danny I"

Tire door of a bed room was opened,
and Detective Sergeant nanny Wulsh ap-

peared in dressing-gown and slippers. He
was at least fifteen years older than
McCaffrey, lean of fftce and inclined to

baldness. An old Bock was fastened

round his throat with a safety-pin, and
he COUghed as lie sal. down at the table.

"Well, what ails you?" demanded
Mao.
"The old lady thinks Eve, .got ton-

sillitis," Danny replied in a very hoarse

\
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"Yeah? And what is it?"
" Sore throat."
"You sure picked a swell time for it

all right!"
"Is it my fault I got sick?" grumbled

Danny. "Listen, I gotta temperature."
"Yeah," scoffed Mac, "about ten

below—in the feet!"
"You never had it, I suppose?"
"You suppose right, and what's more

I'm never gonna get it!"
"1 know," said Danny with a cough.

"That's why you made the sucker play
yon did takin' Berger single-handed."
"You knew I had the tip."
" Sure I did."
"Then what were you doin', sitting

up here with a sock around your neck
that oughta be on your foot?"
"I'm careful. 1 used to be like you

till one night on a call I stopped a knife
with my ribs, a forty-five slug with my
leg. and another one with my shoulder,
and got over it."

"Just a careful cop. eh?" leered Mae.
"The only guys in this racket of ours
that get hurt are the careful guys. Re-
member I told you that, Danny."
Danny decided that argument was not

merely useless but painful when one was
suffering from tonsillitis. He shook his

head and drank some of the coffee Mac
had poured out for him.
The front door was opened with a key,

and a woman of enormous bulk sailed

into the room with a bottle in her hand.
She was Danny's wife, grey-haired,
double-chinned, a managing sort- of
woman in a figured frock and an apron.
"I had to go to three places," she

complained, " before I could get a simple
little thing like cough mixture."

"T don't need no medicine," growled
her husband.
"You're sick, ain't you?" derided

Mac, and Mrs. Walsh turned on him for

that.

"Who made the coffee?" she asked
tartly.
"1 did," said Mac.
She sipped from Danny's cup and made

a face.

"Ugh! I might have known it would
taste like that if I didn't make it!" she
said with housewifely scorn. "What you
need is a good wife!"
McCaffrey looked up at her with his

mouth full of bacon *he had fried before
setting forth on her errand.
"What would you say if I lold you

I've got a girl ?"

"What do you want a girl for:"
wheezed Danny.
"To make a man out of him, the. same

as I've made a man out. of you," his

wife retorted. "What kind of a girl,

Mac':"
"Just a girl," replied that detective.

"What kinda girls are there?"

•Married ones and single ones." gajd

Danny—and received a rap on the bald

part of his head for that pleasantry with

a spoon by Mis. Walsh,
"There's the light kind and the wrong

kind," she stated severely, and took the

cork from the bottle of cough mixture
and poured a dose into the spoon.

"The girl I've got's a nice Dumb
declared Mac.

"Til believe it when I see it! Come
on. Danny, take your medicine!"

With the utmost reluctance Danny
m\ allowed the contents of the spoon and
gulped some eoffeo to take the taste oaf.

of his mouth. McCaffrey rose and
transferred himself io a couch, where
lie lit a cigarette.

"I'm taking Berger up the river this

afternoon," he announced. "I think the

trip would do you good."
"He's going to stay right here," re-

torted Mis. Walsh, "where I can take
care of his throat."
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"Take care of it?'; snorted Mac. "If
I was you, I'd cut it!"

The New York State prison known as
Sing Sing is some way up the Hudson
River from the city. That afternoon, in

the absence of Danny Walsh, Detective-
Sergeant Michael Casey was handcuffed
to Lefty Berger, and in one of the
carriages of a train that puffed out from
Grand Central Station lie dozed beside
the ugly crook while Mac sat opposite
with a newspaper in his hands.
The city had been left some way behind

when a man in a grey suit entered the
carriage from an adjoining one and
sauntered slowly along the central aisle.

Berger looked up at him as he passed
and evidently received some sort of
signal, for a few moments later he leaned
forward and said:

"Hi. what's the chance of getting a
6tnokc ?"

McCaffrey roused Casey by giving him
a kick on the ankle.
"He wants a smoke," he said as the

little detective sat up with a start.

It was not a smoking carriage they
were in, so Casey went with the prisoner
to the lavatory at the end of it. He gave
him a cigarette from a packet of his own.
"Mind if I wash my hands (ir,st?"

asked Berger.
"No, help yourself." Casey went with

him to a basin and half-filled it with
water. "Go ahead."
"Ain't you even gonna lake 'em off

for that?" '

The little detective shook his head.
"Might be too much trouble to get

'em back on again," he growled.
Berger shrugged his shoulders and pro-

ceeded to wash his hands, which was not
a very easy matter with one of them
manacled. Several times Casey's right
hand was dragged into the water; but
( lasey himself looked out of the adjacent
window at the fleeting landscape.
The towels were in a rack above the

basin. Berger reached up to one of them
with his left hand and his fingers closed
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on a gun which had been hidden in it.

The train was approaching a level-cross-

ing and a bell was clanging. Casey was
still looking out of the window, and he
did not see the gun.
A shot rang out, and the detective

fell to the floor with a bullet in his lungs.

Berger knelt beside him, found the key
of the handcuffs, and unlocked them. A
few seconds later he was in an unoccu-
pied carriage, smashing the glass out
of a window with a heavy spittoon from
the floor.

The bell was still clanging because
the gates of the level-crossing had not
been opened; the train was slowing
almost to a standstill. Berger climbed
out of the window and dropped from it

on to the track.

His escape was not discovered till too
late, and at half-past seven that evening
McCaffrey stood unhappily before In-

spector Curran in that officer's room.
"You chaw a five-day suspension.

McCaffrey, without pay," said Curran
sternly. "That ought to give you a
little time to think things over, and
maybe it'll do you some good."

Yes, sir." Mac took his gun from
his pocket and his badge from under
the lapel of his coat and laid them on
the desk.
"That's all!"

As he went out and closed the door,
newspaper reporters swarmed round him
clamouring for details of Bergcr's
escape.

"I've got nothing to say!" he roared
at them. "Go on, now—heat it!"

"Don't take it out on me!" howled
one of the men he thrust from his path;
and Matt O'Brien interposed.

"Listen Mac." he said persuasively,
"don't be so hard-boiled. These guys
are only doing their jobs. Why don't
you tell 'em something?"
"Yeah, why don't you?"' chorused the

rest.

"Okay." yielded Mac. "Okay, I'll

loosen up. What's the date?"

"April the tenth," they informed him.
"All right. Here's something you can

make a lot of. I'll have Berger back in

the can in thirty days—and you can

quote meL"
A foolish boast, and one that he waa

to regret; but the reporters liked it.

A Shock' for Martin

SALLY was in a taxicab, with her head
out of the window, when he
descended the steps outside head-

quarters of the 18th Precinct, and she

called to him.
"Well, aren't you glad to see me?"

she asked as he crossed the pavement to

her with a very gloomy face.

"Sure," he replied. "Don't I look it?

You're a nice number."
"Nice nothing!" she retorted. "I've

got to get a story. Come on. get in!"
He got in, and he sat beside her.

"I thought there was a catch in it,"

he grumbled.
"I'm awfully sorry about your tough

break, Mac." she said sympathetically.
"Don't be sorry about me," said he.

"Be sorry for Casey."
"It might have been you!"
"Well, don't start buyin' flowers for

me yet. I'm gonna do a lot of damage
around here before I go out."
"Sure you are," she encouraged

"Everything's going to come out all

right. When did you eat last

Thus reminded that he had been with-

out food since somewhere in the region
of noon, Mae suggested chop suey.

"Chop suey !" quoth Sally with scorn.

"What yon need i* a little real fool

inside you! Look, why not stop and get

some things of) (he way and have a nice

quiel little meal at my place? After
dinner, you can tell me all about it."

"Why not?" The prospect pleased
him. "A good home-cooked spread
wouldn't go SO had."
Lin driver was told to stop at the first

delicatessen shop in Ninth Avenue, which

Xo the accompaniment of mock salutes McCaffrey made his way unhappily to the street.
Juue 20th, 1938.
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suggested that the ''spread" was not to

be cooked at liomo after all. Sally's

little self-contained ffal was on the third

Boor of a drab building in Ninth Avenue,
taring the elevated railway, and the

shop outside which the taxicab drew up
was not very far from it.

Mae went with Sally into the shop
and was surprised at the number of pur-

chases she made.
"Anything else?" inquired the pro-

prietor of the place, after packages had
accumulated on the glass-topped counter.

"Oh, yes," said Sally. "A bottle ol

milk!"
"Say, is this just a meal?" demanded

Mae.
"You'll cat it, and you'll like it," said

she.

The bill came to just four dollars,

which Mae paid, and the packages were
loaded into his arms except for a bottle

of pickles he slowed in a pocket and
the bottle of milk which he carried in his

left hand by the neck.
" Von go ahead and put 'cm in the

rah," said Sally at the door. "I've for-

gotten something."
She sped back to the counter, after

she had opened the door for him, and
he was about to cross the pavement when
a dark blue saloon came racing along the
street and guns blazed from it.

The bottle of milk was shattered, leav-

ing only the neck in Mac's hand, and
I luce of the parcels fell as he backed
hastily into the dorway. The blue saloon
vanished round a corner and Sally ap-

peared in a panic.
"Why. sarge, they might have killed

you 1" she gasped.
"I'll bet the\ of. that!"

gritted Mae. "just look at this!"

He held up the broken neck of the
bottle.

"Don't stand there!" implored Sally.

"I'm not gonna stand here," he
assured her, and flung the useless bottle-

neck into the gutter. "I'm gonna get
another bottle of milk!"

In the living-room of her flat, about
three-quarters of an hour later, Mac lit

a cigarette while she gathered up empty
plates and dishes.

"Now don't you feel better?" she
asked.

"Sure," he replied contentedly.
"Haven't got a toothpick, have you?"
"Where I come from," she rebuked

him, " they don't use toothpicks.

"

" What's the matter, don't they have
any teeth where you come from?"
"Uhuhu!" She reached across him

for a vegetable-dish. "But they also
have table manners."

lie thought over that statement while
she conveyed the crockery to the kitchen-
ette; but when she returned to him it

was an entirely different subject that
was in her mind.

" How do you know those were
Berger's men that shot at you?" she
asked.
"Well." he drawled, "I've got an idea

they don't like mc."
"Don't you ever take anything

ly?"
"Sometimes." Ho looked up at her

with an appreciative grin. "How about
a kiss, baby ?''

She removed the tablecloth without
answering.
"Don't you want to kiss me?"
"No."
"Then why didn't you say so?" he

laughed*.
They parted good friends, not very

long afterwards, and Sally rang up the
"Star'' with a story that made head-

In the five days of Mac's suspension
she saw a good deal of him ; and the
more ShS s.iv. of him the more she liked
June 20th, 1930.
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him. in spite of his tremendous self-

conceit.

He called for her in a poliec ear just

before she left the office on the day
he returned to duty, and he drove to the
house in Second Avenue outside which
he had captured Lefty Berger. leaving
her in the car while he ascended the
steps and rang the dttpr-l

A black woman-servant admifivl him
to the hall, but barred his way to the
stairs.

"Well, is he in, or isn't he in?" de-

manded Mac.
"Yes, he's in,*' replied the negress.

"I done tole you he's in. but for three
whole days he's sick in bed."

"That's all right, I got nice bedside
manners !"

John Martin appeared at the top of

the stairs, clad in pyjamas and dressing-

gown, and looking very far from fit.

"What's the trouble, Molly?" ho
called out, and, seeing Mao in the hall,

descended to him. "What is it you
want?"
"I want Berger," was the curt reply.

"Berger?" The crook lawyer's jaw
dropped and his fever-shot eyes rounded.
"You got Berger!"
"I had Berger!" corrected Mac.
"What are you saying?"
"Don't you read the papers?" "Mac

whipped a copy of the "Star " from his

coat pocket and held it out.

"Berger escaped!'' faltered Martin.
"B-but how could he escape? I thought
he was on the way to Sing Sing."

"So did we," gritted Mac. "Where's
he headin' for?"
"I don't know!" declared the lawyer

in a terrified voice. "How should I

know ? Listen to me. Mac, he mustn't
escape, do you hear me ! You've got
to get him !"

The newspaper fell from a shaky hand.
"Listen. McCaffrey, I'll give you a

grand—I'll-give you five grand!"

"I've got to get him without your
five grand," snapped Mac.
"But you don't understand! Berger

thinks I double-crossed him. My life

ain't worth a nickel with him loose! If

you don't get him "

"If this is an act you're putting on,"
Mac interrupted, "it smells!"
He turned away to the front door and

opened it.

"Where are you going?'' Martin cried

in dismay. "What arc you going to

do?"
"I'm gonna get an ice-cream soda,"

jeered Mac, and went out and slammed
the door.

Sally was waiting anxiously in the
police car, but all he said as he climbed
in beside her at the wheel was:
"Where to. baby?"
"Anywhere you like," she replied.

"What did Martin have to say?"

"Oh, Martin?" The car started, and
a radio set in it was switched on. "Oh,
ho said—he said he didn't like the sea-

shore because it was too near the
ocean."
"Stop kidding, Mac." expostulated

Sally. " This is my job. I've got to

turn in something."
A voice from the loudspeaker made

her jump.
"New York Police Department," it

said, "calling car twenty-sewn
"

"What did Martin say?" she insisted.

"Wail a minute, wait a minute."
urged Mac. "Car twenty se\ en. that's

Danny !"

' But Mao "

"Wait!"
"Thirty-eighth and Sixth Avenue,"

the voice went on. " Thirty-eiirhth and
Sixth. Investigate ringing ol burglar
alarm. That's the Drover's Savings
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Bank, Thirty-eighth and Sixth Avenue.
Hurry! That is all!"

" A Scared Cop "

DANNY WALSH was on duty in a
radio police car that nieht. and he,

and a plain-clothes man with him,
were already outside the bank premises
when Mac drove up and jumped d

on to the pavement.

"You. stay there," he said to Sally,

and mounted tl of a broad-
columned entrance. "It's me, Danny!
What's up?"
Danny turned back from a glass-

panelled door through which he had
been peering.
"I don't know," he replied. "The

bell ain't ringing, but there oughta be
a light in there."
The plain-clothes man was sent off to

watch the hack of the building, and
Mac and Danny went to the glass:

panelled door together. It was unfas-

tened, but as Mac went to open it a
gun jetted the dark interior with flame,
and he jumped aside just as a bullet

shattered a pane of glass close to where
his head had been.

"That's all I wanted to know," ho
said grimly. •

"Whew, that was close!" breathed
Danny.
"We're goin' in after them."
"Don't be dumb!- Let's figure this

out. first!"

"You don't expect 'em to come out to

you, do you?" scoffed Mac. "Cover
me; I'm goin' in!"

He went to draw his^ gun, but sud-

dei ly remembered he hadn't got it with
him. That made no difference to his

determination, however, because Danny
had a Rim. He went down on his

hands and knees and crawled to the
door.
"You ready?" he whispered.
"Go ahead," returned Danny.
More shots rang out as the door was

opened, but they whizzed harmlessly
over Mac's head as he crawled inside.

and Danny fired back. He reached a

column and stood behind it ; then
Danny entered the bank, to the accom-
paniment of more shots, and Mac knew
that one of the men was against a par-

tition inside the counter, and that the

other was crouching behind a desk.

He dropped to the floor and crawled
towards the counter. A bullet sang past
his left ear as he reached it : another one
almost scorched his cheek as he clam-
bered up and exposed himself. Danny
fired twice in rapid succession, and then
Mac hurled himself upon the fellow by
the partition, bore him to the floor and
handcuffed him.
He reached for his hat. which had

fallen from his head in the struggle,

and he looked about him. The darkness
had seemed intense when first he had
entered the bank, but his eyes had be-

come accustomed to it by now, and a
street lamp was shining in at one of the

windows. He saw that the man who
had been crouching behind the desk
was lying on his face, motionless.

"Get up!*' he rasped at his captive,

and, as the command was obeyed,
dragged him across the floor to bis

federate and found that the confederate
was dead."

"Well, he ain't gonna cost the State
anything." he remarked. "You're
lucky! You'd base been lyin' right

alongside of him if I'd had my gun!
Come on!"

Out. from behind the counter he

dragged his prisoner, and he called out

triumphantly

;

"We Rot 'em both. Danny!"
"That's—great—Mac," responded a
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feeble voice from across tlie big room

;

and Mac immediately opened one side

of tlie handcuffs to fasten his prisoner to

a brass grille on the counter, so that

he could go and find his colleague.

Danny was slumped against a wall

with his chin on his chest.

"You got hit!" exclaimed Mac,
catching hold of his arm. "You got
hit!"
"In the middle," faltered Danny.
There was a telephone for the use of

customers not very far away. Mac
dived into the box and dialed the
operator.

"Send a police ambulance to the

Drover's Bank right away," lie directed,

and went back to Danny.
"I knew you'd get hit." he said

miserably, "I told you you would! Why
didn't you sail in like f did? Why
didn't you listen to me? You're too

careful—you've always been too careful.

That's the trouble! I told you to wade
in! I've been telliu' you that ever
since I've known you !"

"Sure." murmured Danny, "I know,
Mac—but I guess Me don't figure .the
same."
"What's that gotta do with it?" com-

plained Mac. "If you're gonna be a
cop you've gotta be a fightin' cop. It's

the careful guys that set hurt ! I've
told you. and I've told you. and I've

told you ! Now look at you I You've
got plugged—plugged because you stood
out there like a target, waitin' for 'em!"
Danny held a hand to his stomach

and sagged forward, and Mac, in high
concern, held him up.
"Does it hurt much. Danny?" he

asked gently.
"Gettin' plugged like this ain't so

bad." muttered Danny. "It's getting
a slug in the wrong place. You know.
bein' crippled, spendin' the rest of your
life with somebody washin' you and
dressin' you, and pushin' you around."
"But Danny," said Mac, "when

you're afraid——

"

"Who's afraid?" Danny interrupted,
a cold perspiration streaming from his

brow and his face all twisted with
agony. "You think you're brave, but
you'll never be brave. Mac. till you've
been scared—and bein' scared ain't bein'
yellow."
"I didn't say you were yellow,

Danny," protested Mac.
The police ambulance arrived and

Danny was taken off to hospital ; a
patrol wagon was summoned, and the
uninjured crook was taken off to gaol.
About an hour afterwards, Mac opened
the front, door of the flat in East Ninety-
ninth Street, and Sally was with him.

"Is that Danny?" Mrs. Waish called
out from the sitting-room, where she
was darning a pair of her husband's
socks.

"No, it's me!" Mac marched into
the room. "This is Sall\- Rogers, the
girl I was telling you about."
Mrs. Walsh approved of Sally at first

glance and put her arms round her
shoulders.
"I'm so glad to see you." she said

warmly. "It's about time he brought
you around."
Tears flooded Sally's eyes and Mac

turned away to the window. Mrs.
Walsh looked from one to the other in
bewilderment.

"Is anything wrong?" she asked.

"Danny's dead!" blurted Mac. "He
stopped a slug down at the Drover's
Bank."
"Mac!" Sally cried in a horrified

voice; hut Mrs. Walsh seemed stunned.
She stared at Mac as be strode about
the room, '.hen bowed her h<\id and
buried her face in her hands
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He knelt with the note in his hand beside the fallen messenger,
and he shook the chin he had assaulted with his fist.

"I warned him!" raged Mac. "1
warned the guy a hundred times, but
he wouldn't listen ! He had to play it

careful, but you can't give a crook an
even break. I told him he'd get it! I

told him time after time, you gotta get
the other guy before he gets you. You
gotta sail in! ' It ain't gettin' slugged.'

he kept fellin' me, ' it's gettin' hurt.'

That's what he was afraid of—gettin'

hint !"

Mis. Walsh sank into a chair and
Sally leaned over her. But Mac con-
tinued to stalk back and fortli like a

raged animal, giving vent to his own
feelings without a thought for the feel-

ings of a woman rendered speechless
with grief.

"Now look where he is because he
wouldn't listen! It happens every time!
A scared cop is a dead cop!"

"Shut up!" Sally blazed at him.
"Get out! Go on, get out!"
He stared at her in blank astonish-

ment, and then Mrs. Walsh began to

sob and he went hurriedly out from the
room.

In Broad Daylight

APRIL passed; May came. The
thirty days that Mac had given
himself in which to recapture

Lefty Bergcr expired on tlie tenth of

May, but the convict was still at large

a week after that date.

The boastful detective was on his way
out from police headquarter; on the

morning of tlie twentieth when a man
stopped him on the steps,

"McCaffrey?"
"Yeah."
"Here's a message for you."
Mac accepted the envelope which was

offered to him. and tlie man who had
delivered, it rushed down the steps and
disappeared before it was opened. In-
side was a newspaper cutting with the
headline, "I'll have Berger back in gaol
in thirty days," and over the headline

was written in red ink: "Don't make
me laugh!—B."
Mack hadn't any idea whom "IV"

might be. but he was furious. He
thrust the cutting into a pocket and
went off to a lunch-room round the

corner in Broadway, where he perched
on a stool and ordered a sup of coffee.

In a mirror behind the counter he
caught sight of Sally, seated at a table.

It was the first time he had seen her
since the night of Danny's death, and
he immediately descended from the stool

and went over to her.

"Remember me?" he asked.
She looked up at him-*-and at the hat,

upon his head.
"I don't remember the face." she

said, "but the bad manners are
familiar."
Off came the hat.
" Mind if I sit down ?"

"I wouldn't mind if you fell down!"
she retorted.
He seated himself beside her and a

fat waiter immediately approached the
table, but was ignored.

"Still sore, eh''" he suggested.
"I never was sore," she declared.
"Then why didn't you answev your

telephone? I've been calling you for

the last four weeks!"
"I had nothing to say."
" Yon could listen, though, couldn'l

you? I had plenty to say."

The waiter coughed to attract atten-

tion.

"What do you want?" Mac rapped
at him.
"That's what I'm supposed to "i.

you," the man replied with a grin

"I don't want anything! Beat it'

Sally's empty cup and saucer wero
placed upon an empty plate and the
waiter went off with them. Sally rose.

"Been frightening any more widows
lately?" she asked pointedly.

"Haven't had any time," he replied,

getting to his feet and walking with
June 20th, 1938.
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net towards the pay-desk. "I've been
too busy trailing Tony Ricci."

"Ricci?" she echoed. "What good
will that do you? I thought it was
Berget you were after."

"He's a Berger'a man, and one of

these days he's gonna lead me right

smack to him."
"Won't that be fun?"
"Berger won't think so."

She paid her own bill and she walked

out from the lunch-room in a manner
that discouraged hin* from accompany-
ing her.

On the tenth of June a perfect

si ranger stopped him in the street,

asked Rim if his name was McCaffrey,

and handed him an envelope. At the

same moment a newsboy pestered him

to buy a paper, and the stranger

vanished into a big office building.

Mac' opened the envelope with mis-

givings which were justified. Inside it

was a calendar page for the month of

June, with a red circle round the date!

That day he had an interview with

Inspector Curran because the inspector

had sent for him.
"I've got twenty different stools

working in twenty different places," he
asserted, "hut Berger might just as

well have dropped off the face of the

map."
"What about Ricci?" asked Curran.

"I've done everything but sleep with

him."
"If only you hadn't promised to have

Berger back up the river in thirty

days.'' said Curran bitterly, "the papers

wouldn't be jumping on us now !"

"He's gotta show up one of these

days," growled Mac, "and when he

does it's gonna be just too bad for

him."
"And if it isn't soon," retorted the

inspector, "it's going to be just too

bad for us! All right!"

About a week later McCaffrey trailed

Tony Ricci to a telegraph office on the

east side of the city and waited in an

adjacent doorway till the swarthy crook

came out and went off in a car. Then,
full of high hopes, he entered the office,

displayed his badge to the girl behind

the counter, and demanded to sec the

message which had just been dispatched.

The telegraph form was produced for

his inspection. On it was written:

" Detective-Sergeant McCaffrey,
Police Headquarters, 18th Precinct,

City.

"Thirty days hath September, April,

June and November.—Ricci."

He went back to West Forty-seventh

Street in the worst of tempers, and he
was mounting the steps outside head-

quarters when a black-browed man
stopped him.
"Know where I'll find McCaffrey?"

An envelope was in the man's hand,
and that was more than enough to in-

furiate the already discomfited detective.

"Right here!" he roared, and struck

out with his left fist to such purpose
that the man fell backwards down the

steps to the pavement and sprawled
there.
Mac sped down to him and picked up

the envelope which had dropped on a

flagstone. He ripped it open while a

patrolman and pedestrians gathered

round.
"Smart guy, eh?" he snarled. "This

time you'll wait for an answer!"

A folded sheet of paper «:is extracted
from the envelope, hut the expression of

wrath on Mac's face changed to one of

utter consternation as he opened it out
and read :
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" Meet me in the lunch-room on

Second Avenue. I'm hungry.

—

Sally."

He knelt with the note in his hand
beside the fallen messenger, and he shook
the chin he had assaulted with his fist.

"Hi, fella!" he said remorsefully.

"Look, look! Honest I didn't mean to

do that! Honest I didn't!"
Within half an hour he was seated

beside Sally at a table in the lunch-

room where he had made her acquaint-

ance and was overjoyed to find her
quite friendly again. They had a meal
together and talked.

"You sure like coffee," commented
Sally, after he had had his cup refilled

for the third time.
"I must," he returned, "or I wouldn't

drink so much hot water just to get a

little of it."

Matt O'Brien entered the lunch-room
with his camera slung over his shoulder,

saw them, and seated himself at their

table.

"How are you, flatfoot?" he said.

"What d'you know?"
"Everything," replied Mac, who was

none too pleased at his arrival. "What
do you want me to tell you?"

"WTiere's Berger? You're the guy
that said you'd have him back in thirty

days!"
Mac grabbed up a bowl of sugar with

the intention of tossing its contents into

the grinning face of the photographer

;

but he put the bowl down again and
sprang to his feet as shots rang out in

the street, followed by screams.

Out from the lunch-room he flew and
across the roadway, with Sally and Matt
O'Brien close behind him. On the
opposite pavement a crowd was gather-
ing round a man in dark clothes who
lay with his head on the second step of

the house whence Lefty Berger had been
carried in a basket.

"It's Martin!" Mac exclaimed, and
he dropped on his knees beside the
prone form and felt at a wrist in which
there was no pulse.

"It— it was de feller in de car," said

an excited man who was standing
against the railings of the area with a
small boy beside him. "We saw de
whole thing, me and Tommy. Golly, it

was just like in dem detective
magazines!" ,

Mac. looked up at the speaker, ob-
viously a Swede, thin of face but by
no means lean of body.
"You saw it, eh?"
"Sure I did," was the emphatic

reply. "Me and Tommy, we was just
walking down de street when dis eat
came by."
"How many men were in it?" de-

manded Mac.
"Dere wasn't anybody else in de car

—only de driver."
"All right."
Mac stood up, and he drove the crowd

back so that O'Brien could take photo-
graphs of the eye-witness and his small
sen. Sally took out a notebook and
.isked questions.
The name of the Swede, she ascer-

tained, was William Anderson, and he
lived at Tatum Place, in the Bronx.
Police officers arrived, an ambulance
was summoned to convey the dead body
of the lawyer to the mortuary, and
Sally and O'Brien tool; a taxieab to the
office of the " Star."

The Lie Detector

THAT evening, in his own home,
William Anderson proudly dis-

played to his very plain W'ife

and his aged mother a picture of him-
self and his offspring on the front page
ot the "Star," a picture which was
raptioned :

E\\ry Tuesday

"William Anderson, accountant, and
iiis nine-year-old son Tommy, of 1,824,

Tatum Place, eye-witnesses in the fatal
shooting of John Martin, noted criminal
lawyer.

"

"It's a wonder you didn't get shot!"
shuddered Mrs. Anderson.
"Sure it is," agreed her spouse

proudly. "Gosh, bullets was flying
around just like another World War,
wasn't -it, Tommy? Mamma, I bet you
never fought we'd get our names in de
paper dat way, and our pictures, too."

"It's awful!" said Grandma
Anderson.
Her daughter-in-law suggested that

another copy of the paper should be
obtained and sent to a certain Cousin
Eric.

"I t'ought o' dat," said Anderson,
"and I bought a couple."
He went out from the living-room

into the lounge hall and returned with
nearly a quire of "Stars" which he
stacked upon a table.

"A couple!" quoth Grandma
Anderson, viewing the pile.

"Well, it ain't every day we get our
pictures in de paper."
A telephone-bell rang and Mrs..

Anderson went to the instrument, which
reposed on a sideboard.
"Hallo, yes?" she said. "Well, this

is Mi's. Anderson. Yes, I'm Mr.
Anderson's wife."
Anderson swept over to her.

"Who is it?" he asked eagerly.
"Who is it?"
"Will you give me a chance to

hear?" she silenced him. "What?
No, I was just talking to mv husband.
Now what is it? Tell him what?"
Her eyes widened and her face paled.
"He'd better keep his mouth shut?
You—you mean you'd kill him?"
"Kill me!" gasped William

Anderson. "Who—who is dis?"
With a very shaky hand his wife re-

placed the instrument.
"He wouldn't give me any name."

she faltered. "He just said you mustn't
tell the police anything at all about
seeing Martin get shot, or something'll
happen to you. Why did you have to

say anything? Suppose they was to

do something to us."
William Anderson became terrified.

"B-but, yon see, dcy asked me so

quick, I—I already told dem I saw it,"

he stammered. "What can I do?"
His wife considered that point.

"Ain't a person liable to forget?"
she asked. "D'you want to get us all

killed? If the police talk to you again
say you don't remember. Under-
stand? You don't remember."
"I don't remember," repeated her

husband, like one learning a lesson.

He. repeated the phrase again next
morning at headquarters. Inspector
Curran had sent for him, and he sat

very uncomfortably in a chair facing
that officer with plain-clothes men all

around him.
"What d'you mean, you don't

remember?" rapped Mac. "You knew
all about it yesterday."
"Are you keeping quiet because

you're afraid to talk?" asked Curran
shrewdly.
"Honest, I don't remember," pro-

tested Anderson. "You see, I—I don't
see so good. It's my eyes

"

"You're an accountant, and your
eyes are no good, eh?" scoffed Mae.
" Yesterday vou told me in the presence
of this patrolman that you saw the guy
who did the shooting as he went by in

the car. What does he look like?"
"I don't remember," persisted

Anderson.
One after another the inspector 1 a i <

.

six cards on the desk in front of him,
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and on each of the cards were side-

face and full-face photographs of
criminals, including Lefty Berger.
"Do you recognise any of these?" he

asked.
Anderson said "No " to all of them,

and it seemed to C'urran that he was
most, emphatic about the last one.
"You're lying!" he accused.
"I'm not lying." Anderson averred.

"J'm telling you I don't recognise any
of dem."
At a signal from Curran two of the

plain-clothes men pushed forward a
little wheel-table on which a curious
instrument stood.

"Did yon ever hear of a lie

instrument?" thundered C'urran.
Anderson shook his head and gazed

apprehensively at the instrument.
"Take off your coat and roll up your

right sleeve."
The unhappy man obeyed and sat

down again, whereupon an attachment
such as is used for taking blood-
pressure was fastened to his arm and a
fl":< was passed round his body over
his heart.

"You may lie to us." said the
inspector, "but you can't lie to that."
A dial on the machine was turned

and the sound of a high-frequency
current rose to a shrill hum. Curran
pointed to a chart beside the dial and
to i recording needle above it.

"When you tell a lie," he said, "your
pulse quickens and this needle shows it

on the chart. All right, we know that
one of these six men shot Martin, and
we also know by your own admission
that you saw him. Now, do you recog-
nise this man?"
"No," Anderson replied, and the

needle of the machine did not deviate
in the least from a straight line it

traced upon the chart.
The other five cards of photographs
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produced equally negative results,

though perspiration stood in beads upon
the Swede's brow.
"Take it off!" said Curran, and the

band was removed, the flex was re-

moved, and the lie detector was wheeled
aw ay.

" Very well, Anderson," Curran said
sternly, "if you won't help us we can't
make you, but I just want to tell you
this. The citizen> of this city are quick
to complain about the slow work of the
police, but the police are slow only
because of people like you. Instead of
helping justice you hinder it because
you're a coward. It isn't that you don't
remember; you won't remember.
You're Beared."
He sat down and waved his hand in

dismissal.
"All right, you can go now. When

we want you again we'll send for you."
Anderson did not stop to put on his

coat. He grabbed it and his hat, and
he went out from the room as fast as
his legs could carry him. The other
officers were dismissed save Mae, and
the inspector said to him dis-
appointedly :

"Well, U couldn't have been
Berger !"

"No?" returned that detective
sceptically. "Well, I wouldn't give
you a dime for a dozen of your lie

detectors, Martin told me Berger was
after him. I know it was Berger."
"Then why don't you bring him in?"
"I often wonder '

"

A clerk entered with two photo-
graphic prints which he placed on the
desk before the inspector. They looked
precisely similar, but actually they were
micro^pnotographic enlargements of two
separate bullets.

"That." said the clerk, pointing to

one of them, "is the bullet that killed
Martin. It was fired from the same
gun as this one, which is the bullet with
which Berger killed Casey."
"From the same gun, eh?" ex-

claimed Mac. "So it wasn't Berger,
eh? I told you those lie detectors are

11

no good. Why, if a guy's a good
liar

"

"Wait a minute, wait a minute!"
interrupted Curran with a sudden in-

spiration. "There's nothing wrong
with that lie detector. Use your head.
How long is it since you saw Berger?"
"The night he escaped," Mac replied.

"Two months ago."

"This bullet says 'Berger,' but
when Anderson saw Berger's picture
nothing happened. D'you know why?
Because Berger has had his appear'
changed. Who -says the lie detector
doesn't work? Anderson didn't recog-
nise these photos. Nobody knows \

Berger looks like now, nobody but his
own mob and that little rat Anderson."
"Then Anderson's got to talk!"

howled Mac.
"Listen, McCaffrey," said Curran,

"there'll be no more of that."

When Mac went off duty that eve
he carried with him a number of matt
bromide prints of Berger, enlarged for

him by the photographic department
from the record cards. He took them
home with him. spread them out on a

chesterfield and with a pencil made
various alterations to Berger's face,

adding a moustache in one print, an
imperial in another, and so forth.

Sally called by appointment at eighl

o'clock, but instead of getting ready !>

take her out to dinner he continued
with his self-appointed task.

She sat on the arm of the chesterfield

for over half an hour without a word
from him. then rose with an air of
determination and picked up her coat
and handbag.
He looked round as she opened the

door, but she went straight out to the
Mah'j, and lie called after her in vain.

lie nished out from the flat, and down
in the hall he caught up with her.

All right," said the inspector, " we know that one of these six men shot Martin, and we also know
by your own admission that you saw him. Now do you recognise this man ? "

June 20th, 1938.
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"Whcrj you goin' ?" lie asked.
"Thought we were going to have some
dinner together. What's the matter?
Don't you feel good?"
She looked him straight in the eye,

and she said coldly :

"For the first time in a long while,

Mac, I guess I don't feel at all, or
rather, I'm beginning to feel sorry I've

made such a fool of myself."
"What're you talkin' about?" he

asked in a puzzled sort of way.
"We're wasting our time, Mac," she

replied. "I'm wasting mine, and
you're wasting yours". I had it all

figured out once before—that night
Danny Walsh died, but I didn't have
sense enough to realise it. You don't
go in for mush or sentiment or heart,
Mac, and that's why this is no good."
"Now wait a minute!" howled Mac,

but she went on relentlessly:
" At first I thought it was your job,

this being an eternal policeman—a two-
legged bloodhound. But it isn't; it's

your nature, and you can't change that.

But women are funny animals, Mac.
You see, women are full of mush and
sentiment, and they overlook a lot, but
all of a sudden they can't overlook any
more, and then they up and out—just

like I'm doing now."
"Aw," said he rudely, thrusting his

hands in his pockets, "what you need
is a powder."
She opened the front door, and when

she was out. on the top step she slammed
it behind her.

In the Dark

SOME little time later Mac travelled
up into the Bronx in (he police
car he usually drove, and he found

the Andersons' house in Tatum Place
without any great difficulty. It was a
frame building of no great size but
with quite a pretentious porch, and it

stood in its own neat little garden wall
well back from the road.
William Anderson opened the front

door to him, and he would have shut
it in his face had he not been denied
the opportunity. Mac had called to
question the small boy Tommy, and
question him he did, in the presence of
his indignant parents and his equally
indignant grandmother.

" Come on now, think hard," he in-

sisted. "What did the guy with the
gun look like?"
"The cowboys," piped the youngster.
"What would that child know about

it?" stormed Grandma Anderson.
"How can you expect a kid his age

lo remember?" William Anderson
demanded plaintively.
"Bad memories run in your family,

don't they?" sneered Mac, and turned
to the boy again. "D'you know what
happens to kids when they tell lies?"
"Let go o' me!" whimpered the

youngster.
"All right," said Mac grimly,

"that's that. Get your hat, Anderson,
and his, too."
"But Tommy shouldn't go out this

time of night," complained the old
lady. "It's past his bedtime now."
"When I want information from

you," Mac retorted, "I'll ask for it.

He's going down to headquarters."
On the other side of Tatum Place, as

Mac went out from the house with
Anderson and the boy, a dark blue
saloon was standing. Tony Ricci was
in it with another member of Berger's
gang, and they wore watching the
house. There were two men in the
front seat.

"What's the idea of takin' the kid?"
growled Ricci's companion.
"Forget the kid," returned the

swarthy crook. "He don't know what
day it is."
June 20th, 1936.
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"If he gives that guy the works once
more "

"Shut up!" hissed Ricci.
Anderson and Tommy were driven

down to headquarters, but Mac got no
farther with thorn than the switchboard
in the oute? office, for there the officer

on duty informed him that someone had
just been trying to get him on the
telephooue.
"Male or female?" asked Mac,

foolish enough to think that Sally
might have relented.
"Well, it sounded like a man-to me,"

was the reply, "but it could have been
a woman with a bass voice. They said
to tell you not to worry, they had
Anderson's mother, and you could tell

it to the guy that was with you."
"My mother?" gasped Anderson.
"How long ago?" demanded Mac.
"I said just before you came in,"

replied the officer at the switchboard.
"Berger's got her!" decided Mac.

"Come on."
Back to the house in Tatum Place

McCaffery drove as fast as traffic and
traffic lights permitted. The dark blue
saloon had not moved, but Tony Ricci
was on the sidewalk now, peering round
the back of it and a six-shooter was in

his hand.
Anderson was out of the police car the

instant it stopped, and Tommy jumped
down after him. They were running
along the garden path when Mac
descended from the wheel, jumped a
low hedge, and ran across a lawn to

catch up with them. He heard a shot,
felt something hit. him in the forehead,
and went down with a thud upon the
turf.

Anderson looked back from the porch,
and his wife came running out from
the house; Tommy screamed. On the
other side of the road Tony Ricci
scrambled into the blue saloon and the
hum of its engine died away in the
distance.

Mac tried to raise himself as
Anderson stooped over him, but sank
down again with a groan.
"Are you hurt" asked the Swede

foolishly.

"I feel fine," gritted Mac. "Get an
ambulance."
"But my mother—how about my

mother ?"

"Get an ambulance."
Mrs. Anderson telephoned for an

ambulance, and Mao was swept off to

hospital in it. He was kept in a
dark ward for two days, and then was
taken home with a bandage not merely
over the wound in his forehead, but
over his eyes as well.

For three days Mrs. Walsh suffered
almost as much from his temporary
blindness as he did himself, for he was
afraid to be left alone even for a few
minutes.
In the evening of the fifth day after

Ricci had shot him Danny's widow said
several uncomplimentary things about
Sally as she cleared away the remains
of a meal.

"She's a fine sort of a girl!" she
fumed. "You shot, and her not coming
near you to see how you are. I knew
you'd pick out some lightheaded fool

who wouldn't give a snap of the fingers
whether you lived or died."
Mac remained silent in his chair.

His pride would not permit him to
explain the true circumstances.
"Well, aren't you goin' to say some-

thing?" she snapped at him, sweeping
towards the kitchen door with a loaded
tray.

' Where you goin' ?" he cried out.

"I'm only carrying these dishes into
the kitchen," she replied. "Don't ba
so jumpy."
"How would you be," he demanded,

tyy
ittin' here wi
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"if you were sittin' here \vith your eyes
tied up, not knowing what's going on?"
"Well, the doctor says you've got to

stay there and not remove the bandage,"
she reminded him. "If you'd been shot
a fraction of an inch lower "

"Stop it, will you?" he burst out.
"Why do you keep harping on that all

the time?"
The doorbell rang, and he leaned for-

ward, listening intently as she put down
the tray and i ent to answer its

summons. Sally was outside.
"Oh, come in," said Mrs. Walsh.

"Why, we were just talking about you."
"Who is it?" bellowed Mac.
"It's me—Sally," replied Sally,

entering the room. "How do you
feel?"
Mac relaxed in his chair.
"Fine," he said with sarcasm.
"I didn't know it was this bad,"

she murmured sympathetically.
"Oh, it came near to being a lot

worse," said Mrs. Walsh. "I'm so glad
you've come. I haven't got a thing in

the place for breakfast, and he won't
let me step a foot out of this room."
"You go ahead," urged Sally. "I'll

stay here until you come back."
"I won't be any time at all."

The tray was conveyed to the kitchen
and Mrs. Walsh shed her apron, put on
a hat, and went off to make some pur-
chases.

"I thought you were all washed up
with me," said Mac after a while.
"Who said I wasn't?" Sally retorted.

"I know," he drawled. "You just
came around because you hate me."

"Listen to me, Mister Detective-
Sergeant," said she severely, "we've
been through all that before. Why don't
you just put it down to the fact that I

want to bo friendly—that I want to

help?"
"I sure would like to be able to figure

you out !'\'

"If you'd just figure yourself out."
she informed him, "you'd have no
trouble understanding me."
"Huh!" he grunted. "Got a

cigarette ?"

She had no cigarettes with her, and a
box on the mantelpiece to which ho
directed her was empty.

"I'll go out and get you some," she
said.

"No, never mind!" he cried. "Stay
here, will you?"

" But it's only down to the corner,

Barge. I'll be back in just a minute.
Take it easy."
"Take it easy?" he howled. "Take

it easy? That's all right for you to say.

You've never been like this! Suppose
somebody was to take a crack at me,
what could I do? I tell you it's liko

having your hands tied! Anybody could
do anything to you!"
"But nobody's going to do anything

to you," she said soothingly. "Now pull

yourself together—I won't be a minute.

"

She patted him on the shoulder, picked
up her handbag, and went out. He heard
the front door being opened and closed,

and he sat bolt upright in his chair with
every muscle tense.

The flat was so quiet that the ticking
of the clock on the mantelpiece beat
into his ears. The window of the living-

room was open, because the night was
warm, and outside the window was a
well on to which the windows of other
flats opened. Across the well somebody
raised a creaking sash, and Mac sprang
up in alarm and whipped a gun from a

pocket of his dressing-gown.
"Say something!" he shouted wildly.

"Why don't you say something? Say
something, d'you hear?"
He blundered against a little table, and

(Continued on page 25)
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The shooting of this girl was so wonderful that the manager of Buffalo Bill's Wild
West Show signed her up. Toby Walker, the rifle champion of the world, was with the
show and his arrogant, boastful ways made him far from popular. Eventually, Annie
wrests the title from him and Toby starts on the down grade. In a contest he wounds
her and is fired by an irate Colonel Cody—they thought it was revenge ! A smashing
r drama, starring Barbara Stanwyck

The Two Champions

THIS story goes way back to 1885,
when Cincinatti was just a
smallish town composed mostly

of wooden buildings, and the Maclvoi
Hotel was its only decent place foi

;i night's lodging.
Outside Lem Jordan's store a bill-

poster was busy fixing' a large notice.
It proclaimed that "the Great Toby
Walker, World's Champion Shot,"' would
give a shooting display at the Bijou
Theatre during the week ot

August 13th.
On the steps of the store stood the

sheriff, Lem Jordan and several of their
cronies. All were staring curiously and
expectantly at a slip of a girl who was
Razing solemnly at the poster. Thick
brown curls tumbled from beneath a

funny old felt hat; her calico dress was
worn and faded—and yet this girl was
remarkably attractive. Her smile was
so bright and happy.

Seated on an old wagon, which was
loaded with stores, were an elderly
woman and two youngsters—a boy and
a girl. They were the young woman's
mother and her sister and brother. They
were just as absorbed ns the men in

watching. The opinion of Annie
Oakley was valued even though she was
no more than twenty years of age.

"Gosh, ma—ain't he prime?" Annie
exclaimed. "He's the greatest shooter
in the whole world."
"All right, buddy "—Lem Jordan

waved to the bill-poster
—"you can leave

it no."

If Annie had ordered that notice to

be torn down and trampled in the dust
it would have been done. Shooting
meant so much in Annie's life. For five

years Annie had supported her widowed
mother, Susan and Wesley by her skill

with a gun. The gun she had inherited
from her father had made Annie
famous. She supplied countless tables

with l dehcao—quail 1 . . : i\ bird

Annie brought down with a single shot.

Annie had driven up to Lem's store
with six dozen fine quail when the bill-

poster had started his task. The de-

cision of whether it should remain had
been left with the girl.

Lem paid for the quail, and then the
girl and her family drove away. The
men watched the old wagon till it was
out of sight.

"I'll wager that gal could knock the
eye out of a bumblebee at fifty yards,"'

muttered the sheriff.

"Yeah!" Old Lem nodded his head.
"Them quail she shoots don't know
what hits 'em. Slap in the head every
time. She's a regular little wonder."

The Challenge

IN the saloon of the Maclvor Hotel
there were a great number of men.
Most of them were members of the

sporting fraternity. They wore the
latest style in morning coats and many
wore tall hats.

Little Maclvor—he of the bushy eye-
brows, drooping whiskers and canny
disposition—came bustling out of the
kitchen. He had just been to see that

his black chef was roasting correctly
the quail that Annie had shot. There
was to be quite a banquet that night
at his hotel, for the great Toby Walkei
was residing under its roof.

In the saloon it was not very hard to

find out which was Toby Walker. He
leaned against the bar with an air of

patronage and self-importance. Toby
was a tall and very handsome man, but
his enormous conceit and arrogance had
made him far from popular. That did
not worry Toby very much, for every-
one had to step to one side and knuckle
down to a person so important as him-
self. He was the greatest, shot in the
world, and, in Toby's opinion, quite as

important a person as the King of

England.
Whilst Toby's clothes were of a loud

pattern, those of the slim, clear-eyed
and clever man standing near his side

were of modest black. But those clothes
were of good cloth and well cut, and
the wearer of a commanding appear-
ance that, almost amounted to good
looks. Jeff Hogarth was a very im-
portant person. He -was the manager
of Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show, and
that very morning he had succeeded in

signing up the crack sharpshooter.

I'Well, Toby Walker." Hogarth
raised his glass. "Here's to a new
member of Buffalo Bill's happy family."
Toby grinned.
"Guess you've done a good day's

work. Jeff."
"Yes, I think so," came the answer.

The brown eyes studied the big man
June 20th, 1936.
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speculatively. ''Colonel Cody and 1

don't sign up any second-raters, only

champions."
A somewhat inebriated sportsman

chanced to overhear the last remark,
and swayed towards the saloon bar.

Hogarth laughed and managed to save

the drunk from falling.

"So you're a champion shooter, huh?'
the sportsman leered. "I don't believe

it. Bet I could beat you myself."
Toby Walker was amused.
"Well, money talks, captain. Why

not make a contest with me?"
The sportsman was not quite so drunk

as to accept the challenge. He gave a

sheepish grin and swayed in Hogarth's
arms. But some of the others joined

into the conversation and asked Toby
Walker if he were prepared to lay any
odds on himself.

"Three to one," was the champion's
reply. " And you gentlemen can name
your own targets and distance."

It was disappointment to the cham-
pion that no one accepted these odds. It

was in saloons, where drink flowed
freely, that he usually lured some fool

sportsman into making a challenge for

some considerable sum of money, which
he always won with the greatest of ease.

"Ain't there one sport in this one-

eyed town?" Toby said with a curl of

the lips'. "I'll give you four to one."
Old Maclvor paused, and into the

shrewd, canny eyes there came a sudden
gleam.

" Could you make it five to one, Mr.
Walker?"
"Mac, you keep outa this," chuckled

the champion. "We ain't betting
marbles. This is for money."
The proprietor smiled.
"Well, I believe I've got someone who

might make it interesting for you."
"How about a little bet of a hundred

dollars, to make it more interesting?"
"Hundred dollars?" Maclvor shook

his head. "I don't think that would
interest me. But two hundred might."

"It's a bet!" Toby cried, and grinned
triumphantly. Some more easy money
was coming his way. " But you'll have
to see my new boss here to arrange the

details."

It was arranged that the contest
should take place the following morning
at the Gun Club. Maclvor, in a

moment of extraordinary generosity, in-

vited the sportsmen to have drinks on
the house, and when he saw how many
crowded round the bar, wanted to make
it "beers all round." When everyone
had gone, the proprietor wondered if he
had done a foolish thing. He hastened
to the telephone, which, in his words,
was a "new-fangled instrument of tor-

ture," and managed, after some while,

to get through to Lem Jordan's store.

"Hallo, Lem. I want you to get hold
of that quail-shooter, The one that sells

you the birds you send up here. I've
got a shooting match—a shooting match
for him. Get him. and I'll give you
thirty dollars. What's his name?" The
'phone was very bad and Mac was a

little deaf. ".What's that? Oakley. It's

Oakley—Andy Oakley? All right. Loin,
have him here in the morning.'' He
was about to ring off when he thought
of something. "Oh, Lem, Lem. Lem

—

make certain sure he's sober."

The Shooting Match

THERE was a big crowd at the shoot-
ing club on the morrow, and Toby
Walker, resplendent in an ornate

garment of white buckskin and a stet-

son to match, strutted about, like a pea-
cock. He told someone that he was
shooting against a rube from the hills

by the name of Oakley, but doubtful il

this poison would put in an appearance.
June 20th. 1986.
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Old Mac was feeling rather sorry he
had made the wager.
"Anyone that can hit quail in the

head with single ball can shoot for my
money," he cried, but his smile was
rather pathetic.

Just when Walker announced that he
could not wait all day, a girl in a ging-

ham frock came and touched old Mae-
Ivor on the sleeve.

"Are you looking far me? My name
is Oakley."
"Oakley?" questioned the hoU-1 pro-

prietor. "Where's your father?"
"Why, he's dead."
Mac gave a startled grunt.
"Then where is your brother ?"

Annie pointed to a small, rather plump
youth.
"This is my brother." She indicated

a young girl. "And this is my sister,

Susan."
" I expect it's your cousin or uncle 1

want," Mac muttered. "You see, I'm
looking for Andy Oakley, who's been
supplying me with game."
Annie laughed.
"I guess you've made a mistr.ke,

mister. Not Andy Oakley—but Annie.
It's me yon sent for."

"A girl!" His eyes nearly protrirded

from his head.
Mac made quite a scene. He cried

that it was someone's idea of a joke,

and that the contest was off. Jeff

Hogarth heard old Mac arguing and
came over to see what the trouble was,
and he laughed heartily when he found
this slip of a girl was the champion that

Mac thought could beat the one and
only Toby WT

alker. But he became
quite serious when Annie indignantly
stated that she wanted to back herself

for forty dollars, and that this was not
her money, but that of Sheriff Briggs
and Lem Jordan. Though her clothes

were so old and quaint, she made a
pleasing picture, and Jeff took a great
fancy to her.
"Miss Oakley." he assured her,

"you're going to have your chance. You
shall shoot against Toby Walker."
"Toby Walker!" Now it was Annie's

turn to have a surprise. She had
thought she had to shoot against some
local sportsman, but the idea of compet-
ing against this champion terrified her.

"It's not because I'm scared to shoot
against him," she explained to Jeff.

"But it don't seem right, somehow."
"You wouldn't have a chance, girl,"

cried Mac.
"I ain't scared he can beat me!"

flared Annie.
"We're going through with the con-

test," decided Jeff. "Mac made a wager
with Mister Walker, and all these sports-

men have gathered here to see the fun.

I shall be the first to congratulate you
if you win, Miss Oakley. I am sure you
will put up a great show against Toby."
Toby Walker had been talking boast-

fully of his shooting exploits, and thero
were many eager to listen to this great
personage. Jeff Hogarth had to push
li is way through a small crowd to get
to the man he had just signed for

Buffalo Bill's Show.
"All set, Toby!"
"Ah, so this rube's shown up at last,"

grinned Toby.
"If you'll take your place by the table

with the guns I'll send the challenger
out to you." A slight smile twitched
Jell's sensitive lips.

Toby Walker sauntered across to tin

table, and, just to show off, began to
pick up his guns and strike a pose witli

thorn. Just, to give the people some-
thing to think about and his challenger
a sinking feeling, ho fired a number of
shots at small bottles and broke the tops
off Everyone cheered loudly.

Ev^ry Tuesday

Annie, carrying her father's gun, came
nervously towards the table. She eyed
the guns admiringly, and was so im-
pressed that she put down her weapon
to pick up one of Toby's.
Toby turned and saw her.

"Hey, don't meddle with those guns!"
"I'm sorry, mister." She smiled in

friendly fashion. "But whenever I see
a gun, I always feel I must handle it."

A sarcastic grin appeared on the
man's face. He adopted a patronising
attitude.

"What's a kid like you know about
guns ?"

Annie picked up her father's musket.
"I got one here—it went clean

through the Civil War."
He roared with laughter.
"Don't tell me you shoot with a thing

like that."

"Of course I do!" Her eyes flashed

indignation.
"Well, you hang around "—he peered

down the barrel of a gun—"and then
you'll see some shooting that is

shooting."
Jeff Hogarth came up and touched

Toby on the shoulder. He was grin-

ning as he indicated the girl.

"Meet your opponent, Miss Annie
Oakley."
"What do you mean?" gasped Toby,

and, seeing the Scottish proprietor be-

hind Hogarth, pushed forward to grip

him by the arm. "Hey, Mac, is this

your idea of a joke?"
"It ain't funny to me," Mac said

dismally.
"You can't expect mo to shoot agi

a half-baked kid, and a girl at that?"
angrily shouted Toby.
"He's right. Mister Maclvor." Annie

seemed amused. "He'd look awful silly

if I beat him in front of all these

folks."

"Beat me! Why, you——
" Tobj

controlled himself with an effort. "Get
those targets ready."
"Make him earn his money, Annie,''

whispered Jeff.

A bracket with a number of bottles

was set up. The size of the bo
varied, with the largest on the left and
a minute specimen on the right.

"As the challenger, you shoot first,"

Steele, the president of the gun club

and the referee for this match, explained

to the girl. "Start with the end
target. Clear the range, boys."
Up went her gun and she smashed

the smallest bottle. That made Toby
Walker blink.

"You started at the wrong end," cor-

rected Steele.

"I like starting with the hardest !

Annie answered. "Will you set \i

again, please?"
Annie broke those bottles at thirty

yards range as if they were as easy
to shoot as large balloons. Then Toby
Walker had a similar target, and broke
all his bottles. The crowd roared its

approval. They made the bottles smaller

and farther away. All the bottles were
broken again.
"This is too easy," cried Walker.

"Give us something to shoot at."

"Certainly," answered Steele. "Wo' J'

use moving targets if it's agreeable with
Miss Oakley."
"Well, J never shot a quail while it

was sitting down," was Annie's reply,

and it made Toby Walker glare at her.
She was so calm and assured.

"You'll shoot alternatively," decided
the referee. "The first one to miss will

lose the contest. Is that all right wish
you : He looked at Annie.
"Yes."
"And vou. Mr. Walker?"
" Fine."
" And you. Mr. Maclvoi ?"
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"It's fine with me," the Scotsman
nodded.
"Just call 'Ready!'" added Steele,

"and the boys will release a clay pigeon
from the pits. You shoot first, Miss
Oakley."
''Ready!" called the girl.

"Throw!" ordered Steele.

The clay pigeon was catapulted up
into the air; up went Annie's gun.
(.'rack! The target was smashed into

email pieces.

"A hit!" called the referee.

"Good shot!" grudgingly muttered
Toby Walker.
Then it was Walker's turn to shoot,

and he hit the pigeon without any diffi-

culty. The pigeons shot out at all

angles, but they seemed to present no
difficulty to these two crack shots. The
excitement became intense when each
had scored a dozen hits in succession.

Toby Walker was not looking so debonair
and sure of himself. He kept on staring

at Annie as if he could not believe it

possible that a girl with an old musket
could be hitting these elusive targets.

When each had scored a hit for thirty

mx successive efforts, the referee called

a halt and ordered the boys in the
pits to try to release the pigeons so that

the shooting became harder. It made
no difference to Annie and Tobv
Walker.

It was rather fun battling against
this handsome Toby Walker, but after a
while Annie felt worried and upset. In
the short rest she overheard several
people talking to Hogarth and savin?
that he had signed up the wrong per-
son. She heard Jeff Hogarth answei
that Colonel Cody would not care to
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have a man in his outfit that had been
beaten by a girl. Then Mrs. Oakley
did not pour oil on troubled waters.

" Honey, I hope you ain't going to

be the cause of that young man losing

his position. They do say he's just

.signed a big contract."
All this was troubling Annie as the

match progressed. She glanced at

Walker as he was firing and she saw
that now his face looked lined. Though
Annie admired Toby and thought him
the most attractive man she had ever
met, she was quite aware that the sports-

men at the Gun Club did not like him
very much, as they shouted themselves
hoarse every time she brought down the
clay pigeons.
The score was forty-nine all and the

grey look on Walker's face decided
her. She could go on shooting quail
all her life, and this match meant so

little to her.
"Ready!" called Annie.
"Throw!" cried Steele.
Annie fired and the crowd gasped

—

it was a miss! Toby Walker squared
his shoulders and glanced round
triumphantly. The clapping was poor
when he registered a hit and victory.

"Sister, don't take it too much to

heart." Magnanimously he held out
his hand. "You gave me about as

good a match as anybody does."
"Thanks, Mr. Walker."
"You know, you've got possibilities.

Too had I won't be around to give you
a few pointers." He laughed agres
sivelv and too loudly.

Jeff Hogarth's eyes narrowed and he
looked at Walker with an angry gleam
in his brown eyes. He saw the girl

with her mother and the two younger

lo

children get into the old wagon and
drive away. Suddenly Jeff snapped
his fingers and, ignoring Walker's in-

vitation to come and have a drink,
raced off to his own buggy^

Annie was very quiet on the drive
away from the club. She pulled up
outside Lem Jordan's store, gave her
mother a look that was full of mean-
ing, and went into the store. She had
to lueak the news that she had been
beaten and lost their money.

Sheriff Briggs, Lem Jordan and
their cronies were there and discussing
the match. How their Annie had fired
shot for shot against the champion and
then missed the easiest target of all.

They grinned at her a welcome.

"Folks, I'm gonna pay 3011 folks

back the money I lost it it takes a
whole winter's shooting."
"Aw, forget it, Annie," cried the

sheriff. "You done tho best you
could."

"That's just it— I didn't," Annie
hung her head. "I missed the last shot
a purpose."
"You missed it a purpose." reitera-

ted Lem.
"I— I couldn't beat that feller,"

Annie made a sound like a sniff. "I
didn't have the heart. He was—he
was just too pretty."
They had nothing to say. They

never argued with Annie. If Annie
rhose to miss then there was nothing
more to be said about it. fshe sighed
and went out of Lem's store.

•Hallo, Miss Oakley."
Annie looked up with a start to find

the kindly natured manager standing
there, har in hand.
"Hallo?"

Up went her gun and she smashed the smallest bottle.
June 20th. 1936.
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"Miss Oakley, you know, in all the

excitement I completely forgot to get

tliat bet of yours covered, and when 1

remembered, I had to chase all this

way to find you."
Annie's face was wreathed in smiles.

"Honest—you didn't bet the
money ?"

"No, I didn't. Here it is." He
handed her some notes.

"Gee, now I can pay back the boys."
"Oh, just a minute." He stayed her

with a touch on the arm. "There is

something else I want to see you
about." He turned and addressed the

older woman'. "Mrs. Oakley, this

daughter of yours is one of the finest

shots Fxe ever seen."
"We're mighty proud of her," Mrs.

Oakley beamed.
"And we'd be mighty proud to have

her with the Buffalo Bill Show." stated

Jeff Hogarth.
"Buffalo Bill?" both women gasped.
"Why, yes." Jeff smiled. "I'm a

partner of Colonel Cody's."
"1 hope you ain't suggesting that

Annie go galavantin' around the

country with a lot of cowboys and wild
Indians." Mrs. Oaklev looked horri-

fied.

"What would ma and the kids do
without me?" Annie questioned.
"Oh, we'd pay you good money, and

just think of it, Annie Oakley in the
greatest shooting act in the country,
billed right next to Toby Walker."

Jeff watched her closely. He was an
astute man of affairs, and had not

missed the admiring glances that

Annie had given to the champion.
Annie clapped her hands.
"You don't mean ho's going to be

there '!"

"Every day for the next two years,

rain or shine."
"Mister," Annie held out her hand,

and laughed happily, " it'^ a deal."

Buffalo Bill

IN the tent before a large table

covered with papers sat one of the

most amazing men the world has

ever known. Colonel Cody, or as most
people know him -Buffalo Bill. The
greatest scout and pioneer of the West,
the most fearless man of the age and
now the owner of the most famous of

Wild West Shows.
Buffalo Bill was tall, powerfully

built and his eyes gleamed like those

of an eagle. Frank of face and loud

of voice, but (lie colonel was genuine.
A great friend but a deadly enemy.
His raven hair hung over his shoulders
anil a tufted beard sprouted from his

chin. He stared at the man perched
on the edge of his tabic with a far

from friendly gaze.
"Reckon the first thing you'd belter

know about this outfit is how I figure

on running it. This is a real Wild
West Show, with he-men doing the

things they did on the plains. Now if

you're carrying any sleight of hand up
your sleeve, you'd better forget it. I

want the real, genuine article or
nothing."
"That's what you're getting,

colonel. And naturally 1 expect to

gel billed at the top."
Colonel Cody smiled in a manner

that was quite ferocious.
"I don't suppose you'd mind,

Walker, if v. e put Buffalo Bill's name
on the posters, too?"

It was like water off a duck's back.
"Oh. I think that would be all

right." Toby laughed in his brag-
gardly way. "Guess I'll go along to

my lent if that's all you want. Thanks
for the friendly chat, colonel."
Scarce bad Toby Walker gone to his

quarters than Jeff Hogarth arrived
and with him a very nenous Annie
Oakley.
June 20th, 1936.
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"Now you wait right here while I

break the news to the colonel," ad-
vised Jeff.

"I hope he'll like me."
"Can't help it," chuckled Jeff.

Cody looked up and grinned to see
his manager and partner.
"Well, you old horse thief, 'bout

time you showed up."
"I'm sorry. I was a little delaved,

Bill."
"I should think you would

v
be. Pro-

bably ashamed to show your face aitei

sending me that New York buckaroo."

"Toby Walker?" Hogarth ques
tioned, and grinned when the colonel
nodded. "Why, he's the greatest shot
on earth, with the exception maybe of

a gun-slinger I've just signed up."
"Another one.'' Cody frowned.

"What s his name':"
" Annie !"

"Annio!" Buffalo Bill shot to his

feet. "What in tarnation thunder do
you think we're running around here,

a darned burlesque?"
"Now calm yourself, Bill," Hogarth

gestured for the big man to sit down.
"Annie Oakley's as good a shot as any-
one I ever saw."
"Did I hear someone call my

name?" said a gentle voice

"Colonel Cody, meet Miss Annie
Oakley." Jeff introduced.
"Well, dog my cats," exploded

Cody. "How do, little missy?"
" Howdy ?"

"And Bill, she shoots as pretty as
she looks."
"Maybe so." The colonel gave her

an appraising glance. "But I never
knowed any woman could shoot good
enough to join this outfit."
"They say you're a mighty fine shot

yourself. Mr. Buffalo Bill. How much
you got says I can't beat you?"
"Bust my nuttons," guffawed the

scout approvingly. "How much you
got says I can."
"Now. hold on you two," Jeff inter-

posed. "With a woman who can out-

shoot most men she would soon be the
greatest attraction in your show."
An ominous shake of the head.

"Supposing she be a grand shot,

how would it look on the billing?
Buffalo Bill's blood-curling Wild West
Show with the dainty Annie Oakley."
He looked at his manager. "And how
will the boys take it—having a woman
in the show?"

"Let's call 'em out and we'll talk
to them right now," cried Jeff.

Buffalo Bill had more than two
hundred men working for him. Cow-
boys, fighters, acrobats, athletes,

Indians, carpenters, stable-hands, and
all sorts. They looked at Annie Oak-
ley askance and muttered among them-
selves that Buffalo Bill must be getting
soft. But Annie smiled at them all so

fearlessly that they hesitated to make
any protest, and when she came into

the big mess tent and took her place
by the colonel's side they glanced at

each other questioning]}'. As girls
went she did not seem a bad sort of

baggage. Time to voice then dis-

approval later, and needless to say
within a week there wasn't a man who
Wouldn't have gone out of his way to

help Annie. She became almost a saint
to. those hard-bitten men.

Annie at that first meal met a fat.

jovial little man with side-whiskers
and bright, twinkling eyes. Ned Bunt-
line, the show's Press agent and cam-
paign organiser.
Toby Walker, hearing that dinner

was served, came in and got a surprise
to find Annie in the company. When
he heard that she had been signed on
ho opened his mouth to say a few
scathing remarks, but the eyes of the
girl were upon him. Toby cooled oil
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at once and managed to secure a seat,

next to Annie.
"Good luck, kid," he whispered.

"Any time you want any advice ot-

help you come to me."
"Ned," Jeff spoke across the table

to Buntline. "It's up to you to put
Miss Oakley across."

" You might even write her into
those dime novels you write about the
colonel here," suggested Toby Walker.
"A good idea, if it's all right with

the colonel," Ned agreed. "How's
this for a start. ' When she was a weo
mite, Bill here saved her from Chief
Sitting Bull's Redskins.' "

"Sitting Bull!" exploded Cody.
"Sitting Bull's a valuable asset to

any book," argued Buntline. "I hap
pened to know that old Bull's in'

Washington, calling on the great white
father." He turned to Hogarth.
"We've got to grab him, Jeff."

"It would be a great way to start

our season," nodded Jeff. "Especially
if we got him out for the opening
night."
The colonel made the knives and

forks rattle as he crashed down his
list.

"Not to see the show—to join the
show !" he thundered.
"Why drag in a dirty Sioux to mesa

up a good outfit?" Toby sneered. "He.
might forget himself and try anothei
massacre."
"I'm certain Mr. Bull's learnt

some manners since he chased up
General Custer," said Annie in her
frank way. "I think he would be a

great draw to the show, colonel."
"Then somehow, Ned, you've got to

lure that old Redskin into my outfit.
"

decided Cody. " Besides folks'll

good money to see him."
Toby Walker laughed harshly.
"Out in the woods maybe, but as

long as you play these eastern spots,

Toby Walker's the lad who'll pack
your arena."
"It seems to me, buddy, that wo

ain't got to worry about the gal," one
of the men whispered to his neigh
bour. "I think it's this bragging up-
start that's going to get me riled. They
say he learnt, his shooting in tie

Bowery. We'll send him back there if

he ain't mighty careful."
"A Bowery cowboy." answered his

companion. "That bronc's begging to

be busted."
Colonel Cody had taken a great

fancy to Annie, and he ordered that

her tent be placed near his and .led

Hogarth's. Toby Walker had to movi
his tent to another part of the big
field. The big shot would have argued.
but a watchman told him sharply that
those were the colonel's orders. Still

he did manage to have a few words
with her before she retired.
"I guess you thought I was sorta

fresh coming up to Cincinnati to shoot
against you?"
"Why, no, kid," he answered in his

most lordly manner. "What put that
idea into your head ?"

" I don't know. You being Toby
Walker and famous and all that. 1

must say you shoot mighty well."
"I'm the greatest ever!" cried Toby,

sticking out his chest.

"I gave you a bit of a scare." Ilet
eyes were twinkling.

" I beat you in the end, though I

have (o admit you lasted longer than
I expected."
"I could have gone on shooting those

absurd pigeons till doomsday. Didn't
it occur to you that it was quite a

simple target that I mis-.

"What are you hinting at?" he
demanded.
Annie camo quite close to him.
"I let you beat me," she laughed

gaily. "Good-night, Toby."
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Toby Walker walked away fingering

his big chin and thinking over what
Annie had said'. He stopped abruptly

outside his tent. "Dang me, but I do
believe she missed that pigeon on pur-

pose." Then he gave a little chuckle.

"But if she had not missed then she

couldn't have lasted very much longer.

I was bound to have beaten her in the

long run. No man's got a chance
against me, certainly not a slip of a

girl. Still. I gotta admit she's got

nerve, and she certainly ha= the looks."

How Sitting Bull Was Won

FOR all his boasting and bragging
Toby Walker not only knew how
to snoot but lie knew how 'o put

his stuff across. Colonel Cody watched
both Toby and Annie at work, and he

went to talk the matter over with his

manager.
" Afraid she doesn't know how to

sell it, Jeff."
"She hasn't had a chance yet. Any-

way, you don't see her missing, tie

you '!"

"No, but she's just a shooting

machine—no colour to her work.'' The
colonel laid a sympathetic hand on
Jeff's shoulder. "I'll be as sorry as

you are, but I don't think she'll make
the grade."
That she did make the grade was

due entirely to Toby Walker. Success

had gone to his head and made him a

conceited boaster. And yet so sweet
was the nature of Annie Oakley tiiat

he could no* feel any antagonism
against this girl. Almost against his

will he felt compelled to help her, be-

cause like Buffalo Bill and Jeff 'he had
watched her work-out. What =he

lacked was showmanship. If he taught
her a few tricks he would win her
gratitude, and maybe put out of joint

the nose of Jeff Hogarth.
So Toby Walker showed her some of

his tricks. How to shoot a number of

holes in wood forming the outline of a

familiar face—that of Buffalo Bill. Up
till now Annie had only had two ideas

about targets—quail and clay pigeons.

Shooting a picture was something she

had never thought about. He showed
her how to shoot a cigaretie from a

bracket, and after a while she could
shoot that cigarette out of a man's
mouth. It was Toby who taught hci
to throw three targets up in the air,

jump over a table, grab up a gun and
hit the targets before they reached the
ground. She learnt how to shoot a

coin from a man's hand.
"You shoot as good as I can," Toby

actually admitted to her. "All you
need is good showmanship and some
cute clothes."
Annie was quite small on the bill of

events and very nervous the first time
she did her shooting act She did her
shooting very well and received quite
a lot of applause, though nothing like

the deafening cheers that went to Toby
Walker.
The Wild West Show came even-

tually to Washington, and Ned Bunt-
line succeeded in getting Sitting Bull
and an Indian intcrpicter to the open-
ing performance.
Tiers of seats surrounded the sandy

arena, and there were five thousand
people there that day. The show
opened with some daring, spectacular
riding, followed by a musical ride,
bull-dogging steers end some clever
roping. One of the great scenes was
the attack by R.cdskins on a prairie
schooner and the audience would go
nearly mad with excitement when the
Indians did their famous circle of
death round the schooners. What a

cheer when cavalry rode up in the nick
of time to save the pioneers being
massacred !

Ned Buntline was not finding it easy
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He swung a mighty punch to Dan's jaw that hurled the man from the tepee.

with Sitting Bull. The huge Indian,
garbed in civilised attire, ^at with
arms folded, and with stolid gaze
looked at the show. Nothing made the
famous Indian register a spark o)

interest.
Kaiii-in-thc-Faee, the interpreter, ex-

plained that Sitting Bull would go
home if the show did not improve. His
eves narrowed a little when Toby
Walker was announced as being the
next item. Ned Buntline watched the

Indian closely when Toby Walker shot
a two-bit piece out of a man's fingers.
Sitting Bull spoke quickly to his inter-

preter in the Indian tongi e.

"White man doing all right hitting
fifty-cent piece." trai-slated Rain-in-
the-Face. "But he could have hit ten-

cent piece Show not bad for pale-
face."

Later they announced: "Miss Annie
Oakley, one of the world's greatest
shots," and when Annie rode in on a

huge piebald horse then did Sitting
Bull actually turn his head.

Toby Walker had taught the girl to
throw up two targets, but Annie was out
to help that day. She had five targets
shot into the air. and after leaping the
table succeeded in hitting every target
before they could reach the ground.
She was dressed in a dark, close-fitting

riding suit with a black stetson. She
made a picturesque sight standing out
there in the sun and shooting so calmly
at all these difficult targets.

Ned Buntline for the first time saw a

real healthy gleam of interest in

Sitting Bull's expression, and when
Annies act was over the old Indian
went nearly mad with excitement. He
rushed down the gangway and
clambered into the arena, and wobbleil
—he had grown rather fat—across the
ring to where Annie Oakley was stand
ine by the side of Toby Walker an<l

Colonel Cody. Sitting Bull began to

jabber away and wave his hands at

Annie.
At last he was pacified and Rain-in-

the-Face translated what Sitting Bull
had said. He had christened her
" Jvpow-now," or Little Sure Shot, and
that if Colonel Cody would do that
event every day he would join the show.

"Chief, it's a bargain!" cried Ned
Buntline.

Sitting Bull did a lot more of the
sign language and Rain in-the-Face
explained solemnly that Sitting Bull
would consider himself greatly honoured
if Annie would be his squaw.
"Considering his great hatred of the

white people, that's the greatest compli-
ment he could pay you," laughed Jeff
Hogarth.
"Well, I guess he'll be unlucky.

Chief Sitting Bull, 1 expect, has about
a dozen squaws as it is," Annie smiled.
"Rain-in-the-Face, tell Sitting Bull
that I should like to be counted as one
of his friends."
The fortnight at Washington was

most successful. The story of how-

Annie Oakley had been the cause ol

persuading the Redskin to join the show
had been spread by Ned Buntline, and

June 20th, 1936.
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Annie was given a marvellous reception.

Toby Walker, with a bitter smile
playing round the coiners of his mouth,
listened to the applause. She was
getting as much cheering as he received
now. It gave him a certain amount ot

satisfaction to know that all the tricks

sue knew he had taught her. It seemed
that Toby Walker had made a rod for

his own back.

Rivalry

NED BUNTLINE had decided that

Annie Oakley must appear in one
of his books on the exploits of

the great Buffalo Bill. On a train

journey three months after Annie had
joined the show ho read out to a

crowded saloon coach a special para-
graph entitled "Buffalo Bill's Ward."
"Buffalo Bill's trusty rifle barked

and another Redskin bit the dust.

Riding like the wind he swept from the
ground the beautiful girl, last survivor
of the ill-fated wagon train. He
spurred his mustang to greater speed,
sending leaden messages of death into

the ranks of the foe, but the Redkins
with fiendish screams still pursued him.
Liltle did the doughty plainsman realise

that this tiny prairie primrose was one
day to blossom into womanhood's
fairest flower—Annie Oakley."
"Ned, you're a genius!" cried the

colonel, when he had recovered from
his laughter. "Fifty thousand people
will be wanting to see her after reading
that. You know what I'm going to

do?" He gazed proudly at the girl.

"I'm gonna bill her right up, name
for name, with Toby Walker."
"Oh, but, colonel " Annie gave

Walker an anxious glance.
"So I'm to be aced out of my own

act, huh?" sneered Walker.
"Listen, Walker "—Hogarth spoke

angrily because he did not like the
champion—"Colonel Cody and I are
still running this outfit. Since you're
asking for it I may as well tell you
something. When it comes to draw,
you're not quite the biggest thing out."
"And no wonder, with everybody else

getting the limelights," Toby retorted.

"Fancy taking a green kid and billing
her up even with me."
"Oh, Mr. Walker, you know I

wouldn't do anything to hurt your
chances."
"You hurt my chances?" he derided.

"Not you or anybody else with this

!
troupe. I'll still be headlining when
the rest of you are working in livery

barns."
"Just one big happy family." mur-

mured Buntline. Suddenly the fat

man jumped to his feer. "Just a

i minute, colonel. I see

gold in this squabble. I can see it on
the billboards. Toby Walker versus

Annie Oakley—male against female. A
gigantic battle of the .->exe^ for the rifle

npionship of the world."
"Ned, you're the cleverest hoss-thief

in history." Cody slapped his Press

agent heartily on the back. "It's a

dandy. Diuned if this don't call for a

drink all round."
Some time later noticing Toby sitting

at a table all by himself Annie went
and joined him.
"I'm sorry. Toby. If it wasn't for

you I wouldn't be with tin's show."
"Don't take it personal, kid." Hi =

hands went out and gripped hers.

'-'Business is business. Besides, I enjoy
a brush with those guvs once in a while.
Don't you worry. You're aces with
me."

It was in Chicago that Ned Buntline
had huge bills printed that announced
(hat Toby Walker would compete with
Annie Oakley for the rifle championship
of the world.
June 20th, 1»3«.
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Crowds came to watch the struggle.
All kinds of targets were used, and
points allotted. Clay pigeons, bottles,

coins, ringed targets, firing over
shoulder and using a mirror, trick

shooting and even shooting from a

galloping horse.

At first Toby Walker was ahead, then
Annie crept up and drew level. At the
end of a week Toby was still just a
few points ahead, but on the tenth day
Annie was in smashing form and for the
first time gained the lead. The remark-
able ovation given her by>.the crowd
upset Toby Walker very muclTSancK-that
night he drank far too much so that
on the morrow his nerves were all

ragged. Annie went further ahead. At
the end of the second week Annie was
proclaimed the new rifle champion of
the world.
Annie sought out Toby on that last

Saturday night. He offered her his

arm and they left the big tent to stroll

along the bank of a river. The moon
shone down on them and the stars

twinkled merrily.
"Mad, Toby?""
"No, Annie." He spoke very quietly.

"Gee, it's a funny world! Once you
used to think 1 was so gosh-durn
grand, and now you've got me beat.
If it were anyone else but you I'd be
so mad I'd want to kill someone. You
know why I'm glad you beat me ? 1

got a fool tongue that runs away with
me. I say things I regret, and though
I may have been kinda rude to you
I've loved you ever since that first day
you missed that clay pigeon a purpose."
"Oh, Toby, I'm so happy!" Her eyes

were shining.
Toby kissed her, then freed his arms.
"Look, honey, we can't let anyone

know we're struck on each other. It's

good show business if we act as if we're
enemies. People pay to see us battle,

kid. I don't care no more who wins
those matches. I know you can beat
me, and I'm proud of you. Never
thought I'd see the day when I could
stand that; but now "

"Toby, I'm gonna tell everybody how
wonderful you really are."
He shook his head.
"No, honey, we gotta give the folks

who think we hate each other a run
for their money. Now remember, you
hate me."
Annie flung her arms round his neck

and kissed him.
"Mister. I hate you like blazes!" she

ciied happily.

The Drunken Gunman

SO the weeks passed. Sometimes
Toby Walker would win, but the
majority of victories went to Annie.

The bister enmity that seemed to exist

between the two brought crowds to the

Wild West Show. Even Buffalo Bil]

and the majority of his people thought
that they were enemies. Only two
people knew differently. Jeff Hogarth
anil Silling Bull.

Jeff Hogarth loved Annie Oakley.
Jeff was a tine manager and one of the
kindest of men. One cannot blame him
for his dislike of Toby Walker, who
was even more loud-mouthed than

re his defeat by Annie. Perhaps
Jeff, Ileitis' far-sighted, read that look
in the girl's eyes when she smiled at

Toby. Naturally, it made him wild to

thit>J{ that Annie could have any soft

feelings for a man who seemed to be
rude and insulting to her every hour of

the day. Perhaps he may have guessed
that these two were not such bad
friends as they seemed.

Often to get away from prying eyes
they would wander among the Indian
tepees and squat down on each side of
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old Sitting Bull. That wise old
Redskin nodded his head.
One day Annie asked Toby what

Sitting Bull was saying and what lie

meant by the signs with his fingers.

" Sitting Bull say that two can live in

tepee cheap as one," Toby explained
with a grin. "He suggest that we live

in a tepeo and that we have plenty
papoose."
"When we've saved enough money

and our act ain't the star feature of the
colonel's Wild West Show, we might
have a pow-wow with Sitting Bull,''

Annie answered. "Tell him that
Toby."
That night Toby whispered to Annie

that he reckoned they had been far too
friendly of late, and that it would be
advisable for him to act in his most
unpleasant manner towards her. So 11

lie said anything she didn't like she
i I

not to take any notice.

The trouble with Toby Walker was
that his unpleasantness was so extreme.
He said a few biting remarks about life

in a Wild West Show at dinner that
night, and naturally Colonel Cody took
the bait.

"If you can't say something decent
Walker, just don't say nothing at all."

"I just told Annie a thing or two
I'm getting sick and tired of pulling my
shots just to make her look good."
"Pulling your shots!" .scoffed Jeff.

"What a cheap, low-down remark!"
The colonel banged the table.

"Walker, one of these days somebody's
gonna bust that gas-bag you call yout
head."

" Better cowboys than you have tried

it, colonel," jeered Walker.
" Why, you low-down, yapping Bowery

pup!" exploded the colonel. "I'd
to ram my fist down your throat!"
"You'd like to. colonel!" mocked

Toby. "Why, I'd bire your hand off."

As the colonel looked like havii

fit Toby decided it would be as

if he went for a walk to let the matter
cool. He winked slyly at Annie as

passed, and she gave a disappr •

shake of the head. There were ti

when she would like to have put Toby
across her knee and spank him.
Toby decided that he would go to

have a chat with Sitting Bull. Though
Rowery-bred, Toby had taken the tre

to learn the Indian dialect, and had a

fail- knowledge of sifi ige.

Sitting Bull was delighted to Bee him.
Three men approached the tents or

- of the Indian people, and one.

a thick-set, bearded rascal, had a

ferocious, evil face. Hi; two companions
were furtive, hang-dog fellows, an
seemed the worse tor strong spirit.

"Where'd you keep th .as?"
demanded .their leader of one of the
show people.
"The Indian village i* right

_
over

there." wa- th.- reply. "In fai

hurry, you'll find Sitting Bull at home."
"What ye going to do, Dan?" asked

one of the men. when they were alone.

"They'll dig II a new home
when I get through with him." i

Dan.
"Why don't you forget it. Dan?" one

asked. "The Indian war is all over."
"Lemme alone!" came the Bnarling

retort. "I ain't forgetting I had a

brother with Cu=tei at Little Big Horn."

Arm-in-arm the three men made their

way to the Indian village. Furtively
they slunk past tents, where solemn-faced
Indians and their squaws sat feeding

There was a clearing in tho centre of

the tepees, and they guessed that the

gaudily bedecked tepee was that of Sit-

ting Bull. In the half-light they saw the

famous Redskin.
"That's him, Dan."-
Sitting Bull saw the men. and he did
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not like being stared at by drunken
white men. so lie got to his feet and
went into his tepee. Toby Walker was
there and examining some tomahawks
owned by Sitting Bull. The great chiel

[wished him to accept one as a token
of friendship.

Dan pushed his companions away and
strode forward.
"Now. you Sioux snake. I'm paying

you off for one of Custer's boys!'' He
drew out a gun.
Toby Walker looked round at the

sound of that harsh voice, and to his

surprise a hand appeared holding a gun.
It was pointed straight at Sitting Bull,

who thought that the hunting grounds
very elo-e. Toby leapt forward

and grabbed the gun wrist.

Dan fought like a demon, and snarling
fearful oaths tried to turn the gun on
Toby. The weapon exploded close to

Toby's eyes, and for a moment he
thought he was blinded.

Sitting Bull rushed out of the tepee.
"There is a big fight going on!" he

shouted to his people in Sioux language.
"One man is fighting for us. Come and
chase them away."
Dan's two friends rushed at Sitting

Bull and knocked him down. Two
Indian braves rushed to the rescue, and
soon a glorious fight was in full swing.
Toby clung "on to his man, and then

his vision seemed to clear. He swung
a mighty punch to Dan's jaw that hurled
the man from the tepee. Dan scrambled
up and got another sock in the jaw.

The three creators of trouble had had
enough, and they turned and ran with
a number of yelling braves trailing aftei

them. •

Toby helped Sitting Bull to his feet,

and the Sioux stared anxiously at the
man who had saved his life. He touched
his own eye-;, and understanding the
gesture Toby gingerly felt his face.
Everything seemed very tender, and the
right eye was very painful.
"Cosh, I wouldn't a wanted that blast

much closer to my peepers," Toby mut-
tered.

"Sitting Bull never forget," the Sioux
Cried in hi- native tongue. "One day
Sitting Bull paj d' b

The tiext morning Toby Walker found
his right eve was still troublesome, so
In' sought out an eye specialist, who made
a thorough examination.
"Young man. it is not as bad as it

might have beet:." was the verdict,
"You're suffering from a form of corneal
opacity. A compressed condition of the
optic membranes, but don't worry.
You'll be able to see reasonably well.
Come and sec me again to-morrow. In
the meantime, go easy with those eye-."
"Will they get better?"
"The sight won't be as good as it

was, especially the right eye." stated
the specialist. "Though in time you
may be completely cured. It will never
be very bad—just a little out of focus.
What business are you in?"
"I'm Toby Walker."
"That doesn't answer my question.
"I can see you're not a patron of the

theatre, doc," laughed Toby. "I'm an
actor."
"Well, you'll be able to go on with

your work all right. It's lucky you're
net a bookkeeper." The specialist little

knew what Toby's sight meant. "You're
lucky to be able to see at all."
"Ill say I'm lucky!" Toby spoke and

laughed harshly.

Annie is Wounded

TOBY WALKER went back to the
show, and taking a gun sneaked
away to a practice-ground. He

found that objects were blurred and
he had several misses. There was only
one thing to be done—he must tell
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Colonel Cody that be was no longer
capable of going through with his act.

The chief people in thi

residing as a special treat at an hotel.

arid there Toby sought out the colonel.
The latter was nowhere about, but as

Walker wished to see him urgenf
servant went in search of Buffalo Bill.

Whilst he was hanging about in tin

lobby old Lent Jordan and Sherifi Higgs
showed up. They had made a spi

trip to town to see their heroine shooting
against Toby Walker.

"Well. Mr. Walker, I reckon yon ain't

findin' it so easy to win these da
mocked old Lem.

" You're right. I am sure you'll see
her at her best to-night."
"And how about you. Mr. Walker?"
"Annie'- a -how all by herself," roby

admitted. "She doesn't Tired

Maybe having a match gives the public
a thrill, but "

"Yon ain't getting cold feet, are you?"
Lem Jordan said with an obvious sneer.

Unfortunately. Annie chanced to

into the lobby and overhear—she saw
the angry Hush that mantled W..
cheeks.
"You mustn't mind my old friends,

Toby." She laid a hand on his arm.
"They're up here from down home to
see me do my act. I want to put up a

real good show for their benefit. Wo
aren't going to disappoint them, are
wc '!"

"Well. Annie, I " A heavy foot-
fall made Toby glance round. There
in the doorway -food Colonel Cody.
"Well, Walker, what'- on your

mind ?"

"I—I'm sorry I bothered you,
colonel. I guess what I wanted to say
-ha- just sort, of slipped my memory.

Walker could not. face the colonel's
angry glance. "I'm sorry," he added,
and hastened from the lobby.
Thus in order not to disappoint
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Annie's friends Toby Walker decided
to shoal and do his best. Perhaps it

was folly and stubborn pride, but
mostly it was because Annie wanted to

put up a good show.

His shooting was very bad that
night, and several times Jeff Hogarth
gave the colonel a significant -lane,-.

Annie won easily, and though -he
smiled when the result was declared
-he was not happy. Why had Toby
shol so terribly?

The applause was so deafening that
announcer bellowed forth that

there would be an encore and would
any gentleman in the audience like to
have Miss Oakley shoot a cigarette
from his mouth at thirtj paces) One
is not surprised to learn that there
were no volunteers. Three times the
announcer bellowed, but all in vain.
The crowd shifted uncomfortably in

their seats. Then Toby Walker
stepped forward and "told the
announcer he would do it.

"Ladies and gentlemen." the an-
nouncer cried through his megaphone.
"Proving chivalry is not dead Mr.
Toby Walker will -how his faith in the.

marksman-hip of his fair opponent."
What a cheer when Annie shot the

lighted cigarette from Toby's mouth.
The girl was so grateful for his

bravery and for helping her out of a
difficult position that she decided -lie

must do something in return. She
whispered in the announcer's ear.

"Ladies and gentlemen, the courage
of the fair sex is a match to that of
the male. The little lady will now per-
mit Mr. Toby Walker to -hoot a
twenty five cetit-pieee from her hand
at the same distance—thirty pace-.''

Toby Walker rushed up to the an-
nouncer.
"Since when did jou take over my

routines?" he demanded angrily.
"Why, I only thought "

Take him away I
" ground out Buffalo Bill. " Out of my sight with

the scum !
"

June 20th, 1036.
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"You're paid to jabber, not to think.
My contract don't call for carrying out
your half-wit brainstorms."
The announcer thought that here was

the chance to got even with the man
no one liked.
"I'm sorry, friends, but Mr Walker

seems indisposed to accept the chal-
lenge."

Instantly there camo whistles and
hoots from t ho crowd.
"He's scared ho'll miss!" "He's

yellow;" "The great coward!"
"Can't take a licking!" "Lost his

nerve !" and other pithy remarks.
Jeff Hogarth rushed up to Walker.
"What's the matter with you? Try-

ing to start a stampede?"
You're chicken-livered !" someone

yelled.

"He could do it easy!" taunted
another voice. "Just trving to queer
Miss Oakley's act."
Toby Walker swung round with eyes

flashing and fists clenched.

"He's got a yellow streak down his

back a yard wide!" a man yelled, and
shook a large fist.

"I'll show them I'm not a coward."
raged Toby and grabbed up a gun. Ho
acted on the impulse of the moment.
Out in the arena stood Annie Oakley.

The girl champion was puzzled by
Toby's behaviour, but so glad he was
going through with the trick. She
wondered if this were part of his cam-
paign for people to think they hated
each other.
Toby strained Ins eyes to see her

hand and the coin. Ho lowered the
gun and blinked his eyes—a growl of
disapproval came from the crowd.
Quickly he jerked up the gun and tried
again. Ah, now he could see her
fingers, but tho coin seemed to be
jumping about, he prayed that luck
might favour him, and pulled tho
trigger.
Hundreds saw the girl wince and

llien saw blood on her fingers and
wrist. They jumped to their feet yell-

ing hoarsely as they realised that Toby
Walker had hit Annie Oakley
"Walker I" shouted Colonel Cody.

"I ought to kill you right here!"
Jeff Hogarth rushed to the girl's

6ide.

"Take it easy, honey. We'll have a
doctor here for you in a few seconds."
She bit her lips.
" I'm all right, Jeff."
"Bring on tho next act!" thundered

Colonel Cody. He turned on the once
ride champion. "Walker, I'm giving
you ten minutes to pack up and get off

the grounds."
" Honest, colonel, I tried "

"Cut out the lies and get out of
here!" the colonel raved. "You're
through with this outfit."

"That suits mo fine," Toby Walker
blazed back. His temper was easily
aroused "But first I'm gonna see
Annie."
Toby would have rushed forward,

but at a signal from Cody eager men
seized the ex-champion by the arms.
"She don't want no part of you!"

Cody pointed. "Tako him away—out
of my sight with the scum."
"This is my fault." Jeff was saying

to Annie. "I should have thrown him
*it a long time ago."
"He didn't mean to do it," sobbed

the distressed, unhappy Annie. "I
know he didn't."
"Oh, yes, ho did. lie deliberately

hit you in the shooting-hand."
"He wouldn't try to hurt anybody,"

she retorted. "You don't understand
him." Sho tried to get past Jeff. "I've
got to seo him."
"You can't, dear. You must see the

doctor," counselled Jeff. "If we don't
get Walker out of this they'll lynch
him."
June 20th, 1536.
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The crowd were trying to climb out
of the seats to get into the arena, but
Cody was not having any rioting in his
show. He yelled for his men to get
Walker out of the place- and to hurry.
Curtains swung back and a whole
bunch of screaming Redskins charged
into the arena—the crowd's attention
was distracted.
Later that evening a little crowd

wore collected in Annie's room at the
hotel. They watched the doctor fixing
bandages to Annie's hand. They were
waiting for his verdict.
The doctor straightened his back.
"Don't alarm yourself, Colonel Cody

and gentlemen. There are no tendrons
severed. Miss Oakley will be all right,

but she must not use this hand for
two or three weeks."
When everyone had gone save the

colonel and Jeff the girl gazed at
them piteously.

" Please stop fussing over me, and
tell me where Toby is."

"Honey, you mustn't have any more
truck with that rascal," cried Colonel
Cody.
"He didn't mean to do it," she

stormed. "You don't understand him.
None of you do. You never gave him
a chance from tho first day von saw
him. He's better than the whole bunch
of you put together." She burst into
tears.

Cody winked at Hogarth, and spoke
soothingly as if to a child.

"Don't \ou worry, little missy.
We're going to have you as right as
rain in a few days. Good-night,
Annie."
"Try and sleep, dear," counselled

Jeff. " You've got to believe in the
people who really love you, and the
sooner yotf forget about him the
better. Try and sleep. Good-night."

Toby Walker gained access to the
hotel and tried to see Annie, but Jeff
Hogarth and several men barred his

way. Ho had done enough evil. If

he valued his life he would get out of
town, or else they would not answer
for the consequences.
"Annie's happiness is all that mat-

ters to me and to everybody in this
show except you." Jeff Hogarth told

the unfortunate Toby Walker. "You
have nothing to offer, save a selfish

swelled head and a future that's behind
you."
Toby Walker had been struggling to

get free, but now he seemed to go
limp.

" Maybe you're right. Guess I'd
better clear out."
Later that night Annie was startled

from her melancholy brooding by
vigorous rapping on tho door and the
voice of Colonel Cody. Listlessly she
called for him to enter. Jeff was with
him and both men were wildly excited.

"Kid, we've got great news, and
you're gonna bo the first to hear it,"

yelled Colonel Cody. "Buffalo Bill's

Wild West Show with the one and only
Annie Oakley is breaking camp for a

tour of Europe. We're going to hold
a party downstairs. Could you come
for a little while?"
Annie did not smile but looked at

them with tragic, lonely gaze.
" Would you mind very much if I

didn't come to your party?"
The two men looked at her, then

looked at each other, and they knew
the reason for her sadness. With
mumbled words of apology they closed
her door and left her to her thoughts.

Europ*

THE Wild West Show was a great
success in Europe. Tho ruling
heads of all countries came to see

Buffalo Bill's show, and most of them
insisted that tho <t»»»'"Hng Annie Oak-

\
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ley be presented to them. Thus Annie
met people like the Czar and Czarin i

Crown Prince Wilhelm of Germany,
and many members of tho English
Royal family. Wherever she went sho
was given a marvellous time.
Toby Walker's name was ne"er men

tioned, and Jeff Hogarth thought thai
Annie had banished the swell-head
from her memory. He learned other
wise when he proposed to her.
"I love you all. Colonel Cody, Mr.'

Bunt-line, Buck, Jim, Sam an !

especially a man named Jeff Hog a

You're first on the list. Jeff," Annie
told him quietly. "You're my greal :st

friend, Jeff. I always want you tt»

remain my friend. I would not make
you a good wife. I shall never marry"

Jeff Hogarth saw two tears trickling
down her cheeks and knew then that
Toby Walker had not been banished.
Ono of the greatest deeds ever

attempted by Annie Oakley was the
shooting of a cigarette from the mouth
of the Crown Prince of Germany. Her
hand never faltered.

The weeks became months aril

everybody was glad that in two weeks'
time the show would be on its wav
back to New York. Everyone was
home-sick. Jeff Hogarth spent much
of his time trying to keep Annie cheer-
ful, because she did not seem her
usual, cheerful self.

"Cheer up, Annie, we'll soon be
home."
Annie looked at him and did not

smile.
"I'm leaving the show when we get

to New York."
"Annie I"

"I'm not happv, Jeff."

"It's still Toby, isn't it"' He read
the answer in her eyes. "I guess it's

human nature to fight for anything we
love, isn't it, Annie?"
"I guess so. but we don't always

win." Her smile was sad.

"No, we don't always win," Jeff
answered, and from his pocket took out
a cutting. "Here's something I should
have given you a long time ago."
The headlines of the "New York

Clipper" confronted her startled gaze

"REPORT ANNIE OAKLEY
SHOOTING WAS ACCIDENTAL.
"Doctor divulges Toby Walker was

nearly blinded in saving Sitting Bull
from assassins. Walker still missing."

Swiftly she read through the para-
graph and Hogarth watched her in

misery.
" I know what you must be thinking

of me," he whispered when sho had
finished.
"I'm only thinking ono thing, Jeff."

was her answer. " We've got to find

him."
"We will!" Jeff vowsd in his grati-

tude for being forgiven.

Sitting Bull Pays His Deb'.

DOWN in the Bowery of Now York
was a shooting gallery, and a
notice proclaimed that Rifle tea

sons were given by a former world's
champion." It was Toby Walker. He
leaned back in his chair and stared at

a picture of Annie Oakley that he ha '

cut out and pasted on the wall. All

the while the barker of tho shooting
gallery shouted to an almost-empty
st root.

"Say, Charlie." a leering, half

witted lout leaned on the rifle counter,
"if de champ is so good how come
he don't never do no snooting T"

The barker scowled and hissed his

answer.
"It's de lamps—do lamps." He

touched his eves.

(Continued on page 27)
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Beyond the stratosphere to a new world where science marches hand in hand with
savagery. Follow the adventures of a young American on the strange planet of
Mongo, realm of monsters and domain of the War-Lord Ming. An unforgettable

serial of thrills and suspense, starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers

Read This First

A strange planet, hitherto unknown,
has shifteel from its orbit ami loomed
into i h> view of the peoples of the
'Earth. It is tin plane t Mongo, and its

overlord is Ming, a sinister figure who
has probed the scents of Nature.

Dr. ZarJcov, an American scientist,
sets out in a rochet ship to penetrate
tin stratosphere. He is accompanied
tii/ Flash Gordon, son of an astronomer,
and liy Date Arden, Flash's sweet-
heart, but //hi/ reach the new planet
only to t/r seized by Ming.
Flash and Dale escape with the aid

of Aura. Ming's daughter, who is

attractnl In/ Flush. Tiny arc also
assisted by fhun, a prince whose father
i ides a territory on Mongo which has
not yet ban subdued by Ming. Dale
and Thu?i, however, are captured and
carried off by winged nun in the pay
of King Vol tun, who dominates an
amazing sky-city poised thousands of
feet above tin surface of the planet.
Meanwhile, ZarUov finds an ally in

1'arin, rightful heir to tin throne that
Ming Occupies. Tiny locate Flash and
Aura, and in Zarko'v's rocket ship they
make for King Vidian's sky-city in the
hopi "f rescuing Dale Arden and Than.
Tiny on taken prisoners, and because

In incites Vidian's slaves to mutiny
Flash is condemned to electrocution.

Now Read On

In the Laboratory

AS Dale cried out, Vultan turned
his attention from the limp form
of Flash Gordon, strapped to the

metal frame through which the ever-

EPISODE 7 :—
" Shattering Doom "

increasing current of electricity was
being passed. And seeing her start
forward with a look of anguish on her
lovely face he promptly seized her hy
the wrist.

"Spare him!" Dale screamed.
"Spare him, 1 implore you!"
"So you do care for the Earth man,

eh?" Vultan rumbled. "You were only
pretending when you told me that he
meant nothing to you."
Distracted 'as she was, Dale remem-

bered Aura's words of counsel, recalling
how Ming's daughter had impressed
upon her the conviction that Vultan
would surely kill Flash if he felt that
the latter held too high a place in her
affections,

"Your Majesty, I'm not in love with
him," she lied tremulously: "hut he's
a human being, and I can't bear to see
him tortured."
Vultan smiled again.
" In that case, my pretty one, you

need not watch," he declared in a
hearty tone. " You have my permission
to retire."

As he spoke the words he. beckoned
to one of his guards and told the man
to conduct Dale back to the audience
chamber.
The soldier took Dale by the arm

and drew her towards the doorway.
Hesitating, she tried to speak, to beg
Vultan to reprieve his victim, bul
brain became numb as she realised that
Flash was motionless now. The current

was still passing through the frame to
which he was suspended, but he was no
longer writhing under its cruel effects.

He had sagged iti his thongs, and, it.

seemed as if the end had come— it

seemed as if Flash Gordon were no
more.
A sob escaped Dale, and then the

scene swam before her eyes. Sin
swayed heavily against the soldier who
had caught hold of her, and was in a
semi-conscious condition as she was led
from the room.
Vultan watched her departure, and

was still staring in the direction of the
doorway when the voice of Aura broke
in upon his thoughts.

" Your Majesty, I demand the re-

lease of the Faith man! I am the one
who cares for him, and I demand his
release. I know he has defied you,
hut what purpose will be served by
killing him? You need slaves for your
atom furnaces, don't you? Well, then,
he's of more value to you alive than
dead."
Vultan slid his cunning eyes upon

her and observed how pale and strained
she looked. There was an expression
of amusement on his own face, though
at the same time it was clear that her
argument had not fallen on deaf ears.

Is it possible that the daughter ot
the Emperor Minn has lost her heart
to Gordon?" he asked with a grin.
"I admit it, Vultan,'' Aura rejoined,

a faint (lush stealing into her cheeks.

The ruler of the sky-city chuckled.
Then his ugly, bloated features under-
went a change, and in curt accents ho
addressed the man at the switchboard.
"Turn off the current-!" he ordered.
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The man at the switchboard let go of

the lever he had been handling, and
the drone of the dynamos ceased
abruptly. Next, Vultan commanded the
rest of his guards to cut Flash down,
and while they were engaged in this

task he (urned to Aura again.
''It is not for your sake that I spare

him," he said. "But you were right
when you pointed out that he was of

more use to me alive than dead. He'll
go back to the furnaces, and this time
I'll see that he makes no trouble there."

Aura did not answer him—hurried
past him and elbowed her way through
the guards who had released Flash.
The American was a dead weight in

their arms, and it was with an anxious
movement that Ming's daughter laid a
hand on his heart.

''He is alive, Vultan." she announced
presently. "No thanks to you."
"Take him to Doctor Zarkov in the

laboratory," Vultan grunted. "There
is a machine there that will revive him
quickly, and my men will show the
doctor how it operates. Meanwhile, I

go to see how my beautiful Earth girl

is faring."
Flash was carried out of the room by

the guards, and Aura followed them to

Vultan's laboratory, where she found
Zarkov engrossed in some complicated
.scientific experiment. The doctor
looked round as they entered, however,
and at sight of Flash the colour
drained from his face.

"What happened?" he exclaimed in

alarm.
It was one of the guards who ex-

plained the situation to him, and then
the young American was borne across
to a kind of stretcher which was
supported on a steel trestle, and which
closely resembled an operating-table.

Flash having been laid on this, an
appliance known as an electro-stimu-
lator was brought into play, and after
the lapse of some ten or fifteen minutes
the figure on the stretcher began to

show signs of life.

"He's coming round," said Zarkov
hopefully.
Flash opened his eyes a few seconds

afterwards and looked about him in a
dazed fashion, whereupon Zarkov and
Aura proceeded to talk to him re-

assuringly, but he was still in a con-
tused state of mind when a messenger
came into the laboratory and touched
the doctor on the shoulder.
"His Majesty requires your presence

in the audience chamber," the new-
comer told Zarkov.
The doctor turned submissively and

accompanied (he messenger from the
room, and a little while after he had
gone Flash managed to rouse himself
from the stretcher and set his feet on
the floor.

"Are you all right, Flash?" Aura
asked him in concern.
"Sure." he said. "I'm—I'm all right

now. But tell me, where's Dale?
What happened to her?"
Aura frowned slightly.

"Dale?" sho retorted. " Why do you
ask for her? That heartless creature.
She does not care what becomes of you,
so long as sho is safe. Even now she is

making up to Vultan in the audience
room, currying favour with him."
Thus spoke Aura, jealous of Flash's

interest in the other girl, but if she
imagined she could poison his mind

Mist Pale she was mistaken.
"I don't believe you," he declared.

"For some reason you dislike Dale,
don't you ? You can't deny it. You've
been pretty decent so far as I'm con-
cerned, but for Dale you wouldn't raise
a helping hand."
"Perhaps you are right," Ming's

daughter replied. "But has Dale Arden
June 20th, 1938.
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ever helped you ? I was the one who
saved you just now, Flash. If I hadn't
interceded for you, Vultan would have
killed you."

Flash looked at her steadily for a

moment. Then he bit his lip.

"You've saved my life more than once,
Aura, and I'm grateful to you," he said.

"What's more, I hope that we'll always
be friends

"

"Just—friends?" she interrupted.
If he had never suspected her infatua-

tion for him before, those two words
made it known to him now, ijnd at first

he was tongue-tied. But presently he
found his voice.
"Aura," he told her simply, "I belong

(o the Earlh. Some day I hope to return
to my own planet—and when I do—Dale
Arden goes with me."
There was nothing more to say, and,

even if there had been, the discussion
could not have been prolonged. For at

that instant Flash was tapped on the
arm by one of the Hawk Men who had
been standing nearby.
"Come," the soldier growled, "you

seem sound enough again, and we've
heard enough of this talk. You're to

be taken back to the atom furnaces."

Flash turned his eyes upon the man,
and for the space of several seconds he
regarded him steadfastly. Then all at

once he whipped his bunched knuckles
into action and felled the soldier with a

smashing right to the jaw.
"Nobody's taking me back to that hell-

pit !" he ground out.
There was an outcry, and the other

guards who were present closed in on the
American. But with flying fists he scat-

tered them to right and left, sending
two of them asprawl as he bounded for

the door.
Charging out of the laboratory, he

dashed along the corridor that led from
the workshop to the audience chamber,
and as he gained the threshold of that
room he was met by a sentry who was
posted there.

In a realm where the ray-gun and
other scientific instruments of death were
all too common it seemed odd that out-of-

date weapons of war should also be en-

countered. Yet many of the Vultan's
followers were armed with pikes, and
the sentinel at the doorway of the
audience chamber was thus equipped.
At sight of Flash the guard tried to

bar his path by threatening him with
the spearhead, but like a panther the
American leapt on him and Wrested the
pike from his grasp. Then he struck
him down with the shaft, and next
moment he was stepping over the sentry's

body and bursting into the throne-room.

Vultan was there, standing at the foot

of the dais with Zarkov, Dale Arden and
the messenger who had fetched the
doctor from the laboratory; but. before
any of them was aware of his presence
Flash was beside them.
Vultan's courier attempted to grapple

with the intruder, only to be laid Hal

on his back by a swinging blow of the
pike. Then, while Dale and Zarkov
looked on tensely. Flash swung round
on the amazed Vultan himself.

The burly monarch recoiled, but the
American followed him, spearhead
levelled at the big man's chest.

"Now, my fine, fat king," he blazed,

"unless you release my friends imme-
diately I'll run this weapon through your
hulking body I"

Vultan looked scared, but his courage
was restored as he saw a group of his

minions loom up in the doorway of the
room. Foremost among them were the
guards whom Flash had scattered in the
laboratory, and they had given chase,

raising the alarm and collecting rein-

forcements on the way to the audience
chamber.
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Dale saw them, toft, and uttered a

warning cry.

"Flash! Look out!"
Her fiance wheeled, and at sight of

his foes he flung his spear at them,
wounding one of the men in the leg.

Then he sprang on to the dais, and stood
there in warlike attitude, awaiting an
onset.

One of the guards snatched up the
pike that he had thrown, and hurled it

with all his might. In the nick of tim,e

Flash jerked himself aside, and the mis-
sile stuck quivering in the back of the
great throne. An instant later the band
of soldiers was sweeping across the room
in a body.
Flash met the first of them with an

upper-cut that rocked the fellow to the
heels, then caught him up in his mus-
cular arms and pitched him into the

thick of his comrades. Several of them
were bowled over, and in the resulting
confusion the American jumped from the
dais and laid hold of a heavy stool that

had been knocked over during the

guards' rush towards the throne.
Dale and Zarkov were watching with

bated breath. Close beside them, Vultan
was bellowing at his men to fall upon
Flash and overpower him, and to the
accompaniment of their royal master's
oaths the soldiery recovered themselves
and surged to the attack again.

Flash swung the stool with crushing
force, smashing it down on the helmeted
heads of his antagonists again and again.

Ono man then another was brought
grovelling to the knees, but with a
titanic blow the stool broke in the
American's hand, and then those of the

enemy who were still standing closed in

on him like a pack of wolves.
He fought them with his bare fists, and

there was not one of them but felt the
weight of his punches. Yet the odds
against him were too great, and at last

he was pinioned and rendered helpless.

Vultan began to move about the room,
arousing with lusty kicks those of his

minions who had been knocked to the
floor. Then he stamped across to the
spot where Flash was struggling in the
grip of the men who had finally mdde
him prisoner.

"To the furnace chamber with him!"
Vultan roared.
Flash was dragged away. Zarkov

gently but firmly restraining Dale when
sho attempted to intervene, and as tin-

captive disappeared from view V
turned to speak to the elderly scient

"Zarkov," he said, "I was giving you
certain instructions regarding that

rascal when he burst in upon us. Ypu
understood them. I suppo
"Yes, your Majesty," the doctor mut-

tered.
"Very well, then. See that they are

carried out."
Zarkov turned, with the air of a man

who disliked the task (hat had heen
thrust on him, but who had no ch

in the matter, and, accompanied by the

messenger who had summoned hi

the throne-room, he walked slowly

to the laboratory.

Here he procured some copper
after which he was conducted hv

Vultan's courier to the dreaded fun
chamber—that sweltering vault w

enslaved wretches toiled day and n

to generate the amazing power v.

held the sky-city in suspension a

the clouds. *

Flash was already there, and had been
put to work tending the furnaces

gether with Thun, Barin atid seven or

eight other unfortunates. Near at hand
stood the brutal guards who saw t . il

that there was no shirking on the part

of the captives, and more Hawk Men
were at their posts beside the many in-

struments that the room contained.
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At a little distance from the furnaces

was the low wall of lead that afforded

a shelter for such of the slaves as were
resting. These Zarkov and Vultan's
courier passed by, and, after a brief con-

futation with an officer who appeared
io be in charge of the whole room, they

crossed to a switchboard that was bolted

to a strong pillar.

To this switchboard Zarkov attached
the copper wire he had brought from the

laboratory, and then, in company with
1 he officer and the courier, he moved
over to the furnaces where Flash and
his comrades were toiling.

The heat there was terrific, and as he
watched the prisoners hurling fuel into

the flaming vents, Zarkov could have
groaned aloud in pity for them, knowing
as he did that the fuel they were shovel-

ling was pitch-blende containing deposits

.1! radium.
Radium, a substance invaluable to

medicine when u-cd judiciously, but pos-

sessing deadly properties that could

rot away men's lives if they were exposed
to it for any length of time.

Radium, which had been put to a new
use here—providing the atomic, gravity-

resisting forces that supported Vultan's
<ity in the sky—and taking toll of the
sla\es who handjed it.

Zarkov's heavy-hearted reflections

were interrupted by the officer who was
in charge of tho furnace-room. The
latter had stepped forward to touch
Flash on the shoulder, and with a bitter

glance at him the American drew back.
There was a clanking of chains as he

moved, for he had been fettered.

Zarkov looked at Flash sympathetic-
ally, and then, pursing his lips, stooped
to fasten (he loose end of the copper
wire to one of the links in the prisoner^!
shackles.

"What's this for, doctor?''' Flash mur-
mured, realising only loo well that
Zarkov had no liking for the task on
which he was engaged.
-It was the officer in charge of the

room, and not Zarkov, who answered
him.
"This is his Majesty's way of dealing

wjili an unruly slave," the officer

snapped. "That wire has been attached
to a high-voltage circuit, and if you
should give 11s any more trouble, my
friend, a switch will be thrown and you
will be instantly electrocuted. Bear that
in mind."
He watched Zarkov fixing the wire,

and satisfied himself thai all was in order.
Then, after dismissing the scientist and
Vultan's courier, he ordered Flash back
to work.
For a moment the young American

stood still, the muscles of his cheeks flex-

ing ominously. But the Hawk Men
directed a no less ominous glance at the
switchboard to which the copper wire
was attached, and with gritted teeth
Flash returned to the furnace he had
been tending.

The Coming of Ming

SEVERAL days had parsed, and they
had been spent variously by each
individual member of the little party

which had fallen into King Vultan's
hands.
Dale had managed to avoid Vultan's

attentions by making out that she was
ill, and. confined to the quarters that
had been set aside for her. she had spenl
(he time in a state of constant dread and
fear.

Aura in the mean while had lost no
.opportunity of reminding Vultan that her
father would come to her rescue as soon
as he could assemble his fleet of rocket
ships. But the threat had produced
little effect on the monarch of the sky-
city, whose mind was chiefly taken up
with Zarkov's efforts to find a substitute
for the dwindling supply of radium.
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As for Flash, Barin and Thun, they
had been kept working night and day
to the crack of whips, with brief inter-

lude's during which their particular shift

was allowed to rest.

They had seen one man die from the
effects of tending the furnaces, and there
were others who looked as if they must
soon take the same road. And the three
friends wondered how long it would be
before they, too, fell victims to the fatal

influence of the radium fuel.

Then one morning King Vultan sum-
I Zarkov to the audience chamber

and, as the scientist appeared, the
monarch of the sky-city eyed him quiz-

zingly.

"Well, doctor," he -aid in his loud,
guttural voice, "I want a report on the
work you did yesterday. How are your
experiments going? Have you found
that substitute yet?"
There was a curious, secretive expres-

sion on Zarkov's face, but he spoke in

a tone of protest.

"You must give me time, your
Majesty," he expostulated. "The ques-
tion of a substitute for the power that

supports your city is not one that can
be solved in a moment. Indeed, it may
never be solved. We may be striving
after the impossible."
"Impossible?" Vultan rumbled.

" Leave that word out of it. It's a word
I don't like."

Zarkov shrugged his shoulders, and
there was a spell of silence. Then
Vultan spoke again thoughtfully:
"No, doctor," he growled, "I think

the theories of my own experts are not

far off the mark, but there's something
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lacking. They just haven't struck the
light chord. One vital clement is

missing, and I am hoping that you can
discover that element and succeed where
others have failed."
He paused, ami:
"I suppose," he ventured, "that you

are working along the lines adopted by
my experts? You received all the data
amassed by them in their researches?''

"Ye-, your .Majesty." Zarkov replied,

"and those data have been of great help
to me. Like you, 1 am earnestly hoping
that I can build up on them and achieve
our aim."
Vultan nodded slowly, and was about

to make some comment when there was
a sudden outcry in the corridors of the
palace. Then all at once came the patter
of footfalls, and Aura hurried into the
throne-room with a look of intense ex-
citement on her regal features.
"King Vultan!'' -he exclaimed, con-

fronting the monarch of the sky-city.

"King Vultan. your day is done! A
number of my lather's rocket ships have
been sighted, and are bearing down On
your city !"

Vultan's ponderous features betrayed
no sign of alarm, hut there was conster-
nation on the faces of some of his vassals

who blundered into the audience chainbc r

at that moment.
"Your Majesty!" one of them panted.

"The leeket ships of the Emperor Ming!
Shall we man the turrets and bring them
down with the destroying ray-?"
"No," Vultan re-joined coolly, "let

them make a landing. They will not
dare to attack us from the air while
Ming's daughter is a hostage in our

In the nick of time Flash jerked himself aside, and the missile struck
quivering in the back of the gre-~,*. throne.

.June 20th, 1936.
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hands, and once they make a descent

we shall have thorn at a disadvantage."
He proceeded to lay his plans accord-

ingly, and then ho instructed one of his

minions to fetch Dale Arden from her

quarters; and it was as the girl was
brought before him that Ming's fleet ot

rocket ships was seen swooping towards
the great forecourt of the palace.

No opposition was offered to the

warriors who emerged from them. In-

deed, scarcely a Hawk Man was visible,

and even in Vul tan's audience chamber
there was no indication that any hostile

preparations had been set afoot. The
king of the sky-city had actually dis-

missed his personal bodyguards, and was
alone in the room with Aura, Dale and
Zarkov.
They waited in silence. Aura wonder-

ing what Vul tan's intentions might be,

for when he had given his chief hench-
men their orders he had spoken in an

undertone, and she had been unable to

catch what he had said.

Presently the sound of footfalls reached
the ears of the party in the audience
chamber, and a few seconds later a man
in armour appeared oti the threshold, a

man whom Aura immediately recognised

a? her father's lieutenant, Torch.
Very stiffly, and with a good deal of

formality, Torch saluted Vultan and
spoke in a loud, clear voice.

"His Imperial Majesty," he announced,
"Ming. Emperor of the Universe!"

There was a pause, and then the
familiar figure of Aura's father entered

the room, clad in a brilliant gown, over

which he wore a cloak trimmed with
white fur. His lean face was impassive,

and as he looked at those who had been
awaiting him, only the gleam in his

eyes gave any hint of his feelings.

Aura stepped towards him, her lips

slightly parted. But he bestowed on
her a mere cursory glance, and before

she could speak he moved past her to

accost Vultan.
A detachment of armed men followed

him into the apartment. There was a

mere handful of them, from which
Vultan gathered that the majority of

the emperor's troops had been left in the
courtyard, and while the monarch of the

sky-city was deliberating upon this cir-

cumstance, Ming broke the silence which
had succeeded Torch's announcement.
"I presume my visit is not entirely

unexpected, Vultan," he observed
ironically.

The king of the Hawk Men regarded
him with a smug expression on his

bloated countenance.
"No, not entirely unexpected, mighty

potentate," he rejoined. "But if we had
been informed of the exact time of your
arrival a banquet would have been
prepared."
Ming's eyes were riveted upon Vultan.

and the light in them seemed to match
the glitter of the jewelled rings that
adorned his fingers.

"I do not dine with unruly sub-
ordinates," ho said slowly. "I came not
for pleasure, Vultan—but to punish."

"Subordinates. Ming?" Vultan echoed
scoffingly. "Did I hoar you call me a

subordinate? By thunder, you have too
high an opinion of yourself."
"1 think I am in a position to con-

vince you that you are mistaken," the
emperor declared. "But to come to the
point, Vultan; I demand a full apology
for your behaviour. You have dis-

pleased mo and defied me by holding
my daughter a prisoner, and by refusing
to surrender the bride of my choice

—

Dale Arden there."
Vultan grinned at him.
"Well," he said, "and what if I have

defied your imperial Majesty?"
The last three words were pronounced
June 20th, 1336.
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in a tone of insolent mockery that
brought a faint flush of colour to
Ming's fleshless cheeks.
"You heard me demand an apology,"

he rapped out. " What is more, I warn
you that unless Barin, Thun and the
Earth man, Gordon, are delivered up
to me—together with Dale Arden and
my daughter "

It was at this point that Vultan
interrupted him.
"One moment," he said gruffly.

" Before your Majesty makes any idle

threats, you had better consider your
own situation."
"What?" Ming exclaimed in a voice

of rage. "You dare to threaten your
emperor?"
For answer Vultan clapped his hands,

and almost instantly a pair of tall doors
on the right of the room were flung
open. At the same time a band of

Hawk Men strode into view, equipped
with ray-guns, which they levelled at
Ming and his party.

" Perhaps we had better talk things
over," Vultan remarked with a chuckle.
But let me remind your Majesty that

if there is to be any trouble, you may
not live to see the end of it."

There was a silence, a silence that
was fraught with tension, and it was as

if all who stood in that room had been
turned to stone. Then Zarkov made a

movement, one which escaped the atten-
tion of everyone else in the audience
chamber, since nobody had any eyes for
him.
Zarkov had a plan in mind. It was a

plan which he had evolved that very
morning, after he had stumbled upon a

momentous discovery as a result of his
experiments in the sky-city's laboratory.
A little while ago he had told Vultan

that he had yet to find a substitute for
the radium fuel which supported his

realm among the clouds. He had lied,

for, working along the same lines as
Vultan's own experts, he had succeeded
where they had failed—had traced the
missing element which had so far eluded
them.
And he had realised that by means of

this vital discovery he might obtain
freedom and safe conduct for his friends
if he played his cards in the right
manner.
He had resolved to bide his time, but

it seemed to him now that there was
not a second to be lost. There was no
telling what turn the quarrel between
Ming and Vultan might take, and if

Ming should triumph, the doctor's plan
might come to nothing. Yes, he must
acl without delay.
Quietly he edged towards the main

doorway of the audience chamber, and,
unobserved, he managed to back out
of the apartment. Then he turned and
hurried along the corridor that led to

the furnace-room.
About a minute afterwards he was

descending the flight of steps at the end
of the corridor, and. pausing before the
massive door at the foot of those steps,

he took out a watch and studied the
bands.
He had made it his business to End

out the times of the day during which
Flash Gordon's particular shift was at

work. A glance at his watch told him
that Flash and his comrades of the same
relay ought to be resting at present,
but would be summoned to go on duty
again very soon.

Cautiously Zarkov opened the door at

which he had arrived, and he was im-
mediately aware of the heat and the
clamour in the room beyond. Peering
through, he saw Vultan's minions at

their accustomed places, either beside
the instrument boards or in the neigh-
bourhood of the glowing furnaces.
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Closer to the furnaces were the slaves
who were engaged upon the task of
throwing fuel into the vents.

Flash, Barin and Thun were not
amongst these. As Zarkov had calcu-
lated, they and the other members of
their shift were resting behind the
shelter of the low wall of lead, where
weary slaves were allowed brief respite
from their labours and from the heat.
No one saw Zarkov steal into the

furnace-room and close the door behind
him. No one saw him creep across to
the lead Mall and seek out Flash
Gordon. Even Flash was unaware ot
his presence until he felt a hand touch
his shoulder, and raised his bowed head
to discover the doctor by his side.
"Zarkov!" the younger man ejacu-

lated huskily.
The scientist lifted a finger to his

lips in a gesture that enjoined silence,
and at the same time he looked about
him anxiously, fearing that Flash may
have attracted attention by his involun-
tary exclamation. But only Thun and
Barin had heard—Thun and Barin, who
were seated near by.
Flash stared at Zarkov questioning!)'.

So did his two companions and fellow-
sufferers. Then the doctor spoke in a
guarded voice.

"Flash," he whispered, "for the last

few days I have been striving to find

a substitute for the radium fuel here,
and I want you to be the first to know-
that I have succeeded."
His friend did not seem to compre-

hend him at first; then suddenly he
clutched Zarkov by the arm.
"Doctor," he gasped, "you mean—

you mean there won't be any more slav-

ing and toiling at these furnaces ? You •

mean—Vultan will release us?"
Zarkov bit his lip.
" That's something we can't depend

on," he said, "and therefore I haven't
told Vultan anything yet. But you're
right in so far that there won't be any
need to man the furnaces in the future.
At this very moment there's a device
in the laboratory which will provide the
forces necessary to hold this city in a
state of suspension—a device that was
constructed in the main by Vultan's
own experts, but perfected by myself."
"Go on," Flash breathed.
Zarkov proceeded to give him some

idea of the principle of the astounding
machine in the laboratory. Then he
told of Ming's arrival on the scene, and
finished up by outlining the plan he
had in mind.
"I want you to understand that much

depends on you, Flash," he said. "It
will be up to you to wreck the gear in

this chamber here, so that Vultan's
city will be faced with complete destruc-

tion—unless he accepts our terms. And
he'll accept all right, when he knows
that I alone can save him."
"What exactly do you want me to

do?" the other demanded.
"I'll show you,'' Zarkov replied.

"First give me the shovel that's lying
beside you."
The shovel was placed in his hands,

and the doctor then unfastened the
copper wire that -was attached to Flash
Gordon's shackles. This wire ho trans-

ferred to the shovel, binding it to the
steel socket in which the wooden haft
of the implement was fixed.

"Now," Zarkov continued, "you can
stage a revolt without fear of being
electrocuted, for when the lever on the
switchboard is thrown, the current will

go straight to the metal portion of the

Shovel instead of to the links in your
chains."
"And as long as I keep hold of the

wooden handle I'll be okay," Flash
(Continued on page 27)
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"WE'RE ONLY HUMAN"
(Continued from page 12)
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an electric-light bulb which was lying

on it fell to the floor and burst with a

loud report. He was convinced, then,

that someone was in the room and had
fi red at him, and his tortured nerves went
all to pieces.

"Shoot, you rat!" he shrieked, and
the gun he held blazed again and again,

shattering vases and the glass of pictures

on the walls. "You dirty rat, why don't

you shoot?"
The trigger of his gun clicked on an

empty chamber because he bad fired all

-ix cartridges, and he was standing by
the overturned table, gibbering as

though he had gone completely off his

head, when Sally opened the front door
and saw him.
"Mac!"' she cried in dismay. '"Mac,

what's happened?"
"I can't stand it, I tell you!" he

whimpered. "I can't stand it! This

bein' in the dark, 'not knowin' who may
be aimin' a gun at you—who might be
Kin' in wait for you, and •"

""Don't go on so, sarge. please!" she
pleaded. "There's nothing to be scared

of!"
He laughed hysterically.

"Who's scared!" he screeched. "I
ain't seared! I've never been .-eared in

my life! It's just this—this not knowin'
—not knowin' who may be standing
light alongside of you—who may be
waitin' in the next room."

» "Sure," said Sally, taking hold of bis

arm. "I know you're not seared, Mac,
but come and sit down."
She led him back to his chair, and he

sank down in it, trembling all over.

"There," she soothed. "Why, in a
couple of days the bandage will be off,

and everything will be all right."
"Yeah, in a couple o' days," he said

wretchedly. "In a couple o' days."

The Way of a Girl

IT was in the evening of the day on
which the bandage was removed that
William Anderson and his wife called

at the "Star " office and insisted on see-
ing George Dayton Morgan, the news
editor. Not a word had been heard of
I i randma Anderson since she had been
kidnapped by Berger's gang, and her son
was convinced that the newspaper was to
blame.

Sally was present at the interview.

"I know just how you feel, Mrs.
Anderson," Morgan said, "but it isn't

up to me, or to Miss Rogers here. Every
oilier sheet in town is doing just about
what we're doing with the story. You
can't blame us."

"If you'd only stop if," quavered Wil-
liam Anderson, "dey'd bring my mother
back."
"But don't you understand?" said

Morgan. "We don'f'make the news, we
-imply report it. We get our informa-
tion from the police department."

A telephone bell rang, and Sally
liiekcd up one of the instruments on the
in v, -, editor's desk.

"It's for you," she said.
Morgan took the telephone from her.

"Yeah?" he barked. '•What? The
l.a Plant warehouse, Twenty-Sixth and
Ninth? The watchman, eh? They got
one of them? Okay."
He slammed down the instrument,

scribbled on a pad, and held out the slip
of paper he tore from it.

"Here," he said to Sally, "take
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O'Brien and get down there!" He
jabbed at the speaking-key of a dicto-

graph. "Get me Curley! Be with you
in just a minute, Mrs. Anderson. Oh,
Curley? What are we carrying on the

Anderson kidnapping case to-morrow ?

Well, never mind—send me the galleys.

Yeah!"
He saw that Sally was putting on her

hat without any great haste.

"Well, get going!'' he rapped at her.

"What d'you think we're running here,

a weekly ?"

"A sweat-shop, if you ask me," Sally

retorted.

"Nobody did ask you!"
With a toss of her head Sally went off

to collect Matt O'Brien, and they
travelled together in a taxi-cab to a big

and dingy building on the corner of

Twenty-Sixth Street and Ninth Avenue,
O'Brien carrying his camera and a flash-

lamp. Sally with a Press pass pinned to

her hat.

The warehouse was in darkness, except
for the thin rays of electric torches held

by police officers who had invaded the
premises. Sally and O'Brien crossed a

yard and ventured in at a lug doorway.
"Anything over there?" called a

voice.

"Nothing over here," replied another
voice.

A plain-clothes man just inside the
doorway shouted irascibly:

"How about those lights?"
"Nothing doing," replied an invisible

officer. "They cut the wiies!"
Sally stepped up to the plain-clothes

man.
"(Jive me a break, will you. officer?"

She said. "I'm from t lie ' Star.'
"

"Better make it snappy," he -replied
with a nod. "The inspector will be
here any minute."
On the concrete floor, less than a yard

away, a man was lying on his back and
breathing in a fashion that suggested he
had only a very few minutes left of life.

She went down on her knees beside him,
and O'Brien crouched beside her.

"Till me how it happened, won't
you?" she said gently. "Won't you tell

me?"
A pair of glassy brown eves si a red up

at her.

"Why, I know you!" she exclaimed.
"You're Ricci—one of Berger's men,
aren't you? Who shot you?"
The brown eyes continued to stare, but

Tony Ricci did not speak.
"Why waste time asking him riddles?"

growled O'Brien. "The watchman shot
him, of course !"

Sally shook her head ; bent lower.

"Who shot you, Ricci?" she asked.
"It was ono of your own mob gave it

to you in tho back—Berger, wasn't it?"
Ricci's bloodless lips moved at last.

"He did—this—to me."
"Of course he did." said Sally, and

it seemed as though Ricci took her word
for it in his extremity.
"All right— if I'm—gonna kick off

—

let the cops—gpt him."
"Where is he?"
O'Biicn did not hear the answer, but

Sally heard it because she put her left

ear close to the mouth of the dying man
to catch mumbled words.
In less than five minutes she was in a

telephone-box, speaking to Mac, and
O'Brien was behind her. Mac was in

the living-room of the flat in East Ninety-
Ninth Street. His eyes were perfectly
all right, and the wound in his forehead
was practically healed, but his nerves
were in none too good a shape.

"Tin' department?" cried Sally scorn-
fully. " Arc you crazy ? I said I've
got, a tip on wheri! the Berger mob are
holding Anderson's mother. If you call
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the department now, every sheet in

town will have it
!"

"But you don't expect me to do it

single-handed, do you?" Mac objected.

"Listen," she r«torted, "you've been
talking about whet you're going to do
to Berger when <fou got the chance.

Well, here is your chance. What's the
matter with you, Mae?"
"Nothing wrong," he answered, "but

what do you think they've got a de-

partment for?"
"But. Mac," she protested, "it's my

lip, and I want a two-hour break on it.

I thought this would be « big chance
for you !"

Matt O'Brien thrust hie head over her

shoulder to jeer into the mouthpiei I :

"Say, what's the matter, sarge? You
ain't -cared, are you ?"

"Is it bein' scared not to want to -•

shot full of holes?" bawled Mac. "L
know what I'm doin'

!"

"All right," -aid Sally scathingly,

"you know what you're doing, and I

know what I'm going to do!"

"Listen, will yon? I'll be up at Andei
son's house in a squad ear as soon as ]

can."
"Well, if there's a squad with yon."

threatened Sally, "yon won't find mi !

From the telephone-box she and
O'Brien went our into Twenty-Sixth
Street, and in Ninth Avenue they caughl
a train on the Elevated Railway winch
carried them up into the Bronx.

There was no sign of Mae when I hey
reached Tatuin Place, and it proved none
too pleasant an ordeal to wait for him
in the lounge-hall of the Andersons'
house, lor the Swede could hardly con-

tain himself after he had heard Sally's

story. Endlesslj he pi I back and forth

between the front door and the stairs

til! at last Matt O'Brien cried out at

him :

"Will you light somewhere? You're
l;

i

\ ing me the jilter- !"

"Then why don't you take me to my
mother?" Anderson stopped to blan
him. "You know where she is!"

"Listen, will you?" returned O'Brien
impatiently. "Haven't we told you
McCaffrey's on his way here?"
"McCaffrey, .McCaffrey! lie's made

enough trouble ! 1 don't need McCaffrey
— it's my mother 1 want! Don't you
understand? I'm not afraid!"

"Nobody -aid you were," returned tho

photographer.
"Then come on! We've got to go!"

Anderson flung out a hand tit Sal!'..

"She know- where my mother is. Come
on !"

He bounded a< iross to the door and
opened it—only to be pushed back by
Mac, who had been about to ring the

bell.

"Here, wail a minute!" said Mac.
" What's the hurry ?"

"She knows where my mother is!"

Anderson shouted. "Don't you under-

stand ?"

"Sure. I understand," was the reply,

"but take it easy. I'll 'phone the de-

partment and have the place surrounded,
then we can play the whole thing safe."

"Nothing doing!" declared Sally.

"What d'you waul lo get this gUJ all

het up for?" Mae demanded, swinging
round on her.

"We've got (o go!" bellowed Ander-
son. "1 don't care how many dcre are,

I'll kill dem all! We've got to go!"

"We're going to go," said Sally with

determination, and she moved towards
the open door.
"Will you slop foolin' around?" Mac

shouted at her. "I'm 'phoning the de-

'

partment right now. Where's the

place ':"
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"You find it," Sally retorted. "Come
on!"
She went out with Anderson and

O'Brien, leaving Mac behind with Mrs.
Anderson. But Mae, after a momentary
hesitation, ran after them.
"You're all crazy!" he cried. "You

haven't got a chance against that whole
mob ! Get in my car!"

Sally, without a word, got in the back
of the car, and O'Brien scrambled in

after her. Anderson sat in the front, and
Mac took (he wheel and started the
engine.
"Step on it, Mac!" urged O'Brien, and

Sally shouted directions.

The Final Encounter

UP through Tremont the car sped
noisily through quiet roads, and
houses had become few and far

between when Sally called out:
"Swing to the right at the next turn!"
Anderson, who had worked himself

into a state of frenzy, burst into speech
again,

"If dey've hurt my mother I'll kill

dem!" he bellowed. "I tell you I'll kill

dem !"

"You'll kill them?" scoffed Mac.
" Why, you poor runt, they'll slap you
down like "

"Are you driving, or making a
speech?" inquired O'Brien derisively.
Cross roads were reached and the car

turned into the one on the right, and
presently was running beneath trees.
"This must be the wooded stretch ho

meant," said O'Brien to Sally.
"Yes," she agreed, and leaned forward

to instruct Mac to stop at the next bend.
The wood was left behind, and the

car climbed a hill past a long rail fence
to the gateway of a drive. Mac braked
jwst beyond the gateway, and switched
off the lights, and they all descended
and entered the drive on foot. Trees
fringed the gravelled way, and there was
no moon.

"It's as black as the inside of your
hat!" complained Mac, after they had
gone a dozen yards.
"What d'you want, a spotlight?"

jibed O'Brien.
Another dozen yards, and then the

dark bulk of a house became visible some
distance ahead.

"Look-, that might bo it!" O'Brien
s:u'd.

"It is," decided Sally. "All right,
you wanted Berger, Mac—he's in there!"
"I tell you you're all crazy," Mae

expostulated. "Yon don't know
whether there are five, fifty, or a
hundred of them in there!"

"There's only one way to find out,"
retorted Sally. "Get going, sarge!"
They came to the last of the trees and

looked across an unkept lawn at the
house. It had seemed in darkness before,
bul now (hey could see little chinks of
light which suggested that the windows
were shuttered.
"S-s-s-h!" hissed Anderson. "Listen!"
A shutter swung back and a window

was opened. The sound of a gramophone
mingled with the sound of voices.
"They're in there!" said Anderson.

"What arc we waiting for?"
"Keep quiet!" admonished O'Brien.
"I tell you you're all wrong," growled

Mac. "We ought to send for "

"Send for nobody!" cried Anderson.
" I'm going !"

lie stalled off across the grass, cut-
in.g off a sweep of the drive, and Mac

ed incautiously:
"

i tome ba< 1. here, you fool
!"

" Shut, up!" snapped O'Brien.
"He's committing suicide," declared

Mac hoarsely. "They'll kill him, -

The words were barely out of his
June SOth, 193G.
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mouth when two shots rang out and
Anderson staggered a few steps and
pitched forward off the grass on to the
drive. A third shot ploughed up the
gravel close by his head, but he crawled
on hands and knees towards a wide
porch.
"Where's McCaffrey?" shouted a

voice from behind the shutters of one of
the upstairs windows—the voice of
Berger—and that challenge, combined
with the desperate courage of an in-
armed man, stung Mac into action. Out
came his gun, and he raced vicross the
grass in spite of a rain of bullets that
sent Sally and O'Brien scurrying to
shelter behind tree-trunks.
Once only Mac stumbled on his way

to the porch, but that was over a rabbit-
hole. He reached the porch and found
Anderson lying awkwardly on the top
step, a certain target for more bullets if

he remained there.
He diagged him up and half-carried

him to comparative safety in a, corner
of the porch, then kicked at the front
door and jumped aside as bullets riddled
its glass panels.
For a few minutes he remained flat

with the wall of the house, knowing that
some of the enemy must be either in the
hall or on the stairs, then down he went
on hands and knees, edged his way to
the door, and reached a hand in at a
broken panel to pull back the latch.
A bullet grazed his knuckles, but with

his shoulder he pushed the door slightly
open. The hall was in darkness. He
crept back to the wall and stood up.
"Here I come, Berger!" he shouted.
"Come on!" rasped that crook, ,vho

was leaning ewer the banisters at the
top of the stairs. "I'm waiting!"

With a sudden dash Mac was inside
the hall and blazing away with his gun.
A shirt-sleeved ruffian in a doorway col-

lapsed with a groan, but a man on the
half-landing fired at Mac, and Mac fell.

More jets of flame, more loud reports,
and then the man on the half-landing
reached over the rail to peer down into
the darkness. Mac, who had flung him-
self flat to mislead the enemy, took aim
at him and fired.

The banisters gave way beneath a

sudden weight and the man pitched
headlong into the hall amid a shower of
woodwork.
From the top of the staircase Berger

fired once, and then there was silence.
Slowly Mac got to his feet, and still more
slowly ho moved round the walls to the
stairs and mounted them, pausing on
every tread.

He reached the landing and the door-
way of an unlighted room. Berger had
retreated to the room with the open
window, and lights blazed in there.
Grandma Anderson, bound and gagged,
was in an armchair. Berger had grown
a moustache as black as his hair.

"Where are you, Berger?" Mac
shouted.

"I'll give you three guesses!" tha*
escaped convict shouted back.

"Why don't you come out and show
yourself, loud-mouth ?"

" Come and get me !"

Mac leaned against the architrave of

the door with his gun ready, while in the
other room Berger waited for him. Long
minutes passed, and then Berger shouted
again.
"What's the matter, flatfoot? Ain't

yon comin' in ?"

Mac did not reply. He was reasonably
certain by now that there were no other
members of the gang in the house, and
he knew that silence on his part would
be bad for Bcrger's nerves. Five minutes
elapsed, then:
"What d'you want?" taunted Berger.

"Another thirty days?"

Vvery Tuesday

Still Mac was silent; but he wa3 not
inactive. Swiftly he opened his gun and
took out two cartridges, though he had
reloaded down in the hall.

"What are you waiting for, tough
guy?" shouted Berger. "You wanted
me—well, here I am !"

Mao closed the magazine of his gun
and pulled the trigger twice on empty
chambers. Berger, who was listening
for the slightest sound behind the other
door, heard the two clicks with infinite
satisfaction. He tugged the door open
and strode forth to shoot down his
enemy.
But the instant he appeared Mac

pulled the trigger of his gun again, this
time upon a live caitridge, and his
aim was true. Berger fell flat on his
face with a bullet in his heart.

Mac stooped and rolled him over, then
put away his gun and walked into the
lighted room.
"Hallo, grandma, how are you?" ho

said, and he unfastened the gag and
removed her bonds.
The terrified old lady seemed to bo

incapable of speech; but an agitated
voice came from the stairs, up which
Anderson was crawling.

" McCaffrey ! McCaffrey ! McCaffrey !

"

Police sirens shrieked in the distance
as Mac put an arm round Grandma
Anderson and led her out to the landing.
Matt O'Brien, because Sally had in-

sisted, had driven off to the nearest house
and telephoned to headquarters.
"Take it easy now," Mac said to

William Andeison. "Here's your
mother, and she's all right. They
didn't hurt her."
Anderson scrambled joyously up on to ij

the landing, and his mother sat down on
die floor beside him. J

" Mi'. MeCaffro}'. you got my
mother," said Anderson. "I don't know
how to t'ank you."
"Forget it,' growled Mac. "You got

her!"

The police arrived, but by that time
Mac had switched on the lights in the
hall. Sally and O'Brien followed a
white-haired captain into the house.
"You all right, Mac?" asked the

captain.

"Yeah, I'm all right," replied Mac.
"How many were there?"
" Three. Two here—and Berger's up-

stairs."

"Nice work, sarge," said O'Brien.
On the way back to the city Sally sat

beside Mac in the front of the car.

"Gee!" she said proudly. "You'll be
the biggest thing in town. Mac! It's

terrific. Just wait till the papers hit the
street!"
"Yeah?" said Mac. "Well, I was

scared yellow."
"Yellow nothing!" she cried joyously.

"This is the first time since I've known
you that you've sounded like a human
being!"
"So you have to be yellow to be a

human being, ch?" he inquired wryly.

"No, Mac," she corrected, "you have
to bo human to be human. I knew what
was wrong with you all along. You'd
never been hurt! That was why you
didn't know what being scared was like.

I—I could almost kiss Hie guv that gave
you that wound in your forehead!"
Mac stopped the car under a lamp and

grinned at her.
" You couldn't, maybe, kiss the guy

that got it. could you?" he asked.

"I think maybe I could," she replied
witli a smile.

And she did.

(By permission of Radio Pictures, Ltd.,

starring Preston Foster, with Jane Wyatt
and James Gleason.)
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"FLASH GORDON"
(Continued from page 24)

interposed. "All right, doctor, what
next?"
Zarkov leaned nearer to him.

"As 1 inferred/' ho said, "you are to

make trouble with the guards. Then,

when the switch is thrown, fling yom
electrified shovel into the nearest fur-

nace. As you do that, however, you

must leap for this wall, behind which

you will be safe."
" Why, what will happen when 1

pitch the shovel into the furnace?"
"There will be an explosion that will

shatter the furnaces," was the reply.

"Then, in the space of a few minutes

as soon as the gravity-resisting rays

have lost their power, this whole city

will show signs of collapse. That will

be tin- moment when I shall offer Vultan
the salvation of his realm in return for

niii' freedom."
!t seemed a desperate project, yet

Zaikov was certain that it would accom-
plish its purpose, and when at length

he prepared to take his leave, Flash was
fully as confident as the older man.

lie watched Zarkov return secretively

to the door and let himself out, of the

furnace-room. Then he turned to Thun
and Barin, who bad listened attentively

to all that the doctor had said.
" Pass on the word to the rest of the

slaves," Flash muttered. "They've got

to be prepared, for I don't want any

of the poor devils to suffer when those

stoke-holes are burst wide open."
Barin and Thun did his bidding, and

an air of tension and subdued excite-

ment was spreading amidst the wretched
throng when a number of the guards
turned the coiner of the lead wall and
summoned the men of Flash's shift.

"Next, relay!" they shouted stri-

dently, following up their words with

brutal cuts from the long whips they

were carrying. "On your feet, you
lazy cure! Next relay!"
Flash and his comrades of the same

group struggled from their haunches
and blundered round the wall to the

furnaces, where they relieved the slaves

who had already been toiling there, and
soon the members of the new shift were
hard at work.
A minute or two elapsed, and then

Barin spoke to Flash as the pair of

them were casting fuel into the furnace
vents.
"Vultan's men haven't seen the

wire," he whispered, "but 1 wouldn't
delay too long, if

"

He never finished the sentence, end-
ing on a sharp cry of pain as a whip
slashed through the air and raised a

weal upon his back. ,

"No chattering!" one of the guards
snarled. "You're here for work, not

talk!"
Flash wheeled, incensed by the look

of anguish that he had seen on his com-
panion's face, and as he clapped eyes
on the man who had struck Barin, he
swung his shovel above his head.

"You've used that whip for the last

time, Hawk Man !" he blurted, and next
ad he was flinging himself at the

inhuman bully.

The guard tried to throw up his hand
to defend himself, but the shovel

ended with a force that broke his

arm, then crashed down on his helmet
and spread-eagled him on the floor.

There was a chorus of angry shouts,
and several of the other guards blun-
dered towards Flash, only to recoil
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before a storm of blows that laid two
more of them low. Then, all at once.

a voice became audible above the

clamour, the voice of the officer in

charge of the room.
"Keep back from him! Keep back

from the Earth man! I'll handle him
once and for all I"

Flash turned in the direction whence
that voice had come, and lie saw the

officer at the switchboard that was bolted

to the pillar. Already the fatal lever

was in the superintendent's grasp, and
there was a malevolent expression on
the man's fare.

"We need slaves!" the officer called

out harshly. "But not the Earth man's
kind. lie's more trouble than he's

worth."
He pulled the switch hard down, and

led to s,.,. Flash Gordon fall life-

less in his tracks. Instead. In saw him
standing there unbanned, a tall, strap

iiing figure with head held high and
with a fixed, mirthless grin.

And then, staring at the copper wire,

he saw that if was bound to the socket

of the American's shovel, and not to the

links of his fetters.

It was even as the officer beeamo
aware- of this circumstance that F'lash

yelled a warning to his comrades in

bondage.
"Run for the wall, men!" he roared.

"Gel to cover!"
There was a stampede as Thun, Barin

and the rest of the working-party
dashed for the safety of the lead wall,

to swarm across it in a trice and fling

themselves down beside the slaves

were already cowering tliere.

In the moment that the last two of

them disappeared, Flash spun towards
the furnaces and hurled the electrified

shovel into the nearest vent, 'linn, eat-

like, lie bounded for the parapet behind
which his fellow-captives were mustered
in full force.

The shovel had plunged into the
nearest stoke hole, and tie' i in rent

which it carried with it via the coppei
wire—that current wrought the disaster

that Zaikov had prophesied. For iii tin

very instant that Flash Lamed the lead

wall there was a terrific, ear splitting

report, and the whole room was swept
by a sheet of flame.

(To be continued in another exciting
episode next week. By permission of

Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring Buster
Crabbe and Jean Rogers.)

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"WE'RE ONLY HUMAN"—

Deiective-Sergeart I'ticr M'Caffrey,
Preston Foster ; Sally Rogers, Jane
Wyatt ; Da>iny Walsh, James Gleason ;

John Martin, Arthur Hold ; Matt
O'Brien, John Arledge ; Mrs. Walsh,
Jane Darwell : Inspector Curran,
Moroni Olsen ; William " Lefty " Berger,
Mischa Auer ; Tony Ricci, Harold
Huber : William Anderson, Christian
Rub ; Mrs. Anderson, RafaelaOttiano

;

Tommy Anderson, Delmar Watson:
Orandma Anderson, Effie Ellsler

;

Oeorge Dayton Morgan, Charles Wilson ;

Detective-Sergeant Casey, James Donlin.

"ANNIE OAKtEY "—Annie Oak-
ley, Barbara Stanwyck; Toby Walker,
Preston Foster ; Jeff Hogarth, Melvyn
Douglas; Buffalo Jiiil (Colonel Cody),
Moroni Olscn ; Mclvor, Andy Clyde ;

Mr*. Oakley, Margaret Armstrong ;

Id iley Oakley. Delmar Watson
; Susan

Oakley, Adeline Craig : Lent ./•

Otto ' Hoffman ; Sitting Bull, Chief
Thunderbird ; Rain-in-the-Face, Philip
Ar-Men-Ta ; Ned Buniline, Dick El-

liott.
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"ANNIE OAKLEY"
(Continued from page 20) g

Two small boys were there—all kids
love a shooting gallery. Suddenly win
of them saw the cutting that Toby had
pasted on the wall.

"Hullee gee, Annie Oakley!" ho
gasped.
"Gosh!" came from his companion.

"Ami Buffalo Bill Show's coming here
next. .Monday."

"Mister," cried the fust boy. "Do
yon know Annie Oakley?"
Toby Walker smiled a twisted grin.

"Sine, son, I knew her way bl

when "

" Sure, and he knew 'em all,"

mocked the lout. "Annie Oakley,
Sarah Bernhardt, the king of England,
the Sultan of Si.im. the " Tin- b

oil' c'uil ran because the e-

"ii Toby Walker's face was fat

from friendly.

But when the gallery was closing

down Toby glanced again at the

ting and read about the visit of

Hi, Halo Bill's Wild West Show. Up
till then he Had vowed li<- would not

it it would he wonderful t<>

Annie Oakley again. Yes, no matter
how much the sight of her would affect

him, he must go 1

Toby Walker found his way to the

show and picked „ut a pay-box where
the man m charge was a stranger to

him. There he paid for a sent in

of the back sows the best he could get,

for the plaee was packed.
'f'he announcer appeared: "Intro-

ducing a group of Simix Indians; next
Crow [vidians—jCherokees; Cheyenne -

Blackfeet—and last Navajo." Yelling

gaudy figures on horsebaok dashed
round tin' arena, ami found their

"'lotted places. "Cowboys from

Wyoming and Montana Mes
from old Mexico Russian ( ossacks

f i.mi the Steppes — the South
American Gauchos and a, troup of

Frilled States Cavalry " The various

hands rushed into ill' arena to take

their places for the opening
"And now introducing. Colonel W. I'

Codj -Buffalo Bill!"
Toby had to smile as the familiar

figure took ins place at the head of

tiie various bands of horsemen. lie

grinned again when a bulky figure,

appeared on a while horse and waved
a tomahawk it was Sitting Bull in

full war paint. Sitting Bull .. climbed
his horse up some stairs to a terrain
overlooking the arena it was his job
to pose there as motionless as possible
whilst the Redskins were doing their

famous attack on a wagon train.

But Toby became verj alert when a
figure in blue appeared and rude across
the arena to the sound of deafening
cheers.
"Ladies and gentlemen," it. was the

mighty voice of Cody. "It is my
pleasure personally to introduce that
little hulv who has played before all

tho crowned heads of Europe. The
greatest shooting star the world has
ever -ten Annie Oaklej !"

Toby Walker was unable on account
of his c'.cs to see Annie properly, so
he burrowed a pair of glasses. She
looked more beautiful than ever. He
wondered vaguely why Annie kepi'

turning in the saddle and peering at
the crowds. Once she looked in his

direction and instinctively he ducked
down—she could nut recognise him at
that detain e

The announcer go! busy.
"We present that world-famous

thrilling spectacle— the Indian attack
June 20th, 1936.
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on the Dead wood Stage. Fearurrng tne

pne and only Sitting Bull." The Indian
chief let out a war whoop and 'raised
his tomahawk.
But whilst his braves were tearing

round and round the Deadwood coach,
Sitting Bull was not paying very much
attention, for he had seen a man in

the crowd that looked like Toby
Walker. Ho shaded his eyes, and then
someone moved so that he could see

clearly. It was Toby Walker.
Toby Walker saw Sitting Bull leave

his terrace and guide his horse down
rho stairway to the arena. He won-
dered why the Great Chief should race
his

_
animal across the arena in his

direction. Sitting Bull sprang from
his horse and clambered over the
barrier.
"Toby!" he yelled.

Toby Walker dived underneath the
back canvas, for he knew that the Indian
had seen him. But Sitting Bull was not
to be denied. Muttering and waving his

tomahawk, he forced his way through
tier upon tier of surprised spectators, and
so fierce did he look that all hastened to

get out of his way. Several women
screamed, but Sitting Bull just showed
his teeth.

The one-time champion crawled under
the tent and ran, but when he looked
back he saw a befeathered figure emerg-
ing. Toby took ^o his heels.

Sitting Bull was now on the trail and
not to be shaken off. He guessed that
Toby would try to elude him so he
Rtalked after him bent double. He hid
behind bushes and tents, but gradually
gained, and did it -so well that when
Toby reached a lighted thoroughfare he
thought he had eluded pursuit. His run
became a walk. Taking cover in door-

steps, behind lamp-posts and coiners
came Sitting Bull.

Thus Sitting Bull saw Toby Walker
enter the cheap rifle range, and he
grinned. With his tomahawk he blazed
a wooden post to mark the place. Now
he must go back and tell Annie; he must
hasten lest Toby fly away.

Sitting Bull saw a hansom-cab and
decided that here was a means of re-

turning quickly to the show. He waved
his tomahawk at the driver to signify he
required a lift. The driver mistook the
gesture and thought his scalp was in

danger ; he climbed down from his box
and, yelling for the police, took to his

heels.
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The Indian could not bother to under-
stand the ways of some white people.
He climbed up to the box-seat, and next
moment the hansom was tearing down
the street at a pace it had never travelled
before.

Colonel Cody stared proudly round at

the cheering crowds and at his many
performers. The evening had been one
of his greatest triumphs. Vaguely he
wondered why Sitting Bull had disap-
peared among the crowd. Almost the
stage was set for the last spectacle.
Lines of riders from all countries of the
world would charge down in lines, to

halt and give him the salute before
riding from the arena. The colonel
blinked his eyes.

The first line of horsemen were charg-
ing towards him, but they were being
led by an ancient hansom-cab. On the
box-seat sat Sitting Bull.

Tho crowd roared at the unexpected in-

cident. It was a combination of the past
and the present, and they thought it was
a comedy stunt introduced by the colonel.

They were overcome with mirth. Not
so the colonel. He scowled and turned
to Jeff Hogarth, who was mounted on a
big brown horse. Annie, mounted on a
piebald mare, and holding a flag of the
United States, was amazed.

Sitting Bull swung his chariot out of
the line and tore across to Annie.
"Annie, I found Toby!" he cried.

"Chief, where is he?"
"Come quick—I will take you." With

his tomahawk he indicate the hansom-
cab.

Colonel Cody and Jeff Hogarth were
amazed when they saw Annie jump down
from her horse and climb into the pas-
senger seat of the hansom. She swung
open the folding flaps and then Sitting
Bull applied his whip, and as the riders
of all nations charged from the arena
the Indian brought up the rear in a
manner that brought thousands cheering
to their feet.

Straight through the horsemen of all

nations Sitting Bull drove the old horse.
Out through the gates past the startled

attendants on to .the high road. The
old horse went at a gallop towards the
Bowery of New York.

Annie suddenly realised that she had
brought her gun with her in the excite-

ment of the moment.

t\ery Tuesday

The rifle range was deserted save for
the barker, the half-witted lout and tho
same two gutter children.

"Gee, Toby, did you honestly know
Annie Oakley?" one of the boys asked
in an awed voice.

Toby laughed softly.
" Did I know her."
"Huh!" sneered the lout. "Did he

know her
!"

Toby scewlci, then ignored the poor
wretch.
"Six shots for a dime," he began to

call out. "Step up and try your luck.

Try your luck, lads."
The lads shook their heads sadly.

"But, Toby, we ain't got no dime,"
said the boldest.
His smile was kindly.
"All right, here you are." He loaded

a gun. "You kids can have six shots

a piece, but hurry up before the boss

gets back. Let's see you hit something
for a change."

The targets began to move and the
first boy fired his six shots and didn't

get one hit. Then the second boy began
to shoot, and with a grin Toby stared at

the clean targets.

There was a long row of clay

pipes on a bracket. Bang—bang
—bang. Three of the pipes were
smashed to pieces. Bang—bang—bang

—

bang—bang—bang—six of the pipes
vanished. Toby, the kids and the lout

stared as if they were dreaming. A
ringing laugh made all jerk round.

On the other side of the road was a

hansom-cab and on the box-seat a grin-

ning Indian brave, but no one bothered
to look at Sitting Bull. It was the little

I idy in the dark buckskin suit and
breeches, with a wide sombrero on her
brown curls.

,

"Annie!" Toby shouted.
"Toby!" came her joyful answer.
"Gosh!" cried the lout and the kid&M

"It's her!"
Toby Walker clasped his dear one close

to his heart, and then over her shouldef
ho laughed at the lout and the kids.

"Did I know Annie Oakley?" he
shouted.

(By permission of Radio Pictures, pre-
senting Barbara Stanwyck as Annie
Oakley, Preston Foster as Toby Walker,
Melvyn Douglas as Jeff Hogarth and

Moroni Olsen as Buffalo Bill.)
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An English officer is sent to Switzerland to trace a spy who is forming a link between
Germany and Turkey. A strange being, "The General," and a beautiful girl are sent
by the Government to help him destroy this secret agent. A story full of thrills,

starring Madeleine Carroll, Peter Lorre, Robert Young and John Gielgud

The Living Dead

EDGAR BRODIE, the brilliant young
novelist, was dead. He had joined
the ranks, obtained a commission

for distinguished conduct in action, and
then came home on leave—only to die
of a chill in his bed.

All this ono could have read in the

paper the day after his death. Now,
strange as it may sound, Edgar Brodie
read the account, of his own death soon
after landing in England. Here is

the real insight into the Edgar Brodie
mystery.

ICdgar Brodio went, to Havre to take
ship back to England on a weeks
leave. On going aboard he was con-
ducted to a special cabin, handed a

letter and locked in a cabin. The
letter was brief and stated that
Lieutenant Edgar Brodie must not
attempt to leave the cabin during the
short trip. A full explanation would
bo given to him on landing.

At Dover he was met by two red-.

taped officers, vim informed B
that he must, go to the War 0(>i,

nee. A special car was waiting to
drive him to London. Naturally, he
asked for an explanation of thi

actiotf lie was given a newspaper
and conducted to the car, the saloon
door of which was at once locked.
There was a small light in the car,

and by the Same I w that a

paragraph had been marked with blue
pencil. With bulgii ad the
account of his own death.

He likely to forget that d

buck to town, because the Germans
would chose that night for an air-raid.

Eventually, after many hours, the eu-

Westminster Bridge
Brodie was glad to reach the security

of the War Office, as the raid was now
June 27th, 1888.

almost overhead. What with the sound
of exploding bombs and the crash of

guns, it was liko> an inferno. He wa<
conducted to a r,oom, where he found
waiting for him a distinguished general.

The general did not waste time but
got at once to the point.

"You have read the obituary notice

of your death, and being an author,

probably think it is very badly do
the general smiled. "I trust thai we
got all the names of your books right."

"Every one, and in the right order,"
answered Brodie. •

"You wrote a number of clever
detective stories in which spies and
international agents have played a
part,'' continued the general. "And
we decided that you were just the man
for a very difficult job. We know that

you have no important living relatives

SO that it was easy for you to come
home on leave and die of a chill. I

ini sotry we could not think of any-
thing more original than a chill."

" You have killed me because you
wish me to undertake a dangerous
mi-sioii under another name?"
questioned Brodie.

"Yes!" The general smiled in his

int way. "Your face is fairly

well known. When we do get a new
man it wouldn't do for him to be

uised on the job as Edgar Brodie.
In Switzerland you'll be Mr. Richard
Ashenden, a neutral gentleman of
independent means."

"Switzerland? Haven't you an agent
':

"

"Plenty, but the one who was con
dinting this particular is no
longer on the case." The gc

drummed on his desk with his til

" lie was unfortunately found in one of

the lakes with a bullet through his fore-

head. You're taking his rjlace.

"

" I'm going to have a pleasant leave,
sir."

"Carry out this commission and you
can have all the leave you require. Wo
have chosen you because we think you
are brave and that you have brains.
There's a German agent in Geneva

—

one of the best men they've got—
waiting for orders to slip oil' to Arabia.
He is a sort of link between Germany
and Turkey. If he goes he may

i •;,• big plans of ours

—

plans, which if they succeed, may
knock the Turk right out of the War.
It is your job to stop him getting
through.''

" \\ hen do I start?"
" It is now midnight, and you leavo

at nine in the meaning. Everything in

the matter of luggage has been pro-
vided for you. Vou will sleep hero
to-night. You'll receive assistance, of

."

"I'm relieved to hear that,'' Brodie
grinned.
The general leaned forward.
"This agent must be found We.

have no idea what he is like or when;
he is staying. Wo don't even know
his name. It's up to you to locate

him."
"And the population of Geneva is

about a hundred and seventy thousand."
the young officer said with grim
humour.

"Slightly more,"' the general an-

swered. "That, makes it easier for

you—you tone your-
self. The Swiss police are getting a

evisli about th, I ir country

been turned into an international

centre. If they catch you playing

your hand too openly, you may find
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yourself in prison for the rest of the

war."

"Supposing I do locate this German
needle in a Swiss haystack, how am I

going to prevent him going to Turkey?"
asked the man who was now Ashenden.
"I can't denounce him to the police,

can I? I should only be giving myself
away."

"I mentioned before that you would
receive assistance." The general
handed over a packet of papers. '* Here
is your passport and some papers deal-
ing with the life of Ashenden—actually
there was an Ashenden. who died in

Fiance. You should read these before
you retire for the night. Also glance
at this secret code-book, which you
must learn to memorise."

"Thank you. sir," Ashenden took
the packet. " When do I meet my

ant?" »

"He is a Mexican—we call him the
Hairless Mexican."
"Why?"
"Because he has a peculiar moon-

shaped face, large eyes and very thick
curly hair." The general laughed.
" Some people say it is a wig. You
had better address him as ' general.'
He isn't a general, and, as a matter of
fact, I fancy the Mexican police might
be pretty glad to gel hold of him—but
he'll appreciate being called a general.
Ho is very susceptible to flattery. But
for all his strange looks and mannerisms
you'll find him invaluable and in-

dispensable."

"What can he do that I can't do
myself"
The general gave Ashenden a quick

glance.

"Let me remind you of something.
Whatever Jiappens, this man a.t Geneva
has got to be prevented from going
east."

''Even if he has to go west instead?"
"Exactly. What's the life of one

man in a war like this? You have
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served on the Western Front and should
know."
Ashenden frowned.
"But killing a person in cold blood

is different."

"Fortunately the Hairless Mexican
won't think so. You can safely leave
the disposal of the German agent to

him."
"Supposing I make a mess of this

job?" Ashenden questioned. "Suppose
Mr. Richard Ashenden slips up some-
where. What then?"

" That's simple. Edgar Brodie, the
novelist will stay dead." the general
answered sharply. "Except for the
Mexican, you will be practically on
your own. If you fall into the hands
of the Swiss, or the Germans get you,
we shall know about it, but we shall

not do anything to help you. It is

impossible for any country to try and
protect a spy or an agent to any extent.
Now I am sure you would like to meet
your assistant." He opened the door
and called "General." but there came
no response. He shut the door. "The
general will be down in the cellars."

"Because of the air-raid?"
"Oh, no," the real general chuckled

softly. "He is not afraid of danger.
He has probably gone to the cellar

because it happens that for some
reason he considers my secretary
is quite an attractive woman. He
imagines he is in love with her. He
brings her absurd bunches of flowers
and shouts Spanish love-songs at her.

He quite frightens her, but he is really

very gentle to women, but " He
paused. "Not so soft where enemies
are concerned. Let us explore the
cellar, Mr. Ashenden."

In the cellars of Whitehall Ashenden
met the Hairless Mexican. The
general's secretary was a rather plain,
thin girl, and the attentions of the
Mexican worried her. She had an idea
he might draw a knife and cut her
throat if she didn't marry him. The

Mexican was waving his arms about
in an elegant appeal when the general
ami Ashenden appeared.
"Thank goodness you've turned up.

sir." cried the girl. "He has been
most difficult to-night."
"You get to bed. Mary, the raid's

over now." laughed the general.

The Mexican kissed his hand and
then grinned from ear to ear. Ashenden
thought he had never seen such a

strange little man.
"You are Senor Ashenden." Tho

Hairless Mexican bowed deeply. " I

am honoured, senor, to work for you."

"You two are working in a cause
that means much to England," the

general said with emphasis. "You.
Ashenden, will start in the morning,
but your assistant will start later and
go by a different route. You will meet
in Switzerland at a certain hotel. The
packet I gave you. Ashenden, contains

your orders. And remember, gentle-

men, this agent must never get to

Turkey."
"The senor find him." The Mexican

grinned from ear to car. "And then
I do the rest." He gave a significant

gesture of a throat being cut. " I

think we have very good times in

Switzerland."

Madame Ashenden

ASHENDEN made an uneventful
journey to Switzerland and made
his way to the hotel, where he

knew that special agents of the Govern-
ment had engaged a suite for him. At
the reception counter of the hotel he
filled in a Dumber of forms, and was
informed that 234 and 235 were on the
second floor, sitting-room and bed-room.

"Thanks." murmured Ashenden. and
then, with the Englishman's inherent
love of cleanliness :

" Is there a private
bath?"
"Certainly, monsieur," answered the

clerk. " Madame Ashenden has insisted

on a private bath."

They made their way to the bell-tower and peered down.
June 27th, 1936.
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The man pushed
the piece of paper

into a box.

"Who?"
" Madame, your wife, monsieur—she

has arrived yesterday. Were you not
expecting her so soon?"

Ashenden pulled himself together and
grinned.
"No—not quite so soon. It is a

pleasant surprise for me."

Very much puzzled, Ashenden
iastened upstairs and found Number 234.

He slipped his hand into his pocket
and took out a gun. This Mrs.
Ashenden might be an enemy spy who
had got wise to his game, and he could
not afford to take chances. He slipped
the gun into his pocket after seeing
that it was loaded. He decided to
walk in casually and if necessary fire

through his jacket pocket if held up.
Very quietly he opened the door and
slid into the room.

Before him was the back of a large
armchair, and he could just see the top
of a man's head. From the bath-room
came the sound of a woman singing
softly and the splash of water.

" Isn't it time you were through with
that bath?" The words came from the
man in the chair.

" I'm almost finished.''

"Good news. What.'ll we do to-

morrow?"
" Why ' wo '?"

"Oh, darling, aren't, you coming out
With me? Didn't you promise?"

" Why don't you leave mo alone,
wretch?" came from the bath-room
"I'm a respectable married woman, and
I've only known you twenty-four
hours."
"In forty-eight you'll know me twice

as well." The figure rose up out of
the chair, and Ashenden saw that, the
speaker was young and good-looking.
"And by the end of the week "

Ashenden had beep seen. "You look-

ing for anybody around here?"
"

I )nl / my \\ ife."

"And by the end of the week, what?"
came the woman's query,
"A divorce— it looks like," chuckled
Jyne liTlh, 1M6.

You're

theon

the handsome young man.
Mr. Ashenden?"
"Guilty." Ashenden was

alert.

Suddenly the woman appeared and
Ashenden saw her. She was slim, very
fair and most attractive. She was
wearing a white dressing-gown, and
was wiping her chin with a towel. She
gave a start at seeing Ashenden, and
then rushed across the room with arms
held open.
"Darling!" she cried. "I'm so glad

you got here at last."

Next moment her arms were round
his neck and she had kissed him.

"Angel !" He managed to hug her.

"They told me downstairs you'd
arrived. How wonderful you're look-
ing. I hope you haven't been too
lonely?" He gave the young man a
significant glance.
"Oh, no," the woman laughed, "this

gentleman and I got acquainted in the

lounge. Mr. Robert Marvin, meet my
husband."
The two men shook hands.
"And now I guess it's time the

triangle retired from the family circle."

Marvin saluted them with a friendly

wave of his hand. " Exit me, com-
pletely baffled."
The young man departed and

Ashenden glanced at the woman, whom
he realised could not be more than
twenty-four or five.

"I wasn't expecting you until this

evening."
"So I gathered."
"Jealous?" she teased.
"Jealous?" He snorted will) righteous

indignation. "My good girl, there's

no need to act a part now. Kindh
tell me who you are, and what your
name is, and why 30U are passing
yourself off as ray wife."

" My name is Elsa Carrington. R.

sent for me and told me I was to come
out here—to join my husband, Mr.
Richard Ashenden."
"So that old blackguard R. has un-

loaded a wife on me." Ashenden

heartily cursed that interfering general
in Whitehall. " You have papers to
prove this?"
She produced a passport and insisted

that he show his. Then she gave him
a code letter from the general in

Whitehall. R. informed Ashenden that

he had made him a married man to

round off his new character, and tli.it.

his wife came of good fighting stock.

She had taken on the job because she
was anxious to serve her country in any
way and did not mind danger.

Satisfied, Ashenden suggested that,

she go back into the bed-room and put
on some clothes. She called him when
she had donned most of her clothing,

and he talked to her whilst she
proceeded to attend to the care of her
face. He told her of the object of this

visit to Geneva, and that he expected
to hear very soon from his assistant,

who was a Mexican.
There came a knock at the door ann

into the room walked the "general.''

Mrs. Ashenden did not seem pleased.

"That man spent all yesterday follow-

ing me around the hotel,
-

' she said

indignantly, "and making eyes at me."'

The general was not at all pleased

when he found that the Government,
had fixed up Ashenden with a beautiful

wife and sent no beautiful woman for

him.
"Ashenden was a married man," ex-

plained the Englishman. "This girl

is part of my disguise—a sort of extra

camouflage."
"Verree clever—verree ingeriioso,"

muttered the Mexican, and suddenly
grinned. "Then maybe the senorita

dine with mo this evening a: the

Casino?"
"General, we're here on important

business." Ashenden spoke severely.
" There's to be no love-making or funny
business of any kind while we're on this

job. If we take lisks we're sunk. Tho
Swiss police aren't fools. Do you
want to spend the rest of the War in

a Swiss prison? We've got to pet

I have instructions from R. to
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go to a little church up the Lagenthal
.Valley. There's a German agent there

—an organist—who's playing the old
game—working for both sides. He's
ready to talk if we pay him enough."'
"Am I coming too':" asked ELa.
" You stay and hold the fort,"

Ashenden commanded. 'There may
be a 'phone call from Zurich."

In a narrow street in the town was
a little sweet-shop, and a little old man
entered- and bought some chocolate.

The proprietor winked an eye ami
handed him a large packet. The old

man went outside and in a quiet alley

opened the packet and threw the

chocolate away. The silver paper he
held up to the light, and he read there
a message in secret code.

It would have been a nasty shock to

Mr. and Mrs. Ashenden and the general
if they co^ld have deciphered that
message

:

"INFORM BERLIN EDGAR
BROD1E. DECEASED NOVELIST.
ARRIVED GENEVA TO-DAY AS
RICHARD ASHENDEN."

A Button in a Dead Hand

ON the following morning Ashenden,
who had spent an uncomfortable
night on a divan in the sitting-

room, and the general set out £rom the

hotel for the Lagenthal Valley The
great white-capped Alps towered
majestically above them. They did
not hurry because they did not wish in

Buy way to rouse suspicion. They
rested for a while at an inn and drank
beer. Naturally, the general did his

best to get otf with madame's charming
daughter, and with difficulty Ashenden
got him once more on the tramp to-

wards the distant church.

At last they reached the church.
There was not a soul in sight as they
opened a rusty gate and made their
way to the entrance. They could hear
the drone of the organ. They glanced
round to see if they were observed
before passing into the church.
One sustained chord was being played

on the organ.
"Carramba!" whispered the Mexican.
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"There will be two men—the man who
is blowing the organ and the player,
yes, no?'
"Not likely—everything is electric

here," Ashenden whispered back.
"We'll light three candles at that side
altar; he'll .-.ee us through his mirror."
The sustained chord continued.

They stared towards the bent figure

at the organ. The same drowning
sound made the two men glance at
each other For five minutes the men
stood before the altar. The sustained
chord continued.

" Vaniinous. I stand this no more!"
hissed the general, and drew out a

particularly wicked-looking knife.
"'Let us go looking for ourselves."

They tiptoed across the church over
the stone Hags towards the organist.
They saw the man's bowed shoulders.
Why did he play the same chord the
whole time? Ashenden coughed, and
the man did not look round. The
general moved forward and made
towards th" left side of the organist,
Ashenden moved to the right. Both
men were ready should the organist be
playing tricks with them. The Mexican
touched the organist on the shoulder
and the latter- hand left the keys.
There was a deathly silence. The
Mexican and Ashenden saw the figure
of the organist topple from its seat
ami crash to the ground.
Round the neck of the organist was a

steel wire
"Strangled!" gasped Ashenden.
The Mexican nodded.

"Someone very much did not want us
lo speak with him." He dropped
beside the dead man and forced open a
clenched fist. "Look!" From the dead
man's hand rolled a button of the
leather hall type.
"The owner of that must he the man

who killed him," Ashenden whispered,
and then turned. "Shush, someone is

coming !"

They made their way to the bell-
tower, and peering down saw a man
whom they guessed must be a sort of
sexton tidying up the place, and heard
his yell when coming upon the body of
the organist. The sexton decided "that

the huge bell should be lolled, and
Ashenden and the general were nearly
deafened by the dm. Through slats

in the room they saw the villagers
hastening towards the church.
"It looks as if we shall have to stay

here for hours," Ashenden yelled in the
general's ear.

It was lucky for them that the
villagers did not think to search the
belfry, and hours later they escaped.
They got back to Geneva, and
Ashenden was not pleased to find a curt
note from Elsa saying that she was
tired of waiting for him and had gone
to the casino with Marvin.

So Ashenden and the general put on
dinner jackets and went across to the
casino. The Englishman felt a twinge
of jealousy as he saw Elsa. Her even-
ing dress was a marvellous affair of
white brocade, and her hair was set in

the latest fashion. She was enjoying
herself with Marvin, whom Ashenden
presumed was some cue free American
over in Switzerland for a holiday or
to get as ne;u- to the war as possible
so that he could he a hero hack in the
States. She saw Ashenden and hastened
over to him.

Elsa kissed him on the cheek.
"Darling. I got lather bored, so I

came along here with Mr. Marvin

—

you don't mind, darling, do you?"
"I'm glad you've turned up to take

this dull wife of yours off my hands,"
chortled the irrepressible, always laugh-
ing young American.
Mdrvin strolled away to make a bet

on the tables.

"How did you get on? Any
results?" Elsa asked
Ashenden produced tin' button.

"The sum total of the day's work."
He lowered his voice. "Someone
strangled the organist; we were too
late. Smile, Elsa, smile. Marvin's
coming back."
There was a slight scene in the casino

because a thin, gaunt Englishman by
the name of Caypor came into the
casino with his German wife and a
small dachshund. Dogs were against
the rules. It was the general who
drew Ashenden's attention to the fact

The general took out a flask of brandy and drank greedily, whilst Marvin watched him avidly.
June 27th, 193«.
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that a button of the leather ball type
was missing from Caypor's coat. They
glanced significantly at each other when
they heard him telling someone that
he was a keen mountaineer and that

that afternoon he had been in the

Lagenthal Valley.
Caypor and his wife were staying in

the same hotel, and the general found
out that the Englishman was planning
to leave very soon for some unknown
destination.
Caypor always seemed to be whisper-

ing to his German wife and Ashenden
was certain that here was the secret

agent and the man who had murdered
the organist. Somehow he managed to

scrape acquaintance with Caypor on the

excuse that he was crazy about
mountaineering.

It was a hateful task to Ashenden,
but Caypor was an enemy to England
and moreover the link between
i Jermany and Turkey. With the help

of the general he persuaded Caypor to

act as guide on a mountaineering trip.

Half-way up Ashenden became so sick

that he could not continue and
staggered across to a nearby observa-

tory where the astronomer in charge
permitted him to use the telescope. On
the opposite mountain side he could see

two dots—they were approaching a
perilous ledge. Only one dot was there

a few minutes later.

Some hours Later a white-faced
Ashenden and quite complacent general
were on their way back to Geneva.
"How did the police inquiry turn

out?"
"Perfectamcnte. Un accident," the

general grinned. " Very—very sad, but
could not be avoided. The poor
gentlenians !"

Elsa was not so gay when those two
men returned from their fell mission.
^he was realising what this adventure
that was to be full of danger and thrill

was sordid and terrifying. She did
not blame Ashenden for doing what was
but his duty, and she was glad when he
told her that he had been unable to go
through with it, and that it was the
Mexican who had sent Caypor hurtling

to his doom.
A telegram was brought to Ashenden

at lunch the next day.
"It's from R. I'll have to decode it,"

ho told Elsa, and begged to be excused.
Elsa sat there and stared at the

general with horror and revulsion. How
could he sit there looking at some
comic French paper and laugh? Then
Ashenden came back and she saw at

once that something was wrong. The
general tioticed, for he put down his

paper. Ashenden spread out the de-

coded message.

" Englishman not your man. Look
elsewhere. Impress urgency. Hurry."

"Oh, how terrible 1" Elsa sobbed;
and then with failing hope she turned
to Ashenden. " But the button "

It was the Mexican who answered,
ami lie laughed a trifle shakily.

" It, seems these buttons is not so un-
common as you and I think. The

ng man. Now we have to find the
right—and all for the same money."
"I can't go on with this!" Ashenden

cried. "I couldn't risk mur— killing

another innocent man."

Duty Must Come First

ELSA CAR RINGTON and Edgar
Brodie were in love with each
other. They decided that they

could not go on with this masquerade
of Mr. ana Mrs. Ashenden, that they
would inform II. that they were re-

signing, return to England, Elsa to
take up nursing and Edgar to go back
June 27th, 1938.
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to the Western Front. They would
marry, and Fate would decide if Edgar
should pass through the perils of the
war unscathed.
The decision to resign they reached

two days after the death of Caypor.
They were not feeling quite so terrible
about the Englishman's death. Caypor
should have been fighting for England
and not skulking in Switzerland, and
thus they tried to ease their conscience.
They told Marvin that they wov'd
shortly be returning to America—their
passports were those of American
citizens. That bright young man had
said that he would be leaving the
pleasant surroundings of Geneva, and
told them that he was a journalist seek-
ing copy. He did not know where his

paper planned to send him—probably
Greece.
Elsa and her bogus husband were

busy writing the letter of resignation to

R. when there came a tapping at

their door. It was the Mexican.

"Hallo, general," greeted Ashenden.
"Where have you been? They told me
last night when I inquired where you
were that you had gone out. I've been
wanting to see you. Elsa and I have
just made a decision. We're going
home to-morrow." He held up the

letter. "I've resigned."
The Mexican general did not smile.

He stared at them curiously, and they
found their gaze shifting before the
man's strange look.

"Your pardon with me, but I do not
understand this thing." He spoke
softly. "In the time of war this word
resign I think it does not exist.

Always, of course, there is the running
away, but resign on the front of enemy,
it is impossible. Suppose whole army
say this thing?"
"I wouldn't say it if I were in the

front line," argued Ashenden. "That
sort of fighting is clean."

" And when Senor R. does not accept
this resignings—of course he does not

—

then what you do, please?"
"We'll be on the way before he can

stop us," Ashenden cried. "R.'ll easily

find a couple better than us. It isn't,

even as if we were doing any good."
"We can do very big goods."

The Mexican spoke with obvious
significance.

"What do you mean?" Ashenden
demanded.
"This is why I am coming to you

this minute. There is the new clues,

the most big thing yet; it will lead

direct to the man. , The real man; this

time there is no making mistakes." His
eyes were appealing. "You think 1

enjoy climb mountain to kill man for

nothings. Von think I have no heart.

Give me, please, the break. Promise
if I make this time sure you stay here
and see me through. Duty, senor,

should come first."

"Pah, duty!" scoffed Ashenden. but
lie fidgeted uncomfortably. " \\

.

|ue?"
Vou come with me and I tell you.

You make for me good advice."

ill right." Ashenden stood up.
"I'll listen to this clue, and give you
good advice, but I'm through. I'll be
Back in a few minutes, Elsa."

The Mexican took Ashenden along the
corridor in the direction of his room.
Outside he stopped and looked round
to seo if ho could be overheard.

"Last night I go to the cafes, not feel

so good, and someone she smile al me.
I buy her drink and we much talk,"
the. general whispered. "Wo make a
little discussion about money matters.
She tells m* about her boy friend—her
fiance. This boy friend ho work in

|
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factory, here in Geneva, where they
are making the chocolates."

" But I don't see how " began
Ashenden.
"Shush, you listen." The Mexican

clutched his arm. "This boy friend is

dispatching clerk on the top floor. But
he make the big money—make four
times the big money as make other
dispatching clerk. This chocolate
factory—it is more than chocolate
factory—it is—how do I say—the
German post-office."

"A clearing-house for information?"
questioned Ashenden.

" Yes, but very, very secrets. The
manager of this factory, he don't know
nothing. Only one or two of the work-
peoples in secrets."
"The boy friend is one?"
"Certain sure," the Mexican grinned.

"Yesterday a message come through

—

a message for somebody waiting here
for it. Boy friend tell girl friend, she
tell me. She say he know the man.
And for small sum she get him talk."
"Why should she do that?"
"Little fool want get married. For

five thousand francs he tell us who
this man be." The general pointed to

his door. "I bring Lilli here to see

you, senor. You talk nice, senor, and
hold the money near her nose. The
greedy lectio peeg she make boy friend

talk for the money."
"I'd better have a talk with her,"

Ashenden decided. " I can give her a
thousand on account and the rest later."

In the bed-room was a pretty girl.

Covetous little eyes stared at the two
men eagerly. Ashenden assured her
that he would pay her young man five

thousand francs if she would bring him
to the hotel.

"He cannot come here, Mein Herr."
Lilli shook her hi "It is too
dangerous. The police. Always they

look for spies."

"She's right, senor," the general had
to admit, and then he grinnet).

"Better not he come to me. I go to

him."
"Where?" asked Ashenden.
"At the factory," answered Lilli.

''She is right," the Mexican decided.

"In the crowd we have more safe. I

get the permit for visit factory. It is

famous place. Then I meet into this

brave boy friend, her Pete, by accidi

Vou give him the money and he tell

me plenty. I go order car."
Within half an hour the general and

Ashenden were on the way to the
late factory. They had obtained

the necessary permit.
"Pete know the name of man for

whom we look so much and the route h'J

take to East." The general showed a

small note. "Lilli -he give me this to

make contactings with Pete."
"I hope we're not embarking on a

wild-goose chase." Ashenden m
uneasily. "Sounds too easy to me."

The Real Spy

MARVIN WM sprawled on his bed
in his luxurious room. He was
busy writing a humorous fare-

well message to Elsa. There was a

knock at his door, and the funny little

old man who had bought the choc.

shuffled into the room.
• smd beide wig i:n Auto."

''Spied;. kein dcutsch."
Marvin sat up in bed. "It is safer to

English. Where did they ask

tlie chauffeur to take them?"
"To the chocolate factory."
Marvin whistled.

"Will you walk into my parlour said

the spider to the fly. Well, it's their

funeral."

(Continued on page 25)
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It was renegade treachery that had caused Colonel Delmont's death. That was why
his son rode the vengeance trail and braved a hundred perils to track down the
veteran cavalryman's slayers. A swift-moving epic of the old Frontier days, starring

John Wayne and Ann Rutherford
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The Expedition

IT was late autumn of the year 1830,

and the brown and russet tints of
the leaves had changed tlie aspect of

the Wyoming forests. There was a
certain crispnoss in tlie air, too,

refreshing after tlie torrid heat of
summer, but heralding the approach of
winter's rigours.

That year there had been a good deal
of trouble up and down the frontier,

what with the forays of hostile Red-
skins and the activities of renegade
white men who preyed on immigrant
wagon-trains bound for distant Oregon.
At the Wyoming settlement of Fort
Laramie, civilisation's la*t outpost on
the fringe of the Indian country, the
cavalry detachment which maintained
law and order among the Rockies had
been kept pretty busy on account of
alarums and excursions.

With the autumn there had come a
lull, however, and it seemed as if Uncle
Sun's troopers had finally subdued the
warrior braves and the murderous
bandits who had made the colonisation
of tho Far West so hazardous a
Venture.
Therefore it could not have been said

that the ravages of Redskins and rene-
gades were responsible for the con-
ference of sober-faced military men
which took place at the fort dining the
close of that particular month of Sep
tember.

General Ferguson, in command at
Laramie, was the central figure at that
conference, and with but two exceptions
the other men present wcro officers
serving under him— the exception being

Clem Harris, a trader of some repute,
and Lafe Bentin, a scout who knew tin-

Indian country as ho did the palm of his

hand.

'Gentlemen.'' General Ferguson was
saying earnestly, "the news has just
reached us that the last wagon-train
which passed through here on the way
to Oregon has met with disaster at the
Snake River Crossing. In .-hort, the
direct route to Oregon, known as the
Union Pa's trail, ha- witnessed yet
another tragedy.''

There was a pause, an^ then Ferguson
went on speaking.

"As you know." he staled, "the
difficult Union Pass trail has been the
cause of many, many calamities—not
brought about SO much by marauding
Indians or freebooter.-, as by the arduous
nature of the country itself. Pioneer.-,

drowning in floods, dying of starvation
on barren prairies, perishing of thirst in

blitzing deserts. Yes, gentlemen, heavy
toll has been taken of those brave
spirits who have tried to reach the great
North-West, and so a new trail, to
Oregon must be found."

There was a silence, during which tho
general turned his keen grey eyes on
Clem Harris, the trader.

"In these circumstances." he con-
tinued, "I am inclined to look favour-
ably on a suggestion which our friend
here has put up. Perhaps you will in'

good enough to repeat that suggestion
to my officers, Mr. Harris"
The trader cleared his throat. He

was a thick-set man of ruddy com-
plexion, very heavy about the shoulders,

and with a bulldog jaw that seemed to

indicate determination.
"Mr. Benton, my scout, tells me that

there is a pass to the south that would
enable Americans to enter Oregon
through California," ho declared.

"Yes. siree," Lafe Benton struck in

with emphasis, toying with his wide
brimmed Stetson as he spoke. "I kin
guide yuh to it, and from Californy up-
wards to Oregon it's an easy route."

"Aren't you forgetting," -aid one of

General Ferguson's subordinates, "that
California is not yet United States terri-

tory, but belongs to Mexico?"
"That's true enough, sir." rejoined

Harris. "But the Californians would
not object to us travelling peacefully
through their land. My proposal is

that a troop of cavalry escort -, me via

r. 1 1 i — southern pass to the boundary line

of Mexican territory, where I can fend
for myself and work my day up to

Oregon to transact business there,

"The dangers of 'his southern
route," he added in an explanatory
tone, "are confined to the country
between here and the California line.

Now the soldiers who travelled with

me would not only afford me protection,

but could later fortify the trail against
Redskins for the benefit of the wagon-
trains which would use tin- route after

we had blazed it, as it were."
The suggestion put up by Harris

> hi bo look moro promising to tho
assemblage of officers. At firs! the idea-

had seemed a little wild to them, but
they could see now why their com-
mander had given it consideration.

"And this southern trail which vou
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mention, Mr. Harris," someone in-

quired, "it definitely presents le.~s diffi-

culty than the Union Pass route?"
"Ask Mr. Benton," said Harris. "He

claims to know every inch of it."

Lafo Benton drew the baek of his
hand across his mouth. Ho was a big,
loose-limbed fellow, whoso face was
burned to a deep tan.

"It sure is a clear-cut trail," he
announced, "and any man that used it

would have a pleasure trip compared to

what he'd have to go through on the
Union Pass route. The only trouble is

Injuns, the tribes down that way not
havin' been put in their place like the
ones up hereabouts."

General Ferguson addressed the
company -again.

"Gentlemen,'' he said, "I am going
to accept Mr. Harris' proposal; but in
view of the dangers which may be
encountered from hostile Redskins I
shall have to depend on one of you
to volunteer as leader of the expedi-
tion."

The words were no sooner uttered
than a young man holding the rank of
captain stepped forward. Over six feet
tall, and built in proportion, he was a
strikingly handsome specimen of his
race, with light-brown hair, resolute
features, and eyes that possessed a
devil-may-care expression.

"I'd like tho assignment, sir," he
remarked.
General Ferguson looked at him

appreciatively, but shook his head.

"I'm sorry, Captain Delmont," he
murmured, handing the younger man
a. dispatch that was lying on his desk.
" But I am reserving your services for
a mission which this document will
explain. Therefore I must call upon
someono else."
"Perhaps the general will permit me

to volunteer."
The speaker was a man of some fifty

years, a veteran of the army, yet still

a fine, soldierly figure, and bearing a
certain family resemblance to the
youthful cavalryman whose offer had
just been rejected. He was, in fact,
Captain Delmont's father.

"Thank you, Colonel Delmont,"
General Ferguson said. "You can
consider yourself in charge of the ex-
pedition, and I'd like you to arrange
for an early departure. That will be
all. gentlemen."
Thus dismissed, the officers' filed out

through the door of the general's
quarters, the Dclmonts being the last to
depart.

"Sorry you weren't assigned, John,"
father said to son, as they were crossing
the threshold. "I believe you're dis-
appointed, at that."

"Aw, that's all right, dad," Captain
John Delmont answered cheerfully.
"It's in tho family, anyway."
They passed out of the room, and

now Ferguson was left alone with
Harris and Benton.

"By-the-hy, Mr. Harris," the general
asked, "what will jou require in the
n ay of equipment?"
"Why, I'd say plenty of rifles, am-

munition and food supplies," the trader
replied heartily. "And a field-gun,
general. Yep, a field-gun would be
pretty useful."

"I'll sec to it," the cavalry com-
mander assured him, and a few seconds
later the trader and his scout were also
quitting the room.

Once out of earshot of the sentry who
was posted at the door of Ferguson's
quarters, Benton >poke to Harris in an
undertone. He was grinning—a crafty
and malevolent grin that might have
June 27th, 1U38.
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caused the general some uneasiness had
he been able to see it.

"It went over better than I ex-
pected," said Benton.
Harris nodded. There was an un-

pleasant glitter in his eyes.
" I've been planning this for a long

time, Lafe, " he muttered. "By
thunder, there's no tellin' where we
might finish up when we hit California.
We've picked a spot where we can build
a stronghold that will stand off an
army. We'll have a field-gun—the only
piece o' cannon that country has ever
seen. And we'll make ourselves masters
of the whole section there."

" Yeah ? " the scout chuckled. " Well,
you take the land. Me an' the boys
will be satisfied with the loot."
"And there'll be plenty of it," quoth

Harris. " Now you know what to do,

Lafe. Get Markey—toll him
_
that

everything's okay and that he's to

round up the boys an' meet the column
at Soda Springs. Tell him to pull off

the job just as we planned it."

Benton gave him a sly wink that held
a wealth of meaning, and then took
himself off. Harris remained at the
fort, and a little while later might
have been seen mingling with a knot
of officers, who fell into conversation
with him at once.
They liked Harris, had always liked

him, finding him good company. He
had an engaging way with him, and,
taken at his face value, he seemed a
downright and hearty sort of person.
Little did they know that this trader
of good repute was in reality the head
of a powerful band of outlaws, and
that under his veneer of good fellow-

ship the true nature of the man was
revoltingly cruel and cunning and
ruthless.

Left to Die

THE journey from Laramie,_ in

Wyoming, to Soda Springs,
situated in the territory now-

known as Utah, was one that took many
days, and a full fortnight had elapsed
since the conference at the fort when
a considerable gang of desperadoes
mustered there.
They were the men in the pay ot

Harris and were led by Markey, an
ill-favoured ruffian who acted as the
bogus trader's lieutenant.
Their camping-ground was among the

rocks that were scattered in profusion
around Soda Springs, and here they
awaited the approach of the expedition
commanded by Colonel Delmont ; here
they whiled away tho time for twenty-
four hours, taking it in turns to keep
a look-out towards the north-east, and
in their waking moments discussing
the project that Harris had in mind.

It was at the end of twenty-four
hours, and a new day had dawned
chillingly with a hint of snow in the
air, when the Delmont column was
sighted on the trail, Harris and Benton
riding a little to the fore.

News of the expedition's approach
had no sooner been conveyed to him
that Markey prepared for an am-
buscade, planting a handful of his men
within gunshot range of the Springs.

"You fellows know your job." he said

to these renegades. "As soon as the
blue-coats dismount and come ahead,
get your horses and beat it. Meantime,
the rest of us will be in hiding away
to the left there, and we'll bear down
on the wagons at the right moment.
The whole thing oughta be easy.

"Tom," he added, turning to a lynx-

eyed rogue known as Richards, "you II

stay put when we make our dash, an'

you'll pick up Harris with a spare
horse. Is that clear ?"
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Richards nodded briskly, and the
main body of the crooks then cantered
off to the position that they were to
occupy, parting with those who were
to engage in the task of drawing off

the soldiers.

A quarter of an hour later the
Delmont column pulled slowly into the
immediate neighbourhood of Soda
Springs. It was a column that con-
sisted of a field-gun and ammunition
limber, a number of wagons laden to
the canvas with stores and equipment,
and a troop of blue-uniformed cavalry-
men for escort.

As it came within range a shot split

the quiet of the lonely, rock-bound hills

that overlooked the Springs. It was
fired by one of the small party of men
who had been detailed by Markey to
decoy the soldiery, and it was im-
mediately followed by a desultory
volley from the same source.
The leaden slugs whistled amongst

the troopers of the column, and so
unexpected was the fusillade that for
an instant or two the military detach-
ment was thrown into confusion. At
the outset, indeed. Harris and Benton
alone seemed to keep their heads—as

well they might, since they knew that
they had nothing to fear.

" Get down off your horses an,d take
cover !" yelled Harris.
He was obeyed, for the order was

not countermanded by Colonel Delmont.
Why should it have been ? Delmont
himself realised that it was the only
course to take, and set an example by
swinging himself out of the saddle and
drawing his revolver.
The men of his detachment dro,

to the ground. Then the drivers • of

the wagons and the artillerymen on the
gun limber followed suit, and next
second a heavy fire was being opened
upon the cluster of boulders from which
the outburst of shooting had come.

As for Harris and Benton, they had
made it their business to single out a
bugler who was attached to the troop,

and, after there had been a brief

exchange of shots with the concealed
desperadoes, the trader and his ally

slipped across to that soldier.

"Sound the charge!" Harris rapped
out.

The bugler hesitated, but Harris
seemed to imply that the command had
originally come from Colonel Delmont,
and in another moment the brassy notes

of the trumpet were resounding above
the blatter of military carbines.

Quick to respond, the cavalrymen
leapt to their feet and dashed forward
through the rocks, cheering as they
ran. At the same time Harris and
Benton detected movements away
ahead, movements which told them that.

the handful of renegades who had
blazed at the troopers were making off.

Scout and trader hung back as the
soldiers pressed onward, and then,

unnoticed, they turned aside and raced

hot-foot between the scattered bouSJers
to a coppice about a hundred yards to

the west.
Before they readied that coppice a

formidable band of horsemen spuried

out of it and swept down the line of

wagons which had been left Unattended
by Delmont and his troop.

Skulking among the rocks with
Benton. Harris watched Markey and
the gang stampede the wagon-teams
expertly, anil heard a fresh uproar of
shooting as the betrayed soldiery be-

came aware of what was taking place

in their rear. But, inveigled into that

fatal and useless charge by one whom
they had trusted. Colonel Delmont ana
his men were already a fair distance

from the Springs, and without suffer
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ing a singlo casualty the renegades
escaped with their booty—a whole
column of prairie schooners [jacked

with stores and munitions of war, to

say nothing of a field-gun of the latent

pattern and a hundred cavalry mounts
fully accoutred.

"Good work. Markey," Harris solilo-

quised under his breath, and then in

company with Benton he hurried on
until he reached, the coppice from
which the foray had been launched.
Here he found Tom Richards awaiting

him with a couples of ponies, and he
made haste to climb astride one of the

animals.
"All right. Tom, let's go." he

grunted to Richards. 'Barton, you go
back and report to Delmont. As long
as 3'ou're the one to break the bad
news to him, he'll believe your story.

But remember, nobody must reach the
fort with word of the raid until I have
time to get well out of the country."
"Don't Worry about that," the scout

rejoined. "Colonel Delmont and his

troop are as good as lost light now.
And you and me and all the rest of

tin' boys will meet later— in California."
With a nod Harris wheeled and

galloped off in a westerly direction,

Richards accompanying him. As for
Benton,- he sneaked back under cover
of the rocks until he was within sight

of the cavalry detachment winch -had
been so cunningly tricked.

The soldiers had returned to tin

Springs, and were standing around with
the air of men who were baffled and
helpless. ( 'olonel Delmont and a
couple of junior officers were in earnest
conversation beside a solitary wagon
which had been overlooked by Markey
and his cronies.

Such was the scene that Benton now
beheld, and after permitting himself a
covert smile he stepped boldly from
amidst the rocks iand advanced towards
the colonel.
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"Did yuh get any of those rats who
opened fire on us, sir?" he asked.
"No," Delmont breathed. "They

ran to their horses and sheered off as
we charged. They were only decoys,
Benton, for while our backs were
turned some more of the scoundrels
bore down on the wagons and got away
with everything—everything except this

prairie schooner here, which contains
nothing but our tents and a small
quantity of provisions."
"How much grub is there in that

wagon?" Benton queried.
"Enough to keep us alive for a week

or two on short rations." was the
reply. "After that we're finished."
"Finished is right." Benton muttered

with well-feigned gloom. "There ain't

no game in this tract of country, and
ue'ie hun'erds of miles from anywhere."
Colonel Delmont was silent for a

space, and then, looking about him:
"What happened to Harris?" m-

demanded.
"I was groin' to tell you about that."

Benton said with a frown. 'It sure
looks like he had something to do with
the whole thing, sir. I saw him strike
off, and, followin' him up, was just in

time to spot him ridin' away with one
o' them renegades."
The colonel's brow darkened as (his

evidence of the trader's villainy was
made known to him, and, standing
there, he cursed the day that Karris
had talked General Ferguson into ac-

cepting his proposal to blaze a new
trail. It was clear enough to him now
that the man had only been working
for his own ends, seeking to gain profit

and plunder from the II. S. Government.
"Benton," he said huskily, "we can't

turn back, and it's equally in vain to

go forward. We would die on the
march for want of supplies."
"There's a horse harnessed to that

wagon there, sir," Benton stated. "I
could make the fort alone on it.

(ra veil in' light—and could be back hers
with a relief party afore the heavy
snow starts."

It was a suggestion to which tho
colonel readily agreed, and, the horse
being taken out of the shafts of the
\n igon, Benton swung himself astride
the animal's back. He wis then pro-
vide,] with some food, sufficient to last
him on his long journey to Fort
Laramie, and as he was preparing to

se1 out Delmont moved close to him.
"Remember, Benton." he said

"the lives of my men are in
hands."
"I understand, sir." the scout an-

swered, and a moment later he was
clapping his heels to the flanks of he,
mount.
The soldiers who had pinned their

faith on him watched him galloping in

the direction whence they hail come,
watched him until a fold in the land-
scape hid him from their view. It

was only then, had they but. known
il, that Lafe Benton changed his course,
swinging aside from the north-east
trail ami affecting a detour thai enabled
him to skirt Soda Springs and head
for the west—and California.

Special Assignment

SOME weeks later, on the old Union
Pass trail that led to Laramie
and then wound away across ;i

thousand miles of the toughest territory
in the West, a wagon-train of immi-
grants might have been seen in tno
throes of a combat with Nature.
The wagon-train in question was

fording a tributary of the Platte River.
but the torrent, swollen with recent,

falls of sleet and snow, was rendering
tin- passage a difficult and even
desperate venture.
Despite tins, the crossing was madu

without a hitch until the last prairie
schooner was fifty yards from the west
bank, when the vehicle suddenly cap-

I'm sorry, Captain Delmont," the general murmured, handing the younger man a dispatch that was lying on his
desk. " But I am reserving your services for a mission which this document will explain."
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sized and plunged its occupants into
tiie water.
The occupants were a woman and a

small girl of some seven or eight years,

and as the flood swallowed them an out-
cry arose from those of the immigrants
who had already gained dry ground.
Even as those shouts of alarm went

up three horsemen charged into the
water in a determined and spontaneous
attempt to rescue the woman and the
girl. They were not connected in any
nay with the wagon-train. They were
soldiers who had chanced to arrive at
the ford while the column of pioneers
had been engaged in traversing it, and
one of them was none other than young
Captain Dehnont, bound for Laramie
after executing a mission in the south-
east.

It was for the young girl that John
Delmont made, leaving his two
comrades to succour the woman, and.
though a few moments of tense anxiety
• nsued, the gallant blue-coats finally

succeeded in bringing the imperilled
couple ashore.
John was the first to reach the bank,

and amid the acclamations of the
onlookers there he handed a drenched
and weeping child to an elderly, white-
faced man who was waiting with open
amis.

" I—I don't know how to thank you,
sir," this man said to him in a voice
that trembled with emotion. "My

—

my name is Ridgley, and I'm leader
of this train. This is my little daughter
Sis. She was riding up on a spare
wagon with her Aunt Minnie there."

John glanced at the drooping form of

"Aunt Minnie," who was being carried
out of the river by his comrades, two
staunch troopers who were known as
Red Conway and Tim O'Rourke. They
seemed to be at loggerheads over her,

Red and Tim, as if each were anxious
to claim the credit for rescuing her,

and John could not help smiling, for
he knew that those two fellows under
liis command considered themselves first-

class "lady-killers."
Aunt Minnie, in the meanwhile, was

plainly in a fainting condition, and it

was not until she had been placed on
dry land that she revived. And then,
as she lifted her head. Red Conway and
Tim O'Rourke saw her features fair

and square for the first time.
They released her with one accord.

For the face that they beheld was not
what they had expected. It was the
plain, unbeauteous face of a typical
spinster, middle-aged, but possessed of
kittenish ways that became apparent as
she recovered her wits.

"Oh!" she squealed. "Oh, I've been
saved—and by a soldier! Oh, tell me,
which of you was the brave man who
rescued me?"
She looked as if she were about to

favour her deliverer with a kiss, which-
< scr one should prove to be the deserv-
ing party, and involuntarily the two
loopers recoiled.

Red, long and lean and carrot-

headed, made haste to point at Tim.
The latter, short and plump, was
equally quick to indicato his lanky
comrade.
"Ho did!" they exclaimed in one

voice.

Their captain, John Delmont, was
Tad Ming their discomfiture, and was
covering his mouth with hit hand to
hide a grin when old man Ridgley Spoke
to him again.
"May f present my other daughter,

sir?'' the leader of the wagon-train said.
" I reckon she'd like (o thank you for

what you did as well, an' niaybo she
an do it better than me."
John tinned to discover a girl of

nineteen or twenty standing beside
Juno ^7th, 1936.
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Ridgley, a girl whose loveliness took his
breath away; a small, dainty brunette,
trim of figure, with a creamy com-
plexion and a pair of large, smiling eyes.
He was scarcely aware of the words

of gratitude that she addressed to him
—only he knew that they came mighty
prettily from her lips. Then her voice
traded off on a note of inquiry, and ho
realised that she was waiting for him
to tell her his name.
"John," he found himself sayiug.

"Captain John Delmont."
"My name is Ann," she murmured,

and blushingly lowered her glance as he
continued to gaze at her in admiration.
John soon learned that the Ridgley

wagon-train was bound for Oregon, and,
in consequence, he proposed that he and
his two subordinates should ride with
it as far as Laramie. It was a sug-
gestion that was welcomed by Ann and
her father, as well as by little Sis, who
was on the way to recovering from her
ordeal and already seemed to be
developing a sort of hero-worship for
the tall officer who had saved her from
the river.

During the next three days, therefore,
John Delmont had ample opportunity of
making the better acquaintance of the
Ridgleys, and, if Red Conway and Tim
O'Rourke; were hard put to it to avoid
the skittish attentions of Minnie, their
captain at least found the time passing
quickly enough in the company of Ann.

It was round about ten o'clock on a
chill, dreary morning that the column
of immigrants sighted Fort Laramie,
and, as they intended to push right
ahead until weather conditions should
force them to camp for the winter
months, John was compelled to take a
regretful farewell of them there and
then.

"Well, captain," old man Ridgley
said as he shook hands with him, "I
want to thank you again for what you
and your men did at the crossing of the
Platte."
"That's all right, Mr. Ridgley," John

told him heartily. "I'm glad to have
met you, for making a friend in this

country means a lot to anyone. You
never know when we might run across
each other again. I only hope we do."
His parting with Ann was somewhat

different. Though he had only known
her a few days he felt that he would
never forget her, and it gave him a
queer pang when he reflected that he
was perhaps bidding her "goodbye."
never to see her any more. He could
have wished with all his heart that he
were not a soldier, but a pioneer bound
for Oregon, and he had a pretty shrewd
idea that she was wishing the same.

Part they must, however, and a short
time afterwards Captain John Delmont
was reporting to General Ferguson in
the hitter's quarters at the fort.

The general congratulated him on the
success of the mission that he had con-
ducted in the east, and added that he
considered John and Troopers Conway
and O'Rourke were entitled to a long
furlough.
"Thank you, sir," the younger man

replied, and then, after a slight pause:
"Have you heard anything of my
father ?" ho asked.
General Ferguson shook his head

slowlv, frowning as he did so.

"Not a word," he said, "and I con-
fe>s to being worried, my boy, for we've
been a long time without news of the
colonel and his command. But at this
time of the year I'm afraid that no
search party could get through the
mountains."
John hit, his lip. The lack of tidings

from his father had troubled him sorely,
and ho "as desperately anxious to learn
if all was well witli him.

"I'd like to try it, sir," he announced,
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and at that the general rose from his
chair.
"I v;ouldii't ask any man to go," he

stated,' laying a hand on the captain's
shoulder. "But I'll gladly give you my
permission, and, as I believe Conway
and O'Rourke to be very much attached
to you, they are at liberty to travel
with you if they so desire."
This John would not hear of, pre-

ferring to undertake the hazardous
journey alone without risk to the lives
of other men. But on the day that he
prepared for departure he was accosted
by Red and Tim.
Like their officer, they had discarded

their uniforms and were dressed in
buckskin. They had also obtained
horses and a couple of pack-mules.
"Where do you think you're going?"

John demanded.
"Well, it's like this, yon see, cap'n,"

began Tim, acting as spokesman, "Red
and me got a furlough from the old
man, and we—we "

"We're gonna spend it kickin'
around the mountains," Red struck in
hurriedly.
John looked at the two of them. He

was not deceived by their words.
"Boys," he said, "it's fine of you to

want to go along with me, but I can't
let you."
"But you can't stop us," O'Rourke

blurted, whereupon Red caught him by
the arm.
"Now wait a minute, Tim—wait a

minute. Obey Cap'n Delmont's orders.
Ef he wants to go alone, that's his
privilege."
"But," the carrot-headed trooper

went on significantly, "any time -he
feels like company, all he'll have ter<!«io

is whistle, an' we'll be right behind
him."
John heaved a sigh that seemed to

spell defeat. He could see quite plainly
that no amount of argument on his part
would prevent these faithful comrades
from following him.
"All right, boys," he said in a

resigned tone, "you win."
Thus Captain Delmont set out upon

his journey with the companionship of
two cheerful worthies to help him on
his way, and in the days that followed
they might have been seen riding in a
south-westerly direction over the prairie
flats, with the bitter winds of early
winter playing against their faces.

It was fair enough going so long as
they were on the plains. The real test

came when they reached the mountain
country, where the passes were blocked
by snow-drifts, and where they were
compelled to take the edge of ice-bound
precipices that threatened doom to men
and beasts if a false step were made.

From snatches of conversation that
Harris and Benton had let fall at the
fort during the month of September,
John had some idea of tho trail that

they had intended to follow, and from
his experiences on that journey ho was
prepared to admit that it was a trail

superior to tho Union Pass route in

many respects.

Ho could see quite well that in the
summer months it would present very
much fewer difficulties than those to be
encountered farther north.

Yet with tho mountains in the grip of

winter it was a death-trap, a trail of a
thousand perils, where a man might
meet his end in tho teeth of fierce

blizzards, or under the impact of crush-

ing avalanches, or at tho foot of some
abyss into which a fatal slip had
plunged him.
For weeks John Delmont and his two

comrades matched their strength and
their endurance against raw nature in

tho-o pitiless mountain realms, braving
tho fury of the elements, surviving tho
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manifold dangers that besot them, press-

ing onward between late dawn and
early dusk, camping at nights in such
sheltered places as they could find.

Many times they lost their way, and
then days would be spent in wandering
at random, -till John could pick up some
landmark which ho remembered from
Benton's description of the south trail.

But at last they came into a country
of rock-strewn foothills, and forty-eight

hours later they reached Soda Spring?.
It was a locality that had undergone a

complete chango of aspect since the
day when Colonel Delmont and his

troop had been abandoned there. No
longer was the barren ground visible,

but was hidden by a mantle of snow
several feet in depth, the very boulders
being submerged in the drifts.

Bleak was. the scene, and John and
his companions might well havo passed
on if Red Conway had not suddenly
perceived a tent-pole protruding from
the thick, icy carpet that had buried the
earth.

In another thirty seconds captain and
troopers were digging out that tent

whoso pole had been discerned, and
under the stiff canvas they found the
poor remains of two men who had be-

longed to Colonel Delmont's ill-fated

expedition, two men whose tragic

appearance told of death by cold and
starvation.

Later still, beneath a tent not far
away, tho searchers discovered the
frozen and lifeless body of the colonel
Ihimself, and out of respect for their
young officer's feelings Bed and Tim
went back to tho horses, leaving the
captain alone with his grief.

An hour afterwards John Delmont
joined them. There was anguish in his
looks, but somewhere in his eyes there
was a strange and awful glint that
seemed to speak of an emotion darker
and more violent than sorrow.
He was holding

in his hands a small
notebook, w h i c h
Red and Tim pre-
sently realised to be
his father's diary.

"They were
jumped by rene-
gades," John said in

a low, tense voice.
" Lost their win-
ter's rations—1 o s t

everything. And
Harris was seen rid-

ing away with one
of the desperadoes
after the attack."

"Harris !

"

breathed Red Con-
way. " The dirty
coyote ! What else

does the diary say,

cap'n ?"

"There's just one
more entry," was
the answer. " ' I
am sending Benton
back for help.'"
Red and Tim ex-

changed glances.

"Benton never
reached tho fort,"
Tim muttered. "The
point is, did he
try?"
" I—don' t—know . '

'

John uttered the
words heavily.
"Anything m a y
have happened to
him. But if he
didn't try to make
Laramie, he must
have known that

P,
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dad and his troop would get snowed
in here, and would freeze and starve to

death."
There was a long silence, which Tim

was the first to break.
"What's our next move, cap'n?" ho

asked gently.

"It's no use going back the way we
came," John said. "We'll cut across
to the Union Pass trail, and see if we
can pick up news of Benton."

Towards California

E days later John and his- com-
rades reached the Union Pass trail,

and after a tough journey of many
hours through the narrow gulches of an
outcrop of the Rocky Mountain chain
they came in sight of a broad, sheltered
valley.

In that valley they beheld a big corral

of wagons, and ere they approached
much nearer they realised that they were
bearing down on Ridgley's column of
immigrants, who must have wintered in

this particular locality.

In another few minutes John and his

two followers were presenting them-
selves to the leader of tho train and his

daughter;, Ann and Sis, and it was a
meeting that afforded pleasure to all

concerned.
"Well, well," old man Ridgley de-

clared, as he wrung John by the hand,
"of all people I never expected to see
you here."
"How've you been getting along, Mr.

Ridgley 1" the young officer asked him.
"Pretty fair," was the reply. "But

we're sure gettin' impatient over the
delay. We're waitin' for the winter
snows to melt on Union Pass."
"We've come from the pass," Red

Conway put in. "Snow's hub-deep
there. Mister Ridgley. You could never
make it with yer outfit."

The elderly pioneer looked solemn at
this.
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"That's bad news," he muttered,
"bad news. We can't stay here much
longer—we've jest gotta push on and
strike country where there's game. Our
grub's runnin' pretty low, you see."
A silence ensued, a silence during

which John Delmont fell to thinking.
Supposing he offered to seek out Ben-
ton's route to Oregon via California
and lead the wagon-train onward ! Ho
would be doing Ridgley and his immi-
grants a service, and at the samo time
ho might run across the man for whom
he was looking. After all. he could not
be sure that Benton had struck across to

the Union Pass route.
"Mr. Ridgley," he said suddenly, "I

don't suppose you've met up with a
long, raw-boned fellow between Laramie
and this valley, have you? Benton was
his name, and ho was a scout."
Ridgley answered that he and his

party had encountered no strangers of
any description, cither white men or
red.

"All right, then," John announced,
"I'll tell you something. There's sup-
posed to bo a trail to the south, which,
taking it from .start to finish, is a heap
easier than the Union Pas., road. We've
traced it as far as a place called Soda
Springs, and from there I've only got
tho haziest notion of it. But my friends
and 1 would bo glad to push ahead of
you and seek it out, sending up smoke
signals from time to time to guide you."

Ridgley appeared interested, and
John went on to tell him of his own
movements during the past few weeks
When he had finished his story the older
man fingered his chin thoughtfully.
"But to get back to Soda Springs

we'd still have to make our way through
Union Pass, wouldn't we ?" he mur-
mured. "That's how you came here at
last."

"Yes." John acknowledged. "That
was our quickest route. I think, how-

Locked In mortal combat, the three of them fought
dread of the gallows

like furies, Benton inspired by a
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ever, that there's another course we
could have taken—a little longer, hut
more suitable for wagons. We'll start

looking for it as soon as we've had a

meal, if you like."

He and Red and Tim had provisions

of their own, and were prepared to

fend for themselves. But Ridgley in-

sisted that they should enjoy a repast

cooked by womanly hands, of which
there was no lack in his train of

pioneers, so that a short time after-

wards the three soldiers were sitting

down to a feast near one of the wagons.

It was about eleven in the morning
when the captain and his two sub-

ordinates set forth in quest of a route

that would tako the wagon-train safely

through the mountains, and during the
days that followed they devoted them-
selves to this task steadfastly, with a

fervour that was inspired by the know-
ledge that the column's food supply was
running fairly short.

Often they were balked, fetching up
into blind canyons or gullies which the
snow rendered impassible for heavy
vehicles such as prairie schooners. But
perseverance was rewarded, and day
by day they struggled onward through
the lonesome fastnesses, frequently
lighting fires with damp timber that

sent clouds of smoke into the heavens
and beckoned the Ridgley column.

They were usually a good many miles
in advance of the immigrants, and
always waited until they had made fair

headway before kindling their signal-

beacons. By means of these signals the
wagon-train was able to keep track of
the three soldiers, and at last Soda
Springs was reached.
The worst of the journey was over,

yet there was a long road ahead, and
one that had to be scouted from sunrise
to sunset. But John and his comrades
did their work well, and with the
warmth of a new season melting the
snows and brightening the vast land-
scapes of the West the travellers found
themselves nearing the Californian
border.
They were by this time in a country

that abounded with game, and all

anxiety over the question of supplies
had long since vanished. Meanwhile,
John, Tim, and Red were still riding
in advance of the column during the
day time and reconnoitring the ground,
waiting for their friends to come up with
them whenever the dusk began to fall,

camping with them for the night and
then pressing forward again the first

thing in the morning.

For his own part John experienced
a keen satisfaction that mounted as the
days wore on. He was not only help-
ing the Ridgley wagon-train, he was
blazing a trail that would prove a boon
and a blessing to any other immigrants
who came after them. And as for the
hostile tribes of Redskins to whom
Benton had referred, not a single brave
had crossed the column's path.

From (he satisfaction (hat John
Delmont so obviously betrayed it might
have been imagined that he had for-

gotten his father's killers. But Red
Conway and Tim O'Rourke knew that
this was not so.

There were times when they noticed a
faraway look in his grey eyes, and they
were well aware that he had merely
shelved his personal feelings. He had
hoped that, he might come across some
trace of Harris and his gang on this

route to California, and if this hope
did not look like being fulfilled he still

cherished the expectation that some day
he would get wind of them and strike.

Then ono day there occurred an
incident that brought his father's death
bharplv to the- forefront of his mind.
June 27th, 1980.
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He was some miles ahead of the
Ridgley wagon-train with Red and Tim,
and they had come upon a shallow
reach of the lazy Humboldt River,
beyond which lay the territory of
California, then in Mexican hands.

"Ridgley and his people can cross
over here," John said, "and for you
and me, boys, I guess it's the end of the
trail. We can at least congratulate
ourselves on having traced and mapned
out a new route to Oregon, which my
dad would have done before us if he
hadn't been "

He did not finish the sentence, and
there was a long silence. Then Red
spoko up.
"Better fix a smoke-signal to guide

the column here, hadn't we, cap'n?"
he suggested. "How about buildin' a
fire on that bluff a little way down-
stream ?

"

John nodded, and the three of them
rode towards the cliff that Red had
indicated. Here they gathered some
brushwood and lit a beacon, knowing
that the clouds of vapour from it would
soon be seen from afar by Ridgley and
his band of hardy pioneers.

It was not only the immigrants who
descried the dark clouds that rose from
that beacon, however. Eor the smoke
was seen by two horsemen who were
much nearer at hand, two men who
were passing through a tract of
chaparral a short distance to the north,
two men who were none other than Tom
Richards and Lafe Benton.
"Hey, look!" jerked Benton, point-

ing out the smoke of the beacon and
watching it with the practised eye of a
scout. 'A signal, and no Injun signal
at that. Them clouds is risin' straight
and clear. The Injuns blanket 'em,
and make 'em talk, as yuh might say."
Richards gave him a sharp glance.
"You don't suppose it might be the

cavalry on our trail ?" he queried un-
easily.

For answer Benton motioned to him
to dismount, swinging himself to the
ground as he did so, and soon the pair
of them had tethered their horses and
were sneaking in the direction of the
bluff.

They climbed a rock-strewn slope to

the plateau above, and from the shelter
of a cluster of boulders they saw the
burning beacon and the figures of John,
Tim and Red, who were in the saddles
of their ponies and had taken tip a
position on the very edge of the cliff

where it beetled over the quiet, flowing
river.

"They ain't cavalrymen, anyways,"
whispered Tom Richards, noting the
civilian attire that the three riders were
wearing.
"That's where you're wrong," hissed

Benton, drawing his revolver. "That
young feller in the middle is Colonel
Delmont's son. Come on, let 'em have
it!"
The words were punctuated by the

bellow of his gun, and a shot whipped
John Delmont's Stetson from his head.
Next second Tom Richard's iron was
belching flame, and the report of it was
accompanied almost immediately by
another blast from the weapon in
Benton's list.

The sudden volley of leaden slugs had
taken the threo soldiers by surprise,

and though tho hurried aim of the

WOuld-be assassins left them unscathed,
they would certainly have met their

doom by a second fusillado but for

John's presence of mind.
lie had the wit to throw himself from

his horse, at the same time clutching
Tim and Red to drag them witli him.
and in headlong fashion the three of

them plunged down to the river below,
striking the water with a great splash.
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They rose to the surface again, Red
and Tim spluttering and looking at
John in bewilderment as he dragged
them out of sight beneath the over-
hanging bluff.

There he told them to keep quiet, and.
they waited, up to their necks in water.
Meanwhile, Benton and Richards were
crossing the plateau above, but they had
been a little way off when they had
opened fire, and a quarter of a minute
must have elapsed before they reached
the edge of the cliff.

The rogues looked down to see the
hats of their supposed victims floating
on the surface of the river. Of the men
who had worn those hats there was not
a sign, and little dreaming that every
word he uttered was heard by John and
the two troopers, Tom Richards vouch-
safed a gruff comment.
"We got 'em all right, Benton," he

said. "Let's pick up their horses and
pull outa here."
Benton nodded, and the pair of them

secured the mounts from which John
Delmont and his comrades had fallen.

Then they made their way back to the
chaparral where they had left their
own ponies, and not long afterwards
they crossed the Humboldt River via
the ford farther upstream.

John, Red and Tim had worked
round to a shelving strip of sand and
were lying amongst a belt of tall reeds
by then. From this vantage point they
watched Benton and Richards gain the

Californian bank and ride off at smart
pace.
"If only we could give 'em a taste o'

lead!" groaned Tim. "But after that
duckin' we took our shootin' irons are

about as deadly as three water-pistols."

"Yeah, an' what's more we cain't

foller them skunks," Red bit out,

"seein' as how they've swiped our
hosses."
John said nothing. He at least knew

that Benton was a traitor now—aye, and
knew that he must look for the man in

Mexican territory. And following the

departing gangsters with his eyes, he
reflected that he and Red Conway and
Tim O'Rourke would be passing into

California with the Ridgley wagon-train
after all.

Away on the other side of the river

Benton and Richards were heading for

a range of hills that were visible in the

distance, and about an hour and a half

later they could have been seen
approaching the mouth of a narrow,
boxed-in canyon.
The mouth of that ravine was guarded

by a massive stockade of tree-logs that

had been hewn down and planed.
There was a big gate in the stockade,
which was opened by a couple of

sentinels and then promptly closed

again as Benton and his accomplice
rode through.
Within the stockade was a group of

crude dwellings, nestling under the

right-hand wall of the canyon, and
standing prominently upon a terrace

half-way up the rocky ascent was tho

field-gun that had belonged to Colonel
Delmont's command.
In front of the cabins below the piece

of artillery a crowd of men were
assembled, many of them clad in

military uniforms, and amongst them
were Clem Harris and Markey, who
were sharing out the spoils of a recent

raid, but who postponed this task as

Lafe Benton and Tom Richards showed
up.
"Hallo, fellers," said Harris,

"where'd you get those spare
mustangs ?"

Benton proceeded to explain, and
when he had finished his narrative

there was a silence. Then Richards
spoke.
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"We bumped off young Delmont an'

the guys that was with him, boss," he
growled. "But do you suppose they
were signallin' to a bunch of cavalry
from that bluff?"
"What if they were?" Harris retorted

suddenly. '-'The U.S. authorities can't
touch us in Mexican territory. They
daren't violate international laws by
sendin' troops across the line."

This seemed to satisfy those of his

men who had shown signs of disquiet,
and Harris went on in a confident tone.

"We've got no cause to worry, boys,"
he announced. "We're sittin' pretty.

What did 1 tell you when I first put up
this proposition ? Was I right, or
wasn't I?"
"You were doggone right, boss,"

Markey struck in. "The loot we've
already grabbed is proof o' that. Half
a dozen big haciendas frisked of money,
jewels and plate, and hardly a ' man
among us that's lost a drop o' blood
doin' it."

"Yeah, an' the Dons think the U.S.
cavalry arc responsible." laughed
Harris, looking round at the blue tunics
which a considerable number of his

followers were wearing. "Boys, I

reckon it was a great idea to rig you
out in them spare uniforms we found
in Colonel Delmont's wagons."

The Vigilantes

THE Ridgley wagon-train had
reached the Humboldt, and after
learning of the attempted

assassination of John and his two com-
rades, Ann's father had elected to lead
his column across the river and camp
for the night in Californian territory.

The following morning, an hour or
two after sunrise, the aroma of cooking
was rising into the air from the bivouac
fires of the immigrants, and it was as

breakfast was being eaten that a parly
of horsemen hove into sight.

They were Spaniards, and as John
and Ridgley and several other men
of the column moved out of the encamp
men! to accost them the riders drew
their ponies to a standstill.

"No neater, Gringo Americanos," one
of them called in broken English,
flourishing a pistol as he spoke. "No
nearer, or we shoot."
John and his companions halted in an

uncertain fashion, and after a brief

silence the tall cavalry officer called out
inquiringly:
"What's the meaning of this, senor?"

he demanded. "Who may you be?"
"I am Pedro Forrcnza, leader of Cali-

fornian vigilantes." was the curt reply.

"We learned that a wagon-train of
Americanos had pitched camp here, and
we are warning you to turn back to your
own country, or there will be trouble."
"But we come in peace," John pro-

tested, whereupon Pedro Forrcnza
uttered a word in his own tongue that
sounded very much like an oath.
"Peace!" he scoffed. "There is no

peace from Americanos ! Not when they
come here to rob us and to kill us!
Not when they send soldiers to plunder
us and slay us

!"

John Delmont looked at him in amaze-
ment, unable to believe his ears.

"Soldiers?" he exclaimed. "My
Government has sent no soldiers to

California."
There ensued a lengthy argument,

which was conducted with considerable
heat by the leader of the Spaniards, a

black haired, swarthy little man of fierce

manners. But at length John prevailed
upon him to take him to the nearest
town, where, according to Forrcnza, the
commandant of the district was in resi-

dence—one Don Miguel de Cordoba.
Singling out Red to accompany him,

and bidding Ridgley hold the wagon-
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train at the camp, John borrowed a

couple of saddle-horses from one of the
immigrants and departed with the Cali-

fornians, determined to get at the root
of their hostility towards the American
nation.

Half an hour later he wa 3 still little the
wiser, for to all his questions Pedro
Forrenza remarked that he would hear
the full facts from the lips of Don Miguel
himself. But suddenly, as they were ap-
proaching a range of low foothills,

another band of horsemen debouched
unexpectedly from a wooded valley
ahead.
They were I ricked out in the uniform

of U.S. cavalrymen, and for the instant

John was taken aback. Then all at once
he recognised the figure of Benton riding
a short distance in advance of them, and
in that same moment there was an out-
burst of gunplay from the Spaniards and
the bogus troopers alike.

The encounter had taken both parties

by surprise, and in that respect there-
fore the advantage lay with neither.

But Benton's men were superior in

numbers, and, seeing this, John Delmont
quickly took command of the situation.

There was an arroyo nearby, a dry
river-bed that afforded cover, and with
a shrewdness to which he owed his

military training the captain realised

that from this vantage-point the
Spaniards could fight their foes on more
level terms.

Yelling to Forrenza and his partisans
to follow him, he charged down into the
arroyo with Red Conway close behind
him, and some quality in his voice must
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have moved the Dons to imitate tho
example shown them, for they came
streaming after the young captain and
his subordinate like so many sheep.
Then, in blind response to the Yankee

officer's instructions, they Hung them-
selves from (heir mounts and lined the
bank of dry river-bed. opening up a
hot fire upon the advancing desperadoes.
The combat was short and sharp, for,

exposed to an enfilade that they could
not return with any serious effect.

Benton and his disguised bandits were
speedily thrown into confusion, and
-enrce sixty seconds elapsed before they
were turning tail and galloping off in the

direction whence they had come, several
of them swaying uncertainly in the
saddle.
From the rim of the arroyo John

watched their flight, and was gazing
after them when he became aware of

Pedro Forrenza plucking at his sleeve.

The man's dark eyes were alight with
enthusiasm. The antagonism and sus-

picion with which he had formerly re-

garded the American cavalry officer were
no longer apparent in his manner.

"Senor, this is the first time we have
routed those villains," Forrenza cried,

"and it is to you that we are indebted
for that. You have helped us against
your own people

"

"My own people?" John interrupted
grimly. "I don't look on those scum
as my fellow-countrymen, Forrenza. I

think I understand the whole position

now, and I'll be mighty glad to have
a little talk with your commandant, for

1 believe I can convince him that you
Californians have been under a misap-
prehension."
He turned and -tared in the direction

of Benton and his accomplices again.

These were now disappearing into iho

wooded valley at full gallop, and indeed
liny did not slacken their pace until

they were far into the hills and bearing
down on the stronghold which they and
the rest of the Hani- ^ang had mado
for themselves.
Once inside the stockade Benton lost-

no time in reporting to his chief, and
Harris heard him out in a truculent

silence,

"So you didn't get Delmont on tint

bluff, after all. eh?" he muttered, when
the scout had finished. "And now he's

in tow with the Californians."

He turned to Richards, who was stand

ing close by, and he spoke to him
sharply.
"Tom." he said. "I don't like the

looks o' this. You've played spy for us

afore, so rig yourself out as a greaser
and hit the breeze for town. See what
you can find out."
A few minutes afterwards, attired in

Mexican clothes that had been filched

from some hacienda, Tom Richards
dashed out of the fort on horseback and
spurred through the hills until he picked

up a trail that led to a small Spanish
township known as San Fernando.
Arrived there, he made straight for

the house of the commandant, outside

which a group of horses stood tethered,

and on mingling with a crowd of in-

quisitive bystanders who were gathered
around the open doorway of the dwelling

he was able to see what was going on
within.

John Delmont and Red Conway wero
face to face with the commandant Don
Miguel, Forrenza's vigilantes bein"
assembled around them, and Don Miguel
was talking in an impassioned tone.

"Senor," he was saying to John, "we
Californians have been neglected by the
Mexican Government. They seem to

have too many affairs on their hands to

answer our pleas and send troops to us.

That is why wo have been compelled to

arm ourselves and form a band of vigi-
Junc 27 th, 1936.
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la rites, some of whom you see here—and
I tell you now that we shall fight to the
death against these gringo marauders."

['And I am willing to help you, Don
Miguel," John Delmont announced, "if
in return you will permit my friends to
travel through California to Oregon in

peace.

"

"What!" the Don exclaimed. "You,
who claim to be an officer of the United
States cavalry—you would aid us against
your own soldiers?"
"They're not soldiers," John told him.

"They're renegades in stolen uniforms.
Listen, Don Miguel, I'm as anxious to
wipe them out as you are, and I can
guarantee that every man of the Ridgiey
wagon-train will ride against them if you
will join forces with us."
Forrenza stepped forward at that, and

addressed the commandant respectfully.

"I think this man is a friend, senor,

"

ho declared, indicating the young
American. "Have I not said that he
enabled us to put some of our foes to

flight a little while ago?"
This statement seemed to decide Don

Miguel, and, turning, he informed John
that he was willing to combine with the
immigrants in an effort to crush the
Harris gang.
"We shall send out word that every

vigilante is to report here immediately,"
he added, " and, when your friends have
joined us, we shall attack in full force."
"Then you know where those

marauders are to be located?" John
asked.
"Yes," came the response. "Their

lair is in the hills. We have attempted
an onset before, but were driven off.

You see, Senor Capitan, they are strong
in numbers and have a strong position.

Moreover, they possess an artillery

piece, which played great havoc amongst
us."

John swung round upon Red Conway.
"Go back to the wagon-train and

round up every man there, " he ordered.
"And tell 'em I said to come a-rtinning."
Red hurriedly took his leave, and

thirty seconds later he was riding out of
San Fernando with the wind whipping
against his lean, leathery face. At a
speed which taxed his pony to the utmost
he clattered over the trail that led to
the Humboldt River, and was completely
unaware, as he galloped along the ribbon
of road, that a lone horseman was follow-

ing him at an equally rapid pace.
The lone horseman was Tom Richard?,

and, once out of sight and sound of the
town, the gangster drew rein and
plucked a rifle from a gun-bucket th.it

hung against his mustang's flank.

Taking careful aim, he tensed himself
for the kick of the weapon and pulled
the trigger. There was a spurt of fire

and a jacketing blast, and a split second
afterwards he saw his victim throw up
his hands and dive from the saddle.

Richards thrust his rifle back into its

sheath and swung aside from the trail

to spur direct towards the hills, vanishing
presently over a low ridge matted with
sci ub.

If he had been less anxious to report
bark to Harris, however, and had de-
layed long enough to ride a few hundred
yards down the trail and examine Red
Conway, he would have discovered that
his marksmanship had not been so effec-

tive as he had imagined. For although
tin re was blood on Rod's scalp, the
bullet from Richards' gun had merely
Creased bin), and in five minutes the
tough soldier was on his feet again.

His horse was chewing mesquite
nearby, and. staggering across to the
animal, Red pulled himself on tn its

back and rode forward once more, look-
ing pretty sorry tor himself, but none the
less determined to carry out the
" Cap'n's " instructions.
June 27th, 1S36.
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GAINING the improvised fort where
Harris and the gang were installed,

Tom Richards fidgeted impatiently
whilo the big gate was unfastened by
the men who were standing sentry
behind it. Then he passed through and
brought his horse to a standstill in front
of his commander, who was awaiting him
with a look of expectation on his heavy
countenance.
"Well, what did you find out?" Harris

wanted to know.
"Young Delmont is in San Fernando,"

Richards answered, "and he's gonna
move against us with the Californias.

He ain't got no cavalry with him, but
he sent a messenger to round up a
bunch of Yankee immigrants camped on
the Humboldt River. I stopped that
messenger."
The gang-leader's eyes had narrowed

while he had been listening.

"Good work, Tom," he said. "But
we've gotta get rid of Delmont, too.

I reckon we're entitled to feel pretty
sure of ourselves—only, I'd like it better
if I knew a trained soldier wasn't leadin'

the attack. Listen, Tom, supposin' you
go right back an' tell the captain that
the man you shot is up here—hurt."
He went on to explain a plan that had

occurred to him, and, when the scheme
had been outlined, Richards glanced at

him dubiously.
"D'you think Delmont will fall for

it?" he grunted.
"It's worth tryin'," Harris rejoined.
Half an hour later Tom Richards was

in San Fernando again, and this time
he hastened to Don Miguel's quarters
like one who had important tidings to

divulge, thrusting his way into the com-
mandant's presence and confronting
John Delmont.

" Senor, your messenger to the wagon-
train—he get hurt!"
Richards spoke in an assumed accent

that was a perfect imitation of a

Spaniard's whose knowledge of English
was uncertain.
"Red—hurt?" John exclaimed.

"Where is he?"
"Yankee scum, they take him to their

fort. You come alone, I show you the
way."
"Alone? Why do you want me to

come alone?"
Richards leaned forward and spoke in

an earnest tone.

"Because they hold your friend
hostage, and if you make onset they
keel him," he said. "But I know a
secret way into their stronghold which
one man might use. Mebbe you reach
your friend and smuggle him out—then
come back and raise forces to attack.

Si?"
John had not recognised Richards as

the man who had been concerned with
Benton in the attempted assassination on
the bluff. Yet there was something
about the fellow's eager friendliness that

struck him as false, and after a moment
the captain drew aside with Forrenza and
Don Miguel.
"This may be a trap," he murmured.

"As soon as all your men arc mustered
here, come after me. And in case any-
thing has really happened to my friend,

si ml another messenger to the Ridgiey
wagon-train and tell tho immigrants to

join you In fore the fort. The man you
send can act as their guide."

Forrenza and Don Miguel assuring
him that his instructions would be
obeyed to the letter, John consented to

accompany Richards from San Fernando,
and could not help noticing the glint 'if

anticipation in the counterfeit Spaniard's
eyes as he mounted his horse outside the
commandant's house.
About that same time, if John had

only known it, preparations for a mur-
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derous attempt on his life were
afoot at Harris' stronghold, the gang-
'eader consulting with Markey over that
momentous question.

It was finally arranged that Benton
and one or two other sharpshooters
should post themselves at the stockade
and await the coming of Richards and
the captain, drilling the latter on sight.
"Tom will bring Delmont round into

tho mouth of the canyon sudden-like,"
Harris explained to the marksmen.
"The -way I fixed things, they'll come
into view by those rocks out there. Tim
minute they do, give it to young Del-
mont—afore he has time to realiso that
he's right in front of the fort, see?"
There was a chorus of assent, and then

Harris spoke again.
"Remember, Tom is in Mexican

clo'es," he said. "Don't get the wrong
man."
"No fear o' that," laughed Benton,

and he and his accomplices went to
their places at the stockade.
They were still on the watch there

when, three-quarters of an hour after
receiving their instructions, they saw a

couple of horsemen come trotting round
the cluster of rocks that Harris had
pointed out.
They wjere Tom Richards and John,

and the instant he beheld them Lafe
Benton gave vent to a terse exclamation.
- "The one in buckskin!" he rapped
out, and hard on the words his rifle

belched death.
Three more shots rang out as his

comrades in crime drew trigger, and
each one of those shots sealed a man's
doom. For, while the horseman in the
attire of a Spanish-Californian turned
back into the shelter of the boulders, the
rider in buckskin rose high in his

stirrups and then pitched lifelessly to
the dust with two bullets in his heart
and two more in his brain.
But the man who had fallen was not

John Delmont. He was Tom Richards,
who had been held up by John ami
forced to change clothes with him before
they had left San Fernando a mile
behind them I

And now John Delmont was safely
under cover of the rocks, thanking his

lucky stars that he had hit upon so
happy an inspiration, or his worst fears

would have been realised and himself
laid low in a gory, stricken heap.
From the rocks he peered cautiously

forth and took quick stock of the Harris
stronghold, and as he did so he saw
clearly that, although it looked well-nigh
impregnable, a man with the necessary
courage and sureness of foot might
work his way up and round to one or
the other of the canyon's rims.
And then, with the same skill and

nerve, he might descend the steep,

craggy slopes until he was on the very
bed of the ravine.

Thus reflecting, the young cavalry
officer wheeled round, and in the very
instant that he turned he saw a cloud
of horsemen sweeping across the plain

behind him.
They were the vigilantes and the

pioneers of the wagon train, bearing
down on the locality sooner than he had
expected, and at the head of them he
descried the figures of Ridley, Forrenza,
Tim O'RouiKe and Red Conway, the
last with his brow swathed in bandages.

John pulled up sharply at sight of
them, and once again his attention
veered to the fort. A moment later he
was dismounting from his horse, and,
stripping off the Mexican jacket, he was
wealing, he donned a spare buckskin
tunic that was packed behind his

saddle.

This he did for fear his own friends

^Continued on page 27)
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A daring young reporter sets out to discover the identity of the once notorious Jimmy
Valentine, but through his investigations he lands an even more notorious crook and
his gangsters in prison. A thrilling drama, starring Roger Pryor and Charlotte Henry

sass

Big-Money Contest
" A W, say," protested Pinky
J-\ McGinnis, squatted among the

wastepaper-baskets, " what's
the big idea? Didn't you say, Gary,
that you were going to train me for a
newspaper reporter?"

Gary Howard, star reporter of " Tho
Record," leaned back in his chair and
fitted another paper-clip to his catapult.
Again, after taking careful aim, he let

Hy at the hat on his pal's head—ping

!

"Got it!" announced Gary.
He adjusted his shirt-sleeves and set

his own slouch hat at a more jaunty
angle. But there was no one to
applaud. His colleagues in the re-

porters'-room were rapping out their
!-tuff on the office typewriters at
machine-gun speed. Only Gary and his
chum, Mac, who had recently joined
the staff, were relaxing.

"Well. I'll allow you were on the
target that time," grunted Mac, ex-
amining his headgear. "Reckon you're
William Tell, maybe. Training me to
be your sidekicker—the sap who stands
by with the apples on his dome ? Now
listen! I joined this rag because you
promised to learn me the newspaper
business."
Gary nodded.
"Sure! Take it easy," he said. "I'll

make a reporter out of you, Mac.
You'll come around with me, and if you
make good, maybe I'll get the chief to
promote you to the Society column."
A grin spread over Mac's broad face.
"Society column?" he echoed.

"Gee! D'you mean I'll be able to
meet all the class dames in Chicago?
Sure. I'll buy me a new suit."
"Don't rush to it, buddy," Gary

advised. "There's another job you've

got to help on first. When I got you
on to the pay-roll of this news-sheet it

was because you told me that you used
to hang around with Tony Scapelli's
gang. Scapelli's the worst crime boss
around town, and the cops can't get a
line on him. Now we've got to get the
low-down on Tony Scapelli."

Mac pulled a wry face.
"Forget this guy, Gary," he pleaded.

"The only thing you and me are likely
to get on that game is a couple of lead
slugs and a slap-up funeral apiece. I

don't want to sec none of those
gangsters again. Xow maybe, if you
turned me loose among those Society
dames "

"Hey, Gary!"
A brusque voice rose above the clatter

of typewriters, and caused the conversa-
tion to come to an abrupt end. "The
Record's " advertising manager, John-
son, was beckoning From the door of tho
chief editor's office.

Gary rose and winked at his pal.
" Maybe the chief wants to give me

a raise," he remarked.

Kelly, the editor of "The Record,"
sat at a broad desk of the inner office.

Duplicate telephones were near at hand,
and a disorder of papers was spread
over the desk. His expression and
attitude did not suggest that he had
sent for his subordinate to break any
joyful news. Kelly, in fact, was run-
ning his fingers through his silver grey
hair and gnawing savagely at his un-
lighted cheroot. On Gary's entrance ho
looked up with a frown from an
account-book which displayed tho
recent circulation figures.

"Huh!" he grunted. "That was a
swell yarn you put over on yesterday's
murder."

He spoko grudgingly, but Gary
cheered up at once. Unlike some of
his seniors on the staff, he was a born
optimist.

"Well, I guess it was a pretty swell
kind of ciime, chief," he returned.
"Do I get a bonus?"
In the brief pause the air of the inner

office seemed to chill off several degrees.

"Bonus?" echoed Kelly. "You can
think yourself durn lucky if you don't
get your pay cut in half."
Gary seated himself on the edge of

the desk. He looked from the editor to
the advertising manager. Each wore a
frozen expression, and Gary realised
that his remark about the bonus had
been particularly ill-timed.

"What's biting you, chief?" he
inquired. "Have we gone bankrupt?"

It was the advertising man, Johnson,
who responded.
"Not yet," he said, "but we will if

the. landslide doesn't stop. We've just
dropped another thirty thousand dollar
advertising account."
Gary whistled.

"That's tough!" he muttered. "1
heard one of the K uy s >" the reporters'-
room saying that the advertising
accounts had been falling off. Which
has gone this time?''
"The Dentone Tooth-paste ads,"

grunted Johnson. "That firm is using
all their spare cash for advertising on
the radio. They're hitching up their:

puffs with the Jimmy Valentine crime,
playlets they're plugging over the air."

Gary helped himself to a number of
the chief's paper-clips. They would
come in handy as ammunition for his
catapult.

"Can't say I blame the Denton<,
people," he commented. " You've gov
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to remember that Jimmy Valentine is a

real man, though he's kind of faded out

of any unlawful rackets, Gosh, what a

fellow he was in the old days! He was
the smallest safe-cracker in the country
—and there was the old Robin Hood
touch about him, too. lie never used a

gun, nor even would slam a cop. They
say he was sure a great-hearted guy
who was ever ready lo pass over some
of the booty to any underdog in need."
Johnson grunted impatiently.
"Those ladio folks know how to trade

on Jimmy Valentine's reputation, any-
how," he admitted. "They've been
writing up some of his life story in the

form of plays and broadcasting 'em all

ovci the Slates."
"And how!" enthused Gary. "When

ever the Jimmy Valentine stuff is on
the air. I switch on to listen-in. I don't
wonder the Dentone people prefer to

link their ads with that dope, rathei
than dish out their dough for the cut-

and dried ads tucked away on the inside

pages of this news-sheet."
The editor, who had been tapping his

teeth with a blue pencil, sat up stiffly.

"Something's got to be done," he
announced. "We've got to find some
kind of link to induce the Dentone
people to buy space again in ' The
Record,' but we can't do the kind ol

stuff they can over the radio. W7
e

don't want any story like ' Who Put
the Poison in the Tooth-paste?' to try

and attract 'em. Now you're a smart
guy, Gary—sometimes. Maybe I could
put you in the way of earning a bonus."
"Aah! How come, chief?"
" Wt want _ an idea," Kelly replied.

" We're groping around for a good
stunt to get back that Dentone account
and some of the other advertisers

who've quit ' The Record ' lately.

Johnson and I don't seem to catch on
to anything at the moment. What's
yum suggestion ?"

A ' far-away, thoughtful look came
into Gary's eyes. Mechanically his hand
wandered to his pocket, and he took out
his catapult and slowly fitted a paper-
( lip in the elastic. He began to focus

on the chief's hat hanging on the peg,
luu remembered himself in time and
hastily restored the weapon. -

"flow d'you like this for a stunt?"
he exclaimed suddenly. "Let's handle
Jimmy Valentine ourselves. Start a

campaign, Where is the real Jimmy
Valentine? Announce that 'The
Record ' offers fi\e thousand bucks to

the man, woman, or child who finds

Jimmy Valentine and reports here at

the office."

The editor flung his unlighted cheroot
in the wastepaper-basket, and the
advertising manager sniffed loudly.

"What a brain!" Johnson said

sarcastically. "Just another newspaper
contest and we thought vou were
bright!"
"Wait a minute," interposed Gary.

"These radio people are just putting
over playlets about Jimmy Valentine,
which are fiction written up for the
studio. Now supposing, for the sake of

the reward, some guy actually lights on
the c\ -cracksman himself? Why, we
could sign up Valentine for a series c>(

feature articles, and could sell some
of I lie stuff to the radio people at our
own price. Vou bet. too, that the
Dentone representative would come
rushing around to buy advertising
spat e in the papei next to our r<

i ..ii- ol the famous cracksman's private
bie, revealed for the first time. Why,
il would be the biggest scoop since

Peri\ (limbed the North Pole!"
"Humph! There may lie something

in it. after all." muttered Kelly. "Five
thousand dollars should prove a good
inducement for folks to keep theii eyes

open for Valentine."
June 27th, 193fl.
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"So 1 should say," smiled Gary.
"Why, for five thousand bucks I'd go
out and find Santa Clans himself, and
round-up all his reindeer, too!"
For the first time a twinkle came into

Kelly's eyes.

"Right!" he said. "Never mind
trying to trace Tony Scapelli, like

you've been doing lately. We'll put
over this competition, and it's more
important for us to get this stuff about
Jimmy Valentine. You and Mae can
get outside for twelve days—that's the
limit—and you can find Valentine and
let us have any stories about him you
can rake out in the meantime. If you
succeed, Gary, there'll be a thousand-
dollar bonus for you."
While the editor and advertising

manager discussed the details of the
forthcoming contest, Gary left the inner
office and returned to the reporters'-

room.
"Hey, Mac," he said, thumping

Pinky McGinnis on the back, " we've
got a new stunt on. Do you happen
to have a picture of Valentine?"
Mac scratched his head.
"Why, sure," he said. "There's one

along at my digs in Twenty-seventh
Street. He's an old fellow with a

pointed beard, and he's got a kind of

bright, golden ring around the top of

his head."
"You dumb-bell!" grinned Gary.

"That's St. Valentine. I'm not talk-

ing about the picture on your calendar
at home. I want to get a photo of

Jimmy Valentine, the cracksman who
used to open bank safes like they were
sardine-boxes. Let's turn up the files.

The accounts about him must have been
in the papers just before the War."
A search through the old newspaper

files soon revealed an account of a
robbery at the First National Bank. It

further stated in print that the poliee
were looking for Jimmy Valentine,
Augie Miller, and other crooks.
"Augie Miller?" exclaimed Mac.

"Yeah, he was a pal of Jimmy's."
"Did you know him, Mac?"
"Sure," nodded Mac. "Him and me

were taken prisoners together during
the War."
"Didn't know that," remarked Gary

with interest. "Where were vou both
taken?"
"To Sing Sing Prison," returned

Mac.
Gary thumped him playfully over the

head.
"Cut out that kind of crack," he

warned. "Augie Miller used to be a

pal of Jimmy Valentine's. Maybe we
could get a line on Valentine himself
through him. Do you happen to know
where Miller can be found?"
"He's got a pool saloon down-town,"

Mac replied. " But see here, Gary, I

don't want to go getting mixed up with
any of these old-time pals."
"We're going to see Augie Miller,"

decided Gary. "Let's go!"

The Trail to Riverside

GARY HOWARD, accompanied by
Pinky McGinnis, set forth on his

quest in high heart. He, the

star reporter of "The Record." had
many a time rooted out valuable in

formation which had gained a scoop
for his newspaper. His skill as a news
hound, however, was no! shared by Mac,
i h though that ex-crook hoped to

eliminate his feats one day. The main
value of Mac to Gary was the former's

knowledge of criminal rackets and
criminals. For in crime lay some of the
most dramatic news, from a newspaper's
point of view.
Finding Augie Miller was easy, but

gelling him to talk was harder than
cracking a bank safe. Crime was a

chapter which had dosed in Miller's life,
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and he was unwilling to turn back the
pages.
There were nc customers in the pool

saloon at that hour, and Gary refused
to be beaten. Finally, he extracted the
reason why Miller preferred to remain
dumb about Jimmy Valentine and the
past. He had been a close friend of

Ci-ar Scapelli, father of Tony Scapelli,

the most feared gangster in the States.

" You'd better lay off this Jimmy
Valentine," Miller warned, "or you
may be bringing a nest o' hornets
around your ears. I can't help you any.
Old Caesar Scapelli was more mixed up
with him than ever I was."

"I'll look up Ca-sar Scapelli," snapped
Gary.
"Oh, yeah?" sneered Miller. "Well.

you'd better take a shovel. He's six

foot deep in the ground under a prison
wall. He went to the ' hot seat.'

"

" Electrocuted?"
Miller nodded.
" Before they switched on the

current," he. remarked, "this Csesai
Scapelli claimed that Jimmy Valentine
had framed him so that he took the

rap in his stead."
"Aw, that was a lie!" exclaimed Mac.

"No one will ever get me to believe
that Jimmy Valentine double-crossed a
pal."

"Believe it or not," retorted Miller,
"but that's what Ca?sar Scapelli gave
out. Anyway, Tony Scapelli believes it

—believes that Jimmy Valentine sent
his old man to the hot seat. So if 1

were you guys, I'd keep my nose out o'

things. If wouldn't surprise me that

Tony has got his gunmen out, helping
in this search for Valentine—and all he
wants out of it is revenge."
No nearer to finding the ex-crook

than they were before, Gary and Mao
entered the car and drove southward out
of town. The needle of the speedometer
flickered round the dial; the road
seemed to slash under the wheels like

a broad grey ribbon being unwound at

terrific pace. The telegraph poles

flickered back in pans—and Pinky
McGinnis screwed up his eyes.

"Why don't you go out to Salt Lake
Flats to do this, bud?" he spluttered.

"You go off down there to Utah to

break the world's record. I'll stay

around Chicago and read about it in

the newspapers."
"We're in a hurry, Mac," Gary

announced rather needlessly. " An
idea's hit me."
His pal clutched the side of the car
" Ooogh ! That bunch of trees nearly

hit the old flivver! Where arc you
heading for?"
"The state penitentiary."
"That so?" gasped Mac. "I thought

you were heading for a cemetery."
"My idea is this," remarked Gary,

swinging the car round a bend on two
wheels. "That guy Jimmy Valentine
served a sentence many years ago in the
si aie prison. Now if we go to the pen
we'll see Colonel Ed. Keeley, the

warden, who looked after him. From
the warden we might get a line of

Valentine's whereabouts. Pity you
didn't think of that when we left the

office. We oughi to have got to the

pen sooner."
"Strikes me." groaned Mac. again

watching the flying procession 6(

telegraph posts, " that ho' re gettin' there

scon all right!"
The grey walls and gaunt buildings of

the stale penitentiary loomed out of th«

plain ahead. At ihe main gates Gary
showed bis Press badge and asked to

se. Warden Keeley. He and Mac. how
ever, had a long wait in an ante room
before they were ushered through the

prison yard and various corridors to the

warden's private office.

No one was better liked or more re-
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spected in the stale than Colonel
Keeley. lie was just, sincere, and
capable, and had a vast experience of

prison routine and of criminals them-
selves. Many a man who had been
"sent down " fo.r a stretch and
believed that the whole world was
against him, learned gradually to regain
his self-respect through the warden's
help and sympathy.

lie liked Clary personally, but dis-

trusted journalists generally. Always he
was on his guard, and when Gary
.cleverly pumped him with the object
of finding out if he still kept in touch
with Jimmy Valentine, he quickly got
en the defensive.

"See here, Gary," he said quietly, "1

don't know whose bright brain thought
of this stunt for ' The Record,' but
you'll not get anything from me except
this: It's twenty years since Jimmy
Valentine served a term in the pen.
Since those distant days, I've watched
him fight his way back honestly to an
honourable position in society. To-day
he's the head of a happy family—a re-

spected and prosperous man. You don't
want to ruin him just for the sake of a
cheap publicity stunt?"
Cary shrugged iiis shoulders.

"It sounds, warden," ho remarked,
"like you keep in pretty close touch
V'ith that old-timer."
The warden turned a disapproving

eye on Mac, who was eating salted pea-

nuts by the simple expedient of up-
turning a paper bag over his mouth.

"I'll admit, Gary.'' he said, "that 1

saw him a short while ago."
Gary looked shrewdly at him.
"Fine! How d'you find Baltimore

otherwise ?"

Colonel Keeley smiled.

"You don't trap me into talking," he
said. "It wasn't in Baltimore whore 1

saw him, and I'm not saying when' it

was either. I pride myself that I'm
Valentine's friend. You news-hounds
wouldn't understand that."

"Aw, don't think too bad of is.

Colonel," pleaded Gary. " My paper
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isn't out to do him any harm. We'll
make him a rich man."
The warden rose, thus indicating that

the interview was over.

"You can take it from me, Gary
Howard," he stated, "that Valentine is

comfortably off, and doesn't want to get
richer by any yelping publicity stunt of

your news-sheet. For his family's sake,

ho just wants to live a quiet life with
tho dead past buried for ever. Good-
day !"

There was nothing to do but to make
an exit with as good gr;.co as possible.

They had drawn a blank, except that

tho popular belief was confirmed that
the notorious ex-crook was still alive.

A lady approached along the corri-

dor, and Gary was about to step aside
to make room for her to pass when his

face lighted in a smile. He recognised
her as the warden's wife.

"Mrs. Keeley!" he murmured. "This
is an unexpected pleasure. You're look-

ing splendid. Just shows what a littlo

trip will do."
"Why," smiled Mrs. Keeley, "did the

warden tell you we'd been away ?"

"He mentioned that a short time ago
he went to see an old friend of his.

Chicago, wasn't it ?"

"No," returned Mrs. Keeley; "it was
to Riverside, Indiana."
Gary strove to hide the triumph ho

felt.
-

"That's a detail the warden forgot to

mention," he purred. "Gosh, I'm sure
glad to have met you!"
Within five minutes he was at the

wheel of the car. with Mac at his side,

rOaring full out for the border between
the States of Illinois and Indiana.
"We're getting warm, Mac," he

whooped. "I'm almost certain that
the warden lias been keeping in touch
with Jimmy Valentine around Riverside
way. We'll put up at the Traymore
Hotel) and sot about unearthing that
guy. Don't forget that old Kelly
promised mo a thousand bucks, and
you're in on it."

Xone of the hustle of Chicago was
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reflected in the pleasant Indiana town
thirty miles over the border. The pine-
clad hills and clear-water rivers made
peaceful surroundings ior the large
town, which numbered many retired

people in the population.
To this pleasant spot came Gary

Howard and his sidekicker, Pinky
McGinnis, the dust of Chicago still on
their clothes and their veins still throb-
bing with the vital hustle of that great
city. To Gary's mind. Riverside was
just a small town that could do with a
kick out of its pleasant lethargy—and he,
star reporter of "The Record," was the
smart guy to give it that kick !

He and Mac booked their rooms at the
Traymore and began investigations, but
nothing transpired for a couple of days
to give them any hope that they were
getting "warmer " on their hunt.
But there was no doubt that the

" Where is Jimmy Valentine ?" contest
had caught on. The radio had kept
people everywhere reminded of the crook
whoso amazing safe-cracking exploits

were still discussed with admiration, even
by the best modern cracksmen. "The
Record " reminded readers that tlio

most ingenious combination locks in the
land had not resisted Valentine's sensi-

tive fingers.

The offered reward of 5,000 dollars set

amateur sleuths everywhere making in-

quiries about tho ex-crook who had
disappeared from all his former haunt-.
Thcusands of new readers bought the
newspaper to get the particulars of the
competition, and to keep informed of the
latest developments in the country-wide
hunt for Jimmy Valentine.
From Chicago Editor Kelly demanded

copy from Gary to tickle the palate of
his growing public. And Gary turned
in peppy accounts of how he and Mae
had visited the pen which long ago was
Valentine's home, and hail picked up
clues that }un\ set them racing over the
Indiana border.
Other newspaper editors pricked their

ears. "The Record's" contest had made
Valentino front page news again. A mob

Huh I " he grunted. " That was a swell yarn you put over on yesterday's murder I
"
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of reporters descended on Riverside,

booked at the Traymore. and tried iiard

to snatch news crumbs which fell from
Gary's table.

Then, on the evening of the second
day, while Gary and Mac were having a
brush-up in their room before, going
down to dinner, the clerk 'phoned up
to say that there were two lady visitors

who "wished to see Mr. Howard."
"Two!" smirked Mae, patting down

his quiff of hair. "I reckon I'd better
stay right beside you."
"Please yourself," Gary smiled. "But

don't take that bag of peanuts down
with you."
A page-boy in tho hotel foyer indi-

cated the visitors, and both Gary and
Mac felt a quickened interest. One was
a fair girl of outstanding beauty, dressed
becomingly in a smart pearl-grey cos-

tume and wearing a silver-fox fur round
her slim shoulders. Her companion was
dark, with frizzy hair and full red lips

that made Mac forgot about the pea-
nuts for which he was fumbling in his
pocket.
"Good-evening!" Gary said. "You

sent up a message for me ?"

The fair girl looked appraisingly at
him.
"So you're Mr. Gary Howard," she

murmured; "'The Record's' star
reporter ? My name is Madeline Davis-
Midge to my friends. This is my friend,
Kitty Dale. I've read you're searching
Riverside for Jimmy Valentine."

"With a toothcomb," Gary smiled.
"But this fellow Pinky McGinnis and 1

have got to snatch some eats and get
back on the job. You won't mind mo
saying, Miss Davis, that time is valuable
to us. Now how can I help you ?"

"You see, Mr. Howard," the girl said,
"we've called on behalf of the Riversido
Orphans' Home."
Gary drew himself up.
"Sorry," he said firmly. "I'm not

adopting any orphans to-day, thank
you."
"Don't go, please! You see, Mr.

Howard, we want to win that five-

thousand-dollar prize to hand over to
the Orphans' Fund. We'd appreciate it

awfully if you could help us."
"Sorry," repeated Gary. "Thero are

a few thousand folks who want our help
to win that five thousand bucks."
Tho girl laid a hand on his arm.
"Wait," she pleaded. " You also want

to find Jimmy Valentine, and perhaps I

can help you to a clue. I know a r:;an
right here in Riverside who knew Jimmy

i .Valentine well."
"That so? Who is he?"
"Perhaps you don't believe mo," said

Midge. "Well, there's a dance at the

j

Country Club to-night, and he'll be
there. If you'll come along I'll point
him out."
"Thanks for the invite," said Gary.

"Guess it doesn't sound too hopeful to
me. I'm much too busy."

"Too busy even to be polite, Mr.
Howard," retorted Midge, her eyes
flashing with annoyance. "Perhaps

j
being a reporter accounts for that. Come
on, Kitty!"
"Aw. Kitty!" exclaimed Mac. step-

ping forward. "Hold hard a minute.
Don't you happen to know any guy
who's going to be at the dance to-nightY
Sure, I'll Kike along and "

L The dark girl cast back a rather
helpless glance at him as her fair-
haired friend ushered her quickly
'through the hotel's revolving doors into

t In' st reel

1 "Hang!" muttered Gary. "Maybe
1 I'm a juggins, but, there's been io

many folks telling me that they know
Somebody who knows Jimmy Valentine
June 27th, 193«.
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or his wife's uncle's aunt, that I didn't
stop to think. I guess, Mac, I'll go
along to that Country Club after all."

The Avenger on the Trail !

TEX minutes after Gary had set off

alono for the Country Club a

powerful car purred to a halt in

the hotel garage. Three men alighted
and entered the Traymore, followed by
a porter loaded with their siv feases.

The smallest of the trio stepped
briskly to the clerk's desk. His
movements were almost feline in their

ease, and held a suggestion of wiry
muscles and great strength. A slouch
hat was set at a jaunty angle on his

black curly hair, and his dark eyes
shrewdly surveyed the guests in the
hotel foyer before he addressed tho
reception clerk. His two square-jawed
companions stood aside, as if nou
wishful to make themselves too con
spicuous.

" I want a suite of rooms for myself
and friends," announced the newcomer.
" We'd like to be on the same floor as

Mr. Howard of ' The Record '—next to

him. if possible."
" You're reporter friends of his, I

suppose?" the clerk smiled. "We've
got a number of newspapermen staying
here now. You can have Suite 425—
that's right, next to him."
"Bully!"
The visitor signed his name as

Jonathan Organ in the register, and
his friends as Theodore Smith and
Marcus Bean. Then he inquired :

" Is Mr. Howard in his room, by any
chance ?

"

" No, sir. He's at the Country Club.
Shall I tell him to 'phone your suite
when he returns?"
"On no account," said tho dark

haired man. "You see, we're friendly
rivals. We want to surprise him."

A page-boy ushered the trio into tho
lift and escorted them to the suite next
to Gary Howard's.
When tho door of the living-room

was closed they stood looking round
w ith approval. From a room on the
left came tho sound of a voice singing
flatly.

"Hear that, boys?" smiled the small
man. "That's Pinky McGinnis. Many's
the time I've heard him sing flat notes.

Guess he'd sing flatter still if ho knew
that Tony Scapelli was here !"

He referred to himself by his real
name, and his two companions chuckled
their appreciation. Louie Costello and
Nick Lucas were tho most relentless

gunmen of his gang, and had been
chosen specially for the work to bo
done in Riversido. In the whole gang
there was only one who was quicker
on the draw and more deadly in aim
than themselves—the dark, curly-haired
Tony Scapelli himself I

"These walls are kinda thin, boss,"
remarked Louie. " We ought to bo
able to hear what goes on next door.
Howard's a smart guy. He's got red-

hot clues, if you can believe all he
writes in ' The Record.' I've a hunch,
Tony, you'll soon get your answer to

the question 'Where's Valentine? '
"

Tony Scapelli swung round, his black
rye.-, smouldering.
"Get this!" he snarled. "We're not

down here on any holiday. Get it out

of your minds that there's any joke In

this business. That Chicago news-
sheet wants to find Valentine. So do
I. But it's not to give him a fat

contract to write up his life story."
"We understand that, boss," Nick

nodded.
"When I find Valentine," said

Scapelli grimly. "I'll write 'the end'
to his life story—with this."
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He lapped his hip-pocket, where a
13 -hot automatic pistol rested flatly.

" You can rely on us," Louie said.

"We'll tail Howard every minute of
the day for you. But you know, Tony,
I was never sure that Valentine double-
crossed your old man."

"Well, I know he did," rasped
Scapelli. neatly slinging his hat to a
peg. " I talked to my old man in tho
death-house the day before—before ho
died. I've got his word for it. He
said ' Kid, some day you're gonna
grow up, and some day you're gonna
find Valentine. Kill him like a rat !

'

That's what I promised my old man to

do, and when Valentine's found, I'm
gonna plug him full of hot lead. Now
get into that electrician's rig-out ot

yours, Nick, ready to fix a wire to

Howard's room, so we can listen-in to

every call he makes or receives."
"Okay, boss."
The three crooks were prepared to

play a waiting game. But they had
not long to wait before Pinky McGinnis
left the next suite and went down by
tho elevator. Garbed in overalls and
a peaked cap, in case anyone of the
hotel staff should see him, Nick entered
the next room by a skeleton key and
put in half an hour of useful work.
By tho time he had finished there was
a hidden wire that tapped Gary's
'phone and extended into the living

room of the suite booked by Tony
Soapelli, gangster and killer.

Thero was no need to stay upstairs

for tho time being, for Gary's suite was
empty. So Tony and his two henchmen
went down to the foyer.

Suddenly a smile lighted Tony
Scapelli's swarthy face. Standing by

a potted palm was a broad-shouldered
man who had "house detective " written

all over his face and bodv.
"Gosh! If it ain't Ed Callahan!"

the gangster grinned. "Ho was the
nut who had the dick'3 job once at that

Thirteenth Street hotel in Detroit."

He and the other two gunmen walked
up to the detective, and Scapelli

politely asked for a light for his cigar.

Callahan responded with equal polite-

ness, lit the gangster's cigar for him.
and chatted for some minutes with tho
three men.
"Excuse me, gentlemen," he raur

mured; "I've got a bit of work on
here. See that kid? He's a new-

page-boy, and I reckon he's crooked
We don't want no crooks around a

respectable hotel."

"Sure, I should say not," agreed
Scapelli.

"I'd bet a level dollar," confided

Callahan, "that that kid who's just

como out of the office has pinched some
stamps. See the way he's got that

right fist of his closed? You want
to be observant on a job of my kind,

gentlemen."
Stepping forward, Callahan tapped

the page-boy on the shoulder and in a

casual way told him to open his right

hand. The boy, who knew that the

husky had watched him before, gave a

slight wink and opened his fist, Out
flew a bluebottle, which buzzed into

Callahan's face and so startled him that

lie fell back against the potted palm.
With a laugh, the page-boy darted into

the elevator.

"Say, you want to watch that kid."

chuckled Tony Soapelli. He's started

young trying to outwit dicks."

The three gangsters settled down on
a settee where they could see (ho

revolving outer doors without being
conspicuous themselves.

Pufling his cheeks, Callahan turned
away. The boy had made him loso face

with tho new arrivals, and he felt
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" Shut your trap," rasped Scapelli, " and open the safe 1

mighty sore until he suddenly recognised
Pinky McGiunis walking towards the
clerk's desk.

"Hallo, Mae!" he exclaimed.
"Didn't know you were staying here."
Mae drew away into an alcove,

followed by the burly hotel detective.

"Phew!'' he breathed. "You kinda
startled me, Ed. When did they last

turn you loose from the pen?"
"Sh'sh!" warned Callahan. "That's

all past history. I'm running straight,
now, Mac—got a job here as detective."
A grin spread over Mac's broad face.

"Can you beat that I" he chuckled.
"Well, they say 'set a crook to catch
a crook.' "

"That's enough, Pinky MeGinnis,"
growled Callahan. "I tell you I'm
running straight. But this is a
respectable hotel. We have gents here
of the class of those three I've just

been talking to, and I know you to bo
a wrong 'un. You were once in the
same pen with me."
"Aw, you've got me wrong, Ed,"

Mac pleaded. "I've gone straight,
too."
Th" burly detective looked sus-

piciously at him.

"That'll take a bit of believing," lie

retorted. "You've gone straight! I

like that! You, a guy who would losr-

a football game while playing for his

own prison side !"

" See here, Ed. I never sold that
game 1"

" Will, you fumbled the ball and let

'em through to score," accused Calla-
han. "To think that a lot of short-
term lags should heat us!"

He went off and Mae settled himself
down in an armchair to wait for Oary.
It was after midnight when he came in
and found Mac ,-isleep in the chair. He
went across and shook his assistant into
wakefulness.

" Let's get up to the room. Mae "

whispered Gary. "I've seen that girl
called Midge, and I've found out

something. She's the daughter of Mr.
Davis, the banker."
"Aw, never mind the girl," said

Mac, rubbing his wrist. "Where's
Jimmy Valentine?"

" Buddy, we shan't be long in finding
him I" Gary told him exuberantly.
"I've found out this, too. The
chauffeur employed by Mr. Davis is

none other than ' Red ' Dolan, who was
Jimmy Valentine's greatest pal in the
old days. I'll bet he knows where
Valentine is hiding. Anyhow, we're
going to follow up that clue."

The two pals went up to their room
for a night's sleep. Neither saw the
three men who quietly entered the suite

next to theirs.

The Gunmen Step In !

UNAWARE that his next-door neigh-
bour in the hotel was Tony
Scapelli, Gary Howard walked

briskly down to the reception clerk's
desk on the following morning. No
idea was in his mind that Scapelli,
whom he hail previously tried to find on
behalf of his newspaper, was within
five hundred miles. Even less (lid he
guess that all his conversation with Mac
had been overheard by an enemy,
owing to a small hole having been made
in the wall between the rooms. And
he was equally unaware that one of the
killer's henchmen was shadowing him.

The clerk handed out one letter, and
Gary avoided a number of rival

reporters who tried to pump him for
copy to send to their papers. Finding
a quiet corner of the lounge, he opened
the letter which was typed even to the
signature—a signature that made him
sit up sharply. The name was "Jimmy
Valentine !"

It was a letter begging him to give-

up iln 1 hunt, urging that the ex-convict
had found a quiet retreat and that
publicity would only bring trouble on
innocent people.
Gary shrugged his shoulders and put

the letter in his pocket. He was

drawing pay from "The Record," and
his duty was to find Jimmy Valentine
and try to get his life-story. That was
the job which his editor had sit him,
the job he believed he must see througn,
whatever the cost.

Thanks to his pretty visitor. Midge
Davis, he had obtained a useful clue.

The chauffeur at the Davis home was
none other than Red Dolan, who, it

was said, was Jimmy Valentine's best
friend in the bad old days. What
more likely than that Red was keeping
in touch with his greatest pal?

Having an invitation from Midge,
he engaged a taxi and drove out to
the Davis' home in the best, residential
quarter of Riverside. There he was
received warmly by Midge, who gaily
introduced him to her mother and
father.

"I'm pleased to meet you, Mr.
Howard," Mr. Davis said cordially.
" I'm afraid I don't know much about
newspaper offices."

"Nor I about banks, Mr. Davis,"
smiled Gary, " 'cent that a bank once
folded up with all my dad's money in

it, and—well, that's kinda clouded my
view-point."
They laughed, but looked serious

when Gary asked if he might have a
word with the chauffeur.
"I'm sorry," Mr. Davis said,

he's gone away."
"It's frightful luck," Midge

" It. wouldn't surprise me, Gary.
Red Dolan is really Jimmy Valentine
himself. Dad and mother laugh an
me, but a crook's liable to use any old
name for his own purposes."
"The whole things seems fantastic to

me," said Mr. Davis. " Personally. I

think it's a pity, Midge, that you've
taken any interest whatever in this

newspaper competition. It's just a
publicity stunt, and it can't do any
good to anyone."
"But supposing I won the money?"

Midge exclaimed, clasping his hand.
"I'd turn every cent of it over to the
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orphans' home. Wouldn't it do some
good then?"
"Frankly," her father said, "I don'l

like the idea at. all. The way I figure

it. my dear, is that it's a cruel thing
to rake up a man's past that is long
dead and buried."
There was an awkward pause, broken

by Gary, who mentioned that there was
some copy he had to send to his news-
paper.
"Does there happen to be a type-

writer here?" he inquired.

"There's one in the study," Midge
eaid. "We'll leave you for a time to

get on with any work, but you must be
ready for lunch."

"I'll sure be ready for that," Gary
laughed.

Left to himself in the study, Gary set

to work. He stayed to lunch, and waited
till the evening in the hope that some-
thing might be heard of the missing
chauffeur. At last, in the dusk, he
returned to the Traymore Hotel, Midge
having promised to get in touch with
him if anything else of interest turned
up.
He dined with Mac, and afterwards

left his colleague talking with Callahan,

the house detective, in the foyer. He
had not been in the living-room of his

suite for ten minutes when there was a

knock on the door, and he stared in

surprise when he found that his visitor

was Midge.
''Hallo!" he exclaimed. "Why

didn't you get yourself announced, and
I'd have come downstairs?"

The girl stood with her back against

the .door.

"Because," she said. "I had to see

you as quickly as possible. Red Dolan
is back. He drove me over here in the

car. But he's not Jimmy Valentine, as

I thought."
"Sit down," Gary said. "So you've

found that out, Midge? Well, so have
I. I know the real Jimmy Valentine.

He typed me a note, and I've dis-

covered who owns the typewriter it was
done on."
"Our typewriter at home?" exclaimed

Midge, ignoring the proffered chair.

"You came in our home, and, by a

trick, you got the use of that typewriter.

It was my father's."

Gary spoke in a low tone.

"Yes," he said; "I know."
" So Jimmy Valentine has been

found?" Midge said bitterly. "He i»

my own father!"
'"Yes."
The girl walked to within a hand's

touch of him.
"I knew before I came here," she

said quietly. "Dad himself told me.
Oh, how I wish he had told me before

!

My own father is the man you've had
all this hue-and-cry about. He has been
running straight for years. It was for

the sake of mother and me that he
wished to remain quietly in retirement.

Gary, you must let him alone. He's
paid heavily for past mistakes. 1 beg
of yon not to rake up the past in your
newspaper. For his own sake, if not

for ours, forget him—forget that you
have ever found Jimmy Valentine!"

Her eyes were bright with tears, and
she spoke quickly and breathlessly from
the emotion which swayed her.

Gar; took her by the shoulders.

"Look hero, Midge," he said, "my
story has nothing but praise for your
dad. People will have more respect for

him than ever."
"You think so? And what respect

do you think I'll have for you?"

"I don't hlamo you," Gary said.

"I'm sorry the way things have turned
out. But my boss sent me to find
June 27th, 1936.
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Valentine, not to fall in love with his
daughter."
Midge laughed unmusically. Then,

suddenly, both spun round as the door
opened.

"Scapelli!" Gary gasped.
The gunman and his two henchmen

walked into the room. The door was
kicked shut behind him. The black
muzzle of a six-gun peered owiof Tony
Scapelli's jacket pocket, a grim threat
of the sudden death which the killer

had meted out to many in his time.

"So you've found Valentine?" Sca-
pelli smiled. "We've been camped next
door and listening-in. Well, I want to
make the personal acquaintance of
Jimmy Valentine. He was a pal of my
father's. I guess, between us, we've
got to fix up a meeting with him."
"What's the big idea, Scapelli?"

Gary demanded. "Five thousand bucks
is only chicken-feed to you. You don't
want the prize-money for finding
Valentine."
"I don't," said Tony Scapelli grimly.

"But you've got to 'phone through to

this girl's father We've heard you say
that he's Valentine. He'll pay you off

well to keep that story out of the
papers. There'll be big money for you
and big money for us, too, because this

meeting has got to be down at his

bank."
"Gary," exclaimed Midge, "don't do

it!"

Taking her arm, Gary drew her gently
aside. His eyes were riveted on that
coal-black muzzle that winked death at

him from Scapelli's pocket.
"Grab that 'phone!" Scapelli ordered.
There was a drawn look about Gary's

lips as his hand lifted off the receiver.

He heard the girl's contemptuous sigh,

but took nb further heed of her. What-
ever Midge thought of him, he must
obey the gangster and hope for a future
chance of turning the tables.

At the pistol point he got through to

the Davis' home and gave the message
to the banker himself.

"Is that you. Mr. Davis? This is

Gary Howard speaking—er—about
Jimmy Valentine. If you want to keep
a certain story out of the newspaper
to-morrow morning, you'll meet me at

your bank in thirty minutes."
Blackmail ! That was what Mr. Davis.

alias Jimmy Valentine, imagined was at

the root of this suggested meeting. He
agreed to the rendezvous at the side

door of the bank, and rang off abruptly.

"Good!" snapped Tony Scapelli, after

Gary had hung up. "You'll stay here.

Miss Davis, in charge of one of my
friends. No harm will come to you if

you behave like a sensible girl. I won't
answer for consequences to you or your
dad if you make any sort of a fuss.

Come on. Howard! You've got to come
with me and Louie"
The three went down to the hotel

foyer. They were precisely five minutes
too late to see Pinky McGinnis and
Callahan get in a car witli Bed Dolan
and go speeding off in the direction of

Chicago. They remained in ignorance

thai Red Dolan. in the attempt to save

his friend's name, had himself confessed
to being Jimmy Valentine. So Mae and
Callahan had hurried him off to the

newspaper office to collect the reward.

The World's Best Cracksman

A LARGE saloon car drew up in the

heavy shadows of the side-street

that bordered Riverside's largest

bank. Out of it stepped Gary Howard,
to greet Mr. Davis, the manager, who
came from an arched doorway.

" Well, my young friend," the banker
remarked. "I have kept the rendezvous."

His hat was drawn down over his
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forehead to screen his face from an
electric light at the corner of the street.
Only when he looked up did he see that
two other men were preparing to get
out of the car at Gary's heels. He gave
a start of surprise, and then stood stiffly,

as if frozen to the sidewalk, when the
first of Gary's two companions spoko
quietly.

"You don't remember me, Valen-
tine. My name is Louie—Louie Costello.
This is Tony Scapelli."
"You knew my old man, Valen-

tine," sneered Scapelli, stepping for-

ward. "He told me a whole heap about
you. Now get inside that bank, or
you're dead mutton!"
With a hopeless gesture, Midg >'s

father went to the side door of the ban!:

and opened it.

"So this is who you've brought here,

Howard?" he said with withering con-

tempt. "Where is my daughter?"

"Back at the hotel," Gary answered,
"with one of Tony's men called Nick.
She's okay."
The two gangsters followed him and

the ex-cracksman banker into the bank
and shut the door.
"Yeah, your gel's all right, Valen-

tine," rasped Tony Scapelli. "If you
want her to stay that way, you've gotta

do what I tell you. We've got a story

about you that you don't want printed.

Well, you're going to b.uy it."

The men faced one another in the

bank, where ono or two electric lights

gave illumination.

"What's your price?" Mr. Davis
demanded.
"Open the safe." Scapelii said.

Cold perspiration broke out on the cjc-

cracksman's forehead. He had won back
an honourable name. He was the cus-

todian of this bank, with a fortune of

other people's money in the great -safe.

"You—you can't expect that of me."
he muttered. " I—I couldn't even open
it if I wanted to. Tho cashier is the

only one who knows the combination.
'

Scapelli urged him towards the great

safe by a gesture of the gun.

"Get that safe open!" he snarled.

"Quit stalling! Else something mi.

unpleasant is going to happen to that

kid of yours."
"Open it!" Gary panted. "They say

that Jimmy Valentine could open any
safe that was ever made, without know-
ing the combination."
Again Mr. Davis threw a withering

glance in his direction.

"So Cms is why you played up to my
daughter," he muttered; "to blackmail

me and to betray your own newspaper!"
"Shut your trap." rasped Scapelli,

"and open the safe'"

The banker appeared a beaten man
He stooped by fch i

! fumbled oier
the combination. In vain Gary looked

round, seeking some way out of this

situation without; bringing inst I

to himself and to Midge's father.
••]<'- no good." Mr. David said,

•-n-j,. " 1 can't feel the - I'fte

I
to."

Keep - gun pointed it him.

Scapelli spoke to his henchman.
"

i live him that Ban (paper >ou
•iit, Louie. My old man told me

• a used to use this. Valentine
"

With a sigh. Valentino acce;

sandpaper and lightly rubbed it over his

finger-tips, with the object of making
iitive. Again he turned

to the safe, and began to read off the

numbers of the combination, while 1

wrote them down.
I gangsters became more engrossed

in the numbers slowly announced !v

ex-cracksman, whose expert fingers had

(Continued on page 27)
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Beyond the stratosphere to a new world where science marches hand in hand with
savagery. Follow the adventures of a young American on the strange planet of
Mongo, realm of monsters and domain of the War-Lord Ming. An unforgettable

serial of thrills and suspense, starring Buster Crabbe and Jean Rogers

Read This First

A strange plant!, hitherto unknown,
has shifttd from its orbit and loomed
into the fit w of the peoples of the

Earth. It is the planet Mongo, and its

overlorel is Ming, a sinister figure who
hutl prohttl the stents of Nature.
Dr. Zarkov, ein Ame rican scientist.

Sits out iii a rocktt ship to penetrate
the stratosphi re. He is accompanied
by Flash Gordon, son of an astronomer,
and by Dole Anita, Flash's sweet-
heart, but they reach the jicw planet
only to be. si ized by Ming..
flash and. Dale (scape with the. aid

of Aura, Ming's daughter, who is

attracted by Flash. They are also
assisted by Thun, a prince whose father
rules a territory on Mongo which has
not yet been subdued by Ming. Dale
and Thuti. however, arc captured and
carried off by winged men in the pay
of King Vidian, who dominates an
amazing sky-city poised thousands of
feet above the surface of the planet.

Meanwhile, Zarkov fnels an ally in
Bariu, rightful heir to the throne that
Ming occupies. They locate Flash and
Aura, ami in Zarkov' s rncke t-ship they
make for King Vidian's sky-city in the
hope of rescuing Dale, Arden and Than.
They are capturtd by Vultan, and

together with Than, Flash and Sarin
are coridemncd to a life of slavery at
the radium furnaces which support the
sky-city. But just as Ming arrives at
tht palace and confronts Vultan, Flash
and his comrades destroy the furnaces
with the co-operation of Zarkov.

Now read on

EPISODE 8 :—

Tournament of Death

City of Doom

IN the very instant that the explosion
took place Flash Gordon cleared
the lead wall, and as he dropped

amongst the slaves who were crouching
behind the shelter of the parapet he
heard fragments of the furnace-casings
go whistling over his head.

The great room was filled with the
echoes of the blast, and as those rever-
berations slowly died away the silence
that ensued was uncanny. Then all at
once bedlam broke loose as the prisoners
swarmed from their pen to see their

guards lying prostrate about the floor

of the wrecked chamber, some of them
apparently lifeless, others stirring
feebly.

Yelling with triumph, the majority
of the slaves made for the doors of the
chamber in a body, and though Flash
tried to arrest the stampede his efforts
were in vain. He only succeeded in

restraining Thun and Barin, and in

company with them watched the mob
swarming out of the room.

"Fools!" the young American ground
out. "Crazy fools! My plan was to

stick together and arm ourselves, then
seize the palace. We'd have been able
to help Zarkov pull off his coup with-
out a hitch if we'd done that. As it is,

those dumb idiots will scatter in all

directions, and be slaughtered like

sheep as soon as Vultan's troops recover
from the first alarm and face up to the
situation."
"Then all is lost, Flash?" Thun

panted.
The younger man clenched his teeth.

"Maybe not," he rejoined. "Maybe
Zarkov can win through, if the three of
us stand fast with him. Listen, Barin, 1

you head for the laboratory and tell the
doctor that the atom furnaces have been
destroyed. Thun and I will make for

the throne-room and hold Ming and
Vultan powerless— if we can!"

Pausing only to equip themselves with
swords, which they drew from the
sheaths of three stricken guards who lay

nearby, Flash and his comrades dashed
out of the furnace chamber and raced
up the steps that led to the corridor
above.

Once in that corridor they separated,
Barin hurrying in the direction of the

laboratory, Flash and Thun making
straight for King Vultan's audience
room with determined mien.

"The next few minutes will decide
the fate of everyone in this city,

Thun!" Flash said thickly. "According
to Zarkov, it will remain in space for

a little while even though the atom
furnaces have heen shattered. Then as
the rays that support it gradually fade
out the whole fabric of Vultan's
metropolis will begin to crumble, ami
will hurtle to disaster on the plains of
Mongo."
Thun made no response other than

a nod of his leonine head, and they
pressed onward at top speed, meeting
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with no one until they were within a

short distance of the throne-room.
There was not a slave in sight. The

mob of liberated bondsmen had vanished
and not a trace of them remained,
though from afar there came a vague
commotion which suggested to Thun
and Flash that some of them had fallen

foul of the soldiery who garrisoned the
palace.
And then suddenly even as the

American and his friend turned a bend
in the corridor they came face to face
with three of Vultan's retainers who
had doubtless been dispatched from the
throne-room to investigate the explosion
in the furnace chamber.

The three Hawk Men were armed,
but the unlooked-for appearance of
Flash and Thun took them by surprise,
and they scarce had time to defend
themselves before their stalwart foes
were upon them, attacking with the
sword.
There was a rasp and a clangour of

steel, a medley of exclamations and a
tumult of blows delivered at full force,

a scuffling of feet as Vultan's vassals

were borne back by the fury of an
irresistible onset.
One Hawk Man went down under a

sweeping cut of the blade in Flash's
hand, and another fell to Thun. The
third, trying to lunge at Thun ere the
latter could put himself on his guard
again, was balked by Flash as the
American struck up his sword, and a
moment later was sinking to the floor

with the blood streaming from a deep
gash in his leg.

The affray had lasted thirty seconds.
In another thirty two vengeful figures

were bursting across the threshold of
King Vultan's audience chamber.

They were the figures of Flash
Gordon and Prince Thun, and they took
in the scene at a glance. There stood
Ming's lieutenant, Torch, and a group
of the emperor's soldiery. Nearer at
hand was a small party of Vultan's
minions armed with ray-guns. Ming
.and Vultan himself were on the dais
in front of the throne, together with
Dale Arden and Aura.
A little while ago they had made a

tableau suggestive of hostility, but
Ming and Vultan and their respective
hirelings had forgotten their rivalry in
a common anxiety, an anxiety that had
leapt to every countenance when the
explosion in the furnace-room had
leached their ears.

Such was the scene into which Flash
and Thun bullocked their way in so un-
expected a manner that the American
had rushed to the dias, and his ally
had pounced on one of Vultan's men
and seized a ray-gun before any of the
occupants of the apartment could make
a move.
With a ray-gun in his possession

Thun covered the soldiery who were
present, Ming's retainers and the Hawk
Men alike. Meanwhile, Flash had
gained the dais, and at point of sword
In- threatened Vultan and the emperor.
"Let either of you move and I'll run

this through you!" he blazed.

There was no question of resistance,
for the American was in deadly earnest,
and both those potentates of Mongo
know that one reckless act might seal
their doom. Indeed, Flash Gordon was
so incensed by (lie sufferings he had
undergone at the hands of each of them
thai il seemed for a moment as if he
were sorely tempted to do them some
hurl here and now, whether they chose
to defy him or not.
Thus it appeared to Dale Arden. al

least, and (hough she had no reason to

intercede for Vultan or Ming, (he very
thought of bloodshed turned her sick.
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That was why she caught her sweet-
heart's arm involuntarily.
"Flash!" she cried. "Don't! Don't

kill them, Flash!"
Her champion looked round at her,

and it was a movement that cost him
dear, for in allowing his attention to
be diverted he gave his enemies their
chance, a chance that the burly Vultan
was quick to seize.

The King of the Hawk Men suddenly
closed with Flash, clutching him from
behind, holding him in a vice-like grip.
With a shout the American tried to
wrench himself free, but as a result
of the scuffle Thun wheeled towards the
dais, and on the instant the vassals of
Ming and Vultan swarmed upon him.

He was overwhelmed and disarmed
by force of numbers, and immediately
he had been rendered powerless half a
dozen of the soldiery rushed to the aid
of Vultan. In the space of a few
seconds Flash had also been made
prisoner, despite the fierceness with
which he fought, and despite Dale's
efforts to help him and undo the harm
for which she had been innocently
responsible.
The tables were turned with a

vengeance, and Flash and Thun having
been secured, Vultan looked ominously
from one to the other. Then he slid

his eyes upon Ming.
"Perhaps your Majesty will consent

to shelve our quarrel for the time
being," he said. "For I think the two
of us may be of the same mind in re-

gard to these troublesome rascals."

Ming's face was a study in malevo-
lence.

"The ray-guns of your men will make
short work of them," he announced
harshly. " I propose that they be
executed without, delay."

Vultan signified his agreement with
a nod, and addressed a curt word of
command to his minions, whereupon
Flash and Thun were pinned against
the wall. Then while Ming's retainers
drew aside the Hawk Men who were
present took up a position in the middle
of the room, each of them with a lethal
weapon trained upon the unfortunate
captives.
"Now," growled Vultan, raising his

arm, "prepare to fire. When I let my
hand fall you will blast the lives from
the bodies of our two meddlesome inter-

lopers !

"

He had scarcely finished speaking
when Dale Arden was before him, her
lovely features distraught with anguish,
her eyes filled with an expression of
abject appeal.
"No, no, you must not!" she sobbed.

"Spare them! If there's any pity in

your heart, spare them ! But for me,
Flash might have struck you down just
now. Remember that, Vultan.
Remember that!"
The King of the Hawk Men leered

down at her.

"I'm not forgetting it. my pretty
one," he told her. "Neither am I for-

getting that I might have died by the
hand of your precious Flash. No, un-
fair guest from the Earth, Gordon ami
Thun have condemned themselves, and
nothing you can say will save them."

Dale reeled in a stricken fashion.
She saw herself as the one who had
brought her fiance and his friend to this

pass. But for her womanish aversion
to the sight of bloodshed, but for her
thoughtless interference Flash and Thun
might still have been in command of
the situation.

And had she but known it. Flash
could never have slain Vultan or Ming
in cold blood, no matter what justifica-

tion he might have had in doing so.

A mist seemed to gather before Dale,
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a mist through which she could only
see Vultan's grinning countenance
Then all at once she heard the voice of
Aura, remonstrating with the Emperor
Ming.
"Father," the princess was saying

violently, "you and Vultan cannot do
this! 1 won't allow it—I won't allow
it!''

"Hold your peace, daughter,'' came
the angry reply. "Do not tr-y mi
patience too far or it may be that 1

shall forget that you are my own flesh

and blood. Vultan, let us have done
with this execution."
The King of the Hawk Men inclined

his big head, and then still with up-
raised arm he turned towards the firing
party.

Th9 First Tramors

WHILE Flash and Thun had been
making for the throne-room
where they were finally to come

face to face with death, Prince Barin
had been hastening in the direction of
Vultan's laboratory as fast as his legs
would cany him.
As he rushed into that strange work-

shop he found Dr. Zarkov standing
before a'n instrument board at the far
side of the apartment, examining with
intent gaze a dial on which a needle
was quivering spasmodically.

"Zarkov," Barin ejaculated, as he
hurried across to the scientist, " the
atom furnaces have been blown up."
The doctor looked at him and smiled.
"Yes, I know," he remarked com-

placently. "This gauge reveals the
strength of the beams which support the
city in the sky, and the needle is fall-

ing steadily. It will soon be time for

me to act."
"The moment is already at hand,

Zarkov!" Barin panted. "Flash and
Thun have gone to the audience
chamber to confront Vultan and Ming
You must co-operate with us at once."
Zarkov had started, and now his face

changed colour.
"Flash and Thun—in the audience

chamber?" he faltered. "That was a
foolish move. Why didn't they come
here, instead of running unnecessary
risks?"
He took one glance at a ponderous

machine that stood nearby, a machine
equipped with many switches and dials
It was the appliance on which he had
been working for the past few days,
and which he had been striving to
perfect in order to gain a hold upon
Vultan.
"There is the machine that will save

us all, Barin." he said grimly. "I
alone know how to operate it, and
therefore we hold the key to the situa-

tion. But in the meantime Flash and
Thun must be our first concern.
Come !"

Together they departed from the
laboratory, and travelling at the double
they made their way through the palace
corcidors until they reached the (hres

hold of the throne-room, where the pair

of them came to an abrupt standstill

They saw Flash and Thun bracing
themselves to meet destruction. Thev
saw the firing-parly of Hawk Men with
ray-guns levelled at the two prisoners
menacingly. They saw the onlookers,
silent but for Dale Arden, who was
sobbing hysterically, and they saw
Vultan, with hand on the point of fall-

ing to his side in a fatal gesture.

"Stop!" cried Zarkov, and his voice

rang clear and loud through that apart-
ment of doom.

All heads were turned in his direction,

and with Barin at his heels he stumbled
across to the dais and confronted
Vultan.
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"Your Majesty," he rapped out,
" are you aware that the atom furnaces
have been destroyed by your slaves?
Are you aware that the rays which hold
jour city above the clouds are failing?"

The King of. the Hawk Men glared
at him, but a hint of uneasiness dawned
in his eyes, and it was a look that
crept likewise into the scrutiny which
Ming was directing at Zarkov. For
both Vultan and the self-styled Emperor
of the Universe remembered the ex-
plosion that had come to their ears
from afar.

"Your sky-city is doomed," Dr.
Zarkov went on deliberately. "It will

not be long before it goes hurtling to
tlie plains of Mongo, destroying you and
your people. There is not even time
for the population to bo warned, and (o
evacuate it.

" Wait ! You and such of your Hawk
Men as are present here may save your-
selves, Vultan—by making your escape
through the windows and taking to your
wings. I grant you that. But your
people will be caught unawares and over-
whelmed by crumbling masses of
masonry, and even if you live, Vultan,
you will be a king in name only—a king
without a realm, and with only a handful
of followers."

Vultan's bloated features had gradually
become pale. As for Ming, he was like

a ghost, for he realised that if Zarkov
were speaking the truth he was among
those who were foredoomed— he, the
Emperor of the Universe, who was no
Hawk Man with the precious gift of
wings to carry him instantly from this
death-trap.
"Zarkov!" Vultan found his voice,

and spoke to the doctor huskily.
"Zarkov, you may be trying to fool me,
but if you are not—if you are not. then
I'll warrant Gordon and Thun and Prince
Barin there are the ones who have
brought this calamity upon my city!"

"Yes," the scientist acknowledged,
"and you may rightly imagine that I
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myself may have had something to t'o

with it. But I can save your city,

Vultan—and save it I will, in return for
the lives and liberty of my friends."
He paused, and regarded the burly

monarch steadfastly.
"Let all of us go free," he said, "and

your kingdom survives. Refuse my of'.'.

and it falls—even though I and my com-
panions perish with it."

"How can you save the city?"

"Didn't you set me to the task of
perfecting an invention that your experts
had launched but failed to complete,
Vultan ? An invention that would take
the place of the process that has been
in use ? Well, I have accomplished the
task,"
Zarkov uttered the last sentence in a

triumphant vein, and then, moving a

step nearer, he laid an admonishing hand
on Vultan's arm.

"You had better make your choice
quickly," ho advised. "Are you to

remain a king, or are you to become a
creature dependent upon charity for your
existence? You have but to give me
your oath that my friends and I shall

go free. And whilo we are on the sub-
ject of that oath, Vultan, I have noticed
dining the time I have been here that
you are a strict devotee of the god Taos,
whom the nations of Mongo worship.
If you accept my bargain, it must be
on his name that you swear to abide
by,it."
Vultan was moistening his lips now.
"This may be some trick," he wit-

tered. "How do I know that the cily
is really in danger? I——

"

And then he stopped, for at that very
instant a vital tremor passed through ihe
room in which they were standing, a
tremor that shook roof and walls and
floor, a tremor that was repeated until
thin streams of plaster had begun to fall

from above.
"There's your answer, Vultan!"

Zarkov jerked. "Quick, there's not a
second to lose! Give me your void,
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Vultan! Give me your word, if you'd
save your kingdom ! Swear by all that
you believe to be holy!"
Alarm was written upon every face as

Zarkov spoke those words, and there was
no longer any doubt in the minds of Ins
listeners that the realm of the Hawk
Men was in peril of collapse.

"I swear!" King Vultan gasped. "I
swear, Zarkov—on the name of the god
Taos! I swear that you, Gordon. Bariu,
Thun, the Earth girl— all of you—will go
free if you save my city!"
The doctor wheeled and sped acro-.s

the room, and was blindly followed by
the others, even by Flash and Thun, to
whom Vultan and Ming paid not the
slightest heed now. In a body the whole
parly swarmed out into the corridor and
rushed alter Zarkov towards the labora-
tory, with the flagstones quivering under
their feet as they ran and the walls and
the ceilings raining dust upon them.
From distant points in that wondrous

metropolis of the skies—from the outer
limits of the city, to be more exact

—

there came the dim thunder of tumbling
stones. Vultan's realm was breaking up
on the extreme fringes, where the rays
had apparently first shown signs of
weakening.

It was a terrifying sound that was
accompanied by a remote commotion of
voices as panic spread like wildfiro
through a stricken populace.
Zarkov and his party ran on, and soon

they were in the laboratory, the doctor
springing to the machine that he had
pointed out to Prince Barin a little while
before. And, crowding around him, the
onlookers watched him touch the
switches of that machine with sure, con-
fident hands.
There was a humming of dynamos, and

lights gleamed behind the semi-trans-
parent dials of the apparatus. Quickly
the drone of electricity -welled louder,
and as it ruse in pitch so the floor of the
laboratory seemed to become steady, the
walls and ceilings to cease their trem-
bling.

The King of the Hawk Men suddenly closed with Flash, clutching him from behind, holding him in a vice-like grip.
June 27th, 193a.
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Vultan staggered to the windows of

the room and looked out across a court-
yard that was dotted with the figures

of Ming's troops, who were standing in

fearful attitudes about their rocket shins

as if uncertain how to act. Beyond the
wall of the courtyard the King of the
Hawk Men could see the roofs and spires
of his city, which had been tottering
as if on the verge of destruction a few
seconds previously, but which was now
riding safely in space.

Vultan turned to Zarkov.
"You have kept your word, doctor,"

he. said hoarsely.
"And now you must keep yours," the

scientist replied. "My friends go free!"
"No! I forbid it!

ft

The voice was Ming's, and as Zarkov
and Vultan looked at him quickly they
saw that his eyes were glittering like

diamonds.
"You forget, Ming, that I have sworn

by Taos," Vultan observed, "and such
a promise is not to bo lightly broken."
The emperor advanced a pace nearer

to him.
"My friend," he said, "you and I have

, been at_ loggerheads, but it seems foolish

that we should turn your realm to a

.shambles by pitting our soldiers against

one another. You remind me that you
have given a promise. Let me remind
you that it was given under pressure."
"But a promise is a promise," Vultan

retorted, "and when the spirit of Taos
has been summoned as a witness to

it
"

"Very well," Ming interrupted im-
patiently. "You have given a promise,
and so far as you are concerned these
people go free. But I took no oath,

Vultan. and therefore it is no affair of

yours if I take charge of them, is it?"

Vultan's glance narrowed at that. The
rebellious spirit shown by Flash, Barin
and Tlum was still rankling in his mind.
and in reality he was reluctant to see
them escape unpunished. Consequently
Ming's proposal did not strike him as un-
favourable, providing him as it did with
a loophole.
"There is something in what you say,

your Majesty," he drawled.
A cry of rage broke from Zarkov's

lips as he heard Vultan's words, and sud-
denly he wheeled towards the machine
that had saved the city.

"You can't get away with this!" he
shouted. "I can still bring destruction
upon us all

"

But Ming had divined his intention,

and with a sharp word of command he
directed his personal bodyguards to stop

the doctor, an order that was promptly
carried out by two or three of them.
Then he instructed the rest of his

minions to seize Flash and Barin and
Thun, and although this was not accom-
plished without a desperate melee the
American and his comrades were at

length overpowered.
"King Vultan.'' Ming then inquired,

facing round on the monarch of the sky-

city and addressing him blandly, "have
I your permission to deal with my cap-

tives in your palace?"
Vultan grinned at him.
"Why not?" he rejoined. "I have

washed my hands of them. They are

free to be dealt with as you think fit."

"Then my fust, request is that they
shall be placed in separate dungeons."

1 the emperor, "for the time being."
King Vultan shrugged his shoulders

to imply the business was no concern of
his. whereupon Ming beckoned to the
captain of his bodyguard.

Torch," he announced, "see that the

prisoners are taken to King Vultan's
dungeons. Also, conduct my daughter
and the Earth girl to (lie* throne room.
where I shall join them in duo course."

Flash. Zarkov. Barin and Thun were
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removed, the four of them struggling
violently in the arms of their guards.
Then Aura and Dale were led forcibly
from the laboratory, the former pale
with resentment, the latter almost dis-

tracted by this fresh change in the for-

tunes of her sweetheart and his com-
panions.
Left alone in the presence of Vultan

and his group of Hawk Men. Ming was
silent for a minute or two. but finally

he looked at the burly king of the sky-
city and smiled a thin-lipped smile.

"We are friends again, Vultan?" he
said.

"If you'll let bygones be bygones," the
other replied. " At least, we've no cause
to quarrel now—not even over the Earth
girl, for I gave her up along with the
others."
"I have Zarkov to thank for that."

Ming commented with a chuckle. "And
you to thank for giving me the use of

your palace, Vultan. But perhaps I can
provide you with a little sport by way of
return. Doubtless you are wondering
what I am going to do with mv captives,

eh?"
The bigger man nodded.
"I confess I'm interested," he ad-

mitted bluffly.

"Well. Zarkov is to live." said Ming.
"I rate him too valuable to die. As for

the others—Gordon, Barin and Thun

—

I have a little plan in mind that should
prove amusing, very amusing."

The Duel

LESS than half an hour after he had
been lodged within a dungeon on
one of the lower floors of Vultan's

palace, Flash Gordon received as a
visitor no less a personage than the
Emperor Ming.
The sinister potentate entered the cell

with Torch and several of his body-
guards, who took up defensive attitudes

about their royal master as they saw the

look that Flash bestowed on him.
Protected by his vassals, Ming eyed

the prisoner calmly enough.
"Gordon." he remarked, "I am going

to give you a chance. A chance to live

and to marry the bride of your choice."

Flash stared across the dungeon at the

Emperor, wondering what process of

thought was going on behind that domed
forehead. The man's countenance was
utterly impassive.
"I have seen you with a blade in your

hand," Ming went on. "Very well.

then, you shall figure in a tournament
of death. I have a swordsman at my
disposal who is reckoned to be passing
skilful, and you shall fight him. I may-

add that it will be a fight to a finish.

and that it has got to end with one of

you lying lifeless at the other's feet. No
quarter must be shown."

Flash gritted his teeth and made no
response for a little while. Then he
spoke in a curt tone.
"All right," he said. "The idea of

killing a man is not to my fancy, Ming,
but the death of one of your hived

assassins shouldn't lie too heavily on my
conscience. That is, if I should happen
to come out the victor."

The emperor smiled.

"It remains to be seen." he observed.
"But in case you should survive. Gordon.
it is only right that you should know
you will have a second opponent to deal

with on the same terms. Slay him. and
you will then be given your liberty—and
your bride."

"I see," Flash muttered grimly. "To
win Dale Anion and my freedom I have
to wade through blood. Not a pleasant
reflection. Ming."
"There is but one condition that I

make." the emperor continued, ignoring
th,' American's comment. "You must
fight in a mask."
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||Why?" Flash demanded.
"It is not for you to question me."

Ming retorted. "Are you willing tor

undertake the combat?"
"Yes," the younger man ground out,

"I'm willing and ready."
At that Torch signed to a couple of

the guards, and one of them stepped for-

ward to help Flash don a tunic of mail.
The other man placed a black hood -over

the young American's head, a cowl that
possessed two slits for his eyes, and when
this had been done a sword was placed
in his hand and he was led from the cell,

He was taken to a large room, and
or. arrival there he found a considerable
number of people assembled in the apart-
ment. Vultan and some of his Hawk
Men being prominent amongst them, as

well as Dale Arden, the Princess Aura
and Zarkov.
Flash picked out the familiar faces at

a glance, and then his eyes fell upon a
stalwart figure standing between two of

Ming's retainers at the far side of the

room. Like Flash himself, this man
was grasping a sword, and like Flash

he was wearing a hood that concealed
his features.

"Let the duel commence," came the
voice of the Emperor Ming.

Tho men who stood beside Flash

Gordon's opponent moved aside, and at

the same time the tall American uas
thrust in the direction of that other
figure in the cowl.
Step by step the duellists advanced

into the centre of the apartment with
outstretched blades, and then, as steel

touched steel, they began to circle

warily, each taking the measure of his

foe.

It was the unknown .-word-man who
made the first lunge, a lunge that fol-

lowed swiftly upon a clever feint that

almost deceived Flash. But the Ameri-
can sprang back and escaped his anta-

gonist's sword-point by an "ace. quickly

putting himself on his guard again.

He realised there and then that Ming
had not overrated the skill of his

champion. That swift passage of arm,
had told Flash that the man, whoever hp>

might be, was a master in the art of

fencing, and he was thankful that he
himseH had counted the sport amongst
his recreations at Columbia University.

They came together again, as warily

as before, and a second time the un-

known swordsman tried to spit Flash.

But the American foiled l.im -villi a

rapid parry and drove with the point in

return, only to be balked by the dex-
terity with which his enemy recovered a
defensive posture.

Both were playing a cautious game,
but gradually the pace of the duel

quickened (ill it became thrust and
parry, thrust and parry, with tho
tempers of the men rising as the con-

test grew fiercer and more desperate.

Blade rasped on blade, or struck sparks

one from the other: the shifting feet of

the two adversaries scuffled ceaselessly

upon the floor as they manoeuvred hither

and thither.

The fight continued, unrelaxing in its

vigour, the issue impossible to foreloll.

As vet neither man had shown any
marked superiority, and if on occasion

one seemed to press on more hotly than
the other he was soon bacR on tho
defensive, retreating bo f o;-e an assault as

furious as that which he had just

launched himself.

And then, as the fateful minutes wore
on. a change became apparent in the
progress of the combat, a change that

\\.i> Minn obvious to the most ii ox

periencod observer present. One of tho

swordsmen was tiring, was beginning to

(Continued on page 38)
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"I will tell Gustavo at the factory to

be on the look-out," said the old man.
"And I will have the police telephoned
anonymously as soon as they arrive."
"And get them arrested?" Marvin

nodded his approval. "The police may
not fall for it."

"They'll fall for it all right. They
are tired of Switzerland being used as
an international spy centre."
"Supposing Ashenden does find out

who I am ?"

The bearded old man permitted him-
self a smile.

"It won't matter if he does. You'll
be on your way to Arabia, and he'll be
inside a Swiss prison."
Marvin rang a bell and a valet

appeared.
"How long have I got?"
"About twenty minutes, sir."
"Well, good-bye." Marvin turned to

his ally. "I'll mail you a cheque from
New York on delivery of the goods."
The bearded old man shuffled to the

door.
"I always deliver the goods, sir."
Ten minutes later Marvin was at the

reception office paying his bill. He
was about to hand over the letter for
Elsa to the clerk when there was a
touch on his arm. Ho jerked round to
find Elsa at his side. He noted at once
that she wore a grey travelling coat
and skirt, and that behind her was a
page-boy with a large suit-case.
"You're leaving now?'' Elsa said. He

noticed that the girl looked very pale
and distressed.

"Sure. This is the end." He managed
a smile. "This letter was for you. I've
had a hurry call back home, and if I
don't check out now, it's good-bye to
seeing the rest of Europe this trip. My
paper says I've got to get a jerk into
things."
"Where are you going?"
Marvin gave her a glance from nar-

rowed eyes.

"Greece first, I guess." He glanced
at his watch.
"Take mo with you."
"Here, say that again!"
"I mean it!" Elsa cried. "I'm leav-

ing here, anyhow." She pointed to the
suitcase.
"But how about your husband?" he

demanded. "You don't say you're
through with him—leaving him?"
"Yes, through with him—finished!"

She spoke passionately. "May I come?
Ho won't mind—he has other amuse-
ments. Don't ask me to explain any
more. I promise not to get in your way,
or interfere in anything you want to do.
Just get me away from this place."
Marvin gazed at her speculatively, and

a queer smile twitched his lips. She was
very beautiful, and in Arabia she would
be so completely at his mercy.
"Very well, I'll take you," he cried.

"Let's go!"

The Chocolate Factory

ON showing their permits at the
factory a guide in white overalls
proceeded to take them round and

do his best to stuff them full of various
kinds of chocolates. The roar of
machinery made the guide bellow infor-
mation about the various gadgets.
Ashenden and the Mexican nodded
politely, but all the while they were
looking round for Lilli's boy friend.
F.illi had told them Pete's department
and described him—also Pete would be
on the watch.
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It was while they were in the packing
department that the general noticed a
man watching them closely. The general
pretended not to notice, and saw the
man write something on a piece of paper.
Boxes of chocolates were passing on an
endless band, and as the general came
nearer the man pushed tho piece of
paper into a box. The general decided
that he should read that note.
The general in a nonchalant manner

strolled towards the packer, and saw the
man give him a furtive glance. Now
ho was sure he should read that note.
Ho strolled after the endless band. It

would not do to run. The box was some
distance ahead. He almost caught up
when the band vanished into a hole
in the wall—it meant that the box had
been carried to another floor. Up some
spiral stairs hastened the general, and
there he found the band again.

Ashenden, guessing that something
was wrong, persuaded the guide to go
in the same direction.
The band carried the box along past

benches full of busy workers, and it was
impossible for him to snatch the note.
The box vanished through a hole in

(he wall, and the general, bending down,
saw the box in a kind of sorting-room.
Then he saw hands take the note from
the box and begin to read it.

The message in the note was brief:

"Two English spies here. 'Phone
police anonymously."

Rather worried, the general joined
Ashenden, who looked at him inquir-
ingly. The general shrugged his

shoulders. Some few minutes later a
portly gentleman appeared, and the
guide said it was the manager. The
manager stated that he would personally
show them round—they were a little sur-

prised. But the general guessed the
reason for the manager's effusiveness
when he chanced to look out of a win-
dow. A police car with four or five

police in it had come to a standstill in

the yard below.
Someone had betrayed them to the

police as spies. The general knew that
the note had been a warning or order
for someone to fetch the police. He
glanced round quickly, and saw that
Ashenden was listening to the manager.
His quick wit showed him a slender

chance. He picked up a chocolate from
a tray and at once choked. It was a
violent fit of choking, and the manager
and Ashenden thought the general was
going blue in the face.

"Water—water!" gasped the general.
The manager hastened away, and that

gave the general his chance.
"Trouble—get quick out!" he hissed.

"Police!"
The manager brought water, which

the general gulped and then grinned his

thanks. Ashenden glanced round and
saw the fire-alarm. The general was
still spluttering so that Ashenden was
not observed by the manager or the
guide, and he succeeded in edging across
the room to the alarm. The general
turned and guessed Ashenden's purpose
—he began to cough very loudly.
Ashenden broke the glass with his coat
and pressed the alarm signal. He heard
sirens sounding all over the factory.

The white-coated factory workers had
instructions that on the alarm signal they
must leave their work at once and get
out of the factory. Other workers had
instructions to man the fire-engine, whilst
foremen saw that there was no panic.
Thus the police on charging into the

factory were met by a solid mass of
white-coated workers, through whom it

was impossible to pass.
The manager had not observed

Ashenden's trick and had rushed away.
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The general pointed to an emergency
exit. They were making for it when a
white-coated figure appeared in the de-
serted room,, and they were prepared for

a fight when the man shouted "Lilli!"
They waited for him.
"I am Pete," he panted out. "Lilli,

my friend. She come see me, say you
pay me well, that you bring the money."
Ashenden gave the man a searching

glance, and was satisfied it was Pete.
He dived his hand into his pocket and
brought out a number of notes. Five of

a thousand francs each ho handed to

Pete. That young man's eyes glittered

avidly. In turn he handed them a piece
of crumpled paper, on which words were
written in German.
Ashenden gasped as he translated their

meaning: "Baron Stecker. Travel
Damascus through Nish. Call himself
Robert Marvin."
"Under noses all the time!" si

the general.
"We must get out of here and 'phone

Elsa." Ashenden cried, all his ideas of
resignation forgotten. "I must tell her
to try and hold him.''
Sounds of voices made them turn.

"That'll be the police," the general
muttered.
"Ach!" eiied Vote. "They find mo

out!"
"I save you." the general cried, and

suddenly whipped up a crashing blow
to the other's jaw. Pete sagged limply
on to a mixing machine and lay still.

Ashenden made for the emergency
door and held it, open for his partner.

Together they rushed down some stairs

three at a time. The police and officials

followed them a few minutes later. They
icaehed the yard in safety. Here were
crowds of workers all jabbering excitedly
because no one knew why the alarm had
gone. Casually the two English agents
walked through the crowd towards the
gates. They were close to the gates
when they heard shouts of "spies!" bc-
hand them. Now was the time to run.
They charged past the gates before any-
one could stop them, and thanked their

lucky stars that they had told their

driver to wait.

They bundled into the car. When
clear of the factory and safe from pursuit
Ashenden got out of the car to put
through a 'phone call to the hotel. He
hastened hack to the car.

"Too late!"
"He go?" asked the general.

"Yes—and Elsa, too." Ashenden
suddenly snapped his fingers. "I've got
it—she's on to it. Found out who ho
was and gone with him. We've got to
catch up." He sank back against the
ancient leather. "Seems Elsa was three
jumps ahead of us all the time."
At the post office they sent a special

code message to R.
When the general received their

message he called two of his staff officers

and they went to stand before a huge
map of Europe.
"Ashenden is on the right man's track

at last," General R. said, and pointed.
"This German agent has left the hotel

for the station and will follow this route
to Damascus. He might get away from
Ashenden. and we can't afford to take
chances. Won't be easy once across that
boundary, so I think we must enlist tho
aid of the Flying Corps. So if Marvin
does eludo Ashenden he won't be very
much better off."

The Train of Doom
ASHENDEN and the general found

the midday train had gone, but
by car and other trains they set

out after the other's special. Through
Switzerland they raced and half over
Europe until they caught up at Nish in

Serbia. They had done the last hundred
June 27th, 1938.
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miles by car. They arrived at the station

to find the train due to leave in a few
minutes.
The place was packed with refugees

of all standards of life. They had some
difficulty in getting to the platform,
ibut there luck was with them for they
saw Elsa standing by a bookstall.

Ashenden hurried forward, and she was
so intent on a book that she did not hear
him till he touched her shoulder.
"Having a good trip?"
She turned, and the look of happy

astonishment slowly faded.
"I'm not coming back to Geneva."
"Geneva?" He laughed. "There's

lio need. My dear, why must you take
such risks? Why couldn't you have told
me what you were going to do?"

Elsa saw the grinning Mexican, and
sh2 shuddered.
"What's he doing here? What have

you brought him for?"
"Buenos tardea, senora." The general

bowed. "Permit I make the compli-
ments. How you are the great actress.

So frighten—so timid for the blood-shed-
ding—and all the time you steal the
whole show."
"What's he talking about?" There

was a note of hysteria in Elsa's voice.

She looked appcalingly at Ashenden.
"Look here, what's wrong? Didn't

you expect us to follow you?"
"I came here to get away from you,"

was her whispered answer.
"But Dios Mios!" cried the amazed

general. "You have not come here with
this Von Steckcr ?"

"With whom?"
"This Baron fyron Stecker—the man

for who we all the time look."
"I never heard of him." Elsa answered.

"I came with Marvin." She knew she
must try to make some explanation to
Ashenden. "I had no one else, you see.
I knew you Mould not resign, and as I
could not go on with this butchery I

asked Marvin to take me with him to
Athens "

"Where?" Ashenden spoke sharply.
"He meant Constantinople. Where is

Marvin now ?"

"In the station. He has gone to make
sure of the luggage while they change
the engine. But why do you ask? Why
do you look so strange ? And what did
you mean by Con "

"At this station one can get into a

waiting train that is bound for Con-
stantinople." Ashenden told her. "The
general and I think ho has left the
Athens train and bluffed you. Marvin
is the Baron von Stecker, my dear Elsa."

At first she would not believe it.

Marvin had been so good and so kind
that it must be impossible. She knew
he was in the Athens train. They went
to the compartment, but Marvin was not
there. They went to the train bound
for Constantinople and they saw their
man.
"Yon sec. Elsa. we were :

Ashenden took the girl's arm
must stay here till I come back. There's
a British Red Cross unit somewhere in

the town. (Jo to them.''
There came a warning whistle from the

train.

"I'm coming with you." Elsa decided,
and as there was no time for argument
they clambered aboard (he train.

They were fortunate to find an empty
first-class compartment.
"We mustn't waste time," Ashenden

whispered to his confederate. "We shall

be out of neutral territory soon, in

Turkey, and then the boot will be on
the other leg."

Elsa barred the door.
"You aren't going to kill him!"
"For heaven'- sake don't try to

us!" Ashenden's nerves were on edge.
"It's got to be done, and to be done
June 27th,

right."
" You
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at once. We'll be in enemy territory in

a few minutes. We're almost at the
frontier now. I've got to do my duty."

"But I can't let you murder a man
in cold blood!" she cried. "Why "

She broke off as there camo the clank-
ing of brakes.

It was the frontier. The platform of
the station was packed with Bulgarian
and Turkish troops. At an*, order from
their officers they swarmed into the
train. A number of soldiers clambered
to the roof of the train and machine-guns
were handed up to them.
Elsa did not know what to do. She

could not let Ashenden and the general
kill Marvin, and yet she could not betray
them. In her uncertainty she stood by
the open door and stared down the cor-

ridor as if expecting to find some answer
to her problem. Her eyes dilated, for

she saw Marvin coming towards her.

"Elsa! Why are you on this train?"
Ashenden and the general drew up

their legs and huddled on the scats close

to the drawn blinds.

"Because I'm going to Constanti-
nople."
"Why?" Marvin demanded harshly.

He glanced over her head into the car-
riage. "Are you alone?"
"Yes."
Marvin was satisfied by her answer,

but he was not satisfied with the fact
she was on the train. "Follow me!"
When they had gone Ashenden and

the Mexican gave a gasp of relief.

Ashenden had feared Elsa might betray
them. The train after much clanking
got under way again, and then the two
men quietly left their carriage and went
in search of Baron von Stecker.

The Smash

ELSA had no alternative but to accom-
pany Marvin to his reserved com-
partment, where he closed the door

and made her sit down facing him. He
took out a gun .

"I hate to do this, but I've got to

protect myself. What are you doing on
thU train?"
"I've told you."
"That won't wash." he said with a

nasty smile. "You're here on business
—old man R.'s business. You're in the
spy racket, too."
"I don't know what you're talking

about."
"Lay off!" He gave a sneering

laugh. "I can place you now. The
lovely, neglected wife, and I like a sap

fell for it. I was actually sorry for you.
But I'm sorrier now!" His laugh made
her blood run cold. "Do you n
where you are. In my territory—enemy
country

!"

She was too frightened to speak.
"And where are your two friends?"

he sheered. "On the train somewhere?"
"How could they get into this train?"
"That's their headache, not mine.

But if they have, they're dead men."
Marvin rose. "I'll have the train

ied. and "

He broke off to move his head side-

ways, lie was listening. It sounded
the drone of aeroplanes. Crash.

crash! Explosions! Aircraft were bomb-
ing the train. The machine-guns on the
roof of the train began to spit out leaden
missiles.

The floor slid back, and into the com-
partment stepped Ashenden and the

Mexican. The Mexican pulled down the

blinds. Ashenden kepi Marvin co
with his revolver.

" Drop that gun !"

Marvin tossed the gun on to the seat

and smiled blandly.
"Well. gentlemen. what is your

pleasure
''"

' My friend, you are giving us long

time big troubles. It too bad you not
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tell us in Geneva," muttered the general,
who had produced a nasty-looking knife.

"Save us all this wild-geese chases."
"I had other business to attend to

first."

"In Lagenthal Church, for instance!"
cried Ashenden.
Marvin shrugged his shoulders.
"Unfortunately. The seamy side of

war."
The general came a step nearer.
"And now it is for you the turn."
"And when does the shooting start?"

The German had courage.
"Too noisy, my friend." The genera!

fingered his knife. "Ashenden, please
take this ladies outside only a mementito
—I call you quick back."
It was more than the distraught Elsa

could bear. She snatched up Marvin's
gun and pointed it at the Mexican.
Elsa glared with an insane light in her

beautiful eyes at Ashenden.
"I'd sooner see you both dead than

let you go through with this."

"Elsa." Ashenden tried to speak
calmly. "You realise that if this man
goes through it is the end of us in the
East."
"What's that to me?"
"It's one life against the life of thou-

sands !"

"What do I care?" Her voice broke
hysterically. "I won't let you kill him
—I won't let you kill him!"

All this while the machine-guns had
been blazing away at the vague outlines
of the aeroplanes, which were so dim
cult to see in the dusk. The bombs were
pitching dangerously close to the line,

and as Elsa swore that Marvin should not
die one machine scored a direct hit on
the track right in the path of the express.

The engine plunged into a crater
formed by the bomb. The coaches were
telescoped and piled on top of each other
in dreadful confusion at the bottom of a

steep embankment. The wreckage at

once caught fire.

Elsa remembered nothing until she
woke to hear her name being called.

She found herself pinned down by a
smashed door. Ashenden. blood stream-
ing from a cut in his forehead, got her
own. On all sides people were screaming
and groaning.
Elsa looked wildly round at the

tragedy. The coaches were beginning
to blaze. It was terrible. So this was
war ! Now it was before her in all. its

grim reality. Her eyes dilated as she
beheld the general again. So he had
escaped? Then she saw Marvin. ()nl\

his bead and shoulders protruded from
the wreckage. There was a terrible

wound on the head, and the eyes seemed
glazed.

"He is dying." Ashenden whispered.
"It is the best way out. Fate has been
kind to us."
From his pocket the general took out

a flask of brandy and drank greedily.

whilst Marvin watched him avidly

Compassion seized the bloodthirsty
Mexican, and he placed the brandy
within reach. He would give the

German the chance of a quick way out.

lie touched Marvin, and the German
looked at him. The general placed the

revolver by the side of the brandy before

he turned away
History tells us of AUenby's smashing

victory against the Turks, but way back
in England Mr. and Mrs. Ashenden
could Itever read about the war in the

East without thinking of the terrible fate

of Baron von St*

(This story is based on the film "Secret
Agent." and is by kind permission of

the Gaumont-British Film Company,
starring Peter Lorre as the general,

Madeleine Carroll as Elsa. Robert Young
as Marvin and John Gielgud as

Ashenden.)
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"THE OREGON TRAIL"
(Continued from page 14)

should catch a glimpse ©f him and mis-

take him for Richards. If they
thought he was Richards, they would
naturally drill him on sight, for Red's
presence among the immigrants must
have shown the vigilantes that the story

told by the bogus Spaniard at Don
Miguel's house had been false.

With determination in every line of

his countenance John now began to

work his way round to the right-hand
side of the canyon, taking advantage of

every scrap of cover. It was a long,

hard climb, and before he had com-
pleted it a desultory outburst of gun-
play had shattered the quiet of the hills.

It was accompanied by a tumultuous
outcry, and then the shooting rapidly

developed into a continuous, rolling

fire, and the sounds of battle swelled

louder and still louder.

The attacking force of Californians

and Yankee immigrants had stormed
into the gangsters' view. The fight

was on.

By this time John was near the sum-
mit of a high plateau to the right of

the canyon. A few more strides and he
gained that summit—sped across to the

edge of the ravine, and looked down
to command a survey of all that was
in [- i iow.

Behind the stockade, the desperadoes
were assembled in great numbers and
were pouring murderous fusillades into

iLe attackers. The hot lead raked
7% lantes and pioneers in a ceaseless

hail, bringing down men and beasts,

breaking up the onset. It was
apparent to John at a glance that, for

all their headstrong bravery, his friends

bad little prospect of winning the day,
.ukI were more likely to be shot to

ea in front of the formidable barrier
which they were trying to rush.

All at once there was a terrific de-
tonation immediately beneath the spot
where John stood, and, peering over the

rim of the canyon, he espied the field

gun that was planted on the terrace
ay down.

It had hurled a shell that burst in

the midst of the attacking horsemen,
and a dozen of them were blasted into

eternity. A few more death-dealing
missiles from that, piece of cannon, and
the conflict would surely be at an end.

Clenching his teeth, John started to

descend the crags. There were two
men in charge of the gun below him

—

Harris and Markey—and they had
charged the breech with a second shell

when tin: young cavalry officer dropped
upon them like a bolt from the blue.

Markey ho struck in the back,
bundling him forward over the brink of
the terrace, so that he fell crashing to

the roofs of the dwellings underneath
and tumbled, finally, to the ground.
Then the captain spun round towards
Harris, pouncing on the gang-leader as

the man was tugging a revolver from
his holster.

With all his strength he drovo his

bunched knuckles to the point of the
renegade's jaw, and Harris went the
way of his lieutenant. Next moment
John had leapt to the artillery piece.

and, lowering the barrel, he fired

straight at the stockade gate.

Tho shell exploded at the base of the
timber barrier, ripped the massive gate
to smithereens, and tore a gap in the
ranks of the villainous defenders ; and,
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quick to profit by the damage done to

the stronghold, Forrenza's vigilantes and
their American allies surged forward
with loud cheers.

From aloft John Delmont saw the
Californians and the immigrants run-
ning amok with vengeance in their

hearts. From aloft he saw Red Conway
and Tim O'Rourke spring fiom their

mounts to grapple with the familiar

figure of Benton—saw Tim go down
before a smashing punch and leave Red
to cope with the ruffian, who seemed
possessed of a desperate madman's
strength.

Swiftly John scrambled down through
tho rocks, and fifteen seconds later he
was lending Red a hand against the
powerful scout. Locked in mortal com-
bat, the threo of them fought like furies,

Benton inspired by a dread of the
gallows. But at last the rogue was
borne to the ground and overpowered,
and, as he ceased to resist them, John
and Red realised that victory had
attended their friends on all sides.

A week had elapsed, and the Cali-

fornians had dealt out stern justice to

those of the renegades who had survived
the battle at the fort. They had also

expressed their gratitude to Ridgley
and his party by giving the immigrants
full permission to pass across their
lands.

Thus, upon a certain spring morning,
the wagon train began to move from
the banks of the Humboldt River and
resume its journey to Oregon. But
there was one member of the Ridgley
family who did not travel with it, and
that, one was Ann—for she had accepted
a proposal of marriage from Captain
John Delmont and was to return with
him to Laramie in the company of Tim
and Red.

"I can't help feeling like a deserter,
John," she said, as they were watching
the column of prairie-schooners pull out.

"But dad insisted that I should go the
road that my heart wanted to take me,
and that road was your road, dear."

(By permission of British Lion Film
Corporation, Ltd., starring John Wayne

and Ann Rutherford.)

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
" SECRET AGENT "—Elsa Car-

rmgton, Madeleine Carroll ; The
/, Peter Lorre ; Robert M

Robert Young; Richard Ashenden,
John Gielgud : Caypor, Perey Mar-
moot ; Mrs. Caypor, Florence Kahn

;

I. ill', Lilli Palmer.

" THE OREGON TRAIL "—Captain
Delmont, John Wayne; Anne, Ann
Rutherford ; Colonel Delmont, Joe
Girard ; Tom Richards, Yakima
Canutt ; Red, Frank Riee ; Ridgley,
E. II. Calvert ; Harris, Ben Hendricks ;

I fairy Harvey ; Minnie, Fern
Emmett ; Benton, Jack Rutherford

;

Sis, .Marian Farrell • Markey, Roland
Ray ; Forrenza, (lino ('arn)do ; Q

<t>n, Ed le Saint
; Dun Miguel,

Oetavio Girand.

"THE RETURN OF JIMMY
VALENTINE"- Qary Howard, Roger
Pryor ;

" Midge " Daws, Charlotte
Henry j Jimmy Dads-, Robert War-
wick ; Mac (Pinky McCHmvU), James
Burtis ; Ed Callahan, James Kenni 1

1

y ;

Tony Scapelli, J. Carroll Naish
;

• Red " Doian, Wade Boteler ; Augie
Miller, Dewey Robinson ; II

Keeley, W. P. Carlton,; Kitty Dale,
Jennie Roberts ; Louit leorge
Lloyd ; Nick Lucas, Charles Wilson.
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"THE RETURN OF
JIMMY VALENTINE"

(Continued from page 20)

lost none of their cunning. A stealthy

backward step by Gary passed un-

noticed by them. His alert eyes had
seen tho alarm switches on a de?k a few
feet away; but could ho get to them
before the gunmen realised his object ?

Again he stepped backward.
"Hey! Stay where you are!" ex-

ploded Scapelli " Keep him covered.
Louie. Got all the numbers? Good!"
He gave a triumphant chuckle.
"Call your 3e|f a newshound ':" he

jeered, addressing Gary again. "Sure,
I've been playing you for a rap the
whole time! What d'you think I
brought you down here for? For an
alibi—je.-t that. ' Valentine robs his

own bank to bribe crooked reporter.'

What a story for the news-sheets to-

morrow.' No ono will know that I'vo
taken a hand at all. I'll say it'll be a
scoop story for someone. But not you,
Gary Howard! You won't be alive to
write it !"

Gary stood pale-faced before the dea
then one of his hands suddenly struc
against a switch
Trrrrrrrrring I

Bells rang noisily in the bank, and
a-i electric shock ran up Scapelli' a arm
which was touching the steel safe.

Crack I Louie's gun spat flame and
lead. Tho bullet smacked thickly ii.to a
wall, missing Gary's head by inches.

Instantly Gary lashed out with his boot
and kicked Louie's gun from hft giasn.

"Look after Scapelli!" JMM^^ki.
Mr. Davis was doing thafflMPB^ By

a dexterous wrench he sent tho gang-
leader's gun spinning from his grip.

His left came round in a sizzling nook
that connected full with the avenger's
jaw. Scapelli crumpled in a heap.

Within two minutes a dozen armed
policemen poured into the, bank. The
handcuffs were snapped on the wrists of
Tony .Scapelli anil Louie Costcllo. A
squad raced off to rescue Midge and
effect (he capture of Nick Lucas.

The attempted safe robbery at River-
side was Gary's scoop story for " The
Record " on the following morning. But
it took second place to .Mac's first .-tint

in journalism— "Tin.' Return of Jimmy
Valentine." For Red Dolan, to Save
the Davis family from scandal, asserted
that Jimmy Valentine was just another
alias of his own! Nor did the Scapelli
gang contradict the statement. They
knew that Dolan was the only man who
could bear witness to somo of tJieir

worst crimes. So they kept (lose as
clams, and reckoned themselves lucky
to get off with fifteen years in " the
pen."
On account of I lie scoop story of the

bank robbery and Gary's personal part
in the capture of the gang, Kelly, tho
chief editor, came over handsomely with
a i bousand dollar bonus.
"Gee! That'll help -one-!" smiled

Gary on receipt of it. "I'll soon bo
spending it on a honej moon, <

"That so?" grunted Kelly. "Maybe
you'll give me a knockdown to the
future .Mrs. Howard some time? \\

her name?"
"Seeing you're a pal of mine,"

grinned I
'

' Midge.' "
'you can call her

(By permission of the British Lion Film
Corporation, Ltd., starring Roger Pryor

and Charlotte Henry.)
June 27th, 1936.
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givo way before his antagonist in a
manner that showed he was losing grip

of himself.
It was not Flash who was weakening,

but Ming's champion, and the young
American was as quick to realise that
fact as anyone in the room. He himself

had begun to feel the ' first signs of

physical strain, but the instant he. knew
that his foe was in a still worse plight ho
was inspired by a vision of triumph and
fought the more hardily.

Relentlessly Flash assailed his oppo-
nent, and fatigue and desperation seemed
to sap the fellow of all his cunning as a
swordsman— till suddenly- the blade was
whipped clean out of his hand.

The weapon clattered to the floor.

With a muffled cry its owner jumped
away; tripped and fell; scrambled up
again to discover "that his cowl had
shifted upon his head and that he could
hot see; tore off the covering so t.iat

he might at least attempt to close with
Flash and defend himself with his bare
hands. -

And then—and then Flash Gordon
staggered . back, amazed and con-
founded. For the face that lie now be-

held was the face of a man whom he had
called "friend."
"Barin! Prince Barinl" he shouted,

and the name wus echoed in startled

accents by Dale Arden, Zarkov, and
Aura."'

" Prince Barin !"

It was now the turn of Flash to

remove his hood, and at sight of the
American's counfcenaneo Barin stood in

a thunderstruck silence. Then at last

he found his voice, a voice that trembled
with emotion.
"Flash!" he panted. "Flash, I didn't

know it was you ! Ming came to me in

vmy. cell—promised me my freedom and
* the hand of his daughter if I should

/, light and conquer his two best swords-
men. . . ."

He paused and looked at Aura, who
had started at his words.
"Yes, Aura," he said to her. "Your

father promised me your hand. He has
not been so blind as you—knows how
much I have always cared for you."

• .There was a pause, during which the
princess turned away, and then Flash
whipped round towards Ming, where he
stood surrounded by his retainors.

BOY'S CINEMA

"I get it!" he blazed. "If I'd killed

Barin you'd have matched mo with
Thun, and whichever one of us had lived
would have had the blood of his friends
on his hands I That's how you'd have
taken out your spite on us, you foul
snake! By setting us to kill one
another, and then showing the survivor
the dead bodies of his friends! A pretty
way of lidding yourself of two of your
enemies, and leaving the third to suffer

the torturo of conscience for the rest of

his life!"

Ming smiled at him, displeased as he
was by the discovery of his cruel plan.

"At least one of you would have
lived," he observed. "As it is, all

three of you will die now. Torch, fetch

Thun from the dungeons."
His henchman departed with one or

two of the guards, the rest of whom
proceeded to close in on Flash and Barin.
But Barin was quick to recover his

sword, and, each with a good three feet

of steel in his grasp, neither he nor
Flash were to bo taken without a fight.

By the time that Thun was brought
from the dungeons Flash and Barin had
been subdued by weight of numbers,
and then, with the prisoners ranged side

by side in the grip of their captors,

King Vultan strolled across to Ming.
"Well, your Imperial Majesty," he

said, "you have .failed in your first

scheme, but no doubt you have another
merry idea in mifid, > or you -would
have let your men put an end to Gordon
and Princo Barin just now.".
"Your guess is right, my friend,"

Ming replied. "They shall die in single

combat with a certain pet of yours—first

Gordon, and then Barin, and lastly

Thun.".. „.

Vultan looked at him keenly. , ,

"A pet of mine-?", he echoed in a
rumbling tone. "You mean—Urso ?"

"No," Ming scoffed. - "One n'uch
more formidable than Urso. I mean the
ape-creature which I have seen in your
private arena during former visits to

your palace. You have no objection,

Vultan, have you ?"

The burly king" Of the Hawk Men had
begun to finger his fat chin.

"No," he said. "No, you may do as
you please. But—I like to see a rascal
have a chance, and none of theso three
will have any chance against the ape."
Ming smiled his bleak, sinister smile.

"They shall have their chance," he
murmured. " Each of them will be given
a dagger before he is sent into the arena.
Meanwhile. Vultan, perhaps you wili be
good enough to have one of your men
show Torch the mechanism that raises

the door of your pet's lair."

Every Tuesday

With a shrug Vultan signed to a
member of his household, and Torch
was escorted from the room. As ho
disappeared on his villainous mission, his
master glanced at the guards who were
holding Flash Gordon.
"Into the arena with him 1" he

ordered. "And remember the dagger."

In response to Ming's command, the
soldiers who were clutching Flash pro-
ceeded tc force him towards the left-

hand wall of the apartment, and for the
first time the American noticed that this

contained a row of open windows. There
was " also a narrow door in that wall,

and, -struggling, he was hustled across
to it and thrown down a flight of steps
on to which it opened.

He fell to the floor of a loom that
was built on a much lower level than
tho one where he and Barin had fought
their duel, and as he picked 'himself up
he heard something clatter on the sts-irs.

Slowly, mechanically, Flash lifted the
knife that had been flung to him. and
then he turned to take stock of tho
chamber into which he had been
launched so unceremoniously—a spdeious,
octagonal xhamber, with walls that were
bare and sombre except where that row
of windows overlooked it from the upper
apartment.
As he raised his glance Flash saw that

thoso windows were now lined with the
faces of Ming and Vultan and their

separate vassals, all of them stamped
with an expression of mockery. But he
saw, too, the faces of Dale Arden. of

Zarkov, of Barin and Thun and Aura

—

"gazing down at him with horror and
anxiety.

It was on Dale that his eyes cam«
finally to rest, and as lie caught sight of
the tears that were on her cheeks he
tried to call out to her reassuringly

;

was still trying to frame words of "hopo
and courage when she uttered a piercing
shriek that went to his heart. *-

"Flash!" she screamed. "Behind
you !"

,

He sprang around, in time to gain an
impression of a hideous brute that came
shambling through an opening in the far
wall, a creature that \.as like some
monstrous ape, but possessed of a cruel

tusk above its snout.

A secret panel had admitted it to tho
arena, and as it moved out of the gloom
of its den it seemed to blink uncertainly,.

Then it caught, sight of Flash Gordon,
and with a snarl it charged at him

!

(To be continued. By permission of

Universal Pictures, Ltd.. starring Buster
Crabbe and Jean Rogers.)
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Handy With 'Em
Jack Lambert, who lias an important

rule in "House Broken," a new Para-
mount British production just com-
pleted ut Elstree, believes m keeping
lil. A keen amateur boxer. Mr. Lam-
l-.i vt for three years held the light-

heavyweight championship of the Ter-
ritorial Army and was also amateur
light-heavyweight champion of Hie West
of Soot land.

Other of Mr. Lambert's hobbies are
golf and s\\ iiuming.
"In my opinion," say- Mr. Lambert,

"young men can achieve film success
amy by looking after their health and
physique, and I believe there is defi-

nitely a place for young people on the
screen. Personally, I enjoy acting with
other young players ' such as Mary
Lawaon, Enid Stamp-Taylor, and Louis
Bori'll, who appear with me iii ' House
Broken.' "

Mr. Lambert, who served in the Navy
during the War. ha- the breezy manner
usually •' ociafced with the Senior
Ser\ ice.

Star Hears Own Voice from 12,000 Miles
Away

Barbara Stanwyck had the unique ex-
perience of hearing her ow n voice from
" down under" the other side ol the
earth, 12,000 miles away from Holly-
wood.

It happened this way. J. Roy Hunt.
the cameraman on Radio's feature

en production, "The Bride Walks
Out," in which Miss Stanwyck it

ed, is an amateur radio fan. and
lias constructed one of (he mosl powerful
short nave sending and receiving sets in
Atlle,

Mi-s Stanwyck became interested in

the set, and Hunt invited her to his

home to demonstrate it to her. The]
talked to persons in South Anion.
Hawaii, and finally tuned-in on a Radio
1'ieiun distributor in Sydney, Austi

lie told Miss Stanwyck thai her
i 9UCCOSS, ''Annie Oakley." was

playing a! his theatre, and asked her to
wait until lie go! the theatre on the
ti lephone TV shown

en at tile time, -o I lie Sound
was relayed <>\er the 'phone to the

-et and broadcast from far-away
Australia to Mi-- Stanwyck in llolh-

One Man's Luck . , .

Tli, lumber cane mess haTJ

at the Samuel Cohlwvn studio-, where
the Fdna Kerber Mo, "Conic and Get
It " is being filmed, It was the first

day of shooting.
The Scene called for Walter Brennan

(remember "Old Atrocity" in "Bar-
barj : to leap into Edward
Arnold'- arms and wrap his legs around
tlie Arnold bono in a d<

ineei mg an old friend once .

Director How aid Haw k-
|" To, men. plaj ing the part

of a Swede, veiled Yumpin' "Vim-
ii, in> !" duly "yiinipoil " at the bulky
Amold and did hi- Og act a-

Alifcii t J'Hli. I

NEXT WEEK'S LONG

COMPLETE FILM THRILLERS!

JAMES CAGNEY
-IN-

" FRISCO KID "

When Bat Morgan is robbed and shang-
haied in a water-front dive but manages
to escape, he sets oat to fight the under-
world of San Francisco at its own game
and by his wits and wiles eventually
becomes king of the notorious Barbary
Coast—only to fall foul of the Vigilantes,
who sentence him to death. A vivid

drama of the "flaming 'fifties."

" THE HOUSE WITH A THOUSAND
CANDLES

"

A young diplomat is sent to Geneva
with a secret dispatch, but on the way
is doped and robbed of the message. In
the House of a Thousand Candles he
becomes involved with a master spy. A
gripping yarn, starring Phillips Holmes.

Also
Another big episode of the mighty serial :

" THE PHANTOM RIDER "

Starring Buck Jones.

required by the script. But the lines he
spoke were his own.
"Jumping polecats," cried Breunan,

"my ankle's broken ! What's that on
your hip t"
"Sorry," apologised Arnold, fishing a

horseshoe from his hip-pocket. "1

always carry (his with me for luck on
the first day."

Risking the Film Star's Neck
The dictionary defines an actor as "a

doer; a theatrical performer; a

player." The definition would be com-
plete if the dictionary had added the
following: "One who takes cha

internal and external

K.ir one scene in Met ro Ooldwyn-
i's "Sue " Montgomery

had to practise tight-rope walking for

two weeks and then took the chance of
falling twelve feet to the floor—which
he almost did a number of time-.
Louis Hay ward's ease covers the

"internal hurt part of the added
definition. For a seoAience in the -ame
1'ieiun he ie more than three dozen
cream-tarts. Sid Silvers created a

record in "Broadway Melody of
1936," when lie consumed forty-eight
doughnuts, Bali of which he had to dip

offee.

Jean Harlow's experience in "R:fl-
RafV," when she had to plunge into a
water viaduct and come out ten
from the opening; Wallace Beery's
case in "O'Shaughncssy's Bov.' when
he put hi- head between the fan^s of a
tiger; and Jean Parker's adven-
tures in the wilds, where she braved
dangers for months witii a full-grown

buck and puma for scenes in

"Sequoia." would all come under this

amended definition of an actor or

actre
Actor Frank Morgan also did his

of goffering for u scene in

"Suicide Club." Although it win
v two in the iinal release

he picture, he had to Spend an.

entire day in an 1880 tin bath—filled

at various times with hot, cold, and
lukewarm water.

Extra !

Garbo has bough] a new motor-car 1

For ten years the studio gatemen
have been familiar with the Swedish

car—a battered, black, faded

sedan—and rfcey have alwa
it through the gate with a nod to her

chauffeur.
A shiny, blade, seven-passenger, new

limousine with a spick and span uni-

formed chauffeur whi tudio

man had never BO< u the

mr before. • tile

bo the l uivning-board to

stop the strange car. The chauffeur
rolled his eyes towards the rear.

The car was permitted To pass, while
the officer scratched his puzzled head.

had used her old car and tho
chauffeur for ten years, with a

new set of tyres and a wind-screen
wiper as the only addition- in that time.
This Orel visit was to confer with

Adrian on her costumes and with Irving
i; I halberg on production plans for

"Camilla," in which she will

Robert Taylor as her Armand.
Me* BV hue •' ho is dri\ i. i the

most famous cars i u the world—the anti-

quated Garbo chariot that he or she
probably acquired from tome -oeond-
hand dealer !

Miracle Man
Meet Paul W'idliska. tho EdiaOM of

Hollywood'- prop-making shops. At tho
Samuel Goldwui stud regarded
a- an inventive wizard. When the

or wants anything from a
i, i • oi k roai h or snow

or rein to descend from the studio i,

he give* Paul lea time than he needs

(Continued on page 28)
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As a result of shock on top of overwork, Tony Halliday, a brilliant young surgeon,
loses his memory. After a period of aimless wandering he obtains a job in a steel

mill, where accidents are suspiciously frequent, and with the aid of a girl discovers a
plot to wreck the plant—and regains his lost identity. Starring Ralph Bellamy

An Unexpected Patient

THE trim nurse at the desk in the
hallway of the Mitchell Memorial
Hospital looked up from the tele-

phone into which she had been speaking
as Tony Halliday came towards her from
the direction of a theatre in which he
had been performing an operation.
He was a brilliant young surgeon,

but at the moment he looked a very
tired young man. His step was alert
enough, but his clean-shaven face was
drawn, and the shadows under his keen
blue eyes were accentuated by the white
overalls in which he was enveloped.
"Dr. Halliday." said the nurse, "Miss

Andrews 13 on the phone for you."
"Thanks." said he, "I'll take it in

my office."

He passed on along a wide corridor
to the room that was his by virtue of
his position as chief of staff at the hos-
pital, and he sat on the edge of a desk
in it to. take the call that was switched
through to him.
"Hallo!" he said. "Oh, hallo, sweet!

Have I still got a fiancee?"
"An awfully long-suffering one,"

replied the girl on the other end of
the line—a beautiful girl named Carol
Andrews, who was lying on a Chester
field in the drawing-room of her Long
Island home. "Your patients do pick
the most inconsiderate moments for
their relapse-s !"

Tony grinned wryly into the instru-
ment he held. He imagined her to be
speaking from a fashionable restaurant
in Fifth Avenue, where he should have
joined her for lunch a full hour before.

"I'll make it as quickly a3 I can,
dear," he promised.

"It's too late now," she informed him
with a note of petulance in her voice.
"Ralph brought me home. He hap-

pened to be there, and I was just mad
enough with you for not turning up to
have a really wonderful time."
A little laugh sounded in his ear.
"Sorry, darling," she said penitently,

"that was beastly of me! It wasn't any
fun at all, without you."
Tony passed his right hand over his

aching brow and his wavy brown hair.

"Just about one more week, dear."
he said, "and we'll start making up for
all this."

"I'll believe that," she returned,
"when we're half-way to Europe. I
can't picture you taking time off to
marry any girl, much less take her on
a honeymoon."
"But I'm not marrying any girl," he

countered, emphasising the "any";
" I'm marrying somebody very special !

Now, listen, sweet. Wagner's to start
taking over my patients first thing in
the morning. What do you say to
luncheon and a trip to the Marriage
Licence Bureau with me about one to-
morrow ?"

She waved her free hand in the air.

"That sounds practically perfect," she
declared with enthusiasm. "Remember
it's a date !"

"As if I could forget!" said Tony
fervently.

In addition to his onerous duties at
the hospital. Tony had a private prac-
tice, and from two o'clock till four
o'clock every day—except Sundays—he
was supposed to be available for con-
sultations in his suite of rooms on the
third floor of a white-walled building
in West Fifty-eighth Street.

As it was long past two o'clock when
Ii9 put down the telephone and shed his
overalls, and as he had an appointment
for two-thirty with Dr. George Wagner,

he set out for those rooms without
troubling about food.
Wagner, an elderly man in tweeds,

was waiting for him when he arrived,
chatting with an efficient nurse who was
also secretary anil receptionist; and
Tony marched him into his consulting-
room, where he opened his books and
went into details for the benefit of the
friend and fellow-surgeon who was to
act as his deputy.

"That's about all. I guess, George,"
he said at last, dropping wearily into
an armchair that many of his patients
had occupied. "Don't let Mrs. Boyee-
Whittington drive you nuts. She doesn't
want a doctor; she wants an audience."

"I'm glad you're pulling out of this

for three months, Tony," said Wagner,
who had been eyeing him shrewdly. "A
man can't keep up the pace you've been
going. You've been nearer to a com-
plete collapse than you may realise."

•Nonsense." protested Tony. "I'm
as fit as ever I was."
"Except that you never get any

sleep, scarcely take time off the job to

eat. and your nerves are all shot to
pieces."

"Wait till you've heard about the
Boyce-Whittington kidneys for three
months, and you'll find yourself just one
jump ahead of a complete collapse."
Wagner shrugged his broad shoulders.
"Well, you're marrying the right girl,

anyway." he said. "Carol isn't the sort
of person to put up with that sort of

routine. She'll make you live like a
human being."
"I'm glad we agree on one point, at

least," said Tony. %

"What's that?'"
'That I'm marrying the right girl."

Wagner rose and picked up his hat.
August 8»th, 1938.
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"Well, I'll have to run along," he
said.

"See you later at the hospital," re-

turned Tony.
Ten minutes after Wagner had left

the building, a youngster was knocked
down by a car at the corner of Ninth
Avenue as he was darting across the
thoroughfare in front of his mother, an
Italian woman.
A policeman picked him up. and, with

the distracted mother beside him and a

crowd following, carried the unconscious
little fellow along the pavement of West
Fifty-eighth Street. In the doorway of

the white-walled building he encoun-
tered the proprietor of a drug store that
adjoined it.

"Are you a doctor?" he asked.
"No," replied the druggist, standing

hurriedly aside. "Eight upstairs, offi-

cer

—

third floor."

A man who had witnessed the accident
squeezed through the crowd into the
hall.

"Here's his cap," he said.

The Italian woman took the cap and
tottered up the stairs after the police-

man, uttering lamentations in her own
language, and the third floor was
reached just as Tony walked out from
his room and spoke to his nurse-
secretary.

" You can teach me at the hospital at

four," he said, "and if any patient lets

out a peep in the meanwhile, try knock-
out drops!"
The door of the reception-room swung

wide and the policeman entered, carry-
ing the injured child.

"Where's the doctor?" he cried.

"Oh, there you are! An accident, doc
—looks bad."
"My bambino!" wailed the Italian

woman, wringing her hands. "Oh,
madre mia, my bambino!"
Tony opened the door of his surgery.
"In there," he said to the policeman,

and to the nurse: "Take charge."
The woman was stopped from follow-

ing her offspring and was induced to sit

down. Behind the closed door of the
surgery To'ny undressed the little black-
haired sufferer and examined him, while
the policeman stood looking on with
notebook and pencil ready.
"Crushed chest," Tony informed him.

"Broken ribs pressing against the right

lung."
The policeman wrote in his book and

put it away, then accompanied Tony
into the reception-room, where the
Italian woman immediately sprang to

her feet, crying hysterically:

"Oh, my boy, he's not going to die?
Oh, please save my bambino, signor!"
"We're going to try," said Tony

gently, " but we must operate. Do you
understand ?"

"Si, si, I understan'. Oh. madre mia,
save my boy! Oh, please!"
"You sit ovrr there and try not to

worry," urged Tony, and the policeman
led the weeping woman to a couch.

"I'll need you," Tony said to the
nurse. "(let Dr. Wagner's nurse to

come over and look after her. Can you
Stick around till she gets here, officer"?

It's only a couple of blocks away."
" I'll stick," nodded the policeman.

"Now, come on. mother, you sit down
and don't worry."

A Fatal Clot

A MOTOR-AMBULANCE drew up
outside the front Steps of the
Mitehell Memorial Hospital in

West I lundred and Twentieth Street,

and the White-Coated driver and the in-

[erne beside him jumped down from the

driving *v;\t to open the rear doors and
fcaki out a Btretchei upon which a girl

was lying.
August J'jtli, 1936.
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John Ira Mitchell, multi-millionaire,

who had endowed the hospital and given
it Ins name, had raced the ambulance
in his own powerful saloon because the
girl on the stretcher was his daughter,
and he was standing on the steps in a

fine state of nerves.
"Take care!" he shouted. "She's in

pain! Don't joggle that stretcher!"
"We're moving as gently asjDossible,

Mr. Mitchell," the interne protested, as

he and the driver mounted the steps

with the stretcher between them.
In the hallway the gates of a lift were

open and a trolly was waiting. The
stretcher was placed on the trolly, the
trolly was run into the lift, and the cage
ascended. The white-haired super-

intendent of the hospital came hurrying
towards Mitchell.
"Dr. Wagner's on his way up now,"

he said. "As soon as they've taken a
blood count "

"Wagner?" fumed Mitchell. "Wh

—

where's Halliday?"
"He's tied up in his office. An emer-

gency case."
"Emergency be hanged! My

daughter's critically ill
!"

"But he's operating, Mr. Mitchell."
" Tell him to get another doctor on

it. His place is here! I'll tell him
myself!"
He stalked across to the desk at which

the trim nurse was seated, and on one
of the telephones that stood there dialed
a number. Wagner's nurse, a middle-
aged and spectacled woman, had arrived
at Tony's rooms some little time before,
and it was she who answered the call.

"Dr. Halliday is operating on a child

hurt in a street accident," she said
rather stiffly. " I've already explained
that to the superintendent."
"You tell him it's John Mitchell's

child that needs him here," snapped tin 1

millionaire.

The name made a difference.
"Just a moment, " said the nurse, and

she ventured into the surgery.
The Italian woman looked at her

piteously as she emerged from it, and
for her she had good news.
"He's going to be all right," she said,

and returned to the telephone. " I'm
sorry, but Dr. Halliday can't leave his

patient. In about an hour, I'm afraid."

"An hour?" howled Mitchell. "That's
a fine message for him to send me at

a time like this!"
He slammed down the instrument just

as Dr. Wagner came to him across the
hallway.
"Did you get Dr. Halliday?" Wagner

inquired.
" They told me he'd be held up for

an hour or so!" was the angry response.
"I wouldn't advise waiting for him,

Mr. Mitchell."
The surgeon's voice was grave, and

Mitehell became alarmed.
"Is she that bad?" he gasped.
"An immediate operation is indicated.

The two house doctors attending her
are of the same opinion."

Mitchell gnawed his finger-nails.

"I won't have it!" he exploded. "Do
everything yon can to make her easy,

but wait for Halliday. I endow this

hospital, 'and Halliday's made chief of

stall". My money pays his salary, and
lie lets my daughter lie here suffering

—

maybe dying— while he takes care of
some s! rang* r's brat

!"

" I'm afraid there's nothing elsi

COllld do. under the circumstances. Air.

.Mitchell." defended Wagner. "The
ethics of the

"

"Don't talk to me about ethics I"

stormed the millionaire. " Do some-
thing !"

The superintend.ni crossed the hall-

Mini his office.
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"I've telephoned the police depart-
ment," he said, "to have an escoit

ready immediately he leaves his office.

The traffic will be held up for him."
"Good," said Mitchell.
Loss than an hour later Tony walked

out from his surgery, putting on his

coat, and the Italian woman flew to

him.
"Oh, signor," she cried, "my boy-

he's gonna live?"
"He'll pull through all right," Tony

assured her, and without listening to

her excited babble of gratitude, he
rushed out to the stairs.

Down in the street a police-car was
waiting for him with an escort of

speed-cops on their motor-cycles. Tony
put on his hat in the car as it swept
up Broadway, and the hospital was
reached without a moment's delay any-

where. Mitchell was on the top of the

steps, mopping his brow with a hand-
kerchief.

"So you've come at last!" he cried,

and followed Tony into the cage of a
lift. "Halliday, if anything happens to

my daughter as a result of this

delay "
"Sorry, Mr. Mitchell."
The matron was waiting in the corri-

dor on the second floor as they stepped
out from the lift.

"Is the patient ready?" asked Tony.
"Quite ready," she replied.

Tony disappeared into an operating
theatre, and the matron induced the
frantic father to enter a waiting-rooin
where he paced round and round a table,

the prey to wild misgivings. After what
seemed to him an eternity of anguish.

Tony appeared in the doorway, clad

from head to foot in white.

"Tell me!" implored Mitchell in a

that cracked.
"She's doing nicely," said Tony, and

caught him as he swayed. "Here. here,

here! That's no way to act! She's

going to be all right."
"It— it's just the terrific strain," mut-

tered Mitchell, teal's streaming down his

face as he sank into the chair to which
he was piloted. "Her suffering—like

—

this!"
"Don't think any more about it,"

urged Tony. "Now you try and get

some rest yourself."
The millionaire lay back in the chair,

limp and exhausted.
" Thank heaven you weren't too

late!" he mumbled.
One of the house surgeons put his

head into the room.
"Dr. Halliday!" he called, and Tony

swung round.
"What is it?"
" Embolus."
The word was unknown to Mitchell,

but it was a dread word to Tony, who
knew that a clot had ended the life

he had tried to save. John Ira Mitchell

saw the expression on his face and asked

a question without uttering it.

"We did everything humanly pos-
said Tony.

"Everything but come when you
desperately needed!" bellowed the mil-

lionaire, bounding up from the chair

completely beside himself. "There
might have been a chance to save hei

if you'd come sooner! It. was her life

against that of some charity brat —and
you let my child die!"

The Final Blow

THERE was a meeting of the manage-
ment committee in the board-room
of the hospital next morning i

meeting which had been convoked
days In line. hut which took on a diffi

complexion in view of a letter rec<

John Ira Mitchell.

The house doctors were present, and
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also the visiting surgeons. The super-

intendent presided; the secretary sat on

his left and Tony on his right. The
attorney who acted for the hospital in an
advisory capacity occupied a chair at the

bottom" of the long table, and it was he
who broached the matter which had
become the most important one on the

agenda.
"The autopsy." he said, "bears out

ths report of the attending physician that

the death of Miss Mitchell was due to

thrombosis resulting from an embolus, -or

clot, that reached the brain. One of

those things gentlemen, which can
happen any day and cannot be con-

trolled."

''What's unfortunate. in this in-

stance." commented a doctor, "is that

it had to be John Mitchell's child, suffer-

ing from a"ute appendicitis."
"But his charge of negligence was

totally unfounded!" declared Wagner
with some heat.

"Mitchell's contention," said the
superintendent, with a glance for Tony.
"is that the charity case should have
been turned over to another surgeon."

"In the midst of an operation?" chal-

lenged Wagner.
The superintendent took off his spec-

tacles to polish them with a handker-
chief.

"Naturally, gentlemen." he said, "I'm
not suggesting that Dr. Halliday should
have made any distinction between the

two parties."
"I'd have filed charges against him

myself if he had !" cried Wagner indig-

nantly.
The secretary looked up from a mass

of papers in front of him.
" This isn't getting us anywhere,

gentlemen." he demurred. "This meet-
ing was called, primarily, because we are
facing a sixty-thousand-dollar deficit!"

"And in the past," said a doctor,
" we've always been able to look to

Mitchell when funds gave out."
Tony, who hitherto had listened in

silence, decided that it was time for him
to speak.
"Gentlemen," he said quietly, "I

think I've grasped the full significance
of these proceedings. We're in a bad
spot, financially, and my resignation
would help to ease the situation."

"Well." admitted the superintendent
hesitatingly, " it— it would certainly clear
the air for me." He looked round the
table. " Not that any of us disagrees
with your handling of the case, you
understand," he added.
Tony stood up. His face was white

and strained, but it was evident that he
had reached a decision.
"Very well, gentlemen," he raid, "you

have my resignation as chief of staff. I

don't feel that I can do my best work-
in a place where my decision is going to
be questioned in matters of this kind."

"Don't be a fool, Tony!" expostulated
Wagner. "Just because a man endows
a hospital, and helps it out with occa-
sional subscriptions, doesn't give him the
right to dictate in matters of lifo and
death!"

J'Save it. George," said Tony. " My
mind's made up."
He walked away from the table to the

door, and Wagner was so disgusted at
the attitude of the others that he cried
out at them

:

"You're acting like a bunch of old
women !"

From the hospital Tony went straight
to the home of Carol Andrews, lie had
seen her the night before and had told
her about the death of John Mitchell's
little daughter, and now he banked on
her sympathy and understanding con-
cerning his resignation.
He heard her playing the piano as lis

handed his hat and coat to the butler it
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the hall, and he hurried to her in the
drawing-room.

"Hallo, Tony!" she greeted him as he
entered.
"Hallo, Carol!" He walked over and

sat down beside her on the long stool.

She kissed him, and noticed how
haggard he was.
"You look tired!" she exclaimed.

"Why, you look as though you'd seen

a ghost!"
"Why not?" said he. "I've just come

from my own wake !"

" What happened ?"

"In the midst of the proceedings the
corpse came up for air—and got it

'

There was a meeting this morning, you
know."

" They—they didn't
"

"No," he interrupted, "I beat them to

it and resigned. It was rather a bad
session. Mitchell, poor devil, was very
unfair in his charges. I can't blame
him."
"Poor Tony, you ntust be feeling

sunk!" said she. "All your plans and
hopes centred around that hospital, didn't
they?"
"Not all of them," he corrected, and

put his arm round her and kissed her
again. "I've still got more good iuck
than any one guy deserves. Carol, when
we get back from Europe I'm going to
do what I've always wanted to do— .vork

with Holder at the City Clinic."
She raised her brows at him.
"That won't offer much of a future

will it ?" she asked.
"I'm afraid, darling," he confessed,

" we'll only just about get along for a

while."
"But what about your private prac-

tice ?"

"Well, you see most of my pri ate
patients came to me through Mitchell.
and without him behind me it may be
rather hard sledding. But I've wanted
to give up all that for a long time. Th >

Children's Clinic — that's where I

belong."
She stood up, biting her lip.

"You don't seem to be taking me into

your plans at all!" she complained.
"Oh, how can you say that, sweet-

heart?" he protested, looking up at her
in dismay.
"You really haven't taken me into

your plans for some time. Tony," she
went on. "and I've resented it."

She moved away from him. but he
caught hold of her hand and pulled her
bacK.
"What do you mean?" he asked

hoarsely.
"This deal you've jus! got bom the

hospital." she said bitterly. "You've
been asking for it for a long time, with
that stubborn code of yours—those silly

about charity patients, and youi
duty to them. You might at least give
tlio.se who can .nay an even break. After
all. Mitchell was your benefactor. He
put you where you are to-day. Tony,
don't you think he might feel differently,

later on. about having you back at the
hospital ?"

Tony looked horrified at the suggestion
behind that question.
"You couldn't ask me to do a thing

like that!" he exclaimed.
"I could if you loved me."
He let go of her hand and rose to hit

feet.

"Carol," he said, staring at her. " and
denly I don't seem to know you any
more.

"

"I'm sorry, Tony." Her face was
averted. ''You're rather a stranger
yourself these days. The man I became
engaged to had a brilliant future."
"I see," lie gritted, and as she walked

away from him he followed her and
swung her round. " What are you trying

to tell me?"
"Simply that I couldn't love *

failure." she replied slowly. "I'm just

not cut out for it. If you're looking for

some loyal, thrifty, self-sacrificing fitt'c

helpmate. Tony. I'm afraid you've put
your money on the wrong girl."

His eyes were tortured and his face

was whiter than ever.

An accident, doc," said the policeman ; and the Italian woman cried

imploringly : «' Oh, please save my bambino, signor I
"

August 29th, 1936.
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"Yes," he said in a very low voicp,

"I'm afraid I have." And with that he
went out from the room and closed the

door behind him.
What became of him for two whole

days after lie had left the house nobody
ever knew. He did not go near the
expensive Park Avenue flat in which li

lived, nor did Ik- \i~it (lie rooms in which
he conducted his private practice. But
a little before noon on the third day ho
walked into the hospital and made
straight for the office that had been his.

Wagner was at the desk when he
entered, and immediately sprang up
and led him over to an armchair.

"You've had us worried," he said

gruffly. " Where have you been the last

forty-eight horn's?"
Tony put a hand to his brow as though

trying to remember.
"Just taking a walk," he said vaguely.
Wagner eyed him with concern. His

shoes were not dusty; his face was
smoothly shaven, though it looked con-
siderably thinner; but his eyes wer.'

those of a haunted man.

"Look here, Tony," said Wagnei
gravely, " what's come over you ? You
look like anything but a man who's about
to bo married!"
"Married?" Tony echoed with a

laugh that jarred. "Oh, that's all off!"

"Oh, so that's it?" Wagner reached
down to grip a limp hand. " I'm sorry,

old man—I didn't know. Well, that just

about makes a grand slam of tough
luck, doesn't it ?"

"Huh?" Tony shook off the hand.
"Oh, I'm all right. Forget it!"
But Wagner shook his head.
"Now listen to me, Tony," he said

urgently. "What you need is a complete
chango of scenery, and the sooner ths
better. Why not just hop a boat to

Europe?"
"Europe?" The word awakened bitter

memories, and Tony repeated it as

though it were the name of a poison.

"Well, then, anywhere," suggested
Wagner hastily. "Say the South Seas."
" That's where all the failures go, isn't

it?"
"Snap out of it, Tony!"
"That's what I'm trying to do, but

it's going to take me a day or two to

get my bearings. I'm a dub!" He
rammed his hat on his head and stood
up. " You're right about everything,
George. I'm going home to pack.
Lucky I've got you to look after things
for me."
Ho went out from the room, but ir.

the hallway everything seemed suddenly
to become unreal to him. He swayed a

little on his feet, pushed his hat on the
back of his head, and, holding his throb-
bing temples, stared vacantly at the muse
behind the desk.

" Aro you ill, doctor?" she asked.
"I'm all right," ho replied.

Ho looked anything but all right, and
his manner was strange.
"Are you leaving for the day?" she

inquired.
"Yes," he nodded, "I've got to get

back to the hospital."
"Hospital?"
" There's a sixty-thousand-dollar

deficit."

He went out to tho steps like one in

a daze, and as soon as he had disap-
peared she ran to the room he had just

left.

"Dr. Wagner!" she cried.

"Yes?" Wagner looked up from tho
chair in which he had seated himself.
"Did Dr. Halliday seem all right to

you?"
"Why?"
"Ho made the most peculiar remark !o

me—something about a sixty thousand
deficit at tin- hospital—said he'd have to

get there, just as if ho didn't know
A" b'ust 20th, 1936.'
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where he was. It seemed to me 19
though he were out of his head!"

Tony Becomes " John Davis "

TONY wandered aimlessly along the
pavement of West Hundred-anJ-
Twentieth Street and came to

Fifth Avenue by Mount Morris Park.
Ho stepped off the kerb without any
regard whatever for the stream of traffic

flowing in each direction, and he was
very nearly knocked down by a car tuat

was braked in haste.

Another ear ran into the one that had
stopped so abruptly; a policeman on
point duty blew his whistle, stopping all

the traffic, and yelled and beckoned to
Tony.
"Hi, you!"
Tony turned and staled, and the police-

man swept over to him.
"Say, where d'you think you're at?"

ho rasped.
"I—I'm sorry, officer," said Tony

dully.

"Well, go on then!"
Tony reached the opposite pavement

and the traffic was waved on again. He
stood gazing vacantly about him till a
disengaged taxicab crawled along the
kerb to him.
"Taxi?" shouted the driver. "Taxi,

mister?"
Tony blinked, but made no response.

He stared at the driver as though trying
to recognise him. He heard the grinding
of brakes, he saw the man descend, and
he felt a hand on his arm.
"Cab?"
He surrendered himself to the driver,

who opened a door and helped him into a

seat.

"Where to?" asked the driver.

"What?" said Tony.
"Where do you want to go?"
"Why, I—I don't seem to remember,"

muttered the unintentional fare. " I—

I

mean to say—er—just drive around."
The door was slammed, tho driver re-

sumed his seat at the wheel, and the
taxicab joined the down-town stream ot

traffic.

Exactly what happened after that was
a blank to Tony until several days later,

when under a hedge in a field he came
iijion two tramps sitting round a fire they
had made. An appetising odour reached
his nostrils from an old tin can suspended
over the fire, and he sauntered towards
the tramps with his hands in his

pockets.

His face was grimy and unshaven, his

lounge suit was smothered in dust, and
he looked ill.

"Hungry, bo?" inquired one of the

tramps, stirring the contents of the can
with a stick.

"I—I haven't eaten for days," sa ;d
Tony.
"Whcro you from?" asked the other

tramp.
"Why, I—I " Tony's knees gave

way, and he fell sideways on to the turf,

but managed with an effort to sit up.
Tho scrubby-faced fellow who was super-

intending the cooking operations re-

moved the can from the fire and pre-

sented it to him in company with a spoon
that was none too clean.

"Dip in," he said sympathetically.
". That day a detective from police head
quarters, in New York City, called on
George Wagner at the Mitchell Memorial
Hospital, and with him was the driver
of the taxicab. Tony's strange disap-
pearance had alarmed his friend and
deputy, who had enlisted the aid of the

police to find him ; but only the driver
had been found.
The detective exhibited a considerable

Mini of money in notes which had been
taken from the driver, and the driver

told his own story.
" So—so I drove him around town for

a couple of hours," ho said, "and sud-
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denly he gets sore and decides he wants
to get away from New York. That

—

ihat was why he stopped my cab. So
I took him out through New Jersey
right through into Pennsylvania."

" A long journey," commented the e'e-

tective sarcastically.

"Yeah, it. was," agreed the taxi-driver.
" and I can tell you I got worried,
thinkin' the guy was nuts, or maybe he
didn't have enough dough to pay. So I

stops the cab and talks to him about
that. But he ups and flashes a big wad
of lettuce at me, and he says, ' Keeo
goin' !' So I keeps goin', and finally

dumps him out near Easton."

"You mean you made him get out?"
suggested Wagner.
"Yeah," the driver admitted. "I had

to be gettin' back home, my wife

expectin' a baby."
" And he paid you off with a roll like

this?" scoffed the detective, flourishing

the notes in his face.

"So help me!" declared the driver

vehemently, "he give me the whole roll

and says ' Keep the change '
!"

"What did he do then?" asked
Wagner.
" Well, he started walkin' towards the

railroad tracks, and that's the last 1

seo of him."
"A likely sort, o' yarn!" sneered the

detective ; but Wagner said

:

"I'm afraid it is. He's a sick man —
I ought never to have let him go that

morning. We've got to find him!"

The taxi-driver was permitted to depart
with the money Tony had given him;
the New York police communicated
with the police of Pennsylvania, but to

no purpose. Tony seemed, to those who
sought him, to have vanished off the

face of the earth.

As a matter of fact, he had wandered
by easy stages from Easton towards the

industrial city of Scranton, obtaining

odd jobs here and there in return for

food, and sleeping at night in sheds

and open fields.

Not very far from a big steel works
that dominated the landscape, a plump
housewife took pity on him when ho
begged at her door and set him !•>

chopping wood in the yard for a meal.

He toiled for several hours with an
axe, in shirt and trousers, his mind a

blank up to the moment he had en-

countered the two tramps, and he had
not nearly completed his task when the

woman went, out to him vith a tray.

"Here's something for you to eat,"

she said.

Tony threw down the axe to take the

tray from her. He set it down on the

stump of a tree, and she watched him
while ho drank tea and devoured
doughnuts.

" I hear they're taking on men over

at the Crocker Mill," she remarked.

"Mill?" He stared .it her. wonder-
ing what sort of mill she meant, and
she pointed to the steel works from
which a smudge of slate-grey smoke
•rose into the sky and jets of flame
appeared at intervals.

"I should think a big, strapping
fellow like you would like to work
steady," she said.

Tony nodded, and while he was chop-
ping the rest of the wood he thought
over her words. A regular job— that

\\ as w hat he needed.

Xcxt morning, with other men, he
went, in at the gates of the Crocker
Steel Works, crossed a vast, yard in

which the office buildings were situated,

and took his pl.ue m a queue outside
a shed-like structure, (hie h\ one the

men in front of him reached an open
window, inside which a burly agent was
perched on a stool at a bench littered

with papers, and some of the men were
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given employment and some were
rejected.
Tony's turn came, and the agent

viewed him critically.

"You don't look like a steel man,"
he said gruffly but not unpleasantly.

"I want work," said Tony, "any kind
of work."
"A greener, * eh ? What's your

name ?"

"I—I don't " Tony was on the
point of confessing that he did not know
his own name when he caught sight of

a calendar on the wall of the agent's
office, and on the spur of the moment
adopted the name upon it. "Davis."
tie said. "John Davis.''

"John Davis." repeated the agent,
and he wrote the name in a book and
handed Tony a metal disc bearing a
Dumber. "Report to the scrap yard."
"Where is that?" asked Tony'
Instead of answering, the agent hailed

a passing clerk, who came to the
window.
"Jimmy," he said, "take this guy

down to the scrap yard foreman. lie's

short a hand."
Tony followed his guide out of one

yard into another, past blast furnaces
fed by men stripped to the waist, past
rolling-iii i lis «hcre steam-hammers
thudded juice out of metal, and stepped
over narrow-gauge rails into an untidy
region where a huge lifting-magnet was
transferring scrap-iron from railway
trucks to a pile already mountainous.

The foreman of the scrap yard, a full-

faced, unpleasant-looking fellow, in a
leather jacket and gloves, strode
forward.
"Mae sent him over," said the clerk.

'Yeah.?" The foreman surveyed
Tony from head to foot and spat con-
temptuously on the ground. "Thanks
for nothing !"

Off went the clerk with a grin, and
Tony bore a second scrutiny.

"Those your working clothes?"
demanded the foreman.
Tony nodded. His lounge suit hat!

become shabby in the course of his
wanderings, but it was far too good for
rough work among rusty iron.

"All right," said the foreman grimly.
"Come along—I'll show you how to
wrastle scrap-iron !"

A Surprise for Dr. Miller

THE superintendent of the Crocker
Steel Works, an elderly man with
greying hair, whose name was

Ernest Koenig, leaned back in his chair
and looked across the desk in his pri-
vate office at the troubled face of a
shock-headed nielter who stood before
him. his goggles pushed up over his
forehead.
Joe Kosovic was a fine steel man and

an experienced one ; a giant of a
fellow who spoke English badly be-
cause he was a Slav by birth, but who
was highly intelligent. «

"Number six," he said, tugging at
bis rlowing'moustache as though to help
himself with the language he had never
completely mastered "she was just
gettin' ready for tap out a heat, boss,
when the seal break. I run and fix,

but hot steel, he come out too fast !"

"This is the third serious accident
to your crew in two weeks, Kosovic,"
said the superintendent sternly. "You
know you're responsible."
"I check everything," protested Joe.

"I don't know how go wrong!"
Koenig turned to a broad-faeed and

curly headed man in dark clothes, who
was standing with his hands on his
hips in the middle of the room with
a sneer on his lips.

"Well, Brant," he said, "you're
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" What's the matter with your hands? " roared the foreman, and Tony
in a dazed sort of fashion, replied : " I—I might injure them."

safetv agent. What have vou got to

say?';

"Take my word for it. E. K.," Brant
replied, "there's negligence at the
bottom of every one of these accidents."
Joe Kosovic S blue eyes flamed at

him. He had never liked the man
whose duty it was to play the part of

detective around the plant and to see

that all safety measures were enforced.

"Listen, Meester Koenig," he pleaded
with outstretched hands, "feefteen years
I work dis mill. First brake shed, den
furnace helper, now melters boss. Long
time never any accident."
"Yes, yes, I know all that," said the

superintendent.
"You ought to," quoth Brant mali-

ciously. "He gave you the same song
and dance last week when that crane
dropped a ladle !"

Koenig liked that remark almost as

little as Joe did. He frowned at the
speaker and folded his arms.
"Joe," he said, "I'm going to give

you one more chance. Go back to your
job and turn out steel like you used to."

Joe was elated.
"Dank you. Meeker Koenig." he said

and moved swiftly towards the door.
"Dank you. I show you dis time. You
betcha I"

"You don't find steel men like that
every day," remarked the super-
intendent, after the melter boss had
gone. "That fellow was born in an
open hearth."
"Yeah," drawled Brant, and went

out from the office to roam the plant.

Tony, by this time, had discarded
coat and waistcoat and was at work
under a gantry in the scrap yard,
attaching the hooks of a travelling-

crane to charging-boxes filled with scrap,
which were then lifted on to a train of
steel tubs bound for the furnaces.

His bands became smothered with red
rust from the iron and black grease

from the chain, and after a while he
in glected bi=. task to gaze -at them rue-

fully.

"Hi, you. wake up there!" bellowed
the foreman.
The chain of the crane came swinging

within a few feet of Tony's face, and
he caught hold of the hooks and
attached them in haste to a charging-
box. But one of the hooks was not
properly fastened, and as the box
ascended one end of it dropped and
struck against the side of the tub. A
shower of scrap descended noisily, and
the foreman .stalked round the train of

tubs to the offender.
"What the blazes are you doiri'

?"

he roared.
Tony, -in a dazed sort of fashion, held

out his hands.
"I can't " he began, staring at

them. "It—it's my hands."
"What's the matter with your

hands?"
"I— I might injure them."
Brant arrived on the scene in time

to hear that, and he laughed ironically.

"Have a heart, Ed," he said. "Can't
you see? The guy's just had a

manicure !"

That was fuel to the foreman's wrath.
"Get out of here!" he thundered.

"Go to the shanty and get your slip !

You're fired !"

Tony turned away, put on his waist-

coat and picked up his coat. lie seemed
bewildered, and he started off in the
wrong direction.
"This way, stupid !" cried Brant, and

caught hold of his arm and pointed
across the yard.
Tony wandered away towards the

front yard, carrying his coat.

"A cream-puff in a steel mill !" said

Brant contemptuously.
In the furnace building, Joe Kosovio

was back at work superintending t

gang of men who were tapping out »
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beat of steel. A great ladle, brimming
with molten metal swung across on its

crane towards the waiting moulds, and
helmeted workers guided it with long
rods.

Joe gave a signal to the man on the
crane, who pulled a lever, and the ladle

tilted. Down poured a melted mass,
but as it struck the sand of the first

mould there was an explosion, a blind-
ing flash, and semi-fluid steel and
sparks jetted in all directions.

The inciters jumped back, many of

them- screaming with pain, and amidst
that spray of death, those who escaped
injury rushed to the doors.
A siren screeched across the yards;

men came running with stretchers
towards the furnace building, and, as

the molten metal ceased to spatter,
those who had been burned were car-
ried out on the stretchers towards the
hospital in the second yard from the
gates.

Tony was crossing that yard, and
excited men were streaming into it

tiom all parts of the vast plant, when
he looked round and saw the bearers of

the stretchers.
"Gangway, there I Gangway!"

shouted a voice, and he was thrust
aside near the entrance to the hospital
by those who had gathered round it.

The familiar sight of the stretchers,
combined with the equally familiar and
sickly sweet, odour of chloroform which
was wafted out to him from the door-
way, seemed to stir in Tony's brain
something that had been dormant.
"Let me through, please!" he cried,

forcing his way to the steps. "I can
help here 1"

He entered the wide hallway just Bs

the last of the stretchers was being
conveyed into a ward. He brushed
ahead of it into the ward, and to the
astonishment of a white-robed orderly,
"ho was helping to transfer the injured
men from the stretchers to beds, h«
flung down his coat and waistcoat and
made for a wash-basin in which he
began to scrub his hands.

" What is it?" he asked sharply over
his shoulder.
"Slag burns," the orderly replied,

staring blankly at him.
"Get me a hypo pf morphine !"

The orderly's eyes widened at that
tone of authority.
"Dr. -Miller is on his way " he

began.
"Do as I say!" rapped Tony. "And

some tannic acid and a roll of
bandage."
Without another word of protest the

orderly began to collect the specified
articles and to deposit them on a

mg-trolly.
Half an hour later, Joshua Miller,

the portly official doctor to the Crocker
•steel Works, bustled into the ward
to gape in astonishment at bandaged
men in beds, and at a perfect stranger
who was bending over Joe Kosovie, the
most badly burned of them all. Miller
readjusted his horn-rimmed spectacles
.is though he could hardly believe the
evidence of his own eyes.

"What's happened here?" he ex-
claimed.

Tony looked up. He had bound Joe's
head and chest and had nearly finished
binding Joe's right hand.
"Third degree burns," he said

quietly; knowing in.-t inetively that the
elderly white-haired man who add*
him was a doctor. "I've put on tannic
applications^"

Dr. .Miller went from bed to bed,
examining the patient-, and Tony was
resuming his waistcoat by the time he
sat down on Joe Kosovic's bed and felt

that giant's pulse.
Augu-t 2'M,, lttae.
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"And a very good job, too," he ap-
proved. "You know a thing or t»'o

about medicine, young fellow. What
went wrong this time, Joe?"
Joe was too sleepy from the effect of

morphine to reply.
"You'll be all right," said the doctor,

and he rose and went to Tony. "1
haven't seen you around here before !"

Tony had picked up his hat ami coat,

but a strange thing had happened to

him. He knew his own identity, now,
but he had no idea what had happened
to him since his mind went blank. A
feeling of weakness assailed him, and
he dropped on to a chair and held his

aching head with his left hand, staring
up into the pleasant face of the doctor.

" Would you mind telling me where
I am ?" he faltered.

"What's that?" Miller was obviously
astounded.
"I got into a taxi a while ago, and

I don't seem to have any recollection
of getting out of it."

That was still more puzzling. Miller
surveyed the hollow-eyed young man
with some concern.
"Are you sure you weren't hurt,

too ?" he asked.
"Hurt?" Tony shook his head—and

wished that he hadn't. "Oh, I'm all

right. I just can't seem to remember
how I got here."

" You must have been working in the
mill when the accident happened."
"Must I? For some reason or other

I feel terribly tired. Is it always this

noisy around here?"
Dr. Miller nodded.
"Twenty-four hours a day," he said.

"You're in the Crocker Steel Works,
near Scranton. They never shut down."
"Scranton?" echoed Tony. "Scran-

ton, Pennsylvania?"
Again the doctor nodded.
"Where did you think you were?" he

asked.
"I thought I was in New York."
Miller went straight to a cabinet, and

from bottles on its shelves mixed a
draught in a tumbler.
"Here, drink this," he said. "You're

either suffering from amnesia, or the
hang-over of the century."
Tony swallowed the draught, after he

had sniffed at it and recognised its

tonic constituents. The doctor watched
him indulgently.
"What I want to know," he said with

a smile, "is whether you can put on
surgical dressings like that when vou're
sober?"
"Why?" asked Tony.
"I could use someone like you around

here. How long have you been practis-

ing medicine ?"

Tony decided, in the circumstances,
that it would be unwise to reveal his

newly remembered identity.

"Well," he said slowly, "I had a

smattering of it at school."
"I see," mused Miller. "Well, a

little experience of the sort you'd get
around this mill, and you might develop
into a first-rate doctor."
"Thanks," said Tony. "I'll take the

job."

" Too Many Accidents "

AS John Davis, a rejected worker
from the scrap yard, Tony be-

came assistant to Dr. Joshua
Miller that same day, and by the time
Joe Kosovie was fit enough to resume
his duties had become quite friendly

w ith the inciter boss.

Miller, meanwhile, had increased his

admiration for the skill the young man
displayed in dealing with accidents thai
were all too frequent. Ha asked no
questions about his protege's past, but
was content that loss of memory and an
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act of Providence should have provided
him with a helper upon whom he could
rely in almost any sort of emergency.
Tony, an entirely different being from

the unkempt wanderer who had sought
employment in the Crocker Steel Works
a fortnight before, took up his abode in
a boarding-house about a mile away
from the mill. He found the work con-
genial enough, and, still bitter about
the way Carol Andrews had treated
him, was content—at all events for the
time being—to throw in his lot with the
steel wTorkers.
Joe Kosovie was still wearing a patch

of cotton-wool over the right side of
his forehead when he invaded the
superintendent's office one morning in

his working clothes.
"Hallo, Meester Koenig!" he said

brightly.

"Hallo, Joe!" Koenig looked him
up and down. "Ready to go back on
the job again, eh?"
"You betcha!" boomed the giant.

"By gollies, I happy lak anyding to go
back to work."
"I've got bad news for you."
"Bad news? What's der matter,

Meester Koenig ?"

"There's been one accident too many
on your shift," was the reply.

" But I tell you all about what go
wrong when you come to me in der
hospital."
"That didn't put things right, Joe!

No, I thought you were a steel man,
but I guess I was wrong."
Joe became thoroughly upset.
"But, Meester—Meester Koenig!" he

gulped. "I—I "

"No use!" The superintendent
waved a hand. " I've got to send you
back to the pick and shovel gang."

"Meester!" cried Joe in a horrified
voice.

" I'm sorry."
That evening, in the dusk, Tony walked

out from the gates of the steel works
only a few minutes after Joe, and in

the roadway caught up with him.

"Well, Joe," he said, "and how did
the first day back on the job go?"
"Ach!" growled the giant

disgustedly.
"Why, what's the matter?"
" It just make me sick, doctor ! Joe

Kosovie, best steel man any place, have
to push wheelbarrow same like old
woman !"

Tony fell into step with him. The
boarding-house for which he himself
was bound was situated some little way
beyond the frame house in which the
melter lived.

"It's tough, Joe," he said sym-
pathetically, "but you ought to take it

easy for a while, you know."
"Me?" Joe smote his massive chest

with his fist. "Any time Joe Kososir
have to take it easy, I dink dey carry
him out feet first

!"

He talked of the accidents that had
led to his degradation.
,"I tell you," he said, "nine year I

work open hearth and dree four
accidents. Now plenty of trouble all

der time. By golly, I no understand!"
Joe's house was reached—one of a

lout; row of houses, all very much alike,

wnh unfenced gardens back ami fro

and a girl came running out to them,
bareheaded, dressed in a gaily pad'
frock.
"Dad.'' she exclaimed, "what's

wrong ?"

"Plenty!" complained Joe. "To-
day I go back work in yard like a

greener, pushing a wheelbarrow! Too
many accidents!"
"But that's not fair!" she cried.

"You weren't to blame!"
"Suro no fair," ho agreed heavily.

"Somcding funny go on by mill, I tell

you!"
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"Don't worry about it, dad," she

urged, reaching" up to put her hands on
his shoulders. "The old mill isn't

worth it. Besides, you need a rest."

"That'6 right," confirmed Tony.
She turned to look at the stranger,

and she liked his smile.

"Oh, Gerta," said Joe. "I want you
should meet Doe Davis! Very good
friend of mine." •

Tony and the girl shook hands. She
stood no higher than his chin, but he
judged her to oe about twenty, and a

young woman with a mind of her own.
"She American," Joe informed him

proudly, " born in dis country. Speak-
very "good English—just like her
father."
He gurgled at that little joke and

sniffed at the open doorway.
"Chicken paprika for supper, eh?"

he boomed. "What you say, doc? You
come inside with us and have a good
meal, not like in boarding-house."
"Thanks very much." murmured

Tony, "but I'm" afraid I—I'd better be
getting along."

" The doctor's afraid of my .cooking,

dad," laughed Gerta.
"Well,'' surrendered Tony, "after

that I have no option."
He went with them into the house,

and he thoroughly enjoyed the meal he
shared with them. Joe was a widower,
but his daughter was an excellent house-
wife. In the light of a shaded lamp he
glanced across the table at her several

times, and he found himself comparing
her with Carol Andrews. She was
quite as beautiful as that luxury-loving
girl, but in an altogether different

fashion. She was fairer, slighter, and
her eyes were blue
She became conscious of his gaze, and

she smiled at him.
"It was -very nice of you," she said,

"to take such good care of dad in

hospital."
"I'm depending on you to finish the

job," he returned. ,! And make him
stop worrying, too!"
Joe, who had been frowning over his

plate, suddenly exclaimed
"By gollies', I got it! Somebody by

mill fees it so dat furnace break."
"Not another word about the mill

to-night!" commanded Gerta. "You
eat your dinner!"
"All der time she boss me just like

dat," Joe confided to his guest with a
chuckle. "Just like she boss der little

children she teach in der mill-town
school. What you t'ink of my Gerta,
eh? Ever seen a more pretty girl?"
"Oh, dad!" cried Gerta, covered

with blushes.

"If I have," said Tony emphatically,
"I don't remember where."
He became a fairly frequent visitor to

the house after that evening, just at
first on Joe's invitation, but afterwards
entirely of his own accord.
Meanwhile, more accidents occurred

at the mills, and the workers became
restive. Tony, sauntering across the
Scrapyard one morning, came upon Joe
pushing his wheelbarrow, and Joe
stopped to speak, but t ho foreman
pounced on him.
"What's the matter?" he rasped.

"Don't you like the work?"
"Sure," replied Joe meekly.
"Well, go ahead!"
The foreman had no word for Tony,

but Brant followed him from the yard
at a distance. Outside a blast furnace
he saw a man mounting a ladder to a
covered platform to feed pig-iron and
scrap into a huge- bucket-like converter,
and he was watching him when a rung
at the top of the ladder appeared to
give way, and the workman, grabbing
frantically at thin air, pitched headlong
to the ground.
Tony was one of the first to reach
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the fallen man, and ho was kneeling
beside him when a siren shrieked and
stretcher-bearers carne hastening to the
spot. No bones were broken, but the
man was suffering from concussion. He
was conveyed to the hospital, and there
Tony dealt with him, wondering how
on earth a rung of a steel ladder could
have snapped under a comparatively
light weight.
During the lunch hour that clay he

came upon a crowd of workers in the
yard between the rolling mills and the
blast furnaces, listening to a thin-faced
man who was addressing them from the
top of a truck.
More than half of the men who toiled

in the heat of the mills were Slavs, and
Tony could not understand a word the
speaker uttered, though his vehemence
was manifest enough.
He heard the voice of Brant beside

him. and swung round.
"How are you, doc?" inquired the

safety agent, with just a suggestion of
a sneer in his deep, unpleasant voice.
"How do you like the steel mills by
now ?"

Tony did not reply to that question.
He jerked his head in the direction of
the crowd, and he said

:

"What's all the excitement?"
"Oh," Brant replied with a shrug.

"some superstitious workman trying to
start trouble!"
"What about?"
Brant shouted to one of the listening

men:
"Hi, what's he talkin' about?"
The man, obviously a foreigner,

walked over.
"He say workmen better quit," lie

explained. "Too many accidents. This
mill bad luck."
'"Bad luck' is all bunk!" snapped

Brant, and waved the man away.
"Their own dumb carelessness!"
"In every case?" challenged Tony.
"Why, sure. I'm safety and per-

sonnel agent—I investigate all these

9

accidents. But you can't talk to thesa
lunk-heads, they don't savvy English."
"Poor devils," quoth Tony, and

looked across at the speaker on tha
truck, who seemed to be eloquent
enough in his own language and to bo
holding the attention of those who
understood him. "Why can't the mill

make stricter >afety rules?"
That question seemed to irritat

Brant.
now, just what would you

suggest V he drawled, projecting his

under-lip.
"I don't know," said Tony. "You

might begin by investigating all the
workmen."

" Well, now, that ain't such a bid
idea!" Brant grinned mockingly. "1
think myself we ought to investigate
every greener that never saw the inside
of a steel mill before. Find out just

where they came from, eh?"
lie walked off with a toss of his head,

and Tony looked rather blankly after
him.

The Runaway

ON a very sunny Sunday, about a

fortnight afterwards, Tony and
Gerta left the smoke and

dinginess of the mill-town behind them
and climbed into the hills. Tony carry-
ing a luncheon-basket which Gerta had
packed. The country round about
Scrantqn is of great natural beauty,
and under the trees by a mountain
stream where they picnicked even the
belching chimney-stacks in the valley
far below looked picturesque.

It was a memorable day for both of
them. They fed on cold chicken and
ham, and they broke the wish-bone with
becoming solemnity.
"I've got it!" said Gerta.
Tony sprawled on the turf with his

hands beneath his head.
"What did you wish for?" ho

inquired. "A Paris gown, or a hand
some millionaire with a yacht?"

What is it? " Tony asked sharply over his shoulder. "Slag burns,"
the orderly replied, staring blankly at him.
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She looked across tlio landscape and
then down at him.
"I wished," said she, "that every

day could be a Sunday."
"That's funny," he laughed. "So

did I!"
"But you weren't entitled to a wish,"

the reminded him.
"I wished just that, all the same."
Late in the afternoon they repacked

the basket, but thev lingered in the

di !< <table spot they had chosen till the

-auk towards the mountains in the

west and a red glow was over every-

thing.
" Did you ever see such a beautiful

sunset?" breathed Gerta, her hack

against a gnarled trunk, her face all lit

up.
"No," said Tony. "It's made to

order, just to top off this picnic. On
a dav like this even the Crocker Mills

look less like an inferno than usual."

"They're always beautiful and
thrilling," she declared.

" Spoken like a true daughter of the

mills!"
"Yes," she sighed, "but since all this

1 rouble began, and they've been so un-

fair to dad, there are days when I hate

it all. Sometimes I'd like to get ever

so far away from this town."
"There are times," said Tony, with

a sigh to match hers, " when you feel

that way about other places, too."

She studied his thoughtful face for a

while.

"Was she very beautiful?" she asked
suddenly.
"Who?"
Tony looked up af her, surprised at

the accuracy with which she had read

what was in his mind.
"The girl who made you feel that

way about other places," she replied.

"I don't know," he said. "It's hard

to remember."
"I'm sorry: I shouldn't have asked

that."
"Oh, that's all right!" He sum-

moned a smile. "I meant it's hard to

remember whether any other woman is

titiful—when I'm with you."
" You don't have to say that just

because you like my coo1<ing," she said,

leaning over him and waggling a finger

in his face.

"You're lovely, Gerta!" He re-

moved his hands from under his head
to fling them round her neck, and lie

pulled her face down 1o his and kissed

her on the lips. "It's been a wonderful

day," he said. "I'll never forget it!"

"Neither will I!" she assured him
happily.

Darkness was gathering in the valley

when they reached it and came to the

first, of the houses of the mill-town.

They turned a corner, and Gerta
pounced on a small boy who was about

to pass them. He was no more than

nine or ten years old, and he was
carrying a bundle.
"Why, Danny," she cried, catching

bold or him, where do you thin'.'

you're going at this hour, and all

alone?"
"You let me go!" stormed the

ngster, trying to break away from
"I'm in a hurry!"

"Wait a minute, Danny," she
insisted. "Where are you going?"
"I'm gonna go away," shrilled the

hoy, "and nobody's gonna stop me!
Yon let go o' my arm!"
¥rony intervened. Danny had begun

to kick, and that was not to be
tolerated.
"Here, that's enough of that, young

man!" ho reprimanded steinly, and lie

held the struggling chilli in a grip that

could not bo resisted. "Who is this

tough customer?"
"lie's one of my first-graders," Gerta

stated. "You were going- to run away
August 29th, 193«.
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again, weren't you, Danny ? What'll
your fa tlier say?"
."I don't care what he says!" retorted

the boy. "He wouldn't take me to the
picture show, and 1 ain't coming back
ever!"
"Oh, yes, you are!" said Gerta firmly.

"You're going home right now!"
"Why, you were headed for Canada,

young man," said Tony. "It's cold up
there—and you'd be pretty darned
BUlpgrj this time to-morrow night^v V
"Oh, I get plenty o' stuff to eat!"

piped Danny, and he produced a stick

of liquorice from a pocket and began
to bite at it.

Tony laughed, and so did Gerta.
" Well, it's home for you, young

fellow," said Tony masterfully,
"liquorice and all." He turned tc

Gerta. "Where does he live?"
"Near Slovak Hall," she replied.

"It's quite a way from here."
"Want me to carry you?" asked

Tony.
"What d'you think I am?" cried

Danny indignantly. "A baby?"
"All right, then," laughed Tony,

"let me see you walk. Come on

—

march !"

Yielding to superior force, the boy
began to mark time on the pavement
like a soldier, then strutted forward
between his captors. But Tony was
carrying him in his arms, and Gerta
was carrying the basket long before
they came to a wooden house with a

porch and a meagre little front garden
a mile and a half away from the spot
where the runaway had been
encountered.
"This is the house," said Gerta.
Danny was fast asleep, but Gerta's

knock on the door of the house roused
him. To Tony's surprise, file man who
opened the door was Brant, and Brant
^cowled at him as he descended the
steps from the porch.
"I told that kid of mine not to go

to a movie to-night," he snapped.
"You had a nerve to take him!"
"He hasn't been to any movies." said

Tony. "We picked him up on the far

side of the town, headed for. the great
open spaces."
Brant viewed his yawning offspring

and the bundle Tony also held.

"He wasn't running away again?"
he said qiiestioningly to Gerta.
"No," Tony replied for her. "Just

lost his way, I guess." He deposited
Danny on the porch. "There you are,"
he said. "A good night's sleep will

make a new man out of you, Danny.''
Danny grinned and held out a hand

for the bundle.
" It's lucky Miss Kosovic knew where

he lived,'' said Tony. "Well, good-
night, Brant!"

Brant looked thoroughly ashamed of

his outburst.
"I'm sure I'm much obliged to you

both," he said, and sat down on the

steps and lifted his small son on to his

knees. " Good-night—and thanks again
Tuny went off with Gerta. and the

safety agent ruffled the small boy's hair

in quite an affectionate manner.
"Listen, Danny," he said,

mustn't do this sort of thing, you know
We'll go to the movies to-morrow night,

and I have got to stick together,
eh? We haven't got any mother to look

after us. have we ?"

"No," said Danny, "if we had I bet

she'd take me to the movies. What did
she to and die for?"
"Never mind about that." said Brant.

' I'll take you to the movies to-morrow
night."

Danny Plays a Qame
EXT morning, in the office of 'he
Mipennleiident of the Crocker Steel
Works, there was a meeting of the

N
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directors which Brant attended. An in-

surance company had given notice that it

would not settle any more claims in

respect of accidents which had become
far too numerous to be genuine.
"If the company persists in this atti-

tude," lamented the superintendent,
" it'll close the mill. We can't operate
under common law—we should lose e\eiy
ra-i.—and without the protection of
State compensation limits one or two
lawsuits would finish us."
"Yeah, that's right,'' agreed Brant.
"Provided there isn't a general walk-

out first," growled one of the directors.

"The men are getting panicky."
"We've never had a run of accidents

like this in the history of the mill,"'

complained another director.
" I'm beginning to wonder if they are

accidents," said the superintendent.
"They look more as though they've been
deliberately planned—the work of some-
one trying to gum things up around
here I"

"You mean someone among our own
workmen?" asked Ebeneezer Crocker,
the white-haired president of the firm.

" It would have to be."
"Oh, bunk!" exploded Brant. "This

mill means bread and butter to the men.
Who'd want to wreck it?"
"Well," said Koenig, "someone taking

orders from the Irvington Steel outfit,

for instance. They've been trying to

buy these works for a year, but we've
declined all their offers."

Ebeneezer Crocker looked horrified at

the inference the members of the board
were left to draw from that statement.
"You don't suppose they'd go so far

as to " he began.
"Irvington Steel," interrupted one of

the directors, "would go to any length
to wreck us, or get us in a hole so that

we'd have to sell out cheap!"
The superintendent nodded agreement.
"Brant," he said, "it's your job to

find out who's doing it."

"All right, E. K.," responded Brant.
" I'll be on my toes. But you people are

letting your imagination run away with
you."

"Imagination, eh?" bridled Koenig.
"We had five accidents last week alone!"

Brant did not take his small son to

the cinema that night. Instead, he made
a pretence of working at a table in the

sitting-room of his house until ten

o'elock, when a tap at the window sent,

him to the back door. Three men were
wailing outside, all of them stei I

workers, all foreigners, and'one of them
was the thin-faced agitator who had
urged a crowd of employees to quit their

jobs.

Brant admitted them, after satisfying

himself that there was nobody else about.

and ho conducted them to the sitting-

room, and provided them with chairs

and drinks. He produced a wad of

notes which he shared among them.
"How's that for easy money, eh?" he

said. " Now here's the set-up for to-

w night -the rolling-mills. They'll

be closing down for a roll change—and
no slip-ups this time!" lie turned to

the thin-faced man. " Slevsky, you're

on the night shift, it'> up to you. The
crane that lifts die pot billets from the

racks."
Slevsky nodded.
"And listen,'' Brant went on. "there's

a nice litile bonus from Irvington for

each of you just as soon as the Crocker
Steel Works are out of business. They
Won't continue to make steel if they can't

get workmen's insurance.''

The door that opened into the lobby
was not quite shut. It swung wide, and
Danny burst into the room in his night-

clothes.

"Aw, gee," he cried complainingly.

"you said you couldn't take me to the

pictures because you had to work, and
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Out shot Tony's left in a swift uppercut
to Brant's jaw, filling his mouth with

blood from a bitten tongue.

am I working—you re just talkn

Brant stalked angrily oyer to him,
"I told you to si ay out of here!" he

barked. "Now go back to bed ! Goon!
Go on!"
On the following afternoon- Gerta

walked oui from tlie main entrance of

the little mill-town >ehool with a girl who
taught the infants.

"Well, good-bye. Anna." she said on
the pavement beyond the gate ot the
playground.

"You'll be at the dance to-night,

won't you?" said the other.

"I guess so." Gerta replied. "Dad
looks forward to these dances so. He
wouldn't miss one for anything."
"He wouldn't, eh? How about that

new young man of yours?''
Gerta flushed.

"Who do you mean?" ~he asked.
"Dr. Davis?''
"Who else?" laughed Anna. "Every-

one knows you're dizzy in the head about
him !"

"Anna, how can you say such a

thing?"
"Ha. ha!" mocked Anna. "See you

tonight, then—and mind vou bring him

,

too!"
They parted company, and Gerta was

walking along by the fence of the phi',

ground in the direction of her own borne
when a brick came flying o\cr it and fell

at her feet.

Immediately she went back to the gate
and entered tin; playground. A number
of boys were in it, clustered round a

sort of see-saw arrangement consisting
of a plank of wood on a log, beside which
lay a heap of bricks and brickbats.

"Who threw that brick over the
fence?" Bhe asked sternly.

"I did." confessed Danny Brant
almost with pride.

" Don't you know you could kill some-
one that way '

"

"We were just playing a game." -aid
Danny.
"What kind of a game?"
"Steel mill."

"Well, you don't have to go dropping
bricks on people, do you

'

"Sure you do." Danny replied.

"That's the way you piay it. You see,

here's the crane in the lolling mill, and
these bricks are melted steel. They
weigh ton,- and tons. Then you do some-
thing that fixes the crane wrong, and
the bricks fall on somebody, and they
can't get insurance. See?"
Gerta looked at the contrivance, and

she looked at Danny.
"Tell me all that again," she said

tensely.
"Aw, gee, you wouldn't understand,"

he demurred with juvenile superiority.
" You can't explain anything like that
to women !"

She gripped him by the shoulder.
"Danny, where did you learn to play

a game like that?" she demanded.
" Who taught you?"
A stubborn expression .-wept over the

youngster's face, and he shook his head.
"I won't tell you!" he defied her.

She made the children restore the
plank to a wood-shed, and she forbade
them to play any such game again.
Then, considerably disturbed by the in-

cident she made straight for the board-
ing-house where Tony lived.

Several men were lounging on its wide
porch, and she asked one of them if he
could tell her where she could find Dr.
Da\ i-.

"1 t'ink him inside." replied the man,
who was a Slav. "1 go call him."
He disappeared into the house and

presently returned with Tony, who was
delighted as well as surprised to see her.

"Hallo. there!" he cried. and
descended the steps.

"Hallo, Tony!" she returned in a
worried manner. " I want to see you
about something very important. I

—

er
"

"We can talk in my room," he cut
in. " Come on !"

He look her into file boarding-house
and along a passage into a plainly fur-
nished sitting-room, the wallpaper of

which was hideous. There was one com-
fortable armchair in the room, and he
led her over to it.

"Thank you." she said. "I want to

tell you about Danny Brant. 1 caughr
him playing a new game in the >chool
ground this afternoon. He had rigged
things up (o represent the rolling mill.

and when I scolded him for dropping
bricks over the fence with it, he said

that was the right way to play steel

mill—you fixed it so the crane would
break and drop things on people, then
they couldn't get insurance."

"Danny, eh?" Tony rubbed his chin
and frowned at a threadbare carpet.
"Doesn't seem possible that Brant could
be involved in this

!"

"I can't believe it, either." said Gerta,
"but 1 thought you should know. I

wouldn't dare tell dad—he's so bitter

about his job."
"Well." decided Tony, "there isn't,

much we can do until we're sine

"1 hate to think of what the mill-

workers will do if they find out," she
said.

"They'd go crazv." he declared
"They'd start, killing right and left.

There's one thing I can do. and I'll do
it light away. I'll get them to take
double precautions at the rolling mills,

and if anything happens in the next feu
days we'll know that Brant is at the
bottom of it all."

He patted her reassuringly on the arm
and took his hat from a peg.

"I'll see you at the dance to-night"
he said. "Don't worry your pretty head
too much about what may be nothing
after all."

An Interrupted Dance

THE Slovak Hall was a brick building
of considerable size provided by the
Crocker Steel Works as a place

of recreation for their employees, and
from September to May a dance was
held there every Tuesday night.
The main room was gay with paper

chains, streamers, and balloons, and
August 29th, 19^6.
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couples were already dancing on the

polished floor, when Joe Kosovic arrived,

dressed in a tweed suit for (he occasion

and suffering- the discomfort of a stiff

collar. He found his daughter sitting

out the dance on a chair against the

wall, and he bore down on her bristling

with indignation.

"Gerta," he said, " dat Doe Davis, he
no come, huh '!"

"He said he'll be here," she replied

mildly; but Joe was not satisfied with
that.

"What's der matter wid dat fellow?"
he growled. "I got most pretty girl

any place I"

Several of the other girls, thus dis-

paraged, showed their annoyance in

their glances.

"Please, dad!'' implored Gerta, but
Joe was not easily to be silenced.

"I t'ink you like heem pretty well,

eh ?" he boomed.
"S-s-s-sh!" she hissed, and just then

Brant came up.
"How about a dance, Gerta?" he sug-

gested, offering his arm.
Gerta had no desire whatever to dance

with a man she half suspected of being
responsible for all the trouble at the
steel works, but she did not want to

make her aversion too apparent.
"Aw, come on!" he said.

She stood up, and she had started to

waltz with him when Tony entered the
hall, looked round it, and waved a greet-
ing. She stopped short and released her-

self from Brant, and Tony made his way
to her.

"I thought you'd come," she said

gladly.
" I've just got back from the hospital,"

said Tony, his eyes on Brant. "There's
been another accident."
The waltz, at that moment, came to

an end. The dancers heard the dread
I "accident,'' and gathered round.

"What was it?" asked Gerta.
"An electric crane broke while it was

lifting a heavy load," Tony replied, still

watching Brant. "It fell and caught
one of the workmen. I'm not even sure
we can save him."
"That's awful," said Brant. "Where

did it happen ?"

Tony stepped a foot or so nearer to
him, and his face was set.

"Don't you know?" he challenged.
"Say, what d'you mean by that

i rack?" Brant blazed at him. "Nobody
could be as dumb as you've been around
tins town, and if you don't watch your
step you're gonna get in plenty of

trouble !''

"You mean something might fall on
mi' ?" suggested Tony.
"Why, you " Brant clenched his

fi-ts as though to strike, but Gerta
slipped hastily between the two men.
"You keep outa this!" Brant shouted

at her, and she was thrust aside with
such violenci that she stumbled against
,i bystander who prevented her from
falling. Out shot Tony's left in a swift

init in Brant's jaw. Idling his

li w n h blood From a bitti

down went the agent with a crash.
lie was up again in an instant, and

i -lied furiously at the man who had
laid him low. Jon .Kosovic .pulled his

d. .lighter away; the others hurriedly
m. iii«- mem for I he fight that was ill-

i v i tabic.

Tony stopped Brant's rush with a

straight left thai sent Inn ainst

a table. The safety agent was boI

alar with the steelworkers, and ii

1

, would not have dreamed "f

stopping a snap. They shouted enoour-
ent to Tonv ,

who ded none; lhey
i d at Brant as lie rose and struck

out with both lists.

Tn spite of his weight and strength, the

crook proved no match for his lithe
August 29th, 193a.
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opponent. Now and again he got in a
blow under Tony's guard, but he him-
self suffered severely. His mouth
became torn against his teeth, blood
streamed from his battered face, and
finally, amid derisive yells from the
male onlookers, he received a jolt to the
point of the jaw that lifted him off his

feet and sent him backwards against a
wall, whence he slid to the floor.

He sat there dazed for a whije; then
rose in baffled rage, but kept weii a\v«»y

from Tony.
"Now listen, you guys," he bellowed,

"this is your fight, not mine. I tell you
that's the fellow who's the cause of all

your accidents! How long have you had
trouble at the mill ? Ever since he's
been there!"
The last statement was more or less

true, and Slavonic feeling was turned
suddenly against Tony. A number of
the steelworkers advanced menacingly
towards him.
"Now get this, all of you!" he said,

facing them. "I'm trying to help you.
Somebody is behind all this trouble, and
you'll find out who it is at the right
time."
He turned towards the door, but a

powerful Czech who was one of Brant's
accomplices barred his way.
"Jus' a minute!" he roared.
"There's an injured man over at the

mill hospital," said Tony. "I've got to
get back there to take care of him."
"You talk wit' us first!" cried the

fellow-, and he grabbed hold of Tony's
collar. But Joe Kosovic bounded for-

ward, swung the Czech round, and
knocked him flat on his back.
"Are you all crazy?" he cried. "Dei-

doctor here, he's friend of mine. He
friend of every man here. Any man
wants to fight him got to fight nw, Joe
Kosovic, first, '

'

He started to take oft' his coat. '

"Come on!" he challenged wrathfully.
"I take on ten men, all at same time!"
In all probability he could have justi-

fied that boast, for he was the biggest
man in the hall and a veritable Hercules
for strength. But he was not given the
opportunity.
"No, no!" cried the steelworkers; and

Joe's rage melted away in a grin. Back
went his coat, and the grin was bestowed
upon Tony.

"All right, doc," he said, "I t'ink you
can go back to hospital now, eh?"

"Thanks, Joe!" Tony murmured
gratefully, and he walked out from the
hall. But Gerta flew after him, stopped
him on the steps.

"I'm afraid to let yon go," she
faltered.

"Don't worry about me," he said re-

assuringly. "The District Attorney
should be on his way here by now."

She went back into the hall to find

her father in full control.

"Play music!" he was shouting from
the middle of the polished floor. "Come
on, everybody, dance! Dance while yon

The band struck up a lively fox-

trot, and the Hoe, became crowded with
dancing couples. Brant sneaked out at

a side door and humid off to his bouse.
lb- climbed the stairs to Danny's bed-
room after he had washed his face, and
he wakened the youngster, who sat up
blinking.

"Listen, Danny," he said anxiously,
" listen to me. Old you talk to anyone
about, what 3 on heard last, night?"

"Hull.''' Danny rubbed his eyes with
his knuckles and stared at his father.

" When you heard us talking about
(he mill-did you tell anyone about it?"
"No, pop, I didn't. Honest!"
"Arc you sure ?"

Danny nodded emphatically.
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"Yes, sure, pop. My teacher wanted
to know, but I wouldn't tell her."-
Brant gulped.
"You mean Gerta?" he demanded

sharply.
"Uhuh."
For several long minutes Brant sat on

the edge of the bed, his lips compressed,
his brain active. Then slowly he rose
and looked down at the boy.

"Listen to me, Danny," he said.
"I'm going out for a while. When I
come back we're leaving here. You get
up and dress yourself and wait for me.
You understand?"
"Where you goin' pop?" asked the

boy. "Can I go with you?"
"No," snapped Brant. "You stay

here and keep quiet. You'll probably
land us all in gaol yet!"
He strode out from the room, and

Danny heard his heavy footsteps on the
stairs and he heard the front door slam.
He slid out of bed, ran to a window
and raised the sash. His father was
almost running up the road.
"Wait for me, pop!" he shouted, with

his head out of the window. "Wait for
me! I don't want to go to gaol!"

" I'm Halliday !
"

SLEVSKY lived in a little one-story
wooden shack half a mile nearer
the steel works than the boarding-

house where Tony resided. He was
having his supper when Brant rapped at
the front door, and he went to it with
his mouth full.

"Come in," he said, viewing his
visitor in manifest surprise, and led the
way into an untidy room and reseated
himself at a table upon which a sheet
of newspaper served as a cloth. "Ha'. ••

some coffee?"
Brant shook his head and sat down

in a chair.
" Slevsky," he said, "I've come (o

tell you that the last job's got to bo
done to-night. They're closing in on
us!"
Slevsky drank from a cup, eyeing the

agitated safety agent over the rim of it.

"Der south furnace, eh?" he sug-
gested.
"Yeah," said Brant, "and there

mustn't be any slip-up. You'll find the
acetylene cylinder leaning against the
fence in the backyard where we burned
up that scrap. Watch your chance, and
slip it in one of those charging cars
that's on its way to the furnace."

Slevsky- muttered something in his

own language which Brant did not
understand.
"In five minutes the Crocker Steel

Works will be scattered all over Penn-
sylvania—and we can clear out. Right?"
Slevsky shook his head and put down

the cup.
"Not me!" he growled.
"Say, what d'you mean?" exclaimed

Brant. "You promised to do one more
job!"
"Not to blow up der whole of der

furnace building and everyone in it!"
1 jumped up from the chair.

"You don't get your split, and I don't
get mine." he said, hanging his fist On
tin- table, -until the job's finished!"

"Up to now." retorted Slevsky, "we
take all of der risk and you get most
of der money. Von finish der dirty
work !"

"Say. what are you trying to do?"
howled Brant. "Walk out on me, you
dirty ape?"

Slevsky -at bolt upright, and his hand
went to a belt where be kept a knife.

Brant had made a mistake in calling the

Slav names, and he knew it. Ho went
out from the room and out from the
shack without another word, and he
made his way swiftly towards the steel

(Continued on page 24)
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Guardian of the Golden Gate, San Francisco stands to-day as a queen of seaports,
but perhaps she dreams of the city she was—splendid, sensuous, vulgar and magnifi-
cent. This thrilling drama of the Barbary Coast starts on December 31st, 1905, and
ends on April 18th, 1906, the day when San Francisco perished by earthquake and

fire. Starring Clark Gable, Jeanette MacDonald and Spencer Tracy

A City of Corruption

IT was December 31st, 1905, and San
Francisco had gone mad. The
streets wore thronged with people

shouting, singing, and rejoicing. Mam
of the big vine merchants were hand-
ing out their cheapest brands of wine
in bucketfuls to the clamouring mob;
fat restaurant proprietors flung wide
their doors; saloon-keepers invited all

and sundry to drink at their expense;
the tramcars proclaimed that those who
chose could ride free of charge; and
like mad people the crowd sobbed,
laughed and sang for very joy.

Striding along a crowded street came
<• tall, weather-tanned, handsome man.
He wore dress clothes, an opera hat
was on the side of his head, and a
black silk cloak, lined with white, was
over his shoulders. He rested on his
ebony stick, near the big square, to
stare round with a hard, mocking yet
amused gaze. To him they were just
ptippets in the game of life.

Blackie Norton had been born and
bred on the Barbary Coast, and by
sheer strength of vv' !

l, determination,
and hard work had made himself a
power. At the age of thirty he owned the
Paradise Club, the biggest gambling
joint and place of amusement in San
Francisco. He believed in himself but
not in God.
Though Blackie traded on the corrupt

vices of the people his gambling tables
were straight, his drink was not doped
tire water, and every man and woman
in his service worshipped and feared
him. In these crowded streets people

were continually shouting his name and
shaking his hand. In the city iiself.

away from that section known as the
Barbary Coast, he was known by all

and sundry.
"Fire! Fire!"' came the shout as

the clanging of bells was heard.
Blackie's face hardened when a some-

what ancient fire-engine dashed past
and one of the men yelled that the fire

was down on the Barbary Coast. He
clambered on the next horse-drawn fire-

truck that had to pull up because of
the crowd, and was conveyed to the
scene.

It was not his place, but his eyes
gazed anxiously upwards at two white
figures that screamed frantically from
a second-story window. He went up
to the officer in charge of one engine
and shouted that the only way to save
them was the sheet. The wooden build-
ing was ablaze and there was no escape
through those leaping tongues of flame.

Someone shouted that it was the two
children of the proprietor of this cheap
lodging-house that were trapped.

The firemen got out their sheet and
took up a position beneath the window.
"Jump!" yelled the crowd.

The two children hesitated. A red
light appeared behind them, and the
crowd knew the flames had burst
through the floor. The girl jumped
first and was safely caught, and that
inspired her young brother to take the
leap.

Blackie grinned when he heard that
both were safe and that there was no
one else trapped in the blaze. He

pushed his waj through the crowd to

[JO to his own palaee of fun. He almost
knocked down a young woman who was
carrying a Keavj Gladstone bag and
walking along with head bowed. He
mumbled his apologies and went on his

That triumphant, mocking grin came
to that handsome face when the lights

of the Paradise showed up. By the
noise the place must be crowded. The
people of San Francisco regarded the

Paradise as the grandest of the many
[daces of amusement. It catered for

all classes.

Blackie entered his vast saloon and
saw that everyone was gay ; he entered
the gambling-rooms and found them
crowded with well-dressed men and
women, and was on his way to his own
private box, that overlooked the stago
at the north end of the main saloon,
when a round-faced, almond-eyed man
slid quietly to his side.

"The world and his wife are here
to-night, Blackie."
"You've said it, Babe." Blackie

gave his manager an approving slap on
the back. "Good work."

"I hear there has been a fire on the
Coast.

"

" Yeah, one of those rickety wooden
joints." answered his boss. "Those
places are a disgrace. Two kids darn
near got trapped."

"Blackie, a young woman looked ii>.

Says she can sing anil dance—mostly
sing," smiled Babe. "Mary Blake's a
swell-looker. Got style about her.

Care to look her over?"
"Sure, send her along."

Blackie Norton went to his box and
watched some of the acts. His girls

were the best-lookers in the city, and
could they dance? He cluickied as

someone threw an egg at Mat, his

comedv dancer. Mat was a fine fellow,
August 29th. 1936.
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but a rotten comedian, and it was only
that peculiar generous streak in

Blackie's nature that stopped him from
thing the Irishman. A sound made him
turn, and he saw the girl.

Blackie didn't know it, but it was
the girl with the Gladstone bag that he
had nearly knocked down in the crowd.
"You sing?"

Great frightened eyes stared from a
pretty face at him. Speechless the girl

nodded. The biggest orchestra of its

kind in the city began to play a popular
waltz.

"Sing that?" Blackie snapped out.

The girl gave a gasp, smiled ner-

vously, moistened her lips, and made a
wheezing, half-formed note. She swal-

lowed and began again. Blackie looked
up. The girl had a richness to her
tone that was pleasing, though she had
a way of faltering that was irritating.

After a while he gestured for the girl

to stop singing, and with anxious eyes
she watched him as he got up to tower
over her, for Blackie Norton was a big
man. He reached out and pinched her
arm, and she recoiled.

"U'rn. A bit skinny," he muttered.
"Take off that hat." "She obeyed, and
he nodded. "Yeah, hair's all right.

Very well, you can sign on at seventy-
Eve a week."
"You're engaging me?"
"Sure!" grinned Blackie, and then

his eyes opened wide, for the girl had
slithered to the floor in a dead faint.

Blackie was not a doctor, but he knew
when a person was starving. He car-

ried Mary to his grand rooms over the

Paradise, and soon Mary was enjoying
the first square meal in weeks. He
learnt that she had been lodging in tho

house that had caught fire. Except for

cjotues she wore, and tho contents
aid-bag, she hid lost every-

thing.
"Why did you come to 'Frisco?"
" My father was a clergyman and he

died some years ago," Mary answered
simply, and wondered why Blackie's

lips twitched. "I could not succeed
with my singing in New York, so

mother helped me with the fare to this

city."
Daughter of a parson, mother in

New York. He did not believe it for

a moment. He asked her the price of

the fare, and was surprised to get a
correct answer. Blackie frowned be-

cause this clear-skinned girl seemed
6omehow different. The expression in

her eyes puzzled him, and when he
heard her lock the door of the stud;
t hut he had placed at her disposal he
knew it had been fear. A shrug of his

shoulders and the proprietor of the
Paradiso dismissed her from his

thoughts.
Next morning, if one had looked into

the gymnasium that Blackie had built

for rehearsals and for his staff to keep
physically fit, there could have been
witnessed a gruelling tight. Blackie
Norton, dancing round and trying to

slam a wiry, sandy-haired man with
muscles that stood out like whipcord.

"Blackie, this is the first scrap you've
had with me in weeks." the sondy-
harred boxer said with a broad grin.
"And you don't, seen BO good to me.
Suppose you drank too much last night,
teeing in the New Year."

"One of these lays I'm going to give
yon such a poke in the eye I" wheezed
Blackie. and rained blows on the other.

But tho sandy-haired fellow was a

boxer, and he sido-stopped all these
fierce blows.
"You're out of condition my lad.

Stale. You're pulling like a walrus. "-
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"You're all in yourself," panted
Blackie. "You couldn't knock me flat

if you tried."
The sandy-haired fellow became a

whirlwind. Bonk ! S|am I Wallop !

Blackie Norton found himself reclining

on the canvas nursing an aching jaw.

He looked up at the victor and grinned.

"For twenty years I've been allow-

ing you to slam me around. I can't

think why I do it." >.
"And I can never understand why I

should get so much pleasure in knock-
ing you down, though maybe I'd prefer

to knock a little sense into you. Well,

I've got my service, so I'll be

changing."
Blackie Norton, garbed in a silk

dressing-gown, was climbing out of the

ring when the door of the gymnasium
opened and four of the most important
members of the Barbary Coast

appeared.
"Hallo, boys, you're up early. Happy

New Year !"

"Blackie, it would be a happy New
Year if we thought there were going to

be no more shows like last night. You
heard that Dutch Herman's place was
burnt out, and the houses on cither

side are almost destroyed. You heard
about it?" The speaker was a big,

clean-shaven man.
"I saw it—two kids had to jump for

their lives," answered Norton. "Seems
to have got under your hide, Kelly."

"It's got under mine and the rest of

us!" shouted Kelly. "All those places

are dry and rotten. They're death-

traps in a fire and the sanitary arrange-
ments arc a disgrace—they should be
pulled down. Did you take a look at

the fire-engine, Blackie?"
"Looked like a hearse to me."

"That's all it's fit for!" shouted an
elderly man. "They're old, out of date,

and inefficient. One of them lost a

wheel and another had a hose full of

holes. The fire-escapes were too short,

and by the mercy of Providence there,

was no loss of life. But there has been,

Blackie, and we want someone to fight

our case. Have these old houses re-

built and get some new fire-engines.

Blackie, we want, you to stand for

supervisor for the Barbary Coast."

It was a very great honour that these

people had offered to Blackie Norton,
but that young man was not going to

let them see ho was elated at the
prospect. He discussed the matter in

a half-hearted, casual manner.

A clergyman appeared. It was the

sandy-haired boxer. Father Jim Mullin
at onco joined in the conversation.

"Blackie, you're an evil-doer in my
eyes, but I reckon they might do worse
and get you as supervisor. You couldn't
be worse at it than you are with your
boxing."
"Gentlemen, after the praise from

Father Mullin and his entreaties to

stand for this position, I feel I should
think it over. Gentlemen "—Blackie
pushed open the door—"let us adjourn
this discussion to the saloon."

The deputation grinned their

approval. They knew that Blackie
would stand for Mipcrx isor. and that
with luck they would celebrate the
nomination with champagne.

Jack Burtey

LATER that day, Norton chanced to
come into the Paradise and hear
someone singing. Ah. that would

be his new girl. He listened, and
decided that it was pretty good.

The old music-master known as the
"Professor," who now had charge of

the Paradise baud, beamed at Blackie

\
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Norton and said excitedly that Miss
Blake had a lovely voice.
"Sounds all right to me, but I don't

want any of those mournful dirges,"
the owner said in his crisp, harsh
manner. "I want something with some
go in it. I've got a swell wardrobe,
and when you're through with that
practice come and see me."
"Yes, Mr. Norton," Mary whispered.

"What sort of a dress do you want mo
to wear, becausje "

Blackie chuckled.
"Don't fret yourself. It's so long it

don't even show your ankles."
That night Mary Blake, wearing a

delightful dress of the Victorian period
and a high-brimmed bonnet, sang for
the first time to a 'Frisco audience.
And she was terribly nervous, but the
encouraging nods of the Professor
helped her, and after a while she man-
aged to smile. The Professor got a
signal from Blackie—the song wasn't
lively enough. Mary then began to
sing "San Francisco," and Blackie's
eyes lit up. It was one of the very
latest musical productions, and he had
thought the music and scales too hard
for any of his singers. It sounded
grand from Mary Blake. The Paradiso
roared its approval.
"Babe," Blackie told his manager.

"Go and give that girl a two-year con-
tract—she's worth it."

A week after Blackie's nomination
the Paradise received two visitors. The
bullet-jawed, hard-eyed man with the
shrewd, twinkling eyes was Jack
Burley. The little man with him
with the immense forehead, bald head
and hooked nose was a famous com-
poser. The time was ten at night, and
Mary Blake was due to make her
appearance in a few minutes.

Blackie gave Burley a sharp glance
as the two men were shown into his box.

"Hallo, Burley, don't often see you
this way."

"Just dropped in." Burley spoke in

short, crisp tones. " Norton, I'd like

you to meet Signor Baldini."
The men alJ shook hands, and Norton

asked for the waiter to bring them a
bottle of the best champagne. He knew
there were reasons for this visit by
Burley, and had a strong idea that if

he had to guess he would not be far
wrong. But he gave no hint that this
visit was other than a friendly call.

"I hear you're standing as super-
visor," Burley muttered after a while.
Norton grinned—one guess had been

right.
" Sure—sure."
"Like to take some advice?"
"Sure—sure."
"I shouldn't, if I were you." Burley's

jaw was more protruding than usual,
though he was smiling and his •

twinkling. "That's the advice of a
friend."
"Burley, there are many things that

want straightening up down on the
Coast," answered Blackie. "House
property is the chief one. Tumbh -

down places all jammed together in

filthy, narrow, gas-lit streets. We had
a fire the other night and it's a miracle
a whole street wasn't wiped out. And
talking of tires brings me to a second
point. The lire system in this grand
city is antiquated."

You know I've got property on tho
Coast?"

"I know, and I reckon most of it

should be pulled down " Norton stared
fixedly back at Burley. "All you think
about is making money down on the

Coast to pour into that comic Opera
House of yours on Park Avenue."

Burley turned away, then looked sud-
denly at Norton with narrowed eyes.
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"All the more reason ibr warning you
to lay off standing for supervisor." He
relaxed in his chair. "I got influence
in this city—I can pull strings."

"Have another glass of wine,"
drawled Norton. "And thanks for the
advice." He pointed towards the stage.
"Reckon you'll enjoy this next act.

Mary Blake, a new singer."
The curtain went up and Mary

appeared. Signor Baldini turned
eagerly to the stage, and so did Burley.
Another of Norton's guesses had been
correct. They had heard of the new
singing star of the Paradise.
Mary sang a lilting tune with a

rollicking chorus. The crowds ap-
plauding vigorously and fairly bellowed
the chorus. They yelled for more.
Blackie Norton tried hard to hide his
triumphant grin. Strange what a feel-

ing of pride he had in hearing his patrons
flapping the star that he had found. The
Professor glanced round and Blackie
signalled for an encore.
The satisfied smirk on Blackie's face

turned to a bewildered frown. This was
funny sort of music. No pep in it. All
violin and piano. Then Mary began to
sing. It was a language that bewildered
him at Grot, thru he sat 1111 with a jerk

—

Mary was singing in French.
He was about to signal to the Professor

to stop this nonsense when he noticed
the rapt attention on Signor Baldini's
face. Great guns, did they like this sort
of stuff? lie glanced at the vast
assembly. Everyone seemed to be star-
ing at the stage with his mouth open.
Again Blackie raised his hand, and then
hesitated. Once or twice Mary glanced
nervously across .it the box. The
applause at the end was deafening.
"Superb!" babbled Signor Baldini,

clapping like a madman. "Not for
years have I heard such a voice. Mr.
Norton, the girl has a glorious voice.
Her top notes are divine."
"What an opera star!" growled

Burley. " She'd be a sensation in

'Faust.' " He fished out a card from
his waistcoat pocket. "Waiter!" he
called out, and a servant came to the
side of the box. "Give that to Miss
Blake, please, and say that Signor
Baldini and myself would be charmed if

she could honour us with her company
in this box as soon as she is free."

The waiter glanced at Blackie, who
gave an indifferent nod. Actually
Blackie was boiling with anger at
Burley's cool effrontery.

A few minutes later there was a faint

knock at the door, and Norton called

out "Come in!" It was Mary Blake,
and she still wore the picturesque dress

that the owner of the Paradise had
bought for her at a big figure. With
curled lips Blackie noted the hero-
worship in Mary's eyes when she was
introduced to Signor Baldini. Never
had she imagined that it would be her
fortune to meet so famous a singer. She
was effusive with Burley and told him
that San Francisco must be grateful for

the wonderful productions at the Tivoli.
" Blackie "—Burley turned and stared

at the other man in his domineering,
aggressive way—"Miss Blake is just
the singer that Signor Baldini has been
wanting. We are putting on a number
of operas in a few weeks' time, and I

want Miss Blake to be the star." He
turned to the girl. "If that is agreeable
^o you. Miss Blake?"

"I should love to sing in Signor
Baldini's operatic programme," said
Mary, her eyes sparkling with joy.
Blackie Norton did not say anything

very much, but sat back and listened
whilst the two men and the girl started
to discuss these operas and the parts
she should play.
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Blackie Norton was dancing round the ring, trying to hit a wiry,
sandy-haired man with muscles that stood out like whipcord.

" You wish to leave the Paradise?"
interposed Blackie.
Mary Blake glanced at him in alarm

because there was a harshness in his
voice.

"It is a chance I have wanted till

my life," she answered. "I have sung
in the chorus many times in New York,
but never have I had the opportunity to

play a part. J'm thrilled."

"And you wish to leave the Para-
dise?" he repeated.
"Well—er—if you don't mind," stam-

mered Mary.
"Look here, Norton. Miss Blake has

a voice that only one person in a million
has, and you can't want her to stay

down in a place like—in surroundings
like this."

"Why don't you say what you mean.
Burley?" sneered Norton. "You want
to tako her away from the foul atmo-
sphere of the Paradise to the heavenly
aroma of the Tivoli. What my feelings

on the matter are don't appear to
count."
"You can't keep her here, Norton,"

rasped Burley.
"Oh, can't I?" Blackie smiled. "Well,

I happen to possess a two-year con-
tract."

"I'll buy it off you. Two. three, four
thousand dollars—name your price."
Norton stood up.
" You could offer me a million and my

answer would still be ' Nothing doing.' "

"I can be a good friend but a bad
enemy. ' Barley s eyes narrowed.
"So you've hinted before." Norton

glanced significantly towards the door.
4

I hate to detain you gentlemen."
"I'm sorry, Miss Blake." Burley

held out his hand to the girl. "I'm
afraid I can do nothing. Our hands are
tied."

The girl smiled pathetically, bit her
lip and suddenly ran out of the door.
Blackie grinned and held open the door.
"Signor Baldini, guess we'll be get-

ting back to that dinner engagement."
Burley's eyes glowered at the man he
had always hated. "Maybe I'll get the
chance to pay you back for this one
day, Blackie."

Won and Lost

MARY BLAKE was fascinated by
the power and charm of Blackie
Norton, and yet she feared him

because a man who ran a place like the
Paradise must be ruthless. Yet it was
hard to explain why the artistes and the
staff of the Paradise worshipped this

man. Mat, who was the comedy act,

was always growling and complaining.
and yet one had but to say one word
against Blackie to see what he thought
of Ins master. The grandest man on the

Barbary Coast. The girls who sang and
danced would have given anything for

the attentions he bestowed on the new
gill, and Mary Blake realised that be-

cause of this she was not very popular.

From Father Mullin she learnt some-
thing of the true character of the man.
She saw a lot of the priest, because
Blackie, for some strange whim, had
insisted that the girl sing in the choir

on service days and on Sundays.
" Blackie and I were born and bred

on the Coast," Father Mullin told her.
" As we grew up we became inseparable
chums. There was a gang, and Blackie
was the leader. He never knew the
word ' fear,' and it would take too long
to tell of our exploits. Time passed, and
we got work on the waterfront, but I
saved my money whilst Blackie spent
his. I was anxious to better myself, and
I managed to save enough to go to

college. San Francisco was and is a
corrupt city, and it was my ambition tn

try in my small way to help the city

of which I was so proud. I took Holy
Orders and came back to find Blackie
running a gambling joint. Making
money out of other poor fools' folly,
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and yet, Miss Blake, that gambling was
always on the level.

" Blackie has pampered and battened
on the weaknesses of the unwise and the

rich, and thinks that if he didn't make
money this way, someone else would,
and as his gambling, his saloon, the
drinks lie supplies, his entertainments
are always on the level, he reckons he^s

doing San Francisco a good turn.

Nothing unseemly in his shows, no
person allowed to get drunk, and no
slave wages for his people. He doesn't
believe in religion, and yet he gave this

mission hall ils glorious organ. He
would want to knock my head off if

he knew I had told you. He bought
and paid for this hall, but not a soul

knows that but you and I. A mixture
of good and evil is Blackie Norton, and
if only he could be brought to the right

side of the street he would make a grand
man."
Burley came to the Paradise to make

another bid for Mary Blake, and Norton
had the girl come to his office. There
he told the girl frankly that if she
Wanted to leave him he would tear up
the contract to please her. Mary was
surprised and asked if he wanted her
to go to the opera, and his answer was
an emphatic "No!" Mary smiled hap-
pily, and, to Burley's amazement, said

she would remain at the Paradise.

Unfortunately Blackie Norton was to

win and lose Mary Blake. Her story

that her father had been in the Church
he did not believe. He believed that all

men and women were liars. He told

her that if ever she wanted to go to

the opera house she was free to go. He
was so kind and considerate to her that

she knew she was falling in love with
him; One day she promised to marry
him.

It was then that Blackie made his big
mistake. Overjoyed at his good fortune,

he ordered that everyone at the Para-
dise should have champagne with him.
He told everyone his good fortune and
proclaimed that Mary should become
the Queen of the Barbary Coast. He
would laden her with jewels and give
her fine clothes. But Mary wanted just

to be a wife, not a queen. Pomp and
splendour were not for her, and. in her
misery, she went to Father Mullin.

He condemned the actions of Blackie,

and that night Mary Blake left the
Paradise to see Jack Burley. She left

a simple note stating she realised they
could never be happy together, and that

Blackie was too much wedded to his

Paradise Club. She wanted to be a
wife, not a display board.
For days Blackie Norton raged, and

it was inadvisable for anyone to go
near him. News came to him that
Burley was opening with "Faust." with
Mary Blake as one of the stars. Blackie
took out Mary's contract and an ugly
expression appeared on his handsome
face.

It amused his cynical humour to buy
ii(i a great number of seats for Ihe open-
ing night and to dress lip a great num-
ber of his people m fine clothes. They
were to go to the opera house and be-

have themselves unless he nave the order
for them to do otherwise. He secured
a box, and. attired in faultless evening

, went there, accompanied by the
Babe and a bnily, itntidj man who
chewed popcorn.

Naturally .lack Burlej was warned of
the presence of his enemy, and one can
imagine his concern when he heard that
Norton was accompanied by a sheriff's

deputy. -Just after the curtain had gone
up Burley came to the lio\ ami asked
Norton to Step outside In Ins blunt

Burley asked whal he was doing
Ot the theatre and whv the sheriff's man.
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"You seem to have forgotten that
two-year contract, Burley," sneered
Blackie. " I have a writ that entitles

me to take Mary Blake off your stage
whenever 1 think fit." He grinned. "I
may do it to-night. Who knows?"
"You'd ruin her career for your own

selfish ends?"
"No one walks out on Blackie Norton

and gets away with it."

"I'll get an injunction from Da\L."
Norton smiled.
"Davis is away on a fishing trip. I

lent him my own yacht for a few days.
Burley, I've got this fixed, and you can't

do a thing. Maybe I'll sit through the
first act."

Blackie Norton went back to his box
and winked at the Babe.
"You should have seen Burley's face,"

he chuckled. "I thought I would
never stop laughing."
But Norton stopped his chatter when

Mary came on the stage. Never had he
seen her look so beautiful. She sang
and her voice enthralled him. He tried

to break the spell of her singing to look
at the audience. They were spell-bound
by the liquid notes that flowed so freely

from this lovely girl. Even the hard-
boiled folk of the Barbary Coast seemed
under the spell of her singing.
"Sings kinda pretty, don't she?"

whispered Babe. "Seems kinda shame-
ful to spoil her act."
Norton scowled at his henchman and

moved uncomfortably.
"Shall I go and serve the writ?" mut-

tered the sheriff's man. "High time
that dumb dame was stopped doing that
squawking act."

"I'll tell you when." snapped Norton.
All the while Jack Burley sat in his

box sweating with fear that any minute
Norton would act and stop the greatest
success the Tivoh had ever k'

In the last act Babe nudged his boss
and gave a significant gesture. The
sheriff's man had slipped out of the
box. He was tired of waiting and he
was going to serve that writ. Norton
got round to the back as the man was
trying to get past two scene-shifters on
to the stage. Norton settled the matter
in the way he knew best. He clouted
the sheriff's deputy under the jaw with
a punch that knocked the big man out
for half an hour. There and then
Blackie tore up the writ.

They met in her dressing-room, and
Blackie's heart beat fast at the glad
expression on Mary's face.

" T felt I had to try and make good,
Blackie. You do forgive me?"

" Say, who am I to hold out against
these three thousand mugs who went
goofy over you? Say. I never caught
this opera racket up till now. It was a
fine show. Do you know I was proud of
you to-night, Mary?"
When Father Mullin came round to

congratulate the girl on her success he
had to do a double act.

"You've got the best of everything.
.Blackie." Mullin gave the friend of his

youth a hearty handshake. "May you
both be very happy."
But Jack Burley did not offer his con-

gratulations when he came to the
dressing-room. His face was a thunder-
cloud at the news. Tn his domineering
way he had decided that Mary Blake
was not only going to be the star of the

opera, hui Ins bride. He made a num-
ber of sneering remarks about dragging
Mary into the gutter, but ceased when
Blackie squared up to him with clenched
lists. It was Mary w ho stepped between
the two angry men.
She loved Blackie Norton, and it was

hei rightful place to be by his side.

She thanked Buries for his kindle
her, and said that afte. lhe.\ were mar-
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ried she would persuade her husband to

let her sing again at the opera house.
But Blackie Norton had not learnt his

lesson, and he was too sure of himself.
He should have married Mary the very
next day, but he told her it must be
postponed till after his election as
supervisor. In the meantime he would
bill her as "The Colorado Nightingale

"

and draw all San Francisco to the Para-
dise to hear her sing.

On the opening night Blackie was in

his office and helping a rather pale Mary
don a long black cloak, when Father
Mullin was shown in.

"What's wrong?" Blackie knew that
scowling expression on the priest's face

was not friendly.
"Are you out of your mind?" de-

manded Mullin. He pulled open Mary's
cloak. "Fancy showing Mary to that

mob outside in that sort of garb.

Your wife to be and wearing tights."

"I'm making her the Queen of the
Coast."
"You're not going to exploit this

girl," cried the priest.

"I love him, Father," Mary cried.

"It isn't love to let him drag you
down to his level." was the angry
retort. He turned on Blackie. "You
can't take a woman in marriage and
then sell her to your public."

Blackie Norton, for the first time in

years, did a thing that as soon as it

was done he regretted bitterly. lb'

struck Mullin in the mouth with his

clenched fist.

The priest sagged back against the

door and blood streamed slowly from a

cut lip, but his eyes never wa\
from Blackie's face.

"'She's not going out there."

"Get out there!" Blackie swung
round on Mary. She faced him ho

"
I >i you hear me?"

"You brute! You inhuman beast 1

"

she cried, a trifle hysterically.

That maddened Blackie so much that

his face went a mottled red. " You
leave with him and vou're never coming
back!"
Father Mullin opened the door. Mary

Blake went with him. Blackie Norton
was alone.

A minute later there was a pounding
on the door and Mat burst into the

room.
"Hey, Blackie! Hey, Blackie!" he

shouted. "It's Burley—he's giving Ihe

joint the works."
Jack Burley had availed himself of

the Johnston anti-gambling law-, which
the grafters of San Francisco had so

far discreetly winked at, in order to be
revenged on Blackie Norton.
With a twisted smile Blackie Norton

watched the police smash up his

gambling tables. He laughed. What
did anything matter now?

The Chicken Ball

MARY BLAKE looked upon Jack
Burley with awe and respect. Any
man who spent most of his money

on promoting opera must be a good
man. To her simple, generous soul it

never occurred to her that the money
had been obtained from prohibitive rents

on the Barbary Coast and various other
forms of graft

It was .Mis. Burley who persuaded
Mary to make her home with them and
to nuin hei son. She admitted 'Irat

ghi had lived all hei life in San Fiay-
. i»CO and that she started her business

a-, a washerwoman. She had
married Burley. a good solid man. and
ihc\ had one son.

"They call this the wickedest city in

the World," said old Mrs. Burley. "And
I bitter shame, for deep dowji undei

neath all our evil and sin we've got
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right here in San Francisco the finest

set of humans that was ever rounded up
in one spot. They had to have wild

adventure i'n tl>eir hearts to set out for

here in the first place, and that'.-) why
they're so full of untamed devilry now.
But we can't go on like this. Sinful and
blasphemous. That's why I want my
bey to marry a good woman like your-
self, Mary Blake."

Mrs. Burley did not know (hat at (hat

moment her hero of a son was engaged
in planning further drastic action

against Blackie Norton. Burley had
Mary once more within his grasp, and
he was out to smash his rival so that

there was no chance of losing Mary
again.
On the night before the Chicken Ball

the police again raided the Paradise.
This time Burley had dug up some old
law against drinking, and he had all

the judges of Sun Francisco in his pay.
What matter if he did lose thousands of
dollars rent from the Barbary Coast and
joints such as the Paradise as long as he
secured Mary Blake as his wife?

Blackie No»ton knew that this would
mean a five thousand dollar line and
perhaps a year in gaol. What did it

matter? Then Blackie remembered tho
Chicken Ball, lie spoke to the captain
who had made the raid.

"I'd like to help you, Blackie,"
admitted the captain. "You know tho
bo£s and 1 don't like doing this, hut we
gotta obey orders. You had a grand
chance of winning that ten thousand
dollars at the Chicken Ball, and I'm
going to help you. You want to rustle

up bail and get your entertainers out.
Okay by me, but you must be at tho
station by six in the morning.

"

But Jack Burley had thought of every-
thing. The whole of the entertainers
and the staff of the Paradise had been
arrested without the option of bail.

Then, on top of everything, Blackie got
a message that the men who wanted him
to stand as supervispr had backed out

—

they had been warned that their

business would suffer in the same way.
Jack Burley was at the Chicken Bail,

and Mary was with him. The two
other guests at tho table were Judge
Conigan and his wife. Burley's chin
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stuck out arrogantly as he glanced
round at the crowded theatre. Soon ho
would be the biggest man in San
Francisco, and in a very few days Mary
would be his wife. It was just when
success was within his grasp that two
things intervened to bring his castle

tumbling to the ground like a pack of
cards. The first was a woman, and the
second an earthquake.

Delia Bailey was one of the host
of the Paradise. She had been a sii

and a dancer, but she was not so young,
and, out of the kindness of his heart,
Blackie Norton had pensioned her oil'.

Only occasionally did she go to the
Paradise, and then mostly as a guest.
She was at the Chicken Ball, and seeing
Mary sitting there in all her finery

mado the older woman's eyes blaze.

She picked up a chair and sat down at

the Burley table.

"Hallo, Delia!" Mary smiled a little

uneasily. "I'm glad to- see you again.
7 '

" You won't be for long." Delia
spoke clearly and plainly. "I just

dropped over to tell you what I think
of you. I haven't seen you since you
walked out on the best man in San
Francisco 1o marry the town's Number
One rodent."
"I think you'd better go, Delia,"

snarled Burley.
"Oh, no, I've got a few things to say

first! Now, in case you folks don't
know, I'll tell you that this snake here
has just had a padlock put on the
Paradise and thrown all of Blackie
.'Norton's performers in quod. That's
what Blackie got for picking this

phoney up out of the gutter and giving
her a chance." Her blazing eyes turned
on Burley. "Sit still and hear me out,

you rat ! Don't think I want to breathe
the air near you any longer than I have
to. Blackie was fighting to get decent
conditions on the Coast, but you
smashed him. You, who live on the
Barbary Coast and who own most of it.

The dirtiest double-erosser that ever
breathed!" Delia stood up and looked
at the white-faced Mary. "I reckon
you two are just admirably suited.

You're cheap. You're marrying him
for his money. Well, I hope you and
your crook husband have a life of
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purgatory!" She laughed sneeringly.
"I knew your Jack Burley rather well
once. You ask him."
"Is Blackie in prison?" asked Mary.
"No, but he will be mighty soon,"

sneered Delia. " He's given me jewels
and money, and I'm to use that to keep
those that stood by him at the Paradise
from poverty. That's the guy you
treated like dirt and gave the air for a

skunk like Burley. Good-evening 1"

Maty Blake stared after Delia as if

she could not realise all that she had
heard". Her elusions in Jack Burley

shattered San Francisco was
certainly a place of corruption.

"I'll get a warrant for that woman's
t!" rasped Burley. "She can't lie

about rue, defame my character, and

"[ know she did not lie!"
Mary faced him.
The curtain went up on the first act.

Mary watched the stage, but -he saw
nothing of the -how. Act after act
followed to receive its share of applause.
"Ladies and gentlemen, the last entry

of the evening was supposed to have
been from Mr. Blackie Norton's
Paradise, but as it is now four-thirty
in the morning and the performers have
failed to arrive, we'll close the show
without them," announced tho chairman
of the ball. "We will select the
winners "

"Mr. Duane!" Mary had stood up.
"I'm representing the* Paradise for Mr.
Norton."
"Mary, I forbid you to go up there!"
Burley was on his feet.

Before the withering look of scorn
Hurley stepped hack, and Mary walked
towards the stage. The crowd
craned their necks and many whispered
excitedly at this unexpei ted incident.
Mr. Duane helped her up the .-teps to

the stage.

"Play ' San Francisco,' " Maiy
instructed the orchestra leader.

The crowd applauded and then v\as

silent.

" Stm Francisco, open your Gold' n
Gate

You let no stranger wait
Who's knockin'—who's knoi

1 should love to sing in Signor Baldini's operatic programme," said Mary, her eyes sparkling with joy.
August 29tb, 1936.
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Outside your door.
San Francisco, here comes your

wandering one,
And I'm sayin', and I'm savin'
That I'm gonna wander no more!
Oilier places—other places
Only make me love you best
Tell me—tell me
You're the heart of the Golden

West!"

Mary sang superbly, and it brought
the place to its feet. They yelled the
chorus in delirious abandon. She had to

sing every verse, and they insisted upon
singing the chorus four or five times.

Delia, when Mary had gone on the
stage, had hastened outside to sec if she
could find Blackie. He had been to

the ball and gone away to see if he
could raise any money; lie had
promised to return for Delia. The
woman met him outside and told him a

big surprise awaited him. Thus Blackie
Norton was present to hear Mary sing
the last verse and to hear the
thunderous applause.

By the handclapping of the crowd, so

Was the competition judged. When
Mary stopped forward the people jelled
themselves hoarse.
Two attendants appeared with a large

silver cup, which Mr. Duane took from
them.
"The appearance of Miss Blake for

the Paradise was as much a surprise to

me as it was to you. However, I
congratulate you upon your choice, and
present the award to Miss Blake for

Mr. Blackie Norton, with my
congratulations."
Mary had just taken the cup when a

voice bellowed :

"Wait a minute!" And Blackie him-
self pushed through the crowd. He
climbed on to the stage, and his face

u a* contorted with fury. "There's a
mistake here, Mr. Duane. I never told

this woman she could appear for me."
He snatched the cup away . from the
frightened girl. "I don't need this

kind of dough."
He flung the cup on the stage.

Mary held out her hands piteously to

Blackie Norton, but he paid no heed.
He jumped down from the stage and
forced his way through the crowd
towards the exit.

Burley saw that he might still win,
and hastened to the stage with Mary's
< I oak.
"Shall I take you home, clear?" he

urged.
The chairman, to prevent an awkward

scene, signalled to the orchestra leader
to play something. The time was ten
minutes past live. The band burst into

a rollicking melody as Burley began to

guide the half-fainting Mary towards
the exit.

Suddenly the whole place seemed to

rock and sway. It was five-thirteen—
San Francisco's doom was at hand!

Buried Alive

THE whole building seemed to

quiver and shake as if giant hands
had gripped the walls and were

trying to shake them down. Glasses

rolled from tables and smashed on the
floor. The orchestra stopped, and
everyone stared round with ashen faces.

"What was that?" whispered Mary.

Before Burley could answer the
rumbling started again, but with in-

creased violence, A huge chandelier
with many lighted candles began to

Bway backwards and forwards. Sud-
denly il fell, and one poor wretch was
pinned beneath the debris. As several

started forward to his rescue there

came a terrible rendering sound, and
one of the walls cracked open, bricks

and dust showering down. The floor
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began to sway and lift as if controlled
by some gigantic wave. People were
flung off their feet. Women screamed
in fear and stark terror. A balcony on
which were several hundred people
seemed to concertina, collapsed with a
roar, and the masses hurled down amidst
broken masonry, beams, girders, and
bricks. Many were buried alive.

It was an earthquake. >^
Burley swept up Mary in ftis Srms.

At all costs they must get out of this

place before it crashed down on their
heads.
Blind panic seized everyone, and men

and women fought and screamed in

their efforts to get to the exit.

Blackie Norton had reached the main
street when the earthquake started.
The tremor was so violent that he was
thing into the gutter. As he staggered
to his feet the whole of the street
seemed to open. Yawning chasms
appeared everywhere. A man dis-

appeared with a scream of terror.

Something crashed down into the street
—part of a heavy stone balcony.
Earth tremors had been felt before,

and Blackie knew that this was an
earthquake. Instinct told him that it

had only just started. Mary was in

that building. As people came swarm-
ing out he tried to fight his way back.
People punched and clawed at him.

All the while the earth was quivering
and shaking, and above the sound of
falling walls was a terrible rumbling
that seemed to come from the bowels of
the earth.
At last a battered and bruised Blackie

was back in the great hall. Over the
heads of the surging people he sighted
Mary in Burley's arms. She saw him.

"Blackie!" she screamed.
He tried to get to her, but was swept

back by a mad rush of fear-demented
people. He was swept back into the
street. Vigorously he smashed people
from his path and tried to force his way
back. A sudden, terrible roaring sound,
and someone yelled hoarsely: "The
roof! The roof!" Tons of masonry,
glass, beams, girders, and a domed
pinnacle poured down, sweeping every-
thing in their path, tearing away floors

as if they were made of straw, crashing
down on those people still in the build-

ing. Not one escaped alive. Only the
four walls remained of the vast hall,

which but a few minutes before had
been one of the city's show places.

A fresh tremor shook the doomed
city. The four walls crashed inwards.
The glass-protected entrance collapsed,

and it was in the debris of an ornate,
wooden archway that Blackie was
trapped. Part of a door fell on top of
him, so that the woodwork pro-
tected his hodj to some extent from the
rain of bricks.

Winded, almost unconscious, stifled

with dust, he lay there sprawled out,

unable to move.
In those early hours of the morning

demon terror gripped the mighty city

of San Francisco. Walls of buildings
collapsed, sides of houses were ripped
away. lamp-posts collapsed in the
streets, great chasms appeared every-

where, churches made of stone crumpled
up. water mains burst, and telegraph-
poles crashed down, adding to the
confusion.
Very slowly his senses returned to

Blackie Norton. He endeavoured to

move, and found that his shoulders were
free, but his legs pinned. With his

hands he strove to push the bricks and
debris away from him. The dust made
him splutter and choke. The effort

made his head ache and throb. He
squirmed and writhed, and was able to

move his legs a little, lie managed to

get his hands down his sides and move
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some more bricks. He could now move
his body, but his feet seemed caught ;

he managed to get a grip on the door,
and literally pulled himself forward.
Bricks fell down on his head, but he
paid no heed. Cool air came down to
him, and he felt that freedom was not
far distant. He clambered out of the
hole and stood there swaying'. His
dress clothes were torn, his white shirt

was foul with dirt, his trousers were
ripped and torn, and blood had clotted
on his face from head wounds.

Blackie shook himself and staggered
out into the street. The plai

deserted. There was a faint light.. All
around sounded sudden crashes, and ho
knew toppling walls were still falling.

Then he heard distant screams an I

shouts of terror. There seemed for a

moment a lull in the earthquake, but
even as he thought this there came
another violent tremor, and, hearing a

cracking noise, looked up in time to see

a whole side of a house bulging out-
wards. He ran, and just got clear in

time.
Another lull, and Blackie came back

to the spot where he had been buried
alive and escaped so miraculously. He
looked grimly at the pile of debris that
had been once the famous Lyric Hall,
where but a short while ago Mary had
been singing. What had happened to

Mary? A cry made him whip round,
and next moment he was dragging away
some woodwork. From beneath lie

dragged forth one of the waiters. The
man had also been saved by a door.
and was little the worse for his

terrifying experience.

"Thanks—thanks, Mr. Norton!" the
man gasped.
"You think you can walk?"
"Yeah, I can make it."

Norton pointed.
"Then get away from here to an

open space while there's time. One
moment "—as the man stumbled away.
"Do you know if Marv Blake got out
all right?"
"I didn't see her," was the answer.

Here and there lay still, lifeless

bodies, and Norton shuddered at the
sight. Two more men and a badly hint
woman he dragged from the wreckage.
He found a distracted husband trying
to drag his wife from beneath a pile of
bricks.

"Connie's still alive. I can hear her
breathing," the fellow shouted hoarsely.
Another man came tearing up to

them.
"Here it comes again. You'll get

killed! Come on, get out of here!"

The earth shook, more chasms opened
in the streets, and more buildings come
crashing down. A huge block of stone
missed Blackie by inches, and he
clutched at the half-demented husband.
Poor Connie had to be left to Iter fate.

When that tremor had passed, back
fame Blackie Norton. He found the
man on his bended knees, and praying.
"I have been a sinner! Oil, Lord,

forgive me!"
"Have you seen Mary Blake?"
"Leave me alone!" the man

screamed.
Baffled. Blackie continued his search,

lie found a girl standing staring at the
ruins of a place that had once been her
home.
"Have von seen Marv Blake? Or

Jack Burley?"
She stared at him with eyes that

seemed lifeless and pointed with a list-

less band.
Beneath a huge beam he found Jack

Burley. His enemy was dead. But
where was Mary? Then ho peered
down, and saw in that dim light that
Burley was clutching something. It

was pari of Mary's dress. Under some
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bricks he found part of. her evening
cloak. She must he buried under the
wreckage of this wall.

Like a madman he began to fling

bricks right and left. Some men
appeared, and he shouted to them to

help him, but they paid no heed.
The earthquake had its final tremor,

and the chasms in the street gaped
wider so that cars and traps and debris
tell into these cracks that were
hundreds of feet deep. But still Blackie
Norton tore at that pile of bricks.

Live wires came crashing down into

the streets and ignited a broken gas-
main. In a flash there was an explosion
and flames were running madly in all

directions. There were bidden ex-
plosions as the flames spread. The
building* and houses that were so full

of timber seemed to ;

<t at once.

The fire that followed the earthquake
was far more terrible.

The Fire

WJTH drooping shoulders and
blackened visage Blackie Norton
walked amidst the ruins of San

Francisco. Here and there were blazing
houses, but he stared at them dully
and listlessly.

Two fire-engines clanked by, the
horses' feet pounding on the road in a
mad gallop. A salvage cart followed in

their wake. Blackie came upon them
later grouped round a fire-hydrant.
"My house is on fire!" a man was

shouting. "Four blocks down on Folsom
Street!"
"Can't you do something?" asked

Blackie.
"It's no use, brother," muttered one

of the firemen. "The water-main's
broken. There's no water to fight the
fire."

Blackie made his way to the Grenoble
Hotel and there he found a bellboy
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helping a crippled woman and an old

man down the stair-.

"Mary Blake lived here."
"She lived here, bit she hasn't been

since the 'quake,'" was the answered.
"We're getting everyone out of here.

The file's creeping this way."
With dulled indifference Blackie saw

a man and a woman rush down the stairs

with two children in their arm*. The
children were screaming in their pi

"Let's get out of here!" yelled the

n, an frantically.

Blackie left the hotel to resume a

search that he feared was futile. From
a ten ace he was able to look down on
the city. Jt seemed to he blazing from
east to west. It was a weird and tei

spectacle. He stared down into the

street and saw | eople scurry-

ing towards the hills, carrying all that

they could save. He went, down towards
the fire, and shuddered at ?ight of a

man hanging from a beam. On hi-

chest was the dire warning—"Shot for

Looting."
In a street he found a man arguing

with a party of Mai U

"Why can't you do something about
saving the rest of my building instead

of destroying it ?"

"1 can't help it, mister, that's in the

path of the fire," answered an officer.

" That's my building you're going to

dynamite. I've worked naif my life for

it."

"We're doing it to save other build-

ings. We haven't any water," was the

reply. "It's the only way we have of

stepping the fire. We're dynamiting
from here all the way to Nob Hill."

The officer turned. "All right, men,
let her go."
A Marine pressed down a plunger.

There was a mighty explosion two hun-
dred yards away and a huge building
collapsed with a roar.
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Nub Hill That w.ae where aristocrats

like Burley had lived. Perhaps Mary
was with Mr--. Burley. She had not been
under that pile of bricks and masonry.
He had torn his hands to slneds to

prove that. In gardens blackened with
lie came upon a dazed old woman

who long by a man
who was obviously one of her servants.

"Mrs. Burley, u seen Alary
Blake

it'i my son.'' Mrs. Burley
i oked

iu fixedly. "He's dead, i-li't he?
Well
Blackie bdwed Ins head before such

resignation.
An offi er rush
"You'll have to move en, Ms. Burley

—we'; '• dj nam 1

1

Blackie stood there and stared at the
beautiful house that Bui ley senior had
built and which had only been shaken
by the quake.
"Are the wire* ail set?" shouted a

voice.

"All set!" was the response.
- Fire!"
The Hurley mansion seemed to

in twain. The wall- were blown out,

and then the roof <• in a cloud
of black smoke. There were rumblings
and era-inn.--', and when the dust and
smoke drifted away there remained but
an unseemly and unsightly ' pile of
broken brick.

"Mv son was born there," sobbed
Mrs. Burley, and yet. had time to appre-
ciate the grief of this big man. "Never
mind, Blackie Norton. It's heaven's
help we both need now. Good-bye."

LT
nder beetling brows Blackie stared

after the bent figure. Heaven's help

—

what drivel!
When he attempted to go back to the

Lyric Hall an armed Marine -topped
him with fixed bay&Oet. No one could

It'? no use, brother," muttered one of the firemen. *• The water-main's broken. There's no water to
fight the fire !

"
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go that way. Blackie saw the streets

and broken houses blown to pieces.
"Mary! Mary! My darling !" a voice

shouted, and hopefully Blackie turned.

It was some other Mary, and his hands
sunk limply to his sides. He asked a

Marine if he had seen a red-headed girl

in a white evening dress.

A shake of the head.
" Heaven help you to find her,

brother."
Heaven made him think of Father

Mullin, and lie found that the mission-
hall no longer existed. A soldier in-

formed him that Mullin was alive and
doing rescue work at some stables near
the Green Park. He came to the

stables and found a Red Cross nurse,
who passed him inside.

Everywhere were rough beds full of

groaning, badly hurt men, women and
children.
"How are you, Blackie?" A weak

voice called.

There on a rough stretcher lay Mat.
His head was all bandaged and lie was
trying to grin. An elderly nurse was
at his side.

"Hallo, Mat, how are you?"
"I'll pull through; I'll be all right."
Blackie looked at the nurse, who

gently shook her head.
"Hey, Blackie," spoke the dying man,

"I hear that Mary went on for you at

the Chicken Ball. I guess we were
wrong about her—she's a great kid."
"You're right, Mat."
Blackie glanced at the nurse.
"Don't leave him."
From bed to bed went Blackie Norton,

but he did not find Mary Blake. He
was on the point of leaving when he
heard a voice that he recognised and
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turned to sec Father Mullin trying to

soothe a frightened child. On tiptoe
he edged closer, and a nurse whispered
that the child was all right but badly
burned.
Father Mullin looked up and saw him.
"Hallo, Blackie."
"Hallo, Tim."
Father Mullin got up from the bed

and came towards Blackie. It 'vas the
first time the two men had met since
the quarrel. The priest held out his
hand, and Blackie gripped it eagerly.
"That map of yours needs some

attention."
"No, no, no, I'm all right." Blackie

hesitated because he dreaded to ask
the question. With a stutter he
stammered forth: "You haven't seen
Mary, have you?"
"So you haven't found her yet?"

Mullin gave a twisted grin. " You can't
want her for Paradise—that's gone."

" I wasn't thinking of the Paradise,
Tim. What's happened to-day has
changed my whole outlook. " Blackie
put his hand to his aching head. "I
met poor old Mrs. Burley. She knew
her son was dead. ' It's heaven's help
we need.' She said that to me. I know
I do need heaven's help."

The gaze of Father Mullin was search-
ing. He gripped Blackie's arm.

" Come with me."
"Where are you taking me?"
Father Mullin smiled.
"Mug, I'm gonna take you to Mary."
Blackie Norton could scarce believe

his ears. He stared at Father Mullin
like a man bereft of his senses.

He must not hope for too much.
"Is—is she all right?"
Mullin nodded.
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"Yes, she's all right." He beckoned.
"Come with me, friend."

" The Fire's Out !
"

BLACKIE NORTON stumbled out of
the stables that had been turned
into a relief hospital, and followed

Father Mullin.
They came to a grassy hill that was

covered with tents, carriages, and rough
shelters. There were thousands of
refugees here. Soldiers and Marines
were maintaining order and discipline.

"You folks will have to be vac-
cinated," a soldier was telling a batch of
new arrivals. "It's for your own good.
You must go to the hospital tent."
A sign from the Father passed them

through, and they went up the hill.

Then Blackie heard a voice singing, and
the words carried clearly on the still

air. It was the hour after dawn.
"Nearer my God to Thee—Nearer to

Thee—E'en tho' it be a Cross—that
raiseth me."
Blackie Norton's head turned as if he •

wished to hear more clearly. Surely that
was a voice he knew ? With eager stride

he hastened after the priest.

Father Mullin stopped, and Norton
saw a small group of women clustered
round a tent. In their midst was Mary,
whilst on the ground two women bent
anxiously over two small figures. Blackie
could see that the figures were two
children. The singing ceased, and then
one of the women gave a cry of anguish.
She was led away weeping, and someone
covered one of the children.
"This poor mite will live," someone

whispered.

(Continued on page 27)
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Who was the secret leader of the desperadoes who were terrorising the Valley of the
Pecos ? That was the riddle which a young Texas Ranger was detailed to solve. Ride
with him to the tune of hammering hoofs and blazing guns, and follow his gripping

adventures in this mighty serial drama of action and romance

EPISODE 4—
" THE PHANTOM RIDES "

V Read This First

Buck Grant, a settler in the Pecos
Valley, is in reality a Hanger investi-
gating stories of terrorism by a gang of
outlaws whose leader's identity he hopes
to discover.

Judge Holmes, of Maverick, is the
only man who knows Buck is a Ranger.
He is likewise the only man who knows
that Buck is the Phantom llider, a
cloaked horseman who is defeating the
activities of the outlaws at every turn.

One morning, however, masked gang-
sters butcher Shorty, another Banger
who is on his way into the Valley.
Dying, Shorty tells Buck to go to the
Hidden Valley Ranch, and later Buck-
learns this is the property of a man
named Grayson.

He meets Grayson's beautiful daugh-
ter, Mary, who has returned from the
East and brought with her a friend,
Helen Moore.

Meanwhile, a Ranger known as
Spooky has entered Maverick, and Buck
instructs him to obtain work at the
Hidden Valley outfit. Thai same night
Buck casually drops in at that ranch
himself, anil is introduced to Harvey
Delaney, a neighbouring cattleman who
is on friendly terms with the Graysons.

Later, Mary's father is killed, and
Buck is charged with the crime. He
convinces Mary of his innocence and
hands hrr a wallet which belonged to

her father and which contains the map
of a hidden gold mine.

Three outlaws attempt to take the
wallet from her. She is fleeing from
them in a wagon, when Buck comes to
her aid, but the vehicle plunges into a
river, carrying the girl and the Rangtr
with it.

Now Read On

The Outlaws Snared

SWALLOWED by the flood-waters of

the Pecos, Buck and Mary sank
far down, but at last they felt

themselves rising again, and after what
seemed a cruel eternity their heads
broke the surface.

Gasping, Buck looked about him, and
as he saw Mary nearby he struck out
for her and lent her a supporting arm.
Then all at once he noticed the ponies
that had carried the wagon over the
bluff.

There was no sign of the buggy itself.

No doubt, it was resting now on the bed
of the river. But the animals which
had been harnessed to it had apparently
broken the traces, and at the moment
they were making for the opposite
shore.

Scarcely had Buck observed them than
he became aware that the two sturdy
"plugs" were not the only horses in

the water, for closer at hand were two
others—his own bronc Silver, and the
mustang that had belonged to the gang-
ster known as Mort.

It dawned on him immediately that
these creatures, galloping in the wake
of the buggy, had automatically fol-

lowed it over the cliff, and in view of
the powerful surge of the river it was
fortunate for the Ranger and his com-
panion that they had done so.

"Quick, Miss Mary !" Buck jerked
out. "Grab that outlaw's pony !"

The animal in question was passing
within reach as he shouted the words,
and the girl clutched a trailing stirrup-
leather as it swam by. A moment later
Buck was swerving towards Silver, and
he managed to grip the bronc by the
tail, hanging on for dear life as the
mount forged its way across the river
in the direction of the far bank.

The outlaw's mustang to which Mary
had attached herself was pursuing tho

same course, and ere long both horses

gained dry land, whereupon they were
released by the man and the girl who
had clung to them so desperately.
Joining Mary, Buck helped her up

tho bank, and then, leaning against the

bole of a dead tree, the pair of them
turned to scan the bluff from which they
had plunged a little while before.

Dirk and Blackie were silhouetted
there against the sky-line, each seated
tensely in his saddle, and the luckless

Mort was with them, fuming over the
loss of his horse and nursing his un-
shaven jaw. which was swollen by the

blow that Buck had dealt him some
live minutes previously.
"We certainly put one ovei on those

three hombres," Buck Giant said to

Mary. "You've still got that wallet,

haven't you ?"

"Yes, right here," she answered, tap-

ping a fob-pocket in her skirt.

"Okay, let's get out of here!" Buek
declared. "You take that outlaw's

bronc. I'll see you safely to your
ranch."

Silver and the pony that belonged to

Mort had halted a few yards from the,

bank, and, climbing astride the

animals, the Ranger and his com-
panion rode off at a good speed, for

they knew full well that there was a
ford higher upstream—a ford which they

would have had to cross if they had not
been burled into the river, and one
which Dirk and Blackie could negotiate
if they chose to take up the pursuit.

And, indeed, Dirk and Blackie had
no intention of abandoning their efforts

to secure the chart that was in Mary
Grayson's possession.
Watching the (light of Buck and tho

gal from the bluff on the other side of
August 29th, 1936.
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the wafer, Dirk spoke in an ugly tone
of voice.

"I ain't riskin' my neck by jumpin'
off this cliff," he snarled. "The only
thing we can do is to head for Buffalo
Crossing and pick up the Hidden Valley
trail where it leads due north o' the
river."
"That crossin' is a mile upstream,"

Blackie protested. "By the time we
make it, Grant and the girl will have a
long start on us and we'll never over-
take 'em."
Mort interposed a comment.
"I wouldn't be so sure o' that," he

growled. "That horse o' mine is a

sulker when anybody but me is ridin'
him, an' the Grayson girl will 6nd out
that he won't keep up a gallop for long
with her in the saddle. You fellers

better git goin'. Remember the boss
wants that wallet. I'll hoof it back to
the hide-out."
Without further discussion Dirk and

Blackie swung round to spur along the
rim of the bluffs, and they were about
three-quarters of a mile from the point
where they had left Mort, when the
ground began to level out. A minute
later they were descending a shelving
bank to splash rapidly through the
shallows of a ford which linked the
south section of the Hidden Valley
trail with its northern counterpart.

Reaching the other side of the Pecos,
the two outlaws gored the flanks of
their mustangs with spur-rowels and
drove the anguished beasts at full

stretch along the road, and it was as
they were pounding over a low ridge
that they espied Buck and Mary ahead
of them."

The girl and her protector were a
considerable distance away, and the
instant they became aware that they
were being pursued they urged their
horses forward at a quickened pace.
But presently Dirk and Blackie
realised that the claim Mort had made
in regard to his bronc was by no means
false, for it soon became apparent that
the creature was not answering to the
sharp touch of Mary's heels.
Buck realised this, too, and, looking

back, saw that the outlaws were gain-
ing fast. Holding Silver in check, he
dropped behind Mary to cover her for
fear there were any shooting, and he
was still taking the dust of her pony's
hoofs when the trail penetrated a belt
of woodland.
Man and girl entered the forest, and,

as the trees concealed them from the
view of the pursuers, Buck pressed
alongside his companion again.

"You'll have to make Hidden Valley
Ranch alone, Miss Mary t" he rapped
out.

"What do you mean?" she panted.
"I'm going to fix those two fellers

so they won't play tag with you any
more on this particular trip," he re-
joined grimly. "Don't worry, I can
handle 'cm. Keep goin', and don't stop
till you get home."
He swerved off into a thicket of

brushwood and left her to gallop on-
ward, a bend in the road carrying her
out of sight in the space of a few
seconds. Then, while the laggard I y
thud of her horse's feet gradually died
away, he held himself in readiness for
the approach of Dirk and Blackie.

lie had not long to wait. Entering
the wood, they came racing along the
rail in headlong style, and in the
shelter of the thicket Buck coolly de-
tached a lariat from his saddle-peg.
Then, even as the gangsters were sweep-
ing past him, he spun tho lasso above
hi- head and sent the noose snaking
through the air.

It dropped neatly over the two hard-
August 29th, l'J36.
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riding desperadoes, and they were caught
in the tightening snare of it. Another
instant and the rawhide rope sprang
tense, and, whipped out of their saddles,
Dirk and Blackie hit the earth with a

shock that knocked the breath out of
their bodies.
With a supreme nonchalance Buck

cantered out of the brushwood and
slackened the noose of his lariai with a

deft hitch, allowing the crooks to roll

free. But lonjr before they had recovered
themselves, and long before they rose

slowly and abjectly to their feet, he
was idly training the barrel of his sis-

gun upon tho two of them.
"Take a tip from me and separate

yourselves from your gats," he drawled.
" But mind you get rid of 'em quick,
without tryin' to use 'em."
The outlaws were glowering at him

now, and. at first they hesitated to obey
his command, but a significant gesture
of his six-gun convinced them that dis-

cretion was the better part of valour,
and sullenly enough they took out their

forty-fives and threw them on the
ground.

"Well, that's fine." said Buck. "And
next you're gonna separate yourselves
from your duds."
Dirk and Blackie gaped at him for a

brief interval, and then hot resentment
showed on their villainous features.

"Come en, you heard me!" Buck
ordered curtly. "Let me have your
duds. Get- in that thicket where I've
just come from and throw 'em out to

me. D'you hear what I sav, or do I

have to make myself plain by pumpin'
a few slugs around your feet?"
The threat stampeded the rogues into

the brushwood, where Buck watched
them keenly as they proceeded to dis-

card their clothing. Then one after

another in swift succession shirts and
belts and breeches were tossed out ta

the ranger.
He caught each garment adroitly as

it came, and flung the apparel high into
the branches of a tree nearby, where
the clothing dangled well out of reach;
and finally, when his victims had
stripped to their underwear, he picked
up their shooting-irons and threw the
weapons far into the heart of the forest.

"So-long, fellers." he called at last,

and riding away, drove their loitering

ponies from the scene as he went.
Fifteen seconds after he had departed

Blackie and Dirk crept ignominiously
from the thicket in their pants and
vests. There was no one to see them,
but if they had been in the main street

of Maverick City they could not have
looked more distressed or more in-

furiated.

"Curse him!" Blackie ground out.

"I'd rather he'd turned us over to the
sheriff than left US like this."

"Turnin' us over to the sheriff was one
thing he couldn't do!" Dirk blazed.

"Not with a murder charge hangin'
over his own head. Yeah, an' that
ain't, the only thing that's hangin'
him. Before I'm through I'll make
Grant eat lead for playin' this trick

on us!"
Blackie looked up into the branches

of the nearest tree.

"Come on." he said sourly. "We
gotta get our clo'es.

"

It took them a quarter of an hour to

recover their garments and their self-

respect, and the feat was not accom-
plished without a good many failures

and a good deal of barking of shins

and skinning of hands. But at lone; last

they secured their clothing and dressed
themselves, and after a further delay

they managed to find their guns.
Gloomily they tramped out of the

forest then, and they must have walked
iliple of miles before they saw their

horses, which Buck had abandoned in
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the vicinity of Buffalo Crossing. By that
time, of course, it was futile to think of
resuming their pursuit of Mary Grayson,
and railing bitterly against the man
who had frustrated them they hauled
themselves into the saddles of their
broncs and made for their lair in the"

hills.

Lew Meredith

HALF an hour after she had parted
company with Buck, Mary Gray-
son rode up to the veranda of

the Hidden Valley ranch-house, and as
she arrived there she found Helen Moore
in conversation with two of the hands.
One of the cowboys was Spooky, the

other was the puncher known as Lew
Meredith, and the first-named was
amusing Helen with some anecdotes of

life on the range when the girl from
the East became aware of her friend's
approach.
"Why, Mary," she exclaimed, observ-

ing the newcomer's bedraggled appear-
ance. " what happened ? Where's the
buckboard ?"

Mary proceeded to give an account. of

the adventure that had befallen her.

and when she had finished her story she
turned to Spooky and Meredith.
"Are any of the boys about?" she

asked them.
" No. ma'am," Spooky rejoined.

"They're off lookin' for some stra

Mary had now dismounted from the
pony that had carried her to the' ranch,
and she handed the little cowboy its

bridle.

"Well, never mind." she said.' "I'll

see them when they get back. But
listen. Spooky, I want you to take
special care of this horse in the mean-
time. Put it in the corral. It belongs
to one of the outlaws who chased me,
and it may be valuable evidence."
Spooky took charge of the bronc and

led the creature away. As for Lew
Meredith, he remained with the girls.

and was still lingering beside them when
Helen spoke to her friend earnestly.

"You know, Mary." she declared, "I
don't think it's safe for you to be carry-
ing that wallet around with you. Why
don't you take it to Maverick and
deposit it in the bank there?"
The other girl pursed her lips, and

then nodded slowly.

"Maybe you're right," she agreed.
"I'll hand it over to the bank
manager the next time I'm in town."
Lew Meredith offered a suggestion.

His manner was that of one who was
anxious to be helpful, though there was
a queer glint in his narrow eyes.

"If there's anything important in

that wallet, Miss Mary," he volunteered,
"maybe I could tote it into Maverick
for you right away. My horse is all

ready saddled."
"No thanks, Lew," Mary rejoined.

"I'm afraid I couldn't trust that wallet

to anyone, for it's my responsibility, and
mine alone. Don't worry. I'll put it in

father's safe for the time being, and it

will be all right there
"

She paused, and then as if on an after-

thought :

" I'll tell you what you could do.

though.'" she went on. "You could
in Maverick and send the sheriff

out here. I'd like him to see that out-

law's horse as soon as possible."

Lew Meredith saluted her briskly and
strode off to the bunkhouse. where his

pony was tethered to a hitch-rail, and as

he was mounting the bronc .he saw
Spooky coming away from a- small

corral not far away.
In accordance with Mary's instruc-

tions. Spooky had penned the anjmal
which had brought her home, and now
he was returning to the ranch-house to

report that he had carried out her
wishes.
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Lew watched lum until the coast was
clear, and then rode quietly ever to the

J

hftle corral, which was hidden from the

view of anyone at the Grayson residence

by an intervening grove of trees.

Reaching his objective, Lew Meredith
opened the gate and fetched the captive

bronc out of the enclosure, after which
he closed the corral again and proceeded
to spur in the direction of a tangled
mass of chaparral thickets, leading the

other horse by the rein.

"Come on, Woozy." he said grimly.

"We ain't gonna have you turnin'

State's evidence against us."

He passed into the thickets, and by
the time he had won his way on to open
ground he was a considerable distance

from the Hidden Valley outfit. And
then, pressing onward at top speed, he
headed due south across the range with
the outlaw's pony galloping by his side.

It was not the town of Maverick that

was Lew Meredith's destination, but a

lonely cabin tucked away in the hills,

and on arrival there he fastened his own
bronc and the other mustang to a rack
outside the dwelling. Then he entered
the building and passed into a room
whose curtained windows admitted only
a faint glimmer of daylight.

In the shadowy interior of that room
a band of men were gathered, and Dirk.

Mort and BTackic were among them

—

together with Gabe and Roscoe. the two
desperadoes who had been responsible

for the killing of old man Grayson. It

was towards an indistinct figure seated
at the far side of the apartment that

Lew Meredith tinned, however; the
figure of the gang's mysterious leader.

"I've brung Mort's horse, boss," the
Hidden Valley cowboy announced.
" The Grayson gal was gonna hold it

as evidence, and she thinks I'm on my
way to bring out the sheriff to have a

look at it."

The unknown leader of the outlaws
gave vent to a grant of satisfaction.

"Good work, Lew." he muttered. "I
reckon you're about the only man I

can depend on in this whole bunch.
I'\e just been tellin' them what a fine

lot they are—frightened by the Phan-
tom and bulldozed by that nester
Grant."
His hirelings moved uncomfortably in

their chairs, and Roscoe spoke up in a
tone of protest.

"Me and Gabe got rid of Grayson for

you, didn't .we?" he expostulated.
" And you said that with him onta the
way you could buy or scare his daughter
off the Hidden Valley Ranch, boss."
"Yes," the head of the gang retorted,

"but you missed the thing I needed
most—the chart to Grayson's gold-
diggin's. Our business is to grab that
chart, for, apart from anything else,

we'll never be able to oust Mary Gray-
son from the Hidden Valley Ranch if

she gets possession of her father's mine."
" But why make such a play against

the Grayson outfit, boss?" Dirk cut in.
" If we clean up all the other ranches
an' homesteads in this section we may
not need Hidden Valley."

"That's where you're wrong." his

chief answered fiercely. "Hidden Valley
Ranch is the keystone for the new rail-

road that's comin' in here—the logical
site for their machine-shops."
He was silent for a spell, and then

returned to the subject of the chart he
was so anxious to secure.
"Now maybe you fellers can under-

«tand just why I want Hidden Valley,"
lie grated. "Yeah, you can understand
all right, but none o' you can tell me
whether that wallet is in the hands of
Mary Grayson or Buck Grant—or
whether it's at the bottom of the Pecos
river."
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"I can tell you where it is, boss,"

Lew Meredith interposed quietly.

The figure of the gang-leader swung
towards him.
"Yeah?" he jerked. "Then where

is it?"

"In the safe at the ranch," was the
answer. "'And, with all the experience
he's had, I figure Dirk here can open
that ole iron box like it was a can of

sardines."
The head of the outlaw band glanced

at Dirk, and then focused his attention
on Meredith again, and, though the
gloom concealed the expression his dim-
seen features, his first, words made it

clear that the tidings which he had just

received had put him in a better frame
of mind.
"Lew," he stated, "you're beginnin'

to rate pretty high with me. So that

wallet's in the safe, is it? All right.

Dirk will have a chance to prove how
smart is he at erackin' a crib."

"Better pull the job to-night, boss."

Lew said. "The Grayson gal intends
to take the wallet to the bank in

Maverick the first time she's in town."

"You hear that, Dirk?" the gang-
leader rapped out. "To-night you'll

ride with the boys, and leave 'em some-
where near the Hidden Valley Ranch,
so as they'll be handy in case o trouble.

Then you'll sneak into the house alone
and do your stuff. If you have to run
for it after you've got the wallet, the
gang will cover your escape.

"Meantime, Lew," he added to Mere-
dith, "you'd better do as Mary Grayson
told you and take the sheriff out to

Hidden Valley to see that horse which
ain't there any longer. And watch out

that nobody at the ranch suspects you're
in with us. I'd hate to lose a man that's

as useful to me as you are."
Lew assured him that he would give

no one any cause to doubt his integrity

as a ranch-hand, and a little while later
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he left the outlaw hide-out and made off

through the hills at a rapid pace, never
drawing rein until he gained the town
of Maverick and the office of Sheriff
Mark.
Here he repeated the story that Mary

had told when she had shown up at the
Hidden Valley outfit, and before long
the sheriff was accompanying him north-
ward to the girl's home, which they
reached about sundown.
Maiy was waiting for the representa-

tive of the law. and came down from
the veranda as he and Lew Meredith
halted in front of the house.

•Evenin', Miss .Mary." Sheriff Mark
greeted. "I'm shore glad you made
your escape from them there outlaws
that Meredith has been tellin' me about,
though I can't help mentionin' that you
wouldn't have been attacked if you'd
turned over that wallet to me."

"If you hadn't talked so much about
that wallet, sheriff," Mary replied cut-
tingly, "nobody would ever have known
that I was carrying it."

Maverick's guardian of the peace was
somewhat discomfited by this remark,
but he soon recovered himself.

"Well, I mean to have the pocket-
book now," he said. "The papers in

it constitoot material evidence in a
major crime."
"Oh. Sheriff Mark, don't try to use

such big words," the girl rejoined im-
patiently. "The wallet's in the safe,

and I intend to keep it there until to-

morrow, when I shall ride into town
and deposit it at the bank."

"Now, Miss Mary, listen to me," the
sheriff began, but he was interrupted

just then by Spooky, who came hurry-
ing ii]) with a startled look on his

weather-beaten face.

"I beg your par-don, ma'am," the
little cowboy said, "but that outlaw
horse you wanted the sheriff to see—it's

gone."

With a swift gesture Dirk plucked his six-gun from its holster and spun
round towards the threshold.

August 29th, 1938.
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"Gone?" Mary echoed. "What do
you mean?"
"Well, it broke outa the corral with-

out leavin' a forwardin' address,"

Spooky answered ruefully.

It was a piece of news which be-

wildered ami distressed the girl, and
which caused Low Meredith to smile a

covert smile that none of the others

noticed. As for the sheriff, lie frowned
disgustedly and then took up the sub-

ject of the wallet again, but when he
finally departed, that pocket-book was
still reposing in the ranch-house safe,

and he was forced to consider that his

journey to Hidden Valley had been a
pure waste of time.
Soon after the sheriff had gone,

Spooky wandered off to the bunkhouse,
and it was as he was lounging in the
vicinity of this building that he suddenly
heard a low whistle which drew his

attention to a deep thicket nearby.

Peering in that direction, he was able
to detect a familiar figure amidst the
vegetation, and, recognising Buck Grant,
he looked hurriedly about him and then
gave a reassuring sign that brought the

bis fellow out of his hiding-place.

Buck advanced into the open, leading
his bronc Silver by the rein, and he
joined Spooky at a hitch-rail beside
which the little Banger was standing.
"Nobody around?" Buck queried.
"The boys are out lookin' for strays,"

Spooky answered, "and they ain't got
back yet. A ranch-hand by the name of

Lew Meredith is the only one here, but
T left him over at the house with Mary
Grayson. We'd better talk fast, though.
in case he strolls over this way and
sees vis together."
"All right," his comrade said. "What

do you know, anyhow?"
"Mary Grayson has put the wallet in

her father's safe," Spooky informed him.
"To-morrow she aims to lodge it at the

bank in town."
Buck nodded approvingly.
"Fine," he stated. "That wallet will

be safer in the bank than anywhere."

"Yeah, but it won't be in the hank
till to-morrow," was Spooky's reply.

"An' a lot can happen in a single

night."
Buck's eyes narrowed shrewdly, and

lie gripped the hitch-rail bv wVreh he
and his partner had taken up their

positions.

"Don't worry about to-night," he
said. "T'll be on the watch."
"As Buck Grant, the nester?" his

friend queried.
"No, as the Phantom Rider," the big

fellow announced. "I've got the white
cloak and the silk scarf hidden under
old Silver's saddle."
A few seconds later he was retracing

his steps into the brushwood with his

pony, keeping the empty bunkhouse
between him and the main building of

the Hidden Valley outfit.

Under Cover of Night

DARKNESS had descended upon the
Grayson Ranch, and from the
neighbourhood of the bunkhouse

earn* the strains of music as the boys
who had returned from their quest for
si rays crooned old time melodies of the
cow-camps.
There was something sweet and sad

al>out. the songs that they were singing,
for they had chosen out of their reper-
toire such ballads as wore in keeping
with the recent bereavement that Mary
Grayson had suffered. And indeed, as

she Rat on the steps of her home with
Helen Moore, Mary found it strangely
soothing to listen to the music that

came floating through the night air to

her ears.
AuKMst 2IVI1, 1M0.
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Little did Mary Grayson know it, but
-lie and Helen were not the only ones
who were listening approvingly to the
voices of the ranch-hands. For, out in

the brushwood not more than a couple
of hundred yards away, the mysterious
figure of a cloaked and masked horse-
man was also enjoying the lilting

choruses that the punchers we::e render
ing in the bunkhouse.

It was the figure of Buck Grant, alias

the Phantom Rider, but, although he
was diverted by the impromptu enter-
tainment that the Hidden Valley cow-
boys were providing, he had not for-

gotten the purpose which had been in

his mind when he had concealed him-
self in the thickets.

He was there to keep watch and ward
over the ranch-house, lest the presence
of the wallet that had belonged to old
Grayson should tempt those outlaws who
were so eager to obtain it ; and, as proof
of Buck's vigilance, he was quick to
notice the plodding of hoofs that sud-
denly marked the approach of a man
on horseback.
From the shelter of the brushwood

Buck saw the newcomer a minute or so
afterwards, and recognised him in spite
of the gloom.
This was no desperado creeping up

on the ranch, at any rate. The man was
Harvey Delaney, prosperous cattleman,
and he was headed straight for the
porch steps on which Mary and Helen
were seated.
Buck watched him dismount in front

of the girls and join them, and in a
little while he noticed the three of them
stroll off in the direction of the bunk-
house. the better to hear the songs that
were being sung there. And it was soon
after Delaney and his fair companions
had paused in the vicinity of the men's
quarters that the big Ranger's keen ears
again detected the sound of horses'
footfalls.

It was a sound which no one at the
ranch could possibly have heard, but it

was audible enough to Buck, and pre-
sently he realised that a troop of men
had halted in the brushwood not very-

far from him, for he became aware of

a steady murmur of voices.

Leaving his pony tethered and hoping
that the animal woidd remain silent.

Buck stole through the thickets until

he perceived a group of shadowy forms
mustered in a small glade. Then he dis-

tinguished the voice of the man whom
he knew as Dirk.
"All right, fellers." Dirk was saying.

"You wait here and keep under cover.
But if I ain't back in fifteen minutes,
you know what to do."
There was a growl of assent, and,

turning. Dirk crept away on foot, taking
a course that would bring him to the
back of the Hidden Vallev ranch-house ;

and as he saw him sneak off through
the vegetation, Buck noiselessly effected
a wide detour to skirt the clearing in

which the rogue had separated from his

accomplices.
With extreme caution the Ranger

worked towards the fringe of the brush,
and as he reached the open ground he
espied the figure of Dirk ahead of him.

The man had already gained I lie ranch
house and was letting himself in by
tin back door. He disappeared, and
Buck at once proceeded to traverse the
expanse of open ground at the double,
crouching as he ran.

He, too, reached the hack door of
fh,' ranch-house, and glanced across the
threshold into a trim kitchen. This was
empty, and, entering it. the disguised
Ranger tiptoed through to a sumptuous
hall in which a light was burning
brightly.

The hall was also empty, but Buck
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heard faint movements that seemed to
come from beyond the half-open door of
n room on the right, the jingle of a spur.
and a curious clicking sound that was
undoubtedly caused by the "tumblers"
of a combination-lock falling into place.

Buck stepped to the half-open door
and slowly drew it wider. Yet careful as

he was, the hinges creaked, and Dirk
took the alarm immediately.
He was stooping at a safe in the room

Buck had approached, and his skilful

fingers and his attuned ear had solved
the secret, of the receptacle's locking
device. He had actually opened the
door of the safe when the creak of
hinges behind him warned him that he
was not alone and brought him to his

feet.

With a swift gesture Dirk plucked his

six-gun from its holster and spun round
towards the threshold, took a step for-

ward, then paused tensely. Almost in

that same instant his interrupter showed
himself, and in a flash Dirk beheld the
white-robed, masked figure of the
mysterious rider of Justice who was
known to the outlaws of Benson County
as the Phantom.
A hoarse exclamation escaped the

gangster, and simultaneouslv his re-

volver belched flame and lead. But his

aim was hurried, and the bullet missed
by a hair's breadth, the hot whiff of it

scorching Buck's temple.
A split second later the Ranger's gun

roared a blustering challenge and a slug
clipped the lobe of Dirk's ear. It was
enough for the thief, and he bounded to

the left, out of sight of the doorway.
Then with the fear of death upon him.
he dived clean through an upraised
window, tumbled to the ground, picked
himself up and raced like a hare for tho

brushwood.
As for Buck, he charged into the room

as Dirk was quitting it, and at a glance
he saw the open safe. Another moment
and he was beside it. and on looking
into it he descried the wallet which
had belonged to old man Grayson.

Buck decided there and then to take
charge of it and make certain that it

was deposited out of reach of the crooks
who were after it. Snatching it up. he
thrust it into his pocket, and was wheel-

ing from the safe when he heard a

commotion at the front of the ranch-

house.
"You two girls keep back!" came the

voice of Harvey Delaney. "Keep back.

I tell you, or you may get hurt! I'll

handle this!"
Buck had no mind to be identified as

the Phantom, and unhesitatingly he
sprang to the window through which
Dirk had made his exit. Scramblint:
through it, he dropped over the sill and
took to his heels, sprinting over the

ground that the fleeing outlaw had
already covered.
He was running as hard as his legs

would carry him when Delaney burst

into the room where the safe stood—
Delaney. with Mary and Helen close

behind him, for the girls had ignored

tho neighbouring rancher's appeals to

remain outside.

As 6he entered tho room Mary saw
at once that the safe was open. and.
stumbling across to it. she rummaged
amongst its eontenls. Then she whipped
round and cried out in a dismayed
tone :

"The wallet! It's been stolen!"

Helen Moore flung an arm in the

direction of the aperture through which
Buck had escaped, and Dirk before him.

"The window!" she gasped, and
suddenly she and Mary and Harvey
Delaney were rushing over to it.

They espied a white robed figure head
ing for the brushwood thickets, and
Delaney gave vent to a smothered oath.
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"The Phantom Rider!'' lie jerked out, and with the
words he lifted a forty-five that was in his fist and blazed
at Buck's receding form.
The bullet went wide, and as the cattleman was taking

aim a second time a crowd of the boys from the bunk-
house stampeded into the room, loudly demanding to know
what the trouble was.
"The Phantom Rider!'' Delaney shouted in response.

"He's stolen something from Miss Marys safe!"
He glanced along the barrel of his Mx-shooter again,

but ere he could draw trigger Mary caught him by the
\\ list.

"Wait!" she panted. "Wait! They say that the
Phantom is on the side of the law !"

"But, Mary, he can't be!'' Delaney pretested. "He's
just robbed "

"No, maybe he hasn't," the girl broke in. "Look,
there's someone away in front of him. Perhaps ' that's
i he thief, and the Phantom is chasing him."
Her intervention possibly saved Buck from falling a

victim to Harvey Delaney's gun. As it was, the Ranger
gained the cover of the thickets about a quarter of a
minute behind Dirk, who was still going ' at top speed
and who now threshed his way towards the glade where
he had left his confederates.
Dirk met the other gangsters unexpectedly, for they had

moved from the clearing and were advancing to investigate
the shooting they had heard.
"Dirk!" one of them ejaculated, and the fugitive

recognised the voice of Blackie. "Dirk, what happened?
Did yuh get the wallet?"

" Xo !" was the hoarso reply. " I cracked the crib, but
the Phantom Rider jumped me!"
"The Phantom Rider!" another of the crooks blurted.
"Yeah, he's after me!" Dirk rasped. "Maybe he got

the wallet. Anyway, he's gonna run light into our hands."
But Dirk was wrong, for even as he made that, prophecy

he heard a stamping of hoofs away to the right, and a
moment afterwards there came the sound of so one
galloping off through the thickets.

"There's your Phantom!" yelped Blackie. "Gonna
inn right into our hands, was lie.' I reckon not; bul
we'll get him all the same. Come on, men ! Come on."
Dirk threw himself astride the saddle and promptly

joined in the pursuit that was launched by his comrades.
Kicking at the flanks of their ponies, the whole gang
streamed through the brush in headlong fashion, with the
leafy twigs of the high shrubs slashing against bea-ts
and riders.

They could hear their quarry bursting away through the
vegetation somewhere before them, and they took the same
course in their wild hue and cry, till at last they swept
forth on to the slope of a ridge and caught sight of the
Phantom up above them.
His white bronc was struggling towards the summit of

the acclivity, and the outlaws raised a clamour that was
punctuated by a stentorian command from Dirk.
"Give him lead, boys!" he shouted. 'Don't let him

cross that ridge ! There's a five-mile stretch o' brush on
the other side of it, and if he reaches that we've as good
as lost him !"

The crooks drew their guns, and with their mounts
scrambling up the slope they directed a murderous
fusillade at the cloaked figure of their foe. Wickedly

.the jets of flame stabbed the gloom, and the blattering
roar of the six-shooters echoed and re-echoed through
(he night as they sent their death-dealing missiles winging
on their way. But it was as if the Phantom bore a
charmed life, for although the bullets must have sung
around him as thickly as hail his bronc continued to
carry him towards the crest of the ridge.
Higher and higher Silver climbed, slithering on the

steep ascent, panting with his exertions, but gamely
responding to the words of encouragement that his master
was breathing in his alert cars. Then, turning in the
saddle, Buck blazed a shot or two at the band of ruffians
who were swarming up in his tracks, and despite the fact
that he aimed more or less at random, one of his slugs
snatched away the sombrero of a man named Keeler.
Another bullet struck splinters from a boulder in front

of Dirk's mustang, and the animal swerving in fright, its

rider was thrown heavily. But the fellow picked himself
up, swung himself into the saddle again and cursed his
accomplices as he saw that they had checked.
"You all right, Dirk?" sang out Blackie.
"Of course I am," was the snarling rejoinder. "Keep

after the Phantom ! Keep firin' at him ! Don't let him
I he ridge !"

Even as Dirk spoke those words Buck Grant was within
a few yards of the slope's summit, and in a final gallant,
eli. 1

1 Silver bore him to the skyline. And now the big
ranger saw tlie ground running stiffly away from hint to
an iiniiieii.se ti act of underwood intersected by a labyrinthine

(Continued on page 27)
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works. Since Slevsky would not help
him, he must do the thing himself.
Danny, meanwhile, had dressed in a

panic and had left the house to run
after his father. He saw no sign of him
anywhere, and ho became convinced that
lie had gone to the steel works, so kept
on in that direction.

He came to the gates, breathless and
frightened, and he dived in at them.
It was a dark night, and there was no
moon, but the jets of flame from the
blast furnaces lit up the yards in an
uncanny fashion that enabled him to

find his way.
He came to the sidings, where trucks

of scrap were being shunted from the
railway lines into the scrapyard, and
on the other side of the rails he saw a

man he took to be his father.
"Hi, pop!" he shrilled, and rushed

forward.
The man was a watchman, and he

turned in time to see the youngster
catch one of his feet in some points and
fall. Heavily laden trucks were
clattering towards the points.
"Hi, look out!" yelled the watch-

man; but he yelled in vain.
The trucks passed the points and

banged into other trucks on the siding;
and two shunters and the watchman
scurried round to a little, crumpled
figure beside the track.
Tony was seated at a desk in the

outer room of the hospital when Dr.
Miller emerged from the ward in which
he had been attending to the injured
workman.

'I've got everything well in hand,"
siid the white-haired doctor. "Why
don't you run along—go back to the
dance?"
Tony looked up with a shrug.
"I wasn't such a social success at the

dance," he replied, "and I want to look
through these accident reports. The
District Attorney may want to go over
them."
'"Hmm!" grunted Miller; and then,

in at the doorway, came the watchman
Danny had mistaken for his father, and
the watchman was carrying Danny in
his arms.
"Where shall I put him?" he asked.
Tony sprang up, and one glance at

the pallid face of the unconscious child
was enough.

"It's Dannv!" he exclaimed.
"Brant's child!" •
"Bring him in here," said Miller;

and Danny was conveyed into the
operating theatre, while' a couple of
miles away in Slovak Hall Gerta
obtained her cloak from a dressing-
room and threaded her way among
the dancers to the door.
Joe Kosovic was out on the step.',

smoking a pipe, and he stared at, her.
"What are you doing out here,

Gerta?" he asked, taking hold of her
arm. "Gome inside and dance."
"No, dad," she protested witli a little

shiver. "I just, know that something's
happened at the hospital."
"Aw, stop worrying!" he urged.
"1 can't!" she declared. "Oh, dad,

T think we ought to go over there!"
"All right, he surrendered. "No

happiness till you find dat you all

wrong, oh ?"

They set off together for the steel
works.

BljtDt, all unaware of the accident
which had befallen his small son. had
reached the scrapyard without bom<,'

Been; but the acetylene cylinder for
August 2*th, 1936.
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which he sought was no longer leaning
against the fence where he had left it,

and he groped about in the flame-
pierced gloom, trying to find it without
revealing his presence to the men over
on the sidings.

Danny, by this time, had been un-
dressed and was lying on an operating-
table in a state of merciful oblivion.

" We'd better get the bey's father
here," said Dr. Miller gravely, after he
and Tony had ascertained the extent of

Danny's injuries. " I don't want the
responsibility of what we have to do."
"Amputate?'' asked Tony.
"We must," was the reply.
"No!" said Tony quite definitely.

" No, not that ! You can't do it,

doctor ! You can't leave him a cripple
—helpless—with no chance in life!"

Miller frowned at him.
"But the boy's legs are crushed," he

said. "The tendons are torn. There's
nothing else we can do."
Gerta and her father had entered the

hallway of the hospital. The door of
the operating theatre was ajar, and they
heard the voices of the two men inside
it. Gerta crept across to the door,
peered round it, and returned agitatedly
to her father.

. "It's Danny," she said in a low voice.
"He's hurt!"
"Bad?" asked Joe.
"I'm afraid so."
In the theatre, Tony had dared to dis-

agree with Miller concerning the need
of amputating Danny's legs, and Miller
had become quite annoyed at his

obstinacy.
"That'll do, Davis!" he said stiffly.

"I know what I'm talking about!"
"So do I," said Tony. "An intra-

venous infusion of saline, along with
inhalation of carbon-dioxide, to combat
the shock, and those tendons can -be
carefully, repaired.
"An operation," retorted Miller,

" that only a few surgeons could per-
form—Bergner, Rand, Halliday, or

"

"I'm Halliday," said Tony. "Let's
get on with it!"

The Only Way
BRANT had found the cylinder of

acetylene at last. He hoisted it to

his shoulder and carried it

stealthily across the yard to a string of

tubs that were moving slowly towards
the south furnace, loaded with charging-
boxes full of scrap iron.

In amongst the scrap of one of
the boxes he thrust the cylinder
and walked beside the tub to

cover it over with rusty bits of iron.

The charging boxes, after mounting a

slope, would be tilted into the furnaces
as the tubs passed their yawning
mouths, and Brant was satisfied. In a

little Over five minutes there would be
an explosion that would destroy all the
blast furnaces and probably most of the
Crocker Steel Works.
He was hurrying towards the gates

and safety when he encountered the
watchman, who cried out at sight of
him:
"Riant, your hoy Danny's hurt!"
"Danny?" Brant stopped short.

"What happened to him?"
"Knocked down by a truck," was the

reply. "I just took him to the
hospital."
Brant, white as a sheet, raced

to the hospital, stared wildly at Gerta
and her father BS he entered it. and
burst into the theatre where Tony was
opera) ing.

"We've got to get him out of here!"
he cried hoarsely.

Tony did not even look up from his

task; but Dr. Miller looked up, and he
said

:

" He can't be moved."
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"There's goin' to be an explosion!"
Brant howled.
Tony took no notice; he was per

forming an operation that needed all

his attention, all his skill. But he
heard. '

"Are you out of your mind, Brant?"
rapped Miller.

"You gotta listen to me, I tell you

" Your boy can't be moved ! He ha;
only a bare chance as it is!"

"He's got a chance?"
Brant's face was almost as white as

that of the boy on the table, and a cold
sweat was on his forehead.
"He has," said Miller.

Out from the theatre rushed Brant,
and out from the hospital.

"Joe," said Miller from the doorway
of the theatre, " run over and turn in

the alarm."
Across the yards Brant tore like a

madman. He reached the slope up
which the steel tubs were bobbing on
their way to the furnaces, and with the
shriek of the warning siren in his ears
he overtook the tubs and searched in

frantic haste for the charging-box into
which he had plunged the cylinder of

acetylene.
Tub after tub, box after box, he ex-

amined. Blood flowed from torn hands,
the sweat of fear dripped from his face.

He raced upwards past the moving
train to a tub that had almost reached
the mouth of a furnace. The heat up
there on the platform that carried the

rails was intense ; it singed his hair and
his eyebrows, it made Rim gasp for

breath. But he found the cylinder,

and with all his might he tugged at it.

It, came forth in his hands just as

the scrap went, hurtling down into the
furnace, but he lost his balance in the

act of recovering it, and, staggering
backwards, fell over the edge of the
platform to the concrete floor thirty

feel below.
The explosion that followed com-

pletely destroyed two furnaces and
shook all the buildings in the planr,

shattering windows and causing plaster

to fall even from the inner walls of
the hospital. But the siren had
sounded in time to warn the steel

workers, and only Brant was killed

—

blown to bits like the furnaces and
buried under a lava of molten metal.
The lights failed in the operating

theatre ; but Dr. Miller knew where
there was an oil-lamp, and Gerta held
the lamp while he and Tony dealt with
the rest of Danny's tendons.

By the time Danny was well enough
to sit up in bed, the furnaces had been
rebuilt, Slevsky and Brant's other

accomplice had been sent to prison, and
Joe Kosovic was once more melter boss

at the steel works.
Danny had been adopted by Joe, and

at the earliest possible moment had
been removed from the hospital to his

home and provided with a bed-room of

his own. He was propped up against

the pillows one afternoon when Dr.
George Wagner arrived from New
York in a high-powered limousine to

Tony, whose identity had been
revealed to the world at large by the
newspapers.
Gerta left the two doctors together in

the sitting-room and went up to

Danny's room, but at the window she
looked down at the limousine that she

was very much afraid was going to

whisk Tony away out of her life.

"Are you crying?" asked Danny
suddenly.
"Of course not," she replied from

the window.
"Well, what's the matter with you*

eyes, then?"
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The amusing adventures of a prize fighter and his manager trying to get along in
high society. A story with a punch, starring Lee Tracy and Roscoe Karns

The Man Who Missed the Train

ON the station platform waiting for
the train, (Slick Moran, boxer, sat

on his suitcase calmly eating pea-
nuts out of a bag and looking as if he
hadn't a care in the world. By his side
stood his manager, Hap Hurley, and
from the expression on his face as he
talked, you might have imagined that
his one desire in lifo was murder—slow,
floating, deliberate, torturing murder

—

with Chick Moran as the subject.

Actual^- the pair were old friends, and
i
r
, had been that which had induced
Hurley to become manager for Chick.
Chick, he thought, showed some promise
as a boxer and might possibly do big
tilings ono day; though it was only
latterly that he had come to the realisa-

tion of the fact that "showing promise "

was as far as Chick Moran ever got or
was over likely to get.

He paused for breath—and possibly for

a fresh supply of adjectives. For there
were very few known ones that he had
omitted in his peroration.

"And all you do "—the tones of his

voice would have made an Arctic night
feel like the hot-room of a Turkish bath—"is to go on eating peanuts. Pea-
nuts!"
"But they're good for trainin', Hap."

id Chick as he dug farther into the
bag. "They're full of vita—vita—vita-
graphs."
The manager's eyes sought the heavens

while he fought vainly for suitable words.
"If I had a machine-gun here it

wouldn't be them things you'd be full

of."
"Don't he sore, Hap." pleaded the

other. "I don't quite know what hap-
pened in that fight last night. That guy
was sort of too quick for me, and
'Too quick for you? If a snail came

charging down on you, you couldn't get
out. of its way. Well, if you lose to-
niyht I'm through—through, d'you get
it ?"

"I shan't lose to-night, Chick. I've
got that fight in my pocket. We'll clean
up the money all right and "-

"Oh, forgot it." replied the other
wearily. "I know the words and chorus
of that tune by heart Here comes the
train. Come on !"

Without even bothering to look round
he walked slowly up the platform. As
he climbed up into the car and the train
started to move forward he spoke to his

partner again.
"And just get this straight, Chick.

If you "

But that was as far as he got as he
turned round. All he could do was to
ga.sp. For there was no Chick Moran
on his heel- as he had believed, and it

only needed one quick glance as the
train gathered speed to see his man
lushing along the platform, clutching a

large new bag of peanuts in ono hand,
while with the other he waved and
gesticulated in a vain endeavour to stop
the train.

"Now if that isn't rotten bad hick!"

Chick Moran pulled up watching the
train disappearing round the bend. He
picked up his ticket which Hurley had
flung at aim while he had yelled to him
to catch the next train, and walked
slowly back along the platform. The
hands of the station clock pointed to 5.15,

and the stationmaster was busy with
chalk on the board that directed
travellers.

"Just, missed that train, worse luck."
said Chick cheerfully, "When's the
next ?"

"Five-thirty-five," said the other
laconically.

"Fine!" murmured Chick. "Just
twenty minutes to wait."
The stationmaster favoured him with

one brief glance.

"To-morrow afternoon," he said as he
turned away.

The taxi-driver outside the station
gazed stolidly in front of him entirely
unmoved by Chick's impassioned appeai.

"Twenty-five dollars," he said for the

third time. "And I want the money
now.'"

"But, I tell you I haven't gol il on
me. My manager's waitin' for mc the

other end, and he'll pay you—I swear
he will."

The other regarded him blandly. He
was a large man of aggressive bufld and
truculent appearance.
"He won't," he said stolidly, "lie-

cause I shan't be there."

"But I've got to get there bi

evening," pleaded the desperate Chick,
"and there isn't a train until to mo
1 fov am I to get there?"

"Nice day for a wall;," rejoined the

other. "I'm told that the read- are

swell."
Chick made a hist vain, desperate

effort. With all the persuasive powei -

he possessed he drew a word picture of

the fight1 in which ho had to take pan.
the consummate ease with which he in-
going to win, and the fifty dollars thai

were accruing to him when he had done
so.

The taximan listened and nodded.
Then ho picked up an outsize in spanners

that lay beside him on the .-cat and
lingered it thoughtfully.

"If the money ain't there," lie -aid.

"I'm bashin' you over the 'ead with thi-.

And when T bashes I don't 'art' bash,
let me tell you. Still want me to drive

you?"
Chick shivered involuntarily. The ex-

pression on the other's face suggested
that if he had to carry out his threat

he, Chick, would have no further inte

in boxing for tho remainder of his life.

But he thought of Hurley at the other

end, and that decided him.

"You won't want that. I can promise
you," he said, trying his best to force

a reassuring smile. "The money will

be waitin' For you at the other end— it

will, indeed, if you'll only take me."
"Get in," said the other laconically.
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A Break in the Clouds

OUTSIDE the big boxing-hall Hap
Hurley paced up and down on the
pavement, muttering strange oaths

under his breath as he kept on glancing
at his watch. For the latter was show-
ing it to be close on tho hour of ten
o'clock. And Hap Hurley knew only
too well that five brief minutes stood
between him and utter ruin.

He turned as he heard a footstep be-
hind him It was the manager of tho
hall, and his face was by no means
pleasant to look upon.
"Where's your man, Hurley?"
The latter shrugged his shoulders.

"Ask me an easier one," he retorted.

"He should be here any minute."
The other closed his watch with a

snap.
"It's ten o'clock," he said meaningly.

" Your man isn't here. I want fifty

dollars' forfeit money according to our
agreement. If you take my tip

"

"I don't want any, thanks!" snapped
the other as he drew a wad of notes
from his pocket, the last remaining
money he had in the world. "When I

v. ant you to teach me my business I'll

call and see you."
The manager of the hall turned away,

but Hurley stood staring down the

street. At the moment he realised the
utter futility of mere words for the

expicssion of one's thoughts.

For nearly half an hour he stood there.

He was through with Chick Moran once
and for all, but he had no intention of

walking quietly out on him without a
v ord. Chick Moran had let him down
< nee more, and he chuckled grimly as

"ie clenched his fists and thought of what
M was going- to do.
And then suddenly a taxi hove in

tight, a taxi that, like some badly mauled
animal, limped helplessly along on
three good wheels and a busted tyre.

And Chick's head was out of the window
urging the driver on to further efforts.

With another mirthless chuckle, Hurley
stiode forward to meet his friend.

He stood listening grimly, waiting for

Chick to/ stop talking. For the latter

was going into a long explanation of

how there had been no train until the

following day, and rather than let him
down he had been compelled to hire a

taxi and drive all the way. And it had
been only owing to an unfortunate series

of burst tyres that they had between
them failed to reach the hall in time.

"So you see it wasn't my fault, Hap,"
he finished, "It was just sheer bad
luck.

" And ii, was mighty good of this chap
to bring me along, wasn't it, Hap?"
he added hurriedly, for the taxi-driver

had dismounted, and Chick saw to his

alarm that he was casting thoughtful
eyes on the big spanner.
"Mighty good," replied Hurley.

"It's cost twenty-seven dollars on the
clock," went on Chick a little anxic

"Is (hat so? Then I should pay him
and get rid of him."
The other biinked.
"But— but— I haven't got, any money.

I told him you'd pay him."

Hurley glared at him in the ominous
silence that followed. Chick was taking
his suitcase through the window, but

the taxi-driver was holding up the
spanner, and there was an ominous look-

in his

"Do J get paid?" ho demanded. "Or
do I

"

"Oh. you'll get paid all right!", ex-

claimed Chick quickly. "My friend "

But he stopped short at that. A man
in evening dress had suddenly appeared,
lurching along the pavement.
"Taxi!" he exclaimed, "I want you,

trxi'"
March nth, r.)36.
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He approached the trio with the
friendliness of the hopelessly drunk.
"Don't want—to butt in—but—want a

taxi. If I can drop you anywhere "

Hurley took immediate charge of the
situation. He saw a gift straight from
Heaven, and he intended to use it.

"That's al! right, old son!" ho said

jovially. "The driver's just going to

change tho wheel. He won' f be a
moment."
He turned to the taxi-driver, who was

still fingering the spanner as if longing
to use it.

"Bo quick and change that wheel,"
he said with a fine air of authority.
"My friends are waitin'."
The newcomer laid his hand gratefully

on Hurley's shoulder.
"Good—hie—fellow, you are," he

said. "You and your pal—hie—are

coming in to grub with me."

Hurley winked at Moran. He had an
idea that the clouds were inclined to
break at last. But Moran's face worried
him. He was looking like a man facing
a miracle.
"Take that asinino look off your

face," he said under his breath. "I'll

run this show."
"Where to., guv'nor?" asked the taxi-

driver.

"Home."
"And where may that be?"
Moran and Hurley had got into the

taxi. The man in evening dress gazed
at the driver more in sorrow than in

anger.
"You—hie—called yourself a—taxi-

driver—and you don't know where I

live? Just you drive—hie—straight
ahead—and I'll stop you where I want,

to go."
He lurched into the cab and they

started, but they had barely gone twenty
yards down the street before he shouted
for tho driver to stop outside a big

house with wrought-iron gates.

"This is my house," he said as he stag-

gered out. " And you ought to have
known it without my having—to—tell

you. How much?"
'"There's thirty dollars on the clock,

guv'nor, but "

The other broke in quickly. Moran
and Hurley were holding their breaths.

"Darn cheap, too, I call it," he said

thickly, as he handed the man a fifty-

dollar bill. "And you can—keep the

—

change."
But Hurley sprang forward here. He

had not the smallest objection to seeing

the stranger pay for Moran's taxi ride.

but it hurt him distinctly to see the taxi-

driver get away with a twenty-dollar tip.

"Here, I say " he began; but the
other interrupted him with a finely dig-

nified air as he held up his hand.

"You're not—going to pay," he said.

"It can't—be done It's— it's my taxi."

He lurched up to the gates, but Hurley
and Moran fusl stood twitching him in

perplexity. They saw a huge house in

front of them, and it crossed both their

minds that to go in there with their

drunken companion was merely inviting

further trouble.

"We can't go in with him. Han,'
whispered Moran. "They'll throw us

&ut, and "

But diversion came here, for even
while they were talking two rough,
furtive-looking figures had slipped from
behind an adjacent tree while the man
in dress clothes was fumbling with the

and were creeping stealthily up
behind him.
"Here, we can't stand for this," said

Hurley. "Como on, Chick!"

It was a curious scene. The man in

dress clothes was the only unconcerned
one in the party. He leaned against the

gate with a fatuous smile on his face as
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if ho was Watching a play that had been
staged solely for his benefit.

But it didn't last long. Moran and
Hurley, unhampered by rules and* re-

strictions, launched themselves at their

task with a will. And the two toughs
were only too glad to beat a very hurried
retreat.

"Jolly fine show, that!" exclaimed the
man in dress clothes with drunken ap-
proval. "And now you're coming right
in—to—grub with me. No, I won't—hie
—listen to any arguments. In you—hie—
come !"

The New Butler and Footman

IN the spacious pantry of the house
Hurley and Moran sat at the table
an hour later, having just finished

the finest meal that either of them had
known for months.

Sitting on the sofa with his head in

his hands, but by this time comparatively
sober, sat their host, Clint Blackburn.
He straightened himself up with an

effort and surveyed them with a rueful

smile on his face.

"Just tell me exactly who you chaps
are and what's happened," he said.

"I've got a hazy recollection of meeting
you outside. There was a fight of some
sort, wasn't there? I seem to remember
it."

There certainly had been. Hurley told

him all about it.

"Then you insisted on us comin' in

here, sir, and so we did. And you'vo
given us a darned fine meal, and we're
very grateful for it, too. He's a boxer "

—pointing to Moran—"and I'm his

manager, but we've had a bit of a tough
break and "

He proceeded to relate to Clint a
slightly altered version of their recent
misfortunes while the other listened with
obvious interest.

"I wish you could take me in hand and
make a boxer of me," he said. "I
wasn't too bad when I left college, but
at the moment "

He paused, shrugged his shoulders
despairingly. Hurley signed to his com-
panion to let him do the talking.

"We could train you all right," he
said, "and maybe make a job of it, too.

Bat you'll have to cut the drink right
out."
"And if I swear to do that," exclaimed

tho other eagerly, "will you two stay
here and train me? I'll pay you well

for it."

Moran's eyes bulged with delight, but
if, was Hurley who answered, calmly and
coolly as if he were accustomed to handle
such offers every day ol his life—and
to refuse most of them.

"Well, sir," ho said, "I think, my
fr/iend and I might consider it."

Clint sprang to his feet.

"Then it's a deal!" he exclaimed.
"And we'll soon

"

But the words faded from his lips, for

Hurley and Moran had risen to their

feet, and their eyes were on (he open
In it stood a very beautiful gill

in a silk wrap who them
with a puzzled expression in her eyes.

But as Clint turned sharply her eyes
moved to him, and now reproach was in

".

"Oh. Clint! Again?" she queried
sot rowfully.

She turned to Hurley and Moran, who
shuffling awkwardly on their feet.

, "I suppose you two men have brought
him home?" "she said quietly. "It was
very kind of you. I thank you."

There was quiet dismissal in her voice,

and once more Uu-.y moved uneasily.

Both had a feeling that they had had a

glimpse of paradise, but that it was
going to be no more than a glimpse.

Clint Blackburn, however, broke in

quickly;
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"They've done more than bring me
home, sis," he said. "I'm going on the
v.-agou from now onwards, and they're
both going to stay here and help me.
They're in the boxing world, and they're
going to train me to get really fit. Now
come and let me explain things to you,
sis. You hang on here, you two. I'll

be
v
back in a jiffy."

Moran looked anxiously at his com-
panion as brother and sister left the
room.
"D'you think it's goin' to be all right,

Hap?" he asked anxiously.
"Not if you butt in," retorted the

other, who was still smarting under the
memories of the earlier part of tho
evening.
Outside in the hall brother and sister

talked together, the latter explaining
the situation, while the former listened
with a. smile touching her lips. .She was
very fond of her brother in spite of all

his failings, and she was willing to
listen to any proposition that might save
him from his weakness. In addition to
which she knpw that she would welcome
two extra men in the house. Her
gambler husband, with whom she had
now refused to live, was constantly call-

ing and making scenes; all the servants
were giving notice except her maid, and
she was in constant terror that her hus-
band would kidnap her boy whom she
adored. He had already threatened to
do it, and she knew he would not hesi-
tate about it out of sheer spite.

"If they will help to steady you up,
dear," she said at length, "I'll be only
too glad for them to stay here. They
both looked to mc to be decent sort of
fellows.

"

"Well, we could give 'em a trial, sis,

and see how they so."
But they both swung round as a fair-

baired young girl in a dressing-gown
came flying down the stairs.

"Madam," she exclaimed breathlessly,

"Master Jimmy's not in his room. His
bed is empty, and "

Panic in a second, then, as on Clint's
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advice, all three rushed for the pantry to
enlist the services of the two new men.
But they all three pulled up with a jerk
on the threshold. For there, sitting on
tho table in his pyjamas. his curly head
all tousled and his bi<r eyes shining with
childish interest, sat a small boy. And
on each side of him sat Chick Moran
and Hap Hurley, far too busy and far
too interested even to notice the trio

who had appeared in the doorway.

Sue Parker took her child in her arms.
Her face was wreathed in smiles as
Jimmy told her excitedly how the two
men were going to teach him how to

box. Moran was making sheep's
at Marie, v ho was smiling and blushing;
Hurley was apologising for tho fright
they had unwittingly caused.
Then Sue Parker, who had seemed to

deliberate, addressed her brother.
"Clint," she said, "I've got an idea.

Why shouldn't we make these two men
our new butler' and footman, as well as
your trainers V
"By Jove, that's a brain-wave, sis.

What d'you say, you two?"
But Hurley's face showed quite plainly

what he was prepared to say to the
brain-wave. He looked .is pleased as a
Scotsman who has ii -.ti inadvertently
landed with a bad half-crown.

"Afraid you can count me out.
ma'am," he said with disgusted
emphasis. "I can fight, but I'm not
buttling for anyone."
"But, Hurley," urged Blackburn, "a

butler holds a very important position
in n. house."

"He's welcome to it. sir," replied
the other. "But I ain't."

"Ho wears splendid clothes, too,"
chimed in Sue, "and orders all the other
servants about as he pleases

"

"What's that?" interrupted Hurl
She repeated the inducement. Hurley,

for the first time seemed to be co)i.sid'-r-

ing the proposition.
"What about him:" lie asked sus-

piciously, pointing to Moran.
"He's the footman and takes his orders

from you," she smiled. "And botli of
you train my brother and act as body-
guard for this boy of mine in case any-
one tries to kidnap him."
"And he takes his orders from me?"

queried Hurley with a new right sud-
denly appearing in his eyes.
"He does," she answered, while a

worried look flitted to Moran's face.

"Right. I'm butler from now
onwards," replied Hurley a^ lie pushed
out his chest.

He drew himself up and turned to
Moran.
"Now you," ho said, "wash up them

dishes at once, and do it quick!'

A Brush with Parker

HAP HURLEY stalked gravely
acroso the hall to the front door,
giving an extra hitch to his morn-

ing coat as he did so. He had been
three days in his new buttering capa
and was beginning to like it. And tho
fact that he could now order the luck-

less Chick about as and when lie pleased
was giving life a new zest. For thou- I

he still had a sneaking affection for his

friend he held it his duty to give him
a lesson for past delinquencies.

He threw open the door. Before in

m

stood a well-dressed man with a sullen,

suspicious fa^e that aroused Hap's
immediate disliko, and as the other made
to enter he interposed his own body.

"One moment; please," he said. "Who
d'you want to see?"
The new-comer glared at him like an

infuriated bull.

"D'you know who I am?" be de-

manded angrily. "My name's Parker.
"

He was evidently expecting the Dew
butler to wilt, but the new butler, to

his amazement, merely regarded him as

something that was littering thfc door-
step. He wasn't to know that the new
butler had been told quite a lot al

him, mostly to his detriment; nor that
the new butler looked upon Sue Parfe< C

as something for wh< m he would readily
lay down his life.

Do 1 get paid ? " he demanded, " or do 1

March Htli, 1936,
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"Oh, so you're Parker, arc you? Well,

Hvho d'you want to sec?"
Parker literally fought for breath and

words. He would almost have flung him-
self at Hurley, so furious was he, only

there was that in the butler's eyes which
suggested to him that lie might not come
oft' too well in the encounter.

"How dare you talk to mc like this?"
Jie stormed. "Let me pass at once or

it will be the worse for you. I want to

see Mrs. Parker."
Jin I Hurley didn't move.
"And supposin' that by some chance

Mrs. Parker wants to tec you," he re-

plied, "which 1 reckon is extremely un-
likely—you shall."
With which he coolly slammed the

tfloor in his visitor's face and walked
away in search of his mistress.
Put he came back in a few moments.
"The mistress will see you," he said,

and stalked across to the drawing-room
with Parker fuming at his heels.

He stood waiting inside the room as
Parker flung out a furious question at
his wife.

"Who is litis man, and what d'you
mean by having such a fellow here?" he
demanded.
"I engage my own servants and you

don't," she replied calmly.
She turned to Hurley, who was stand-

ing quietly at; the side.

'Von can leave us now, Hurley," she
said with a smile. "I shall be quite all

right."
"Quite sure, ma'am ?"

"Quite, Hurley, thank you."
"I shan't be far away if you want me,

ma'am," he replied as he left the room.
A quarter of an hour later, hearing

angry voices in the hall, he came quickly
on the scene. There ho found Moran
and Parker in heated discussion. Near
them stood Marie, flushed and obviously
seared.

Moran addressed Hurley eagerly.
"Let me slosh him one. Hap," he

pleaded. "I caught him tryin' to kiss
Marie, and I was just goin' to

"

But Hurley stayed him with a digni-
fied gesture of his hand. His position
as butler demanded that this scene
should be handled in a proper manner.

"(Jet me this gentleman's hat,
Moran," ho said.

"Cut, Hap—"
"Get me his hat, I said."
"If you think I'm leaving." stormed

Parker as Moran appeared with the re-
quired hat. "you're jolly well mistaken "

It was an impressive scene. Moran
stood thero holding the hat, with that
in his eyes which suggested that if it

wasn't taken quickly othei" measures
might follow rapidly. On the other .side

stood Hurley with the expression on his
face that a master assumes when he is

compelled to chastise an obstreperous
boy.

"I should go if I were you, Parker."
lie murmured blandly.
'Put if you don't want to." said

Moran, "we should just love to throw
you out."
"And wo most certainly will," chanted

Hurley.
With a furious oath Parker snatched

the hat from Hurley's hand. He was
uncomfortably aware of the fact that
both men meant what they said.

I'll be even with you two. and don't
i it," he snarled as he strode

.-K ross the hall.

"And don't slam the door, please,
Parker." said Hurley smoothly, "bo-

the mistress doesn't like it."

A Fight Has Been Arranged

TTTFPE was a dinner-party at (lie

Pnrfcer mansion a week later, and
among the guests W*« : > tvoaHhv

old man o f the namo of Mason, who
March 14th, 1936.
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recoguised Chick Moran the moment he
saw him. He had seen him fight and
knew his exact value—neither did he
rate it highly.

But he saw a chance of having some
fun, and lie jumped to it, as he always
did. During the course of the evening,
he approached Clint Blackburn and led
the discussion gently to Moran,

"I've seen that man of >\.'rs fight,"

he said, "and he's quite useful. I -won-
der how he'd go with my chauffeur,
Ho rather fancies himself with the
gloves. What about making an
exhibition match in this drawing-room
for next week? I'll risk some money
on my chap for a bit of sport, if you
like to back yours."
"Well, I'll have to ask my chap if

he'll fight, first of all," smiled Black-
burn. "Half a minute."
He came back soon afterwards.
"He's on," he replied.

Mason walked away, chuckling to him-
self. Only he was aware of the fact that
his chauffeur was one Pinky Duff,
famous ex-heavyweight champion. It
struck him that it would be really amus-
ing to watch some of the onlookers,
and more particularly Moran when the
fight was taking place. He wouldn't
make big bets on his man himself, be-
cause that wouldn't look too good when
the joke was discovered. But it wouldn't
be at all a bad idea to pass the word
round to one or two of his friends. If

they chose to make bets on his informa-
tion that would be nothing to do with
him.
He met Parker the following day in

the golf-club bar, and the latter im-
mediately hailed him.
"Here, Mason," he exclaimed, "who's

this chap you're putting up next week
to fight the new footman at my house?"
Mason grinned.
"Your house?" ho queried. "I

thought "

"Well, my wife's house if you like.

It's all the same. I particularly want to
know."
He did, too. The moment the news

had come to him his anger had flamed
up anew. It had been the footman and
the butler who had treated him so un-
ceremoniously on his last visit to the
house, and he was anxious to get level

with them.
"If you want to make some money,"

said Mason cryptically "you'll back mv
man."
"Who is ho?"
Mason whispered in his ear, and a

look of amazement came to* the other's
face.

"Straight?" he queried.
"Sure," replied Mason.
At that moment Clint Blackburn

walked into the room, and going up to
the bar. ordered a drink. Then he
turned to the room.
"Drinks are on mc, " ho said jovially.

"I've just done the fourteenth hole in

one."
His eyes at. that moment came to rest

on Parker, and thev narrowed fraction-
ally.

"Of course, I air. not included in the
invitation?" said Parker with a slight

sneer.
"I said everyone," replied Blackburn

coldly.

"I hear you're giving an exhibition
of boxing at my wife's house," went on
the other. "Am I luckv enough to bo
invited?"

" You can como if you choose—and if

you behave yourself."
"Thanks so much," drawled Parker.

"Anxious to back your man?"
He waited anxiously for the reply. He

had been leading Blackburn up to it,

and he saw him colour up now.
"Ortatnly," replied Blackburn coldly.

"What d'you want?"

Every Tuesday

"Say five thousand dollars," Replied
the other. "I'm not betting big."
Blackburn's eyes narrowed. He saw

that he had walked deliberately into the
trap. But in front of the rest of the
rcom he realised that it would be im-
possible to withdraw.
"That's a bet," he said quietly as he

turned away to the bar.
He never intended to have more than

one. drink when he came in, but he was
to find that escape was impossible. And
the one drink quickly became two, and
the two mounted up to a dozen or so.

And by that time he had forgotten his

promises to Hurley, his sister, and had
drifted into the stage in which Hurley
and Moran had found him on that

memorable night near his house. And
by that time Parker had become quite
a good chap and he had increased his

bet with him to ten thousand dollars.

And it was while ho was repeating it

and swearing eternal friendship with
Parker that Hurley came into the room
in search for him.

"Hallo, Hap, old fellow." exclaimed
Blackburn in tipsy joviality. "Come and
have li'I' drink. You know Barker—hie

—don't you ? Jolly good chap, Parker.
Just bet me—ton thousand dollar;

—

'gainst Moran—darn fool!"

As he staggered up from his chair.

Hurley's eyes went round the room. He
saw in a glance that except for Parker
and the man behind the bar it was
empty. And as Blackburn advanced,
grinning fatuously at him, his fist went
out and Blackburn sagged to the floor

and lay still.

Hurley addressod Parker.
"And your dose will come later.

Parker," he said meaningly.
He picked up the unconscious Black-

burn as if he had been a child, and
walked with him out of the bar.

The Fight

CHICK MORAN was his usual
cocksure self an hour before the
fight was clue to take place, but his

eyes positively bulged when Hap inter-

rupted him in the middle of his recital

as to what he wa6 going to do to

Mason's chauffeur.
"Pinky Duff?" he gasped incredul-

ously. "Why, Hap. you're jokin'!"

"I'm not. I'm speaking the plain

truth," snapped the other, "and that

isn't the worst of it, either. Clint

Blackburn has bet ten thousand dollars

on you."
"Ret ten thousand dollars on me to

beat Pmkv Duff? : ' almost screamed
Chick. "Why, he's crazy—he's crazy !"

"He was crazy drunk if that's what
you mean," retorted the other con-
temptuously. "But it was that guy
Parker who made him do it. We'd
better get the fight called off, Chick.
I can easily do it.

But Chick ignored the suggestion.

"Isn't Parker the guy I found tryin'

to kiss Marie?" ho asked.
"That's the chap—the diriv crook."
Chick Moran swelled his chest out and

patted it.

"Oh. it is, is it?" he replied. "1
tt

the fight's goin' on, Hap Hurley."
His companion stared at Inni in-

credulously.
"D'you really mean it, Ghi< '>

I e

queried.
"I sure do big bov. And if that guv

Parker think; he's going to git Cluit's

money it will bo over my dead bt

And now I'm goin" to get ready to

knock the stuffin' out of Pinky Duff."

All the same, as he sat in his comer
later on with Hap giving him final in

struclions while the referee introduced
the combatants. Ho began to i>

his boasting. He had an uncomfortable

(Continued on page 27)
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She wiped her eyes and walked over
(o the bed.

"I've jwSi i fing onions for

your dinner,'' she said.

"Oh!" Danny was not by any means
convinced. "Why is Dr. Davis going
«tway ?"

"Because his name isn't Dr. Davis."
she told him "It's Dr. Halliday."

"What did that man come to sec him
about?"
"I don't know, Danny.''
"Yon can hear through the era< k of

the door if you go down and listen

good." *

"I don't think that would be very
polite," she said reprovingly. "Do
you?"
Tony and Wagner were smoking

cigarettes in the sitting-room.

"I saw Carol just before I left," said

Wagner. "I think she—we'll, she
seems to feel differently now about
you."
"Does die?" said Tony, blowing a

smoke-rinjr and poking his- finger

through it.

"Yes. So does New York, as a

matter of fact. You're §»iag to find

yourself something of a celebrity when
you get back."
Tony deserted the easy-chair in which

he had been sitting.

"I don't think I'm going back,
(b'orge," h" said quietly, and that made
Wagner stare.

"Surely you're joking!" he ex-
claimed. " You can't bury yourself in

a place like this! Think of your work
plans- the children's clinic."

"Strange as n may si d Tony,
" they have children in this town, and

Id be a clinic for them."

"Hut vou'm- got too much to give
the world, Tony!" Wagner expostu-
lated. " Your future's all before you,
man !"

"My future's right here. George,"
nil Tony with a smile,

'

' in a bed
room upstairs. Jf you'll wait a minute
I'll put the matter up to her."

He weni out Irani the room, and he
called (.11 ta down to him in the little

hall. Kive long minutes passed, and
then Wagne] opened the door.
Tony was standing at the foot of the

stairs, and ( h-i I ;i v. as in hi- .:

(By permission of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, Ltd., starring Ralph

Bellamy.)
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Mary began to sing one of the psalms
that Father Mullin had taught her, and
gradually the \olume increased a

women "followed in Mary's wake.

Father Mullin sang and Blaekie found

words coming to his lips—he was sing-

ing a religious song.

Farther Mullin sank on his knees.

"My friends, let us pray."
Blaekic Norton knelt. and Mary

Blake, seeing him, came ami knelt t>3

iii-- side.

When Father Mullin stood up. then

did Mar\ help Blaekie to his feet. For
moments they stared at each other, and
then she was in his arms. Father
Mullin gave a satisfied little nod.

Though the earthquake and lire had
done terrific havoc the city hail been

purged. Perhaps a new and better

race of people would rebuild the city.

There would be very few Blaekie

Norton*.
Shouting made everyone glance

round, and a small boy panted up to the

Intle group.
"The fire's out !"

"The (ire's out !" cried everyone, and
then' was a surge forward to sec if the

glad news was true.

From the iiill-ide pCop] down
at, the blackened ruuas. Black, di

and terrible was the speetadte, but only

here and there showed black clpuds of

drifting smoke where the fire still

smouldered.
" We'll build a lie". San France,

a voe
"A new Sin l'i am i- u !" went up

the cry. and ragged cheers swept
: the "'I'

Hallelujah !'* a woman cried.

Mary, her arm locked tight in

1
*

i ; i
< tie Norton's, began t<> sing, ami

the whole iiill-.idc took up the refrain:

"Mo een the glory of the

coinn I.oid
lie ii the vii

re the grape, of w raili are

stored.

He ha- loosed the fateful lightning
of his terrific swift sword.

Ilis truth is marching on.

lie has sounded forth the trumpet
Thai shall never 'all retreat.
He is sifting out the -oul of men
Before His Judgment seat.
i in. lie -v. ifi my soul to answer
And be jubilant my feci

.

( >ur (hid is ma i ' hing on.

Glory, Glory, Hallelujah "

In a mass i he people began to stream
dou ii i lie lull towards I be ruins of San
Francisco, and in the front rank-
inarclic.l two men, who were linked
together by a girl's arms—Father
Mulling, Blaekie Norton, and Mary. And
as I hey marched forward, their expres-
sion, radiant with new hope, it seemed
as if the blackened ruins faded slowly,
and in their place sprang up g

while buildings that -ecuied to tower
towards tho skies.

It was the vision of San Francisco
as she is to-day. The guardian of the
Golden Gate—a queen among seaports

—

industrious, mature, and respectable.

(By permission of Metro-Goldwyn-Ma'yer
Pictures, Ltd., starring Clark Gable as

Blaekie Norton. Jeanette MacDonald as

Mary Blake, and Spencer Tracy as

F^'h^r Mullin.)
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? THE PHANTOM RISER"

£ (Continued from page 25)

maze of paths where he might e;

throw Ins enemies oil the si eni.

There it lay below him, an inviting
panorama of dusky thick. idled

A breakneck dash down tho
sharp gradient and he would be well
under cover when the outlaws (Ton the
top of the ridge.

But in the moment that Back had
reached the crown of the hill he had
been silhouetted clearly against the star-

lit heavens—a distinct target for tho
guns of Dirk and his confederates—and
the paa k of desperadoes were not slow

to take advantage of that circumstance.

A smashing volley rang out. and tho
bullets zipped viciously about the
cloaked figure on the hilltop; and
suddenly it was as if someone had
caught .him a sharp blow on the side of
die head; suddenly he pitched forward
owr hi, horse's k.
The lurch of Ins hod\ took the animal

out of its stride a.- it was going over
the peak oi bb ridge. It missed its

footing and fell, and next second man
and beast wer* rolling madly down the

far side of the lull to Crash into the
deep thickets at the
On the north heer

went up from the throats of th
ere.

"Got him!" Dirk whooped. "Got
him, fellers ! And
he is!"

The outlaws spurred at the flanks

of their ponies with the rowels of
spurs, ami the Incurs struggled towards
tile west of the hill with loos" stones

and rubble 9liding from under their

iron-shod feet. A few seconds later

they gained the summit of the
iitory. and there Dirk and hi''

comrades drew rein for a. moment.

They looked down the long
that fell away to the brushwood

thickets below and they at once beheld
lie; figure of their hated foe lie had

.1 company with his horse, ami
both i dlonj fashion

-. rub that matted
the hillside. A trail of dust rose in

wake, and fo the watching
il seemed that neither man

nor beast could escape serious injury
in the form of broken [imbs, so violent
and rapid was their descent.
"There goes Hie Phantom Rider!"

Dirk commented with a leer. "There
goes the hombre that figured be could

our play The Phantom Rider.
eh? Weil. I reckon he'll ride no
mote."
From the crest of tl the band

of outlaws saw their fallen enemy and
ins horse roll into the thickets at the

fool of the lope Then Dirk spoke
aga in.

"All right, bo\s.' he said "Let's
get down there. We're gonna make
sure of him !"

(To be continued in another grand
episode next week. By permission
of Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring

Buck Jones.)
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to fulfil the order, and then sits back
impatiently awaiting results.

Paul's latest gadget is a super wind-

machine, which has brought joy to the

sound recorder's heart. Without creaks
or squeaks, which are the bane of the

sound department, the machine causes

the wind to sigh softly amid the white
pines in "Come and Get It," and to

howl with fury in an 80-mile-an-hour
gale over the decks of a ,replica of the

Queen Mary, in a sequence in "Dods-
worth."
Give Paul enough wood, sand, cement,

and odds and ends, and he will show
you the end of the world and make you
believe- you are seeing it.

Power in Hollywood

The amount of electricity required to

keep an electric iron hot for more than
two centuries—209 years, to be exact

—

just about, sufficed for lighting and
power on the sound stage of " To Mary
—With Love." According to the studio

accountant, the electricity used in

making this particular film would meet
the demands of all the vacuum-cleaners,
radios, toasters, reading-lamps, door-

bells, flat-irons and refrigerators in

1,100 homes for a full month.

"Judging from "To Mary—With
Love, "> the electrical industry on the

West Coast has a good customer in the

motion-picture industry. Every time
. they trained cameras and microphones
on a close-up of Myrna Loy, who
appears opposite Warner Baxter in the

picture, it cost about £12. For roles

requiring less make-up the bill was
slightly less. Accordingly, the account-
ant found that women players consume
more electricity in the process of

filming than men.

Although "To Mary—With Love "

was not unusually costly in this respect,

requiring a mere 1,832.832 kilowatt-

hours, it did make use of some special

lighting and camera effects in the film-

ing of sequences from the actual fight

between Jack Dempsey and Gene
Tunney in Philadelphia in 1926, and
the reception to Colonel Charles Lind-
bergh upon his return from Paris in

1927. The pictorial records of these

events were fused with the main action
of the story, through a process known
to technicians as "rear projection."

In the old days, before sound came to

the screen, only lighting figured in the
electricity consumption. But, to-day,
sound-recording and photo-electric cells

and motors for mobile apparatus has
increased that, consumption many times
over. Electricity operates cameras, runs
the sound-recording plant, illuminates
tents, make-up tables, interiors and
even some exteriors—to help the sun
along—and feeds soldering-irons, water-
pumps, heaters, wind-machines, stoves,

and refrigerators.

Snoops—Screen Star

Elsfree's latest film find, Snoops, was
taken along to the London Pavilion re-

cently to see himself on the screen for

the first time. He attended the preview

BOY'S CINEMA

of "Two's Company," the B. & D.
Soskin comedy in which he plays an
important role in support of the stars,

Ned Sparks and Gordon Harker.

Judging by his reactions, he was not
very impressed by his performance in

the picture, for he spent most of the

time curled up in his mistress' lap. To
avoid confusion, it should be explained
that Snoops is a very tiny Papillon dog.

The only time he showed any enthusiasm
was when he heard his image bnrkh.g
on the screen. Then he sat up, looked
around and growled ominously at his

neighbours. But the effort was too
much, and he relapsed into a deep, un-
troubled sleep.

Like many another star, Snoops was
discovered by accident. His mistress,

Miss Marjorie Wells, is a telephone
operator at the British and Dominions
Elstree studios, and it is to her that

Snoops owes his big chance. An im-
portant scene in the film shows Ned
Sparks smuggling a dog through the

Customs by putting it in his coat pocket.

The puzzle was to find a dog small

enough.
The obvious thing to do, of course,

was to telephone kennels and pet stores.

The production manager spent the morn-
ing doing this, but without result. The
doggy establishments were very sorry,

but pocket models . were out of- stock

;

how about a nice Alsatian ? This might
have gone on for days, but fortunately

Miss Wells succumbed to the temptation
of indulging in a little eavesdropping
(even the best operators do it, you
know) and discovered what the bother
was all about. Naturally, she drew
attention to her own midget pet, with
the result that Snoops was cast for the

part.

Leo the Lionised

Leo Carillo, who is playing a support-

ing role to Nino Martini in the Pick-

ford-Lasky production, "The World is

Mine," paid a visit to the Papago
Indian school while on location at

Tucson, Arizona.
Imagine his surprise when he asked

an eight-year-old his name and drew
the reply :

"Little Leo Carrilo, sir!"

The actor's pride took a tumble, how-
ever, when he made inquiries, and was
told that all youngsters in the village

had dropped their Indian names in

Every Tuesday

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE."—

Tony Halliday, Ralph Bellamy : Oerta

Kosovic, Gloria Shea ; Carol Andrews,
Joan Perry ; Brant, Fred Kohler ; Joe
Kosovic, Frederick Vogeding ; Dr.
Johsxta Miller, Edward Le Saint

;

Danny Brant, George Billings ; Dr.
George Wagner, Boyd Irwin, Senr. ;

Taxi-Driver, Gone Morgan ; John Ira
Mitchell, Stanley Andrews.

"SAN FRANCISCO." — Blackic
Norton, Clark Gable ; Mary Blake,
Jeanette MacDonald ; Father Jim
Mullin, Spencer Tracy ; Jack Burley,
Jack Holt ; Mrs. Burley, Jessie Ralph

;

Mat, Ted Healy ; Trixie, Shirley Ross ;

Delia Bailey, Margaret Irving ; Babe,
Harold Huber ; Professor, Al Shean ;

Signor Baldini, William Ricciardi.

favour of their favourite film stars.

The result being that the village now
boasts of three "Little Marlene
Dietrichs, " two "Little Greta Garbos,."
five "Little Eddie Cantors," three
"Little James Cagneys," five "Little
Buck Jones," eight "Little Clark
Gables," and six "Little Leo Carrilos."

Shooting the Stars with Real Bullets is

this Man's Job
Bob Landers is a Hollywood "prop "

man with a unique hobby—shooting at

the stars with real bullets and making
them like it.

His main job is rounding up the
thousand and one things needed on sets.

for the filming of pictures. But when
realism in scenes requiring fire-arms is

demanded, Landers drops his prop
work, oils up one of his numerous rifles,

shotguns or pistols, and goes into action.

He's having the busiest period of his

career during the filming of the Walter
Wanger Paramount production, " Fatal
Lady," in which there are several

murders before a mystery killer's iden-

tity is discovered.
On the screen, of course, a member

of the cast is supposed to fire the shots,

but when they're filming the scenes.

Landers is the marksman.
He stood out of camera range twenty

feet from Mary Ellis and put a bullet
in the wall an inch from her head. H*
shot a glass out of John Halliday's

hand, and put a bullet through Walter
Pidgeon's hat—with the actor under it.

The most dangerous feat, from
Norman Foster's standpoint, was shat-

tering a mirror while the actor was
shaving in front of it. Foster had to

have a few pieces of glass picked out
of his face, and he says he wouldn't care

to repeat the stunt, even though he has
every confidence in Landers as a sharp'
shooter.
A few years ago Landers, then prop

man for Mary Pickford, shot dishes

out of her hands for scenes in "Secrets."
Marksmanship has been a lifetime

hobby with Landers, who was a machine-
gunner during the War.

Goldwyn Picks a Scot

David Niven, Samuel Goldwyn's
young discovery and the reported fiance

of Merle Oberon, has been cast for an
important role in Samuel Goldwyn'*
next production, "Dodsworth." in

which Walter Huston and Ruth Chat-
terton are co-starred.

Niven has had an adventurous life.

Born in Scotland, the son of the late

Lady. Comyn-Platt, he was trained for

the Army and became a lieutenant in

the Highland Light Infantry. Promo-
tion was slow and excitement scarce, so

he resigned and made his way to

Canada to become a lumberjack. Trees
offered a certain stubborn resistance to

his hewing, and so he turned to fishing.

From then on there was no holding
him. In turn he became journalist, de-
livery boy for a Chinese laundry, com-
mercial traveller, gun-riinner in Cuba,
horse-race promoter. Then he made his

way to Hollywood. A chance meeting
with Samuel Goldwyn at a party started

him on a screen career. His most im-
portant part, so far, was as Miriam
Hopkins' caddish brother-in-law in

"Splendour."

*
' *
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Because a firm has decided to exploit a cheap, poor-quality cloth, the chairman, who
is an honest, upright man, is forced into retirement. For a hobby he buys a dry-

cleaning establishment and finds himself up against a gang of grafters. He settles

them in his own way. Starring Guy Kibbee

Out of Date

A CAR palled up before the offices

of tli" biggest cloth mill west of

Boston. A sleek man ran round
to open the door, and with great con-

cern helped an elderly man to alight.

The latter did not seem pleased with

the attention and pushed the man away.
He removed his soft hat and rubbed

few remaining locks as he stared
angry grey eyes at a poster that

j , ..h1.limed thai Woolex was lb.-

greatest discovery
ury.

" Hai i

like an old hen !"

weaving of this

fussing round me
He pointed to the

poster. " It's about time I i

back d that thing means what I think
it does. Come on. Harrison, we've got
work to do."

On the arm of his valet Julius Trent
walked towards (he main offices of the

mighty mill that he had founded over
thirty J eat - ago. For the firs! t ime
in his life Trent had taken a holiday
and gone for a mid the world.

'

: > . he had hated every moment of

it. hut hi had told him that

In- was on the verge of a breakdown
through overworking. Reluctantly lie

had 1 iel led to go on (his cruise

with Ins wile and his twenty-year-old
daughter Betty. Worst of all, the

doctor forbade any attempt at business

or he would ma be responsible for his

patient's length of life.

Unfortunately there is such .a thing
as n radio, and programmes of music
and entertainr prrn ided by
various companies and businesses as an

i' nt. Thus did Julius Trent

learn thai the Trent Weaving Company
an amazing cloth known
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as Woolex, and he informed his family
that doctor's orders or not he was going
home.
Julius Trent had been away from

his mill five months to the day, and he
was still far from a lit man. The
colour in his face was more the flush

of anger than of good health.

Another shock waited him inside.

Herman Andrews, who had been only

a deputy manager, was ensconced in

his old room. It was not the same room.
There wero pictures on the walls, great
pile carpets, divans, huge chairs and
a desk that must have cost a fortune.

Andrews, a big, florid man, who oozed
confidence and self-satisfaction, was
pleased to welcome Julius Trent back
at, the mill.

"About time I did come back,"

snapped old Trent. "Somebody seems
bent on ruining the business."

"You're mistaken, Trent." Andrews
!. his head in a patronising way.

"Since you've been away I've imp'

your business over thirty per cent. I

with you could have heard our broad-
cast last night."

"I've heard several of 'em— that's

why I'm back. Are you responsible
for Woolex, Andrews?"
"I take full responsibility for

Woolex," answered Andrews. and
,1 a button three times. "Woolex

is not my invention, and I will now
introduce you to Mr. Roscwater, our
stylist, and director of fashions. Mr.
Roscwater came to me with a sample
of a material, and realising its possi-

bilities wo conducted a number of
experiments, and the result was Woolex.
Ah, here is Mr. Roscwater."
Julius Trent took one look at the

-mall man in the elegant tail coat.

Heavens, the man used scent ! The
minute moustache and the hair that

was permanently waved made the old
millowner writhe.
"Mr. Trent, you're old-fashioned and

don't like new ideas," Andrews stated

after the introduction. "You've got In

get used to the fact that Trent Mills

are going to make Wcolex. All the

ready to-wear manufacturers want it

and we're going to produce it."

"The Trent 'Mills, Mr. Andrews, is

going to make an announcement,"
thundered old Julius. "There'll be- no
more Woolex sold until the president
of, this company is satisfied that he's

giving the public full value for its

money."
"Mr. Trent, I hate to say this to

you, but you've fallen behind in the

parade." Andrews smirked at Rose-
water. "You're out of slep. decadent,
old-fashioned. This is the day of big
business. Woolex means a new deal to

the Trent mills, and don't forget the
Irol this business, and I've

put here to put new life into this

business."
Old Trent was nearly purple in the

face with i

"So you think the banks control iffy

business, do you? Let me remind you
that I'm it ill the largest single stock-

holder in this business. I've got stock-

holders who've been with me since I
d. They'll stand hack of me.

I'm going to call a meeting right away.
We'll settle this Woolex question right

n. iw. and settle it in a hurry. And
when I come back here I want you
baok in your "Id office, Mr. Andrews."
He .lowered at the burly, middle-aged

or. "Maybe the president of this

company should have an office. Don't
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you agree?" Julius Trent snatched up
his hat and stormed to the door,
where he paused to look hard at Mr.
Rosewater. .''I'd like it fumigated."

The meeting was arranged for two
days later at three o'clock in the after-

noon. Charles Caldwell, who was legal
adviser and friend to Julius Trent, took
on the task of talking to all stock-

holders on the behalf of the president.
He obtained proxies from all of them
with the exception of Henry Ferkins,
who held a big batch of shares.

"Perkins isn't with the Andrews
crowd, either," Caldwell informed
Trent, on the way to the meeting.
''He'll be present this afternoon, and
will vote after he has heard the views
of both sides. It's up to you to swing
him."

Julius Trent from the president's
chair looked balefully at the people
grouped round the huge table. For
an hour he had listened to nothing but
talk about the properties of Woolex.
A great number of these stockholders
were strangers to him, and it was
obvious that they were much impressed
by what Andrews had to say about
Woolex. It angered Trent to see that
Perkins was listening eagerly. He had
a rush of blood to the head when the
perfumed Mr. Rosewater appeared with
a number of rolls of cloth. Andrews
almost put his arm round the director
of fashions.

-'This, gentlemen, is our pussy-
willow weave, our biggest number.
Kaufberger and Rochester report that
the demand from the Philippine Islands
alone for suits of this material has kept
their shops working day and night.
Since the introduction of Woolex,
indications show that our volume will
increase one hundred per cent. Our
profits, two hundred." Andrews
glanced round. "I think that proves
conclusively that our present policy is

the only desirable one."

Julius Trent looked solemnly at the
assembly.
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"Gentlemen," he spoke almost with
contempt, "you've heard a lot of talk
about profits, and while I know that
profits are important there is one thing
that is more important—reputation.
Gentlemen, we're not selling cloth to

fools, but to hard-boiled manufacturers
who want their money's worth. You
wish to replace my blue serge with
Woolex robin's egg blue; my honest
tweed with powderpuff texture ; my
herringbone with pussy-willow weave."
He laughed angrily and bitterly.

"Maybe in time you'll replace me with
Mr. Rosewater."

Instantly a sharp-featured man
jumped to his feet.

"Gentlemen, Mr. Trent has brought
up a pertinent point. Representing the
Traders' Exchange I am authorised to

speak for them. We are of the opinion
that in view of the fact that Mr.
Trent is opposed to Woolex that he
should step down from the presidency
and that Welford Andrews should
succeed him."
Julius Trent had been bluffed, and

to his way of thinking double-crossed.
How they must have laughed when he
insisted upon holding this meeting.
They had been scheming to get him out
of the business and he bad played into
their hands. One look round told him
that except for Caldwell every person
was against him. Some, like Perkins,
against him because they thought
Woolex meant big money, and the rest

because Andrews and his bunch had
made it worth their while.

'" I suggest that we vote on the
motion by raising our hands. All those
in favour of Mr. Andrews will signify
by raising their hands," spoke the
traders' representative, and smirked as

shareholders raised their hands.
"Gentlemen, Mr. Welford Andrews
will succeed Julius Tient as president
of Trent Mills."
"But you can't decide the presidency

this way!'' stormed Caldwell.
'It is for tho best." Perkitjs stood

up. "Julius Trent is a sick man and
hits naturally fallen behind in tho
parade. I propose that Mr. Trent be
an ex-officio member of the board of

directors, and "

Julius Trent rapped on the table.

"That's big-hearted of you, Perkins.
Considering I persuaded you in the
first place to take up shares in my mills
and thus made a small fortune for you
I am overwhelmed by your kindness.
Gentlemen, I don't wish to remain on
the board of directors, and condone the
production of Woolex, which I think
and know is a very poor, indifferent

production."
"You will enjoy the vast share of the

profits that will be yours as the largest

shareholder in this business," sneered
the triumphant Andrews. "You can
now live at your ease and receive four
times as much as when you were work-
ing. Personally, Mr. Trent, I think
you are very fortunate."

"I think you will be very fortunate
if you can talk in this way in six

months' time," Julius Trent thundered
back, the veins standing out on his

neck in his anger. "You're weaving
for yourselves a Woolex rope that's

going to hang the lot of you."
Julius Trent collapsed when he got

home, and Mrs. Trent sent for tho
specialist who had recommended the

sea voyage. The good lady whispered
that her husband had had a stormy
directors' meeting.
"There's nothing the matter with

me," Julius told the specialist.
" You're trying to make a sick man out
of me, when I ought to be up fight -

ing. Those boobs can't run my mills
without me."
"They'll have to," the specialist said,

with his fingers on the patient's pulse.

"Unless you follow my instructions I

will not be responsible for the conse-
quences in three months' time."
A week later Julius Trent, his wife

and daughter, were on their way to a
mansion in the hills overlooking
Pasadena in the glorious state of sunny

•• Gentlemen," he said, " we're not selling
Cloth to fools, but to hard-boiled manu-

facturers who want their money's worth."
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California. It caused Julius extreme
at i- faction that there was a cloud-
burst the hour the express drew into
Hit station. That cloudburst lasted for

four days.

Bondage

IT was three months later. Julius

Trent looked gloomily out of the

window at the rain-sodden grounds.
They had had enough rain to fill an
ocean, but the rain was not the only
reason for his gloom. In his hand he
held a cheque for a substantial sum

—

profits from Woolex.

"A retired man's paradise," muttered
Trent to himself. "The only thing out

here that's heavier than the rain is the

taxes.''

Julius was a very unhappy man. All

Ins life he had been actively engaged
in making a fortune. He had never

had much time for holidays—work was
everything to him. Now he was a

retired man. Old, decrepit and finished.

Banished to sunny California, where he
had to spend the whole day yawning
over a paper or being driven round in-

;i car only on fine days. If he sat in

the garden he had to be wrapped up in

shawls and rugs.

Mrs. Trent was happy, because never
before had she had her husband so

much to herself. Knowing how her

husband hated being cooped indoors
she sought him out.

"Betty come in yet?" he asked.

"I guess she's out with that Don
Andrews again."

Julius turned on her.

"Why does she have to go with that

fellow? His father gets him a job in

the washing-room at the mills, and the

idea was that he should go through
every branch so that ultimately he
could become a director. Two months
and his father puts him on the board
of directors and gives him a vacation
so the poor fellow should not have a

breakdown through overwork. Don
promptly comes down here and spends
all his time with Betty."
"I think she's fond of him."

"Well, I'm not!" Julius retorted.

"I think he's a lazy, ignorant, spoiled

collego pup."
"Julius, he is the son of Welford

Andrews, the president. Moreover, he
is a director at twenty-four. He's forg-

ing ahead in the business world. He'd
make a nice husband for Betty. No
bad habits."
"Mother, how can you say that. He's

pot the worst habit in the world.
Woolex! He even wears it."

"You must not bo prejudiced against

the young man," argued Mrs. Trent.
"At any rate, Betty must decide for

herself."
The clouds dispersed and the sun

appeared, so that Julius was able to

escape into the garden. It was too hot
in the sun and he decided he would
like to get into the shade. He tried

to lift the heavy garden seat but it

was too much for him. Suddenly a
tittle wizened old man appeared,
muttered an apology, lifted the seat

with ease, and carried it to the shade
of a big tree.

! "You mustn't try "and lift, heavy
chairs," slated little .Mr. Douglas, who
was a gardener. " Ycju might hurt
yourself."

Julius Trent allowed himself to be
conducted to the new position and have
Douglas infold him in rugs.

" You're putty old to go around lift-

ing heavy objects."

"Old!" Julius snorted. "I'm not
old I [aw <>ld are you ?"
September 12th, L930
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"I'll be seventy-two on Washington's
birthday," answered the gardener.

"I'll be sixty-two on Lincoln's birth-
day. And you're calling me old."
Julius Trent looked at the gardener
with respect. " You don't look all that
age, and how do you manage to lift

garden seats and go around acting like

a weight-lifter?"
" You're retired."
"What's that got to do witt it?"

"A retired man is much older than
an active man," the gardener chuckled.
"A retired man must be older. If

he's not, they make him older. He
mustn't do this, he mustn't do that

—

mustn't take a drink, mustn't smoke,
wrap up warm—all those things."
Julius stared at this prophet.
"By golly, you're right !"

"Bet you've got a weak heart."
"My doctor tells me I have."

"Bet you never knew you had a weak
heart till you retired?"
"Bight again." Julius patted the

place next to him on the garden chair.

"Take a seat and tell me more. I want
to find out your secret of health and
strength."
The gardener did the talking and

Trent . the listening, and every few
minutes the rich man would give a nod
and a grin to show that he understood.
Douglas had had a small store,

and worked so hard that at the age of
sixty he had been able to retire with
sufficient to live on in comparative com-
fort for the rest of his life.

"Suddenly I realised I was just
sitting round waiting for the under-
taker," cackled the queer little

gardener. " So I took a job gardening,
just to make the wait a little longer."

Julius Trent was immensely impressed
by all the gardener told him. His
doctor had forbade smoking and he
adored his pipe. The gardener per-
suaded him to borrow his spare pipe
and try a few whiffs. Julius felt quite
happy, but not so happy when the
gardener produced a paper from his

pocket and pointed to a headline:
"Retired Pasadena Millionaire Drops
Dead."
"You know what I would do if I

were a retired rich man like yourself."
Douglas gave his master a shrewd
glance. "I'd get me a little business
and run it just like a kid with a toy,

and I'd fool the doctors and live for

ever." He turned over the paper.
"This page is full of advertisements of
businesses for sale or new concerns re-

quiring capital and directors. Read
them through."
"I haven't got my glasses."

"Then I'll read 'em. I don'ff need
glasses."
Clearly and crisply the gardener

read down some of the advertisements,
and Julius listened intently.

Some while later Julius Trent crept
into the house liko a conspirator and
hastened to his study. From his pocket
he took out the pipe and placed it in a
drawer. He wrote "Teamster's
Delight " on a piece of paper and
placed that beside the pipe— that was
1 lir name of the tobacco. Then he ran
Iris linger down the adverts till he came
to the one that had interested him most.

" Purple Checker Club Cleaner.
Profitable."

There was Bre in Julius' eyes as he
wrote his letter of inquiry re the
medium of the newspaper. The old
gardener was right. If he wanted to

live for fever he had got to kick over
the traces. .Julius laughed. He felt

like a truant Bchoolboy.
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The Checker Club

THE next morning was fine, and
Julius announced that he wanted
to go into town to get some odds

and ends. He refused to use their
own car and rang up for a taxi. The
conspirator was driven to the Checker
Club.
The Checker Club was a drying-and-

cleaning establishment, and was
painted like a chess or checker board.
Aldrich, the" sharp-faced owner, was in

the back office trying to do business
with a tall, broad-shouldered, hand-
some young man.

.

"Now that you've been over the
books you know it's a money rnaken"
Aldrich said with a smirk of satis-

faction. "There i* nothing phoney
about these profits, so you know you're
on a winner. Why, for six thousand,
you'd be stealing the place."
"But I only have three thousand."

"Then, Mr. Mitchell, you're wasting
my time."
"Would you 'sell a half interest?"
" No. Got to have all my money.

Need it for another proposition."

A timid knock and the timid, pale-
faced, large-eyed blonde young woman
who was in charge of the shop, pushed
her head round the door.

" Mr. Aldrich, there's two gentlemen
outside. Oh. well, they're not exactly
gentlemen—they want to see you."

"Perhaps it is somebody wanting to
buy the place," Aldrich murmured.
"Excuse mc a minute."

Aldrich's eves narrowed as he saw
the two big men who lounged against
the counter.

"Well, gentlemen, what can I do
for you?" His smile was forced.
The man with the high cheek bones

grinned in an unpleasant manner.

"You can pay up your dues in the
Cleaners and Dyers Association. For
six months you've been stalling and rhe

boss is tired of it. You owe two
grand. Now, kick in, or well kick
you out."
Aldrich squirmed before the angry

gaze of these two men, bi*t he managed
a smile.

"Gentlemen, I'm expecting to sell a
half-interest to-day. If I do I'll pay."
"Okay, we'll give you a couple of

days." The man leaned over the

counter. "And that's the time limit

—

understand?"
Aldrich hastened back to his office.

"I've been thinking this thing over."
He hoped the young man would not

notice his shaking hands. "I'll let

you have a half-interest for three
t bousand."
"Swell, then we're parti

"Partners is right. Only I've got
to leave town for a little while. Think
you can ran the business while I'm
away ?"

"Well, I'm a graduate chemist. I

know something about dyes and clean-

ing compounds.
" Fine. What about hk

Mitchell winked.
"I can get that money tight away

—

from my savings account."
Aldrich held out his hand.
" Then it's a deal I"

As Julius Trent entered the -Imp a
young man dashed out and nearly
knocked him over. The old man
rapped on the counter and from a
back room appeared the round-eyed
shop attendant!
"I understand this place is for Bale.

Where's the boss?"
"Nice old man," squawked a voice.

"Don't mind Archibald, sir, ' the uirl

laughed.
" Archibald—who's Archibald'/**
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The girl pointed to a cage and a

green parrot.
"He's always saying things. I

wouldn't pay any attention to him.

He ain't gOl any manners I've been
here three years and I find the best

policy is to ignore him completely."
Julius glared at the parrot
"Ought to be stuffed."

"Silly old man 1" retorted Archibald
Aldrich was busy taking papers and

articles from a safe when his assistant,

Daisy, entered to whisper that there

was an old boy outside and that she

had a hunch he was a certain buyer.

Aldrich hastily replaced his papers and
sat down at his desk.
"I understand you want to sell?''

"Right! And I don't know where
you'd find a better investment."
"If it's so good why do you want to

sell out?"
"I've got to leave town."
" Would you mind me looking at

your books to see how much money
you're making?"
Aldrich handed the books oyer to

Julius, who examined them with an
expert eye.

'What's your lowest price?"
"Three thousand for a half-interest,'

Aldrich answered. "I've just sold a

half-interest to a young fellow. You
probably saw him go out."
Julius remembered the young man in a

hurry, and nodded.
"lias he had any experience?"
"He's an expert and a chemist.

Three thousand is dirt cheap."
"I'll give you twenty-five hundred."
"My price is three thousand."
"My price is twenty-five hundred!"

rasped Julius Trent.
"Sold!" cried Aldrich "Who'll I

make the bill of sale out to?"

For a moment Julius was stumped,
then he thought of the wise old
gardener and gave the name Tom
Douglas. He signed the name and
then produced a bulging wallet, from
which he extracted two thousand five

hundred dollars, and hud just been
handed a receipt when the young m i i

who had nearly knocked him down
hurried into the oflice.

"You're back quick," cried Aldrich
"There's your three thousand

dollars, Mr. Aldrich." Mitchell
handed over his notes. In his eagerness
he paid no attention to the amused
millionaire.
"Young man, you paid too much "

said Julius "I got my half for twenty
five hundred."
"Why, what do you mean?" Mitchell

staved at him in surprise.

"Shake hands with your new
partner." The old man held out his

hand. "I think I ought to be made
treasurer of this company, just to keep
you from tossing your money away
foolishly. Aldrich wants to get out of
town, so I persuaded him to sell."

When the young man realised the
situation he gripped the older man's
hand in a grip that made Julius wince
"Mv name is Mitchell, partner. Ken
Mitchell."
"My name is—er—Douglas, partner.

Tom Douglas."
Julius Trent decided that never

before had he been so impressed with
a first appearance There was a frank,
straightforward way about this boy
that appealed to him. Ken Mitchell
decided that his new partner was a nice
old man who had probably retired and
wanted a sleeping interest in some
business.

Aldrich left town that night, and he
did not send the two thousand to
Morclli. of the Cleaners and Dyers
Association.
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" Do you know anybody that'd want to toss a pineapple into your

place ? " asked Officer Kerrigan.

Pineapples and Mud

JULIUS TRENT had an interest in

life. He felt his brain that had
lain dormant for weeks functioning

once more. It gave him new strength
to have to plan and scheme. He had
lo scheme where his wife was con-

cerned He let them imagine that the

.er Club was a place where men
gathered to play checkers. His wife-

approved as she thought sitting before

:i board was not too much exertion for

the invalid.

"I don'l mind you going to this

club, but you must promise to take
your medicine with you," stated his

n ife,

The only fly in Julius' ointment was
Don Andrew.-.. That young man was
always calling for Betty and taking
her out in his racing car to parties

" Why don't he go back to the factory

and go tr> work?" he grumbled to his

wife' "Instead of acting like he was
retired—like me?" He grunted
angrily. "I don't like my daughter
running around with that nincompoop."

" He is nothing of the sort," argued
his wife. "He's asked Betty to marry
him, and I hope she says 'yes.'

"

"Guess I'll go to the club—I can't

bear being round if he's here," re-

torted Julius.

Julius was pleased to find on arrival

at the cleaning establishment that Ken
Mitchell had already been there several

hours. Ken had been busy with a
paint-brush and had done some
startling work on the small motor-van
that went with the shop. He had
almost finished putting on a startling

checker pattern.
They were in the shop, going through

accounts, when the 'phone rang. Daisy
had been given the morning off

"I'll answer it," said Julius. "May-
be it's a customer."

"Hallo," said a deep voice "Is

that Purple Checker Club Cleaners? Is

Mr. Aldrich there?"
"No, Aldrich isn't here any longer."

answered Julius. "He sold out!"
"Don't give me that stuff," came the

voice " Put Aldrich on."
" I tell you Aldrich isn't here. Me

and my partner own this business."

"All right, (hump. You asked for

it." came the voice. "I'm gonna make
you a present of a nice ripe
pineapple.

"

"Pineapple? I don't want any pine-

apples," shouted Trent "Hallo!
Hallo 1" He hung up. "Fellow rang
oil. Must have been a wrong number
Some guy wanted to send us sonn
fruit."

Mitchell looked up from studying
accounts.

"I think that old flivver will coi

in useful. You know if we call for

and deliver we can double our
business."
"A good idea."
"Right. Oh. and another tiling.

I've perfected a new cleaning fluid

that's a knock-out. It's non-in-
flammable, too. Come round to the
work-room and I'll show you how it

works."
Julius Trent gave the work-room

an approving glance. He had seen
this room but a few hours before, and
in that short while Mitchell had con-

verted it into an up-to-date laboratory.
There were bottles and test-tubes and
all kinds of complicated apparatus In
the centre of the room was ft large vat.

Mitchell explained that he had kept a

lot of this stuff at his digs and had
fixed it up here.

"I worked most of the night."
"Hey, you're a pretty smart

youngster," cried Trent. "Maybe I

should have paid that extra five

hundred. Show me this cleaning
fluid."

Julius Trent watched Mitchell tako
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out sonic liquid from the vat and applj
it to an oily coat sleeve. It cleaned
like magic. lie tried it on a mark on
Ins own coat, that his wife could not

remove, and it came away at once.

Julius rubbed his hands.
"Now- I'm going out to finish that

painting job." Mitchell rolled up his

sleeves. "I want to get it done by
midday so that I can go out this after-

noon ami cadge some orders."

Chance took a part in the game.
Mitchell took out the Checker Club van
and siient some while driving round
the streets as a form of advertisement.

He secured two small commissions
from restaurants and was about to

pull into the kerb to try another place

when Betty Trent came out of a

hairdressing establishment. He had to

swerve in close on account of another

car, and the gutter was full of muddy
w ater.

Swish !

' A cascade of filth was flung

from the skidding wheels and deposited

with a splosh on Betty's white tennis

dress. Mitchell noticed the damage
and baqked the van. The girl glared
at hi in.

Didn't you do a good enough job

or did you have to come back here to

finish it?" she cried as a few more
spots flew on to her dress.

" I'm terribly sorry."
" You ought to be. You've ruined

n,\ dress."
He smiled.
"1 don't think it's ruined. I can fix

that easily. Y'ou see:
1 own a clean-

ing -hop."
"1 suppose you go around splashing

in. id on people just to round up some
Business."

"I'll do this job for nothing." He
was very earnest. "Look! You jump
in and I'll have your dress like new
and you back here inside of fifteen

minutes."
So convincing was the young man's

manner that Betty was persuaded into

getting into the seat beside the driver.

Ken talked brightly about his new
business venture, and the girl had to

admit to herself that Ken Mitchell

possessed personality and charm.

Julius Trent was in the shop with
Daisy when the van pulled up and the

two young people alighted. Julius
took one look and dived under the

counter. He, remained there until

Betty had been shown into a changing
booth by Daisy.

" Why, Mr. Douglas," exclaimed Ken
as Ins head appeared above the counter,
"what on earth arc you doing down
I here?"
"Tin picking up pins." Trent said

in a hoarse whisper. "Why have you
brought that girl in here?"
"Accidentally I splashed some mud

on her dress," Ken explained. "I'm
going to clean it for her."

"That reminds me.'' Julius looked
at his watch. "I must go and see the
barber— nee,] a shave."
"Didn't look as if he needed ;> shave

to me," muttered Ken, smiling at

Daisy. "My partner seems in ;i bit of

a fluster. Must be rather too exciting,
i nulling a new business."

Belt j was amazed when she saw her
dress. She donned it quickly and
i.i out into the light, whore she

could -<• ii better. Not a mark
;m\ w In :

.'.

"Well, Mr. Mitchell, you certainly
kept your word. I'd no idea it would

. I. .in like this."
"1 used that new cleaning fluid 1 told

•..I id.out." Ken grinned at her. "If
you're nadv I'll take \mi whoievej
\. H w ;mt to go."

" I'm plaj ing tennis. I

mi., i i.'ti..
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my partner mar the Central Bank.
Could you take me there?"
"That's part of our service." His

eyes twinkled merrily. "And I love
my work."
Donald Andrews was not, very pleased

when Betty got out of a van, and he
disliked the way Betty was chatting to
the handsome young driver. He would
have to speak to her about this sort
of behaviour.
"I'm sorry I'm late, but yoti =ec this

man just cleaned my dress," " B< 1 1\

explained. " It was a sort of experiment
with a new cleaner. If it had failed
I'd probably be here in a barrel." She
smiled at Ken. '* Well, good-bye, and
thanks for everything."
"Might I call round some time?"

His eyes were full of appeal. " I

should like to prove to you that my
cleaning fluid can be used on all kinds
of cloth and linen, even silks. How
about Wednesday?"
"Wednesday? Let me think." The

furrow on her smooth forehead
vanished. "Why, Wednesday's fine.

Come over some Wednesday—next
summer. Come on, Don."
Ken Mitchell watched the powerful

sports car drive away. True, he had
received a slight rebuff, but the girl

had smiled as the car roared away
from the kerb. Her name had been
inside the tennis frock, and tactful
questioning on the way to the appoint-
ment with Don Andrews had enabled
him to find out where she lived.

Trent was back in the shop when
Mitchell came in whistling.
"You seem cheerful."
"Business is good. I've got a swell

partner. And I've just, met the
greatest girl in the world."
"Who is she ?"

"She's a combination of Cleopatra,
Helen of Troy and Joan of Arc. She
was the one I brought into this shop
—the one I splashed mud on."
Julius Trent blinked his eyes.
"And do you know anything else

about this girl. What about her
family?"
"I'm not going to marry her family."
Julius nearly dropped a bottle of

paste.

"You gonna marry this girl?"
" Sure."
"Does this—er—goddess know you're

gonna marry her?"
"Not yet," laughed Ken. "She's

the one and only for me, and some way
I'll get to know her."

Julius felt like a schoolboy as he put
a hand in front of his mouth to hide
his smiles. He announced that it was
time they shut down for the day.
Daisy was told she could go, and then
the two partners went into the back
office for a quiet chat, on the day's
progress.
Along the sheet came a powerful

open ear and there were four men.

"Slow- down in front of two-thirt\-

one," said the unshaven rascal next to

the driver.
As the ear passed the three men

raised their hands and three small
objects, sailed through the air towards
the windows of the Purple Checker
('lub. The erash of glass and then
three blinding explosions. The ear
went down the -i reel, like a fla-li of

lightning.

The Meaning of " Pineapple "

JO
1-1 OS TRENT had just locked up
the book- when the place was
rocked i \ i he sound of t he ex-

i
l< if The door of the office w as

burst open and choking white fumes
poured into the room.
The two partners with the instinct
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of self-protection flung themselves flat.

The smoke cleared, and then Mitchell
rushed out of the room with Julius
close behind him. They stared
solemnly at smashed windows, wrecked
machinery and broken counter.

"I wonder who did that?" muttered
Mitchell.

:
* I don'jfc know," answered his

partner. "But it's a lucky thing we
weren't in here."
"Bombs caused this," Mitchell

shouted angrily. " I'm going to call
the police."
A squad were quickly down at

231 Powell Street, and having forced
their way through the gaping crowd-,
entered the shop.

Officer Kerrigan listened to Mitchell's
account of three explosions, and rush-
ing out to find the place wrecked.

" Do you know anybody that'd want
to toss a pineapple into your place?" he
asked.
"Why, no, I can't imagine why any-

body'd want to do that to us," truth-
fully answered Ken.
"Pineapple!" cried Julius. "Officer,

did you say pineapple?"

"Yeah." Kerrigan's smile was hard.
" That's what they call those little

souvenirs they throw through window-.''
"So that's a pineapple?" Trent

fingered his chin. "Say, a fellow called
up here and asked for Mr. Aldrich.
That's the man that used to own this

place, and when I told him Aldrich
wasn't here he called me a chump, and
said he was gonna deliver a nice ripe
pineapple."
"That's funny." The officer looked

sharply at the two partners. " Say,
have you two paid up in the cleaning
and dyeing racket?"
"Racket?" queried Ken.

"We're not in any racket."
Julius was indignant.
The officer grinned.
"Well, racket is what we call it, but

Chick Morelli calls it the Cleaners and
Dyers Benevolent Association."
"Who is this Chick Morelli?"

Julius nodded his head as light began
to dawn.
"He runs the dyeing and cleaning

racket on this side of town, and if you
don't kick in with your monthly due--,

you just ain't in business. We know it,

and we don't know it : you know how
it is. It's too hard to prove. And
every time we make a pinch the cleaners
are afraid to testify, and nobody'll
prosecute."

" Maybe we should move to some
other part of town."

"That won't do any good. Dm. h
Schmidt runs the same kind of racket
on the north side.''

Julius pondered the matter for a
moment.
"Where can I find this Chick

Morelli?"
"He's got an office in the Lexington

Building."
"What are you going to do?"

Mitchell asked his partner when the
police had gone.

"
I don't know yet. but I got a little

idea." Julius Trent was smiling, but
there was a hard tone to his voice. He
chuckled softly. "

I gel ideas some-
times. Maybe this ('luck Morelli ain't

gonna like me BO much very soon."

Fear

LITTLE damage had been done to

ili> rnachini ry. and as the partners

had decided that the whole of the
-hop needed reconstruction it did not

matter about the destruction; more-
over, as the place wa- insured ihe \-

i» i e would not come out of their

pockets.
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Julius Trent got decorators and
builders working day and night, and
when the job was nicely started decided
that it would he a wise move to go and
see this Chick Morelli.

At the Lexington Building he was
conducted to the eighth floor and taken
to a suite of rooms. In the outer office

a number of villainous-looking men
were sprawled around the place, smok-
ing and playing cards. There was a

red-headed typist who smoked as she
worked. She yawned whilst she listened

to him. but she acted quickly enough
when Trent informed her he was a

director of the Purple Checker Club. A
minute later he was shown into a large
room, which was more like a saloon
bar than an office.

There was a huge desk, behind which
sat a bald-headed Italian with scars on
both cheeks. Diamonds sparkled on his

fingers. Three men sprawled in chairs

and all were smoking fat cigars, whilst

nearby were bottles and glasses.

"Come in, Mr. Douglas," invited a

man who looked like an ex-prize-fighter.

He shut the door and leaned against it.

Julius looked solemnly ai the man
behind the desk.

'"Are you Mr. Morelli?"
"Yeah." Morelli took the cigar out

of his mouth and pointed to

a chair. " Sit down. Take a

load off your feet."

"Thanks."
"Got something on your

mind ?"
" Yes, " Ti cut answered.

"You see- me and my partner
bought tin- Purple Checkei
('lul> Cleaners. We're new in

tin- business, and I thought
maybe you could tell me
v. hat's the matter with us."

"You aiu'i in good stand-

uii h the association/'

Morelli said with a twisted
grin. "You know you gotta

in to the association.

United we stand—divided we
go out of busi S. [t's like

that. You owe me two grand."
"Two grand 5

"

Julius "a- startled.

"Yeah. Two tho
I, iirk«."

••Two thousand dollars.

Why, we've only been in busi-

ness a wee!;."

Morelli shrugged his

shoulders.
"I know, but that guy

Aldrich forgot to tell you
about being behind in his dues.
You gotta kick in."

" And what happens if I

don't kick in ?"

Morelli leaned forward.
"I ain't saying what's gonna happen.

But I've heard of runs being stubborn
and getting acid thrown all "over their
cleaning. And when that happens, the
damage bills are something fierce. If I
was you. mister, I'd get that dough,
and quick."

" Well, two thousand is a lot of
money." muttered Julius in dismal
accents. "Could you give me a little

time to raise it?"
"Sure. .I'll give you lots of time to

raise it." answered the crook grafter.
"I'll drop around for the dough on the
first of the month."
"The fii^t of the month. Why. that's

only two weeks away."
"That's right. I* told you I'd give

lots of time." Morelli's eyes narrowed.
"And have that dough ready. Get
me'"

" Yes, I pet you." Trent stood up.
"And it looks like you got me."
Morelli and his men roared with

laughter.
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Julius Trent walked back to the
business in a very thoughtful frame of

mind.
Ken Mitchell was standing back

admiring the new colour scheme when
the shop door bell tinkled, and in

walked Betty with a whole heap of
clothing.
"Here are some more clothes for you

to experiment with." She looked
round. "Say, what's happened here'.'"

Kin took the clothing.
" We're remodelling our store, but

we're working whilst repairs—I mean,
alterations—are going on. I can get
these done by to-morrow night. 1 could
deliver them myself—to-morrow is a

Wednesday. You said Wednesday was
a good day."
The girl laughed. She was not dis-

pleased.
"Bring them round by all means

About eight. I may or may not be
there, but if there is anything that
wants doing I'll leave instructions. The
name is Betty Trent, 426, Lakeview
Drive."
"Nice old man!" suddenly exclaimed

the parrot.
"Doe- he mean yon'." asked Betty.
"No. He means my partner."

Mitchell laughed. "lie i- a nice old

NEXT WEEK'S SMASH HITS!
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man. I'll be round at eight to-morrow
night. Miss Trent."
Julius came in some few minutes

later, and happened to glance at tie-

counter.
"She was here again." Ken saw the

direction of his partner's glance. "Sin-
brought those things in to be cleaned."
"Oh. yes. I know! You mean

this Cleopatra—Joan-of-Ari—Helen-of-
Troy dame of yours." Trent fingered
one suit. "This suit was cleaned only
two days ago."
"How do you know?"
Julius chuckled. , He had sent ii him-

self to the cleaners.

"By the ticket on the coat collar."

He changed the subject adroitly, "No
luck about Morelli. He say- w e gotta

pay him two thousand dollar-."

Mitchell was horrified.

"Two thousand dollar-'.' Where in

the world are we gonna get all that

money ':"

"We ain't!" Julius rasped. "Thet>e
racketeers like Morelli—they're wolves —

wolves who prey on honest business men
like us. They irk me. And when a

fellow irks ii if. I'm dangerous. I'm a

pretty good irker myself'!''

A week later Julius Tu-ni might Ii i

•

been seen in the shop of a -mall cleanei
lie had been in all parts of the

town in (lie la-t few days.

" Now, see here Mr.
Thompson, I'm calling on all

the cleanei - on account of this

outrage. This fellow Morelli's

g o I ei el
J
I.OlU bllll

I

Why. he even tried to blow

up my place with pineapples.

You saw the account. no

loubt, in the papers. Now .
it

all we cleaner- wonl.l gel l! >

gether, we could fix lin-

so's he wouldn't he d

these things."
"Oh. no. not me !" the In tie

cleaner shook hi- head. "Its
loo dangerous I I'd rather pa .

up and stay in business!"

"Oh, you. too! Every plai e

I go this fellow Morelli's 4 i

'em -cared to death. You'd
think he was king or some-

thing. Twenty places I've

been to to-day. and in every

place 1 gel the same answer."
His gaze rested on a coat on

the counter and his fingers felt,

the material. At once hi.,

mind went lo another SllbjeC
" Do you fellows have i I

t r o u b I e cleaning this

Woolex ?"

"Plenty."
"So do we. To tell you the

" HELL-SHIP MORGAN "

When Captain Ira Morgan helped
down-and-out Jim Allen be made a
friend, and when he helped a desperate
girl named Mary Taylor he found a
wife. But he took Mary to sea with
him and Jim—and there grim drama
developed to a climax in the midst of a

terrific storm.

" STJZY "

A husband of a few hours is shot by a
woman of mystery and the wife,
fearing accusation of the crime, flees to

France. War breaks out and she marries
a flying ace, but back from the dead
comes her first husband, who is now an
English air pilot, and so does the
mystery woman. A thrilling spy drama,
starring Jean Harlow, Franchot Tone

and Cary Grant.

Also

Another grand episode of the fighting
serial :

" THE PHANTOM RIDER "

Starring Buck Joqm.

truth, we won't touch it any more. It's

no good. Whenever a fellow comes in

to US with Woolex to clean, we hand

him one of these cards." Julius pro-

dui ed a piece of stiff cardboard. " You
see. the cards tell just why Woolet

won't clean. In that way he won't

get sore when you turn it down.'

The little cleaner was much impressed

"That's a good idea."

"Keep the card." Julius placed il on

the counter. "You may want to have
some printed yourself."

Julius had planted similar cards in ah

the other establishments he had visited

He would have chuckled if he had known
thai Trent Mills were feeling the draught
already. Because of the synthetic quality

of Woolex dry cleaners were refusing

to handle it. and cancelled orders wel-
coming in with every mail. Welford
Andrews was not finding the president

of the Trent Mills as pleasant as he In I

imagined.
September 12th, 1!)M
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The First of the Month

JDLIUS TRENT looked up from bis

grapefruit and stared at the large
calendar on the mantelpiece. The

first of the month! He wondered if his

little idea was going to be a success.
The door opened, and in bustled his

wife.

"Up early again!" she cried. "My,
but you must have stamina!"
"Never mind about my stamina. Yon

get me some more coffee." He pushed
over his cup and gave her a keen glance.
'What are 3011 doing up so early?"
"I thought I'd better get up early

if 1 wanted to see you. You're always
at your Checker Club. Julius, I want
lo talk to you about Betty."
He avoided her gaze.
" What about Betty?"
" Well, she's been out every evening

all this week, and I think you ought
to .speak to her."
"With that Donald Andrews again ':

I'll speak to her to-night."
"No, not Hon Andrews. Another

boy. He calls for her in a delivery
truck, of all things."
Trent spluttered over his coffee.

"Do you mean to say that 'our
slaughter is running around with a lorry-

. driver ?"

"Well, it's not quite as bad as that.

admitted .Mis. Trent. '"It's a sort of
combination delivery truck and sedan

. for some drV-cleanin'g establishment.
Tin—er— Purple Checker Club Cleaners
arid Dyers. Such a em ions name, isn't

it ?" "

"Yes. and most, convenient!" Julius
laughed, and then assumed a scowl as

he saw his wife's surprised expression.
"What kind of a looking fellow is this
driver ?"

"Well, he's rather nice looking, and
that's why I'm worried."

" Do you think' Betty likes him?"
"Julius Trent!" She was indignant.

" Does a girl go out every night wifil

somebody she doesn't like?"
'No, I guess not." He made a great

fuss with tlie paper. "I'll speak to hei
about it."

"This morning?"
"No. not this morning. I haven't

time. This is the first of the month.
Cot something very important to do.
Got a big tournament on at the club
and l'\e sot to lie there, that's all." He
kissed his wife. "I'll speak to her to-

night."
"All right, but don't forget," insisted

Mis. Trent. "And wrap up warm.
The weather's treacherous."
"Hats can be treacherous!" muttered

Julius, and departed leaving his wife
wondering whether he was a little

1 :hed in the head.
Julius Trent went out to the waiting

car, and drove to the Purple Checker
Club.
"Nice old man!" shrilled the parrot.

"Good-morning, Tom!" Mitchell ap
pearedi "It's a grand morning, isn i

it ?"

"I don't see anything grand about
it."

"
I do. It's the happiest day of my

lite." Ken slapped the older man on
1 In' hack. "She promised to many me
last night."
"You mean (hat Cleopati a Joan-of-

Are 1 lelen -of 'IVoy woman has promised
lo many you ?"

"Yes. sir! And am I happy 7 " Ken
rubbed his hands together in his joy.
"Tom. wait till yon meet her. You 11

love her!"
A muscle twitched in the older man's

face.
" Maybe I will, but business is busi-

ness. Have you forgotten what date -
t

is?"
"No. it's the first. It's the day we

I
a\ off to Morelli or else."

September 12th, 1936
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" And you're happy. Have you g->t

two thousand dollars?"
"Nope. Have you?"
Julius scow]«J.
"What! Me pay two thousand dollars

to a fellow like Morelli! Never!"
"That's the spirit!" Mitchell moved

towards the 'phone. "Then we call ;n

the police department and we ask to
have a detail assigned to guard the place.
After all, we're tax-payers."
"But we're not paying tasos to guys

like Morelli. Only " Julius r>,-oke

off to chuckle softly.

"Only what?" Ken was puzzled.
"Only I've got a little idea in the

back of my head," Julius answeied.
" Maybe we won't have to call in the
police. Now, I've got to go out lor

a little while. If that fellow Morelli
comes here, you be sure and tell him
to be back here at four o'clock. Now,
remember, at four o'clock."

"Then you don't want me to call ;he
police ?"

"No."
"All right. I'll do as you wish, though

it doesn't seem wise. What are you
planning to do?"
"Don't ask questions." Julius laid a

finger against his nose. "I'm not sure

myself vet. But I've a little idea about
this fellow Morclli's reception. Don't
forget— four o'clock."
Julius took a car to the headquarters

of Dutch Schmidt, and after some argu-
ment was finally admitted into the
presence of this great man, who had a

room and bodyguards similar to Morelli.

Schmidt was a huge, muscular giant.

"Mr. Schmidt, I thought I'd try to
make arrangements with you to open up
a dry cleaning place on the north side.''

"Not a chance, buddy," was the de-
cisive answer. "Too many joinLs

operating on this side of town now. It's

getting so there's a dry-cleaning joint

for every two people."
"But we got a good dry-cleaning

store."
Schmidt's face darkened.
" Say, are you trying to tell me the

joints I look after ain't good joints?"
"Oh, no, no!" Julius hastened to

smooth down the ruffled racketeer. " I

didn't mean that. But you see, we've
cot a new cleaning fluid. My partner,

he's a smart young man. He's got an
education, and this new fluid cleans
clothes like you never saw 'em cleaned
before. He's got a patent on it. It's

wonderful."
Schmidt yawned.
"Mr. Schmidt, have you got another

suit of clothes ?"

That made Schmidt and his two hire-

lings roar with laughter.
" Have I got another suit of clothes '.'"

Schmidt shouted. "Oh, that's a good
one !"

The racketeer pot up and went across

to a huge wardrobe or compaction.
Sliding doors rolled back.

"Come here, mug!" he called out to

Julius. "Take a look at that. One
hundred and twenty-eight -nits—not one
of 'em with two pants. And you're ask-

ing me—have I got another suit !"

Julius Trent was suitably impressed.
" You've certainly cot them!" he ad-

mitted, then he turned eagerly: "Mi.
Schmidt, before you tell mo I can't open
ii)) ;i store on the North side, let me
prove something to you. will you? Let

me take a half-dozen of your suits and
clean 'en for you. I want you to see

lor yourself what this new cleaning fluid

will do. Tt won't cost you a cent."
"Okay! That's fair enough." Schmidt

studied the suits. "That bunch could
do with a clean." He hauled out a

number of suits 011 hangers, and teased
them over Trent's -boulder. "There
you are. and don't lei anything happen
to them," he growled.

\
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"I wouldn't let anything happen !o
them. I'll clean them up swell for you."
Julius said. "Thank you very much,
Mr. Schmidt."

Julius Trent told the taxi to go fast
back to Powell Street. He leapt out
with the suite in his arms.
"Well, how about the idea?" de-

manded Ken, appearing from the office.

"My boy, I think it's gonna work."
Julius dumped the suits on the counter.
"Daisy." He pointed to the rai

"Get all those clothes in the back
room."
"But .why?" asked the girl, her eyes

wide open.
"Don't ask questions—I'll explain

later. Help her, Ken."
Ken wondered if his partner had gone

completely mad as he helped Daisy with
the clothes. The job clone, Julius then
proceeded to hang up in a prominent
place the property of Dutch Schmidt

—

twelve suits of all colours.
"Just spread 'em out and make the

most of
:em," Julius said to Ken. "Do

that while I 'phone."
"But where did these come from?"

questioned Ken.
"You'll get the answers later,"

snapped Julius, and dialed a number.
"Hallo, is that Mr. Morelli? "Well, this
is Tom Douglas of the Purple Chi
Club Cleaners."
"Hallo, Douglas!" drawled the Italian.

"I sec you didn't forget it was the first

of the month. Y'ou'rc a smart guy !"

"You're doggone right I'm a smart
guy!" Julius raised his voice. "You
now listen to me, Morelli. I don't ewe
you any two thousand dollars, and I'm
not. gonna pay you any two thousand
dollars. And another thing—do you
know what I think of you? You're "»

no good gangster. A cheap crook. A
dirty, double-crossing grafter and a
blackmailer! Pah!"

Julius hung up with a satisfied grin.

"Are vou crazy?" gasped Ken
Mitchell.

"Morelli is at the moment foaming
at the mouth." Trent was grinning.
"He is shouting at his boys that they'll

go down and show old man Douglas
where he gets off. They won't use pine-
apples this time, but liquid fruit. New
don't start to ask any more questions.

Tom, as I've got another call to make.
You may think this call even crazier."

The Trap

JULTUS dialed a number.
"Halle, is that Mr. Schmidt?
Well, this is Tom Douglas of (ho

Purple Checker Club Cleaners. Yes,
it'- about those suits of yours."
"What about my suits?" came tho

\oiee of Schmidt. "If you've damaged
those suit- I'll break

"

"I ain't touched . 'em yet. Mr.
Schmidt," interrupted Julius. "But
I'm scared about 'em. You see, there's

a tough guy by the name of Morelli, and
he just called me up. and he's mid
because I took your suits to be cleaned,
and he's coming right over to my place
to throw acid over them. And. dear
me, you should nave heard the things
he -aid about you. Mr. Schmidt!"

" What sorta names !

"A dirty Dutchman was one. Oh,
yes. and he called you a .-tool pigeon
and a gaolbird."
"Oh, he did. did he?" It was a

bellow of wrath. "Listen. Douglas, I'M

be right over."
Douglas looked at the ciock as he bung

up.
"That worked beautifully. It will

take Schmidt about five minutes to

round up the toughest of his gang and
1 ome down here. As he i- nearest he
should arrive first, and that would nit

me best. furious that I should plan
(Continued on page 27)
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To save his little son associating with a gang of desperate criminals, Jim Oakley
breaks out of prison, but when he learns that his boy is mistaken by rich people for
their, kidnapped son, he makes a great and noble sacrifice so that the youngster will

have every opportunity in a good home. A thrilling drama, starring Ralph Ince

'* A Big Boy Now ! " _^

AMID all the fun of the fair in the
playing fields at the back of

Chatham, a thick-set man of
about fortj was leading a small, curly-
haired boy of eight. They had just
come off the merry-go-round, and the
boy's bright little face was flushed with
excitement.

"It was line, Uncle Duke, wasn't it?"
lie cried.

"Enjoying yourself, Mickie?"
''Rather! Let's go on again!"
"We ought to get back home." The

man paused at one of the side-show 3.

"Let's have our pictures taken. Daisj
will like that—something to show her,
eh?''
They entered the booth. 1 he

photographer was already busy wit I a
customer, a tweed-suited youth with a
sulky face. He greeted the newcomers :

"Having my mug done for Daisy.
I'm jest coming."

"Mickie's going to have his picture
taken," answered the man called Duke.
"I've got an idea. You finished.

Louis?"
The photographer

toothy smile

:

"Just ready, sir!

time heie. A lovely
handed a shiny
boa id to Louis
don't it?"
Louis said, without much enthusiasm:
"Not bad. How much?"
"A shilling, sir. You can have two

more copies for sixpence."
Louis shook his head.
"One's enough." He passed over the

money and gave the photograph to
Duke. "Come on, Mickie, sit on this

put with

We don't waste
likeness, too." He

ittle square of card-
' Does you credit.

cnair ana look a

hold your cap.''

The boy seated himself in front of the
camera. The shirt-sleeved photographer
got ready. Duke, behind the camera,
held up Louis' picture.

"Keep your eyes on tin-. Mickie."

The photographer held out a small
stuffed canary in his left hand, while
his right hand took a grip on the bulb
which would release the camera
shutter. He pinched thi' stuffed
canary, and it squeaked oul a little

trill. The boy smiled, and the picture
was snapped.
"Beautiful!" cried the toothy artist.

"I'll come back for it." stated Duke
heavily. "Here's eighteenpence. Do
me three copies."
They went out of the show, Louis

leading Mickie now.
"Gee. isn't there a crowd here!" he

complained. He whispered to Duke

:

"I saw Harry jest now

—

staling into
one of them peep-show things
Duke shrugged his shoulders.

"I don't want anything to do with
him."
"He says Jim's in Chatham Gaol,"

Louis whispered again.
"Harrv'll be with him pretty soon.

I guess." Duke stopped at another side-

show. "Like to have your arm
tattooed. Mickie. same a; the sailor

"Will it hurt?" asked the boy.

"Just a little pricking. We'll have it

done in blue—heart shape."
Louis passed the boy over.

"I'll get along, Duke. Daisy's all bv
herself."
The "tattoo" gentleman, an old

Turk, was free. He agreed to do the
boy's arm in indigo for two-and-six.

!i"Make fine heart with arrow,'
offered.

"Never mind the arrow." Duke ri •

cided. "Just a hear! on his righl arm
—inside, below the elbow. I'ull up
sleeve, Mickie—here's the place.'

The tattooing was rather painful, bur
Duke gave the boy some toffee to suck.

Presently all was done, and thej >*eui

back foi the photographs.
"Now we'll get home for tea," said

Duke. "We've spent quite enough
We'll go riding on the horses to-morroM
if the fair's still here."

"It's staying a week. Uncle Duke,"
Mickie announced. "My arm i= feeling

so funny!"
"Forget it." Duke told bun

"You're a big boy now."

" Money for Jam !
"

A YELLOW-HAIRED young woman
was seated at a table in the
lounge of tin- Harbour Bar, :<

little, shack-like public-house near the

dock gates. Near her. leaning against
the counter. was Louis. Duke, entering
with Mickie. sent the boy upstairs (•>

wash his hand-, then seated himsell
opposite the girl.

"I want you to look at these." ha
said, putting the photographs on til-

lable.

The girl took them listlessly.

"Three copies?" she questioned.
"Come into money?"
"I hope to," Duke answered. "P.!-;

me that newspaper."
She gave him the "Daily Gazette

which she had been reading. Dukn
opened it at a page where bold head-
lines announced;

"Millionaire Kendall and wife cruis«
September 12th, 1938
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ing to England in search of long ago
kidnapped baby."
Duke Battened out the paper.

"Put them side by side," he ordered.

"Here, let me show you." There was
a picture of a baby about eighteen

months old beneath the heading, and,

next to it, a drawing entitled: "Artist's

idea of what the Kendall boy might
look like now at eight years of age."
Duke placed Mickie's photograph

next to this picture. The resemblance
v .s striking Louis left h:s lounging

attitude to peer over the heads of Duke
and the girl.

"Well?" questioned Duke.
Louis went back to the bar. The

girl shook her yellow curls.

"The Kendall kid had a birth-mark
on its arm. Besides, it's dead. The
kidnappers let it fall off the ladder."

"How do you know?" Duke de-

manded, gathering up the three photos

of Mickie and putting them into his

breast pocket. "Nobody knows," he
answered his question. He gestured

towards the girl, who was steadily re-

garding him. "Twenty thousand

pounds is worth trying for, Daisy."
"Mickie's Jim's kid," she said.

"There's no doubt about it. Jim
married me—when his wife died— to

have someone to look after Mickie.

That's all Jim cares about—that boy."
"Jim's in prison. Got ten years," put

in Louis, speaking in his sulky tones.
" Manslaughter. Lucky to get off at

all."

Daisy again .shook her yellow curls.

"There's the birth-mark. Better let it

be, Duke."
Mickie's shrill voice was heard from

the gallery above the parlour bar.

"Aunt Daisy, I've washed my hands!
Come up here—I want to show you my
lattoo! An old Turk did it, for half-a-

< Town. It's a heart—and it doesn't hurt

a bit now!"
"Ld's go get tea," spoke Duke.

"I'm famished. Okay, Mickie, we're

coming." He glanced towards the

lounging Louis. "All you have to do
is to say nothing, you two. I'll carry

this thing through."
"Jim will stop you, somehow," Daisy

grumbled. "He's sure to. We never
have any luck."

"Over six thousand apiece for you."
said Duke. "And the boy made for

life. And Jim safe in prison. It's

money for jam! Come on up to the
kid."
They had scarcely finished their tea

when the barman was heard calling

fioin below:
"Duke, there's someone to see you!"
Duke and Louis were just going

down to the bar lounge when the door
was thrust open and a pale young fellow

caine staggering into the parlour. He
almost fell against Duke.
"The police," he gasped. "They're

after me !"

Louis caught hold of him, whilst

Duke stiffened up angrily.

"This isn't a hide-out, Harry. This
is a straight house."
"Put me somewhere!'' panted the

youth. "Just for an hour! They
didn't see me run in here. Lend me a

couple of quid, Duke, and I'll get across
Id Fiance"

Dllke pushed him away, while Daisy
caught .Mickie.

"Now, then, you go to bed!" -lie

ei led.

Tin' boy was staring, all eyes.

"Whai's he done?" he whispered.
" Bcetl ringing door bells and running
av, ay ?"

Daisy laughed.
"That's it. You go to bed.''

Louis put in :

"It's no go, Harry. We trot to inn
square."
Bepti niber 12th, 1936
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"Don't let me down!'' pleaded the
fugitive. "It was an old buffer who
swanked out his wallet and—and
dropped it

"

"And you picked it up?" growled
Duke. "Not for me, Harry, thanks!
You get out, or I'll hand you over
myself."
The young man straightened his hat

and braced himself.
"Okay, you two holy Joes! ^^SJnrn*>d

pious, eh? I'll remember this, see if I

don't!"
He turned to the door, opened for him

by Louis, and went, shakily down the
-lairs. Duke lit a cigarette.

"Young fool," he commented.
"Lucky I didn't let him in on the job.

See if they've got him, Louis."
Louis nodded and followed down to

the bar, then through it to the dock-
side road. Duke stayed chatting to the
bar-lender.
Louis came back.
"Collins picked hiin up," he told

them. "Harry's safe for a two-year
stretch."
Duke tossed away his cigarette.

"There we are, (hen—just you and
me and Daisy. I'll get in tow with the
Kendalls as soon as their yacht comes to

anchor."
"Maybe they won't touch here,"

Louis was saying when Duke cut him
short.

"They will. I sent a cable to New
York."

Breakaway

IN Chatham Gaol the prisoners were
working in the shoe factory. A
biggish man, with leather apron

over his prison clothes, was standing by
a bench examining the finished shoes
and tossing them to the floor. A pallid

young man was counting them into a
sack held in his left hand. A sharp-
faced convict was working at a stitching
machine oear-by, making a tremendous
clattering.

The pale young fellow straightened
up, and, under cover of the stitching
machine's ceaseless racket, signalled
with his lips to the examining prisoner,

who at once turned to the machinist.
A glance passed between them. The

stitcher quietened down his machine.
The young man dropped a boot on to

the floor and both he and the examiner
stooped for it. "

" Daisy's got Mickie," came the quick
whisper as the pair stood up, "down at

the Harbour Bar. Louis is with them."
"What's that rat doing with Daisy?"
"Making up to her. Duke's got

some new scheme on—wants 'em both to

help. I bust, in on them—took 'em a
bit by surprise. Daisy sent the boy to

bed."
The machinist scraped the floor with

his feet.

"Cave!" lie warned them.
A warder came tramping by. glancing

sharply at the two at the end of the
bench.
"No talking!" he snapped, gripping

the examiner's arm.
The machine resumed its deafening

clatter. The convicts worked away in

sulky obedience. Later on, when they
were going into the exercise yard, the
machinist found a chance to again
caution the big examiner.

" Watch out, Jim, or you'll get sent

to Prinoetown. It's rotten there."
They passed into tho circular yard to

begin an hour's monotonous tramp,
tramp round the marked out paths. Jim
got a chance to tell the pale faced pick-

pocket :

"Thanks. 1 fairy. I'll get the boy
somehow. lie's all I have to live for

"No talking. Oakley!" roared the
warder, pouncing on them. fie glared
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at Jim. "I've cautioned you once
before. All go in!"
Jim answered:
"I won't! I haven't had my hour."
The warder blew his whistle. Three

other warders came running up. There
was a deafening uproar in which all

convicts took part. Jim's action had
caused them all to lose a precious
breath of fresh air. Jim was over-
powered by the warders and dragged
away from the shouting mob and
hurried to the prison governor, who
listened frowningly to the charge
against him.

"Inciting other prisoners?" The
governor drew an order-book towards
hiin. "You will be transferred to
Dartmoor, James Oakley, to-night.
You'll serve out your sentence in

Princetown Gaol."
In the train, in plain-clothes, hut

handcuffed to a warder. Oakley ^st
facing the engine. Silent, morose,
watching and waiting for his chance.
He had it all planned out.

The second warder sat facing him,
reading a paper.
When the train was running over the

track across the desolate Devon moots,
Oakley asked the senior warder:

"I want the lavatory, officer, please."
The warder handcuffed to him rose.

The two men shuffled along the corridor
of the swaying train. As thev pa--' d
from one coach to the next, Oakley was
watching for an open window. He
presently found one. At once he pulled
up his arm with a swift jerk, causing
the man manacled to him to utter a cry
of pain. Oakley felt for the handle of

the door with his free hand, plucked
the door open, and flung himself head-
long out of the train on to the bank,
dragging the warder with him. Tin

y

rolled over and over together down the
steep bank.
The train ran on a mile before the

senior warder came along the train to
look for the prisoner and his mate. He
saw the open door, and knew at once
what had happened. He pulled the
communication cord and stopped tho
train.

Then commenced an excited search
for the men. Tt seemed impossible that
Oakley could get away, handcuffed to

the other man. But luck had been with
him—a little workman's hut beside the

line had given him a chance to hide as

he stumbled along the track, carrying
the insensible warder. In the hut was
a grindstone. He managed to grind
away the short chain that held 'he

handcuffs together. When the sear, h-

party came along they found the warder
lying prone beside the track, atone.

" Don't Tell IVIe Anything !
"

A PLUMP, good - natured - looking
woman of middle years was pick-

ing her way across the dark
beach to when' a grey black old tramp
tug was berthed by a small jetty. She
was climbing the steps to the pier when
a hand was put out from beneath her
to clutch at and hold her ankle.

She made no effort to free herself,

but swung the hurricane lamp she was
carrying so that its fitful beams fell

upon the man below the steps. He
peered up at her, his dead white face

showing in a kind of imploring grin.

"It's you, Jim Oakley." -tated the
woman passively.

"It's me. Aunt Knph\." he ,n!i:

letting go. "Can 1 come aboard the

Fireflj
\

'"

"I can't stop you, can I?" she
answ ered.

lb- crept out of hiding and followed

her up tO the jetty, then padded softly

after her as she swung the lamp. They
came to the gangwayi creased it, then
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deck of the tug to the

Aunt
heavy

parcels

' she

it so," he answered,
hung the lamp on a

of the cabin. ""I've

moved alonir tin

cabin hatchway.
"You go first," said Aunt Euphy,

"while T hold the light.''

Oakley descended the ladder.

Euphy * came down with
deliberation. She was carrying
a- well as the lamp.
"So you've come back?

questioned.
"You may call

eyeing her as she
hook hi the "all

got to take Mickie away.'

"He's with Daisy and Louis at the
' Harbour Bar." " -he told him. She
regarded him with steady eyes. ''You
look all in. Jim. What'- the matte) ?"

"Can you lend me a file'." he
muttered. "When T get this off my
wrist"—lie held up his right hand—"I
tan talk a bit easier.''

She nodded her head.
"I see." She moved across to some

built-in drawers, opened one. rummaged
about in it, ami presently brought out
a three-cornered iron file. "Don't tell

me anything, Jim—I don't want to

know."
Oakley made a gesture of thanks.

"You always were a good 'un.

Euphy," he muttered.
He took the file and climbed up the

ladder out of the cabin.
Aunt Euphy opened her parcels and

calmly began to prepare supper.

She didn't nam to know. She liked

Jim—she had liked Mickie's mother,
dead these last three years.

Oakley returned to the cabin. He
handed her the file, showing her hi- now
treed wrist.

"I'd like a clean up. Euphy, and an
old suit of clothes. I've broken gaol

"Stop it !" she cried. "I won't listen.

Oct your wash and come to supper."

"You mean I can hide here?" he
asked. "Is it safe?"
"I want a deck hand—a strong lad.

Like the job?"
"Won't your men tell on me?" Oakley

hesitated.
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"They do what I tell 'em," she stated.

"Sit you down, Jim—you're safe as

houses here. Eat and be thankful."

"I am thankful. Aunt Euphy, With
all my heart." Oakley'.- grufl tones
softened. "I had to gel away. 1

couldn't let Mickie stay along with that

rat Louis."

"Duke's in charge at the moment,"
she told him. "He'- a big torn cat-
able to deal with rats." Aunt Euphy
helped Oakley to a plateful of meat, then
put a bottle of beer beside him :

"What are your plan-. Jim."
"To get Mickie away from that crew."

he answered savagely. "My son isn't

going to be brought up by crook>." He
met her gaze. "1 know what you're
thinking— that a convict father isn't

likely to be much better. But Mickie
won't ever know —I'm going to start

afresh. Going to change my name and
get in a shipyard somewhere abroad."
He paused to ask : "You'll help me get
across to France?"

" With the boj ?"

"That's the idea. I'm going to get
him."
"How?"
"I'll find a way. I'll get a peep at the

' Harbour Bar ' to-night. I can climb
the roofs, now that my hands are free."

Inspector Collins Gets on the Track

MICKIE, in his little attic, was
wakened out of first slumber- by
the sound of the skylight being

lifted. He turned over in his bed.
staring up into the moonlit square of
sky now being revealed. He saw a

shadowy figure climbing into the room
and sat up sharply.

"It*- me, Mickie." came a quiet voice.

"Don't call out—don't let anybody know.
It- a secret."

The boy whispered, awe-truck.
"Is it you, dad? Really you?"
Oakley was beside the bed. Next in-

stant the boy was in his arms.

11

"Oh, Mickie—Mickie! My little brave
boy I"

They hugged each other in silence, the

boy's arms tight round his father's neck.
"Where you been. chid, all this time.'"

he whispered presently.
"Voyaging," answered Oakley. "I

put into port on purpose to see you."
He caught his breath. " You're ail I

got, Miekie—all."

"You won't go away again?" the , ,

pleaded. "Aunt Daisy's all right- so's

Uncle Duke. But I love you be

"I'm taking you with me." Oakley
murmured. "To-morrow, or next d.i.

I've got a lovely ship—just the soil you
like. She's laying alongside a litd •

jetty." He checked himself. "Hush
what's that ?"

"Somebody come in.'' Mickie listen -i

with keen ears. "Stranger—hear 'em
talking to L

T
ncle Duke?"

"I'll have to go." Oakley released he
boy. "Don't let on I've been here
It'- a dead secret betwixt you and m .

Mickie." He moved away to the win
dow. silent a- a shadow

—

lifted the sasl

and -lid out on to the tiles. The moon,
hidden behind scurrying cloud-, helped
him to get away unseen, but hi- too

slipped once and kicked down a loose

tile with a little crash into the I I

below.
In the parlour on the fust flooi two

plain clothes policemen were busj with
Duke and Louis. One of them w ia

Searching Duke's pockets while that

worthy, hand- up, calmly smoked his

cigarette. Loui- was lounging in his

shirt sleeves in a chair by the suppe
table regarding with amused eyes
second man's grip on hi- -boulders.
Duke, cigarette dangling between thick

lip-, asked In- man:
"Satisfied, Inspectoi Collins?"

Collins, broad and grumpy, answered
"No— far from it: You've Oaklej

hidden here somewhere."
"Search the house." said Dtdce. "Mi

I put down my hands
'

" So you did send for the police I
" growled Duke, as the two detectives walked into the cabin.
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Collins stood away, frowningly.
" I'll search every hole and corner ! It

stands to reason Oakley will make for

here—where his boy is. He don't trust

you any more than I do."
"Got a warrant, I presume?" Duke

queried. "It's usual—when you come
bursting into a man's private house."
"I've got a warrant, Duke." Inspector

Collins answered crisply. "Here it is."

He showed a blue paper taken from his

breast pocket. "Where's the boy?"
"Asleep in bed," Daisy told him.

"Come up and look."
"You go, Banks," Collins ordered.

"I'll have a little chat with the barman
downstairs." A sharp little noise sounded
from the yard. "Hallo, what's that?"
He ran to the window, jerked it open,

and leaned out. The moon was bright

again, throwing silvery patches here and
there on the shabby little garden with
its stunted bushes. A cat suddenly
yowled and spat at some other male
feline hidden in the shadows. Collins

closed the window.
"All right, Banks—only cats. Creep

upstairs with Mrs. Oakley and see if the

kid's in his bed. Don't wake him."
Ten minutes later the policemen were

ready to go. Banks had reported Mickie
fast asleep; the barman hadn't been able

to tell them anything:
"Because there's nothing to tell, in-

spector," said Duke in his slow un-

ruffled voice. "Oakley isn't here. If I

even get a glimpse of him, I'll ring

you."
They called again in the morning, as

soon as they had watched Duke and
Louis off the premises. Daisy greeted
them with a sneer:
"Come to bully me now?"
"We want a talk with the boy," said

Collins. "Oakley has been tracked to

within ten miles of hero. He may have
got at Mickie for a minute or two."

"Bullying kids is about your weight,
inspector," said Daisy. " All right, come
on up! I'll see you don't frighten him."
Mickie was in his room, ready dressed

for school.

"Here's two nice, kind gentlemen come
to see you," Daisy announced.

Collins put out a hand.
"Well, Mickie—how are you?"
"All right, sir—thank you."
"Seen your clad, lately?"
"No, sir."

"He was asking about you," said Col-

lins. "Only the other day."
Mickie asked

:

"Was he. sir? When?"
"I told him you were growing up a

lot, Mickie."
The boy felt Daisy's hands on his

shoulders. Banks was watching them
both with cold, keen eyes.

I 'ollins let go Mickie's fingers.

"Haven't you a message for your
dad ?" he inquired.

"I'll be seeing him soon, sir."

"How d'you know that?" Collins de-
manded quickly.

"He promised us when ho went away
that he d soon be home."
"All light, old son—wo mustn't make

you late lor school. Good-bye."
Again he shook hands; then nodded

In Hanks.
"We'll get along. Good-bye, Mrs.

Oakley."
The Kendalls Arrive

JUST outside the port, iho beautiful
white yacht Trident was steady at.

ils moorings. In the saloon were
three people—a tall, cleanly shaved
American; a grey-headed be-spectacled
older man. and a palely handsome
woman. The oldish man was saying:

" Don't go ashore, Irene. There's a
i hill wind—and a day's rest aboard is

what you need."
September mh, 1936
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She turned to the other man.
"Shall I lie down, Paul?"
Her husband said tenderly :

"Yes, dear, do. Walter's right—the
wind is cold."
She assented listlessly.

"I do feel tired. Yes, I'll lie down."

Her husband opened the door for her
to pass into her sleeping quarters. He
watched her go, sighing to herself. WT

hen
he turned to the older man, he nodded
his head as if answering some inner

question.
"She'll never be right until she for-

gets," he said. "If ever she can for-

get."
"Time will show," the other tried to

comfort him. "She has no idea why we
have put in here ?"

"Not a word has passed my lips,"

Paul Kendall answered. "If this fellow

is only one more speculator on our un-
happiness "

"He is," came the quick decision.

"Jackie is dead. I hate to say it, Paul,

but I'm your doctor and a doctor has to

tell the truth. I would advise you not
to see the man."
One of the crew was at the door.

" There's a gentleman come aboard,
name of Duke. He says he has an ap-

pointment."
Duke, heavy and quiet, had followed

to the cabin. He glanced from one to

the other:
"Mr. Paul Kendall?" he inquired.

Kendall answered

:

" That is my name. This is my medical
adviser, Dr. Walter Merian. You can
speak before him."
Duke stepped into the cabin and closed

the door.
"I take it I'm dealing with gentle-

men who won't tell the police?" he
asked. "Not that I've anything to fear;

I'm just a go-between."
"Only Dr. Merian and I have seen

your letters," Kendall answered.
" Well, sir, you'll have to act quickly

if you want your boy—-"

"If I want him!" cried Kendall pas-

sionately. "If you can bring him back
to us—you can have anything you ask!"
Duke had been eyeing Merian and

sensed that the doctor was against him.
So he played his trump cards, the cut-

ting from the Sunday newspaper with
the artist's picture of what young John
Kendall might now look like—and the
photograph of Mickie. Ho drew them
from an overcoat pocket and placed them
on the table.

"See for yourselves," he said.

Kendall studied the boy's photograph
with misty eyes. It meant his wife's

happiness and perhaps her life—that their

son should be found. He straightened
up.
"It may be John."
"It is," declaied Duke. "The fellow

who kidnapped your baby is a sailor

—

that's how he got away without a trace.

He brought the baby to England, mean-
ing to claim the ransom. But he's a
violent man and quarrelled with a sailor

over something—and killed him in a
fight. So he got caught and put away.
Manslaughter. Duke gestured towards
the newspaper cutting. "I saw that
picture and I knew at once that Jim
Oakley was a liar when he claimed to be
lather to young Mickie. So I got into

touch with him, Mr. Kendall. I'm not
married, but I can guess what your feel-

ings are."
Merian put in •

"You know where this boy is?"
"I do. And I can get him. There's

Daisy Oakley to dial with and a young
fellow who's related to her. Oakley was
given ten years, but he's broken gaol."
"I must sec the boy," said Kendall.

"If he is my son "—he checked himself
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at a warning sign from Merian—" if lie's

my son, I shall not fail to know him."
Duke lifted his bowler hat and wiped

his forehead. Then put on his hat again.
"This is ticklish work, gentlemen, for

me. If Oakley should get to know—my
time on earth would be over ! I can
bring the boy to you to-night."
His greedy eyes fixed on Kendall as

he lighted a cigarette.
"The money will be ready," came

Kendall's promise. "It is here now. All
in bank notes." He went to a safe built

in the cabin wall and drew out a small
attache case. This he opened and placed
before Duke on the table.

The s." ,'ht of the neat bundles of notes
was almost too much for the conspirator.
He took up a couple of bundles, but
Kendall's fingers closed round his wrist.

"I must see the boy and be dead
sure," he said.

"I was only going to count them"
Duke muttered, dropping the notes.

Duke stood away from temptation.
"After dark to-night," he told Kendall,

"I'll bring the boy and collect the cash.
Then we'll get away—before Oakley gets
us. France or Italy."

He gave Merian a curt nod, lifted his

hat to Kendall, then moved to the door,
opened it, and went without a backward
glance.

"A crook," said Merian. "If evei I

saw one!"

" Puss ! Puss !
"

CLOUDS obscured the moon and theie
was a hint of rain in the air. Oak-
ley, on leaving the tug cabin, spoke

gruffly to Aunt Euphy:
"You're sailing to-night?"
"Eleven—or just after. I want (o

catch the ebb tide."

"And it'll be safe for me to bring
Mickie?"
"Safe as I can make it, Jim. But I

don't know anything about you—or your
plans. I don't want to—I've kept clear

of the police all my day*.''

The man paused on the ladder, look-
ing down at her.

"I'll never be able to thank you,
Euphy. You're a great pal."
Aunt Euphy, busy at her woik. only

grunted. "Back at eleven, or you'll be
left!"

Oakley slid off the ship and along the
jetty like a shadow By devious ways
he brought himself to the Harbour Bar,
climbing the wall at the back. Then he
scaled up the stack pipe like a big

monkey, and drew himself on to the

roof. Some kind of a rumpus was going
on in the bar below—he could hear shouts
and thuds and groans, then presently a
police whistle shrilling. He lay Rat on
the tiles under the deeper gloom of the
chimneys, listening and wondering.

A policeman came running—only one
—which puzzled him. Voices were car-

ried up to him in a lot of talk, indis-

tinguishable. Then things quietened;
the policeman was heard to go—the bar-

man calling a grumpy "good-night''
after him. At ten o'clock the bar
closed and the little public-house became
dead quiet.

Oakley moved from his cramped posi-

tion and drew along to the skylight of
Mickie's attic. He softly drew it up and
slid under it into the dark room. He
called, whisperinglv :

"Mickie! Mickie, old lad—it's me.
Daddy. Only me!"
Silence reigned in the pitch darkness

Oakley tiptoed to the bed and put out
a hand. The bedclothes hadn't I

turned down, no one was there.
Oakley's heart stood still a moment

as terror gripped him. Something
very wrong had happened. He re-

(Continued on pp.ge 26)
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Through the daring of a young Englishman and a French girl an Arab rising is

broken and peace restored to the desert. A saga of the French Foreign Legion, star-

. ring Ronald Colman, Claudette Colbert and Victor McLaglen

UNDER

FLAG!

Cigarette

THE 5th Battalion of the French
Foreign Legion was stationed in

the barracks of Abeshe. To the
legionnaires this dirty little Arabic
town was an oasis in their dreary
li\e-; and what made it that was Cigar-
ette's cafe. Cigarette, a pretty, impul-
sive French girl, ruled the place with a

iod of iron, and ran it for her father.

The Legion adored her. Her sharp
tongue slashed them when they were
drunk, but when they were sick or
wounded she was the first to bring them
free wine and words of cheer.
Of all the legionnaires, Major Doyle

was her favourite, and she was his.

Major Doyle was an Irishman who had
worked hi* way up through the ranks.
Big and blunt and brusque, he embodied
the discipline and the tradition of the
Legion, and in his rough and plain-

spoken manner he loved Cigarette. He
pleaded often with her to marry him.
but she laughed and said she would
when he was a colonel.

Life for the 5th Battalion went on
very much as usual until word came
through that the 17th Company, coming
info Abeshe to relieve some of the men,
had been ambushed some fifteen miles
from the town, had almost been wiped
out by Arabs in a fierce skirmish.
Major Doyle, with a squadron of

Chasseurs, galloped madly to their

rescue, and when they arrived at a cluster
of rocks found a pitifully small group
of men fighting doggedly to keep the
yelling horde of Arabs at bay. The men
were under the command of Corpora!
Victor, an Englishman, who had taken
-barge when all the officers had been
killed, and his meritorious service won
.he admiration of Major Doyle when all

the facts had been explained to him.

The fust night in Abeshe, Victor.

accompanied by a few members of his

old company, entered Cigarette's cafe.

Cigarette looked at him. and her face

softened. He wore his clothes in the

careless manner of a legionnaire, but his

face, his eyes, the way he carried him-
self—all marked him as a man different

from the others.
When he and his friends had seated

themselves at a table, Cigarette strolled

over to him with a bottle of wine.
"Corporal Victor," she said sweetly,

" t welcome you to my cafe and give you
this bottle of wine."
"Thank you. mademoiselle," he

answered without interest, "but may we
have four glasse-. please? We have
brought our own wine—a bottle of old
cognac."
He stood the bottle in the centre of

the table, and the four legionnaires
solemnly stood and saluted it, while
Cigarette gasped in amazement at this

racial attitude.

"But." she protested. "I am Cigai
ette!"

Victor smiled and said:
" Again—how do you do. but may we

have those four glasses, please?"
Cigarette exploded. Soldiet-s made a

fuss over her. but not this one. so she
berated Victor. Then her attitude

changed, and she flung her arms round
his neck and sat herself on his lap and
cried to the legionnaires:

"He's too good to sing with us
"

But Victor sang, and did not seem to

mind the arm round his neck. Then
suddenly, in the midst of a rousing
chorus, he opened his legs wide and
she fell to the floor. The room roared
with laughter as Cigarette jumped to

her feet, her eyes blazing furiously.

"And now. mademoiselle," Victor

laughed, "if you will forgive me, I'll

go to a cafe where drinking is the 6olo

entertainment."
Cigarette's anger rose to hysterical

heights when Victor and his friends had
gone. She swore she would have the

major take away his corporal's stripes.

The next day. however, she saw him
again. The corporal-stripes were gone,
ami in then- place were sergeant's stupes.

Cigarette went to Major Doyle and
screamed and raged at the added insult.

The major was helpless and embarrassed,
i) led to quieten her, !>iil his efforts

brought no results.

Somebody at the door called "Atten-
tion^." and Victor and Rake stiffened

and turned on their heels. Victor's eyes

widened, then he blinked in stark amaze
ment, as a man would do if he saw a

ghost.

But it was no ghost he saw— it was a

girl. An English girl whose beauty
seemed like the part of a beautiful

dream. She was being shown over the

barracks by Major Doyle, who was still

a little worried over his hectic interview
with Cigarette.
He was explaining to the girl about

the life and barracks of the legionnaires,

and she stopped and spoke to one of the

men. Victor remembered suddenly thai

there was an English Commissioner in

Abeshe. Perhaps this was his daughter.
Theti he was conscious that the girl

was near him, and heard the major
explaining that he had just been made
a sergeant for the way he had acted
when the 17th Company had been sur-

rounded by Arabs.
"How do you do?" she said when the

major had finished his recital.

Victor relaxed and smiled. The girl

looked down at a small piece of wood h 1

had carved into the shape of a horse.
1

:
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"Oh, it looks a thoroughbred, ser-

geant!" she exclaimed.
"What's this?" the major blurted out.

"A lot he sees of thoroughbreds round
here !"

There was a tense moment of embar-
rassment, broken by the major who
walked over and spoke to one of the

legionnaires at the other end of the

room.
"He's rather like a bull in a china

shop," murmured the giil in a low voice.
" I'm so sorry "

"Please don't bother," Victor
answered. "A legionnaire must, expect
such things. I'm glad yon like my
horse."
The major came back and died to buy

I lie horse for the girl, but she refused,

saying that the sergeant wouldn't want
to part with it. Then they went out
• il the room, and the soldiers relaxed.

That night at the little hotel in the

Arab town a reception was held in

honour of Lord Seraph, the British

Commissioner and his niece. Lady
Venetia Cunningham. '

Venetia, the girl that Victor had seen

in the barrack-room that afternoon,

stood in the patio garden talking to
( 'aptain Mcnzics.
Suddenly she stiffened, and a startled

look came into her eye*, for coming
towards ho- was Victor, and then she

smiled amusedly.
Victor saluted the captain, and said:

"Important dispatches ha\e just

arrived, sir. Colonel Ferol wishes to see

you."
Captain Menzies excused himself, and,

left alone, Victor smiled at, the girl.

"Need I apologise'.''' he said softly.

"Was there any such message?"
"Oh, yes," replied Victor, "but 1

didn't bring them. I had to bring you
something, and when I heard about the

dispatches, I decided to report them to
( 'aptain Menzies."
"That is dangerous for you."_
"Twice dangerous," Victor said, with

a laugh. "A firing squad on one side

—

your eyes on the other."

"You're a daring man, sergeant," the
girl murmured.

"I had to come to bring you this,"

he said, and handed her the carved
horse. "You were kind enough to

admire it. 1 couldn't sell it, but I can
give it."

"Thank you," she said, taking the

little piece of wood. "I shall love it—
not only for itself, but because you risked

so much to bring it. Do you know, this

i> the first exciting thing that has hap-
pened to me in this monotonous
country."
"You do not know Africa— the Africa

beyond this hotel

She looked at him searching]y lor a

long moment.
"Will you .~!iow it to me—to-night?"

she whispered.
Viotoi asked no more questions, but

lifted Venetia over the patio fence, and
in a moment they had disappeared down
a dark street. They saw Africa that

night—and thev Baw another thing. Jt

was in both their eyes. The absurd
futility of love did not occur to them
in those precious mad moments.

.But. when the time came for Venetia
lo return, thev looked at each other, and
the sttrk r: th, ihot: of then position

canto lo them with brutal reality.

Victor was a humble legionnaire. She
had not asked why he wai there, but

Legion to bury their past.

"Don't." she pleaded. "Don't say
good-bye- let me go back gjon

Victor nodded, and she disappeared
into the night—alone.

While Victor stood with Venetia in

that, dark street, Cigarette was in Iter

cafe, waiting lor him. He had promised
ember L2th, v.m
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to come that night. The promise had
been made in the desert earlier that day.
Her anger against him had fled, and
she had ki-sed him and told him that she
loved him.
He had teased her about it, but Cigar-

ette's young heart did not understand
i hat he was teasing her. So she waited
for him. but he did not come; instead,
Major Doyle went to her room where
she was sobbing on the bed and de-

manded that she marry him. She told

him, in between her sobs, that site loved
Victor and could never marry Major
Doyle. Doyle strode out of the room,
his face hard and his eyes Bashing.

" A Soldier of France "

THEN, suddenly over all came war
and the shadow of Sidi-Ben-
Youssiff, the most powerful of the

Arab chieftains. He had organised the
tribes in one final effort to drive the
French from Northern Africa. Major
Doyle and his battalion were ordered to

Ain Sefra to stop the juncture of the
tribes.

In the barracks where the men were
preparing to leave. Rake, Victor's friend,

rushed up to Victor.
"Victor," he cried, "I—I have seen

Lord Seraph. He's at the hotel with the
British party. That lady who came to

the barracks with Major Doyle, she

—

she's his niece!"
"Rake," Victor cried in alarm, "pack

lo me! T'll meet you on the parade
ground. That wood carving of ' Forest
King'— site; has it, and I've got t.i

it hack."
He hurried off to the hotel and slipped

into her room by the back stairs. A
hurried search of the room failed to

reveal (he hiding-place of the carving,

and he was about to search the dressing-
table drawers when the door opened and
Venetia stepped in the room.
"What " she began; but he cut

her short.

"I've come to say good-bye," he said.

"We've been ordered to Ain Sefra and

—
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She took no notice ef that last remark,
but flung herself into his arms and kissed
him passionately. He tried to put her
from him and ask again for the carving,
but a knock sounded on the door and
her uncle's voice asking to come in.

" Come back to me," she whispered
brokenly. "You won't always be a
legionnaire."
A bugle sounded in the distance,

calling the battalion together, and her
uncle knocked again loudly on the door.
"Come back to me, please!" Venetia

pleaded as Victor slipped out of the room
the way he had come.
As he ran out of the hotel entrance

and glanced back to where Venetia stood
on the balcony, Cigarette crouched by
the pillar and jealous hatred flamed in

her eyes.
Major Doyle and the battalion went

to Ain Sefra. but a change had conic-

over the major. He wore the epaulettes
of a colonel now, but his promotion
brought no joy to his face. He was
thinking of Cigarette and the man she
loved.

His attitude to Victor had turned to
(old hatred. This hatred found expres-
sion when the battalion arrived at Ain.

Sefra. Victor was sent out on a detail

that meant his certain death—but he
came back alive. He was sent on
another, and when he came back was
sent on yet a third, one that no man
could hope to get out of alive.

He knew that Colonel Doyle was send-
ing him to his death, but he did not
know why. Every man in the battalion
knew that the colonel hated Victor and
Victor would never return to Abeshe,
and this information was taken back to
I Cigarette by the wounded legionnaires.

In her hotel Venetia learned the true
story of Victor. Her uncle, Lord
Seraph, saw the wooden carving of the
horse. He picked it up and looked at

it in wonderment for a moment,
(Continued on pa?e 28)

•* You'll get the extra time," Victor interrupted.
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A young cavalry captain is falsely accused of stealing horses, but with the aid of two
staunch friends he proves his innocence and rounds up a gang of renegades. A stirring

yarn of the old West, starring Gene Autry% SINGING
VAGABOND*

Captured by Outlaws

ALONE rider was etched against
the setting sun as he sat his
bronc on the brink of the ravine.

He looked to be a carven statue, ever,

his horse was immobile, still as the gun
that rested on the pommel.
Suddenly a quiver of movement

galvanised the horseman. A sound far
off had caught his super-sensitive ears.

His head jerked sideways, but his
well-trained mount remained stock-still.

It was true— wheels were approaching!
Wheels coming in from the deBert !

That meant travellers—more, it implied
lonely travellers, for the watcher well
knew that the regular wagon train had
passed two days before. Here was
loot for this man and his renegade
band who were hidden at the moment
far down in the valley behind him.

With narrowed eyes the outlaw gazed
towards where the desolate hills shelved
to a cleft almost a mile off. Through
that pass the wagons would come and
then go along the grassy floor of the
ravine immediately beneath him. It
was their only route. Here, trapped
in a hollow, with hills using on each
side, the travellers would be easy prey.

The outpost soon saw the first team
of horses appear over the brow of the
pass, a covered wagon swaying behind.
He set the pair of glasses, that swung
on a strap from his neck, to his" eyes
and focused them. One, two, three,
four wagons. And no guard ! None
of the cursed scouts from Fort Henry
rode jauntily beside the little caval-
cade. Instead, the field glasses showed
that peering from each of the wagons
were women. Apart from the drivers,
there didn't seem to bo an armed man
among them J

The sentry's spurs gouged the sides
of his horse, the reins tightened, and
in an instant be was headed down the
sleep slope, racing over the tumble of

mesquite and rock, one arm flying, his

broad Stetson flapping in the wind
made by his reckless progress. Within
five minutes he had snatched his horse
to its haunches in the middle of a
score of men who grouped expectantly
round him.

" Wagons, four of 'em, just through
the pass. No guards. And 's fur as

I cud see only a bunch of girls fur its

to wrangle. They'll sure carry
baubles,

"

Even as he spoke, hands reached for

bridles.

"What, say, boys?" called out the
chief, but there was no need for the
question. With grunts and nods the
outlaws, who were known throughout
the length of these Western wilds as
I lie Renegades, leapt to their saddles.

Hoofs clattered madly up the steep
ascent towards the ridge, plunged over
and hurtled down to where the wagons
were now passing.

A volley announced the riders'
presence—and made abundantly clear
their intentions !

The. cavalcade broke into pande-
monium. Drivers lashed their animals,
infuriating them. The horses reared
and snorted, then stretched forward
under the urge of the whips. Squeals of

alarm broke from underneath the
canvas coverings, and frightened eyes
peered from under poke bonnets, while
delicate hands clutched the iron stays
as the vehicles were thrown into rolling
frenzy.
"They said in town it was dangerous,

coming without escort," one girl

muttered through chattering teeth.
" What will happen if—oh, look !"

Her finger pointed through the back
of her wagon to the one behind. A
horse had been shot through the head:
it pitched forward its iron hoofs kick-
ing in a last convulsion into the
withers of its neighbour that had been
dragged to its knees by the tautened
traces. In a moment, all the ;ix

animals comprising (he team were a
chaotic mass, half of them hurt, all of

them struggling, traces snapping, the
driver shouting, and through it all the
cries of girls, the crack of six-guns, the
splintering of coachwork.
Back of this squirming tangle, a

wagon swung out of line. The driver
tugged at the reins until it had cleared
the wreckage; then managed some-
how to release one hand and snatch up
a carbine propped against Ins seat.

He swung it towards the encircling
horsemen.
"The cursed Renegades," he snarled:

find and growled Ins pleasure to see

one of the attackers tumble headlong
from his saddle and roll over and over
in t ho dust.

But the broncs of the Renegades were
faster than the harness horses. Firing,

not so much to hurt as to frighten

—

since their enemies were a bunch of

beautiful and helpless girls—the out-

laws, laughing and shouting, closed

in. The train was soon surrounded,
and restive horses were Vicing held
while revolvers covered drivers and
passengers.
"Git out, all o' ya," came the chief's

brusque command.
Resistance was futile. Hajids reached

out and gripped slim wrists, a pull

and one- of the girls was in rough
arms. The others were swept out in
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similar manner to the accompaniment
of piercing screams. These girls from
the towns knew the character of the
men of the mountains and abandoned
hope of escape. One of them, known
as Honey, glanced fearfully round at

darkening landscape. The timbered
slopes seemed to crowd down ominously
over the scene: she struggled in the
gnasp of a powerful fellow who had
switched his rifle lound to his back in

order to lift her to the ground.

"You beast!" she spat at him, but
the only answer she got was to have
her chin tilted upwards as her captoi
laughed into her eyes.

"Flirty lips to talk thataways to a
man," he chicled uneouthly. "f must
teach 'em to be kinder like."
The girls were corralled in a human

blockade of outlaws.
"Well, boys," said the boss with

heavy jocularity, " what'll we do with
the loot? It's a tidy bunch." His
eyes rested appreciatively on one of the
girls, a dainty sight he thought her in

her striped gown and bonnet, slim and
pretty, none the less attractive because
of the look of horror in her shrinking
eyes. "I'll look afrer you, me dear,"
he had said.

Everyone grew tense. Down the
trail sounds broke into the scene. The
hillsides began to echo the flying feet

of horses pushed to their extremity.

'The scouts!" It was a yell from
the leader. "On yer hosses !"

It was the way of the Wesi in the
'sixties to fight from the saddle. The
outlaws' broncs—for they were hardly
broken, many of them—were fleet, and
the men could handle them adroitly.
Almost before the command was ripped
oul all were in the saddle and had
tinned, not towards the fastnesses of
the heights, but to face the new foe.

(In they came, the men of the United
States Army from Fort Henry, whose
toilsome job it was to watch over
travellers through this Bad Man's
Land. They had learned of the foolish

theatrical manager who. having missed
the big wagon train, had decided to
make San Francisco on his own in

order to keep an engagement with his

beauty chorus. The scouts knew
the Renegades were out. and, headed
by Captain Tex, had ridden madly in

the wake of the unguarded wagons.
They were bearing down now—only

jn-t in time.

"At 'em, boys. No quarter,"
aptain Tex had said hardly above

level voice. Every man there knew his
job, knew his leader: wotdd carry out
l he one and follow the other as far
i> Hell's gates and through. Low over
their horses' necks they leaned, hands
steady on the reins, no quiver of fear
In shake the trueness of their aim as
soon as they were within shooting
range.
A score of guns barked.
"(lot 'im !" muttered Frog. ''That

bncco jumped so high he had time In

saj his prayers before he landed." He
was the wag of the company—and none
the less efficient and loval because of

that.

No one laughed. Grim work was on
hand. Captain Tex, as he emptied
his revolver and plunged on, ha 1 a

shiver of alarm— not because of the

guns still snarling about him or thought
of the hand-to-nand tussle that was
imminent; it was because his eye had
(aught sight of a horseless wagon that
had slowly commenced to ve of its

volition down the slope. He knew
this gorge well; where the ground fell

av.:i\ yonder beside the trail, it dipped
,. :in ever increasing angle to the brink
of a precipice, Over that edge was.
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a sheer drop on to rocks. The wagon
was slowly rolling that wa.v. And in

it he could see several of the girls 1

" Doggone it, " he growled between
clenched teeth, "how'll I stop that?"
Nothing could be done at the

moment; he was in the midst of the
outlaws, fighting desperately. On., hit
the ground with his face, another
toppled, stunned by a blow- from the
butt-end of his pistol, and tjieu, with
a calculating glance as if to as>urc
himself his men could more than hold
their own, he was away—away like

the wind on Champion, the fastest

horse in all California, in the dusty
wake of the un-horsed wagon which
by now was hurtling drunkenly down
the incline towards the precipice.

Humbled Pride

IT looked as though gravity was
going to beat the best that
Champion could do, but the gallant

horse, maddened by unaccustomed
spurring, stretched out to the last ounce
of his strength, crept, inch by inch
nearer to the runaway lumbering
vehicle that threatened every moment
to turn turtle.

"Wish it would." Tex thought
fleetingly. "Better that than the
precipice." But the wagon flung
onwards, ever faster, with the captain
straining in its wake.
He yelled after it. Grasping the

stays of the cover, faces peered out at

him, the fear of death in wild eyes
that were made for lighter use.

"I'll get you." he shouted, hardly
daring to hope he might. But he was
nearly up to the tailboard that flung
itself every way. following the gyra-
tions of the vehicle. Suddenly those
inside saw him stand in his saddle,
held their breath as he made a flying

leap from his horse to grab a stanchion
and hang, half on, half off the bucking-
board. Then he was up on his feet,

had grabbed the nearest of the show
girls and, quick as thought, had flung
both himself and her out into the air.

The girl shut her eyes, awaiting the
impact, thinking her last moment had
come, but Tex's brain was running
smoothly and as the\ fell he twisted

her into the upper position and himself
took the shock of the earth. Over and
over they rolled; then leaving her he
was up again, and, never touching
stirrup, had vaulted into the saddle of

Champion, who, as though he knew
what was expected of him, had come
to his master's side, heavily breathing
and almost spent. Spurs and knees
urged him again into the chase—a mad,
seemingly hopeless pursuit of the
racing, rolling wagon.
No time now to get aboard; the

precipice was looming near, a score of
yards away.
"Jump!" he cried to the two re-

maining girls within.
Side by side at furious pace the

wagon and the rider sped towards
death. One girl leapt; Tex caught
her and with barest let-up in the
hurricane speed of Champion, slid her
to the ground. Leaving her bowling,
he held out his arms for the remaining
girl. She in turn leapt—and thus
Lettie Morgan, principal show girl.

came violently into the arms of Captain
'lex.

Right on the brink of the ravine
Champion came to a standstill, his

forefeet dug into the loose earth, and
Tex took in deep breaths to recover,

hardly aware of the fragile slip of

womanhood lying against his breast.
Fainted, he supposed Good !

But Lettie was very nineh alive. She
had made no cry during the few
minutes Bhe was held in the grasp of
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this man who had -snatched her from
certain death. Once she looked up as
they stood there. She saw the edge
of the precipice, saw the heavy wagon
go over, for an instant noticed how it

crashed against a jutting rock before
it disappeared out of sight. It*
shattering progress was an-nounced to
her reeling senses by the rip and grind
of breaking timber and the screech of
tearing canvas and that final bump as
it landed at lengyr, little more than
splinters, far beyond their vision at the
bottom of the precipice.

It was too eaidy for her to speak,
hardly to think of the disaster from
which this man had snatched her. Sho
lay quiet in his hold as he turned
Champion and raced back to the scene
of the fray.

The fight was over, the brigands put
to flight. Lettie shuddered at iho
signs of the recent battle that were
all around her—horses lying dead upon
their sides, three men for ever mute,
one still squirming from side to side in
final agony. It was hard to pity them,
fresh as she was from their clutches,
saved so miraculously by this handsome
leader of the scouts. She stood
regarding him for a moment while he
gave instructions to his men. Heedless
of his absorption in his job she walked
across and touched his arm. He turned
abruptly.
"I haven't had a chance to thank

you," she said, "for saving my life."

Her eyes shone up into his.

The response was not what sho
expected.

" Why should you bunch of females
expect the United States Army to drop
everything and ride to save you from
your foolishness?"
The words whipped Lettie's pride.

Her eyes blazed.
"I didn't ask you to save me." she

flamed.
"We've enough to do without a

bundle of stupid women orossing the
border unprotected. Don't you under-
stand the risk?"
"I know when I meet a bully!"
Tex shrugged. Women meant

nothing to him, his job everything.
He tilted his Stetson over his eyes and
moved off among his men. Very soon
he gave the order to ride.

"Let each man take one of these
women in front of him and get back
to the fort," he ordered. "As for

you," he said, turning to Lettie, "you
ride with me." His tone was brusque,
the voice of a man who expected to be

obeyed. It riled Lettie.

"I'd rather walk." she stormed.
"Right." said Tex, "walk!"
He watched the men mount, saw Iho

girls swung up to the saddles: then
with no more ado he turned Champion's
head back to the fort. The others
followed. And as they went they broke
into the song they always sang when
out on the march :

"We are the Singing Vagabonds."
With no more regard to Lettie. the

I loop moved off. Tex led. He sang
with the rest. Out of a corner of his

eye he noticed that slim beauty who
had Bung her defiance at him—Lettie
walked beside his horse. Her. head
was held high, her mouth tight. She
strode proudly:—like a queen.

A mile and she was stumbling; no
one took any notice of her. She f,||

behind the cavalcade, tripped to her
scrambled up and ran on. II >r

mind visualised herself left alone, with
the troop gone ahead. Darkness v. is

near. Still Tex sang with his Midl-
and rode with his eyes staring al

At length a small voice came up to

him.
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"I'm sorry, Captain Tex. May I

ride with you?" Lettie could go no
farther <Tn the urge of her pride, her
strength had failed her.

"Sure; didn't I ask you?" He
smiled, he reached down, he seized one
wrist, of hers and swung her easily

beside him. The troop had not halted
in its stride, had not faltered in its

song.

"We are the Singing Vagabonds."
They rode on to Fort Henry.

The Impostor

AS to Tex, so to all the members of

the Show Girls Company, Lettie

Morgan was sailing under false

colours. She was not really the leading
lady. Events had made her assume that
role.

The night the company had set out
on this hazardous trip to San Francisco,
Lettie had been seated in a box at the
theatic where a minstrel troupe had
been performing. She. was in love with
one of the company, a handsome ne'er-

do-well, named Larry, who had been
quick to realise the value of the girl's

infatuation. Was she not Lettie Mor-
gan, heiress of the late millionaire ? He
encouraged her girlish affection and she
was so obsessed by his impassioned
avowals that neither her aunt nor th<

austere Judge Lane (who had proposed
for her band), both of whom were with
her in the box, could dissuade her foam
going to Larry's dressing room. Romance
•ailed to her. She was ready to re-

nouncc her high position and seek a lift

with Larry away from the restrictions

with which her punctilious aunt hedged
her about.
But the lovers had hardly embraced

when into the shabby dressing room
walked the aunt, unannounced. Judge
Lane was with her.
The lady spoke abruptly.
"Lettie," she said. "I've tried to

keep this from you. I loved you. you
have been everything to me. having no
daughter of my own. Hut the time h;us

come to tell you the truth and I think
this is the moment to impart it. you
have considered yourself a great hi

You are not. Your father left nothing.
For all the years since he died you have
lived on my bounty."

It was a shock, but Lettie was loyal
to her word to Larry.
"What does money matter?" shi

cried scathingly. "Do you think Larrj
and I care ?"
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" That is tor the gentleman to say

—

and you," snapped the aunt, and walked
from the room.
Lettie turned impulsively to her lover.

"As if we care!" she repeated con-
temptuously.
Larry fumbled with his words.
"You see, my dear," he said weakly,

"I've nothing to—er—offer you."
"But you'll make good. You were

just wonderful to-night. Oh, but we'll

be all right. And do you think 1 mind
f wc have to struggle?"

"I"t may be a long while before

—

before " He stumbled to a stop, con-
fused, hesitant. The; truth that the
money did count with him was written
in his eyes. She stared at him aghast
for one long moment; then she had
grasped the humiliating fact. Her
imagined wealth, not she herself, had
captivated him. She shrank away in her
disillusionment, and only the Morgan
pride kept her head high as she made
for the doer.
"So my aunt was tight," she scoffed

at him. "A fortune hunter!"

"See here, sweetheart " he began,
thinking that surely there must he some
mistake. But she shot out a silencing
hand.

"Good-bye!" she said imperiously
though she felt at the moment that her
heart would break. Haughtily she
passed through the door, heeding nothing
of his forward rush to intercept her, went
from the theatre out into the night, clad
only in her evening gown, her hair fly-

ing in the wind. One thing she knew;
she could not return to the box where
her aunt awaited her. She rushed into
the streets,. And as she emerged bur
riedly on to the sidewalk she bumped
into at; elderly woman carrying so many
parcels that it seemed she must be
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moving with all her belongings. She
was. She was about to join the company
of Show Girls bound for San Francisco.

"Let me help you," said Lettie, and
gathering up some fallen package 9

struggled along with the woman towards
where a buggy was drawn up beside a
hotel.

The manager was worried, not so much
about the absence of the elderly lady
of the troupe, but owing to the fact

that the new leading lady (whom he
had not yet met) had not arrived on
schedule.

"Ah, here she is," he cried, seeing
the woman running up in company with
Lettie. "We've been waiting for you,"
he said a bit sternly. "Get in."

Lettie was nonplussed. Rut here was
a party of good people, and suddenly she
remembered she was an orphan, poor
and with nowhere to go unless she re-

turned to accept the charity of her stern
aunt. She got into the vehicle, ready
to take whatever the future had in store
for her.

One accomplishment Lettie had to help
her carry through her imposture as lead-
ing lady of these Show Girls. She could
sing. So she was not afraid when
Colonel Seward, in command of the

Henry Post, suggested almost as soon
as the rescued company were safely in-

side that they should stage their show
for the benefit of his staff.

"Some of my own men might a^i^t."
he smiled. "We amuse ourselves here
between the work."

It was a great show. The girls wee
lovely and were not chary with tin i

smiles. The scouts joined in—and Lcttj
found herself singing with Captain Tex,
He had a wonderfully sympathetic voici

and they harmonised well in a hanntfug
number called "The Honeymoon Trail,

The ugly weapon buried itself in the ground a foot
away from Frog's face
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which seemed rightly to belong to the
J

night and the lone lands in which they
were. A pleasant interlude after the.

dangers and thrills of the fight with the

renegades.
Their number concluded, Tex led her

into an ante-room, and as they sat he
sang again the refrain—with a meaning
that was obvious enough. He had never
been in love with a woman before, but
the grace and white charm of Lettie had
obsessed Rim.
"Why shouldn't we—you and I— follow

that honeymoon trail, Lettie?" he
begged.

It broke the spell to the cultured girl

from the town.
"I am not interested in your song,"

she said curtly, rising.

"You don't—care?"
"Only to go," she replied, and stamped

from the room to seek her own quarters.

Tex went out on to the porch. It. was
a fine night and for a few minutes he
stood thinking of this girl he had come
to love. From the door he had a clear

view into the corral where the horses
were. Suddenly he started. In the dim
light he saw a figure no more substantial

than a ghost loom against the gate, lift

the latch and dart away again—inside.

Whinneyings followed, and then
"Gee, what's wrong?" he muttered,

the girl forgotten, only the impending
danger in his mind. For out from the
gate came first one horse and. before he
could grasp just what was happening, a

dozen, a score, fifty horses were stam-
peding out into the night away from
the corral, off to the open plain. The
clatter of hoofs drowned his involuntary
cry. The Post mustn't lose their horses

;

it was like being cut off from the world,
impotent to carry on the work

!

Tex bounded from the door, rushed to

where Champion still stood in his own
stable. Within a minute he had thrown
the saddle over the high withers and had
leapt on to his back. With no time to

rouse the others, who were still enjoying
the noisy performance in the big mess-
room, he swung his horse into the trail

the stampeders had taken.
It was the wildest ride he had ever

taken, even including his chase to-day
after the runaway wagon. He dug his

spurs into Champion, urged him on with
sofl words and threats, even lashed him
with the reins. He must overtake the

runaways. What had caused them to

bolt?
For a mile he raced, flying like the

wind—and Champion was the fastest

horse in till the State. The fifty ahead
sensed pursuit and stretched their necks,
striding free with no human on their

baclcs, rushing headlong for the wilds.

Standing in his long stirrups, never
touching his saddle, his head bent low
forward, Tex urged his horse on.
Champion laid down to it. his belly level

with the ground, his hoof.-, beating a

rhythmic tattoo on the hard ground. A
grunt of satisfaction escaped Tex as he
die.', level wiih the last of the runaways,
but he must gel ahead in order to turn
them in their impetuous flight. Gradu-
ally he passed first one then another,
like a winner in a race coining up from
the ruck._ On and on, over the uneven
surface, jumping a patch of mesqnite,
plunging through the long sedge grass,

nearer and nearer, yard by yard, towards
the head of«the bunch of wild and scream-
ing animals, he rode, reins loose, his
body one with his horse.

lie did not hear (he pound of other
hoofs behind him, for his whole atten-
tion was on the job in hand.
"Whoop, whoop!" he yelled, panl-

ingly, seeking to turn the leaders. He
was abreast of them now, twirled
Champion at them, heading them off.
September 18th, I9:i6
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The leaders swerved snorted, whinnied,
flung up on their hind legs and then
settled again on their new course.
But Tex had them in hand. He gave

Champion a final urge, circled across tht-

noses of two who held the lead, brushed
them, pushed them even at that mad
pace and swung them back towards the
way they had come.
Now lie became aware of his follow-

ing. Good; here was assistance! At the
fort, someone had raised Jthe alarm
which he had had no time to do. Thank
heaven the horses were saved

!

He turned to watch the uniformed men
circling round the mill of restive
frightened animals. There were a dozen
riders and Tex set about assisting to

string out the panting horses and drive
them back, but he was interrupted. Two
of his colleageus, grim of feature, ranged
themselves on either side of him and
one shot out a hand to grab his shoulder.

"What's up?" demanded Tex, not com-
prehending.
"I arrest you. Captain Tex Autry,"

was the startling response.
"Arrest me?" cried Tex aghast.

" What the heck for?"
"Treason! It has been reported to

Colonel Seward that you drove out the
horses."

"But they stampeded. Someone had
opened the gate of the corral. I fol-

lowed. Who dares to say I drove them
out? And for what purpose?"

"I only do my duty. You must answer
to the colonel. Ride."
Tex was furious and snapped out

angry questions, trying to get the hang
of it. but his captors refused to speak
all the long way back, as they rode be-
hind the dead-beat horses to the fort.

He was taken straight into the colonel's
presence and it was no help to Tex to
find the interview was not to be private.
All his colleagues—his own scouts—were
there, and all the members of the Show
Girl company, a silent crowd who- threw
queer glances towards him as he stood
between his captors, held by each arm.
Lettie was there, too, queerly distraught
but offering no glance that meant en-
couragement.
There was no beating about the bush

with Colonel Seward. He had always
liked Tex. knew his worth as an officer,

fearless and with a lightning brain in an
emergency, but to hint the first tenet of
his code was discipline.

"Why did you try to steal the horses?"
he rapped out.
"I was trying to rescue them. They

stampeded, sir."

A cynical grin spread over the face of
one man present. It was a tall officer of
the fort whose swarthy complexion and
heavy jowl showed there was Indian
blood in his veins. He overtopped
everyone else, and Tex saw the leer of
triumph about the cruel lips as he
stroked his chin with talon-like fingers.

Utah Joe, as he was known, was watch-
ing the proceedings with an e\il relish.

"The captain." he said softly, "is in

league with the Indians. Only yesterday
I overheard him speaking to one of his

feathered friends and the talk was of
horses. Can he deny that " He knows
I was present—accidentally."
"It may be." put in the colonel, "that

a man of this company needs to speak
with the Indians now and then. What
is important is that the prisoner was seen
behind the horses driving them out."
He turned to Lettie, and to Tex's amaze-
ment asked her to speak.
"What did you do, my dear, after

your song with the prisoner?"
"I went to my room, Colonel, and

stood looking out into (he moonlight."
"Did you see the prisoner?"
Lottie nodded. She squared her deli-
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cate shoulders and . steeled herself to
speak the words she knew would con-
demn this man. She told herself it was
what he deserved having dared to make
love to her. Uncouth he was, calling her
a fool.

"You have told us you saw him riding.
Wis he in front of the horses trying to

stop them or behind thern—driving
them ?"

"He was behind them."
Utah Joe smirked: he had ahvays hated

Tex, loathed his popularity. He would
be in charge of the scouts if—if any-
thing happened to the captain.
"I told you. Colonel " he began,

but the old soldier silenced him with a

glance and turned to Tex.
"You will be held for court martial."

he announced .shortly. "Take him
away."
Tex was silent. He did not look at

the girl who had denounced him, but
walked stiffly from the room between hi>

gaolers. They took him to a cell w hose
iron bars afforded a view across the bar-
rack square. He sat gazing into the
night, his thoughts busy. Had Lettie
been mistaken or had she deliberately
lied to obtain his conviction ? Did she
hate him so much? Why?
Only later did it cross his mind how

deadly a position he was in.

He knew the sentence for all traitors

was death.

" You Will be Shot at Dawn "

FROM his prison window two days
later Tex saw a train of wagons
enter the square. An aristocratic

woman was helped descend by a man
obviously from the town since he wore
a black-tailed coat with breeches and
boots. His very cravat bespoke wealth
and fashion, and his lawyer-like face

looked grave beneath his wide-brimmed
black felt hat. Tex was right in his

surmise that these visitors were people
of importance, for the colonel came
hastening out and shook hands effusively

with the handsome stranger. Then
Lettie was sent for, and there was a

greeting of affection on the woman's side

while something in the mail's regard of

the girl sent a stab of jealousv through
Tex.
The party, without a glance at the

prison bars they passed, disappeared in-

side the colonel's quarters
"Well," the colonel was saying, "to

think that this charming girl who
for us is a daughter of Millionaire
Morgan. How came it?"
Lettie explained how she had run away

and had seized the fortunate chance of
being mistaken for the principal of the

Show Girls. And then Aunt Hjorl

made her confession. The tale she had
told in that dressing-room had been but
a fabrication.

"You are an heiress, my dear, but it

was obvious to me and to the judge hero
that the mail Lai ly was tne

you) money. And didn't I prove it to

you?"
"Oh, yes," admitted the girl. "That

is all over and done with. .Men can be
beasts."
"Not all men. Lettie," said the aunl

softly. "Think what the judge has done.

The moment v ed you and dis

covered what had happened he organised
this expedition to find you. You might
have been captured by bandits and—oh.

it is unthinkable !"

"We were." said Lettie grimly. "And
but for

"

"Yes?" urged the judge.
"I was saved by—by the scout- or

the colonel here," she explained. And
so the story came out.

"And you tell me the leader of the=e

good fellows is a traitor. " ejaculated the

judge. "Seems incredible."
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"It is incredible," burst out the cirl

and clang to the big man's arm. "'Can't

you help him, judge?" she pleaded.

"I'll see what can be done," said Lane.
" Perhaps I have some influence. At all

events I would do anything possible—

to please you." There was no mistaking
the meaning of his level glance upon her.

"There is nothing I should love better,"

the man put in, "than to take you
to Washington as my wife. Will you
n... : i y me, Lettie ':"

"If—if you help Captain Tex," sh<

"- eed.
"I promise at least to get the cl

against him—reduced," he assured her.

But the scheming judge did not kei p
!,,- word. Aunt Hortense whispered to

him that Lettie had fallen in love with

Tex.
He grasped her inference. Let Tex

die !

He was to stay behind the wagi
nidcr to make his "plea" to the

members of the court martial, arrang-
ing to ride aft< t the train on horseback.
He let Lettie go with the hope that at

least Tex would be saved the ultimate

penalty of the traitor. And before she

ascended the departing wagon -he felt

the least she could do was to comfort
him with the knowledge of the judgeV
promise. She walked across to his

prison window.
"Good-bye!" -he said softly. "I'm

sni rj - for everything."
"Good-bye, Lettie I I did not know

that you were a Morgan, or I should
never have dared."
"Don't!" she pleaded. "As if that

mattered. But T have dime what I

could. The judge has promised t'

speak for you."
"I shall never forget you as long- a- I

live. I may say that, mayn't 1'

Though that won't be for long. Good
bye!"
She left him and went to the wagi n.

The train moved off, and Judge Lane
returned to meet the men who -at in

judgment on Tex of the Scouts.

Had Lettie been present to hear his

out ion before the military tribunal she
would have shrunk for ever from the
man she had promised to marry. He
walked up and down the small office

and talked. He told the company, in

front of which Tex stood handcuffed
awaiting the verdict which meant life

or death to him, that he had been asked
by Congress to make an unofficial
inspection of the various military forts

alone the Californian border.
"Surely, gentlemen." said he suavely.

"you would be unwilling that, I should
take back a report that those in com-
mand of Fort Henry feared to do their
duty when a traitor stood before them."

It was tantamount to telling them he
expected a verdict against the prisoner
nf guilty!
The grave men round the table in

their immaculate uniforms listened to

the evidence. They read Lettie'*

statement; they heard Utah Joe's
assertion of Tex's connivance with the
Indians, another man was found who
declared that he had seen Tex open the
corral gate and let. the horses out. The
inference was that Tex was selling the
animals to the Indians, who were I'm

ever raiding the fain , murdering the
inhabitants, and holding up peaceable
travellers across the border.
The officers were handed little pieces

of paper on which to write their de-
cisions. The colonel collected them,
glanced through them without a trace
of feeling betraying what he thought.
Then he stood up, and Tex stiffened
himself to hear the result.

"The unanimous verdict of this court
of the United States Army is that you
are guilty of traitorous conduct. The
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sentence is death. You will be -hot at

dawn."
Tex had spoken no word throughout.

He turned on his heel, and, with head
erect, walked between his gaolers I .

to the cell— the condemned cell now.

Smoke Signals to the Indians

THE train with Lettie. her aunt, and
tlie "Show Girl" Company
gone; Judge Lane hail ridden

hot-foot alter them as soon as he had
spoken his perfidious oration. I

Joe, exultant, rode in charge i t the
military escort that was to condui I

I
.a iv through the bad lai i

Meanwhile, night had fallen, and two
guards with long bayonets fixed to
their carbines, pai ed slowly before the
d ' of Tex'- cell.

Silence fell over Fort Henry which
seemed emphasised by the white moon
casting long shadows from the brooi
illlls.

That silence was nut broken .;- .i

figure crept with catlike stealthiness
under the veranda where the E

kepi their watch amid, a darkness that
was like a pool of ink in the white
night.
A panther-like leap; a hand pressed

vicioush over one gaoler's mouth. Tho
tiny noi-e of the luiii nd of a revolver
coining in contact with the base ol a

man's skull; the whisper of a stifled

gasp. Xo sound of the falling I

Frog, friend of Tex, was too prai

a hand for that. The guard fell limp
into his arms, and was gently Set

the ground, then softly dragged behind
a pillar. Meanwhile, Buffalo and the
Idaho Kid. two other stalwarts erf i he
scouts, who had left tl impa \\ for

this desperate venture, bad dealt in

similarly biisines- like manner with the
other guard.
Frog was lifted on to the roof oi

wooded building. For a lev breathless
minutes, tt hile his comrades kept

observation, he prised at the rough
hoards. With a slight ripping sound
one gave. Then it was simple.

Inside Tex was on the qui vive, ah it

at the first suggestion of outside move-
ment. When the raised board revealed
the pudding like face of Frog, a thrill

tan through him. His nun believed in

him, were ready to risk their lives for

him. He knew what desperate chance
this was they were taking; if dis-

covered, they, too, would face the filing

squad at daybreak.
"Tex!" It was but a whisper.

"Awake?"
"Befeha, Frog."
The hole widened. Tex leapt upwards

to be caught in the powerful hand- of

Frog. In a minute the prisoner was Out
on the roof, in another he was down
beside Buffalo and the Kid. and like

black ghosts gliding into nothing
had disappeared along the length of tho
building and had won clear into the
open. A dash and they were among
the trees, where four horses stood ready
saddled. With a sigh of relief T< \

once again found the loved body of

Champion stir between his legs, and the
four moved quietly off.

"Where away?" asked Frog.
He had no schemes; the one obiei iiv»

had been to release the chief. It was
for him to decide what should he i

If he chose to take to the mounl
and turn outlaw they would have been
with him; obviously none of them
could return to the fort. It would be
returning to death.
"After the wagon train," said Tex,

without a moment's hesitation.

Something called him, warned him.
At all events he felt he must once again
set his eyes on Lettie, though they
would have to be hidden witness' s,

Utah Joe had set camp in a rocky
September 12th, 1936
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hollow in the hills. Fifty men and
women lay within the circle of the

wagons. Fires shot sparks into the
night, and, as was the custom of those
days, the company swayed rhythmically
to the song in which they all joined.

"To-morrow we shall be at Tuxedo
Pass,*' a man remarked.

I 'tali Joe heard him.
"We go by Death Canvon," he said.

The other roused himself.

"But that is the worst Indian
country," came his surprised ex-

postulation. "Captain Tex said so."

Utah Joe scowled.
"I know what i- best lor us,"' lie

iped.

Judge Lane had overheard.
"I think we can follow Joe hetter

than a traitor." he said.

The camp settled down to sleep. They
lav as they were in their clothes undei
blankets. The night was warm.
Silence, save for the heavy breathing of

tired men and girls.

An hou i passed -two. Then there
was a movement at one end of the
sleeping ranks. A man slowly pushed
aside his blanket and crept from under-
neath. For a full minute he crouched,
watching to see it anyone moved. All

was quiet. The figure straightened
himself— a tall man. unmistakable as

Utah Joe. He slunk round the edge of
the camp and disappeared among the
wagons.
But one man had seen him—one of

the scout- who held no love for him.
He. in turn, threw aside his hlanket and

i>ed a revolver. But he didn't use

it; in-lead, he wakened liis nearest

neighbour.
"Utah Joe has left camp—sneaked

owl ," he w hispered.

The other was jusl in time to sec the
ghostly figure caught by a flicker of

firelight. He nudged another com-
panion. They saw the hig leader of the
train vanish into the woods.

"After him," said one, and they
crawled from their improvised heds and
crept out on the trail. They did not
know what to suspect, hut they were
members of the United States Army,
and their job was to see this train

through to safely. To ensure that was
to suspect anything that savoured of
aecret moves, anil where was the reason
for Utah Joe to go stealing into the
darkness in the middle of the night?
Even at that it never entere'd their

mind- a- a probability that the tall

: half-Indian was planning to sell the
whole outfit to I hi' Redskins.
Not until they had tracked him for

over two miles. The sleuthing was
simple enough ; when once Utah Joe
was clear of the camp he ceased even to
glance over his shoulder, but hurried on,
following a path that led deep into the
woods and then came out into the
mesquite-CQvered hillside. Here he
paused ; it was obviously a rendezvous,
for he glanced impatiently from one side

to another so that (he three almost held
their breath as they lay where ihey had
ducked behind some rocks, afraid the
slightest sound might betray Ihem.
Then silently as a moving shadow

another form was suddenly beside big
Joe. An Indian! Jove, but they were
unennnj in the way they moved. One

t -HI Joe WOS alone, the next
• If- While Eagle."
The whisper came on a long breath of

surprise, hardly controlled.

The white man'.- word is not to be
trusted."

The Indian chief, dignified, with up-
raised head and level eye under a

waving sheath of feathers, spoke
contemptuously.
"You are wrong, chief! T have done

all that was planned. To morrow the
train makes for Death Canvon. There
September 18th, 1036
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the horses and the ammunition are yours
to take."
The Indian grunted in disbelief.

"Your word failed us before. We
waited. The horses, it is true, were re-

leased, but it was a trick ; they were
returned to the fort."
Again the quick exchange of under-

standing glance- between the eaves-
dropping soldiers.

"That was not my fault." said Joe
viciously. "A man 1 can trust let them
out of the corral, bul that sUunl. Tex
happened to see. and rode after them."
His eyes glittered wickedly. "But his

cursed interference is over for keeps.
He will be shot at dawn."
That clinched it. In the minds of the

listeners anger strove with exultation.
They could prove Tex innocent— if they
could get back in time to save him.
"The dirty coyote." one growled,

and shot an inquiring look at his

comrades.
"Ready?" it asked.
Both nodded.
"C'mon !"

Together they sprang. Shots rang
out, Joe and White Eagle swung round
to meet the unexpected attack, the
Indian thinking that here once more
was treachery. Still he had no alter-

native but to fight, and in an instant his

knife was out, flashing in the moon.
But the soldiers were on him, two of
them made him their immediate
objective. A bullet struck home. White
Eagle stumbled silently: a hand struck
even as he reeled, and the Redskin fell

prone, squirming, but still without a

cry.
Meanwhile. Utah Joe had fared

better. Willi a vicious blow he had
landed on the jaw of the remaining
scout, felled him, and. with a snarl.

had taken White Eagle's horse and was
off. riding like the wind. Unmounted,
the soldiers could not pursue. More-
over, they had to get their story to the
camp.
Meanwhile. Utah Joe dismounted a

couple of miles from the scene of the
melee. Hastily he undid the horse's

girth, and from beneath the saddle drew
the rug. Making a fire of dry twigs, he
laid the rug over it, holding in the
smoke, then released it so that it

ascended in a solid cloud. Thrice he
did this—it was a signal to the tribe

with whom he was trading the horses

in camp and the valuables of its pas-

sengers, not to mention a quantity of

ammunition it carried.

There was now no going hack for

Utah Joe. No longer could be hide
behind his position at the fort and plot

witli the Indians. His treachery was
known. His only hope now was to join

forces with the Redskins.
Miles across the valley the tribe saw

the signals and set out with all haste

—

a gallant if ruthless band of warriors,
anxious for (heir captures, ready to kill

man, woman, or child, following their

uncouth but rigid code to fight the white
man and take from him, their natural
enemy, all they could get.

And half a day's ride away, on the

other side of the camp. Tex. Frog, the
Kid. and Buffalo were urging their

mounts to their limit.

Back in ramp the soldiers' news
caused consternation. Hurriedly horses
were hitched up. passengers took their

seal>, and the train moved off. The
drivers cracked their long whips, the

horses reared, and were pul into gallop.

The vehicles rocked along the rough
track—not towards Death Canyon, but
on the usual route for the border. At
every turn an attack by Indians was
expected.
The Indians were in league with the

Renegades, and a Redskin messenger
raced for the camp in the mountains.

. very Tuesday

The two bands joined forces and rode
hard to intercept the wagons making
for the desert. They espied them racing
along a slope upwards towards a pass
where hill- hedged them in on either
side. With fearsome yells the combined
brigand.-, red and white, swooped down
in an encircling movement, firing as

they neared the occupants of the
wagons. The " Show Girls " once a

peered frightfully from beneath canvas
coverings to see wild horsemen sweeping
down on them, shooting as they came
But this time the soldier- were there to

defend them, and at first sight of the
enemy the escort covered the wagons
as well as they could, presenting a living

barrier between foe and prey.

The soldiers, however, never had a
chance. They were outnumbered by a

score, and. in addition, were restricted

in their movements by reason of the
fact they had to cover the women and
the wagons. The wagons raced harder
and harder, but the Indians and the
Renegades were easilv the faster.

"Stop!" yelled the scout who had
I>ut himself in charge. ''We'll face

them here."
He had chosen an open sward outside

the reach of ambush.
Their attacker-, at lea-t. would have

to fight in the open; no chance of

shooting them down from behind the
safety of rocks or woods.
"And look to thai ammunition

wagon," he added. "Loose the horses.

Guard it to the death!"
A hundred rifles were spouting. Man

after man went tumbling to bite the

ground, lay stretched, either in death
or writhing from wounds that were
mortal. Overturned vehicle- and piles

of packages were utilised by the de-

fenders as shield- and butts from which.

to shoot. Bin still the brigands re-

lentlessly closed in.

It was an orgy of slaughter. Hor-es
squealed as shot- or arrow- struck them,
and they fell in their trace-, bringing
others down to stamp and struggle. One
or two of the wagons still containing
members of the party were shot at by
the Indians. They used arrows which
carried burning feathers. The canvas

tops burst into flames ; out of these

sprang men and women, shrieking and
helpless, some only to meet the worse
fate of shot or arrow.
- The Indians and the Renegades were
getting the upper hand. Girls were

helping reload rifles cowering behind the

overturned baggage while the soldiers

put up a last resistance.

"Don't let them take us." pleaded one
girl. "Kill us first."

No man could answer, but the savage

burst of firing showed the tenseness of

their feelings.

Regardless of loss, the enemy was ad-

vancing in a rush Half a dozen made
for the ammunition wagon. It was
typical of the desperate measures a man
of the Army would go to when one scout

gave the thing a push and started it

rolling down the slope. Better to destroy

it and himself, than that the Indian- ive

it. He scrambled on to the cross-piece

that ran from axle to axle beneath the

wagon floor and lying prone sought to

guide his cumbrous charge towards a

ravine.
Other of the vehicles were dragged off

by the frightened animal-. One con

taincd Lettie and the judge and humped
so violently it seemed it musi overturn

Lettie, with a memory of what Tex had
once accomplished, dragged herself from

the judge's hold and leapt. She landed

without hurt save for bruises and torn

clothes. Rui the judge had not I he

courage to jump: he held on fearfully -

not seeing the tree that loomed ahead!

(Continued on page 25'
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Who was the secret leader of the desperadoes who were terrorising the Valley of the
Pecos ? That was the riddle which a young Texas Ranger was detailed to solve. Ride
with him to the tune of hammering hoofs and blazing guns, and follow his gripping

adventures in this mighty serial drama of action and romance

Read This First

Buck Grant, a settler in tht /'*<-,.•.-

Xnihil, it in reality a Ranger investi-
gating stories of terrorism by " gang o,

out/aus whoet leader's identity he In /as
to iiisci; ci r.

Judgt Holmes, of Mareriek, is tht

only man who knows Buck is a Banger.
Hi is hkriri.il tin only man who knows
that liurk is the Phantom Rider, a

cloaked horseman who is defeating tin

activities of the outlaws at every turn.

One morning, however, masked gang-
sters butcher Shorty, another Ranger
who if on Ins way into tht Valley.
Dying, Shorty tells Buck to go to tht
Bidden Valley Ranch, and latir Buck
learns this is tht property of a man
named Grayson.

Hi meets Grayson's beautiful
daughter, Mary, who has returned from
tin East and brought with her a friend,
Hilin Moore.

Meanwhile, a Ranger known as
Spooky has entered Mart rick, ami
Buck instructs him to obtain work <tt

the Iliildiii Valley outfit. That same
wight Buck casually drops tn at that
ranch himself, and is introduced to
Harvey t)i lam y, a neighbouring cattle-

man who is on friendly terms with the
Graysons.

Later, Mary's father is killed, ami
Buck is charged with tht crime. Hi
couiiiices Mara of his innocence ami
hands her a wallet which belonged to
her father and which contains tin map
of a hidden '/old mine.

Outlaws attempt 10 steal tin wallet,
but thanks to Buck they tail. Thai.
niter clearing his name ai the Grayson
murder, the Ranger jails into the
lut »ty's hands.

Now Read On

A Brush With the Posse

WITH a final, terrific effort Buck
managed somehow to regain his

feet w hile his antagonists were
striving to hind Inm. and once more
In- laid about him with his fists,

scattering the gangsters momentarily.
But he was one against many, and it

was not long befor< the rogues had him
down again, piling into him tooth and
nail until he ».t c too dazed to show
further fight.

This time fh'ej gave him no chance
to recover, but secured his wrists behind
his back ere In- could collect his

(acuities. Then three or four <>f the
outlaws- hauled him up off the gn
and Dirk spoki to them tersely.
"I'm him on his hen-.- and keep him

covered," he snarled. "Keeler, you
take charge of him, and see he don'i
mako no false moves."
Buck was hoisted into the saddle of

his pony, and the crooks also mounted
their broncs. Then, Keeler leading the
prisoner's steed bj the rein, the whole
band turned to ride through the wood.

"We'll head off the sheriff's posse,"
Dirk said, "and see if we ran give
Mort, Gabe an' Roscoe a chance fo

make thru- getaway. After that we'U
strike i ai k for the hide-out."

Thus spoke Dirk, and he had little

doubt that by springing an ambush he
and his comrades could provide their
less fortunate associates with an oppor-
tunity of effecting an escape. But he
did not know that he and his party
were seen by a lone horseman as they
pushed clear of the forest and began
to -pur along the edge of the trees.

The lone horseman was Sipooky, and
he had cut adrift from the sheriff's

I
< -se in order to gallop l>ack and have

a word with his fellow -Hanger. And

EPISODE 6—
' Shot Down "

now. as he -aw Buck in the hands of

the gangsters, hi- pulled his horse to a

standstill in the heart of a thick
coppice.
From the shelter of that, coppici

watched the crooks and their captive
moving Bwiftly in a horth-easterlj
direction, and no sooner had they
disappeared than he wheeled around
and dashed awav at top -peed, urging
his bronc over the prairie levels re the
tune of pounding hoof-, and making
for the trail where he had separated
from the posse.

Fifteen minutes I. fcer he saw Shi
Mark and his hand in front of him.
They were travelling at a mere
along the winding Maverick road, and
consequently Spook) had no diffu

in overtaking them.

"Hey, hold everything!" the little

cowboj gasped as he came abreast of

the sheriff and .lodge Holmes.

The sheriff called a halt, and looked
at Spooky sharply.

"What's wrong, friend?" he de-
manded.

" I just saw a bunch of cut I

with that nester Buck (Irani." came
the reply. "They had him tied, and
was lead in' him along the '^pe o' the
timber."
Judge Holmes laid hold of Mark's

arm.
"you'll have to split your posse an I

get Grant out of trouble," he declared.

"But I've gotta take these here
prisoners into town," Sheriff Mark
objected, with a glance at Roscoe,
Gabe and Mort "Let that nester

get himself outa trouble, judge."

"Is that- how you repay the man who
helped you to land these three out-
laws?" Judge Holmes snapped, "No,
sheriff, you're going to help Bin k
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Grant. It's to your advantage to do
SO, anyhow. The skunks who jumped
him probably belong to the same outfit

:is these fellows here, and now is your
chance to grab the whole bunch at

once."
The sheriff had coloured up in a

somewhat shamefaced manner.
"Yeah, I didn't think o' that," he

muttered, and then, turning to Spooky:
" Which way did you say Grant and
them hombres was ridin ">.

"

"Along the edge of the timber,''

Spooky repeated. " and in the direction
of Twin Forks. They was travellin'

plenty fast. It seemed t" me like they
might be aiinin' to stage an ambuscade
there and take their pals away from
yuh, so I reckon you're showin' good
sense in electing to operate against
'em. If I were you I'd cut across to

the other trail and take, 'em by surprise
—turn the tables on em, see?"

The pompons sheriff was not grateful
for the suggestion, though privately he
realised the value of it.

'"I don't need advice, feller." lie

said. "I figure I know my job
"

" Nevertheless Spooky's idea is a

good one," Judge Holmes interrupted
impatiently. "Come on. sheriff, detail

a couple of your men to take care of
your prisoners, and the rest of us will

hit the breeze for the other road as
hard as we can."
Under the judge's admonishment

Sheriff Mark bestirred himself, and
having singled out two of his posse
ti act as escort for Gabe. Roseoe and
Mort, he and the remainder of the
band set out for (he trail on which
Spook} had last seen Buck and his

captors.
With the judge. Spooky and the

sheriff taking the lead and setting the
pace, it was not long before the troop
of would-be rescuers picked up The road
that skirted the woods, and they had
followed this for a distance of some
iwo or three miles when they sighted
Twin Forks. And there, at the point
where the forest trail joined the main
highway to Maverick, they espied Dirk
and his accomplices seeking cover
behind a cluster of big rocks, with
Buck a helpless captive in their midst.

The gangsters were unaware of the
posse's approach, and if Judge Holmes
or Spooky hail been in command, the
rogues could have been quietly en-
circled and taken by surprise. But
the muddle-headed Sheriff Mark gave
vent to a loud yawp as he clapped eyes
on the outlaws, and calling on his men
to follow him. he pushed straight on
tit a gallop.
Dirk and his comrades swung around

at the first alarm. It was a shock to
them, of course, to find themselves
suddenly threatened by an attack from
an unexpected quarter, when they had
bo fondly imagined that they would be
'the aggressors, and for a brief interval
they were thrown into a panic. But
they speedily recovered themselves, and

,
the posse was still a couple of hundred

I
yards from, them when Dirk roared a
command.
"Beat it, men!" he shouted to his

associates. " Keeler, don't let go of
Giant !"

The crooks scattered, jabbing al the
flanks of their ponies with their spur-
rowels. Keelcr, with a hand on Silver's
'bridle, made tracks for a ridge to the
south—gained that ridge, and putting
ihis horse at it. won his way to the
I summit with Buck at his side.

!
From the top of the hill the gangster

I looked back and saw the posse break.;
I ing up to pursue his confederates.
.Then he realised that he himself had
i Dot been overlooked, for Judge Holme*
1 September 12th, WM
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and Spooky were headed in hi*

direction.
Seem.-, like things haven't worked

out according to plan, don't it?" Buck
commented dryly.
Keeler shot an ugly glance at him.

and then with a tug on the bridle of
the Ranger's pony he started to ride
along the chest of the ridge. But he
had not gone more than a hundred
yards when Buck served him a trick

that neatly checked him in his flight.

The big Ranger's hands were tied

behind his back, but his feet were free.

and all at once he disengaged his left

boot from the stirrup and kicked his

captor's bronc smartly but without
viciousness. on the flank.

The horse was pounding along the
very edge of the hillside, and the blow
caused it to swerve. In another
instant it had lost its footing and was
plunging down the steep slope, carrying
its master with it.

Keeler almost dragged Buck and
Silver after him. but he lost his grip
on the rein of the big fellow's pony,
and though the latter cavorted wildly
for a few seconds, the stalwart repre-
sentative of the Law managed to keep
his seat. Then, as Silver became
calmer and halted of his own accord
on the brow of the slope. Buck turned
to see how his late captor was faring.

Keeler had parted company with his

horse, and man and beasr were rolling
in headlong fashion towards the bottom
of the declivity. From above Buck
watched them tumbling through the
scrub that matted the hillside, and saw
the clouds of dust thai rose from the
tough vegetation as the luckless outlaw
and his mount careered on their way.
Then at last the animal and its rider
brought up at the foot of the slope,

and. not without relief, the Ranger
observed the mustang struggle to its

legs. .

It seemed little the worse for its fall,

and Buck, a true lover of animal.-.

was glad to think that it had escaped
injury. As for Keeler, he lay quite
still for about half a minute, but
eventually picked himself up and
grabbed for his gun with an angry
gesture
He could sec Buck on the summit

of the ridge, and apparently he had a

mind to revenge himself. But ere
he could take aim the Ranger was
joined by Spooky and Judge Holmes,
and Keeler made haste to scramble
astride his pony and charge off into

a tract of brushwood, his departure
being accelerated by a bullet or two
from the revolvers of Buck's friends.

Keeler vanished, and up on the hill-

top, Holmes and Spooky drew close,

to the so-called nester.
" How'd you get rid of that fellow,

Buck?" the judge asked.
"By a well-timed kick." was the

reply. "But say, you might cut the

cords around my wrists, and at the
same time I'd be obliged if you'd tell

me how the sheriff and his posse
happened to come to my aid?"
"Through Spooky," Holmes an-

swered. "He saw you with the
outlaw .-."

He was taking out a knife as he
spoke, and he lost no time in severing
the Ranger's bonds. Then the three
men rode down to the belt of thickets

amid which Keeler had disappeared.
bin they saw no sign of that worthy,
and pushing forth into open country
again, they had been riding for about
three-quarters of an hour when the-.

espied Sheriff Mark and his part}
I rolling towards them
Buck and his iwo friends drew rein

in the path of the oncoming horsemen.

\
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and noticed the dismal expression on
the sheriff'* face when the latter

paused before them.
"They got clear away," Mark

grunted lugubriously. "I thought we
had That bunch o' desperadoes, too.

Can't figure out how they managed to
give us the slip."

"I think I know." Spooky murmured
in a whimsical tone. "They was
probably smarter than you. Sheriff."

Mark looked at him resentfully.

"Don't be funny," he bit out, and
then lapsed into a moody silence.

It was a silence that was broken at
length by Buck.
. "Well, thanks for comm' to my
help, anyway." lie said to the sheriff'

in a slightly ironical tone. "You
know, your presence always make's a

fellow feel easier."

Maverick's guardian of the peace was
gratified by this statement. and
completely missed the good-humoured
sarcasm that was behind it. Then
Buck turned to Spooky and Holmes.

"Judge." he remarked, "I think I'll

drift over to the Hidden Valley Ranch,
and maybe you'd like to trail along
with me. Spooky, I suggest you staj

with the posse in case those outlaws
get organised again and try to make
another attempt to rescue their pals.

I'll tell Miss Grayson you're heli

the law."
"Okay. Grant," rejoined Spooky,

addressing the big fellow a- if be were
a mere acquaintance, and a little while
later Buck and Judge Holmes
cantering off across the range with
Hidden Valley as their destination.

The Three Prisoners

IT wa« with considerable despondency
that Mort. Roseoe and Gabe had
watched Sheriff Mark and hi- po

—

leave the Maverick trail to go to the
re-cue of Buck and attempt the whole-
sale capture of the men who had been
terrorising the county.

Their despondency was a mood that
had settled upon them from the moment
when they had been taken into custody
—Mort at Bear Cave. Roseoe and Gabo
at the Grant cabin. Yet. not long
after they found themselves alone with
only two deputies for an escort, the
wretchedness of their spirits was
succeeded by a feeling of tremulous
hope.
Gabe it was who first realised that

a bold and charing move against the

officers in charge of them might well

prove successful, especially if he and
his fellow-prisoners were to act in

concert.
The difficulty wa= to convey his

design to Mort and Roseoe. who were
staring straight ahead and glowering
into space. Neither of them would
look at Gabe nor at each other—which
was little to be wondered at. since none
of the three of them had shown much
loyalty to his comrades when the
subject of the Grayson murder had
been broached.
At last, however. Gabe succeeded in

catching the attention of the other two
gangsters and flashing them a sur-

reptitious, but meaning glance that

told them something of his purpose and
warned them to hold themselves in

readiness.
Tine, the prisoners were unarmed,

and the deputies who were in charge
of them were riding with their six-

gun- in their fists. But the three out-

law- wire not bound or manacled

—

—ever. Mort having been relieved of

his thongs so that he could sit his

horse and handle the reins And in

this manner captives and escort were
riding down the trail when all at Ouce
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Gabe swung close to one of the officers,

struck up his arm and landed a savage
blow that caught the fellow on the jaw.

The man plunged from the saddle and
hit the ground with a thump that

knocked the breath out of his body.
Next instant the other deputy raised a
sharp cry and made as if to cover Gabe,
but Mort and Roscoe were quick to act,

and, pressing in on the remaining agent
of the law, they la=hcd out at him vici-

ously and hurled him to the dust.

"All light, boys," Gabe yelled. "Let's
go!"
He set his comrades an example by

wheeling away from the trail and spin

ring towards the south, and Roscoe and
Moi't lost no time in following suit.

Then, with their horses' hoofs sounding
a rapid tattoo, they dipped down into

the dry bed of an arroyo and pressed
forward along the ragged hollow until it

had brought them close to a mass of
brushwood thickets.

Meanwhile, the two deputies had re-

gained their feet, and, as they saw the
fugitives scrambling out of the arroyo
some little distance away, they blazed
at the rascally trio with their guns.
One of the crooks was hit. The officers

were not certain whether it was Mort.
Gabe or Roscoe, but, whatever the
identity of the victim he was observed
to jerk himself upright in the saddle and
then sway drunkenly from side to side.

At one moment, indeed, it looked as if

he must, fall, but he managed to keep
astride his bronc, and the animal bore
him into the thickets, following the other
two horsemen.
The gangsters disappeared, and for

Beveral minutes the deputies whom they
had outwitted were unable to take up
the chase, their ponies having cantered
on along the trail. When they had
Beenred their mounts, however, they set
out in pursuit at break-neck pace and
crashed into the brushwood thickets with
fine, if futile, determination.

The crooks had obtained too great a
Start, and there was no trace of them.
In vain the officers reconnoitred the
locality in the hope of picking up their
(racks. Even the man whom they had
bo obviously wounded had vanished
nl telly, and at long last they were com-
pelled to give up their search and return
to the Maverick road.
They pushed ahead towards Twin

Forks, and it was when they were about
half a mile from this junction that they
saw the posse which included Spooky
and Sheriff Mark.
"Hey, where's your prisoners?" the

latter demanded, as the two deputies
came up.
"They—they got away, Sheriff," he

was told. "Suddenly jumped us and
high-tailed it for the hills. But I—

I

think we winged hue of 'em."
Maverick's chief guardian of the peace

was glowering at his subordinates
fiercely.

"Winged one of 'em!" he cried out.
" U that the best yuh could do? Why,
with your six-shooters in your mitts yon
should never 've given them hombres a
chance to start anything. I can't see
how it happened."
"I think I know how, sheriff,"

Spooky interposed with a great air of
sagacity:

"Yeah?" said Mark, eyeing him.
"How?"
"They was probably smarter than

your deputies, that's all, sheriff," the
little fellow commented, whereupon
Mark ground Ins teeth together mil
turned hi- back on him impatiently.

Five minutes afterwards Sheriff Mark-
and I. were filing down the trail
m a somewhat sorry procession, none of
the officers having any cause to congratu-
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late himself on the part he had played
in the morning's work. As for Spooky,
he separated from that posse after de-
ciding that no purpose was to be served
by going into town, and, intent on in-

forming Buck of the latest set-back, he
pointed his horse's head towards the
north and "burned the wind" for Hid-
den Valley.

A visitor had called at the well-

equipped ranch-house that Mary Grayson
had inherited from her murdered father
—a visitor who was always welcome,
though during the last twenty-four hours
he had differed pretty sharply with the
girl on the subject of Buck Grant.
The visitor was Harvey Delaney,

neighbouring cattleman, and, seated in

the lounge, with his handsome, lint ruth-
less, face thrust forward earnestly, he
was discussing with Mary and Helen
Moore the incidents that had occurred
the previous night.
"But what makes you so positive that

Buck Grant is working with the Phan-
tom Rider?" Mary Grayson was asking
him in an argumentative tone.
Harvey Delaney fidgeted in his chair.
"I didn't say I was positive, Mary,"

he expostulated. "But I sure would like
to know where Grant was last night,
when the Phantom came here.''

There was a pause, and then a com-
ment was volunteered by Helen, Mary's
friend from the East.
"Supposing Buck Grant is in league

with the Phantom Rider,'' she remarked.
"That doesn't make him any the less

trustworthy, does it ? After all, they
say that the Phantom is on the side of
law and order."
Delaney looked at her thoughtfully for

a moment, then shrugged his wide
shoulders.
"It all depends whether you believe

that the Phantom really is a square-
shooter," he grunted. " Personally, I'm
not con\ inced thaf he is

—

"

But Delaney never finished his speech,
tor at that juncture there was a tap on
the door of the lounge, and as the OCCU
pants of the room glanced round they
saw a maid appear on the threshold, a
maid who was followed by a tall, power-
fully-built young man whom they recog-
nised immediately.
"Mr. Grant to see you— all, Miss

Grayson," the maidservant announced.

Mary jerked herself to her feet, and,
staring past her employee, spoke to the
caller in faltering accents.
"Mr. Grant," she said, "you shouldn't

have come here—not with that murder
charge hanging over you "

And then her voice trailed off, for sud-
denly Buck was joined in the doorway
by Judge Holmes, a strange companion
indeed for a man who was supposed to
be a fugitive from tile law.
Buck and Judge came into the room,

the younger man directing a sidelong,
smiling glance at Holmes.
"I'm not worth a penny to anybody,

am I, Judge?" he drawled.
"As far as a reward is concerned, no,"

his friend replied. "You see. Mary, with
the assistance of Grant here we arrested
and pot a confession from the two men
who killed your father."
Buck could have sworn that he saw

an expression of in-

tense relief cross the
laces of Mary and
Helen, and at the

Same time he iioi tCi d

Harvey Delaney
t;i\ e a \ iolenl start.

Then Judge Holmes
went on spea kinj

"The two met i

eerned are now. on
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their way to gaol in Maverick," ho
stated, "along with a third desperado*
known as Moit."

"And Mr. Grant's innocence has been
established," Mary cried. "Oh, I'm
so glad! Botli Helen and I were
certain that he had nothing to do with
my father's death."

It was gratifying fo Buck to hear
her talk in that strain, and he was
telling himself that he must nirely rank
pretty high in her estimation when
Delaney approached him and laid a
hand on his shoulder.
"Good work, Grant," the tall rancher

said. " I reckon I'd like to be one
of the firsi to congratulate you. Er

—

'']

who were the men that owned up to the
ii ime .'

"

"Two fellers by the name of Gabe
and Roscoe," Buck informed him.
Harvey Delaney drew his brows

together anil fingered his clean-haven
chin.

Gabe and Roscoe," he reiterated.
"I've never heard of 'em. They must,
be a couple of outlaws from out of this
sect ion."

"They're two of the gang that are
doing their best to terrorise this section
and grab all the land in it." Buck
rejoined. "But, say, Delaney. am I
right in suggesting that until this
minute you were certain thaf I was
responsible for whaf happened to Miss
Grayson's father:''
Helen and Mary looked at the neigh-

bouring rancher quickly, expecting him
to make some sheepish admittance, and
nexf moment they were staggered by
the answer that ho pave.
"Why, no." he said with consummate

Coolness. "I was pretty -lire you
weren'f guilty. But tell us about the
arrest, Cram. I want to hear the
whole story in detail. How did you
get on the track of these two men
named Gabe and Roscoe?"
Buck cleared his throat.
"Well, there isn'i much to tell," ho

began. "Buf firs! it might interest
you folks to know that the sheriff ran
across a feller who had seeminglv been
hog-tied by the Phantom Rider."
"The Phantom Rider!" Mary and

Helen ejaculated in one breath.
"Yeah," Buck repeated. "the.

Phantom Rider. Now this fellow thaf
the sheriff discovered is the one that,
the judge referred to as Mort. 1

don't suppose any of jou happen to
know him. do you '

"

The girls shook their heads, and
Delaney made a negative response.

"I don't know him by his monicker.
Grant," he said. "It's" an odd sort ..f

name, too—one I wouldn't be likely
to forget if I'd heard it. Mort, eh?
In French it means death."
"Yes, that's something I learned at,

school, too, Delaney," Buck observed.
"And I might mention that this fellow
came pretty near to living up to his
name. But as I was telling you "

He did not complete his narrative,
however, for just then there was
another knock at the door of the
lounge, and a second afterwards Spooky
entered the room, his clothes thii k
with the dust of a long, hard ride.
"Yes, Spooky.'" Mary Grayson

'I ied. "What do von wani
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"I've got some news for (he judge
an' Mr. Grant, ma'am," the little

cowboy explained, whereupon Holmes
and Buck glanced at him sharply.
"What is it?" the judge asked.
"Those outlaws that you captured."

Spooky said. "They busted loose and
got clear away."
Buck's face fell, and so did that of

Judge Holmes.
"Busted loose?" the younger man

echoed. "What do you mean?"
"You heard me," Spooky grunted

with a disgusted air. "The men that

was left in charge of them killers

couldn't hold 'em. The crooks gave
them Hie slip."

Rendezvous of Death

FOR something like a minute there

was a silence in the lounge of

the Grayson ranch, and then Judge
Holmes spoke.
"I hope you girls will excuse me,"

he said to Maty and Helen, "but this

is bad news indeed, and I think I'll

get right back to town and have a talk

with that wrong-headed fool who
happens to be the sheriff of Maverick."

"I'll ride with you part of the way,
judge," Delaney volunteered. "I've

got some business to attend to at my
ranch, and I'll trail along with you as

far a? Willow Crick."
Bidding the others good-bye, the two

men departed from the Hidden Valley

ranch, and shortly after they had gone
Spooky went off to the bunkhousc,
leaving Buck alone with Mary and her

friend from the East.

It was now high noon, and the big

Ranger lingered in conversation with
the girls until one-thirty, when he
suddenly noticed the time and an-

nounced that he had better be on his

way. Mary, however, insisted upon
him staying to lunch, and pressed the

invitation so hospitably that he could
not very well refuse.

In fact, he was prevailed upon to

remain for tea also, and the dusk was
gathering on the eastern skyline when
he actually prepared to bring his

visit to an end and spoke of returning
to his cabin.

"Mr. Grant," Mary said then, "I'm
worried about you. You know, by-

tangling witli these outlaws you've
made bad enemies, for it's obvious from
what they did to my poor father that

they're men who would stop at nothing
I—I wisli you'd let mo send soiv.p of

the boys along with you, just to sec

you safely home."
Buck grinned at her.

"It's mighty nice of you to concern
yourself about me. Miss Mary.'' he

declared, "hut I'd feel too darned
self-important with a bodyguard. I'll

ell you what you can do, though— if

it will set your mind at test. You
can get that fellow Spooky to ride over
to Dry Creek with me I was talkin'

to him to-day, and 1 kinda figure we
might have something in common. He
seems a decent little cuss."

Thus spoke the big Ranger, giving

no indication that he and (he diminu-
tive cowboy were in reality old friends

and members of an organisation that

bad already done a great deal towards
stamping out crime in the State of

Texas. And, Spooky having been sent

for, the two comrades were BOOH
riding southwards at a canler through
the gloaming.

En route to Buck's cabin on Dry
Creek they talked of "the mission on
which the\ were engaged, and discussed
their plans for the future Then,
when they reached the big fellow's

homestead, thev tied their ponies to
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the hitch-rail, and dismounting, strolled

across to the porch.
It was as Buck was about to thrust

open the door that he saw a note
pinned there, and with a frown he
detached it and unfolded it. A moment
later he was striding into the dwelling
with Spooky at his heels, and after

lighting a lamp he scanned the missive
that he was holding in h:s hand, a
queer look dawning in his eyes as he
read its contents. -^
"What is it. Buck?" Spooky de-

manded. "What's it say?"
Without a word the other tendered

him the note, and the smaller man
found himself studying a message which
had been printed in pencil and which
ran as follows

:

"If you want information about them
escaped killers, be at the Longhorn
Saloon in Maverick at ten o'clock

to-night.—A Friend."

Spooky laid the note on the table and
eyed Buck grimly.
"A friend, eh?" he commented.
"Yeah," Buck said, "and if I leave

now I've just about got time to make
the saloon by ten."
He strode past the little Ranger, and

hurried out of the cabin and unhitched
Silver's rein from the hitch-rail. Then
he swung himself lithely into the saddle,

and with his bronc's hoofs thudding upon
the grassy surface of the range, he gal-

loped through the night in an easterly

direction.

In another sixty seconds he had picked
up the Maverick trail, and, with his

knees pressed close against Silver's

flanks, he rode at a good speed alon-g

the banks of the winding Pecos River.

The moon came out not long after-

wards, swimming from behind a drifting

belt of clouds and glistening upon the

water. By its light Buck pushed on-
ward rapidly, his features set and keen,
and so at last he came within sight of

the town of Maverick.
The main street was almost deserted,

but, midway along it, a blaze of illumina-

tion spread across the thoroughfare from
the windows of the Longhorn Saloon.
It was towards this building that Buck
lepaired. and, on drawing abreast of it.

he pulled Silver to a halt, disengaged
his feet from the stirrups and slid to

the ground.
He now walked up the steps of the

porch and strolled, casually enough,
through the doorway7 of the bar-room.
Instantly the din and clatter of the place

seemed to envelop him, the boisterous

gaiety which prevailed there jarring

upon his ears. For, as usual, the saloon
was packed, and, amidst the discord of

many voices raised in conversation, a

bunch of rowboys whom Buck recog-

nised as belonging to the Grayson ranch
were rendering the chorus of a familiar

song.
Buck elbowed bis way in the direc-

tion of the bar. His demeanour was
careless, yet his eyes were taking in all

that there was to see, searching the

whole room for some sign of a foe.

He detected no one who bore ? re-

semblance to any of the outlaws with
whom he had matched his wits so fre-

quently of late. Apart from the Hidden
Valley cowboys, who were naturally
drawing attention to themselves as

songsters, he saw no one with whom
he was at all closely acquainted
Buck moved forward to the bar. where

he ordered a "soft " drink from the man
behind the counter. Then, having emp-
tied his glass, he looked at a clock on
the wall and noticed that it was five

minutes to ten.

Buck glanced at the customers who
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were nearest to him. They were re-

spectable citizens of whom he had some
slight knowledge, and he felt that he
had nothing to fear from them. There-
Tore he turned his back to the bar, and,
under the pretext of listening to the
singing of the Grayson cowboys, he
assumed a posture whereby he was able

to command a view of the entire room.

The minutes dragged by, and the
hands of the clock on the wall crept
round to the hour. In a little while
that clock began to strike, its chimes
passing almost unnoticed in the clamour
that filled the room.
The last chime had died away, and,

with it, the last chorus on the lips of
the Hidden Valley boys had been
brought to a close, when suddenly a
slightly built man sidled into the saloon
from the street.

Buck clapped eyes on him at once, but
recognised him as Lew Meredith,
another of the Grayson ranch-hands,
and was about to look away from him
again when he noticed the man cast a
meaning glance towards the right.

There was something so significant in

the glance that Buck attempted to

follow it. He was unsuccessful, how-
ever, for it had been directed at

someone whom the big Ranger could
not see. Then, even as he turned his

attention on Lew Meredith once more,
he observed a further mysterious signal

which came from that worthy—a slight

nod of the head.
Next instant Meredith was carrying

his hand to his hip.

Buck detected the movement, and,
though he had never anticipated an
attack from one of the Grayson cow-
boys, he plucked his forty-five from its

holster with a rapid gesture. Yet,
quick as he was, Lew Meredith's
"iron" was alfeady in his fist, and it

belched destruction at a lamp which
hung from the ceiling of the bar-room.

The blast of the revolver rang out
above the roistering voices that filled

the saloon, and the bullet, shattering

the lamp, plunged the premises into

darkness, a darkness that was stabbed

a split second later by another shot.

A leaden slug grazed Buck's arm and
smashed into the back of the bar. He
heard the men on either side of him
stampede to right and left—heard the
panic-stricken yells which broke from
them, and which were taken up by the

rest of the mob in the saloon, so that

uproar and confusion spread like wild-

fire.

Then, with the crowd swarming to

the farthest corners to steer clear of

trouble, and with his eyes accustoming
themselves to the gloom, Buck saw the

form of Lew Meredith silhouetted in

the doorway.
The Ranger blazed at him, and hard

on the bellow of his gun came a sharp
cry of pain. Staggering, Meredith
dropped his six-shooter and reeled forth

on to the veranda, where he missed his

footing on the steps of the porch and
pitched headlong into the sticet.

Buck started across the saloon, intent

on running out to secure his would-bo
assassin, lest the fellow managed to

pick himself up and make his esca[>e.

But, as he was in the very act of

striding towards the threshold, a pair of

curtains that masked the doorway of a

back room were drawn aside.

It was a room where someone had
taken shelter when the gunplay had
begun, someone who now raised a

murderous hand and fired at the dim-
seen figure of the big Ranger!

(To be continued. By permission of

Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring Buck
Jones.)
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THE SINGING VAGABOND"
(Continued from page 20)

The horses, mad beyond any sense of direction, were headed
straight for this obstruction and the wagon, swinging almost

broadside on as at the last moment the horses sought to

swerve, came smack against the thick trunk. It broke to

splinters, and in the centre of the wreckage lay a broken
human figure; Judge Lane's selfish schemes were for ever
ended.
The victors were cheering, grabbing valuables and prepar-

ing a final round-up of those that had not been captured,
when from over the rise came a ringing yell:

"We're coming; hold out!"
"It's the Chief ! Tex! Tex!"
The Kid, Frog and Buffalo in the wake of Champion were

Slithering down to join the fight. Whether the inspiration

of Tex's presence put fresh heart into the defenders or

fright into the assailants, or whether the latter thought
three riders were but the precursors of new reinforcements,
the fact was that the Indians and Renegades broke—swayed
in doubt long enough for the defenders to form up with Tex
at their head. Impetuously they charged, firing, and, when
near enough, laying about them with rifle butt, list and
knife. The enemy staggered under this onset and some.
anxious to get away with the few jewels and other possessions

they had seized, turned and fled. That started a rout. In a

few minutes every mounted man was scuttling towards the

heights.

But not all had horses. Utah Joe was among them. Frog
saw him and, mad with anger at what tins lanky coyote had
done to Tex, jumped wildly for his neck. He wa* no match
for Joe. whose defeat only lent additional strength to his

powerful frame. He flung the scout from him. Frog went

headlong on his back and Joe had pulled a knife from his

belt to hurl at the defenceless man when, just in lime, an
arm swept him aside so that the point of the ugly weapon
byTied itself in the earth a foot to one side of 1'

Joe swung round.
'lex stood before him.
There was grim intention in the captain- eyes. Both

'knew it was the moment for a final settlement, a light to a

finish. Tex had always suspected the great man from line
now that he had definitely ranged himself on the side of the
Indians he was proved a traitor. On top of his own
grievance Tex fought for the honour of the regiment.

They came to grips. Feet kicking up the ground, they
struggled and -Utah Joe laughed exultantly, lie knew he
was tlie bigger man. a full head the taller, fifty pounds the

heavier. He used his weight to bear down on Tex. and
pressed his great talon-like fingers into his rival's throat.

They went down together, fast embraced, but the smaller
man hadn't ridden the ranges as a cowboy without learning

how to take care of himself. By a trick of wrestling he
threw his bigger adversary over his shoulder. The latter

was lithe, however, and on his feet with a bound. Tex came
at him low as it to tackle as would a Rugby player, then
-hot upwards a fist, with all his power behind it. Like a
bionc's kick it met the other's chin full on the point. The
higwlan measured his length on the ground—and did not use
again, for Frog was up by now and sat down on him until

two officers ran and bound him.
Meanwhile, as Tex was to find out soon, other prisoners

had been taken. One, a Renegade, offered to make a -state-

menj if his life were spared.
"What have you to say that matters'.'" he was asked.
"A hell of a lot I can spill," he boasted. "That skunk

thar," he twitched his head towards where Utah Joe
sprawled on the ground in defeat, "it was im planned the
stampede of the osses from the fort. I know, 'cause it was
me wot he let in to open the corral gate. That guy, Captain
Tex, collared 'em or they would have been taken by the
Indians who was awaitin'."
They told Tex. He glanced across to where Leltic was

Standing by her thoroughly exhausted aunt.

"We'll go back," he said. "There's things to be
explained. I'm cleared."
She looked with shining eyes into his—and his lightened

with a knowledge that stirred him as no light could. He
took her to one of the wagons that had not been damaged.
Forgotten his men, forgotten all responsibilities for elearing
up and reshaping the caravan, he helped Lettio to the

'driver's seat and himself took the reins.
All he was aware of was that he was handling the ribbons

with one hand. Lottie's fragile fingers had slipped into the
other.

(By permission of British Lion Film Corporation,
Starring Gene Autry and Ann Rutherford.)
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membered that in all the noises arising
from that mysterious row in the bar,
not one had shown him the voices of
Daisy or Duke.
"They've taken Miekie awav, " he

told himself. "Why? Where? Has
he told them I've been here—that 1
was coming for hiin?"
He moved across the little room to

the steps leading down under the
gabled roof to the door on the landing.
He opened the door with scrupulous
care then peered down over the
balusters. A dim light burned in the
parlour—all was stealthily quiet.

With infinite care he crossed the
parlour, feeling his way with out
stretched hands. His foot caught
against a stool and he stumbled full
length on the carpeted floor with a
sudden crash. At once movement was
heard in the bar below.
Someone came up the stairs from .the

bar, calling:
" Puss ! Puss ! What are you up

to, you little thief." The door was
opened, and around the edge of it the
barman thrust his bullet head. Oakley
sprang up and banged the door-edge
across the man's neck, throwing his
whole -weight against the door.

The barman, caught in a vice, his
ears nearly flattened, tried vainly to
jerk free, but Oakley put a great hand
over his right eye.
"If you call ouc I'll grind your head

off!" he muttered. "I'm desperate!
Where have they taken Miekie? Speak
up!" He pressed the sharp edge of
the door against the gasping barman.
"Who—who is it? Lemme go—

you're killing me !"

"Not so loud," warned Oakley.
"Never mind who it is. Where's tho
kid?"
"Duke's got him. It's you, Jim

Oakley—might have guessed it ! You're
smashing in my skull—oh—ooh !"

"' I'll kill you if you don't answer
quick," growled Oakley. "What's Duke
doing with him?"
"Gimme a chance, Jim." Oakley

drew off a little of the pressure. "Gosh
—that's better ! I'll tell you straight.
You needn't get so mad. They're
taking the boy to some millionaire
feller whose boy was kidnapped."
"What for?" Oakley demanded.

"What's their game?"
"Going to pass off Miekie as the

millionaire's kid—found after all these
years. There's a big reward. I
staged a dust-up to-night in the bar
to draw tho police here—so's they
could get away without being watched
too close. They're all in it—Daisy
and Louis and Duke. He's the prime
mover."
Oakley jerked open the door and

grabbed the speaker as he fell inside,
lie flung himself on the almost
breathless man, and whipping out a
cord from his seaman's pocket, he
deftly bound his victim, lege and hands.
Kneeling on his chest, he kept him
from crying out for help.

"Now, before I gag you," lie

whispered hoarsely, "tell me where
they ve gone."
"It's a swell yacht moored in the

tideway. A big white boat—the
Trident. Feller's name is Kendall

—

you needn't gag me, Jim I won't call

out. I'd like to see Duke done brown
—he's treated me shabbv. Only giving
September 12th, 1936
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me a hundred out of the thousands he's

going to get."
Oakley took no heed. He gagged

(he barman with his own dirty hand-
kerchief; then left him on the floor.

He went down the stairs to tho untidy
bar, and, opening a window, climbed
out through it into the night.

" You'll Let Me Say Good-by-fl to the
Boy ? "

DUKE'S car slithered to a stop just

short of the river pier. He
jumped out, calling to Miekie:

"Come along with me! I'm going
to take- you to your dad !"

The boy followed at once, clutching
at Duke's hand. Duke whispered to
Daisy and Louis:
"You sit tight and wait for me.

We'll drive to Dover and get the night
boat." He moved off up the narrow-
lane and disappeared in the darkness,
Miekie clinging trustingly to his hand.
On board the yacht, Duke was

presenting Miekie to Paul Kendall and
Dr. Merian.
"This is the boy," he stated. He

turned to Miekie. " Say how do to

the gentlemen."
"How do you do?" spoke Miekie,

staring about him at the splendour of

the cabin. "Is this my daddy's
ship? The one he promised me?"
Kendall was trembling despite his

outward calm. If this was hie son-
how everlastingly grateful he would
be ! He urgently wanted to take the

boy in his arms and bring him to

Irene, a ray of pure heavenly happiness
for them both. He stared so hard at

Miekie that the little fellow began to

be frightened. He ran close to Duke.
" I—I want my daddy !" he whispered.
Kendall found his voice.

"Leave him with me a minute, will

you? I want to be quite sure."

Duke, eternal cigarette betwixt his

lips, nodded.
"I'll be outside on the deck," he

agreed. Dr. Merian opened the door
for him, his old face gravely concerned.
As soon as they were alone Kendall

caught up Miekie and held him close

"Are you my boy

—

are you? I think
you are I"

Miekie smiled to hide his fears

"Is this daddy's ship?" he repeated.
" Yes. Let me put you in this

chair. Now let me turn up your
sleeve. Why, what's this?" Kendall
had bared the tattoo mark on Mickie's
right arm.
"That's a heart," said Miekie with

pride. "An old Turk did it."

Merian studied them both silently.

Kendal] turned to him, asking almost
chokingly :

"Don't you think it's our son?"
Merian couldn't dash his friend's

hopes. And even he was beginning to

believe. Kendall strode to the door
lo call Duke to him.
"This tattooing on the boy's arm?"
Duke whispered behind his hand.

"To cover up a birth mark. It was
too terrible a risk for Oakley—to leave

that dead sure clue on the child."

Kendall nodded.
"Yes, that sounds reasonable." He

made up his mind in a rush of emotion.
"I believe him to be my boy.' I

believe it with all my soul." He felt

nothing but gratitude for Duke. "Come
and take the money I"

Duke was onlv too glad. His Eat face

creased into smiles. lie said, with smug
satisfaction :

"I'd almost like to say—keep the
dollars, Mr. Kendall. So far as I'm
concerned, I would. But I'm only a go-

In I ween."
Thoy were checking it together when
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in walked Collins and Banks. Duke,
counting a bundle of notes, stopped dead.
"So you did send for the police?"
"No," Kendall was saying, when

Collins shook his head.

"We don't want you, Duke—not yet.

Oakley's aboard tins vessel—you've
brought the boy to him." He turned to
Merian. "You the owner of the ship?"
"I'm Dr. Merian. That gentleman is

Mr. Kendall."
The American's heart was 6o over-

joyed at recovering his son that he "didn't

care how much Duke might be a crook.
He answered:
"Mr. Duke and I are settling a busi-

ness deal. He has helped me to find

my child."
Collins glanced knowingly towards

Banks.
"That's it, eh?"
"That is it," said Kendall, while

Merian shook his grey head.

At the far end of the saloon was a port
light, in the circular darkness of which
Banks' quick eyes had caught a furtive

movement. Miekie was staring up into

the round, mirror-like glass.

"I can see eyes!" he called. "Eyes!"
Collins and his fellow detective slipped

out and ran round the decks. They
came upon Oakley peering through the
port iight. Heavy hands were clapped
on Oakley's shoulders.

"It's all up, Jim," stated Collins

definitely.

The convict turned to them, his face

a greenish white in the gloom. He made
no effort to shake them off.

"I heard everything—you'll let me say
good-bye to the boy?"
"Word of honour, Jim?" asked tjie

inspector.

"Word of honour, sir." The three of

them moved together to the saloon where
Oakley met Duke at the door, attache-

case hugged close. The two men re-

garded each other steadily; then Duke,
in would-be hearty fashiou, greeted the
convict

:

"Why, Jim, who'd have thought of

seeing you here?"
Oakley muttered low:
"It's all right, Duke—quite all right.

Give my respects to Daisy and Louis.

Maybe the money will help you all to

go straight."
Duke checked a ha6ty reply. He went

along the deck to where his shore boat
was waiting. Collins told Kendall and
Merian

:

*

"This man is Jim Oakley, an escaped
convict. He wants to speak with the

boy. He's promised to say no morethan
good-bye to him."
Miekie ran forward.
"Oh, daddy, dadd}'—you've come at

last!"
Oakley stooped to him, huskily whis-

pering :

"I'm not your daddy, old lad. Only
jest a kind of—kind of feller who's tried

to bo your father. A feller who's loved

you a lot." He choked a little, then

went on: "That's your daddy " He
gestured towards Kendall. "He's going

to do you proud, Miekie—much better

than I "could ever hope to do. This is

rhe ship I told you about
"

Irene Kendall was at the inner door.

her hand to her heart, her smile of wel-

come to Miekie a sure reward to the

convict so bravely renouncing his rights.

Oakley smiled, too—a smile that made
his raugli. ugly face good to look upon.

"And that s your mother. Miekie. Go
to her, old lad. Aye—that's right!"

Miekie was in Irene's arms, letting her

embrace him with all her long-pent

mother love. Oakley straightened.

"I'm ready, inspector."

(By permission of First National Pic-

tures, Ltd., starring Ralph Iner)
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"MODERN MADNESS"
(Continued from page 8)

this little -how down for four o'clock

and it should work out almost to the

lllilllltc."

"I .still don't get the hang of this,"

cried Ken.
" Schmidt and Morelli love each other

like poison, and have been rivals lor

years. Thosa are Schmidt's suits, and

Morelli is coming here to throw acid

ever them. lie don't know they're

Schmidt's suits, but Schmidt will think

that Morelli knows. What will Schmidt

do?" Julius made a gesture with his

hand. "Then we shall see a glorious

battle."
Schmidt walked in well within the

five minutes, and he was accompanied bj

four of Ins toughest rascals.

"Where's Moreili ?"

"He isn't here yet," answered Julius.

"Now. I've got a little idea. Suppose
you take your men and hide in my office

so you can give him a fine reception

when he does get here."

There was only Julius and the parrot

in the shop when Morelli and bis men
walked in.

"What you want?" Julius put a good
(|ii.i . it into his voice.

"Out of. my way, fool!" shouted
Morelli. "I'll teach you to call me a

no good gangster," From his pocket lie

took out a large boltle and whipped out

the cork. "Watch this bum 'em up!"
,^Ii.s nlfen laughed as Morelli splashed

fjjle acid on the suits.

"That'll learn you to call mo a

doublc-CIOSSing grafter and a black

mailer!" Morelli shouted. "The next

i irhi
"

"What he said about you just now
goes for me!" drawled a voice.

Morelli and his men whipped round to

find themselves face to face with Dutch
Schmidt and his gang. Even man was
holding a gun. They dived For their

own. Julius Trent dived behind the

counter.

There was a roar of blazing guns.

All the hate that had accumulated for

months and months was released in this

light. Their one thought wa- to

kilk It was a showdown— a fight to a

finfh. •

Ken Mitchell jumped out of a

window directly the firing started, and,

sc^BK a pedestrian, yelled to the man
to T^t the police here, as soon as DOS

lie ru-hed back to find the battle

still in progress, though the firing was
not so frequent. Two of Morelli's men
v. ere dead and one badly wounded.
whilsl Schmidt was wounded and had
one of his gang dead.

The two factions were shooting it oul

from behind any kind of cover thai they
could find. Poor Julius found himself
ciowded out from behind the counter.

and in trying to get into a cupboard
when he winced—a bullet had caught
him in the shoulder. He clutched his

shoulder and watched the battle with
eager gaze.

Morelli unwisely ventured io show his

In ad. and Schmidt drilled him through
the temple. Schmidt thought the battle

over, and crawled forth to gloat
over his enemy. A gun cracked, and
he sprawled in a heap.

When the police arrived the battle

wa- at an end. Every man of the two
Liangs was dead or badly wounded.

"Looks like we're too late," cried a

sergeant. "It seems to be all over."
From the cupboard Julius Trent
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swayed out and clutched at the counter.

Into the smoke-filled shop rushed Ken
and Daisy, to catch the wounded man
iu their arms.

"Officer, quick!" screamed Daisy.

"Mr. Douglas has beer, shot."

The police carried Julius into the

office, and Ken knew enough about
surgery and medicine to make a rough
dressing. All the while Julius smiled

bravely.

"Don't worry, Ken. I'll be all

right."

"Officer." Ken cried, "we've got to

get a doctor right away."

"Sergeant!" Tho officer turned.

"Order an ambulance. We'll get him
to hospital." The sergeant darted from
the room. "Are you able to make a

statement, Mr. Douglas?"

"Sure, I can," Julius grinned. "I
just had a little idea."

On the way to the hospital Julius used
his influence and managed to persuade
the officer, who had nothing but respect

for his cleverness, that lie wished to go
to his home. The officer consulted with
the police-surgeon and the request was
granted.

A New Lease of Life

JULIUS TRENT lay in bed. He was
propped up with pillows and looked
amazingly well. On the counterpane

were a number of daily newspapers.

"Momsey, it looks like I'm famous."
II' picked up a paper. "I showed
them tough guys where to get off."

"I know. Julius, but you might have
been killed."

"Not me. momsey. Them tough guys
were a cinch for me. The minute they
-tailed thai terrorism racket. 1 made
up my mind to give 'em the business.
I'm no chump. It's a hard l'iiv I am."
There was a ling al 'lie front door,
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and there stood Ken Mitchell. It was
Betty who let him in and ulaced a

warning finger to her lips.

"I think the time has coifie."

"Time? For what?"
"To ask dad if it's all right for us

to gel married."
"Good! But why do we have Io be

so mysterious about it?" asked Keiv
"Shhhh! Come on." Betty grabbed

hold of his hand, and, like conspirators,

they tiptoed upstairs.

"You know, Julius." Mrs. Trent was
saying, "if I'd even suspected about
this cleaning business "

"Kind of slipped one past you there,

momsey," chuckled Julius. "Hallo,
that sounds like Betty."

Julius glimpsed someone behind his

daughter and at once buried his fact

behind a newspaper.
"Hallo, mother!" Betty said. "You

know Ken Mitchell, don't \u\\':"

"How do you do, young man." Mrs.
Trent -aid a little primly.
"Put your paper down, dad," cried

Betty. "I want you to meet Mr.
Mitchell."

Julius put down
"Why, Tom!"

young man.
"Hallo, partner!" chuckled Julius.
" Tom. u hal are von doing lii

"Now, don't gel excited," Julius
chuckled. " You see, I belong I

Haven't you read the paper-? I'm the
father of these three women of yours
Cleopatra, Joan of Arc and Helen of

Troy. It's all very simple. I got tired

of lining nothing, so I went in with you
a- your partner. And now it looks
v::a re gems to b; oi of the familv
They weie ail laughing and talking

happily when Harrison appeared.
" I'm ten iblj sot ry, sir, bid Mr,

el] is below and insists upon
ing up to see

J

" How are you, M i
s. Trenl '<"

< Cald-

well came briskly into the bed room.
" Well, Julius. E-a-gun I

read all about you in the papers when
1 got off the Lain. How are you?"

"Never better in my life,"

Julius. "One of those gangsters cli]

me in the shoulder, but it's nothinj
nothing at all. I'm a pre! ty i

( Ihai lie."
" I know you in e." ( 'aldw ell g]

"That's why I'm oul here. You'll be
pleased to hi ar the board ol dii ectors

tossed Andrews out on his ear and thej

want you back as pre idenl They know
that WOoles was a big mistake.

Think you can handle it?" m
"Handle it! Of course T can :

it!" roared the invalid. "Maybe we
nan ha v e a real n search department
with my partner running it. He's a fine

chemist,

"

" But, Julius, what will your i

-ay walled Mrs. Trent.
" My doctor, nothing," he

" Let me tell you something, mol hi

I haven't touched a bit of that medi
in weeks. There's enough over there at

the Checker Club to start a drug store."

He beckoned Ken to come nearer "Oh,
by the way. Charlie, 1 waul you to meet
my partner. Ken Mitchell."

Julius relaxed and smiled contentedly.
••( !hai lie, do 3 on know the first thing

I'm gonna do when I get back io thai

foctoi
" No, Julius, what ?"

"Fire Rosewater." Julius rubbed his

hands together. "I'll give him robin's

visi; blue, powder-puff' tc\ture and pussy-

willow weave!"

(By permission of Warner Brothers

Pictures, Ltd.. starring Guy Kibbee as

Julius Trent.)
September 12th, 1930
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"That," he gasped, "is a figure of
' Forest King,' Tony Brett's horse. He
gave it to me, and it is in my stables

now. You remember the Tony Brett
scandul. His younger brother committed
a crime, and Tony took the blame and
disappeared, goin^ to Russia where, we
learnt., he wae killed. Last summer his

younger "brother died after an accident,

but before the end ho confessed."

'Venetia looked, at him, her face pale
but her eyes flashing with hope.
"The man that, gave mo that horse

is "a legionnaire," she said. '"'An
English 9 gentleman.' Sergeant Victor
must be .Tony. Brett

!"

"Impossible!" her uncle cried. "Toiiy
Brett is dvad—but Wait—where is this

Se.rge.an t. Victor,? I'd know. Tony any-
where."
"He went with Colonel Doyle's bat-

talion," sho whispered.
But there was nothing her uncle could

do to get Tony Brett back now. The
wounded men were coming in rapidly

by this time. Venetia, torn with a
ghastly fear, rushed„dpwn to where tho

camel ambulances were being unloaded.

Cigarette was there, scanning the faces

of. each wounded legionnaire for (he
same reason. She saw Venetia, and she,

said bitterly

:

''If you are looking for Sergeant
Victor, you need not look any more.
He's not coming back!"
Venetia grabbed her by the arm and

demanded what -she meant. Cigarette
told her. '

'You love him,-- too?" Venetia asked
weajcly. . /

"Yes, I love him, and he would have
been mine if you had not come!"
"You say you love him," said Venetia,

"and you can save him by talking to

Colonel Doyle. If you love him, how
can you let him die?"

• • • -".*»
On the hills of Ghardia dawn broke in

e cold mist, and in the shadow of the
jrust seven ..legionnaires, gaunt and
haggard, their clothes in tatters, lay

behind a stone -wall. They were all that
was left of the 'detail of twenty men
serit out by Colonel Doyle under Ser-
geant Victor.
In the sand, on the hills, and in the

deep jravines, four thousand Arabs
waited lor the break of day before com-
pleting the carnage of the remaining
men of the .detail. Ghastly and brutal
would be this last charge.
Victor moved among "the men, trying

to give words of encouragement. The
day before he had sent a message to
Colonel Doyle

:

"This time the bad penny won't turn
lip-"

The colonel had received it in silence;

he admired the courage of his sergeant!
he had liked him "as a man, and still

liked him, in spite of Cigarette
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One of Victor's men, lying behind the
shattered wall, called out:
" " I.Ajok ! The Arabs are coming!"
Through the mist horsemen appeared,

but they were not Arabs. It was Colonel
Doyle, leading the relief column. The
Arabs also saw the column and disap-
peared behind the hills, waiting to mow
it down from ambush.

Victor saw the death-trap, but there
was no way to warn the colonel, and
they had to lay and .w'atch' the Arabs
swoop down on the column and cut it

to pieces. Colonel Doyle fought like tev
men until a bullet took him in the

shoulder and he went down. Lieutenant
Petairi helped him up, and, gathering
the seventeen remaining members of the
column round them, the colonel and
lieutenant led the retreat to where Victor
crouched behind the broken wall.

All day the battle went on, the legion
naires defending their position doggedly,
and as night came on tho Arabs drew
away- and the rattle of machine-guns and
rifles' ceased. -

: Victor donned the cloak and head-
dies: of adead'Arab and silently wormed
his way to. -a .hill -and saw that their
position was 6tirrounded.
When he got back he reported to

Colonel Doyle. *

'•'Good work, Victor!" he said, all his

former jealousy wiped out. "But why
did, you try to steal m3' girl?"
"So that's why you wanted me dead!"

Victor laughed. " There was a girl, but
not Cigarette. But what* difference does
it make now, we'll soon be dead?"

" If we could only hold out until noon
to-morrow,"- said Doyle, "there is a

large relief column on its w7ay "

"You'll; get the. extra time," inter-

rupted Victor. "That is—if you give me
permission?"
Doyle nodded. .

"All right, go ahead," ho muttered.
Victor slid over the wall and was lost

in the darkness. Two hours later he
was ushered into the tent of Sidi-Ben
Youssiff. " Vict,or threw off his robe and
stood in his tattered uniform.

Sidi-Ben-Youssiff blinked in amaze-
ment, and then said: - •

" This is amazing, Brett—old Oxford
classmates meeting here like this

—

enemies. May I oner you a drink?"
-Victor nodded, took the drink. He

was" playing for time and told Youssiff
that he was a fool, that tho British

Army was helping the French, and that

they were even then marching on his

camp. Sidi-Ben-Youssiff fell for the
bait and sent spies to find out. He in-

formed Victor that if he was right he
would live; if he wasn't-p.well, he'd have
to die.

Sergeant Victor was wrong. He knew
he was when he went to Sidi-Ben-
Youssiff, but his ruse had given Colonel
Doyle the time that meant "life to them.
Out on the desert, Cigarette, who had

ridden hard after Colonel Doyle, had
seen the battle from afar off, and, turn-

ing, had ridden her horse as hard as he
-would go back towards Abeshe. Then
the horse grew weary, and so she had
led the exhausted animal.
She made a pathetic figure as she
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stumbled along—so small and helpless in

that vast expanse of sand. Then, faintly

to her ears came the sound of horses'
hoofs. She topped a sand dune, and
there, in the distance, was the relief

column of Chasseurs. She shouted and
waved her arms wildly until the column
stopped, and she staggered up to the
colonel. "
Back in his tent, Sidi-Ben^YoussifT

confronted Victor.

,

"You lied to me," he said, "and that
means, I am afraid,your; death'.-"

Victor shrugged 'his shoulders.
"I am amazed that you foil for tho

trick at all."
- v

- < - - -

Sidi-Ben-Youssiff scowled, then he
smiled. *

• -
- --"

"Remember the old Soccer game?"
he said. "Well, we are about-; to have
a game now, with horses. ; But there will

be a little difference, because,. I am
afraid, my dear Brett, that vou will bo
the ball!" -«*-*-*••

As the Arabs grabbed Victor the
sound of horses' hoofs and shouting came
from outside the tent.. It; was the
Chasseurs, and at their head rode Cigar-
ette—kneo to -knee .with the. colonel:

The battle was brief, and as. the Arabs,
routed and defeated, galloped away from
the scene, Victor rushed over- to' where
Cigarette lay and gathered her in his

arms. -• , ,

""

- "Cigarette!" he cried. . ,

Sho opened her eyes and smiled weakly
up at him. •

"I have seen so many men die," she
murmured brokenly, "so I know what
this is. But there is something I mu6t
say. She said—your ..English la,dv—if

J.

loved vou—I would—save you—tell her

—

I tried!"
"I will tell her, my dear,"-

whispered.
Cigarette nestled closer in his arms,

and ho bent down and kissed her. She
smiled faintly and closed- her eyes—— '

The remnants of tho 5th Battalion
were assembled on the parade" ground
at Abeshe. A coffin sat on a caisson

in front of them, and on it lay Xjigai-

ette's kepi. Two flags, the French and
the British, waved over her as a French
field-marshal _stepped forward.

"We are assembled here to do. honoltr
to a. soldier of France,"., lie said. "killeit

in action against the ..enemy. -In life

she was a devoted friend and companion
to tho Foreign Legion, and by her latest

heroic action she saved the remnants
of the 5th Battalion. "On. behalf of#fhe
Government of France, I hereby confer
on Mademoiselle Cigarette the Medaillo
Militaire." '

^^Under an awning stood the Ute^pei'-
geant Victor, now released from his

service, and Venetia. As the last notes
of the bugle died away he glanced at

the girl. Tears were in her eyes, and
as their glance met thy saw the future
—and a promise of happiness made pos-
sible by Cigarette;

(Adapted from the 20th Century-Fox
picture, from the screen play by W. P.
Lipscomb and Walter Ferri. starring
Ronald Colman, Claudette Colbert and

Victor McLaglen.)
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When Captain Ira Morgan helped down-and-out Jim Allen he made a friend, and
when he helped a desperate girl named Mary Taylor he found a wife. But he took
Mary to sea with him and Jim—and there grim drama developed to a climax in the

midst of a terrific storm. Starring George Bancroft and Victor Jory

The End of a Mutiny

AT the window of his own private

office John Cabot looked out
across San Pedro Bay with

troubled eyes. The lights of the har-

bour were shining bravely enough, but
beyond them sky and sea merged into

utter blackness—a blackness out of which
"white horses" rode turbulently shore-

wards.
The signs were ominous, and the

thoughts of the grey-haired proprietor of

h 1 Jabot Cannery were go I'm away
that ho did not hear a clerk enter the

room.
' Here's the seven o'clock weather

report Mr. Cabot," said the clerk.

"Huh?" Cabot swung round with a

start and saw the slip of paper in the

speaker's hand. "Oh! Any cbangt

"No, sir," waa tlr- reply. "Storm
warnings as far south as Panama.''

I in ph ! That means trouble
!"'

"Ye;-, sir." 'I'h.' desk paused, then

added: "And we need fifty tons of tuna

to fill the orders on hand. .Maybe we'd
better start cancellin

"Well cancel nothing," returned
(V.bnt sharply. "Morgan promised to be
here by Saturday, and he's never broken
bis word. It'll take mote than a tropical

storm to keep him away !"

Another clei I

: be room, and

he also had a -lip of paper in his hand.
•• \\ ' lap

Morgan."
John Cabot adjusted a pair of pince ricz

and took (he i

"
' Clearing Mazatlan to-day,' " he
: aloud. " '

I [coded ;"'i ih through

storm, Ai !!,. San Pedro Saturday.'
"

Then map of Mexico and
al America on one of the walls, and

be walked over to it.

September loth, 193«.

"Let me see," he said. "Mazatlan."
From the Mexican city and port of that

name he moved a finger out to a spot

in the Pacific Ocean and rested it there.

"He ought to be about here."

His reckoning was not at fault. The
tuna fishing vessel. Southern Cross, was
at that moment battling with a 6

storm in almost the very spot he had
indicated. For several hours past moun-
tainous waxes had tried in vain to

engulf her, and her decks were awash.

To the members of the crew who were
in the foVsle it seemed impossible that

an overloaded ship could fight through
such a storm, but most of them stood

in awe of Captain Ira Morgan, whose
reputation had earned for him the title

of "Hell-Ship Morgan," and several of

them were gloomily endeavouring to

play cards on a table that would not

keep still when Giovanni Covanci
stumbled down the ladder-way in cream-
ing oilskins and gou'-Wesfer.

Covanci was an Italian; an ugly fellow

with a -caned lace and a moustache that

,1 tin- thick lips of a cruel

b. He was an experienced seaman
and a powerful fellow, but he was a

coward at, heart and he was afraid.

"We can't make it!" he shot
" We ain't got a chance. The sooner we
,1,1 something about it the better!"

The men at the (able looked at him,

and one of them—Joe Cotton by name
and a giant in stature - inquired

dly

:

"The sooner we do what ?"
" Something—anything !" cried Covanci.

"Wc didn'i sign on as no shark bait!"

"Maybe," j&ered Joe, "you think the

old man'll put into one ol them Mexican
portsV

"He will if we make him," Covanci
retorted.
"Make him?" Joe laughed mirthlessly

and clutched at the table as the ship

gave a sudden roll. "Nobody makes
Hell Ship Morgan do nothing!"

"Then get ready to die!" shrilled

Covanci. "I say wc ain't gonna livo

out the storm! My parrot he is dead

—

the ship's mascotl Nobody can reach
port with a dead mascot!"
That statement Carried more weight

with the superstitious sailors than any-
thing he had said before. They looked
at one another in dismay.

"He's right, mates!" exclaimed a man
who had been trying to get some sort

of rest in a bunk that kept doing its best

tO eject him.
" There's sharks followin' us, too!"

growled another hand.
"Sure they're followin' us!" raged the

Italian, "They smell food—human food!

If we don't make Morgan put into port

we'll die here like rats! Are you comin'
n ith me ?"

"I'm with you. Covanci." decided Joo
Cotton; and that settled matters so far

as the rest were concerned. They put

on their oilskins and sou'-westers and
they climbed up out of the fo'c'slo

through a flood of water that cascaded
down' the ladder way directly tho iron

door at the top was opened.

Several times they were nearly washed
over-hoard on their way to the captain's

cabin, bid they reached it at last. In

spite of their mutinous spirit, hov,

door they stopped short and eyed

another with some uncertainty- and

Joe I 'niton knocked.

ide the cabin Hell-Ship Morgan
was sitting at a table with a magi
glass in one hand and a pearl attached
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to a string in the other. He was a taller

man than Joe, and a broader one ; a man
born to command. His clean-shaven
face suggested strength of purpose, just

as his massive frame suggested physical

strength, but at the moment he was
gloating over the pearl.

On the wooden walls of the cabin hung
all manner of things he had collected
during his many years at sea—curved
cutlasses from the Malay States, war
clubs from the jungles of South America,
broadswords from China, and rare

^'hinese tapestries; but the pearl he
Treasured most of all.

"Come in!" he barked, and put down
the magnifying-glass and pocketed the
pearl.

The door was opened, and eight drip-
ping men followed one another into his

presence.
"What are you doing on this deck?"

he rapped at them.
Covanci quailed, but felt it incumbent

upon him to speak for the others.
"We just wanted to see you about
" he began lamely.

"Get out!"
The harsh command silenced the

Italian, but Joe Cotton was made of
sterner stuff. He stepped forward bel-

ligerently.
" We want to tell you "

"When I want fo'c'.-le company,"
roared Morgan, "I'll visit you! (.let

below where you belong!"
In at the open door burst James Dale,

engineer of the Southern Cross, a thick-

set and phlegmatic Scot not easily dis-

turbed by storms at sea, but now con-
siderably disturbed.
"Cap'n!" he cried. "Cap'n Morgan!"
"What is it. Dale?'' demanded

Morgan, waving the others aside.

"We've sprung a leak! Water's rising
in the bilges!"
"D'you hear that?" Morgan rose

from his chair, and his brown eyes
blazed. "Get below on your pumps l

fl

Covanci, more alarmed than ever,
cried out:
"We're through taking orders from

you, Captain Morgan!"
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"You're what?" Morgan strode over
to the Italian and gripped him fiercely

by the shoulder.
"We're overloaded by twenty ton!"

screeched his captive.
"This ship's got a curse on her!" de-

clared Joe Cotton.
"She's goin' to the bottom, and we

ain't goin' with her!" bellowed another
frightened hand.
Morgan let go of Covanci and turned

to Dale.
"Stand by your engines," he said

curtly. "I'll take care of these men."
"Aye. aye, sir!" Dale went out from

the cabin to struggle back to the engine-
room, and Morgan faced the mutinous
eight.

I'll give you five seconds to go
below!" he informed them.
"We ain't going!" defied Joe Cotton.
"Five seconds 1 said!"
"Save your breath, Cap'n Morgan!"

bellowed Joe. "Either you put into
port, or "

A massive fist smashed into his mouth.
another caught him sideways on the jaw,
and he went down on his back as sense-
less as a log of wood. Covanci gulped
and backed hurriedly away lest bis turn
should be next.

"Two of you take Joe to his bunk,"
directed Morgan menacingly. "The rest

of you get below on llie pumps, or I'll

put the whip to your barks!"
"We—we just thought we " stam-

mered Covanci.
"I do the thinking on this ship!"

thundered Morgan. " You signed on to

take orders, and you'll take 'em till we
slick our nose back in San Pedro.! 1

promised John Cabot tuna by Saturday,
and he'll get 'em if I have to plug the
leak- oi this tub with your skins! Now
get out, all of you! Gel below!"
Without another word of protest two

of the men [licked up the inanimate form
of Joe Cotton, and the other five

shuffled out alter those who bore him.
The projected mutiny was at an end.
The storm was still raging, but the

pumps were working, when Captain Ira
Morgan went out from his cabin, not

many minutes later. Climbing the com-
panion-ladder to tho upper deck, he
ascended to the bridge and entered tho
wheel-house.
Several times on the way he was swept

nearly off his feet by huge waves that
broke over the vessel, but he was not
even scant of breath as he forced the
door of the wheelhouse shut behind him
and approached the helmsman.
"What's she turning over?" he

inquired.
"About twelve hundred, sir." replied

the man at the wheel, none too happily.

"Why don't you keep her on her
course?"

"She's a little hard to handle."
"Give me that wheel!" snapped

Morgan.

Snug Harbour

THREE days afterwards the

Southern Cross chugged across

San Pedro Bay, out of a calm
sea, making .for Pier 5. The sun was
shining in a clear sky, but gulls were
screeching over the ship because of her
cargo of fish.

Pier 5 was the property of John Cabot,
and the cannery was at the shoreward
end of it. Many of his employees
were waiting on the pier to deal with
the tuna, or tunny fish, as soon as the

vessel had berthed, and Cabot himself
went out from his office to welcome
Morgan home.
Slowly the vessel drew alongside the

pier and was made fast, and then John
Cabot hailed the captain who had been
shouting instructions from the bridge.

"Hallo, there, you old sea dog!" he
cried.

Morgan looked down and waved a
hand.
"Mr. Cabot, come aboard!" he

boomed.
Without waiting for a gang-plank to

be placed in position for him Cabot
scrambled over the side and mounted to

the bridge.
"I'm glad to see you," said Morgan.
"I'm mighty glad to see you, too,"

" Give him to me,'
said Morgan, and
caught hold of the

lapel of the stranger's

coat.



declared his employer fervently. "You
know, that storm had me worried."

"Just a blow," said Morgan with a
characteristic shrug. " We came
through with a hundred and twenty
tons."

" A hundred and " Cabot broke
off to clap him elatedly on the back.
"Oh, say, that's splendid! Splendid!"
Joe Cotton called up from the deck-

below :

"Ready to unload, sir?"
"Yeah," Morgan returned. "Open

the hatches and let's get going, Joe."
"Aye, aye, sir."

The hatches were opened and from
the tanks beneath them the tunny fish

were hoisted in baskets—by rnean9 of
cranes—and emptied into an inclined
water-trough on the pier, along which
they were swept right into the factory,
where men on either side of the trough
dealt with them before they reached
the canning machinery.
John Cabot watched the operations

which were so familiar to him.
"A hundred and twenty!" he

breathed, and turned again to his
captain. "You know, Morgan, that's

a record."
"If we had a bigger ship," said

Morgan, "we'd bring in twice as
many."
"I believe you would at that, you old

dog!" declared Cabot heartily. "Any
trouble aboard ?"

Ira Morgan grinned.
"Not a murmur," he replied.

"Sweet and smooth as a shark's tooth-
nothing to do but kill time."
"Yeah, I can imagine," said Cabot.
Morgan looked across at a basket

that seemed to be none too securely held
by the hooks of a crane.
"Be careful with that load!" he

bellowed.
The basket reached the hands of the

men by the water-trough in safety, and
disappointed seagulls screeched their
annoyance.

"Lively, boys!" urged Morgan.
"I've got a date with some folks in the
Snug Harbour to-night."
"How about coming over to the

office and having a little talk before
you go to the Snug Harbour?"
suggested Cabot.
"Sure," Morgan nodded, and when

the long task of unloading was finished
he made his way to the private office on
the first floor of the big building, where
he made his report and smoked a pipe
while Cabot smoked a cigar and beamed
at him.
"I know it's none of my business,

Morgan," the grey-haired man said
rather diffidently, after other matters
had been discussed, "but—well, I think
a lot of you for some reason or other."
"Go on." laughed Morgan, "get it

off your chest!"
"Well, I seem to say the same thing

after every trip. I guess I ought to
keep my mouth shut."
"Nobody's got a better right to talk

than you. Mr. Cabot," demurred
Morgan. " I'm the one to keep his
mouth shut after what happened on the
1 'ana ma nia."
"Now don't dig into the past." re-

buked Cabot. "That's dead. It's the
Future I'm interested in."
Absent-mindedly Morgan spun a

terrestrial, globe which was close beside
the chair in which he was Beated. He
knew quite well what his employer was
trying to say and had no grei I d
In hear it.

"To 'lay we're alive," he stated, more
<•! less defensively; "to-morrow, maybe,
we're inside the belly of a shark."

( 'ahot looked at him gravely and
his head,

"You know, Morgan, I never can
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understand you," he said. "Working
hard, playing hard, trying to convince
yourself that nothing else really
matters."
"Nothing else does matter," was the

emphatic rejoinder.
"Are you sure of that?"
"What do you mean?"
"Don't you ever want what other

men have ? The chance to settle down,
friends, a home?"
Morgan's hand was .'-ithdrawn

abruptly from the terrestrial globe and
he sat rather stiffly upright.
"You're forgetting," ho growled. "I

had an idea of setting up a home once,
and once was enough."
"And just because things didn't work

out right that time," said Cabot,
"you're determined never to give
another woman a chance to hurt you
as she did."
"Women!" Unutterable scorn was

implied by that one word.

"They're not all like that," protested
John Cabot.
"I'm not so sure," retorted Morgan

in a tone that suggested he was per-
fectly sure. " You know what I came
home and found—married behind my
hack !

"

"Yes," Cabot agreed, "and I also
know that you threw away a great
career on account of it, and that's where
you made your big mistake. Why, yon
could be where you belong to-day if

you hadn't let your foolish pride give
you the wrong slant."
Morgan's pipe had gone out. He put

it in his pocket and stood up.
"It's no use, Mr. Cabot," he said

gruffly. "You're a great guy—the best
friend I ever had—but you can't make
me over. I belong with that sea scum
5-011 were talking about—Covanci, Joe,
and the bunch at the Snug Harbour.
And whether I like it or not, they

—

they're my kind now. I'll see you
to-morrow."
Tho Snug Harbour was a waterfront

saloon run by a retired mate named
Edward Hawkins. Swing doors gave
access to it from Quay Street, but just

inside was a sort of deck whence six

broad steps led down into the main
room.
Tables and chairs were dotted about

the floor of this room, and at the far
end of it there was a bar. The walls
were half panelled and decorated with
pictures of ships and plaster casts of
fish, with here and there a lifebuoy,
presumably to make the seafaring
patrons of the place feel thoroughly at

home.
When Morgan pushed open one of the

swing doors and reached the top of the

steps that evening, sailors and girls of

his acquaintance were dancing between
the tables to the music of a gramo-
phone, while others sat and smoked, or
leaned against the bar.
For a few moments he surveyed the

familiar scene with appreciative eyes,

then put his hands to his mouth and
shouted

:

"Ahoy, mates!"
Most of the dancers stopped short and

waved to him, but bald-headed Hawkins
hurried over to the steps from the bar.

"It it ain't Cap'n Morgan, back safe
and sound!" he exclaimed, and
ascended to grip hands with the valued
customer.
"Looks like you've got a full house

to-night," commented Morgan.
"That's right," agreed the proprietor.

on down and have a drink."
Morgan walked down the steps, and

liately four girls ran towards
him.
"Captain Morgan, did you bring me

hack my Panama hat?" cried one of
them.

\
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"You didn't think I'd forget, did
you, Helen?" he laughed..
"No," she assured him, and kissed

him for the hat that was to come.
An Italian girl nestled up against his

broad chest, but he held her at arm*s
length and surveyed her critically.
"Carlotta," he said, "you've gotten

thin."
"Oh, Captain Morgan, you do not

t'ink I'm skeeny?" she asked with a
pout.
"No," said he, "but I think you

need a drink."
"Oh, Captain Morgan," clamoured

the third girl, "did you bring my
perfume ?"

"I've got it, Renee," he nodded.
"And I've got that tortoiseshell for
you, too, Nell."
With his arms round the four

clustered girls he turned to the
grinning Hawkins.
"All right," he said, "set 'em up

for everybody. First drink's on me!'*
Hawkins motioned to the waiters who

were about the room to join the two
assistants behind the bar.
"Get out the best we've got!" he

shouted. "Come on, everybody, come
on !"

Tables were deserted and there was
a general movement towards the bar;
but one man remained in his seat as

though he had not heard the invita-

tion, and he paid no heed to the noisy
toasts that followed the rapid serving
of drinks.
He was at a table near tho steps and

was drooping over it, a picture of utter
dejection. He was a youngish man,
with a mop of wavy black hair and
brooding brown eyes, and his air of
lassitude suggested that he was more in

need of food than of the beer in a
glass mug that stood neglected near his

elbow.

A Helping Hand

WHILE drinks were being con-
sumed at Morgan's expense, that
redoubtable sailor home from

the sea fastened upon a rather foolish-

looking deck-hand as a butt for his

particular brand of humour.
The deck-hand was in coloured shirt

and trousers, and below the belt that
supported the trousers a pocket
yawned conveniently for Morgan's pur-
pose as he waved a mug of beer and
told a (wholly incredible tale many of
the. others had heard before.

"A tiger shark, that's what it was,"
he stated dramatically. "I'd gone up
into the rigging to look for sardines,

our bait bein' low, when a big swell

sent the boat locking, and I could feci

myself falling. I hit the water, and a
shark wasn't twenty feet away."
The deck-hand stared.
"Did you have a knife?" inquired

Ed Hawkins with well-assumed
innocence and a covert wink.

"Not a sign of one," declared
Morgan. "And before I'd taken two
strokes the shark was between me and
the boat."
He paused for effect, and the mug of

beer he held was lowered several

inches.
" I stopped swimming and waited,"

ho went on slowly. " ] knew I couldn't

get away, and I knew he had me. Ho
mined over on his back to strike.

I could sec fch< teeth coming closer and
closer.''

Tlte mug of beer moved closer and
closer to the yawning pocket.

" I could see tin- inside of his mouth."
The deck-hand drew a long breath.

"What did he do?" ho gasped.

"He ate mo up!"
The contents of the mug slopped into

the pocket, and in the gust of laughter
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that followed the deck-hand i
-ealised

that he had been led on to his own un-
doing. He clutched at the leg of his

trousers with a horrified expression on
his face.

"You're all right, buddy," gurgled
Morgan. "You're all right."
"Yeah," complained his victim, "but

I'm all wet."
The practical joke pleased the on-

lookers, but Morgan was always pre-
pared to pay for his fun.
"Don't worry about that." he said

cheerfully. " I'm going to buy you a
new suit. I'm going to buy you and
the entire house a drink, too. Come
on, everybody, come on. Everybody up
to the bar. The drinks are on me.
Come on, waiters. Everybody up.
Nobody's to be left out o' this!"
Used glasses were replenished, fresh

glasses were filled, and in the midst
of the hubbub Morgan looked round
the room. The lone figure at the table
near the steps had become conspicuous
because everybody else was crowding
round the bar.
"Who's that?" he demanded, jerking

a thumb. "Sort of unsociable, eh?"
-"Yeah, sorta," confirmed Hawkins;

and then while all the others watched,
Morgan stalked over to the table and
shook with vigour a pair of drooping
shoulders.
"Leave me alone!" snarled their

owner.
"Como on, snap out of it!" urged

Morgan. "Look at the fun you're
missing."
"Leave me alone, I said!" The

black-haired young man raised his head
to glare at his would-be benefactor.
"If you don't understand that, I'll

make it clearer. I'm not interested in

your company."
Morgan resented that rebuff, and his

face showed it.

"You're kind of short on manners,
aren't you?" he rapped.
"Well," retorted the young man,

"did I ask you to come over here?"
-"Come on and have a drink."
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No. I'm all right here, and I'm
particular who I drink with. Besides,
I don't like your face."

Morgan leaned over the table with
clenched fists.

"What's the matter with it?" he
challenged.
"There ought to be a lump on it."

replied the unsociable one, lurching to
his feet. "Eight there!"

Out shot his fist, a straight left to
the point of Morgan's jaw; but the blow
was parried with ease and a heavier
one administered that caught the
stranger between the eyes and sent
him crashing to the floor, in company
with the chair upon which he had been
sitting.

Two of the waiters hurried over from
the bar with Hawkins.
"The nerve of the guy!" exploded

Morgan.
"He's nobody," said Hawkins.

"Don't worry about him. All right,

hoys, take care of him. Come and have
a drink, cap'n—I'm buyin' this time."

Morgan went back to the bar with
the proprietor, but the man was still

lying on the floor in spite of a jug of
water that was Hung in his face, and
the incident disturbed the captain.

"lie didn't like my face," he ex-
plained to the others.
"Forget it, cap," urged the girl he

had called Renee "We're still cele-

brating, ain't we?"
"Sure," he responded. ''Sure we

are." He accepted a mug of beer that
was offered to him and raised it.

"Here's to the grouch!"
Drinks were served to everybody, but

Morgan kept looking across the room.
He saw the two waiters raise the fallen

man between them and move towards
the steps.

"How bad's he hurt, Fred?" he
called out.

"Oh, he's all right," was the reply,
"lie just ain't had nothin' to eat for
a couple o' days, that's all."

(''line on, Morgan." said the

neglected Renee. "Forget about that
guy, will you?"
'But Morgan gnawed his under-lip,
regretting what he had done.
"Takes a lot o' nerve to try and

smack a guy when you haven't had
anything to eat," he growled, and with
sudden resolution strode back across the
room.
"Wait a minute, Fred!" he com-

manded, and as the two waiters stopped
short with the man they were half
ranving between them, he looked into
a pair of idark brown eyes that were
staring stupidly at him.
"Give him to me," he said, and

caught hold of the lapel of the
stranger's coat.

"Hawkins told us to throw him out."
protested Fred, but Morgan had
reached a decision that was not to be
set aside.

"Did you hear what I said?" he
snapped. "Give him to me!"
The semi-conscious man was

surrendered to him. and without any
great effort he slung the limp form
over his shoulder. Voices called to
him from the bar, but without even a
backward glance for the crowd with
whom he had intended to enjoy himself
he mounted the steps with his burden
and pushed his way out at the swing
doors.
Half an hour later the stranger was

trying feebly to sit up in a bunk on
board the Southern Cross when Morgan
walked in at the door of the cabin
with a cup of ho' coffee in his hand.

Feeling better?" he inquired.
"If it isn't asking too much," re-

turned the occupant of the bunk, hold-
ing his head between his hands, "you
might tell me where I am."
"Aboard the Southern Cross," re-

plied Morgan. "Captain's cabin.
Captain's bunk."
There was more intelligence in the

brown eyes now. hut the unshaven face
was drawn and pallid.
"Captain who? asked their owner.
" Morgan."

Morgan was out of the cab in an instant, and in the light of the head-lamps he knelt and picked up the girl.
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The brown eyes widened.
'•Hell-Ship Morgan?"
"That's right," nodded Morgan.

"What's your name?"
"Jim Allen."
Morgan sat down on the edge of the

Imnk and proffered the cup.

"How about downing a little coffee?"
" Wait a minute. The last thing I re-

member "

"I smacked you between the eyes."

"Hmm." The grunt was hostile.

"I didn't know you hadn't been eat-

ing regular."
Jim Allen accepted the cup, but did

not drink from it. He stared blankly

at his befriender.
"First you knock me out," he said,

"and then you take care of me. Why?"
"Somebody had " Morgan found

explanation difficult and evaded the

point. "Drink your coffee— it'll do you
good."
"Thanks." Jim Allen sipped, found

the coffee good, and continued to sip.

Morgan fished out a pipe, filled it, and
began to smoke.
"Sony I got nasty," apologised Jim

after a while.
"That's all right," Morgan said with

b wave of his pipe. "Everybody's en-

titled to get nasty once in a while. Only
it's bad business to try it on an empty
Stomach."
Jim Allen made a grimace.
"Well, if I waited till my belly got

filled," he began, "I—well
"

" As bad as that?"
"Just about."
"A woman ?"

Jim Allen nearly choked on a mouth-
ful of coffee he was '* the act of swal-

low u

"Mind reader, aren't you ?" he gulped.

"Not hard to figure that out," re-

turned Morgan bitterly. "There's
usually a woman behind a man when
he hits the rocks."
"Uh-uh." Jim Allen drank more

coffee and gazed thoughtfully round the

cabin. "You know," he said presently,

"I used to see scows like this when I

was a kid in San Francisco."
"Yeah?" drawled Morgan.
"Yeah. Tuna boat?"
Morgan nodded.
"Maybe you'll laugh, but I was just

three weeks away from my first officer's

papers once."
"Couldn't pass the examination?"
"Naw." Jim Allen shook his head

—

and winced. "Didn't make it."

"D'you think you could learn to

handle a pole?"
"Probably enough to get by."
"Live in the fo'c'slc, forty dollars a

month and grub? What do you say?"
Jim Allen sat bolt upright and handed

back tin' eirrptj cup.
"I say wail a minute." he stated sus-

piciously. " Why should you offer mw i

job?"
"What difference does it make?"

countered Morgan, depositing the cup
on a locker. "Maybe l'\e got a hunch
you're worth chucking a line to."

Jim considered that answer and found
il to his liking, fie smiled at. the man
who had knocked him out, and he
offered his hand.

WIkd do we sail?" he asked.

A Successful Voyage

ON a "breezy but very bright morn-
ing, ten days afterwards, the

Southern Cross "as ready to sail

again to the shark infected tuna fishing

grounds off the Mexican coast. Stores
had been taken aboard and the members
of tin- crew u'm streaming along the

piei when John Cabot srW>ok hands with
ha Morgan at the door of Ins office on
he first floor of the cannery.
"Good luck." said Cabot warmly.
>< ptember 19th, 103C.
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Giovanni Covanci approached the gang-
plank humming an Italian song, his

dunnage-bag over his shoulder, his spirits

apparently at their best, and a sailor who
had caught up with him eyed him in

astonishment.
"Thought you weren't goin' to sign

on again, Covanci?" he challenged.

"Well, he pays the best wages, don't

he?" retorted the Italian.

"And steps the hardest on his crew,"
commented the sailor.

"Some day he won't!"
With that cryptic remark the Italian

made for the deck and descended to the

fo'c'slc. Others followed, and Morgan
arrived.

James Dale was waiting for him amid-
ships and greeted him with a salute.

'"Morning, Dale," said Morgan.
"Ready to turn 'em over?"
"Ready, sir," responded Dale, and

went off to the engine-room.
Morgan ascended to the bridge and

issued instructions. The anchors were
weighed, the lines were cast off, and the

ship moved away from the pier and
across the bay towards the open sea, its

single funnel jetting steam and smoke,
its "siren claiming a clear passage.

Jim Allen, with a cigarette between
his lips, leaned over the rail of the upper
deck watching the white wake astern.

He was clad in shirt and trousers, and
he looked a different being altogether
from the human wreck who had suffered

from Ira Morgan's fist in the Snug
Harbour.
Good food had banished the haggard

expression from his face, and his eyes
weri clear. There was no longer any
suggestion of weakness about him: in-

deed, he made a fine figure of a man as

he lounged there, seemingly at peace
with the world and master of himself.

Morgan saw him from the bridge and
descended the ladder-way in quite a

temper.
"What are you doin' on this deck?"

he rasped.
Jim turned and stared, then summoned

a grin.

"I thought it didn't matter on a tuna
boat," he said calmly.
"You're a member of the crew,

Allen," thundered Morgan, "and you
belong below. Understand?"
"No," 'aid Jim defiantly, "I don't."
"Then you'd better learn! This deck

belongs to the captain, the mate, the
helmsman, and the engineer. Get
below !"

"But I thought " began Jim.
"Slop thinking! Ask the cook for

suitable clothing, and find yourself a

bunk in the fa'csle!"
Jim Allen blinked. This was not the

way for a friend to treat a friend.

"Say, look here, Morgan " he ex-

postulated.

"Captain Morgan," snapped Morgan.
" Have it your own way," returned

Jim with a shrug, "but you asked me
BO sail on this scow."
"You signed as a member of the

crew," Morgan reminded him. "What
passed between ns has nothing to do
with our positions now. I'm master
aboard, and vou'll take orders. Is that

clear?"
"Aye. aye. captain," said Jim meekly,

and he went off down the companion-way
with no idea that Morgan was grinning
broadly at his discomfiture.

The Southern Cross carried a mam-
mast to accommodate a crow's nest, and
oil' the Gulf of Tehnantepec, some days
later, the look-out on duty up aloft

honied excitedly

:

•' Bait ahead!"
Morgan instructed the engineer to slow-

down and the helmsman to keep to star-
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board, then discarded his' coat and
rounded up the whole crew.
"Turn out, you swabs!" he cried.

"We've sighted bait! Get the net
ready !"

A boat was lowered and* a net was paid
out to it. Covanci, in the boat, superin-
tended operations, and gulls screeched
greedily overhead.
A hatch was opened on board the ship,

and after an interval the net was dragged
in, and thousands of pilchards littered
the deck.
"Looks like a good haul," said Morgan

contentedly as the fish were poled
through the hatch into the bait-tank
down below.
Jim was swabbing the upper-deck next

morning, when Morgan came up from
his cabin on his way to the bridge.
'"Morning, cap'n," said Jim smilingly.
"You've put on weight," said Morgan.
"Yeah," said Jim. "Must be the

cook's fault."

"You glad you shipped?"
"No complaints, cap'n."
Morgan patted him on the back.
"Good," he said, and went on up the

ladder.

That morning the man on duty in the
crow's nest sang out the one word
"Tuna!" and the vessel was stopped, and
all hands turned out in haste. The hatch
over the bait-tank was opened, and on
either side of the ship men plied huge
rods baited with pilchards.

Tuna—or tunny—belong to the
mackerel family, of which they are the

largest representatives, some of them
reaching a length of ten feet and a
weight of over a thousand pounds. They
are excellent as food, and they are caught
with rod and line.

The Southern Cross, being a tuna
boat, was constructed specially for that

sort of fishing, with built-ont runways,
upon which the men could use the rods,

and water-troughs upon the deck into

which the tuna could be flung.

From bow and stern, men flung pili

chards into the water to encourage the
sighted shoal to their undoing, and then

as the sea became literally alive with
them, the anglers cast their lines.

Jim proved himself to be quite adept
at the game. Fish after fish he hooked,
and with one foot against a rail for

leverage, hauled each one forth, clean

over his shoulder, to be dealt with at

the water-trough.
Most of the tuna caught that day were

of average size and weight, but some of

them were too large and too heavy for

one man to handle alone, and then help
was speedily forthcoming.

All along each side of the ship tho
ling shapes whizzed through the

air. while gulls flapped their wings and
tried in vain to snatch a meal.
With sweat streaming from their faces

the nun cast and caught and cast

again, and the sun rose high in thd
heavens said the heat became intense.

Morgan walked along the deck, watoh-i

ing the efforts of his men and shout-

ing:
"Lively, boys, lively! You can't count

'em until they're in the hatch! That's

it—bring 'em aboard!*'

It was not a record catch, that day,

but it was a highly satisfactory one; and
there followed another to match it within
twenty-four hours.

Jim worked as sturdily as anyone, and
Morgan did not fail to notice the fact.

The man he had helped had proved en-

tirely worthy of help.

On the homeward voyage, the evening
before the Southern Cross was expected

to reach harbour, Jim knocked at the

door of the cabin and entered to find

Morgan at his desk with a magnifying
glass in his hand, gloating over the pearl
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he treasured more than any other of his

possessions.

'"You sent for me, cap'n?" he asked
respectfully.

"Yeah." Morgan thrust the pear! into

a pocket and put down the magnifying
glass. "Come and sit down—and you
tan lay off that 'captain' stuff for a
while. You've proved yourself a pretty
good sailor."

Jim grinned and bowed, but did not
tak£ a seat..

Well, that's a lot to say. coming from
5'OU. Morgan." he drawled. "To what
do I owe this sudden honour?"
Morgan stood up.

"I want to know something." he said

pleasantly.
"Such as?" prompted Jim.
"Such as how you're feeling now."
"You were right about the sea air

blowing the cobwebs away."
"Changed your mind, have you?"
"About ;i lot of thing-." .Inn nodded.

"Just as you said, there's always another
woman around the corner. I'm follow-
ing in your footsteps from now on."
"I thought you'd get some sense,"

chuckled Morgan. "Now I've got some-
thing to tell you. Remember the first

time we talked, and I told you I knew
another guy beaded the same way you
were, only somebody pulled him up
short ?"

I remembei ." said Jim.
"I was giving you history, Jim—about

myselfl"
"I figured that one out," was the un-

expected reply; and Morgan was not alto-
gether sine that he liked it.

"You mean you even thought I was
soft enough " he began.
"You may fool a lot of 'em. Morgan."

laughed Jim, "but I got the inside slant
on you when you dragged me down here
from the Snug Harbour and took care
of me and put me back on my feet
again."

"I was only "

"To the test of the world you may
be a tough, two-fisted master of a hard-
bitten crew, hut to me you're just what
polite society calls ' an old softie.'
Understand ?"

Morgan grabbed hold of Jim's shirt-
collar with hi- left hand and clenched a
formidable fist.

"I've got a notion to smash you right
in the jaw." lie said.

"Sure," derided Jim. "And now that
we've got that settled, and find we agree
about important things, there ought to
be a lot of smooth water for us ahead.
How about it ?"

"Yeah." The fist was jabbed play-
fully against Jim's chest. "You mean
we could sort of team up together when
we hit shore ?" -

"Hit shore is right. Say. we'd be a
tidal wave!"
"Prevailing winds, a full hatch, and a

quick run home." said Morgan. "Do
;we drink to that '.'"

" Especially lo the quick run home."
Morgan took a bottle of whisky and

two gla-se- from a locker, and the glasses
were filled. Jim raised the one that was
handed to him.

" Partner," he said.
"Partner." said Morgan, and they

drank to a firm friendship.

A Qirl in Despair

AFTER the Southern Cross had
moored at the pier in San Pedro
Bay and its cargo of tuna had

been unloaded. Morgan and Jim walked
together towards the cannery, Morgan
with his coat slung over his shoulder.
Jim with his fucked under his arm.
A clerk from the office met them, and

Morgan said to him :

.
"Hallo. George! I expected Mr. Cabot

down."
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"Don't you lie to me !
" shouted Morgan furiously, pinning the Italian down

by both arms and crouching over him. " You sneaked into my cabin !
"

"He's at home, ill," said the clerk.
" Anything sei ious V"
"I don't think so, but he'd like you

to go to his house to-night."
"I'll be there," Morgan promised.

"In the meantime we've got a date with
some folks in the Snug Harbour."
He and Jim proceeded to that water-

front resort, and for several hours they
enjoyed themselves thoroughly in the
mixed company they found there. If

Hawkins and the girls were at all sur-
prised to see the redoubtable captain
and the former down-and-out such boon
companions they did not comment on the
matter.
Jim worked the "shark " joke on a

suitably victim—whose pocket was filled

with beer—then ordered drinks for every-
body.
"You'd better count me out." said

Morgan, who had looked at his watch.
"Oh, are you quittin' us?" asked Jim

disappointedly.
"I've got a dale with Mr. Cabot."

Mo (ran reminded him.
"Maybe 1 ought to go with you." sug-

gested Jim.
" No. enjoy yourself. I'll take care of

it."

Morgan went off. and Jim said to Car-
lot ui. who was standing beside him at

the bar:
"Great guy !"

"Sa\s who?" asked the fickle Italian
girl.

"Says everybody, when they talk to
me!" he informed her.
At the top of Quay Street, Morgan

chartered a taxi-cab to lake him to John
Cabot's house, which was situated at
some distance from the harbour. It was
rather a dark night and a long walk was
not to hi- liking, especially as he wanted
to get back to the saloon a- quickly as
possible.

The cab had progressed a couple of
miles, or so, when the driver turned to
inquire over his shoulder:
"What's that address again, mister?"

"A hundred and thirteen West Trinity
Street," replied .Morgan, and suddenly
caught sight of a girl in the act ot step
ping off the kerb to cross (he wide
thoroughfare "Look out!"
The driver swung his wheel and

braked, but the girl screamed and fell.

Morgan was out of the cab in an in-

stant, and in the light of the head-lamp-
he knelt and picked her up. She was
clad in a little dark costume with a white
blouse, and her face was nearly a.- white
as the blouse. Her hat had fallen from
her head, and her golden hair brushed
against bis n'ght hand as he slipped it

under her shoulders. Her eyes wen
closed.

" She stepped right out in front of
me!" cried the driver in self-defence,
scrambling down from his .-eat.

"Never mind about that," snapped
Morgan. "We've got to get her to >

hospital! Here, take her hat and hand-
bag!"
The driver stooped to retrieve a verj

small felt hat and lather a shabby hand
bag while Morgan carried the girl to tlr-

cab. deposited her gently on a -eat. and
dropped down beside her.

"Step on ii to the nearest hospital!"
he shouted a- ihe drivei resumed In- seal

at the wheel.
The engine wa.- re-stai ted, the cab

swung round a corner.

"Faster!" bellowed Morgan. "You're
not going to a funeral ',"

The driver did his best, but the
vehicle was an out-of-date one and in

capable of any xovy great speed
Morgan leaned forward m a fever of

impatience—and suddenly his

widened. Between the two window in

front of him there wa- a narrow miriJOl
and in that mirror he had seen the girl

open her eyes and smile.
"Never mind, drivei!" he cried out.

"Take your time! The lady isn't bun
a- bad as I thought she was— in fact,

she isn't hurt at all!"
September lOtti, 103C.
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The wondering driver slowed the
overstrained engine ; the cab ceased to

rock and rattle. Morgan turned to the

girl.

"You can quit acting, sister," he said

with sarcasm. "I happened to see you
in the mirror."
She sat up in her corner and began

to tidy her hair with her hands.
"

1 might have known I couldn't get

away with it?" she lamented.
"What made you try?" he said.

'Oli, it looked a good idea at the

I ni<

"You thought I'd feel sorry and pay
clt— is that it?"
"Yes," she replied wearily, "I guess

that's it."

"What's your name?"
"What's the difference?"
" Just curiosity."

She looked at him in the light of a

street lamp that was passed and she said

slowly :

" Mary Taylor."
He had looked at her in that same

light and he had noticed that she was
v< iv beautiful, though there were dark
shadows under her eyes and a droop
abi nt her mouth. He felt sorry for her
in a way, yet despised the trick she had
played upon him.

"I suppose your mother is sick, and
tiiis is a gag to get money for medi-
cine," he said dryly.

I haven't any mother," said she.
"Maybe you're tryin' to help your

brother through school?"
"No."
"Don't tell me," he drawled, putting

his arm on the cushion behind her
head, "that this frame-up was just to

gel dough for yourself."
"I'm afraid you're right, sailor," she

sighed. "That's just about the size

Of it."

"Where do you live?"
"Right now I haven't any address."

She bit her lip and added miserably:
"You can drop me anywhere."
Morgan leaned forward again.

"Hi, driver, can you find Pier Five?"
"Sure," replied the man at the wheel,

" I. nt you wanted to go to "

"Shove off to Pier Five!"
The pier was reached, the driver was

paid, and die girl was helped aboard
the Southern Cross and conducted to
Morgan's own cabin. She was a little

slip of a thing compared with him, but
she seemed to be completely self-

essed, and she gazed about the cabin
with interest.

" Vou must have been in a lot of ports
ordinary fishing vessels never touch,"
rhn remarked.

"That's right," ho confirmed, and he
flung off his coat and perched on the
edge of his dislc, watching her with

ed < v's as sin 1 wandered round the
examining his trophies. Mima-

idols, hundreds of years old, en-
1

.
and then she

ne of the Chinese tapestries .mil

ed it appreciatively.
"A f.ei Choi San tapestry," she said,
niil it's real

!"

Her knowledge astonished him.
'How do you know?" he inquired.
"It's the pattern of the Third

Dynasty. You couldn't mistake that
e I"

lie rubbed his chin, staring at her.
It seemed to him that his hastily formed
idea of her needed readjustment.

"Funny yon should know about
that," he grunted. "Not many people
do.
"I was born in China," she said, lean-

ing against the tapestry. "My father
followed the sea, too."
"Oh?"
Si |,t, ml it 10th, 1090.
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"He was master of the Argos, a
freighter."
Morgan remembered the Argos. At

one time, before a woman had upset his

life by marrying another man, he had
skippered a boat of her size engaged
in the China trade.
"Went down last fall, didn't she?" he

said.

"Yes," said Mary Taylor, with a little

catch in her voice. "In a typhoon off

Formosa Strait."
"And you?"
"I was in school, here in California.

My mother died when I was a little

girl, but dad used to come and see mo
every trip. You see, I was all he had,
and " She broke off with a mirth-
less little laugh, and there were tears

in her blue-grey eyes. "Why, here I

am, telling you all about myself, and
I don't even know your name!"
"Morgan," he replied gruffly. "Cap-

fain Morgan."
It was evident that she was not

acquainted with his name—or his repu-
tation as a tyrant.
"Do you always help people this

way?" she asked.
"As a matter of fact, I don't," he

replied, "only—well, I—er—I sort of

figured you needed somebody to look
after you, and "

"You appointed Captain Morgan; is

that it?"
" Not exactly."
" Oh ! You thought I was a water-

front girl ?"

"Doesn't matter what I thought,"
growled Morgan. "I guess you're dif-

ferent. Your father was a seafaring
man. Anyway, it's getting late."

He walked over (o her and she smiled
at. him.
"Guess you need somewhere to sleep,"

he said.

"I hadn't anywhere last night," she
confessed, "but it didn't rain."

" Umph ! We'll talk things over to-

morrow."
He went to the door of his sleeping

quarters and opened it.

"I'm sorry there's no key," he said,

"Inil the bolt works on the inside."

With a little nod of thanks she moved
past him and looked down at the bunk
in which Jim Allen had once spent
several nights. Then she closed the door
and shot the bolt.

" Here's to Mary !
"

THE sun was up, and an invigorat-
ing breeze was blowing across the
bay from the Pacific Ocean when

Jim Allen stepped aboard next morning.
He saw Morgan on the upper deck,
leaning against the rail with some ship s

papers in his hands, and, nono too
My, ho climbed the ladder-way to

him.
"What a night!" he exclaimed.
"You don't look like you missed

much," remarked Morgan.

"No!" Jim held his throbbing
temples and grinned reminiscently.
" Say, how did you make out with
Cabot?"

" Missed him last night," Morgan
replied evasively. "Supposed to see
him this morning."
The negro cook was approaching from

the direction of the galley with a.joadod
tray in his hands, and Jim looked down
at him.
"There's Pittsburg with breakfast,"

he said, trying to moisten his dry lips

with a tongue that was still drier, "and
how T do need eoffee !"

"Jim." said Morgan hurriedly, "mind
if you have your eoffee below?"
"No, of course not," Jim replied,

"only I thought that ranking ollicer
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stuff only went at sea. My error,
cap'n !"

" Don't be a fool ! I've got some
figures to go over, that's all it is. You
get your coffee and some sleep, and
then you'd better get busy with your
studying. Remember, your mate's exam-
ination comes up in three weeks."
"Okay," nodded Jim. "I'll work all

day. But how about to-night? Do we
spread our sails again?"
"Huh?" Morgan seemed a trifle pre-

occupied. "Oh, sure—sure we do."

The negro passed them to the cabin,
and Jim descended to the main deck.
Morgan moved along the rail and saw
that instead of proceeding to the fo'c'sle,

he had perched himself on the side with
his back to the rigging of the main-
mast.
There he remained, with the breeze in

his face, and when the cook returned
with an empty tray, he stopped him.
"Hi, Pittsburg," he said, "bring me

some coffee here on deck. I need all

the air I can get."
"Yassuh, right away, Mis'r Allen,"

responded the negro.
"Hurry !"

" Yassuh. I'se hurryin' as fast as I

can."
Morgan looked down again with a

frown, then went to his cabin and
knocked at the door.
"Come in!" called a feminine voice;

and he entered to find Mary Taylor eat-

ing the breakfast he had ordered for

her. She was in his own chair at his

own table, and she seemed to be
thoroughly at home there.

"Oood-morning, " he greeted.
"Good-morning,'' said she, sipping

hot. coffee.

"Sleep well?"
"I always sleep well."

"I'm sorry you didn't have jour
luggage."
"Oh. that didn't matter!" she assured

him. "I've done without it for three

nights now. I couldn't pay the rent,

so I couldn't take it away."

He dropped into an easy-chair and
watched her appreciatively as she ate.

There was colour in her face now, and
she made a very attractive picture.

"Looks like I was right last night,"

he remarked after a while, "about your
being different. You were willing to

go to any length when you stepped in

front of that cab, I guess, but you've
got all the courage of a seafaring man's
daughter again to-day."
"Last night." -he replied, "I was

cold and hungry, and nothing mattered.

But you've changed everything. I've

got a grip on myself now."
"Ilmm!" Morgan became busy with

the papers in his hand and a pen ho
took from his pocket till a knock dis-

turbed them. "Come in!" he shouted,

and the sable faced cook looked round
the door.
"Oh." said Morgan, "have you

finished with your break!,

"Yes," replied Mary.
"You can take it away. Pittsburg."

The negro gathered the breakfast

things together on his tray and departed
with them. Jim was still on his perch,

an empty cup in his hand and a cigarette

between his lips, when footsteps on the

ladder way caused him to look round.

"Oh, Pittsburg, here!" he called, and
held out the cup.

Pittsburg advanced and added the

i
up to the collection on the tray—and
Jim noticed the collection.

" Looks like the captain had a pretty

good appetite this morning," he com-
mented.

" The cap'n ain't had nuthin' yet,"

stated the cook.
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"Those plates look awfully empty to

me !"

"Aw, shucks."' gurgled Pittsburg.
'' the cap'n'a lady ate off'n them, Mis't
Jim."
"The captain'.-, lady?" Jim echoed in

astonishment.
"You ain't hard o' hearing is you.

Mis'r Jim?"
In the cabin, Morgan said to Mary

Taylor

:

"How about getting yourself a job?"
"The trouble ic to find one" she

replied. "but somehow I must."
"I'm going to see Mr. Cabot this

morning. Maybe he'll have something
Edr you."
"Thanks. Captain Morgan," she said

gratefully. "But why arc you doing all

this for me ?"

"Can't a man help a girl without
having to explain?" he growled, and
went over to his desk and sat down at

it with the papers.

There came a loud rap at the door,

and Jim walked in without any invita-

tion. His eyes went straight to the
girl.

"Good-morning, captain." he said

facetiously. "I see you're still busy
with those figures you were talking
about."
Morgan sprang up. but not in time

to prevent the intruder from dumping
himself on a stool at the table.

"Oh. Mis> Taylor." he began rather
reluctantly, "this is

"

"Jim Allen,' Jim completed for him,
"and do I go for papa's judgment?

"

Mary liked the breezy manner of the
good-looking young man. but Morgan
did not.
"Mary and I were just going ashore."

he said, putting on his coat. "We "

"Not another word, captain—not
another word!" interrupted Jim with
mock solemnity. "I'm the soul of dis-

cretion." He beamed at Mary. "It's

a charming little place we have here,

isn't it?"
"Yes, very," she replied. "Are you

a member of the crew?"
Jim winced at that very quiet rebuff,

but otherwise bore it well.

"Just at present," he admitted. "But
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in a few weeks I'll have a ' mister
'

tacked on me."
"You won't, unless you get busy with

your studies," rapped Morgan. "Mates
are supposed to know something!"
"Only when they're at sea, captain,"

mocked Jim.
"(let your hat, Mary!"
"Aye, aye. sir!" Mary rose and put

on her hat, then picked up her handbag.

"The captain and I." said Jim. "are
doing a little entertaining this evening
Mary, and if you're not going to be
busy "

"She is!" Morgan broke in curtly.

"Come on. Mary!"
He put an arm round her shouldei and

led her towards the door.

"Good-bye, Mary," said Jim, waving
his hand. "Come back soon. Mary.'

"Good-bye," said she. without looking
round.
John Cabot, who had been suffering

from a chill, was better that morning.
and in his office. He listened with in-

terest to Morgan's story of his encounter
with Mary, and he arranged immedi-
ately for her to have a job in the

cannery.
From the office Morgan went with his

beautiful protegee to a modest apart

ment house in Wilmington Street, and
there arrears of rent were paid up and
Mary regained possession of the little

third-floor Hat she had left in despair.

Morgan accompanied Jim to the Snug
Harbour in the evening, but he was not

in the mood for the sort of entertain-

ment the place provided, and he sat

gloomily at the table near the foot ot

the steps while Jim danced with Carlotta
and other girls.

"I'll see you later, baby." Jim said at

last to one of his partner- and went
over to the table.

Morgan was m the act of smashing
half a cigarette into an ashtray.

"What's the matter, cap?" rallied

Jim. "You don't seem to be enjoying
yourself."

"I think I'll be shoving off." returned
Morgan, and pushed back his chair.

"I've got a business appointment,"
"Say, Wiiit a minute." Jim caught

better stay clear,'

for ship-

9

hold of his arm. "What kind of

business ?"

"Lay off, will you?"
"Sure, I know." laughed Jim.

"Mary's a good girl—you've been tell

ing me that all day."

"You don't understand,'" Morgan
snapped impatiently. "She isn't like

these girls here."
"All dames are alike," declared Jim.

"And you told me that, too!"
"I said a lot of things before I rue:

her.
"

"Will you stop being a fool? You
wised me up, and now you're leading
with your chin! You've had one ex-

perience—do you want to pile up on
the same reef?"

" Maj be you'd
gritted Morgan.
Jim shrugged at that.

"Well, you're heading
wreck." he said. "No woman's worth
it—remember telling me that?"

" I remember."
"All right, then, why not stop

"

"I wonder if you'd mind getting me
a drink? That private bottle they keep
for me."
Thai sounded a little better, from

Jim's point of view, and he hurried off

down the long room and squeezed
through the crowd at the bar.

"Give me a drink for

Mom in out of his own bottle."

"and make it snappy."
A glass was filled and handed to him.

and with it he sped back to the table.

But Morgan's chair was empty, and
there was no sign of him anywhere.

He shouted to the proprietor, who was
talking to a customer on the other side
of the steps, and the proprietor walked
over to bun.
"Where did Morgan go, Hawkins?"

he a>ked.
"Home, I guess," was the

Captain
he said.

"What's (he matter with him?
reply.

He's
never acted like this before.

"Aw," said Jim disgustedly, "he's
fallen for a dame!"
"Quit stringing me! Morgan's too

wise for that!"
"Well," shrugged Jim. "that's just

It's almost certain death to send a man over in this storm," Jim expostulated.
September 10th. 1936.
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what's happened. I tried to warn him,
hut he wouldn't listen to me."
"Why be upset about it?" said

Hawkins, spreading his hands. "It
won't be permanent."
"No? Well, I've got a hunch this

one's too smart to let him off easy.

She's sold him the idea that she's not
like the others."

" Maybe she isn't."

Jim, still bitter concerning his own
experience, had no faith in that possi-

bility. The fickleness of a girl had
driven him to drink and the gutter, and
but for Morgan he might have sunk
even lower than the gutter.

"Haven't you got any sense?" he
snorted. "They're all alike, and I'm
liot going to let him take another
lump."
"How are you going to prevent it?"

inquired Hawkins.
Jim held up the drink he had ob-

fained for Morgan.
"Here's to Mary!" he said scornfully;

and he drained the glass.

The Way of a Man

JIM saw Mary several times before the

Southern Cross sailed again to the
fishing grounds, and he made him-

self very nice to her on each occasion

;

but it was after the next voyage that

be really set about rescuing Morgan
from her clutches—as he himself would
have expressed it.

On two evenings in succession she
found him waiting for her outside the

employees' entrance of the factory when
she emerged from it.

"What, you here again?" she ex-
claimed, when he sailed up to her on
ili' 1 second evening.

"(letting to he a habit," he said,

"like telling you how pretty you are.''

"Silly!"
" Anyway, I haven't been here very

often. Morgan generally waits for you
since you've been working at the

cannery." •

She gave him a friendly smile.
" Shall we walk, or take a street car?"
"Let's walk," he suggested. "Takes

longer !"

The apartment-house in Wilmington
Street was reached, and he climbed the
stairs with her to the third floor and
followed her into the sitting-room of

her flat.

"This is the first time I've managed
to crash in here," he remarked, and
he put his cap on a sideboard and sat

down on a couch.
" I'm sorry you can't stay," said she

rather pointedly, "but I've got to cook
dinner now."

•That's all right," he returned
blithely. "I'll help."

" NT
o. seriously, Jim," she protested.

" Listen to me—you've got to go
before •"

" Remember what I told you yes-
iciday?"
"No."
He rose and walked over to her. She

had just, taken off her hat and was shak-
ing ner golden hair loose.

"About your lips being made for
Kisses."

"Was it you who said that?"
"Don't bear down on me, sister.

Once I'm crossed I accept no responsi-

bility."
" You're going right now," she stated

icily.
" Without a kiss?"
" Without a kiss."

He took her in his arms, but she
a' ei ted her face.
"1 could be satisfied with just one,"

he (old her.

"Here's your cap, mister." She
S[ i
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natched up the cap and held it out to I, breath. "But I guess too many people
have seen me meeting you after work.
Anyway, as long as people are talking,
why not give them something real to
talk about ? I could take better care of
you if we were together. What do you
say?"
Mary, without looking at him, replied

slowly

:

"I could hardly say 'No' to any-
thing you asked."

" The ship sails next Sunday. We
could be married just before she leaves."
"Married!" She turned and tried to

smile at him. She was tremendously
grateful to him for all that he had done
for her, but she was not in love with
him.
"Yes," said Morgan, holding out his

hands. " And then a honeymoon at
sea—the wind in our faces

"

"On Sunday," she nodded. "All
right."
They were married on board the

Southern Cross, in the presence of the
crew, by a parson who wished them
good luck after the ceremony was over.
John Cabot gave Mary away; Jim
acted as best man because Morgan had
insisted.

" I want to be the first to congratu-
late you," said Cabot warmly.
"Thank you," said Mary.
"Both," said Cabot.
"Good hick, cap!" chorused the mem-

bers of the crew ; but Jim did not even
claim the kiss to which he was entitled.

"Thank you, boys, thank you," said
Morgan, and he produced from his

pocket the pearl he treasured, dangling
it on its string. " Mary, I've got a
present for you. It's the Callao pearl

—

the first one I've ever given away."
Mary took the pearl and held it out

in the palm of her hand.
"Oh, it's beautiful!" she cried.

"You like it, eh?" said Morgan, and
he fastened the string round her neck.
The crew, all dressed up for the occa-

sion, gave three resounding cheers, and
then Jim stepped forward. Jealousy
was in his heart, but a smile was on his

lips.
" I want to wish you both all the hap-

piness in the world," he said. "You're
pretty lucky, captain."
"I'm not the only lucky one here to-

day," chuckled Morgan. "Boys, Mr.
Allen got his papers yesterday morning.
You're lookin' at the new first mate of

the Southern Cross.

"

There was a cheer for Jim, and then
the parson hurried off because he had
to conduct a service in church within

an hour.
"On deck, men," said Morgan briskly.

"We're stepping off in ten minutes."
The members of the crew departed to

shed their best clothes and take up their

duties, and Morgan escorted John
Cabot ashore. Jim was left alone in the

cabin with Mary, who went to a port-

hole and looked out through it at her

husband, walking along the pier beside

his emplo'.
"I've been wanting to tell you." said

Jim, crossing over to her. " that I made
the biggest mistake of my life that day
in your flat."

She gave him a glance over her

shoulder, and she knew that he was
sincere.

"Let's pretend it didn't happon," she

suggested.
"I can't do that," he returned with a

regretful shako of his head, "and I

want vou to know I'm ashamed of what
1 did.'"

"You just lost your head," she said

gently. "Sometimes people do that—
and make mistakes. Listen to me, Jim.
You know how I met Morgan, and what
he did for me. If I can give him some

mm.
"Thanks." He released her as though

to accept the cap, but caught her face
between his hands instead and kissed
her on the lips.

" Stop it!" she cried.
He kissed her again, and she slapped

his cheek with all her might and broke
away from him.
"What's the matter?" he jeered.

"Afraid of Morgan? You needn't be!"
"Jim," she said, looking at him with

troubled eyes, "you're spoiling soaie-
thing. You were Morgan's friend. I

liked you."
" You're going to like me a lot

belter," he declared, and would have
grabbed her again, but she put the table
between them.
'Get out!" she stormed.
"Eh?" Jim stared at her, and was

surprised to see tears in her eyes.
"Get out!" she repeated. "But before

you go there's something I want to say
to you. The night 1 met Morgan I was
reckless, and he knew it ; but instead
of trying to take advantage—as you
would have done—ho took me in and
treated me decently, and I'm never
going to forget it. Not for you, nor
a hundred like you! Now get out of

here!"
He rammed the cap on his head and

he went slowly to the door. But as he
opened the door he looked back at her.

"I guess I made a mistake," he said
contritely. "I'm sorry, Mary."

Five minutes after he had gone there
was a knock at the door and she was
afraid that his repentance had been
short-lived.
She put. the door on the chain before

she opened it, determined not to let him
in; but it was Morgan in the passage
outside, his arms full of paper-bags and
packages.
"What's the matter?" he exclaimed.

"Afraid somebody's goin' to try to

break in ?"

"I didn't know it was you," she
replied with a little sigh of relief, and
she freed the door from the chain and
opened it wide. "Come in."
Morgan entered with his numerous

purchases.
"Here I am," he complained, "think-

ing maybe I'll get an invitation to stay,

and I can't get in
!"

"What in the world have you got in

all those packages?" she asked.
" Steak, onions, potatoes—oh, a lot of

things!" He deposited the collection
on the table with care and took off

his cap, beaming at her.

"What do you think people will say
to your coining up here and bringing
all those things?"

"They'll probably say I'm hungry."
"I'm afraid they're saying more than

that. I—I guess I shouldn't have let

you help me."
He looked down at the packages and

the paper-ba«fs and then he looked at

her. She had turned her back on him
to hide her tears, and her head was
bowed. With sudden resolution he
went over to her.

"Mary," he said huskily, "maybe this

isn't the right time to talk about it,

but I—I guess you know I love you

—

have loved you ever since that first

night. Remember when I took you to

my ship?"
"Yes, I remember," she replied.

"I've thought a lot about it. The
way you looked—so helpless, yet still

kind of proud. Then, the next day, we
landed you a job." •

" You landed it," she corrected.
" And right away yon made good. 1

was mighty pleased about that, after

recommending you." He drew a long
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measure of happiness, then that's the
smallest payment I can make on that
account."
Jim nodded. The wistful expression

on her face, combined with her words,
fold him that she did not love the man
she had just married.
"I want you to understand that," she

added solemnly. "Do you?"
"I understand." he assured her,
"Wish me luck, will you, Jim'.'" She

offered her hand.
"You know I do, Mary."
For one long moment he held the

hand in his, then let go of it and went
abruptly out from the cabin.

Covanci States His Terms

IT
was on September 27th that the

honeymoon at sea began, and in the
early days of the trip Mary was not

unhappy. The weather was good all the

way down the California!! coast, and Ira

Morgan was very attentive to his beau-
tiful bride.

But life on board a tuna boat has
many limitations. The fish-tanks occupy
nearly all the space not taken up by the

captain's quarters, the mate's cabin, the
engine-room, the fo'c'sle, and the run-
ways—and Mary began to find the

cramped life irksome.
Eight days elapsed before bait was

sighted, and by that time the wheel-
house had become more attractive to

her than the cabin; especially when Jim
was at the wheel. His airy manner con-
trasted strongly with the uglier side of

her husband, as displayed in his deal-

ings with the crew, and though just at

first the actual fishing for tuna interested

her, she very soon wearied of the reek
and the slimy mess that accompanied it.

The vessel was off the coast of Chile,

eighteen days out from San Pedro, when
one evening Morgan looked up at her
fiom his desk, where lie had just made
an entry in the log-book. The barometer
was falling and the fish-tanks were
nearly full.

"I'm figuring on heading for home in

a few days," he said. "We've got
enough fish on board to last the can-
nery for weeks."
"Yes," she sighed. "I know."
He put down his pen and frowned.

She was leaning against the Chinese
tapestry with her hands behind her head
and what appeared to him to be a dis-

contented expression on her face.

"You don't seem very enthusiastic."

he grunted. " Anvthing worrying von,
Mary?"
"Of course not," she replied, sum-

moning a watery smile. " I—I guess I'm
just a little tired of fish."

"I don't blame you," he said, slew-

ing •"ound in his. chair. "When we get
back .ve'll fix up a nice little home. All
I want to do is to make you happy."
"You've already done that."
"Sure?"
"Sure," she declared.
Jim knocked at the cabin door and

entered.
"Bad weather ahead, sir," he re-

ported.
"Barometer still falling?" asked

Morgan.
"Yes, sir. I wirelessed Panama.

There's a storm headed our way."
"Any trouble below?"
"I haven't seen any. sir."

"Keep your eye on 'em."
"Yes, sir."

Jim went out again, without a word
for Mary, ind she felt hurt.
"What's the matter?" inquired

Morgan, as she moved away from the
tapestry and put her hands to her face.

'Oh, nothing!" she shivered. "Giver
mo the creeps when I think of a storm,
uid marks following us."
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"Don't let that worry you." he urged,
walking over to her and holding her
arms. " Sharks always follow a loaded
fishing boat. They smell blood."
"Oh. don't please!" she cried, and

broke away from him.
" I'm sorry," he said.

"It's foolish of me," she confessed.
"I'm probably a little nervous. 1 think
I'll get some air."

She went out, and for a while she
leaned over the rail of the upper deck.
But heavy clouds were banking in the
sky. and the sea looked grey and sullen.

She turned away and ascended to the
wheel-house.
Jim was at the wheel, but he did not

seem to notice her till she stood beside
him.

"Hallo. Mary!" lie said then.
"Standing the trip all light?"
"Ne, I'm not!" she replied empha-

tically. "And I'm glad we're turning
back!" She laughed bitterly. "You
probably expected me to say that."
He shook his head, quite sympa-

thetically.

"You're upset," he said. 'A long
trip on a boat like this is rough on :i

girl."

"Cooped up every day and night on a

fishing boat!" she shrilled. "That's
just what a girl dreams of!" She
pointed through one of the windows.
"Do you see that black water out
there? How many times do you think
I've stood by the rail, wondering if I

dare
"

"Mary," Jim broke in hoarsely, "you
shouldn't have come up !• v!"
"I had to!"

11

"I'm on duty."
"You've been avoiding me." she

accused. "You've kept out of my path
as if I

"

"Look how plain you can see Tablis
Light from here," he said. "Pretty,
isn't it?"
"Jim." she persisted wildly, "we Can't

put tins off any longer!"
"Mary," he returned, "there are a

lot of dangerous reefs out there."

"You needn't warn me!" she cried.

"I've got to talk! You know I love
you. don't you, Jim? You've known
it ever since We've been on this boat!
I made a mistake in marrying him, but
can't we do something about it? We
have a right to happiness!"
"We haven't any right." said Jim

sadly. " I love you. Mary—I guess I'll

go on loving you always—but something
tells me that's where it's got to end."

"Oh. it mustn't!" She flung her
arms round his neck. "It can't!"

"It must!" he insisted, and let go of

the wheel to free himself from her em-
brace. "There's only one thing to do
if we've really found ourselves—try to

forget. We both owe him too much.
Mary, to hurt him."
She wiped her eyes with a tiny hand-

kerchief and became calmer, gaining
strength from his strength.

"I guess you're right." she said

brokenly at last, and went out to the

ladder-way.
But Covanci, from the deck below,

had seen her with her amis round Jim's
neck, and he was waiting for her at
the bottom of the ladder, a half-smoked
cigarette in his hand and a look of

cunning on his swarthy face.

"Good-evening, Mrs. Morgan," he
said.

"Good-evening," she returned with a
start. "You're Covanci, aren't you?"
"Yes." He blew a cloud of smoke

almost in her face. "Nice night out.

isn't it?"
"Yes," she agreed faintly, half-scared

by his manner.
"Nice night for the man at the

helm."
She knew then that she had been

seen, and she would have escaped up
the ladder, but he seized her by the
wrist and arm.
"I wouldn't hurry, if 1 was you. Mrs.

Morgan," he said grimly. "I wasn't
goin to talk-a to yon to-night, but as

long as you came down "

"(let out of my way!" she stormed.
"Just a3 you say," he purred, still

holding her wrist; "only I'll he seein'

the skipper, and I sorta figured you
might want-a to hear which I shall have
to say to him."
"What do yon mean'." she gasped.
He let go of her wrist and hunched

his shoulders.
"You and Meester Allen might say

I've been spying, but sailin' under
Cap'n Morgan sort o' makes it my duty
to see that he knows what'- goin' on
around here."
"Do you think he'd believe you?"

she asked in a voice that was intended
to be scornful but was not by any
means under control.

"Maybe not." said Covanci. "but he
might. Eet is a chance. I'll go and
see."
"No, Covanci, no!" she cried in a

panic. "You mustn't do that! It

would hurt him."
Covanci leered at her.

"I ain't askin' nothin' for myself,"
he said. "I am thinkin' about the rest

of the crew."
"What do you want?"
"Well," he drawled, "that pearl the

cap'n gave you, for instance."
She stared at him aghast.

September 19th, 1936.
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" You—you don't expect ine to give
you that?" she faltered.

"I'll be here on deck for another two
hours before I turn in," he replied

significantly.

The Broken Mast

FOR a little over three hours the
Southern Cross held on her way
in a sinister calm through a dark-

ness that seemed almost suffocating;
and then the storm broke. A furious
wind lashed the sea into great foaming
waves, rain sheeted down, and the
vessel tossed and dipped and rocked and
quivered.
Morgan made his way to the wheel-

house, and with water streaming from
his oilskins and his sou' -wester went to

the man who had relieved Jim.
"The glass still falling?" he de-

manded.
"Aye, sir," was the shouted reply.

"Change your course three points
ivest."

The helmsman swung the wheel and
held it with difficulty, and then Jim
burst in upon them, scant of breath
.ind holding on to the door after he
had closed it.

"Trouble in the fo'c'sle," he reported.

"What kind of trouble?" rapped
Morgan.
"Covanei," Jim replied. "He's been

(hi nking."
"You stay here, and if the glass

falls any lower call me."
"Aye, aye, sir."

Morgan went out, descended the
ladder-way, and worked his way along
the side to the fo'c'sle. There were
right men down there, most of them
had just finished their watch but were
still in their oilskins. Covanei was
drinking from a bottle of whisky which
he had more than half emptied, and
was making himself a nuisance.

"Hi, lay off that liquor!" admonished
Joe Cotton. " If Morgan catches you
it'll be just too bad."
"Morgan!" shouted the Italian

tipsily. ^' Hell-ship Morgan. I know
what I'm doin'. I'm not afraid of

Morgan !"

Water showered down into the

fo'c'sle as the door at the top of the

ladder was opened and Morgan
descended the rungs. He grabbed
Covanei by the shoulder and swung
him round.
"Give me that bottle!" he roared.

Covanei had tried hastily to conceal
the whisky bottle under his oilskins,

hut the hand that held it there was
jerked forth, the bottle was wrenched
from it and was smashed to pieces upon
the floor.

"Now get into your bunk and stay
there," commanded Morgan, "or I'll

put you in irons !"

"You put me in irons?" defied

Covanei. "Not this time you won't!"

Morgan's right fist smashed into his

jaw. and as he fell a heave of the ship
brought the floor up against the back
of his head. He sprawled beside a
bunk, completely knocked out, and for

a moment mutiny flamed in the eves
of his corripanii

But Morgan was not afraid of them.
"Up on deck, all of you!" he

thundered. "Lash down everything
that's loose — we're not in the worst of
the storm yet!"
Sullenly the men obeyed, and then

he caught up a bucket of water and
dashed its contents into Covanci's face.

"(lei up, there!" he rasped, dropping
the bucket as the Italian opened his

eyes.

Covanei staggered up against the
'idii of the bunk, lint as he did so the
Callao pearl dropped from his left hand
and Morgan pounced on it.
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"I—I didn't steal it!" stammered the
Italian.

"Don't you lie to me!" shouted
Morgan furiously, pinning him down
by both arms and crouching over him.
"You sneaked into my cabin!"
"No, no, I didn't !" screeched Covanei.

"I'm not lyin'—I swear it! Your wife,
she gave it to me. She did, cap'n !

On my mother's soul she did. Listen
to me !

"

"You talk—and talk fast!"
" I made her do it. I saw her in

ihe wheclhouse with Meester Allen. He
had her in his arms "

"You're lying!"
"No, no!" cried the Italian frantic-

ally, as the hands that gripped his
arms shifted to his throat. "I spik-a
da truth ! You leesten—I—I tell you
all about it!"
The men who had gone on deck at

Morgan's command were clinging to
the side amidships instead of carrying
out his instructions. Jim saw thcin
from the wheelhouse and went down to

them, determined to nip in the bud
any trouble that was brewing.
"Break up here!" he bellowed at

them above the noise of wind and rain.

"Get out that live-bait tank! Want
it to roll overboard?"
The men moved off towards the stern,

and Jim returned to the wheelhouse.
"Steve," he said to the helmsman,

"get aft and help the men on the bait-

tanks."
"Aye, aye, sir."

The wheel was surrendered and the
man went out into the storm. But the
door had been closed for no more than

opened again,
and Mary stumbled in, enveloped in

oilskins, wild-eyed with fear.

"Jim! .Tim!" she cried, and tottered

towards him.
"Mary," he said reprovingly, "you

should be in the cabin."
"I can't stay there!" she whimpered,

clinging to his arm. "I've got to talk

to you about Covanei. He's got the
pearl !"

"Stolen it?" Jim asked.
"No, he didn't steal it. I—I gave it

to him."
Jim stared at her incredulously.
"You gave rt to him?" he exclaimed.
"I had to," she sobbed. "He—he

saw us in here and threatened to tell

Morgan. I—I Oh, I was afraid!"
"Steady, Mary," urged Jim.

" Steady," girl !"

"Oh, Jim, I'm frightened!" she

shivered. "I don't know what to do!"
The door on tho other side of the

wheelhouse was opened and Morgan
burst in upon them, his eyes ablaze.

"Covanei wasn't lying after all I" he
said, stalking over to them and thrust-

ing his face nearly into Mary's. "He
did see you ! Saw you in Allen's arms,
like he said!"
"Morgan!" protested Jim.
"You keep out of this!" Morgan

raged at him.
"Ira, you've got to listen to me."

pleaded Mary. "Covanei did see me
with Jim. He may have heard me toll

him I love him. I do love him. Pye
fought against it. I've tried to cut it

out of ni.v heart, hut I can't—I can't

!

T nun lied you, but I've loved him all

die lime!"
"You're lying!" Morgan snapped at

her. "You're lying to save him!"
"I'm not!" she cried desperately. "I

love him !"

Morgan backed away from her as

though -he had struck him. and in th.it

dramatic moment a deck-hand flung back
one of the doors.

Ihe fore-stay guy line's parted, sir!"

I

;. ,1

(Continued on page 27)
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A husband of a few hours is shot by a woman of mystery, and the wife, fearing
accusation of the crime, flees to France. War breaks out and she marries a flying
ace, but back from the dead comes her first husband, who is now an English air pilot,

and so does the mystery woman. A thrilling spy drama, starring Jean Harlow,
Franchot Tone and Cary Grant

The Young Inventor

Till'] great charm about Suzj wa- her
glorious fair hair. She was pretty
and had a good figure, l)iit it was

the hair tliat made her such an arrest-
ing picture.

As she went about the small flat tidy-
ing and straightening she smiled eon
tentedly. She was a very lucky little-

schemer, though her friend Maisie
thought she could have done better than
marry a voting factory mechanic.
Suzy had left the orphanage in

Pennsylvania with a determination to
get on in life. She did not aim to
become anyone- great, but to attain
security and peace, and in marrying
Terence Moore she felt she had attained
her object.

They had met through Terry doing
bis best to kill her. Suzy had obtained
work in the States with a third-rate
touring company as a chorus girl. At
the end of the tour some of the girls
were asked to go to England to appear
in an American revue, in London. Suzy
and her friend Maisie went. The show
ran for some weeks and then flopped,
and the two girl- had not enough money
to get back to the States. Maisie
beard of a jol> in a French caf4 and
accepted it, but Suzy would not go with
her. She was going to stay in England
and make good or else pick out a duke,
an earl, a lord, or someone with money
to marry. And she was clown to her
last shilling, and stumbling across a
road in a thick fog when a powerful
Rolls-Royce knocked her clown. That
was how she came to meet Terence
Moore and his friend Knobby-
Mac Pherson.

On account of the car she had mis-
taken Terry for a lord, bu( the day the
two men took her to the Derby she
learnt her mistake, because this time
their car was a dreadful old Biwer.
Frankly, Terry told her he was a

mechanic in a factory and that Knobby
was odd-job man. The Hoi Is belonged
to the boss of the factory.

At the races Terry wanted to back
a horse called Ragamuffin at two to
one, and he gave Suzy Trent a stake
of a five-pound note 3n if it were five-

pence. He was in a rash mood. But
Suzy had not liked the name and had
also been rash—she put the money on
Golden Fleece. Miracles sometimes
happen, because the horse won at

twenty-to-one.
By accident Suzy found a bankbook

when they celebrated winning a hundred
pounds at Terry's digs. Against
June 16th, 1914 she found that his credii
was four hundred pounds and some odd
shillings. He was not a duke or an
earl, but he was a nice young man.
Suzy decided that she liked him and
that she could easily love him; she
would make him a good wife.

" Four hundred pounds i- two thou -and
dollars," Suzy had argued«with herself.
"Why. one could eat for years and years
and years on that."
Should she go to her friend Maisie

in Paris or marry Terry? She had
decided it was much pleasanter to marry
Terry, with whom she was already more
than a little in love. She used her
wiles and Terry proposed, and then
Suzy had felt that she was a little

heast. Frankly, she told him that she
had angled for him.

"I think you're the finest man in

the world and it is a great temptation
to say yes, hut I can't go through with
it 1 do like you an awful lot. I

planned to marry you because it's hard
to struggle alone in a strange city,

lighting to keep alive. You deserve
better than that. Terry."

But Terry had swept her into his

arms and said he was willing to take
the risk. Some day she would care for

him. and so she had married him. And
she was glad, because every day she
grew to like Terry more and more, so

that she was almost convinced that she
loved him.

Many nights Terry was away. Ho
was working on a stabiliser for aero
planes, and the only chance he had of

completing his experiments was to sneak
into the factory after it was closed down
and do some quiet work with the lathes

and drills. One night he decided to

take Suzy with him to the factory.

"You've brought me luck ever since
I met you," he told her. "Mv inven-
tion is almost complete. With you
there -just you and me in th.at silent

plant, I'm sure I'll be able to solve
one or two problems that are still hold
inn me nj). Yon will be my inspiration.

With the four hundred pounds I have
saved I can place my invention and
we'll be rich for life."

Terry spoke eagerly, and his grey
eyes were flashing. He was a slim, wiry
young Irishman, shrewd of tongue and
sharp of eye, and clever with his hands.

They drove to the factory, and that

was the beginning of the grea 1

adventure.
Septcmlier 19th, 1936.
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The Mysterious German Factory

TERENCE MOORE was engrossed
in making some steel pins and
Suzy was equally engrossed in

watching him, so much so that neither
heard a door below open or heavy foot-

steps mounting the wooden stairs.

"Who iss dere?" It was a woman's
voice calling in guttural tones.

" It's Mrs. Schmidt, the boss," hissed

Terry. "Hide in that office of mine.
It has glass windows, so keep your
head down. I'll get rid of her in a
minute."
Terry was busy at the machine when

the bulky form of Mrs. Schmidt
appeared at the top of the stairs.

"So, it iss you!" the woman shouted.
"Coming into my factory after hours,
wasting my lights and my power and
my machinery on your own silliness."

"But I didn't think you'd mind, Mrs.
Schmidt," said Terry in his most dis-

arming manner. " And it was my own
time, and I thought "

"You thought!" the German woman
interrupted him harshly. "Now I tink,

and vat I tink, I say. Dat iss—you get
out, and stay out. Dis very minute.
You're sacked !"

"Very well, Mrs. Schmidt, if that is

the way you feel about it." Terry
Kiivc a resigned grin. "I'll just pack
this contraption "

"You vill not—not now. To-morrow
you come for it, get any pay coming
to you, and dat's the end!" She
pointed. "And go out de front way

—

not tho back."
The woman went into he* office and

closed the door. At once Terry darted
across to his own room.
"Suzy," he whispered, "you go down-

stairs by the front way and wait for me
by my old car. I've got a hunch
there's something funny going on here.

I have always thought Mrs. Schmidt
was a rum bird. I'm going to stay and
see what she's up to. Hurry, Suzy. I

can look after myself."

When Suzy had gone Terry switched
off the lights and shut the door with a
bang, then he waited in the shadows.
Why he was prying like this he was not
sure, but it was more than idle

curiosity. Almost immediately he heard
footsteps coming up the back stairs.

Mrs. Schmidt opened her door, and in

the faint light ho could see a man
wearing a chauffeur's uniform and a
beautifully dressed woman. They went
into Mrs. Schmidt's office and the door
closed.

Tony crept quietly towards the door,
stood on a chair, and peered in through
a transom. He saw Mrs. Schmidt hand
somo letters to her visitors, then the
woman glanced up and saw him. The
strangers did not turn, he only saw
their backs, but Mrs. Schmidt came
towards the door and opened it. To
his surprise she beamed at him.

" Why, you neffcr tell mo you know
German?" she asked- He decided that
it was wise to make no answer, but just

to grin knowingly. "Veil, anyway,
this is a lucky night for us—just got a
big older," the woman continued. "It
\ ill make us a fortune."

" How lucky for me?" mocked Terry.
" Now you've fired me."

"Acli, urn silly boy. Yon take me
and my temper too .seriously. Come
back to-morrow. For a long time I

link Terry should have more money.
Long time I think you fine mechanic.
Maybe 1 make you the manager."
Tony was all grins when he rejoined

Suzy by the car.

"I caught a glimpse of tin-, man and
his lady Friend," she told him. "My.
but she was beautiful, and all dressed
up ill fins like a duchess. What oil
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earth was she sneaking into tho factory
for?"
"I can't make, it out," said Terry.

"You see, they wero talking in

German, and I don't know a word of

it. At any rate, old Ma Schmidt saw
nic and was all smiles. She's promised
me more money and hints she may
make me manager. So who cares who
her friends were."

Mrs. Schmidt answered the anxious
looks of her visitors when she returned
to the office by a determined shako of

the head. Then she wrote on a card,
and without a word handed it to them.
They nodded silently.

"Terence Moore, 36 Isling Street,"
was written on the card.
The young couple drove back to

Terry's apartments, and the young
mechanic was in the best of spirits.

But Suzy was worried.
" I wish I knew what they had been

talking about. Those papers and all

that talk in German. They might
have boon spies."

" Snap out of it," chided her husband.
" Probably the old hag is double-
crossing her partners. Anyhow, these

aren't war times, so what's the use of

spies or secret agents? Dismiss it,

sweetheart. I think the old dame is

square, though quick-tempered " He
took out some notes. " This is the
wedding present I've been meaning to

give you. Actually, it's your share of

the winnings on the Derby, and I want
you to buy yourself some new clothes.

One thing more before I get the kiss

I'm expecting." He took a small box
from his pocket. "My father gave this

to my mother soon after they were
married, and now I give it to you."

'" Darling !" cried Suzy, and flung her
arms round his neck.
She froze in his arms, because the

door behind Terry had opened slowly

and silently. The woman she had seen at

the factory stood there, and in her hand
was an automatic. Terry had felt his

wife stiffen in his arms, and as he
released her to find out the reason the

woman raised her arm, took deliberate
aim at Terry and fired twice.

Terry slumped to the floor. The
woman tossed the pistol towards him
and darted out of the room. Suzy
tried to scream to give the alarm, but
her voice would not come. She sank
down on tho floor beside Terry's limp
body. Suddenly her hand came in

contact with something cold. It was
the pistol. In fascinated horror she
picked it up and stared at it.

There was a scream. Suzy tinned
towards the open door. A woman
lodger with wild eyes stood there,

staring. She was pointing at tho body.

"You've killed him!" she accused.

Screaming in terror and acting like

one possessed the woman dashed down
tho corridor, and Suzy could hear her
wiling:
"Help! Help! Murder! Murder 1

Moore has been shot dead by his wife.

Police ! Police ! Murder ! Murder !"

Suzy dropped tho pistol and jumped
to her foot. Blind panic seized her.

She darted to tho door, and (lion re-

coiled a9 she heard gruff voices.

Already a patrolling policeman was on
tho scene, She rushed back into the

room, shut, and bolted tho door. She
knelt beside Terry and felt his pulse
frantically. He was dead ! What
should siio do? They would accuse
her of the crime. Police whistles
shrilled, and that made her panic oven
worse. Sho thought suddenly of tho
back stairs.

Tho terrified girl snatched up her
hat, eoat and purse and flew to tho

door that led on to emergency stairs

\
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in case of fire. She crept quietly cut
as heavy hands pounded on the outer
door. She gained the street without
being seen, managed to walk casually
to a corner, and then in blind panio
rushed down a dark alley. She ran
for almost a mile before exhaustion
brought her to a pause.

Was it all just a horrible nightmare?
Would she wake up and find Terry
comforting her? She found herself in
a park and sat down to rest on a bench
—she knew it was not a dream. Sho
wished she had stayed beside Terry
and faced the police. It was too lato
to go back now-. Running away would
be such damning evidence against her.

Suddenly she thought of Maisie. In
France she would be safe, but she
required money for the crossing. She
jumped to her feet—sho had though t.

of the money Terry had given her a
few moments before he had been killed.

Most of the night she walked in tho
shadows, and in the morning took a
train to Dover. No one challenged her
as she walked on to a Channel boar.

Only a few more hours and she would
be safe with Maisie.

She had bought a morning paper.
Was it morbid curiosity or fear that
prompted her to turn the pages in

search of a news item concerning a
young man shot, a hue and cry for

the girl who was suspected of the
killing and had escaped? Sho could
find nothing about Terence Mooro
The papers were far too occupied with
startling news—news that was going to

throw the world in the throes of a
terrible war :

"Austrian Archduke Assassinated at
Sarajevo."

An Air Raid Helps Romance

ALMOST exhausted, Suzy reached
Paris, and a fiacre took her to

Maisie's lodgings. What a relief

to find the door opened by Maisie ! Suzy
collapsed in her friend's arms.

It was several days before Maisie
could get a coherent account of w hat

had happened.
"Maisie, I was a dirty yellow our to

run away. I should go back. I can't

be a coward for over. Terry wouldn't
have run away and left me. He was
brave and fine, and "

"Crazy about him, aren't you?"
Suzy's voice broke.

"That's the worst of it. I liked

him, but I didn't love him. I tailed him
in every w ay."

Maisie. argued that there was nothing
lo be gained and a groat ileal to lose

if Suzy returned to London. There
a war on and probably tho

authorities in England wore far too

busy to bother about some unknown
mechanic.

" When you're rested you dan oomo
and help me at tho cafe." Maisio
suggested. "Your blonde hair will go
over fine with the soldiers. This war
is Idling our place every night, and
officers and soldiers spend their money
freely. Wo can save, ami when We've
got enough we'll go back to God's own
country, ami never leave it again."

By tacit agreement they never spoke
of Terry. The girls wore at tho cafe
long hours, and for that Suzy was
grateful. The excitement and bustle

of war helped her to forget and shut

out. the past. Suzy, in her white
and somewhat daring muslin evening
dress was a great success among the

revellers at tho cafe.
>

Sho danced
charmingly, ami her voice was very
pleasant. Sho smiled at her many
admirers, but she was not really in-
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tcrested in any of them—until one
night.

It was the indifference, not the in-

terest, of a group of young French
airmen, that piqued her. They sat at

their table drinking and talking whilst

she was trying to sing. Suzy stepped
down from the platform and wended
her way among the tables, and as she
moved she sang, until finally she
claimed the attention of those young
officers

Pop Gaspard's was well known, and
(hey had been there many times in days
of peace. Never hail they seen so

charming a girl, and she was invited
to drink champagne with them. One
of the officers was tall, handsome, with
the merriest eyes, and could speak
English perfectly.

"I wonder what brought mo here
to-night'.'" He kissed her hand. "It
was fate. From now on I'll be here
every night of my leave. Permit me
In introduce myself. I am Andre
( 'harville, of Paris—when I'm not up in

the air."
"I'm Suzy Trent, of New York—

when I'm not dancing in a Paris cafe."

They were dancing together in perfect
rhythm when there was a loud ex-

plosion, and in a moment the cafe was
in an uproar.
"To the cellar!" someone shouted.

"The air raids have started."

For a second time in her life Suzy
knew abject fear. It was Andre who
picked her up in his arms and carried
her down to the cellar. As she lay
there, huddled under the shelter of a
great wine cask, she saw him helping
others to safety, assuring frightened
men and women that there was nothing
to fear, and being the only one to smile
at the terrible danger. It was Andre
who drew wine from the casks and
passed it round, and it was his voice
that started the singing.

Every night after that he came to the
cafe, and then came the moment that
Suzy dreaded. Maisie had paid mone\
for two berths back to America, but
there was a long- waiting list. Their
chance to get back to God's country
( auie two days before the end of

Andre's leave.

Suzy did not. want to go. Andre
was her hero. He had shown her round
Paris and taken her up the river to
St. Cloud, It was so hard to go,
because all the while Andre was plead-
ing for her to slay. Actually, he saw
her into the train for Havre, and yet
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when she came to the quay she found
Andre—he had flown from Paris.

" I can't let you go, dear. I've
known it all along. Will you stay and
bo my wife?"
Maisie sailed idone.
They were married that day, and

spent a few blissful days together in a
quaint Normandy village. He had
put through two long-distance calls

—

the first, a demand for an extension of
leave, the second a somewhat difficult

explanation to his father. Andre was
so bright and gay on that honeymoon
that Suzy had no misgivings until the
cab stopped before the splendid old
mansion in the Fauberg St. Germain.
As Suzy stepped out of the car Andre
swept her up in his arms and tossed

her over his shoulder. He was going
to carry his bride over the threshold.
"Put me down!" cried Suzy. as the

butler opened the door. But before she

was on her feet Baron de Charville
was coming down the long stairway.

" Father "—Andre grinned merrily as
he steadied Suzy with his arm—"this
is my wife."
A cold shiver went through the girl

as she saw the white-haired, dignified

old aristocrat who bowed to her so

coldly.

"Albert, show Madame de Charville
to her room," said the baron. "My
son, I will be grateful for a few words
with you alone."

" I know you want to read me a
lecture," cried Andre, when they were
in his father's study. " Hut first I

want to say one thing. Youi grand-
father married out of his class, and she

brought into the family enough vitality

to keep the family alive during the
Napoleonic wars."

" You have a great deal of her
vitality," the baron said with an
ironical smile. "But I would remind
you that she was not a cabaret girl.
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She was lower than the De Charvilles
in rank, but not to such a degree.
Andre, you have always been a head-
strong, impetuous person, and this

would not be the first escapade of this
sort from which I have extracted you.
For the moment you are possessed of

the grand passion, she is the one and
only, and so forth. This is your
home and I am a lenient man to my
only son. In war time the unusual excite-
ment brings about many strange things
that would not happen in normal life.

Should you, at some later period,
change your views perhaps we can
persuade madame not to be unreason-
able. If we understand each other,
shall we let the matter rest?"
"You're wonderful, father. A grand

tactician and the greatest man in the
world."
"Nonsense, my bey. I am just a

very foolish old man." From a desk
he picked up an envelope. " Here is

a wire for you that may need
immediate attention."
"I have to go back at once," said

Andre when he had read the message.
"I'll run up now and say good-bye to

Suzy."
The parting was much harder to Suzy

than it was to Andre.
In the lonely weeks that followed the

baron found the girl was like a
daughter to him. She was not a bit

like his idea of a cabaret girl. She
spent all her time with him, and read
him all the news that came in Andre's
letters. These were so seldom and so

short that often Suzy invented letters

because the old baron's whole lifo was
wrapped up in his son.

They had quite a celebration the day
they received a message that Andre
had shot down his twenty-fourth 'plane
and had earned another medal " For
conspicuous gallantry and enterprise
above and beyond the call of duty."

Mrs. Schmidt handed some letters to her visitors
September 19tb, 1936.
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"To oin Audio—yours and mine.
Suzy '" Tlic old baron had raised his

glass to her. That was the beginning
of a real affection between then.
Andre obtained special leave to come

to Paris, and Suzy saw him for such
a short while. He had urgent business

at the War Office. He would have
gone off to the front without saying
good-bye to Suzy if it had not been for

the baron.
Andre had rung up from a cafe.

"When did the War Office move to

a cafe?" The baron's voice had been
a little grim over the 'phone "I'll

bring Suzy to the train. I've grown
very fond of my daughter-in-law. You
will be kind to her."
Andre informed two beautiful girls

who wished to come to the station to

kiss him a fond farewell that the kiss

must be reserved for some other time
as he must say good-bye alone to his

wife. Poor simple Suzy thought he
had come straight from the War Office.

She clung to him, and tears streamed
down her cheeks when the leave train

steamed slowly out of the station.

Baron de Charville, who knew his son
so well, shook his head sadly.

Suzy would not have been so happy
if she could have seen the handsome
woman in the lich furs that was wait-
ing to meet the train at' the other end.
Madame dc Chabris was very beautiful,

chic and conscious of her power over
men. Andre might have imagined
that his fatal fascination had gained
for him the attention of madame, but
for once Andre was verj much the
victim of a foolish infatuation.
An infatuation that was soon to bring

him close to a terrible disgrace. A
disgrace from which he was to be saved
by the foolish little cabaret girl and a
man who was to conic back from the
dead.

Andre is Wounded

TERENCE MOORE had not died.

He had hovered between life and
death, and when the police had

fetched an ambulance Terry had
recovered sufficiently to make a state-

ment. That was the reason why no
one tried to arrest Suzy as a murderess.
An inspector informed Terry that they
would do their best to find Mrs. Moore,
though he was of the opinion that the
young wife, when she realised there
was no evidence against her, would get
over her scare and come back to her
husband. The police had a strong
idea why the young man had been shot
when they heard he had been employed
by Mrs. Schmidt. The fat German
woman was arrested and interned, but
the police caught no one else.

Terence Moore hoped for weeks and
weeks that Suzy would come back to
him. At last he realised she was never
coming back, and life for him was
hardly worth living. By the irony of
fate his stabiliser had proved of greater
value than he had hoped for in his
yiost cherished dreams. Money and
ik>nour were his. He hud been given
a commission in the Air Force, and it

was not long after the commencement
of the Great War that a high official

sent for him.
"To you will go part of the credit

for winning the war, when at last jf

is won. This gadget of yours has
revolutionised flying.
Having seen his stabiliser perfected

and adapted by the Air Force, Terry
desired now that he be allowed to go
to Fiance, where by reckless daring he
might inert the death he desired. Life
meant nothing to him without Suzy.
Bui the War Office had other plans
about Lieutenant Terence Moore. His
September 19th, 1936.
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application to go on active service was
refused.

Twelve months after the commence-
ment of the war Captain Terence Moore
stood to attention before his colonel.

"Do you think I've got nothing better
to do than read chits from you?" rasped
the colonel. "For weeks you have been
bombarding me with applications for a

transfer. I believe I have turned you
down nine times, and every tin." I have
had you up here and explained why the

authorities won't, dream of allowing you
to go on active service. Let there be
an end to it, because I can assure you,
captain, that you can go on applying
until doomsday and it won't mage any
difference. 'You are needed right here
in England."
"Very well, sir." Terry clicked his

heels. "Anything else, sir?"

"Yes. You are to take seven of the

new ships to the Fourteenth French
Squadron. They have been losing air-

craft with uncanny regularity. There
may be foul play involved. Whatever
the cause we are sending them these new
machines. And the special model you
will deliver to Captain Charville, whom
I think you have met."

"Several times. He is the best flyer I

have seen."
" He has a reputation for being reck-

less," said the colonel, speaking now as

man to man, for everyone liked Terence
Moore. "I've heard rumours that he is

a great success with the ladies."

"He is continental in his charm and
behaviour," grinned Terry. "He is at-

tractive to women, I suppose, and
lionised by everyone. But he is brave
and gallant. I admire him very much."

"Anyway, his private life is no con-
cern of yours and mine." The colonel

turned to some documents. "Perhaps 1

should not have mentioned if. Now see

that the 'planes are ready and delivered
within three days. Y'ou will stay .to test

them, of course. And if it is any satis-

faction to you, who seem determined to

risk your precious neck, test pilots have
been known to break theirs."

"The seven ships will be ready by
morning, sir." Terence clicked his heels

and saluted. "Directly you give the
word I will be prepared to start the

Bight."
At dawn, Terence Moore was away

with his flight, and without seeing any
sign of Bosch 'planes made an unevent-
ful Channel crossing.
Meanwhile, in the Paris home of

Baron de Charville, Suzy had the care
and attention of an invalid. The baron
was not very strong and a bad cold
turned to pneumonia. The doctor vowed
afterwards that but for the careful nurs-
ing and attention of Suzy the baron
would not have survived. Baron Char
ville would not let her write to Andre
of his illness. According to him the ill-

ness was nothing serious and it was not
right that Andre should be worried by
home affairs. Suzy agreed that Andre
should have no worries, and she de-
cided also that the baron should have
none as well. Any fear of anxiety that

she felt herself, any loneliness or heart-

B,ehe she kepi bravely to herself.

It was about the time that Terry was
preparing to lake off for his flight to

France that Suzy sat reading a letter

aloud.
"lie Bays he's fine, but working hard.

He has not been in a moment's danger.
And he says I'm to tell von he thinks of
you ofien and always with pride be;

he is your son."

Suzy hoped it sounded sincere, because
the majority of these letters were just,

blank pieces of paper. She had just

finished reading one of these imaginary
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scripts when the butler entered with a
telegram on a silver tray.

The girl went as white as death. If it

were bad news best to get it over with
quickly. She almost snatched the tele-

gram. The baron watched her with
dread concern.
Her laugh was the hysterical outburst

of intense relief.

"Captain Andre Charville wounded in

action," she read out. "Condition not
serious."

At once Baron Charville got in touch
with the War Office. He had a lot of
influence and he was able to arrange for

a pass for Suzy to go out to see her
husband in hospital. A young officer met
her at the station.

"Captain Charville said ' Y'ou'll recog-
nise her easily.' :

' the officer told her.

"'No matter how many women get off

the train, just go up to the prettiest.

that will be my wife.'
"

The words brought a glow to Suzy'<
face. Forgotten were the long, weary
days when there had been no letters from
Andre. In her heart was only happiness.
The officer took her straight to the
hospital. Curious that at that very houl
Captain Terence Moore should have
landed with his flight at the nearby base,

aerodrome.
Andre had not been badly wounded,

lie beamed at Suzy and kissed her
fondly, but he had the grace to look

ashamed when she told him about the

letters He admitted that he was a

selfish, worthless rascal in such a frank
manner that Suzy had to forgive him.
Andre had that peculiar charm that
earned forgiveness.
"I may not have written very much,

but 1 have read all the letters written by
you and father to me," he admitted with
a boyish grin. "He tells me how won
derful you are. Y'ou have found a pla'i a

in his heart."
In arranging some parcels on the tabic

—presents from herself and the baron

—

a vase of flowers was upset. She ran
out of the room to get water and another
vase.

Andre stared after her with a per-

plexed frown, ff his father had become
so attached to Suzy it would not be so
simple for him to get a divorce. Suzj
was sweet, but compared with the dark-
haired beauty of A vigorous knock-
ing on the door broke in on his thoughts.
He shouted irritably " Come in," but
his face underwent a change as he saw a

British officer standing there: "Terry
Moore! And I am glad to see you—and
not just because you're bringing me
your wonderful 'planes, either."

"They thought at the Field you'd
sleep better if you knew your pel

machine was here, but "—Terry pointed
to a fur on the table and a lady's bag

—

"I guess I'll be off now I've reported.
I'm afraid I'm intruding."

"Of course you're not, you old idiot,"

shouted Anibe. "It was only my wife.
She came down from Paris when she
heard T was wounded."
"Did vou sav 'wife'.'" grinned

Terry.
"Yes, and it's genuine." Andre said

with a rueful grin. "I'm not joking,
old boy. She's just gone out to get a

Vase and she'll be back any second.

Since our marriage she has been living
in Paris with my father."

" You amaze me."
"She's the finest, squarest girl in tho

world." For once Andre was serious.

"You know that I like the ladies, so

be careful what you say, 83 I don't want
hei hurt Hby any careless joke she might
overhear."
"Of bourse not." Terry laid a re-

assuring hand on his friend's shoulder.
" Now that I know that vou are in
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earnest I will be most careful, though I

must *;iy I'm surprised."
The door opened and Suzy came in

with a vase full of flowers.

"Come in. dear." Andre called out as

the hesitated at sight of a strange man
in tin.' room. Terry was standing sc

•he only saw his side face. "I want you
to m< et my good friend, Captain
Moore.'' As Terry wheeled round to ac-

knowledge the introduction, Andre
.aided. "Terrv, my wife, Madame Char-
ville."

Suzy stared at the man she had left for

dead. Her face went ashen and the vase
rashed to the floor.

'What is it, dear?" Andre demanded.
"You look as if you'd seen a ghost."
"Probably madame sees in me a re-

-i mblanee to someone she used to know,"
Ferry spoke with a twisted grin.

"I did something of that kind,"
Suzy forced herself to say. "A man I

thought was dead, but
"

"You -it down and take it easy," in-

terrupted Andre. " Corridors of hospitals
are gruesome places. They don't affect

bard-bitten soldiers. Terry, pour her out
a stiff glass of cognac. Let Terry look
after you, dear. Unfortunately, I can't
at the moment.''
Terry pound out a drink, and though

he had recovered partly from the shuck
nf seeing Suzy bis hands were trembling.
He handed her the glass and his eyes
were hard.

Suzy's Eyes are Opened

THE next ten minute- were the most
agonising that Suzy had evei
known. Hard to listen and smile

whilst Andre paid her prettj compli-
ments, while Terry stood there grinning
ironically and contemptuously. She
could not blame Terence for thinking
the very worst of her. That she had
married another man when her first

husband was living was not the point
that worried her most at the moment.
It was her cowardly action in running
away from a man who had been so

good to her—callously ^deserting him
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in his hour of need. She knew that

Terry must despise her for her action.

Fortunately, the patient did not seem
disposed towards a lengthy interview.
With a charming smile Andre explained
that by the rules and regulations of

this hospital he must not talk too

much or have visitors for any lengthy
period. But it was unfortunate that

he should insist upon Terry seeing Suzy
to her hotel.

It did not surprise Suzy that Terry
should have little to say in the car
rule, and she was not altogether sur-

prised when he announced that he
would escort her to her room.

"Not quite the thing for an officer to

see a lady to her room," Terry said

with an ironical grin. "But as she is

still his wife I don't see why anybody
should object."

In her room she faced him deter-

minedly.
"Terry, you deserve to think the very

worst of me. You feel nothing but
ontempl f< r me, and I qan't blame
you, but 1 do want you to know that I

thought you were dead. I lost my
When that woman screamed

that f had killed you and I he. ml
- whistles going in the street and

their heavy footfalls on the stairs I

could think of nothing but flight. It

looked like a frame-up. I ran and ran
and ran."

"I'll say you ran," sneered Terry.
"' You didn't care what happened to me.
Expect you were glad I had been
I

i nped off by German spies."

"Oh. Terry, please let me try to ex-

plain!" Suzy pleaded. "Just a few
minutes before that woman shot you
we had been talking and you gave me
that money from t lie Derby winnings.
It seemed my one chance of escape. I

could think only of getting to France
and my friend Maisie. On the Channel
boat 1 tried to find something in the
paper about the affair, but there was
no mention of it. For some foolish

reason that made me all the. more
panicky. I got to Maisie and collapsed.
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When I recovered I wanted to go back
and give myself up to the police, but
Maisie said I wouldn't have a chance
—that I would be going to prison and
would do no good by my action. I was
a coward, Terry. Please try to forgive
me."
"And then what happened?" he

asked. "I'd like to know how you
married into the aristocracy."

Frankly, she told him of meeting with
Captain Andre Charville and tho air

raids, how he had swept her off her
feet and married her. He listened un-
moved whilst she told of a brief honey-
moon and Andre being recalled to the
from.
"I had a good idea where you had

gone," Terry told her when she had
finished. "But I was in hospital, and
even if I had been able I wouldn't have
gone after you. You used me as a
stepping-stone, with your eager eye open
for the better chance. Even if 1 hadn't
been killed you would have left me at
the tir-t chance of somebody with more
money and a better position. Well,
what do you propose to do about it?"
"I'm going to tell Andre."

He raised his eyebrows in doubt.

"That would mess up all your fine

schemes, my lady. At the moment you
have two husbands, and one you've
struck off the list. If you tell Andre
you'll strike both of them off the list,

and then what will you do?"
" I married Andre because I loved

him and because I thought you were
dead."
"Did you tell Andre you had been

married before ?"

"No. 1 loved Andre, and I feared to

lose him. Also. I did not want to stiff

up the past. What good wotdd it do
to fell Andre "

"He might not have married you,
especially if he thought you were
Suspected of killing a man." Terry
laughed bitterly. " You haven't tho
courage to tell him."

"I'll tell him now," she flamed.
"This very hour."

' Captain Moore," said the French officer, "we thought of trying out the new machines. What is your opinion? "
September 19th, 1936.
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She rushed out of the room with his
ironical laughter ringing in her ears.

It was raining, but she paid no heed.
She reached the hospital, and naturally
the orderly did not stop Madame Char-
ville from going up to her husband's
room. Outside his room she hesitated,
then quietly she opened the door.

A beautiful woman was bending over
his bed and kissing him. As in a dream
she heard Andre calling the woman by
endearing names. Quietly she closed
the door.
Terry was lounging in a room smoking

a cigarette when the door opened and
Suzy came slowly into the room. The
girl was soaking wet and her shoulders
were bowed.
"So you didn't tell him," he accused.

"You hadn't the nerve!"
"Andre was not alone," she said in

dulled tones.

Terry gave her a searching glance
and then frowned. Though he felt en-
raged against Suzy he was not blind
to the fact that the girl was suffering.
Apparently she was crazy about Andre
like so many other poor dames. Also,
it would seem that she had not been
wise to the philandering nature of Char-
ville. He guessed that it must have
been the beautiful Madame de Chabris,
whom Suzy had found with Andre. He
curled his lips. It served her right.

"I am going back to Paris." Suzy
roused herself. "Andre's father is ill.

A scandal would kill him, especially if

he knew his son had married someone
whose husband was still living. It

might get to his ears that Andre was
also involved. It may seem strange to

you. but Baron Charvjlle looks upon me
as a daughter, and I love him dearly.
And I'm not thiuki.nn of bis money or
position when I say that. Will you do
nothing, Terry, until the baron is out
of all danger?"
"Why should I interfere? I don't

wish to rob you of a good bargain,"
Terry answered. "Perhaps I may stop
a bullet and then your problem will be
solved. Andre is the finest flyer in

('ranee and my friend, so why should I
intervene? I have no animosity against
1 1 i in . Who knows of our brief mar-
riage? The clergyman. Knobby and an
inspector or two from Scotland Yard."
He laughed. "That makes you look-

scared—talking of Scotland Yard.
Naturally they were interested, and at
first I wanted them to search for you,
until I realised how worthless you were.
The police were too busy with other
affairs and were glad to drop the case.
They think you are dead. Maybe I
can get the ceremony wiped off the
record— it makes no difference to me.
Many things may happen to me before
I die. but one thing will not." He
walked to the door and his eyes seemed
to bore into her soul. "I will never
marry again."
"I'm sorry. Terry. Shall I never

see you again ?"

"
I musl stay until Andre is on his'

feet and in the air," he told her.

"There are certain things about the
special 'plane f have brought over for
him from England thai 1 must explain.
Those arc orders. Put if we use our
wits we need not meet, again—ever."
"Then I'll go back to Paris. Andre's

father misses me." Suzy gazed at him
beseechingly. " ,

i on see, lie doesn't
know I'm (I coward, living under false
pretences."

. Thai nighi Su/.\ returned to Paris,
and she managed to smile when she
told the baron that his son was making
good progress and would be about again
{in a few days. I lei reason for return
[iilg so soon was lo tell him the good
news and allay his fears.
September 10th, 19M.
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CAPTAIN TERENCE MOORE was
destined to stay in France longer'
than he had imagined. Andre

C'harville was ordered to take ten days'
sick leave before attempting any more
flying, and Terry had to remain until
Andre returned from Nice. There was
plenty to do testing the new machines
and helping to overhaul some of the
other craft. >.

From Captain Barsanges, the ofhrer
in charge, Terry heard a great deal
of the activities of this flying base. He
did not like the way a great number of
machines had crashed from mechanical
defaults. It gave the impression of
treachery. The captain confessed that
on several occasions the Germans had
been waiting for them when the
squadron had attempted to cross the
line on a bombing raid. Andre Char-
ville had several times been attacked
by three or four machines, but had got
away. The captain was confident that
Audio would work wonders with the
new machine, which was so much
swifter than anything the squadron had
flown before.
On the day after Andre returned from

his rest and was flying his new 'plane
for the first time Captain Barsanges
introduced Terry to Madame de Chabris.
That twisted grin twitched Terry's lips
as he stared at the beautiful woman
who had ousted Suzy from Andre's
affections.

Madame gave him an intent look,
followed by a ravishing smile.

"Pardon me. Captain Moore, but
have we ever met before?''
"I regret that I haven't had the

pleasure."
"Curious, because your face seems

familiar. You bare never been to
Russia ?"

"Never, madame. It must be my
double, because I am certain we have
never met before." His eyes twinkled
merrily. "I could not have forgotten
where and when, I assure you. if I had
had the pleasure of meeting you."
Madame laughed.
"You pay a pretty compliment,

captain. I must have made a mistake.
I'm always thinking I've seen someone
before, and since the war I've become
worse than ever. Uniforms do have a
tendency to bring out similarities, in-

stead of differences in human beings.
But now that we have met won't you
come to see me ? This evening a few
friends will be at my chateau where
I'm living, and I hope you will be
among them."
Terry assured her that he would be

delighted. Madame went off to high
ground where she could get an un-
restricted view.
"A most fascinating woman." Terry

said to the French officer. "Who is

she, captain ?"

"A remarkable woman." answered
Captain Barsanges. "A great help to

us in keeping up the morale of ollieers

and men. You'd have met before this.

Inn she has been away. She has a place
in Nice and there Captain Cha,rville
went to recuperate. They are great
friends. The chateau has open doors
to the officers of this squadron, and
is constantly organising concerts and
parties for the men. She is a great
favourite with all of us." The captain
pointed. 'See how anxiously she scans
the skies; she is very concerned about
Andre."
Terry Moore rather fancied himself

as an airman, but he had to admit that
his skill was poor compared with that
of Andre C'harville. Amazing what
Andre could do with the new machine.
It was a thxili to watch the silver
grey machine twisting and turning in
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the air. Every conceivable trick Andre
tried, and Terry glanced at Madame de
Chabris—he guessed that a great deal
of this showmanship was for her benefit.
Finally Andre made a perfect land-

ing, and seeing Terry rushed across
to ring his hands heartily.
"Never have I been in such a dream

of a ship." Andre cried. "I should say
she's faster than anything the Germans
have got, and I'm just longing for the
chance to try the craft out over the
lines."

He turned to smile at madame,
had walked across to meet him.
"Oh. Andre, why will you take such

risks?" she cried, and her expression
was one of deep concern. "I was s'j

worried."
As Terry walked awl} he wondered

what chance Suzy would have against
such a glorious woman as Madame de
Chabris.
That night Terry Moore went to the

chateau, and it proved a right royal
entertainment. Every officer from miles
around that could be spared from duty
was at the party and champagne flowed
like water. Andre showed his admira-
tion quite frankly, but she showed the
flying ace no special attention. She
was, as a good hostess should be, equally
interested in all her guests.

Two days later Captain Barsanges
met his officers in the private room of
their favourite estaminet. Terry was
present as an adviser. He smoked his

pipe and wished he could get the chance
of a raid over the enemy lines.

"Gentlemen." stated the captain. "I
have asked yon to meet me here because
this is a i im'j convivial spot, and is just
as good a place as headquarters to dis-

cuss our plans." He laughed. " In
fact, if we met at headquarters some-
one might get wise that activities were
being planned. Gentlemen, we intend
to cross the lines and to bomb a certain
spot which we now know is a large
ammunition dump, but the place is

well guarded. We have got to get there

by devious routes and means, and hero
is the sehefne."
The officers crowded round. Terry

sucked at his pipe and paid little atten-

tion. Vaguely he heard the details.

"Captain Moore, we thought of try-

ing out the new machines. What is

your opinion?"
"You are a flight of nine, and six of

your old machines are in pretty good
condition." Terry answered. 'I've
given them the once over and they're

not likely to break up. You don't

want all your eggs in one basket."
"Terry is right," spoke Andre. "And

if he says those other machines won't
break up. then you can be sure they
won't. What time do you want me to

take off, captain ."

The scheme that Captain Barsanges
sed was thai Andre Charville

should endeavour to lure the Bosch
away from a certain sector of the line.

Openlj he would fly over No Man's
I. ind, and naturally every German air-

man would be out to bring down the
man who had destroyed s,, many of

their machines. Captain Barsanges
was certain that by now spies would
have reported the arrival of the new
wonder machine, and the silver grey
would he spotted at once. Andre would
draw the enemy away so that the main
flight could get across the lines with-
out meeting any serious opposition,

could get lo their objective, destroy the

ammunition dump and be on their way
hack before the Germans realised they
had been tricked. Andre must not en-

ir the new machine too much and
keep his enemies at a safe distance, and
should be back at the base just after
dawn, which would be about <ix.
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After the meeting broke up Andre
hurried away. Terry decided to follow

to his hotel to have a final talk about
the new machine, and a vague feeling

of disquiet came to the English officer

when a servant informed him that

Captain Charville had gone out and
might not be back that night. Terry
had a strong idea that Andre had gone
to see Madame de Chabris.

The Mystery Woman Revealed

BARON CHARVILLE gazed
shrewdly at Suzy and remarked
that she looked tired. He

accepted her explanation that she had
found the journey a strain, and hoped
ill his heart of hearts that his scamp
of a son was not reason for her dejected
itemeanour. The baron knew his son
only too well. But Suzy managed to

smile and to talk of all that she had
seen.

"You look ever so much better,"
Suzy told the old man. "But I hear
from Albert that you've been reading
H lot since I've been away, and that's

against doctor's orders. To-night I shall

read to you."
"Not for long, my dear," countered

the baron. "You need some beauty
sleep."
Suzy began to read extracts from the

papers about the war and for some-
thing lighter picked up an illustrated

magazine. The baron was always
interested in the affairs of Society. She
read out the outlines and described
dresses and uniforms. Suddenly she
gasped, and he saw her go very white.
"What is it, my dear?"

"Just some pictures of the front

—

they shouldn't, print such things." She
a shaky laugh. "I'm sorry to be so

neivy. I think I will take your advice
and go to bed." She had pulled the
magazine on to her knee, and as she
talked she tore out a page, screwing it

into a ball. "Don't you stay up long."
The baron saw the screwed up ball.

"Ts that the page you don't like?"
"Yes, but that's not the reason I tore

it out," she lied. "Someone has spilt

some wine on the page. Good-night."

Suzy got to her room and breathed a
siph of relief. She did not want the
baron to know that the magazine had
not contained pictures of war atrocities.

That she had been upset by a picture of
a man and a woman. She unrolled the
screwed-up ball and smoothed it out care-
fully.

Captain Andre Charville. the famous
air ace, and Madame do Chabris. The
woman who had taken her place in
Andre's affections. Suddenly she looked
more closely nt the picture. The face of
this charmer seemed familiar. Suddenly
her mind went to that room back in

London before the war, the door open-
ing slowly, the woman standing there
with a loaded gun— the woman she had
seen at Mrs. Schmidt's factory. She
held the picture close to the light, and
she knew then that this was the woman
who had shot Tei-cn* e Moore.
Suzy rang for Albert, the butler. Told

him in a hoarse whisper that she had
to be away for the night, perhaps most
of the following day, and that the baron
must not know. She could not explain,
hut it was of the utmost importance. If
the baron should discover she was gone
the butler must tell his master that she
had received a telephone call from a girl
bhe had known in New York.

" Rut, if possible, Albert, let your
master think T am resting," she coun-
selled. "Now, will you please order me
a car a.s I must leave immediately."
A few hours later she was at the hotel

near the flying field. Captain Charville
wa« not in they told her. She asked then
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She is the woman who shot you 1
" cried Suzy, and Terence peered

more closely at the picture.

for Terry, and learnt that the English
officer had come in a few minutes
previous. She ran up the stairs and
Durst into his room.
"Thank Cod you're here," panted

Suzy. "Don't waste a minute asking
questions I have only an hour or so
before I mu*t go back. Look at this,

Terry—look!"
Terence stared at Suzy in amazement.

He had been trying all the evening to

banish the image of this girl from his

mind, and failed. Now she burst into his

rooms like a whirlwind. Almost
mechanically he took the crumpled page
from the illustrated magazine. He read
tli3 caption: "Madame de Chabris and
the famous ace Captain Andre Char-
ville, at Nice." .

•

"I'm sorry, Suzy, if this picture agi-
tates you," he said with a mocking grin
"But "

"I know what you're going to say,"
fiercely she interrupted him. "This is

not a jealous tantrum. You don't know
who that woman is, nor does Andre.
We must find him at once—warn him."
"What are you raving about, Suzy?

What is the matter with Madame de
Chabris. She is the most popular "

"She is the woman who shot you!"
crie;i Suzy. "I saw her plainly twice

—

at the factory and at your rooms. Do
yon think I could ever forget—or be
mi taken?"

Terence peered more closely at the
pii (ure,

"But this is absurd. Why. -he is the
most hospitable woman in the distrio'

She arranges concerts for the men, enter-
tains the officers at her chateau, and is

liked by all."

"I know that is the woman who shot
you. I would swear it in a court of
law. She is a spy."

fie shot a startled glance at her.
"By Jove, they have lost a lot of

'planes round here, and " He paused,
remembering her greeting of him. Had
she met him in Russia? "I believe you're
right, Suzy," he cried suddenly. "I met
her and she thought she recognised me.
Asked if we had met—she was testing
me. Come, we'll go to her chateau. I'm
quite sure Andre will be there. Or no
—we'll go to the Intelligence Officer first

—he would have the record of all people
in the district."

"We can't, Terry—not until we find

Andre," Suzy protested. "He may be
in actual danger now. And there's
another thing. We can't have him
dragged into this mess. It would ruin
his career. Worse than that, it would
kill his father. It is up to us to pro-
tect that dear old man from any possible
sorrow or disgrace.''

"I see your head is working better
than mine" The smile that Terry gave
the girl was genuine. "You're a queer
lass, Suzy, and I think that perhaps I'vo
misjudged you." He picked up the coat
he had discarded and hurriedly donned
it. "Come on—let's go!"
They said little as they drove at a

terrific speed away from the village out
on to a country road. When they
-eached the chateau thev foun<? it in
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darkness, except for a light at one upper
window.
As they crept quietly up the path Terry

spoke iu a low, changed voice.

"It's not necessary for me to tell you
to keep your coinage. Heaven only

knows what we may be letting ourselves

in for, but I know whatever it is, you
• will face it. I want you to know that
1 1 think you the bravest poison, without
any exception. T have ever met. I'm
terribly sorry I said all those unkind
things to you."
Her hand slid into his.

'"You're the grandest man I've eve?

met.'" she whispered.
They rang the bell, and there was a

long wait before they hoard footsteps

and saw a light.

An Enemy Spy

VERY cautiously the door was
opened. The shock-headed butler

peered at them suspiciously.

"Pardon me," murmured the servant.

"But it is very late, and madame gave
strict instructions

"

"She is expecting us." Terry pushed
past the servant into the big hall. "She
knew we were coming to bring her a

most important message; perhaps she

meant to admit me herself. I can see

by the light that she is still waiting for

us."
The butler hesitated as if uncertain

what to do next.

"We need not be announced." Terry
gave Suzy a beckoning gesture.

Holding Suzy firmly by the arm Terry
urged the girl up a long flight of stairs.

From below the butler watched them
suspiciously.

At the top of the stairs they saw a

door from underneath which a light

shone. Terry knocked and then flung

open the door.

Madame de C'habris was helping Andre
into his coat. She was garbed in a some-
what daring gown, whilst on a table

there was the remnant of a supper.
Numerous champagne bottles showed
that it had been quite a feast.

"Suzy!" gasped Andre in amazement.
Realising he had been discovered in an
awkward situation he tried to cany off

the affair with ironical humour. "I don't
understand tin's unceremonious entrance,

but now you are here permit me to in-

troduce you. Madame de Chabris, may
I present my wife? You already know
Captain Moore."

" And I, too. know Madame de
C'habris." said Suzy calmly. "She may
not recall me—we met under rather
peculiar circumstances."
Madame was watching thorn with hard,

angry g.'i'.e. Her smile was a mockery.
"I am delighted to have you with us,

even though your arrival was a trifle out

of the ordinary." Madame smiled as if

vastly amused.
"Pardon me. madame." Andre's eyes

were- alight with anger. "But as I am
responsible for this intrusion, I demand
that my wife and Captain Moore apolo-

gise for their outrageous behaviour."
"Andre, we will explain it to you

later." spoke Terry. "It is imperative
that you come with us at once."
"Since when did you take to issuing

orders to me?" asked Andre. "As for

my wife—even a jealous woman "

"Andre." Suzv interrupted him firmly.

"This isn't jealousy. 1 am not angry.
We hoped you would go with us quickly
and quietly. As yon will not I must tell

you that Madame de Chabris is an enemy
spy I"

Madame de Chabris burst out laugh-
ing.

"This is bettor than a play or a murder
mystery."

" Suzv, have von lost your mind?"
September loth. L9S6.
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stormed Andre. "How dare you make
such an accusation. And you, Terry,
what do you mean by this outrageous
conduct ?"

"You can't laugh this off." Suzy
stared fixedly at Madame de Chabris. "I
have soon you twice before and on the
same night. It was when you were
operating in London just before the
war."
"Mist a k en identity evidently."

Madame smiled, though her t*ic Lad
paled. "Captain Moore, you remember
how I told you I'm always thinking I've

seen someone before. You are evidently
like me in that respect, Madame Char-
ville. I haven't been in England since

I was a schoolgirl."
Andre gave her a sharp look. It was

a bad slip she had made; he remembered
her telling him she had been walking
along the Embankment when she had
heard newsboys shouting about the

assassination at Sarajevo. There was an
expression on Madame's face that he did
not understand.
"I saw you shoot Terry." Suzy con-

tinued, "because you thought he knew
your plans. You really needn't have
done that, for he doesn't understand
German. And for that, I saw you down
at Schmidt's factory."
"This is too fantastic." Madame de

Chabris' voice was shrill. "And it

grows more so with every word you say.

Not only have I not been in London for

years, as I told you. but until this minute
I never heard of Mrs. Schmidt's fac-

tory."
" Why — did — you — say — Mrs.

Schmidt?" demanded Suzy. pointing an
accusing finger. "You are a German
spy!"
Andre stared at Madame de Chabris

and in the woman's rage-distorted face

he read the truth.

"A spy!" Andre cried with horror.
The door opened and there stood the

butler.

"I am here, Madame." The man had
a revolver in his hand. "Together we
will handle this little affair. You gentle-

men will keep very still."

Terry turned towards the 'phone and
instantly the gun covered him. "I
wouldn't if I were you." The butler

gave a twisted smile. "It would only
be a waste of time as I have cut all the

wires." He looked at the woman and
nodded towards the door. "Hurry,
Diane, the car is ready. Our bags are in

it and a hamper of food. The windows
and doors are all barred, as this one will

be after we have left. We have time
enough to get away—but only enough."
Madame de Chabris moved swiftly to

the door, where she paused to smile
mockingly at Audio Chavville.

"You have amused me, captain, with
your childish prattle," she laughed
lightly. "I hand you back to the tender
mercies of your wife. You may be a
great airman. Andre, but you have the

brains of a babe."
Andre, [earless and reckless, suddenly

hurled himself forward. Without hesits

tion or scruple the btttler tired. Andre
spun round and dropped in a heap.

Madame do Chabris gave a suppressed
cry of fear and fled through the open
door. For a moment the butler stared

down at his victim, before backing away.
Swiftly the German was cone, the door
slammed, and the key was turned in the

lock.

A Chanco in a Thousand

SUZY flung herself down beside the

still figure. Terrj rushed for the
windows, and found to his relief that

they opened. He found himself on a

balcony, and as he stood there trying to

plan what to do next he heard the motor
of a car. A moment later the car ap-
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pearcd from the courtyard, the butler
was at the wheel with Madame at his
side. Terry noted their direction before
hastening back into the room.
Andre was unconscious. Suzy found

some water and tried to force-it between
the lips, whilst Terry searched for the
wound. His eyes narrowed when his

hands came away stained with blood -

he knew enough about the human body
to know that this wound was in a very
dangerous place.
Andre's eyes opened. He stare:

them dully, and then recognition i

into his eyes. He tried desperately to

speak, but only faint wheezing son ids

came from his lips.

"Don't try to talk." Terry advised
"All you need is a little rest and you'll

be all right."
"Look at the time!" they heard the

hoarse whisper.
Terry understood.
"You're supposed to take off at four

— is that it?" The wounded man nodded.
"Don't worry about that. I'll take care
of i». There's plenty of time."
Andre sank back and clo.-ed his eyes.

Suzy stared anxiously at Terry. "What
can we do ?"

"The 'phone's dead, so I can't ring
the dressing-station," muttered Terry.
"And we don't want to broadcast the

fact that Andre was shot at Madame de
Chabris' chateau. Moreover, we daren't
try to get him to our car because I

think his wound is too serious. Still, we
can't leave him like this. You stay here
and I'll go to the nearest inn. I'll try
to get the squadron doctor, and

"

"No use—too late!" came a husky
whisper, and they saw that Andre's eyes
were open. "Waste of time—I'm
finished. Ferry, the take oft" is at four

—

there's still time."
Terry seemed to understand the plead

ing in the dying man's eyes. "I'll see

you through," Terry grinned, and
glanced round. Andie had been about to

put on his flying coat when they had sp
abruptly burst into the room. It was
lying on a table with a helmet. 1

got to his feet and picked it up from the

table, and turning saw the dying man
smiling.
"What are you going to do, Terry."

asked Suzy.
"I must make the flight," he told her.

"You must stay here and tend bin

besl you can."
"Thanks." came in a whisper from

Andre, and he gave his same happy grin

"You always were a pal. Tony. Glad
you knew Suzy in London. Look
her for me. old man. Sweetest girl I've

ever known—too good for me." A
spasm of pain twitched In- t.e " B
this way. Forgive me. Suzy."
"Oh. Audio, I " Suzj cried and

then broke off with a gasp as she i

the head iro limp against a cushion.
Terry shook his head after making a

quick examination.
"He's dead. Suzy."
The girl steeled herself to be b

"Terry, we could not save Andre from
death, but we can .save him from the

scandal of such a death. He '

the right to a hero's death. Fo
ran make the flight < Ollldn'

pretend to be Andre, and
"

"It's a thousand to one chance."

Terry. "But worth trying. I'll get

down to the field and try to make the

'plane without being recognised. Wait
here till 1 come back and don't be Bur-

prised if I orash outside the chal

l'i\ to gel Andre down into the court

yard. H it is within human possibility

I will be back. If I'm not back bj mid-

morning, then you'll just have 'o do
whatever you can."

(Continued on page 26)
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Who was the secret leader of the desperadoes who were terrorising the Valley of the
Pecos ? That was the riddle which a young Texas Ranger was detailed to solve. Ride
with him to the tune of hammering hoofs and blazing guns, and follow his gripping

adventures in this mighty serial drama of action and romance

EPISODE 7—
" The Night Attack "

READ THIS FIRST
Buck Grant, a settler in the Pecos

Valley, is in reality a Banger investi-

gating stories of terrorism by a gang of
outlaws whose leader's identity he hopes
to disi

Judge Holmes, of Maverick, is the
0,1/1/ man who knows Buck is a Bonijir.
He is VQcewise the unit/ man alio knows
that Buck is the Phantom Bider, a
cloaked horseman who is defeating the
activities of the outlaws at every turn.

One morning, however, masked gang-
sters butcher Shorty, another Ranger
who is on his way to the Valley.

Dicing, Shorty tells Buck to go to the
hidilen Valley "Ranch, and loler Buck
trams this is the properly of a man
1,nmed Grayson.
He meets Grayson's beautiful

daughter, Man/, who has returned from
the East mid brought with her a friend,
Hi len Moore.
Meanwhile, a Banger known as

Spooky, has entered Maverick, and
Buck instructs him to obtain work at

the Hidden Valley outfit. That same
night Buck casually drops in at that
1 unlit himself, and is introduced to

Harvey Delaney, a neighbouring cattle-

man who is on friendly terms with the
Graysons.
Mary's father is killed the next. dou.

and leaves her a wallet containing the
1.1 ap of a. hidden gold mine. The out-
laws try to secure this wallet, but are
frustrated by Buck. Then one night,
at a saloon in Maverick, an attempt is

a. ode on the Banger's life.

Now Read On

A Close Call

AS the smashing report rang out
behind him Bade felt the hot
breath of a bullet scorch the lobe

•>i bis ear, and with swift presence of

mind he threw himself flat and lay

motionless as if ho had been hit.

Tlio unknown assassin was apparently
deceived, for no second shot was fired,

and a tense silence closed down on the
saloon as the echoes of the gun-blast died
away. Then all at once voices were
raised, and, amidst an ever-increasing
babel, the people who had scattered for

cover began 10 swarm into the middle of

the bar-room again.
Someone fetched another lamp, and

by its light the crowd milled around
Buck while he was picking himself up.

"Are yuh all right, feller? What
started the fight, anyway? Who was it

took a shot at yuh ? You ain't hurt, are
yuh?"
These were but a few of the questions

which were volleyed at the big Fellow
by the anxious citizens, and he was doing
his best to answer them when Judge
Holmes showed up,
"What was the trouble, Buck?"' the

judge demanded. " How did it all

begin ?"

"Lew Meredith was the one that
started it," Duck replied. "lie shot out
the light, and then tried to get me. I

winged him instead, and lie fell out into

the street. Then someone blazed at me
from behind—someone who was in too
much of a hurry to be a good marks-
man. I think he must've fired at me
from that back room over there."

A number of the bystanders surged
towards the apartment Buck had indi-

cated, and, sure enough, the reek of
powder met their nostrils as they entered
it. But of the unknown killer who had
discharged the shot there was no sign.

Meanwhile, some of the Hidden Valley
cowboys had gone out into the street,

and very soon they were marching Lew
Meredith in to explain his conduct.

IJ's right hand had been smashed by

the slug from Buck's forty-five, and ho
was grimacing with pain. No one
showed any sympathy for him, lwwever
— Feast of ali the stalwart ranger.

"What's the idea, trvin' to drill me?"
Buck demanded grimly. "And who
was your pal that took a potshot at me
from the curtained doorway of the back
room ?

"

Lew Meredith seemed to hesitate for a

moment, and then he blurted out a pro-

test.

"You got me wrong, Grant," ho
jerked. "I didn't, draw on you._ You
just mentioned somebody that tried to

get you from behind. Well. 1 saw the
feller- -saw him takin' aim at you.

That's why 1 busted the lamp, to save

you, Grant. Then I blazed at the cur-

tains over that doorway. I wasn't tryin'

to drill you—honest I wasn't!"

"Did you recognise the man yon saw
in the back room?" his interrogator
wauled to know.
"N-no, Grant, I didn't," Meredith

answered. " He—he was a stranger to

me."
Buck pursed his lips. Not one word

of Lew Meredith's glib story did he

believe, and he was tempted to give the
lie to the whole statement, there and
then. But suddenly he resolved to make
a pretence of accepting the puncher's
explanation, and he was about to address
the man in an apologetic tone when ho
become aware that Harvey Delaney wa-j

moving to his side.

"It looks like you made a mistake,
Grant," the cattleman said. "Mere-
dith's account of what happened is

plausible enough, anyway."

"Yeah, 1 think you're right," Buck
murmured, "and I'm mighty sorry I

acted so hasty. But, after all, when you
see a man pull a gun, it's kinda natural

to jump to conclusions'."
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It was at this juncture that the sheriff

and Deputy Craig put in an appearance,
having heard the shooting in their

quarters along the street, and Buck had
to describe all that had occurred. Then,
while Maverick's guardians of the peace
were engaged in questioning Lew Mere-
dith, the big Ranger edged aside with
Judge Holmes.
"Meredith was lying,'' Buck whis-

pered. "When I let out that someone
had tried to plug me from behind, he
was smart enough to think up a good
story. But that second shot of his didn't

go anywhere near the curtained door-
way. It was meant for me all right."
Judge Holmes looked at him uncer-

tainly.

"Lew Meredith is one of Mary
Grayson's top hands," he murmured.
"He's always been trusted up at Hidden
Valley."
"Yeah?"' Buck rejoined. "Well, I'm

willing to lay odds that he's in with the
outlaws who are terrorising this section."

" Then why don't you cross-examine
him ;i little- more thoroughly?"
The younger man shook his head.

"Nov" he told Holmes in an under-
tone, "it's better to let him think that
I've been taken in by his explanation.

So long as he's a free man and imagines
that he ha-- nothing to fear, he's liable lo

lead us io the gang's hide-out—or even
t > their leader. We've got to have him
watched, that's all."

Turning, he glanced in Meredith's
direction and observed that the sheriff

and Deputy Craig had left the Hidden
Valley cowboy after helping him to bin.

I

up his bloodstained hand. Then all at

once Buck noticed that Harvey Delaney
was sidling close to Lew.
Delaney engaged Lew Meredith in

conversation, and presently Buck saw
him slip some money into the latter's

uninjured fist. It was a gesture that

caused the handsome Ranger to start,

and, frowning, he spoke to Holmes out
of the corner of his mouth.
"Say. you were talkin' to Delaney just

before the shooting started, judge," he
breathed. "Can you tell me what he
did or where he went?"
Holmes looked at him curiously.

"Why, no, I can't, Buck," he said.

"We sort of got separated in the general
confusion—and it was dark, of course.
But what makes you ask?"
"I was just wonderin' if Delaney

might have slipped into that back room,"
the younger man replied in slow and
deliberate accents.
"Buck!" the judge whispered hoarsely.
"You aren't suggesting it was Harvey
Delaney who tried to bump you off!"
The Ranger glanced around to make

certain that no one could overhear his
discussion with Holmes.
"You r.ever can tell,"' he muttered.

"I remember you once saying yourself
thai uobody was above suspicion."

"Bui Delanej is one of the most
prominent ranchers in this county," the
judge expostulated. "To be exact, he
ranks as the fourth biggest landowner

—

ncxl lo myself, a man nanx-d Hudson,
and young Mary (Iraysou. You can't

suspect a fellow like that of being con-
nected with outlaws."

"I just saw him hand Lew Meredith
a roll of dollar bills." Buck vouchsafed.
" Doesn't that strike you as being pretty
queer?"
Judge Holmes did not agree. For the

life of linn he could not bring ' himself
to doubt the cattleman's integrity.

" Yon don't know Delaney. Buck,"
he said. "He's generous lo a fault

—

always helping somebody out of a diffi-

culty. 1 could name a score of ne-leis
and small ranchers lo whom he's lent
moncv .

"

'lie- Banger was silent for a moment,
September loth, i
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and stood fingering his rugged jaw.
Then he gave a shrug of his broad
shoulders.

"Well, maybe he's okay," he mused.
" But Lew Meredith isn't—I'll swear to

that. And first thing to-morrow morn-
ing I'm gonna head for Hidden Valley
and tell Alary Grayson to watch out for

him."

At the Grayson Ranch

TRUE to his words. Buck Grant lefc

for Hidden Valley after breakfast
the following day. and it was as

he was approaching Mary's outfit that
he saw Spooky standing near the corral.

He joined the little Ranger who had
obtained employment at the Grayson
outfit as a cowpuncher, and, looking
pround cautiously, addressed him in a

guarded tone.
"Did Lew Meredith get back here last

night. Spooky?" he inquired.
"Yeah," his comrade answered.

"Leastways, he got back, though I

wouldn't say ' all right.' Somebody had
shot him in the hand, and from the way
the boys were talkin' I understood ;

t

was von as had done it. What happened.
Buck?"
The big- fellow proceeded to retail all

thai had occurred af the saloon the night

before, and when he had finished his

narrative Spooky knitted his brows.
"So you reckon Lew is in with the

outlaws, huh?" he grunted. "That
means I'm gonna keep an eye on him,
pardner."
"You bet you will. Spooky." Buck

declared. "And now I'm goin' over to

the ranch-house to tip off Miss Mary."

He parted with the other Ranggr and
cantered acror-s to the well-appointed
home that Mary had inherited from her
father, and as he emerged from a grove
of trees in front of it he saw the girl

and her friend Helen Moore sitting on
the veranda.
They were not alone, for Lew Mere-

dith was with them, and appeared to be
telling them why his right hand was
swathed in bandages.
Buck rode up to the house and dis-

mounted from his pony. A moment
later he was saluting the two girls and
nodding to Meredith, who returned his

mute greeting in an uneasy fashion.

"Oh, good-morning. Mr. Grant!" said

Mary. "Lew here has just been describ-

ing your narrow escape in Maverick last

night. You've no idea how thankful I

am that you didn't come to any harm,
but it shows that I was right when I

told you that your life was in danger."

Buck had to admit that her warning
had been no idle one. and then, after

some further conversation, the girl sud-
denly produced a letter which she had
received by the morning mail.

"Oh. by the way," she mentioned,
"you might be interested in this. It's

from the railroad company, and it states

thai their representative, a Mr. Blake.

will arrive in Maverick to-day by si age
roach. Apparently he's coming oul

llelilen Valley in the hope of negotiat-

ing a deal with me and buying tUis

ranch, I'd like to know what you think
about it. Mr. ('.rant."

Buck's features became set. and he
found himself wishing that she had no!

talked so openly in the presence of Lew-
Meredith. But without comment he

took tiie letter which she passed to him
and remained silent until he had run
his (yes over its contents.
"H'ni!" he murmured, returning the

epistle to her at last. "I\l kind of hate
to see you pull out of this country. Miss
( iri

J
son

"Why?" she asked in surprise. "The
letter hints that the railroad company
will give me a good price for tin-

ranch.
"
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"I know," Buck said. "But it looks
like I'm gonna lose a friend on account
of it. I was beginning to enjoy calling
in at Hidden Valley."
Mary smiled, and then, after a p

Buck went on speaking

:

"Just the same," he observed, " this

letter has told me a whole lot. Do you
know what I think? I think that those
outlaws who have been prey in' on this

section must have got advance inform a

tion regarding the railroad'- plan-. They
must have found out that a line

going to be run through Benson Count v

and that's why they've been trjing t">

drive out the settler-."

It was while he was volunteering thh
statement that he noticed Lew Meredith
draw away, as if disinterested in the.

di-cussion. and when the cowboy wa-
out of earshot Buck leaned close
Mary and addressed her quickly.

"It's a pity you brought up the sub-
ject of this letter from the railroad com
pany in front of that fellow, Mi.-s I

son." he said. "I don't trust him."

"Lew?" Mary faltered, exchanging a
glance with Helen. "Why. I don't
understand. He's one of the be.-t mep
on my ranch." Besides, he tried to -

your life last night."
"Thai's what he told you." Buck

answered significantly, "but I'm not .-.>

sine."
He then gave his own account of the

incident that had taken place in

Maverick saloon, and the two giria

listened to his story in a b.ewild

silence—a silence which Mary was th?
first to break.
"You—you mean that you suspect

Lew of being a member of the gang that

has been operating against the si

she gasped, when Buck had related all.

'I'm positive of it." was the reply.

"Nobody could convince me that hi-

didn't try to drill me last night."
Mary's lovely face had paled.
"This is terrible!" she exclaimed.

"Would you—would you suggest that I

discharge him ?"

"No." Buck said hastily. "I wouldn't
do that. If you give him enough rope

he may convict himself and the rest of

the gang as well. But just remember
what I've told you. and don't talk too
much when he's around.

• "As it is," he added thoughtfully,
"I wouldn't be surprised if he was on
his way right now to tell those outlaws
about the railroad company's letter."

It was a shrewd guess, for Lew Mere-
dith had goqe off to saddle his hi

and at that very moment he was riding

into the brushwood thickets on the blind

side of the bitnkhouse.
He left the outfit surreptitiously, but

he was very far mistaken in imagining
that his departure went unnoticed, for

only a few seconds after the vegetation
had swallowed him another horsei

took up the same trail.

The horseman in question was the re-

doubtable S]H)oky. and with the skill of

one who was well practised in the ait

of playing the shadower? Spooky dda
the treacherous cowboy through the

thickets until a sweep of open pt

was real lied.

Arinss that glassy plain Lew Mc !

Hit li rode at a smart pace, and now his

i had 10 exercise all the cunning
he possessed in order to keep him in

sight without letting him suspect that

he was being followed—a difficult task

derihg thai there wa- very little

cover available.
Spooky did hi^ be-t. yet hi- best wn

HO good enough. Before quarry and
pursuer had gone much farther Lew

, i on ed to tinii In- bead. and. though

the diminutive Ranger was a couple of

hundred yard- behind him, and though
the latter made ha-te to swerve into %
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deep arroyo. the outlaw caught a glimpse
of him ere he could conceal himself.

:
. Involuntarily, Lew Meredith checked,
and then, quickly grasping the situation,

he pushed forward once more as if he
harj noticed nothing. Nor did he look

. back again till he came to a tract of
forest-land ihat lay between him and
the hills.

Passing into the midst of the trees, he
halted and wheeled around to peer in

the direction whence he had come, and
from the shelter of the wood he saw-

Spooky advancing over the prairie at a

steady trot.

Convinced that the little fellow was on
his trail, Meredith dropped a hand to

his hip and tugged out his forty-five,

and it was even as he was pulling the
gun from its holster that he heard move-
ments nearby, movements that caused
him to glance over his shoulder with a
violent start.

He at ence perceived a couple of men
approaching him through the eternal
dusk of the forest, and, alarmed at first,

he was reassured an instant later as he
recognised them, for they were none
other than Gabe and Roscoe, members
of that same gang which employed him
as a spy.

"Hallo, there, Lew!" exclaimed Gabe.
"Anything wrong?"
"Plenty!'' Meredith answered huskily.

"I was headin' for the hide-out when I

found OV.t somebody was followin' me.
They calls him Spooky—a little runt
that joined the Grayson outfit a few days
ago.
Gabe and Roscoe looked at each other

sharply, and then, after a moment's
silence, Lew Meredith spoke again.

"I don't know what his game is," he
muttered, "but maybe he's connected
in some way with the Phantom Rider.
He's too darned interested in my move-
ments for my likin', anyhow, and I vote
we grab him an' make him talk."

.
It was a suggestion that met with the

approval of the other two gangsters, and
they followed Lew's example as the
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cowboy sought adequate shelter behind
a clump of tall shrubs on the edge of

the wood, where they awaited the
anival of Spooky with drawn revolvers.

By this time the little Ranger was
nearing the forest, and he had almost
gained the fringe of the trees when
suddenly his foes spurred out of their

covert and took him completely by
surprise.

With a smothered oath Spooky
attempted to go for his gun, but, finding

himself covered by the "irons" of the

three outlaws, he restrained the impulse
and slowly raised his arms. Then, press-

ing close to him, Lew Meredith relieved

him of his six-shooter with a rapid

gesture and addressed him curtly.

"What's the idea of playin' hide-and-
seek with me, feller?" he ground out.

Spooky looked at him steadfastly for

a space, and then favoured him with
a twisted smile.

" Kinda jumpin' to conclusions, ain't

you?" he drawled.
"Yeah?" Lew rasped. "Well, maybe

I've got another hunch. Maybe I've

got a hunch you're workin' for some-
body.''

"Sure. Mary Grayson."
"No, not Mary Grayson, but the

Phantom," Lew Meredith said tersely.

"Better come clean, feller, and tell us

what you know."
"Yeah, better talk," Gabe struck in

with ominous mien. " Who is the
Phantom ?"

Spooky was ~ f i]f smiling that twisted
smile.

"Why don't you ask him?" he re-

marked.
Gabe uttered a blistering path, and

spoke to Lew and Roscoe out of the
corner of his thin-lipped mouth.
"This guy thinks he's tough," he

rasped, "but there's ways of loosenin' a

man's tongue. Supposin' we try some
of the old Indian tortures on him "

"Wait a minute, Gabe," Lew inter-

rupted. "We've got no time for that
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now. We'll take him to the hide-out
and let the boss go to work on him at
his leisure. Yuh see, first I've gotta
pass on some information I picked up
at the Grayson ranch. It seems there's

a man called Blake comin' to Maverick
by to-day's stage, and I've an idea the
boss will want you fellers to make sure
he don't reach town."
"Why?" demanded Roscoe. "Who is

this man Blake?"
The question was not answered just

then, for, even as Roscoe put it to Lew,
the quiet of the range was split by the
blast of a gunshot, and almost simul-
taneously a bullet whistled between the
gangsters and smacked into the trunk of
a tree hard by.
The crooks swung round in alarm, and

immediately beheld the figure of a horse-
man galloping across the open prairie
towards them. It was a figure which
they must have observed before if they
had not been so engrossed in their
prisoner, and it was one whose
appearance struck terror and dismay
into their blackguardly hearts.

For although the oncoming rider was
alone, he was a man who had more
than once proved a match for any four
of the outlaws.
"The Phantom!" yelped Gabe.
The Phantom it was. his Ions white

cloak streaming from his athletic form
as he leaned forward in the saddle of his

fleet-limbed bronc—the Phantom, with
a smoking six-gun in his tist and the
light of battle in his eyes.

True, he was too far away for the
gangsters to see the look in his eyes',

but the forty-five was plain enough to

their view, and as a second slug belched
from it and snatched Gabe's hat fi'oin

his head, that worthy wheeled for the
trees and clapped spurs to the Hanks of
his pony.
Lew and Roscoe lost no time in fol-

lowing suit. Abandoning Spooky in

their panic, they dashed into the wood
and vanished amidst its shadows, and

" What's this I hear about an attempted hold-up, Grant? " the sheriff demanded.
September lOtli, 1036.
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the drumming of their horses' ho'ofs had
died away when the Phantom swept
abreast of their late captive.

"Hallo. Buck!" the little fellow-

jerked. "Where'd you spring from?"
Buck answered him through the folds

of the kerchief that he wore in his role

of Phantom Rider.
"I left the Grayson ranch because I

had an idea Meredith might be on his

way to the outlaw lair," he stated, "and
I thought there was maybe just a chance
that you hadn't noticed him sneak off.

I struck south at random, knowin' the

gang's hide-out is somewhere in the

hills, and hopin' I might pick up Mere-
dith's trail. Back in the brush I rigged

myself out as the Phantom, figurin' I'd

be safer in these clothes. Then I

reached this strip of prairie and spotted

you on the edge of the wood."

"Yeah, and you sure got me out of a

fix," Spooky declared. "But say, if

we're gonna find that outlaw hide-out,

we'd better start chasin' Lew and his

two pals."

Buck was of the same mind, and the

pair of them rode into the heart of the

forest, yet for all that they accomplished

thev might have saved themselves the

trouble, for the fugitives had totally dis-

appeared, and thouerh the Rangers
searched the locality for an hour, they

failed to obtain any clue as to the direc-

tion which the crooks had taken.

"Well, it looks like we're wasting our

time. Buck," Spooky vouchsafed at

length.
The big fellow nodded briefly.

"You're right, pardner," he agreed.

"Huh, I wish I knew what that gang's

next play will be."

"I dunno," Spooky muttered. "But
Lew mentioned somebody called Blake.

He was on his way to tell his boss

about him, and seemed to hint at a

hold-up. ' I've an idea the boss will

want you fellers to make sure Blake
don't reach town,' he says. Them was
his very words, so far as I can recall."

Buck appeared to stiffen, and next
instant he was gripping his comrade by
the wrist.

"Spooky," he rapped out, "that's just

what I wanted to know. Blake is a rail-

road agent, and he's coming into this

territory to buy up land for his company.
Those outlaws are out to stop him be-

cause their aim is to grab every acre

in this county and then hold out against

the railroad for a high price. So they're

liable to stick up the stage, are they?"
"What are you gonna do. Buck?"

Spooky faltered. "By now the whole
gang is probably on the move."
Buck had started to peel off the rig

that he wore as the Phantom, and soon
he was .-.lulling the clothing under his

saddle.

"We're going back to Hidden
Valley," he said, "and I'll tell Mary
Grayson (hat I suspect an attempt will

be made to kill or capture this follow

Blake. 1 guess she'll be willing enough
to let me form a posse with (he men
who ate working for her."

A little while later the two Rangers
might have boon soon speeding north-
ward across the prairie, and loss than
half an hour afterwards Buck was report-

ing to Mary and urging her to lot him
lad her employees against the outlaws.
She fell in with his proposal readily

enough, and, the boys "having been
summoned, theji mounted their broncs
with alacrity on learning that they were
I i shield the Maverick stage coach from
a possible attack. Then, with the whole
personnel of the Hidden Valley ranch
behind him, Buck Grant set out for the
mhiIImm-I trail.

Spooky was a member of the troop, of
September lOUh ii)36.
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Course, and, riding stirrup to stirrup
with Buck, he whispered an anxious
query as they were galloping over the
mesquite at the head of the Grayson
punchers.

" Can you trust this bunch of cow-
pokes?" he asked huskily. "Lew-
Meredith may not 've been the only spy
among 'em." -^

"I'll take that chance," Buck retorted.
" But from the way they acted when
they heard they were gonna tackle those
outlaws I'll stake my life that they're
square-shooters."

After Dark

WITH the dust billowing in clouds
behind the thundering feet of
their ponies, Buck Grant and the

men from Hidden Valley swept across
the grazing lands of Benson County,
and they had covered a distance of some
ten or eleven miles when they heard a
sound which there was no mistaking.

It was the sound of gunplay, and it

came from beyond a ridge three
hundred yards ahead of them. A couple
of minutes later they were on the sum-
mit of that promontory, and from
its crest they looked down upon
the south-east trail and beheld a spec-

tacle that caused them to reach for

their six-shooters.

The first object which their gaze en-

countered was the stage-coach, travel-

ling over the road at break-neck speed
with the driver wielding whip and
reins like a madman, and Jhe armed
guard huddled beside him in an attitude

that told he had been severely wounded.
And galloping in pursuit of the coach

was a band of hard-riding desperadoes
whose forty-fives spat flame through the
haze of dust that partially obscured the
scone.
Buck let out a yell, and next moment

he and his followers were swooping
down the slope of the hillside, bent on
intercepting the gangsters by swinging
on to the trail between them and the
stage.

The ground trembled under the hoofs

of the broncs that were carrying the

Hidden Valley cowboys, and the steady
drumming of the iron-shod feet was
punctuated by the sudden detonations
of the revolvers that the ranch-hands
had plucked from their holsters. In
another instant the outlaws down on the

Maverick road were drawing rein, and
then, realising that they were up against

a force of determined men, they turned
tail and fled in cowardly fashion.

Buck and his companions surged on-
ward and took up pursuit of them,
harassing them with volleys of lead till

they scattered into a vast tract of
chaparral thickets. Then, anxious to

r< turn to the stage and escort it safely

into town, the big Ranger and his party
gave up the chase and cantered back
along the trail.

The driver of the coach had brought
tin vehicle to a halt, and thankfully

accepted the offer of a bodyguard. Thus.
when the stage rolled into Maverick
some time afterwards, it was attended
by a resolute band of horsemen.

Several of these took charge of the
driver's wounded comrade and bore him
off to a doctor. The others. Buck
amongst them, dismounted alongside the

coach, the door of which was now
thrown open by a small, plum]), elderly

man in tailored clothes.

He was the only passenger, and Buck
eyed him keenly.
"You must be Blake, the railroad

agent." ho observed.

"V-yes." the little man stuttered.
mopping his brow with a handkerchief.
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"Blake's the n-name. My, what i
country to send me to ! I—I- "

He did not finish the sentence, for at
this juncture the Sheriff of Maverick
put in an appearance.

" What's this I hear about an
attempted hold-up, Grant?" he de-
manded.
Buck gave him a brief and none too

illuminating account of the affair, and
was in the middle of his story when
Blake caught sight of a man who had
emerged from an office at the other side
of the street. The man in question was
none other than Judge Holmes, who, in

his capacity as an administrator of the
law, owned premises in the town as well
as his outlying cattle-ranch.
Blake was apparently acquainted with

the judge, for he immediately hurried
across to him, and by the time that Buck
had finished talking to the sheriff, the
railroad agent had entered Holmes'
office and was ensconced with him there.
Buck made his way to that office a

little while later, and. on crossing the
threshold, he found that Harvey Delaney
was present in the room with Blake and
the judge.
"Here's Grant now, judge." Delaney

remarked, as Buck showed up.
Holmes rose and greeted the young

Ranger with a considerable warmth of
tone. Then he formally introduced him
to Blake, whom he declared he had
known for a good many years.

"Mr. Blake tells me. Buck," the
judge continued, "that he's come here
to negotiate a deal with Mary Grayson:"
"Yes." Buck rejoined. "Mary men-

tioned it to me, and I might tell you
that was why an attempt was made to

hold up the stage-coach. Those outlaws
were after Blake."
He gave his reasons for holding that

opinion, but was careful to avoid any
reference to the Phantom, and, when
he had finished speaking, there was a

spell of silence which was only broken
when Blake raised his voice.

"From the sound of things," the rail-

road agent quavered. "I fancy it would
be advisable if I saw Miss Grayson and
clinched this deal with her as soon as

possible."
"And you shall. Blake, you shall."

Judge Holmes announced. "Mr.
Delaney here is going out to Hidden
Valley this evening, and I'm trailing

along with him, for I want to set Miss
Grayson's mind at rest regarding a cer-

tain wallet that I'm carrying around on
her behalf. So. if you like, you can

have our company out to the ranch."

"I'd advise you to join up with the

Grayson cow-boys as well, judge." Buck
interposed. "They can easily stay in

town until you're ready to leaw "

It was a suggestion that nut with
Holmes' approval, and he nodded his

grey head.
"A good idea, Buck." he agreed.

"How about yourself? Will you bo
hiking the Hidden Vallev trail to-

night?" *
The younger man made a negative

movement.
"No, judge." he stated, "you won't

find Buck Grant on the Hidden Valley
trail to-night."
Buck meant those words, but. secretly

reflecting, he decided that he would not

be very far away from the Grayson
ranch in the guise of the Phantom.
For he intended to keep watch and
hold himself in readiness for any des-

perate coup that might bo staged by the

outlaws of Benson County.

The shadows of evening were gather

ing upon the hills when a lone horse

man drew rein outside a remote duelling
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that was hidden away in a corner of a gloomy oanyon.
The horseman was Dirk, lieutenant of the mysterious gang-

leader who commanded those rustlers with whom Buck Grant
had tangled so frequently of late.

Dismounting outside the cabin, Dirk tethered his bronc
to the hitch-rail and entered the outlaw rendezvous to

discover his confederates assembled in a back room.
" Hallo !" greeted Lew Meredith, who was among those

present. "Where's the boss? I thought you was gonna
meet him."
"I did meet him," Dirk rejoined crisply, "and I told

him about the brush you had with that hombre named
Spooky. He agreed that in consequence of it you couldn't
go back to your job at the Grayson ranch. And, by the
way, it was the boss who Tried to Mioot Grant from the back
room at the saloon last night."
Lew nodded slowly.
"I kinda guessed that," ho observed, and then, after a

moment's silence: "What else did'the boss have to >ay?"

"He gave me orders to round vip you fellers and ma'ke for

Hidden Valley," came the reply. "It appeals that Blake,
the railroad man, is goin' out to see Mary Grayson to-night
and clinch a deal with her. We've gotta stop that deal.

"And that ain't all," he added. "The wallet containing
the chart to the Grayson gold diggings will be there as
well, and it's up to us to grab it."

"How?" somebody asked.
"I'll make that clear later," Dirk answered. "Meantime,

it's boot and saddle for every man-jack of us. Come on,

We'd better get started."
He strode out of the cabin again, and, rising to their

feet, the other rogues trooped after him. A few seconds later

the whole band of crooks had mounted their ponies, and
•nil they w.re pushing northward through the hills at a
rapid pace.
The gloom oi night thickened as they pressed on in the

direction of Hidden Valley, and, when they at length drew
near to the tract of brushwood that lay immediately to the
south of the Grayson outfit, the darkness that had_ settled
Qyer the range was almost opaque,

In spite of this, however, they were seen by a rider who
was approaching from the east, a lone horseman who wore
a white cloak and whose features were masked by a kerchiefi
He was Buck Grant, alias the Phantom, and, though ho
descried the outlaws, he himself was concealed from their
view by a copse of trees in which he abruptly drew rein.

Unaware that they had been sighted by one whom they
had reason to dread, the crooks galloped on into the brush-
wood and wound their way through it until they gained
the north fringe of the thickets, whence they were able to
survey the Grayson ranch.
There were lights in the long, low building where the cow-

boys in Mary's employ were quartered, and the faint strum-
ming of a guitar reached the ears of the gangsters. There
was also a light in one of the windows of the pretentious
ranch-house, and, though this was some little distance away.
Dirk and his companions distinguished movements beyond
the net curtains of the room in question.

"It looks like Black may be here already," growled Dirk.
"Gabe, you and Keeler sneak over to the house. Tick off
that railroad agent and blast out the light. Then make a
quick dash into the room ami snatch up all the papers you
can lay your hands on."

"That's a pretty tough assignment, ain't it?" muttered
Keeler.
"It won't be if you handle it the right way," Dirk

retorted. "The element o' surprise will be in your favour,
and you can pull off the whole job inside a minute. Onco
you've got what you're after, you can high-tail it back to
the thickets here."
"What about them cow-pokes in the bunkhouse?" Gabe

demanded.
Dir'k answered him in a reassuring tone.
"Don't worry about them," he stated. "We'll be ready to

COver your escape, and if rlio-r punchers show themselves
we'll let 'em have it with our forty-fives. Now get busy, the
two of you, and do as I told you."
Doggedly, but none too enthusiastically, Gabe and Keeler

dismounted from their broncs and moved out of the shelter
of the brushwood thickets. Then, giving the bunkhouse a
pretty wide berth, thej slunk across the open ground
towards the main dwelling which was their objective, and
before long they were close to the wall of the building.

With extreme caution they stole up to the window that
they had marked fjom the edge of the chaparral. It was
'pen. and the murmur of voices was audible to them, and
as they raised their heads warily above the sill they found
themselves looking into a comfortably furnished lounge
occupied by five people, two girls and three men.
The two girls were Mary Grayson and Helen Moore—the

men Judge Holmes. Harvey Delaney and Blake, the railroad

(Continued on page 28)
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A grip of her hands, a smile of de-

termination, and Terry dashed out on to

the balcony. He wrenched down a cur-

tain and fixed it to a balcony rail. Suzy
watched him slide to the ground.

It did not surprise Terry to find that
their car had been put out of action and
he was wondering of the chances of
getting a lift when a gleam caught his

eyes. Propped against a wall was a
powerful motor-cycle — Andre's own
machine—and it was untouched.

Revenge

TERRY knew he must time every-
thing carefully. He must arrive
at his destination on time, but

with not a moment to spare. The gods
seemed to be helping him, because he
found a pair of goggles tied to the
handle-bars. The motor-cycle also bore
Andre's insignia, so that Terry reckoned
he should be able to get through with-
out being detected.
The machines were all out on the

flying field, with mechanics standing
by. The silver grey was easily de-
tectable in the semi-darkness. Near
the hangars Terry detected a group of

officers—probably hanging around to

see Andre take ofL He drove up to
the silver-grey, hopped off the machine,
which was at once taken charge of by
a mechanic. He did not speak. He
only waved to a mechanic as he climbed
into the cockpit. He raised his band
in signal. Mechanics quickly removed
the blocks from under the wheels, and
the engine roared to life.

He had taken off !

Terry circled the flying field to get
the wind, and onoe in position, went
off at high speed. He headed for the
enemy lines.

It was an hour bef-re dawn, but
the darkness had gone. For some
miles he flew low to avoid observation
from balloons. He glanced downwards
and whistled sharply. A long strip

of road lay below him, and it was
deserted except for one car, travelling
at terrific speed. He swooped down,
and then a hard smile showed on his
strong face. It was Madame and the
butler, making a desperate effort to get
to some secret hiding-place near the,

front lines, where they would probably
-end by some means a warning of the
bombing raid and the news that Andre
Charville was dead. Terry zoomed
high again to avoid rousing suspicion.
Ahead lay more open country, and at
the end a slight incline. He released
the safety catch on his two guns and
swooped down again. His expression
hardened as he saw the woman look up
and evidently shout something to her
companion, for the car's speed in-

creased. Terry brought his machine
down so low that he was no more than
a hundred feet from the road and about
Twice that distance behind the car.
His two guns woke to life, and little

spuria of dust on the road showed the
strike of the bullets, He zoomed
Upwards again and looked down at

the car, which was now being driven
madly by the man who had killed
Andre. Once more Terry swooped, and
this time his aim was deadly. The
bogus butler Stiffened, stood upright,
and then crashed across the wheel.
Madame pushed him away and gripped
the wheel. The ear careered CrOD
side of the road to the other. Sud-
denly there came a burst of flame, and
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Terry knew his bullets had penetrated
the petrol-tank.
The blazing car rushed down the

incline, lurched across the road, hit a
ditch and rolled over. It was a blazing
wreck, and Terry knew- that Madame
de Chabris and her accomplice were
beyond all human aid.

Terry glanced at his watch as lie

zoomed over the trees. In a few-

minutes frhe other planes would be roar-
ing off from the flying field. He rose

to about six thousand feet and let his

engine out—he must be well in front
of those that came after him. A
glance down not very long after

showed him a shell-wrecked village, and
beyond, land pock-marked with holes

—

No Man's Land. Then, far off, but
coming towards him, he glimpsed a
number of machines. It was the
German squadron.
Terry had never been in action, but

he knew perfectly what he meant to do,

and he did it. Each movement of the
control, each firing of the guns was as
his will directed, and always he re-

membered that if Andre's name were
to be saved the machine must not be
brought down.
For the honour of defeating so

renown a flyer the Germans did not
attack in mass, but preferred to let a
picked airman match his skill against
Andre Charville. The extra speed was
a great help to Terry, and the machine
was so easy to control that the German
machines seemed clumsy. Combined
with this, Terry flew the machine in a
maimer that was brilliant and skilful,

and it had also caution in place of

recklessness. He did not take needless
risks. Two Germasa machines erashed
in flames and one drifted earthwarls
with a badly wounded pilot.

A glance at his watch told him that

the other machines must now be near-

ing the line. The silver grey streaked
away with five machines in pursuit.

Often he turned on the enemy and
attacked like a vicious hornet. One
more machine he brought down before
flying back over the lines.

In the office at the flying field the
'phone rang and Captain Barsanges
took the call.

"This is headquarters at Souilly.

Our number seven observer just con-
firmed reports that Captain Charville
has brought down three enemy 'planes,

two in flames, close by Batheville.

Followed by five machines. Captain
Charville turned towards Mouvain. He
may bo wounded—the enemy had him
at close quarters. Report just come
in that one more German machine down
and that Captain Charville got safely

baek across the lines. When he arrives

at the field, express our thanks and
congratulations."
Captain Barsanges passed on the news

to those officers who had not taken part

in the flight.

"A great day." cried the captain "I
have the report, that the other machines
completely wrecked the ammunition
dump and were not even attacked.

Thoj should be back very soon. Let
us go outside and look for Andre."

Off towards the horizon there was a

tiny speck. It was a 'plane.

"It's Charville I" shouted the captain.
1 1 - come back !"

The silver grey swooped down
towards the flying field, went into a

nose dive, flattened out very close to

some tree tops, and then seemed to

climb sluggishly.

"There IS something wrong." shouted
one of the officers. 'Andre would
have stayed to the bitter end whilst

there was still a Bosch within range.
He looks as if he were going to crash."
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"Follow him!" shouted Captain
Barsanges, as the machine vanished
behind some trees.

There had been nothing wrong with
the 'plane. Terry had deliberately
wobbled the stick. It was not easy to

give the impression that he would crash
at any moment and be sure that he
would not fall. But for Andre's sake
he must not fail.

Suzy heard the whirr of an approach-
ing 'plane. She ran out into the garden
to see if it could be Terry coming back
at last. It was. But the prayer of
thanksgiving was choked in her throat
as she realised the machine was going
to crash. The silver grey machine
almost hit a wall, righted itself,

skimmed over some fruit trees, and
then seemed to rush towards the

chateau. She shut her eyes as the 'plane

roared towards her.
There came a sickening, rendering

crash, and she opened her eyes to see a

crumpled thing that had once been the

silver grey, pride of an English factory.

She tumbled forward, crying out Terry's
name.
"I'm all right," came his voice from

the twisted cockpit.

With difficulty he crawled from the
wreckage, because one arm had been
smashed up in the crash.

"Are you wounded, Terry?"
"It is nothing," he said brusquely

and leaning on her for support. " Come.
We've something to do, and we haven't
much time—something we must do for

Andre."
He was taking off his coat—Andre's

coat—as he staggered towards the
chateau. They put it on the dead man.
Together they managed to carry the
body out ii.to the garden. They laid it

among the wreckage of the 'plane.

A Hero's Funeral

ON the flying field was the wreck of

the silver grey 'plane, and in the

smashed cockpit lay a coffin con-
taining the bodv of Captain Andre
Charville. The 'flags of the Allies

covered the coffin, whilst the front of

the machine was bedecked with wreaths.
One wreath had been dropped from the

air—from the Germans as a sign of

appreciation for a great airman.

In front of I he wreck were the officers

and men of the squadron, and on the

extreme left two people stood by them-
selves. It was Suzy and Terry. Captain
Barsanges approached them.
"The knowledge that his son died a

hero's death must comfort his beloved
father." be said to Suzy. "I cannot
find words for the tribute I would wish

I could pay him. But it is needed that

I should. No one could pay Captain
Charville the tribute he has paid him-
self. His last hour was his greatest.

During all the meaningless horrors of

war we can cling to the memory of the

selfless courage of men like Andre
Charville. It is such courage, and such
courage only, that purifies war.

Madame de Charville, all France will

mourn with you. And the three colours

of France will be brighter because he
was her son."
Suzy was unable to speak. Her head

thrown back, her eyes shining with lean
she could not shed, were her only
answer. She looked at Terry, who had
done this great deed for her sake and
the sake of Andre Charville, and
through a mist of tears she tried to tell

bun that Captain Terence Moore was
the greatest man in the world.
Terry offered her his arm. Together

they walked away.

(By permission of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Pictures, Ltd., starring Jean
Harlow as Suzy, Franchot Tone as

Terry, and Cary Grant as Andre.)
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Morgan waved him away.
"Get to your cabin/' he said curtly

to Mary, and took hold of the wheel.

"Round up the crew, Allen, and report

for'ard to me on deck."
"Aye, sir."

Jim went out, and from the upper

deck he bellowed to the crew. Mary
nave one anguished glance at her hus-

band, then somehow struggled back to

the cabin.
Jim, down on the main deck, sent a

man to relieve Morgan, then superin-

ti uded tin- efforts of the crew to make
the main-stay fast. Mountainous waves
were swamping all about them; water
was everywhere. The stay could not he

held, let alone made fast, and over anil

over again the men wore flung about
the deck, clinging for dear life to any
fixture upon which they could lay hands.

Morgan instructed the man who took

his place at the wheel to keep the ship

beaded due west, told the engineer not

to slacken speed, and stumbled down to

die group who had once more got hold of

the stay.

"Tie it before we lose a man!" he
yelled. "Lively, lively! Hold it this

time
!"

"Make it fast!" shouted Jim.
"Heave!"
The Stay Was made fast, and the men

pulled and sprawled :.nd rose to pull

i. Jiut the unsupported ma9t had
Cracked, and suddenly it split asunder, no
in. >ie than half a man's height from 'he

deck.
"Lay aft all hands!'' vociferated

Morgan; and then with a crash the mast
went overboard, smashing part of the

rail, and taking with it the staging from
amidships.
The vessel rose out of a valley of water

and crested a wave, but the floating mast
was attached to it by the chains and
cross-pieces of the rigging, and it banged
against the hull.

"Pete, Joe," bellowed Morgan, "grab
a fire-axe and crowbar over the side and
cut loose those stages holding that

boom !"

Some of the men went oil' and returned
with lanterns, in the light of which they
viewed the broken mast and all the
wreckage attached to it; but not one of

them was prepared to dive into a .-hark-

infeated sea of such wildness.
"Fire-axe and crowbar. I said!"

thundered Morgan. "If that rigging
gets fonl of our propeller we're
through !"

Jim leaned against the side of his

right.

"It's almost certain death to send a
map over in this storm!" he expostu-
lated.

"Yeah?" Morgan roared at him.
"Well, maybe you'd better go oxer, Mr.
Allen! It'll take a little more coinage
than stealing a man's wife -and there

1

a chance you won't come back!"
Jim turned and looked at him in mute

reproach.
"What's the matter?" jeered Ml

"
I .i>sl youi ner\ e ?"

Off came Jim's oilskins and his hat, and
he grabbed at an axe a man had brought
at last and at a rope Joe Cotton offered
him.
"Hold on to that!" he cried. "I'll

cut I lie mass loose, then you can haul
me back aboard."
He fastened his end of the rope round

his chest, under his armpits, and he
heaved himself over the sido into the
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turbulent sea. In the light of the lan-

terns held for him he reached the
wreckage and hacked away at it, but the

waves flung him off again and again,

and often he disappeared completely be-

neath a welter of water.

Mary, once more on the upper deck,
held on to the rail and looked down
with tortured eyes. It seemed to her
that the storm was abating a little, but
she feared for his life. She heard the
shouts of the men

:

"What's holding that gear? Must be
fouled below! Starboard shroud's fouled

on the keel for'ard! If he can clear his

end, we can haul her aboard! He's in

trouble !"

Jim was indeed in trouble; a great
wave had engulfed him, and as it swept
over the -hip and he got his breath
again, he found that his|^s were caught
between the mast and .some of the rig-

atid he could not extricate him-
sett

"He's afoul o' that gear!" cried a

\ oiee.

Morgan stared down, and lor a while
his jealous iage was banished. •Inn Was
in dangei of being flushed to death at

his instigation I He discarded his oil-

skins, and with a lope round his chest

n ied out

:

"As soon as I free Allen, haul him
aboard !"

Over, the side he went, headlong into
a swamping wave, and then they saw
him swimming vigorously towards the
mast. Several times he vanished from
sight, but he reached Jim .it last, and
after several vain attempts managed to

live him.
"He's made it!" cried Joe Cotton.

"Heave away! Heave away!"
Jim was hauled aboard, uninjured,

though only half-conscious ; bin Morgan
had taken i he axe from him and with
it was trying to complete the 3eVl

of the gear.

A shout went up as the broken mast
floated clear; but even as Morgan let

go of the axe and turned to swim to-

wards the -hip a great wave lifted the
ma.-t upon its crest and drove it violently
against the swimmer's back.

" Fair Weather Ahead "

Till'] storm passed with the night and
dawn broke over a quiel -ea. but

_
Morgan lay in his bunk helpless

and in
|

"Mary," he said in a weak voice,

"you there?"
She was sitting in a chair beside the

bunk, where -he had been for hours, and
-he reached out a hand to the one that
moved restlessly upon the blankets.

"I'll always be here " she replied.
"I heard somebody say my back "

"You must rest now," she insisted
gently. "Try not to move."
Jim entered the cabin, and Morgan

knew his footsteps,
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"I'll res*, dear," he said. "Leave me
alone for a while. Look after her, Jim."
Jim helped Mary to her feet in silence;

words would have choked him, just then.
He knew the agony Morgan must be in,

and there was no doctor on board. He
reached down and clasped the hand that
she had released, and Morgan smiled
wanly, at him.
"Mary," ho said, "before you go will

you hand me the log, please?"

She went off to his desk and returned
with the log-Kook and his fountain-pen,
and she opened the book on the blankets
for him and put the pen in his hand.
"Thauk>." he said. "Now get some

air. both of \ou."
They went out from the cabin into bril-

liant sunshine, and after they had gone
Morgan managed to make an entry in

the logbook by propping it against his
left arm.
The effort brought beads of perspira-

tion to his brow and he let the book
drop back and himself lay motionless for

several minutes. 'then abruptly he
real lied both hands abovo his head to

tile curtains ot the bunk and pulled on
them till he had raised himself sufficiently

to topple over on to the floor.

A quarter of an hour elapsed, and
Mary said to Jim at the rail of tho
bridge :

"1 think I'll go back to him now.
He may need me."
She went down the ladder and sho

reached the cabin. To her surprise the
door was open, and to her horror the
bunk was empty.

" Jim !" .-fie screamed. " Jim I"

Jim raced down in her. 'The empty
bunk told its own tale: Morgan must,

have crawled out on to the deck and
forced himself overboard.

They searejipd the deck, but there was
no sign of loVn. and Jim, remembering
that las! request foi the log-book, went
back with Mary to the cabin to see
whethei he had written anything in it.

He found the entry, and Mary read it

over his shoulder till her eves were
blinded with tears. It ran, none too
legiblj : :

"Back broken helpless—can't remain
thai way. Smooth water running—fair
weather ahead."

(By permission of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, Ltd., starring George Ban-
croft and Victor Jory, with Ann

Sothern.)
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"THE PHANTOM RIDER'

(Continued from page 25)

agent. They were gathered around a

table on which a lamp was standing, and
in the full glare of that lamp Mary was
leaning over an important-looking docu-
ment which 6ho was apparently about to

sign.

Gabe and Keeler exchanged a signi-

ficant glance as they perceived this'docu-
iment, for they had no^doubt that it

was a deed of transfer making over the
Hidden Valley property to the railroad
company. Then they noticed some-
thing else—a pocket-book that was lying
on the table close to Mary Grayson's
elbow.
"The wallet," Gabe whispered to

Keeler.
Keeler nodded, and, with an ominous

expression on his swarthy features, he
shifted his hand to his hip and, drew his

six-gun from its holster. Gabe' imitated
his example, and a6 he did so he heard
Mary Grayson speak.

"You know." she said hesitantly,

addressing Blake and fumbling with a
pen that she was holding in her fingers,

"I—I hate to part with this old place.

I may be absurdly sentimental, but it's

going to be a wrench—leaving the house
.where I was born."

"I should think the price offered by
the railroad company would console you
for any regrets you may have, Miss
Grayson," Blake remarked with a smile.

"That's right, Mary," Harvey Dclaney
put in. " You can't afford Co pass up
this chance of selling oufi at so high a
figure."

"The girl pursed her lips, and then,
bending over the document on the table
again, she prepared to attach her signa-
ture to the deed.
Neither she nor her companions saw

the "two men who were posted outside
the window, but in the very instant that
Mary was setting pen to paper the out-
law known as Keeler drew the trigger
of his forty-five, and the quiet of that
room was suddenly shattered by the roar
of the weapon as a shot burst from its

muzzle.
It was a shot that smashed the light

to fragments and plunged the lounge
into darkness, and it was followed by
a choking cry from Blake. Next
moment Gabe and Keeler were turning
towards the front door of the ranch-
house, but ere they could reach the porch
they were arrested by a clatter of hoofs,
and, wheeling, they beheld a white-robed
figure bearing down on them at top
speed.
"The Phantom!" yelled Keeler.

As ho shouted the words he blazed at

ihe oncoming horseman with his six-gun,
and, Gabe '6 revolver echoing the report
a split second later, the cloaked rider
was seen to throw up his arms and fall.

(To be continued. By permission of
Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring Buck

Jones.)
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Lionet Barrymore's Big Fight

Lionel Barrymore, once knocked out
by John L. Sullivan, famous heavy-
weight, is still a fighter.

In "The Gorgeous Hussy " he was to
stage a terrific fist fight with Wade
Boteler. As the time approached for

the battle, studio friends several times
approached ^§>rymore.
"Hadn't you better rehearse it?" he

was asked. Barrymore put them off or
evaded the question. " All in good
time," he remarked.

Finally came the fight.

Barrymore put up as grand a fight as

had ever been staged, to the delight of
Clarence Brown, the director, who was
in on the secret from the first.

For years Barrymore has been an
expert boxer.

Famous Tablecloth Aids Research

Oddest item among the books, paint-
ings, and other articles being used in re-

search for Cecil B. DeMille's Paramount
picture, "The Plainsman," is a"~tablo-

cloth.

Several years ago DeMille engaged in

an argument with Will James, famous
cowboy artist, about the arm move-
ments of a rider on a bucking bronco.
DeMille and James were sitting in the
Brown Derby Restaurant in HolL> wood,
and James, in the course of the talk,

made sketches of cowboys on the table-
cloth.

When the session ended DoMille
bought the tablecloth. It was turned
over to Dwight Franklin, DeMille's
designer, and the James sketches will

be used for referenco in designing
costumes for Gary Cooper and other
members of the cast.

Movie Within a Movie
One reel of a Western film that will

never be completed plays a role all its

own in "The Last Outlaw," Radio's
new picture, featuring Harry Carey,
Henry B. Walthall, Margaret Callahan,
and Hoot Gibson.
In the course of the plot Harry Carey,

an outlaw just released after twenty-
five years in prison, visits his first movie
along with the other three principals.

For the "movie " in question a special

reel was filmed bv Director Christy
Cabanne, with Fred Scott playing the
role of its Western cowboy-hero, and
this, in turn, was projected in a full-

sized film theatro built at the studio

while the camera picked up both the
picture on the screen and the reactions

of the audience.

British Brothers in Hollywood

The most amazing family of brothers

in Hollywood are English—the West-
more Brothers, who were born at

Tunbridge Wells, and appear to have
made the American make-up trade their
own.
The fame of Percy, Ernest, Wally,

and Monte Westmore's family extends
as far back as the seventeenth
century, when the then king of England
presented a crest to Richard Westmore,
of Middletown, as a token of esteem for
his wig-making.
The Westmore family since thenJIas

held to the tradition of wig-maKing
and make-up through each generation,
until to-day there is hardly a star in

Hollywood whose beauty has not been
greatly enhanced by one of them.
Wally is in complete charge at Para-

mount, while his brothers are in charge
at other major Hollywood studios.

These boys have six cousins in

England, and four of them are now en
route to Hollywood to assist and to

learn the make-up business. The four
cousins from England are also called

Percy, Ernest, Wally, and Monte, and
in order to avoid complications the eight
Westmores will be known as Percy I,

Percy II, Wally I and n, and so on.

The combination of these eight will

make the family tradition as strong as

the rock of Gibraltar and will bo the
largest and most successful make-up clan
in the history of the screen.

A Rain Bath for the Stars

Motion-picture technicians have not
yet found a way to keep people from
getting wet in scenes depicting rain-

storms.
But the construction of huge sound

stages such as the Will Rogers Memorial
Stage at Twentieth Century-Fox studios

has enabled studios to provide fairly

comfortable rainstorms

!

It was during the filming of "To
Mary—-With Love," in winch Myrna
Loy and Warner Baxter co-star, that
Director John Cromwell provided the
carefully adjusted showers. The scene

depicted the two stars and nearly a

thousand extras witnessing a reproduc-
tion of the Dempscy-Tunney fight in

Philadelphia.
Now that fight was fought in tho

pouring rain. So Director Cummings
was forced to order a thorough
drenching for those involved in the

scene.
John Cromwell thr director ordered

that the water spurting from the "rain
jets " over the heads of the two Btacs

and the crowd of extras be hfated to

comfortable bath temperature, and that

the entire sound stage temperature be
raised to eighty degrees.

As a result, the entire throng sub-

mitted to a drenching rain without the
appearance of a single sneeze as an
aftermath.
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Eve.'y Tuesday

When Violet Feverel is found dead in Central Park, apparently thrown and trampled
by a horse, Detective-Inspector Piper decides that it must have been an accident.
But Miss Hildegarde Withers convinces him that it was murder, and the two investi-
gate a complicated case in which there is yet another killing before the guilty person

is discovered. A first-class mystery, starring James Gleason

The Watcher

THE driver of the taxicab parked on
I ho rank in East Eighty-Sixth

i Street was fast asleep, his arms
on the wheel, his face on his arms,
when Don Gregg left a doorway in which
he had been lurking and ran across to

1 j i in. It was five o'clock in the morning
and the sun was rising redly over the
East River, but the driver had been
plying for hire all night and he was
tired:

Don Gregg looked none too fresh him-
self. Ho was young, clean-shaven, and
in a lean sort of way almost handsome,
but his face was drawn and his grey

I
\.'iv hca'.y lidded and bloodshot.

The collar of his dark overcoat was
turned up about his ears and the brim
of his slouch hat was pulled down as
though to hide his eyes.

Not very far along the street two
were moving away from the

canopied entrance of a tall apartment-
house, and Don wakened the driver in

"Follow that ear!"' he said harshly.

The driver blinked in the direction
indicated by a pointing finger.

" Why ?" he challenged.
"This is why!''
Don plunged his hand into a pi

of in " hi i eupon I he man sat

up, half expecting to be shown a detec
tive'a badge. But i* was a five-dollar

note that was flourished in hia Eaee.

"Okay, boss," he said, and Don
1

I d into the eab anil the

starter roused a cold engine into

ity.

There was not much traffic about in

that particular region of New York
ii iv in the morning, and the

two cars were trailed without difficulty

round a corner into Madison Avenue
and down that wide thoroughfare into

East Fifty-Seventh Street.

Outside the double and cross-divided
doors of a livery stable just beyond
Park Avenue the leading car came to

a standstill with a screeching of brakes
and the other one stopped close Jsehind
it. Don Gregg instructed the driver of

the taxicab to pull up at the corner
and there descended and handed over
the five-dollar note.

He made for a doorway, and the
driver saw him peering out from it as

he drove off. From the leading car a
girl in riding-coat and jhodpurs was
being helped down by a youngish man
in evening clothes, and Don's attention
was concentrated upon her.

Violet Feverel was her name, and but
for a petulant droop about her mouth
she would have been beautiful. Two
other girls were in the car, and one
of them leaned out, to say

:

"Sorry you're deserting, Violet. It

was a grand party."
"Glad you could come," responded

Violet Feverel, and turned to the man
in evening clothes "Thanks for

dropping me, Tony."
"Wo don't want to drop you," he

declared emphatically. "Why don't

you come on to Harlem with us?"
"No, thanks." Sin- smiled slightly.

"I'm in the cavalry this morning.
Have you got a cigarette?"

Teeny groped in his pockets, but the

last of his cigarettes had been smoked.

She went back to Bhe open door oJ the

i a r.

"Have you (p tie in there?"
she asked.

There were two men in the car as
well as the two girls, but they hadn't
a cigarette between them.

"Try Eddie," suggested one of the
men.
Eddie Fry, a curly-headed young

fellow with a muffler round his neck,
was in the driving-seat of the car behind
and a girl with pale red hair and large
dark hazel eyes was sitting beside him.
In the back were two other girls. He
saw Violet Feverel walking towards
him, and he said hastily to his com-
panion :

"Bahs. you'd better hide down there
so Violet won't see you."

"But, Eddie," she said nervously,
"do you think it's all rigfet?"

"Sure it's all right," he returned.
"Go on— get down!"
She slid from the seat and CTOOchl d

down on the floor of the car just as her
sister Violet reached the window. The
girls in the back seat were laughing,
and Eddie told them to shut up.

"Got any oiga < Kddie?" asked
Violet.
"Sure." he replied, and held out a

ling the girl on the floor as
well as he could.

"And a light?"

lie hail to unfasten his overcoat to

i a lighter which ht

I. She lit the cigarette, and in

doing B0 looked dim n past hini and Saw
the huddled figure of her sif

Immediately she Bew round the car to
• d it, and draggi d

the girl out.

"Well, chiseller!" Bhe cried furiously.

"What do yon mean bj that?" asked
the girl, white of face and trying to
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free herself from the hand that gripped

her arm.
"You know what I mean!"
Eddie scrambled out from behind the

wheel and rushed round to them.

"Oh, leave her alone!" he stormed.

"What have you got to be sore about?"
"Not a thing, Mr. Fry," Violet

Feverel retorted scathingly. "And my
own sister, too !"

"We were going to tell you," began
Barbara, "but "

"But it was more fun sneaking
around behind my back, wasn't it?"

raged Violet.
The upper part of one of the double

doors of the livery stable swung back
and the manager of the place looked
out, thrusting his elbows on the lower
part of the door. Heads were thrust

out of the windows of the two cars,

and from his hiding-place Don Gregg
watched and listened.

"I wouldn't talk about sneaking
around people's backs," cried Eddie
Fry. "You seem to be doing pretty
well with that stable boy of yours!"

Violet Feverel smacked his face and
stalked away towards the stable, and
he would have followed her but Barbara
stopped him.

""Let's take a walk until you cool

down, Eddie." she pleaded. "One of

the others can drive."
Tony got back into the front car with

a grimace.
"Violet's on the rampage," he said.

"Let's get out of here."
The two cars were being started, and

Eddie and Barbara were walking off

together, when Violet reached the
stable and the manager opened for her
the part of the door upon which he had
been leaning.
He was tall, young, and obviously

conceited.
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"You certainly have a fast right

hand," he said as she stepped into a

brick-paved yard between well-kept
stalls. "I was going to help you,
but

"

"But you found out I could take care
of myself," she snapped. "It's a good
thing for you to remember."

There was an office on the left of

the yard, but she passed it with her
chin in the air and he kept pace with
her.

"Was there anything special meant
by that crack?" he asked, twisting the

ends of his little moustache.
"Have my horse saddled."
The expression on his face showed

that he resented her tone.

"Highpockets is saddling him now,"
he returned curtly.

The grinning face of a negro stable-

boy appeared at the bars of one of the
stalls, and then a red stallion was led

out into the yard.
"Good-mornin', Miss Fev'rel,"

boomed the negro.
"Give me a leg up, Highpockets,"

said she.

He stared at her in a puzzled fashion
and at the manager who usually helped
her into the saddle. But the manager
nodded and held the stallion's head, so

he obeyed.
"I'm riding alone this morning," she

stated icily as she took up the reins,

"and that's the way I'm doing every-
thing so far as you're concerned."
"But, Violet." protested the manager,

"why all this
"

"You know why," she broke in, "so
don't let's go into that again."
She rode out from the yard into the

street and turned in the direction of
Central Park. Highpockets went to
close "the lower part of the door after
her, but the manager waved him aside.

"If anybody wants me," he said,

"tell them I've gone to breakfast."

"Yassuh, Mis'r Wells," nodded the

black, and Latigo Wells walked out

past him and also turned to the right.

The lower part of the door was closed

and bolted, and the negro looked
thoughtfully over it.

"This sho's gwine to be a bad
mornin'," he soliloquised with gloom.
"Sun come up red, everybody's actin'

more like snappin' turtles than white
folks, and I'se hungry. Yassuh."
He slammed the upper part of the

door and was about to bolt that, too,

when Don Gregg came running over
from his lurking place.

"Hi!" he shouted. "I want to rent

a horse !

"

Highpockets reopened the upper part

of the door and viewed the stranger.

"Boss gone to breakfast," he said

with a shake of his woolly head.

"Won't be back till after a while."
"I don't want the boss." retorted

Don. "I want to rent a horse."
" Yeah, but you gotta see the boss

before you gits a horse. We don't rent

bosses to strangers."

The upper part of the door was
slammed, but it creaked open again a

few seconds later, and Highpockets was
surprised to see the young man who
wanted a horse help himself to a trades-

man's cycle that was resting against
the kerb outside a shop across the
street and ride away on it.

The Red Stallion

VIOLET FEVEREL cantered into

Central Park by its southern
entrance in Fifth Avenue and

beyond the pond turned into a bridle-

way with bushes and trees. The early
morning air was crisp and a breeze

" Yeah, I guess you're right," decided Piper. " No witnesses, eh ? "
September 26th, 1938,



stirred her golden Lair as she set Ihe
horse to a gallop.
She had ridden nearly as far as the

lake when suddenly the red stallion
> eared up on his hind legs and she was
pitched out of the saddle on to the turf
clo beside a bush.

The fall jarred every hone in her body,
but she was not otherwise injured, and
she sat up to see the spirited animal
disappearing round a bend. Slowly she
rose to her feet and readjusted her
hat, and she was about to start off in

pursuit when a sound in the bush caused
her to look round.
Her blue eyes widened with horror

and she uttered a piercing scream.
Then something struck her on the head,
and down she went, flat on her back,
u ith outspread arms.

Central Park is well policed, but ten
minutes elapsed before a patrolman
came upon her body and blew his
whistle. Other officers came running to
the scene, a few curious pedestrians
gathered round, and from the nearest
telephone-box a burly sergeant rang up
the precinct station in East Sixty-
Seventh Street.
Almost simultaneously with an

ambulance from Bellevue Hospital a
ear arrived from headquarters, and Dr.
Charles Bloom, the medical examiner,
adjusted his pince-nez and knelt to
ascertain the cause of death.

"It was an accident all right," he
said after a while, and got to his feet.
"I wonder what's keeping the
inspector ?"

Another squad car drove up close to
the ambulance and from it Detective-
Inspector Oscar Piper descended, a
sharp-featured man with steely blue
eyes, a tight-lipped mouth, and a wisp
of a moustache.
"Oh, here he is!" exclaimed the

doctor, and a plain-clothes man named
Burke hurried towards the car to greet
the newcomer.
"Hallo, Burke," said Piper, mainly

out of the corner of his mouth. "Gotta
miss my breakfast, again this morning?"
"Not to-day, inspector," replied the

detective. "She was thrown, and it

looks like the horse kicked her."

Piper joined the group round the
•lead body of Violet Feverel.

"Hallo, doc," he said. "What've we
got?"
"Well," replied the medical

examiner, "it looks like an accident.
Apparently the horse threw her and
trampled tier. The hoofprint is clear."
Piper went down on one knee to look

at a wound in the back of the girl's
head—and at her hat, which lay beside
her left hand. The hat was crushed and
bore the imprint of a horseshoe.

"Yeah, Iguess you're right," decided
Piper. "No witnesses, efi?"
Burke, to whom the question was

addressed, replied in the negative, and
Piper rose and looked to left and right.
"Where's the horse?" he asked.
"Must've run away."

Concealed from view by the bushes,
a lallish and middle aged woman was
leading the red stallion along the
In idle-path and carrying a little black
and white rough-haired terrier in one
arm. Her face was full and plain, her
nose was long, and her jaw suggested
a tenacity of purpose.

"
( guess that's all," said Piper.

"You can make out the death certifi-
cate doe. I don't see why 1 always have
to miss my breakfast for these acci-
dents."
"I had an uncle once," said a

feminine voice (lose behind him, "who
thought the world war was an accident."

lie swung round with a start, and
September attii, 1936.
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he saw the woman with the horse and
the dog.
"It would be you!" he exploded,

while all the others stared. "It's
getting so, Hildegarde, that a person
can't be killed within the city limits
without you showing up. Where'd you
get this horse?"
"Mister Jones and I were out taking

an early walk," she replied, "and we
found it, so we thought we'd look for
the rider."
He took the bridle from her and she

set Mister Jones, the terrier, down
upon his four feet.

"Well, it's all right, see!" snapped
Piper. "It's nothing but an accident."
Miss Hildegarde Withers viewed the

body on the ground with quick blue
eyes and emitted a characteristic sniff.

"I don't think so," said she.

"Oh," scoffed Piper, "got a theory, I

suppose? Going to try and tell me she
committed suicide? Hi, doc, you know
Miss Withers!"
The lanky medical examiner walked

over to them.
"How d'you do?" he said. "We met

during that schoolhouse case—the one
the Press called ' Murder on the Black-
board.' You helped us a lot on that
case."
"Thank you, doctor," responded Miss

Withers meekly. "And I may help
you on this one, too."
"Aw, Hildegarde," wailed Piper,

"don't start gumming things up."

"All right, Oscar." She flipped a
hand at him. "You run along to break-
fast, but I'm going to find out how this

blood got on the horse by accident."

"Blood?" Piper gaped in astonish-
ment at a little patch of crimson on
the neck of the red stallion which she
pointed out to him. "What d'you
make of this, doc?" he exclaimed.
Dr. Bloom looked closely at (he little

patch.
"Why, I don't know," he confessed.

"There doesn't seem to be any wound."
"Aw," growled Piper, "probably just

scratched himself on one of these
bushes."
"But there's no scratch," said Hilge-

garde Withers.
The doctor instructed two internes

from Bellevue Hospital to remove the
body of the dead girl, and turned to a
policeman from the squad car.

"Durkin," he said, "get me my kit.

I'm going to do some probing."

Miss Withers had no desire to witness
the probing of a spirited horse's neck
for a bullet that might not be there,

and she drifted away.
She saw Violet Feverel transferred

from the ground to a stretcher, covered
over with a sheet, and borne off to the
ambulance, and then she kicked against
something half-buried in the turf and
stooped to unearth a well-used briar

P*Ee -

She rose with the pipe in her hand,
glanced round to make sure that nobody
had noticed what she was doing, and
opened a handbag which had been
tucked under her arm. The pipe was
stowed in the handbag, and she was
looking thoughtfully from the spot
where she had found it to a bush only
a few feet away when two very obvious
grooms came walking along the bridle-

path.
"What's going on here?" asked one

of them with a nod of his head towards
the ambulance.
"Accident," replied the other

laconically.
" You ought to be on the police

force," said Miss Withers. "Ob. bj
Ihe by. do you know where that horse
belongs ?"

The two grooms became aware of the
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red stallion and of the men clustered
round it.

"Why, yes," replied the one who had
received a very doubtful compliment;
"that's Siwash from the Thwaite
Stables, East Fifty-Seventh Street."
"Thanks," she murmured.
The two grooms passed on, and she

was looking about the trampled ground
when Piper shouted to her

:

"Hi, Hildegarde, come here! Look
what we've found!"
She went back to him, and he dis-

played, in the palm of his hand, a little

bullet.

"A BB shot!" he exclaimed,
"Somebody must have plugged that
horse with an air rifle!"

"By accident," said she dryly; but
Piper appeared not to hear thai com-
ment.

" You know, I knew there was more
in this than met the eye!" he declared.

Dr. Charles Bloom joined them, wip-
ing his pince-nez with a huge handker-
chief.

"In view of this, inspector," he said,

"I think I'd better make an autopsy."
" Yeah, that's right," approved

Piper. "Go ahead, doc. The girl may
have been dead befoie the horse kicked
her."
The doctor went off to the car that

had brought him, and he was climbing
into it when two plain-clothes men ap-
peared round a bush carrying, between
them, a damaged bicycle, from the
bent front wheel of which a tyre was
hanging limply.

" Hi, boys, what have you got
there?" demanded Piper.

"Offhand," sniffed Miss Withers,
" I'd say it's a bicycle."
The machine was set down in front of

them.
"Don't handle it, chump!" Piper

rapped at a man who had caught hold
of the handlebars. " I want to have it

dusted for finger-prints. Use your
handkerchief!"
He turned exultingly to Hildegarde

Withers.
"Now we're getting somewhere!"
Miss Withers had nothing to say to

that. She called to her terrier, and she
caught hold of his lead. Piper spoke
to one of the plain-clothes men.
" Sims," he said, " get on the 'phone

and call all stables in the neighbourhood
and sec if you can find out which one
that nag came from."

"It's from the Thwaite Stables in East
Fifty-Seventh Street," Miss Withers
stated quietly.

"Huh?" In his astonishment Piper
nearly fell over the lead and Felt

tempted to kick the dog. His men
were repressing grins with difficulty.

"Well, why don't you get busy/" he
roared at Sims. "Get on that ho
Here, you take this ankle-chewing mutt,
too!"

.Miss Withers, with a pained expres-
sion on her face, held out the lead.

"Yes, Mr. Sims" she said, "take him
to my apartment—and you might feed

him. I'm going to be with the

inspector all daj ."

Piper promptly strode away toward,
the squad ear, but she ran after him.

"Thwaite Stables on East Fifty-

Seventh," he s;ii ( | in the driver, but as

he opened the rear door Miss Withers
collided with him against the running-
board.
"Where d'you think you're going?"

he snapped. "What are you folic.

me for?"
"1 don't know, Oscar," she returned

demurely. "I e,ue-< it's because you
bring out the motile)- in me."
"Oh, go ahead!" he growled.
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At the Stables

IN response to a loud banging on the
double and divided doors of the
stable in East Fifty-Seventh Street,

one upper portion was opened and the
face of Highpockets looked out.

" Ah can't rent no hosses to no
strangers," the negro informed Detec-
tive-Inspector Oscar Piper and the

female beside him.
"All right, all right!" returned Piper

sharply. "Never mind that." He
held out his badge. " Come on, open
up !"

Highpockets gulped, and his eyes
bulged nearly out of his head.
"Oh, Lawsy, de poleese!" he gasped.

"Yassuh, yassuh, openin' up right

away, suh!"
Both doors were opened, top and

bottom, and at that moment a plain-

clothes man arrived on the back of the
red stallion. Sims had gone off with
Mister Jones to Hildegarde's Bat in

West Seventy-Seventh Street, deputing
to a colleague the task of riding the
horse back to the stable where it

belonged.
"All right, Grady," said Piper,

" bring him in."
Highpockets gaped.
"What you all bringin' back Mis-

Fev'rel's hoss for?" he asked wonder-
ingly. as Grady dismounted and led the
horse into the yard.

" Feverel, eh?" Piper whirled round
on him. 'Sounds like a phoney name
to me. Where does she live?"
"Ah don't know," declared the negro,

taking the bridle of the stallion. "She
don' live here."
"Well," said Piper wryly to Miss

Withers, " we've cleared that up. She
doesn't live here. Okay, Grady, but
you'd better stick around."
Grady nodded, and drifted out in the

street.

"Who's in charge here?" demanded
Piper.

" Mistah Wells is the manager," re-

plied the black, "but he's out to break-
fast."

"Out to breakfast, eh?" Piper's eyes
glistened. "How long's he been gone.'
About three-quarters of an hour, mav-
be?"
"No, not that long." Highpockets

shook his head with vigour. "About
an hour or two—maybe."

Piper looked helplessly at Miss
Withers, whose face expressed nothing
in particular.

"Okay, Hildegarde," he said.

"You're witness! Where's the office?"
"Right over to your left, suh."
Highpockets pointed to a closed door,

and led the horse away. Miss Withers
followed him at a distance, and Piper
opened the indicated door and entered
a very plainly-furnished office.

A desk in it engaged his attention,
and he proceeded to open one drawer
after another.
Siwash, the red stallion, was led into

its stall and unsaddled, and High-
pockets, all unaware that Miss Withers
was watching him, took a rabbit's foot
from a pocket of his trousers and
rubbed it on his rather shapeless nose.
"Rabbit foot," he said sepulchrally.

" I knowed dis day was gonna be un-
lucky for somebody."
"You did, eh?" Miss Withers entered

tlic stall, startling him nearly out of his
wits, and he pocketed the rabbit's foot
in haste. "Now look here, son "

"Ah knows r.uthin'!" he cried.

"Oh, I'll take your word for that!"
said she. "Suppose you tell me your
name ?"

"Highpockets, ma'am."
The name sounded incredible, but she

accepted it with a shrug.
"Well, have it your own way. How

long have you worked around here?"
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" Thank you, doctor," re-
sponded Miss Withers meek-

" About three month, ma'am—not
countin' the week I ,was in gaol."
"What were you doing in gaol?"

The negro rolled his eyes and replied

:

"Shootin' dice."
"No. I mean, what did they put you

in gaol for?"
"Shootin" dice."

She laughed a little, and after that
Highpockets answered quite readily
other questions she put to him.
In the office Piper had found a book

in which accounts with regular
customers were kept, and he was ex-

amining it at the desk when Latigo
Wells stepped in at the door and
stopped short to scowl at him.

"Well, good-morning." the manager
barked. "What can I do for you?"
Piper put down the book.
"You the manager here?" he in-

quired curtly.

"Yes. Wells is the name."
"Did you know Yiolet Feverel?"

Latigo Wells looked startled.

"Why, yes," he admitted, dropping
his tone of resentment. " She "

" Just come back from your break-
fast, haven't you?"
"Say, what is all this?" demanded

Wells. " Who are you, anyway?''
"Inspector Piper, Homicide Squad."

Piper displayed his credentials "Come
on. answet the question !"

"Yes, I've just got back from break-
fast.

"

" Where'd you eat?"
"Fifty-Ninth and Madison."

"How long have von known Miss
Feverel?"
The manager perched himself on the

edge «.f the desk and appeared to be
searching his memory.
"Quite some time," he said.

"Know her socially—away from the
stables?"
"Yes, sort of. I've had a date with

her occasionally."
"Ever have any trouble with bet?"
Wells looked away from the keen

blue eyes that were boring into his

dark-brown ones, but he answered
emphatically enough:
"Certainly not. We were the best

of friends."
"dh!" interpreted Piper. "Liked

hei a lot. eh? Matter of fact, you
were a little bit in love with her,

h eren't you?"
"I wouldn't say that. She was

Say. I don't see why you're asking me
all these questions."
"You don't, eh? Well. Violet

Feverel's been killed under very strange
circumstances." He stepped nearer to

the young man. "Murdered!"
"Murdered?" The manager paled.
"While you were out at breakfast."

said Piper significantly.
" While I " Welis bounced off the

desk, trembling visibly. " What are
you trying to do?" he screeched.
"Hang it on me?"
"Take it easy, take it easy," urged

Piper, and caught hold of his arm.
"Come on, sit down. I'm not hanging
anything on you—I'm just trying to

find out all I can."

Wells sank on to a chair, and with
fumbling hands took out a cigarette;

but the cigarette remained unlighted.

"Now, come on, be a good fellow."

said Piper. "Tell me all you know.
Did she have any enemies to your
knowledge?

"

"No," was the hesitating reply, "I
don't think so. Er—wait a minute—

'

this might be something. She had an
argument with a guy outside the stable

this morning, and she slapped his face."

"Slapped a guy's face? Now we're
getting somewhere !"

Miss Withers, by this time, had cx-

1 1 acted what she considered to be some
useful information from Highpockets.
She rewarded him with a five-dollar

note, and she said :
'

"You're a fine fellow. Highpockets,
and I know I can trust you to keep
quiet about all you've told me Under-
stand?"
"Yes. ma'am. Miss Withers," tho
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negro assured her. " When Ah keeps
<)iiiet, Ah keeps quiet all over."

Miss Withers made her way to the
office aiul looked in at the open door.

" Oh, Hildegarde," boomed Piper,
I want you to meet Mr. Wells, the

manager here."
She crossed the threshold and she

lilted her head at the young man in the
< hair.

"How d'you do, Mr. Wells?" she
purred, and then: "Is this the
Plunderer?"
"Mr. Wells," snapped riper dis-

gustedly, "has just given me some very
valuable information."
"Well, isn't that nice? Then he's

probably told ^vou he had a row with
Miss Feverel this morning?"
"No," said Piper, staring blankly at

her, "he didn't say anything about
that."
Wells jumped up from the chair in

. onsternation.
" Hi, wait a minute !" he cried. " I

i an explain !"

"You can explain down at head-
quarters," retorted Piper, and .he

bellowed for Grady.

Latigo Wells was taken awav in

custody, and Piper beamed at Miss
Withers.

" You know, I thought that guv was
holding something back." he said shame-
lessly. "Nice work, Hildegarde."

" Umph !" sniffed Miss Withers.
"Nice work if you can get it !"

In the Dead Girl's Flat

FROM the Thwaite Stables the
inspector and his unofficial

colleague travelled in the squad car
to the tall apartment-house in East
Eighty-Sixth Street; and there, after

a brief conversation with the clerk in

'he glass-partitioned office on the
ground floor, ascended to the fifth-floor

flat in which Violet Feverel had given
a party the night before.

" How long has Miss Feverel lived

here?" Piper inquired as the clerk
unlocked the front door with a duplicate
key.

"About eight months." was the reply.
"Anything else, inspector?"
"Yeah," drawled Piper. "In case

she gets any 'phone calls while we're
here, switch 'em through to me—and
don't be listening on the wire."

"Of course not, sir," said the clerk.
From the carpeted corridor Piper

and Miss Withers stepped directly into
a large and well-furnished sitting-room
which was in rather a state of disorder.
"Well, what's been going on here?"

exclaimed the inspector, staring at
littered music on the floor near a grand
piano, scattered cushions, and pictures
askew on the walls.

"Get out of here!" shrilled a voice.
Piper immediately pushed his com-

panion down into an easy-chair, and
standing in front of her, whipped out
a gun.
"Come out of there!" he rasped.

"Get out of here!" shrilled the voice
again'. "Get out of here !"

Miss Withers suddenly began to

laugh, and as she laughed she' pointed
lowards the piano. Underneath it

Mas a green parrot in a cage, and
Piper put away the gun with a snort
of disgust.

"A parrot!" he exploded. "How
d'you like that?"
"You certainly had it scared," said

she.

They wandered about the room, ami
1

'

1

1 •• i coached the mantelpiece, where he

picked up a large framed photograph.
" III. lock !" he called mil. '.' Here's

ft picture of her with that guy Wells !
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They must have been pretty friendly, at
that.!"

Miss Withers looked, then pounced on
another framed photograph—one of
Violet Feverel with Eddie Fry.
" Here's another young man," she said.
"I wonder who he is? Oh, listen!"
The sound of a key in the lock of the

front door had reached her alert ears.
Piper heard it, too, and together they
dived across the room to a. luxurious
chesterfield and crouched down behind
it.

Eddie and Barbara entered the room,
and Eddie closed the door behind him.
"Just toss some things into a suit-

case. Babs," he said. "We'll have to
hurry if we want to get away."

"I'll hurry, dear," she promised,
and ran across to a bed-room and
disappeared into it.

Eddie went over to an ornamental
desk near one of the windows, and
Piper and Miss Withers watched him
over the back of the chesterfield as he
opened a drawer and took out what
looked like a packet of letters.

"All right," said Piper, rising to his
feet, " I'll take those !"

Eddie swung round and stared wide-
eyed at the two who moved towards
him.
"What is this?" he gasped.
"Come on, come on," said Piper,

holding out his hand. "Come across
with those letters."

"You know it isn't nice," rebuked
Miss Withers, "reading other people's
mail."
"Who are you?" faltered Eddie.
"Inspector Piper, Homicide Squad."

Piper snatched away the letters, and
Barbara emerged from the bed-room in

a state of alarm.
"It's about Miss Feverel," said Miss

Withers.
"Violet?" Barbara tottered forward.

"Has something happened? She's
dead, isn't she ?"

"How did you know that?" de-

manded Piper harshly.
" Why, I—I can see it in your faces.

Oh-h !" She burst into tears, and Miss
Withers straightaway put an arm round
her heaving shoulders,

"I'll take care of her," she said, and
led the weeping girl back into the
bed-room and closed the door.

"Young man," said Piper sternly,

"what's your name?"
"Edward Fry," replied Eddie.
" Where were you two going in such

a hurry just now?"
"We were going to get married."
"Oh!" Incredulously the inspector

eyed the good-looking but rather
agitated young fellow. "Is that why
yon said ' We'll have to work fast if

we want to get away '?"

Eddie nodded.
"We didn't want Violet to know

about it till afterwards," he explained.
In the bed-room Barbara had flung

herself on a bed and was sobbing into

a pillow, but she managed to answer
the questions with which Miss Withers
gently plied her.

"You were going to marry him," said

l he spinster, "and you've only known
him a month?"

" Not quite a month."
"You're rather impetuous, aren't

you ?"

Barbara looked up and nodded.
" How long have you been living here

with Violi i

" About five months. I wasn't \erv

welcome, and I'd have been terribly

unhappy if it hadn't been for Eddie."

"Locks like you're in love with him,"
commented Miss Withers.

" Yes, I am."
Piper, standing on the hearthrug in
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the sitting-room, frowned at the photo-
graph of Violet Feverel and Eddie that
stood on the mantelpiece.

"So you didn't want her to find out
about your marriage to her sister," he
said. "Might have made trouble, eh?"

" She always made trouble for every-
body," Eddie declared.
"Did you ever have any trouble with

her?"
"Why, no."
"Why did she slap your face this

morning ?"

Eddie flinched, but made no reply.
"Thought I didn't know about that,

eh? So you didn't go to Harlem with
the rest of the party?"
"No, we took a walk."
"Oh, you took a walk?"
"Yes." Eddie sat down in a chair.

"Then we had breakfast."
"So you had breakfast?" Piper

seemed quite annoyed to hear it.

" Well, it looks like everybody had
breakfast this morning but me !

Where'd you walk? In the park?"
"No," said Eddie, "we just walked

and talked, and then we decided to
elope."
Miss Withers had finished with that

particular subject in the bed-room
"Tell me, Barbara," she said in a

friendly way, " is there anybody w ho
had any reason for hating your sister?"
Barbara nodded, and then wished that

she hadn't.
"Oh, it couldn't be!" she exclaimed.
"Who is it?" insisted Miss Withers.
" Don—but Don couldn't have done

it ! She divorced him, but he couldn't
have "

"Don who?"
"Don Gregg."
"Umph! Don Gregg, ex-husband!"

Miss Withers rose from the bed on
which she had been sitting beside the
girl. "You stay right here, Barbara."
She went out into the sitting-room,

and Barbara immediately got up and
went to a dressing-table, where sho
opened a drawer and took out a little

diary bearing the dead girl's name in

gilt letters upon its cover.

From another drawer she took out a
box, and she put the diary in the box,
then opened a hand-bag which was
lying on the table and transferred from
it to the box a little automatic of blue
steel.

Miss Withers, meanwhile. had
whispered to Piper, and Piper suddenly
flamed at Eddie:
"Say, why didn't vou tell me about

Gregg ?"

"Gregg?" Eddie looked round from
a window to which he had discreetly

retreated. Miss Withers sat down on
the chesterfield.

"Yes, Don Gregg," snapped Piper.
"Violet Feverel's ex-husband. Wh.it
do you know about hiua?"

"Nothing—nothing much," said Eddie
with marked reluctance. "She got rid

of him about six mom lis ago."
" Was he in love with hei

"Naturally, Oscar," purred Miss
Withers, "if he married her."

"Pah!" snorted Piper, and he le-

peated his question.

"I suppose so," said Eddie with a
shrug. "She took everything he had.

and jammed him up on his alimony."

"Oh. she did? Why didn't you tell

II- about this before?"
Eddie replied that lie didn't think

that it was important.
"Oh. you didn't think it was im-

portant.''

Piper scratched his chin.

"An ox-husband," he nosed,
"alimony—trouble. Uhith I He loved

her— ami she's dead 1 Hildegarde, this
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may be what the French call a crime
of passion."
The bed-room door opened and

Barbara reappeared. She had removed
nioic of the traces of her tears, but
she still looked badly upset.

"What do you kno\'' about Don
Gregg?" Piper barked ai her.

''Don?" she faltered. "Oh, I'm sure
he's innocent."
"Oh. you're sure lie's innocent, eh?"
"I know he is." stated Eddie

definitely, and Piper swung round on
him.
"How do you know?"
"Because," was the unexpected reply.

"when he didn't, pay his alimony.
Violet had him thrown into gaol."
"What?" bellowed Piper.

"And he's still there."
"So the murderer was in gaol al tile

time of the murder." remarked Miss
Withers. "Well, if this was a crime
pf passion. Oscar, it was pretty darned
platonic !"

"All right, all right . all right."
growled the discomfited sleuth. "Hold
11

!"

The bell of the front door rang and
Barbara would have answered its

HODS, but Piper -topped hoi- and
honed to Miss Withers and to Eddie

to go into the bedroom.
The bell rang again while they were

obeying, and an excited voice rang out:
"Miss Feverel ! Miss Feverel I Miss

Feverel
!"

Piper walked over to the door and
crooked a finger at Barbara, and he
was hidden by the door when she
opened it. On the mat in the corridor
outside stood a man who looked like
a butler—a man w ith stooping
shoulders, a thin, clean-shaven face, and
a queer-shaped jaw. He was holding
his hat in his hand.

" What is it?" a-ked Barbara.
"Please tell Miss Violet," said the

man tremulouslv. "that her father in-
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law wants to see her right away Tell

her to hurry, or it may be too late."
Piper swept out from behind the

door.
"Why will it be too late?" he

questioned sharply.
The man's jaw dropped and he

blinked at the detective.

"Excuse me," he mumbled. "I—

I

didn't know "

"What didn't you know?"
"That Miss Feverel had guests."
"Come in!" Piper snapped, and as

the man stepped into the sitting-room
he shut the door. "Who are you?"
"Abraham Thomas," was the nervous

reply. "I'm working for Mr. Patrick
Gregg—Mis- Feverel's father-in-law. tf

you'll just tell Miss Feverel
"

"My sister is dead," blurted Barbara.
"She was killed this morning."
"Killed?" echoed the butler, seem-

inglv aghast. "Why—why it can't

be!"
"She was murdered," said Piper.

"But nobody would want to At-r

her!" exclaimed Thomas. "It's old
Mr. Gregg they're after !"

Miss Withers stepped briskly out

from the bed-room.
"What makes you say that?" -Ire

asked.
The butler gaped at her.

"Well." he said in a quavering voice,

"yesterday somebody poisoned old Rex,
hi- dog. and Mr. Gregg i- afraid he'll

be next."
"Where <]*,••=. Mr. Gregg live?"

"Long Island, ma'am. I've got to

be getting back there now."
"Just a minute," commanded Miss

Wither-. "We'll go with you."
She looked at Piper for confirmation,

and he f row ned.
"Might not be a bad idea." he

conceded, "but I don't see what a dead
dug on Long Island's got to do with a

gitl killed in Central Park."
"The dog belonged to her fathei-in-

law," said Miss Withers tartly, "and
he's afraid of his life. Now. you don't
want another murder on your hand-,
do you?"
/'Okay," surrendered Piper, "but I

still think it's a snipe hunt."

"Excuse me." said Thomas difTii-

dently, "but arc you the police?"
He's oil to you, Oscar," laughed

"Better give yourselfWithers.

East Eighty-
old-fashioned

Mi
up !"

"All right, go ahead!" Piper
picked up his hat and put it on hi-

ltead. then turned to Barbara. "I'm
not through with you two yet." he -aid

menacingly. "Take my advice and
don't try to leave town."

m
The House on Long Island

DOWN at the kerb i>

Sixth Street an
limousine was standing close

behind the squad car, a uniformed
chauffeur at ii- wheel. Tin- squad cai

na- dismissed, and Piper and Miss
Withers climbed into the limousine aftei

the butler had seated himself hesid<-

the chauffeur.
A journey of some thirty-five mile-

followed, and then from a country roai

the limousine turned into a winding
drive and came to a standstill in from
of a house which Mi-- Withers decided
was hideous.

Ii wa- large and gabled, but it was
built in the worst possible style of the
previous century, with wing- that did
not match, porches heavilj porticoed,
and a turret that made the whole place

look lop-ided.
The bullet wa- the first to descend,

and he preceded Piper and Mists

Wither- up the step- to the double
front doors and rang the bell.

"Well, this is a nice cheerj place,"
said the spinster. "It'- ju-t dying to

lie haunted."
"Yeah," drawled Piper, "ami aboul

all we'll find iii there is moth-balls."

Having snapped one ot the steel bracelets round Don's wrist, he gripped Miss Withers fiercely by the arm ana
snapped the other one round hers.
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Thomas pressed the bell-button again,

but n ithout effect

"Well, what's the matter?'-' com-
plained Piper, trying to peer through
the stained glass of a leaded panel.

"Why don't somebody open up?"
He beat a tattoo with a knocker, but

still there was no response from within.

"Ever do any housebreaking'.'" ha
said to Miss Withers.
"I house-broke a Pekinese once," she

replied.
Abruptly one of the doors was opened,

and a queer-looking fellow stared out
at them. He might have been almost
any age between twenty and thirty, and
his right shoulder was hunched and his

head seemed permanently bent towards
it-

"Joey," said the butler, "show the

lady and gentleman into the back
parlour."
They entered a gloomy hall, Joey

limping ahead of them, and at the
foot of some stairs Thomas said to

Piper

:

"I'll tell Mr. Gregg you're here, sir."

He ascended the stairs, but the

cripple moved past them and opened a

door.
"You can wait in here," he said in

a voice which sounded as though it

had never finished breaking, and Miss
Withers and the detective stepped into

a room overcrowded with heavy
furniture and full of glocm.
"This place would be great for an

undertakers' convention," remarked
Miss Withers with a sniff; and then the
voice of Thomas rang out from above
the stairs

:

"Joey! Joey, come up here quick!"
The cripple limped swiftly away, but

Piper followed him, and Miss withers
followed Piper.
"WT

hat's the trouble up there?"
dioutcd the inspector as he sped
upwards; but he received no reply, and
he reached a wide hallway on the first

floor to find the butler rattling the
handle of an oaken door and shouting:

" Mr. Gregg !"

"What's wrong?" demanded Piper.

" He doesn't answer—and the door's
locked from the inside."
"We'll soon fix that," said Piper.

"Get out of the way."
The butler and the cripple moved

aside and the detective put his shoulder
to the door in such a fashion that the

lock gave way.
He burst into a bedroom as gloomy

as the room below, and quite as heavily
furnished, and he reached a massive
wooden bed which might at one time
have had posts and a canopy—and
leaned down over an old man who lay
upon it, his scanty white hair upon a
pillow, his hands spread out on the
cii\ erlet.

lie's breathing!" exclaimed Piper.
"Open a window! Get the doctor!"

The cripple went to a window and
opened it : the butler ran out from the
loom. Miss Withers stood beside the
ktective, studying the thin and lined
face of the old man. Joey limped out
past them, and then Piper sml:
"Well. I don't think there's anything

we can do till the doctor comes. Looks
like a stroke to me."

" Yes," returned Miss Withers, but
without, conviction. "Look he has a

big bump behind the left ear. How
do \on suppose that happened

"till, probably fell and hit bis head
when In- had the attack."

And then rlimbed back into bed?"
" Yeah," said Piper, and scratched

lis chin while she straightened the
.1. I., i bus

Thomas reappeared while .-he was
ueking in a sheet.
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" Dr. Peters is on his way over," he

said. "He lives just down the road.
Poor Mr. Gregg Oh, I'll do that,

ma'am."
He finished tucking in the sheet and

he straightened the tumbled coverlet.

"He has a bad heart," he said.

"The doctor told him that any excite-

ment was likely to prove fatal. He
had a slight attack not long ago."
"What caused the excitement l!:at

time?" inquired Piper.
" Horse racing, sir. Mr. Gregg has

been a horseman all his life."

Somewhere in the house a bell rang.

"Oh, if you'll excuse me, that must
be the doctor." said the butler, and
hurried off again.
Miss Withers promptly went to some

clothes which were lying on a sofa
across the room and proceeded to go
through the pockets of a pair of grey
trousers.
"Are you sure you've never been

married?" chaffed Piper, watching her
with amusement.
"If you're trying to be funny," she

retorted severely, " there's a time and
place for everything." She held out
a slip of paper she had discovered.
" Here, look at this !"

He took the slip. On it was written:

"Received from Pat Gregg nine
hundred dollars for back alimony due.

"Violet Feverel."

"I knew Don Gregg was the one "

he began.
"S-s-s-sh!" hissed Miss Withers, and

the slip of paper was out of sight when
Thomas ushered into the room a short
and rather tubby man with a pro-

nounced nose and a clipped moustache.
"Dr. Peters," the butler said intro-

ductively; but the doctor, with the
barest of nods, leant over his patient,

turned back the lid of one of the closed
eyes, and held a skinny wrist.

"Hot water and some towels, please,"

he said.

"What is it, doc?" asked Piper, after

Thomas had gone. "A stroke?"
"Umm," grunted the doctor "I

warned him."
"About what?" ventured Miss

Withers.
"He has a very bad heart." With

none too friendly grey eyes Dr. Peters
surveyed his questioners. "Thomas
told me that you are the police," he
said, "'arid that Miss Feverel is dead."
"Murdered," corrected Piper."
"I'm not surprised. She was an evil

woman."
"She certainly wasn't the most

popular girl in her class," remarked
Miss Withers.
Thomas reappeared with a jug of hot

water and some towels, and the doctor
frowned at her.

"Oh. don't mind me," she said

casually. "I'll just look around."

She went out and shut the bedroom
door behind her. and she glanced about
tin- wide hallway out of which several

doors opened, but it was a second flight

of stairs thai interested her and -he

flitted noiselessly tip them.
On the floor above she entered a

room directlj over the bedroom and
saw that it was fitted up as a sort of

Study. There was a big flat -topped

desk in the middle of it. facing a

window. and on the desk stood a

mounted tile~cope of considerable size.

"Heavens, the man's an astromer!"
she exclaimed, and sat down in a chair

behind the desk and applied an eye
to the

There were many trees in tin ex-

tensive grounds at the back of the

hou-e, but no trees were visible through
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the telescope. Instead, she found that
she had a perfectly good view of the
Belmont Park race track, and of tw*
stable-boys riding horses upon it.

" My error," she murmured, "not
stars—horses !"

With her gloved hands she went
through the drawers of the desk, looked
at all the papers on top of the desk,

and under the blotting-pad found a

scrap on which had been written :

"Bet $100 on Wallaby at 15 to 1."

She folded the piece of paper, slipped
it into her glove, and went out from
the room ; and she reached the floor

below just as Dr. Peters and Piper
emerged from the bed-room.
"The doc say he'll pull through all

right," said Piper.
"He'll recover all right," confirmed

the doctor; "but I can't understand it.

Somehow the hand of death must have
slipped."
"Doctor," said Miss Withers, "could

Patrick Gregg have gone into town,
killed his daughter-in-law, and then
come back here?"
"Impossible!" returned the doctor

with ill-concealed scorn. "His heart
couldn't have stood the excitement.
Excuse me."
He made his way to the stairs and

descended them, preceded by the butler.

"What a question!" jeered Piper.

"Could Patrick Gregg have killed his

daughter-in-law ! Why, this alimony
receipt proves that Don Gregg was out

of gaol."
" I don't care what you say," she

retorted with a sniff, "there's something
phoney going on here."

The Forged Order

DETECTIVE-INSPECTOR PIPER
went down the stairs, but the

indignant spinster re-entered the

bed-room and stood beside the bed
looking down at the old man in it.

"Faker!" she said suddenly and
loudly, and Patrick Gregg opened his

eyes.

"What's that?" he asked io a feeble

voice, staring up at her.

"I said 'faker,'" she replied, and
calmly perched herself on the edge of

the bed. "When you pretend to be
asleep why don't you breathe naturally ?

When did you come to?"
"While the doctor was here," he said

slowly. "He told me you were pojice,

and about Violet."
"Must have been quite a shock," she

suggested.
"Pleasant shock," he returned. "She

was no good. Horse kick her?"

Miss Withers shook her head and
informed him that the girl was
murdered.
"Murdered?" said he in surprise.

"When did it happen?"
"Early this morning. Why?"
"I was just wondering."
Miss Withers rose.

"Were you alone when you had this

attack ':" she asked.

"What's that? Oh, I suppose so I

can't remember. But I bad a funny

dream." He raised a hand and waved
the forefinger back and forth. "1

dreamed I was a pendulum in a clock."

I
|e licked his lips and closed his

again, and she put the hand back under
the iK'deloihes.

"Well, pleasant dreams." she said.

She descended to the hall, and there

she heard the voice of Piper in the

back parlour and made for the open

doorway.
The inspector was squatting on an

ottoman, his hands, in his pockets, aud
In was speaking to Thomas:
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"Come on now, just between you and
me, the late Mrs. Don Gregg—otherwise
Violet Fevcrel—wa:V.t very popular
around here, was she?"
"No, sir." agreed the butler, "she

was not. If I may say so! she was a

trouble-maker, and Mr. 1'at Gregg dis-

approved of her violently. So did Mr.
Don, after a while."
"He did, eh?" Piper hounded to his

feet and stood over the butler. "Why
did vou lie to me?"
"Sir?"
"Why did you tell me that Don

Gregg was still in gaol when yon knew
he was released two weeks ago?"
"Well, but he wasn't released, sir."

Piper produced the receipt Miss
Withers had found.
"Here's the alimony receipt," he said

fiercely. " It's paid !"

"Yes," said the hutler, "hut, you
see, sir, Mr. Gregg paid ojily the

alimony due at the time Master Don
was arrested, not the amount that had
accrued while lie was locked up."

"Are you trying to tell me," howled
Piper, "that Don Gregg was kept in

gaol after this nine hundred dollars

was paid?"
" Yes, sir."

'Well, I'm a speckled ape."
"This is no time for a confession,

Osi ir." rebuked Miss Withers from the

doorway.
"I don't believe it!" snorted the

detective. "Don Gregg is tho guy.
The dame was a rat, and he knocked
her off. I'm going to check on your
story, mister. Where's the 'phone?"
"Just outside in the hall, sir."

Piper went out to a telephone on a

table in the hall, and Miss Withers
stopped the butler as he was about to

pass her.

"Oh, tell me, Thomas," she said,

"what kind of a pipe do you smoke?"
"A corncob, ma'am," the butler re-

plied, without evincing any surprise at

the question. "I paid twenty cents
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for it. and I've smoked it for twenty
years."
"Really?" she murmured. and

walked along to the inspector, who had
rung up the gaol in Thirty-Seventh
Street to which divoreed husbands are

committed when they fail to keep up
their payments of alimony to their

former wives.

"Listen," he was shouting- "Have
you got a guy down there named Don
Gregg? You what? Oh, vou did. eh?
Who's this talking? Oh, Warden
Mahoney ! Oh, Warden Sylvester

Mahoney. Well, listen, Mr. Warden
Sylvester Mahoney. I want you at my
office in half an hour, and bring all the

records of the case with you. Yeah!"
He slammed down the instrument.

and turned to grin triumphantly at

Miss Withers.
"Don Gregg was sprung out of the

alimony gaol last night a few hours
before the murder," he stated.

' Who let him cur ?" sin- asked.
"1 don't know, but I'm going to

find out."
He retrieved his hat from the back

parlour.
"In gaol, huh.'" he said. "Looks

like I hit a hul Iseye
!"

He strode towards the double front

door, and Miss Withers kept pace with

him.
"It hurts me, Oscar," she confessed

as he pulled back the latch, "but I think

you've got something."
"Stick around." he boasted, "and

you'll see an arrest in twenty-four
hours."
One of the doors was opened, and

Thomas hurried forward to see the un-

welcome visitors off the premises.

A full hour elapsed before Piper
reached his own room at police head-
quarters in Centre Street, and Warden
Sylvester Mahoney had been waiting
in it for some time. He was a lug

man and a bulky one, with a florid face

. and a neck that bulged over his collar

—a man of importance, in his own
estimation.

I'iper took the folder he presented,

lit a cigar, and studied a document.
"So this is the court order that

sprung Master Don Gregg, eh?" he
suddenly burst out. and stabbed the

document with a finger. "1 suppose
you've noticed. Mr. Sylvester Mahone
that the seal is phoney and that tin-

order is a forgery ?"

The warden gulped and gripped at

the hat on his knee-. Hi- flabby face

seemed to sag.

"Dear me, dear me," Iip murmured:
"but. inspector, hovt was t to know?"
"How were you to know?" roared

Piper. " How were you to know an
thing? D'you know what city this is.'

D'you know what the date i-?"

"I 1 think." stammered the warden,
••

it's the sc\ enth."
"You think it's the seventh, eh?

Well, it ain't !" I'iper consulted a

calendar-pad. "It's the ninth!"
"My mistake."
Piper walked round the desk and

rlung himself into his chair behind it.

"Here was a guj who might have
been a murderer." he raged, "and you
Sprung him out of gaoi !

"

"He couldn't have murdered anybod
while he was in gaol, could In'?" said

the warden hopefully.

"No," returned Piper, "and if you'd
kept him in gaol. I wouldn't be hunting
tor him now."
"Well, it— it's all very confusing

But, you see. inspector, on.' of the

boys had a birthday, and a friend of his

scut him some well, some bottles (or ;»

little celebration."
That practically was a confess

that the warden had imbibed the nigh!

before, and that as a consequence he

had not been any too car. 'ful.

"Birthday!" repeated I'iper.

"Whose birthday?"
It appeared that Hon Gregg had had

Sbe was far too scared to answer, and she shrank back against the wall as he leaned menacingly over the side

of the dressing-table.
September 2Ctli, 1930.
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t lie birthday, and this was added fuel
to the inspector's wrath.
"Get out!" he bellowed. "Get out,

Mr. Sylvester Mahoney, because I'm
looking for myself for murder!"
The warden was only too glad to

escape, and he almost ran from the
building. Piper shouted at the top of
Ins voice for a detective-sergeant named
Kane, and after an interval a short
and very tubby person put his head
in at the door—a head from which a
well-worn slouch hat had not been
removed.
"Did you call, inspector?" inquired

the owner of the face and the hat.

"Did I call ?" snapped Piper. "What
did you think I was doing—singing?
Send out a general alarm for Donald
Gregg."
"Yes, sir," responded Kane. "What

do we want him for?"
"For the murder of Violet Feverel,"

was the reply.

A Shock for Miss Withers

BARBARA—whose surname was
Foley, just as her sister's had
been before she had adopted the

name of Feverel for stage purposes

—

was alone in the flat on the fifth floor

c I the apartment-house in East Eighty-
Sixth Street when she heard a sound
as of someone trying to open the front
door. Instantly she rushed into the
bed room and returned from it with
the automatic in her hand.
A key grated in the lock, the door

swung wide, and Don Gregg entered
the sitting-room, but stopped short and
held up bis hands at sight of the girl

and the gun.
"Don't shoot!" he pleaded hoarsely.

"I'm Don Gregg. Who are you?"
"Oh!" Tho gun drooped in

Barbara's hand. "I'm Barbara," she
said in rather a shaky voice. "Violet's

sister. I—I thought you were in gaol."
"I was," said Don, closing the door.

"I got out last night."
"Last night?" she gasped. "Oh!"
"What's the matter?" He followed

her ' as she sped to the little desk on
which a telephone reposed. "What are
you going to do?"
She pointed the gun at him again.
"Stay where you are!" she sluilled.

"I'm going to call the police!"
Outside the canopied entrance of the

building Miss Withers descended from
a taxicab and handed the driver the
exact fare registered on the clock, much
to his disgust. She was crossing the
pavement when a newsboy thrust a
special edition of the "Chronicle"
upon her. and she paid for that, too,

because she had caught sight of enor-

mous headlines:

"INSPECTOR PIPER PREDICTS
ARREST IN TWENTY FOUR HOURS
OF FEVEREL MURDER SUSPECT."

She looked at a picture of Don on
the front page beneath the headlines,
and she made a grimace at a picture of
Detective-Inspector Oscar Piper which
was close beside it, then folded the
paper and marched firmly into the
building and entered a lift.

Up on the fifth floor Don Gregg had
persuaded Barbara not to telephone the
police, and had listened in apparent
astonishment to her statement that his

former wife had been murdered early
that morning.

" f came here to see Violet," he bold
her. "I didn't know she was dead."
Tho doorbell rang, and they looked

at one another in dismay.
" Don't answer it," whispered Don.

" Maybe they'll go away."
Rut it, was Miss Withers at the door,

and she had no intention of going away.
September 26th, imo.
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She continued to press the bell-button
till at last Barbara bundled Don Gregg
into the bed-room and opened the door.
"Hallo!" said Miss Withers, brush-

ing past her and stopping beside a little

table near the chesterfield. " I hope
I'm not disturbing you. I just dropped
in to ask a few more questions about
your sister."

"But I've told you everything I
know," protested Barbara, trying not
to appear flustered. "Really, I have."

There was a briar pipe on the table,

and Miss Withers bad not failed to
notice it.

"Do you smoke?" she asked abruptly.
"Yes, a little bit."
Miss Withers picked up the pipe and

found that it was warm.
"But not a pipe, I hope?"
"Oh, that—er—that belongs to

"

"To the man hiding in the other
room," Miss Withers completed for her,
and raised her voice. "Come out,
young man."
Don Gregg came out from the bed-

room. The collar of his overcoat was
still turned up about his neck, but his

hat was on the back of his head, and
his grey eyes were defiant.

"This is Miss Withers from the
police," said Barbara.
"And you're Don Gregg," said Miss

Withers, walking over to him with the
newspaper in her hand. "Don't yo\i

think it's kind of silly for you to come
here?"
"I came to see Violet." he stated,

removing his hat. "I didn't know she
was dead."
"Don't lie to me!"
"I'm not lying to you!" he retorted.

"What did you do after you got out
of gaol last night?"
He went over to the table on which

he had replaced the pipe, and he thrust
the pipe in his overcoat pocket.

"Why," he said slowly, "I went to a
Turkish bath."
"Then what did you do?"
"WT

ell, I slept there, and this morn-
ing I came here."
She looked at him steadily for several

seconds.

"All right," she said then, "if that's

the truth come down to headquarters
and tell your story to the police."
"And get thrown back in gaol?" he

scoffed. "I should say not!"
Barbara ran to him, caught hold of

his arm.
"I think you'd better go, Don," she

said.

"If you're innocent," said Miss
Withers, "you have nothing to worry
about. And. besides, I have a great
deal of influence with Inspector Piper."
"All right," growled Don, and he

restored his hat to his head and went
out from the flat with her.

There was a uniformed attendant at

the entrance to the building and Miss
Withers asked him to get a taxi.

Detective-Sergeant Kane was lurking
on the pavement with a colleague con-
siderably taller than himself, but he
did not know Miss Withers, and Miss
Withers did not know him.
"Are you sure it's going to be all

right ?" asked Don nervously while
the attendant was trying to find a
taxicab.
"Now don't you worry." Miss Withers

returned reassuringly. "Leave every-
thing to me."
They moved towards the kerb, but

Kane suddenly swooped.

"Well, where d'you think you're
goin'?" He demanded harshly.
"And what do you think you're

doing?" .Miss Withers retorted.
"I'm arresting l>oth of you in the

name of the law !"

Ev\rEvVy Tuesday

"B-but you can't!" she cried indig-
nantly as he flashed his badge. "I'm
a friend of the inspector's. I'll show
you."
She opened her handbag and fumbled

in it, intensely annoyed because a crowd
was gathering round them. But Kane
peered into the bag.

"Here, watcha got?" he cried, and
plunged his own podgy hand into the
bag and brought forth a small but
very serviceable six-shooter. "A rod,
eh? W7

ell, you never can tell."

"I was looking for my courtesy
badge," she said as laughter rang out
behind her.

"What badge?"
"The one the inspector gave me."
"Lemme see it."

"Just a minute." Miss Withers
searched, but searched in vain. "I
must have left it at home," she said
blankly.
"Oh, sure!" jibed the detective.

"On the bureau. Right beside the
permit for this!"

He pocketed the gun and produced a
pair of handcuffs, and having snapped
one of the steel bracelets round Don's
wrist he gripped her fiercely by the
arm and snapped the other one round
hers.

"Call the wagon, Jim," he directed
gruffly.

A patrol wagon arrived while the

crowd grew in numbers, and the
manacled pair were ordered to get into

it.

"But you can't do this to me!"
stormed the spinster.

"Oh, I can't, eh?" Kane bundled
her up into the wagon while his

colleague dealt with Don. "Well, it's

done, ain't it?"
To the accompaniment of more

laughter from the onlookers he followed
his prisoners into the vehicle, and the

doors were closed and fastened.

Some half-hour later the self-import-

ant little detective swaggered into

Piper's office at headquarters with an
expansive smile on his fat face, and
Piper looked up at him from his desk.

"Well, what's on your mind?"
snapped the inspector.

"It's Gregg," replied Kane boast-

fully. "I nabbed him right outside the

apartment-house—him and a dame."

"Nice work," approved Piper.

"Bring 'em in."

Kane went to the door, which he had
left open, and shouted into the ante-

room.
" Come on, you!"
Handcuffed 'together, Don Gregg and

Miss Withers walked past him into the

office, and the expression on Piper's face

as he viewed the female prisoner W«S B
study in mixed emotions.

"Hildegarde!" he exclaimed.

Miss Withers held up her light hand,
and with it Icon's left hand, and the

inspector laughed again at sight of the

handcuffs.
"Kane," he gurgled, "you ought to

be promoted for \h\>"

"You're as funny as a cry for help!"
cried Miss Withers with a sniff.

"All right. Kane," chuckled Piper,
"take the cuffs off."

"I was afraid," said the spinster as

the discomfited little detective obeyed,
"that we were going to have to get
married. Oscar, 1 told Mr. Gregg that

you'd just ask him a few questions' and
let hiin go."

All trace of amusement faded from
Piper's lean features.

"Oh," he said with BarOBBDB, "so
I'm just going to ask him a couple of

questions and let him go?"
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"Uhuh," she nodded. "I think you
will, when you hear the answers."
"So he's got an alibi, eh?"
" The only evidence you have," she

retorted, ''is a BB shot in a horse. You
can't hold him on that."
"I can't, eh? I'm going to ask him

some questions that'll knock his hat
off!"
Miss Withers smiled at Don.
"Better hold on to your hat, Mr.

Gregg," she said.

clown, Gregg." commanded
Piper. "Sit down. Hildegarde."
bun seated himself in a chair, but

Mi-s Withers sailed towards the door.
"No, thank you," she said on her

way out. "I'm afraid you might start

questioning inc."

" Deduction !
"

KAXE was disir.issed, and Piper de
serlcd his chair to sit on the end
of the desk within a few inches of

the young man he believed to be a

murderer.
"Gregg," he said bullyingly, "we

know you were released last night on a

forged order. How did you do it?"
"On a forged order?" asked Don.
"Aw, come on, Gregg! We know the

whole thing. We know that you were
sprung from gaol on a phoney writ and
killed the woman who had you locked
up. Now you might as, well come
clean."
Don drew a long breath.
"Well, I got out of gaol, yes," he ad-

mitted, "but I—well, 1 spent the Slight

in a Turkish bath."
"Yeah?" Piper glared at him in-

credulously. "What was the name of

the baths?"
"The Central Baths."
A bell-button on the desk was jabbed,

and Kane re-entered.
"Oh, Kane," said Piper, "find out

who the attendant was at the Central
Baths last night. Get him over here
right away."
"Yes. sir," said Kane.
"And don't bring back Hildegarde

Withers!"
" Oh, no, sir!"

During the period of wailing that fol-

lowed, Don felt in one pocket after an-
other, and Piper watched him.
"What's the matter?" he rapped.

"Lose something?"
"Yes," said Don, "my pipe. It's

gone. Somebody's picked my pockets!"
"Now who could have picked your

pockets at Police Headquarters?" jeered
the inspector.

Miss Withers, of course, was the
guilty person. She went from Centre
Street into Broadway, and there in-

vaded a high-class tobacconist's estab-
lishment.
"Can you tell by examining a pipe

what kind of a man might have smoked
it?" she asked anxiously of an elderly
and bald-headed man who leaned over
a glass-topped counter as she approached
it.

"It's quite possible, madam." was
the reply. "Pipes are always like the
men who smoke them."
Miss Withers differed from other

women; inside her astrakhan-trimmed
jacket there was a pocket almost as
capacious as a poacher's. From this
pocket she produced two briar pipes

—

the one she had found in Central Park
and the one she had managed to filch

from Don's overcoat. She laid them on
the counter, and she said:

" Well, I'd like to find out all about
I he man who smoked these. It's very
important."
The tobacconist picked up Don's pipe

and examined it with care, particularly
the mouthpiece.
"This is a very ordinary pipe," he- said,

putting it down again, 'and he picked
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up the other. "Ah. but this—this is

interesting! It tells me quite a lot

about the man who smoked it."

A pair of spectacle^ were readjusted
upon an aquiline nose, and the mouth-
piece of the pipe was turned this way
and that.

"Such a man," declared the tobaccon-
ist, "would be of middle-age, probably
a professor, or a chemist—and he has
false teeth."
Miss Withers repossessed herself of

the pipes, thanked her informant, and
departed.
Meanwhile, Detective-Sergeant Kane

had returned to headquarters with an
enormous fellow from the Central Baths
who had been whisked away from his
duties in trousers and vest. He was a
trifle over six feet in height and he
weighed at least eighteen stone.

Piper viewed this mountainous person
in some astonishment.
"So you're the rubber over at the

Central Baths, eh?" he queried.

"Yes, sir, I am," replied the giant
complacently. "And a pretty good one,
too."
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"All right." Piper gestured to Don,
who rose to his feet. "Take a look at

this man. Was he over at vour baths
last night?"
The attendant regarded Don from

head to foot with a pair of critical

blown eyes, but shook his head.
"I wouldn't know, sir," he said, "f

couldn't tell."
" What d'you mean you couldn't

tell ?" rapped Piper.
"Well, a suit of clothes is just a suit

of clothes to me, sir. I don't see 'em
in any clothes."
"Oh," said Piper, "I get you. Strip

yourself to the waist, Gregg!"
Don obeyed quite readily, and a smil

of recognition spread over the giant's
face.

"1 can tell you now, sir," he boomed.
"He v. a- at the baths last night. In
fact. I rubbed him myself."
"You rubbed him yourself?" Piper

was <>i,\ ions!;, disappointed. "You
sure ':"

The attendant was positive.
"All light." growled Piper, "you

can go."
Off went the witness, and Kane went,

too. Pii>er relit a cigar that had ex-
pired in his mouth and turned none toe
happily to Don.
"So far your story's okay," he said.

"I'm not going to hold you, but don't
try to leave town."
Don, having resumed his garments,

decided to go to his father's house on
Long Island where he had lived before
his unhappy marriage and after his

divorce. But as soon as Patrick Gregg
heard of his arrival from the butler he
scni tor him, and a none-too-pleasanl
scene occurred in the depressing bed-
room.
The sick man. considerably better !>;.

this time, accused him of having mur-
dered Yiolet Feverel.
"Why do you say that?" Don de-

manded heatedly. "I tell you I'm in
the clear. I've got an alibi !"

" You're involved in a murder,"
shouted his father, sitting up in bed
and pointing an accusing finger at him.
"and I hope the truth comes out, even
if you are my son!"
"That's a fine attitude for you

"

The butler burst into the room with
upraised hands.
"Master Don," he expostulated, "you

mustn't excite your father. The doctoi

said he'd have anothei attack if he
wasn't kept quiet."
"Get out and stay out!" Patrick

Gregg roared at his son. "I want tip

part of you
!"

Don smothered his rage and went out
to the stairs, and Thomas followed him.
They descended together to the hall.

and on the way Thomas said, regret
fully:

"I'm sony, Master Don."
"You'd have thought I could go to

my own father." complained Don. "Oh,
well, he never had much love for me,
anyway—and I'm not so sure that I've
much love for him. either."
The bell of the telephone began to

ring as they reached the foot of the
stairs.

"I'll get that," Don said, and he went
to the table in the hall and picked up
the instrument. "Hallo! Yes, thi-i is

Don i i-regg speaking."
Eddie Fry was on the other end of the

line, speaking from the flat in Easl
Eighty-Sixth Street.

"I'm a friend of Miss Foley's," he
stated. "She wants to see you a- soon
as possible. It's very important."
Don looked at his watch and found

that it was just after eleven o'clock.

"Tell her I'll be there around noon,"
he said.

Thomas was standing by the newel-
post as he put down the telephone.

September 26th, 1936.
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"Get my car," he directed, and after

the butler had disappeared he went
slowly up the stairs.

Miss Withers, having had a very

early breakfast that morning, had an

unusually early lunch before she re-

turned to Headquarters in quest of Oscar

Piper. The inspector was munching
sandwiches when she invaded his room
and seated herself in a fairly comfort-

able chair near the desk.

"Oscar," she said impressively, "Don
Gregg didn't do it."

The inspector, in his shirt sleeves and
with his waistcoat unfastened, swallowed
tin' last morsel of the last sandwich
but one and scowled at her.

"Don't be a sap," he snorted. "Of
course he did it!"

"How are you going to prove it?"

she challenged.
"Well "

"Exactly!" she cut in. "Oscar, the

man who killed Violet Fcverel was
middle-aged. He was a thoughtful man
— possibly a chemist, or a professor—and
he has false teeth."
Piper bounded to his feet.
" What's his name?" he asked

excitedly.
"1 haven't the least idea."
"Then where'd you get all the dope?"
"Deduction, Oscar."
"Aw!" He forgot all about the re-

maining sandwich in his disgust, and he
hi a cigar.

"How can you find out if a man has
false teeth?" inquired the cause of his

distraction.

"That's easy," he growled. "Get him
mad enough to bite you!"

Dr. Charles Bloom, the medical ex-

aminer, looked into the room with a

sheet of paper in his hand.

"Oh, come on in, doc," said Piper.

"What you got—the autopsy report?"
" Yes." Bloom advanced to the desk

and handed him the sheet of paper.
"But there's nothing new. The girl had
been killed by a blow on the head,
That's certain."
"Okay." Piper did not even trouble

to look at the report. "Oh, by the
way, Miss Withers wants to know how
she can find out if somebody has false

teeth."
"H'm." The medical examiner

pursed his thin lips. "That's quite
a problem. Well, you can offer him an
apple. • If he bites, the teeth are his

own. If not—not."
lie went out, closing the door behind

him, and Piper grinned at Miss Withers.
"Now all we need's an apple," he

said dryly.

More Revelations

IT was only a few minutes later that
Schultz, the handwriting expert at

headquarters, entered the room. He
was a little man with a veritable mane
ill white hair, and he had a whole sheaf
of papers in his hand.

These he proceeded (o spread out on
the inspector's desk, and they proved
to be 'enlargements of different letters

and words from the receipt for the ali-

mony and the court order which had
secured Don's release from gaol- He
was demonstrating the difference be-
Iween some of the specimens, and the

similarity between others, when Piper
impatiently interrupted him.

"Look," he said, "all I want to find

out is did Gregg forge that court
orilcr ?"

"A forged court order?" exclaimed
_\l^s Withers in astonishment.

"Yeah. Your friend G I out
of gaol on a forged order. 1 forgot to

tell you about it, you were SO sure lie

ikay."
"Huh!" she sniffed. "I still am!"
September "Cth, 1936.
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"Oh, you are? Well, come on,
Schultz, did Gregg forge that order?"
"No," said the little handwriting ex-

pert quite definitely, "he didn't."
Piper's disappointment was manifest.

Mi-s Withers, smiling triumphantly,
took the scrap of paper she had found
under the blotting-pad in Patrick
Gregg's study and opened it out.

"Mr. Schultz," she said, "do you
think this might be the handwriting
we're looking for?"

Schultz studied the writing, and
Piper leaned over the desk.
"What's that?" he demanded.
"That's a specimen of Patrick Gregg's

handwriting," Miss Withers infoi

him tartly." " I forgot to tell you about
it, you weie so sure he was okay."
"Pat Gregg?" Piper could hardly be-

lieve his eats. "Well, how il'you lik^

that ? Here—here's as old man who
had a stroke "

"How about it, Mr. Schultz?" Miss
Withers interposed.

" Well, I can't be sure from a casual
examination," was the guarded answer.
"I'll have to chart the handwriting."
"Go ahead and chart it,'' rapped

Piper.
Schultz gathered up all the papers and

retreated.

"Pat Gregg!" exploded Piper. "Next
thing you'll be telling me "

A telephone bell interrupted him, and
he snatched up the instrument. High-
pockets was on the other end of the
line, speaking from a call-box, but he
was too excited to be articulate, and
Piper, gathering that the stable-boy
wanted to speak to Miss Withers,
handed the instrument to her.

"Who is it?" she asked.
"I don't know," said the inspector,

"but he's hissing like a snake!"
At the sound of her voice the negi o

became a little calmer, and a lot moie
coherent. Her brows went up as she
listened.

"Yes, yes," she said, "you stay
there, Highpockets. I'll be right over."
She handed the telephone back to

Piper and rose and picked up her hand-
bag.
"Come on," she said urgently,

"we've got something!"
"What?" asked Piper.
"I'll tell you on the way over."
In a squad car they travelled up-

town to East Fifty-Seventh Street, and
Kane accompanied them. Highpockets
ran out from the Thwaite Stables as the
car drew up near the wide-open doors,
and, waving his arms about as though
he himself were fighting, he bellowed
at Miss Withers as she descended:

" Dey bin scrappin' with each other!
I mos' scared to death. Better go in

dere and do somethin' Dey bin
ligbtin'

"

Piper and Kane dived into the brick-
paved yard, but Miss Withers remained
with the shouting and gesticulating
negro.
"Now listen, Highpockets," she said,

when bfl had calmed down a little.

"I've got a ten-dollar bill in this bag.
You just quiet yourself and begin at
the beginning."
Highpockets' eyes ceased to roll, and

avarice shone in them.
"Yes, ma'am," he said in his natural

voice. •'I'm awful calm, now. I'll tell

you."
In the yard, outside the stall of the

stallion, an altercation between Latigo
Wells, recently released from custody.

and Don Gregg ceased abruptly as the

two detectives arrived. Eddie Fry was
there, and Barbara was with him.

"What's going on here?" blazed

Piper, and Don immediately pointed en «

accusing finger at Well9.

(Continued on page 25)
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Mora Than the Call of Duty

"Q EAD this!"

X\ The commissioner in charge of
the secret in\ estimation depart-

ment held out a sheet of official paper
to his assistant.

"Good heavens!" gasped the other.
" Lynch murdered ! How did this hap-
pen, chief?"
"He hadn't a chance." The commis-

sioner held up another sheet of paper.
"I have here a full report, which came
in a few moments after that note. They
found a car had crashed on a winding
mountain road, and they found Lynch's
body in the wreckage, and he had been
shot in the back. Lynch was working on
the Sanderson case."
"Sanderson

—

that's the man who has a

formula for some new explosive, isn't

it?"
"Yea, and evidently a pretty good

one, because I've a hunch that a certain

gang arc after it. We've been trying to

locate Sanderson because our people
might like to buy the formula. I reckon
Lynch was on to something when he was
bumped off."

"What's the next move?"
"Only one man can handle this case

—

Bob Woods."
"But he's due for a vacation, chief,"

cried the assistant. "First he has taken
in six years."
"Jack Lynch was his buddy."

The assistant turned as he heard the
sound of hearty laughter.

"I'll bet that's Bob. Like to see him ?"

The chief nodded.
Bob Woods was a thick-set, muscular

man. A frank, open face and a ready
smile. He removed a straw hat as he
came into the commissioner's room.
"Can't think why I bought this

darned thing," he remarked in the easy
manner that made him so popular. "Had
to celebrate my holiday some way, I

|
suppose." He stared at the two officials.

Say, don't you two look bright and
cheerful. I believe it's because I'm
going away on a holiday."
"1 wanted to see you. Bob, because

there is something here that you're the
only man could handle properly."

"I knew it—I knew it!" Bob gave
a gesture of despair. "I knew something
would stop me going on that fishing holi-

day with Jack Lynch. Tell me the worst,
chief."
The commissioner's only answer was to

hand across the desk the note that he
had already shown to his assistant.

There was no expression on Bob
Woods' face as he read the short mes-
sage, but he sank into a chair as if he
were tired, and sat there staring dully

into space. The other two men glanced
at each other, but wisely made no re-

mark. After a while Bob roused himself,
glanced again at the note, and then
handed it back to the commissioner.

"So they got Jack?" Bob spoke
slowly, and his eyes were hard. "I
can start onthis case, chief, at once.
Have you any dope?"
Solemnly Bob listened whilst the com-

missioner told of an international spy
ring, whose American operatives were
attempting to buy from its inventor,
Sanderson, the formula for a deadly ex-
plosive. That the authorities had not
thought a great deal of Sanderson's dis-

coveries until finding out the interest

taken by outside agents. Sanderson's
whereabouts were, at the moment, un-
known. Sanderson was rather a crank,
and though well known to scientists for

his discoveries, had always remained v"ery

much in the background. Lynch had
been instructed to look into the case,
and had evidently made discoveries that
had caused this spy ring to murder him
in cold blood.
"You have worked with Lynch on

many cases and know his methods,"
stated the chief. "We can show you
where the accident took place, but we
can't tell vol: very much else. Wilson
had been giving some sort of assistance

to Lynch—and Wilson, you can gel in

touch with at this tobacco store. Wilson
should know all that there is about this

case, and it *s up to you, Woods, to pick

up the threads."

That morning Bob Woods left New
York for California.

The door of the laboratory opened and
a dark, foreign-looking man entered.
The ferrety, shifty-eyed individual
standing by some bubbling retorts
looked at him narrowly.

"What luck?" he questioned.

"Nothing on the body," was the reply.

He held up a pipe. " But I have found
something here." He pulled the pipe
apart, and from the pipe-stem drew out
a piece of paper. " A sort of wedge to

keep the holder fixed into the pipe. You
will notice that it is not 6tained with
nicotine, and cannot have been here
when the pipe was smoked. It is quite
blank."

"Try the acid test."

That test brought no result.

"How about the light?" came the next
suggestion.

The foreigner scowled when that had
no result. He peered into the pipe and
fished out a knife. He scraped out the

bowl on to a piece of paper, and asked
for some lukewarm water. The contents
of the bowl he tipped into the glass, and
noted the deposit was melting. He
dipped the paper in the liquid and placed
in on a blotting-pad. Nothing happened,
so he held the paper near to a small
flame. He smiled and beckoned the
other man. Wording had appeared.
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" Have located Sanderson. Explosive
seems very powerful and deadly. Kecard,
head of spy ring, trying to obtain
formula.—LYNCH."

Jule Recard smiled.
" It was as well that Lynch was re-

moved. Now you see what a menace he
would have been to our plans."

The Gramophone Records

ON arrival at San Francisco, Bob
Woods went straight to the
tobacconist and bought some

cigarettes, for which he offered a two-
dollar bill.

" Don't see many of these."

The man looked closely at Bob.
"You'll find it's genuine."
The owner of the shop was satisfied

from this special answer—a password—
that Bob Woods was a Federal Agent.
"What can 1 do for you?"
"Where can 1 find Wilson?"
"Through the telephone booth," was

the answer. "Rap three times on the

wall."
The back of the telephone booth

swung back, and Woods walked into a
room. He nodded to the little man with
the comical smile, and glanced thought-
fully at a man who was seated before a
large radio set.

"This is Andrews," said the little man,
who was Wilson. "I thought we might
pick up something on the air."

Bob tossed his hat on to a table, and
sat down in a rickety chair.

"What can you tell me about the

case?"
"Very little," Wilson hesitated.

" We're terribly sorry about Lynch. He
was a grand fellow, and we're sure he
was on to something, or else this

wouldn't have happened. He set off on
the morning he was killed, and he was
very excited. Reckoned he would be
able to clear up the Sanderson case in

a few hours and then meet you for a
vacation."
"Jack always liked to play a lone
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hand." Bob Woods shook his head sadly.
"1 gather, Wilson, that you can tell me
nothing more than I know already

—

that Lynch, hot on the scent, was
trailed— was bumped off by persons un-
known."
Wilson gave a faint nod.
"Anything from the air?''

"Nothing, though this message has
ccme through three times." Andrews
handed over a sheet of paper. " Looks
like a code message. May>sbe of no
importance."
On the paper was written

:

"V S 8 K G."
Boh frowned over it, and finally

placed it in his pocket.
"Where was Lynch staying?"
"Some quiet apartments in Cedar-

ville," answered Wilson. "Got a flatlette

on the fifth floor. I've been through all

his papers, but I didn't find a thing."
" We'll go take a look. You stay here,

Andrews, and see if you can pick up any-
thing else—we'll be back in an hour."

It was dusk when they reached Cedar-
ville and the quiet block of flats where
Lynch had resided. There was an
amazed look on Wilson's face when the

door of the Hat would not open. The
two men put their weight against the

door and burst in.

Bob had drawn out a gun, and the
first thing he noticed was the billow-

ing curtains. He darted to the window.
Outside was a fire-escape, and, almost

at the bottom he could ?ee the scurrying
figure of a woman.
"Wilson," Bob snapped out. "Come

here." The other peered from the win-

dow. " Sec that woman—see that car

she jumped into—tail it and then come
back here."
"Okay, boss!" Wilson rushed out of

tho room.
Bob was thoughtful as he stared jound

Lynch's room. On the floor were a
number of papers, and he guessed that

the woman had been searching his

friend's desk. He walked across, and at

once his quick eyes noticed something
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sticking out of the centre drawer. It
wa6 a strap from a lady's handbag and
it was wedged so tight that he had quite
a task opening the drawer.
The woman must have been seated at

this desk with the drawer open, and she
had been so startled by hearing people
at the door that she had hurriedly closed
the drawer and in some way jammed her
handbag. Unable to move it, she had
wrenched the bag free and scurried down
the escape.
A glance through the papers in the

desk told him little, for thoy were mostly
routine matters. Against the wall was
a gramophone. Now Lynch and Woods
had made an arrangement between
themselves whereby they could leave a
record of recent activities by an in-

genious, secret method. Bob Woods also
had a gramophone, and by means of
records they had kept in touch with one
another.
Bob looked through the pile of

records, and he tried out several, but
they were all dance tunes or light opera.
Then Bob held the records near to the
light and a slight smile appeared on his
lips. On the desk were a number of
pipes, and he scraped the bowl of one
in the same way that Recard had done,
and placed the residue in a glass of hot
water, which he had obtained from a
wash-basin. He was dabbing one of the
records when Wilson returned, very
much out of breath.
"It vvas a girl," he exclaimed. "A

good-looker. I tailed the car to the
Santa Barbara Hotel, but she gave me
the slip in the lounge. She's in the
hotel some place, and I've left two of tho
boys watching the various exits."

'Good work," Bob grunted, and
walked across to the gramophone.
"Keep quiet and listen to this."
Wilson looked at Woods in amaze-

ment as the Federal Agent placed the
record on the machine. It was a
popular waltz. Suddenly the musio
ceased, and there came the sound of a
voice from the gramophone.

"Lynch!" gasped
Wilson.

"Shut up I" snapped
Woods.
"After many weeks

of searching have at
list got a line on the
Sanderson • c a s e."
Lynch's voice even
made Woods shudder.
"On June 19th I con-
tacted Sanderson.
Appears to have
formula for a deadly
explosive which will

revolutionise modern
wai fare. June 20th

—

Sanderson inclined to
be secretive and not
disposed to tel! me his
hide-out. Has a secret
laboratory. Apparently
his formula is almost
complete, and in a
secret laboratory is

working night and day.
Very suspicious of all
inquiries. June ?2nd.

—

Again contacted
Sanderson, who has
promised to meet me st
his lalxjiatory. So far
only had conversation
from call booth. Learnt
big organisation after
Sanderson's discovery
and offering big price.

Only my threat that
the sale of formula
may cause the outbreak
of a terrible war has
stopped him selling.

Ha\e discovered that
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Quietly the curtains were pushed
to one side, and Bob Woods stood

there and watched her.

Recard is the ringleader of this organisa-
tion. Recard is working to obtain
formula, which he plans to sell for a
fortune to some foreign country. Recard
is wanted in many countries for spying
and other offences. June 24th.—Have
seen Sanderson but not at his
laboratory. Have satisfied him that I

am working for the Government
Sanderson desperately in need of money.
Have decided to take a car trip to

Silver Falls and discuss problem with
Bob Woods. Sanderson wants some sort

of note from the White House." After
that followed some music. "Just
before leaving to meet Woods found
out that Recard is expecting to meet an
accomplice. Vilma Santos is the
woman, and imagine she has come from
some part of Asia with money to help
Recard buy the formula." The record
ended with music, and Bob switched off.

"Vilma Santos." He took out the
paper from his pocket. "V S 8 K G

—

Vilma Santos arriving at eight on Kiny
George. Wilson, the King George docks
at eight in the morning, and if I guess
lightly the woman will be on board.
We're meeting the liner, Wilson."

The Steward

NATURALLY the badge that proved
they were Federal Agents assisted

Woods and Wilson at the docks.
An embarkation officer allowed them to

take up a position near the main gang-
way, and behind some merchandise.
They were able to watch without look-
ing too much like watchdogs—the
officials had orders to scrutinise every-
body's ticket. A signal was arranged
should they observe any irregularity.

Bob Woods began to finger his chin
in perplexity when the stream of pas-
sengers began to lessen. They knew
that 60 far no one had passed the
officers with the name of Vilma Santos,
nor had they observed anyone acting
suspiciously. Bob had almost decided to

go on to the King George and have a

search made of the cabins, when he laid

a hand on Wilson's aim. A solitary

figure had appeared at the top of the
gangway.

Wilson stared at his superior in sur-
prise, for it was only a steward.
The steward was carrying a heavy

suitcase and walked very carefully. A
very smooth-faced, almost feminine type
of young man, who seemed a little

nervous. The officer examined the
steward's pass and nodded that it was all

right to proceed.
Bob came to the officer's side.

"Who was that?"
"If anyone is suspicious that's the per-

son," said the officer. "But that is a
men."
"Ever seen a man walk that way?"

Woods pointed. "Ever seen a steward
with powder on his cheeks? I hope not."

"I've got it!" gasped Wilson. "The
steward's a woman!"
"You're improving," laughed Woods.

"Conic on !"

Outside the docks a long, powerful car
was waiting. Now the steward began to

hurry. The back door was opened by a
sleek, dark-skinned man, and the bag
tossed inside, then the door beside the
driver was opened and the steward
jumped in—the ear went off with a roar.

When the car pulled up outside the Santa
Barbara the taxi containing Woods and
Wilson was close behind.
The steward entered the hotel and the

car drove away. Woods was just in time
to see their quarry enter a lift.

"Find out the room number,"
whispered the agent. "The lift has
stopped at the sixth. Better take the
stairs."

"And me with dropped arches,"
bemoaned Wilson.
Bob Woods studied the people sitting

in the lounge, and his keen eyes detected
a girl who was dressed very much in

the same sort of clothes as the person
seen escaping from Lynch's flat. She was
reading a magazine, and yet she was
constantly looking up from her reading.
There was plenty of room on the settee,

so Bob Woods took a place beside her.

A quick glance she gave him before be-

fore going back to her reading.
Her left hand was resting on a hand-

bag, and she took it away to smooth an
unruly brown curl, giving Bob the
chance to have a good look at the bag.
That twisted smile came to his lips as

he noticed one end of the strap was torn

and the other end missing. Quietly he
took out the strap, and, holding it hid-

den, made a comparison—no doubt that
this was the strap of the handbag.

Wilson, in the meantime, had found
out that the steward had gone into

Room 210. He proceeded to make him-
self comfortable m the. corridor and wait

till the woman— if it were a woman

—

reappeared.

The Treacherous Recard

JULE REGARD admitted the steward
to his room, and after locking the
door, would have taken his visitor

in his arms. The latter dropped the

suitcaso and stayed him with out-

stretched hand.
"My darling, what is it?" Recard

said in injured tones.

The steward removed the peaked cap
and out tumbled a mass of black curls.

The woman shook them into place, but
her eyes never once wavered from tho

man's face.
" I understand that you've got some-

one else into the game. A woman.
Who is she?"
"You're not jealous, are you, dear?"

"Oh, no!" The woman's eyes
flashed. "I'm delighted about it. I

can't leave you for a day without you
prove unfaithful to me. I risk my life

and my freedom for you and come back
to find you carrying on with another
woman."
Recard pointed to the bag.
"You have the money?"
" Yes, but "

"My dear, I can explain." He
smiled at her and held out his arms.
" You must not be so suspicious. I

must have people to help me. This
September l!6tli, 1936,
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woman is of use to me." His eyes
narrowed. " What did Mullins tell

you ?"

" Only what I could worm out of

him," blazed the woman. "He men-
tioned that your plans were all in

readiness, and by chance mentioned
thai a woman had helped in the

negotiations with Sanderson."

"It's quite right, my dear," he
smiled. ".Sanderson's a most difficult

person to contact, and only through her
help have I been able to fix up almost
complete arrangements. She is taking
me to see Sanderson in the morning.
Vilma, you have my word that this

woman mean- nothing to me. It is

ill; you 1 love."

The woman .seemed slightly mollified.

"Don't gi\e me cause for suspicion,

.liilr, because if I find you have lied to

me I am likely to get a little angry.
One word from me and I could burst

this scheme of yours wide open."

With difficulty Recard controlled the
impulse to put his hands round her
throat and throttle her.

"My dear, there is no one else." He
rubbed his hands together. " Within a

lew days the secret formula will be in

my possession. Then we can go down
to Mexico, where I will hand the

formula to special emissaries, and wc
shall be richer by a quarter of a million

dollars. My angel, you haven't kissed

me yet."
The woman submitted to his caress,

but all the while she was wondering
what was behind that inscrutable smile.

" All my plans are practically com-
plete," explained Recard. "Now you
have arrived with these bonds and
securities, which can be converted into

cash at a moment's notice, the prize

is within our grasp. It would be as

well if you went to our house."
"Whilst you stay here?" she asked

quickly.

"My dear, do not be so suspicious."

He was patient. " I am staying here
under an assumed name, and it would
not be wise to have my wife with me.
If you go to the house with Mullins
you can help me most. We must give
these Federal Agents no chance of trail-

ing us."
"But I don't see why your wife -"

"Vilma, please let me conduct this in

my way. That house has been left long
enough. Besides, I may require you to

help me in the laboratory testing out
old Sanderson's formula." He pointed
to the bed-room. " Some people may
have seen you enter here as a man. I

have your clothes in my room. It

would be best if you change and go
back to the house."
Wilson was half-asleep when he woke

to the fact that a very beautiful woman
was standing by the lift. She gave him
a slight smile. Poor Wilson had no
idea this was the steward. The lift

doors opened and madam disappeared,
leaving Wilson goggling foolishly.

The woman downstairs had seen the
steward enter, and knew whom she
was, and was waiting for the reappear-
ance of the other to go up to seo
Recard.
Bob Woods edged a little nearer to

her.

"Looks as if we might have a war in

Europe," he remarked.
The girl frowned at his impertinence

in addressing her.
Bob was unperturbed.
"War is a terrible thing with these

new engines of war. What with new
gases and deadly explosives."

" I'm not interested."
"You should be," Bob grinned.

"America might be involved. Airships
might come over dropping bombs.
There's a bil here about a new ex-
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plosive discovered by some old crank
named Sanderson."
The girl gave a slight start, then,

without answering, turned her back.

"It says here that the explosive is

more deadly and powerful than any-
thing yet discovered." Bob rustled the
paper. " Sanderson is reputed to be
out for the highest bidder. Awful if

that explosive got into the wrong
hands, don't you agree with me?"
The gill hesitated as if she wculd call

one of the bellboys, but there was some-
thing in his eyes that made her pause
A sort of knowing look. Who was. this

man ?

"I've never heard of Sanderson."
"Oh, yes you have!" Bob chuckled.

" You're trying to secure the Sander-
son formula."
"What do you mean by that?"
" What I said, young lady. You're

after the Sanderson formula. Well, so

am I." He winked. "And maybe the
syndicate for whom I'm working can
pay better than the bunch for whom
you're working. No good trying to

bluff me. A lot of people know about
the Sanderson explosive, and you'd be
surprised if you knew the people for

whom I'm working. Stand in with me
and I'll guarantee you a small fortune."
"You must be quite mad."
" Lady, don't try to keep up that

game." Bob shook his head. "We've
got our agents and we know who are
working against us. What do you say
to working in with me on a fifty-fifty

basis?"
Bob Woods was hoping to get some

useful information from this girl.

Usually money would open most
mouths, and in his pocket was a big
wad of notes. Not that Bob intended
to part with them, but they might
prove a good bait.

Suddenly over Bob's shoulder the girl

sighted Vilma Santos. This man had
been following Vilma, because she had
seen the two men enter the hotel close

on the steward's heels. Round her neck
was a heavy bead bracelet. A cry of

alarm and the girl clutched at her dress

—she had cunningly broken the neck-
lace. The heavy beads rolled on to the
floor, and, unsuspecting. Bob went
down on his knees. Some of the beads
had gone under a couch.
Bob straightened his back and gave

a rueful grin. An old trick, and it had
caught him—the girl had vanished. But
his sharp eyes saw something else. A
beautiful woman getting into a taxi.

His knowledge of disguises told him
that the woman was Vilma Santos. He
got to his feet, and as he hastened to-

wards the swing doors Wilson came run-

ning down the stairs.

"No sign of that steward," said Wil-
son. "All I saw was a darned good-
looking dame. She smiled at me, Bob.
If I hadn't been busy I might "

Bob clutched his aim.
"Is that her going off in that taxi?"
"Yeah. That's her."
"That is the steward, you dumb

egg!" rasped Bob.
"You don't say." Wilson's eyes

nearly popped out of his head. "Who
would have thought it?"
"Go book a room in this hotel for

two," ordered Bob. "And try to get
the room next to 210, and don't tell

everybody your business. Look like a

travelling salesman. I'll be back."
Bob tailed the taxi for some distance.

Vilma alighted and began to look at

shops. Up drove a car, and Vilma
entered it and was driven away. At
traffic lights Bob got held up and cursed
heartily at losing his quarry. He re-

turned to the hotel, and was glad to
find that Wilson had secured Room 209.

1 fe found Wilson sprawled on the bed
fast asleep.

\
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"You're a fine assistant."
"Sorry, Bob, but I've done so much

running about I'm worn out," apolo-
gised Wilson. "Besides, what could I
have done?"
"Found out what's happening in the

next room."
Actually, the girl was in Reeard'a

room, and was sitting on a settee with
his arms round her.

" Thank goodness I got rid of
Vilma," Recard smiled at her boldly.
"Her jealousy nearly- drives me crazy.
After this deal is through I finish with
her. There is someone else who means
a lot to me. You say that Sanderson
will see me. When we get that formula
we can ask any price. I'll divorce Vilmu
and you and I can live in wealth and
comfort for the rest of our lives."

" There will be no more bloodshed,
Jule?"

"Accidents happen sometimes."
"Like Jack Lynch?"
"He would have spoilt our plans."

Recard shrugged his shoulders. "What
is one Federal Agent more or less ?

That reminds me of something import-
ant. You say you were disturbed in

Lyneh's rooms, but you had not found
anything. I want you to go back there
again and look for some gramophone
records."
"Gramophone records?" questioned

the girl.

"I have found out that Lynch was
often experimenting with records, and,
according to his landlady, talking to

himself. Maybe some of those records
may prove interesting. I must not leave
a scrap of evidence against us."
"What Lynch found out might ruin

your plans?"
" He knew too much, so that was why

he had to go."
" You are very ruthless, Jule." Her

eyes watched him intently, but she
freed herself as he would have drawn
her closer. "If I'm going to get these
records I must go now."
When the girl left Recard's room she

did not know the door of 209 was
slightly ajar.

"I'm going to follow the girl." Bob
Woods told Wilson. "Whilst I'm
away bide your chance, and when
Recard goes out of his room, slip in and
fix dictaphones. Don't fail me, Wilson."

"It's as good as done."
Bob Woods was able to follow the girl

easily, and when she headed for Cedar-
ville he had a good idea of her destina-

tion.

Twenty-four Hours

THE girl had the key that she had
been given by Recard, who had
got it from the body of Lynch.

Swiftly she closed the door and
switched on the light. She went to the
gramophone and took out the records.

She did not notice a faint movement of

the curtains of the window that led to

the fire-escape.

Very methodically she went through
all the records, and it was not till

almost the end that she came to the

record of Lyneh's own making. She
clung to the gramophone cabinet as if

she felt faint. Quietly the curtains were
pushed to one side, and Bob Woods
stood there and watched her.

"Found what you wanted, sister?"

She spun round with a gasp of

dismay.
"You!"
"A clever gag with those beads."

Bob was watching her every move
"Suppose you thought you had thrown
me off the trail, but it takes a lot to

get rid of me. Just keep your hand
away from the pocket of your coat. I

hate to use a gun on a woman, but in

necessity one has to be quite callous."

"I have no gun," she answered hitn.
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"A pity you didn't accept my offer

to work with me." Ho lit a cigarette.
" What do you know of the death of

J.irk Lynch'.'''

The girl shot him a startled glance.
"T don't believe what you told me

about working for another syndicate is

true. Who are you ?"

Bob Woods Showed her his badge.
"You're a Federal Agent!"
"I am!" His voice hardened. "And

now you'd better tail;, sister. I want to

know what you know about Jack
Lynch."
Again she avoided the question.
"You think I'm Working for Kecard,

don't you? Would it surprise you to

know 1 hate him?"
Bob Woods came closer so he could

-i e her better. This girl was not only
good-looking, but she did not look like

a wrong 'mi. Her face might be set in

hard lines, but the gaze from the blue
eyes never wavered from his. He did
net know what to make of her, though
he had to admit she was uncommonly
attractive, and felt, sure that if -he were
to smile she would be most appealing.
He squared his shoulders—if he were
nut careful ho would be getting senti-

mental
His voice became gruff.
"I'm listening."
"I hate Rccard more than any per-

son in the world." As she spoke those
blue eyes never faltered. "What I'm
doing may seem very suspicious, but I

have a reason. Rccard is a crook and a
dastardly scoundrel, and it is my aim
le bring him to justice. If you persist

in interfering you will ruin all my
schemes."

" Who are you ?"

"My Christian name is Helen, my
surname is my affair," she said fiercely.

"But I swear that I'm not trying to aid
and abet Recard, but luring a rascal
into a trap. (Jive me twenty-four hours
and I can succeed in my plans. Inter-
fere and Recard is more than likely to

get away with Sanderson's secret

formula, and if that should get into
unscrupulous hands you know what that
would, mean. Sanderson has discovered
an explosive that is four times as

destructive as anything ever discovered
before. Please trust me."
By rights Woods ought to have

arrested this mystery girl, but she
seemed so in earnest that he hesitated.
From his pocket he produced the

strap of her handbag.
" I disturbed you the other day, and

when I saw your handbag in the lobby
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of the hotel I knew you were the young
woman who got away down that fire-

escape. What did you want then and
now from Lynch's apartment?"
"For many months ' your department

has wanted to lay hands on Rccard
and men like him," was her reply.

"But there arc many scoundrels who
know how to evade the law. You might
arrest Recard tor the murder of Lynch,
but you would have difficulty in pin-

ning the crime on to him. You would
have to let him go free. I'm out to

get Recard so that he will not go free,

hut if I'm to obtain the evidence that

is necessary I must have a free hand.'

"I asked you before what you know
of Lynch's death."
"I know Recard was responsible, but

I have no proof, though he has boasted
of men he has killed. Give me twenty-
four hours and Recard shall not

escape."
"Very well— twenty-four horn-,"

Bub Woods decided. "I've never done
anything like this in all the ten years
I've worked for the department, and
n my chief knew he would say I was
crazy, but somehow you've succeeded
in convincing me that you're on the
level. I will hold up on my investiga-

tions. My name is Bob Woods, and
you can get in touch with me at tho

Santa Barbara Hotel. I'm risking my
job in letting you do this, and risking

the chance of letting a scoundrel slip

through my fingers, but you must have
-nine magnetic will that makes me act

this way."
The girl held out her hand.
" I won't fail you."
Bob gripped it.

"You have a grudge against Recard.
Care to tell me?"
"At the end of the twenty four

hours you shall know why I hate him
so. No person can hate him as much
a- I do."
"Jack Lynch was my friend." Boh

walked towards the window. "If you
fail I swear I will not rest till I have

'
' You asked for this, flat- ]

foot, and you deserve all
j

that's coming to you I •*]

cried Helen.
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avenged his death. Why yen si I

have a prior claim I cannot in..
[

but a girl like you would not be taking
all this risk unless your reasons were
very great. Therefore, Helen, for

twenty-four hours you have a

hand. I will leave by the esi

It was not very long after that the

girl left the block of flats. A ti xi

her ti> the outskirts of the city,

told the driver to wait at si . -

roads, whilst she walked I

down the quietest of the roads to a

house surrounded by a high hedge. The
house was in a I ad stat< i ii

looked deserted. The girl had a
and with a glance round to see sho
wa- not followed, let herself n.'o a

deserted hall.

She knocked af a dour and •

.

when then- was no answer. A bed
in one corner, and there wcic a few
sticks of furniture. She looker

and satisfied the person she si ngl ( was
not there, went back into the hall and
up some - e did not walk on
tiptoe, but if well used to this old
mansion, and was not afraid of being
heard. After going down a number of

corridors she came to some big doors,
which she unlocked with another key.

A sort of lounge with stairs Ii i

downwards into darkness. She ti

a switch and a light appealed I clow.
Eagerly she hastened down the -'a, s.

There was an earthy, peculiar smell.
She rapped at a door, and when there
c.i me no answer, placed hev
against the door. She knew the -

of that door which had no handle, be-

cause it Swung back. The room be-
yond was a laboratory. Everywhere
were benches loaded with queer r<

and vessels. Something spluttered in

B pan, under which flickered a blue
flame. On one side were great steel

doors. The smell of chemicals was very
strong. On a bench was a ke\l'
and she pressed a button, and immedi-
ately a red light appeared over the
steel doors.
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A moment later there came t

rumbling and one of the doors rolled

back, and thick smoke rolled sluggishly

into the laboratory. Out of this murk
appeared a masked and goggled figure.

The door rolled back, shutting out the

foul fumes. The mask and goggles
were removed to reveal an old man
with sharp, shrewd eyes. The very
long nose and the almost bald head
gave Sanderson the appearance of an
owl.
"You quite startled me, my dear. I

was not expecting anybody. Nothing
wrong, I hope?"
"No. professor 1 called to say

that Recard has the money and we can
sell him the formula some time to-

morrow.''
"I wrote to the authorities and they

did not even bother to send anyone
even to investigate." The professor
looked worried. " I wonder if I'm
right in letting this formula fall into

foreign hands'.' You arc sure this man
represents the League of Nations?"

"Your formula will not fall into the
hands of anyone who will throw the
world into another terrible war," the
girl cried. "You can rely on that.

Where is the formula?"
"It is complete." Sanderson pointed.

"It is in that safe over in the corner."
"Good!" Helen looked at the steel

doors. "Are you any farther advanced
with the new gas you are trying to

make?"
"I have succeeded beyond my wildest

dreams." The professor walked across
to some levers. " I am able to fill

those chambers with any sort of gases
and be able to extract the most deadly
fumes by means of touching these
levers. All that remains is just waste
material."
"Could a person live in it after you

have released the fumes':''

"No; not even with this apparatus,"
answered the professor. "I could live

for a little while, but soon I should
suffocate. It would be a slow and very
unpleasant death. Tell me, my dear,
when will Recard come here to buy the
formula ?"

"To-morrow night, so there is no need
for you to work any more today. You
must rest yourself.'' Her eyes seemed
to stare at those steel doors is if they
fascinated her. "I can take you back
into town with me."
There was a curious glint in those

blue eyes as the girl assisted the old
professor into the waiting car. Her
zero hour was at hand.

Silenced

BOB WOODS called himself all kinds
of an idiot because he had been
influenced by a pretty face. He

had promised to do nothing for twenty-
four hours because this girl hinted that
she had a prior claim. What did he
know about the mysterious Helen? He
was greatly attracted by her, but
women, with their smiles and beguiling
ways, had bluffed far cleverer men than
himself. He decided to go back to the
hold and talk the .matter over with
Wilson.
Of course, Wilson would call him a

sap, especially as the nitwit had been
tricked by Yilma Santos. Bob decided
that he would use his discretion about
discussing the matter with Wilson; he
wondered if his assistant had succeeded
in fixing a dictaphone.

It did not surprise Bob to find Wilson
sprawled on the bed. Always sleeping.

Bui he saw the earphones and knew
that Wilson had succeeded in planting
dictaphones.
"What luck, old timer?" he asked as

he washed his hands.
September L'Gtli, 1936.
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There came no answer.
"Wake up. you old scoundrel," Bob

called. "You can't sleep all the day."
Bod. dried his hands and went over

to the bed. This sleeping habit of
Wilson's was getting beyond a joke.
Important information might have come
through, and Wilson not taking it.

"Wake up!" shouted Bob, and gave
Wilson a shove. -^
To his surprise. Wilson rolled oft the

bed and lay there sprawled out.

Puzzled, he stared down, and suddenly
noted the pallor of his assistant's
cheeks. With a sharp intake of breath
he went down on his knees and shook
Wilson roughly. A touch on the cheek
and ho drew back his hand with sudden
dread.

It was now that he observed that the
wires from the headpieces seemed to be
round Wilson's throat. With hands
that shook he turned over the body and
knew that his companion was dead.
He had been throttled to death With
difficulty he freed the wires and tried

artificial respiration, but Wilson did not
respond.
There was a grim, hard look on Bob's

face as he got up and followed the
wire to the wall. It was cut. but
he found a place where a hole had been
drilled near the door. Quietly he
went out into the passage and noted a

similar hole on the door of 210. He
had a shrewd idea of all that had
occurred. Wilson had planted his

dictaphone, and either the wires, the
holes in the door, or the instrument had
been seen by Ricard. Rioard had
entered 209 and killed Wilson.
Bob tried the door of 210 and found

it open. It did not surprise him to
find the room empty—the occupant had
gone and taken all his luggage. From
a picture hung part of a dictaphone,
and a fierce grin came to Bob's face as
he saw it—Recard had guessed he
would enter 210, and had left it as a
sign of mocking defiance.

No good wasting time here—some-
thing had to done. He thought
suddenly of the girl. She must have
been in on this killing. If only he
could find her ! He wont back to his

room to stare down at the body of

Wilson. First Lynch and now Wilson
—their deaths had got to be avenged.

Suddenly he dropped on his knees
because he had noticed something pro-
truding from the hand of the dead man.
Just the edge of a piece of paper. He
forced open the fingers and drew forth

a crumpled ball. It seemed to be
blank, but the agent-, often used an
invisible ink. He smoothed out the
paper, and from a drawer took out a
flat instrument which he plugged into

the wall. At once a powerful light ray
appeared, and on placing the paper
over it, he was able to see a message:

"Recard seeing Sanderson to-night.

Some dame, not Yilma Santos, has
made contact for Recard with Sander-
son. Recard plans to quit hotel. Has
a hide-out at the Haven, in Yellowstone
Park Avenue."

The girl had double-crossed him.
She must have been wise all the time.
Directly he had left her in Lynch's flat

she had probably rung Recard. How
they iiui-t have laughed !

Captured

ON leaving the hotel Recard had
gone to a small restaurant to meel
the girl, and he was inclined to

be sharp because she kepi him waiting.
She stated that she had tried every
record, but there was only music on all

of them. She had ransacked the place

Every Tuesday

and found nothing that could incrimi-
nate Recard.
They left the restaurant and went to

the house in Yellowstone Park Avenue,
and as they entered by the front door
the bushes close at hand parted and
Bob Woods peered forth. The age:*t
was an expert at opening windows and
soon found a means of egress into the
house. Hidden behind a curtain, he
was witness of a scene between Recard
and his wife.
"Why have you brought this creatine

here?" demanded the jealous Yilma
Santos.
"Yilma, will you hold your tongue?"

Recard shouted.
"How dare you speak to me like

that?" the woman countered. "Why is

she here?"
"Because I can't contact Sanderson

without her," Recard exclaimed. "She
is liis representative. It's not my fault
that Sanderson does his business
through a girl. But without her I

can't buy the formula. Now do you
understand?"
"I don't trust her," muttered Yilma.

"It wouldn't surprise me if she was a

Federal Agent."
"What right have you to say that?"

demanded the girl. "I work for Sander
son. and I draw a commission on the
deal. The higher the price the higher
my commission. We tried the Govern-
ment and they wouldn't even bother to

send a representative. I've got no love
jr for them, so it's absurd to make out
I'm a Federal Agent."
"Yilma. I can't have my plans spoilt

by disputes and suspicions," Recard
argued. " Everything is set. Helen
is taking me "

"So you use her Christian name?"
"And why not?" Recard almost

foamed at the mouth. "We have been
negotiating and arguing over the price
for the formula for das^. and weeks, so
why shouldn't I? My dear, you carry
your suspicions too far. One day I

may lose my temper."
"And then what would you do?"
His face contorted, but it ended in a

smile.

"I should regain my temper and tell

you not to be foolish." He held up his

hand. "No more argument, please.
Everything is arranged. I am going
in a feu minutes to see Professor
Sanderson, and if the complete formula
is handed to me I shall then conduct
this lady to the house of a banker,
where I will hand over the price
named."

All this while Mullins, who was
Recard's radio operator and right-hand
man, had listened with an evil grin on
his unhealthy features. He knew very
well that Recard aimed to walk out on
Yilma at the first opportunity, and if

she made any trouble it would be just

too bad for her. Recard aimed to get
the formula, the girl and not pay Sander
son a cent. Once the formula was in hi?

possession Recard could snap his fingers

at Sanderson. The girl would have to

obey orders or else be framed, but as

Recard imagined Helen to be in love
with him he had no fears about her.

"You'll come back here?" asked
Yilma.
"No. I have fixed a meeting-place

with Mullins." instructed Recard. "I
want Mullins to help you in destroy-

ing all evidence in tins house. The
wireless must be smashed. Directly it

n chirk you will leave, and I propose.

to meet you at midnight. Then we will

travel south."
"Who are ' we ' ?"

"You and I, my dear, with Mullins
as the discreet chauffeur," Recard said

(Coatinued cm pa?e 23'
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Who was the secret leader of the desperadoes who were terrorising the Valley of the
Pecos ? That was the riddle which a young Texas Ranger was detailed to solve. Ride
with him to the tune of hammering hoofs and blazing guns, and follow his gripping

adventures in this mighty serial drama of action and romance

EPISODE 8—
" The Indian Attack '

READ THIS FIRST
Burl Grant, a settler in the Pecos

Valley, it in reality <i Banger invest)
gating stories of terrorism by a gang of

outlaw* whose leader's identity he hopes
to discover.

Judge Holme*, a j- Maverick, is the

only minx who knows Buck it a Ranger.
Hi is like wist tht only man who knows
that Bark is the Phantom Itider, a
cloaked horseman who it defeating the
activities of the outlaws at entry turn.

One morning, lance re i\ mushed gang-
sters huti her Shorty, another Banger
who is mi hit way to the Valley.
Dying, Shorty tells Buck to go to the
Hidden Volley Hunch, and later Burk
learn* this is the property oj a man
m: m id <•' rayson.

Hi meets Grayson s beautiful
ih. lighter, Mary, who hits returned from
1/11 host and brought with her a friend.
Helen Moore.
Meanwhile, a /longer known as

Spooky has entered Maverick, and
Buck instructs him to obtain work at
I he Hidden Volley 'jutfit. That so m i

night Bulk casually drops in at that
ranch, himself, and is introduced to

Harvey Delaney. a neighbouring cattle-

man who it on friendly terms with the
<h oysons.

Old Grayson is murdered the next
day. and leaces Mary o wallet contain-
ing the map of a tecret gold mine.
Later, a railroad agent mokes Mary
an offer for her land, and she is on
the point of signing away the property
when an out/aw bullet smashed a lamp
and roused the aijent to sink to the floor.

Immediately afterward* the Phantom
appears on the scene, but falls from
hit ham os tWO mon shots ring out
at elOS I quia 1 1 is.

Now Read On

The Wallet Disappears

GOT him :"

Tin- ui.i-iK were spoken simul-
taneously by the gangsters

known us Gabe and Keeler, but they
speedily discovered that they were
mistaken, tor in tumbling From his horse
the Phantom had merely -ought to

deceive them, and now, from the cover
of a clump of shrubs, their supposed
victim opened fire on them with an
accuracy that threw them into a panic.

The first shot blistered Keeler's chock,
and his second cut a hole in the sleeve
of Gabe's shirt. In another moment
the two outlaws were veering away
from the ranch-house porch and sprint-
ing in the direction of the thickets
where they had parted with Dirk and
;he rest of the gang.
Crouching amidst the shrubbery into

which he had plunged, the Phantom
accelerated the departure of the fugi-
tives with two more slugs that kicked
up the dust a( their heels. Then lie

saw the Grayson punchers com- 1 swarm-
ing from the bitnkhouse, to be met with
a volley front Dirk and his men.

The ranch-hands were forced to

retreat into their quarters again, and
thus Gabe and Keeler were enabled to
rejoin the remainder of the outlaw
band. Meanwhile, over at the
principal building of the Grayson out-
fit, Mary had appeared at the front
door with Helen Moore, Judge Holmes
and Harvey Delaney, and from his

covert in the shrubbery the Phantom
obtained a clear view of them as they
peered across at the thickets on the
south side of the property.
The Phantom himself was not. visible

to the eyes of Mary and he.- com-
panions. Nor did he attempt to show
himself, but, striking off through the
bushes, worked round to the rear of

the ranch-house and slipped into the
dwelling bj a back door.
A few seconds afterwards lie was in

the lounge where Mary had been on the
point of signing the railroad 01 n

i

.

agreement, when Keeler's six-gun had
interrupted negotiations.

The lounge was in darkness, but,

accustomed to the gloom, the Phantx 11

perceived the body of a man lying 011

the floor, ami recognised Blake. The
latter had obviously been struck down
by the same bullet that had smashed
the lamp.
The Phantom knelt beside the rail-

road agent, and gave vent to an
exclamation of relief as he discovered
that the man was still alive, though
unconscious and severely wound) d.

Then he turned towards the table, and
espying the wallet that contained the
chart of the Grayson gold mine, he
snatched this up with a rapid gesl

and thrust it into his pocket.

A moment later Buck Grant, alias
the Phantom, was hurrying nut of the
room again, but as he emerged from
it he was seen by a scared housemaid
who was descending from her bed-room
with a naphtha lamp clutched in - ic

trembling hand.
The maid uttered a shriek, and the

sound lent added speed to Buck's exit.

He was clear of the house in the

twinkling of an eye, and dodging forth
through the kitchen doorway, he spied
his bronc Silver some forty or fifty

yards from the building.

The animal was standing near a
barn, to which it had trotted when its

master had flung himself from the
saddle, and Buck dashed towards the
creature. As he tan he heard the
frightened maid shrieking at the top of
her voice inside the ranch-house, and
guessed that her cries would bring
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Mary back into the dwelling from the
front door.
His guess was right. Followed by

Delaney, Helen Moore and Judge
Holmes. Mary came rushing into the
halt and seized the hysterical house-
maid by the arm.
"What's wrong. Lizzie?" she de-

manded. " What are you screaming
for?

"

'"A ghost I" was the shrill response.

"I've just seen a ghost ! All in white,
lie was—from head to foot !"

"The Phantom!" barked Delaney.
"Which way did he go? Mary, tell

this fool of a girl to pull herself
together !"

'"A ghost!" Lizzie repeated wildly.

"I've just seen him! He went out
through the back door !"

Harvey Delaney made for the kitchen,

anil Holmes accompanied him. As
they stumbled out of the house they
obtained an impression of a lobed
figure mounting a silver-grey bronc in

the vicinitj of the barn, and Delaney
promptly tugged out a six-gun.

He was prevented from using it by
Holmes.
"Hold on. Harvey," the older man

protested. "The Phantom is a friend."
"You think so?" Delaney snapped.

"Then how do you account for him
shooting our the light in the lounge
just now ?"

"He didn't do that," the judge re-

torted. "It was one of those two
fellows we spotted from the front door
—the men who were heading for the
thickets."
"And the Phantom was in cahoots

with them." Harvey Delaney ground
out. "I'd gamble on that, judge. Let
go of my arm and give me a chance to
pick him off."

But Holmes would not release him
willingly, and by the time that the big
cattleman had wrenched free, the
Phantom had spurred off acioss the
range, vanishing beyond a fold in the
landscape, and it was in a disgruntled
fashion that he. jammed his forty-five

back into its holster and returned to
the hall with the judge.
They found Mary and Helen doing

their best to pacify the abject Lizzie.

At the same rime they heard a smatter-
ing of gunplay coming from the
direction of the bunkhouse. where the
Grayson cowboys were answering the
(ire that had been opened up on them
from the brushwood thicket's, but the
shooting was dying down as Delanej
addressed the girl who had inherited
the Hidden Valley ranch,

" II was the Phantom all right.

Mary," he declared, "and, though
Holmes won't agree with me, I think
he's a wrong 'tm."
"How can you say that, Harvey?"

the girl exclaimed in a harassed tone.

"Anybody who has ever had ; 1 1
1
\

dealings with him will lell you that he's

on the side of law and order."

"He may appear to be." Delaney
grunted. "Bui if lie's an honest man
why does he have to go around hiding
his identity by a mask ami a cloak?
No. Mary, he's not a friend, and I'll

stake mj lasl cent thai In- was behind
those men who .surprised us from (lie

lounge—the men who shattered the light

and drilled Blake !"

Maty cried "lit at thai.

"Blake!" she ejaculated. "I—I'd
forgotten him! Yes- he enrd out,

didn't he? He mu.-l have been In! !"

She look the naphtha lamp from the
quaking grasp of her maid, arid be
gether with Helen. Delaney and
Holmes she tottered into the lounge.
There la\ the railroad agent, and

with a look of concern on Iter pretty
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face Mary dropped to her knees beside
him. She was joined in this attitude
by Harvey Delaney and the judge, who
lost no time in examining the wounded
man.
"I think he'll be all right," Holmes

said at length, "but ho's pretty badly
hurt. and we'd better send for a
doctor."

It was at this moment that there was
a tramping of feet on the porch, and
immediately afterwards Mary's fore-

man entered the house with, some of
the boys. Spooky being amongst them.
"What happened, ma'am?" the fore-

man queried huskily. "We heard
shots, and when we came outa the
bunkhouse we was met by a volley that
drove us back inside. Then we started
to blaze at the thickets, and whoever
the homines were that had opened up
on us. they cleared off pretty soon."
"It was some kind of an attack by

outlaws, Steve." Maty answered. "I
don't know what their game was, but
they got Mr. Blake here, and you'd
better take him upstairs to one of

the spare rooms. Spooky, you and Bob
give Steve a hand. Slim, you ride to

town and fetch the doctor. The rest

of you go back to your quarters, but

be ready for trouble, in case those
outlaws show up again

"

Her instructions were obeyed, and it

was while Blake was being carried up
to bed that Harvey Delaney spoke once
more.
"Is anything missing from this room,

Mary?" he asked grimly.
The girl looked at him quickly, and

then her eyes travelled towards the

table at which she and her companions
had been gathered when Keeler's gun-
shot had blasted out the light and
struck down the railroad agent.

The deed which she had been about
to sign .was still there. The pen that

she had been in the act of wielding was
lying beside it, just as she had dropped
it when the lamp had been ex-

tinguished.
"No," she began. "I "

And then she stopped, for suddenly
she remembered the pocket-book that

contained the chart of her father's gold
mine.
"The wallet!" she gasped. "I left

it on the table, and it's gone !"

"I thought so." Harvey Delaney
breathed. " And the Phantom was
the man who took it, for your maid
saw him coming out of this room. Now
maybe you'll believe that he's a crook
and that he was in league with those

two men who made off into the brush."

Mary stared at the table in silence,

her face pale, an expression of un-

certainty in her i." es.

"I—I can't understand it." she
faltered. "It— it just doesn't make
sense. Judge Holmes, you told me
that the wallet was given to you by the
Phantom with a request that you would
keep it safeh for me until I wanted it."

"Thai's right. Mary." Holmes
answered. "At least, it was sent to

me with a covering note that purported
to be from the Phantom."
"And yel the Phantom came here

to-night and stole it." the girl said.

"What kind of game i^ he playing'
The judge looked at her helplessly,

with the air of a man completelj be-

wildered, though he had a shrewd
p.ot ion of the truth.

"I have no explanation to offer.

Mary," he murmured, "but somehow I

can't brine: myself to accept Deli
tl > thai the Phantom was opei

with the men who shot Blake and who
scuttled off into the brushwood, where
they apparently had a bunch of ac-

complices waiting for them."

Lvery Tuesday

"If you ask me." Helen Moore inter-

posed, "the Phantom scared off those
men whom we saw, judge. I wonder
if they'll come back with their con-
federates and start some more trouble?

'

Had she but known it. there n as
small fear of that, for the outlaws were
at present riding in a south-easterly
direction in the hope of picking up t lie

trail of the Phantom, whose flight from
the ranch-house they had witnessed.
They were not successful in their

purpose, however, and after wasting
a full hour in reconnoitring the country
between Hidden Valley and the Pecos
River they set out for their lair in the.

heart of the mountains.
Some time later they might have been

seen drawing rein at the lonely cabin
which was their hide-out, and as they
dismounted from their ponies Dirk
spoke in a lugubrious voice.

"I wonder if the boss has got here
yet," lie said. "I ain't looking forward
to meet in' him—without that wallet he
sent us to get."
His comrades exchanged uneasy

glances with him, and then the whole
gang filed into the cabin. As they
crossed the threshold they found a lamp
burning at a low glimmer in the front

room, and by the thievish light of it

saw an indistinct figure standing in one
of the farthest corners.

It was the figure of the man who was
their chief, and Dirk proceeded to

address him sheepishly, but had not
been talking for long when the gang
leader cut in on him in harsh accents.

"Never mind the alibis. Dirk," he
snarled. " You slipped up on the job.

and all of you are to blame as much
as Gabe and Kceler. You let the
Phantom put one over on you—that's

the long and short of it."

"We did the best we could, boss."
Dirk expostulated, "and the boys will

bear me out when I tell you that wo
hunted high an' low for that Phantom
after we saw him ride away from the

Grayson ranch. I'm tellin' you, boss,

we did our level best."

The leader of the gang ripped out an
oath.
"Your level best!" he blazed.

"That'.- alwa\s your lame excuse
Well, it look^ to me like I'll have to

gel some new men to help you make
good."
"New men?" Dirk echoed. "Where

you gonna get em ?"

"That's my business." was the curt

rejoinder. "But get them I will.

Meantime, you'd better lie low until

you hear from me again."

With those words he thrust his w vy

through the pack of ruffians and
slammed out of the cabin. Then.
striding round to a lean-to that was
attached to the dwelling, he led Forth

a sorrel pony and swung himself astride

the animal.
A mo nt afterwards he was spurring

savagely from the ravine in which the

gang's hide-out was situated, and
char of the ca : lie si ruck du< I h

through the hills.

Delaney Sets a Trap

THE following morning Spooky
slipped away from the 1 I

Valley outfit and rode ove to

Drj Creek." where Buck Grant's horhe-

ste'ad was located, ajnd it was a- the

little Ranger was reining up outside

hack that his six-foot comrade ap-

i on (he threshold.

"Hallo. Buck," Spooky erected him
cheerfully. "How's tricks?"

"Fine and dandy," the big fellow

answered. "It's kinda lucky I showed
up al the Grayson ranch last night. I
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reckon those outlaws would have g<

wallet if I hadn't been on hand."
His partner nodded-.

.'"You're right,'' he agreed. "But
what do you intend to do with that

wallet now ? Turn it over to Judge
Holmes again ?"-

"No," Buck replied.' "I've been
thinking things over, and I believe it

will be safer with me than with anybody
else."

"It might be even safer with me,"
observed Spooky, "especially if the out-

laws- happen to discover that you were
the Phantom."
Buck looked at him quickly, and

seemed to ponder the other Ranger's
suggestion. Then he produced the

wallet and passed it up to Snooky.

"Xot a bad idea, pal," he declared.
" You'd be the last person in the world
that anyone would suspect. Okay, you
take care of it—for a while, at any
rate."

Spooky planed the wallet in his hip
pocket, and then, after a brief silence,

he volunteered another comment.
"We oughta put Mary Grayson wise,

somehow-,'' he murmured. "I don't
mead we should tell her that I'm holdin'

the wallet, but we could let her know-
that it's in safe-keepin'. Suppose you
write a note to her, settin' her mind
at rest."

. Once again Buck showed approval,
and when Spooky left the cabin some
time later he was the bearer of a mes-
sage that his comrade had printed in

pencil; a message which he carried back
to the Hidden Valley ranch, and which
he handed to Mary Grayson a few-

minutes after his arrival there.

He found her in the lounge, and, de-
livering the note, which was enclosed
in an envelope, he told her a trumped-
up story of how he had come across it.

"I was over at the barn just now-
arid saw this pinned to the door," he

•
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stated. "It's addressed to you, Miss
Mary.''

The girl took the missive and ripped
open the envelope, and, watching her,

Spooky noted the expression of tense
interest that dawned on her lovely

features as -he read the epistle. Then,
all at once she rose from the couch on
which she had been sitting, and, hasten-
ing out into the hall, she called Helen
Moore by name.

The latter soon presented herself in

the lounge, and Mary was in the act
of divulging the contents of the note
she had received when Lizzie, the house-
maid, came into the room and an-
nounced Judge Holmes and Harvey
Delanoy.
Within a few seconds the. judge and

the neighbouring cattleman were enter-
ing the apartment in which Mary,
Helen and Spooky were standing.

"Good-mornincr, Mary," Holmes be-

gan in his fatherly way. "I thought I'd

drop in on you and see how things were,
and it seems Harvey here was of the
same mind. We met on the trail."

"I'm glad you came, judge," Mary
said, " for I have news for you. Spooky
found a note pinned on the barn door.
It's from the Phantom, and must have
been left by him last night, I suppose."
Both Holmes and Delaney immedi-

ately showed signs of curiosity, and
listened attentively as the girl provided
them with the gist of the message.

" The Phantom says that I've no need
to worry," she told them. "He's going
to take care of the wallet for me, and
assures me that it will be quite safe

with him."
Delaney frowned at that.

"And you mean to say, Mary," he
exclaimed, "that you're willing to take
it for granted that the wallet w ill be
safe with him? Why, you're crazy!
What's his idea in doing so?"

"This note makes his motive perfectly

clear," Mary retorted. "His aim is to

£l

prevent the outlaws from getting it, of

course."
Harvey Delaney seemed far from

satisfied. His strong, keen face wore a
look of impatience.

"If you ask me," he said, "the Phan-
tom wrote that message as a Mind, in

order to prevent you from taking any
steps to recover the chart of

father's mine. Xo doubt, while you're
sitting quietly at home and making no
effort to get the wallet, he'll jump that

hidden claim and enrich himself bj

"Harvey," Mary rejoined. "I don't
know who the Phantom is. Inn I feel

certain you're doing him an injustice.

He's acted too honourably in the
i
ast

to turn around and rob me of any part
of my inheritance.

"In any case," she added, what
~i. ps could I take to recover that wallet,

even if I questioned his honesty ? Why
should he take the trouble to write a
note setting my mind at, rest if he m< ans

to steal my father's gold mine? I've

no means of bringing the law on him,
when I haven't, the vaguest idea who
he is."

Delaney moved a step nearer to her,

and when he spoke to her again it was
in a voice that was low and signifii

"But supposing you suspected Ins

identity," he said, "and supposing you
were to lay a flap that would put your
suspicious to the crucial test."

The girl sta'-ed at him in a puzzled
fashion. So did Helen Moore, Judge
Holmes and Spooky.
"What do you mean, Harvey?" Mary

demanded. "Do you suspect someone
of being the Phantom Rider?"
Delaney answered her tersely.

"Yes," he rapped out. "I think Buck
Grant and the Phantom Rider aie OBe
and the same, man!"
Holmes and Spooky exchanged a swift,

glance, and then, looking at Mar] and
Helen, they saw the amazement that

was written on the faces of the two
girls.

I

** It's close on time," the cattleman said. " Now to see if the Phantom Rider shows up."
September 26th, 1036.
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"Grant and the Phantom l>oth ap-

peared in this country about the same
time," Delaney went on in an
emphatic lone, "and to my mind,
Grant's behaviour hasn't been straight-

forward. Anyway, I'd like a chance to

prove my theory."
Hotly resenting the insinuation that

Buck was a questionable character,
Mary speedily made it clear that the
young; "nester" from Dry ('reek

occupied a high place in her esteem.

Delaney, however, was stubbornly in-

tractable, and was arguing with the girl

in a dogged manner when Judge
Holmes broke in on the discussion.

"You say you'd like a chance to

prove your theory, Harvey," he re-

marked. "Ha\e you any plan in

mind?"
"Yes, I have." the other man re-

plied. "If a message was sent to Grant
telling him that an attack was expected
hen—and if tin' Phantom showed up in

response to such a message—that would
establish my suspicions pretty conclu-
sively, wouldn't it?"

"I'll lie no party to a scheme like

that," Mary interposed angrily, but the
judge laid a hand on her arm.
"Harvey Delaney may be right,

Mary," he told her. "I've heard the
same theory expressed by other folks,

and. though I very much doubt it my-
self, I think we might put it to the test.

Spooky here could carry the message,
and drop it in at Chant's cabin."

1 le looked at the little fellow mean-
ingly as he spoke, and received an
understanding glance in return. Then
Delaney proceeded to scrawl a somewhat
mysterious note which stated that an
outlaw raid would be launched on the
Grayson ranch at three o'clock that
afternoon.

'"Leave this at Grant's homestead,"
lie said at length, tendering Spooky the
missive, "but don't let him see you if

you can help it."

Spooky nodded, and went outside to
his horse, but, as he was preparing to
mount, Judge Holmes followed him out
of the ranch-house and addressed him in
an undertone.
"1 thought it might be as well to fall

in with Delaney 's suggestion, Spooky."
he whispered. "You can put Buck
wise, and he can kill, once and for all,

tin's rumour that lie is the Phantom."
'"He'll kill it all right, judge," the

little fellow murmured, and an instant
later he was clapping his heels to the
flanks of his pony.
Holmes stood watching him for a

minute or two as he galloped across the
range, and then he retraced his steps

iiiito the ranch-house and joined Delaney
and the girls again, walking into the
ilounge just as Mary was making a
caustic remark to her neighbour.

"Well, Harvey," she was saying,
"sinrc you've chosen to use my house
as a bait to prove your suspicions, I

Suppose I'll have to invite you- to stay
to lunch."

Delaney grinned at her.
'Hither that. Or I'll break into the

larder." he declared. " I'm going to be
ijirctty hungrj long before three o'clock.
the lime scheduled for the imaginary
attack."
Judge Holmes seconded him on that

score, and so Mary and Helen had com-
pany for the midday meal: a meal over
which they lingered so long that the
panels of the clock iii the dining-room
vere pointing to the time of two-thirtv
l*dien thej eventually rose from the
table.

With hall an hour to wail, the two
men and the two girU drilled back
inn, the lounge, and here Delaney look
the liberty of throwing the windows
vide open. Then he assumed a position
September 28th, 1938.
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whence he was able to command a view
of the country to the south.

Mary, Helen and Judge Holmes
moved over to the windows as well, ami
they remained there while the minutes
dragged by, till it seemed as if they had
been gazing across the range for an
eternity. But at last Delaney took out
his watch, and, after glancing at it,

uttered a grunt of anticipation.
"It's close on time," the« cattleman

said. "Now to see if the Phantom
Rider shows up."

Scarcely were the words spoken when
the figure of a horseman burst out of
the brushwood thickets some distance
from the ranch and began to career
along" the fringe of them. He was a
horseman who forked the saddle of a
white mustang. and who wore a
voluminous cloak and a kerchief that
concealed his features, and at sight of
him Delaney gave vent to a triumphant
cry.

"Friends." he ejaculated, "tke Phan-
tom ! And right oh the dot ! Now do
you deny that he and Grant are one and
the same ?"

Judge Holmes remained silent. As
for Helen and Mary, they appeared to
be denied the power of speech, and were
still staring mutely in the direction of
the thickets when the voice of Lizzie,

the housemaid, became audible.
"Mr. Grant to see you, Miss Mary."
The quartet at the window spun

round, and saw Lizzie draw aside from
the threshold of the lounge to admit
Buck, who was immediately aware of
the astonished expression on Harvey
Delaney's countenance.
Thunderstruck, crestfallen. Delaney

gaped at the big fellow from Dry Creek,
and then looked through the windows
again to catch a final glimpse of the
robed figure on the white horse as the
latter re-entered the thickets. A
moment afterwards the tall cattleman
was listening to Buck's drawling tones.
"Looks like somebody has been

playiu' a joke on me," Buck observed.
"I expected the ranch to be surrounded
by outlaws. Can anyone explain this

nole to me?"
"You'd better ask Mr. Delaney,"

Mary answered, shooting a glance at

the discomfited rancher who »a- her
neighbour. "It was his idea."
Harvey Delaney eyed Buck sheep-

ishly, and noticed that he was fingering
the missive that Spooky had been in-

structed to deliver.

"Forget it. Grant," the cattleman
said. '"It was just a little misunder-
standing, but it's all straightened out
now."
He turned and picked up his hat.

and then, making some reference to a

cert'ii': business appointment that he
had al his ranch, he made his way
towards the door.
Helen and Mary accompanied him as

far as the porch, both of them being
anxious to show that they were not
"bad friends" with him on account of

what had happened, and it was dur-
ing the brief absence of the two girls

that Holmes -poke in an aside to Buck.
"Who was fcho bogus Phantom Ridei

we just saw on the edge of the brush?"
he asked. " Spooky ?"

"Sure," Bu( k declared. "A- soon (IS

he gave me the low-down I told him
he'd better take my place.'"

"And where did he pick up the white
bronc? That wasn't vour horse,
Silver."

"No," Buck said with a smile
"That's where the laugh come- in.

Spooky lifted it from the north pasture
of the Delaney ranch. He'll be on his
w ay back there with it now .

"

Holmes chuckled softly, but man-
aged lo subdue hi.8 mirth when Helen
Hid N 1 its. reappeared in the lounge, and
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a little" while later announced that he
must return to town.
Departing, he left Buck with the two

girls, and soon after the judge had gone
Helen Moore went upstairs to attend to

Blake, the railroad agent, who was still

lying in the room to which he had been
carried the previous night.
Buck, therefore, found himself alone

with Mary, and was engaged in conver-
sation with her when Spooky showed up
at the outfit. Then, with the afternoon
wearing on, the stalwart nester from.

Dry Creek suggested to his hostess that
a gallop across the range would not
come amiss.

It was a proposal to which Mary
readily assented, and before long the
two of them were riding off through
Hidden Valley, little dreaming that ere
they saw the Grayson ranch again they
were to figure in an unexpected adven-
ture.

Redskin Allies

ABOUT the time that Buck and
Mary set out to enjoy- a gallop
across the range, a crowd of men

might have been seen outside a remote
cabin in the hills.

The men in question were the out-
laws who had been terrorising Benson
County, and the cabin was their hide-

away and rendezvous. It was here that
Dirk had put in an appearance after a
brief interview with the mysterious
leader of the gang, and from the saddle

of his horso he was now repeating his

chief's orders to the other members of
the band.
"The boss wants us to run of? a

bunch of Mary Grayson's cattle." he de-

clared. "They're located on the prairie

west of Sandstone Bluff, and there's

three punchers in charge of 'em."

"Sandstone Bluff?" echoed Keeler.
"That's pretty close to the ranch, ain't

it? We're liable to have the whole out-
fit down on us before we get far away
with the herd.'"'

"No," Dirk retorted. "The boss has
decided on his new men. They'll cover
our raid and hold up the main body of

the Grayson cowboys if the alarm is

given."
The other rustlers looked at one an-

other, and then the ruffian known as

Gabe voiced a quen
"Who are the new men?" be

demanded.
"Red Eagle and his renegades, from

the reservation. Yep -Indians. The
boss has sent word to them to nee
near their camp
"Can we bank on them?" another of

the outlaws growled.

"Sure." answered Dirk. "Red
Eagle's father is friendly to white folks

—realises there ain't no sense in bein'

anything else. But Red Eagle and
some of the young braves are alius

ready for trouble, especially if there's

any dough in it. Come on. you fellows

had better mount up. We've a lotla

ridin' to do."
The rest of the gangsters were S

astride their ponies, and at the head ol

I he outlaw band Dirk then led the way
through the hills, striking deeper into

the barren fastnesses of the mountain
country until an hour later he espied an-

other group of horsemen approaching
Irani the Opposite direction.

They were Indians of a degenerate
I d. rigged out incongruously in gar-
iiients that were a compromise between
the picturesque attire of their fore

fathers and the clothing of civilisation.

They wen- armed, too. with revolver
ot the latest pattern, nailed to them

iv In whiles who had ignored the
regulations of the Government.

Civilisation had done little to improve

(Continued on page 28;



Every Tuesday

"FEDERAL AGENT"
(Continued from page 18)

in a soft, quiet tone of voice. "It will

In- a second honeymoon."
"I would like a few words with you.

Jule," insisted Vilnia. "It will be as

well if we go to the laboratory. We
ran talk and then you can help me
destroy everything. Mullins had better
conic with us."
"Will you please wait here?" Recard

smiled at the girl as he followed his

\\ ife.

The girl gasped when the curtains
parted and there stood Bob Woods.

" You promised me twenty-four
hours."
"You tricked me," Bob countered.

" It was all lies that you told me.
Swearing to hate Recard, when all the
time you're planning to go off with
him. It's plain you aim to rob

.
Sanderson of his formula, and then
vamoos south with Recard with not only
the formula, but the money."
"Not so loud—they'll hear you." The

girl had gone very white. "I swear I

hate Recard. Your coming here is

likely to ruin everything. Why didn't
you trust me?"
"Because I got back to the Santa

Barbara to find my friend dead

—

throttled."
"You mean (hey killed -Wilson?" the

girl gasped. "I did not know. After
leaving Lynch's room I met Recard by
appointment—I did not even tell him
of the gramophone record. I know-
nothing of your assistant's death. You
must believe me, because I have Recard
almost in my power. Do not ruin
everything now."
"I've had enough of this," rasped

Woods. "I've got you all in this dump
and I reckon I can pin enough on all

<>f you. I'm going to ring the police
and get a flying squad here."

" Don't touch that 'phone !" begged
the girl. "It's connected with Recard's
laboratory."
But Bob Woods had taken the re-

ceiver from its hook. He raised the
'phone as if about to call a number and
all he heard was an insistent buzzing.
He hung up and stared at the girl.

" I wish I could believe you."
"They're coming down the stairs,"

whispered the girl. "You're trapped!
Your only chance is to play up to me."
She laid a finger on her lips, and then
raised her voice. "Thought yourself
<le\er, trailing us here. Well, you've
been a bit too clever. I've tricked you
into warning my friends."
"Keep still!" came the voice of

Recard from behind heavy curtains.
"One move and you're a dead man.
Better raise your hands."
Slowly Bob raised his hands. The

curtains were flung back, and Recard,
Mullins and Vilma came into the room.
"Well done, Helen," approved

Recard. "And now, Mr. Agent, have
you anything to say before I shoot?"
"You don't, think I should have

walked into this dump without protect-
ing myself," sneered Woods. " I've
goc other men besides Wilson trailing
me."
"Better kill him," hissed Vilma.
"Search him," ordered Recard to

Mullins.
Mullins frisked Woods and removed

a gun, whilst Recard kept the Federal
Agent covered.
"What arc you going to do with

him?" demanded Vilma Santos.
"We do not want to leave anything
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in this house that might be used against
us," softly spoke Recard. "Mullins,
get some rope and lash our friend to

that chair." He turned to the woman.
"As arranged, vou and Mullins will

finish the work of destruction, you will

then take this interfering fool of a
policeman out to the saloon car—I am
using the open tourer. Mullins knows
what to do with this man when San
Francisco has been left many miles
behind. I can leave this to you,
Mullins."

"It'll be a pleasure, boss."
"You had better keep a close <\\ e on

him." Recard went on. "He must not
escape. Vilma, you had better gel
back to the laboratory. I will go now
to 6ee Sanderson."
"Yes, we mustn't waste any more

time.'' It was Helen, and she looked
intently at the bound man. " You
asked for this, flat-foot, and you deserve
all that's coming to you." In iter hand
she had secreted a knife, and -he
walked across to the chair. She
laughed harshly "I hope you have a
pleasant ride. I'm almost sorry I

shan't be with yon, but I've got a date
with Sanderson. As you're not long for
this world I'll tell you his hide-out. It

is near the Junction crossroads, and
Sanderson lives in the old deserted
Blue Mill," Her laugh was shrill.

Recard laughed. Little did he know
that as the girl stood by the chair of

the bound man her hand slid down
towards his hands that were bound
behind the chair-back.
The girl laughed again and moved

away from the chair to stand beside
Recard.
"We mustn't keep Sanderson wad-

ing." she hinted.
Bob Woods was alone with Mullins,

who sat on a chair with a gun on his
knee, and leered at the man he was
soon going to kill, whilst upstairs came
the sounds of crashing glass—Vilma
was smashing up the laboratory and
the radio. All the while the Federal
Agent was sawing at the bonds that
secured his wrists.

Fortune favoured him, because Vilma
Santos came to the top of the -lair-
and shouted to Mullins to come and
help her. The task was more than she
could manage.
When Mullins came back he stared at

the chair aghast— it was empty. He
had scarce got over his surprise when
the gun was wrenched from his, hands
and powerful fingers were locked round
his throat.
Mullins managed lo break free, and

then a mighty fist landed to the point
of the jaw. He went down like a
felled ox.

Vilma Santos heard (he scuffling and
came running down the stairs. Her
eyes widened at sight of a battered
Mullins sprawled at the foot of the
stairs. One wrist was circled by a
handcuff. Bob showed no mercy, and
seized her before she could escape.
She screamed and tried to bite and

claw, but his hands were like steel.
There was a click, and then Bob stood
back to survey his work. There was
a handcuff on both their w lists, and
the chain went between the stout iron
banisters.

"You two c a n
stay there till I

come back f o r

you," he mocked
"I might add,
madam, that I'm
doing you a service.
Recard intended to

walk out on you for
that other dame,
and never intended
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to meet you at midnight. Mullins
would have met Recard and the girl

later, but you wouldn't, have been with
them. I trust your darling Jule had
not planned the same end for you aa
he had for me. Xow I must leave you
two for a while. I hope you have a
nice friendly talk whilst I'm gone."
As Bob tore through the night ho

prayed he would reach the Blue Mill
in time.

o
Helen in Her True Colours

N arrival at, the Blue Mill lb-leu
admitted Recard to the old house.
Tile crook kept his hand neai hi?

hip. as if suspicious of a trap.

"This place seems deserted."
"It Suited the professor," explained

the girl. "Somebody was killed here,
and as a result they can never let the
place. The professor got it very cheap,
and I don't suppose' anyone knows he
- omes here as this road is seldom used
— it leads lo a disused quarry. Apart
from this room "—she opened a door

—

"the whole house is bare, except for
the cellars. Professor Sanderson ^s

evidently down in the cellars, where lie

has done all his experiments."

Assured that all was well. Recard
allowed the girl to lead him through
the old place. She knocked at the
doors of the laboratory, and when there
was mi aii-wer. entered. She disap-
peared into the blackness and a light,

w as sw itched on.
Recard looked round. This was evi-

dently the place where Sanderson carried
out his experiments.
"Where is the professor?"
"Like all professors very bad on ap-

pointments," Helen answered. "1 told

him that you would be here about nine.
He's hound to be hen' at any moment.
At any rate, while we're waiting- you can
have a look at the formula. The old
fool trusts me with all Ins keys."
From tin- safe she took out a thick roll

of parchment and handed it to Recard.
"With your knowledge of chemistry

you should be able to understand this.

Anything you don'l fathom the pro-

fessor will tell you when he arrives.
There is ;i bench over i here.''

Recard unfolded the roll of parchment
and smoothed it out on the bench. He
was so eager that he did not observe the
fierce light that blazed in the girl's eyes.
After a while Recard looked round.
"I can't make much of this," he said.

"You're sure it is the formula?"
"No, that isn't the formula." The

girl's hand came from behind her back
and it held a gun. "I've got you at last,

Recard !"

"What do you mean?"
"You're at my mercy."
"So you are a double-crossing Federal

Agent?"
"No, I'm Helen Lynch!" she cried.

"The sister of Jack Lynch, the man you
murdered by shooting in the back."
Recard gaped at her as if he could not

believe what he had heard.
"My brother told me a lot about the

Sanderson case, and it was I who
managed to find this hide-out of the

professor's," Helen told him. "When
you murdered my brother I swore to get
even, and got, the professor to act as a.

go-between." She gave a short, bitter
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laugh. "I learnt something of the
secrets of this laboratory and what is

behind ttiose steel doors."

Rerard looked at the doors and they
seemed to (ill his evil soul with terror.

"What do yon want of me?"
"I'm going to hand out to you the fate

you deserve." Still keeping him covered
she moved across the laboratory. "When
I press on this lever these doors swing
back ; when they close it is a slow death
by suffocation for anyone that is im-
prisoned."
"You mean "

"That like a rat you can die," Helen
shouted. "You showed my brother no
mercy and now it's your turn. You
killed Wilson Well, you can think of

my brother. Wilson, and others that you
have murdered as slowly you begin to

suffocate."
'• You'll go to the chair for this."

"That wouldn't worry me, but they
may never find out. This shall be the
perfect crime. I've told Professor San
derson that it is to-morrow you buy
the formula You came here a day
before and it is obvious that you have
tried to steal the formula. Somehow
you enter the gas chamber and stumbling
against a lever ciose the doors, trapping
yourself. You fail lo escape and die

miserably."
"Think of the money you are going

to lose." Recard's eyes took in the whole
place for some means of attacking this

girl. "Besides, I didn't kill your
brother."
"You gave the orders."
"I gave orders for Lynch to be

stopped. Lynch would not stop and in

the gun fight was "

"Shot in the back," Helen interrupted
"Lies won't save you, Recard. You'll

tell me in a moment you didn't tell that

skunk Mullins to murder that Federal
Agent. It may interest you to know
that whilst 1 was talking I slipped him
a knife, and if I know anything of him
Mullins and your wife will be his

prisoners."

"So you've been double-crossing me all

the timer" He made a step forward as

if he would leap at her.

The gun never wavered.
" Another step, Recard, and this gun

goes off. I know how to handle a gun
and I can't miss."
Recard hesitated. If he tried a rush

she would fire and fire to kill. If he
were not to die a horrible death he must
find some way immediately. If he could
think of nothing, then he would hurl
himself at her on the chance that she
was taken by surprise. He was standing
near the long laboratory bench, and he
wondered if there was time to grab one
of these glass vessels and hurl it at her—
he dismissed the idea as hopeless. It was
then that he noticed at the end of the
bench the light switch.

"You can't kill me like this without
giving me a chance." He began to talk

to gain time. He held out his hands
pleadingly, and managed to edge along
the floor. Helen did not suspect because
though she saw him move slightly it

did not bring him any nearer to her. "I
got a right to live," he shouted. "Lynch
had shot many of mv men. and it he had
stopped when ordered he would have
been alive to-day."
"Did you give that chance lo

Wilson?"
"I told one of my men to put him

to sleep," lied Recard. "And the fool

.strangled him. Was that my Fault
'!"

"You're gaining nothing, Recard."
Helen began lo press on the lever.
" Either lie shot down or get behind these
doors."

Hi-- hand slid forward and next
moment the laboratory was in darkness.
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Recard bent double as Helen fired. The
bullet passed over him, and before she
could fire again he had flung himself
forward to seize her by the wrist. The
gun exploded harmlessly again, and then
Helen gave a cry of agony as Recard
brutally twisted her arm, forcing her to
let go of the weapon.

A Fight to a Finish

BOB WOODS found the crossroads,
but it was some little while before
he came to the Blue Mill.

It was a gloomy old place. He tried
the front door and found it locked.
Actually, Recard had shot the bolt when
Helen had not been watching. Easy for
Bob to have broken down the door" but
the noise would have warned Recard.
A tour of the house revealed wooden

planks laid over some sort of coal shule.
They removed easily enough, and a flash

of his torch revealed a door into the
house.
The sound of two shots and a woman's

scream startled him. Helen was in
danger. Quickly he dropped down and
ran to the door, which was bolted, but
his weight soon burst it open. He guessed
he would not have been heard because
of the noise coming from somewhere close
at hand. He heaid Helen scream again.
With the aid of his torch he picked his
way down a gloomy, dirty passage until
he came to high doors. He placed his
ear to the keyhole.
"I've got you now, my pretty." It

was the voice of Recard. "No one ever
double-crosses me and gets away with
it. You want me to suffocate to death,
and so, pretty lady, I guess you can
sample some of your own medicine."
Very quietly Bob turned the handle

and breathed a sigh of relief that the
door was not locked. Moreover, the
hinges did not squeak, and he was able
to creep into the laboratory like a
shadow. A moon cast a fitful shadow
and Bob could vaguely glimpse two
people struggling on the floor.

"One move and I'll throttle you like

I did Wilson," snarled Recard. "Now
you're going to tell me how to work
these cursed doors—tell me the way to
kill you."
Groping fingers found the switch and

the laboratory was flooded with light-

Bob Woods hurled himself forward at

Recard's back.
Though Recard was winded he fought

desperately. His clawing hands tried to

get at the pistol, but Bob managed to
kick it into a corner. Helen crawled
away and watched the fight with agon-
ised eyes. It never occurred to her to

try to get the gun—she was too ab-
sorbed in the fight.

The two men were on their feet, and
how her heart leapt as Woods got in a
terrific punch to Recard's jaw. Recard
went down, but he was game. Out went
a leg as the Federal Agent rushed and
down sprawled his enemy. Now it was
his turn to rush, but Bob Woods doubled
his feet under him and shot them out
like pistons into the other's chest.

A table covered with bottles and
paraphernalia crashed over, and the two
men rolled amongst the broken glass.

They staggered up, and faced each other
before attempting to attack. Suddenly
Recard darted to a table and swung up
a huge glass jar. The Agent dodged
and the jar smashed to pieces against
the wall. Locked in each other's arms
tlirv rolled over the floor, with each try-

ing to get uppermost. A punch below
the belt caused Bob to relax his grip
and Recard wriggled free. He grabbed
up a chair with the full intention of
smashing it down on his victim.

"Look out, Bob!" screamed Helen.
Bob Woods twisted sideways and the

chair crashed on the floor, but when
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Recard swung up the chair for another
blow a fist with the force of a mighty
battering ram behind it caught Recard
and hurled him back. The crook stag-
gered into the long bench that wa3
loaded with test-tubes, retorts, bottles,
jars and beakers. The whole lot weirt
over with a sickening crash, and Helen
thought that the fight was over, but
desperation often lends a man strength
Recard staggered to his feet, his face
streaming with blood, and screaming
curses rushed forward.

"Take that, you rat!" shouted Bob,
and his right landed with a thud to the
point of the jaw.
Recard was hurled back to crash once

more into the debris. Fear and rage
seemed to drive the man mad, and
though his hands were cut and bleeding
he began to pick up broken bottles to
throw at Bob, who had hard work dodg-
ing the missiles. Then the crook found
an iron bar and tried to smash Bob over
the head.

Strong hands wrenched the weapon
away and Bob crashed a right and left

to the jaw. This time Recard crashed
against a cupboard that was loaded with
bottles. They smashed and instantly
white fumes burst forth.

"It's gas!" screamed Helen. "It's
deadly!"
Bob would have rushed forward to try

to help the wretched Recard, but Helen
grabbed his arm.

" One whiff of that and you haven't a
chance." Her voice was shrill with fear.
"Come away before it is too late."

The blows that Recard had showered
on her and the mental strain were too
much for her, and Bob was just in time
to catch her in his arms. Some more of
the bottles exploded and there was
an ominous sizzling noise. A flicker of
flame showed in the dense fumes, which
were moving towards him like a cloud.

Bob Woods decided that the best thing
was to get out of the Blue Mill, and
quickly.
But that was far from a simple

matter. There was a sharp report and
in a flash the choking fumes surrounded
them. They coughed and spluttered.
They tripped over a smashed table and
sprawled on the floor, and when Woods
got to his feet his outstretched hands
could not find the girl.

"Where are you?" he gasped out.

A faint cry was his answer.
Stooping, he groped about the floor

till he found her. The gases were
making him faint and dizzy, but some-
how he managed to pick up the half-

fainting girl in his arms. Now he had
no idea which was the way out of the
laboratory till another sharp explosion
gave him a rough idea of his bearings.
What a relief to find himself out in a
passage; Now he could use his torch.

A glance back showed that the

laboratory was in flames, and he did
not know how soon it would be before
the explosives would go up like a
volcano. At last he reached the shute.

and he w as in such an exhausted
condition that he had to rest to get
back his strength. Luckily, the air

revived the girl, so that she was aWo
with his assistance to clamber upwards.
A moment later they were in the
garden. They raced to the car, and
scarce had they reached it when the
Blue Mill locked under a violent

explosion.

"Best thing we can do is to get a call

through to the fire squad," decided Bob.
"That place will be ablaze in two shake*
Way goes old Sanderson's formula."

(Continued on page 27)
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he cried. 'I it-ll you he

' You're

']["'s the oi:e that did it

killed her!"
"Aw, you're crazy!" roared the .stable manager

trying to hang it on to me."
"Quiet!" thundered Piper. "What are you three doing

here ?"

Barbara was the first to speak.

"Go on, Eddie," she said, "you'd better tell him."

"All right." Eddie stepped forward. "You see, Violet gave
this fellow Wells nine hundred dollars."

"What!" howled Piper.
"We found an entry in her diary." Eddie held out the

little book Barbara had taken from a drawer of the dressing
table in the bed-room of the flat. He pointed to an entry
which Piper lead aloud:
"'Gave Latigo nine hundred dollars to put on Wallaby.'

Why didn't you tell me about this before'.'"

"Well," Eddie replied, "we didn't think it was im-
portant."
"Oh, again you didn't think it was important!" raged

;he inspector, and whirled round on Wells. "Well,
Mr. Latigo Wells, it looks like you've got some explaining
to do. She gave you the money, and when she couldn't get
it back you killed her."
Miss Withers sailod along the yard, and he shouted to her

above the trembling manager's protests:

"I think we've got him, Hildegarde,"
"Wait a minute," said she importantly. "I want to tell

yon something."
He stepped aside with her, and a whispered conversation

ensued, during which Eddie and Barbara looked at one
another and at Don.

Finally Piper stalked over to Don.
"Oh, Gregg," he said in an ominously quiet voice, "where

did you go when you left the Turkish baths?"
"Why, I had my breakfast there," was the repty, "and

then I went to the flat."

"What are you lying for? You tried to rent a horse to

follow Violet Feverel. Why did you want to follow her?"
A telephone bell shrilled in the office, and Wells made

a movement which was instantly stayed by the inspector.

"I'll take it," said Miss Withers. "I'll tell them you're
in conference. Mr. Wells."
She sped off down the yard, and Piper faced Don again.
"You may as well spill it, Gregg," he gritted. "A

\\ locked bicycle was found near the spot where the girl was
killed."

"So what?" challenged Don.
"That bicycle was stolen from across the street, and you

were seen doing it. A little piece of cloth was caught in

the sprocket wheel—dark cloth!" Piper picked up the skirt

of Don's overcoat and found a little tear in it—a tear on
which all eyes became focused.
" Say, Wait a minute " Don began hoarsely.
But Piper would not listen.

"When you couldn't rent a horse," he accused sternly,

"you stole a bicycle, and you just happened to ride in the
park where Violet Feverel was murdered."
"I did follow her," admitted Don frantically. "But 1

never saw her. I ran into a tree
"

Miss Withers came running up, a trifle scant of breath.
"It was Mr. Schultz, the handwriting expert," she panted.
"What did he want?" snapped Piper.
"He says," replied Miss Withers, "that the forged court

order was in Pat Gregg's handwriting."
Piper emitted an ejaculation that sounded uncommonly

like an oath.
"Well, how'd you like that?" he howled. "So your father

forged the court order, eh, Gregg? Well, maybe you'll talk

now, and maybe your father'll talk. Kane, get another car
from headquarters and take 'em out to the Gregg home, all

of 'em."
"Yes. sir," said Kane dutifully, and he made use of

the telephone in the office.

The Knotted Sheet

DAYLIGHT had faded into dusk when the squad car film'-

tabling Detective-Inspector Piper and Miss Withes
drew up outside the front steps of the ugly house on

Long Island, and in the gloom the place bore a more sinister
aspect than ever.
The two descended from the car and ascended to the

porch, but a repeated ringing of the bell and pounding of the
knocker failed to elicit any response from within.
"Nobody home!" growled Piper.
"If I lived in a place like this," commented Miss Withers,

"1 wouldn't stay home, either."
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"Well, a locked house never stopped
me yet," Piper boasted. "If there's
anyone in there at all, I'm going to
sneak up on them."
He went off to look for an unfastened

window, and presently Miss Withers
tried the handle of the door, and found
that the door would open.
She stepped rather timorously into

the hall, which was in darkness, and
she had groped her way to the stairs

when she heard a crash in the back
parlour. Piper had found one of its

windows unfastened and had raised the
sash and climbed in over the sill; but
he had blundered against a table which
overturned, and as he fell to the floor

with it he had caught his hand in the
shade of a reading-lamp, which had
been sent flying.

He was rising to his feet and flinging

the lampshade from him when Miss
Withers reached the doorway of the
room and cried out in a voice she her-
self did not recognise:
"Stand still, I've got you covered!"
Piper stood perfectly still, and then

she found the switch and flooded the
room with light.

"Relax, Hildegarde, relax," rebuked
Piper, not without relief, and in some
embarrassment she dropped the hand
she had been pointing as though it were
a gun.
In the hall he switched on more lights.

"The place seems kind of empty," he
remarked. "I wonder where everybody
is."

"I don't know," she said; "but old
man Gregg's home, that's a cinch.

Come on."
They climbed the stairs together.

"How did you get in, anyway?" asked
Piper.
"The door wasn't locked," she re-

plied, and it was his turn to feel

foolish.

The door of Patrick Gregg's bed-
room was wide open when they reached
it, but the bed was empty.
"He's gone!" exclaimed Piper

blankly.
"Right again, Oscar," said Miss

Withers.
"Do you suppose somebody could

have tipped him off we were coming?"
"It's possible," she conceded, "but I

have an idea where he might be."
She led the way up the second flight

of stairs and she pointed mutely to

the closed door of the room in which
she had looked through a telescope.

Piper opened the door and she
reached round it to switch on the lights.

Patrick Gregg was in the chair behind
the desk in his dressing-gown, his face
flat upon its leatherette surface, one
arm close to his head, the other stretched

out towards an inkstand as though it

had fallen away from the telescope.

Piper felt for a pulse which had long
since ceased to beat, and Miss Withers
explained about the telescope.
"Umpli!" grunted the inspector.

"Looking at the races this afternoon,
that's what did it. The doctor said he
couldn't stand any excitement." He
snapped thumb and finger in annoyance.
"He would have to pop off at a time
like this."

"I'm not so sure he popped off," said
Miss Withers, and that caused him to
examine the body more closely.

Presently he went down on his knees.
and he round red marks round the old
man's bare ankles.
"Looks as though they've been tied,"

In- said, and roso thoughtfully. "You
know. Hildegarde, ho might have been
murdered at that. But how did he "

"I think I know," she interrupted.
" ( 'onie on !"

The; descended lo the bed-room, and
there she pointed out some sand upon
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the carpet, near the bed, which she had
noticed that morning.
"If he had been sandbagged," she

said, " it wouldn't show more than a
lump on his head, would it ? And
look !"

She pulled out the bottom of a sheet,
the corner of which was knotted.

" It was like that this morning," she
said. "N,^

"Knotted!" exclaimed Piper. "Arid
his ankles are chafed ! That might
mean that somebody "

He broke off to look up at the ceil-

ing. There were heavy beams across
it, and in one of the beams there was
a big hook—almost directlv over the
bed.
"Look!" he cried, and stood up on

the bed to examine the hook. It had
been pulled out of shape as though by
a weight almost too much for it.

"Something's been tied around
here !" he proclaimed excitedly.
Miss Withers stared from the knotted

sheet to the hook.
"Oscar," she said suddenly, "he

dreamt he was swinging like a pendulum
—he told me so ! Somebody tried to
kill him this morning ! He was hit on
the back of the head with a sandbag
and hung up there by his heels !"

"Uhuh!" Pip?r got down from the
bed. " That would make the blood run
into his head so it would look like he
had a stroke."
"Whoever did it.", decided Miss

Withers, "tried it this morning, but
something happened, so they came back
this afternoon."
"Yeah," objected Piper, "but if he

was killed here how did his body get
up in that turret room?"
"Must have been carried there," she

replied, "so that it would look as if

the excitement of the races killed him."
"You've got it

!"

A sound down in the hall as of a door
being closed sent them out on to the
landing, and over the banisters Piper
caught sight of Thomas, who had stared
at the squad car in the drive before he
entered the house.
"Oh, it's you, is it?" shouted the

inspector, and swept down the stairs.

"Where've you been?"
Thomas stopped short, holding his

bowler hat between his hands.

"Is anything wrong, sir?" he asked.
"Never mind that," snapped Piper.

"Where've you been?"
"Mr. Gregg said I might go to the

races, sir, at Belmont Park," the butler
replied.

"Oh, he did, eh? What time did
you leave the house?"
"Why, it—it was shortly after lunch,

sir. Pardon me, but are you alone in

the house?"
"Why?" demanded Piper sharply.

"Mr. Gregg's up in his room, isn't he?"
"Yes, sir, of course." The butler

appeared to bo worried. " I was
wondering where Joev was."
"Joey?"
"That's the cripple boy who works

here," explained Miss Withers, who had
followed the inspector down. "He
opened the door this morning."

"Oh, yeah." Piper remembered.
"Was he here when you left?"

"Yes, sir. he was." Thomas replied.

"I'm his father, you know. The boy
is not well, but there's no harm in him.
Mr. Gregg will tell you

"

"Mr. Gregg won't tell me anything !"

rasped Piper. "He's dead'"

"Dead?" The buller looked flabber-

gasted. " Win—why I—I left him all

right this afternoon. Poor Master Don,
bell be broken up over this. He'll
regret the quarrel."
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"What quarrel?" Piper almost
shouted.
"Oh, nothing, sir—nothing."
"Come on, what quarrel? What was

it about?"
Thomas bit his lip and stared at

Miss Withers, who was regarding him
intently.

"It—it was Well, Mr. Gregg
thought Master Don had killed Miss
Violet," he mumbled.
"He did, eh? What made him think

that?"
"I can't imagine, sir."
" Listen, the——" The strident note

of a motor horn out in the drive caused
'the inspector to break off abruptly.
" Wait a minute !" he commanded. " I'll

attend to that—and you stay right
here !"

He went to the front door, opened
it, and strode out on to the porch.
"By the way, Thomas," said Miss

Withers in a friendly sort of fashion,
'who won the big handicap?"
"Wallaby, ma'am," replied the

butler.

"Did you have a bet on him?"
"I would have liked to, ma'am."
"Anyone who did have a bet on him

won a lot of money, didn't they?"
" Yes, " replied Thomas, " a lot of

money."
Despite the inspector's instructions he

walked slowly up the stairs, and she
did not try to stop him. But after
he had disappeared round the bend at
the half-landing she, too, slowly
ascended.

Caught

!

THE car which had arrived in the
drive was the one Kane had
obtained from headquarters, and :

t

contained Don Gregg. Barbara, Eddie
Fry, and Latigo Wells—to say nothing
of several plain-clothes men. ^»

On Piper's instructions the four were
marched into the hall. Kane bringing
up the rear, and there Eddie Fry looked
at Don and said :

"Gregg. I think we ought to tell him
everything."
"I do, too," declared Barbara.
" Well, somebody'd better tell me

something!" snarled Piper. "What is

it?"
Eddie held out a very small piece of

paper.
" It's a page that Don tore out of

Violet's diary," he said. "She hated
old man Gregg. She says on it that
she'd like to kill him."

Piper snatched at the paper, read
what was written on it, and held it

behind his back.
"But somebody killed her first, eh?"

he said caustically. "Maybe it was
the same person that had a quarrel with
your father this morning. Gregg !"

"I don't see " Don began angrily.
"Oh, you don't see, eh?" roared

Piper. "Where were you this after-

noon before I saw you at the stables?"
"I spent -the afternoon with these

people." Don indicated Eddie and
Barbara, and Eddie nodded confirma-
tion.

"You were pretty sore at your father,

weren't you? said Piper. "Were you
sore enough to kill him?"

" Kill htm?" gasped Don
"We found your father upstairs,

dead !"

By the time Miss Withers had reached
(lie hallway of the first floor Thomas
had disappeared. She was looking
about her when a shuffling sound on
the upper stairs caused her to turn

about, and she saw the cripple limping
downwards.
She met linn at the bottom of the
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flight, and he started slightly as =he

faced him.
"Where have you been, Joey?" she

inquired.
"Upstairs, ma'am." he replied.

"What were you doing up there?"
" That's where I live—me and my

father."
She raised her brows a trifle, but

forbore to ask any more questions.

"All right, Joey," she said, and
watched him as he limped away to (he

landing and went down the lower
stairs.

In the hall Piper was blazing at Don
Gregg when the cripple endeavoured to

slip past him.
"Hi, you;" bellowed the detective.

"Where' re you going?"
"To the stables, jii," was the reply.
" Well, forget about the stables !

Stick around here !"

Joey's rather wild eyes were re-

bellious, but he leaned ag&iBSt the wall,

not daring to disobey the police.

Miss Withers heard the harsh
command, then crept, up the second
flight of stairs. Beyond the room in

which Patrick Gregg w as sprawled dead
across Itis desk there were five more
stairs, and at the top of than a door.

She- opened tile d<>or ami clipped into

a bedroom obviously under the 'roof of

the turret.

The ceiling sloped down on either side

of it, as she discovered after she had
snitched on a light, and it was very
meagrely furnished. Near the window
there was a double bed, and near the

door there v. as a dressing-table of

stained deal. In the wall which had
no slope there was a cupboard, and she
opened its door.

On the floor inside lay a long and
narrow bag from which sand had leaked,
and in a corner an air line was propped
against the wall.

jf She backed out from the cupboard
* and went to the dressing-table, and she

did not notice that the door of the room,
which she had closed, was now open a
couple of inches.

On tin- dressing-table, beside a candle-
stiek. there was a cardboard box. She
opened the box and from it poured some
BB shots into the palm of her gloved
hand and studied them.

She was putting the shots back into

the box when the door swung wide, and
she turned to see the butler standing
there with a most malignant expression
on his thin face.

"Thomas!" lie gasped.
"Did you call, ma'am?''
She was far too seared to answer, and

she shrank against the wall as he closed
(he door and leaned menacingly over
the side> of the dressing-table.
"You know, don't you?" he said, the

light of madness in his staring eyes.
" You know everything?"
With one claw-like hand outstretched,

he moved round the dressing-table, and
from behind it and the wall snatched
up an object that made her shudder

—

a garden hoe with a horseshoe wired to
its blade. She was in deadly fear of
her own life, but she found her voice.

' So that's how you killed Violet
Feverel?" she said, almost in a whisper.

"Yes," he returned, raising the
nge weapon, "but you'll never tell

a Mini, because you'll never get out of
this loom alive 1

Dow n in the hall, Piper had accused
Don Gregg of having had a violent
quarrel with his father ill the morning.
"What was it about?" he demanded.
".Nothing important," stated Don.
"That isn't what Thomas told me."
"Thomas?" the young man echoed in

sin prise.

"Yeah, he told me all about it."

Don became furious at what ho
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considered to be a piece of treachery.

"Well, did he tell you he was the one
that got me out of gaol?" he stormed.
"Oh," diawled Piper, "so it was

Thomas?"
He scratched first his chin and then

the back of his neck.
"Well, now, that's funny," he mused.
There was nothing funny to Miss

Withers about Thomas' revelations, up
in the room under the roof of the turret.

She listened because she had to listen.

but hei heart was pounding against her
ribs.

"My son was crippled," the butler

stated fiercely, " by one of that old

man's horses. I saved and saved for

years and years so that he could be
cured, and then I gave nine hundred
dollars to old man Gregg to bet on
Wallaby because that would have made
it enough. But he stole it. He gave it

to Violet Feverel for Don's alimony!"
HU \oiee rose to a shriek.

"I went lo her, after he had told me.
but she laughed at me. I got 'em both
—Violet Feverel in the park, and old

man Gregg in his bed!"
Maniacal laughter filled the room.
"I carried him up to his study so that

he could see the horses for ever and
ever and ever I"

Raising the hoe above his head by its

handle, he struck' suddenly, but Miss
Withers ducked in time to evade the

blow and flew out past him on to the
landing.
"Oscar!" she screamed at the top of

her voice. "Oscar!"
Thomas rushed out at her, aiming an-

other blow at. her head, but again she
evaded the horrible weapon, and she
stumbled down the stairs with the mad-
man after her. On the floor below he
11 ached over the banisters to hurl the
thing at her, but the banisters gave way
and he pitched headlong downwards,
screeching horribly, and fell in a

crumpled heap almost at Piper's feet.

On the following afternoon Miss
Withers leaned forward in a chair at the
end of the inspector's desk in his office

at headquarters. Kddie Fry and
Barbara had got married that morning,
and were on their way to Canada for

their honeymoon, but there was still

something on the spinster's mind.
"There's one remaining point I'd like

cleared up." she said.

"What?" asked Piper.
She took a briar pipe from her hand-

bag and pushed it across the desk to
him.
"The owner of that pipe has false

teeth, but Thomas' teeth were his own
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—such as they were—discoloured and
decayed for anyone to see. Yet I
found that pipe in the park near the
body !"

"So jou think the murderer must be
still at large, after all?" suggested
Piper with playful sarcasm.

"Oscar," she chided, "I'm not all

that funny!"
Dr. Charles Bloom walked into the

room, and Piper held up the pipe.

"Hallo, doc," he said. "Ever see
that before?"
The medical examiner took the pipe,

and one glance at it was enough.
"Why, yes," he exclaimed, "it's

mine! I've been looking for it ever
since yesterday morning. Thanks!"

"Wait a minute, doe," chuckled
Piper. " You've got some questions to

answer. Miss Withers suspects that
you don't eat apples. You'd better have
a good answer!"
The doctor turned with quite an an-

noyed expression on his face to the.

tinder of the pipe.

"The answer, Miss Withers," he said

stiilly, " is apple-sauce!"
He went straight out, his head in (lie

air, and Piper roared with laughter.
"Trying to pin a murder on the

medical examiner!" he gurgled.
Miss Withers promptly whisked a

cigar from a box on the desk and jabbed
it into his open mouth.

(By permission of Radio Pictures, Ltd.,

starring James Gleason and Helen
Broderick.)

"The formula is at a bank—it is quite
safe." gasped Helen.

"Well, why did you take Recard to the
Blue Mill?" Bob demanded.
"Because I wanted to kill him,"

answered the girl. "Because he killed

my brother. Jack."
"So you're Helen Lynch!" bin hied

Bob. "I knew there was something
about your face that was familiar— it

was the eyes. Mighty good thing, young
lady, I showed up, and Recard got the

better of you. You can't go handing
out justice that way, though that skunk
deserved all that came to him."
After Vilma and Mullins had bee;)

handed over to the police and Bob had
had a talk with Professor Sanderson on
the right person to see in regard to the

formula there seemed nothing more to

do but go and watch the Blue Mill blaz-

ing merrily.

"Helen!" Bob had his arm thn
hers. "You're alone in the world now,
aren't you ?"

" Yes."
" Are you in a job?"
"I was, but I resigned after Jack

died."
"Well, I've got a month's vacation

that's starting right now." Bob cried.

"I'm going to write my report tonight
and post it in the morning, and I'm
going to assure head office that for a
month I'm going to be missing. I'm
going on my honeymoon."
"Who with?" Helen tried to free her

arm.
"With you, stupid," Bob grinned.

" And I'm marrying you directly after

breakfast before you have a chance to

change your mind."

(By permission of the British Lion Film
Corporation, Ltd., starring Bill Boyd as

Bob Woods and Irene Ware as Helen.)
September 28th, 1336.
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these Indians—had merely sapped such
qualities as their race had formerly

possessed, and added new vices to their

old ones so that they were ripe for any
mischief—and typical of the harm thus
wrought amongst a once-proud people
was the young brave who commanded
this particular party.

He was Red Eagle, a lean, swarthy-

native with "shifty eyes and a face

that was ravaged by the effects of

whisky. Indeed, his breath stank of the

raw spirit as he drew rein before Dirk
and lifted a hand in salute.

"I come with my friends here in

answer to messuge," he said. "We slip

away from Indian village, and take care

that..my father, the old chief, does not
see us. Him no' like make trouble. Old
people all the same—they no' like

trouble."
"But you don't mind trouble so long

as th« pay is good, huh?" Dirk com-
mented with a leer. "Okay, Red Eagle,
you'll get plenty of dough if you do as

I tell you. Now listen."

He began to make the situation clear

to the wayward son of the old Indian
chief, and, when the renegades had
learned the part that they were to play,

they 'and their allies took the trail that

led'to Sandstone Bluff.

They rode at a brisk pace, and before
the sun had gone down beyond the
western peaks of the Guadeloupe moun-
tains, they were in sight of their destin-

ation—a sweep -of -prairie sloping away
from the bluff, and dotted with steers

which were peacefully grazing.

Three cowboys were guarding the
scattered herd, and Dirk and his cronies

did not anticipate much trouble from
these. A single volley and the punchers
would probably ride for their lives. So
the outlaws imagined, at any rate.

, "Come on, men," Dirk rapped out,

and witji a jab of his spurs he sent

his horse bounding from a strip of forest

through which the rustlers had made
their way.
-The scoundrelly whites whom he com-

manded were quick to follow his ex-
ample, and, meanwhile, in accordance
with: the pie-arranged plan, the pack of
renegade Indians moved northward to

the edge of the wood under Red Eagle's
leadership—there to take up a position

and beat off any of the Grayson hands
who might come from the direction of

the ranch.
Before the renegades had reached the

northern fringe of the timber, shots
were ringing out across the expanse of
prairie on which the Hidden Valley
beeves were feeding. They threw , the
herd into confusion. But, contrary to

expectations, they did not put to flight

the three punchers who were in charge
of u the steers, for these promptly drew
their forty-fives and answered the
challenge of the gangsters' fusillade

It was at this very moment that a

man and a girl hove into view on the
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brow of a low ridge to the north-west,
and with the blasts of the revolvers re-

sounding in their ears the two of them
pulled up abruptly.
The man and the girl were Buck

Grant and Mary Grayson, homeward
bound from their gallop across the
range, and as they beheld Dirk and his
associates bearing down on the stamped-
ing drove of cattle they looked at each
other quickly.

"Rustlers'V Buck ejaculated. "And
operating in broad daylight! , They've
got their nerve!"

"I'll say they have," Mary cried.
"The ranch is only just beyond Sand-
stone Bluff there, and my cowboys are
bound to hear the shooting."
Buck gripped her by the arm.
"Maybe not," he said. "You head

for the outfit and send 'ern out here.
This is no place for you, anyway."
"What are you going to do?" the

girl demanded.
"Give those three herdsmen of yours

a little support," was the reply. "I
reckon they'll need it. Go on now, you
get going.

'

Mary was loath to leave him, believ-
ing that he and the three punchers
down on the prairie were likely to meet
their death at the hands of the outlaws.
But he prevailed upon her to ride for
the ranch and give the alarm, and as
she began to spur in trie direction of her
home he galloped to the aid of the men
who were facing the onset of the charg-
ing outlaws.

Ev\
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Before Buck had covered a hundred
yards of ground, however, he looked
back to see if Mary were still making
for the ranch that lay beyond the bluff,

and, as he turned his head, he at once
became aware that she was in danger.

Two renegade Indians were careering
in pursuit of her—ruffians who seemed
to spring from nowhere ; or so it ap-
peared to Buck, who knew nothing of

the party which was lurking in the
wood.
They had been ordered by Red Eagle

to seize Mary, and they were gaining
on her rapidly. Consequently, Buck
wheeled around and abandoned his

former intention of going to the assist-

ance of the three cowboys in charge of

the herd, riding to the rescue of the
girl instead.

Never before had he taxed his bronc,
Silver, as he did now, and, leaning
forward in the saddle, uttering words of
encouragement in the pony's ears, he
urged the gallant creature over the
inc.-quite at breakneck speed to take
up the chase of the renegades who were
out to secure Mary Grayson.

Ev.Ty Tuesday

He had not gone far when he realised
that he himself had been marked dow n
for pursuit—by two more renegade
Indians who suddenly debouched from
that wood where, if Buck had only
known it, the band of braves under "Red
Eagle's command were lying in conceal-
ment. ^

.

Menaced as he was by these unex-
pected foes, the big Ranger concen-
trated his attention on the pair of
rogues who were striving to overtake
Mary, and, though they were making
up on her, their horses were ho match
for Silver. Therefore, Buck .was soon
abreast of the hinflmost of the girl's

pursuers, and with a powerful back-
handed blow he knocked the fellow
clean off his mustang's back.

With a hoarse .cry the Redskin
plunged to the dust, and the shout that
broke from his lips as he fell caused his

accomplice to look round sharply. In
another instant the latter was tugging
out a six-gun, and, still riding at top
pace, he tried to drill Buck through the
body at point-blank range.
Luckily the white man was within

reach of him ere it was possible for him
to draw trigger, and, catching him by
the wrist with one hand and gripping
him bv the throat with the other, he
succeeded in unhorsing him—though at

the cost of parting company with his

own bronc.
Both men crashed to earth, and the

gun flew from the renegade's hand.
Then, " rolling asunder, they picked
themselves up and launched a simul-
taneous attack, the Redskin leaping at

his antagonist pantherishly, but meeting
an Anglo-Saxon uppercut that grassed
him in the twinkling of an eye.

But, in the meantime, the second pair
of Indians who had dashed from the
cover of the wood were coming up fast,

and with savage yells they sprang from .'

their ponies and closed with Buck, to be "jf*
1
*

joined within a few seconds by the >
brave whom the Ranger had first*

assailed.

Some distance away, Mary Grayson
brought her horse to a standstill and
looked back to see her protector battling
furiously with his enemies—saw the dust
rising from their feet in clouds as they
staggered from side to side in their life-

and-death struggle. Then, all at once.
Buck seemed to wrench himself free
with a tremendous effort, and, swing-
ing his fists, he scattered the three rene-
gades who had been grappling with
him.
At that same instant, however, Mary

detected a movement on the part of

the Indian who had gone down trim;

Buck's uppercut a minute before, and
a thrill of horror coursed through her
as she saw him scramble to his feet and
pluck out a wicked-looking knife whosw
blade glinted sinisterly in the rays of
the setting sun.

"Buck!" Mary screamed, and then
covered her face with her hands as the
murderous Redskin pounced on the
white man from behind.

(To be continued in another smashing
episode next week. By permission of

Universal Pictures, Ltd., starring Buck
Jones.)
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A detective finds a murdered man in his room at his hotel, but when he summons the
officials the body has vanished. They suggest hallucinations, but next day he is

involved in a train wreck and he sees the dead man in the flames. A gripping thriller,

starring Edmund Lowe and Constance Cummings

Tho Body that Disappeared

JOHN HARWOOD staggered up the
stairs of his hotel. He was a little

_
sick of Nice aud its everlasting

gaieties. That night there had been
a big Carnival Ball, and trying to get
the festive spirit, he had mingled with
the crowds in the guise of Mephis-
topheles. The American knew no one
in Nice, and as a result had drowned
his sorrows in more wine than was
good for him. Ho wished the dickens
that Felton would turn up so they could
leave Nice and be on their way to

England and eventually Scotland.

Harwood was tho European agent of

* big American detective agency, and
he had gone to Nice for a holiday.
Whilst there he had received instruc-

tions that his services were required
for the unravelling of a jewel theft in

Scotland, and that ho was to wait there
for Felton, tho representative of an
insurance company. The necklace lost

by Lady Morland, who was an
American, was of great value, and the
insurance company insisted upon send-
ing a representative. As a result Har-
wood had to hang around Nice.
On reaching his room he had some

difficulty in fitting tho key into the
lock, but managed it at last. Ho stag-

gered inside and thi>n pulled up in sur-

prise at sight of a weird thing sprawled
across a table.

Harwood laughed Ho remembered
quite clearly where ho had seen this

person before. It was tho man who
occupied I lie next room. Harwood had
got his devil's tail jammed in his own
door, and bad left tlic doorkey in his

suit. Tbo man next Moor, wearing the
guise of a monk with a monstrosity of

a cardboard head mask, had opened tho
October 3rd. 1036.

door with his own key. Harwood
chuckled again because they had had
several drinks together until the
surging crowds had parted them.
Apparently, the monk had come to

Harwood's room for a drink, and had
fallen into a tipsy sleep.

"I'll mix you a corpse reviver,"
cried Harwood.
There came no answer from the

unexpected guest. " Must make it

pretty strong," Harwood muttered.
" Seems to be out." After a certain
amount of trouble ho mixed a very
strong drink and swayed across the
room. "Drink this, old boy." He
slapped the man on the shoulder. " Do
you a power of good."

Thero came no response, so Harwood
slapped tho man a trifle harder, and to

his surprise tho sleeping man roPed off

his chair on to the floor. Tho grotesque
head came off and ho found himself
staring at a bearded, elderly man,
whose cheeks were tho colour of chalk.

Tho detective went down on his knees,

and the alcoholio fumes were dispelled

in a flash when he found tho man dead
—strangled

!

reception bureau has-

niy name's Harwood

Down to the
tened Harwood.

" Look here,

and "

That was as far as Harwood got,

because a hand was laid on his shoulder
and be found himself staring at a

remarkably attractive girl, who was
in travelling clothes with a rug over

ono arm. RIio smiled at him.
" I've been looking for you—I'm

Felton."
" Good heavens, I thought Felton was

a man." Then he saw the manager
coming out of his office and rcmem

bered. "M'sieur, a word with you,"
he called. The fat manager bowed,
beamed and hastened forward. " There's
a dead man in my room. I think he's
been murdered!"
The pretty girl gasped and the man-

ager muttered " Mon Dieu !
" whilst a

reception-clerk, who thought the
American gentleman was joking,
tittered.

At any rate, Harwood finally con-
vinced everyone that there was a
strangled man in bis room, and a rush
was made upstairs. The detective
clutched at a chair when he found his

room empty—tho body had gone!
Naturally, everyone thought John

Harwood was suffering from delueions
or strong drink. The manager was
quite cross, and Harwood was not
pleased with tho mocking laughter of
Miss Caryl Fenton.
"I tell you I saw a man sprawled in

that chair," he told her when tho irate

manager and his staff had departed,
"and that when I slapped him he fell

on the floor—dead—strangled. I know
I've had quite enough to drink, but I

I don't care if I live to be a hundred
I shall always swear I saw a dead body
lying just there." He pointed drama-
tically.

"May I remind you that you had
ra to leave Nice immediately I

arrived," said the girl. "And that, to-

night we've got to bo on our way
across Europe towards England. Have
yon forgotten all about Lady
Morland's necklace?"

I have not."
" Wo must leave by tho midnight

Continental Express." Miss Fenton
-scd him as if ho were a child.

"Kindly come out ol your trance and
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Btart packing, because the train leaves

in exactly half an hour. You can sleep
this off in the train."

It was a reluctant and bewildered
John Harwood that boarded the Con-
tinental Express. He was now in that
state when he was almost sure he had
seen a body, but just the slightest bit

doubtful that it might have been the
result of too many drinks.

The Train Smash
HARWOOD had been ready to

leave at a moment's notice and
had bought tickets. Naturally,

he had got a double sleeper, thinking
Fenton was a man, and a3 a result of
the train being full had to repose on
luggage in a corridor, whilst his com-
panion slumbered in the luxurious
sleeper. Harwood decided that life was
very hard, especially as the train
rattled and bumped in a manner that
made sleep almost impossible.
At last Harwood managed to doz« off,

and it seemed that he had scarce closed
his eyes when he had a rude awaken-
ing. First his head hit a wall, then his

body seemed to come off the floor to
crash against the roof, then he was
twisted like a ball and hurled violently
to the floor. Vaguely Harwood won-
dered whether this was some dread
nightmare. ' The sound of splintering
wood, breaking glass, terrific crashings
and agonised screaming made him
realise at last the train was off the lines.

Next sensation was sinking and having
a vague conception of the whole coach
crumpling up, then his head hit some-
thing and everything went black.
When Harwood opened his eyes he

was in a place that was not heaven.
Everything was red and leaping. His
vision cleared and he realised these
were flames. The express had crashed
at sixty miles an hour and the coach
was a blazing wreck. He did not know
that his face was blackened, his fore-
head streaming blood from flying glass, I

and that his clothes were in tatters, I
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but he did know he was alive, and if

he wished to survive he. must get out
quick. It was as he moved towards a
broken window that he saw the body.
Half protruding from a wrecked seat

was the body of a bearded man. It was
the dead man that he had seen in his

room. Suddenly leaping flames began
to roar and crackle close to the body.
Fascinated, Harwood crawled forward.
The man had been dead some time.
The shrewd e3'es of the detective were
quick to note the dangling sleeve and
stiff, blood-stained shirt cuff. There was
writing on the cuff—an address. Har-
wood ripped off the cuff, and as the
flames blazed up darted for the window.
Harwood got clear in the nick of

time. The coach became a blazing
mass. He rolled down a slight slope
and was helped to his feet by someone.
Vaguely he heard that the express had
been deliberately derailed and that it

was feared many had perished. He
could find out nothing about Miss Fen-
ton, though a rescue worker informed
him that a number of the passengers
had been conducted to a near-by con-
vent. He was so badly battered and
bruised that it was an effort to limp
the quarter of a mile to the convent.
A nun admitted him and led him to

the cloisters. Here temporary beds had
been fitted up for the wounded and
hurt. Nowhere was there any sign of
the girl, until a Sister in white robes
told him in broken English that an
American young lady was in the
library.

It was Fenton and he was intensely
relieved. The girl gave a cry of joy at
sight of him. She had feared he had
been killed or burnt. She had not been
hurt, but had been knocked silly, and
had woken up in this convent. Har-
wood shook her hand warmly, and did
not notice the clean-shaven, elderly man
seated at a table.

Harwood suddenly remembered about
his discovery.

"Listen, Miss Fenton," he cried.

" You know what I told you about see-
ing a body in my room and how you
thought I was crazy because I couldn't
produce the corpse. Well, I saw the
same man on the express."
"What!" The girl was shocked.

"_ "And believe me, this is no hallucina-
tion," Harwood grinned triumphantly.
"It was the same man, and he had been
dead some while. The body vanished
from my room and was dumped on the
express, and, in my humble opinion, the
train was derailed because someone
wanted to cover the murder. The express
was wrecked so the world should think
this man was killed in the smash. If only
I could get in touch with the police
I'd

"

The girl shook his arm and pointed.
Startled, Hopwood glanced round and
saw the man at the table. The latter

smiled and bowed.
"Permit me to introduce myself,

m'sieur," he said. "I'm Paul Turbe,
Assistant Prefect of the Paris Police.

By the irony of fate I was holiday-
making in the district, and naturally 1

have taken charge. I could not fail to

hear some of your remarks about a

dead body. Perhaps shock, concussion,
or "

"Nothing," Harwood interrupted
with a quick sweep of his hand. " I

had that same sort of gag tried on me
at Nice and I nearly swallowed it.

M'sieu Turbe, I am certain the express
was wrecked to hide a murder."
With a slightly mocking smile the

Assistant Prefect listened to Harwood's
tale, and it was obvious to the detec-

tive that the great man thought him
demented or suffering from the
accident.

" You think I'm crackers," shouted
the exasperated Harwood. "Well, I'm
so crazy I'm willing to wager a grand
—that's a thousand dollars—that the
man was murdered and that I'll find the
murderer. Will you take the bet? But
first let me tell you who I am. I'm
Hanvood of Pinkerton's."

The detective went down on his knees and he knew in a Cash that the man was dead—strangled I

October 3rd, 1938.



"Why look a gift horse in the

mouth? " laughed Tin-be, with a smile

of sympathy for the girl. "Certainly I

lake your bet."
"Okay!" snapped Harwood. "Now

I believe in a straight fight and no
trickery. Always start square with
your opponent. I'm going to show you
Hue number one." He fished out the

blood-stained cuff. "That I tore from
the sleeve of the body before the flames

got busy."

The Limping Man

CARYL FENTON' began to believe

there was something in Harwood's
story, and she consented to go

with him to Paris to the address that

had been on the cuff, but she made the

detective promise that if they found
nothing there they were to continue
their journey at once.

" We'll both get fired if we don't get

(o Scotland and settle this necklace case

of Lady Morland," the girl complained.
"Send her a wire," suggested Har-

wood. " Delayed by train smash—fog
in Channel—trouble with passports

—

anything. I reckon I'm on to some-
thing. I've found out the dead man's
name was Karl Wagner—his badly
burnt body was found and identified.

Also, I'm all out to show Mister Paul
Turbe that we're not the fools he
appears to think. When we get to

Paris we go straight to that address on
the cuff. I imagine Wagner wrote the
address, because he has a bad memory.
Axel Hoyt may be the next stepping-
stone."
They found that the address in Paris

was in a fashionable quarter though
quiet. A sleek manservant admitted
them, and stated with a bow that Axel
Hoyt resided there and asked the
nature of their business. Harwood
answered vaguely that it concerned a
personal friend of his master. They
were admitted to a large room. At a
piano sat a rather curious little man.
He was playing and sweeping back his

hair in the manner of a genius. He
did not cease playing, but with a nod
indicated chairs.

The opera selection finished, Axel
Hoyt lose to his feet. He was garbed
in a black frock coat and his face
seemed unnaturally white—keen, dark
eyes stared at the visitors. When he
walked towards them he limped.
"I have just arrived in Paris," stated

Harwood. "And I thought it best to
<ome and see you as I have some bad
news about a friend of yours." Hoyt
raised his eyebrows. "We were train

acquaintances, but there was an unfor-
tunate railway accident and your friend
v. as killed. His name was Karl
Wagner."
Harwood thought Hoyt gave a slight

start.

"So Karl is dead." Hoyt spoke
softly. "I am very sorry to hear that.
How did you get my address, m'sieu?"

"It was written on a piece of paper,"
lied Harwood. "It was found when
they searched the body. I happened to

be coming to Paris with my wife." He
dare not look at Caryl. "And I
thought the only thing I could do was
to let vou know."
"I thank you." Hoyt gave a little

bow. "Very kind. T did know
Wagner, but it was only a business
acquaintanceship. I am sorry to hear
about tin's train smash. Thank you for
coming to see me. I knew Wagner
not very well, -o I feel you have
come On rather a fruitless errand.
Imt, all the same. T appreciate the kind-
ness."

Harwood had been glancing round
the room. TTc saw a number of photo
October 3rd, 19S6.
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graphs of a racecourse, and as they rose
J

to leave Harwood managed to get a
closer view.
"I see you know Buenos Aires race-

course," he remarked. "Nice place."
"I have never been there," Hoyt

spoke shortly. "I rent these apart-

ments, and I have not moved the pic-

tures. Good-day, m'sieu! Good-day,
madame!"

" I'll wager those pictures of Buenos
Aires were his own," whispered Har-
wood, as they went down the stairs.

"He did not want to admit he had ^een
there. Moreover, he was unmoved by
the death of Wagner, and said he was
sorry to hear about the train smash. I

spotted several newspapers that had
been flung into a waste-paper basket,
and as their front pages talk of nothing
else but the disaster, he was bound to

have seen about it. Why did he act as

if it were news to him?"
'' Will you explain why it was neces-

sary to refer to me as your wife?"
Caryl demanded.
"I thought you wouldn't mind,"

Harwood grinned. " I didn't want
Hoyt to get suspicious. Caryl, I'm
going to break into this place to-night

and have a look round."
"You can leave me out," firmly

stated the girl. "I've no desire to

spend the rest of my life behind bars."

Yet so persuasive was Harwood's
tongue that Caryl accompanied him
that night when they entered the house
by picking the lock of the front door.

Harwood explained that he had taken
lessons from a crook, whose life he had
saved. The house was composed of

several flats and Hoyt was on the top
floor. They went up the stairs, and
with a finger against his lips, the detec-

tive signalled for extreme caution.

After experimenting with a number of

keys and some wire instrument, Har-
wood managed to open the. front door
of the flat and they tiptoed inside.

By means of a torch they found their

way to the big lounge. The flat seemed
extremely quiet and seemed to possess

a musty smell. Harwood listened

against several doors and could hear no
sound. It was two in the morning

—

awkward if Hoyt were out and returned
to find someone busy ransacking the
flat. But the beam of light from the
torch showed them that Hoyt was not
likely to return—the lounge was bare.

Harwood flashed the light round—not a
stick of furniture.

"They've gone!" came Caryl's hoarse
whisper.

" I must have scared the rats," Har-
wood muttered. "I'll switch on the
lights."

The man and girl stared round at

the bare, untidy room ; dust, bits of
shavings, some sacking and a broken
plate were all they saw. But a few
hours before this room had been
crammed with furniture and a grand
piano. They had certainly got busy
after receiving that visit from Harwood.
"Hallo, there's something they

couldn't take." Harwood pointed to a

clock let into the wall. "I might as
well take a look at it."

They were standing there admiring
the clock when Harwood decided to

open the glass door that encased it

—

something floated to the floor. The
door latch was broken and this piece of

paper had been used as a wedge.
"Hallo, look at this." The detective

unfolded it and held it out so the ITirl

could see. "An invitation to a Guild
hall banquet. Our friend Hoyt must
have been a big noise to have been
in\ ited."

" hook at the date." Caryl pointed.
"It's seven years ago."
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Harwood put the invitation into a
waistcoat pocket. " Hoyt has been
here a good many years, the condition
of this piece of paper proves that, and
yet he runs because I talk about his

friend Wagner—that's how the story
reads to me."
Harwood walked to the window and

flung up the bottom half. Caryl came
to his side to lean on the ledge and
stare over Paris.
"Somewhere in this city Hoyt .s

hiding and "

The detective ducked because some-
thing whined past, his ear to smash into
the wall behind with a dull thud.
Before Caryl could ask what was hap-
pening, she was seized by strong fin-

gers and flung to the floor.

"Someone shooting at us," hissed

Harwood. " Thank heaven whoever it

was scored a miss."
Crack ! Crack ! The hidden gunner

got busy when Harwood tried to peep
over the window ledge.
"Don't be a fool," screamed Caryl.

"Let's get out of here!"
" Humiliating as it may seem, but I

see no other way but to crawl." The
detective laughed. "That window-sill
is pretty low, so keep as flat as you
can. Let's crawl !"

They reached the door, and then came
the task of reaching up a hand to the
door-handle. Caryl was nearest the
door, and she managed to reach up to

the handle. Scarce had she opened the
door than two bullets splintered the

woodwork. She did not cry out, and
Harwood gave the girl an approving
glance. Very slowly they opened the
door and wriggled through. With •

sigh of relief they got to their fecr. '

"I think we will leave here before
our friends decide to pay us a personal
visit." Harwood took her arm. "We
will depart at dawn from this un-

friendly city and be on our way to

England."
"And from there on to Scotland?"

asked Caryl.
"No, my dear, not yet. We are

going to see the Guildhall," chuckled
Harwood. "The fog in the Channel is

going to prevent us from having the

pleasure of dear Lady Morland's com-
pany for another day or two."

The Trail Broadens

THEY crossed the Channel in bril-

liant sunshine, and Harwood
hoped fervently that Lady Mor-

land did not read the weather reports.

They had slept on the train and on the

boat, so that they did not feel too ex-

hausted when they reached London.
Besides, Harwood on a trail was a

mass of energv. and it had an inspiring

effect on Caryl Fenton. Not till the

afternoon did they manage to get into

the Guildhall.
A guide showed them round, and in

a droning voice rattled off a long mono-
logue upon the history of the Guildhall

and of the many events that had hap-

pened beneath its marvellous roof.

There were forty or fifty people, mostly
Americans, being shown round, ami
Caryl marvelled at the absurd
tion's asked by some people. A nudge
in the ribs made her glance at the

tive.

"According to this guide book wo
shall shortly be shown into the ban-

queting hall, and round the walls arc
tphs of the dinners that

have taken place here. I want a good
look at those pictures." Harwood in-

dicated it" , rowd. ".Inst memorise
some of those daft questions thai

being asked, because I may want VOU

to delay 'lie guide as lo

1.. those pictinres. How many people

lown to dine? Did they have roast

turkey on ihe menu—what did the Lord
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Mayor wear? Who sat on his right,

and why? You should do this fine."

"Thanks for the compliment," Caryl
said a trifle crisply.

"And don't shoot your questions till

1 tip you off," he added. "It's that
1929 picture I want to see most."
Harwood succeeded, through the

clever work of Caryl, in getting a good
look at the picture of the 1929 Lord
Mayor's banquet through a magnifying
glass, and his eyes opened wide when
he located Hoyt almost at once. Un-
fortunately the light near the picture
was not very good. When the party
were shown into a library. Caryl went
all hot and cold because Harwood was
riot with them. What was that crazy-

idiot up to now 1

The guide was now getting to the end
of his tale, and come to the part that
made him speak with fervour. He
might not get a pension, an.d would be
very grateful for any trifling reward
the visitors might care to make him

—

a doctor had warned him that so much
talking was straining his vocal cords.
A hoarse cough caused many to

fumble in their pockets. And the
callous Caryl would ask questions at a
moment like this. She smiled con-
tentedly when Harwood appeared from
nowhere, but she did not fail to observe
the bulge in his coat. They had booked
rooms in a large hotel, and in the
privacy of his room they had leisure to
study the picture of the 1929 banquet
which Harwood had stolen from the
Guildhall by cutting it out of its frame
"See, there is Hoyt!" Harwood was

peering through the glass. "No iri~-

taking him. See that bearded man
quite close to him—that, my sweet, is

Wagner. Now it seems to me that
there are three others in whom we must
take an interest. One is the woman
between Hoyt and Wagner, and the
other two are the men opposite."
"Why?"
"They look like a group," was his

explanation. " I get the impression
they were not aware the picture was
going to be taken and were discussing
some matter. The five seem to be
interested in the one of their party
doing the talking—that being the guj
of whom we '.'an only see the :>aek of
his head. The only outstanding feature
there is the hand with the cigar.
"The hand is by the ear, and I should

say he appreciates a cigar. It is a
sort of attitude adopted by a man who
wishes to swank about bein^ able to
afford expensive cigars. A characteris-
tic gesture, but not very helpful to us.

On his left is a woman, who has edged
her chair away and is turning to people
farther up the table, and so I rine her
out of the party. On his right is a
man, and as he has turned his head we
get a part of the face. I'm going to
have special enlargements made."
"What do you propose to do after

that?" asked Caryl. "We've got to go
to Scotland some time."
Harwood scratched his head with a

pencil.

"I have an idea." Caryl pointed to
the woman between Hoyt and Wagner.
" I know a woman who dresses Society
for Court functions, and she is quite
discreet. The gow;n worn by the
woman is very distinctive and cost a
lot of money. My friend might be able
to tell me who designed it, and that
might lead us to the establishment which
sold the dress."

Caryl's idea proved fruitful. Her
friend had a marvellous memory for
fashionable designs. She had herself
brought out a model like this, and had
been incensed because another firm bad
dared to copy the design.
The firm was still in existence. Off

went the sleuths and interviewed a
madame, who surrendered to that
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"Clue number one," snapped Har-
wood. "That cuff I tore from the
body before the flames got busy."

charming Harwood smile and informed
them that the lady was still a client of
hers, and that her name was Miss Eliza-
beth Wentworth and the address:
Wentworth Hall, Buckley, Hampshire.
Harwood and Caryl caught the six

o'clock train from Waterloo, and their
destination was Buckley. They went to
the local inn, as Harwood said that
innkeepers always knew everything
about the locals. They ordered a drink,
and Caryl was about to ask Harwood
when he proposed to start asking ques-
tions, when he took her by the arm and
led her to a dart board.
The first two darts stuck in the board,

but the third he cast in another direc-

tion. It pierced a poster, and Caryl
gave a little gasp. The poster pro-
claimed that that evening, at the mis-
sion hall, a whist dri\e was being held
to raise funds for the "Pilgrims of

Peace." The vicar would preside. Miss
Elizabeth Wentworth, the secretary of

the organisation, had her name at the
bottom of the poster, and it was through
her name that Harwood had flung the
dart.

The Whist Drive

HARWOOD drained his glass of
beer and announced that he pro-
posed to compete in the whist

drive.
Caryl drained her half-pint and splut-

tered that she was the worst card-player
in the world.
"Impossible!" cried Harwood. "At

any rate, we'll go to the slaughter
together."

But you'll find the losing lady goes
down and the losing man moves up,"
laughed Caryl. "And what do you
propose to do at the whist drive?"
"Take a look at Lizzy and see what

I think of her," chuckled the detective.

"I shall connive some way to get to the
same table, whereupon I intend to
whisper something about Hoyt and sec
what effect it has on her."
They arrived at the mission hall, and

the whist drive was preceded by a
short service. Harwood nudged Caryl.
"See the platform," he said in a

stage whisper. "See the woman with
the 6mart clothes and the fox fur

—

that's Miss Lizzy Wentworth. Also tako
a good look at the man on the right of
the vicar." He glanced across at a
poster on the wall. "That. I imagine,
is Sir Charles Webber, the President
of the ' Pilgrims of Peace '

; and when
he turns his head you will notice the
likeness to the man opposite Hoyt at
the banquet."
"You're right," came her excited

whisper.
"Of course we may be on a blind

trail, and they may be quite innocent;
but I have a hunch they're all mixed
up in this game. At any rate, I may
be able to tell you more after I havo
played whist with Miss Wentworth."
He gave a quiet chuckle. "I bet old
Turbe gets a surprise this evening. He
should havo got by air mail my clue
number two, which is the picture of the
Guildhall banquet, and, just to help the
poor fellow, I put a tick against Hoyt,
Wagner, and Miss Wentworth. I could
make good use of that thousand
dollars."
"In what way?"
"I might get married," blandly

answered Harwood.
"You'd want more than a thousand

bucks to persuade any girl to marry
you!" scoffed Caryl. "Hallo, what's
that bell for?"
"A few words from the dear vicar,"

whispered Harwood. "And a nod or
so from the patrons on the platform."

As far as the two sleuths could gather,
the purpose of the "Pilgrims of Peace"
was to prevent war at all cost, and funds
were required to send a missionary ship
that would go round the world trying to
persuade belligerent nations to vote at
the next League of Nations' conference
for world peace. The cause seemed good
but quite hopeless to Harwood's idea, but
everyone present seemed most enthusias-

tic. Sir Charles Webber strutted to tha
front of the platform and said, with chest,

well stuck out, that he was delighted tr>

see these good people here. Miss
Elizabeth Wentworth, in a tired, drawl-
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ing voice, spoke of the cause, and men-
tioned a number of distinguished names
—people interested in the cause. She
smiled and added that any contribution
would be welcome. The vicar announced
that his curate would be pleased to

receive any cheques or contributions at

the platform. From the background a
thin-faced man with a very pious expres-

sion shuffled forward and said a few
words in a rather high-pitched voice.

Harwood looked at Caryl.

"Ever seen him before?"
"He does seem familiar somehow."

Caryl wrinkled her delightful nose. "He
looks very religious."

"Crooks often do," muttered the
detective. " You try and think of some-
one who walks with a limp. Hallo, there
goes the bell. Seconds out of the ring.

Here's to the first round."
Caryl found the whist drive a most

t eying affair. She was soon separated
from Harwood, who seemed to lose every
hand. Actually, the 'tec was an expert
card manipulator, and twice in his eager-
ness to get moved in the direction of

Miss Wentworth, he dealt one of his

opponents a hand that contained thirteen
hearts—they were trumps. Of course, :t

was his luck that. Miss Wentworth should
start at Table 18 and Harwood at 6. It

was not till almost the end of the even-
ing that he saw his prey move to Table
15—they were opponents at the same
table.

There was still a lot of skirmishing
going on at other tables, so the four at
No. 15 waited till the clamour died down.
Harwood was busy with the cards. He
smiled at Miss Wentworth.

" You don't remember me, Miss Went-
worth?"
She gave him a puzzled glance.
" I'm sorry, but.

"

" It was at the Guildhall banquet
seven years ago." His eyes watched
her closely. "I was at the next table."
The beautiful Miss Wentworth gave

him a very close scrutiny.
" I feel sure you've made a mistake."

She spoke in slightly bored tones. " I

did attend a banquet, but I don't
rempmber when it was."
"One nine two nine," promptly

replied Harwood. " I remember it so
will because you were sitting next to a
man I knew quite well. Nice man.
Axel Hoyt." Now the woman could
not check her unmistakable start, but
Harwood went on as if he had seen
nothing. "I've been abroad for years,
but the other day I happened to be in

Paris. What a surprise I got to see
Hoyt again. I didn't speak to him,
but "

" You are quite mistaken," Miss
Wentworth spoke coldly. "Axel Hoyt
din! three years ago. Would yon stop
shuffling the cards—you're holding tip

the game."
Harwood dealt and talked. "I would

have sworn it was Hoyt."
"Hbyt is buried in Buckley," the

woman said in a cold, rebuking tone of
voice. " You can see his grave there if

you don't believe me."
Harwood apologised humbly for his

mistake and gave so little attention to
the game that he trumped his partner's
act. What the elderly spinster called
the detective is nobody's business—even
the vicar was shocked.
When the whist drive was Over Miss

Wentworth went, over to speak with
Sir Charles WebbeV, and they had not
been chatting many moments when the
• urate limped over to tnerh. Harwood,
who was sampling a most appalling cup
of cocoa, happened to glance across, and
it ilid not surprise him to find three
pairs of eyes studying him closely.

"Sweetheart, the plot thiekens." He
October 3rd, l!)3rt.
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spoke out of the corner of his mouth.
"I'm not your sweetheart," snapped

Caryl. "What's the next move, Bone-
head ?"

"We stay the night at the village inn,

before breakfast we visit the church-
yard to see if a certain lady is telling the
truth, and after that a visit to the
registry of births and deaths, where 1

expect to do a lot of expert lying to
obtain the information I require."
"And I suppose I have to assist, big

boy?" She laughed mocking-^, "One
more day's delay. If we don't both 'get

sacked it will be a miracle."
Harwood's parcel had reached Paul

Turbe in Pans. The Assistant Prefect
studied the photograph and smiled at
the detective s note that this was Clue
No. 2, and that as the mystery was
almost solved, it would be a good idea
if he saw that there were sufficient funds
to pay out a cheque for a thousand
dollars. Turbe looked at the cardboard
cylinder in which the picture had been
sent, and it was plain to see that it had
been posted at Buckley.

A Second Death

SURE enough they found Hoyt's
grave, and Harwood told Caryl
that the Buckley Registry office

might supply the next link. The girl

gazed at the American with incredulous
eyes as he talked to the kindly little

registrar. They had been married a
year and they wanted to call their first

child after his wife's uncle, Axel Hoyt.
They were faced with a difficulty, as
they wanted to use Hoyt's middle
name, which was Aloysius, and they
were not sure of the spelling. There
was much argument in his wife's family
over the matter, and as far as Harwood
could see, the death certificate was the
only means of deciding the matter.
How he got the tale over Caryl can
never understand, but he succeeded and
discovered that Dr. Evans, who lived
locally, had attended the supposed
death.

It was a bad blow on arrival at
Evans' house to lcam from his house-
keeper that the doctor had received an
urgent summons by telegram to a
patient in a neighbouring town. The
good woman mentioned that he had
caught the 9.45, and politely closed the
door.
"The train has just left," remarked

Harwood, looking at his wrist watch.
" But if we hop across the road to that
garage we may succeed in hiring a car
that will get us there almost as soon.
If wo can make the station before Evans
we'll bo in luck."
"Why?"
"My dear Caryl, you ask too many

awkward questions," Harwood grinned.
"What I shall say to Evans when I

locate him I shall try to figitie out
during the car trip. First let us obtain
a car. Come on!"
They succeeded in hiring a powerful

open two-seater of a somewhat ancient
type. It rattled and shook, and when
doing sixty threatened to break up.
They had secured a map from the

garage, which Caryl spread out on her
knees.

"According to this map," the girl

said, after they had gone a considerable
distance. "We are now within four
miles of Ramley, and very shortly we
cross the railway line. Then there
seems to be a mile beside the railway,
and then, for some comir reason, the
load again crosses the track."
They reached a level-crossing as the

man in charge was about to shuj
gates, but their violent honking kept
them open. As ihev flashed past the
man shouted something about deserv-
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ing to get killed. A minute or so later,
hearing a train, they glanced back.

"That's the 9.45," cried Harwood,
"Our man's on that train."

"It's a straight stretch and the train's
catching up," shouted Caryl. " We
can't beat it to the next crossing."
"We can try!" Grimly Harwood

bent over the wheel.
It was a hard race, in which Harwood

had to admit himself beaten. The train
had gained the lead;
"Look!" shouted Caryl, as they

came into a straight stretch. " Look
at that lorry!"
Even as they watched, a lorry

crashed through the gates and stopped
right across the line. They saw a man
get out and run for dear life. Appalled,
they glanced back. A screeching of
brakes denoted that the engine driver
was applying his brakes, but the speed
was too great.
The engine hit the lorry with a crash.

The level-crossing was at an embank-
ment and the engine left the line,

swiped off part of a signal-box and
crashed down an embankment, carry :

ing the three coaches and guard's van
with it. There came the sounds of
terrific smashings as the coaches were
telescoped.
An hour later, Caryl and Harwood

were at the Three Feathers Inn, which
was situated a quarter of a mile from
the scene of the disaster and about a
mile from Ramley. The local train had
not been carrying many passengers,
but the engine-driver and four
passengers were dead, with five

passengers gravely injured. Harwood
was sunk in gloom because Dr. Evans
had been in the first coach and was one
of the dead.
The Squire of Ramley, who was the

Chief Constable of the district, a ser-

geant, and two policemen had arrived
at the inn, and Harwood had made a
frank statement of what he had seen.

"It was a deliberate train wreck!"
he cried. "That lorry was timed- to
crash through those gates in order to
derail the train. I am a detective, and
there was a Dr. Evans on that train
with whom I wanted to talk; someone
wrecked the train to prevent me speak-
ing to him."

Rather a sweeping statement!"
cried the Chief Constable. "These sort

of things don't happen in England."
"Well, it happened to-day!" rasped

Harwood. "Do you remember the Con-
tinental Express from Nice to Paris that
was derailed a few days ago? I see you
read about it. As part of the rail had
been removed, it is known the train
was wrecked for some sinister purpose.
Well, I think the same man or gang
engineered this disaster."
"I think you're quite right.'' said a

voice that made Harwood and the girl

turn round eagerly.
It was Paul Turbe, the Assistant

Prefect of Paris.
"What are you doing here?"
"So far, I have been one move be-

hind you, Harwood." Turbe gave a
grim smile. "And, frankly, I think
that now I have drawn level. I confess

I thought your talc about the Conti-
nental being deliberately wrecked a lot

of nonsense, but I soon found out you
were right. I started investigations on
my own account, and I must >ay your
picture of the Guildhall banquet was
of great value. I was at. Burley late

!.i t night, but I Went to Ramies Station

to meet Evans— tne wrecker was one
move ahead of me.

"

Harwood introduced the Chief Con-
stable to the Assistant Prefect and the

sergeant. The Chief Constable was
astounded to hear that it was a case of
train wrecking.
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"A fiendish murder!" the Constable
cried. "Scotland Yard must know of

this !"

Paul Turbe beckoned to Harwood to
come to one side.

"I have gone over the ground with a
fine toothcomb, and frankly I think it

is only a matter of hours before I get
my man," Turbe smiled. "And your
thousand dollars. Now you have played
fair by me in giving me two very
valuable dues, so I think it right that
I should give you a helping hand. On
that cuff that you took from the body
of Wagner there was not only that
address in Paris, but part of a cuff-

link." From his pocket he produced
the link. "You will observe the rather
peculiar palm-leaf design." He fumbled
again. ' There was nothing on the body
of Dr. Evans that was of any assistance,
but his cuff-link might interest you.
Please note that it is identically the
same as that found on Wagner. I made
a lot out of these cuff-links—they should
help you."
When Turbe had gone Harwood

thought for a few minutes, then he
hastened to have a few words with the
landlord. He returned to Caryl.

"I've just asked the landlord to get
through to Buenos Aires Police Depart-
ment for me. I'm going to have a talk
to my friend Mulligan." He laughed.
"The whole village is agog because I

happen to be 'phoning someone thou-
sands of miles from here."
"Have you solved the cuff-link clue?"

asked Caryl.
"No," he admitted, and frowned.

"But these palm-leaves are strangely
familiar. I know I've seen them
recently, and——

" Suddenly he dived
his hand into his pocket and pulled out
a crumpled handbill. "By gosh, I've
got it! Look, Caryl!"

It was the handbill of the whist drive
promoted by the Pilgrims of Peace.
Their emblem was identically the same
—a crossod palm-branch.
By some miracle the landlord got the

telephone call to Buenos Aires through
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under an hour, and from Mulligan the
detective got information that seemed
to explain almost everything.
" Mulligan knew all about Hoyt,

whom he is sure is not dead," Harwood
told Caryl. "Hoyt made South America
pretty warm for him by his gun-running
and smuggling. There is a small war
going on there at the moment, and they
have been tipped off that a bunch of

international crooks—of whom Hoyt is

one—are thought to be scheming to get
arms into the country. This missionary
campaign is just a fake to cover their

latest gun-running activity. One old

dame, with whom I played cards with
at the drive, told me of the wonderful
work done by the mission, and she told
me that theyr had headquarters in

London, where they exhibited in a
museum all the terrible weapons of war
that the Pilgrims were fighting against.
Sweetheart, the old car is taking us to
London."
"And what shall I tell Lady Mor-

land?" she inquired sweetly.
"I think you'd better have suspected

appendicitis," decided Harwood. "That
should stall her."

The Pilgrims of Peace

THEY journeyed to London without
incident, and soon discovered the
headquarters and museum of the

Pilgrims of Peace. Harwood gave
Caryl a significant glance when they
observed the awning outside the build-
ing and the plush carpet. From
posters outside the detective learnt that
the mission ship, John Murdoch, was
at Bordeaux, and- would be sailing on
the Crusade within the next few days.
"I suppose all this business here is to

pull wool over the eyes of the police
and to fleece the public for more
funds," Harwood said with a sneer.
"Let's take a look at their museum."
The place was crowded with people.

and everywhere the two went they
heard people talking in praise of the
noble work that was being done bj the
Pilgrims. There were a great number

of exhibits in glass cases : Bombs, rifle-

grenades, aerial torpedoes, trench-
mortar shells, smoke shells, gas shells,

a howitzer, a field-gun, manv types of
machine-guns, rifles from all over the
world, revolvers, swords and dagger.
There were pictures of mine-craters in

the No Man's Land of the Great War,
and a great number of gruesome wai
scenes. Besides the war, they showed
scenes of the carnage in Abyssinia and
Spain.
"Sort of Chamber of Horrors," hissed

Harwood. "And don't some of thesa
goody-goody folk wallow in it. Ah.
refreshment !" A big man with a sen r I

face and tray of glasses approached and
tendered them a cocktail. "I bet this

is pretty poisonous." He glanced after
the man. " That fellow seemed to bo
very interested in us."
"Well, you would walk into this

hornet's nest. How peaceful Scotland
must be."
"Nonsense!" scoffed the detective

"You're revelling in the excitement.
There's a platform over there—let's go
and hear what rubbish they're talking."
They mingled with the crowd, and

Harwood grinned when he observed on
the platform Miss Elizabeth Wentwortli,
Sir Charles Webber, and Hoyt. The
last-named was wearing the garb
of a priest. Sir Charles announced that
it was wonderful to have this send-off
from so many well-wishers.

It would be the work of the missi i

to bear the palm branch of peace t »

every country. Loud cheering. Willi
a wave of his hand he indicated the
people on the platform. Within a very
few minutes they would lie leaving here
to catch a boat train at Victoria, and
it might be many months before thej

would be fortunate enough to

England again.
Their mission would not be an <>

one, and he trusted that the adherents
at home would work to keep the i

going and to help with funds, if an
appeal for money should be necessai
More cheering. This was followed i >

v

Harwood swung up a big chair and the toughs cowered down, not desiring to get hit.
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a prayer and a psalm; whereupon Sir

Charles indicated that it was time for

all good people to go home, as they
had their train to catch.

People began to leave, but Harwood
hung around because he did not want
to miss anything. A queer kind of

fellow camo lip to the detective and
began to recite some poem about the

John Murdoch, and, when he tried to

push the fellow to one side, another
apparently half-witted youth appeared
and began to talk a lot of nonsense.
"Will you kindly stand to one side?"

prowled Harwood, and blinked to find

three large men that were between him
and the exit. Moreover, Caryl had been
sepa rated from him, and he could not
see her anywhere. The waiter who had
served the cocktails appeared with two
more men dressed as servants. They
crowded round Harwood, and all talked
loudly. The detective knew that they
were trying to keep him a prisoner;
he was in a nasty jam.
Behind him was a table, and on it a

few cocktails that had not been finished.

"I'll take a drink before I go !" Har-
wood cried, and made for the table.

Still jabbering, the men surged after

him.
The reciter was in the lead, and Har-

wood stared at the fellow's pointed chin
speculatively. Ponk ! His
loft lifted the surprised fellow

i lean off his feet. That
stopped the jabbering. With
angry shouts the men rushed
at Harwood, who floored a

couple before leaping over the
table,

P'rom behind a ease ap-
pealed Caryl Fcnton. She
had realised that an attempt
was being made to separate
them. She had gone with
the crowd, and then doubled
back when no one was watch-
nig. How could she help
John to fight all those horrible
men ?

Harwood was strong, and
he swung up a big chair as ii

it were a stick. The toughs
cowered down, not desiring to

get hit. Crouching, they
began to edge nearer their

victim. It was then that the
wildly despairing gaze of the
girl saw the glass case con-
taining a number of Mills'

bombs and the notice that
these bombs were alive.

Oash! With her handbag
she had smashed the glass.

"I'll blow you all to bits if

you move an inch!" she
screamed.
Harwood buried t lie chair at

the men ami bounded to her
side to take the bomb from
her hand.

"Folk, I have now removed the pin I"

he shouted. "I believe three seconds is

the time that this pretty toy takes
before it explodes." All the w liile his

lingers were pushing the pin back. Now
lie swung back his arm. "One—two

—

catch !" He flung it.

Those toughs had not waited. In a
mob they scuttled like scared rabbits
towards the back of the hall.

"Come on. sweetheart'." Harwood
• aught the girl's hand. "We've got a
train to catch."

They arrived at, Victoria with three
minutes to spare. Harwood pushed
everyone away from the booking-office
and secured his tickets. A wild rush
towards the train, for the guard had
blown his whistle. A first-class carriage
door swung op< n, and as the train I

to move Harwood bundled the girl

inside. Tin \ eanK (.anting into seats.
I'Im re i- > her passenger, who
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seemed engrossed in his paper. A rustle
and the paper was lowered. '

"I thought you were going to miss
the train !" laughed Paul Turbo.

The Tunnel

PAUL TURBE laughed at their
surprise.

"I told you, Harwood, I was
gaining on you." He laughed heartily.

"I might almost say I was a move
ahead. Smart work to solve that link

clue. I presume you've found out the
real work of the Pilgrims of Foacc?"
"I have." Harwood mopped his

brow. "They did their best to detain
us at their museum, but we managed to

escape."
" I thought you might have trouble,

but I felt certain you would make this

train." The Assistant Prefect pulled
back the sliding door. "If you put your
head outside, you will observe two men
at either end of the corridor." Har-
wood followed the suggestion and saw
the men. "Those are detectives from
Scotland Yard."
"What are you planning?" Harwood

asked as he sank back into his seat.

"To rope in the whole gang." Turbe
puffed at his cigar. "This train is a

special for the Pilgrims of Peace, so

that the whole of the gun-runners are

NEXT WEEK'S LONG
COMPLETE FILM STORIES

v
ery Tuesday

LEW AYRES and FLORENCE RICE
IN

" TRAPPED BY WIRELESS

"

Mysterious figures pencilled on a five-

dollar note puzzle Jerry Tracy, a young
radio reporter, and in trying to find out
their significance he stumbles upon a
murdered woman, hides a girl wanted
by the police, and is captured by a gang
of crooks. A sensational story in

which wireless plays a vital part.

"THE LAWLESS NINETIES"
A smashing drama oi the world's first

G-Men. How one man fought to rid

Wyoming of its desperadoes, outlaws
and bandits. John Wayne, the King
of the Cowboys, in his greatest pictures.

Also

Another grand episode of the smashing
serial :

" THE PHANTOM RIDER "

Starring Buck Jones.

with us. Only this coach is empty—

I

had it put on for the benefit of scot-
land Yard, Mr. Harwood of Pinker-
tons, and for myself. Mr. Harwood, I

am willing to wave aside the bet that
we made, because I think we should
work together. There is a big reward
for the arrest of these people, and we
can share that reward."
"As we seem about all square, at the

moment, I'm game," answered Har-
wood. "Though I think I have a lot
of information about which you know
very little, but as you no doubt have
warrants for the arrest of these Pil-
grims, I think it would be best for me
to accept your offer."
Paul Turbe listened with a thoughtful

air to Harwood's story, and added bits
of information^ that he himself thought
helped to link* up the whole mystery.
He commended Caryl on her bravery.
" Sir Charles, Miss Wentworth, and

Hoyt are now in the dining-car."
Turbe looked thoughtfully at his cigar.
"Why not arrest them on the train?
Supposing I go to my table that ii? near
them, and you go and confront them.
I can hear everything, and the Scotland
Yard men will be handy should trouble
arise. When you think the moment lias

come for the arrest, light a cigarette
and 1 1 leave the car to give the det< •:-

tives their orders."
The scheme was discussed

and approved. Paul Turbe
lit a fresh cigar and went
along to the dining-car. A
few minutes later Caryl and
Harwood followed. At a
table sat the three con-
spirators and what a shock
they had when Harwood
smiled at them. Calmly he
pulled up a chair for Caryl
and then took the vacant
chair next to Miss Went-
worth.
"A very pleasant evening,"

Harwood beamed at them.
"I trust you Pilgrims are ;i .11

in the best of health?"
" What the dickens do you

mean by this intrusion?"
rasped Sir Charles Webber.
The woman and the priest

eyed the detective < overtly.

"The game is up," an-
swered Harwood. "The Pil-

grims of Peace arc finished.

You're gun-runners." He
saw their startled glances.
"Now, don't get nasty and
try any of that r,ough -tuff

you tried to hand out at your
headquarters, because this

time I have protection."
"You must he out of your

mind!'' stuttered Sir Charles.
"Wagner was in with jsou

all at one time, but either he
knew too much or was diffi-

cult, and so you bumped him off.
'

Harwood told them. " Unfortnii.
you killed him in my room at an
hotel in Nice. The body then vanished,
and the Nice-Paris express was wrecked
—the body appeared in the wreckage.

"In fact, the train had been wrecked
to hide the murder. Being a detective
I was annoyed, and decided to find out
what it was all about, and the trail led

me to Paris to the house of M'sien Am I

Hoyt. There 1 heard a lot of lies, and
when I made my next call I found Hoyt
had flown.
"Someone then tried to shoot this

lady ' here and myself, but we dis-

appointed this somewhat poor gunman.
To cut tho story short, my trail led Die

to Miss Wentworth and you, Sir Charles.

Miss Wentworth informed mo Hoyt was
dead, and there he was standing on the

platform."

(Continued on page 26)
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A wealthy man makes his indolent son an Assistant District Attorney on the chance
that it will make a man of him. The boy awakes to realities when involved in a

murder case. A pulsating drama, starring Rod la Rocque and Marion Nixon
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Playtime Over

IN the offices of Thomas & Thomas,
solicitors, on the thirty-sixth floor

of the Empire Building in New
York City, Lawrence Thomas, senior,

was awaiting the arrival of Lawrence
1 Thomas, junior. It was already ten

o'clock, and a fine summer's morning

—

but Thomas senior was in a fine winter's
temper. He rang his desk bell im-
patiently for the third time since his

arrival.

"My son here yet?'' he demanded
of the tall lady who answered . the
summons.

"Just coming in, sir," she told him.
"He won't be a minute."
"What's he doing?"
"Washing his hands, sir. He drove

here, and. while putting away his car in

the garage
"

"All right, all right! No more ex-
cuses! Send him to me at once, washed
or unwashed!"
Three minutes later "Larry" Thomas

appeared. He was tall, good-looking,
and a trifle pale. He hadn't been to
bed all night, and had quickly slipped
out of evening dies- whilst the lady
secretary had been keeping hi- irate

father in conversation. He came along
breezily to the old man's desk.

"'Morning, dad! Lovelv morning,
what?"
"Haven't had time to notice,"

growled Thomas, senior, glancing up
from his letters. At once he perceived
that LartT, despite the lounge suit, was
.-till wearing a whit'' dress tie and wing
collar. "Going to a funeral?"

" No, dad."
Old Thomas thumped his desk.
"Yes, you are! You're attending

your own! From this moment the firm
of Thomas & Thomas comes to an end.
It reverts to its original style of
Lawrence Thomas—me! You're fired!"
"But, dad, you can't do that "

"I've done it! I've stood your slack
ways quite long enough. You don't
realise what work is. But you're going

to. I've fixed you up at Harrison's, as
Deputy District" Attorney."
"Gee, dad, I'm not suited for sleuth-

ing!"
" You'll have to show your mettle,

Larry. No more bottle parties and girl-

hunting. Take this letter; put on an-
other tie and collar and your hat, and
go straight along to Harrison. He's
expecting you."
Larry saw that the old lad meant it.

"Okay, dad. And if I make good

"Learn discipline, responsibility and
punctuality, and—you'll come back here.
Good-morning I"

Larry was interviewing Lawyer
Thomas Harrison, District Attorney,
half an hour later. A fine, upstanding
old gentleman with a fierce grey mous-
tache and beetling eyebrows. He stood
up when Larry entered, fluttering
Thomas senior's letter in his large,
capable hand.

" Don't sit, Larry—I'm busy, and
you're going to be busy. Assistant
District Attorney means you'll do most
of the work. Now then, we're in a jam.
Can't bring anything off. Every time
we make a raid on some suspected place
everything's clear."
"Leakage, sir."

"And maybe the leakage is in thi-
office." Harrison's moustache bristled
with indignation. "But where? Who'
All my staff seem above suspicion."
He pressed the bell-button on li is desk.
"I'm putting you in charge of the in-

vestigation department." An office-

boy appeared at the door. "Ask Mr.
Hill to come here."
A shortish, well-groomed, sleek man

entered a few moments later. Full-
faced, small moustache, light blue eyes.

"Oh, Arthur, this is Lawrence
Thomas, junior! Larry—meet Mr.
Arthur Hill." Harrison presented the
two young men.

He put down old Thomas' letter.

"Arthur, I'm giving you full charge
of this office. Larry will relieve you of
investigation

"
i

Hill broke in :

"But I've got that all properly
wired

!"

"You can show Larry the scheme yoii;

have in mind. Something has got t-»

be done— we're the laughing stock of all

the newspapers."
Hill's face was a study.
"I was counting on- " He broko

off. " Of course, it's up to you, Mr.
Harrison."

"I want you here, Arthur," his chief
told him. "You're the experienced
man. The Parole Board have had an
other request for the release of Fred
Cole. The application was meant to
fail, I think. But it shows activity in

the wrong quarter-. Take Thorn i«

along to your room and get busy, both
of you."
The rest of the day was spent in Hill'i

sanctum, where Larry was shown the
routine work and given li-ts of places
and person- under suspicion of the
police. Hill showed him a Press-cutting
album of prosecutions.
"We don't seem to have scored rnanj

convictions," Larry offered.

"These crime guys have cute
lawyers to defend them," Hill answered.
" They don't mind what they pay a
smart counsel. Arnold Crane'- one of
their pets—he can talk a jury into be-
lieving black'- white."

"I'd like to know him," Larry
grinned. " Useful sort of fellow."

At the Dover Club

THAT night Larry called in at the
news-room of New York's bright
est evening paper. A girl with

fair, curly hair and demure eyes was
tapping a typewriter at the end desk.

October 3rd, 1936.
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'Hallo!" 'he greeted. "Can't stop

to chattel I"

"Hallo yourself.?' Larry took off his

hat, to lounge against a filing-cabinet.
"

1 tow's Kitten 1"
" She's Kit— in office hours."
"Kit, will yon go places with me to-

night? To the Dover Club?"
"I went places with yon last night,

Larry. And 1 don't like the Dover. It's

a notorious place."
"I'm going to be notorious," grinned

Larry. "Listen. I'm Assistant District

Attorney to old Tom Harrison."

"Gosh!'' Kit stopped typing. "Did
your dad do ibis to you?"
"He did. But it's not news, as yet."

He asked again: "One last fling, Kit?
Come to the Dover with me?"

"Call for me at eleven," she agreed.
"But we won't stay late."

Eleven-thirty that evening found
them in evening dress handing in hats

and coats to Annette, the "check" girl

at the bureau of the Dover Club.
" It's Mr. Lawrence Thomas, isn't

it ?" she asked.
Larry laughed.
"Seen my picture in the College

Magazine, eh?"
Annette smiled gently.
"Maybe."
Kit didn't like this.

"Let's go, Larry/' she whispered.
But a half-tipsy fellow in a light coat

and a felt hat had followed them up.
He buttonholed Larry as he turned.

"Hollo, hallo! What bringsh
Mishter Larry here?"
"Mister Larry's feet," came the

quick answer.
"Introduce me, Kit,"' gurgled the

fellow.

"This is Al Wilson, radio announcer,"
Kit stated, not too cheerfully. "He
does the Society gossip column for us."

Wilson ambled off. A pleasant-look-

ing aristocratic man of about fifty came
along to the hat-and-coat counter, smil-

ing at Annette. His hand brushed
against Larry's shoulder as he took off

his hat.
- "Sorry!" he cried, at once turning to

the young man.
"That's all light," Larry answered.
"It was quite my fault," persisted the

pleasant gentleman.
Kit. pulled at Larry's arm.
" Come on !"

When they had seated themselves in

a darkish corner of the brightly-lit and
noisy little club, Kit told Larry:
"That was Arnold Crane, the crook

lawyer. I believe he runs this place."

"Crane, eh?" Larry glanced about
the danse floor and tables, but the
pleasant gentleman had vanished. "I'm
told it's Joe Ross who bosses this

show."
"Crane puts up the money." Kit

shrugged putty shoulders. "I don't like

it here. Let's go somewhere else."

Larry pressed her fingers under cover
ol (he table.

"Don't worry, si-ter, big brother will

take care ol you."
He gave orders to the bowing waiter.
Arnold Crane had. gone to his private

room, where he Seated himself at his

desk. He read some notes left on his

pad. nodding to himself. Then he took
up the 'phone and dialed to the office,

listened awhile, and put the instrument
back. Joe Ross was engaged, for the

moment.
Joe was trying to calm down a hand

some and. \ery angry young woman.
She was glaring at Joe.

"You'll get Fred out of gaol, Joe
, or I spill the beans! Cct that

into your thick skull. I'll show up this

joint ati't its faked roulette outfit!

Fred's my man and he's not going to
October '3rd, 1030.
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serve seven years for something one of
you fellows did. Maybe you!"
"See here, Mollie," Ross tried to

coax her. "I've been personally to the
Parole Board. They won't listen."

" Get Crane to go. He's got to go,
see ? I'm nigh crazy—I'm desperate !"

She suddenly flourished a pistol at him.
As Ross shrank back, she flung the

gun noisily on his desk.
"You're not worth powder and shot!

I won't waste a minute more with you
fellows here. I'll go to the D. A."
She flounced out of the ro'o.n, Ham-

ming the door violently behind her,

then hurried across the dance floor,

glancing at Larry and Kit, as she passed
by their table, with unseeing eyes. She
flung herself down on the seat by the
telephone call-box.

Ross went round by a back way to

Crane's room, to answer Crane's call in

person.
Ross told Crane about Mollie, his

ugly face full of gloom.
" She swears she'll squeal."
"I'll handle her," Crane answered

easily. He lit up a cigar. " I've a
spot of news for you, Joe. Arthur has
been taken off his job."
"You mean we can't count on Hill

any more?"
"I never did count on him," said

Crane, puffing rings of blue smoke up-
wards. " I don't count on anybody, not
even you, Joe." He laughed softly and
pleasantly. " Playboy Larry Thomas
has got Hill's job. We don't need to
worry." He held up a warning hand.
" Shut down a moment, someone's at
the 'phone." He picked up the instru-

ment on the table, listening-in to the
caller in the box outside.

Kit went to the call-box after the
dance. She had remembered a mistake
in her article for the morning's issue of
her paper.

"I'll get the night editor to correct
it," she told Larry.

" You only think of your old news-
paper, Kit."
He came lazily sauntering after her.

Ho saw her pluck open the door of the
box.
Her quick cry brought him at a rush

to her side. The huddled body of
Moliie Cole had fallen softly outwards
at Kit's feet. A crowd gathered round
about them. Joe Ross came running
out of the private room with Crane at

his heels.

"What's the matter?" called Ross,
thrusting a way through the horrified

crowd. One of the dancers was kneel-

ing by the crumpled-up body. He'
slowly straightened it, then rose up.

" I'm a doctor—this woman has been
shot through the heart. She died on
the instant. Does anyone know her?"
"She was in the telephone box,"

gasped i\'ii, her face ashy. "She fell

out when I opened the door. There was
no shooting."
"You heard no report." the young

doctor argued, " because of the noise of

the band. And there are such things

as silencers. Best call the police, Mr.
Boss."
Larry asserted himself.

"I'm Deputy D. A. Lawrence
Thomas—no one must, leave the hall,"
lie ordered. "See that all exits are
. i\ iied.''

Arnold Crane took Ross by the arm.
"Ih-'s right. Suicide, poor thing. I

wonder who she is? Put screens round
her, Joe. I'm sure we all deeply
sympathise with you in this terribly sad
affair..

His quiet, unniflled manner had its

effect. The dancers went !>ack to their

tables; screens were placed around the

body; the police came in and carried it

away on a covered stretcher. % No one
had identified Mollie Cole./'

A
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Who is She ?

5XT morning, when Larry went
into the D.A.'s office, he found
old Harrison in a discontented

mood,
" Can't congratulate you on the start

you've made, Thomas, "' came his greet-
ing. "What on earth took you to the
Dover last night? It is certainly not
the place for anyone working in this
office."

" Sorry, sir. I didn't think "

"You've got to think, if you're going
to make a success here," Harrison
caught him up. "A night club—

a

notorious night club, and the new
Assistant District Attorney dancing
there after midnight. Who was the girl

with you?"
He flourished the morning paper at

Larry, with its flaring headlines.

"New D. A. 'involved in the Dover
mystery."
"Involved," grumbled Harrison, not

waiting for any reply from Larry.
"Involved! See what you've done for

yourself?"
"I was there with Miss Kit Cathcart.

She's on the papers—but I'll swear she
didn't put in that stuff."

" How d'you know she didn't ? But
put all that aside—you've got to clear
yourself. Here's a mystery woman shot
in a call-box, and nothing to show how,
or by whom."

Said Larry:
"It seemed to be just suicide."
" Shot through the heart under the

left shoulder-blade. No one could hold
a gun that way." Harrison tossed askle
the paper. "I'll give you a change,
Thomas, to clear up this case and bring
the culprit to justice. If you succeed-
well and good. If not, I've no use for

you."
Larry went along to Hill's room.

There was plenty of sympathy in HiU.

"Rough luck, Thomas!" Hill laid a
friendly hand on Larry's arm. "I know
what the old man thinks, he's been let-

ting off steam on me. Of course, you
oughtn't to be seen at such places as

the Dover—but how were you to
know ?"

A new note of determination showed
in Larry's usually careless voice.

"Having got myself in this mess, I'll

get myself out."
"What can you do?" Hill asked,

shrugging his shoulders.

"Get a search warrant. Comb
through, that place with a fine comb,'*
Larry answered. "You can give me
the necessary order. I'll ring up the
police while vou get it ready.

'

"Okay," Hill agreed. "There's a

second line in your room."
Larry left Hill busy at his desk writ-

ing out. an "order tor search."' Ho
went straight along to his room, but
found the 'phone blocked when he tried

io ring. Presently he got through.

Half an hour later. Larry and six

plain-clothes police were at the Dover.
The place looked tawdry enough in the

cold daylight. Ross was in his room,
studying the morning's paper. lb

glanced up as Larry entered with the

search warrant.
"Wanting me?'' he asked.

"I'm from the District Attorney's
office," said Larry. "I'm going to look
over these premises."
"What for'.'"

"There was a woman murdered here

\i& night."
Ross took up a cigar, twiddling it be-

tween his fat fingers as he studied

Liny.
"I remember you now—it's Mi.

Thomas." A soapy smile creased the

large face as Ross gestured towards .the

open new -paper. "That kind Cjf

thing's most annoying. Look all you
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like—it's just too bad that girl should

pick on us to kill herself."

"She was shot in the back," said

Larry.
Ross shook his head.
" Suicide."
"Did you find a gun?"
"Yes." Ross went to the safe behind

him, opened it and took out something
wrapped about with a not too clean

handkerchief. "One of our char-

women found this when brushing out
the call-box. It had slipped under a

loose board. The poor girl dropped it.

of course."
Tiie police sergeant with Larry took

the "exhibit." carefully unwrapping the
handkerchief. He sprinkled some
chemical powder over the butt of the

little gun, and finger-prints -bowed up.
"We'll check these down at the

mortuary," said Larry. "Coming with
i'-. Ross?']

'I'll wait here for you."
When they left the shady little club

an hour later, Larry went along to the
mortuary, where photographs of the
dead Woman were being taken. She
had not been recognised, nor did her
finger-prints help to clear up the
mystery of her identity, beyond show-
ing the same as those on the gun.

Caught Out

TWO weeks went by. Lany's every
attempt to solve the riddle met
with failure. The coroner's

verdict was an open one.
"If we could only find out who she

was," Larry told Hill gloomily. "That's
the puzzle—that's where we've got to

begin. It's so queer that no one should
know her. That gun was no help—one
of a thousand others exactly like it. The
number on it shows that it was bought
at Chicago. And—that's all."

Hill wasn't very cheerful this morn-
ing; nor helpful.

"I've got toothache," he growled.
"Caught cold or something. And the
hews don't make you laugh. There's a

' tough guy broke prison yesterday. Con-
vict named Cole."
"I saw it," Larry told him. "Know

anything of him?"
"
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"He's on the files," Hill answered.
"Excuse me, Thomas, I got to have
something for my tooth."
Larry was poring over the files when

Kit came rushing into his room,
unannounced.
"Oh, Larry!" she cried. "Just

look!"
She dropped a gaily covered cinema

magazine on top of his papers. In
three-colour process a blonde girl's face

smiled at them. Larry stared at the

(ixed smile; the heavily-shaded eyes; the

plucked eyebrow.-; the marcelled hair;

the loo marvellous teeth.

"Yes?" he queried, at a loss to

understand his little friend's excite-

ment.
"Don't you see? Don't you get it?"

Kit grabbed up his pencil and began
to shade in the peroxide hair with thick,

quick strokes. Deftly she added a line

her.- and there, while Larry watched her
with ever-growing interest. Suddenly,
the likeness Bashed at him.

"flosh. Kit. it's the girl I"

"Of course it is ! I saw this old

magazine at a dime store and spotted

her at 'once. It's years and years old,

lint there's your girl—Mollie Le.-trange.

I read up about her in the office
' Who's Who on the Films.' She
married a man named Cole. Fred Cole,

rather a bad egg
"

" Cole ? Why, Kit, that's the convict
who got away from Sing-Sing last

night!" Larry was as excited now as

Kit. "And see here." He lifted the

magazine off the office files. "Cole was
sin 1 up for seven years for attempted
murder. Joe Ross was chief witness
against him."
Larry stood up to grab Kit in his

aims.
"If vou aren't the world's sweet-

heart. Kit!"
She wriggled free.

"The world's too big for little me!"
" I'm going straight to the Dover.

Cole will sure make a bee line for

Ross." Larry decided.
"Larry, be careful," Kit warned him.

"That's a bad place." >

"I'll be all right," he answered in his

light-hearted way. "I've found out
something, Kit—all the
honours mustn't go to you.
That pistol Ross so con-
venientlv found in the
'nhone call-box doesn't fit

the bullet the doctor's dug

*2fc.»Jtto
ou ' °^ P°or Mollie."
"I knew it was murder,"

Kit declared. "But how?"
Larry had got his hat.
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"That's the puzzle. But I've an idea

—and if I get a chance this morning of

a quiet look round at the Dover "

He cheeked himself, teasing her.

"Well, I'll give you a ring."
Kit told him, cheekily
"I wouldn't say 'No ' to a ring from

you, big boy
!"

Larry went down town to the little

club. He found the Dover in the hands
cf the cleaners.

'No one's here," the chief charlady
volunteered. "Will you leave I

message ?"

"I'll wait."
Larry walked across to the call-box,

opened the swing door and went inside

While pretending to put through a call,

a nickel piece in his hand, hi- eye-

taking in every detail of the box. A
fi. lined notice on the wall stated:

"Local calls five cents."
It was all quite usual, and there was

a loose board in the flooring. He
stepped out quietly, someone was mov-
ing in the room behind the box. Ross
had evidently come back—or had he
been there all the time?
Larry thrust open the door marked

"Private," and strode into the room.
Hill was pacing the floor, his back

turned, his shoulders humped. He
called as he turned

:

"Gosh. Joe, where have you been?"
He saw Larry, and all speech died on

his suddenly dry lips. A sickly grin

writhed them.
Larry'* face grew hard as flint.

"No wonder I couldn't get 1

where !"

"I don't understand " Hill be-

gan, shrinking back. "I—I only looked
in here to ask Ross

"

"To tell Ross, you dirty doubli-

crosser!" Larry jumped at him. "Tell

him all that's going on at the office.

I'll shake the truth out of you!"
lb- caught Hill by the collar, but the

fellow, cornered, struck out with his left

at Larry's chin. The blow sent him
staggering backward, but he was at Hill

in a flash. A regular clog fight fol-

lowed ; Hill, thick-set and desperate,

aimed at laving Larry out by any
mi aiis, fair or foul. They clinched, up-

setting the table with a crash; then, on
the floor, they hammered away ruth
h-s-ly at each other. A heavy paper
weight, which had fallen from the table.

was grabbed up by Hill and raised to

give Larry a smashing blow on the

temple, but the youngster gripped the

murderous wrist with fingers like ;•

vice.

For a tense minute thev held e.teh

Larry unthink-
ingly picked up
the revolver as

the door was
thrust open bv

Wilson.
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other; Hill seeking to batter the life

out of Larry—Larry slowly gaining on
that upraised arm. With a. sudden
twist, Larry reversed the position, and,

as the paper-weight dropped from
nerveless lingers, he had Hill by both
w lists.

The struggle continued but a few
moments more. Jerked to his feet, Hill

was forced backward over the steel arm
of the desk chair and held powerless.
"Let—go!" he gasped brokenly.
Sweat was pouring down his face, his

breath was coming and going in gusty
ighs. His eyes were half-closed, his

hecks were a pasty, yellowish white.
Larry pulled him into the chair and

stuck him there like some grotesque
doll. ' Hill looked as if he was going
under.

"It's— it's my heart," wheezed Hill.
" Let—me—be

"

Larry crossed to the filter by the
window, and drew a glass of water,
watching Hill warily.
There was no need—the man was

done. He couldn't hold the glass to his

blue lips when Larry brought it to him.
"Listen, you cur, you'll give me

evidence against the crew who run this

place—definite, positive evidence, or I'll

hand you over to the police," Larry told
him fiercely.

"I—understand, Thomas."
Hill slumped forward as he spoke, fall-

on his knees. Larry jerked him
lack into the chair.

"I'll give you twenty-four hours to
tell all you .know."

Hill didn't even hear the threat—his
heart, was thumping too noisily in his

breast,

Silence reigned in the usually noisy
little club. The women, white-faced,
< leared up their mops and pails and
-idled out.

Hill, painfully recovering his wind,
managed to get up and pull the chair
to the desk. He gazed hopelessly at the
disordered room as he sank into the
chair.

Crane and Ross let themselves into
the Club, and at once scented something
to be wrong. They crossed sharply to

Ross' room, but all seemed in order
there. They came back to the dance
floor, then a moan from Hill took them,
at A run, to the room behind the tele-

phone call-box.

Hill was laboriously trying to
Straighten the place. He staggered
into Crane's arm with the ink-splashed
tablo which had been overturned.
Crane called to Ross to take the table,
then half-carried Hill to the desk chair.

"Tell us all about it," Crane
ordered.

" Thomas—he's been here. Caught
me."
Ross lifted heavy-lidded eyes to

Ciane's.
"I knew it."

"Caught you—and you squealed?"
the lawyer demanded.

Hill shook his tousled head. His
Viands fingered his torn collar and tie.

"Didn't say a word. He hit me. He
knows I'm in it."

Hoss muttered

:

" Best cut and run."
Crane's generally smiling mouth was

6i t in a snarl.

Both men regarded Hill as though
he was some crawling thing to be dis-

posed of quickly. Presently Crane
(.poke, his smile reappearing.
"Where's Thomas now?"
"Gone back to Harrison. But he'll

wait, He said he'd give me a, day to
fome clean and bring him evidence,"
Hill told them shakily.
Crane's smile deepened.
"And you'll give him evidence,

Arthur. You'll meet him to-night at
the- Wonder Hotel down town. You're
October 3rd, WW.
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staying there, see? Hiding from us.

You'll book a room and you'll lie low all

day. Thoinas'll be fool enough to keep
things up his sleeve, so's to make a big
splash at the end. 'Phone him now.
I'll tell you what to say."

Hill gazed up at the smooth lace with
half-glazed eyes. He guessed that
Ross was fingering a gun in the pocket
of 'lis loose lounge suit. Crane took up
a sheet of notepaper, writing hastily on
it. Ross came close to the wretched go-
between, grunting:

" Do as ho tells you."
Hill lifted the receiver on the desfe

off its base, then dialed with a nervous
forefinger. He got the D.A.'s office.

" Put me through to Mr. Thomas,
please," he steadied himself to say.

"It's Arthur Hill this end."
The three waited for Larry's voice to

sound crisply in the instrument. Hill
took up the notes Crane had scribbled
for him.
"That you, Thomas? Hill speaking.

I'm all alone here—you know where

—

and I've got evidence enough to fix the
whole bunch. I'll have to hide away
till to-night. Meet me at the Wonder
Hotel in Forty-Second Street, West, ten
o'clock. Ask for Room 214. Two
hundred and fourteen, fifth floor."

Larry's voice crackled :

"I'll be there!"
"You might keep quiet. Thomas, till

you've seen me." Hill was being
prompted now by Crane's faint whisper-
ings. '* I got drawn into this—got into
debt. Thanks, much I'll have to
ring off. There's someone coming in."
The receiver was clamped down on its

stand.

"Wha't's he say?" Crane asked.
"He'll hold up till I meet him," Hill

quavered.
"That's fine! And we'll be there,

too. And, likely, there will be a little

accident." Crane was quite himself
again, pleasantly easy. " Things happen
so unexpectedly, Arthur. Pull yourself
together ; Joe will get you a new collar

and let you out the back way. Get
yourself lunch and a drink, and toddle
oft' to the Wonder. It's a nice little

show—they don't ask a lot of tomfool
questions."

A Frame-up

LARRY, after a busy afternoon on
the lines of inquiry which had now
opened out to him, called at the

Wonder Hotel a little before ten
o'clock. Just as he was entering the
lounge a hand was laid on his arm. He
turned sharply—to see AI Wilson grin-
ning in his inane way.

"Just, going to have one?" Wilson
hiccoughed. "Don't mind if I join
you ?"

"I've an appointment. Sony."
Lftrry didn't wait for further argu-

ment, but went straight in, letting the
suing doors almost nip off Wilson's
sharp nose. The Society reporter
waited a moment or two.
"Guess I'll see what he's up to."
He thrust open the doors and pushed

in. With a nod to the house-porter, he
slithered up the stairs in Larry's wake.

Larry's long legs took him up the
shallow stairs three at a time. He
reached the fifth floor and the bed-
rooms, beginning at two hundred. He
strode along to No. 214.

He rapped sharply on the panel.
There was no reply, so he rapped again,
then opened the door.
The room was in darkness, save for

the light filtering in, under half-drawn
blinds from the street below. Larry felt

for and found the switch, and snapped
it down. He saw Hill lying out full

length in front of the fireplace.

He was facing the gas fire, very still

and silent.

LVry Tuesday

"Tooth bad?" Larry called to him,
as he closed the door.
No answer. Larry came closer—

a

sudden doubt assailed him. He knelt by
the prostrate man, and, putting a hand
on his shoulder, slowly turned him over.

Hill, his eyes half-closed, his face cold
and set, was dead.
There was a pistol lying by his side.

Larry, unthinkingly, picked it up and
had it in his hand as the door was thrust
open by Wilson. The two exchanged
lengthy stares. Then Wilson, fingers on
the door handle, spoke.

"Shot him, hey? I heard you were
fighting this morning."
"I didn't shoot him," Larry sharply

answered. "I've just found him."
"You didn't give him a chance!"

Wilson stuttered. " I'll be going before
you have a smack at me!"
He hopped out of the door, and Lany

heard him turn the key with a click
that brought his danger home to him.
He had been framed—the murder of
Hill would be fastened on him. And,
he had just put his finger-prints on the
pistol. •

He dropped it as though it were red
hot. He had to act quickly. He rose
from his knees and went to the window.
Not a hope ; five floors up and in front,

of the house. He ran to the door, and
was jerking at it when it gave to him,
Wilson, with two uniformed police,
entered the room, Larry falling back be-
fore them.

' I charge this man, Lawrence
Thomas, with murder," cried Wilson,
pointing a crooked finger. "That's
Arthur Hill of the. D.A.'s office. They*
were enemies from the outset—had a
fight this morning at the Dover Club."
"Wail a minute, mister," spoke the

leader of the two policemen. "LetS
get this down." He produced notebook
and pencil. "What's voiir name and
address?"

" I'm Al Wilson, radio announcer and
journalist. Everybody knows me!"
Wilson swelled out his chest, enjoying
himself immensely. " You'll hear me to-

night telling the world "

Larry's fist crashed between his eyes,
knocking the boaster flat. The police
jumped at him, but he had them un-
awares. He tripped one with a sud-
denly thrust out foot and threw the
other over Wilson's prostrate body.
Then he made a dash for the passage,
raced along it and vaulted the stairs in
leaps of a Hipht, one hand on the ban-
isters. He had reached the second floor

before the policemen's whistles shrilled

out ear-piercing warnings.
Larry ran to a window at the end of

the corridor, flung it up, and saw that it

gave on the outside emergency staii^.

He slithered down these and reached the
dark yard at the rear of the hotel. He
ran along this and climbed the side
gate, then, dropping into the street,

walked casually to where he had left hie

ear. got in, slammed the door, and
started up. With the whistles dinning
his ears, he drove off. making at ODi e

for the main thoroughfare.
As he guessed, the police were al-

ready calling all cars. He had to work
quickly and surely. A hold-up at the
Wonder Hotel would have smashed his

plans for netting the man who had mur-
dered Mollie Cole and their tool, Arthur
Hill.

He threaded his way through tie

traffic, hoping that the police would not
yet know his car or its number. At
a public call-box in a side street not
far from the newspaper office where Kit
was waiting for him. he drew into the
kerb and risked a call.

"Meet me outside the Dover—get a.

taxi. Hurry!"
Her answer came crisply.

(Continued on page 27)
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The spectacular story of untamed mountain folk battling the approach of civilisation
and fighting their age-old feuds. Starring Sylvia Sidney, Henry Fonda and Fred

MacMurray

The Deadly Feud

IN a rough old shack in a remote
region of the Rocky Mountains
Judd Tolliver sat puffing gloomily

at his pipe. Melissa, his wife, as she
busied herself at the wash-tub, a sad-
faced) elderly woman with tragedy
lying behind her eyes, was talking—
—bitterness, infinite hopeless bitterness
in her tired voice.

"And so it goes on, Judd—always
has gone on, ever since we was married
—always will go on, too, because that's
all you live for. Killin' them Falins !

iVou've raised Dave to it—you've raised
June to it. And you'll raise Buddy to
it. and nothin' I can say will ever alter
it. Where's the good of it—whore's
the sense of it ? What's June done to
inherit this business of killin'? What's
Buddy done to be raised for nothin' in

life 'cept to kill Falins? Oh, I'm sick
and tired of it oil."

With a gesture of utter weariness she
turned away, and her husband shifted
his pipe a little uneasily in his mouth.
A frown had come to his rugged face.
"Tain't none of my makin', Melissa,"

he said slowly.

She swung round on him almost
fiercely.

"Haven't all the Tollivcrs said the
some for years and more years?" she
demanded. " Yet which of you has
ever tried to put an end to it nil?
Never a one of you ! Ask Buck Falin,
ask any of his boys, and they'll all tell
you that it ain't none of their makin',
either I But it don't stop any of you
goin' on with it."

She flung out an arm to a far corner
of the room where a young man lay
on a bed, his dark eyes fixed steadily

and almost relentlessly on her as she
talked.
"Dave this time," she went on with

rising bitterness in her voice, "and no
fault of anyone's that he ain't lyin'

dead before our eyes. And all that's
in his mind, and in your mind, too,

Judd Tolliver, is for him to get on his

feet again so that he can lie up on the
hills and kill one of them Falins. And
then they'll never rest until they've had
both you and Dave, and so it will go on
until there ain't none of us left."

"They shot at Dave." answered the
old man slowly and stubbornly, " and
they'll answer to me for it."

"We shall all answer to you for it,"

she retorted. "You'll none of you ever
be content till they've wiped out the
whole lot of us. I'm sick and tired of
all this killin', killin', killin' 1"

For over a hundred years the deadly
feud had raged between the Tollivers
and Falins, dying down occasionally for
a year or two, blazing up again
suddenly like a fire newly roused into
life by a stray puff of wind. For a
feud once begun and carried on is never
likely to end. Those rough, stubborn,
prejudiced old mountaineers held it to
be unworthy of their heritage to put out
the sudden hand of friendship and for-

giveness to the enemies of their
ancestors. Blind, unreasoning loyalty to
their kith and kin demanded blood, and
only blood to wipe out the stain of
blood ; a life called for another life.

That new generations arising had no
personal grievances of their own against
the opposing side mattered not at all.

They were taught from their earliest
youth the legacy of hate that had conic
down to them willy-nilly. And it was
required of them that they should follow

it blindly and ruthlessly, bequeathing
it in turn to their children when they
passed on.

At the moment there were five

Tollivers. There was old Judd Tolliver

and his wife Melissa, Dave, their

adopted son, but hating the Falins as

fiercely and as ruthlessly as if he had
I n born a Tolliver; June, a slender.

pretty, untamed, wild thing of eighteen,

engaged to be married to Dave in

accordance with her father's expressed
wishes, and perfectly content to be so,

since outside the Falins, she had
practically never met another young
man in her life; and Buddy, her little

brother aged four, whom she wor-
shipped with all the love of her simple,

wild young nature.
Of the Falins there were only four

—

but they held it to be a fine advantage
over the Tollivers that whereas the

latter could only number two grown
men among them, they, the Falins, had
four.

And Buck Falin and his three stalwart

sons were as ruthless as any four men
could be.

June came running into the Tolliver

shack on the following day wiping the

water from her face and hair, and with
her wot clothes clinging around her.

"Fallen into the lake," she explained
hurriedly in answer to her mother's and
father's surprised look. "There's a

stranger on his way up here, dad.
He's a-kin' for you—says it's business."

She disappeared into her own little

room, eager to change her clothes. For
the stranger was young and good-
looking, and had laughed at her when
he had seen her tumble itito (he lake.

And though the laugh had not been
really unkind—he had tried to help her

October 3rd, 1938.
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out, but she had indignantly refused

—

she was anxious, girl-like, to show to

better advantage when he called.

Judd Tolliver looked up, frowning
when the stranger came into the shack.
He saw a tall, good-looking young man
in the late twenties, a man easily

dressed and easily mannered, with a

quiet voice, steady grey eyes, and the
jaw of a fighting man. Though there
was nothing aggressive about him when
he addressed the old man. Ho seemed
to be anxious to be conciliatory.

Judd Tolliver, however, was sus-

picious. He was suspicious of everyone
strange who came into the shack. They
might possibly be on the side of the

Falins, and until ho had made quite
sure that they weren't, he was taking
no chances with them.
"My name's Jack Hale," said the

stranger briefly.

"Well, what do you want?" de-

manded the old man.
Hale, ignoring the abrupt rudeness of

the question, proceeded to explain. He
was an engineer, representing a
syndicate who were running a railway
through the country for the develop-
ment of coal mines. They had got the
necessary permission from the Govern-
ment, and all that, he, Hale, wanted
was to negotiate with Judd Tolliver for

the right to cut through his land with
the railway. He added that he was
prepared to pay in cash for the right,

and the amount would be five thousand
dollars and a percentage on the coal
that might be extracted from the
ground.
But here June, who had come in

quietly to overhear the last part, ex-

citedly broke in.

" Five thousand dollars I Why, dad,
that's a fortune 1" she exclaimed.

But old Judd Tolliver waved her
aside impatiently. It was a fortune
to him, but in his slow, suspicious way-
he had no intention of jumping at it

"Well, I reckon I'll consider it," he
replied slowly. "But I'll have to talk

it over with my boy, and at the
moment he ain't in no condition to talk

anythin' over with anyone."

Hale followed his eyes to where Dave
Tolliver lay on his bed, and a frown
came to his face. It struck him very
forcibly that from the appearance of

the sick man it was going to be a long
time before he would be in a condition
to talk business of any sort.

"What's the trouble?" he demanded.
"Got shot in the arm—and it ain't

healin' proper-like."
Hale strode across to the bed. He

had originally trained for a medical
career and had good knowledge on the
subject.
"Let me have a look at it," lie said

sharply. And then, as lie saw resent
menl, smouldering In (hi- other's dark
eyes, he added quietly but authorita-
tively "Do as I tell you, please. You
needn't be afraid. I was trained lo

be a doctor before I took up engineer-
ing work."
But he gave a quick exclamation of

dismay and anger as he glanced at the
young man's arm.
"Have joii had a doctor to this?"
" Wc haven't," replied old Tolliver

almost as if he resented the absurdity
of the question. "There ain't no
doctors in these parts."
"But good heavens, man, this arm is

gangrenous! This lad of yours will

die unless something's done im-
mediately."
A quick, frightened exclamation from

Mrs. Tolliver and a gasp of dismay
from June were smothere J by Judd's
voice as he cut in stolidly:
October 3rd. 1936.
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" We're doin' all that can be done

and I reckon that's all there is to
it," he began when Hale cut him short.

"Then I'll have to operato myself,"
ho exclaimed sharply. " Here "—he
swung round on June —"heat me some
water, quick, and see that it's boiling.
And get me some strips of clean linen,

and "

"You shan't touch him I" old Tolliver
broke in fiercely. "We've ever had a
doctor and we ain't goin' to start it

now. The old remedies have cured us
up to now and I guess they'll do it

again. We didn't ask you to come
buttin' in and we don't want you.
Now get out !"

Silence, desperate, tense silence for
the moment. The old man's eyes were
blazing; Mrs. Tolliver's were tragic,
pleading. June was gazing, obedient
from long years of submission. Dave
Tolliver seemed utterly indifferent to

the issue.

Hale's jaw, however, had tightened.
He was handling a difficult situation
and he knew it; knew, too, that a
false move on his part at that moment,
pregnant with danger, would result in

irrevocable failure.
He laid his hand on the old man's

shoulder, and when he spoke there was
that in his voice which charged the
little shack with authority.

"Mr. Tolliver," he said quietly, "I
reckon this lad's life is pretty deir to
you, and I can save it if you'll let me.
You can trust me; I know what I'm
doing. He's a young man, same as I

am, and he's got to live 1 Let me carry
on and ho shall live !"

Silence once more. Old Tolliver's
face was working. His wife was cry-
ing quietly. Then the old man looked
up.

" You mean he'll die if you don't—do
things?"
"He will—but I can save him if you'll

let me."
" Carry on then, " said the old man

laconically.

It was a strange scene and for many
years it lived with Jack Hale He had
no anaesthetics to deaden the terrible
pain that he knew he was going to

inflict by the use of the knife; but it

heartened him when Dave Tolliver told
him laconically that he'd "stick it what-
ever it was." '

With old Tolliver and his wife stand-
ing by the head of the bed, with June
standing nearby, something like re-

bellious tumult in her face, and with an
old woman in the corner nursing a
baby, he began the delicate task of

cutting away the poisoned flesh.

He straightened himself up at length.

He had cut away all that he had dared
to cut, ho had bathed and gleaned the

terrible wound, dressed it as bes

could, and bound it up. That he had
hurt his patient terribly in the doing
of it he knew only too well; but his

patient had borne it bravely, incredibly
bravely, and his eyes were showing faint

gratitude.
"With any luck he'll do now," said

Hale as he wiped the perspiration from
his forehead.
In less than a week Hale's prediction

stood fully justified. Dave Tolliver
was on the road to recovery, his father,

as had the Falins also, had signed the

contract giving the railway the
necessary permission, and Hale and his

men were hard at work.

Drawn Into the FeuJ

THE railway went ahead fast from
that moment; but other things less

visible were going ahead also.

For June, who had been attracted by I

Jack Hale from the start, was getting J
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more and more attracted by him every
day. And as her little brother Buddy
had formed a very strong liking for
Hale—which the latter was not slow to

reciprocate—June seldom allowed a day
to pass without bringing the child down
to the railway. Actually, Hale was not
a little worried about these visits. He
in his turn had been attracted by the
girl, but he had soon learned that she
was Dave's girl, and there, he told
himself, the matter ended.
He handled the situation as only such

quiet, reserved men do, and one
morning, when June walked into his

little office where he was hard at work,
he greeted her with a frown as ho
turned back to his desk.
"Good-morning," said the girl with

the smile of one who is sure she is

welcome.
"Good-morning," replied Hale curtly

without turning round.
"You don't seem very pleased to see

me."
" Well, I'm very busy."
" You always are—when I come down

here."
There was a pause, during which Hale

wrote furiously. He had noticed the

teasing, coquettish note in the girl's

voice and he was rebelling against it.

He longed to throw aside his work and
talk to her, but he knew only too welt

that if he yielded once he would go on
yielding again and again. So his

answer came brusquely enough.

"At the moment I'm very busy."
"That means I'm not wanted?"

He merely shrugged his shoulders.

He knew he couldn't look her in the
eyes and tell her so.

Her anger rose then, swift, primitive.

"I think you're very rude," she said.

He swung round at that, firing up in

a flash.

"And I think you're very foolish,"'

he retorted.

"Why?" she asked.
He hesitated a moment. It was

impossible to tell her what he wanted
to tell her, that becauso she was
promised to another man it was unwise
for her to be coming continually to his

office. So instead he hedged, hardly
caring what he said.

" Well, becauso there's hundreds of

better ways of spend in' your time. If

you're goin' to marry Dave you ought
to be learnin' things."
Her eyebrows went up.
"What things?" she asked simply.

There was no escape now and he knew
it and made up his mind to go througn
with it.

" Hundreds of things. You're making
money now and your life's going to

change, You'll want to know things

when you're married, June, and you
to lie -lending your time learn-

them, the same as other girls do,

instead of loafing around."

"What don't I know that other girls

do, and why shouldn't I loaf around, as

you call it, if I choose to?" she asked
rebellious!)'.

Once again he fell back on
generalities.

"Well, if I were you I should want
to learn things and get educated. Other
girls do. You told mo yourself you
couldn't read or write, and that a ,i

mighty poor thing for any girl to say,

specially if she's goin' to get married."
" Will you teach me?"
"Of course not," he retorted sharply.

"I haven't tho time—you ought to bo
able to sec that—and besides, I've got
my work to do. And I've got to get
on with it now, what's more, otherwise
I'll be all behind."
Turning his back on her, he sat down

once more at his desk, closing the
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discussion, and she went out and walked
slowly back to the shack in a flaming
temper. For she knew only too well
the truth of all that he had said, and
the truth hurt. But other things hurt,

too, and she began on them the moment
she entered the shack.
Her father and mother listened in

silence while she told them that it was
high time that she had some sort of

education. But she failed to tell them
from where the idea had come to her.

Rather did her conversation suggest
that it was Dave who had started it.

But old Judd Tollivcr came down
flat-footed when she had finished. He
declared harshly that it was all

nonsense. The Tollivers had been
content all these generations without
education; what did she want to start

now for? And on June retorting that
she didn't know and didn't care, but
she was going whether he liked it or
not, he got up grimly from his chair
with a laconic "Oh, is that so. my
girl?" and reached for the broad
leather strap that had hitherto been
used to settle all the arguments of his

children in their recalcitrant moments.
But here his wife flung herself in

between them, while June, stood white-
faced but still stubborn.
"Judd, you can't do it—you can't do

it !" she panted.
"Can't I? You watch me. If a

child of mine disobeys me "

"I don't want to disobey you, dad,"
said Juno. "I've never disobeyed you
in my life, and you know it. But I'm
a woman now, just an ignorant woman
what knows nothin'. And it ain't fair
to keep me ignorant all my life. Look
at mother here, what chance has she
ever had since she married you ? Slav-
in' from morniri' till night, seem'
nothin', knowin' nothin', And it ain't

fair that I should have the same now
we've got money."
"It's true, Judd, and you know it,"

said Mrs. Tolliver gently and sorrow
fully. "Not that I'm grumblin' 'cos

you ve been a good man to me. But
we've got money now, Judd, and surely
it be only right to give the kids better
chances than wo've had ourselves?"
Old Tolliver relented then—he had to.

And that afternoon June left for Gap-
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town. But it was not the mail coach
that took her, but Hale, whom she art-

fully waylaid. For she knew that he
was driving into Gaptown that after-

noon, and she stopped him—somewhat
to his dismay—and asked him for a lift.

And he, because he couldn't very well
refuse, gave her the required lift. And
that was how the trouble really began
and Hale got drawn into the Tolliver-
Falin feud all unwittingly.

It was the following day, and Dave
Tolliver, who had been away in the
mountains, came back and asked for

June.
"Why, she gone off to Gaptown to

get eddicated, Dave," replied the old
man, looking slightly puzzled. "1
reckoned you knew all about it from
what she said."
For a moment or two the young man

stared blankly at him. But swift anger,
blind anger was surging up in his heart,

for already rumours had been reaching
him of June's constant visits to the
railway—though he had been trying his

best to dismiss them as idle talk.

"I've never said nothin' to her about
it.' he answered slcwly. "I don't
want June no different from what she
is."

There was a long and dreadful silence.

But the thoughts of both men had gone
in the same direction. For old
Tolliver, too, had heard whispered
rumours.

" I wonder who can have advised her
to this?" he said presently and with a
troubled face.

"If you don't know I can tell you."
rejoined his sou angrily. " It's Hale
and no one else. I've been hearin' for

quite a while that June's been spendin'
a mighty lot of time down at the con-
struction camp. And now I'm beginnin'
to see why."
The old man's look of anxiety

deepened.
" It don't seem to me to sort of fit

in somehow," he began, but his son
cut Iii in short as he reached for his gun.
"We'll soon find out if it does," he

answered grimly.
He went down to the construction

camp with black murder in his heart
and his loaded gun in his hand. When
Thurher, the manager of the works.
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told hini that Hslc wag not there he
threatened him with his gun—he was
in the mood to shoot anyone on sight-
but the panic-stricken assurance of the
badly scared Thurber that Hale was
indeed not. there but had gone into
Gaprown the previous day soon con-
vinced him that he was speaking the
truth. But his anger was boiling more
than ever as he left the camp and
-raited to make his way in the direction
of Gaptown. For now all he could see
was a deliberately planned elopement,
between June and Hale.
Buc as ho strode along through the

pine trees rude interruption came in
i In' shape of a bullet that came whizzing:
past his head, making him drop swiftly
in his tracks. For that bullet told him
that long before he ever found Jack
Hale he had another enemy with whom
to settle. It told him that the Falins
were out once more on the blood-feud
and if he failed to get this particular
Falin, then the latter would un-
doubtedly get him.

It was no unusual scene that those
age-old mountains saw that afternoon.
It was a scene that they had witnessed
many and many a time before—two
desperate men stalking each other with
swift death staring each of them in fho
face. It was a scene of two men, with
murder in their hearts, slipping from
tree to i ree, from boulder to boulder
with the swiftness and silence of
panthers, firing every now and then and
Dropping as quickly from sight—yet
ever narrowing the circle as they drew
nearer and nearer, each waiting like

panthers for the last desperate spring
of all with death for one or both of
them at the end of it.

Suddenly in the silence two shots
rang out in quick succession, close to
each other, echoing and re-echoing over
the hills, and then with scarcely a
second's interval two figures seemed to
spring out of the rocks from nowhere,
two figures that launched themselves
simultaneously at each other.

Over and over they rolled on the
rough ground, each striving for tho
mastery, tearing at each other like wild
cats, while the air was heavy with the
sound of blows and curses. And nearer,
ever nearer, they drew to the edge of

Jack Hale began the delicate task of cutting away the poisoned flesh, , « *
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.the mountain on which they had been
'fighting.

;
And then, suddenly, with a tre-

mendous effort Dave Tolliver wrenched
himself free and was on his feet. But
Falin had gained his feet, too, and with
ti snarl hurled himself at his opponent.
But even as he did so the younger man
swerved, and his fist, with all its owner's
weight behind it, crashed in on Falin's
jaw. As he staggered back he stumbled
as he did so, slipped, lost his footing,

and grabbing desperately at the ground,
disappeared over the edge.
Dave Tolliver stood still, panting

furiously.

"That's one of 'em settled," he
ejaculated as ho turned and walked
a H ay.

The moment that Hale came face to

face with him in Gaptown on the

following day, he knew from Dave
Tolliver's face that there was big
trouble ahead, and cursed himself for

allowing himself to get mixed up in it.

But he faced him steadily enough.
"What have you done with June?"

was the younger man's first question.

That told Hale all there was to know.
He read hate and murder in Dave's
eyes, and a sense of utter weariness at

the futility of it all surged over him.
But he knew it had to be met and was
determined to do his best.

"Look here, Dave," he exclaimed, "I
know exactly what's in your mind, but
you're wrong—clead wrong."
The other's voice was ice-cold when

he answered

:

" You've tricked June into runnin'
away with you !"

"Oh, you're a mile oirt ! If only
you're listen to me "

"I wouldn't believe a single word you
said."
"Righto, then have it this way."

And in a flash Hale lashed out,

catching the other on the jaw, and the
fight was on. But as they fought there
was this difference between the two

I men. Dave was fighting to kill, but
Halo was not. Even in his anger he
held himself in check. For June's sake
he was determined to do little more
than defend himself.
And then all of a sudden dramatic

interruption stopped in. For Hale had
hit out at Dave and had sent him
staggering back against the empty
shack by the side of which they were
fighting, and was waiting for a new
onslaught which never came. For all

in a flash came a hatchet, hurled with
terrific force, which only missed Dave
Tolliver by inches, and buried itself

deep in the woodwork. And as Hale
swung round with an oath he saw three
men running towards them and knew
in a flash that it was the Falins !

But he laughed from sheer joy. For
now he saw the solution of the problem.
For he noticed in a second that the
three rapidly advancing men were
gunless. And in a second he was by
Dave's side.

1 "This is where we join forces, Dave,"
he said. "Come on, lad, we'll beat 'em
to it."

He fought differently now, fought
with the venom he had Lacked when he
had been fighting Dave. But he could
very soon see which way the fight was
likely to go. and managed here and
there to pant out instructions to Dave
—little short breathless sentences, but
each charged with meaning and truth.

"You've got—to get—away—from
this. They mean—to kill—you— but

they—won't kill—me. Slip out—and
get—June ! She'll explain—up in the
town— I'll hold 'em."
Perhaps then it, filtered into Dave

Tolliver s bemused brain that he had
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been wrong, had done Hale an injustice.

Perhaps June was the magnet. Under
no other circumstances would he have
left Hale alone.
But Hale managed his part well, and

it was not until Dave had completely
disappeared that the Falins discovered
the trick that Hale had managed to

play on them.
Hale leaned against the shack

struggling for breath, and Buck Falin
addressed him.
"I reckon you'll be sorry for this,

Hale," he said with deadly meaning in

his voice. "You've butted into our
private quarrel and we're not forgettin'

it."

The Falins Keep Their Word

THE months had rolled by. June
was still away, having gone under
Hale's advice to his sister in

Louisville, from where she was writing
to her family, telling them of her
progress. But there was' no more
enmity between Hale and Dave. And
Hale knew full well that both Judd
Tolliver and his adopted son were his

sworn friends, even though they never
said so. He had ranged himself on
their side against their enemies, and
they would never forget it.

But he had lost a lot of heart in his

work now. June to him was irrevocably
gone. In the fullness of time she would
come back and marry Dave. Though
he told himself that it would be better

so. He, Hale, had only butted in by
accident. Dave had always been her
man, and she was irrevocably Dave's
girl. Probably by now she had for-

gotten him altogether.

But he had other troubles even more
serious than this. For not only was the
feud between the Tollivers and the
Falins even more bitter than before,

but he was very seriously mixed up in

it, too. " Mysterious outrages were
constantly happening at the railway
construction camp. One day a big fire

occurred which destroyed any amount
of material. No one could say exactly
who had done it: but Hale knew that

it was the Falins, though he gritted
his teeth and swore by all his gods that

a whole army of Falins shouldn't stop
him from completing the work he had
set out to do.

Old Judd Tolliver had come down to

Hale's little office one day, and the two
were talking together when the
telephone-bell rang. And to Hale's
amazement he heard June's voice at

the other end. Though there was hardly
a tremor in his own voice when he
answered :

"Hallo, June, is that you? How are

you Here, hang on a second. Here's
your father and he'd like to speak to

you."
He swung round on old Tolliver. .

"Here's June on the 'phone. Come
and talk to her."
He stood watching the scone with

amusement in his eyes. Judd Tolliver

was holding the receiver as if it had
been some species of deadly snake,

though excitement and amazement were
in his eyes. For it was the first time
in his life that he had ever used a

telephone.
And then all of a sudden from out-

side, not half a mile away, came a

terrific explosion, rattling the windows
of the office and dying awa\ into

dreadful silence.

In a Hash Hale was out of the office,

and old Tolliver, who had dropped I lie

receiver with a clatter, was rushing
after him. And as thej ran a scared,
w bile faced man came running towards
them.
"They've blown up the bridge 1 I
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saw your buddy on it, Mr. Tolliver,
only a few minutes ago !"

Two hundred miles away, June,
through the telephone, heard the terrifio

roar of the explosion, and her heart
missed a beat at the sudden silence
which succeeded it.

"Dad, clad." she screamed, "what is

it—what is it ?"

For minutes that seemed like hours
she watted, scarcely daring to breathe,
in an agony of apprehension. She
got through to the exchange, but all

they could tell her was that the line was
still connected, that possibly they had
been called away and would come back.
So she told them that she would hold
on—and more agonised minutes drifted
slowly away.
And then all of a sudden she heard

the murmur of voices, and once more
her heart began to pound anew.
The sight of what was taking place

was mercifully hidden from her. She
could not see that dread procession
that filed into the little office where the
telephone receiver still swung on its

hook, unnoticed, unheeded by all. She
could not see Jack Hale as he strode
in, his face stern and set—could not

see him lay Buddy's little mangled body
down, cover it gently up, lay his hand
on old Tolliver's bowed shoulders, mute
sympathy in his eyes and in the gesture.

But she could hear her father's voice
as it floated out to her, clear and
distinct, with such awful horror in it

as she had never heard—the voice of a

man in a dream.
"Dead? My Buddy dead? Killed

by them Falins "

And for the first time in her life she
slid to the floor in a dead faint.

The End of It All

IT was a w eek later ; the worst days
Hale had ever known in his life.

Little Buddy had been laid to rest,

but all the life seemed to have gone
out of the Tolliver household. Sits.

Tolliver only sobbed and wept, raved
and stormed in turns. In turns she
blamed her husband, blamed her
adopted son. And they listened in

silence, realising tho uselessnes 5 of

words.
And then, one day, when Hale had

come down to see them. June suddenly
walked in. and it begun all over again.

For June had accused them all of

lethargy—had declared that they were
doing nothing. And had at the finish

flung fiercely round on Dave.
"Dave," she exclaimed, "why don't

you act as a Tolliver should act? Why
are you sittin' here doin' nothin?"

He shrugged his shoulders helplessly.

But here Mis. Tolliver broke in.

"You don't know what you're savin'.

June. Where's all these killin's leadin'

us to? What's the use of goin' on with
'em ' Someone's got to stop it."

But the girl flamed up furiously.

"Then it oan be up to the Falins and
not us!" she flung back. "They've
killed my Buddy, and all you do is to

go up to the sheriff and ask him "—the
bitterness in her voice was beyond a'l

words —"ask him to interfere! Why
ain't we interferin' '. Whj ain't you
takia' a hand. Dave Tolliver? You've
askeil me to marry you—right, and so

I will if you'll act like a Tolliver !"

In a second he was up from hi- <

reaohing for his gun. but even r.s he did
so Hale sprang up and caught at his

arm.
"You leave me alone." flashed out

the younger man ominously, "or it will

be 'he worse for you."
But Hale still held him tightly, and

(Continued on page 26)
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A young man becomes involved in the intrigues of a sinister association. A dynamic
story, with action, mystery, suspense and humour. A fast-moving, swash-buckling

romantic type of story that fits Robert Montgomery like a glove

A Pig in a Poke !

THIS April morning, Colonel Geral-
dine. equerry to the Crown Prince
of Karovia, was searching t ho

royal palace for his young master. The
king was in full council— the ambassa-
dor of the neighbouring kingdom of
Irania was present with important
proposals.

Geraldine at last found Prince
Florizel in the kitchens, in the midst o£
a loudly applauding crowd who were
watching him trying to walk a slack
wire fastened from one end of the room
to the ether.

"Good gracious, your Highness!"
cried Geraldine, shocked beyond
measure. "What, are you doing?"
"Bringing the carnival in—since I'm

not allowed to go out to it," Florizel
answered. " Don't worry me, or I'll

fall!"

He appealed a handsome young man
ns he balanced himself precariously.
He was tall, dark, faintly moustached
—and he wore his dark grey flannels
and white shirt with royal distinction.
All the same, he fell off the wire into
t'.eraldine's promptly outstretched aims.

"Enough of this!" cried the irate
colonel, rushing the wriggling young
man upstairs to his bed-room. "Get
dressed at once!" he dared to command.
"The king is tired of waiting for you.
You've got to marry the Princess
Brenda."
"That little wretch?" gasped Florizel.

"I say, Geraldine, that's a bit thick!"
"You tell his Majesty so." Geraldine

forced the young man into his regi-
mentals and hurried him away. Florizel
entered the council somewhat short of
breath, but looking every inch a prince.
He saluted his father, bowed to the

Iranian Ambassador and the councillors

present, took his seat and sat very erect.

"Proceed, Excellency," ordered the
king.

The Iranian Ambassador, standing in

his place, coughed a little.
" You must understand, sir, that our

Court is quite willing that her Royal
Highness should accept your Majesty's
gracious proposal. It will cement old
friendships and ensure the safety of
both kingdoms. But "—here the old
fellow coughed again—" but the Princess
Brenda is somewhat difficult. She
hasn't seen his Royal Highness the
Prince for many years, and—and to
give you her own words, sir—she says
she won't buy a pig in a poke."
"I quite agree," said Florizel.

"Silence!" cried his father. "I will

settle this affair. The princess shall be
afforded an opportunity of seeing you

—

and you will behave as unlike a pig as
possible. Gentlemen, the council is at

an end. Good-morning to you all."

Left alone with his son, the king told
him :

" Florizel, my son, revolution is in the
air. We have very little money in our
coffers. A lovely young partner, with
millions to bring into our impoverished
country, means that trade will recover
and our people be happy once more."
"But Brenda!" sighed Florizel. "A

girl with plaits and eyes like beads."
" Some beads are beautiful," said the

king. "Call Geraldine in."
When the colonel had duly saluted,

the king gave his final orders.

"You will go to England, Florizel, to
learn manners. Geraldine will go with
you. When you return, you will marry
Brenda."
"Your Majesty," said Geraldine

quickly, "I shall be delighted. I have
long desired to bring your Majesty
one of England's famous Christmas
puddings."
"They're even worse than Brenda,'

said Florizel.

"Attention, both of you!'' (lie king
commanded. "Five years ago a revolu-
tion nearly succeeded. A thorough
paced rascal—a doctor of philosophy
named Noel—stirred our people to mad
ness. We managed to crush the revolt,

but Noel escaped. He may be alive

and still plotting against us. Geraldine.
we must have this marriage—and I

shall hold you responsible for it."

That same evening Florizel and bis

equerry were aboard a packet-boat
bound from Antwerp to the port of

Dover.
They travelled under the assumed

names of Theophilus Godall and Major
Hammersmith. The journey was very
dull—until they were almost at the end
of it. Then a steward came along the
decks of the steamship to Florizel.

"Mr. Godall. a lady has asked me to

give you this letter."

"Don't take it," whispered Geraldine.
"It's a trap of some sort."
But Florizel had opened the letter.

He read it through.
"I will come immediately."
He rose from his chair, tossed the

note to Geraldine, and proceeded to

state cabin number 3. Here he found
a raven-haired and agitated young
woman standing by the door.
"You are Mr. Godall?" she asked

swiftly. As he bowed, she went on in

a shaking voice. "I am in great peril.

sir. I am bearing a most important
document. There are those abroad who
have tracked me and who will en-
deavour to steal this." She held out a
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long, heavily sealed letter. "Will you
take it and keep it until I leave the
ship? If you will do me this great

kindness—and I know you will, because
you are a gentleman—you can hand it

back to me as I come down the gang-
way. Once on English shores, I shall

be safe."
" I will do it for you, madam, with

pleasure." Florizel had taken in the

pale beauty of the girl's face. She was
very handsome—and vaguely familiar.

He believed he had seen her somewhere
in Karovia.
Almost, as he spoke, a dark, heavily

buill man burst into the cabin. He
Mi-ppcd past the prince and confronted
the girl.

" Give me that letter!" he demanded.
"Stand away, you!"
He thrust out an arm to keep Florizel

at bay. But the latter caught the fellow

by the collar and flung him aside.

"Your quarrel is now with me." the

prince cried fiercely. "I will guard this

letter with my life!"

The dark man glared at him.
"I warn you, Mr. Godall!" he

croaked. "You observe I know your
name. I solemnly warn you!"

He strode from the cabin just as

Oeraldine came excitedly running in to

rescue his royal charge.

The Young Man with the Cream Tarts

THE next evening "Mr. Godall"
and "Major Hammersmith"
were dining at a little restaurant

in Soho. They were discussing the
mysterious lady.

Said Oeraldine with conviction:
"She is a spy sent to kill yon or get

you into some dire trouble. She didn't

come off the ship—you still have the
letter—and I suggest that you destroy
it at once."
"My dear fellow, I can't do that."

The prince took the sealed envelope out
of his pocket. "It is a sacred com-
mission."

"Fiddlesticks!" Oeraldine snatched
up the letter and tore it open. A per-

fectly blank sheet of folded foolscap was
revealed.

"It's lucky I'm here to look after

you," said Oeraldine.
Florizel was vexedly studying the

blank paper when a great noise and
much laughter from the tables by the
door caused both of them to stare in

that direction.
A young man, followed by two com-

missionaires, had, entered the restaurant.
Each commissionaire carried a large
silver dish of cream tarts. The young
man begged the company at each table,

as he came to it, to taste these tarts,

protesting that they were the most de-
licious in the whole world. Sometimes
his offer was accepted : sometimes
harshly refused. In these latter cases
the young man ate the rejected tart
himself.
Presently he came to Florizel.

"Sir," said he. " will you honour
nic''." Ili> offered the prince a tart. "I
c»>i vouch for the quality of these con-
fections, having eaten two dozen and
three of them already."
"Don't touch it!" cried Oeraldine.
"I will eat one," said Florizel, "on

condition that you sit down and join
us at supper."
The young man hesitated,
"I must either eat or give away the

rest of these tarts." He suddenly
laughed. "There are but seven left. I

will liquidate the last five if your friend
and you will eat one apiece."
Oeraldine was beginning a protest

when Florizel took a tart and devoured
it in a couple of bites, The voting man
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started on the five he had promised to

eat : Oeraldine, with many misgivings,
ate the last one. The young man dis-

missed the commissionaires, tossing them
his purse.
"There." he cried, "all is finished! I

am penniless, and I have ended a most
foolish career by a crowning act of
folly. I will sit to your table, gentle-

men, and will take wine with you. 1
confess to being somewhat surfeited

with food." >^
He dropped into the chair next to

Florizel. who filled his glass with cham-
pagne.
"Here's your health, sir," said the

prince. "My name is Theophilus
Godall ; my friend is Major Alfred Ham-
mersmith. We are, like yourself, men
of broken fortunes, making a night of

it on the last few pounds we have
managed to save from the wreck of our
estates."

"How?" the young fellow exclaimed.
"Are you ruined, like me? Are you
—he lowered his voice and glanced
around—-"are you going to avoid the
consequences of your folly by the one
easy path?"

Oeraldine, taking his cue from Flori-

zel, answered boldly

:

"Yes, sir—we are."
"You are determined to end life to-

night? Good!" The young man
swigged off his champagne. "Then we
are well met, we three. Come with me,
Mr. Godall, and you, Major Hammer-
smith—to the Suicide Club!"
The three companions went together

in a four-wheeled cab through the dark
streets of Soho, almost deserted at this

time of night. Another cab followed
them secretly.

They came to the entrance of a

narrow court, where the young man
stopped the cab. The second cab passed
by quickly, stopped farther on, when
two people alighted to watch the prince.

"You must please pay the fare," the
young man stated. "I have not one
farthing of money."
Colonel Oeraldine paid the jarvey and

they alighted. The youne man led the
way up the court until they came to a
narrow doorway.
"Wait for me here," he whispered.

" I must arrange things with the presi-

dent before you enter. My name, by
the way, is George Barnley. Make a

note of it—you will read about me in

to-morrow's issue of ' The Times.' "

When they were alone, Oeraldine
spoke earnestly to the prince.

"Of all your follies, your Highness,
this is the wildest and most dangerous."
"Are you afraid?" Florizel whispered

back.
The colonel drew himself erect. "A

Oeraldine is never afraid. But Major
Hammersmith remembers that he is

responsible for you."
"I absolve you from that responsi-

bility." Florizel told him.
Mr. Barnley had returned. He

beckoned to them.
"The president will see you. Be

frank in your replies to his questions."
They went along a gas-lit corridor to

a small room. Mr. Barnley, with a
ghastly grin, went out of this room by
a door on the far side. A murmur of
voices reached them when the door was
opened—the sounds of melancholy
music. Again Oeraldine begged the
prince to come away.
"I have set my heart on solving this

puzzle." Florizel told him.

The inner door opened, and again
they heard the wailing music. A tall,

thin man entered, sallow-cheeked,
sunken-eyed, and dressed in old-fashioned
evening clothes, with a double tie of

\
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white satin about his linen collar. His
shirt was frilled down the front, and ln-

bald dome of a head was fringed with
long, greying hairs which dangled over
his shoulders. He bowed slightly * >

them.
"You wish to speak with me?" hv

asked.
"We desire to join your Suicide

Club," said Oeraldine.
" What is that?" came the smiling

answer. "Some little joke of yours,
gentlemen? This is a private dwelling-
house in which I reside."
"Sir," spoke Florizel in his impetuous

way, "we are here upon the invitation
of Mr. George Barnley. You are either
going to admit us, or you will bitterly

repent having allowed us to come so
far as this room."
The president laughed.
"That is the way to talk." he ap-

proved. "This is, to you, a frolic for

April Fool's Day, but I like you, and
I will admit you." He took a small
Bible from his pocket and placed it in

Florizel's hands. "Repeat after me, if

you please."
The oath was a very binding one. It

was a sacred pledge never to reveal or

even hint at the mysteries of the club
Oeraldine liked the adventure less than
ever, but took the oath after Florizel

had done so. They followed the presi-

dent into the club lounge.

It was an ordinary club-room with
easy-chairs and a comfortable fire burn-
ing in the grate. Two waiters moved
about among the members, bringing
them refreshment. The company was
chiefly that of oldish men, but there
were others like young Mr. Barnley also

present.
A sad-faced youth was at the piano

;

two of the men were playing chess in

a corner ; Barnley was standing by the
fire. The president whispered to

Florizel

:

"The entrance fee and first year'i

subscription is one hundred pounds
each, if you please."

Florizel nodded to Oeraldine.
"Please write a cheque for two

hundred pounds, Hammersmith, payable
to bearer. I will settle afterwards with
you."
The money was paid over. They

signed their names. The president
smiled as he looked over their shoulders

"All bear assumed names here." be
sighed. "It is odd that so few have
courage to end their lives in the full

glare. Why are vou wishing to die.

Mr. Godall?" he asked.
"I have no more money."

"That is reason enough." said the
president. " Now, sir "—he addressed
Oeraldine

—"what is your reason? You
evidently have money."

Florizel answered while the .colonel

was hesitating:

"My poor friend was cashiered last

week for cheating at cards."
"Excellent," approved the president,

while Oeraldine went scarlet with vexa-
tion. "Take your seats, gentlemen
Order champagne— it is usual; and tit

hour is at hand when we commence our
play."
They seated themselves near to an old

fellow on a couch who had been glanc
ing at them.
'You are newcomers?" he asketf

"Friends of young Barnley—a mad f"l

low! I am Dr. Malthus. I have been
a member for two years."
"Two years?" said Oeraldine, much

relieved. "But I thought "

"Quite so," Malthus cheeked him
"But I have been extraordinarily un-
lucky. Everybody gets the ace of spades
but me. But I love the thrill—and I
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shall get it one night. You may not
know the procedure—allow me to ex-

plain. No one really like3 committing
Buicide. It is sometimes—er—painful

;

sometimes incomplete. Well, here, the

president arranges it all. Another, quite

nicely, does the killing for you."

"But that is murder!" gasped
Geraldine.
At this moment the president's voice

was heard

:

" Gentlemen, the deal ! Please follow

me into the card-room."

They walked, in twos and threes, past
folding doors which had been thrown
open, into a long, narrow room, the
centre of which was occupied by a
green-clothed table. The company-
settled down in chairs around it. The
president took a pack of cards from a
side table.

There was a vacant chair opposite
Florizel's, and, just as the president was
about to deal the cards, a girl in black
entered. She took the vacant chair, her
dark eyes fixed and unseeing.

It was the mysterious lady of the
sealed envelope.

"Attention, please!" came the presi-

dent's cold voice. He began to deal out
the cards, walking behind each chair to

Jay a card in front of the player. " The
ace of clubs represents the officer for the

night—the ace of spades stands for the

lucky one who is to leave this vale of
tears."

Florizel was dealt the nine of clubs;
Geraldine received the three of spades.

The fatal cards did not appear until' th.e

second round. Then the girl turned"

over her card to show everyone that
the ace of clubs had fallen to her.

A tense minute later Mr. Barnley re-

ceived the ace of spades.

"Please to return to the lounge," said

the president. "All except Miss Vande-
leur and Mr. Barnley."
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Florizel tried to speak to her, but she
only regarded him with a stony stare.

Dr. Mai thus caught at his arm.
"Help me back to my chair," he

breathed thickly. " I feel absolutely
shattered. I must really give up
playing."
The next morning, while breakfasting

at their hotel, Geraldine read out from
•' The Times " to the horrified Florizel

:

"
' We much regret to announce that

Mr. George Barnley, well known in

London sporting society, met with a

fatal accident last night whilst returning
from the theatre to his rooms in Savile
Row. A large coping stone fell on his

head from the roof of a house near
by as he was passing beneath, and
instantly killed him.'

"

Miss Vandeleur is Again Lucky

DESPITE Colonel Geraldine's argu-
ments, Florizel persisted in re-

turning to the Suicide Club the
following night.
The president told them

:

"I expected you."
The deal, this time, was soon over.

Florizel received the ace of spades in

the first round and Miss Vandeleur the
ace of clubs.

"Strange fortune," smiled the presi-

dent. "Our new lady member, twice
running, has had the luck to officiate."

When the others had withdrawn, he
told Florizel:

"You will please accompany Miss
Vandeleur in the closed carriage which
waits at the end of the passage.
She will arrange your death most
charmingly."
There was no chance of a word with

Geraldine. Florizel, always polite, en-
tered the carriage with the mysterious
lady. She made no reply to any of his

questions as they drove out of Soho
towards Regent's Park.
Sho told the driver to halt and wait
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when they approached the Zoo. She
then addressed Florizel:

"Get out, please. We are going to

see the lions. You will enter the last

cage, and—and, afterwards, 1 shall go
home."
But when they were in the lions' house

her nerves failed her. She had begun
to open the door of one of the cages
with a key taken from her bag, when
suddenly she burst into tears.

"My dear lady," cried the prince,
"what is the matter? Are you ill?"

"Noel shouldn't have expected it of

me." she sobbed. "
I can't do it! Let

us go.''

"You killed Barnley," the prince
wondered. "Why not me?"
"I didn't kill him. I talked to him

like a sister and—sent him to his people
in Scotland. 1 paid his fare. Anyone
can put a death notice in a newspaper."
The prince considered this for a few

moments, then he spoke very seriously

:

" You mentioned the name of Xoel
just now. I have heard of a Dr. Noel."
"He is the president of the club."

Miss Vandeleur dried her tears. "Where
is our cabman?"
They were at the gates of the Zoo.

There was no sign of the carriage.
"Why did you join the Suicide Club,

Miss Vandeleur?" Florizel asked.
" Because I am being forced into a

hateful marriage. I ran away—after
telling my people I would not buy a
pig in a poke!"
"Dear me!" said the prince. "You

must be little Brenda crown no."
"I followed you," she confessed. "I

wanted fo know what, kind of a man
you had become—if you were a man of
courage. You were a most odious little

boy."
A shot rang out and a hnllet whistle.)

past them through the night air. The
prince caught at his companion's hand

Noel flung up his arms as he overbalanced.
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and raced her into the roadway. They
ran along the Albert Road, stopping at

the entrance to a small inn. The prince
hammered at the door and they were
admitted in rather breathless condition.

Safe in the little hostelry, Brenda
said :

"That was Noel. He hates you. It

was to save your life that I went into

the club. I bribed him to deal me the

ace of clubs. I knew he'd give you the

ace of spades."
Further knocking* at the door brought

them to silence.

Florizel rose.

"Put out the lamp," he told her.

"and stand clear! This must be some-
one come to finish where you have
failed."

A man, be-cloaked and in a great

hurry, rushed in when Florizel opened
the door. At once Florizel closed with

him and threw him heavily.

"Leggo!" gasped a well-known voice.

"It's only mei"
It was Geraldine. The prince raised

him up.

"My dear fellow, a thousand
pardons."
The colonel grunted :

"There's another madman outside, fir-

ing off a pistol at everything he sees!"

Trapped !

THE three breakfasted together next
morning at the little inn.

Geraldine was being very polite to

the princess when the waiter knocked
over his coffee cup. Brenda jumped up
hastily from the table.

"You clumsy idiot!" shouted the
colonel

.

"I'm terribly sorry." the waiter apolo-

gised. "My nerves, sir—all to pieces.

Egg and bacon, sir?"

"No!" thundered Geraldine.
"It's my little dog. sir." went on the

old man in tears. "He killed a parrot,

sir, that, flew in from the Zoo. And
he's to be tried for murder."

Florizel put down his newspaper.
"Try a dog for murder?"
" Yes, sir. It's one of the new laws,

sir. I'm—I'm heartbroken, gentlemen."
He raised terrified eyes towards Brenda,
standing by the window. "I love my
little dog. He's all I have in the
world."
"I will go with you to this strange

court," said Florizel. "I will save vour
dog"
"Thank you indeed, sir. Will you

come now ? It's a lot to ask you "

Florizel was already at the door.
"I will put- on my coat at once."
The old man went to a side table and

took up a small round parcel. He
brought it to Geraldine.
"Your Christmas pudding, sir. The

cook had one left over. I managed to
get it for you—ten and sixpence, sir."

Brenda went quickly to Florizel, when
he came back with hat and coat:
"Don't go!" she murmured. "I am

afraid for you."
"We are in England." Florizel re-

minded her. "Come. Hammersmith."
The colonel snatched up his round

parcel.

"Excuse us, princess." he bowed.
"We will return in a few minutes."
They wont (o a tall house up a side

street. The old waiter knocked at the
door and they were admitted by a man
in livery.

lb' escorted them to folding-doors on
the left of the passage. Those were
thrown open and Florizel and Geraldine
stepped into a large bare room.
Before them was a long table at

which several people were sitting, all

facing the door. The indure rose to Ins
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feet as the folding doors were sharply
clapped together by two men. He spoke
very pleasantly

:

"Good-morning, Mr. Godall. Good-
morning, Major Hammersmith. Most
kind of you to come."

It was the president of the Suicide
Club !

"What do you want of us. sir?"
Florizel inquired, sternly regarding that
venerable face with its burnhr6-'y dark
eyes.

"My clear prince. I am Dr. Noel."
came the ready answer. "Your father
threw me into prison, with the order
that I was to be hanged on the follow-
ing morning. Hanged—because I had
dared to offend him and his autocratic
rule! Kings are superfluous in these
days. The people must rule. It is

strangely fortunate for me to catch both
you and the colonel at one cast of the
line. News of your arrival was brought
me by one of our spies—but I knew we
must employ cunning to properly get
you. Hence the cream tarts and Mr.
Barnley. Hence the Suicide Club and
its amusing ritual. It has brought us
two hundred pounds, you will recollect."

He chuckled a little. "The iurv will

give you a hearing—and hang you im-
mediately afterwards. Behoid the
gallows!" He dangled a slip-knotted
rope hanging from a ceiling hook
behind him.
Geraldine glanced towards the men

by the door.
"Stand away!" he cried, raising the

small round parcel which contained his

Christmas puddimr. "I suspected some
plot. I will throw this bomb— and you
shall all perish with us!"

He backed against, the inner wall.

Florizel, walking-stick tightly gripped,
moved close to him. The pudding was
upraised—the president and the jury
sprang towards the windows, their faces

ashen with terror. But one of the men
at the door began to creep in on
Geraldine.

Florizel, without turning his head,
had seen the fellow. He waited until

he was almost at Geraldine's back: then
FlorizePs gloved fist shot out, catching
him at a blow. Geraldine, with a yell

of rage, threw the puddincr at the nresi-

dent. It struck him between the eyes.

Pandemonium followed. Florizel
fought with cool desperation, overthrow-
ing first one and then another of the
mob. Geraldine performed prodigies
of valour.

The president wiped away the 'sticky

contents of the burst parcel from his

livid face.

Florizel reached the folding doors and
jerked them open.
"Come. Geraldine !" he called, as he

dashed along the corridor. Ho pulled
open the front door and rushed into the
street.

A policeman was standing by the
railings of a house near by. The police-

man was talking to the cook in the area
below and came away with reluctance.
Meantime the front door had slammed
to.

"My friend is in there," Florizel told

the officer in a breath. "He is sur-

rounded by anarchists ! I call upon you
to help me save him !"

The policeman blew his whistle. He
thou approached the door and knocked
upon it. It opened at his touch—the
passau'o was empty. Florizel ran in

with the policeman—the folding doors
were wide. There was no sign of any-
one. Everything had gone, table, chairs
and the slip-knotted rope!

Florizel, after a vain search of the
empty house, returned to the inn. A
note was waiting for him. It was from
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Brenda, telling him that she had been
compelled to return with her escort to
Irania.

While he stood in the porch consider-
ing her note, a furtive youth came up
to him.
"Are you Mister Godall?" he asked.

Florizel nodded. "I'm sent to tell you
Major Hammersmith is in great danger,
sir. If you would save his life, you must
come to this address at ten o'clock this

evening."
He thrust a card into Florizel's hand.
"You're to come in by the garden

gate. And you're to come alone."

Retribution

IN face of his oath, Florizel could not
call in the police. A better plan
came to his mind; he would ask for

help from a few trusty officers and
gentlemen attached to the Karovian
Embassy in St. James's Square. He
began collecting them at dusk, calling

for them in a hansom cab which he
drove himself in order to secure secrecy.
He brought them in pairs to a fur-

nished house in St. John's Wood which
he had hired for the occasion, and enter-

tained them with lavish hospitality. He
explained the position.

"I must go alone to meet this fellow
Noel," he told them. "It is another
trap, of course; but as the garden of this

place backs on to the garden of the
house where I am supposed to be res-

cuing Geraldine. it will be only neces-
sary for you gentlemen to climb a wall

Vid come to us, with your pistols and
my rapiers, at ten minutes after ten

I shall ask you to see that Dr. Noel has
fair play."

At ten o'clock precisely Florizel pre-

sented himself at the garden gate of

the other house. The furtive youth
opened the door when he rang the bell.

"This way, sir." He directed the
prince under the dark trees towards the

back of the mansion. Three men sud-

denly sprang out from the shadows.
One held a lantern, which he flashed

on Florizel ; the others covered him with
their revolvers.

"You will not need your walking-
stick." spoke the leader, snatching it

away from Florizel. "Follow us and
do not attempt to call for help. If you
do "—he grimly flourished his gun

—

"you will be shot down like a dog!"

They entered the house from the
back. Noel and his myrmidons were
gathered into the large stone-floored

kitchen. Geraldine, his hands tied be-

hind his back, was being held by two
of the fellows.

"You shouldn't have come!" he called

heartbrokenly. "My life is worth
nothing!"
"It is very dear to me," Florizel

answered. Ho saw Noel advancing to

wards him. smiling in his hateful way
"You will release my friend!" he com-
manded.

" We will release you both. Prince
Florizel," said Noel. "By moans of the

rope you have once avoided. We shall

hang "you together— it will be a fitlmu

end to a couple of tyrants who hare boo

long opposed the people. A (loop grave
has boon dug outside— it will hold von

both most comfortably."
At this moment the rescue party.

headed by Major O'Kook and Captain

Rich of the Embassy, burst into (he

room. O'Rook shouted:
"Hands up. all of you! The game is

finished !"

The surprise was complete. The mm
dermis gang put up their hands.

Geraldine was released, and. with
clenched fists, faced Dr. Noel.

(Continued on page 28)
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Who was the secret leader of the desperadoes who were terrorising the Valley of the
Pecos ? That was the riddle which a young Texas Ranger was detailed to s/?lve. Ride
with him to the tune of hammering hoofs and blazing guns, and follow his gripping

adventures in this mighty serial drama of action and romance

EPISODE Jfe~

" Human Targets "

READ THIS FIRST
Buck Grant, a settler in the Pecos

'Valley, is in reality a Ranger investi-
gating stories of terrorism by a gang of
outlaws whose leader's identity he hopes
to discover.
Judge Holmes, of Maverick, is the

only man who knows Buck is a Banger.
'He is likewise the only man who knows
that Buck is the Phantom Rider, a
cloaked horseman who is defeating the

activities of the outlaws at every turn.

One morning, however, masked gang-
sters butcher Shorty, another Ranger
who is on his way to the Valley.
Dying, Shorty tells Buck to go to the
Hidden Valley Ran'eh\ and later Buck
learns this is the property uf a man
named Grayson.
He meets Grayson's beautiful

daughter, Mary, wh j has returned from
the East and brought with her a friend

,

Helen Moore.

Meanwhile, a Banger known as
Spooky has enteral Maverick, and
Buck instructs him to obtain work at
the Hidden Valley outfit. That same
night Buck casually /hops in at that
ranch himself, and is introduced to

Harvey Delaney, a neighbouring cattle-

man who is on friendly terms with the
Qraysons.
Old Grayson is murdered the next

day, and leaves Mary a wallet contain-
ing the map af a secret gold mine.
/Alter, ei railway agent offers a high
price for the Grayson land, but is

wounded by a gangster's bullet before
the deal can go through. Then, operat-
ing in league with renegade Indians,
the outlaws raiel Mary's cattle.

They are scon by Buck and Mary, who
ride for help but are set upon by Bid-
skins. In the scuffle one of the rene-
gades tries to knife the white man.

Now Road On

The Herd Lost

MARY'S scream had warned Buck,
and he turned in (he nick of time
to meet the onslaught of the

Indian who had sneaked up on him
from the rear.

The renegade's dagger was upraised
for a death-stab, but ere the blow could
fall Buck drove his fist into the
assassin's jaw with an impact that
hurled the fellow to the dust. Then he
yelled a command to Mary, bidding her
ride onward for the Hidden Valley
Ranch and bring help without delay.
Farther down the trail the girl un-

covered her face us she heard the big
nester's stentorian tones and saw with
relief That he had balked the attempt
<.ti his life. And next instant, even as

Buck was sailing into the other Redskin--,

whom ho had Mattered a few seconds
previously, Mary Grayson pulled her
horse round and spurred in the direc-

tion of home.
About a minute later she was passing

Sandstone Blulf, and once she had
skirted the bold promontory she came
in sight of her ranch, towards which
she galloped at the top of her pony's
speed.
Some of the boys emerged from the

bunkhouse as she drew rein abreast of
that, building's doorway, and her fore-

man Steve was among them. It was he
who railed out in alarm as he saw the
expression on Mary's countenance.

'Anything wrong, -Miss Grayson?" he
queried sharply.
"Plenty!" Mary answered. "Out-

laws are running off that herd of cattle
beyond the Bluff. They've got some
renegade Indians working with them,
too, and Buck Grant has tangled with
four of them. Quick, there's not a
moment to lose !"

Her foreman soon had the rest of the
hands a.-scmblcd, and once they had

saddled their broncs the cowboys lost

no time in swinging themselves sjstridfe

their mounts and pounding along the
trail, with Mary Grayson in their midst
and Steve sharing the lead with the
thick-set figure of Spooky. Indeed, it

was not long before Spooky was at the
head of the party, urging his mustang
across the verdant range like a man
possessed.

His anxiety to reach the scene of the
raid might well have set the others
wondering, but they eould never bave
guessed that he and Buck Grant were
close friends—any more than they could
have guessed that they were both mem-
bers of that gallant, organisation known
as the Texas Hangers.

Rounding Sandstone Bluff, the
rescuers suddenly beheld Buck and ins

antagonists a couple of hundred yards
away from them. The white man was
still laying about him with his bunched
knuckles, but the Indians were game
enough, and were doing their utmost to

close with him when they became aware
of the band of riders who were sweeping
into view.

One glimpse of the newcomers was
enough for the Redskins, and on a
common impulse the four of them took
to their 1 Is, leaving Buck Grant,

where he stood and throwing themselves
on to the backs of their horses. Then
they made straight for the wood "where
the main body of the renegades was
ensconced, and they were fleeing wildly
in that direction when Buck was joined
by Mary Grayson and the boys from
the Hidden Valley outfit.

"Are you hurt, Buck?'' Mary gasped.
"Just my feelings, that's all," the big

fellow answered cheerfully enough.
"But come on! That herd of yours on
the other side of the wood needs lookin'

after."
Octuber 3rd-, 1936.
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His bronc Silver was near by. and a

running jump carried him into the
faithful creature's saddle. Another
moment and he was leading a stampede
towards the strip of forest, which the
fugitive Indians had now reached.

The wood lay directly between Buck
and the herd, * for by this time Dirk
and his pack of outlaw accomplices had
run the cattle southwards from their

pasture. It was the big Ranger's pur-

pose, therefore, to cut clean through the

forest with Mary Grayson's employees
in an effort to intercept the rustler?.

But he did not bargain for the volley

of rifle and revolver-fire that burst all

at once from the edge of the tall timber.

It was a murderous challenge that

caused Buck and his companions to pull

up sharply and dive for such cover as

was available, and Buck made it his

business to take care of Mary and
hustle her behind a cluster of rocks.

Then he opened fire on the wood, and
the guns of the Hidden Valley boys

were echoing the blasts of his forty-

five when the Grayson foreman crawled

across to him.
"Them Redskins must have bad some

pals lyin' doggo in the timber," Steve

said to Buck and Mary. "I'll guarantee
they're Red Eagle's bunch of cronies,

though it's gonna be hard to prove it

unless we can round 'em up."
"Who's Red Eagle?" Buck demanded.
"•Son of an old chief up in the reser-

vation," was the laconic reply. "The
old feller's all right, but the son and
6omc of the younger bloods are- a hot-

headed lot. They're bad medicine, take
it from me, and it's strong liquor that

makes 'em so."
Buck ground his teeth together.

"I get it," he said. "Those rustlers

who jumped the cattle are usin' the
renegades to cover their escape. If

we're gonna save the herd we'll have
to shoot our way through that wood."
"Yeah?" Steve grunted. "Well, I'm

figurin' it will be a tough job. Them
renegades arc in a strong position, and
judgin' by the flashes of their guns
they ain't weak in numbers."
The foreman's pessimistic words were

confirmed. The sun was going down
behind the western hills as he spoke
them, and the moon and the stars were
out before Red Eagle and his band
finally retired, in face of a gradual ad-
vance on the part of the white men.

The Indians had maintained a resist-

ance as effective as it was stubborn, and,
with their work well done, they were
galloping off through the wood when
Buck and his companions gained the
fringe of the trees at last.

For Mary Grayson's party it was an
empty victory indeed, but as they heard
the receding hoof-beats of their unseen
enemies' mustangs they hurriedly
secured their own mounts and charged
in pursuit. Yet on penetrating the
forest and pushing out on to the plain
beyond, they saw that the renegades
were far ahead of them—a dim cloud of
horsemen vanishing into the fastnesses
of the mountain country.
Then something else caught the atten-

tion of the baffled white men. It was
the spectacle of two cowboys bending
over a stricken comrade on the other-
wise empty pasture where -Marx's cattle
had been grazing prior to the raid.
They were the punchers who had been

in charge of the herd, and, riding over
to them with Buck and the rest of the
men, Mary spoke in an urgent tone
"Who is it that's hurt.'" she a

anxiously,
"It's Lefty. Miss Mary." one of the

herdsmen told her. "He's in a pretty
bad way. Tim here has got a slug in

I he shoulder, too. We did our best, but
thorn rustlers was too many for us. I
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guess. I wish you could've shown up
sooner. The cattle would have been
saved, then."
"We were held up by a bunch of

renegades," Buck put "in. "Which
direction did those rustlers take?"

"They drove the cattle south," came
the answer. "Looked as if they were
heading for Dead Man's Pass. They'll
be there by now."
Mary exchanged a despairing glance

with her foreman.
"Dead Man's Pass," she said heavily.

"That's the last of my herd."
"You're right, Miss Mary," Steve

muttered. " Your father alius said that
a cow through Dead Man's Pass was a
gone critter. Once a rustler gets a
drove beyond that point there's no
chance of finding your stock any more."
"We can try, can't we?" It was

Buck's voice again. "Come on. Let's
give it a whirl, anyway. A couple of

you take Tim and Lefty into town and
have the doctor look them over. The
rest of us will make for the pass."

The encouraging strain in which he
spoke was infectious, yet in their hearts
those who accompanied him southward
to Dead Man's Pass felt that their quest
was a vain one. Nor were their con-
victions ill-founded, for, although they
searched the hills until they were saddle-
weary, they discovered no trace of the

missing cattle.

There was a hint of dawn in the sky
when the party at length returned to
Hidden Valley, and, as he prepared to

bid Mary good-bye in front of the ranch-
house porch, Buck could not help notic-

ing how drawn and pale her features
were.
"You're all in, Mary," he said to her.

"Better go to bed and get some sleep."
"I'm not tired, Buck," she mur-

mured. "Just depressed. I was going
to sell those cattle to-morrow and
realise some money on them. Now I'm
flat broke—no money for

_
supplies, no

money to pay the men their wages."
" Aren't you forgetting the offer the

railroad company made you for your
land?" Buck told her reassuringly.
"But that deal will take time," she

pointed out. "especially with Blake, the
railroad representative, lying up there in

one of my guest rooms and hovering be-

tween life and death. No. it's ready
cash I need. I only wish I knew where
that gold mine of dad's was located. A
few nuggets out of it and I could pay
my way."
Buck eyed her whimsically.
"Why don't you tret the chart of the

mine from the Phantom?" he sug-
gested. "You say he's taking care of

it for you."
"Well. I surmise he is," Mary

answered. "But. not knowinft who he
i~ or where to locate him, how can 1

possibly get word to him that I iv?ed

that map?"
Buck managed to check the smile that

came to his litis.

"Maybe he'll find out for himself,"

he said. "He seems to be the kind
of hombre who has wavs and means of
picking up information.*'
And shortly after making this

cryptic and unenlightcning observa-
tion, Buck Grant took his leave and set
out for his homestead on Dry Creek.

The Phantom's Message'

Till', following evening Harvey
l'elaney dropped in at the Hidden
Valley outfit to see Mary Gray-

son, and ho had not been there long
before the girl was telling him of the
predicament that she was in.

Delaney listened to her story
sympathetically, and when she had
finished talking lie leaned towards her
and addressed her in an earnest tone.
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"You're sure in -a spot, Mary," he
said to her, " but I'd like you to know
that you can count on me for anything
you need. Of course, I can't offer you
the price for your ranch that the rail-

road company has mentioned. Never-
theless, if you're willing to take ready
cash "
"Oh, no. Harvey." the girl inter-

rupted. "It's very "kind of you, but it

would hardly be fair to go back on the
deal that I was arranging with Mr.
Blake when he was shot down. I
practically gave him my word that I'd
do business with his company."
Delaney looked at her shrewdly.
" Then maybe I could make you a

loan," he volunteered. "I'll let you
have what money you need, and you
can pay me back when you sell your
property to the railroad."
"No thanks, Harvey," Mary rejoined.

"I couldn't think of imposing on you
to that extent. I'm afraid you mis-
understood me when I started to speak-

about my troubles. I wasn't hinting
that you should help me out."

"I know that, Mary," the neighbour-
ing cattleman said gently, "and I'm not
surprised that your scruples won't per-
mit you to borrow off me. But it would
be a salve to jour conscience if we made
a business arrangement of the whole
thing, wouldn't it?"
"How do you mean?"
"Well, call it a mortgage if you like."

Delaney explained. "I'lL, lend you a
sum of money at an agreed rate of

Jitejest repayable within thirty days

—

your ranch to stand as security in the
event of default. Of course, I don't need
any security so far as you're concerned.
Mary. We've been friends too long for
that. But if we draw up an agreement
and conduct this matter as a business
proposition, then you won't have to look
upon it as an act of charity—which is

your only objection to my offer, I take
it."

Both Delaney and Mary were un-
aware of the fact, but an attentive ear
was pressed close to the keyhole on the
other side of the door behind which
they were talking. It was the ear of
Lizzie, Mary Grayson's housekeeper, an
honest enough young woman, but a
born eavesdropper and an inveterate
gossip.

Lizzie had heard all, and she con-
tinued to listen-in to their discu

until Mary and Delaney moved away
from the door, and their voices became
an indistinct murmur. Then she went
out on to the ranch-house veranda, and.
catching sight of a cowboy who was
loitering near the porch, she hastened to

transmit her news.

The cowboy in question was none
other than Spooky, and Lizzie beamed
at him smugly.

"Everything's going to lie all right

now," she declared, in the knowing
accents of one who enjoyed imparting
information.
Spooky stared at her in a puzzled

fashion.
" Everything's going to be all right

now?" he reiterated. "What do you
mean ?"

"I just heard Mi>s May and Harvey
Delaney talkin' in the lounge." the

housekeeper replied. "Poor thing. Miss
Mary was all het-up on account of hav-

ing no ready cash, an' that nice Mr.
Delaney allowed as he'd lend her as

much money as she wanted—on the.

security of her ranch."

Spooky gave a slight start, but, re-

covering himself, affected to be as

pleased as Lizzie evidently was. At lh.<

first opportunity he slipped away, how-
ever, and a minute after he had left the
housekeeper he was riding in the direc-

tion of Dry Creek, determined to
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acquaint Buck with the tidings that he
had received.

Buck was not alone in his cabin. He
had received a visitor in the person of

Judge Holmes, and the pair of them
were deep in conversation when Spooky
broke in upon them.
"Hey, Buck,'' the little fellow ex-

claimed without preamble, "there's
something you oughta know. Delaney's
at Hidden Valley offerin' Mary Grayson
a loan on the security of her ranch. I

ain't got nothin' against Delaney, but I

don't like the sound of a proposition
that has a mortgage mixed up in it."

Buck stood up, and so did Judge
Holmes. But whereas the expression on
the younger man's countenance was
tense and grim, that on the features of
the judge was mildly impassive.

" Why now, Spooky, you're not be-
ing very fair to Delaney," Holmes pro-
tested. "He's been a friend to the
Graysons all along, and I call this a real
neighbourly gesture. Buck's just been
telling me what the loss of that herd
meant to Mary, and naturally Harvey
Delaney would want to help her out.
He's got plenty of money to do it,

too."
" Yep, and plenty of mortgages on

other ranches as well, according to all

accounts," Buck cut in.

"Why, surely you don't suspect him
of having any ulterior motive?" the
judge queried.
"I suspect anybody who's trying to

get a foothold in this country;" was
Buck's retort, "especially with the rail-

road aiming to lay a line clean throMgik-b
it. The man who holds territory here
can stick out for a fortune when the
railroad company wants to buy. And
just because Delaney has been friendly
with the Graysons all along, that won't
make his mortgage any the less bind-
ing. He wouldn't be the first hombre
to forget friendship when there was a
stack of dough in sight."
Judge Holmes pursed his lips.

"That's true.'' he reflected, "and a
mortgage would certainly give him
power over Mary. Yet it might he kind
of difficult for you or me to till he*
that. Buck. Site thinks a good deal ol

Delan. \
."

The stalwart Ranger gave him a side
long, thoughtful glance.

.

" There's someone else whose
opinion -he values pretty highly,
judge," he commented. "I mean the
Phantom Rider. She doesn't know he's
Buck Grant, but from the way she's
talked it's clear she has a lot of faith in
him."
"I get it, Buck," Spooky interposed.

" You're gonna ride as the Phantom
again, an' give her a piece of advice."

" Spooky, "you're almost too intelli-

gent to live," Buck said with a grin.
"But, by the way, have you got that
chart I asked you to take care of? 1

v\ ant it, for to-morrow I'm ridin' north
to locate the secret mine. If I can lay
my hands on any gold that may be
there, Mary Grayson's immediate
troubles will be over."
The map of the mine was produced,

and Buck thrust it into his pocket. Then
he rigged himself out in the garb that
he wore as the Phantom, and, Spooky
having saddled Silver in the meantime,
the big fellow was soon galloping along
the trail that led to the Hidden Valley
outfit.

lie prayed that he wojild not be too
late to prevent Mary from coming to
any definite arrangement with Harvey
Delaney, and when he at length reached
the vicinity of the Grayson ranch-house
he lost no time in dismounting from his
Ii<>i-.e and advancing towards the build-
ing on foot, leaving Silver tethered in
a "coppice that was within a stone's
throw of the veranda.
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Everything seemed in his favour. No
one was about, and the only light in the
ground floor of the ranch-house came
from a room which he knew to be the
lounge; and as he reached the open
window of that lounge he peered
cautiously over the sill and saw
Delaney and Mary seated at a table
there.

Delaney was reading the contents of
a document which he had apparently
drawn up, and Buck heard his voice
clearly.

" ' Thirty days from the above date.'

the man was quoting, "'I, Mary Gray-
son, promise to repay Harvey Delaney
tlie sum of ten thousand dollars, and
hereby pledge the Hidden Valley ranch
as security for payment of same.'

"

He paused, and then

:

"Well, Mary," he continued, "that's
the agreement, and I'm glad I've
finally persuaded you to shelve your
scruples in regard to borrowing money
from me. For I don't think I need
mention that you haven't a better
friend in Benson County.''

"I'm very grateful to you, Harvey,"
the girl said, " for I really am up
against it."

"All right, then," Delaney an-
nounced. "Put your signature to this,

Mary, and I'll let you have my cheque
for the ten thousand."
Mary picked til' a pen, and the neigh-

bouring rancher thrust the document to-

wards her. Another moment and the
transaction would have been carried out.

but even as the girl was on the point
of attaching her name to that deed she
heard something fall with a light thud
behind her chair.

She started, looked round quickly, and
caught sight of a crumpled fragment of
paper lying on the floor. It was
wrapped around a stone, and in the very
instant that she snatched it up it

dawned on her that it must have been
thrown through the window.
"What is it, Mary?"
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Delaney spoke the words, but without
answering him the girl stumbled across
to the window, and as she looked out
into the night she discerned a familiar
figure running in the direction of a
coppice—the figure of a man in a white
cloak—the figure of the mystery rider
whom she knew as the Phantom.
With a sharp intake of the breath,

Mary drew back from the window, and,
unfolding the missive that she had
picked up, she scanned it rapidly, and
read as follows

:

"Don't accept a loan from anyone,
not oven Harvey Delaney.—THE
PHANTOM RIDER."

"Mary, what is it? What's that
note you picked up? Let me see it.''

1 hlaney's voice aroused her. She
found him standing by her side, but it

was obvious he had not descried the
Phantom. H7s eyes were riveted on the
-ciap of paper which she was holding,
and which she now made haste to
conceal.
"I can't show it to you, Harvey,''

she gasped.
"But why?"
She did not explain—scarcely knew

what to say. She only knew that she
was prepared to follow the Phantom's
counsel, blindly. Delaney was her
friend, but the Phantom had proved
himself an even greater friend, and even
though his identity was unknown to
her she felt that it was impossible to
question his judgment. Indeed, the very
mystery that surrounded him seemed to

lend force to this message from him.
At last she found her tongue.
"Harvey," she stammered out, "I—

I can't accept that loan."
"What do you mean. Mary?"
"It's something I can r

t dis
Harvey "

And then she slopped, for at that
moment Lizzie burst into the room, her
eyes goggling, her face drained of every
vestige -of colour.

liscuss,

"You've heard of the Phantom Rider, ain't you ? " the white man queried.
October 3rd, 1936.
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"Miss Mary!" the housekeeper
screeched in alarm. "Miss Mary, I just

saw that ghost man from the window of

my room ! Him they calls the Phan-
tom ! I saw him—plain as daylight—
ridin' away into the brush!"
Mary stole a furtive and uncertain

glance at Harvey Delaney. His coun-
tenance seemed to have grown suddenly
rock-like in its hardness, and there was
a glitter of resentment in his eyes ; and,
seeing the look on his features, Mary
experienced a feeling of awkwardness,
for she knew that it must appear as if

she did not trust him.
Yet, much as she hated the idea of

him taking offence, she could not bring
herself to reconsider her impulsive de-
cision and go against the Phantom's
advice.

The Northern Trail

IT was early morning, and Dirk and
his fellow-rustlers were assembled
in the remote cabin that was their

hide-out.
With them was their leader, courting,

as usual, the deepest shadows of a room
whose windows were thickly curtained,

and in the semi-darkness he and his

hirelings were holding a conference upon
their ambition to acquire Hidden Valley
and the rest of the territory through
which the railroad company was to lay

its line.

"'Well, anyway, boss," Dirk was say-

ing, "you've got to give us credit for a

clean job the other night. We lifted

that Grayson herd, and we've already
turned the cattle over to Lopez, the
buyer from Mexico."
"Which means them steers are safely

over the border," put in Keeler, another
of the gang.
"Yes," agreed the dim-seen leader

of the band, "and the loss of her herd
leaves Mary Grayson with no resources

except the gold diggings her father dis-

covered."
He paused, and then drummed his

fingers on the surface of a scored table

at which he and his men were seated.

"The Phantom has the only means of

locating that mine," he went on trucu-

lently. "If we only knew where to look

for it, we might trap him there—yeah,
and net a fortune into the bargain."
" We know that mine is somewhere

north of Music Mountain, boss," stated

Dirk. "I'm goin' up that way myself
this mornin' to meet Red Eagle and his

renegades, and pay 'em the dough you
promised 'em for helpin* us. I fixed up
to see them near Navajo Canyon.
Wonder if there's any chance o' me
runnin' across tho Phantom while I'm
around there."

It was a possibility that seemed to

impress the gang-leader, for he leaned
forward quickly in his chair.

"You never know. Dirk," he said.

"Listen, take Gabe and Keeler and
Roscoe with you. If you do happen to

>
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spot the Phantom, stick to his trail. He
may lead you to the mine. And if he
does, let him have it in the back as
soon as you're certain you've reached
the diggings."
Ten minutes later Dirk was riding

from the hide-out with the three men
who had been detailed to accompany
him, and it was at a smart trot that
they pushed through the hills, their

objective being Navajo Canyon, away
to the north.

If the gangsters had but known it,

they were not the only ones who had
business in that locality on this particu-

lar morning, for about the time that
they set forth on their journey, Mary
Grayson was preparing to leave - Hidden
Valley ranch and make tracks in the
same direction.

In fact, at the very moment when
Dirk and his comrades departed from
their headquarters, Mary was bidding
good-bye to her friend Helen Moore in

front of the ranch-house porch.
"But who is this man Hudson that

you want to see?" Helen asked, as the
other girl climbed astride a pony that
had been saddled for her.

" A man who was a close friend of
my father's," Mary replied. "He owns
a ranch to the north of a place called
Navajo Canyon. I was looking through
some correspondence in dad's desk last

night, and it seems to me that Hudson
may have been in his confidence—and
perhaps know something about that
hidden mine."
Having explained the reason for her

decision to travel north, Mary 4f.ft her
friend and took the trail that led to-

wards Music Mountain, and some two
or three hours later she might have
been seen skirting the slopes of that

barren elevation. Then she pressed on-

ward into a sombre gorge—the ravinfl

known as Navajo Canyon—and it was as

she emerged from this, after covering
the length of it, that something slithered

through the dust immediately ahead of

her bronc.
It was a rattlesnake that had dragged

itself from some rocks near by, and it

speedily vanished into a mass of
chaparral thickets on the other side of

the trail. But its momentary appear-
ance startled Mary's horse, and, cavort-

ing in its alarm, the pony threw its

rider heavily to the ground.
The shock of the fall drove the breath

from Mary's body, but, recovering her-

self, she glanced quickly and fearfully

in the direction of the thickets. There
was no sign of the rattlesnake, however,
and she realised with a feeling of thank-
fulness that the serpent had probably
been as scared by the encounter as her
horse.

She then became conscious that her
right ankle was paining her. Her foot

must have been twisted in the stirrup
when she had fallen, and as she made an
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effort to rise it gave way beneath her
the instant she laid her weight on it.

With an exclamation she sank down
again, and was nursing the injury ten-
derly when she heard a shout and
looked round to see a horsemau
approaching her from the canyon.
"Buck!" she ejaculated. "What are

you doing here?"
"I've been scouting around to see if

I could find any trace of that mine for
you," he answered in a tone of concern.
"But what happened, Mary? Are you
hurt?"
She told him how she had been

thrown, and, dismounting from his

bronc, he examined her ankle and
noticed that it was swollen. Then he
indicated a dilapidated cabin which
stood about three hundred yards beyond
the mouth of Navajo Canyon.

" I'd better get you over to that
shack and do a little doctoring," he
said. "Looks to me like you've got a
bad sprain there."
He secured her horse and lifted her

into the saddle, then swung himself on
to Silver's back and led the other pony
to the cabin he had espied ; and on
reaching this he carried her inside and
placed her on a chair.

The chair was thick with dust. So
was every other article of furniture in

the dwelling, which had obviously been
untenanted for a considerable time.
"Nice lay-out," Buck commented

ironically. "Say, you get your riding-

boot and stocking off, while I see if

I can find some water."
*

•-^'He went out of the cabin, and was
just in time to see Silver cantering off

with Mary's horse through a tract of

brushwood not far from the shack,
whereupon he promptly sprinted after

the two broncs and caught up with them
as they were slaking their thirst at a
stream on the other side of the thickets.

He allowed the animals to drink their

fill, and then tethered them to the limb
of a tree close by. Next he dipped his

sombrero into the stream, and, leaving
the ponies where they were, carried the
hat back to the cabin.
Mary had removed her boot and her

stocking, and, using his sombrero as
a basin, he bathed her injured ankle
and afterwards bound it tightly with a
handkerchief.
A confusion of sounds caused Buck to

rush to one of the grimy windows.
Three horsemen were galloping towards
the dwelling.
They were renegade Indians, their

long hair flying in the breeze, their

voices raised in a chorus of shrill whoops
that were accompanied by the blasts of

fire arms which they were flourishing in
their hands.
"Redskins!" Buck jerked. "And

heading straight for this shack!"
"Who are they firing at?" Mary

gasped.
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- "Nobody," the big Ranger answered. "They're just get-

ting lid of some high spirits, I guess. If you ask me,
they're tanked up.''

"Tanked up?" Mary echoed.

"Yeah—drunk," Buck said to her. "By thunder. I'd

like to know where they get their liquor from ! These
Indians are supposed to he civilised. They wear white men's
clothes, they ape white men's ways, and they're taught

some sort of schooling. But when it comes to taking whisky
they revert to type, and there's no telling what mischief

they're liable to get up to. It might be wise to keep out
of their way. Look, that pantry over there."

He motioned to a cupboard at the far side of the room.
A poster had been nailed to the door of it, a faded reward
notice bearing the picture of some forgotten bandit a'nd

offering a reward for the latter's capture, dead or alive.

But Buck paid little heed to that bill as he assisted Mary
across to the pantry and entered it with her.

She had snatched up her stocking and her riding-boot,

and she donned them in the gloom of the cupboard as she

and Buck stood there behind the door, which they had
pulled shut. Meanwhile they could hear the renegades
approaching rapidly, and soon they realised that the Indians
were drawing rein outside the cabin and dismounting.
"Lucky I left our horses out of sight," Buck whispered

to Mary in the darkness of the pantry. "Unless those

drink-crazed fools blunder off through the thickets in search

of water, they'll never guess that anybody else is around."
The three Redskins lurched into the dwelling, talking

loudly in their native tongue and brandishing their guns.
They had ceased their display of random shooting.

however, and in their hiding-place Buck and Mary heard
the clatter of the weapons as they were laid heavily on a

table—two revolvers and a magazine rifle.

Buck had some slight knowledge of the dialect in which
they were conversing, and from their slovenly speech he
gathered that they were expecting someone to meet them
at the shack. . „,
He also learned that one of the i.*,'..u!.< y, -known a<

Red Eagle, a fact which convinced him that these w>>.
three of the party who had covered the escape of the rustlers

when Mary's herd had been "lifted."

Each of the Redskins had produced a flask of rye whisky,
and they were imbibing the strong spirit freely. Indeed,
they had drained them dry when the pounding of hoofs
at length caught their attention, signalling the arrival of
another group of horsemen.
Then they heard a white man's voice, a voice which was

familiar to Buck, and one which he immediately recognised
as the voice of the ruffian known to him as Dirk.

"Hallo, there. Red Eagle!"
Dirk spoke the greeting as he came into the shack with

Gabe, Keeler and Roscoe at his heels, and the Indians rose
unsteadily, whereupon the four rustlers were quick to divine
from their bleared eyes that they had heen drinking.
Dirk frowned slightly and looked at Red Eagle, a tall,

lean Indian with a face that was both crafty and insolent.
"Fire-water, huh?" the white man said.

"Sure," the Indian rejoined. "Fire-water—plenty good."
"Yeah?" growled Dirk. "Well, better go easy on it

—

you an' your friends. I know the boss supplies you with
it, but he don't expect you to soak yourselves in it."

Red Eagle eyed him mockingly, and then, after a brief
silence, Dirk addressed him again.

"Listen," he said, "we're here to slip you some dough
for what you did the other night. But afore we pay you
off I want to mention another job that we'd like vou to

tackle."

"So?" Red Eagle grunted. "What you want me do,
huh?"
Behind the closed door of the pantry. Buck and Mary

were listening with bated breath, and Dirk's next wonts
caused them to stiffen involuntarily.
"You've heard of the Phantom Rider, ain't you?" the

white man queried. "And you know the sort of rig-out
he wears, don't you?"
"Sure," was the Indian's laconic, reply.
"All right," Dirk went on. "We've got a hunch he

may be somewhere in the hills north of here, lookin' for
a lost gold-mine, and it's occurred to me that you might
get your band together and spread out in the hope of
spottin' him. -

Tied Eagle's sloe-black eyes seemed to narrow.
"So?" he remarked again. "And if we do spot him?"
"Trail him till he finds the mine," Dirk answered. "Then

feed him lead. But get this, Red Eagle—you'll have to

Bober up, for right now you couldn't hit a barn door with
a load o' buckshot."

It was an observation that kindled an expression of
resentment on the Indian's features.

"You dare say that to me, Dirk?" he mouthed thickly,

(Continued on page 28)
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He beamed at the priest.
" Those clothes suit you, but if you're

thinking of trying any more disguises,

you cure your limp—it betrayed you. I

found out that a Dr. Evans had signed
the death certificate, and when I went
to see the doctor he had been lured away.
He was killed at Ramley in that train

smash. The man who derailed the Nice
express this time shoved a lorry across

the permanent way. That's two crimes
you people are responsible for."

The three conspirators glanced at each
other in fear.

"A ring on Evans' hand made me sus-

picious about the Pilgrims of Peace."
He looked at the priest. "I got a call

through to Buenos Aires, and though
you told me, Hoyt, you had never been
there, the police of South America knew
you. They're expecting you—all of you
—on the John Murdoch."
He took out a slip of paper.
"I happen to have an agent on that

ship, and this cable states that your des-

tination is South America, and that the

John Murdoch is stuffed full of guns,

bombs, and machine-guns. You'd get a

pretty stiff sentence for gun-running, but

for murder "

"We've never murdered anyone," Sir

Charles whimpered. Harwood could see

the man shaking. " This is the first I've

heard about Evans. He was my best

friend, and "

"Keep your mouth shut, you fool!"

snarled Hovt.
"You'd better talk soon or you'll be

for the high jump," mocked the detec-

tive, and leaned forward. "Maybe I

can help you. You see, I don't think

you had a hand in these murders. I

don't think any of you have the nerve
to send a train crashing off the lines and
needlessly killing people, but your ring-

leader would. Tell me his name, and
" He took out a cigarette and lit

it. "And I might do my best for you."

"He's bluffing 1" cried Hoyt. "Hold
your tongues !"

"I assure you that I " Harwood
happened to look up and noticed that in

a mirror he could see the rest of the
dining-car. His voice died away be-

cause he could see a man's back—a man
that held a cigar quite close to his ear

—

the man who had sat next to Sir Charles
Webber at the Guildhall banquet. Even
as he watched, the man got leisurely to
his feet and strolled out of the com-
partment.
Harwood glanced at Caryl.
" I now know who is the ringleader of

this bunch. A very ruthless man, who
would not hesitate to double-cross any
person that stood in his path." He
studied three frightened faces. "Are
you going to tails or are you too soared
of him V Nothing can happen to you
in an express travelling at eighty miles
an hour, and "

"But, John"—Caryl touched his arm— "we're not travelling all that fast.
The train is stopping."

"So we me—curious." Harwood was
puzzled. "Sounds ns if we were coast
ing along." \](y rushed to a window
and tried to peer forth into the dark-
ness. "We're not doing more than
twenty miles an hour."

Harwood suddenly thought of (he
man whom he knew to be the train
wrecker. Might the man not attempt
a third crime? In this train were the
only people who could betray the niur-
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derer's secret. The sound in the train
changed to a dull rumbling.
"We're in a tunnel!" he shouted.
They saw him race up the saloon car

and fling open a door. Next moment
Harwood was back in the saloon, and
they saw by his face that something was
radically wrong.
"The coach has been uncoupled," he

cried. "It looks as if we're g,oing to
stop in a tunnel."
"He's tricked us!" screamed Sir

Charles Webber. " I warned you not
to trust him."
"Come on!" Harwood beckoned to

Caryl. "We've got to get out of
here."
The detective and Caryl, followed by

the others, dashed down the saloon.
The coach groaned to a stop with a

shudder. On flinging open the door,
at first they saw only blackness.
"That white patch," Hoyt pointed.

"That's the mouth of the tunnel. It's

gone black. What's that I can hear?"
"Good heavens," gasped Harwood,

" it's a train !"

In that moment Harwood saw every-
thing. He realised now why the ring
that had been found on Dr. Evans had
been given to him. It was to lure hjm
t3 this coach, which the wrecker had
uncoupled knowing it would come to a
stop in this tunnel.
The roar of the train grew louder.

With screams of fear Elizabeth Went-
worth dashed back into the saloon, fol-

lowed bv Webber and Hovt. Harwood
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"THE TRAIL OF THE
LONESOME PINE"

(Continued from page 16)

when he spoke his voice was steel-like.

"This is my show, Dave." he replied,
" not yours ! There's been enough
killing in this family and there's going
to be no more. I loved little Buddy
as a brother just as you did, Dave; but
1 brought all this trouble on you, and it

was I who was responsible for Buddy's
death."
He looked round sternly as he picked

up his gun from the table

"Let no one attempt to stop me." he
said. "I'm goin' over to the Falins,
and if they don't wipe me out I'm wip-
ing them out."
But even as the door closed on hiin

June was rushing after him. though her
mother caught her and held her.

" Let me go—let me go I" panted
the girl. "He'll be killed—he'll be
killed !"

In a flash she had thrown herself into

her father's arms and was pouring out
her words in an incoherent stream.

"Oh, let mo go—go after him—stop
him 1 They'll kill him, and—and I

love him ! Oh, I can't help it, but I've
alwavs loved him, and if they kill hiin

I'll die." «

Just for a moment there was a
could see the flames from the ^oko-.^jjraly si ]ence . Over his daughter's
stack of the oncoming engine
"We've got one chance." Harwood

yelled, and gripped the girl's arm. "A
refuge in the tunnel for line repairers."
They leaped down on to the track.

• ••••«
Paul Turbe sauntered into a

Gaumont-British news theatre and
selected a comfortable stall. They
were showing pictures of the terrible

smash that had occurred in a tunnel
when a coach had been uncoupled.
Everyone had been killed, according to
the report.

The Assistant Prefect smiled as he
watched the gruesome scenes. He de-
cided he would like a cigar. He bit off

the end and placed the Corona in his

month. He fumbled for a match.
"Excuse me," said a hoarse voice be-

hind him, and a lighter flickered into
flame.
"Thanks." murmured Paul Turbe,

and, turning round, jtared into the
face of John Harwood.
Paul Turbe drew a gun and tried to

make a get-away, but there were too
many men watching that news theatre
and inside that, news theatre; men who
were after Turbe—real Scotland Yard
men. Onlj' one man died in the gun
fight, and that man was Paul Turbe.

The Buckley registrar was astounded
when Harwood and Caryl walked into
his office. He beamed at them.
"You've come to register your child?"
"No, sir," chuckled Harwood. "You

see, we've just had a telegram from a
Lady Morland in Scotland. You
wouldn't know her, but she's found her
necklace, got caught in some dress or
other. Of course, that doesn't mean
anything to you, but it means a lot to
us, because now we won't get fired, and
as we've just collected quite a nice re-

ward for assisting in killing a most un-
pleasant scoundrel, we thought we'd
celebrate by getting married."

(By permission of Gaumont-British Dis-
tributors, Ltd., starring Edmund Lowe
as Harwood and Constance Cummings

as Caryl Fenton.)

head old Tolliver's eyes met Dave's.
The latter had gone a little white, but
his jaw had come out. Without another
word he walked across to the door. But
there was no gun in his hand as he
went out.
Hale, striding along in the direction

of the Falins, swung round as he heard
footsteps behind him.
"This is my job, Dave." he said

curtly. " I don't want you here."

Dave's answer was to slam out his fist

with all the force behind it he could
muster, catching Hale on the point of
the jaw and sending him sagging limply
to the ground.
Just for a second he stood looking

down on the inert body, strangely
sorrowfully. Then he picked up his

gun, tossed it among the bushes and
with his hands in his pockets set out at
a smart pace for the Falin's shack.

Buck Falin and his sons sat in their
shack, the old man with his head rest-

ing in his hands. And once more he
gave vent to his Seelings as he had
done many times before during the last

few days.
"We've always fought against men.

we Falins. And now we've killed a kid
—* pretty little innocent kid And
they'll label me in these parts as the

man who kills kids."
Wade Falin spoke suddenly as he

lounged against the window.

"Holy smoke! Here's Dave Tolliver
without his gun !"

In a flash ho had snatched up his

gun, but his father leaped at him and
whirled it out of his hand.
"Stop that !" ho commanded and

held up his hand for silence.

They all looked on, wondering—heard
the footsteps getting nearer, heard a
knock on the door.
"Who's there?" demanded the old

man.
"Dave Tolliver."
"What d'you want?"
"To talk with you—and I've got no

Rl 'n
"

r^
It was a strange scene. Dave stood

erect, his hands at his sides. Buck
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Falin faced hiru, his sons behind him
And then Dave spoke.
"I came to tell you, Mr. Falin, that

we're through. You've licked us and
we know it. Can't we stop all this

killin' now for ever?"

The old man gazed incredulously at

him for a space.
"Are you—speakin' truth?" he de

manded at length.
" I mean every word I've said We

want to finish with the feud."

The old man's eyes bored him
intently. But they went down the nest
minute.
"I just don't know what to say." he

answered. " There ain't no words of

mine, worse luck, that can bring your
poor little Buddy back, but I'll be sorry

for it all the days of my life, Dave
Tolliver, and I'd like you to know it.

I've never killed a kid yet—and I warn
you to believe that I never mean* to."

" Thank you, Mr. Falin."

"Will you—will you shake hands,
Dave Tolliver?"
He put out a hand, and the next

moment the younger man had gripped
it tightly.

The old man stood silent while the
door closed. Wade Falin brok? the

silence and there was a laugh in 'his

•voice. For he had picked up his gun
and was watching Dave as he strode
away.
"Gosh, dad, that was real cunnm

Why, I thought you meant to let him
get away 6rst of all. As it is ".

His gun went to his shoulder, tf*»

was a quick report, he saw Davp
stagger and fall. But the next minute
another shot rang out, and Wade Falin
sagged to the floor and lay very still.

And his father, with the smoking gun
in his hand and his eyes blazing with
w iid fury spoke :

"The rat—the dirty rat !" he ex-
claimed furiously. " Fetch Davo
Tolliver in, all of you. If he dies, I'll

kill the rest of you !"

It was old Falin himself who carried
Dave into the Tolliver shack and laid

him down. It was old Falin himself
who faced Judd Tolliver as a brave
prisoner faces the firing party.

"I've got to tell you, Judd Tolliver "

he began, but in a moment his voico
faded away For Dave's eyes had
opened and he was signing them all to

listen, as to their amazement his hand
went out and gripped Buck Falin's.

"Let me—do—the tellin'," he mur-
mured faintly "The feud's—over
We've shaken iiunds—you've got to. too.

dad. Comin' away I fell on my gun."

Buck Falin's head went down, and
Dave's faint voico murmured on as he
smiled at June in the shelter of Hale's
encircling arm.

"It's all right now. You two'll—be
able—to get married—and "

A* Buck Falin put out his hand and
Judd Tolliver gripped it Dave's smile
deepened.
"Swell," ho murmured. "Now I

don't care—what "

His voice trailed away, his head
drooped to the pillow. But the two old
men both stood gripping hands tightly
Death had taken yet one more victim;
but both knew that it was the last that

the feud would ever claim. The feud
between the Tollivcrs and the Falins
was at an end.

(By permission of Paramount Picturfs,

Ltd., starring Sylvia Sidney, Henry
Fonda and Fred MacMnrray.)
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"THE DRAGNET"
(Contmaeu .rom oage 12)

"Okay. I'll be there. It's a trick

box all right."'

Larry slammed down the receiver. He
ran his car a little way down the street,

then left it parked outside a house. He
must trust to his legs now.

Meanwhile, at the Dover Club,
things were happening. .Ross, returned
from his pilgrimage to .the Wonder
Hotel, had moved about the club in his

usual manner, feeling rather sick in-

waidly, but, outwardly, all oily courtesy
to his patrons.
As Ross had passed by a solitary diner

hi correct evening clothes, this gentle-
man had risen softly and had come be-
hind him, right hand in the pocket ot

a brand new dress jacket. Something
like a short stick stuck out the pocket.

" Keep walking, Joe. Keep smiling
I've got you covered, and I'll hole you
through and through if you won't ! It's

Fred, all right, don't worry. Keep walk
ing—straight to your office, Joe."

Ross, with the gentleman in correct
clothes close behind him, had "walked,
more or less naturally, across the flooi

back to his office.

'Which of you killed Alollie?"
"I didn't, Fred. I swear it!"
"Didn't you, Joe? Just too bad!"
Fr- J^Cole, hatchet-faced, pale and

Ucadijf^ith determination, was caress-

ing the trigger if his pistol.
" It—it was Crane, Ross muttered

thickly. "Shot her—before—before—

1

could stop him."
"You're a liar, Joe."
"It's the straight truth."
Cole played with the pistol lovingly.
"Get him here, Joe. Telephone for

him," came the quiet order.
Ross took up the instrument and

dialed a number, his fat hand shaking
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Crane said he would be over in ten
minutes.
Only the tiek-tock of the clock on the

mantel behind the perspiring Ross dis-

turbed the silence until somewhere
about ten-thirty, when the office door
gently opened to admit a sergeant of
police and two policemen. The ser-

geant, levelling a pistol at Cole, spoke
sharply;
"Game's up, Fred! Drop that gun!"
As Cole sulkily obeyed, Ross put up

his hands.
"Glad you've come, officer. He'd got

mc in a jam."
Cole, white as chalk, muttered

:

" He killed my wife. Shot her dead
in the 'phone call-box outside."
The sergeant signed to the two police-

men who closed in on Cole, and, with-
out any fuss, put handcuffs on his wrists.

•' Stop Him !
"

ANNETTE, the check girl, was off

duty for a few minutes and
somebody else was on the door

when Larry and Kit walked in.

"Cards, please," came the challenge.
"This is a members' only night."
Larry stepped up to the man, poking

a gun under his ribs. Kit closed the

outer door and dropped the bolt.

"Keep quiet," said Larry in level

tones. "The police are in possession.

Tell me about that call-box and save
your dirty skin."
"There's a box drawer that pulls out,

guv'nor—so's the guv'nor can see who's
telephoning," whined the man.
"And the guv'nor is?"
"Crane, sir. He's the real guy here."
Larry and Kit entered Ross' room just

as the police were marching out with
the gaol-breaker Cole.
The telephone tinkled on the desk

where Ross was lighting a cigarette.

The sergeant snatched up the instru-

ment, the rest all suddenly silent.

"Air. Lawrence Thomas?" The ser-

geant put down the 'phone as he turned
to Larry.

'• Yes."
" You're wanted on a charge of mur-

der ;it the Wonder Hotel."
'" That's the man who helped to kill

Arthur Hill." Larry jumped at Ross,
clutching him round the throat. They
glared at each other. " Spit it out,

Robs!" Larry ordered.
Ross made no attempt to struggle.

His heady eyes met Larry's in sullen

defiance as he snarled:
"1 know you killed him, and I'll give

evidence to that effect. I saw you go
in."

"So you were there?" Larry re-

leased the fellow. "Note that, officer!"

Kit, clinging to Lairy's arm, drew
him away. The policemen escorting

Dole paused, waiting for orders.

A trampling of nasty feet heralded
the arrival of a flying squad of police

sent in search of Larry. They were in

charge of an inspector, who at once took
over. He addressed Larry

:

" Take it quietly, Thomas. You've
put yourself wrong by resisting tho
police in execution of their duty. Any-
thin;,' you say will he taken down."

"1 ask nothing better," Larry told

him. "I've found papers hidden in

Hill's desk which told me what I

wanted to know. He was on the pay-
roll hove— there's proof beyond all ques-
tion. He knew too much, and so they
killed ham, trying to plant it on to me.
1 had to get back here. I knew Cole
was coming for revenge and I didn't

want luni to forestafl justice."

, manacled and seething with pas-
sion, spoke

|

"I'd have had 'em both if you fellers

hadn't pushed in. I'll get 'em yet."
'Silence, you!'' shouted the inspector,

on, Thomas, I'm taking notes."
October 3rd, 1936.
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At this moment Crane warked in,

clean and spry und cool as always.
"What's this, inspector? People in

the hall are beginning to fear a raid."

The inspector tapped his notebook
with his pencil.

"Go on, Thomas."
Larry handed him the pistol fiom his

pocket.
"Found in Hill's desk. You'll find

it fits the bullet that killed Mollie Cole.
It hasn't been fired since. Hill was to
pet rid of it, but didn't get a chance.
It's Crane's gun—you'll be able to check
tip on that. He shot Mollie Cole
through the wall here."

"Through the wall?" the inspector
asked. -

.

Crane merely smiled.
"Yes."- Larry advanced to the wall

hot ween the 'phone box outside and the
toom itself" Here' was a small knob in

the beading of the panels. Larry took
hold ioj; the knob and drew put a hid-
den drawer. At once a gap in the wall
nppeared, and , the interior of the call-

box was visible to all. On the back of
the drawer was lettered:
"Local calls 5 cents."
"Fits into the frame," Larry ex-

plained. "You'd never guess it from
the box. -Crane put the bullet into
Mollie's back while Ross rang off the
'phone from this desk." ,, .'

"A pretty story," sneered Crane.
"I'm glad you're writing it down. What
interest could 1 have in killing the
woman ?"

"You killed her all right!" Cole
hissed. "Same as you had me put
aw.i\. We knew too mwli And now
you'v? done in that fool JJJ11. I'll tell

you everything, inspector—how the.

wheel's faked—how the dice are loaded
—how Crane has l'ned his pockets, the
tyke. How we've all been his dupes,
first, to last. Even Joe Ross "

The inspector suddenly dived at

Crane, who had his hand to his mouth.
"Stop him !" '

A brief, violent struggle followed,
then Crane was handcuffed between
two of the police. He was still smiling.
Larry and Kit were allowed to go. As

they climbed into Kit's car, she gave
the. wheel seat to him.

"I'm going back to dad to-morrow,"
Larry told her. " Partners once more.
What about you coming in, too; in the
firm of Thomas & Thomas?"
Kit rested her' head on his shoulder.
"Suits me," she whispered.

(By permission of Pathe Pictures,

Ltd., starring Rod la Rocque and
Marion Nixon.)
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it
THE SUICIDE CLUB"

(Continued bom page 20)

"You will answer 10 me, you
scoundrel !" he cried.

O'Rook had handed . -orizc pair of
rapiers. The prince offered *V- 'lilts of
them to Noel.
"Choose, if you release. I challenge

you to a duel to the death. These
gentlemen will keep the ring for us."
"I ask nothing better," answered

Noel. "My quarrel, after all, is with
you, Prince Florizel, as the representa-
tive of a tyrannical monarchy."
A ring was formed and they fought

with ferocity, Noel showing himself a
swordsman of no mean ability. Twice
he was nearly disarmed by Florizel, and
twice saved himself, to press the prince
with new and surprising vigour.
At last Florizel forced him into the

garden. The crowd—Noel's men and
O'Rook's—followed to keep silent watch.
Noel pressed rtie attack, and, for a few
tense minutes, held Florizel at bay.
Then, step by step, the prince forced
his opponent, backward until he was
standing, all unaware, on the brink of

the pit he had- dug' for his victims.

Here Noel fenced with great despera-
tion and actually succeeded in wounding
Florizel in the left arm.
The prince suddenly broke through

Noel's guard and struck his papier
sharply . ait of his hanJ. Noeij'^'^ upg
his arms as he overbalanced a.'i—fell

backwards with a crash into the open
grave!
When his men came hurrying to lift

him out, they found that he had broken
a leg in the fall.

Florizel handed his rapier to O'Rook.
"Honour is satisfied," he stated. "See

that he is taken to a hospital at once."
He turned to go. From somewhere

out of the crowd came Brenda. hatless

and frantic in her haste, v_>he flung her
arms about Florizel

.

-"My prince!" she cried in rapture.

"I adore you !"

"Darling girl," whispered Florizel.
" Calm yourself. ' We are not alone."
Six weeks later, the Princess Brenda

was married with great pomp and cere-

mony in the lovely old cathedral of

Irania to his Highness, the Crown
Prince of Karovia !

(By permission of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Pictures, Ltd., starring Robert
Montgomery and Rosalind Russell.)
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\ "THE PHANTOM RIDER''

swaying a little on his feet. "Me, best

shot in all this country? Huh, I out-
shoot you. anyhow!"
The white man's upper lip curled in

a sneer.
"Don't make nie laugh," he scoffed.

"I'll bet you five bucks against your
mustang that you can't outshoot inf."
Quick to accept the challenge, Red

Eagle snatched his forty-five from the
table and rammed it into his holster

with an uncertain gesture. Then be
commanded Dirk to select a target, and,
looking about him in a somewhat
amused fashion, the rustler suddenly
pointed across the room.
"There you are," he said. "We'll

aim for that guy's nose. That's the

target. We draw and shoot, and the

first bullet that hits the mark is the

winner. Keeler here can give the word
to fire."

Within their hiding-place, Buck and
Mary wondered what Dirk meant by
"that guy's nose." They did not know-
that his extended hand was indicating
the photograph on the bill which was
pinned to the door of the small pantry
where they had concealed themselves 1

"Good!" they heard Red Eagle say.

"Me think you lose five dollar, Dirk."
-~r iere was a pause, during which the

marksmen looked towards Keeler
VoT the signal ; Dirk steady and confi-

dent to the point of contempt, ll'-i

Eagle no less confident, but far from
steady.

"Go!" Keeler ejaculated all at once,
grinning as he pronounced the word,
and on the instant Dirk and the Indian
plucked their irons from their holsters

and pumped lead at the door of the
cupboard, the bellow of the guns re-

sounding deafeningly through the
shack

!

(Another smashing episode next week.
By permission of Universal Pictures,

Ltd., starring Buck Jones.)
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Never was there a more enduring comradeship than that which was formed between
the king of wild horses and the outcast wonder dog. Together they braved a thousand
perils, unswerving in their loyalty to each other. Follow their amazing adventures in

this gripping serial drama, starring Kane Richmond, Norma Taylor and Rex and Rinty

(The Spoilers

FEW portions of the world's surface
are more remote from the in-
fluences of civilisation than the

tropical- island of Sujan, a land whose
interior lies masked under the eternal
fastnesses of the jungle, a land whose
festering swamps and deep thickets form
the abode of savage Leasts, a land
which is the domain of a strange native
people whose origin is wrapped in
mystery.

It was to this island that three white
men had come, and, though they were
not by any means the first of their lace
to set foot on Suian, yet they were of
a very different breed from those of
their nationality who had at one time
or another preceded them, and who had
been for the most part scientists and
explorers.

These three men were Americans,
and, disembarking from a ship that had
cast anchor in a natural harbour on the
Sujan coast, they had entered the
interior on horseback and made their
way to a certain village where the
human population of the island was
concentrated.
They answered to the names of

Mitchell, Wheeler, and Martin, and it

was by these names that they had intro-
duced themselves to Tanaga, high priest
of Sujan, chief devotee of the singular
religious faith that ruled the lives of the
natives, and a personality whose spoken
word was law from one end of the island
to the other.

The main building in the village of
(lie Sujanese was the temple of wor-
ship. Ornate in its architecture, it was
a building that commanded interest and
attention by its mystically imposing
aspect, for the inhabitants of the island

were no mere barbarians, but a people
with an ancient culture of their own

—

friendly to strangers, too, though quick
to take offence at any slight, and
capable of meting out stern treatment
to those who abused their hospitality.

Within the sombre confines of that
mosque, and before an altar adorned by
a plaque which represented a prancing
stallion, the three Americans had
obtained an audience with Tanaga, the
high priest, a tall, dignified man who
was still in the prime of life and whose
lean figure was clothed in loose, skirted
garments. And now Tanaga was listen-

ing to what the white men had to say.
listening carefully and attentively as they
spoke to him in English of the mission
which had brought them there.

The voices of the three Americans
were couched in the accents of the
West, and a fellow-countryman might
have placed them as Californians, while
the subject of their discourse might
have indicated to him that they were
closely acquainted with ranch life.

Tanaga, however, was not sufficiently
familiar with the English tongue to re-
cognise the variety of its dialects,
though he had acquired a good working
knowledge of it from other men who
had visited his domain.
He was well enough versed in the

language to understand very soon the
reason for the Americans' presence in
Sujan, at any rate, and when they had
finished talking he shook his head to
signify that they had come upon a use-
less errand.
"But, your Excellency," one of the

Yankees protested then, "the fame of
your horses has travelled even as far as
America, and as agents of a dealer
there we've journeyed all this way

specially to buy some of them from
you."
The speaker was Mitchell, big and

hulking, with a pair of gimlet eyes set

in a weather-beaten face. He seemed
puzzled by the high priest's attitude.

Neither he nor his companions—nor the
rancher in California for whom they
were acting—was aware that Sujanese
ritual forbade such a transaction as the
one they had contemplated.

They had learned that no finer horses
were to be obtained anywhere in the
world than those which were bred on
this remote island. But if they had
delved more deeply into the book of
exploration from which they had
gleaned this fact, they would also have
read the following paragraph:

" Deep in the interior, guarded well
by the jungle and its roving beasts,
nestles the sacred temple of Sujan.
Here for countless ages a devout people
have flocked to the worship of a chosen
god horse, cherishing him as sincerely
as did the Assyrians the bull, or the
Egyptians the cat

"

Mitchell and his associates knew
nothing of this. Nor were they en-
lightened when Tanaga, the high priest,

addressed them quietly in his curious,
low-toned voice.

"In Sujan we do not sell our horses,"
he said.

The Americans were not content to
accept that simple statement, which
had been delivered in English, but with
an outlandish inflexion.

"We're in a position to pay well."
urged Wheeler, daik-inoustached and
swarthy.
"All the money in the world could
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Wheeler and Mitchell slipped out of the stables to find their accom-
plice in the act of throttling his victim.

not tempt us to part with a single
steed," Tanaga replied. "You see, my
friends, for centuries the horse has been
held sacred by my people."

The Americans stared at him for a

moment, and then Martin spoke. He
was a shifty-looking fellow with a thin-
lipped mouth.
"You mean you worship horses?" he

asked incredulously.
"They are all sacred to us," Tanaga

i 'joined, "though wo worship but one
the black Arabian stallion."

"A black Arabian?" Martin
ejaculated.
The high priest looked at him

steadily.
" You doubt me," he said. "I can

liaidly blame you. There is no horse in

the world like him—this horse whom
we call Rex, and who is the proud de-
fendant of a noble breed. Come, you
shall see for yourselves, for unless I

am mistaken the guards will be bring-
ing him back now. They have been
exercising him."
He conducted them to a window of

die temple, and suddenly he pointed
through it. Then, as they followed the
direction of bis extended arm, they saw
a troop of warriors cantering across a
sweep of plain that was like a great
clearing in the jungle.

'I'lie warriors were mounted upon fine,

mettlesome ponies, and. shrewd Judges
of horseflesh as they were, the while
men were visibly impressed by (hose
animals. Bui nexl moment they had
concentrated their gaze upon a riderless

stallion which was being coaxed across
the savannah by the troop of Sudanese.

Jt was Rex, the Arab steed that
Tanaga had mentioned, and never had
the Americans set eyee on so magnifi-
cent a. beast. Lithe, powerful, and
spirited, that, horse would have been
coveted by any breeder who had been
privileged fo see him, for a man had
only to take stock of him for the space of
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a minute or two to gain an inkling of his

qualities and to realise that here was a
creature which could not be surpassed.
"Why, he's like a king," breathed

Mitchell.
"He is a king," Tanaga declared in

a fervent and earnest tone. "He is the
living symbol of that spirit which we
worship—the spirit of the god horse of
Sujan."
From the temple window the high

priest and the three Americans watched
Rex as he was shepherded to a building
situated some little distance from the
village.'. It was a building which
Tanaga described as the Sacred Stables,
ami, the god horse having been lodged
safely within it, ihe troop of warriors
who had performed the duty of exercis-

ing him were soon riding at a trot

towards their quarters in the settlement.

The high priest and the three white
men turned away from the window
then, and for an interval none of them
spoke. There was a queer, thoughtful
expression on the face of Mitchell, how-
ever, and presently he broke the
silence, putting a question that sounded
careless enough, though it was one that
caused Wheeler and Martin to glan
him swiftly.

"Is it customary to leave the god
horse unguarded in those stables like

that?" he asked Tanaga.
The high priest shook his head.
"The god horse Rex is under vigil

anec night, and day." he observed. If
you were to go into that building now
you would find a sentry posted near his

stall. Re-ides, the god horse is not
10 handle. He is submissive only

to those with whom he is familial.''

There was a pause, and then Once
again Mitchell fried tentatively to strike

some bargain with Tanaga. Hut he was
wasting liis time, and at length the high
priest, dismissed the subject.

"Let, us talk no more of your vain
mission," he said. "Rather let us talk
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I of life in the country from which you
|
have come. I am always interested to
meet people from other lands, and,
indeed, I shall be honoured if you will

remain here as my guests for a little

w hile."

This hospitable offer was not accepted.
"I am sorry, your Excellency,"

Mitchell answered, " but I reckon we'll
have to return to the ship." •

" Then may I provide you with an
escort through the jungle?" Tanaga
suggested.
"That won't be necessary," came the

reply. "It's no great distance to the
coast."
A few minutes later the Americans

took their leave, and. swinging them-
selves astride their horses, they rode
southward into the jungle. Yet they
had not gone very far when Mitchell
drew rein.

"Boys," he said to Martin and
Wheeler, "we've got to get that black
Arabian stallion, and if there's only
one guard at the Sacred Stables it

ought to be easy."
Wheeler nodded, but Martin fidgeted

uncomfortably in his saddle.
"It might be dangerous to cross these

Sujanese," he muttered. "Is any
horse worth the risk?"
"That god horse is," Mitchell

grunted. "Say, he'll make a fortune for
Crawford. Think of it—a black
Arabian! Think of the draw he'd be! m
Why, if Crawford sold him outright he'd
collect plenty of dough. Not that I'd

advise him to sell, for that stallion

would be worth holdiu'—if only for

breeding purposi
Martin frowned.
"If we bungle the job," he said, "it's

liable to cost us our lives."
" There won't be any slip-ups,"

retorted Mitchell. "We're gonna get
that stallion, and we're gonna take him
back to the States. Say, what kind of
reception d'you think we'd get from
Crawford if we came back empty-
handed, anyway?"
There was no further argument, andgM^

Mitchell proceeded to outline the plan
by which he intended to seize the god
horse of Sujan. Meanwhile, the sun
was going down in the west, and the
eternal gloom of the jungle was deepen-
ing before the approach of evening, yet
it was not until the black darkness of
night had fallen that the three white
men finally turned on their tracks.

Reaching the clearing in which the
village was situated, they made a wide
detour and approached the Sacred
Stables from the rear. Then, dis-

mounting from their ponies and tether-

inn them to the limb of a gnarled tree,

they sneaked round to the front of the
building that was their objective.

All was quiet. From the village,

some distance away, there came faint,

indications of life and movement, but
in the neighbourhood of the stables a
brooding ~t illness seemed to reign.

"Martin," whispered the American
who was known as Mitchell, "you stay

out here and tip us off if you see any-

body comin' from the village. Wheeler
and I will handle the guard inside."

Martin took up a position near the

entrance of the stables, and the other
two men moved forward to the

threshold of the building. As they did

so they must have betrayed their ap-

proach in some way, for the inquiring

voice ol ii' sentinel reached their cars

From within.
"Is that you, l'asha?" he called,

evidently expecting someone of that

name.
He had spoken in the native tongue,

and the Americans did not understand
In- words. Not did they pause to

speculate on the meaning of those
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words but stepped quickly through the
doorway to perceive the Sujanese
guard standing a few yards to the right.

He was posted outside a stall occupied
by the god horse Rex, and at sight of

the intruders he stiffened involuntarily.

Yet before he could utter a sound or
raise a hand to defend himself the
Yankees were upon him, and a blow
from the butt of a revolver laid him
senseless on the floor.

Scarcely had he fallen than the black
Arabian in the stall gave vent to an
ominous nsort, and next instant he was

' rearing up on his hind-legs and pawing
viciously at the stout gate which was
between him and the guard's assailants:

Mitchell and Wheeler turned and
looked at the plunging animal, and saw-

that his ears were lying back against his

head, while his eyes held a glint that

was both menacing and fearsome.
"Huh," Mitchell commented, "seems

like the god horse musta been fond of

the sentry and don't approve of the way
we've treated him. We'll have to

watch out for them hoofs, Wheeler.
Look, get those ropes that are hangin'
up on that peg over there. We'll use
a couple of them as lariats. Make it

snappy now!"
Wheeler started for the ropes, and,

selecting two of them, he had tied a
noose in each when Martin suddenly
appeared on the scene.

"There's a native headed this way,"
he reported breathlessly. " If he finds
out what we're up to he'll give the
alarm. One look through that doorway
there and he'll be off like the wind to
get help."

" Yeah, and if he - hears the racket
that this god horse is kickin' up he'll

be suspicious before he gets near the
doorway," jerked Wheeler.

Mitchell gripped Martin by the arm
at once, and at the same time spurned
the body of the unconscious guard
whom he and Wheeler had attacked.

"Quick!" he ordered. "Throw on
some of this guy's clothes and step out
to meet the native that's comin' from
the village. That should allay his sus-
picions until he's close enough for you
to deal with him. How far away was
he when you spotted him ? Have you
got time to fix yourself up?"
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"Just about," said Martin, and in

another moment he was hurriedly
stripping the prostrate sentry of his

outer garments.
A little while later the disguised

American emerged from the stables.

and as he came out of the doorway he
saw the individual who had been
approaching from the village.

The native had checked, and was
listening to the racket that the god
horse was setting up. He seemed,
indeed, to be on the point of turning
back to the settlement, but on per-
ceiving Martin he hurried forward,
evidently mistaking him for the guard.
Not until he was face to face with

the American did he discover the de-
ception, and the truth dawned on him
too late. For, springing to action
oven as the native whipped round to

run for it, Martin caught him from
behind and encircled his neck with a

cord.
Wheeler and Mitchell slipped out of

the stables to find their accomplice in

the act of throttling his victim, and
they looked on with bated breath until

the native slumped to the ground and
lay still. Then Mitchell spoke in husky
accents.
"Nice work, Martin," he said. "Now

wait here till wo get that horse out."

Martin remained on the.watch, and
soon he was able to toll from the sounds
which reached his ears that Mitchell
and Wheeler wore matching their cun-
ning against the ugly temper of the
Arab stallion; and thirty seconds later

the horse was issuing from the stables
with his head snared by a couple of
lariats.

Martin's confederates were holding
on to those ropes, and Wheeler let go of

his as the stallion almost caught him
with a flying back-kick from his hoofs.
Martin dived for the lariat, however,
and. somehow, he and Mitchell suc-
ceeded in working the captive horse
round to the spot where they had left

their own ponies.
Tanaga had been right. The god

horse Rex was resentful of the atten-
tions of strangers, and it was only after

a hard tussle that Mitchell and Martin
were able to climb into their saddles
and make off with their prize, over-

5

coming his resistance by hauling on the

ropes.
In fact, there was a skirmish before

they were fairly under way, and it was
one that proved disastrous for Wheeler,
who had followed up anxiously and
scrambled astride his mount in hot
haste.
Unluckily enough for Wheeler, his

pony became alarmed by the wild antics
of the god horse, and. cavorting with
fright, he hurled his rider from his back.
And, as ho was catapulting through
space, Wheeler struck his head against
the low bough from which he and his

comrades had just unhitched their reins.

When the man hit the ground he was
"out," and Mitchell and Martin did
not stop to pick him up. With Rex
straining against the lariats, they had
enough on their hands—moreover, their
one desire was to put distance between
themselves and the Sujanese village
without delay—and consequently they
abandoned their accomplice to his fate.

A few minutes afterwards there was
no sign of the two horse thieves. They
had disappeared with their prize in the
direction whence they had come, leav-
ing behind them the two huddled bodies
of the natives they had attacked and
the insensible confederate whom they
had deserted so callously.

Of those three prostrate men. the first

to recover was the individual who had
been half-strangled by Martin, and on
opening his eye- be gazed dully at tin-

stars for a time, like one more dead
than alive. Then all at once ho seemed
to recall what had happened to him,
and, struggling to his feet, he tottered
to the entrance of the Sa> red Stables.

There he saw the figure of the guard
who had been stunned, and from that
prone figure his glance travelled to the
empty stall which had been occupied by
Rex. Then, swinging round with a cry
on his lips, he made tracks for the
native village and did not stop until ho
had reached the temple.
To the high priest Tanaga he gave

his startling news, and soon there was
a sounding of trumpets in the settle-

ment and a riding of armed warriors,
who swept into the jungle and took the.

trail that led to the bay where the

Rinty fell atop of him, and the dog's
gleaming teeth were at the man's throat

in another instant.
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>hip was known to bewhite men's
anchored.
After that there was a comparative

Silence in the village, a silence broken
only by the grim mutterings of a
fanatical people as they awaited the

return of the pursuers. lint a full hour
elapsed before these put in an appear-
ance, and a groan went up as it was
seen that the god horse, Rex, was not
in their midst.
Drawing rein before the temple, the

warriors dismounted and entered the

place of worship to confront Tanaga,
at whose feet they flung a wild-eyed
wretch who was attired as a Sujanese,
but who was not of that race.

"Excellency," one of the warriors re-

ported in the native tongue, "we
reached the coast only to see the
foreigner's ship sailing out of the bay.
But on our way back we came upon this

son of a dog in the jungle, and he, at

least, will answer for the outrage that
has been committed to-night."

: Tanaga looked down at Wheeler, for

the grovelling creature who had been
cast before him was none other than he,

and a bleak, stony expression crossed

the high priest's face as he con-
templated the white man.

"Yes," he muttered, "this our must
pay the penalty. Yet that will not com-
pensate us for the loss of the sacred
god horse."
For a moment his eyes seemed to

register the painful emotions from
which he was suffering. Then they be-

came hard again, and they were glitter-

ing like diamonds when he addressed
Wheeler in English.
"You and your friends," he said,

"you have committed the greatest

crime that Sujan knows. And the
punishment for that crime, white man,
is death I"

Wheeler gave vent to a hoarse ex-

clamation. His distorted features were
the colour of chalk.

"Listen, I'm innocent!" he lied. "I
—I tried to stop them. That's the

reason they struck me down and left

me. When I came round I rode after

them, hoping I could catch up with
them and persuade them to turn Rex
loose. Then I ran into your men, and
they told me I was too late—and they
wouldn't believe me when I explained
to them I'd been an unwilling party to

the whole business."

"I do not believe you, either, white
man," Tanaga rejoined deliberately.

"The evidence of the two men who were
rendered senseless by yon and your
friends— it hardly bears out your
story."

"I know," Wheeler panted, "but
Martin and Mitchell forced me to work
hand-in-glove with them—an' finally

tinned on me when I plucked up the
ion rage to try to argue with 'cm.
Listen, Excellency, if only you'll spare
my life I'll bring the god horse back to

you. I give you my oath that I will.

Let me make my way to America, and
I swear I'll return with that horse."
Tanaga's lip curled contemptuously.

"You expect me to take your word?"
he asked.
""Then send somebody with me!"
Wheeler implored. "I won't fail you.
VII do anything to bring back your god
horse, if only to get even with Mitchell
and Martin. Can't you sec that?"

Tanaga eyed him narrowly, and
seemed to consider the proposal that he
had made. The return of the god horse.
Hex—this the high priest desired above
.dl things—and Wheeler was the only
link with i he scoundrels who had stolen

limal.
Tanaga glanced suddenly at a native

who was standing nearby, It was the
(Molxr :tlst, ti»:i(j.
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native whom Martin had very nearly
throttled to death.
"Pasha," the high priest said, "when

a foreign ship calls at Sujan again, you
will sail in ii with this white man. It

will be your duty to see that he keeps
his word, and to warn him that if he
betrays my trust we shall track him
down—whatever steps he may take to
escape our vengeance."

Crawford

A WEATHER-BEATEN cargo tt

from distant parts had crawled
into the docks at San Francisco,

and. as she was steered into her berth

at the quayside, the figures of Mitchell

and Martin might have been seen at

her rail.

"I was just thinkin' of Wheeler,"
Martin said, while the ship was being
moored. "It was kinda tough on him,
leavin' him back there with all them
natives."
"That was his hard luck," Mitchell

retorted. "I reckon you and me was
both in too much of a hurry to bother
about a man that was fool enough to

get thrown from his horse. But, say,

I don't see any sign of Crawford. I

cabled him to be here with a trailer,

and I made it clear that we'd got a
horse in a million for him."
Even as he spoke the words a power-

ful car swung on to the quay, drawing
behind it a great horse-box, and at sight
of the man who was driving the auto-
mobile Martin uttered an ejaculation.

"There's Crawford now!"
The man in the car was a big, broad-

shouldered fellow of some thirty-five

years, with a domineering countenance
and a pair of shrewd eyes—eyes that
revealed an astute appreciation of horse-
flesh when the kicking, struggling form
of Rex was disembarked from the ship
a few minutes later and lnancem red

into the trailer.

With the god horse safely imprisoned,
there ensued a long journey through the
streets of San Francisco and out beyond
the eastern suburbs towards the distant
foothills of the Sierras. It was open
country here, with an occasional ranch-
house to break the monotony of it, and
as he drove over the empty, dusty roads
with Mitchell and Martin at his side,

Crawford talked almost incessantly of

the stallion in the trailer.

It was clear that he had been im-
pressed by the animal, and that he con-
sidered his agents' trip to far Sujan
had not been wasted. Nor was he
greatly concerned over the fate of
Wheeler, when Mitchell explained how
that worthy had been left behind.

"A bad break for the guy." was his
only comment, "but it can't be helped.
Now that horse—I can see him bringing
in any amount of big dough. Say, the
mere fact that he was held sacred by
some crowd of natives—that in itself

puts a price on him. Imagine what an
attraction he'd be in. a circus, for
instance."
"I thought of that myself," put in

Martin. "Not a bad idea, boss."
"But only an idea as yet," mused

Crawford. "First oil', I'm gonna train
him. Might use him in a few polo
games over at the Bruce Riding
Academy."
"Tt will be quite a job selling the

saddle on him." Mitchell observed,
Crawford Moiled grimly.
"I never saw a horse yet that I

couldn't handle," he stated.

He drove on, and another mile or
two had been covered when a bond in
the road brought the three men in sighf
of a well-appointed ranch-house. Ii was
Crawford's own outfit, and. pulling up
near a corral behind the main building,
the rancher alighted from his auto
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mobile and walked round to the back
of the trailer.

He was followed by Mitchell and
Martin, and they were unfastening the
tail-door of the horse-box when another
of Crawford's employees showed up, a
sallow-faced individual, who gave vent
to a low whistle at his first glimpse of
Rex.
"Say, he's a beauty, ain't he?"
"Some horse, Jones, eh?" Mitchell

answered with pride. "Pretty ornery
as regards his temper, though."
His words were borne out as Rex

backed clear of the trailer and pro-
ceeded to resist all efforts to lien him
in the adjacent corral. It seemed, in

fact, that the very lives of the men who
were attempting to drive him into the
enclosure were in danger, and, narrowly
escaping a blow from a flying hoof,
Crawford reached for a whip that was
resting against the fence.
"Tough, eh?" he snarled. "Well,

he may have been a king in Sujan, but
I'll soon show him who's boss around
here."

"Careful, now !" Martin warned.
"He's faster than chain lightning."
Crawford paid no heed, and lashed at

Rex with the whip. But he had cause
to regret that brutal act, for, infuriated
by the unaccustomed sting of the leather
thong, the god horse reared himself up
on his hind legs and struck at him with
his forefeet.

Far from being cowed by the whip,
the unprobed depths of the stallion's

savage instincts v*ere aroused with a
vengeance, and Crawford had to seek
the nearest shelter to escape the
animal's retribution. Then, safe from
those deadly hoofs, but white to the
lips with fear and chagrin, he saw Rex
make a dash from the ranch and head
blindly for the hills.

Mitchell, Jones, and Martin hurried
anxiously to their employer's side, and
the first-named spoke in a querulous
tone.
"I told yuh he was a killer, boss!"

he panted.
"Yeah!" Jones gasped. "An' look

—

he's gettin' away."
Crawford ripped out an oath.
"Well, don't stand there staring at

him!" he bellowed. "Grab three ho
and get after him ! Bring that black
Arabian back here—understand?"
A command from Craw ford was some-

thing that none of his men ever dared
to treat lightly, yet this order which
he gave now was one that Mitchell,

Jones, and Martin could not carry out.

For, although they lost no time in

ting out in pursuit, there was never a
hope of their catching up with the fugi-

tive stallion, and an hour later they
returned gloomily to the ranch, having
lost all track of Rex in the heart of the
hills.

There was an ugly expression on
Crawford's heavy countenance as he
listened to their tale of failure.

"All right." he ground out at length.

"It looks like we'll have to comb the
range for him. Jones, get some of the

boys and scatter through the mountain
country. Sec if you can pick up any
trace of that god horse. .Mitchell, you
and Martin can stay here and help look
after the ranch. Meantime, I'm going
over to the Bruce Riding Acadcm
play in a polo game there."

lb- paused, then directed a baleful

glance at Jones.
"And don't forget." hi> said harshly

"I want that stallion in my corral !"

At the Field

Tl I E Bruce Riding Aoademv was
situated not far from tl? out-

skirts of the city, and was a

popular resort of well-to-do ranchers

(Continued on page 27
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Trouble follows when Dizzy Davis, an experienced but irresponsible airman, joins
Federal Air Lines as a pilot, and,las a result of one of his selfish actions, a flying chum
crashes to death in a fog. After he has learned that his licence will not be renewed,
Dizzy makes amends—in his own fashion. A grand drama of the air, starring

James Cagney and Pat O'Brien

Payaon Bails Out

VAINLY the operator in the long-
windowed control-room of Federal
Air Lines at Newark. New Jersey,

was trying to get into touch hy wireless
with Eddie Payson. who was flying the
mail from Pittsburg. Pennsylvania.

"Federal Air Lines. Newark, calling
Payson in 'plane three," he said over
and over again into the microphone on
his desk. " Federal Air Lines, Newark,
calling Payson in 'plane three. Payson,
why don't you answer Newark?"
There were several desks in the big

loom, and at one of them the transpor-
tation agent was seated, a man little

older than the operator and at the
moment more worried than he cared to
appear.
"Sure your radio set's okay, Buzz?"

he inquired.

"Yes, sir." The operator's real name
was Arthur Collins, but he was known,
descriptively, as "Buzz" on account of
his job.

"Keep at it!"

Buzz kept at it. chewing gum all the
time to prevent his throat from going
dr\ : hut there was no response from
the loudspeaker that stood behind the
microphone.

A dark-haired young man in spec-
tacles entered the room with a sheet of
paper in his hand. He was Leslie
Bogan, and his chief concern was with
the meteorological conditions on all the
air routes of the company.
"Oh, Les," the transportation agent

railed out to him, "what's the weather
at Harrisburg?"

"The weather at Harrisburg," was the
reply, "is fair. Broken clouds at fifteen

hundred feet, visibility twenty miles.
What's wrong?"
"Payson doesn't answer."
Leslie Bogan handed over the sheet

of paper.
" You can't blame that on the

weather," he remarked.

"There's nothing to blame on anyone
yet," growled the transportation agent.
A telephone-bell rang, and Leslie

went to an instrument on the desk of
the absent division superintendent, while
the transportation agent stood up and
scowled at a relief map on the wall, and
Buzz continued to call Payson in 'plane
three.
"Oh, go ahead, say something!" ex-

ploded the chewer of gum, tired of re-

peating himself so often. "Call me
names ! Newark calling Eddie Payson !"

Leslie put down the telephone he had
been using and turned to the transpor-
tation agent.

" Harrisburg reports their radio range
was inoperative for ten minutes," he
stated, "but it's on again strong and
clear."

"I don't know why he can't find the
beam!" raged the transportation agent.
"It'll at least keep him in the airway!"
"It will if he finds it!" quoth Buzz

disgustedly, and spoke into the micro-
phone again: "Newark calling Eddie
Payson in 'plane three. Payson acknow-
ledge this message. Beport your posi-
tion and altitude to Newark at once.
Payson. why don't you answer
Newark?"
Eddie Payson did not answer because

he had lost his head in the clouds and
was too terror-stricken to use his wireless
telephone. Opening the window of the
'plane he was driving, he flung forth

the mailbag attached to a flare then
heaved himself out of the machine.

Headlong he fell for several hundred
feet into darkness, and then his para
chute opened and he floated towards tin-

earth he could not see—the earth of

Pennsylvania, not the earth of New-
Jersey.

Another quarter of an hour passed,
and Buzz still spoke futilely into the
microphone in the control-room at

Newark, the transportation agent on
one side of him and Leslie Bogan on
the other.
"You're positive you're transmit-

ting?" demanded the transportation

agent.

Buzz promptly flicked a key on a slop-

ing board beside the microphone and
said

:

"Newark calling Texa> Clarke i"

'plane two. Radio test. Go ahead !"

A deep voice issued from the loud-

speaker almost immediately.
"Tex Clarke in 'plane two," it stated

cheerful. "Newark coming in oka\

.

Clear as a bell, baby."

"Okay. Texas!"
"If Eddie were all right." said Leslie

Bogan. "he'd have made his half-hour
report by now."

"Call the division superintendent,"
directed the transportation agent gruffly.

The division superintendent was Jake
Lee, a red-headed and blue-eyed son of

Erin, who at that moment was playing
backgammon with his wife. Mary, in

the sitting-room of a cosy flat three miles

away from the airport. Jake was just

about to make his throw when the tele-

phone-bell rang and his wife lose.

"Hold those dice. Jake." she said.
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"I want to watch you roll. Lee's resi-

dence."
"Oh, 5-011 don't trust me, eh?" Jake

shook the dice-box and roiled the dice

on to the tablecloth. "Well, I've thrown
a six and an ace. That practically puts
you out of business!"
The telephone was thrust into his hand

and he held it to his ear.

"Hallo!*' he said. "Jake Lee speak-
ing."

" Wo can't contact Eddie Payson,"
Buzz informed him. "He left Harris-

burg on schedule. He had to climb into

the clouds, flying blind."
"Well," said Jake, "is he on his

course?"
"No," Buzz replied; "his last report

.- that he'd lost the beam."
Jake frowned at the backgammon

board.
"Well, call Payson every five

minutes," he instructed. "'Phone the
taker at each emergency field be-

tween Harrisburg and Newark, notify

all the pilots in the air by radio, and
all the eastern ground stations by tele-

type—and I'll be right over."

"What's -wrong ?" asked Mary
anxiously, as he put down the instru-

ment and reached for the cap that went
with the uniform he wore.
"Oh, Eddie Payson," he answered in

a worried fashion. "He's bringin' in

•lie mail from Pittsburg and he doesn't,

answer his radio. I've always been
id of that kid. I'll see you later,

honey."
He kissed her and went off to the

airport; and Buzz was still calling

Payson when he burst into the control-
room.
"Any further word?" he asked, ad-

vancing to the operator's desk.
"No, sir," replied the transportation

agent. "Nothing!"
" It's tougher waitin' here for news

than it is flyin' the runs yourself. How
long after he left Harrisburg did you
last hear from him?"

" Bight minutes."
Jake went over to the map and pointed

a finger at it.

"He should be right here," he said,

indicating a spot between the city of

Reading and the city of Newark. "It's
a rough country, but there are plenty of
houses. He's either crashed, hriled out,

01 his radio's pone sick. He oughta "

A voice from the loudspeaker inter-

rupted him:
"Tex Clarke, in 'plane two, Newark."
"Go ahead, Texas," said Buzz into

his microphone.
"Tex Clarke in 'plane two. Hang out

a lantern, or a coupla o' candles! I'm
comin' in!''

"Okay, Texas!" returned Buzz,
"field clear. Wind south three. Come
on in!"
Nearly half the staff had gathered in

the control-room. Jake tinned to a
short and thickset man of middle ago
with ha idly a hair on his head.

" Kuldy, meet Tex!" he commanded.
Bi Idy went off to the flying-field, and

Jake was rapping out, at the others who
had no business to he present when the
I ell of the telephone on his desk rang.

lie pounced on the instrument.

"Federal Air Lines," he said. "Oh,
well, this—this is Jake, Eddie. Are you
all right? Well, kid, that's a relief!

I low's the mail ?"

Eddie Payson was on the other end
oi the line, speaking from a wall-tele-

phone in a little railway station,
" The mail's okay," he r< plied.

"The L8thound train out of here
.n forty-five minutes."
"Put the mail on it." said Jake

crisply, "and we'll send the crash truck
for you and the wreck. Where arc you?
(ill, okay, Bddii
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He put down the telephone and turned
to the others.
"Payson bailed out near Wana-

maker."
"Wanamaker?" exclaimed a tall man

in overalls whose surname was Wilson,
and who was known as "Doc" because
repairs were his chief concern. " Wana-
maker's in Indiana!"
"Aw, he must've been on a Cook's

lour to get that far off the airway!"
growled Jake. "Pick him up at
Robbin's farm, two miles eas^t o' the
town, and take seven bucks wiih .,ou

to pay for that 'phone call. And get
that crash truck rolling!"

Doc Wilson made himself scarce, and
Leslie Bogan reappeared from his own
den with a weather chart which he
spread out on Jake's desk.

"Better take a look at this, Jake," he
said. " There's bad news ahead. That
low-pressure area around Cincinnati is

moving north-west."
"Yeah," said Jake, studying the

chart. " She ought to hit here late on
Thursday,"
"That's right," agreed Leslie. "My

forecast gives us clear weather to-

morrow, with increasing cold, and then
heavy fogs followed by high winds, sleet

and ice."

Out on the lighted flying-field the
machine piloted by Texas Clarke landed
perfectly, and Tex himself climbed down
from it. Almost simultaneously one of
the. double front doors of the control-

room swung open and Mary Lee slipped
unobstrusively in at it and seated herself
on a chair.

Jake heard the machine and caught
sight of his wife.

"Warn the ticket office," he said,

"that all passenger schedules may be
cancelled on short notice. We're not
going to take any chances on them.
Mail pilots can punch the dirt if it gets
unflyable. Notify Bellefonte, Cleveland,
Columbus and Chicago."
He rose and went over to the beau-

tiful occupant of the chair.

"What are you doing here?"

"Well," replied Mary in the meekest
of voices, "you can't play backgammon
alone, and solitaire's not much fun since

I met you."
"Yeah. yeah, that's right," he agreed.

"I kinda like two-handed games
myself."
The airman who had just landed

walked into the room, a wide-faced and
amiable-looking fellow, enveloped in his

heavy flying kit.

"Texas Clarke reports his return to

Newark," he said.

Behind him came a short and slender
woman who was his wife and who had
met him on the field. Greetings were
exchanged, and then Tex shed his para-

chute pack, and his wife—a decided
blonde named Louise—helped him out
of his leather coat.

"I heard Payson's jamboree over the
radio," he remarked as he removed his

helmet, and goggles. "Sure interfered

with Amos and Andy. What hap-
pi ned '!"

"Oh. he got lost, in the clouds and
hit the silk," replied Jake. "He's all

right."
"Huh!" granted Tex. "He oughta

bo tickled, he's all in one piece!"

"I wish you were all in one piece!"
said his wife.

A boy entered with a message in

Morse, ripped from a tape-machine, and
Jake stmhed it,

"Oh. here's good news!" he el

claimed. "Listen! "The prodigal

returns. Dizzy Davis coming home'!"
"Dizzy comin' back here?" Tex

looked astonished.
"Why didn't you tell me, Jake?"

asked Alary.
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" Oh, I was savin' it!"

Tex's wife seemed by no mean pleased
at the news.
"Dizzy Davis!" she cried. "I

thought he was still in Denver. Is he
coming back here?"
"Yeah," said Jake. "He's ferry in'

an overhauled job from Chicago. This
afternoon he had a forced landing -this

side of Cleveland."
"Was he hurt?" asked Mary.
"No!" interjected Tex's wife tartly.

"No, he wasn't hurt! Not with my
luck. Tex, come on!"
Tex deposited his discarded garments

in the pilots' room and reappeared.
"Well, where we goin'?" he inquired.

"We're going home!" she informed
him. "I want to get one last farewell

look at it before Dizzy gets here. Come
on. You know-, I could be hanged for

what I could do to Dizzy Davis!"

She marched him off, and Jake said

laughingly to Mary:
"I may be wrong, but something tells

me she doesn't like Dizzy. I'm glad
you like him, honey, because it's cer-

tainly tough on a fellow when a pal and
his wife don't mix."
Mary was tempted to bite her lip, but

refrained.

"I'll never be tough on you, Jake,
'

she said.

"No kiddin'?"
"No kidding." she assured him.
He picked up his cap and put it on

his head.
"Buzz," he said to the operator.

"I'll be at the Browning plant till three-

thirty to-morrow. If you want me,
'phone me."

" Speak of the Devil !
"

IT was just after four o'clock on the
following afternoon, when Jake
arrived at the airport in his own

two-seater, entered the main building,

and approached the double doors of the

control-room.
A man in striped overalls and a

woollen jacket was standing aimlessly

by the raits just inside the doors, a rag
in one hand and a tin of metal polish

in the other. His face was lined,

though he was not even middle-aged,
and there was a vacant look about his

blue eyes.

"How are \a, Mike?" Jake said to

him.
"Hallo!" Mike Owens, at one time

an excellent pilot but now a human
wreck, stared .stupidly and shuffled

towards the door which had just swung
back into position.

"You'd better shine that plate before

you go."
The plate Jake indicated was an orna-

mental one, fastened to three brass rods

across the glass panel of the doors and
hearing the inscription "Federal Air

Lines." Mike looked at it and nodded.
"Oh, sure," ho said with a little

laugh. "I forgot what I came for.

Doc sent me over here four times. I

—

I'll make it look real pretty, Jake."

He applied some of the polish to the

rag and began to rub the plate.

"You're doin' a swell job. fellow."

Jake deolared in a voice unusually gentle

for him. " Don't worry too much ahoHt

it."

He passed on into the room and round

a visitor waiting for him beside his desk:

Al Stone, the general manager of

federal Air Linos from the New Y< b

office of the company, a man of con-

siderable bulk and height, and not a

little self-importance.

"Sorry to keep you waiting." said

.lake. "1 wont over to the Browning
Company. Thev've just got a now-

transport. There's all the dope."
II, presented a folder, containing

details which Al Stone proceeded to
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study, and called across to Buzz to let

him have the latest weather report.

'Well, what do you think of it?" he
asked, after he had glanced at the sheet

Buzz took over to him.
"Cruising speed two-twenty."' re-

marked Stone. "'That sounds high!"
"Well, I checked with the test pilot.

He says it'll do better than two-twenty.''

Al Stone tossed the folder on to the

desk.
"You know, the old man likes that

Adams Bomber.'' he said. "But I'm
not thinking about that right now."
"No?" Jake raised his rather heavy

brows. "Well, what's on your mind?
Spill it."

"It's about Dizzy Davis. He's not
even here yet. and he's up to his old

tricks already. That forced landing
yesterday was a fake!''

"How d'you know?" challenged
Jake.

" Report from Cleveland by telephone.

When the mechanics reached the 'plane

they found nothing wrong, except the

left magneto block had been 'pulled

loose."

"Pulled loose?"
"He did it himself, of course. They

say he drove back to the 'plane with a

limousine load of cuties. thanked the

boys, kissed the girls good-bye, and got
into the air twenty-four hours late!"

"That's your story!" said Jake, with
an air of incredulity. "Why don't you
wait and hear what Dizzy has to say?"
"Oh. he'll spin a good yarn!" growled

the general manager. "He always does.
I'm telling you. Jake, Dizzy's a menace
and a liability."

"And the best cock-eyed pilot on this

air line, or any other!" declared Jake
warmly.
"Maybe, but here we are in the news-

papers again— ' Mail 'plane forced
down '

!"

"He wasn't carryin' the mail. He was
ferryin' an overhaul' job east."
"D'you expect the newspapers to print

that?" scoffed Stone. "Our record's
good, Jake. We want to keep it that
way. Now there's some excuse for

Payson, but there's none at all for

Dizzy. He's never been reliable. I

don't see why you want him here!"
Jake dumped himself on a corner of

the desk and waved a hand.
"Well, sit down a minute and relax,"

he said grimly. "I'm gonna make a

speech."
Al Stone sat. though he did not relax.
"All right, shoot!" he gritted.

"Who made the first night hop over
the Alleghanies? Dizzy Davis—in a
crummy old D.H. at that—and there
weren't any beacons or lighted emer-
gency fields then, either ! Who kept
yellin' his head off for radio until you
mugs finally decided to spend some
money on it ? Who went down to
Texas and got the dope on blind flyin'

from Bill Ocker, and came back and
flew over the Hump with fog on the
ground on both sides of it? Davis!"
Jake picked up a paper-knife shaped

like a dagger and stabbed the air with
it,

"If he hadn't done that," he went on
almost fiercely, " we'd still be sittin' on
our tails, and then when there's a
cloud in the sky the birds don't sing

!

Before that it was standard practice for
an aviator to stick his head out o' the
window and say: 'Ah, it's rainin' !' and
then climb back into bed again! I
know—I was one of 'em!"
Abruptly a voice rang out from the

loudspeaker on Buzz's desk—a voice
familiar in Jake's ears:
"Dizzy Davis, in Twenty-two. calling

Newark. Dizzy Davies, in' Twenty-two,
calling Newark!"
"Go ahead, Davis!" said Buzz into
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his microphone, and prepared to make
notes on a pad.

"Position over Sharon. Altitude two
thousand. Temperature fifty-eight.

Visibility unlimited. Ceiling three
thousand feet. Scattered clouds."
"Okay," said Buzz; and 'hen the

voice burst into song:
"'Oh, how I miss you, dear old pal

of mine ' How's Jake? Say, tell

him I
"

"Regulation Number Three." in-

terrupted Buzz severely. '"Pilots will

refrain from all personal conversation
while in flight.'

"

"Okay, Toots!" responded the voice
airily. "I can read!"
Jake grinned at Al Stone.
" Speak of the devil !" said he.

"Devil is right," growled Stone, and
took out a cigarette-case.

"Aw, let me tell you something!
Hi, gimme one o' those, will ya?"
The case was held in his direction,

and he took a cigarette and lit it.

"Dizzy and Tex Clarke and I." he
said, "are the only old-timers left in

this division. We were all in the War
together. I'll never forget. Dizzy was
the kid of the outfit, and I taught him
how to fly—and three weeks later he
was teachin' me!"
"That's pure sentiment, Jake," pro-

tested Stone. "I'm not interested in

P

past history. We're running a business.

If the war-time pilots don't fit today's
standards, they're through!"
"Those are the men who made your

airways."
"I can't help that. Compare Davis

with the type of youngster we're g

ting to-day. They're college men,
educated to the job, technically expert.
They never pull anything wild, and they
can fly, too!"
Jake stood up and gritted hi- teeth.

"Al. get this!" he ss "I
hire and hie the pilots on this divisi in.

and a- long ;i- I've got the job I

i > .

i

-s i — i- gonna have one!"
"Okay, Jake." Stone rose

rammed hi.- black softr-felt hat on his

head. "But the next slip Dizzy makes
out he goes, even it you have to go with
him !"

"Thanks,"' said Jake.

Dizzy Arrives

A LITTLE while after Al Stone had
taken his departure in a huff, the
voice of another pilot issued

from the loudspeaker, announcing that

Lawson. in 'Plane Six. was coming in

to land. Another machine was ah ia

roaring over the field, and Buzz gla

at it through the panes of the long
windows.
"Wait a minute." he directed. "A

student in first solo heading in. Better
take another turn around the field."

Jake looked our at the machine whii h
«as coming to earth.
"Who's flyin' that training job.

Buzz?" he inquired.
"Tommy," was the reply.

"You're crazy! There's onlv one in

it!"

"Sure," said Buzz. "First Solo."
"Well, can you beat that kid'.'

"

Doc Wilson walked into the room to

announce (hat the Government in-

spectors would be arriving in an hour's
time for the regular quarterly (heck.

"Did you thank 'em for the ad.
notice?" asked Jake dryly,
"We don't need no notice," said Doc.

"We're ready."
"That's what you think."
Out on the flying-field the descending

machine came to rest upon the eon
erete, and a number of people ran over
to it. including a stewardess, Tex
Clarke, and a couple of other pilots

From the cockpit a girl scrambled down
amongst them—a slender girl, even in

her flying clothes : brown-haired, green-
eyed, and full of life and spirit-.

"Nice work, Tommy!" boomed Tex.
"Congratulations

!"

The others uttered words of praise.

and the green eyes became very bright
and their owner's face flushed with
elation.

"Oh, gosh!" she exclaimed. "I feel

like an angel!"
"Well, you sure look the part." Tex

declared.
"Was I all right?"
"Oh, perfect." he assured her, "ex-

cept that last landing! You came in a

little too fast."

Jake had emerged from the control*
room, and she rushed aero-- to him.
"Hi, Jake!" she cried. "Jake, I've

flown alone for the first time! I've
soloed !"

In her excitement she flung her arms
round his neck, and he held the arms
as though shocked.
"Hi, you're gettin' familiar with tho

boss, aren't you?" he rebuked.
"Oh, Jake, don't be so dignified!"

she pouted. "Aren't you proud of
me?"
"Sure I'm proud of you," he re-

turned, "but listen, don't try to be the
snappiest solo bird on the field—try to

be the oldest. Your grandchildren will

appreciate it."
October SIC 1016.
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"Don't worry," she laughed. "I
won't go haywire on you."
She tried to hug him again, but he

hurriedly released himself.
"Take it easy," he urged. "There's

the boy friend!"
Tay Lawson, a young pilot, was cross-

ing the field from the machine in which
he had just landed. She rushed to him,
C] ving:
"Tay! Tay! Tay, I made it! I

made it I"

Tay Lawson congratulated her.

"I knew you'd do it," he declared.

"Were you scared?"

"Scared?" Tommy, who derived her
nickname from her surname Thomas,
drew a very long breath. "I'll say I

was!"
"I remember the first time I soloed

" Tay began; but Jake heard and
cut in upon the reminiscence.

"You're not gonna go back that far,

are you?" he jeered.
In at the gates of the airport came a

motor-truck, driven by Baldy, which
contained the wreckage of the machine
Eddie Payson had abandoned to its fate

the night before. Jake walked across to

it with Doc Wilson, and one compre-
hensive glance at what had been a mail
'plane was sufficient.

"Well," he said to Doc with a

grimace, "it looks like you can strike

that from the list of registered air-

craft !"

Doc had done that already, and said

so. Jake turned to Baldy, who had
jumped down from behind the wheel of

the truck.

"Where's Eddie Payson?" he asked.

"He dropped oft' by the office," was
the reply ; and Jake went back to the
control-room.
Buzz was chewing gum and receiving

a waather report from Chicago; Pay-
son vas standing by Jake's desk in the

uniform of the air line and fiddling

nervously with his cap.
"All right, Eddie," said Jake, drop-

ping into his own chair behind the desk,
"sit down."
"Thanks," stammered the pilot, "but

1—I "

The paper-knife was jerked in the
direction of a chair, and Eddie sat.

"Come on, what's the story?"

"Well, I was Hying blind on the north
leg of the Harrisburg beam. Couldn't
see anything but my instrument board
—not even the wing tips. Then they
turned the beam oft."

"It was only off for ten minutes,"
rapped Jake.

" I know, but I couldn't pick it up
.\gain."

"You've got a map, a pencil and
paper, a clock, and a compass. You
ought to bo able to take care of your
course.

"

"I tried that but with fog all around
me, I

"

"No, Eddie!" Jake pointed the
paper-knife. "This is purely a case of
pilot and cockpit trouble. You got
jittery, flying blind. You wandered
away from the beam, and you got lost.

Yon were afraid to fly under the fog
for fear of hittin' the mountains. Then
you got panicky and bailed out ten miles
north of tin 1 airway, with a fifteen

hundred foot, clear ceiling below the
clouds I Ts that, right?"
"I guess that's right," Eddie ad-

mitted miserably. "But all the time
some little voice inside me kept say-

ing, ' You're jusl guessing, Eddie. You
don't know where you are !'

"

"Yeah," nodded Jake. "Yeah, that
sky's a putty lonesome place when it

gets fogged over. But a pilot's sup-

posed to use his head and forget that
voice

!"

"I'm not afraid, Jake!" blurted the
October 31st, 193C.
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pilot. "Really, I'm not. I tried to

bring the mail through."
But Jake shook his head.
"Whenever the weather licks the

pilot," he said, "instead of him lickm'
the weather, he's finished ! The first

time makes the second time easier, and
the first thing he knows he's in trouble
when the weather is perfect."
Tears became very near to Eddie's

eyes.

"Jake," he said pleadingly, "all my
life I've been working to be a pilot.

Model 'planes—school—college>v Give
me another chance, will you?"
Jake dropped, the paper-knife and

walked round the desk.
"Eddie," he said, "ever since the first

day we hired you as a rookie all the
pilots that've flown with you had to make
a report on you. Now you've seen the
forms that we use, and there's a line

that reads, ' Reaction to emergencies.'
That line could just as well read
' nerve ' or ' courage,' or anything you
want to call it. Now your reports have
all been good, except for that one line,

and then, most of the times, question
marks."
He paused a moment, sorry for the

young man who had failed, then added:
"Last night you answered those

question marks. It cost us a forty

thousand dollar aeroplane. They've got
your final cheque in the office."

" Well, I—I guess there's nothing
more to say," faltered Eddie. "You've
been mighty square about it, Jake. So-
long."
He stumbled from the room, and Doc

Wilson, who had entered it a little

while before, said gruffly

:

"Tough break for the kid."

"Oh, there's times when I'd gladly

give up this swivel-chair job!" growled
Jake. "Haven't you got somethin'

else to do besides stand there and
moan?"
The voice of Dizzy Davis rang out

from the loudspeaker.
"Go ahead, Davis," said Buzz.

"Boys, I'm almost home," announced
Dizzy. "I can smell Jersey City."

"Okay, Twenty-two!"
"Don't be so business-like, Buzz," re-

proved Dizzy. "I'm tryin' to tell ya
I'm landing at Newark. Never mind
the fatted calf. Make it lobster

thermidor at Mamma Gini's."

"Okay, Twenty-two!"
The drone of a 'plane in the sky-

became audible and increased in

volume. Jake looked up through the
window behind his desk, and Doc and
Leslie Bogan joined him. Even Buzz
deserted bis wireless.

Dizzy was approaching the airport at

a considerable height, and as they
watched they saw his machine turn

completely over and swoop towards the
held upside down.
Jake muttered something under his

breath, while out on the field pilots and
mechanics stared aghast. But over

went the machine again, and down it

came to a perfect three-point landing.

Dizzy Davis pushed his goggles up
over his helmet and grinned at those

who gathered round the machine, then
opened tho roof of the cockpit and
descended to the ground, an impish-

looking fellow with a freckled face

decorated with a tiny moustache and
illuminated by a pair of very bright

brown eyes.

"How are ya, Dizzy, you old

rooster?" boomed Tex. and staggered

back from an embrace that nearly sent
him sprawling.

Jala; hurried out from the control-

room witli Leslie, Bogan and Doc
Wilson.
"Welcome home!" ho cried.

"Sweetheart!" Dizzv lushed at him.
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lost his balance, and sat down on his
parachute pack with a thud.

"Well, home again," he said, looking
about him, "and what do I see? A pair
of strange feet—large and very flat

feet!"
The owner of the feet happened to be

one of the Government inspectors from
Washington, a tall man and a dignified
one who did not even smile, but who
said ominously
"And they belong to Joe Allen,

Department of Commerce inspector."
Dizzy scrambled to his feet.

"Oh, hallo," he said, "how arc you,
Mr. Allen ? I'm pleased to meet you.
My name's Davis."
"Yes, I know," returned the in-

spector. "That was a very fancy land-
ing of yours. The next one like it will

cost you a suspension."
"U'huh!" Dizzy grinned. "There's

not goin' to be any next one."

"I'm not kidding. If you want to fly

around here, you'd better watch your
step!"
The grin persisted.
" Well, I've never had much fun

doin' that, Mr. Allen," said Dizzv, "but
I'll try."

"Let me see your pilot's licence."

"Pilot's licence?" Dizzy unfastened
his heavy leather coat and groped in the
pockets of his tunic. "There we are!"
He handed over his licence. "You'll
notice I've made application for

renewal."
The inspector examined the card and

the slip of paper inside it.

"I see you've applied for a waiver for

physical defect." he said. "What is

it?"
"Skippy pump," replied Dizzy. "Six

years old. Oh—er— tell me, how is

Washington on us old cripples these

days?"
"Tough!" The inspector wrote on

the licence with a fountain-pen and
handed it back. They're holding up
licences they used to renew without
batting an eye."
"Oh!" Dizzv looked at the licence

and put it in bis pocket. "You write a
lovely hand, Joseph. I suppose you're

gonna turn me in?"
Tho inspector shook his head.

"I've got my job to do," he said,

"but I'm no stool-pigeon. You get

away with that fancy landing this

time."
"Thank you," said Dizzy, and the

inspector turned to Jake.
"Get my notice about inspecting?"

he inquired.

Jake assured him that everything was
ready for him, and he walked off in the

direction of the hangars.
"You're as lucky as ever, you lug!"

Jake said to Dizzy.

"Baldy," said Dizzy with a
magnificent gesture, "my lugg

Baldy went to the machine, whence
he removed a suitcase and a bag.

Dizzy, with Jake on one side of him and
Tex on the other, moved towards the

control-room.
"Ybu know, Dizzy," said Jake, "that

Bureau of Commerce is gcttin' awfully

tough lately. T wouldn't tangle with

that Joe Allen if I were you."

"Don't worry about Joe Allen," re-

turned Dizzy cheerfully, " we'll take
of him. How's Mary?"

"Oh, she's tine! She's comin' over

In pick us up pretty soon."

"That's swell! And how's your
matrimony, Tex? Did she send me her

love?"
'Sure!" lied Tex.
"Yeah, I'll bet she did! In a hnnd-

eioeheted bottle of arsenic! Come on,

I wants see Buzz! I ha\en't seen him
in years!"
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The Fate of a Pilot

IX the pilots' room Dizzy discarded his

flyiAg clothes, and in the control-

room he and Buzz were exchanging
greetings when Tommy walked in at

the door and Tex pounced on her.

"Hi, kid, you wanna meet a real

pilot?" he asked.
"Around here?" she laughed. "I'd

be delighted!"
"Come- on!" Tex led her over to

Dizzy and effected an introduction, and
Dizzy viewed her with appreciation*.

He had a distinct weakness tor the

so-called weak sex, and he liked the look

of her.

"Well, Tex," he said. "I want to

thank you from the bottom of my heart.

How are va? I'm Dizzy Davis."
"Yes, I know," returned Tommy

with complete 8elf-_possession. "Tex
happened to mention it when he
introduced US."
"Yeah, yeah." Dizzy looked at her

uniform and the cap on her head.
" Aviator?"
"Just soloed," she replied. "Tex is

teaching me to fly."

"Yep," confirmed Tex. "I'm her
daddy."
"Gee! Well, good-bye. daddy!"
Tex took the hint and drifted away.

Tommy said:
"Your landing was a honev ! Wish I

could fly like that?"
"Well, how about lettin' me give you

a lesson or two?"
"Oh. would you?" she breathed.
"I can't think of anvthing I'd rather

do."
"Keep your fingers crossed," said

Jake from his desk. "He'll give you
the well-known Davis run-around I"

"I've heard of that," said Tommy,
and she crossed her fingers almost under
Dizzy's nose, then walked away.
"Say. what d'you want to throw
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that monkey-wrench for?" demanded
Dizzy.
"Anything for a pal," returned Jake

with calm.
Tay Lawson stepped in from the field.

"Number Eleven's inspected," he re-

ported. "Express mail and passenger
manifests checked. Ready to take off.

Any special instructions?"

"Yes," replied Jake. "Keep your
eye on the weather—the map's gonna
change fast in the next couple o' days.
Oh, I want you two fellows to meet
each other. Pilot Lawson—Dizzy
Davis."
"Hallo!" said Dizzy casually.

"Hallo!" said Tay. "Welcome back
to Newark."
"Eawson's my right-hand man,"

Jake explained. "In charge of all test

work, overhaul, and motor replace-
ments."
"You must be good, fella." remarked

Dizzy, "to have all that responsibility."
"Sure," said Jake. "He keeps his

mind on his job! He's developing that

new de-icer. It prevents the ice from
forming on the wings. Go over it with
him, will you—when you have time?"

"How about to-morrow?" suggested
Tay. '

"Huh?" Dizzy was looking at

Tommy, who had re-entered the room.
" To-morrow ? Oh—er—let's see—to-

morrow. Say, Tommy, what are we
doin' to-morrow?"

"We?" Tommy raised her brows;
Tay's were frowning.

"Yeah, I mean—er—what are you
doin' to-morrow?"

" As_k me the day after to-morrow!"
Tommy slipped her arm through Tay's
and went out with him on to the field.

"I never thought I'd live to see the
day." rejoiced Jake.

11

" Dizzy Davis knocked clean out by
a girl !" derided Tex.

'

Dizzy made a face at them both.
"You underestimate me, boys," lie

said. 'That was just round one. We'll
give her that one."
Jake suddenly became official.

"You'll fly the noon mail wesl I i-

morrow," he stated, "come back the
next day. have two days off, and then
the regular schedule."
Dizzy flung out both hands.
"Here we go," he proclaimed, "i

back on the old merry-go-round! Dizzi
Davis, the flyin' postman!"
"Yeah," said .like, "and now I

you lug

—

what's the dope on that forced
landing yesterday '.

"

Dizzy stared.

"Is this official?" he asked.
"Wei!, no, not if you don't want it

to be.'

"Okay. Well, here it is. I'm ballin'

the jack at about a thousand feet when
a swell chateau passes under my left

wing. Biggest place you ever saw.
Beautiful lawns and gravelled drive-
ways, and a big swimming pool. Well.
in the pool are four beautiful dames."
"Four?"
"Yeah, four. And then the un-

expected happened. A magneto block
got loose!"
"Yeah, a magneto block got loose."

snorted Jake. "And Al Stone knows all

about it!"

"Who told him?" asked Dizzy blankly.

"I don't know. He gut the report
from Cleveland and guessed the rest.

He wanted to firo you."

"Fire me!" Dizzy emitted a scornful
noise. "Since when can he fire any-
body ?"

"He runs the air line."

"He may be boss," retorted Dizzy,

"but he doesn't run the line. I'd quit

" Well, what do you think of it ? " Jake asked, after he had glanced at the sheet Buzz took over to him.
October 31st, l»38.
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before I'd let a guy like that fire mc!"
"Yeah? Well, look out he doesn't

call your bluff." Jake dismissed the
subject with a flip of his hand. "Now
that you're here, where are you goin'
to stay?"

Dizzy replied that Tex had asked him
to stay at his place, but Tex did not
confirm the statement.
"I—I guess I'd better call Lou," he

,-aid lamely.
"Yeah," said Dizzy. "Ask her what

jhe's gonna have for dinner."
Tex rang up his wife, but her atti-

tude was such that it was just as well

Dizzy and Jake could not hear her end
of the conversation.
"Dizzy." mourned Tex, after he had

hung up, "Lou says her mother's comin'
on from Cleveland. I'm sorry."

"I bet you are!" quoth Dizzy. "Aw,
that's all right, forget it. I'll get a
little place of my own, and you can
come and live with me."
One of the double front doors was

op< n?0 and Mike Owens knelt at it with
his polishing materials.

"There's Mike!" exclaimed Dizzy,
Imd ran over to the kneeling man.
" Mike, I'm glad to sec you. I haven't
Said eyes on you in years. The only
guy in the outfit crazier than I was.
Mike, you look "

Mike rose to his feet, staring vacantly.
"You—you want something?"

"Don't you remember me?" asked
Dizzy in astonishment. "I'm Dizzy

—

Dizzy Davis."
"Dizzy Davis?" Mike repeated the

name as though it were strange to him.

"Fifty-ninth Squadron, Kelly Field."
"Kelly Field?" A slimmer of intelli-

gence appeared in Mike's blue eyes.
"Dli, yeah, I remember you. You were
f pilot."

" I still am." said Dizzy.
Mike proceeded to polish the plate on

ftic door.
"You—vou've been away," he said

dully.

"Yes. Mike; I was out West for a
while."
"I thought I hadn't seen you around.

Drop in at the house some time. I got
some mighty goud gin."
"All right. .Mike, I will." Dizzy

looked back at Jake and Tex, but they
made no eomment.
"Jake thinks if the front door don't

look right people won't come in," said
Mike, and presently shuffled off; where-
upon Dizzy cried out in a horrified
voice

:

"Jake, you can't do that to him!
Mike's a pilot!"

" Mike was a pilot," collected Jake.
"Well, what happened to him?"
"Smacked a tree in a fog. I thought

you'd have heard about it."
" Broke practically every bone in his

added Tew
"Oil," lamented Dizzy. "I certainly,

said the bright, thing 10 him right off
th< bat!"
"Mike doesn't know what it's ;ill

." Tex reassured him.
"Well, can't something be done for

him? Holy smoke! Mike Owens polish-
ing brass door-knobs!"

" Yeah, and he doesn't do that very
well." said Jake. "He's had the best
attention in the country, but nothing

I can be done. He's got, a wife and
a couple o' kids. We can't let him
Btnrve. Tex has been lookin' after his
family."

" Yeah, with your help," said Tex.
Dizzy went back to them, and From

I

'" lit of In-- breeches he pulled out
notes which he thrust upon Tex.
"Here you are," he said. "And if

I'D" need any more, just holler."
October 81st, 103C.
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"Oh, Dizzy," Tex protested, "they
don't need all o' this!"
"Forget it," said Dizzy, stalking up

and down. "It's enough to make a
man sick inside. Why don't those nits

in New York do something about a
pension for him ?"

"It takes money to start a pension,"
said Jake. "We're trying to work
something out."
"Oh. it takes money to start a pen-

sion, eh?" howled Dizzy. "It's enough
to drive a guy off his nut, all this red
tape! Tex, come on, I—I nee,! a ;!nnk.
How about you, Jake?"
"Me, too," replied Jake. "I'll 'phone

Mary. We'll have dinner over at
Mamma Gini's. We'll all meet there."

He dialed a number on the telephone
on his desk, and Dizzy suggested that

•Tex should ask Lou to join them.

"I—I don't think she'd come," said
Tex, who knew quite well that she
wouldn't.

" Well, you can come for a couple o'

drinks, anyway."
Jake made arrangements with Mary,

and he was putting down the telephone
when Tommy crossed the room, dressed
in a dark frock with a white collar, and
disappeared through a doorway.
"There goes my dinner partner!"

announced Dizzy. " Second round com-
ing up! How's the betting?"

"Tommy all the way," declared Jake;
and Tex offered ten dollars to five

against Dizzy's chance of success.
"All right." said the incorrigible one.

"If I lose, you all eat on me."
He followed Tommy into an adjoining

room, where she was making notes in

a book at a bench.
"Hallo, Tommy!" he said! "I—er

—

I've come to apologise."
"For what?" she inquired, and put

away the book.
"Oh, for acting like a chump," he

replied, walking over to her. "You put
me in my place, but I know I deserved
it."

"I didn't expect this," said she in

manifest surprise. "I—er—oh, forget
it!"

"Oh, no, no, I—I don't want to pass
it off that way." Dizzy dared to put
a hand on her wrist, but she looked
down at the hand and he removed it in

haste. " I know I got off on the wrong
foot," he went on humbly, "but I—er
—I'd like to begin all over again, and
show you what the right is like."

"And how are you going to do that?"
she asked.

" Well—er—we're all going over to
Mamma Gini's for something to eat.

Will you join us?"
She hesitated.

"You know, Dizzy," she said sus-

piciously, "this is probably just another
good line of yours."

"I promise to behave myself, " said
Dizzy. "And you've got to eat some
place, haven't you?"
She took her coat from a chair and

put it over her arm, and she put on
her hat.

"Still suspicious?" asked Dizzy.
" Yes," she replied, " but hungry."

Buzz was busy at the microphone
when they walked out together into the
control-room, hut the faces of Jake and
Tex fully expressed their feelings.

" A Grand Reunion "

MAMMA GINI'S was a very
popular restaurant in Broad
Si reel, Newark, and Madame

Gini, in addition to being an Italian
woman of massive proportions, with a
moon of a face and a double chin, was
quite a character. She herself waited

.Very Tuesday

upon the five who invaded her estab-
lishment in a party, and the five enjoyed
an excellent meal—and excellent
Chianti.
Dizzy danced with Tommy to the

music of a little mandoline band, while
the others remained at their table.

"It's a grand reunion," said Jake.
"Swell," agreed Tex, refilling a glass

he had emptied several times, "only I
wonder what Lou's gonna say when I
get home."
"Aw, you've got to kick it around

sometimes," said Jake. "Look at
Dizzy—he's havin' a great time." He
turned to his wife. "How are you doin',
honey?"
"Well," she replied fondly, "you're

here, aren't you ?"

"If I'm not," said he, "I'm gonna
get awful sore when I find it out!"
"That kind o' talk makes me feel

good/' declared Tex. "How long you
two been married now?"
"Two years," Mary replied.
"Umph! Lou and I've been married

five." Tex sipped his wine and was
afraid he had been indiscreet. "Aw,
now don't get me wrong," he went on.
" Lou's a good sport, only she just
doesn't like Dizzy. Says he gets me
into bad habits."
"I can't give you an argument about

that," laughed Jake.
"Lou can and does!"
"Don't worry," said Mary, "I'll

square Lou for you."
"Yeah," growled Tex, "but you

can't square her until to-morrow—

I

gotta see her to-night!"
The music of a fox-trot had ceased,

and Dizzy had stopped with Tommy by
a curtained archway. His " skippy
pump " had resented the exertion of
the dance, and he was a trifle breathless.

"What's the matter," asked Tommy,
"can't you take it ?"

"Certainly I can take it," he replied
indignantly. "How old do you think I
am? I'm only thirty-four."

"That's an awful lot when you're nine-
teen," said she.

"Yes," he agreed, "but when you're
thirty-four, nineteen is no age at all.

Say, do you realise that when you're
only thirty-four I'll be only forty-nine?"
"What of it?"
"Well, if you think that when I'm

forty-nine I'm goin' to dance with an
old hag of thirty-four, you're crazy!"

"Do you realise." she retorted,
" that when I'm forty-nine you'll be
sixty-four?"
"Well, look here," he chaffed, "when

you're forty-nine you'll be floating

around in a wheel-chair. I'll be out
dancing!"
"Yes? With whom?"
"How do I know? She isn't born

yet."
There was no doubt that Dizzy had

a way with him. He was different from
any man she had ever met before, and
she liked him. Impulsively she put a

hand on his shoulder, and she said:

"You know, Dizzy, I'm glad I
came."
"Now. wait a minute, wait a

minute!" he exclaimed, removing the
hand. "You can't do that to me!
You've got to realise that anything you
do has consequences. You do that
again, and you'll be kissed!"

Tommy crossed two fingers and began
to count.
"What's the idea?" asked Dizzy.

"Mother told me when I was tempted
to do something to count ten," sho
replied. "Can you wait?"
"Wait?" he echoed. "T'll help you.

Start all over again. A-one!"
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"A-two!" laughed Tommy; and be-

tween them they had counted up to nine

when Jake came up behind them.
"How about dancing this one with

your boss?" he said, and whisked
Tommy away.

Dizzy sauntered back to the table and
sat down beside Mary. Tex had
adjourned to the bar.

''You'd better watch that husband of

yours." he said. "Look at him dancing
around with that young girl over there

— the old reprobate!"

"I don't worry about him." said

Mary. "Well, stranger, how does it

seem to be back east ?"

"Oh. wonderful, stranger, wonderful!"
Dizzy waved a hand. "Nothing out
there but mountains and cows."

"Uhuh!" Mary leaned nearer.

"Listen, Dizzy, I don't want to preach,
but Tommy's young. She's only
nineteen."

" Yeah. T know that." said Dizzv.
" What of it?"
"Nothing. Only when you're nine-

teen it's so easy to fall for a handsome
aviator and get your heart broken into

tiny pieces."
"Aw. that never happens!"

"It does sometimes," she said gravely.
"I remember reading about a case like

that."
Dizzy looked at her—and looked away

again.

"Well—er—well, that girl you were
reading about turned out all right,

didn't she?" he asked, fingering the
stem of an empty gla—

.

"She turned out all light," nodded
Mary. "She was lucky. She met a

line fellow, right after that, and married
him."
"I was very glad to hear that." de-

clared Dizzy in all sincerity. "Very
glad."
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"She's hud two of the happiest years
in her life." Mary glanced across at

Jake, dancing with Tommy. "You see.

Dizzy. Jake didn't ask me about any-
thing that had happened before. If he
had. I'd have told him— without men-
tioning any names. It wouldn't make
things any better to break up a friend-

ship like yours and Jake's, would it?"
"Oh. no, no. it certainly wouldn't,"

Dizzy agreed.
Jake came dancing up to the table

with Tommy, and Tex ambled hack from
the bar hugging a full flask of Chianti.

"Now. Tex. what are you going to do
with that bottle?" asked Mary, who was
of the opinion that he had already con-

sumed quite enough wine.
"As soon as it's empty." replied Tex.

"I'm gonna take it home and make a

lamp out of it."
" Well, we're going." announced Jake.

"You'd better get some shut-eve, too,

fella."

Dizzy, thus addressed, declared that he
and Tommy were staying a while. Tex
sat down and filled a glass

;
Jake and

Mary said good-night and went off in

the direction of the cloak rooms, and
Dizzy was urging Tex not to make his

wife any more sore than she was already
when Mamma Gini sailed up to the table

in all her amplitude.
'"Phone for Mr. Tex," she stated.

"Me?" Tex blinked and drained the
glass he had filled. "A lady?"
"Your wife!"
The telephone was attached to a wall

at the far end of the long room, bevond
the bar. Tex rose reluctantly, and as

he was none too steady on his feet.

Dizzy went with him to the instrument.
The receiver was dangling on its cord,

and Tex applied it to his left ear.

"Hallo. Lou!" he said into the trans-

mitter. "Yes. this is Yeah, I'm
here! Eh? Aw, now listen, Lou. I

LI

ain't baldly had a drop! Eh?" lb-

tried to adopt a fiercer tone. "You
listen to me. Lou ! I'm gonna '

An expression of dismay that was almost
comic spread over his face. "Oh. all

righi ;ill light. Lou. Yeah, yeah, Lou,
I'm comin' right home. Good-bye.
Lou."
The receiver was restored to its

prongs.

"That couldn't have been Lou." com-
mented Dizzy, "She hardly said any-
thing !"

"Yes, she did." growled Tex. "She
-an] come home now or never!"
"Well, that simplifies everyl

il : n t 11 said Diz/.', with i g'.;:..

"Now voti don't have to go hoiu.- at

all!"
Mamma Gini arrived in full sail,

beaming all over her fa I face.

'Mr. Dizzy," she said, "the young
lady who was with you lo-niglii. she
told me to tell you 'good-night' for
her."
"Good-night?" Diz/. -tared. "Why,

where'd --he go .

"

"She went home with Mr. and -Mrs.

Lee." wa.- th<- reply.

Fog !

TOMMY was in the control-room at
the airport, ne\t morning, when
Dizzy entered it, She n a.s [11

flying-clothes and looked ju3l as attrac-
tive in them as she had done in a frock.
Dizzy, having greeted iier. presented her
with a counting frame of bead.- on wires,
snch as is used in kindergarten schools.
"For me?" she asked in astonishment.
"For you," he replied impishly.

"Chinese children have learned 1
•

count from those things for centuries,
so it ought to get you all the ua.\ up
to ten."

"I'll start working on it righl a a

.-he laughed.

*« Then he—he didn't hear I sobbed Lou. " He can't land in this fog without his radio !

you going to do ? "
What are

October 31st, liSG.
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"Good idea." Ho straightened her
tie for her. "Now tell me something.
Why did you run out on me like that
last night 1"

"Don't you know?"
"I haven't the remotest idea," ho dc-

a'ared. "The only thing I know is that
1. *as never so humiliated in all my life.

1 wont home—to an hotel—and I—I cried
al! night. I knew it wasn't anything
I could have said or done, so naturally
I just came to the conclusion that

"

He made an excellent pretence of crying.
" Well, that you—you misunderstood
me."
"No, I'll tell you what it was," said

•-lie. "You see, you began to look so
attractive Well, you know the way
those soft lights flatter you when you're
thirty-five

"

"Thirty-four," he corrected sternly.

"All right, thirty-four—don't be so
sensitive! Anyway, you began to look
so attractive to me that my heart kept
going pit-a-pat, and I finally got hold
of myself, and I said :

' Tommy, this is

.-ill right, but how does he look in the
morning?' And now that it's morning

7)

"I look a hundred and two!"
'•Not".
" All right, then we start all over

again. How about a flying lesson this
afternoon ?"

"Flying?" Her green eyes sparkled.
"Any time you say! Oh, but you take
the Cleveland mail out in an hour !"

Dizzy had forgotten that circumstance.
"Oh, don't—don't worry about that,"

he said. "I can get Tex to take my
run."
"Jake will never stand for that,"

»he informed him. "He says the 'planes
go on schedule, and so do the pilots."
"Well, you forget about it, see? I'll

take care of the rest."
"I'll be here," she promised, "but

you'll never get away with it."

But Dizzy did get away with it. Some
little time later he went into the pilots'

room as though to prepare for his flight,

but knowing well that Tex was in there,
and in the act of putting on his leather
overalls suddenly sank to the floor,

gasping.
"Say, what's the matter?" asked Tex

in high concern. "Is it that dud ticker
o' yours?"
"Yeah," murmured Dizzy faintly,

and permitted himself to be helped into
a chair.

"You're gcttin' old," said Tex. "You
can't take it."

Dizzy almost forgot the part he was
playing on hearing that statement.

"Wait a minute!" he exclaimed.
"Too many people atound here are
sayin' I'm gettin' old I" He remembered
himself and clutched at his chum, emit-
ting a groan.
"I—I better get a doctor!" stuttered

Tex in alarm.
"No, don't get a doctor!" gasped

Dizzy. "I've gotta make that Cleve-
land run. That mail's gotta go out."

Tex immediately offered to take the
run for him, which was iust what he
desired, of course; but he protested
that Lou would get sore.

"That's all right," said Tex bleakly.
" After last night I'm afraid to go home,
anyway."
Dizzy clutched at his heart and

groaned again. He seemed to be
labouring for breath.
"Oh—thanks—Tex," he murmured.

" Thanks—so—much. Oh-h-h !"

"I'll go to Cleveland," 6aid Tex
determinedly. "You take it easy."
Dizzy stumbled to hi6 feet and blun-

dered out from tho room, and on
schedule time Tex took off in tho mail
'plane for Cleveland. Not very long
October 31st. 1936.
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after his departure, Dizzy was well
enough to take Tommy up into the air
and to give her quite a sensational
lesson in flying.

The afternoon wore on to evening and
fog began to settle down upon the air-

port. Leslie Bogan leaned over Buzz's
desk as a report came in via the loud-
speaker from Cleveland :

"Nine p.m. Ceiling zero. Visibility

zero. Dense fog. Temperature thirty.

Dew-point thirty. Wind west two.
Barometer twenty-nine eighty. Cleve-
land to Chicago, trip four, cancelled."
"Looks bad," commented Leslie

Bogan, and just then Jake walked in

from the field.

"Fog's so thick you can cut it in

chunks," he said, and pointed out
through the windows. "Look at those
seagulls ! They've been in this flyin'

racket so long they've got sense—they're
walking on the ground I"

The loudspeaker on Buzz's desk came
to life again.
"Tex Clarke, in 'Plane Nine, callin'

Newark."
"Go ahead, Texas," directed Buzz.
"Tex Clarke to Newark. Eastbound.

Can't see my hand on instruments.
East leg of Bellefonte range. Compass
one-o-one. Altitude ten thousand. Tem-
perature forty-six Give Newark
weather."
"Ceiling here zero," stated Buzz.

"What's the top of the clouds, Texas?"
"I don't know. Went up fifteen thou-

sand. Started takin' on ice, so came
down again. I'll go up and feel for it

if you say so."
"Tell him never mind," said Jake,

and gazed moodily out at the fog which
was becoming thicker every moment.
"That stuff'll turn to sleet before morn-
ing. We can't take a chance with pas-
sengers. Buzz, notify all stations, divi-

sion superintendents, nothing but the
mail leaves Newark till the weather
clears."
"Yes, sir," responded Buzz, and pro-

ceeded to call up all the Federal Line
stations. "Newark closed in," he
stated. "Bellefonte closed in. Newark
to Bellefonte, zero-zero. Cancel all pas-
senger traffic east of Cleveland. Train
all passengers. Caution all mail pilots."
"Tex sure bumped into a sweet trip

this time," commented Leslie Bogan.
"Yeah," agreed Jake. "Well, Dizzy

oughta bo glad he's on the sick list."

Dizzy, at that moment, was perched
on a stool at the bar in Mamma Gini's
restaurant, and Tommy was perched on
another stool beside him.
"By the way," said Dizzy, "don't

you ever try any of those things that
I did this afternoon until you can land
the ship on a dime from any position
with a dead motor. Got it?"
"I promise," said Tommy. "But,

oh, I loved it ! What is it, Dizzy, that
makes flying what it is? Is it thrills,

cr
"

"I think it's because when you're up
there you're absolutely on your own,
expounded Dizzy. " The world is down
there under your wings. Nobody can
touch you. There isn't anything any-
body can do Aw, I don't know
what it is ! One thing I do know, I'd
rather be a mail pilot than a king!"
"Tell me, Dizzy, do you ever get wor-

ried when it's foggy like this?"
"Always," he replied quite frankly.

"Whenever I get in a jam, and I'm'
lucky enough to figure a way out and
get my feet on the ground again, I
always say the birds can have it I"

Ho looked round at a window, and
not even a lamp in Broad Street was
visible. His conscience troubled him,
and ho said
"I'd no idea Tex was gonna run into

this kind of weather when he took my

^ery Tuesday

run. I'd rather be up there myself.
Let's run over to the office and see how
he's makin' out, eh ?"

A fog-horn was sounding dismally
across the flying-field when they reached
the airport, and Jake was looking dis-
tinctly worried when they entered the
control-room. He was studying a
weather chart.
"How does it look?" asked Dizzy.

"How d'you think it looks?" growled
Jake. "The weather won't clear till

that high cloud over Omaha moves east
and shoves the dirt out to sea. Oh,
Tommy, all passenger flights are can-
celled. See the boys in the hangars get
their food, will you?"
Tommy went off, and a few minutes

later an unexpected and nonc-too-wel-
come visitor walked into the room,
greeted Jake effusively, and offered lum
and Dizzy cigars. He was Fred Adams,
of the Adams Aircraft Construction
Company — tall, bushy-browed, and
wearing a bowler hat at an angle.
The cigars were declined.

"Say, I've got some stuff you'll
like!" declared their would-be donor.
"I ran into some rare old Bourbon
whisky. I'll send a few bottles over
to the flat. Enough for you, too,
Di?zj."
"Lovely!" quoth Dizzy. "What do

we have to do to repay these kind-
nesses?"
"Not a thing I" laughed the visitor.

"Of course, if you happen to fly that
Adams Bomber and like it, just say
so."

"And if we don't like it," suggested
Dizzy, "we give the whisky back?"
Fred Stone protested that he was not

trying to buy anybody. He had read
about Payson s crash, and thought Jake
might be in the market for some new
equipment.
"You know we're converting that.

Adams twin-engine bomber into a pas-
senger ship," he said. "Looks beautiful
on the drawing-board."
"Yeah," said Jake, "but they don't

fly on drawing-boards, and wc re not
doing any bombing nowadays—we're
hauling mail, express, and passengers.
You're wasting your time and cigars,
Fred. I saw that Browning transport
the other day, and it's the finest 'plane
in the world. Lands at fifty-five with
the wing-flaps down I"

"That's impossible I"

"It is not! Took off with one motor
and a full load. Can the Adams
Bomber do that?"
"It cannot!" said Dizzy.
"You boys seem to be prejudiced

against our stuff," complained Adams.
"We've got a good, fast, safe, and com-
fortable aeroplane. Please don't make
a decision until you've flown our ship."
"No, we'll give you a fair trial,"

promised Jake.
"Well, that's all I can ask." Fred

Adams buttoned the heavy overcoat he
was wearing. " Oh, and, say, Jake, our
connections in Washington are getting
better and better. We might be able
to do you some good down there. Well,
no hard feelings."
"Not while the Bourbon lasts," said

Dizzy ; and their visitor went off,

chuckling.
"I like that Fred Adams," remarked

Dizzy, helping himself to one of Jake's
cigarettes. "He's about as subtle as a
push in tho mouth ! He's gonna do
things for us down in Washington !"

"Yeah," said Jake. "Oh, Diz, did
you find an apartment?"
Dizzy nodded.
"I got a little place down the street,"

he replied. "It's just about big enough
to throw my hat."
"What did the doctor say about that

heart o' yours?"
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"The doo? Oh, yeah, yeah—isn't it

funny that Mamma Gini's food should
do that to me?"
"You wanta take care o" yourself,"

admonished Jake. "Why don't you go
on a diet ? You're not as young as you
used to be, my lad !"

"All right, pop," jeered Dizzy.

Mike Remembers

JAKE went out to the hangar?, a few
minutes later, but before doing so

told Buzz to call Tex again. The
voice that issued from the loudspeaker
was not as distinct as it had been.

"Report your position and altitude,"

said Buzz.
"No change," was the rather muffled

response. "Still flying blind on Newark
range. Altitude eight thousand. Visi-

bility zero. What ceiling at Newark
now ?"

"Ceiling here is still zero," replied

Buzz "Dense fog. Check your radio.

Transmission is blurred. Call you back
in a few minutes."
"Okay, Newark," said the muffled

voice, and Buzz stood up.
"I'll check that ground lead," ho

decided.
Tommy had re-entered the room in

time to hear what was said about the
transmission, and after Buzz had gone
out, she asked anxiously:

"What do you do when you're flying

blind and your radio doesn't work?"
"Well," replied Dizzv, "you just sit

there and sweat, and look for a hole
where you can see the ground. If >ou
lind it, down you come."
"And if you don't?"
"Oh, well, it's a pilot's job to bring

the ship down, but if things get too
tough you just go over the side."
"Gosh, I'd be scared stiff !"

"Show me any pilot that isn't!"
"You know, Dizzy, I've never met

anyone quite like you before. You're
sort of goofy and tough and sweet, all

at the same time."
Dizzy grinned, and suddenly put an

arm round her and kissed her.

"Oh, Dizzy, don't!" she cried. But
he was kissing her again when the door
from the field swung wide and Tay
Lawson strode into the room.
Tommy immediately ran off; but Tay

advanced upon Dizzy in a fury.

"What are you trying to do?" he
roared.
"What's that to you?" retorted

Dizzy.
Tay's answer was a blow intended for

Dizzy's jaw, but the blow was warded
off, and the two were squaring up for
battle when Jake appeared in the door-
way.

4lCut it out!" he bellowed. "Cut it

out !"

They dropped their fists and he
stepped between them.

"What's the matter with you two?"
he demanded sternly. "The next time
this happens I'll fire both of you ! The
least you can do is to settle your
private fights outside !"

"I'm sorry, Jake," muttered Tay. "I
lost my temper."
"All right, I'm sorry, too," said

Dizzy. "Come on, kid, let's shake and
forget it."

He offered his hand, but Tay ignored
it.

"I'll see you later I" he growled.

"That'll do, Lawson!" rebuked Jake,
and reluctantly the airman shook hands
with Dizzy and disappeared into the
pilots' room.
"It didn't amount to anything, Jake,"

declared Dizzy. "I was standin' over
there, foqlin' around with Tommy, and
he came in and got sore. It didn't mean
a thing !"

BOY'S CINEMA 15

Dizzy dumped Tay Lawson in

a chair and proceeded to gag
with his own handkerchief.

"That's just the trouble,'' complained
Jake. "Nothing means anything to

you, but she means a lot to him I Why
don't you grow up?"
Further discussion of the matter was

Erevented by the return of Buzz, who
ad found the ground lead to be in

order. He sat down at his desk and
called Tex again; but, there was no
response from the loudspeaker.

"Call him again!" barked Jake.
"And stop chewin' that gum!"
"Yes, sir." Buzz discarded the gum,

but he could not get any answer from
Tex.
"His radio must bo dead," decided

Dizzy. "He'd have told us if anything
else was wrong."
"'Phone Martin's Creek Emergency

Field and see if they've heard any-
thing," directed Jake. "He's due in

fourteen minute-."
Buzz did so.

"Passed over Martin's Creek a few-

minutes ago, flying high," he reported.

"Well, that's a relief," sighed Dizzy.

"Notify all stations by teletype Num-
ber Nine not reporting," said Jake, and
put his head into Leslie Bogan's room.
"Les, gimme that weather report."

Dizzy followed him to his desk.

"Say, Jake," he blurted remorsefully,
"you know, don't you, that I didn't

swap runs with Tex just to hand him a
hard one?"
"Oh, sure, I know that. What is it,

Mike?"
Mike Owens had wandered in at the

double doors. He hobbled over to

them.
"Is— is Tex in the air—in this?" he

asked quaveringly.

" Yeah, he's on his way home. Mike,"
.Jake replied.

"flu his way home?" Mike put his

hand to his mouth. "I was comin'
home on a night like this," he said in

an hysterical fashion, "and I couldn't
see the ground, the trees, the h<

or anything ! And then—then I hit ! I

stopped like a train hittin' a wall I" His
voice rose to a shriek. "Then I hurt
all over I"

"Cut it, Mike—cut it!" urged Jake;
but Mike had suddenly remembered. .

"And my chest!" he screamed "I
couldn't breathe, I tell ya !"

"Take it easy, Mike!" Dizzy shouted
at him, his own nerves all ragged.
"Take it easy !"

"Yeah, take it easy, that's right ! Yoa
ought to bo smart and stop 11;. in',

Dizzy ! What good does it do you ?

Make you brave? No, you're afraid!
You know you're afraid! You're always
afraid! You're afraid some day you'll
hit! It's true! It's true, I'm tell in'

ya!"
"Stop it, Mike!" thundered Jake.

"St,.]) it I"

The voice of Buzz, still calling Tex,
was tho only sound in the room for a
moment; then Mike picked up the
polishing rag he had dropped and tho
vacant look returned to his eyes.

"I'm all right now," he murmured.
"I—I was just kinda fogged over."
"Yeah, you're all right now," soothed

Jake. "Run along home."
"Yeah," said Mike. "I guess I belter

go home. The wife might be worryin'
—she—she thinks I'm still flyin'."

He stumbled away with his cleaning
materials, and it was a relief to them
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iii see him go. Dizzy looked out into

the fog, and he said

:

"You know. Jake. Tex'll never get
down in this without a radio, unless he
finds a hole."
"Find a hole in that mud?" scoffed

Jake. "It's solid overcast, at least

fifteen thousand feet thick!" He
snatched up a wireless telephone. "Here,
plug this into the outside transmitter
circuit and check it."

Dizzy went out with the instrument,
and while he was gone Tex's voice from
the loudspeaker startled both Buzz and
.lake.

"Tex Clarke, in Number Nine, still

on instruments." it stated, not very
dearly. "West leg of Newark range.
Altitude foui thousand. Give ceiling at
Newark."
Buzz replied that the fog was still on

I he ground, ceiling zero, but it became
evident that Tex could not hear.
"Newark, answer Nine!" said his

voice.
"1 did answer, Tex," said Buzz.
"What's the matter with you.? Get

on the job!"
Buzz looked at Jake.
"He's not receiving," he said.

"Sounds like his sending set's gone bad,

too!"

Crashed !

DIZZY returned with the wireless

telephone and reported that the
outside set was working.

"Well, there's nothing to do but wait,

I guess," iemarked Jake. "We'll be
hearing his motor in a couple o' seconds,
anyhow."

Several minutes passed, and then
Tex's voice was heard again.
"Go ahead, Texas," said Buzz.
"Wake up down there!" raged the

voice. "I'm still flyin' blind, west leg
north range. Think I'm gettin' close to

field."

"Field light, Buzz," said Jake; and
the field lights were switched on, and
Baldy was instructed to get the flares

ready. Two long minutes passed, and
then Tex's voice was heard again:

"Newark answer Nine. I've got to
set my altimeter. I can't make a land-
ing unless you gimme the dope. Hi,
Newark, answer Nine! When I get to

the ground I'm gonna wrap this radio
i omul Baldy's neck! The'beam's fading
out. Newark, answer Nine! I can't
land unless you gimme the dope. I

C .ill'l
"

The \oice faded into nothingness.
"Sounds like his sending sets quit on

him!" exclaimed Jake.
"I wish I were up there instead of

him," growled Dizzy.
Tommy came running in from the

field.

"I he.ml ;i 'plane up there!" she cried
i

• oitedl ,-.

"Quiet, quiet !" commanded Jake.
"Quiet, everybody '"

In dead Silence they listened, but it

was not fill the windows hail been
Opened that they heard the beat of twin
engines.
"It sounds awfully high, Jake," said

Dizzy.

"Yeah," agreed Jake. "Come on,
Dizz, we'll get on that outside set!"

They went out into the fog. and Jake
Kpcke into (he wireless telephone while
Dizzy held a headphone to one ear.

Tommy and Leslie Boden leaned out of
a window. The hum of the mail 'plane
was fairly distinct.

"This is Jake. Texas," said Jake.
"You're approaching the field, west of

'he office. You sound much too high.
You must be a thousand feet. You
should be losing altitude very fast.

Answer by radio, or jazz your motor if

\ou hear me."
October 31st, 1930.
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"He's not getting a thing. Jake!"
lamented Dizzy.
The flares were ablaze; the beam was

doing its best to pierce the fog.
"Shut off those lights in there!" Jake

snapped at Baldy, and the control-room
was plunged into darkness, and every-
body streamed out into the field.

"You're miles too high!" Jake
shouted into the telephone he held.
"Circle back and make a new approach.
You've gotta come in lower. You
must "

x-
"He's going on!" exclaimed Dizzy.
The beat of the engines died away in

the invisible distance, and they all went
back into the control-room, where the
lights were switched on again.
"Doc." said Jake, "have that ambu-

lance and .-rash truck stand by. Dizz,
notify the State police. Buzz, have all

radio stations stand by. Keep all those
beams open. If his radio happens to

click he might work any of them!"
A period of intense activity followed;

and then Dizzy, from a telephone on a
land line, received a message.
"State police report a ship over

Passaic!" he cried.

"Send it out!" shouted Jake.
Buzz spoke into his microphone, but

in vain.

"Oh, can't somebody do something?"
whimpered Tommy.
"If you want to stay here keep

quiet!" Jake snapped at her.

Messages came in from Albany and
from Plainfield, and at Plainfield the

ceiling was a hundred feet ; but all efforts

to tell Tex that were unavailing. Long
Island reported that the fog was on the

ground there, but the information was
valueless. Buzz, on Jake's instructions,

radioed to Tex to climb for altitude and
go over the side ; and he was repeating

the message for the twentieth time when
Lou Clarke pushed her way in at the

double doors, bare-headed and wild-

eyed.
"Jake, what is it?" she shrilled.

" What's wrong?"
"Oh, it's all right. Lou!" said Jake,

none too convincingly. "Don't worry,

Tex'll get clown all right."

"Stop lying, Jake!" She flew to one
of the windows at the sound of wheels,

and she saw the ambulance and the

crash truck go by in the murk. "Oh!"
Tommy ran to her, held her arms.

and Dizzy and Jake joined her by the

window, Jake with a strip of teletype

in his hand.
"You've got to tell me, Jake!" she

cried. "You told him to bail out. and
you know Tex—he'd never do that with-

out orders from you!"
"His radio's dead," said Jake, after

a little dreadful silence.

"Then he—he didn't hear!" she
sobbed. "He can't land in this fog
without his radio. Well, what are you
going to do, Jake? You've got to do
something!"

"Let's go home," pleaded Tommy.
"No. no!" cried the distracted woman.

"No, I've been there, sitting over the

radio! Oh, not just tonight, but one
night after anothei—all alone! Won
dering whether Tex'll come home or

not!"
"I know, darling." said Tommy sym-

pathetically, "but come along."
Lou shook off her hands and turned

with streaming eyes to Jake.

"Oh, I've been through it so often!"
she wept. "Sitting there, goin' crazy,

waiting for the telephone to ring. Oh,
what arc you gonna do? Can't you do
something? You just stand there,

and
"

"We'll get Tex down all right," in-

terrupted Dizzy, and he caught hold of

her arm; but she beat his hand away.
"Don't come near me!" she stormed

Evtty Tuesday

at him. "If it weren't for you it would
never have happened! You ought to
be up there! You got Tex to take your
place, and I know why. So you cotdd
have a date with Tommy. The great,
Dizzy Davis out for another girl

!"

Jake swung round on Dizzy as Tommy
managed to lead the weeping woman
away.
"Is that why you switched your run?"

he demanded curtly.
"Yeah," confessed Dizzy.
"Oh!" The sound of a machine in

the sky blotted out everything ei.--i\

"Listen! Shut off that' teletype!"
Jake shouted. "He's picked up the
field lights!"
Lou was sobbing in a chair, and

Tommy was bending over her. From
the loudspeaker came Tex's voice, faint
and jerky:

" Tex Clarke to Newark. Buzz, listen

to me. I think I see the field. Tell
Jake I'm headin' in!"

Buzz spoke back, but to no purpose.
Once more the lights in the room were
switched off, and they all crowded round
a window which was open, Jake with
the wireless telephone in his hand.

"Tex," he said into the transmitter,
"you're comin' into the field, headin'
straight for number one hangar. Keep
her straight, and settle her in slow."

Tex's voice spoke into the darkness of
the room

:

"Tex Clarke callin' Newark. Why
don't you answer? Answer ' me,
Newark!"
Lou held a handkerchief over her

mouth so that she shouldn't scream.
"He's not gettin' a thing, Jake!

- '

lamented Dizzy.
"1 know," gritted J&ke; "but I can

keep on try-in' ! You're headed for the
hangars, Tex, right over—-"

The noise of the aeroplane's engines
had developed to a roar.

"He's gonna get killed!" screeched
Lou. "He's gonna get killed!"

"Quiet, Lou!" rapped Jake. "You
sound too low, Texas! You're still out-
side the field ! You're headed for the
hangars! Lift it, Tex—lift it!"

Those last words had barely passed
his lips when Tex's 'plane crashed, out
in the field, and Lou gave a blood-
curdling scream of horror. Then, as it

seemed to those who stared out through
the window, a streak of flame stabbed
through the fog—and there followed ;i

tearing, rending sound as the wreck
smashed into the hangars.

" Last Flight "

IT was after midnight when Jake re-

turned with Tay Lawson from the
hospital to which Tex had been con-

veyed. Doc Wilson and Baldy were in

the control-room, as well as Buzz and
Leslie Bogan.

"Well, gang," said Jake cheerfully.

"get a load of good news! Tex got off

the table in great shape, He was con-
scious for a couple o' seconds, looked up
with that old familiar smile of his. and
slipped back info the ether."
They were all delighted to hear it.

"How's his log'." asked Doc Wilson
anxiously.

" Coin' to be all right."
"What did they do to him, Tay?" in-

quired Baldy.
" They pave him a blood transfusion

from Dizzy." was the reply.

"Oh." said Doe Wilson, "he'll pull

through all right, then!"
"Tay," said Jake from his desk,

"vou'd better get some rest. You may
have to take out the night mail."
"I don't need any rest," declared the

airman.
(Continued on page 34)
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A daring champion of the speedway and ace attraction of the circus is lured into the
police force as a motor-cycle cop. He becomes involved in many adventures. A

thrilling drama, starring Jack Holt

The Chasm of Fire

TWO young State policemen and a
girl were strolling among the
crowds at the circus carnival. As

tho girl often glanced at and spoke
more often to the tall policeman, it was
obvious which one interested her most.
The other young policeman was round-
faced and freckled, and keenly
interested in everything.
"If you want us to see Donovan do

liis stunt you've got to keep moving,"
laughed the tall policeman.
'Crash is the: star act of this show,"

was the reply. "They ring bells and
sound sirens when he's due to begin his
act."

The three young people paid for ad-
mission into a special arena, and paused
lo listen to a barker.
"We are going to entertain you with

irreatest attraction of modern times.
(In the top of the ramp I want to intro-

duce to you—Crash Donovan—world
famous dare-devil and master of the
motor-cycle." They stared upwards at

a white-garbed figure astride a motor-
"He is about to perforin the

most difficult and original feat in the
history of dare-devil riding. A death-
di Eying leap across a chasm of flame.' 1

Now they looked at a blazing ring of
fire.

"I suppose he has to ride down that
chute?" The girl pointed. "Then the
chute bends upward and it must hurl
him into the air and through the ring
of flame. Must be a. pretty dull way to
make a living."
"Yes—the same thing over and over

again."
"Like a highway patrolman."
The tall young man shook his head.
"But there's a big difference—the

crowd—that's what men like Donovan
live for."

"Are you ready, Crash?" sang out
the barker. A hand was raised in

answer. "Let er go!"
At a terrific speed the dare-devil went

down the chute, roared up the slope,

took off into space, passed through the
(lames, and made a spectacular landing
on some special kind of skid-proof
flooring.

The freckle-faced cop insisted upon
his two companions being introduced to

his hero, and, after much shouting,
Crash Donovan strolled in their direc-

tion. The most conspicuous tiling about
Crash was the protruding jaw. The eyes
Were bright, twinkling, and humorous,
whilst the smile was mocking. A man
of some thirty years and more—a person
who had more than usual confidence in

himself and hi.- abilil !-
"So you're still fooling 'em, eh?"

cried liis admirer.
Crash grinned.
"You coppers can't have all the soft

job«. Alabam."
The tall policeman frowned. Alabam

was the nickname the boys had given
Alec Thomas, and he resented this
man's familiarity.
"Say. I brought you some more

public!'' Alabam cried. "This is Doris
Tennyson and this is my riding-partner,
Johnnie Allen."

Crash smiled in his patronising way
at the girl and then held out his hand
to her companion.

''Allen!" He bent forward for a
closer view. "Any relation to Sam
Allen?"
"My oldest brother 1" Johnnie ex-

claimed. "You know him?"
"Do I know him?" Crash gave a

rasping laugh. "Say, he and I

soldiered together in one of those comic
wars out in the Balkans. Reckoned
fighting was better than being one of

tho great unemployed. Great guy your
brother. Where is the big mug now?"
"A war caught up with him in

China," Johnnie answered. "He died
of wounds out there."

Crash -hook his head.
"I didn't know that. Sorry."
"Wu»got our machines outside this

arena," Alabam explained. "They're
fitted with radio and we may get a

call."

As luck would have it there came a
call almost the moment they reached
their machines.

"Calling motor-cycle fifty-eight—call-

ing motor-cycle number fifty-eight !"

"That's me!" cried Alabam. "Some-
thing important coming up !"

The grin of expectancy faded slowly
from Alabam's face as he listened to
his orders :

"Go to corner of State road number
eleven and county road number two

—

woman driver blocking traffic—husband
objecting from back seat—arrest woman
—ambulance following to pick up hus-

band."
When Alabam had mouchecl discon-

tentedly away, Crash Donovan turned
to Johnnie. "So you're Sam's
brother?" he cried. "Reckon that calls

for a drink. Come on."
They seated themselves on stools at a

refreshment counter.
"Three beers," ordered Crash.
"Sorry, (.'rash, I'm in uniform."
The dare-devil laughed and turned to

the attendant.

"Harry, make it, three lemonades,
and. if you laugh I'll punch your fat-

face."
The girl glanced at Johnnie and the

look was expressive. Crash Donovan
might be a wonder stunt merchant, but
otherwise she did not think very much
of him. Johnnie, who was more than
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ordinarily proud of hi- uniform, had
little time for circus folk, and maybe
the smile on his good-looking face was
a trifle contemptuous.
Crash smiled at the girl.

"Are you the mascot of the outfit'''

"She has what one might call an im-

personal interest in us," Johnnie
hastened to explain. "Her father's the

Chief of the Highway Patrol."
"You ride well enough to. be in it

yourself, Mr. Donovan," hinted the girl.

"Thank you, Miss Tennyson." He
roared with laughter. "I can't see

myself in one of those monkey suit.-."

"Why not try it?" tartly cried Doris.

"I've" been everything," Crash told

her. "Cow puncher, parachute juniper,

soldier of fortune, but I always go back
to the carnival. There's nothing like

it."

"You've never been in the patrol,

Mr. Donovan."
"Well, Miss Tennyson, maybe when I

get old enough I'll try it."

"Who asked you to try it?" snapped
Johnnie.
Crash beamed good-humouredly.
"You sound just like your poor

brother Sam. Why. if I wore a uniform
like that I'd be dodging myself half the

time."
"Well, when you've got enough ap-

plause, keep it in mind," coldly spoke
Doris as she finished her drink. "You
may get tired of the carnival."

"Listen—once a carnie—always a

curiae.

"

"Well, come on, Doris." Johnnie
took the girl's arm. "We've got to go.

Watch yourself, Crash."
"If I don't, nobody else will."

"Except your—public," scornfully

answered Doris. "Good-bye."
"Give me a beer," muttered Crash

Donovan, watching the two young
people move away. "You know, Harry,
if there's anything wrong in being a

carnie, that's it."

"What?" demanded Harry.
Crash's smile was a trifle bitter.

"It's hallo and good-bye!"

A Frame-up

SOME nights later the captain sent

for Allen and Thomas.
"Highway Ninety-nine," came

the order. "Watch for glaring head-
lights."

"All right, captain." Johnnie Allen
saluted. "I'm riding extra motor num-
ber five. Thomas is riding his usual
machine, number fifty-eight."

They passed out through the control-

room and Alabam grinned at the radio
officer. "Let's hear your cheerful little

voice once in a while, Foghorn." He
had to duck to avoid a heavy book.
The two young fellows went out to

their machines, where a mechanic re-

ported that everything, including the
radio, was in working order. The two
machines roared to life. Side by side
they were soon patrolling Highway
Ninety-nine.
Now on that highway was a roadhouse

known as the Colonial Club, and seated
at a table with a number of men and
girls was Crash Donovan. The second
item of the cabaret programme had con-
cluded, when Crash, who was a well-
known patron of t he roadhouse, jumped
to his feet and raised his hand for
silence.

"Ladies and gentlemen—the surprise
of the evening—introducing Miss Mar-
jorie Day, star of the Little Egypt Car-
nival." He held out his hand, and a
smiling brunette got up and, after a
bow to Crash, walked towards the
centre of the floor.

At a table on the other side of the
dance floor sat four men, and there was
a considerable amount of beer on the
table. They waved their hands to Mar-
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jorie Day, who gave them a frigid look
of disapproval.
The girl's song was one of the latest

medleys and her rendering was delight-
ful. There was quite a crowd present
and the applause was deafening. Miss
Day obliged with an encore and then
went back to Crash Donovan's table.

The dark man with the scarred face
in the party of four leaned forward.
"Come on!" His voice was a whis-

per. "It's time to start thing. Put
on your act, Spike."
Spike was a big, fair-haired fellow,

who had been doing a lot of shouting
and singing. Obviously a. bruiser. He
got to his feet and went staggering
acro-s the floor towards Crash Dono-
van's table.

Marjorie Day was about to sit down
when Spike caught hold of her arm.
"Come here, honey, I want you to

meet some friends of mine."
"Leave go of my arm !" fiercely cried

the girl.

Crash, who had been chatting to
another girl, looked round, and in a
moment was on his feet.

"Here, wait a minute!" His jaw
stuck forward aggressively. "This lady
is my guest. You get back to your
friends."

"Friends wanna meet her," leered
Spike, still holding the girl. "You sit

down before I hurt you."
Crash clenched his fists, and Spike,

without warning, lashed out with his
free hand, catching the dare-devil a
nasty blow between the eyes. Crash
swayed back, and then—wonk !—a right
had landed on the point of the bruiser's
chin, and he went flat on his back as if

lie had been pole-axed.
That was the signal for the three

other men to rush across the room to
the rescue of their friend, and that was
the start of a glorious free fight. Other
men present, for some reason, seemed to
side with the toughs, and, naturally,
many backed up Crash. Tables were
flung over, women screamed, and the
roadhouse rang to the sound of blows
and curses. The Italian proprietor
rushed to the 'phone and called the
police.

A car with brilliant headlights had
just flashed past the two patrol-men
when their radio woke to life. "C.H.P.
calling motor number five and tifty-

eight," droned the voice. "Five and
fifty-eight—go to Colonial Club on
Highway Ninety-nine—a riot."

' Get that car that just went by,"
ordered Johnnie. "Meet me at the
Colonial Club."
At seventy miles an hour Johnnie tore

back along the road he had come, and
he covered the five miles in about the
same number of minutes. He leaned
his machine against a tree and dashed
into the main restaurant. Was it a riot?
It seemed as if fifty people were en-
gaged in fighting each other and
smashing up the place.
Spike and Crash were in the centre

of the fight. Spike had recovered and
was all out to get the man who had
floored him. The sight of the police-
man instilled fear into quite a number
of the fighters, but it didn't stop Crash
and Spike. These two were wading
into each other. Crash had got his man
pinnod down on a settee, when Johnnie
dragged the two men apart.
"Hey, Donovan, what's going on?"
"Oh, just having a little fun!" mut-

tered Crash, with blood trickling down
one side of his cheek.
"What started it?" demanded the

law.

"He did!" snarled Spike.
"You lying hound!" shouted Crash.

"Haven't you had enough':"
Crash would have rushed at Spike if

Johnnie had not seized the dare-devil
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by the shoulder, swung him round,
caught his arm in some kind of a grip,
and then sent the older man hurtling to
the floor.

Crash Donovan lay where he had
fallen.

"Where'd you learn that one,
Johnnie?"
"That's what the highway patrol call

the civiliser." rasped Johnnie, who
thought Donovan was the guilty
party. "Come on. Crash."
"Come on?" Crash got slowly to his

feet. "What do you mean—come on?"
"I'm arresting you for causing a

riot!" cried Johnnie. "Now you know
what I mean." He fished out hand-
cuffs. "Are you coming quietly, or

"Quietly." Crash's grin was a I

crooked.
A car had drawn up ouHide the road

house, and three men got out.
leader was a tall< big-boned man.
"The boys

t
will have things pretty

well torn up in there by now," he said
to the driver. "Keep your motor run-
ning, Jerry. Come on !"

The three men drew out guns and
moved cat :like towards the restaurant,
and they came in one door as Johnnie
went out of another with his prisoner.
The manager was trying to soothe his
patrons when something nudged him in
the ribs, and he knew it was a gt»n.

"In your office!" hissed the gang
leader.
But the manager had a bodyguar i.

and Jhey saw the action of thu
gangsters.
Johnnie had got his prisoner outside.
"I'll deputise a car to take you in !"

Johnnie rapped out.
"You don't seem to like me," grinned

Crash. "I didn't start this, but have
it your own way. That big mug "

"You can tell that to " Johnnie
whipped round at the sound of shots.
Three men rushed out of a door and
made for a car. They had forced the
manager to hand over the takings, but
had had to shoot his bodyguard to
effect a getaway. "You stay here!"
Johnnie shouted, and fearlessly raced
towards the gangsters.
The gangsters saw the policeman and

opened fire. Johnnie whipped out a

gun. but before he could tire a shot he
spun round and dropped in a heap. The
gangsters piled into the car and roared
away.
Crash Donovan knelt beside the

groaning officer.

"Get you bad. son?"
"Worse than that." muttered

Johnnie. "They got away."
"Not yet they haven't!" cried Crash,

and, without further argument, snatched
Johnnie'.- peaked cap from his head
and picked up the fallen gun. A
moment later he was on Johnnie's
motor-cycle and roaring down Highway
Ninety-nine.
The gangsters were complimenting

themselves on their getaway when they
heard the roar of the pursuing machine.
A cursed policeman; and directly
Crash got near enough they began firing
through the back window. But Crash
kept swerving his machine from one
side of the road to the other so that it

was not an easy target.
The car cornered at fifty with a

screeching of tyres, but Crash cam-
round at over sixty, and was on the car
before the gangsters were expecting
him. His gun roared as he aimed at
the tyres. Bang ! A tyre had burst.
The car 6hot across the road, flinging
the gangsters against each other, hit a
high kerb, bounced across to the other
side, another tyre burst, the car spun
round broadside and turned over.
Four bruised and aching rufnana

crawled out of the wreckage to find a
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grim-faced man standing there covering
them with a gun.
"Come on—all of you ! Get moving !

Stick your hands high I" he ordered.
One man tried to draw his gun on

Crash and a gun cracked. The rascal

screamed and nursed a smashed wrist.

"So you want to play, eh?" sneered
Crash. "Come on—higher—reach

"

A screeching of tyres and another
police patrol. "^
Alabam saw a* patrol officer holding

up four desperate-looking fellows, and
he noticed blood oozing from one mar's
arm. Then his eyes opened as lie noted
that the patrol officer certainly wore a

helmet, but the rest of his attire was
out of keeping.
"What goes on here?"
" Hallo, Noisy!" laughed Crash.

".Say, this is great fun !"

"Great jumping horseflesh—you!"
gasped Alabam.
"Yes. I'm deputising for Johnnie."

Crash never took his eyes off the

crooks. "A little trouble back at the

Colonial Club."
"You don't mean—he's

"

"Don't worry. Johnnie's tough. Got
him in the shoulder. One of these thugs
drilled him."
Alabam whipped out handcuffs, and

was busy manacling the men together
when they heard the scream of a police

siren. A police car drew up, and Crash
had to smile because it was bristling

with police ami machine-guns. Johnnie,
Ins arm bandaged, was one of the first

out at the car.

"Nice work, Crash!" There was a

hoarseness in his voice. It was a mix-
ture of admiration and emotion.
"Guess I had you wrong."
"Forget it!" Crash stuffed Johnnie's

gnu back into its holster.
"Does this give you a new slant on

the patrol?" Johnnie asked with a wry
grin.
Crash nodded.
" It does have its moments. Say, how

much do they pay you roadhogs?"
"

( tin- seventy a month."
" Every month ?"

"Yes."
Crash Donovan whistled.
"I could use a little of that dough

in\ -<-lf."

"Alabam," Johnnie called out.
"What do you think? Crash is think-
ing about joining the patrol."
"You aren't serious?" Alabam had

seen the crooks bundled into the police
car, and his part of the night's a hi ay
was ended. "What's the idea. Crash?"
Ciash Donova.1 laughed in his hearty,

mocking manner.
"Will, I got a hunch I'll make a

better-looking cop than some I know."
In the morning Crash Donovan went

with Alabam to see Chief Tennyson.
"You helped to round up a very des

perate gang whom we've been after for
months." The chief held out his hand.
"It'll be a pleasure to have you on the
strength. I will have your application
put through the right channels imme-
diately.''

The Hardening Process

JOHNNIE, in mufti, his arm in a
sling, was sitting on a seat in a
park, but not alone. Close to him

was Doris Tennyson.
"You must be getting bark to

hospital."
"No hurry," laughed Johnnie. "Now

my arm's almost healed I'll be back to
work in three or four days."

"That's what you said a week ago.
You've pot to take care of yourself,
Johnnie."
"You're worse than Crash Donovan."

protested the wounded hero. " He
comes into the hospital every day, and if
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I move as much as a finger he wants
to put me in a strait jacket."

"I like Crash very much now," the
girl admitted. "He told me quite a

lot the other day about your brother
Sam saving his l'fe out in the Balkans.
Ciash is pretty busy these days. He told
me yesterday that every time he took
another examination he got a head-
ache.

"

"Well, he passed them all with flying

colours."
"Thanks to Officer Allen's tutelage,"

proudly whispered Doris.
" By the. way, when is your father

gdiiig back to take charge of the train-

ing school?" questioned Johnnie.
"To-morrow." Doris looked gloomy.

"And I've got to go with him."
"I'm glad."
"You want to get rid of me?"
Johnnie chuckled.
" You don't know all the regulations,

Doris. You see there's one that says
that all members of the patrol must go
back to training headquarters once in

every twelve months, and I think I

could be persuaded to apply for this

"You mean you have applied," cor-
net ed Doris with a happy smile.
The next morning, in an orderly-

room, (he sergeant was calling out the
names of all recruits who had been
detailed to undertake the course.
Naturally Donovan's name bad to be
called twice before he came panting into
the room carrying a bulky suitcase.

"Where's Michael Donovan?"
" Here."
"Sir," corrected 'he sergeant.
" Sir," ( Jrash said with a grin.

"Thanks for letting us know," the ser-

geant grinned back. "Take off your
hat and sit down."
Crash sat down next to Alabam, who

was also going on the course.
"Well, well, if it isn't, the dare-devil

demon of the carnival!" jeered Alabam.
"How'd you get in here? You know
you have to pass a Civil Service exam-
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ination. I didn't ever know you could
read and write."
"But the. guy next to me could,"

chuckled Crash

The sergeant rapped on his desk to

enjoin silence. "I've just got six weeks
to make patrolmen out of you recruits,

and from the looks of some of you, it's

going to be a man-sized job." lie gav<

a glowering look that was supposed to

instil dread and respect. "Bring your
bags and follow me."
Crash Donovan was delighted to find

that his room mate was Johnnie Allen,
and he had scarcely unpacked when an
orderly appeared to say that all recruits

and those taking the course were to go
at once to the main lecture hall. Here
Chief Tennyson had a few words to say:

"In addition to your first duty, which
is regulation of motor vehicles, you have
other responsibilities which you must.

understand. You must protect the lives

and property of the people of this state.

even at the risk of your own. You
must be ready to instruct them in the
things that make for safety on our
highways. You must learn courtesj
patience—efficiency at all times. You
will be put through what we call the
hardening process."
"What's that?" Crash hissed in

Johnnie's ear.

" All that the word ' hardening ' im-
plies." Johnnie winked. "You go! la

be tough to take it."

Ciash had to agree after one day of

the hardening process that you wanted
the hide of a rhinoceros and the consti-

tution of an ox. Gymnastics, physical

dull. boxing, all-in wrestling. route
marches, rifle practice and motor-cycle
drill.

Alabam and Johnnie were detailed off

to assist with the instruction, and the
former was detailed to conduct tie' n

volver elass. He demonstrated to the
besl of his ability how to draw a gun and
aim at various targets. If the recruit,

got six bullets on to the target he
passed them through the first test.

Crash had got his man pinned- down on a settee.
October 31st, 1936.
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That was a fluke," decided Alabam.

" See if you can hit the middle of
die black," lie said to Crash.
Crash smiled as if he were being

talked to by a child, then he raised the
gun. Crack! It was a bull's-eye.

"That was a fluke," decided Alabam.
Crash fired five shots in quick suc-

cession. Alabam gasped because the
bull had been almost cut out.

The dare-devil stunt man learned fast.

He had not been there many days when
the sergeant gave them a demonstration
of the "civiliser." the hold that Johnnie
bad used that night at the roadhouse.
The sergeant made every recruit take a
full punch at him with left or right, and
then he would sway his body, move his

hands quickly, and the recruit would
score a bad miss and then find himself
flat on his back. But when the sergeant
ordered Crash to try a poke at him with
his left, something went wrong, because
the sergeant failed to grip Crash and
was himself laid out on the turf, much
to his annoyance and the amusement of
the recruits.

Doris Tennyson had two frequent
visitors. Johnnie used to frown a little

because Crash seemed always to bring
better flowers than he did. but he did
not worry very much, because Doris and
himself were unofficially engaged. Crash
did not know that, and he thought he
had just as good a chance as his rival.

( 'rash proved one of the most pro-

ficient pupils to learn during niotor-
oycledrill. He was certainly one of the
most daring. One had only to ask-

Crash to charge a stationary car, crash
the machine, and then jump from the
saddle over the car, and he would
attempt it.

One afternoon Crash called on Doris
and Johnnie was not there. Doris
uttered an exclamation of delight at the
gift of violets, but she did look a little

surprised when she was kissed. Being
a modern young miss and liking Crash,
?1ip smiled back, but he did noi miss
October 31st. 1936.

the slight reproving gleam in the blue
eyes.
"I like you," said Doris.
"That's 'fine."
" And I'm awfully glad you're going

to be Johnnie's riding partner," she
added, her eyes never wavering from
his. "Will you do something for me?"
"Sure." He was puzzled.
" Will you look after Johnnie and see

that nothing ever happens to him?"
Crash Donovan had got his answer.

But he was a man, and one can forgive
him if his smile was a little forced.
"So you like him that much?"
"Yes, please."
"Okay."
"Thanks, Crash." This time Doris

herself did the kissing.

"Well, I guess I'd better go home,"
Crash said with a twisted smile, "and
see he's tucked into bed."
And though Doris knew that Crash

liked her very much, she did not know
that the big man loved her as he had
never loved a girl in all his life. But
she did know that if Crash had pro-
mised to look after Johnnie, he would
do it.

Crash was one of the first to get his

badge as a highway cop. On the last

day of the class Chief Tennyson called
upon Donovan to give an exhibition of
trick riding, and the thousands present
had to admit that it was one of the most
thrilling, death-defying spectacles they
had ever witnessed.
At the end there was a grand drive

past, and it concluded with the staff and
recruits giving a song:

"Hail to the Highway Patrol.
The bovs who ride for the gofd and

blue!"

Hail to the fellows who strive

To make the highway safe for you!
And give a cheer for our chief and

our State;
To serve them well, that will be our

goal.

Every hour, through storm and
darkness,

You can depend on the Highway
Patrol."

The patrolmen were given a long
week-end's vacation and then they had
to report for duty.

Road Duty

JOHNNIE ALLEN and Crash Dono-
van took the road together. Alabam
Thomas almost wept over the sever-

ing of his partnership with Johnnie,
but he had to obey orders. The chief
had found out that he was a licensed
radio operator, and appointed him with
an increase of pay, to take over a new
portable outfit. Alabam would rather
have had less pay and stayed with
Johnnie. Sitting in a trailer all day
and listening to messages and sending
out orders was dull work.
Crash found that a patrolman's life

was full of variety. Some days little

would happen, but on others every sort

of trouble woidd crop up and the radio
would be busy all the while. Arrest of

a charabanc driver who had knocked
down a little girl; a five-mile chase after

a speed merchant; a robbery at a small
store; a bad smash at cross-roads; and
then a fight with car thieves.

Risks or the bullets of gangsters did
not matter one iota to Crash Donovan,
but he did not like it when one evening
another patrolman lost his nerve. This
officer had been the first on the scene

at a particularly nasty smash in which a

woman and child had been killed through
the crazy driving of a tipsy wagon-
driver. Some evenings there were in-

structional classes, and it would happen
that all officers were present on the night
of the accident for a lecture on map
reading. In the middle of the lecture

the radio announced an accident in

which three people had been smashed to

pieces in a head-on collision. The
patrolman got to his feet as white as a

sheet and collapsed in a faint.

"I'm afraid that's the finish for poor
old Dave," whispered Johnnie, who was
sitting next to Crash.
"That happen often?"
"When their nerves blow—they never

ride again. Well, it's all in the day's

work. Guess the lecture will be off now.
Any plans. Crash ?'

"I'm gonna get out of this uniform
and get a good stiff drink."

"I got a better idea, and it isn't all

mine." laughed Johnnie. "You're com-
ing round to have supper with Doris and
myself."
Arm in arm they went to have an

excellent supper with the girl—whom
the two thought to be the swellest cook

and the grandest girl in the world.

That night the two were on night duty
from midnight, and about eleven-thirty

thej bade Doris good-night and hastened
back to headquarters. Punctual to the

second they went on patrol duty, and
had not been gone a quarter of an hour
when they received a radio warning.

"Attention all police units

—

attention

all police units. Watch for gang of

dangerous smugglers headed south from
Long Beach on route one-O-one. Driving
Kiev sedan, licence number two S— ' S
like in sugar—three-four-six."
They had their orders what to do on

such a call, namely, to go to any cross-

roads that they thought might be the

route taken by the wanted car, stay

there for a while and wait for any
further orders.

The two patrolmen hid their machines
in some bushes, and after a while a
car dashed over the cross-roads at a
tremendous speed.
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"It's grey and it's a sedan," Johnnie
said significantly.

Alabam is Wounded

THERE were four men in the grey
sedan, and the young fellow with
the sallow skin and dark eyes, who

sat in the front seat spoke angrily to

the driver.
" What's the idea of going over a halt

sign iike that '.' You want to get us
picked up?"

" Ain't no one round these parts,

Tony."
The leader poked his head out of the

w indow.
"I'm not so sure. I can see two lights

siime way back. Step on it."

A few minutes later Tony glanced
back and saw that the lights were appre
ciably closer. Their clearly they heard
the police sirens.

"We gotta shake 'em off," Tony
shouted at the driver. "If you hadn't

Mich a fool this wouldn't have
tied. Let her out."

"The tyres ain't too good," whined
the man at the wheel.

"If you don't step on it it'll he just

too had." threatened the leader. "So
you turn out a car with dud tyres
w hen "

"Jin! I never thought the cops would
get wise to us."

"You couldn't, think if you tried.
"

rasped Tony, and bushed his head i.ii!

of the window. "We seem to he keep-
ing our distance, hut we've got ti

faster if we're going to lose 'em." The
next time he looked back his language
was lurid. "They're gaining on us
fast."

Ahead lay some dangerous corners,
and the two patrolmen felt certain they
would catch up with the quarry, but
just before the danger the big car shot
o*ff the road down a track, bumped on
to some open land, tore through a wheat
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field, and smashed through a hedge on
to another arterial road.
The going was bad enough for a car,

hut for a motor-cycle it was almost an
impossibility.

"These mugs know their maps,"
yelled Crash, adroitly keeping his

machine in a cart-rut.

"We'll get 'em!" Johnnie sang back.
When they got hack to the main high-

way the crook car was lint a speck in

the distance.
"Now we'll show 'em something.''

Crash muttered.
The two machines tore along the wide

arterial highway at eighty miles an hour,
and the screeching of their sirens carried

a long way.
A police car drawing a radio trailer

heard the distant screech, and the officer

in charge pulled up so suddenly Mhat
Alabam, who was almost asleep over a

iv puzzle, spilt all the pieces on
i
he lloor.

"What you make of that?" the patrol

officer questioned.

"Sounds like trouble," answered his

companion. "Look!" Over the cresl

of the hill had appeared a car with
brilliant headlights. "That's the car

the boys must he trailing. See that light

utiing the trees— that's our boys close

behind, tailing 'em."
"We'd better have a look," decided

the officer. "Swing the car across the
road and- with our torches signal them
to stop."
The crooks, realising they were being

overtaken, were striving desperately to

maintain a high speed on the slender
chance that they might reach some
woods, where they could try another
short cut down an old lane. Suddenly
the driver shouted that he could see
Hashing lights ahead, and the powerful
headlamps picked out a car and trailer

almost right across the road.
"We ain't stopping for nothing,"

yelled Tony.
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The two patrol officers with the radio
outfit opened firo when the car refused
to stop. The crooks replied with re-

volvers, rifles and a small machine-gun.
Alabam got busy with his radio. He

must inform headquarters of what was
going on. Suddenly he squirmed and
writhe;! and clutched at his side. The
crooks, as their grey sedan lurched past,

had fired blindly, and several bullets

passed through the radio trailer. Poor
Alabam had stopped one in the ribs.

The crooks were past. Johnnie and
Crash screeched their machines to a stop
when ihey saw the radio patrol. Johnnie
shouted a few words about "Grey
sedan " before diving into the trailer.

"Alabam," he yelled, "two S—as

in sulmi three-four-six. Put that num-
ber 'hi the air."

Johnnie jumped back to his machine.
Once more the two motor-cyclists

(1 in pursuit.

Willi great difficulty Alabam tuned
in on his radio and moved his pain-

racked body nearer to the small micro-

phone.

"Attention all points-^emergency

!

Occupants grey sedan—two sugar three-

Eour-six, U.S. one-O-one. Felony shot

patrolman mobile unit. Have to hurry,

dangerous.—Thomas."
Alabam rolled from his seat, and the

two officers discussing the affray heard
the crash as he hit the floor.

"Alabam!" one shouted. "What's
up?"
There came no answer.
The two officers grabbed open the door

and saw Alabam sprawled on the floor

with a pool of blood rapidly forming on
the hoards. Gently they lifted him.
Alabam opened his eyes and managed
a grin.

"I'm okay, Bill. Take over— will

you?" he whispered, and slumped in

their arms.

Take that chair away and put the cop in the window," ground out Tony.
October 31st, l&3b.
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Run to Earth

THE crooks had gained a good lead
when C'ra^h and Johnnie had
pulled uj) by the mobile outfit, but

it was not long before the powerful
motor-cycles were close on their tail

again.
"Mike," Tony, the leader, shouted to

his driver, "get oft' (he main highway.
It'll slow 'em down."
"A mile ahead there's the very

place," Mike answered. "A sandy
track with little grip. I can hug the
banking and get through, and the cops
when they keep to the main track'll be
thrown."
The trick worked because Johnnie, in

the lead, charged recklessly after the
grey sedan when it left the road.
Naturally, he thought he could follow
where the car went. His front wheels
went deep into soft sand, he skidded
sideways and was flung out of the
saddle.
Crash managed to keep his balance,

and. as he swerved past, Johnnie raised
himself on one elbow: "Go on!" he
yelled.

Crash Donovan was back on the main
road and tearing after the sedan before
Johnnie had got to his feet and picked
up his machine. He straightened the
handlebars and was glad to find no
damage had been done to his engine.
Ho followed the car trail out on to the
highway.
The grey sedan gained so much by

this manoeuvre that when Crash reached
the main road the car was out of sight.

He could tell by the wheel marks the
direction taken, and, after roaring
along the road, at last came to a
straight Stretch, and his heart leapt as
he came again within sight of his
quarry.
He came to a bend, and suddenly

Waked his machine to a stop, and
turned back. A car had gone off the
road and through a low hedge. So they
were trying that trick again. He
dodged about among pine-trees, and
finally came back to the highway. He
cursed himself because, if he had not
been so smart and seen that smashed
hedge, he might be close on them at
this very moment. That was if the
crooks had come back to the highway

;

if he had remained on the road they
might have continued their cross-
country ride to another main highway.
It was flat and woody, and not an
impossible feat.

Feeling thoroughly enraged, Crash
fairly roared his machine, and had gone
five miles when he came to another long,
straight stretch. No sign of the cursed
car, so back went Crash, and had scarce
gone a few hundred yards when he saw
a track and wheel marks.
Tearing a handkerchief in half, he

put it in the centre of the track so that
it looked like a pointing arrow

—

Johnnie would sec and understand.
Though this track twisted and turned

it was firm, and it seemed to Crash that
it was well used. His light picked out
car tracks that were recent. After a
while he dimmed his lamps and pro-
ceeded a trifle more slowly. Not a
sound could he hear of the grey sedan,
and it would ruin everything" if he
drove straight into an ambush. The
crooks had made a getaway, but he had
a hunch that down this track he would
come to some sort of hide-out.

About four miles ahead of Crash the
grey sedan was pulled up before a
dilapidated old shack.
"Come on, you men, get those

out of there quick I" shouted Tony.
"What's the hurry, boss?" cried one

of the gang. "Wo lost 'em miles
back."
October ."1st. im
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" Maybe we lost 'em and maybe we

didn't!" snarled Tony. "Come on

—

snap into it. Get some of the men from
inside to help." The boxes were very
heavy, and it took the combined efforts
of two men to lift one of them. At
last all the smuggled good- were out of
the car. "Mike," rapped out Tony,
"get the bus under cover as quick as
you can."
"Okay!" Mike started the engine

and sped away towards some dense
bushes.

And Crash Donovan, wondering
whether he was on the wrong trail,

after all, heard the sound of the self-

starter and the roaring of the engine.
A moment later he sighted the house
and saw the figure of a man scuttling
through the bushes.
Tony, from the house, had seen the

lamp flickering among the trees, and
was not surprised when Mike dashed in

to say- that a cop had spotted him.
"So you weren't so darned clever !"

the leader snarled and whipped round.
"Barricade the doors and cover the

windows."
They saw the policeman and opened

fire. Crash made for a large tree sur-

rounded by shrubs, flung himself from
his machine and from behind the tree
fired at the windows.
A roar of a motor and out of the

darkness came a headlight—it was
Johnnie. The two police officers opened
fire.

"We ain't got much chance of getting
those rats out," opined Crash. "Reckon
there must be seven or eight of 'em
from the flashes, so it would be suicide

to rush the place, but now we've
corralled 'em we don't want 'em to

make a getaway. I saw a telephone
pole about a mile back."
Johnnie nodded.
"I get the idea. Can you gei back

to it and tap a wire. I'll hold them
here."
"Sure!" Crash quickly agreed, and

laid his hand on the other's shoulder.
"Keep your head down, Johnnie boy.
I won't be long." A leap into the
saddle and ho had flashed away among
the trees. Tony saw the machine and
guessed one of the patrols had gone for

help.
Crash Donovan came to the telephone

pole and shinned up it like a monkey.
He had brought from the saddle-bag of

his machine a small instrument, and the
two wires he adjusted to the telephone
w ires.

"Hallo! Hallo! Emergency—State
Patrol Headquarters!" he cried into
the miniature telephone.
At last he heard a voice saying that

he was being put through ; then came
headquarters.
"Donovan speaking."
" Where are \ ou '.'"

"Pine Ridge. Have located smugglers.
Send help."
"Right."
"We 11 take care of 'em, but hurry!"

was Crash's final message before dis-

connecting.
It was not long before a general call

was being sent forth: "Calling all

police units. Calling all cars. Criminals
spotted on fine Ridge

"

Chief Tennyson turned out every
available man. and. within five minutes
of getting the news that Crash Donovan
and Johnnie Allen were holding the
smuggler- at bay in a cabin on Pine
Ridge, a dozen car- loaded with police
and two dozen of the cycle patrol weir
roaring through the night in the cause
of just toe.

Crash Donovan roared back towards
the shack, and was surprised not to

hear any sound of Gring. Allen's

'
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machine was there, but there was no
sign of Johnnie. Crash flashed a torch
on the ground and recoiled at the sight
of blood.
A flash of light ahead made him peer

through the bushes.
The door of the shack had opened,

and then his heart missed another beat,
because lie could see the uniformed
figure of Johnnie. Even at that dis-

tance Crash was able to see that the
young officer was wounded, either in

the right shoulder or arm. Two crooks
were driving Johnnie into the shack at

the point of the gun.
The shack door closed with a slam.

A Human Target

TONY, the leader of this band of
smugglers, was no ordinary gang-
ster. He had received a good

education, but had envied those college
graduates who had cars and money. It

had started with a small gambling
school in his room, and. finding how-
easy one could make money this way,
had looked round for other means of

fleecing the foolish. He had been found
out taking bets on races and expelled.
The result was that Tony had turned
to a life of robbery and crime. Though
only twenty-five he was the leader of a
gang, and it was his boast that, so far,

he had eluded the long arm of the law.

Bi1t Tony, as he crouched by one of

the windows, knew the arm of the law-

was very close. He had seen one of

the patrol officers disappear, and knew
that he had gone for help. Probably
it would take an hour before a strong

body of police could get here, and all

Tony and his men could do would be to

die or surrender. Tony gave a bitter

grin—surrender to serve twenty years
or more in a prison, where you would
become a poor, broken wreck.
Surely there was something that

could be done ? If they got the car and
tried to make a getaway the cursed
policeman would be on their trail. But
supposing they killed him ? That would
mean the chair. Supposing they cap-
tured him and made him a prisoner?
Tony grinned, because now he thought
he could see a possible way of escape.
"Mike," he rapped out. "You and

the boys keep up heavy fire at that

tree, behind which the cop is skulking,
'cos I'm going out."
"You ain't doing a run-out "

Tony's gun covered the man.
"One more crack like that and you'll

taste a dose of lead." His eyes blazed.

"I've risked my life for you scum more
than once. I'm not yellow, if you rats

are. We're cornered, and maybe I could
sneak away, but I'm not a quitter." He
laughed. "Don't think it's because of

you spineless skunks that I'm .sticking.

I'm thinking of all that junk that's

worth thousands, and I'm not quitting
that. If you want to get out of this

jam, you do as I say, and the first that
questions my orders "

"I'm sorry, chief," whined Mike.
"But if you're going out we ain't got
a chance."
"I'm going out to get that cop."

sneered Tony. "Keep your fire on that
tree to distract his attention. I'll get
him on the flank, and be prepared to

watch out for my return." He in

his lean hands together. "I may have
a prisoner."
Quietly Tony stole out of one of the

back doors. There was a bluff behind
the shack. Tony knew that a few si

or rocks rolled down the slope would
smash the place to pieces, lie was sure
the police would think of that.

Very quietly he left the shack, an I

on hands and knees crawled toward- the
trees. It was a simple matter to i

Cover without being seen by the pa
man, but not so easy to get close enough
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to shoot. Dry sticks would snap under
one's feet, but the explosion of the guns
helped Tony, and at last he was able
to stand upright to peer round the bole

of a tree.

Not ten yards away crouched Johnnie
Allen, who from behind his tree was
Bring at the shack. Slowly and de-

liberately Tony raised his revolver and,

taking careful aim, fired.

The gun dropped from Johnnie's
right hand as the bullet smashed into

his shoulder, but with fearless contempt
of danger, and impervious to pain, he
tried to recover his gun with his sound
left hand.
"Leave it alone!" snarled Tony.

"Unless you want to die '."

Johnnie Allen straightened, and he
gazed angrily at the gangster. That
he was wounded did not mean much,
but it hurt Johnnie's dignity that ho
had been tricked by a crook. Useless
and futile to disobey this order.

Tony picked up the revolver and
'towed it away in his pocket, then with
his own gun he pointed towards the

shack.
"Now get going—make it quick.

Hurry I"

Johnnie had no coarse but to obey.
The shack door was flung open and
out came two of the gang. Crash
Donovan was in time to see Johnnie
forced into the shack.

It gave Tony great joy to lock his

prisoner's wrists with the officer's own
handcuffs. They pushed him roughly
on to a bench.
"What do we do next?" demanded

Mike.
"Get the car!" rasped Tony. "The

coast is now clear for a getaway before
these cursed cops get back."
"Do we give him the works?"
"And get a stretch for murder?"

Tony gave his man a contemptuous look.
"But he'll make a tine hostage. Get the
car."
Mike ran out. Crash ! Crash ! The

driver came tearing back.
"The cops aro back, chief!" he

gasped.
Tony rushed to the window, and it

seemed that the forest was alive with
flickering lights.

"They ve cut off the back road!''
Tony's expression was fiendish as he
glowered at Johnnie. "I'll wipe the
grin off your face. Take that chair
away and put him at that window."
The crooks dragged Johnnie to his

feet.

"Take it easy, will you?" cried
Johnnie.
"Can't take it, eh?" sneered Tony,

and pointed to the window. "I'm
going to make you a block for that
window. It'll be just too bad for you
if some of your friends should fire" at
the windows."
"You murdering skunk !" sneered

Johnnio contemptuously. "Getting me
plugged won't help you any—except to
the chair. You're corralled and haven't
a chance. In fact your only chance is

to surrender. If any cops are killed
ill this gun fight the whole of you will
die, but if you surrender you may get
oil' with a sentence."
The other crooks looked at their

leader, but Tony knew (hat surrender
would not save his skin, and his only
possible chance was to try to light his
way out of here.
"Do as I ordered!" he rapped 'Out to

the men. "If the cops turn any spot
lights on this place they'll see him,
and we can use him as a shield, We
aren't beaten yet."

A Chasm of Flame

CRASH PONOVAN was wondering
what to do when Chief Tennyson
appeared with a large body of
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police. He hastened to the tree, behind
which Crash was taking cover.
"What's the set-up?"
"They're inside."
"Well, we'll have to blast them out,"

decided the chief, after studying the
place carefully. "Too much open
ground to try a rush, and I'm not
losing good men on trying it. A few-

grenades will soon get these rats out
into the open." He turned to an officer.

"Got those grenades'.'''

"Yes, sir. Fifty of them."
"All right," the chief nodded.

"Throw them in."
"But, chief," Crash laid his hand on

his superior's arm, "you can't do that

—

Johnnie's in there !"

"Then Johnnie'll have to duck." «•

"Not much chance of ducking!''
cried Crash. "Those grenades will

blow that shack to blazes."
The chief's face hardened.
"Tough situations like this arise in

our job, Crash, and we've just got to
do our duty. These men have got to
lie killed or captured. We've just got
to get 'em, and we can't quit just
because one of us happens to be their
prisoner, And, believe me, Crash,
Johnnie will understand."
"Well, I don't altogether agrQe,"

Crash said in his fierce, argumentative
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manner. "I agree this scum have to

be killed or captured, but not without
some effort being made to save Johnnie
Allen. Moreover, chief—duty or not

—

you'd have to answer to your daughter
if you made no attempt, to rescue
Johnnie. They're corralled in that
shack, so what's the hurry."
"That bunch will probably murder

Allen out of revenge," the chief replied.
"I've got the. majority of my men on
this job, and many districts have been
denuded of their patrols, and so I want
this job cleared up before daybreak. I

know this type of criminal, Crash, and
one reason why I suggest., | grenades
was because I did think it gave Johnnie
a slight chance. They won't expeel
grenades, and it'll take 'em by surprise.
Thej may have him a prisoner in one
of the rooms."
"Take a look at that window."

Crash pointed as powerful lights were
turned on the shack. "See thai human
form

—

that's Johnnie. The skunks are
filing from behind him. If you use
grenades they'll shoot Johnnie in the
back. I've got an idea, chief."
"What is it?"
"See that hill?"
"You mean that high ground behind

the -hack?''
(Continued on page 26)
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CEILING ZERO"
(Continued from page 16)

A telephone-bell rang, and he picked
up the instrument on his desk. Dizzy
was on the other end of the line, in

the waiting-room of the St. Anne's
Hospital, and the news he had to impart
was not by any means reassuring.

"All right, Dizz," said Jake, and he
put down the telephone and addressed
the others. " Well—er—his heart's not
so good. They won't know anything
for a couple cf hours. You may just

as well get goin' and do whatever you
have to do."
Lou was in the waiting-room at the

hospital, and Dizzy went to her after he
had hung up.
"I know it sounds stupid to say I'm

sorry, Lou," he murmured, "but I am,
really."
"I know you're sorry," she gulped.

"Your kind always is when it's too late.

I've no desire to hurt you, Dizzy—that

won't help Tex—but I've got this to say
to you, you're no good. You're no
good, and you never have been!"

Dizzy went back to the airport

thoroughly upset, and he told Jake he
had a hunch Tex wouldn't recover.

"Well, stop thinking that way!"
snapped Jake. "Anyway, it wasn't
your fault that he crashed. When Tex
took the run the show was all his."

"I'd give anything if I hadn't faked
sick and sent him up there," said Dizzy
miserably.
"Look here," said Jake, "there's a

bottle in the locker—you'd better knock
on it. You look as though you need
it!"
Dizzy thanked him, helped himself to

a stiff whisky, and went off with it into

the pilots' room.
Joe Allen entered as Dizzy went out.

The inspector had finished his inter-

rupted inspection, and he said

:

"You've got a clean bill, Jake."
"Well, I'm glad something's right

around here!" Jake growled.
"Where's Davis?" asked the inspector.

"He's inside." Jake pointed to the
pilots' room. "He's all broken up about
Tex."
"And I've got another jolt to hand

him," said Joe Allen regretfully.
" Washington won't renew his pilot's

licence."
"Why, they can't do that!" cried

Jake. "He can't fly without a ticket!"
"That's just it! They don't want

Davis to fly! I'm sorry, Jake, and I'd
rather you tell him about it."

" D'you think that'd be easy for me?"
"No," admitted the official ; "but it

might make it easier for Dizzy."
"Make what easier?" demanded a

voice, and Dizzy walked out from the
pilots' room. "Well, come on, tell me

—

tell me! What is it? Tex?"
"No, it's not Tex," said Jake, and

bit his lip. "It's your licence. They're
not «oing to renew it."

"Why?"
Jake looked at Joe Allen, and Joe

Allen took from his pocket a message
he had received by wire from Wash-
ington.

"Here's what they say." He read
aloud: '"The record of Pilot Davis,
licence number three-seven six, shows
repeated violations of regulations as in-

dicated by complaints tiled at this office.

You are hereby directed to lift the
licence of this pilot and forward same
to this ollice immediately.'

"

"But it's all so unfair," raged Jake,
"cancelling a man's licence without
October 31st. 1936.
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giving him a chance to state his own
case.

"They make the decisions," said the
inspector. "All I can do is carry them
out. I'll—er—I'll have to have that
ticket, Davis."
Dizzy dropped heavily into the chair

•Take had deserted, and he took his

licence from his breast-pocket.
"Sixteen years," he said, opening the

little case and removing the precious
slip of paper from it. -^
Joe Allen held out his hand tor the

slip, but Dizzy tore it to pieces and
flung the pieces on the floor.

"Sorry," said the inspector—and
warked straight out from the room,
leaving Dizzy staring at the empty case.
"If only I could figure a way to get

that licence back." said Jake, after a
while. "Listen, if I did get it back,
would you promise to stick to the rules
and keep out of trouble?"

" What d'you want me to do—take up
knitting?" growled Dizzy. "All right,
I'll promise. But how're you gonna get
it back?"
"Fred Adams wasn't kidding when he

said he had a big drag in Washington,"
Jake replied. "He has a drag—a real

one. He could get that licence approved
in five minutes."
"And what d'you suppose he'd want

for that?" scoffed Dizzy. "Do you
think I'm gonna let you buy a lot o'

second-rate stuff just to get my licence
back ? And what would you do after
you bought it? You'd resign!"
"Well," growled Jake, "I'm gettin'

tired o' fightin' Al Stone."
"After all the years you've spent

tryin' to get somewhere ! I'm not gonna
let you take the rap for me!"
"I'm still running this air line!"
"Well, then, run it right! Yeah, and

cut out this silly sentimentality. Let the
old-timers go. I wouldn't be missed,
and neither would Tex. Flyers aren't

pilots any more, they're engineers.
This is a college man's game. Our work
is done. Pioneering's over."
"Pioneering is not over. The de-icers

are pioneering!"
The telephone-bell rang, and Jake

answered the call.

"Federal Air Lines. Jake Lee speak-
ing." His jaw dropped, and his voice
changed. ' Oh, no, it can't be!" He
gripped Dizzy's shoulder with his free

hand, and Dizzy knew—and bowed his

head. "Okay! Okay!"
Buzz looked round, and Jake nodded

slowly as he put down the telephone.
"You'd better tell the gang," he said

hoarsely. "I'm goin' over to see Lou.
Will you take over the duty, Dizz?"
"Yeah, Jake, I'd like to," Dizzy

responded.
There was a board on the wall across

the room on which metal tags hung
from hooks—tags bearing the names of

the pilots of the Federal Air Line. Jake
took from it the tag that belonged to

Texas Clarke and hung it on another
board labelled " Last Flight."
Dizzy watched him in silence; Buzz

went out to break the news to the others.
"You'd better cancel the night mail,"

said Jake, picking up his cap. "No use
having any more trouble. Tell Lawson
it's off."

"All right, Jake," said Dizzy.

Dizzy Makes Amends

AT eleven minutes past one the
Cleveland operator reported, over
the loudspeaker, that fog had

changed to heavy sleet in his district :

but Dizzy had not issued any orders, and'
out in the foggy flying field the mail
'plane for Cleveland was being tuned
lip for (light.

Tay Lawson stepped info the control-
room, all ready to start, and found Dizzy
alone in it, slumped in Jake's chair.
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"I—I'm sorry about Tex, Davis," he
said. "I know how you feel. Is Jake
at the hospital?"
"Yeah," Dizzy replied. "He's over

there with Lou."
" Did he leave any orders about the

mail going out?"
Dizzy hesitated, then lied.
"Nope," he said.
"Well, I've got to get going."
Dizzy stood up.
"Ever been over the hill in weather

as
(

iiasty as this?" he inquired.

(

"Few pilots have," Tay replied.
But Jake's been waiting months for

weather like this to get the dope on
those new de-icers."
"Well—er—listen, Lawson, tell me

—

how do those new de-icers work ?

"

Tay looked at his wrist-watch.
"I'm sorry," he said, "but I haven't

got time now."
"Oh, yes. you have!" retorted Dizzy

sharply. "Those are orders! I'm in
charge here! How do they work?"

"All right, I'll show you!" Tay went
to a table and returned with a small
model of an aeroplane to which a rubber
tube was attached. "The de-icers are
rubber, cemented along the leading edge
of the wings. They divided into four
compartments, running parallel along
here, connected by tubes that control
here, in the cockpit, and worked by a
pulsator in the motor. The action is

alternate—like this!"
He squeezed the bulb of the rubber

tube, and all along the edges of the
wings little rubber flaps rose and fell.

"That cracks and loosens the ice," ho
explained, "and it's carried away in trie

slip-string. Tunnel tests show that, so
there's nothing left to do now, but fly

under actual icing conditions."
He put the model back in its place

and began to button his leather coat.
"Are you really in love with

Tommy?" asked Dizzy abruptly.
"What's it to do with you if I am?"

challenged Tay angrily. '"Now, look
here. Davis, I

"

"Aw, come on, kid, let's cut out this

squabbling," interrupted Dizzy. "I
like Tommy—I think she's a great kid.

Take good care of her. I wish both
of you all the luck in the world."
Tay gaped at him in surprise.

"That's darn nice of you, Davis," he
said, and turned to go.
"Lawson !"

Tay turned about, and he was totally

unprepared for the blow that caught him
on the point of the jaw. He went down
like a log, completely knocked out, and
Dizzy caught hold of him by the sleeve
of his coat and dragged him along the

floor into the pilots' room, where he
dumped him in a chair and proceeded to

gag him with his own handkerchief.
Sleet was beginning to beat down the

fog that enveloped the flying field, and
Dizzy was taking off into a wall of wet
darkness, when Al Stone arrived at the

airport in his car and burst into the
control-room.
"Where's Jake Lee?" he demanded.
"He's gone over to the hospital, Mr.

Stone," Buzz replied.

"Is that the night mail going out?"
"Yes, sir. Right on schedule."
"Oh! So Jake decided the weather

was good enough?"
"I really don't know. sir. He doesn't

discuss those things with me," said

Buzz.
Dizzy was flying blind through sleet

that became thicker every moment, and
ice was beginning to form on his wings,

when Jake returned from the hospital

to find Al Stone striding up and down
the control-room. lie greeted the

general manager in surprise, anil Stone
said grimly:
"I came over here at this time o*

night because I didn't like your attitude
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on the 'phone this evening. Of course, I know you're tired

and upset, but after all you've got to pay some attention

to the opinion of the Xew York office!"

"I didn't know it had any !" retorted Jake.

"Well, it has. And if we're gonna work together, you've

gotta listen more reasonably. All your trouble comes from
Dizzy Davis. I've warned you about him before, and
you've talked me out of it. Now I'm gonna have it my
way 1"

"All right," said Jake wearily. "You can have it your
way, but without me. Dizzy is through with Federal Air
Lines, and so am I." Ho drew a long breath and added:
" So is Texas Clarke."
"What are you talkin' about?" Al Stone dropped his

bullying manner in dismay.
"Tex is dead. He died a little while ago!"
"Well, that's too bad. I—I'm sorry to hear that." The

general manager turned and stared out into the obscured

field beyond the windows. "But that doesn't mean you
have to leave, does it?"
"Aw, we can't get along, Al," said Jake. "I'd be

happier some place else, and so would Dizzy. Incidentally, •

my last official act will be to recommend that you buy the

Adams Bomber."
"Adams Bomber?" Stone swung round. "I thought you

were stuck on a Browning Transport?"
"1 was," said Jake.
" Well "

A voice from the loudspeaker silenced him and caused
Jake to start.

"Dizzy Davis, in Six. to Newark," it said. "West leg

of Newark range. Visibility zero. Temperature thirty. I'm

beginning to take on ice. Building up on the leading edges.

Gonna try the de-icers—>ec if they break ir up. Will call

you in a few minutes—give you the results."

"When did he take off?" rasped -lake.

"Okay, Davies !" Buzz said into his microphone; and
then, in answer to Jake's question: "Ho took the night

mail."
"Took the night mail?" exploded Jake. "Why. he'll be

covered with ice before he goes thirty miles '."

Doc Lawson walked in from the field, his overalls drip-

ping with melted sleet, and -Jake stalked over to him.

"Didn't you know the night mail was to be held." In-

shouted.
"No, sir," was the reply. "Dizzy said he was taking

Lawson's place."
"Well, he had no

1

business takin' Lawson's. place. And
Lawson had no authority to switch with him!"

"1 thought you were running this airport," interposed
Al Stone with sarcasm.
"Well, why don't, you let me run it. then?" Jake roared

at him. "Buzz, tell him to turn back at once 1"

Buzz called Dizzy and gave him tin. order, but Dizzy's
voice replied quite jauntily :

"It looks worse behind than it does ahead. I'm goin'

on '."

"Tell him he can't go on!" raged Jake. "I'm orderin'
him back to Newark !"

Buzz did so—in official language—but 'Dizzy responded :

"All right. Buzz, all right. Tell Jake to come to the
mike."
Jake grabbed up a wireless telephone, and into it he said

v\ ith fierce emotion :

"Iiisten, Dizz. You know you can't fly through that

Stuff. Turn back before you get into trouble 1"

"Will you stop crabbing and lend an ear?" demanded the
voice of Dizzy. "This is important. This is the dope on
the de-icers. Stop barking, and take down some notes on
what I'm gonna tell you I

"Take it down, Buzz," said Jake, with a gesture of help-

lessness, and Buzz picked up a pencil and pulled a pad
towards him.
"The pressure's got to be doubled," Dizzy's voice pro-

ceeded quite calmly, although ice was forming thick and
fast upon his wings, and only a little of it. was being jerked
off the edges. "The rear tube has got, lo be moved back
at least—oh, at least eight inches, so the ice won't form
behind it. Then it'll work like a million bucks !"

There was a long pause which those who listened found
agonising, then :

"Right now, the tubes are frozen fast. And listen, you've
gotta put 'em on that? Got it? That's all I can tell you
now, Jakey boy."
Jake spoke harshly into the wireless telephone.
"Listen, Dizz. I'm orderin' you back to Newark! No

arguin', and no grand-standin' ! Get over the field as soon
as possible !"

Dizzy made no response to that command, but a loud
banging was heard which seemed to come from the pilots'
room.
"Open that door, Doc!" shouted Jake. "Go on, get her

open I"
(Continued overleaf)
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Dizzy had locked the door of the
pilots' room, but the ke3' was in the
outside hole of the lock. Doc Wilson
turned it, opened the door, and backed
away in bewilderment as Tay Lawson
tottered out with his hands bound be-
hind his back and a handkerchief tied

round his mouth and knotted behind his

neck.
Jake hastened to unfasten the handker-

chief: Doc Wilson freed Tay's wrists.

'"Oh, I might have figured this!"
Jake cried, and ran back to the wire-
less telephone. "Newark calling Davis
in Six ! Newark calling Davis in Six!"
"Yeah, Jake?" Dizzy's voice was

quite strong and clear horn the loud-
speaker, and there was no suggestion of
fear in it. "It's getting very heavy
now, Jake—ice all over. I've got the
throttle wide open, but she's mushin'
along at eighty-five and losin' altitude
fast. Great weather for this test, boy!"

"Listen, Dizzy, this is Jake!" Jake
howled frantically into the mouthpiece of
the telephone he held. "Leave the
ship ! Use your parachute ! Don't wait
till she spins ! Go over the side ! Bail
out! Hit the silk, d'you hear me?"
"No car: do, baby," said Dizzy's voice,

and then Doc Wilson made a belated
confession.

"Jake, when Dizzv got into the ship."
ho said, "he didn't wear his 'chute."
"What?" yelled Jake.
"His 'chute's inside," said Tay. "I

saw it there!"
Jake knew, then, that the whole thing

had been done deliberately.

(

"Dizzy, nurse her down!" he implored.
"Land her on her wings so the crack-
up will be easy! Do something! Do
anything!"
Mary entered the control-room, wor-

ried because her husband had not come
home; but she stopped short by the
rail inside the double doors as Dizzy's
voice rang out from the loudspeaker:
"I'm down to fifteen hundred feet on

the beam. The ice looks a foot thick
on the leading edge. It's getting very
wishy now, and it—it won't respond to
the controls. Oh ! Oh, here I go, baby—just startin' to spin! Don't look for
the crash to-night! Give my love to
everybody, and don't be mad at me. I

wish I could "

In the uncanny silence that followed
Mary began to sob. They all knew that
somewhere Dizzy had spun downwards
to his death. For long minutes they all

stood staring at one another, then slowly
Jake put down the telephone and turned
to his wife.

"Run along, dear," he said. "I'll be
home soon."
She stumbled out at the doors, and Al

Stone drew a very long breath and
asked

:

"How do you feel about this. Jake?
Are you gonna stay?"
"Well." said Jake, closing his eyes

and opening them again with a sigh,
" there's no use my going now. I've
watched tins line grow from nothing

—

I've watched men die to develop it.

friends of mine Yeah. I'm gonna stay.
But how I run this line, and how pilots
By is my business. You go hark to New-
York and dig your spurs into your desk.
Lawson, did you hear what Dizzy said
about those de-icers?"
"No, sir," replied Tay.
"Well, get the dope from Buzz. That's

your next job— and. remember, a swell
guy made it easy for you!"
(By permission of Warner Brothers Pic-
tures, Ltd., starring James Cagney and
Pat O'Brien. Don't forget the marvel-
lous coloured post card of James Cagney
that is being given away FREE next

week.)
October Klst, 1936.
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"CRASH DONOVAN"
(Continued from page S3)

"Yes." Crash's voice had a deter-

mined ring. "A man could ride down
it and be on them before they knew it."

"Only a miracle man."
"I'd like to try it. I've done more

difficult stunts than that at the iirci£."

The chief shook his head doubtfully.

"Why, they'd see you before you got

near the hous6."
"Set fire to the brush. Thev won't

see through the smoke. They'll just

think we're trying to smoke 'em out."
" So your scheme is to fire the brush

and ride through the flames and smoke
towards the house." The chief looked

admiringly at Crash. "And you dis-

mount near a window, and "

"Dismount nothing!" laughed Crash,

contemptuous of danger. " I've crashed

many a machine through a glass win-

dow. I'm going to get to that bluff

and the flames should show me a win-

dow that looks easy. It's worth trying,

Chief."
"All right, Crash, it's up to you."

He turned to the gren-.de officer. "Bet-
ter hand out a few grenades for use if

this scheme fails. Get the brush fired

as soon as Crash gives you the signal.

When you see him coming down the

hill, give 'em a burst of fire, and then
rush 'em on all sides."

The officer at once detailed police to

get into position on the hill, whilst two
other men assisted Crash in getting his

machine to a good place on the bluff.

Crash found a place which looked to

have a reasonable run-down without
many trees or bushes. He had examined
the ground and except for brush seemed
to have few obstacles. A faint moon
showed him a large window. The officer

appeared to announce that everything
was set.

"Then fire the brush." Crash decided.

"I shan't start till there is a good
blaze."
The crooks were busy firing from be-

hind Johnnie's body and from the win-
dows, when Mike rushed up to Tony and
reported that all the hillside was blaz-

ing. The leader gazed at the flames,

and shrugged his shoulders. It was a
smoke screen.
"Boys, it may help us." Tony sud-

denly saw a chance. "Outside the back
door there is a small stream with steep
banks. When the flames and smoke a,re

all round the police will try a rush, and
we slip past them."
The brush burned rapidly and furi-

ously. It was dry and it was fanned
by a stiff breeze. Smoke and flames
swept down on the house below. Crash
Donovan tensed himself for the most
daring ride of his life. Now was the
moment.
The police hidden on the hill heard the

roar of his machine above the crackle

of the flames. They saw a cycle and
rider tearing down the bluff at a mad
pace and they saw it dive through the

llamcs. They opened fire on the house
and then charged.
Grimly Crash gripped his handbars.

Often the machine had both wheels off

the ground, but his balance was so per-

fect that bumps, holes and undergrowth
seemed to make no difference. The
(lames were a red inferno, but his speed
was so great that it carried him through
(hem before they could do any harm.

He switched on his headlight, and it

showed him a small strip of lawn, a
sunken stream, and then a porch with
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French windows. The stream would
have unseated most riders, but Crash
seemed to give a jerk with the handle-
bars and the machine sailed over a ten-
foot gap as if flying. A step had to be
jumped and then the machine hurtled
through the French windows.
Instinctively Crash applied the brake-,

and the machine skidded on the rough
wood.
Tony and his crooks turned at sound

of that tremendous smash, and their eyes
opened wide to see that it was a rider
on a machine who had come hurtling
through the windows.
Crash was on his feet and out from

his holsters came two guns.

The police burst in to find Crash hold-
ing up a number of cowered wretches.

Crash pouched his guns and hastened
across to Johnnie, and began to cut his

bonds.
"You okay?"
"Sure," chuckled Johnnie. "But

what kept you so long?"

Chief Tennyson came up and grinned
his approval.
"Good work, Crash."
''Thanks, Chief."
"You, too, Johnnie." He gave the

lad, who loved his daughter, a friendly
nod.
The discomfited crooks were led away

in handcuffs.

Always be Tops

THE bullet was lodged in the shoulder
and Johnnie had to undergo an
operation before it could be ex-

tracted. It was touch and go whether
the arm would be saved, but a sound
constitution pulled him through. Three
weeks after the affray the doctor an-

nounced that he could leave the Uni-
versity Hospital.

It was Crash Donovan who parked his

belongings, and fussed around him.
Alabam, whose shoulder was still bound
up and had to stay in hospital for an-

other month, hovered around. Then
Doris appeared. Johnnie was going to

spend a month's sick leave at the Chief's
house.

"I don't know what to say." She
looked at Crash. "But. well, you know
how grateful I am, don't you?"
"Don't try to say it." Crash bent his

head and Doris kissed him. "Ah, that's

better."
And Johnnie grinned approvingly, but

when the two young people had gone
Crash became very taciturn.

"You know, Crash—love's kind of a
wonderful thing." Alabam had been
doing all the talking, so he had not ob-
served his companion's preoccupation.
"Alabam—a man's a sucker to play a

game he's not tops."

"Meaning what ?"

"Love."
Alabam became gloomy.
"Yes, that's one game I alwavs lose

at,"
"Pretty tough losing at anything."

Cra^h straightened his shoulders. "But
there's one place I don't lose—one place
(hat I'm champion."

A month later one might have heard a
barker at a big circus proclaiming fo a

huge crowd that "Crash Donovan, world
famous daredevil, and master of the
motorcycle, would now attempt his

death-defying leap through a chasm of

fire."

"Once a carnic. always a carnie."
Crash had said, but that wasn't why he
had left the police fol

(By permission of Universal Pictures,

Ltd., starring Jack Holt as Crash
Donovan.)
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% "THE ADVENTURES OF

REX AND RINTY"
/, (Continued irora page 8)

and townsmen alike who had developed

an interest in polo.

Perhaps the keenest player amongst

the academy's list of patrons was Frank
Bradley, a handsome young fellow in

the twenties, with the physique of an

athlete and the clean-cut features of a

typical Anglo-Saxon. And early in the

afternoon of that day on which Rex
had taken to the hills, Frank Bradlej

might have been seen at the edge of the

polo ground talking to Mr. Bruce,

owner of the establishment, and the

tatter's attractive daughter, Dorothy.
1 hev were discussing the prospects of

ttne which had been arranged for

thai afternoon, and it was while they

on tins subject that a man known
as Jensen hove into sight.

He was a stable-hand and souk tiling

of a character, and, on perceiving him,

Frank Bradley nodded genially. Then,

suddenly noticing a dog which was trol-

ling at Jensen's side, the young polo

enthusiasi spoke in an appraising tone.

"Say, that's a nice pal you've got

with you," he remarked! "Where did

you buj him, Jensen ?"

The stable-hand grinned, and stooped

to caress his four-footed companion
ill. .Hi police dog with upright
Mat -pc'llni i'erl ness and a pair of

soft brown eyes which told of an affec

tionate nature, though there was some-
thing in (hem to suggest that it might
go hard with anyone whom he had
i ause to dislike.

"I didn't buy ibis dog, Mr. Brad-
ley,'' said Jensen. "lie's a stray.

Wandered in here a coupla days ago,

! ve been feedin' him ever since.

He seemed to take a likin' to me right

from the start. I call him Rinty, and
1 think he's gettin' to know his nami
already. Believe me. he has a lot more'

than some human beings I know."
The stable-hand passed on with his

new-foand friend, and Frank Bradley
forgot the dog which had been intro-

duced to him as Rinty. Yet in le8S

than half an hour the wolfhound was
again brought to his notic<—this time
during the polo match that had been

led to take place.
The fixture had hem. organised by

Frank and Craw foul, who had each
ed a team for the event, and it was

while the firsl cbukker was in full swing
that a canine form streaked un-
expectedly on lo the held of play and
raced straight for the ball.

Crawford was galloping for that ball

to strike at it with his mallei and send
it towards the Bradley goal, but Rinty
beat him to it, and provided a few
minutes', diversion by haring round the
pi tell W llll it.

It was an incident thai thoroughly
amused the majority of the players on
both sides, Frank included. But, it did
not amuse Crawford, whose face wore
an ugly expression as he rode across to

Jensen, after the latter had sine.

in calling Rinty to the touch-line and
forcing the dog to drop the ball from
1 1 ;

-'
1 1

1 .
.

1
1 1 h .

"What's thai cursed wolfhound doing
here ?" the ran. her blazed.

"I'm—I'm sorry, Mr. Crawford, sir,''

stable-hand faltered. "I— I was
i

; ii' the game w ith him, an'
never dreamed he'd rush on to Ihe field

liko that. It won't—won't happen
again, sir."

ford eyed man and dog savagely.
"You bet it won't,' he rasped. "Do

you realise that cur probably robbed
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me of a score? Now get. him out of

here before I break his skull with this

mallet I"

Taking Rinty along with him, Jensen
made himself - arce and the gamo
was restarted. But, though it was
played at high pressure, there was
never any doubt as to which was the

superior team, and Crawford and his

colleagues 'came off that field a, well-

beaten side.

From the pitch Crawford strode in

the direction of the car park, to reach
which he had to go round by the stable-,

and it was as ho was turning a corner

thai the dog known as Rintj scampi n I

into view and dashed between his legs.

Immediately after it came Jensen, who
had been romping with the wolfhound,
and it must have been the stable-band's

unlucky day, tor he bumped full-tilt into

the big rancher.
Now Crawford was in a particularly

unpleasant mood. In the first place he
still brooding over the loss of the

god horse Rex. Secondly, he was a

bad sportsman and was rankling under
the defeat thai had been inflicted on
his team—a defeat for which Frank
Bradley had been largely responsible as

Number 3 man on the othei side.
•

( lonfound you !" Bhouted I

gripping Jensen by the collar. "Why
don't you look- w here you'i e go

1 le accom] ied the words with a blow
of iiis list, and it was a blow that, was
seen bj Rinty. En another moment the

dog was lmiling himself upon the

i. in. h. I- to defend the stable hand who
had won his friendship, and as the

! le:i|,i to the attack those soft

of his were no Ipnger mild
in their expression, but burning with a

primitive fury.

Snarling, with fang bared for act ion,

he imisi ha\ e inflicted severe injui i. on
Crawford it Jensen had not recovered
himseli and intervened. As it was. (lie

rancher experienced nothing more
HIS than a pretty bad fright, which

was succeeded by an outbursl of rage
when he saw thai -fen en had obtained
a secui e bold on Rinty ami -was quieten-

on down.
" Listen !" he ho .no • i ;,t rid ot

thai v. olfho I. Jensen I 1 1'you hear
t .et rid ol it! Foi if 1 ex er set.

iv i n around here again I'll have
the brute hot I

Crawford was not in the habil of

making idle threats, and. knowing that

full well. Jensen drove Rinty awaj from
the neighboui hood of the Bi u< e

Acad i five minut i

- later, It

g ii In. .I .' his hrai i lo (lo li . espect;

ally as the dog was reluctant to go, but
the stable-hand was determined to >:-iu\

him forth homeless again rather than

see him but. hered, and thus his foui

I fi iend became a si i aj once. more.
Out into the open country wandered

Rinty, for experience bad told him that
cities were not always kind to a waif,

and l.ate in the afternoon of that same
day he was drifting at random through
the quiet hills.

Ttie sim was beginning to sei when,
ng a narrow earn on, Rinty spotted

a dark, yawning cavern in the right-

hand wall of the ravine, it was the
tunnel of an abandoned mine, but the

dog knew nothing of the gold-reels

which bad one., been discovei id in this

-.el f country and which had long
since petei ..I out." 1 le only knew
that strange sounds were issuing from
t hat cavern, and, with his mi iosity

aroused, be trotted inquisitively in the

direction of it.

lie passed into the tunnel, and had
moved twenty or thirty yards along it

when he saw a. black stallion plunging
and rearing ahead of him, a stallion

which bad apparently roamed into the
0. tober Slst, 1986.
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mine and snared himself in some coils of
rope lying on the floor of the gallery.
The stallion was Rex, god horse of

Sujan, and in his efforts to free himself
he had only entangled his forefeet more
securely in the rope, which was fastened
to one of the timber props that sup-
ported the roof of the mine.
Rinty drew closer and for the space

of several seconds he watched the stal-

lion's frenzied, but useless, attempts to
regain his liberty. Then, as the horse
desisted for a brief interval, the wolf-
hound padded still nearer to him, and
sniffed at the hemp coils which had im-
prisoned his front legs.

Presently, Rinty began to see if his
sharp canine teeth could make any im-
pression on the snare, but he had to

give up, for soon the stallion resumed
his desperate struggles, and in order to
avoid a kick from his hoofs the dog was
forced to scuttle out of reach.
From a safe distance he again watched

the antics of the black Arabian. After
a moment or two, however, he suddenly
turned and ran out of the mine, then
sped from the canyon and as if by in-

stinct dashed along the trail by which
he had come.

It was a trail that would eventually
bring him back to the Bruce Academy,
and perhaps it was natural that Rinty
should make for that establishment,
where he had seen 60 many creatures
similar to the trapped stallion in the
mine. Yet before the dog had travelled
a couple of miles he heard someone call

him by the name that Jensen had given
him, and, halting, he observed a girl

approaching him on horseback from a
cleft in the hills.

The girl was Dorothy Bruce, blonde,
blue-eyed and pretty as a picture, and
she had been enjoying a canter through
the mountain country when she had
caught sight of the wolfhound.
"Why, Rinty!" she exclaimed, pulling

up within a few paces of the dog. "What
fire you doing here?"
Every, line of Rinty's splendid body

seemed to betray agitation. Wheeling,
he darted back along the trail for a short
distance—stopped—returned—then set off

again; and by the time he had repeated
this performance two or three times it

had dawned on Dorothv Bruce that he
was trying to persuade her to follow

him.
The moment this conviction had taken

a grip on her" mind she gave her pony
the spur and rode after the dog, who
promptly raced for the mine as hard as

he could go. But, though it was
Rinty's intention to lead her to the scene
of a dumb animal's plight, fate decreed
otherwise, for a jack-rabbit's scrape in

the path of Dorothy's horse caused the
pony to stumble, and in an instant the
girl was thrown heavily to the trail.

She lay where she had fallen, and,
unaware of the accident she had sus-
tained, Rinty held on at top pace until
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he reached the canyon in which the mine
was situated. Then, even as he swung
into the ravine, he saw four men ahead
of him.
They were strangers to Rinty, but, if

the dog had been acquainted with any
of Crawford's employees, he would have
recognised them as Jones, Mitchell,
Martin and a fellow known as Ander-
son.

They were riding towards the cavern
in which Rex was trapped, and Jones
was talking in an animated voice.
"Here's where I spotted that' black

Arabian," he was saying to his com-
rades. ".He went into that a

-
L- inclined

mine, like 1 told you, but I was sealed
to tackle him alone. Maybe he's still

there, an' even if he ain't there's always
a chance he'll come back."
"He's there all right," jerked Mitchell

all at once. "Listen 1"

The four men drew rein, and, pausing,
they distinctly heard the stallion whinnr-
ing—heard, too, the stamping of hoofs
somewhere within the dark interior of
the mine. They did not know, however,
that their prize was trapped in that
gloomy cavern, and after unhitching
their lariats and dismounting from their
broncs they sneaked up to the tunnel-
entrance with exaggerated caution.

"Hold it, boys," said Jones, as thev
gained the mouth of the cave. "We'd
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better not go in theie. \You know what
that devil is. Our besi\plan is to get
him in the open, so we can throw our
ropes on him. How about smokin' him
Out?"

It was a suggestion that met with
approval, and a mass of dry thicket?
near the main entrance was set alight,
the wind carrying the smoke of the con-
flagration directly into the cavern.

Meanwhile, Rinty had been watching
the activities of the four men, and now
he seemed to realise 'that they were up
to some mischief, for suddenly" ho da-hed
straight across to them and started to
bark at them loudly.
"Get outa here!" snapped Mitchell,

aiming a kick at the dog.

He could not have adopted a worse
method of dealing with Rinty, for with
his spirit aroused the wolfhound sprain;
at him, and, buffeting him solidly in the
chest, knocked him flying to the ground.
Rinty fell atop of him, and the dog'.,

gleaming teeth were at the man's throat
in another instant. Only by clutching
the thick fur around the wolfhound's
neck did Mitchell save himself from
deadly injury, and as it was he was
badly bitten about the wrists before
Jones came to his rescue and clubbed
the senses out of the dog with the butt
of a gun.
Panting, Mitchell rose to his feet and

spurned the huddled body of his attacker
viciously. Then he turned towards the
entrance of the cave with Jones and the
other two men.
Smoke was pouring into the tunnel,

and out of the darkness of the. interior
there came the sound of Rex whinnying
and stamping frantically.

" That stallion can sure take punish-
ment," Martin gasped. "But he's bound
to make a rush for the open soon. Be
ready to lasso him, fellers."

Even as the words were spoken there
was a sharp splintering of wood, and
to the dismay of Crawford's hirelings it

was followed by a thunder of falling
earth and rock. Inside the mine, the
desperate struggles of the god horse
Rex had torn down the prop to which
he was fastened, and a section of the
roof had caved in disastrously!

(To be continued in another dramatic
episode next week. By permission of

Associated British Film Distributors,
Ltd., starring Kane Richmond, Norma

Taylor and Rex and Rinty.)
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"* BOY'S CINEMA . ^ery Tuesday

The wild-animal trainer had no fear of Satan, the fiercest man-eating tiger in captiv-
ity, but the creature hated its master and longed to tear the big man to pieces with
rendering claws and fangs. A thrilling drama of the circus, starring Barton MacLane

Satan Escapes

THE "Hinsdale-Clark Combined
Circus and Wild-animal Show "

was packed with spectators. All
were tensely watching Cliff Ballenger's
.mirnal act.

(.'lift' Bailenger was an aggressive,

dynamic man of forty, radiating self-

confidence and mastery over the beasts.

Jle wore a khaki uniform and a pith

helmet to give the impression of being

a big-game hunter.
A small, elderly man was his assistant.

Carl Homan always had a dread that

something would go wrong, and he
watched with bated breath as Cliff made
a huge lion obey his commands. The
part that the assistant feared most of all

was the act with Satan, the man-eating
tiger. A venomous, snarling cat that

glared hatred at, his master. Amidst
I bunders of applause the act came to an
.ml. and after bowing to the audience
Cliff and his assistant went out of the

arena.
•Nice going. Cliff!'' cried Carl.

'You had them cats eating out of your
hand."
"And why not?" shouted Cliff trucu-

lently. "I've got 'eta where I want
Ym."

1 The tv.o man paused as the ringm
loudly announced : "Joe Larson, world's

greatest aerialiet, with the De Largos,

aristocrats of the (lying trapeze, in their

death-defying act.'

Cliff pointed Ic the figure perched on
a trap*

"Get a load of that orazy lug, .Toe

Larson," he muttered admiringly.
"That takes nerve. They couldn't hire

me (o risk my neck like that."

As they came out of the big tent to

go to their quarters they had to pass

the cage that housed Satan, tho wildest

tiger in captivity. The creature was
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quietly, disdainfully peering through the
bars, but at sight of the animal trainer

Satan sprang to his feet, bared his fangs
and roared terribly.

Cliff roared with laughter, grabbed
up a pole and made a pass at the tiger.

who thrust a paw through the bars,

scratching and roaring.
"That pussy sure loves you, Cliff."

The, anger of the tiger seemed to in-

furiate Cliff, who gave the animal a

violent dig with the pole.

"Think you can bluff Cliff Bailenger?"
he bellowed. "Think you're a man-
eater. Well, you're nothing but an alley

cat to me."
"Why don't you lay off that killer?"
" They say nobody in show business

can work Satan." Cliff gave a sardonic

grin. "Well, I'll work him, and he'll

like it"
( 'ail shuddered.
"1 hope you're right.

The tiger flung himself vainly against

the bars as the two men turned their

backs and walked away.
In the sleeping quarters Cliff began

to drag off his uniform.
" Why don't you change your mind

and come into town with me and Joe?"
Carl smiled and shook his head.

"No, thanks—think I'll hit tho hay."
" We've had a good week. Why not

come with us—we're going places."

"Can't afford it. Cliff."

Cliff clapped a hand on the smaller

man's shoulder.

"It won't cost you a dime." His

voice was gruff.

"Nope—when 1 play I pay—and I got

something better to do with my few

bucks." ~
„

"That daughter, eh?" Cliff gave his

assistant a knowing glance. "How's she

getting alon

Better—toft the hospital yesterday.

Carl took out a letter. "She is on her
way to Los Angeles by now. The suu'll

fix her up—she's gonna keep house for

me when we get to winter quarters.

Had this letter this- morning—she sent

her picture."

"Say." Cliff Ballenger's eyes o|>ened

wide. "She's a good-looker. She don't
look much like her old man."
".No-she favours her mother." Cl

smile was sad.

"Hey, Cliff 1 Snap into it—I'm
thirsty!" a voice cried. It was Joe
Larson. He was a good-looking, husky
young fellow. "Never known anybody
like you two for jabbering."

"Better wrap up warm." Old Carl
loved to mother the man lie admired.
" Looks like a storm."
"Water outside won't do us any

harm." chuckled Cliff.

It was blowing a gale when the two
men Bel out for the centre, of the town.
They were going to make it a night

out, and within the hour l>oth men were
very merry. They had found hectic

company at a saloon, and they were
attempting to finish up the steak.

Meantime the gale had increased to a
hurricane, and several of the tents where
the circus was pitched bad collapsed.

The storm increased in fury and drove
the animals into a wild panic. A huge
pole that supported the main tent

-napped and crashed down on the tiger's-

cafe.
The bars were stove in and Satan

managed to escape. It was Carl who?
lie big cat leap a hedge and dis-

appear down a street. The littlo man'
clutched at his heait as lie heard a wild

scream of fear.

Carl ran towards the town to try

to find Cliff. At last he came to the

saloon where the two men were making
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merry. Joe was at the bar, and swaying
drunkenly.

'"Hallo. Carl, have a drink?"
"Where's Cliff?"
"What's up?"
"The tiger's loose! Uptown!"
That sobered Joe Larson like a pail

of water. He pushed the people away
and grabbed Carl's arm. Sprawled
across a table was Cliff Ballenger.
"Satan's broken out!" Carl cried.

But Cliff only grunted, and fell out
of his chair to the floor. They got him
back, they shook him and yelled at him,
but the big head just waggled about and
the eyes gave a glassy stare.

"He's out!" cried Joe.
A man rushed into the saloon, shouting

that a tiger was loose in town, had
mauled a young fellow and had gone
to ground in the basement of a butcher's
shop.
"Cliff—Cliff— it's the tiger—wake up!"

bellowed Joe; but Cliff only groaned.
Carl touched Joe on the arm.
"Okay, I'll take care of it!"

Joe did not realise for a moment what
the little man meant, then he realised
that Carl was carrying a long whip. He
shook the drunken man with desperate
frenzy.

"Cliff—Carl's gone after that tiger

—

he'll be killed!"
Cliff Ballenger's eyes opened.
"The tiger's loose!" Joe yelled.

"Carl's gone after him."
The light of intelligence came back

to the big man's face, and he swayed
to his feet.

"Satan loose," he muttered thickly,
" where?"
"Uptown—and Carl's gone after him."
"Carl!" cried Cliff. "Why, that

cat'll tear him to pieces!" He flung the
table away. "C'mon!"
Swaying drunkenly, Cliff Ballenger

reached the door, but the cool air and
the rain seemed to sober him at once,
and, guided by a man who knew where
the butcher's shop was situated, he
began to run.
There was quite a crowd outside the

butcher's shop. Hinsdale, who owned
the circus, was there and so were the
police—the latter armed with guns and
very scared. An ambulance clanked its

way to the scene and took away a man
who had been clawed by the beast.

"That tiger's a menace!" cried Hins-
dale, who was a kindly man. "I want
that tiger killed."
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"You can't do that, sir!" shouted old
Carl. " Cliff'll never forgive 3'ou if you
kill that cat."
"Who's running this circus," flared

the owner, "me or Cliff?"
"Let me try to get him!" pleaded

Carl. "I'll take a gun—you can set the
gillie cage at the door. I got a whip,
and when the tiger

"

"Carl!" It was a bellow, and Cliff

Ballenger hurled himself through the
crowd.
"Say. it's about time " began

Hinsdale.
"Don't bother me 1* Cliff pushed

the owner to one side. "Gimme that."
He snatched the whip from Carl.

"But, Cliff—you're drunk,'' Carl had
the courage to say.

" Drunk or sober, I'm the only man
alive that can handle that cat," Cliff

muttered fiercely. Ho saw Joe snatch a
gun from an attendant and grinned.
"Good for you, Joe. But be careful, I
want that cat alive, see?"

"Okay!" grinned Joe, who would
have died rather than admit he was
scared. "Let's go!"
A trap cover was raised to reveal steps

down. Without hesitation, Cliff Bal-
lenger went down the steps into the
cellar. Joe followed.
The butcher's underground store was

littered with boxes and odds and ends.
For some while they could not see Satan,
who had seen them all right, and was
lurking in hiding.
"Look out!" Cliff shouted a warning

as the tiger made a spring from behind
a packing-case at Joe's back. The whip
slashed across the creature's face and
broke the spring. Joe was glad to get
behind the animal trainer.

"Get back, there!" raged Cliff.

"Back, Satan !" Unmercifully he
began to ply the whip with all the
strength of his mighty arm.
Time and again Satan tried to charge,

but the whip and the man's gleaming
eyes daunted the beast.

"Don't shoot!" Cliff shouted over his

shoulder. "I got this kitten licked!"

The tiger roared and then slunk away,
snarling furiously. Cliff drove Satan
towards some stairs, and with tail be-

tween his legs the wild cat retreated
before his master. A cut of the whip
made Satan scream with pain, and turn,

but that whip checked him. A moment
later he was safe in the gillie cage.

"Man-eater, eh?" roared Cliff. "Un-
tamable. Haw, haw. haw!"
"Good work, Cliff!" Hinsdale cried,

when the two men appeared. "But I'm
through with Satan—he's for sale!"

Cliff Ballenger shoved his big face
within about two inches of the owner's
florid features. "You sell that cat and
I quit!"
"What?" gasped Hinsdale.
Joe Larson took the owner's arm.
"You wouldn't take Junior's kitten

away from him. would you?''
Hinsdale had to laugh.
"Guess both you guys are nuts. But

if this ever happens again, Cliff, I'll

have that beast destroyed!"
Cliff Ballenger linked up with Joe.

"I'm as dry as the desert after all

that." He was wet enough outwardly.
"Let's celebrate—c'mon."
They went back to the saloon, and

very soon Cliff was if anything in a
worse state than he was before. They
stayed there until they were forcibly
ejected in the small hours of the morn-
ing. Arm-in-arm, singing raucously,
they staggered back to the circus.

Satan's Chance

THE cool air had a sobering effect

on the star performers of the circus,

but they were still in a very merry
mood when they got back to their

quarters. They were so happy they had
to sing and tell everybody the good
news, but unfortunately the world,
especially those asleep at the circus, was
not a bit pleased.
"Pipe down!" raged one angry man.
"We're trying to sleep!" yelled

another.
Whereupon the two regarded each

other and made husky sounds, which
wove supposed to be indications for each

to be silent. Their shushing was almost
as loud as their singing. At last they
reached the caravan that Cliff shared
with Carl Homan.
"G'night!" muttered Joe.
The two men solemnly shook hands,

then Joe entered one caravan and Cliff

the next. After much fumbling the big

man found the light and switched it on.

"Hey. Carl, you asleep?" he cried

hoarsely.
''"Who could sleep with you barging

all over the place?" came the weary
voice of his assistant. "Thank goodness
this don't happen more than once a

week."

Clin Ballenger made the huge lion obey his commands.
November 7th, 190C.



Carl climbed down from his bunk, and
pror led to help the animal-trainei

off with his coat.

"Good old Carl!" Cliff lurched.

"What'd I do without you?"
"Listen, Cliff, you got a matinee—

it's now four in the morning—you're a

mug "

"Gimme two hours' sleep," fiercely in-

terrupted Cliff, "and I'll be fresh as a

daisy."
" That's what you think." Carl shook

his head. "ButI've been in the racket

a long time—longer than you have—I've

seen plenty of guys crack up."

The other laughed contemptuously.
"Well, you'll never see me crack up."
"Listen," Cliff," Carl argued. "The

cats are smarter than you think—they
know when a guy's got the jitters. You
can't fool 'em."
"I don't have, to fool 'em!" Cliff

scowled. "They know who's boss, booze

or no booze. I done all right to-night,

didn't I?"
"Yeah—you done fine—but in a cage

it's different."
"What's different about it?" argued

Cliff in his belligerent, stubborn manner.
"Let's not argue—go to bed, Cliff!"
" You think I'm afraid to go in a

cage with him."
"Oh, go to bed!" Carl cried wearily.

"Not till I've shown you something,"
< Miff pushed the little man away, and
i ohi the wall grabbed down his whip.

"And that darned cat."
Carl Homan shouted to Cliff not to

be a fool, but the big fellow had gone.

Quickly Carl put on his pants and
hastened out of the caravan.

Cliff reached the big tent, switched on
i he lights and staggered towards the

. Satan was housed in a small

cage that had a chute leading to the

iron-barred arena. The tiger snarled

and roared at sight of him, and Cliff

slashed at the creature with his whip.
He drove the tiger into the chute down
info the arena.

"Blasted cat, I'll show you!" raged
Cliff, who seemed beside himself with

rage. " So you're different in a cage,

i'h? Well, we'll see." He started to

open the door of the arena.
"('lift'!" Carl rushed up and seized his

ai in.

"Wassa matter?"
"You can't go in there!"
It was like a red rag to a bull. He

would show Carl he wasn't scared. A
wrench and the door was open, and next
moment Cliff Ballenger was in the

arena.
"(let back there, tom-cat!" He

cracked the whip savagely. "Lucky you
)• now who's boss here."
Carl Homan watched in an agony of

suspense as Ballenger drove the tiger

round (he ring, but Cliff would not
finish, lb' was still in a drunken rago,
and he was going to show Carl Homan
he could scare this cat so that it cringed
in fear. Carl's pleas for him to stop
it and come out of the cage only in-

censed Cliff all the more.

The cat, finally cornered and utterly

desperate, finally sprang from the corner
at his enemy. Cliff, surprised, took a

backward step, slipped and fell. The
. .rt overjumped him, whirled like a flash.

and as Cliff staggered to his feet leaped
again. As man and beast rolled to the
ground ('ail Homan staved in honor.
Fearlessly he picked up a chair and
opened the arena door.

The tiger was taking Cliff wilh his

claws, as Carl crashed the chair down
on lie- -ie.it eat.

Satan whirled away from (he drunken
Bi llenger and sprang at his new
aggressor, ami ('ail backed away keep-
ing i tie chair up. The tiger had been en-

raged to the point 01 madness and
Novembei 7th, it'36.
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sprang suddenly, hurling Carl and the I

chair to the floor.

The bloody Cliff got unsteadily to his

feet. He was still clutching his whip,
but he was bemused. A shrill scream of

agony startled him, and he spun round
to see the tiger on top of Carl, mauling
and clawing.

In a fury Cliff leaped forward and
lashed out with his whip, but Satan had
tasted blood and would not leave his

victim. Cliff flung away his whip, and
with his bare hands gripped the tiger,

desperately wresting the cat a -ay from
Carl.
Over and over on the floor rolled Cliff

and the tiger, but the man had fingers

of steel.

By this time the whole circus was
awake. Hinsdale, Joe Larson, and a
number of the artists appeared on the
scene. It was Hinsdale and Larson who
entered the arena and dragged out the
limp figure of Carl Homan. Then at-

tendants with prongs and poles rushed
in to get the tiger away from Cliff.

An ambulance took the two men to
hospital. Both men were swathed in

bandages, but though Cliff was con-
scious there seemed no movement from
the figure on the other stretcher.

"Carl!" hoarsely whispered Cliff.

'"Shhh!"
The ambulance orderly shook his

head.
"Is he all right?" Cliff asked.
"No."
Stunned, Cliff stared at the bandaged

figure of his assistant, and as he
watched Carl's lips began to move.

" Laura—my child
"

The bandaged hands went out in a
pleading sort of gesture, then flopped.
The head rolled limply.
"He's dead," whispered the orderly.
"And I killed him!" sobbed Cliff. "I

killed him!"
"Take it easy."
The orderly pushed him back.
All the way to the hospital Cliff

Ballenger lay on his back. Of his own
wounds he had no interest. Whether
he lived or diecl meant nothing to him.
"I killed him!" he muttered, and

lapsed into merciful oblivion.

She Stole to Live

CLIFF BALLENGER hobbled down
the corridor of the hospital with 1

the aid of crutches. His face
showed the marks of the scars made by
Satan's claws, and his right leg had
had to bo amputated above the knee,
but in spite of all this Cliff looked
cheerful. He knocked on the door of

the superintendent's room and was told

to enter.
"Well, Mr. Ballenger, so you're

leaving us?" smiled the kindly
superintendent.
"That's right. Just thought I'd drop

in to (bank you people for the swell

care you gave me."
"You had a close call, but I think

you're going to be all right." He
picked up a buff envelope. "By the

way, this telegram has just come for

you."
"Thanks." Cliff opened it, and then

grinned in a shamefaced manner.
"Would you mind reading it for me?
I don't read so good."
Ho had never been taught to read or

write. He had been brought up in the
slums, deserted by his parents at an
early age, and become a circus run-

around at twelve.

The superintendent took (he telegram.

"Los Angeles, March 25th.

"Cliff Ballenger, General Hospital,
White Plains, Ohio.

Congratulations on your recovery.
Hope you will rejoin us winter quartern.

We open April 2nd. Will work some-
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thing out for you. Entire show joins

me in wishing you good luck.

"Bill Hinsdale."

"That's my boss." Cliff blinked his

eyes. Grand to get a message like

this. He pointed to his leg. " I suppose
a guy with one gammy leg could sweep
out cages."
"Oh, I'm sure they'll find a better

job for you than that, Mr. Ballenger!"
"Well, right now I got something

more important to worry about—Cat!
Homan's kid. She's dropped outa sight,

and so I'm hopping out to Los Angeles
to make a personal search." He field

out his large hand. " Thanks for all

you've done."
"Good luck." The superintendent

tried not to wince under that mighty
grip. "I hope you find her."

It took Cliff a three-day search before
he traced her.
In a prison cell sat a good-looking

young woman whose face was filled with
brooding bitterness. A clanking of
keys, and she looked up wearily to see
the matron. The door opened.
"A visitor to see you."
Cliff Ballenger hobbled into the cell,

and the door was closed.

"A friend of your father's," called the
matron. "You can have ten minutes."
"Miss Homan—Laura?"
"Yes."
Cliff looked down.
" I'm—I was a friend of your

father's." He glanced at her now.
" Maybe he's spoken of me—Cliff

Ballenger."
"Oh, yes, Mr. Ballenger!" A si

spark of interest showed in the dull, life-

less expression of her pale face.

"I sure had a tough job finding you."
Her smile was twisted.

"I don't wonder. How did you "

"I went to the cops," he admitted.
"They told me. You've had a tough
time, kid. What happened?"
She sat down on a hard bench and

made a place for him at her side.

"Well, the day I arrived in Los
Angeles I got the telegram about father

—it sort of knocked the props from
under me. I'd been sick, and I didn't,

have any money. Mr. Hinsdale sent me
father's things and a month's salary,

but I couldn't work yet, and when I

could I couldn't find a job. Then the
money gave out."
"You should have let us know."
"I didn't know any of you, and the

show was on tour. 1 did try hard about
that job, but I had no decent clothes."

Her voice became faint. " Soon I was
starving, and one day 1 took some "

She looked at him in misery. " You see,

I'm just a common thief."

"Forget it—you w^rc in a spot/'

A mocking laugh.
"And now I'm in a worse one." She

looked at the small cell window. "I've
got thirty days more here—a gaolbird."

"Listen, thirty days ain't for e\er. "'

He patted her hands. "There's after-

wards—your dad's insurance money will

get you started."

"He didn't cany any insurance."

"Of course he did." He tried to

make his voice hearty. " I was his

insurance company. Every time ho had
a few bucks extra he'd turn it over to

me to keep for you in case anything
ever happened— it was that kind of an
insurance."
Her eyes were misty.

"Mr. Ballenger, you're lying. You're
trying to be kind. I appreciate it. hut
I can't let you do it, I don't mean
anything to you."
"Carl meant a lot to me," Cliff told

her, "and if he hadn't tried to pull

that cat off me he'd be here to-day

instead of me. I guess if anybody in

this world has got a right to do some-
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thing for Carl Homan's kid, it's me.
You've got to have some dough when
you get outa here. You need sunshine
and fresh air, and I'm gonna see you
get it. It's little enough to do for a
guy that saved my life—and lost his

own. It's " He tilted up her chin
so she could look at him through tear-

filled eyes. "Please, don't you see it's

the only way I can sort of square
things? I'm to blame for what
happened to Carl."
"I'm sure he wouldn't have blamed

you, and—I don't want charity, Mr.
Ballenger."
"What do you mean, charity?" Cliff

changed to his old. truculent manner.
" You've got a few breaks coming. I've
got plenty of money, Laura, and you're
gonna have some of it."

"I guess I'll have to take ir." She
looked wondrously beautiful to Cliff

when she smiled. "Coming from you
—it won't be so hard."
"Say, I'm glad you said that." He

grinned like a delighted child. "It
sorta makes me feel good."
"How do you think it makes me

feci "—the girl dabbed at her i

"to have someone—a friend?''
"Everything is going to be jake." he

assured her. " You've had a rotten
deal, and I—well, I ain't had any
picnics these last three months suae
that cat clawed me. In a way you
might say we was kinda in the same
boat, but it's gonna be different from
now on. Now here's the angle. The
show's here—in winter quarters. I
haven't even been near it yet, on
account of wanting to find you first.

But they got a job waiting for me, and
I'm gonna take it, and get ready to go
out with 'cm next month. I'll come to
see you every visitors' day, bring you
things, so you keep your sjiirit up,
because when you get outa here it's

gonna be a new deal all round."
"Sorry—time's up."
It was the mat ion.

Laura helped him to his feet.

"Okay, good-bye, Laura!'
laughed happily. "I'll be seeing you."

"Good-bye, Cliff." She gripped his

hand. "I've got something to look
forward to now."

Cliff winked and waved his hand,
and hobbled away.

Satan's Master

SOME days later Cliff Ballenger went
to certain railway sidings where
the circus train had been shunted.

During the winter the circus folk lived

in the train or in tents, training and
working for the summer season. Cliff
smiled as he saw the huge board
proclaiming: "WINTER QUARTERS.
CLARK AND HINSDALE COM-
BINED shows.;,.

It was like coming back to home.
Cliff stood there and watched acrobats-

doing their jumps, jugglers manipulat-
ing clubs, clowns fooling around, and a
girl doing bare-back riding. He
hobbled into a huge tent, and, staring
upwards, watched Joe Larson and the
De Largos trying out a new trapeze act.

Cliff no longer used crutches. He had
a peg-leg fitted to
his stump, and with
the aid of a cane he
could move quite fast.

When the act was
finished he applauded
lustily.

"Hey, Joe!"
"Cliff!" ft was

Joe's glad cry. "Be
right with you."
"Howdy, kid?"

chuokled Cliff, when
the slim figure in
tights had reached the
earth".
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"Cliff, you old son-ot-a-gun'." Joe
flung an arm around his old friend.

"It's sure swell to see you."
"It's swell to be back."

Joe stood away and studied him.
" You look great."
"How do you like my new leg'" Cliff

raised his peg. "Just got it."
" Why, you're as good as new."

"Sure 1 am," grinned Cliff. "I'm
itching for another shot at those cats.

Think I could work 'cm with one pin?"
Joe's hesitation was but momentary.
"Say. you could puj those cat- over

the jumps in a wheel chair. C'mon,
let's go and roust Bill out."

"Just the guv I wanna see." answered
Cliff.

Hinsdale was in his office, and when
Cliff and Joe entered motioned them to

seats. On the floor lay a squirming
figure.

"But I'm only asking five more
bucks. Bill," said the figure.
"A new clown," whispered Joe in

Cliff's ear.

"Not another dime!" cried Hinsdale.
"Hut I got a new gag—it's worth,

double. I box with myself." replied the
flow 11.

Cliff and Joe had to laugh as the
clown proceeded to tie himself in knots
and punch or kiek himself in the jaw
with his feet. The man did his act so
realistically that he was quite dizzy
when he did manage to stagger to his
feet.

"Okay. You get your raise,"
laughed Hinsdale, and as the clown
went out all smiles turned to Ballenger.
"Hallo, Cliff! This sine is a great
surprise. How are you?"

"
I >ood as new."

Cliff gripped the outstretched hand.
"Well, it's grand seeing you again."

Hinsdale smiled his welcome. " What
aic your plans, Cliff?"
"Why, I'm coming back with the

snow, of course," Cliff answered in his

gruff way.
"Sure. I can figure out something."
"You don't need to do much

figgering. I wanna work the cats
again."
"Work the cats?" Hinsdale was

astonished. He shook his head. "Cliff.

don't make it tough for me. Don't ask
me that."
"Thai's just what I am asking you.

Bill," retorted Cliff. "You knowl'was
the best animal man in the show
business."

"Sure. Cliff—you was."
"And I still am! Oh, I know whal

you're thinking—that 1 wouldn't have
the nerve after what Satan did."
A vigorous shake of the head by

Hinsdale. "J know you've got the
nerve, ft ain't that; it's— well, a guy
can't do a cat routine with a wooden
leg

"Here's one guy that can!" Cliff
shouted.
"Sure he can." It was Joe. "Why

the peg-leg makes the act. Think of
the exploitation. Cliff Ballenger—the
one-legged animal trainer. It'll be a
sensation."
"Sure, Joe's right." Cliff pointed bo

his leg. "This ain't any handicap to
tin-. 1 can get around as quick a- I

ever could—see!" It was painful t<>

watch the big man's stumbling move
meats. Cliff grinned rather" shame-
faced. "I ain't completely Used to it.

but in a day or two "

"It'.- no good. Cliff," interrupted
Hinsdale. "The cats'd be too quick for
you."
"No, they wouldn't!" It was a

vehement denial, ".Listen, Bill, I've
pnlj just got tin- leg— I'll get used to
it. 1 got to have that job."

"I'll give you another job."
"Another job won't do. I gol to

come back— till the way." Cliff came
dose to his old chief. "Listen. Bill!
It ain't for myself I'm asking—it's for
somebody else; Call's kid. She's up
against it—in gaol." The two looked
astounded. "Yeah, thought that would
surprise you. Ye», and 1 put her there.
I was the cause of Carl's death. It left

her stranded, high and dry. and she had
to steal."

Carl crashed the chair down on the
great cat.
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" Takes more than a flre to lick me !
" boasted Cliff.

"We never knew," cried Joe.
"Cliff, we'll lent! her a hand," added

Hinsdale.
" No, you keep outa this—both of

you!" Fiercely Cliff looked at his two
friends. "It's ray job, and I owe it to
her. It's an obligation, and I got to

shoulder it. And you've .got to gimme
a chance to do it."

" If you went in that cage with that
peg, the cats'd tear you apart."

"Bill, I ain't ever asked many
favours, but I'm asking one' now,"
pleaded Cliff hoarsely. "I want my job
back. Gimme a chance to show you I

still got them cats buffaloed. Because I
have. The cat never lived that could
get my goat. Gimme a whip—they'll

work all right. And if they don't

—

well, you can put mo to sweeping out
cages, and I won't kick. What do you
say? Do I get a chance?"
"You got to do it, Bill," urged Joe.
A moment's hesitation.
" Okay, Cliff, you get your chance,

and if you flop I'm to hear no more of

it."

"But if I pull it off?"
" You get your old job back."
Cliff squared his shoulders, and,

glancing round, saw a whip on the wall.

He took it down.
"Let's get going. Come on!"
Cliff, whip in hand, fairly swagger-

ing, stumped along- between Joe and
Htnsdale, who was carrying a rifle.

Soon they came abreast of Satan's cage.
"Hallo', Snarler!" leered Cliff.

The animal recognised the voice of
i lie man he hated, and in a flash was on
Ins feet. With a roar Satan hurled him-
self against the bars, and, in spite of

himself, Cliff flinched. But the big
man knew that the eyes of Hinsdale and
Joe were on him, and straightened his

shoulders.
"Get bad there!" he roared, and

crashed the whip in Satan's face.

"Your turn is coining, big boy."
The three men moved down towards

the big rehearsal cage, whilst Satan
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snarled and flung himself against the
bars of his cage.
A few sharp orders from Hinsdale

and attendants brought the lions into
the chutes leading into the big cage.
The lions roared. Cliff gripped the
whip-handle tensely.

"Okay." Cliff looked at Hinsdale.
"I'm all set."

"Cliff, are yon sure you can do it?"
"Never surer in my life."

Outside the cage Hinsdale, gun ready,
and Joe with a revolver, watched Cliff

Ballenger open the grilled door and
enter the cage. Other circus men began
to crowd round.
The nine lions one after another

lushed into the cage. Cliff stumped
forward and cracked his whip. The
lions roared their menace and turned
towards him. Cliff did not hesitate,

but faced them fearlessly. With expert
skill liis whip cracked, hurting but not
harming. The lions saw those blazing
eyes and backed away; they were re-

cognising Cliff's mastery, and they
began to work. Hinsdale and Joe
breathed sighs of relief.

Cliff, with remarkable agility, put the
lions through their paces, and Hinsdale
had to admit that he had never seen
the big man work the animals so well.

But Hinsdale was anxious again when
Satan was loosed down tho chute after
the lions had been taken back to their
cages. Satan sprang straight at Cliff

Ballenger, but it did not seem to daunt
the animal trainer, who moved to one
side and lashed out with his whip.
Cliff held a chair in his left hand as an
extra guard. Satan sprang again, hut
not so fiercely, and received a Sicking
whip across the eyes. Snarling and
spitting, the great eat rushed round the

cage, trying to get an opportunity to

gel past that whip.
Finally, exhausted. Satan slunk into

a corner, but Cliff Ballenger went after

the cat
"Come outa that, you furry rat!" he

raged. "Get going!"

*"very Tuesday

Cliff actually managed to make Satan,
after a lot of whip-cracking, jump on
to one of the stands.

" Okay, Cliff," Hmsdale called out.

"You get that job."
"Yeah, but I'll show "

"You'll come out," raged Hinsdale.
" You can do all the showing when you
got a bit more skill with that peg-leg.
I ain't taking chances with a guy that's
going to top the bill."

Cliff grinned at Hinsdale and Joe,
and then with cunning skill drove Satan
towards the chute. The tiger seurried
back to his cage, spitting and snarling,
but with his tail between his legs.

A Matrimonial Tangle

WHEN Laura was released from
prison, Cliff Ballenger was there
in the waiting-room. He took

her bag and extended his hand in

greeting.
"Hallo, Cliff." Her eyes showed her

gral itude.

"Hallo, kid." He studied her "You
look a little peaked, but I guess a week
or two of sunshine will soon fix that
up. Well, come on."
"Where are we going?" she asked as

the prison gates shut behind them.

"I got a little surprise for you,"
Cliff winked. "Now, don't ask any
questions."

Cliff hailed a car, and soon they were
being driven out of town. On the
outskirts the car pulled up in a quiet
lane, and Cliff paid off the fare. Then,
taking her arm, he led her down the

lane till they reached a neat, small
cottage. There was a little yard, and
there was grass and some flowers. He
let go of her arm to point to the cottage.

"Well, how do you like it?"
"Fine!" She was puzzled.

"Of course, it ain't much." He
opened the gate. " It ain't got any
curtains, and the furniture ain't alj it

should be. It sure needs a woman's
touch, and it'll be grand. Come on in."

Laura thought the cottage was
delightful.
"Convenient," Cliff told her. "Right

near our winter quarters. You can
turn this joint into a real home I

can come over most days and see you."
It was some while before Laura could

realise this cottage was her very own.
"Cliff, you've been grand to me."

Tears streamed unashamed down her
cheeks. "I don't think I cotdd have
stood this last month if it hadn't been
for you."
"Aw, forget it!" he cried. "That's

all done with, kid. Just act as if it

never happened.

"

"I can't forget it, and I'm so

grateful." Laura's voice broke with
emotion. " I can never repay you for

all you've done for me. You've given
me something to live for."

Cliff Ballenger went away walking on
air, because of the gratitude of this

girl. To him Laura was the
wonderful girl he had ever met. Ever
since the time ho had seen the girl in

prison he had been in love with her.

and it was obvious that she liked him.
S!i. could repay him by marrying him
Cliff would not dream of suggesting

such a thing, but in his frequent \isits

ho did drop an odd hint or two about
his finding towards her.

One day he plucked up courage and
asked her if she could marry an ugly
looking guy with only one leg

Frankly she confessed that she was
not in love with him. though she

thought him the finest man she had
ever met. Did he still want to marry
her?

" I'll make you learn to love mo."
CI if! drew her close.
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"I'll fry. Cliff—111 try."

"What more could a guy ask?'' cried
Cliff. "Say, we had better go along
to the City Hall at once."
"City Hall'.''

"Sure, we got to file our intention."
"Intention?"
"Our intention to get married,"

chuckled Cliff. "It's the law in

California—we can't get hitched for

three days. That means Thursday will

be our wedding-day."

Cliff Ballenger had been very secretive

about Laura Homan. The girl was
pale, thin and in a highly nervous state.

She was not strong enough to meet
anybody, and besides, Cliff wanted the
circus folk to see the girl looking her
best. Moreover, it was wise to let

time pass so that no mention be made
of the girl having gone to prison. But
after rushing Laura off to the City Hall
before she had a chance to change her
mind Cliff decided that he could break
the news to Joe and Hinsdale.

Joe Larson was incensed when he
heard the news, and finding out the
address of the cottage, took it upon
himself to pay a personal visit when
he knew Cliff was busy with a rehearsal.

It was a shock for Joe to find Carl's
daughter was such a good-looker.

"I'm Joe Larson," he explained.
"Maybe Cliff's mentioned 1113' name to

you ?

"

"You're his best friend. Won't you
come inside !

"

So Joe Larson entered the cottage and
wondered at its neat and good taste.

He explained that as he was Cliff's best

friend he had come to see her because
he had heard they were going to get
married. Hadn't Cliff done enough for
her without her wanting to marry him?
"You think I'm marrying him for his

money ?"

"Yes, I do," Joe told her frankly.
"Cliff's a great guy. He's been dartied
white to you. Came back to the show
to work the cats just to get dough to

help you out. It ain't just the dough."
Joe hesitated. "It's—-well, after all,

you've been in stir—you're marked."
"Yes, I'm marked." Her laughter

was bitter. "But so is Cliff. That
tiger marked him, and it isn't easy for

a man like that to find a girl. I admit
I'm not in love with him, and I told
him so."
"You did?" gasped Joe. "Then

just what is your idea in hooking Cliff?"
" I'm marrying Cliff because he wants

me to—because anything he wants that
I can give is his. You can't imagine
what he has done for me. I was sunk
when he came along, and he made me
want to live. There's nothing I

wouldn't do for a man like that, and
the only thing I can do is try to make
him happy. Does that answer you?"
Joe looked crestfallen.

"I guess it does."
"You're satisfied?"
"Yes."
Her eyes flashed.
" Then get out !"

"Wait a minute, kid." Joe had
something of Cliff's truculence. "I'm
sorry I spoke outa turn. But—well

—

that guy means a lot to me. They
don't make many like Cliff."

"You don't have to tell me that."
Her voice was gentler.
"I'm glad you're going to marry

him." Joe held out his hand "I
know now he'll be in good hands. He's
a lucky guy."
"You really mean that?"
"All the way. I think you're grand,

Laura."
"Thanks." She gripped his hand.

"Then we're friends."

"You bet," cried Joe heartily. "We
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understand each other. Mum's • the
word about my coming to see you."
On the next day Cliff went with Joe

to an artificial-limb store to have the
final fitting of the latest and most
elaborate type of cork leg. When Cliff

stood up and looked down at his

trousered leg he gave a great grin or
delight.

"Say—that's swell. Why, nobody'd
hardly know."
"Does it feel comfortable?" asked the

assistant.

"So good that I don't know which is

my gammy leg," beamed Cliff. "Sorry
I had to rush you so much on this job,

but I'm getting married to-morrow."
All the circus came to the wedding.

and afterwards Cliff gave a big pans
at a roadhouse not far from the circus'
winter quarters.

It was an ordeal for Laura. She was
the centre of all eyes. She had to
submit to the boisterous embrace of her
husband, who would insist upon most
of the circus, including the giant,
kissing her. Joe was beet man, and
when he kissed her a strange thrill went
through Laura, and they stared at each
other as if they were finding out some-
thing for the first time. Cliff was not
a man given to continual drinking, but
lie enjoyed a binge. A good "blind-o"
was good fun once a month, and as

Cliff had missed several months through
his injuries, he made up for it that
day. Joe Larson and Laura took
Cliff home in a taxi, and between then
they carried the big man into the
cottage. They dumped him like a sack
of coals on the bed. and stared down
at the inanimate figure.

"You take it easy." Joe tried to

push Iter away. " I'M take cure of him.
He doesn't get this way very often.

It's just that he's feeling especially
happy to-night."
"I'm not blaming Cliff. I want him

to be happy." Unexpectedly, she buried
her face in her hands. "Oh, Joe, I
can't stand it."

" Laura."
"I thought I could, but I just can't."

"He'll be okay to-morrow."
She looked at him through tears

"Thero'll be to-morrow and the days
after. Oh, Joe. I can't go through
with it. I hoped I could love him—

I

want to—but I can't. What shall I

do, Joe?"
"Laura, it's too late now." Joe

laid a comforting hand on her .shoulder.

"I know you married Cliff to try and"
pay him back for all the kindness he
had shown \o\i. and I can understand
that to-night has been a bit of a shock
for a sensitive girl like yon. But you
mustn't forget that we've all got our
faults, and ('liff is a swell guv at heart.

We gotta do our best for him. Try,
Laura."
"Yes. Joe. I'll try." sobbed the girl.

Joe gave her shoulder a reassuring
squeeze and then moved on tiptoe to

the door.
" Let him sleep it off. He'll be okay

in the morning. Good-night."
"Good-night !" Laura whispered sadly,

and there was a yearning look in the
brown eyes,

Cliff woke in the morning feeling
pretty shaky and very apologetic. He
apologised so much that Laura got tired

01 saying that she did not mind him
getting a little merry once in a while.

He had a cold bath and announced
that he felt as fit as a fiddle. That
day was the last day of winter quarter-.
Hinsdale had sent round a notice that

directly after the night rehearsal the
show would break camp, and that the
circus train would leave promptly at
midnight. Everybody to be aboard by
eleven forty-five.

No wives were allowed on the tour.
which was going to last six months.
The Clark-Hinsdale show was not onh
touring America, but going to Europe.
Wives would have been a nuisance and
an expense. Cliff would not have
taken Laura if wives had been allowed,
because she was still far from lit.

Get him out," rapped out Cliff, " while I keep Satan off !
"
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Lama hated to admit the fact, but it

was a groat relief to think that she
would not sec her husband for six

months.
" Best of luck, Cliff," she said at the

station. "You won't forget to write,
will you?"
"Wi-ite?" Cliff spoke sharply, then

remembering himself, gave a great grin
"Oh, sure I'll write."

Laura had no idea that her husband
could not read or write. She had to
smile and. look happy when he kissed
her effusively.

Over her head Cliff suddenly .spotted

a slim figure.

"'Hey, Joe!" he called. "Come
here !"

Joe Larson did not look at Laura as
he pushed his way through the crowd.

"Say, you weren't leaving -without

saying good-bye to Laura?"
"Why—no—I—of course not,"

Muttered Joe." "-Good-bye."

"Good-bye, Joe." They shook hands
and their eyes met in a lingering glance.

"All aboard!" came the warning
shout.

".Well,; so long, = honey," bellowed
Cliff. "We'll be back in October, and
v. e wanna see you strong enough to
wrestle -an elephant—eh, Joe?"
"'You bet," cried Joe, forcing a

smile.

Laura waved her handkerchief as the
train moved slowly from the station.

Her husband and the map she knew she
loved waved back.

Through the Flames

ALMOST six months later the circus
train was heading for. Los
Angeles. It was a hot night, and

two men sat in their shirtsleeves at a
small table in their own private
compartment. Cliff and Joe had
bunked together all the trip.

Cliff was sprawled back, staring out
a* the moonlit scenery as it flitted past,

whilst Joe leaned over the table, busy
with pen and paper.

" ' And in all we had a pretty good
season,' " Cliff dictated. He gave a
throaty chuckle. "And here's the part
I like." Joe looked up. "Just say:
'And Laura darling, I got good news
for you. We make just one more two-
day show, and then we head for home.
I'm sure dying to see you, and hold
you in my arms ' " He paused, and
w hen Joe glanced at him. " That sound
too mushy?"

" I don't sec why. She's your wife."
"Sure." Cliff gave a decisive nod.

'

" Expect us Saturday afternoon—we'll
lie looking for your face.' Guess that'll

be all, Joe. Just finish it with ' Love
and kisses, your Cliff.'

"

"Okay."
"Oli, and add to that," Cliff suddenly

cried: "
' P.S. Joe sends 'his love,

too.'"

Joe hesitated before he added the
postscript.

The circus had their own siding
slat ion. which was specially reserved
for them during the winter months, and
on the Sat inday afternoon Clark and
Hinsdale's combined shows pulled in on
time. A croud of people, mostlj
women and children, the wives, families
and sweethearts of the circus folk,

shouted their welcome as the circus
train steamed into the platform. The
fiout cars carried the animals and the
< ireus equipment.
Laura was there to meet the train.

She looked the picture of health. She
was simply but becomingly dressed.

The train jolted to a stop, and
instantly tin-re was a wild rush forward
by the women. On ihe steps of one car
.November 7th, 1936.
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stood two men, Joe in front, w ith Cliff
peering over his shoulder.
"There she is!" Cliff pointed.

" Laura !"

As Cliff drew his wife close to him
and kissed her clumsily he kept one
hand behind his back.

" Honey, you sure look swell." Cliff

pushed her away to look at her. Then
from behind his back he produced a
small cage. "C'merc, Oscar. Meet
your mamma. Laura, this is Oscar."
Laura stared at a tiny tiger' cub that
spat and snarled. "Take him—he's a

coming-home present."
"He is kind of cute," Laura

murmured doubtfully.
" So are you, honey. You look a

million dollars. Don't she, Joe?"
The two young people solemnly eyed

each other, . trying to read what each
was thinking.
"She sure looks great," mumbled

Joe.
"Hallo, Joe." Laura shook his hand.

"You don't look so bad yourself."
Cliff suddenly linked arms with L'aiira

and Joe.
" Come on, let's get outa this mush and

get home. You, too, Joe—we're gonna
celebrate."
Joe tried in vain to free himself

from that mighty grip.
"I got a' date in 'Frisco," he

spluttered.

"That can wait." Cliff brushed the
excuse to one side, "Don't argue

—

you're staying with us. At least, for
the week-end. We won't take no for
an answer, will we, Laura?"
"We'd love to have you, Joe."
" Well, if I won't bo in the way." Joe

felt like some poor, trapped creature.

"Listen to him," bellowed Cliff. "In
the way ! Haw, haw ! In the way
indeed ! Come on !" He began to
propel them forward.
Joe had hoped that in the six months

he could have banished Laura from his
mind, but he found that he loved her
more than ever, and it did not help
matters to find that Laura felt just the
same about himself. Cliff was so happy
and proud of his wife; they both liked
him so much that they had to suppress
their own emotions. Joe tried very
hard to find excuses to go and live

somewhere else, but Cliff got so huffy
and offended that Joe gave up the
struggle.
One night Joe could not stand it any

longer. The unhappiness that he saw
in Laura's eyes was more than he could
endure.
"I can't stay on here for ever, Cliff."

Joe said over a glass of brandy. "I'm
not outstaying my welcome for anyone,
and besides, I'm thinking of heading
East."
"East? What for?" growled Cliff.

"I'm thinking of hooking up with
Brown Brothers next season."
"You're leaving this show?" Cliff

could not believe his ears.

"Yeah." Joe could not look at Cliff.

"Eight years in one outhi's a long
hitch."
"Say, what is this?" Cliff stared

closely at his friend. "I bet a woman's
at the bottom of it."

"Women don't mean a thing to me,

"

Joe answered, with an apologetic glance
at the white-faced Laura. "You know-
that."
"What's the trouble then? You've

been my side-kick for eight years."
" You won't be lonely—you got

Laura." Joe shrugged his shoulders.
"I got that wanderlust feeling on me.
Maybe I'll just take one season with
Brown Brothers, and that'll make me
want to get hack hero."

Cliff argued and argued, but Joe w as

Ev«ry Tuesday

very stubborn, and they were still at it

when a sound made them look up. It
was the distant wail of fire-engines.
Laura ran to the window.
"I can see flames!" she cried.
Cliff was on his feet and at the

window.
"It's our winter quarters !" he gasped

out. "Joe, we gotta make it quick!"
The fire was blazing furiously when

the two panting men arrived on the
scene. Uniformed firemen were direct-
ing streams of water on the burning
animal-shed. The circus crew were
working frantically to get the animals
out. Several cages of lions, elephants,
leopards, and monkeys had already
neen pulled out of the burning building.
There was a pandemonium of noise.
The police were keeping back the fast-

gathering crowd. Bill Hinsdale, smoke-
begrimed, appeared with a number of
men—another cage of lions saved.
"Did you get 'em all out?" demanded

Cliff.

"All but a couple of leopards and
the big tiger !" panted Hinsdale.
"Satan*"
"Yeah. 'Fraid they're goners. Like

a blow-torch in there."
"We got to get that tiger out !" Cliff

turned to some of the men. "Hey, you
—and you—you, too—come on !"

"Don't be foolish, Cliff," warned
Hinsdale.

Cliff made no answer, but piloted his
men towards the flaming building. Joe
ran up and caught his arm.
"Don't be a sap, Cliff. It's an

inferno in there."
"Think I'm going to let a fire lick

that cat? That's my job !" Cliff rasped
out. "C'mon !"

Cliff Ballenger dashed into the flames.
The men hesitated to follow, but Joe
plunged after the animal trainer. And
Laura, who had followed the two men
to the scene of the fire was in time
to see him vanish in the flames.
"Joe !" she screamed.
In the blazing building the tiger's

cage was surrounded by leaping flames.
Satan, mad with fright, was pounding
against the bars. Cliff, three of the
volunteers, and Joe made their way to
the cage. They gripped tho woodwork
that blistered their hands and pushed.
Tho cage started to move on its wheels.
The flames seemed to sweep down as if

angry at anyone trying to rob them of
their prey.
Through tho smoke and fire the five

men propelled the cage towards the
door. The roars of the frightened
animal blended with the increasing
tumult of the fire. The men gasped
and choked. The rafters of the build-
ing fell all around them. Joe was
straining with all his might against one
side of the cage when a heavy rafter
fell on his shoulders and knocked him
away from tho cage. Neither Cliff nor
the other men noticed.

What a shout went up when out of
the smoke and flame eame the eago
with its blackened heroes. Men rushed
forward to relieve them of their task,

but Cliff would not leave the cage until
it was out of range of the flames. He
leant against the bars dazedly wiping
his forehead.
Laura and Hinsdale hurried to his

side.

"Are you all right?" asked the
owner.
"Yeah, takes more than a fire to lick

me !" bragged Cliff.

The girl looked round wildly.
" Where's Joe ?"

"Joe! Ain't he here?" Cliff cried.

"He was with us!" gasped one of
the helpers. "But be ain't now. Maybe
he didn't make it."

i.Coctimied on ptge 26)
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Having acquired the controlling interest in the Eureka Discovery Corporation for five

hundred dollars, and sold half of it to a detective for two hundred dollars, Bob Harvey
sets off with his new partner to find the buried treasure of San Capello—with very
strange consequences. A first-rate yarn of high adventure, starring Richard Arlen

and Cecilia Parker

the

IRON
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Pitkin Makes an Offer

THE offices of the Eureka Discovery
Corporation consisted of two rooms
on the fifteenth floor of a skyscraper

at the lower end of Broadway, not very
far from famous Wall Street, and they
adjoined one another, possessing a com-
municating door between them and
separate doors opening on to a wide
corridor.

At a desk in the room which bore the
word " Private " on the ground-glass
panel of its outer door, James Horace
Pitkin was signing share certificates

purchased by gullible members of the
general public.
He was president of the corporation

which he himself had created, and a
full-bodied president at that, tipping
the scale at thirteen stone eight and
filling the chair of carved oak and cane
in which he was seated. His greying
hair was brushed well back from a more
or less noble brow, and his thick neck
bulged over the edge of his collar.

The fountain-pen in his hand splashed
ink upon one of the certificates, and He
had just screwed up the printed sheet
of paper and flung it into a wastepaper
basket when Bob Harvey walked in

upon him from the other room, which
formed the general office.

Bob was young, good-looking, and
determined. He had waved aside
Pitkin's attractive girl secretary, who
would have intercepted him, to enter
unannounced.
"Hallo, Mr. Pitkin," he said briskly,

closing the communicating door behind
him with a bang.
Pitkin looked up from the pile of

share certificates as yet unsigned, put

down the refractory fountain-pen, and
summoned a feeble smile.

"All, good-morning," ho returned
with an utter lack of heartiness.

"Sorry to keep pestering you," said

Bob, walking over to the desk and pre-
senting a legal-looking document, "but
I've got to collect the balance due on
your car."

"Isn't that paid yet?" exclaimed
Pitkin with a wholly unconvincing air

of surprise, and he took the document
and frowned at it. "Seems perfectly
correct."
He wrote on a slip of paper which he

tore from a scribbling-pad, and he
handed the slip to Bob in company with
the document.

"There," he said, "you just leave
that with Miss Dailey on your way out."
Bob pocketed the document, but

rejected the slip.

'I'm sorry. Mr. Pitkin," he said with
a grimace, "but I've been doing that
for the past three months."
"Three months?" The president of

the Eureka Discovery Corporation
affected intense surprise. "Is it that
long?"

"Yeah," Bob replied unhappily,
" and it looks like the company's going
to stick me with the non-payments."
"Oh, my boy, of course we couldn't

have that ! I—I'm really sorry for this

delay, but, of course, launching a com-
pany such as this one has taken all my
available funds. You can understand
that."
"Yeah, sure," began Bob dismally,

"but "

The bell of a telepiTWne. on the desk

interrupted him stridently, and Pitkin
reached across to the instrument.
"Oh, pardon me !" he- said, and then :

"Hallo! What? Who? Oh. go
ahead !"

An expression of alarm, which was in

no way assumed, spread over his very
full face as he listened to what a man
in a telephone-box had to sav to him.
"Well, well, that's very distressing,"

he gulped. "Are you sure it's serious?"
"I'll say it's serious." was the em-

phatic reply. "He claims that you're
using the money for yourself instead
of the company. I think they're wise
that the whole thing is a fake. Any-
way, they're sending a click up after
you !"

"Oil!" Pitkin's flabby cheeks hist

their habitual colour. "Well, then,

maybe I'd better leave at once. Thank
you—thank you very much. I—I really

appreciate your calling me up. Yes, I'll

take the first train."
He put down the telephone and

mopped his brow with a handkerchief.
"Bad news?" inquired Bob.
"Yes, verv." Pitkin looked at him

in a strained fashion. "My wife. She
—she's been taken suddenly ill in

Memphis. That was a long-distance call

from the hospital."
"Gee!" exclaimed Bob sympathetic-

ally. "I'm sorry to hear that!"
"It's very awkward, coming at a

time like this." Pitkin put away the
handkerchief and stood up. "Of course
I— I'll have to go right on there at

once. I'm afraid I'll have to give the
car back to the company."
"Oh, I wouldn't like to see you lose

what you've already paid on it, Mr.
November 7th, 1930.
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Pitkin," said Bob. "Maybe T could

got you an extension.''

"Thank you, Harvey. That's very

kind of you, and I appreciate it. Say,

how would you like to make a lot of

inonev ?"

"Who, me?"
Pitkin nodded.
"Would you be interested in search-

ing for a buried treasure?"

"Eh?" Bob blinked. "I should say

not!"
"Well, real estate, maybe?'
"No, I—I don't know anything about

that."
'

It seemed to Bob that the bad news

must have upset Pitkin's mental

balance, as well as his nerves, and lie

turned to go. But Pitkin swept round

the desk and caught hold of his arm.

"Wait a minute!" he said, almost im-

ploringly. "My wife's got to have a

very expensive operation, and I must

dispose of my holdings in this company
in order to pay for it. Here !

Conic

over here a minute !"

He led Bob to a framed map of

Arizona, which occupied a prominent

position on one of the walls of the room.

"Do you see that?" he asked, point-

ing to "a portion of the map round

which a red line had been drawn.

"This Corporation owns all of that

land—five thousand acres of it !
Now

I'm willing to sell the controlling in-

terest at a very nominal figure. Why
don't you pick it up?"
"Who, mc?" gasped Bob.
"Yes, you! Think of what you're

getting, my boy ! Do you know any-

thing about Arizona?"
"No, I don't."
"Ah, but vou should, you should!

It's the garden spot of the Union !

Now come here, my boy !"

Bob was whisked away from the map
lo the desk and pushed down into the

-hair of carved oak and cane behind

the desk.
"Let me give you a little fatherly

advice," said Pitkin impressively.

"Harvey, the basis of all wealth is real

estate. Every successful man in this

country lias started out by owning land.

Vou can't lose on that, Harvey—and I

need the money. Some day you'll thank
mc !"

"Yeah," protested Bob, "but even if

I wanted to invest I couldn't. All I've

got to my name is five' hundred bucks!"
Pitkin 'sighed, but was desperate*
"Harvey," he said, "under no other

circumstances would I part with such

valuable property for so foolish a sum,
but I need the money—I must get to

my wife !"

Dempsey Becomes Excited

HALF-WAY along (he broad cor-

ridor in which the offices of the

Eureka Discovery Corporation
were situated tho gate of a lift was
opened, and a man in a dark suit and
a bowler hat stepped forth from the

cage and looked about him.
He was an inch taller than James

Horace Pitkin, and considerably more
than a si one heavier, but he was less

bulky. His face was clean shaven and
ugly; his lips were thick, and his nose
was widespread and not a good shape.

He might have been a prize-fighter or

a low comedian, but he happened to be
neither, although his name was
Dempsey.
He reached tho door of Pitkin's

pinate office, hesitated there for a few
moments, then plunged into the room
that adjoined it.

"Is Mr. Pitkin in?" ho demanded
gruffly of tho very attractive secretary

who looked up at him from her desk.
"Whom shall I say is calling?" sho

asked, half-rising from her chair.
November 7th. 193*.
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"Hi, don't try nothin' o' that!" he
rapped at her, and from his coat-pocket
produced a metal shield at which she
stared with horrified eyes. "Where is

he?"
"That's his office," she replied, and

pointed to the communicating door.
The metal shield was thrust back into

the pocket from which it had been re-

moved so dramatically, and Howard
Dempsey burst into the other room.
Bob was sitting in the chair of carved

oak and cane, smoking a cigarette and
trying to realise exactly what had hap-

pened in the last few minutes. There
v. a^ nobody else in the room, and
Dempsey advanced towards him, stab-

bing the air with a finger.

"Hi," are you the head of this lay-

out ?" he barked.
Bob dropped tho end of his cigarette

in an ash-tray before ho answered,
then :

"Yeah," he said slowly. "Yeah, I

guess I am. What can I do for you?"
"You can take a walk with me down

to the District Attorney's office !"

"The District Attorney's office?" Bob
stared blankly at his visitor. "What
for?"
"For selling phoney stock!" snapped

Dempsey. " Get your hat !"

Bob's hat was on the desk, but he
did not touch it.

"Wait a minute!" he expostulated.

"I—I didn't sell any stock—I just

bought some !"

Dempsey strode round to him.
"Who arc you tryin' to kid, Pitkin?"

he jeered.
"My name isn't Pitkin," protested

Bob. " It's Harvey."
"Harvey?" The detective repeated

the name incredulously. "Well, what' re

you doin' in this office, then?"
"I just bought Pitkin out."

"You bought Pitkin out?"
"Yeah."
Pitkin who had left his office by way

of the door that opened on to the cor-

ridor and fled down fifteen flights of

stairs while the cage of the lift was
ascending with Dempsey, was at that

moment cashing Bob's cheque for five

hundred dollars in a Broadway bank.
Dempsey, confronted with the counter-

foil of the cheque and a. transfer of the

controlling interest in the Eureka Dis-

covery Corporation to Robert Harvey,
became convinced that a clever crook
had taken advantage of yet another
victim.

He permitted Bob to conduct him to

iiio map on the wall.

"I don't know why I did it," con-

fessed the purchaser, "but it's land, and
how can I lose? There it is! Five
thousand acres of virgin soil in sun-

drenched Arizona ! Say, you know, it's

pretty cheap at that !"

"You're loony!" quoth Dempsey
with a pitying chuckle. "What's it

good for?"
"Eh?" Bob hadn't thought about

that. "I'll find out."

He went back to the desk, and by
means of a dictaphone which Stood upon
it he summoned Miss Dailey, who
entered with a notebook in one hand
and a pencil in the other, a puzzled

expression upon her beautiful fade as

she looked in vain for the man who
owed her several weeks' salary.

"Oh, Miss Dailey," said Bob, hold-

ing out his hand, "shake with your new
boss."
"New boss?" Miss Dailey was

obviously bewildered.
"Yeah, I just, bought Pitkin out."
"You bought Mr. Pitkin out?"
"Uhuh."
"Well, where is he?"
"He's gone home to be with his sick

I wife."
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" Sick wife ?" Miss Dailey seemed to
be more bewildered _than ever. "Why,
I didn't know "Mr. Pitkin was
married !"

Dempsey gave vent to a derisive
laugh, and Bob abandoned the sick

wife, ceasing to believe in her exist-

ence. He pointed to the map.
"Can you tell us what that Arizona

property is good for?" he asked.

"What do you mean by ' good for ' ?"

Miss Dailey challenged.
"What kind of a game was Pitkin

running ?"

She trowned severely at him.
"Well, 1 don't know what you're

talking about," she said, "but Mr.
Pitkin believed that the mine with the
iron door was located on that property,
and he was raising funds to find it."

"The mine with tho iron door?"
echoed Bob. "What kind of a racket
is that?"
Dempsey had picked up an illustrated

pamphlet which was lying on the desk
and had sat down in the chair to study
it.

"Listen here," he said. "' The mine
with the iron door ! To the average
man this means nothing, but to the
smart investor it means the treasure of

San Capcllo, more than a king's
ransom.' "

Miss Dailey smiled ; Bob leaned over
the back of the chair, staring down at
pictures of the property he had partly
acquired, while the detective epitomised
the rest of the printed matter in the
pamphlet

:

"
' Millions in gold—buried by tho

monks of the old Spanish mission. This
is not a legend, it's authentic. Records
prove it. For three hundred years tho

treasure has lain buried in the moun-
tains of Arizona. The Eureka Dis-

covery Corporation will find it.'
"

Bob turned to the girl beside him.
" You mean to say that people bought

stock in a phoney proposition like

that?" he exclaimed disgustedly.
"There's nothing phoney about the

mine!" she retorted. "Why, I bought
ninety dollars' worth of stock myself I".

"I'm sorry, Miss Dailey," said Bob,
"but you may just as well kiss your
ninety bucks good-bye."
"You mean the search for the mine is

off':" she asked blankly.
"So far as I'm concerned it is," he

declared. "And I've lost live hundred
bucks !"

Howard Dempsey rose up with the
illustrated pamphlet in his hands and
a strange expression on his face.

"Say, I wonder how much dough
them monks planted down there, any-
way?" he said in an awed voice.

Don't tell mc you're going for that

hooey \" scoffed Bob.
"Well, I don't know," mused the

detective. "It just goes to show you.

Here's a guy like Pitkin, taking a load

of money from suckers, but if I'd been
him I'd have taken a chance and gone
down there and looked for it myself.

Just think if he'd found it)"
Hob laughed with scorn.

"I'll tell vou what I'll do with you,"
he said. "I'll sell you the whole thin;;

for five hundred bucks, and you go look

for it !"

"Why don't you do it?" suggested
Mi<s Dailey.
"Yeah, why don't I do it?" Bob

reached for his hat and rammed it on
his head. "Why don't I?"
"Aw, wait a minute I" growled

Dempsey. "There might be something
to it I If I had five hundred buck9 I

believe I might buy you out !"

"Yeah?" derided Bob. "Who's
loonv now?"
"Well," challenged Dempsey,. "it
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ain't any worse than lookin' for oil, is

it?"
"Mr. Pitkin did a lot of research

work concerning the treasure," stated

Miss Dailey. "Why, we have letters

from Professor Turner, of Stanford
University, and he's an authority on
early American missions."
"Gee," breathed Dempsey, "I wish

I had five hundred bucks !"

"How much have vou got?" asked

Bob.
"Oh, I gotta couple o' hundred," was

the reply.

"All right—I'll sell you a half-interest

for two hundred dollars."

"Eh?" Dempsey looked up from a

document Miss Dailey had handed him
from a drawer on the desk. "You will?

Good !" He scanned a paragraph or

two of the document and his brown eyes

widened. "Gee, millions in gold 1"

"What?" cried Bob, bounding over

to him. "Let me have a look at that I"

He possessed himself of the document
and studied it, while Miss Dailey
opened the door of a safe.

"You know, people do find* a lot of

things," said the excited detective.

"Look at all that stuff they dug up in

Egypt ! And I know a guy who was
digging a well, one time, and ho dug
up a pot of gold ! So, you see, it ain't

so crazy at that I"

"Mr. Pitkin bought the property
from an old Spanish family," said Miss
Dailey, and she returned from the safe

with an imposing-looking deed written

on parchment and decorated with
seals.

"See?" exulted Dempsey. "They got
records and everything ! II i, I gotta

hunch! Let's go down there together

and try to find it !"

But Bob was not altogether satisfied,

in spito of the secretary's faith and the

evidence she produced.
"If there was anything to it, why did

Pitkin run out on it?" he wanted to

know.
"Aw, did you ever see a crook that

done anything right?" Dempsey re-

torted. "Besides, it wouldn't cost

much. I'll givo you the two hundred
bucks for the half-interest, and that'll

pretty nearly cover our expenses."
Bob was tempted. After all, he had

acquired the controlling interest in the
corporation and it would be an adven-
ture. But he knew nothing of the detec-
tive who wanted to be his partner.
"Arc you on the level?" he asked

dubiously.
"Sure !" boomed Dempsey with un-

disguised eagerness. "I'm a good
sport."

A Change of Raiment

TEX days later a long train drew
up beside a railway platform
that seemed to be miles from any-

where in particular, and Bob and
Dempsey stepped down from it, Bob
carrying a suitcase and Dempsey a bag.
They had burned ^heir boats, or in

other words, had given up their
respective jobs to search for buried
treasure.

A long board supported on two posts

proclaimed the station to be that of

Ralston, Arizona, bur there was no sign
of a house in the landscape. Bob raised
his head and sniffed appreciatively as
the train steamed off and left them
behind.
"Smell that air, will you?" he said.

"Makes you feel like living, doesn't
it?"
"Yeah," said Dempsey, frowning at

the waste of sandy scrub on either side
of the track. "But where's the town?"
Away in the distance, towards the

west, trees were visible. From the
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station a dusty road stretched towards
the trees.

"Over there, I guess," Bob replied.

There was no one about to guide
them, so they trudged off along the
road. The sun blazed down upon them,
and they were glad to reach the trees;

11

but even after the trees had been
reached there was still a full mile to

go to the little town of Ralston
They took it in turns to carry flic

suitcase and the bag, and Dempsey was
tarrying them when a typical Western
main street of frame-buildings and
boardwalks loomed up ahead.
"You better keep it dark what we're

down here for," he said warningly. "If
you don't, we're gonna have a mob
trailing after US. And don't say a

word about the mine with the iron

door !"

A blacksmith's shop was reached and
passed, and suddenly Bob burst ou1

laughing.
"What's the matter'." demanded his

companion.
Bob pointed mutely to a sign on tin-

window of a shop: "lion Door Radio
Shoppe. Gifts."

"Aw, that's nothing!" growled
Dempsey. But adjoining the radio
"shoppe " was an "Iron Door Deli-

catessen," and on the other side of the

street was a store with a balcony over
its entrance and a board on the front

of the balcony upon which was painted
in large letters: "The Treasure
Hunters' Supply Company. Expeditions
outfitted. Embalming and Under-
taking."
Dempsey blinked at that sign; t'..e

suggestion seemed to be that the

treasure hunters died.

"Maybe it is a little over-advertised,"
ho grow led, " but if that mine's down
here we're gonna find it!"
"Yeah," said Bob, and added in quite

a scornful voice: "Genius'"
A little farther along the street thej

came to a garage outside which a moon-
faced old fellow was lolling in a wooden
armchair with a pipe in his mouth. He
was in his shirtsleeves, his waiscoal
was unfastened, and a broad-brimmed
hat shielded his eyes from the sun.

"Howdy?" said he, removing tiie pipe
from his mouth
"Howdy?" returned Bob. "Can we

rent a car here?"
"Sure." The proprietor of the

garage stood up. "How long d'\ou
want it?"
"Well," said Bob, "that all depend-."

He took from a pocket the pamphlet
issued by the Eureka Discovery Cor-
poration and exhibited the map which
occupied its two centre pages. "Do
you know where this property is?"
One glance at the map was sufficient

for the garage man.
"Yeah," he replied. "That's down

in Monk's Canyon."
"Well, that's where I want to go,"

said Bob.
"Yeah, me, too." chimed in Dempsey.
"Then you won't want no car!"
"Why not?" asked Bob in surprise.

" How far is it ?
"

"About twenty-five miles."
" What do you mean, we won't need

a car?" demanded Dempsey. who was
already tired of walking. "How arc
we gonna get there?"

"Walk," was the reply, and the
garage man looked down at two pairs
of shoes wholly unsuitable for the wilds
of sun-drenched Arizona. "Huh!"
The grunt was caused, doubtless, by

Dempsey's comic expression of dismay,
coupled with disapproval of the city

clothes the two would-be customers .\ere

wearing.
"Well, that's the only way you can

get there," declared the man, puffing

at his pipe. "There ain't no road that

a car can get over. You'll just have
to get yourselves a couple o' pack burros
and a campin' outfit, and hoof it.

You're lookin' for the mine with the
iron door, ain't cha?"
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Dempsey gaped at him.
" Who told you?" ho gasped.
"AYolI, what else would a coupla

tendeifect bc» wantin' to go out to

Monk's Canyon for?"
Bob frit inclined to laugh, though it

was no laughing matter.
" Say. is there any truth in that

story '!" he asked.
A slow grin spread over the wide

countenance of (he garage man.
"Well," he drawled, "a lot of people

think there is. I go out there, now
an' then, and kinda take a look myself."
"Are you serious?" Bob was

astounded.
"To walk twenty-five miles," said the

garage man emphatically, " a fella's

got to be serious."

"Did you ever find any trace of it?"
asked Dempsey with considerable
anxiety.

"No." Tho garage man shook his

head. " But that ain't no sign it ain't

there. Say, d'you wanna buy a, map?"
"What good is a map?" growled

Bob. "That won't tell us where it is."

"No, but it'll tell you where it ain't
!"

The garage man disappeared into a
little wooden office and returned with
a map which Bob bought for twenty-
five cents although he didn't want it.

Useful advice was thrown in free of
charge, however, and the two partners
then repaired to the balconied establish-

ment of the Treasure Hunters' Supply
Company.
From that establishment Bob emerged

without any great delay comfortably
attired in a. loose shirt with pockets,
riding breeches, a grey sombrero, and
high boots. Dempsey, who had gone
all cowboy in his ideas of suitable
raiment, was still picking and choosing,
so Bob went off to acquire two pack-
donkeys of the type known as "burros."
He returned with them to the

Treasure Hunters' Supply Company's
premises and was loading them with
parr of the burden they were to carry
when Dempsey came out on to the
veranda under the balcony looking like

a cowboy out of a comic opera.

High-heeled boots were on his feet,

a ten-gallon hat was on his head, a
decorated belt was round his waist-r-il

it could be called a waist—and not
oven Solomon, in all his glory, had ever
been arrayed in such a shirt as he had
chosen. It was covered with spots

—

spots of all sorts and sizes and all sorts
of colours—and it was a shirt which no
<iic had dreamed of buying till he had
clapped eyes on it.

With the spotted shirt went a spotted
neckerchief, and the only thing that
Dempsey lacked in all his gorgeous
outfit were chaps. His trousers were
unadorned, and almost sombre by
comparison with the shirt.

"Well, how am I doing?" he asked
proudly, executing a pirouette upon the
boards of the veranda.
"Great !" declared Bob; and Dempsey

became aware of the two donkeys.
"Say. where did you get them two

bureaus.''' he inquired.
"Around the corner at the Mine with

the Iron Door Stables," Bob replied.

"That one's Rose, and this is Rebecca.
Rebecca is yours."
Rebecca was white and the more

attractive of the two animals in ap-
pearance, but when Dempsey en-

deavoured to pat her head site made a
nasty noise 0.1 him.
"How are you?"' said Dempsey.
The nasty noise was repeated, and

the placid grey Rose glanced round
to see whal it was ail about—and joined
in the chorus.
"Say, I don't think me and Rebecca's

gonna get along," complained Dempsey.
November 7th, 1936.
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" Can she help it if she's got a sense

of humour?" laughed Bob.
Dempsey picked up some packages

containing oddments suitable for
camping.
"Aw, well," he said, "we'll sec it

her sense of humour holds up under all

this junk !"

A Tiring Journey

THE way to Monk's Canyon, accord-
ing to the map in the pamphlet
and the map acquired from fho

garage man, stretched uphill to the
south-east of Ralston. For some little

way tho two partners plodded along in

the dust of a very rough road with their
two burros, a sandy waste, littered with
scrub on either side of them. Then
the road became a mere track, ascend-
ing steeply to rocky regions.

Upwards they progressed slowly,
under a very hot sun, and trees became
scarce and boulders of shale and sand-
stone numerous. All around them wore
mountains, scarred by dry gullies,

pierced by the beds of dried-up streams,
and here and there a stretch of sunken
desert became visible, and here and
there a pine wood; but there was no
comfort, among the rocks, and very
little shade, and Dempsey found his
newly acquired garments quite as irk-

some as tho double-breasted suit and
bowler hat he had discarded, and the
high boots none too easy on his feet.

"Say, how far d'you think we've
come?" he asked dismally, as Bob
stopped his donkey and sat down on a
rock.

"About ten miles," decided Bob.
" You mean to say we've got fifteen

miles more o' this?" Dempsey took
off his cow-hat and mopped his stream-
ing brow with a bandanna almost more
gaily coloured than his shirt "Oh,
and my feet arc killing me already \"

"You must have made a swell cop 1"

jeered Bob.
Dempsey ignored that insult, surveyed

with gloom the unfriendly expanse of
scenery in which not a single chimney
smoked nor any human being moved,
and had it in his mind to abandon the
quest of untold wealth then and there

" Say, d'you know what I was think-
ing?" he said, licking his dry lips and
taking off one of his boots. "If there's

a lot o' people come up hero to look
for this mine and they never find it

"

"That makes it all the better for us,"

Bob completed for him.
"Huh?" Dempsey looked startled.
" The more people who've come up

here to look for the mine and haven't
found it," expounded Bob, "the better
off we are. Look, we'll figure it out
in mathematics. Let ' x ' equal the
number of people who have searched for

it in vain "

"What are you talking about?"
"I'm trying to figure it out in

algebra."
"Aw, well you needn't mind about

that. It's gonna be tough enough as
it is, without any algebra."
They went on again after a while,

following the narrow and winding trail

thai led up towards the -k\ line, and
sometimes, where the way was very

steep among the rocks, tho. leaded
donkeys stopped short and had to be
coaxed, or tugged, into fresh activity.

"Come on, sweetheart, put some
fire in it !" Bob urged on one such
0CC8 ion, spanking the grey Rose with
the Mat. of his hand. "You can make
it if I can! That's a good girl!

Watch nje, ami you'll- bo a mountain
climber. Come on '."

Ui-e yielded to his blandishments, but
Rebecca was more fractious and
lVmpey's methods were rougher. Just
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below a sort of tableland of bush-strewn
sand the animal tried to turn about
instead of climbing bare rock, and
Dempsey used a stick upon her.

" Get up there, you rat !" he shouted.
Rebecca defied him in spite of the

stick, and he tried to pull her up over
tho rock, but she jerked her head so
violently that he lost his balance and
sat down with a thud. Bob looked
back and laughed, and Dempsey rose
up in anger.
"All right, stay there!" he howled

at the donkey, and turned his back on
her and climbed up to Bob; whereupon
Rebecca uttered complaining noises at
being left behind and scrambled up
after him.
The going was easier on the butte,

and from it there was a slight descent
to a great stretch of high grassland. In
the distance were trees and a stream.
Dempsey could hardly believe his eyes.

"Hi, Bob, is that water over there?"
he cried. "Or is it another one o' them
marriages?"
Bob did not trouble to correct; his

mispronunciation of tho word
" mirages."
"That's water all right," he replied.
"Oh, wait till I dunk my dogs in that

drink !" Dempsey caught hold of
Rebecca's bridle. " Come on, baby,
come on !"

The river was reached, and with a
whoop of joy he squatted on its bank
and plunged his feet into the water,
boots and all. The two burros drank
and munched herbage. Time passed,
and then Bob—who had bared his own
feet to bathe them—relaced his boots
and stood up

" How do you feel ? " he inquired.
Dempsey gurgled and splashed.
" Say, this is a great country !" he

declared.
"Well, don't get too comfortable,"

said Bob.
"No?"
"No! See that peak over there?''
Dempsey looked in the direction

indicated by a pointing finger and
nodded. The peak looked very high
and a long way off.

"Well, we've got, to get to that by
nightfall !"

"Aw, no we don't!" objected
Dempsey. " This is where I was going !

This is the best place I've struck yet!"
"Don't tell me you're going to

weaken now," eluded Bob. "Think of
Rockfeller—think of Henry Ford !

D'you suppose they'd give up at a time
like this?"
"They would if their feet were as

sore as mine," said Dempsey; but lie

rose and went back to Rebecca, and
the journey was resumed.

It continued all through the hot after-

noon, along the bank of the river, but
the peak still seemed remote when tho
sun sank down behind the mountains
and tho light faded. By that time
they had come to a little patch of
stunted oaks, and tho grass near the
oaks was very green.

" Say, how about campin' right
here?" suggested Dempsey. "Look,
nico and roomy with plenty o> running
water—and, you know, that treas
could be right here as well as any
place else."
Bob stopped his burro and surveyed

the spot, then began to snitr.

"What's tho matter'.'' Dempsey
asked. " You got a cold
"I smell ham!" said Bob.
"Ham"?" Dempsey sniffed pro-

digously. "Say. that is ham, isn't it?

Yeah, it is ham !"

They moved on past the oaks, and
they stared in,astonishment at the first

human . habitation they had seen since
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the town of Ralston had been left

behind. It was a cabin, built mainly
of wood, with a thatched roof, and there

was a wide porch in front of it.

"Boy, ain't bad, ch?" said Dempsey,
sniffing again.
"Looks like home to me," said Bob.
"D'you think we'll be welcome?"
"We'll soon find out!"

Bob stepped on to the porch find

knocked at the front door with his fist,

and presently the door was opened by
an old fellow who blinked at him and
at Dempsey through the lenses of steel-

rimmed spectacles. Close beside him
stood another man, thin of body and
thin and lined of face, and it was he
who was the first to speak.

"Good-evening," he said rather stiffly.

"Good-evening," said Bob.
The appetising odour of frying ham

was stronger than ever Dempst-\ stared
into what was evidently a living-room,
meagrely furnished, and saw a table
set for a meal.

"Come in, folks, come in," welcomed
the opener of the door, pulling down
his spectacles to view the visitors over
the top of the steel rims.

Rebecca tried to follow Dempsey into
the room, but was driven away.

"My name's Harvey," said Bob.
"Robert Harvey."
"My name's Thad Hill," returned the

old fellow, and shook hands. "How
are you, Mr. Harvev? This is Dr.
Burton."

The thin-faced man. with his mane of
grey hair, received Bob's greeting in
silence. Dempsey beamed at him when
ho was introduced, but all he got for
the beam was a stiff little bow
Through an open doorway at the side

of the room a girl in a check frock
appeared, her face flushed from bending
over a stove.

"The supper's read " she began,
.and broke oft' at the sight of the two
strangers.
"Oh, this is my granddaughter.
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Malta." said Thad Hill. "Maria this

is Mr. Harvey, and this is Mr.
Dempsey."
Marta smiled at Bob, who immedi-

ately decided that she was the most
beautiful girl he had ever seen, tier

hair was a little darker than gold, ho-
oves were hazel and very bright. Dr.
Burton stepped back as she wiped a

hand on the pinafore tied over her
frock and offered it to Bob and
Dempsey in turn.

"Have you folks eaten?" inquired her
grandfather hospitably.
Bob hesitated, but Dempsey was far

too hungry to have any scruples.

"We have not," he said emphatically.
"Then pull up some chairs and sit

right down '."

"I'm afraid we're intruding," Bob
demurred, addressing the girl.

"Oh, not at all!" she responded,
almost eagerly. "I mean we're glad to

have you."
Dr. Burton tugged at his clipped mous-

tache and frowned.
"I'll get some plates," she added, and

disappeared into the kitchen while
Dempsey carried a very rough chair to

the table for his own occupation, and
Thad Hill placed one in position for

Bob.

The four became seated, and Marta
smoothed her bobbed hair in front of a
little mirror on the wall of the kitchen
before she returned with the extra
plates.

The fried ham was served in con-

junction with vegetables, and she was
shedding her pinafore when Dr.
Burton looked across the table at Bob
and asked

:

"Are you gentlemen tourists, or are
you on business ?"

"We're looking for the Eureka pro-
perty," Bob replied.

"Whv, vou're on it right now!" ex-
claimed* Thad Hill.

"We are?" Dempsey sat bolt upright.
"Your feet will be glad to hear

that," laughed Bob.

n
Dr. Burton's Philosophy

THE meal was a thoroughly enjoy-
able one, especially to the two
weary travellers. Marta sat

beside Bob, and he appreciated her
proximity even more than the fried

ham : but Dempsey had a second
helping.

"This mountain air sure gives you an
appetite," said he.

After the table had been cleared
Marta sat down at ir again with a
sewing-basket and a coat of her grand-
father':; which was in need of repair.

Dr. Burton dropped into an armchair
by the fireplace, and Thad took the only
other armchair in the room and filled

a pipe.
"Well, now that you've located your

property, Mr. Harvey," said Burton
slowly, "what do you intend to do
with if?"
Bob drifted over to tiie fireplace.

which was in a corner, and leaned

his back against its curved shelf of

btonc.

"I haven't decided," lie replied,

folding his arms. "I had a chance
to pick it up at "a very good bargain,

so Mr. Dempsey and I came down to

look it over."
'• Well, what do you know . about

that?" exclaimed Thad Hill, puffing a

cloud of smoke from his pipe. "We've
been livin' on your property!"
Marta looked round, and Bob

promptly grinned.
"That's perfectly all right." he de-

clared, mainly for her benefit. "I
didn't come down here 10 be a land-

lord."
"Well, that's fine," said Thad in

manifest relief. "But what about the
gold I've been gettin' out o' the creek?
That's yours, too, ain't it?"
"Gold?" Dempsey slewed round in

his chair at the table. "How much
did you get?"
"Not. very much." replied the old

fellow with a shrug. "Just about
enough to eat on."

Bob pointed to the sign on the window.
" Aw, that's nothingl " growled

Dempsey.
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"That's all anybody should be

allowed to have," stated Dr. Burton
in a very definite and almost dogmatic
sort of way, and he looked up at Bob.
"I have an idea you gentlemen really

came here to find the mine with the
iron door."
"Of course," confessed Bob. "So

you've heard the story, doctor? Is

there any truth in it?"
"None," was the emphatic reply.

"I've been over every square inch of

these mountains in the last fifteen

years. I'm an archaeologist."
Dempsey stared blankly at him.
"Well, what's your religion got to

do with it?" he asked.
Marta was tempted to laugh, but re-

frained.

"David means he collects Indian
relics," she explained.
"Oh!" said Dempsey.
"You don't seem to have much faith

in the story, doctor," commented Bob.
"About as much as I have in Aladdin

and his lamp!" Burton retorted.
"The country round here, has been gone
over by hundreds of deluded treasure-

seekers. Many companies have been
formed to find the mine, and people
have been gullible enough to invest
money in them."

"Yeah," endorsed Dempsey, "and
you're lookin' at one o' them gullible

guys right now !"

"Too bad you folks came all this

way on a wild-goose chase," sym-
pathised Thad, and Bob smiled rather
wryly across at Marta.
"How do you feel about it, Miss

Hill?" he inquired.
" It's a lovely story," she replied,

"and I don't like to give up believing
in it."

" The confidence of youth, Mr.
Harvey," said the doctor with a wave
of his hand. "I thought I'd convinced
you otherwise, Marta. For my part,
I've often wondered why so many
people scramble for gold. Why
shouldn't one be satisfied if his daily
needs are met?"
He waved his hand again.
"Take the three of us here in these

mountains," he went on. "I've no
desire for more of the world's goods
than I possess, Thad pans enough gold
to live without worry, Marta looks
after us both. To my mind, ours is an
ideal existence."
"That's one way of looking at it,

doctor," conceded Bob; but Dempsey
exploded :

"Well, if I gotta worry I can think
o' nothin' nicer to worry about than a
million bucks!"
Dr. David Burton looked at his

,\ atch.

"I see my philosophy is wasted," he
>aid regretfully, and stood up. "If
you'll excuse me, it's past my bed-
time."

"Then you don't think we have a
chance, doctor?" asked Bob.
"Unfortunately, no!"
Thad Hill rose slowly from his arm-

chair.

"Sorry, Mr. Harvey," he said,

"that we can't put you and Mr.
Dempsey up."
"I'm afraid we've imposed on you

long enough as it is," returned Bob.
"We have a tent, and I'm sure we'll

get along all right."
The doctor offered his hand.
f'Ara you very disappointed, Mr.

Harvey?" he asked.
Bob shrugged his shoulders; Dempsey

said with gloom:
"Looks like we counted them golden

before they was hatched!
"That," -aid Mmlon, taking his hat
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from a peg on the wall, "seems to

be a habit of humanity, Mr. Dempsey."
He went out into the night, and he

was striding off along the bank of the
river when Bob and his partner left

the cabin.
They made their camp on the site

that had seemed so suitable for the
purpose, lighting a fire under the stars

to keep wild creatures away. Their
tent proved capacious enough, but
Dempsey complained abo,ut the
blankets.

" They wouldn't even cover a
midget," he growled.
They were glad to lie down, but

sleep did not come readily, and they
talked across the tent to one another
after Dempsey had extinguished the
lantern he had fastened to the pole.

"How did those people strike you?"
asked Bob.
"Oh, they were nice and friendly,

all right!" returned Dempsey. "You
gotta say that about them. But I'm
not so sure o' that doctor."

" He seemed to resent our presence
here, didn't he?"
"Yeah, and he didn't try to hide it,

neither ! Say, we own this property
here, don't we? Well, we could be
charging rent to these people."
"Yeah," said Bob, "we could do that

— if we wanted to." He changed the
subject. " Say, that girl was pretty,
wasn't she?"
"Yon did notice that, didn't ya?"
There was silence for a little while,

broken only by the far-off cry of a
coyote, and then Bob emitted a
chuckle
"What are you laughin' at?"

Dempsey sat up to ask.

"Why," replied Bob, "can you
imagine a couple of guys in their right
minds up here looking for hidden
treasure ?"

Dempsey stretched himself at full

length again and wrestled with the
inadequate blanket.
"Yeah," he drawled. "Looks like

I'm gonna get stuck for two hundred
bucks, too!"

" God's Pinnacle "

CAMP life seemed quite a novelty
for the first few days, and it

certainly was healthy. Bob and
Dempsey spent a lot of time wander-
ing about the plateau and climbing
the mountains in quest of the mine
with the iron door, but all their efforts

proved unavailing. Dempsey became
disheartened, and after about, a week
<,f exploring decided to pan for gold
in the river with Thad Hill.

He found that less fatiguing, and
after half an hour of it he said to
Thad :

" You know I wish I'd started this

when I first came here. At least you've
got a chance to find something.
How'm I doin'. Thad?"
Thad, who had instructed him in

i tic axt of panning, watched him as

ho knelt on the edge of the bank,
scooped up some of the bed-soil, and
tilted the water away.
"You're gettin' the knack pjctty

quick for a beginner," he encouraged.
• Find anything?"
" Xaw. just a swell lot o' gravel,"

grunted Dempsey, and he flung the
-us of his pan back into the river

ami reached down to scoop up some
more. "You know there don't seem
to be no action here. How much gold
do you get out, anyway?"
"Well, it kinda runs in streaks,"

the old fellow replied, squatting on his

haunches with his own pan between
his knees. "Sometimes I have a right
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good day—as much as ten dollars.
Then it sorta peters out, and I don't
find anything for a coupla weeks. And
then, all of a sudden like, it'll pick
up again and run pretty good for a
spell.

1 '

"Well," decided Dempsey, "this
must be one of them lean weeks!"
The panning operations continued un-

eventfully for quite a while, and then
the beginner cried out excitedly:
"Hi, come here! Look!"
"Found something?"
Thad put down his own pan of sheet-

iron to peer into the one Dempsey was
holding, and there amongst the sand he
saw a silver watch.
"Wonder where that came from!" he

exclaimed.
"I dunno," said Dempsey. "Some-

body musta dropped it." He fished the
watch out from the pan. " It's

stopped."
"Too bad," said Thad. "It musta

been a pretty good watch once."
" Yeah. It looks a little like mine.

Lemme see."

He thrust finger and thumb into the
pocket of his waistcoat where he kept
Itis watch, and Thad burst out laughing
at the comical look of utter dismay
which spread over his face. The pocket
was empty; the watch had fallen from
it at some time when its owner was
reaching down to the water

!

" Guess I'd better go and dry it on
your stove," Dempsey said disgustedly,

and he was walking towards the cabin
when he encountered Dr. David Burton,
who had just emerged from it.

"Where's Harvey?" asked the doctor
rather sharply.

" Oh, I ain't seen him in nearly an
hour!" Dempsey replied.

"Where did he go?"
"Takin' a walk."
Burton's deep-set eyes, narrowed.
"Where's Marta?" he demanded.
"I ain't seen her in nearly an hour,

neither."
"Where did she go?"
"Takin' a walk."
" Did they go together ?"

Dempsey resented the doctor's tone,

but replied in his own way to the
question.

"Well," he said, "they were sorta

walkin' in the same direction."

As a matter of fact. Boh and Marta
were very close together at that

moment, resting side by side upon a

granite boulder to which they bad
climbed high above a pine-wood.
"David calls this 'God's Pinnacle,'"

Maria informed Bob. "You can >ee

everything from here."
Bob surveyed the majestic landscape,

then filled his pipe and lit it.

"Well.'' he said, "I can't see any-

thing that Dempsey and I haven't be. n

over during the past week." He
pointed with the stem of the ;

"Unless it's the top of that mountain
over there."

"Poor Mr. Dempsey," said she. "he
seems so discouraged, doesn't he?"
Bob nodded.
"There are only two things that keep

Dempsey from going homo to-morrow,"
he told her, "and both of them arc liis

feet! You can't blame him at that.

So far, all we've seen are places where
people have looked for the treasure and
never found it." He puffed at his pipe
and smiled at her. "Peaceful here,

isn't it?"

"This is my favourite spot," she de-

clared. " David and I often come here
io icad."
"Do you? Dr. Burton's a strange

sort of man, isn't he?"
"Yes, a little" -he agreed. "But

he's been wonderful. Ho 1>< I ed
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grandpa build our cabin and showed
him where to pan for gold in the creek."

" How did you happen to locate

here?" asked Bob curiously.
"Well, grandpa prospected all

through the country, and then we met
David, and he persuaded grandpa to

settle here near him."
While they were talking together on

the boulder, Thad Hill went back to the
cabin to get his midday meal. Dempsey
had dried his watch, but had failed to

make it tick, and had gone off with it.

Burton was striding up and down the
living-room, and ho rapped out at the
old fellow for letting his granddaughter
go off with Bob so frequently.

*' I think you're takin' this too serious,
David," Thad protested mildly.
" Malta's gotta marry some day, and
we gotta look at this thing sensible like.

Young Harvey seems to me to bo a
nice fella. If Marta got to care for

him, I don't see there's anything we
can do about it."

"Why did he have to come here,
anyway?"' raged Burton.
"Well, it's his property, ain't it?"
"What if it is?" The doctor's brown

eyes blazed. "Docs that give him the
right to destroy everything I've tried
to build up? Marta was happy, wasn't
she? She was satisfied."
"You're makin' a mountain out of a

molehill," said Thad. "Why, she's
only known him a week."
But the doctor was in a strange mood

and seemed almost beside himself.
"This was our little world, all our

own!" he cried. "We built it up willi

our own hands, and he destroys every-
thing by his stupid search for gold I

Will, he'll never find it!"
"I know that," nodded Thad. "And

the chances arc he'll be Roin' away
pi city soon."
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Button calmed down considerably,
"I'm sorry," he said in his usual

quiet voice. "I didn't mean to let my-
self go. But you know how I feel about
Matta."
"Of course I do, ' David. She's just

like your own child."
Burton scowled at a picture on the

wall over a little desk.
"Yes," he said, and strode out from

the cabin.
Up on the boulder the doctor had

named "God's Pinnacie," Bob had told

Marta quite a lot about himself because
she seemed interested.
"And now you're about ready to give

up, aren't you?" she saifl.

" Well, it seems kind of foolish look-

ing for this mine a thousand people
have never found," he returned
defensively.
" But you've only been here a little

over a week," she reminded him, "and
there are a lot of places you haven't
Been. The night after you arrived you
promised me you wouldn't let David
discourage you."

"That's right," he admitted, "I did.
How would you like to play for a little

while ?"

"I think it would be fun."
"All right, when do we start?"
" Right away."
"I'll take a look under that rock."
He slid down from the boulder and

turned over a little lump of rock almost
at their feet.

"Don't be silly!" she admonished.
"Silly? It might bo any place!"

But there was nothing under the little

rock except more rock. " No, it's not
there! he exclaimed, for all the world
as though he had really expected it to

be.
"Of course not," she laughed. "It

wauls a lot more finding than that."

l.:

The Arrow and the Eye

DR. DAVID BURTON lived in a
cabin he had built for himself not
very far from the one he had

helped to build for Thad Hill and his

granddaughter. It was situated in a
hollow, with its back to a wall of rock,
and inside its front door steps descended
to a long and narrow living-room.
Bob knocked on the door soon after

he had returned with Marta that even-
ing, and the voice of Burton called out
to him to enter.
He opened the door and descended

the lour steps to a Moor of concrete on
which Indian rugs were spread. The
walls were of white adobe, and there
were bookshelves upon them, and books
upon the table from which the doctor
had risen.

"Good-evening!" said Bob pleasantly.
" Dempsey told me, when I got back to
camp, that you were looking for me."
"I was," confirmed Burton. "Sit

down, won't you?"
Bob dropped into a chair near the

table, and Burton reseated himself,
pushing aside a microscope he evidently
had been using.

"You're a very patient young man,
aren't you?" he said, leaning forward.
"More so than the average man who
comes here."
Bob smiled and crossed his long lees.
" I'm very much afraid, doctor," he

returned, " that you're going to have to
put up with us a little while longer."
" So you are really convinced that the

storv of the mine is not a myth, are
you?"
"I don't know," Bob confessed. "I

must admit that when I first heard the
story I thought it was a fairy tale, but
since I've been here on the ground it's

sort of got under my skin."
"You seem to be enjoying yourself."

,„,^-'"\

theThe more people who've come up here (o look for the mine and haven't found it," expounded Bob,
better off we are."

November 7th, 1936.
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"Oh, I'm having a great time! But
poor old Deropsey's* discouraged—lie's

quite Bure there's no treasure."
"You're not staying- here because of

any treasure!" said Burton with sudden
sternness.

"I beg your pardon?"
"I'll come right to the point. What

inav be a pleasant interlude to you may
prove to be serious to someone else,

i'm talking about Marta."
"What about her?" challenged Bob
"I'd advise you, young man, to pack

up and leave us in peace!"
Jt sounded very much like a threat,

and Bob burned with resentment. But
he said, quietly, enough, as he got to

Ins feet:

"I'll think that over. Good-night."
Bob and Dempsey had supper with

Toad and his granddaughter that even-

ing, and the atmosphere was all the

pleasanter for the absence of the doctor;

but Bob was not his usual cheerful self.

Burton's last words had disturbed him.
It was arranged over the supper table

that he and Marta should go looking
for the treasure next morning, and
Marta was preparing food to take with
them when he called for her. Thad and
Dempsey were out on the bank of the

river, panning for gold.

Bob had almost a second breakfast in

the cabin, and during one of her
numerous journey's between the kitchen

and the living-room Marta showed him
a little flat cross of copper upon one
side of which an eye, an arrow, and a
sun were engraved.
She told him that Dr. Burton had

given it to her, and he studied it with
interest.

"When did he give it to you?" he
asked.
"When first we came here," she

replied.

"Evidently he didn't attach much
importance to it."

"I don't think that," she demurred.
"It's part of his Indian collection."

"The figures are Indian all right,"

said Bob, " but the cross is strictly

Spanish."
"I never thought of that."
"The eye, the arrow, and the sun."
She left lif in with the cross to make

some coffee, and he was still studying it

n hen she returned.
"What'll you do if you really find

the mine?" she asked.
"I'm wondering what I'll do if 1

don't," said he.

"You won't be any worse off than
von were before."
"Won't I?"
"I mean you can still sell auto-

mobiles."
"Yes," he agreed, "I can do that.

You know, when I first came down hero
from New York it was a sort of a lark,

but now I've been here on the ground

"You've got the gold fever," she
suggested. "Is that it?"
"That's right." He handed her bark

the cross. "I wonder what Carrie
Dailey would think if we found it?"
"Who's Carrie Dailey?" she asked

quickly.
"Oh, she was the secretary in Pitkin's

office!" he replied.

"Oh!"
"She invested everything she had in

the Eureka Corporation. Ninety
dollars. You know, I don't really care
very much about the gold myself. I

always managed to get along some-
how."

"That's how I feel about it," said

Marta. "It's not so terrible being
poor."
"No?" Bob looked up at her

" You're the first one I've ever heard
say so."

"What I moan," she explained, "is
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that if you've never had anything you
don't miss it."

"That may be right," said he, "but
if I'd never come down here, I—I'd

"What?" she asked; and then a hiss-

ing noise from the kitchen sent her
flying out to the stove.
The coffee was boiling over.

There were two horses in a stable at

the back of the cabin, presents from
Dr. Burton, and very docile features.
They rode away on them across the

grassy plateau and the scrub beyond
it, and in a fertile canyon they came
to the ruins of a monastery.
Marta, who made an excellent guide,

informed Bob that the broken walls

and arches had been part of the Mission
of San Capello. They were of stone
hewn from the mountains, but there
was no vestige of any roof left, any-
where.

They picnicked on the grass-grown
floor of what might at one time have
been a refectory, and Bob remarked :

"I can't ever remember eating a

sandwich in a monastery before!"
"Have another?" suggested Marta.
The two horses were nibbling quite

contentedly. Bob had another sand-

wich, and then he and Marta wandered
about among the extensive ruins.

"You know, I'm getting a great kick
out of this," he confided.

"I'm glad," said she. "You were
so quiet at supper last night that I began
to think you had changed your mind
about staying."
"I should say not!" he declared

fervently. "I was just thinking about
something else."

She did not ask him what the "some-
thing else " was, but as they went out
under an archway into the canyon, she
said:

"This must be quite a change from
New York."
"That's what I like about it," he

assured her.
"But I don't suppose you'd care to

stay here indefinitely, would you?"
" Well, of course, that—that would

depend."

They came to the foot of some rocks
which formed part of the wall of the
canyon, and Bob looked up at one more
prominent than the rest.

"That's Arrow Rock," said Marta.
The rock had a bluntly pointed top,

and was obviously of granite.

"The fellow who named that certainly

bad a vivid imagination," said Bob.
"It doesn't look much like an arrow to

me."
"The arrow's on the top of it," said

Marta.

They climbed adjacent rocks, and
from them clambered on to the rock
itself and reached its summit.
"There it is!" Marta pointed.

" David said the Indians carved it."

Cut deeply into the granite was a

perfectly good representation of an
arrow, the barb pointing upwards.
"Dr. Burton knows a lot about this

country, doesn't he?" growled Bob.
" Yes, he does," she confirmed.
"Those Indians were pretty good

carvers. Let's see where it points.

He put his eye to the shaft of the
arrow and looked upwards along its

length.

"Do you sec anything?" asked
Maria.
"Yeah, a lot of blue sky," he replied

disappointedly. "Shall we go?"
They started to climb down again,

but Marta suddenly stopped.
"Come to think of it," she exclaimed,

"that arrow is just like the one on my
cross!"

" You don't think there's any con-
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nection between the arrow and the
cross, do you?" asked Bob.
"I don't know."
"Let's go back and give it another

once-over—just for fun, eh?"
They went back to the arrow, and

Bob gazed at it thoughtfully.
"I wonder if that old carver was

smart and turned it the wrong way on
purpose," he mused, and then he
clambered up to the very top of the
rock to apply an eye to the barb of
the arrow.
"What do you see now?" inquired

Marta eagerly.
Bob descended to her, and instead of

answering her question pointed across

the canyon to a very high rock.
"What's that big crag over there?"

he asked.
"I don't know," she replied. "It's

just a crag."
"Have you ever been up there?"
"No—why?"
"Well, that's the way the shaft of the

arrow points. It's worth taking a look
at, don't you think?"
They crossed the canyon on the

horses they had left in the ruins, and
they rode up a rocky slope as far as it

was possible to ride, then proceeded on
foot amongst clustered boulders.

But the way was steep and slippery,

and Marta was cumbered by her skirts,

so Bob went back to the horses and
returned with a lariat, fastened one end
of it round her waist, and climbed ahead
of her, so that she could hold on to the
rope and be sure of not slipping back-
wards.
"At least, we're getting a little

higher," he said, after he had helped
to haul her up on to a ledge.

The crag was above them, its side

like a wall and presenting no foothold
whatever.
"I wonder how the monks got up

there?" said Marta.
"I'm beginning to believe they

didn't," said Bob.
"How do you expect to get up

there?" said Marta.
Bob contemplated a fissure in the crag

and rubbed his chin.
"Wait a minute, and I'll show you."

He unfastened the rope from her waist
and made a noose which lie passed
round a little loose piece of rock and
drew tight. Then he picked up the
piece of rook and tried to throw it over
the fissure. "It's an old Swiss custom,"
he said. "Look out, below!"
The missile failed to reach the fissure.

and came rolling down to their feet.

But a second attempt was more suc-

cessful; the little piece of rock went
over the crag, the rope went down the
fissure, and Bob tugged at the ropo
and found it secure.

"Will it hold?" asked Marta in a
half-scared fashion.

"I hope so," replied Bob, and
started to pull himself up the face of

the crag while she looked on in feat
and trembling.
For the greater part of the ascent

he was almost at right angles to the
rock; but the rope held, and he reached
the top and straddled it.

She gave a little ga6p of relief and
called out to him:
"Bob. what's up there'''

"A swell view!" he called back.
"Anything else?"
"Nothing ! Just me 1"

"Well, come on down!"
"Wait till I see if I can find another

arrow. Yeah, yeah, there is some-
thing herel"
"What is it?" sho cried excitedly.

"A holo in the rock—just like an
oye I I'll take a look I"

Ho wriggled himself round on the

very top of the crag and stooped to
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look through the hole he had likened to

an eye.

"What do you see?" Marta called

out.
"God's Pinnacle," he replied.

Away on the scrub beyond the ruins

of the" Mission of San Capello, Dr.
David Burton stopped the horse upon
which he had ridden from his cabin in

the hollow near the river .and applied
a pair of powerful binoculars to his

eyes.

He saw Bob, straddling the crag
against the skyline, and he saw Marta
below him among the bouldets. His
lean face was distorted with rfcge as

he put away the binoculars and turned
his horse about.

A Shock for Thad Hill

TWO hours later Bob and Marta
reached the front door of the

doctor's cabin and Bob banged
a fist upon it. Burton, who had been
pacing his living-room in a fury, ad-
mitted them with a bow.
"David," cried Marta excitedly, "I

think we've found a clue to the mine.
We were at the monastery, and Bob
got the idea of connecting Arrow Rock
with the arrow on my cross. Then he
thought of looking the wrong way on
the arrow—and where do you think
it pointed?"
"Where?" asked Burton coldly.

"To Jupiter's Crag, across the
canyon. And on the top of the crag
was an eyehole, and when Bob looked
through it he saw Clod's Pinnacle!"
"Humph!" grunted the doctor. "I

followed that theory myself, but it

never led anywhere."
"We haven't been up to God's Pin-

nacle yet," said Bob, "but at least it

would be interesting to take a look."
" We came to borrow your binocu-

lars," said Marta. "You don't mind,
do you '!"

"Of course not," replied the doctor
in a voice he tried to render cordial.
" Co ahead."
Marta snatched up the binoculars

from the table where he had placed
them and caught at Bob's arm.
"Come on!" she cried. "Let's

lurry !"

They went out into the afternoon
sunlight, and as the door was latched
bohind them Barton gave vent to his

feelings by snatching up a valued
Indian bowl and hurling it to the floor.

Bob and Marta hastened to the
boulder where they had talked the day
before, and through the binoculars
they studied the landscape in turn :

but they saw nothing more than rugged
beauty all about them, drenched with
sunlight, and they were badly disap-
pointed.
In the tent that night Bob described

the adventures of the day to Dernpsey
while the disgruntled seeker after
alluvial gold was trying to make him-
self comfortable beneath the blanket that
was too small for him.
"Aw." quoth Dernpsey scornfully.

"I still say it's the bunk. An aye,

an arrow, and the sun. It don't make
sense

!"

"There must be some connection,"
insisted Bob. "It was on the cross
that Dr. Burton gave Marta, and first

I found the arrow, and then the eye-
hole in. the rock. But the thing that
had us fooled, when wo got to Cud's
Pinnacle, was the sun."

" Wasn't there no sun when you got
there?" asked Dernpsey with derision.

"It was covered all over with sun,"
replied Bob. "That was what had us

stumped."
"Yeah," drawled Dernpsey. "I tell

you the whole thing's phoney, Bob.
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" Oh, Bob," she cried, clinging to him, " he—he was going to keep me
here with the gold! "

I got it all doped out. Now. listen;

this Dr. Burton's cracked, ain't he?
The mine with the iron door has got
'em all hopped up. That cross is

phoney—the doc planted all this stuff

around here. I've known a lot o'

loony guys in my time, but, believe

me. Bob, this Burton is tops!"
Malta bad just retired to her bed-

room, which was at the back of the

cabin and opened out of the living-

room. She was combing her hair in

front of the mirror of her dressing-

table when Burton peered into the
room round a curtain over an open
window and saw the cross he had
given her lying on the dressing-table
within reach of his hand.
Crouching back against the outer

wall, so that she could not see him if

she turned, he thrust his hand in over
the sill and secured the cross. Then,
slipping ir into his pocket, he went
round to the front of the cabin and
knocked at the door.

A few minutes later Thad shouted
at the door of Malta's room

:

"Oh, Marta! David's here, and he
wants to see you !"

Marta put down the brush and comb
she was using and went out into the
living-room, and she stared in surprise
at Burton, for he was standing by the
table with folded arms and his eyes
were fierce.

"Why, David, what's the matter?''
she exclaimed.
He gripped her right arm with both

hands, and he said masterfully:

"Marta, I don't want you to have
anything more to do with Harvey!''
"Why?" she asked wonderingly.
"You're not going to see him! Do

you understand?" His double grip
on her arm tightened, and his voico
became harsh. "You're going to tell

him to go away from here!"
"You're hurting my arm!" cried

Marta.
"Arc you going to do as I say'r" he

rasped.
Thad stepped forward in high con-

cern.
"Hold on a minute, David!" he

pleaded.
"You keep out of this!" roared

Burton, whirling round on him. "I
warned you of what was going to

happen. Do you understand, Marta''"
"No, I don't understand," -he re-

plied, almost in tears. "Why should
I ask him to go away?"

" Because you're in love with him !"

" Is that so wrong?"
"Why, it's only natural," declared

her grandfather.
"Keep quiet, you old fool!"

Burton flamed at him. " How could

you have lived without me? You hot If

came here starving. I gave you food

and a cabin, and blankers to keep you
warm. I found a plaee where you
could scrape up a little of the gold you
loved so much!"
"That ain't no thanks to you!"

bridled Thad. "The gold was there,

for anybody. Year in and year out
I've worked down in that creek."
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"You've worked? A fine lot of gold

you'd have found if it hadn't been
for me. There's never been any gold
in there, except what I put there for

you to find !"

"You?" gasped Thad. and Marta
looked horrified.

"That's what I said!" snarled

Burton. "I put it there at night—just
enough to keep you going—and the

next day you found it!"

"Where did you get it?" asked

Marta.
"I—I bought it," he replied, and his

voice was shrill and unnatural. "You
can buy gold, you know, and throw it

away, just like bones to a dog." He
turned again to Thad. "You think

yon worked for it? Well, go ahead

and look for it now. Look for it

now !"

He snatched up his hat, rammed it on

his head, and went out from the cabin

and slammed the door behind him.

The Iron Door

EARLY the next morning Bob and

Dempsey climbed up to Clod's

Pinnacle, Dempsey complaining

loudly long before the boulder was
reached, though the day was too young

i i be very hot.

"Hi, I 'thought you said this wasn t

far?" he shouted, labouring upwards
behind his more energetic companion.

"You got a great idea o' distance!"

The boulder was reached, but he

scanned tho wonderful view without any
enthusiasm whatever.
"Is this what you brought me up here

to see?" he demanded.
"This is the spot the eye points to,"

raid Bob. "Now what we've got to do

is to figure what it has to do with the

other sign. What does the sun mean
to you?"
'Oh. a place to lay down in," re-

plied the unimaginative one.

"The arrow, the eye. the sun." Bob
gazed thoughtfully in every direction.

"Yeah," snorted Dempsey, "and
when you put 'em all together they

spell 'hooey.' Hi, where ya goin'?"

Bob had started to climb some rocks

higher than the boulder.

"I'll bo right back," he said over his

shoulder, and reached a shelf of rock

upon which a length of decaying pole

lay. He examined the pole and saw-

that one end of it had been broken off

as though from a hole in which the rest

of it had stood, and he searched about
the rock for the rest of the pole.

There was no actual hole, but he
found the rest of the polo in what had
been a hole, and he tried to wriggle it

loose. Dempsey looked up and saw him
hard at work.
"Hi. what' re you doin'?" he shouted.

".Diggin' for a bone?"
"Come up here!" Bob shouted back.

Puffing .itid blowing, Dempsey
struggled up the rocks and joined him on
tho shelf.

"Aw. you've certainly got a grudge
against my fret," he grumbled. "This
i* sine a great country '."

Bob had managed to pull up the end
of the pole he had worked loose. It

was about t\VO feet long.

"What's this." he asked, rising to his

feet and holding it out.

"Wood." replied Demp
"You're supposed to be a smart de-

tective. What was it before?"
" A I roe

"

Bob flung down tho piece of wood
and pointed lo the cavity it had occu-
pied.
"What «ih in thai hole?" he asked.
Dempsej picked up the rest of the

pole and thrust the end of ii into the
hole.
November 7th, 1938.
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"A telegraph pole," he said. "Now
ask me another one !"

Bob looked from the pole across the
intervening country to the crag ho had
scaled the afternoon before, and taking
a lino from the crag looked down to the
plateau. He found himself staring at a
window of Dr. Burton's cabin which
seemed to be ablaze because the sun
was shining on the glass

" Aw, it doesn't make any sense !" he
growled.
The doctor was in the living-room of

his cabin, bending over an open book
upon the table with the light of insanity
in his eyes. It was a book of verses,

and lie read aloud, over and over again,
the first line of one particular poem :

"'Yet each man kills the thing he
loves ! Each man kills the thing he
loves.'

"

Finalh-, as though ho had reached a

decision, he put on his hat and went
out into tho sunlight.

Thad Hill had had no appetite for

breakfast that morning, and even his

beloved pipe failed to soothe him as

he sat smoking it in a chair on the
porch. Marta found him there, look-

ing a picture of dejection, and she sug
gested that he should take a little walk.

" Walkin' ain't goin' to help me a

bit, Marta," he said sadly. "I can't
even go and ;pan in the creek any more
Every day I figured that to-morrow,
maybe, I'd strike it rich."
"We'll go somewhere else." she said;

bur ho shook his head at her.

"Twenty years ago I coulda done
that, but when you get to be my age
you can't start all over again. No,
Marta, I just ain't got the heart."
"Don't worry, dear," she urged, and

coaxed him back into the living-room,
where she was trying to induce him to

eat some of his neglected breakfast when
Dr. Burton walked in upon them.

Thad scowled at him, and Marta did

not even utter a greeting, but stood
defensively beside her grandfather. Tho
doctor, however, seemed to be in quite

a chastened mood.
"I've come to say I'm sorry about last

night," ho began. "I shouldn't have
said the things I did."

"It's a little late to be sorry, ain't

it?" growled Thad
"Yes." admitted the doctor, "but it's

silly to let a misunderstanding come be-

tween old friends. Tlease forgot about
last night."
"That was a low-down trick you

played on vs. How do you think Marta
and I feel, livin' on you all these

years ?"

"I didn't want to plav a trick on
you," Burton declared with feeling. "I
wanted you both to stay here. It was
my way of trying to make you happy."

"I believe that, David," said Marta
"I knew you would." He took her

hand and held it gently in his own. "I'd
like to talk to you. Marta, if you'll

walk a little way with me."
"Why, certainly, David." She went

with him to the door. "Til bo right

back, grandpa."
While these two were walking to-

gether along the bank of the river

towards the doctor's cabin, Bob and
Dempsey were descending from (1 oil's

Pinnacle, and Dempsey was speaking
his mind.

" You can go on makin' a fool of

yourself," he said, "and you can talk

till you're blue in the face, but my
mind is made up. I'm no glutton—

I

know when I've had enough."
"Wait a minute, you big sap!" ex-

ploded Bob. "You're tho guy that

balked me into coining out here, aren't

"Yeah," confirmed Dempsey. "And
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I'm tho guy that'll talk you into going
back, too ! This thing's a bust, just

like I told you, and I'm gonna pack
my things and get out of here !"

" What would you do if you did go
back home?" inquired Bob pointedly.
"Aw, say. there's a lot o' things that

I could do I never thought of before,"
was the confident reply, "and one of 'em
will be to get that guv Pitkin!"
"Pitkin?"
"Yeah," raged the footsore detective.

"If it hadn't been for him I wouldn't
be down here now !"

"Temper, temper. Mr. Dempsey!"
reproved Bob. "D'you know what
Horace Greelov said."
"No."
"He said, 'Go West, voting man go

West !'
"

"Oh. he did, eh?" Dempsey was not
aware that Greeley was a famous,
American journalist and statesman who
died in 1872. " Well, I'll get that guv.
too !"

Long before they had reached the
plateau, Burton and his beautiful com-
panion had leached the cabin in tho
hollow and stopped outside its front
door.

"Are you sure you love this young
man?" asked the doctor.
"Yes." Marta replied emphatically,

"quite sure."
"I can't imagine living here without

you !"

She did not want to discuss that sub-

ject, and she did not want to leave her
grandfather too long.

"I must go back now, David," she
said.

"Oh, come in for a moment, won't
you?" lie pleaded. "You're not afraid
of me, are you?"
She was half-afraid of him. aftei his

outbreak of the night before, but she
assured him to the contrary, and she
went into the cabin with him.
The book of versos was still open on

the table, and he smiled as she turned
tho pages while he put his hat away.
"I'm afraid I've been a great disap-

pointment to you," she said, noticing
the sadness of his smile, but he walked
over to her and offered his hand.

"After all." he said, "why shouldn't
you bo in love with this young man?
You're both young, and should have
many years of happiness before you."
"David," she murmured gratefully,

"you're sweet."
"Oh. no!" He shook his head.

"I've boon stupid, Marta. I thought;

I could keep you untouched by the

world, away from everything and every-
body. I should have known I wis
wrong."
She closed the book of verses and

rested a hand upon its cover.

"David, you'll like Bob when you
really know him." she said.

"Yes, of course I will." He walked
towards a door facing the window upon
which tho sun bad shone, but turned
abruptly away from it again. "Maria.
I lied when I said I'd bought the gold

I threw in tho creek. That gold v. i-

part of tho treasure of San Capello."
She stared at him in amazement.
"The treasure?" she cried. "But,

David, I don't understand ! Where did
you

"

"I found it fifteen years ago." he in-

terrupted, "and the cross that I gave
you was tho key to its whereabouts."
"Then Bob was right!" she ex-

claimed.
"Yes." he replied solemnly, 'Boh

was light, and I was angry. BO I took
your cross last night."

lb- produced the cross from his pocket
and exhibited it on the palm of his hand.

(Continued on page 25)
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Never was there a more enduring comradeship than that which was formed between
the king of wild horses and the outcast wonder dog. Together they braved a thousand
perils, unswerving in their loyalty to each other. Follow their amazing adventures in

this gripping serial drama, starring Kane Richmond, Norma Taylor and Rex and Rinty

AdV"iREX
READ THIS FIRST

Iter, a black Arabian stallion, it

worshipped by a strange rucr of people
on the remote tropical isle of Sujan.

To Sujan come three white men who
are aijents of a Californian rancher
Homed Crawford. They steal Rex,
realising tin fortune he can make for
their employer, but one oj them is

captured by the Sujanete. This man,
Wheeler, only tarns his life and lihii]
by promising to recover the god hoist,
.and Iran Is to Ann rira in company
with a mill re known us Pasha.

Meanwhile Ilex: is delivered to

Crawford, but breaks fret and takes to

tin hills. Later that day the rancher
plays iii a polo r/amc at the Bruce
Hiding Academy, but his team loses to

a side led by Frani Bradley, a popular
young sportsman, and after the game
Crawford rents some of his spite on a
si ray polict ilmj that has roamed into
the district.

The dog, llinly, wanders off into the
mountains, ami there discovers Bex
trapped in an abandoned mine. Meet-
ing Dorothy Jlrurc, daughter of the
riding academy's owner, Rinty tries to

had her to tht mine, but she falls from
her hursi ami is stunned.

In the m runtime, some of Crawford's
iii i n have traced the stallion, and
unawiiri that he is a prisoner, they
attempt to smoke him out into the open.
Rinty attacks them, but is struck sense-
less, and at that same moment the roof
of the mine cares in as Hex, in his
struggles, brings down a timber
tupport I

Now Read On

A False Conclusion

BLANK dismay was written on the
fares of Crawford's men as they
saw th'e mine gallery caving in

before their eyes.
The very entrance of the tunnel was

affected by the collapse, rocks and dirt

tumbling at the feet, of the ranch
employees while they stood listening to

the thunder of the slide. Then, as the
tumult died away, the four men reeled
into the mouth of the cavern and
brought up short before a mass of
debris that blocked its interior from
floor to ceiling.
"1 guess that's the end of tin- black

stallion. Mitchell!" Anderson said
huskily.

In the deathly silence that now
prevailed, the ranch-hand's voice
SOUnded hollow and sepulchral.
"Yeah," breathed Mitchell. "Trapped

under a mountain of earth I A fortune
in horseflesh buried alive !"

"Maybe lie still it alive," Martin
exclaimed querulously. "We'd better
make sure, am way."
The idea was rejected by his

comrades, Jones being the foremost in
declaiming it.

"Don't be crazy, Martin," the latter
scoffed. " The stallion's a goner all

right. Yeah, and it would take a
steam shovel to reach his body. Come
on. we'd better get, back to the outfit

an' report to Crawford. And Mitchell,
you'll have to have them wrists o'

yours attended to. That, wolfhound's
teeth have lipped 'em a-plenty."

The four men turned and walked out
into the open again, where Mitchell
spurned the prostrate body of Rinty in

passing. Then, striding through the

smoke that still hovered about the scene,

the ranch hands made for their broncs*
anil soon they were riding off at a
gallop.

They had scarcely disappeared when
Rinty began to show signs of returning
Consciousness, and a few minutes later

he managed to regain his feet, after
which he moved somewhat shakily
towards the mine entrance.

It was as the dog was standing there
that lie heard a voice hailing him from
the far end of the canyon, and, pricking
up his ears, he turned to see Dorothy
Bruce, tottering in his direction.

The girl joined him at the mouth of
the cavern, and knell down beside him.
"What, is it, boy'.'" she asked gently.

"Why did you want to follow sou'.'"

Rinty looked at her with his soft

brown eyes, then faced the pil of
debris that blocked the tunnel and gave
vent (o a piteous whine: and suddenly,
from somewhere inside the mine, the
wolfhound's plaintive voice was
answered by the neighing' of a hoi e

Dorothy Bruce straightened up with
a jerk, and for a moment she stood
staring at the mountain of rubble that
had filled the cavern. Then all at
once she remembered that there was
another entrance to this mine, and
calling upon Rinty to accompany her,

she hurried out of the canyon.
Mitchell and his associates had been

unaware that there was any alternative
means of gaining the interior of the
abandoned workings, and Dorothy her-
self would probably have been ignorant
of the fact if a relative of hers had not,

been connected with the mine when it

had been a paying proposition. It so
happened, however, that this relative
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had once shown her over the claim, and
now the girl was able to put her

iknowledge to good account.

Leaving the canyon, she made her
way round to a rock-strewn hillside, and
Rinty was close on her heels wheu she

eventually stepped into the gloom of

a cave that pierced the slope. Then.
iwith the aid of matches which the girl

possessed, they hastened deep into the

core of the mountain until at last they
perceived the figure of a struggling

horse ahead of them.

The animal was Rex, and he was
lying on the floor of the tunnel at the

base of a heap of stones and earth.

By amazing good luck, he had escaped
the brunt of the collapse which had
taken place, and which had been con-

fined to that portion of the roof between
hirn and the canyon entrance of the

mine.

Yet, though he had escaped serious

injury, his neck was pinned under
the broken prop which he had brought
down, and as the end of this was wedged
amongst the debris it took Dorothy some
time to lever it upwards.

Rex scrambled from the ground then.

There was a wound on his head-
nothing very severe, but no doubt it

had laid him out for a spell. He
seemed perfectly all right now, how-
over, and as Dorothy and Rinty began
to retrace their steps along the cavern
he followed slowly after them.

Indeed, he continued to follow them
when they came out into the open. It

was for all the world as if he ap-
preciated that they were friends and
wished to remain with them, and when
at length Dorothy picked up the trail

which led to the academy she could not
help smiling at the manner in which
the black stallion plodded after her,

while Rinty trotted alongside her like

a shadow.

In this fashion the three of them
must have covered a considerable
distance when a horseman appeared
unexpectedly round a bend in the road,

and as tho girl recognised Frank
Bradley she uttered a cry of welcome.
Two or three seconds later Frank was

drawing rein before her.

"What happened, Dorothy?" he
asked quickly. "Your riderless horse
came back to the academy, and I

realised something must be wrong. Then
Jensen told me that you'd mentioned
you were going out to Bear Creek, and
I hit the trail to see if I could find you."
Dorothy proceeded to relate all that

had occurred, and when she had finished

her story Frank looked at Rex witli

keen admiration.
"Gee. he's a beauty, too, isn't he?"

he said, moving forward and stroking

the stallion's muzzle.

Rex remained passive under his touch.

It was strange how mild his disposition

could be with sonic men, whereas with
others he was as savage as any outlaw
bronc. It was as if some instinct, told

him which human beings were to be
trusted, and which were nor
"What are you going to do with him,

Dorothy?" Frank asked.

"Well, he seems intent on following
me," the girl replied, "so I figured on
keeping him at the academy until his

owner claims him—whoever the owner
may be."
"A good idea," Frank commented

"Here, come on up beside me."

He lent her a hand and helped her
up into his saddle. Then he looked
down at Rinty.
"By the wav, Dorothy," he said

"Jensen was telling me that Crawford
had threatened to shoot that dog if he
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caught him around the academy any
more."
"Shoot Rinty?" the girl exclaimed

with mingled horror and indignation.
"I'd like to see him try it I"

"That's exactly what I told Jensen,"
Frank remarked grimly. " All right,

Rinty, you're trailing along with us,

too."
With a dig of his heels the wealthy

young sportsman sent his pony foi..ard
along the road, and Rex did not have
to bo coaxed into accompanying the
other animal. Nor did Rinty for that
matter, and with Frank's mount carry-
ing double and the god horse of Sujan
cantering abreast, the high-spirited wolf-
hound brought up the rear at a
scampering run.
They reached the riding academy an

hour afterwards, and here Rinty was
made to understand that he could
regard this establishment as his home,
after all. For Jensen quickly provided
him with a platter that was brimful of
meat and biscuits, and fondled him
joyously while he was eating the meal.
In the meantime. Rex had been led

to a vacant stable, and it was while the
stallion was being given a feed of oats
that Dorothy's father appeared on the
scene.
He, too, was informed of the circum-

stances in which Dorothy had found the
noble-looking creature, and, as Frank
had done before him, he scrutinised the
horse with an appreciative eye.

"He's certainly a magnificent speci-

men," Bruce declared. "I've never
seen a finer. You know, if he weren't
coal-black I'd say ho was a full-blooded
Arabian."
"I wish we could keep him, dad,"

Dorothy murmured.
Her father shrugged his shoulders.

"At least, we can give him a home
until we locate his owner," he observed.
" I wonder who he does belong to,

anyway ? And I wonder how he came
to stray into that abandqned mine
where you found him?"
"I don't know," Dorothy rejoined,

" but it looked as if someone had been
trying to smoke him out. For the
brush had been set on fire, and there
were, men's footprints around the mouth
of the tunnel—where it had caved-in.

I wish Rinty could talk. He might be
able to tell us something about the
whole business."
There was a silence, and then Frank

Bindley spoke again.
"You know something?" he an-

nounced. "That stallion seems gentle
enough, but somehow I've got an idea
he's never been broken to a saddle."
"I wonder," Dorothy's father mused.
" Well, if my hunch is right I'd sure

like to have the training of him." Frank
said. "What a polo horse lied make."
Bruce favoured him with a smile.
" Maybe you'll get the chance of

training him," he stated, "if nobody
lays any claim to him. He couldn't be
in better hands. No one knows more
about horses than yon do, Frank, and
no one I've ever seen has a better way
with them."
"Coming from an old hand like you.

Mr. Bruce." the younger man answered
genially, "that's praise calculated to

turn a fellow's head."
They moved away from the stall in

which Rex had been lodged, and in

which he seemed quite content to

remain, and a little later they were
again speculating on the ownership of

the stallion.

They did not know that the horse
had been stolen and transported from
r, far tropical island that was the abode
of a curious race of people. Only
(Yawf'-.J and his hirelings could hate
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told them that—Crawford, who at this
very moment was driving his high-
powered automobile along the rough
track which led to his distant ranch.

It was as Crawford drew up outside
his house that Mitchell came across
from the corral, followed by Jones,
Martin and Anderson. And before
long the rancher was listening to an
account of the disaster which had
supposedly overtaken Rex.

" You—you mean the god horse .was
killed

?
" Crawford jerked, as soon as

he had heard the story. "Couldn't
you have saved him?"
"We didn't have a chance, boss."

said Jones. "Besides, we was mighty
anxious about gettin' Mitchell to the
nearest town and lettin' a doctor look
him over."
For the first time Crawford noticed*

that Mitchell's wrists were heavily
bandaged.
"What happened to you, then?" he

demanded.
"Some big wolf dog nearly killed me

while we was tryin' to smoke out that
stallion, boss," Mitchell explained.

Crawford thought of the stray he had
encountered at the Bruce Academy, and
wondered if it were the same wolfhound
as that which had attacked his

employee. Then his mind veered round
to the god horse of Sujan, and a look
of distress crossed his heavy features
—not tho distress which a lover of
animals might have experienced, but
the distress of a man who felt that a
fortune had been lost by the death of
that splendid creature.
"I'd have given every polo pony I

own." he said, "to have had that
black Arabian in my stable."

Wheeler Again

A WEEK had elapsed, a week dur
ing which pressuie of business
had kept Crawford from the

Bruce Riding Academy, or he might
have discovered that the god horse Rex
was very much alive and in process of

being trained by Frank Bradley.
For, as no inquiries had been made

regarding the stallion, Frank had
eagerly taken on tho task of intro-

ducing him to a saddle and generally
preparing him for a career as a polo
pony.

It was a task that had presented many
difficulties, for Rex had shown a
tremendous amount of stubbornness at

first. However, Frank had persevered
—and without attempting to break his

spirit, but rather by dint of great
patience and unfailing kindness, the

young sportsman had finally overcome
the horse's obstinacy.

And now, at the end of a week. Rex-

was not only perfectly willing to carry

him on his back, but was answering to

the rein as if he had been used to a

master all his life. Also, he had
become accustomed to galloping around
a polo field and vying with other
thoroughbred.- in the pursuit of a white
ball. For Frank had got the length of

giving him frequent "work-outs" in

practice matches during the afternoons.

It was after one of these work-outs
that Frank was joined by Dorothy
Bruce, who had been looking on from
the touchliue.

•'Well.'' the girl said, "you seem to

be able to handle him now all right."

"Yes," Frank told her, "he's coming
along swell. 1 think I'll give him his

firs) real chance to-morrow .

"

Dorothy's eyes lit up
"You mean—you're going to use him

in the game against Crawford's team?"
" Yes I haven't seen Crawford for

a week, but I presume the fixture's .-lill

on. lie suggested it himself, after that
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last match. Seemed mighty anxious to

have an early chance of turning the
tables on my team, in fact. Anyway,
I'll 'phone him up this evening, and
if the game takes place I'll give the
stallion a break in the first chukker.

"

The girl turned to watch Rex for a
moment as he was being led away by
Jensen, the stable-hand.

" It's marvellous, the way you've
trained that horse in such a short. time,
Frank," she murmured presently.
" Gee, you'd take it pretty hard if

someone showed up now and claimed
him, wouldn't you?"
Frank toyed thoughtfully with the

polo mallet (hat he was oarrying.
" If his real owner showed up I'd

have to surrender the stallion, of
course," he said. "But the ownership
would have to be proved right up to
the hilt before I'd let him go. Bill of
sale, pedigree, and all the rest of it."

Neither Frank nor Dorothy realised
it, but a man was hovering within
earshot of them, and that man was
Mitchell, who had quite recovered from
the injuries Rinty had inflicted on him
and who had dropped in casually at the
Bi uce Field while on his way to
Crawford's ranch from the city.

He had seen the practice match, and
to his utter amazement had recognised
Rex ; and now, after hearing the con-
versation that had passed between
Frank Bradley and Dorothy, he turned
sharply on his heel and made for the
car park, where he had left a sedan
in which he had been travelling.
Some time later Mitchell could have

been seen driving up to the Crawford
ranch-house in a cloud of dust, and on
bringing the automobile to a halt and
entering the well-appointed residence he
located his employer in the lounge.
Quickly he related what he hud seen

and overheard. and his story left
Crawford agape.
"Are you sure it was the god horse

of Sujan, Mitchell?'' the rancher
demanded incredulously.
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"I couldn't mistake that stallion,"
the other replied. " Don't ask me how
he got outa that mine, boss—I only
know that he's at the Bruce Academy.
Yeah, and I know that you're gonna
have a hard time claimin' him. Bradley
says he won't give him up without a

bona fide bill of sale."
Crawford gritted his teeth.
"After you fellers bringing that horse

all the way from Sujan." he said, "1
don't mean to let Bradley or anyone
else tnke him away from me. We'll get
Rex back, Mitchell—without a bill of
sale. Yep, and once he's safe in my
stables here, no one will ever be able
to prove he doesn't belong to me. Now
listen

"

He stopped abruptly, and all at once
Mitchell saw that his glance had
travelled towards the doorway—saw,
too, that his eyes had widened extra-
ordinarily and that his face had
blanched, as if he had suddenly found
himself looking upon a ghost.

Mitchell turned, and next instant he
was wearing the same stricken ex-
pression as that which had dawned on
the features of his employer. For there
on the threshold stood a man who had
been given up for dead, a man whose
silent arrival was as uncanny as a

visitation from the world beyond the
grave.

"Wheeler!'' Mitchell gasped.
There was a pause, and then the new-

comer moved fairly into the room.
"Kinda surprised to see me, ain't

you?'" he sneered, looking from one to

the other of the two men whom he
had surprised.

His voice had the effect of convincing
them that he was of human flesh and
blood, and Crawford managed to speak,
though with ;m obvious effort.

" Why, Mitchell told me you were
dead !"

"Yeah," blurted Mitchell, "we
thought you were dead, Wheeler. We
thought them natives would be certain
to finish you."
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Wheeler eyed him grimly.
" That didn't prevent you from leavin'

me to their tender mercies, did it?" he
ground out.
"But we hadn't any choice," Mitchell

protested. "Martin and I wouldn't
have deserted you willingly, Wheeler.
You know that. The fact was wo were
both plenty scared, and we thought we
heard somebody givin' the alarm."

W'heeler's lip curled slightly. Then,
after a brief silence, he, spoke again.

"Well, the natives didn't kill me,"
he stated. " I managed to fool them
and make my get-away from the island.

My next port o' call was Zembla,
where I hopped a transoceanic 'plane

for the States. And here I am, Craw-
ford—so what about my cut for helping
to get that god horse?"
The rancher pursed his lips.

"That stallion got away from us," he
grunted. "We're aiming to grab him
to-morrow during a polo game at the

Bruce Field."
"Meaning what?" Wheeler asked

with a frown.
"Meaning that as soon as I get the

horse you and Mitchell and Martin will

collect your dough," answered Craw-
ford. "But you've got to throw in witli

us on this job, Wheeler—that's under-

stood, I guess."
A look of cunning appeared on

Wheeler's features.

"Any plan in mind?" he queried.

"Yeah," said Crawford. "I've got a
kind of a hunch. Sit down and let's

discuss it."

For the next ten minutes there was a
low-toned drone of conversation in the

lounge of the ranch-house, atid at the

end of that time Crawford's scheme had
been arranged in every detail. Then,
making a somewhat vague excuse,

Wheeler took his leave, and from the

ranch-house walked westwards along

the road until he came to a grove of

trees.

Amongst those trees stood an open
car. It was a ear which the man had
hired on landing in America, and in it

a swarthy individual of foreign appear-

ance was seated, an individual who was
none other than Pasha.
"Well?" the Sujanese asked as

Wheeler joined him.

The pair of them were dragging Jensen to the far end of the stable.
November 7th, 1936..
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"The god horse wasn't there,"
Wheeler muttered. "He's at a place
known as the Bruce Ridin' Academy,
and Crawford aims to get him back
to-morrow."
Pasha looked at him keenly.
"What did you say to this man

Crawford?" he demanded in his queer,
halting English.
"I told him that I'd managed to

escape from Sujan," came the reply.

"My story was correct in most of its

details, but I didn't tell him that I'd

struck a bargain with Tanaga, the high
priest of your race. Nor did I tell him
that you were with me, Pasha. He
mustn't know that, because I've pre-
tended to join up with him again."

The native directed an ominous glance
at him.

"Wheeler," he said, "I warn you
once more that you had better not try

any tricks. If Tanaga should cease to

hear from me, he wilT send someone
here to take my place and hound you
to your doom."
Wheeler gestured impatiently.
"Now listen," he expostulated.

"What have I to gain bj* double-crossin'
you and Tanaga ? Didn't Tanaga
promise me that if I brought the stallion

buck to Sujan I'd be richly rewarded in

gold an' jewels ? Yeah, and all that
Crawford would pay me is a mangy
coupla hundred dollars. So, naturally,

I ain't gonna let you down, am I ?

Naturally, I'm gonna play straight with
the highest bidder, ain't I?"
Pasha eyed him steadfastly for a

moment, and then he inclined his head.
"Good!" he murmured. "I only

wished to make sure that you under-
stood the position fully, Wheeler."

Behind the Scenes

IT was Saturday afternoon, and a
crowd of enthusiastic spectators was
watching the first chukker of the

game between Frank Bradley's team
and a side raised by Crawford.

The match was being played at top
pace, and every man in both teams
seemed to be inspired by a tremendous
keenness. Clods of earth were being
thrown up by the thundering hoofs of

their ponies as they galloped hither and
thither, and the crack of mallet against
ball resounded across the field at
intervals of every two or three seconds.

The interest of the onlookers, how-
ever, was largely concentrated upon the
rival skippers, Crawford and Frank
Bradley. For again and again these
two figured prominently in the play,
matching their skill with the mallet and
their talents as horsemen one against
the other.
The mounts which carried them

seemed to have a perfect understanding
with their riders. Indeed, it was as if

men and beasts were acting to the im-
pulse of the same mind, so swiftly was
a movement of the rein or a touch of
the heel obeyed. Yet, in those sharp
duels which took place between Frank
and Crawford, it was generally the
younger man who came off with the
honours.
Playing at position No. 3, which is

the most important berth in any polo
team, Frank was giving an exhibition
that could not have been surpassed. Up
with his two forwards in attack or help-
ing No. 4 to defend the goal just as
the run of the game required, he had
the spectators on their toes time after
time with the sheer brilliance of his
tactics.

Rock-like in defence, dangerously
thrustful whenewi he dashed up-field to
attempt a score, he dominated that first

cimkker from the start to finish, and
earned (he acclaim of the crowd. At
the same time he was well aware that the
November 7tli, 1936.
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impressive performance which he was
giving was flue in no small measure to
the stallion he was riding.

He had been pretty certain before the
game had begun that the black would
acquit himself well. But the animal
was exceeding all expectations, and it

was small wonder that Crawford was
beaten so frequently in his efforts to

obtain a shot at goal. Frank B^rulby's
superiority as a player was not entirely
responsible for that—a fair proportion
of the credit was merited by Rex.
As for Crawford, he had realised from

the first moment of setting eyes on the
stallion that Mitchell's information had
not been false. It was the god horse of
Sujan all right, and the sight of Frank
Bradley on it had aroused in him a
savage anger, an anger which had been
fanned during those occasions when the
younger man had outshone him.
He had never liked Frank Bradley.

Prior to Frank joining the Bruce
Riding Academy and taking up polo,

the name of Crawford had been men-
tioned in tones of awe by followers of
the game. But now it was Bradley who
was the favourite with the crowd, and
Crawford was almost a back number.
And to-day, seeing Frank astride the

god horse, Rex, Crawford's antagonism
was heightened considerably, even
though he knew that the stallion would
not be long in the younger man's pos-
session if all went well.
With such ugly reflections passing

through his mind, it was scarcely sur-
prising that Crawford resorted to un-
savoury measures during the closing
stages of the chukker. A thoroughly
bad sportsman at heart, the man had
never shown any scruples regarding the
methods ho adopted when an opponent
proved too clever for him.
The spectators were quick to notice

the streak of viciousness that revealed
itself in his play, and none observed it

more quickly than Bruce, the head of
the academy, who was occupying a
grand-stand seat in the directors' box.

Dorothy was beside him, and he spoke
to her in a grim undertone.
"Crawford's at it again," he said.

"I don't like those rough tactics he's so
fond of using. There ! Did you see him
then—trying to crowd young Bradley off

the ball ? That's what I call dangerous
play. It's liable to cause a bad
accident."
The girl compressed her lips.

"I know, dad," she agreed. "And
Crawford's always the same when he's
up against Frank. I haven't any time
for that man. He's a good player on
his day. but he just hates to be on the
losing side."
She continued to watch the game—

a

trifle anxiously, for Crawford was
making a nerve-racking spectacle of it

now, and she could not help uttering a
sigh of relief when that first chukker
ended without any serious spill taking
place.
Down on the field, Frank Bradley

cantered to the side-line and dismounted
from Rex, surrendering him to the care
of Jensen. Then, even as the wealthy
young sportsman was in the act of
climbing astride a fresh pony, he heard
the familiar voice of Crawford behind
him.
"A goal up in the first chukker," the

rancher grunted, referring to a score
that Frank had made. "You're kind of
lucky to-day, aren't you, Bradley?"

Frank grinned at him. He was com-
pletely unperturbed by the ominous
tactics that Crawford had been
employing.
"Anybody would be lucky with a

horse like that stallion," he commented.
Swinging himself into the saddle of

the (Torse tliat was his second string, he
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spurred close to Rex and caressed the
black Arabian's sleek muzzle while-

Crawford looked on venomously.
"Yes," Frank said to the magnificent

creature that had carried him through
the opening chukker, "anybody would
be lucky with a horse like you

—

wouldn't they, old boy?"
Rex whinnied gently, and with a smile

Frank turned to address Jensen.
"Make sure that you give him a good

rub down," he declared. "He's cer-
tainly earned it."

"I'll give him a good rub down all

right, Mr. Bradley, sir," the stable-

hand answered, and a moment later

Frank was riding back on to the pitch
for the next chukker.
The other three members of his team

cantered out to their positions as well,

and Crawford and his colleagues also
took the field. At the touchline Jensen
paused to watch the commencement of
the second period. Then, as the game
was resumed, he marched Rex off in

the direction of the stables.

No one else was visible in the neigh-
bourhood of the stables as Jensen led
the god horse into his stall, for every-
one was interested in the match that was
in progress. But Jensen had scarcely
disappeared when three men slunk
round a corner into view.
They were Wheeler, Jones, and Mit-

chell, the last-named carrying three
ropes that had been gathered into coils,

and with wary tread they began to move
along the front of the stables.

"That guy Jensen took the black
Arabian into the end stall," Mitchell
whispered to his accomplices. "When
we get there, you fellows can handle
him while I keep watch outside. Is that
clear.

The others nodded, and the three men
crept on. Then, just as they were pass-
ing a stall which they imagined to be
empty, they heard a menacing growl
and looked in to see a grey wolfhound
glaring up at them from behind the
lower half of a double door.
The dog had been eating some food

that was heaped on a platter, but had
raised his alert head at the sound of
footsteps, and now, on perceiving the
animal, Jones and Mitchell recognised
him immediately as the wolfhound
which had attacked them at the
entrance to the abandoned mine.
Rinty recognised them, too, and his

growl quickened to a threatening, hos-
tile bark. Another instant and he would
have been leaping over the transom in

an irresistible onslaught, but remember-
ing the damage that had been done to
his wrists Mitchell acted with the
promptness of a badly frightened man.

Giving vent to a hoarse ejaculation,
he clutched the top half of the stable
door and slammed it shut. Then,
fastening it. he exchanged a scared
gl in ice with Jones.
"That same cursed dog!" he panted.
"Yeah, an' listen to the racket he's

kickin' up !" Jones bit out. "It's liable

to make Jensen suspicious. We'd better
hurry up an' get this job over."

Within the locked stable Rinty was
hurling himself bodily at the door and
barking furiously, and, gritting their

teeth as they realised that the din would
most probably spoil their plans, Mitchell
and Jones hastened forward with
Wheeler close behind them.

They reached the stall into which
Jensen had taken Rex, and aa they
peered into it cautiously they saw the

stable-hand standing beside the black
Arabian! He had a chamois rag in his

fist, and was wiping away the perspira-

tion that Lathered the horse's sleek but

powerful form, and, while engrossed
upon this task, he was quietly humming
the refrain of a popular melody.
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The barking of Rinty was still audible

to Mitchell, Jones, and Wheeler, but
the stable-hand apparently did not hear
it, or, if he did, he certainly paid no
heed to it.

Mitchell looked at Wheeler and Jones
in a satisfied manner, and then he made
a sign, whereupon his confederates

drew out a couple of heavy revolvers

and grasped them by the barrels, club-

fashion.
Next moment they had pushed open

the door of the stall, and even as it was
swinging back on its hinges they

pounced on the unsuspecting Jensen and
struck him down.
The stable-hand was taken completely

unawares. He had no time even to look

round and catch as much as a glimpse
of his assailants before Jones' gun-butt
descended upon his skull, and as he was
going down he received a second blow
—from Wheeler this time.

Falling, Jensen lay in the straw that
matted the floor of the stable. Yet he
was still partially conscious, and with a
groan on his lips he was feebly attempt-
ing to rise when Jones hit him again.

The sickening impact of that third

blow was too much for the stable-hand,

and his mind became a blank. He was
quite limp when Jones and Wheeler
pulled him to his feet and wrapped his

arms around their necks, supporting
him between them.
"All right, get him over in that

corner," jerked Wheeler.
Mitchell had remained just outside the

stable door and was glancing to and fro,

ready to give the alarm if anyone
approached. But the coast was clear,

and after a second or two he peered into

the stall to follow the movements of his

confederates.
The pair of them were dragging

Jensen to the far end of the stable, and
they dumped him down beside the

manger. Then they returned to the door
at which Mitchell was standing, being
careful to steer clear of Rex, for the
stallion had become restive.

"Quick, the ropes I" said Jones.
Mitchell handed over a couple of

lariats, one to Jones and one to

Wheeler, and soon Rex's head was
snared by the nooses of those lariats.

And though the horse began to resist

immediately it felt the rawhide thongs
tightening upon it, it was hauled out
into the open after a brief struggle.

Mitchell now threw his own lasso over
it, and joined his accomplices in the
tussle, which was sharp and fierce while
it lasted. But the three men contrived
to manoeuvre Rex round the stable to

a hitch-rail where three other horses
were standing.
The horses in question belonged to the

thieves, and Jones and Wheeler
mounted theirs, then closed in on the
captive stallion and sandwiched the
plunging animal.
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"Can you handle him?" gasped Mit-
chell, stiil on foot.

Jones and Wheeler were shortening
their grip on thefr lassoes.

"Yeah," the former said tersely. "We
can handle him all right. Slip your
lariat, Mitchell, an' stand clear. We're
practically on our way."
Deftly Mitchell disengaged his rope

and coiled it on his arm.
"Okay, boys!" he stated, moving

aside. "Til stick around and tip off

Crawford that the job's done."
"And will he lie pleased!" Jones

chuckled. "Come on, • Wheeler. See
you later at the ranch, Mitchell."

Pressing against Rex's flanks, the two
horsemen rode off with him and took
the east trail. As for Mitchell, he stood
and watched them until a dip in the
road had hidden them from sight, and
then, hanging his lasso on his bronc's
saddle-peg, he sauntered casually round
to the front of the stables again.
In one of the stalls he could hear

Rinty barking vociferously, but as he
walked on in the direction of the polo
field the sound grew faint, and in its

place there arose to the ears of Mit-
chell the confused tumult of the crowd
which was watching the game between
Crawford's team and the side led by
Frank Bradley.
There was a lull in that tumult even

as Mitchell was approaching the pitch,

however, and on arrival at the touchline
he saw Crawford appealing for the
match to bo held up. It was an appeal
which was immediately allowed when it

was discovered that the rancher had
broken his mallet in an encounter with
Frank a moment before, and as he can-
tered to the side of the field to obtain
a fresh stick Mitchell succeeded in

drawing close to him,
Crawford observed him at once, and,

while a new mallet was being fetched,
he leaned down from the saddle and
addressed his hireling in an undertone.
"Any news for me?" ho grunted.

"Yeah," Mitchell answered out of the
corner of his mouth. "Jones and
Wheeler are on the way to the ranch
with the black Arabian, boss."
Crawford's eyes gleamed with satis-

faction, and then he bent still closer to

the other man.
" Did you have any trouble at all ?" he

asked.
Mitchell shook his head and smiled a

twisted smile.
"Nope," was his reply. "Leastways,

none to speak of. Jensen the stable-

hand never saw us. We sneaked up on
him and knocked him cold afore he could
even turn around, boss."
A look of keen approval crossed the

rancher's face, and ho laid a hand on
his employee's shoulder.
"Nico work," he said. "All right,

I'll see you after the match.
Thirty seconds later Crawford was.
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back in midfield and play was in pro-
gress again, and, seeking the best van-
tage point that was available, Mitchell
settled down to follow the remainder
of the second chukker.
The score was still in the Bradley

team's favour, and it was not long
before Mitchell formed the opinion that
Crawford's side had little chance of
drawing level, for even though Frank
was no longer on Rex he was as great
a menace as ever to his opponents.
Nor was it long before Mitchell

realised that Crawford was out to beat
Frank Bradley by fair means or foul.

He was obviously making a mark of the
younger fellow, and was bearing down
on him with dangerous foolhardiness
every time he was anywhere near the
ball.

Mitchell fingered his chin thought-
fully. He himself was no prude, to
quibble at dirty play. But he reckoned
Crawford might show a little more
cleverness in his methods. Funny how
Crawford seemed to lose his self-control

on occasion—a man who was pretty
smart in the usual way, too. He just

hated anyone to get the better of him,
whether it was in sport or in business.

Well, Frank Bradley could certainly
make rings around him at polo, Mit-
cliell reflected. Nobody could denj that.

"That guy Crawford is deliberately
following Bradlej '." Mitchell heard an
irate bystander exclaim. "Look at him!
He's trying to bullock him down v. hen-
evcr Bradley seehis like making a
score."
There was an angry murmur of agree-

ment from several other spectators.
"He's playing the man, not the

ball !" one of them snapped "That's
not polo—not as the average sportsman
knows it, anyhow. Crawford ought to

be ruled out of the game !"

"You're dead right," a third on-
looker declared. "lie's a menace, and
if he goes on like this there's liable to

bo a nasty spill."

Even as those words were spoken
Frank Bradley and Crawford were
racing for the ball, which had just been
driven in the direction of the losing

team's goal. They were galloping neck
and neck at the moment, but in the
course of that swift dash down the
centre of the field Frank seemed to pull

slightly ahead, and he was lifting his

mallet to send in a shot when his

opponent swerved into him.
It was a heavy charge, and both

horses reeled from the shock. Next
second Frank's pony was crashing to

earth, and a gasp of horror went up
from the crowd as the animal was seen
to roll over the prostrate figure of its

rider.

(To be continued. By permission of

Associated British Film Distributors,

Ltd., starring Kane Richmond, Norma
Taylor and Rex and Rinty.)
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Beery's Broad-jumping Frogs Give
Hollywood New Sport

Hollywood film folk have taken up the

sport of frog-racing and broad-jumping.
The new fad was introduced by Wallace
Beery, who captured six giant frogs,

ranging from one foot to two feet in

length, in the lake of the C. C. Moore
estate in Santa Cruz, where scenes for

'"Old Hutch " were being filmed.

Spencer Tracy, Robert Montgomery,
James Stewart, and Director J. Walter
Ruben are searching all Southern
California in the hope of finding frogs
that can boat Beery's best broad-jumper.
To date, Stewart and Ruben have the
largest "racing" stable of all, with ten
frogs apiece.

The Frog Handicap was to be held at

once, but several of the owners have
asked for added time to get their

'steeds " in condition.

Walk on Hands to Keep Waist

Hollywood's stars have told the world
about a hundred and one ways to keep
in physical condition and retain slim
waist-lines, but it remained for Henry
Fonda to spring a new one, which he
claims is best of all.

He walks on his hands ten minutes a
day!
Fonda learned the trick several years

ago when a student at the University of

Minnesota.
You don't have to be an acrobat to

do it. says the Walter Wanger Para-
mount star, who has everybody in the
unit filming "Spendthrift" trying his

system.
Hand-walking is like learning to ride

a bicycle, declares Fonda. You take a
few tumbles until you acquire the knack
of it—and then it's simple.

His tip to beginners' is to start on a

lawn or a thick rug and bar spectators.

They Seek Him Here

At the rate of more than one hundred
a day, two thousand children have been
interviewed by DaVid 0. Selznick in the
search for child actors to portray the
leading roles in "The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer." So far only four
aspirants have merited screen tests.

While Selznick and William Welhnan.
the director, conduct studio interviews,
other Selznick International executives
are touring all parts of California; visit-

ing swimming pools, playgrounds,
beaches, parks, and similar spots where
children are found. Even the newsboys
delivering papers in the studio have
been given interviews. But still the
limit goes on.

Selznick is taking great pains to eu-

sure that Mark Twain's admirers should
have no cause for complaint on the
grounds of authenticity, A camera unit

has just returned by 'plane to Hollywood
from a 1,863mile tour along the banks
of the Mississippi. where
described in the book were filmed.

11 Old Hutch " Company Transforms
Rented Farm

Wallace Beery can have (he job of
foreman on any ranch in Santa Cruz
November 7tii. vx«>.

County, and not because he's a motion-
picture star!

When the owners of the Bartlett
Ranch in Isabel Grove, situated in

Northern California, rented the estate
to the " Old Hutch " company, they
didn't expect the Hollywood city folk to

prove such expert farmers.

Returning from a vacation, the owners
found a great change in their ranch.
Many acres of fallow field had been
ploughed and sown, fences had been set
up, and the whole film location acreage
had taken on the appearance of a model
farm.

Director J. Walter Ruben explained
that the script for the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer picture called for Beery to make
a complete change in the farm, including
the ploughing and sowing.

To the ranchers' amazement that film

folk could farm so expertly, Beery ex-
plained that he owned and supervised
two farms of his own in San Fernando
Valley.

Business as Usual

Here's another of those unusual cir-

cumstances that make history at motion-
picture Vtudios.
For several of the most important

scenes for Paramount's "Johnny Gets
His Gun." a practical machine shop was
required. One was found in Los
Angeles and moved to the studio.

It took four days to transport it, set

it up, and get it into perfect working
order. The machinery, which included
a four-ton lathe, is the property of
Harry Reynolds, who leased it to the
studio because his business was slack.

No sooner had he parted with it than
orders began pouring into his office.

One was from his best customer, an
aeroplane factory, which demanded the
immediate delivery of a number of
parts.

Reynolds was temporarily stuck, but
solved his problem by making arrange-
ments to turn out the parts at the studio
at night after the company, including
Ralph Bellamy, Katherine Ix)cke, little

David Holt, and Andy Clyde, had quit
work for the day.

Chimp Needs Make-up
"Jiggs," chimpanzee who has worked

with a score of stars and featured
players during his four years on the

screen, has had an attack of tempera-
ment since going to work with Dorothy
1,amour, Ray Milland. and Sir Guy
Standing in Paramount's "Girl of the
Jungle," now on location at Brent's
Crags, in the Santa Monica mountains,

lb' refuses to work unless properly

made-up,
.Tiggs, wlio knows and reacts lo all

motion-picture terminology. such as

"camera," "cut," and "wrap 'cm up"
—the latter meaning to finish work for

the day— insists on the following make
up before going into a scene with Miss
Lamour:
Lamp black to darken his coat
Mineral oil to make it shiny.

Brown make-up on his face to lighten
it up and make him stand out, among
other monkeys working in the
production.

Enraged Indians Make Trouble on
Location

A dramatic story of facing a horde of
enraged Indians, worked up to a near-
frenzy by the beating of an improvised
war-drum, was told by a handful of re-

lieved Hollywood movie men on their
return from the Montana location foi

Cecil B. DeMille's picture, "The Plains-

man," the other day.

It was, they say, the last, day of film-

ing. The rest of the Hollywood troupe
including the stars, Gary Cooper and
Jean Arthur, had been sent home the
day before. Shooting was finished ; the
big quartermaster's tent where the props
were housed on the banks of the Tongue
River was being torn down, and the

1,000 Cheyenne braves who worked in

the picture were gathered to receive their

final pay.

An argument arose between the chiefs

and Eugene Hornbostel, business
manager for the location company.
Voices were raised. Epithets were
shouted in the Cheyenne tongue. Spears
were brandished and fists raised. Horn-
bostel tells that he felt a curiously hot
rage rising in his own breast. Then
Harry Woodward, a transportation man,
pulled him aside.

"Listen," said Woodward. "Hear
that?"
"Hear what?" And then Hornbostel

was conscious of the rhythmic beating
of a drum, hollow and relentless, in the
near distance.

"Look!" said the man at his side.

Hornbostel saw pointed out to him an
Indian, dressed in the war paint and
feathered bonnet he had worn in the

movie scene, beating steadily on the top
of a gasoline drum. The sound, almost
inaudible in the hubbub at the prop
tent, had been working subtly at tho
nerves of everyone within hearing
distance.

Hornbostel picked up a revolver and
twirled it on his thumb over a table piled

with notes totalling more than 3,000

dollars.

"Get out of here, all of you!" he told

tin Indians. "I'll give your pay to

Dusty Buffalo, president of your council,

and you can get it from him. Clear
out!"
In the meantime Woodward had

chased the drumming Indian from his

improvised tom-tom—chased him all the

way across the river.

(hi hearing Hornbostel's ultimatum,
not an Indian at the prop tent moved.
Then, as he gripped the butt of the

revolver in his hand and levelled the
barrel at them, they began to drift,

away. In fifteen minutes they had gone
and the handful of tense white men sur-

rounding Hornbostel began to breathe
easier.

As they tell the story now, they be-
lieved themselves in one of the tightest

spots of their lives.
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THE MINE WITH
ITHEIRONDOOR"

(Continued trotn page 18)

"You took it, David?" she gasped,
-laving at him. "But why?"
"I wanted to keep the gold shut away

from, the world for the harm it might
do " He shrugged his shoulders with
an air of resignation. "But that was
wrong, so, Marta, I'm going to give
you the treasure of San Uapello. Come,
I'll show you !"

He opened the door of what appeared
to be a clothes cupboard, and from a
shelf in it he slipped a six-shooter into

his pocket, then went back to her with
an electric torch in his left hand.
"I built this house to conceal the

entrance to the mine," he said, leading
her into the cupboard. " I was very
foolish then."
"You mean it's here?"
"You shall see."
He pulled aside some coats and over-

coats suspended on hangers, and opened
a rough door they had concealed. Be-
yond it was a room hardly any larger
than the cupboard, and on the other side
of it another door. He motioned to her
to precede him, then closed the cupboard
door and opened the inner one.

The light of the torch shone upon
uneven steps of rock that led downwards
between walls of rock, and he helped
her down the steps into an atmosphere
that seemed stale and unpleasant.
More than fifty steps were descended,

and (hen the rays of the torch lit up a

great door of iron set in the solid rock
before them, its rusty surface quaintly
covered with a lattice-work of bars.
"The Iron Door!" cried Marta.
"Yes," said Burton.
"Oh, Bob will be so happy!"
"Yes, Bob will be happy." Burton

inserted a key in the lock of the door
and turned it, then tugged at the handle
below the lock and the heavy door
opened. "Come, Marta!"

Saved !

THAD HILL was sitting on the porch
of his cabin, smoking his pipe,
when Bob and Dempsey returned

fiom their climb. Dempsey went on to
the camp with the avowed intention of
packing his things, but Bob stepped up
0:1 to the porch.
"Where's Marta?" he inquired.
"She left a while ago with David,"

Thad replied.

"Will she be back soon?"
"Well, she oughta be—they've been

gone some time now. Sit down, boy."
There was a second chair on the porch,

and Bob was not sorry to sink down on
it after his exertions. He took out his
own pipe and filled it, and Thad
presently explained to him why he was
idling away the morning.

" And do you really believe Dr.
Burton threw that gold in the stream?"
asked Bob.
"Well," said Thad, "I never did find

much there at a time. Just kinda dribs
and drabs, like it mighta been ladled
out."
"Do you suppose that——

"

"What?"
Bob was afraid it was rather a wild

idea that had entered his head, born
of the blazing sunlight he had seen on
the panes of one of the windows of
Burton's cabin, atid decided not to
mention it.

"Oh, nothing," he raid. "I was just
wondering."
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He sat turning the idea over in his

mind for several minutes, then rose
abruptly to his feet.

"I think I'll have a little talk with
Dr. Burton," he decided.
"Uhuh," nodded Thad. "And bring

Marta back with you."
Marta, at that moment, had passed

beyond the iron door into what seemed
•to be a great subterranean cavern
rather than a mine, and she shivered a
little as she waited in the darkness while
the doctor closed the door.
"Spooky, isn't it?" she murmured.
"Don't be afraid," said he.
"I'm not," she assured him. "I'm

just excited. I—I can't believe it, David.
It's just like a dream!"
"We must have plenty of light," he

said. "Don't move!"
She remained perfectly still while he

struck matches and lit a number of
candles, some of which stood upon
ledges of rock and some upon great
wooden chests and boxes.
The size of the cavern surprised her;

as it became illuminated tin- presence
of the treasure became manifest. Chests
and boxes and caskets were littered all

over the vast floor, and some of them
were open, and their contents glittered.

"Wonderful!" she breathed.
"We must have plenty of light,"

Burton said again. "You can't see the
gold in the dark.'

hate, murder ! Gold ! Take it—touch
it! It's yours! But you can't eat it!

You can't drink it! You can't breathe
it ! You must learn about this gold—

I

must teach you !"

He raised his hands.
"This gold—all this gold that you see

here—isn't worth one little ray of sun-
shine—one clean breath of air—one
glimpse of the blue sky!"
Bob was hammering on the front door

of the cabin, but the noise did not pene-
trate to that remote and underground
place. Malta gazed fearfully at the
man whose eyes were boring into her
own, and she was filled with fear of
him.
"I never harmed you. David." she

said shakily. "You've always told me
you love me."
"'Each man kills the thing he

loves,' " Burton quoted in a way that
made her blood run cold, '" by each let

this be heard. Some do it with a bitter

look, some with a gentle word. The
coward does it with a kiss, the brave
man with a swo'-d ' ' He broke off

and moved round the box to her.

"'Each man kills the thing he loves!'
"

Bob had entered the cabin, calling

Burton's name, but ho found the living-

room deserted, and on the table lay the
cross. He picked it up, wondering how
it got there, and he looked at Ehe

He lit more
caudles, till at least

a dozen were flar-

ing, and then
Marta looked down
into one of the

open chests and
died :

"Oh, 1 00 k,

David!"
" Pick it up, ' saifl

Burton, " it < ,m't

hurt you."

She picked up a
nugget of pine gold
—one of a thousand
nuggets in the
chest—and she was
gazing at it with
rapture when he
stooped over an-
other chest and be-

gan to toss nuggets
and ancient Spanish
gold coins in all

directions. She
dropped the nug-
get and cowered
back against a tall

box, alarmed by
the strange expres-
sion on his face.

"What frightened
you, Marta ?" he
asked, walking to-

wards the other
side of the box.

" You—you look
so strange in that
light, David," she
faltered.

He ruffled his

grey hair with his

hands and leaned
an arm on the box,
facing her. A
candle flared be-
tween them, and
there was madness
in his eyes.

"There it is!" he
said in a voice that
rose almost to a

screech. "Gold!
(told that everyone
wants so much

!

There ! The cause
of greed, treachery,
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symbols engraved upon if, then mounted
the steps again and stood in the front
doorway, looking up to the pole he had
left in the hole in the ledge of rock
above God's Pinnacle.
He looked at the window upon which

the sun had shone, and he went to it

and peered through its panes. In a

direct line from the pole, through the
window, stood the door of the cupboard.
Re-entering the cabin, he made

straight for the cupboard and dived into
it. He pulled aside the coats and over-
coats, just as Burton had done, and he
found the door they had concealed.
He found the inner door and opened

it, and in the light of matches which
he struck, he saw the steps and
descended them to the door of iron.

Burton had caught, hold of Marta, and
she was struggling to free herself from
his grip.

"Let me go, David!" she screamed.
"Let me go! Let me go!"
Bob heard and was alarmed.
"Marta!" he shouted, and tried to

open the iron door.
"Let. me go! Let me go! Let me

go!" shrilled Marta, fighting frantically

to get away from the madman who held
her ; and then Bob banged on the iron
door, and Burton let go of her to snatch
out his gun.
The gun was levelled at her, but she

flew to the door and tugged back the
bolt that held it.

"Look out. Bob!" she shrieked.
"He's insane!"
The door swung wide, and the gun

in Burton's hand blazed again and again.
But Bob had heard Malta's warning and
was clown on his hands and knees, so
thai the bullets whizzed harmlessly over
his head.
He heard the trigger click on an

empty chamber of the gun, and then he
was up in a flash, and hurled himself
bodily upon the man who had tried to
kill him.
They crashed down together upon the

uneven floor of rock, but Bob was upper-
most and suffered no hurt, whereas
Burton struck the back of his head
against a spike of granite that tore a
jagged wound and knocked him out.

Bob wrenched the gun from the hand
that held it, tossed it on to a nearby
chest and got to his knees. Burton's
eyes were closed.

'Marta, are you all right?" Bob
culled out anxiously.

Marta ran to him from the iron door,
behind which she had crouched as it

was opened, and he sprang ud and took
her in his arms.
"Oh, Bob," she cried, clinging to

him, "he—he was going to keep me here
with the gold!"

A Wonderful Occasion

A FORTNIGHT after that eventful
morning a crowd of considerable
size congregated outside the Ral-

ston City Hall, and a band played.
Inside the hall, Bob and Marta were
being married with much pomp and
ceremony which h:ul been thrust upon
them against their wishes. The whole
town was making holiday.

Plage and banners were waving in the
streets; flags decorated the porch of the
City Hall, and reporters and newspaper
photographers had arrived from all over
tli< country.
"Here (hey come!" cried a voice.
fob emerged from the City Jlall with

his bride on his arm, and the judge who
had married them was close behind them.
The crowd cheered ; the reporters and
the Press photographers surged to the
Steps.

Have a heart. Mr. Harvey!" shouted
Kbvember 7th. 1030.
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the hist of the reporters to reach Bob's
side. " Give us a break, will you ? My
paper expects me to get a story, and
the ' Ralston City News ' certainly de-

serves first chance. Can you tell us

how- you uncovered the mine?"
Cameras clicked ; other newspaper men

gathered round, clamouring for informa-
tion.

"Now wait a minute, gentlemen,"
pleaded Bob. " I've already ^told you
everything I know."
"Well, what about Dr. Burton?" de-

manded the representative of the " Ral-
ston City News." "Is he going to come
in for some of the fortune ? Where is

he?"
"Dr. Burton," Bob replied, "is in a

private sanatorium, recovering from a
nervous breakdown. We hope he'll be
well very soon."
He forced his way down the steps with

Marta, making for an open car that was
waiting to convey them to the City of

Phoenix. Thad Hill followed them.
The car was reached, and Thad

scrambled up beside the driver. But
Marta was photographed several times
upon the running-board before she was
permitted to take her seat in the back,
and a reporter from Tucson grabbed hold
of Bob.

" What are you going to do with all

that gold, Mr. Harvey?" he inquired.

"Take it to the Mint," Bob replied

with a grin.

"How're you gonna get it there?"
"My partner, Mr. Dempsey, will take

care of that," said Bob. "Oh, here he
comes now!"
Along the street, from the general

direction of Monk's Canyon, came a
string of armoured cars, escorted by
motor-cycle policemen. Inside the
armoured cars was the treasure of San
Capello, and the crowd knew it and
shouted. Howard Dempsey jumped
down from beside the uniformed driver

of the leading car and scrambled into

the open tourer, beaming all over his

fat face.

"How am I doin'?" he boomed.

He was wearing his lounge suit and
bowler hat, in conjunction with a brand-
new dove-grey waistcoat, and two white
roses were in his buttonhole.
"Neat, but gaudy," said Bob.
The armoured cars were all lined up,

waiting for the touring car to lead the

way to the capital of the sun-drenched
State of Arizona.
"Well, we're all set, aren't we?" Bob

shouted. "You all right, grandpa?"
"I'm fine," Thad replied over his

shoulder, and
t

the driver was about to

start the engine when the local post-

master came squeezing his way to the

side of the car with quite a pile of

telegrams in his hand.
"Oh, Mr. Harvey!'' he cried.

"Right here," said Bob.
"A bunch o' wires for you, sir."

Dempsey rewarded the postmaster and
took the telegrams. Marta helped to

open them, as well as Bob. and nearly

all of them proved to be from delighted

shareholders in the Eureka Discovery
Corporation.
Bob read one of them aloud

:

"'Proud to be your secretary. On
behalf of myself and the other share-

holders, I offer my heartiest congratula-

tions. How much will I make on my
ninety dollars ?.—Cahhie Dailky.' "

"Step on it. driver!" urged Bob; and
amid the plaudits of the crowd the tour-

ing ear moved on along the street, the

armoured cars followed, and the police

I
brought up the rear.

(By permission of Columbia Pictures

Corporation, Ltd., starring Richard
Arlen and Cecilia Parker.)
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Without wasting time on words Cliff

darted towards the blazing building,

and firemen, seeing his intention,

rushed forward to try to stop him, but

he swept them to one side.

Valiantly he fought his way through
the flames.
"Joe! Where arc you?" he shouted

hoarsely. He might not have found *

Joe if he had not stumbled. Looking
down, a flame showed him a huge rafter

across a. still figure. Cliff flung the

rafter to one side and lifted Joe Larson
to his feet. Coughing violently the big

man threw Joe across his shoulders. He
staggered back through the flames with

his burden.
Blazing beams and rafters missed

them by inches. What a cheer went up
when Cliff lunged out of the smoke and
fire, carrying Joe. He stumbled and
fell. Firemen rushed forward and
dragged the two badly burnt men away
from the flames.
Laura flung herself down beside Joe

Larsen.
Cliff Ballcn'ger staggered to his feet.

"Cliff, are you hurt?" demanded
Hinsdale.
"I'm all right." Cliff managed a

smile. "Joe's the guy that needs help."

Then he glowered round. "What are

you guys standing round gaping at me
for ? Come on, get Joe to my house and
call a doctor." •

Joe Larson's eyes flickered open, they

looked at Laura, and then the acrobatic

star lapsed into unconsciousness.

Joe Larson was carried to Cliff's

house, undressed and got into bed. The
doctor arrived and at once got busy.

Though blood trickled down Cliff's face

he would not tend to his own hurts.

At last the doctor got up.

"He's pretty well banged about, but
he'll pull through," he reported. "He
has a badly smashed shoulder and very

deep burns. He must have absolute

quiet and constant attention."

"He'll get it," Cliff said at once.

"He'll have everything he needs here.

Just leave instructions about what's to

be done."
"All right." The doctor saw Cliff

sway. "Now I want to have a look

at you."
"Say, there's nothing wrong with me,

doc—just toasted a little."

"Please, Cliff," begged Laura. "Let
the doctor look at you. I'll sit here
with Joe."

" Okay !"

The doctor went out of the room, and
Cliff was about to close the door w hen
he heard a faint whisper: "Laura!"
Cliff turned and saw that Laura was
bending over the bed.
"I'm here, Joe."
"Take good care of him !" Cliff called

out and closed the door.
"Laura—Laura darling!" muttered

Joe feverishly.

"Hush, Joe!" Laura gave an appre-
hensive glance at the closed door

;

Very
gently she began to caress Joe's fere-

in-.ul with her soft fingers. The patient

relaxed and began to breathe evenly.

Thrown to the Tiger

IT was a tough fight saving Joe
Larson, and Laura was with the
sick man most of the day and the

night. She would not let Cliff get in

another nurse. At last the doctor re-

potted Joe out of danger, though he
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must uot get out of bed for at least a

week.
Cliff Ballanger was moody these clays.

The big fellow seemed to sense that

something was wrong, and yet did not
know what it was. Actually he was
jealous of the tremendous fuss that
Laura was making over Joe, and yet
(he next moment blaming himself for

daring to be jealous of his friend.

Satan had reverted to type after the
fire, and was so dangerous that Hins-
dale almost thought about selling the

beast. Cliff Ballenger decided that by
making the tiger work lie might banish
the jealousy that was eating at his soul.

Day after day he tried to subdue the
-nailing creature.
"Why don't you forget it, Cliff?"

Hinsdale said one evening. "That
m« riim, I. He won'l work."

"He'll work!" Cliff gritted out be-
tween clenched teeth. " I'll break him
it I have to kill him."
One night Joe Larson, almost re-

covered, except for a bandaged head,
and arm in a sling, paced his bed-room
smoking furiously. He turned quickly
as there came a light tap on his door
and Laura appeared in a dressing-gown.

igarette.

"I thought you were asleep."
"I Couldn't sleep!" She clutched at

I, is shoulders. "Joe. tt'-a driving me
crazy. Cliffs out there again—-I

reals that tiger—night and da; he's

at it. It's— it's not human. He's get-

ting worse, Joe. It's become an ob-

On with him—he's getting to be like
they are—like the animals—brutal

—

ble !"

"Laura, you musn't feel that way
it him."

""I can't help it, Joe. I've ti ied—you
knew that." She -I a

inglv. "Pake me awav from here,

"Laura, it would kill him if you left

him." Joe needed all his strength to
speak so calmly. "Think what he's
done for both of us. He not only saved
my life "

"Don't you think I realise what he's
.'" Fiercely Laura interrupted.

lie took me out of a cell—gave me
thing he had to give, but I don't

—

J can't love him, Joe."
Joe pushed her gently away.
"There's only one thing to do." He

spoke with resolution. "I'm clearing
out, of here—to-night !"

"And leave me here?" sobbed Laura,
"Yes."
"That'll be grand for me."
"Do you think it'll lie easy for me':"

He spoke angrily. "\Yheie\er 1 go I'll

sec you with him." He looked intently
down at her. "But, Laura, you've got
your duty to do by Cliff. You've got
to stick."

"You're right, Joe." She gave a
resigned sign. "I'll stick." Tears
trickled down her cheeks, hut she iiuin-

I a little smile. "I'll help you
pack."
That night Cliff Lalleuger, by sheep

(bring and harsh rut hlessness, forced
the tiger to obey bis will. He la

the whip and shouted threats until
Satan at last, obeyed his commands. He
rushed out of the eage to tell Laura and
Joe the news—he had licked the cat at
last.

Joe's bag was packed.
"Keep your chin up. kid." Joe tried

to speak casually. He held out his

hand. "So-long, Laura!"
She took his hand and tried (o smile

Iji.m ely.

"So-long!"
Tien they stared at eactl other, un-

able to keep up the gallant pretence.
"Oh, Joe, \\e can't -us good-bye like

(Continued overleaf)
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WONDERS
OF

ANIMAL LIFE

A Panorama of

ANIMAL
nis naturalists, scientists, and popular

authors will tell in this new work the

fascinating story of the marvels of nature
;

the astounchng realities and mysterious
ways of the thousand and one inhabitants
of the anima'. kingdom. Each part will

contain chapters on the life histories,

habits and customs of animals, birds,

fishes, reptiles and insects. The complete
work will present a thrilling panorama of

animal life to Which you can turn again

and again with unfailing interest.

MARVELLOUS ILLUSTRATIONS
WONDERS OF ANIMAL LIFE will

contain the most marvellous collection of

animal photographs ever brought together
;

photographs that bring to your fireside the

living realities of jungle, forest, river, air.

and sea. Some of the photos have been
taken at risk of life and limb

;
there are

pictures of wild animals taken within a

few feet of their fangs. WONDERS OF
ANIMAL LIFE has all the authority of an
acknowledged text book, but will be a

thousand times more interesting. Each
part will contain a full-size colour plate.

What an iguana is ?

That crabs climb
trees for coconuts ?

Why insects imitate
twigs and leaves ?

Which is the
elephant's nearest
relation ?

That some insects

live eighteen years ?

That dragons still

exist ?

Which are the fastest

moving creatures ?

And the slowest ?

That a parrot eats

sheep ?

77>is work will be complete in about

50 weekly parts, price 7d. each.

OVER 2,000 PHOTOGRAPHS
AND MANY COLOUR PLATES
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Hut!" mod the girl, and held out her
arms. "Joel"
He held her close for a long moment.

A bound made them break ttpart and
stare towards the door. There stood
Cliff Ballenger. Slowly 'the** saw
incredulity giVe way to murderous rage.

" Yuii dirty, double-crossing- "

Cliff strode forward, his fists clenched
and bis jaw stuck out aggressively.
"Now wait a minute, Cliff " began

Joe.
"What for?" raged Ballanger, and,

mad with jealous rage, he felled Joe
with a murderous hook. ,

''Cliff!" screamed Laura.
The animal trainer pushed his wife

violently away, leaned down, picked up
Larson, arid slung the limp body across
his shoulders.

"Cliff, are you crazy? What are you
going to do?"
"Shut up!", he blazed at her, and

charged out of the room with his un-
conscious burden.

Cliff Ballenger ran all tho way to the
circus." Revenge made him oblivious
of the wickedness of his action, and an
evil genius had whispered a revenge
that should satisfy any man.
The practice cage was empty, and so

was the great rehearsal tent, except for
its' cages of animals. Cliff flung open
the door and dumped Larson, on the
sawdust, then slammed the door. He
stumped away to Satan's cage, which
had the chute to the practice cage con-
nected. '--The tiger snarled at him, and
that.ma.de Cliff laugh hoarsely. 'Tie
opened the door of the chute.
"Okav, Satan—we'll let you settle

this!"
1

"

With a loiig pole he prodded the
sleepy tiger into activity, and grinned
as Satan' went down the chute into the
practice c,age.

Laura, wild and ' distraught, rushed
up to her hu.-vband.

"Cliff'!" She. gripped his arm.
"You've got to listen to me. It was
niy fault. Joe was leaving,-" She shook
him with hysterical strength. "Do you
hear1-—leaving ? Because' he wouldn't
double-cro-s you. I begged him to take
me away, but he wouldn't—even though
he loves me- because he loves you, too,

Cliff,!'
. ,

"You're lying!"
"What you saw was goodbye. He

had his bag packed—I helped him pack

BOY'S CINEMA

it. I " Suddenly she saw through
the bars the prone figure, of Joe Larson
and creeping slowly towards the body
the >mister form of Satan. "Cliff,
you've got to save him!" screamed
Laura. "I love him! Do you under-
stand? I love him!"

Frantic, she rushed to the cage door
aud tried to tear it open. That seemed
to bring Cliff to his senses, for he rushed
up to her and dragged her away. He
wrenched open the door, and, with the
pole as his only weapon, enterxd the
cage.

"Get back there, Satan!" ho rapped
out.

The tiger backed away from the body,
snarling a defiance. Cliff poked the pole
at the tiger, and, reaching down, got a
grip of Larson's collar. Satan clawed
at the pole. Laura, terror-stricken,

clung to the bars of the cage.

Slowly Cliff backed towards the door,
dragging Larson and keeping the tiger

off with the pole. Laura opened the
cage door and waited. Satan made a
leap, but the pole jarred against his

teeth. Spitting and snarling, the tiger

crouched, sensing that something was
different—tho brute man had not got
his whip.

Cliff jerked Larson, who was now
half-conscious, to his feet, and with hi?

left arm round the- aerial star shuffled

him towards the open door. Laura used
her strong arms to help support Joe.
"Get hire out!" rapped out Cliff,

"while I keep Satan off!"

Satan stalked forward, preparing for

another leap. Cliff released his grip of

Larson, and, exerting all her strength,

Laura drew the half-conscious man out

THIS WEEK'S CAST.
"BENGAL TIGER."— Cliff Bah

lenger, Barton MaeL'ane ; Joe Larson,
Warren Hull ; Laura Hbman, June
Travis ; Carl Hotnan, Paul C4raetz ;

Bill Hinsdale, Joseph King; .

" THE MINE WITH THE . IRON
DOOR."

—

Bob Harvey, Richard Arlen ;

Maria Hill, Cecilia Parker ; Dr.* David
Burton, Henry B. Walthall : Howard
Dempsey, Stanley Fields ; Thad Hill,

Spencer" Charters ; James Horace
Pitkin, Charles Wilson ; Carrie Dailey,
Barbara Bedford ; The Oarage Man,
Horace Murphy.

Eveiy Tuesday

of tho cage. As Ballenger turned to
s'ee if everything was all right, tin-

tiger leapt, and, taken momentarily bj
surprise, the big man reeled away front
the open door.

Laura's scream brought Hinsdale and
several of the men. Tho owner was
armed with a gun. He slammed the
door shut, and then raised his weapon.
The tiger had got Ballenger pinned to

the floor, but the big man managed -In

fling Satan from him and staggered to

his feet. Before Hinsdale could fire the
tiger leapt again, and the animal trainer
was flung backwards. Hinsdale freed,

but the shot seemed to have no etTecl

on Satan, who clawed savagely at the
man he hated. Hinsdale fired again
and again, and at last the tiger sank
limply across the body of his victim.

With agonised eyes Laura and Joe.
who had recovered his senses on Loiiit;

dragged out of the cage, watched tin-

unequal struggle. What relief when
Satan was at last fatally injured! Hins-
dale would let no one go into tho cage
until he was quite sure the cat was
dead. Then they dragged the tiger
away and gently carried Cliff Ballenger
out of the cage. Ho was terribly

injured.

After a while the dying man's eye.

opened, and, seeing- Laura and Joe, he
smiled.
"We sure got all messed up, didn't

we?" he muttered. "But tho cat
-settled everything, and I guess he
settled it all right." He looked at Joe,
and when he spoke his voice was
feebler. "You'll take good care of her,

fella?"

Not trusting himself to speak, Joe
nodded and put his hand over one of

Stiff's. Laura laid her hand on Cliff's

orehead.
A happy smile appeared on the drawn

features. -

"Then I guess—that—just—aboui—
take3 care—of—everything."

Ballenger's eyes closed, and his head
sank back.

It was Hinsdale who put a comforting
arm round the sobbing Laura, whilst
Joe stared, heartbroken, at the* face ol
his dead friend.

(By permission of Warner Brothers,
Ltd., featuring Barton MacLane as
Ballenger, June Travis as Laura, and

Warren Hull as Joe Larson.)

THROW YOUR VOICE
Into a trunk under the bed or
anywhere. - Lots of fun fooling
teacher, policeman or friends.

THE VEIMTRILO
A little instrument fits !n the mouth out of
sinlit; used with above for Bird Calls etc.

Anyone can use it. Never fails. A full

course book on Ventriloquism, together
with the Ventrilo. All for 6d., plus
postage, lid.

CATALOGUE Or NOVELTIES FREE.

ELLISDON & SON
(Dept. B.C.), 246, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.1.

BE TALL
.Your Height increased in 14 daj-s or Money
Back. Complete Course. 5/-. Booklet free privately.
STEBBING SYSTEM (A). 28. Dean Road.
LONDON. N.W.2.

BLUSHING. —FREE to all sufTerers, particulars of a
proved home treatment that quickly re-

moves all embarrassment, and permanently cures blushing and flushing
of the face and neck. Enclose stamp to Mr. A. TEMPLE, Specialist,
Palace House. 128. Shaftesbury Avenue, (2nd Floor), London, W.l.
Est. 35 years.
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COMMUNICATING WITH ADVERTISERS.

PLAY BILLIARDS
Perfect Reproduction. Full-stie Tables. Leather
Covered Pock. Is. Rubber Cushions, adjustable Peer-.

Complete With 2 Cues, 3 Balls. Marking Board.
Rules aud Chalk.

Size
3 ft. 2 ins. X 1 ft. 8 Ins.

3 ft. 8 ins. X 1 ft. 11 Ins
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Sfvn ron free
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DON'T BE BULLIED!
Some splendid illus. lessons In Jujltsu. Articles and full particulars Pree.
Better than Boxing. 2d stamp (or postage. Learn to (ear uo man. A
Japanese secret, klll-fcar circ free to pupils. Or send P.O. 1/- for First Tart.

to:—"A.P.." "Blenheim House." Bedtont Lane. Feltham. Middlesex.

Cure yourself as I Uid. Particu-
lar » Free.-FRANK B. HUGHES
7, Southampton Row, London.
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Fields' Murder Story

No( even his long illness lias been
thle to keep \V. C. Fi§l<fc totally on the

shelf. Still in bed at Las Enemas Sana-

orium, Pasadena, tho Paramount
comedian is writing a book—and a hos-

pital murder story at that I

The idea came to him actually as he
lay under an oxygen tent, at. Riverside

Hospital before his transfer to Las
I'aieinas some weeks ago, he says. Later

he developed it. and recently began dic-

tating the story to his secretaryj Miss
Mickey M< ha.-ln.n, as he began his con-

valescence from pneumonia.
So far he hasn't thought of a definite

title for it. but for need of a good
working name just calls it "Murder in

the Hospital, or Keep Those Horses Out
of the Sun Parlour.'" Despite this,

however, it isn't a burlesque, although

Miss Michaelson says it contains plenty

of the typical Fieldsian humour.
His physicians don't allow him to die

late more than an hour a day. Bui
reports are that he has been gaining

steadilv and chafing continually against;

his prolonged confinement. .He has even
done some work on the script of his

next Paramount picture, "Bag of

Tricks," and tho doctors expect him
to bo able to return to the studio in

about three months, provided his im-

provement continues.

"Prop" Man's Headache

"Forty-eight vultures, 12 machine-
guns, 100 crickets, one horse, one dead
do*, one monkey, one Mandarin dinner,

Dubonnet cocktail, blood, live fish,

Jacob'- ladder, tiger meat,, field-tele-

graph instrument "

That will give you a rough idea why
being a mo\ io prop mail is no picnic.

It's just part of the list of things Harry
( 'apian had to gfot for "The General

Died ai Dawn,'' with Gary Cooper and
Madeleine Carroll in the leading roles.

In addition. ( 'apian had to work in

conjunction with the art anil set-dri

departments in furnishing an extensive

Chinese street scene that had to be
authentic in evert detail.

Acting as technical adviser on Ihis

job was Count Andre Tolstoy, great

grand nephew of the writer, veteran of

the White Russian counter rebellion of

1919, and ex -machine gun instructor for

the troops of the Chinese war lord,

Chang T/.c Lin. And final results were
checked by General Ting Hsiu Tu,
official representative of the Oh
t iovernment.

Thi and the crickets gave
( 'apian thi - The big

birds i nt ir t be captured alive,

mil because of a State law forbidding
this in California. cuts were
made in obtain them in Texas. They
wire released ovet a location get at

Chatsworth, Los 1

(heir picture taken.
It n and two associates spent a

whole afternoon rn .1 local hayfield

rounding up the 100 crickets. Cricket
lighting being a popular form of gam-
bling in China. lhe\ are used in a sport

ing none soldiers of General
nil. i nth, j:r;c.

NEXT WEEK'S BIG
FILM DRAMAS!

BUCK JONES
IN

" BOSS RIDER OF GUN CREEK "

Falsely accused of a crime he had never
committed, he stepped into the real

culprit's shoes and impersonated him in

an effort to prove his own innocence.
A vivid drama of the West.

" KELLY OF THE SECRET SERVICE "

An eminent scientist invents a fantastic

bomb, which may be controlled by radio
for a distance of two hundred miles.

Ted Kelly, the famous detective, is called

into the case when the plans and formula
of the bomb vanish. Dynamic action
mingled with mystery and intrigue,

starring Lloyd Hughes.

Also
Another long episode of

" THE ADVENTURES
OF REX AND RINTY "

Starring Kane Richmond. Norma Taylpr
and Rex and Rinty.

Vang (Akim Tamiroff) in a scene aboard
a ri\er junk.

Survival of the Fittest

Life may he jufii a howl of cherries to

(he songwriter, but to the screen actoi
it's enough to give a fellow tin

Take, for example, the ease of the
player- in the Pickford-Lasky produc-
tion, "The (lav Desperado," in which
Nino Martini, the operatic ten.,

starring.
In one scene Martini was given

privilege of n-ing a boot on Leo Car-
rillo which seemed too bad for Carnllo
But somehow Martini's spurs became en-

tangled and tln> singer spent the next
three days in Hospital. The same after-

noon Carrillo fractured a linger when he
took a sock at a pugilist extra, hired be

cause he could I;;

Later during production, Ida Lupino,
the leading lady, played a light-hearted

love scene with Martini and was carried

off to have three stiteh.es put in her fore-

head. Anxious to join in the fun,

Director Reuben Mamoulian put his foot
beneath a horse's hoof and had it badly
crushed. The hoi'se has now been taken
off MainOuliaii's casting list.

He Sticks to Sticks *

Mosl directors use chalk lines to show
their artistes where they must stand or
move during a scene, but Albert Parker
is different. He uses sinks.

Parker lias been usini sticks since the

days he directed Valentino and Douglas
uks, and offers the very sensible

explanation that whereas artistes have
io look for a chalk line, they can feel a
stick with their feet to check their posi-

tions.

Parker is very fond of sticks, and will

have as many as ten to fifteen put down
for one take, so "Props " is always sure

that, on a Parker picture, he is bound
to spend a. good deal of his time on his

hands and ks to the

floor.

Albert Parker is making "Strange
Experiment " at the Pox Film Studios,

Wembley, at present, and the other day
he was shooting a scene v Inch demanded
that the artistes should be here, there

and everywhere, consequently Mi.
Parker was using more than the

number of sticks.

Props got up off his knees, having
just hammered down another couple, and
looking sulkily at the director, mur-
mured •

'Ten more sticks ami you'll have a
' parquee ' floor !''

Hired Luxury
Making films is not the only profitable

rried on in Hollywood. For
example, a certain Joe- Wilharber makes
thousands of pounds a year merely by
supplying the film people with second-
hand i

Recently, Samuel Goldwyii needed »•
expensive ear of not -too- recent

design for his new production, "Love
i Fire," in which the star. Merle

Oberon, is i to ride down a
London street. Wilharber supplied the

ear. P #as a stalely Delage. purchased
in Paris some years ago by Mary Pick-

lord for V.4,800. For ye. the

wheeled wonder ol I lollywood— now it

is being hired out at l!15 a day.
bur Coldwyn's " Dodaworth " it was

automobiles of various

II manufacture. Cue which figures

prominently in the picture is a beautiful

FVaschini which Rudolph Valen-.

tino purchased soon alter lie achieved his1

greatest lame. Another car seen in the

film, a. Kiat limousine was once owned
carider Korda.

Not only does Wilharber do bitsSi

with film companies, but on nights when
there is un important pi i arty

car is rented. Small-part players
itras, eager to make an impression,

line these foreign cars, and often the

ermines to go with them, and drive in

style to (he theatre, hoping to

catch the attention of a producer or

^Continued on page 38)
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On returning to his home town after a long absence, Tim O'Neil finds that his brother,
sheriff of Red Rock, has been shot dead. At the inquest he declares his intention of
tracking down the murderer—and from that moment his own life is in danger till the

mystery is solved. A Western drama of blazing guns.

By Whose Hand ?

GREY-HAIRED Jed Harmon was
Handing in the road, close lo the
garden fence of his ranch-house,

when his son Chad drove the wagonette
out from the yard, and Myra, his
daughter, was standing bareheaded
beside him.

There was a dead body in the
wagonette, under a blanket—the bodv
of Jerrj O'Neil, sheriff of Red Rock,
who had been shot through tile heart
that morning'.
"Better drop a line to his brother

Tim, sis," said Chad, dropping the
reins and looking across at the girl.
"You can probably break the news to
him a little easier than anyone else."

"But I don't know where Tim is,"
she lamented. "I haven't heard from
him in nearly a month."
Chad compressed his lips. He was

a handsome young fellow, but a badly
troubled one.

''Well, maybe we can find out from
someone in town," he said, and vilified
his gaze to the drooping figure of his
father. 'Ready, dad?"
The rancher shook bis head.

"I didn't figure on going in with you,
son." he said heavily.
"Well, there'll be an inquest, inore'n

likely, and a heap o' questions to
answer."

"I reckon you can tell 'em all they
need to know."
Chad sprang down from the

wagonette.
"So you're not going in?" he

challenged. "Well, you'd better get
your hat. and coat on, Myra."
M> ra nodded, went in at the gate,

and ran up the garden path to the

house, a slim and shapeh figure in a

dark-blue skirt and a white blouse.
"What d'vou want her to go along

for?" growled .led Harmon.
"So she can bring the team back,"

replied Chad. "I'm pulling out ! Tin
through with this ranch and everything
on it

'"

"Through with the i am h " ev
claimed his father, staring at him.
" Whai do \ cm mean

" 1 can't rule si raighl on your
dad, knowing what L know." was the
bitter response.
"I—I don't think 1 quite understand

you, Chad," stammered the rancher 111

a manner which suggested that he
understood only too well: and ('had
burst out at him.
"Oh, what's the use of

I ain't a kid anj longer—

I

goin' on, and I Oh.
ecnie over you lately?"
"Ain't you kinda steppin

traces, son?"
"Why shouldn't I?" Chad retorted.

"There hasn'i been an honesl puncher
on this ranch in months ! Brand-
blotting and cattle rustling! I reckon
I could stand for th.n. 'cause I know
Kramer's forcing il on you! Rut
when it comes to cold-blooded killing

ii ling .

know what's
dad, what's

>r (he

"Stop I" cried his father i

anguished voice. "Are you ac
me of murder':

"

"I ain't accusing anyone of
thing," snapped Chad. "All I ki
is Sheriff O'Neil was our friend
so is his brolhei-. I can't stand
holdin' my tongue, and know in' t

you "

"Hold your tongue till I tell you
talk, or

"

low

md
by,

I. Ml

to

The sound of horses' hoofs caused the
rancher to break oil' abruptly and to

Stare along the tree-fringed road in

i he opposite di reel 'on £r< an the ;

A buckboard was approaching, two
attached to its shaft, three

horses trailing behind. Holding the

reins in the driving-seat was a ma i

whom .led Hariuau I'CCOgllised, e\en a!

thai distani .
"Tim O'Neil !" he exclaimed. "Quick,

we can't lei him find hi- brother
lik. this ! Get started ! G<>i started '"

He rushed his son toward- the

wagonette and helped him up into it,

and the wagonette was careering along
the road that led. lo Red lioek when
Myra emerged from the house with a

white felr hat on her head and a link
coat that went with her skirl out her
blouse.

.She reached the gale ju>t a- (he
buckboard arrived, and its drivei
-lopped i he horses and swept off his

ten-gallon sombrero, fie was a splendi I

specimen of young manhood, some years
older than ('had. clean-shaven, fan
haired and loose-limbed. His eyes
were blue and very keen; Iml he w.i-

too excited at the moment to realise
thai anything was wrong.
"Hallo, Myra!" he cried. "How are

you, Mr, Harmon ? Oh. it's good to be
back among home folk- again after
trading horse- wiih Injun- all the « i.\

from Laramie to Fort Worth 1"

fie jumped lightly (o the ground, and
as Myra stepped out <n the gate, lifted

her up in ilie air and set h>-i down
again, and then took off a glove to

shake hands with her father.
" How's ( 'had '.

" he asked.
"Chad's all right," .led Uannon

replied, " same a- always."
November Uth, 1936,



"And my nig brother Jerry—have
you seen him lately?"

" Why, yes." The rancher m-
deavoured to control his voice. "That.
'"• 1 ".

But Tim' had turned again to the
beautiful girl and caught hold of her
a rms.
"Oh, it's good to sec you, Myra!" he

rejoiced.

Her brown eyes fell before his gaze
ii nd it seemed to him that she shivered
slightly.

" You don't seem particularly pleased
to see me !" he exclaimed in surprise.
"What's the matter?"
"I'm always glad to see you, Tim ''

she declared. "Always."
" Well, you'd better be," said he,

" 'cause you're gonna see a lot o' me
around here in future!"
"What do you mean?"
"Didn't Jerry Tell you? About a

month ago he wrote me Oh. wait
till I put up these horses—they're
makin' an aw fid fuss. Then I'll tell

you all about it."

He released her to go back to the
backboard, but she stopped him.
"I don't think I'll have time to listen

now, Tim," she said in a strained
fashion.
"Why?" he inquired.
"Myra's fixin' to drive into town,"

her father interposed.
"Well, that's great." said Tim. "I'll

drive you in, and I'll bring you back.
Come on ]"

He picked her up and deposited her
on the driving-seat of the vehicle, then
hoisted himself beside her and took the
reins.

"Shall I shove your horses in the
corraj?" asked Jed Harmon.
"Yes, if you will," Tim returned,

then grinned at Myra and changed his
mind. "Oil, wait! Maybe you'd
better let 'em drag behind—it'll give
inn an excuse for driving slower !"

He gave a little tug at the reins, and
i he horses harnessed to the buckboard
set, off along the road, the other three
following behind as their halters
• bagged them into reluctant movement.
Jed Harmon looked over the fence

I hat edged the yard and saw two riders
enter the corral from tin? open range
beyond it. He hurried down the yard
i<j intercept them.

" Hallo I" he hailed.
They were two of his men, but they

were not employed by him of his own
desire. One of them, Ned Lynch by
name, was a lean-jawed and shifty-eyed
fellow, conspicuous for his plaid shirt;
tho other was Mike Rankin, a slightly
shorter man than his companion, but
I bicker set and swarthy, with a
moustache as black as his hair.
"Hallo, boss," said Lynch.
" Whcrc've you two fellows been?"

demanded Harmon.
"Over by the South Fork," Lynch

replied. "Fence was down."
"I suppose you know the sheriff «ns

here this morning?"
Again it was Lynch who replied.
"Yeah," he said, "he was here when

mo and Mike rode away. Why?"
She, ill' O'Neil was killed this morn-

ing! Shot off bis horse !"

"You don't, mean ii !" Lynch ap-
peared to In' surprised. "D-'you hear
that, Rankin! The sheriff's been
killed."

"Who could have done ii :" said
Rankin.
"I was about to ask you that

H ..-(ion !" snapped Harmon.
Rankin scowled, and Lynch stepped

in front of him.
"I don't like the way you said that.

Harmon," lie snarled. "You .-tart any
November mil, t^sc.
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such hints around, and we'll refer the
matter to the Cattlemen's Association.
You wouldn't want them to look too
close to some o' your brands, would
you, boss? They might think you had
reasons (o want the sheriff out o' the
way !"

Tho Inquest

THE horses attached to the buck-
board climbed a hill at their own
pace, in the winding road that, led

to Red Rock, and Tim turned to Myra.
"Well, honey," he said, "my wander-

ing days are over. Jerry's bought the
Martin ranch, and we're gonna "

"Wait, Tim," she broke in, "there's
something I've got to tell you."
"Oh, your story'll keep," said he with

a wave of his free hand, "but if I

don't tell mine I'm gonna bust ! Now,
as I started out to say, Jerry's bought
the old Martin ranch, and I'm gonna
run it. That means no more travellin'

around trading horses—no more sitting

on corral fences swapping stories
"

"Oh, Tim, please don't!" she pleaded.
"I know," he chuckled. "You think

I won't be able to settle down. But I

will—I'll fool you ! Of course, I dessay
in the spring o' the year it's gonna be
kinda hard. My feet'll start itchin'

when the grass gets green and I'll want
to wander again."
He drew on the reins to negotiate a

sharp bend.
"Oh, but it'll be worth it," he

declared. " After I got new curtains
on the windows, a new stove, and the
place all fixed up, I'm thinkin' of
gettin' married—if you're willing."
There were sudden tears in M\ ra's

brown eyes and she averted her face
lest ho should see them.
"The whole thing was Jerry's idea

to start with," he wfcnt on, after wait-
ing a moment for her to make some
response. "Jerry's been more than a
brother to me. He's been father,
mother—well, just liko a friend. I'd
like to have him come and live with us
after we're married."

It was more than she could bear, and
she cried miserably :

"Oh, Tim, please don't !"

" I'm sorry," he said, glancing round
at her, "I didn't realise you felt that
way about Jerry."
"Oh, it. isn't that, Tim," she faltered.

"WT
e—we're on our way to an inquest."

"Inquest?" He slewed round on the
seat. "You don't mean—Jerry?"
The answer was in her eyes, but she

nodded her head as well, and for a few
minutes he sat almost stunned. Then,
suddenly, he snatched up the whip and
lashed at the horses.
The body of Jerry O'Neil had been

conveyed to the undertaker's shop in

Red Rock's main street, and an inquest
was in progress in the assembly room of

the Cattlemen's Association when Tim
drove into the town*. A number of
men. congregated upon the porch of
the big frame building, recognised him
as the buckboard came swaying round
the corner of Mountain Street, but he
look no notice of anyone in his distress
Straight to the door of the building

he drove, and there, stopping the horses,
sprang down on to the boardwalk and
gavd a hand to Myra. The crowd
made loom for them and I hey mounted
the steps and squeezed into a room
aireadj filled to overflowing.

All the chairs were occupied, and in

twelve of them, set sideways near a

table at the top of the room, a jury

composed of ranchers and cow-hands
wore listening 10 the evidence of a
white-haired doctor of venerable ap-
pearance who occupied a seat on a
platform beside the table of the self-

appointed coroner.
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That coroner was Martin Kramer,
chairman of the Cattlemen's Protective
Association, and one of the biggest
ranchers in the district, a masterful
man by nature, clean-shaven, middle-
aged, and not without a certain dignity
when he chose to assume it.

Just now he was filling his rolo of
coroner with becoming solemnity, en-
forcing silence from time to time with*
the gavel used by the judge of the
county when that official visited the
town to try wrongdoers in the adjacent
courthouse.
"Is it your opinion, Dr. Lindsay,"

he inquired, "that Sheriff O'Neil came
to his death by a gunshot wound.'"
"A forty-one calibre rifle fired at a

distance," stated tho doctor. "Tho
bullet mushroomed against the breast-
bone and passed directly through the
heart. I should say that death was
almost instantaneous."
Kramer looked across at the twelve

assorted men who formed the jury and
asked if there were any questions they
wished to put to the. witness. The
foreman shook his head, after consult-
ing his colleagues, and the doctor was
dismissed.
As he made, his way down the room

Kramer became aware of Tim, near
the door with Myra, and he said
loudly :

"If you'll step forward, Mr. O'Neil,
I'm sure one of these gentlemen will
be pleased to make room for yon.'"
"Thanks," said Tim, and he piloted

Myra through the crowd and along a
gangway between the rows of chairs to
the very front of the improvised coin",
where two men rose to make room for
them in seats facing the platform.

" Would you like me to review our
findings thus far?" inquired Kramer.
"It won't, be necessary," Tim replied.
"There will be only one more witness

—Chad Harmon."
Chad stood up, just behind Myra,

with an expression of grim determina-
tion on his face.

"Will you take the stand?" said
Kramer.

"I'll take the stand," Chad retm
"not because you say so. but. because
Tim has a right to know the facts."
"That is the purpose of this hearing."
Chad walked over to the platform and

seated himself on the chair beside the
table, and all faces were turned in his
direction.

No oath was administered. Kramer
stopped a scuffling of feet and a.

murmur of voices by banging on the
table with the borrowed gavel and
addressed the witness.

" You brought the sheriff's body into
town?"
"I did," agreed Chad.
"And it was you who found him on

the scene of this shooting?"
"I was with him when ho was shot !"

"Would yon mind telling us exactly

"Would you mind keeping your
questions to yourself and letting me tell

what happened in my own way?" Ch.nl
shouted a4 him.
"If you prefer." Kramer's

betrayed his annoyance, but his voice
was smooth enough.
"I do prefer 1" Chad looked straight

at ross at Tim. " Vo'ur brother,
said, "came out. to our place (his

morning, Tim, and he wanted dad to

ride out on ihe range with him. Dad
wasn't feeling well, so 1 went instead."

Tim loaned forward in his chair with
his hands on his knees, listening
intently.

" About, three or four miles from the

house wo dropped down into a little

gulch. The trail up : he oilier side v. as
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narrow, arid Jerry rode on ahead.
When lie readied the top I heard a shot,

and I sau' him sort of stiffenin' in the
saddle, and Oh, I—I don't want
to go on. Tint It was awful !"

"Go ahead, Chad,"' encouraged Tim.
"It's got to be told."
Chad bir his lip, clenched his hands.

ami went on again

:

"I saw him sorta stiffen, and one
hand jerked up to his breast. The
other went for his gun. but he never
got it out. Then—then something
inside Mm seemed to give way and he
toppled out of the saddle."

"Go on, Chad." said Tim. "What
then?"
."I spurred up the slope, and I saw

two men ride into the brush at a run.
a couple o' hundred yards ahead. 1

fired after them and started to chase
'em. bat I couldn't, leave Jerry, so I

turned back, and—and—well, I—

I

reckon that'.- about all there is to tell."

"Did Jerry .-ay what he was looking
for out on your range'.'"

"No,"" said ('had -lowly, "he didn't."
"Ilu\c you any idea of your own

v hat In v. as after?"
"1 couldn't be sure, but I

"

"Mr. O'Neil," interrupted Kramer,
with a rap of the gavel, "it is not in

order for a witness to stale other than
the true facts."

A middle-aged rancher named
Saunders rose up from his chair in the
silence thai followed, and he flung out
a hand at ( 'had.

"Are you sure your father wasn't
feeling good this morning?" he
demanded harshly.
"That's what he said," Chad replied.

"Are roil SUTe he didn't leave the
ranch ?"

"I dmi't know what he did after I
left the ranch-house."
"Well," drawled Saunders, "arc you

sure you rode with the sheriff yourself?"

"Certainly I rode with the " Chad
broke off, furious at the suggestion
underlying the question. "Say, what
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are you driving at, Sajinders?" he
roared.
"You say two men ambushed O'Neil.

How do we know it wasn't you and
your father?"
Myra sprang indignantly to her feet,

holding her hat.

"I can prove that's not true!" she
cried. "I was there when Chad and
the sheriff left the house, and I was
there when they brought him back!"
"Then why don't he name the men

that killed Jerry O'Neil?" challenged
the rancher. "He sai he saw 'em !"

Chad bounded up from t he witni

—

chair.

"They were half-hid in the brush."
he shouted, "hut if yon want to know
who I think it was "

"Careful, Harmon!" thundered
Kramer. "You're not permitted to
state an opinion you can't verify!"
"Why can't I?" Chad blazed at him.

"This ain't a court o' law!"
"In the absence of the sheriff,"

Kramer retorted, "the Cattlemen's Pro-
tective Association represents the law."
"The Cattlemen's Protective Associa-

tion I" scoffed Chad. "A gang of gun-
men gathered from every pest-hole along
the border to

"

"Yes I" Kramer smote the table with
his fists and rose. " Yes, gunmen that
I brought in to stamp out rustling in
this district !"

"That's what you say!" Chad
snapped at him. "You collect big fees
from cattlemen to protect them, and
those that can't afford to pay lo-e their
cattle! Well. 1 think I know who gel -

them!" He addressed the assembly at
large. "If you want to know who killed
Sheriff O'Neil, ask (ho Cattlemen's
Association !"

A burly and bushy-browed fellow who
was one of Kramer's importations leapt
to his feet on Myra's left.

"That's enough out of you !" he
rasped. "I belong to the association !"

"Ye-." retorted Chad, "and you're
one of the men I had in mind,
Connors !"

Connors reached for his gun, and

Chad reached for his; but Tim was up
like lightning and his left fist smashed
into Connor's wide jaw, knocking him
down against the edge of the platform,
and his own gun was in his hand a- he
snatched up the one dropped by the
man he had knocked out.

"Don't shoot. Chad I" he cried, ami
then as some of the others gathered
round the fallen crook he backed a«a>
to the side of the room so that every-
body in it was more or less covered by
the two weapons he held.

"This meeting." he -aid scathingly,
"is a fine example of the law and order
it's -opposed to uphold !"

"It was orderly enough till young
Harmon got started." retorted tin- fore
man of the jury.

"I don't care who's to blame." rapped
Tim. "I haven't any quarrel with any-
one in this room—not yet. But if ('had
can prove the things he says, I'm apt to
declared open season on a lot of you !"

He spoke over his shoulder to
Kramer :

"If you have to make any note- on
this meeting, just say"' Death caused
by parties unknown—temporarily un-
known.' As far a- I'm concerned ii

can l>e adjourned."

"We can't adjourn yet," protested
Kramer. "We've got to elect a tem-
porary sheriff."
"You can appoint all Hie sheriff- you

like," retorted Tim, "but as far a-
my brother is concerned I'm a kind of
an alia- 'John Law.' and I don'l waul
anyone mixin' in until he's invited!
Chad, take Myra to the door and wait
there, just in ease someone doesn't like
my back !"

Chad stepped down from the plat-
form, and Myra went with him to the
door. There he turned about, with his
gun in his hand, and in a dead silence
Tim walked along past the rows of
chairs to him.
"Give this to Connor-, when he come-

to," he said, and tossed the six-shooter
he had appropriated to one of the
bystanders.

I thought I said I didn't want anyone meddlin' in my affairs until he was invited, said Tim sharply
Kuveuil.er Hth. 103«.
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The Letter from Sioux City

ON the boardwalk outside the build*

ing lie hud left so dramatically,
Tim looked across at the under-

taker's premises and pat away his gun.
"Chad," he said, "will you take my

horses to the town corral for me?"
"(Had to," Chad responded quite

readily.
" .Meet me at the sheriff's office after-

« ards."
"I was aimin' to do that."

Myra knew that Tim was going to

take a last look at his dead brother,

and she started after him as he began
to cross i he street; but Chad caught
hold of her arm.
"You'd better drive the wagonette

back to the ranch, sis," ho said. "I've
left it outside the hotel. Dad isn't

ixpecting me, anyway."
She gazed at him with troubled eyes,

but she went off in the direction of the

Bonanza Hotel without a word, hoping
that Tim would dissuade him from
leaving home.
In the assembly room tension had re-

laxed. Connors, who had regained con-
sciousness, stumbled back to his chair
and ^at down on it, musing his aching
jaw. Martin Kramer rapped on the
i able with the gavel.

"The death of Sheriff O'Neij," ho
>aid, "leaves ns with no guardian of

I he peace, except the agents of the
Cattlemen's Protective Association. Will
such agents as are present please stand
up V"
Nea rly a dozen men, in different parts

of the room, got to their feet. There
was nothing inspiring about the appear-
ance of any one of them.
"As you know," said Kramer, "these

men were brought into the district to

stamp out rustling.. They arc not actual
officers, but they are sworn defenders
>f the law—tried, trusted, and true. I

propose that one of these men be
appointed to act as sheriff until such
lime as one can be appointed by law."
Saunders, who liked the look of the

"sworn defenders " not at all, raised a
protest.

"Taint legal, is it?"
"It may be a little irregular," ad-

mitted Kramer, "but it's better than
having- no guardian of the peace."
One of his hirelings raised a hand.
"I move that Matt Ludlow be

appointed as temporary sheriff," lie

r-aid loudly.
"I'll second that motion," boomed

another man.
"Matt Ludlow. step up here,"

directed Kramer; and a round-faced
man slouched over to the platform and
stood on the edge of it with his cow-
hat in his hand. He had a snub nose,
a long upper lip, beady brown eyes, a
mop of untidy black hair, and he looked
in need of a shave.

"It is moved and seconded," said
Kramer, "that Matt Ludlow be ap-
pointed temporary sheriff. .All those in
favour will signify in the usual
manner."
Quite a number of hands were raised.
"Those against," said Kramer.
No hands were shown, and Matt.

Ludlow beamed all over his ugly face
as Kramer pronounced solemnly :

" It is so ordered."
Tim, in a back room of the under-

taker's premises, looked long and sadly
at the body of his brother, then went
lo a chair upon which a bloodstained
waistcoat had been hung. Pinned to
the waistcoat, near a hole in the cloth
made by the fatal bullet, was the metal
hadge of Jerry O'Neil's sheriffdom.
Tim unfastened it and put it in his
pocket, determined that no unworthy
successor should ever wear it.

While ho was still at the undertaker's,
November Mlh, 1036.
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Matt Ludlow went up the street with
two other men and entered the sheriff's

office, in haste to invest himself with
authority.
Against the wall, opposite the, front

door, stood a roll-top desk, surmounted
by an old-fashioned copying-press. The
desk was open, and Ludlow seated him-
self in a swivel-chair at it and pro-
seeded to look in pigeon-holes and
drawers for a German-silver star with
which to decorate himself.
His companions, two of the "agents"

appointed by the Cattlemen's As -x-ia-

tion, scattered reward bills aricT letters
about the floor in an endeavour to assist
him, and linally a star with the word
"Deputy " engraved upon it was dis-
covered.
"I oughta have something better than

a deputy's badge," growled Ludlow,
"but I guess that'll have to do."
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He attached it to his waistcoat, and
he was contemplating it with a certain
amount of pride, when one of his

helpers—a man named Peters—held out
a sheet of paper, exclaiming

:

"Look what I found I I reckon this

explains a lot o* things, don't it?"
Ludlow snatched the sheet of paper

from his hand and read the letter

which was typewritten upon it.

"Say," he began, "it's a good thing
we found this before "

He broke off abruptly because Tim
had walked in at the door, and he tried

to hide the letter by dropping the hand
that held it behind an arm of the
chair.
"I thought I said I didn't want any-

one meddlm' in my affairs until ho was
invited," said Tim sharply.

"Your affairs?" blustered Ludlow.
"Why, I've been appointed sheriff!'"

Tim did not seem to be at all

impressed.
"You can take, possession," he said,

"after I've finished lookin' things over.
There may be something iii that desk
that'll give uie an idea who killed my
brother."
"More than likely there is." conceded

Ludlow, "an<l if We find it we'll be
glad to turn it right over to you."
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"If there's anything there," Tim re-
torted, "I can find it without ny
help."
Ludlow screwed up the letter he was

holding and rose from the chair.
"Well, I'm sorry if you don't trust

me," he said gruffly, "but if you feel
that way about it we'll get out until »
you've looked things over."
He started towards the door, motion-

ing to the other two, but Tim barred
the way.
"Before you leave," lie said, "I'd

like to have a look at that letter you'va
got in your hand."
"That?" Ludlow exhibited the

screwed-up sheet of paper. "That's just
an ad. for some liver pills."

"I said 1 wanted to see it!"
Ludlow adopted a truculent air.

"I've been try in' to be friendly with
you, O'Neil," he said, "but you just
won't have it so. There's nothing in

this thing that concerns you, but I'm
gonna take it, now, just on general
principles !"

"You'll give me that letter," thun-
dered Tim, "or make the fastest draw
ever seen in Red Rock !"

Ludlow reached for his gun, but even
as he drew it it was shot out of his
hand, and he dropped the letter to

clutch at a wrist that had been graze,

l

by a bullet. The other two change,!
their minds about reaching for their
guns, and Chad burst in from the street.

"Pick up that letter, Chad, will

you ?" said Tim.
Chad picked up the letter, opened it

out, and began to read it. Tim picked
up the newly appointed sheriff's gun and
thrust it back into its owner's holster.

"Now get out," he commanded.
"Come back in an hour or so, and I'll

turn this place over to you."
Without a word the crestfallen Lud-

low went out with his two companions,
ami then :

"What's in that letter, Chad?" asked
Tim.
Chad screwed the sheet of paper into

a ball and tossed it into a waste-paper
basket,

"It's nothing," he declared hoarsely.
"Just a circular of some sort."
Tim looked at him for more than a

second, then stooped over the basket and
rel rieved the letter.

"Don't read it, Tim!" implored
Chad.
"Why?" Tim looked at him again.
"It'll only make trouble for somo

innocent folks."
"If they're innocent," said Tim.

"they have nothing to fear from me."
And he began to straighten out the
sheet of paper.
"Don't read it I tell you!" cried

Chad agitatedly. "It'll start a war,
and you and mc'U be on opposite
sides !"

"I'd be sorry to have anything like

that happen," said Tim; but he con-
tinued to straighten the sheet of paper,
and Chad suddenly rushed out from the
office ami Jammed the door behind him.
Tim's eyes narrowed, but the letter

w as readable now, and he read it. The
printed heading was: "Sioux City
Stockyards, Sioux City, Iowa." The
letter was addressed to Sheriff O'Neil,
Red Rock, Arizona, and it ran:

"The last shipment of cattle from
Jed Harmon contained a surprising
number of brands that have been
altered, at least, twenty per cent. Think-
ing that yon might want to investigate

this matter, I am passing the informa-
tion on to yon."

He folded the crumpled sheet across
and a< ro^. tucked it in the breast-

pocket of his shirt, and went slowly to
the door.
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By this time the ranchers, cow-hands, I

and members of the general public who
had attended the inquest had left the

headquarters of the Cattlemen's Pro-
tective Association ; but Martin Kramer
was still at the table on the platform
of the assembly room, and Ludlow and
his two companions had found him there
and poured into his ears the story of

» Tim's interference.

"I tell you," raged Ludlow, "that
letter is gonna send O'Neil direct to
Harmon for a show-down."
"Yeah," said Peters, "we gotta go

down and stop that old fool before he
does any talkin' !"

"That would be easy," remarked
Kramer, "if he wasn't so valuable to

us alive. We need his brand in our
business."
"Why worry about Harmon?"

growled Ludlow, putting his hand sig-

nificantly on the butt of his gun.
"O'Neil's the fellow we gotta stop
before he gets started !"

But Kramer shook his head.
"I don't mind gun-play," he said,

"but a wise man never starts up until

he has to. We'll handle this thing
peaceful, if we can. If we can't, it'll

be just too bad for both of 'em !"

Tim Finds Some Keys

MYRA had driven the wagonette
back to the ranch-house and had
left it in the yard with Rankin

and Lynch for the horses to be put
away, and she was in the sunny living-

room with her father when Chad came
galloping in at the gateway on a bor-
rowed horse.

She ran out on to the porch to meet
him, and Rankin and Lynch sneaked
along the side wall of the adobe build-
ing as they heard her cry out :

"What's happened. Chad!"
Chad left the horse in the yard and

reached the steps of the porch.
"I want to talk to clad alone." he

said brusquely as he mounted them ; but
she went with him into the living-room.
considerably disturbed by his manner,
and she asked in alarm :

"What is it, dad?"
"I don't rightly know myself, honey,"

replied her father in a voice thai by
no means reassured her, and then Chad
caught hold of her arm and swept her
towards the door of her own bed-room.

"Listen, I'll tell you all about ii

later, Myra," he said, "but not now."
He pushed her into the bed-room and

closed the door ; but she stooped to
listen at the keyhole as he went back
to his father, and she heard the con-
versation that followed. Rankin and
Lynch heard some of it, too, for a win-
dow in the side wall was open and they
crouched below its sill.

" When I left the ranch, this morn-
ing," said Chad, putting a hand on
his father's shoulder, "I told you I

wasn't coming back, dad—but I just had
to ! Tim's found out about the rustling,
and he's probably on his way out by
now I"

Jed Harmon sighed.
" It, was bound to happen, sooner or

later," he muttered.
"You'vo got to saddle up and start

ridin' ! I'll hold Tim somehow."
But Jed Harmon sank wearily into

his favourite armchair.
"No, son," he said definitely, "I'm

through with runnin' away from things.
I've tried it—it won't work."
"There's no other way out!" insisted

Chad.
"Oh, yes, there is! Tim's got a

right to know who killed his brother,
and I'm goin' to tell everything I
know."
That was enough for Rankin and

Lynch. They went off to get their
horses, and they rode away on them;
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across the ranch to a hill above the-'

coach road.
"Dad." protested C'iiad, "if you put

Tim on Kramer'.-, trail your life won't
be worth a hickel,"
"Better that." returned his father.

"than livin' as I have in the past two
years, afraid of my own shadow,
ashamed to look people in the face,

and doin' the things you reminded me
of this morning."
"Oh. I didn't mean what I said,

dad !"

" Yes. you did, son, and I'm glad of
ir. It woke me up to a lot of things
—and that's why I'm gonna stand my
ground."
Myra went out from the bedroom.

Her father had buried his face in his

hands, and Chad was standing by the
fireplace with an arm on the shelf,

staring down into the empty hearth.
She slipped out past them to the porch,
and a few minutes later was riding off

along the road to intercept Tim.
Behind some bushes on the hill

Rankin and Lynch dismounted, but
Lynch became ill-at-ease as his swarthy
companion knelt in the grass v, ith a
short-barrelled rifle in hi- hand.
"Wore liable to get Oltrselve- in a

i less of trouble," he complained, "doin'
this without order-."
'We'll get ourselve- in more trouble."

retorted Rankin, "it we let O'Xeil gel

to Harmon."
"Well, maybe so. but I tell you I

think "

'Shut up !" rasped Rankin, "Here
he comes now !"

Tim was riding his own white horse,

which he had left in his brother's charge
during his absence on the trading
expedition and had saddled in the
stables behind the town goal. Rankin
had sighted him between the trees that
fringed the road, and he took aim
with the rifle; but just as Tim came
into full \ iew at the bottom of the hill

Myra came galloping towards him from
the ranch-house, and the would-be
murderer held his fire.

Tim stopped his horse as Myra
reached him, and the one she was riding
reared up at the suddenness with which
it was ruined.
"I know why you're going to the

ranch, Tim," she cried, "and you
mustn't do ir !"

Tim eyed her sharply.
"Did your father send you down here

to turn me back'." he asked.

She shook her head.
"Dad's ready to tell you everything

he knows," ?he said, "but you mustn't
a-k him."
"I've got to find out who killed my

brother, grilled Tint. "You know
that 1"

"Dad had nothing to do with Jerry's
death," she declared. "Oh, Tim,
you've got to believe me !"

"I do believe you," he returned,
"but your father knows certain i

I've got to find out."
"If you make him talk they'll kill

both of you, ju-t as they did Jerry!"
"Who d'you mean by 'they'?"
"Tim, that's what. I don't dare to tell

von."
"Then I'll have to ask your father."
He made as though to ride on, but

The key fitted, and the padlock was removed. " Looks as though
Mr. Rankin was one of 'em ! " Tim said, with grim satisfaction.

November 14th, 19BG.
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she whipped out a six-gun from the
pocket of her skirt and held it very
close to his heart.
"Wait!" she shrilled. "You're not

going on, Tim !"

He looked at the gun and he looked
at her very strained face.

"Even if I thought you meant that,"
he said, "I'd still have to ride on."
He rode on. and she did not fire.

But Rankin, up among the hushes on
the top of the hill, then seized his

opportunity. His rifle cracked, and
Tim pitched sideways from the saddle
and sprawled in the dust.
Myra slid down from her horse in

horror and flew to him.
"Tim, are you hurt bad:" she asked,

bending over him.
"I'm not hit at all," he replied.

"Get back !"

She retreated to the shelter of a
massive tree-trunk only a few feet

away, and Tim took out his gun with-

out appearing to move a limb.

"Friends o' yours?" he asked de-

risively.

"You know they're not!" she
stormed.
He crawled over to her, got one

knee behind the tree-trunk, and looked
up the hill.

"It might be smarter to make them
think they got me," he said.

Ho detected a movement in the
bushes, and then he saw the figures of

two horsemen riding away over the
brow of the hill, too remote to be
i identifiable.

" Well, now that you know I'm not

hurt," he said, "you can go back to

hating me again."
"No." She shook her head. "No,

Tim, I thought I could hate you, but
I guess I can't."
Ho put away his gun and stood up,

and he helped her to her feet.

"That's the way it ought to be.

Myra," he said, holding her hands and
smiling at her. "That's what it's

go in.' to be—always !"

Her hat had fallen from her head
and was hanging over tier shoulders on
its band; the afternoon sunlight was
in her light-brown hair. He kissed

her fondly, and then he glanced at the
two horses munching grass at the side

of the road.
"Let's go up and see if they left any

trail worth following." he suggested;
and together they climbed the hill.

Between two bushes Tim picked up
a spent cartridge, which he stowed away
in his pocket, and a few minutes later
lie called Myra over to him.
"Look!" he said. "One of those

fellows must have snagged his key-ring
on the branches as he rode out !"

There were two keys on the ring that

hung from a spiky branch of a screw-
pod mesquite, and one of them obvioirsly

fitted a padlock.
"Ever seen those before?" he asked
Myra was quite certain that she

hadn't.
"Well.'' he said, taking the ring from

(he branch and putting it in Ins pocket
uirh the spent cartridge, "let's get our
horses and be on our way."

In the Bunkhouse

CHAD was still in I lie living-room
with his father when Tim rode
into the yard with Myra, but it

was not till he heard ilie sound of foot-

sleps upon the grave] path leading to

the porch that he looked out of the
v\ indow.
"Dad, it's Tim!" he exclaimed, and

went over to the bowed figure in the
armchair. "Listen, there's still time.

I'll hold him till you got away."
But Jed Harmon was not to bo

persuaded.
HovhiiImt J JIM, 10M.
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" I told you I'm through miming "

he said doggedly.
At the foot of the steps leading up

to the porch Tim stopped Myra
"I think maybe you'd better not go

in," he said. "It might be easier on
your father if I talked to him alone."

She nodded submissively and
wandered down to the garden gate
while he ascended to the porch and
entered the living-room.
"I suppose Chad told you .vhy I

was comin' out?" he said to the rancher
from just inside the door.
"I've been waitin' you," was the

comparatively calm reply, and Tim
took the crumpled and folded sheet of
paper from the pocket of his shirt

" Thought this letter might throw
some light on my brother's death " he
said, holding it out.
"I reckon you're right," returned

Harmon, with no more than a glance
for the letter. "I know what it says."

"Is there any truth in it?"
" Yes. A lot of the cattle I've been

selling lately is stolen stock."
Tim raised his brows; Chad cried

out

:

" But he didn't steal 'em, Tim ! I

did it !"

Jed Harmon reached out a hand and
gripped Chad's arm.

" You're a mighty poor liar, Chad,"
he said with emotion, " but a mighty
tine son!" He turned to Tim. "He
didn't steal 'em, and neither did I, but
I've done something almost as bad.
I've been lettin' my brand be used to

market stolen cattle."
" Is that what brought my brother out

on to your range?" asked Tim "To
examine your brand?"

" He didn't say so, but I figured it

was."
" And he was killed before he could

do it?"
"Yes." Jed Harmon stood up. "But

I swear to you, Tim, I had nothing
whatever to do with it."

"I know that," said Tim. "If ever
you .shot a man, it'd be out in the open,
not from behind a rock."
"Thanks," Harmon murmured ap-

preciatively, and he dropped back into

-the chair.
"But I figured you could put me on

die trail of the man who did kill

Jerry."
"Yes, I can do that."

"But they'll get you if you talk.

dad !'' cried Chad.
" More'n likely they will," agreed his

father. "They're a mighty hard crowd
but that can't be helped. I've Stood

for cattle rustliri' and I've let 'em use

my brand because I couldn't help
myself; but when it comes to protect in'

n murderer I draw the lino. The man
who killed your brother, Tim, was "

The door swung wide and Kramer
strode into the room with Ludlow,
Peters, and another man (lose behind
him, in time to prevent a name being
uieut ioned.
"We came up kinda quiet 'ike,''

said Kramer, "to avoid gun-play if

possible."
Tim whirled round on him
"What made you think (here might

be gun-play?" he demanded.
" Well," Kramer replied, " Ludlow

Bays you haven't got much respect for

the law."
"Ludlow?" Tim shifted his gaze to

ihe rascally looking sheriff. "Whit
does he know about respect for ihe

law?"
"I am the law." retorted Ludlow

angrily, "and I'm arresting Jed
ll.iiinon on suspicion of cattle rustlin* I"

"On whose authority?"
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It was Kramer who answered the
question.

" Hie Cattlemen's Association," ho
stated. "I took action as soon as I

heard about that letter from the stock-
yards."
Chad stepped in front of his father

.with clenched fists.

" Why don't you tell the truth,

Kramer?" he roared. "You're doin' ,
it because you're afraid my father
may "

"Easy, Chad," interrupted Tim. "It's
no use startin' anything now."
"But you don't understand!" raged

the boy. "If they take dad "

"Maybe we'd better take the boy
along, too, and keep him out of
trouble," barked Ludlow.
"That won't be necessary," Tim said

sternly. "I'll answer for him—and
I'm holding you responsible for Mr.
Harmon's safety, too I"

"The law can be relied on to protect

its prisoners," said Kramer.
"The law!" Tim flipped a scornful

hand. " Why, what has " Ho
checked himself and addressed Ludlow
"You're no more the law than I am,"
he said, "but as long as you're posing
as sheriff, you'd better act like one !"

He turned to the seated rancher.

"I guess you'll have to go along with
tbem, Mr. Harmon," he said regret-

fully. "We'll do what we can. though."
Harmon rose, and Ludlow promptly

took hold of his arm.
"Come along!" he growled. "We're

just wastin' time here ! Come on !"

Ho marched his prisoner out at the

door, and Kramer and the other two
followed. Myra was on the porch as

they went down the steps, and she

rushed into the living-room in a panic
" What's happened ? " she cried.

"Where are they taking daddy?"
"They're takin' him away to keep

him from talkin'," Tim replied, and
Chad snatched up his black cow-hat,

declaring that he was going with them
to see that nothing happened.
"Wait!" commanded Tim. "Let

Myra go—I need you here !"

"What good can she do?" howled
Chad.
"They won't dare hurt him as long

as anyone's watching. Go on, Myra !"

Myra ran off to mount the horse she

had ridden before, and at the open
window Tim watched her canter out
from the yard after her father's captors.

"I told you that letter would mean
war !" Chad exploded.
"Yes," said Tim, turning away from

the window, "but we're not on opposite

sides. We're working together, now,
and we've got to work fast."

He fished out the ring of keys.

"Did you ever see these before?" he
asked.
Chad took the ring, but it was the

broken cord attached to the ring, rather

than the keys, that engaged his at-

tention. There was a red thread in

the oord.
"Seems to me somebody on the ranch

a cord like that." lie said, hand-
ing back the ring. "Why?"
"Show me where he bunks "

Chad led the way out. from the house
and round the side of ir into the yard
and then along this to a bunkhouso
adjoining (he corral. Rankin and
Lynch were on their horses in the homo
pasture, not very far away, and they

recognised the loose limbed figure of

Tim, with his black shirt and white hat.

"I thought you got him?'' exclaimed

Lynch.
"So did I !" returned Rankin blankly

Tnu and Chad entered the bunkhouse,

and Tim proceeded to try the larger of

the two keys in the padlocks of boxes
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and trunks belonging to members of

Jed Harmon's outfit.

"Well, that doesn't fit," he remarked
glumly after a fifth attempt, and
straightened his back.
He had peered under all the lower

bunks, working systematically from the
door towards the end of the long room
A tin trunk on the floor beyond the
bunks caught his eye and he pointed
to it.

"Who does that belong to?" ho asked.
"Belongs to a puncher named

Rankin," replied Chad. " What's it all

about, Tim?"
" A couple o' fellows ambushed me

comin' out of town this afternoon.'"
Tim went down on one knee in front

of the trunk, and Chad stooped beside
him whilo the key was tried in its

padlock.
The key fitted, and as the padlock

was removed Tim added with grim
satisfaction :

"Looks as though Mr. Rankin was one
of 'cm I"

He raised the lid of the trunk,
turned over a quantity of clothing,
most of which was distinctly odorous of
cattle, and found a half-filled box of

cartridges. He compared one of the
cartridges with the spent cartridge he
had found in the grass among the
bushes on the hill, and they tallied.

"Is Rankin an Association 111311'"

he inquired.
"Well," hesitated Chad, " I-I

couldn't say for sure."
"If he is." said Tim, dropping the

live cartridge back into the box and
closing the lid of the trunk, "one of
these keys oughta fit Kramer's office at

the assembly room. Let's ride into
town and find out."
Rankin and Lynch had dismounted in

the yard and had crept to the door of
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the bunkhouse. They dived in over the
step, and Lynch shouted fiercely :

"You ain't goin' nowhere, and you
ain't gonna find out nothin' !"

Chad looked round, saw that the two
had guns in their bands, and raised his

own hands above his head. Tim got
slowly to his feet, taking full stock of
the pair.

"You two men." continued Lynch in

a nasal drawl, "are gonna have a

quarrel and kill each other. What
started the fight we can't imagine Ail
we know is we heard shootin', and
when we got in here your guns were
hot and both of you was dead !"

Tim had half-raised his hand-;, his

face a blank; but Chad was scared
"You can't get away with a frame-

up like this, Lynch!" lie cried.

"Oh, ye4 we can." Lynch retorted
evilly, "because we'll be the only
witnesses !"

He took deliberate aim at Chad, and
Rankin advanced towards Tim. But
Tim's right arm swept downwards more
quickly than the eye could see. and his

own stx-gun was out and blazing before
either of them could jerk a trigger.

Rankin sagged forward and collapsed
with a bullet in his chest, and Lynch
dropped hi- weapon, clutched at a

wounded arm, and fell sideways.

Unexpected Prisoners !

IN the town gaol, at the back of the
sheriff's office, -led Harmon was
locked in a cell divided from other

cell- by bars of iron, and Ludlow locked
the door. Peter? and the other
"agent " looked on with grinning faces:
Kramer took a cigar from his pocket,
bit off the end and spat it in the floor,

then struck a match.
"I brought you in, Harmon." he said

as he lit the cigar and puffed ar it.

9

"because you seem inclined to talk too
much." •

He dropped the flaming match on the
floor, stamped on it and stepped nearer
to the bars.

"Now you can't hurt us," he went
011. "because you can't prove anything.
But you can help us, and I'm willing
to make a bargain."
He contemplated the glowing end of

the cigar, blew a cloud of smoke, and
spoke again.
"When Tim O'Neil comes in." he

said, "I want you to steer him as far
away from us as possible—and I'll hush
up everything I've got on you."

.led Harmon held two of the bars and
looked defiantl] out at him between two
others.

"I'm through takin' orders. Kramer,"
ho declared hoarsely, "and I'm not
goin' to protect the men who killed
Tim's brother."
"Then you'll probably swing for it

yourself
!"

"I had nothin' to do with it. and you
know it

!"

"Sure" purred Kramer, "but the

evidence is all against you. He was
killed on your ranch, examining your
crooked brands. Why, I might even
find two men to swear they saw you
do it."

"It won't work. Kramer!" gritted the
rancher. "You may hang me, v but you
won't fool Tim. He'll stick to the trail,

and sooner or later he'll get the men
lie's after."

"You think so." Kramer waved the
cigar. "But I've got two men watchin'
him. I know what he's doing every
minute !"

The voice of Tim rang out from the
doorway of the office, startling him
even more than the others, and belying
his boast.

'Don't you worry, dad," Chad said to his father, who was looking down between the bars at Rankin.
Novemlier 14th, 1036.
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"I brought you a couple o' your gun-
men for repairs," staled the voice quite
cheerfully.
Five assorted pairs of eyes stared at

him. He was carrying the limp body of

Mike Rankin over his shoulder, and be
hind him stumbled Ned Lynch, holding
his wounded arm, closely followed by
('had with a six shooter in his hand.
"What happened?" gasped Kramer.
" They took a sjiot at me when I was

goin 1 out to the ranch, and missed,"
replied Tim.
"That's a lie!" bellowed Lynch. "We

caught him bleakin' into Rankin's
trunk ["

"That, was afterwards." Tim ad-
vanced to a cell on the right of the one
in which .led Harmon had been locked,
lis door was open, and he went in and
(lumped the unconscious form of Rankin
,u a bunk, whereupon Chad drove Lynch
in. too.

" Don't yon worry, dad," he said to

his father, who was looking down be-
tween the bars at Rankin.
He backed out from the cell with his

gun, and Tim followed and slammed the
door, then faced Kramer.
"One o' those two dropped these keys

when they ambushed me," he said,

faking tho ring of keys from his pocket.
"This one fits Rankin's trunk—and I

expect the other one will just fit

the lock of your office, Kramer. If it

does, it's just goin' to be too bad for
you."
Kramer rolled his cigar to the side of

his mouth and thrust his hands in his'

tro user-pockets.
".Not me," he returned calmly. "I'm

through witli tin m. I'll have no mur-
derers in my association."

' You've reformed a little too late,"

sneered Tim. " Wait for me at the door,
will you, Chad?"
Chad reheated to the door and stood

there in case anyone should attempt to

draw a gun. and Tim strode back to the
cell in winch Lynch was still holding
his wounded arm.

"I'll be back with witnesses lo hear
what you've got to say," he rapped.

" Vou won't get anything outa me!"
snarled Lynch.
"And you'll probably get twenty

years fur attempted murder." Tun
joined '"had at the door, but looked back
at Ludlow.

" Well, they're your prisoners now,
Mr. Sheriff." he said significantly, "but
I want 'em here when I get back— and
they'd better be alive

!"

He went out with Chad, leaving a very
discomfited group behind.
"Somebody'd better get a doctor,"

wailed Lynch. "We're all shot up
here I"

"Well, ain't that
Kramer.
"Get a doctor, I tell you

Rankin's dying!"
"So much the

Kramer heartlessly,

everything on him when O'Neil comes
back."
"O'Neil ain't coinin' back." said

Ludlow furiously. "Come on, Peters!
Come on, Seitz!"
"Wait!" snapped Kramer. " You

idiots have got us in deep enough with
your guns as i(. is!"

" Rut 1 tell you we got "

"Shut up! You'll never blast your
way out o' this thing with six guns.
You keep out of it—I'll handle it

If."

"I hope T live to get out o' this cage
with a gun in my band," whimpered
lynch; and Ludlow turned to Peters
i iih a grimace.
"Oh, go and get him a doctor before

he starts cryin'," he said disgustedly.
Tim and Chad crossed the street to

the headquarters of the Cattlemen's Pro-
Novcmti«r Mth, l!Wfi.

too bad?" jeered

I think'

better." retorted
'You ran blame
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lective Association. Kramer's office was
at the back of the assembly room, and
three of his men were inside it, playing
cards at a table. The outer door was
open, but Tim did not hesitate. He
took out the ring of keys and tried the
smaller one in the lock of the door. It
turned easily.

"We were right," he said lo Chad.
"It fits!"

The three card-players streamed out
from the office to see what was going
on, but Tim and Chad walked briskly
up (he street towards the Bonanza
Hotel. Kramer emerged fr.'n the
sheriff's office with Peters, who hurried
away to Dr. Lindsay's house, in

Mountain Street, while Kramer walked
oyer lo the three men.
"Say," one of them cried out as he

approached, "O'Neil's got a key to this

joint
!"

"I know it," returned Kramer curtly.

Chad glanced back and saw the group
mi the boardwalk.
"Kramer's men must have heard you

try that key, Tim," he said nervously.
"I wanted them to," Tim coolly re-

turned.

"They're liable to start, .something!"
"Lit them. If they start something,

it'll give us a chance to finish it. Mean-
while we're goin' up to Jerry's room to
see what we can find then 1 ."

Jerry, a bachelor, had lived at the
hotel. In spite of its fine-sounding name
is was only a ramshackle building of
ivood, with a veranda along its front,

and an outside staircase in an alley-

way at :ts side for the benefit of

residents who did not wish to go through
a shabby lounge to the main stairs.

Tim turned into the alleyway, but at

the foot of the ladder-like staircase Chad
ped him.

"It's no use, Tim," ho said hoarsely,
" I can't back you up. We're still on
Opposite sides."

"Opposite sides?" echoed Tim. "Don't
be silk-, our fathers li-,ht is my fight

"No. it isn't," declared Chad un-
happily. "I can't, explain, Tim, and I

can't ask you to quit, on account of

ferry. But if you win, it'll be the finish

of dad."

Tim looked at him for a long moment,
but forbore to ask any questions, sens-

ing some other trouble beyond his know-
ledge-. Chad turned away, and Tim
ascended the stairs to a little platform
at the top of them, where be opened a

door and entered a long passage, the

Boor of which was covered with oilcloth

and an occasional mat.
At the second door on the left of the

passage he stopped and took a key from
his pocket, and with the key he un-
locked the door of a plainly furnished
bed-sitting room which he entered.
Closing the door behind him, he

walked over to a table in the middle
of the loom and sat down at it. There
was an oil lamp on the (able, and near
it writing materials which his brother
had used quite a lot. He pulled a scrib-

bling pad towards him, and was trying
the nib of a pen, when there came a

rap at the door.

"Come in!" he called loudly.
The handle of the door was turned,

the door itself was opened slowly, and
Kramer sidled into the room.
"I came to have a little talk with you,

Tim," he said, putting his hands in his

pockets and closing the door with his

shoulders. "I figure you're gcllin'

pretty close to the man behind your
brother's death."
"I don't think T could got much closer

to him," returned Tim pointedly.
"I hope you won't even try." The

crook stepped nearer to the table. "It
won't bring Jerry back, and it will send
Jed Harmon to the gallows."
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"Jed Harmon had nothing to do with
Jerry's death !"

"No, but the man who did hav a has
got something on him. If you get too
close to him, he'll tell."

"Tell what?" challenged Tun.
"Well, it seems Jed's wanted, back

on the Pecos, for a killing. I don't be-
lieve he's guilty, but the law does, and
if they take him back he'll swing for it.

That's why he had to let his brand be
used to sell stolen cattle. He had to—
to save his life."

Tim bit his lip. So that was the thing
Chad could not explain—the thing that
put him on opposite sides. He looked
squarely at Kramer, and he said:
"I should think Harmon would be glad

to have me put a man like that out of
the way for him !"

"Well, if it was that, easy," Kramer
returned in a quiet and completely self-

possessed manner, "Chad would have
done it long ago. But it isn't. He's too
smart. He's got his story written, signed
and witnessed, where the law can find

it if anything ever happens to him."
Tim topped his hand upon the scrib-

bling-pad.
"I'm glad you told me this, Kramer,"

he said after a while. "Alters thine- a
bit. Naturally, I wouldn't want to do
something that would hang Mvra's
father."
"I thought you'd be glad to have me

tell you," said Kramer, "so that you
could back out before you got in too

deep."
lie went out from the room and closed

the door behind him, and for the belter

part of ten minutes Tim remained in the

chair at the table, deep in thought. Then
he went down to the dining-room of the

hotel to get a badly needed meal because
he had decided that there was nothing
else he could do till after dark.

Qsol-break !

DR. LINDSAY was out on a case

when Peters called at his home,
and it was not till an hour after-

wards that he entered the town gaol and
attended to the two prisoners in their

cell.

They were both lying on the bunk,
side by side, when he put a hypodermic
syringe back into his little black

closed the bag, and went out with it

into the sheriff's office.

"Well," he said, "I've given them
something to case their pain. They'll
probably sleep until moruinir."

"That won't make mo mad," said
Ludlow, with a grin.

The doctor departed, and Ludlow
settled back in the chair at the

cocked his feet up on the blotting pad
and lit a cigar. He had half-smoked the

cigar when Tim looked in at him
through a baned window from the yard
that led to the stables. There was a

door beside the window, and it was not

locked.
It was quite dark in the street, exi

for an oil lamp here and there and such
light as streamed from windows, and the

yard was a place of shadows.
The door between the office and tho

gaol was closed; the light in the office

came from a hanging lamp over the

desk. Abruotly, Tim took out his gun
and fired through the window at the

lamp.
His aim was true. The flame was ex-

tinguished, and fragments of the shat-

tered g!a<s chimney showered down upon
ill, srartlcd sheriff, who scrambled to

his feet and stumbled across the room
in the sudden darkness.
He reached the side door, fumbled for

the latch, and rushed out into tne yard
with his gun in his hand.
He tired at a shadow that seemed

deeper than the rest of the shadows out
there—and whirled about in dismay as
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" This one fits Rankin's trunk," said Tim, " and I expect the other one will just fit the lock of your office,

Kramer."

the door was slammed and bolted. Tim
had been waiting against the wall by
the door, expecting to happen exactly
what had happened, and he nad slipped
into the office.

Having fastened the side door, he
made his way to the front door and
bolted that, too, while Ludlow ham-
mered and bellowed. v,

"Hi, open that door, d'you hear me?
You let me in there, now. Open that
door! Come on. open thai door! Open
the door. I tell von, or I'll blow the
lock off!"

Tim acted swiftly. He was far better
acquainted with the office and the gaol
than the man who had been appointed
sheriff only that day. and he made
straight for the cell in which Jed
Harmon was a prisoner, opened it, and
tugged the elderly rancher forth.

Ludlow, reluctant to carry out his

threat and shoot at the loHi of the side

door, scuttled out from the yard into

the street and tried to open the front

door. Tim bundled his bewildered cap-
tive out at the side door into the yard
and along to the stables, and presently
Ludlow returned to the side door, found
it ajar, and dashed into the office.

Tim had been waiting for that, the
key of the side door in his hand. Back
he flew, and the door was locked on the
outside.

_
Ludlow, whose intelligence was limited,

immediately began to Beat his fists upon
its panels, instead of going to the front
door.

"Hi, let me outa here!" he
vociferated. "Open this door! I'm the
sheriff here '. You can't lock me in here
this way!"
Tim, back in the stables, swept Jed

Harmon over to a horse he himself had
saddled.
"There's a gun there," he said crisplv.

"Use it!"

"I can't do it, Tim!" protested the
rancher. "I'm through runnin'."
"You're not runnin'." retorted Tim.

"but we're gonna make Kramer think
you are. I'll explain later. Mount up,
and ride out shooting!"

Reluctantly, but without further
protest, Harmon swung himself up on
to the back of the horse. Tim mounted
his own white horse, and they rode out
from the hotel, shooting at the starlit

sky as they went.

The sound of the shots penetrated to

Kramer's office, where the crook was con-
ferring with .some of his men. and Peters
bounded up from the chair in which he
H a- sitting.

"Gaol-break!" ho cried excitedly.

"Looks like somebody's sprung Harmon
outa gaol!"
"Go get 'em, dead or alive!" shouted

Kramer.
He and the five men who were with

him lushed out from the headquarters
of the Cattlemen's Protective Associa
tion, but the street appeared to be de-
serted. Tim and Jed Harmon had dis-

mounted in the alleyway at the side of

the Bonanza Hotel.

Ranchers and cowpunchers emerged
from a saloon down the street to free
their horses from a hitching-rail and ride
about the town in search of the dis-

turbers of tlic peace. Kramer and his

men, having crossed the street, heard
the frantic cries of Ludlow and gathered
round the sheriff's office.

"Well, that gets rid of them." said
Tim contentedly. "Now we'll go into
the hotel."
"What are we goin' to do?" asked

the flustered rancher.
"You're gonna help me find Jerry's

murderer," was the reply. "And it

won't take you back to the Pecos,
either!"
"Pecos?" gulped Harmon. "What

do you know about that?"

"I'll tell you later—there's no time
now !"

The horses were left under the outside
staircase, and they climbed the stairs to

the platform, where Tim opened the
door and led the way to the second room
on the right of the passage.
Ludlow, meanwhile, had found an

empty cell, blundered to the front door
of the office, -tud tugged hack the bolt.

He opened the door -and nearly howled
Peters over as he rushed out at it.

Kramer seized hold of his arm, and he
tried to free himself.

"Hi, waif a minute!" he yelled.
" Where'd the}- go? Where are they?
Where'd they go ?

"

"What happened?" rasped Kramer.
"They pot away with Harmon!"
"Who was it?""

"I don't know," lamented Ludlow
"I never even saw 'em!"
"Who were you shooting at?"
"1 wasn't shootin'!" The unhappy

sheriff wrenched his arm fiee. "Oh, I

wasn't shootin' at anybody! First they
locked me out, and I couldn't get in;

then they locked me in. and I couldn't
get out. How could I shoot at any-
body?"
"Well. somebody was shooting!"

raged Kramer.
He turned to his companions.
"Take a look around the hack and see

if anybody's been hurt." he ordered.

The five dived into the yard, hut they
returned to report that there was nobody
in ir. or in the stables.

"It was a trick!" snorted Kramer.
"They weren't shootin' at anybody

—

they just wanted to attract attention!"
""What for?" asked the sheriff blankly.

"So we'd follow 'em. Then they'd
double back and hide Harmon in town!"
"Now where could they hide anybody

here?" growled Ludlow, staring up and
down the ill-lit. street.

Kramer rubbed his chin.
November 14th, 1936.
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"Choi and his sister are at Dr.
Lindsay's " he said. "You search there.

I'll try the notel."

The Confession

IN the bed-sitting-room which had
been his brother's, Tim pulled down
the blinds over the windows, and

alter ho had struck a match and lit the

lamp he motioned to Jed Harmon to

scat himself at the table.
" Now I want you to write a con-

fession," he said, pointing to the writ-

ing materials and the scribbling-pad,

"all about your part in Kramer's rust-

ling. Tell everything."
The rancher picked up a pen.

"About the trouble in the Pecos,
too?" he asked bleakly.

"No,'' Tim decided. "Just bear
down on Kramer. Tell how he
threatened you—forced you to let him
use your brand—everything leading up
to Jerry's death."
Harmon seemed to have no liking for

the task.
" If you don't get that confession

written before they find out where you
are," said Tim, "it'll be too late to do
any good."
He went to the door. The key was

in the lock on the outside of it, but he
transferred it to the inside.

"Now you'd better lock (his door
behind me," he advised. "I'm goin'
down to put. the horses away before
somebody finds them and starts

investigatin'."

He went out, closing the door behind
him, and Harniou rose and turned the
key.
Back at the table, with the pen in his

hand, he glanced about the room, and
1101 iced that there were two other doors
in it. He opened one of them and
looked into a cupboard containing
clothes that Jerry O'Ncil would never
need again; but the other was bolted,
and evidently communicated with the
adjoining room. He returned to the
table and began to write.

The confession was nearly completed,
and the top sheet of the scribbling-pad
was more than half-filled when Kramer
filtered the passage from the staircase
and turned the handle of the door.
Jed Harmon looked up, but the

handle had ceased to move, and as the
sound was not repeated he came to the
conclusion that his cars had deceived
him, and went on writing.
But Kramer was still outside the

dour.
lie waited there for a few moments,

then inched the end of a mat under
il, knell on the part of the mat that
was >lill in the passage, and took a

match from his waistcoat pocket.

Willi the aid of the match he man-
aged lo push (lie key out of the luck
so thai it. fell on to the mat. and then
lie pulled the mat back into the passage
and picked up the key.
Jed Harmon was reading- through

what he had written when the key was
inserted in the lock on the outside of
the door, and again he looked up; and
llus time he listened for the sound of
lout -l.ps.

No such sound reached his ears, how-
ever, and he was stinting ;i fresh para-
graph when Kramer tinned first the
key and then the handle. He opened
the <loor slowly, and it did not creak
on its hinges. With a six-shooter in

his hand lie slipped into the loom with
the stealth of a cat, and Harmon was
unaware of his presence till ho was
beside him at the table.

The barrel of tho gun was thrust
almost, into the ranchers lace, and he
tat up with a gasp.

Kiainei, leaning over him, read the
Confession which had just been signed,
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then backed to the door and closed and
locked it.

"A very interesting document," he
said with an evil smile. "Hand over
what you've written."

"You'll never take it from me
alive!" cried the rancher, planting both
hands on the pad.

" I'm afraid you've outlived your use-

fulness to me, Harmon," said Kramer.
Tim had put the two horses away m

the hotel stables and had just re-

ascended the stairs. He catered the
passage, and he rapped on the door.

"Open up, Mr. Harmon!" he called

out. "It's Tim!"
Harmon, at the table, gritted his

"Looks like it's up with both of us,"
he said.

"No," corrected Kramer. "Only one
.of us."

Tim, rapping at the door again, heard
an anguished voice.

"Don't, Kramer!" it cried. "Don't
shoot

!"

A six-gun barked, and Tim was try-

ing to force open the locked door when
Ludlow burst into the passage from the
staircase with a number of men,
including Chad.
"You're under arrest for gaol-

break!" shouted Ludlow.
"Don't be a fool!" snapped Tim.

"Help me break this door in!

Kramer's killed Harmon in there!"

Chad thrust the sheriff out of the way
and put his shoulder to the door beside
Tim. It flew open after the third at-

tempt, tho box of the lock forced from
the jam, and they all streamed into the
room.
Jed Harmon was lying on the floor

on his side, near the chair from which,
obviously, he had fallen.

"Dad! Dad!" Chad cried, flinging
himself down on his knees ; but his

father was unconscious.
"Where's Kramer?" demanded

Ludlow sceptically.

"Did someone speak my name?"
Kramer startled them all by walking
into the room from the passage.
"What's all the shooting? Why, it's

Harmon! WT
ho shot him?"

"That's a pretty good bluff,

Kramer," roared Tim, "but it won't
work! You shot him yourself, and
made your getaway through that door!"
He pointed to the door between the

two rooms, and Chad sprang to his

feet and darted over to it.

"You're wrong Tim," he said.

"This door's bolted on this side!"
A man who did not belong to

Kramer's gang opened the door of the
cupboard, but there was nobody in

there among the clothes. Tim went to

the two windows in turn, but they were
both shut, and tho catches were
fastened. Kramer said:

"Looks like plain suicide to me.
Doors, windows, all bolted on the

inside 1 1"

Ludlow had drifted to the table and
had found half a sheet of paper on it

near the seribbling-pad.
"Win-, it is suicide!" he exclaimed.
He left a note!"
The half-sheet of paper was passed

from hand to hand. On it was written:

"My part in the cattle rustling has
made mo so miserable the last two years

thai 1 am taking this means as the only
decent way out.

"Jed Haiimon."

The whole thing seemed clear enough
to most of thoso present, but one of the
men stooped over the prone figure of

(he rancher to make sure that (he

wound in his chest, could have been self-

inflicted.
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"Hi, sheriff," he cried, "this man's
still alive!"
"Alive?" echoed Kramer, by no ,

means pleased to hear it, but contriving
to conceal his dismay.

"Yes."
Kramer seized upon the opportunity

to disarm even Tim's suspicions.
"Come on," he said urgently. "Let's

get him over to Doc Lindsay's."
Chad and two of the others raised

the wounded rancher between them
and carried him out to the stair-.

Kramer and his men followed ; but Tun
ran out into the passage with the half-
sheet of paper in his hand and called
Ludlow back.
"Just a minute, sheriff," he said.

"That was no suicide in there, and I
can prove it!"

"Aw, you're just wasting your
time, O'Neil!" growled Ludlow.
"There couldnl have been anybody
with Harmon when he was shot."

"Then what became of the other half
of this paper?" demanded Tim.
"Somebody took it out of the room!''
Ludlow frowned at the piece of paper,

but. it had been cut with a knife, and
had no rough edge. Murphy, the pro-
prietor of the hotel, had closed the door
on to the outside staircase, and he heard
and stared at Tim.

" How do we know there was a full

sheet to begin with?" challenged
Ludlow.
"I can prove it," declared Tim, "but

we'll skip that. Come back in here and
I'll prove it wasn't suicide."
He caught hold of the sheriff's arm

and pulled him back into the room.
Tho hotel proprietor followed of his own
accord, filled with curiosity.

There was a six-gun on the floor,

between the chair and the table, where
it: might very well have fallen from the
rancher's hand. Tim picked it up and
held it out.
"This is the gun that shot Harmon,

isn't it?" ho said.

"Yeah, I reckon it is," admitted
Ludlow.

"Where did it come from? Harmon
didn't have a gun— he left it on his
saddle! That's the killer's own gun,
planted hero to make it look like a
suicide

!"

"Well, it'll take more than your word
to prove that!"
"All right." Tim leaned against the

table with the gun in one hand and the
halt-sheet of paper in the other. "If
my word doesn't count, let me ask you
something you can answer yourself.

Was that light burning when we came
into the room '

Ludlow stared at the lamp and
scratched his chin.

"Yeah, I reckon it was," he said
slowly.

"Either of you ever seen a gun fired

alongside an oil-lamp?"
"1 reckon wo all have," said tho

proprietor of the hotel.

"What happens?"
"Well, the explosion puts the light

out. It always does."
"Right!" Tim pointed to (he .'amp

with the barrel of the gun. "When the
shot was fired that light went out.

Who lit it again? It couldn't have h

Harmon !"

Ludlow blinked at the lamp and
tinned down the wick a little because
the flame was too high.

"Well, there are exceptions to all

rules." ho said.

"Yes," agreed Tim. "but they don't
all happen at the same time. I'll tell

you what I think happened. You see,

I know why Harmon was here, Iveeause

I brought him up here myself to write

(he truth about an outlaw. That out-

(Continued on page 20)
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The beautiful, but trouble-making star of the show is found stabbed, and the knife that
was used belongs to one of the dancers. She is arrested and charged with the crime,
but her husband vows to find the real criminal—with startling results. Starring

Douglas Fairbanks jun. and Dolores del Rio

The 'tantrums of a Star

A BEAUTIFUL woman, who could
not hide by the most perfect
make-up the lavages of time,

leaned buck in her chair and yawned.
Yvette Delange, the star, did not like

rehearsals.
The brisk, dapper little man with the

bright eves and hands that gestured so

frequently was Morel, the producer.
Sitting next to Yvette, he studied the

chorus-girls that were going through
their act under the direction of Pierre,
the stage manager.

Hovering' behind the chair of the two
most important people in "La Nouvelle
Revue," which was to open in three
weeks at this theatre, the Alhambra of
Paris, was a bent, elderly man in shabby
blue clothes. Alphonse had once been a

very famous character actor. Morel em-
ployed him as an assistant more out of

sentiment than anything else.

'.Must 1 sit through all this?" in-

quired Yvette with another yawn.

"My darling," soothed Morel. "J want
you to watch the audition of a young
couple, Gaby and Tony. They do a

novelty Apache dance, and I'm hoping
Vin will like them, as wo lack a good
• lance team in this revue. Alphonse."
He tinned to the old actor. "Tell Pierre
that will do for the moment, and then
inform Gaby and Tony thai we arc

ly
"

Y'vetle gazed languidly at the young
couple who came on the stage. She
noted that Gaby was dark and of obvious
Spanish origin—she supposed that some-
one might consider this olive-skinned
creature good-looking. The young man

more i.i Yvette's line. He was tall,

broad-shouldered, handsome and most
attractive when he smiled, showing
gleaming white teeth.

The Apache dance was very realistic,

»nd the end made Yvette gasp. The
couple quarrel, and Gaby on being flung
to the floor drew a long knife from her
girdle. Tony had moved away as if

tired of his partner—the knife was flung
and stuck quivering in his back. Several
of the ohorus-girls screamed when Tony
sank to the floor.

Everyone gave a sigh of relief when
Tony got to his feet and laughed.

"You like them?" Morel turned to

Yvette.
"Quite interesting."
"They're just what we need," en-

thused Morel. "They're young and
attractive."

"He is,'
-

softly whispered the star.

"That knife .finale will be a big suc-

cess," stated Morel. "He wears a steel

waistcoat with a scabbard arrangement
in the side, and Gaby being an expert
knife-thrower can flick the knife' into

the slot nincty-niuc times out of n hun-
dred. What do you think': Engage
them?"
"I think so," agreed Yvette. "Do

you want me any lonj

When Yvette had gone to her dressing-
room Morel told Pierre to rehearse the
girls in their dance number for the
second act and then to break for lunch.
Moid informed Gaby and Tony that
Yvette liked their act and that they
would be included in the revue—Tony
(hen went to Morel's other to sign the
coni racl

.

Some little while later Tony, Gaby and
Alphonse went to have a drink at the
small refreshment bar that was super-
intended by Dubec, the concierge. A
fair-haired member of the chorus was
perched on a stool ; she smiled hopefully
at the new-comers as she was very thirsty

but very hard up.

"I'm Ninette Duval!" she greeted
them with a frank smilo. "I thought
your dance was ripping."

Naturally, that called for drinks, and
Ninette's eyes sparkled when cham-
pagne cocktails were ordered. Alphonse
drank his and shuffled away—Yvetto
Delange wanted to see him. He r<

turned a few minutes later.

"Miss Delange's compliments, and she
would like to see you in her dressing
room."
"Right!" Tony finished his drink,

and took his wife's arm. "Come on
darling !"

Alphonse coughed.
"She omitted to mention thai she

desired to see you both." He gave the
young man a significant glance.

"I won't be more than an hour," Tony
laughed as if it were a joke. "Which
is her room '.'"

Alphonse escorted Tony, leaving the
two women together.
"Our star takes a great personal in-

terest in new members of the company,"
Ninette said over her glass to Gaby,
"if thev happen to be "oung, hand
and nude, so he warned."
"I'm not jealous, and I'm not fright-

ened for Tony." Gaby shook her head.
" She'll waste her time."

But Yvette was a persistent woman.
Most men succumbed to her beauty, and
it annoyed her immensely thai Tony was
not so easy to win. Her hints that he
could lake her out to supper were not
accepted, and when Yvette learned thai

Gaby Ramarios was really Mrs. Gaby
Seymour she still did not desist in her
smiles and arch glances. The days
passed and she was always inviting him
to her room to take champagne or nslc

his advice, but when he fold her kindly

that there was only one woman in his

w "November 141 li. 1930.



u
life— in other words, his wife—her eyes
Hashed angrily.
Gaby was a mixture of Spanish,

Mexican and South American. She did

not like Yvette Delange, and her (lark

ryes looked contemptuously at the star.

The two women barely spoke. At the

final dress rehearsal Yvette behaved in a
disgraceful manner. She talked to

JVIorel whilst Tony and Gaby were doing
i heir Apache dance, made loud and
obvious comments.
"What's the matter with her? 1

think they're horrible!" Yvette said so

that all the company could hear.

Then the woman was silent for about
;i minute.
"Bertha! Bertha!'' she shrilled.

"Ketch me a handkerchief and some
cigarettes. Morel "—she turned to the
patient, .producer. "I don't, like those
drums, they'll irritate people."
Tony asked if they might start their

number again.
"I think they're terrible. Paris will

laugh at them."
" My angel, you were enthusiastic

when you first saw them," reasoned
Morel.
"We had seen so many bad acts any-

thing seemed good," she sneered. "That
woman can't even keep her balance.

People will walk out on us if that act

goes on."
It was too much for high-spirited

Gaby. In spite of Tony's protests, she

told the star just what she thought of

her.
"All the last shows you've been in

have been failures. Why? Because
you're over forty and trying to pretend
to be twenty. You can't act, you can|t
dance, you can't sing. The public is

tired of you and so is everybody else."

What a scene ! What a row ! It ended
with Yvette shouting that either the

Seymours left or she did. Morel dis-

missed the rehearsal until eleven o'clock
the next morning. His next task was
the unenviable one cf pouring oil on
ruffled waters. He was a fair and a

just. man. Yvette could sing and she
could act when she put her whole soul

into her work, but often she couldn't be
bothered. Tfw Seymours were good,
and he wanted them in the revue. He
started with Tony.

" Yvette refuses to open to-morrow
night if you are in the show." He
raised his hand against interruption.

"I sympathise with Gaby and I under-
stand Yvette. I wish all of you to
remain in my show. It is impossible
to reason with an angry woman—you
might, as well reason with the Eiffel

Tower. I want you to sec her and
es press some regret."

" She started the trouble. It was her
fault Why "

"Tony, she is the star and you are
just a good act," soothed Morel. "Tin
asking you to do this because I know
you will be a great, success. I have put
live thousand francs into this show Then
think of all these poor little chorus
girls. If this show fails they will all

starve. Now* let me go and tell her you
will go and have a drink at her flat.

You will mumble an apology and leave
as soon as you can."
"Why can't I sec her now?"
" Because she is probably in a rage

and throwing things about," Morel ex-

plained. "I shall probably have
something thrown at my head when I

go to speak with her. I know what, she
is like. You can bo flattering and
gallant without being unfaithful to your
wife. Tact, my boy, is necessary, and
Yvette can be so sweet."

Then Gaby heard about it. and had
the dickens of a row with her husband.
Her jealous nature was aroused. If

he were going to her flat then he nuiM
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bo crazy or falling for this peroxide
blonde.
"Darling, don't, act this way." He

tiied to keep his temper. "Don't you
understand? If we're kicked out of
the show, we don't eat. They'll say
we're no good. We'll never get another
chance like this. Morel is on our side.

He's counting on us, he thinks we're
grand. Do be reasonable."

" I hate a man that crawls to a
woman."
That fired Tony.
"I've had enough of this. ""I'm not

going to throw everything overboard
that we've saved and worked for for
years—because you're jealous over
nothing. I'm going out to let you cool
off. I shall go to her flat and I shall

be as nice to her as I can." He went
out and slammed tho dressing-room
door.
Tony was so enraged that he did not

look where he was going and bumpea
into a man out in a deserted corridor.

" Sorry."
"Excuse me." It. was a stranger. A

man who looked ill and down on ids
luck. "Do you know where Yvette
Delange's dressing-room is?"

"It's right across the other sida of
the stage." Tony pointed. "You'll
find her name on the door."
Tony thought, the man's smile' was

peculiar, almost thought of asking the
nature of his business, then he thought
of his own troubles and hastened from
the theatre.

Out of the Past

YVETTE was before her mirror, and
she was studying her complexion.
Morel had told her that Tony was

very angry about his wife's behaviour
and would like to apologise for what
had happened. The star had been
soothed and had agreed to sec Tony at
her flat. She was now putting the
finishing touches to her make-up before
leaving the theatre.

Suddenly the door opened, and Yvette
was just about to rage at> the person
who had dared to enter without knock-
ing, when in her mirror she saw the
man's face.

She spun round, and now her eyes
were wide and staring.

" You 1"

" Who went to " He saw the
elderly woman, who was the dresser,
and gave a significant gesture with his

head.
"Bertha, you can go now." Yvette

spoke quickly. "I won't want you any
more. Don't argue, but go."
Tho man stood there in his shibby

grey overcoat and smirked his satis-

faction. He chuckled softly as the door
closed.

" Hallo, sweetheart," he mocked.
" So you're out already." Her eyes

were hard now.
"Already!" He shrugged his

shoulders. " Five years I've been away
—what a charming reception."
"What do you want her. 1

'.''

" Money, my love,"

"I can let you have a little."

"I want twenty thousand francs."
Yvette jumped to her feet.

"That's impossible."
"If you haven't got it pick up (he

telephone and ask your manager to
bring it here," the man answered!
Yvette hesitated, then picked up the

'phone.
"His office doesn't answer."
His smile was mocking.
"Don't try to bluff me. del on to

the concierge and tell him to find the
manager."
Yvette shrugged her shoulders and

rang Dubec; she instructed him to find

\
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Morel and tell the manager that she
required at once twenty thousand franc--. ,

Five minutes later there was a knock
at the star's door.
"Don't come in—I'm not dressed."
"What unexpected mod'

answered Morel. "Dubec tells me you
want twenty thousand francs."
"Yes, yes." The door opened and a

baro arm appeared. "Did you bring
it ?

"

"Yes, but it's a lot of money."
"Give it to me!" The tone was

imperious.
"I should like a receipt."
"I will give it you in the morning."

Her fingers clawed for the money, and
after a slight hesitation Morel passed
the wad of notes to her. The door
closed immediately. Knowing the whims
of Yvette, it was a waste of time to
argue, so Morel went away.
The eyes of the released gaolbird

glittered at sight of all the money.
Yvette went across the room to a ward-
robe, and he wondered what was her
purpose.
"Give me that money.''
When Yvette turned she was holding

a small revolver, and he knew why she
had gone to the wardrobe. His eyes
narrowed and his hands clenched;
"Keep your distance!" Yvette was

cool now. "I want to talk to you."
"I haven't time to talk." lie edged

nearer.
"I said keep your distance!" Her

smile was mocking and hard. "You
know I am quire capable of shooting
you. I might like an excuse to put a
bullet into you, so if you value your
life don't try anything foolish. If you
think you're coming back here 'o spoil
things for me you're mistaken."
"Give me that money!'' the man

snarled at her.
Yvette shook her head, and glancing

down at the money she held in her left,

hand, flicked several of the notes so
that they fluttered to the floor, the
rest she tossed carelessly on to her
dressing-table. The man stared down
at the fallen money, then stopped and
picked it up.
"I see you understand me." mocked

Yvette when he straiglnend. "You
realise that is all you're going to gefc."

"It's not enough."
"It's all you get." The star eaine

a step nearer, and her tone was inei

ing. "If you come pestering me again
you'll walk into trouble."
"Your bluff doesn't scare me." Tin-

man smiled unpleasantly. "You've got,

the whip-hand this time, but I'll bo
coming back."
"You always were boaster," she

derided. " Now get, out."

The man would have gone by the door
through which he had entered.
Yvette stayed him with a gesture of

the hand.
"I trust, no one saw you collie iu—

a

tramp. It will be as well that none
• m leave." Sin- txu ked •> the

wall and turned a handle. A cunningly
concealed door that looked like the
panelling opened. "This \, ill take
you into a side street. Hurrj I"

"A charming reception." The man
bowed. "I trust nexl time you may
be more friendly." A: the door he
looked at her and then across at. the
money on the dressing-table. "1 .-hall

be seeing you again in the very near
future. An revoir. beloved."
Yvetie closed the door after him with

an angry slam.

Yvette looked at the money. Her
mind was turning over a scheme to keep
this money for herself. Gould she sell

Morel thai she had been blackmailed
into parting with twenty thousand
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francs? If it were charged up to ihe

theatre it might deprive the share-

holilcrs of some of their interest N<
what was the best story to tell More) ?

A knock made her slide a hand over
the money. Before she could call out
"Come in" the dressing-room door
opened and Gaby Seymour, who was
siill dressed in the clothes she wore for

her Apache act, entered the room. The
star was startled, because Gaby's eyes
were staring at her—-nake's ej es,

thought Yvette—then she saw (
hand was resting on the knife thai
tucked into her girdle.

Murder

TWO men lounged against the

concierge's -mall bar. It was
dark and gloomy and chilly. Old

Alphonse had the moth-eaten astrakhan
collar of his coat buttoned close round
his neck. lie had been on his way out
of the theatre when the small bar had
tempted him to .-top for a brandy.
After the scene to-night he felt a brandy
*as necessary. After a while he had
oeeh joined by a tall, sullen-faced
individual in a bine uniform. They
had several drinks together.

"After a dress rehearsal one relaxes,"
old Alphonse muttered. " It. takes me
back to 1888, when I was with the Divine
Bernhardt at

"

Louis, chauffeur to Yvette, knowing
(hat if Alphonse once started remi-
niscing it would be hard to stop him,
placed his hand on the old actor's

shoulder.
"You told me once before.'' Louis

turned his head. "What- -he doing in

there ? I'm fed up hanging around all this

time."
"Composing herself, doubtless, after

the little disturbance we had to-night/'
Alphonse replied. " Xow, Sarah you
must know "

"I bet she started the row—-he does
nothing else. I reckon a drink wouldn't
do us any harm."' Louis glanced round.
" Where's Dubec?"
"He's gone on his rounds." Alphonse

came a little closer. "I «as about to
tell you of something which occurred
when I was with the Divine. Sarah. I

was. as you know, her leading man "

"Yes." Louis resigned himself to
hear a story that, be had heard quite
ten times before. "Make it brief, old
boy."
"We were playing ' Canaille, ' if I

remember " That was as far the
story got.

"Help! Help! Murder: Help 1"

came the hoarse voice of a man from
the other side of the stage.

"That is Dubec's voice," muttered
Louis.
Then the concierge came running and

stumbling towards them. Louis steadied
ihe man, who looked as white as a sheet
and scarce able to stand.
"Who has been murdered?" ho asked.
"Delange!" came in a hoarse whisper

from the shuddering- Dubec.
"Yvette!" shrilled Alphonse. "Im-

possible !"

"She's dead—murdered.'' Dubec cried.
"I opened the door of her room— I saw
her lying there."
Dubec had an electric lantern. Louis

snatched this away from the wailing
concierge and hurried across the stage,
followed by Alphonse. Dnbeo ceased
wailing and ran after them. The
chauffeur opened the dressing-room door
and flashed the light. Stretched on the
floor lay Yvette Delange.

" Look I Look!" Louis grabbed at
Alphonse's arm. "The knife!"
Alphonse went to the switch and

flooded the room with light. He knelt
beside the still figure, with Louis and
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Dubec peering over his shoulder. One
'. of the wrist told the actor that

the star was dead.
Suddenly Alphonse pointed at the

knife that was buried deep in Yvetro's
chest. "Why, that's the knife Gaby
Seymour uses in her number."

"We'd better call the police," fear-

fully muttered the chauffeur.
"The police:'' The concierge looked

dully a f Louis.
" Louis is right. Dubec, the police

must be informed at. once,'' Alphonse
decided. "Get police headquarters and
tell them that Yvette Delange is dead
under mysterious conditions, and will

they come to the theatre immediately."

Arrested

TOXY went to Yvette's flat, and it

was a relief (o find that the star

had not yet arrived. The maid,
Marie, said that madame had 'phoned
that she was expecting M'sieu Seymour
and would he please wait? So Tony
waited in no very pleasing humour
Yvette's interest was just what they

d to get them higher up the ladder.

but everything was spoilt because of

Gaby's jealousy. Still, Gaby could not
bo blamed, because Yvette did not play
the game. What should he say to the
woman when she turned up? If Yvette
expected him to flirt with her she was
very much mistaken. He must, be
tactful and diplomatic. He wished she

would hurry as he wanted to get back
to Ids lodgings to pacify Gaby—that
wouldn't be •

Tony waited some while; and then
told the maid he could wait no longer.
Ho found a stray taxi ami was driven
to his lodgings. He did not enter the
place right awi ashed off to a
nearby market to see if he could find
some flowers as a peace offering. With
a bouquet of roses Tony tiptoed up the

; very stealthily opened the
door.

15

Gaby was not ihere.

Tony became at once nearly
with anxiety. What had happened tc
the poor girl? She had gone back >
her mother—impossible, as her nearest
relation was two hundred miles away.]
She had left him! That explanation
did not fit, because Tonj knew that if

Gaby had decided to walk out she would
have written a farewell message. But,
there was nothing, and no sign that site

had been home since the rehearsal, as
all her clothes were here. Tony was
puzzling what he should do when ho
heard slow, dragging footsteps on the
stairs, and rushed to the door.

It was Gaby. She looked at him w ith

large, unhappy eyes. Her whole de-
meanour was dejected and weary.
"Darling, I have been so frightened.

Where have you been."
"I don't know—walking."
Then she held out her arms to Tony,

and with an eager cry he drew hei

close. He babbled about being a cad
and fool, that he would never leave her
again, ami between his babbling, kissed
her.

"No longer will I be the big- business
man," Tony assured her. "It n i-

onlv because of Morel rhat I went to see
her."
And when Gaby had heard all his

story she begged him to forgive her.

She cried over the roses.

"Oh, Tony, I have been very foolish
—you will never forgive me?"
"What have you done, my precious?"
"I was so consumed with jealous rage

that I—I—I spoke to Yvette.'' Gaby
confessed. "1 think I was a little rude
to her. Tony, I don't want, to go back
to the theatre. I don't want to see her
again—ever !"

"We won't." He patted her shoulder
"We'll find another job." He laughed
happily. "You leave it to me."

Gaby had no idea how far she had
walked except that it had been along

Why, that's the knife Gaby Seymour uses in her number,"
Alphonse muttered incredulously.
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the banks of llic Seine. She was very
tired and very hungry. Tony insisted

upon making her some breakfast. He
bad scarce put tlio kettle on the gas-
ring when heavy footsteps were heard
mounting the stairs It was a surprise
when there eanie a brisk knocking at
their door. Two men stood outside.
"Is Gabrielle Seymour here?"
,: Who are you?" Tony asked.
"Police Department." The two men

walked into the room, for the spokes-
man had seen Gaby standing by an arm-
chair. "You are Gabrielle Seymour?"
"Yes."
'• I must ask you to conic along with

me, " said the detective.
"What are you talking about?"

demanded Tony. "What do you want
with my wife V
"Yvctte Delange was murdered early

this morning."
'Murdered!" Gaby recoiled in

horror.
Tony looked startled for a moment.

"What's that got to do with my wife?"
"The Surete would like to hear what

she has to say about it," the detective
replied, and looked at the girl. "Get
J'pur hat and coat, please."
"You can't do that," began Tony, and

flung his arms round Gaby. "Produce
your warrant."

" We will arrest you as well if you
cause any trouble," rasped the second
detective as he grabbed Tony by the
arms and dragged him away from Gaby.
"You may accompany your wife to the
Surete, <and if your wife's explanation
is satisfactory she will be set free, but
do not try to interfere with the law."

A Friend in Need

A THICK-SET young Englishman
was busy at a typewriter. The
big offices were almost deserted,

save for those poor people who were on
the night staff of Paris' leading journal.
Guy Henry was preparing his story,
and he thumped the typewriter, as he
was not in the best of tempers.
The previous day he had been to

interview the Seymours to try to get
for them a good write-up and perhaps
mention on the front page. All the
copy he had obtained was Gaby's
opinion of the star in the revue. Tony
was apparently in the clutches of
Yvette, and Gaby wanted to claw her
eyes out. Guy Henry was an old school
friend of Tony's, and had been at the
wedding. He wanted to find out what
they had been doing in the last two
years, as the Seymours had gone on
tour with a small company. Failing to
secure, very much information, Henry
decided to use his own personal know-
ledge of the Seymours and to employ his

own inventive faculties in regard to
I heir tour, lie was hard al work, when
a brothel- reporter came into the office
and strolled ,a<

"Not like you to be here at (his hour
—got something hoi ?"

"I'm getting (nit a boost fur a couple
<if friends of mine."
"Pet there's a girl in it, and she's

pretty."
Guy Henry laughed.
"Well. you should know he)' by

reputation. A dancer named Gabrielle
Sej mour."
"What?"
The other's shout of incredulous

amazement startled Henry.
" What's the matter?"
"Guy Henry, I take off my hat. to

you," was the answer. "It's amazing.
You old sleuth, if only happened an
hour ago, and you're writing the story."
lie picked up some photos. "And
you've got pictures of her."

' What are you driving at ?"

'in course, you don't know that
mber i U h,
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Yvette Delange was found murdered,"
mocked the newspaperman. He
stabbed a finger at a photograph of
Gabrielle. "And with this girl's

dagger stuck into her."
"Good heavens!" Guy Henry

jumped to his feet. He lipped the page
out of the machine, picked up the
photographs, and grabbed his coat.
"Where?"
"At the theatre." -^
Guy Henry struggled into hi.; coat,

and without another word rushed out
of the office. He had got to bo in on
this story, and he had got to find Tony.
As he had heard what Gaby thought of
Yvette he felt certain that the Spanish
temperament must have got the better
of Tony's wife. They would have
arrested her. That meant that it would
be best to go to the Surete.
Sure enough, Tony was at the Surete*

and it was as well that Guy turned up,
because Tony was in a frenzy. How
dare they arrest his wife ? They had
accused her of murder. It was in-

tamous. Guy calmed the distraught
young man and took him into a quiet
corner. Shouting and yelling would do
more harm than good. In Guy's
opinion the only sane thing to do was
to go and have legal advice. Eugene
Roget was one of tho finest counsels of
the day and a personal friend. They
must go and see Roget at once.
"He is the best lawyer in France,"

Guy assured his friend. " He will

know what is the best thing to do."
Eugene Roget was dressing when the

tvyo young men called, and he inter-
viewed them in his dressing-gown.
Tony took an instant liking to this
handsome, strong-featured man. Roget
had a way of looking a person in the
eye.
"I understand from Guy that you are

in some sort of trouble," Roget said,

after they were all seated in his study.
"Tell me about it."

"My name is Tony Seymour. My
wife has been arrested for murder.
Arrested because tho murder was com-
mitted with a dagger belonging to my
wife, and "

"One moment." ^ Rcfget stayed him
with a gesture. "You seem to be start-

ing your story in the middle. I want
to have it from the start, and don't
miss anything, however trifling it may
seem to you.
In silence Roget listened to Tony

Seymour's story.

"Yvette Delange was not my idea of
a good actress," he commented. "I
don't think she was very much liked
back-stage. Can you suggest anybody
else who may have done it?"
Tony shook his head despairingly.
" Delange must have had many

enemies," interposed Guy.
"That isn't very helpful." said the

famous counsel. "Frankly, the case-

does not look too good. Your wife goes
to Delange's dressing-room after a
quarrel with you and ha- the dickens of
a quarrel wild flu- star. She leaves and
wanders through the streets of Paris.
finally returning home to be reconciled
to her husband. The police arrive, and
madame is arrested. There is so much
thai implicates your wife and so little

to indicate someone else having
committed the crime."
"I know who did it!" suddenly cried

Tony. "I must have been mad not to

have thought of it before. As I left

the theatre last night, or, rather, this
morning, I met a sinister-looking man
who was hanging' about tile stage dour,
lie asked me to show him whore
Yvette Delange's dressing-room was."
"Did anyone else see the man?"
"I don't know; there was nobody

about."
"Pretty thin, I'm afraid," Roget
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frowned. "Would you recognise this
man if you saw him* again?"
"Yes, I had a good look at him. He

was about Guy's height, medium build,
fair hair and moustache, and wearing a
raincoat."
Roget tapped his desk with a pencil

and they waited for his decision.

"I believe your story, though it

sounds fantastic," he announced with a
slight smile. "I will dress and go t»
see your wife. Guy, I suggest you take
our friend to the Criminal Identification
Department. I will give you a card
that will be of assistance."

At the Criminal Identification Depart-
ment the two men were conducted to a
room with many shelves, sections, and
files, and were informed that the photo-
graphs and descriptions of all criminals
were filed here. It was a titanic task
that Tony attemped, and his friend was
not able to assist him in the search.

" I didn't know there were so many
crooks in the world," gasped Tony
when they were politely shown the door
that evening.
Tony was back again early next morn-

ing, and Guy was half-asleep when
awakened by a cry from Tony.
' "I've got it. This is our man."
Guy looked over his shoulder.
"Are you sure?"
"Positive."
They called an official, who went off

to another room and returned with a
large cardboard slip.

"Henry Capelle," he read out.
"Theft, Paris, 1914. Renoir gang.
Convicted for blackmail 1931." The
official looked at Tony. "Out of all

these thousands of photographs you've
looked through you must, pick this

one."
"That's the man I saw. I'd know

him in a million."
"Henry Capelle was released from La

Saute on April 8th."
"Well, that proves it," eagerly cried

Tony. "The murder was ^committed
on April 27th."

" This man left Paris on April
11th."
"He must have come back."
The official gave a decisivo shake of

his head.
"If he'd come back it would have

been on this record sheet. This man
was not in Paris on April 27th."

No amount of argument would con-
vince the official that there was the
slightest possibility of Capelle being in

Paris. Tf the record said Capelle left on
the 11th. that finished the matter;
but he did allow Tony to have a copy of

the photograph.
"The police can be very stubborn ;f

they like." Guy Henry said as they left

the building. "According to all theii

calculations, Capelle should not be ii

Paris, and they will not admit the poi
silality of him slipping through their
lingers back into Paris. They won't c'.o

anything more about it."

".Then we must." Tony gripped h!n

friend's arm. "As a newspaperman you
should be able to pull some strings in

the underworld."
"All right." Guy answered. "If he's

in Paris we'll find him."

That evening they set out on tl

search, and Tony was taken into somo
dreadful underground cafes and clubs,

but there was no sign of tho man they
wanted. At midnight Guy paused out-
side an evil-looking cstaminet.

"I kept Ma rou up my sleeve." he
whispered. "He's been useful to me
in than once, and I've returned the
compliment by saying nice things on his
behalf to the police and paying through
the nose for his rotten champagne. He's
a blackguard—one of the worst in Paris
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We will arrest you as well if you cause any trouble," rasped the detective.

—cut anybody's throat for a price, but he
amuses me."
The name of Guy Henry worked

magic with the barman, who said he
would find out.
Guy whispered in his friend's ear:

"I'll wager he hasn't been out of
this place for the last ten years. His life

wouldn't be worth a cent if he went
out into the streets; he has bodyguards
all over this place. Ah, here comes the
barman !"

They were taken downstairs into the
cellars, along dark, smelly passages to

a stout, wooden door. Three raps and
they were admitted. They saw a

mountain of a man, who was greasy.

unshaven, and in his shirt sleeves. He
was seated at a round table with a huge
glass of beer in front of him. CIo
his side sat a very thin individual, who
wore his hat and peered at the two
visitors covertly.

"My dear friend." Marou held out
his hand. "What a pleasure. Sit

down !"

"This is a friend of mine." Guy in-

dicated Tony. "We want your help
He glanced inquiringly at the thii

indi\ idual.

"You know I'm at your service,"
Marou grinned. "You've met the
Weasel, haven't you? He's my private
secretary. What can I do for you?"
Tony held up the picture.

"Do you know this man?" he asked
eagerly.
"Never saw him," Marou answered,

and gave it to his secretary.

"No, I don't seem to remember "

The Weasel gave Guy Henry a
meaning glance.

Guy Henry grinned and produced
some money.

"Perhaps this will refresh your
memory."
But as the Weasel reached out for the

money the fat hand of Marou was then'
first and took the notes. Marou gave his

assistant a glowering look.

"Go on, remember!" he snarled.
"It looks like Henry Capelle." The

Weasel studied the picture closely.
" But I don't know where he is. But 1

know where he was yesterday—I saw
him."
"Where did you see him?" growled

Marou.
" He was at Madame Didier's last

night.'' The Weasel looked at the two
visitors. "Madame docs not ask her
guests their private addresses, so she
won't be able to help you."

"You will give madamc my compli-
ments "- Marou banged on the table

—

"ami tell the old rat to talk all she
knows." lie grinned at Guy. "Maybe
the Weasel won't find out much from the
old hen, but give him time and
he'll find Henry Capelle. Of Course

He paused significantly.

"Find Henry Capelle and you can
name your price!" recklessly cried Tony
Seymour.
The two crooks of the underworld

rubbed their hands in anticipation of
their reward.

The Trial

TONY SEYMOUR was reading the
Paris edition of the "New Yolk
Herald Tribune" for September

4th. 1936.

"Gaby Seymour Trial. Knife may
prove Minder Guilty finding. Xo loop
hole : ecu lor dancer. Gaby Seymour.
charged with the murder of Yvette
Delange, leading lady at the Alhambra
Theatre, on the night of April 27th.
[aces her jurors again to-day. The
verdict which may send her to the
guillotine or give her Iter freedom is

expected within twenty-four hours."

Tony flung down the paper and stared
miserably at his two companions—Guy
and the friendly little chorus-girl,
Ninette. All looked tired and exhausted.
They had searched, and so had the
Weasel, but no sign had they found of
Henry Capelle.

"It's hopeless!" cried Ninette. "He
must have left Paris."

"I'll not give up I" said Tony. "He's
got to be found."
At that moment his wife was being

addressed by the President at the Palace
of Justice.

"Gabrielle Seymour, before beginning
your examination, it is my duty to re

mind you that you are being tried under
the penal code of Fiance. I must wain
you to study attentively all the ques-
tions that may be put to you by the
Public Prosecutor, by Mi. Roget, who
is conducting your defence, and by my-
self. Your replies may greatly influence
(he jury, therefore you. must answer
distinctly and truthfully."

Gaby was dressed in black, and her
face was very white, but she faced the
President bravely.
"Yes. sir." she replied clearly.

The Public Prosecutor stood up.

"I feel I should warn the jury that

no more appealing prisoner has evei
stood ai He' Bar of Justice, ami remind
them thai she is an actress, trained to
simulate emotions (hat she does not
feel."

Roget was on his feet at on*

"Mr. President. 1 ask that the Public
Prosecutor withdraw those remarks.
which are calculated fo prejudice the
jury against my client. It is true that

she is talented and beautiful, but those
qualities do not necessarily prove her
either a liar or a criminal."
The President turned to the jury.

"I will ask (he jury to disregard the
suggestion of the Public Prosecutor."
He stared intently a( Gabrielle Seymour.
"On April 10th last you and your
husband were engaged to present a

dance at the revue at (he Alhambra. Is

it true that your costume for tins

number included a dagger?"
" Yes, sir."

"Is it equally tine that during your
dance you had fo use this dagger
frequently, finally throwing it at your
partner with great accuracy?"
"Yes. sir."

"During a rehearsal you resented
November 14th, 1936.
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some action of the victim of this tragedy

and quarrelled with her violently."

Koget stood up.
" We will prove by six reliable and

impartial witnesses that this quarrel was
begun, not by the accused, but by the

victim."
"If the jury wish to consider that

fact a point in favour of the accused,"
the President replied, "they are

privileged to do so."
The Public Prosecutor spoke next.

"We will also prove that the accused
was intensely jealous of her husband
and resentful of the dead woman's
attitude towards him."
Roget did not make any protest, so

1 1 10 President motioned the Public
Prosecutor to sit down.

"Shortly after your quarrel with

Yvetto Delange she was found dead in

her dressing-room," stated the President.
"She was murdered with the dagger
that belonged to you. This weapon
had been thrust into the victim with
the same accuracy you employ in your
dance. Although mortally wounded,
she tried to defend herself. She fired

at her assailant. The bullet has been
found embedded in the panelling. That
assassin, Gahrielle Seymour, was you!"

"It wasn't me, I tell you!" Gaby
cried hysterically. "It wasn't—it

wasn't me."
"Then will you tell me why you

armed yourself with a dagger before
going to the dressing-room?"
"It was part of my costume. I didn't

notice it."

"Yet in the course of the quarrel you
threatened her with it."

"I didn't threaten her!" protested
Gaby. "Only with words. I didn't

realise I had the dagger until she asked
me to put it down, then I threw it on
the table, but had no thought of using
it."

"Then why did the victim arm her-
self with the revolver?"
"I saw no revolver."
"Not at any time during the

quarrel ':"

"No."
The President pondered for a

moment

.

"You have admitted that you used
threatening language to the victim.
What were the words?"
"I don't remember what I said."

"I must beg of you to try and
remember."
Gaby stared helplessly round the

crowded court before turning to the
President. "I insulted her—I don't
know what I said, I was so miserable.
She turned her back on me, and I went
out."
"Jean Dubec, the stage doorkeeper

of the theatre, has declared that he
saw you leave ten minutes before the
discovery of the crime. The crime was
discovered at five minutes past four.
Therefore, you must have left the
theatre at five minutes to four."
"That isn't possible." answered

Gaby. "I left long before that. I

remember now. I saw the time later
from the Pont de la Concorde. It was
only four o'clock, then ; I couldn't have
Walked the tun mill- from the theatre
ili five minutes."

"Wh.'it were you doing at the Pont
de la Concorde at four o'olock?"
"I was hopeless—I didn't know what

to do. I didn't want to go back t<> an
empty room. I wandered in the streets,
along the Seine—I even thought of
throwing myself into the Wafer. The
striking of the clock seemed to bring me
to my sense-.

"

"YOU then returned to your lodg-
ings," spoke the unemotional voice of
the President, "where you were
arrested at half-past live. What did
von do in the interval ?"
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"I must have walked in the streets."

"Did you meet or speak to anyone?"
"No one."
The President then signified to

Eugene Roget that it was his turn to

question for the defence. The counsel
called the name of a famous doctor, who
described his views on the case.

"The medical officer has just de-
scribed with clarity and precision the
way in which the victim was struck
down at a distance of about seven
feet," Roget said at the conclusion.
"The weapon was thrown with such
force that it caused almost instantaneous
death. I will ask the doctor to look
at my client, and to tell the court
whether, in his opinion, the accused
would have the physical strength to
throw the weapon with the force he has
described."
The doctor hesitated.
" I do not think so."
Prosecuting counsel was immediately

on his feet.
" However, doctor, you do not con-

tend that it would be impossible, after
long training, for anyone, even a
woman, to throw the weapon with the
forco you speak of?"
The doctor studied the prisoner.

"Perhaps it is possible, especially as
the accused was an expert knife-

thrower."
The next witness was Adolphe Morel,

who stated that he was an impresario
and forty-three year's of age. He swore
to speak the truth and nothing but the
truth.
"Mr. Morel," asked the President, "in

your testimony at the inquest you
stated that, on the morning of the
crime, the victim asked you for twenty
thousand francs?" Morel nodded his

agreement. "Mr. Morel, can you tell

us at the exact time the money changed
hands ?"

"I think it was about three o'clock."
"Mr. Morel," Roget questioned, "am

I correct in assuming that in your
theatre the requirements of a dress
rehearsal had brought together a very
mixed crowd of people, some of whom
may have been of questionable
honesty ?"

"It is possible."
"Did anyone see you take the twenty

thousand francs to the dressing-room?"
Morel thought.
"I don't think so," he decided.

"Almost everyone had left."

"Except Gabrielle Seymour," inter-

rupted the Public Prosecutor. "Mr.
Morel, when you came to the victim's
dressing-room at three o'clock, did you
meet anyone?"
"I didn't go into the room. I passed

the money round the door."

"Was that because the victim was
not fully clothed?" asked the President.
"Perhaps, but such modesty would

hardly have been characteristic of
her," Morel replied with a slight smile
"I was faintly surprised at the time."
"Then you are satisfied that no one

could have seen you hand the money to

the victim?" demanded Roget.
"Not unless someone else was in the

loom besides Yvette Delange."
"Then you get the impression that

she wasn't alone?" Quickly Roget
seized on this point.

"Well, it is very possible," Morel
admitted.
The Public Prosecutor next called

Gabriolle Seymour to the stand.
"You were the next person to enter

that room. Did you see anyone except
the victim?"
"No," answered the accused.
"When you went into the room you

saw no large sum of money?"
"I didn't notice anything."
"The sum of twenty thousand francs
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has never been found," the President
informed the jury.
"Neither, Mr. President, have wo

established the mysterious reason for
which the victim demanded so large a
sum of money at such a. late hour,"
countered Roget. "Neither have we
established the fact that she was alone.
May it please the court to recall the
stage doorkeeper. I would like to ask
him a question."
"Recall Jean Dubec," ordered the

President.
The concierge shuffled forward and

stood there twisting his cap nervously.
"Now, Mr. Dubec. when the victim

telephoned you to find Mr. Morel, what
time was it?"
"It was—yes—it must have been

about half-past three."
"It could not have been half-past

three!" The interruption came from
Morel, who was still near the witness
stand.
"Why?" asked Roget.
"Because I left the theatre at ten

minutes past three."
"What do you say, Mr. Dubec?"
"Well, it might have been earlier,"

mumbled Dubec. "I know it was just
after the prisoner left my bar, and sho
had been there a long time drinking,
and was very excited."
Gaby wondered why the concierge

disliked her so much.
Roget also wondered.
"We know all that—you have already

told us," he said harshly. "You have
shown unnecessary hostility towards the
prisoner, and on a question of supreme
importance you are in disagreement
with a witness whoso honesty and sin-

cerity aro above question."
"But not more so than the witness

you are accusing !" angrily protected
the Public Prosecutor. "He also is on
oath, and I will not permit his word to
be doubted."
The President rapped on his desk.
"Accused, have you anything to add

to the testimony of the witness?"
"No," whispered Gaby.
"Gentlemen of the jury." The Presi-

dent, stood up. "Public Prosecutor.
Counsel for the defence. You may
retire."
So ended the first day of the trial.

Anthony is Ejected from Court

ON the next day the first witness
was Alphonse de la Riviere.
"Your name, age, and pro-

fession " cried the President.
"My name is not unknown to the

students of the drama— it is Alphonse de
la Riviere," stated the old actor. "Once
leading man to the divine Sarah Bern-
hardt, and once described by our most
famous critics as

"

"Your age."
"I was born at Bordeaux on August

3rd, 1868. My first appearance "

"Raise your hand."
"Was at the age of twelve."
"Alphonse de la Riviere!" The

President spoke sharply.

The actor came hack to earth.
"Sir?"
"You swear to speak without hatred

and without fear? To speak the truth

and nothing but the truth?"

Alphone swore. The questions put to

him did not throw any light on the case.

lie tried several times to speak of
Sarah Bernhardt, but was stopped on
every occasion and finally sent back to

his seat.

Anthony Seymour was the next person
called.

The President studied the young man
closely :

"Your name, age, and profession?"
"Anthony Seymour. Twenty-nine.

Dancer."
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"1 cannot take your oath as you arc

man led to the accused," announced the

President. "The jury must regard
\uur statements as merely information.
Have you anything to. tell the jury'.'''

"1 don't, know what happened." Tony
turned to the jury. "I can only tell

yo'u that my wife is innocent. She did
not commit the crime- It's impossible."
A sharp rap from the President.
"Please limit your testimony to facts

which directly concern the crime."

"I beg your pardon." Tony bowed
at the reproof. Ho faced the jury once
more. "On the night of the crime my
wife and I quarrelled. It was my fault

Qtirely my fault. If I had listened

to ber we would have left the theatre
together and she would not stand un-
justly accused. As I left the theatre
on the nigiit of the murder I saw a
man lurking near the stage door."

"Ye-, yes, you told us all that at tin

inquest," impatiently spoke the Presi-

dent. "But tlie police records show this

irian was not in Prance at the time of
the murder."
"He was not only in Prance," argued

I "but in Paris on that night."

The Public Prosecutor smiled un
i

intly.

"I take it the defence is prepared to

produce him as a witness."
"We haven't been able to find him

Jet." Roget had to admit.
"But the fact that the twenty I

sand francs are missing means'
I ii.' I man sot the money. Whv was he
hiding.' Why did he go to Yvette
Dolange's room? When did he leave';"

The President rapped vigorously.
"You are not here to ask questions,

o answer them. If this man has
not been found, it is probably b<

he doe- not exist."
t infuriated Tony.

"But he does exist!" he shouted.
"The police have made no attempt to

help me find him—a dozen times during
the past few weeks I have asked for
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help. They've promised, but done
nothing—absolutely nothing I"

"I will not allow the police to be
criticised in this court," stated the
President. "Kindly present the facts

without becoming hysterical."

Mi ".if is on trial See ner life

cried Tony, "and you tell me I am
becoming hysterical. I have given you
facts. You dismiss them. It is a fact

that that man is in Paris. It is a fact

that hi- presence in this court will

prove the innocence of my wife. It is

a fact that my wife is incapable of
killing anyone."
"All tiiis is seuimr us nowhere !"

sneered the Public Prosecutor.
Tony turned on hiin.

"It's getting us nowhere because VOU
don't want to hear the truth. You
have built up a case against an innocent
woman and you don't want it torn to
pieces."

"I shall order you to be removed 1"

thundered the President. "This is a
court of justice !"

"Justici !" Tony laughed harshly.
"All through this building I see the

isl iee ' w i iiten. If it is jus-

tice urn an innocent v. an.

then all my life 1 have misunderstood
tt ord :

'

'

"Silene.-!" the President cried. :mi]

gave an imperious signal.

Ar once three hefty gendarmes lined
up on either side of Ten;. Seymour, and

gling in their grasp he v. a E I

from tlie -land.

'til 8.30

to night," came the order.

The Message

THE court reassembled at 8.30.

Beget looked [t was ii"l

i. lien that he losi a ease, lie had
urged Gaby to change her plea to one
of self-defence. With the bullet-hole in

the wall and the gun in 1)' ! ngi hand
they would never convict her. But
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Gaby refused to plead guilty to a crime
.she had not committed.
When the court were all in their

places the President ordered the Public
Prosecutor to proceed.

The man was smirking in expectant
triumph :

"Mr. President, gentlemen of the
jury. I am here not to condemn out of
hand someone who might be innocent,
but someone who has been given a fair

trial; someone who has had the advan-
tage of a clever lawyer, eloquent on her
behalf. But, with ali his eloquence, I

submit that her guilt has been fairly
proved.".

Ten;, sat there in agony of mind.
Someone dug him in the ribs, and it

was some while before he could drag-
bis attention away from that pitiful

picture in the box.

It was Guy Henry, who was holding
out a dirty piece of paper.

"Just got this message from Mafou.
We've got to go at on<:e.

"

Gaby Seymour saw her husband leave
his seat and hasten from the court. Mad
he deserted her? Roget saw the two
men leave, and new hope entered his

soul. lb- decided to make a long -i h
in favour of the accused to gain time.

At Marou's estaminet thej found the
fat man behind the liar.

"Co and sit down.' He spoke out,

of the corner of In- mouth. "When the

Wcase! goes upstairs, follow him."
1 he Weasel got up from a table '11111

lurched towards some -lairs. I'm; 1 v. 1

men edged their way after him. On
the Wcase] v.. 1- waiting for

them.
"He came ami asked Marou to hide

him." hissed the Weasel. "He's up-
1 I've got In- gun. I

it's t
' ip-Uo. Follow me."

They entered a bed-room, and thei

sprawled on a bed was a dirt. Bgnre.
"That's him! That's the man i saw

that night !" cried Tonj

.

Tony held up the picture. " Do you know this man ? " he asked eagerly.
November 14th, 10"C.
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The man opened his eyes and blinked
at them.
"What do you want?" he demanded

suspiciously.

"You're the man who asked me the
way to Yvette Delange's room I"

accused Tony.
"I don't know anything about it!"

The man fumbled in his hip-pocket.
"Get out!"
Tony pounced on the man and

plucked him off the bed as if he- had
teen a feather. He shook the wretch
till the man's teeth rattled.

"You're coming with us!" Tony
shouted. " Whether you want to or

not!"

The New Witness

THE Public Prosecutor was enjoying
himself. He swelled out his chest.

"This girl killed; she killed in

a cowardly fashion ; and she fled away
under cover of darkness. The weapon
was thrown with such force—penetrated

so deeply that it brought about in-

stantaneous death—the unhappy victim

died as though struck by lightning.

Having killed, this girl stole—robbed
the woman she had so cruelly murdered.
Gentlemen of the jury, soon you "ill

hear a clever lawyer. No doubt he will

speak to you of frenzy, passion, blind-

ness, jealousy. Perhaps he will en-

largo upon that nightmare known as
' miscarriage of justice.' You must not

let his eloquence sway you. You will,

I feel sure, close your hearts to a false

compassion, for you know that the
woman Seymour is an actress.

"Her protestations of innocence, her
tears, her lies, are a pretence. She has
made no attempt to furnish herself with
an alibi. Oh, no, she is content with
childish denials." He paused to laugh.
When he continued it was in imitation
of her voice: "I have not killed—it

wasn't me—I'm innocent !" He laughed
again. "Lies! All lies!"

Roget knew that the jirry would give
a verdict of "Guilty," no matter how-
eloquent he could be.

"She has endeavoured to surround
herself with mystery," continued the
Public Prosecutor. "Gentlemen of the
jury, you will not fall into this trap.
You will remember the evidence and
you will find this woman guilty of a foul

crime. In replying ' yes ' to the ques-
tions that will lie asked of you, justice

will triumph, truth will come to light.

All pity, all mercy would be fatal.

There is a dangerous and growing ten-

dency in these days for the individual
to take justice into his own hands. For
this reason I shall expect from you a
verdict of ' Guilty '

; a just verdict ; a
verdict which, by its example, will

surely be the saviour of many human
lives." He sat down.

It was going to be his greatest
triumph.
"Counsel for the defence," called the

President.
Eugene Roget stood up and he was

smiling. In his hand was a slip of

paper that he had just received—it was
B tonic.

"Mr. President, before beginning my
plea for the defence, I must beg the

court to listen to the evidence of a new
witness."
"This is unprecedented !" The Public

Prosecutor bounced to his feet. "The
hearing of the witnesses is concluded."
"The verdict has not been given, and

the evidence of this witness may prove,

of capital importance to the accused."
Roget looked at his rival. "Permit me
to remind you of your own words. You
have just declared that ' Justice will

triumph '—
' Truth will come to light.'

Perhaps you spoke more truth than you
know—the mysterious man about whom
November Hlli, 103C.
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so much has been heard since the be-
ginning of this trial lias been found."
He turned eagerly. "Mr. President, I

beg you to exercise the discretionary
power of this court."
"Let the witness come in."
Everyone stared at the unkempt, de-

jected creature that shambled down the
centre of the court, with two gen-
darmes on either sido and Henry and
young Seymour close behind.
"Your name, age, and profession."
The man smirked at the President.
"Henry Garros—thirty-eight.*'

"Henry Garros!" Roget exclaimed in

Surprise. "Is it true that you served a
sentence for blackmail under the name
of Henry Capelle?"

''Yes.'"

"Then you left Fiance under the
name of Henry Capelle," stated Roget,
"and returned under the name of
Henry Garros ?"

"Yes. That is my right name."
"Thank you, Mr. President." The

counsel of the defence turned to his
superior. "You will forgive the inter-
ruption ?"

The President nodded, then gave the
man in the stand a keen glance.
"As you have not been summoned I

cannot take your oath. Now what do
you know about the murder of Yvette
Delange?"
"I don't know- anything."
" Where were you on the night of

April 27th?"
"I was at home."
"That's not true!" Tony was on his

feet and pointing. "That's the man I

saw at the theatre on the night of the
crime !"

"I must have silence or I will clear
the court !" cried the President. He
eyed the witness. "Were you at
home ?"

"I was at home," answered Carros.
"Then I went to the theatre. But I

had nothing to do with the crime."
The President leaned forward.

"You admit you were in the theatre
on the 27th. What were you doing
there?"

.
"I went to see Yvette Delange."
"Why?"
"Why not?" The answer was defiant.

"She was my wife!"
"Your wife!" The President was

staggored.
There was a rustle in court as every-

one craned forward to try to get a
view of this amazing new witness.
Carros seemed to enjoy the startled

excitement and grinned.
"Yes, sir. We were married twelve

years ago. When she started to be a
success she wanted to get rid of me.
She said I stood in the way of her
career. Well, that was all right with
me. That night I went to ask her for

money. But I didn't kill her."

"If you arc innocent, why have you
not come forward before?"
A twisted grin.

"I've had a bit of trouble with the
law, and I thought discretion the better
par) of chivalry."
"I see." The President smiled.

"You claim that you went to ask your
wife for money. Did she give you
any ?"

"Yes five thousand francs."
That caused a sensation, and it was

some while before silence could be
obtained.
"The manager of the theatre has

stated that he gave her twenty thousand
francsL"
"He did," was the amazing answer.

"But she only gave me five."

"And kept fifteen?"
"Yes, she left them on her dressing-

table."
Roget stood up to indicate that he
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wished to question the man, and the
President signified his agreement.

" What time did you get to the
theatre?"'
"It must have been about three

o'clock."
"Did you see the stage door-keeper

when you came in?"
"No, he wasn't in his room."
"Mr. President, I should liko the

stage doorkeeper to verify that."
"Recall Jean Dubcc," ordered the

President.
"Now, Mr. Dubec." Roget glanced

keenly at the concierge. "This man
states that when he came into the
theatre about three, on the night of the
crime, you were not in your room. Is
he speaking the truth?"
"I might have been taking a drink

to one of the dressing-rooms." Dubec's
eyes seemed to be flickering nervously.
"You might have been taking a drink

to one of the dressing-rooms," Roget
repeated. "Do you always leave the
stage door unattended while you take
drinks round to the artistes? Surely
that is a very risky thing to do ? Do
you realise that you could be charged
with complicity in this crime?"

"I don't know what you mean,"
stuttered Dubec. "You ask so many
questions."
"Well, I am trying to make myself

clear. Let me ask you another question.
You say you didn't sec this man go in

—

well, did you see him come out?"
Dubec hesitated.
"Yes," was his answer.
"You saw me go out?" If was

Carros who spoke.
"I saw you from my room," Dubec

answered. "Perhaps you didn't see
me, but I saw you when you went out."
"You're a liar—you didn't see me!"

shouted Carros. "My wife didn't want
me to meet anyone. So she sent me out
through the front of the theatre."

"What have you got to say to that,

Dubec?" demanded the President.
"Perhaps I was wrong."
"If you were not in your room where

were you ?"
" I don't remember. Perhaps I was

on my rounds.".
"It was while you were on your

rounds that you discovered the
crime?"

"Yes, sir," Dubcc nodded. "And
when I got to Yvette Delange's dressing-

room I noticed that the door was half-

open and the light on. I didn't hear
any noise, so I said to myself: 'She
nil have gone and left the light on.'

So I knocked at the door and went in.

It was then that I saw her stretched out

with the knife. 1 rushed out and
"

"Yes, yes, you told us all that in your
evidence," the President interrupted
"Mr. President," Eugene Roget

dared to interrupt as well. "Dubec,
you- say that the light was on whin
you rushed out of the dressing-room?"
"Yes."
The concierge spoke slowly, as if

fearful of his answer.
"How is it, then, that the light was

off when Alphonse do la Riviere and
the victim's chauffeur went in?"
Dubec looked startled.

"What do you mean?"
"Alphonse de la Riviere and Louis

Dax have stated tlu.t when they went
into the victim's room it was in dark-

ness," Roget stated. "Another ques-

tion: It has been established that

before the victim was struck down she

had time to fire a shot at her assailant.

Did you hear that shot?"
"No, 1 didn't hear anything."

'That is very funny." Roget spoke
slowly. ' You cannot have been

(Continued on page 25)

very
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Never was there a more enduring comradeship than that which was formed between
the king of wild horses and the outcast wonder dog. Together they braved a thousand
perils, unswerving in their loyalty to each other. Follow their amazing adventures in

this gripping serial drama, starring Kane Richmond, Norma Taylor and Rex and Rinty

JW6

READ THIS FIRST
Hex, a black Arabian stallion, is

worshipped by a strange race of people
on the remote tropical isle of Sujan.

To Sujan cone three white men who
are agents of a Californian rancher
mi in id, Crawford. They steal Hex,
rial/sing the fortune he can make for
t/uir employer, but one of them is

captured by the Sujanese. This man,
Wheeler, only earns his life and liberty
by promising to recover the god horse,
ami travels to America in company
null a native known as Pasha.

Meanwhile Ilex is delivered to
(in,.- lord, but breaks free and takes to
tin: hills, where he seeks refuge in an
abandoned mine. Later that day the
randier plays in a polo game at the
Hi in v Riding Academy, hut his team
lusts to a side led by Prank Bradley, a
popular young sportsman, and after the
game Crawford vents some of his spite
mi a stray police dog that has roamed
lulu the district and is being cared for
by a man named Jensen, who is a groom
employed in the stables.

It is this dog, ltin.li/. which later
S across Ilex, and which brings the

god horse into contact with Frank
Bradley and Dorothy Bruce, the
daughter of the riding academy's
owner.

Frank trains Ilex, but, during a polo
game, the god horse is taken from /us
stall by Crawford's agents, among whom
16 Wheeler, who has appeared on the
scene again.

Meanwhile, at a critical stage in the
polo game, Crawford fouls Frank, and
brings horse and rider crashing to the
ground.

Now Read On

On the Trail

CRAWFORD'S horse had fallen, too,

but both mounts were soon on
their feet again, and then, as

Frank Bradley was seen to struggle up
from the ground, a murmur of relief

arose from the anxious spectators who
had been watching the game.
The other players on the field were

now gathering round Frank, but he
waved them away cheerfully when they
inquired if he was hurt.

"Who—me?" he said. "No, I'm all

right. I got my feet out of the stirrups
in time, and ju.st let my horse roll over
me. A bit shaken up. that's all. But
what about Crawford?"
The rancher was still huddled on the

turf, and, despite the fact that the
man's tactics had been contemptible,
Frank was the first to reach his side
and lend him a hand,
"Are you okay, old man?" he asked,

as in' helped Crawford up.

The captain of the rival team made a
grimace and lingered his left knee
gingerly.
"Think I've wrenched my leg," hi'

breathed, and thin, in a gruff tone:
"I'm sorry about the spilt Just
couldn't hold my pony back."

"Oh, that's all right!" Frank assured
him. "But how do you feel? Do you
think you can carry on?"
"I'd better not risk it, 1 guess,"

Crawford muttered, whereupon Frank
insisted on helping him oil' the field.

They were met at the touchline by
Mitchell, the foreman of Crawford's
ranch, and the latter took charge of
the injured man ami led him in the
'hi irt ion of the i at park.
"Where's your horse, Mitchell?"

asked Crawford, as they were entering
a powerful automobile.

"Back of the stables," was the reply.

"I'll pick him up later. Better get you
home first. Huh, seems like- you came
off worst in that littlo collision \ou
arranged, boss."

"Shut up!" snapped Crawford irrit-

ably, and with a shrug Mitchell settled

himself behind the steering-wheel and
thumbed the self-starter.

He drove off with his employer, and.
passing within earshot of the stables,

lieard the imprisoned Rinty barking
furiously. Then he swung on to the
road leading to the Crawford ranch and
thrust his foot well down on the
accelerator pedal.

Meanwhile, back at the stables, Rintj
was still iaising a din that must have
attracted attention if any of the

academy's staff had been in a position

to hear it. But everyone except, the un-
conscious Jensen was down at the polo
field, and the dog's voice (liil not caiTS
that far. Nor "as the wolfhound suc-

cessful in his efforts to burst open the
door of the stall, and it was not until

ha turned his attention on a window at

the back of the compartment that he
was able to gain his freedom.

That window was open, and, though
it was set high in (he wall. Unity man-
aged to reach the sill with his paws at
the third attempt. A moment later lie.

had scrambled through and dropped to

the ground.

He then dashed round to the front
of the stables, and suddenly he began
to sniff excitedly, as if lie had picked up
a scent. Next he made straight for the
stall where Rex had been lodged, and,
obviously following a trail, glided
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across (lie threshold to discover the
j none form of Jensen.
Jensen was still insensible, and might

not have recovered his wits for a con-
siderable time if Rinty had not begun
to lick his pallid cheek affectionately.
As it was, the touch of the dog's tongue
seemed to bring him round, and in a

little while he slowly raised himself
from the floor.

With a groan Jensen lifted a hand to
his head. Then, looking about him
dazedly, he realised all at once that
Rex was missing, and a sharp exclama-
tion broke from his lips as he remem-
bered how he had been struck down.
He tottered out of the stall, and as

he did so Rinty streaked after him and
sped in the direction of the road, where-
upon Jensen paused to watch the dog
until it had disappeared from view.
The moment Rinty had vanished, the

stable-hand made for the polo ground,
and he reached the touchline to find

Frank Bradley in conversation with
Dorothy Bruce.
"Mr. Bradley!"' Jensen gasped,

breaking in on their discussion. "Mr.
Bradley, sir, they've taken the black
stallion !"

Frank whipped round and stared at
him in bewilderment.
"Taken the black stallion?" he

echoed. "Who?"
"I don't know. sir. I didn't see 'em.

But somebody laid me out while I was
groomin' him, and when I came round
the horse had gone. I think Rinty's
{Ticked up a trail, though. He made for
the road and headed west."
Frank and Dorothy exchanged startled

glances. Then the young sportsman
turned to Jensen again.
"Saddle me a fresh horse!" he

jerked. "I'm going after Rinty to see
if he can track down the thieves.
Hurry, now !"

It was not long before Frank Bradley
v. as galloping down the road that led
westwards from the Bruce Academy,
and to t lie tune of pounding hoofs lie

swept over the highway at breakneck
speed. Yet, fast as he travelled, he
had covered a distance of more than two
miles before he saw the figure of Rinty
ahead of him.
The wolfhound had reached a fork

where a short cut branched off through
the hills, and as Frank arrived at the
spot he realised that the dog had lost

the scent temporarily, for the creature
was circling round in a puzzled fashion,
his nose close to the ground.

Frank drew rein and spoke encourag-
ingly to Rinty. who spared him only a
glance and then resumed his quest with
determination. But for several minutes
the wolfhound seemed at a loss, and
when at length he set off along the short
cut his behaviour suggested: that he was
not sure, even now, whether lie was on
the right track or not.
So far as Frank was concerned, how-

over, there was nothing to do but follow
the animal, and, hoping that Rinty had
not failed him, he clapped his heels to
the flanks of his pony and rode in pur-
suit of the dog.

Wheeler Shows His Hand
RINTY might have been in doubt,

and Frank even more so, but the
shorl cut through the hills was the

trail that their quarry had taken, and
cibout the time that the wealthy young
.sportsman and his canine guide turned
on to that by-way. Jones and Wheeler
might have been discovered in the heart
of a wood some miles farther on. .

The trail that they were following was
tmsitited to motor-traffic, and therefore
it was infrequently used. That was one
good reason why it had been arranged
that Ihev should travel bv this route,
November Hth, 1086,
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and they were riding now with Rex
sandwiched between them, both men
keeping a tight grip on the ropes which
had been thrown over the stallion's

neck.
For the god horse of Sujan was still

in a restive mood, though there, seemed
little prospect of the magnificent crea-
ture escaping from its captors.

"Well, so far so good," Jones said
presently. "I wonder if that guy
Jensen has given the alarm at the
academy yet." ^V
Wheeler did not volunteer a response.

He seemed strangely thoughtful, and
kept glancing to right and left in a
surreptitious manner, as if he expected
to see someone amidst the trees that
flanked the forest trail.

"Even if Bradley has found out that
Rex is missin', I guess we've got nothin'
to worry about." Jones went on com-
placently. "He wouldn't know which
way we've gone, and, although he's

bound to learn one day that Rex is in

Crawford's stable, he won't be able to
do anything about, it, for he can't claim
to be the owner of the horse."

Wheeler, in the meantime, had con-
tinued to scan the trees on either side
of the rough track, and it was as his

companion finished speaking that he
detected a movement in some thickets
on the right.

Almost immediately he brought his

horse to a standstill, compelling Jones
to do the same.

"Listen," Wheeler said then, "this
black Arabian isn't going to Crawford's
ranch."
The other man stared at him.
"What are you talkin' about?" he

demanded.
Wbeeler 'laughed softly. There was a

cunning expression on his sallow-

features.

"Do yon think I'm fool enough to let

Crawford have this horse," he queried,
"when I can make a fortune takin' him
back to Sujan where he belongs?"

Jones started at that, and a look of
comprehension dawned in his narrow-
eyes. It was a look that was succeeded
by one of menace as he lowered his

hand to his hip.

"You can't get away with this,

Wheeler!" he grated.
"No?" came the level-toned rejoinder.

"Who's gonna stop me?"
"I am!" snapped Jones, and with the

words he attempted to pluck out a six-

gun.
Before he could do so a figure rose

from the thickets that were growing
close to the trail. It was the figure of

Pasha, and there was a blowpipe be-
tween his teeth, a blowpipe tnat sent
a dart straight to the wrist of Craw-
ford's hireling.

A faint cry escaped Jones as the tiny
missile pierced his skin, and with a
startling suddenness every muscle in his
body was paralysed. Then his mind
became a blank, and, uttering a groan,
he pitched from the saddle and fell to

the dust in an inert heap.

From the thickets stepped Pasha, and,
ignoring Jones, he hastened towards
Rex, who had begun to plunge and
cavort wildly.

"Halika! Halika !" the islander ex-

claimed in the native tongue, and at the
same time made an obeisance, as one
who bows his head in worship.

Tt was a startling revelation to
Wheeler, but at the sight of Pasha and
at the sound of that word of greeting
in the Sujanese dialect the god horse
was instantly pacified, and stood there
submissively as the swarthy islander
moved forward and caressed its sleek
muzzle.
For a space Wheeler looked on in I
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awe. and then he directed his attention
on the prone form of Jones.
" Have you—have you—killed him,

Pasha?" he asked huskily.
"Killed him? No, my friend. The

dart was only smeared with a drug
which produces insensibility the moment
it enters the blood-stream. The man
will be unconscious for a little while,
that is all."

"How long, Pasha?"
The native shrugged.
"It is impossible to tell," he

answered. "With some men it is only
a question of a minute or two—with
others, an hour."
"Then we'd better get out a here

quick!" said Wheeler. '"Have you got
the car and trailer handy ]

"

"Yes. on another road beyond the
wood—just as we arranged. But we
cannot risk taking the god horse to the
docks in broad daylight. He has too
many enemies in this country. I have
been thinking things over, Wheeler, and
we should be well advised to make the
journey to tho city after nightfall."
The white man frowned pensively,

and was silent for a while. Then he
snapped finger and thumb as if an
inspiration had occurred to him.

"I've got it I" he ejaculated.
"There's an old, deserted barn a couple
of miles down the road where you've
parked the trailer. We can hide Rex
there till it's dark, and "

He was interrupted by Pasha, as the
latter indicated the prostrate figure of
Jones.
"He moved just then," the native

said. "He is coming round."
The Sujanese paused only to take

charge of the revolver that had fallen
from the hand of Crawford's hireling
when he had been struck by the dart.
A moment later he was climbing up
behind Wheeler and grasping one of
the ropes that encircled Rex's neck, and
without further delay the native and his
ally swung off to the right, the god
horse trotting after them obediently.

They had scarcely disappeared when
Jones struggled to his feet, and, with-
drawing the dart from his wrist, he
stared hazily through the trees that had
swallowed Pasha and Wheeler.
Obviously in a confused state of mind,

Jones made no attempt to shadow them.
But, for that matter, he did not con-
sider it necessary to do so, for, dazed as
he was, he had heard Wheeler mention
the deserted barn, and. so far as he
knew, there was only one such building
anywhere near this area.

Bracing himself Jones regained the
saddle of his pony and set off along the
woodland track, bent on making for

the Crawford ranch and reporting to his
employer there, and as the tattoo of his

bronc's hoofs died away in the distance
a brooding quiet settled upon the
locality where Paslia and Wheeler had
carried out their coup.

It was a silence that remained un-
broken till Rintv arrived at the spot
with Frank Bradley riding at a canter
close behind him.
The wolfhound had become sure of

himself once more, but, on reaching the
point where the brief altercation be-
tween Jones and Wheeler had occurred,
he again showed signs of uncertainty,
and it was only after a good deal of

hesitation that he finally turned off into

the trees.

Frank spurred after him, and in

another quarter of an hour they were
moving clear of the forest on to a wide
but uneven trail which was known as
the tireen Valley road.
Here Rinty lost (he scent completely,

and, standing in the middle of the trail,

he looked up at Frank Bradley with an
expression in his eyes that was almost
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human in its appeal. But, even if Rinty
was baffled now, ho had by no means
i ailed the young man who had placed so

much faith in the dog's instincts.

For there in the thick dust of the
road were the tyre-marks of a vehicle
that had been turned round and driven
in an easterly direction.
Frank dismounted to examine them,

and it was soon plain to him that more
than one vehicle had been responsible
for them.
"A car and a trailer, maybe," lie

said aloud. '"Rinty, we'll follow these
tyre-marks and find out where they had
to."

The Deserted Barn

JUST two miles down the road thai
skirted the forest, Wheeler and
Pasha drew up beside a ramshackle

building that had once been use 1 for
storing grain.
The two men were seated in a power-

ful automobile, and attached to this
v as an open trailer, through the laths

of which a pair of horses could be
>•'!], one of them being Rex and the

l being the pony owned by Wheeler.
"All right, Pasha,'' said the American

who was behind the steering-column of
the auto,, "You slide out an' open up
the barn doors. I'll back in."

The native emerged from the car and
did Wheeler's bidding. Then he acted
as guide while the white man reversed
the horse-box and the automobile into
the barn, which accommodated both
vehicles with plenty of room to spare.
"Fine," declared Wheeler, switching

off the engine and descending to the
straw-laden floor. ""Sow get them doors
. losedi Pasha "

'The Suianese laid a hand on his arm.
"Wait, ho murmured. "I am going

to borrow your horse and ride to the
nearest town. I must telephone to
!San Francisco and make arrangements
for our transportation to Sujan."
"You mean," the other faltered,

' you're gonna leave me alone with
Rex ?

"

"Have no fear." the other replied.
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"The god horse will not harm you. In
the first place, he could never get out
of that, trailer. In the second place,

he knows now that you and I are
friends."
Wheeler was somewhat reassured, and

indeed, when the American opened the
gate of the trailer and helped Pasha to
bring out the spare pony, Rex remained
perfectly calm and betrayed no signs
of hostility towards him.
A few seconds later Pasha was riding

from the barn, and after fastening the
gate of the trailer again, the white man
strolled forth to watch the native until

he had disappeared round a bend in the
road. Then he vent back into the
dilapidated building and shut the doors.
Alone with the god horse, Wheeler

glanced through the slats of the trailer
and studied the animal appraisingly
for a few minutes. Presently, however,
he moved away and sat down on the
running-board of the car, and he had
been reclining there for some little

time when he thought he heard move-
ments outside the barn.
He stood up abruptly, well aware

that Pasha could not have got back
from his mission already, and it was
with a. suspicious gleam in his eyes that
he drew a revolver from liis pocket an 1

advanced to the twin doors of the
building.
He pushed those doors asunder, and

immediately -.ci eyes on a horseman
whom he. recognised as Frank Bradley.
Next second he was levelling bis gun to

cover the young Fellow, but even as
he raised the weapon a lithe figure
bounded at him and struck him fairly
and squarely in the chest.

It was the figure of Rinty, ivho had
been trotting alongside Frank's pom.
and Wheeler staggered back from
impact of the wolfhound's body. Then
before the man could recover himself,
Frank Bradley had leaped from he
saddle and was coming for him in
flying style.

The wealthy sportsman swung a punch
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at him, and it connected with Wheeler's
jaw, hurling him to tho floor of the
barn. Another instant and Frank was
atop of him, pinning down the hand
that held the revolver
The forty-five was wrested from

\\ heeler's grasp, and a further blow
to the point of the chin left him limp
and unresisting. Nor did. he regain his
faculties until it was too late to continue
tin scuffle, for by the time that he
opened his eyes liis arms had been tied

behind his back with some rope that
Frank had discovered in the barn.

Discomfited, Wheeler was now
dragged to his feet, and without
ceremony Frank marched him out .if

the building to a coppice some little

distance away. It was situated to the
rear of the barn, and here the prisoner
was made fast lo the stem of a tree
with the remainder of the rope that
the young polo player had found.

"Thai oii-iil to hold you for a while."
Frank stated grimly. "Meantime, I'll

leave you to reflect on the folly of
trying to get away with something
doesn'l belong to you."
Wheeler glared at him.
"

I low do you know i hat the stallion
don't belong to me?" he panted. "Ilr.

leastways, to somebody that I'm aeiin'
for?"
"How do I know?" the younger man

retorted. "Would you go to (he
trouble of stealing him if you had any
genuine claim on him? Listen, you
rat, I don'i pretend to hold any claim
on him myself, bul until someone shows
up and satisfies me thai lie's the rightful
owner—until then, that horse is in my
charge."
The prisoner bit his lip and then

attempted to make the situation clear,
" Now listen," he began, " if J\)

thought you were willin' to give him
up to In- rightful owners I'd have
come to you an' laid my cards on the
tabic. Wait—gimme a chance to
explain

"

Put Frank was turning away. Ills

one desire ua- to take \>i\ back to the
Brine Academy.
"Sa\e your breath," he said. "You

can do all (he explaining you wan: lo

It was a hard fight while it lasted, but Frank was a match for the two men who were at grips with him.
November Mth, lOZfi,
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when [ send Ihe county sheriff out to

l»ick YOU lip."

Wheeler swore at him and made a
desperate effort to break t fie thong*
that -held him to ihe tree, but checked
as he beard an ominous growl'. It

cane from Rimy, for the dog- had
followed the two men from the barn
and was now at F rank's side

Frank looked at (he wolfhound, then
stooped 10 pat him.
"You slay here and look after this

gov, old son." he declared. "See that
he doesn't try to get away, huh?"
I5inty seemed to understand. At any

rate, he squatted down and laid his

chm on his forefeet, staring up at

Wheeler in a way that struck the man
as peculiarly significant and unnerving.
As for Frank, he retraced his steps to

the barn and entered it by the front
doors again. Then he walked up to

flu' nailer and peered through the laths

at Rev, who was standing' inside tho
horse-box patient ly.

'All right, boy." Frank said. "You
and I are going hack home."

News for Crawford

THE car that had brought Mitchell
arid Crawford from the Bruce
Academy was drawn up in front

of the unscrupulous rancher's home,
ft had been there for some time now,
and its owner was waiting impatiently
on the veranda of the house with his

chief henchman.
"I can't understand it, Mitchell."

Crawford was sayiug. "They left the

academy before us, and they took the
short cut. They should've been here
by this t iiue."

"Yeah," the other grunted "I
hope i u.l 1 ii ii* has happened to them.
Iws !"

Ciaw ford bit his nails and scowled
uneasily—was si ill scowling when the
man known as Martin was seen
approaching.

'' Hey !" ihe rancher called to him.
"Seen anything of Jones and Wheeler
yet?"
"Np, boss," was the reply. "It sun'

looks io me like something's gone
wrong. I

"

lie slopped speaking, for at that
moment the drumming of hoofs reached
the ears of the three men, and as they
turned their beads they saw a lone
rider come galloping round a bend in

the road.
"There's Jones now!" Mitchell ex-

< laimed.
"Yeah, it's Jones all right," Martin

said tersely. "But where's Wheeler?
An' where's the black stallion?"
Crawford spoke through clenched

teeth.

"We'll soon find out," ho rasped in

a voice like a file. "Come on!"
The three of them hurried to meet

-lone-, and thirty seconds later the
horseman was pulling up in front of
them; and from the expression on tho
neweoindr's face it was at once clear
to ('raw ford that .something was cer-
tainly wrong.
"What's «p?" the rancher demanded.
Jones swung himself out of the saddle.
"Wheeler's douUe-crossin' you, boss,"

lie said. "tie aims to take that horse
hack lo Sujan. He only threw in with
you so he could get his hands on him,
and he's pulled a fast one."
Crawford was staring at Jones

incredulously.

"What the blazes are yon try in" to

toll me?" he queried sharply. " Why
should Wheeler want to take that
stallion hack to Sujan?"
"On account of a reward that's been

offered for the god horse by the
inlanders. Thai's the Way I figure it,

Kovemlier nth, 19SC8.
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anyhow. Wheeler said he'd be a fool

to let you have the stallion when he
could make a fortune by handin' him
over to the Snjanese.*
A look of realisation crossed the

rancher's heavy features, and bis eyes
seemed to smoulder with savagery
Then all at once he drew back his
clenched fist and stepped towards Jones
threateningly.
"And you let hi.n get away with

that?'' he snarled. "Why, you blamed
fool

"
_

J I is employee had recoiled.

"Hold on, boss!" he panted. "I
did my best to stop him. I almost bad
him lined up on the end o' my gun
when this dart knocked me cold!"

He thrust a hand into his pocket and
gingerly produced the ueedle-likc object
that had rendered him unconscious It

was an object upon which the other
three men gazed with awe—particularly
Mitchell and Martin, for although their
stay iu Sujan bad been a short one,
they had seen similar missiles to this

while they had been there.

"It's—it's a dart from a Snjanese
blow-gun," Mitchell stammered. "Craw-
ford, the native- have come for their
god horse. We'll all be killed."
Jones glanced at Mitchell quickly.

"Maybe you're right." he breathed.
"The hombre that fired this dart at mo
was a foreign-lookin' guy. Bess, we'd
belter watch our step."
He had turned towards Crawford

again as he spoke the la?t anxious
words, but the rancher's face was as
hard as granite.

"I don't care if the whole island

comes over." lie ground out. "That
black stallion is worth a fortune, ami
I don't mean to lose him. Which road
did Wheeler and this native take?"
Jones cleared his throat.

"I—I heard 'em talkin*—just as I
was coniin' to my sense, boss. I was
—sorta hazy—but I remember Wheeler
savin' something ahout keepin' the
Arabian till nightfall in an abandoned
barn about two miles down a* road
where they had a car an' trailer

waitin'."
"What road?" Crawford jerked.
"Well, that coyote Wheeler musta

meant the Green Valley trail. Couldn't
've been referrin' to any other, boss.

And there's a deserted bam there all

right. I know .that.''

Crawford jerked his thumb in the
direction of his automobile.
"Get in that car and drive out to that

barn," he ordered. "Take Mitchell
and Martin with yon. Better tell

Anderson he's needed, too. You'll find

him around somewhere. Go on, look
lively."

Jones hurried off to locate Anderson,
an individual who was employed at the
ranch in the capacity of a general
handyman, and he reappeared with him
a minute or two afterwards, having
explained to him brief! \ the object of
their mission
Jones and Anderson climbed into the

front of Crawford's car. Martin and
Mitchell were already occupying the
hack of it. As for Crawford himself,
he was standing beside tho vehicle with
an ugly expression on hi- countenance.
"Remember," lie said, as Jones was

sealing down behind the steering-
eohmin, "I want that black stallion

Yeah, and I want Wheeler, too. Bring
him back with you. for I aim to show
him that he can't double-cross inc."

His men nodded grimly, and in
another moment .lone- had Started up
the car and wa- taking it out on to the
road, where he crammed his foot bard
down on the accelerator and pushed it

over the highway ;i top speed.
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A mile farther on Jones swung off
down a side turning. It was tho
Green Valley trail, and though it was
a had load for driving, he was clocking
si\l\ miles an hour most of the way.
and did not ease up appreciably iiufjil

lie sighted a lonely building which he
recognised as his destination.
"That's the barn I had in mind,"

he told his accomplices, "and unless
I've missed my guess that's win re we'll
find the black Arabian !"

He switched off the engine and
allowed the car io roll to a standstill.
Then lie and the other three men
scrambled out. Mitchell, Anderson and
Martin each producing a forty-five and
satisfying themselves that the guns
were fully loaded.
"Where's your iron. Jones?" asked

Mitchell. "You're liable to need it.

No tellin' what we might run into."

"I lost it when that native laid me
out with his cursed dart," Jones
muttered. "If there's a fight, you
fellows will have to do the shootin'.
Come on, lei's sneak up on that barn."
The car had halted at a distance of

about two hundred yards from the
ramshackle building, ami now Craw-
ford's hireling proceeded to cover the
ground warily. But, if they had only
known it, theii caution was futile, for
their arrival in the vicinity had already
been noted by an inmate of Hie barn.

The inmate of the barn was Frank
Bradley, and he had been on the point
of unfastening the gate of the trailer
to release the black stallion when be
had espied the newcomers through tho
open doors of the building.
The fact that they were armed was

sufficient in itself to convince him that
they were up to no good, and their
mode of approach corroborated this.

At the same time Frank quickly realised
that although the barn doors were open
he himself was invisible to the advanc-
ing gunmen on account of the gloom
that prevailed within the barn.
He made haste to fasten the gate of

the trailer again, and then, remember-
ing the six-shooter that he had wrested
from Wheeler, he slipped across to
where it was lying and snatched it. up
from amidst the straw that littered

the floor.

In -another moment Frank had taken
up a position in the darkest corner of

the barn, and he stood there in a tense
attitude. Waiting for those four men to
enter.

The seconds dragged by, and to Frank
an eternity seemed to elapse, a silent

eternity during which no sound ua-
audible in the barn except his own
quick breathing mid the occasional
scrape of a hoof as Rex pawed at the
floor-boards of tho trailer. Then
at last the figures of the gunmen
appeared on the threshold.
They moved in through the doorway,

running their eyes over the vehicles

that had been parked in the barn, and
glancing to and fro suspiciously. Bui
they failed to discern the watcher who
was lurking in the shadows.

"Ain't nobody here." Jones mur-
mured. "I wonder what's happened to

Wheeler an' his pal."
"We'll scout around for them later."

Mitchell rejoined. "Meantime, we'll

take a look in that trailer there."
The four men advanced to the horse

box and stared through the gaps
between its laths.

"It's Rex all right." said Jones
"Whal do you think of him, Anderson?
A beauty, ain't he
"He sure is." was Anderson's reply

"A fortune in horseflesh. Boy. I
"

But the sentence was never finished,
(Continued on page 27'
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far from the .-pot when the crime was committed and the
pistol fired.-"

"I'm a little deaf."
"Oh, you're a little deaf!" Paul Roget smiled. "Never

mind, that is an unimportant detail." He faced the
President. "I crave your permission to reconstruct the
rime."

The Knife-thrower

EUGENE HOGET'S voice rang through the court-room.
"I know now who is the guilty party, and in one
moment I am going to denounce him to you. I will

lell you of a dramatic .scene which had no witnesses. A
secno prompted by greed, which ended in tragedy. Let me
take you back to the theatre on the night, of the crime,
with its long, deserted corridors, full of dark coiners. The
victim has left her brilliantly lighted room, the fifteen

thousand franc?, carelessly thrown on her dressing-table.

Standing in the doorway is a man, his eyes fixed on the
money. It fascinates him. Thinking himself alone, he
creeps into the room, seizes the money, and is about to
make off with it when he hears a noise. Vvette Delange is

coming back. What shall he do? He will be caught.
There is a small ante-room, and he darts in there. He
seizes the dagger which the accused has left on a table.

He grabs it just before the victim enters.''

On a table were laid the various exhibitions attached (o
the crime, and, naturally, the chief ono was the knife.

Eugene Roget picked up the knife and Delange's gun.
The President, the jury, the court held their breath.

" Unconscious of her danger, she is about to enter the
dressing-room; the lights go out. Hold this, will you?"
He tossed the knife towards Dubec, who caught it adeptly

and stood there starinc as if mesmerised at the lawyer.
Eugene Roget's voice became hoarse with emotion:
"In tho sudden darkness she can see nothing, hear

nothing but the pounding of her own terrified heart. One
minute passes, another minute—minutes that seem like
hours. She hears a sound—something brushes against her in

(4ie dark. 'Who's there?' she cries. No answer. Then
she remembers tho gun in her dressing-gown pocket.
Instinct tells her that someone— someone armed, perhaps—
is lurking in the darkness.'' From his pocket he produced
the gun. "And from a distance of about seven feet, in the
direction from which she heard the noise, she fires.''

As he spoke ho raised the gnu and pointed it straight at
Dubec. There came the roar of the report, but as the gun
spoko the mesmerised figure of Dubec jerked into activity.
In the nick of time Poget duckod Ins head. The knife

quivered in stout, wooden panelling.
Slowly the madness died from Dubec's Staring eyes. He

icalised what he had done.
"I had to do it—it was Belf-dcfenco!" he screamed.
"Mr. President." Roget. spoke when .silence had been

obtained with great difficulty. "I apologise for this melo-
drama, but I was sure that it would prove successful. You
will notice that I stood so that, if Dubec threw the knife
it would hit no one but myself. Fortunately, I was just
quick enough. Before I did this reconstruction of the crime
1 got my assistant to load Delange's gun with blank. It
may interest you to know that for many years Dubec. was
on the variety stage in a knife-throwing act. Dubec
murdered Yvette Delange. He will plead self-defence. You
have just seen the whole crime, Mr. President, and a clearer
Case of murder I have seldom seen. I have stated my
case."
The President threatened to clear the court if he did not

have order. Everyone was trying to rush forward to shako
Grabriellc Seymour by the hand or kiss her. Everyone
seemed to be kissing Gaby save Tony, who was completely
shut oft' by a wall of people.
At last the court cleared, Dubec was led away, and Henri

Garros informed that, it would be as well if he accepted
the hospitality of the Surete for a few days, when they
would make sure that he did not leave Paris. Gaby's name
was cleared, and thus the trial came to its end.
Once inoro everyone died to kiss Gabrielle and (o ring

Eugene Roget's baud because of his brilliant defence: The
President wisely retired to his room. At last Tony got to
his wife's .-tde.

They looked at each other shyly.
"I suppose you couldn't, spate me a kiss, could you?"

he asked humbly.
"Oh, my dearest!" cried Gabrielle, and flung herself into

his arms.
(By permission of Criterion Film Productions, Ltd., and
United Artists Corporation, Ltd., starring Douglas Fair-

banks jun. as Tony and Dolores del Rio as Gaby.)
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I "REVENGE RIDER"
5 (Continued from page 12)

law was Kramer. How he got in this

room, I don't know, but he was here,
because I hoard Harmon shout :

' Don't,
Kramer ! Don't shoot !'

"

That was news to Ludlow, and ho
could think of nothing to say.

"When the shot was fired." Tim
went on. "that light went out. Kramer
relit it so that he eould see what Har-
mon had written about him. Ho left

half the page because it read like a
suicide note. Pretty smart. But he
made one mistake—he forgot to blow
out the light!"'

"Well, that's all very good," con-
reded Ludlow. " but how did he get
out of here and leave the doors locked
on the inside?"
"I think I can answer that, too,"

-aid Tim. "If my guess is right, you'll
find (he key isn't turned in that lock."
I fo pointed to the communicating door.
•'Try it, Murphy.''

The proprietor of the hotel went over
to the dooi. The bolt was shot, but (he
key in the lock had not been turned.
"Sure, that's right," announced

Murphy,
Tim put down the paper and the gun.
"Anybody got a piece of string?" he

asked, walking over to the door and
pulling back the bolt.

Both men groped in their pockets,
but Tim opened the door, and, on the
floor, just inside the adjoining room,
he saw a length of string.

"Wait a minute!" he exclaimed.
'Here's the same string Kramer used!''

He picked it up and showed it to
them, then set the knob of the bolt
straight with die slot and passed (he

• over it, holding both ends.
"Watch what happens when I pull

that string.'' he said, and he went into
the room, the ends of the string still

in his hand, and closed the door.

Ludlow and the proprietor watched
with fascinated eyes as the doubled
string pulled the bolt along in the slot
till it was shot,: then Tim let go
of one end of the string and pulled on
the othci till it all disappeared round
the edge of the door.

"Well, I'm jiggered!" exclaimed
Murphy.
Ludlow i an out a< though to escape,

but Tim stepped out from the adjoin-
ing room into the passage in time to
prevent him from getting away.
"Oh. Ludlow, don't rush oft!" he

-aid grimly. "You've got a job ahead
of you. As sheriff of this town, I guess
it's up to you to arrest Kramer I"

K
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RAMER had gone no farther than
the headquarters of the Cattle-

men's Protective Association with
the bearers of Jed Harmon, and he Was
in his office, burning a number of

papers in the fireplace, when Peters,

Connors, and two other men entered it

at a side door. Having helped the

sheriff to search the doctor's house, they
had looked all over the town for Tim
and Jed Harmon, and they had not

heard the shooting at the hotel.

Kramer did not appear paiMcubrly
pleased to see them.
"No use lookin' for them two in the

dark, boss," said Petera, "We ain't

had no luck, and 1 guess we'd better

wait lor daylight."
" They're * both in town," snapped

Kramer. "Both of 'em!"
"In town?" echoed a man named

Vance.
"Yes." Kramer moved away from

the fireplace. " Harmon got shot in a

mix-up, and O'Neil knows all there is

to know."
"Yeah?" Connors looked as con-

cerned as he felt. " Then we'd better

start leavin' while we're altogether.

Now this fella O'Neil
"

"Is just one man, and we're five!"

Kramer rapped at him.
"Yeah, I know," said Connors dis-

mally, "but it don't take many men
like O'Neil to make a dozen!''

"Then you'll stay right here and
back my play ! I'm gonna find this

fellow O'Neil, and when I
"

The door from the assembly-room
went back wilh a crash against tin-

wall, and Tim stepped into the office

with. Ludlow.
"You don't have (o look far.

Kramer," he said sternly. "the
sheriff you appointed is here to arrest

you for murder!"
Kramer glared at the man he had

invested with authoritv. The other
four were not quite sure whether to

reach for their guns or not.

"It ain't my idea," faltered Ludlow.
"It's his." •

"Then why don't you come and do
it?" challenged Kramer.
"Well, I don't really want to.'' Lud-

low mumbled, moving forward with
marked reluctance, "but he said I had
to face you or face him, and "

"That's far enough, Ludlow!"
Kramer bellowed at him. "You come
any closer, I'll open fire!"

"Well," decided the frightened
wretch, " I guess I'll have to shoot it

out with him."
He turned about, his hand upon the

butt of his gun, and in the same split

fraction of a second Kramer and his

hirelings went to draw. But Tim's gun
was out first, and spat fire, and Ludlow
fell heavily agaiust him with a bullet
between his ribs.

Kramer fired, but the sheriff was a
shield for Tim. who
took aim over his

shoulder, and Kra-
mer crashed down
on his face and lay
still. Almost simul-
taneously the other
four jerked the
triggers of their
guns, and the body
of Ludlow became
riddled with bullets;
but Tim wasted no
shots.

While the room
became dense with
acrid smoke he
picked off one
crook after another
till all four were on
the floor.

L Vy Tuesday

The battle seemed interminable, bul
actually lasted no more than half a

minute. Then men surged into the.

room from the street, and after a while
somebody ran off to fetch Dr. Lindsay.
Hardly any one of those who crowded

into the smoke-laden room regretted the
downfall of Kramer and the gunmen he
had brought' into the district; prac-
tically all of them sympathised with
Tim, because his brother had been
foully murdered.
The doctor arrived, and Chad and

Myra were with him; but Myra \wi>

sent hack to the house, and most of the
crowd were driven forth, while Lindsay
dealt with the wounded.
Ludlow was dead, and his body was

carried away to the undertaker's. The
others received attention in turn.
"Any hope, doc?" inquired Tim. a =

Lindsay knelt beside Kramer, dressing
his wound.

"There's a chance for some of 'em,'

the reply, "but I was at the gaol a
while ago, and Rankin's dead."
Tim saw Kramer's eyes open, and

judged that he had heard.
"It was Rankin got Jerry, wasn't it,

Kramer?" he said, dropping down on
one knee.
"How—did—you know?" asked the

crook feebly.

"Jerry was shot with a forty-one."
Tim replied. ''Rankin's got the only
forty-one carbine in the county."

Kramer tried to raise his head, but
dropped it again.
"You're pretty smart, O'Neil," he

said with a valiant effort at a sneer,
"but the joke's on Harmon. He wasn't
wanted on the Pecos—they caught the
killer, and he confessed.''

Dr. Lindsay was a very qniet-
mannered man. but Myra and ('had hail

told him a lot. and he loathed and
despised the man whose wound he had
just dressed.

"The joke's on vou, Kramer." be
said almost in the voice of a judge pro-

nouncing Sentence on a murderer.
"Harmon's hit bad, but he's not goiu'

to die. You are!"

Three weeks afterwards, Tim and
Myra walked out from the Harmon
ranch-house man and wife. The white-
haired parson from Red Rock had
married them in the living-room, and
Jed Harmon—in a wheel-chair—had
given the bride away, while Chad had
acted as lust man.
As bride and groom descended the

steps from the porch and walked arm-
in-arm towards the yard, Jed wheeled
himself out over the front step to.watch
them. Chat! leaned against the rail

beside the steps and wa\ed a hand, and
the parson stc-.l on the mat inside the

door with a frown of marked dis-

approval.
In the yard a buckboard was stand-

ing, two horses attached (o its shaft,

five other horses tethered to the back of

the vehicle. Tim kissed bis bride and
helped her up into the driving scat

.

then climbed beside her and flourished

tin- whip.
Instead of settling down at the

Martin ranch, which his brother had
bought, Tim had persuaded Myra to go
off on a trading jaunt with him.
" A very unusual way to spend a

honeymoon, I should say," remarked
(he parson ; but Jed Harmon looked
round at him with a chuckle.

"What'.-- wrong with swapping a few
horses while messing around the

country I'd like to know?" he said.

"They'll take up ranching, right

enough, when they git back!

(By permission of Columbia Pictures

Corporation, Ltd., starring Tim
McCoy.)
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"THE ADVENTURES OF 5

REX AND RINTY" |
(Continued from page 24) J

for it was at this instant that Frank
chose to reveal himself, stepping out oi

the shadows with Wheeler's revolver

held steadily in front of him.
"Drop your hardware, you Fellows,

and reach for the roof!" he jerked.

Tlie surprised ranch-hands wheeled
around, and confusion and astonishment
were written on their faces as thej

beheld the young polo player.

''Bradley!" Mitchell gasped.
FrailH nodded deliberately

"Bradley's the name," he observed
"Come on, throw away those gun- and
don't try any tricks—if you want to stay

healthy."
Three six shooters thudded into the

straw that covered the floor of the barn,
and four pairs of arms were raised on
high. Frank looked and sounded
he were in deadly earnest, and '

lord's agents valued their skins.

"Now «c can talk," then- captor wen I

on. "Why .'ire you after that stallion

in there? What do you know about
him V"

'liu- four ranch-handS eyed him sourly,

none of them volunteering any response
at (iist. Then suddenly Jones moved

-id.

"Listen," he said. "I'll tc!i you why
we're lien, mister."

His accomplices had darted sharp,
angry glances at him, but. a moment

ed Ins purpose, for under
the pretext of making a clean breast of

tiling Jones bad drawn within
striking distance of Frank, and with an
unex] ture he brought down lus

hands and clutched the younger, man In-

die wrist.

"All rigid, boys, I've got him!" he
yelped, forcing r rank's gun aside.

His boast was a shade premature, for

the stalwart polo player hit him with
his left, landing a punch that set the
fellow's head ringing. Hut Mitchell,
Anderson and Martin were prompt to

go to their comrade's aid, and next
moment Frank was involved in i

perate scuffle.

He lost possession of the i evolver, hut
lashed out with his bare knuckles, and
he was giving a good account of himself
when Jones slipped behind him and
brought him to his knees with a cowardly
blow on the base of the skull.

It was a blow that was followed by a

savage and concerted onslaught by the
other three rogues, and, kicked and
beaten. Frank was huddled amidst lh<

straw in a semiconscious condition by
the tune they had Spent their fury or.

him. Then the brutal ranch -hands col-

lected their six-guns. Jones arming Inn
-i I. W ith the one that had I

Frank's grasp.
"1 reckon we've taught Bradley a

lesson," growled Anderson. "Whal
we gonna do— leave him here?"

\o. -,,id Mitchell. " We'd
take him along with us and hold him till

tde a repot t to the boss. J*i

an' Martin help aire get him to the
Anderson, yo-J can drive

roadster and the trailer."

Thrusting their n irolvi their

pockets, Mitchell and .lone.; and Martin
pulled Frank to his feet and propelled
him from the barn. As for Anderson,
be i limbed into the automobile to which
the horse-box was attached, and
switching on the engine he thumb' d the
self starter.

Nothing happened, however. The
battery seemed "dead." and, cursing,
Anderson searched for the crank-handle.
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lie found it. and made in- waj to the
front of the roadster, where lie attempted
to start the engine by swinging it. But
he was unsuccessful, and. during a pause
in his efforts lie took out a cigarette and
struck a match.

It was as he was lighting the cigarette
that he heard a movement behind him,
and as he turned he saw a sleek form
padding across the threshold of the barn,
the form of a dog which he immediately

in ed ;e tb'' wolfl fid that had
attacked Mitchell a week 01' SO before.
At sight of. the dog Anderson dropped

match that he had lit and took a
i nrming kii k at the animal.
The hick missed its mark as Rinty

backed aw a;, f] i I m another in-

stant Anderson was on the defensive,
with the wolfhound springing at him
like a mad thing. Then the man tripped
and fell, and there ensued a primitive
battle that was fought to the accompani-
ment of clashing teeth, and of mingled
cries and snarls.

It was fought, too. in an atmosphere
of thickening smoke, lor the burning
match that Anderson had thrown to the
floor iiad ignited the dry straw, and as

he and bis canine antagonist rolled hither
and thither the gleam of flames played
Sinisterly in their eye-.

Meanwhile. Frank Bradley and his
captors were on then way to the auto-
mobile in which Crawford's hirelings had
driven from the ranch. Hut their pro»
gress towards the vehicle had been slow,
for die young sportsman had recovered
somewhat, and was beginning to give
his foes a good deal of trouble.

They were still a short distance from
their objective when Martin happened
t.i look back, and a hoarse exclamation
broke from him as he saw smoke issuing
from the doorway 'if the barn.

"Hey. feller-;!" he blurted. "Some-
thing's wrong!"
The others turned their heads, and

they also perceived the smoke that was
coining out of the building. Then, even
as the three ranch hands were wondering
what Anderson had been up to. Frank
Bradley took advantage of the diversion
and wrenched himself out of their

clutches.

.Martin tried to seized him again, but
was sent to (the dust by an upper cut that,

took him unrler the ciiin with shattering
force. Before be had bit tin' ground,
however, .Mitchell and Jones were upon
the young Bportsman and were striving
io overw hi Im him.

It was a haul fight while it lasted, but
Frank was a match foi the two men who
were tit grips with him. A knock-out
punch to tin jaw spread eagled the rogue
known as Jones and thirtj seconds later'

Mitchell went down from a short-arm
blow to the solar plexus; and as the

last of his adversaries collapsed Frank
Bradley madi ha- the burning barn.
Then were two h bed yards be-

i him and the building, and he
d the di lance hi record I tine. Yet,

when he reached the threshold of <ho

barn fa
i

For the dense.

clouds of smoke that filled the interior

eniild only i" hal was afoot by
i hal gl'ei ted his ears.

The whinnying of a burse and the
told him that Rex

tv, iime i i

1 cape from
the trailer. At the same time he was
aware oi a commotion in which human
cries and animal snail.- seemed to be

mingled. Then all at once theie

the bias! 'i a shot, followed by a

piteous vein of pain in the tin

(To he continued in anothe- long

episode next week. By permission of

Associated British Film Distributors,

Ltd., starring Kane Richmond, Norma
Taylor and Rex and Rinty.)

Novi siber UUi, 1936:
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(Continued from page 2.)

West Socks William

The day when the screen featured a

hero socking hia lady fair to show his

love is over! That, was the day that

gave birth to "Public Enemy," in which
Jimmy Cagney introduced this typo of

tenderness.
To-day tho fashion has changed. The

lady socks the man!
And take it from Warren William,

she can sock. Mae West unleashes a

right cross to the jaw in Paramount'*
"Co West, Young Man " that almost
sent him West.

'-In the picture William is the personal
representative of Mae, who has the role

of. a temperamental film star on a per-

sonal appearance tour. His job is to

'keep her away from romantic mix-ups,

Jim Irie interference provokes a sock in
' the jaw. No rehearsal was necessary.
Mae. a fight fan herself, punched—and
•William went down.
' '

-"-I can thiow a pretty fair left hook,
too,," Mae added as an afterthought.
Knt William didn't wait for a demon-
stration.

Swim "as You Work
flood swimming technique \w>s one of

the requisites for the labour crew at work
tAt" Lloyds of London " at 20th Century-
Fox.

r v Four crews of five men to a crew were
equipped with swimming trunks,

blankets, and constant supplies of hot
"eoft'ee and put to work filming scenes
with Freddie Bartholomew, Douglas
'Scott, "Montague Love, Arthur Hold and
other members .of .the cast.

The huge tank on the 20th Century-
Fox lot was turned into a portion of a

' Norfolk harbour in the 18th century.
.Two sloops of. that period, half discer-

nible through the artificial fog, rode at

anchor while the actors did a good part

of their action in rowing boats and by
swimming in hurried retreat.

In order to record this action, the

camera was mounted on a raft on which
Director Henry King worked with the

oamer.r crew. So that the raft could
follow the actors in motion, five

swimmers at a time were required to

move the raft.

..Dno to the coldness of the water, no
workman was allowed in it more than
fifteen minutes at one time during the
course of an hour. Four crews were thus

kept busy all of the time.

Only, those who could swim noiselessly

unci without splash were drafted into this

chilly service.
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Roman Qalleya Float Again

Roman galleys will again .-ail the
waters of San Pedro Channel.
The fleet of triremes, constructed by

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in 1928 for the
production "Ben Bur," is again being
made ship-shape, and will soon take the
water for sequences in the Metro-
Goldwyn - Mayer two-reel musical
comedy, "No Place Like Home," which
Reginald lo Borg is directing and Jack
Chertok is producing.
The galleys, now moored at a ship-

yard in San Pedro, California, will be
completely repainted and ivnv standing
and running rigging fitted to musts and
spars.

Tarzan Chimpanzee Becomes Proud
Father

While the entire ''Tarzan Escapes
company of 150 waited most of the
night with bated breath, and a veter-
inary, hastily summoned, worked with
feverish anxiety, the stork arrived, sig-

nalising the first "blessed event" in

the making of the new Tarzan jungle
thriller,

Skippy, the trained chimpanzee, play-
ing Johnny Weissmuller's friend and
companion, would distribute cigars if

he knew enough. He is now a proud
father. Mamie, another chimpanzee, is

the mother. Tho baby weighs five

pounds.
The little chimpanzee is nearly white,

but will darken in colour in a few
weeks, according to George Emerson,
animal man on the picture. It is kept
cuddled in cotton batting, and won't be
used in the picture. Baby chimps can't

be worked for several months, as they
are very delicate.

"A chimpanzee," explains Emerson,
"has only one lung, so when it catches
cold, it's usually a ease of good-bye."

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"REVENGE RIDE R."— Tim

O'S'eil, Tim McCoy ; Chad Harmon,
Robert Allen : Myra Harmon, Hillie

.Seward ; Martin Kramer. Edward
Eerie ; -let! Harmon. Frank Sheridai^:
Matt Ludlow, Jack Clifford ; Dr.
Lindsay, George Pearee'j Ned Lynch,
Allan Sears ; Mike Rankin, Harry
Semels.

" ACCUSED."— Tony Seymour,
Douglas Fairbanks jun. ; Gaby Sey-
mour, Dolores del Rio ; Yrette Delange,
Florence Desmond ; Eugene Royet,

Basil Sydney ; Ninette Uveal, CJoogie

Withers ; President of Court, John
Roberts ; Prosecuting Counsel, Cecil

Humphreys ; Morel, Ksme Percy ;

Alphonei de la Riviere, Edward Rigby ;

Dubec, George Moore Mariott ; Guy
Henry, Cyril Raymond ; Henry Caj>elle,

Roland Culver.

„ Every Tuesday

Scottish Veteran in Hollywood
Hollywood, where things arc seldom

what they seem, tho other day came
forth with a real, life-blood hero in the
person of 76-ycars-old James " Scorn "

Robertson.
A fighting man since the age of 15.

when he joined the "Boys' Brigade'
in Edinburgh. "Scotty" has been
"soldiering" since 1860.

Veteran of the bombardment of
Alexandria in 1882 and a dozen other
skirmishes, including action in Majuba
Hill, Khartoum, the Soudan. Argia
Heights, the South' African War of
1900, and against the Afghan* and Der-
vishes, "Scotty " received more than.
30 wounds, smashed shoulders broken
legs, arms, fingers, and toes, as well as
deep head wounds, during his scrapping
career.

He now has a small part in Cecil B.
.DeMille's new Paramount tilrn. which
stars Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur.
Among mementoes presented him foi

bravery is a shell box from Queen Vi<

toria. Together with his many medals,
he proudly exhibited the gift to a mem-
ber of the cast of '"The Plainsnran."

Filming Witchcraft 8cenes

Some sort of a record for detailed re-

search has been set .by Frank Woyd,
Glasgow-born Paramount producer
director, who, with his staff, has
digested moro.than 75 book- in prepar-
ing his now historical romance, "Maid
of Salem," which stars Claudette
Colbert and Fred MaoMurray.
In addition to the books, dozens of

different sources, such as museums and
libraries, were called upon to supply
data for costumes, living habits, and
other item.-. The British Museum was
one of them.

The books were collected by Late.-

Baxter, technical director of ti.-- Lroyd
production, and range from the Bible
to bound volume- ,.f the "National G
graphic Magazine." Many of the books
are original editions, and BOtno are tie

only ones of their kind in existence.

The Lloyd -tail had not only to make
a complete study of the life of Puritans,
but in addition the famous outbreak ol

witchcraft in Salem round about 1692
was studied to the last available detail.

"Maid of Salem" is the firs! picture
dealing with the witchcraft hyMeria
actually occurred.

Much of the picture will be filmed on

location near Santa Cruz. California,

where old Salem Village has been faith'

fully recreated from maps and draw mi-
sapplied by the Esses Museum m
Salem. Salem Town, which grew into

the modern Salem, is being built at

Paramount ranch, near Hollywood, for

other scene-.
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BOY'S CINEMA Eve.'y Tuesday

A gripping tnle of those stirring times when England was having to fight hard to save
her American colonies from the French. The adventures of Hawkeye, the famous
scout, and his hated enemy, Magua, Chief of the Hurons ; of Chingachgook, the Mohican
Chief, and his son, Uncas ; of Alice and Cora Munro, the brave daughters of Colonel
Munro ; and of the arrogant British officer, Major Heyward. Starring Randolph Scott,

Binnie Barnes and Henry Wilcoxon

T
Pitt's Famous Prophecy

was hi i'ii' year 1757, and the Se

I Years Win-, which was fought
three continents, was raging.

George II. of the House of Hanover,
i 'l.tl tlh> British throne ami the famous
Pitt was his Prirhe Minister. The

: was in favour of a vigorous pro-
mt cil I In 1 war in North America.

ami suggested an advance against

General Montcalm and his Huron allies.

It, was ['id's idea that, the troops
stationed at Albany under the com-
mand of Colonel Munro should make
i he attack ami that reinforcements be
tent from England.
The pompous Newcastle was all

i i the sc heme.
"(live this wilderness hack to the

Indian-," Newcastle contemptuously
(old his king. "This war "ill he de-

ided in litirope. Concentrate our
, a general attack on the

l-'ren. h An
George II was impressed until Pitt

Stepped forward.
"Your Majesty," he cried, "his

Grace would win you a battle—

I

would win yon an Empire!"
Thai epigi am dei ided the issue. The

jubilant Pitt at onco rushed with the
tidings to the Duke of Marl-
gh, Britain's great military

MS.

" \Yo\ ,• won, my lord."

d !" answered the duke. "The
of war, Andromeda, is standing

by to take Major Heyward to the
America*. lie should bo there in six

1 Will send for the major at

Mill. I 'Mil.

Ill, a few moments the (all, power-
ful, and elegantly garbed officer entered
I he duke'- presi I

"Hero is an urgent dispatch. On
your arrival in Xew York, proceed at

once to Colonel Munro. Al-o a on will

remain there as seeohd-iri-comuiand.
Tin- dispatch means war, Major Hey-
ward."

I am glad, my lord."
"You may find it difTicull

yourself to the new count

i

10 major drew himself up proudly.
"The British Army has always

led a new country to England,
sir;

The merry eye.- of the duke twinkled.
"Maybe—my respect* to Colonel

Munro— ami you I
his two

charming dailghti
I le\ ward grinned.
",\o, sir."

Ill Albany, New York, frontier out -

l-o-t of the British Colony. Colonel
Monro's charming daughters, Alice and
( 'era, w ere being entertained
wealthy Dutch patroon in one of the
mosi magnified! I houses in the terri-

tory. Outside the house wore groups
oi British and Colonial soldiers. Las

ipline prevailed throughout the
town. There was no dream of war or

danger. Tipsj Ironk; gambh d,

and i aroused.
The i l.il ter of horses' ho. if-

; . n tided,

and a four-wheel , , liing

madly down the po-t read,
the gambling soldier-, wl

ily, light and left. Some of the

Colonials laughed good-humonrcdly.
From the coach alighted Major Hoj

ward. v. ho was followed by Jenkins, his

orderly. The major frowned as be
stared at the ill-dressed, drunken
soldiers and the Colonials in their suits

of skin. He marched up to one who
was contentedly puffing at his pipe.
"You there! Direct me to Colonel

Munro I"

Without removing his pipe the
Colonial jerked a thumb in the direc-

tion of the patroon's mansion. The
major snorted indignantly and the!

off for the house, but his orderly, stag-

gering under the weight of much
ige, Was indignant.

"Are you in the habit of addressing
an officer with a pipe in yflur mom.,
The Colonial eyed Jenkins coolly and

removed his pipe.
" No o o o," he muttered. " S

1
. lew snuff.''

Jenkins turned away indignantly and
i.. collect together more baggage.

The Colonial good-naturedly ap-

proached and lent a hand, lie cooked
an eye at the vast pile of equipage.

" \ our officer travels light, don'l he?"
he -aid w ith heavy sarcasm.

' the irony v. a- w.i-ted on Jenkins.
"Oh," he -aid. "the major don't

mind roughing it."

Within the
|

man-ion the
wa- in full progress. British

o(licei s iii full regimentals, white-
w igged and sea

: outshone the
all ire of the Colonial \ OUths.

lured the prettiest girls, and moved with
through tiie -ialek

a minuet, The prottiost
.• giCs were Colonel Mnnro's,

daughters
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Cora was fair, slight, and as dainty
as a fairy, whilst Alice was dark, tall,

sturdy of limb and bright of eye.

With indulgent eyes the elders
watched the young dancers from a

gallery. The patroon's fat wife beat
time to the music with a podgy finger.

The patroon, a corpulent Dutchman, in

velvet knee-breeches and large horn-
rimmed spectacles, beamed at the big-
faced, square-jawed officer standing by
his side.

"This 1*3 the first time," he re-

marked, "that I haff seen your daugh-
ter so gay, so carefree, colonel."
Colonel Munro nodded.
"Yes, mynheer. The child had a sad

experience—the lad she was to marry

—

lost at sea in a naval engagement It

has been my hope that this trip to
America might help her forget."
He turned as a, servant appeared and

announced Major Heyward.
The colonel held out his hand as the

handsome young officer strode forward.
"Duncan Heyward I" he cried jubi-

lantly. "What wind blows you to
America ? Have you tricked Marl-
borough into granting you a furlough,
after all?"
Heyward shook his head and held out

a sealed parchment.
"Important dispatches, sir."

The colonel broke the seals and read
the communications.

"All, action at last. Time we were
oifithe move. My men need a brush
villi the French—they're getting stale
here with too much easy living. ' He
looked keenly at the major. "I sup-
pose you know what this says?"
Hut Heyward's eyes had been roam-

ing the room in search of someone who
\ :i - dearly beloved to him. He gave
an embarrassed laugh.
"Yes—you're looking very well your-

Belf, sir."

Munro chuckled.
"Oh, I understand. Very well,
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Duncan, go and find Alice. But repoit
back to me in half an hour." He
glanced at the happy throng. "I'm
afraid I shall have to spoil a merry
evening."

Alice was out in the garden convers-
ing with a handsome young captain in

the Regulars. She saw Heyward before
he saw her, and in a gay voice called
out :

"Looking for someone, Major Hey-
ward ?"

Heyward's face lit up and with hand?
outstretched he came towards her. The
young captain realised he was not
wanted and retired.

"Jove," cried Heyward, "I've
looked forward to this !" He would
have taken her in his arms, but she
held him off and eyed
critical smile.
"You haven't

Duncan."
''Can you blame me?

right to look so beautiful."
Alice was not ill-pleased with the com-

pliment, and she tucked her arm in bis.

"As gallant as ever," she observed
with a merry smile.
"And you're just as cruel." The

major looked gloomy. "You know, I'd
hoped that you might have changed
your mind about me."
Sadly the girl shook her head.
"I haven't, Duncan. I'm sorry."
From the ball-room came loud cheer-

ing, and Alice gave her escort an
inquiring glance.

I brought dispatches from Eng-
land," he told her.

They entered the ball-room in time to
hear the booming voice of the colonel

:

"We march to-morrow!"
Too soon Heyward had to leave Alice

and seek out his superior officer. Re-
membering his duty and being a keen
soldier, he expressed his indignation at

the lack of discipline among the
Colonials.

him with a

changed a bit,

You'\c no

The colonel gave a gloomy nod of his
head.
"The fact of the matter is that they

aren't technically under our command,"
he explained. "They're civilian troops,

organised to protect only this ter-

ritory."

"Then they aren't soldiers at all?"
"No, hut they're excellent fighting

men." The colonel rubbed his big chin
thoughtfully. "They may show no dis-

position to join our soldiers on the.

march to Fort William Henry."
Munro was concerned. His orders

were to advance upon Fort William
Henry and to engage General Mont-
calm until reinforced by General Webb.
The War Oftiee had not taken into

account that fully half of his command
were Colonials.

"I'll talk to the men." Munro made
his decision and turned to HcyVard.
"Have them assembled, sir."

Alice's First Meeting with Hawkeyo

THE drums sounded. The men
gathered in the huge square.
From a platform Colonel Munro

addressed the soldiers and Colonials.
The soldiers cheered, but there was
muttering and whispers from the

Colonial^. Colonel Munro beckoned
Heyward to his side and whispered in

his ear.
Major Heyward raised his hand for

silence. He was confident in his own
ability to win the support of the
Colonials.
"Men." His powerful voice rang out.

"Your colonel has asked me to say a
few words. Having just arrived from
London, I can assure you that his

Majesty King Ceorgo is eager for

your support. I'm sure that, as loyal
subjects of the Crown, you will be glad
to render this valuable service to his

Majesty."
Cut the appeal did not move the

Colonials. They were more ready to

" Make them stop that I " came Heyward's peremptory order
November 28th, l'J'li.



listen to Hawkeye, the renowned

'

Colonial scout, who moved among them
warning them against leaving their

homes. With Hawkeye were his Indian
friends, Chingachgook and Uncas,
father and son and the last of the once-
powerful tribe, the Mohicans.

Hawkeye was a good name for the

scout. He was tall, wiry, sharp-

featured, and with blue eyes that could
glitter like steel and yet soften. He
wore the clothes of a trapper, with the

skin of a beaver as his headwear, and
his long fingers clasped the barrel of a
gun. He did not move among the

Colonials whispering his warning, but
openly and fearlessly.

"While you are cooped up in Fort
William Henry, the Indians will burn
your homes—butcher your families!"
was his warning.

Colonel Munro realised that Hawkeye
was swaying the Colonials against him
and decided to take a hand in the

matter.
"I've just learned that the French

are advancing on Fort William
Henry," he cried. "You know what
that means. If they break through,

what will prevent the Indians then from
looting and pillaging every settlement

this side of Lake George?"

It was a most convincing argument.
Winthrop, who was the appointed
leader of the Colonials, conferred with

some of his officers, and then stepped

forward to address Colonel Munro.

"I believe the men will enlist, sir, on
one condition— if the Hurons break
through, you let them return to protect

their homes."
"Agreed!" cried Colonel Munro

instantly.

One of the Colonials turned to Hawk-
eye inquiringly :

"What do you say to that, Hawk-
eye ?"

"I've had my say," said the scout,

and, accompanied by his' grim, ex-

pressionless friends, moved away.
Alice had been allowed by her father

to stand near the platform. The girl

was very patriotic, and she had watched
Hawkeye with growing distaste.

"Who was that impudent rascal?"

she asked of her father.

"A fellow they call Hawkeye," was
his answer. "A scout, and a good one,

too. Seems to have a great deal of

influence. Why?"
"Nothing." Alice's eyes gleamed.

"Only I'm surprised that a traitor like

that is left unhung."

On getting back to the barracks
Colonel Munro spoko to an Indian
scout, a smooth, evil-looking fellow,

who received his instructions and de-

parted in gloomy silence.

"Sullen beggar," commented Hey-
ward, staring after the tall, muscular
Indian.
"Name's Magna," Munro smiled.

" Best spy I have. He's a Delaware.
Had to give him a taste of the cat once
—made a man of him."
A hard grin appeared on the major's

face.

"Only way to treat savages," was his

verdict.

Hawkeye and his Mohican friends
were lounging under the trees. He had
spoken little since the decision had been
made by the Colonials that they would
march with the Regulars to Fort
William Henry, but the two Indians
knew that Hawkeye was doing much
thinking and that he was undecided
about his own actions. But Ilav
made a decision quick enough when he
sighted the bronzed figure of Magna
passing the sentries at headquarters.
"Magna!" he exclaimed. "I wonder

what that weasel is doing here?"
November 28tli, 1930.
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"Him scout," said Chingachgook.
"Him say him Delaware."
Hawkeye frowned.
"I bet a rifle against a powder horn

that he's a Huron !" Tho two Indians
exchanged glances of alarm. The
scout saw their expression and nodded
as if their concern settled the issue. "I
think we'd better warn Munro; he's

not very smart about trapping weasels.

Come !"

At the colonel's headquarters Cora
and Alice were busy packing for their

long journey. There had been a oar-

tain amount of argument with their

father, but when they stated that they
refused to stay in Albany he gave in,

as he usually did. The main door was
open, and Hawkeye and the two
Indians stood there for nearly a minute
before Cora looked up and gave a little

cry of startled alarm. Alice glanced
round and, seeing Hawkeye, her ex-

pression became severe.
"What do you want?"
"I want to talk to the colonel," coolly

answered Hawkeye.
"Colonel Munro is not here."
"It's sort of important, ma'am."
Alice was indignant at his sharn tone,

and bridled at once. She decided that
the more she saw of this man the more
she detested him.
"I'm quite sure the colonel *ould not

be interested in anything you might
have to say," she said coldly.

"He'd be an awful fool, then,"
Hawkeye retorted. "I came here to be
of service."
"You! Of service!" Alice laughed

scornfully. "If you want to be of ser-

vice, then why aren't you in uniform?"
Hawkeye just grinned as if amused.
"Maybe I have too much sense to

wear a red coat in the woods."
All this while Uncas had been staring

with obvious fascination at Cora, and
the timid girl shrank before the

Indian's compelling gaze. Chingach-
gook observed his son's interest, and his

usually impassive features showed
strong disapproval.
The incident ended with Alice rush-

ing to the door, imperiously motioning
the three men away and slamming it

in their faces. Hawkeye shrugged his

shoulders and made no further attempt
to warn Colonel Munro; but he would
certainly have done something if he
had been present when the troops left

Albany. As the main trail was through
dense forest land, where there was just

a chance of attack from French or
Indians, it was suggested by Magua that

he should take the girls by a short
trail that he alone knew. Major Hey-
ward should accompany the girls.

Colonel Munro thought the idea ex-

cellent, and so did Heyward.
It was soon after dawn when the

drums beat and the trumpets sounded.
The army lined up for the inarch. The
Colonial irregulars with colours flying

were in the lead, behind followed a
long line of transport wagons and camp
followers, with the British regulars in

the rearguard. As tho army marched
out of Albany to the sound of cheering
it little knew of the hardships that lay
ahead.

Magua's Treachery

AFTER travelling some ten miles
Heyward's party, with the two
girls and the Indian guide,

turned off at a trail leading north from
the main road. Their first day's
journey seemed uneventful enough—in

fact, it seemed to the girls a wonderful
picnic. But they might not have been so

cheerful if they could have seen and
understood the actions of Magna.
Whenever they broke camp the guide
stayed behind to put out the lire. He
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held a blanket over the embers so that
when he drew the blanket aside a huge
billow of white smoke shot skywards.
Had Heyward been blessed with know-
ledge of the Indians he might have
been alarmed at the sound of a wolf
call that rang out many times from
the distance. He had no idea that the
woods were alive with, silent, swift-
moving figures—Hurons in full war
paint.
But the major did not expect

treachery, and when Magua suggested
that the party halt beside a pool to
water the horses he made no objection.

Scarce had the girls and Heyward
seated themselves beneath a great tree
than the underbrush parted and four
savage Hurons rushed towards them.
Cora gave a scream of fear and clung
to Alice, whilst Heyward leapt to his
feet and pulled out a pistol, but Magua
knocked his hand aside.
"No—these my people."
"Well, what do they want?" de-

manded Heyward, eyeing the four
savages that circled them with anger
and suspicion. Even the arrogant
officer could see their attitude was not
friendly.

"Want Paleface squaws." Magua
grinned evilly.

Heyward faced the Indian.
"If this is treachery, Indian, I'll

"

Again he levelled his pistol, but im-
mediately strong arms grabbed^im
from behind. Magua's strong fingers
wrested away the pistol and stepped
back.

"Magua great warrior." Boastfully
ho tapped his massive chest. 11 •

whipped aside his blanket to reveal
half-healed welts on his back. " White
Chief Munro flog Magna like a dog.
Now Magua wipe out scars. Squaw*
live. you die—slow death." The
malicious joy in the steely blue eyes
woulci have terrified most men. Hey-
ward glared his defiance and struggled
vainly.

The Indians seized the terrified girls
and began to drag them towards tl;.-

trees. Suddenly there was the report,
of a gun and one of the girl's eaptor.-
spun round and slumped to the ground
in a heap. Immediately afterwards
there came another report, and this
time the Huron who was holding Alice
fell writhing to the ground. From the
trees came a triumphant war whoop.

" Mohicans 1" yelled Magna, and with
his two unwounded companions vanished
among the trees. There came the
report of a gun again, and one of the
Hurons crashed to the ground, but he
got to his feet and at a staggering gait
continued his flight.

Heyward tore across to one of tho
fallen Hurons and grabbed up the
Redskin's musket, but the treacherous
Magua was out of sight. Now, how-
ever, two more Indians, scalping knives
in hand, emerged from the underbush.
Heyward pointed the gun in their
direction, but Cora, grabbed his arm.

"Don't shoot!" she cried. "Can't
you Sim- they're different from tho
others?"
"I don't trust any of them,"

Heyward cried, and brushed her to one
tide. Once more he sighted tho
musket.
From behind him came a calm and

mocking voice.

"If your aim is as bad as your
judgment, major, I don't imagine'

there's much danger of your hitting

'em."
Aliee stared in amazement at the

smiling Hawkeye. who leaned on liis

gun ami surveyed them with a oextain

amount of contempt. Heyward was
first of all very surprised, but his
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i eaction was one of anger. The scout's

whole attitude infuriated him
"What are you doing here?" he

demanded.
"Among other things, trying to save

you from being burned at the stake

—

if you aren't too green to burn."
A cry from Alice caused Hawkeye to

smile cynically. The girl was pointing
;it the Mohicans, who were busy collect-

ii:g the scalps of their fallen foes

"Make them stop that," came Hey
ward's peremptory order as he clutched
Hawkeye's arm.
"It's too late to put them back."

Hawkeyc answered. "And scalps to

the Indians are like your medals."
Again from the distance sounded the

wolf cry. but this time there were ears
to interpret.

"What is it?" Cora cried nervously.
" Wolves :

"

Hawkeye grinned and nodded.
"On two legs and headed this way

—

follow me."
"But our horses?" shouted Heyward.

milking no attempt to follow. " We
will ride them."
"You won't ! I had them killed."

Heyward was nearly speechless.

"Killed, you fool! What for?"

"Think yourself lucky that I was fool

enough to suspect treachery from
Magna, -who posed to Colonel Munro
as a Delaware, that the same fool war-

able to dog your trail and be here
when the Unions attacked you. But
for a fool you would be now on your way
to be burnt in a most unpleasant
manner. The same fool destroyed the
horses because Indians can hear a horse
for miles in the woods."

Again the wolf cry rang out, and this

time very much closer. It was
answered with another wolf cry in

smother direction. Chingachgook im-
patiently jerked Heyward's elbow and
circled hi; scalp with his forefinger in

a manner that made the girls shudder.
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Hawkeye took hold of the girls by
their anus.
" Quick now !" His voice was no

longer a drawl, but brisk, like someone
issuing a command. "We must get

away from here if we want to sleep

with our hair on onr heads."

The Flight

SCARCE had Hawkeye led them into

the densest part of the forest than
Magna and twenty Unions ap-

peared in the clearing. Eagerly they
searched about for the trail of their

quarry, muttering ominously when they
saw that their fellow Indiai= had been
scalped. Finally they found the horse
tracks, but they muttered curses when
they found only the carcasses of the
slaughtered animals. The Hurons were
not to be thrown off the scent, and
finally Magna picked up the proper
trail.

In the meantime. Hawkeye was driv-

ing his party relentlessly. The girls

hampered any swift progress, as their

long dresses kept catching in the bushes
and brambles. Their arms and legs

were flailed. Now and again Hawkeye
made unaccountable pauses—snatching
Alice's scarf to drop it far off the trail.

forcing them to wade for hundreds of

yards along the bed of a si ream.
At last sheer exhaustion caused Cora

to sink to the ground, and Hawkeye
was forced to call a brief halt. With
a muttered request to Heyward to stay

by the girls, the scout and the two
Mohicans vanished among the trees.

Alice had protested at Hawkeye
snatching her scarf and she had flashed
her eyes when he had forced them into

the^ water, but when IIc> ward, who
was' smarting under the v. a he had
been tricked by Magna. Iwgan to

grumble that the scout wa- exaggerat-
ing the danger, she began to defend
him.
"He doesn't impress me as a man

given to exaggeration," she told

Heyward. "We should all be dead
or worse than dead but for his timely
appearance."
"Your attitude towards him seems to

have changed," sneered Heyward.
"Only this morning you talked about
him as a traitor."

"My attitude ha? changed—I think I

was wrong," Alice admitted frankly.
"After all, Duncan, when you consider
that he dislikes us. it's rather generous
of him to devote so much time to our
rescue."

If it is a rescue," Heyward said
darkly.
The bushes parted and Uncas had

returned.

"Huron no find trail yet." he
muttered, and moved towards the tree.

against which the exhausted Cora was
reposing. He gathered some mots
and made a cushion for her head.
Cora, alarmed when he first approached.
now smiled her thanks and lay down
wearily.
"You sleep now." Uncas whispered.

Impossible to mistake the revei
and adoration in the young Indian's
eyes. Cbra stared at him curiously.

"You're not a bit what I thought an
Indian would he like. You're gentle
for a v. ai rior.

"

Uncas smiled for the first time.
"Chief's daughter rest," he urged

" Uncas w ateh."

Wlitle Cora slept Chingachgook anr
Hawkeye were busy concealing the trail

and planning out how best to escai c
They came to tin- river-bank, and here
they found a half-dozen or so Huron
canoes. A lone Huron was on guard.
Chingachgook poised his tomahawk and
flung it with all his strength at the
-entry. The tomahawk caught the
man in the shoulder and he foppled to

the ground. Hawkeye and Chingach-
gook rushed forward, leaning into a
couple of canoes—the Indian taking the
larger one. The impetus of their leap

Put those men in irons ! " shouted Major Heyward.
November 2Sth, 1930.
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ranied the canoes out into the stream.
They began to paddle furiously up-

stream.
Cora was still sleeping when they

returned. She was awakened, and the

I wo girls rushed to the river-bank

w here the canoes were beached.
Heyward felt that he was playing a

very minor part in this rescue and
(hose to become suspicious again.

"Where do you intend to take us?"
he asked brusquely.
Hawkeye read the other's mind and

grinned.
" Major, I am not asking you to trust

me or to go along with me, but I am
taking the ladies. If you'd rather wait
for the Hurons, why, that's your
affair."

Heyward glared, but stepped almost
meekly into the large canoe. Hawkeye
ordered Cora, Chingachgook and Uncas
lo go with him. He gestured for Alice
to step into the smaller canoe. As
the two canoes moved away from the
bank a shot rang out. The wounded
sentry had managed to crawl to his

musket, and with a final convulsive
movement had pulled the trigger, thus
warning the other Hurons.
The sound of the shot caused Hawk-

eye and the others to paddle furiously.
There was need for haste, for Magna
and the rest of the band came to the
river-bank to find two of their canoes
missing. They clambered aboard the
remainder and drove the canoes through
the water at terrific speed. Hawkeye,
astern of the smaller canoe, saw his

pursuers, and ceased paddling. He
waited until they were within range
and then calmly fired. The Huron
steering the leading canoe toppled into
the water. There was momentary
confusion among the pursuers. Hey-
ward, seeing what Hawkeye had done,
took up a musket and fired—his bullet
struck a Huron on the shoulder.

"No good," Uncas called out. "Shoot
through the head like Hawkeye."
The pursuers opened fire Hawkeye'

s

second shot found its mark, and another
Huron marksman toppled overboard.
Then he began to paddle swiftly and
came alongside the bigger canoe.
"Take the right fork," Hawkeye

yelled to Uncas. "Meet me at the falls

I'll lead them off."

The bullets were splashing about them
is the two canoes took to the paddles.
At the fork of the swift-flowing stream
ihey separated, Uncas taking the
right, but Hawkeye lingering long
in'ough to be sighted by his pursuers.
As he had hoped, the Hurons followed
him.
Hawkeye was drawing away when a

bullet fired by Magna struck the caiioe
just at the waterline. Despite all

Alice's efforts with her cupped hands
the canoe began to fill. Paddling
desperately, the scout reached a bend
; u the river and was out, of sight.

Hastily he drove towards the shore.

" As soon as we touch leap and fling

yourself flat in the nearest cover," he
ordered.

Alice; did as she was ordered as soon
as the water-logged canoe grounded.
Then Hawkeye leapt out after Iter, and
dragging the canoe after him, disap-
peared into bhe dense foliage.

Lying flat, they watched the river.

Alice heaved a sigh of relief when tho
I tiiron canoes flashed pa

"A hit close that!" she panted with
forced smile.

"We're not out of it yet." llawk-
. spoke grimly. Ho frowned as if

deep in thought. "I know of a shelter

ahead where we can lie hidden until

sundown."
But this refuge was denied them.
November 28th, 1930.
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Alice gave a gasp of horror when they 1

reached the settlement—it was nothing
but blackened ashes, and stretched out
on the burnt ground were a number of

charred bodies.
"What happened?" Alice asked, and'

buried her face in her hands to shut
out the terrible spectacle.

"They had their hair cut by the
Huron barbers." Hawkeye spoke with
a twisted grin.
"How can you speak so unfeelingly?"

Alice was shocked.
"Unfeeling?" Hawkeye save a

harsh laugh. "I blazed the trail that
brought them here. This is how my.
parents died—fire and scalping knife!"
"I'm sorry." Alice touched his arm.
"This won't be all," Hawkeye told

her. " With the men at Fort William
Henry no settlement is safe."
Alice for the first time understood the

reluctance of the Colonials to leave "I
wish father could see this," she said,

gazing at the scene of desolation.
"That won't make any difference,"

Hawkeye answered. "He has his own
duty to perform."
Meanwhile, the larger canoe had been

beached near a cave along the river-

bank, and here the party took refuge.
Hayward'fi face was white and drawn.
"That fool," he muttered venomously.

" Separating our party like this."
( Chingachgook heard and grunted.
" Two party alive—good. One party

dead—no good." Suddenly the Indian
put his head to the ground and
appeared to be listening.

"Why are you doing that?"
( hingachgook looked up.
"Beaver downstream. Indian sentry.

When canoe come beaver flap tail."

Cora, seated near Uncas, was worry-
ing over the absence of her sister, and
it was Uncas jvho reassured her that

Hawkeye would find a. way. She
allowed herself to be comforted and
pointed to a tortoise-shaped mark on
his chest.

"That means Mohican chief," Uncas
explained.
"Are you taking us to your people?"
Uncas became sad.

"My people all gone. Killed in

Huron wars."
"You're alone." Cora was full of

sympathy. Her smile was sad "So
am I. My warrior died at sea."

Unoas became even more mournful.
He offered the girl a chunk of pemican
from the pouch slung over his shoulder.
Chingachgook scowled.
"Mohican chiefs no wait on squaws,"

he cried fiercely.

The sound of canoe paddles now was
audible even to Heyward. Hawkeye
beached the canoe, which he hail re-

paired, and helped Alice to jump
ashore. The two parties were united.

Cora jumped up and flung herself into

Alice's arms.
"Thank heaven you're safe."

Heyward looked at Hawkeye with
baffled fury. This wretched fellow,

probably the son of some lowly settler,

was besting him at every turn. It

ilked him to be beholden to Hawkeye
for his life and for the safety of Alice

and Cora. HaWkeye's eyes never
Wavere'd, and with a muttered yvord of

thanks Heyward moved av\a> to speak
to Alice. It was no comfort to hear
All..- sinking the praises of Hawk. \e

Fort William Henry

AT Fort William Henry, Colonel
Mnnro awaited the arrival of his

daughters. II.- pared the

ramparts . in his anxiety, repeatedly
asking the sentries if they had seen any
signs of Major Heyward'-s party. He
did not BUSpect treachery, but [eared
that tho guide had either lost the trail
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or that they had fallen in with a party
of French. Their own march to the
fort had been uneventful.
Late one afternoon he was question-

ing a sentry when the man suddenly shot
out a finger.

"Look ! There's a flicker in the
woods—like a torch light, sir."

Munro turned eagerly to his aide.
" Hurry !" he snapped out. " Send a

detail to guide them in."
The yvords yvcre scarce spoken yvhen

the whole woods seemed to burst into
flames, dozens of bright points ac
regular intervals.
"The French," cried the colonel.

" Sound the alarm !"

By forced marches Montcalm had
reached the fort ahead of time. Tho
garrison was surrounded.

Colonel Munro was in despair as he
watched the soldiers tumbling out of
their quarters. What chance had Alico
and Cora of getting through to the fort,

now ? He had not much time to dwell
upon his oyvn personal anguish. British
and Colonial troops were pouring from
the inner stockade, muskets in hand,
to man the outer breastworks. The
heavy guns were swung into position,
with gun crews standing by with am-
munition. There began some desultory
firing, but this ceased when the officers

realised tho French were out of range.
The fort was little more than a long

stockade, surrounded by earthworks
built around heavy timbers, with a wide
moat running around three sides. Tho
unprotected side faced a wide lake,

swampy on all sides and looked upon
as impassable. The importance of the
fort as an outpost was indicated by file

fact that General Montcalm—the same
that later fell before Quebec—headed
the invading army. Accompanying
him were his Huron allies, ot whom
Magua's band yvere a part. The French
were superior not only in numbers, but
in artillerv and ammunition. The only
hope of the beleaguered forces lay in

holding out long enough for relief to

arrive.

Montcalm was discussing this possi-

bility with his officers as he rode along
his lines. As they passed a group of
Hurons, one of the Indians suddenly
raised his rifle and fired at a log float-

ing on the surface of the lake.

The French general reproved the man
in his gentle style.

"Pardon, my friend. We brought
you hero to shoot Redcoats—not floating
logs."

The Huron moistened his finger and
held it up against the wind.

" Log float against wind," ho cried.

General Montcalm v. as startled, and
realised the. man was right. Other
Hurons began to fire, and the bullets

splashed round the log.

Tho Hurons yvere right. Behind the

long and tangled undergrowth were
concealed Hawkeye, his Indian friends
and their charges, the girls supporting
themselves by clinging to tho branches,
whilst the men paddled frantically with
their free hands ami their feet. The
bullets were coming dangerously close.

The swimmers redoubled their efforts,

and gradually they drew nearer the
but. Montcalm had instructed the
Huron- and some of his own soldiers

to make uee of the banks. With
several of his officers he followed, -o

interested was the general in the log

that floated against the wind.
Hawkeye realised the d.-p

situation.

"We'll have to run for it," he called

out. "We're In shallow water."

As ihey rushed up the shore, bending
half double, they presented a not, yeiy

difficult, target. The girls were im-
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peeled by their skirt.-, ami though the

men could have saved themselves they
stayed to lend a helping hand.
Montcalm saw and suddenly threw up

hi? hand.
"Stop firing!" he ordered. ''They're

women."
The Huron? stared at him in amaze-

ment, but obeyed the order long
enough to give Hawkeye and the others
time to reach the ramparts in safety.

The gates were flung open to receive
them, and hastily clanged shut. Alice
and Cora flung themselves into their
father's arms.

"My darlings," he cried hoarsely.
"You're safe, safe at la.-r [" He
stared over their heads at Heyward.
"I'm verv grateful I'll never forget
this."

"Don't think me. sir," Heyward
answered with a glance at Hawkeye.
"The credit belongs to this scout, sir."

Munro at once recognised the man
who had warned the Colonials against
going to Fort William Henry.
"I hadn't suspected you as an ally,"

he said with a friendly smile.

"I'm not," Hawkeye replied stiffly.

"My only reason for helping the major
was because of the ladies."
"At any rate"—Munro held out his

hand—"accept my heartfelt thanks

—

my daughters mean a great deal to

me."

Then it was Alice's turn to thank
the scout, ami her eye- were very bright
as she laid a hand almost timidly on
his arm.

" Will you come to the colonel's

quarters.?" she asked. "I should like

to thank you. too."
Heyward was instantly very jealous

and rudely pushed in between them.
'I'll attend to that, my dear." He

eyed Hawkeye angrily. "And reward
him personally."
"Any reward I've got coming front

you I can do without." Hawkeye's
narrowed, then without

another word he turned on
his heel and strode after

Chingachgook and Uneas.

The Selge

FROM the treacherous spy,

Magua, the I 1" r e n c h
general learned that the

English were two thousand
strong and that their train

had consisted of ten wagons.
Montcalm guessed that the

beseiged must be runni
short of food and am-
munition, and gave
the order for his

heavy guns to open
the attack soon after

midnight.
That night, within

the fort, Uneas and
Cora stood talking on
the ramparts. The
English girl was
greatly attracted to

the gentle Uneas.
"I wonder if we'll

ever meet again?"
"Some trails cross

many times," Uneas
answered solemnly.
" Some trails cross
Only once."
"I shall never for-

get you, Uneas."
"As many dawns as

are mine," Uneas
spoke solemnly, "so
many shall my
prayers be to tho
Great Spirit for the
one with moon in her
hair."
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Not very far away, in a cannon
embrasure stood Hawkeye and
Chingachgook. The old Mohican stared
moodily across at the young people,
clearly silhouetted by the moon.
"Fair hair make heart of Uneas weak

like water."
"Don't blame them. Sagamore."
The Indian eyed the scout curiously.
"Hawkeye's heart like water, too."
When Chingachgook had gone Hawk-

eye leaned again-t the parapet, staring
dreamily into the distance towards the
lights of the French camp. A light

footstep made him turn sharply.

"Alice 1"

The girl gave him a reproving glance.
"I asked you to come and see me,"

she >aid. "You didn't. Why?"
"I'm not much of a hand at saying

good-bye."
'• You're leaving?"
"Yes."
"But you can't." Alice was dis-

mayed. "You'll never get through."
"I think I'll manage it." Hawkeye

turned away as if the sight of her were
more than he could endure. "I wasn't
born to live in a stockade."
"Neither was I." whispered Alice,

and drew close to him.
Inexplicably Hawkeye found himself

holding the girl close in his arms. A
heavy burst of firing brought them both
to their senses.

"The French gun-." Alice cried, and
glanced at him eagerly. "Hawkeye,
why don't you stay? Badly we have
need of scouts."
Hawkeye nodded thoughtfully.
"Sounds like the French are changing

my mind."
Alice laughed delightedly:
"I hoi"- Montcalm i- decorated for

this."

For ten days the bombardment
continued without ceasing. Yet the
starved garrison, outmanned, held out
against the superior force.-, and the

British flag still fluttered over the
battered ramparts. Munro would have
been confident of holding out for months
had it not been for the grumbling of
the Colonials

Why had the promised relief army,
under General Webb, failed to arrive'.'

They were not concerned so much with
their own fate as fear for the settlements
—for their homes, their wives and
children. The Hurons could overrun
the country whilst they were bottled up
in the fort. They were sullen and on
the verge of mutiny because nothing
was being done by the British armies.

Major Heyward received a deputation
and assured them that General Webb
had started on the march with the fort
as hi- destination.
"Suppose he doesn't get here':" one

Colonial asked.

"Then we have three choices," spoke
Heyward firmly. "Starving to death,
fighting to the last man, or striking
our colours—I promise vou it won't Li-

the last."

The muttering and murmuring that
followed caused Heyward to hasten to

Colonel Munro's headquarters. A hastj
council of officers was called. Heyward
suggested that if a messenger be sent

to link up with General Webb it would
appease the Colonials. An Indian
might slip through the surrounding
army where a while man would have no
hanee of succeeding. It was decided

to send Uneas.

Uneas slipped through the gate and
broke into a run in an effort to cover
the ground separating the fort from the
swamp. A French picker opened fire,

but Uneas ran on unscathed. An
Indian marksman, with bow and arrow.
was more successful. Uneas fell to

the ground with an arrow shaft quiver-
ing in his shoulder.

Without counting the danger, Hey-
ward dashed out of the gate. Hawkeve

Magua seized the struggling Cora in a fierce grip.
November 2Stli, 1CSC.
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was about to follow, but Colonel Munro
pulled him back.
"Keep him covered, you fool!'

1 the

colonel yelled.

It was as well I hat Munro gave these
orders otherwise two good men would
ha\e perished. The Indian marksman
drew his bow for another shaft

—

Hawkeye's bullet, struck the wretch
between the e

By now the whole French camp was
alarmed, and soon French and Indian
warriors were rushing out towards the
wounded Uncas. But, Heyward got
I here first, slung Uncas over his

powerful shoulders, and headed back
for the fort. Protected by the deadly
shooting of Hawkeye, that drove the

enemy to cover, Heyward reached the
fort in safety.

Hawkeye held out his hand.
"He is my friend," he said. "I'm

—I'm grateful."
It was Hc\ ward's chance to have

ended an enmity, but his retort made
it all the more bitter.

Ignoring the proffered hand, he spoke
harshly.

" You needn't be. I didn't go to
rescue him—but to keep a valuable
dispatch from falling into enemy
hands.''

Traitor or Loyalist ?

UNCAS* wound was not so serious as
expected. It, was the. force of the
blow that had brought the Indian

down. He hardly winced when
('hingachgook, brushing the surgeon to

one side, grasped the arrow shaft with
both hands and forced the barb through.
Uncas was taken to the fort hospital,
where Cora insisted upon nursing him.
She was sitting by his bed when
Hawkeye entered with Chingaehgook.
"Is he all right?" Hawkeye inquired.
"No," muttered Chingaehgook in his

own language. "Got squaw fever."
Hawkeye had to laugh, but. his smile

faded when he noticed on a table the
arrow taken from the wound.
"Ottawa arrow!" he cried, and ex-

changed a swift glance with Chingaeh-
gook. The Ottawa were a large tribe
and notoriously cruel in their treatment
of white prisoners.
As a. result of that arrow Hawkeye

and ('hingachgook the next night went
out on a reconnoitre on their own. As
they sneaked towards the French lines
they came upon two Indian pickets.
Hawkeye's hands throttled one to
silence, whilst Chingachgook's toma-
hawk settled the other poor wretch.
Stealthily they crept towards the French
lines.

Around a huge camp-fire Magna was
addressing his fellow Hurons. His
paint-daubed features were contorted
with fury as he shouted out fiery words.
"Must we stay," he demanded, "and

watch big gnus firing at Yengecse fort?
Our brothers, the Ottawa, are leaving—they will gather many scalps in
Yengeese village. I do not speak with
crooked tongue. There is no honour
for Hurons if others gather Paleface
scalps. We must make our tomahawks
red with the blood of our enemies. I

spoken."
The tom-toms thumped. The Hurons

broke into a savage war dance, and
shook their spears and tomal ,

Hawkeye and Chingaehgook waited
to hear no more, but sped back-
as swiftly as possible to Fort William
Henry, where they sought out at onee
Monro's headquarters. The eouneil "f
officers was summoned, but Heyward
derided Hawkeye's stbry as e\ag
derated.
Hawkeye, in his anger, pounded on

'.he colonel's desk with his clenched list.

Novi ml.cr 28th, 1S3C.
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" I tell you we saw them—heard them.

Magua's working them into a frenzy."
He turned appealing to Winthrop,
leader of the Colonial irregulars. " If

they and the Ottawa raid the settle-

ments it will be the bloodiest ma-
the frontier has ever known." He
spun round to face Munro again. " And
the blood, colonel, will not be all . on
their hands."
"But my good fellow," Munro

answered. "You forget that Montcalm
is in command of them, and I assure
you that ho's a soldier and a gentleman,
not a butcher."
"And I assure you." Hawkeye n

totted, "that he hasn't the power to

stop them."
But Colonel Munro was stubborn.

P was in vain that Hawkeye reminded
him of his promise to release the
Colonials for the protection of their
homes and families.

"My promise still holds, gentlemen,"
the colonel cried. " But I must have
more definite proof than this man's
word."
Winthrop was indignant.
" His word has been good enough on

the frontier a long time before you
came, colonel," he said coldly.

When the Colonials heard the news
their rebellion became outright. A
number of the single men agreed to
stay with the British, but those with
families decided to abandon the fort at

once. Hawkeye, fully aware of the
consequences of violating military law,
aided them in their departure, showing
them the traij through the swamp by
which he had reached the lake. He
elected to stay behind, and naturally
Chingaehgook and Uncas stayed with
him.
The last Colonial had slipped over

the parapet and was well on his way to

the swamp when a British picket
observed their shadows and rushed off

to inform Major Heyward. That British
officer rushed to the parapet in high
rage and gave orders for the soldiers

to fire at the deserters.
Without hesitation Hawkeye and the

Mohicans emerged from their conceal-
ment and grabbed the muskets of the
soldiers. The fight was brief, but it

enabled the Colonials to escape. Hawk-
eye, Chingaehgook and the still

bandaged Uncas were overpowered.
" Put those men in irons," Heyward

shouted, and laughed harshly as he saw
the blood-streaked face of Hawkeyo
The three men were committed to the

dungeons to await trial and sentence
for their insubordination.
Somehow Alice managed to wheedle

permission out of the sentry to see
Hawkeye.
"Why did you do it?"
"You saw the settlement after an

Indian raid," he reminded her.

"But they trusted you."
"The Colonials trusted your father,"

was his answer.

Alice was torn between two loyalties.
" I don't know the right ami wrong

of it," she sobbed, "but I know they'll

hang you as a traitor."
Hawkeye was nothing daunted, and

grinned in his mocking, contemptuous
way.
"Knowing the redcoats, I bet they

don't tie the knot right."
But Alice refused to allow such levity.

She came close to the small grille.

"Oh, Hawkeye, why didn't *QU leave
with the others?"
His expression softened.

"I guess I'm in love with you."
Alice appealed in vain to Heyward

and her father for mercy. The crime
was _ mutiny, and mutiny must be
punished by hanging. That was army
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regulations. The fact ' that Hawkeye
had performed what he thought was his
duty, that he had remained behind to
face the consequences, these weighed
nothing against the letter of the law.
"That's the army and that's justice,"

Heyward said with a smirk of satis-

faction.

His words roused Alice to fury, and
the two men stared at the white-faced
girl in amazement as she accused them
of being murderers.
"Justice!" she cried scornfully. "If

that's your idea of justice, then the
sooner French guns blow the British
Army out of America, the better it will
be for the Colonies."
Hejward was horrified.
" Alice, you don't know what you're

saying !"

"Yes I do!" she retorted. "For the
first time in my li-a I'm speaking from
my heart and not out of a book of
regulations. And if it's sedition, I'm
proud of it."

From the distance came the roll of
drums. Colonel Munro hastened to

the window. In front of the earth-
works stood a French officer, white flag
in hand, seeking a parley.

The Massacre

THE parley was arranged. From
the French lines came Montcalm
himself, attended by a group of

officers, and stopped half-way from the
fort. A similar group, headed by
Munro and Heyward, advanced from
the fort to meet them. From the
distance the Hurons watched the pro-
ceedings with sullen suspicion.
Montcalm was (he first to speak.
" Colonel Munro, I have known von

as a gallant antagonist. I have long
realised that even outnumbered as yon
are, it would merely be a waste of
breath to invite yoii to surrender."
"You are correct in your assumption,

sir," came Colonel Muuro's grim reply.
Moncahn smiled.

"As a soldier I know that an officer

of your proven courage does not
surrender until his cause is proved
without a doubt hopeless."
Munro and Heyward exchanged

glances. There was something ominous
about the French general's words.
They were not to be kept long in
suspense.
"Colonel," stated Montcalm, "my

scouts intercepted this dispatch intended
for you. Pray read it."

Colonel Munro began to read, and
Heyward say the strong face twitch

—

saw him bow his head. Silently he
handed the message to Heyward.
The dispatch read :

"Colonel Munro, Fort William
Henry. No reinforcements available*

—impossible to send provisions without
escort—advise surrender of fort."

The signature was "Webb."
"It's a trick," protested Heyward.
Munro shook his head.
"It's Webb's signature," he said with

a gloomy shake of his head.
"You have no alternative." Mont-

calm's voice was gentle. "Your own
general advises surrender.''

The quick-tempered Heyward an-
swered and addressed his remarks to
his superior officer.

"I know the temper of our men,
Colonel Munro. Rather than spend tho
rest of the war in a French prison,

they'll fight to .'he. end."
The speech revived Munro, who flung

up his head.
"You have heard your answer,

Monsieur le Marquis. " He saluted.

"Wait." Montcalm stayed him with
a gesture of his hand. "I beg you not
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to sign the death warrant of your men
until you have heard my terms. The
fort must, be destroyed. Your men
must give up their arms and return to

England For the rest, ask what you
will."
Munro stared at the French general

incredulously.
"The honours of war?"
" Granted."
" My colours?"
The general bowed. "Carry them

to England and show them to your
king."
Tears came into the colonel's eyes at

this unexpected generosity on the part

of his gallant opponent.
"I accept your terms, sir," he an-

swered at once. "The fort is yours."

By eventide the French and Hurons
were in possession of the fort. The
English, stripped of their arms, but still

proudly bearing their colours, prepared
to line up in military formation for

their departure. Within the houses in

the stockade the women were packing
their few possessions.

But the Hurons had broken into the

rum stores, and their whoops, their

threatening gestures, their hostile atti-

tudes, caused some alarm. Montcalm.
preparing to strike camp, had only

sent a handful of officers and men to

take over the fort, so that the Unions
greatly outnumbered the French.

Hawkeye and his Mohican friends,

still imprisoned in their cell, watching
the scene through the grated windows,
realised what the Hurons were shouting
and their attitude towards the van-

quished defenders. Ohingaehgook drew
his finger round the top of his head in

a scalping gesture, and Hawkeye
nodded.
An Ottawa chieftain wandered past

the prison, and Hawkeye decided
hastily on a plan. In the Ottawa
tongue he called out :

"Come here, great chief."
Suspecting nothing the Indian ap-

proached to stare at the prisoners.
Suddenly Hawkeye's arms shot through
the grilled window, grasping the
Indian by the windpipe. Uncas reached
through and seized the knife and toma-
hawk. The Ottawa chieftain slumped
to the ground, strangled into uncon-
sciousness by Hawkeye's powerful grip.
With the aid of the tomahawk the
prisoners attacked the bars, but before
they could escape the massacre had
commenced.
Magna had worked his warriors into

n fury. Scores of drink-crazed Indians
were wandering round the stockade,
brandishing their knives and making
threatening gestures at the unarmed
British. Magua's voice rang out so
that all could hear.
"The French tell us there is peace!"

he raved. "They toll us to put away
our hatchets. But your squaws will
laugh with scorn if you return without
honour. There are plenty Paleface
scalps. We go get them !"

He raised his tomahawk and gave a
wild whoop of malignant fury. The
Hurons whooped their approval, and
in mad haste charged upon their de-
fenceless prey. That was the beginning
of the massacre.

Gallantly but vainly several unarmed
British officers sought to bar the way
of the infuriated Redskins. They were
cut down with tomahawks. The
Indians swept on towards the houses
inside the stockade. They would but-
cher the women and children first, but
some of the younger women they would
carry off as prisoners. Men that tried
to fight them with their hands were cut
down and scalped.
When the Indians broke into the. bar-

racks and attacked the women like a
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With his knife Uncas blazed a notch in a tree.

pack of bloodthirsty wolves, one poor
woman sought safety in flight, but she

was pounced upon by a giant Huron,
who seized her by the hair and began
dragging her across the ground. Her
shrieks brought French soldiers to the
rescue. A general melee ensued, the
drink-maddened Indians making no dis-

tinction between Paleface friend or

foe. The French were outnumbered

—

an urgent message was sent to Mont-
calm that the Indians were massacring
the British.
Cora and Alice had barred the door

of their room, and Alice had armed
herself with a heavy horse-pi.-tol.

Colonel Munro, with two officers

—

armed with swords—were rushing to

the rescue of the girls when Magna
appeared. The treacherous Huron
smiled exultantly ami fired. The gal-

lant colonel fell, mortally wounded.
Others in the band shot down the two
officers. Magna and several of his

Hurons hurled themselves against the

barred door. It gave way, and as the

Indians poured in Alice fired, and the

foremost dropped. One of the band
w renched the gun from her hands, and
Magna seized the struggling Cora in a

fierce grip.

Heyward had been cornered, but by-

desperate fighting be had killed or
wounded the Indians attacking him.
He reached the scene in time to see the

girls being carried off by the Hurons.
Recklessly he set out in pursuit. The
Hurons scaled the barricade and
vanished with their prey into the woods
—they had seen French troops rushing
towards the fort, and Magna had an
idea that it might not be wise to stay.

It took Hawkeye and his companions
some time to got out of their prison.
Not long before, Hawkeye had killed

a Huron and secured a pistol. Chin-
gachgook and Uncas also armed them-
selves. The three did much to prevent
all the women being massacred by their
fearless fighting.

Eventually they fought their way to

the room which had boused Cora and
Alice. They read the signs of a
struggle, and rushed out as General
Montcalm made his belated arrival.
The French general managed to put a
stop to the massacre, which had now
become general. The ground was
strewn with dead bodies. Many of the
Indians sought cover in the woods, but.

some in their drunken frenzy tried to
attack the French and were shot.

Near the barracks Montcalm came
upon the body of the dying Colonel
Munro. He knelt to the ground and
begged forgiveness. With a feeble
effort Munro held out, his hand.
Hawkeye and his Mohicans soon

found out that Magna and a band of
Hurons bad earned off Cora and
Alice. Stealthily and swiftly they set

out in pursuit. They came upon an
officer wandering aimlessly in the
forest. The once-faultless uniform was
in rags and tatters. It was Heyward,
and armed only with his sword he
turned at bay as if to attack them, but
he lowered his sword-point at a gesture
from Hawkeye.
"You are seeking Cora and Alice?"
"They were carried off by Magna

and his cursed Hurons," answered Hey-
ward. "I lost the trail in these
woods."
"We are seeking them also." For

once Hawkeye's words were spoken
softly. "Only an Indian or one skilled

in Indian lore could follow the trail."

Heyward ungraciously consented to
join the party.
"However," he said defiantly to

Hawkeye, "I want you to understand
that I still consider you a mutineer,
and if we're ever under British juris-

diction again, I shall enjoy pressing
charges against you."
"Very well, major," mocked Hawk-

eye, and his eyes glinted. "But don't
forget that I am in command of this

party, and you will obey the orders I

shall give. Come, there is no time to
waste."

November 28th, 1036.
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In single file, with Hawkeye leading

and Heyward in the rear, the little

party hastened along the trail of the

Seeing Hurons.
Alter a while Hawkeye called a halt.

Chingaehgook placed liis car near the

ground.
"Huron village plenty close," the

Indian stated.

"It is best for us to split HP
(

into

(wo parties," Hawkeye decided. "Four
arc too large a party, and the Hurons

are sure to have scouts on the watch.

Chingaehgook and I will bear to the

west; you, major, will go with Uncas.

Do as he docs, because the Hurons must

have no suspicion."

After a few more words of confer-

ence the party split up, and soon Uncas
was leading Heyward along the bed of

a narrow stream. At last Uncas left

i in- stream, and Heyward saw the

Indian begin to examine the ground.

With his knife ho blazed a notch in a

i ,.!'.

"What's that for?" whispered Iley-

'.'. RVcL
'Magna and Paleface squaws conic

this way," answered Uncas.
"Oughtn't we to go back and find

Hawkeye and tell him?"
The Indian shook his head.
"Hawkeye soon find ho take

wrong trail Come this way and see

blaze. Know right trail. They follow."

After a while Uncas announced that

the Huron vallage was very close. He
asked Heyward to lay hidden and wait
for the appearance of Hawkeye and
Ch ingachgook. He would go on and
find out all he could of the Huron
village and what had happened to the

prisoners.

Uncas and Magua

CORA and Alice, captives of the
Huron village, were surrounded
by Indian warriors, met to de-

cide their fate. Magna claimed Cora
as his squaw. Though the girls did

not understand the words, it was easy

to understand by Magua's gestures,

and Cora clung to her taller sister.

"But what of this one?" the Sachem,
the wrinkled head man, asked, pointing

at Alice.

"This one like warrior," * Magua
answered. "She kill Huron brave—she
die in our fire."

Magna approached Cora and laid his

hand on the shrinking girl's shoulder.

As a scout for Munro he had learned
the English tongue readily enough, and
his words wero clear, though spoken in

a harsh whisper. He stared at the girl

exultantly.
"I treat you well. You are daughter

of little chief. I make you squaw of

big chief."

"Why dors such a big chief run from
his enemies?" Cora answered scornfully.

Magua patted her arm.
"Good spirit—chief's squaw." He

turned to face the Sachem and again
made his demand: "This one my
qua w."
"My son." The wrinkled eyes were

shrewd. "She is unwilling."
"But I have taken this woman!"

shouted the hot-headed, impetuous
Huron. "It is for me to say."
But the Sachem had other views and

shook his head.
"The Manitou has given us .1 law.

It is for the law to say. She has a right

to choose between you and fire."

Magua's face was contorted with fury
•.\ hen Cora said she would rather be
burnt than bo the squaw of a filthy

murderer.
"Until the -mi rises Magna wait for

answer I" Magua cried, and stalked
away.
The siils were dragged back to the
SoYemfci r 28th,
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bark-and-grass tepee where they were
being kept prisoners. They had to run
the gauntlet of a number of snarling
old crones who clawed at their faces
and spat at them. The girls clung
closely to each other.
"Cora—they offer you life," Alice

said when they wero at last alone in
the tepee.

" Don't shame, me by even suggest-
ing it," Cora answered determinedly.
"Death would be far sweeter."
A gasping cry suddenly came from

Cora, and she pointed a shaking hand
at the rear wall. A knife appeared,
cutting a slit in the bark. The slit

widened and a head appeared. It w7as
Uncas. He placed a finger to his lips

to warn them to be silent.

As suddenly his head was withdrawn.
His sharp ears had heard someone
approaching. Magua loomed in the
doorway. Alice gave her sister a mean-
ing glance, and then moved to the side
of the Huron.
"Come outside.' Alice clasped his

arm. "I must talk to you."
The squaws outside, at sight of the

white girl, began to screech, hurl curses,
and shake their fists menacingly. Alice
laughed mockingly, goading them on,
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only too pleased to create as much
noise and diversion as possible. But as
she would not answer Magua's ques-
tion about her reason for speaking with
him alone, he became suspicious of her
behaviour. He brushed her aside and
was about to enter the tepee when
Alice gripped his arm.
"Not yet," she cried. "Be patient !

I have spoken to her. She will marry
you ! She will bo your squaw ! But
now, let her rest."
Magua flung her away and dashed

into the tepee. It was empty I

His shouts aroused the village. Two
braves accompanied him in his pursuit
of Uncas and Cora. A close watch v. as
set on Alice.
Uncas was swift of foot. Unencum-

bered they could never have overtaken
him, but Cora was weary and travelled
with difficulty over the mountainous
trail. They were climbing a narrow
path when Magua sighted them.
Several shots whined over their head-.
The only weapon possessed by Uncas
was a tomahawk. At the top of the.

cliff the trail broadened out on to a
ledge, with a drop of many hundreds of
feet into a raging torrent. Cora sank
exhausted to the ground.
"Leave me !" the girl gasped.

"Uncas, save yourself. They won't
harm me."
Uncas shook his head.
"Uneas never leave one with moon in

her hair," was his answer.

As the first of the Hurons reached tho
ledge Uncas was on bim like a whirl-
wind. The Huron dropped with a
smashed skull. Magua saw his com-
rade fall and his teeth showed in a
vicious snarl. His arm drew back and,
as Uncas turned to meet him, Magua's
tomahawk struck him full in the side.

Writhing on the ground Uncas sought
to raise himself on one elbow. But
Magna, with a brutal kick, forced the,

almost lifeless body to the edge of the
ledge. Another kick and Uncas went
hurtling through the air to the rapids
below.
Magua gazed triumphantly upon

Cora and reached out to seize her.
She. facing him, her eyes courageous,
backed slowly until she was poised on
the very edge. He laughed exultantly,
thinking that now she was his, and
stepped forward, but the girl turned
swiftly and, as his arms went out to
grip her, flung herself impetuously over
the edge. Magua recoiled—the Pale-
face woman had killed herself rather
than be his squaw.
Her body struck rocks near the bank

and she was killed instantly. Uncas.
who had fallen into deep water, had
managed to reach the bank. Painfully,
Uncas crawled towards her until his

outstretched hand was able to touch 0110

of hers—and then his body, too, was
still.

Magua and the remaining Huron
peered over the cliff, grimly surveying
their handiwork. A shot rang out and
tho Huron slumped down on the ledge,
twitched spasmodically and was still.

Magua jumped back to safety.
Hawkeye's deadly rifle had fired the

shot. Now he began to reload, watch-
ing Magna, but Chingaehgook shook
his head. Hawkeye understood— Magna.
belonged to Uncas' father. The Mohi-
can strode out of cover, cupped his

hands and shouted :

" Magna ! Come down !"

Chingaehgook stood tiere with hand-;

folded across his massive chest. Magua
accepted the challenge- and, tomahawk
in hand, began to clamber down tho
cliff. Armed only with tomahawks the
two Indians fought a battle to the
death, whilst Hawkeys and Heyward

(Continued on rage M)
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A city in the path of disaster. Somewhere in that city, a gang of desperate mail-
robbers seeking to escape with their loot, while a determined employee of the Govern-
ment strives to track them down. A powerful drama of a Service that knows no

barriers, starring Ricardo Cortez, Patricia Ellis, Bela Lugosi and Michael L.oring

POSTAL
INSPECTOR

"N
Hazardous Landing

EITHER snow, nor rain, nor heat

uoi gloom of night stays these
couriers from the swift comple-

tion of their appointed rounds."

Those words, the slogan of the I'.S.

Mail Department, were running thn
the mind of Bill Davis as he hunched
himself lower in one of the bucket Beats

aboard a passenger 'plane that was
bound for Millstown.

He was on his way home from Wash-
ington, where he ana certain other
prominent officials of the 1'ostal Ser-
vice had been commended by the- presi-

dent for Ihe skill and efficiency with
which they had handled a gigantic task,

the task of transferring the gold re-

serves of the United Stat^^ t.> certain
inland cities in accordance « ith a re-

cent < in', ei nment edict.

Bill Davis, chief postal inspector for

the industrial city of Millstown, u.is not
the only passenger aboard this cabin
'plane which was flying across Uncle
Sam's northern territories. There were
about ten other travellers beside him-
self, the majority of them in a state of
high suspense, for the weather condi-
tions were of the vilest sort.

For. the greatest enemy of aviation,
had spread thickly over the countryside,
shrouding the plains and the forests
under its evil pall, choking the valleys,
hiding the prim and treacherous moun-
tain peaks, making the journej a

-

mare of anxiety.

There was no telling what might
happen under sitrh conditions. There
was always the sinister chance of an
accident that might spell death for the
divers collection of mortals who had

trusted their lives to this winged craft

of the skies.

Apart from its human freight, the
'plane was carrying mail. That was
probably why the slogan of the Postal
Service was figuring in Bill Davis'
thoughts as he stared out through the
nearest windows at the dense wraiths of
mist which were surging past.

At the same time he was dwelling
upon the weakness some individuals
showed during a crisis. He himself was
a fatalist, and had long since reflected

that if he were to meet his end to-night,
no amount of feverish concern on his

part would change the course of his

destiny. On the other hand, the people
occupying the seats behind him were
making fools of themselves: asking the
stewardess all maimer of stupid questions
that advertised their fear; indicating by
look and by word and by gesture that

they were on the verge of panic.

Aside from Bill himself, there seemed
to he only two other passengers in the
'plane who were not white to the lips.

One was a blonde, clear-eyed and attrac-

tive girl who was sitting abreast of him
on tne other side of the gangway, and
who appeared to he perfectly calm and
L-elf-possessed. The second person,
obviously this girl's maid, was not nearly
so calm and self-possessed, but was pre-
vented by nature from revealing any
trace of pallor— being an enormous
negress whom her young employer had
addressed as ''Deborah."

Meanwhile, towards the rear of the
ship, an infant child in the arms of a
nurse was wailing disconsolately, and
the sound was adding to the general
agitation of the passengers. It even
began to play on Bill's nerves to some

extent, and it was partly to escape from
it for a moment, partly to seek informa-
tion, that he suddenly rose to his feet

mill walked forward to the door of the
control cabin.

He opened that door and stepped
through into the compartment, where tin-

pilot and the wireless operator wen-
installed, and, being personally ac-

quainted with both of them, he
addressed them in a familiar tone.

"Well, boys," lie said cheerfully,
"how are we doing?"
"We should be over the Millstown

aerodrome in about two minutes," the
wireless operator replied.

Bill expressed satisfaction, and then
spoke to the pilot.

"Think you'll he able to land all

right?" he queried. "Or will you have
to go oti and try some other field where
the soup isn't so thick '.'"

"We'll make it all right," said the
pilot. "We've just been in touch with
the aerodrome, and they're going In

direct us by radio. There's nothing to
it. Anyway, I've ordered 'em to have
a plate of Flam and eggs ready for me,
and no crack-up is going to slop me
from keeping my date with that grub."

Bill laughed, and was about to turn
back into the passenger cabin when the
wireless operator jerked his thumb in

that, direction.
"How's I lungs in there?" he asked.
"Most of 'em are plenty scared," Bill

replied. "There's a youngster in then-
crying, too. and that doesn't help any."
He left the two airmen, and, closing

the door of the forward compartment
behind him, resumed his seat in the
larger cabin. As he did so, the girl

with the coloured maidservant leaned
across to him.

"Is everything all right?" she in-

quired.
November 28tli, 1930.
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"Sure," Bi.'l told her. "The people

town at the Bold are going to guide us

hi by radio I wish we could do some-
thing to keep that child quiet back
there, though. She's making everyone
jumpy—except you, that is."

The girl smiled at this tribute to her
calmness. She was deciding inwardly
that she rather liked this young man
to whom she was talking. There was
something very pleasing about, his clean-

cut face and the odd mixture of grimness
and humour in his expression, lie was
handsome, too, in his tall, lithe way

—

almost commanding.
"You don't seem very jumpy your-

self," she commented. "As for that
baby girl back there, J might know
what to do about her if I were in a
theatre."
"A theatre''" Bill echoed in a

puzzled fashion.

"Yes; I'm Connie Larrimore."
The name seemed to convy nothing

to him, and she smiled.
"I see you've never heard of me," she

remarked. "Well, I'm not really very
important, I suppose—outside of the

theatre."
"Forgive my ignorance, Mi°s Larri-

raore," he said. "The name does seem
kind of familiar, but I'm kept so busy
that I seldom get to a show. Er—what
do you do on the stage''"
"I sing," Connie Larrimore answered.

"That's what I meant when I said I

might be able to keep that baby girl

quiet."
Bill looked at her quickly, and then

all at once he snapped his fingers as if

an inspiration had occurred to him.
"Great!" he ejaculated. "Go ahead

and sing. You may be able to soothe
some of these scared grown-ups, too."
"You mean—sing right here?"
"Why not, Miss Larrimore? It will

probably ease things up a bit."

The girl seemed to hesitate at first,

and then, realising that there was a
good deal of shrewdness in Bill's 6Ug-

:i, she began to give a rendering
of a popular melody which seemed
eminently suited to the occasion.

"Here we are together, flying high.
We're lib in heaven, you and I. . .

."

Such were the opening words of the
ballad, and she sang them with an
easy fluency and a silveriness of tone
that nevertheless filled the cabin and
arrested the attention of every person
there1 . And, watching her as she smil-

ingly entertained the company with her
voice, Bill was not the only one who
was held in thrall by the sweetness of
i hat harmony.
The other passengers forgot their

alarm, inspired by the courage of this

girl and intrigued by the tuneful notes
that rose from her lips. Gradually
l heir attention became riveted upon
her to the exclusion of everything else,

and even that squawling child at the
far end of the cabin was subdued into
silence before long, as if appeased by
that lullaby of tin 1 heavens.

Sure enough, Bill's proposal had been
a brain-wave, and while the 'plane was
beiug manoeuvred down through the fog
in accordance with instructions wire-

d from the landing field, there was
not the slightest sign of uneasiness
among the inmates of the ship.

Coi: Larrimore continued to sing
until the i raft had grounded safely in

front of the aerodrome buildings, and
it was only when tho wheels bumped
down on terra Ihma that her li^-t

were reminded of their situation. Then,
with the 'plane tolling to a standstill
and all danger at an end, n spontaneous
Noyembi r 28th, 1030.
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burst of applause was accorded to the
stage star.

A few seconds later the passengers
were alighting from the machine, and
after thanking her personally for what
she had done, Bill Davis escorted Connie
and her maid through the fog to the

of the landing field.

Here the girl was greeted by a swarm
of reporters from the Millstown news-

-. and as the other passengers
from the 'plane recounted how she had
quietened everyone by her singing, the
Pressmen crowded around her with even
keener iiitci est.

"Hully gee, that makes you a heroine.
I\liss Larrimore!"

" The great, the gorgeous, the
glamorous Connie Larrimore, doing her
act 'way up in the sky to avert a near-
panic! What a story! What a story!"
Laughingly Connie protested that she

had been as frightened as anyone aboard
the ship, ;yid she was still endeavouring
to make light of the whole affair when
a tall, gaunt, foreign-looking man
elbowed his way towards her through
the crowd of reporters.

Bill Davis recognised him immediately
as one Benez. owner of a fashionable
Millstown night club known as the
Golden Eagle, and the postal inspec-
tor frowned at sight of him, for
although Benez was respected in some
quarters, Bill had heard whispers that
he was not altogether a desirable char-
acter. There was some talk of him
having been mixed up in the liquor
racket, during those wild days when
Prohibition had been in force.

Benez, at- the moment, looked highly
gratified about something or other, and
from the first words which he addressed
to Connie it was obvious why he was
in so elated a mood.
"Miss Larrimore," he declared,

speaking in almost faultless English,
but pronouncing his words in a slightly

sibilant manner, "Miss Larrimore, I

have just heard about this incident in

i lie 'plane. What wonderful publicity!
Magnificent publicity !"

He turned to the assembled Pressmen.
"Was it not a splendid example of

r.Miiage on Miss Larrimore's part,

gentlemen?" he said. "Yes, indeed

—

the little lady who is honouring our
city by bringing us the silver voice that

has captivated Broadway, she should
certainly figure prominently on the
front pages of your papers now! And
don't forget, gentlemen, she is under
contract to me, and will be singing
every night at the Golden Eagle until

further notice!"

As he heard this flowery and insidious

speech. Bill Davis turned away in dis-

gust, feeling not a little sorry for the
girl who had to stand by and listen to

it. Then he made his way in the direc-

tion of the aerodrome cafe, and was
headed for the inviting snack-bar there
when he ran full tilt into a young fel-

low who was three or four years his

junior.

It was his brother Charlie, who held

a pretty responsible position in the

Federal Reserve Bank at Millstown—an
alert-looking, genial youngster whom
Bill had sponsored ever since he had
left college.

"Why. hallo, Charlie." Bill greeted.

"What are you doing here?"
•' Jusr thought I'd slip down and meet

my important brother," was the cheer-

ful reply. "Come on, Bill, the eats are
on me."
He took his elder brothel by the arm

and inarched him into the cafe, and
presently the pair of them were sitting

up at the snack-bar, where Bill pro-

ceeded to give an account of his sojourn

"very Tuesday

in Washington while thoy drank coffee
and consumed a meal.

It was as Bill was discussms his visit

to tho capital that the rest of the pas-
sengers from the 'plane filed into the
restaurant, and the last to enter was
the lovely theatrical star whose acquaint-
ance the postal inspector had made.
"Why, there's Connie Larrimore!"

Charlie exclaimed at sight of her.
Bill glanced at him sharply.
"What do you know about Connie

Larrimore?" he asked. "You've never
been to New York, and that's where she
belongs."
"New York my eye," said Charlie.

" She may belong there now, but she
was born and reared in little old Mills-
town. Don't you remember, Bill ? She
was at cortege with me, and she and I
used to see a whole lot of each other."

" So that's why the name sounded
familiar to me," Bill mused, and then
turned his head to watch Connie as she
settled herself on a stool at the far end
of the bar.
He noticed that Benez was still with

her, and above the general hum of con-
versation he heard the man announco
that he would drive her maid to the
Grand Hotel with her luggage and then
return to the aerodrome for her.

"I understand she's going to sing at.

that fellow's night club," Bill said to
Charlie. "Too bad."
"Why, what's the matter with the

Golden Eagle?" his brother countered.
Bill shrugged.
"Oh, the place is all right," he

granted. "But that man Benez "

He made a grimace, and then Cliarlu
kicked his ankle. For Benez had left

Connie and was passing close to them
—was looking sharply at Bill, too, as
if he had caught what had been said.

"I think he overheard you," Charlie
stated, when the night-club proprietor
had gone by.
"I should worry about that," Bill re-

torted. "But say, aren't you going
over to talk to your old sweetheart? Or
do you think she's too famous to re-

member you now?"
Charlie grinned at him, and then,

motioning him to follow, he made his

way to where Connie Larrimore was sit-

ting and addressed her smilingly.

Next moment she and Charlie wero
shaking each other by the hand, and
before long the two of them were laugh-
ing over old reminiscences of their early
youth—and even of their childhood, for

it seemed they had been friends when
they were mere toddlers.

Then all at once Charlie recollected

Bill and made haste to introduce him
as his brother.
"So that's who you are!" Connie

ejaculated. "Charlie Davis' brother!
Why. I remember you now. You were
a very awesome person in our .

being a few- years older than we were."
"Believe me, he's still held in awe

by some folks. Connie." Charlie put in

jovially. "He's an inspector, you
know."
"Police?" the girl asked, looking at

Bill.
" Xo." the elder brother rejoined.

"Post Office."

"Post Office!" A merry twinkle ap-
peared in Connie Larrimore's eves.

"Gee, we all used to play a game called

post office when we were kids
"

A Night at the Golden Eagle

THOSE two words, "post office,"

may have, reminded Connie Larri-

more of a childhood game, but
they constituted a serious enough busi-

o far as Hill Davis was concerned,

ami a business which would have aston-
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islied the general public if they could

have gained an insight into his de-

partment.
There were doubtless many people

who imagined that the duties of a postal

inspector merely consisted of superin-

tending the collection, sorting and de-

livery of the mails. But Bill's job was
far more complicated than that.

There was plenty of routine attached

to it, but though Bill Davis and his

colleagues in the upper branches of the

service were never lauded like the police

or the Department of Justice or other
such guardians of the public welfare, vet

they were men who safeguarded the in-

terests of the nation, working quietly

but effectively behind the scenes.

Witness, for instance, an interview
that took place in Bill's private sanctum
a few days after lie arrived back in

Mil Istown.
Bill's office was situated on the first

floor of the mammoth building which
formed the headquarters of the city's

postal service, and an elderly man by
the name of Ritter had been sho»vn into

the room, a man who looked the very
picture of misery and distress.

"Inspector Davis," the old fellow was
Baying now, "I've—I've lo-t all my
money, I've been to lawyers, I've been
to the police, but they tell me they
can't do anything because I've no proof
to support my statement that I Was
swindled. Then somebody mentioned
that the Post Office Department might
be able to help me."

Bill leaned his elbows on his desk and
cupped his chin in his hands.
"How did you lose your money, Mr.

Ritter?" he asked.
The old man bit his lip. He seemed

almost on the verge of tears.

"My wife and I," he explained, "we
woiked for forty year an' saved twenty
thousand dollars. Then one clay a man
told me about a gold-mine, and he per-

suaded me to invest all mj money in

it. But it was all a
fake, and now we
haven't a cent."

Bill shook his head
sympathe t i c a 1 1 y.

How often he came
up against this sort

of thing—innocent,
trusting people who
were preyed upon
by smooth-tongued
rogues.

"Did you have
any correspondence
v\ ith this man ?" he
inquired. " I mean,
did you receive any-
thing through the

mails from him,
Mr. Ritter"
"No, sir," was

the answer. " He
always came to my
house."
The young postal

inspector frowned.
"That's too bad."

he murmured. "It
puts the case out of
my reach. I'd like

to help you, Mr.
Kilter, but I don't
see how it's possible.
You see. we only
handle things that
come through the
mails.''

There was a pause,
during which the
victim of the gold-
mining swindle
looked utterly down-
cast, Then Bill went
on speaking.
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"Mr. Bitter," he said, "there are a
lot of crooks in this world, and frauds
are being perpetrated every day. Some
of them are not so considerable as this

one from which you have suffered.

Many of them conMst of commercial
articles which arc offered to the public

for a few dollars, even a few cents. The
price doesn'l matter. If these articles

don't do what they're claimed to do,

they're frauds."
Old Bitter nodded dully.

"Yes, petty frauds." he agreed in a

heavy tone, "and. whatever the co.»t,

the people who are taken in by them
are fools. I understand. But 1 was a
great fool, for it wasn't a few dollars or
a few cents with me. It was my life's

savings."
" Whethei the fraud happens to be

petty or otherwise, Mr. Ritter, these

crooks make a mistake when they allow
the mail? to be used in connection with
their business. Fur a single letter from
them, or a remittance sent through the
post by their victims—that immediately
makes Uncle Sam a party to the trans-

action, and it's then that we can step

in and prosecute them. But. as I say,

we can do nothing if the mails haven't
been used by either party."

Ritter looked at him in a quick,
hopeful manner.
"Oh. but. Mr. Davis, T used the

mail!" he blurted. "I sent my cheque
for twenty thousand dollars to tin.- man
through the mail."

Bill's handsome face brightened at

that, and he leaned forward eagerly.
"Dill you register it?" he queried.

"Oh, yes, inspector! I have the
registration receipt right here."

He fumbled in his pocket and pro-
duced a wallet from which he took a slip

of paper. This he handed to Bill, and,
after scrutinising it, the latter stood up
briskly.

"Fin'>, Mr. Ritter." he declared.
"Now ac have something to work with.

13

Mind you, I wouldn't bank too much
on getting your money back if I were
you, but if the man who swindled you
is still in the country he'll be prosecuted
all right. Now will you come with me
and let my secretarv have all the de-
tails of the affair? "Then I'll go into

the matter thoroughly and get in touch
with you as soon as I have any definite

news for you."

"Yes. Inspector Davis. But—but
don't you really think there'.- much
chance of me recovering my savings?"

"Well, you never know, of course."
said Bill. "I sincerely trust you will,

anyhow, Mr. Ritter, but it remains to

be seen."
A quarter of an hour later old mail

Ritter was leaving the post office build-

ing with a flicker of hope in hi- eyes.

A- for Bill, he returned to his desk, and
apart from a midday break for lunch,

he was kept busy there until evening.

That night he had a supper engage-
ment with his brother Charlie, who had
been seeing a great deal of Connie
Larrimore since she had arrived in town,
and who had persuaded Bill to go along
with him to the Golden Eagle and enjoy
her act.

The Golden Eagle night club was the
haunt of Millstown's wealthier residents,

and it was as bright and up-to-date as
any of its Broadway counterparts in

New York. And here, while they dined
expensively, Bill and Charlie listened to

Connie as she sang to the rhythm of a
soft-toned band.
She was vigorously applauded by the

patrons of the restaurant when she had
finished, and then, her act over, she

walked across to the table at which Bill

and Charlie were sitting.

She was soon talking to them
animatedly, and, watching her during
that conversation, Bill could not help
thinking that she and Charlie still

seemed to have a great deal in common.
Well, he reflected, if anything came of

How did those bandits find out what was in this

what beats me."
van ? " Bill murmured. " That's

Kovcmber 28th, 19S<i.
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their renewed friendship it might turn I

out (o be a good match. She was a
[

nice gii), this Connie Larrimore—even I

if sho did happen to be working for al
inan like Benez just now.
"You know," Bill said to her

presently,, "you must get a lot of fun
out of your singing. You sound as if you
enjoy it as much as the people who are
listening to you."
"Well, I do enjoy singing," she con-

Fesaed. "But, all the same, there are
limes when 1 think I'd like to give up
the stage and settle down in Millstown.
I'm not so crazy about New York."

" The old town has its advantages,
eh?" Charlie interposed smilingly, and
then, suddenly espying a girl who was
passing amongst the tables with a tray
of cigarettes, he lifted his hand and
beckoned her over.
He bought a packet of cigarettes, and,

as change for the money he tendered, he
received a banknote that had seen many
years' of hard v. ear.

"Hallo, here's an ancient one," he
said, showing it to his brother.

"Just about ripe for your collection,"

Bill commented. "You know, Connie,
Charlie's in charge of all the money
that's taken out of circulation

at the Federal Reserve Bank. As soon
as any notes come in that look as if

they're falling apart, they're quietly

sentenced to death."
Counie glanced at Charlie whim-

sically.

"And that one— is sentenced to

death?" she asked, indicating the bank-
note which had been handed to him by

ANOTHER
FREE GIFT
NEXT WEEK!

the cigarette gill, who had now moved
off.

"No," Charlie rejoined. "Ill pay
for the supper with it, and give it a

last fling before the graveyard. It'll

come back to me at the bank in a day
or two, I guess. 9

Connie nodded, and then :

"Tell me," she said laughingly, "do
you bury these old fellows with full

military honours ?"

"They don't bury them," Charlie an-

swered in the same jocular vein. "They
go back to Washington. About three
million dollars of them arc going back
next, week."
"And you take them personally to

Washington and turn them in?"
Charlie shook his head.
"Oh. no. I only escort them to the

post office. From then on they're Bill's

headache. He sees that they're dis-

patched by mail-van. You know the
Tost, Office Department is the best safe-

guard in the world. Isn't it, Bill?"

Before Bill could make any reply a

tal! figure approached the table. It «;h
the figure of Benez. and he interrupted
the conversation in his suave, too-
courteous way. addressing himself par-
ticularly to the postal inspector.

"is everything all right?" he
inquired.

Perfectly," DAI assured him, eyeing
him steadfastly.
"The food?"
"Excellent," said Bill.

'There was a dight sneer playing
around the foreigner's lips, and suddenly
an unpleasant glitter revealed itself in

his eves.
i i

™ "Mli,
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"Then everything is to your satis-

faction," he snapped. "Everything

—

except me '"

Without waiting for a response he
turned on his heel and strode off across
the restaurant, making his way to a
private office which adjoined the foyer.

As he entered this, he found two men
there ; one of them a middle-aged in-

dividual who was known as Evans, and
who was Benez's manager; the other a

big, hulking fellow of about thirty,

Roach by name, and tough by reputa-
tion—eminently useful on th^se occa-
sions when a strong arm was necessary,
for even in a fashionable night club like

the Golden Eagle one sometimes had
trouble with unruly patrons.

"Roach." Benez said viciously, "get
Connie Larrimore away from the
Davises. She's at their table, and I

don't like either of them. The elder
one doesn't approve of me for some
reason, and his brother Charlie has been
seeing too much of Connie ever since

she came here. It's bad for business.

She even cancelled a lunch party that"

I arranged the other day—a party to

which I had invited a number of Press-

men. And I learned afterwards that
she was out with this bank fellow."
Roach grinned at him.

"Sure you're lookin' at it from the
business angle. Benez?" he queried. "I
mean, you ain't gettm' soft on the girl,

are you ?"

"Don't be a fool. I'm old enough to

be her father.''

Evans topped the night-club pro-
prietor on the arm.

"Well, anyna\. forget the Davises
for the moment," ho said. "line's
something that may be more important
than them."
He handed Benez a telegram which

had apparently arrived a lew minutes
before. It was addressed to the owner
of the Golden Eagle, and it read as
follows

:

"See yesterday's 'Daily Courier,'
page ten, column two.

"UNSIGNED."

Benez frowned as he spelled out the
message, and then he looked at his

associates.

"This sounds like Greek to me, " he
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said. "Roach, is thero a copy of yes-
terday's 'Daily Courier' handy?"
Roach moved over to a side-tablo and

rummaged through a collection of news-
papers that littered it. After a few
seconds he produced a "Courier" that
had been issued the previous day, and
in silence he passed it across to his
employer.
Slowly Benez turned the pages of the

newspaper, which was a national daily
that was widely read over a large sec-
tion of the United States. Then, as ho
located the column which had been re-

ferred to, and as he scrutinised an
item of news which figured in it promin-
ently, his sallow face seemed to become
several shades paler.
"Listen to this !" he jerked :

"
' Night

Club Owner Mysteriously Slain. Ered
Cummings, forty-year-old owner of the
Jack o' Lantern Night Club, was found
dead in his office from a bullet wound
early this morning. Alfred Carter,
known to have financed many night,

clubs, was questioned by the police, but
la'.cr released.' "

Roach and Evans exchanged glances.

"Carter!" the manager reiterated.

"The big shot beer baron that had the
booze racket tied up in New York when
the Volstead Act was in force. So that
racketeer's had Cummings wiped out ''.

Huh, and the police released him after
questioning. Well, that's not surpris-

ing. You can bet your life that Carter
would have an alibi for himself and
every member of his gang."
"But what's all this gotta do with

you, boss?" Roach interposed, looking
at Benez.
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The foreigner raised a hand to his

throat.
"Carter financed me." he said

huskily. "I owe him fifiy thousand
dollars on this place, and I'm two
months behind. This telegram is a
delicate way of reminding me. But I

—

I haven't the money. As yon know, wo
weren't doing too well here until we
signed up Connie Larrimore."

"So what?" Evans protested "If
you can't pay Carter- you ean't."

Benez pointed to the newspaper.

"Cummings paid," he faltered, and
for a long time there was a silep<

silence which Roach was the lir-t to

break.
"What was that you w<

about the Larrimore girl before this

telegram arrived, boss?" he reminded
Bencs.

"The Larrimore girl?" the night-club

Owner echoed vaguely, "Oil. yes, she

is with the Davises. Er—get iier away
from them. Tell her I want to

her."
Roach departed, ami seme time later

Connie presented herself in !'••

cilice. noddmg pleasantly to the
foreigner and to his manager, who hail

remained in the room.

"You wanted to ha\c a talk with me,
Mr. Benez?"
"Ye-, Mi-- Larrimore," Benez an-

swered. "Listen. .1 have brought
good business to my restaurant, ami \

am very pleased. But—this young
fellow- Davis—the one you call ( harlie,

I mean. I wi-li you wouldn't spend so
much time with him. There are im-
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portant guests here to-night, who would
appreciate it if you paid a little atten-

tion to them, Miss Lariimore.

"

Connie was still smiling, but a reso-

lute look had come into her lovely eyes.

"That wasn't in my contract," she
remarked. "Besides, Charlie Davis is

an old friend of mine. I'm very fond of
him."
"Miss Lariimore," Benez appealed,

"why waste your time on a, clerk?"
Connie was not so much annoyed as

amused, and, with that conversation at
the supper-table fresh in her mind, she
glanced at the foreigner archly.
"Never judge the pearl by the oyster,

Mr. Benez," she said in a jesting tone.
"Why. Charlie Davis has three million
dollars."
"What?" Benez was startled.

"Where could be get such an amount?"
"Of course," Connie went on laugh-

ingly, innocently, "it's a little old, but
it's three million nevertheless."
"Do you mind tolling me what you

are talking about, Miss Lariimore?"
The girl flashed one of her gay smiles

upon him.
"Well, I'm only fooling," she ad-

mitted. "Tho fact is, Charlie's flip-

ping three million dollars in worn-out
bills to Washington next week. So

—

quite seriously, Mr. Benez — you
shouldn't sneer at him for being a
clerk. He must be fairly important to
handle a job like that."
Benez made an impatient gesture.
"Oh, Miss Larrimore, you make fun

of me," he said. "But really now, will

you help me a little by being pleasant
to my patrons ?"

"Of course I will," Connie told him.
"I'll be pleasant to them all, so long as
it doesn't prevent me from being
especially pleasant to Charlie Davis."
With that she left Benez and Evans

and returned to the restaurant, smiling
to herself over the interview, and never
dreaming what grim and sinister conse-
quences were to arise from it.
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News from the North

THERE had been heavy rains that
week, and such individuals as were
connected with the Weather

Bureau had viewed them with concern,
a concern that was shared before long
by the population of that State in which
Millstown was one of the principal
cities.

For heavy rains meant swollen rivers
and overtaxed dams. Heavy rains
meant tho risk of inundation over an
area that !iad always been susceptible
to the satanic praukishness of the
elements.
Before the week was out, bulletins

from the northern part of the State
were telling their talc of crumbling
river banks, of violent floods that had
surged through valleys and gorges,
swamping great tracts of countryside,
destroying villages and small towns,
bringing ruin and death to many homes
and families.

And the danger looked like spreading
still farther afield. Gainsborough,
Little Falls, Yarborough and Red Bluff
—townships not verj far removed from
the big city—were all in the path of
the flood-waters, according to report.

One grey bleak morning ar the office,

a few da\ s. after the first ominous news
of impending disaster had been circu-
lated, Bill Davis received a message
from Postmaster Long at Yarborough.

It was a message that roused him to
action, and he promptly summoned a

colleague known as Pottle, who was
older than be, but who ranked as Bill's

second-in-command.

"Long's just been on (he 'phone,"

Bill announced. "The Hood's hit

Yarborough—taken out the bridge and
cut off the town."
"It has?'' Pottle's earnest face

became several degrees more solemn.
"'

1 1 'mi. I hope it doesn't get down here
to Millstown. '

"You never can tell," said Bill. "But,

II

Pottle, I want you to take over my
w ork here. Long seems unable to cope
with the situation, and I'm going up
to Yarborough to see what I can do.
I'll travel by 'plane. According to
Long, the airport above the town isn't

under water—yet."

Two hours later Bill Davis was in

the sub-office at Yarborough with
Postmaster Long, superintending the
removal of all cash and mail and effects

from the single-storied premises, the,

floor of which was eighteen inches below
flood-level.

"See that empty building over
there?" Bill was saying as In' stood
talking to Long in a pair of stout

waders.
The elderly postmaster peered across

a street that was awash, anil down
which all manner of wreckage was
floating swiftly.

" Yes, inspector, I see it."

"Well, we'll open up a temporary
post office on the second story of it.

And if the rising water gets up that
far, you can move still higher on to

the next floor. The mail must go
through, Long, and the l>ost office will

keep open, flood or no flood

For the rest of that day and until
the following morning Bill was in

Yarborough helping Long and his staff

to adjust themselves to their new-

situation. Then he took a boat to the
airport, and from there caught a piano
that was bound for Millstown.

On the way south lie looked down on
a panorama of desolation, a landscape
obliterated under river waters that, ha I

burst their banks. Here and there
forlorn belts of trees rose above the
swirling flood, but more often than not
the only objects visible; were timber
roofs which had been torn from their
fastening and which were travelling
onward to the urge of wild currents?

—

or rescue-boats crowded with homeless
victims of the torrent.

"Thanks, Mr. Bitter," Bill said. ' If these mail-robbers are caught there's going to be a reward, and
I'll see that you get your share."

November 28th, 1930.
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The 'plane winged its way clear

of the flood a«vii at last, but it needed
no prophetic eye fo see that the un-
leashed waters had not wreaked their
full havoc. The deluge was moving
relentlessly south. Hamlets and villages

which Bill now beheld. a> yet un-

touched, were certain!; doomed to

suffer destruction ere long. Even the

fate of Millstdwn itself was in doubt.
The lower-lying quarters of that great,

sprawling city would be jeopardised, at

any rate, if the flood did not abate.

Rack in his office at Millstown, Bill

held a consultation with Pottle, and
volunteered the Opinion that the city

was hound to !>e affected.

"Meantime," he said, after they had
discussed the prospect. "how have
things been going while I've been
awaj '.'"

" Everything's okay at present, Bill,"

was the reply. "Regular services are
being maintained, and the railroads
are still carrying the mail north on
.schedule."
"They won't he much longer." the

younger man declared. "The flood-

waters up there are rising. We'd
better be prepared for emergencies,
Pottle. Our first step is to call in all

auxiliary carriers. Also, I want you
to send some of the men down to the

river and get all the small boats they
can. And say. sou might get the War
Department on rhe wire. Ask them to
assign four 'planes to this office in case
they're required for moving the mail."

Pottle hurried oil to carry out his

instructions, and had been gone only
a few minutes when a visitor was shown
into Bill's private sanctum—a visitor

who proved to be one Dr. Doyle,
medical officer of health for the sur-

rounding area.
"Inspector," Doyle said, "this sudden

rise of flood-waters has put us in a
dangerous position. I understand that
there's a prospect of Millstdwn itself

being cut off."

"It's my conviction, doctor," Bill

rejoined, "that Millstown is certain to
be cut off sooner or later."
Do\ le pursed his lips.
" I've ordered medical supplies so

thai we'll be able to cope witli any
crisis that may occur," he observed,
"'bin if the torrent engulfs this section
the trains may not be able to get
through."

Bill thrust, out his strong jaw". There
was a determined expression in his eyes.

"Doctor." he stated emphatically,
"if the situation becomes so bad that
i lie trains can't get through, we'll use
aeroplanes. If we can't do it with
aeroplanes we'll do it with boats. Any-
how, don't von worry about your
supplies, for the post office will see that
they reach you all right. The mails
are going to remain open whatever
happens."

Do.vle. left that office with the air
of a man whose mind had been set at
rest, and Bill then set lied down to
work—work that was interrupted by
frequent messages informing him of the
ruthless progress of the flood. Indeed,
by nightfall—when the young inspector
was still <at his desk— it was all loo plain
thai his prophec.v was to materialise.

The forreitl was moving down on
Millstown, steadily and surely It was
only a question of hours before it

reached I lie city and enveloped it in
iis w ide-spread toils.

While Bill was thus preoccupied with
making ready for the inevitable emer-
gency, and while the entire si all at, tho
general po» s office was being marshalled
for the impending struggle against
heavy odds, the- teeming populace of
Millstown was leading an existence that
November 28th. 1036.
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was more or less normal despite a slight

atmosphere of tension that was notice-
able in some quartets.
As yet, all was well with the city.

and there was a chance that the flood

would subside. At least, many v ere
musing that hope.
Among those who looked on the

bright side were Charlie Davis and
Connie Larrimore. But then, driving
home in Charlio's car from an evening
"spin" through the open country to
the south, both of them were too taken
up with each other to worry j.'iout the
morrow.

It was only when (hey were bowling
through the streets of Millstown en
route for the Golden Eagle that they
were reminded of the peril that
threatened the city.

Charlie had snitched on a radio that
was fitted to his automobile, and
"hot." music by ia well-known dance
band was coming over the air. Then
all at once the programme was inter

rupted by the voice of an announcer.

"Attention, everyone, please," the
voice said. " We break in to broadcast
an important message. The authorities
are requesting aid for emergency flood

conditions. All police and firemen are
to report to their stations immediately.
Members of the National Guard will

assemble at their armouries as soon as
possible."
Connie looked at her escort quickly.
"You're a National Guard, aren't

you, Charlie?"
He nodded. Like many young

Americans, he had enlisted in that
military organisation and had devoted
a good deal of his spare time to it.

showing such keenness that he had risen

in the space of a year or two to the
commissioned ranks.
"The situation must be getting pretty

serious when they call us out.' he
murmured. "I'll rush you to Benez's
restaurant and then get back to my
company's headquarters as fast as I

can."
"No. no, you go there right away,"

she said. "I can take a taxi."

"Better still," Charlie suggested
after a moment's thought, "I'll let you
have my car after I drop off at the

Armoury, and you can drive yourself
to Benez's place. I can pick up the
auto there any time I need it."

Connie agreed to this arrangement,
and when Charlie alighted outside his

headquarters she slipped behind the
steering-wheel. Then with a cheerful
wave of the hand she proceeded in the

direction of the night club where she
was clue to entertain Benez's patrons,
and some time later she might have
been seen steering the car into a yard
adjoining the restaurant.

It was a yard that was overlooked
by the windows of the night-club
proprietor's office, and Roach was
standing beside the curtains of those
widows when Connie appeared in the
yard outside.

Roach saw her emerge from the car.

but did not pay much heed to her at
first. Then Buddcnly he turned towards
Benez and Evans, who were also in the
office and who wore engrossed in earnest
conversation.
"Say," Roach exclaimed, "here's the

Larrimore girl, and she's got young
Davis' car— leastways, it's a dead ringer
f.n the one thai we've seen him use."

"What of it'/" Benez muttered
gloomily.
"Well, it looks like a luckv break to

me," his employee rejoined. "We can
borrow it to pull off this job that
Evans has BUggested. It would be
safer to use thai sedan—rather than
your own, boss."
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Benez chewed his nails. He was
obviously in a state of anxiety and
indecision.

"I don't like the scheme at all," he
faltered. It's—it's dangerous. I'd
rather 'phone Carter in New York and
plead for a little time."

"You're wasting a 'phone call and
you know it," Evans cut in. "You've
had another message from Carter—more
definite than tho first—and in plain
words he told you that you had twenty
four hours to pay that fifty grand.
And, believe me, when Carter says
twenty-four hours he means twenty-four
hours."
With a nervous gesture Benez ran

his fingers round the inside of his collar.

"But regarding this mail job, how
should I know Connie Larrimore gave
me the right information that night?"
he demanded huskily. "She was only
kidding."
"She may have been kidding," Evans

countered, "but she had the right dope.
Roach and I took the trouble to check-

up on it. Three million dollars in
worn-out banknotes—but currency,
nevertheless—and all neatly packed up
for us to grab."
"But the risk, Evans—the risk," the

night-club owner breathed.

"For three million bucks it's worth
a try," Roach interposed "Besides
what's gonna happen if you don't
square Carter? His mob will track
you down, Benez, wherever you go.

Man, this mail job is a cinch. With
that much dough you can pay off

Carter, then split three ways with
Evans and me—and we'll all be on easy
street."

Evans tapped Benez on the shoulder.
Both ho and Roach were flushed with
greed.
"We've got two chances at it.' he

said. "The money leaves the bank
for the post office at three. And with
the whole town liable to be disorganised
on account of this flood menace, every-
thing might well be in our favour."

Benez took a pace or two across the
room. Then he returned to where
Roach and Evans were standing, and
mopped his brow with a handkerchief
that was already sodden.
"You're right," he jerked in an un-

steady tone. "It's worth the risk."

Mail Robbery

IT was during the following day that
the flood-waters hit Millstown, swirl-
ing into its suburbs, inundating the

lover-lying districts to a depth of
several feet and moving ever southward
to submerge the country on all sides,

thus marooning the city.

By the middle of the afternoon
Millstown was shut off from the rest of
the world as regards over-land com-
munication, and such was the state of
affairs when word reached Bill Davis
in his office that a daring hold-up had
been carried out shortly after three
o'clock

It had taken place in an upper
locality of the city, where the streels
were comparatively free from water
even now, and a mail van had been
concerned in the affair—a mail van
v\liich had left the post office on the
stroke of three in an attempt to reach
tiie airport before the flood invaded the
tow n.

The mail van in question had con-
tained the three million dollars' worth
of tattered banknotes which had been
sent from the Federal Reserve Bank to
the post office, and which had thence
I i dispatched on the fust stage of the
journey to Washington.
Within a quarter of an hour of

receiving the new# that the van had
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It was in vain that the girl struggled.

Eyes riveted on the door, awaiting the

arrival of her companion, the two crooks
saw to it that she gave no warning.
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been beld up, Bill Davis and his

colleague Pottle were at tin; scene of

the outrage.
A crowd of people were there, and a

number of police officers were among
them. The mail truck itself had
apparently been forced to the sidewalk
and had overturned, and the driver was
huddled beside it with a bullet-wound
in his chest—was clearly at the point of

death as he lay propped against the
knee of a uniformed representative of
the Law.

Bill and Pottle bent over the stricken
man, and the former spoke to him gently.

"Were you able to see who did it?"
he asked.

'" I—didn't recognise 'em," was the
feeble reply. " But there was—there
was three of 'em. They drove up along-
side me in— in a car.''

Bill leaned closet to him
"What kind of a car?''
"A—a grey sedan.''

The man's head fell back weakly, and
Bill looked up at Pottle.

"How did those bandits find out what
was in this van'.''' he murmured
"That's what beats me. Pottle, you
go to Ihi 1 Federal Reserve Bank and
make a few inquiries there. I'll see

you later at the office."

Pottle departed, and when next Bill

saw him it was in his private sanctum
at the postal department's headquarters.
"Well, I went to the bank," Pottle

said slowly, "and there were only three
people who knew that the money was
being dispatched. They were Freeman,
head of the shipping section—Ralph
Massey, a clerk—and—your brother
Charlie."

Bill was silent for a moment, and
then he drew liis brows together in a
f row n.

"There couldn't have been any leak
here at the post office." he grunted.
" You and I were the only ones.
Pottle "

He stopped speaking, for at that
point one of his subordinates entered
the room and announced a visitor in

the person of a " .Air. Ritter."

" You remember, Inspector Davis
The man who was swindled out of
twenty thousand dollars in that gold
mining set-up."
"Oh, yes. Well, tell him that I'm

afraid the man who took his money has
absconded out of the country. I'm
sorry "

"But I don't think it's about his

money that Mr. Hitter's called, sir. It's

about a mail bag that he picked up a
little while ago."

Bill started and immediately ordered
his subordinate to show Ritter in at

once, and as the old fellow entered the

office the postal inspector saw that he
was carrying a sack under his arm.

"Good-afternoon, Mr. Davis," Rritter

began. "I—I thought this might
interest you, because it looks like a
mail bag to UK—and I—I just heard
0:1 the radio that there had been a

hold-UD and a truck driver killed
"

"Where did you get that bag?" Bill

struck in tersely.

"In a car that was caught by the

flood, inspector. It's outside mj
grocery shop down on the south side of

the town. I didn't see the men who
go: out of it, but I found this mail
sack in the back of it."

Several police launches had been
placed at the disposal of the postal

authorities, and the nearest one was
housed in a sub-office on the edge of

one of the districts which had been
Hooded. This craft Bill requisitioned,

and in company with Ritter and Pottle,

ho cruised through the water-logged
thoroughfares of the lower part of the

town until he reached the street in

which his informant's shop was situated.

Outside that store was a grey sedan,

submerged well above the axles, and
as Bill climbed on to the gunwale of

the launch to examine the auto, the
first object that he saw on glancing
inside it was a tiny mascot that was
attached to the ignition key.

The mascot was in the shape of a
white elephant, and the faco of Bill

Davis seemed to tighten as he removed

it from the ignition key. For v. Ik

should know better than he that his

brother Charlie drove a grey sedan with

such a lucky charm tied to the dash-
board ?

"There's a pair of waders here,"
Pottle was saying. "Shall I put them
on and see if I can unhook the licence

plates oil' that car? We can at least

identify tin- owner then."
Bill turned slowly round.

"I don't need any licence plates,'' he
answered in a heavy tone, and suddenly
Pottle guessed his meaning as he re-

membe'red the make and colour of the
automobile that the inspector's younger
brother used.
There was a silence, and then Ritter

spoke. The old man had been fidgeting
uncomfortably for the past lew minutes.

"Inspector," he said tremulously, "1
—want to tell you something. Look

—

twenty thousand dollars. It— it. was in

the mail bag I picked up. The bandits
must have left it behind in their

hurry."
He had produced a thick sheaf of

banknotes, and Bill took them from
him. Then he regarded old man Ritter
understandingly. It was easy to guess
how he had been tempted to keep tins

money which the thieves had o\ er-

lookcd, and how in the end his con-
science bad forced him to give it up.
"Twenty thousand dollars," Bill mur-

mured. "That's just about what was
stolen from you, wasn't it ?"

Ritter nodded in a meek fashion, and
the younger man leaned towards him.
"Thanks, Mr. Ritter," he said. "If

these mail-robbers are caught tin re's

going to be a reward, and I'll see that
you get your share. It will recompense
you for your own loss. I can tell you
that much."

" If the mail-robbers are caught.

Pottle broke in sceptically. "They were
certainly balked by the Hood. Bill, but

it's on the cards that they've got away
in a boat."
His colleague shook his head, how-

ever.
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"Where would they find one?" he
countered. " Every available boat was
commandeered for the emergency ser-

vices late last night, and has been in

the hands of the authorities ever since.

"No, Pottle," he added, "those guys
are still in this town—marooned here,

because the railroad and the airport and
every form of transport is out of com-
mission, excepting water traffic. Those
guys are still in this town—under cover
somewhere—and we've got to find

them."

Thirty minutes later Bill Davis was
in his office again, but though he was
no longer in the company of Pottle and
Hitter, he was by no means alone. For
his brother Charlie and Connio Larri-

more were with him, and he was ques-
tioning Ihe pair of them rigorously.

He had picked up Charlie as the latter

had been leaving by a National Guard
motor-boat for a camp which had been
established on some high ground west of

the town. Here a great number of

homeless people were being looked after

—people from the outlying countryside
whose dwellings had been wrecked.

And Connie had been with Charlie,
having volunteered her services as a
relief worker in the field kitchen that
had been organised at the camp.
Now, however, relief work and

National Guard duty were far removed
from the minds of the two young
people who stood before Bill Davis.
"We've told you how my car got

mixed up in this mail robbery," Charlie
was saying. "I lent it to Connie last

night, and she parked it in a yard
beside the Golden Eagle. And it must
have been stolen from that yard by the
men who planned the hold-up."

Bill looked at Charlie for a few
seconds, and then glanced at Connie
scornfully.

"Stolen!" he reiterated. "I ex-
pected something more original frcm
you!"
"Look here. Bill." Charlie, a trim,

smart figure in his military uniform,
exclaimed indignantly. "Connie doesn't
know anything about this robbery."
"But you did know that three million

dollars were going to leave the post
office for Washington!" Bill rapped out,
ignoring his brother's outburst and
still addressing the girl. "Don't deny
it, for I was there when Charlie told

you about it at the Golden Eagle. Did
you mention it to anybody else?"
Connie stared at him in confusion.

"Why, I—I'd forgotten all about
that," she stammered. "I certainly
don't remember saying anything "

"You must have told someone!" Bill
grated. "Who was it?"

Charlie interposed himself between
the girl and his brother. His good-
looking young face was white with
anger. "Look here, Bill, you don't
have? to talk to her like that!" he cried.
" You're acting like a stupid cop!"
"Keep quiet!" Bill flung at him.

"I'll handle this!"
Charlie clenched his fists, and for an

instant it seemed as if (he two brothers
might come to blows. But all at once
Connie gave vent to an ejaculation.

"Wait a minute!" she gasped. "1
did mention that money to someone. 1

mentioned it to Benez. 1 remember
now. But T was only kidding."

Hill had brushed Charlie aside and was
looking at her with a <|iieer light in his

ej es.

" Kidding!" he said hoarsely. "Three
million dollars stolen, all hut twenty
thousand that was overlooked! A posl-

office employee murdered! And you call

that kidding!"
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"A post-office employee murdered!"
Connie echoed, aghast. "Oh, no!"

Bill Davis gritted his teeth.

"So Benez pulled the job, did lie?"
he said in a low voice.

"But he couldn't have," the girl pro-

tested. "He didn't take any notice
of what I told him. Benez isn't a
thief."

"Stop being naive!" Bill ground out.

"You're not fooling me. You're in

this—up to the neck. Where is Benez
now ?"

It was the girl's turn to < . ;«•;
: "iirc

the sense of indignation that Charlie
had already felt on her behalf.

"Listen," she announced furiously,

"I'm in a position to tell you that Benez
isn't at the Golden Eagle, because the
place has been deserted ever since mid-
day. But more than that I can't tell

you, because I don't know any more
about, this mail robbery than you do!"
She paused, breathless, and somehow

Bill realised that she was speaking the
truth, and that if Benez were indeed
responsible for the crime which had
been committed-, Connio Larrimore had
been an innocent party to it—merely
guilty of letting slip a piece of vital

information, which had seemed far from
vital at the time.
Then Charlie moved forward again.
"Well, Bill." he said thickly, "what

are you going to do? Hold us both
as suspects—or what?"

" You'd both better get over to that
relief camp where you were bound for

when I picked you up," the elder brother
retorted. "If I want you, I'll know
where to find you."
Charlie and Connie left the office, and

some time after their departure Bill

went through to Pottle's room and held
a brief consultation with him, telling

him everything but announcing his in-

tention of withholding the story from
the police until he had made an investi-

gation himself.
"You're taking a chance. Bill,"

Pottle muttered, shaking his head
dubiously. "You may get into trouble
for not reporting this right away."

"I can't help that," was the answer.
"Those two kids are in a jam, and I've
got to get them out of it if it's

humanly possible. My idea is to go
down to the Golden Eagle in the hope
of picking up a clue. Should that fail,

then I'll have no alternative but to

give my information to the proper
authorities."

Pottle was only too ready to accom-
pany Bill on his mission, and soon the
pair of them were again cruising
through streets that had been swept by
the flood. Nor was it long before they
had reached the Golden Eagle and
forced their way into Benez's private
quarters, the floor of which was under
a few inches of water.

They now proceeded to ransack the
foreigner's desk and filing cabinet, and
it was Pottle who suddenly came upon
a document that seemed worth con-
sideration.
"Here, look at this. Bill." he said.

"A tax receipt for an apartment-house
on the other side of town."

Bill glanced at the paper and frowned.
"Benez doesn't live there." he mused.

"That's a pretty sliabbv district,

Pottle."
"He may not live there." the other

rejoined. "Bui this receipt makes it

clear that he's the landlord of an apart-
ment-house in that quarter, and he may
have hit on it as a hiding-place. It's

worth looking into, Bill."

The younger man was silent for a

space. Then he nodded grimly.

A,ery Tuesday

"Maybe you're right," he stated.
"Come on, we'll try it, anyway. Make
a note of that address, Pottle."

Hide-out

IN the gathering dusk, while Bill and
Pottle were searching the Golden
Eagle, a National Guard motor-

boat might have been seen chugging
through the flooded streets on the south-
west side of the town.

It was the boat by which Charlie
Davis and Connie Lanimore intended
to make for the relief camp) but as they
were wending their way towards Mills-
town's outskirts through one of the
meaner neighbourhoods of the city, the
girl caught her companion by the arm
al! at once.

"Charlie, just a minute!" she said.

"I've suddenly remembered some-
thing."
"What?" he asked, dismally enough.
"Benez owns some property in this

locality," she told him. "When he
wrote to me in New York and ottered
me a contract to sing in his night club,

his letter carried a private address.
Wait. I think I have that very letter

here in my bag."

She opened her handbag, and sure
enough the missive was tucked in one
of the pockets of it, a missive that bore
a printed heading which had been
crossed out but which was still legible.

"No. 33a, Feltham Apartments,
Lincoln Drive."

Charlie Da\is scanned the address,

and then looked at Connie swiftly.
"We're going there right now," he

jerked. "if Benez knows anything
about that hold-up, we'll make him
talk."

He tapped a Service revolver that lie

was carrying on his hip. and a moment
later he was turning the wheel of the

motor-boat and swinging the vessel off

the course that he had hitherto been
holding.
In another ten minutes the craft was

gliding into Lincoln Drive, and on locat-

ing the Feltham apartment-house the

young bank clerk drew up alongside the
porch, the top steps of which were still

above water
"All right." Connie said. "You wait

here. I won't be long."

Charlie clutched her as she was on
the point of scrambling from the boat.

"Wait a minute." he ejaculated.
" You're not going up there alone."

"Don't be silly. Nothing's going to

happen. Why, Benez might not even
be here."
"But what if he is. Connie'.' No,

I'm going up there with you."

The girl made a gesture el appeal.

"Charlie, you're acting as though 1

wen' going into a lion's den. After all,

we've no proof that Hi nez had anything
to do villi ih.it mail robbery, and I'm
inclined to doubt it myself. But if he
did have a hand in it. I'm the one to
worm the truth out of him."
"Ho
"By telling him that I'm suspected,

and by appealing to him for help."
Charlie fidgeted uneasily.

"I don't like the idea of you going
in alone." he persisted.

"Now be reasonable, dear." Connie
urged. "It's the only way to find out
if Benez is on the level or otherwise.
If you came in with me it would spoil

everything. He wouldn't talk with you
around."
Charlie was compelled to admit that

there was a great deal in which she had
(Continued on page 26)
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Never was there a more enduring comradeship than that which was formed between
the king of wild horses and the outcast wonder dog. Together they braved a thousand
perils, unswerving in their loyalty to each other. Follow their amazing adventures in

this gripping serial drama, starring Kane Richmond, Norma Taylor and Rex and Rinty

READ THIS FIRST
Tier, a. black Arabian stallion, it

worshipped by a strange race of peopU
•in the reunite tropical Me of Sujan.
To Sujan come three whiU men who

are agents of a Califomian rancher
named Crawford* They steal Rex,
realising the fortune he can make for
their employer, but one of than is

ruptured by the Sujanese. This man,
Wheeler, only earns his life and liberty
by promising to recover the god horse,
mid. travels to America in company
with a notice known as Pasha.
Meanwhile Rex is delivered to

Crawford, but breaks free and takes to

the hills. Letter that day the rancher
plays in a polo game at the Bruce
Riding Academy, but his team loses to
.; side led by Frank Bradley, a popular
young spoilsman, ami aftir the game
Crawford rents sonu 'if his spite on a
Stray police dog that has roamed into
the district.

It is this dog, Rinty, which later
comes across Rer, and which brings the
god horse into contact with Frank
Bradley and Dorothy Bruce, the
daughter of the riding academy's
ownt r.

Frank takes Ri.r in hand, training
lii in into thi best polo pony in his string,
but In is st,,li n by Crawford's agents,
who afterwards lose him to Wheeler
and Pasha.

These ait i mpt to convey Rex to the
coast in a closed motor-truck, but arc
intercepted and taken prisoners by
Crawford's men. Then Frank and
Rinty show up, and, during ,'hi fierce
fight the hurl runs out of control doim
a long gradient, carrying Rex and
Rinty with it.

Now Read On

A Vain Search

AT ever-increasing pace the runaway
truck swept down the Red Rids;'

Trail, and by a miracle it kept
to the road. But at the foot of the
slope the highway took a sharp turn
to the left, running through a cutting
that was flanked by tall embankments,
and it was on this bend that the van
came to grief.

\\ irli battering-ram force it dashed
into the right-hand wail of earth that

hemmed in the road, and, its bonnet
diiving into the mould, it came to a

jarring standstill.
The -hock threw Rinty against the

dashboard, and bruised him badly. But
otherwise the dog was unhurt, and,
scrambling to his feet, he had soon leapt

from the duck. Then he scuttled to

the other side of the highway, where
he stood wit 1 1 his tail between his legs

and ears a-droop, frightened almost out
of his wits In the severe jolt he had
received.

He was not the only creature who
had been scared by the van's collision
with the embankment, for the god
horse. Rex, was even more alarmed
than Rinty, and, standing bv the road-
side, the wolfhound heard him batter-
ing at the doors of his prison with his
powerful hind legs.

Suddenly those doors flew open before
the onslaught of the stallion's hoofs,
and in another moment the horse was
bounding from the interior of the
truck; and as he jumped to the trail

he swung around and bolted round the
bend.
Rinty followed him. blindly enough,

some instinct proEipticg him to lee
with Re\- from lh< cece of that fright
which they had both sustained, a:vl

thus it was under the spur of their
mutual panic that the two animals
chased oil' along the highway, which
they quitted on swerving out of the
cutting.

Meanwhile, up on the brow of the
declivity down which the truck had
lolled, Frank Bradley was battling
furiously with Mitchell and Anderson,
and he managed to account for the
first named by slugging him in the jaw
with a fist that was as hard as a rock.
Then he concentrated on Anderson, who
had rushed to Mitchell's aid on falling
from the motor-van, and in the space
of two or three minutes ihal rogue was
also huddled on the ground in an inert
at t itllde.

The gangsters lay motionless, neither
of them showing any inclination to
renew the fight, and it was as lie

wheeled contemptuously from their
prostrate bodies that Frank Bradley
realised the truck was no longer send-
ing nearby.
With an involuntary exclamation he

turned his head, and then he saw tin 1

vehicle at the foot of the hill, piled
up against the embankment that
Hanked the outer edge of the bend
there, and a look of intense anxiety
crossed his handsome face as he beheld
tin- truck.

Filled with concern, he turned to-

wards his horse and flung himself into
the saddle, and an instant later lie was
galloping down (he dope at top Speed.
He drew rein within a yard of tho

motor-van, and discovered at a glance
that the tail doors were ajar and tho
interior empty. Then he noticed tracks
in the dust, of the road—the tracks left

by, a horse and dog which had departed
from the locality in full flight—ami
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with a dig of the heels he sent his own
pony round the bend in the highway.

lie followed the imprints in the dust

until he reached the spot where ilex

and Rinty had left the load and struck
oil across tho tough mesquito grass,

as here none but an old Indian scout

could have gained any inkling of the

course they had taken. Nor were the

stallion and the wolfhound visible to

the eye, for the plain across which they
had raced was bounded by dense
thickets that were only a quarter of a

mile distant, and therefore Frank was
compelled to ride at random and
embark upon a quest which was doomed
to failure from (he start.

As for Mitchell and Anderson, they
had struggled to their feet within a
few seconds of Frank's abandoning them,
and from the crown of the hill they had
watched him make for the broken-down
truck.
They were still watching him now as

he spurred across the moonlit plain,

since from their position at the top of

the ridge they were able to command
an extensive view of the surrounding
country.
The view was not so extensive, how-

ever, that they could detect any sign of

Hex atid Rinty, and in a truculent

silence they gazed after the receding
form of young Frank Bradley as he
headed for the thickets.

They saw him enter the heart of that
wide belt of vegetation, and for a
considerable time he was lost to their

view. But at length he reappeared,
and they were quick to note that he
and his horse were still alone. Clearly,
bis search for Rex had been fruitless.

"Well," growled Anderson, "it looks
like that black Arabian has beat it

into the blue, an' I doubt if any of us
will ever lay hands on him again."

"Maybe not," breathed Mitchell,
nursing his swollen jaw, "and ain't

Craw ford gonna be sore !"

Anderson nodded bleakly.

" I'll say he's gonna be sore

—

especially as Jones will get to the ranch
ahead of us and tell him that every-
thing's okay. Which reminds me,
Mitchell. We've got a long walk in

front, of us."
"I know it." was the sulky reply.
"Come on, let's get started."

They left the road and proceeded to
tramp across country, taking the same
course upon which Jones had set out
with Wheeler and Pasha some time
previously, and they had been walking
for about a quarter of an hour when
Anderson voiced a gloomy comment.

"Well, there's one thing, Mitch," ho
said. "We ain't got the god horse,

but we helped to get Wheeler and that
guy Pasha, an' that may bo some sort
of a consolation to the boss. I guess
he'll sure give them the works for all

the trouble they've caused us."

Had ' Anderson but known it then,
even such poor consolation was to be
denied. For at that moment, several
miles away, Wheeler was working up a
plan whereby lie and Pasha might
escape from their unwelcome escort.

Mounted on the ponies that had
belonged lo Mitchell and Anderson, the
two prisoners were riding a little ahead
ot Jones, and though the latter was
keeping a close eye on them and cover-
ing them with his revolver, Wheeler
managed to exchange a surreptitious
glance with Pasha and give the native
some indication that he had a scheme
in mind.

Thirty seconds after In- had exchanged
that significant glance with his com-
panion. Wheeler suddenly looked round
November 28th, 103(1.
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sharply and stared past Jones into
empty space.
"Who's that comin' up behind us?"

he jerked.
Actually there was not a soul in view,

but Jones was deceived by those
startling words, and he twisted his head
to follow the direction in which the

other man was gazing, and on the
instant Wheeler swung his horse to-

wards the armed gangster and clutched
the fellow by the wrist.

Jones ripped out a curse an.'' tri»d to

wrench his hand free so that he could
level his forty-five at the prisoner again.

But now Pasha came up on the other
side of him and seized the barrel of the

weapon, tearing the gun frtJm its

owner's fingers and then bringing down
the butt with crushing force upon the
man's skull.

A groan broke from the victim's lips,

and he swayed drunkenly in the saddle.

Next moment he was struck a second
blow, and this time he plunged from
his bronc to fall in a heap to the
ground.
"Nice work, Pasha!" W7heeler rapped

out. " All right, leave him where he
is. We'll tako bis pony and turn it

loose when we think fit. It'll do that

hombre good to walk home. Yeah, and
I wouldn't like to be in his shoes when
he gets there."
"But the god horse," Pasha said.

"What of him? We must recover the

stallion. Wheeler. 1 have sworn never
to return to Sujan unless I bring him
with me "
"I know, I know," the white man

cut in impatiently. "But we've gotta

lie low and bide our time. Don't
worry, we'll take that stallion back to

Sujan all right sooner or later."

They rode off across the range, tak-

ing the sparo bronc with them and leav-

ing his master stretched out on the turf

—a posture that the unconscious Jones
still retained long after they had dis-

appeared. In point of fact, the stricken

gangster lay there without movement
until two plodding figures came across

his body about- an hour later and de-

voted themselves to the difficult task of

reviving him.
The newcomers succeeded in bringing

him round at last, and as he opened
his eyes dazedly Jones found himself

looking into tho faces of Mitchell and
Anderson.
"What happened?" Mitchell barked

at him. "Where's Pasha and
Wheeler?"
Jones gaped at him in a stupid

fashion. Then he remembered how he
had been tricked by one of his

prisoners and clubbed into oblivion by
the other.
"They—they pulled a fast one on me."

he moaned, pressing a hand to his ach-

ing skull, "and they—got away. Thai
dirty rat Pasha, he sure enough
crowned me "

But all at once he paused and eyed
his comrades with sudden apprehension.
"Say, what are you fellers doin' here,

anyway?" he blurted. "Where's tin

truck? Where's the god horse?"

Mitchell bit his lip, and, helping
Jones to rise, took him by one arm
while Anderson laid hold of the other.
"Come on. Jones," said Mitchell

heavily. "We'd better make tracks for

the ranch."
"But. the god horse," Jones persisted.

"1 left him with yuh, didn't 1? Where
is he?"
"That's what we'd like to know,"

Anderson put in. "He got away, just

like Wheeler and Past. a got away.
Come on. we've all got bad news for

the boss, I reckon."

L:«ery Tuesday

Lost

ANEW day had dawned, and tho
rising sun, striking through the
tangled leafage that partially

screened a lonely forest track, had
awakened a small boy who had been
lying with his back propped against the
bole of a tree.

The forest was an immense area of
tall timber that, covered a section of
the Californian countryside. The boy
was one Jimmy Hammond, better
known as Junior Hammond, the son of
a millionaire who owned an estate some
forty miles east of San Francisco; and
the previous afternoon, while riding in

the woods, young Junior had been un-
fortunate enough to fall from his pony
when the animal had shied at the form
of a dead rattlesnake lying in his path.

The horse had galloped off in a panic,
leaving Junior to pick himself up and
blunder through the forest on foot. He
had soon lost his way, however, and,
with night coming on, he had at last

sunk down exhausted.
He roused himself now to greet the

morning with a heavy heart, and to
experience once again the terrors known
only to a youngster who sees no pro-
spect of finding the road home. He was
suffering from thirst and hunger, too,

and it was with tears in his eyes that
he stumbled from his resting-place and
began to wander as aimlessly as he had
done on the previous afternoon.

The quiet woods were intersected by
a maze of narrow trails which were
covered with leaf-mould and which were
seldom traversed by human footsteps.

Through these labyrinthine paths Junior
Hammond proceeded to roam disconso-

lately, seeking a route that would lead
him out of the timber, but failing to

perceive any break in the forest, and
the sun was ascending to its zenith in

the sky when all at once he heard
sounds ahead of him.
A moment later a horse came plod-

ding into view, and for a brief space
Junior Hammond thought he was the
pony that had thrown him the day
before. But he quickly realised that

he stood several hands higher than the

mount from which he had become separ-

ated; even his young mind grasped the

fact that this creature which was ap-

proaching him was far superior to any
other he had ever seen.

Then he perceived that the horse was
not alone, but was accompanied by a
grey wolfhound that was trotting by his

side.

The dog was Rinty and the horse

Rex, and they were far from the scene

of their adventure with the runaway
truck. But. of course. Junior Ham-
mond knew nothing of their story, and
the look of joy that came into his eyes

at sight of them was the expression of

a lad who would have welcomed any
living creature that seemed to indicate

a link with civilisation.

He started forward to meet Pex and
Rinty. whereupon the god horse paused.
But Rinty padded on and sniffed

curiously al the boy—then accepted a

friendly caress of the youngster's hand.
"Hallo, old fellow!" Junior Ham-

mond said tremulously. "Where did

you come from?"
Rinty licked the boy's (lurk with a

swift movement of his tongue as Junior

Stooped lower, and after palling him
a few times, the lad moved along the

path to where Rex was standing.

He walked up to the stallion fear-

lessly, ignorant as he uas that Rex had
an uncertain temper where strangers
were concerned, xel it was as if some
sixth s,mi-c told the god horse that he
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need fear no harm from tin's small boy,
and he remained passive as Junior Ham-
mond stroked his sleek muzzle.
;1 And then an idea occurred to Junior,
.i'ii idea that caused him to lay hold
of a crude rope bridle which was the
only riding-gear that the stallion pos-

sessed.
" Say, maybe you would take me out

of these woods," he said.

The lad slipped round to Rex's flank
and tried to pull himself up on to the
horse's back. At the third attempt he
succeeded, and the stallion showed no
signs of protest as he took the slight
burden of Junior's weight—even re-

sponded to the prot', of the boy's heels
when Junior urged him forward.

The god horse moved down the trail

at a walking pace, and Rinty scampered
ahead, barking loudly and apparently
in high spirits. As for Junior Ham-
mond, he sat perched on Rex's hack and
allowed both the animals to go whither
they pleased, reflecti.ig that they must
have strayed from some kind of a home
and might take him back there—per-
haps to a farmhouse, or a ranch.

But Rex and Rinty were not bound
for any dwelling. They had been
Searching for water when Junior had
met them, and within halt' an hour of
his encountering them they brought him
to the banks of a river that wound
through the depths of the forest.

Junior was grateful enough for this

smail mercy, and while Rex and Rinty
slaked their thirst he imitated the;

ample. Then, having remounted, it sud-
denly dawned on the boy that, he would
do well to follow this liver downstream.
It would lend him out of the woods
eventually, at any rate.

With this thought in mind he took
hold of the rope bridle and turned Rex's
head in the required direction, and it

Was with perfect willingness that the
powerful stallion began to trot along the
water's edge, Rinty bounding after him.
Towards noon. Junior Hammond and

his two companions emerged from the
widespread realms of the forest, and.
once again in open country, the
was able to recover his bearings
and make tracks for his father^
estate.

This he reached about, three
o'clock, riding through an impo-
licy; gateway on to a broad grave
drive which led to a stately house,
and it was from one of the
windows of that house that a dis-

tracted father saw his missing son
cantering up the carriage-way on
a strange horse, with
a grey wolfhound
bringing up the rem.

Hammond senior
was hastening thank-
fully from the house
a few seconds after-
wards, followed by a
small crowd of people
consisting of servants,
hired detectives and
newspaper men. And
a minute or two
later he was hearing
from Junior's lips a
story that was to be
headlined soon
enough in the Press,

a story that was to
produce a dramatic
sequel, had Jimmy
Hammond's audience
but known it.
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been restored to his fond parent, Frank
Bradley might have been seen in con-
versation with Dorothy Bruce at the
academy owned by the girl's father.

"I guess we might as well give up
all hope of seeing Rex again,'' Frank
was saying dismally.

''Yes, and Rinty, too," Dorothy
murmured. " Poor old Jensen, the
stable-hand ! He's really cut up about
Rinty, and, to tell yon the truth, I

don't know which affects me most
either—the loss of Rex, or the loss of
that, beautiful dog. I'd grown so fond
of them both."
Frank nodded.
".Me, too." he observed. "But you

know, I had an idea that Rinty might
ultimately lead Rex back to the
academy here. After all, it's been his
home for the last week or so."
"I suppose both Rex and Rinty got

s i -cared that they didn't stop running
until they'd completely lost themselves,"
Dorothy suggested. " I wonder where
they arc now?"
Frank shrugged his shoulders in a

despondent fashion and shook his head
slow l\ .

"Goodness knows," he said. "I went
out early this morning and reconnoitred
the country around Red Ridge again,
but there wasn't a trace of them. I'd

tike to think that someone would come
across them and take care of them—or
perhaps make some effort to find out
where they'd wandered from."

" Yes," Dorothy began, and then
paused as she saw a familiar figure
hurrying towards them in a stale of
ob\ ious excitement.
"Hallo," she exclaimed, "here conies

Jensen, and he looks as if he's got
something on hi.s mind."
The fal stable-hand reached them a

moment later, and as ho stopped before
them breathlessly they noticed that he
was clutching a newspaper in his ha ml.
"Miss Dorothy!" he panted. "Mr.
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Bradley, sir ! I've just got back from
town with a copy of the ' Tribune,' and
look ! Look what it says on the front 1

page !"

Ho thrust the newspaper towards
them, and, taking it. they glanced at

the page he had mentioned.

There, spread over throe columns,
they saw the story of Junior Hammond's
adventure in the Californian woods, a
story which had been embellished by
an enterprising reporter so that the
outstanding feature of it was the part
played by the two stray animals which
had befriended the boy.

"MILLIONAIRE'S SOX RESTORED
TO HIS FATHER.

•'stallion and police dog hescce
huimond heir.

"dime animals save child from death
by thirst."

Thus ran the headlines, ami under
them were pictures of Junior Hammond
and his father, taken thai afternoon
with the horse and the wolfhound which
had figured in the affair.

"Why. that's Rex and Rim
Dorothy Bruce ejaculated.
"I know, ura am, " Jensen blurted.

"An' it seems they're at Mr. Ham-
mond's estate. All you've gotta do is

to see him and con\ mce linn i hal they
belong here."
Frank suddenly laid a hand on

Dorothy 's -leove.

"Jensen's right." he -aid tersely.

"We've goi io head for 'he Hammond
estate, and we'll have to move fast.

('raw ford may see this report, and if

ho does you can be! he'll make straight

for Hammond's home and claim \{'\.

He might even ho on his way til

now."
A look of anxiety appeared in the

girl's eyes, and she turned ill the
direction of the car park.
"Come on." she declared. "we'll

lcavo immediately. We can be there

in my road-tor within a couple of

hours."
"Beggin' your pardon, Miss

Dorothy," Jensen interposed. "But

News of the Missing

SOME lime after
the lost Junior
Hammond had

Anderson gave
hand and with
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vent to a hoarse cry. In that same instant Frank clutched him with one
the other snapped his bunched knuckles to the point of the gangster's jaw.
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you'd bo quicker to go across country
on horseback. The Hammond estate
lies over near San Jose, an' it's a long
way round by road."
Dorothy nodded, realising that the

stable-hand's information was correct.
"Yes, of course," she said. "Very

well, Jensen, saddle a couple of ponies
for Mr. Bradley and myself. Hurry
now."
Jensen dashed off with what speed

he could muster, and ere long he
returned leading a pair of sleek horses,

one of them a stallion that could have
passed for Rex at a distance.
Fiank swung himself astride the

black, and Dorothy took the. other
pony, a spirited sorrel. Then they
clapped spurs to tho flanks of their
mounts, and in another moment they
were galloping at top pace from the
academy, with the Hammond estate
near San Jose for their objective.

It was an hour's ride to the
millionaire's home, and in order to

reach it they had to travel through
some, pretty wild country, including
a neck of those same woods where
Junior Hammond had met Rex and
Rinty. But at length Frank Bradley
and his fair companion arrived at their
destination, and after giving a man-
servant tho reason for their visit they
were conducted across the grounds to
a sweep of lawn where Mr. Hammond
and his small son were seated in two
cane chairs.
Frank introduced himself and pre-

sented Dorothy. Then he proceeded to

tell Hammond exactly why they were
there, and, after hearing his narrative,
the millionaire nodded pleasantly.

"Well, young man," he said to Frank,
"I'm exceedingly glad to meet the
owner of those two fine creatures, and
to have the opportunity of expressing
my gratitude personally. I'm quite sure
that if it had not been for your horse
and your dog I would never have seen
rri.v little boy again."
Frank glanced at Dorothy uncom-

fortably, and then looked at the
millionaire again.
"Mr. Hammond," lie remarked, "I'm

afraid I haven't made myself thoroughly
clear I'm not the owner of Rex and
Rinty, for they're what you might call

two waifs and strays. But at least I've
been taking care of them for the past
week or two, and I'd like to go on taking
cur of them until their rightful owners
show up.

"You see,'' he added, "I don't want
them to fall into the wrong hands. This
man Crawford, whom I've mentioned,
for instance. He's particularly anxious
to obtain possession of the stallion,

though I'm positive he has no claim on
him."

Hammond fingered his chin thought-
fully and eyed Frank and Dorothy in
silence for a spell. Then he signed to
them to follow him, and led them
towards his private stables, where
quarters had been found for Rex and
Rinty.
The moment the horse and the wolf-

hound saw Hammond's visitors they
made it abundantly clear that they were
acquainted with them. For, while Rinty
leaped up at them to paw them joyously.
Rex whinnied contentedly and gave
every indication of pleasure as I hey
fondled his silken muzzle.

"Well," said Hammond, nofing the
behaviour of the animals, "that con-
vinces mo i'. at you are their friends,
anyhow, and I've no hesitation in sur-
rendering them to you. But before you
go, Mr Bradley, would you and Miss
Bruce honour me by having dinner with
Jne?"

Frank and Dorothy thanked him, but
KoYcmlier 28th, 1936.
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excused themselves, being anxious to
return to the academy without delay.
Then, to the obvious disappointment of
Junior Hammond, Rex and Rinty were
given up to the visitors, the boy only
being consoled when Frank assured him
that he could come and see them at the
Bruce Academy any time he wished.

A minute or two afterwards tho young
polo player and his companion were
cantering from the estate, with Rex
trotting between them and Rinty
bounding along nearby. And in this
fashion Frank and Dorothy set out for
home, pushing steadily eastward until
they picked ~up a rough track that'ran
through tho hills.

They had not been following this
track for long when all at once Dorothy
drew rein abruptly and pointed ahead,
and, staring in the direction indicated,
Frank descried four horsemen riding
towards them.

"Frank!" the girl exclaimed. "Those
men look familiar to me. Is Crawford
with them?"
The ace of tho Bruce polo field gave

vent to an imprecation.
"No," ho jerked, "Crawford's not

amongst them, but those fellows work
for him. I know them only too well.
That's Mitchell in front, and the others
are called Jones, Anderson and Martin.
Looks like we didn't, fetch Rex any
too soon, Dorothy. These men from the
Crawford ranch are on their way to the
Hammond estate, or I'm a Dutchman."
Dorothy gripped him by the arm.

"They've seen us, Frank!" she
gasped.
She was right. It was all too plain

that the gangsters had perceived them,
for they had quickened pace and were
galloping forward at full whip.

"This way!" shouted Frank, turning
off down a side track that led to the
right.

Tho track wound through a belt of
tall thickets, and into the heart of
these thickets the young fellow spurred,
keeping a tight hold on Rex's bridle.
As for Dorothy, she lost no time in
riding after him, and Rinty took the
same course, but they had gone no more
than a couple of hundred yards when
Frank pulled up with a sharp tug on
his pony's rein.

"Dorothy," he rapped out, "Rex
seems pretty fagged. I guess he's been
doing a lot of travelling since last night.
He sure is holding back, anyway, and
Crawford's men are liable to catch up
with us."

" What are vou going to do, then,
Frank?"
"Trick them." was the answer.

"We'll turn my horse loose with Rinty.
He'll pass for Rex, and there's every
chance of those rats following him.
Then we'll double back on to the other
trail and make straight for the
academy."
He dismounted quickly, and unhitch-

ing tho girth-strap that was around his

pony's belly, he removed the saddle
from his back and slapped him smartlj
across the hind quarters.
"Go on!" he panted. "Get out of

here, old fellow. Go on, now !"

The horse obeyed him, stressed as his

command was by the prompting of his

hand. Down the side track the animal
sped, and then Frank called to Rinty.
"You, too, boy!" he ordered. "After

him ! That should help to fool
('raw ford's men. Go on. after him!"

Just as he had driven off his mount,
so he managed to urge Rinty in pursuit
of the horse, after which he turned to
Dorothy and motioned to the depths
of the vegetation.
"Now to hide," he said. "Go on,
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Dorothy, push right into the middle of
the thickets."
The girl forced her pony into the

brushwood, and Frank accompanied
her, pulling Rex with him. A few
seconds later he and the girl were lost

in the foliage, and they waited there
in silence, holding the heads of the two
horses to prevent them from uttering
any sound that might betray them.
They had not been under cover long

when the pounding of hoofs struck upan
their ears, and in another moment
Mitchell and his confederates were
earoering past their place of conceal-
ment.
Frank and Dorothy waited until the

men had gone by, anil then the stalwart
young sportsman made haste to saddle
Rex and climb astride him ; and, almost
before the hoof-beats of their enemies'
mustangs had died away, the polo
player and the girl were returning to
the trail on which they had first espied
tho crooks.
Once on that trail they struck out

for tho east at the best speed which
the somewhat wearied Rex could attain.
and they had covered a distance of a
quarter of a mile when Frank spoke to
Dorothy in a hopeful tone.

" I wonder how long it will be before
Crawford's men discover they're on a
false scent?" he grunted "If only
we can get a good start they'll never
catch up with us before we reach the
academy."
He did not know it, but at that very

instant Mitchell and his associates were
on the far side of the brushwood
thickets, and having cleared the
vegation, were riveting their eyes on
Rintv and the stallion that resembled
Rex.
"There they go!" Jones cried out.

pointing to the fleeing animals. "But
say, what's happened to Bradley and
that Bruce girl?"
"Never mind them." Anderson

rasped. "They've lost their nerve. I

reckon, and turned the god horse adrift.

Come on, (hat's Rex all right, for the
wolfhound's with him."
The gangsters spurred on. galloping

after the fugitive stallion and the dog
which was accompanying it. and though
they gained upon the two animals
rapidly, it was not until they were
within thirty or forty yards of them
that they realised they had been fooled.
"Hey!" bellowed Mitchell. "That's

not the black Arabian !"

He reined in, and the others did the
same, peering suspiciously and male-
volently at the stallion they had been
chasing.
"You're right, Mitch!" Jones snarled

all at once. " Bradley has out-smarted
us. He's switched horses, and right
now I'll bet he's ridin" the black
Arabian to the academy on the Upper
trail."
Martin came out with a blistering

oath.

"Yeah?" he barked. "Well, if wo
cut across by Navajo Draw we've still

go* a chance of headin' (hem off before
(hey ever get to the academy. ('nine

on. Mitchell—come on, you fellers !"

The men swung their broncs hard
round, and, skirting the brushwood,
they raced over the prairie levels until

they reached Navajo Draw. Then.
sweeping on through this, they left

it behind them and set their mounts
at, a stiff slope, and five minutes later

they were in Bight of the upper trail,

where it crossed a barren plateau.

"There's Bradley an' the Bruce dame
now !"

Tho words were spoken by Mitchell,

and as he flung out his arm the other
men saw their quarry riding through
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some rocks a little way ahead of them.
The crooks took up the pursuit,

goring the flanks of their ponies with
their spur-rowels. But already Frank
and Dorothy had become aware of

them, and man and girl pressed oirward
fiercely in an effort to keep their

distance.

It was a forlorn effort, as Frank
realised only too well on looking back
just before they turned a bend in the

road. For he was quick to note that
the rogues wore coming up fast—the
four of them strung out in single file,

v ith Mitchell in tho lead, and Jones,
.Martin and Anderson following him
in that order.
Immediately after he had rounded

that bend in the trail, however, a plan
of action occurred to Frank, and he
rapidly outlined it to Dorothy as they
rode neck-and-neck.
"Listen," he told her, "I'm going to

duck into the rocks, but I want you to
tfeep right on. Crawford's men won't
miss me, for the road curves like a
-nake, and so long as they can only see

your dust they'll never guess that you're
alone."
"But what do you aim to do?" the

girl panted.
"Take those guys from the rear one

at a time," Frank answered. "Dorothy,
you remember the year I went to South
America with the U.S. polo team?
Well, I lived down there on an
Argentine ranch for a spell, and I

learned a trick that's going to stand
me in good stead now."
Dorothy failed to understand his

meaning, but there was no time for
longthy explanations, and, entreating
her to push forward without him, he

ved off into the boulders that lined
the roadside and slid from Rex's back.
Obedient to his instructions, Dorothy

rode on at unabated speed and disap-
peared along the trail; and by the time
she had vanished Frank had unhitched
a lariat that was slung on his saddle-
|)eq: and had cut a length from the
rawhide rope.
He then selected a couple of fair-

sited stones, many of which were lying
around, and he bound these securely
to the ends of the rawhide strip, thus
making an improvised bola such as he
had seen used by South American cow-
boys of Indian stock.
He had scarcely completed his

preparations when Mitchell came
charging round the bend, flailing his

brouc ruthlessly and driving it hard
w ith the spur.
Hidden amongst the rocks, Frank* let

him go past, and also remained in-

active when Jones and Martin hove
into sight. But the instant that
Anderson appeared, the ace of the
Bruce polo field adopted a tense
attitude.

Mitchell, Jones and Martin had
dashed round another curve farther
along the trail. Anderson was pounding
after them when something sang through
the air, something that whizzed straight
and true for him.

It was the bola that Frank had im-
provised, and he had made his throw
with a skill that might have drawn praise
from an expert of the Argentine pampas,
lor the weighted rope snared Anderson
cleanly and wrapped itself round his
body like a whiplash, pinioning his arms.
Taken utterly by surprise, the man lost

his seat and plunged from his mustang,
hing to the dusty trail and rolling

for several yards before he brought up
in the shadow of a huge boulder.

Breathless and shaken as he was, he
managed somehow to disentangle him-
self from the bola and struggle to his

feet. But even as he rose he saw Frank
nting towards him, and before he
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could reach for his hip the younger man
was upon him.
Anderson gave vent to a hoarse cry.

In that same instant Frank clutched him
with one hand and with the other
snapped his bunched knuckles to the
point, of the gangster's jaw.
The punch travelled no more than six

inches, but it landed like tire kick of
a mule, and the impact scattered
Anderson's wits. Down he slumped, to
sink in a heap on the roadway as Frank
let go of him, and he was still lying
there in an inert condition when the
polo player darted back into the boulders
to secure Rex.
Frank's object now was to catch up

with Martin, and in anticipation of this
he had recovered the bola with which
he had unhorsed Anderson. At the same
time he knew that he could not hope
to overtake Martin by keeping to the
trail, with Rex in such a poor condition.
But, since the road wound so tortuously
here, it might be possible to achieve his
purpose if he forged a direct course
amongst the scattered boulders.

It was an idea that might have
occurred to ('raw ford's men themselves
if they had been alert enough in mind.
But, as it was, Frank's was the only
brain that conceived it, and he wasted no
time in putting it, into practice.
About a minute later he reached a

w ide bend in the road just as Mitchell
was swinging round it, and once again,
in the shelter of the rocks, Frank
allowed that worthy to pass unchal-
lenged. Likewise did he permit Jones
to flash by, but as Martin showed up
he prepared himself for action.

It was many months since Frank
Bradley hail idly practised the throwing
of a bola under the tuition of the South
American ranches at whose home Ins had
stayed, Hut he proved now that he had
not. forgotten the ait, and that his adroit
handling of Anderson had been no mere
Quke.
For, jusi as Anderson had been snared

and unhorsed, so the rogue known as
Martin also met his downfall by the
improvised bola.

It caught him with that same whip-
lash effect, and before he could utter so
much as a < ly he tumbled out of his

saddle and dived to (he ground, finish-

ing up with his head in a patch of scrub
alongside the trail.

Frank started out at him from the
rocks, and at that same instant saw hun
struggle up. saw him cast off the im-
provised bola savagely. He was also
alive to the fact that Mitchell and Jonea
were still in view, for the road he>'e

ran straight as an arrow for two or
three hundred yards until it turned off

along the edge of a sleep declivity.

But he had to fake the risk of Mitchell
and Jones turning their heads and catch-
ing sight of him. For it was obvious
that Martin would attract their atten-

tion unless he was silenced as effectively

as Anderson had been.

It was as Frank was running towards
Martin that the latter perceived him,
and the man instantly dropped his hand
to his hip, but (he gun that he expected
to find there was missing. It must have
been jerked from its holster when the
crook had fallen from his horse, and it-

was nowhere to be seen now though a
search in the scrub may have located it.

Martin had no time to make that,

search, for Frank was almost upon him.
so he chose the alternative of wheeling
round and attempting to hail his accom-
plices.

Before he could raise a cry, however,
Frank leaped on him and knocked him
senseless with a punch that carried all

his weight behind it.

(Continued on page 27)
X6\ ember 28tu, 1986.
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% "THE LAST OF THE
| MOHICANS"
^ iCoutiuued from page Wi

watched but made no move to inter-

fere.

The Indians parried and struck mm
their tomahawks with the skill of

fencers. Suddenly they came to grips

and rolled over and over on the ground.

'Though nigh on half a century in years

Chingachgook possessed muscles of steel

and at last was on top, holding

Magua's armed hand helpless to the

ground with his left, while in his right

the tomahawk was poised aloft.

Magua's free hand tried to stay the

blow. For a moment the two enemies

glared their hatred at each other, and
then Chingachgook wrenched his hand
free and brought his tomahawk down
with fearful force on Magua's skull.

Heyward Strikes

SILHOUETTED in the mist against

the sky. near the edge of a huge
lake, were two cairns containing

the bodies of the unfortunate Uncas
and Cora, united in death as they never

could have been in life. Hawkeye and
Heyward stood with bowed heads while

Chingacbgoek spoke over the bier of

his son.

"Great Spirit" cried Chingachgook,
"a warrior goes to you, swift and
straight and unseen as an arrow shot

into the sun. Welcome him and let

him take his place at the council fire

of my tribe which bums for ever on
the endless plains of the Happy Hunt-
ing Ground, for he is Uncas, my son.

Bid them patience and bid death speed,

for they arc all there but one—I,

Chingachgook—last of the Mohicans."
As solemnly, Heyward recited all he

could remember of ihe Church of Eng-
land burial service for Cora. The la=t

rites observed, Hawkeye and Heyward
hold a consultation on fhe best method
til saving Alice.

The chances seemed hopeless, for the
guards would be more watchful than
ever. To attack the Huron village was
cut of the question. Hawkeye could
think of .only one plan.

"If the Unions had a prisoner they
prized move highly than Alice," he said
slowly, "they would make an
exchange."
Heyward understood at once.
"I'll go."
Hawkeye shook his head.
"I said a prisoner they valued more

highly. In thi> war they've had British
o(liecrs by the bushel. But they've
wailed a long lime to burn me."
, Heyward was incensed, but this time
lie concealed bis irritation because a
plan was forming in his mind.
"Do th< e flux©us know you?" ho

asked.
"Only by Costume." Hawkeye touched

himself. "It's kind of distinctive.
Magna knew, but he is dead."

1 ley ward smiled and waited his

chance. Ii came sooner than he had
expected. Hawkeye suggested that
Chingachgook should watch out for
signs of Huron scouts, and the two men

left alone, Heyward waited until
the scout turned his hack, then, wrench-
ing out liis pistol, hit Hawkeye a sharp
Mow over the head with the butt end.
The scout fell to the ground and lay
still.

The officer bent over the still form,
and was relieved to find that Hawk-
ey_e'fl heart was still beating. Then,
with a grim smite, he began to un-
fasten Hawkeye's olotlies. lie stripped
November 39tti. 1!'3C
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Hawkeye and took off his own tattered
finery. Swiftly he dressed Hawkeye in
his own uniform, before putting on the
suit of skin and the helmet of fur.
Picking up the long-barrelled musket,
Heyward disappeared into the trees in
the direction of the Huron village.
A few minutes later Hawkeye sat up

and rubbed his head, then stared in
amazement at bis attire.

Which was the Dreaded Hawkeye ?

IN the centre of the Huron . dlage a
stake had been erected—it was Tg,r

Alice. The women were busy piling
brushwood around the foot of the stake.
Hundreds of torches lit up the scene
as Heyward approached the village.
Fearlessly he strode forward, holding
up his hand in a sign of peace. The
Hurons gave way and stared at him as
ho walked calmly up to the stake.
"I am Hawkeye," he said. "The

blood brother of the Mohicans. My
rifle has slain many of your warriors."
The warriors muttered angrily,

though they did not understand all that
he said, but the withered old .Sachem
knew the English tongue, and peered
at him from rheumy eyes.
"What does the Yengecse want?" he

asked.
"You have Paleface woman prisoner

here. What are you going to do with
her f

"

"She dies in our fire."
" There is no honour in burning a

woman "—Heyward had gained a know-
ledge through Hawkeye of how to spcak
with Indians—"but there is honour for
the Hurons if a warrior burns." He
touched his chest. "A warrior as great
as Hawkeye."
When the Sachem told the Hurons

they were incredulous. They would not
believe that so redoubtable a warrior as
Hawkeye would go to the stake in place
of a squaw. The Sachem asked if they
were willing to let the squaw go anil
to burn Hawkeye in his place. Their
screams of fiendish agreement brought
Alice to the flap of her tepee.
"Hawkeye's word is good." The

Sachem nodded his head. " The Hurons
promise to let squaw go."

At a signal two warriors seized Hey-
ward and swiftly bound him to the
stake. Alice was led from the tepee,
and she cried out when she saw him.
"Duncan !"

"I am Hawkeye!" Heyward flashed
her a warning glance.
"Now that's interesting," a voice

drawled out of the shadows. "And
maybe I'm the major. I never thought
they'd make me into a Redcoat."
Hawkeye stepped forward into Ihe

light, and the Hurons eyed the new-
comer in amazement. The Sachem
strode up to him.
"Who are you?"
' [ am Hawkeye."
The Sachem stared in bewilderment at

the two men who were so alike in
build.

"Do you want proof?" demanded
Hawkeye. "If so, bring us a rifle."

The Sachem rubbed his wrinkled
chin, then his cunning brain caught the
drift of Hawkeye's plan. Hawkeye was
one of (heir most deadly enemies, and
n any had perished through his marvel-
lous shooting. ifes, a gun would cer-

tainly prove which was Hawkeye. He
spoke a few words, Heyward was freed,
and Hawkeye's long-barrelled inu-kct
wan produced.
"Pick your target, major." mocked

Hawkeye.
Heyward considered himself a good

shot. He natt heal this boasting bl

gart. He was determined to make ih.

gieat sacrifice.
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"The gourd by the door," suggested
Heyward.
"That?" Hawkeye laughed scorn-

fully. "Why, I could spit in it." He
looked round, then spoke in the Huron
tongue to one of the warriors. "Put
a clay jug on that stake."
The distance was so great that in the

torchlight the jug was hardly visible.
Heyward frowned angrily.
"You mean to try and hit that—by

torchlight?"
The Sachem cackled shrilly.

"Hawkeye can hit it," he cried.

Heyward steeled himself, lifted the
rifle and took careful aim. The bullet
shattered the jug, leaving only a small
fragment on the stake. The Hurons
cried that surely this must be Hawkeye.
But the real Hawkeye only smiled,

grasped the gun and let the barrel drop
carelessly into his palm. The piece was
fired as if by impact—the fragment of
jug disappeared.
The Huron whooped their approval,

their animosity for the moment for-

gotten. The Sachem came and stood in

front of Heyward.
"You creep into village and tell lie

like singing bird. Take squaw and go.
When sun come over hills, my braves
go look for you."
Alice was led forward and the bonds

around her wrists removed. She
stepped up to Hawkeye with a little cry
of anguish, but he spoke softly and
urgently.

" You have until sunrise before they
start after you. Chingachgook's watch-
ing. He'll find you and take you to

safety. He's not to come back for me.
My orders, major. Do you understand i

You have to think only of Miss Munro."
Alice flung her arms around Hawk-

eye and began to kiss him with the

passion of despair. The guards pulled

her away.
"Go!" the Sachem ordered.

Heyward stared at Hawkeye, ond bis

heart was sad, for he knew now that

this scout was the bravest man he had
ever met. Heyward and Alice left the

Indian village and trudged silently

through the dark forest. Alice was
weeping.

" Father — Cora — Uncas — and now
Hawkeve—the greatest spirit of them
all."

Heyward nodded a gloomy assent and
gripped Hawkeye's rifle as the bushes
rustled. It was Chingachgook, who for

once seemed quite excited.

"What is it?" Heyward asked in

alarm.
"Many come. Yengeese."
Heyward gave a cry of joy.

"Lead me to them quickly!" Iip

ordered. "Providence has intervened

in the nick of time. We will save
Hawkeye.''
They plunged through the underbrush

after the swift-moving Chingachgook.
Soon they heard the sounds of many
marching feet.

A Terrible Ordeal

HAWKEYE, bound to the stake,

viewed quietly Ihe preparation*
for his torture. The crones piled •

brushwood round him till it was up to

his knee-. The Indians began to dance
round to the sound of the lom-toms
until all was in readiness. Then the

Sachem gave an order and the Indian
It-amort squatted in rows around him.
watching his face keenly for signs of

fear. Screams of fiendish glee came
hum the women as an old hag brought
in a burning brand and set firo to the

brushwood. The brushwood was dry a-

(inder. and soon smoke began to curl

around Hawkeye's bodv.
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The tom-toms deadened the noises of

the forest. The Htirons never expected
an attack, and as it was not often one
saw a warrior burn, every man was
round that blazing stake. Therefore
Chingachgook was able to lead the

soldiers to the Huron village without
anybody hearing their approach.
The flames were licking Hawkeye's

face. The sweat poured down his

I a nned cheeks as he forced himself not

to scream out in agony.
A volley rang out. Several Hurons

plunged forward and lay still. The
others jumped to their feet and rushed
for their arms. The women and
ehildren scattered, screaming-, adding to

the confusion. The surprise was so

sudden that the Hurons were unable to

form any sort of defence. Guns blazed

at them from all directions, and the

blazing fire made them easy targets.

They were mo« n down in dozens.

Chingachgook was the first to teach
the stake, with Heyward close at his

heels. They kicked away the burning
brands, then Chingachgook slashed
away the bonds with his knife. Hawk-
eye reeled forward unsteadily and was
caught in Heyward's arms.
"Thanks, major," he muttered

hoarsely. "It was getting a little

warm."
Heyward's grin belied his words.
"I was always sure you were born to

hang," he cried, and held out his hand
in friendship.

The Court-martial

HAWKEYE'S resellers were part of

an advance guard under General
Abercrombie. Regulations were

regulations, and having saved Hawk-
eye from torture-, they took him back
to Albany to be tried by court-martial.

Alice was terribly worried, though Hey-
ward assured her that there was a very
good chance that Hawkeye would not
bang.
Strangely enough, at the court-

martial Hawkeye had an able defender
in Major Heyward, who was presumably
pressing the charges.
The officers of the court sat back in

their chairs and stared at the prisoner.
Their expression was admiring, because
many of them knew of the bravery and
sacrifice of this scout. Whether Hawk-
eye pleaded "Guilty " or otherwise,
they were determined not to hang him.
They had other ideas about his fate.

" He did instigate the men leaving the
fort," stated Major Heyward. "But let

me recall to you that had he not, those
men would never have met your force
to save them from an Ottawa am-
bush, and you, General Abercrombie,
might not be here to pass judgment on
him. Also it has been proven that the
Hurons and Ottawas did intend to have
a general massacro among the settle-

ments. He could have gone with those
Colonials, but he chose to stay and face
the results of his insubordination. Also,
it is true that on that occasion he struck
an officer. I am that officer, so you
may believe me when I say that if he
is guilty of insubordination, I am guilty
of exceeding my command by goading
him to it."

General Abercrombie and the other
officers smiled. The general rapped on
the long table for silence.

" May I ask, major, if you stand
before this court as his accuser, or his
defender?"

"Neither, general—I am merely tell-

ing the whole truth."
"Since you arc so familiar with the

case," continued the general, "I would
welcome a recommendation."
"I would recommend that he be
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attached to the British Army as a

scout," Heyward cried, and smiled
across at the erect Hawkeye.
The general laughed.
"An excellent suggestion, Major Hey-

ward, and one that had occurred to this

court. Not only is it our wish that you
should join the British Army "—the
general stood up and held out his hand—"but that you should take over the
command of the scouts.''

Hawkeye gripped the outstretched
hand.

" I will be pleased to accept the ruling
of this court, sir."

The time had come for parting.
Major Heyward was to return to Eng-
land to leport to the king and Pitt
that the Colonials were entirely on the
side of the British and that a big force
under Abercrombie was starting on the
march against the French, and had
every confidence of victory.

And Alice ? Heyward had offered to
escort her back to England. Quite
simply she had told him that her place
was in America. Was it because of
Hawkeye that she stayed?
"I love him, Duncan,'' were her

simple words.
"But whether lie

needs me or not I

feel that then- is

work for me to do
here. I fed thai

my father — and
Cora — would like

m e t o remain.
Good - bye, Dun-
can.''

crushed the French I will return id
Albany as swift as an arrow." Hawk-
eye laughed happily, for ho had hateef
the idea of parting from Alice for ever.
Now he had two incentives—England
and Alice.

On a glorious sunny morning the
drums rolled and the bugles sounded,
and once again the British Army mus-
tered for parade. It was a larger, better-

equipped force, with plenty of guns and
a large wagon train. General Aber-
crombie reviewed his army, and on a
iaised platform was Alice.

An officer roared a command

:

"Forward! On to Canada!"
The whole army swung into line with

the Colonial irregulars in the lead, with
Hawkeye and Chingachgook leading
them. Hawkeye's shoulders were
squared and he marched like a man
with a purpose— a purpose to help con-

quer Canada for the English and then
return to claim the love of Alice Munro.

(The film story of this James Fenimoie
Cooper classic is by permission of United
Artists Film Corporation, Ltd., starring
Randolph Scott as Hawkeye, Binnie
Barnes as Alice, and Henry Wilcoxon

as Major Heyward.)

"Good - b y e ,

Alice," Heyward
aid as lie bade her
farewell. "It i-

with regret thai I

go, but your de-
cision is just what
I expected. Good
luck!"

And what of
Hawkeye? His
way led into the
wilderness, to paths
as vet untrod by
the Paleface. He
was a pathfinder—

a

pioneer. And his

life was not one to

be shared by a
delicate English
girl, used to the
ways of the civilised

world. He squared
his shoulders and
told her that it

must be good-bye.

"You will return
to England and for-

get."

"I will not re-

turn to England,
and, even if I did,

I should never for-

get you." Her
eyes were bright.
"Once you said you
loved me."

"I do—I always
shall," he told her.

"You have your
duty to perform.
You are a soldier
now. I am a
soldier's daughter.
I shall be waiting
for you here in
Albany when you
return. You will

return to me."
" When we have
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"POSTAL INSPECTOR"
(Continued bom page 18)

said, and at last he consented to her
plan.
"All right," he breathed. "But if

you don't show up again in five minutes
I'm coming in alter you."

She climbed out of the motor-boat,
and, entering the Feltham apartment-
house, proceeded to mount a flight of

stairs after directing a cursory glance
at the doors which led off the hall. But
it WBfl not until she had ascended to

the third floor that she came upon the
flat that was numbered 33a.

She moved close to the door of the
flat in question, and as she laid her ear
against the panels she heard the mur-
mur of voices ; and though it was im-
possible for her to catch what was being
said, she could have sworn that one of

those voices was Benez's.

She was right. For Benez was on
the other side of the. door with Roach
and Evans.

" So this is where you hid out when
you first came to Millstown," Evans
had just observed.

"Yes," Benez answered. "The
Schultz mob were after me then, and
I stayed here under cover till I heard
that the gang had been wiped out in

a gun-battle with the police. Then I
negotiated that loan with Carter in

New York, and came back to Millstown
to open the Golden Eagle. But I had
a sentimental attachment for this

apartment-house, so I bought the place
and kept number 33a vacant. I always
had an idea that I might need a hide-
out again sometime."
Evans drew in his breath.

"Lucky you had that idea," he com-
mented. " It sure looked as if we were
in a tough spot when we got caught in
that flood."

"We're still in a tough spot," said
Benez. "We managed to wade here
and dry off our clothes. But we can't
wade out of town, especially with the
water up to the second story in some of
the streets."
"Why worry?" put in Roach. "No-

body knows that wc were the guys who
iiulled off that mail job."

His employer looked at him bitterly.

"But the police have a way of find-

ing out these things," he retorted. "I
till you I won't feel safe until we're
across the State line with that three
million dollars."
"And the onlyway of gettin' out of

Millstown and across the State line is

by boat," Evans growled. "That's
what we need, Benez, A boat—and a
fast boat at thai. But how to lay our
hands "

He checked abruptly, for it was at
this instant that there was a knock on
llie door, and on a sudden the three
crooks were looking at one another in

alarm. Then, while Roach and Evans
dropped their hands to their hips sig-

nificantly, Benez moved across to
answer the summons.
He opened the door in a guarded

fashion, and as he saw Connie his
features registered an expression of
mingled relief and surprise—an expres-
sion that was likewise reflected on the
faces of his two accomplices as they
withdrew their hands from the vicinity
of their hip-pockets.
"Why, Miss Larrimore!" Benez ex-

claimed.
November SStli, 1986.
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"I've been looking all over town for

you," Connie said breathlessly. "Why
didn't you let me know where you
were ?

"

Benez admitted her, but closed the
door somewhat hurriedly when she had
entered. Meanwhile, in a cursory
glance round the room, Connie had
noticed three travelling bags that stood
in a corner. She took care to pay no
particular heed to them, however, for
the eyes of Roach and Evans were upon
her.

Was it possible that those bags con-
tained the money that had been stolen

from the mail truck? Was it possible
that Bill Davis' suspicions were correct
after all?

"Miss Larrimore. what is it yon want
to see me about?" Benez queried,
interrupting her thoughts.

"Oh, I'm in an awful jam," she
began, " and so are you, if you only
knew it. It's about that mail robbery."
Benez exchanged a quick glance with

his associates.

"Mail robbery?" he echoed in a tone
of well-feigned bew ilderment.

" Then you don't know anything
about it!" Connie said. "Oh, that's

what I thought, Mr. Benez. But will

you come with me and tell Postal
Inspector Davis so?"
"My dear, what are you talking

about? What have I got to do with
this matter?"
The girl made haste to explain.

"Well, the car that was used in the
robbery was one that I had borrowed,
you see. And Inspector Davis knows
that I told you about those banknotes
being shipped. You remember? So he
thinks that we were working together,
you and I. He thinks you organised
the robbery, Mr. Benez."
"Ridiculous!" the foreigner scoffed.

"Of course it's ridiculous," Connie
agreed. "But we've got to convince
the inspector that we're innocent. Will
you come with me?"
The man's impulse was to hedge, of

course, but all at once a crafty gleam
appeared in his eyes and he took a step
nearer to the girl.

"Well," he murmured. "I'm pretty
busy right, now. But if you had a
good fast boat, so I could get back here
quickly "

"Why, yes, Mr. Benez." Connie
replied. "There's a boat downstairs

—

a National Guard speedboat."

Roach moved to the window, threw
up the sash and stared down into the
flooded street.

"Yeah the dame's right, Benez," he
said over his shoulder. " The boat's
down there, and it's got young Charlie
Davis in it."

"Young Davis, eh?" The foreigner's
lids narrowed. " Tell him to come up
here. Roach."
His confederate did his bidding.

attracting Charlie's attention with a

hail.
" Hey. Davis—Miss Larrimore wants

you," he called, whereupon Connie
started forward with a look of mis-
giving on her pretty face.

"What do you mean, Roach?" she
demanded. "I didn't Bay I wanted to

see Charlie. Bene/,, what's the idea
o? bringing Charlie Davis up here?"

The night-club owner had gripped
her by the wrist. Roach was turning
from the window and smiling a oryptic

smile. Evans was aho hovering near,

with a devilish grin on his lips.

"I think the boat may bo a little too

crowded with you and young Davis m it,

Miss Larrimore," Benez remarked.

For a moment Connie gazed at him
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in silence, and then she found her voice.
"Bene/;!" she gasped. "You did do

it!"

She tried to wrench free, and, failing
to break his grasp, attempted to raise
an alarm that would be heard all over
the building. But before she could
utter a sound Roach had leapt to his

employer's aid and clapped a hand over
the girl's mouth.
"Evans," the big fellow grated.

"Davis is on his way up. Leave the
door ajar and stand alongside it. Get
him as he comes in."
"That's it, Evans," Benez assented.

"Get hiin as he comes in."

Evans unfastened the door and took
a position close to it, with his back
against the wall and an automatic
pistol in his hand. As for Benez and
Roach, they kept a tight hold on
Connie, making certain that she could
neither move nor cry out.

It was in vain that the girl struggled.
Eyes riveted on the door, awaiting the
arrival of her companion, the two
crooks saw to it that she gave no
warning.
Thirty seconds elapsed, and then

Charlie Davis crossed the threshold—to
receive the full force of a stunning blow-

as Evans clubbed him with the butt
of his gun. An instant later the young
bank clerk was sprawled senseless on
the floor, and, spinning his prostrate
body, Roach and Benez dragged Connie
towards a pantry at the fay side of the
room, locking her in there after they
gagged and bound her.

This done, the three bandiis lost no
time in quitting their hide-out, snatch
ing up those leather bags which Connie
had noticed on first entering the flat;

and ere long the scoundrels were
installed in the speedboat that fate had
placed in their possession.

Roach at the wheel, they stormed
down the flooded street with tho throttlo

wide open, and the note of tho motor-
boat's engine was fading away into the
quiet of the night when another launch
entered Lincoln Drive and glided to a
halt outside the Feltham apartment-
house.

It was the police launch occupied by
Bill and Pottle, and the two repre-

sentatives of the postal department
were soon reconnoitring tho building.
But it was not until they gained the

third floor that their attention was
drawn to No. 33a by the sound of

someone kicking against the panels of

a door inside that particular flat.

They entered to discover the prono
form of Charlie, and while Bill pro-

ceeded to revive tho young fellow.

Pottle traced the sounds which had
brought them there, and which now
seemed to be coming from a pantry in

the far wall.

A few seconds later Connie Larrimore
had been released and was telling her
story, and by the time she had finished

speaking Charlie Davis was on his feet

again.
"So Benez and his confederates have

got away in your boat, oh?" Bill said.
'• Well, we came into the drive from
tho north, and they didn't pass us.

That means they must have headed
south. Come on !"

They hurried downstairs and piled

into the launch that was moored at the

porch. Then they set out in pursuit,

and as the craft swept forward along

the water-logged thoroughfare Bill

tuned-in to police headquarters on the

radio with which the boat was equipped.

"Calling WLPD-calling WLPD 1

Hallo ! Police department! Tins m
Davis of the Post Office. We have

located the mail-truck bandits. Headed
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south from Lincoln Drive. Notify
your patrols in this area "

The launch raced on, and, with Pottle
steering, Bill brought into play a search-

light that was a fitment of the sleek

and powerful vessel. And less than
five minutes afterwards the beam of

that searchlight picked up the National
Guard boat in which Benez and his

impliees were attempting to escape.

The craft that contained Bill and his

party had a turn of speed which the
uves' boat could not match, and it

was soon clear to the bandits that they
must be overtaken. Thus it was with
the desperation of hard-pressed men
fhit Benez and Evans opened fire on
the pursuers, but even as the first shots
blazed from their guns they heard the

wail of a police siren, and in another
Tmoment they were cut off by a launch
•that came swerving out of a side-

turning ahead of them.
There were four uniformed officers in

if and, caught between two hostile

parties, the crooks pulled close to a
block of single-storied timber buildings
on the left.

They swarmed on to the flat roofs of
these buildings and raced Forward, hop-
ing against hop,' that they could make
their getaway across them. Bui they
bad not gone far when they were

% balked by a gap where the flood had
undermined one of the structures and
brought it crashing down earlier in the

day.
Meam^ile the police boat had

turned, and. travelling on a parallel

course, it brought up on the other side

of the street, opposite the spot where the
bandits bad been (becked.
A vicious pu n-ducj now ensued— the

offici rs of ilia J|flHfeng upwards from
the water-loggflBIMrroroughfare, Benez
and his associates pumping lead af them
from the roof-top on which they were
crouching—and the blasts of revolvers
and automatics were echoing through
the night when Bill Davis' launch moved
alongside the police boat.

Charlie, quite recovered by this time.
bad drawn bis service .45, and it was
adding to the tumult when his brother
Bill suddenly thrust Pottle out of the

ring position and took the helm.

He had noticed thai the root' on
wlyVh the crooks had halted was
perched precariously on one or two
wooden pillars, all that remained of a

building that had partially collapsed,
and it had occurred to him that if one
of those supports were knocked asunder
the vantage-point of the gangsters might
be completely wrecked.
"Hit tight!" in- shouted to Charlie,

Pottle and Connie, and then, switching
open the throttle, be drove the speed-
boat straight for the corner-post.
The bandits realised his purpose too

late. Before they could concentrate
their fire on the launch it had passed
beneath the scope of their view, and,
smashing into the pillar for which Bill

bad aimed, it swerved off even as the
beam of limber was split by the impact.
There was a rending crack, and the

root' tipped crazily, plunging three des-
perate gunmen and their spoil into four-
teen feet of water; and sixty seconds
later those same three gunmen were
glad enough to be hauled limply into
die speedboats as sorry captives, each
being relieved of a dripping leather bag
,'s he was dragged aboard.

me days later a young man and
u girl were listening to a radio broad-
cast in a cosy apartment which over-
looked one of the principal streets in

Millstown.
The young man was Charlie Da\is.
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and the girl was Connie Larrimore. late

of the stage, for she had retired from
the theatrical profession and was look-
ing forward to the job of keeping house
for a promising employee of the Federal
Reserve Bank*
And the radio broadcast, after deal-

ing with the steady decline of the flood-

waters that bad swept the State, was
now commenting upon the fact that
Benez, Evans and Roach were on their
way to the penitentiary to serve life

sentences in that institution.

ft was just after this item of news
had been retailed that a large, coloured
woman entered the room in which
Charlie and Connie were seated. She
was Deborah, the former stage star's

maid, and she was grinning broadly.
"A 'phone call. Miss Lan'more," she

announced. " From Washington. Ah
guess it must be Mistab Bill. You-all
said he'd gone to de Capitol agin to

be pu.ssonally commended by de Presi-
dent to' his services, didn't you?"
Connie was already on her feet, and

she Inuried out into the hall to pick
up the receiver of the telephone.

" Hallo !" she called. " is that you,
Bill? Oh, gee, we were hoping you'd
be back to-night. Charlie ami [ are
going to have a little celebration. But
you'll be here tomorrow, won't you?
We're depending on you to be the best
man at our wedding, yon know.''
From distant Washington came Bill's

enthusiastic reply.
"I'll be there, ' he declared. "Nothing

will slop me. And say. Connie."
"Yes, brother-in-law to be?"
;'Tell Charlie," said Bill, "that I

think he's the luckiest guy in the
world."
Connie replaced the telephone-receiver

with a smile, and then made her way
back to the lounge where Charlie was
seated.

'ft was Bill all light." she rcmaiked.
"He's Still in Washington, so he won't
be back to-night. But he's promised to

be in in time for the wedding to-

morrow."
"Then he'll be here," her fiance

answered emphatically. "The Post
Office never fails. You ought to know
ih it by now. Connie."
She nodded gaily and sat down beside

him. nestling close to his shoulder.

"Oh, by the way. Charlie," she men
tioned presently. "Bill asked me to
give you a message, lb' said I waG to

(ell you that you arc the luckiest fellow
in the world."

"lie did':'' murmured Charlie, slip-

ping bis arm around her. '' We'll. I

guess he's just about right, isn't I e? 1

Connie pave him a. sidelong glance.
"Maybe." she rejoined. "But I think

I'm pretty lucky myself, Charlie!"

(A Universal Picture, by permission of

London General Film Distributors, Ltd.,
starring Ricardo Cortez, Patricia Ellis.

Bela Lugosi and Michael Loriny.)
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"THE ADVENTURES OF

REX AND RINTY"

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS "

— Hatvkeye, Randolph Scott ; Alice
Mtinro, Binnie Haines; Cora Hi

HeatherAngel ; MajorDunean Heyward,
I l< in \ Wileoxon ; Colonel Munro, Hugh
Buckler; Magna, Bruce Cabot j Chin-
gachgook, Robert Barrat; Uncos, Phillip

Reed; Winthrop, Willard Bob'
9, Will Stanton.

"POSTAL INSPECTOR"— Bill

Ricardo Cortez j Can,,/',: Larri-
more, Patricia Ellis; Benez. Bela
Lugosi; Charlie Davie, .Michael Loring;
J'o/ik, Wallis Clark: Deborah, Hat tie

McDaniels.

But, unluckily for Frank Bradley,
Jones chanced to look back at that
moment—saw Martin stretched out on
the trail with his.assailant bending over
him—and promptly swung round a sharp
corner to bail Mitchell, who v. as still

in the lead.

"Hey, Mitch! Mitch, come back

Mitchell pulled up, glanced round with
a frown on his truculent features, and
then tinned to join his comrade oil the
bend.
"What's up?" lie demanded.

"That hombre Bradley!" Jones bit

out. " He's behind us."
"Behind us? What do you me
Jones gave an impatient exclamation.
"What I say." he retorted. "He's on

the other siil" o' this bend. I fust saw
him snag Martin, and I reckon
snagged Anderson, too, for there was no
sign o' him."

"Did Bradley have thai black b

with him?"
"1 think so,'' was the reply. I saw

soinetlnn' movin' amongst the >•

Smart guy, eh'.' Sends the Bruce
ahead and then attacks us from
rear."

.Mitchell scowled.
" Maybe not so smart l" he c

"For this is where we snag him.
pardnerl Quick, net to cover. We'll
stop him as be comes round the bend."

There was little cover al flu's point,

for no rocks bordered the trail here. On
one side of the road a sheer embank-
ment lose to a height of fifty feet, with
a. few un'sei a ill.- saplings grc h

base. On the other the ground fell ,

in a long declivity matted with scrub.

"Down the slope." Mitchell went on.
"Yon take the horses, Jones, and keep
well outa sight. Here, gimme my '

first."

lie had dismounted, and, receiving the
lasso, be slime; the noose of it deftly
aeioss the trail and encircled one of the
young saplings. Then he pulled on the
lariat so lb, it the sailing was bent to

the ground and the rope lay taut athwart
the roadway, almost unnoticeable.

Grasping the end of the lasso firmly,
Mitchell slid over the laov. of the slopo
and lay crouching there with bis head
just below the level of the nail. Mean-
while Jones had taki u the leu sea still

farther down to a forlorn coppice on the
hillside.

A moment after he had settled himself
in position, Mitchell heard the thudding
of hoofs, and presently Frank and l!> .

were coming round the bend, for there
was no opportunity of cutting off a
coiner here.

Raising himself. Mitchell saw horse
and rider, and immediately let tile taut
rope slip through bis hands—then
clutched il again as the sapling on the
other side of the trail took up the play.

Th" lariat had jerked to a height of

eighteen inches, ami Rex fouled it. Next
instant the stallion was falling heavily,
and, hurtling from Ins ba< k, Prank hit

the side of the load and went careering
down the slope where Mitchell and J<

had been lymg in »

(To be continued in another thrilling

episode next week. By permission of

Associated British Film Distributors,

Ltd., starring Kane Richmond, Norma
Taylor and Rex and Rinty.)
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Mob Outside DeMille Offices

A demonstration of eagerness on the

part of several hundred extras to appear
m (Veil B. DeMille's lihn, "The Plains-
man," lias resulted in the erection of a

three-foot barbed-Wire barrier at the
Paramount studios. ' The wiro was
placed on top of the twelve-foot gate to

tlie DeMille oTGees.

Tiic gate afforded a daily mob scene
for a week, since DeSrlillc issued a "call

for "pioneer types " for "Tho'Plains-
n:an." in which Gravy Cooper and Jean
Arthur star. Hundreds of extras, old

and young, bewhiskerod arid shaven,
reported, iriost of them in costumo.

DeMille soon selected the two hundred
and fifty players he sought when lie

issued the call, hut' others kept on
arriving. '

\

Mixed with the Western types were
tm haned Arabs, Hindus, Filipinos,

Kgyptians wearing fezzes, Hawaiians
carrying instruments, Mexicans,
Chinese, and Japanese. Many brought
"trained"' animals and birds, and
parked outside the gate all day, hopeful
of a chance to exhibit their pets' tricks

to DeMille.

The. strange feature of this curious
congregation outside his office was that,

there was" no l eduction in the number
iif Biblical and Oriental types who ap-
peared day after day, despite his an-

nouncement that the picture lie was
making was strictly a saga of the
Western plain*.

Paramount studio officials are pre-

pared to provide DeMille with a moat,
guards with swords and halberds, or
machine-guns and tear gas bombs, and
any other protection he needs if the
demontiatioiis continue.

Hollywood's Little Men
Hollywood boasts of many strange in-

stitutions, but surely none stranger than
the "Society of Little Men," a group of
tiny people who make a living by
"doubling" for child stars.

The members are not small enough to

join a midget act, not large enough to

be taken seriously in ordinary
commercial or professional life.

"But," says Henry "Buddy " Stone,
thirty-six years old, four feet ten inches
tall, six stone six pounds in weight, and
spokesman for the group, "Hollywood
has provided a haven for us pint-size
gentlemen.

"You see, child stars and feature
players must have ' doubles ' and 'smut
men ' when they are called upon to do
something dangerous. That's where we
come in..' Then; too, there is a law
which prohibits children from working-
after ten o'clock at night. So when a
studio .finds it necessary to shoot late at
night, that's where we come in again.' '.

It is a combination of these "cireum-
stances that has given Stone and his

fellows their latest picture assignment'
with . Merle Oberon in • Samuel
Goldwyn's "Beloved Enemy.". The
script demanded that a number of
children must fall from a fence. Stone
and his group really do it, and because
H. C Potter, the director, likes to shoot
his night scene; actually at night, the
little men were in great demand through-
out production.

'•'Growing,'? Stone points out, "is the
great handicap. Only it's not our
growing, it's the growth of the

voilngsters we double for. 1 stunted
for Jackie Cooper in many of his

pictures. In the past six months Jackie

has grown so much he'd make two Vf
me, so that's the end of that."
Occasionally Stone and his fellows crfr!

double for grown feminine players, fie

claims to have done some of his b^.^
work as Janet Gaynor and Rochell*i
Hudson—but in "long shots," of con
So the next time you see your

favourite feminine star fall from a horse,
calm yourself with the thought that it

is probably only little Buddy Stone.

"Go-getter" Harold

Harold Lloyd is nothing if not on the
spot 1 The Paramount comedian has
already applied for tickets for self and
family for the 1940 Olympic Games in

Tokyo. £
He has been told that the order for '

scats will.be duly honoured towards the
end of 1939
The Japanese, incidcntally.Arc ardent*

supporters of Lloyd, who is now pre-
paring to start on a neuy Paramount,
comedy. They call him Mik Ludo.

Music for " King Solomon's Mines "

The magnineo^Bfcke of Paul Kobe-*
son, internation^W^^Smous conceit
singer, screen, and stage star, will be
heard in several songs in "Kin,
Solomon's Mines," the new Gaumonl
British picture in which he plays flio

part of Uinbopa, coloured Pretender to
the throne of Kuwuana. """>**

Recording has already started on (hi*

three songs which Robeson will sing in.

the picture. These are "Kukeana
Song," "Song of the Mountains," and
"Trek Song,"
All were composed by Miec4|.ti

Spoliansky, writer of tiie musical scores
for man}- films starring Jan Kftjfhira
and other singers.

.*.«
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THROW YOUR VOICE
Into a trunk under tho lied or

anywhere. Lots of fun fooling

v^^***' tcacher, policemen or friend-

*^? THE VEIMTRILO
A little instrument fits in the mouth out of

sight : used with above for Bird tails, etc.

Anyone can use it. Never fails. A full

course l>ouk on Ventriloquism, together

with tho Ycntiilo. All for Cd., plus

postage, lid.
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2 - BOY'S CINEMA Every Tuesday

A boy, unspoiled by luxury, goes to school in the Bowery and becomes involved with
two older boys who are leaders of a gang. Their adventures bring them before the
police and they are placed on probation, but they rebel and fall into the hands of
desperate crooks. A thrilling yarn, starring Freddie Bartholomew, Mickey Rooney

and Jackie Cooper

The Two Guardians

A LIMOUSINE drew up in front of
;i block of flats in a part of New
Yoik that could not have been

li lined fashionable. Children, ragged
or badly clothed, gathered round to

stare at the beautiful car. A woman,
Hill hand- i out of (ho ear, and
-he drew her furs closer round her as

,1 ih. ;ii mosphci e v\ as chilly.

After her came a little lad. lie was
very clean anil ucatly dressed in an

i lit.

"I shall only be a few minutes," the
n said to her chauffeur.

A frown appeared as she saw the way
looking towards the buiki-

iid noted I ess to be on his

way. They passed through suing i

a cold stone corridor. Fancy
to the Bqoj • above

what a place! It Infuriated her that
on was scampering lip the stairs

v.iih an eagerness that made her heart
n ith self

|

For six months she had done e

iliiug to banish from Claude's mind the
norv of his father, and had tailed

ably.

Jay and Hilda Pierce had quarrelled
within a few months of their marriage,
I ut the coming of B SOII had patched ii|'

their differences lor a lime. EventuaHj
boy was the issue that separated

them. Jay had his ideas about his son,

and Hilda had hers, and they were
apart. She wanted Ins hair loutr.

ring velvet suits and acting as the

best little boy ever bom, but Jay
u anted his 30n to giow Up a man.
Quarrels broke ou| afresh, and so there
i ittno a separation.

Mi;, Pierce was a very rich woman,
wealth had meant hide to her
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husband. He was an artist, an
architect, and a designer, and, in spite

of his wife's money, had never given up
working. Usually their quarrels had
ended in the woman taunting bei

husband with the small success that had
his way.

A court of law had decided that they
should have the custody of the child for

six months at a time, but should
either parent be considered unfit or un-
able to loclc after the child, then the
custody would bo reconsidered by the
court. Hilda Pierce had thought that
her husband would be unable to support
the boy, and it enraged her shallow
nature that he was making a small but

Mo income. And provided he could
provide his son with a loot ovei

ucad and proper food, Mis. Pierce could
litigate till she was blue in the face.

Every six months she endeavoured to

win the boy, and her
turn the boy against his father had
taught her the follj onduct, for

I "aude.

adore his father all the more and turn
against her. For five years this had
been going on. and now another six

months bird pas)

Claude was going from the luxury ot

a beautiful home to live iii a pi

and what maddened the woman so much
w as that she knew il < flaude had
given hi- (hone of luxury and every

ith his mother or semi-po'
in Slumland with his rather he

hosen

TIm- reached the fifih door, and
Claude nulled to his mother,

"Da you think dad's at home." be
asked.
"I expect so, d

" If I whistle I wonder if he'll know-
it's me?" asked Claude. ''I'll try."

He whistled not very well a few

of a ton:,' that his father had taught
him. Instantly there came the screech-

ing of a chair, and (hen the door was
Sung open,
A tall, clean-shaven, handsome man

stood there and held out his arms.
"Dad!'' Claude shouted, and flung

himself forward.
The two hugged each other, whilst

the woman in the costly furs stood
there and watched the scene with a
bitter smile.

"I'm sorry. Hilda." Jay Pierce gave
an apologetic smiie. " Seeing the

made mo forget my maim. K. Do come
inside."

" 'S'du need not bolhcr to apo!o'_

sho said disdainful]} p< by
him into the room.
The big, well-lighted room seemed

full of drawing-boards, easels, pictures,

brushes, and paint-pots. This was no
•sphere for a carefully nurtured

child. She walked to the windows and
. i ily at a sea of chimoe]

oke, squalor, and dirt. The homes
of the poorer, working classes, and her
son would rather be in tins untidy, un-

ile room than in the mansion
thai was hi- rightful hoi

i hei o the

window.
"

I love Ibis \ lew !" he e, led. and
suddenly tinned eagerly. "Dad, do
you hi ar thai '.' \ G

a lit- i e. Oh. yes, I here it is !

lb pointed. /'See all that
1 Ih, isn'l it ihi illing P

Never did Claude see things from
the windows of his other home that he

found thnl' • M - I' ed at
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some of the pictures on the wall. It only

Jay had let her back up his painting ho
would have gone far, but he would
prefer to be independent.

".Son, I've had your room done up,"
Jay told his son. "It's much the tame
except that I've put in a book-shelf."
"Are there any books ?" came the

eager question.
"Co and see—I'd like to talk with

your mother," laughed the father.

They faced each other when the door
had closed behind the boy.
"Hilda. I'm glad to say that I'm doing

a bit better with ray work." He
shrugged his shoulders. "Not earning
a fortune, by any means, but

"

".Enough to keep the wolf from the
door!" She spoke a trifle sharply.
"Every time we meet you suggest
starting all over again, so this time I'll

save you wasting your breath. Your
terras consist of a tenement in the
slums and a very small cottage in the
country, and "

"Yours consist of a mansion in town
and a shooting-box in the Sierra
\. . adas, servants by the score, a yacht.
several cars, and a life of indolent idle-

ness." He shook his liead. "Not for

me, my dear." He glanced at the
closed door. 'I'm afraid you'd like to
bring Claude up that way, but not if I
can help it."

"Be careful what you do, or I'll lodge
an appeal against that fool decision of
the court '."

"I shouldn't waste your time or your
money." His smile was cvnicaL "You
think money buys everything. Well, it

doesn't. And. talking of money, when
did you last buy Claude a haircut?"
"Don't you touch his hair. It makes

him look "

"Like a poet," Snapped the father.

"One word more from you and I'll have
that hair so short he'll look like a
Hun."
When Mrs. Pierce had gone after a

tearful parting—on her part— with her
on, the father suggested thai directly
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the coast was clear he thought they
might go out and see how the fire was
getting along. A suggestion that met
with instant approval.
"By the way, son," remarked Pierce,

as they walked briskly along the street.
" Regulations in this district demand
that every boy goes to school. You've
been used to a tutor, and "

"I'd like to go to school, dad," inter-

rupted the boy. "I didn't like my tutor
very much, though he was very, very
clever. I believe he via- a brilliant

scholar, and I tried to like him because
mother seemed to think he was SO
wonderful. I must say he did teach me
a lot of French and Latin, but

"

"But why didn't you like him?"
" He used scent."
" Your mother would like him."

muttered Jay Pierce. "Well, the district

school won't have any scented masters
or mistresses. There's no class distinc-

tion, Claude, in this school, and that's

why you're having a haircut on the
Way back from the fire."

•I'm bo glad," Claude cried. "I
don't like it a- long a- this, really.

When do I start school, dad?"
" Next Monday, son."

"That will be wonderful I've always
wanted to play with grown-up boys, but
I seem to have been so much on boats
that 1 nevci seemed to meet any boys."
"These lads will bo a tough bunch."

The fathfer gazed a little anxiously at bis

son. "They're all pretty genuine at

heart, but a bit rough. They call a
Spade a spade."
"Oh, I see!" Claude pondered that

for a moment in hi.- serious way.
" Whal else could they call a Spade?"
Jaj Pierce laughed.
"You'll learn what I mean soon

enough." He pointed. "Ah. there's
the f'ne! Sec, they're running up at:

escape."
Father and son forgol everything in

the escitement of watching the foe.

Fortunately, no one was hurt, but they

saw some thrilling rescues by the Ere-'

escape.

Gig's Ordeal

TWO boys sat on the stone steps of

the cheap and rather sordid lodg-
ing-house. Both wore old striped

jerseys, patched trousers that were too
large, heavy boots and caps on the back
of their heads.
The freckled youngster sat there with

his chin on his hands. His small,
plain face seemed vicious and sullen, and
the dark eyes seemed to be brooding.
The lad with the broad shoulders, the
mass of fair hair and the strong, though
stubborn, chin, kept glancing at his com-
panion. He was obviously worried by
his friend's silence.

"How about taking a walk, Gig?" ho
said in a husky voice.

There came no answer.

"Snap out of it, pal." He touched
the bowed shoulder. Eyes, steeped in

misery and despair, turned to him.
"How about a walk. Gig? You gotta
snap out of acting this way."

"Okay, Buck," Gig answered.
Side by side the two boys moved down

the dirty, ill-lit street. Both were sturdj

youngsters, but Buck was nearly a head
taller. They walked in silence till they

came (o the old wharf by the canal. They
stared solemnly at the sluggish water.

"I feel like jumping in." muttered
Gig.
"That ain't no way to talk.' argued

Buck, with a fierce scowl. "
I say you

gotta -nap out of it. What did thai

lawyer tell yer ma ?"

"Thai, he'd done all he could. Ala
just wasted her money." (rig's face

twisted into a scowl, "dec. if I'd been
in pop's place I'd have done the same
A guy bumps off a couple of sewer rat-,

and they run him for murder. If 1 had
a gun I'd shoot that judge stone dead."

"Snap out of it, can't ya ?" cried

Buck. "That ain't no wa: lo talk."

Claude stepped forward. ** I beg your pardon, sir," he interrupted. " It was I who threw the football."
December 26th, LU39J.



"Maybe you think the judge was
jight?"
"Gig, that ain't sense. Your pop's a

swell guy, but we got laws. Cops can
kill them scum, but ordinary folks

mustn't. They know Joe Salvin and
Digger Dan were bad eggs, and
chiselled your old man out of his dough,
but the- law don't, permit your pop to

go settle his score with a gat. I ain't
saying 1 wouldna done the same as your
pop. A lot of guys would have liked
to have dono what your pop done, but
shooting wants nerve. He settled the
score, but the cops say it's agin the law
to kill scum like Joe and Digger, and
that your pop has gotta pay the price.

Gee, it's tough, pal."

A clock boomed the hour of eight.
"Ten more hours to live," muttered

Gig, and then burying his face in his
hands began to sob.
Never in his lifo had Buck seen Gig-

cry and Gig had never seen him let out
a squawk, but the bigger boy reckoned
that Gig was up against something that
§avo him the right to cry. Bendy
tevens, Gig's father, was going to be

executed at seven in the morning for
killing two men. True, Joe and Digger
were crooks, but Bendy had a crime
record. Buck had liked and feared Gig's
father. A kindly man at times, but ter-
rible in his rages. Poverty and the
scarcity of work had driven Bendy to
Work for a dog track race gang. The
father had gone to prison several times
for doping dogs and horses. Then one
evening a dog had been doped to allow
an outsider to win. Bendy Stevens had
done the doping and had tipped off Joe
and Digger to put money for him on
the outsider. They refused to cough up
the money and threatened to squeal, so
Bendy had waited for them and shot
them up. It was the law that the killer
should die. Buck stuck out his jaw ro-

belliously—the law was all wrong. All
laws were wrong.
Gig stifled his sobs, and mouehed off

along the wharf, with Buck trailing
along behind him. After a while Gig
moved away from the canal.

"Where ye going, pal?" asked Buck.
"Guess I gotta get back. Can't leave

ma to face it alone."
"How's she taking it, Gig?"
"Pretty bad. Pop weren't too good

when he was full of hooch," cried Gig.
"But she's always stood by him, even
the time when he struck her. Gee, there
ain't many dames as swell as ma. She
takes it better than I do. She's cooked
the grub and gone to her work at the
laundry, and she's smiled at me—only
me's heard her crying at nights."
They reached the lodging-house. Buck

looked covertly at his friend, who was
standing there with bowed head.

"Snap out of it." Buck cried in a
hoarse whisper. "Don't wanna let your
ma sec you this way. Keep yer chin up,
pal."
Without a word Gig Stevens went

slowly up i he stone steps, whilst his pal,
Buck Murphy, .watched with anguished
-yes. The door closed. With hands sunk
deep in his pocket Buck slouched off to
i he cheap tenement, in the next street,

where he lived with his mother and
rather. He vowed that he and Gig
would (ret even with the law some way
[or sending Bendy Stevens to the chair.
The thought of the chair made Buck
shiver and stuff his hands deeper into
/lis pockets.

Quietly Gig Stevens let. himself into
the apartments where he had spent most
Of his young life. Everything seemed
quiet Then the boy winced as he
heard a choked sob coming from his

mother's room. Very quietly he opened
the door, and went across to the bed,
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where a woman, fully dressed, lay with
her face buried in a pillow.

The New Boy

THE bell ceased clanging and the boys
filed off to their various class-

rooms. A young, capable mistress
sat at a desk and watched her class take
their places at their desks. The average
ago of her pupils was thirteen, though
there were backward boys of fifteen

—

Buck and Gig wore in that category.

When all appeared to be seated she
called the roll, and when Gig Stevens
name was called Buck stood up."^
"Gig ain't coining to-day, teacher."
Thirty eyes focused themselves on

Buck, and he looked down at his desk.
They knew well enough why Gig had
not shown up that day.
The young teacher nodded.
"Thank you, Murphy," she said, with

a friendly smile. "I expect he'll be in

to-morrow." She continued reading the
roll.

Buck sat down and stared solidly at

the vacant desk. Ho wondered, un-
happily, how his buddy was feeling.

The door opened and tho young
mistress saw with surprise that it was
the principal of the school. The bald-

headed, dapper little man gave the class

a somewhat suspicious scrutiny before
going forward.
"Miss Noble. I have a new pupil for

you," he stated. "He is only twelve,

but seems to be quite advanced. Will
you require a new desk, Miss Noble?"
"I can manage this morning, sir,"

stated the mistress. "One pupil is sick."
" Very good, miss, I'll send him to

report to you." The principal smirked,
scowled at the boys and went out.

The subject, that morning was history,

and Miss Noble had scarce told her class

to turn to a certain page when there
came a timid tap, and Claude Pierce
entered the class-room.

There was a suppressed titter that

made the mistress rap sharply on her
desk. Claude wondered if they could bo
laughing at him.
Claude wore serge knickers, a neat

reefer jacket, an Eton collar and a tie.

His hair was shorter, but neatly combed,
and ho looked conspicuously clean.

Under his arm were a number of books
He smiled nervously at the teacher, and
walked up to the desk
"The headmaster told me to report to

this room. I'm a new boy."
"T was told to expect you. What is

your name?"
"Claude Pierce."
As the mistress bent over her desk to

enter tho new pupil's name in the
register something whizzed past Claude's
nose. He had no idea where it. came
from. He looked at the class, but every
face was serious, but directly _ he turned
his head a hard pea caught him a sting-

ing blow on the cheek.
"What's the matter?" The teacher,

hearing a faint noise, looked up and saw
the now pupil holding his cheek.
"What's the matter with your face?"

"Oh, nothing, teacher, thank you."
Miss Noble pointed towards the win-

dow.
"Gig Stevens is not here to-day, so

you can sit at, his desk._ Wo are taking
history, and the page in your book is

fifty-nine. You can sit down, Pierce."
The desks were very close together,

and a boy Seated next to the vacant seat
leaned across ami placed something on
the seat. Buck grinned his approval.

Slowly Claude made his way to the

desk. He had never been in a big
school like this, and it was all rather
wonderful. Ho hoped he would make
lot* of friends. He wondered why all

E"ery Tuesday

the boys were watching h.ii so furtively.
He sat down.
His yelp of pain as he shot up made

the teacher glance round.
"Anything wrong, Pierce?" she

asked.
The boys eyed the newcomer balefully.

If *he were a squealer heaven help him.
"No, teacher," Claude said in his

clear, high-pitched voice.
"Then why did you make that,

noise V"
"I think I pinched myself on the

seat," explained Claude. "You see.
I've never sat at a desk before."
This remark caused all the pupils to

laugh, and Miss Noble had to rap
furiously on her desk before she could
obtain silence. She was not quite
satisfied with Claude's explanation.

"Very well—sit down." Another raj)

on the desk. "Are your history books
all open at page lifty-nine? Now, quiet,
please, whilst I read the first para-
graph."
Claude opened his history book and
—wonk—a pea hit him on the nose. A
moment later another landed hard to
the back of his head- and, looking round,
he caught sight of a big boy hiding a
catapult. When Claude stood up, the
class gasped—he was going to sneak !

The teacher looked inquiringly in his

direction.

"Page fifty-nine is not in this book
that the headmaster gave me," blandly
stated Claude. "Someone has torn it

out—I don't know why !"

"In Cig's desk you should find a
history book," answered teacher.

Claude found a very dirty-looking
book, and all down the margin were
comic faces drawn in pencil.
The lesson proceeded, but had not

gone far when the door opened and
another boy appeared. It was Gig
Stevens. The lad's face was chalky-

white, but .the eyes seemed to blaze
fiercely. He just stood there and gaze.l

defiantly at the teacher, as if daring
her to rebuke him for being late.

" We arc doing the French Revolu-
tion, page sixty in your history book,"
stated Miss Noble. " You will have to

share your scat with a new boy for this

morning. Go to your desk as quietly as

possible."
Every head turned slowly and fol-

lowed Gig Stevens as he moved to his

desk. Fancy him coming to school on
the day they had killed his father.

How dreadful Gig looked.

For the moment the excitement of the
new boy had been overshadowed by the
sudden appearance of the son of a
killer. When Gig got to his desk they
wondered what would happen. Gig
would hate having a "cissy " new boy
at his desk.

Sullenly and defiantly Gig glanced at

Buck, who gave a slight grin of wel-

come. Gig had scarce heard the

teacher's words. His brain was
numbed from tho misery he had suf-

fered, but now he remembered, as ho
saw the small youth sitting at his desk.

Claude gazed up at Gig and moved
over to give him plenty of room. Gig
sat down and, gripping the desk, slid

along the seat with a sharpness born
of long practice. Claude was whisked
oil' the seat to land with a bump on the
floor. Gig .-lid back to his side of the
desk.
'•What are you doing on the floor,

Pierce'.'" The teacher walked across
the room. Every boy studied his book.
Claude smiled disarmingly as he got

to his feet.

"I fell off the end of the seat," he
explained. "They're rather short, and
I didn't realise that I was so near the

edge."
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"Gig Stevens '." The teacher's tone
was sharp. "You will see that Pierce
does not fall off again by keeping
strictly to your side of the desk."
The eye? of Gig Stevens flickered up-

wards at the teacher and then round at
( iaude. Suddenly he saw the history
book.
"Here, that's my book!" He

grabbed for it. "Where did vou get
n ?"

"Out of your desk," answered Claude.
"Vou see, my book had a page missing
and——

"

"Pierce, that will be enough." The
teacher was now standing before the
desk. "Stevens, a little less noise,
please. You will share that history
hook with Pierce. I told him to take
ii from your desk. If I have any more
noise or interruptions the whole class
v*. ill be deprived of their ten minutes'
break."
Buck Murphy gave an ominous

glance at the small figure seated beside
In- pal. He decided that this namby-
pamby youngster was a pest, and should
be destroyed. He wagered this dolled-
up "cissy " was a coward, and he knew
the way to find out.

When Miss Noble dismissed her class

the boys crowded out of the room, and
.Murphy got close behind young Pierre;
he got busy with a piece of chalk. It

amazed young Claude why several of
i lie boys came up to him in the play-
ground, during the interval, kicked him
unexpectedly and then walked away
laughing. He was glad the break was
only a short one. He overheard some
boys talking About Gig Stevens, and hi-

eyes widened as lie heard what had
happened that morning to Gig's father,
but it was a big thrill to know he was
mi ling next to a gangster's son.
The boy.- trooped back to class, and

Claude tried to make friends by offer-
ing Gig a choice of his pencils. The
savage look that he got made the
younger boy edge away.

Gig's Aunt Rose

AT last school was over for the
morning. Claude tried to talk
with several of the boys, but

they
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kicked him m the pants when least
expecting it. He was careful to keep
near to the railings as he hastened
home; already Claude was learning
wisdom. His father found the trouble
at once and made him remove his coat.
The boy's eves widened at sisrht of large
chalk letter.: "KICK ME."
"You mustn't mind that." laughed

his father. " All schoolboys have a
sense of humour."
"I think the boys were a little upset.*'

stated Claude, seating himself gingerly
on a chair. "One of their father- i-

going to be electrified up the river."

"Electrified? Up the river?" Jay
Pierce cpicstioned sharply.
"Yes. It's what they do to you when

you shoot someone in a gang war,
without an alibi," solemnly answered
Claude. "It's Gig Stevens' father."
"Oh, I see. Is Gig Stevens our of

the boys you like?"
"Oh, yes, sir. He's captain of the

football team. You'd like him. I'm
sure. The boys spoke very highly of
his father. What's a" frame-up, sir?"

"Well, you might call that 'kick
me ' sign on your back a frame-up,"
.lay Pierce laughed. "Of course your
mother ha- had you in England mosl of
the time, so yon aren't used to some of
our underworld term-. Now, let's get
back to football. Will Gig Stevens play
you in his tram or give you a try.
Vou played some football in England."

"I had some coaching in Soccer."
Claude frowned thoughtfully. "But
this American game i- very different,
even the ball is different. I'd have to
gel one and handle it before I'd be any
good over here."
That evening Jay Pierce left his son

with his studies and went to the
nearest shop, where he purchased .a

regulation ball. The attendant tried to
sell him a smaller ball suitable for
juvenile school-, but the father knew
his son would be terribly hurt to have
a kid's ball.

5

It was grand having his son back to
cheer up his lonely life, and in very
jubilation of spirits Jay tossed the bail
into the air and caught it. How it re-
minded him of inter-collegiate game-.
His way lay past the Stevens' apart-
ment house, and he was still playing
with the ball.

A large car drew into the kerb and
a girl got out, and at that precise
moment Jay fumbled the catch and shot
the ball straight into her arm-.
Luckily she saw it coming, and man-
aged to hold it.

"Well played!" cried Pierce.

"Excuse me. but aren't you a little

bil too old to be in the tram?" mocked
the girl witli the laughing brown eyes.

"oil, I'm onhj tiir coach," chuckled
Pierce, catching the ball a- she tossed
il to him. "My -tar half-back i- doing
In- home work. This is a surprise for
him."
"You're the sort of coach that spoils

hi- team," the girl -anl a- -In- hastened
up the stone step-. "Good-bye."

The man thought a lot of the girl's
sweet face a- he walked along the street.

Little did he know that it was Gig
Stevens' Aunt Hose whom In- had met.

Rose Wilson had called to console her
elder sister, whom she had not seen for
over a _\ear. though she had met Gig
once or twice. Thai yOUAg fellow
thought his Aunt Rose a grand dame
and a swell-looker.

Jennie had gone to work al a laundry,
and stayed there even when •-lie got

married; Rose had won a prize for
singing and dancing at a local cinema,
and been offered a job in the beauty
chorus of a touring company. Jennie
considered the stage as the most dis-

graceful place and regarded her sister
as an outcast. B\ means of clever sing-
ing and dancing Rose had got to Broad-
way, where .-he became acquainted with
Barkell, the famous producer. Jennie
said she wanted nothing to do with a
sister who had a flat in Park Avenue.

sf

i
<( Come on, you big bully !

" cried Claude.
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Now, after all these months, Rose had
come to comfort her sister, but Jennie
Slovens stated fiercely that she didn't
want any help, and that she wouldn't,
i ouch a penny of her money.

It was a sad Rose who came down the
-i one stairs and entered the beautiful
. ar, which glided away. Buck Murphy
and his parents were calling to console
the bereaved wife, and they gaped after
i ho ear. Old man Murphy was a thick-
set, florid man, and easily angered.

"Pah!" he snorted. "And to think
I fought in the war to make the world
safe for them plutocrats."
'That was Gig's Aunt Rose!" cried

Buck. "She looked like she was
bawling."
Mrs. Murphy folded her arms across

her ample chest. " A lot she's got to

bawl about,!' she said with a loud sniff.

Solemnly the little party trooped up-

stairs, not so much to console poor
• loimio Stevens as to hear all the gory
• lotails.

" I Threw the Football "

THE following day found Gig Stevens
in a measure recovered from the

hanowing tragedy. His father

had become a hero. Many a time that

-.11110 father had treated his wife and
only son very badly, and, in his heart of

hearts, Gig knew that time would easily

-often the blow.
Wars, battles, sea engagements, fights

in the air, and gang lights were moat

alld drink in young Gig's life. lie

would have loved to have been a- second

Dick Turpin. Unfortunately he and
Buck had grown up to fear the law

rather than to respect it, Those two
l>oys wore considered by the other ruf-

fians of that school as being "on the

level," but they weren't above a little

quiet thieving, though they didn't look

upon removing spare wheels from oars

and taking car accessories as stealing,

but as "slick " business.

On this morning they were stealing a
ride on the back of a truck—an easy

method of getting to school, and cheap,

provided not caught by a cop.

"Did you read what my old man
said ?" shouted Gig.

"No, I didn't," Buck had to admit.

••The> bumped off a guy what had
done a lot of killings and then squealed

Oil his pals to save his neck. My old

man said :
' Wipe down that chair, a

rat just got through sitting in it,'"

Fierce eyes turned towards his friend.

"Ill say that was tough. You know
how long he was in the chair?" Buck
shook his bend. "Nine minutes. They
gave him four jolts of more than two
thousand volts. That's more electricity

than it takes to run a street- car. Gee,
it makes one feel fine

"

"You'll feel something else if you
don't scram !" bellowed an angry voice.

They did not wait for the man to

repeat the threat.
Claude arrived at the school looking

very neat and tidy with Che football

under his arm. The boys in the yard
nudged eaoh other. They were eyeing
tiio boy enviously when Buck and Gig
showed up.

"The new kid's gotta ball," someone
hissed in Buck's car.

Buck and Gig sauntered across the
1 but someone had just the same

idea as these two bright lads. Claude
l.i hi ing rather nervously round

I

mil Inil the ball so hard
thai i< was shut clean out of Claude's
grasp. It was the signal for a gland
rush. The ball was seized by one follow,

but lo' kept it for about two seconds.

Then the ball came to Buck Murphy.
"Coming over, Gig!" ho shouted, ami

drew back his arm for a throw.
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Buck threw it all right, but someone
tackled him at the psychological
moment, and the ball, instead of going
to Gig, went clean through a class-room
window.

All the boys darted away, leaving
three—Buck, who was rooted to the spot
from horror and amazement; Gig. still

waiting to catch the ball and also dumb-
founded ; and poor Claude, eager to
get back his ball.

The principal appeared liko magic,
and it was too late to escape.

"Just a minute, you three!" he
shouted. "Up to my office—right
away."
Buck and Gig gazed at Claude as if

he wcro some insect before marching off

to the principal's room with Claude
trailing behind. Outside (he three
paused, and Buck stuck out his chin.

"You didn't see me throw a foot-

ball!" he rasped out. "Understand?"
"Well, naturally, I " began

Claude.
"You know what we do to squealers

around here?" cried Buck. Claude
shook his head. "We -tuff them into a
sack and drop 'cm in the river."

"You do?" Claude seemed surprised.
"Isn't that rather drastic?"
They blinked at this new kid. lie was

a "cissy," but the queerest one they had
over met. Solemnly they trooped into
the principal's presence.

" Murphy, did you throw that foot-

ball V
"I don't know who threw it."
" Stevens?"
" I don't know."
"Pierce, this is vour football, isn't

it?"
" Yes, sir."

"Did you throw it?" the principal
demanded.
"No, sir."

"Do you know who threw it?"

"I really can't say, sir," Claude said
quietly. "I'm sorry."
The principal rapped with a cane on

his desk.
" I cannot overlook deliberate lying

anil connivance to a falsehood !" he
shouted. " Therefore, unless I know
who threw that ball you will all stand
punishment. I am surprised and dis-

appointed "

Claude stepped forward.
"I beg your pardon, sir," he inter-

rupted. "It was I who threw the foot-

ball."

"You did?" The principal seemed
amazed.
"Yes, sir. I should have admitted

it in the first place."
But the principal was not satisfied

with Claude's explanation. It was
almost impossible for a now boy to
break a window on the second day of
joining a school, and, moreover, the
youngster did not look the type to go
breaking windows. Also he had had
more trouble with Buck and Gig than
v ith any two other boys in the school.

Solemnly he gave the ball to Claude.
"Very well. You're excused. Don't

do it again."
Claude was a little surprised at being

let off so lightly. He wondered why
tin 1 headmaster was keeping Murphy
and Stevens behind, lie closed the (lour

and hastened away, lot ho be called
back.
"Who threw that football?" the prin-

cipal demanded, v, lun Claude was g
" Answer mo I"

They made no reply.
" Stevens ?"
"

I don't know."
"I'm not going to punish you for

breaking a pane of glass. I'm going to

punish you for refuging stubbornly and
unreasonably to toll the truth." The
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principal waggled the
hold out your hand."

\ne. "Stevens,

Gig winced as the master gave him
throe hard swipes.
"You may go."
G'g departed, leaving Murphy.

Actually the principal suspected
Murphy of the crime. The door closed.
"Put your hand out, Murphy."
Buck put out his hand, then whipped

it away as the master gave a vicious
swipe and missed badly.

" Oh, Mr. Crusenberry, don't hit
me !" yelled the cunning Buck. "Please
don't kill me—don't kill me!" Dex-
terously he missed another vicious swipe.
"Oh, please, Mr. Crusenberry I" His
voice became slrrill. "Let me go—you're
killing me—don't kill me "

" Shhh—shhh—shhh !" The principal
became alarmed, because Buck's voice
must be carrying all over the college,
and, if it were reported to the
guardians, might cause a bother.

"What do you think your fellow-

students will think of you making a
cowardly uproar like this? Answer
me !

Buck smiled cunningly.
"They're gonna think it's awful funny,

a big guy like you hitting a kid like

me."
The principal's hand with the cane

trembled, but ho knew this young rascal

was too clever for him.
"Report to your teacher—and remain

after school until you feel like telling the

truth about that football."

Buck Murphy did not waste time get-

ting to the door, where he had the im-
pudence to make a rude face at the
master before hurriedly getting to

safety. Down in the quadrangle he
found an anxious Gig Stevens waiting
for him.
"He sure kept you a long time. Did

you squeal ?"

Buck turned up his top lip in a con-
temptuous grin.

"I didn't squeal—what you take me
for?"
Tho two boys walked past the iron

gates and out into the narrow street.

Loitering thero was Master Claude
Pierce, who was throwing his ball

against the wall and catching it as if he
had not a care in the world, though
actually ho was wondering whether tho
two senior boys of his class would not
be pally after he had lied to save them.
He decided on a bold move.

"Oh, hallo, fellows—want to play?"
he called out and tossed the ball to

Buck, who caught it.

Buck, holding the ball securely, strodo

it)) to Claude, who stood his ground
even though Buck's face was set in a
ferocious grin.

"So you broke the window, huh?"
sneered Buck. "Trying to go on re-

cord as a wise guy."
"Why, no—you sec

"

"Listen Mister Wise Guy. if it should
happen that you're walking on the same
side of the street as we are. you'd better
get on tho other side quick—otherwise
you'll gel your ears boxed Come on,

Gig." Buck turned to his friend.

"Guess we'll have a game by ourselves.

Pass"
Claude stood there and saw the two

buys running down the street passing
the ball to each other. His ball. Tho
small chin stuck out sharply and tho
hands were clenched. Resolutely he
out lor home, whore he informed Ins

father that he would like to be taught,

the noble ait of fisticuffs. His father
wanted to know why he was so keen to

take up boxing.
"Well, there's a couple of fellows I'm

afraid Til have to lick," was the answer.
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I beg your pardon, but you're thi concierge
here, are you not ? " demanded Claude.

One of the Gang

FOR three flays Claude kept very
rnueh to himself. The teacher had
provided him with a desk, so that

he did not have to share with Gig.
Several times he saw the hoys playing
with his football, and his dark eyes be-
earne angry but determined. He worked
hard on his boxing over a week-end, and
on the Monday set out for sehool full ot
fire and determination. It was in the
lunch interval that he had the show-
down.

Claude walked out into the street and
there was Buck. Gig and a number of
boys playing with the football. Claude
placed his books very deliberately on a
window ledge and waited his chance.
Buck hurled the ball towards Gig, and
Claude streaked Out and intercepted the
pass. He tucked it under his arm.
Buck stalked up to him.
"Gimme that ball

!"

"It's my ball," stoutly affirmed
Claude. "I'm very willing to let you
fellows play with it if I'm in the game
as well.''

Buck bent down and thrust his snub
nose within an inch of Claude's nose.

"What did I tell you -would happen
if you were on the same side of the street
as me '!"

"You can't make a rule like that.
This is a free country."

"Pretty smart, ain't ye?" cried Buck,
and turned. "Bugs, box this smarty's
ears, he's too small for me."
"Oh, no, I'm not," Claude cried, and

handed the ball to a gaping youth. He
squared up. "Come on, you big bully!"
Buck gazed incredulously at the small

figure. What a nerve! But he grunted
when Claude punched him in the ribs.
Buck came out of his trance and pro-
ceeded to place a large hand on Claude's
forehead, and the more Claude tried to
get free the harder became the grip.
Claude lashed out with his aims, but he
could not reach Buck, who had arched
his body.

"Go on!" mocked Buck. "What are
you waving at ?"

In spite of being held at arm's length
Claude shove to hit Buck, but with no
better success. All the other boys
gathered round and yelled encourage-
ment. A policeman heard the noise and
came round the corner to see what all

the noise was about.

The taunting jeers maddened Claude
and he wriggled free, charged forward,
and Buck, losing his balance, Clashed to
the ground. Buck could not stand for
that, and getting up he got hold of
Claude's nose and tweaked it hard.
Claude backed away, rubbed his aching
nose and then rushed in with head down
and arms swinging. One blow caught
Buck in the stomach and the big boy re-

taliated with a nasty jab to the eye.
Claude was hurled back, but was about
to charge recklessly into the fight in a
do or die effoit when someone saw
Muldoon, the policeman. There was a

yell of "cops," and Claude" found him-
self in a deserted st reet,

Claude stared tip at the tall police
officer and smiled.
"Good-morning. officer," he said

coolly.

"Were you kids fighting?" demanded
Muldoon.
"Fighting!" exclaimed Claude, blink-

ing an eye that seemed to be closing.
"It was just a friendly argument." He
picked up his cap from the ground and
dusted it.

"Then why did all them other scamps
vamoose so quick?"

"They have a certain respect for the
arm of the law," Claude smilfed. "They
might have thought you were going to
pin something on them."
The police officer went off chuckling.

Claude collected his books and walked
down the street. Behind an old cart
crouched Buck, Gig and ;i freckled
youth who was Bugs.

"What was you saying to Muldoon?"
demanded Buck.

"Nothing!" haughtily replied Claud.-.

"I'd like mv football, please."
Buck looked at Claude's eye.
" Did he ask you who gave you that

shiner?"
"I told him nothing. What do you

think I am—a squealer?"

That took Buck aback, and he licked
his lips as if this small, upright young
fellow was beyond his comprehension.
He looked at Gig, who seemed rather
dazed, and then at Bugs, who had hold
of the football.

"Go on," Buck snarled at Bug-.
" Give him his ball."

Claude took the ball and beamed
happily. Though triumphant, he made
that smile just politely friendly

Buck looked at him under furrowed
brows.
"Come on, if you're coming." he mut-

tered. "And that goes for you as well."
Wondering what Buck meant, Claude

solemnly followed the three other boys.
No comment was made, though (Jig and
Bugs looked curiously at the smaller boy.
They entered a sort of scrap yard. Bit-
ot old cars, old wheels, worn tyre-, and
rusty iron of all shapes. Beyond was a

small shed, containing a forge and a

bench and a lot more rubbish. They
passed through this curious building out
of a back door into another waste heap,
Near a fence was a queer, ramshackle
construction made from old tarpaulins
and crate boxes.

It was the gang headquarters. Thej
all trooped inside. Two othei boys
sprawled on the floor. An ancient oil

lamp fitfully glimmered.

"Hi, ya. Buck?"
Buck nodded and sat down on a crate.

Gig touched his pal on the shoulder and
pointed to Claude, who was standing in

the floorway.
"WT

hat did you bring him along for?"
"Shucks, what's the difference," Buck

suddenly glowered round. "He's in.

Any arguments ?"

No one had the nerve to protest.

because Buck was a head taller that;
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most of them. Solemnly they raised
their hands as a sign that the motion
passed.
Buck pointed to a chair, which had

seen better days. "You're elected. Sit
down, Dope.''
Claude sat down in the chair and, of

course, the bottom gave way and he
went through.
"I'm sorry, fellows," apologised

Claude. "I'm afraid I've broken the
chair."
With great difficulty Claude was freed

and he looked round nervously. He saw
a chair.

"Bust that!" threatened Bugs, "and
I'll bust you one in the "

"Shut up, Bugs!" snapped Buck.
"Bugs?" Claude drew his brows to-

gether. "That's an odd name, isn't it?"
"No—he eats bugs, that's all," ex-

plained Buck.
"Oh, do you?" Claude looked at

Bugs with awe and respect. " What do
they taste like?"
"Just kinda bitter." Bugs grinned,

for Claude was showing respect for his
prowess. "I ate a bee once."
"Yeah, and you got stung," sneered

Gig.

Buck touched Claude on the shoulder
and pointed to a biggish boy.
"This is Six Toes. Better show him."
Claude's eyes goggled to see a boy

who had six toes on both feet.

"Only about eight people in the world
have feet like mine," boasted the owner.
"I'm learning to write and draw with
'em, then my ma's gonna put me in a
circus—guess I'll make a big draw. I

can write pretty good, but she's getting
mad 'cause I can't learn to spell."

"Shivvie said he'd give us half a buck
for every tyre we got," announced Gig.
By listening, Claude learnt that

Sfiivvie was the man who owned this

rubbish heap and the shed.
"We can make a buck a day easy,"

decided Buck.
Gig became all thoughtful, and began

muttering vaguely. At last he turned to

his chief.

"Not every day. Eighty bucks—guess
that'll take a hundred and sixty days."
"Eighty bucks!" gasped Buck. "What

you want all that dough for?"
"I was looking at a tombstone for

my old man. I saw one and the guy
told me it was eighty bucks," Gig
sighed. "It was a swell stone."

"Why don't you ask your Aunt Rose
for the dough?" hinted Buck.
"She didn't like my old man."
Buck turned up his lips.

"You don't have to tell her what it's

for. She's always trying to give you
things. It's easy. Where does she
live?"
"On Park Avenue. I've never been

up there."
"Come on." Buck jumped up.

"Let's go up right now and ask her for
the eighty."
When Buck and Gig departed they

were followed by Claude In the street
Gig swung round angrily.

"Where do you think you're going?"
"I was just wondering if you fellows

were going up town by subway," Claude
answered.
"No, we're faking a taxi," sneered

Buck.
"I've thirty cents." Claude produced

this wealth. "We could take the sub-
way."
Buck looked at the money, then at

Gig.
"Gee, I reckon we've got time for an

ice- cream soda."
So the three boys spent the money on

soda and instructed Claude in the art

of "hitching" a ride up town on the
back of a truck. Some time later they
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found themselves in Park Avenue, and
before a great building, where Gig's
Aunt Rose resided. They made to enter
the building, but a gorgeous person in

uniform appeared and barred their way.
"You kids keep outa here,"

"We're going in to see my Aunt
Rose!" shouted Gig.
"You may want to see President

Roosevelt, but you ain't coming in

here," the doorman laughed sneeringly.
"Your Aunt Rose—oh, yeah!"

"You can't make a rule like that."
Buck remembered what Claude had said
to him. "This is a free country."
The remark seemed to infuriate ihe

doorman because he threatened them
with violence if they didn't scram.
They moved away and the man turned
his back. The three boys streaked past
and his hands clutching at them caught
only the air. In the vast hall they
sighted a clerk at a reception office.

They arrived there a split second before
the doorman.
"You boys can't came in here," the

clerk cried in haughty tones.

"Hey, wait a minute," cried Gig.

"Rose Hawley lives here, don't she?"
" Why, yes, but "

"Well, she's my aunt and she told me
to come up and see her, see

!"

"A lot of lies," panted out the door-
man. "Come on, get out of here!" He
gripped Gig and Buck by the coat-

collar.

"Let me go, you big flatfoot." Buck
struggled to break free.

"Wait a minute, my man!" spoke a
clear, sharp voice. It was Claude. The
doorman gazed at him doubtfully. Claude
then tinned to the clerk "I beg your
pardon, but you're the concierge here,
are you not?"
Now the clerk goggled at him.
"Huh?" was all he could say.

Claude gestured towards his friends.

"This is Gig Stevens. And if you'll

just kindly announce him to his aunt,
Miss Hawley, I should be greatly
obliged."
The clerk just obeyed. This small

youth with his clear treble and com-
pelling dark eyes had will power. The
doorman relaxed his grip on Buck and
Gig. A minute later the doorman was
pressing the button of an elevator.

"You close the doors and "

"I am fully conversant with lifts,"

coldly stated Claude. " Kindly close the
doors."
With respect Buck and Gig gazed at

this youth, who was so cool and calm,
even though he did use words they did

not understand. They saw him walk up
to a lot of knobs and without hesitating
press one of them. The elevator shot
upwards to the eighteenth floor, where
Claude pulled back the sliding grille and
motioned the other two to step out.

They followed him like lambs down the
corridor.

Rose was delighted to see the boys.
She was rehearsing a song she was to

sing that night, and they listened spell-

bound. She told them of the time she
was in a variety act and did cart-wheels
For Claude's benefit she did several.

Then Maria, her black maid, brought
in iced drinks, and it was a merry party
which was brought to an end by the

maid announcing that Mr. Barkell
wanted to. sec her at the theatre at once.

It was then that Gig summed up
courage and asked her if she could loan

him eighty dollars.

"Eighty dollars!" cried Rose. "That
is a touch. What do you want all that

money for?"
Poor (;ig shuffled his feet.

"Well—I—well—I just gotta have
eighty dollars. It's on the level."
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"I know it is," saia Xose. "But you
must tell me what you \*ant the money
for— it is a large sum."
Then Mr. Barkell rang up again and

said ho was sending a car—it was
urgent. Aunt Rose flew into the next
room to change her dress.

"You come to see me one afternoon
next week and we'll talk it over," were
her parting words. "Now I must rush."
Claude went home and told his father

all about being allowed to join the gang,
his friendship with Gig and Buck, and
the visit to Aunt Rose, but ho said

nothing at first about the reason of their

visit. Finally, he reminded his father

that he had been promised a bicycle, and
that instead of the bicycle

"Listen," interrupted his father.
" we're going to have to put off that
bicycle for a time. Some plans have
come back for changes, and we don'r

get paid till they're accepted. We
haven't many dollars knocking around
spare."
"You mean, dad, we're rather haul

up?" questioned Claude.
"I'm afraid so."
"You mean we're poor like Gig and

Buck?"
His father nodded.
"I'm afraid so, son," he said.

"Are we so poor that I might wear
a pair of corduroy pants?" hinted
Claude. "I look rather rich in these

clothes, and I feel I'd be liked bettor
by the boys if I wore a jersey and
pants."
So Claude got his pants, btit he did

not get the eighty dollars. The mom y
worried Claude in the happy days th:.r,

followed, because ho knew how set (!i:

was on getting a tombstone for his

father.

Three Young Robbers

IN the succeeding days Claude went
often to the gang hide-out, but Buck
and .Gig vere seldom there. The

two boys always seemed to have some
business that took them away directly

school hours were finished'. They were
quite friendly to Claude when he did
see them, but they did not reveal the
reason of their actions, and the younger
boy knew they were up to something.

One day he saw them busy near a car,

and when the owner appeared, Claude
was surprised to see them vanish down
an alley. The car drove away and
Claude was amazed when a spare wheel
fell off the back. He questioned Buck
and found out that every spare tyro that

they took to their friend Shivvie they
received half a dollar.

Gig suggested that as they were not
doing very well it would be a good idea

if they speeded up trade and used Clando
as a look-out. Claude did not wish to

displease the two b'gger boys by refus-

ing, but he did not like taking these

tyres, even if the money was for Gig's

gravestone for his father. He made a
slight protest.

"You're yellow!" sneered Buck.

Claude protested and thus became the

look-out, but they had little luck be,

every time they found a car with an

easy spare wheel there were always

policemen about, and but for Claude's

shrill whistling might easily have bee i

caught. Finally, they abandoned work
for the day.

"Fellows. I don't like being a look-

out," Claude had the courage to stab
•' Besides, you'll never get eighty dollars

this way."
"So what you got, smart guy, that's

better?" demanded Gig.

"Why—why that's quite simple. You
want to steal from the rich, like Mr.
Raffles!"
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"Raffles—what mob did he run with?"
asked Buck.
"He didn't have to have a mob—ho

was a lone wolf," Claude explained.

"My idea is to take things that boys
like us can dispose of without sus-

picion
"

"Like what?" asked Buck.
"Like toys and things. Shall we go

down to the hide-out and make our
plans ?"

Gig looked at Buck, and the latter

nodded.
''• We've got nothing to lose. Let's

go."
That night Claude's father had to go

into town on business, so Claude was
free. He arranged to meet Gig and
Buck at the hide-out at seven o'clock.

All they required was a sack and a torch.

It was Claude's idea that they break
into some place, which looked deserted.

He led them uptown and into a select

but quiet neighbourhood. There were
a number of places that looked likely,

but Claude was not satisfied. He gave
a deep "Ah!" when they came to the
gates of a big house. These were pad-
locked.

"It's all boarded up—the people are

away," he hissed. "This is the crib,

fellows. Now, you men, help me over
this wall and then I'll help you over."

They found themselves in a dark,
gloomy garden. Buck and Gig kept on
lumping nervously as the bushes rustled

—they would not have admitted that
they were scared. Claude made them
hide in some bushes whilst he went ex-
ploring. He returned to say that all was
well. They climbed some steps in an
area to a back door, and here Claude
insisted upon extreme caution. Not a
sound.
"The door's locked," whispered Gig.

"Do we break it down?"
Claude produced a knife and some

wire.

"Leave this to me, fellows." he
ordered. "You mount guard whilst I

work on the lock."
A sound made Buck and Gig swing

round. Their eyes opened wide, because
the back door stood open. Claude
beckoned them and they tiptoed over the
threshold. A nasty feeling ran down
their spines when the door was closed.

"We can get twenty years for break-
ing into a house," Buck said with chat-
tering teeth.

"When you steal, you have to take
chances," Claude announced. "Say,
you men aren't afraid, are you?"
"Who, ire?" rasped Buck. "Let's

go!"
"Yeah!" added Gig. Let's go!"
Several times they fell over things and

waited trembling to hear someone call

out. They found their way to a large

domed-shaped hall. Everything was
covered in white sheets, and Gig thought
on° high-backed chair was a ghost.
"Shhh!" Claude hissed. "'Tiptoe!"

"What air we going upstairs for?"
Gig asked in hollow tones.
"People always keep their valuables

upstairs," Claude answered, and led the
way. His torch cut a white beam in the
blackness.
"Are you cold. too. Buck?" asked

Gig, hearing his pal breathing on his

hands.
Buck had to admit that he wa> shiver-

ing, but not with fright.

Claude found a playroom, and Buck
and Gig gazed with envidus eyes at the
pilos of toys and amusements in the
room. There was a large steam-engine,
a miniature dynamo that worked set- oi

machinery, a sled, some skis, boxes of
marvellous soldiers, roller-skates and a

number of air-guns.
"We've got no time to lose, men."

Claude was businesslike. "Onlv take
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We may have towhat we can carry
make two trips."
Now Officer Muldoon was suspicious

of Gig and Buck, and had a .strong idea

that they were responsible for-a number
of petty thefts. This belief had arisen

when he had seen a spare wheel bounce
off a car when those two had been lurk-

ing near the cai. By evil fortune he ob-

served the three boys leaving a pawn-
shop, and he decided to find out what
they had been doing in the shop. When
he heard they had disposed of some very
valuable toys Officer Muldoon at once
got busy.
The boys saw a stone-cutter, and for

his eighty dollars Gig got a fine stone
with an angel on it. The man promised
to have it delivered to the Lawnrcst
Cemetery as soon as the names of James
Edward Stevens had been engraved on
it.

That evening Gig hastened home to

tell his mother that he had bought a

tombstone, and he was disgusted to find

that Paul Krumpp was there. Krumpp
was a fat little man and owned some
sort of business. He had been an ad-
mirer of Jennie Stevens for year-, and
warded her to change her name. Mrs.
Stevens was seriously considering the
matter when Gig burst into the room.

Gig tried to get a chance to talk with
his mother, but eventually in disgust
went to his room. He was moping over
a book when there came a ring at the
bell. Two men were outside, and they
asked to see Mrs. Stevens.
" You're to bring your hoy down to

the Hall of Justice to -morrow morning
at ten o'clock," one man informed her.

"The charge is a burglary suspect. Him
and two other boys."
When the door had closed his mother

turned on him,
"Oh, Gig, what have you done?" she

wailed. "Am I going to have to go
through with you what 1 did with vour
father?"
"You ain't caring much about my

father!" flamed Gig. with an angry glare
at peaceful little Krumpp.

"Just a moment, my boy
"I ain't your boy!" shouted Cm, and

shut himself in his bed-room.

There was a terrible scene in the
Murphy house when the plain-clothes
man issued the order for Buck to appeal
on the following morning. Old man
Murphy tried to thrash the truth out of

his son. but though the blows with the

leather belt hurt Buck he would not
say a word. It was Mrs. Murphy who
stopped her husband from half-killing the
lad.

Jay Pierce looked inquiringly at his

son when the police had gone.
"I can't tell you a thing—really I

can't." Claude told his father.

"Why not?"
"Well. dad. you wouldn't want me to

be a squealer, would you ? You see

I'm one of the sang now. You see we
have a code, and

"

"What about our code?" interrupted
Jay Pierce. "Are we supposed t" have
secrets from each other?"
"Dad. I—truly, you just don't under-

stand, that's all."

"Claude, come here," his father com-
manded, and the boy obeyed. "Look
straight at me. There's one thing I

want to know. Examine yourself inside

—in your heart. Have you done any-
thing dishonourable—.anything to be
ashamed of?"
"No. sir."

Jay Pierce gave a sigh of relief.

"Right!" He patted his son's

shoulder. "Then whatever it is we'll

see it through, huh ?"

The Hall of Justice

OFFICER MULDOON did his work
thoroughly, and found out enough
to convince him that the three boys

were thieves.

The culprits, their parents and those
concerned in the case took up two
benches. The parents still had no idea

The doctor appeared and took one look at the limp form in Buck's arms.
" Bring him inside at once," he cried. " Your friend looks pretty bad !

"
December 26th. intW.
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what their boys had been doing. Rose
received a tearful message from Jennie,
and hastened down to the court. She
recognised (Maude's father at once. The
nice man, who had thrown a footbal 1

at her.

"Do yon know what all this is about?"
Jay Pierce whispered in Rose Hawley's
ear. "None of ns here know a thing,

and (lie boys won't talk."

"No, I don't," Rose whispered back.

"I've seen Gig, but he's gone stubbornly
foolish on me. So your star half-back

has done the same?"
They had to be silent whilst the

judge, a clean shaven, sharp-featured

man of middle age, delivered sentence on
a boy mixed up with a race-course gang
of toughs.
"Joseph Wilson!" thundered the

judge. "I usually pronounce sentence

in chambers, but your case is so

flagrantly full of misdemeanours, broken
promises, open defiance to the law, that

I feel the whole court should listen less

any others be tempted to follow in your
footsteps. For two years you have lied

to the probation officers, who have tried

to help jou; you've lied to me, but

what's worse you've lied to your mother.
Stolen and lied and succeeded in making
het very miserable. Therefore, it's my
unpleasant duty to sentence you on this

date to four years in the State Re-
formatory."
Buck swallowed, Gig gave a little

gasp, and Claude gave his father a
nervous glance. The judge announced
that the next case would be heard in

chambers.
"Robert Murphy, James Stevens,

Claude Pierce!" boomed forth the voice

of the clerk. "Their parents, witnesses

and officers in the case, step this way,
please."
"Hope they send ns all to the same

place!" Buck gave a feeble imitation

of a defiant grin at Gig. The latter just

looked miserable.
Tn the judge's chambers they were

placed by the clerk in various benches
and told to maintain silence. A door
opened and the same judge appeared.

The first person he called was the pawn-
broker.
"Your Honour, you could have

knocked me over with a feather when
Officer Muldoon questioned me about the

toys," concluded the old Hebrew. "You
agree T was very generous on the deal,

your Honour. They couldn't have got

that price from any other establishment,

and "

"That will be all. Mr. Maltz."

"Can I go now?" the old rascal

whined.
"No!" the judge barked out the com

mand "Be seated, please." He studied

a report on the case closely, and all

watched him anxiously. Ho looked up
at last. "I see by this report that none
of you boys will help us or yourselves

by Baying a word in this matter." His
grey eyes were irery compelling when he
looked at Buck Murphy. "Is that right,

Robert ?"

"That's right."
"Robert, look at me wheq you're talk

ing."
"Yes. sir. that's right." Buck held

up his head defiantly.

"Jame3, can't you help us?" ques-

tioned the judge.
"No, sir." muttered Gig.
The judge looked at Claude.

"What about you, Claude? Wouldn't
you like to say something?"

" No. your I lonour I"

The judge turned again to his reporl

"I see that none of the parents recog-

nised these toys, or that pocket-money
was ever given in suliicient amounts to

allow lo. Such purchases, ts that correct,

Mr. Murphy?"
December sstli, 1930.
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"It is!" rasped that irate father. "I
wouldn't spoil my son with such truck,
your Honour. And if you'll let me have
those kids for three minutes I'll show
you how to get this thing out of them."
"Maybe, Mr. Murphy; but there are

better methods than that," the judge
said quietly. "Those methods often get
a confession, but not necessarily the
truth. We have no actual complaint
against these boys. We only suspect,
from the evidence, that their parents
are guilty of improper supervision." He
looked meaningly at Murphy senior, who
wriggled uncomfortably. "Mr. Pierce,
your affidavit concerning the tO/s is the
same?"
"Yes, your Honour."
" Mrs. Stevens, you also

"

Rose stood up.
"Your Honour, I'm Rose Haw ley,

Gig's aunt, his mother's sister. She
couldn't be here to-day, so she called
me up and asked me to take her place
You see, she works from ten until five

at the University Laundry on Fourteenth
Street."
"I understand." The judge nodded

kindly, and then proceeded to question
each of the grown-ups about the life each
child spent. The three boys were
friends, and they certainly came from
different walks in life. He learnt very
little from the grown-ups, and finally

made the three come up close to his

desk.

NEXT
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"Now, look here, triN best fun I get
is making friends with the boys who
come here to talk with me, and 1 mean
friendships that last," he told them".
"But sometimes friendships go through
a loj of trouble. My hunch is that you
and Gig know the real story behind
these toys, and that Claude just found
himself tagging along. Is that so? " Buck
and Gig just stared back at him defiantly.
"Oh, no, sir!" Claude spoke. "We're

all in this together."
"I was not addressing you, Claude,"

reproved the judge, and gazed intently
at the two bigger boys. "Since you two
both refuse to tell the simple truth I
couldn't very well put you on proba-
tion, could I?"
"What are you gonna do to us?" de-

manded Buck.
The judge gave a despairing shrug of

his shoulders.
"Well, you were out there and heard

where I had to send Joe Wilson. If you
refuse to tell the truth it'll only prove
to me that you're starting on the road
to the same place. I know it looks a
merry old road while you're on it—you
outsmart a lot of people—and you're big
shots and have a lot of fun—you won't
squeal. Then suddenly you land inside,

and then all the fun's gone. No getting
out to play after school, because thi

school all the time up there. No going
home to see your folks. Now, isn't it

best to talk this over ?
"

"I got nothing to say, I tell ya
!"

shouted Buck defiantly.
"Me, neither!" cried Gig.

"I'm sorry for that attitude," said the
judge. "In that case I have only one
alternative, and it will be my painful
duty "

"If you please, your Honour!" piped
a small voice. "It's nothing to do with
Buck and Gig—I planned the whole rob-
bery, sir!"

"Robbery. Claude?" the judge q
tioned sharply.
"Yes, sir!" Claude spoke clearly.

"You see, Gig needed eighty dollars,

and—well, I didn't think it was right

for us to steal tyres when I knew a
perfectly good house we could rob all at

once.

"

The judge blinked.
"What house did you rob?"
"Why, my own house, sir."

"Your own house?"
"Yes, sir. Well—my mother's—26,

East 68th Street, sir. She's away in

Florida. But she left me the k<

Claude gave his two friends a 1H i

glance, and he did not like their open-
mouthed expressions. "Those si

toys. sir. I—I— I haven't told Gig and
Buck until now. sir."

"Whv haven't you told them?"
"Weil, there was the eighty dollars

needed, and i suppose I iust wanted to

be Raffles, that's all." He stared fear-

lessly at the judge. "But Raffles in the

right way."
"I see." The judge fingered his

then looked over Claude's head. ".Mr.

Pierce, this is all quite possil

"More than probable, your Hoi, our.''

The judcre turned to one of the cut]

"Gig. do yon mind telling me what
von did with the eighty dollars?"

"I don't mind telling anybody." <;'g

scowled at Claude. "And I don't care
how 1 was fooled into getting it, either.

1 bought a tombstone with it "for my
old man. And they can't take it away
from him, 'cause it's bought and
for."
Thus the clever judge got the whole

truth out of the boys, and finally he
i Sente on Buck and ( tig,

" Both you two felli you were
stealing something that didn't belong
to you. You can't do those sort of

(Continued on page 25)
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A hoard of loot hidden somewhere in America's famous National Park, and Death
stalking the paths of the men who were seeking it. A gripping tale of the Wyoming

Hills, starring Henry Hunter and Judith Barrett

Foster's Secret

THERE was ii record crowd staying
at the Old Faithful Camp, situated
in tho heart of the vast reservation

known as Yellowstone Park. For the
tourist season was in full swing, and citi-

zens from all over the States had be-

come aware that few corners of the globe
were more attractive than this area
which hud been purchased by the nation
and opened to the public as a holiday
resort.

Old Faithful Camp was the site of an
hotel built on the lines of a mammoth
shooting "lodge, and referred to as the
Inn. Here you coidd live at a reason-
able cost and enjoy the society of a
motley throng of residents, or, if you
liked a certain amount of privacy, you
could rent one of the trim, well-furnished
cabins which clustered around the main
building like the huts of an army can-
tonment.

But wherever you lodged, whether at

the Inn or in one of the cabins, you
commanded a view from your windows
of some of the finest scenery that the
United States could boast—a landscape
that held you breathless with wonder as
you gazed on the natural beauty of the
Wyoming mountains, or t lie dark belts
of forest, or the barren plateaux dotted
with those hot springs which men call

geysers, and which sometimes hurled
columns of steam high into the air when
subterranean forces awoke them into
furious activity.

"A veritable paradise "—thus was the
Yellowstone Park described in the
pamphlets that advertised it as a resort,
and the phrase was well merited. You
might be there to hunt game, to toy
with rod and line, to ride or to motor
or to mountaineer, to study plant life or
rock formations: whatever your hobby,
you would not be disappointed.

But what was the hobby of James
Foster, fifty-year-old holiday-maker, who
looked as if the cares of the world rested
on his shoulders, and who had rented
one of those trim, well-furnished cabins
for himself and his daughter Ruth?
A slight, grey-haired and pale faced in-

dividual, Foster had been heard to men-
tion that his chief object in coming to

Yellowstone was a desire to sample the
fishing in its rivers. Yet, although he
had been at the camp for a week or
two, he had not been seen indulging in

this sport that he professed to favour.

He still talked of fishing, however, on
such occasions as anyone engaged him in

conversation. He was discussing it now,
on the evening of the fourteenth day of

his sta.\

—

discussing it with a stalwart
young man who had called in at his

cabin.

The young man in question was Dick
Sherwood, and he was a member of the
Forest Ranger Service, a body of

Government, employees whose job it was
to police the Yellowstone Park and see
that tourists did not violate any of tho
regulations.

"Yes," Foster was saying to Dick
Sherwood, "I've been told that the best
fishing in the reservation i- to be had
on the northern reaches of the river, and
I'm tempted to make a start to-night
and spend the whole of to-morrow up
there."

"I can sin.- recommend the fishing up
that way, Mr. Foster," Dick Sherwood
informed him, ''and if you take my
advice you'll pitch camp below Sioux
Bluff. Er—would you be taking your
daughter with you?"
The older man could not forbear from

smiling.

"No, Sherwood," he said. "Would

you mind looking after her for me while
you're off duty ?"

"Would I mind, sir!" the Ranger de-
clared with unconcealed enthusiasm. "It
would be a pleasure."
Again James Foster smiled.

"H'm, she is mighty pretty, isn't

she'.'" he murmured, a faint twinkle ap
pearing in his otherwise sombre eye-.

"She tells me that you're taking her to

the alfresco entertainment that the
hotel management has arranged for to-

night."
"That's right, sir," Dick Sherwood

answered, with a grin.

There was a silence, and then James
Foster spoke again.
"You'll take good care of Ruth. Sher-

wood, won't you?" he said. "You
know, she means a great deal to me."
"I can understand that, sir. And she

thinks the world of you, too. Why, the
first time I met her—the day you arrived
here—she was talking about you in no
time. I could see that you rated pretty
high with her, Mr. Foster."

It was almost as if a look of pain
Crossed the older man's features.

"Yes," he mused. " l'oor Ruth, she
musl have missed me cruelly. You see,

Sherwood, her mother died when she
was a child, and I had to leave her in

the care of an aunt for—for eighteen
years. And all that time 1 never saw
her once, for the nature of my business
took me to the other side of the world,
where I was constantly travelling from
one country to another.

"This is the first holiday my daughter
and I have ever had together, Sher-
wood." he added. "Two weeks ago, T

set eves on her for the first time in
eighteen years— the girl from whom I
had been separated when she was a mere
baby, and who is now grown to woman-
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hood. Tt— it was a moment I shall never
forget, Sherwood— that moment when we
were brought together again.''

Dick could well realise the emotions
that must have been roused in this man
and his daughter after so long a separa-

tion, but before he could volunteer any
comment a door swung open on its

hinges and a radiantly beautiful girl

emerged from one of the cabin's bed-
rooms.
She was the girl whom they had been

discussing, and it was not to be wondered
at that Dick Sherwood had noticed her
on the day of her arrival and had re-

solved to make her acquaintance at the

earliest possible moment.
"Well, Air. Ranger," vhe announced

gaily, "I'm ready to be taken into

custody."
"Okay," Dick rejoined, offering her

lii> arm, "and let me tell you, I never
had a better-looking prisoner."

James Foster smiled at his daughter
and her handsome escort, and then he
spoke to the girl quietly.
"By the way, Ruth," he mentioned,

"I think I'll set out on that fishing-

trip in the north all right. So don t

worry if you find me gone when you get
back to-night. I'll return to the camp
by to-morrow evening at the latest."

The girl nodded, and a moment after-

wards she and Dick Sherwood were
making their way from the cabin,
Foster seeing them to the front door and
watching them as they hurried in the
direction of the Inn.
For the space of several seconds he

followed them with his eyes, and then,
drawing in a long breath, he turned to

re-enter the cabin. But even as he was
on the point of closing the door a figure
stepped into the porch, the figure of a
youngish, clean-shaven man who had ap-
parently been waiting in the shadows
until Ruth and Dick Sherwood were out
of sight.

"Just a minute, Mr. Foster."

Foster pulled the door wide open
again, and recognised his visitor as an
individual who was staying at the Inn
and who had casually introduced him-
self as Marty Ryan a few days previ-
ously. For although some of the holiday-
makers had private cabins, all took their
meals in the, restaurant of the main
building, and this man Ryan had been
allocated to a table near the one re-

served for the Fosters.

"I'd like to talk to you, Mr. Foster,"
Marty Ryan went on, as the older man
looked at him inquiringly.

Foster moved aside for him to enter,
and, closing the door, indicated a chair.
Then, as Ryan seated himself, his host
again directed a quizzical glance at him.
Ryan lc;med forward, and suddenly

Foster became aware that a change had
taken place in the fellow's manner. His
face, in repose, not unpleasing except
for a certain shiftiness of the eyes, was
rendered distasteful all at once by an
expression of evil cunning.

"I think it's about rime T had a show-
down with you, Anderson." he said.

,

ilami's Poster started, and for a
moment a look of ghastly apprehension
revealed itself on his features. Then
with a visible effort he recovered him-
self.

"I don't think I understand. Mr.
Ryan," he murmured. "Who told you
my name was Anderson?"

"You needn't try to bluff," Ryan ob-
served. "Listen, friend, in the days
before this territory was made into a
national reservation it was a pretty
tough country, and some eighteen years
ago there was a certain gang of Western
bandits who got away with a lot of
dough."
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Foster's bands were twitching slightly,

in plain agitation.
"That gang was rounded up," Ryan

continued, " but not before one of them
had planted the swag—a hundred thou-
sand dollars that was never recovered
And the man who planted that money

—

the only man who knows where it is

to-day—that man was you, James
Anderson."

Foster spoke with difficulty.

"Who—who are you, Ryan?" he fal-

tered. "Who put you up to this?"

"The name's Jenkins, Anderson,"
came the deliberate reply. "Marty
Jenkins, alias Ryan. The son of Tracy
Jenkins, who was a member of the
same gang that you belonged to—who
went to San Quentin Prison with you

—

and who died soon after his release a
year ago."
He paused, regarding Foster narrowly.
" My old man told me everything

before he passed out," he continued.
" That's why I picked up your trail

when you came out of San Quentin just

over two weeks ago. That's why I'm
here, for I knew you'd figure on dig-

ging up the loot you hid away, and I

want the cut that my old man was
entitled to."
James Foster ran his fingers round the

inside of his collar.

"Is that all you've got to say to me?"
he breathed.

"Isn't it enough?" Marty Ryan
queried grimly. " Or do 1 have to men-
tion your daughter ? Yes, Anderson, 1

know the whole story. I know how your
daughter was brought up in the name
of Foster and led to believe that you
had some sort of a job that kept you
jumping from place to place on the other
side of the world. I wonder how she'd
feel if somebody told her that you'd
been a lot nearer home all these years—
in San Quentin penitentiary."

Foster's shoulders seemed to droop.
"All right," he muttered. "You're

in on the deal. I'll split with you."

"When? I don't like to be kept wait-

ing—Anderson."
"You may have to wait," Foster

jerked. "I ve waited eighteen years.

I'm heading for the cache to-night, but
it's possible I'll have to give up. There's
a man named Hardigan living at the
hotel

"

"Hardigan," Ryan interposed. "Sure,
I know him. He checked in the same
day as I arrived. A big, grizzly haired
guy—interested in hunting, I think he
said. What's he got to do with you,
anyway?"
James Foster moistened his lips.

"He was careless enough to leave his

wallet in a chair at the Inn the other
day," he said. "Must have slipped out
of his pocket, I guess. I took a look at
that wallet, because I didn't like the
way he's been trying to get me in con-
versation ever since he arrived. And 1

found out that he's a private detective,
operating for the insurance company
that had to make good the hundred thou-
sand dollars which were stolen eighteen
years ago."
Marty Ryan frowned, and stroked his

chin thought fully. Then he gave Foster
a sidelong glance.

"Did you give him back his wallet?"
he asked.
"Of course not. I left it on the chair.

Later be came back for it himself, and
I don't think ho suspects that 1 know
who he is. But he's watching me—you
can depend QP that—and that's why I've

got to bo careful."

Ryan nodded, rising to his feet as he
did so'.

'.There's just one more question I'd
tike to put to you, Anderson." he staled
"Are any other members of the old
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gang alive? My father cjry talked of
you."
"One man may be alive," Foster

answered. " Bald Jack, we called him.
Thai's the only name we knew him by.
He got off with a lighter sentence than
any of us, and I don't know what hap-
pened to him after he was released."

He was silent for a moment, and then
he spoke again:

"There's one thing I'd like to ask
you, Ryan," he said shakily. "Be
careful about using; that name ' Ander-
son.' I left it behind me when I came
out of San Quentin last month."
"Okay!" the other responded in a cool

tone. "You won't hear it from me
again, unless you try to double-cross me.
I'll be scein' you—Mr. Foster."

The Earth Gives Up Its Dead

FROM the Foster cabin Marty Ryan
strolled in the direction of the Inn,
and as he approached it he beard

the strains of music and saw a consider-
able mob of tourists congregated in front
of the building.
A big camp-fire had been lit out in

the open there, and flapjacks,

sandwiches and cans of steaming coffi e
were being handed around. Meanwhile
an orchestra, tricked out in the gai b of
hill-billies, was playing ballads of the
old West, and genuine veterans of the
Wyoming mountains and prairies were
dancing to the music from time to time,
or else reciting tales of the days when
there had been no National Park at
Yellowstone, and feuds and forays be-
tween Palefaces and Redmen or out-
laws and sheriffs had been common
occurrences.
Among the onlookers Marty Ryan

espied Diek Sherwood and Ruth Foster,
but he did not approach them. Nor did
he attempt to join the throng of tourists

who had assembled in front of the Inn.
His way took him round to the stables
where horses were to be hired at

moderate price, and here he instructed
a groom to saddle hint a pony.

It was while Ryan was waiting for

the animal to be led forth that a small,
thick-set man of mature 3'ears accosted
him, a mild-looking old fellow with a
shock of black hair, who was also stay-
ing at the Inn and who had sometimes
bored Ryan by engaging him in li

winded discussions on plant life.

"Ha, my boy." this individual sad
now, "why aren't you at the open-air
concert?"
"Open-air concert?" Ryan echoed con-

temptuously. "No, it doesn't appeal to

me, Professor Ross. On a moonlit even-
ing like this I prefer to go riding."

'I don't blame you,'" Professor Ross
declared. "I'm afraid the conceit
doesn't appeal to me, either. For my
part, I mean to take a canter south and
study some of the flora and fauna by
this same glorious moonlight to which
you have just referred. As yon know, 1

am deeply interested in botany "

By this time a horse had been fet<

for Ryan, and he interrupted the pro-
fessor in a somewhat impatient tone.

"Quite." he said. "A very engross-
ing subject, I'm sure. Er—good-night,
professor!"
He swung himself into the saddle, and

a moment later he was riding off. As
for the elderly botanist, he gazed after
him pensively for a few seconds, and
then he. too. requested one of the estab-
lishment's grooms to let him have ?
pony.
Within a minute or two of Ryan's do"

parture Professor Ross was also leaving
tho neighbourhood of the Inn,
travelling at a canter, he passed round
the fringe of the crowd which was
attending the alfresco conceit

As he trotted by, he might have been
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seen exchanging a nod here and there

with people whose acquaintance he had
made during his stay, and one of those

to whom he inclined his head was Dick
Sherwood, Forest Ranger.

Dick saluted him, turned to watch him
amusedly as the old fellow cantered on-
ward across the range and then grinned
at Ruth Foster.
''Funny little old guy, that," he com-

mented.
"Yes, who is he?" Ruth asked. "I

don't think I've noticed him before.

Has he been at the camp long?"

'About a fortnight," Dick told her.

"But I'm not surprised you haven't
spotted him. I understand he's gener-
ally late for meals, and when he's not
out looking for queer plants he sticks

fairly close to his room in the Inn, His
name's Professor Ross, and he's a

botanist. A bit eccentric, if you ask
me."
He turned his attention upon the con-

cert that was in progress, and before
long he and Ruth had forgotten Pro-
fessor Ross. Indeed, they gave no
further thought to him that night, for

the entertainment provided by the hotel

was thoroughly diverting.

It was midnight before the camp-fire
concert was brought to a close, and the
throng was beginning to break up when
a group of men came hurrying from a

building some little distance away, a

building which was the headquarters of

the Ranger detachment to which Dick
Sherwood belonged.
The men were headed by one Captain

Radell, Dick's commanding officer, and
the latter seemed in a state of high ex-

citement, the cause of which was soon
made apparent.

"Listen, everybody!' Radell called

out. "We've just received a message
from a tribe of Indians up in (lie north
corner of the reservation, and they say
that Old Bess has been .showing signs

of life. If any of you
want to see her blow

Up, you'd belter gel

started right away !"

His news created a

tremendous stir, and in

the space of thirty
seconds the locality of

the Old Faithful Inn
was transformed into a

scene reminiscent of
gold-rush days. with
people rushing to

stable and garages in

order to hire ponies or
start up cars.

Ruth Foster was one
of the few who did not
show any signs of
,'k tivity.

"What does it

mean?" she asked Dick
Sherwood in a bewil-
dered tone. "Who is

Old R-ess?"

" The biggest geyser
in the territory!" the
young Ranger answered.
"It's ten years since
she spouted, and it's a
sight not to be missed.
Let me get you a horse,

Ruth, and we'll ride
over. You'll lose your
beauty sleep, but you
won't regret it, believe

me."
She agreed to the

proposal, and ere long
she and Dick were
astride a couple of fleet

mustangs, on which
they set out for the
north ; and, joining the
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stream of humanity that was headed in

that direction, they spurred onward
through the night until the dawn was
breaking in the eastern sky.

The stars had vanished from the
heavens, and it was broad daylight when
they reached their destination, to find a

considerable number of people already
assembled around a pit from which boil-

ing water was welling up spasmodically.

Captain Radell and some of his men
were there, holding the crowd in check
and making sure that no one approached
too close to the geyser, and. after forc-

ing his waj through the mob of spec-

tatOl'S and gaining a privileged vantage-
point for Ruth. Dick Sherwood lent his

comrades a hand in the task of keeping
the spectators at a safe distance.

Meanwhile fresh groups of onlookers
were continually appealing on the scene,

and there must have been several hun-
dreds of sightseers presenl when sud
denly there came the deep rumble of a

subterranean explosion, which was fol-

lowed by intense activity on the part of

Old Bess.
Hurled on high by (he forces of Nature,

an immense column of water sh.>t

towards the heavens, loud-hissing,

swathed in steam, so that the crowd re-

treated rapidly out of harm's way. and
then stood ranked with uplifted and
attentive faces.

The whole neighbourhood became en
veloped in a warm, clammy mist. From
hidden sources far below the ground, the
geyser sent in enormous jet of boiling

spring-water aloft into the still morning
air, and men and women watched in

breathless wonder for the space of half

an hour, until the "tantrums" of ('Id

Hess began, to die down.

Slowly the liquid column subsided, and
the clouds of steam evaporated, borne
aside on the wings of a faint breeze that

had arisen. Slowly the geyser blew
itself out till the hole in the ground
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ivas a mere bubbling well. And then all

at once, as the last shreds of mist were
Swept away, a gasp went up from the

assemblage that had witnessed the phe-
nomenon.
Something was lying near the edge ol

thai pit. a figure which had not been
there when the geyser had firs! started
(o erupt, ii figure which must have been
thiown out of the crater to remain un-

seen and unsuspected while the outbreak
had been at its height.

"It's a man!" someone shrieked, and
the cry was taken up on all sides in

accents of honor and amazement.
A man it was. lifeless, disfigured.

Ye) those who pressed towards him bad
no difficulty in recognising him. One
glance revealed his identity—and at the

same time disclosed the tact that it k;i,

no! the geyser which had caused his

death.
The man was James Foster, ami there

whs ;i bullet wound in his temple.
Dick Sherwood was among those who

had been (he first to reach the body,
and as hi' saw who (lie man was be
turned with an exclamation towards the
>pot where he had left Ruth, for his

impulse was to prevent her from looking
upon hei father's huddled form.

Rut he was too late. The girl was
by his side, staring aghast, swaying on
her feet, mid he was just in time to catch
he i in his arms as she pitched forward
in a dead swoon.

Who Killed James Foster ?

TWENTY-FOUR hours had elapsed
since the discovery ol James
Foster's murdered body, and four

men and a girl were gathered in Cap-
lain Radeli's office at the Ranger's head-
quai ters.

The four men were Captain Radell
himself, Dick Sherwood. Marty Ryan
and Hardigan, private detective. The
girl was Ruth Foster, and she was sob

• You I " Dick said tersely. " How did you get here ?
"
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bing bitterly, for in a somewhat blunt
and unsympathetic manner Hardigan liad

just informed her that she was the
daughter of a man who had served
eighteen years in a State penitentiary.
Now, however, Hardigan was address-

ing himself to Marty Ryan.
"Young man," Hardigan was saying,

"as you probably know, the coroner has
now ascertained that James Anderson
—or Foster, as he called himself—was
shot dead an hour or two before his

body was found. It has also been
established that he left Old Faithful in

the early part of the evening."

Ryan looked at Hardigan nervously.
There was something frightening about
the detective. A commanding person-
ality, with heavy features and a bull-

dog jaw, he had a pair of eyes that
seemed to bore through and through
you, and the brusqueness of his voice
was that of a man who did not. spare
the feelings of anyone whom he had
occasion to question.
"What has all this to do with me?"

Ryan muttered. "Why have I been
sent for?"
"I'm coming to that," Hardigan an-

nounced. " When we examined Foster's

cabin yesterday, we found that the place
had been ransacked. We also found a
handkerchief bearing the initials
' M. R.', and "you happen to be the only
person at Old Faithful Camp whose
name tallies with those initials."

Ryan turned angrily to Captain
Radell.
"What is this man trying to sug-

gest?" he blurted.
" Better not excite yourself, Mr

Ryan," the captain rejoined quietly.
" Mr. Hardigan is co-operating with me
in this case. As he has explained, his

services were engaged by the insurance
company which made good the loss of

that hundred thousand dollars stolen

eighteen years ago. Naturally the com-
pany would like to recover that money,
and Mr. Hardigan is working on this

mystery from that angle. At the same
time, he is just as eager as I am to

bring Foster's murderer to justice."

Marty Ryan spoke in a shaky tone.

"Listen," he lied, "I don't know any-
thing about a hundred thousand bucks,
and I never had any idea that Foster
wasn't what he professed to be. As for

my handkerchief being found in his

cabin—well, on the evening he left the

camp I happened to be passing by and
he asked me in for a drink. I must
have dropped my handkerchief while I

was there."
"Are you sure that you weren't in

league with Foster?" Hardigan struck
in. "Are you sure that you didn't go
back to his cabin and ransack it—after

you learned he was dead ?"

"What would I do that for?"
"To see if you could obtain a clue

as to the whereabouts of the hundred
thousand dollars," Hardigan retorted.

Ryan glared at him fiercely.

"I tell you I knew nothing about
that hidden loot!" ho cried.

The private detective looked at him
in silence for a while, and then he drew
back a pace.
"All right, you may go, Ryan," he

stated. "But don't try to leave the
reservation. All roads leading from it

are being patrolled, and no one will be
allowed out. until this business has been
cleared up."
Marty Ryan made his way from the

office sullenly enough, and when he had
gone Hardigan turned to Ruth.
"Miss Foster," he observed, "when

T told you about, your father being an
ex convict. you appeared to be deeply
shocked. Rut I'm not at all satisfied
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that, you weren't fully aware of his

record, and I want a Straight answer to
a straight question. Do you know
where that money is?"
Dick Sherwood intervened. There

was a set expression on his clean-cut
face, and it was obvious that he was
out of patience with the detective.
"Look here, Hardigan," he snapped,

" I suggest that you have some con-
sideration for Miss Foster's feelings.

I
"

"You have a personal interest in the
young lady," the older man interrupted
sardonically. " I quite understand, for

I've noticed she's been in your com-
pany a good deal during her stay here.

But I think Captain Radell will agree
with me when I suggest that sentiment
must not enter into an affair of this

kind. In short, I must be allowed to

interrogate Miss Foster without being
obstructed by you."
Dick clenched his fists, but he knew

that Hardigan had every right to cross-

examine Ruth, since Captain Radell had
given him carte blanche to pursue an
investigation.

"I fully realise the position, Mr.
Hardigan," he said. " On- the other
hand, your methods "

"Sherwood!" It was Radell who
broke in on Dick now. "Sherwood, it

is not for you to criticise Mr. Hardi-
gan's methods. I propose that you make
yourself useful by riding out to Old
Bess again and reconnoitring the ground
there for clues. That's an order."

Not without reluctance Dick took him-
self off, and Hardigan then concentrated
his attention on Ruth once more. But
although he died to extract information
from her, his persistent queries were
met by impassioned denials, and, what-
ever impression the detective might
have formed, Captain Radell was left

in no doubt that the girl had been com-
pletely ignorant of her father's past.

Ruth was permitted to return to her
cabin at last, and there she gave way
to a fresh outburst of grief, sinking into

a chair by the window of her bed-room
and weeping as if her heart woidd
break. And it was while the tears were
still streaming from her eyes that she
saw a man cantering by on horseback,
a man whom she instantly recognised as

Marty Ryan.
Her sobs died away, and, moving

closer to the window, she watched him
as he rode off across the range ; and all

at once she found herself wondering if

there had been any link between him
and her father.

She peered in the direction that Ryan
was taking, and watched him until he

had vanished beyond a fold in the land-

scape. Then, even as she was about to

turn from the window, she perceived
another figure ride past as if bent on
the same course.

It was the figure of Professor Ross,

the eccentric botanist whom Dick Sher-
wood had pointed out to her on the
night of the alfresco concert, and there
was something about the determined
look on his face that convinced Ruth
he was spurring in pursuit of Matty
Ryan.

Startling as it was, this conviction

seemed to be borne out as Ross dis-

appeared over the low ridge at the exact
spot when Ryan had crossed it. and,
making up her mind to investigate the
departure of these two men, Ruth left

her cabin and hurried round to the
stables.

She soon obtained a horse, and a

minute or two later she was galloping
to the summit of the ridge beyond which
Ryan ami the professor had passed.

Here she drew rein abruptly, shelter-
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ing in a coppice that contx Jkd her from
view. For away ahead of her she
descried Ryan, craning round in his
saddle .as if to satisfy himself that he
was not being trailed, and nearer at
hand she observed Professor Ross, hid-
ing behind a cluster of great boulders
where he had gone to cover in order to
avoid the young man's roving eyes.

The coppice screened Ruth effectively

—and Ross, if visible enough to her,
was not discernible to Ryan, who there-
fore pressed on in the belief that he was
alone.
The moment he had vanished from

sight again. Professor Ross worked clear
of the rocks and galloped after him.
and, utterly certain now that the
botanist was tracking Ryan, Ruth
Foster likewise took up the chase.

There were frequent stoppages, wher-
ever Ryan chanced to pause and look
behind him, and so far as the trackers

were concerned, there was a perpetual
anxiety to be within easy reach of
cover. But fortune favoured both Ross
and the girl who was stealthily bring-
ing up the rear, and without incident
they reached the vicinity of the g»

known as Old Bess.
This was not Ryan's destination, how-

ever. He passed it by and disappeared
in the direction of the river that rl.

across the north coiner of Yellowstone.
A little while later Ross had followed
him out of sight, and Ruth, in her turn,

drew near the fatal geyser where her
father's body had been discovered the
previous morning.

It was as she was swinging aside to

avoid it that, she heard someone call her
name, and, wheeling with a start, Bhe
saw Dick Sherwood spur from a mass
of thickets a little to the right.

"Why, Rath," he ejaculated, puffing
up alongside her, "what are you doing
here V
As briefly as possible she told him how

she had set out to trail Ryan and the
professor, and when she had finished her
story he chew his brows together in a
frown.

"It certainly looks like Ryan knows
something," Dick agreed, "though I

can't figure out why the professor should
be on his track. Come on, we'll find

out what the game is, anyhow. Which
way did they go?"
Ruth pointed northward, and the two

of them rode in that direction, coming
within view of the river a short time
afterwards; and even as they were ap-
proaching its bank the girl caught her
companion by the arm.
"Dick!" she gasped. "Look!"
She had stretched out her arm In

indicate a tumbling cascade some little

distance up-stream, and, staring towards
those falls, Dick Sherwood beheld a

pony standing near them—Ryan's pony,
lie judged, for there was no sign of thai

worthy.

No. Ryan was nowhere to be seen.

But Professor Ross was still visible, and
the watchers saw him canter up to that
riderless horse, saw him slide from tho
saddle of his own mount and tl

i u

march straight into the (Irene!

oataract, plodding knee-deep in swirling
waters until he passed under the torrent
of the falls and vanished from sight.

The Cavern of Doom

WHEN Ross forced his way through
that deluge he M-aicely knew
what to expect, but. soaked to

the skin, he suddenly found himself
stumbling into a great oave hung with
stalactites, pitted with craters that

[

off alkaline fumes and charged with an

(Continued on page 28)
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A drama of the prize ring and the underworld. A devoted girl and a faithful dog were
his best allies, but he did not know until the fateful hour that revealed he had been

tricked by a beautiful woman and a band of crooks. Starring Eddie Nugent

Doughnuts Once More

ROUND about the ring under the
girdeved roof was an unusual
crowd of spectators. They were

;ill men, and all were uniformed in grey
loose clothes.

They were much the same as any other
boxing enthusiasts in their clamorous
support of their especial fancy: hoarse

shouts and groans signified their ap-

proval or disgust, as the tight betwixt
two upstanding young fellows proceeded.

Well matched were these boys, and
both boxing with skill and admirable
fair play. A little too much of the
latter, perhaps, was shown by the
younger of the two, a presentable youth
with dark hair, straightforward eyes and
a hefty punch. His second, a hard-

headed fellow, was yelling from a ring
corner

:

"Give him your right. Gene! Oh,
boy—give him your right!''

The bout was finishing-. The boxers
sparred for an extra effort. The youth
called Gene smashed his left into his

opponent's jaw and knocked him cold,

but the bell sang for the end of the
fight before he could be counted out.
The referee held up his hand whilst

the boxers were in their corners, being
tended by their seconds.

"The bout goes to Harris," he
announced.
The roars that followed—the cheers

and counter cheers—were cut into by
the shrilling of a whistle. The entire
company rose to their feet to stand to
attention.

It could be seen, then, (hat all except
the warders were convicts.

('.<ne Harris and his second formed
up in the file to inarch out of the prison

gymnasium. They went solemnly back
to the caged cell they shared. Gene
flung himself face down on the hard
bench and his companion took the bottle

of liniment handed in by the warder,
who stood by waiting for its return.

The bottle uncorked, the bullet-headed
second took a swig at it from force of

habit. Next instant he was spitting

wildly.

"Outward application. Moran," said

the warder. "Get busy!"
"Can't forget old habits. Dave."

chuckled the prostrate Gene. "Rub my
shoulders."
Dave Moran poured the liniment on

his friend's back and commenced to

massage. "Pity you've forgot your
kicks. (!enc." be grumbled. . "You
oughter knocked him out with your
right."

"I'm afraid, Dave," Gene confessed.

"I don't want to kill a second time."
Moran finish: :l his nibbing in Bilsnce

then passed back the bottle. When they
were alone, he whispered low:
"You didn't kill Sweeney."
"Court says I did. Hence my being

here—two years' detention for man-
slaughter."

"It's a mystery to me," Dave
grumbled. "I've never known a heavy-
weight pass out because of one solitary

punch on the jaw. You certainly hit

him, Gene—I'll allow that. But for
' Rough-house ' Sweeney to go all limp
and croak, soon as they got him out of
the ring " He shook his head. "It
don't look right, to me."
The warder had returned.
"Governor wants you boys." he stated.

" Don't wish to annoy you, but I guess
you're to be paroled. "-

"Gee—both of us?" Moran gasped.
"You were only an accessory," the

warder reminded him. "And your
time's up next month, anyway."

An hour later Gene was outside ihe

prison in his much-creased lounge suit.

Dave was to follow in a few hours.

George Miller, sports promoter, had
been accepted as parole for the pair

of them. They were to work with liiiu

"on their honour " for the term of their

respective sentences. Gene was full of

gratitude—he longed to get to Miller

and shake him by the hand.

He stood there outside the great

gates, glancing right and left. He had
a kind of hope that someone might be
there to meet him. A someone whose
eool, golden beauty had been always in

his thoughts since first he had met her

A wire-haired, terribly excited little

brown and-white terrier came charging
at him. filling the air with joyous barks

Gene caught up the little animal in his

arms.
"Why, Babe—you come to meet mc

!

Well, now—isn't that fine!"

The litlle dog covered his face with
wet kisses, but Gene didn't fry to stop

her. It was such a splendid welcome;
such unselfish, whole-hearted affection.

But Babe couldn't have come alone.

Gene looked afield and saw a girl in

an open car.

"That's Claire, bless her!" he mut-
tered to the dog, putting her down.
"Let's go, Babe -and say thanks lor

bringing me."
But the girl in ilie car was as dark-

I as himself. She gave him a

radiant -mil' as lie came to her.

"Hallo, Mister Gene Hanis!"
December 26th, lO^fl,
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"Hallo, Miss Mary Grant—did you
bi ing Babe ?"

"Well, of course. Miller (old me you
were coming out this afternoon, and so

I got the car and fetched Babe along."
She studied his face. "Did you expect
anyone else?"
"Half expected.'' he admitted. "1

thought, maybe, that Claire " He
checked himself. "But it's great seeing
you. Let's go places."

"Tea," she suggested. "I know a

place where the doughnuts are

wonderful."
"Doughnuts?" Gene's eyes lit up.

"Plenty of jam in 'em?"
"Sure. Jump in—Babe's taken her

seat already." The little terrier was in

the back seat, sitting there demurely.
Babe liked doughnuts, too.

The young fellow climbed in the car
beside the girl at the wheel. He said

in deeply grateful tones:

"It's great, of Miller to go bail for

me. I must get around and thank him."
"Tea first," the girl decided. The

ear started away as she asked in a

casual way: 'Claire write you much
\\ liik- you've been inside?"

"Not a lot," he owned. ".She isn't.

good at letter writing. But I reckon
she hasn't forgotten me."
Mary Grant made no reply. She

accelerated the car and presently they
entered the great city. They stopped
at a little bakery oil Broadway. Here
they parked the car and went into the
shop parlour. At Gene's command they
were supplied with a liberal meal of tea

and doughnuts. Gene shook out his

check-patterned serviette, peering over
it at his companion.

" You sure are a sweet girl. Mary.
These doughnuts look the goods to me."
"Don't waste time talking," she

teased. "Eat and be happy."
"When I'm married," said Gene.

helping her to one of the sugar-covered
brown cakes, "I'll have doughnuts every
meal."

"1 don't think Claire likes them all

that much," Mary hinted. She added :

"You think a lot of her, Gene, don't

you?"
He nodded, his mouth full of pastry,

lie nirned to feed the little dog from his

plate. He didn't sec the hurt look in

bis companion's brown eyes.

" Killer " Harris

IIS" an expensively furnished office on
the ninth floor of a tall building on
Forty-third Street, a rather

theatrical-looking man of about thirty-

hve was seated at his desk and
sipping from a glass of cold tea with a
slice of lemon floating on the top of it.

"You know, Claire," he addressed
the tall blonde girl at the other side of
the desk, "this English habit of five

o'clock tea is getting a hold of me."
"It's the fashion," came the drawled

answer. "Every little cafe has its five

o'clock now. I guess your Miss Grant's
imbibing somewhere."
"She has gone to meet Harris."

Grey questiomng eyes studied the girl's

liig dolly-blue ones. "You and Gone
•rere sort of engaged, weren't you?"
"Sort of," she answered. "What

about it?"
"Oh, nothing! Have some more

tea?"
"Not me. I'm not fashionable that

way." She nave him a dazzling smile.
" You needn't be jealous, George. I've
forgotten Gene."

" You're going to be Mrs. Miller,
huh?"
"I won't say all thai." She got up

(,) walk round to him and put an arm
about bia neck. "But I like you a lot,

f.TV. Miller."
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"Thank you for those kind words!"
Miller kissed the hand so near his face.

"I've got an idea about Harris. I'm
going to stage him for a big fight soon
.is he's fit— with Dynamite Murphy."
The girl considered this, her brows

puckered.
"How much?"
"A purse of ten thousand."
"That's not so hot," she decided.

" Make if twenty. And I'll bet you
another twenty Gene knocks him out in

three rounds."
"Gene's been in prison sis months,"

Miller warned her. "I wouldn't "

A knock came at the door, and Mary
Grant entered. She pulled up short on
perceiving Miller's visitor.

"I didn't mean to disturb you——

"

she was beginning when Claire smiled
at her in a cat-like way.

"I'm just going," she said. "'Bye.
Mr. Miller—see you again some day."
She nodded to Mary and sailed out of

tho office almost into the arms of young
Harris.
"Why, Gene—this is fine!" she cried.

She allowed him to kiss her, then dis-

engaged herself. " You look all tho
better for your rest."

"I feel very fit," he laughed.
"Especially now I've seen you. I was
hoping you'd be at the gates."
"I was too nervous," she said. "I'm

an awful duffer that wajr
. Here's Dave,

too " She crossed the outer office to

shake hands effusively with Gene's
friend. "How's Mr. Moran?" she
asked.
"Okav," Dave answered shortly.

"Miller' inside. Miss Thomas?"
"He is. Miss Grant's with him

taking letters."

Gene was patting his dog.
"Here's old Babe," he said. "Sitting

up and taking notice. Gee. Claire—it's

grand being with you again ! Got my
letters ?"

" I did. I meant to write." Claire
made him a little helpless face. "But
I'm a rotten correspondent. I inquired
after you every day. I heard they'd
allowed you to box with—with the other
prisoners. Pretty tough some of 'em,
what?"
Dave had been fidgeting by the clerk's

empty desk. "Ain't you going to see
Miller?" he prompted Gene.
Mary came out of the inner office.

"Gene," she called. "Go on in."

Her pretty eyes were troubled. "Mr.
Miller wants to talk to you."
Gene went into Miller's room, almost

running.
"Mr. Miller, I want to show how

much—how deeply I feel your kindness
in going parole for me." He gripped the
other's outstretched hand. I'll never
forget it.—never!"
"That's all right. Sit down." The

two men. regarded each other steadily
" You look pretty fit. I'll fix a fight for

you, maybe at Christmas."
" Soon as you like. I've been boxing

every day where I was. I can't begin
the game again too soon. But I'm
going to bo dead careful."

" Sure." Miller helped himself to a

cigar. "We've got to make up for lost

time. Gene. We've got to earn big
money, quick. I'll match you against
Dynamite for twenty thousand, loser

taking five."

"That won't be me." Gene declared.
"We got to get a record gate at

Madison Gardens. Listen; I'm going
to reehriston you. Killer Harris—how's
that?"
Gene shook his head vigorously.
" T don't like it."

Miller bit off the end of his cigar and
spat it across the room.

"That's the name you'll work under
if you stay with me. Publicity's my
business and fighting's yours."
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"But I want to forget a'Vthat kind
of thing. It'll keep the sore place open.
I know 1 killed Sweeney—seeing's
believing. But how beats me."
"That right of yours." Miller lit his

cigar. "It's your great feature." Ho
puffed at his cigar. "Well, Gene, I've
got to tell you take it or leave it. And
leaving means going back to gaol."
The young fellow's smiles had faded.

To be known as a killer—when that was
never in his mind. He loved a light for
a fight's sake—clean, good sport in

which you gave and you took and the
best man won. And then you shook
hands with each other.
"I'd rather go back, Mr. Miller."
"Don't be a fool." Miller rang his

bell. When Mary came in, he asked:
"Miss Thomas gone?"
"She's playing with the little dog."
"Ask her to step inside."
When Claire entered, Miller spoke in

crisp tones:
"I've been telling Gene that we must

make a smashing hit with his next
fight. I want him to be billed as Killer
Harris. He says he'd sooner go back to
clink."

" Why, Gene, what's the matter with
you?" cried the girl. "Not afraid of
that swab Murphy?"
"Why can't I be billed like I always

was? Gene Harris?"
"Cuts no ice," Miller stated.
"Mr. Miller's right, Gene."
Miller dismissed them with a wave of

his cigar.
"Take him out, Claire, and teach him

sense. I'll give him till to-morrow
morning."

" This Man is Dead !
"

IT was the night of the fight. Killer
Harris, one hundred and eighty
pounds, versus Dynamite Murphy,

one hundred and ninety pounds. The
Irishman was thus ten pounds heavier
than (tone and had a punch like the
kick of a couple of mules.
But neither Gene nor Dave were

alarmed. Dynamite goes off on per-
cussion, and blows up once only. Gene
meant to see that Dynamite got his per
cussion all right—but Gene intended to

keep clear of that one big explosion!
Murphy was to be seconded by Bert

McNamee, an overgrown pug of older
days. A hulking, dour fellow who
knew his job through and through.
Bert was confident his man would win.
He had coached Murphy artfully,

teaching him every trick and feint there
is.

" You only got to keep away from
Gene's right," Bert muttered in

Murphy's ear as the big Irishman la\

face down on the high, narrow trestle

table in his dressing-room. Bert had
been massaging those huge shoulders
and back. "Gene's soft—he's afraid
because of that business with Sweeney.
He won't swing his right only as a las'

resort. Meantime, you hammer his face

in, see?"
"I sure will

!"

"I'm going to rub you down with
spirit— to harden your ribs. Lie flat

that's it." Bert went over his patient
with big, skilful hands. "You'll play
with him, see? And you'll get in one
of your swingers to his jaw. Make bis

teeth rattle in his head. Now take a
deep breath—this towel I'm going to

lay on your back's hot."
The Irishman gave a grunt.
"I'll ray it is!"
"Let :t lie there a minute. I've got

my winter's rent on you, Murphy. So's
the boss—if all I hear is right."
Gene was undergoing like ministra-

tions in _his dressing-room. Dave was
massaging and exhorting him.
"Play as pretty as you like, but don't

forget the old right-hand punch. It's
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your speciality, Gene. It?s unexpected
—and it's lively to look al !"

"And feel, I guess," Gene answered,
sitting up. "No, Dave, I'm going to

bs a dove just fluttering it- wings. I'll

win all right, tlon't you fret. I can do
with fifteen thousand."
"What's 1. ft of it after Miller's had

his rake-off,'" Dave grumbled. "It
never seems right to me promoters
should take what they do. They get

the profits on the hou-e—and what's the
idea of saying you'll give a purse of

twenty grand if you're going to grab
most of it back ':"

"I'll be glad of what's left, anyway."
Gene stood up, his fine, athletic frame
a picture of strength and youth.
"Claire and 1 can't get man led while
I'm on parole. But we can start saving
up against the minute my parole's

Can't we, Babe':"

Ho etooped to pat tho little terrier,

who promptly rolled over on her baok,

stiff and still save for a tiny wag of her
stumpy tail.

"Dead dog, eh?" Gene chuckled.
"Died for your country, eh, ol

His face suddenly clouded. "Get up,

Bahe," lie went on. "I don't like you
doing that trick just now.''

Dave scoffed.

"Aw, don't be so silly, Gen-:! And
don't forget your right!"

All ring bouts arc much the same.
The good boxer is the fellow who never

ets his defence and doesn't try out
for too many chances of a quick
decision. Best to take stock of your

in tho first few rounds and see

what he's up to before launching in

with any fancy work of your own. Gene
a sound fighter—a general at the

game who commanded iiis forces with
skill and caution. Ife had seen too
many knockouts courted and caught by
reckless boxers. And the business of a

heavyweight is to wait and see, whilst

not waiting too long.

The big place was packed out—every
Beat sold and standing room only.

Miller's publicity had proved a winner

—

all the patrons of the ring had been
captured by the allure of seeing
Killer Harris do his stuff. Nigger?
from Harlem rolled their eyes and
chuckled throatily in the cheap scats,

or where they sweated in the "standing.
only."
Dave was at the ring corner watching

every move in each round. There was
little in-fighting; the referee had only to
-. purate the men once in three rounds.
Murphy was heavy and not too quick;
hu had got infected a little with the
memory that Gene had killed Rough-
house Sweeney with that terrible right
punch of his.

But Gene wasn't using it. In fart,

he was lather allowing Murphy to make
the running. Dave kept whispering
hoarsely, gesticulating- the while

:

"Right hand, boy! Swing him one
—jest one!"
A deafening chorus accompanied the

Shouts, groans, cat-calls, and
cheers when either one or the other of
the big men in the ring got home with
a clever blow. Three rounds were
fought with points slightly in favour of
Dynamite Murphy. Dave was becoming
frantic—Miller and Claire, sitting side

by side, exchanged questioning gl
every now and then.
Mary, in the front, just behind Gene's

corner, looked very anxious. A kind of
dread hung over her. There was a bad
feeling in the air; a tenseness which
lie couldn't break through.
If Gene should get beaten—well, that

would be the end of him. Miller would
call in his bond for Gene's good
behaviour, and Gene would go back to
gaol to serve out his sentence. And
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Claire Thomas would go hack on her
word to marry him when free.

Mary glanced at the blonde. Hard as
polished flint and as smoothly brilliant.

Maybe a good thing for Gene if she did
gh e him the go-by.
But Gene was crazy for her. Mary

knew that dec p in her heart, and she
sighed again and again.
The gong sounded for the fourth

round. Gene was attacking now. He
had measured his opponent and knew
what to do. Murphy ran in with one
jf lei-. dynamite punches. Gene
countered, stepped back, and. at long
last, swung his right. It was a straight

punch, and caught Murphy full on the
breast, knocking him backwards.

The referee began to count as Murphy
sprawled there amid the groans of the
icjv.cj. One, two, three, four Then
the Irishman was up again, looking
groggy, but still full of fight. The

near its end when Murphy,
punching hard at Gene, was seen to

overbalance and fall flat on his face.

He was counted out. The match and
'.-. ent ic, ( lene, who was a iclaimed

amid hoarse c heers and shrill

yellS of delighl from his backers. Claire
Miller a sideways wink.

"Sec in- to me I'm going to pick up
the dill-. Ge i

"
! laid most of it off, honey."

.Miller ,\ inked back. "Old George isn't

all the mutt you take him for."

She nestled her hand in his.

"Good old George!" she murmured
Murphy's dour second, Ben

MeNamee, was bending over the still

i ate form of Murphy. Bert's big,

ny face was
|

'

called out something to

which was lost in the confusion of noise

around the ring.

Dave came across to him. Bert
mouthed

;

"Help me cany him out. He's
fainted."
The Irishman, a dead weight in their

aims, was carried to his dressing-room.
They laid Murphy on the massaging
In n -h on his back. His eyes were

Gene stooped to touch
the little dog and
a whimper of joy

sounded.
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closed ; his face a deep blue. There was
no rise or fall of his great chest.

"Get the doctor!" Miller ordered. Li-

lips suddenly dry as dust.

A police surgeon was fetched. He
was followed by a plain-clothes inspector
and a .constable in uniform. Murphy
was gone over, sounded. The surgeon
listened through his stethoscope while
silence reigned in the room.

The surgeon straightened himsc If,

ting away his instrument. He
them, in four pregnant wo

" This man is dead I"

Babe Finds Out

AT the night court to winch
and his second were taken
was no formal charge made

against him. The matter w<

reported to the magistrate, wi tenc

gravely.
" You killed Sweeney in a '

didn't you?"
"Yes. captain—so they said," I

answered. He was badly shaken.
had liked Murphy and knew thai In

married to a decent girl. "But
I never hi* eii her Sw eenej o Mm phy
hard enough." He turned I

young face to Miller. "You
fight—you know that I didti my-
sell go. I « a 5 too afraid I

]
posi

held back."
Miller nodded.
"1 thought you wen

he agreed. " The Eello

have been weak."
The magistrate put in :

" Medical ex&mina
her that was so. It's a had

ness, Harris—you m
il ion."

"
I can go ?" Gene isked - ily.

" Leave your address ' [th

and stay home." cann "1
warn you not to attojnpl n li _

to injure yourself still further."

They wen! back to I be I

other bouts were just finishing. Qlain
was all sympathy for Gene. She had
won a tidy sum and could afford to

December 26th, 1930,
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a! her very best. She asked him (o take
her along homo in his new sports car.

"I'll be only too glad. It's sweet of'

\ou. Claire, to be so—so sweet " He
scarcely knew what he was saying. All

the time his thoughts were dinning into

him: "You've killed Murphy. You've
killed a decent fellow who never did
you wrong. He was married. He had
a wife and two little kiddies. You've
killed him 1"

Useless to shout to himself: "I
didn't ! I didn't !" His eyes were dull :

the bruises he sustained in the fight

were all one huge, aching thought:
"Murphy's dead. You hit him with

jour right. You're a murderer '."

He turned with a sick smile towards
Mary.

_
.

'' You and Dave—you might take

Babe along to my place. Tell the land-

lady I'll be home pretty soon."
Mary took his limp hand in hers.

"All right, Gene. Don't worry."

He tried to thank her. Claire took
his arm in hers and led him away.
Dave's ugly face was working queerly.

"Something's wrong somewhere," he

grunted. "Gene never hit him at all."

"They said a weak heart," Mary
offered.
"Yeah, they said so." Dave shrugged

haavy shoulders. "But Murphy was as

(it as a fiddle. I knew him. Let's go,

Alary."
They went out of the Gardens and had

Walked along Eighth Avenue some dis-

tance under the cool night. Suddenly
Mary remembered.
"Oh, Dave—we've forgotten Babe!"

she exclaimed.
"Gee, Mary!" Dave turned about.

"My head's all gone woolly. Let's skip

back sharp. I didn't sec the little dog
in Gene's room."

"She must have followed into

Murphy's room. I recollect now seeing

her sniffing about. Maybe she's got
locked in."
They hurried back to the Gardens.

The big place was in darkness, except
at the back where the porter lodged.
They managed to make him hear at

last, and he opened the door.
"Harris' little dog?" he questioned.

"No, I ain't seen her. Maybe she ran
out after him when he left with Miss
Thomas?"
"We better look round," said Dave.

"Gee, I hope she's here ! If site ran out
ontcr Eighth Avenue in all the traffic

He left the thought unfinished. Mary
and he went hurrying after the night
porter to (Tie dressing-rooms.

Babe, left alone in Murphy's room
and unable to get out, had been pur-
Suing her sniffing inquiries. At last, at

a badly shut dressing cabinet, she had
found the edge of a towel hastily flung
clown at the bottom of the cabinet.

Here was the smell she had been
tracking.

With infinite patience she pulled and
tugged at. the towel until it had been
drawn out of its hiding-place. Babe
carried it to the middle of the room
and nuzzled it with canine curiosity. A
queer smell—a new smell. A rather fas-

cinating smell. A sleepy smell; she laid

down on the towel, then presently rolled
over on her side.

Mary heard a faint, piteous crying

—

a dog in pain. A little dog lost, and
alone and verj ill. With a smothered
gasp of fear she led the way into

Murphy's room. On the floor lay Babe,
stretched out on the towel, her brown
eyes glazing, little whines of fear

sounding in her parched throat.
Mary knell bj the little terrier.

"We must, get a vet! Quickly. Dave
p-r-he must have eaten something!"
December 26th, 1938.
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"Take her to a doctor, miss," the
uight porter suggested.
Dave said, gruffly :

"I'll get Gene."
Gene was sitting in Claire's parlour.

She had got supper ready for him—his

favourite doughnuts and hot. sweet
coffee. But Gene wasn't eating or drink-
ing. He sat there like one in a trance.
There was a constant, humming inside

his head: "You've killed again. A
second time. A decent fellow. .Married

—two little kiddies."
The telephone cut in on Claire's gay

chatter

;

^
"Eat something. Gene! Don't f>it Uxre

like an image." She answered the call:

"It's for you— it's Moran. He says
come quick to somewhere—here, you
take the line."

Gene listened to Dave's urgent words.
"I'll be there in five minutes!" He

turned to Claire. "It's Babe—my little

dog. She's eaten something. Dave
says " Gene choked suddenly.
" Says she's dying I"

Poisoned !

THEY were in Murphy's room. Gene
stooped to touch the little dog. A
whimper of joy sounded, lost in a

cry of pain. He took Babe into his

arms.
" Where's the best doctor in this

city?" he asked.
"Round the corner, sir," the porter

told him. "It's the third house clown
Fiftieth Street. Ring the night bell

twice."
Dave, Mary, and Gene were in the

little operating-room at the surgery.
The doctor had just covered up Babe's
small, lifeless body.
"Poisoned," he told Gene as he

rubbed his fingers dry on antiseptic wool
Hakes.
Gene couldn't speak. Blow upon

blow. A faithful, loving little heart as

still as poor Murphy's. Still for ever.

Dave said :

" I brought away the tow el she was
lying on, doe."
The doctor took the towel from him

and smelled at it.

"Leave this with me," he ordered.

At Claire's flat there was another
visitor—big Bert McNamee. He was
feasting on Gene's discarded doughnuts
and washing down the indigestible

doughy cakes with scalding coffee and
milk. Claire was watching him with
amused C3'es.

"It's a pleasure getting supper for

you, Bert. !"

He nodded, mouth full of doughnut.
"I've cleared nigh on thirty grand,"

tho blonde went on. "What say to hop-
ping it?"
"Whaffor?" McNamee looked sur-

prised. "Thirty thousand ain't so hot
these times."
The telephone bell whirred. Again

Claire took the call. She listened frown-
ingly, saying "Oh!"—and "Ah!"—and
finally :

"Isn't that just too bad, Gene. I'm
sure sorry."
She put back (he receiver, facing her

visitor.
" Tho dog's dead—it found a towel

and got playing with it. The towel was
in Murphy's room."
McNamee started to his great feet.

"Gosh, I must have left it ! I'll go
get it

"

"Too late. They ve taken it away.
She eyed him ragingly. "Of all the

chumps 1"

Bert's panicky alarm gave way to a
confident laugh.
"They won't find anything. The stuff

evaporates. Bust that dog 1"

Claire said

;
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"You shouldn't have put it on so
strong. I told you it was very danger-
ous. We only needed to get Murphy
knocked out. Thai's twice you've
mucked things up."
The big pro gave her an appealing

glance.
"We had to win, didn't we? I'd do

anything for you, Claire."

"Don't do for me quite so hard."
She began to calm down

; the deadly
drug evaporated and there wouldn't be
a trace. But "Killer" Harris couldn't
be played for a mug all the time. 'I've
an idea," she said more easily. "Xexi
fight you'll act second for Gene. I'll

tell Miller to fix il so Moran takes the
opposite chair. And a- Cue v ill

at short odds, we'll back the other fellow
and make half a million dollar-."

McNamee grinned admiringly.
"You're sure the little wife, Claire!

Half a million ! A quarter's enough for
me."
"That's what you say now." She

came across to give him some more
coffee. "I've a mind to poison you,
you great lump." She gave him u kiss
instead. "I've done with Miller—after
the next fight. We'll go to Monte Carlo
and have a smack at enjoying ourselves
in peace."

" It's Not Evidence "

NEXT day in the magistrates-room
at the court-house the eoronc
instructing those present :

"Autopsy of the organs reveal- no
trace of weak heart or drugs. Murphy's
death is a mystery. The bruising of his
body is quite superficial— it wasn't your
much-boomed right that .killed • him,
Harris."
"I was sure of it," said Gene.
Dave whispered:
"Tell 'em about Babe and the towel."
The coroner listened.

"Let's have that towel."
"The vet examined it." Gene handed

the towel to the magistrate. "He Bays
there has been something on it, but it

was so volatile it doesn't exist now."
"Let me have it," the coroner re-

pcatcd. "I'm a bit of an expert in
poisons. Let me have the dog, too."
"Oh, I can't! I can't!" cried Gene.

"1— I loved that little dog !"

The coroner put a hand on his
shoulder.
"I can't hurt it now, Harris. There's

dirty work somewhere here. It's your
duty to help justice. In fairness to
others beside yourself."
"But "

"I give an order for the dog's body
to be examined," the magistrate settled
it. "You can go, Harris. But you
mustn't move from your diggings—and
you must report here every morning."
In the busy streets again. Maty led

Gene to where she had parked her car.

Dave and the girl got in with him.
Mary at the wheel. They drove to
Forty Third Street and found Miller
engaged with Claire Thomas.

The promoter seemed pleased to see
('.en.', and shook hands with him in hi,

usual theatrical sty le.

"Gene, I've a proposition," he said.

"Miss Thomas put the idea in HO head.
Murphy was a married man and leaves
a young widow and children. How say
dividing mj purs«—ten thousand for

you, ten for her? I'll throw in my per-

centage—there was a grand house la-t

night."

"I'd like Mrs. Murphy to take all of

the purse," Gene said. "And that's

little enough. 1 feel awful about il."

"Oh, cheer up! No fault of yours—
Murphy had something wrong with his

heart. You never know with these
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Irishmen ; they seem all solid—yet often

they're men of wood painted to look

like iron. Murphy might have died any
minute, anywhere. You really mean
you'd like his widow to pouch the lot?"

"Please, Mr. Miller"
"It's great of you, Harris. And—well,

it's great publicity, too. You let Claire
take care of you— I want Mary here.

We're busy nowadays—good-bye."
Dave tried to get in a word with

Gene, but, under the glamour of

Claire's smiles. Gene was lost to all

else. Dave went off by himself. He
called on the veterinary doctor in

Fiftieth Street and had a long talk with
him. coming away with puzzled eyes.

He went to the magistrate's court and
had an interview with the captain there
and the police surgeon.

"It's not evidence," said the captain,
after Dave had said his say.

" Both these men were poisoned-»-sanie
as the dog." Dave argued.
"But how? By whom?" The cap-

tain of police shook his head. "No
traces of poisOn in Murphy's stomach.
In the dog's—yes. But what was the
motive?"
" So's Gene could win," said Dave.
" They could have doped Murphy and

Sweeney," the surgeon reminded him.
" I guess that's what they meant to

do," Dave declared. "But, not being
doctors, they overdid it."

" Poison absorbed through open pores
of the skin?" questioned the captain.
"It's a bit fancy, what?" He added:
"But, listen, Moran—if you get a lino

on anything, come to us."
"I sure will," Dave answered grimly.

A Change Over

SOME week or so later, Miller was
fixing up a right for Gene with
Kayo Reilly—a lumping fellow

who had just beaten Hiram Black, the
negro from New Orleans. Claire sug-
gested that Dave might second him.

" McNamee can take Gene," sbe
urged. "It'll make a change for every-
body."
Miller considered the idea.
"I'm not so sure Moran will care to
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leave Harris. He's been his second all

through."
"It will look better," Claire argued.

"Nobody can think any harm for

Reilly, with bull-dog Moran acting for

him. There won't be any accidents."

"Harris will knock Reilly into the
middle of next week," Miller boasted.

Claire shrugged pretty shoulders.

"Maybe. What odds will you lay?"
" What you like I"

"I'll take you ten grand to one,"
smiled Claire.

Miller entered the bet in his pocket-
book.

"Been quarrelling with Gene'"
"I'm through with him," Claire an-

swered flippantly. "You're my big boy
friend, George."
They had forgotten the partly open

door. Mary, sitting at her desk just

outside Miller's room, had heard every
word. She sat there tense and suddenly
afraid. Dave to second Reilly—and
McNamee, the big brute, to stand for

Gene. What did it mean ?

Mischief, Mary decided. She was
busy with her typewriter when Claire
came out, beautifully attired and too
full of herself to take notice of anybody.

As soon as she left the office, Mary
went to Dave's lodgings.

"Isn't it too bad. Dave," she told him
all in a rash. "Miller's fixing you for
Reilly itv the fight."

"Me for Kayo?" Dave shook his

head. " Have another guess, baby.
I've always been in Gene's corner."
"Bert McNamee is t<j take Gene. I

toll you it's all settled."

"Is that so?" Dave put on his hat.
"Let's go see Gene."
"He's out with Claire."
Dave took her arm.
"He oughter be out with you. Mary.

Gene's daft ivir some things." The
girl made no reply. "Don't mind me,
Mary— I'm an old fool. But you don't

Gene, huh?"
she confessed in a shaky voice:
" Gene knows I don't."
Moran gently propelled her towards

the door.
"I gotter see a feller I know. I'll
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walk along with you part of the way.
No use my calling on Miller, I gue.-s?"
"None. When he's said a thing, it's

settled. You know that."
Dave walked with her to the corner.
"I gotter get a bus here. Take care

of yourself, dear—don't mind about me
or Gene. Just keep steady like, not
worrying too much."
When she had gone, Dave tootled off

to his friend the police surgeon. They
talked together in whispers, althi

alone in the surgery. That walls have
ears is an old saying and, often, a true
one.
Dave also talked in whispers with Gene

that night.

McNamee was a good trainer. "He
took Gene in hand and kept him in

hand. Plenty of practice, plenty of
exercise, plenty of getting to bed at ten
o'clock every night. Plain diet; water—
or fruit drinks. No smoking.
No doughnuts I

Gene had to admit that McNa
knew his job. On the night of the fight

with Reilly both men were as fit as
fiddles. Dave had been conscientious,
too.

"Kayo's in the pink," he came to tell

Gene in his dressing-room. "You'll have
to watch your step," he whispered.
" Bert shown you anything, accidental
like?"
Gene gestured towards the clothes

cabinet.
"In there—top shelf. He didn't dream

I'd spotted him," ho added loudly.

"You heard I'm off with Claire?"

Dave, taking his cue, answered:
"Is thai so? Well, well—all my con-

dolences." He tiptced across to

sabinet.
"Bert's fetching in some boiling

water," Gene went nn. "He'll be I

in a minute or two."
Dave's quick eyes had guided

quicker fingers to an inaocent-lool

little medicine bottle on the shelf in

cabinet. He Substituted a similar bottle
deftly sliding the stolen one into his

pocket.
Then he tiptoed back to C< ne, whis-

pering urgently

:

"I'd hate to lose this fight, Dave,"

" Claire Thomas and Bert McNamee," said the Captain crisply, " you're arrested on a charge of conspiracy (o
murder I

"
December 26th, 1939.
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said Gene, just, as McNatnce entered
with a kettle of steaming water. Bert
grinned at Dave:
"tie ain't going to lust'. No, sir!"

Dave answered gruffly:

"All the same, I'm backing Keilly to
give him the old fade out."
"Lay you hundred to ten Harris

wins," Bert offered, shrugging.
"I'll take you." snapped Dave. "So

long—see you both later."

Biter—Bitten !

THEY were in the ring being pre-

sented to the audience by the an-
nouncer, a bull-throated man in

evening-dress.
"Ladies and gentlemen! We now

have a fight to a finish between the two
most famous heavyweights in the world!
Kiiler Harris, one hundred and eighty
pounds

"

(lene stood up in his corner to ac-

knowledge the cheers. He seemed slow
and a bit overtrained to experienced
eyes. But he smiled in his old carefree
way.
"And Kayo Reilly. one hundred and

seventy-nine pounds!"
Reilly stood up. He shook a great

fist in the air in answer to the roaring
cheers of his backers. Dave, just behind
hjm, nodded right and left to the crowd.

Miller, sitting with Claire, murmured:
"Like to double your bet?"
She smiled.
"I'll hate taking your money, George!

But double it is. Gene's sore about my
giving him the bird. He'll fight all

wild. Reilly will win."
"Seconds out of the ring!" came the

warning. The men advanced and shook
hands. The gong sounded and the fight

began.
Mary, watching them, wouldn't own

to herself that Gene was not so quick as
usual. She imagined him to be playing
with Reilly and, when the latter fought
Gene all ever the ring, she only nodded
to herself, in answer to the shouts and
yells of the vast audience, as if saying:
"You wait a minute!"
In the second round, Gene seemed all

his old self—and a bit more. Points went
to him and the great building shook
with cheers. In the third bout, Reilly
did a come back and floored Gene, just
as the bell sounded, with a quick blow
over the heart.

McNamee helped C'.ene to stagger to
his corner.
"What are you doin'?" he growled.

"You opened yourself wide to him! No
more of that—keep in close and paste
him one between the eyes with that old
i ight of yours."
Gene nodded. He was perspiring

freely, his chest rising and falling as his

breath whistled in his throat.

The fourth round was a farce. Gene's
punch had deserted him. He couldn't
get a real one in on Reillv's tough hide.
They fought all round the ring. Gene
on the defenoe. Then Reilly clinched
and the referee had to separate them,
warning Reilly sharply. Gene got in a
left hook which made his opponent more
wary. Then again they were in-fighting
and both were warned.
As they broke away, Gene slipped.

Reilly's instant swinging punch on the
chest knocked him flat. Amid yells,

groans and hisses. Gene, despite a des
perate attempt to get to his feet, was
again saved by the gong.
To Mary's ho he didn't get up.

McNamee and Dave ran to him, while
the referee knelt by his side. Shouting
and wild confusion covered the end
Killer Hani- was carried oul oi (lie

ring and borne to his room.
The referee held up his hand and

waited for a chance to be heard.
"The fight is slopped. No decision."
December 26th, 1986.
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Yells and cat-calls drowned his voice.
Everybody was talking and gesticulating
at once. But in Gene's room there was
silence—the uproar without sounding like
a far-off sea.

The divisional police surgeon was lean-
ing over Gene. The little bespectacled
man put away his stethoscope almost at
once. He drew a sheet over Gene's
body, hiding him from the horrified eyes
of those who had crowded into the room.

"It's all over," came the verdict.
A strangled scream broke from Mary's

ashen lips. Dave ran to catch her as
she fell. McNamee stared at the covered-
up body on the bed, his face wooden.
Claire Thomas clung to Miller's arm.
"How awful! Poor Gene!" she whis-

pered in a faint voice.
Dave carried Mary out of the room.

Those who had pushed a way in, when
Gene had been brought there, melted
out. Miller removed Claire's hand from
his sleeve.

"I must tell them," he said, forgetting
all his gestures. " This is a terrible busi-
ness."
The doctor packed up his bag. Claire,-

repulsed by Miller, came to McNamee.
They were last to leave the room.
The blonde spoke urgently

:

"Got the towel?"
"Yeah," McNamee answered. "We

best get away. I didn't mean to croak
him. That darned stuff's too hot."

They glanced backwards from the
threshold towards the sheeted body on
the high, narrow bed, their eyes drawn
to it by a horrible fascination. A stifled

shriek broke from the blonde.
The corpse had thrown back the sheet

and was sitting up.
"You didn't use it, Bert," came

Gene's cool voice. "Dave exchanged the
bottle!"
At the spoken signal arranged by

Dave the police jumped out of hiding.
Two were in the dress cabinets in the
room; the captain and his lieutenant,

entered by the door, followed by Dave
and Mary. The captain spoke crisply ;

"Claire Thomas and Bert McNamee:
you're arrested on a charge of con-
spiracy to murder!"
Handcuffs were slipped on their wrists.

Claire, cool to the last, merely smiled as
she answered

:

"You'll have to prove it, big boy!"

Miller talked stiaight to Gene one
morning in his office:

"You've had a near call. I was alt

of a fool, too. How about you taking
a skip round Niagara City for a month
or so '!"

"Dave can't get away."
"I'm not thinking of Moran " Miller

stopped Gene's arguments. "I had Miss
Grant in mind."
"But Mary don't care for me that

way, Mr. Miller."
"Ask her," came the answer. "Sin's

outside at her desk. I'm shutting down
this office for a month, anyway." He
rang his desk bell and Mary came to
the inner office with pad and pencil.

"Gene wants to fell you some;.
said Miller, reaching for liir. hat "I !j.>r

to go out."
Gene and Mary were alone. The girl

asked :

"What i- it. Gem
"Will you come to Niagara Falls with

me, Mary?" Gene's eyes were twink-
ling. "And go places as my wife'. I

know ,-i shop there where the doughnuts
are marvellous I"

Pad and pencil were on the floor, for-

gotten altogether, when Dave Moran
came sl.vK peeping in a little later!

(By permission of Pathe Pictures, Ltd.,

starring Eddie Nugent.)
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Never was there a more enduring comradeship than that which was formed between
the king of wild horses and the outcast wonder dog. Together they braved a thousand

perils, unswerving in their loyalty to each other. Follow their amazing adventures in

this gripping serial drama, starring Kane Richmond, Norma Taylor and Rex and Rinty

READ THIS FIRST
Rex, a black Arabian stallion, is

worshippal by a strange race of people
on the remote tropical island of Sujan.
To Sujan come three while men who

are agents of a Valifornian rancher
named Crawford. Tint/ steal Ties,

realising the fortune he can make for
their employer, but one of fhem is

captured by the Sujanese. This man,
Wheeler, only earns his life and liberty
!>!/ promising to recover the god horse,
and travels to America in company with
a native known as Pasha.

Meanwhile, Jlrx is delivered to Craw-
ford, but breaks free and takes to the
hills. Later that day the rancher plays
in a polo game at the Bruce Riding
Academy, but his team, loses to a side
led by Frank Bradley, a popular young
sportsman, and after the game Craw-
ford vents some of his spite on a stray
police dog that has roamed into the
district.

It is this dog, Ilinty, which later
comes across Bex and which brings the
god horse into contact with Frank
Bradley and Dorothy Bruce.

Frank trains Ilex, but letter the goel

horse is secured by Wheeler and Pasha.
Meanwhile, Crawford has become in-

voiced in a fatal quarrel with one of his
own men, and takes to the hills to avoid
the penally of his crime.

Frank locates the missing stallion at
an abandoned mine to which Pashet and
Wheeler leave taken the animal. Rinty
is with the young polo ace, but, leaving
the dog outside, he tackles the Sujanese
and his ally alone.

In the resultant fight Wheeler fires
point-blank at Frank with a six-gun.

(Now Read On)

Frank Learns the Truth

AN instant before Wheeler pulled

the trigger Frank Bradley ducked
low, and, the Ira. leu slug zipping

within an inch of his skull, he bullocked

headlong into the gunman's midriff.

Wheeler went down, but Frank was
carried on by his own impetus and he
brought up against the wall of the mine
gallery, his temple coming into violent

contact with the rock so that he pitched

to the floor and lay in a dazed condition.

As for Wheeler, he was soon on his

feet once more. Yet even as he rose he
heard the loud, angry bark of a dog,
and next moment he saw the form of

Rinty bounding into the cavern.

From his vantage point outside the

mine the wolf-hound had witnessed the

scuffle which had taken place, and now
he was hurling himself to Frank's
rescue with bared fangs—in an onset

that brought a cry of alarm to

Wheeler's lips and caused the man to

level the revolver which he was still

grasping in his fist.

Luckily for Rinty the gun jammed,
and in another second the dog was at

the armed ruffian's throat, but with a
desperate clutch Wheeler buried one
hand in the thick fur around the
animal's neck, and with the other hand
he changed his grip on the forty-five

and wielded it like a club, hitting his

canine antagonist savagely.

Rinty dropped like a log under the
first cruel blow, and with an outburst
of rage Wheeler lifted his boot to kick
the huddled body of the wolfhound.

It was a kick that never landed, for

suddenly the man's attention was
diverted by the startling behaviour of
the god horse Rex, whose primitive and

lawless instincts had been aroused. And,
if the stallion had shown signs of rest-

iveness during the attack on Frank, the
devil in him was fairly let loose by the
treatment that, had been meted out to

Rinty, tho dog for whom he had con-

ceived so strong an affection.

Hitherto he had been held in check
by the fact that Pasha had suppoi
Wheeler. But now Pasha was lying on
the ground where Frank had thrown
him at the commencement of the f

and Rex promptly made for Wheeler in

a way which sent that rogue skipping
backwards in sheer terror.

Propped on one elbow, Pasha was the

only eye-witness of the drama thai e i-

sued, and with awestricken Laze he saw
Rex charging at Wheeler, to rear up on
his hind-legs and lash out at the man
with iron-shod hoofs.

Wheeler sprang out of range of thi -<

Hashing forefeet, and had to spring

again as the big stallion came after him.

Meanwhile, Pasha was calling out to

Rex in the native tongue, but for once
the enraged creature did net. heed him,

and the Sujanese was wellnigh despair-

ing of Wheeler's life when, all -at once,

he realised the white man was trying

to blaze at the horse with that revolver

which he possessed.

True, the gun had jammed, but
Wheeler was tugging at the trigger

frantically, and there seemed every

likelihood of the weapon functioning

once more, to send a death-bolt through

the brain of the black Arabian.

Pasha's entire outlook changed, and
his concern for Wheeler's safety became
a much sharper anxiety for the safety of

the god horse. Then, with a swift ges-

I ture, ho plttcked out the blowpipe that
December 26tb, 1936.
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he had used so effectively on two former
occasions.
There was a dart already in the tube,

ono of those darts smeared with the
native drug which could produce un-
consciousness almost instantaneously,
and Pasha directed it straight at
Wheeler's wrist.

The missile pierced the white man's
flesh and, stiffening, he dropped the
forty-five that he had been brandishing
and collapsed in a heap on the floor of
the cavern, lying there at the mercy of
Rex's hoofs. Nor could he have escaped
the vengeance of those hoofs if Pasha
had not gathered himself up and rushed
at the stallion to seize the rope-bridle
attached to the animal's head.
Hauling on that bridle and shouting to

Rex insistently he managed to drag the
god horse away from its intended victim,
and it was while he was engaged in this

task of pacifying the creature that
Frank Bradley struggled to his feet.

The young sportsman had collected his
wits in time to see how Pasha had dis-

posed of Wheeler and cut short an ugly
situation, and he had also noticed that
the gun which had fallen from
Wheeler's fingers had slid across the
floor of the mine gallery so that it was
now actually within his own reach.

Frank retrieved the six-shooter and
covered Pasha, who had his back to aim.
But even as he stood watching the
native, he could not help being struck
by the strange power that the foreigner
seemed to wield over Rex, could not
help marvelling at the manner in which
the fellow smoothed tho stallion's ruffled
temper.
"You seem to have a way with that

horse, my friend," he remarked, when
the black Arabian was at last com-
pletely under control.
Pasha whipped round, and his face

fell as he perceived that Frank had the
''drop " on him. Then, after a brief
silence, he looked at the younger man
ap'pealingly.
"Truly I have a way with the god

horse Rex," he said. "It comes of
knowing him for many years."
"But you don't own him," declared

Frank, speaking with an emphasis that
nevertheless held the faintest trace of
uncertainty. "You can't make me be-
lieve that—not after the methods you've
used to try and obtain possession of
him."
"Tho god horse has no owner, white

man," Pasha replied. "Nor does he
know any master, as you in your country
understand the word. But I have a
right to take him from you, and as to
the methods I have used—well, I have
adopted them because I felt that no
other methods would serve."

He hesitated a moment, and then in

a low and earnest voice he began to tell

Frank the story of Rex, the god horse
whom the people of Sujan worshipped
so profoundly : and, fantastic as the nar-
rative sounded, yet thero was a sin-

cerity in Pasha's tone that impressed
the listener with the growing conviction
that the man was speaking the truth.

When the native had finished. Frank
had only" one dubious comment to make.
"You certainly picked an unfortunate

partner in Wheeler," he mused. "Tins
fellow is a bad egg."
"But there was no choice in the

matter," Pasha countered. "When the
god horse was stolen from the sacred
stables in Sujan. this man was our only
hope of tracing him."
.Yes, I suppose you're right," Frank

had to admit.
He was silent for a space, and then

all at once he lowered the gun with
which lie had been covering the

foreigner.
December 26th, 1MB.
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"Pasha," he said, "I'm inclined to
believe your story, but I'd like to check
up on it as far as possible—by making
a few inquiries regarding the island of
Sujan. And if I find out that they
really do worship horses there, then I'll

take your word for it that Rex belongs
to your people and is sacred to them."
"Where will you obtain any informa-

tion concerning Sujan ? No one, except-
ing Crawford and his men, seems to have
heard of it, in this great country of
yours."
"Don't worry," Frank rejoined, "I'll

find out all I want to know' fror> the
Travel Bureaux. And when Im satis-

lied that you're on the level, Pasha, I'll

help you to get Rex to the coast and
ship him to your island. All 1 ask of

you is to trust me—come back to the
Bruce Academy and stay there for the
time being—and make a clean break with
Wheeler."
"Whatever you say," the native

answered. "Whatever you say."
With that Frank turned to Rinty, who

was beginning to show signs of life, and
a cursory examination told him that the
dog was not seriously injured. Indeed,
Rinty was actually on his feet again
when a movement on the part of
Wheeler caught the attention of Frank
and Pasha.
Frank quickly fumbled with the six-

gun that he had secured, and, restoring
it to working order, he was training it

on Wheeler when the latter raised him-
self into a sitting posture and stared up
at him dully.

From Frank's menacing figure the
gangster's narrow eyes travelled to

Pasha, and as he saw the native stand-
ing calmly at the young sportsman's side

his shifty countenance registered a look
of mingled comprehension and anger.

"What's this?" he snarled. "The
double-cross?"

"Call it what you like, Wheeler,"
Frank struck in. "But Pasha has told

me everything, and I've advised him to

cut adrift from you."
The crook's mouth tightened, and he

flashed an evil glance at the Sujanese.
"Why, you can't get away with this!"

he bit out. "You can't throw me over!
I've got a reward comin' to me for the
return o' that god horse, and you can't
cheat me out of it, you dirty nigger!"
WT

ith a fierce cry Pasha threw himself
on the man and gripped him by the
throat.

"Call mc that name and I will choke
the life from your miserable body!" he
grated.
His fingers clenched upon Wheeler's

windpipe, and the white man gave vent
to a hoarse cry of fear. Then, master-

ing his wrath, Pasha drew back from
him and spoke in a voice that was well

modulated, though none the less incisive.

"I have every right to break with
you, Wheeler," he said. "If I had not

stopped you a little while ago you would
have killed the god horse."

" He was tryin' to kill me. wasn't
he?" the gangster blurted. "He was
tryin' to kill me!"
"Perhaps it is a pity that I did not

let him," the Sujanese retorted, and
then, turning to Frank, he proposed that

they should leave Wheeler to his own
resources and depart.

Crawford's Men

FRANK was only too eager to start

back for the Bruce Academy, and,
after warning Wheeler that he

would be well advised to remove him-
self from this part of the country, he
accompanied Pasha as the native led Rex
from the mine with Rinty padding in

the stallion's footsteps.

Outside the cavern Pasha mounted one
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of the horses that were standing there.
Then he indicated Wheeler's bronc, sug-
gesting that Frank should command
it, but. the young polo player shook his

head.
"No," he told the Sujanese, "my own

pony is over there in the grove. We'll
pick him up—come on."
They left Wheeler's bronc, and a

minute or two later Frank secured the
animal that he had borrowed from the
Bruce Academy; and, having climbed
into the saddle, he and Pasha set out
across-country at a smart trot, the
foreigner holding Rex in close attend-
ance.
Pasha was apparently still thinking of

Wheeler, for after a minute or two he
addressed Frank thoughtfully.
"That man is a rogue," he said. "I

have known that all along, but a bargain
was struck with him "

"Don't let that bother your con-
science," Frank interrupted. "If I'm
any judge of character, Wheeler would
have double-crossed you without hesita-

tion if it had suited his purpose.''

"I think you are right," the native
agreed. "In any case, he has no reason
to harbour a grudge. Already I have
advanced him a good deal of money for

such services as he rendered me by put-
ting me on the track of the god horse."
"Then you've certainly no cause to

feel that you've done him an injustice."

declared Frank. "But, forgetting
Wheeler for the moment, my idea is that
you stay over at the Bruce Academy till

I've made a few inquiries and arranged
transportation for you and Rex—that is,

if I'm satisfied that your story is true."
Pasha looked at him gravely.
"Will I be welcome at this academy

which you speak of?" he asked.

"Miss Bruce and her father will be
glad to make you comfortable, on my
recommendation." Frank assured him.
"Meantime, we'll groom that white paint
off Rex—when we get him to the
academy, I mean. Tt was a good idea
to disguise him, but it won't bo neces-

sary now. Ill see that proper protection
is afforded."
They rode on. but they had not

travelled far, and were on the point of
entering a belt of thickets, when ail at

once there was a movement in the vege-

tation and three horsemen suddenly
started out at them.
They were Jones, Martin and Ander-

son, and so unexpectedly had they ap-

peared that Frank found himself lined

up under the sights of their guns before
he could attempt to reach for his own
forty-five.

"Take it easy. Bradley." Jones
growled. "Huh, thought you'd given li-

the slip, didn't you? But fortunately

Anderson here is mighty smart at fob

lowin' a trail, and he picked up yours
all right when we back-tracked after

losin' sight of you."
"Yeah, and we spotted you headin'

this way again just as we got to the
edge o' the bush," Anderson interposed.

"So you've made the acquaintance of

Pasha, eh? H'm. mighty nice lookin'

horse you've got there, too."

He nodded towards Rex in a cursory

fashion, and Frank held his breath. A-
for Pasha, he also became tense, wonder-
ing if these men would see through the

disguise. P>ut an impatient remark by
Jones tended to reassure the Sujanese

and the wealthy young American who
was now prepared to befriend him.

"A nice horse all right." said Jo
"hut not the one we're after. Come on,

Bradley, where's the black Arabian'"
"You mean Kex?" Frank inquired

coolly. "How should I know?"
"Vou know all right." Martin broke

in viciously. "Either you know, or else
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Pasha does. Which of you is» gonna
talk?"

Neither Frank nor his companion
offered any response, and Crawford's
:nen glowered at them menacingly for a

eoonds. Then Jones spoke up.

'Say,'' he announced to Martin and
Anderson, "we're pretty close to that

abandoned mine on Red Ridge. Pasha
had the god horse hidden there one time.

Do you suppose ho might have cached
it there again '!"

Anderson and Martin exchanged
glances, and then, after looking craftily

if the prisoners, the first-named turned
io Jones again.
"Maybe you're right," he said. "This

guy Pasha very likely figured that we'd
never think of lookin' there a second
time."

" Well, we'll ride over to the mine,
anyway," Jones stated. "Andy, you
May here and keep an eye on these two
hombres. Martin, you follow me."

lie kicked his heels into his mustang's
Hanks and started at a gallop for the
ridge, Martin spurring after him, and,
while his comrades rode off, Anderson
focused his attention on Frank and
Pasha.
He kept his gun trained on them,

eyeing them guardedly as he did so, and
for a spell there was silence, a silenco

which he, brought to a close as his accom-
plices disappeared beyond a distant fold

in the landscape.
"I didn't expect to find Pasha in tow

with you, Bradley," Anderson ob-

served. "What's the idea. Have you
come to some arrangement with him
about the god horse?"

"I don't know what you're talking
about," said Frank.
Anderson's lip curled in a sneer.

"Ah, don't give me that stuff," ho
retorted contemptuously. "But say,

what about Wheeler? You ain't made
pals with him as well, have you, Brad-
'">•''

Frank did not deign to answer him,
and, conversation languishing, the crook
slid a glance upon Rex once more, still

oblivious of the fact that he was looking
at the very animal which Crawford
coveted so greedily.

"Huh, that sure is a good-lookin'
horse," he grunted. "Where did you
pick him up?"
Again Frank made no reply, and,

urging his own bronc closer to the white
stallion, Anderson proceeded to scrutinise
it with interest, at the same time keep-
ing an eye on his prisoners.
Frank and Pasha watched him breath-

lessly, and, their gaze riveted on him,
they suddenly saw him start, saw him
pier at the stallion and stretch out a
hand to touch its coat, running his

fingers against the grain so that the hair
was turned back to show him the decep-
i ion which had been carried out.
Next instant, Anderson switched his

eyes full on the faces of Frank and
Pasha in a look of understanding.

"Paint!" he blurted. "Why, of all

the cunning "

lie never finished the sentence, for.

realising that Anderson had stumbled
upon the truth, Frank Bradley took a

chance and swung his loft fist down on
the barrel of the gangster's forty-five.

The blow knocked the weapon aside,
and a *plit second later Frank whipped
bis right info action and drove his
packed knuckles with sledge hammer
force against Anderson's jaw.
The man plunged from the saddle, the

-i\ shooter Hying from his grasp, and
Frank swung himself quickly to the
ground and pounced on the rogue to
make sure of him. In another thirty
seconds the younger man was rising to
his feet again, having battered his foe
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into a state of complete insensibility, and
without further delay he remounted his
pony and called out to Pasha.

"Come on," he shouted, "wo may a-

well get out of here before those other
rats show up!"
The Sujanese made haste fo follow the

young American's example as the latter
sent his horse bounding towards the
thickets, and next moment the two men
were striking off along a trail that was
flanked by masses of brushwood, Rex
careering in their wake on the end of
the crude bridle that Pasha was holding.
Rinty brought up the rear, his tail

whisking from side to side as if he had
enjoyed the discomfiture of Anderson,
and before long there was no sign of the
fugitives, the drumming of hoofs being
the only indication of the route that they
were taking.

It was a sound that gradually died
away, and, when Anderson recovered
consciousness some time later to find his
bronc standing over him with lowered
heaif, the deep quiet of the range was
disturbed only by the chirping of birds
in (he thickets nearby.

Slowly the gangster picked himself up,
helping himself to rise by pulling on the
drooping reins of his horse, and he was
-waving dazedly on his feet when a hail
reached his ears.
The cry was uttered by Jones, and,

turning his head, Anderson saw that
worthy bearing down on him in company
with Martin and—Wheeler.
The newcomers readied the spot where

Anderson had been unhorsed, and Jones
leapt to the ground. Martin, on the
other hand, remained in the saddle, and
Anderson noticed vaguely thai he was
covering Wheeler, who looked sullen and
disconsolate.

"What happened to you, Anderson?"
Jones barked.
"That hombre Bradley—he beat me

up. I-I "

"I can see ho beat you up all right,"
Jones cut in, regarding his bruised face
without sympathy. "You loo!, whal did
you let him an' Pasha Kef, away for?
The god horse wasn't up at the mine.

With a fierce cry Pasha threw him-
self upon the man and gripped him

by the throat.
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We only Found Wheeler (here, and "

He in turn was interrupted by Ander-
son.
"I know the god horse wasn't up at.

the mine." he panted. "He was right
here all the time. The white stallion

—

that was Rex—painted! I spotted it

soon after yon left, but Bradley laid mo
out."
Jones and Martin stared at him in-

credulously.
"The white stallion?" the former

echoed. "Rex—painted ? What the.

heck are you talkin' about?"
"lb''.-, right," Wheeler volunteered.

"Pasha and me. we thought of that;

trick—figured we could set. the animal
to the coast in spite of you if we dis-

guised his coal, figured you'd never take
him for Rex even if we happened to
run foul of you. Then Bradley showed
up, and Pasha gave me the air—decided
to throw in with that, cursed meddler."
Jones had turned towards him. and ho

still seemed dumbfounded by the dis-

closure of the ruse that had been prac-
tised. Then at lasl he found his voice.
"Do you know what Bradley an'

Pasha planned to do with the god
horse'.'" he demanded.
"Yeah, they were gonna take him fo

the Bruce Academy, where Bradley aims
to bold him until he's checked up on
Pasha. Then, if Bradley feels satisfied
that Pasha's on the level, he'll arrange
for "the transport of the stallion.'"

Jones pursed hi- lips, and then glanced
sourly once more at, Anderson, i

was in the act of retrieving the six gun
that Frank had knocked from his hand.
"flow Ions i s j| since Bradley and

Pasha sot awaj horn you?" he asked
in a curl tone.
"1 don't know," Anderson mumbled.

"Hut it wasn't Ions after you left, me."
Jones gave \ cut to an oath.
"And we were away the best pail of

half an hour," hi' grated. "We ain't

got a chance ol catclun' up with thi ui

now before the\ reach the academy."
"You're right, Jones," Martin

agreed dismally. "Only thing we can

rnber
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do is to ride over to Injun Gap and
report to the boss."
Jones nodded, and then looked at

Wheeler.
"Yeah, and you're eomin' with us,"

he muttered. "I reckon Crawford might
like to show you how much he appre-
ciates the trouble you've given us."

There was a menacing quality in the
words that sent a tremor of dread
through Wheeler, but with Martin's re-

volver trained on him resistance or
Pight was alike impossible, and. gloom-
ing over the prospect that was ahead
of him, he accompanied the other three
men as they set out for the hide-away
where Crawford had installed himself.

For two hours they rode, Jones and
Anderson in advance, Martin keeping a
close watch on Wheeler, and at the end
of that time they sighted a remote cabin
nestling in I he heart of the hills. And
here a halt was called, captive and
captors dismounting and walking up to

the door of the shack.
Wheeler was thrust roughly across the

threshold to find himself in the presence
of Crawford, who looked at him through
narrowed lids and then directed a glance
;it the men who entered behind him.
"What's Ibis?" the rancher demanded

of his hirelings. "What's the idea, of
bringing Wheeler here?"

,: Just a little present for you, boss,"
said Jones. "You see, in spite of that.

last warning you gave him, he's been
tryin' to cross us up again—and it's

partly his fault that we were fooled by
;-i>mc while paint."
Crawford was clearly perplexed by this

speech, and he drew down his brows in
.in impatient scowl.

"Quit talking in conundrums!" he
snapped. " What's on your mind,
Jones? And what happened to Ander-
son? lie looks like he's run into
trouble."
"He did." Jones commented, and then

launched into a detailed account of all

that had taken place.
Crawford heard him out in silence,

(ml the changing expressions on his

countenance betrayed his feelings

more eloquently than words could have
done, and when the full facts had been
made plain to him he took a step closer

to Wheeler.
"So you and your friend Pasha have

split, eh?" he said. "He's turned you
down in favour of Bradley, eh? Well,

i hat doesn't make me like you any
l>etter, Wheeler. You're still poison to
me."
His hand moved significantly to his

hip.

Yeah, 'poison' is the term I used."

he murmured, "and, seeing I've got one1

man's death to my credit, I'm tempted
to make an end of you as well."

"One man's death?" Wheeler fal-

tered. "What do you mean, Craw-
ford?"
"Oh, you don't know about Mitchell,

huh? Well, he got kind of hard to

handle, and I had to rub him out. But
he didn't cause me half as much trouble
;is you' 1

! e done "

"Crawford, don't shoot!" Wheeler
fried out in terror. "No, no, don't
shoot! Listen. I know I've crossed you
op but only because 1 was sore. We
used to be On the same side o' the fence.

< rawford. and I'll fie up with you again
if you'll let inc. I'll help you get that

;od horse, boss honest 1 will. I'll do
anything you say I"

The randier eyed him steadfastly for

a space, and then to Wheeler's unutter-

able relief his hand left the region of

his hip.

"I wonder?" Crawford mused. "You
might be useful, Wheeler.

" Cut don't run away with the idea

that I'm trusting von." he added quickly.
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"Don't even be too sure that I've
changed my mind alwut bumpiu' you
off. I'm postponing sentence, as they
say in a court of law—that's all."

Wheeler mopped his brow, and Craw-
ford turned to Martin and Anderson.

"You two will stay here with Wheeler
and me," he said, "and it will be your
job to keep this bird under observation."
Anderson and Martin nodded grimly,

and their employer glanced at Jones.
"I've got another job for you," he

stated. "I want you to go back to the
ranch. As you know, Foster and
McDonald and Watt Mason are there,
selling out the stock for me. I .rant
you to tell 'em to get over to the Bruce
Academy, taking the car and trailer

with them."
"You mean "

"I mean that it's up to them now to
grab that black stallion for me." Craw-
ford jerked. "They'll have to figure out
a way themselves. But there's one thing
in their favour. None of them is

known around the academy, and, with
the car and trailer hidden somewhere
handy, they can show up at the Bruce
outfit without raising any suspicions."

The Pool of Death

TWO men stood waiting on the road
that led to the Bruce Academy,
two men who were loitering beside

an open car to which a cumbersome
horse-box was attached.
The men in question were Foster and

Watt Mason, and they had been keeping
vigil there for some little time. But
they had not much longer to wait, for
presently they espied a familiar figure
trudging towards them.

It was the figure of McDonald, and as

he came up to them they glanced at him
inquiringly.

"Well?" Foster asked him. "What
did you find out?"

"Plenty," was the reply. "I drifted

into the academy like we arranged, and
pretended to be interested in takin' up
polo. Jensen, the stable-hand, showed
me around, and I actually got a squint

at the god horse."
"Yeah?" breathed Mason.
McDonald nodded briskly.

"Jones told us he'd been painted,

but they've groomed the stuff off him.
There was a dark-skinned guy in the

stall with him, and he turned out to be
the hombre they call Pasha. Jensen
talked to him a while, and from their

conversation it seems that Bradley is

satisfied I'asha is on the level, and drove
into San Francisco this mornin' to fix

up arrangements for transportin' the

Sujanese and the god horse back home."
"He did?" exclaimed Foster. "And

has he returned to the academy yet?"

"No. but, he's expected to show up
within the hour, and that means we\c
got to act fast. It's a cinch, fellers.

I've been figurin' it out on the way from
the academy. You drive up with the

car and trailer and say you represent the

Acme Shipping Corporation. Toll

I'asha that you've come for him and
Hex and will drive 'em to the clocks,

where Mr. Bradley will be waitin'."

The faces of Mason and Foster regis-

tered their approval of this scheme.
"The Acme Shipping Corporation,

eh?" Foster murmured.
"Yeah, don't forget that name," said

McDonald. "That's the company that

Bradley was gonna call on. accordin' to

Jensen. Now listen, 1 won't be with
you. because it would look mighty queei
1 1 I was to rilOW up in tow with you.
But I'll be waitin' light here, and you
can pick me up—and when you do. we'll

ditch I'asha and head for Indian Gap."
"We get you. Mac." declared Foster.

and then, climbing into the ear with
Watt Mason, he started up the motor
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and proceeded to drive along the road
in the direction of the Bruce Hiding
School.
Five minutes later they turned a bend

in the trail and saw the academy ahead
of them, and before long the automobile
and the horse-box which was attached
to it were swinging through the main
entrance of the establishment.

Foster drew up in a yard that was
flanked by stables, and he and Mason
alighted from their tourer. Then, glanc-
ing about them, they perceived two men
standing outside one of the stalls, one
being an individual in breeches, gaiters
and open-necked shirt, the other a
swarthy fellow in a suit of white duck
and a turban.
They were Jensen and Pasha, and.

exchanging a significant look. Craw fold's

hirelings walked across to them.

"We're from the Acme Shipping Cor-
poration," announced Foster, as he and
Mason halted in front of the stable-
hand and the native of Sujan.
Jensen started, and laid a hand on

Pasha's sleeve.
"The Acme Shippin' Corporation!"

he ejaculated. " Say, these fellers must
have been sent by Mr. Bradley."

"That's right," Foster interposed.
"A Mr. Bradley called at the company's
offices in San Francisco, and on his in-

structions the transport manager sent us
to collect a stallion that's to be shipped
to Sujan. We've also gotta see some-
body by the name of Pasha."
Jensen indicated his companion.
"This is Pasha," he stated, and at that

the native moved forward a step.

"But I don't understand," he said.

"I thought Mr. Bradley was to come
back here."
Watt Mason made haste to trump up

an explanation.
"Yeah, I believe that was the idea."

he informed the Sujanese. "But Mr.
Bradley changed his mind. He figured
he'd like to see you and the hoi'se safely

on board ship at the docks, so he's gonna
wait there for you. We'll have to hurry
if we're to get there on time, though.
It's a long road, and the ship won't
wait."
Thoroughly satisfied now that this

arrangement was of Frank's choosing.
I'asha opened the door of the stall in

which Rex had been lodged, and with-
out any difficulty he led the creature
forth and walked him across to the eai

and trailer. Mason and Foster hurrying
ahead to let down the tail-door of the

horse-box.
The stallion was coaxed into the

vehicle, and the tail-door was quickly

fastened. Then, accompanied by I'asha.

Crawford's two hirelings made their way
round to the automobile.

Foster took up a position behind the

steering-wheel, and motioned Pasha into

the seat beside him while Mason climbed
info the back of the car. In the mean-
time Jensen had summoned Dorothy
Bruce, and the girl and the stable hand
approached to bid the Sujanese "good
bye " and " bou voyage."

Foster and Mason concealed their im-

patience as best they could while these

farewells were in progress. Actually
they were feverishly anxious to be on
their way. and were wishing that they
could have left Pasha with instructions

to travel to S.m Francisco by rail and
llui- be quit of him. But they had
guessed that the islander would never
consent lo be separated from the god
horse.

At last, however, Pasha was ready for

the road.
"To you." In- said to Dorothy in part-

ing. "I offer you my deep gratitude for

making my brief stay here so pleasant,

and I beg of you to convey my thanks

to your father." He has been most kind,
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md I should have liked to tell him so

myself—only I know that he has been
>alled away on business, and unfortu-
nately I cannot await his return.''

"He'll understand, Pasha," Dorothy
rejoined. "Your mission here is ful-

Jilled, and your native land recalls you.
Good-bye, and good luck!''

With Pasha saluting the girl and
Jensen gravely, Foster engaged the gear-
lever thankfully enough, and a few
seconds later the car and the trailer

were turning out on to the road.

From the yard of the academy,
Dorothy Bruce and the stable-hand
watched the car and the horse-box roll

off along the highway, and they were
still watching the two vehicles when
suddenly they swerved off the main San
Francisco road and disappeared down a

• right-hand fork—to take the route on
which McDonald was wailing.
"Hallo," Dorothy ejaculated, "why

have I hey gone that way?"
"Maybe it's a short cut to town,"

Jensen remarked, but the girl knitted
her brows.

"It's one I don't know, then," she
began, only to stop short as a smart-
looking roadster swung into view round
a curve in the main highway.

It was a car that was coining from
the direction of San Francisco, and
Frank Bradley was at the wheel of it

with Rinty perched on the seat beside
him, and in less than thirty seconds the
wealthy young sportsman was pulling
up beside the bewildered Dorothy and
her father's employee.
"Hallo, there!" Frank greeted them

cheerfully. "Guess I got back in record
lime. But where's Pasha ? Everything's
fixed, and he and Rex are sailing to-

morrow "

Dorothy found her voice, and. stum-
bling close to the roadster, she clutched
her admirer by the arm.
"Frank," she gasped, "Pasha's gone!

Two men called here with a car and a
frailer. They said they'd been sent
on your instructions. Pasha left with
thein—and Rex !"

"Pasha—left with them!" Frank's
countenance had paled, and there was a

look of concern in his eyes. " Dorothy,
I didn't send anyone here. It's a trick

—a trick ! Which way did these men
S° ?

"

The girl pointed shakily along the road
by which he had approached.

"That way! But they switched off

down the right fork just before you
showed up. You can overtake them
before they get very far. The trailer
will hold up their speed."

Frank waited to hear no more. Nor
did he give Dorothy and Jensen the
chance to scramble into his roadster.
With engine roaring he swung hard
round and blazed in the direction that
Crawford's men had taken, and he was
already in top gear when he skidded
on to the trail that branched away to
the right.

Crouching behind the steering-column,
he thrust his foot hard down on the
accelerator and forced the speedometer
up to the seventy mark, and he had
been driving for no more than a couple
of minutes when Jie saw a haze of dust
ahead of him.

It was rising from the tyres of a car
and trailer, and soon Frank was career-
ing abreast to see the unsuspecting
Pasha in the company of Foster and
Watt Mason, both of whom were
sti angers to the young polo player,
though ho had no doubt that they were
agents of Crawford.
"Pasha," he shouted, braking to the

speed of the touring car, " those men
are crooks!"
The Sujanese had turned his head
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and a look of astonishment had appeared
on his swarthy features at sight of

Frank. But at the latter's warning yell

his astonishment changed to alarm, and
with a hoarse cry he made a dive for

the tourer's handbrake.
Foster struck him across the face to

prevent him from interfering' with the
controls, and at the same time Mason
lunged forward from the back seat and
clutched the hapless foreigner around
the neck. Then the gangster in the

driving-seat attempted to outstrip Frank
Bradley's automobile by opening the
throttle full out.
He did not succeed, for Frank had

him beaten in acceleration, and, draw-
ing into the lead almost immediately,
steered across Foster's path to carry out
the desperate plan of forcing the scoun-
drel off the road.

Foster had to wrench hard on the
wheel to avoid a collision with the big

two-seater, and, if he had been a more
competent motorist, he might have
pulled up on the range-grass alongside
the trail. But he lost control, and in

missing Frank's car he crashed into a

telegraph pole with an impact that
brought disaster.

The pole snapped and came hurtling
down amid a tangle of broken wires.

The tourer lurched wildly and over-

turned on the roadside, spilling out its

occupants, and almost simultaneously the

horse-box tle.it contained Hex broke
from its fastenings and went bowling
across the rough ground on the light

until it. came to a standstill some little

distance away.
Meanwhile Frank had brought his

own car to a halt, and, Rinty leaping
out after him, he dashed back to the
wrecked tourer.

He had not anticipated such an
eventuality when he had tried to force

the crooks off the road, and anxiety
was written on his face as he bent down
beside Pasha, who was lying motion-
less. Then he became aware that Foster
and Mason were picking themselves up,
and he was just in time to defend him-
self against the sudden rush that they
made at him.
Foster ho checked with a hard jolt to

the chin, and, staggering away, the
man was attacked by Rinty before he
could recover from the blow. But
Mason closed with Frank, and was
battling savagely with him when the
sound of hurrying footsteps heralded the
arrival of McDonald, who had been
waiting down the road and who had
witnessed the smash.
McDonald rushed to Mason's aid, and

in another moment Frank was tripped
and borne to the ground. But he carried
his antagonists with him, and as they
lolled in the dust the three struggling
combatants realised dimly that tho fumes
of petrol were gathering in their nostrils.

It was petrol that was pouring out
of the wrecked tourer's fuel tank by the
gallon, for the filler-rap of that tank had
sprung from its nozzle at the instant
of the impact. But Frank and his foes
were ignorant of the fact that the petrol
would soon endanger their lives. They
did not know that it was spreading
slowly but surely towards a couple of
broken telegraph wires, which had made
contact on the road and which wero
spluttering in fierce electrical fire.

Frank and his enemies fought, on,
little dreaming that in the space of a
few seconds they would be wiped out by
a shattering explosion!

(To be continued in another long epi-
sode next week. By permission of Asso-
ciated British Film Distributors, Ltd.,
starring Kane Richmond, Norma

Taylor, and Rex and Rinty.)
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things, and just to remind you how im-
portant it is to go straight I'm going
to put you both on probation for six

months." The judge smiled at them as

a friend. "And I want that to mean
simply this, and only this: You're to

come to the probation officer once a

month and say to him: 'I'm doing great,

and I'm never going to get into trouble
again.' You understand?"
The two boys nodded.
The judge then dismissed the elder

folks as lie wished to have a private

talk with the three boys. He told them
that, the Devil was always lurking
around corners looking for foolish boys.

"The Devil is a weak sister," the

judge concluded. "That surprises you.
You see the Devil was an angel once,

and an angel has to be tough to do his

job. And the Devil couldn't be tougb
enough so they threw him out—and
he's been hiding down here ever since.

Always looking for weaklings and cissys.

You boys must be tough, SO the Devil
hasn't got, a chance. Keep to tho strict,

Utter of the law and you have him
beaten. That's all, lads." Ho held out

his hand. "Good luck to you!"

But though the judge was smiling, lie

was not quite happy about the expres-

sions on the faces of Buck and Gig. The
big boys were sore at, being tricked by

the smaller lad, but ho didn't know^ how
sore.

It was not till the next day that Buck
and Gig managed to get Claude alone,

and their faces wire fierce.

"So you wanna be a Raffles!" sneered
Buck. "Now, listen—get this into your
dome, Dope. From now on you're out
of the gang, see? We don't even know
you're dead. You can go play by your-

self. And if you come, snooping round
us we'll black both your eyes "

"And break all your ribs," added Gig.

"Get going, Mister Cissy RalhY-."

The Fateful Friday

BUCK and Gig wero not pleased with
life. The more they thought over
the whole affair, the more discon-

tented they became. They were the

big noises at the school, and they had
been made lo look like a couple of

suckers by a kid, but they couldn't

punch Claude's head because it was his

toys that had bought that tombstone.
Everyone seemed lo stare at them and

ask what it, felt like snooping into an

empty house. Buck's parents were con-

stantly reminding the boy of his lolly,

whilst Gig had a big grouch—his mother
was thinking of marrying Paul Krumpp.
The boys were duo to report on the

last Saturday of the month, and on the.

Fiiday evening there was a meeting of

the gang.
"We ain't gonna report," Gig told

the gang. "We're getting outa hero.

No guy is gonna hang around my house

and call mo ' his boy.' We're quitting

to-night after supper."

"Where are you going?" asked Six

Toes.
"Out wesl. first," decided Peek.

"Maybe we'll get across the border into

Canada."
It was from Six Toes that Claude

learned that Buck and Gig were plan-

ning to run away that night. Gig fail

mid Six Toes that lie would pay a final

visit io the cemetery where his father

was buried, and, after that, shake the

dust of the cifj from his feet for ever.

December 26th, 1330.
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A little difficult, as it had been rain-

ing for days and looked like continuing.
Claude wenf liomo very thoughtfully.

He sneezed several time?, and once had
a sharp fit of coughing.

Claude arrived home to find that Rose
I law ley had called. She had settled up
with the pawnbroker and brought back
all his toys. The boy thanked her
politely for her kindness, but lie seemed
distraught and preoccupied. Jay Pierce
could not understand his son showing
such little appreciation, but lie thought
he had found out, the reason when
Claude sneezed violently.

Protesting violently. Claude was
jiacked off to bed, while Jay Pierce
shun i-d Rose some of his work and told

her that he had found someone eager to

buy his lithographs.
"I intend to get Claude a bicycle out

of these ill-gotten gains." laughingly he
told Pose Hawley. ''Jfe thinks you're
a grand person.''

"I like him very much, too.''

Jay frow ncd thoughtfully.

"I hope he can re-establish himself
m ith Gig and Buck."
"Aren't you worried about him mix-

ing with those two little demons?"
"'I'm selfish about that friendship," he

told her. '"I think both those two
demons arc genuine lads. That trio can
give a lot to each other. Claude should
he in bed by now : let's go and have
a word with him."

"Dad "—Claude sat up as soon as his

father and Miss Hawley entered his bed-
room—"what would happen if the boys
didn't report to the probation officers?"
"Why, they'd find 'em and make

'ciii report," answered his father.
,rNow, you keep those covers over
you." Ho laid a hand on the boy's fore-
head. "You look a bit feverish to me.
four mother would raise the deuce with
rne if she thought I wasn't keeping vou
tit.;'

"Dad, do I have to go back with
mother?"

" Of course, son—at the end of six

months."
"Why can't I stay here with you?"
The father solemnly shook his head.

"Because your mother loves you and
wants you with her the same as I do.
STou love your mother, don't you?"
"Oh. yes," came the answer at once.

"Bui we're always in Europe or on
boats—T never get a chance to know
boys like Buck and Gig and Six Toes.
Pad, what would happen if they ran
a nay?"
"Who?"
"thick and Gig."
Rose looked at Pierce senior.

"Say, you know 1 wouldn't put it

I'.'-l them," she whispered.
"8011. what's all this about?" the

father asked sharply.

"Oh, nothing—nothing." Claude lay
back. "I was just wondering what
would happen if they did."

"The judge told them—the reform
school. Probably for two years at
least," said Jay fierce. "Have you
had your sapper?" The girl shook her
bead and smiled invitingly.

Claude saw her smile.

"Dad," he called out. "why don't
you and Miss Hawley go round to that

iraTll «o like? I'm all right here."

"That's a jolly good idea." Jay
Pierce turned eagerly to the girL
"Shall we?" The answer was in her
smiling eyes.
So Rose prepared some brolh for

Claude to have whilst they were gone,
and the\ expected him to be sound

p when they returned. Claude
I a little ol th>' broth and listened
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impatiently to the two grown-ups talk-

ing in the next room. Then came a

cheery shout to sleep tight and the door
closed behind them. Claude waited till

their footsteps died away, and then he
w riggled out of bed.

Strange Men

THE rain was descending in torrents.

Two figures stood looking down at

a grave. Stuck in a bottle were
a few flowers.

"Gee, it's kinda little, ain't it?"
"It's bigger than some, of 'cm,"

argued Buck. ^V.
They turned because they thought

they had heard someone sneeze, and
then forgot it in their interest in the

tombstone.
"R.T.P." Gig pointed. "I wonder

what thai means?"
"That means 'Rest in Peace,'" said

a faint, husky voice.

They glowered at the intruder as if

he were some evil spirit.

"Listen. Gig and Buck." cried Claude
huskily. "I know what you're going to

do, but truly, fellows, you mustn't run
away. They'll find you wherever you,

go, and they'll put you in a reform
school."

"Let's get oula here," cried Gig.
They pushed past him and made for

the cemetery gates, but he stumbled
after (hem. They heard him and swung
round with fists clenched.

"Listen, I don't blame you for being
angry with me." His voice was very
hoarse. "But you can't solve your
problems by running away; you've got
to face them."
"Go on and beat it." Gig gave

Claude a violent push. The smaller boy
lost his balance and went sprawling info

a muddy pool. They turned their backs
on him and hastened away.
With an effort Claude staggered (o

his feet and ran after them. They had
reached a main road that bordered a
huge park before he caught them up.

"Listen, Buck and Gig, if you run
away, people will think it's because you
are afraid, and you aren't afraid, are
you?"
"Dry up, will you?" Gig snarled.

A car whizzed past and Buck made
a gesture which is known as "thumbing
a lift," but the car did not stop. Gig
began to thumb cars, and so did Claude.
Many passed, but at last the headlights
of a large car picked them out. Buck
shouted that the driver was slowing.

It was a big car. Claude saw there
was a thick-set man at the wheel. A
door opened, and he saw that a dark,
swarthy, smiling man was grinning at

them, whilst an elderly woman was in

the far corner.
"Come on, you kids, hurry up! Here,

you get in front." He jabbed a finger

at Buck. "You two in with me.
Hurry!"
Claude found himself next to the

woman, whom he saw wore a bonnet
and had white hair. Somehow she re-

minded him of the wolf who dressed up
to snare Little Red Hiding Hood.
"Thank you, ma'am." Claude mur-

mured.
'the old hag grinned and mumbled

something.
"Where you kids going?" asked the

big man, who was driving, to Buck
Murphy.
"Taking a lillle trip." Buck gazed

quickly af this big man. He did not

like hlS-huge grin very much, nor the

smile of tiie sleek, foreign looking man.
This seemed to amuse the man. foi

he turned and shouted lo Ihe sleek

foreignei who had invited the boy* in

the cur:
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" We're only too glad to give the-e

three kids a lift, ain't we, Willie?"
"Sure," came the answer. "Es-

pecially on a night like this, Joe."
" He ain't with its, though." Gig

pointed at Claude.
"That's right," added Buck. "Wo

can get along without him—that is, if

you're crowded."
"The more the merrier," laughed

Willie. "We'll take you kids where
you like, and Hey, look out!"

Out of the darkness came flashes of

light. To his surprise, Claude found
aims round him, and next moment he
was in the old hag's lap. with his head
pressed agaiust her shoulder. He
thought it curious that the old lady's

breath smelt strongly of alcohol—also
he had heard of the "bearded lady."

" Now, you kids, keep your faces

shut!" Joe snarled at Buck and then
glared at Gig. "You grin and look

cheerful, or else You understand?"
"We don't want to get blamed for

you kids running away," Willie said

with a smile. "Leave this to me. boys."
The car began to slow and then the

headlights picked out two policemen.

When the car stopped they came along-

side.

"You didn't happen to see anything
of four fellows turning up this way in

a green roadster, did you?" asked one
officer.

"No; everything's been passing US

pretty fast," softly answered Willie.

"We've been travelling slow, as maw "

—he indicated the old lady—"makes us

drive very carefully when she has the

kids with her."
The police waved the car on its way.
Claude was pushed somewhat roughly

back on to the seat.

"What did those officers stop us for?"

he asked politely.

"Maybe they were looking for some
body," casually answered Willie.

"Joe"."
"Yeah, what is it?" answered the

driver.
" We're going to get something to

cat," Willie ordered, and grinned at Gi^
and Claude. "You want something to

eat. don't you?"
"I diuuio," mumbled Gig, who sensed

that there was something wrong about
these men and this car ride.

" We'll see you through—they'll never

find you," chuckled Willie. "You kills

stick' with us—we'll get along nice to-

gether."
Some half-hour later the car slowed.

"There's a joint right ahead!" sang

out the driver.

Claude Bluffs the Crooks

THE three boys did not quite like the

way the men led them into the

small roadside eating-house by the

arms. It was almost as if they were
prisoners. These men were mighty like

the sort of toughs Gig's {other had been

up against. Buck and Gig were not sum

what to make of them; Claude, being

wiser, had formed his opinions.

The place was quite deserted, but in

a moment a smiling foreigner appeared
"Good-evening, madame, Good-even-

ing, gentlemen."

"We're in a hurry," growled out

Willie. "We want some lood. quick."

"Yeah, one big plate .ill around of

good, old-fashioned, Italian spaghetti,"

shouted Joe.

"Pardon," said the proprietor, "I
am not an Italian— I am French.''
"1 don't care what you are." Joe

banged the counter. "We want some
spaghetti."

" Hut, in sicu ,
we Rave no Italian
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spaghetti; but we have French flap-

jacks."
"Six flapjacks, and jump to it!'' he

ordered.
"But I want " began Joe.
"Pipe down," coldly spoke the leader,

and looked closely at the proprietor.

"You all alone in this dump?''
" Sure, I'm alone," answered the pro-

prietor. "My wife she sleep upstairs.''

Willie nodded, and then his queer.

rather malevolent gaze took note of

Claude and noted the difference.

"What's your name, kid?"
"Claude—Claude Pierce." The boy

sneezed. "Guess I've got a cold.''

"Claude Pierce, eh. Your family got

any money, Claude?"
"Oh, no, sir. My father's quite

poor."
"Aw, go on! My old lady says your

old lady's got over a million bucks,"

said Murphy, and somehow
wished he had not spoken when he saw

m in Willie's i

"Thru what brings you out hi

night?" asked Willie in silky tones,

s your ma know ?"

"My father and mother live apart,"

Claude explained. "I wish that man
would hurry; I am hungry."
Willie smiled broadly.
The proprietor appeared with =ix

steaming French flapjacks, and everyone
drew their stools closer to the counter.

Willie touched Claude on the arm.
"You like to come, kid?"
"1 think- I'd like to go very much."

Claude turned to the proprietor. "May
I have a different kind of sauce on
this?''

The proprietor did not understand
what sort of sauce Claude required, and
explained that ;.t times his English was
not very good, as he had not been very
long in the country.
"N*ayw pas peur, mais ecoutez bien.

I.ommcs sont des vauriens," Claude
said, and smiled as he pointed at his

flapjack. " Us essaient de nous fnlever.
Appelez du secours vi vous ponvez ?''

"What's he saying to you?" Willie

demanded of the proprietor.

"It's the sauce, ' the proprietor cried.

"I do not quite understand."

"My French is a bit rusty, I

ne." Claude gave a little smile.

"It's a special kind of meat sauce I re-

quire. Appelez quelqu'un. Je vous piie

de me croire. Nous sommes en danger.
Dans une sauce mauvaisc. Can you
understand that?"
"Mais oui, Je comprehends maite-

nant," replied the proprietor. "I will

go look, see what I have."
"Kid." drawled Willie, his eyes nar-

rowing, "don't talk any more of that,

French around me; it ain't polite.

Understand ?"

"Certainly not, if you don't wish mo
to," Claude agreed.
It was then that Buck noticed that

the old lady was wearing a wig, and he
nudged Gig. The hitter's rv

Buck began to wish he had said

nothing about Claude's mother being
rich.

"Guess we should be on the move,"
muttered Willie. "Say, that danged
froggy never "brought your satire." His
eyes became hard, and in a flash he was
round the counter and out into the

1 kitchen. He was back in the outer
a in a second. " He's gone and "

lb' got no further, because clearly
there sounded the siren of a police car.

The crooks darted to the door, and
after that all was confusion. A shot

out and Joe crashed full length
mi the fiber, and as the crooks fired

blindly into the night a murderous fire

•d on them. The old lady
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dropped with a scream of pain
:
and off

rolled her wig. With a snail Willie

turned to shoot the kid he knew had
tricked them, but those three boys had
dived behind the counter and had
crawled through the kitchen to the back
door.
They climbed an embankment and

were only juSt across when a train

roared pasl

.

"Gee, that was a near squeeze,"
gasped Buck. "I wonder how the cops
knew they were there.''

"I told tlte proprietor they were
ciooks and trying- to kidnap us." was
Claude's simple explanation. "We were
in danger and he was to call for help,

i wasn't ordering a sauce. I was warn-
ing the man." lie sneezed. "Luckily
be " Violent coughing and sneezing

stopped Claude, but at last lie splut-

tered out: "Understood and fetched the
police.''

" We'd beti, ay from here
before they start looking for us," hinted
Gig. "What Wi lo, Buck?''
"Guess we'd !> •;

i go home," was
the answer. "Guess maybe there was
something in what the Dope said about
running away."
After walking some distance they

found that Claude was lagging behind
and swaying dizzily. Claude collapsed
in a heap and lay still.

They took it in turns to cany Claude,
and in the small hours of the morning
they came in sight of a tiny village.

The sun lose as if in mockeiy of their

sorry plight. A sleepy labourer pointed
out the house of the doctor.

The doctor appeared and took one
look at the limp form in Buck's arms.
"Bring him inside at once," he cried.

"Your friend looks pretty bad."
An hour later Claude was in hospital.

It was pneumonia, but his life was not in

serious danger.
That Saturday Buck and Gig went

and reported to the probation officii-,

and they saw the judge, and told him
all about. Claude's bravery and what he
had done for them.

A Tough Fight

MRS. PIERCE heard about her son
b< rag in hospital, and came i (ash-

ing down with her lawyer. Her
son must not stay in a nasty cheap hos-
pital, he must have specialists and every
att< ntion. She was told to go away as

THIS WEEK'S CASTS

"THE DEVIL TAKES THE
COUNT."— Claude Place, Freddie Bar-
tholomew ; Buck Murphy, Jackie
Cooper ; Qig Stevens, Mickey Rooney ;

Jay Pierce, fan Hunter : Rose Hawtey,
Peggy Conklin ; Hilda Pierce,

Katharine Alexander ; Air. Murphy,
Gene Lockhart ; Mrs. Murphy, Kath-
leen Loekhart ; Mrs. Stevens, Dorothy
Peterson ; Judge Holme.?, Jonathan
Hale; Principal, Etienno Cirardot

;

"Bugs," Sherwood Bailey; " Six
Toes," Buster Slnvin ; Paul Krurnpp,
Grant Mitchell ; Willie, Harold Huber ;

Joe, Stanley Fields; "Grand
Frank Puglia.

" YELLOWSTONE."—/)/''/!; Sher-
wood, Henry Hunter ; Path Foster,
Judith Barrett; James Foster, Ralph
Morgan ; Hardigan, Alan Hale ; Marty
Ryan, Monroe Owsley ; Professor Ross,
Rollo Lloyd.

"PRISON SHADOWS."— ffeiie
Harris, Eddie Nugent ; Claire Thomas,
Lueillo Lund ;- Mary Grant, Joan
Barclay ; George Miller, Forrest
Taylor ; Dave Morgan, Syd Baylor

;

Bert McNwnee, Monto Blue.
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Claude was having every care thai

possible. She turned on Jay and
at him for not looking after her boy.

"It might be very serious if he's
moved," Jay told her.

Hilda Pierce rushed out of the ward,
but she returned a few minutes later.

She was accompanied by her lawyer and
her chauffeur. The lawyer managed to

get the nurse out ot the prii

oil some pretext, and that enabled Hilda
Pierce to get into the room without
being seen.
The poor, foolish woman nearly

fainted when she got the unconscious
form of her son to the expensive private
hospital. The specialist told her
what she had done was ..'

tal to
murder.
Bui Jay Pierce did nut upbraid

when he came to the hospital with Rose
and the two boys. The latter offered
their blood for a transfusion if it were
needed. Late that, evening- < laude

id to glow weaker, and 'he doctoi
-aid the patient seemed to I:,

thing on bis mind he kept on mill

ing about Buck and Gig. The doctor
-aid if they could r lieve Claude of some
worry there might he a chani

" H'ya, Dope ?" Buck whisp
lie and Gig stood beside the sick

"What'll we say. Mr. Pierce? He
appealed to the father.

"Something he'd like," was the
answer. " Talk lou.l

"H'ya, Dope?" shouted Buck. "We
think you're swell."

Weary eyes opened and Clam!'
solemnly at them. They could see the
difficulty he bad in breathing.
"We reported to the probation offi-

cer," shouted Gig. "He's a great guy."
"The judge is coming to see you."

Buck took up the tale. "They've closed

up Shiwie's tyre shop—you should
heard him holler. The fellows at the
hide-out were asking about you."
"Yeah. Bug-, and Six Toes." cried

Gig. "They're coming up to see you
some time. We're going to have a lot

of fun from now on, me and you and
Buck."
A happy smile appeared on

faeo and he was smiling as he sank into

a curing slumber.
"He heard us, Mister Pierce," cried

Buck. Neither of the boys knew that
were streaming down their chi

Some weeks later Buck and Gig
before a smiliu

lads by the hand.
"I've struck you boys off probation,"

he told them. "You don') have to re-

port any more. And I don't want to

i /Jin you again nun!
;

ing for iii nni - for Con-
Give my respi to young

Claude."

Down below three people were wait-
er them—Rose HawlCy, .!a\ Pierce

and young Claude. There
-\ They were off fi i] a picnic in

the country. Jay Pierce had bought the
ea u itlt part of the rewai

d

capture of Willie and his gang of crooks.
How happy Claude was that sunny

afternoon as be pedalled di

in between his two cronie
Murphy and Cin Stevens. Behind
pedalled Jay Pierce and Rose Hawley.
The\ we) e happy because Hilda :

id re-

nounced till claim In ( Qa Lldi and had
to Reno to gel a divorce. No

wonder that little party of five

happy that day. The D only
had taken the count.

(By permission of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Film Co., Ltd., starring Freddie
Bartholomew as Claude, Jackie Cooper
as Buck, and Mickey Rooney as Gig.)

December 26th,
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"YELLOWSTONE"
(Continued from page 14)

atmosphere that was Arctic in its

character.
Then, shivering* in the icy cold, he

saw Ryan in the 'depths of the cavern,
bent over mailbags.that had been frozen
in the course of the years.

Already Marty Ryan had succeeded
in opening one of them, to reveal the
coin and uotes with which it was stuffed,

and now he was in the act of forcing

'a second bag to disgorge its contents.
But ere. he .could break the fastenings.

Professor Ross drew a gun from a hol-

ster under his armpit, and next instant
he was addressing the young man coolly.

" So it was you who killed Jim Ander-
son, eh '(" " -

Ryan spun round with a startled cry
and gaped at Ross in astonishment, con-
founded by the ' presence of this old
fellow who had been wont to bore him
with long-winded discourses on botany,
but who looked anything but a mild and
eccentric student of plant-life now.

"Thanks for finding the loot for me,
anyway, Jenkins," the professor con-
tinued. "Yep, I know your right
name. I've known it all along, and I've
been watching you, for I guessed that
you'd save me the trouble of dealing

.
with Anderson."
"Who—who are you?" Ryan stam-

mered.
With his free hand Ross clutched at,

his shock of raven hair and plucked it

,
off to reveal a domed head which was
completely devoid of any natural thatch.

''Bald Jack's' the name," he said

softly. "The only living member of
the gang that filched those mailbags.
And you can take it from me, Ryan-
Jenkins, that I don't intend to split the
dough' with you. Nor am I going to

give you the chance of rubbing mo out
like' you did Anderson."
."I. didn't kill Anderson!" Ryan

panted.
"Then where did you go the night of

the alfresco concert ? I tried to follow
you, but lost your trail."

"I only went ridin'," Ryan jerked.
"I had no cause to kill Foster, or An-
derson, as you call him. I'd made an
agreement with him. I'll admit I ran-

sacked, his cabin, but that was after I

heard he'd been murdered by somebody.
I wanted to see if he'd left any clue to

the money's whereabouts—and I found
that clue, written in a diary that was
among his private papers."
Bald Jack's eyes narrowed, and then

lie lifted the gun that ho was grasping.
" Well, you found the money for me,

kid." lie said, "and this is the pay-
off!"

lie pulled the trigger, and there was
a racketing Bmash that drowned Marly
Ryan's anguished death-cry. But. even
as the younger. man thudded to the
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floor, a dense cloud of fumes surged
from a crater near which Bald Jack was
standing—fumes that enveloped the
killer like some unearthly visitation,

and then, dispersing slowly, left him
rooted there as if he had been turned
to stone.

Rigid-stiff, with Marty Ryan lying
some yards from him, Bald Jack Ross
was fixed in that attitude when Dick
Sherwood and Ruth Foster entered the
cavern a few seconds later, unli it d'd
not take the Ranger long to gness what
had happened.
"Dead!" the young Government em-

ployee breathed. "Both dead! Ross
plugged Ryan, and then he must have
got caught in an eruption of ammonia
gas!"
"Ammonia gas!"
" Yes, can't you smell it, Ruth ? This

cave's full of it, and that's why the
place is so darn cold. The fumes come
out of these craters that you see all

around, and sometime*, they gusli out
with deadly effect. If you get caught
in them you're liable to be frozen stiff,

and (hat's what must have happened
to Koss -—his wet clothes accelerating the
effect. I know, for I've been in caves
like this before. Ross was frozen to

death, Ruth— almost instantaneously!"
At that moment he heard footsteps

in the v>ater-logged entrance of the
cavern, and with a swift gesture he
plucked his Service revolver from its

holster. Next second, however, he gave
vent to an exclamation of surprise, for
the man who stepped into his view was
none other than Hardigan.

"You!" Dick said tersely. "How did
you get here?"
"By following Miss Foster," the pri-

vate detective replied. "I wasn't satis-

fied that she was telling mo the truth.
I thought she might know something
about those missing mailbags that I now
see over there."
Dick had lowered his gun and was

thrusting it back into its sheath.
"You were wrong, Hardigan," he

stated. "Miss Fqster knew, nothing
about the mailbags. She was trailing

Ryan and Ross when I fell in with her."
"Yeah, I guessed that eventually,"

Hardigan remarked, and then, as he
glanced at the frozen body of Ross, a
startled expression dawned on the detec-
tive's countenance.
"Say, I know that face now," he

rapped out. "1 couldn't place him at
the inn. The wig fooled, me, I guess.
But I know him now. He's Bald Jack,
the last of the gang that stole this

dough eighteen years ago."

He paused and slid his eyes upon the
mailbags, and from them his gaze
travelled to Dick and Ruth in a look
that was singularly crafty. But the
quality of that look was not divined by
the girl and the young Banger until

Hardigan spoke what was in his mind.
"Anderson, Ryan and Bald Jack—all

dead. And now you are the only ones
who stand between me and n hundred
thousand dollars."
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Dick Sherwood and Ruth Foster be-
came tense, and recoiled as Hardigan
levelled the six-gun that was in his fist.

"What do you mean?" Dick ground
out.

" I mean that the insurance company
can go to blazes!" Hardigan said.

"They offered me a reward if I could
find the loot, but I'm after more than
their reward. I'm taking that hundred
thousand, and I don't want any
witnesses."
Dick was empty-handed, for he had

replaced his forty-five in its holster.

Helpless, with Ruth cowering at his

side, he stared at the treacherous sleuth
incredulously.

"I'm sorry," Hardigan went on in

grim tones. "You're a couple of nice
kids, but nobody's going to squeal on
me. Anderson—or Foster if you like

—

he was different. I
"

A sharp cry broke from Ruth, a cry
that was inspired by the detective'^
reference to her father.
"It was you! It was you who killed

him!"
"Yeah," answered Hardigan, "you

might as well know it before you go
yourself. I trailed your father that

night he left the camp, but he spotted
me near Old Bess. I had a show-down
with him then—tried to make a fifty-

fifty deal with him—but he jumped me,
and in the fight I shot him dead "

The sentence was never finished, for
at that instant there wa^ a fresh out-
burst of fumes from the 'crater which
had sealed Bald Jack's doom, and sud-
denly Hardigan was swallowed by thai

deadly cloud, vanishing before the eyes
of his intended victims as they them-
selves leaped backwards. ,•

'

When the dense, gaseous mjsj.

evaporated, Dick Sherwood and Rutli
Foster knew that they had nothing more
to fear from Hardigan. Kor, like the*

rogue who had been known as Bald
Jack, he was lifeless as a statue, petri-

fied by one of Nature's strangest and
most terrible caprices. Hardigan,
traitor to his calling, had breathed his

last.

It was evening, and by the light of
a mellow moon Dick Sherwood and
Ruth Foster were riding through the
foothills of the Rocky Mountains.
"Dick," Rnth was saying, "you know

what my father was, and yet—you want
me to marry you."
"Yes,' 1 he told her. "It makes no

difference to me that your father was
on the wrong sido of the law, dear.
You mean everything to me. and
nothing else counts. And what's more,
you're going to marry me."
He edged his horse nearer to Ihe pony

that was carrying her, and. his arm
about her waist. they rode onward
through the moonlight.

(A Universal Picture, by permission of

General Film Distributors, Ltd., star-

ring Henry Hunter and Judith Barrett.)
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-\n old professor invents a submarine that can withstand tremendous pressure and thus
reach the bottom of the deepest ocean. Together with a little band of intrepid adven
turers, he sets sail in his invention and they discover the long lost continent of Atlantis.

A mighty serial drama of amazing thrills, starring Ray Corrigan and Lois Wilde

IfH I*if iiMsiim
Professor Norton is Interviewed

IN Boston, perhaps tho most in-

tellectual city in the States,

Professor John Norton had been en-

gaged for years on practical inventions
in connection with both ,-ea and land.

Jle had just perfected a new type of

submarine, driven on tho principle of

a huge rocket, or series of rockets,

which, by continuous explosions through
valvular tubes in the stern of the >

drove it it tremendous speed on 01

under water at any depth he wished.
Jle planned to explore the beds of the
uie.it (iir.-ue, beginning with that one
nearest to him-- the great Atlantic.

lie was also interested in the problem
irthquakes— those most terrible of

all catastrophic visitations to which this

earth is liable, owing to the intense

heat of tho everlasting 6res raging

beneath its crust. His variations of

the well-known seismograph, which
irdjS the undulations. a and

duration of any earthquake, however
e from the instrument, was ;i

remarkable affair. It was abli

anticipate the calamity— ami so, whilst

i. liable to prevent it, the professor could

a warning by which people might,

make ready to leave the threatened
.ire. i. That many of them would not

profit by SUCO warnings was the most
distressing part of the professor's wak-
ing life -he knew ihe earthquake was
cowing and could not bear to be dia

believed by the poor wretches so shortly

to pay the penalty of their laughter at

Ins warnings.
Of hue. he had evolved the eattra

ordinary theory that some earthquakes
die to a malign human agency.

'I his theory had provoked even louder
I a tighter. The editor of the " Boston
Herald" seat along his star reporter,
January 28rd, WW

Diana Compton, to get a story from
this crazy inventor—to furnish a bright
and amusing column for the next
Sunday's i

She was a lively girl, easy to look at,

and gifted with quick intelligence and
a racy style of reporting. She chose
a morning when a whisper came 10 her

that old Norton was going to sail from
the harbour in his rocket submarine
on a test voyage.
The professor was in his labor.

with his yohng motherless son Billy.

He greeted Duma in his usual excited
w ay. -

"Oh, I'm afraid I've no time for an
interview ! I'm leaving lieie almost ai

once."
"I won't keep you, professor. Jiet

a few note
"Notes? Oh. well—here's the divin-

ing machine." He gestured towards
a weiul instrument composed of S]

tubes and brass rods and what
small w u'ele--; valves.

"Any change in the earth's internal
when ih. aping

Up towards any part of the crii>t I I.
I

that crust - thinning, is instantly

registered liy this variant of the usual

seismograph. My machine tells what
is likely to happen. Possibly it won't

happen-—probably it will
. "'

He sealed himself at a table in front

o| the machine, peering up at her

bright I t'OUgh his round-rimmed,
large pmee nez. "My back is to it,

now—my hands are on the table. No
trickery, .Miss—what's your name,

" Diana Compton.''
"Of course! Diana—dear me I

Billy, pin a

chair for Diana—bless me, where is

that boy'!"

uia

professor," Diana

"He went out as I came in,'

smiled, notebook in hand.

"(lone out?" The professor made a
clicking sound under his iron gley
moustache. "Tiresome fellow—rushed
off to the naval college. I expect, lie's

crazy on w rest ling— -and his especial
hero, Lieiilena I'.nugau, is

giving a display. Well, now, what was
I saying?"
"No trickery,

prompted.
" Ah. rather not ! Just keep

eyes on that instrument behind me.

Every ten minutes comes a signal."

A sudden tierce crackling sound in the
seismograph startled the girl. "There
il is again." Blue lights (tiekered in

the glass spirals. -there it

l-.wiy ten minutes, since eight
o'elopk this morning. Nothing but a
huma that. Sunie-

dehbemieh helping i lie

below the earth, helping forward a
disaster."

"But 'how?" Diana asked. "And
why?"
"How and why? Thais for us to

find out. Some sinister power—perhaps
en tin- i a i tli. perhaps below it.

I'lob.ibh on 1 he mean bed."
" A gigantic elect ric. w h.:

Norton shook his thinning grey locks.

"Not a whale, definitely. Not any-
thing so- SO unable to reason. E
ten minutes, to the tick of the c!

I lake it a bad earthquake is being
planned for—let mo see

" He
turned in his chair to stare at the

machine. "Somewhere on ii

:ule or San F Or
In Japan? Til set the

tor."

He rose up to bend over tho machine.
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" You can't plan earthquakes,
professor," Diana argued.
He answered her :

"I believe that, below the Atlantic
lies a huge submerged kingdom.
Atlantis, maybe. Well—someone there."
"But Atlantis was drowned thousands

of years ago—if ever there was such a
continent."
"My dear young lady, there was such

a continent. A vast and prosperous
land lying between Africa and tin-

Azores. A pagan land. The next
earthquake will occur in the West
Indies. It will take place to-night.

our time. Now, if your -editor cared
to flash a wireless message to

Martinique "

"They wouldn't believe it," Diana
told him.

"Any more than you do." Norton
turned a grave face towards her. " I

guess you're right. But it's very sad
—very dreadful to think that you and
I know beforehand of an awful rata

strophe and can find no one to take
herd."
"Atlantis'" mused Diana, impressed

despite herself. "And fi-h people with
intelligence and a kind of civilisation

living there?"
"I didn't say fish people," Norton

corrected her. "I said Pagans
People without anv religion—except
that of Might being Right. Well, if

you and your editor won't warn lliem
" Hi' came away from the

machine. "You'd like to see mj
rocket boat?"

"I'd love to."
"Come back at tuo o'clock. Joe!"

he called. "Joe, where are you?"
A rather wild-looking young man ap-

peared from an inner room. He stared at.

Diana as if about to speak, then con-
tented himself with a vacant grin as

he turned to the professor.
"Joe, show this lad\ some of my

inventions. And. afterwards, find my
son. Tell him I want him.'
"Gone to fetch. Lootenant Crash."

Joe told him moodily. "You wanted
the lootenant, didn't you?"
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"Did I? Oh, yes, of course. Well,
good-bye, Miss—er

"

"Diana." she prompted.
" Come back at two sharp, Diana.

Good-bye."

Billy Norton and His Hero

YOUNG BILLY NORTON, fourteen
and full of mischief, had seized

the opportunity of rushing down
to the Naval Barracks to see his friend
ami hero, Lieutenant Crash Corrigan.
The sentry on the gates challenged him.

"I've got a message for Lieutenant
Corrigan," Billy explained.

"Pass in He's down at the gym-
nasium."
At the gym door Billy w as again

challenged.
"What d'you want, young Norton?"
"Dad told me to tell Crash that lie's

going out this afternoon in the
Rocket."
"The lootenant's busy jusl now.

I'll let him know."
"But I've got. to see him myself.

If'.- important."
" Busy, I tell you."
Sounds of heavy breathing ami loud

humpings, mingled with bursts of

applause, came wafting to Billy's quick
ears from within the gym.

"Can't I just peep in?" he coaxed.
"You hop it! Here's the admiral

and hi- party.
"

Billy went away disconsolately. The
admiral and hi.- aides passed him with
scarcely a glance. He tinned to watch
them enter the gym. When all were
safely inside and the white-capped
sentry had his back to him. Billy made a

(la^h for the rear of tne high glass-

roofed building and scuttled up the
ladder fire escape to one of the gables
where he guessed a fanlight might be
open.

His guess was good, the morning
being very warm. He clambered over
the edge of the fanlight and got on
to a little window-cleaning platform
high up amid the girders. He peered
down into the gym and saw that the
wrestling mats and a staked ring were

:i

fixed in the centre of the wide, decked
floor. About the ring were the admiral
and some officers, watching a couple of
young giants within the staked en-
closure solemnly shaking hands with
each other.
They were stripped to the waists of

their "slips." They wore short socks
and canvas shoes. Seen from above,
they looked curiously fore-shortened.
Their immense shoulders glistened
whitely below their dark, cropped
head-. Billy crouched do.vn on to the
little narrow platform to get a clear
\ iew of them.

Somebody blew a whistle. The two
broke away and walked warily round
each other. Suddenly one. of them
leapt in and gripped the other in his

mighty arms. For a bare second the
grip held—then the attacked made a

deft movement, got the attacker by the
ankles, and. with a jerk, shot him clean
over his head, right across the ring.

He fell with a bump on the mat, ami the
other at once pounced on him.
"Get his shoulder down. Crash!"

squealed Billj from his perch. "Hold
him ! Get his shoulder down !"

His voice was drowned in the shouts
from the ringside onlookers. All were
yelling advice—some to Corrigan and
others to his opponent, who had now-

got Corrigan once again in his mighty
ice. They wrestled with zest

—

quick tumbles and clever recoveries at

everj tick of the clock. They knew
all the tricks, every feint—they were
splendidly matched.

Lilly became frantic "Hold him,
Crash! Get, his shoulder to it ! Oh.
boy—hold him! Down him—oh, great
work !"

Crash had just pitched the' other on
to his head with a marvellous body
spin in which his opponent had been
caught up. and held high above
Corrigan' s head.
Cheers rang out. Billy, in his tense

excitement, overbalanced himself and
went over the edge of the planks. He
grabbed at the fore-edge of one of them
and held on. his fingers clawing

Suddenly one of the wrestlers leapt in and gripped the other in his mighty arms.
Jauuary 23rd, V.H7.



frantically foi a firm hold. A gas-ping
cry went out of him, and Corrigan,
looking upward, saw him Without a
word, Corrigan vaulted out of the ring
and, seizing the padded hoop of a
trapeze rope, swung himself up to the
cross-ties which helped to support the
high, glassed roof.

He reached the girders and gripped
a', one of them with his free hand; got
a (hitch, let go tho hoop of the
trapeze and swung himself on to the
tie. While those below watched with
hated breath, ho walked swiftly along
the narrow steel edge and reached the
hanging boy, who was now almost
spent.
"Leggo, Billy—I'll catch you,"

Corrigan whispered.
And the boy, with complete faith in

his friend, let himself fall straight into
< 'orrigan's arms—to be deftly caught
and held on that precarious balance.

Those below were dead silent. The
Other wrestler placed himself quickly
below Coriigan to break his fall, if fall

ho must. But tho young giant had
nerves of iron and stood on the narrow
girder without the slightest fear of
disaster. Ho held the boy like a
balancing pole as ho dropped astride
the girder and reached out a hand for
the trapeze rope, which one of them
below instantly swung upward towards
him. The rope caught, Corrigan swarmed
down it with Billy safely held under
one of his great arms
"Well now!" cried Corrigan, putting

I he dazed and shaken boy on his feet,

"what was tho big idea?"
"I—I wanted to—to see yon, Crash,"

Billy spluttered. He glanced fearfully
towards the staring admiral. "Sorry,
sir—I didn't mean to interrupt."
"I guess you didn't," the great man

answered grimly. "Who is he, Corri-
gan ("

" Professor Norton's son, sir. He's
a good boy—a great pal of mine."
"Norton's boy, eh?" The admiral's

frowns relaxed. "Like father, like son,

what?"
Corrigan smiled, his pleasant face

lighting up. "They're a good team,
i i both of them."
Tho admiral signalled to his aides.

"Come on, gentlemen—let's get along
with the morning's duty. Send the boy
liome, Corrigan, and tell the professor
I'll be obliged if he'll keep his earth-
quakes under strict control while
manoeuvres are on."

Joe Qets Nerves

CORRIGAN went to the Norton
house in Bunker Square just before
two o'clock. lie found the professor

at, his desk, explaining a new kind of

si \tant to Diana
Said Corrigan:
"Did Billy give you the message from

II. Q.— to keep earthquakes under
control, sir?"
Norton -tared at him.
"lb' certainly said something of the

sort. But I can't do that."
"It was only a joke, sir," Corrigan

had t" explain. "Are \ou sailing at

two?"
"Three o'clock. The tide will be then

nt. the ebb. Oh, this is Miss Diana
Somebody— from the 'Herald.' Diana,
meet Lieutenant Crash Corrigan.''

The girl glanced »( Corrigan, half
-miling. But lir only bowed. Girls
weren't much in his line. Hi* olear-

cut features and strpng chin, his big

-<i c frame, made a lading impression
oil Diana. She saw a hero in him, just

.1- Hilly did.

That young man entered the
i.i boratory.
"Dad, are you going lo lake me this

afternoon 1"
January 23rd, U
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Certainly not," his father checked
him. "Perhaps another time, when we
know more about tho capabilities ot the
Rocket. We -hall be back to-night.

This afternoon is merely a test."

"But," dad, you promised "

"Nothing of the sort. I'm not taking
anybody. Merely Joe and the two
sailors."

The door of the adjoining room was
opened a little way. Joe's wild face
appeared.
"How deep you going?" he, asked.
"About ten thousand feet." "^

"Tho ship won't stand the pressure.
Crumple up like a paper bag," Joe
stated sulkily.

"Oh, nonsense." Tho professor waved
him away. "Billy, where's that imago
the diver brought me? Oh, yes, I see."
He turned to a shelf, and very carefully
lifted down a bronze statuette of a
sitting woman. "Look at this, Diana
—thousands of years old. A beautiful
piece of work, worthy of Phidias, the
great Greek sculptor. This was found
in comparatively shallow water after

tho great storm. of last month."
" Sure it wasn't bought for you at

some comic art show by a practical

joker?" Corrigan queried.
"My dear Crash, who nowadays

could fashion such a superb thing?" the
professor retorted. " Besides, bronze-
why it's worth a hundred dollars as
metal alone. What is it, Joe?"
The assistant's face had "appeared

again at the door crack.
" I guess I won't go s'afternoon. You

take Salty and Briny."
"They can't drive the engine—yon

know that. What's the matter with
you? We -hall take the two sailors, in

any case."
"She'll act like a busted balloon.

Pricked—squared ! She'll go flat into

nothing—and us with her."

"Can I drive the submarine ? "' Corri-

gan asked. "I understand Diesel

engines."
"It isn't a. Diesel—it's my own

invention," Norton snapped. "Dear
me, Joe—how you worry ! The Rocket
is absolutely safe."
"Then you can take me, dad," Billy

burst in. "I'll sit quiet and not ask
questions—promise faithful !"

Diana saw that, Norton was getting
flurried. She tried to smooth things

out.
" Let's hear some more about the

earthquakes. The machine is starting

aga in."

The seismograph was giving forth

faint crackles. The professor's attention

was at once directed to it. He put
down the statuette and sludied the
indicator.

"Ah, (his is from mid-Atlantic 1 " he

cried. "Tho Azores area. A disturb-

ance below the ocean—most odd. Almost
like a signal." He turned to Corrigan.

"You fellows will get, news of an earth-

quake at Madeira at seven o'clock this

evening. I placed it, in the West Indies

first of all, but it will be much farther

away."
"I'd like to see the submarine, pro-

fessor," said Diana.
"Eh? Certainly. Yon, too, Corri-

gan? I'll get read} you two walk

down to the docks. Billy— where is thai

boj '.'"

Billy had vanished. Joe was heard
singing tunelessly to himself in the next

i, Mini. Norton nodded lo his guests.

"Sec you later."

Corrigan had winked at Diana when
the professor had been predictini

earthquake,
"Salty " and- " Briny." the two sailors

who made up lhe crew of the Rocket,
with Joe as engineer, were engaged in

JU
a little back-chat in the main cabin of

the submarine. Salty considered that
swabbing the floor was not his job.

"Then whose is it?" Briny de-

manded.
" Not mine."
"It certainly isn't my dooty",'' said

Briny. "I'm first mate."
"And I'm steward. Stewards don't-

have to swab- floors."

Briny flung the mop at his chum.
Salty stepped backward and fell over tho
pail of soapy water. Joe yelled at them
both

:

"Clear up that mess! Guv'noi's com-
ing aboard !"

The two sailors had brought their
cockatoo with them, a scarlet and grey
old bird who was always full of noise.

It now echoed Joe in an eldritch
scream

:

"Clear up that mess—the ship's on
fire!"

"Shut up!" Joe snapped at it. "Or
I'll wring your neck!"

Briny was hurt. "Why, Joe—don't
get hifft'y!- Poll's okay—she's like me.
she don't ever mean anything. Weil
get this done in a minute."
The professor came along the dock

with Corrigan and Diana. They
descended into the cabin.
"What's all this?" Norton fumed.

"Have we sprung a leak?"
Polly, perched on the top bar of a

chair, screeched

:

"Man the lifeboats—we'll all be
drowned!"
Joe went into the engine-room and

shut the iron door with a slam. Diana,
who had glimpsed his dour face, asked :

"Is Joe all right?"
Norton was busy with ihe two -ailors

and didn't hear. Corrigan was intensely
interested in the many knobs and li

on the switchboard. Diana heard Joe
lumping about in the engine-room.
Salty and Briny went up the ladder.

The professor shouted after them;
" Close the tower !"

Ho spoke through a tube to Joe.

"'Co ahead—steer carefully through
the harbour traffic."

A periscope arrangement reflected the
surface of the slack water around them.
They began lo move more and more
quickly. When they were clear oi

slipway and in' the ouen sea Norton
ordered

:

" Submerge!"
He sat down to face Corrigan.
"What's that you say? No air?

Plenty of air here, you needn't be
afraid) We're going down to three

thousand feet as soon as we are in deep
water. No smell of oil on the Re
—no discomfort. D'you hear the com-
pressed foul air escaping?"
"A sort of hissing noise?" asked

Diana.
Norton nodded.
" It helps drive the ship. I'd like- to

explain it all to you. Sit down, Corri-

gan—don't fidget about. Yes, that's

priming powder—dangerous. Every-
thing's labelled here, but there's no
danger here except to inexperienced

hands.'
Corrigan looked too big for the tiny

cabin. Diana felt twinges of discoi

when she remembered Joe's queer ex-

pression. This feeling was height

when lhe engineer suddenly opened lhe

iron door of his room to a-k in a

croaking voice:

"When do we turn?"
"Turn?" echoed Norton. "We've

only just started! Put her full power
ahead and send her down."

"She won't stand much more." Joe's

voice was a moan. "She'll crumple
up."
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He popped back into his den. again

slamming the door. The professor took

no notice, but began to explain the

many differences between the Rocket
and the usual submarine.
Time passed. Norton glanced at the

gauge* every now and again.
"Nearly three thousand feet!" he ex-

claimed. "And no sense of oppression.

We might be at home."
As he spoke they felt a jerk—then a

sudden feeling as if they were in a

rapidly descending elevator. Norton
moved to the door of the engine-room.

"Not so fast, Joe!" he Called. Then:
"He's locked himself in!" he cried.

"What ever is the matter with him?"
Corrigan moved to the door to pull at

it. He shouted:
"Open the door. Joe!"
A crazy laugh sounded. Again came

that rather sickening sensation of

descent.
"He'll smash us on the ocean bed!"

Norton exclaimed furiously. "Joe,
open this door at once!"

No effort of Corrigan's could move
the tight-fitting sheet of steel.

"Here's a blow-pipe." The professor
handed an oxy-acetylene lamp to Corri-
gan. "Burn out the lock. He's mad!"
They switched on the oxygen to the

blow-pipe and a white-hot incandescence
leaped out of its muzzle. Corrigan
applied the flame to the door-lock, and
almost at once the steel began to fuse

and melt.

The blow-pipe was doing its work
when quite suddenly it went out.

"He's cut off the gas!" The profes-

sor was aghast. He hammered at the
door, yelling frantically. "Joe, don't
be a fool! Open the door!"

Oxygen, highly compressed, came on
again—the blue-white flames leaped out
of the muzzle of the blow-pipe. The
lock melted away.
As Corrigan forced the door, a shrill

call came from inside the engine-room

:

"Dad! Dad!"
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"Billy!" The professor was beside
himself. "Why, what—how "

Corrigan was holding back the half-

demented Joe. Billy had stowed away
in the chart locker—his father dashed in

to help the boy out of his hiding. Diana
put out her hands to take the young
rascal.

"He turned off the gas. dad!" cried

Billy. "But I turned it on again."

A Lost Continent

JOE sat with his head held in his

hands, muttering to himself.
Billy worked the controls of the

submarine under his father's direction.

The boy was really as good an engineer
as Joe and brought a sharp intelligence

to his work. Corrigan and Diana sat in

the main cabin within earshot of the
professor.

"We are ten thousand feet below the

surface," he called to them. "We are
on the ocean floor. If we could but
see through these walls of steel, what
wonders we might behold!"

"Atlantis?" queried Corrigan. half
smiling.

"Atlantis," Norton repeated impres-
sively. "Or the ruins of it. A mighty
continent drowned beneath a flood.

Noah's flood, maybe. 1 often think
about that " He checked himself.

"The seismograph is signalling. An
earthquake— nay. a seaquake—is prepai
ing itself. I shall try my counteract-
ing ray."

. He stepped into the main cabin to the
strange machine which Diana had first

seen in his laboratory. A new gadget
had been added to it— a little finely

balanced lever which Norton now gently
depressed. Corrigan and Diana watched
him attentively.

Nothing happened so far as they cotdd
make out. But a tense minute later the
submarine ceased to move.
Joe looked up.
"We've struck a rock! We'll fill up

—we'll be drowned like rats in a cage!"

"Shut up, Joe!" Norton rapped out.
"Keep silent, all of you." He studied
the seismograph. "I'm certain that
some human agency is at work against
us. Some agency with a terrible intel-

ligence and power behind it. Ah—we're
moving again!"
"The steering-wheel was dragged out

of my hands, dad!" called Billy. "I
can't hold it. It's going just how it

likes!"

"We are being drawn along as if by
a magnet." Norton stared at them in

turn. "Corrigan. I don't like this. I

have a queer sensation of being looked
at l>\ some being we can't see."

They all felt the strange, irresistible

motion. It was as if it had fixed a

cable to the nose of the submarine and
was now hauling it along the Sea
bottom. Then they felt the little wonde,
ship rise.

"I can't do a thing, dad." Bill\

called again. "The controls are work-
ing themselves."

It was a horrible feeling, this, of com-
plete helplessness. They could only sit

there and wait. The two sailors came
out of their compartment.
"The old parrot's going on something

(rightful, sir," S;il ty told the profes-

sor. "Throwing tits -and making a

kinder wheezing noise like he was
dying."

"Don't bother me with your non-
sense!" Norton snapped at him. "Gel
back to your work."

"No work to do. sir. Nothing
answers. When we oils the engines thej
go slower instead of faster.'

"We didn't ought to have come," put
in Briny. "To-day being Friday. It's

unlucky."
"The lights are going out." groaned

Joe in hollow tones. "Power has
failed. We'll die in the dark!"
"We aren't dead yet," Corrigan re-

minded him.
The liirhts went out; then flared on

again. Then flickered up and down.

Corrigan held the half-demented Joe while the professor helped Billy out of his hiding-place.
January 2Std, 10157.
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"Somebody's monkeying with our
dynamos," came Briny's voice.
" l.nimny, if I could only ketch 'em!"
A swift forward motion became evi-

dent. The Rocket was being drawn
along on an even keel. This continued
while they waited in heart-scaring sus-

pense. Then all motion ceased and
they felt themselves rising straight up-
ward as directly as if they were in a

lift.

"Sorter makes your tummy feel if

uiis dropping out," whispered Salty.

"I'll be throwing fits in a minute!"
The submarine gave a little bounce.

['hen all was still again. Norton, study-
ing the periscope in the fitful light of

l In' lamps, gazed incredulously.
"We're hack on the surface!"
They heard Briny shouting:
"Tower's out of water, sir! Shall f

inn up and open it?"
"It's unbelievable," said Norton in

hushed tones. "Yes, the conning tower
is certainly above the surface. Go up,

Joe, and open the tower."
" And let ihe sea in ?" Joe growled.

" \ot trie
!"

Corrigan thrust past him and ascended
flic ladder of the tower. He unbolted
wiiil pushed up the lid. He called down
io them:

We're in a river somewhere. There's
mi sky."
They all came scrambling out of the

cabin up the ladder to the little flat-

surfaced deck. The Rocket was float-

ing slowly and lazily down the middle
ill a il;u k -watered, brackish river, whose
banks wire lined with, dwarfed forest
'his which overshadowed its sandy
banks.
''Amazing!" The professor spoke

with awe. "We are actually in an un-
known country " His voice trailed

away as he stared through his pince-nez
iit the strange trees.

"No sky overhead," Corrigan re-

peated. "Just a huge dome of what
looks like dark glass. It's as if we were
in an enormous diving' bell." He paused
in perplexity. "No sun—and yet there's
light."

"That's clouds, sir," said Salty. "No
glass could stand the pressure of the
sea what's above it. But clouds, now

—

well, they're wet. ain't they? So it

don't make any difference."
Diana had to smile— these two sailors

amused her.

"Going to fetch Polly?" she asked
Briny, "A little fresh air will do her
good."

" Liiminv I was forgetting all about
her!" lie darted back into (he sub-
marine, closely followed by his chum.
"Let's go ashore," Billy suggested.

" Maybe there's people."
The professor had recovered himself.
"It is Atlantis," he declared. "Yes,

beyond all doubt. Strange that, when
I find my theories proved correct, I

should begin to doubt. We will go
ashore and see what sort of civilisation

remains in a. continent lost for so many
thousands of years."
"You're a tough old bird!" Suddenly

--•leeched Tolly, appearing on Salty'a
-boulder as he climbed out of the
conning tower "Man Ihe lifeboats
the ship's on lire !

"

The Robots

TIIIC professor collected a small
mahogany box from his special

locker which was marked " Prim-
ing Powder. Danger! Handle with
tare." This little box ho tucked under
his arm.
"Now we can go ashore," he decided.

" Lead the way, Corrigan. I will coino
last,"
January 23rd. 1037.
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"Can we bring the parrot?" asked
Salty.

"Yes. But don't let her talk or
shriek."
They poled the Rocket near the

southern bank, then disembarked—the
professor shutting down the conning
tower. He crossed the collapsible gang-
way, then folded it back on to the sub-
marine. They watched him carrying his
little box to the bole of a tree.

"We can hide it here," he said. "It
is the switchboard which consols the
submarine. I shall now submerge it.

Watch me carefully', all of you. Wc
do not know what dangers are around
us. I have a strong suspicion that we
are being overseen in all we do."
They stood round him whilst, crouch-

ing on the ground, he pressed down a
switch on the outside of the box. Im-
mediately the Rocket put off from the
shore io the middle of the river, and,
with gurgling bubbles, sank out of
sight.

"You reverse the switch to bring it

up," Norton told them. " Quite simple.
Now we will bide the switchboard."
He did so beneath the mossy under-
growth at tin base of the tree. "Note
where it is, Corrigan—but don't mark
this tree. Memorise it. Salty and Briny
can stay here with the parrot. We will

go inland a little way and take our
bearings."
They came out, of the forest which

fringed the river and clambered upward
over rough, uneven ground which be-
came more rocky and difficult with
every few yards. They climbed in

silence, strange forebodings keeping
them wary arid quiet.

At last they reached a cleft almost at
the summit of the rocky, desolate hill.

Norton, peering forward, put up a warn-
ing hand.

"Look!" he whispered. "A walled
city'"
Through a gap in the next range of

hills they espied a strange, Eastern-
looking little town, high-walled about,
except where two huge wooden gates
were closed under an archway. Theie
was no sign of life.

Billy climbed on to a flat rock to gel

a better view.
Suddenly a clattering of hoofs from

behind them caused all to turn sharply.
Tearing down the hills farther along the
range, they saw a party of black-robed
men on huge horses scouring into the
liver valley. They were armed with
swords and spears, which they flourished

wildly as they galloped.

"Looking for us," the professor mut-
tered. "I knew we were being
watched! Wc had better hide from
them."
"What about Salty and Briny?"

queried Corrigan.
"They must look after themselves.

These horsemen will dismount if they
arc going in under the trees."

Joe was scuttling away as hard as he
could.
"Come back!" cried Billy. " Stay

with us, Joe!"
His shrill voice carried through the

strangely still air. The horsemen heard,
and. with fierce suddenness, drew rein.

Corrigan saw them staring upward, try-

ing to find them. A barked command
came to their ears; the party below
drew in about their leader.

The professor turned to Corrigan.
"What do you advise?" he asked.
"Frankly I don't like the look of

them," Crash returned. "Ah, they
have seen us! Follow me all!"

He ran into the gap towards the
walled city. A loud shouting was raised
by the Mack robes— they and their
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horses came pounding over the boulder-
strewn earth in instant pursuit. Corri-
gan's quick eyes noted a ledge in the
gap up to which an active man might
spring. He did so, gaining the ledgo
easily; then, with down-stretched hand,
he rapidly hauled up Diana, Billy, and
the professor.
"Where's Joe?" Corrigan stared

downward. Tho foolish young engineer
was running down the gap towards the
far-off city.

"Hope he has enough sense to hide
himself." Corrigan seized Diana's hand.
" Follow me!"
The ledgo sloped inward to a crevice

bewixt the huge, piled-together
boulders. One by one they squeezed
through and came to a roughish kind of
plateau, the sides of which seemed too
precipitous to bo climbed up. They
crouched there, hearing the horsemen
thunder along the gap they had just left.

"We had belter get back to the
Rocket,"
Corrigan had taken over command.

The professor seemed bewildered and
frightened. Again he said :

"They can see us, Crash. I'm sure
wc are being watched."
"They can't," Corrigan declared

positively. "Now then, let's see if we
can drop over the cliffs and get back to

the Rocket."
He went forward, while the others

stood together, breathlessly watching
him. He beckoned to theme
"There's a circular hole down there."

ho whispered. "It looks to me as if it

were an entrance. It's concealed from
below with creepers and trees—you can
only glimpse it from here where we aie
higher up. See it

'.'"

They all peered down. Billy spotted
the hole first, and exclaimed:

"(lee. Crash, what a lark! Let's go !

'

" It may be a tiap."
Norton shook bis grey head. He had

put away his pince-nez, and looked very
worried.
"We can't, stay here," Corrigan

argued. "Gosh, what's that?" A
whining scream had torn the air.

Almost as he spoke a strange kind of

air-torpedo came hurtling through
sky downwards at' them. It struck the
cliff's to their left, exploding with a

deafening report. Huge masses of i

came crashing down; then dense,

stifling smoke enveloped them. "That's
settled it," Corrigan called.

Ailanteans definitely aren't friendly;

professor I"

"I'm utterly bewildered," Noi
owned. "This land beneath ihe ocean.
this clouded dome above lis; this

strange, dry light which comes frOU

sun. Plenty of air, but no wind. T

shall have to lead a paper to the learned

societies about all this when we get

back."
"When we get back," Diana put in

v. ilh a wry smile.

A second projectile came at them,
this lime wide of its mark. It, smashed
it.lo Ihe cliffs as it exploded with.

devastating uproar. Loose rocks and
shingle came down from the heights in

a kind of avalanche.
Corrigan was already over ihe

of the cliff, hanging by his hand-. He
dropped to his feet, calling up to his

companions

:

"One at a time! I'll catch vou !"

But Billy didn't wait. If Crash wi
afraid of (he d«p, be wasn't. But his

pluck earned him a bad tumble.
Diana leapt into Corrigan's out-

stretched arms, light as a feather. The
professor came down rather awkwardly,
but Corrigan just caught him. They
began to make their way over a rock-

(Continued on page 27.)
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Ordered to arrest the girl whom he hoped one day to marry, Sheridan of the Mounted
faced the cruellest dilemma that ever a man experienced. A tense drama of the

Canadian forests, starring Francis X. Bushman jun. and Lois Wilde

The Open Safe

IT was eight o'clock in the evening,
and in the city of Milwaukee, Wis-
consin, the "rush " hour was long

past.

The home-going crowds of workers
had given up their daily tasks and

rated to the suburbs. The roar of

traffic had whittled itself clown to an in-

termittent play of clear cut sounds that
only accentuated the evening stillness

such as the occasional note of a motor-
horn or the rattle of an infrequent street
car.

In the business centre the majority of
the premises had been abandoned to a

- ro population of caretakers, and
where there had been bustle and activity
an hour or two before, there was now
an air of desertion, sombre as the dusk
thai had spread across the sky.

High up in a certain building that
overlooked .Michigan Avenue, however,
a light gleamed out like an unwinking
eye. It was a light that came from the
office of the Colvin Investment Com-
pany, a brokerage firm that had been in

existence for several months.

The solitary oecvpant of that office

vfas a girl of twenty-one. She was small
and trim, with attractive features, a

peach-like complexion, eyes of a soft

blue colouring and ash-blonde hair; and
if you had been connected in any way
with the Colvin Investment Company
you woidd have known that she was
Caryl Foray, secretary to the president
of that firm.

Fur the rest, she was of Canadian
birth and upbringing, and half French
and half English by parentage. She
had been raised somewhere in the back-
woods, but, spurred on by an urge to

see the -"orld, she had taken up a cor-

respondence course in bookkeeping and
clerical work, and had been overjoyed
when she had answered an advertise-

ment in an American paper and
obtained this position in Milwaukee, on
the U.S. side of the border.

That had been several months ago.
But, seeing her now, no one could have
imagined that she was happy in her
job, for the expression on her lovelj

face was one of sharp anxietj coupled
with a sort of nervous determination.

. She had donned her hat and coat, but
she had not yet made any move to

leave the office. She was standing
before a large safe, and, with her ear

laid close to it. she was deliberately
turning the dial of the combination
lock, a procedure which continued to

engross her until the door of the recep-

tacle swung open.

Caryl Foray reached into the sale

then and searched swiftly amongst its

contents. leaving untouched a few
hundred dollars in eash, but. clutching
eagerly at a sheaf of important -looking
documents that presently caught her
eye.

These documents she carried to a

nearby desk, where she snatched up a

blank sheet of paper and wrote a few
hurried lines. Then, after drying the
missive on a blotting-pad. she thrust it

into an envelope together with the sheaf
of documents that she had taken from
the safe.

Having sealed the envelope, she
scribbled an address on ii in ink. Next
she made use of the blotter again, and
finally she produced a stamp from her
handbag.

It was as she was affixing the stamp
to the envelope that she heard footfalls

outside the room, and a moment later

a man pushed open the door and Stepped
across the threshold.
He was Enos Colvin, president of the

Investment Company and Caryl's em-
ployer, a well-built individual in the

late thirties, immaculately dressed and
handsome enough in his appearance,
though his sallow face sometimes be
trayed a certain shiftiness of demeanour
ami his dark eyes a vague impression
of cunning.
"Why. Miss Foray." he exclaimed

now, obviously surprised at finding his

secretary in the office, " 1 thought you
had gone home."
The girl answered him in a well

modulated tone, though be could not

help noticing that there was a trace "I

excitement underlying her calm exterior.

"I was just leaving. Mr. Colvin." she

said. "I had some work io finish up."

"I see," he murmured, glancing al

the envelope which she was holding and
wondering if it had any connection with

I he excitement which he seemed to

divine in her manner. "Well, don't lei

me detain Miu. You've had a long day.

1 guess."

Yes, Mr. Colvin," she replied. "Er
—good night, sir."

"Good-night. Miss Foray."
He watched her curiously as she made

her way from the room, and even when
she had gone he stood staring at the

dour that had closed behind her. Then,
after a minute or two. he turned with

a shrug and moved towards his safe.

It was only when he approached close

to it that be discovered it was open, and
on the instant a look of apprehension
crossed his features. Next moment he

was rummaging amongst the papers it

contained, to recoil at last with a

baffled air that rapidly changed to fury.
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For the space of several seconds he
remained motionless, his brows drawn
together in a scowl of meditation. It

was clear to him, of course, that the
Foray girl had been at the safe. That.

was why she had been detained so late

at the ofiice. Doubtless she had been
ransacking his desk for some clue to the
key numbers of the combination lock

—

had found that clue—had opened the
safe and obtained what she was after

—

and had either forgotten to close the
safe again or had been taken unawares
by his arrival on the scene.

Fes, there on his desk was a small
scrap of paper bearing the key numbers
to i he safe's locking device.

With, an oath Colvin wheeled towards
the windows, and as he glared down
into the street away below, he saw
Caryl Foray hurrying past a sedan car
that was drawn up at the kerb—his own
"ar, in which he had driven back to the
)H3ce after making certain arrangements
that were not unconnected with the
documents missing from his safe.
Angrily lie watched her as she

hastened along the side-walk, and then
he saw her stop at a pillar-box and post
thai envelope which he had observed in
her hand.
A scowl gathered on his forehead

I. That envelope probably con-
tained the documents she had removed
from tlie safe. If so. where were those
documents bound for?
What did it matter? There was no

chance of recovering them now, any-

Biting his lip, he returned to his desk
and sank into the swivel-chair there

—

started to drum his lingers agitatedly on
the blotting-pad that lay before him.

"Little thief," he ground out, yet it

was significant that he made no attempt
to communicate with the police.

And then, even as he sat there, his
glance came to rest on the blotter which
Ins fingers were tapping, and he realised
that the pad was almost clean, except.
for some imprints that had been recently
made on it.

A sudden thought occurred to him,
and with a quick gesture he took out a
pocket minor that he was carrying in
his waistcoat. Then, picking up the
blotting-pad, In- held the mirror in such
a position that it reflected and reversed
the impressions which had been left on
(he sheet of absorbent paper.
Those impressions were at once ren-

dered legible to him, and he was not
only enabled to read what Caryl Foray
had written in her letter, hut also suc-
ceeded in spelling out the address that.

she had scrawled on the envelope.

Tt was an address in Canada, on the
other side of the border, and Enos
Colvin lost no time in making a note
of it. Then he clutched his hat and
stumbled to the door, slamming out of
the ofliee like a man bent on some
grim purpose.
Just five minutes later, Enos Colvin

was diiving rapidly through the streets
*if Milwaukee, headed in a northerly
direction—for the border.

Sergeant Sheridan

A FAINT breeze was playing among
the tall tree-stems of the forest

belt through which the trail from
Bold <Ui Lao runs westward. It was
spring, and the air was light as cham-
pagne, intoxicating in its sparkling
freshness,
A lone rider drank deeply of that pure,

wholesome air. lie was attired in the
mii. nt, uniform of the Royal North-West
Mounted Police, which had established
a post ai the settlement of Bord du Lao
in the early days of the pioneers, and he
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was a typical specimen of that fine

breed of men who patrol the remote
territories known as the Canadian back-
woods.
Bradley Sheridan was his name, and

the stripes attached to the sleeves of his

tunic proclaimed him as a sergeant. He
was, in fact, the senior officer at Bord
du Lac, and it was his duty to see that
law and order were maintained over a

prescribed area, being answerable for

that area to one Inspector Bradshaw,
who was stationed farther to

v
the south

and who controlled a whole ierics of

scattered posts from his headquarters.
At the moment Sergeant Brad Sheri-

dan was travelling in the opposite direc-

to Bord du Lac, and he was actually a
number of miles from the post when he
struck into a clearing occupied by a
trim, low-built cabin of logs with a well-

swept porch and veranda.
It was the cabin of an old French-

Canadian, Jean Foray by name, and he
was a particular friend of Brad, who
now dismounted in front of the dwelling
and stepped up to the front door.

He knocked, and a voice calling to

him to enter, he walked into a plain but
comfortably furnished room, the walls of
timber, like the exterior of the building,

but the fireplace consisting of smooth
stones that had been cemented together.
An old man and a magnificent-

looking wolfhound were in that room,
and, facing the open doorway, they saw
the stalwart figure of the Mountie
framed in the gap—six feet two of
handsome manhood with smiling,

weather-beaten countenance, bold grey
eyes and light brown hair.

Small and slight by comparison with
the police officer, old Jean Foray stood
up to welcome him, and at the same
time the wolfhound padded towards the
Mountie with frisking tail.

"Hallo, there, Rinty!" Brad Sheridan
exclaimed, bending down and extending
his gloved hand to take one of the
animal's paws. "And how are you,
boy ? Been a good dog since I saw you
last?"
The motion of the wolfhound's tail

seemed to quicken, and, laughing, Brad
straightened up to greet the owner of

the dog.
"'Morning, Jean," he said. "How's

tricks ?"

"Oh, so-so, mon ami, so-so!" the old

fellow rejoined. "But I am ver' happy
to see you, sergeant. It has been quite
a time since you drop' in on me—one,

two, free weeks, yes ? H'm—Rinty, he,

too, is glad to see you."
Brad moved over to the table by

which Jean had been sitting.

"I've been pretty busy lately." he
observed, "otherwise I'd have looked
you up before. But I had a fairly clear

day to-day. and I figured I'd ride over
for a friendly chat. And by the way.
Jean, I have a letter for you. It

arrived at the settlement this morning,
and I thought I'd bring it along. I

—er

—

think it's from Caryl. It's post-

marked ' Milwaukee,' and it looks like

her writing."
Old Jean glanced at him slyly.

"Mebbe that is why you com' here-

to see me. hein?'' I ted with a

smile. "Mebbe you like to hear what
news there is from ('aryl, hein?''

"Aw, no, Jean," Brad expostulated.
"You know I like to call in on you and
Rinty every once in a while."
"Sure," the aged French-Canadian

chuckled. "Sure, lint I theenk you still

want, to hear about my niece.''

He paused, and then, in a mora
serious vein :

"Ah, mon brave." he went on. "1 am
afraid we both missed her when she

IEveiy Tuesday

went away. Of course, she wanted to
see a leetle of the wor-ld, and then, after
her mother died, she felt she had to get
away from these parts for a leetle while.
But she will com' back for good one of
these days, and then mebbe you marry.
her— as I know you •want to."
"You're right, Jean," Brad confessed.

"About wanting to marry Caryl, I
mean. But aren't you going to open
her letter?"
He had produced a foolscap envelope

which was unusually bulky, and was
holding it out to the older man, but the
latter motioned to him to open the mis-
sive himself.

" You read it to me, sergeant," he
said. "I have mislaid my glasses, and
without them these old eyes of mine are
not much good."
The Mountie proceeded to oblige him,

and, ripping open the envelope, he with-
drew its contents, which proved to be a
sheaf of papei-s fastened by a rubber
band and accompanied by a brief note.
The sheaf of papers Brad 'aid aside,

paying little attention to them. The
note he lead aloud for the benefit of

the aged backwoodsman.

"'Dear LTncIe Jean,'" he quoted,
"'please keep these papers for me in

a safe place. They are very valuable.

I will tell you all about it when 1 com'
up for my spring vacation in a couple
of weeks' time.—Love, Caryl.' "

He placed the letter on the table ami
looked at Jean Foray whimsically.

"That's all." he said, whereupon the

old fellow seemed disappointed^-
"That is all, sergeant? H'm, I expec'

more than that. Ah, it is always the
same with girls to day. Always in the
hurry. Never mind, it will be good to

see her in two weeks' time, and mean-
while I shall keep these papers for her
as she asks."
He picked up the sheaf of documents

that had been enclosed with Caryl's
letter, and was turning them over in his

withered hands when his attention was
attracted to Rinty.
The dog was sniffing excitedly at the

envelope which Brad had opened a

minute or two before, and which had
fallen from the table to the rug, and
all at once he began to whine.
"He knows it's from Caryl, Jean,"

Brad Sheridan commented.
The older man nodded.
"You are right, sergeant," he de-

clared. "That dog, he pick up a scent

as quick as 1 snap my fingers—so

'

Sure, iie can tell that Caryl has touch'

that envelope. Eh bien, he, too, will

welcome her in two weeks' time!"
He stooped to caress the 'low. and

then, seating himself in his chair again,

he began to talk to Brad of his me, , \
intended visit, a subject so engrossing
to both of them that it was high noon
before the Mountie realised that ho
ought to bo on bis way back to Bord
du Lac.
The big sergeant took his leave a

few minutes later, and soon after ho had
departed old Jean Foray remembered
the request that Caryl had penned. He
thereupon carried the sheaf of valuable
papers across to the fireplace, and then.

raising one hand, he dislodged one of

the stones from that, fireplace and re-

vealed a cunning hiding-place which he
himself used for the small store of

sa\ings that ho had managed to acquire
ig his lifetime of hard work.

Into this cache he thrust the panel's,

and after pressing the loose stone back
into position he glanced down at Rinty,
who had moved across the room with
him and watched him with interest.

"Those papers, they will be safe there,



Every Tuesday

Rinty, liein?" the French-Canadian
said.

He returned to his chair by the table,

and, dropping into it, stretched himself

out comfortably while the wolfhound
curled himself on the rug near by; and
before long man and dog were sunk in

a drowse, dreaming, perhaps, of that

girl to whom they were both devoted
and who was now far to the south

beyond the Canadian border.
An hour slipped by, and the chime of

a clock on the mantelpiece was echoing
about the room, when suddenly Rinty
started up out of his doze and began to

bark, the sound awakening his master
almost immediately.
Jean Foray opened his eyes and looked

at the dog in a perplexed fashion. Then
he heard a step on the veranda, and a

moment later there was a knock on the

door.
'Come in!" the old French-Canadian

called out.

The door opened, and > man appeared
on the threshold, a well-built man of

about thirty-eight. A stranger to Jean
Foray, he was dressed after the fashion

of a woodsman, in breeches, field-boots,

open-necked shirt and woollen jacket,

but there was something about him that

smacked of the cities.

Old Foray stood up to greet him cour-
teously. Rinty, however, showed a re-

markable and an unusual hostility,

baring his teeth at the visitor and chal-

lenging his advance in a way that caused
the man to eye him with alarm.

It was as if the dog sensed that the

newcomer was there on no innocent
mission, and it would have been well for

Jean Foray if he had paid more heed
to the animal's queer resentment of the

caller's presence. He was merely puzzled
by Rinty's behaviour, however, for

although the wolfhound had always been
shy of strangers he had never before
displayed so violent an antagonism to
anyone.
Then the man on the threshold spoke,

eyeing Rinty askance as he did so.

"Your dog doesn't seem to like me,"
he said thickly. "Could you get him
out of the way for a while? I'd like to

talk to you."
" Sure, m'sieu, sure. Rinty. outside

weeth you. Come, wait outside 1"'

The old fellow caught hold of the wolf-

hound and hustled him smilingly but
none the less firmly through the door-
way, the stranger keeping well out of

the dog's reach until he had been dis-

posed of. Then, Rinty having been
banished from the cabin and the door
closed against him, Jean Foray turned
to his visitor and motioned to a chair.
"Well, m'sieu, and what can I do for

you 1"

"Your name is Jean Foray, isn't it?"
the other asked.
"Oui, that is my name."
"And you have a niece who is called

Caryl Foray ?"

The aged French-Canadian nodded his

white head, and a look of fondness came
into his eyes.
"Oui. oui!" he said quickly. "Caryl

is my niece. You know her, m'sieu?"
The stranger was sitting in the chair

to which he had been ushered, and, lean-
ing forward, he stared up at the older
man in an intent fashion.

'"I'm Enos Colvin," he stated grimly.
"Your niece works for me. And I want
those papers she sent to you !"

Jean Foray started, and then an ex-
pression of resolution dawned on his

lean features. The menacing note in the
caller's voice had not been to his liking.

Besides. Caryl in her letter had said dis-

tinctly that he was to keep those papers
for her. In view of that, it was not
his place to give them up to anyone

—

not even to her employer, if this man
was her employer.
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NEXT WEEK'S LONG

COMPLETE FILM THRILLERS!

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
-IN-

" BULLETS OR BALLOTS "

Degraded from the New York flying

squad and afterwards dismissed the Sorce
altogether, Johnny Blake throws in his

lot with Al Kruger, a powerful racke-
teer. While acting as a crook, however,
he is intent upon discovering the identity

of the men " higher up " from whom
even Kmger takes his orders. A blaz-

ing drama.

" THE MAGNIFICENT BRUTE "

Big Steve Williams was a laughing, blus-
tering giant. At the Aurora Steel Com-
pany he finds he is up against his old
enemy. Bill Morgan. The latter was the
strong man till Steve showed up and by a
clever double-cross crushed his rival, but
a brave woman and her small son in-
spired the giant to fight back. Starring

Victor McLaglen.

" NAVY BORN "

Three flight-lieutenants of the United
States Navy adopt the son of an officer

who perished in a motor accident, and
they aim to bring up their charge with
a love for the sea. Bat the mother's
family have other ideas and try their
hardest to get the baby away from the

Navy. Starring William Gargan.

Also

The second episode of the amazing new
serial of weird adventure :

" UNDERSEA KINGDOM "

Starring Ray Corrigan and Lois Wilde.

"Papers?" Jean murmured. "I have
no papers."
"Don't lie to me!" Enos Colvin bit

out "Give me those bonds!"
"Bonds? I know nothing about bonds,

m'sieu," the old man answered, and
this was at least the truth, for he had
scarcely even glanced at the documents
in question.
Colvin stood up, glaring at the French-

Canadian. Then all at once his eyes
fell upon Caryl's letter, lying unfolded
on the table, and as he scanned it he
reached inside his jacket and whipped
out a six-gun.
"This letter proves you know plenty!"

he grated. " Now you give me those
bonds if you know what's good for you.
Come on, hand them over or I'll

"

He never finished the sentence, for
with a hoarse cry Jean Foray lunged
towards him and clutched at the revolver
to thrust it aside, and next moment the
No men were involved in a fierce scuffle

9

that carried them headlong towards the
far side of the room.
The very impetuosity of old Foray's

attack sent Colvin reeling at first, but
he was quick to recover himself and gain
the upper hand, as well he might when
his adversary was a man almost twice his

aye. In the ;-pace of a few seconds the

frail, veteran backwoodsman was being
dragged across the floor, clinging with
desperate tenacity to the American's
wrist and the threatening barrel of that

forty-five, while the infuriated Colvin
struggled to break his hold.

Twenty years ago. Jean Foray would
have made short work of a man of Enos
Colvin's calibre. But he was over
seventy now, and he could not hope to

master him. fie was fighting a losing-

battle, and it said much for the wiriness
of his aged frame that he was al>le to

retain his grip on the revolver as long

as he did.

Cursing, the American tugged viciously
ai tile gun in his efforts to w rench il

away from the old fellow and gei the
drop on him, ami he was still striving to

achieve that purpose when a spasmodic
movement of his trigger-finger dis-

charged the weapon.
There was a racketing blast that

seemed to fill the room with sound, and
through a smother of blue fumes Colvin
saw Jean Foray slump to the floorboards,

felt the old man's hands slide nervelessly
from his wrist and from the barrel ol

the forty-five. Even then, however, the

A rican did not realise what had hap
pened.
"Now will you tell me where those

bends are ?" he stoi med
There was no answer. Jean Foray lay

crumpled at his feet, his eyes wide open
in a death-stare, a spreading patch of

Mood staining his shirt just over the

heart.

Colvin looked down at him stupidly

for a brief space, awed by what he had
done, telling himself that he had never
come here with the intention of killing:,

tolling himself that he had only brought
tin- gun in order to combat any stub

bomness which he might encounter.
Then a fit of rage took possession of

him. and he spumed the dead man's
body.
"You old fool!" he panted. "You

brought this on yourself!"
Even as he uttered those words he

became aware of a clamour at an open
window in the opposite wall, and as he
launched a glance in that direction he
clapped eyes on the dog Rinty.

The wolfhound must have heard the
scuffle, and had run round the cabin
seeking admittance; had leapt at the sill

of that open window and. after successive

attempts to negotiate it, was now in

the act of scrambling through with fangs

bared for vengeance.
The mellow brown eyes of the dog had

taken on a quality that was demoniac,
menacing, and there was primitive rage
in the sight of those lips writhing hack
from the gleaming teeth, in the sound
of the snarls that rose from his throat.

Colvin brought up the revolver with
an ugly jerk and fired at the wolfhound,
and the smash of the report was followed
by an anguished howl that might have
loused pity in any man but the scoun-
drel who had caused Jean Foruv's death.
Next instant Rinty was tumbling back
from the window sill, and as the rever-
berations of the gunshot died away an
empty silence descended upon the cabin
in the clearing.
In that silence Enos Colvin turned to

scan the room in which he was stand-
ing, and then, first of all concentrating
upon a small bureau, he began to make a

search for the bonds that Caryl Foray
had taken from his safe.

During the course of the next hour the
American ransacked the whole duelling
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irom end to cud. Nov did he~neglect to
run his hands through the clotliing of
the man whom lie had slain. But not a
trace of tile missing papers did lie find,

lor the cache in Hie stonework of the
fireplace escaped his questing fingers
•omplctely, and at last ho was forced to
admit defeat.

Frustrated and enraged, lie finally

stamped out of the cabin, and with a
Mack scowl on his sallow features, lie

set off into the woods, threading his way
through the trees until he picked up a
rough, broken trail.

It was not the trail that led to Bord
In Lac* but a road that ran due south,
Hid a short distance along it was the car
in which he had driven from Milwaukee.
He climbed into the vehicle, and sat

motionless behind the wheel for a little

while, moodily reflecting upon the out-
come of this trip he had made into the
t 'aiiadian wilds.

Where were those bonds ? He did not
know, but they had cost an aged settler

his life—and he, Colvin, had committed
a crime which would render him liable
to the extreme penalty of the law if ever
his guilt were discovered.

It was lucky for him that he had
automatically covered up his tracks
pretty well. No one could check up on
his movements—no one would be able to
•onnect him with the tragedy which had
M-curred. He had broken his journey on
the way from Milwaukee, but only to
spend a night at a lonely shooting lodge
he rented on the U.S. side of the line,

and here he had changed out of his city
clothes and. armed himself with the forty-
live, also filling up the tank of his car
from a store of gasoline that he kept
there.

Pursing his lips. Colvin started up the
engine of his automobile and drove
away, and soon the hum of the sedan's
notor had faded into the prevailing quiet
that reigned over the vicinity of old
Jean Foray's cabin.

In that cabin a veteran backwoodsman
lav dead, and outside one of the win-
dows was the huddled form of the dog
(hat had been his only companion. But,
though unconscious, the wolfhound was
still breathing, and some time after
( 'ol\ iu's departure the animal roused
limsejf painfully and proceeded to drag
himself round to the front porch of the
dwelling.
Enos Colvin had left the door open.

and slowly, piteously, the dog Rinty
struggled up the steps and across the
i! h hold, thence crawling towards the
body of his master. And as he reached

lifeless figure he licked the pallid

heek forlornly.

For a minute or two the wolfhound
could not seem to grasp that the old
man was no more, but when at length
the fadf penetrated to his canine mind
he broke into a tremulous whimper.
Then, as painfully as he had entered
the shack, he dragged himself forth
again and wormed his way across the

ing, toiling in the direction of the
trail that led to Bord du Lac.

Extradition Warrant

SERGEANT BRAD SHKRIDAN was
ted at his desk in the office

attached to the quarters which hie

and his comrades occupied at the settle-
ment. It was late afternoon, and he was
poring over a batch of correspondence
that he had received from Inspector
I'.radshaw.

I Ic was still engaged in a scrutiny of
that correspondence when his attention
was distracted by a sharp cry outside
the building. Then he heard one of his
men calling to him, and recognised the
voice as that of a trooper known as
( 'unstable O'Brien.
Brad rose from his chair and hurried

from the office, and as he emerged from
January 23rd, 1937.
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it he came face to face with his subor-
dinate, a keen, soldierly looking in-
dividual of about his own age.

" Sergeant," O'Brien exclaimed,
pointing off to the right, " isn't that Jean
Foray's dog?"
Brad glanced in the direction that the

constable had indicated, and as he did
so he caught sight of Rinty hauling him-
self feebly towards the post.

"Jean Foray's dog!" he reiterated in

a tone of concern. "Yeah, it's Jean's
dog all right, and something's happened
to him I"

Next moment he was running across
to the injured wolfhound, snd as he
knelt down and gathered the animal into
his arms he saw that his fur was matted
with blood.
"Rinty!" the sergeant cried. "Rinty.

old boy, what have you been doing to
yourself?"
The dog uttered a low whine, and,

bending closer to him. Brad examined
the wound more closely. Then he lifted

the animal from the ground and stood
up, turning to O'Brien with a set look
on his handsome countenance.
"He's been shot!" he rapped out.
"Shot!" the constable echoed.

"Who'd be skunk enough to shoot a dog
like Rinty?"
"Wouldn't, I like to know!" Brad re-

joined grimly. "Come on, let's see what
we can do for him. Get some hot water
and bandages, O'Brien, will you?"
He carried the injured wolfhound back

to his office, and presently O'Brien ap-
peared there in company with another
trooper who answered to the name of

Gary.
" Here's a basin of hot water and the

first-aid kit, sergeant," O'Brien an-
nounced, "and Gary here has raked out
a basket that Rinty can have for a
bed."
The dog was placed in the basket,

which Constable Gary had padded with a
rug, and Brad set to work on the
animal's wound, doctoring it skilfully so

that within a few minutes the creature
had been made as comfortable as pos-
sible. Then, his task finished, the big
sergeant reached tor his hat.

"Keep an rye on Rinty, O'Brien." he
said. "Belter give him some food if

he'll take it. I'm going to old Jean's
cabin to tell him his dog's hurt."
He strode out of the office and made

for a hitch-rail to which he had tethered
his In time before, and ere long
he was galloping at top speed along the
road that linked the Foray cabin with
the settlement.
The sun was dipping down behind the

tree-tops when he reached the clearing
in which the old French-Canadian's home
was situated, and, swinging himself out
of the saddle, the Mountie advanced to

the steps of the porch and cupped his

hands about his mouth.
"Hey, Jean!" he called. "Jean!"
There was no response, and, seeing

that the front, door stood open on its

hinges. Brad hurried up the steps and
walked across the threshold.
"Jean!" he repeated, and then came

to a dead standstill as Ins awe-stricken
naze fell upon the crumpled body that

lay on the floor in front, of him.
The colour draining from his features.

Brad Sheridan stumbled forward and
sank down beside the old man, and one
glance was enough to tell him that the
veteran settler was dead. Then, with
horror in his eves, the Mountie turned
to take stock of the room, which showed
signs of the fatal struggle that had been
enacted and the wild, impatient search
that had been carried out after death
had brought the souffle to a close.

Still numbed by the shock of the dis-

covery he had made, Brad began to
examine the cabin's interior mechanic-
ally, but he found only one object that
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could be regarded as a possible clue—
an ornamental coat-button which 'might
have been torn from its threads during
the tight, and which certainly did not
tally with any of the buttons oil. Jean
Foray's clothing.
Pocketing the article, Brad looked at

the huddled figure on the floor again,
and then, with an expression of mingled
grief and resolution on his dean-cut
face, ho staggered from the dwelling
and proceeded to reconnoitre the
immediate neighbourhood.
He was hoping to obtain some

further clue relating to the tragedy that
bad occurred, but it was not until ho
had extended his quest to the south trail
beyond the clearing that he came upon
anything of significance.
In the dust of that trail he observed

the tracks of an automobile's tyres

—

tyres of a distinctive and unfamiliar
tread, the like of which Brad could not
remember having seen before, although
he laid no claim to being particularly
well versed in the patterns used by the'
various manufacturers.
For a long time he stood there, study-

ing those tracks so as to impress the
appearance of them on his mind, and
then he returned to the cabin and
climbed astride his horse.
An hour afterwards he was back at

the post, and in the office there he held
a consultation with O'Brien, describing
the result of his visit to the Foray home-
stead and giving it as his opinion that
the man who had shot old Jean was the
man who had winged Rinty.
"The point is—who was that man?"

he added slowly. " As far as I know,
Jean had no enemies, and surely no
chance thief would go to the length of
murder for the few paltry dollars he
was likely to find in a backwoodsman's
cabin."
There was a silence, and then, with an

effort, he roused himself from his
brooding thoughts.
"Well. O'Brien," he said, "yon and

Gary had better drive out in a buck-
board and bring in (he poor old fellow's
body. Meanwhile, I'll have to send off

a report to Inspector Bradshaw and wire
Caryl Foray in Milwaukee."

"Forty-eight hours later, with the case
receiving the earnest attention of the
authorities, Jean Foray's niece walked
into Brad Sheridan's office at Bord Aw
Lac and sought the comfort of his en-
folding arms, giving way to a flood of
tears that she only cheeked when
Constable O'Brien presented himself in'
the room.
"Excuse me. sergeant," the trooper

apologised, holding out a telegram, " but
this just arrived from headquarters*"
"All right, constable," Brad answered

huskily. "I'll attend to it later."

He turned his attention on Caryl
again, and found that she was looking
at Rinty, who was lying nearby in his

basket, and although the dog was still

suffering from the effects of his wound
his tail was beating against the wicker
sides of his crib to indicate his pleasure

he gill's presence.

"Oh, what a beast he must have been
to shoot you, too, Rinty!" Caryl said

in a pent-up tone.
She stooped to caress the wolfhound

fondly, and then gazed up at Brad with
tear-dimmed eyes.

"Poor Uncle Jean," sho faltered.

"He was all I had left. Do you—do you
know who killed him ?"

"No, not yet, honey," the sergeant
breathed. " But I'll find out who it was,
or die in the attempt!"
Caryl straightened and laid a hand

on the big Mountie's sleeve.

"When I go back to Milwauki
she said, " I'll take Rinty with mc.
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But first of all I must ride out to Uncle
Jean's cabin. I'll hire a horse at the
livery stable in the settlement."
Disappointed as he was at her hint of

an e^rly return to the States, Brad could
nevertheless understand that she did not

wish to remain in the vicinity of Bord
du Lac, where she would be a prey to

Litter memories.
"All right, Caiyl," he murmured.

"I'll lide over to the cabin with you,
shall I?"
"No, Brad dear." she told him, "I'd

lather go alone—if you don't mind."
He acquiesced without' protest, and

when she had left the office he lapsed
into a gloomy conversation with
O'Brien, discussing the girl's tragic

bereavement to the exclusion of all else

until the constable suddenly reminded
him of the dispatch from headquarters.
The telegram was lying on the desk,

and, picking it up. Brad ripped open
the envelope and withdrew the missive.

Thou, as he read its contents, a look of

dismay and incredulity appeared on his

features.

"Why, this is impossible!" he
ejaculated.

'"What's up, sergeant?" O'Brien
queried. "What does it say?"
Brad swung round towards him.
"It's an order from Bradshaw in-

structing me to arrest Caryl Foray," he
blurted.
"Caryl Foray?"
"Yes, an extradition warrant has

been issued for her return to the States
on a charge of embezzlement!"

O'Brien's jaw had dropped, and he
was staring at the sergeant blankly.
For he knew what this unexpected
development must mean to Brad, knew
that he was in love with Caryl and
that the idea of taking her into custody
must go desperately against the grain.

" What—what are you going to do,

sergeant ?" the constable stammered.
Brad could not speak for a moment,

but the look on his face ' betrayed his

emotions, betrayed the vital strug
that was proceeding
within him as his own

>ual sentiments
battled against his duty
to the Bervice. Then
all at once he found his

voice.

"I'm going to see

Caryl about this," he
said hoarsely, and an
instant later he was
brushing past his com-
rade to stumble from
the room.
In another quartet of

a minute O'Brien braid
him galloping off in a

ly direction; and
the drumming of his

horse's hoofs was dying
away into the distance
when Constable Gary
entered the office.

" What's wrong with
the sergeant, Jim?" he
asked O'Brien. "He
came out of here just

now lookin' like a

ghost."
"Yeah," was the re-

ply. "He's out reason
to look like a ghost.
He hail a wite from
Inspector Bradshaw
orderin' hint to arrest
the gill he hopes to

marry, She's charged
v ith embezzlement."
Gary's cyf'.- widened
"Yon mean — Caryl

Foray ? Gosh, Jim,
d'you think he'll bring
her in?'
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"What else can lie do?" Jim O'Brien
retorted. "If he doesn't bring her in

he'll be in hot water himselt. Say,
you'd better write out a message and
send it to headquarters telling Bradshaw
that his instructions are being carried
out."
Thus spoke O'Brien, assuming that

Brad Sheridan would take the course
that his oath to the service demanded of
him. But at that moment Brad
Sheridan was spurring through the
woods with mixed feelings in his breast,

and he was still in the throes of a

dilemma when he finally sighted the
Foray cabin and espied a horse tethered
to the veranda there.

He drew rein in front of the porch,
and, leaping to the ground, blundered
up the Steps and into the dwelling to

find Caryl standing in the fiont room.
"Why, Brad," the girl exclaimed.

perceiving by his manner that all was
not well, " what's brought yon out here ?

What's the matter?"
By way of response he showed her the

dispatch that he had received from
headquarters, and when she had read
it he looked at her strainedly.

"Of course, there's been some
mistake," he said. " You're no em-
bezzler, Caryl. I know that. Why,
you wouldn't steal from anybody."
The girt faced him candidly, a

resolute expression in her eyes.
"Brad," she announced, "up to a

point the charge against me is true.
No, wait—don't interrupt—let me ex-
plain. I took those securities from the
company's safe, but only to save the
investors to whom they rightfully
belonged."
"Caryl, I don't understand."
She drew a little nearer to him.
"I had cause to suspect that Enos

Colvin, my employer, was planning to
misappropriate certain bonds and leave
for Europe, thereby robbing the people
who bad trusted him. I couldn't go to
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the police, because I had no definite

proof, so I decided to take the securities

and put them out of his reach."
She paused, and then went on in a

low but distracted tone.

"I sent them to Uncle Jean with in-

structions to keep them for me. Then I

notified the stockholders regarding my
suspicions, and told them everything
would be all right. Oh, maybe I didn't
go about tilings the right way, but then
I was pressed for time. The night I

took the bonds I felt certain that Enos
Colvin was practically ready to make a

get-away. During the afternoon I'd
heard him telephoning to arrange for a

berth on the Xew York train which left

Milwaukee at midnight "

It was at this point that Brad cut in

on her.

"Say, wait a minute," he jerked. "I
was here when your uncle received those
bonds. In tact, I brought them out to

him from Boul du Lac. Leastways, 1

imagine it was the bonds I delivered
though, come to think of it, neither of
its paid much attention to them. Any-
how, there was a letter from you that

mentioned they were valuable."
"Yes," Caryl rejoined. "That's

right. Thosr papers were the securities

I'm talking about. Then perhaps you
know where Uncle Jean put them.
Brad."
The sergeant shook his head.
" No, I don't, honey," he answered.

"Thev were still on the table when I

left."'

"In that case, they've been stolen."

Caryl groaned. "Those bonds were
table, IV.'W. and the man who

killed Click' Jean must have realised
that he could cash in on them, whoevei
he was. Oh, Brad, they must have
been stolen, lor Pve searched everj
where and there isn't a trace of them.

'

"Maybe Jean had a secret cache of
some description," Brail volunteered,

Cursing, the American tugged viciously at the gun in his efforts to wrench it away
from the old fellow and get the drop on him.

.T:nn«ry 2Sid. 1987.
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but the suggestion failed to raise Caryl's

hopes.
"If he did," she said, "he never told

me anything about it. No, Brad, the

securities have gone, and I'm in a jam.
The stockholders will think I stole them,
and that I tried to play for time by
libelling Colvin. And Colvin himself

—

he's turned prosecutor. He must have
guessed that I had something to do with
I ho disappearance of the bonds, for it's

obvious that he's instituted these

proceedings against me."
Brad's eyes were half-closed, and he

was thinking hard.
"Could it have been this man

Colvin," he breathed, "who came here
and shot Jem'.'"
"But that's impossible, Brad," Caryl

argued. " True, he was away from
Milwaukee for a few days, but accord-
ing to this dispatch he's back there
now. And if he'd got the bonds ho
wouldn't have returned, would he?
He'd have gone right ahead with his

original plan of leaving for Europe.
Besides, he didn't even know I had an
uncle."
Once more she paused, and then she

shrugged her shoulders helplessly and
disconsolately.

"Well," she said, "I—I guess I'm
your prisoner, Brad dear. That's all

there is to it."

"No," he muttered—"no. Not
mine, honey. I can't take you in—

I

can't do it. I'll send O'Brien out for

you, and should you decide to face the
music it will be his job to take you
into custody. If you decide otherwise

He did not finish the sentence, but.

gathering her in his arms, held her
close to him for a moment. Then he
drew back, and, turning sharply, walked
with uncertain steps from the cabin.

Reduced to the Ranks

A TALL, lean individual with a stern
countenance and the air of a
disciplinarian, Inspector Bradshaw

was pacing the floor of Sergeant
Sheridan's office in an impatient and
irritable fashion.

Occasionally ho glanced disinterestedly
at the bandaged form of Rinty, who was
still occupying the basket that had been
placed in the room. But more
frequently his eyes travelled to Brad
Sheridan, who was standing nearby and
v. lio looked l he picture of unhappiness.

"Inexcusable," the inspector said at

length, halting in front of Brad. "In-
excusable, Sergeant Sheridan. As a
man, I commend the frankness with
which you have described the reasons for
your conduct. But as an officer of the
force, 1 deplore that conduct. Your
plain duty was to get that girl and
apprehend her, regardless of what she
may mean to you. And I'm not at all

sure that I'll overlook this breach of the
legislations, even if O'Brien "

He stopped short, for at that juncture
I here was a clatter of hoofs outside the
post, and a few seconds later Jim
O'Brien stepped into the office and

'saluted the inspector smartly.
"Well?" Bradshaw asked. "Where's

your prisoner?"
"She wasn't there, inspector," the

nonstable replied with an uncomfortable
k lance in Brad's direction. "I found
this note pinned to the door. It's for
Sergeant, Sheridan."
With an angry imprecation the senior

officer motioned him towards Brad, and
the message was handed to the tatter,

who scanned it gloomily.
"Well, Sheridan?" the inspector de-

manded as Brad remained silent

perusing it. "Do you mind letting us
know what it says?"
January 28rd, 1937,
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The younger man read it aloud.

"
' Forgive me, Brad,' " he quoted.

"
' I'm not staying to face the music.

I may give myself up later, if I finally

decido that it is the best course to take.

In any case, I am innocent, and I want
to figure out the best way to prove it.

"'Carvl.' "

He laid aside the note and eyed his

superior officer steadfastly.

"That's all, sir," he said. "But I'd
like to add that I believe in her
innocence."
The inspector gave vent to "n angry-

exclamation.
" Your opinion has no bearing on the

case," he snapped. "The point is, you
have failed in your duty, and your affec-

tion for the girl in question is no excuse.
Personal feelings should not influence an
officer of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Pcjlice, Sheridan, and this prisoner
should have been brought back to the
post and placed under lock and key
without delay."
"I know, sir," Brad murmured. "I'm

—sorry."
" Regrets do not uphold the tradition

of the service," was the terse rejoinder,
" and I have no option but to reduce you
to the ranks, Sheridan, until such time
as you can vindicate yourself. Indeed, it

is only your splendid record in the past
that prevents me from recommending
your dismissal. Or would you prefer to

resign ?"

Brad had gone white. It was clear
the loss of his stripes had come as a
blow to him, though it was one that he
had expected. At the same time he was
not prepared to withdraw from the
force.

"Until the murderer of Jean Foray is

brought to justice, sir." he told the in-

spector, "I do not care to resign."

"Very well, Sheridan. Er—Constable
O'Brien, you will act as officer in com-
mand of this post till further orders."

O'Brien saluted the inspector again,
though he could not refrain from direct-

ing a look of sympathy at Brad, who
was now engaged in removing the chev-
rons from the sleeves of his tunic.

Having detached the chevrons, Brad
placed them on the table, and after a
brief silence the inspector addressed
Constable O'Brien again.
"On the strength of the answer I re-

ceived to my dispatch," he said, "I
wired Mr. Colvin, who brought the
charge against the Foray girl, and told
him that she had been taken into cus-

tody. I also sent a wire to the Mil-
waukee Police Department, notifying
them that the prisoner would be handed
over to them at the Border."
He paused, biting his lip, and then

went on in an embittered tone.

"Now Colvin and the Milwaukee
Police will have to be advised that the
Royal Canadian Mounted have failed,

and I think you may as well attend to

the matter from this office."

"Very good, sir," O'Brien replied.

"I'll communicate with the Milwaukee
Police Department at once. As to Mr.
Colvin. sir, I shall have to have his

addic--."

The inspector produced a letter from a
pocket in his tunic.

"I had a nob' from him only this

morning," he said, "urging me some-
what unnecessarily to do all I could to

apprehend the Foray girl. Here, take

it. You will find his address on it."

He leaned forward to give O'Brien the
missive, and in doing so his hand passed

io the basket which Rinty occu-

pied ; and on a sudden a change came
over the wolfhound, a change that took
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the three men in the room by complete
surprise.

Lifting his head with a start, the dog
bared his teeth unexpectedly and made a
furious snatch which was apparently in-

tended for Bradshaw's fingers, tMk in-

spector jerking away from him only in
the nick of time.
"Here, whose savage beast is this?"

the officer rasped. "What's he doing
here, anyway ?"

l f was O'Brien who answered him.

"He belongs to Caryl Foray, sir," he
informed Bradshaw. "He was wounded,
we think, by the man who shot her
uncle."
"Yes? Well, take him out and destroy

him."
Brad Sheridan started forward at that,

a look of distress on his handsome face.

"Sir, I don't think he meant any
harm," he protested. "I'm sure it was
an accident. You probably scared him
for the moment by coming so close

"

"Nonsense!" the inspector interrupted.
"He deliberately snapped at my hand!"

"If you ask me. sir," O'Brien put in,

"I'd say 'twas the letter lie snapped at."

Bradshaw came out v. i h an exple-
tive.

"Rubbish, O'Brien! The dog is

dangerous. Sheridan, take him out and
destroy him at once. That's an order."

" Hut. sir "

"You heard what i said, Sheridan. In
any case, he appears to be badly
wounded, and death would probably
spare him a good deal of suffering.

Now let's have no more argument."
The finality in his tone told Brad and

O'Brien that it was useless to raise any
further expostulations, and with his teeth

hard-clenched the former lifted Rinty out
of the basket and bore him from the

room, looking like a man who had been
commanded to execute his dearest friend.

As for the inspector, he remained for

a minute or two with O'Brien, discussing

the telegrams that were to be dispatched

to Colvin and the Milwaukee Police De-
partment, and then at length he made
his way from the office.

O'Brien accompanied him to where a

couple of troopers from headquarters
were waiting—two men who had ex?

pected to act as escort for the inspector

and Caryl Foray.
"Well, O'Brien," the commanding

officer said, "I want you to institute a
search for that girl, and I'll -ee that :. 1

other patrols are ordered to keep a look'

out for her. If you should pick her up,

you'll let me know immediai'

With that he tinned towards his 1,.

and he was climbing: into the saddle
when he heard the smash of a shot some-
where in the brushwood behind the

police post.

It was the blast of Brad Sheridan's
gun, and, if the inspector's counteil;

was a mask of impassivity, Constable
O'Brien could not help wincing as he
thought of the drastic fate thai had been
meted out to the dog Rinty.

The Bonds

LITTLE did O'Brien and the inspi

know it, but the shot from Brad
Sheridan's gun had flashed harm-

lessly into space, the weapon having be, i

levelled at the sky as the -talwart
Mountie had pulled the trigger.

For the second time in the. lapse of

a few hours Brad had disobeyed his

superior's orders, and at the very
moment when the inspector and his

escoit were turning to tide from the post

the e\ sergeant was lifting Kinty in his

powerful arms and wheeling round n

the direction of the forest.

"I'd as soon kill a human being as

you, old boy," Brad said to the •. jr.

"But you're in disgrace the same as me,
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and I reckon you'll have (o hide out for

a spell."

Setting out at a brisk space, lie carried
Rinty into the woods, and he had covered
a chstance of something like thiee
qtMtrters of a mile when he arrived at a

solitary shack which belonged to a half-

bred Indian trapper answering to the
name of Joe.

The half-breed was a close friend of

Biad. and one whom the Mountie knew
he coidd trust. Therefore, the big fellow
bad no hesitation in looking in on the
man, and, after explaining the diffi-

culty in which he had heen placed, he
asked him if lie could board Rinty
at bis cabin.

"I'll see that you're not out of pocket,
Joe," he added. "You can have a dollar
a week for your trouble, and I'll bring
grub for him every day."
A thick-set man with the bronzed com-

plexion and the sloe eyes of his fore-

fathers, Indian .Tor nodded his assent.

"Me take care of Rinty like he was
papoose." he declared. "And I bet you
ico one see him while he is here."

"That's the ticket. Joe," Brad re-

joined. "I knew joii wouldn't fail me."
Thus Rinty was left in good hands, and

during the days that followed Brad made
a point of visiting the trapper's cabin
at regular intervals, always bringing
with him some tit-bits in the way of
food.

Then one morning, about a week later.

O'Brien accosted Brad in the office at
the post as the former sergeant was pre-
paring to set out on his daily rounds.

"Say. what have you got there,

pardner?" O'Brien inquired, glancing at

a package which his comrade was thrust-

ing into his pocket.
"Oh, just some sandwiches," was the

reply. "I might get hungry on patrol."
O'Brien eyed him quizzically.

" You seem to be quite fond of snacks
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just lately," he commented. "By the
way, how's Rinty coming along?"
Brad gave a start, and then looked at

the other man in a sheepish fashion.

"So yon know, huh?" he murmured.
"Well, I happened to be passing

Indian Joe's shack a couple of days ago,"
Jim O'Brien answered, "and I heard a

dog barking. Then I remembered this

sudden fancy you'd developed for taking
along a snack with you whenever you
went out on patrol, and I put two and
two together. But don't worry, Brad.
As far as I'm concerned, Rinty was shot
according to the inspector's instruc-
tions."

The bigger fellow clasped him by the
hand.
"Thanks. Jim," he said. "I—I just

couldn't plug him. Besides, I think
Rinty may hold the key to the solution
of Jean Foray's murder. This last week
I've been turning things over in my
mind, and I have a theory—a theory that
was suggested to me by you, Jim."
"By me?" echoed OBrien.
" Yes. You remember when Rinty

snapped _al Bradshaw you put forward
the opinion that it was Colvin's letter he
had gone for, and not the inspector's
hand at all

'.'"

"Sure, that's light. Ii did look like
that to me. But I don't see "

"Jim," Brad interrupted, "Rinty has
the keenest scent of any dog I know.
And to my mind he .-napped at that
letter because he connected it with some-
thing unpleasant that had happened to
him."
O'Brien stared at him open-mouthed,

realising now the significance of his com-
rade's statements.
"You mean—C'olvin may have had

something to do with old Jean's murder,
Brad?" he stammered. "But that isn't

possible. How could a man away down
in the States be mixed up in a crime
that took place near Bord du Lac?"
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Brad took a step closer to him and
spoke to him in an earnest tone.
"Jim," he said, "I told you Caryl's

story after I came back that morning
without arresting her. But maybe I for-

got to mention thai Enos C'olvin had
been away from Milwaukee for a few
days—round about the time of the kill-

ing. Not that Caryl suspected him of
the murder. She assured me that Colvin
didn't even know she had an uncle.
Nevertheless, he may have found that
out in some way—may even have dis-

covered that Caryl had posted the bonds
to Jean."
O'Brien pursed his lip-.

"I get you. Brad," he muttered. "If
Caryl was light about Colvin trying !•

iol> the stockholders, he'd naturally sue;,!,

up here in the hope of recovering the
securities."

"But ho didn't recover them. Jim.
otherwise he wouldn't have gone back P.

Milwaukee and started proceedings
against Caryl. Which means that the
securities are probably hidden somewhere
in Jean's cabin."
"H'm," O'Brien reflected, "then'- n

good deal of supposition about >

theory, Brad. But what do you iutct (I

to do. anyway '.'"

"I'm going out to Jean's cabin to

make a further search," was the answer.
"Meantime, I'd like you to send a wire
to headquarter-, stating that in connec-
tion with the Foray murder we'd ap-
preciate any informal ion regarding the
movements of Enos Colvin on the
fifteenth of April, the date of the crime.
Bradshaw may be able to cheek up on
him through (fee U.S. authorities."

O'Brien agreed to dispatch a telegram
at once, and then on an afterthought
Brad asked him if he would mind hand
ing over the letter from Colvin which
had been left at the office by the in-

spector.

That letter bavins been tendered, Brad

" Poor Uncle Jean/' she faltered. " Do you—do you know who killed him ? "
January 23rd, 1PW.
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set off on horseback from the post. But
instead of making his way direct to the

cabin of the late Jean Foray he headed
for Indian Joe's shack, where he was
welcomed by the kind trapper and
the faithful Rinty, now almost recovered
from his wound.
"How are you, old fellow?" said

Brad, bending down to caress the wolf
hound. "Pretty good, huh?"
"Pretty good is right," Indian Joe

put in. "Him nearly as good as new."
Brad nodded appreciatively.
"You've looked after him well," he

told the man, "and I won't forget
you for it. You know, Joe, I've got an
idea that this dog may put a gallows'
rope around the man who killed his

master."
"So?" the trapper murmured.
Without another word Brad took a

letter from his pocket, a letter that had
been written to him from a friend in the
north, and leaning forward he held it

1 to the wolfhound's nose.
Rinty sniffed at it, but showed no par-

ticular interest.

"That doesn't seem to mean much to

him, does it?" Brad remarked. "But
v. hat about this one?"
He produced Colvin's letter, and went

through the same performance with it,

and as soon as he caught the scent of the
missive Rinty backed away with his teeth
baled in a snarl.

"That is funny," said Indian Joe, who
had been watching curiously. "Why he
no' like that one ?"

"That's just what I mean to find out,

Joe," Brad stated. "Rinty, old boy, you
and I are going to drop in at old Jean's
< abin together, and we'll make a start

just as soon as you've had a bite to eat."

He brought out the sandwiches that
he had fetched, and the dog consumed
them with healthy appetite. Then, tell-

ing Joe that he would return with Rinty
in due course. Brad opened the door and
let the wolfhound scamper forth into the
sunlight.
The Mountie followed the animal

across the threshold, and a few seconds
later he had swung himself astride his

horse and was cantering in a westerly
direction through the woods, Rinty trot-

ting joyously alongside him.
Within an hour they were in the

• ii inity of the late Jean Foray's home-
si cad, and as they drew nearer to it

Rinty's tail drooped noticeably. They
were still some fifty paces from the
dwelling, however, when the drumming
of hoofs arrested Brad's attention.

"Rinty," he said, "someone's coming
iliis way, and you'd better duck out of
siejit. I don't want everybody around
I5(ird du Lac to know that you're still

alive, or it might get to Bradshaw's
cars. Go on now, beat it."

The dog seemed loath to leave him,
lint he managed to hustle him into the
shelter of some, bushes nearby, and a
moment or two later he had good reason
to feel thankful that he had done so,

for all at once a couple of horsemen
spurred into view; mid with a start Brad
i ccognised the foremost rider as In-
-

1 icctor Bradshaw.
The inspector was accompanied by

O'Brien, and presently the two men were
drawing rein beside the former sergeant.
"I want to have a word with you,

Sheridan," the inspector announced. "I
happened to look in at Bord du Lac.
t )i is morning, and O'Brien mentioned
that he'd just sent off a telegram to me

art vour suggestion."
"That's right, sir," Brad told him re-

spectfully.

"A telegram requesting information
n. connection with Enos Colvin's move-
ments on April fifteenth," the inspector
continued. "Now I ask vou, Sheridan.

J ;i iiuury 23rd, 1937.
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how could Colvin be implicated in the
Foray murder? I know he is interested
in these missing securities, but he
wouldn't have to kill a man in order to

get them back. Confound it, they be-

longed to him."
Brad shook his head.
"They were taken from the safe," he

acknowledged, "but they didn't belong
to him, sir. They belonged to his clients,

and, according to Caryl Foray, he was
planning to make a getaway with the
bonds."
"According to Caryl Foipv !" his

superior officer retorted derisively;
"Well, sir," Brad replied in a quiet

tone, "I'd like to run down every pos-
sible clue, if it's all the same to you."
The inspector eyed him thoughtfully

for a few seconds, and then shrugged, his

shoulders.
"Very well," he said. "You can pro-

ofed along your own lines of investiga-
tion, and I'll see if I can obtain any in-

formation in regard to Colvin. But I'm
afraid that you're barking up the wrong
tree, nevertheless."
With that he wheeled around, and, ac-

companied by O'Brien, he rode off down
the trail that led back to the post; and
when the two of them had disappeared
from view Brad summoned Rinty from
the shrubs amidst which the dog had
gone to cover.

"It's all right, boy," the Mountie de-
clared, as the wolfhound came out into
the open. "The coast's clear again."
He moved on towards old Jean's cabin,

calling upon Rinty to follow him, and a
little while afterwards man and dog were
standing in the room where the aged
French-Canadian had died.
As on a previous occasion. Brad began

to search the dwelling carefully, hoping
to find some fresh evidence apart
from the coat-button that he had picked
up on the day the crime had been
committed. But his quest was fruitless,
for he made no new discovery, and at
length he turned to the wolfhound
which had entered the homestead with
him.
"Well, Rinty, I've done my best,"

he said, "and now it's up to you.
:f only you could talk—for I know

you could tell me plenty."
He paused, and then reached for a

Idler that was lying on the table. It
was the very letter that had been
enclosed with the securities Caryl had
posted io her uncle, and, taking it

between his thumb and forefinger, Brad
held it close to Rinty's nose.

"Now, if you could talk, old son,"
ho mused, "you might be able, to
describe all that happened here after
Jean took charge of those bonds. Still,

seeing that conversation isn't one of
your talents,, we'd better concentrate
on your other qualities. So how about
it, boy? Go to it and see if your
sharp nose can find any clue that I've
overlooked."
Thus spoke Brad—while Rinty, sniffing

at Caryl's tetter, gazed up at him u
gently. Then the police-officer at-

tempted to impress on the dog that he
wanted him to play the sleuth, and,
whether the wolfhound understood or
not, the fact remained that he suddenly
turned tail and trotted away from the
table.

Watching him, Brad saw him pad
across to the fireplace, and an instant

later the animal was raising himself on
his hind legs to scrape at the stonework
there.

With a frown the trooper walked over
to the hearth, and even as he reached
Rinty's side the creature dislodged a
stone that fell clattering to the floor

and revealed old Jean's secret cache.
"Hallo!" Brad exclaimed tersely.

"What's this-H
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He thrust his hand into the cavity
that the dog had laid bare, and the
first object that he withdrew was a small
canvas bag containing a hundred dollars
in coin, the life's savings of the aged
backwoodsman who had been murdered.
Then he withdrew a batch of papers
held together by a rubber band, and
one glance at them told him they were
the documents Caryl had sent.

"The missing securities," he breathed.
For a spell he stood staring at them,

and was only aroused from his thoughts
by a snarl that was uttered by Rinty,
whereupon he looked down to see that
the dog was baring his teeth at the
packet of negotiable bonds.

"Okay, Rinty," Brad said in a tone of
comprehension. " I get it. You can
smell the scent of Colvin on these
papers, too, huh? Well, he handled
them all right, I guess—before Caryl
took them from his office safe and put
them in the mail."
He paused, and then swung round in

the direction of the door.
"So much for the securities," he

giunted. "Their recovery may help to
prove that Caryl was on the level,

anyway. Come on, Rinty,- we'll taks
them back to the post."
A premature darkness was gathering

in the sky as Brad and the dog left the
cabin. It was a darkness that heralded
an approaching storm, which broko
when they were still a mile or two from
Bord du Lac, and a howling gale was
sweeping sheets of vain across the north
woods as the Mountie pulled up outside
Indian Joe's shack.
Here he turned Rinty over to tho

care of the trapper again, after which
he proceeded to the post, and on enter-
ing the office there he found Inspector
Bradshaw in the room with Constablo
O'Brien.
The inspector had decided to delay

his departure for headquarters when ho
had seen the storm gathering, and now
he looked at Brad inquiringly.

"Anything to report, Sheridan?" ho
asked. "You seem excited."

"I've got the bonds, sir," the ex-

sergeant answered. "Rin—I mean, I

found a cache in the fireplace—and

—

well, here they are."
lie laid the securities in front of the

inspector, who examined them cursorily

and then glanced up wit] 'ion.

"Good, Sheridan, Bradshaw said.

"O'Brien, you'd better send a couplo
of telegrams right away—one to the.

Police Department in Milwaukee, and
one to Enos Colvin—notifying them
that the missing bonds are at this

office.

"

Jim O'Brien hurried from the room,
and when he had gone the inspector

fixed his attention on Brad once more.
"Colvin will probably come up for

these securities personally," he re-

marked. "I think I'll remain here at

Bord du Lac and hand them over to

him myself."
"Yes, sir," Brad murmured. "And

by the way, sir, I guess things won't
look so black against Caryl Foray now,
will they?"
The older man knitted his brows.

"I don't know about that," he said,
" I don't sec that the recovery of the

proves she didn't intend to

ise of them for her own profit.

Anyhow, you may be interested to know
that Caryl Foray is now in the hands
of the Milwaukee police."

"She is?" Brad jerked.
" Yes. A message to that effect was

wired through to this office from head-
quarters less than half an hour ago.

She apparently gave herself up, still

maintaining that she had acted in the

interests of Colvin's clients."
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There was a silence a silence that
was only broken when Constable
O'Brien put in an appearance again.
"I sent off the telegram to Colvin,

sir," the trooper reported, "but the
one to the Milwaukee Police Depart-
ment will have to be held over."
"Held over? What do you mean?"
" The storm, sir. They must be

having it worse than us down South.
The line suddenly went dead, and the
operator figures that all trie wires be-

tween us and the Border are probably
down."

Inspector Bradshaw compressed h>s

lips.

"That's awkward," he said. "Over
a territory like this it will probably
take days to repair the damage. As
regards the Police Department at
Milwaukee, however, I daresay Colvin
will let them know about the securities."

Northward Bound

IT was evening in Milwaukee, and
about the time that the workers of

the city were pouring out on to the

sidewalks, a police car entered the

thoroughfare known as Michigan
Avenue and drew up outside the build-

ing in which the offices of the Colvin
Investment Company wore situated.

A man and a girl alighted from that

automobile. The girl, small and chic.

was Caryl Foray. The man, a shrewd-
looking individual of medium height
and build, was Captain Edwards of the
Milwaukee Police Department.
"Well, Miss Foray," Edwards was

saying, "if we find our man here the

Law is going to be indebted to you for

the apprehension of a dangerous crook,

if nothing else. In any ease, I don't

think there's much chance of you being

tonvicted of embezzlement now—though
It's a pity those bonds were lo>t."

"You mean—if they were recovered

I'd be absolutely cleared?" Caryl

asked as they crossed the pavement and
entered the building outside which the

car had been brought to a standstill.

Edwards nodded, and
then, in the elevator

that carried them to-

wards one of the upper

floors of the premises,

the girl spoke to her

companion again.

"You still haven't

told me how you
managed to check up
on my story, captain,"

she observed. "Natur-
ally, I felt that you
would be able to check
up on it, otherwise I

don't think I'd have
had the courage to

give myself up. But
I'd like to know the

methods you adopted."
" Well, we checked

up on Colvin," Edwards
rejoined. " That's
about the hang of it.

And we not only found
that he'd been making
arrangements to sell the

bonds in New York
and take the first boat
to Europe, but we also

discovered that he'd
been convicted of a
similar offence in San
Francisco four years
ago."
The lift stopped at

the thirteenth floor,

which was their destina-

tion, and emerging
from it they hastened
along a corridor till

they reached Indoor in-
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scribed with the legend " Colvin Invest-
ment Company."
Caryl opened that door, and she and

the captain entered the office in which
Enos Colvin had employed her as
secretary. But the instant they crossed
the threshold they realised that the
crooked financier had departed—and
departed in haste, it seemed, for the
floor was littered with papers, and the
whole room presented a spectacle
suggesting that he had ransacked the
place to gather up any important
documents which he did not care to
leave behind.
"Looks like the bird has flown the

coop," Edwards ground out.

"Maybe he suspected that you were
making inquiries about him," Caryl
suggested.
The police captain did not answer

her at once, but stooped to pick up a
telegram that had caught his eye.

Then, after scanning the missive, he
read it aloud to Caryl.

"Listen to this," he said. "'Stolen
securities recovered. Holding them for

your instructions. Canadian Mounted
Police Post, Bord du Lac' Now, why
the dickens didn't they notify me as

well?"
Tin; girl laid a hand on his arm.

"Colvin s left for Bord du Lac. He's
gone up there to get those bonds. I

know he has. Listen, I'll 'phone his
garage and see if his car's still there."
She made for the telephone, and put

through a call, dialing the number of

a garage which she knew that the
financier patronised; and within a few-

seconds she heard a man's voice.

"Is Mr. Colvin's car there." she
queried.
"No," came the reply. "lie left

a few hours ago."
"Did he say where lie was going?"

Caryl wanted to know.
"He didn't, ma'm. But he settled

up his account here, and mentioned he
was leaving town."
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Caryl replaced the receiver and
turned to Captain Edwards.
"Left some hours ago," she an-

nounced laconically. "He's probably
over the Border by now."

" I doubt it. The Border's a long
way off from here.. At any rate, ho
won't get away with those securities.

I'll wire Bord du Lac and request them
to hold him for extradition—and I'll

use his 'phone to do it."

He picked up the receiver with tho
intention of telephoning a message
winch could be dispatched immediately
by the postal authorities, but after a
brief conversation he hung up and
turned to Caryl.
"There's been a heavy storm in tho

North," he said. "Hundreds of wires
are down all over the Border country.
They say it's impossible to get through
either by telegraph or by 'phone, and
communication may be disorganised for

days."
"Then what are we going to do?"

the girl demanded anxiously. "We've
got to prevent Colvin from obtaining
those bonds."
Edwards started for the door.

"There's only one thing to do," ha
jerked. "He's got a long start, but
a lot can happen in the space of a few
hundred miles. We're going after

him."

The Tell-tale Jacket

TRUE to his word, Inspector Brad-
shaw had remained at Bord du
Lac in anticipation of a visit from

Colvin, but the wire that had been
dispatched to (he financier was two and
a half days' old when a car pulled up
near the Mounted Police Post and a
man in breeches, sports shirt and field-

boots emerged from it.

The man was Enos Colvin, and ho
accosted Trooper O'Brien, who was
loitering near by.

"I believe you have some securities

for me here," the American said. " My

You shot Jean Foray I \\ Brad accused. •« Come on, talk 1

Colvin, didn't you ? "
You Shot Jean Foray,

January 23rd, 1937.
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name is Colvin, of the Colvin Invest-
ment Company. Milwaukee."
."Oh, yes. Mr. Colvin," O'Brien

replied, looking at him curiously.
"Inspector Bradshaw is expecting you.
You'll find him in the office."

He pointed off to the light, and
Colvin strode in 1 ho direction indicated.
A moment later he was tapping at the
office door, and on receiving a summons
to enter, he stepped into the room to
confront two men there, one being
Bradshaw and the other Constable
Gary.
The crooked financier addressed him-

self to the elder of the two police
officers.

" I was told I'd find Inspector Brad-
shaw here," he stated: "I am Enos
Colvin."
Bradshaw stood up at once.
''At your service, Mr. Colvin," he

said. "You'\e come for those
securities, of course."
The American inclined his head, and

an expression of greed and anticipation
dawned in his eyes as he watched the
inspector open a drawer in the desk
at which he had been seated.

From that drawer Bradshaw took out
the bonds, but he did not pass them
over to Colvin at once.
"You know," the inspector remarked,

"it was very peculiar how we found
these. They were hidden ill a secret
cache in Jean Foray 's cabin "

"Yes," Colvin interrupted, "but
never mind the details. I'm exceed-
ingly glad you located them, but I'm
anxious to—er—to get ^)ack to Mil-
waukee: As a matter of fact, I'd have
been here hours ago, but my car broko
down on the way."
He held out his hand for the sheaf

of securities, but still Bradshaw7 did not
tender them.
"I'm sorry to take up your time with

formalities, Mr. Colvin." he said. "But
these bonds appear to be worth several
hundred thousand dollars, and naturally,
I have to take precautions. Er—you
have proof of your identity, of course."
The American had no difficulty in

convincing the inspector beyond all

doubt that he was the president of the
Colvin Investment Company, for he was
able to produce ample evidence to that
effect. Then, having received the
securities, he proceeded to stuff them
into his hip-pocket.
Bradshaw eyed him whimsically.

"Don't you waul to look over those
bonds to make sure that they're all

there?" he suggested.
"Oh, no." Colvin answered with a

smile. "I'm sure they're all here, for

I imagine I can trust the Mounted.
Anyhow, I'll have 10 check them when
I get back to my—er—my office."

He paused, and then, extending his
hand :

"Well, Til have to be moving along,
inspector," he said. ''Thanks a lot for
what you've done, and "

"Just a minute, Mr Colvin," Brad-
shaw interposed. "I'm afraid I must
make out a report, and you'll have to

sign a receipt. I regret having to
delay you in this manner, but it's a
question of rules and regulations, you
know."
. Enos Colvin did his best to conceal his

impatience, though it was all loo clear
thai he was anxious to be off.

"1 understand," he muttered, and sal

down in a chair as the inspector reached
for pen and paper.

It was while the iuspeetor was writing
out his report and drafting a receipt
which would require Colvin S signature
that the chipping of hoofs proclaimed the
arrival of a horseman at the post a

horseman who was none other than
January 23rd, 1037.
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Constable Brad Sheridan, just coming in
from patrol.

Pulling up at the hitch-rail, Brad dis-

mounted from his horse and tethered the
animal. Then he strolled across to
where. Constable O'Brien was interestedly
examining Enos Colvin's automobile.

"Hallo, Brad!" Jim O'Brien greeted.
"Anything to report?"
"Nope!" was the reply. "Most of

the wires are still down, to the south of
here. Huh, to look at the weather now
you'd never think there could be a storm
like that twister we had. It's like
summer, isn't if.'" >v ,

"Sure is," O'Brien rejoined. "Plumb
hot, if you ask me."
He hesitated, and then, after glancing

around surreptitiously, he leaned closer
to Brad.
"Are you still exercising Binty by

taking him out on patrol with you?"
he asked.
"Yes," the bigger fellow told him.

"He's been with me all morning. Right
now he's over there in the thickets. I
left him there with orders not to move,
and he'll stay where he is all right. I'll

smuggle him over to Indian Joe's shack
later."

He glanced at the car which O'Brien
had been studying when he had
approached.
"Say. who does this belong to, Jim?"

he inquired. " Smart-lookin' outfit, isn't

it?"^
"Yeah," the other Mountie answered.

"It's Enos Colvin's car."
Brad started, and gave a swift

glance at his companion.
"Colvin's!" he reiterated. "So he's

finally got here?"
O'Brien nodded, and all at once Brad

moved round to the front of the car and
bent down to examine its tyres. Then
he straightened up slowly.
"Jim," he said, speaking through

clenched teeth, " the tread on these tyres
corresponds with the tracks I saw on the
south trail near Jean Foray's cabin—the
day the old fellow was murdered."
"They do?"
O'Brien was impressed for the moment,

but soon cast doubts on the importance
of Brad's discovery.

" H'm. looks kind of suspicious, I

admit," he granted, "but after till it's

no proof. I don't suppose Colvin's is the.

only car that's shod with tyres of that
description."
Brad had joined him at the side of the

automobile again.
"Maybe not, Jim," he declared.

" But the fact remains
"

And then he stopped, for suddenly his

eyes had come to rest on a woollen
jacket that was lying on the front seat

of the vehicle— a jacket which Colvin
had apparently discarded on account of
the unusual warmth in the air.

It was a jacket that was equipped
with ornamental buttons of a distinctive

pattern, and, giving vent to an exclama-
tion, Brad reached into the car and
snatched it up, Then he withdrew from
a pocket in his tunic the button that he
had discovered in Jean Foray's home-
stead, on the evening when he had found
the old French Canadian's dead body
lying in the front room.
He compared it with the buttons on

Colvin's jacket, and it tallied. More-
over, one of the buttons was missing
from the woollen garment.

"Maybe the tread of the tyres doesn't
prove anything, Jim," Brad told O'Brien
grimly. " Bui here's something that
does."
He was unaware of the fact, but at

that very instant the door of the nearby
office had opened and Enos Colvin had
appeared on the threshold, having duly
signed the receipt (hat Inspector Brad-
•haw had drafted out.
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Well, thanks again, inspector,"
Colvin drawled, looking back into the
room. "I'm sorry I have to hurry off
like this, but I've a long road in front
of me."
"That's all right, Mr. Colvin!" came

Bradshaw's answer. "But if you ever
happen to be in these parts again, look
me up, won't you ?"

The American nodded, and then turned
to withdraw from the office, and it was
as he swung round that he saw Brad
Sheridan and Jim O'Brien standing
beside his car some little distance away,
the former still holding the woollen
jacket in his hands.
Enos Colvin drew down his brows,

and across his sallow face there passed
an expression of mingled annoyance and
perplexity. But. since he had no idea
as to the reason why his coat should be
subjected to a scrutiny, it was annoy-
ance that chiefly marred his countenance
as he pushed open the door of the office

again and summoned Bradshaw to the
threshold.

"Inspector." he snapped, "will you
kindly tell me the meaning of this?"

Followed by Constable Gary, Bradshaw
moved over to the doorway, and wirli

an angry gesture Colvin pointed to the
two Motilities by his automobile.
"What's wrong, Mr. Colvin?" the in-

spector queried.
"That's what I'd like to know," the

American retorted. "The jacket those
fellows are looking at—it happens to be
mine."
Leaving Colvin in the doorway, the

inspector and Constable Cary walked
across to Brad and O'Brien, and on
reaching them the senior officer spoke
with some austerity.
"What a re« you doing, Sheridan?" he

demanded.
Brad wheeled, and answered him in a

strong, clear voice that carried to the
ears of the man in the office porch.
"Putting a rope around the neck of

Jean Foray's murderer, sir!" he said.

"The tyre-tracks of this car correspond
with those I saw near the cabin on the
evening of the crime. And this button
that I found near Jean's body also

tallies with the buttons on this coat.

I
"

He broke off, for at that moment the
drone of an engine was heard, and ten
seconds later a big. powerful auto swept
into view; and as it pulled up alongside
Colvin's sedan Caryl Foray scrambled
out of it in company with Captain
Edwards.
"Brad!" the girl cried. "Oh. Brad,

are we iii time? This is Captain
Edwards of the Milwaukee police, and
he has a warrant for Colvin's arrest on
a charge of attempted embezzlement."
"Embezzlement!" Brad grated.

"That's only a secondary charge. We've
pinned your uncle's murder on him!"
Even as he spoke those words a shout

arose from Constable O'Brien, and, whip-
ping round, the group beside the two
cars saw Eno.s Colvin astride Brad's
horse saw hiin dig his heels savagely
into his Hanks, sending him straight .

for the woods that surrounded the settle

incut.

'flu scoundrel had heard the denuneia
fions that had been launched against him
and hail snatched at his only possible

chance of escape, swinging clear of the
road to make for the heart of the forest.

Nor was there much doubt that he would
have effected a getaway, for no automo-
bile could have followed him along the
route thai be had in mind, and Brad's
mount had been the only one which was
ready saddled.
Moreover, the eventuality had taken

the officers of the Law so completely by

surprise that Colvin might have been
well within the shelter of the trees ere

(Continued on page 27)
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In the local bar, Captain Cutlet told an admiring audience of his sea adventures, but

one day his bluff was called and for the first time he went to sea in command of a
cargo ship, which was to be scuttled by the mate. A mutiny of fun, starring Will Hay

WINDBAG
^SAILOR

Tall Stories
•' np EX days out we ran into the worst

1 storm I've ever known. ' The
speaker sniffed and paused.

"And, believe me, I've been in some
storms in my time. That, ship seemed
to stand on her head. The waves were
terrific, and the ship would roll down
one of 'em almost like dropping into a

mighty valley. When you got to the
bottom it was like the sides of the
valley closing in on you. Sometimes
those waves didn't break, and the ship
was tossed out like a cork, but other
times tons of water crashed down on
our decks and stove, in the planks.''

"And you lived to tell the tale?''

"Yes, I certainly did.'' Captain Ben
Cutlet pei i'ii over the top of his pince-

nez .il the lii'.lt group in the four-ale

bar of the Crown and Anchor [nn at

Falport. The fishermen of this little

Cornish town often dropped in for a

drink and ' yam. and. though thej
were a trifle doubtful of Captain Ben's
tales of the sea. it helped to pass the
time. "If my throat wasn't so dry"

—

Captain Ben sniffed as he inspected his

empty glass
—"I could go oji swapping

tales all night."

"Another round, Jerry!" -ang out
une, and a queer old boy, verv

bent and wizened, with only one tooth
in his head, bobbed up from behind the
bar and grinned inanely. Jeremiah
Harbottle may have looked a bit queer,
but he wasn't half so daft as ho looked.
The drinks were brought and handed

round. Old Jerry scratched his head.
"We'll, ain't that strange? One drink-

over—who could that be for?"
"You've swung that trick twice

already 1 1 1 i
—

.
evening," sniffed Captain

Ben. "Don't you try it when it comes
to my turn."

"When!"
Someone coughed sarcastically.
Jeremiah went off, cackling trium-

phantly, and was about to consume his

ill-gotten drink when into the bar
parlour Bwept a big, broad- shouldered,
grey-haired woman. Jerry's wife, Ben's
sister, and the master of .he Crown and
Anchor. Jeremiah Harbottle look one
look at her grim face, placed the drink
down hurriedly and departed behind the
counter.

Captain Ben Cutlet smirked at her,
and she did not smile ba< i<.

"Did an\ uii.' smash a glass?" she
asked.

"No, ma'am!" cried one of the G

men. " It. « eren'l us."

"I heard it." Mrs. Harhottlc folded
her arms. "I'll go and talk to Albert."
She retired from the parlour amidst

of relief. Her husband swigged
the drink in ease die should conic back.
"Weil, here's mud in yer eye!"

Captain Ben raised his glass and winked
af its contents. "Yes, boys, that was
the very worst storm I was ever in. All
the rivets came out, and we looked like

Foundering. According to the charts
we were a hundred miles south of

Valparaiso "

" Santa Cruz !'.'

Captain Ben Cutlet tinned sharply
and glared at old Harbottle.
"Valparaiso!"
"Santa Cruz'" persisted Jeremiah.
"We were lying off Valparaiso.''

"Panama," drawled a lazy voice, and
a very large, round-faced boy appeared.
He was leisurely wiping a glass.

"Don't you butt m, Albert!" rasped
Ben. "It was Valparaiso."
"It was Panama!" cried Albert. "At

any rate, it was Panama tiie last time
you told this yarn."
Captain Ben Cutlet eyed the boy dis

approvingly, coughed, drained his glass,

inspected its emptiness, and looked all

round hopefully. Suddenly his

lighted on the clock, and lie started.

"Albert's us bad as Jerry," he cried
with a sly grin. "I've been in so many
blame storms that at times I kinda
confused myself. But I know tins'

happened at Valparaiso." He
belligerently at the pot-boy. "It was a

typhoon what we Struck al Panama."
"But I thought, typhoons "

" You ain't here to think !"
,

Cutlet. He cleared his throat with
much noise. "Wonder it I've got time
to tell you about the Nancy bee. What
a tragedy ! What a queen among
ships!" He coughed and picked up
l.is glass. "Hoarse work talking."

"It's your turn, Jim." Old Jerry
had bobbed back into the pi'

"Same again, boys?"

"And make it snappy."
Ben shuddered as lie gazed at the

clock.

The drinks were produced, and, need-
less to say, Jerry had again drawn a

half-pint too many. The reluctant Jim,
the slander of the round, was toasted,

and the assembly gazed expectantly at

Captain Cutlet. Every inch a seaman.
Served before the mast sinee he was a

kid, worked his way up till he got a

master's ticket. His seaman's reefoi
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jacket, his serge trousers, his striped

jersey, and his peaked cap suited the

captain to perfection, though the pince-

nez somehow didn't seem to fit the
picture. Perhaps bad sight had caused
the captain to take a spell ashore.
"The Mary Anne was "

"The Nancy Lee," corrected Albert
without a smile.

"The Nancy Lee was built afore the

War, and "

"You said she was a queen among
ships, and if she were built before the
War she must be an old tub," argued a
fisherman.
"Ships what was built afore the War

was made of the finest timber," shouted
Ben Cutlet. " After the War ships was
made of any old junk. A mint of money-
was spent on fitting her out, and if it

.hadn't been for them pesky pirates she
would be afloat to-day."
"Chinese pirates," said Albert.
" Who's telling this story—you or

me?" shouted Ben. "These Chinese
pirates attacked us in a large junk "

"Junk—junk—nothing but junk."
"Albeit, did you speak?"
"No, I was just thinking aloud."
" You keep quiet." Ben sipped his

drink. "That junk had four decks, and
every one of 'em was alive with pirates.

We hadn't a chance, though we put up
a good fight." He shook his head.
"Brave men are often fools. Because
we killed a couple of dirty Chinks, their

leader, whose name was Chung Ho, the
famous pirate, was so mad that he had
the cap'n tortured and the mate thrown
overboard to the shad
"Weren't you captain?"
" I got my mate's ticket as a result of

what happened thai day." Ben gave an
emphatic nod. "By the time those

pirates had finished with us there was
only six of us living, and we were forced
to navigate our own ship. At night we
anchored, and the pirates strapped us
to the mast."
"Why?" asked a bullet-headed half-

wit.

"To keep the mast from falling down.
Four days we were in this plight when
we conies to the mouth of a wide river.

For days we had been in sight of land,
and this river curled amidst wild and
desolate mountains. Not a soul in sight,

but along the banks ran crowds of wild
animals, snarling and roaring. They
smelt blood. Our blood ran cold when
we heard we were going to be put
ashore the next day. It was mv turn at

the wheel, and I drove that ship straight
for a jagged rock that was sticking up
in the middle of the river. That rock
<ul through the plates like cheese. My
five shipmates was strapped to the mast,
whilst I did my turn at the wheel, and
T cut them free with my knife."

"How did you get a knife, Ben?"
"I stole it and hid it in my clothing."

Ben >vas ready with his answers. "The
ship sank like a stone; before she slid

to the bottom we made that rock, and
saw the water boiling with sharks. It

was a dreadful sight to behold, and 1
shall see it if T live to be a hundred.
The dhow what was following behind

"The junk!"
Ben withered Albert with a glance.
"The junk was behind because we

v ere towing it. The Chinks wen- lull'

asleep, and before thej could hoist sail

they ran into the bank. It was a fail

treat to see those animals trying to get
at them, and "

Mrs. Jeremiah Harbottle sailed back
into the bar.

"Look at the clock!" slic pointed.
"Ten minutes past closing-time: Do
you waul to gel mj house a bail

name?"
January 23rd. 1MR
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The fishermen scoffed their drinks and
departed quickly, because the landlady
had a sharp tongue. Jerry and Albert
retired to wash glasses, whilst Captain
Ben settled down before the fire.

"Why not tidy up the place?"
snapped his sister. " You do nothing but
sit around all day and loaf. Fine
brother you are. Been here six months
and still out of work. When Henry was
alive he used to say you was the laziest

"Have a heart, Emma!" begged Ben.
"This pub was nigh empty when firsr

I come home from foreign parts, and
look how I've made trade look up. I'jn

getting the Crown and Anchor a fine

name in the district."

"A bad name, you good-for-nothing!"
She tossed a letter on the table.

"That's just come. Maybe it's that

legacy you keep expecting."
Captain Ben Cutlet adjusted his

glasses, opened the envelope, and took
out the contents.

"Enuiia.'' He glanced round.
"Here's someone who appreciates me.
I said I was getting the Crown and
Anchor known. Well, here's a lady
what's heard all about me and my
adventures at sea."
"Does she offer you a job?"
" She wants me to come and see her,

as she reckons the world should know
of the terrors and dangers through
which I have passed."

"Stuff and nonsense!" snorted Mrs.
Harbottle. "Who's the letter from?"
"Olivia Potter-Porter," answered Ben.

"Seemed to have heard that name."
"Miss Potter-Porter lives up at the

big house." said Emma. "A very
wealthy woman, they do say. Owns a
steamship company, or something. Go
and see her, Ben Cutlet, and get her to

give, you a job. If she won't give you
a ship, see if she'll let you do a bit of
gardening."
" Gardening, Emma ?"

"It's about all you're fit for." Emma
Harbottle slapped a jug down on the
counter. "And if she'd take you on the
staff there would be one person who
wouldn't weep." She wagged a fat

hand at Ben. "I've had almost enough
of you, Captain Ben Cutlet. And if you
think you're anchored to the Crown for

the rest of your life you're very much
mistaken."
"Oh dear!" sniffed the captain as his

sister strode "'it of the bar parlour. "I
hope she isn't serious."

The Rob Roy Without a Captain

MISS OLIVIA POTTER-PORTER
was a tall, pleasant, kindly
woman, inclined to talk rather a

lot and to imagine herself a very cap-

able, intelligent person. She made a

great fuss of the captain and listened

eagerly to some of his stones—and she
believed the mt Believed him even when
he got confused with Cape of Good Hope
and Cape J lorn, and stated how- he was
wiecked off the northern coast of
Australia and nearly eaten alive by
Zulus.
After tea she told the captain that for

centuries he* family had been associated
with the sea, and that her grandfather's

sei chest had been bequeathed her. Ben
sniffed and looked vague when she
opened the chest and produced a sex-

tant, and got out of explaining it by
saying that thai type was not used these

days, and hurriedly changed the subject
lo telescopes.

"My father owned a shipping line,

and I'm part-owner now." she told him.
"I've -"Id half my interest to a Mi.
Yates you must meet him one day. I

expect, Captain Cutlet, you may have
wondered why I wrote to yon. Well.
being so interested in the sea. I am a
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sort of patron to Falport's troop of
Sea Scouts. They have a meeting to-
morrow, and the mayor will be
present. Captain Cutlet," I wish you
would tell the dear boys some of jour
wonderful and thrilling experiences."

" Well—er-I "

"I won't take 'no' for an answer,"
purred Miss Potter-Porter.
She was so fulsome in her praises of

his heroism that finally Captain Cm lei

agreed—after refreshment composed of
very old liqueur whisky. He would be
delighted.

Mr Yates sat in the office of the
shipping line which was owned by Mi"
Potter-Porter and controlled by himself.
A middle-aged man whose eyes were
dark and shrewd, lie was studying a
report.
The Rob Roy was ten days late, and

all this stuff about head winds and
storms was all nonsense. His 'phone
went, and a clerk informed bun that
Captain Shaddick and the mate.
Marriott, of the Rob Roy. were Outside.
He growled for them to be shown into
his office at once.
"Well, Captain Shaddick. late as

usual." was his greeting, spoken
viciously. "What excuse have von this

time?"
The bearded captain eyed the owner

quite frankly.

"Bad weather and a bad ship." he
answered.
"I don't quite get you. Captain Shad-

dick. Are you suggesting that anything
is wrong with the Rob Roy?"
"You've said it," answered the cap-

tain. "I've had to nurse that ship to
port. In the first bad storm she'll break
up and go to pieces. She won't pas>
the Board of Trade survey in her
present condition. She's due for survey
on the twenty-third, according to Lloyd's
regulations, and they'll condemn her."

"The Rob Roy is in splendid con-
dition," raged Yates. "Just some more
of your excuses for being late and
missing some valuable cargo."
"I don't lie. Mr. Yates," coolly

answered the captain. "There isn't a

decent bearing in her engines —she's a

coffin ship. Ask Mr. Marriott if yoi:

don't believe me."
The big unshaven man in the shabbj

clothes twisted his cap between dirty
fingers.

"Well, I won't go so far as to say
she's in the best of condition." he
muttered. "I think she's sea-worthy.''
"I have a cargo that must sail on the

twentieth for the West Indies." said

Yates. "Those are your order-.

Captain Shaddick."
"Not mine they're' not." The caj a

shook his head. "I'm not taking the
Rob Roy out as she is, not with bad
weather expected this month. I'd take

her out if the Board pass her on the
twenty-tliird, bul L got a wife and kids

to think of, and the Rob Roy leaks like

a barrel."
Yates became very angry, and so did

the captain, and it ended by the owner
saying that the captain was no longer on
the pay-roll of the company. The cap-
tain said he wasn't chancing his master's
certificate to run a ship that ought to

be condemned, and departed, but the
ii, ate remained.
" Marriott) "—Yates looked keenly al

the nuii' "you and 1 have winked
together before. I want your real

opinion of the Rob Roy."
"Wouldn't pass the Hoard, even if

tl.ey wa> all blindfolded." was the
answer. "She's had her day. and the
first bad weather will see her break up.
What's more. Mr. Yates, she would
cost a loi of money to refit—more than
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she's worth. But I'll fake her out, fir.

if you'll give me the chance. I've got

me master's ticket.''

"Well, it's a big responsibility— with

your record, Marriott." Yates gave the

man a keen glance. "But I'll discuss it

with my partner. I'm expecting her
this morning, so hang around. 7

'

Not many minutes after Marriott had
gone out of the room Miss Pottei -Porter
was announced. With carefully, selected

words Yates explained that Captain
Shaddiek was no longer with the com-
pany. The captain had stated that ho
was too old for the job and wished to

retire. Most awkward, as it was
essential the Rob Roy should sail on
the twentieth for the West Indies.

"The first mate's jn-t asked for the

captain's job," added Yates. "What
do you think about it?"

'It's a bit of a risk. George."
"We might do worse. Marriott'* been

with us a long time—good captains are

hard to find."

Miss Potter-Porter had a brain-wave.
"I know a good captain," she cried.

"Captain Ben Cutlet."
"Never heard of him,'' eried Yaies.
"He's a famous sea captain—he's had

years of experience," enthused Olivia.

"Captain Cutlet U giving a talk to my
Sea Scouts to-morrow—come up and
meet him before we make a decision/'

"All right." agreed Yates. "I'll

leave it till to-morrow."

On the platform stood Captain Ben
Cutlet, whilst seated behind where Miss
Potter-Porter, dressed as a scout

niistress, the mayor, the band leader,
and several important members of the
council.

Captain Ben wore his b'fisl reefer
jacket. He was going to tell these boys
of the Seagull Patrol -tories that would
make their hair stand on end. The
only fly in the ointment W88 young
Albeit. lie would be a Sea Scout—

a
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boy who had a habit of asking awkward
questions.

"It was in the winter of ninety-four.
I was in command of the Mother
Machr.ee. We were bowling along in a
high wind—in fact, the wind was so high
that the bottom s.iils weren't getting
any wind at all, which caused the ship
to lie pushed o\er on her beam end*.

So I gave orders to the crew to hoist

tiu> mamsads to the top of the mast,
but, much to our annoyance, we found
the braces had come undone and the
sails were falling down "

Among the audience were Yates and
Marriott. Yate* looked at the mate,
who was gaping at the platform with his

mouth open.

"What's he talking about »"

" Blowed if I kuou . sir."

"There we were— helpless in the
China Sea-—and bearing down on us was
a large Chinese junk— full of pirates. It

wasn't even a medium-sited junk— it was
a very large junk. It was fully four
hundred feet long, iiad four docks and
five masts " Captain Ben Cutlet
paused for breath.

"T think thi* fellow's a bluff," whis-
pered Yates in the mate'- ear. "He's
talking a lot of drivel."
Marriott nodded his agreement.
"If you want my opinion, sir, he's

never been to sea .11 all."

"Is that so?" Vat. s gave a grim
chuckle. "Come outside. Marriott, I've
just thought of something
They turned ai the doorway and

glanced at r-<i< li other understandingly.
Young Albert had asked Captain Cutlei
to demonstrate ho • to mate the knot
known as a "-hoif sheep *hank "— it was
obviou* that the captain ilid not know
anything about knots. except a
" granny."
"He'il bluff hi* way with that

audience, though I exj t some of the
scouts may be very suspicious." Yates
laughed a- he leaned aeiOss a table in an
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outer room of the scouts' hall. "But
he'll be just the man to take out the
Rob Roy."
"But that cuts me out." cried Mar-

riott. "And that mug don't "

"Not so loud." cautioned Yates.
"Listen— if anything happens to a ship
the captain takes full responsibility,
doesn't he? He ha* to answer all the
question*. You wouldn't want that to
happen to you, would you."
"What do you mean."
"Listen, and I'll tell you how yon can

clean up a nice sum of money." Yates
looked round. "This is what I want
yon to do. First of all' " his voice
died down to the merest whisper.

"It sounds okay to inc." hoarsely
cried Marriott, when Yates had unfolded
hi* scheme.

"All we've got to do is to gel
signed on."

Marriott fingered hi- scrubby chin.
"That's where you're going to be up

against it— if that old windbag i* as big
a liar as T think he is he wouldn't dare
sign on."
"You're right." Y.ilcs sat back, and

then a -mile appeared. "
I think T know

a way to fix the captain."

One evening, two days later. Ma]
appeared outside the Crown and An
He looked at the time. Yate- should be
along with Miss Potter-Porter in about,

five minutes, lb- pushed open the swing
door- and lurched into the pailour.

I 'apta in Ben Outlet \\ a* in lull si

lie had had -e\cral drinks which he had
put "down the hatch" and was en-
thralling everybody with a grand tale of
smuggling.

Marriott ordered some ale and iheii

went across to listen to Bin. Old llai-

botlle and Albeit saw the -tail the
big man gave when he saw Ben's face,

and so did some of the audit

' That junk had four decks and every deck was alive with pirates I proclaimed Captain Ben.
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Marriott put down his beer and slapped
Ben on the shoulder.

"Well, if it isn't mv old ship-mate,
Captain Cutlet!"
"Eh?" gasped Ben.
"Don't you remember me—I'm Jim

Marriott,"
Ben Cutlet opened his mouth, blinked

his eyes and then shook his head. "Jim
Marriott—never heard the name/'

"But T was your first mate on the
Mother Machree," eried Marriott.
"You ain't forgotten when we were
chased by them pirates? You haven't
forgotten thai Chinese junk?"
"Oh—er—that junk!"
"There's a captain for you," Marriott

appealed to the audience. "We were
heading for Shanghai and bearing right

down on us was a Chinese junk full of
pirates armed to the teeth. What a

junk, too—four decks and five masts."
Captain Ben Cutlet gave the big man

a nervous glance.
"You've never told us that one. Ben,"

cackled an old boy.
"Haven't I?" Ben grinned sheepishly.

"It's only just come back to me."
"I could tell you tales about this fellow

you'd never believe," cried Marriott in

ringing tones.

At that precise moment Y'ates escorted
Miss Olivia Potter-Porter into the bar
parlour.
"Those were the good old days,

weren't they, captain." Marriott gave
Ben a resounding clap on the back.
"Doesn't ii make you long to be back
at sea— to stand on Your own bridge
again with the wind Slowing through
your hair and the lives of every soul on
board in the hollov of your hand?"
"Yes. yes, it does— it certainly does."

Ben Cutlet was so swept of! his feet by
these stirring words that he was guilty
of making a rash remark. "For two
pins I'd pack up and go back to sea to-

morrow."
"I'm very glad to hear you say that."

It was Miss Potter-Porter.
"What?" The captain was aghast at

the unexpected sight of the scout-mistress
in the bar parlour.
"I'm glad you would like to go back

to sea because that's just what I've come
to see you about." Olivia indicated her
dapper escort. "This is Mr. Yates, the
managing- director of the Green Star
Line."
As in a dream. Captain Ben Cutlet

heard Yates offering him the command
of one of the company's ships. It was
some while before he could collect his
wits.

"It's a wonderful offer and—er—I ap-
preciate it. If only I had myself
to think of—I'd jump at it." Ben
sniffed and peered over his pince-nez.
"But if I went to sea agafri who'd look
after the old Crown and Anchor?"
"We would!" boomed the heavy tones

of Mrs. Harbottle.
Captain Ben Cutlet then told a har-

rowing tale of losing his instruments,
charls and master's certificate when his
ship, the Rose Marie, was holed by an
iceberg.

Yales had to admit that it was a little

awkward, and winked at Marriott.
"Begging your pardon, sir, but if I

can be of any help to Captain Cutlet,
T can vouch for him." His arm went
round the captain's neck. "I've sailed
under him on seven different voyages.
haven't T, captain?"
"Er—er -tun -was it that many?"

si uttered the confused captain,
"Aye, and T mind (lie Rose Marie."

Marriott stared almost aggressively at

Miss Rotter-Porter. "The seas were
thick that \eai uiili icebergs. Captain
Cutlet was the last to leave his ship,

ladv."
January Mtrd, 1937.
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"Well. George, that should be. satis-

factory." Miss Olivia turned to her
partner. "What do you think?"

"Good enough for me." Yrates stepped
forward. "Captain Cutlet, I herewith
appoint you to command the Rob Roy.
Yon sail Thursday."
"But I—er—I " Ben's words were

drowned in the cheering.
It was old Harbottle who took ad-

vantage of the situation.
"Drinks all round on Captain Ben!"

he piped.
What could Captain Ben Cutlet say

or do ? Nothing. Except grin sh«.gpLHy
and wonder how he could avoid sailing
on the Thursday and save his face.

" All Visitors Ashore "

MRS. HARBOTTLE was taking no
chances about losing her un-
welcome lodger, and with the

assistance of her husband and Albert was
packing up the belongings of Captain
Ben Cutlet.

"I don't suppose he wants to take
this with him." cried Mrs. Harbottle, and
held out a photograph she had found.
"Look!"
Jerry Harbottle and Albert saw a pic-

ture of Ben posed majestically on the
deck of a canal barge with his hand on
the tiller.

"If they saw that he wouldn't be
captain of the Rob Roy very Jong,"
cackled old Harbottle.
"And that means we'd lose a good

chance of getting rid of him," eried Mrs.
Harbottle^
"Getting rid of who?" said a voice

outside the door, and Mrs. Harbottle was
just in time to pass the incriminating
picture to Albert.
"You!" Mrs. Harbottle glowered at

her brother.

"Who is?" sniffed Ben.
"We are!" it was old Jerry Harbottle.
" Y'ou are not."
"I say we are." Old Jerry's one tooth

gleamed vindictively. "Y7ou're as good
as gone now."
"He's right." Mrs. Harbottle swept

past. "Thank heavens this is the last

night you sleep under my roof."

"She's going to get a big surprise,"

cried Captain Cutlet, closing the door
after her. "Because I'm not going."

"What!" shouted Harbottle and
Albert.
"I'm not sailing."

"You've got to—you can't get out of

it," eried Albeit.

"Oh, yes I can. You've got to help

me."
"Not me," Albert answered.
"Nor me," said Harbottle.
Captain Ben Cutlet held out his hands

appealingly. "Are you going to stand

by and see me make a fool of myself?"
"Why not?" viciously eried Albert.

'We're used to it."

"You've got to go," shouted old Har-
bottle. "If you don't go all the village

will know you're a fake."
"But. Jeremiah," hoarsely cried Ben.

"You know I've never been to sea—what
on earth could I do on a big ship like

that? If I own up it isn't going to do
the Crown and Anchor any good.
You've got to help me."
"What d'yOU want us to do?" surlily

asked Albert.
"I'll tell you.'' Ben was all smiles.

"I go on board and just as we are about
to sail you dash on to the bridge with a

telegram. It's from my aunt in Glasgow
to say she is dying."
"Is she';" asked Albeit.
"No, 1 haven't got an aunt."
"Well, how can she send a telegram

to jaj she's dying '.'"

" It'- part of the scheme." Ben
glare'd iiatelv at Albert, whom he half
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suspected of pulling his leg. "I open the
telegram and say, ' Stop—hold every-
thing—I can't sail.'

"

"Why not?" asked Harbottle.
"Because my aunt in Glasgow is dying

and I've got to go to her."

"But you haven't got an aunt in Glas-
gow!" snouted Albert.
"I know I haven't," shouted Ben

"The telegram's a fake. Because if my
aunt is dying in Glasgow and wants to
see me I can't sail, can I?"
"No." Albert understood at last.

"All you've got to do is to bring the
telegram." Ben looked anxiously at the
pot-boy. "Y'ou'll do that for me, won't
you?"
"No, can't be done." Albert shook

his fat head. "I've got to be with the
Sea Scouts to see you off." He stabbed
a thumb at the opened-mouthed Jere-
miah Harbottle. "Let him do it."

"I'll do it, Ben." said old Harbottle.
"Right." Ben mopped his brow with

relief. "Listen. I shall be up on the
bridge, and when you hear me shout
' all visitors ashore ' you dash up and
hand me the telegram. Think von can
do it?"
"Yes."
"Then let's try it." Ben moved to the

chest of drawers. "Now, I'm on the
bridge." He walked to the window and
back, then shouted: 'All visitors

ashore!"
Jeremiah Harbottle ran forward.
"Telegram for you, sir."

Ben took an imaginary envelope and
opened it.

"Good heavens," he cried. "It's from
my aunt in Glasgow."
"Yes," lisped old Harbottle. "She's

dead."
After a lot of rehearsing Harbottle at

last understood what he was expected to

do, and Ben Cutlet retired to bed to

dream peacefully. Everything was
settled and he was saved.

On the next day Captain Ben Cutlet

was driven down the wooden pile pier

to where a somewhat weather-beaten
cargo vessel was anchored. Most of Fal-

port were there to see Captain Cutlet
take over his new command. He bowed
to all and felt quite sorry that his glory

could only be short-lived. He saw old

Harbottle in the crowd, and gave a slight

nod as the old boy half-opened his hand
to show a pink envelope.

Yratcs was there to welcome him.
"Glad to see you, Captain Cutlet."

He held out his hand. "The Rob Roy's
all ready for you to take over the com-
mand. I've got picked men for your
crew."

When Ben Cutlet saw the hard-boiled,

unshaven, powerful and ugly men of the

crew he felt very glad he was not going
to sea. It was another nasty shock to

find that Marriott was the first mate.

It was an ordeal taking Miss Olivia

Potter-Porter over the ship and trying

to avoid answering her many questions.

On the bridge Ben became so agitated

when she asked him to explain how the

engine-room telegraph worked that be

clutched the siren-lanyard in his B{

tion.

Twice the whistle sounded, making
Captain Pen Cutlet shiver at the shrill

derision of the sound. He let go of the

cord hurriedly. Up to the bridge came
Yates. Close behind was the mate.
"Well, good-bye, captain, good luck."

"You're not going yet, are you?"
stammered Ben.
"You gave the signal for all visitors

ashore, didn't you?" cried the fust

mate.
"Did I?" gasped Ben. and then

grinned. "How remarkable." He
leaned over the side of the bridge "All
\iMloi> ashore!" he bellowed.
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"Good-bye, captain, and. a pleasant
voyage," cried Miss Potter-Porter.
"Same to you—er—er—thank you."

He grinned foolishly, and seeing no sign

of old Harbottle, yelled loudly, "All
\ isitors ashore !"

But in spite of all his shouting
Jeremiah Harbottle did not appear, and
at last the mate, looking somewhat be-
-wildered and suspicious, hastened for-

ward to report that all visitors had been
ashore some minutes. They weic casting
off.

"We're ready to sail."

"I'm not ready.'' Bon was in a panic.

"Till 'em to cast on again.''

"But steam''; up and the tide's right

—

shall I give the signal or will you?"
gruffly shouted Marriott.
"We don't sail until I say so." yelled

Ben Cutlet, and rushed to the side. "All
visitors ashore !"

Marriott, tapped him on the shoulder.

"Don't you see we're drifting— "ill

you give orders to east off the stern ropes
or shall T?"
"When T want them cast off I'll tell

you!" shouted Ben. glancing this way
and that. " Je rry!" he yelled

frantically.

"But we're turning right round-
crders to casl off," sang out the mate.

" Not until I'm ready."
"Very well." The mate gave Ben a

violent push. "If you won't—I will."

Ben staggered back, and clutching for

support put his hand on the engim
ii legraph, the ship gave a slight lurch
and Ben swayed -till clutching the tele-

graph. He pulled it over to "FULL
STEAM AHEAD."
The people of Farport had a thrill that

day because the town lo of the
quay. Ben's order at once tautened
the rope, which was very strong, and the
quay being nearly Victorian lis woodwork
collapsed. A watchman's hut and a nice
slice of pier fell down. The Rob Roy
put out to sea towing part of the pier
with it.

Stowaways
CAPTAIN BEN CUTLET was on the

bridge. He did not know much
about it, a- the Bob Boy was good

at pitching and rolling, and the inside of
the redoubtable captain was not behaving
at all well. To say that the captain
looked green was to put it mildly.

"Red light on the Starboard bow.
sang out the look out man.
"Well, stop the ship and wait till it

tarns to green." muttered Captain Ben.
Marriott, clad in oilskins and sou'-

wester, came up on to the bridge, and
grinned at sight of his captain.
"Well, captain, how does it feel lo

be back at sea again? I bet this is

stirring up old memoi
"It's stirring up a lot of things."

"Would you like me to take over now,
skipper ?"

"Would I—not 'art'!*' Ben cried
rly, " That is ii you're quite

you can manage without me till—er—to-
morrow—er— sometime.''
"That's all right, skipper,'' Marriott

grinned, and clutched the swaying cap-
tain. "You go and turn in." He
turned. "Hey! Hulbert!" A . man
came quickly to the bridge. "Take the
captain to his cabin."
Captain Ben Cutlet was carried to his

cabin across Hulbtrt's shoulder and
dumped none too gently on the Boor,
He lay there for ft few minutes, and then
with a great effort got to his feet. He
observed two curtained bunks, and de-
cided to rest and let. his head dear, when
maybe he could think how to get off
this ship. He swayed towards the bunk.
clutched at the side, and then staggeied
back as head appeared—a head with
only one tooth.
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"Telegram from Glasgow," cackled
old Jeremiah.
"You! What are you doing here?"

gasped Ben.
The old boy grinned and held out the

telegram.
" Co on—open it !"

"What's the good of opening it now ':"

raved Ben.
"Well, you never know," said Jerry.

" She might be better."
"You know I haven't an aunt, you old

fool!" Ben shook with impotent rage.
" Now. thanks to you, I'm six hours out
to sea with a ship on my hands— 1 don't
know where I am or where I'm going.
and I feel as sick as a dog. And it's all

your fault, you old
"

"Aw—shut up!" And the head of

Albert appeared from the top bunk.
"What are you doing' here?"
Albert grinned.
" I'm a stowaway."
"And so am I!" cackled Jeremiah.
" How dare you stow away on my

ship?" cried Ben. "And in in\ cabin,
and in my bunk! You get off this ship

at once!"
"We will not!" cried Albert.
Ben Swayed and s;,t down hard on the

cabin floor. Albert and Jeremiah hooted
with mirth.

"I'll have you thrown off!" spluttered
the captain. "Just you wait till 1 call

the mati ."

"If you call the mate I'll show him
this.'' Albert produced a picture post-
card "It's a picture of you on the

budge of your last ship—some barge!"

"You ain't cot a captain's ticket!"
chimed in Jeremiah. "And the penally
for a captain taking command ol a ship
on the nigh teas without a ticket is at

least six months — without option." He
cackled shrillyl "You leave us alone
and we won't give yon away."

"A couple of crooks!" spluttered Ben.
"So you didn't hand in that telegram on
purpose."
"You've guessed it. clever!" jeered

Albert. "We're going to see the world
—at your expense. Good-night!" lie

drew his curtains.

"Here, where do T sleep?" demanded
Ben, when he had recovered from
Albert's statement.
"On the floor." cackled old Jeremiah,

and drew his own cm tain.

At daybreak Captain Ben Cutlet woke
up with a stiff neck through reposing
on the floor, and he was in 'he midst
of telling Jeremiah and Albert that he
wished to flay them alive when a black
steward arrived with some breakfast.
Food brought Albeit out into the open,
and in the end the mate heard about
the stowaways. Knowing what they
would say to the mate, the skipper
assured the mate that they were friends
Ol his.

"Mated to be parted from me." Ben
smiled nervously at the irate mate. "So

Ben swayed and sat down hard
on the cabin floor, while Albert
and Jeremiah hooted with mirth.
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they came aboard. We'd better put back
and land them."
"Out of the question, sir!" cried the

mate. "Now they're here they'll have
to stay. We're short-handed, so they
can do some work."

"It had better be easy work," Albert
hissed in a whisper, as they were ordered
by the mate to go on deck.

Captain Ben Cutlet sank limply into

a chair when they had gone. The ex-

citement of the last few hours had made
him forget all about being seasick.

Maybe he was getting his sea-legs, lb'

stood up, and at once his head seemed
to be going round and round. A rat-tat.

at his door by hard knuckles.

"Eight bells have gone. sir. Your
watch, sir."

"My watch?" Ben fumbled in his

pocket and took out an ancient time-

piece. "What about it?"
"ft's your watch on the bridge, sir,"

patiently came the voice of the seaman.
"The second mate will relieve you •<

noon."
"Oh, I see!" Ben answered. "I'll be

along in live minute-."
The keen, sharp an' did much to revive

the captain, though it was unpleasant lo

scan the seas and see nothing on the

horizon.
"Where—er- is the ship headiii]

Ben asked the helmsman.
"Sou' west by south." The helmsman

pointed to the binnacle. "There's the

course, sir.''

Captain Cutlet took a hasty glance ai

the binnacle, .nifl to him if was worse
than a jigsaw puM.le. Seeing a telescope,

pick id it up irid smiled .n th< chrllj

pictun .

"Not much traffic about this i

irig," he grinned at the helmsman ner-

vously, and (he grin faded before the

look in fhe man's eyes. "Not many
lioats about, are there?" he added hastily.

"No, sir," muttered the helmsman,
eyeing ihe captain as if he were an
escaped lunatic.

"I think I—er—will fake a turn at

steering," stated Captain Ben, and re-

lieved the helmsman of the wheel.
Down in the hold -Marriott was talking

to lite crew.
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"This mug ain't ever been to sea

before," the mate told them. "He
thinks we're on our way to Norway."
"What's he doing on this ship?" asked

a sailor.
" I told you boys there was some easy

monev if you signed on for this trip,

didn't I?" retorted Marriott. "Well,
I'll tell you all about it later. In the
meantime treat him as a captain, but
take your orders from me. Best get
back on deck."
The ship's course was that of a snake.
"Edmunds!" Marriott grabbed one of

the sailors. "Run up and take the wheel
before he turns her turtle."

Mutiny

THE days passed, and seldom was land
in sight. Captain Ben Cutlet
strutted about the bridge and (ned

to imagine that all was well. Actually
lie was scared of the mate and his rascally

crew. And so the ship rounded Cape
Horn and worked up into the South
Pacific.

In the mate's cabin was the second
mate and the bo'sun. All wore very few
clothes as it was sweltering hot.
"According to the noon position to-day

that's where we are." Marriott placed a
dirty thumb on an even dirtier map.
"By dawn to-morrow we should be in

the right place." lie moved his thumb.
"There! Bo'sun. get the men together
in the fo'c'sle -1 want to talk to them.
And be sure the captain and his stow-
aways don't get wind of it."

Albert was surlib potatoes
when Captain Cutlet came down from
the bridge and came along the deck.
He paused by Albert, and spoke out of
the corner of his mouth.
"I want to see you in my cabin right

away."
Farther on old Harbottle was making

a poor effort at washing the decks. Cap-
tain Cutlet hissed the same order.
Some minutes later the three were in

the captain's cabin. Ben closed the dooi
and peered at them over his pince-nez.
"How far is it to Norwaj ?'" he whis-

pered mysteriously.
"From where?" asked Jeremiah.
"From England, of course."
Jeremiah did not know, and Albert

gave it as his opinion that the distance
would be about three hundred miles.
Wliy did Ben want to know?
"Why?" The pince-nez nearly fell off

bis nose in his excitement. " You say
it's three hundred miles. Do vou realise
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we've been at sea for nine weeks, and
we haven't seen any land, let alone
Norway?"
"Perhaps we passed it in the night,"

suggested Harbottle.

"Don't be more foolish than you
look!" snapped Ben. "Norway's up
ninth somewhere. Don't you think it's

a bit too hot for Norway? I don't think
we're anywhere near it."

"Well, you're running the ship!" cried

Albert. '*You ought to know where we
are."
Ben gave a knowing sniff.

''That's what's worrying nie--I think

there's something funny going on. I

don't reckon we're going to Norway at

all."

"Why don't you ask the mate?" sug-
gested Albert.
"I don't want to do that 'cos he might

think I don't know where I am," argued
Ben. "I want you two to help me get

my bearings. You understand latitude

and longitude, Albert, don't you?"

Albert did not. though he should have
done as a Sea Scout. There was a globe
in the cabin, and they tried to work out

how many miles the ship had travelled,

and when the answer came to eighty-two
thousand Ben decided they must be

wrong somewhere, as they had been
round the world twice and should now be
off Dover.
"Jerry," Ben said with his usual sniff,

"I think you'd better go and pump the

mate."

In the fo'c'sle Marriott', with the second
mate and tin- bo'sun on either side, was
addressing the crew.

"Listen, fellows, this is the set-up!"

cried the mate. "Mr. Yates has got so

much insurance on this old tub that

it's worth more to him at the bottom
of the sea than it is on top. Now this

is what I want you
to do. Listen care-

fully."

The mate ex-

plained his plans.

"We'll put the

two starboard boats
out of commission
and get away in the
port boats," he con-
cluded. " G u n n,

you take care of the
starboard boats.
Cowan. you put
grub and water in

the port boats
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No one heard the cabin door open.
Jeremiah Harbottle entered the fo'c'sle

and wondered how to set about pumping
the mate.
"At dawn we send the SOS, open

up the sea-cocks, scuttle the ship, and
down she goes." -

A grey-haired, fierce little man stepped
forward.
"You mean to tell me we leave the

captain and the two stowaways on
board ?" he asked.
"Sure," answered the mate. "You

don't thmk we're going to take anybody
back with us to give us away?"
"That's a bit thick, isn't it? I don't

mind standing in with the test on the
other, but I wash my hands of that part
of it."

"All right, MacPhail, we'll fix 'em
somehow. Dump 'em some place." The
mate had no intention of doing any such
thing. "Now, Gtiwi and Cowan, you
get started.

"

The mate turned in time to see
Jeremiah Harbottle stealthily edging
towards the door.
They pounced on him.
"Let me go!" yelled Jeremiah. "I'll

tell the captain about this. Help, help!"
But they did not let Jeremiah go.

They took him up on deck and strapped
him to the foremast. Albert from be-

hind a ventilator watched the scene with
dread. Then Captain Ben Cutlet ap-

peared and demanded the reason for Har-
bottle being strapped to the mast. Two
men seized the captain.

"This is—whv, this is mutiny!" gasped
Ben
"That's right—mutiny!" leered a

sailor.

Ben saw the mate approaching.

"Mr. Marriott, I want these men put
in irons!" lie shouted.
"What for?" grinned the mate.
" They've mutinied."
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In turn the heavy iron bars of the three landed on his large head.
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"Fancy that now!" Marriott laughed
harshly. " " Alt right, boys, tie him \ip

and muzzle him—he talks too much."
Albert saw Ben strapped to the mast

by the crew. Both prisoners were
gagged.
"Where's the kid?" demanded

Marriott.

And though Albeit did a lot of dodg-
ing and took a lot of catching, he was
secured at last and dragged towards the

mast. ,

"Tie him up."
"Don't lie me up witlt those old

fools!" shouted Albert, gazing with liiy

round eves at the mate. "I want to be
on your side—I want to be a mutineer,
too!"
The sailors roared with laughter.
"I know how it's done!" Albert cried,

when the laughter had abated. "I've
seen it on the pictures, and they always
take the cabin-boy with them— it's

posed to be luck] ."
sup-
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round and then untied the gag from the
captain's mouth.
"So you've turned mutineer!" Ben

croaked—he was beyond sniffing.
" 'Sssh !" Albert glanced round fear-

fully. '"I was only pretending."
" Why did you let me stay tied up all

night?"
"I couldn't get away." Albert drew

out a knife and began sawing at Cutlet's

bonds. "We've got to get busy. They're
opening the sea-cocks pretty soon."
"What for?" gasped Ben.

"They're going to scuttle the ship and
leave you to sink with it." Albert was
now busy on the ropes that bound old

Harbottle.
"Oh, are they—we'll soon see about

that !" Righteous indignation made
Captain Cutlet forget his fear. "Where
is everybody ?"

"They are all in the fo'c'sle except the

mate and the engineer." answered
Albert.
"Hood—come on!" cried Ben.
Albert and Jeremiah stalked after Ben

and wondered what lie was going to do.

On tiptoe he went down to the fo'c'sle,

and they saw him slide a hand round the

door. Cutlet grinned as he held up the

key— very quietly lie locked the door on
t In- outside.
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"That settles him!" cackled Jeremiah.
"We'll show 'em who's running this

ship."
"Well, we won't be able to run it for

long if it's sinking." wisely >niffed Cap-
tain Cutlet. "We'd better go off before
they bust that door open." He turned.
Shouting and hammering could be heard.
"They seem to have found out they're
locked in. We'd better net a boat
lowered."
Near the lifeboat was the brace and

bit used by Gunn for boring holes in the
boats. How it got there and why did
not dawn on Hen Cutlet.

"Jerry." He handed over the brace
and bit. " You no and bole holes in all

the other three boats whilst Albert and
I lower this one."
"Hadn't we better take some food and

water?" suggested Albert.
"Yes." Ben scowled impatiently.

"We may need it—hurry!"

So Albert went off to collect some food
whilst Cutlet got in a tangle with the
ropes and old Harbottle bored holes in

the other boats. Albeit found a sack

in the rookhonse and put in as much
food as he could find, some ship's bis-

cuits he hid under his scout jacket, and
he also popped in the cook's portable

wireless set. Albert bad coveted that

All sailors are superstitious, and now
they looked at each other in perplexity.
''"lie ook ivas tt'OI'se than any of
them.

' ListejL boss I" cried the darkie.
I.'.-' don', take no chances w if ole man

luck- maybe de Lid's right."

Marriott grinned and nodded.
"AU right, boys, let the kid alone.

lie can't do anj harm." He cupped his
hands. " liiack ! Keep -the same course.
King for ful] speed ahead."

The Raft

THE grey light of dawn. Captain
Cutlet was awake and sagged
limply in his bonds which had

loosened during the night. Poor old
Harbottle was snoring from sheer ex-
haustion. From below came the sound
of a concertina and drunken singing.

Across the deck came a doubted-lip
figure. It was Albeit. The boy looked

"That settles thorn—now for my friend
Marriott." whispered Captain Cutlet.
"Are there any marline-spikes around?"

Marriott was with MacPhail. The
engineer had opened the sea cocks, and
the water was spurting into the hold.
It would be half an hoiu before the ship
would sink. If Marriott had any (rouble
With the Scottish engineer he was going
to see thai there was an accident. If
MacPhail went overboard the shark?
would do the rest.

"I'll get the men on deck." Marriott
climbed out of the hold. "Better stay
here, Mac, and just watch those sea-
cocks."

But when Marriott came out of the
engine-room he did not know that Ben
Cutlet, and the two stowaways were lying
in wait for him. Prog, pang, pong—in
turn the heavy iron bars of the three
landed on his large head. The mate
collapsed in a heap.

set, and lie reckoned it might keep them
amused in the boat. Most of the food
dropped out of a hole in the sack, but
as the wireless set weighed a lot. he did
not notice.

They lowered the boat somehow or
other. Ben was in the boat when it hit

the water, and at once the sea spurted
through the holes. He spluttered and
floundered about. Amazing how quickly
the boat, tilled. Surprising how tear can
lend one strength. Ben Cutlet swarmed
up the rope dangling from the davits
like a monkey.
Crashing and renderings showed that

the fo'c'sle door was going. The mate
started to recover his senses—they tapped
him on the head and settled that
problem. It was Ben who found the
ships raft and said it was their only
chance. They hurled the clumsy raft
overboard. They were about to clamber
over the side when MacPhail appeared
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and found the prone figure of Marriott
on .the deck. The engineer looked up
and' saw the three horrified faces at the

rails and understood the situation in a

flash.

They were thinking of raising their

hands—all mutineers should carry guns—
when to their surprise the engineer
grinned encouragingly and waved to

them to get off the boat. They did not
waste time in asking for explanations.

As MacPhail helped the stunned
Marriott to his feet the fo'c'sle door
burst open and the scared crew came
pouring up on deck.
Captain Cutlet was not good at slid-

ing down ropes, and also did not look

where he was going—he slid straight

into the sea with a loud splash. Albert
and Jeremiah dragged him on to the

raft. With their oars they pushed the

cumbersome craft awav from the Rob
Roy.
Marriott pushed MacPhail away and

staggered to the rails. He looked down
at the raft.

"Quick!" he yelled to the crew.
"Bring them back—lower a boat."
"Go on. lower the boats," jeered Ben,

damp but triumphant. "See what
happens to them—they're full of holes."
"We'll drown like rats." Marriott

saw MacPhail. "Shut off the sea-

cocks till we repair the boats."
One of the mutineers produced a gun,

hut Marriott grabbed his arm. Ho
leaned over the rails and cupped his

hands.
"Good luck, skmper !" he yelled.

"You've only got rbiee thousand miles
to paddle that thiiffg—send me a post

card from Norway."
"You cowardly dogs!" Ben shouted

back. "You'll pay for this mutiny.
Mutiny on the high seas. I'll livo to

see you hanged at the yard-arm." He
shook his fists. "I'll get you, wherever
you are, and don't forget this, I've got
the might of the whole British Navy
behind me."
The crew began to pelt the slowly

drifting raft with anything they could
lay hands on. It was a cabbage,
hurled by the cook, that flopped the

heroic Captain Ben Cutlet back into the
sea. Albert and Jeremiah dragged him
to safety. Slowly the raft drifted out
of lange of the jeers and laughter of

I he mutinous crew of the Rob Roy.

Among Savages

THE raft was the only thing upon
the sea, or so it seemed to Captain
Cutlet and 1ms companions in

distress. They had erected an oar, to

which was tied a shirt as a signal,

which they hoped might he seen by
passing shipping, but as they were far
off a trade course there was little

Chance of being sighted. Albert and
Harbottle sat rowing half-heartedly,
whilst Captain Cutlet was a prey to his

thoughts.
"Isn't it about time we knocked off

for lunch?" asked Albeit.
"Is it that late?" Captain Cutlet

studied a large watch. "Bless my soul,

we must have been on this raft six

hours or more All right, empty out
thai grub and let's see what we've got."
"What did you bring that tiling

for':'" Ben asked at sight of the wireless
set.

"I thought we might send out an
SOS on it."

"We can'i send out an SOS on it—
it's only a receiving set."

"Weil, maybe we can receive an
.S O S," persisted Albert.

"What's (he good of that'.'" snapped
Ben. "We've got BOOUgfa trouble.- of

out' own Without receiving other people's
—come on, lei's see the grub."
What a shock when Albert found the
January SStd, l'->.">7.
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hole, and he realised all the food had
dropped through. All they had on the
raft was a stone jar of water and the
wireless set. When Ben had finished
telling Albeit what kind of an imbecile
he was, -it was almost dark. Reluctantly
Albert produced the biscuits, and then-
was much squabbling over the division.
There were twelve biscuits, but by some
calculation of Albert's he secured six.

"One biscuit each now and no more."
ordered Captain Cutlet. " We may be
on this raft for days, so they've got to
last. So has the water."
The sea was calm, and exhausted

from their labours, they slept. How
hopefully They scanned the horizon
w hen the sun rose. Not a sign of a
ship. The sun was blazing hot and
there wasn't a cloud in the sky. The
day passed wearily, and it was a relief

lo feel a cool evening breeze.
Captain Cutlet decided to keep his

diary, which he determined to put in

the water-bottle as a farewell message
when the water had all gone.

"Still no sign of Norway," he wrote.
" Water-jug half empty—not a bite to
eat."

Six days and nights passed, and they
were still alive. Albert looked as if

he had lost a stone in weight, Ben had
a beard, and old Harbottle was so thin
he looked like a skeleton.
They sighted some seagulls, and

Albert was of the opinion that land
could not be far away. They rowed
feverishly, but as no land appeared
they gave up the attempt as hopeless,
especially as they rowed in circles. It

was Albert who thought the wireless
might cheer them up, and switched it

on 'to some station.
" This programme comes to you by

courtesy of the Balaher Bi-carbonate
of Soda Company." blared the radio.
"Mrs. Smeeton will give you the third
of her weekly cooking talks ' Appetising
Meals for Hungry Husbands.' To-day
we are going to cook a meal which,

should tickle the most jaded palate.

The first dish consists of rich cream of

tomato soup. This should be followed
by a nice fried sole covered with melted
butter

"

The three castaways held their
stomachs and moaned.

' We now come to the main dish.
Roast duck, stuffed with sweet chest-
nuts, and baked potatoes in a dish,
garnished. Place in a slow oven and
let it remain until it assumes that
appetising shade of golden brown, and
haste from time to time with the rich
brown gravy from the dish. Sorvi
steaming hot with apple sauce and fresh
green peas. For the next course we
have a choice of three dishes—apple
dumplings, hot mince pies, or plum
podding. One can follow this with
biscuits and cheese, coffee, fruit and
nuts "

It was more than Captain Cutlet
could stand, and with a cry of rage he
picked up the wireless and flung it into
the sea. As it drifted away, they heard
bttrblings about how to make " Pine-
apple Fritters." If Albert had tuned
in to another station they would have
heard some interesting news. The
Valencia reported picking tip an SOS
message from the Rob Roy in the South
Sea-, going to their assistance and
finding no trace of ship or survivors.

Overcome by the talk by Mrs.
Smeeton, the unfortunates flopped on
the raft and gave themselves up to

despair, and when night came they
slept.

Captain Ben Cutlet was dreaming
about roast duck when his dreams were
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di-turbed by strange stabbing pains
round the ribs. They became so acute
that he at last opened his eyes. The
sight that met his eyes made him sit up.
The raft was on a beach and all round

were weirdly garbed savages It was p.

spear that had been tickling the
captain's ribs.

The New God
CAPTAIN OUTLET pinched himself

to see if he were dreaming, but
found it was no such luck. Evi-

dently the raft had been washed up on
a coast inhabited by cannibals. There
wa- a nasty old man jumping about
and jabbering, and Ben did not like
all the skulls that were fastened to the
man's waist. Two horns projected
from the headdress of this Polynesian
witch doctor.
The warrior with the spear tickled

Ben with the weapon, and the captain's
yell woke up Harbottle and Albert

The natives became more excited, and
about thirty villainous-looking blacks
began shouting, dancing and brandish-
ing their spears.
"Boys," muttered Ben, edging away

from the spear, " what they're saying
don't sound like Norwegian to me."
The fact that Ben Cutlet had spoken

seemed t<* excite the savages to great
anger, and they raised their spears.
Ben quite expected his last hour had
come.
"Gentlemen," he cried. "Please

don't get so excited. I'll explain every-
thing. My name is—er—Cutlet

—

Captain Ben Cutlet. We've been thrown
off our ship, which was scuppered or
scuttled or sank. We've been floating
around for days "

The savages became tired of Ben and
suddenly the raft v. as hoisted on to
their shoulders. The three adventurers
were nearly thrown off. The savages
moved up the beach.
"What's happening?" Albert gasped

out. "Where are they taking us?"

"I don't know." muttered Ben
gloomily. " But I don't thiuk it's

where we want to go."
Suddenly and unexpectedly there

came the sound of a long-drawn zoom
tag, as of a number of aeroplanes
doing a power dive. The noise became
louder and louder. The natives
stopped and gazed round in terror. The
noise of the aeroplanes ended in an
explosion like three bombs dropping one
after another. At the third explosion
the natives dropped the raft and
scampered for the cliffs, yelling with
terror. They flung themselves Dehind
rocks and lay there shivering with fear.

Ben was the first off the raft, but he
could not see any aeroplanes in the
sky. The sound came again and
seemed to come from the waves break-
ing on the beach, and a- they stood
there gaping there came the sound of a
voice :

"You are listening to the broadcast
of the Aldershot Tattoo. It really is

a magnificent sight. It must be a record
crow d——

"

"The radio!" gasped Ben Cutlet, and
darted down the beach in time to grab
the wireless set before it was sucked
back into the sea. It wa- the same
despised set that Ben had flung over-
boil id.

From behind the rock- came the

heads of the natives, peering in super-
stitious terror.

"That danged thing again." muttered
Jeremiah Harbottle, and grabbed up a
large rock from the beach.

Ban freed a hand and made him drop
the rock
"Don't do that." he cried excitedly.

"This is going to save our bacon."
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Solemnly Ben walked to the raft and
placed the wireless set down, then ho

switched it off. At once the natives

eanio from cover and advanced with

their spears menacingly raised. Ben
twitched on the set and gave the dial

a turn. A terrific blaro of military

trumpets was the result—the natives

dropped their spears and tore hack to

cover.
"Listen."' Ben spoko in a -I age

whisper. "Do as I tell you and we
may bo all right. Get down on your
knees and bow to the radio."
"What, good's that going to do us?''

querulously questioned old Jeremiah.
"Never mind," rasped Ben with an

angry sniff. "Do as you're told.''

They got down and started salaaming
to the radio, then Ben turned and
beckoned the natives. After a while

they came timidly towards them. The
witch doctor started to wave his a 'ins

about, and Ben quietened him with
another blaro of trumpets.
"How long have wc got to keep this

up ?" asked Albeit.
"It's not doing my rheumatics any

good," grumbled Jeremiah.
"Shut up," said Ben out of the corner

Of his mouth.
The natives watched the strange

white men bowing to the radio set and
were filled with awe. Fearfully they

edged nearer to see this god that made
noises that could be so soft and vet so

harsh if roused to anger. One imagines
that their curiosity overcame their

fear.
I hit of the corner of his eve Ben

watched the natives, and though the

spears gave him qualms and a desire
fur Might, lie went on bowing and rais-

ing his liandi above his head as if in

prayer. Albeit and Jeremiah imitated
Ben's antics. After a while the natives

i down on their knees and began to

bow in respect.
When Ben thought the natives had

had enough he stood up and raised
his arms towards the sun, and when he
looked down at the grovelling natives
lie smiled The natives gasped their
relief, because they felt that the
strange god's wrath had been appeased.
Ben then placed his car in the radii)

and made several unearthly screeches
before squatting cross-legged on the raft..

Jte signalled to Jeremiah and Albert
to follow his example. The natives
watched the white men anxiously.
Imperiously Ben touched himself and
pointed towards the cliff. The natives
were bewildered, but when Ben jabbed
a linger at the wireless set they under-
stood that, the god was giving his

orders. At last they got what Ben
.anted them to do—to convey the god
to i he chief.

On a large throne sat the native
i (lief. His headwear* was more ex-
tensive than his clothing. The throne
was covered with tiger skins. All round
him were warriors armed with spears
and shields, and behind the men peeped
the shy faces of the Polynesian women.
Through the trees and into the clear-

ing came the natives bearing on their
shoulders the raft. Ben squatted close
to the wireless as if he were a head
priest. Whilst behind, Albert and
Jeremiah sat with their heads bowed.
Albeit had secured some bananas some-
how, and was chewing away in spite of
his head being bowed; Jeremiah was
sucking surreptitiously at a coconut.
Before the throne the natives set down

the, raft. Ben touched the set and
there came a harsh sound that put
t' not into the chief ami his subjects.
At an imperious gesture from Ben they
Hung themselves on their knees and
began touching the ground with their
foreheads. Ben picked up the wireless
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in his arms and walked slowly from
the raft towards the throne. The
witch doctor gave a howl and fled, but

the chief, being a brave man, had the

courage to remain
"Mbturkix lokumbi muala paganaka

talafa malima !" cried the elm f.

"What did he say?"' asked old
Jeremiah.
"I think he said "Hallo,' " answered

Ben, and beamed at the chief.

"Where from? How come'.'' asked
the chief.

"Gee—he speaks English!" gasped
the fat Albert,
"Old chap, wheie you learn English?"

Ben asked, and calmly sat down on the
small throne which had been the

property of the witch doctor. Ho
signalled for the chief to be seated.

That warlike individual was so im-
pressed that he sat down.

" My father—him meet good mission-

ary—missionary him good meat."
The three stared at each other, and

Ben's nostrils twitched as if he could
smell cooking.
"Me Chief Tanawanawaka—who

you?" A brown finger pointed im-
periously at Captain Cutlet.

"Who—me?" Ben hesitated, and
turned the controls. "I'm "

"You are listening to Radio Luxem-
burg !" wheezed the radio.
"Ale big Chief Radio Luxemburg,"

cried Ben Cutlet, and [jointed to

Jeremiah. "Him old Chief Weather
Forecast." Last he indicated Albeit.

"Him, little Chief Fat Stock Prices."
" What him—Voice-in-box ':

" quest ioned
the chief, and moved forward as if to

touch ir. Ben turned on jfho volume
control. A tevrilic blast came from
out of the radio, and the chief leapt

back as if he had been stung The
warriors and their women moaned and
bowed their heads, as if the Wrath of

this new god was more than they could
face.

"Voice-in-box belong to me." Ben
touched his chest. "No touch him

—

him taboo."
The chief bowed and began to give

orders. Ben sighed his relief as girls
appeared with coconut shells filled with

sort of liquid Other girls

brought bananas and fruit—Albert
began to smile again.
"It looks like we're going to be all

right," cackled old Jeremiah.
Yes," grinned Ben. "dust as long-

as the batteries hold out. After that,

if we don't do something, we're likely

to be eaten. They won't find much on
you. you old wire-worm."
The chief gave Ben and his com-

panions one of his best huts and
expressed a wish that they might stay
a very long time. He looked enviously
at Voice-in-box, as if he coveted this

wonderful magic.

The Triumphant Return

MARRIOTT had decided to go on
with the scuttling though several
of the crew were now opposed

to the idea. They regarded the whole
venture as being risky. The escape of

Captain Cutlet and the two stowaways
was a definite sign that the scuttling
was doomed to failure, and that all

they would get were long terms of im-
prisonment. But Marriott overruled
their objections. Captain Cutlet and
his companions were bound to be swept
off the raft, or perish of thirst, so that
the authorities could never learn t li

o

Btory of the sinking of the Rob Roy.
The SOS was sent out and the sea-

cocks opened directly one of the boats
had been repaired. Marriott and his
ruffians then set out to row towards
the coast. They had plenty ot water
and supplies, but they were all gone by
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the time land was sighted. They
landed on a beach, and from the cj iff-

top one of the men reported a village

distant about, a mile. The mate
decided that it they marched up in a

body they would have no trouble with

the natives.

Cutlet and his companions were fed

on the fat of the land. It became a

habit of the chief to -consult Captain
Cutlet on all matters of importance,

and Ben, looking wise, would then do

a lot of pantomime acting in front of

the radio, I urn the dial and niako

strange sounds, and finally hand out

Voice-in-box's > c relict.

It was Cutlet, who told the chief that

he must not go to war with his neigh-

bours. In less than a week Ben was
almost the ruler of this Polynesian
village. What, was going to happen
when the batteries gave out worried

him, and he was wondering whether

he could train Albert or Jeremiah to

do some sort of ventriloquial act. He
used Voice-in-box as little as possible.

As their clothes were in rags, the three

whites were given skirts of grass. Old

Jeremiah said he was glad bis Emma
could not see him now, especially with

all these pretty, half-naked Polynesian

girls running around and making eyes

at him.
One afternoon Ben was enjoying' forty

winks when he was Btartled by a bellow-

ing sound outside his hut. He sat Up

and sniffed. The • lisc was made by the

hus.-,. horn that KM i hief had erected

outside the hltl and' was blown on those

occasions when the chief urgently re-

quired the help ol Voice in box.

Marriott and his men sighted a mini

ber of pretty native girls. Foolishly

the men chased the girls, who fled back

to the village to report to the chief thai

a mob of white men was approach-

ing the village. The chief gave his

orders. As ;i result, tile village seemed

empty except t<>i a few scared women
and children when Mairiolt Stalked in

as it he ow ned the place.

Seated on his throne, the chief waited

the coming of the while men. In I

told him these were very bad men.

"How are you, Sambo?" cued Mar-

riott. "Nice little place you've got.

here." He pointed to a couple of

frightened girls huddled at. the chief's

feet. "Any more like thai around?"
" Mauri-facfata puapua bagomono wai

a lua kanako," bellowed the chief in-

dignantly, and at once warrior's, tinned

to the teeth, appeared from the various

grass huts.

Before Marriott or the crew could

draw a gun they had about thirty spears

within several inches of their chests.

Then the spear-points drove the white

men to their knees. The chief then de-

Creed that. Voice in-box should decide

their tale

Captain Ben Cutlet emerged, yawn
ing, but he was wide awake when he

saw those sprawling white men.

"Well, look what Santa Clans has sent

me," he muttered, and walked across

to the vacant, throne next to the chief,

"Good-morning, Mr, Marriott," he

shouted in a loud voice. "Welcome to

Norway I"

Marriott and the crew gaped at him.

"Good ni< at plenty meat!" cried the

chief, who was a. cannibal at heart.

"What does he mean?" quavered
Marriott.
"Well, it looks as if you're in the

soup." sniffed Ben.
"You wouldn't let him do anything

January 23rd, 1U37.
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old shipmates, would you,to your
captain ?'

Ben coughed and smiled.

"Well—er—I have a faint recollection

that my old shipmates scuttled my
ship."
"You can't hold that against us, cap-

tain," Marriott cried, almost shaking
with fear. "J was acting under orders
from Yates. Yates wanted to get the

insurance, and he only engaged you as

captain because you don't know any-
thing about the sea."
"Who doesn't?" Ben gave an angry

sniff, then grinned. "Well, I got here
before you, didn't I?"
"Pooma—Pooma Mamagalo," impa-

tiently cried the chief, and immediately
the warriors began to prod their victims.

"'Hey. wait a minute!" Ben im-
periously held up his hand. He pointed
at the grovelling men. "Ask Voice-in-
box."
"Good! Bring Voice-in-box here,"

answered the chief.

Ben shook his head.
"Voice-in-box no speak strangers,"

He moved towards his hut. "You me
go."

In the hut Ben prostrated himself
before the radio set. which was
decorated with flowers. Ben switched on
at a point where there was a terrific

oscillation. He increased the volume
control so it sounded as if someone was
being murdered.
" Voice-in-box very angry."
The chief grinned! and patted his

stomach.
"Me hungry, too?
"No, no; not hungry—angry," said

Ben, and moved the dials.

"Football scores: Arsenal ten, Chelsea
one; Sheffield Wednesday two, Everton
three; Sunderland six, Leeds United
two. Second Division : Fulham three,

West Ham two ; Aston Villa three
"

"What Voice-in-box say?'
1 demanded

the chief.

"He say, 'Very serious matter,'"
began Ben. "No good eat." Ho
blinked because something was tugging
at his grass skirts. He looked round.
"What is it?"
"Look out the window," hissed

Albert.
The chief was prostrate before Voice-

in-box. so that Ben was able to get to
his feet and peer through the open win-
dow. There was a ship lying off the
island. It was the Rob Roy.

A gleam came into Ben's eyes as he
went back to kneel beside the chief.

" Voice-in-box say bad men belong
him—stay here no good for you. He
send big ship. Me take bad men away."
"Me say no! Bad men stay here!"

The chief was very decided.
Ren dramatically pointed to the

window.

"Look! Voice-in-box send ship!
Must go!" Ben touched the radio and
it screeched. "Yes. must go pretty
darn quick. Savvy?"
The chief was not too keen about it.

but brightened when Ben said that
Voice-in-box so liked the chief and his

Polynesian island that he wished to stay
here for the rest of his days.
Marriott and the crew were placed
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under u safe guard. Ben had MacPhail
brought to him, and after a hurried
conference the two men rowed out to the

Rob Roy, which was gently drifting.

They managed to get an anchor
lowered, and when Ben returned to the
shore he was alone. Some time later,

native canoes assisted Ben in getting
his prisoners out to the ship. A wind-
lass rattled and down came a hook and
chain. The prisoners were hoisted

aboard and dumped like sacks in the

hold.

The rascally mate was the last to

appear, and, at a signal from Ben, was
left dangling in the air above -the open
hold.

MacPhail appeared.
"Pumped all the water out." he re-

ported. "Steam's up and we're ready
to sail."

"Good work, Mac," grinned Ben.
"You won't lose by this."

"I thought you said you opened those

sea-cocks!" raved Marriott.

"Aye!" MacPhail chuckled. "They
must ha' got clogged up."

" You dirty, double-crossing haggis-

eater!" yelled Marriott, and said no
more as Ben gave a nod. With a thud
the mate was deposited into the hold/

The natives assisted in fixing the

hatches. When that was complete, Ben,
with much ceremony, passed over Voice-

in-box. He rather enjoyed being
kissed by several Polynesian girls, but
had to speak severely to Jeremiah Har-
bottle for suggesting taking some of

them back to England.
Ben walked to the bridge, rang for

"Full speed ahead," and in sheer joy
rang for "All visitors ashore." As the

Rob Roy Steamed awu',, . Albert came
on to (he bridge and said that the chief

was shaking the radio set and dancing
about.
"Maybe Voice-in-box dead," Ben

said, with an expressive sniff.

During the voyage Ben learnt how to

steer, and he had hard work keeping
Albert and Harbottlc away from the

wheel. MacPhail got the most contrite

of the crew to serve as helmsman, two
more were allowed to stoke the engines

and promised a light sentence.

One more adventure befell Captain
Cutlet. Jeremiah, who was taking a

watch on the bridge, hastened down to

the captain's cabin to come up and see

the firework display. Ben said it was
probably Blackpool or the Crystal

Palace.

"See that star." Ben pointed it out

to Jeremiah. "Steer straight for that

and ring for ' Half speed.'
'"

"I like going fast," argued Jeremiah.
"I'll stop the ship altogether if you

don't behave yourself," Ben threatened.

"And no messing about with the

wheel."
Jeremiah thought he would like to

have a look at the fireworks, so he chose

a star that seemed to help head the ship

towards the display. A slight fog

made visibility difficult. Then a rocket

shot skywards and seemed to burst right

over the Rob Roy. Old Jeremiah de-

cided he had better make the most of

this display, so he rang for "Dead
slow." Just as well, because five

minutes later something white loomed
out of the mist.

Jeremiah just clung
to the wheel and
gaped. There was
a rending crash.

( 'aptain (' u t 1 e I

and Albert rushed
on to the deck and
on to the bridge.

T h e y helped a

dazed Jeremiah to
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his feet. Then Ben blir «d because
there was a long white shape alongside.
"We've hit another ship!" gasped

Ben. "Now we'll catch it. I oughtn't
to have let that fool take the wheel.
They're lowering a boat. Oh my, what
do we do now?"
But to Cutlet's surprise they did not

"catch it." It turned out that a large
steam yacht had run aground, and that
when ihe tide turned the ship would
have probably broken her back. The
Rob Roy had given her a blow that had
slid her off the sandbank, and that, ex-
cept for a few scratches, she was not
damaged.

"I don't know how you did it," said
the yacht's captain. "But I've never
seen a piece of seamanship like that
before."
Then the elderly owner stepped for-

ward.
"I shall see that there is a suitable

reward for you and your crew."
" Well, as a matter of fact, I haven't

got a crew," answered Ben. "I had to

lock them all up—a spot of mutiny."

"Mutiny?" gasped the owner.
"Yes, I am sailing the ship practically

single-handed."
"In that case"—the captain of the

yacht looked at the owner—"I'd better

transfer some of my crew to you."
"Thanks very much," Ben grinned.

" You might let me h,\ve someone to

navigate the ship. You see, I haven't
been to bed for a week."

" I bet you can do with some sleep

now," said the yacht-owner.

"I bet I sleep all the way home,"
prophesied the hero.

The papers were full of the captain of

a tramp steamer saving a millionaire's

yacht. A thrilling rescue in the Pacific.

And when the Rob Roy headed for

Falport, most of Cornwall was there to

welcome the hero. Yates might have
been if the police had not arrested him.
When the man who had planned the
scuttling of the Rob Roy asked for an
explanation the police sergeant said he
did not know, but whatever it was the
result would probably be three years or
more.

A helmsman from the millionaire's

yacht was at the wheel as the Rob Roy
under reduced speed slowly steamed
towards the harbour entrance. It gave
Ben quite a thrill to see the crowd and
to hear the Sea Scouts playing a martial

air somewhat out of tune.

"Quite a crowd to welcome you, sir,"

cried the helmsman.
"Oh, is there?" Ben gave a modest

sniff and laid his hand on the wheel.
" I'd better take over then this—er

—is a very tricky channel."

Miss Potter-Porter and the crowd
cheered, but they ran when the Rob
Roy headed straight for the pier. At
the last minute, with the help of the

helmsman, the wheel was wrenched
over, and the Rob Roy only remo\ ed

that portion of the pier that had been

rebuilt, Obviously the Rob Roy dis-

approved of this portion of the pier. Bui
who cared about piers on this great day?

They handed Ben a purse of money.
the Freedom of Falport and a half-share

in the Crown and Anchor. Albert was
made a patrol leader in the Sea Scouts,

and Jeremiah was treated with marked
respect by Emma Ilarbottle for the rest

of his days. Captain Hen Cutlet has

announced' that the Rob Hoy was Ins

Irsl and Lis! sea \n

(By permission of Gaumont-British Pic-

ture Corporation and Gainsborough
Pictures, starring Will Hay as Captain

Ben Cutlet.)
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(Continued from page 6) 5

strewn path, working downwards
towards the liver.

"The bombs can't get us here, .

Corrigan decided. "We're out of

their trajectory."
"I'm wondering about Joe." Diana

spoke in a low voice. "I wish he had

stayed with its."

A shout from behind them made all

turn. Joe had found a way round and

was racing down the hillside. He
out «mo kind of warning—they turned

again to see and hear a stream-lined

white tank lumbering up the slope, it

armed with small, pointed guns,

and fired a volley at them, which luckily

flew high.
"Down!" <iied Corrigan. "On your

hand-- and knees!"
They crouched, waiting for a si

k-olley. Bui. the tank pulled up across

their" path. It stopped with a jerk, its

chromium plate., gleaming in the <i

artificial daylight Side doors O]

four of the strangest creatures imagin-

able emerged, two from either side,

rhey were like tin canisters on spiral

spring legs, the spirals covered with

Three looped pipes came
from the upper part of their tin bodies

and went back into the lid. A flat

i -box arrangement in front made a

kind of face; their arms were spirals,

again covered with asbestos. They
stood quite still for a few moments, then

claw hands raised what looked like

with four roQs apiece

ad of shafts, these rods wired about

gleaming rings at their bases.

They presented these awkwardly at

the cowering four. Joe, arrested in his

(light, stood staring at them, erect, and

an easy mark.
Ere, Corrigan could call to him, the

Robots hied simultaneously. Forked
lightning shot out from the rods which,

ted at Joe, instantly consumed him
to ashes. He was there one instant and

gone the next; not a trace of him re-

maining save the fire-scorched spot on
which he had been standing and staring.

"They've got atom gun-!" gasped

Norton. "Those people have harnessed
the atom!"
The Robots, with clumsy, mechanical

ires, stepped forward in pairs, seek-

ing a line of fire by which to annihilate

horrified party. Corrigan
boulder and flung if at

the advancing pair. It caught the

machine-man full on the front of his

metal body and knocked him sideways
into his companion. . The two behind
marched into the fallen front pair, arid

for a few frantic moment.- all danger
from them was arrested.

Corrigan led the way towards the hole

he had seen from the heights. A wild

scramble followed, during which thej

were aware that the Robots were lining

up again in their fascinating, horrible

fashion. But, even as their lightning
flashed forth from their strange guns,

their prey reached the cup-like shape.
"Down!" Corrigan commanded, and

the four of them slid and slithered

through the concealing forest growth
over the edge of the cup into the

strange hole, tumbling breathlessly into

its deadly darkn

(To be continued in another breath-
taking episode next week. By per-

mission of the British Lion Film
Corporation, Ltd., starring Ray

Corrigan and Lois Wilde.)
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| "GET THAT GIRL"
3 (Continued from page 16)

they could have opened fire on him with

their revolvers.
Yet the crooked financier was not

destined to elude justice. For even as

he was approaching the edge of the

woods a sleek %
' started out at

him from some thickets.

It was the figure of Rmty, and the

dog had recognised in that galloping

fugitive the man who had slam his

master. And now. with teeth bated

vengefullv, the wolfhound sprang snarl-

ing into the path of the horse that Enos
Colvin had commandeered.

Startled by Rinty's sudden appearance,

the horse reared ai'l'i i-htedly. and in a

second the rogue on in- hack was plung-

ing from the saddle, to hit the ground
with a shock that drove the breath from
his body.
Before he could rise: again. Rinty

upon him. and the scuffle that ensued

was one that beggared description—

a

primitive battle betwixt man and beast,

with ('oh in to save himself from
- and shrieking

wildly for aid as ho did so.

It would have gone haul with the

American had he been left to the mercy
of the dog that had frustrated les escape.

But Caryl Foray and In r companions
were running towards the bo ne of the

combat, and they managed to interrupt

the struggle and prevent Rinty from

doing any serious damage.
While " theJiuspector i^Atvd Enos

Colvin v.nl^^^ --*'*• .lidan

caught holcr^jf the wolfhound and
ed him from- his victim.

He succeeded in pai living the dog, and
then he bent down towards the man on
the ground, who was cowering there in

terror.
" You shot Jean Foray!" Brad accusi d.

"Come on. talk! You -hot Jean Foray.
didn't you T"
A pitiable, cringing figure, the em-

bezzler looked at him abjectly.

"All right," he panted, "all ri

I'll come clean. I did shoot .lean Foray.
I did shoot him. Hut it was in self-

defence. He (hew a gun on me "

"You're a liar, Colvin!" Brad cut in.

"Caryl's uncle never had, a gun." .

The American fell sil< at a
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sign from Inspector Bradshaw, Gary and
( rBrien pulled him to his leer.

Colvin was led away, and Inspector
Bradshaw turned to Captain Edwards.

"I'm afraid you've come up here on
a fruitless errand, my friend," he stated.

"I'll have to hold your man, as he's

wanted here on a more serious ch
than the one you can bring against him."
"I quite understand that, inspector,"

Edwards rejoined, "and I might add
that I'll be perfectly satisfied with the

of my errand—if those mis
ire handed over to ine for safo

return to then rightful owners."
Inspector Bradshaw nodded.
"They're in Cohan's possession at the

moment. " he said, "hut I'll turn them
over to you in my oflice. Fiv-r of all,

however. I'd like to congratulate Con-
stable Sheridan here."
He swung round to face the man whom

he had reduced to the ranks, but the big
fellow shook his head.
"No, sir," he observed with

"It's Rinty who deserves the bouquets
tins lime."
He motioned to the wolfhound, and the

inspector looked at him kei

"I I'm," he remarked. you
disol i

i ding that dog,
sin ridari. Still, ] i I'm sorry
that you did. for I'm afraid I made a

I e in my estimation of him. It

was the letter that h d at. after

all. eh?"
"Absolutely, sir." Brad began, but

before he could .say more Ca.yl was
beside him. V
"Brad," she Y3''''''

' '''' " M'eetoi1

addressed you as\ij»»stable Sheridan just

now. What happe"'d '! Where are your
n account

of me (hat you lost them.
Tin- inspector touched b arm,

and at the same time produced the 5

from a pocket in his tunic.

"I'eihaps you'd like to stitch them on
again. Miss Foray," h d. "Here
they are. And you may tell tie

may tell him. Miss Foray
a credit to the Sen ii

Hi pressed the chevrons into her hand,
and then glanced at Captain Edwards.

"Shall we go hack to the posi and get
ities now '.'" he proposed

aificantly. "I've an idea that Miss
Foray and Sergeant Sheridan may have

thing to say to each other—in
priva

Cap! 'ids seemed bewildered
lor the moment. Then a look of under-

standing daw ned ill his e\

"Oh," he said. "Ch. sure—sure

!

Er—well good-bye, Mi-- Foray!"
He moved oil wnli Inspector I

shaw, and as the two men mi

he settlement Brad - drew
( ',,i \ I towards him.
"Honey," he murmured, " I know you

, after oity life, and I know Bord
r!n J. likely io have happy
memo ies foi you. But n day
you'll have a different outlook, and I'll

raiting, dear
"

She La/ed up at him, and suddenly
nestled closer.

"You don't have to wait. Brad." -he

whispered. "I don't hanker after city

life any more—and as for Bord du
La<—why, I guess I'd he happy any-

where, so long as you were around."
" Caryl you mean thai '.

"

She nodded smilingly, and he was en-

folding her tightly in his arms when he
saw Rinty standing nearby, looking at

them with his head on one side.

"Why. you old son of a gun," he
called to the dog laughingly, "don't you
know that gentlemen never -py on affairs

that don't concern them ?"

(By permission of Pathe Pictures, Ltd..

starring Francis X. Bushman jun. and
Lois Wilde.)

January 2Srd, 1987.
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Time Oft for Fire-fighting

Loretta Young, Tyrone Power and
Don Ameche recently turned fire-

fighters.

Tay Garnett, directing the young
"stars in "Lovo Is News," at 20th
(JeBtury-^Fox, was informed that his

home at Laurel Canyon was threatened
by a blaze in the district In vaults
at his home wero stored several cans
of extremely valuable film—part of the

' fruits of his recent round-the-world
cruise. .

Shooting was called to a halt while
(he three stars rushed to Laurel Canyon
with Garnet t and helped in efforts to get
the fire under control.
The cans of film which could not be

replaced, and completed scripts of two
fijnis were saved, there were no
casualties and the company returned to
work

Succeseiv *>i:>jjuise

Jcifuiie Cowan, '' .\e i York
-v.hu has >ust bee;, signed !;•• Sal.me,
* Goldwyu, owes his contract to a.

moustache.
Cowan recently went to Hollywood at

( ioldw yn's invitation to play an im-
. poi^ajnt mle in " Beloved Enemy," with
, Merle Oberon and Brian Aherne. Upon
its completion, Cowan signed to appear
in two Broadway plays, and was pre-
paring to depart.

'

. Biit during liis wait until "Beloved
K'uemy "- was previewed; Cowan grew

t a 'mouBtiiche. Passing Ooldwyn in the
studio one day, he smiled a friendly
greeting.
"That chap is wonderful," said

Coldwyn. "Ale has the quality of a
Bill Powell."
He was amazed to find that it was

merely Cowan with a moustache, so
amazed, that ho offered the .actor a long
levin contract provided he retains the
fungus.
Now Cowan is trying to estimate the

commercial possibilities of a beard.

Preston Foster Ooes Irish

Everyone has experienced the
tendency to adopt a dialect when mix-
ing continuously with people speaking
this dialect. When, in addition to

mixing with them, it is your job to pick
it up as accurately as possible it is

not easily dropped when no longer
needed.

This is just what Preston Fostei found
when he stepped straight from the
principal part on Radio's " The Plough
and the Stars," into a part of "Wo Who
Aro About to Die." .

In the Sean O'Casey play of the
Irish Rebellion he was playing with
six members of the Abbey Players from
Dublin. From thi?m he picked up the
Irish brogue, which he used to good
purpose in his part.

Then he stepped right into the part
of a New York detective, and found his

voice had became, a mixture of Dublin
rhetoric, underworld guttural and
Yankee £»T>.ng.

artthy the Wjr5
s" yay

One of the oddest 01 i rec< Iv^d

by a milk company was given by 20th
Century-Fox recently when eight tons of

skimmed milk were purchased for ' the
ice-skating rink for " The Girl in a
Million," the ice-skating musical
extravaganza which will introduce the
beautiful Sonja Heme to tho screen.

Test shots of the rink gave the illusion

that the ballet of 84 boys and girls were
skating with Sonja on a hardwood floor

and not an ice rink. The freezing pipes
running through the transparent ice

looked like narrow floor planking.

Tests were conducted, first with white
paint, and 'hen with table cream, but
U, . were ' t satisfactory. Skimmed
milk , roze I'-adily, gave a better illusion

of ice in tli.* picture than pure ice did.

and it iiid .'ill the freezing pipes.

So the ring of 12,000 square feet was
thawed out and several inches of the

clear water wore drained off and the
skimmed milk poured in and frozen.

Whalen " Swings " a Hefty Punch
Until Michael Whalen was cast for

the leading male role in the 20th
Century-Fox picture, " Peach Edition,"
now in production, he knew nothing
about boxing.

Fidel la Barba,. former world flyweight
champion, trained Whalen to use his

fists for three weeks—and to good effect.

Pat Flaherty, one time amateur
heavyweight champion, appears in a
scene in which Whalen swings a strong
left at him Tho script, of course, calls

for Flaherty ro dodge, but he forgot
to do so, and Whalen's left struck home,
spinning Flaherty into the ropes and
leaving him with a swollen jaw.

"Whalen should take time off for a
ring career," Flaherty said.

He played baseball for twelve years
for the Boston Red Sox, New York
Giants. Pad other leading teams.

One ji t.i< Screen's Unsung "Heroes"
What is a "grip"? This i-- a question

which comparatively few jieoph' outside
a film studio could answer c< weetly.
Nevertheless, he is a most important
person and one of the unhung " Iktocs "

of motion-picture production.

The "grip" is a jaek-of-all-trades,

a handy man who does anything that
is asked of him. His rather odd name
is derived from the familiar cry of the

old-time gang bosses; 'Here, get a
grip on this !"

Despite his humble position, the
"grip " it one of the biggest time and
money savers in the industry. During
a film's production he is alwa>s ready
to answer anybody's call, and armed
with his saw, his hammer and a few
nails, lie perforins feats that would
make tho average musician blush with
shame.

f
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Building an Ice-rink for Sonja's Next
A score of welders, pipe-fitters and

refrigerating experts have been work-
ing three shifts daily on Stage 15 at
20th Century-Fox, where the studio is

constructing one of the largest indoor
icerinks in existence. It will be 200
feel long by 125 wide and 2 feet thick.
Incredible figures accompany the

building of this rink. Some 28.000 feet
of iron pipe (the same piping which
cooled the great concrete slabs forming
the bulwarks of Boulder Dam) are the
nerve centres of this gigantic rin'k, which
will be the principal locale for scenes
of Sonja Heme's forthcoming film,
"'1 hin fee."
On ilns slab i f ice Miss Henie will

perform five skating sequences—

a

practice number, a swan dance, a
Russian ballel number, a Viennese
waltz and a fox trot. In al least one of
the -e scenes she will be partnered by
Tyrone Power, her co-star in the
picture.

The rin'k is approximately twice the
size of the one used in her lirst motion-
picture, "One in a Million," and more
Mined to her purposes, The lirst rink
gave trouble foT the cameras until the
studio technicians lotted down the icy

glare w ilh milk.
The new rink will be pure white in

the first sequences, i

; rh a patented
process, and in the swan dance number
will be pure black—Iwo innovations
which should lend added beauty to Miss
Henie's performam
Two changes of sets will surround the

rink. The first will be a representation
of a mountain hike, to match the two
weeks of exterior shooting at Mount
Raijiier, already photographed. The
last set will depict an hotel in the Alps.

IVIikeman's Minor Problem
The usual ciislom of flooding a sel

with light during the filming of a
picture has been reversed by Director
(icorge Seitz for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's "The Thirteenth Cha
The mystery picture, which is an

adaptation of the famous phi

Bayard. Yeiller, has two important
sequences which were photographed in

almost pitch darkness. The only light

on the set filtered in through a window
from a street lamp.

As a. result, the thirteen people seated
about the table where a seance was
being conducted by Dame May Whitty,
famous English actress, were sea

distinguishable. The cameraman had
quite a bit of i ranging his lens
to catch the outlini ; person in

the room. It was absolutely necessary
h of the actors be clearly

defined, yet there could be no light to

spoil I lie impression of a real seance.
But the mikeman " had an cvtn

difficulty to surmount. The
mikeman operates a sensitive micro-
phone on the end of a portable boom to

pick up the dialogue of the actors, A-
i act or speaks in turn, the mi'ke-

niau swini to a point
amera

range.
.h.i;

;

mtli, l!':'.7.

NEXT WEEK'S
SMASH HITS

"THE GREAT O'MALLEY"
As a police officer, James Aloysius
O'Malley is too fond of the rule-book,
enforcing ordinances nobody else re-

members, and over a trivial offence he
causes John Phillips to lose a job and
commit a crime. Relegated to a school
crossing by his disgusted captain,
O'Malley becomes quite a changed
character— but trouble follows when
Phillips is released from gaol. A power-

fully human story.

" WINDS OF THE WASTELAND "

Two Pony Express riders find that the
telegraph has done them out of their

jobs, so they buy a coach route from a
crook—and they find that Crescent
City is a ruin with only two inhabitants.

Read how these two fight to put the town
back on the map, in spite of the crook
and his gang. A gripping Western

yarn, starring John Wayne.

Also

Another episode of the fighting serial :

" THE MOUNTIES ARE COMING "

Starring Bob Livingston.

In the seance sequences of "The
Thirteenth Chair," the niikeman
forced to memorise all the lines of the

- as well as their exact positions

the table. Then, in the intense

darkness, as the scene was being filmed

and i. L£ had to swing his micro-
phone to •

-poke his lines. These scenes ran

three minutes each, and during
periods each of the thirteen

play it least one line. The
mikeman was k.

|

Madge Evans and Klissa Landi both
d that they almost forgot their

lines because they expected any moment
to be struck by the boom. Henry
Daniell and Thomas Beck both insisted
that they could hear the rush of air past
their ears.

Other members of the cast of "

Thirteenth Chair " include 1\

Forbes, Lewis Stone, Matthew Boulton,
Janet Beecher, Holmes Herbert and
Charles Trowbridge.

They Couldn't Take It!

Fifteen schoolchildren lilm extras
whooped for joy the other day when they
took up their positions on a refreshment-
bar set erected in the Samuel Goidwyn
studios for scenes in "Stella Dallas."
The director, King Vidor. carefully
gave them their instructions. All
had to do was to sit and drink ice-Cl

sodas and make plent
"Easy." they scoffed. But aft

ninth drink one of them dropped
and the rest weren't feeling son
either. The next day fourteen origi

and one substitute reported at

studios for further punishment. S >r-

vivors and substitute carried M
gallantly, but just lidila. •»

deputation was sent to Vidor annoir
a hunger strike. Vidor saw the point,

relented, and allowed them soda without
ice-cream.

Jane Learns Rope-spinning

The man who taught Will Rogers 'o

twirl a. rope, Shorty Miller, is now
giving Jane Withers lessons in th
tot her role in "Wild and Wo,
new 20th Century-Fox picture.

Miller, who is one of America'-
known rodeo performers, and holder of
more than one hundred trophies for bis

skill in trick roping, (aught Rogers at

the time the latter wa- preparing to

make his debut in the Follies.

Although the famous humorist was
well known as a monologi-r at the time,

he felt he needed something to di

keep his hands occupied while telling

his stories. He hit upon the i

ing idea and engaged Miller to teach

him the foundations of this eowbtn
Fascinated by developed into

a real artist with the lariat under
Miller's tutelage.
"Jane grasped the tricks of

trade more rapidly than anyone I ha\e
ever taught." Miller stated after se

da>s of coaching the little star.

Locomotive of 1871 in a Picture of 1937

The Paramount studio has acquired a
museum piece, a locomotive ef

from the Virginia and Truckee Hail-

way The ancient -team engine is in

rfect running order, and following A
- of "road" tests it was given a

certificate of "good health " by the

Railway Commission.
It will i I'a. amount's big

musical romance. "
1 1 igb, Wide i I

Handsome.'' starring Irene Dunne with

Randolph S> ..t t . The story deals with

mu between railroads and Penn-

sylvania fanners m their struggle foi the

Control of tbc oil industry.

^ Continued on page 38)
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It was not for vengeance alone that the masked rider struck at Jason Burr's sinister

organisation, He was out to smash a tyrant's ambition to build an empire beyond
the Rockies. A thrill-packed serial of the early West, when California was a pawn on

the chess-board of a scheming nation, starring Bob Livingston

Don Loring

IT was spring in California, the spring
of the year 1844, when that sun-
steeped and glamorous territory was

.still under the Mexican flag—a land
renowned for its rich orchards and ver-
dant pastures, but not yet for the gold
that veined the mountains of its north-
eastern frontier.

In all that vast province there was
no fairer prospect than the Sonoma
Valley, and it was here that the
hacienda of Senor Loring was situated.
The Loring hacienda was the home

of a wealthy cattle baron in whom the
graciousness of the Spaniard was
coupled with the more rugged qualities

of the Anglo-Saxon. For, as in the case
of many proud Castilian families living

in the path of American immigration,
the Lorings could claim kinship with
both races.

Indeed, it was their association with
the United States which had prompted
that government to communicate with
the Lorings and request a certain favour
of them. In short, Senor Loring had
been asked if he would permit his elder
son to act as guide to an expedition
which was destined for the little-known
wilds of Oregon, away to the north and
within the boundaries of the U.S.
Senor Loring had acceded to the re-

quest, and now his elder son was pre-
paring to take his leave of home and
kindred.
Donald by name, the young man in

question favoured the American side of
his family rather than the Spanish.
True, his hair was dark, but he was
clear of skin and his eyes were grey,
and, in contrast to the average Latin,
he was of singularly stalwart build,
being well over six feet in height and
turning the scales at a hundred and
ninety pounds.

EPISODE 1—
" The Eagle Strikes !

"

Standing in the shadow of the

hacienda's colonnaded portico. Don
Loring embraced his father affection-

ately. Then he turned to clasp the

extended hand of his brother Robert, a

slim youth of nineteen.
These two were the only near rela-

tives that Don possessed, but there was
another man present, a man in the
cassock of a priest, with the face of a

saint and a gentleness of demeanour
that had earned him the affection of
rich and poor alike.

He was Father Jose, from the chapel
in the nearby town of San Antonio, and
he had hastened over to the Loring
hacienda to bid the elder son of the
house farewell.

"May your expedition meet with
every success," the padre murmured,
and then, smiling at the young man's
father: "You must be proud that your
son has been chosen to guide Captain
Fremont into the great North-West,
senor," he added.
"Proud indeed. Father," Senor

Loring replied. " But, then, who is

better fitted for such a task than my
son ? He has roamed far and wide, and
he is familiar with the Oregon country."
He paused, then glanced down all at

once at a ring which adorned the third
finger of his left hand. It was a heavy
gold ring with a crest that bore an in-

scription in Latin.
"My son," he said to Don, indicating

the ring as he spoke, " I need hardly
ask that you for ever respect the motto
of your family: 'Faithfulness—and
bravery.'

"

>ring inclin

handsome, clean-cut features wore an
expression of profound earnestness.

"' Faithfulness—and bravery,'" he
repealed.
There was a silence, which was ter-

minated suddenly by a beating of hoofs

on a trail that lay somewhat to the

cast. It was a trail that marked the

boundary-line between U.S. and
Mexican territory, and round a bend in

the road a cavalcade of horsemen had
appeared, the majority of the troop

being in uniform, though two in-

dividuals who were riding near the head
of the column were dressed in the buck-

skin outfits to which Yankee frontiers-

men were so partial.

'"Here's Captain Fremont and his

men now!" exclaimed Don.
An unenlightened onlooker might

have imagined from the aspect of the

newcomers that the Fremont expedition

was warlike in character. But, on the

contrary, the venture on which it was
about to set forth was merely a peace-

able survey.
Nor was it unusual, at that stage in

the development of the United States,

for a body of cavalrymen to engage
upon such a mission. In those days the

job of exploring the far-flung western

realms of the Union was an important
feature of army routine.

To be sure, there was always the pros-

pect of trouble with hostile Redskins in

those remote tracts. However, that

possibility did not seem to oocupv any
place in Don Loring's thoughts as he
made haste to secure a pony that was
standing near by. and led the animal
across to the trail with his father, his

brother and the aged padre in close

attendance.
They joined the cavalcade that had

trotted into view, and an officer who
July 10th, 1937.



was in charge of the detachment
saluted them courteously. He~"\vas Cap-
tain Fremont, of the U.S. Dragoons, a
fine, soldierly individual in the thirties.

Greetings were exchanged, and
Fremont, who had come to know the
I.orings pretty well during the past week
or two, was in the act of thanking
Don's father for the many kindnesses
the latter had shown him, when sud-
denly his attention was diverted by the
unruly behaviour of a horse close by.
The horse was ridden by one of the

(wo buckskin-clad frontiersmen who
were attached to the column, and, cream-
v.hite in colour, it was a truly magnifi-
cent specimen. But it was clear that
it had not been thoroughly broken in,

and it was equally clear that its owner,
a big, hulking fellow who sat his saddle
awkwardly, was not sufficiently expert
1 3 handle so spirited a bronc.
The restive pony cavorting around in

circles, the man on its back shouted to

the other frontiersman, who was of
-mall hut wiry build.

"Hey, Whipsaw," he wailed, "how
about you takin' a turn on this hoss?"
Whipsaw was evidently not in favour

jf the suggestion.
" 1 told yuh not to buy him in the

first place. Salvation," he retorted. "I
told yuh he was an ornery critter. No
wonder the hombre that sold him to yuh
was so anxious to git rid o' him."
The words were hardly uttered when

the bronc took it into its head to start

buck- jumping, and in an instant the
man known as Salvation was soaring
through the air, to land with a resound-
ing thump by the edge of the trail.

Then, amid the laughter of the spec-
tators, the pony cantered off across the
range, and was already some little dis-

tance away when Don Loring asked
( 'aptain Fremont if he might recover
the animal.
The captain, nodding in response, Don

galloped in pursuit of the runaway, and
on overtaking it he elected to transfer
himself from his own horse to the other
bronc, whereupon the stubborn creature
indicated that it was as resentful of
Don's contact as it had been of Sal-
vation's.

But as a rider Don Loring was a very
different proposition from the frontiers-
man, and although that pony did its

utmost to throw him the young fellow
remained firmly planted in the saddle.
And within five minutes the horse had
recognised him as a master, so that,

quiescent in defeat, it finally allowed
itself to be walked back to the trail.

Collecting his own bronc on the way,
Don rejoined the cavalcade and looked
smilingly at the burly Salvation, who
had picked himself up by this time.

" The horse only needed breaking in,"
Don commented. " He won't give you
arty more trouble."

Salvation nursed his bruised body.
"I'll say he won't give me no more

trouble," he declared feelinglj\ "I'm
much obliged to yuh, amigo, but I'd
rathei walk to Oregon than take another
chance astride that critter."

"Well, in that case," Don proposed,
"how about you and I trading ponies?
I i an recommend mine for docility."
Salvation and Whipsaw exchanged a

glance.
" It's .1 good idea," Whipsaw opined.
"A good idea!" announced Salvation.

" It's a perfect idea. Okay, Don Loring,
it's a deal."
Don therefore kept the white bronc

and turned his own mount over to the
frontiersman, and a minute or two later

uliinm was on the move, Don and
' 'aptain Fremont waving cheerfully to

Senor Loring, Robert and Father Jose
us the two of them spurred forward at
the head of the troop.

Jiilj |«th L987.
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From a rise of the ground a quarter
of a mile farther on, Don Loring turned
in the saddle to take a last view of the
home where he had been born and bred,
and as he gazed back he saw his father,
his brother and the padre walking
slowly towards the hacienda.
A moment afterwards the stately

ranch-house and the three men who
were approaching it were lost to view,
as Don crossed the rim of the upland
with Fremont by his side and the other
members of the expedition cantering
behind in military formation.

It would be weeks, Don reflected, ere
he would set eyes on the Loring
hacienda again, and although, he had
left it many times in the past with a

light heart, and although he had agreed
to act as Fremont's guide eagerly
enough, yet somehow he was conscious
of a vague pang.

It \vas a sensation that he quickly
suppressed, and he had forgotten it in

the space of a few seconds. But on his

return to Sonoma Valley a month or
two hence, he was to remember that
short-lived feeling of regret and to
wonder whether it had been a premoni-
tion of disaster.

A Tyrant's Dream

MEN called him General Jason Burr,
though it was debatable whether
he held any rightful claim to

military title. Certainly his name had
never figured on the army list of the
United States, of which he had for-

merly been a citizen, but it was possible

that he may have attained high rank
as a mercenary in the service of some
third-rate foreign power.
The fact remained that Burr used the

prefix of " General " whenever he had
occasion to put his signature to any
document. And indeed, the home that
he had purchased for himself in the
Sonama Valley, up near Ortega Pass,
was more like a grim stronghold than
a private residence—a stronghold of

Spanish design, with a spacious court-

yard enclosed on three sides by high,
impregnable walls, and on the fourth
side by a block of tall buildings

dominated by a watch-tower.

About the time that Don Loring took
his leave of the Sonama Valley, Jason
Burr might have been located in a
sumptuous study on the first floor of his

remarkable establishment. It was a
study whose windows overlooked the

pleasant waters of the Yuba river and
commanded an extensive view of moun-
tains and forest, but Burr was not in-

terested in the beauties of Nature. He
was interested in a collection of small

nuggets that were scattered on his desk.

There were three other people in the
room with him—two men and a girl.

One of the men, an elderly person of
nervous demeanour, was an American
mining engineer known as Colton. The
second, heavily built and coarse-grained,
was a trusted henchman in the pay of

Burr, answering to the name of Talbot
and holding a position as foreman over
a powerful gang of roughnecks whom
the general had banded together.

The girl, who was about nineteen or
twenty, was also an American. She
was Col ton's daughter Doris, and tall

and ..lender, with a winsome loveliness

characteristic of a young woman who
had spent much of her time in the open
air. She seemed strangely out of place
in the company of such individuals as

Talbot and Jason Burr.
She was watching Burr narrowly,

watching his face as he inspected those
nuggets that lay on his desk. It was
a gross and ugly face, as gross and ugly
as his thickset, body. It was the face

of a man whose character was ruthless

—
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it was the nace of a tyrai / its broad,
blunt features giving thy impression
that they had been carved out of
granite.

There was a glitter in the eyes of
Jason Burr. It had been inspired by
his scrutiny of the nuggets before him,
for those nuggets were of the purest
gold—gold taken out of the sierras that
hemmed in tha valley—gold which had
been discovered in the mountains by
Burr and his associates, and which had
been secretly mined.

"Yes, it's high grade all right," said
Burr, looking up at Colton all at once.
"But the trouble is, you don't produce
enough of it. What do you suppose I
hired you for?"
His voice was deep and gruff, in keep-

ing with his bullish appearance, and his
words wrought a pitiable effect on
Colton, who leaned forward with an
expression of acute anxiety on his coun-
tenance.
"General Burr," the mining engineer

faltered querulously, "you know your-
self that I'm working with primitive
equipment. True, if I had more men

Jason Burr interrupted him, and
glanced sharply at Talbot.
"That's your job," he said, "getting

miners for Colton here. What about
it?"

" Me and the boys have been quietly
roundin' up peons all along, general,"
Talbot answered. "But if too many •

disappear, somebody's liable to get wind
of what we're doin ."

Burr made an impatient gesture, and
was about to offer some retort when
Doris Colton struck in on him.
Unlike her father, she was in no way

submissive to Jason Burr. Her manner
towards the general, in fact, was openly
hostile and contemptuous.
"You have no right to this gold," she

cried. "It's on land that helongs to
Senor Loring !"

"Doris!" the girl's father appealed,
as if fearful that her rebellious spirit

would bring unpleasant consequences.
His daughter ignored him. So did

Jason Burr, who had flashed a sinister

glance upon the girl.

"What do I care whose property this

gold has come from?" he bit out.
"Gold is only a means to an end, and I

have need of it."

"Listen, Jason Burr." Doris Colton
said to him heatedly, " when you first

inveigled my father and me into com-
ing here, this country was a land of
peace. Now look what you've done to

it, you and your men ! You have mur-
dered innocent people—you have
pressed them into slavery ! Why, my
father and I are no better than
prisoners ourselves, if it comes to
that."
Burr inclined his massive head

grimly.
"You are prisoners. Miss Colton,"

he observed in a significant tone, "and
prisoners you'll remain, just as long as

I happen to need your father's mining
skill."

It was at this moment that a com-
motion reached his ears from the direc-

tion of the courtyard, and, terminating
his discussion with Doris Colton, he
instructed Talbot to find out what was
going on below.
Talbot departed, (o return a few

minutes later.

"Count Raspinoff to see you, General
Burr," he announced.
A look of satisfaction dawned on

Jason Burr's malevolent features, and
with a peremptory movement of his

hand he signed to the Coltons to with-

draw, whereupon the elderly mining
engineer took his daughter by the arm
and led her persuasively from the room.
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They had scarcely disappeared vmen
the man known as Raspinoff was shown
into the study. He proved to be a tall,

bearded individual who carried himself
with an air of authority.
Talbot making himself scarce and

closing the door behind him, Burr rose

to greet the newcomer heartily.

"Ah, your Excellency/' he said.

"I've been looking forward to this

meeting for some time."
Raspinoff ignored Burr's proffered

hand somewhat pointedly. He was a

man whose striking countenance was
marred by a pair of cunning eyes and
an expression which suggested he might
have a good deal in common with the
American. But, as a member of the
Russian aristocracy and the ambassa-
dorial representative of his country in

the province of California, he con-
sidered himself a person of quality.

And Burr was too obviously sprung
from a lower social order. Even the
pretentious nature of his surroundings,
even the elegant clothes that he wore,
could not disguise his boorish manners.
Without a word Count Raspinoff pre-

sented his credentials in the form of a
document that bore the Imperial Rus-
sian seal. Then, with unconcealed
hauteur, he looked at Burr inquiringly.

" Your message to my government
stated that you nad something of great
importance to discuss,'' he remarked.
Burr nodded. He was alive to the

cynical note of condescension in Ras-
pinoff's tone, but he overlooked it be-

cause he required the man's aid.

"Your Excellency," he began, "we
both know that certain countries would
like to own California—your country,
for instance, and the United States.

We also know that the people of Cali-

fornia are not altogether satisfied with
their Mexican status, feeling, as they
do, that the Mexican Government is

sadly neglecting them."
He paused, and then went on speak-

ing in a sly and crafty voice.

"The population of California is be-

ing swelled by immigrants," he con-
tinued. "Many come from the United
States. A certain proportion are from
your country. The great, bulk of the
people in Fort Russe, I understand, are
Of Cossack origin."
"Well?" queried Raspinoff.
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"Naturally," Burr proceeded, "these
new settlers from the United State^-
and Russia have no loyalty to Mexico.
But, apart from them, the very
Spanish-speaking elements are discon-
tented. In short, California is just

about ripe for cutting adrift from the
Mexican flag."

"And how does all this affect my
government?''
Jason Burr drew a step nearer to

the count.
"I hold an official appointment here

under the Mexican Republic, although
I was previously a U.S. citizen." Burr
explained. "1 could forget my oath of

allegiance to that republic, and. with
the backing of Imperial Russia. I could
establish a colonial empire west of the
Rocky Mountains.'
"I see." Raspinoff murmured, "and

what do you personally expect to
gain?"
Jason Burr squared his heavy

shoulders, and a look of ambition re-

vealed itself in his villainous eyes.
" Dictatorship," he answered. "Dic-

tatorship, under the protection of the
Russian banner."
Count Raspinoff waved his hand

negatively.
" I fully realise that California is a

desirable territory," he said, "but
under no circumstances would my coun-
try consider laying claim to it. An-
nexation would mean war with Mexico,
and you may be sure that the United
Slates would rise in arms against
Russia as well. They would not take
kindly to the existence of a Russian
dependency on their frontier.''

'I know my project might lead to

war," Burr rejoined deliberately, "but
Russia might think it well worth the
risk—for a prize so great, for a land
rich in gold. Yes, gold, your Excel-
lency—gold mined from the sierras."

He indicated (he nuggets that he had
been examining prior to Raspinoff's
arrival, and the count stared in awe at

this evidence of unimagined wealth.
"Gold in California?" he exclaimed.

"Is this really true? But no, it can't
be; otherwise the United States would
have gone to greater lengths in their

attempts to separate this province from
Mexico."
Jason Burr smiled a crooked smile.
"You don't understand, count," lie

said. "Outside of me and my men, and
now yourself, no one knows that gold
has been discovered here."
Raspinoff was silent for a spell. He

had regarded Burr with disdain. He
had been scornful of his wild-sounding
plan. But with gold in this country,
would not the Russian -Government be
only too ready to lend an ear to tins

man's proposal, a dictatorship paying
homage to none but the Czar?
"There is just one point you seem to

have forgotten." he mused. "There
are no troops here in California, but
there is a detachment of U.S. cavalry
just across the frontier, and at the
first sign of any coup they would
probably receive instructions to ride

against you and nip this plan of yours
m the bud."
Jason Burr grinned at him. "Thai

detachment isn't strong enough to make
me turn a hair. In any ease, it left for

Oregon to map out trails in that terri-

tory. So you can take it from me
that by the time either the Mexican
Government or the U.S. Government
realised what was happening here my
dictatorship would he firmly estab
lished."

Beckoning to the count, he led him
across to a wall on which a huge map
of California and its environs was
suspended.

Supposing we forget the Mexican
Government." he continued. "Their
name stinks throughout tho province,
and. in their present weak and vacil-

lating condition, they wouldn't cause US
much trouble anyway. That leaves us

to reckon with the U.S., who could
only send troops against us via the

Ortega Pass. All right, here's the

Ortega Pass— and right here is General
Jason Burr. Give him men and muni
tions, and he'll hold that pass against

tie 1 whole of Uncle Sam's army."
Raspinoff's eves contracted thought-

fully.

"Yes," he muttered, "there are dis

tinrt possibilities in your plan. But I'm
afraid your proposal that you should

furnished with Russian troops is out

The padre stooped beside the trap-door as the Eagle pushed it open, and he took from Don's hand the mask
which the younger man made haste to peel off,
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.I the question. The Imperial Govern-
ment would never consent to"" that."
"Not if they were made to realise

that I stand ready to deliver them a
\ery wealthy colony?"
Raspinoff shook his head, and then

lingered his bearded chin.

"I cannot conceive them providing
you with regular Russian troops, Burr.
Yet an alternative has occurred to me.
[ could negotiate secretly with my
Government, and, if they approved, I

could arrange to furnish you with ex-

soldiers from the Russian settlement at

Fort Russe. From what I can see, they
would probably be sufficient for your
needs."
"How about guns and ammunition?"

Burr asked eagerly.

"I could arrange that also—on con-
dition that I profited by the deal. My
estates in Russia are in none too healthy
a condition—and, confidentially, I

could use some of this gold which you
say you have discovered."

Jason Burr leered at him. It amused
him to hear this haughty aristocrat

angling for a bribe, and sacrificing his

pride in the process.

"I understand, Excellency," he re-

joined. "At the moment, the output of

gold isn't what I'd like it to be. But
pretty soon I hope to recruit more
labour, and when our hidden mine is

being worked at full pressure I'll take
you over it. Then you'll see for your-
self that you can command any price

you care to name—for your valuable
assistance in this matter."

Reign of Terror

FOR some time past the Sonoma
Valley had been agitated by the
deeds of armed ruffians who had

swept down on isolated hamlets and
carried off groups of able-bodied peons,
poor half-breed labourers who had been
snatched from their homes and herded
across the range to an unknown des-

tination.

But, following Jason Burr's inter-

view with Raspinoff, the activities of

those raiders increased alarmingly. Not
only hamlets, but villages and even
small towns were assailed, and peasants
and citizens were dragooned out of their

dwellings in ever-growing numbers.

Some resisted with violence, only to

be shot down as an example to their

fellows. A veritable reign of terror
was instituted—inexplicable to the
population of the \ alley, for none knew
of Jason Burr's discovery of gold, and
none knew that the wretches who were
seized and spirited away were embark-
ing upon a life of slavery in a secret
mine.
A month after that intensive cam-

paign had been launched, Senor Loring
and his son Robert called on Father
Jose and learned that San Antonio
itself had been the scene of a visitation

a few hours before their arrival there.

And as the padre described how
anguished men had been torn from their

loved ones, and how he himself had
been threatened with death when he
had tried to interfere, the Lorings felt

the blood run hot in their veins.

"Whoever these scoundrels are.'' the
senor ground out, " the people of this

valley must unite against them. Again
and again I have advocated a Vigilante
committee, and the time has come
when such a slop has got to be taken,
otherwise no man will be safe."

Thus spoke Senor I.oring, and a
little while later, when he and his son
Robert left San Antonio to ride home-
ward across their range, the question
of forming a committee of defence
occupied a prominent place in their con-
versation.
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They were still discussing the sub-
ject when, crossing a knoil in the
distance, they suddenly espied three
men cantering from a belt of chaparral
about a quarter of a mile away, and
at sight of them old Loring and his

son altered their course to intercept
them.
The three men were Count Raspinoff,

Jason Burr and a fellow named Barson
who was in the general's pay, and they
were returning from a visit to the
secret mine on the ' north-eastern fringe
of the Loring property.
Senor Loring and Robert know-

nothing of that mine. They only knew
that Burr and his companions had no
right to be riding over then rarige,

and, resentful of the trespass of a man
whom he had always disliked instinc-

tively, old Loring accosted the general
with an air of unmistakable annoyance.
"What are you doing on my land,

Senor Burr?" he demanded, as he and
Robert drew rein before the trio.

Burr regarded him coolly.

"Oh, just looking it over with the
idea of making you an offer for it,"

he drawled.
" You know that not an acre of my

rancho is for sale," old Loring retorted.
" I have told you that more than once,
and I shall be pleased if you will stay
away from my property."
A baleful glint appeared momentarily

in Jason Burr's eyes. He had reason
to consider Loring as an obstacle in

his path—not only because the senor's

refusal to sell his land compelled the
general to exercise a great many irk-

some precautions relating to the mine,
but because Loring had given so much
support to the idea of establishing a
company of Vigilantes.
When Burr spoke, however, his tone

revealed no hint of his innermost
thoughts.

" I'm sorry you feel that way, Senor
Loring," he murmured.
The rancher gave him a cold glance,

and then, without another word, he
turned to resume his homeward jour-

ney with Robert, and father and son
had their backs to the three trespassers

when Burr darted a meaning look at

the man known as Barson.

It was a look which the general's
hireling was quick to comprehend, and,
inclining his head, he reached for his

hip and drew out a revolver. Next
instant the silence of the range was
shattered by the blasts of two shots

fired in swift succession, and before the
cool breeze from the mountains had
wafted away the blue gun-smoke, Senor
Loring and his younger son lay

stretched on the ground.
Barson moved forward to examine the

bodies, and, reflecting on an after-

thought that he might as well relieve

them of any valuables, he rifled their

pockets and ended his act of pilferage

by taking the ring that Senor Loring
had worn on the third finger of his

left hand.
Meanwhile Count Raspinoff was look-

ing on with raised eyebrows, but he
offered no comment until Barson re-

joined him and the general. Then the
Russian addressed Burr thoughtfully.

"I see you have all the qualities of
a dictator," ho remarked with some
dryness.

Jason Burr grinned, but said nothing,
and a few seconds afterwards he and
his companions were spurring from the
scene; and they were no longer in view
when the inert figures of Barson's vic-

tims were discovered by an Indian who
had been in the Lorings' employ.
The Indian was a faithful servitor

known as "Dark Feather," and no later

than that same night he departed for
the north to seek out Don Loring in
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the wilds of Oregon and ;. ^uiint him
with the tragic tidings of nis father's
and his brother's murder.
Dark Feather himself was familiar

with the Oregon country, and, aware
of the route Don had planned to take,
he anticipated little difficulty in locat-
ing the Fremont expedition. Yet it

was not until many days had elapsed
that the Indian reappeared in the
neighbourhood of San Antonio with
Don Loring.
Those inseparable frontiersmen,

Whipsaw and Salvation, arrived there
as well, for when Captain Fremont had
regretfully but unhesitatingly accepted
Don's resignation from the expedition
they had begged the cavalry officer to
release them from their duties as well.

It was in Don's nature to make
friends readily, but he had never won
greater esteem than that with which
Salvation and Whipsaw had come to
regard him during their travels in
Oregon. That was why they had boon
so eager to accompany him back to

California, and on the evening of their
return to the young fellow's birthplace
they followed him like a couple of
devoted bloodhounds when he elected
to call on Father Jose at the mission
in town.
Within the precincts of the chapel

Don held a long consultation with the
padre, and in the course of it the priest
volunteered the opinion that the murder
of Don's father and brother had been
connected with the activities of the
raiders who had been carrying off so
many peons.
"As one of the leading men in the

community of this valley; " he said,
"your father made no secret of the
fact that he intended to organise armed
resistance against these lawless ruffians.

1 am convinced that is.why he and your
brother were killed, my son."
Don Loring clenched his hands.

Grief and rage were struggling for
the mastery on his sunburned features.

"Padre mio," he told the pries
brokenly, "I shall not rest until their
deaths have been avenged."
"Think not of vengeance, my son,"

Father Jose answered slowly, " but
rather of justice. And let me give you
counsel, my son. All the forces of
evil seem to be at work in our land,
but no one knows who is really respon-
sible, and therefore you must be very
careful."
Don Loring was silent for a space.

Then he directed a queer glance at the
padre.
"Good Father," he said, "in the

cause of vengeance or justice—call it

what you will—I am going to fight
fire with fire. And if at first I do not
know the man who is behind these
forces of evil, he and his satellites will
alike be ignorant of my identity. But
they will learn to dread my shadow,
padre mio, for when I strike it will be
with the swiftness of an eagle."

With the swiftness of an eagle. It

was a phrase that was to take on a
particular meaning in the days and
weeks that ensued, for during that time
a masked horseman garbed in black
riding-kit made his advent in the
Sonoma Valley—a horseman calling
himself the Eagle and seenih.

wedded to the purpose of frustrating
the activities of the terrorists.

Few were aware that he was Don
Loring. Few, indeed, could claim
acquaintance with Don Loring, even in

San Antonio, for because of his roving
disposition in tho past he was almost
a stranger in his homeland.
But as the mysterious Eagle he be-

came a personality whose deeds were
the talk of the whole valley, since news
of his prowess was spread far and wide
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The Eagle ! " Burr shouted. " A thousand dollars in gold for the man who captures the Eagle !
"

by groups of peons whom he rescued
while they were being driven across
the range as helpless captives.
Again and again parties of kid-

nappers were unexpectedly held up by
him at the revolver's point and forced
tc release their convoys of humanity.
Then, having come to know many of
the shivers by sight, the Eagle began
to intensify his campaign against them.

Wherever he encountered them,
individual members of the gang were
thrashed by him. And when he had
beaten them into unconsciousness he
would tie them to their ponies and
attach some defiant missive to them,
usually pinned to their shirts by an
eagle's feather. He knew that sooner
or later their hoi'ses would carry them
home, and that the messages would be
read by the unidentified leader of the
organisation—with a chagrin which
Don could only imagine.
Nor did Don's imagination play him

false. If it had been possible for him
to see that leader scanning one of his
note, he would have enjoyed the ex-
pression of impotent fury on the man's
countenance.
The fury of Jason Burr reached its

peak, however, when he learned that a

carriage driven by one of his hirelings
had been stopped and examined by the
Eagle, and had been relieved of a
shipment of gold taken from the secret
mine.
Don did not know that the gold had

been obtained within the boundaries
of his own property. For that matter,
he was surprised to stumble upon a
shipment of gold in California at all.

But he commandeered it with alacrity.
and handed it over to Father Jose for
charitable purposes that same day.
Twenty-four hours later the Eagle

was striking anew, this time at a party
of three gangsters in charge of a dozen
peons who had been taken from a
village known as Cor ilia. Yet scarcely-

had Don intercepted the peasants'

captors and disarmed them than a

formidable body of horsemen suddenly
hove into view.
Don was quick to realise that the

slave convoy had been used as a decoy,
and he was equally prompt i" show-
ing a clean pair of heels to the hand
of riders who had been craftily follow-
ing up that convoy in the hope that he
would stop it and fall into a trap.

But swiftly as he rode the troop of

rogues clung to his trail determinedly,
and they were only two 04- three hun-
dred yards behind him when he at

length gained the outskirts of San
Antonio.

His objective was a ruined wing of
the mission hall where Father Jose
preached, and, parting company with
his horse in (he neighbourhood of that
wing, he ducked into the ruins and
shifted a fallen block of stone that
concealed a hole in the ground.

Lowering himself into the aperture,
Don eased the block of stone into place
again. Then lie stumbled through the
gloom of a subterranean passage witli

which the padre had made him
familiar, for the priest was naturally
among those whom the Eagle had taken
into his confidence.
The passage was linked with the main

transept of the chapel, and ten seconds
later the fugitive was thrusting up a

trapdoor in the. floor of the place of
worship to find himself in the presence
of Father Jose.
The padre stooped beside the trap-

door as the Eagle pushed it open, and
be took from Don's hand the mask
which the younger man made haste to

"peel off.

"They're after me, Father," Don
said, smiling calmly. "Bur we'll fool

them all right, never fear."
Climbing out of the underground

passage he dropped the trapdoor into
position and hurried over to a chest
that was set against the wall. From
this he removed a suit of grey clothes

such as a townsman of moderate mea-ns
might wear, and he lost no time in

donning them, over the black rig which
he used in his role as the Eagle.

Meanwhile, he could hear his foes

scouring through the debris of the
ruined wing, but discovering no trace
of their quarry there, they finally

swarmed round to the front of the
chapel and dismounted from their

broncs to tramp into the building with
a whirring of spurs.

By then Father Jose had disposed
of the tell-tale mask that Don had
relinquished, and Don himself was
seated at an organ which he was
apparently on the point of playing.
"We're lookiu' for the Eagle,"" one

of the intruders rapped out. "Where
is he, sky-pilot? We trailed him this

far."
The speaker was Barson, and

although Don had never seen him
before, yet he knew him almost at once
as a man who had been concerned in

the slaying of his father and brother.

For there on Barson's hand was the

ring that bore the Loring nest, with
its motto of faithfulness and bravery.

It was as much as Don could do to

restrain himself, but he kept a tighf

rein on his emotions and remained
silent while the priest denied all know-
ledge of the Eagle. Barson. however,
was not prepared to accept the priest's

word that there was no one in the
chapel but himself and the young man
who was at the organ, and the outlaw
instructed his comrades to search the
entiro mission.
The search was. of course, unavail-

ing, and, thoroughly disgruntled,
Barson and his associates eventually
made their way from the building,
with the padre accompanying them as

far as the street and chiding them for

having so rudely invaded the sanctuary
of a holy place.

His reproaches fell upon deaf ears.

Benson, in fact, suddenly turned on htm,
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and from the interior of Jjie church
Don heard the ruffian's snarling voice.

"Listen, sky-pilot, I reckon you
know more about the Eagle than you'd
care to admit. I reckon you an' thai
i rganist o' yours managed to smuggle
him outa reach afore we showed up.
And in case I'm right, here's some-
thing that'll make you sorry you ever
lent the coyote a hetpin' hand."
There followed the sound of a whip's

thong flailing through the air, and,
starting to his feet, Don ran out of the
chapel. But, fortunately for him
perhaps, the crooks had mounted and
were spurring away when he stumbled
forth into the street.

Father Jose was lying on the ground,
his body smarting from the weals in-

flicted by the two or three strokes that
Barson had dealt him, and there was a
black look on Don Loring's countenance
as he raised the priest and helped him
back into the mission.

It was a look that boded ill for the
man known as Barson, though in very
truth Barson had already been singled
out for doom in the moment when Don
had seen his father's ring on the black-
guard's grimy hand.

In the Enemy's Stronghold

THAT same afternoon Barson was
detailed to pin up a series of
notices in various prominent posi-

tions in the neighbourhood of San
Antonio, and it was an assignment that
he carried out alone.
The notices indicated that General

Burr wished to interview the man who
called himself the Eagle, since he re-
garded the latter as a public bene-
factor and was anxious to support him
in his campaign against lawlessness.

The contents of those bills were
cunningly worded, and Burr had high
hopes that the Eagle would be deceived
by them. So had Barson, and having
enthusiastically disposed of several, of
the notices, he was in the act of nail-
ing the last one to a roadside tree
about two miles from San Antonio
when he was startled by a voice
immediately behind him.
"That's a beautiful ring you're wear-

ing, senor."
Barson swung round in his saddle to

find himself confronted by a masked,
black-clad figure who was covering him
with a Colt. It was the figure of the
Eagle, and the gangster realised that
the mysterious rider must have crept
up on him through some thickets
nearby.
Barson glanced down at the ring to

which the other had referred. Then,
after a brief silence, the Eagle spoke
again, indicating as he did so the notice
which the outlaw had pinned up.

"General Burr," Don remarked. "Is
he the same man whom people know
as Jason Burr?"
"Yeah," Barson answered. "The

most powerful hombre in the whole of
California. You should be glad he
wants to see yuh. He can do a lot for
anyhody that he's interested in."
Don appeared to consider the notice

for a space.
"Very well,'' he said at length, "I'm

ready to go to him. Will you take me
t" llln

Barson replied in the affirmative with
a little too much alacrity, and with a
certain slyness playing in his eyes.
Nor was that crafty gleam lost on Don
Loring, although for that matter he
had never had any intention of expos-
ing himself to treachery.
He knew Barson's character, had

-led it at the mission where he had
pretended to be a meek and innocent
organ player. And it was now obvious
July 10th, 1037.
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to him that Jason Burr must be the
truo leader of the organisation to

which this thug belonged.
Nevertheless, Don allowed Barson to

think that he had been duped by the
general's offer, and though keeping a
close watch on the gangster, he
appeared to accompany him willingly
enough across the range.

They rode side by side at a steady
trot, Don mounted on the white pony
that had formerly belonged to Salva-
tion, and they had covered a distance of
a good many miles when the younger
man suddenly drew rein.

"We're pretty close to Burr's place,
now, aren't we?" he asked.
"Yeah," Barson rejoined. "It lies

just beyond the ridge there."

"Good enough," Don said. "You
will now change clothes with me, my
friend. You see, I have a little more
sense than you gave me credit for."

He was still handling the gun with
which he had covered Barson at the
outset, and at the first sign of defiance
he threatened the rogue with it. Then,
giving him the choice of obeying his

instructions or dying like a dog, he
compelled the man to dismount and
strip to his underwear.
A minute or two later they had ex-

changed clothes, and when Barson bad
rigged himself out in the garb of the
Eagle, Don addressed him significantly.

"You will now ride over the ridge
and make straight for Burr's hacienda,"
he stated. "I want to know what kind
of a welcome the Eagle might expect
there. And remember, keep going for-

ward, for my revolver will be trained
on you."
Barson was white to the lips. He

tried to expostulate, and his whole
manner told Don that he anticipated
disaster. But the last of the Lorings
was in no mood to show mercy to the
scoundrel who had murdered his father
and brother.
Barson was forced onward. He

crossed the ridge and came within view
of the stronghold by the Yuba river.

Then his approaching figure, clad in

the unmistakable attire of the Eagle,
was sighted by a look-out, and in a
moment the gateway and the walls of

Jason Burr's forbidding residence had
become alive with armed men.

A volley rang out, and Barson's life-

less body pitched to the dust, riddled
with bullets. And as the crook's inert

form rolled over the ground Don
Loring veered off to return in the direc-

tion of San Antonio, picturing as he
rode the expressions that would dawn
on the faces of Barson's killers when
I hey hurried out to discover that they
had butchered one of their own cronies.

It was no inexcusable vindictiveness
that had caused Don to send Barson to

his death. The man had met a fate
which he had richly deserved, and well
might Don permit himself a feeling of
satisfaction now. Justice had been
done, and, without soiling his own
hands, he had seen his father and his

brother avenged.
More, he had learned the identity

of the arch-rogue whfj was responsible
for the misery that had been inflicted

on the people of the Sonoma Valley;
and in the course of the following week
Don Loring concentrated his activities

in the immediate vicinity of Burr's
headquarters.
He gleaned a good deal of informa-

tion by keeping a secret watch on the
stronghold. He discovered, for in-

stance, that a man and a girl were
being held there as virtual prisoners,

and from subsequent inquiries in San
Antonio he heard that Burr was
supposed to be entertaining an
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C'olton, together with the latter's

daughter.
Likewise in San Antonio he gained

secondhand knowledge of the interior

of Burr's residence from a master car-

penter who had recently been engaged
in carrying out repairs there.

Then one morning Don proceeded to

put into execution a scheme that he had
in mind.

It was a plan which necessitated some
slight assistance from Salvation and
Whipsaw, who were completely in Don's
confidence, and who had frequently ex-

pressed a desire to aid him, although
hitherto he had refused to let thern

undertake any risks on his behalf.

Their help even now was of a minor
character. They lode with him until

they were almost in sight of Burr's

stronghold. Then Don climbed down
off his horse and transferred himself to

the saddle of a flea-bitten mule that

they had fetched along with them.
"Now tie me up just as I told you,"

he said to Whipsaw and Salvation.

"And don't forget to fix that note to

my clothes."
The clothes which he was wearing, in-

cidentally, were those which he had
donned as the supposed organist of

Father Jose's chapel ; and the note to

which he had made reference was one
purporting to be from the Eagle, advis-

ing Burr that he, the Eagle, would pay
him a visit ere long.

In silence Whipsaw and Salvation

carried out Don's * instructions. Then
the last-named volunteered a comment.
"You know you're takin' an awful

chance," he muttered. "The rat that

murdered your father an' your brother

has been knocked off. Ain't you satis-

fied?"
"No," Don answered. " There's

more behind this than I thought. But
don't worry—I know what I'm doing.

Leave my horse in the thickets by the

river. I'll pick him up there when" f

want him."
With that he kicked his heels into

the flanks of the mule astride which he
now sat, and not long afterwards he
might have been seen approaching the

main gateway of Jason Burr's strong-

hold, where he was promptly seized by
two 01 three men posted on guard at

the entrance.
He was escorted through to the court-

yard, and Burr himself happening to

emerge from his quarters at that

moment, the note affixed to Don's
clothes was soon in the general's pos-

session.

He read it through while one of his

hirelings was untying Don. Then he
looked at the young fellow through
narrowed lids.

"How does it happen that the Eagle
has selected you to deliver this mes-
sage?" he demanded.
"I—I don't know, senor," Don fal-

tered with an assumed nervousness of

tone. "I'm a poor musician—the

organist at the chapel in San Antonio

He was interrupted just then by a

drumming of hoofs, and all at once he
was amazed to see a squadron of men
in the picturesque uniform of Russian
Cossacks entering the gateway—men
armed to the teeth, and led by a

hatchet-faced individual who made
straight for Burr and saluted him
smartly.
"Yon are the general. I presume,"

the Muscovite announced in very fair

English. "I am Boris Petroff, report-

ing to you with volunteers from Fort
Russe in accordance with the orders of

Count Raspinoff."
Jason Burr nodded.

(Continued in page 27)
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Because she happens to be present when a murder is committed by a notorious
crook, Polly Dunlop is afraid for her own life and flees from New York. She is

befriended by a young reporter, but the crook's hirelings eventually track her down
—with sensational consequences. A thriller distinctly out of the ordinary, starring

Mary Astor and Charles Quigley
•

The Man in Nine-sixteen

AT her own little table, in a corner
of the busy barber's shop adjoin-
ing the lobby of the Courtland

Hotel, Fifth Avenue, auburn-haired
Polly Dunlop was putting away the
tools of her trade, believing that she
had completed the last manicure for
the day, when a telephone-bell rang
and Mabel Donner, second manicurist
on the hotel stall', sped to an adjacent
vail instrument.

"Barber's shop," she said into the
transmitter, and then: " Nine-sixteen

?

Ye?, sir. No, I'm sorry, she's just
going off duty. Oh, all right, I'll tell

her. Thank you."
Polly rose from her table, tucked her

manicure-case under her arm, and
walked over to the colleague who was
also a chum.

"Nine-sixteen wants a manicure?''
she inquired.
Mabel Donner nodded, hanging up

the receiver.
" He says if you don't mind working

overtime."
"Mind?" Polly laughed. "He's the

one that gave me that ten-dollar tip the
other day! If I'm not mistaken, the
man in nine-sixteen has that certain in-
definable something called a solid bank
account, See you at the flat, Mabel."

" I'll keep your dinner warm."
Nine hundred and sixteen was the

number of a small suite, comprising
sitting-room, bed-room and bath-room,
on the eighteenth floor of the hotel,
and. according to the register, the
present occupant of the suite was
Alfred Brewster. Such, however, was
not the occupant's real name, but only
one of many names he had used in the

course of a very chequered career. In
police records lie figured as Al Lustig,
a racketeer and a crook.
He was a very tall man and a power-

fully built one. somewhere in the early
thirties; a red headed giant who might
have been fairly good-looking but for
the fact that his evil ways had left

their mark upon his clean-shaven face.

He had just changed into evening
clothes when lie telephoned down to
the bather's shop, and with him in

the sitting-room was a bulbous-eyed
member of his gang. Mike Dugan. who
looked something like a pugilist but
was idleged to be a valet.
Mike Dugan was scared, and. in his

own way, he confessed it to Al Lustig.
"You know, boss, I'm worried," he

said.
" What have you got to worry with ?"

jeered his employer, ripping undone a

dress-bow he had (ailed to tie properly.
" Well, maybe I ain't got a trigger

brain like you got," said Mike, "but
I know Fletcher, and I know he ain't
gonna take this slap lying down."
"I'm letting Fletcher oft easy," re-

turned Lustig with an impatient flip

of his left hand. "He's helped him-
self to plenty off of me."

" Yeah. I know, but you got to be
careful, because as long as Fletcher's
on the loose he's gonna make trouble."
"Let me do the worrying! Relax,

Mike, and give me a hand with this
bow."

The bow was being adjusted when
there came a knock at the door.
"Come in!" shouted Lustig; and

Polly Dunlop stepped into the room
with her manicure case, a vision of
beauty even in the white uniform-

overall -he had to wear for her work.
"Oh, excuse me," she murmured.
"That's all right." said Lustig. "My

valet, her.', was just leaving."
He whisked up a soft felt hat From

a chair and thrust it upon Mike's head.
" You've got the night off, Mike,"

he said. "Go take a nice long trolley
ride siime place."
The alleged valet went off like a

lamb, and Lustig helped himself to a
glass of wine at a sideboard.
"Thanks for coming up," he said,

turning to Polly.

"Didn't I give you a manicure only
a few days ago?" she asked, opening
her case on a little low table.
"Yes," he replied, "that's why 1

asked them to send you again."
"Been biting your nails?"
"No, not exactly." he laughed.

"Just didn't want to eat alone. 1
thought you might have dinner with
me."
As a manicurist she very often re-

ceived invitations which did not appeal
to her, and she had her own way of
dealing with them.
"Oh, I'm sorry." she said, "but I

have a date. I'm going to the fight
to-night with my uncle. He's just got
in from Syracuse, and "

"Now. wait a minute!" Lustig in-

terrupted, not in the least bit deceived.
" You don't really want to go to any
fights, and I'm the kind of guy who'd
do anything to keep from eating
alone."
"Well, there's a nice crowd in the

coffee-room downstairs," she informed
him.

"I don't like crowds. In fact, I'm
particular who I have dinner with."
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"I'm very Battered," She moved to-

wards a telephone on the sideboard.
" It we're having dinner, what about
food?" .

"Tell 'em to send up a waiter," he
replied expansively. "Order anything
you 'want."
The telephone was removed from its

plunger and a girl at a switchboard
down in the lobby answered the call.

"Oh, hallo, Maisie!" said Polly.
" This is Polly. If I'm not out of here
by eight o'clock, send for me."
Lustig seemed to be amused rather

than offended.
"Now just give the Marines a ring,"

he suggested, "and we'll be all set."

"That's right," Polly said to the girl

;it the switchboard. "Now give me
Foom Berries-, dear."
Room service was connected, and

Polly looked over her shoulder at her
'. i , y determined host.

"What would you like?" she asked.
"Oh. a steak, I guess," he decided.

"This is nine-sisteen," she said into

the telephone. "Two steak dinners.

No, no potatoes—just the spinach, and
salad, and coffee. That's right, thank
you."

She replaced the telephone.

"How was that?" she asked smil-

i,1(2:ty -

, . , .,

"The spinach has me worried.
"Wait until you see it! I can get

a better meal with a telephone than
mother ever could with a stove!"
The door from the corridor was

opened, and a thin and ugly man
slipped almost furtively into the room.
His cheeks were sunken, his lips were
thick, and the expression in his eyes

caused Polly's heart to miss a beat.

"Hallo, Al!" he said, closing the

door.
"Hallo, Fletcher!" drawled Lustig.

"Nice of you to drop in this way."
"Don't kid me." The intiuder

stalked across the carpet. "They told

me you were out of town."
"If I'm m the way, or anything,"

faltered Polly, "I can "

"Mr. Fletcher and I have a little

business to talk over, if you don't

mind." said Lustig, and he jerked a

thumb in the direction of the door that

had just been closed.

But Fletcher immediately barred the

way.

"Oh, no, Lustig," he rapped, "your
friend stays here! I'm taking no
chances on her telling the boys I paid

you a call. I'm not going to let you
get away with anything. I know all

about you and your rackets, Lustig!"
Polly heard that name with horror;

she had seen it in the papers in con-
,ii! u itli all sorts of crimes.

"Don't you think you're trying to

cover an awful lot of ground?" sne< red

its owner.
"No," Fletcher retorted, "and I'm

offering you a good business proposi-

tion. For ten thousand dollars I can

go far away and keep my mouth shut.''

"I know a better way of keeping
your mouth shut." said Lustig.

"But you won't have a chance to

use it!" Fletcher dived over to the

sideboard and grabbed up the tele-

phone.

"Put that down!"
"Not unless you see this thing my

' defied Fletcher. "The D.A.
will have a dozen men here in ten

minute*, and then we can all sit down
and talk."

"All right, you win this round,
You'll get your ten grand. But show
your face around this town again, and
I'll help to carry the coffin !"

Fletcher put down the telephone,
With a complete change of expression

he went, back to Lustig.
July 10th
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"You know I'll keep my word, Al,"
he said. "All I want is the cash, and
you'll never see me again."

"I've got the money right here."
Lustig tapped the left side of his dinner
jacket.

"I knew you and I could get to-

gether," exulted Fletcher. "I'm going
to take a little trip, maybe to the
coast."
Lustig reached a hand into his jacket,

but it was not money that he produced
from a pocket there ; it was an ugly
automatic.
"When you get there," he drawled,

" write me a little post card and tell

me how you're doing."
Polly screamed and flew int^ the bed-

room with the sound of a shot in her
ears. She saw Fletcher fall dead as
she turned to slam the door, and she
rushed to another one that gave access
to the corridor.
Her one idea was to escape, and

though she was trembling all over, fear
gave her strength. She reached the
stairs and stumbled down them, floor

after floor, till she found herself in the
basement, then made her way past the
kitchens to stone steps that led up to
the employees' entrance. Mounting the
steps, she rushed out past a staring
timekeeper into a wide alleyway,
through which she went more slowly
to the street.

Up in the room she had left behind.
Al Lustig looked down at the man he
had killed for several seconds before
he put the automatic back in his

pocket. Then, with a shrug of broad
shoulders, he darted into the bed-room.
The door into the corridor was wide
open, and he knew that the girl must
have escaped that way. He kicked
the door shut and went into the bath-
room, and in the bath-room he opened
a window-.
Outside was a fire-escape, a ladder-

way of steel attached to the wall of the
hotel, and. without the slightest hesita-

tion, he climbed over the sill on to it

and began to descend.

Polly Runs Away
POLLY and Mabel Donner lived to-

gether in a little three-roomed flat

in East Eighteenth Street; and
Mabel had reached home, and was
about to prepare the evening meal for

herself and her chum, when a frantic

banging at the front door sent her run-
ning to it from the kitchen.
Polly staggered past her into the

living-room, bare-headed, and almost as

white as the overall she was wearing.
She looked as though 'she had seen
several ghosts.

"Why, Polly, what's wrong?" Mabel
exclaimed.
"Oh. something terrible has hap-

pened!" was the breathless reply.
" D'you know who it was in nine-

sixteen ?"

"Yes, a man named Brewster."
"No. that's not his real name. lie's

Al Lustig!"
"Lustig? What, the crook?"
"Yes. and he's just killed a man!

Some fellow came in, anil there was
an argument, and Lustig shot him!"
"Who was it?" Mabel closed the

door. "Who did he shoot?"
" Oh. his name was Fletcher, or

something. I'd better call the police,

hadn't I?"
"Are you crazy? D'you know what

it means to be the onlv witness against
a guy like Lustig? You're going to

pack up and get out of town as fast

as you can !"

"But, Mabel, 1 didn't have anything
tt> do with it!" Polly protested.
Mabel swept her off into the bed-

room .
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"If you stick around," k
f, and Lustig

said, " the
police will make you testi

won't waste a second getting rid of
you. He'd have to, to save himself
from the electric chair!"

Polly took off the overall that covered
her own plaid frock.
"But where can I go?" she asked

bleakly.
"Any place. The quicker tho

better." Mabel got out a suit.

opened it on the bed, and proceded to

collect her chum's wearing apparel from
a wardrobe and a dressing-chest.
"Oh, I left my hat and coat at the

shop!" exclaimed Polly.
"Wear mine."
Polly put on a hat that was thrust

upon her, and then a dark coat. The
suitcase was packed and fastened, and
she remembered that she had left her
handbag at the shop.
"I haven't any money!" she cried.

"I have!" Mabel got her purse and
opened it. " There's fifteen dollars here
—take it. Write me and I'll send you
some more. Oh, honey, get off some-
where out of town quick ! And for the
love of Mike don't talk to anybody!"
"Mabel, you're an angel!" Polly de-

clared gratefully. But Mabel bundled
her off to the front door.
"Good-bye, honey," she said. "Good

luck!"
The Grand Central Station was not

very far from the flat, and Polly was
in a train travelling across the Stete of
Connecticut when Mike Dngan re-

turned to the Courtland Hotel—and
walked right into the arms of the
police.

He was taken down to headquarters,
and there the Commissioner of Police
dealt with him in person after several
plain-clothes men had failed to obtain
any useful information from him.
"Why did Lustig kill Fletcher,

Mike?" the Commissioner asked in

quite a friendly way.
"Aw. Commissioner, you got A! all

wrong," declared the thiefc-fipped

henchman. "Why, he and Ed Fletcher
were just like brothers."
"Like Cain and Abel," suggested the

Commissioner with sarcasm.
"Yeah, that's right," agreed the

innocent.
" Where were you when Fletcher was

shot?"
"Who. me? Why, I was on a West-

side trolley."

"What were you doing on a trolley-

car?"
"Just sitting, riding around and en-

joying myself, Commissioner."
"Of all the phoney alibis!" fumed

the Commissioner.
"No. that's on the level," expostu-

lated Mike. "Why. the conductor will

remember me. because we had an argu-
ment. He thought I tried to gyp him
out of a nickel, arid you know I

wouldn't do a thing like that."

The Commissioner knew nothing of

the kind, but he judged it likely that
there had been an argument with a
conductor and that the alibi was a
sound one.

"Where's Lustig now?" he de-

manded, gripping Mike by the should) »r.

"Oh. I ain't seen him," was the kIiI>

hut unconvincing reply. "I think he's
out o' town on business, 'cause one o'

the hoys was telling me "

"Where's the girl—the manienri- 1
?"

"The girl?'' Mike's fare was a
blank. "I don't know nothing about
no girl."

The Commissioner turned with an air

of disgust to a uniformed policeman at

the door.
" All right, all right

;
get rid of

him!" he said.

Mike was marched out from the
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room and set at liberty, but two plain-

clothes men remained with the Com-
missioner, who dropped into a chair at

a desk.
"Well, boys," he said with gloom,

"we're starting from scratch. That
gorilla, Mike Dugan, knows more
about Lustig than he's willing to tell,

but it's more than just getting the man
who killed Fletcher. We won't be able

to convict Lustig, or even hold him,
unless we find that manicurist. Polly
Dunlop. Lustig's alwaj-s had an alibi.

He's chiselled out of every rap we've
ever pinned on him. But this time,

if we get the girl, we've got him! She
must have been an eye-witness, and her
testimony will send him to the chair.

We've got to find that girl!"

In one of his numerous hideaways, a

flat in a mean street over in Jersey
City. A\ Lustig uttered those last six

words about an hour after the Com-
missioner had uttered them. He was
sitting at a table, in a room not at all

badly furnished, and three members of

the gang he ruled were with him.
Mike »as one of them.
"We've got to find that girl!" de-

clared the crook emphatically. "So
fur. she's playing dead, but we can't
take any chances. If she decides to

talk, and the cops pick her up like they
did Mike, here, it's my finish. We've
got to find her first!"

He turned to two of the men. who
were standing on his left.

"I want you. Frankie," he said,

"and you, Nick, to cover the hotel she
worked at. Talk to the bell-boys and
the people in the barber's shop—some-
body there might give you a lead."
He looked across at Mike, who was

sprawling in an easy-chair.
" 1 want you to find out where she

lives and get a line on her. See if

she's got any sweethearts or relatives

out of town she might write to. Maybe
she's hopped to a relative somewhere."
He waved his hand towards the door.
'' Xuh step on it, boys, and rernem-
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ber they've got two strikes on me as

long as that dame's alive ! Now get
going!"
Polly had taken a ticket to Hartford,

the capital of Connecticut, not because
she knew anything about that city,

but because the next train out from
the Grand Central Station was bound
for it. The first stop was at New
Rochelle, and there a middle-aged
woman entered the cariiage in which
Polly was seated near a window and
sat down beside her with an evening
paper in her hand.
Polly turned her head away and

appeared to be interested in a fleet-

ing landscape, enveloped in darkness.
The woman read for a while, but
suddenly exclaimed :

"My. isn't it the limit the way that
girl's run away !"

Polly looked round in alarm.
"What girl?" she asked faintly.

"That one." The paper was held
towards her and a gloved linger pointed.
"Dorothy Barnes. The idea! A rich
girl like thai running away from
school all because of some silly love
affair, atid worrying her people half to

death. Don't you think she ought to
have better sense?"
Polly repressed a sigh of relief and

glanced at the paper.
"Yes," she murmured.
"Don't it beat all, the way young

people carry on nowadays? The police
have had plenty of time to find her

—

1 suppose she's married that prince of
hers. I'll guarantee he only wants
her for her money."
"Yes." Polly started to rise. "Now

if you'll excuse me I think I'll
"

She broke off abruptly, and her
brown eyes widened. A young man
whose hands she had manicured that
evening, and who was one of her
numerous unwanted admirers. had
entered the carriage from an adjoin-
ing one and was advancing towards
the conductor.
"How are you there, brother?"

boomed the young man. "How long
before we get into Norwalk?"

11

"About an hour," the conductor re-

plied.

"What time is it now?"
The conductor consulted his watch

and replied that it was eight-twenty.
"Thanks, pal." The young man

dropped into a seat quite close to the
stool on which the conductor was
perched, and Polly sat down again.

"I thought you were leaving?" said
the middle-aged woman.
"Well—er—I thought I'd like to

hear more about the Barnes girl," said
Polly, and saw that the paper had been
turned inside out. "Is that the story?"
"Yes," nodded the woman, "it's con-

tinued from page one. Here, read it

for yourself."
Polly thanked her, took the paper,

and appeared to become immersed in

the story of Dorothy Barnes, who had
run away from college to marry a

foreign prince, to the intense annoy-
ance of a millionaire father who was
offering a reward to anyone who found
her before she had taken the fatal step.

The young man who had asked about
Norwalk took out a watch and wound
it. He said to the conductor in a voice
loud enough for everyone in the
carriage to hear :

"You know, I never c:m remember
to wind this thing. It's a swell watch,
too. The company gave it to me last

year for my sales record."
Polly did not look round, but she

was badly disturbed. She felt certain
that if she remained on the train the
young man would catch sight of her
before Norwalk was reached.

Five long minutes elapsed, and then
the train steamed into a station and
came to a full stop. The conductor
rose from his stool.

"Clearview Junction," he shouted for

the benefit of the passengers. "Ten
minutes."
The young man stood up
"Well, 1 guess a little hamburger

would kind of hit the spot." he pro-
claimed. "How about you, brother?
Going to feed the inner man?"

Lustig reached a hand into his jacket, but it was not money that he produced from a pocket there—it was
an ugly automatic.
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An elderly male passenger thus

addressed shook his head. _

.

"No, thanks," he said.
" You know opportunity only knocks

once. Make hay while the train stops,

that's my motto."
The young man went off to the door

and disappeared; the middle-aged
woman beside Polly followed him.

Presumably they had both gone off to

the refreshment-room. Polly gave them
a couple of minutes to reach it, then

took down her suitcase from the rack

above her head and left the train.

A Friend in Need

CLEARVIEW JUNCTION had been
built not so much for the con-

venience of people who lived in

C'learview as for the convenience of the

New York, New Haven, and Hartford
Railroad Company. All manner of

lines converged upon it, but the

unimportant little town was nowhere
near it.

Polly discovered this fact after she

bad surrendered her ticket and walked
but from the station. She found her-

self in a dark lane, fringed with trees,

and with not a lamp to light the way
in either direction.

She went back into the station and
asked an aged porter the nearest way
to the nearest town.

"You just turn to the left, missie,"

was the reply, "and keep on till you
get to it. Clearview is its name, but

it's a tidy step, especially in them sort

o' shoes you're wearin'. Maybe if you
to use the 'phone in the bookin'-

omce old Ike Merrivale might come and
collect you with his cab."

"I'll walk," decided Polly.
There was a faint suggestion of a

moon behind the clouds that covered
the sky, and the darkness of the lane
did not seem so intense after she had
covered half a mile. But the suitcase

became heavier, and high heels were
not suited to ruts and pot-holes.

She was trudging wearily along the

lane that seemed to have no turning
and no end when the headlights of a

rar behind her caused her to stop and
to turn. An open two-seater caught
up with her, and at its wheel was a

bareheaded young man, who immedi-
ately braked and waved a hand.

" I've got a lot of room in here," he
said invitingly.

"No, thank you." With her head in

the air she walked on past the car.

But the car caught up with her almost
immediately.

"I'm going into Clearview," the

young man informed her. "I'll give
\ou a. lift."

"Thanks again." she returned

stiffly. "I can walk."
Once mm ihe preceded the car for

n little way, but it caught up again
and was slowed down to keep her
i ompany.
"You certainly can," said the per-

sistent young man. "It's only eight
miles. Of course, the one snag is that

there aren't any signs on these roads,

and this lane opens out into another
directly."

"I'll find my way," said Polly.
"All right*" he nodded. "Make

BOIB you take the left-hand turn when
you hit Barrett's swamp. It looks
Kind of ghostly and haunted."
She looked across at him.
"You're not trying to scare me, are

yon?"
"Oh, no." He shook his head. "It's

not really haunted. There's nothing
to get scared about- except snakes."
"Snakes?" she gasped.
"Yes."
"Oh!"
July 10th, 1937.
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That was the end of her resistance.

She was terrified of snakes, knew
nothing about their nocturnal habits,

and had noticed that he was attract-

ively good-looking. She liked his

smile as he opened the door of the two-

seater for her, and she liked his mop
of very dark and very wavy hair.

He jumped down to relieve her of the

suitcase, which he stowed in the dicky,

and he helped her up into a seat which
seemed to her to be singularly comfort-
able.

"Are you going to stay in Clearview
for a while?" he inquired as he drove
on along the lane.

"I don't know," she replied slowly.

"I—I came up here for my fU-alth."

"Well, you'll like it here. Great
climate—nice and dry."
"That's just what I need."
"You'll like the people, too. Know

any of 'em?"
"Not a soul," she confessed.
"Then how did you happen to pick-

out Clearview?"
"Well," she hesitated, "I—I didn't

pick it out exactly. All the doctor told

me was that I was to get out of the
city, and that he thought the country
up here might help."
The end of the lane had been

reached. He swung the two-seater to

the left into a wider thoroughfare, and
at that moment the clouds parted and
the moon shone down upon them.
"You're not kidding me," he said.

"No doctor sent you up to Clearview.
You see, I happen to be a reporter.

It's even money I know all about you."
That gave her a jolt, but she tried

not to show her dismay.
"You're a reporter?"
"Yes," he replied. " ' Clearview

Clarion.' I'm the whole staff. I've

talked to dozens of girls like you.
Even wrote a story about 'em."
"Dozens like me?" She didn't like

that. "I'm unique."
"Maybe. But not a week passes that

some girl down on her luck doesn't go
through Clearview, working her way
to the city in search of a job. Isn't

that what you're doing?"
She decided to let him think so.

"Well, you can't blame a girl for

tiying to keep a secret," she said
i:\ asively.

"Oh, it's nothing to be ashamed of,"
be assured her. "We're all just look-
ing for a chance to make good, aren't
we?"

"That's it."

"It's the same with you as it is

uith me. Being chief cook and bottle-

washer on a four page weekly isn't

miirh. But then there's the ' New York
-s.'

"

" Oh, you work for the ' Express,'
too?"
"Well, not steady," he admitted.

" You see, there's not enough news
happens around here. But one of these
days a big story will walk into Clear-
view, and when it does I'll be able to
go to the ' Express ' and hold 'em up
for a regular job."

They were descending a hill into a
hollow that looked all misty in the
moonlight. Barrett's swamp, she pre-
inimn iir

"Well, I hope your chance comes,
and that you get your big job real
soon," sho said.

" Thanks. Here comes hoping for
both of us."
The two-seater whi/.zed down into

the mist, swung round a corner on two
wheels, and began to climb again upon
a real roadl
"Say, would you like to stay in

Clearview for a while if you could
make a living?" he inquired.
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"I like everything you've told me
about it so far."
"I might be able to get you a job."
"Really?"
" Yes, I think I can fix it. Do you

mind being a waitress?"
She shook her head.
"It's not that I mind," she said.

"But I've never waited on tables
before."
"Oh, I didn't say anything about

waiting on tables—I said being a
waitress. No tables in Alec's diner.

He's looking for a girl, because the one
he had got married last week. I'll talk
to Alec about it, if you like."

"It would be awfully nice of you to

take all that trouble over a stranger."
"Aw, that's nothing," he responded.

"You can arrange about a room at the

Union Hotel, and then I'll have a talk
with Alec. He's a Greek, you know,
but he's a good chap."
Polly liked what she saw of Clear-

view that night, and she liked the old-

fashioned Union Hotel, which stood on
a corner of Market Square. She
booked a top-floor room, without
board, for a ridiculously small sum,
and she had only just made herself at

home in it when the young man of the
two-seater called for her.

His name, she had learned, was Earl
Daniels, and he had proved a very good
friend in need, for he wanted to take
her straight round to the Greek of

whom he had spoken.
She went with him across the square

into Main Street, and they mounted
wooden steps outside a quaint little

restaurant labelled "Alec's Diner."
There were no tables in the pi

but there was a long counter at whii h
several customers were perched on
stools. Behind the counter hovered an
elderly man with very black brow?,
very bright eyes, and a bald pate from
each side of which tufts of black hair
sprouted.
He was the bulky proprietor of the

establishment, Alexander Scorzo, and
he viewed Polly with obvious approval,
then motioned to her companion to

conduct her to a room at the far end
of the counter.
There she was interviewed, gave the

name of Mary Jones, and was engaged
on the spot without any mention what-
ever of references, her duties to com-
mence nest morning.
Having worked as a manicurist in a

fashionable New York hotel for

several years, Polly found it easy
enough to serve behind a counter. She
found favour with the customers, all of
them males and many of them quaint
characters, and her employer expressed
himself to Earl as being more than
satisfied with her.

Earl dropped in quite frequently for
a cup of coffee and a chat during the
next four days, and friendship ripened
between him and Polly.
On the Friday evening he had just

climbed on to his favourite stool when
an old farmer walked up to him with
an air of importance.
"Oh, say, Earl, I got a piece for that

there paper o' yours," he announced.
"You have?" Earl slewed round on

the stool. "Well, what happened?"
"A sow and three sucking pigs broke

out o' my pig-pen this afternoon.
We're still look in' for 'em."
"Thanks for the scoop," laughed

Earl. "That ought to make page one."
"Oh, that's all right.'' The imparter

of news went out front the restaurant,

doubtless to renew his search for the

wandering sow and its offspring.

"Escape from, pen stirs countryside,"
Earl said dryly to PoFry, as "though
quoting a headline.
"Will von get out an extra," she
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inquired, "or do you think it will

hold until next week's edition?"
Earl waggled an admonitory finger

at her.

"Say, those runaway hogs and the

Strawberry festival to-morrow night are

my big stories for the week." He
opened out a newspaper he had taken
from his pocket. "All well," he sighed.

"I guess we can't all have murders
and robberies like the ' New York
Express.'

"

"Well, that's one thing to be thank-
ful for." Polly glanced left and right,

saw that no customer was in immediate
need of service, and proceeded to wipe
the glass-covered top of the counter.

"Is there anything exciting in the

paper to-day?" she presently inquired

'•Well," said Earl, "the police

haven't caught up with that fellow

Lustig yet."
''Really?" She wished they had,

but disliked the subject. "Anything
else?"

"There's an article about that

Barnes girl who's stili missing. Now
there's a young lady I'd like to run
into. She'd make a great story."

"She's probably very nice," said
Tolly.

"As far as she herself is concerned,"
lie retorted, "I'd like to take a hair-

brush to her."
"Why?" asked Polly.

"Because she stands for everything
thafa wrong. Her father's given hei

all a girl could want, but now because
he doesn't see fit to buy her a title

or let her marry that prince she ups
and runs out on him."

"Well, she knows what she wants
and goes after it," said Polly, warm
in defence of a member of her own sex.

"I admire her."
"Admire her?" snorted Earl. "How

can you admire a spoiled, selfish,

money-drunk little debutante?"
" Because she's got a mind of her

own."
"Mind?" Earl brought his fist down

upon the counter in such a fashion

that the cup of coffee with which
Polly had just presented him almost
danced upon the edge of it. "All she's

got is a couple o' millions."

Polly took away the cup and saucer,

emptied spilled coffee tfbm the saucer
into a sink and refilled the cup from
a tall urn. Earl grinned sheepishly.

"This is getting to be a real family
fight." he remarked. "We're almost
breaking up the chinaware."
"And of all tilings over Dorothy

Karnes' millions," said Polly, setting

the replenished cup before him in its

saucer. "Which reminds me that I

got paid to-day."
"Well, I'm glad to hear Alec is

paying you. something."
Alec had just walked up to their end

of the counter.
"Sure," said he in his curiously

clipped English, "I always pay with
plenty cash, and the waitress got to
sling the hash." He struck an atti-

tude, fancying himself as a poet in a

language that was none too familiar to

him. "How's that?"
" T should have warned you about

this before you took the job," Earl
said to Polly, with a grimace.
"Well, it's your own fault," retorted

Alec. "You teach me the English, I
make the poem. Me, I got brains!"

" I suppose you'll be blowing your
salary on an ermine wrap?" Earl sug-
gested facetiously to Polly.
"No, that comes next week," she

laughed. "This one goes to pay a
debt T owe in New York. Will you
mail it for me?"
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"Sure." Earl pocketed a sealed and
stamped envelope she took from a shelf
and handed to him. "How would you
like to go to a good old-fashioned
strawberry festival to-morrow night?"

"Oil, I " She looked doubtfully
at her employer's broad back, but he
immediately turned to say :

"Anything Earl wants. There is

workings every day, sometimes peoples
gotta plav. It's a good idea."
"Fine." said Earl. "Is it a date?"
" Yes," said Polly.
"I'll call for you at seven-thirty."
"That'll be splendid. Don't forget

i" mail my letter."

"Glad you reminded me." Earl
drank his coffee and paid for it. "I'll

mail it right away."

On the Trail

IN the living-room of the little three-
rootned flat in East Eighteenth
Street, New York City, Mabel

Donner was ironing a gaily patterned
frock on the following Sunday morn-
ing when there arose a persistent bang-
ing at the door.
She put down the electric iron she

was using.

"All right, I'm coming," she called
out as she crossed the room. "Or do
you want to play knock knock ?"

She opened the door and with
indignant eyes regarded the unattrac
five feature- of Mike Dugan, an utter
stranger to her.

"(' Mid-morning." he said cheerfully.
"What's good about it?" she snapped.

"1 don't want to see any more
reporters, and I don't like cops! Go
away !"

Instead of obeying. Mike squeezed
past her into the room.
"Aw, now wait a minute," he said.

"I ask you, is that nice? I come up
here to give you a hundred dollars
and you start insulting me."
"A hundred dollar--?" Mabel stared

at him.
"Sure, I got it right here."
"Mister, I'd manicure an elephant

tor a hundred dollars ! Who do I have
lo kill?"

"You don't have to kill anyone,"
lie laughed. "I work for Kramer, over
on Sixth Avenue, the bookie. He was
over to the hotel you work at about a

week or ten days ago. and he made a
five dollar bet with your room-mate.
Ah, what's her name?"
"You mean Polly Dnnlop?"
"Yeah."
"She never bet on anything in her

life."

Mike shrugged his shoulders and pro-
duced a hundred dollars in notes.
"Well, she bet on Flyaway," he

-fated, "and Kramer has to pay her
out at twenty to one, and here's the
dough."
Mabel held out a hand.
"She can certainly use that," she

said.

The notes were withheld.
"Ah. but I have to give it to her

personal," said Mike. "She has to

sign the slip. Where is she?"
"Well, she's out of town for a little

while. But it's all right—you can give
it to me. I'm her best friend."
"We can't do it like that," scoffed

Mike. "You give me her address, and
it'll be mailed to her. You see, the
boss has a rep to keep up. Honest
John Kramer always pays off, but we
can't go 1 mining around paying out
money to people we don't know. Come
on, are you gonna give me that address,
girl? Hi, what's the matter with
you?"
An ominous odour had sent Mabel

scurrying across to the i'onmg-board.
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She had omitted to switch off the
current, and the electric iron was
doing its worst.
"My dress!" she cried in dismay,

snatching up the iron. "It's ruined;
My best print dress, and" I've only
worn it a couple of times. Oh, gee, I
would be Scotch and try to save a
niikel! Four dollars, ninety-five cents
Lost."

Mike viewed the damaged (hess with-
out any sympathy whatever.
"Yeah, and you've lost your girl

friend a hundred bucks," he said, "if
you don't come across with that
address."
"But I don't know her address!"

Mabel shouted at him.
"Well, that's her tough luck, picking

'em right and not getting paid for it."

Mike drifted towards the door, and on
a table near the door he caught sight
of an envelope which had been through
the post.

Mabel had switched off the cm
put down the iron, and picked up the
badly scorched frock. The envelope
vanished into a pocket and the door
was opened.
"I could get it to her," Mabel turned

to say. "Couldn't you stretch a poil

"Honest John Kramer stretche I
i

points, sister," Mike responded over his

shoulder. "I'll be seeing you."
"You mug!" she shouted after him

a- be went out.
Mike made straight for Al J.:

hideaway in Jersey Citj ami banded
him the envelope. The two men ki

as Frankie ami Nick were present, and
thej listened with amusement to the
storj Mike had to tell; but Lustig
took some notes from the envelope and
threw the envelope on a table.

"Fifteen dollars," he said dis-

gustedly. "That's all there is—and no
letter."

"Probably she tore the letter up,"
Suggested Frankie, a thickset bill

undersized man whose surname w is

Haines—according to police records.

Nick Morton had picked up tic
envelope.
"This is from Clearview, Al." he

said, as though he had made an import
ant discovery. "That's the postmark
on it."

"I saw that," growled Lustig: "and
how much good does it do us? Her
Aunt Johanna might be living in

Clearview. I can't risk touring the
country on a lead like this."

"I can go up and take a look
around," said Nick.
"You don't know the girl. Mike do

you remember her?"
"Sure, boss," replied Mike instantly.

"She was too much of a good-looker
to forget."

"Never mind her looks. Take a run
up to Clearview. Hop the first train,

and call mo if you find her."
"Okay."
Mike went off, smoking a cigar, and

he arrived at Clearview Junction late

in the afternoon.
The idea of walking nine mile- or

more to the little town did not appeal
to him at all. and he got the clerk

in the booking-office to telephone for a

car.

The car that arrived, after a con
siderable interval, was an ancient one;
its driver was by no means young.
During a very noisy journey Mike
asked questions in vain, and Old I"

the Union Hotel he was set down i I

paid tho fare.

Dusk was gathering in the Market
Square as he looked about him. He
went up to an elderly man sitting i i

a wooden bench under a tree.

"How do, professor,?" he sod.
Jul) 10th, 1037.
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"I'm trying (o find a girl that got
here about a week ago. Do ycu know
anybody like that?"

"I don't know anything about a
girl, son," replied the man. "I'm the
veterinarian from Adamsville. Come
down to see a cow myself."

Mike wandered off across the road-
way, and by a stone memorial in the
middle of the square he spoke to a
bearded man who Xvas smoking a pipe
and wore a metal badge upon his waist-
coat. He was the local constable, and
he proceeded to describe all the
youngish women who had arrived in

the town during the past week.
Mike listened with growing im-

patience to quite a lengthy list,

"Then there was Mrs. Harper's
sister," said the constable reflectively.

"Good-looking she was, too. But she
went back to Bridgeport yesterday."
"Oh, she went back to Bridgeport?"

Mike clamped his teeth upon the end
of a half-consumed cigar and wished
himself back in New York.
"Yeah." The constable removed his

pipe from his mouth and scratched the
back of his neck. "That's all I can
think of now, except that they got a
new waitress down thero to Alec's
Diner. Come to think of it, she's just
about the age you was saying, too."
"A new waitress?" Mike's flagging

spirits rose. "Hi, where's this diner
at?"
"Turn the corner and right down

there." The constable pointed with
the stem of his pipe. "Say, are you
any relation to this girl?"
"No, I'm just a friend of hers. I

got some good news for her."
In Main Street Mike found the

restaurant without any difficulty. He
found also an alleyway at the side of
it and an open window in the alleyway.
He looked in at the window and he
saw Polly behind the counter.
She was serving the old farmer who

had lost his sow and three sucking pigs
the previous Friday, and the farmer
was informing her that he had found
them.
"And bless me if they don't look like

fhey've took on more weight," he
added.
"Oh, that's fine," said Polly, and at

that moment saw Mike's ugly face at
the open window and recognised it.

She moved hastily past her employer
to Earl, who was on his favourite stool,

and she whispered urgently to him

:

" Earl, meet me out the back. Don't
ask questions. It's important."
She made in haste for the room at

the far end of the counter, snatched
her coat from a peg, and went out at
the back door just as Mike entered the
restaurant.
Alec advanced to the stranger as the

stranger climbed upon a stool.

"Hallo," ho said, "what do you
want?"
"Scramble me up a cup of coffee,"

-aid Mike.
Earl had passed him out on the steps

and then had sped along tho alleyway.
I U> met Polly at the back door.
"What's the matter?" he asked.
"I've got to get out of here!" she

replied agitatedly.
"Why, what's all the excitement?"
"That man in there—he mustn't see

me. I've got to get out of this town
right away."
"Oh! Well, I could run you out to

my grandfather's farm. Nobody would
lind you there."
"Cood!" she breathed. "Let's go at

once.

"

"My car's parked at the corner. We
r»nn rnj through this way into Union
Street."
July lOtli, 11)37,
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A Place of Refuge

THE two-seater was reached while
Mike was drinking his coffee, and
in a very few minutes' time it

was speeding out from the town in a
westerly direction. Polly settled back
in her seat with a sigh of relief.

"You see, ho knows who I am," she
said.

"A lot of people know me," said
Earl, "but I don't run away from
them."
"Yes, but he came up here to take

me back to town."
"Why?" Earl slowed to a sharp

bend. "What's this all about?"
"The trouble is I haven't told you

tho truth."
"About yourself?"
She nodded, and then the bend was

negotiated and the two-seater moved
smoothly upon a fiat stretch of road
with trees and fields on either side of
it. Dusk had merged into darkness,
and a number of stars were twinkling
in the sky.

" I couldn't stay where I was," said
Polly unhappily. "I couldn't let the
police " She broke off, biting her
lip because she was afraid to tell him
the truth; and then suddenly she
blurted: "Earl, I—I'm Dorothy
Barnes."
"The heiress?" He looked swiftly

round at her and his voice was curt.
" Tho one that ran off to marry that
prince ?"

"Yes, but that—that isn't right. I

—

I—I didn't want to marry any prince."
"That's what it said in the papers."
"It was wrong. My father wanted

the marriage. That's why I ran away.
Really, he twisted the story round.
You believe me, don't you?"
"What a story!" cried Earl. "Front-

page headlines as big as your hand!
The ' Express ' would get out an
extra."
She hadn't thought of the way he

would look at it as a reporter, and she
gasped in dismay :

"You're not going to send it in, are
you?"

"It's funny the way things break,
isn't it?" he said. "I've been waiting
for a big story for years, and here
comes one bigger than I ever hoped
for, and I can't use it. Oh, well,
there'll be other stories come along
some day."

"Earl," she began gratefully, "I
wouldn't ask you to do this, except
that

"

"Oh, that's all right," he broke in.

"The only thing we have to worry
about now is Gramp. He'll probably
kick up a fuss, but we-'ll handle him."
A mile or so farther on the road was

deserted for a winding lane, and in the
lane the two-seater was stopped outside
the gate of a farmyard. At the side

of. the yard was quite a large garden,
fronting a house built partly of brick
and partly of wood.
"Well, here we are!" announced

Earl.

"It's nice and quiet around here,"
she remarked appreciatively.
"Yes," said he, "while Gramp and

Zeke aren't around. Zeke Hopper is

the hired man, though you'd never
know it from the amount of work he
docs. Gramp's been firing him for the
iast eighteen years. They're always
arguing about something."
The house was in darkness.
"It doesn't look as though there's

anybody at home," said Polly.
"They're probably out fishing," he

returned.
"At night?"
"Oh, you can't go by what they do!"
He jumped down from his side of the
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car and helped her down from hers, and
they went through the garden to the
porch of the house. The front door was
on the latch, and in the light of a
match he led the way across a lounge-
iiall into a living-room furnished more
for comfort than for appearance.
"Gee, this is nice and homey!" she

exclaimed, after he had lit a hanging
lamp over a table.
"Glad you like it," said he.
"But what about my things?

They're at the hotel."
"Oh, I'll get them for you."
Two elderly men had entered the

farmyard from a field at the back of
it and were advancing towards the
house. Both were carrying fishing-rods
and creels, but the creels were empty

—

and that was a source of annoyance
to the shorter of the pair, who was Jeff
Daniels, Earl's grandfather.
The other man, considerably taller

and considerably leaner than his com-
panion, was Zeke Hopper, and they
both wore steel-rimmed spectacles.
"This timo you are fired!" Jeff

Daniels snapped at the hired man,
stopping short at the back porch.
"You can't firo me," retorted Zeke.

"I'm a-quittin'. Why, you ain't got
sense enough to

"

"It's just plain crazy, that's what!"
howled his employer. "I've never
heard tell of such a thing. Kecprn' me
out there after dark. I bet I caught my
death o' cold !"

"Always caught 'em that way down
to Frog Hollow," declared Zeke.
"Colds?" barked Jeff.

"No, fish, you darn fool! Good big
'uns, too!"
The back door was opened, and Earl

looked down at them from the porch.
"Well, about time you two got

home," he said. "What are you scrap-
ping about now?"
"This darn fool keeping mo out there

try in' to catch fish with glow-worms!"
raged his grandfather.
"Always caught 'em that way down

to Frog Hollow," maintained Zeke.
"It stands to reason," fumed Jeff,

" when you put a glow-worm in the
water the light goes out."
"It don't do no such thing!" Zeke

retorted.

They ascended the steps of the porch
to Earl, and Jhey entered the living-
room; but at sight of Polly standing
there by the table the two old fellows
stopped short in astonishment.
"Who's the lady?" demanded Jeff.

Earl put a hand on Polly's shoulder
and he said :

"This is my grandfather, Jeff
Daniels."
"Never mind who I am," barked

Jeff. "Who's the lady?"
"All right to tell him?" asked Earl.
"Oh, 1 suppose so," murmured Polly.
" flic's Dorothy Barnes."
" You know," explained Polly, " the

Society girl who ran away from school
because her father wanted her to marry
some foreigner. Well, I—I wouldn't

;

that's why I ran away."
Jeff screwed vip his eyes at her. Zeke

bunt but:
Why, they was tellin' about it over

the rady this mornin' ! So you're the
Haines girl ?"

Polly nodded.
"

I brought her out to stay here,"
said Earl. "Miss Barnes cant marry
a man she doesn't love, especially a
foreigner."
"Foreigner, eh?" said Jeff. "Never

had much use for foreigners. How
long d'you want to stay?"

Polly tried to think of a suitable

answer.
"Oh, about two weeks," she decided.

" I'll be twenty-one then."
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"What's that got to do with it?"

"Why, then I inherit four million

dollars from my grandmother. That's

on my mother's side. And then I can

do anything I like."

Jeff Daniels did not seem to be very

favourably impressed, either by the four

millions—which wore entirely imaginary

—or by her beauty—which was very

real.
" Oh. I won't be any trouble to you,

she added pleadingly.
"Of course you won't!" said Earl.

"You've got to let her stay, Gramp!
You can't put her out when she's in

a fix like this!"
Jeff looked over the top of his spec-

tacles at beauty in distress.
•' You'll probably get us into a lot o'

trouble with your rich kin-folks," he
said dubiously.

"Oh, no," Polly assured him, "my
folks won't bother you."
Zeke Hopper broke the awkward

little silence that followed.

"Well, 'tain't none o' my bttsinees,"

he began, "but if I was doin' this
"

"But ye ain't!" Jeff whirled round
on him. "You're just the kind of a

man that would turn a girl out into

the night when she's in a fix ! Ain't

you got any feelin's? Can't you show
some hospitality?"
He turned to Polly again.

"Now don't expect anything fancy.

lie said.

Polly murmured her thanks, but Jcti

told her to thank his grandson.
"I'll show yon the spare room," said

Earl, and he took her arm and led her

off to the lounge-hall and up the stair-

case in it.

Zeke scowled at his employer.
" I declare, Jeff Daniels, if you ain't

gettin' soft in the head!" he com-
plained. "Takin' in a perfect

atranger—and a woman, too!"

"It was Earl's idea, wasn't it?"

challenged Jeff. " You know how he

is when he gets set on something."
"Huh! From the

way he was actin' I

calculate he's kind o'

set on her."
" You think so?"
" She's got a power-

ful lot o' money."
" I shouldn't like to

see him get mixed up
with a rich city girl,"

growled Jeff. " Only
lead him on and then
disappoint him. If I

thought that boy was
really

"

"S-s-sh!"

Kail and Polly were
descending the stairs.

Zeke began to stir

some past* in an earth-

enware bowl he took
from a dresser, and
Jeff put away the

fishing-rods and creels.
" I'm sure I'll be

quite comfortable,"
Polly said as she en-

tered the room. "It's
awfully kind of you."

Earl announced that

he must -be getting
back to Olearview and
d e p arte d. Polly
watched Zeke's mani-
pulation of a spoon.
"That looks good,"

she remarked.
"Breakfast," said

Jeff. "Cakes. Buck
wheat."
•Can I help?"
"No, thanks," said

Zeke coldly. "I do all Je« Daniels
the work. '
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"I'll go to bed, then," decided Polly.
" Good-night."

The Telegram

EARL drove straight to the Union
Hotel in Clearview, gathered
Polly's things together in her

room with the aid of a chambermaid,
and went back to the farm with them
tidilv packed in her suitcase.

He left the suitcase with his grand-
father, Polly being in bed, and re-

turned to the little town. His intention

was to see the manager of the hotel,

but in the first instance he dropped in

at Alec's Diner to find out what had
happened there.

Mike Dugan was at the counter, talk-

ing to the Greek.
"Why don't you be a good guy and

stop fronting for her?" he was saying

as Earl entered. "Where is she?"
"I tell you the only thing I know

is the Union Hotel," Alec replied with
marked impatience.

"I've been over there four times and
nobody's seen her! Come on, now!"

"Mister, you make me crazy!" Alec
exploded. "I'm gonna throw you right

out on your face!"

Earl walked up to the counter.
"If you're looking for that Waitress

of yours," he said, "I saw her get on
the bus about an hour ago."
"A bus?" Mike exclaimed eagerly.

•What bus?"

"Why, the one that goes to Boston."
Earl replied.

"Well, how can I pet there? Can
I hire a car or something?"

" You could take a taxi over to New
Haven.'' Earl informed him, "and catch

the midnight train at Springfield.

You'll probably meet the bus there the

first thing in the morning."

"Oh, thanks, pal." Mike gave Alec's

bald head a pat with his hand and
went off in haste.

"Give mo a cup of coffee," said Earl.
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Alec did so, but he was nearly burst-

ing with indignation.

"She don't even say good-bye," he
complained. "Women's mind change
took quick ! The way she act make me
sick! How's that?"

"Perfect," said Earl.
In the circumstances he decided not

to see the manager of the hotel, but he
bribed the chambermaid to secrecy,

before he set off once more for the
farm, this time to seek his own bed.
Next day he was busy gleaning news

for the "Clearview Clarion," but he
had arranged, over breakfast, to take
Polly out on the lake in the evening,
and he was home before eight o'clock.

They strolled together across the

fields at the back of the farmhouse to

the magnificent stretch of water in

which Jeff and Zeke had fished with
glow-worms the night before, but the
canoe he had intended to use proved
to have a hole in it, so Polly sat on
the bank of the lake, under a tree,

while he dealt with the hole.

"Ready to launch," he said finally.

"It's awfully nice here.' she mur-
mured dreamily. "I've never looked
at the moon through a tree before. The
loaves break it up in little pieces like

chunks of silver."

"Wait till you see the moon from
across the lake.'' said he.

"Do we really have to go? I love

it here! It's funny, because I've always
wanted something different than I had
—wanted to be somewhere else—and
now I wouldn't even paddle across the
lake for the moon.''
"I don't get it," said Earl, dropping

down beside her. "Everything I've

ever dreamed of having I want twice as

much on a night like this. Don't you
really want to go for a canoe ride?"
"No," she said quite definitely, and

they stayed on the bank and talked.

Time passed, and in the living-room
of the farmhouse Jeff Daniels was darn-
ing one of his own socks when Zeke

entered with a tray containing eight assorted glasses, and he beamed
at the supposed prince.
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descended from the regions aoove wear-
ing a trapper's fur cap upon his head
and a belt round his waist. Over his

shoulder he carried a rifle, and he
.looked a comic figure.

"What're you sittin' there for,

worryin' about Earl and that young
woman?" he demanded "Come on to

the meetin'
!"

"I'm staving right here,'' declared
Jeff.

"Why. tin's is the firs! meetin' of the

Clearview Minute Men you've missed
in five year:- !"

"Minute Men, eh?" Jeff eyed the

hired man with scorn. "If you go
out in that rig the dogs will run you
into a tree for a 'coon!"
"Well, you fellows elected me

sergeant at-arms, and I got to have
some kind of a uniform !"

" You certainly look like a fool in

1 1 tii r get-up."
Zeke tossed his head.
"You're only sore because they didn't

elect you!" he snorted. "Come on,

we're late."

"I ain't going!"
"Well, I'm stayin', too!" Zeke laid

the rifle on the table and picked up an
apple.

'Here they come!" exclaimed Jeff.

Earl and Polly were mounting the

steps of the back porch, and the door
was open. As Earl was going back to

town he said good-night to Polly on the

top of the steps, then went straight off

to his two-seater.
"Did you have a nice walk, Miss

Barnes?" inquired Zeke as Polly

stepped into the living-room.

"Yes," she replied. "We went down
to the lake. The moon was simply
gorgeous."

Jeff looked up at her over the top

of his spectacles, and the atmosphere
seemed to her to be distinctly chilly.

"Well. I'll go to bed," she decided.
" Good-night."
She went out to the stairs, closing

the door behind her, and Zeke said in

a horrified voice to his employer:
"Did you see that? He wasn't

a-kissin' lier—she was a-kissin' him!"
"I know it!" returned Jeff grimly.

"My eye> are as good as yours. Well,

I guess that just about settles it!"

"What'cha" goin' to do about it?"

challenged Zeke. "Betcha don't do
nothin'

!"

"1 won't, eh'.'" Jeff rose and went to

an ancient little bureau, and he re-

turned from it with a pad and a pencil

whjch he banged down upon the table.

"I'm goin' to send a telegram to her
father to come right here and fetch

her."
"Telegram?" echoed Zeke in amaze-

ment.
"Yes. collect. Sit down and write

what 1 tell you."
Zeke seated himself at the table and

picked up the pencil. Jeff sat down in

Ins easy-chair and began to dictate.

"J. G. Barnes, New York Citv, New
Yrork."
"What about the address?" asked

Zeke. "Don't von need a number to
it?"
"The telegraph people will find him—

everybody knows who he is. Go ahead
' Your daughter is staying here with
us. Please come and fetch her.—Yours
truly. .led Daniels. Lakeside Farm.
( 'learview . ( 'onnect ieut.'

"

"There's more'n ten words there,"
said Zeke.
"So there is. Well, yon better lake

out ' yours,' ' staying ' and ' please.'
"

" Takin' out. 'please' makes it kind
of impolite, don't you think?"
"So it does." Jeff scratched his head

—and then Zeke laughed.
" Sav. what are vou worrvin' about?" '
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he chuckled. "We're sendin' it col-

lect,"

"That's right." Jeff got up and
walked about the room. "Well, you
might as well add this into it: 'If you
don't come up right soon we won't be
responsible, for what happens. We folk;

up here got our pride, and we don't
hold with you city folks coming up here
and upsetting things. And what's
more I've stood for just about "

"Hi, you're goin' too fast!" howled
Zeke.

" Aw, that's always the way ! When
I get a chance to do a little oratory
you can't keep up!"
On the following moiliing Nick

Morton and Frankie Haines visited Al
Lustig in his Jersey City retreat, but
only to report non-success.
"Mike was right," Frankie declared.

" That dame Mabel has no more idea
where the girl is than we have."
"You keep tailing her," barked

Lustig. "And you stick in that barber's
shop. Nick!"
Nick looked pained.
"Aw, can't I lay off, boss?" he asked

plaintively. " I've been having so
many treatments and tonics in that
barber's shop you could smell me a mile
away! And that isn't all!" He
stretched out a pair of perfectly mani-
cured hands. "Look at these—and they
call me the Gorilla!"
A telephone-bell rang, and Frankie

answered its summons.
"It's Mike!" he exclaimed. "Yeah,

this is Frankie. What? You found the
girl?"
"Gimme that 'phone!" Lustig

snatched awav the instrument. "Hallo,
Mike! This 'is Lustig. What? Well,
of all the slug-nutty idiots in this

world ! Boston, huh ! Get back to

Clearview and wait until you hear from
me !"

He banged down the telephone and
turned to his two henchmen.
"Mike got caught in a fast shuffle,"

he said savagely. " Took a phoney
steer and lost the girl!"

" So now we're right back to where
we started from!" lamented Frankie.
"And why?" raged Lustig. "Be-

cause I've been leaving it up to you
clucks to get me out of this jam. Mike
goes chasing a foul ball, and you two
guys have been falling for that dame
Mabel's animal act. Well, she's gonna
utop playing dumb ! She knows her girl

friend was in Clearview, and she knows
where she is now. You've been using
the wrong technique. From now on
I'm going to give our friend Mabel my
personal attention!"

That evening, when Mabel returned
from the Courtland Hotel to the flat

in East Eighteenth Street, she opened
the door upon a scene of disorder and
saw three men in the living-room, all

of whom she recognised.
She emitted a cry of dismay, bur

Frankie Haines immediately slammed
the door, and Nick Morton gripped
her by the arm.
"Keep quiet!" he snarled.

"Take your hands off me!" she
stormed.
"Let her go," said Lustig.
Nick let go of her. and .she walked

across a litter of papers, cushions and
sheet music to a table on which she had
left the breakfast things that morning.

" S"ou gentlemen seem to have missed
this!" she shrilled, and she hurled a
cup and saucer across the room.
"Good for a laugh, eh?" rasped

Lustig. "Well, you're through playing
us for laughs, see ?"

"Can I help it if you strike me a?
funny?" she retorted.
He smacked her in the face with the

back of Ins hand.
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"We've stopped kidding you,
Mabel," he said. "We don't want to
hurt you—we don't even want to hurt
your girl friend Polly. But we want
to make sure she's safe. Now, where
is she?"
"I don't know, you dirty crook!"

raged Mabel. "And if I did I wouldn't
tell you !"

"You didn't know she was in Clear-
view, did you ? She didn't write you
from there?"
"No, she didn't. And if she did,

what business is it of yours?"
"Let's take her out of here, Al,"

suggested Frankie.
"You guys could take me to China

for all the good it'd do you!" she
shouted ; and then Lustig had her by
one arm and Frankie had her by the
other, and they bundled her out from
the flat.

She tried to scream for help, but
Lustig's hand was clapped over her
mouth, and Nick jabbed the barrel of
a gun against her back.
Down in East Eighteenth Street a

closed car was waiting at the kerb.

Bad News

!

MIKE DUGAN was kicking his

heels on the veranda of the
Union Hotel on the following

afternoon, when a long, dark saloon
came sweeping across the square and
drew up below the steps. He rushed
down to it and opened a door, and Al
Lustig got out on to the pavement.
"Hallo, boss!" said Mike. "Gee, I

thought you'd never get here!"
"Never mind that!" snapped Lustig.

"What have you got?"
"Well, I—I got the bridal suite."

Nick, who was at the wheel of the
car, laughed loudly. Frankie, beside

him, made a grimace.
"I'm talking about the girl," said

Lustig. "Have you found out any-
thing?"
Mike replied that nobody seemed to

know where she had gone.
"How about the guy that gave you

the fake lead?"
"Well, I haven't been able to check

on him yet."
" He must know something, or he

wouldn't have gone to all that trouble
to throw you a bone! We'll find him
it we have to take this town apart.

Come on, boys, may as well get some-
thing to eat."

Earl, at that moment, was in a field

with Polly at some little distance from
the farmhouse, and he was digging
potatoes.

"I guess I'll always be a rube at

heart," he said. "I love working out
here when I get the chance. It's the

peasant in me."
She was gathering up the potatoes

as he dug them and putting them into

a sack. A coloured handkerchief was
knotted round her auburn hair, and, her
face was flushed.

"I like it here," she said. "Ever so
much !"

"I kind of like having you here."
He walked over to her. " Do you
understand? What I'm trying to say is

that I've fallen in love with yon."
"That's what I've been troping you'd

say."
"You have?" He took her in his

arms and kissed her.

"Earl!" she protested. "Out here in

broad daylight?"
"There's no one to see us!" A soft

nose rubbed against his shoulder—the
nose of the horse they had brought with
them to carry the potatoes. "Oh. I'd

forgotten Ned! He seems -to think it's

time we started back."
"It is." said she.

They had left the field, and they
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were walking along the lane towards
the farmhouse when he stopped
abruptly and said:

"Maybe that shouldn't have hap-

pened back there."

"Why not, Earl?" she inquired,

gazing at him in surprise.
" Well, I don't amount to anything

—

iust one in a million, waiting for a

break. Even when it comes it won't
bo much—nothing compared with what
you're used to!"
"Oh, don't let's talk about it," she

urged.

"But we must." he insisted. "It's

not an easy decision for you to make,
giving up all you have for what I have
to offer. And that's the only way it'd

work out. We wouldn't be happy
otherwise."
"Oh, it'll all arrange itself some-

how."
"It never will unless we take care of

it. It's up to us. Let's both go down
and have a talk with your father."

"It's not that simple, Earl." She
was wishing she had told him the truth

at the beginning. " We've found some-
thing much too wonderful to throw
away, but—but there are other people."

" Well, let's go and see your "

He broke off because a shock-headed
youth on a huckboard had nearly

lit up with them—a youth who col-

lected New Haven papers from the
junction and delivered some of them on
his way to a newsagent in the town.
"Hi, Oscar!" he shouted.
A copy of a special edition of the

"New Haven Evening News" was
flung at his feet as the buckboard
passed, and he picked it up.

"Speak of the devil!" he exclaimed.
"Let me see," said Polly.

"Look at that!" Earl pointed to a

headline on the front page. "He's in-

creased the reward. Say, if you went
back to-night and walked in on your
father, wouldn't he be surprised?"
But Polly had sight of
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another headline that horrified her:
"Manicurist found slain." She took
the paper from him, and somehow she

found her voice.

"Earl, I'm not going back!" she said

tremulously. "I can't involve you or

anybody else in this!"

"Involve?" he echoed in astonish-

ment. "But it's so simple. All you
have to do is talk to your father."

"I can't. And I can't give you any
reason. Let me go, Earl!"
She broke away from a hand that

would have held her, and she flew along
the lane to the house.

Up in the spare bed-room she read
the story she had not dared to read in

Earl's presence. There was not much
of it. It ran

:

"The bullet-riddled body of a woman
identified as Mabel Donner, of Man-
hattan, was discovered early to-day in

a ditch near Reidville by Matt Bennett,
produce farmer, who immediately noti-

fied State police. Miss Donner was em-
ployed as a manicurist at a New York
hotel. She is believed to be the victim
of a gang."

Polly dropped the newspaper on the

floor and flung herself upon the bed,

sobbing bitterly.

Al Lustig and his companions were sit-

ting on the veranda of the Onion Hotel
when the shock headed youth delivered
copies of the newspaper there, and Mike
secured a copy.

He read the front-page story with
eyes that bulged nearly out of his head.
"Sure is news to me about Mabel!"

he exclaimed, tossing the paper to

Lustig. "I thought she "

"Nobody's interested in what you
thought!" retorted Lustig. "We
couldn't let her talk

—

that's all!"

A few minutes later Mike caught si^lit

of a two-seater coming towards the hotel
across Market Square.
"Hi, look!" he cried, flinging out a
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hand. "There's the guy that sent mo
oil in Boston !"

"Get him!" snapped Lustig. "Bring
him here !"

Mike rushed down the steps, and at

the corner of Main Street he caught up
with Earl as that young man stopped
(lie two-seater.

" Say, you're just the guy I'm looking
for!" he shouted.
"Well, that's fine," returned Earl,

" because you're just the man 1 want to

see. We can quit kidding each other.

I know you're after Dorothy Barnes."
"Dorothy Barnes?" Mike gaped at

him in bewilderment.
"Yes." Earl joined him on the side-

walk. "I want you to do something for

me. You tell the man you're working
for that he should get in touch with
me—Earl Daniels, ' Clearview Clarion.'

'Got that?"
" Yeah," said Mike, " but wait a

minute. He's here right now—he's
over at the LTnion Hotel."
"J. G. Barnes is in town?"
"Oh, I don't mean J. G. Barnes."
"So it's Prince D'Aglio? He's here?

Well, come on—I don't want to talk to

you. He's the man I want to see!"
Mike could not make head or tail of

it, but he went back to the veranda of

the hotel, and Earl went with him.
" I've been looking forward to this,

Prime D'Aglio," Earl said as Lustig
rose to meet him. "I've been wanting
to look at the man who'd let a thing
like this go on. Dorothy Barnes ran
away because of a quarrel over you, ami
sin i's been chased from pillar to post,

driven half crazy. And what have you
done about it?"
Nick and Kiankie exchanged wonder-

ing glances, but Al Lustig was equal
In almost any occasion.
"I've gone to a lot of trouble looking

for her," he replied.
" Why don't you gel Mr. Barnes to

eall off his bloodhounds?" raged Karl.

"She'd come back to you then if she
eared two rents for you !"

They're offerin' five thousand dollars for him," cried Zeke, pointing his rifle at Lustig.
July lOtli, 1997,
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"But she does," said the supposed
prince, "just like it says in the paper.
She loves me."
"Well, I happen to think she's in love,

with me," Earl retorted. " So let's put
the question up to her."
"You mean you'll take me to her?"
" Why not ? I want to get this thing-

settled once and for all. If she wants
to go with you, I bow out. And if she
wants to stay, she stays, no matter what
you or anybody else can say or do!"

"That'll be' fine." purred Lustig.
"Just lead me to her."

J. G. Barnes Arrives

JEFF DANIELS had captured a white
chicken in the farmyard and had
picked up a chopper by the wood

pile with the intention of decapitating
the bird so that it could be eaten that
evening. Zeke had wandered out to

watch the operation and was squatting
on a trestle.

" I can't understand how a man like

this here Mr. Barnes could have made
all his money," he remarked, "being
so unpunctual. It's nigh on four

o'clock. 'Pears to me like if he cared
two hoots for his daughter he'd have
been here 'fore now!"
"What're talking about?" scoffed

Jeff. "He might have had trouble with
his automobile. Don't it say in the
papers how her folks are near crazy
worrying about her ? Didn't he offer

two thousand dollars in the paper
to-day?"
"What? Hi, look what you're

doin'!"
Jeff had raised the chopper, but the

white chicken had escaped from the

block on which he had been holding it.

"Hi, catch that chicken!" he howled,
and there followed a chase all over the
farmyard.
Up in her bed-room, Polly had

packed her suitcase, written a note, and
put on a hat. She slipped the note
under a porcelain lamp that stood on
a table, and she was moving toward.-;

the door when Al Lustig's dark saloon
drew up outside the gate behind Earl's

two-seater, and he and Earl and Mike
walked up the garden path together,
Nick and Frankie bringing up the rear.

"Nice quiet place you've got here,"
observed Lustig. "Not many neigh-
bours."
"Nearest one's about three miles,"

said Earl.

Polly had reached the bottom of the
stairs when they entered the lounge-
hall, Mabel's coat over her arm and a

suitcase in her hand. She stopped short
with a gasp at sight of Lustig,
"I told you she'd be surprised," said

Earl.

"She'll get over it." said Lustig
evenly, and stepped forward. " Why
have you been running away from me,
Dorothy ? I've been looking every-
where for you these past two weeks."
Polly stared at him, but she made no

response whatever.
"You see the little lady's embar-

rassed," he said to Earl, and caught
hold of her arm. "Let's go off by
mrselves and have a nice long talk."
But Earl caught hold of Lustig's arm.
"We agreed to do this openly while

we're all together," he objected.
"If the prince wants to talk to the

little lady," drauled Frankie, " why
don't you let. him?"
"Because he doesn't have to!" Earl

retorted. "I brought Prince D'Aglio
out hero only because I wanted to get
at the truth once and for all. Dorothy,
are you really running away from him
because of your father, or are the
papers right? Do vou want to many
him?"
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"You brought him here to find that

out?" gasped Polly.
" It was the only sure way to get

everything settled. We're here, now,
both of us. All you have to do is

to make up your mind."
Lustig turned fiercely upon him.
"Listen, Daniels, if you want to get

blunt
"

"Oh, no, please don't!" cried Polly.
"Let me talk to him alone, Earl."
"All right, if you say so," growled

Earl ; and Lustig led the girl away to

the far end of the lounge-hall.
"How much have you told that

rube?" he demanded in a low but
menacing voice.

"Not a thing." she replied. "He
believes I'm Dorothy Barnes. You
heard him."

" You mean that whole routine is

on the level?" he asked incredulously.
"Why. he wouldn't have brought you

here if it weren't, would he?"
" 1 don't know. If I remember right,

you're pretty good at framing fast

alibis."

"You mustn't hurt him," pleaded
Polly. "It won't do you any good to
show your hand. If you leave now
they won't find out who we are until
—well, until it doesn't make an}- dif-

ference."
He looked at her searchingly for a

moment, then nodded.
"Okay!" he said. "Keep up the act,

and we'll get out of here."
"Oh, I will!" she faltered. "I

promise
!"

"But if this guy Earl makes one
phoney move I'll count him in the
party—and we'll finish the job right
here in this house !"

He strode back to Earl.
"We're leaving." he said curtly.
"Leaving?" Earl looked blankly at

Polly. "What is this?"
" I'm leaving, and she's going with

me—that's all!" snapped Lustig.
"But I don't understand."
"What is there to understand, or to

explain?" said Polly in what seemed to
him an utterly heartless fashion. "I
had to stay somewhere, and this was
as good a place as any. Now he's come
for me, and I'm going! You didn't
think I was serious about settling down
in a place like this, did you?"
"But I did," he said bitterly.

"That's the mind of a yokel, I guess."
"Take her bag. Mike," directed

Lustig. "We'll find a Justice of the
Peace and get married on our way to

town." .

Jeff Daniels and Zeke Hopper had
entered the kitchen by way of the back
door, and Mike was in the act of pick-
ing up the suitcase when Jeff rushed
out into the lounge-hall.

"Here, hold on. hold on!" he shouted.
"Hold your horses! Wait a minute,
wait a minute! Who's gonna get
married ?"

"Miss Barnes and Prince D'Aglio,"
said his grandson most unhappily.
"Oh, is that the prince?"' Jeff

frowned at Lustig over the top of his

spectacles, and Zeke screwed up his

face.

"This is Mr. Daniels and Zeke
Hopper," said Polly.

"How d'you do?" said Jeff, with
every appearance of cordiality. "So
you two are gonna get married, eh?
Well—well, congratulations. You're
gonna make the same colour hair!"

Polly found the situation almost in-

tolerable.

"Hadn't we better get going?" shtt

suggested.
"No, siree!" cried Jeff indignantly.

" I won't hear of it ! This is an occa-
sion that'll stand a mite of celebration."
"Cramp," protested Earl, "they

want to be on their wav."
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"Oh, there's plenty o' time!" Jeff
turned to the hired man. "Go on and
get some o' that apple cider in from,
the barn."
"Now, listen," said Lustig impa-

tiently, "we haven't got time."
"Can't stop five minutes?" scoffed

Jeff. " Sure you can ! Ain't you
princes got no bringing up ? Go ahead,
Earl, take 'em all into the parlour.
And you, Zeke, go to the smoke-house
and bring m some o' that elderberry
wine."
"All the way out there?" grumbled

Zeke. "We got some good ten-year-
old grape wine down in the cellar."
Lustig motioned to his companions

and followed Earl into the best room
with Polly, where he and she becam
seated in adjacent chairs. Earl left

them there because he had no desire to

take part in any celebration, and he
went off into the kitchen. His grand-
father had bundled Zeke out on to the
back porch, still arguing about the
Heedlessness of going all the way to the
smoke-house.

"Will you shut up, Zeke?" said Jeff.
" We gotta keep 'em all here, ain't we ?

If the girl is gone when the father
comes we don't get our money! Barnes
offered the reward, not the prince. You
get that elderberry wine—and take
your time about it!"
Five minutes passed, and in the par-

lour Mike stalked about the carpet.
"How long do we have to st;.-k

around with these jug-heads?" he
asked bleakly.
"May as well keep kidding 'em,"

said Lustig. "We'll have a fast one
and then beat it."

Jeff Daniels entered with a tray con-
taining eight assorted glasses, and he
beamed at the supposed prince.
"Well, I shouldn't wonder if you

folks wouldn't find Niagara Falls a

right nice place for a honeymoon," he
said. "You oughta be able to get
excursion rates up there this time o'

year."

"The guy you sent out for that elder-
berry wine," remarked Frankie from
the other side of the room, "oughta
be one of those Minute Men!"
"He is," chuckled Jeff. "He's

sergeant-at-arms. and a great shot, too,

Zeke is. I don't expect you city folk*
know much about guns."
"Guns?" echoed Frankie. with a

glance for Nick. "We do all right."
Out in the lane a costly sedan had

stopped behind Al Lustig's saloon, and
the sound of a motor-horn reached the
ears of those who were in the parlour.

"I'll bet that's one o' them tourists
wants water for his radiator." said Jeff,

and he put the tray on a table. "Weil,
just keep yourselves comfy, folks—I'll

be right hack."

He went out on to the front porch
just in time to meet a tall, elderly, and
very bulky man. wearing smoked
glasses, who was ascending the steps.

"I'm Mr. Barnes," said the stranger.
Jeff's mouth opened wide in company

with his eyes.

"Not the " he began excitedly.

"J. G. Barnes."
"Oh! Nice weather we're having."
"Yes, yes," said the millionaire im-

patiently, "hut. where's Dorothy'.'"

"In the parlour," said Jeff. "Come
on !"

They entered the parlour, but the
parlour was deserted. The voice of

J. G. Barnes had penetrated to it. and
a french window was wide open.

"Why, they were here!" exclaimed
Jeff. "They must have gone into the
kitchen !"

He led the way to the kitchen, and
(Continued on p»ge 25)
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The old railroad was in the hands of the receiver, for a motor-transport company,
by modern methods and a great deal of underhand scheming, had taken away most
of its trade. Finally, the railroad's fate rests on a >race with the transport company.

A gripping tale, starring Grant Withers and Dorothy Appleby

A Railroad in Jeopardy

THE driver and fireman leaned over
the side of the cab of their engine
and stared at the nearby road,

along which a huge truck was clutter-

ing at a speed slightly faster than the

goods train. The words "ARM-
STRONG A.T.C TRUCKING CORP."
were easily distinguishable as they were
painted in bright led on the side of the
lorry.

"Hauling the freight that would've
kept us out of bankruptcy," mattered
Cms, the fireman, angrily.

The driver nodded his agreement.

"They've sure put the skids on (he

Moon Valley Railroad Them and "

—

he paused to spit his disgust—"that
new receiver."

"I'd like to get my hands on Mr.
Doyle for just about five minutes."
"I'm afraid you'd have to stand in

line for (hat, Gus."
"Well, maybe you ean grin about it.

Ibis ain't your last run."

"I'm sorry, boy." Tom, the driver,

laid a hand on (he other's shoulder.
"You Rot anything put by?"

" How could I—with a wife and baby
(o support."

" If I went to Jed Carson, maybe I

could talk him into Keeping you on. I

started with him when this line was
just a pup, so I reckon he'll listen to

me."
"Thanks, Tom!" cried the fireman.

"You're a pal."

The main offices of the Moon Valley
Short Line were at Eden, and the
skeleton staff went about their duties
with gloomy faces. In a large office sat

a white-haired old man, whose forehead
was creased with lines of anger and

worry as he perused over the note that

had come by that morning's post.

"Kay! Kay!" he shouted fiercely.
" I want you."
"Coming, grandfather!" came the

answer in a clear, girlish voire, and
the door opened to admit Kay Carson,
who was an attractive and slim young
brunette.
"Take a letter," snapped Jed Carson.

"To Mr. Lawrence Doyle, receiver
Moon Valley Short Line, Moon two-
one-seven, Great Lakes Buildings,
Chicago, Illinois."

"Wli.it is it (his time?" sharply asked
the girl. "More dismissals?"
"Yes."
The pretty face was suffused wilh the

red Hu.-h of anger.
"It's a pity someone can't dismiss

Mr. Doyle with a well aimed sledge
hammer—I'd like to apply for the |oh
personally."

'"My dear -ir.' " the old man
began to dictate. ''In reply to yours
of the seventeenth allow me to point
out that I have reduced my personnel
to vanishing point— possibly you are
going to run the railroad with robots.

Of course, I have only devoted a paltry
fifty years to railroading which can't
bo compared with four years in a law
school. However, I have managed to
struggle along without the aid of some
egotistical, half-baked nincompoop who
thinks he can sit at a desk two thou-
sand miles away and tell me how to
run my business. Moreover- '

"

" Your blood pressure, dear," warned
the girl, who knew how excited the old
man could get.

"What did you stop me for?" bel-
lowed the old man. "Just as I was
getting steam up."

Grandfather was unable to finish his

letter because a nervous little man ap-
peared and said in a hoarse whisper
that Tom and (Jus were outside. Old
Jed sent his granddaughter out of the
room on some pretext and told Trotter
to bring the two men in. He sat in his

chair, but would not look at Tom, as
the driver began to ask that Gus bo
kept on because of bis wife and child.

"I guess you don't realise it, Tom,
bul 1 don't run tins railway any more,"
Jed said at last. "I'm just an office-

boy. I can't keep Gus on, Tom, and
what's worse I can't keen you on—your
train's been cancelled."
"Thanks for trying, Jed," Tom mur-

mured when he had got over (be shock.
"I wish I could tell you how it makes
me feel—seeing you lose everything you
worked for."

"Who says I've lost everything?"
-raved the old man. "

Ifve fought com-
petition in this before and 1 won, didn't
I? It's going to take a lot more than
a bull-headed receiver and those painted
circus wagons to put me on the rocks,

and don't forget it!"

In nearby offices of a luxurious nature
a smooth-faced, smartly dressed man of

thirty-five sat at a huge desk that had
many telephones. He twirled his small
black moustache and smoothed - his

greasy hair as if very pleased with him-
self. A door opened and a thickset,,

hard-eyed man entered.

"We'll need six new trucks, Mr. Arm-
strong, to handle the business that's

piling in."

"Get along with what, you have for

the time being, Glover," ordered the
president of the trucking company. "I
expect to have control of the railroad
within thirty days."

July 10th, 1937.
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" Well, that'll give us a monopoly on
the freight business," answered his

manager. "What about this new re-

ceiver?"
Armstrong smiled.

"I think we'll find him quite friendly
toward our interests. You see. I'm
responsible for the appointment of Mr.
Lawrence Doyle."

Close to the railroad depot was a

small hotel run by a woman. There
were only two raihvaymen in tin- place
when the swing doors opened to admit
a tall young num. She smiled a wel-

come, and he took a stool at the bar.

He asked if she had accommodation,
and she told him that he could have his

choice of two elegant looms, and he
took the one upstairs. He signed the

book, and went upstairs to view the

room and was very satisfied.

''Someone's honking the horn of my
car a little impatiently," the young man
said in a pleasant voice. '"Guess I'd

better go and see what's the matter."
He found a very charming and irate

young woman, who pointed at the cars

against the kerb. Kay Carson's car

was jammed in the centre.
" They ought to give tickets to people

who park like this." She stabbed her
hand at a large white two-seater.

"Look at this idiot—does he think my
car's equipped with wings?"
"I don't suppose the young man

thought at all," he answered, and, grin-

ning broadly, moved his car so that

she could get out.

Kay gave him a withering look, and.
getting into her car, drove away. The
young man stared after her admiringly,

and then became aware of an old man
who had been an interested spectator.

'• Which is the way to the railroad

depot, pop?'" he asked.
"Follow her, and you can't miss it,"

the old man chuckled, and went on his

way.
Kay Carson was furious when she

found that the young man of the park-
ing incident was following her, and she
tried to shake him off by turning down
a side road, but his car was speedy, and
he was soon on her trail again. She
flung out of her car at the depot, and
stalked into the company offices. To
her amazement she was followed.

"Don't you think this has gone far

enough''" Her eyes flashed. "Run
along, little boy, I work here."
"So do I," was the quiet and amused

retort. "The name's Doyle."
"Not Lawrence Doyle?" 3he ques-

tioned.
" At your service."

Kay looked him up and down as if

he were some kind of unpleasant worm.
"I'll tell my grandfather you're

here."
Doyle grinned at Trotter, who was

eyeing him in a scared sort of way.
and the young receiver grinned even
more when he heard an irate voice:
"You mean to say he has the all-

fired nerve to stick his face in here?"
"Grandfather, please remember your

blood pressure," came the persuasive
tones of the girl.

The next moment the dividing door
was flung open and old Jed Carson
stood there. His hair was on end and
his eyes were glaring.
"Permit me to introduce myself

"

"I don't need any introduction to

you!" shouted Jed. "One look at those
glittering eyes, that selfish mouth and
adding-machine heart -"

"Grandfather," anxiously the girl

took his arm.
"This reception touches me deeply."

Doyle was still smiling.
'Nothing could touch you deeply.

Mr. Doyle," Jed Carson snapped out.
" You're responsible for a tragic situa-
July 10th, 1987.
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Hon in this town. The people are
facing starvation, and you seem to find
it amusing."
The smile vanished.
"I don't find it amusing," quietly

answered Doyle. "Nor do I consider
myself responsible for the situation."
"Are you insinuating that I am, you

impudent young whippersnapper ?"

"Certainly." Doyle stared straight
at the angry old president. "If you'd
used your head and adopted a more
drastic policy the last few years you
wouldn't need me now."
"Need you. Why, you insuffer-

able " >^
"Grandfather!"
"Shut up!" Jed shook off her hand.

"I've inn this railroad "

"Right into bankruptcy." inter-
rupted Lawrence Doyle. "I'm sorry,
Mr. Carson, but we've got to face facts.

I'm the doctor now. and if I consider
mat surgery's necessary to save the
patient's life I'll operate."
"Surgery! Bah! Butchery! Very

well, but remember, I'm going to stay
right in this office and see that you
don't steal one penny more than I can
help—I know you receivers." He
stepped back into his office. "And this

door is the dividing line. Don't you
dare to cross this threshold!"
Jed Carson crashed the door shut

so violently that the glass window-
shattered. Jed glared through the
aperture and then dragged down a
blind. The girl gave Doyle a look of
contempt and disdain and went into her
grandfather's room.
"I hope you won't think too harshly

of our esteemed president," nervously
murmured Trotter. "I'm afraid he's
a little upset. Permit me to intro-
duce myself. I am Phineas K. Trotter,
claims agent for the Moon Valley
Short Line."
"Glad to know you, Trotter." Doyle

held out a large hand, and gave the
little man's hand a hearty grip. "Say,
that last work-out has given me an
appetite. Where do vou eat around
here?"
"At Mrs. Casey's Dinner Bucket,

right close to the yards."
"Lead me to it," said Doyle.
In the short walk he learned that

Trotter and Mrs. Casey were engaged,
ami Mrs. Casey was a wonderful
woman, but she had rather a hasty-

temper. Doyle found she was another
firework, but for all that he liked the
look of her homely features.
"Bad cess to Mr. Lawrence Doyle,"

she cried, before they had scarce sat

down on stools at the counter. "May
all his childen be stolen from the
cradle, the crawling reptile. After his

ruination of my business just let him
have the nerve to step up here and ask
for the rent."

" Maggie ! Maggie !" w ailed Trotter,
making feeble signs for her to cease.

"Have you heard of the latest ex-

ploits of Mr. Lawrence Doyle?" Mrs.
Casey was worked up. "Another train
crew he's murdeted wid one stroke of
his cowardly pen, and five more foine
men turned out to worry and freeze
this winter. And what does he care,

sitting up there in his foine steam-
heated office. I wish his radiator would
burst and blow him to perdition
entoively."
"Alwavs jokinar is Maujuie," bleated

Trotter.

"Joking is it I am?" snorted Maggie,
"What's the matter wid ye now?
Have you got St. Vitus' dance'"
"Maggie, will you please let Mr.

Doyle have some of your Irish stew?"
Trotter stammered.
Maggie Casey now turned her fiery

gaze ou Lawrence Doyle.
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"Mr. Doyle is it? Well, now that
ye know what I think of ye I suppose
you'll be throwing me out, too. It's

two months I am overdue on the rent,
so go ahead."
The young receiver chuckled.

"Not on a fine day like this. Mrs.
Casey," he told her. "I'm going
wait two or three months and then I'm
going to throw you out in a blizzard,
when the snowdrifts are very d
lour stew- smells good, Mrs. Case; "

"You can't blame her for taking the
viewpoint of the men." whispered
Trotter as Maggie went across f. , .,

blazing fire. "She doesn't realise that
this road needed a receiver."

Mrs. Casey had sharp ears; for she
whipped round.
"What this road needs ain't a re-

ceiver." she cried. "But more
tonnage."

An Uphill Fight

THE words of Mrs. Casey's had
given Lawrence Doyle an idea,
and on the morrow he decided

to drive round the district and talk to
some of the farmers. When he had
been appointed receiver to the Moon
Valley Short Line he had thought that
all he would have to do would be to
wind up the company, but he had not
been very long in Eden before his idea,
had changed. Old Jed Carson was a

fine fighter and so was his grand-
daughter, and so seemed all the people
associated with the railroad, tind it was
obvious that old methods, inferior roll-

ing stock and general slackness had
allowed dangerous rivals to steal the
ground from under their feet. He was
aroused from his thoughts by a hail,

and saw a girl standing in the road
waving her arms. It was Kay Carson,
and she did not look very pleased to

find that it was Larry Doyle thai she

had stopped. She had a puncture and
the spare tyre was flat, and as it was
four miles from town she had to accept
a lift.

"Aren't you going back to town?"
Kay was forced to ask when Larry
took a right-hand turn at the cross-

roads.

"I want to look up some of the
farmers," he explained. "A man
named Beasley was a regular customer
of the line for years, and he dropped
out about six months ago. Do you
know him?"

"Certainly I know him," said the
girl. "That's his farm ahead. Want
to talk to him?"

" If you please."
Beasley himself came out to greet

them, and after a few minute-' talk
about conditions and the weather Larry
brought the talk round to business, then
Beasley stated why he gave his goods
to Armstrong.

"But even if Armstrong's rates are
lower, in the long run you're going to
make a bigger profit shipping by
freight," argued Larry. "By that I

mean the condition of your produce
when it reaches the market. In hot,
dry trucks it's bound to wilt, but in

iced, air-conditioned refrigerator cars

it's gonna reach the market in A 1

condition."
When Larry drove away he had an

order for a shipment of lettuce, and
Kay was beginning to wonder if this

strong-jawed young Irishman was the
interfering fool they had thought.
They stopped at the next farm owned
by Jones, and this time Larry stated
that though the trucking company
were cheaper he hoped very soon that
the railroad would lie quoting the same
rates. Jones was stubborn, so Kay
did some arguing.
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" Mr. Jones, don't you owe the rail-

road something?"
" Not a penny."
"How about gratitude and loyalty?"

said Kay. "Have you ever considered
what the railroad's done for you ? It

brought your father out here, sold
him this land at a very small down
payment. Taught him to turn a barren
desert into a farm. The railroad hasn't
outlived its usefulness. All we need is

the support of important men like

yourself, Mr. Jones. If we had your
account naturally others would follow.
The farmers all rely on your good
judgment."
They drove away, having secured a

shipment of tomatoes.
"Nice team work, partner," ad-

miringly cried Larry. "We're finding
out what we've got to meet in the way
oi competition. We'll give Armstrong
and his trucks a run for their money."
Jed Carson had a few things to say

when he saw his granddaughter get out
of Doyle's car.

"What do you mean traipsing round
with that crook?" he demanded.
Jed Carson snorted when he heard

that she had had to accept a lift

because of a puncture, and more snort-
ing when she reported that Doyle had
been around getting business for the
railroad. They had got back two old
customers, Jones and Beasley.

"I'll have something to say to those
two when I see 'em," muttered Jed.
"And I still think Doyle's a road
wrecker. This must be some trick."
When Glover heard that Jones arid

Beasley had gone back to the railroad
he asked a man named Stymie to step
into the room. Stymie was a tough
and typical gangster.
"We've lost a couple of good

customers and they've got to be taught
a lesson," stated Glover. "Their names
are Jones and Beasley, and you'll find

their names on some box-cars down at
the valley siding. You will see that
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something happens to those box-cars."
One box-car was on a grade, and it

was a simple matter for Stymie to re-

lease the brakes. Naturally, he per-
petrated this sporting action in the
middle of the night. The box-ear went
hurtling off the line and was smashed
to pieces. For the other car Stymie
had a more original method.
The next morning Glover had a

visitor.

"My name's Doyle, receiver for the

railroad. Are you Armstrong?"
"He isn't in," answered the crook

manager. "My name's Glover. Glad
to know you, Mr. Doyle. Won't you
have a chair, Mr. Doyle?"

"Listen, Glover, one of our re-

frigerator cars was wrecked last night
and a shipment of lettuce was sprayed
with gasoline."
"That's the first I've heard of it."

Glover answered, but there «as a slight

.-mile hovering round his thin lips.

"That's too bad, isn't it.'"

"Yes, both the shippers happen to be
your former customers."

" You don't think we had anything
tc do with it'.'"

"I know you did, but I can't prove
it."

"Then if I were yon. Mr. Doyle, I

wouldn't do too much talking," sneered
Glover.
Next moment Glover started back

in his seat in alarm, because the big
Irishman was towering over him.
"I won't confine myself to talk. Get

this. The next time anything happens
to our shipments you're going to wake
up and find half a dozen of those shiny
trucks of yours ready for the scrap
heap. Two can play that sort of game.
That's all !"

Not many minutes later Armstrong
appeared.
"Hallo, chief. Say, are you sure this

new receiver understands about play-
ing ball with us? He's been cutting
into our business, and —

"
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"That isn't all he's cutting." Arm-
strong spoke viciously, and threw a
blue paper on to the desk. "Look at
those new rulings. He's obtained an
okay from the Interstate Commerce
Commission to meet our rates."
"This will hit us pretty hard,"

muttered Glover. "We've held the
farmers in line only because our rates
were lower. What do you make of it?"
"I think those Chicago attorneys

picked me a very bright boy," Arm-
strong snarled. "I'll go across and
offer him some inducements."
Larry walked into the office and had

to listen for some moments to the
lavings of Jed Carson. He got a little

tired after a while, and told the old
man that the wrecking of the box-cars
was not his fault. The president
snorted and retired back into his room.

"Trotter, tell Tom Wilson I want
to see him right away."
Larry was busy over some papers

when the outer door opened, and,
glancing up, he found himself gazing at

a visitor. There was an assured manner
about this man that Larry did not like.

"My name's Armstrong."
"I've just come from your office."
" I'm sorry I missed you."
" I've been looking forward to having

s talk with you," Larry answered
quietly. "You and I have to come
to Mune sort of understanding."
"Exactly, Doyle, that's what I had

in mind when I had you appointed."
"Really?" This was a surprise to

Larry.
" Ves. you owe your job to me,"

smoothly -poke Armstrong. "And I

trust
"

The blind was jerked up and old Jed
glowered through the hole in tho
smashed window. "I knew it! You
conniving, two-faced double-crosser !'

he bellowed. "Yon rat, so you'd hatch
your dastardly plots in my office, would
you? Well. I'll not stay here and
listen to 'em !"

We've lost a couple of good customers," said Glover. " And they've got to be taught a lesson I
"
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"Mr. Carson,'" began Larry, but the
old man jusl slammed out of the room,
The Irishman looked at the grinning
t ransport president.

"Armstrong, I had no idea that you
picked me, but J'ni taking this job
seriously. I'm going to build this road
up, not break it."

"You're licked before you start,"
sneered Armstrong. "The whole town's
against yon, Doyle—even Carson.
Whj nut be smart and co-operate with
me? Make yourself an additional
twenty thousand above your receiver's
fees."
"That's very tempting—you certainly

must want this road pretty badly."
Larry glanced a ( the door as he heard
a knock. "Come in."
"You sent for me, Mr. Dovle?"

asked Tom Wilson.
"Yes, Tom, you're just in time."

Larry looked at his visitor. "Now that
our rates are even, Armstrong. I'm out
to beat your time." He turned to the
driver. "If I turn, you loose with a
cannonball freight could you cut off
two hours on the run to Paradise ?"

"I think I could do even better
than that, Mr. Doyle."
"You'll get everything you care to

ask for in the way of equipment. Yon
will make the run Saturday."
"Saturday. Is that all, Mr. Dovle?"
^That's all."

"Just exactly what do you exuect to
gain by this?" Armstrong asked when
they were alone.

|

" Mainly a crack at the Farmers'
Co-operative Contract that you've been
getting fat on. I'm going to run you
out of business. Armstrong. You're
not a legitimate trucking outfit—you're
a racketeer. Now get out of here."
"You're making a bad mistake,

fellow. I'll have a new receiver here
in ten days."
"And you'll be thrown out of this

office," Larry grinned as Trotter came
into the office. '"The very man for the
job. Trotter, throw him out."

Trotter shook with fright, but Arm-
strong went because he did not like the
steely glint in Doyle's eyes.

Speeding to Doom

THE papers had quite a lot to say
about the Moon Valley Short
Line's effort to regain its lost

tonnage. Tom Wilson was at the
throttle and would attempt to establish
a four-hour schedule between Eden and
Paradise, cutting three hours off the
old run. If successful the railroad
would have a decided advantage in
bidding for the Farmers' Co-operative
Contract, the richest transportation
plum in the State.
The yards at Eden hummed with

activity as engines and equipment were
overhauled for the run, and on Satur-
day morning Larry had a final word
with the driver. Old Jed Carson, be-
hind his broken window, listened to
every word.
"Don't take any chances. Tom,"

warned Larry. "We're not out to prove
how fast a daredevil can yank tonnage
over this line."

"
1 understand, sir. You want a fast

schedule set up, but one we can make
every day, rain or shine?"

" Exactly." Larry held out his hand.
"Good luck, Tom."
When Larry left his office to go down

to the track to witness the start he
bumped into Kay in one of the
corridors,
"Larry, there's something I've been

wanting to tell you. That here's one
Carson who appreciates what you've
done. I'm awfully ashamed of the
things 1 said about you."
July lOtli. 1937.
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"Forget it!" He slipped hi- hand
through her arm and smiled at her
fondly. "Maybe there's something I

want to tell you, but " There came
three short and fierce whistle blasts.

"That's the train. We'll have to run."
A small crowd saw Tom Wilson and

Jake Harvey, his fireman, off from
Eden on its test run. The engine and
the freight cars had been cleaned up
and overhauled, so the goods train
made a grand picture.

Larry had given all the staff that
could be spared the rest of the day off,

and as they were all foregaYHgring at
Mrs. Casey, he decided to have all the
reports of the run sent there from the
various signal boxes.
"So the receiver's an honest man,"

Mrs. Casey said to Trotter. "It's a
great wrong we've been doing the boy.
I might have known it all along—there
never was a blackguard by the name of
Doyle."
And when Larry came into her eat-

ing-house she looked at him pleadingly.
"Mr. Doyle, I hope you'll forgive me

for what I said the other day—I was
a bit hasty like."
"What was it, Maggie?" chuckled

Larry. "I've forgotten."
The good woman grinned happily.
"The minute 1 clapped eyes on you

T knew you fer the fine, upstanding,
honest young fella that ye are."
"Now it's my head you'll be turn-

ing with your blarney," countered
Larry.
Jed Carson was too proud to admit

he had made a mistake in Larry Doyle
and go to Mrs. Casey's, but he had to

hear about the progress of the freight
special, so he went and listened-in at
one of the signal boxes. He became as
excited as the signalman, especially
when Tom Wilson did the run of ten
miles to Red Butte in eleven minutes.

Naturally, there was tremendous ex-
citement at Mrs. Casey's and the place
was packed. The men may be excused
for being a little dubious of Larry
Doyle, but the fact that Kay Carson
and Mrs. Casey seemed to like him was
in his favour.
As Tom Wilson began to eat up the

miles and gain time rapidly for the
making of an improved schedule the
men began to cheer, because they
realised that trade would come back
again to the Moon Valley Short Line,
and there was only heard one pessi-

mist, who kept on muttering that the
speed was too fast for old equipment.
The freight special passed through
Whiteoaks. Pasito, Granite. Sherman,
and at last reached Summit.
"More than half-way and just over two

hours. Over fifty miles an hour and up-
hill. He'll be coasting downhill from
now on," cried a man.

" Tom reckons he'll do the run in four
hours," Kay whispered.
"And what an argument for the

co-operative contract," chuckled Larry.
"He's making that run too fast.''

muttered that lone but persistent
moaner.
Larry would not have been so cheerful

if he had known that Armstrong had
given Stymie certain instructions.

The 'phone rang at Mrs. Casey's and
Trotter took the call. The little man
went as white as a sheet.
"They've piled up!" lie gasped out.

"Outside of Blackroek Tunnel. Tom
and the fireman killed."
Larry did not loose his head, but

rushed out of the eating house, at

once and ordered the breakdown gang
to get out to the tunnel with the,

w ivrker.

That night the men began to gather
together in groups, and it was Gus,
whom Tom Wilson had done his best to
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befriend, who was stirring up trouble
now.
"He's a murderer!" he shouted, his

eyes blazing. "He killed old Tom as
sure as if he'd shot him. He lav- ofl

crews of track men, and then he orders
that speed with old equipment."

In the morning the Eden newspa p
front page was all devoted to the train
smash, and there was one statement that
goaded Gus to fury.
"He thinks he can pull wool over our

eyes with this !" Gus cried to the men.
"'A thousand dollars reward will In-

paid for the arrest and conviction of the
person or persons responsible for
wrecking of freight train X19 at Black-
rock Tunnel,' and it's signed ' Law

i

Doyle. receiver.' He's the nun.
responsible for dozens of railway men
being out of work, he's responsible for
this accident. Are we going to let him
get away with it '."

The wild words of one man infla

the listeners so that they lost sight of
reason. A mob went pouring down
Mam Street towards the company
offices. The sheriff heard about it.

"The mob's gone crazy," he shon ed
to his deputies. "We'll have to get

Doyle outa town quick."
Kay saw the mob and tore through the

streets in her car. Larry was working
when she rushed into the office.

"Larry, they're after you!" she
panted out. "My car's downstair-

I

Take it, quick !"

Larry Doyle took the news calmly.
He had heard the mutterings on the
previous day, but it made him glad
that this girl had taken a risk in coming
here to warn him. He walked to a

window and pulled aside the curtain.
Already men were swarming through
the depot gates.
"Phew, what a mob!"
"This is no time for bravery," Kay

screamed at him. "Every man and
woman out there hates you."

"I'm not brave." He shook hi- head.
"I'm scared stiff. Besides, we D
are notoriously poor runners. but
thanks for warning me."
The sheriff and some of his deputies

got to the depot first and they gripped
their shot-guns. The crowd milled for-

ward, shouting and yelling that the-,

wanted Doyle. Then little Trotter 1

up beside the sheriff and glared at the
mob—he was a hundred per cent for

Doyle.
Larry flung open the doors and walked

out on to the veranda. The mob
hesitated as if daunted by such courage.
"Before you men do anything "—

Larry spoke in ringing tones—"you'd
better make sure you've got the right
man !"

"We've got the right man all right !"

shouted Gus. "You're not fooling us!
If you'd kept on full section crews there
wouldn't have been a loo-e rail !"

"There wasn't a loose rail."

"Liar! Murderer!" yelled Gus, and
then the crowd began to yell and sv\ay

forward.
"Get back, you fools!" bellowed the

sheriff. "Stop it, I tell you, or I'll

have to shoot !"

It was the sudden and unexp
appearance of Jed Carson that quiet-
ened the mob. Their beloved president
raised his hands and there was instant
quiet.

"I've got something to say about this

as well as you." Carson cried. "No«
listen, men." He paused and glanced at

Larry, standing very stiff and straight

Ka.\ waa by the young Irishman's side
and trying to smile to hide her feai

"I'll tell you the truth about this man."
Jed faced the crowd again. "In all tint

years we've worked together, have you
ever known me to fail you?"
There were yells of " No I"
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"Have I ever made you a promise
that I didn't keep ?"

The cries of dissent were deafening.
"Have I ever lied to you?"
There were stentorian yells of denial.

"Well, then, when I tell you some-
thing I know to be true, you'll believe

me, won't you '*.''

"We sure will !" came the cry of the
crowd.

"Well, there wasn't a loose rail."' Jed
cried. "Now listen. I didn't trust this

man, so I checked up on him myself.

Ami, men, he too'k every precaution that
either you or I could have taken and
To. 11 told me himself that he a=ked him
to be careful. The road-master will

tell you that he ordered an official in-

vestigation of every inch of track from
here lo Paradise." He held out hi hand
in token of friendship to Larry.

Larry, after a hearty handshake,
raised his hands for silence.

" Listen, men, somebody's out to

wreck this road," he shouted. "A car-

load of tomatoes doesn't smash itself.

Gasoline doesn't spray itself over a ship-

ment of lettuce. The wreck that killed

those two men last night tied tip this

entire road, and who gets the freight

that we lose ?"

Glover had heard that there was
unrest among the men, and he had
joined with the mob and encouraged
their fiery tempers. Larry had spotted
him, and his last remarks were directed
at the crook.
Glover pushed forward.
"Take that back or prove it!"
" 1 can't prove anything yet, Glover,"

said Doyle. "But get this, I'm putting
on armed guards, and the next time you
or your men set foot on railroad
property you'll regret it."

"This platform's railroad property,
isn't it?" jeered Glover.
"Yes."
Glover considered he was being smart

when he stepped on
to the veranda, but
he regretted it,

because a fist like a
piston shot out and
hurled him li.uk

wards.

The crowd ap-

l<i. Hided, .ind Glover
got many a punch
and kick as he ran

the gauntlet of 1 ho
railroad men.

Trapped

AHMSTRO N r,

gazed c o n-

temptuous 1 v
at his bruised and
battered manager.
"So you flopped.

With this muffing
we may lose the
Farmer,' Co-opera-
tive ( 'out i act."

"So I muffed it.

huh ?" s ho u te-d
Glover. "I told

Mill we ought to

i'et nd of that
Doyle bird."
" The farmers are

meeting to-morrow,
and that tonnage
contract will lie

a w nrdo d," said

Armstrong. "Tf the
railroad gets it, it's

curtains for us. It's

up to you and
Stymie to see that
Doyle don't get
there, but there
must be no shoot-
ing. We can't afford
any publicity."
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Kay and Larry were clearing up a

few things at the office, when the 'phone
went and Kay took it.

"It's for you, Larry."

"This is one of the new specials

guarding the yards." It was Stymie
making the call. " I wanna report a
door open on a loaded refrigerator car,
P.F.E. five one four, track six, and
it looks like someone's been around."

"I'll look into it right away." Larry
hung up, then looked at the girl.

"Trace that call for me, Kay, will you,
please '.'''

"Hallo, hallo ! Operator, where'

d

that call come from, please? Yard-
master's office. Thank you !"

Larry handed her some notes.

"Could you type that up for me? It's

about the contract. I'll sign it when I

conic back. Then you run along home."
Larry touched his pocket and felt to

see if his gun were there, then he took
a torch from a drawer and went down
to the depot sidings. He soon found
the open refrigerator door and glanced
round, but did not see the figure of
Stymie ciouching beneath the bogies.

Larry flashed his torch inside and then
climbed tip for a better investigation.
Instantly Stymie crawled out of hiding
and tiptoed forward. A swift rush and
he had flung the door shut before Larry-
was able to get there. Stymie laughed
as he locked the door. Doyle could yell

himself hoarse, _ but no one would be
likely to hear him. He would be frozen
stiff before anyone found him, and
naturally it would look like an acci-

dent.
A shrill whistle made the crook turn

and he saw an engine and some trucks
moving down the siding. He scuttled
away to watch, and how he roared to

himself when a linesman linked up the
freight cars and he saw the refrigerator
car, with much clutter and noise, drawn
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out of the depot yard and away for some
distant destination.

It was freezing cold in the car, and
after making a number of attempts to

break open the doors Larry drew his

coat closer to himself.
Jed Carson came to the office the next

morning and found a worried and dis-

tracted Kay.
"I can't find Larry,'' she told her

grandfather. "He went to see about
some freight car with a door open and
told me to go home after I'd finished.

No one seems to know where ho i^."

"Well, you've picked a fine time to

lose him," snapped old Carson.
" Something must have happened to

him," the girl cried anxiously. "Every-
thing that Larry's been working for de-
pends on that contract to-day."

"The darned fool!'' snorted Jed.
"Well, if he's not here he can't get it,

but we can. Come on, Kay."
It seemed hours to the prisoner as the

refrigerator car jolted along the track.
It was so cold that Larry was frightened
he would be numbed into slumber. It

was in the small hours of the morning
that the goods train stopped in a siding,
and Larry heard a noise above him.
What could that be? Then he knew.
It was a brakeman walking along on top
of the cars and seeing that everything
was all right. The prisoner took out
his gun and aimed it in as safe a direc-

tion as he could. That brakeman got
a shock when a bullet passed through
the roof about three yards behind him.
At first he did not know what it was.
He glanced round, and two more bullets

zoomed through the roof, and then the
man knew that someone must be im-
prisoned in the refrigerator car. The
brake man gave a signal to the driver
that something was amiss.

The Co-operative meeting was for 2.30.

There was a certain amount of discussion

first, and then the chairman sent a mes-

Larry found the open refrigerator door and glanced round, but he did not see the figure

of Stymie crouching under the next car.
July 30th, 1937.
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senger to bring in the applicants for the
contract. Armstrong .--topped into t he-

room, and handed over his bid for the
contract.
"I wonder what's detaining Doyle?"

cried the chairman.
"Possibly he realises he can't meet

this bid," Armstrong murmured with a
cynical sneer.

"I hope Doyle's trains keep better
time than he does," cried one of the
committee.
"Sorry to be late, gentlemen," mur-

mured a voice, and Jed Carson stepped
into the room, followed by his daughter.

"Here'.- our bid, Mr. Knox." Kay
handed over the document that she had
typed for Larry and which he had in-

tended to sign.

"This offers to meet the Armstrong
hid," murmured the chairman. "But
it's signed by Mr. Carson."
"Well, what difference does that

make?" demanded Jed.
"Because your road's in receivership.

Mr. Carson," Armstrong stated with a
triumphant smile. "Its only legal re-

presentative is the receiver."

"Is that so?" Jed was roused at
once. " Well, let me tell you some-
thing. I've signed papers for this road
ever since it was "

"Never mind, darling, never mind
" Kay stopped the old man.

I' Seeing as how Mr. Doyle don't
think enough of us to show up. I move
we give the contract to Armstrong,"
cried one of the fruit growers, who had
been studying the two offers. "The
rates are the same."
"The rates may be the same, but our

time's faster," argued Kay.
" Our new freight schedule is four

hours from here to Paradise. Can you
beat that?" stated Jed, truculently
glowering at Armstrong.
The racketeer smiled serenely.

"Faster than any train you've got

—

for money, marbles or chalk. The
roof's off for that wager."
"Why not make it for the Co-op con-

tract?" demanded Kay eagerly.

"If a qualified representative of the
road wen- here I'd take up that pro-
position." Armstrong answered, but the
smile went from his face as Larr3' Doyle
Stepped into the room.

'I'll call that proposition, Arm-
strong."
"Where in blazes have you been?"

Jed wanted to know.

"I'll tell you later," Larry soothed
the old president, and addressed the
chairman. "I'm sorry to be so late, but
unfortunate circumstances delayed me
The railroad rates are the same as the
Trucking Company, but we're hours
quicker. Armstrong does not seem to

agree with me. and ho seems willing

to back his trucks against the railroad,

and if possible, gentlemen, I should like

to take up this bet."
The chairman glanced round for a

decision.

"Very well," he said after a show of
hands. "We'll award the contract to
the bidder making the fastest run next
Saturday, starting at 2 p.m."
"But this is ridiculous," shouted Arm-

strong. ''The railroad hasn't a chance."
"Don't be too sure, Armstrong."

Larry stuck out his jaw aggressively.
"You can't put the whole railroad in

a refrigerator car."
Armstrong curled his lip in an ugly

glance, and hurried from the meeting
without answering.
Larry told the whole story to the

sheriff.

"Did you get a look at the man?"
"Sure T did," Larry nodded. "lie

looked inside for a moment, and I picked
him out with my torch, just before he
July loth, l'J3,\
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slammed the door. It was Glover's man.
Stymie."
"We'll be on the look out for that

bright bird." the sheriff vowed. "Think
they'll try anything more, Larry?"
"They won't dare," answered Larry

confidently.

But Armstrong was a desperate man
and his cunning biain had thought out
a method that would successfully stop
the train from ever completing the run.

The Empty Water-tank

MAGGIE CASEY often had some
of the Armstrong Trucking
drivers into her ta.|ing-house,

and they made her so mad when they
said that the race was as good as won.
She would bet them any mones* they
liked.

"You haven't got another decent
engine in the company," one driver
sneered. "These other old crocks can't
do more than thirty miles an hour."
"There's three of the B Class that

can do fifty and more," Maggie flashed
hack. "And it may surprise you to
know that when the Lincoln went off
the track by Blackrock Tunnel she
wasn't so much damaged as you think.
If ye would be afther seeing a foine
sight jest see her when she pulls outa
here on Saturday."

" It's all right to bet the rent
money," called out a voice from the
counter. It was Larry.
Maggie smiled at him proudly, and

accepted another bet of a level fifty

bucks.
At a quarter to two the town was

almost deserted, for every man, woman
and child was at the railway depot.
A howl of rage went up when a mes-

senger came down from the Armstrong
Company to say that the trucks had
started, but Larry Doyle would not let

his freight train start till the stroke
of two.

"But where's grandfather?" Kay
asked Larry anxiously. "He'd have a
fit if he missed seeing you off, the poor
old darling."
"Not so much of the old," shouted

a voice, and they turned round to see
grandfather leaning over the cab of the
engine. "Look here, young lady, when
you're my ago you'll be much older
than I am."
Larry laughed, then glanced at his

watch. "Almost time."
"Larry. I'm frightened." The girl

eluner to his arm.
"Well, don't be. They won't do any-

thing to us this time." Larry pointed
to a truck that bristled with armed men.
"Look at those boys, and they're all

armed." »

"But if they wrecked a train once,
they might "

"That's just one thing they won't dare
try again."

"I suppose you're right, darling."
Kav flung her arms round his neck.
"The best of luck, dn liner."

In the guardsvaii wore Trotter, Mrs.
Casey and Kav. Maargie was armed
with an umbrella should any of the var-
mints fry any of their tricks.

The report of a pistol, a shrill blast
from the locomotive, and then the
freight train began to move. The men
and women and children screamed
themselves hoarse as the train moved
gracefully away down the track.

Soon the train was moving at a steady
thirty. The speed increased to forty
and then to fifty.

"Paster—faster !"_ Jed Carson yelled
at the driver. "Give her more steam,
boys."
But Stymie had been busv, and before

dawn he had sneaked away from the
town in a fast car. His destination was
a distant halt where there was a water
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tank. He sneered contemptuously when
he found that no one had been placed
on guard, and very soon he had com-
pleted his evil work.
The freight train was now thundering

along the track at over sixty miles an
hour, and Jed Carson was leaning over
the side of the cab and shading his
eyes. Very soon they would come in
sight of the road, which ran by the side
of the track for several miles.

"It won't be long now before we pass
them varmints." Maggie shouted at
Kay. "Look at the speed we're going."

Little Trotter blinked nervously and
hoped the train would not go off the
line.

r
"We certainly are travelling," agreed

Kay. "Look how we are flashing past
the trees."

Old Jed had constituted himself the
pel-son in charge of the engine.

"Give me steam, Ben," he shouted
to Ben Hudson, the driver.
"Any more steam and we'll run out

of water before we hit Brown's tank,"
said Ben.

"If we can hold her at this we'll

catch 'em," commented Larry, who was
helping as a spare fireman.
"Catch 'em!" Jed gave a snort.

"We want to pass 'em ! By gosh, there
they are."
They crowded to the side of the cah

and ahead on the dusty road could be
discerned three moving objects that
glittered in the sun.
Gradually the train began to gain.

Ben opened the throttle and the great
engine seemed to leap forward.

"We're gaining on 'em!" yelled Jed.
The distant lessened and lessened, and

at last the train and the trucks were
level. Old Jed waved his hand taunt-
ingly at the Armstrong drivers as the
freight train began to pass. The old
man yelled with joy because just ahead
the road crossed the railroad, and the
trucks put on all speed in an effort to
l>eat the train to the crossing. They
had to stop to avoid a crash, and the
train got a good lead before the truck"

were able to resume the race.

"Brown's tank ahead," yelled Ben. as

he began to slow. "Get ready to take
on water."
The engine pulled up by the hutre

water tank. An engineer reached out
with a long pole and pulled down the
tank spout.
"Ben," he shouted. "She's bone

dry!"
They stared at the tank and the

engineer in consternation.

Jed Carson pointed a shaking hand
towards the distant road. " There go
the trucks."
"Start refilling the tank right away,"

ordered Larry.
"Wo can't." answered the engineer.

"Look at this!"
Larry found himself gazing at a

smashed valve.

"They've smashed the valve," stated

the engineer.
"The vandals!" cried Jed Carson, who

had seized a gun. "How much water
in the tank ?"

"About knee deep," came the report.

"And there thev go with the con-
tracts." mumbled Jed Carson savagelv.

"If I could get my hands on " Ho
broke off, because he had seen a man
hiding in some bushes. He gripped his

gun and crouched like a stalker after

his prey.
None saw Jed Carson leave the tank

and go down the track, and it was only
Jed that saw a man—it was Stymie-
open a door of a truck and jump quickh
inside, Jed gripped the gun mo;-a
eagerly.

(Continued on page 26)
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Earl started up from a chair in which
he had been brooding over the fickle-

ness of Polly. But there was nobody
else in there.
"This gentleman wired me my

daughter was here,'' said Barnes. "My
name is Barnes."
"Where's that lady, Earl?" asked

Jeff.

Earl heard a sound as of a car being
started up, and he went to an open
window and looked out from it into

the lane.

"The lovers have flown the coop,"
he said sourly. "There they go!"

Zeke burst into the kitchen from the

back porch on which he had dumped
an earthenware jar.

"They just went down the lane!" he
cried. "I seed 'em! Oh, are you Mr.
Barries?"
"Yes," replied that very annoyed

millionaire. "J. G. Barnes. Get out
of the way!"
But Zeke clung to him.
"Beg your pardon," he said, "but I

want to ask you about the reward."
" You'll get the reward when you

hand over my daughter, and not
before!" roared the distracted father.

"Now let me out of here!"

"Mr. Barnes," began Jeff, following
him through the lounge-hall to the
front door, "I just wanted to tell

you -"

"Don't tell me anything! Call the
police! Tell them to get my
daughter !"

J. G. Barnes, in spite of his bulk.

jumped the steps and sped down the
path to the gate, and out at the gate
into the waiting sedan.
"Follow that car!" he blared at the

uniformed chauffeur behind the wheel.

Captured !

IX the lounge-hall of the farmhouse
Jeff and Zeke blinked at one
another in consternation.

"Did you hear what he said?
howled Jeff. "Police! If they get

hold of her we won't get the reward!
We got to take this in our own hands.
Go on, Zeke, roust out them Minute
Men!"
"Gramp," said Zeke, "they're

rousted!" And he snatched the re-

ceiver from a wall telephone under the
stairs.

Minute Men were originaily a pro-
duct of the American War of Inde-
pendence, and they are a kind of
militia, following their own occupations,
but undertaking to turn out for service
at a moment's notice. Zeke com-
manded, as sergeant-at-arms, the exclu-
sive attention of the girl at the local

exchange.
"The Minute Men are mobilising,"

he told her, " and I want to talk to
'•in all. No, no, no; one at a time!
Gimme Rufe Wallace first."

Jeff got a pad and pencil from the
living-room and sat down beside his
hi nil man to make notes, while away
in the distance J. G. Barnes urged his
chauffeur to greater effort because
Lustig's dark saloon had disappeared
round a bend.

"Listen, Rufe," said Zeke urgently,
when the captain of the Minute Men
had been obtained for him, "drop what-
ever you're doin' and get the fellows
out on the road in that ' Q ' formation
we've been practising. We're gonna
catch the Barnes girl. What?" He
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turned dismally to Jeff. "Rufe says it

ain't fittin' for the Minute Men to

chase anything but a public enemy,"
he lamented. "He won't go!"
"We'll get him," said Jeff confi-

dently. "Offer him ten dollars."

But Rufe knew all about the reward
offered by J. G. Barnes, and he de-
manded a hundred dollar-;.

"Chiseller!" snorted Jeff. "Give it

to him ! Still leaves us nineteen
hundred."
Zeke said into the telephone:
" All right, Rufe, you horse-trader,

we'll pay it. Get out on that road!"
The saloon, by this time, was seven

miles away, travelling through a

pleasant landscape of meadows and
trees and grassy hills upon a road that

was distinctly rough. Polly, seated
between Lustig and Nick, felt that she

needed something to steady her nerves,

and she asked for a cigarette.

"It's a bad habit, girlie," said Nick,
proffering his own case, "but maybe
you won't have it for long!"
Rufe Wallace, encouraged by the

prospect of receiving a hundred dollars,

was doing some telephoning on his own
account, and the Minute Men were
springing into action, one after another,
north, south, east and west. Abner
Wood, for instance, had herded his

cows and was driving them across some
pasture-land towards a very narrow
bridge.
But Zeke was having trouble with

some of the others.
"Al Fancher wants fifty dollars and

our -potted cow," he turned to inform
Jeff.

"You mean my spotted Jersey row.'"

gulped Jeff. "Ask him to take the

bull."

The bull was offered, but the cow-

was insisted upon.
"X3ive it to him," said Jell' reck-

lessly.

The telephoning continued, the notes
un .hil's pad accumulated.
"That blocks everything within

twenty mile-.'' he announced gleefully,

"excepting Breakneck Road, ('all out

the Fire Department for that. They'll
block it!"

"The Fire Department will go for

nothing," Zeke presently announced.

"Now, there's honest men," said

Jeff.
" But they want to know if they

should wear their uniforms.''

"Well, they got to wear something."
Zeke informed the captain of the

Fire Department that the " boys "

could wear what they liked, and then
went off to get his rifle. Jeff rushed
inici the kitchen.
"The Minute Men are mobilising,"

lie -aid to Earl. "Are you coming?"
"No," Earl replied. "I've been

waiting to use the 'phone."

"Come on, Cramp!" called Zeke. "1
got your gun I"

Jeff was still carrying the pad and
the pencil. He joined Zeke in the
lounge-hall, and they scurried off to

Earl's two-seater and went off in it,

Zeke at the wheel.
The dark saloon had just descended

a hill at tremendous speed, but Mike,
who was driving, had to slow down at
the bottom of the hill, for there the
road twisted abruptly to the right and
narrowed to a bridge. In the middle
of the road, round the corner, Abner
Wood was standing with his legs wide
and his arms outflung.
Mike braked in haste, and Lustig

tin nst his hea'd out of a window.
"What's the matter?" he shouted.

"Stop there, you darn fool!" Abner
roared back at him. "Can't you see
my cows?"
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Lustig certainly could see his cows,

completely blocking the bridge from
end to end, and on his instructions

Mike backed and turned the saloon and
set off to find another road.
The sedan in which J. G. Barnes

was pursuing the saloon had been left

behind, but it shot past the saloon a
quarter of a mile up the hill, and it

had to go to the bottom to turn. The
saloon laboured upwards.

Earl, meanwhile, had put through a

call to the "New York Express," the
reporter in him having triumphed over

the disappointed lover. After a very

brief period of waiting he got through

to the news editor of the paper and
told him that Dorothy Barnes was in

the neighbourhood, escaping with her

Prince D'Aglio, and that old man
Barnes was chasing after them.

"My good young man," retorted the

news editor, "you're crazy! Dorothy
Barnes and Prince D'Aglio sailed just,

an hour ago for Europe on the Nor-
niandie. Take my advice and forget

about, princes and fairy tales, but

there's a rumour that Al Lustig, the

killer, is up in your neck of the woods,

and he's after some girl up there. Now,
if you could get me a lead on him,

that'd be a story."
"Al Lustig?" gasped Earl. "Why,

it must be him. not the prince. Okay,
I'll call you back."
He hung up the receiver and he tore

out from the house. But his two-

seater had gone, and there was not

another vehicle in sight except an

ancient buggy in the yard and a motor-

ti actor in a shed. He decided to use

tln> tractor.

At the top of the hill which it so

recently had descended, the dark saloon

was turned to the left down another

hill; but Rufe Wallace had taken

charge of that way out of the district,

and at th. foot of it one of In- men
was standing with him beside a cart

piled high with coops containing

chickens.

"Here they come!" Rufe • exclaimed
as he caught sight of two cars descend-

ing the hill, one a considerable distance

behind the other. " Two of 'cm ! Full

her across the road, Joe!"
Joe pulled the cart across the road

'.roadside on 10 the approaching saloon,

and he and Rufe climbed a bank. The
saloon drew nearer, and there was no
room for it to pass.

"Don't lift your foot, Mike!" bellowed

Lustig, who was beginning to think

that these obstructions could not be

accidental.
"Okay," gritted Mike.
There followed a terrific crash, the

cart collapsed, the coops fell in all

directions, breaking open as they tell,

and scores of chickens rose up into the

air.

The saloon swept on, hardly damaged
at all, but Rufe had provided another

barrier a hundred yards or so farther

along the narrow road—a barrier in the

shape of a heavy wagon, springless, and
piled high with hay.
"Keep going!" snarled Lustig.

But Mike jammed on the brakes
instead.
"Hit that, and the only way we're

going is back !" he growled.
At almost the same moment a motor

fire-engine came roaring along the road

out of a side turning beyond the hay-

wagon and was brought to a standstill.

Its siren shrieked, and then from it the

men of the fire department descended in

all the glory of their uniforms, their

helmets glittering in the sunlight.

The siren acted as a signal to all the

other Minute Men who had taken other
roads, and immediately all manner of

vehicles began to converge upon what
July lot li, 1937.
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was in fact the tail of the "Q" they
had formed.

It was the owner of the hay-wagon
who opened the back door of the saloon,
and he had a pitchfork in his hand.
"Speed her up, Prince!" he said com-

mandingly.
Behind him crowded other men. most

of them armed with rifles, and Lustig
and his three henchmen knew better
than to try to draw their guns.

" You crazy loon, do I look like a
prince?" demanded Lustig. "Does she
look like a millionaire's daughter?"
"Can't say if you do, or if you

don't," returned the farmer impartially.
"Never associated with princes or such.
But you're gonna wait until Zeke gets
here. Give 'em the signal, boys—the
two and the three."
The siren of the fire-engine shrieked

again and again across the landscape,
and Zeke heard the signal just as he
was about to turn down the hill that
led to the cow-packed bridge.
"That's 'em!" cried Jeff. "They're

down Breakneck Road, by the sound of
it!"

The two-seater shot off down the
other hill, at the bottom of which
Lustig was being detained.

"If you insist on keeping us here."
raged the crook, "I'll take this to
court !"

"I've heard that before. Prince," said
the owner of the hay-wagon placidly

;

and then the sedan pulled up behind
the saloon and J. G. Barnes jumped
down from it amongst the Minute Men.
"I'm J. G. Barnes," he said.

"You Barnes?" Rufe Wallace stepped
forward. "Well, we got your
daughter!"
"Get out. of my way!" Barnes forced

a passage for himself to the saloon, and
Lustig immediately got out from it to
meet him.
"Where's my daughter, sir?" snapped

the millionaire.
"Mr. Barnes," responded Lustig,

"you've arrived just in time! These
farmers have made a terrible mistake

—

they think she's your daughter!"

Barnes gave one swift glance at Polly,
who was still sitting in the saloon, and
then he whirled round on the crowd of
armed men.
"Why, this is preposterous!" he ex-

ploded. "I've never seen this man, or
that woman, in my life before!"
"You mean she ain't your daughter?"

asked Rufe Wallace in amazement.
"I mean this is all rubbish!"
"D'you think we oughta let 'em go?"

Rufe Wallace inquired of the captain of
the fire department.
"Sure," decided that official. "It's

all that fool Zeke's doing! He got us
into this!"

" We oughta ride him outa town on
a rail," said a farmer; and then the
two-seater arrived and Zeke and Jeff
were seen to be getting out from it.

"Did you catch 'em?" Zeke panted,
as he came running over with his rifle

in his hands.
"Yeah, we caught 'em." returned an

irate farmer, "but it ain't them!"
"Talk sense, Ed!" rebuked Jeff.

"You're tellin* us to talk sense?"
howled Rufe. "I want my money!"
Other voices clamoured for payment.
"Listen," Zeke broke in desperately,

"this fellow said he was the prince, and
she over there said she was the Barnes
girl

!"

Lustig emitted a scornful laugh.
"If you keep listening to these

G-men," he jeered, " they'll tell you
I'm Dillinger."
"And let me advise you," roared

J, G. Barnes, " that obstructing a public
highway is a civil offence. Now you
fellows clear this road at once!"
July 10th, W87.
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"I can't understand," complained
Zeke.
"I can," said Jeff miserably. "We

lose two thousand two hundred and fifty

dollars and a Jersey cow!"
Down the hill across the grass came

a motor-tractor at a speed which sug-
gested it was out of control, and Earl
was driving it.

"Here comes our boy friend," said
Lustig. scrambling back into the saloon.
"Let's cut our way out of here!"

The thing he suggested was practically

impossible, and in any case he spoke
too late. The tractor broke through a

rail fence and smashed into.., the left

front wing of the saloon with srich vio-

lence that Earl was flung clean over the
bonnet.
"Don't let him get away!" he yelled

frantically as he picked himself up.
"He's Lustig the killer!"

Lustig got out at the other door of

the saloon with a wild idea of escaping
on foot ; but Earl was over the bonnet
again before he could start running, and
they went down together with a thud
and rolled in the dust, clawing at one
another's throats.

They rose together, fighting furiously,

but the battle was of brief duration.
Earl sprawled on the ground from a left

hook that caught him on the side of the
jaw, and Lustig was immediately
grabbed by some of the Minute Men
and held prisoner.

His three companions were hauled
out from their seats, and Polly stood on
the running-board.

" They're offerin' five thousand dollars

for him!" cried Zeke, pointing his rifle

at Lustig; and Jeff immediately began
to work out a sum on his pad.
"That gives us a profit!" he exulted.

" Two hundred and fifty——

"

"Arc you Lustig?" demanded Zeke.
Lustig did not reply, and Jeff com-

pleted his sum, but got the total wrong.
" That gives us a profit of two thou-

sand seven hundred dollars to the
good." he said joyfully. "You are our
prisoners! Cany on, men!"

Polly jumped down from the running-
board and squeezed her way through
the crowd to Earl.

"Are you hurt?" she asked anxiously.
"I've been looking for you." he said

with a shake of his dishevelled head.
"Come on, I've got a storv to get
out!"

In the lounge-hall of the farmhouse,
nearly an hour later, he told the story

over the telephone to the news editor

of the "New York Express."
" And they're in the county gaol

right this time," he wound up. "The
two men officially credited with the cap-

ture are Jeff Daniels and Zeke Hopper.
Yes, that's right—and that's the whole
story. What?"
He turned to Polly, who was close

beside him, with excitement shining in

his eyes.
"They want me to go to New York,"

he said rather breathlessly. " Write an
eye-witness' account—take a steady job!
What d'you think o* that?"
"I think it's great!" declared Polly

with enthusiasm.
"Okay!" he said into the telephone.

"I'll be leaving right away!"
Jeff and Zeke looked into the lounge-

hall from the front porch a moment
after he had hung up the receiver, and
they saw Polly in his arms.
"He's kissin' her now!" said Zeke.
"So he is," said Jeff. "Well, let 'era

carry on."

(By permission of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, Ltd., starring Mary Astor

and Charles Quigley.)
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PARADISE EXPRESS"
(Continued from page 24)

"We can't let the trucking company
win." Larry's brains were working
fa.-t. "I've got an idea. Back to the
cab. everyone. Ben, start her rolling."
"Without water?" gasped the driver.

"We'll blow up the boiler," cried the
engineer.

"I'll take that responsibility," snapped
Larry. "Start the engine. All you
trainmen get on the roof of that first

refrigerator car. Trotter, you get up
with the men and help."
"What we gonna use for water?''

Ben asked.
"There's frozen water in that re-

frigerator car," answered the receiver.

"The boys are going to open up the
hatch of that car, smash up the ice

with crowbars and then pass it back to

the tender. It will soon melt in the
boiler. Boys, get going!"
No one missed Jed Carson as the train

gathered speed.

A Desperate Finish

THE driver gave a sigh of relief as

he looked at the gauges on the
boiler. It had been touch and go

because they had been almost out of
water. Already the boiler was half full,

and the boys were forming a chain pass-
ing the ice along the roof. Naturally,
he could not go very fast or the men
would all be swept away.
"Pass that ice along as quickly as you

can." ordered Larry.
Old Trotter had never worked on the

roof of a moving train and he was scared
stiff, but he stuck to it. If Maggie did
not marry him after this heroism—well,

he would be surprised. Several times he
almost fell off the roof, but somehow he
stuck it.

It was Stymie who had hidden in the
refrigerator car. He had stayed to gloat
over his evil work. He would hide in

the train, and get a good laugh as it

crawled along the track. Besides, he
wanted to see that they did not get any
water.
Jed Carson saw Stymie enter the car,

and his lined face creased into a grin.
Very quietly he opened the door of the
truck and climbed in, but he kept his

gun ready. Stymie crouched in a
corner, and feared to draw his gun lest

the report be heard. If he were caught
on this train he looked like being torn
to pieces. He picked up a crowbar that
he had found. He would brain who-
ever it was and make a get-away.

"Drop that!" snapped Jed, who had
the eyes of a cat where darkness was
concerned. "One move from you and
I'll fill you full of lead. Now chuck your
gun over here."

Sullenly the crook obeyed.
"Now take off your coat!"
"What for?"
"Do as I say," snarled old Jedson.

like an angry tiger. "If you don't take
it off in five seconds

"

Stymie obeyed.
"Have a heart." The wretch began

to shiver. "This is a refrigerator car

—

I'll freeze."
"It'll do you a lot of good. You're

too hot-blooded, anyway." cackled Jed.
who was enjoying himself, especially

now the train was going fast. "Now
take off your shirt."

Jed Carson wrapped most of Stymie's
attire round himself. "I'm all for

warmth, young man," Jed cackled at
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tlit shivering crook". ''You ran walk
up and down, but by heck if you try

>r I'll let daylight into

The pre ige was at ninety and
train was roaring down the track

Safely it passed the spot where Tom
Wilson and the fireman lost their lives,

and at last there came the down grade.
Anxiously they scanned the brief

glimpses of the road for sight of the

ti ucks, but considerable time had been

lost. The breaking up of the ice and
getting it to the tender had meant a

i educed -peed.

At the end of the race there was a

crowd twice the size of the one at Eden.
Armstrong and Glover were there, and
they \v<re -lulling as they listened to

thi reports that came in by 'phone.

The trucks were still well ahead.

"I guess you'd better give me that

contract now, sheriff, and save time,"

triumphantly cried the gloating Arm-
strong.
"The race ain't over yet." The

sheriff had no liking for this man.

Xot until five miles from the end of

the race did they glimpse the trucks.

"Tiny have to take a hill and a bad
bend," Larry yelled to the driver.

"The railroad cuts through the hill, so

we've go! a good chance. Hen, let her
have every hit of .-team you've got."

The last mile had the road and rail

way running side by side, but the road

ed the railroad. Once again the

trucks tned to eei to the crossing
Inst.

"Smash 'em 10 Mazes it they don't

pull up," yelled the engineer excitedly.

"Show the dni', < hisellers no mercy!"
The truck-drivers had no desire to be

lip, and they braked. The
road into the town was good, and
nod on th in a despei ate

Put the train was slightly ahead, and
lie driver had to brake hard

hing th i'i him the
.nl if madi no difference.

The Moon Valley Shorl Line finished
i

"Nice work', boys, nice work," coin

merited I.any, as he jumped do v. n from
the cab.
The noi se ol i he chi erii ifen

Ai mstrong and Glover look.

I a ,v with baffled fury. The chair-

man of the Farmers' Co-open
handed Larry the prize.

"Thanks foi this cqntract, Mr.
Knox. he said -imply. "And thanks

for helping to pui everj man back to

work."
Kay came i unning alone the tract

and she smiled prqjidls al Lai ry, then

she began lo peer round. She pi

through and touched Larry on the arm,
" Where's grandfather ?"

"Didn't he get in the guard's \an
With you?" asked Larry. "Why, I

thought the old man "

A sudden yell made everyone gla

round, and they .-aw a strange
spectacle. A figure all muffled in

ments and clutching a gun had jumped
down and was planting the gun ,uid

yelling ai someone to come out. A
hall naked, shivering creature upl-

and rolled on! of the car.

"Gel p go on !" yelled grand-

Armstrong and Glovei glanced appre-
hensively at each other when they saw
tin quaking wretch was Stymie. Tri-
umphantly the old boy herded his man
towards the group.

"Grandfather, when 1 have you b

"Wheie'd you think—the Tropics?"

BOY'S CINEMA

Jed laughed fiercely, and then pointed
gun at Stymie. "Sheriff, arrest

this man!" Ho pointed the gun at

Armstrong and Glover. "And those
two men as well."
"This is ridiculous!" shouted Arm-

. trong.

"Oh, is it'.' chuckled Jed, and
handed over a piece of paper. "You

wait till you read the confession
your man Stymie signed."
Glover capitulated at once.
"I didn't have anything to do with

wrecking that freight!" he screa tied as

men gripped him by the shoulder. "I
-wear I didn't!" He pointed to Arm-
strong. "It was his idea. He told

Stymie to do it."

Armstrong saw that he was cornered
and suddenly crashed his fist into the
nearest man. It gave Glover a chance
to break flee, and the two men raced
blindly down the track in a hop
endeavour to escape. I'm they were
soon captured and marched away by
the sheriff to the gaol.

"Til take alonu the confession, Jed.'
slated the sheriff, and then laughed
heartily because the confession was
written on the back of an unpaid

iry bill. "You should have this

trained when I give it to you back,
'cause I reckon you won't be get
any more of 'em."
At last the crowd dribbled away to

(he nearest saloons to celeb
Maggie even allowed Trotter to take
Hi arm. Old Jed Carson winked
nudged the sheriff as Larry wiiii off

with hi- arm round Kay.
"I'm going to let him marry her."

he whispered. "And the day of tin 1

wedding I'll make him dent
of the Moon Valley Short Line." he
laughed, and winked. "Too g I a

to lose."

(By permission of the British Lion
Film Corporation. Ltd.. starring Grant
Withers as Larry Doyle and Dorothy

Appleby as Kay Carson.)

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
'THE MOUNTIES ARE

CO MING." D Bi b
Livingston

;
Doi * < 'olton Kay

Hughes : Salvation, < !uinn " Big
Williams

; Whip .
I . mond

Hat 'i
: Burr, Fred KohJer

;

Baspinoff, Robert \\ am ii k ; /

Willi. mi Fan . Bob
Knrtni.m : Talbot, John Merton

;

i ,i plain /'

' '< Won, Lloj d I ngraham
;

. I n I

William Desmond; Barson, Yakima
( 'mini t ;

/'( d ; . Ti to; i ,.i .. tii . Ivan
Hud flope : Pi dro, Ste* e I leniente

;

Harris, Bud ( k borne ;
/.' bert I

John ( )"l!i leu : w
l
Henry

Hall ; Dark Feather, Philip
Kramer, Stanley Blystone.

"LADY FROM NOWHERE."—
Polly Dwilop, Mary Astor ; Earl
Daniels, Charles Quigleyj James
Gordon Barnes, Thurston Hall; Zeke
Hopper, Victor Kilian . Jeff Daniels,
Spem g, Norman
Willis; Mike Dugan, Gene Morgan;
Mabel Donner, Rita la R03 ;

/•'..

Haines, Mattj Fain; Nick Morton,
John Tyrrell,

"PARADISE EXPRESS."-/..///
Doyle, Grant Withers; Kay Ca
Dorothy Applel>\

; Trailer, Arthur
Hoyt ; Maggie Ca ey, Maud Eburne

;

Jed ' " on, Harry Bavenpprt
;

Armstrong, Donald Kirke ; Glover,

Arthur Loft ; Tom Wilson, Lew
Kelly: Stymie-, .Anthony Psswley

;

Que, John Holland.
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|"THE MOUNTIES ARE COMING"

5 (Continued from page 8)
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"I was expecting you," he said.
" Tell me, are these all trained soldiers

you have with you ':"

"To a man," was the reply. "All of

them have seen service in the Czar's

army."
Burr sei med well satisfied, and was

about to make some remark when he
remembered the existence of Don.
"Here," he growled, beckoning to

two of his hirelings, "put this fellow

under lock and key. I want to question

him, but I haven't time now."
Don was marched away, and a minute

or two later was bundled into a dark
and noisome room that apparently
served as a dungeon. No sooner bad
he been left alone, however, than he
began to peel off his grey suit, to dis-

close a black ryling kit identical to that

in which Barson had died.

lie then produced a mask, and, ad-

justing it so that it disguised his

features, he unwrapped a pliable whip
which had been wound about his waist

and which he invariably earned in Ins

role ei mysterj rider,

lie now -tooil 1 evealed as the E

and it remained lor him to escape from
his cell.

The door did not look too stout, but

Don did not choose I" force it. Instead

he turned his attention on the roof of

n, which was in a singularly

dilapidated condition, thi i ing

fallen away fro afters in many
places.

Don raised the long -hip that was in

lu, pi lie had brought 11

cial put po-e. but it si r\ ed another
use now, for he was abl one
of tie ei, 1: thong and
pull hie. pward. Then.

ling, he to I

d corridor above the

n 11

A \ ked- tb idor with
an upper end he mounted the

el himself quietly into a room
at tin- top ol them. L'utt thai room was

mpty, for it was occupied by an
eldei ly man ami a j g and
gii I- the 1 loltons.

her : d daughi coiled at sight

of the masked interloper, and then the

nil I spoke in a hushed \ oiee ;

\'on on are I he Eagle !" she fal-

tered.
• yes," Don " Bui I know

that '

1 i ids of Jason I

Where is hi

"I—saw him go to the library on the

ground il ," Doris ( olton told him.
" lb ,, ,11 from the rou, tyard a few

What are you going to

Don' , hard.
"Teach him .1 lesson, that's all. The

library, eh? Good! 1 thmk 1 can find

my w ay there."
I hariks to die information he had ob-

tained regarding die stronghold during
the pa-t. i', eek, he had little diffii uliy in

ing the apai 1 menl to « '"> h Burr
had retired after die arrival of the

t acl and as he stole into that 1 1 10m
In -,i e ih

1
1,1.111 standing there w ilh his

back io him, poring o\ er a volume that,

dealt w nil die 1 ubjeci of mining.

".Keep still. Jason Burr," Don
tied, covering him with a revolver,

" Your firs! ill be your last."

Thi dropped the book that ho
was holding, and his ugly mouth fell

agape IS he tinned his head to sec the

black clad figure who faced him with a
Julv 10th, 1937.
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whip in one hand and a gun in the
oilier.

"Ye&, T am the Eagle," Don re-

marked, drawing back a pace and con-
triving to lock the door that he had
closed behind him. "You don't seem
to have expected me, in spito of the
message I sent you l>y that fool organ-
("layer."

Jaaon Burr found his voice
"Listen," lie said hoarsely, "I know

I've tried to get you, but it strikes me
that I can use a smart man like you.
Yes, and I can make you one of the
richest men in this province if you're so
minded. I have unlimited gold, and
the backing of one of the greatest
countries in the world, and with the
'conquest of California as my goal

"

Don interrupted him. He was begin-
ning to see Burr's gigantic project now
— the motive behind the reign of terror
he had instituted. But he was not im-
pressed by the man's suggestion that
he should throw in with him. Burr
%\as frightened by the gun in Don's fist,

and was trying to make terms, which
he would break only tow readily at the
first opportunity.
"Does jour campaign include the

v hipping f innocent priests?" the
masked intruder asked deliberately.

"Yes, if they stand in my way."
"Then here is my answer," Don

ground out. "Take off your coat!"
tie had to repeat the command and

stress it with a movement of the re-

volver before Burr would obey. Then,
with fear and malevolence in his eyes,

the general slid his glance to the whip
that Don was grasping.
."You hit mo with that and I'll make

you regret it as long as you live!" he
said through clenched teeth.

. The only response >vas a slashing
stroke of the thong, the first of a series

of. blows that drove Burr screaming to

his knees. But even though the black-

guard grovelled abjectly Don continued
to flog him—until the man's clothing
was ripped in a dozen places and the

flesh beneath scored with innumerable
weals— and until his loud-lunged shrieks
brought a party of his gangsters to the
door.
-Only then did Don cease to belabour

him. and, his own safety at stake, he
scrambled through a window that
opened on to a small patio separated
from the main courtyard by an arch-
way.
Thirty seconds later Burr's men had

Smashed their way into the library, and,
struggling to his feet, babbling inco-

herently, the general blundered from
the room with them.
'they stumbled out into the. sunlight,

and were met by lVtrofT anil several of

the recently arrived Cossacks."
— 1 —*
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"The Eaglet" Burr shouted. "A
thousand dollars in gold for the man
who captures the Eagle!"

Petroff and the other Russians were
staring at the general in bewilderment,
amazed by his dishevelled appearance
and by the marks of the punishment he
had received. For the moment, indeed,
they seemed too dumbfounded to make
any move, and their inactivity seemed
t.j incense Burr the more.

"The Eagle, I tell you!" he screamed.
" Oct him, Petroff ! Summon your
tioops! He's somewhere in the
hacienda. He can't have escaped, for
there are sentries at every exttj'

He finally succeeded in rousing (he
Cossack hetman, who dashed off across
the courtyard to round up his com-
patriots in full force. At the same time
Burr swung round on those of his hire-

lings who had broken into the library,

and ordered them to scatter and. search
everv nook and cranny of the strong-
hold'.

Attracted by the bellowing voice of
their leader, other members of Burr's
gang were issuing from their quarters
by now, and ere long Petroff reap-
peared with a mob of Cossacks at his

heels. But as yet there was no sign of
Don. He had vanished completely,
although Jason Burr was certain that he
was still within the fortified hacienda,
and continued to rave and shout like

one demented.

Meanwhile armed men were assem-
bling at all points, and, news of the
mystery intruder's presence spreading
like wildfire, a roar suddenly went up
as a dark figure was espied on the
watch-tower that dominated the strong-
hold.

It was the figure of the Eagle, and,
knowing that the gates of the fortress
were too well guarded to permit of "his

escape; he had ascended to the summit
of the tower and was now making his

way round its parapet to gain that side'

of it which overlooked the deep waters
of the Yuba River.

'' Get him, you fools!" Jason Burr
howled to his swarming partisans,
gangsters and Cossacks alike. "Open
fire on him, curse you!"

A carbine was discharged by one of

the Russians. Then a blattering salvo
arose on every hand, and all at once
that lone figure high up on the summit
of the watch-tower was seen to reel

—

to lose his foothold—and to plunge into

empty space

!

(To be continued in another thrilling

episode next week. By permission of

the British Lion Film Corporation,
Ltd., starring Bob Livingston.)
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(Continual t.-om page 2)

Curious Accident to Ann Southern
A curious accident, yet one that can

easily happen—and probably frequently
has done—occurred and keptAnn Sothem
out of the cast of the Radio picture,
"There Goes My Girl " for seven days.
Playing a scene with Geno Raymond.
Miss Sothern was supposed to duck
behind a couch to avoid being seen by
her fellow-player. The actress ducked"
so swiftly, however, that her chin
struck the arm of the couch with such
force that her teeth hit through \:>t

lower lip. Pour stitches were put in
the wound, but fortunately no scae
followed.
, The picture, "There Goes M; Girl,"
which is a story of newspaper reporters
whose love for each other battles with
their anxiety to succeed as reporters, is

to be presented in tiii; country shortly.

American Who Likes Cricket

Noel Madison, playing a gan^ •

chief in Jessie Matthews' "Gangway,'.'
now being produced at Pineuood^is ut»

American citizen who knows nothing
alxjut baseball but u !"' about cricket :

doesn't understand American footbarfk.

but closely follow.- the fortunes of
Soccer teams jilaying in the English
League.
The explanation is thai Madison was

brought io England just before the VVar
by his famous actor father, " Maurice
Moscovitch, and was educated here..

Eventually he returned to America to

go on the stage, and in three plaws
respectively appeared as an English
undergraduate, a Cockney crook and a
Cockney sailor !

Something had to be done about what
his countrymen called his ' English
accent," so when he went to Hollywootf
to (day in pictures he got Jimmy
Cagn.y to coach him in the native idiom
and slang.
He has since appeared in numerous

gangster roles, each an incisive-, menac-
ing and polished portrait of lawlessness.
Altogether > Madison has played in

some 70 -films, notable picture! being
"Manhattan Melodrama." "G-Men "

and "Manhattan Madness."
Madison has a son, aged nine, who is

.il school in Sussex, and largely for (hi*

reason hopes to remain in England for
some time.
Next io cricket and Soccer his

interests lie in collecting first editions,
old engravings and mezzo-tints, and act-

ing as treasurer of the Screen Actors*
Guild, of which he is a founder-member.

XMAS CLUBS
Spare-Time Agents Wanted

for OLDEST, LARGEST and BEST CLUB. Write for Giant
Art Cataloguo and full particulars. No Outlay. Excellent

Commission. FREE GIFT TO ALL APPLICANTS.
SAMUELDRIVER,Ltd., Barton Ed., Leeds.

BLUSHING,
Shyness, Nerves. 8ell-consclousness. Worry
Habit. Unreasonable Fears, etc., cored or

money back I Complete Course, S/-. Details—
t. A. BtebblnK. (A). 28. DeanRd., London. H.W.?.

STAMPS 300 DIFFERENT, inn. Airinali. licaull
lul Uncommon Sets. Pictorials. Colonials

rrloo 6d (Abroad 1/-.I-W. A. WHITE,
ENGINE LANE LYE, WORCS.

BE SURE TO MENTION " BOY'S CINEMA " WHEN
COMMUNICATING WITH ADVERTISERS.

HAVE YOU A RED NOSE?
Send a stamp, and you will learn how to rid yourself of such a terrible*

affliction tree of charge Address in confidence—T. J. TEMPLE.
Specialist, " Palace House," 128, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.l,

(Est. 35 years.)

I promise you Hoon<t Health, Double*
Strength. Stamina, and Dashing Knorgy la
30 days.or money back I My amazing Jui-i
Course adds 10-25 ins. io your muscular

di-vi-lopmi'iii (with 2 ins. on Chest and 1 in. on .Vrrus). aide* brings an Iron
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A rich man's spoiled son falls overboard from a liner and is picked up by a Portuguese
fisherman. As a member of the fishing fleet, he has to work hard, and gradually the
influence of these rough, but honest folk begins to have its effect on the lad. A
stirring drama of the sea, starring Freddie Bartholomew, Spencer Tracy, and Lionel

Barrymore

The Rich Man's Spoiled Son

HAllVEY CHEYNE was the only
son of a very wealthy and very
busy man. The father owned so

many companies and interests that he
devoted all his time to business—since
his wife had died work helped him to
forget his s,orrow. That the boy had
a lot of pocket-money, was sent to the
best of schools, and had every wish
granted was what the father imagined
to be sufficient in parental duty.
When Harvey Came home for the

holidays he could do just as he pleased.
If" he wanted to ask six boys for the
holidays it was all right; he could have
his breakfast in bed; if lie fancied
some expensive toy he could order it.

The servants referred to the ten-year-
old son of the house as ;• "spoiled
brat," and they weren't far wrong.

Mr. Cheyne was immensely proud of
his son, and he told everybody that his

son was editor of the school magazine.
He did not realise that Harvey had
obtained that rank because the printing
press had been donated to the school
by himself. Now, Harvey had a tre-

mendous admiration for his father, and
he tried to copy his father's methods,
but the boy's ideas of how big business
men made their money were a trifle

warped through reading the wrong
kind of books.

The boys did not dislike Harvey, but
they wished he would not swank so
much. He had so much pocket-
money, and his father was so generous
to the school, that Harvey's head
missed the cuffing that might have done
so much good.
Tyler was a young master at the

school, and he objected to Harvey
trying to bribe the boys to make him
a member of the Buffaloes, the lodge of
the school. Tyler, who was not very
wealthy, found an envelope containing
fifty dollars in his study, and was
furious when lie found that Harvey had
put it there so that Tyler would be
his friend.
As a result, Harvey Cheyne was

placed in Coventry for forty-eight hours
by Dr. Finley, the headmaster.

Nobody would speak to the boy, and
that made the rich man's son very
rebellious. They would not let him
help with the editing of the school
magazine, and he tried hard to make
them talk so that he could report on
them. Harvey was so rude to one big
boy that the latter lost his temper and
knocked him down.
The boys left him, nursing a swollen

cheek and wiping a blood trickle from
a cut lip. Harvey got up and found
that a bottle of printing ink had been
spilled and somo had gone on his
clothes. The dark eyes in the pale
face lit up. He wiped ink all over
his clothes and on his face and sneaked
out of the school without being seen.

A taxi took him to his father's office.

The driver had refused at first, but ten
dollars is a lot of money.
Harvey staggered in with his face all

twisted. He had disarranged hie
clothing and dabbed ink in hi.- curly
hair, and he looked a sight. He
limped, and when questioned by his
amazed father and flic family doctor,
at first pretended he would not tell.

Finally Harvey informed them it was
printing ink. and lie had got his leg
DUlt trying to escape.

'What do you mean, trying to
escape?" questioned the father.
"Cause they had me a prisoner at

the school and nobody could talk to
me, " solemnly answered the boy. " I
guess they were scared I would talk."
"Who was scared?"
"Tyler and all of them. Tyler's a

master. He kept me out of the
Buffaloes and he took a bribe."
The boy told such a tale that the

father decided on action. He instructed
his secretary to get in touch with
Dr. Finley and ask the headmaster to
call round that night and see him and
to bring Mr. Tyler as well.

That night from kindly Dr. Finley
the rich man awoke to the fact that his
wonderful son was not all that a father
might desire.
"You have placed extraordinary

sums of money at his disposal." ex-
plained the Head. "Too large for a
small boy. Your accusation that your
son has been bullied and niada a
prisoner is not the truth. He was put
into Coventry on the complaint of Mr.
Tyler by myself, and he deserved it.

If your son came home covered in ink
and complaining of injuries, then they
were self-inflicted." He then explained
the boy's attempt to bribe the young
master. "He seems to think he's a
specially privileged character, " con-
cluded Dr. Finley. "His attempt to
resist the normal, healthy discipline of
being put into Coventry brought no

further discipline from us, but it did
bring him u solid bash on the n<>>.

from one of his fellow pupils. It was
a blow. I'm sorry to say. that any ii

of the other hundred and twenty boys
in the school would have been glad to

deliver."
It was Tyler who soothed the worriej

father.

"Harvey, Mr. Cheyne, is greit
material. He's simply been mis-
directed, that's all. He has a mind
and brain keener than any boy in the
school. Perhaps it's not my place to
say this, Mr. Cheyne, but it's simply
because you and he have never had any
relationship. To him you're ju-t i

machine pouring out money, a ma< i

he's trying to imitate."

"Thank you, Mr. Tyler, it seems
to me that you're light." Cheyne
turned to the headmaster. "I give
you permission to deal with Harvey
as drastically as his future conduct
deserves,

"

"I'm afraid we'll have to leave that
in your hands for a while, Mr. Cheyne.
For the rest of the spring term, at

least, Harvey will have to be rusti-

cated," the Head said decisively
"That means temporarily sent down
I'm sorry, Mr. Cheyne."
"I'm sure that when Harvey comes

back in the autumn "—Tyler tried to
soften the bad news—"he'll be a boy
we'll all be proud of."
So Cheyne was forced to put aside

his business for a while and consider
the problem of his son. As he had
to go to England on business on one
of his own ships he decided to take the
boy with him. Perhaps he would lie

able to learn the role of a father.

Harvey was delighted not to be goin^
back to school, and to be going abroad
with his father on the Queen Anne
But the boy noticed a change in his
parent. A certain sternness of manner,
and there was no longer such a liberal

supply of pocket-money.
' July 24th, 1037.
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Satisfied that the boy was all right,
Manuel picked up a conch shell and
made a queer echoing noise that carried
far. A hail came out of the fog and
Manuel started rowing. A shadow
became the shape of a fishing schooner
with the queer name of " We're Here "

blazoned on her stern.

"I got a new kind of fish," Manuel
shouted as he came alongside. " He
got no tail and he's got pants on his
dorsal fin. I think maybe he about
ten year old."
"Well, well, if it ain't a boy," ex-

claimed Captain Disko.

The hands of the fishing schooner
wanted to know how this boy had got
into the sea, and Manuel told them
that he must have fallen off the liner

that had passed so close to him in the
fog. The kindly captain said that
unless the kid wanted to get his death
of cold he must bo put to bed.

It was a shock for Harvey Cheyne
when he woke feeling weak and sick to

find himself in a place that smelt of fish.

He managed to turn, and found himself
in a bunk which looked like a cook-
house. A black fellow was busy at a
stove, and. hearing the boy move,
brought him some gruel. Harvey

On board, Harvey was again left a
great deal to himself, and he had to
swank to other boys about the liner

being owned by his father and how
he could go on the bridge if he wanted.
One afternoon the ship ran into a

fog, and on that occasion Master
Harvey was feeling rather queer, be-

cause he had been consuming too many
ice-cream sodas. He wanted to be
sick, but his pride made him fight

against such a babyish weakness. He
went up on deck and hoped no one
would sec him.
The ship rolled unexpectedly, and

Harvey, who was feeling very ill and
giddy, fell overboard, No one heard
the splash on board the ship or his
faint cries for help.

Beginning of a New Life

A FISHING dory wallowed in the
waves, with a. big fellow keeping
it moving quite fast by the oar

he used so expertly over the stern. A
dark, smiling, queer sort of fellow with
a great woollen helmet over his tousled
brown hair. He stared at a vague
shape in the fog.

"Uh, you try run Manuel down.
You big killer whale with smoke
spout, you try swaller Manuel like he
little smelt, huh?" He laughed, and
forgetting the fact that the liner had
nearly run him down, began to sing

:

"On tho Isle of Fishamingo lived a
chief called Bingo-Bingo ,: He broke
off to glance round. Knowing all the
noises of the sea, lie detected at once
a sound that was unfamiliar.
"Help! IJelp 1" came a very faint

cry.

Manuel pulled a limp, scarcely
conscious body out of the water.

"Fifteen years I been fishing, and
lirst time I ever catch fish like you,"
he said, and began to squeeze and
pummel tho boy to get the water out
of his stomach.
July 24th, 1H37.

(Top) lurt tryingHarvey informed them that he
to escape.

(Bottom) Harvey wanted to be sick, but his pride made him fight

against such a babyish weakness.
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managed to sit up and swallow some of

the liquid which tasted terrible.

"Howse you feeling, boy?" asked the

cook, who was known as "Doc."
"I—fell, didn't I?" said the boy.

"Did you pull me out of the water?"
"Nooo. Manuel, he fished you

aboard."
"Is this a fishing boat?" the boy

asked. "Something smells terribly

bad."
"Ain't nothing smells bad around

here," cried Doc. "The fish, them's

nice clean, salt fish. Seventy crates al-

ready done salted down in the fore-

held."
When Harvey found that he was alone

on this ship, "and that the liner had
gone on, he insisted on going on deck
to speak to the captain. He looked a

queer figure in Manuel's long, thick

blue shirt and the shoes the cook lent

him.
The captain listened with his head on

one side to Harvey's demand that the

ship go at once to Europe, so he could
join his father. The boy was furious

when the captain answered that the
schooner was

,
from Gloucester, Massa-

chusetts, and had just arrived off the
Grand Banks and would not be return-
ing till the autumn. When they were
through with fishing they'd take him.
Harvey cried that his father was rich,

but Captain Disko said he could not
take a chance of losing a lot of money
for a boy. The fish must come first.

A solemn, round-eyed youngster stood
by the captain and looked at Harvey
with contempt. It was Dan, the cap-
tain's son. He laughed when Harvey
said that Frank Burton Cheyne, his

BOY'S CINEMA

(Top) " Well, well, if it ain't a boy I
" exclaimed Captain Disko.

(Bottom) " Is this a fishing boat ? " Harvey asked. " Something
smells terribly bad."

father, owned the boat off which he had
fallen. The captain ordered his son to

take Harvey below and fix hiin up wit!)

some clothes.
Harvey complained that the clothes

made him itch, but Dan only laughed.
A shout from" above, and Dan said he
must get on deck and help unload the
dories of their fish. No one paid any
attention to the boy when he climbed
up the stairs and saw fish of all shapes
and sizes being hurled aboard.

"Ah, there my new kind of fish."

said a kindly voice. "How you feel,

little fish?"
It was Manuel.
Harvey tried to talk to the captain,

luit Disko was too busy giving orders
about the cleaning and stowing of the
fish, though he did shout over his

shoulder that it would be three month.
before jthey got back with full holds to

(Jloucester. Later the captain found
time to talk to the bo}*.

"All of us here share in the fishing,"

he explained. "And heading back fj

Gloucester now, we'd maybe lose all

next winter's daily bread for us and our
folks. You wouldn't want that, now,
would you?"
"Are you crazy?" rudely shouted

Harvey. "I told you my father had
more money than nearly anybody.
Why "

The grizzled face of the captain
hardened at the tone.

"Gangway, boy!" he rasped out, and
pushed Harvey to one side. " I'm not
gambling good fishing agin a yarn
given out by an upset boy." He turned
and the anger had gone. "But I'm a

fair-minded man, and while you're
aboard I'll pay you wages. Three
dollars a month."
Harvey had to help Dan wash fish.

He refused at first, but they woidd not
give him anything to eat till he did.

It was Manuel, who told him not to be
July 24th, 1937
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hands came to tolerate the boy good-
naturedly. Harvey soon got his sea-
legs, and did not talk so much about
having the captain and crew thrown
into prison.
Manuel told the boy quite a lot about

his father, and how he was one of a
family of eighteen. How his father used
to play this instrument and sing abouS
the wind and the storm. Harvey learnt
that Captain Disko was the most
popular captain in the whole fleet, and
that his deadliest rival was the Jennie
Cushman, owned by Walt Cushman.
They were heading for a spot where
there would be some wonderful cod to
be caught by lines or netted. He found
out how many men were aboard, and
what knots they did to the hour. Uncle
Salters, the helmsman, who was always
arguing with the captain, was a fine
man; in fact, they were all fine men.
He learnt that when the lead went over-
board ajid lf was found that the bottom
was "blue pebbles," then they, were
near good fishing.

Strange how the man and boy were
attracted to each other. Manuel fussed
over young Harvey like a father, but he
did not stand for any nonsense.
Manuel always fished with a hand-line,
and one day he had a wager with Long
Jack that he would catch more fish his
way than Long Jack could with his
trawl-net. Harvey was allowed as a
great treat to go in the dory with
Manuel to row and to fish, and the boy-

clapped his hands when much strong
language came from the other dory.

"What low-livered scjuid done this?"
Long Jack yelled out. How angry
Manuel was when he learnt that Harvey

a foolish little fish, that helped the boy
to give in and do this work that made
him feel sick.

The men got tired of hearing the boy
complaining and making threats about
having them all thrown into gaol as
kidnappers. Some would have liked to

have thrown him overboard, as they
were superstitious about bad luck. Tak-
ing a passenger meant ill-fortune.

" I'd like to wallop him with a rope's
end," opined one man.
"I made him a member of the crew,''

stated the captain.
"But I hold he's still a passenger

long's he ain't done no work." cried a
thin, hard-eyed Canadian known as
Long Jack.
"Manuel make him work," answeied

the captain. " Already he has done a
little work—give Manuel time."

One night whilst Manuel was taking
his watch Harvey came to him and
offered him ten thousand dollars it he
would take one of the dories and row
him to New York. Manuel laughed up-
roariously at the idea. Then he
duced a strange-looking musical instru-
ment and began to sing as ho
strummed. The sulking Harvey found
the music very soothing. Manuel was
a poor Portuguese fisherman, but there
.was something strangely fascinating
about the man.
At last Harvey resigned himself to the

inevitable. Besides, he was taking an
interest in all that went on. He learnt
how to clean fish, and he surprised
Manuel with his knowledge of nanus u!

the various parts of the ship. The
July 24th, 1937.
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(Bottom)

Harvey was allowed as a great treat to go in the dory with
Manuel to row and to fish.

You touch that kid, I tear you apart, see ?

"

quietly spoke Manuel.
very
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had r.neaked up on deck and knotted
up his trawl. The Portugese gave
Harvey one look of scorn and threw the
fish that he had caught overboard, then
he rowed back to the schooner. The bet

had been a fine safety-razor that Manuel
owned against a fifty-cent piece.

Manuel handed over his razor, but that
was not the end of the matter. Long
Jack, on account of the trawl being
tangled, got a hook in his arm, and his

threats against the person who had done
it were murderous.
Manuel would not have said a word

alout the boy's trick, but Long Jack
openly accused Manuel. Then the
shame-faced Harvey did one of the first

decent actions of his life—he confessed.
"You sneaking little rat!" snarled

the Canadian, his face contorted with
fury. "I'll beat

"

"You touch that kid. I tear you
apart, see?" Very quietly spoke
Manuel, and before the deadly menace
in the other's eyes Long Jack lowered
his own.

•'Manuel, keep (hat kid away from
me,'' was all Long Jack said.

Later, a boy with tears in his eyes
came and humbly begged Manuel to
forgive him, and the Portuguese, after
reading him a long lecture, gave him an

. apple. The incident was forgotten, but'

often Harvey winced before the menace
in the eyes of Long Jack.

On Virgin Rock the cod-fishing was
marvellous, and here were several dozen
boats. All fishing and cleaning and
stowing night and day. ft was a great
triumph for the captain who got first

back to Gloucester with full holds.

Harvey was allowed to go fishing with
Manuel once more, and now he was
happier than he had e\er been in his

life. In (he few short weeks that had
passed he had forgotten about school,
his father, and' trie life of ease that he
had led. He berame fairly friendly with
Dan. A' last the We're Here had her
holds full, and Captain Disko went
round the other ships to take bark their

mail and to have a quiet chortle over
their discomfiture. And when the cap-
tain

1

got back lie found the Jennie Cush-
rnan had sailed. It was the custom to

a bell when the holds were full,

but Walt Cushman was a sly rascal.

"I let that anchor iu!" yelled Disko.
coming alongside. "Up with the port-
sail. I'H beat that sneaking .sand-
shark !"

Too Much Canvas

THERE was tremendous excitement
aboard the We're Here, and
young Harvey got entangled in

seme fishing gear and never said a word
till the schooner was under full canvas
about the hook caught in his arm. Ho
did not wince when .Manuel pulled
through that hook, and for once the
look in the eye of Long Jack was not
quite so hard.

"He's got a good lead on us, cap-
tain." said old Salters.

"He's got his topsails set already,
running like a scared sardine," rasped
Disko. "I'll climb over his stern rail

or sail the bottom out of us!"
"It's awful heavy going, Disko."

sang out Salters some time (ater, when
the We're Here was heeling over under
<-\ery inch of canvas. "If a big wave
hits us we'll

"

"Don't you worry about this lady."
cackled Captain Disko. " She can take
care of herself."

When Wait Cushman realised that his

rival was slowly but surely gaining, he
decided to take a short cut across the
Franklin Shoals, and as the We're Here
had a bigger draft, he did not think he
would be followed. But Disko knew
every inch of that reef, and he took
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his ship through water where the depth
was only three and.a half fathoms.

" We're going to pass them soon,
aren't we ?" Harvey asked Manuel.

"That Disko he pass anything,"
laughed the Portuguese. "He half por-

poise, I think."
Manuel told Harvey what he would do

with all the money he would get. He
would go to the church store and buy a

little gold candlestick he saw there last

time. He would take it to the church
and light candles for his father's birth-

day, which was on the third of August^
Then the two of them would have a
very good time ashore.

"When you ashore you talk to your
father on telephone, huh'.'' asked
Manuel. " Von tell him you live and
happy, huh?"
Harvey was silent for a while, and

then he said with tears in his eyes that

he did not want to go back to his

father, but wanted to stay in Oloucestei
with Manuel and go out with the fish-

in lt fleet.

"But how about vour father, little

fish?"
" Maybe I could see him between

trips— if he wanted to see me."
" What you mean—if he want to- see

you?"
"Well, he's got his business and

everything. He'd be all right." was the
answer. "I want to be with you."

Two days later the We're Here passed
the Jennie Cushman. But Captain
Disko was carrying every inch of

canvas.
"Them topsails'll carry away if we

keep this up." muttered Loner Jack.

The breeze freshened, and Long Jack
spoke a warning to the captain, who
glanced back and saw that his rival

but a speck on the horizon.

"Well, since you're such a nervous
galoot, and we got old Walt licked to

a frazzle, I'll mind what you say."
Disko raised hia voice. "Go aloft with
Jack. Manuel: -laud by to trim the top-

sails."

The two men were close to the mast-
head when a rope that had been fraying
Unnoticed broke, a pulley hook then
snapped, another rope broke under the

strain, and then there came a report
like a pistol -Inn and a great crack ap-

peared in the mast. A long, rendering
crash, and then the main mast snapped
off like a rotten carrot.

Long Jack was able to slide down a

rope to safety, but Manuel, who had
reached the masthead, was swept over-
board in a tangle of ropes, sails and
cables.

There was tangled wreckage on the
deek, and a lot more in the sea. Manuel
was clinging to a rope close to the
bioken mast.
"Get a dory overside!" yelled Disko.

"Are you all right, Manuel?"
"E escvusado ajudares me," muttered

Manuel. " Este e o neu fin. Mas nao
digas ao per «eno."
'What does he mean?" the captain

asked the cook, who understood the
language.
Doc's face was a picture of horror.
"'It's no use helping me.' he say,"

he whispered. "'This is my end. Tell
the captain, but do not tell the kid.'

"

"Ask him what's wrong." said the
captain.

Doc spoke, and with a smile Manuel
spoke, though he must have been in

terrible agony.
"He savs he's as good as dead."

Doc's thick lips were quivering'. "He's
stove in—all the bottom half of him
crone. He don't want the kid to know.
No good putting dory overside."

"You're not hurt, Manuel, are you?"
gasped out Harvey.

"I all" right, little fish." Mamie!
laughed.
"He's caught in the back stay."

Long Jack spoke in the captain's ear.

"The drift's tightening. You'll have to

cut him loose, or it'll take him in half."

Manuel must have understood, for he
called out

:

"Cut me awav, Disko. You heat
me?"
"Get me an axe." muttered the cap-

tain.

Thus perished a hero of the sea. The
We're Here limped itito harbour.
Everyone on board had done their be-

to give solace to the heartbroken ami
desolate boy. Young Dan did. all he
could to help Harvey with his grief.

All had loved Manuel.

When the We're Here docked Harvey
collected nine dollars as pay. and »i

was given Manuel's razor by Lottg Jack
who no longer bore the boy any enmity.
Captain Disko told the boy that the..

were proud of him. and that if he
v anted to come out with, him again he'd

be pleased to sign him on. A messagi-

had come through to say that Cheyne
senior was hurrying to Gloucester, and
Captain Disko thought Harvey had
bettei see whai plans his father migh'
have. The old captain blinked his eyes

tj cover his emotion.

Harvey asked Dan who would get

Manuel's quaint musical instrument.
"His next of kin should have it. bid

he ain't got any. Pop thought maybe
you'd lik" (o have it."

With his money Harvey went to the
church store, and he bought the little

candlestick, and he took it to the

(lunch. He prayed that he might grow
to be as fine a man as Manuel Fidello.

Captain Disko had a talk to the father

when he came to the former's con

fortable bungalow. In simple word-
told of the friendship of Manuel and
Harvey, and how the boj had changed.

"They were real dory mates. Mi.
Cheyne. You set your course a lite

too late, and Manuel sailed it for you.

But that don't say you can't sail it aftei

him."

The 'father .vent to the church and
saw his son praying. Later the fathei

lost his son again. His suggestion aboul
going to their ranch for the big rodeos

had roused no interest in Harvey. r

T '

>

i

-

lime the fathei found the boy on his

knees in the dory that had belonged to

Manuel. The father was able alter a

while to persuade his son to go back hi

the hotel. On the following day fathei

and son stood side by side near the

harbour, and close to a monument dedi-

cated to ''THEY THAT CO DOWN
TO THE SEA IN* SHU'S." Several
people had died during the last voyage
of the fishing fleet, and as every name
was called out relatives and friends

threw wreaths and flowers into the sea

When the name of Manuel Fidello was
called. Captain Disko and Harvey threw

their wreaths, and old Disko allowed

himself a little smile as the boy -lid his

hand for comfort into his father'-.

Cheyne was steering the right course.

And when father and son left

Gloucester, bound for the ranch, the

colour had come back to Harvey's
cheeks. The boy talked of the wonder-
ful things that he had seen and done,

and now and again he would break oil

to peer through the back window of the

car at the trailer. On that trailer was
Manuel's dory.

(By permission of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Film Co., Ltd., starring Freddie
Bartholomew as Harvey, Spencer Tracy
as Manuel, and Lionel Barrymore as

Captain Disko.)
July 24th, 19S7.
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Chip Douglas was S. carefree young cowboy until his father was murdered by a
rustler, then he turned into a hard-riding, hard-shooting avenger. A stirring yarn of

the Bad Lands, starring Dick Foran

LAND

Bitter Creek

IN the little New Mexico town of Bitter
Creek business was proceeding as
usual on this fine summer's morn

—

that is to say, the ranchers were in from
the farms for a gossip, and all were
doing their shopping in their carefree
and leisurely manner.
A few buggies jogged along the dusty

roadway; saddle horses were hitched to
the bar outside "Cattle" Kate's, where
that buxom and quick-tongued lady was
serving customers in her saloon, famous
for miles for home-brewed and fiery rye
whisky.

It was just a pleasant, peaceful weoji-
day—with nothing much to worry
about.
Then down the street came the sound

of high, melodious voices raised in
harmony above the clatter of hoofs.
Kate Legrand in her new check dress

and turn-down broacl white collar came
GjPt briskly from her saloon to stand,
arms akimbo, on the porch.

"It's the Circle Bar Boys," she ex-
claimed to those in the street who had

<1 their heads. "And now we'll
have excitement!"
Shorty, the btfr-keeper, had followed

his employer. He looked very knowing
as he winked a twinkling eye:
"Reckon that's what you want,

"1 don't get it from you," she re-
torted. "Except when chasing you
round to see you get your work done!"
"Kate," said Shorty, "I'm your lead-

man. You know it. And 1 ran
ing, too."
"Sing inside, then," snapped Kate.

"And get ready for those boys."
A troop of cowboys came galloping up

i he little street, headed by three young
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fellows singing lustily as they reared
their mounts and fired their guns in the
air. The crowd scattered ; shopkeepers
ran out to hastily put up shutters. Dogs
barked, windows slammed down, folk
scuttled into side streets—Bitter Creek
went hastily into cover! Only Kate re-

mained, smiling to herself as the cow-
boys drew up with a final fusillade and
burst of song before her saloon. She
gave the centre youth of the three
leaders an appraising stare as ho raised
his hat with a wide sweep.
"If it isn't Chip Douglas," she said

as if communing with herself. "Now,
isn't that surprising!"
The tall, good-looking young man with

red hair and frank blue eyes dismounted
from his grey marc and came forward to
read a notice pasted up on the door,
lie motioned to Kate to stand clear.

"Look at this, boys!" he cried. "If
sheriff didn't expect us!"
The cowboys dismounted and came

crowding round him, their forty-fives

still smoking from wasted cartridges.

Chip Douglas read out loudly and
solemnly:
"'Bitter Creek Township. Lord and

Order Amendment. Take notice that

any disturbance or gun firing in the
streets is forbidden and will be strictly

dealt with OB and from this day, June
tenth, eighteen hundred and seventy.
Signed by General Lewis Wallace and
to be administered bv Henry S. Spence,
Sheriff.'

"

Douglas turned to the boys:
"Take notice, Dave MasBey. And

you, Bandy .Mala i key. You have been
warned!" His two chums grinned.
"It's nothing to laugh about. It's the
Older of Henry S. Spence."
"Aw, shucks, Chip!" spoke Massey,

a bare-headed, tousle-haired. frecked
young man. "I've been deaf, both ear*,

io Henry ever since I grew up."

Hook-nosed Malarkey, bandy-legged
sure enough, aimed a vicious shot at

Sheriff Spence's name on the notice,
scoring a bullseye on the "S." The
bullet sped through the thin boarding,
and those within the saloon bar made a
dash behind the counter.
Kate put up a hand.

"That's not the talk I want," she
stated firmly. "The sheriff's doing what,
the general told him. And General Lew
Wallace is all of a man. Stop 'em,
Chip, and come inside. Your dad's
around this morning."

But Malarkey's shot had inspired the
rest of the wild youngsters. A dozen
bullets followed his and the notice was
shot to rags. The excitement inside the
saloon was certainly intense

!

"Come on in. you silly boys," Kate
repeated. "Don't make me cross—or
I'll have to spank you!"
Laughing and joking, the Circle Bar

cowboys came trooping into the saloon.

The other customers peeped up from
behind the bar: Shorty's round head
being the most wary. Douglas called to

them :

"Sorry, folks—don't let us disturb
vim. We're only having a little trip

round town."
lie came across to the bar to face a

grim-looking oldish man who studied

him with narrowed eyes as he laid cold
- on Chiji's hand resting on the

"Why, dad,!"
"I'm ashamed of yon." spoke the

other, his month closing in a thin line.

"You've no manners, nor sense."

"Only fun, dad." Chip smiled. "Wo
don't moan any harm."

"Fun?" echoed old Douglas. "I call

it tomfoolery. It's part of Slade Hena-
berry's plan to upset Bitter Creek.'-'
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"You got Slade wrong, dad," said

Chip. "You think Henaberry's out to

boss the valley. But he isn't. I get
along fine with him and most of the
fellows at Circle Bar."
"You couldn't work with me, I'll

own," spoke old Douglas, still grim.
"No, your father wasn't good enough.
Not that I want you. I ca'n manage
my ranch for many years yet, I reckon."
He turned away. "But you'll come to

repent it. son—going with that crooked
bunch of guys. I've done with you."

lie strode out of the saloon, leaving
Chip staring.
The youngster suddenly ran out after

his father, already swinging into his

buggy. "Dad, here—wait a minute!" '

But old Douglas didn't even give him
a glance. He shook up his horse and the
buggy jokingly rattled away up the

street. Chip went back into the bar to

be confronted by Cattle Kate.

"Your dad's real mad with \ov,
Chip." she allowed.
"He sure is," the youngster agreed.

Than his light-hearted nature reasserted

itself. "He'll come pound in a day or
two. He didn't like me leaving him
for Henaberry's. But dad isn't so easy

to work with, Kate, Where's Dave?"
"Inside with Shorty." Kate put a

detaining hand on the boy's arm.
"Chip, I'm worried. I got my girl

coming in from college to-morrow and
she's grown up a lot. She's nineteen."
"You got a girl of nineteen?" ex-

claimed Chip. "Why, Kate—you're not
old enough !"

"Stop that nonsense!" But Kate was
pleased. "You soft soap all the women.
Chip. Yes, Louise is nigh on twenty
and, though she's my girl, I'll allow

she's pretty as a picture."

"Kate, that's grand news. Nothing
to worry about that I can see."

".She's always thought I kept an
hotel. Chip. See what I mean?"
Chip gave Kate full attention.
' I sort of get

you," he half

agreed. " You mean
vera don't want us

boys shooting off

guns just because
v. e ' r e high
spiriti

"Not onlv that,"
Kate said, her
pleasant. face
puckered with her
doubts. "But this
bar — an hotel,
Chip?" She shook
her slightly greying
head. "No, sir

—

it's just a drinking
parlour, and Louise
won't think so
much of her mother
any more."
Chip led her

along to where
Bandy Malarkey
was sitting at a
small table with
some of the other
Circle Bar cowboys.
Chip prut a hand on
tin- tankard in front
of Bandy.

" Listen, you," he
declaimed. "Drink
tip your last pot of
home-brewed. Kate's
going to turn this

room into a caffay.
Little tables with
cloths on 'em and a
vase with a bunch
ofwild flowers. And
chairs to sit on in-

stead of stools. And Henaberry was
tea and coffee to be
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served with bread and butter—not
ciftsts and big hunks of cheese."
Bandy thought his chum had gone

suddenly crazy.
"Why. Chip—what's the big idea?"'

he gasped.
"Kate's little girl Louise is coming

to stay,'' said Chip. "And she's just

down from college. And she's edu-
cated—she don't hold with beer
tankards and hunks of cheese cut with
your jack-knives. And Loui-e don't like

shooting off of gats and fellers making
a row they call singing."
"For pity's sake, Chip," cried Bandy,

" what does siie like ?"

Chip grinned.
"I'm hoping she'll like me." he

chuckled. "And, if so—maybe I'll be-

come sheriff when old Henry gives up."
Kate gave an approving nod.
"And maybe you will," she declared.

"And you boys might heed what Chip
says. Louise is my gal and I'd like her
to think well of us all."

"Sounds like a funeral to me,"
Malarkey sighed gustily. "But pro-
vided you don't try us too hart-.

—okay."

At the '* Caffay "

NEXT day Chip rode into Bitter
Creek to meet the mail coach.
But he was too early, and it came

rattling up to Kate's saloon whilst he
u is uptown trying to find his father,
who generally came into the little town
to bank his money on Fridays,
So Louise only had her mother to

welcome her when she stepped out of
the ramshackle stage-coach.

She was a pleasant height, trim in

figure: her blue eyes made an Irish con-
trast to her dark brown hair, which she
wore neatly coiled and ringleted on
one side of her pretty face. Her simple
grey bodice and skirt and the tartan
ribbon tie-on for her bonnet suited her
charmingly, and Kate's heart grew big

as she came bustling forward to take
her girl by the hand.
Louise walked into the spring-cleaned

saloon with her mother and gave a

quick glance round the room, with it-

small tables and vases of flowers and the
new chairs. Some customers were sit-

ting at the tables looking very respec-
table, if not too cheery. Teapots and
milk-jugs were before them, with sugar
done up in white papers, and there
were plates of bread-and-butter and
home-made cakes which the customers
were studying with grave faces.

At Kate's entry with Louise all stood
up, doffing their hats.

Shorty came forward with a laug

extended hand.
"Welcome home, missy," he cried,

his face all smiles. "This here's youi
mother's caffay. all done reg'lar and
according to order. We're steady folk;

in Bitter Creek—not like some of them
Western towns where order ain't

"

He got lost for the right word. "Ain't
ordered, as you might s;.v."

Kate gave bin", a warning look.
'This is Shorty, Louise." she stated.

"He does his best as my steuaul
and " She also was out of the
right word. "And general nuisance!
These are the boys from the ranches
and their gals—and townsfolk. And
and this is my gal Louise, from
college."

Kale spoke with pride as Louise
dropped them all a pretty curtsy.

"And this young man here is Dave
Massey." Kate went on. " He's a goo'i
boy. in spite of his freckles. And
dandy dancer —we're going to have a

dance to-night to celebrate youi
coming."
Dave grinned as he shook the girl's

hand.
"Your ma's okay, Miss Louise. An.

I

I sure hope you'll honour me in tin 1

quadrilles. I guess I won't <irp On
your feet too much."

speaking to the new sheriff when Tascosa came creeping up behind Chip
with a knife in his hand.

July 2-Jth, 1937.
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Malarkey came next and greeted

Louise in his dour fashion,
"I ain't so hot at dancing," he told

her. "But if you come riding with us,

we'll do fine. There's plenty going on
around here—we ain't so quiet!"
He went back to his table, where

another of the cowboys was grimacing
at the tea in his cup. Malarkey stopped
him from spitting it out of his mouth
on the floor.

All was going along very nicely in-

deed. Kate was saying "Yes, we don't
forget this is an hotel," when in strode
Chip Douglas. He had missed his

father and was rather worried—but a
big smile came over his face when he
clapped eyes on Louise. He stepped up
to her.

"So here's little Lou," he beamed at
her. " Well, now, she does you proud,
Kate. I'm Douglas, from the Circle
Bar." He took the girl's hand in his
great fist and pulled her to him, giv-
ing her a hearty kiss on each cheek.

' n ' ..- sti-nggled free and handed him
a sound slap on the race, !:'" '-'"e ev^s
flashing with anger. Chip stared at her
in amazement, while Kate put in
quickly

:

"Don't mind her, Chip—she don't
understand our ways yet."
Chip rubbed his smarting cheek.
" She ought to be spanked," he said.

"And I'm going to do it!"
There followed a brief struggle in

which Louise more than held her own.
Chip got another slap and Kate pulled
her girl behind her.

"Now. then, Chip, yon leave that
kind of thing to me." Kate was vexed
with both of them. "I'm her ma—and
we don't want any rough play."
The boys were laughing and Chip

was a bit out of countenance.
Louise. was very angry.
"You're an ill-mannered, badly

brought-up young man!" she snapped
at him. "And yon had better get out
of here before we have you thrown
out!"
Chip shook his head.
"There isn't anyone could do it,

Lou."
" And don't call me Lou ! I'm Miss

Legrand !"

Chip nodded.
"Okay."
He went with Kate to a table to help

her. She said

:

" Sit down, Chip. Don't get cross."
He was just pulling out a chair when

a boy came bursting into the saloon.
" Pete Johnson's cattle has been

ruetied!" he called. "Done last night!
Pete's all out with a shot-gun ! Come
on, you oughta help him!"
At once there was a big commotion.

Kato ran back to Louise and almost
pushed her into the bar parlour, whilst
the cowboys and ranchmen rose up
shouting and all talking at once.
Everyone got busy—except three older
men who sat silent at the table amid
all the hurry and scurry. Chip rushed
a squad of Circle Bar boys out to their
horses and dashed off with the boys in
a great clattering, to go to assist the
Johnson ranchers.
A darkly, good-looking man, most

noticeable of the three at the quiet
table, fingered his small moustache.
One of the others leaned forward.

"Ain't we doing anything, Tascosa?"
ho muttered.

Tascosa, foreman at Henaberry's;
Circle Bar ranch, shook his head.

" Let them boys run around shooting
and cussing," he answered. "Looks
good tor die Circle Bar, don't it?"
The others exchanged knowing

e8. All three drank their tea with
relish—Tascosa had poured a stiff dose
July 24th, 1087.
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of whisky into the teapot out of a
secret flask whilst Kate hadn't b%en
looking.

Old Douglas Goes Riding

THAT night the younger members
of the Circle Bar were dancing in

Kate's saloon. The chairs and
tables had been cleared away and Kate
had got in the best of the town band.
AH was going merrily, despite the fact
that Pete Johnson's cattle were still to
seek. All the hunting around and
scouting had not solved the mystery
of their overnight disappearance
Pete swore that the cowboys ^them-

selves knew something of his loss and
there had been rough words betwixt
him and Chip Douglas. But Chip had
presently forgiven the old man and had
continued scouting for the cattle long
after the vest of them had giv^n up.
So Chip came in late to the dance

—

to see Louise dancing away in the arms
of Dave Massey.

Shorty, sitting next to Kate and
thoroughly enjoying himself, winked at
Chip.
"Cut out, ain't you? Dave's doin'

all the running." Shorty glanced side-
ways at Kate. "I'm an easy dancer,
too. What say havin' a turn, Kate?"
"Just for once, maybe," the buxom

widow agreed. But before she could
join in the foxtrot with Shorty, Chip
asked

:

"Could you loan me a pin, Kate?"
"I got one somewhere." Kate found

a goodish-sized pin under the collar of
her blouse. Chip took it from her and
walked into the dancers. He thrust his

way up to the grinning Dave, who
half turned his head.

" Hallo, Chip—can't you get a
partner?" he chuckled.
Chip suddenly stuck the pin into

Dave's pants. A sharp squeal broke
from the youngster, and he had to let

go of Louise to clap a hand to the
affected part. Chip immediately
grabbed Louise and swung off into the
dance with her, heedless of Dave's:
"Here, hi, you! Wait a minute!"
Louise tried to break away.
"Let go!" she stammered. "I won't

dance with you. Let go, I say!"
But Chip wouldn't let go, and she

had to dance or get in everyone's way.
She moved like a mechanical doll in his
arms, glaring at him all the time.
When the dance was over he took her

br.ck to Kate. But Louise wouldn't
speak. Kato had had too much of a

"turn" with Shorty and was out of
breath.
"I'm sorry. Lou." Chip said at last.
" That's the first sign of decent

manners you've shown," she snapped
at him. "Keep on being sorry—and
keep out!"

' She don't love me, Kate," said
Chip. "Isn't that too bad?"
"It's your own fault." Kate answered.

"You've behaved badly." She gave
the young man a straight look. "Chip,
have you made it up with your dad?"
"I couldn't find him this morning."
"Didn't you ride in to his ranch

to-day?" Kate asked reprovingly.
"I sort of didn't like to," Chip con-

fessed. "Dad's riled with mo. 'Bye.
Lou." The girl had gone off with Dave
info a barn dance She turned up her
litHe nose at Chip, who called after her:
"Who's got bad manners now, eh?"
Kate wasn't satisfied.

"You ought to be with vour father,

Chip, instead of up at 1 lenaherry's.

"Tisn't natural for a son to be at a
rival ranch."

lb i iberiv doesn't work against anv-
one. Kate. He's a square deal. lb
treats me as if T were a man."
Kate gave him another straight look. I
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"That's what 1 take you for, Chip.
A man. So you'll just run along to
your pap's to-morrow early and make
friends. I got an idea he'll need friends
pretty soon."
"What d'you mean, Kate?" Chip

asked in a puzzled way.
"Pete Johnson's cattle being rustled

is a beginning, Chip. I overheard a
feller saying so here this morning. One
who ought to know. It was Mason

—

your Mister Henaberry's secundo. ile
was talking with Tascosa and Kirl.y.'
Chip laughed.
"They were only talking, Kate.

Nothing in it—I get along fine with
them. Circle Bar don't need to rustle
cattle." He checked himself. "Pete
Johnson was saying something of the
kind, too—but, of course, he's off his
head just now—letting his cattle go
straying."

"I don't reckon they've strayed,
Chip," Kate persisted. "Now ask a
dance pretty of Louise—and maybe
she'll give you one."
But Lou wouldn't. She was half

afraid of Chip. And she was pleased
when she saw her refusal seemed to hurt
him.
Next morning Chip rode into his

father's ranch. The old man greeted
him with

:

"Out of a job?"
"Henaberry's given me a day off."

Chip answered. " So I thought I'd
come along and see if I could help any.
I heard you're running your stock into
market."
"I am," said Douglas senior dourly.

"I'm selling out before the trouble
begins."
"There won't be trouble, dad. Pete

Johnson let his cattle stray, that's .ill.

There aren't any rustlers around in

Santa Fe district."

"Oh, no?" sneered aid Doublas. "I
ain't got two eyes, then. No, thank-,
son—I can move my own beasts. I got
plenty help."
"I'd like to join in " Chip was be-

ginning, but his father went back into

the ranch without another word.

Chip was hurt this time. He had
great affection for his dad, but he was
too high-spirited to put up with con-
tinual ticking-off. And old Douglas
was proud of Chip, but he was vexed
that Chip should have gone to a rival

ranch. For Henaberry was all a rival.

Douglas suspected the smooth-faced,
plump trader, who was ahvays so. hail-

fellow-well-met, of something more than
rivalry. Old man Douglas suspected
that Henaberry and his foreman,
Tascosa. could find Pete Johnson's cattle

in a minute— if they wanted to.

Chip rede off on his grey mare, feel-

ing sore. Well, dad didn't want him.
Didn't like him—and had no use for

him. And Kate's girl had shown him a
frozen face that morning, too. Things
weren't so good.
Old Douglas was clearing his cattle

that evening, and driving them towards
the market town with a few hands help-

ing him. A fine herd of steers and the
old man was mentally patting himself
on the back for having reared them and
having got a good offer for them at tho
right moment.
Then, when a couple of miles short of

the market town, a shot rang out
through the dusk, and his foreman gave
a choking cry as he fell sideways off

his mount. Next thing, out of the dusk
came a band of masked riders shouting
and whooping. Old Douglas shouted
furiously:

"Who fired that shot?" And rode
straight at, them, a hand feeling for his

gun.
Hut (he bandits gave no chances. One

of them tired almost point blank at the
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old fellow and grot him through the left

lung. He fell forward, then back, anil

witn a groan came to the ground.
His secundo fled for his life, a fusil-

lade adding panic to a mad dash for

safety. He made for Kate's so soon as

he got into Bitter Creek, panting and
sweating. As he had hoped, Chip was
there.
'"Your dad," gasped the man. "He's

been shot clown in the valley. Rustlers
—masked—they got him, Chip, and they
got the foreman !"

Chip was in the saddle almost as the

man told him.
"Come with me!" he yelled. "Show

me the place." They dashed off in a

welter of dust, sudden dread at Chip's
he it. The old man had been right

—

rustlers and killers were abroad. Law
and order had departed from Bitter

Creek—Chip should have called up the

sheriff. But he kned- that old Henry
S. Spence would never have turned out
this time of night.
The foreman was lying where he had

fallen, moaning feebly and wanting
them to go after the cattle.

For some moments they searched
vainly for old Douglas. He had crawled
into cover.
Presently they found him, exhausted

and at his last few breaths. He had
bled inwardly, and Chip, as he knelt

beside his father, knew that there could

be no hope. The boy helped old

Douglas to raise his grey head.

Father and son regarded each other

in silence, a queer mist before Chip's

eyes.

"Who did it, dad?" he managed to

ask at last,

Old Douglas wiis almost past speech.

He managed to whisper:
"I—I love you. Chip. Don't—eve.

think—different."

The New Sheriff

GENERAL LEW WALLACE,
governor of New Mexico in the

seventies, and well remembered to

this day. not only as a brave soldier.

but also a> the author of that world's

classic story, 'Ben Hur." was in his

private office at his home in Santa
A messenger had brought him news of

the bl d Bitter Creek; added to

now by the burning of the Joh]

ranch-house and corrals, the pillaging

of other small ranches, and the

wholesale robbery of cattle going on all

along the valley since the night thai

Pete Johnson had lost his herd.

The general glanced up from the

papers telling him of these things.

"A land beyond the law," he sighed.

Then he asked: "What's the sheriff

doing?"
"He's resigned, sir," spoke the mes-

senger. " He's got cold feet. And so's

most of 'em in the valley. Nobody
knows who it is, see? These fellers

wear masks and come out at nights-
killers all, not holding a man's life

worth a snap of their dirty fingers."

"We must have someone to take
office. I don't want to call in the
Federal Army." The general took up
a letter from the mass of sworn docu-
ments. "Here's something from a Mrs
Kate Legrand of the Bitter Creek
Hotel. She says there's a young man
named Douglas, son of one of the mur-
dered men. She writes suggesting his

name as sheriff."

"Chip Douglas, sir?" The messenger
was plainly surprised. "Well, he's cer-

tainly a fine young feller " He re-

membered Kate's last words when she
' Yes. sir

We'll be
had handed him the letter.

—that's certainly a fine feller.

glad to have him as sheriff."

"Go back and tell him he's ap-
pointed." The general was a man of
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quick decisions. "I will make out the
certificate of authority. Of course, the
appointment will have to be confirmed
at a public meeting of the people."

The messenger, accompanied by Major
Adair, the general's orderly, rode all

night. They arrived at Bitter Creek in

the small hours of the morning. Cattle
Kate got up to open the door to them.
The "authority" was handed to her

to read over.
"I'll call him." said Kate. "He's

staying here just now."
She went upstairs and roused Chip.

He came down to the bare saloon, and
Kate told him he was temporarily
appointed sheriff, in the place of Henry
S. Spence, retired.

"But I can't do that," objected Chip.
"I'm at the Circle Bar."

"You can leave the Circle Bar," said

Kate.
Chip shook his head.
"Kate, this is just a crazy notion of

yours. I couldn't do it—the boys would
believe I'd gone back on them."
A bed-room door opened. Louise

came out in her dressing-gown. She
addressed herself to Major Adair.

NEXT WEEK'S
SMASH HITS!

JAMES DUNN
IN

" MYSTERIOUS CROSSING "

What Addison Francis Murphy, a
roving newspaper man, saw dimly in

the dark on a train-terry crossing
the Mississippi was quite sufficient

to set him off upon the trail of a
front-page story : but he had to deal
with a cold-blooded killer, and it was
into dangerous adventure that he
plunged in his own light-hearted iashion.

A high-speed mystery story.

" BREEZING HOME "

A trainer is obliged to turn a famous
racehorse over to a notorious bookmaker
in payment of a debt. As he cannot race
the horse himself, the crook transfers the
ownership to a pretty singer, but when
the girl refuses to run the horse to orders
he succeeds in getting the horse injured
and the girl warned off. With the help
of a gallant horse and the friendship
of the trainer the girl fights back. A
grand story of the race-track, starring

William Gargan and Wendy Barrie.

Also

Another long episode o! the fighting
serial

:

" THE MOUNTIES ARE COMING "

Starring Bob Livingston.

II

"Tell Governor Wallace that Mr.
Douglas is yellow, will you?" She
spoke in a clear, cold voice. "Mr.
Douglas is a great hand at bullying
women—but he's afraid of men."
She stepped back into her bedroom

and slammed the door.
Chip said, through gritted teeth:

"I'll accept that authority, major.
Don't take any heed of that girl. Tell
the general my respectful thanks for the
honour he's done me. Tell him I'll see
things through—and administer the
law!"
A public meeting was called at Cattle

Kate's next morning. All the
" nesters " and ranchers and shop-
keepers of the valley were present.
Kate opened the proceedings.

"Folks," she began. "I've been asked
to act as chairman, but I haven't any-
thing to say beyond asking Chip
Douglas to tell you what's happened."
Chip came forward and stood up very

straight.

"The governor of this State has sent
an authority appointing me to act as

sheriff, subject to election by you." He
regarded them steadily. "I want to tell

you I'm ready to act and that I'll do
my utmost to serve you faithfully. This
is a bit of a surprise, folks. 1 guess
but you got to have a sheriff some way,
and— and here I am!"
There were murmurs and some

shuffling of feet. A harsh laugh sounded
from somewhere at the back of the
motley company, but this was checked
uhen a thickset man in the front ros<.

to his feet.

"I propose we accept young
Douglas," he called. " You ali know
me. Slade Henaberry, of the biggesi
ranch in the valley."
He glared right and left. and.

although there was still some shuffling
of feet, no one spoke.
After an awkward pause, Kate put in

her word.
"I second Mr. Henaberry. All those

in favour?"
A good show of hands in Clip'

favour followed.
"On the contrary!" shouted Hene-

berry truculently. "None? Right—I cL>

dare Chip Douglas duly elected."
A voice from the back muttered:

"Oughta have a poll, Secret ballot.'

But no one supported this, and Chi|
stood up again.
"Thank you, Slade and Kate. Aim

thanks all round. I'll shoot straight
Bitter Creek isn't going to be a land
beyond the law from this moment hence-
forward."
Out in the streets amongst the crowd,

now all very talkative. Chip was arr-

proached by the dark foreman of the
Circle Bar.

"Sorter got to chair you round the
town. Douglas," he stated. " Up vou
get."
Chip eyed him.
"Not for me, Tascosa," he said

"I'm not fooling any more."
"Yellow, eh?" sneered the other.
"I don't take that from you,

Tascosa," Chip told him briefly. "Not
from you or any other man."
Tascosa. disregarding Henaberry 's

frowns, made a rush at Chip.

"Up you get!" he shouted. "I'm
gonna show our new baby sheriff round
the town!"
Chip tried to hold him off. but

Tascosa was in a rage. The pair of
them scuffled, at first good-humouredlv
by Chip. Tascosa got nasty and hit out.
Chip jumped back and then jumped

into a fight. A swinging left lifted the
foreman of the Circle Bar clean off his
feet and sent him sprawling in the dust.

He was up in a flash to charge at
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Chip like a bull. This time he got in a
nasty cut at the youngster's face, re-

plied to by a crashing smash from Chip
which again sent the foreman rolling in

the dust. The crowd, always eager for

a fight, began to form a ring, but Hena-
berry stepped in.

"That's enough," he ordered. "Quit
fooling, you two!"
The crowd exchanged glances. Kate

called " Drinks are on the house. Get
inside, all of you 1"

A voice cried

:

"Tea, Kate?"
"What you like," she answered

snappily. And in a minute the street

had cleared and Shorty was- serving
home-brewed as fast as he could.
Tascosa got up and stayed, darkly

glowering, by the hitching-rail where
Chip's grey was tethered.
Henaberry was speaking to the new

sheriff when Tascosa came creeping up
behind Chip.

" Look out !" yelled the overnight
messenger jerking out a forty-five.

Tascosa had drawn a knife and was pre-
paring to stick it into Chip's back.
But Henaberry was quicker than any
of

_
them, and grabbed his foreman's

wrist in a grip of iron.

"Didn't I say quit fooling?" he
growled. "Give me that knife."

Tascosa, his mouth set in an ugly
grin, gave up the weapon. Henaberry
turned towards the major.
"Tell the general we ain't so bad,"

he said in his cool voice. " Okay,
Douglas—you're sheriff, and we're
gonna respect you."
Kate drew Chip into the private door-

way after the ofhere had gone.
"Get a wash—and don't be too long,"

she said, leading him to her own room.
While he was washing his hands,

Louise looked in.

"Want a towel?" she asked.
"Got one," Chip answered.
She lingered by the door.
"I—I think you were very brave,"

she allowed. "I'm sorry I spoke that
way to you last night."
Chip dried his hands and came to her.
"Sorry I was rude the other day,"

he said.

They looked at each other solemnly
for a moment or two. Then Louise put
up her face to be kissed.

Rustlers

LATER that day, Chip rode over to
the "Circle Bar" to get his

things clear up there. The ranch
seemed deserted, but he reckoned that

the hands were out in the fields. All

was quiet, too, in the ranch-house,

but an open window on the back porch
offered Chip a means of getting in.

He was just there when he heard voices

—Henaberry's and Tascosa's.

"I tell you it'll pay to have him
there," came Henaberry's slow tones.

"You know it, but you're so bad
tempered " A pause, then he went
on :

" We'll settle now for the first

hold-up. Tho pool's a thousand
dollars."

, ,

"You got more," Tascosa growled.
"But I'll take the thousand."
"Your cut is just one hundred,"

Henaberry answered. " And hero's tho

money."
Tascosa's answer came short and

sharp:
"I ran the whole thing—with just

Mason and Kirby. The thousand's
ours—and I'm not standing for a cent
lcs9. Tip it up, Slado, or

"

.Chip crept nearer the window. The
preciom pair were at grips. They
struggled in grim silence; then it

seemed that Tascosa hed got at his

gun
Chip threw open the window with a

crash. He vaulted over the sill into
July 24th, 1037,
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the parlour and caught at Tascosa's
right hand. The gunman had got
Henaberry against the wall, holding
him back with his left hand whilst
covering him point-blank. Chip, from
behind, knocked the gun out of
Tascosa's grasp.
Next instant the two of them were

at him. Tho treacherous Henaberry
got a left arm in a bear-like hug
around Chip's neck from the - back,
whilst Tascosa held Chip's wrists in
his gloved hands. It was no time for
pretty work—Chip lifted and thrust a
knee into the pit of Tascosa's stomach,
winding him. Then he tore away
Henaberry's throttling clutch and got
home a swinging right, on that fat chin.
The rancher went down like a Jelled

ox.

Tascosa, his dark face livid, came
at Chip. They closed and went
backwards together over the table,
sending money, plates, knives and forks
smashing on tho floor. They rolled
over and over, Tascosa trying to reach
tho gun lying by the door. Chip
determined that he shouldn't reach it.

They were hugging each other too
tightly for any chance of a knock-out
such as Chip had administered to
Henaberry, still half-dazed in the
corner, and Tascosa was a strong, ruth-
less man, willing to strangle his
opponent with his gloved fingers, if

he could get a grip. But the fact of
his gauntlets was against him—he
couldn't fasten his thumb deep enough
in Chip's throat.
They spoke no words. At last luck

favoured the youngster. Tascosa's
knee slipped from under him—it had
been bruised in the morning's fight at
Bitter Creek—and Chip got on top.
He sprang away from Tascosa and

snatched up the gun. He covered the
fellow.

"Stay where you are—on your back !

Don't move, or I'll have to shoot."
Ho gave a glance towards Henaberry's
corner. The fat man had sneaked
away with the spilled dollar bills

whilst the fight had been going on I

Chip smiled thinly.

""You can settle with Slade," he
said. "But I'll keep your Colt, Tascosa,
and don't forget I'm sheriff."

He backed to the open window and
vaulted out of tho room. He walked
quietly to the hjtching-rail and mounted
his grey mare. Much as he had
expected, a bullet whizzed past him
as he cantered away. Henaberry, no
doubt, had sped that shot.

"I'll have to deal hard with these
fellows," Chip told himself. "I hope
Dave and Bandy aren't in the swim
with them."
This was a disquieting thought. He

had trusted his chums; hadn't they
ridden all day with him in search of
Johnson's rustled cattle? Could they
be binding him—having hiin for a
sucker?
He cantered along to his father's

ranch, now his.

It had been cleared out. Not a beast
left in the corrals. Not a hand in the
ranch. All and everything gone.

That night camo news that Johnson
had been shot outside his ruined and
empty ranch. Chip led a party of the
town patrol, but was too late to help.

And presently fires were seen at other
small ranches—and the same bad story
was told of masked men and lost cattle
all along the valley.

Yet Chip couldn't bring himself to

think he had heard aright that morning
at Henaberry's. It had seemed to him
that Henaberry and Tascosa, his
lieutenant, had been quarrelling over
money derived from the sale of Pete
Johnson's rustled cattle. But it might
havo been something else
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And if the Circle Bar was finding
these masked men—what about Dave
and Bandy and other good companions
he had played and joked with for so
long? It didn't hang together. It
didn't seem possible.
Early next day Dave Massey came

riding into Bitter Creek. He asked
for Chip, and seemed so clean and
straightforward in his freckled boyish-
ness that you just couldn't think him
anything but a decent, likeable lad.

He told Chip that Tascosa had been
fired by Henaberry over some quarrel
and had gone awa . with Mason and
Kirby.
"Where to?" asked Chip.
Dave thought they had gone along up

the San Luis pass towards the border.
" I'd like a word with Tascosa before

he quits the valley," said Chip. "I'll
take along a couple of old Spence's
men. They aren't much use, but
they'll bear witness."

"I'll be getting back," Dave told
him. "I only rode in to tell you
Henaberry's squared up with Tascosa.
A rat—if ever I saw one."

" I Killed Your Father "

CHIP had to scout alone when he
and the two old fellows ueared
San Luis. These ancient officers

of the law were like the retired Henry
S. Spcnce hiinself—not over anxious to
take risks.

So Chip rode up the pass straight
into tho trap that Tascosa had pre-
pared for him.
Rounding a bend, he ran slap into a

company of Circle Bar hands, headed
by Tascosa—with Slade Henaberry in

the background.
"Well, now!" cried Tascosa. "Isn't

this fine 1 Here's the sheriff come to
visit us. We certainly ought to show
him our very best respects. Get hiir.,

boys, and— tie him up to yon tree I"

There was a brief struggle, when
Chip had been pulled down from his
grey, but numbers were too many for
him. Ho had to submit to being
tightly cordeel to a forked tree. Tascosa
helped tie him up; then, when Chip
was secure :

"I could pick you off at ten paces."
he stated. "A bullet for each eye—in
case the first one couldn't find you had
any brains. Or I could shoot you here
and there as the fancy took me." His
eyes narrowed into slits. "But that
isn't in my mind. I got to get
properly even with you, see? So this
being a lonely spot, I'm going to let
Sheriff Douglas stay here and die inch
by inch of thirst and hunger, with the
buzzards peeking at him and the sun
scorching him blind."
Chip gave him look for look.
"I wouldn't risk it, Tascosa, if I

were you. I might get away."
"You might," the foreman answered

venomously. "But you won't. Kir

foing to stay hero with his gun ready.
f you move, you're as dead as your

dad. And I'll tell you something.
Mister Sheriff—I killed your old man.
Henaberry called

:

"Quit talking. Let's go."
The men got to their horses. Kirby

took his post a few yards from Chip,
who had spied Bandy Malarkey and
Dave amongst the gang. He felt sick
at heart.
Bandy managed to brush past him,

saying:
"'Bye, Chip! Sony, and all that."
Dave looked flushed and sulky. Ho

said nothing as he rode off with the
rest. Chip had grabbed tho jaok-knife
which Bandy had slipped into his hand
as he passed.
Kirby sat down and filled his pipe.

Silence reigned after tho clattering of
hoofs up the pass had died away.

(Continued on page 27)
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Jim refuses to give up a holiday to look for some valuable jewels, until a young
couple seek refuge at his shack from a pair of crooks. The jewels are found, but
quickly vanish with a man in the struggle for their possession. Don't miss the
detective's unique method of bringing the criminal to justice. Starring Guy Kibbee

and Tom Brown.

The Frost Emeralds

JIM HANVET stared fixedly at the
bacon and beans sizzling in a sauce-
pan over the fire. His methods of

rooking were somewhat primitive, for

he had a way of cooking everything to'

gether and chancing his luck that the
results did not upset his digestive
organs.

This morning he was in a bad
temper. For months and months he
had been hard at work. Time after

time he had promised that directly a

case was concluded he would take a

vacation, and every time something had
turned up to keep him away from his

small farm, where his greatest relaxa-

tion was to wander round in awful old
corduroys and shoot rabbits in the
woods.
Jim Hanvey was round-faced, some-

what pop-eyed, corpulent, and his large
mouth was just made for smiling. He
did not smoke, but had a fad of chew-
ing long straws. The latter reminded
him of the country and helped him to

concentrate. Jim was a detective, and
though he did not look in the least like

one he was mighty good at his job.
The police had a great contempt for all

private inquiry agents, hut they ad-
mitted grudgingly that Hanvey some-
times picked up the scent quicker than
themselves. Of course, it was sheer
luck, but sufficient to say if Hanvey
entered a case the police gave him every
assistance and watched him very closely,
because they knew that sooner or later
he would get on the track of the
criminal or his associates.

The detective was in a bad temper
this morning because he had concluded
a difficult case successfully, and sneaked

out of town before anything else

developed to keep him from his well-

earned holiday, and he had been in the
country exactly four days when a large
car had driven up to the small shack
and three men had alighted. The tall,

heavy man whose hair was grey was
Lambert, the president of a very big
insurance company. The thickset,
strong-jawed, grim and harsh-featured
man was the head of the investigating
department of the insurance company.
The other member of the party was
Brackett, confidential secretary to the
vice-president. They had informed him
that the Frost emeralds, which were in-

sured with the Continental Insurance
Company for a hundred thousand
dollars, had vanished. They thought
them stolen. Mrs. Frost had insisted

thai Hanvey take the case, as the lady
considered him so much cleverer than the
police. Very politely Jim had informed
them that he was going to have a holi-

day and that there was nothing doing.
They had offered a thousand dollars,

and he said they could offer three thou-

sand, and it would make no difference.

For three days Jim had forgotten all

about crime and detecting, and now
these rubes had to turn up to disturb
his peace. He gave the bacon a vicious

poke with a fork. Suppose they did

three thousand, what would he do?
It was a lot of money. No. he wouldn't
take it. He turned over the beans and
then tinned his head. Two people had
come into the sitting-room, and were
whispering. Jim had an instinct that
was uncanny. Though his door was
shut he was certain that the two people
were young, and that they were in some
sort of trouble.

Calmly Jim saw the bacon and beans
cooked to a turn, spooned the content.-1

on to a plate and then entered his

lounge parlour. He found a girl and a

boy. Both were good-looking young-
sters. Jim decided that they were
spoiled and pampered members of

society. Both had just left college and
were eloping or doing something equally
foolish.

"Our—our car broke down at the
CtOSS-rOads," stammered the young man.
" We saw your cottage in the distance
and walked here."

.Inn Hanvey studied their feet.

''I'm mighty sure you didn't," he
commented. "It's awful muddy be-

tween her? and the cross-roads, and you
two ain't got a speck of mud on your
shoes."
The boy looked at the girl, who

stepped forward in a resolute sort of

way.
" Mr. Hanvey, I guess you ve seen

through us," she admitted. "We\e
brought you one of the biggest cases
you've ever had. We heard you we re

on holiday, and "

"Heard I wasn't going to be dis-

turbed," Hanvey chuckled. "Well,
I've got enouch bacon and beans and
coffee, so you'd best tell me what th's

is all about."

Jim heard a story that made him
want to spank these two young people.

The boy's name was Don Terry, and In-

had a big opinion of himself as i

writer, but except for occasional inser

lions in the newspapers he could not
get his work recognised. The girl was
goinsr to marry him. Jim flicked an
eyelid when he heard her name was
Joan Frost. The boy talked a lot about
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a wonderful book lie was writing, and
eventually the detective demanded to

know what the big case might be.

"Oh, I forgot for the moment!" the
boy grinned rather foolishly. "It's about
tome emeralds that belong to Joan's
mother."
"The Frost emeralds!" exclaimed

Hanvey. "Why are you so interested
in (hem?"

It was then that Jim got a shock.
"Why, I stole 'em," admitted the

boy, and the girl smiled at the young
fellow as if she were proud of the fact.

Piece by piece Jim Hanvey got the
story out of them, and the more lie

heard the angrier he got. The boy had
boasted to two men that he could write
detective fiction, and had had a bet with
these two men that he was as good a
cracksman as Rattles. This had hap-
pened at Joan's coming-out party, and
everybody was very merry. The boy
had swanked that he would crack a safe
and show these men, so he cracked the
Frost safe. He had failed to begin with,

because safes are not easy to open, and
li ; couldn't use dynamite, so Joan had
assisted to save his honour and win
the hundred bucks—Joan knew the com-
bination of the safe.

The boy took the jewels and went
off to his club to see the two men aiu!

show them that he was a cracksman,
and that was all he remembered, for

the next thing he knew it was morning,
he was lying on his own bed fully

dressed and the emeralds were gone.
" And you're going to find them for

us, Mr. Hanvey," announced Joan.
"I'll pay you a fee of fifty dollars."
She said the amount as if it were a
fortune. Hanvey nearly choked. "You'll
take it, won't you?" The girl gave
him an anxious glance. "Perhaps we
could pay you seventy-five if you got
them back at once."
Jim pushed back his chair.
" I'm on holiday, and I'm sorry. If

you'll excuse me I'll go and make
myself some more coffee."

They followed him out into the small
kitchen.

" If you don't take the case I'm
sunlt,*' pleaded Don Terry. "They'll
put the police on it and everything'll
come out. Those two fellows knew I

planned to take the emeralds, and I—I'll

go to gaol."
"Well, gaol's the most peaceful sort

of place to do your writing," Hanvey
said with dry humour.

" But my father and mother will see
that Don gets a iong sentence—perhaps
life," lamented Joan. "You've just
got to take this case."
"1 wouldn't touch it with a ten foot

pole!" snapped the old boy. "You
thought you could come down here and
buy me into getting yon two out of
a stupid scrape. You go back and face
the music."
Jim looked so fierce that the two

young people left him, and he heard
them whispering in his parlour. He
fill rather mean that lie had been so
hard on them, but why should ho help
foolish kids that went around cracking
safes'/ They must fare the conse-
quences of their own folly—besides, lie

wanted to go rabbit shooting. He
stared al the coffee-pot. Maybe they
were not such bad kids-spoiled, of
course, but they did seem fond of each
other. As he reached out to pick up
the COffee-pOt he turned his head, for
someone else had entered his parlour.
"You don't think you were skipping

town with those emeralds without us
following, do you?" a harsh voice
i rated out.
"What emeralds?" Joan said, and

then her voice became shrill. "You
leave him alone !"

Jim Hanvev quietly opened the door.
July 24th, 1937.
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One man was holding Terry by the
jacket and the girl was struggling with
the other.
"I tell you I haven't got them 1"

Terry yelled. " Let go of me 1"

"Yeah, let go of him,'' drawled Jim.
It was amazing how those two men

whipped round with their hands on
their hip-pockets. The round-faced,
plump, dark-skinned gangster grinned
and snuffled his feet, whilst the tall,

scowling rascal with the scarred right-

cheek scared suspiciously at his
companion.
"Hallo, Romo," drawhsl Jim

Hanvey. "Fancy seeing you around."
"Who's this old hayseed?" cried the

tall fellow.

"He's all right," said Romo. "Saved
me from doing a rap three years ago."
"Thought 1 reformed you, Romo"
"You did. I ain't a pickpocket no

more," Romo admitted. "High-class
jewellery, that's my line now. Smith
here's my buddy."
"Well, if you're looking for those

Frost jewels, they're not on these two
kids," sharply spoke Jim Hanvey.
"Don't let 'im kid you," rasped

Smith, whipping out iiis gun. "Maybe
grandpa's carrying 'em around him-
self?"
"You're fixing to get yourself

massacred," calmly said the detective.

"We farmers around here ain't got no
truck with gangsters. I saw you two
from my kitchen, and I shouldn't have
walked in like this if I were expecting
trouble. I got a hound dog, and Bud's
mighty cute. He's high-tailing down
the road to Twitchells."

"Why for?" demanded the big crook,
pocketing his gun.
"Just to tell the Twitchells to get

busy." Jim took out a straw and
chewed it complacently. "This place'll

be swarming with Vigilantes and shot-

guns in three minutes. One time they
made it in two."
Romo backed towards the door.
"If Hanvey says these brats ain't

got the emeralds, I guess they ain't."
"Yeah, but what'fl the boss say?"

demanded Smith.
"There ain't no point in staying,"

cried Romo, and a moment later the
two crooks were hastening down the
track through the pines to their car.

"I don't know how to thank you,"
Joan said gratefully.
Jim Hanvey took off his old shooting

jacket.
"We're going to town," he an-

nounced sharply. " You can keep your
thanks till later. The only decent
thing about you two is that you seem
to love each other."
"Why are you helping us?" de-

manded Terry.
"I'd help a mangy cat if two gun-

men like Romo and Smith was on its

tail," fiercely spoke Hanvey. "You're
in deep trouble now. Terry, you get
on my 'phone there and tell those
fellas you bet with to be at your place
in town when we get there. .lump to
it, my lad—we ain't got any time to

w aste."

The Emeralds Cause a Killing

IT was Jim Hanvey's theory that the
two men who had made the wager
with young Terry were crooks, and

that one of them would be the boss to

whom Romo and Smith had referred.

Mr. Elwood, of the New York Stock
Exchange, and Mr. Dunn, banker, stated

that they had taken up the boy's
challenge because they were a little

tired of his biagging.
• Hanvey told them frankly that he
had suspected them of being instru-
mental in getting Romo and Smith to

jump on Terry whilst on his way to
the club, but this theory seemed to be
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blown sky-high when the landlady at
Terry's rooms appeared and said there
was a cab-driver to see him about
something very important. The boy
looked ashamed when the woman added
that this cab-driver had brought him
home the previous evening. The
detective asked that the driver be
shown up.

" What do you want to come here
worrying us for?" querulously cried
Terry. "Didn't I pay you?"
The man grinned.
" I picked him up cut of the gutter

the other night," he stated. "I've
driven him home a good many times,
but the other night I was travelling
along empty and saw him staggering
along the side-walk. When I got to
him he had fallen into the gutter. I

put him in my car, taxied him home,
then took a dollar and ten cents out
of his pocket for a fare."
"Well—er—thanks," Terry muttered

sheepishly.
"But that's not all," stated the

driver. "I picked up the back cushion
in my back seat this morning, and

—

Mr. Terry, did you lose something?"
From his pocket he took out a glitter-

ing pendant. "This?"
Some minutes later the taxi-driver

was taking Hanvey and the two
youngsters to Joan's heme.

" I wouldn't trust either Elwood or
Dunn as far as I could see 'em,"
Hanvey told them frankly, and
chuckled as he saw their looks of

surprise. "I was watching their ex-

pressions and their eyes. They
encouraged you, Terry, to get pickled
the other night, and I am sure that
they commissioned Romo and Smith to

lay in wait for you. Unfortunately
for them you decided to sleep in the
gutter, and a kindly taxi-drivei
brought you home. I noted how
Dunn's eyes glittered and his mouth
watered at sight of them emeralds, So
that's why I'm in such a blamed hurry
to get 'em back to your home, Joan,
before half the crooks in New York
are on our tail."

"What are you going to do?" asked
Joan.

" Try to find some way to get them
emeralds inside your mother's safe
without anybody knowing anything
about it," said Hanvey. "It ain't no
good to walk in and hand back the
necklace to your mother, because the
story that goes with 'em ain't likely

to make her desire Terry here as a
son-in-law."
"I reckon I've been a young fool."
"That's about the hist wise thing

I've heard you say,'' grumbled Hanvey.
"Now, Joan, just give me a plan of

your house and see if I can't figure out
something."
Jim Hanvey was correct in suspect-

ing Dunn. Directly they were outside
lens's looms Dunn cot a incssago
through to Romo and Smith, so that
these two worthies were not. far
behind Hanvey when the latter set out
for the Frost home. They found out.

quick enough where Hanvey had gone.
It was decided that Romo should try
and get into the Frost house, collar
the gems and beat it to the car, which
Sni I til would have ready with engine
running.
Hanvey and his charges arrived at

the big mansion, and Joan opened the
door with her latchkey The detective
had sent the two youngsters into the
house, Joan to open the safe, Don to
put the gems back, whilst he kept
guard outside the house. He muttered
under his breath when a huge car drove
up and a fair haired, smartly dressed
woman got out. By pictures in the
paper he knew this was Mrs. Frost.
She was accompanied by two men—
the tall, pleasant man was her husband,
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and the other was Davis of the
insurance company.
"What are you doing here, Jim?"

demanded Davis.
"Well, 1 reconsidered, and I thought

I'd come down and look the ground
over and take the case," was all Jim
could think to say.

"Great!" exclaimed Davis "I'll

report to the office that it's in your
hands from now on."
Mrs. Frost insisted that though it

was late he must come into the house.
She was one of those voiuble women
and never gave anyone a chance to get
a word in edgeways. Most trying for
Hanvcy, when he was trying to scheme
how to warn those foolish youngsters.
"My emeralds were taken out of

the library," burbled Mis Frost. "It's
this way—I must show you. The
daring of the thieves. ,1

"

Jim Hanvey stopped the flew by
pushing a vase—accidentally, of course
—off a table. Mis. Frost was like her
name as she surveyed the ruin of a
ase, which, she stated, was two

thousand years old. Jim didn't care.
use he knew the .youngsters would

have heard the crash. He hoped that they
would be able to get out of the library
in time, but that hope was doomed to

disappointment. The two young people
ivcrj sitting on a couch and trying to
look unconcerned.
"Joan. I disapprove of you sitting

with that young man," cried Mrs.
I when she had recovered from

her surprise. "How dare "

Her husband coughed to remind his
wife that they were not alone.

"Oh, this is my daughter, Mr.
Hanvey." Mrs. Frost gave an- acid
smile. "This young person is Don
Terry."
"Terry—Terry—I had a cousin by

that name," Jim Hanvey grinned
broadly. "One of the luckiest guys
I know. How's your luck been, son'.'"

"Awful." Don Terry locked at
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Hanvcy, and the latter knew that the
emeralds had not been put back in the

safe.

"Mr. Hanvey, they say you're awful
quick at detecting," gushed Mrs. Frost.
"Tell me, who do you think is the
thief and where are my emeralds?"

"Adelaide," protested Mr. Frost,
" give him time."
"I've a hunch this case is gonna be

mighty simple," Hanvey replied. "I've
got a theory already. I hope you'll
have your emeralds, Mrs. Frost, by
breakfast. Maybe we might talk this

over in the other room. There's a
fire there, and heat helps me to think."
He managed to wink at Terry. "I'm
all set for action."
"Who'rc you trying to kid, Jim?"

asked Davis, as the party filed out of
the library.

"Got to put on a shew," whispered
Hanvey. "But I know what I in talk-

ing about. Now, you be on hand the
first thing in the morning to open up
the safe— they'll be there."
"So you know where the emeralds

are?" Davis muttered. "Guess III go
and ring Lambert."
Naturally, Joan had to come out of

t ho library with Don, but significant
gestures by Jim Hanvey were under-
stood. The detective began to ask
Mis. Frost a number of questions about
the time the jewels were missed, who
were in the house, and who were at

the dinner party the Frosts gave that
night. Joan edged up to Don and
whispered that Hanvcy wanted him to

slip back to the library when no one
was looking. She slipped a piece of
paper into his hand— it was the combi-
nation of 'the safe. The detective; saw
the boy slip away unnoticed ami began
to feel a little easier.

" I think a drink would be a good
idea," suggested Mr. Frost,
ring for FUis and have him
something for us."
As Mr. Frost put his hand on th

I'll

fix up
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bell-push there came the sound of
shots in quick succession. Jim Hanvey
was the first to act. The shooting was
in the library, and he wondered what
could have happened. He burst into
the library and switched on the light.

On the floor lay a man and standing
over the prone figure was young Terry.
Near the left hand of the mail lay a
gun.
Don Terry's face was piteous as he

turned to Hanvey.
" I didn't do it, honest, I didn't.

The lights went out and there was a
voice and then a shot."
"Don't talk now," warned Hanvey,

and hearing sounds, glanced round.
The others had plucked up courage and
followed him. He gripped the
youngster. "You've get to get outa
here, he hissed. "Fourteen East
Eighth Street. Hit me, and get going
through that window."
"But don't you believe me, Mr.

Hanvey ?"

"Maybe, but thousands wouldn't."
lie began to ;-lial<e Terry violently.
"You young crook!" he shouted.
"Call the police, someone!" Then
in a lower voice: "Hit mo and get!"
Don Terry lashed out with his list,

and Hanvey crashed backwards to land
on his back. The boy scrambled
through the window.
"Don't lei; him get away," screamed

Mis. Frost. "Oh—oh—oh—oh "

She had- seen the body on the floor.

Hanvey was grateful that she fainted.
Hanvey had a call put through to

the police to come over at once, as
Ellis, the butler, had been shot and
killed.

The detective took a look out of the
open window that hacked on to a small
garden. He heard a car rev up and
the crash of a gear. He wondered
if it could have anything to do with
the shooting, and his fertile brain
thought at once of Romo and Smith.
And he was right. Romo, gasping

I teU you I haven't got the emeralds I
" Terry yelled. " Let me go I

"
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and panting, had leapt into the car
and told Smith to get going.

Riley, the police officer who patrolled
that beat, arrived before the car from
headquarters. He clambered out of

the library window to see if he could
find any clues in the garden. He
discovered nothing, but Hanvey, who
followed more leisuredlv on account of

his size, found that a wall plant was
badly smashed at one place and that
there were marks on the stones, but
what made the detective 'gasp was the
gold watch that he saw. On getting
back to the library he was told that the

police car had arrived. A grizzled,

harsh-featured officer scowled at sight

of Hanvey.
"Hanvey, how are you tied up in

this?" demanded Inspector Garrett.

"I just dropped into it like I have
in other cases," answered Hanvey.
"I've been out there looking for the

guy that shot Ellis."

"It's obvious that only one person
could have killed the butler," shouted
Mr. Frost. "It was Don Terry."
"Father 1" protested Joan.
"He's your man." Mr. Frost was

worked up into a fine rage. "A
penniless, no-good tramp. I wouldn't
let him marry my daughter or allow
him to live on her money. What does
he do? He resorts to this sort of

thing—robbery and murder. He took
the emeralds, and "

"Stop it!" Joan was like a young
tigress roused to fury. She glared at

her mother and father. Mrs. Frost
had recovered, but looked like doing
another faint at any moment " You
two have done everything to take him
away from me. I've laughed at your
silly attempts. But when you try to

send him to gaol, maybe to the electric

chair, you're going too far. I won't
stay in the same house with you—not
another night !"

"My baby—my baby!" wailed Mrs.
Frost, and had her second fainting fit.

"Stop her—get her back!" cried
Mr. Frost, busy supporting his wife.

" I came here to get a murderer, not
a runaway girl," Inspector Garrett
rasped out angrily.
Jim Hanvey sidled alongside the

inspector.
"Remember, Mr. Garrett, cherchez

la femme." He winked. "That girl

loves Terry, and she'll lead you to him
should you be interested."

" Mac, take one of the boys and
follow the girl," ordered Garrett, and
gave a grudging look of approval to
Hanvey. "Say, you do get an idea
once in a while—thanks!"
Jim Hanvey was smiling when he

left the Frost house. He had sent the
police on a wild-goose chase.

In Hiding

THE detective strolled down a quiet
street unlil he came to a laree
wooden gate with a faded board

bearing the words "PETE'S LIVERY
STABLE." Hanvey took a quick look
round, and, satisfied he was not being
followed, went inside. Out of the
shadows darted a figure.

"What happened, Hanvey?" de-
manded Terry, "Where are the police?
Come on, man, tell me what happened."
"Not so fast, young man," Hanvey

answered. "You talk first."

"Well, 7 don'l know what happened
p't—-well— I opened the safe and

somebody stuck a Run in my back and
took the necklace, Then 1 beard Ellis

say, ' Who's there? ' Then came a shot
;m(l the sound of a fall close to my feet.

n the lights went on—yon know the
Tell nie, doe- Joan believe 1 did

it?"
"She told her f'>lk whai she (bought

of '.--ii and i hen she upped and ran
.Mil v 24th, LDS7,
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away." Hanvey sat down on a bale.

"The police followed her, thinking she
would lead them to you, but all she's

doing is decoying them away from
you."
"I'm not gonna have her involved in

this. I'll give myself up."
"That will settle your hash," mocked

Hanvey. "You're so hog-tied with cir-

cumstantial evidence now, it'd take an
electric chair to untangle you. You've
got to stay here. Pete, the fellow that
owns this place, is an old friend -^d mine
—being buying my hay for thirty years.

This is a perfect hide-out. No one will

ever find you " •

"Yoo hoo!" sang out a voice.

"It's Joan!" yelled Terry, and
charged for the door.
When Jim Hanvey learnt that the

girl had followed him because she was
certain that Terry had been acting on
the detective's orders he said a few cuss

words. He was trying to think what
to do when the sound of a police siren

caused the two young people to clutch

at one another and for him to do some
more muttering.
But there was a hay chute that few

knew about, and by sliding down this

to an exit in another street Hanvey was
able to get away with his two charges.

They were scurrying down the street

when an ancient hansom cab loomed
up and Hanvey gave a cry of joy. It

was Pete himself. They all piled into

the old cab.
"Pete is about the only guy in this

city with a hansom ," Jim told his

charges. "And believe me he can
make that animal between the shafts

get going. Pete's famous for his cab,

and people fall over, themselves to get a
ride. His stable would have been a grand
place to hide, hut now it must be
swarming with cops. Where in heck can
I take you ?"

Hanvey took out the watch that he
had picked up near the garden wall and
Terry gave an exclamation of surprise.

It was his watch.
"When do you recollect having it

last?"

"I was looking at it when those two
fellows jumped on me at your farm."

"Romo!" Jim laughed. "A watch
just sticks to his fingers naturally.

Praise be—that's our man. He followed
you to the Frost house. Well, that ex-

plains plenty." He pouched the watch.
"I'll keep this evidence for the moment.
Now to settle a hiding-place. Ah, I

have it." He stood up, and old Pete
opened the little trap-door in the roof.

In a low voice the detective gave an
address.
They entered some ten minutes later

some apartments in a quiet street, and
went upstairs. On a landing Hanvey
fared the two young people.

"If you want me to get you two out
of this jam you've got to do all that 1

say, and no arguments. Maybe I'll

make something of you two befoie I'm
through." He pointed to number
eleven. "I'm going to have a talk with

the lady who lives here. Don't you two
go away."

It was five minutes before Hanvey
returned and beckoned thorn. They
stared in wonderment at ;i pale-faced,

homely creature, who was either ill or
m grief.

"Come on. get your duds ofT," said

Hanvey, "This iadv here ain't got no
heart for housekeeping just now. She
could use .i hi] ed girl."

Joan was thinking of uttering strong
protests when (he woman Rave her a

funny little curtsy. " You're Aliss Joan.
Fancy you coming wav down here just

to help me." She smiled at the voting
man. "I understand you're Mister
Terry. You two ate going to be
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married. Tom has often talked about
you two."
"Tom?" questioned Joan. "Who's

Tom?"
The woman seemed to wince, and bit

her lip as if to check herself from break-
ing down. "Oh, I forgot," she whis-
pered faintly. "You always called him
Ellis, didn't you?"
"You're Mrs. Ellis?" gasped Terry.

"But don't you know I'm suspected of

"Oh, you didn't do it." Mrs. Ellis
shook* her head. "Mr. Hanvey told me,
and I'm sure he's right. I've known of
Mr. Hanvey a good many years—he
helped one of Tom's earlier employers
in a big fraud case. So you can stay
here; you're safe here."
"Thanks!" The two young people

spoke in a hoarse whisper,
"Mrs. Ellis says the police've come

and gone, so you can rest easy here for

a spell."

"Why couldn't we have taken that
watch down to headquarters—it proves
that Romo was at the Frosts?" de-
manded Terry.
"That watch proves it only to us,"

ansivered Hanvey. "To the police that

clue's a homing-pigeon—it comes right
back to you. I'll take care of Romo and
find out who he's working for. I'm
the detective. You're supposed to be a

writer, ain'tcha?"
"Sure, there's my book."
"Well, you're going to forget all those

highfalutin ideas about that five

volume book and you're gonna write
yourself an honest-to-goodness news-
paper story. It's gotta be good enough
to catch the murderer of this woman's
husband, and good enough to save your
own life. I'll help you write this article

to the 'Globe' whilst Joan helps Mis.
Ellis with the dishes." •

The next afternoon Jim Hanvey
walked into the editorial office of the

night editor of the "Globe," and
plunked down some copy.
"Who are you? And what are you

doing in here ?"

Hanvey grinned at the editor.

"I told 'em it was important. It's

also important that your final edition
comes out exactly at nine-thirty."

"Exactly at nine-thirty?" the editor
shouted angrily. "Who are you?"
"I'm the man that's bringing you

Don Terry's column on odds and ends."
said Hanvey, and was gone.
The editor turned back to his work,

having decided he had been listening to a
madman. Suddenly he realised what the

name Don Terry meant, and he looked
at the copy. He read a few lines and
then yelled for his chief sub. The latter

stated it was too late to put this copy
in the late final, whereupon the editor

said that this copy was so good and so

startling that the "Globe" would put
out an extra edition.

Jim Hanvey knew a man in the police

department who owed his promotion
to him, and he was able to supply the

address of Romo and Smith. Jim called

at this address and left a note. Those
two worthies read it anil were s >

alarmed that Smith rang up Mr. Dunn.
"Mr. Dunn, why have you sent us

ibis note'." Smith said over the 'phone.
'It says 'Come to nay office immedi-
ately. 1 got the tip you were spotted
at the Frosts' last night.' and it's signed

I hi Boss.'
"

- "I don't write notes, and I don't sign

myself ' The Boss,' " snarled Dunn.
"This is some sort of a trap."
A cry came from Romo, who was at

the window. "I've just spotted that
fella Hanvey and he's vatching

from a doorway across the street."

"We've -potted Hanvey watching this

nlaoe. Guess he framed this note so
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we'd come chasing down to your place
so he could follow us," Smith explained.
"Guess we'll have to stay here."
"Oh, no, you're not," Dunn laughed

unpleasantly. "Hanvey knows too much
already. Come on down to my office as

if you don't suspect, and let him follow
you. We'll take care of him."
Smith hung up.
"Pal, we gotta job of work. I'll get

quite a kick out of killing this Hick
Hanvey."

Hanvey's Bluff Nearly Fails

WHEN Romo and Smith left their

lodgings they were followed by
Jim Hanvey, and the two gun-

men lured him down a very quiet street

to a warehouse.
Hanvey entered the warehouse and

looked round the place. It seemed dank
and deserted. Ther i was an open door
loading down into a cellar, and he hesi-

tated on the top s'cip. He took a step
or two down, then paused. Instinct that

had saved his life before warned him
to be careful. He noticed a email round
bale and this ho pushed down the stairs.

It rolled from step to step with a dull

thump, not unlike that of human foot-

falls. Two guns roared.

Romo and Smith switched on torches
and expected to see a corpse.

"T'aint lifting to shoot a man that's

bringing you a fustclass watch," drawled
Hanvey. "Here, Romo. catch !"

Smith gaped and Romo just had
enough presence of mind to catch the

watch. He flashed his torch on it.

"Where'd you get this?" Romo de-

manded.
"What else did you find out?"

growled Smith, fingering his gun and
hesitating to fire.

"If I was speaking to your boss I

might get real talkative," calmly stated

Han
"Better take him to the boss," whis-

! Romo in his friend's oar. "lie
•a found this at the Frost house.

11, seems so gosh-darned sure of him-
self that I reckon he's got us enclosed."

They took Hanvey, through a number
of i is into another

house, where there was a telephone.

Mr. Dunn soon made, his appearance.

" I'm willing to trade

you a thirty-hour start

on the police for a

signed confession."

Hanvey looked at

Dunn, as if not, at all

surprised to find he
was the boss. "And
Mrs. Frost's fancy
necklace."

" You can fool thoso

two stooges, Hanvey.
but not me," snarled

Dunn, with a con- -

tcniptuous leer. "You
can't hang anything on
us with this watch. As
the hoys didn't shoot

you I'll show 'em a

better way."

A trapdoor in the

floor was lifted up and
Hanvey, craning for-

ward, could hear the

swish of water. He
was over one of tho

ecwers.
" What's the time on

that watch?" Hanvey
seemed in no way
alarmed.

"Nine twenty-five,"
Dunn answered.
"Why?"
"In exactly five

minutes the final edi-

tion of the ' Globe ' is
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going to be out. Three hundred
thousand people will be reading it

then."
" Reading- what?"
"All about you." Hanvey laughed at

Dunn and then looked at the two gun-
men. "And all about you two killing

Ellis. You will read how your boss put
you up to do tho shooting. Now you
can shoot me, or drown me, but what
about the other three hundred thousand
people ?"

Dunn looked keenly at Hanvey.
"We'll wait and take a look at this

final edition. Get him read}', boys, so
that if it's a stall you'll know what to
do."
They bound Hanvey's arms and

fastened heavy weights to his legs and
deposited him in a chair close to the
open trap. One push and he was gone.
At 9.30 Romo went up for the final

edition, and returned in triumph to say
(hat he could find nothing. Dunn took
a good look, and Hanvey felt a chill of
fear go up his spine.

"-There's nothing in this paper, Han-
vey," cried Dunn. "You were lying."
"Then that can't be tho final edition,"

desperately Hanvey argued.

"Don't waste time with him,"
shouted Dunn. "Give him a push, and
gel it finished."

"I tell you you're making 'a mistake."
cried Hanvey, as tho two gunmen laid

hands on the chair. "They've got you
three down for the Ellis murder. Kill
me and they'll get you for that as well."
Romo and Smith glanced question-

ingly at Dunn.
"Hanvey, we'd be fools not to do

this," Dunn said at last. "You know-
too much, and "

Dunn broke off because faintly the cry
of a newsboy carried down to the dismal
and chilly warehouse:
"Extra—Extra—Special Edition of the

' Globe.' "

"Get that paper!" Dunn rasped out.
Romo returned in a wild rush a few

seconds later.

"He's light, boss." Ho was whimper-
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ing with fear. "Terry names us as tho
Ellis killers. You're in it. Mr.
Elwood's in it."

Dunn snatched the paper, and his eyes
dilated as he saw the glaring head-
lines on the front page with the names
of Romo, Smith and himself.

It was a very clever letter that Terry
had written with the help of Jim Han-
vey. He mentioned people who could
have done the killing. Romo and Smith
were his chief suspects, with Dunn as

their chief.

"I stand accused," Terry had written.
"To every one of you I am a man to

bo shot down at sight. I am innocent,
though the first of my accusers is the
father of the girl I love. W. B. Elwood
knew the stones would be returned. If

Romo and Smith and Dunn are not the
guilty party, then why not Elwood?
Davis, the insurance company's investi-

gator, left tho house not many minr-.tcs

before the crime—has he got an alibi

for those fatal minutes? Getting the
emeralds as well as the hundred
thousand dollars insurance would have
been good business for Mr. Frost. Why
should he not bo suspected?"

There was a lot more, in fact, Don
Terry had brought every person that
was in any way connected with the crime
into his story.

"What're you going to do, Mr.
Dunn?'' Romo demanded.
"I'm going to headquarters to see In-

spector Garrett, and establish my alibi."

Dunn was no longer the, same assured
crook. "I've got to prove I spent a
very pleasant evening at my club."

"But how about us?" wailed Smith.
"Wo ain't got no alibi."

"Mr, Hanvey put you on the spot, let

him get you off," suggested Dunn. "I
leave him in your hands."

"Now I started to talk about a trade."
Hanvey said as the two gunmen began

Finally, the desired statement was approved by the detective.
July 24th, 1937.
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to unfasten his bonds. "(Jive me the

emeralds and——

"

"We ain't pot no emeralds, and we
didn't kill nobody," interrupted Smith.
'"You've got us into a tough spot, and
we didn't do a thing."
"'You can tell that to the police, but

you can't pull the wool over the eyes
of James Wilford Hanvey."
"We can't tell the cops." shouted

Smith. "Because we were up there last

night trying to hi-jack Terry."
"But we never got near him,"

lamented Romo. "And we're going to

take you up to the Frost house to prove
it."

They took Hanvey out of the ware-
house. He was not sorry to go. As
they rode in a taxi the detective pointed
out the people in the streets eagerly
scanning the evening paper. How he
chuckled when the taxi-driver asked
them if they had heard of the Terry
statement in the "Globe," and in his

opinion it was a cinch that Romo and
Smith bumped off Ellis!

Romo and Smith intimated to Han-
vey that they would pose as his

assistants. He would see Mr. or Mrs.
Frost and make a statement that they
had nothing to do with the shooting.
If he refused then it would be just too
bad. But their little plan was doomed
to failure. Inspector Garrett was furious

because every second his 'phone was
ringing or suspects were trying to estab-

lish alibis. He went down with a squad
car to the Frost house to make some
inquiries into the amazing statements
made by Terry. Now Hanvey had in-

sisted that first of all he must make some
investigations, and then he would en-
deavour to prove that Romo and Smith
had no hand in the shooting. Frost was
not at home, but Mrs. Frost was eager
to answer questions. Then the gunmen
heard the police siren and they hurried
Hanvey away, much to Mrs. Frost's sur-

prise.

Some time later, Mrs. Ellis opened the
linoi ol her apartment- and started back
in alarm as Romo and Smith marched
into the room.

.loan and Terry appeared.
"You murderers!" shouted Terry,

t 1 1 flung himself forward.
.Jim Hanvey watched the scrimmage

with a certain amount of amusement.
II" closed the outer door, and when he
thought the gunmen were getting a
lnilr too rough he intervened.
"That'll be enough, Don," he called

out. "I can handle these two thugs."
Mr-. Ellis jucked up a poker.
"What are they doing here?" She

waved the weapon threateningly. "I'm
nit afraid of them. They can't, do
an\ thing more to me."
"Ir wasn't them, .Mrs. ElHs."

Hanvey took the poker away. "Thej
didn't kill your husband "

"And he's gonna prove it," raved
Smith, and whipped out a gun. "Or
else someone will get killed."

" Providing that gun don't go off I

might do .something aboul it." Hanvey
pulled up a chair lo the table. "When
we were up at I he Frosts we had a
look round so that you two mugs
should look like my assistants, and I

chanced to explore a small closet, and
I found quite it slack of papers." lie

produced a wad of paper from his

pocket. "These two were on top. I

wit- about to question Mrs. Frost when
our friends showed up ami spoiled
everything."
"Them newspapers don't mean a

thing." tiied Romo.
"Oh, yes fchej do. Someone had

-lioved them on the floor," coolly

answered Hanvey. "Maybe it was
I he murderer. They Mere slid off in

he last twenty-four bonis, because the

paper on top of Uio pile now don't
Juh L'lili, 1987.
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carry any dust. There are heel marks
on the papers, and these leather heels

tell me quite a lot."

"What?" demanded Smith.
"Don't keep on bellowing so much."

Hanvey scowled at the tall gunman.
" The more you shout the less chance
I have of saving your miserable skin.

Terry, take a pencil and make some
notes. Ten and a half shoes, indicating
a height of five foot eleven—soles worn
on the outside, meaning a qt.

:,tp heavy
man." He looked at the small party
clustered round him. "And I've a
fairly good notion who went into that
closet, took those emeralds and killed
Mr. Ellis. But there's only one way
to trap him."
"Well, come on, we're listening,"

said Smith.
"Bait. The thirty thousand dollars

the insurance company's offering for
that necklace."

" But, Mr. Hanvey, he wouldn't dare
to try and get that money now.
There's a murder charge "

" Yes, but that's hanging on you,
Terry," the detective told the boy.
" As long as the police suspect Don
Terry, the real criminal can operate
without showing his hand. Supposing
you were in gaol, Don, the real

criminal could go after that thirty
thousand without tipping to the police
they had jugged the wrong man."

" What do you want me to do, Mr.
Hanvey?" Terry asked in quiet,

resigned tones.

"Force this rascal to show his hand."
Hanvey pushed some paper across the

table. "WV11 write to the 'Globe'
that you're giving yourself up at (he

Central Street Police Station to-

morrow."
Joan was ail against the scheme, but

Hanvey had a persuasive tongue, and
finally the desired statement, approved
by the detective, was forwarded to the

editor of the "Globe."
The next morning, when Hanvey

was certain that the "Globe" had
been read by its three hundred
thousand readers he put through a call

from Mrs. Ellis' apartments to the

insurance company. He was informed
that Mr. Lambert was in conference
with Mr. Davis.
"This concerns both of them."

growled Hanvey. "Put me through."
A pause. "This is Hanvey speaking."
That was as far as the detective got.

for loud, angry sounds came out of the

'phone.
"I know you look like losing thirty

thousand dollars, but you won't if you
listen to me." Hanvey managed to

speak at last. "You want to know
where 1 am— well, if you'll listen I'll

tell you where I am and what I want
you to do I'm sure Mr. Davis will

agree to my plan of getting back the

emeralds. Some time before midnight
the thief is gonna get in touch with
you. I am confident of that, but you'll

have to take my word for it. I want
you lo tell him that I'm handling the

case for the company, and te'l him he
can reach me at No. 20 Stratton Street.

Send a messenger down to me with the

thirty thousand dollars at once."
Hanvey stood back from the 'phone.
"They're arguing." he whispered to

his small audience. Then he waved
them to be quiet. "Davis agrees,

Brackett is coming down with the
money at once. Thanks. Good-bye."
Within an hour Brackett handed the

money to Hanvey, and when Homo and
Smith saw the pile of notes their

mouths watered, and (heir eyes bulged
as they saw Hanvey take out a small

bottle from his pocket and then with a

brush begin to dab the notes

It was dark when Mrs. Ellis ap-

peared with a note that had been
poshed under the door.
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"INSURANCE COMPANY SAYS
YOU'LL HANDLE. BE IN 'PHONE-
BOOTH CORNER DRUGSTORE
10.45. ACT ALONE OR YOU DIE."

Just after ten Jim Hanvey prepared
to leave, and the crooks offered to act
as convoy.

"I've gotta act alone," the detective
told thi

"Thirty thousand dollars can take
you a long way," cried Smith. "Ho.v
do we know you're not walking out on
us?"
"For the first time in your lives, you

two're gonna trust someone." Hanvey
then turned to Terry. "Keep 'hat
appointment, son. I won't fail you."
But when Hanvey had gone the two

gunmen looked at each other.
"That dough could take us a long

way," hissed Smith. "I'm gonna
follow that guy if you don'r !"

"Oh, no you don't," viciously retorted
Romo. " I'm gonna see that he do:: t

get hurt, by you nor nobody else."
They shipped out before Joan or

Terry could stop them. They stalked
their quarry warily.

Hands Up !

JIM HANYEY was standing near the
telephone booth when he heard the
bell ring. He took off the receiver.

"Hanvey speaking."
"Come to No. 13 Mart Place, Apart-

ment one. Make sure no one follows
you. If you are followed you will be
killed." a voice spoke in hollow t

The detective round the place and
had no idea that Romo and Smith were
trailing him. Those two worthies were
not enjoying themselves, because they
had a strong idea a police officer had
recognised them, and if so, the v

force would soon be on their tail.

No. 13 was an ordinary sort of bi

ing and the door was open. Hanvey
entered and found himself confront
four doors, but one was open. lie

entered, and the door closed softly

after him.
"Where's the money?" said the same

hollow voice, and from behind
curtain came a hand holding a
ie\ oh er.

Hanvey took the money out of (he
envelope ami held it out. Another
hand appealed and the money was
seized. The money vanished behind (he
curtain.
"Hey. mister, where are the

emeralds?

"

"You've broken your bargain." spoke
the hollow voice. "Two men followed

you down here. I had the police take
care of them. I have hidden the

emeralds in the room You can find

them for youi'self—if you can." A
mocking laugh and then the sound of a
key turning in the lock.

Hanvej found there were three doors
and all were locked. He cuised Romo
and Smith for following him. A faint

hissing sound made him glance round
in surprise. This room was a bit

stuffy and it had no windows. The
hissing grew louder. He bent down,
ami then started up quickly—gas!
Soon his senses began to reel and he
began to stagger round the room. He
swayed and knocked into a vase, which
broke. The emeralds lay on the flqoi

beside the ui.eonscious figure of Jim
Hanvey !

The crowds at the police station were
dense. Thousands of people had come
to see Don Terry give himself up
Inspector Garrett was infuriated about
all the publicity that Terry was getting.

At the station all those whom Terry
hail accused us possible criminals were
present. Garrett was of the opinion
that it was a bluff and that the boy

(Continued on page 28)
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Known as the cleverest criminal lawyer in the State, Barry Brandon is appointed
District Attorney, and he prosecutes many of his former clients ruthlessly, until the

girl he loves is put "on the spot." A dramatic story, starring Lee Tracy and Margot
Grahame

Guilty and—not Guilty

IN the court-room of General Sessions

at Los Angeles a confident gentle-

man was seated in thp witness-

stand giving evidence against a
prisoner who had been charged with
theft. By his side, leaning casually

against the left balustrade of the stand,
u us a young lawyer, cleanly shaved,
neat and almost finicky in his care-

fully cut clothes—a white carnation in

Ins coat lapel and a friendly, genial

look on his clever face as he cross-

examined tin- gentleman in the chair.

"And you identify the prisoner as

the thief by his voice?"
"Yes."
"And by the way he swings his arms

Yt> v good." The
young lawyer smiled. "And when he
ran his hat fell off?"
"It did."
The lawyer lounged across the well

of the court to where exhibits were
placed on a table. He took up a hat
and regarded it almost with affection

as he turned to the jury.

"People's exhibit A." he told them.
"One black Fedora hat—slightly the
worse for wear." lie turned to the
witness. "This, "you say, fell off his

head when he ran?" He put it on the
defendant's head a moment. "Not a
mi \ good fit

!"

The jury allowed themselves to

laugh. The prosecuting attorney
jumped to his feet.

"I suggest that Mr, Brandon lets

the w itness talk !"

"Sorry." said the defending counsel.
"Well, this hat fell off the prisoner's

head and you picked it. up and
examined it carefully. And you are
prepared to swear that it belongs to

the prisoner?"

"I am," the witness answered.
"You are positive because of the

initials in the hat." Brandon glanced
into the exhibit. "You are quite
positivo because of the initials J. B.
on the lining—John Brittain?"
The witness gave him a steady stare.
" That clinched it I"
" Do you know the penalty for

perjury?" came the lawyer's next
question, but before the witness could
reply, the prosecuting attorney again
sprang up.

"This is irrelevant and immaterial!"
he cried, facing the judge. "The court
is being treated to one of Mr.
Brandon s conjuring tricks He's gemg
to get a rabbit out of the hat !"

Brandon caught him up.

" A rabbit ? Xo—a clean acquittal !

here are no initials in this hat."

The witness' face was a study as
ic jury began to exchange significant

nods. Brandon turned to the judge,
handing him the exhibit with a little

bow, as he said :

" And so. your Honour, the matter
is ended. The people have based a
ease for conviction upon non-existent
initials in a hat through which the
prosecution has been talking !"

The judge glanced into the hat. He
nodded to the jury who had risen. The
foreman spoke :

" No ease, your Honour. Mr.
Brittain is acquitted."
As Brandon left the court, many

admiring glances were bestowed on him
by those of both sexes. He was always
so suspiciously gentle to a hostile
witness. So ready to pounce—and then
to turn away anger by a little joke.
Back in his rooms, Brandon was met

in the hall by his Japanese servant.
"Miss Walker here, sir," he said.

"She say she wait for you."
Brandon grimaced.
"And I have a Jin to read

up I" He strode into the parlour to

meet a brown-eyed, golden-haired girl

who stood up from where she had been
lolling in his easiest chair. "Betty,
this is a surprise."
"Oh, yes?" she smiled. "Never

mind your old cases. You've got to

lake me to the Larkin Club to-night.
You promised."
"Did I?" He regarded her slight,

shapely form, her pleading brown eyes.
"On, well, okay! Mitsu," he called
to the Japanese boy, "put out my
things—I'm dining out."

"I'll call back for you." Betty
Walker came close to him. "Daddy
was very pleased with you to-day. He
says you'll go far—getting people out
of scrapes when they're guilty all the
time! 'Bye, Barry—like n i c a little?"

"I like you a lot," Brandon told
her. "But don't you believe all your
father says about me."
Later that evening a very mixed

crowd was gathered at Gene Larkin's
night club, dancing, gambling and
drinking.
Larkin. a good-looking, well-dressed

fellow- whose only fault seemed to lie

in his somewhat tight-drawn, thin-
lipped mouth, moved about among his

guests, keeping keen eyes on everything
without appearing to be anything
more than just another of the many
pleasure-seekers. He noted with a
faintly approving smile that Barry
Brandon was at the American bar
chatting with a small knot of men
whom Larkin knew to be rich and
careless of money.

In one of the smaller rooms much

quieter customers were sitting and
standing round a roulette table, all

eyes watching the jumpy antics of a
small white ball in the spinning bowl-
iaped wheel.

Larkin sauntered along the bar-room
to Brandon, now alone on his high stool

at the bar, rather moodily pulling at
a cigar.
He asked, just above a whisper:
"Did you take care of the Martin

matter, Barry?"
"Martin is in the Counts Gaol."

Larkin lighted a cigar. Then he
said, very softly :

"I told you to get a writ."
"I don't like Martin," said Brandon

stubbornly. "And so— lie's in gaol."
Larkin took a drink from the bur-

man, asking him :

'' Plain tonic'.'" The man nodded
aiid went along to serve other customers.
Larkin spoke again :

"Barry, listen— I like Bill Martin
and I want him on the street. What
do you think I pay sou money for;"

The >oung lawyer slid off the high
stool.

"I've often wondered." he said
coolly. "Good-night, Gene."

But Larkin wasn't to be shaken off.

He followed Brandon into the roulette-

room, where Betty Walker was
watching the spinning-wheel, but not
playing. She turned to Brandon Willi

tlie plea :

"Oil, Barn—come and get rabbits
out of this blamed tiling! I can't

pull even one of their whiskers I"

Before Brandon could answer, gruff
voice's were heard in the outer room

;

then a sharp order, loud and crisp
above the murmuring din :

"Ladies and gentlemen, you arc all

under arrest ! Xo one to leave the
building I"

Beits uttered one of her little excited
cries.

"Oh, just fancy—a raid! How per-
fectly thrilling !"

Laiikin nudged Brandon with his

elbow.

"Stick around. Barry—I'll need you
at the night court."
Brandon took Betty's arm.
"Don't talk," he ordered. "Come

with me—I'll get you out of this."

In the night court, Brandon found
Larkin's guests formed up in a kind of

bunch on the left-hand benches. Larkin
himself was quite at ease, supremely
confident that his pocket lawyer would
get him, and the rest, out of trouble

with one of his "tricks." The presid-

ing judge was a straight-faced woman
of about forty who answered Brandon's
salute, as he approached the bench, with

a half smile»
Jn^,- 24th, 1937.
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"Another gambling raid?" she in-

quired.
The prosecuting attorney answered

:

"Yes, your Honour—another breach
of the peace."
The judge glanced towards Brandon:
"You representing the defendants?"

"Your Honour—yes." He gestured
towards Larkin's crowd. "These ladies

and gentlemen are accused of being
found on premises under suspicion of

the police. I shall plead guilty for the
lot of them !"

Larkin stared, unable to believe his
cars. And while he stared, the judge
gave her ruling:
"In the case of the people versus

defendants arrested in a gambling club,

the said defendants are each and every
one fined fifty dollars, with the alterna-
tive of thirty days in the county gaol."

Larkin came out of his trance. He
advanced towards the Bench.
"Your Honour, don't worry. I'll pay

the fines." He turned to Brandon.
"Your joke—mine next time."
The late guests at the Larkin Club

filed out, many of them glaring at
Brandon for having let them down.
He was about to follow Larkin to the

exit when his attention was taken by
the next case. A plainly dressed, brown-
haired girl was being piloted by the
prosecuting attorney to the prisoner's

stand at the end of the Bench. She
seemed so out of luck that Brandon
stood where he was. The bailiff read
out from the charge sheet:
"The people versus Madge Carter,

charged with picking pockets."
The judge asked in a kindly voice:
"Are you. represented by counsel?"
The girl replied stammeringly

:

"No, sir. No, my lady. Your
Honour, I mean."
The bailiff called:
"Witness, please! Jack Doremus,

take the stand."

A broken-nosed bully, with "tough "

written all over him, slouched up to the
witness chair and dropped into it. The
district attorney addressed him:
"Now, Mr. Doremus, please tell the

court, in your own words, exactly what
happened."

'"Well, your Honour, I'm walking
down the street jest, minding my own
business," Doremus answered in a sing-
song voice. "And saying to myself it's

a fine night and not thinking anything
wrong with no one, when this dame
comes walking by me and sorter stumbles
against me and then rushes off. And,
when I comes to feci my pockets, my
wallet's gone. So then I understands
that I've been touched for it and I buzz
after her and—and I get her."

Brandon drew near to him.
"And you got her? What then?"
The judge asked him :

"Are you acting in this case, too, Mr.
Brandon ?"

"I am. And I'm pleading not
guilty." Brandon studied Doremus
with keen eyes. "Let's hear the rest
of it."

"Well, I got her and T ses, 'Sister,
that wasn't the right thing to do.
Where's my wallet ? ' And she sc,
' What wallet ? ' So then I sees plain

"Never mind what you saw." Bran
don chocked him. lie glanced towards
the prosecuting attorney. "Can I have
the witness?"
"You already have- him," the other

lawyer shrugged, adding: "T may tell

the court that no wallet has been found
on the accused."
Brandon pointed a finger at Doremus'

scowling face. "Isn't it a fact that
you're known as Fingey Doremus and
that you framed a charge against an-
July 24tb, 1037.
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other young woman of stealing your
purse only two months ago?"
Doremus glared at him.
"I did. And I got a verdict!"

"Isn't it a fact that the Higher Court
quashed the verdict and gave back the
young woman her freedom ?"

The prosecutor interposed

:

"How could he know „ about the
Higher Courts?"

It's a proper question," Brandon
snapped. "And it can be answered in
only one way. The records Will show
that, while there, is nothing against my
client, there is plenty—and more than
plenty—against the witness. Your
Honour should see that this city is made
safe for our women folk—this poor girl
is on her way home when the ruffian in
the witness stand accosts her and at-
tempts to put a false charge on her. so
that he can extort money. ' Give me
money, or I'll say you picked my
pocket! ' Why, I can hear him threaten-
ing her!"
Brandon's finger was still pointing, his

eyes boring into Doremus' thick skull.
"You never had a wallet—you haven't
a cent on you! An importuning black-
mailing beggar—that's what you are!"
Doremus croaked out:
"It ain't so! I swear I did have a

wallet!"
" Answer me, weren't you trying to

frighten this girl into giving you
money ? Yes or no?"
"I—I " Doremus jumped up. "Oh,

let. me go! There ain't no justice here!"
The judge rapped her desk with her

gavel.
"Case dismissed. Arrest the witness

for perjury."
Brandon offered his arm to the girl in

the dock.
" Allow me. My car is at the door."
She put her trembling hand on his

arm.
"It's kind of yon," she murmured.

"You've saved me. But I don't know
you."
"What's that matter?" Brandon

smiled at her. "You come on out of
here; A night court's no harvest home.''

She told him. on their way, that she
had been working late at a depart-
ment store, and that her folk lived
down south. That she had been en-
gaged to a clerk in a bank, but he had
been killed in a motor-bicycle accident.
Then she had come to Los Angeles
"To go on the films?" Brandon broke

in, giving her a sideways glance as he
steered the car.

"To get a job," she answered seri-

ously. So's to help myself and the
folks at home. This is mv lodging

—

thank you again and again."
"Call round at my office to morrow at

midday." Brandon told her. "Maybe 1

can find you something better than sell-

ing over a counter. Here's my card."
Next morning Brandon had just got

rid of a lady who wanted a "cheap
divorce, when Betty Walker barged
into his office unannounced. He re-

garded her without a smile.
"You shouldn't come hurtling into my

den this way, Miss Walker."
"Why not— it's almost quilting time.

There's nothing much for you to hang
around for?"
Brundon slated:
"I'm not going places with you to-

d.iv."

She studied the set mouth and cool
eyes.

" Vim seem to mean it," she allowed.
"Can I use your 'phone'.'"

He handed her the receiver and she
briskly dialed a number. Brandon went
on with his work. Betty's voice broke
in on his reading

:

"Hallo, that you, Toni ? Betty this

end -I'm free for to-night. Yes, sure
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I'll go with you to the Clendenning
party. I've just broke a date so's to go
with you, Tony. No. you needn't pick
me up—I'll come along to you. 'Bve-
bye. beautiful!"
She put down the receiver.
"D'you know who that was?" she

asked .-Happily.

"Couldn't even give a guess,'" Bran-
don answered"
"It was Toni Bandini—the newest

crooning sensation. Haven't you heaid
him on the radio ?"

"I get enough noise in court.'' said
Brandon. Whereupon Betty breezed
out of his office in a huff.

A Stepping-stone

IX the Larkin Welfare Club thins*
were very quiet. Gene Larkin was
going slow, marking time until the

club was out of the police searchlights.
Brandon looked in. to find Larkin

drinking butter-milk at the bar at five
o'clock in the afternoon.
"Water wagon?" inquired Brandon.
"Yeah! I'm saving up to make good

that fine you put me into the other
night," Larkin added. "What's yours?"
"Brandy smash." Brandon seated

himself on a high stool. "I've just
heard they're going to make District
Attorney Hopkins into a senator."
Larkin nodded.
"That's so." He eyed his companion.

"And there'll be a vacancy. And they'll
offer Lawyer Barry Brandon the job
of D.A."
"Me?" Barry was genuinely sur-

prised. "I'm a defending lawyer—not
a prosecutor."
"When you take the job," said

Larkin. who had finished off his milk.
"we'll all be riding in the gravy train
here."
"When!"
Larkin repeated the word "When

—

and it won't be too long!" He got
up, lit a cigarette, still studying Bran-
don's suddenly set face. What he saw
there evidently satisfied him: lie' strolled

away to pass out through the switig
doors into the late afternoon.

Almost at once a shot was heard El

the street and the dancers on the tea-

floor stopped in alarm. Larkin came
staggering back into the club, his face
a chalky white, his arm hanging loosely,
his body swaying.
Some of the dancers rushed to catch

him as Brandon came at a run from tin-

bar. He took hold of Larkin's hanging
right arm.
•What is it, Gene? What hap-

pened?" he asked.
Larkin's eyes challenged th

gathered anxiously around him.

"Nothing. Just nothing. Get on
with—with the dancing. Tell that fool

conductor to—to go on playing. Get me
to a hospital—the Polyclinic -"

"I'll get you there." Brandon's aim
went about the nearly fainting marl.
"Lean on me, Gene—my car's outside."

Brandon took up Madge Carter's
references and duly appointed her as

his secretary. He found her comfortable
apartments with the caretaker in the
flats where he lived.

He had now so much defence work in

hand that he was more than glad ot

Madge Carter's quietly efficient assist

a nee. He found her a great relief from
all the Betty Walkers' of his acquaint
ance—with their empty talk and con-
tinuous pleasure seeking.
Mad ye asked her employer, some (wo

weeks later, at past seven o'clock:
"Haven't you finished yet?"
"Almost." He gave her a grateful

glance. "You're a good scout. You
never complain. Like to end up your
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day'? good work by coming with me for

a duty caU on Gene Larkin?"
Madge would have liked to answer,

"Anywhere with you." But she only
said, "Of course,"' in her usual cheery
way. Brandon was a puzzle to her, as

he was to many others. One minute all

smiles—and the next, moody and dis-

posed to snap.
In the private ward at the hospital,

Larkin was being interviewed by In-

spector Burke and a stenographer—with
the medical officer in attendance. The
stenographer was saying:
"I didn't catch your last question, in-

spector."
"Let it go," said Burke. "I'll ask

another."
The man sitting up in the bed grinned

his thin-lipped smile. "Ask a million,

you']] get the same answer."
"Aw. come on, Larkin—we know who

shot you. It was Bird-Dog Finn. He
walked into H.-Q. this morning to ask
il we were looking for him. We were."
"Were you'.'" asked Larkin, in an un-

interested voire.

The inspector shut up his note book.
"Okay—fight your own battles, if it

'nils you. But, listen—don't go travel-
ling outside the law !''

Burke and his typist wrre in the cor-

ridor with the doctor when Brandon
dong with Madge.

In the ward, Brandon presented
Madge:

le, (his is Madge Carter, my
tary."

Larkin's cool eyes studied her.

"I've seen you somewhere." he said.

"Ail the same—glad to meet you again.
You'l] excuse us. Miss Carter—I want
10 talk to Barry."
She moved away to the window.

\ aguely uneasy. She remembered
Larkin at the night court and the way
Brandon had put him and the rest of
the ehib in the cart.

Larkin whispered to the lawyer as he
sat beside the bed.
"I want you to put Bird-Dog Finn on

the street. Burke's holding him."
"So von can square the deal your-

self?' Brandon inquired. "I wouldn't,
dene."

"Don't be dumb," the other whis-
pered. Then, more loudly. "Barry,
that DA. job's yours."
"I couldn't take it," Brandon

frowned. "You know that."
"I don't talk, Barry." Larkin

countered. "You take it— it's all set.

You'll hear from Bill Walker. I've
fixed an appointment for von directly
after you leave here. Walker 'phoned
the hospital—knowing you were calling
in."
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Biandon rose.

"I don't like it," he declared. But
he was thinking hard. District Attorney
—a stepping-stone to something big, if

he played his cards well.

But he'd have to be up against Gene,
if he were D.A. An awkward position

—he would have to walk warily. He
turned to the girl :

"Let's go. Madge. And you might
do that spring clean for me to-night with
Mitsu— if you really want to. I've got
to be at Mr. Walker's office."

Witness to a Crime

THE first big case that came to

Brandon when he had become
District Attorney was the Nora

James murder trial—that of a hand-
some young woman who was arc-used of

the murder of her husband, a man of
more than double her age.
The ease against her was not too

strong, hut Brandon, by the trick of

producing in court the bed on which
the old man had been killed, with its

blood-stained sheets, contrived to force

an admission out of the hard-featured
woman that her story of burglars was
untrue, and that she alone had killed

him with a window-sash weight in a

violent quarrel.
Afterwards, in his chambers,

Brandon was being congratulated by old

Walker and Betty, who had been sit-

ting in court with Toni Bandini in the
hope of making Biandon jealous.

Madge was there, saying:
"I'd be terrified to be in the witness-

stand with you pounding the truth out
of me !."

"All you'd need to do is to say: 'I
refuse to reply,' " Biandon told her.

Betty Walker shook him by the hand.
" You're wonderful, Barry—simply

wonderful!" She turned to Madge.
"Isn't he, Miss Cartel ':"

"Very," Madge replied.

Betty stood away to give her father

a chance. Old Walker smiled under his

moustache at Brandon.
"Pretty good work, what? You'd

like a drink?"
"I could certainly use one," Brandon

agreed. " Thanks, friends all, hut I

don't feel so wonderful. I don't like

having to do things of this sort."

When alone with his secretary,

Brandon spoke something of his

thoughts.
"What kind of a world do we live in,

Madge ? Why must there be murderers
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—and men to prosecute murdercis?
And others to hang them? What
happened to-day? I was a belter actor
than that poor wretch of a woman—
that was all. I hate myself for having
sent her down for life. And yet you
can't let people go about killing each
other." He put an arm around her.
" Madge, you've helped me a lot—you
deserve to share the glory, if it is glory.
We'll go out to-night, some place where
it's gay. I want to get this dreadful
business out of my mind."

It was inevitable that Brandon should
get into the black books of Larkin. As
District Attorney, Brandon had to shut
down Larkin's roulette-tables and stop
much of the gambling. Larkin wanted
to bribe him, but Barry told him
plainly:
"Don't be silly, Gene. I warned you

if I took the D.A, job I'd shoot
straight.""

"You and I have been friends a long
ui Me, Barry."
"You always had your money's

worth," Biandon retorted.
"1 know you're aiming at becoming

governor of this State," Larkin went
on. "Well, okay by me, if we work
together. If not—watch your step!"

Brandon told Mitsu not to admit
Larkin any more to his flat. Then, tired

and annoyed, arranged over the 'phone
t<> go out with Madge.

" 1 bring you cocktail, sir," -aid

Mitsu. "In which much soothings!"

Betty Walker rang up just as he was
Starting out to ask him to call in at

their place for a few minutes. She told

him Bandini was going to sing.

"Oh!" Brandon's tone was expres-
sive. But. Betty, at the other end of
the line, wouldn't let go. "Dad wants
to .see you. Something about an
appointment he knows of. There's a
vacancy for something or other big.
You must come—even if it's only for

half an hour."
So Barry went down to Madge's

apartments to explain.

"I'll call back for yon," he promised.
"I won't be long." He held her hand.
" I like you, Madge—and you like me.
That's so?"
She nodded her brown head, hiding-

her eyes from him. lie kissed, her fore-
head; then, laughing at himself, let go
her hand.
"Getting sentimental. Sign of old

age. I'll be back by ten o'clock."

July 24th, 1937,
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There was a big reception on at the
Walker home. And Mitsu's cocktail
had not soothed Barry any more than
the interview with Gene Larkin. Old
Walker had some news.
"Hopkins is coming along." he said.

" He's a big success in the Senate, and
can pull strings. The post of governor
is likely to become vacant." Old
Walker put a hand before his mouth,
speaking behind his fingers. "Hush,
little bird—don't talk too loud! Get
me, Barry?"
So Barry stopped to dinner. And

the dinner was a good one, with plenty
of champagne. Barry got rather ex-
cited, one way and another, and kept
putting off his plan to 'phone Madge.
They all came Hooping into the big

drawing-room after dinner to hear
Bandini sing. Barry had to stay and
listen. Then there followed a hazy talk
with Senator Hopkins—a vastly im-
portant fellow now—in Walker's private
room.
"The governorship is in your pocket,

Brandon," Hopkins told Barry.
"You've only to stand fast and watch
out."'

"You know, I'm s'posed to be having
dinner with Madge."

"It's rather late for that, Barry. It's

nigh on twelve o'clock."

"Twelve?" Brandon swayed a little.

"Why. that'sii just too bad of me! I

got to—t—o— call her up."
" She's in bed long ago. Come and

meet people, Barry. You must—I insist

on it. Influential people." She put her
soft, round arm through his. "I've
always been your best friend, Barry. I

can help—and dad can help. I know
what's in the air."

"About—about what Hopkinsh told

me?"
She gave his arm a squeeze.
"Didn't I tell him that you wore the

right one of all the likely candidates?"
she whispered. "You and me, Barry
—governor and his lady. Oh, you're
making me propose to you!"
Brandon got home at two o'clock—to

find Madge waiting in the hall of the
flats. He greeted her with a stupid
grin.

"Barry, you've been drinking!"
" Betty's proposed to me, see ? " His

voice rose shrill as he chuckled inanely.
" So there you are ! Jest had to

"

He became aware of the deeply hurt
look in her eyes.

" Didn't think you'd take it thish way,
Madge," he hiccoughed, suddenly
solemn.
She turned away from him, and, with-

out another word, entered her flat.

Ten minutes later Madge came forth
with her bag [lacked. She had made
up her mind. She would go hack
home. But first she must get a lied for

to-night.
The Welfare Club? Yes, that would

bi still open.
She was shown into the waiting-room

by the bar-tender, who went to his
master.

" Darne called Madge Carter to sec
you, boss."
Larkin was just going up to his

rooms. The club was closing down for

the night. He signed for Madge to be
sent in.

"Remember me, Mr. Larkin?" she
asked.

" Sure. You're Brandon's secretary.
Sit down. What is it?"
"I thought perhaps you'd cash a small

cheque for me and let me stay here till

the morning. I'm going home by the
eight-ten."
"What's wrong?"
"Barry is going to marry Miss

Walker," she told him simply.
Larkin nodded.
"I understand." He held out his
July 24th, 1937.
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.hand for the cheque, took it, glanced at
it, and got out his wallet. He gave
Madge the amount in five-dollar bills.

"No need to thank me. And I'll put
you on to a quiet hotel for the night."
Madge rose from her chair.
" I'm very grateful to you " she

was beginning when the bar-tender
came in hurriedly. He whispered to

Lai kin:
" Bird-Dog Finn jest gone by

—

heading west."
He slipped a gun into Larkin's hand.

Larkin smiled crookedly as he rose up.
"I'll take you along to tnat hotel,

Miss Carter," he said.
They went out into the night

together, Madge uneasy and alarmed.
She had heard and she had seen.

Larkin moved along the dark, almost
deserted street with quick strides. She
saw a furtive figure in front of her
suddenly start to run, then came a flash

and a stifled report. The figure in front
of them collapsed on the pavement with
choking, horrible cries.

Larkin, a little way ahead of her,
turned about coolly.

" We'd best go back—something's
happened."
He caught her hand in his and drew

her along to the club.

Towards a New Life

IT was the last day of the trial of

Geno Larkin for the murder of

John Joseph, alias Bird-Dog Finn.
The only evidence that District

Attorney Brandon could call was that
of the bar-tender, who stubbornly per-
sisted that Finn had been hanging
around the Welfare Club on the night of
his death, determined to get in another
shot at Larkin.
"Finn was up against the defendant,"

Brandon asked. "Can you say why?''
"Yeah. Finn and Bill Martin was

friends—a couple of crooks together,'
-

came the answer. " And when Bill

Martin come out of gaol—he got run
over by a car."
"And Finn believed that Larkin was

responsible for the accident?" Brandon
stressed the last word.
Larkin, sitting next to him in the

well of the court, gave him a black
look.

Brandon was fiddling witli his pencil,

staring at the witness. After a few-

moments' thought he nodded to the
defending counsel.
"Your witness, Mr. Gray."
Larkin's new pocket lawyer smiled.
"I've finished with him. I am ask-

ing the single eye-witness to lake the
stand. I call Miss Madge Carter.

"

Brandon rose sharply to stare at the
w Into faced girl as she entered the
court, and, without once looking at him,
took her seat on the stand He had tried

vainly to find her since that disastrous
night at the Walker reception—and this

sudden reappearance in this sordid ease
took him completely by surprise. Mean-
while, Gray was having her sworn in.

"Miss Caiter," he began when she
had taken the oath, " please tell the
jury where you were at three o'clock on
the morning of October Fourth?"
"I was outside the Welfare Club in

Seventh Avenue," came her answer, her
eyes fi\ed steadily on Gray's. "Mr.
Larkin came out of the Club with me.
He walked quickly—I was just behind
him. Alter he had gone a little way, a

man came out of a doorway and—and
shot at him."
"And then !

"

"I saw Mr. Larkin being crowded
against the building. Then Air. Larkin
pulled out a gun from his pocket and
shot the man down in selfdefence."
Gray turned to Brandon.
" Your witness."
Brandon seated himself beside Madge. I
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"Look at me, please. What were you
doing at Gene Larkin's club at three in
the morning?"

" I called in there because "

"Because ?"

She replied, giving him look for look:
" I had left my lodgings very

suddenly. And so I went "to Mr.
Larkin's club."
Brandon asked, in gentler tones

:

"And your story of this shooting is

your best recollection of the incident?"
"Yes."
Brandon rose and turned away from

those blue eyes he had read on the
instant. He addressed the judge:
"That is all, your Honour. The

Slate rests."

Larkin, at the table with his solicitor,

laughed sneeringly. Brandon whipped
about.
"That laugh's going to cost you your

neck ! If your Honour please, 1 desire
to question the witness a little further."
"Take the chair again. Miss Carter,"

the judge directed.
Brandon regard her steadily.

"Miss Caiter, you were formerly an
employee^ in the District Attorney's
office. You left your job hurriedly. As
a matter of fact, you hid yourself sway.
Where?"
"I_ lived with friends."
" You regard Gene Larkin a; a

friend?"
She hesitated. Then answered:
"Not exactly a friend."
Brandon nodded.
"I begin to understand. Well. now.

you say a man come out of a doorway
near the Welfare Club and took a shot
at the defendant?"
"Ye
"As you stood there yon noted (hat

the two men were facing each other?"
"Er—yes!"
"Your honour"—Brandon turned to

the judge—"I could stop right now.
This girl has told a story so plain!
false that out of her own mouth she ha-
convicted Gene Larkin. The witness
has testified that Finn and Larkin were
facing each other. But Finn was ?hot
through the back.'
There was a buzz of talk in the court,

instantly checked by the usher. The
jury exchanged glances.

"I am going to find out why this girl

has perjured herself," Brandon went on.

"Isn't it a fact thai you have been
hiding at the Welfare Club since you
left my office ?"

"Not hiding." Madge answered
piteously. "I had a job there."

"You were virtually a prisoner."
Brandon commented. " I see. Isn't u a

fact that Larkin threatened you?"
She cried out emphatically:
"No! No!"
"Isn't ii a fact that Larkin threatened

(lie life of the District Attorney?" he
snapped out. "Ah, I see you can't

deny thai! He told you. if you didn't

lie for him. that my body would like];

be found in a ditch one morning'.'

That, if you didn't lie. be would
certainly ruin me politically?"

Madge sat there, pale and shaken,
unable to speak.
"You have lied.

Brandon thundered.
Gene Larkin!"
She faltered.

"Perhaps— a little

"Take the witness,

Gray curtly.

But the defending counsel shook his

head.
"There will be no examination by me.

The defendant himself will take the
stand."
Larkin rose up, crrinning evilly.
" And the defendant will tell you

plenty !" he cried.

-» (Continued on page 27) -

Madge Carter!"
" To save me, not

Brandon told
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It was not for vengeance alone that the masked rider struck at Jason Burr's sinister
organisation. He was out to smash a tyrant's ambition to build an empire beyond
the Rockies. A thrill-packed serial of the early West, when California was a pawn on

the chess-board of a scheming nation, starring Bob Livingston

Read This First

The year is 1844 and the scene

California, then a province of Mexico.
But gold had been discovered by a
powerful despot known as General
Jason Burr, who conceives the idea of
establishing a dictatorship with the

aid of Imperial Russia.
The Russian ambassador, Count

Raspinoff, exerts his influence to supply
Burr with ex-soldier colonists from tin

Tsar's arm?/. These, together with the

men already under Burr's command,
form the nucleus of a foice whereby
the would-be dictator plans to seize

control of the country.
Gold is the mainstay of Burr's am-

bitions, and he has opened a secret

mine which is worked by captive
labour. But the land on which it is

situated is the property of a family
named Loring, and the Zorings prov-
ing troublesome, the father and the
youngest son are murdered.
Burr, however, has reckoned without

Don Loring, the elder son of the
family, who returns from U.S. terri-

tory for the purpose of exacting
vengeance.
Under the alias of the Eagle, Don

harasses Jason Burr with the aid of
two Yankee frontiersmen known as
Salvation and Whipsaw, and a priesf
named Father Jose. Then, gaining
the interior of Bun's headquarters, In

finds tin plotter is holding as ra/itiris

Doris Cotton and her father, a mining
engineer.
He also discovers Burr's plan to

California, and, forming a
Vigilance Committee, tries to secure a
supply of ammunition the man has
bought. But the Vigilantes are be-
tim/iil ami cm ni rid in a warehouse by
Cossarks in Burr's pay.

Nevertheless, Don reaches the am-
munition shed and prepares to blow it

EPISODE 3—
"Condemned by Cossacks"

sky-high. He has scarcely fired the
train of powder, however, when a
Cossack discovers him and locks him
in the doomed building!

Now Read On

To Save California

WITH no moans of undoing what
he had begun, and with the
powder-magazine on the very

point of going sky-high, Don Loring
was in as desperate a plight as ever
he had known. But, fortunately for

him, the shed possessed a window in

its rear wall, and as he realised that
there was no hope of escaping via the
locked door he made a dash for that
window-.
He dived head-first through it, and

then, running as hard as he could, he
raced across an expanse of open ground
at the back of the ammunition shed.
There was a bellowing roar that

smote the air like a teirific clap of

thunder, and the ammunition shed
disappeared in a blaze of fire that
illuminated the whole township of
Santa Rosalie.
Don flung himself down and felt the

hot blast of the concussion sweep over
him. Then, while he lay thero with
the echoes of the explosion ringing in

his ears, fragments of stone and timber
came showering about his prone form.

Behind him, where the shed had
stood, a thick pall of smoke was
spreading far and wide. He could see
nothing of Petroff and his band of
Cossacks, but a confusion of shouts
told him that the majority, if not all,

of them had managed to get clear

before the powder-magazine had gone
up.
Don now turned towards the ware-

house where his friend-" had been
cornered, and he soon realised that the
Vigilantes had espied him, for, led by
Salvation and Whipsaw, they suddenly
swarmed into view and came streaming
in his direction.

As they joined him Don spoke to
them tersely.
"All right," lie jerked out, "let's

hit the trail before the Russians recover
from their disorder."
The Vigilantes' horses had been left

on the edge of a coppice not far away,
and Don and his companions made
tracks for them— Here in the act of
scrambling astride the broncs when a
man whom some of them recognisec
hove into sight.

He was the individual known as
Peters, and it dawned on those who were
acquainted with him that he had not
kept the appointment which their
youthful leader had made for that
night. Little did they Bream, however,
that he was a spy in Jason Burr's pay
and that after betraying their plana
ho had sneaked into Santa Rosalie to
watch what transpired.
Nor did they dream that h<» was

secretly cursing the turn that event,
had taken, and had only attache*.'
himself to the party now to learn what
their next move would be.

Questioned as to his belated arrival,

he gave an explanation that satisfied

the other Vigilantes, and presently
the whole company were gallopi;..:

away from Santa Rosalie, whoso streets
were by now thronged with frigatem I

cit izens.

To (lie tune of clattering hoofs the
night riders spurred across the range,
and they had covered a distance of
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two or three miles when they reached
a boulder-strewn canyada which im-
mediately struck Don as being an
advantageous hideout.
"This looks a likely spot to hold our

meetings in future," he said, drawing
rein. "Supposing wc mako it our
headquarters?"

The other men were in favour of the

suggestion, and after detailing Whip-
saw to go back through the rocks and
keep an eye on the open terrain which
they had just crossed Don turned to

address the Vigilantes again.

"Friends," he stated, "to-night
we've struck a blow against tyranny,
but our work lias only just begun.
"I want to impress on you that Jason

Burr is no mean antagonist," he con-

tinued. " He has numerous resources,

and he's adding to his power by
conscripting an army. Therefore, we
must stick together like brothers, and
I've prepared an oath of allegiance

which I hope you're all ready to sign."

He had written it in English, since

the bulk of his followers were Yankees,
and now he read the contents of the
paper aloud.

" ' We, the undersigned,' " he quoted,
"'swear loyalty to the Vigilance
Committee of the Sonoma Valley,
whose aim is to protect California from
the despotism of Jason Burr and the
designs of Imperial Russia. And in

support of this cause we pledge our
lives, our fortunes and our sacred
honour.'

"

His listeners murmured then-

approval, and, pen and ink being
produced,* the Vigilantes began to

scrawl their signatures, but before the
list could be completed the proceedings
were interrupted by a hail from
Whipsaw.
"The Cossacks!" the diminutive

look-out called.

The Vigilantes showed signs of ap-

prehension, knowing as they did that
Petroff's troop outnumbered them, but
in a moment Don was reassuring them.
"Don't worry," he said. "I'll lead

them off on a false scent. Salvation,
you get the rest of the signatures and
then bring the paper to me in San
Antonio."
Thrusting into the frontiersman's

hand the document which contained the

oath of allegiance. Don wheeled
abruptly and rode through the boulders
until he reached the point where
Whipsaw had stationed himself, and
then he saw a cloud of horsemen ad-

vancing from the direction in which
Santa Rosalie lay.

They were Petroff and his command,
and having rallied fiom the confusion
into which they had been thrown by
the explosion of the powder-magazine,
they had set out to scour the range in

quest of the Vigilantes.

Blind chance had brought them
within view of the hide-out selected
by Don and his companions, yet they
were not destined to investigate the
canyada. For, outlining his plan to
Whipsaw and ordering the latter to
stay under cover, Don charged out into
the opea and disclosed himself to the
Russians.
They recognised him as the Eagle

by the white brone he was riding and
the dark clothes that he wore, and with
a medley of cries they swerved to
pursue him as lie galloped away in an
easterly direction

Yet they could give Don no points
in riding, and neither were their ponies
a match for the fugitive's in speed and
endurance, so that the man whom they
knew as the Eagle had no difficulty
in keeping well ahead of them.

Working back to the Santa Rosalie
road, be passed to the east of that
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town and then headed straight for San
Antonio, which he reached as the day
was breaking; and it was in the dawn's
early light that he swung round by the
ruined wing of Father Jose's chapel
and let himself into the secret under-
ground tunnel which was linked with
the more recently- constructed portion
of the building.
A few seconds later Don Loring

was climbing up through a trap-
door to find himself in the presence of
the padre, who was preparing for his
daily ministrations in spite of the
earliness of the hour, and without loss

of time the newcomer attired himself
in the clothes that he wore as the
supposed organist of the mission

When Petroff and his men stamped
into the chapel a little while after-

wards they discovered Father Jose
quietly reading and Don seated at the
organ.

The Cossack hetman scowled at them
suspiciously. Not for an instant did
he dream that the meek-looking organ-
player was the quarry he was seeking,
but he had a shrewd idea that he and
the aged priest who was with him
might know- more about the Eagle than
they cared to admit, and he ordered
his subordinates to search the mission.
The search was unavailing, and a

quarter of an hour later Petroff and
his men were departing truculently.
But when they had gone Father Jose
looked at Don in an anxious fashion.

"My son," he counselled, "you
should have a care. You take grave
risks in this game of hide-and-seek
that you are playing with Jason Burr's
minions."
"Grave risks, indeed, padre mio,"

Don answered calmly. "But they will

not be taken in vain—if I am able to
avenge the murder of ray father and
my brother, and help to save California
from a tyrant's rule."

The Traitor

WHILE Don Loring had been
engaged in decoying Burr's
mercenaries from the neigh-

bourhood of the Vigilantes' hide-out,
Salvation had been busy collecting the
remaining signatures for the written
oath of allegiance that the young
leader cf the organisation had
composed.

Within ten minutes of Don leaving
the canyada the last member of the

committee had appended his name, and
a short time later the band of men
dispersed with the object of returning
to their scattered homes
A number of them made their way

out of the ravine via the boulder-strewn
gap where Whipsaw was still posted,

and, satisfied that the coast was char,
they rode off across the range. Some,
on the other hand, betook themselves
to the farther end of the gorge. Peters
being among these.

But, unlike his companions, Peters
did not strike for his homestead, which
was situated away to the north.

Instead, he hung back, and then, dis

mounting from his horse, cautiously
retraced his steps to the spot where
the oath of allegiance had been signed

Salvation had lingered there, and
when Peters returned thither he saw
the frontiersman standing with his back
to him, poring over the document that
bore the namss of the Vigilantes.

Drawing his gun and gripping it by
the barrel, Jason Burr's agent crept
up on Salvation until he was within
striking distance. Then, while his
victim's attention was still focused on
the paper that he was holding, flu*

traitor brought down the butt of his
revolver in a crushing blow that laid
the big fellow senseless on the ground.
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In another moment Peters had taken
possession of the document bearing the
Vigilantes' signatures, and, hastening
from the canyada again, he climbed
astride his bronc and galloped
northward.
He was no longer in sight of the

committee's future meeting-place when
Whipsaw came plodding through the
rocks to rejoin Salvation, whom he
found in the act of rising into a
sitting posture.
"Everybody gone?" Whipsaw in

quired.
Salvation blinked up at him, and

winced under the spasmodic stabs of
pain that were darting through his
head.
"Yeah," he said dazedly. "Yeah."
"Then what are you a-sittin' there

for?" demanded Whipsaw. "What's
up with yuh?"
Salvation was trying hard to collect

his wits.

"I dunno," he muttered. "Some
thin' seemed to hit me. I was lookin'
over the oath of allegiance at the
time "

He stopped speaking all at once, and
with an expression of intelligence
dawning on his craggy face, he began
to cast about him for the document to
which he had referred. Then suddenly
he scrambled to his feet.

"It's gone !" he blurted. "The paper
with the names of all the Vigilantes!
Whoever took that crack at me the
paper was what he was after ! Whip
saw, we gctta get to San Toni an' tell

the Eagle what's happened."
They mounted their ponies, and.

riding hard, they reached San Antonio
about half an hour after Don's arrival
there, and on locating him in the
mission they quickly informed him of
the document's disappearance.
Don received the news with an air of

concern.
"This means that there's a traitor

in the Vigilantes," he announced
grimly. "Yes, and that's why Petroff
and his Cossacks were; waiting for us
in Santa Rosalie last night. Boys,
we've got to learn who the informer
is."

Salvation laid a hand on Don's sleeve.
"I've got an idea," he said. "If I

disguised myself as a pedlar an' gathered
some knick-knacks together. I believe I

could ride right into Burr's head-
quarters, an' by keepin' my ears and
eyes open I might be able to find out
who it is that's double-erossin' us."
Don was not altogether in favour of

the frontiersman risking his life in such
a venture, but Salvation persuaded him
to let him undertake the project, and,
the young fellow at length consenting,
the details of the plan were discussed.

Some time later, in the garb of a

pedlar, and with his face and hands
stained to the colour of a half-breed's.
Salvation was setting out from San
Antonio on a cart laden with wares and
drawn by a sorry-looking mule: and
before another hour had elapsed he was
approaching Purr's stronghold up neat-

Ortega Pass.
He was seen by a sentry posted at the

main gate of the fortified hacienda, and
the latter called out to the gangster
known as Harris, who was one of Burr's
principal henchmen and who was loiter-

ing near at hand with a dark-skinned
mestizo named Pedro.
"Say, Harris," the sentinel observed.

" there's a guy headed this way that
looks like a Mexican pedlar. Do you
want to let him in ?"

"Yeah, why not?" was the reply.
"We might as well see what he's got tei

sell."

"General Burr does not like strangers
inside the wall." interposed the mestizo,
but Harris grinned complacently.
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"What the general don't know won't
hurt him, Pedro," he commented. "He
left for the mine with Petroff and the
Cossacks as soon as they got back from
Santa Rosalie, an' I don't suppose he'll

be back for another hour. Anyway, we
cughta be able to buy a little junk if we
want to."
Salvation was consequently admitted

to the courtyard of Burr's stronghold,

and he had-scarcely drawn his mule to

a halt there when Harris and Pedro
commenced to rummage through the

wares that he had brought with him.

They were soon joined by other mem-
bers of Burr's gang, and, grinning
broadly, the rogues snatched up such
articles as took their fancy without
making any effort to pay for them.
And, although Salvation was in no way
dismayed by the brazen theft of his

wares, he had to keep up appearances
by wailing plaintive protests in the

Spanish tongue.
They were protests that were some-

what muffled by the folds of a Mexican
m rape with which he contrived to keep
his face partially hidden, for, if the
tmitor in the Vigilance Committee were
here at the hacienda, Salvation had no
desire to be recognised and denounced
by him.
Meanwhile. Salvation's alert eyes were

ting hither and thither shrewdly,
and all at once he descried the figure

of a young and lovely girl crossing the
courtyard.
He knew that she must be Doris Col-

ton, of whom Don had spoken.

Don had told him to contact this girl

if possible, and, in the hope that he
might succeed in doing so, had included
amongst Salvation's merchandise a

wood i. it contained three or four
ei -pigeons which were the

property of Father Jose.
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"Ah, senorita," the disguised fron-

tiersman exclaimed, accosting Doris,
"you buy sometheeng from me, yes?"
"Not to-day, thank you," came the

smiling response.
Doris Colton started to move on.

With a quick glance over his shoulder
Salvation saw that Burr's rough-necks
were still engrossed in the articles that
were piled on his cart.

He caught hold of the girl's arm and
spoke to her in an undertone.

" Listen, I'm a friend of the Eagle.
He's mentioned you to me—described
you to me—and I know you're for him."

Doris started, but Salvation went on
talking before she could utter a word.

"The Eagle has formed a Vigilance
Committee, but there's a traitor in our
organisation. I've reason ter believe
that he's either in this stronghold now,
or was here earlier this moriiin'. Do
you happen to know who he is?"
The girl found her voice.

"No," she whispered, "but I'll try to

find out."
Continuing to restrain her, Salvation

turned towards his cart and lifted out
the basket of pigeons, in which none of
Burr's men had shown any interest.

"Ah, here is veree fine gift for you,
senorita," he said loudly. "They weel
make beautiful pets. Si, I geev' them
to you, in return for your sweet smile."
He leaned nearer to her, and added

in his normal manner of speech:
"Take them, ma'm. An' if you do

find out who the traitor is, tie a message
to one o' these here birds. It'll fly

straight to the Eagle."
She flashed him a look of comprehen-

sion, and, accepting the wooden rage
that he had handed her, thanked him
with a pretty graciousness and walked
away. Then, as she disappeared from
view. Salvation wheeled towards Burr's
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hirelings again and resumed his ex-
postulations in a mixture of fluent

Spanish and broken English.
He was still whining his protests, and

meeting with jeers in response, when
two men emerged from the main build-

ing of the stronghold and started to

move across in his direction.

One was Talbot, Burr's chief aid.

But it was the other who claimed Sal-

vation's interest, and at sight of the
fellow he knew that Doris Colton's
assistance in learning the identity of

the traitor was no longer necessary. For
Talbot's companion was familiar to him
as a member of Don's Vigilance Com-
mittee—the homesteader known as

Peters.
"All right, all right," Salvation heard

Talbot announce irritably. "You'll see

Burr as soon as he gets back. He went
up to the mine with the Cossacks. Yeah,
an' he was plenty riled when Petroff told

him about the loss o' that ammunition,
too."
Bun's lien tenant had reached Salva-

tion's cart by this time, and like the

other gangsters he became intrigued by
tho contents of the vehicle. As for

Peters, he moved aside and began to

walk up and down impatiently—was still

perambulating in this manner when he
found himself confronted by tho bogus
pedlar,
"Stay where you are, Peters, an' take

it easy," Salvation whispered. "There's
a gun hidden under the folds of this

scrape, an' it's pointing right at your
midriff."
The traitor had stiffened involuntarily,

but he had enough good sense to offer

no resistance and to keep silent, for it.

was plain to him that this supposed
Mexican pedlar was in deadly earnest.

Then Salvation spoke again.

"Unless I'm mistaken," he said,
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"you've got that paper bearin' the
names of the Vigilantes. An' if you
want to stay healthy, Peters, you'd bet-

ter hand it over."
The other man hesitated, and slid a

glance in the direction of Burr's hire-

lings. But an ominous movement under
the folds of the serape which hung over
Salvation's shoulder was sufficient to con-
vince him that the surrender of the docu-
ment was advisable.

Sullenly he produced the oath of

allegiance and Salvation took possession

of it, thrusting it into his pocket. Yet
he had hardly disposed of the paper
when there was a shout from the sentinel

posted at the main gateway.
"General Burr an' the Cossacks!" he

sang out. "They've got back sooner
than we expected."

The men who had gathered around
Salvation's cart showed signs of confu-
sion, and Harris raised his voice.

"Get that pedlar outa here!" he
snapped.
Salvation remained cool and collected.

"Peters," he breathed, "you'll do as
I tell you, an' even though it means
signin' my own death-warrant I'll plug
you if you try any tricks."

Then, adopting a Spanish accent and
addressing the traitor in a more audible
tone:

"Si, senor," he added pleasantly, "I
will be veree glad to geev' you a lift

back to San Antonio."
He nodded towards the cart, from

which Burr's gangsters were retreating,
and Peters stumbled towards it anxi-
ously.

"All right," Salvation muttered, "get
up on the seat and keep your mouth
shut."
Peters obeyed, and, never taking his

eyes off him for an instant, Salvation
climbed up beside him. A moment later

the frontiersman had picked up the reins
with one hand, and, covering his

prisoner with the gun which he held in

the other, he drove towards the gate-
« ay.

He hoped to depart without question,
hut unluckily for him Burr and the Cos-
sacks showed up in the entrance of the
patio before he could make his exit, and
the general drew rein as he set eyes on
Salvation's companion.
"Hallo, Peters," he grunted, "where

are you going?"
'With stealth and surreptitiousness Sal-

vation contrived to press the muzzle of
his revolver against the treacherous
homesteader's ribs. In consequence the
man remained mute, but his silence had
the effect of arousing Burr's ire.

"Did you hear me?" he rapped out.
"Where are you going? Speak up, will

you ?"

Still Salvation's prisoner made no
reply, and then all at once Jason Burr
saw something that gave him a clue to
the situation. The folds of the serape,
or blanket, that was slung over Salva-
tion's shoulder had fallen aside a little,

to disclose the barrel of the gun he was
clutching.
"That Mexican!" the general roared

suddenly. "He's a spy! Orah him!"
Realising that his deception had heen

discovered, the frontiersman made an
attempt to whip his mule into a gallop,
hut in a trice the animal had been
seized, and Salvation himself was
gripped by two or three of the Cossacks.
Struggling, he was dragged from the

rart and disarmed, and, his scrape and
his somhrero falling to the ground in
the scuffle, Peters promptly recognised
him.
"Yeah, he's a spy all right, general."

he told Burr fiercely. "He's one o' the
Eagle's right-hand men!"
With the words he. jumped down from

the cart and mado haste to retrieve the
' July 24th, 1987.
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Vigilance Committee's oath of allegiance
from Salvation, who was now powerless
in the grasp of the Russians who had
thrown themselves on him.
"Take a look at this, General Burr,"

Peters went on. "I don't know all the
Vigilantes by name, but this paper con-
tains their signatures. I managed to get
hold of it an' bring it here—and this

fellow seemingly bluffed his way into

the fort to recover it."

He passed the document over to Burr,
who scowled as he read it. Then after

a few seconds the general directed an
ugly glance at Salvation.
"Very interesting," he stated. "This

will enable me to track down the Vigi-
lantes man by man and wipe them out
on their own doorsteps. In other worfis,

my friend, the Vigilantes have sealed

their doom. As for you, it will be my
pleasure to witness your execution in the
public square of Santa Rosalie, where
your death will be an example to all

who may feel inclined to rebel against
my control."
He nodded to Petroff grimly.
"Tie him up and plant him in the

saddle of a horse," he commanded.
"We're taking him to Santa Rosalie
right now."
A few minutes later Burr and the

Cossacks were riding from the strong-

hold with the condemned man in their

midst. But as they cantered from the

fortified hacienda they little dreamed
that a message acquainting the Eagle
with their intention? was already in the

course of preparation.
It was a message penned by Doris

Colton. who had seen and heard every-
thing that had taken place in the court-

yard when Salvation had been arrested,

and after writing her note of warning
she hurried to a sideboard in the room
which she occupied as an enforced guest.

In that sideboard she had lodged the

cage of pigeons which Salvation had
presented to her, and, removing one of

the birds, she attached the message to

it and carried the feathered courier to

the open window of her apartment.
Then she released the pigeon, and, as it

winged its way into the void, she offered

up a fervent prayer that its flight would
help to avert a cold-blooded murder.

The Firing Squad

GATHERED in the Mission at San
Antonio, Don Loring and Whip-
saw and Father Jose were anxi-

ously awaiting the return of Salvation,
and it seemed to all of them that an
eternity had elapsed when Don finally

gave expression to his agitated thoughts.
"We ought to have seen something

of Salvation by now," he said un-
easily. "I impressed on him that he
wasn't to stay too long at Burr's strong-
hold."
"Have patience, my son," Father Jose

comforted.
"Yeah, don't get all het-up," Whip-

saw put in, endeavouring to sound re-

assuring although it reality he was as
apprehensive as Don. "Nothing's hap-
pened to that ole alligator. He knows
how to look after hisself, take it from
me."
The little frontiersman's assumed

heartiness failed to put Don's mind at

rest, however.
"I'm worried about Salvation." the

young fellow muttered. "I only wish I

hadn't let liini
"

He stopped, interrupted by a flutter of
wings in a nearby window of the chapel,
and as he turned he saw that a pigeon
had come to rest on the ledge, a pigeon
with a tightly folded scrap of paper tied

to one of its legs.

With an exclamation Don strode to

the window, and. capturing the bird, he
unfastened the note which was attached

Every Tuesday

to it. A moment later he was reading
Doris Colton's message—reading it with
a look on his handsome countenance that
told his companions all was not_ well.

When he had finished scanning the
note he thrust it into Whipsaw's hand.

"Summon the Vigilantes!" he
ordered. "Bring them to Santa Rosalie
by the east road ! It will take time, but
I may have need of them. Meanwhile,
I'm going on alone!"
He was dressed in the clothes that

he wore as the pseudo-organist of the
chapel, but he had soon peeled them off

to disclose the tell-tale garb of the
Eagle.

Shortly afterwards, while Whipsaw
was spurring on his way to round-up the
Vigilantes, the black-clad figure of the

Eagle might have been seen streaking
across the range in the direction of
Santa Rosalie, and when at length he
drew near that town he could not help
being impressed by the deserted aspect
of its outskirts.

Steering clear of the main street, he
entered Santa Rosalie via a maze of

alleys that brought him close to the

central square. But before he was
actually in sight of that plaza he dis-

mounted from his horse and dropped the
reins to the ground, knowing that the

faithful and well-trained animal would
not stir from the spot. Then, grasping
the long whip that he invariably carried
in his role of the Eagle, he climbed to

the roof of a building that faced the

square.

The whip by means of which he could
snare any projecting beam or cornice
was of considerable aid to him in his

ascent. It enabled him to gain his ob-

jective without difficulty, and once on
the roof-top he glided across to the far

parapet and looked down into the plaza.

He knew then why the environs of

Santa Rosalie had been deserted. The
whole population, predominantly
Spanish or Indian, had been forced to

assemble in the square, and were gazing
nervously at a file of armed Cos-
who were partially hidden from Don's
view by an awning which offered some
protection from the fierce rays of the

sun.
In the shade of that awning, the men

of the Cossack firing squad were rivet-

ing their attention on a figure who bad
been planted against the blank wall of

a building opposite. It was the figure

of Salvation, his eyes blindfolded, his

hands tied behind his back, but his

whole attitude suggesting an indomit-

able courage in the face of imminent
xleath.

Don gritted his teeth as he saw his

heroic comrade standing there. Then
he directed his glance at a group of

horsemen who had taken up a position

to the left of the firing squad.

These were in full view of Don. and
they consisted of Petroff, the remainder
of the Cossack squadron—and General
Jason Burr. And Burr, a little apart
from his Russian mercenaries, was ad-
dressing the citizens of Santa Rosalie in

a loud voice that carried to every corner
of the square.
"I hereby proclaim martial law in

this territory," Don Loring heard him
announce, "and I call upon you to wit-

ness the execution of one who has

dared to defy my authority."

He paused, and held up a document
that he had been fingering, It was the

paper on which the Vigilance Com-
mittee's oath of allegiance had been
drawn up.

(To be continued in another grand
episode next week. By permission of

British Lion Film Corporation. Ltd.,

starring Bob Livingston.)
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(Continue! from page 22)

" Just a minute, I'm not quite
through." Brandon spoke now with-
out raising his voice. "Sit there, Miss
Carter, a bit longer. Your Honour has
heard this witness admit that the
defendant forced her to perjure herself

by making threats against me. When
the defendant takes the stand he will

tell the truth for once. And the trrtth

will be that, before I became District,

Attorney, I represented the defendant
ill private practice, and that, as his

counsel, I was a jury fixer and a

briber."
He- turned to the jury.

"H'-re is one jury I haven't fixed

nor bribed, and it's going to convict
Gene Larkin of the cowardly crime of
shooting a man in the back. I wilt tell

the court chat I have reached rny
present po-itiun by a ladder of crime.
J have protected ra< betee) . I have seen
Justice thwarted. J hare Homed the
will of the people by conniving with
law-breakers."
He check. (1 himself a moment, pale

now as Madge. The court was dead
silent, with all eyes upon him. Larkin
made a gesture for him to '-top; the
false smile failing out. leaving the face

a mask of fear. But Brandon went on:
"I am a man unlit to hold office of

any sort. 1 have taken tainted money,
f have gone far. and was going even
farther, seeking to be governor of this

State. This girl on the witness-stand
was trying to save Larkin, because she
wished to gave me. I am se»poor a
fellow that I wouldn't have auestioned
her evidence, 'nut would have let it go if

Larkin haunt laughed. Laughed at yon,
rlonoiu ..nil at (he-court. And at

Justice—and tha people! So I had to
get the truth out of her. And I have
got truth into myself, 1 am a free man
—free of all lies that, held inc. Free of

all the things that have tied me, like a

slave, (o what 1 have been."
Brandon put out, iiis hand towards

Madge. She rose up and came to him.
taking his hand in hers. A wonderful
look was upon her pale face, trans-

figuring it. They stood, hand in hand
"Your Honour, many times I have

walked out of court-rooms—often in-

solently, f walk out of this room
humbly. May it please your Honour
and the court, the record of this trial

now contains a confession of my culp-
ability, and my last official act as
District Attorney, when I return to the
office, will be to turn that confession
over lo the grand jury of the State."
As they walked out together, the

murmuring- died down. People re-

garded them with strange eyes—some
hostile, some pitying, some amazed -

others with :; i nrious mixture of all

three emotions.
In the street, Brandon held open the

floor of his car for Madge to enter. But
she shook her head. He whispered, with
all his old dominance:

"(Jet in! Do you flunk I'm going
to lose you again? I'm fiee, I tell you
— free. Betty is going to marry
Bandiui, a decent lad "— a wry smile
crossed his lips

—"a good fellow, even
if he is a crooner! Come with me,
dear—stand by me. Help nu—I'm
nothing without your help."
They drove away together. Towards

a new iife.

(By permission of Radio Pictures, Ltd.,
starring Lee Tracy and Margot

Grahame.)
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"LAND BEYOND THE LAW"
(Continued from page 12)

Kirby eyed the grey marc grazing by
the trees which bordered the puss.

"Sheriff," Kirby called over his

shoulder, "I like your hoss. She'll do
me a treat. I wish you'd oblige me by
moving a little. Then 1 can shoot you
i Iran and quick and get the hoss and
tollei the boys."
He half-turned to Chip as he spoke

—

to see Chip slicing through the Cords
with Bandy's knife. LTp went Kirby's
forty-five, to be trained dead on to

Chip's breast.

"Many thanks, sheriff," ho drawled.

"This sure is considerate of you "

His finger was on the trigger when a

bullet from behind a boulder took him
full in the back. With a grunt of utter

sin prise, Kirby fell forward as the bullet

from his gun flew wide of its mark.
Dave Massey came out from behind

the boulder.
"Bandy's coming/' he mutt-

"We got to beat it back to Bitter

Creek."
Chip's heart felt light. His chums

were true. He freed himself and
whistled for his grey. She came
trotting to him.

The three rode off down the pa:

a gallop. Suddenly (.'hip drew in.

"I'd like to settle with Tascosa." he
told the others. "He killed my father.

You two ride in and raise a po-*se from
the town. Then come along towards
San Luis."
"But he's got the whole outfit," Dave

began.
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Chip checked him.
"Except you and Bandy. They'll all

go along with Slade, I reckon. It's

pretty clear who arc the rustlers now."
Dave turned an anxious, freckled face

towards him.
"Chip, I swear neither' I, nor old

Bandy, know a word about the rustling.

Nor of the trap you walked into. Even
now, I can't think it of Slade. He's
always treated us right."

"Part of the game." Chip spoke
grimly. " You go on, buddies. I trust

you to get the townsfolk roused. I'm
going to square the deal with Tascosa."
They saw that their chum was deter-

mined. They put their mounts to a
gallop as Chip headed back to find the

man who killed his father.

All Square

ALL signs of the Circle Bar punchers
had gone from the San Luis pass.

Chip clattered along the rough
tiack on his grey, staring right and left

at the high mountains through which
the track had been beaten out in many
rears by the feet of horsemen and
cattle. He came through (he pass into

rugged Country with nothing but sand
and rocks to meet his keen gaze.

lie turned back, puzzled and angry
with himself. He had evidently over-
looked some turn or twist in the pass
where Henaberry had a hide-OuL
He cantered back. About half-way

through the pass, in its widest pait. the
quick ears of his mare' pricked up. Chip
drew rein behind a great pile of rocks.

Coming up the track he heard voices;

then the echoing report of a gun. He
watched and waited -it was the towns-
folk, headed by Bandy and Da\e.
Almost as he mane sure of them,

Henabeiix's men came oul from a defile

just behind him. He was seen at once,
and a hail of bullets spattered the rock
face above him. He jerked (he grey
into flight down the hill, then doubled
at a bend, shouting to Dave to follow

A running fight commenced in this

widespread part of the pass. Shots rang
out, and two of the townsfolk were
tumbled Off their horses. It was open
war now; Henaberry had no need to

mask lus men or his intentions. He
was out to rule the valley as dictator.

Rut the Bitter ('reek posse were
equally determined to be ruled accord-

ing to law and order. They had elected

Chip Douglas as sheriff, and, even if

that had been a mistake, they were
going to stand by him. They rodo into

battle with the outlaws and put up a
fight winch surprised Henaberry as
much as it surprised themselves.

Pete Johnson's death, the wanton
limning of his ranch and the shooting
of old Douglas were things to be put
right.

Henaberry turned tail, calling off his
men. He yelled orders to Tascosa, who
disregarded them. Tascosa had got the
thousand dollars out of Slade by threats,

and he had spotted Chip, Therefore
Kirby had failed. And Mason, the

other of the masked three who had con-

ducted the raids, was following
Henaberry.
Tascosa thought to himself—

a

thousand in hand's worth a lot when
you don't have to cut it up with two
others.

So the dark-skinned traitor and
double-crosser spurred straight up the

pass towards the border.
Chip went after him, his teeth set

hard together. They were soon alone,

far away from the rest. Tascosa kept

half-turning to snap off random shots at

the grey, and suddenly the greal horse

reared and fell over on its side, throw-

ing its rider heavily. Tascosa jerked

his mount to a halt and came back to
July 24th, 1937.
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finish with his pursuer and gel every-
tiling worth taking from hirn.

Chip lay sprawled on his side in

between some rocks, his hat showing
just over them. The mare was crop-
ping grass a few yards away- Taseosa
dismounted and came creeping up, gun
in hand, his eyes greedy for revenge.
A shot rang out, and the aimed forty-

five flew from his. hand. Chip leapt up
from behind the rocks, and Taseosa saw
death in th« gun levelled at him. He
dropped on his knees, putting up his

hands, the fingers of . his right hand
shattered within the gauntlet that
covered blood and broken bones.

"Taseosa," said Chip, his gun almost
touching the other's belt, „"you can
choose trial by jury at Bitter Creek, or
judgment by me at this moment. But
before you decide, you'll say where t tie

cattle are .hidden."
That dark face had lost all its common

good looks. It was grey and lined with
fear. The lips drew buck in a snarl.

"Slade's got 'em down in a secret
valley. He ran the whole show. I'm
through with him."
"Now answer me." Chip's voice was

hard. - "Trial by jury—or my
judgment '!"

Tascosa's lips writhed again.
I "Guess I'll go to Bitter Creek. I got
my story—I was acting under orders.

Henaberrv's " He crouched there, a

thing of lies and evil thoughts. ".Slade's

the one you want. You needn't shoot.

I'll go—just to get my hand fixed up."
Chip walked him to where Dave and

Bandy were .searching for them.
Taseosa was roped up. Dave told

Chip:
"Henaberry's surrendered with all

hands. Says it was this fellow's idea
to round up the cattle." Dave gestured
towards Taseosa. roped on a horse in

front, of them. "And Kate told me if

I didn't bring you back safe and sound
she'd give me no rest. So I best get
up behind you on your old grey."

Lonise and Kate came out to meet
them when the townsmen returned in

triumph with the recovered cattle and
their prisoners. Presently Louise had a
chance to speak with Chip.
"Don't happen to want a sort of

secretary and clerk iu your office?" she
asked oll'-liandedly.

"You know of anyone?" Chip
countered. He 'didn't wait for her
answer. "So do I," he grinned. "And
.she's engaged—for the term of natural
life!"

Louise didn't smile. She regarded
him in that queerly defiant way he liked

in her so much. "I'll ask her," she
said. "Maybe she'll say yes."
"She'd belter," said Chip. "I'm the

sheriff 1"

'(By permission of Warner Brothers,
Ltd., starring Dick Foran and Linda

Perry.)
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JIM HANVEY—DETECTIVE"
(Continued from page 18)

would not show up. The editor of
the "Globe" was there and feeling
shaky, because he had visions of all

kinds of libel suits if Terry did not
appear.

• Then Don Terry appeared in old
Pe.te's cab, and Joan was with him.
What an uproar outside the station,
with Pressmen and cameramen all

busy '. Garrett and two officers got
Terry into the station and the inspector
announced pompously that Terry was
under arrest.
' Don Terry stared round the "room.
All the people that ho had accused
were here and not one friendly face

—

or so it seemed to him. Only Joan.

"Now, Terry, you can lay off

journalism, ". cried Garrett. "You've
accused (everyone "in this room, but you
killed Tom Ellis. .What have you to
say?"
Before 'he 'could answer the door

opened and into the room walked Jim
Hanvey.
"Keep that "cigar awav from me,"

he shouted at the agitated editor of
the "Globe," "or I'll ex, lode like a
gas balloon."
"Where have you been?" Terry

asked. "You look ill."

"Did you get the emeralds?" de-
manded Lambert.

"Yes, but I nearly died doing it."

Hanvey managed a grin. "If anyone
had swallowed all the gas I've had
they'd look ill. If it hadn't been for

a couple of no-good scoundrels who'd
rather see me shot than suffocated I

wouldn't be hero.now."

"Say, what are you talking about?"
Garrett demanded. "Whete are the
emeralds'"
From his pocket Hanvey produced

the necklace.

.

"Here they are." He tossed them
over to Lambert. .

" Just take a look
and see if they are the real ones I

promised that when I had them
emeralds I'd have the murderer.
The man who killed Ellis knew those
emeralds was gonna be put back—that
man got into the Frost house—he
waited in that closet until Don Terry
was alone at the safe—that man killed

Ellis to make his get-away. Terry's
story of how he came to take the jewels
and that he was putting 'em back and
not taking 'em out is true. The man
that killed Ellis is in this room."

"Who is he'" Garrett cried.

"I'm going to give him a chance to

tell that himself. They say confession

Every Tusslay

i^ good for the soul." Harney plained
round. "Is the killer going lo talk or
do I get busy?" Still there was a
stunned silence. "All right. Let's
try it my way."
The station door was flung back and

into the room jumped Rome and
Smith.
"Everybody reach I" threatened

Romo.
And when everybody's hands went

up in the air Jim Hanvev nodded to
Smith. "Okay, the lights."

The lights went out, but the room
was not dark, because two hand.-, were
ghastly white, like ghost hand?.

"Them lighted hands is the mur-
derer," Hanvev cried. "Get him,
bo.\s !••

The lights went on, and it was Dan,
that Romo and Smith had covered with
their guns.

" You pretended to go and 'phone,
but you crept into that closet, " Hanvey
accused. " You knew those jewels were
gonna be put back. And \ou got
caught because I had those bills treated

•with swamp fire—that'6 a solution of
phosphorous. Search him, -boys!"

Rome and Smith did it vigorou.-lv.
and they found a belt stuffed full of
.money, which they handed reluctantly
to Garrett, who by now was not quite
certain whether this was a police
station or an act in a comedy. But
the money and the hands were sufficient
evidence for the inspector, who ordered
his men to take the cursing Davis off to
the cells.

.'Hanvey hinted to Lambert that as
he was prepared to pay thirty thousand
for the return of the emeralds, and had
got them back without paving a cent,
he might consider giving some*, of the
mongC, to Mis. Ellis. Lambert had
I n doubtful of Davis for some tune.
and he- was so grateful for all that
Hanvey had done that he announced
that the whole of the money sbtduld go
to Mrs. Ellis, "and that he woulu
to hand a reward to Romo and Sn 1

for their good work. And br
Hanvey, who refused to take a-,
went off arm-in-arm with Iloi^
Smith, he had the pleasure o »

Mr. and Mrs. Frost fussirif.. ru>,

young Terry.
"Say, Hanvey, we reckon we'd

rather work for you than Dunn."
suggested Romo. "What do ye Bay?"
"Yeah, I reckon I could do with

some reforming," said Smith.

"I bet you've still got Terry's
watch," chuckled Hanvey. "Yon boys
can take me out to dinner and rriaybe
I'll think it over. Guess you two
would make a grand body-guard."

(By permission of the British Lion
Film Corporation, Ltd., starring Guy

Kibbee and Tom Brown.)
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A rebellion breaks out and mutineers seize a large battleship ; the captain of a
British destroyer races to the rescue in this stirring tale of high adventure of the

seas, starring Robert Douglas, Hazel Terry and Richard Cromwell

Troubie Brewing

AYKOMAN rapped sharply on the
cabin door of the captain of

H.M.S. Audacious.
"Hallo,"
"Signal from the flagship, sir."

"Is it important?" asked Captain
Markham.
"Yes, sir." stated the yeoman. "The

Audacious is to proceed to !.a S
and place herself under orders of
Commander-in-Chief, Wesie, n Islands."

In the interior wai
of officers were gathered round
piano and practising !

tiiat they were going to si next
ship's concert. A i oung
lieutenant entered.
"Enter the wild Canadian bov,"

grinned the officer at the piano. "I
guess you'd better join our chorus
party."
"Yon won't get much chance to re-

hearse in the next fet weeks," replied

the lieutenant.
"What is it, youngster?" questioned

the grey haired engineer commander.
" (let it off your chest."

" It's nothing ii really,"
modestly I iJill Armsti
"Just that we're off to the \V<

Islands."
" Who said so ?" a |i mended.
"Signals just can hip

—

confidential, of course. I'm Lhe only
ho knows am tl nit it."

The engineer commander chuckled,

and then e l.i act (I ai 1 1 ong.
" How did the capt the glad
news ?"

"I believe he was quite
ied the lieute

When the one of

the officers asked the engii

mander v. hat he meant by bit

regarding the captain.
" I remember then a girl, quite
August 21st, 1037.

a flapper, daughter of a consul," the
commander whispered. 'Captain
Markham's a confirmed bachelor, but
that consul's daughter I think touched
his heart strings."
Young Bill Armstrong was glad to be

going to the Western Islands, because
it was a part of the world he had never
-i'ii.

I lis servant Stevens was not
^o eager.

"I went there once, sir. All I re-

member is that they charged ns one
and a tanner for a bottle of beer," was
his complaint.

Bill Armstrong grinned happily be-
I'amela Brent, whom he met in

da, was living with her father at

I.a Santa.
Captain Markham had not forgotten

Hie flapper daughter of the consul and
wondered if the girl had forgotten him.
He was a sqnare-jawed, thickset man
with a firm chin and frank blue eyes.

He gave orders for the Audacious to

change her course.

Some weeks later the Audacious
;

i (I off La Santa.
On a terrace of a big house a yoiing

was peering through glasses at

"You seem very interested in the
i ions, my dear." remarked grey-

d Lady Carlton, with whom
ela Brent was staying, " Someono

<>w on board ?"

" Yes, I know Captain Markham,"
answered "I met him the last

; Mie he was In

'• You must have been very young

'id there's a boy 1 met
in Canada, too—Bill Armstrong. He's

ntenant."
A pinnace ploughed through the

waves from the largest of tl

that rode at anchor in the bay. The
liral was on board. The sailors and

Marines were at their stations to jBf"
come the admiral, who shook %^B&
warmly with the captain.
"Glad to see you on the. station

again."

"I'm pleased to be under your com-
mand once more, sir."

"Your ship's looking very nice,

Markham." The admiral suddenly
lowered his voice. "May I go into
your cabin?"
"Stand at ease—stand easy!" came

i is the admit down
a companionway to the captain's cabin.
"I .shall he grateful for a few days

to paint ship, sir," stated Capi
Markham. " 1 want to be a credit to

your squadron."

"I should very much like to put you
out of routine, but as it is I'm afraid
I shall have to keep you »1 short notice
for steam. You are ihe only crew
available for an emerge

" You ha\ ing trouble ?"

"Nothin hut there has been
a certain amount of friction with the
Customs authorities at Bianco, and
Brent, the consul, has cabled asking for

a ship." the admiral remarked; and
suddenly he reached forward and picked
up a photograph frame. "Hallo, this

is Brent's daughter, Pamela, isn't it?"

"Yes, sir, I knew her when I was
before."

"('harming girl. She's staying with
us." The admiral put back the pic-

ture. "And that reminds mo. My
wife i- giving a farewell party for her
this afternoon."

• M sir?" Tho
in spoke sharply.

Yes, going south in the Black
Prince to-morrow. You'll come along
and say hail and farewell ?"

"I'd like to very much, sir."

"Good!" The admiral moved to-
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wards the cabin door. "It'll give us

time for a chat."
Not long after the admiral had left

a message was received from shore in-

viting as many of the officers as could
be spared, and among those granted
leave was young Bill Armstrong Cap-
tain Markham was welcomed by Pamela
Brent shyly, and they were carrying
on -rather a stilted conversation
when the admiral whisked Markham
off to his study to discuss the present
trouble. Needless to say, Bill Arm-
strong pounced on Pamela and they
went off to the beautiful swimming-pool.
Pamela turned and gazed a trifle dis-

contentedly towards the house. She
could have smacked the dear admiral.
But the admiral was far too busy to

bother about Pamela in explaining to

Markham the situation. On the wall
was a huge map.

'"This station covers the whole of
the north and south sea wall. Swift-
sure's here, the Invincible here,
Intrepid here, and Ajax is in the dock
being refitted. Now. how the deuce
am I to show the flag at Bianco? Be-
lieve me. Markham, Government
economy is all very well, but it can be
carried too far. Everything seems so
peaceful round here that there seems
no need to worry, but they're queer
people and they erupt like a volcano.
Now this morning I was talking to Mrs.
Varges—a very clever woman who hat
just returned from Bianco, and has
her finger on the pulse of things. She
teils me that the editor of the ' Journal
de Naranja ' has got hold of some
damaging farts about De Costa and the
Minister of Marine and Customs

—

graft and so forth. The editor is going
to publish a series of articles exposing
him. Now that's the sort of thing
that might lead to a political crisis."

*^ndeed, sir," politely murmured
Markham. who could hear the sound of
gay laughter and much splashing. He
wondered if Pamela had been glad to
see him again.
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"That's why I want the Audacious to

stand by, Markham. in case of trouble.
I do not trust De Costa."

Two Attempts on the President's Life

IX a cool alcove of a house in Bianco
four men in uniform waited for

the arrival of their piesident.
Swihl; doors opened and a servant
announced that his Excellency, the

president, would be- with them in a

matter of seconds.
Actually it was about five minutes

before a great, red-faced, smiling bull

of a man appeared. He wore a some-
what soiled drill suit with a red band
round his ample middle, a gaudy
striped tie and a felt hat. He grinned
From ear to ear at his bowing ministers.

"My apologies, signors, but I know
that you will forgive me when I tell

you 1 have been discussing important
questions of policy "—he paused

—

"with my chef." This caused much
laughter. The great man then turned
to a dapper little man who was wear-
ing a uniform not unlike a de luxe
stationmaster. "And how is my trusted

Minister of the Marines and the

Custom
"As ever at your service,

Excellency," replied De Costa.

"And my Chief of Police?" the
president addressed a portly little man.
who was littered with gold lira el. but
lather .-poiled the effect by a pith
helmet. "I trust the prison is not

full?"
After more laughter, because it was

best to be amused by the wit of the
president, De Costa indicated the big,

bearded man in the uniform of an
admiral.

"May I present to your Excellency
Captain Ctstellano, who commands
your guardsliip, the El Mirante."
"A magnificent ship, my capilan—

a ship worthy of its commander," cried
the president.

De Costa beckoned and a tall officer

wearing a cloak over his scarlet
uniform stepped forward and saluted
"May I present the gunnery otheei -

Lieutenant Emaequo.

"

The president beamed on the young
man.
"Yours are the fifteen-inch guns, I

believe, lieutenant ?"

"Yes. Excellency."
"Then I shall be well protected, eh?

All that I now require is protecting
from the people of Bianco."
"I assure you, your Excellency, our

people have tor you the greatest loyalty
and affection," cried De Co
"I was but joking." the big bulk

of the president shook with laughter.
"I come to this delightful resort of
yours for one Leetle holiday, but I am
afraid the citizens they want to make
nu- work."
"'there is one ceremony we hoped you

would undertake. Excellency." Da
Costa was the spokesman of the meet-
ing. "Would you consent to lay a
wreath on the statute of Stefl

Rosa ?"

"Ah, that is different. Need I say
1 .shall be honoured," the president
answered, and glanced round is

vant appeared "What is it. Manuel?"
"The British consul has arrived,

your Excellency."
"Si. si." the president nodded and

smiled at De Costa. "I believe you
have been seeing much of him of

late?"
"A duty rather than a pleasure, your

Excel lertcj ."

" You don't like my friend Signor
Brent ?"

"He is always complaining about
nothing."

" Signor Brent sent me a letter, and I

have asked him here to lunch," the

president answered. "We will talk
things over. All. but I must not keep
the consul waiting." He beamed at

the bearded sailor. "I will give myself
the pleasure, my capitan, of a visit to
your ship, and you, lieutenant, will

You must come along with us as a witness," Enricquo told Pamela Brent.
August 21st, L9S7.



show me your big guns. Adios,
Bignors."
"Your Excellency will understand

that Mr. Brent's version of the dispute
with the British importers is not that
of the Ministry of Marine and
Custom."

"Naturally, my dear De Costa, but
you need not worry," answered the

president, and went off to meet the
consul.

Bient was a tall, gaunt man with an
austere, highly intelligent face and a
kindly smile, but not till the splendid
lunch was at an end and the two men
were enjoying a glass of brandy did
the Englishman mention that there was
a matter that he wished to discuss.

"I know," the president chuckled.
"Yon mean your little trouble with the
Minister of the Customs?"
"It is more than a little trouble,

your Excellency. The British traders
have been complaining bitterly, sir, and
frankly, I think they have cause for

complaint."
"Then we must see what we can do

about it," decided the president.

"Great Britain has always been the
very good friend of Naranja."

At the Ministry of Marine and
Customs, Do Costa sat at a big table
that was littered with papers. He was
smoking a small cigar and by his elbow
was a glass of beer. An unshaven-
looking rascal stood before him. Loung-
ing in a chair, reading a paper, a dark-
haired girl sprawled.

" You understand your orders," De
Costa rapped out, and the man nodded.
"Do not forget, that a mistake at this

stage is liable to prove unhealthy.
That will be all."

"My aim will be true, sc-nor," the
man answered.
A minute or so later Lieutenant Don

Enricquo entered the room.
"And what has the gunnery office of

the El Mirante to report?" asked De
Costa.

"Everything's ready as far as we're
concerned, signor.

"

"Excellent, but first we must arrange
the future of our benevolent presi-

dent." De Costa smiled strangely.
" Juanita."
The girl threw aside her paper and

got to her feet. She was dark-skinned
liko a gipsy.

"Tell mo when do I throw it?" she
asked fiercely.

"When the president is laying the
wreath on the statue of Steffano Rosa."

It was arranged that after lunching
with the consul the president would lay
the wreath. Brent, feeling that he
should be present, hastened to the
consulate to don his uniform. The
president insisted that the consul drive
with him to the memorial. Steffano
Rosa, 1368-1933, was the man who had
done a great deal for the little state of
Naranja, and had been its finest

president.
A wreath was handed to the prosi-

ly iit. who walked up to the memorial,
1)^ Costa, a number of soldiers and a

good many people were at the
i

i
I 61 noli y.

"To the undying memory of that
great citizen, Steffano Rosa," cried the
pr< sident.
Juanita whipped a knife from the

top of her stocking. De Costa and
Enricquo held their breaths. \mt. as the
girl flung the knife the- president bent

. id to place the wreath. It missed
him by inches.

The chief of the police yelled to his

mi n and Enricquo made siirns to some
of In- own hirelings, and there was a

ci immage with many men try-

August -1st, 1037.
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ing to lay their hands on the terrified

Juanita.
"I will keep this knife and put it

with my collection," the president said
with a cheerful smile at the horrified
consul. "Poor girl. Maybe she will
have better luck next time."
De Costa paced his office angrily, and

he swung round when a breathless
Enricquo burst into the room.
"Supposing she talks too much?"
"She daren't."
"I don't know so much," snarled De

Costa. "Why did you let them arrest
her?" >w
"They were too quick for us."
"If you had done your part Juanita

would have been alive."
Loud voices and the sound of heavy

feet.

"She is, and betraying us!" yelled
Enricquo. "It's the police!"
When the police burst into the room

only De Costa was there.
"Signor De Costa, I arrest you in the

name of the Republic."
"May I inquire on what charge?"
"Treason."
From beneath his cloak De Costa

produced a round object which he
hurled and there was a deafening ex-
plosion. Three policemen were killed.

De Costa had vanished when the police
searched the building.
De Costa had joined the lieutenant

in a dark and gloomy alley.
"Get on board the El Mirante at

once," De Costa ordered. "When she's
in your hands send up a rocket."
"You'll come on board then?"
"As soon as I can. Hurry!"
Don Enricquo returned to the ship

and went to the armoury, after giving
a signal to one of the officers of the
watch. Very soon sailors were
cautiously making their way to the
armoury. They were handed out guns.
Finally they were led by Enricquo in
the murder of the officers and those few
men loyal to the cause of the presi-
dent. The poor wretches were mostly'
murdered whilst they were asleep.
The president had insisted that Brent

come back to his villa for dinner. He
had laughed over the attempt on his
life and the fact that De Costa was a
traitor.

"I think your Excellency under-
estimates the seriousness of the situa-
tion," said the consul.
"You are worried for the safety of

the British residents?" the president
smiled. "I will be personally responsible
for their safety."

" Pardon me, sir, that is definitely my
responsibility," sharply spoke the
Consul. "These business men with their
wives and families, thousands of miles
from their own country, naturally turn
to me in a crisis like this. Already a
great deal of their property has been
damaged by unruly mobs."
"I will see that they arc com-

pensated."
"And what if it goes beyond damaged

property?" Brent stated in his de-
termined wav. "Compensation de-
manded for the loss of British lives is

apt to be very heavy."
"Oh, no, no. signor, that sounds like

one big threat."
"Oh, no, I'm sorry if I spoke warmly.

I assure you that no threat was in-

tended. But I am very worried."
"My friend, you leave everything to

me." The president picked up a bottle

of brandy. "We drink to peace and
prosperity. I think you will like this

liqueur."
The ugly rascal that was in De

Costa's pay was lurking in the garden
and in his hand was a gun.
"Your taste in wine, your Excellency,

is superb." Brent sipped the brandy.
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"I trust that you may be right about
peace and prosperity, but I fear

"

"Oh, my friend, you do not have these
political melodramas in your country,
eh?" interrupted the president, wish-
ing to change the subject. "When is

your charming daughter returning ?

Bianco is not the same place when Miss
Brent is away."
The consul sighed.
" She left La Santa this morning, I

am sorry to say."
" Sorry that your daughter is return-

ing to Bianco T"
"Oh, no, I am sorry she is returning

with conditions as they are."
"Oh, no, Signor Brent, this is a civil-

ised country." The president smiled
broadly at the consul as if the latter

was making a great deal out of little.

"To your daughter's speedy and safe
return!" He raised his large brandy
glass.

Crack ! The gunman sent by De Costa
had been waiting for a chance to shoot
through the open window at the presi-

dent, and every time he had hesitated
because he did not wish to miss. Then
he had seen a guard approaching, and
knew that if he did not fire at once it

would be too late. He fired, and it was
the brandy glass that he smashed.
"Good heavens!" gasped Brnt. "Are

you hurt?"
"No, but. the glass is broke and the

brandy spilled." The president glanced
round. "Poor, foolish one! It would
seem that he has escaped. I am glad
because I should . have had to have
hanged him." He frowned as servants
peered nervously round the door.
"Another glass. Make it quick, please."

T
IViarkham is Sent to Bianco

HE admiral looked at the message
that an officer had handed him.
He studied it, then read it ajfeud :

"'Civil disturbance growing.Wour
people have been threatened.' " The
admiral glanced at the officer. "Where's
the rest of this ?"

"The message broke off there, sir."

"Can you get through to Bianco?"
"No, sir, the lines are dead."
The admiral picked up the telephone

and dialed a number. " That you, Flag
Lieutenant ? Make a signal to Audacious
to raise steam for full speed, and for

the captain to come and see me." The
admiral hung up and stared again at
the unfinished message. "This looks
serious."

When Markham got back from his

summons to the admiral he sought out
his first officer.

"I have seen the commander-in-chief.
How soon can you get. away?"
"By eight bells, sir."

"Good, I want to sec you in my cabin.
Tell the engineer and the gunnery
officer I want to see them as well. It

looks like a revolution in Bianco." The
captain looked grim. "The populace
seem to be in danger."

Directly the destroyer was sighted off

Bianco the consul ordered his pinnace.

He was on his way out to the destroyer
before she dropped anchor. Ho was
greeted by Markham.

"
( Had to see you. sir."

"You've no idea how glad I am to

see you." The consul gave a rueful

grin.

"What is the situation like?" the

captain asked when the two men were
alone.

"So far they have made two attempts
on the life of the president—their battle-

ship El Mirante is in revolt, and they
have executed all the loyal officers."

"My word, this is serious." Mark-
ham had had no idea things were as

grave as this. "Win-, they could blow

"•
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the place to pieces in five minutes. Who
is behind all this?"
"The late Minister of Marine—a fel-

low by the name of De Costa. He ;s

on board the El Mirar.te now. They
tried to arrest him, but by means of a

bomb he got awaj-. I imagine he- was
hidden somewhere in the town until he
got the signal that the El Mil ante was
in the power of his officers. Two ied

Verey lights went up from the battle-

ship, and I imagine that that was the
signal that told De Costa that the ship
was now in the hands of the rebels. De
Cbstfl at once hastened from the town
to the El Mirante."
"You are certain of those facts, sir?"
"One of the loyal officers was

wounded, but managed to jump over-

board." the consul answered. "He
swain ashore. I do wish Pamela was
not coming hack to this place."
"Yes, so do I." Tlic captain paced

his cabin. "When is the Black Prince
due?"
"In about an hour."
"It doesn't seem wise for her to

anchor in this harbour. I'll tell you
what I'll do. I'll send a message for

her to anchor outside, then I'll send'

a

boat over to take Pani off."

The consul smiled his gratitude.

"It would be a great relief if you
would." he said.

Markham sent for the yeoman of the
signals, and gave the necessary orders
for a boat to be got ready. He would
send an officer.

"Thanks very much." The consul
got up from his chair. "I'll have my
Car at the wharf to meet them."
"What sort of fellow is the presi-

dent?" Markham asked as he held open
the door.

"A very decent sort of chap really,"
answered the consul. "Not only fear-

less, but in many ways like a child.

Strange combination of optimist and
fatalist."

"Doesn't sound helpful. Can he get
any support from the capital ?"

"I've urged him to send for a detach-
ment of troops, but I have doubts if any
of his soldiers are loyal. For the rest

there is only a tiny destroyer that won!.!

be about as much use against El Mirante
as a pop-gun. The situation is very
grave. Markham."

iptain Markham escorted his visitor

up on to the deck, and there both men
instinctively turned to gaze towards the
El Mirante which was anchored about a

mile off shore.
"What do you think De Costa plans

to do?"
*'I don't know quite." was the

Consul's reply. "I expect he will send
some sort of ultimatum to the presi-

dent."
Lieutenant Bill Armstrong was de-

tailed to go over to the Black Prince
and collect Pamela as he was an old
friend of the consul's daughter. He was
instructed to escort the girl to the con-
sulate and then come straight back to

the Audacious.

The situation was just as grave as the
consul had imagined. De Costa was a

man without scruple. Even as Mark-
ham was giving orders for a boat to
collect Pamela Brent he was making his

plans.

Lieutenant Enricquo lolled in a chair
sucking at a cigarette.

"There is still our respective presi-
dent to deal with," remarked De Costa,
twisting his minute moustache.
"A shell dropped into his villa from

one of my guns would settle him."
"That would be crude and un-

economic." De Costa gave a sneering
laugh "I'm afraid, my dear Enricquo,
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The consul stared intently at the rebel officer. " The president will

leave here when he chooses and not before !
" he stated in firm tones.

you nevei see beyond the muzzle of one
of your guns—but the p is not
without financial resources."
"Oh!" Enricquo grinned knowingly.
"If we could persuade him to make

a substantial contribution to our cause
we might consider " !>>' Costa
paused.

" N'ou mean you'd let him go free?"
"I did not say so."
Enricquo chuckled and rubbed his big

hands together. lb' I,oped De Costa
would let him kill the president.

De Costa wrote swiftly, and then
sealed his letter.

"I want you to go ashore with an
armed party and deliver this to the
[•resident," De Costa smiled triumph-
antly. "It is my ultimatum. When we
have the money, my dear Euiicquo, I

will hand him ovei to your tender
mercies."

Prisoners of De Costa

TO Bill Armstrong it was a grand
adventure having to look after

Pamela. Of course, there would
be no trouble, but he hoped that the
scare would last so that the Audacious
were kept at Bianco. Pamela asked if

the boat might not go over to the
Audacious before taking her ashore
Naturally, Bili asked why, and Pam ex-
plained a little lamely that she thought
i- would be nice if she could have
thanked the captain for his kindness.

"The captain's a confirmed bachelor."
Bill had laughed heartily. "I should get
it in the neck for not partying out
orders."

The boat drew in a I the quayside
and the two young people climbed up
some slimy stone steps

"Wait here, I won't be I >ug." Arm-
strong told the seaman in charge of the
boat's party. He- took hold of the girl.

"I don't See the car anywhere—do
you?"

"It's not here." Pamela answered.
" Let's go and meet it."

Pill Armstrong grinned his consent
and they walked along ill'- quay chat-
ting, when the officer became awaic that

everything was not quite right.

"I sa\
. Pam, do you notii e anj thing

funny about these people, 01 is it just

my imagination? They all seem ' i l»»

ling about as i! sea I ed net of ill- ir

ll \ es."

"It's quite clear that the D is some
sort of bother going on." agreed the
girl. "I've seen it fike tin- before, but
it usually blows over in twenty-four
hours."

"I hope you're right." Bill lool ed
round. "But a lot of these buds carry
nasty-looking knives, and there seem a
lot of men— 1 presume by their uniforms
that they're soldiers —have guns."

" They love display, but I don't expect
they ever use them." laughed Pam.
"Hallo, there comes our car."

The car came along the street, at a
fair pace, and Pam was just thinking of

signalling it to stop when a soldier

lushed out of a side way. A revolver
cracked twice, the chauffeur slumped
across the wheel, and the car crashed
into a stone pillar.

Scarce had the car clashed before
Bill Armstionir was rushing across the
road with Pain following. The killer

darted for the side- street, but the boy
was too quick. He did a flying leap
anj hurled the man to the ground.

They were struggling furiously when
Lieutenant. Enricquo and some of his
rebel sailors and soldiers came charging
down the street. They grabbed hold of
Armstrong and dragged him away.

"What is all this?" E ''ie in

broken English.
It was Pain who answered:
" He filed at our chauffeur."
"Your chauffeur, eh?" Enricqtio's

eyes narrow 1
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, "Yes, the British consul's chauffeur,"
indignantly shouted the young officer.

" He was a spy—an enemy of the
people."
"I don't know what you're talking

about/' Bill argued aggressively and
pointed to the fallen man. "This rat

tried to murder him."
"You attacked our man." Enricquo's

eyes narrowed. "Hold him prisoner."

"Take your hands off me!" Bill

struggled vainly.

"It's no use, Bill," interposed Pam
wisely. "When my father hears of this

>3

"That'll be later," sneered Enricquo,
and at ;i signal two sailors lined up on
each side of the girl. "You must come
along with us as a witness."

They were taken down ill-smelling

streets to a great building that had been
the office of the Marine and Customs,
and they were thrust into a wired-in

enclosure.
"Well, here we are," growled Bill

furiously. " I wish I could lay my
hands on that swine who put us here."

"We won't be here long," said Pam.
" Father is certain to send out a search

party for us."
Her father was at that moment having

a talk with the president, who was
smiling as if nothing were amiss. Mark-
ham had come ashore to assist Brent at

this conference with the president.

"Tell me, signor, what is it you want
to do?"
"The captain would like your permis-

sion, sir, for a small landing party from
the Audacious."
"A small landing party. Why?"
"To protect rhe British consulate,

your Excellency."
" Certainly, captain, but why a small

landing party?" The president's eyes

twinkled. "Why not land all your brave
men and clear up Bianco?"
"That, sir," answered Markham,

" would be going beyond what is per-

mitted. We cannot interfere with your
political affairs."

"Bah, this is not politics," the presi-

dent argued. "This is what you would
call a dog fight, and it is necessary that

you shoot the mad dog."
Markham shook his head.
"Yes, but not with our guns."
"I understand that De Costa is on

board the El Mirante," stated the

consul.

"Si—look!" The president produced
a paper. "I have a letter here from him
to say that if I'm not on board the

El Mirante by midnight he will take me
by force—me, the president!"
Brent took the paper.

"This looks serious, sir."

"It is one big bluff," scoffed the

president. "But I do not go on board

the El Mirante at midnight—I stay

here."
"If there is likelv to be any fighting,

sir. T must have time to evacuate the

British residents," Markham said

severely.

"Rest assured, captain, it will not be
necessary. Land as many of your brave

men as you wish—you have my full per-

mission."
Markham hastened back to his ship,

whilst the consul went to the consulate
expecting to meet his daughter there.

The captain of the Audacious speedily

had a landing party of Marines and
sailors. He impressed on Adams, the

officer in charge, that the man had no
concern in the polities in Bianco. Their
job was tn assist the consul in providing
protection for the British Nationals.

. Also on reaching the consulate he was
to order Armstrong to return to the
ship immediately.
The consul was stopped several times

on his way back by anxious residents
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who wanted to know what was going
on. He gave instructions for them to
be ready to go on board the Audacious
at a moment's notice. He got back
to the consulate a few minutes after
the landing-party had arrived.
"Are you quite comfortable here?"

he asked Adams.
"Yes, sir, thank you."
"If there is anything you want,

please let me know," Brent said, and
hurried away to seek out his daughter.
The consul was surprised that she had

not been in the main reception hall.

He tried his study, and she was not
there. He went back into the iiall and
gazed towards the stairs.

"Pam! Pam!" he cried hoarsely.
"Are you there? Pam! Pam!"
His secretary, a dapper little man,

appeared.
"Miss Brent isn't here, sir."

"Not here?" Brent gasped out.
"But the Black Prince has arrived and
sailed again."
"Yes, sir, we were feeling anxious,"

the secretary answered.
" But Captain Markham promised to

send Miss Brent here in charge of an
officer." The consul hastened to the
big dining-room that had been given to

the landing-party. "Signalman," he
called, and a sailor stepped smartly for-

ward, "make a signal to your captain
from Mr. Brent—just say, ' Where is

Pam ? '
"

"Aye, aye, sir!"

When Markham got the message he
knitted his brows together in bewilder-
ment.
"Does this mean that Miss Brent

hasn't arrived at the consulate?"
"I can't understand it, sir,"

answered second officer Walton, who
had brought the message. "Arm-
strong's boat is still in shore, sir."

" Send a message to the consul that
Lieutenant Armstrong was sent from
here to meet her, and that he has not
returned on board," Markham in-

structed. "Armstrong should have
been back some while ago, and I think
that, after getting that message off,

Walton, it would be as well if some-
one went ashore to make inquiries."

"Shall I go, sir?"
"Yes, do. Jump in my boat and

go right away."
The reply sent by Markham made the

consul even more anxious and worried.
He consulted with Adams.
"Armstrong's a pretty reliable

fellow," Adams stated gravely. "It
beats me what can have happened to

him. Shall I take a party of men, sir,

and see if I can find out anything in

the town?"
"I wish you would, lieutenant."
"I'll go at once, sir. It's not likely

that they would touch Armstrong ; he's

in uniform."
Brent paced restlessly up and down

his study. Where could Pamela' have
gone ? Surely she had not gone sight-

seeing ? No, that was impossible.

There was considerable rioting going
on in the town, and perhaps Armstrong
had taken her into some house for

shelter. The harassed father was not
satisfied with that explanation.

Hardcastle, a trader, was admitted to

his study, and the latter did nothing
to relieve thfc consul of his gloomy
thoughts.
"I warned you some days ago that

there was trouble brewing," stated the

trader. "And every word I said lias

come true."
" What is it now ?"

" You'}] have to move our folk out of

the lower town— it's terrible down
there. Rioting and looting."

"Get them into the consulate as
quickly as you can," the consul de-
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cided. "I will have them transferred
later to the Audacious."
"Thanks, Brent." Hardcastle paused

at the door. "I must say this is a
nice state of affairs for that bonny
daughter of yours to come back to.

Where is the lassie?"
"I don't know," muttered the un-

happy consul. "She came ashore from
the Black Prince and hasn't got here
yet."
"You don't mean Miss Brent's lost in

Bianco?" gasped Hardcastle. "And
you sit there "

"How do I know where she is?" the
consul shouted. He was usually so
quiet of voice. "1 can't leave here. I
can only pray that the search-party
finds her."
When Adams returned he reported

much disturbance in the town. He
could find no trace of the consul's
daughter or the officer who had
escorted her from the Black Prince.

The President Complicates Matters

THE president was practising with
his revolver—just in case he might
need it—when a servant appealed.

"A message has come from Colonel
Cortez, your Excellency, that the lower
town is in the hands of the rebels."

"What's that?" The president was
startled.

"The messenger was fired at but
managed to get through."

" This means the British residents are
in danger, Louis." The president
thought for a moment. "Louis, my
hat and cloak."

" Your Excellency is not going to
leave the villa?"
"I must, Louis. All the time I tell

the consul there is no danger. You
will tell Juan to meet me with the car
round at the back, near the pagoda.
Try to get a message through to

Colonel Cortez to meet me at the con-
sulate." The president stuck out his

chest proudly. "I, the president, will

warn my friend, Signor Brent!"
By keeping his cloak mutiled close

round him tne president succeeded in

reaching the consulate.

"I am sorry, my friend, I am so very
sorry," he said with an apologetic
smile. "I tolc' you that your people
would be safe, and I made a great big
mistake. I see you have many people
here."

" We are evacuating them as quickly
as possible," answered the consul, who
looked drawn and haggard. "Many
are already on the way to the
Audacious."
"My friend, if yon don't mind, I

should like very much to speak to your
people you have here and tell them
that the president is sorry and regrets
their treatment."
"I am sure they would find that very

consoling," Brent said with a touch of

bitter irony.
" I go out and speak to your people

now, and then I return to my villa."

Scarce had the president spoken when
there came the sotind of' shots. He
smiled a little foolishly, but pulled up
as there came the unmistakable and
sinister sound of a machine-gun.
"You can hardly do that now, sir,"

the consul told him. "Perhaps you had
better remain here for a while until

things are quieter."
The president hesitaied. The firing

broke out afresh and closer. "Perhaps
I had better stay with you for just one
little while to see if my friend Colonel
Cortez comes to join me."
Captain Markham ai rived at tin' con-

sulate after seeing the first batch of

refugees made comfort-able on the

Audacious.
"Still no news of Pam?"
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''Nothing at all." The consul buried
his face in his hands. "The suspense
is killing me." He looked up eagerly.
"How about the officer

"

"Armstrong did not show up," Mark-
ham answered. "I know that they
landed and started to walk because the
car was late. Armstrong did not return.

If any harm comes to Pam I'll never
forgive myself for not sending an
armed escort. I can only hope that

Lieutenant Walton and the search-
party find them. The officer will re-

port here."
Walton turned up at the consulate not

many moments later.

"I haven't found any trace of Miss
Brent or Armstrong, sir," he reported
to his captain. "But I found the con-
sul's car. It was in a side-street near
the landing-stage. It was badly
smashed up and it looks as if the
wreckage had been dumped there. The
chauffeur's body was huddled over the
wheel—he had been shot, sir."

"Good heavens!" both Markham and
the consul gasped out.

"I tried to question the people, sir,"

added Walton. "But I couldn't find
out anything. Either they can't say
or they won't."

''Anything to show whether my
daughter was in the car?" asked the
consul hoarsely.

"The car was going towards the
landing-stage, in my opinion, sir.

There's a smashed pillar in the nearby
main street, which would be about a

quarter of a mile from the landing-
stage."

"Thanks, Walton." The captain
turned to the consul. "Finding the
car wasn't there to meet them, they
apparently decided to walk. and
vanished into thin air." He turned to

his officer. "Do everything possible.
If you find any trace of them, report
here to the consul ; if not, return to the
ship."

" What do you think can have hap-
pened to them. Markham?" asked the
anxious consul.
"I expect they have taken refuge in

some place." derided Markham. "The
mob wouldn't dare la,

English officer."
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The consul's secretary entered and
announced that an officer from the El
Mirante wished to speak with the
consul.

"I thought they'd murdered all

their officers." exclaimed Markham.
"The loyal ones, yes," the consul

answered. "I think we'll see this man
together." He waited till his secretary
had gone. "This is a deuced awkward
situation. Markham." He pointed to

the large, wide-brimmed hat on his

desk. "That belongs to the president
—he is here."
"That does complicate matters,"

agreed Markham.
Lieutenant Enricquo swaggered into

the room and stood at his ease before
the consul's desk. Markham eyed the
gunnery officer with anger and dis-

approval.
"You have in your house the late

president of Bianco."
"The late president?"
Enricquo grinned insolently.
" Yes. I have orders he is to accom-

pany me on board the El Mirante."
The consul stared intently at the

rebel officer.

"The president will leave here when
he chooses and not before." he stated
in firm tones.

"He must accompany me now!"
cried Enricquo truculently.
"May I remind you that you are in

a British consulate?"
"And vou refuse to let him go?"
"I do!"
"Very well, if in six hours he is still

here, you must take the consequences."
"And what do you mean by that?"

sharply asked Markham.
"You will find out soon enough if

he is not on board, that is all." En-
ricquo grinned insolently. "You will

find out. Adios, signors!"

The consul and the captain of the
Audacious stared blankly at each other
after their unwelcome visitor had left.

"Why in heaven's name did the presi-
dent come here at this time?"
"He meant well." The consul

shrugged his shoulders despairingly.

"Do we throw him to the wolves tfr

not?"
" How can we ?"

"Precisely!" the consul agreed.
Captain Markham prepared to leave.

"I'll go on board the El Mirante and
have a talk with De Costa," he de-
cided. " In the meantime, the presi-

dent stays here. I'm afraid I can't

take any more refugees. If you have
any news of Pam you will signal the

ship."

"Of course!" the consul answered.
" I know you will do anything to stop
De Costa trying to carry out any
reprisals."

De Costa's Terms
CAPTAIN MARKHAM went out in

his pinnace to the El Mirante,
and as he walked up the gangway

to the deck i slight, ironical smile
twitched his strong mouth as he noticed
rebel sailors and soldiers lounging
about on the decks, leaning on their
guns with no sort of discipline pre-
vailing.

Dusk was settling over the blue
waters of the bay. and the lights of

Bianco twinkled from the shore.

A sentry with fixed bayonet barred
the captain's passage and glared sus-

piciously at him. The man called out
something that Markham did not under-
stand and a voice answered smoothly:

"I will see the captain of the
Audacious."
De Costa was seated in the state

cabin that had once belonged to Cap-
tain CtLStellano, who had been mur-
dered at his instigation. He pointed to

a chair.

"You wish to see me?"
"I wish to talk to you." coldly re-

sponded Markham as he sat down. "I
have very little to say. I understand
that you have presented an ultimatum
to the British consul."

De Costa reached for a silver cigar-
box and held it out to Markham. who
ignored the gesture. The rebel leader
smiled as if amused, poured himself a

I am here to warn you that any attempt to use force against the consulate will be prevented by all means in
my power ! " said Captain Markham.
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glass of wine, looked at it and then at

the captain.

"Very reluctantly," he said softly.
" I am here to warn you that any

attempt to use force against the con-'

sulate will be prevented by all means
in my power."

" Let's be logical." De Costa smiled

inore openly. "My ship is very large,

yours is very small. My guns are

fifteen-inch, yours only six."

"My warning stands." Markham
rose. "If any harm comes to the con-

sulate you will bitterly regret it."

"'Possibly, captain, possibly." De
Costa lit his cigar and putted out the

smoke with an air of satisfaction. "But
in that case my young guests will also

regret it."

"Guests ?"

" Yes. A charming young English

lady and one of your officers."

"So you have dared to detain Miss

Brent and an officer of mine?"
"Your lieutenant attempted to kill

one of my men," laughed De Costa.

"The young lady is a witness. They
were arrested and then brought aboard

this ship."

"I demand the immediate release of

these British subjects!" thundered
Markham.
"By all means—as soon as the presi-

dent is aboard this ship."

"I am not here to bargain with

you."

"They are in no danger as my
guests." De Costa flicked away the

ash from the cigar. "Though, of

course, it would be most unfortunate

if they were killed by one of your

swine! I'll
"

jumped up, his eyes

guns.
"You dirty

De Costa
blazing.

"Signor!"
Markham's momentary rage had

gone. He looked at the rebel coldly

and walked to the cabin door.

"You have had your warning."
De Costa laughed tauntingly. Mark-

ham went out on to the deck and was
glad to breathe the fresh air. The
pinnace took him back to the Auda-
cious.

The rebel summoned Lieutenant En-
ricquo to his cabin.

" The captain of the British cruiser

has just been to see me. I informed
him that the president must come on
board at once."
"And what did he say?"
" He gave me a warning we can dis-

regard." De Costa unrolled some
parchment. "Here are the plans. At
dawn we attack the British consulate."

"How about the British cruiser?"
"We can afford to disregard that.

She is entirely cut off from reinforce-

ments. Naturally— if for any reason

they do—but I don't think they would
fire on our gnosis " De Costa was
amused at his lieutenant's laughter. "1

see you agree with me. Here is a map
of the whole position. The El Mirante
is here, the British Consulate there,

and the cruiser here."
"I will go and cheek the gun

turrets," Enricquo told his chief.

"Maybe the officers need a little

training. All shall be ready for the

dawn attack."

Tn a dark and gloomy cabin that was
being used as a store room Pamela
Brent and Bill Armstrong wore seated

on some Backs. They had had very

little to eat since they had been ai rested

and they had smoked all their

cigarettes.
" I'm sorry I let you in for this.

Pain."
"

It isn't your fault," the girl said

wearily. "But if only Captain Mark-
Angust 21st, 1037.
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ham had come to meet me this wouldn't

have happened."
"I don't see what difference he could

have made," grumbled Bill. "Besides,

he's got to look after his ship."

"His ship—always his ship," irritably

answered the girl. "He thinks of

nothing else." She shivered. "What
part of the ship is this?"

"Looks like an upper deck store-room

to me."
" We seem fated to be always silting

around like this, side by side," Pam
said gloomily. >^

"It's all right with me," grinned

Bill, and put his arm round her.

"Don't, Bill."
" Sorry. Have you known him

long?"
Pam looked at the youngster in sur-

prise.

"Who?"
"Captain Markham. You like him,

don't vou?"
"Yes. Bill. I'm sorry, Bill." She

gave a heavy sigh. "He doesn't care in

the least for me."
"And I'm crazy . about you." Bill

got up. " You girls puzzle me."
Sounds outside made him turn.

"Hallo, what's going on?" He
walked quietly over to a porthole and
pulled back the curtain. He was star-

ing into a turret. "Why do you sup-

pose they're fooling around with a gun
at this hour of the night?"
"Why do they do anything?" cried

Pam. "Why did they bring us here?"
Bill had a good idea that there must

be some very good reason, and it was
something that he did not care to think
too much about.
"I'm glad they didn't separate us,

anyway. He tried to seem cheerful.

He drew back the curtain. "I hope
they're not planning to open fire on The
Audacious."
"They'd more likely want to blow

Bianco to bits," snapped the girl, little

knowing how near to the truth she was.

Markham's Dilemma

CAPTAIN MARKHAM on reaching
the Audacious at once called a
meeting of his senior officers and

told them all that had happened.
"That's the situation, he con-

cluded. "And if they do open fire on
the consulate, somehow or other we've
got to stop them."
"Torpedoes, sir, that's the only

way," cried the torpedo lieutenant.

"That's just what we can't do,"
answered his superior officer. "It's

very important that we're not the

aggressor."
"Sounds a difficult problem, sir,"

remarked the first, officer.

"Darned difficult." nodded Mark-
ham. "In the meantime we must make
preparations For anything this perish-

ing fool might do. You, chief, raise

steam for full speed."
"Ave, aye. sir!" responded the chief

engineer, picking up his hat.

"Get the war heads on the tor-

pedoes."
"Aye, aye. sir!" cried the torpedo

lieutenant, as he got to bis feet.

"See there's plenty of shells at the

guns."
" Yes. sir!" cried the gunnery

lieutenant. " 1 I.E. sir?"
"Yes, I think that would bo best."

Mo dismissed the lieutenant with a nod
and turned' to his first, officer. "I
shall want the cable ready for slip-

ping."
"Very good, sir," answered Forbes.

"Pretty position, oh. Forbes?" The
captain fingered his smooth jaw. "A
.lup five times the size of us threaten-

ing to smash the consulate. If I open
lire first I shall be the aggressor; if 1

don't they nia\ blow us to pieces. Need-
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less to say, whatever I do now, I shall

be in the wrong. And just to make
things easier Miss Brent and Armstrong
are in the ship I may have to attack."
"Pretty tough, sir," agreed the first

officer. " I wonder what solution the
war college would offer?"
"I wonder?" Markham gave a rue-

ful grin. "If only we were in the
North Sea a convenient fog would solve
our difficulties for us."
"Yes, that would settle De Costa."
"By Gad! I've got it! We'll have

a fog!" Markham shouted. "A smoke
sen en between El Mirante and the
land. Yes, that's the idea. All right,
action station !"

"Aye, aye, sir!" cried Forbes, and
went at the double.
The bugle sounded the call, and soon

the men were piling out of their ham-
mocks and running in various direc-
tions to action stations.

Markham went round his ship. He
told the men that they might be in-

volved in an action with the El
Mirante, as the rebel battleship was
threatening to blow up the British con-
sulate. As there was no likelihood of
any action taking place before dawn,
all men that could be spared were
allowed to go back to their hammocks.
Shortly after midnight the chief

engineer reported that the main en-
gines were all ready, the gunnery
lieutenant reported that he w'as ready
to open fire, and the torpedo lieutenant
that he was ready for action.
Markham then sought out Forbes.

"I can't take the refugees into
action. You'd hotter get them into
the boats—as few boats as possible. If
there is any action it'll be about here.
Toll the boats to keep well away. There
is a bay three miles along the coast
known as Sarrento. They can lie hid-
den there, but I do not advise landing.
Put one officer in charge. Tell the
refugees to make little noise when they
leave the ship and not to talk when
they get away. Not that it makes much
difference, but it is just as well not to
warn De Costa of activity on board."

" Aye, aye, sir !"

The refugees with much grumbling
wore got into three boats and vanished
into the darkness. Markham had
action stations called an hour before
dawn.
Gradually the darkness lifted and it

was a. grey light. The El Mirante
showed as a black smudge. Rapidly the
light grew stronger, and Markham
watched the El Mirante through his

glasses.

There was activity on board the rebel
ship, and the captain noticed in par-

ticular that the guns were being moved
as if they were being sighted. The line

of fire was shorewards.
"What's their range on the con-

sulate ':''

"About two thousand yards, sir,"

answered Forbes. "Hallo, the front

turrets have opened fire."

There was a belch of smoke and the
rumble of an explosion. Markham
vanned Bianco anxiously and saw two
mints of tlanie on the cliffs that
towered over Biano. A pall of black
smoke and the rumble of the explosions.

"Slip the cable," shouted Markham.
" Full speed aliead both engines."

As Light as a Feather

HERE was little sleep for Brent
that night. He had received a

message from Markham that.

Pamela and Armstrong were prisoners

on board the El Mirante. It was u

consolation to know that his daughter
was alive, bul one could not tell what
a murdering little fiend like De Costa
might do.

Nobodj else in the consulate slept,

T
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and about four in the morning the
president, who had been spending all

ids time assuring the refugees that
there was nothing to fear, sought out
the consul.

"You're sad, my friend." He stared
at the pallid, haggard face of the
Englishman.
"I am very worried."
"You do not eat, that is very bad,"

(he president shook his head, and from
his pocket took out a small tin. "Try
a lozenge. Extract of beef—very
nourishing, my friend."

"No, thank you," cried the consul
impatiently.

"If you do not cat. you lose

courage," argued the president. "If
you lose courage you lose everything."
The president grinned and put a

lozenge into his mouth, but his smile
vanished as he beard sounds of rifle

fire and machine-gunning.
"Colonel Cortez is making a bold

fight." he muttered.
" Your people seem to have gone

mad." cried the consul,
" If you would only let me I would

go out and talk to them," cried the
president.
"You can't do that, sir," cried Brent.
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De Costa frowned as he saw the shells
burst and shouted to Enricquo to

decrease the range by three hundred
yards. This time the shells hit houses
in front of the consulate. That he
might be butchering some of his own
supporters did not even enter De
Costa's head. The little rebel was
drunk with power. lie thought himself
mightier than the British nation. He
would fire until the consulate ran up
the white flag, and perhaps he would
still go on firing: but he would smash
ruthlessly anyone who stood in the way
of De Costa, the future President of

Maranja.
" Increase range — one hundred

yards," Enricquo snarled at his

gunners.
This time one shell pitched in the

street near the consulate, blew in tin'

side of a house and smashed one of the
consulate walls. The next shells did
little damage, though one crashed
through the roof and failed to explode.

A little girl, terrified by the noise,

came running into the hall, and it was
tli.- president who took the child on his

knee.
" My little bambino, you don't want

to cry," he grinned at her, and then at

9

sorry," he whispered. "You were
right. ' Death she as light as one leetlo

feather. Duty is as heavy '" The
president never finished the quotation.

The Smoke Screen

CATTAIN MARKHAM watched the
effects of the shelling and saw
that the shells were pitching

dangerously close to the consulate.
"Tell the-engineer to make smoke."

he ordered. " And order the gunnery
lieutenant to stand by."

De Costa leaned over the rail of the
bridge and watched the bursting shell-

create dest ruction in the town of
Bianco. There was an ugly scowl on
his forehead because Enricquo had
failed to destroy the British consulate.
Shells co.>t a lot of money, and far too
many were being used. lie turned his

head to see what H.M.S. Audacious
was doing, and observed the cruiser
-teaming towards the shore. Surely
this pun\ little ship of war did not
intend to attack the mighty El
Mirante '.' Suddenly from the funnels
began to belch clouds of thick black
smoke.
De Costa chuckled.
"So the British cruiser is trying tc-

,^m&^

The Audacious registered a direct hit on a forward conning-tower of the rebel ship.

"If von show yourself outside they
Would shoot you."
The president gave a shrug of his

shouldei -.

"Well, what is the difference—death
i- .lie little thing."

''Death i- as light as a feather.
Dut; is as heavy as a mountain,"'
quoted the consul.
"What is that you say. my friend?"
"Oh. just a quotation, your

Excellency !"

Death, she i.- as light as one leetle
feather," the president smiled. "I like

tli.it—that is good."

It was not many minutes later thai
De Costa, from the bridge of the El
Mirante, gave order- to Enricquo to
train his guns on the British consulate
and gave the order to fire the front
turrets.
The shells exploded two or three

hundred yards beyond the consulate
and did little damage, though it caused
Considerable panic among the refugees.
The small landing party' showed no

sign of perturbation, though all of
them knew only too well that it was
only a matter of time before one of the
shells scored a direct hit on the con-
sulate.

Brent. "I will look after her, my
friend, if you wish to see to jour
peoples."
The president joggled the four-year-

old on his knee and kept her attention
away from the noise of the explosions,
though tin' big man had difficulty in

suppressing a start as the sounds grew
closer. He showed the child how a

nigger would eat a water-melon and so

buried his teeth in the luscious fruit

that he made hi- ears wet. The child
laughed a.- the president consumed
great mouthfuls of melon.
A shell hit the roof and exploded with

a roar. Bits of shrapnel whined through
I lie ail', and involuntarily the child hid
herself against the president's chest.
The big man's face was contorted with
pain, but he made no sound.
The mother of the child appeared

and snatched up her child. Her shrill

cry of alarm brought I lie consul.
A piece of stray shrapnel had hit the

president, and a refugee, who was act-

ing as doctor to the casualties, shook his
head.

The president did not seem to mind
dying, and he smiled quite contentedly
at the consul.

"No, no, my friend, you in'st not feel

shield the British consulate with
smoke?" He watched the smoke grow
denser and denser. "Two can play at
this clever business," he decided, and
summoned the gunnery lieutenant.
"Get ready your big guns. I'm going
to fire on the cruiser. Also tell an
officer to bring those two English
people on deck."

Bill Armstrong had been startled
when the battleship had opened fire.

lie told Pamela that he reckoned the
rebels, must be firing on Bianco, and tho
girl had tried to keep up a brave front.
Whal was happening to her father and
i he people of Bianco? Their prison
was full of the smell of powder, and
the whole place seemed to quiver when
tin' 15-inch guns fired. It was a sur-

prise to them when tho door of the
store-room was unlocked and an officer

bade them in broken English to follow
him on deck.

" A little change of air will do us
good." Bill grinned as cheerfully as he
could. "We'll be able to see what's
going on."
The officer took them on to the deck.
"You stay there!" he ordered.
"Why have they brought us here?"

Patnela asked.
August 21st, 1U37.
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"
[ don't know." Bill noted the two

seamen with bayonets fixed. The men
were watching them eloscly. It would
be unwise to disobey the officer's order.

Bill Armstrong tried to figure out
what was happening. The roar of the
guns and the smoke; made it no easy
'ask. The smoke cleared, and first of
all the young officer scanned the shore
and saw clouds of smoke rising where
the shells had landed, but the Union
.lack still fluttered over the consulate,
lie took a step forward, and now he
spotted the Audacious. The cruiser
was passing between the battleship and
the shore, and great clouds of smoke,
were bellowing from her. Captain
Markham was making a smoke screen
so that the gunners on the El Mirante
would not be able to see their target.
A glance upwards showed the guns
were swinging.

"They seem to be training their guns
on the Audacious," he shouted at
Pamela.
But Markham, on the Audacious, had

seen the guns trained towards his ship
and hoped that the speed at which the
cruiser was moving would make the
target difficult. If their shooting was
no better than their effort to hit the
consulate then there was every chance
of getting past unscathed. Once past,

with the smoke screen as a cover, the
cruiser would have a decided advan-
tage.
The guns of the El Mirante belched

forth their 15-inch shells straight at the
Audacious, but the gunners had not
taken any account of the fact that the
target was moving swiftly through the
water. Every shell burst in the wake
of the cruiser, and that made Do Costa,

rave and swear. They were to reload
and fire again.

It was an unpleasant moment for
Markham when an officer reported a
girl on the upper deck of the insurgent
battleship. He peered through his spy-

glass and recognised Pamela and young
Armstrong. His own guns had opened
fire on the battleship, and it had given
him keen satisfaction in registering a
direct hit on a forward coiming-tower.
"Tell them to cease fire," Markham

ordered, and then to the navigator.

"Get round behind the smoke."
As the Audacious swung shorewards

a shell from the El Mirante landed
amidships, and there was the roar of a

mighty explosion.

"What's the damage?" Markham
a>ked when Forbes came on to the
bridge.
"Casualty to No. 3 gun," Forbes

reported. "The gun platform's been
damaged. I'm having it shored up."

De Costa had done a lot more cursing
when the Audacious had disappeared
behind her own smoke screen. The
smoke was rising and drifting, and
might easily obliterate Bianco from the

( if (lie battleship. He yelled an

order thai Enricquo was to train his

guns once more on the consulate.

The big guns roared, and Markham
saw vivid red flashes near I he con-

sulate, and observed flames shooting up
from some building that had been set

il. He had got to stop this mad-
man somehow.
'There's nothing else for it," he mut-

tered under his breath. "The tor-

pedoes."
Markham sang out an order, and the

torpedo lieutenant reported that he was
all ready.
"What about those two on board the

El Mirante?" ventured the second

officer.

'Do you think I've forgotten them?"
Markham almost lost his temper. Then
lie became his calm self again. "There
hi- any more than two in the con-

sulate. We must protect the greater
August 21st, 1U37.
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number. We will drive back through
the smoke. Instruct Walton to fire
both torpedoes as soon as sights come
on. Tell the gunnery lieutenant to
-land In."
Do Costa was just about to order

Enricquo to decrease his range by fifty

yards when out of the smoke screen
came the bow of the cruiser and making
straight towards the battleship. A
slight feeling of panic seized the rebel,
and he shouted hoarsely for the big
guns to be trained once more on the
cruiser.

Fortunately for the cruiser >fe gun-
ners under Enricquo were slow aiid not
very efficient, and the Audacious had
come through the screen before
Enricquo was ready to fire. Little did
those wretches on board the battleship
know that two deadly torpedoes had
been sent, on their way. The El Mirante
was doomed.
As De Costa yelled to Enricquo to fire

so was the Audacious changing her
course—darting back towards the shelter
of the smoke screen. One shell from
the El Mirante landed dangerously close

tc the stern and another carried away
part of the funnel, but that was the only
damage.
And as Enricquo swung his guns to

blow the Audacious to pieces the first

torpedo caught the El Mirante close to

the stern. There was a terrific explo-
sion. A great column of water and
black smoke shot into the air. A huge
hole had been torn in the side of the
battleship.

The second torpedo struck almost
amidships, with deadly effect. The sea

poured in and at once the great ship

began to founder.

Everything was panic and confusion.

Officers and men were rushing scream-
ing in all directions. Fighting and
struggling with each other in their

panic. Another huge explosion, and it

was the sea bursting the boilers. The
battleship seemed to shudder.
Pamela and Bill had been flung to

the deck by the explosion of the second
torpedo.
"Now's our chance." Bill Armstrong

was quick to see a hope of escape.

"Come on, follow me. Straight across,

Pain, and in."

They darted down some stairs from
the upper deck. A rebel sailor rushed

at them with l:is bayonet, but Bill

jumped to one side, and stepping in

landed a hefty punch to the rascal's

dirty face. The fellow dropped.

"Come on. Pam!" shouted Bill run-

ning across the deck and getting ready

to jump over.

The girl flung herself overboard, and
Bill followed her a split second later.

They swam vigorously. Several of the

rebels ran out from one of the turrets

and began to fire at the swimmers.
Their fire was wild and erratic.

The two tremendous explosions

occurred as tin 1 Audacious was slipping

back into her smoke screen, and Mark-
ham at once changed course. One
glance showed him that the torpedoes

had torn out the vitals of the Ki

Mil ante, and that she was doomed.
Already she was low in the water at tlu-

stem, and had a distinct list with her

bows high.
"They're firing at someone in the

water, sir," reported Forbes.

"Can you see who it is?"

Forbes peered through the spy glass.

"Yes, there's a girl," he cried. "And
Armstrong's near her, sir."

Markham could have shouted with joy

and relief, but instead he said gruffly:

"Send a boat and pick them up."
There was no foolish modesty about

Pamela. She found her dress hampered
her. so she tore it off. Several of the

Every Tuesday

bullets had come unpleasantly (
I

Bill sang out to her to keep going, and
that if once they got near the smoke
screen they would be safe. Out of the
blue appeared the boat sent by Mark-
ham, and the two young people were
dragged on board. A coat was flung
round the shivering Pamela.
The firing from the El Mirante had

ceased because the list was so great that
it was almost impossible to cling to the
decks. It was obvious that the ship
could not last many minutes, and now
there was a mad rush by those still sur-
viving to get away before the ship
sucked them under.
Attempts were made to launch the

boats, but there was such a wild
scramble to get into them that they were
capsized.

"Miss Brent and Lieutenant Arm-
strong are in the boat, sir," an ollicer

reported to Markham.
"Good," rapped out Markham.

"Have all remaining boats sent out, to
pick up survivors. Better hurry as

the El Mirante can't last long. Warn
boats not to get sucked in by the
undertow."
"Aye, aye, sir!"

By now the rebel sailors were leaping
in desperation from the battleship and
swimming as hard as they could. Some
poor wretches were unable to swim, and
soon sank. The boats of the Audacious
ventured as near as they dared and
picked up many survivors.

Markham went over to a signalman

:

"Make signals to the consulate," came
his crisp order. "Pamela safe."

From the bridge Markham watched
the El Mirante as she sank deeper in

the water till her stem was awash. He
noticed with satisfaction that there were
very few heads bobbing in the water,

and ithat most of the boats were rowing
towards the Audacious.
Suddenly the El Mirante seemed to

shudder, her bow came high out of the

water, there came the sound of a ship

being torn apart, as her back broke.

The stern vanished completely, and for

a few minutes the bow seemed to be

standing on end, then it sank lower and
lower, to eventually disappear.

Before Markham went below he heard
with giim satisfaction that one of the

survivors was De Costa.

"He'll pay the penalty of his sins,"'

grimly stated the captain.

Pamela was found some clothes that

had been left behind by the refugees.

and rather quaintly garbed she was
brought to the captain's cabin.

Emotion for once overcame this sober

son of the sea.

"Thank God you're safe. Pam' I've

been through hell!" he told her. "The re

were yon two on deck and De Qosta
thinking I would not open fire, so that

he could blow Bianco and the consulate

to blazes at his leisure."
"1 adniire you for doing your duty."

Pamela smiled at him.
"I must compliment young Arm-

strong on the way he looked after you."
hurriedly spoke Markham. "I've

For him."
The girl's happy expression van

and she stared moodily at the carpet.

A knock, and Bill Armstrong ap-

peared.
" All right, Armstrong ?"

" Fine, thank you. sir
"

"Feel equal to another job of work'"
"Yes. sir."

"When you're ready T want you to

escort Miss Brent back to the consu-

late." Markhim smiled. "You should

manage to get there all right this time.

Good luck, Armstrong." He shook the

vonng officer's hand. "The boat will

be ready in a few minutes. That's all."

(Continued on page ?K>
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After Eddie Lang has borrowed fifty dollars in order to take his wife and two little

children for a holiday, he finds himself in the merciless clutches of a gang of loan sharks,
suffers violence in their hands, and in desperation tells his story to the District

Attorney—only to be shot down on the steps of the Hall of Justice. A powerful story
with a smashing climax, starring Chester Morris and Helen Mack

AS Eddie Lang, billing clerk on the
staff of K. H. Morse, Incorpor-
ated, walked round a corner out

of Broadway into West Twenty-ninth
Street, the pavement felt hot beneath
his feet, and several times he mopped
his streaming face with a handkerchief.

New York was sweltering in a mid-
summer heat-wave. Day after day the
sun shone down upon the city from a

sky that was like brass, and night after
night its weary victims found sleep im-
possible in rooms that had become
almost like ovens.
But Eddie was young and healthy,

and he was hungry in spite of the fact

that the shade temperature had reached
ninety degrees an hour before noon.

Outside the modest restaurant in

which he lunched regularly with col-

leagues from the office two perspiring
men had paused to comment on the
state of the weather.
"Phew!" exploded one of them, puff-

ing hot air from his lungs into the hot
air all about him. "Boy, is this a
scorcher?"
"It sure is," agreed the other.
"And the papers say it's going to be

worse to-morrow!"
"A guy just dropped dead down the

street."

Eddie knew one of the men slightly,

but he had neither time nor inclination
to join in so fruitless a discussion. He
squeezed past them into the hot and
odorous restaurant, and on his way to
a table on the right waved to a flaxen-
haired girl behind a long counter on
the left.

"Hallo, Goldie, " he said cheerfully,
"how's the queen of the beanery?"*

"Fine and dandy." she replied,

though her appearance belied tier

words.
Norman Davis, clerk in the foreign-

order department of R, H. Morse, In-
corporated, was already in his usual
place at the table, and Bert Foster,
ledger clerk, arrived while Eddie was
pulling out a chair for himself. A
waitress in a white overall which
covered as few garments as possible
arrived languidly with a bill of fare.

Her hair was straight and limp, her
features were heavy, and Eddie had a
name for her.
"Hallo. Garbo!" he said facetiously.
"I'll have the special." decided

Foster, "and bring the Java in right
away."
"Make it two," said Davis, lighting

a cigarette.

Eddie glanced at the list of dishes.

"I'd like a nice thick steak, smothered
with mushrooms and asparagus," he
said. "That's what I'd like. But you
can bring me the special."
The waitress departed and the three

smoked.
"B. G. sure was on the warpath this

morning all right," remarked Foster.
"I'll say so, the old crab," confirmed

Davis.
"Aw," said Eddie, "maybe the heat

got him. If it's ninety in the shade
I'll bet it's a hundred and ten under
that hard-boiled collar of his!"
"B. G." was Bernard George Wilson,

office manager and a martinet.
"Well, it certainly is warm," con-

ceded Foster, " but you're one of the
lucky ones. You've got your vacation
coming up next week."

Eddie, thus addressed, made a
grimace.

"That's right," he said, "but the

place I'm in is hotter than the office.

Mary takes the kids to the park every
day, but it doesn't do any good—they
don't get the sleep they should in tfiat

hot-box. The heat sure pulls them
down."
"Oh, not going away, eh?" inquired

Davis.
"On my pay. and with two kids?"

returned Eddie. "What do you
think?"
A tall young man, wearing a sports

jacket and flannel trousers in conjunc-
tion with a straw hat, sauntered up to

the table wiping the back of his neck.
His nose was long and his lips were
thick, but he had an affable manner
and the three knew him as a regular
patron of the restaurant.

"Well, boys, how's tricks?" he
greeted.

"Hallo, Al!" said Foster. "Hot
enough for you?"

"It'll do until some hot weather
comes along." Al Anslie jerked a
thumb and winked. "Say. has Eddie
pulled any good ones lately?"

"What d'you mean, 'lately'?" de-
manded Davis. "When did fie pull a
good one?"
"I'm not appreciated." complained

Eddie, "but you'll all be pretty sad
when I'm gone."

"That's what you think," jeered
Foster.
Al Anslie went off chuckling.
"Great fellow, that Al," commented

Davis.

"Yeah," said Eddie, and added: "I
see him around all the time. What
does he do ?"

"Oh, I don't know," shrugged
August 21st, 1937.
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Foster. "lie works around liei't.jome-

where."
Three cups of coffee were served by

(he girl with the limp hair and con-
sumed by the three employees of

R. II. Morse, Incorporated. Eddie
groped in a pocket.

" Remember I told you I took some
pictures of the kids last Sunday?" he
asked. " Well, they came out tine.

Wait till you see Judy in the wife's

hat!"
Several snapshot photographs were

produced with paternal pride, and one
of them was offered for inspection.

"A little bit out of focus," admitted
the photographer, "but, gee, they're

swell ! Is that a cute picture of the
kid?"

Foster looked at Davis and Davis
looked at Foster, but neither of them
looked at the snapshot.
"What's biting you?" asked the fond

father.

"Say, listen, Eddie," returned Foster
reprovingly, " you've taken pictures of

those kids of yours every fifteen minutes
since they were born, and I've seen
'em all!"

"Bill biting his toes," scoffed Davis,
"Judy eating her spinach. Bill biting
his spinach, Judy eating her toes."
"Okay," growled Eddie, "skip it."

And he thrust the despised snapshots
back into his pocket and shouted across
the restaurant to the waitress: "Say,
where's that chow?"

" Aw, Norman, now we've hurt
Eddie's feelings," laughed Foster; and
Davis held a hand across the table.

"Listen, sap," he said, "can't you
take it? We were kidding."
"Sure," chimed in Foster. "What's

the matter with you, Eddie? Honest,
I wish me and the wife had a couple."

"Yeah?" Eddie wasn't at all sure
that he was in earnest.

"Well, one, anyway. Let's have a
look!"
Once more the snapshots were pro-

duced, and they were being examined
with exaggerated interest when the
waitress arrived with the three
specials.

"Say, she sure is cute all right,"
proclaimed Davis, studying the picture
of a chubby little fair-haired girl m a
hat that made her look remarkably
sophisticated.

"She certainly is a doll," said the
waitress over his shoulder. "How old
is she, Mr. Lang?"
"Why, she's only six," replied Eddie,

beaming all over his clean-shaven face.
" but smart as a whip."

" She must take after her mother,"
said Davis maliciously. "Yes, she's

cute all right."
After they had devoured their food

the three played dominoes for a while,

and then they returned to the office.

The intense heat did not encourage
exertion, and Eddie's thoughts strayed
frequently to the delightful possibilities

of his approaching holiday—if only he
had money enough to take his wife and
two children away from the sultry city.

The making out of bills became sheer
tedium, and over the afternoon cup of
tea' which was brought to his desk at
four o'clock he studied the holiday
advertisements in the "New York
Chronicle."
Honnd two of those advertisements

he mado red-ink frames because they
fired his imagination, and both con-
cerned lake-sido camps away up in the
hills, and both promised all manner of

sports and good food at moderate
rates.

He was sighing over the one that was
headed " Vacation Paradise " when a

clerk from the counting-house thumped
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him in the back and demanded fifty

cents.

"Eh?" said Eddie, coming back to

earth with a jar.

"Fifty cents—four bits. Viola Gray,
over in the sales department, is getting
married."
"Oh, Viola?" Eddie groped for the

desired sum of money. " Sure, she's a
swell kid, Viola. Here you are ! Funny
you asking me for dough, though—

I

was just wondering how I could pro-
mote some for myself. You know, I

get my vacation next week, and I'd

sure like to take the wife and kids out
of this heat."
"Why don't you try B. G.?" sug-

gested the clerk.

"Wilson?" Eddie screwed up his

face and shook his head.
"What have you got to lose? He

knows the bonus is coming through in

a couple o' weeks, and he ain't a bad
guy—as office managers go."
Eddie considered the suggestion from

the angle of the annual bonus, which
would become due the week after his

holiday, and a few minutes later he
summoned sufficient courage to beard
the martinet in his den at the other
end of the big general office.

The manager was at his desk, hard at
work but suffering considerably from
the oppressive heat, a pen in one hand
and a handkerchief in the other. He
was a man of nearly fifty, but without
a trace of grey in his brown hair.

"What's on your mind, Lang?" he
asked, and his voice was sharp and by
no means encouraging.
"Well, Mr. Wilson," said Eddie hesi-

tatingly, "I—I've got my vacation com-
ing up next week, and I thought, with
this heat-wave, I'd kind of like to take
my wife and kids to You see, that
place we've got doesn't cool off much,
even at night, and I thought that
Mr. Wilson, could I borrow fifty

dollars?"
The manager picked up a sheet of

paper, looked at it, and put it down
again. The silence became almost
intolerable.

"Lang," Wilson said abruptly,
"you've been with us how long?"
"Six years, sir."

"I've kept an eye on you and your
work, and it's been quite satisfactory."

"Thank you, sir." Eddie beamed.
"But we have made it a rule not to

lend money to employees."
The beam faded.
" Well, I know, Mr. Wilson, but

—

but I thought, since we get the yearly
bonus in a couple of weeks Well,
I thought "

"In view of your record of loyal and
efficient service," Wilson interrupted,
"I would gladly make an exception in

your case, but that would bo establish-

ing a precedent—and we can't do that,

can we?"
"No," admitted Eddie unhappily.
"No, I guess we can't. Well, thanks

just (he same, Mr. Wilson."
With all his hopes shattered, he went

out from the room and back to his own
desk.

The Loan Shark Racket

EDDIE lived with his wife, Mary,
ami their two offspring in a little

four-roomed Hat up in the Bronx,
arid fbe flat seemed airless and stirlingly

hot when he reached it that evening,
though all the windows wero wide
open.
Even in his shirt-sleeves he perspired

over a meal in the kitchen, and after-

wards he rigged up a sort of fan over
the crib in which his four-months-old
son, Bill, was too hot to sleep. Tho
fan consisted of a curtain on a rod,

actuated by a string.
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"This ought to keep snub-nose cool,"
he said when he had finished trie

trivance. "Wish somebody'd do that
for me. Hi, look, it works!"
Mary looked with smiling approval as

the curtain moved backwards and for-

wards over the crib and little Bill

settled down to slumber. She v

beautiful girl of twenty-five, and her
husband was her hero.

" Why, you're wasting your time at
Morse's!" she declared. "Gee, he is a
cute-looking little baby, isn't he? You
know, Eddie, when I look at him like

this, and I remember how cross 1 get
sometimes when he cries, I feel awful.''

" You get cross !" scoffed Eddie.
"That's a laugh!"
The crib was in their own bed-room :

Judy occupied a tiny room next to it.

She had been put to bed, but she was
not by any means asleep.

"Daddy!" she called out. "Daddy!
I want daddy!"
Eddie handed the string over to Mary.
"She wants her daddy," he said.

"Keep the old man cool, will you?"
So Mary pulled the string that

worked the fan while Eddie went off

to soothe his little daughter, and she
was still pulling it when he returned.

"Aw, give me that, honey," he said.

"It's too hot to go to bed yet—let's

sit outside a while."
There was a landing of a fire-escape

outside the french window of the bed-
room. They sat together on one of tho
iron steps that led to the floor above,
and Eddie did not forget to pull the
string.

"It's a little cooler out here, isn't

it?" sighed Mary.
Eddie fondled her dark-brown hair

with his free farpd.
" Aren't you glad we took the pent-

house, Mrs. Lang?" he asked whim-
sically.

"Oh, yes, indeed," she replied in the

same strain. "Twenty thousand a
year, but what's twenty thousand?''
-"Between friends, eh?" he laughed.
"Yon want to know something?"
"What?"
"I guess you're the best friend I've

got, man or woman. Leaving out lov-

ing you the way I do—why, I like

you!"
"I like you, too, Eddie."
"Married seven years and still struck

on each other!" He gave the dark-
brown hair a tug. "Fine thing!"
"You bet it's a fine thing," said she;

and then the baby began to whimper.
"What's the matter, Bill?" he called

out, and pulled the string more fre-

quently till the whimpering ceased.

"It's just the heat," said Mary. "Oh,
it's been fierce to-day."
"You're telling me?" Eddie looked

round at walls that were far too close,

then up at the stars. "How much
would it cost, darling, for the four of

us to go away somewhere?"
"Oh, fifty, anyhow," she replied.

"But what's the sense, Eddie? You
know we only just get by."

" I get my office bonus."
"Not for two weeks."
Eddie visualised Pine Lake, and tho

camp there that was advertised as a
vacation paradise.

" I bet I could teach Judy to swim
in three days," ho said.

"Listen, mister," rebuked Mary,
"you'd better go to bed before you
begin lighting cigarettes with ton-dollar

bills!"

She rose from the iron step, where-
upon ho rose beside her—and took her
into his arms.
"Seven years ago was nothing! 1 he

declared.
"What do you mean, nothing?" she

demurred. "It was wonderful!"
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"Uhuh! But it's taken me seven
years to find out what a swell girl I've

got, and I'm still learning!"
- "Oh, Eddie, you dam fool!" she

laughed.
The next day, as predicted, was hotter

than ever. Even the special at the

little restaurant in West Twenty-ninth
Street seemed unappetising to Eddie,

and he left half of it on the plate.

Al Anslie walked with him as far as

the doorway of the Centre Building, in

Broadway. where the offices of

R. H. Morse, Incorporated, were
situated.

"So you'd like to take the wife and
kids out to the great open spaces, eh ?

said Al.
"And how!" said Eddie emphatically.

"It burns me up! Here I've got
seventy-five berries coming to me in

a couple of weeks, but my week's vaca-

tion comes first, so there's my wife and
two swell kids broiling in that two-by-

four place of ours, and I can't raise

fifty bucks!"

"Sure you can!" Al astonished him
by stating quite confidently.

""Yeah? How?"
"Oh, there are ways."
"Name me one !"

"Okay. I know a company that'll

loan you fifty bucks, just like that." A
finger and thumb were snapped expres-

sively.

"Aw, you're kidding." Eddie mopped
his face with a handkerchief. "On
what?"
"On a steady job upstairs."

"Yeah?" Eddie was still incredulous.
" How long has this been
going on ?"

"Listen," said Al impres-
sively, "lots of people bor-

row money from this com-
pany. You know Seaver,
win) works in your office?"

"Bill Seaver? Sure."
"Well, I told him about

tin' joint, and he got sixty

buck- without any trouble

at all. Tell you what you
do. D'you know the Welch
Building ?"

Eddie knew the Welch
Building, in Madison
Avenue, quite well. It was
an office building of con-

siderable height and bulk
with an arcade of lock-up
shops on its ground floor.

"Sure," he said; and Al
handed him a slip of paste-

board.
"You give this card to

the man at the cigar counter
to-morrow," he instructed,

"and you'll get fifty bucks."
There was nothing on the

caul except Al Anslie's name, but some-
how Eddie was convinced.

"Gee. that's white of you, Al," he
murmured gratefully.

"Skip it, boy," said Al with a flip of

his hand. "I'm glad I ran across you."
"I'm mighty glad I ran across you,"

Eddie fervently assured him.
Work did not seem nearly so tedious

that afternoon as it had done in the

morning, but he did quite a lot of day-
dreaming over bills and manifests.

At half-past five Al Anslie entered
the premises of the Aloha Social Club,
in Second Avenue, and passed through
a long billiards-room to a flight of stairs.

At the top of the stairs he turned to

the left along a corridor, rapped on a
door, and stepped into a room furnished
as an office.

There were two desks in the room, and
at one of them a middle-aged man in

spectacles was making entries in a loose-

leaf ledger, while at the other a power-
fully built fellow with a straw hat on the
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back of his head and a cigar in his

mouth was making notes, on a pad. of

details supplied by a crafty-looking
younger man who faced him across the
desk.
Lounging about the room were several

other men, most of them smoking
cigarettes.

"Margaret Jones, housewife, ninety
West Third," reported the crafty-look-

ing one, consulting a little notebook he
held in one hand. "She only wants
twenty now. but she'll be back for a

century in ten days, or I'm crazy."

"You're crazy all right," drawled the

man with the pad, whose name was
Edwin Austin, but who was known as

"Fats." "Okay."
Al Anslie approached the desk.
"Where have you been?" demanded

Fats harshly. "After this, get around
at four."
"Aw, take it easy. Fats." protested

Al. " I've been busy. I did six to-day."

He added with pride: "That makes
fourteen this week."
"Well, ain't that nice?" sneered Fats.

"All right, let's get started."

"Okay." Al took out a sheet of paper
on which he had scribbled notes.

"Thirty bucks. Patrick O'Halloran,
motorman. Gets paid at the Centre
Street car depot. Lives at eighteen
Park Street. Floral Heights. That's a

house, not a flat. Wife and four kids.

Getting thirty-five."

Fats jotted down the details on his

pad. The middle-aged man at the other
desk made an entry in his loose-leaf

ledger. His name was Nelson.

NEXT WEEK'S BIG FILM DRAMA

SPENCER TRACY and FRANCHOT TONE
-IN-

" THEY GAVE HIM A GUN "

Two young men joined the Army at

their country's call, became friends and
played their part as heroes, but war has
its aftermath and one of them, knowing
now how to use a gun, became a gang-
ster. A thrilling tale of human conflict.

" THE UNKNOWN RANGER "

Detailed to track down a band of

horse-thieves. Bob Allen, a Texas
Ranger, rides into Westville posing as
a wandering cowpuncher, rescues a
small boy from the hoofs of runaway
horses, and obtains a job with the boy's
father. He discovers that the rustling
is done with the aid of a wild horse, but
it is not till after many adventures that
he gets his man. A fine Western,

starring Bob Allen.

Also

Another grand episode of the serial :

" THE MOUNTIES ARE COMING "

Starring Bob Livingston.
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"Cigar counter, Welch Building, to-

morrow," he said. "Check."
"Check." said Al, and proceeded to

give details concerning four other people
who desired to borrow money.

A rat-faced fellow in a striped suit

leaned upon the end of the desk, listen-

ing. He affected a white hat of -oft

felt, and doubtless for that reason was
known to his associates as "Whitehat."
Al came to the last name on his list.

"Fifty bucks, Edward Lang," he said.
' Billing clerk with the Morse Corpora-
tion, three-eighty Centre Building.
Lives at two-four-five Everett Place,
apartment five D. Wife and two kids.

Has worked for Morse's six years, get-

ting twenty-seven dollars fifty."

"Check." said the spectacled Nelson.
"Cigar counter, Welch Building, to-

morrow."
Al drifted awav to the men who had

already made their reports. Fats looked
up at Whitehat.
"He's the last, eh?" he inquired.
"Yeah." was the reply.

"Right. Let me have the figures on
the week. Nelson. The big boss wants
them nil at the house to-night."

Fifty Dollars

THE "big bos- " Fats had mentioned
lived luxuriously in a pent house
on the roof of a tall apartment-

house in Park A\enue. He was a dark-
skinned man of Italian parentage, named
Richard Farra. dapper, and in his Latin
fashion, handsome. A wisp of i

moustache decorated his rather full face,

and he looked anything but a ciook; but
he had no conscience \. hat-

ever.
At eight o'clock that

night, when Nelson called at

the pent house with the

desired figures, he was
ushered by a Japanese
lnit 'ei into a drawing-room
where two other men were
seated with Farra in ex-
ceedingly comfortable chairs,

and between Farra's knees
a Siamese cat occupied a
cushion on a stool.

The two men were
racketeers who had been
associated with their hosl in

the days of boot-legging;
one of them a huge fellow,

named Mike Reardon. the
other a younger and far

slenderer man known as
" Bunny."
Nelson became seated at

a little fable provided for
him, and the Japanese
butler dispensed drinks.
Farra glanced at the figures
on a sheet of paper pre-

sented to him and tossed the sheet back
to the man who acted as his accountant.
"Well, I can't be bothered giving you

a sales talk," he said to his two visitors
in quite good English, but with a dis-

tinctly foreign accent. "Why should I?
It's a simple proposition. This loan
shark racket is getting too big for me,
and I've got to have a couple of right
guys to take over the Heights and the
Harbour."

Reardon removed from thick lips an
expensive cigar at which he had been
puffing.

" Who's gonna run the policy game
if I go in with you?" he asked.
"Who cares?" shrugged Farra.
"Listen, have you got any idea what

my weekly take is up in Floral Heights
alone ?"

"I got a lot of ideas about every-
thing, was the imperturbable reply. "I
use that kind o' dough to buy cigars

with.'
August 21st, 1037,
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"Twenty thousand dollars a week net
to me personally, my friend!"
Farra laughed.
" Twenty thousand dollars a week ?

Oh, oh, that's your idea of dough, eh ?

Listen, boy, in every office building, in

every dairy lunch place, in every post
office, outside of every hospital, on the
sidewalks down-town, wherever three or
more suckers are, I've got a steerer.

For every six blocks from the docks to

the Heights I've got a collection office."

He paused to light a fresh cigar.

"Take to-day," he went on. "Not a
good day, not a bad day—below ninety
grand. Yesterday, eighty-eight. To-
morrow, maybe, a hundred and twenty.
And it's a cinch of a proposition—one
dollar interest for every five advanced."
"A month, eh?" suggested Bunny.
"No, not a month, eh?" mimicked

Farra. "A week! Huh! One for five

every seven days, and the sap still owes
the five."

Reardon sat bolt upright.
"Let's get this straight," ho said.

"You loan, say, fifty dollars, and every
week you get ten. That's interest, no-
thing to do with the fifty?"

" You catch on right away, don't you,
sweetheart?" purred Farra.
"Yes, but people who need fifty bucks

that bad," objected Bunny, "must find

it mighty difficult to pay ten every week.
That makes five hundred and twenty
bucks a year on a fifty-dollar loan ! Do
they pay?"

"Certainly they pay," said Farra com-
placently. "We insist on it."

"I often think it's very tough on
them," ventured Nelson, and his em-
ployer turned to scowl at him.
"Hi, in stir you had to mind your

manners, didn't you?" he reproved.
"Well, I've never been in gaol yet, so
I do as I like without asking your
advice."
Nelson flinched as though he had been

.struck and bowed his head.

"Suppose one of these guys gets tired

of being bled?" said Reardon, rolling

his cigar from one end of his mouth to

the other.

"So what?" Farra spread his hands.
" So he gets tired."

"And squawks to the law!"
"Yeah," chimed in Bunny, "what

about that?"
"But they don't squawk," said Farra,

quite calmly. "They're scared."
"But if they should squawk?" in-

sisted Reardon.
Farra humped his broad shoulders

again.
"Then one or two more of my col-

lectors, maybe twice a year, gets
pinched. We spring 'em win n we can,
and anyhow they don't squawk—they
don't know anything except their own
end of the job. Then we beat the ears
off the wise guy who is gonna identify

'em. Once in a while one of the boys
gets six months for assault, or usury,
and that's too bad, eh?"
He waved his cigar as though dis-

missing so trivial a point.
"Now, listen, gentlemen," he said, "if

you want to keep foolin' around with
the poultry racket and this poll! y

|

it's okay by me. I need yon, but not
much, and I'm fed-up lookin' at your
silly faces and answering your dopey
questions. Now let's wind tins thing
up. Do you want to be in, or not?"
"Well, you can count me in," decided

Reardon.
"Me, too, Farra," said Bunny.

On his way to tile office, next morn
ing, Eddie turned into Madison Avenue
and proceeded along that t ho rough fare
to the Welch Building. The so-called
"cigar counter " was actually a tobacco,
nist's shop jus) inside the arcade, and
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the tobacconist was dealing with another
|

customer when Eddie looked in at the |

doorway—a man in the uniform of a
street-car driver who seemed nervous.
"Have you—er—I was to ask you

about an envelope a party was to leave
here for me," Eddie heard him say.

_

"What name?" asked the tobacconist,
a tough and unpleasant-looking person.
"O'Halloran—Patrick," was the reply,
A printed form was placed on the

counter and a fountain-pen was prof-
fered.

" Sign here."
O'Halloran signed his name without

even reading what was, in effect, a
promissory note, and he was handed an
envelope. >w
"You pay your interest here Fridays,"

said the tobacconist.

"Okav," nodded the driver. "Sure.
Thanks."
He went off delightedly and the

tobacconist eyed Eddie.
"What's yours?" he inquired.
"Oh, my name is Lang—Edward

Lang. I was told that
"

"Check." A fresh form was laid on
the counter. "Now you sign here, see?
And every Saturday you pay here ten
dollars."

Unlike the street-car driver. Eddie
read the printed form. It was dated,
in ink, August the 22nd, 1936, and it

ran :

"For value received I promise to pay
to the oider of bearer, on demand, the
sum of fifty dollars and no cents in

lawful money of the United States."
"Hi. look," said Eddie, "this is

worded kind of funny. It doesn't say
anything about interest!"
The tobacconist did not look.
"I just act for the company, buddy,

see?" he responded. "They only use
my stand as a convenience. That guy
who just went out signed okay. If you
don't want the dough it's no skin off

me. but make up your mind."
Eddie did not like the man's tone, and

he did not like the form; but he wanted
the money.
"Oh. well." he said, after a little hesi-

tation, "it don't make any difference to

me. seem' that I'm going to pay it all

off in two weeks, anyway."
He signed the form, received an en-

velope, and hurried off to the office

through streets that were already sim-
mering with heat. But the heat did not
seem nearly so oppressive to him that
day; he had fifty extra dollars in his

pocket, and the holiday at Tine Lake,
Clarke County, was assured.

When he reached home in the even-
ing. Mary had a little shopping to do,

so he went with her, and they took the
children as well. Snub-nosed little Bill

gurgled in his pram, and Judy became
excited when her father bought a sun-
hat for her and put it on her head.

"Eddie, you shouldn't," protested
Mary.
"Looks cute in it, doesn't she?" said

Eddie.
"Yes, but she doesn't need it."

Eddie tweaked Judy's em-.

"That's what she thinks," he
chuckled, "but we know better, don't
we ?"

Several other purchases he made, and
Mary became more and more puzzled.
But on the homeward way lie explained
matters.

"1 can't hold out anv longer, honev."
he said. " We're pulling out for Bine
Lake on Sunday morning. On the
level!"
"Oh. Eddie!" she breathed de-

lightedly. "But you didn't (?et your
bonus ahead of time, did you?"
".No" He shook his head.
"Then how in the world

"

" Simple as one, two, three. There's

Every Tuesday

an outfit that loans money to anybodj
with a steady job—anyone that's good
for it."

"But what interest do they charge ?"-

she asked anxiously.
"Oh, plenty, I guess—probably six per

cent, or even ten. I didn't inquire,

because it doesn't matter, honey. The
week I go back to the office I get my
bonus, and seventy-five dollars will cover
the loan like a tent and plenty over."

"Oh, Eddie, I think you're wonder-
ful !" she declared with enthusiasm.
"I'd have just wanted and wanted and
let it go at that, but you went out and
got the money. Who told you about
this loan company?"
"A guy 1 know, Al Anslie, works

somewhere in the building. Oh, there
are ways of getting things if you just
know the angles."

"It seems like a dream!" Mary
patted Judy on her sun-hat. "Do yon
know we're going to the country, and
for a whole week, Judy?"

Farra Buys a Coat

THE holiday at Pine Lake proved a
sheer delight from beginning to
end. Up in the hilly region, where

the vast lake is situated, the heat that
afflicted New York City was tempered
by cool breezes, and the camp itself fully

justified its advertised description as a
"vacation paradise."

But a nasty jar awaited Eddie's return
to harness. On the Monday morning
when he entered the general office of

R. H. Morse, Incorporated, he found
quite a number of his colleagues clus-

tered round a notice-board on the wall,

and their gloomy faces indicated all too
clearly that they had found something
unpleasant there.

"What's up?" inquired Eddie; and
an indignant girl read aloud the notice
which was fastened to the board:

'"The management announces with
regret that adverse conditions and un-
expected reverses force it to omit the
customary employees' dividend this

year.'
"

Eddie's consternation was beyond ex-

pression, but the others had plenty to
say and the- noise they made in saying
it brought Bernard George Wilson out
from his office with an angry face.

"Back to your desks, all of you!" he
shouted. "The world hasn't come to an
end! Back to your desks!"

All the discontented members of the
staff drifted away to their duties with
the exception of Eddie, and Eddie found
his voice.

"You sure can keep a secret. Mr.
Wilson," he said bitterly.

"What do you mean?" rapped the
manager.
"Remember when I tried to boric

w

fifty dollars from you. and I said I'd get
my bonus in a couple of weeks? You
knew, then, that there wasn't going to

be any bonus !"

"I wasn't at liberty to discuss ij

the time," returned Wilson stiffly.

"But let me remind you, Lang, that T

prevented you from borrowing '.hat

money and getting into debt."
"Yeah," began Eddie miserably, "but

I
"

"Back to your desk!"
"Yes, sir."

On the following Saturday afternoon
Eddie paid a visit to the tobacconist

in the arcade of the Welch building.

He- placed a two-dollar note on the
counter and he said rather plaintively:

" Listen, I was expecting a bonus
this week, see?"

" Don't give me a sob story, brother,'*

snapped the tobacconist. "They only
iiv stand as a convenience.'

The two dollar note was flicked off

I
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the counter on to the floor, but Eddie
picked it up and re-offered it.

" Now wait a minute, will you ?" he
said urgently. "Let me finish. Tell

the loan company from me I can't pay
ten a week. I'll give 'em two, see ?

That's the best I can do, and they can
take it and like it."

"They won't like it, wise guy,"
warned the tobacconist curtly.

"Well, that's too bad," retorted
Eddie ;

" but tell 'em that. Two dollars

from Edward Lang from now on until

I get that fifty paid up."
He left the note on the counter and

went out to catch a subway train to the
Bronx. But he was ill at ease. He had
said nothing all the week to Mary abouc
the notice on the office wall, and he
knew well enough that there was an
ominous threat behind the tobacconist's
warning.

It was with a gloomy face and a
complete lark of appetite that he sat

down to a meal, and Mary asked him
what was the matter.

"Oh, nothing, honey," he replied.

"This is good soup."
" Might as well tell me."
He pushed hark his chair, and little

Judy immediately climbed on to Ins

knees.
"We didn't get the bonus," he

blurted.

"Oh, Eddie!" Mary exclaimed in dis-

may. " Oh, and that money you
borrowed !"

"Yes, I know." he growled. "And
they want me to pay ten a week."
"Ten dollars? Oh, honey, we

couldn't!"
Judy drew attention to the fact that

she had eaten all her beans, and
clamoured for the " horseback ride

"

she had been promised, so [or a while
Eddie jigged her up and down upon his

knees.
"Two dollars is the most we can

pay," said Mary.

"Will the budget stand two?'" asked
Eddie
"Yes, if we cut down on food a

little."
" I'm awfully sorry, honey."
"It wasn't youj fault," she declared

stoutly. "We'll get by."
"You're a great little woman," he

said fervently and linn because his

mmd was considerably relieved he
entered wholeheartedly into tin "horse-
back ride " Judy so much enjoyed.

On the following Saturday when he
visited the tobacconist's little shop, two
men were standing by the counter.
One of them was whitehat, the other
was a bruiser employed by the
"company," named Scully, but Eddie
did not know either of them
"Yeah?" saul the tobacconist.
"I'm Lang," -aid Eddie, ' and I've

come to pay the interest on that los

"Oh, yeah. " nodded tin tobacconist,
" Edward !

Eddie took out the pay envelope
which contained his Week's salary, and
he was in the ail of extractil g a two
dollar note from it when it was
snatched from his hand by Whitehat.
The other man. who had a seared face.

seized hold of Eddie's arm and twisted
it.

"Say, what is this, ,, stick-up?"
howled Eddie. "You can't do that!"
"Take it easy," said Whitehat

menacingly, and he emptied all his
money out of the envelope. "Ten for
this week and eight for last." 1 [e

appropriated eighteen dollars and held
out th< rest. "Here's your change,
ucldy.
" But T told him last week I can't

pay ten!" Eddie shouted.
"Keep it quiet," rasped Whitehat.
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"Keep it quiet? Give me back that
dough ! I can't go home with nine
bucks fifty. I've got a wife and two
kids to feed."
"You borrowed fifty dollars, didn't

you?" demanded the man with the
scarred face.

" Yeah, but I thought "

"Well, what you thought don't cut
any ice," snarled Whitehat. "You

fifty, and you know theborrowed
rates."

" Yeah.
quietly,

' admitted Eddie more
but ten a week ! All I'm

asking you to do is
"

The nine dollars fifty cents were
rammed into his coat pocket.
"Well, so-long, buddy,"' said White-

hat. "I'll see you next week."
He turned towards the door, and the

man with the scarred face followed.
"Say. listen, you can't "' Eddie

began hotly.

"Shut up!" the man with the scarred
fare whirled round, and with a sweep
of his arm sent Eddie floundering
against the counter.

Out a: the kerb in Madison Avenue
a long dark saloon was standing.
The two men got into it, and by the
time Eddie reached the pavement it

had joined the uptown stream of
traffic.

That evi i elegant drawing-
room of Richard Farra's pent-house on
the roof of the apartment house in

Park Avenue became crowded at seven
o'clock by nearly thirty men employed
by him in the loan shark jacket he ran,

and lie addressed them collectively.

"I hear a lot about this being a big
he said scornfully. "Jhg week

my foot ! W< ain't had a big week yet
- we're only just getting started. When
this thing gets really rolling we'll have
a big week all right."'

" But listen, boss " began one of
his principal assistants.

"Shut up!" Farra stabbed the
smoke laden air with the cigar in his

hand. "Ain't none of you got brains
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enough to know what you're in on?
Think this over—not one sucker in ten
ever pays a loan off. They have to
sweat to keep up with the interest, let

alone the principal. But you've got to

keep the steerers on their toes, and if

any of you mugs get picked up for

drunk driving, assault, or carrying a
gun and he's got a list of suckers on
him, I'll let the police go over him,
and he'll be soriy.

"When the police have done with
him, my boys will go over and grease
him good, and I mean good. Under-
stand ? You're not to beat up the
suckers if you don't have to. Put it to

them right and they'll pay. They're
paying quicker and squawking less all

the time the word gets round that it's

smarter to come through quick and
quiet."

fie waved the cigar in dismit I

"All right, now get out of here, ho
said.

Slowly the spacious drawing-room
emptied, and then he walked into a
smaller room that adjoined it and rang
a bell.

"Take." he said to the Japane e

butler '-In appeared with silent suift-

"get in there and open up all the
(VS. That plai e stinks."

Fire minutes latei the butler re-

entered the smaller room to find bis

master drinking a whisky-and soda.
"The man with the coat, Mi-. Farra,"

he announced in curiously clipped
English.
A tubby little man with a big card-

board box under his arm sidled into the
room, and Farra frowned at him.
"What's the idea, you dope?" ho

lapped. "1 told you nine o'clock this

moi ning.
"I'm BOrry, Mr. Farra." The man,

who was a furrier, opened the card-
board box upon a chesterfield and took
out an elaborate fur coat, obviously in-

tended for feminine wear, and wholly
litable for use in a heat-wave that

v.as gradually declining. "I was

His arms were gripped in a fashion that threatened to break the
tones in them, and he was forced backwards to the edge of the

trench.
August 21st, 1937.
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putting in the figured-silk lining you
wanted—all hand-sewn. Let me show
you."
He held up the coat almost lovingly.

"It's a beautiful garment," he said.

"If the lady doesn't like it," said

Farra, "I'll shove it down your throat.

Two grand, eh ?"
" Yes, sir," nodded the furrier.

"Two thousand dollars, and that's a

special price I make for you, Mr.
Farra."
"Special price?" scoffed the

racketeer. "Don't kid me. I know all

about this fur business, it's a racket."

While Farra was paying two thousand
dollars for the fur coat, Eddie, in his

own bod-room, was examining an over-

coat which he proposed to take to a
pawnbroker's.

"It's kind of worn round the edges,"
he said ruefully to Mary, "but they
might give me a couple of bucks on it

to carry us through the week."
Mary whisked a tweed coat, trimmed

with cheap fur, from the wardrobe cup-
board in front of which they were
Standing.
"Here, take mine," she said. "It

won't be getting cold for a long time."
"No, honey," he protested.
"Don't be silly, take it!"
"Okay." He took the coat, but

tliopped it with his own upon the

carpet and wandered over to the french
window, biting his lip. "You know,
I've a good mind to go to the police,"
ha growled.
"What good would that do?" asked

Mary. "You borrowed the money, and
they'd only tell you that you had no
business borrowing from an outfit like

that."
She flung herself on the bed, and

to his consternation she burst into tears.

"Oh, Eddie, what are we going to

do?" she sobbed.
He turned away from the window and

bent over her.

"Don't do that. darling," he
pleaded. "Please don't cry. Gee, I

feel terrible. It's all- my fault. I got
us into this."

She looked up at him with wet eyes.

"No, I'm in it just as much as you
are," she said. "You told me about
it, and I thought it was wonderful."
"You sure picked a lemon when you

picked me."
"Oh, Eddie!" She flung her arms

round his neck. "I love you."
" They won't get away with it

next week," he gritted. "I'm wise
now. They'll get two bucks, and that's

all they'll get."

A Visit to the Police

ON the Monday morning at the
office Eddie had a word with Bill

Seaver, who informed him that
ho had already paid in interest alone
more than the amount originally ad-
vanced to him.
"What are you going to do?" asked

Eddie.
" I'm going to tell them they can

whistle for any more," Seaver
declared.
"I wish I'd talked to you before they

hooked me," lamented Eddie. "If
they think they're, going to get ten
bucks a week out of me they're crasjy."

"Most of the people they deal with
are saps. If you stand up to them like

I'm going to they won't get tough.
They know they're illegal."

Saturday came, and when Eddie left

the office he posted all his salary to

Mary except two dollars. From the

post-office in Broadway he went to the
tobacconist's shop in the Welch Build-

ing, .'iikI he planked the two-dollar note
on the counter with an air of defiance.
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"That's all you can pay, eh?"
challenged the tobacconist.
"Never mind if it's all I can pay,"

Eddie retorted. "It's all I'm going to

pay-"
"Okay, Mr. Lang," drawled the

tobacconist, " it's up to you."
In the arcade Whitehat and another

man were waiting, and they closed in

on Eddie as he emerged from the shop,
one on either side of him.
"Hi, what are you trying to do?" he

stormed, trying to free himself from
their grip. "Let go of me!"
"Easy, buddy," rapped Whitehat,

"we just want to have a -vljttle talk

with you."
The long dark saloon was standing at

the kerb, and its rear door was opened
by the man with the scarred face as

Eddie was rushed towards it. He was
bundled inside, and the other two
followed. At the wheel was another
member of the gang, and the engine
was running. The car shot off up
Madison Avenue.
"Say, what's the idea?" raged Eddie,

grabbing at the handle of the door.
"Let me out of here!"

" You don't want to get out while the
car is going, buddy," jeered Whitehat.
"You're liable to get hurt."

Eddie was jerked into a seat between
two of the men, and one of them
flourished in his face the printed form
he had signed.
"Now listen, Lang," he said

harshly, "we're only asking for what
you signed this note to pay."
Eddie looked at the note, and he saw

that above his signature these words
had been added in ink :

"With interest at the rate of twenty
per cent weekly."

"There was nothing in it about
interest when I signed," he cried.

"Twenty dollars interest weekly on a

loan of fifty dollars. Why, that's

robbery
!"

"You signed the note, didn't you?"
demanded Whitehat. "This is your
name, isn't it?"
"Well, suppose it is. I didn't get my

bonus, and I can't pay you ten bucks a
week. I can only give you two, and
you can't collect more."

"That's your story," scoffed the man
with the scarred face. "You borrowed
fifty bucks, sucker."
"Yeah, and I'll pay it back two

dollars a week."
"Ten."
"Two," persisted Eddie hotly, "and

if you try any more strong-arm stuff

on me I'll turn you over to the cops."

They laughed derisively, and White-
hat said to the man at the wheel :

"Harry, stop by the Gates Street

Station. Mr. Lang wants a policeman."
The saloon swept on up-town.
"You know, this is funny," Whitehat

said with a chuckle that jarred on
Eddie's nerves. " Your friend Seaver
suggested the same thing."

"Yeah," chimed in the man who had
displayed the altered note, "that's what
Seaver said, but Seaver didn't go to

the law, did you. Seaver?"

He reached over to the seat beside
the driver and he jerked up from it the

inanimate form of Bill Seaver, who had
been huddled there out of sight. His
mouth was open and si reaming with
blood, his eyes were closed and the
flesh all round (hem was discoloured,
and there was an ugly gash in his left

cheek.
Eddie stared at his unconscious

colleague with horror.

"Mr. Lang," said Whitehat in the
smoothest of voices, "you'd better pay.
You don't want nothin' to happen to
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vou, or one o' those kids of yours, do
you ?"

Eddie was permitted to leave the
saloon outside the police station in

Gates Street and the saloon passed on
along the street quite slowly. But
Eddie did not enter the police station.

Instead, he made his way to the nearest'

subway station and caught a train home.
Bill Seaver was at the office ou

Monday morning looking considerably
the worse for wear, and Eddie talked
to him about going to the police. But
Bill Seaver seemed to have had all the

fight knocked out of him and was
frightened to do anything of the
sort.

Eddie, however, was made of sterner
stuff, and on his way home that even
ing he came to a decision which led him
next morning to the police station of

the fortieth precinct, in Ryer Avenue,
where he told the desk sergeant the
wholo story.

"You don't know the name of any
of these men?" asked the sergeant.
"No, sir." Eddie shook his head.

"They just had 'for value received I

promise to pay,' and that stuff about
interest they wrote in after."
Tho sergeant gnawed the end of a

pen with which he had made a few
notes.

"The Welch Building is not in this

precinct," he said. "That's down-
town."
"Yes, sir, I know," nodded Eddie.

"But I live in this precinct."

"That doesn't apply. What you have
to do is to go to the station house down
there in tho fourteenth preoinct.
They'll give you a couple of plain-
clothes men who'll go with you on
Saturday when you make this payment.
Then they can pick up the cigar-store
man and maybe these parties you claim
rode you around in the car. Tho
fourteenth precinct, that's in West
Thirtieth Street."
Eddie thanked him.
"Gee," he said with a sigh of relief,

"it sure is a load off my mind. The
last couple o' weeks I've been kinda
going nuts. But I can't go there now
—I'll be late for work."

" Well, you'd better go round in your
lunch-time," suggested the sergeant.
"They'll give you all the protection
you want down there."
Eddie worked that morning with a

lighter heart than he had known since
the day of his return from his holiday.
He decided to have his lunch before he
went to the police station, and he
perched on a stool at the counter of the
restaurant to save time.
Al Anslie found him there, devouring

nothing more substantial than a roll and
butter with a cup of coffee, and he
climbed on to an adjoining stool.

"Haven't seen you for weeks," he
said. "How have you been keeping
yourself, old kid? Sav, did you get
fixed up with that dough all right ?"

"I certainly got the fifty," said Eddie.
"Well, that's great. Have a bit of

pastry ; it's good."
Eddie shook his head, but a piece of

pastry was ordered.
"Put it on my bill, George." Al

Anslie said to the man behind the
counter.
"Say, Al." Eddie ventured after a

while, " how much do you know about
that outfit that makes the loans?"
"Nothing," was the reply. "Why?

Aren't they on the up and up?"
"Know what interest they charge?"
"Pretty steep, I guess. How much-

ten per cent ?"

"A thousand per cent, a year!"
Al Anslie looked astounded.
"No kidding?"
"On the level," Eddie assured him.
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"Ten dollars a week interest on a fifty-

dollar loan
!"

"Can ihey get away with that stuff?"
"If yon don't pay they heat you up."
"Gee," exploded Al, "if I'd had any

idea they were a bunch of crooks like

that, why I—I Gee, that certainly
puts me in a bad spot, telling a friend of

;nme! Look, Eddie, you don't think I

had any idea I was getting you into a

mess like that
?"

"Oh, I'm sure you didn't know what
the outfit was like.''

"Are you letting them get away with
thai ten-a-week stuff?"

"Not me!" gritted Eddie. "I've
been to the police."
Al looked quite startled.

"Oh, you have, eh?" he exclaimed.
" What did they say when you told

'em?"
"Well," explained Eddie, "I went to

the station house up in bur district, see,

and the sergeant said I'd better go over
to West Thirtieth, because that's the
right precinct."

'Well, you're going, aren't you?"
Eddie looked at his watch.
" I'll have to leave it till after work,

now," he said. "There isn't time
enough."

" Well, I've certainly got to hand it

to you for nerve. A lot of guys would
be scared to go to the law."

"Oh, I was scared plenty," confessed
Eddie.
Al insisted upon paving for the

meagre luncheon. He said good-bye to

Eddie at the door of the restaurant and
then tie dived into a telephone-box, close

to it, and rang up the Aloha Social

Club. He asked for Fats, the powerfully
built fellow whose real name was Edwin
Austin, and he conversed with him at

some length.

Dismissed !

TOWARDS four o'clock in the after-

noon, the clerk at the inquiry
desk in the general office of

K. H. Morse, Incorporated, called across
to Eddie that he was wanted on
the telephone, arid Eddie went over to

him, wonderingly, and took the instru-

ment.
"Lang speaking," he said.

The voice that responded was strange
to him, but it was the voice of Fats.

" This is your loan company talking,

Mr, Lang," it said.

"Yeah?" snapped Eddie. "What
can I do for you ?"

" You can't do anything for us, Mr.
Lang," was the significant reply.
" We're doing all right. But you can
do something for your wife and kids,

and if you don't want anything to hap-
pen to them don't go to the West
Thirtieth Street Police Station like your
friend the sergeant told you to do."

"I—I don't know what you're talking
about," stammered Eddie.

" Okay. Mr. Lang, suit yourself. Go
to West Thirtieth, but after you've been
take .mother little walk down to the
Emergency Hospital. You're liable to

find someone you know down there!"

The line becamo dead, and Eddie
replaced the telephone with a very shaky
hand. An hour later he entered the
manager's office with a sheet of paper in

his hand.
"You asked for Tylor and Brown's

July statement, Mr. Wilson," ho said.
" Here it is. They still owe fourteen
hundred dollars."

"All right." Wilson did not look up
from a letter he was reading. "Put it

down."
Eddie placed the statement on the

desk, then coughed a little.

"There's something I want to ask
you, Mr. Wilson,"_ he said.

The letter was signed, and Wilson sat
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hack in his chair with a frown on his

face.

"Which reminds me, Lang," ho said

grimly, "that I've been meaning to

speak to you. Your work's going down-
hill lately. Too much day-dreaming, I

fancy."
"Oh, I'm sorry about that, sir."

Eddie swallowed what seemed to be a

lump in his throat. "I—I'll try to

watch it. What 1—er—wanted to ask
you was. could I have an advance on my
salary ?"

"Again?" barked Wilson. "Out of

the question!"
"Oh. but this is an emergency, Mr.

Wilson."
" You asked for an advance before

your vacation, didn't you?"
"Ye-, sir."
" I think you and your wife should

have a frank talk about finances—work
out an ironclad budget and never depart
from it. You know, sometimes it's

difficult for a woman to understand that

there is just so much coming in and no
more."
Eddie could not bear to hear Mary

blamed so unjustly.

"But this isn't my wife's fault. Mi.
Wilson," he said, with a warmth that

caused the manager to blink. "There's
nothing extravagant about her—or
stupid, either!"
"I'm sorry, Lang, but there's nothing

further the office can do." Wilson
waved a hand in the direction of the

door. "And I'd prefer that you didn't

ask me again," he added.
Eddie was -till hard at work at his

desk, that evening, when the other
clerks went off. He had got into

arrears with the bills and manifests,
since his holiday, as a result of worry-
ing about the loan, and he was deter-

mined lo catch up with those arrears.

Wilson, one of the last to leave the

office, glanced across at liim with
approval on his way nut

;
it seemed to

the manager that his word.-, had not

been wasted.
At hall-past seven, just before the

cleaners were due to invade the rooms
on that Moor, Eddie put away books and
papers, and reached up to a peg for his
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hat. It was then that temptation sud-
denly assailed him. He looked across .it

the desk fit the clerk who had charge
of the petty cash, and found himself
walking over to it almost involuntarily.
The desk was unlocked and so was the

cash-box inside it. He took ten dollars
from the box and lipped them into his

pocket; and then, with a horrible feeling
of guilt, he switched off the lights ami
hurried away to catch a train.

Mary was crooning snub-nosed little

Bill to sleep in his crib when he got
home and tiptoed into the bed-room.

"Hallo, honey," she said, looking up
from the crib, "what kept you?"
"I've been working," he replied.

The baby slumbered, and they crept
away into the sitting-room.

" I've got a surprise," announced
Mary. "Mrs. Barstow, downstairs,
said she'd take care of the kids to-

night.;'

Eddie, far from being pleased, became
alarmed.
"Why should she take care of the

kids?" he demanded. "What is this?"
"Eddie, don't -nap at me like that!"

she exclaimed, staring at him. "I was
going to tell you. There's a band con-
cert at the park to-night, and I
thought "

"You go along, honey," interrupted
Eddie, afraid of what might happen if

the children were left in the flat.

"Oh, no, I wouldn't do that!" she
demurred, and -at beside him on the

What's the matter,chesterfield.
3\\ eel heart '.'

"

" Nothing,"
"nothing's the

said Eddie wearily,
matter, darling. Just.

because I don't want to go to a band
concert you needn't think something's
the matter. Just tired, that's all."

Si, neither of I hem went to the band]
concert in the park. They went to bed
early, instead. But Eddie could not
sleep, although the night was compara-
tively cool; and he set off for the ollico

in the morning tired -eyed and nervy.
He was so nervy that when one of the

girl clerk.-, sailed over to him with an
open box of chocolates in her hand and
taliped him on the back he jumped as

though he had been shot.

Suddenly the light of an electric torch blazed in Eddie's face, and
he raised his left arm defensively, clutching his right fist.
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" What's the idea of sneaking up
behind me and poking ute when I'm
working?" lie rapped at her. "What
do you want ?"

"Well, you don't have to be so
crabby about it," bridled the girl.

"Stella's boy friend gave me a box of
candy, last night, and I came over to
see if you'd like some—sour puss!"
She went off with her head in the

air to another clerk at another desk,
and for more than ten minutes Eddie
sat biting his lip and waging a battle
Willi his conscience. Then, abruptly.
tic rose and went straight to the mana-
ger's room and burst into it in a.

fashion that caused its occupant to gape
at him.
"Mr. Wilson," he blurted, "I stole

some money from the firm!"
"You've what?" howled the

manager.
" I stole some money from the com-

pany."
"How much? When?"
"Ten dollars from the petty-cash

account." Eddie dropped a ten-dollar
note on the blotting-pad. "It's been
driving me crazy ! It was last night."
For nearly a minute there was silence

in the room ; a painful silence, during
which Wilson gnawed a finger-nail and
scowled at an inoffensive inkpot.

"I'm sorry you did that, Lang," he
said, and there was a real note of
regret in his voice. "You've been with
the company a long time. Why did
you do it ?"

" 1 had to have it," Eddie replied
hoarsely.
"Why?'-'
"To pay back a loan. Are you going

to prosecute, sir?"
"No." Wilson shook his head.

"That wouldn't serve any good pur-
pose."

" Thanks."
"You wouldn't have come in here

and told me if you hadn't regretted it.

But I'll have to let you go."
Eddie moistened his lips with his

tongue.
"Yes, sir."

"I'm sorry about it, Lang. I—oh,

well, I'm not going to preach to you

—

you know what you've done ! I would
have trusted you before anybody else

here. You can tell them outside that
you're leaving because we're cutting
down the staff, Good-bye. Lang."
"Good-bye, Mr. Wilson."
Eddie went back to his desk with a

heart of lead, did what had to be done
in the matter of putting away books
and papers, said good-bye to his col-

leagues, and went home.
He told Mary everything.
"So now you know, Mary," he said

miserably when he had finished, "and
if you haven't any use for me after
what I've done I don't blame you."
"Oh, Eddie, don't say that!" she

cried, and flung her arms round his

neck. "You've gone through this

whole thing all alone! You could have
told me, dear."

"Yes. I could have told you," he
growled. "I was a coward."
"No, not a coward," she corrected.

"You don't know how to be a coward.
Oh, if we could only get away from
here! Eddie, let's move!"
"How?"
" Well, the rent's up on Saturday,

and I've got eleven dollars saved from
tlie housekeeping money. I've been
keeping it for—well, for a time when
—when we just had to have it—you
know, in case you took sick."

She let go of him and crossed the
sitting-room to an easy-chair, and she
pulled up the cushion and thrust a
hand down into the lining of the chair,
a hiding-place from which she produced
eleven dollars in an envelope.
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"If you'd had that," she said, "you
needn't "

"Don't!" he pleaded.
"Oh. I'm sorry, Eddie!" She gave

him a kiss, and she gave him the eleven
dollars. "If we could get out of here
they could never find you. We could
start new. You could get a job, and
you're good at your work."

" How did a mug like me ever find
a swell girl like you?" he said humbly.

A Brutal Attack

ON a sunny but pleasantly cool day,
about three weeks after Eddie
had left the firm of R. II. Morse.

Incorporated, Richard Farra walked
out from the Aloha Sociar-G.lub in com-
pany with Bunny and one "of the men
who had bundled Eddio into the car in

Madison Avenue—a man dubbed
" Faneyface."
A black sedan was standing at the

kerb, and a golden-haired girl was
looking out from it, a petulant expres-
sion on her pretty but hard-featured
face. She was expensively dressed, and
she was wearing tho fur coat Farra had
bought for two thousand dollars in the
middle of a heat-wave.
"Well, for crying out loud!" she ex-

claimed as Farra and his companions
crossed the pavement. "You sure took
your time !"

"I'm sorry, sweetheart." Farra
turned to the tall lean Bunny. "Now
remember what I said about letting too
many get away from you. It's be-
coming so that we lose about fifty of
them a week. Why?"

"Well," complained Bunny, "they
move."
"Oh, they move?" drawled Farra.

"That's sure smart of them, oh? That
takes brains ! Well, listen, brain-trust,
I've given you some angles on getting
the new addresses, and I want 'em got
—understand ?"

"Okay, Farra," nodded Bunny.
A streamlined car with a cream-

coloured body and black wings had just

drawn up some way in front of the
sedan. It was very obviously brand
new, and it bore red number plates.

The blonde girl leaned out of the
window and pointed excitedly to it.

"Look, Ricky, look!" she cried.
"That's a kind of cute car!"
Farra bestowed an appraising glance

upon the vehicle.

"You like that car, eh?" he in-

quired.
"Sure," she replied emphatically.

"I'd look good in a cream-coloured car.

It would match my hair !"

Farra grinned and pointed a finger
for the benefit of the rather good-look-
ing fellow he called Faneyface.
"Get that guy with the cream-

coloured car," he directed.

Faneyface dashed along the pave-
ment.
"Is this for sale?" he shouted to the

man at the wheel of the streamlined
car.

"Sure," was the reply. "You
interested ?"

"Boss wants to see it. Back up a
bit. will you?"
The man at the wheel was a dealer

on his way back to his own premises
from those of a prospective client. He
complied with alacrity, and the
golden haired girl descended to gaze
with Farra at the strikingly handsome
vehicle.

"You still like the colour, sweet-
heart, eh?" asked Farra indulgently.
"Love it!" she answered; and then

(he dealer stood beside them.
"You like this particular car, sir?"

he inquired. "We have a number of
other beautiful body designs this year,
eight cylinder 'V'-type motor, guaran-
teed to do ninety miles an hour "
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"Shut up, will you, pal?" inter-
rupted Farra. "I know the routine.
The lady thinks this car is cute, and
she's pretty cute herself. What she
wants she gets mostlv. Okay, I'll take
it !"

"Right now, sir?" The dealer was
astonished.

" \ call, not to-morrow, or next
week," Farra informed him. "To-dav,
this car. How much for cash?"
"Two thousand seven hundred—with

tax."'

"With tax?" snorted Farra. " Sav,
what's the matter with this country?
They'll tax me out of business one of
these days ! Okay. Faneyface. get my
bags and put 'em in this car."
The motor dealer gulped.
"But the registration and plates,

sir?" ho protested.
"Well, I'll use these plates this week-

end. Don't worry, you'll get 'em back
again."
The car was paid for and Bunny was

instructed to attend to the minor
details of the impulsive purchase.
Farra took the wheel and the golden-
haired girl seated herself beside him.

"Hi. boss, what d'you want me to do
with the other car?" asked Faneyface,
after he had transferred the luggage.
"Drive it aroun.i to your place?"
•"No," Farra replied with a wave of
his hand. " I tell you what I want you
to do with the other car, sweetheart.
I'm gonna give it to you."
"Give it to me?" gasped the hench-

man.
"Yes. I think you'd look good in

that car—it kinda matches your hair!"
An extraordinary man, Richard

Farra, full of sudden whims and ex-
travagances, but entirely merciless with
the victims of the loan-shark racket he
ran. He had told his lieutenants of
various means of tracking down de-
faulters, and one of the defaulters was
Eddie, who had obtained a job through
the United States Works Progress
Administration—usually known as tho
"W.P.A."—and had moved with his
family from Everett Place to a wooden
cabin in a whole colony of cabins up in
Yonkers, where a lot of road work was
in progress.
Eddie said to Mary, as he was set-

ting out for a day of hard manual
labour the morning after Farra had
acquired the cream-coloured car:

"Well, I'd better be going, or Uncle
Sam will fire me. We're laying some
pipes over on North Tenth Street, and
if anyone should ask you, Mrs. Lang,
old W.P.A. is certainly getting its

money's worth out of me !"

He was wearing corduroys and a
shirt open at the neck, and his hands
had become calloused, but he was in
fine condition.
"I like this place, Eddie," said

Mary.
"And the garden." put in little

Judy, to whom a garden was a novelty.
"Oh. sure!" nodded Eddie, "this

place is all right, and anyway we've
shaken off those

"

"Now you promised!" warned Mary.
"Right." said Eddie: and ho went

off to work quite happily.

But that morning Fats went fo the
New York headquarters of (he Works
Progress Administration, and to the
elderly clerk in charge of the files lie

told a feasible story inspired by Farra.

"Well, there you are, sir," said the
clerk, conducting his visitor to a row
of tall filing-cabinets. "These arc tho
relief rolls from September the fifteenth
to date. These files arc open to tho
public."
"Thanks a lot," said Fats. "You

see. we can't close these estates until
wc locate the heirs."
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Mary squeezed between the

two detectives with a bag full

of groceries in one arm. Her
right hand went to her throat,

and she screamed.

"Are the inheritances large?" asked
the clerk.

"No. a couple of hundred dollars,
mostly," Fats glibly replied, "some
smaller. But I guess * any of these
people would be glad of a little legacy
like that."
"They certainly would," avowed the

clerk, "and I hope you find some of
them. Well, take your time with the
fill's.''

Fats took his time with the files, and
on some of the cards in some of the
drawers he found the names of
borrowers who had disappeared—and
their new addresses. One of the cards
bore Eddie's name.
That evening, just as it was growing

dusk, Eddie climbed up out. of a trench
in North Tenth Street, Yonkers, and
stooped to ti<? a shoe-lace before follow
ing his fellow workers to the time-
keeper's shed nearly half a mile away.

lie had not noticed a black sedan that
had crept along the newly made road
some time before; but Whitehat and
Fancyface had been watching him from
the sedan, and thej were on him as he
straightened his back.
His arms were gripped in a fashion

that threatened to break the bones in

them, and he was forced backwards to

the edge of the trench and sent crash-
ing to tile bottom of it.

The back <>f hi- head came into
violent contact with one of the pipes he
bad been helping to lay, and he was
already unconscious when the two
scrambled down to him; but they
kicked and punched him till his body
was a mass of bruises.

It was after nine o'clock, and the
1 was in darkness, when a night

watchman, who was lighting red lamps
along the Bide of the trench, beard
groans from the bottom of it. He des-

cended with his lantern, ami he found
Eddie.
An hour later Eddie was sitting up

in bed in a ward of the Emergency
Hospital, Yonkeis, with a bandage
round his head, talking to a big and
full-faced plain-clothes man named
Martin. His body was aching all over,
but his head was clear in spite of pain.

" So we moved from Everett Place
last month," he said, "and I thought
I'd lost them, see: Hi. listen. I wonder
if they 'phoned my wife? This is her
birthday I I asked the nurse to 'phone
her and tell her I might have to work
late. Gee, I hope— "

"All right, buddy, now don't worry,"
interrupted Martin. "We 'phoned
your wife all right. Let's get on with
the story. You never saw these men
again until to-day?"
"No." Eddie settled down again.

"I was just going home from work
when the two of them—they were in a
car, too, that time when the. showed
me Hill Seavcr—they came up behind
me and—Gee, my head !"

"All right, Lang." The plain-
clothes man put away a notebook and
rose from the chair beside the bed.
"Now you get yourself some rc-t and
when we've got your statement typed
you read it. If it's okav, you'll sign
It. eh?"
"Sure I'll sign it." declared Eddie.

"But will you find out for certain
whether somebody 'phoned my wife?
SI. 11 be worried sick if I don't come
home."

' I'll do that."
Martin went out from the ward, and

a colleague who had not uttered a word
went with him. But the colleague
Martin's senior, and n who
teli phoned from the office to police

[quarters in New York ( !ity.

"Let me talk to Captain Hall.
please," he said. "Oh, captain, this

is Gregg."
Captain II. ill. a ma sive man with

greying brown hair and a pair "f vei ,

. .1 bine eyes, was at lii ~ desk in his

own room.
"What- on your mind. Gregg?" he

asked in a voice that was both deep and
pleasant.
"I'm calling from the Emergency

Hospital, Yonkeis." the plain-clol
man responded. "This assault case you
sent Martin and me up here for

—

Edward Lang, the W.l'.A. worker who
was picked up on Tenth Street. Well,
it's a lean-shark beating.''

"I see." Captain Hall made a

grimace. "The usual story, I suppose
—he doesn't remember anything?"
"On the contrary," rejoiced Gregg,

"he's just made a .statement giving
names, place, and times. I think for
once we've got a guy with nerve enough
to talk '."

"That's tine.'' boomed the captain.
"I'll call up the District Attorney at
his house.''

With an air of satisfaction that
equalled— if indeed it did not excel

—

the satisfaction of his subordinate.
Captain Hall rang up the District

Attorney, a stocky little man with
rather an Irish type of face, a mop of
untidy brown hair, and a pair of brown
eyes that gave life to the rest, of his

rather impassive face.

Morgan Curtis was his name, and he
listened with suppressed excitement to
u ha i the ea pi aiu had In tell him.

" Keep him at the hospital till I get
there," he -aid. "I'll be along pi

kly as I can."

The Line-up

WHILE Martin and I aired
at Eddie's bedside f. r the
arrival of the District Attorney,

Mai i in gave voice to his anxie
*" You're sure you won't go hack on

ihi- statement when the I). A.
quired, waving a

I

., rittl U -hee! of paper.
d'you OH- ;u le. go ba K on

it?" i halien 'id Eddie. " Whj hi ild

1 do thai ' It's the truth ' Say, I

I ma\ look kind of silly in this trick

nightgown ami this bandage, but I

know what I'm doing, and I I

what ran happen."
" All rig buddy, I'm -old." said

Martin with a very broad grin. "Just
-o long as you know svhat you're do-
ing."

'Hie District Attorney arrived, read
the statement, and asked many q

..f Eddie— who was up and dressed
bj then, and feeling a lot more like
himself.

" Abo it this Al Anslie," he -aid.

"Didn't it ever occur to you ilia: Al
wa- a steerer—thai he was working for
ill.-,

i a ket< ers 1"
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"No, sir." confessed Eddig and for

the first time considered thaf possibility.

"Al had a job, 1 understood, but, come
to think of it, I never knew where.
Oil, and 1—I spilled everything to hint.

What a sap !"

"You're no sap." Curtis assured him.
"All the banks and all the legitimate
loan agencies have been trying to

stamp out this racket. My office has
been investigating the loan sharks for

two years. I've personally interviewed
five hundred victims—and you are the

first man who has ever had the nerve
to come through with a definite state-

ment."
" Well, 1 don't know anything about

that, sir," said Eddie, "but I've been
scared plenty. I'm still scared."

"Well, you've agreed to make these

identifications I've suggested—and that
takes courage."
Eddie reached out to a glass of

water standing on a table beside him
and took a long drink.

"This is the way I look at it, sir,"

he said then. "Suppose we move
again. Suppose I backed down and
ran away. They'd find me. And every
time my wife was ten minutes late com-
ing home from anywhere I'd get cold

inside. I'd be watching the kids all the

time. After what happened to me to-

day, why, I—I'd be always looking over
my shoulder. Where's the sense of

going on like that?"
"Suppose I give you the money to

pay off your debt?"
The two plain-clothes men who were

in the room looked at one another in

dismay; but Eddie instantly shook his

head—and winced because it hurt.

"No," he said definitely. "In a way,
I'd bo lining up with them by paying
off and keeping quiet. No, I'll go
through with it, sir. I want to do
everything I can to put them out of

business."
"Mr. Lang." said Curtis, "will you

do me a favour ?"

"Sure." replied Eddie.
"I've been around for a long time.

I've been a criminal lawyer and a poli-

tician. I don't rate my fellow-citizens

very high—there are some days when
I'd give you the whole human race for

a dime—yes, and give you nine cents

change. Tf you don't mind, I'd like

to shake your hand."
Eddie gripped the hand that was held

out to him. He thought the District

Attorney was a fine fellow; but he
didn't like the District Attorney's next
remark, which was:
"You're going to be our star boarder

down at the gaol until Friday."
"The gaol?" he echoed in a horrified

voice.

"They'll see that you're comfortable.

I want you where we can find you
when we need you."
"Oh. but Mr. Curtis, do I have to

go? You see, I—I've got a family at

home."
"We're taking care of them."
"Yes. but T think I ought to be

there, too." He nearly mentioned the

fact that it was Mary's birthday, but

thought that might sound a poor argu-
ment. "I'll be at your office on Friday
all right, but 1- T think I ought to go
homo."
"All right, just as you say." returned

Curtis. "So-long. Eddie."
Eddie went home in a squad car. and

Martin and Gregg went with him.
There wore onlv throe rooms in the
little cabin, and the detectives pro-
posed to Occupy one of them, so they
shifted the bed into the kitchen. Eddie
wanted to help, but Mary made him
go and sit down.
"Sorry there isn't an extra bed for

you." she aaid to the plain-clothes men •
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after the rearrangement had been com-
pleted.

"That's all right, Mrs. Lang," Gregg
informed her cheerfully. " We've got
a couple o' chairs in there—and Marty-
has a detective magazine. He likes to
read about detectives in stories, then he
looks in the glass, and does he feel

embarrassed ?"

"Come on," snorted Martin, "get
out of here! Goodnight."
"Good-night, fellows," said Eddie,

"and thanks a lot."

Mary said good-night, and the two
retired to the bedless bed-room. Mary
immediately went over to her husband,
who was sitting at the kitchen table
close to an open window. "N^
"Let me look at you, Eddie," she

said anxiously. "I haven't seen you
alone. Was it awful, honey? Did they
hurt you very badly?"

"Well, it wasn't so good." he re-

turned wryly, "but I'm okay now.
Thanks for sending along my clothes

—I had to make 'em take the bandage
off so I could wear the hat! Is Judy
all right ? I kinda thought she might
wake up with all this noise."

"You hoped she would!" accused
Mary.
"Aren't you going to take Bill up?"
Mary shook her head. Judy and

little Bill were fast asleep in the third

room. Judy in a bed, Bill in his crib.

"You know Bill always sleeps right
through the night, Eddie," she said,

studying his worried face. "Why are

you so anxious to have the kids wake
up?"
"Well, you see, I didn't talk to them

to-night," he replied lamely, "and 1

like 'em."
She was not deceived.
"Even with those two men in the

next room," she said, "you're still

afraid something's going to happen."
"What could hap " He rose

abruptly and thrust his head out at the

open window because he had heard foot-

steps in the tiny garden.
"What is it?" she asked in alarm.

"What's the matter?"
Instead of answering, Eddie made for

the back door and went out into the

darkness, stumbling along a path he
could not. see.

Suddenly the light of an electric torch

blazed in his face, and he raised his

left arm defensively, clenching his

right fist. But it was only the night-

watchman from the newly made road
who was holding the torch, and the
night-watchman had deserted his job to

inquire after Eddie.

"Well. I'm not much better for see-

ing you!" exclaimed the overwrought
young man. "I thought it was one of

those crooks!"
That night Captain Hall issued in-

structions to all the plain-clothes men
under him, and next day there was
considerable police activity in the city.

The tobacconist in the arcade of the

Welch Building was one of the first

to be arrested, but Fats was caught
very soon afterwards.

Al Anslie was playing snooker in (he

Aloha Social Club when its premises
were invaded by half a dozen officers,

but the detective who caught hold of

his arm did not address him as Anslie.

lb' said grimly:
"Come on. Johnson!"
"What's this. Lefty?" demanded Al

indignantly. "You ain't got nothing
on me!"
"D'you want the bracelets on?" in-

quired his captor.

"No. I'll go quiet." growled Al.

"but I a ; n't done nothing. Sav, are
you guys gonna bound me till I'm
eiglitv just because I did time five years

back?"
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"Shut up. sweetheart, will you?"
snapped the detective. "Come on,
we've got a date with the D.A."
Throughout that day every man with

a record who could be found was taken
down to headquarters and detained,
and next morning nearly fifty men were
marched out from the cells in which
they had spent the night.
Fats turned on one of the guards in

a fury.

"If you think some tin-horn flatfoot

can pick me up on a vagrancy charge,
hold me overnight, and give me no
chance to talk to my lawyer " he
began.
"You were given a chance to use

the 'phone, brother," interrupted tho
guard.
"A fine chance!" roared Fats. "The

'phone wouldn't work !"

"Can I help it if your friends don't
want to talk to you?" jibed the guard.
'Right face, forward maich!"
The day was Friday, and Eddie was

with Morgan Curtis in a big bleak
room at police headquarters, sitting in

comparative darkness with a long and
narrow platform some .wenty feet away
in front of them. The arrested men
were about to be subjected to an iden-

tity parade, or "line-up."
"Now, you won't see all of them,"

said Curtis, "that's too much to hope
for. I've picked up most of those who
have police records—got 'em for

vagrancy, carrying weapons, failure to

report to the parole board, reckless

driving, illegal parking, and anything
else we could think of, but I can't hold

them beyond to-day. Take your time
and make sure, because I'm counting
on you."
"I couldn't forget one of them," de-

clared Eddie.
Curtis pointed to the narrow plat-

form, floodlighted from above and
below by powerful arc lamps. Behind
it was a white background, measured
off with vertical and horizontal hues,

and at each end of it were steps.

"They'll stand under those flood-

lights." he explained. "You'll be able

to see them, but they won't be able to

see you."
Several policemen were standing iit

the room. silhouetted against the

lights. The District Attorney called

across to one who was near a door of

steel bars, and tho door was opened and
five men were marched into the room
and made to ascend the platform.

"Stand between those vertical linos."

directed a sergeant brusquely. "Take
your hands out of your pockets!"
"I don't know any of those fellows,"

whispered Eddie.
The five men were marched away at

the command of the District Attorney,
and live others took their place or. the

platform.
"Face front!" barked the sergean*.

"Take your hats off!"

Eddie diew a long breath.

"That's Al Anslie in the centre." he
whispered, and pointed a finger. "That
man on the left there is the tobacconist.

I don't know the others."
The identity parade continued, but

Eddie failed to recognise any of the

other men oxeept the one with the

scarred face, and Fats was released with
the rest of the unrecognised and went
off to report to Farra at his pent-

house.
Roardon was with Farra. and Farra

was lying on a table in a room fitted

up as a gymnasium, being pommelled
and kneaded by a stalwart masseur.
"The\ got ten boys from my club."

Fats informed a broad, bare back, "and
they got the cigar-counter man with a

book on him. They got me. and I'd

(Continued on page 26)
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It was not for vengeance alone that the masked rider struck at Jason Burr's sinister

organisation. He was out to smash a tyrant's ambition to build an empire beyond
the Rockies. A thrill-packed serial of the early West, when California was a pawn

on the chess-board of a scheming nation, starring Bob Livingston

Read This First
The year is 1844 and the scene

California, then a province of Mexico,
lint gold had hi en discovered by a

powerful despot known at General
Jason Burr, who conceives the iiha of

establishing a dictatorship with the aid
of Imperial Russia.
The Russian, Ambassador, Count

Raspumff, exerts his infltienct to supply
Hurt- with ex-Soldier colonists from the

Tsar's army. These, together with 'hi

men alriaily under linn's command,
form the nuclins of a /nice whereby
/hi. WOuld-be dictator plans to seizi

control of the country.

Gold is the mainstay of Jtnrr's am-
bitions, and hi /ins opened a secret
mine ichic/i hi worked by caplin
labour. Hut the land on which it is

situated is the property of a family
i, until/ Loring, and, the Lorinf/s prov-
ing troublesome tin father and the
younger .'on art murdered.
burr, however, has reckoned without

Dun Loring, lln elder son of tin

family, who returns from U.S. territory

fur tin purp'si of exacting vengeance.
Under the alius of the 'Eagle, Don

harasses Jason Hnrr with the (lid of
tun Yiiii!.i i frontiersmen known as
Salvation and Whipsaw, ami a priest
named Father Josi. Thin, gaining
the inii run- of linn's headquarters, In

finds the plotter is holding us cop/iris
Doris Golton and In r father, a mining

.
- net r.

discovering Burr's plan to seize
California, Don organises a land of
Vigilante s to combat him. l.atir, while
the Vigilantes are besieged in their
rendezvous, he limns that gunpowder is

to be used to blast them out of
ace.

I)., i. Whipsaw and Sal cat ion inter-

cept Hurl's powder wagon; but during

EPISODE 7—
" Wings of Doom "

a fight with a Hussion, Don is knocked
senseless in the vehicle as it rolls off

tin road into a deep gulch.

Now Read On

The Eagle's Horse

THE wagon, with its deadly Freight,

was hurtling down (he declivity
at a racketing pace, and at the

foot <»f the slope were those tumbled
bonlders against which it must dash
itselt with an impact that woidd ex-
plode the powder barrels.

To Petroff, who had leapt clear a few
second before, it seemed thai the career
of the Eagle was fast drawing to a

close.

Yet even while the Russian was
gloating over that prospect Don Loring
was collecting his wits and struggling
to his knees on the floor of the runaway
prairie schooner.
The young California)! realised his

danger in an instant, and, scrambling
between the jolting kegs of gunpowder.
he reached the driving s< at of the
wagon. Then ho flung himself from
the vehicle, hit the ground with a force
that knocked the breath out of him,
rolled through the scrub for a few yards
and Email] managed to check his de-
cent by clutching at the twigs and
foliage of a hardy shrub.
The wagon sped onward down the

slope, and half a minute later it

smashed into tin rocks that littered the
bed of the gulch; and in the very
moment of impact the explosives which
it contained went up with ;: n ear-

splitting roar.

A vivid blotch of flame sprang high
into the air, and shattered fragments
of timber were hurled in all directions.

Debris fell around the spot where Don
had come to rest, and a spreading pall

of smoke came rolling aloft to envelop
him. But by the time the fumes had
drifted away the young ranch-owner was
straightening up unharmed.

Away above him Petroff gave vent

to an oath as he saw the masked, black-
clad figure of the Eagle rising from the

ground, and he cursed the fact that he
no longer possessed his revolver, which
he had lost during the- scuffle in the
wagon.
Without the weapon the Russian was

not prepared to tackle Don, for he was
fully aware that if the Californian had
nol -truck his head in falling when the

prairie schooner had lurched over the

rim of the embankment he, Petroff,

would never have been able to subdue
so stalwart an antagonist.

Besides, Whipsaw and Salvation were
up on the trail, and although the bigger
iif the two frontiersmen had been
wounded, his diminutive companion

QO in' ;i ii foe.

Petroff therefore made himself scan e

md he had disappeared from view
when Don Loring ultimately gained the

summit of the slope to rejoin his

I ; lends.

Salvation was lying on the ground,
clasping a blood-stained shoulder and
swearing with the pain of his wound.
Whipsaw was straddling the chest of the

wagoner who had been dragged from
the prairie schooner before its team of

hules had been unhitched and the

cle propelled towards the roadside.

The little fellow was belabouring his

man with In-. !i.-t-. and lie launched a
blow that robbed BtnVs hireling of his
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senses just as Don stuit>Hed across to

Salvation.
Whipsaw retreated from the prone

figure of his victim then and lent the
Caliiornian a hand as the latter was
helping Salvation to stand up.

" We've got to get out of here," Don
said. "Whipsaw, you ride double with
Salvation on that sorrel of his. I'll

take care of your mustang."
"Doggone it, I'll do my own ridin',"

Salvation broke in. "I ain't no baby."
lie made that declaration gamely,

but his appearance belied his words,
and Don know full well that the
wounded man would never be able, to

stay in the saddle without support.
( 'onsequently, lie insisted upon Whip-
saw mounting behind him, and when
the two . frontiersmen had climbed
astride the bigger man's bronc Don
swung himself on to his own pony and
took Whipsaw's riderless mustang by
the rein.

They started out in the direction of
San Antonio, but had not gone far
when they saw the escort of the
destroyed powder-wagon burst clear of
the thickets into which they had been
lured.
The bellow of the explosion had

fetched ihem back towards the trail,

and as they gained the spot where they
had last seen the heavy-laden prairie
schooner, Petroff appeared as if from
nowhere. Then, with the hetman in

the lead, the whole party charged in

pursuit of Don and his companions.

The Californian and the two Yankee
frontiersmen were now approaching a

tract of forest-land, and on entering the
trees Don spoke to Whipsaw in an
urgent voice.

"We'll never keep ahead of those
Russians with Salvation in this condi-
tion," he said. "Look, you get him to

Father Joso's chapel in San Antonio,
where he can have the attention he
needs. I'll lead Petroff and his crew
off on a false scent, and join you later
when I've given thorn the slip."

Whipsaw was loath to have Don take
the risk of capture while he escaped
scot-free. But he knew the futility of
arguing with the young rancher, and
into the bargain Salvation seemed to

be on the verge of fainting. In conse-

quence, the little frontiersman fell in

wfth Don's arrangement, and presently
he and his comrade had vanished amid
the gloomy depths of the woods.

As for Don, he turned off to the
north, keeping just within the fringe
of the trees so that Petroff and his men
gained an impression of his white horse
streaking through the shadows of the

forest.

Don had no means of knowing
whether they could see that he had
separated from his companions. The
fact remained that they took up his trail

in a body, every mother's son of them
intent on running to earth the masked
rider who had proved such a thorn in

Jason Burr's side, and with the whole
band spurring after him Don congratu-
lated himself on having drawn them
away from Whipsaw and Salvation.

The Califorian was still in charge of

Whipsaw's mustang, which was pound-
ing along beside his own bronc, and for

something like a quarter of an hour he
had no difficulty in keeping, well in

front of his enemies. Then his pony
began to lose ground, a circumstance
not surprising, since it had been pretty

hard-worked the night before and had
not obtained much rest.

Don realised that to stay on its back
would be fatal, and skirting a (angle
of brushwood that grew amongst the

tree-stems, he disengaged his feet from
his gelding's stirrups and switched
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horses while momentarily hidden from
the sight of his pursuers.
Transferring himself lithely to the

mustang that had belonged to Whip-
saw, he drove his own bronc onward
and then took cover amid the brush-
wood, and he was effectively concealed
there when Petroff and the Cossacks
rounded the mass of vegetation.
They caught a flash of the white pony

Don had abandoned, but they were un-
able to tell that it was no longer carry-
ing its master, and they pressed on
determinedly, flailing their mounts and
goring them with the spur. And shortly
after they had gone by, the man whom
they knew as the Eagle cajmly emerged
from his hiding-place and struck east-

wards through the forest with the object
of picking up the San Antonio trail.

Meanwhile, the cream-white gelding
with which he had parted company was
drumming its way towards the north,
and, its saddle empty, it seemed to take
on a new lease of life, so that it kept
ahead of Petroff and his men for another
mile or two—a dim-seen form galloping
through the close-ranked trees like a

tantalising will-o'-the-wisp that they
could not overtake.
They caught up with it at last, how-

ever, and it was only then that they dis-

covered they had been fooled. It was
only then that they realised to their

chagrin they had been chasing a rider-

less bronc.
At what point during the pursuit had

the Eagle left the gelding's saddle? This
was a question which none of the
Russians could answer, and it was all

too clear that it would be futile to

attempt picking up his trail now. Yet,
in the midst of his disappointment at

the masked rider's escape, Petroff hit

upon a crafty scheme.
"We've lost the Eagle," he said, "but

I think this horse of his is going to come
in handy. Bring him along."
One of the Cossacks took charge of

the gelding, and a moment afterwards
Petroff was wheeling to lead the way
across country in a southerly direction.

his objective being the canyada which
the main body of his troops were besieg-

ing.

He called a halt before he was actually

in sight of the Vigilantes' hide-out, and.

bidding his companions remain where
they were, rode on alone.

As he advanced the sound of rifle

and revolver fire reached his ears, and
a little later he came in view of the

position occupied by his squadron. Then
he espied the artillery-piece that had
been dispatched from Burr's stronghold
the previous night.

It had been so placed that it com-
manded the ravine in which the

Vigilantes were ensconced, and a group
of gunners were assembled beside it.

Petroff cantered up to those men, and
one of them saluted him.

" We're all ready to open the bom-
bardment, sir," the fellow reported. "Is
the powder on its way?"
"There will be no powder," the het-

man answered gruffly, "and therefore

there will bo no bombardment. Get the

field-piece hitched to its limber and pre-

pare for retreat. We're moving out."

His instructions were carried out

stoically, and in the meanwhile Petroff

summoned the squads of carabineers

who were lying amongst the snub; and
ore long the whole of the besieging force

had mounted and was riding off in

column, the field-gun bringing up the

rear behind a team of plodding mules.

The departure of the Cossacks who
had invested the canyada all through the

night was greeted by a rousing cheer

on the part of the Vigilantes. But that

loud huzza, with its resounding note of

triumph, only produced a sinister expres-
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sion of crafty amusement on the features
of Petroff.

Swinging along at the head of the
squadron, he had soon rejoined the
smaller party, who had been concerned
in the fruitless pursuit of the Eagle.
Then he led the entire column north
under cover of a ridge that lay between
thorn and the Vigilantes' hide-out, and
finally he drew rein on a beaten track
that was flanked by clusters of great
boulders.
"Bring that gelding to me," he called

out to the man who was in charge of
the Eagle's pony.
The horse was fetched to his side, and,

taking pencil and paper, Petroff care-
fully printed a message and pinned it

to the bronc's saddle. It was a message
purporting to be from the Eagle, and
that was the reason why the hetman
had used printed lettering, fearing that
the Vigilantes might be familiar with
their leader's normal handwriting.

"Am hiding out in Stony Gulch." the
missive ran, " and need help. Come at
once."

Petroff turned to the man who was
grasping the white gelding's rein.

"Drive this horse in the direction of
the Vigilantes' lair," he ordered, "but
make sure that they don't see you. Un-
less I am mistaken, they will leave the
canyada the minute they read this mes-
sage, and we shall have them at our
mercy then, for they must come this

way."
His subordinate glanced at the note

which the hetman had pinned to the
gelding's saddle.

" H'm, a clever ruse, sir," he mur-
mured. "But how do we know that the
Eagle didn't work round to the canyada
after we lost him? How do we know i

that he isn't at this very moment with'
the Vigilantes—or the Motilities, as they
call themselves?"

"If he had made tracks for the can-
yada he would have been seen by the
men who were besieging it," Petroff
retorted. " Yes, oven if he had effected

a detour to come in from the far end
of the ravine. I have already asked
whether anyone joined the Vigilantes
during the last hour, and have been
assured that no one has done so. Now
do as I have told you."
The man in charge of the gelding

departed for the ridge that intervened
between the Russians and the canyada.
and presently he disappeared in a cop-

pice on the summit of it. Meanwhile
Petroff ordered the troopers of his

squadron to conceal themselves amongst
the rocks, and. the field-gun also being
hidden, the hetman alone was in view
when the fellow who had been
dispatched to the ridge came spurring
IkkIc.

"The ruse worked, sir." he an-

nounced breathlessly. "I turned the

gelding loose, and it went straight for

the canyada. 1 waited to see what hap-

pened, and in a minute or two the

Vigilantes came galloping out of their

hide-out ."

"And they're headed this way all

right?" Petroff jerked. "They're
headed for Stony Gulch?"
"Yes. sir."

The hetman promptly sought the shel-

ter of the boulders with the Cossack who
had returned from the ridge, and then

he called out in a voice that was audible

to the rest of the squadron.
"Wail until the Vigilantes are

trapped between the rocks before yon

close in on thorn. And don't open lire

unless you have to. I want them alive

A Silence now descended upon the

scene of the ambuscade, a silence that

prevailed until Don Loring's Motilities

hove into sight on the ridge, with the
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veteran rancher Anderson in the lead

and the white gelding by his side. Then,
the thunder of hoofs becoming ever

more distinct to the men who waited in

hiding among the rocks, the band of

Vigilantes surged down the Stony Gulch
trail at headlong pace.

They reached the locality where the

track passed through the boulders, and,

with every man of the Eagle's sup-

porters penned in between the rocks, the

Cossacks under Petroflf's command sud-

denly disclosed themselves in full force,

moving out of their countless hiding-

places on horseback and levelling their

carbines at the luckless Mounties.

Taken completely unawares, Anderson
and his comrades pulled up abruptly,

and as they looked about them they
realised how hopelessly they were
trapped. A formidable party of the

Russians barred the trail in front of

them, another party had mustered in

their rear, and on both sides the clut-

tered boulders seemed alive with fur-

capped Muscovites.
"Keep your hands away from your

guns, or we'll mow you down like rats!"

came the voice of Petroff.

Resistance was futile. Each rancher
was covered by at least half a dozen oar-

bines, so heavily did the odds favour
the Russians, and any attempt to stage

a battle would have been suicidal.

Slowly, reluctantly, the Vigilantes lifted

their hands in surrender, and at a com-
mand from Petroff a group of the
Cossacks rode in amongst them to dis-

arm them.

The Bargain

ONCE again General Jason Burr had
received a visit from Count
Raspinoff, emissary of the Tsar,

and the two men were discussing their

plans in the would-be dictator's study
when the murmur of their voices was
interrupted by a commotion in the patio.

Rising from his chair, Jason Burr
strode across to tho windows of his sanc-
tum, and as he looked out he saw the
Yankee renegades in his employ hurry-
ing from all directions to greet the
arrival of Petroff's squadron of Cossacks
and their Vigilante prisoners.

Burr's piggish eyes gleamed as he be-

held the captives, and, turning to find

that Raspinoff had joined him at the
windows, he spoke to the count in a
voice that rang with exultation.

"Do you see what I see?" he jerked.
" Do you see what I see ? By thunder,
this means our enemy's back is broken!"
Raspinoff was scanning the prisoners

as the Cossacks escorted them to a long,

low shed where they were apparently to

be housed.
"The Eagle's white gelding has been

taken by Petroff's men," he commented,
" but there is no sign of the man in

black to whom it belongs. General Burr,
if he has escaped your troubles are far

from ended. He can still incite opposi-
tion

"

"Here comes Petroff himself," Burr
interrupted. "We'll wait till we've
heard what he has to say before we dis-

cuss the Eagle."
The Cossack hetmarj entered the study

a few seconds later, and the general
looked at him approvingly.
"I notice you ve rounded up those

cursed Mounties, Petroff," he stated.

"Yes, but not by blasting them out
of their hide-out with gunpowder;" was
the reply.
"I know that. The driver of the

powder-wagon showed up here a little

while ago. So did a bunch of my men
who were to have rubbed out the Eagle
before the real powder-wagon put in an
appearance. I gathered from their
stories that the Eagle had been too
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smart for us. But how did you manage
to capture his Vigilantes, anyway?"

Petroff gave him a full report, and
when the hetman had finished his narra-

tive Raspinoff interposed a remark.

"You have done well, Petroff," he de-

clared. "But the Eagle is still at large,

and I have just- been telling General
Burr that he will continue to be a
dangerous factor in this game that we
are playing."
Burr took up the discussion at this

juncture.
"His Excellency is right," he said.

"The Eagle may stir up revolt against
my regime, and I can't afford to have
any unrest in my territory if I've got
to meet trouhle from the United States.

But listen, Petroff, I think I know a

way of laving the Eagle by the heels.

You used his horse- to trap his men. I'll

use his men to trap him."
"How are you going to do it?" the

hetman asked.
Burr's eyes narrowed thoughtfully.

"We know precious little about the
Eagle," he mused, "but from our ex-

perience of him I figure he's one of

these self-sacrificing fools who should
have been born in the so-called age of
chivalry. In other words, he'd throw
away his own life to save his friends.

Remember, for instance, how he risked
the bullets of a firing squad to rescue
that fellow who answers to the name of
Salvation."

Petroff failed to comprehend the pro-

ject Burr had in mind, and Count Ras-
pinoff seemed equally in the dark.

"Now, supposing," the general went
on, "supposing I sent the Eagle a mes-
sage, telling him that if he gave him-
self up I'd let his Vigilantes go free.

I'm pretty well convinced he'd accept
the proposition."
Raspinoff and the Cossack hetman

glanced at each other dubiously. Then
the latter spoke.
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"If he did give himself up, would you
let the others go free?"
"Of course not," Burr scoffed. "We'll

delay their execution so that he can
share their fate, that's all."

"How are you going to get in touch
with the Eagle?" Raspinoff put in.

By way of answer, Jason Burr moved
across to a cage that was hanging in

one of the study windows. It was the
cagi containing the homirg-pigrcr.s
which he had discovered in Doris Col-
ton's possession.
"Any of these birds," the general

said, "can be relied upon to By straight
to our man. Colton's daughter was
caught last 1 1 i _; li t in the act of sending
a message to the Eagle by one of tin m
He returned to his desk, and while

Petroff and the count looked on in

silence he wrote a few sentences on a
sheet of paper. Then he folded the
note tightly, and. removing one of the
pigeons from the cage in the window,
fastened the communication to its leg
with a piece of strong twill.

He had scarcely accomplished this

when there was a knock on the door,
and as he called out in brusque response
the figure of Doris Colton entered the
room. For although she was not allowed
beyond the gates of the fort she was al

liberty to walk anywhere within its pre-

cincts.

"Ah," said Burr, grinning at her.

though something in his manner belied
the indulgent expression on his ugly face,

"come right in, Miss Colton. What
can I do for you .'"

The girl was pale, and her fingers were
twitching nervously.

" I saw the Cossacks arrive with those
prisoners and I understand they're the
Vigilantes," she faltered. "What are
you going to do to them ?"

Burr continued to smile at her.
"Well," he stated, "that depends on

the Eagle. I'm just sending him a mes-
sage, informing him that I'll turn his

" Right now I ain't feelin' so good," Salvation said. " But you
wait till I'm on my feet again. I'll show them Cossacks that they

can't make a dictator outa that rattler Jason Burr !
"
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friends loose if ho comes here an.! sur-

renders. That's a fair enoflfh trade,

isn't it?"
"You mean—you're demanding his

life in return for theirs

"Thai's about the hang of it, Miss
Colton. How do you suppose he'll react

to my suggestion? You regard him as

a pretty brave man, don't you ?"

A far-away expression came into the

girl's lovely eyes
"He's the bravest man I've ever

known," she answered.
"Well, if he's as brave as you think

he is, I'm quite sure he'll take me up
on this proposal," Burr observed smugly.

" Bearding tha Lion "

WHEN Don Loring reached Father
Jose's chapel in San Antonio he
found Whipsaw and Salvation

already installed within the kindly old

padre's quarters.

Stripped to the waist, Salvation was
lying on a divan, and while Father Jose
looked on, Whipsaw was doctoring the

big fellow's wound, which was obviously
paining the injured man to a consider-

able extent.
Moving to the burly frontiersman's

side, Don knelt down by the divan.

"How do you feel, amigo?" he in-

quired solicitously.

Salvation raised himself with an effort.

"Right now I ain't feelin' so good,"
he said. "But you wait till I'm on me
feet again. I'll show them Cossacks
that they can't make a dictator outa
that rattler Jason Burr!"
"You bctcha you will," declared

Whipsaw. "But. say. Don. you really

think the- Vigilantes will be able ter hold

off the Roosians at the canyada, don't

yuh?"
" There's no reason why they

shouldn't," was the reply. "They've
got plenty of ammunition now, and, de-

fended by a mere handful of determined
men, that canyada could be made im-

pregnable against a whole army."
There was a pause, and then Father

Jose spoke.
"My son," he murmured, "I do not

know whether you have heard the news,
but it is said that many towns in the

south have thrown off the yoke of
Mexico and pronounced allegiance to

Burr. The people down there do not

realise, of course, that their lot under
the general will be far unhappier than
it was under (he Mexican Government."

"No, and by the time they do realise

it they won't be able to do nothin' about
it," Whipsaw struck in, "because the

Russian Tsar will have shown his hand
an' flooded the country with troops. The
point is, what's Uncle Sam gonna say

about it in the meantime? I can't see
the American Government standin' for

a foreign power like Russia colonisin' a

province that borders the U.S. frontier."

Don Loring clenched his fist.

"The U.S. Governmentnever will stand
for it," he said, "particularly as they've
had hopes of bargaining for the posses-

sion of California themselves. And let

me tell you this, Whipsaw: I may have
Spanish blood in me. but I'd welcome
U S. rule above any other in this pro-

vince. I have certainly no feelings of

loyally towards a Government so incom-
petent as that of Mexico, anyhow."
Salvation entered into the discussion.
" Fremont and his regiment up in

Oregon are the nearest, U.S. troops ter

Californy," he mused. "If they got
their marnhin' orders they'd be down
at the Ortega Pass in a brace o' shakes."

"Yes, the Ortega Pass," Don agreed.
"The one route open to an invading
force, And Salvalion, I'm convinced it

will come lo thai I'm convinced the
people of California must look to the
United States if they want peace and
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prosperity in this territory. That's why
we've got to prevent him from gaining
a strangle-hold on the Sonoma Valley

—

the key to his ambitions—so that he will
have no chance of concentrating his
energies on defending the pass."

It was at this point in the conversa-
tion that a flutter of wings attracted his
attention, and, turning his head, he
saw a pigeon had settled on the ledge
of a window near by. It was one of
the pigeons which had belonged to
Father Jose, and it had been smuggled
to Doris Colton. and at sight of it Don
started to his feet with an exclamation.
He had soon laid hold of the bird, and.

espying a folded scrap of paper attached
to its leg. he quickly unfastened the
missive and read it. Then he looked at
his companions with an expression of
awe on his handsome features.
"What is it?" Whipsaw demanded.

"A message from Miss Doris?"
"No," Don rejoined. "From Burr.

He must have found out how Doris was
passing information to us."
"From Burr!" Salvation ejaculated.

"What's he say?"
"He says." the young California!!

answered slowly, "he says that the Vigi-
lantes have been taken and are im-
prisoned at his stronghold. He says that
they will only be released if I give my-
self up in their stead. Should I fail

to do so within twenty-four hours, they
will be executed to a man."
Whipsaw gave vent to a cry.

"The Vigilantes—taken?" he ejacu-
lated "But it ain't possible. You said
yourself the canyada was impregnable.
It's a bluff, Don."
"I'm afraid it's no bluff. Somehow

the Vigilantes have been trapped, other-
wise Burr would not have wasted his
time sending me this note."
"What are you gonna do, Don?"
"Go to Jason Burr's fort. The lives

of those ranchers depend on me."
"But Burr will shoot yuh like a

dog." Whipsaw protested. "Yeah, an'
he'll massacre the Vigilantes whether
you show up or not. You can't bank
on a rattlesnake like him keepin' his
word."
Don Loring gritted his teeth.

"Burr won't have the chance of shoot-
ing me, or the Vigilantes either," he
said.

A moment later he was hastening to

the chest where he kept the suit of
clothes that he wore as the supposed
organist of Father Jose's chapel, and
in the space of a few minutes he had
rigged himself out in those garments,
pulling them on over the sombre attire

which was associated with his role of
the Eagle.
"Don," Whipsaw appealed, "you're

crazy if you think you can get away
with that organ-player set-up. I know
what you're gonna do. You're gonna
pull the gag that let you into Burr's
fort once before. But it won't work
this time. Remember that hombre
Pedro, the half-breed in the general's
pay ? He's seen yuh without your mask,
an' he'll recognise yuh."

"I doubt it. I look a very different
man in this guise, my friend. Anyhow,
I'm going to take the chance of meeting
Pedro face to face and being recogni.-ed
by him."
Whipsaw bit his lip.

"All right," he grunted. "Have it

yowr own way. But what am I gonna
wear ?"

" You're not coming with me," Don
(old him "You're going to stay right
here and look after Salvation."

It was in vain that the liitle fronti
man begged I lie California!! to let him
travel lo Bun's stronghold as well. Don
would not hear of it, and shortly after-
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wards he left San Antonio alone, rifling
a sturdy little mule which was owned
by Father Jose.
Noon found him in the vicinity of the

tyrant general's fortified hacienda, and
as he approached the main gateway of
the stronghold several men showed up
there. One of them was the gangster
known as Harris, and it was he who
challenged Don.
"What do you want here?" he de-

manded.
Already Don had assumed the

timorous manner that he affected as the
organist of the San Antonio Mission—
a manner which might well have dis-
armed the suspicions of the most mis-
trustful of men.
"I—I have a message for your com-

mander," he said to Harris. "I—I was
asked to—to give it to him personally."
Harris frowned, and then, taking

Don's mule by the rein, he conducted
the animal and its rider into the court-
yard, where parties of Cossacks and
ruffianly looking outlaws were lounging
about in idleness.

Amongst one of those groups Don
noticed the figure of the half-breed
Pedro, and in passing that particular
knot of men he was careful to keep his
face somewhat averted. Then his glance
was attracted to a horse which was
plunging restively at a hitch-rail near
the main building of the stronghold.
The horse was his own white gelding,

and it had obviously become aware of
its master's presence. But Don gave no
indication that he was familiar with Che
bronc, of course, though Harris escorted
him straight across to it.

A tall, powerfully built individual was
Crying to pacify the gelding. He was
Talbot, Burr's chief henchman, and
Harris addressed himself to him.
"This guy here wants ter see the

general," he reported.
Talbot slid his eyes on Don, and then

give a slight start.

"Say. 1 remember you," he growled.
"You're the organ-player that was here
a few days back. What do you want
this time?"
"I—have a m-message—for the—for

the general," Don stammered. "It's

—it's from the man who calls hhnsefi
the Eagle."

Talbot, seemed to become tense.

"The Eagle, huh?" he jerked. "All
right, get down off that mule a:i' fol-

low me."
Don was lowering himself awkwardly

to the ground, and, indicating the
porch of Burr's private residence, Tal-

bot preceded him into the building.

They passed into a sumptuously fur-

nished hall, and Talbot led the way to

the general's study. The door of the
room was half open, and as they moved
towards it Don caught a glimpse of

Doris Colton emerging from the apart-

ment. But, though she cast a look in

his direction, the girl did nor connect
him with the masked man whom she
knew as the Eagle, and he gained only
a momentary impression of her pale,

anxious face before she turned to ascend
a staircase leading to the upper floor

of the house.
She disappeared, and by that time

Don and Talbot had reached the
threshold of the study, which was occu-
pied by Burr, Petroff and Count
Raapinoff.
A snatch of conversation reached

Don's cars.

"In my opinion," he heard Haspinoff
say. "a shrewd man like the Eagle will

in/ come here."
"No?" Burr retorted. "Well, I'm

counting on the fellow's peculiar code
of honour. From my experience of
him "

But the general did not complete the
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sentence, for it was at this juncture
that Talbot strode through the door-
way with Don shambling at his heels.

" Excuse me, general,'' Talbot an-

nounced, " but here's this organ-player
back again. He claims he has another
message from the Eagle."
There was a scraping of chairs as

Burr, Petroff and the count rose to
their feet and concentrated their gaze
on Don Loring. Then the general
stepped nearer to the supposed
organist.
"A message from the Eagle, eh?"

he barked. " Say, how is it he picks

on you to deliver his messages?"
"I—I don't know. I only wish—he

wouldn't pick on me. He makes me
nervous—in those black clothes of his

—and the mask—and—and "

"All right, all right," Burr cut in.

"What's his message, anyway?"
Don moistened his lips.

"Well, I—I haven't the slightest idea
what he means," he blurted, "but he
asked me to tell you that he'd be here
five minutes after I arrived."
"Five minutes after you arrived?"

Burr rapped out, and then: "Come on,

friends, we'll get ready to receive our
visitor!"

No further heed was paid to Don.
With one accord, Burr, Petroff, Talbot
and Raspinoff stampeded from the
room, and, finding himself alone, the

bogus organist from the San Antonio
chapel promptly began to divest him-
self of the grey suit he was wearing.

Thirty seconds later he stood re-

vealed as the Eagle, and, after thrust-

ing the discarded suit under a couch
and concealing his features with his

mask, he plucked out a revolver and
stepped forth into the hall.

Burr was at the front door of the
hacienda with Raspinoff. Petroff and
Talbot were hastening away in opposite
directions with the general's orders
ringing in their ears.

"Get the men to their posts. Tell

tlu.n: to grab the Eagle the moment
he enters the courtyard. Bring out the
Vigilantes and pick a firing-squad for

them. Huh, so the Eagle thought I'd

really set them free if he surrendered!
He'll know different when we stick him
amongst 'em and start shooting them
down."
The great patio was soon transformed

into a scene of activity, and the
clamour that, resounded within its con-
fines only died down when the prepara-
tions for the Eigle's anticipated arrival

had been completed. Then Jason Burr
turned to Raspinoff.

"ft won't be long now, count," he
said, "before you have the pleasure of

witnessing the mass execution of our
enemies."
The emissary of the Tsar grimaced.
"If you don't mmd, general," he

murmured, "I think I'll wait in the
study until it's all over. I'm afraid

I have a tendency to be a little

squeamish on these occasions."

Burr shrugged his shoulders, and the
count turned to retrace his steps. On
his way to the study he saw no sign

of Don, however, for the latter had
dodged into an alcove, from which he
only emerged when the Russian had
passed by.
The coast clear, Don advanced

stealthily to the doorway in which
Jason Burr was standing, and, coming
up behind the scoundrel, he glanced out
into tho courtyard to see the general's

armed hirelings assembled in groups at
every vantage-point, Cossacks and
gangsters intermingling. Then his eyes
became focused on a file of carabineers
under the command of Petroff—fur-

capped Muscovites who were levelling
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their guns at a band of defenceless men,
the condemned Vigilantes.
Don's face tightened, and, careful to

remain hidden from the view of those
in the courtyard, he thrust the muzzle
of his Colt towards the tyrant in the
hacienda doorway.
"Keep perfectly still, Burr," he

drawled, "if you know what's good for

you."
The general stiffened in every limb,

and, half turning his bullet head, he
gave vent to a smothered imprecation
as he saw the masked figure of the
Eagle behind him. But, his glance
dropping to the revolver, he made no
further sound or movement.

"I've kept my appointment, Burr,"
Don went on. "Now release my men."
"Take it easy," the other croaked.

" Let's—let's talk this thing over."
"There's nothing to talk about. Do

as I tell you, or I'll blow a hole clean
through you. Release my men, give
them their horses and disperse your
own scum to their quarters."
There was no doubting the sincerity

of the threat, and with the barrel of
the revolver boring into his spine,
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Jason Burr suddenly called out to

Petroff in an urgent tone:
"Hey, there, I've changed my mind!

Turn those Vigilantes loose— let 'em
take their ponies—and send 'em liome."

Petroff could scarcely believe Ins

ears. He gaped at Burr from the far

side of the courtyard, but failed to see
the black-clad form who was surrep-
titiously covering the general.
"Go on, do as I say!" General Burr

shouted.
His instructions were carried out, the

prisoners being set free; and when
these had galloped from the stronghold
with a bewilderment only exceeded
by the wonder written on tho coun-
tenances of Burr's own men, the

general ordered his men to return to
their cantonments.
"And now, friend Burr," Don said

then, "we'll talk things over."
"I think it's time we all did some

talking," another voice interposed.
It was the voice of Count Raspinoff.

The astonishing commands of Burr
must have reached his ears, and, dumb-
founded at first, he had at length
emerged from the study to perceive the

reason for the change in the general's

demeanour. And now the Russian was
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close behind Don Loring, and was hold-
ing the point of a sword against the
young Californian's back.
The sword was one which Raspinoff

wore merely as a decoration. It was
questionable whether he had ever used
it as an offensive weapon. Nor did it

prove of much value to him now-, for,

wheeling, Don struck it aside and closed
with the man to hurl him to the tioov

and wrest the blade from his clutch.

The brief scuffle cost Don his re-

volver, however, for he was unlucky
enough to lose his grip on it, and m
au instant Jason Burr had dived for

it and snatched it up. Yet ere the
general could cover him with the fire-

arm the younger man had brought the

(lat of Raspinoff's sword across the
tyrant's hand.

Burr dropped the Colt with a yelp of

pain, and it was as he uttered that cry
that Petroff appeared unexpectedly on
the threshold of the house with four or
five of his Muscovite troopers.

They had entered truculently enough
for the purpose of asking why the
Vigilantes had been allowed to go free

after proving themselves so dangerous
to Burr's cause. But at sight of the
masked, dark-clad figure of the Eagle
they understood the situation immedi-
ately, and a chorus of guttural ex-
clamations broke from their throats.

Out came their sabres, the steel

scraping in the scabbards and flashing

on high. In the same moment Don
sprang hack to put himself on tho de-
fensive, but in doing so he tripped over
the corner of a low bench, and next
second, even as he sprawled his length,

the party of Cossacks rushed for him
in a body to hack tho life out of him
with their razor-edged swords

!

(To be continued in another grand epi-

sode next week. By permission of

British Lion Film Corporation, Ltd.,

starring Bob Livingston.)
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Now, Captain Markham was under the

impression that Pamela was in love with
young Armstrong; moreover, he was
convinced that ho was destined to be a
bachelor. Also, ho was too old for a

gfrl like Pamela.
"Good follow, Armstrong," he re-

marked when they were alone.

"I think he's a dear, but "

"But what?"
" But I'm not in love with him."

Pamela looked at the captain in a man-
ner that even that dense hero could

understand.

An officer knocked and entered. He
coughed discreetly because the captain's

arms were around the girl.

"Your boat is alongside, sir."

"Tell thorn to make it fast," cried the

captain.
"Aye, aye, sir!" cn'ed the officer.

When the door had closed Markham
turned eagerly to the girl Hi' his dreams.
"Do you really moan it'.'"

Pamela laughed.
" Aye. aye, sir !"

It, was Markham, and not tho un-
fortunate Bill Armstrong, who took

Pamela Bront ashore.

(By permission of Herbert Wilcox Pro-

ductions, Ltd., distributed throughout
the United Kingdom and Irish Free
State by General Film Distributors.

Ltd.. starring Robert Douglas. Hazel
Terry and Richard Cromwell.)
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bo down there yet only the guy had
never seen me before. The heat's on,
boss

!"

"It's nice and cool in here," said
Farra complacently. "I Bleep under
blankets every night."
"The D.A. is guarding Lang like he

was the mint," raged Reardon. "They
mean business
Farra waved away the masseur and

sat up.

"So they've got the boys." he said
scornfully, "and for what'.' Assault
and misdemeanour—ursury and misde-
meanour. Huh! The D.A. will have
his little party, and a few stupid lugs

will go away for six months. 80 what?
I'll still be in business

"Well, it's more than that, boss,"
protested Fats. "This guy Lang's
always been a trouble-maker. You see,

Whitehat. and John Scully grabbed Ins

pay-envelope one time, and 1 guess the
D.A. figures that's robbery. And once
Whitehat and Faucyface had to push
him into a car and talk to him some.'
Farra heard thai with manifest mis-

giving and sent for Fancyface, who
was in the pent-house.
"Did you hurt this fellow Lang?"

ho demanded harshly.
"No," replied the thug.
"Don't lie to me! You slugged

him!" Farra pointed an accusing
finger. " D'you know what that means,
you lug? That's a murder rap, if they
want to get technical. You force a
guy into a car. and (hat's kidnapping!
In this State you get life! If you do
him bodily harm while he's in that car
you get the hot seat—death! Can you
understand that. you thick-skulled
idiot? They've got Scully, and they'll

pick you up any day!"
"But listen, Farra " began

Reardon.
"Shut up!" snapped the racketeer.

"I said I'd give my boys protection,
and t will. But no mouthpiece living

can laugh oft' this rap. If a Grand
Jury indicts the boys, they burn!
We'll have to get Lang before he talks

to a Grand Jury."

Foiled !

NEARLY a week passed, and then
the District Attorney sent again
for Eddie, who was convoyed to

the Hall of Justice 111 a squad car.

"We go before (he Grand Jury to-

morrow," said Curtis, "and with your
help 1 think 1 can get indictments
against ten men. But they are all

small try not one-tenth of one per
cent of the loan shark racketeers in this

city. We haven't even touched the
higher-ups, and even if I do gel indict-

ments anil convictions against tie-so ten
men the racket still goes on. It's no)
good enough !"

"Well, look. Mr. Curtis." ventured
Eddie, "I think I've got an idea. <H
course, you're the D.A.. and I'm jusl

a mug thai got in with this mob be-

cause I needed fifty bucks and didn't
brains enough

"

" Don'l apol ig an idea,

Eddie," urged Curl is " You've
nerve, and I like it. Whal were you
going to say?"

"Well, you picked up ft couple ol

books—collection books, with the names
of the people and how much they owe."

"That's ^o. but (hose people are
afraid to talk."

"My idea is that maybe they mighl
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listen to me, seeing as how I'm one of
them. If I put it to them strong
enough 1 think they might come
through."
"Even then,'' said Curtis, "they

couldn't identify the ringleader."
"No, but through them we can get

more Steerers and more collectors, and
then maybe "

"Maybe we'll find the link we're
looking for," Curtis completed. "It's

not likely, but I'm willing to try. All
right, I'll subpoena the lot of them.
You be here at noon recess to-morrow,
and I'll let you talk to them."
"You bet," said Eddie with en-

thusiasm, and rose to go. But Curtis
stopped him as he was on the way to

the door.
"Oh. Eddie." he said, "when this

blows over I think I'll have a berth
for you here."
Eddie gaped at him in mingled

astonishment and gratitude.
"Oh, thank you, Mr. Curtis," he

blurted, "but you know why I lost my
job at Morse's?"
"Forget that." Curtis offered his

hand. "I've forgotten it."

Eddie shook the hand with vigour.
"Is it all right if 1 tell my wife?"

lie asked. "I mean, about the job?"
"Certainly. Eddie," Curtis assured

him. "Tell her by all means."
While Eddie was on his way back

home in the squad car, with Gregg
beside him and Martin in the front
seat with the driver. Mary went out
from the little cabin to do some shop-
ping, leaving Judy in the kitchen to

look after baby Bill in his crib.

Cautiously the back door was opened,
and Whitehat slipped into the room.
He had watched Mary leave the cabin.
"Hallo, girlie." he said with an in-

gratiating smile, "what's your name?"
"Judy," she replied. "What's

3 ours ?"

"Smith." he told her. "Your folks

home ?"

She shook her head.
"My mummy went to the store." she

said, "and my daddy went in a car,

and "

" How would you like to go in a

car?" he cut in.

"Have you got one?"
"Sure—just down the road. Say.

let's vou and me take a little ride."

Ho glanced across at the crib. " We'll

take your little brother with us."
"Oh. that'd be fun!" she cried. "But

my mummy said
"

"I met your mother at the store,"

lied Whitehat. "She told me to come
up here and take you for a nice ride

"

"She did?" Judy clapped her hands.
"Oh. goody, goody! Did she say I

was to wear my sweater?"
"No." Whitehat moved over to the

crib. "Come on. it ain't cold.'
-

He was stooping to pick up the baby
when the door from the lobby swung
wide and a harsh voice rang out:

" Drop those hands !"

Whitehat dropped his hands—and
swung round to face two burly plain-

clothes men who had stepped into the

room with guns in (heir hands
"Say, what is this?" he gulped.
Mary, who had just. returned,

•zed between the two dete

with a paiier-bag full of groceries in

one arm. Her right hand went to her

throat, and she screamed.
"You guys have trot me wrong."
plained Whitehat. "I'm from the

( lapitol Laundry-"
"Oh, no, fellow." drawled one of

the detectives,, -talking over to him and
clamping a pair of handcuffs round his

vi risto, " we've gol von righi
."

Whitehat was taken away prisoner,

and Mary flung the bag of groceries on
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the table to take Judy into her anus.
"Why did you scream, mummy?"

Judy wonderingly.
That afternoon Fats and Fancyface

went to Farra's pent-house with the
news that Whitehat had been arrested
in the act of trying to kidnap Eddie's
children, and Farra lost his customary
suavity and used quite a lot of bad
language.
"Now you get this straight," he said,

after he had calmed down. "Dp to
now you mugs have drawn blanks, but
this time you've got to put that guy
out of the way."
"But not where you say, boss,"

objected Fats. "It ain't so easy. Now
up where he lives it'd be a pip."

"Yeah," chimed in Fancyface, "why
don't you let us finish him off up there.
Mr. Farra ? You don't want no slip-

ups ?"

"No, I don't want no slips-ups,"
raged Farra, "and there ain't gonna hi
no slips-ups. It'll be where I said,
when I said, and you'll do it like I said.

Now I ain't askin' you to go to the
City Hall and bring me the mayor—

I

want one guy taken care of so that
two hundred saps will get the idea. If

he gets in there and starts whooping
it up with those dopes who know plenty
they'll forget being scared, and the
next thing you'll be doin' is sitting on
the hot-seat. Now get out of here

—

and put new rubber in your sling
shots !"

Next morning in the Hall of Justice,
the District Attorney appeared before
the members of the Grand Jury and
addressed them in impassioned tones

"These men against whom I hope
you'll bring indictments," he said, "are
loan sharks. Now the loan-shark
racket is the best organised, the most
profitable, and unquestionably the most
vicious of all rackets. It finds its

victims among workers in shops,
offices, factories—men and women who
work hard for small wages, people who
spend their lives on the fringe of actual
want.
"It is amongst such people as these

that your loan-shark steerers operate,
and obviously it is difficult to find

witnesses against such criminals because
they are frightened. But I've found
one man—one man—who is brave
enough to tell the truth. From the day
I first talked to him I've had him con-
tinuously guarded, but in spite of that
he feels that in coming hero he is risk-

ing his life. And, gentlemen, h - is

right. Until these criminals are wiped
out no witness against the loan-shark
racket is out of danger."

One of the members of the jury, an
elderly and dignified-looking man in

horn-rimmed spectacles, seemed the
least impressed.
"Then your office has been able to

find only one witness, Mr. Curtis?" ho
said dryly.

My office, which has never relaxed
in its efforts to oaleh these criminals,"
responded the District Attorney warmly,
"has subpoenaed many known victims

They are downstairs now, and I am
hoping they will follow the example
of this one man. I am hoping that

within two hours the first of manv
witnesses against the loan-shark racket
will testify before you."
Eddie at that moment was saying

I
bye to Mary and the child

Gregg and Martin were waiting for

"Eddie," said Mary, "you're
shaking."
"Yeah," be admitted, "I've gol a

little stage fright I never spol 1

before Good-bye, darling. I'll

tu later."

*
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He went out with the two detectives

to the squad car in the read, and a
member of Farra's gang immediately
dived into a public telephone-box and
rang up Fats. Gregg flipped a hand
to two colleagues who were on guard
outside the cabin, then followed Eddie
and Martin into the car.

A policeman in uniform was at the
wheel* and the car shot off towards the
city.

"That's a couple o' swell kids you've
got, ' remarked Gregg, who was sitting

on Eddie's left.

"They sure are, Eddie," confirmed
Marti.'] en the other side of him.

"You think so?" The proud parent
produced a number of rather worn
snapshots from his breast pocket. "I
got some pictures here of them," ho
said. "They're a little out of focus, but
they're, kinda cute. Look, the little

girl—the little boy."
Gregg looked out through the window

on his side of the car, and Martin
looke 1 out through the window on his
side.

The End of a Racket

IN a spacious ante-chamber of the
Grand Jury on the second floor of
the Hall of Jusfice nearly two

hundred victims of Farra's racket had
been assembled, and most of them were
standing because there wasn't room
for half of them to sit down. Almost
as many women as men were there, and
they all looked very ill-at-case.

The District Attorney spoke to them.
"In a few minutes," he said, "there's

a man coming in here to talk to you.
His name is Edward Lang, and lie is a

victim of the loan sharks like your-
selves. He is going before the ('.rand

Jury this afternoon, but first 1

want him to talk to you because he's
got a different slant on this whole
business."

" He can talk his head off." growled
a tubby little man, "but I'm not going
to say a word. Ir isn't healthy.''

"Me, either," averred another
vir » ;im

"All I ask of you." said Curtis, "is
what Lang has to

say."
A black -c dan W a- standing but

I [all of Jus! ice w ben the squad car
containing Eddie reached the building.
Fancyface was at the wheel ol

6§dan and Fats was beside him,
|

•nit of the window with an auto
in his hand.

"All right," said Fats, "there he

Eddie alighted and walked towards
the steps between I (regg and Mart in.

and be was on the third step when the
tnatic blazed twice. He collapsed
a groan and rolled down on to the

pavement on In, back, while hon
pedestrians stopped to stare and the
two de v hil led round and
w hipped out tie ir guns.

The black -• dan shol oil" up < 'cut it

t; poll, . r, 1 1
1 - 1 1

1

-h sounded shrilly,

and the District Attorney rushed out
From the bi Id Eddie was lilted up
..ml carried into a room and the police

Surgeon was summoned. Within a very
tew minutes a dispatcher in the radio
transmitter room at police headquai
was sending out a wireless message to
all patrol cars in the city.

"Man shot on Hall of Justice steps.
"Be on the look (ait. for black sedan last

speeding north on Centre Street."
The black sedan, avoiding other

vehicles by inches, careered out of
Centre Street into Fourth Avenue,
reached Union Square and beat the
traffic lights across it. But patrol cars
were converging upon Fourth Avenue
from east and west in the region of
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Madison Square, and Fats became
aware of two that were following.
"Cops behind us!" he shouted.

" Step on it I In front of the Hall of

Justice at noon. Farra's crazy!"
Fancyface drove madly on along the

avenue, but the black sedan had been
seen and police sirens were shrieking.
At East Twenty-third Street all traffic

had been stopped and patrol cars
formed a solid barrier across the road-
way. Fancyface looked back, saw that,

he and Fats were in a trap, and
jammed on the brakes and the black
sedan skidded on locked wheels into
the barrier, and was instantly sur-

rounded by police officers with drawn
guns.
A crowd gathered, but was driven

back ; the doors of the sedan were
opened.
"Come on out, you mugs!" com-

manded an armed sergeant.
Eddie had been shot in the back, just

below the right shoulder-blade and in

the upper part of the right arm. The
police Burgeon wanted to get him off

to hospital immediately, but Eddie was
conscious and determined. He was
coughing blood and believed that he
was on the point of death, yet he in-

sisted upon being carried to a couch
in the ante-room where the victims of
the loan-shark racket were assembled.
The surgeon sat beside him. feeling

his pulse as he lay back against a
cushion coughing and gasping for
breath ; the District Attorney knelt near
his head, filled with admiration for
his jrrit, and nearly two hundred men
and women stared at him aghast.
Somehow he managed to turn in their

direction and to speak, though speech
was an agony.
"As long as there's only one of us,"

he panted, "they can scare him quiet.
They can shoot one of us."
He coughed into a handkerchief that

Curtis held for him. and several of the
women present burst into tears.

"I got a wife and two kids, see?"
he went on after a while. "I was
twenty-eight a couple b' months '

Right now I can't let myself think that

maybe to-morrow I won't he alive. I

don't want to die. but I hate those
crooks, SO I—I figured that I ought to
have a n'e!it to ask this much of you.
Don't—let—me—die- for nothing."
The effort had been too much. A fit

lulling seized him and his head fell

hack, blood trickling from his mouth.
Lull Scavel', who was present, cued out:

"I'll testify. Mr. Curtis!"
"So will I!" shouted another man.
"I'll talk!" Bhrilled a woman; and

then, all of a sudden, every one of the
victims became eager to Lrive evidence.

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"OUR FIGHTING NAVY"

Captain Markham, Robert Douglas;
Lieutenant Bill Irmstrong, Richard
Cromwell; Pamela Brent, Hazel
Terry : Mr. Brent, H. B. Warner

;

President, Noah Beery; De Costa,
Ksme Percy

; Admiral, Frederick
'' Bnricquo, Henry Victor.

" I PROMISE TO PAY "—Eddit
Lang, < Ihester Morris ; Richard Farra,
Leo Carrtllo ; Mary Lam/, Helen
Meek; District Attorney CurtiSj

Thomas Mitchell ; Captain Hall,

Thurston Hall; Al Anslie, John
Gftllaudct ; Judy Lan//, Pats}
O'Connor; Bernard (ironic Wilson,

Wallis (lark: Bill Seaver, James
Flavin ; Alike Beardon, Edward
Keane ; Wats, f Tarry Woods ; Fancy-
face, Henry Brandon ; Whitehat,
Marc Lawrence,
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Bill Seaver squeezed his way through
the crowd to the couch with tears
streaming down his face. *

"You won't die, Eddie," he said
brokenly. "You'll be all right—and
we'll smash those rats out o' business!"
At police headquarters, Fats and

Fancyface were questioned by Captain
Hall after some of his men had put them
through the third degree, and because
they believed they were doomed for the
electric chair on a charge of murdering
Eddie they told everything.
Farra was arrested in his pent-house

and brought down to headquarters. He
faced the two prisoners brazenly enough,
smoking a cigar, and he turned to Cap-
tain Hall with an air of injured inno-
cence.
"These guvs are crazy," he said.

"I've never seen either of them before."
"Never seen us before?" bellowed

Fats. "Why. we were his boys! He's
the big shot—he's our boss ! You can't
take a powder now, Farra—you're in

this thing, too. right up to your neck!"

"That's right," confirmed Fancyface
savagely. "He said we were to hang
around the Hall of Justice at noon, and
when the sucker showed his face we
was to plug him. He told us to kill

him !"

Captain Hall's massive face beamed
with satisfaction.

"Now that you've told your story,"
he said quietly, "I know you'll be glad
to hear that the man you shot is '-till

alive."

"How d'you like that?" Farra, in

his utter disgust, betrayed himself.

"These stupid lugs can't even shoot
straight!"

• T • • •

The Grand Jury indicted Farra, the
olhei members of his gang were arrested
and imprisoned, and the trial was ex-
pedited. The loan-shark racket was
smashed completely, and those concerned
in it were Sentenced to varying terms
of penal servitude.
A mouth after Fddie had been swept

oil' in an ambulance from the Hall of
Justice to the Bellevne Hospital, he was
able to Mf up in bed and was well on
tic way to recovery Mary visited him
one afternoon to find him in quite a state
of excitement.

"Hallo, darling!" Ik- cried, and fished

a letter from under his pillow. "Look
al this!"
Mai 'urn .mil read the letter.

It was from the Districl Attorney, and
if ran :

"Hurry up and yet well, Eddie, your
waiting for von."

"He's kind of a nee fc How . c ii ?"

i ed Eddie.
"I'll say lie i-

'" She tucked the
letter back under the pillow and slipped
a soft arm round Ins neck. "(lee,

Eddie, the doctor (old me yon were
better, but 1 had to see for myself."
"Vim think you're smarter than the

doctor, cli ?" jeered Eddie.

"Sure," she nodded. "The doctor
hasn't been married to yon for over
seven years. Oh, Eddie, I've been so

id !"

"Yeah T was sc; I. too," lie con-

fessed. "I was scared I'd never hold
vai in my arm-' again, or see the kids.

Then I remembered that old crack—
you know, the one about ' only the good
die young.' "

She pressed her cheek against his and
kissed him, and she said softly:

"Oh, Eddie, you silly fool!"

(By permission of Columbia Pictures

Corporation, Ltd., starring Chester
Morris, with Helen Mack and Leo

Carrillo.)
Aiumst 21st, 1937.
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Hollywood Rebel

Zasu Pitts has gone on strike. The
owner of the fluttering hands and
quavering voice has rebelled against
collecting so many salary cheques.
Most screen personalities think they

are busy if they make four or five

pictures ' a year. Zasu has played as

many as 35 roles in twelve months. That
means starting a new picture every ten

days, with no rest in between. So Zasu
has decided to accept only a few im-
portant roles a year, say a dozen or so.

Zasu inaugurated her new policy by
taking six weeks to complete her role in

Walter Wanger's "52nd Street," in

which she is featured with Ian Hunter,
Pat Paterson, Leo Carrillo, and Kenny
Baker. This will introduce Zasu in a

new guise as singer and dancer.

Zasu's earliest ambition was to be a

sweet girl heroine. Hollywood insisted

that comedy was her forte. About
fifteen years ago her talents as a serious

actress were discovered, notably in

"•Greed." But it was too late. The
public demanded her for laughs. She
sighed, accepted the verdict, and
watched her salary soar.

Although only 37, Zasu has appeared
in more than 1,000 pictures.- She cannot
recall the titles of scores of them. For
her first week's work in the studios she

was paid £2 10s. Studios now clamour
for her services at a three-figure salary.

And still her admirers write that they
don't see enough of her on the screen !

One of Hollywood's Strangest Sights

The sun over Hollywood recently

looked down on one of the strangest

sights since Samson went cavorting
about with the jawbone of an ass. it

was a collection of every trick horse,

cat, parrot, owl, turkey, sheep, and
duck, along with its owner, available in

the film city.

This odd assemblage went to the Para-
mount studio in response- to a call by
Director Rouben Mamoulian, who
needed the animals, not for a scene of

the Ark. but to portray a period of life

in Pennsylvania when the oil industry
iras first spawned in the last century.

It is part of the -.Irene Dunne starring

vehicle, "High, WfHe and Handsome,"
with Randolph Scott and Dorothy
Lamour.
Mamoulinn's call revealed that there

were exactly 12 trick cats in Hollywood,
77 trained horses, an indeterminate
number of sheep, seven parrots, 11

ducks, one turkey and one owl. The
round-up was conducted by Russel

Pierce, of the studio property depart-
ment, who found his job complicated by
the fact that he had to bring in the
owners as well as the animals and birds.

This was done so that the said owners
and not the studio would be. responsible
for their safety while working.^sc
The necessity for trained animals

resulted from the fact that they had to

"stay put " or make certain noises, as
the case might be. An unruly animal
could have held up production for
hours.
One of the horses had a particularly

difficult role, but carried it off with
aplomb. William Frawley was asleep in

some hay, when the horse, on cue,
walked up, and with his head shoved
aside enough hay so that he could,
awaken the comedian with several licks

on the face with his rough tongue!
"High, Wide and Handsome," which

is one of Paramount 's biggest pictures
of the year, is a spectacular musical
romance, with melodies composed by
Jerome Kern.

Tough Guys

!

Because of the physical risks he under-
takes in his own special brand of

leading-man roles, Brian Donlevy, 20th
Century-Fox star, has been elected a
member in the Suicide- Club, the exclu-

sive organisation of Hollywood film-

stunt men,
The executive committee, comprising

Harvey Parry, Duke Green, Gordon
Carveth and Allan Pomeroy, took time
out during fight scenes with Donlevy in
" Born Reckless " to induct him into the
group.
Members of the Suicide Club all risk

their lives hundreds of times yearly in

creating screen thrills. Donlevy was
told his ten-day stay in the hospital as
the result of a fight injury in "Born
Reckless " would be counted as the first

step in his initiation.

Near His Work
Moore Marriott, the well-known

British character actor who has an im-
portant role in "The Fatal Hour," the
new Paramount film recently completed
at Pinewood, is a film actor who is fol-

lowed about by film studios

!

Moore—whom everybody calls George
—used to live at Edgware because it was
handy for the film studios at Elstree.

When the big fire at Elstree occurred,
Moore decided to move, so he sold his
place and built himself a new house in

Buckinghamshire. No sooner had he
moved in than it was announced that
new studios were to be built at Pine
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wood—a stone's throw away. Shortly
after, twenty-four film companies took
over accommodation in the neighbour-
hood.

It must be fate—or perhaps merely
foresight.

All For Art!

Going under a shower-bath of flying

glass five times in one day, , Lorettn
Young again proved herself one of

Hollywood's pluckiest actresses:

For a scene in "Love under Fire."
which is before the camera at. 20th -

Century -Fox, she and Don Ameche
were required by the script to fall on
their hands and knees as an expert
marksman shot out several wind
panes with a machine gun.

Since they were within two feet of

the windows, the shattering "glass

covered both of them .for the fiye

"takes" that were necessary. "
' _Mi»a

Young was cut about the neck and
arms, Ameche escaped without '. a,

scratch.

Goldwyn's £10,000 Make-up Bill

Because the Chinese . of • the 13th

century were nearly all. big men .of sit

feet or taller, Samuel Goldwyn . h'ajt

found it necessary to -spend £10,000

more than he intended on .his new 'pic-

ture, "The Adventures of Marco Polo."
This bill will be for make-up alone, as.

on some days '40 to 50 extra make up
men will be required. Explanation is

that -most modern Chinese are small, so

Goldwyn is able to use only a few of th6
Chinese actors in Hollywood as atruo

sphere players. Deficiency will be made
up with hefty Russians and' Mexicans of

Mongolian countenance 'who
.

(

will be
transformed into authentic-looking 13tb

. £
century Chinese by the artifice Of the

make-up department.

Costumes also are expensive. .Ever>-

one of the hundreds of costumes to be
worn in the film have been- made at the.

studio. The biggest job was the making
of chain mail for a thousand soldiers 'to

wear in fighting scenes. Copies of rare

prints from the Peking musyurh were
loaned to the studio, and- si*- months-

were spent in research. The total cost*
of the eosturhes is estimated 'at £30,000. P..

In addition to this Goldwyn is spending
£8.000 for saddles, bridles and harness,

all of which had to be specially made.
Under construction for the' past month

is the 'picture's biggest set, a replica of

a section of the Great Wall of China
and the west gates of Peking. The wall

section is. 100 feet -high and 200 yards

long. The gates are 80 feet h'igh with

towers more than 100- feet high,- This,

one set added £10.000 to the production

costs.

" The Adventures of Marco Polo"
marks the return to the Goldwyn studio

of Gary Cooper, who first won recog
ration there eleven years ago in "The
Winning of Barbara Worth." Other
members of the cast include Sigrid

Gurie, a screen newcomer from Norway.
Basil Rathhone, Ernest Truex and
George Barbier.
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Into the bad lands of Arizona rode four staunch comrades of the Range, destined to
match their wits a*yfl their prowess against an organisation of criminals who stopped
at nothing to gain their own ends. A smashing serial drama of high adventure
among renegades and Redskins beyond the Rio Grande, starring John Mack Brown

EPISODE 1—
" Death Rides the Range "

A Brush with the Indians

THEY eamc riding through the foot-

hilis on ihe edge of the Gila
Desert, with the scent of sage in

their nostrils and the blistering Arizona
sun striking against their backs. There
were four of thorn—toughened, weather-
beaten sons of the saddle bred on the
banks of the Rio Grande in New
.Mexico, though they were far from
their stamping-ground now.

The first member of the quartet was
a handsome, six-foot American of
twenty-five, square in the shoulder, deep
in the chest, with sober features that
could break readily into geniality. He
was Kentucky Wade, bearing that nick-

name not because he bailed from the

State in question, but because his

parents hod both been reared [here

before him. *

('lose behind Kentucky Wade was
Trigger Benton, a long, lean fellow with
a face burned to the hue and texture
of leather, and the rear was brought up
by Dude llanfoid and Mike Morales,
the former being a clean-cut buckaroo
who Mas the youngest of the party, and
(he latter a bronze-skinned Mexican
with flashing teeth and an irrepressible

twinkle in his dark eyes.

The lour of them were fast

of long Standing, and back home on the

Rio Grande each had learned to throw
a gun m the interests of law and order.
At (he moment, however, none of them
had n thought for the six-shooters they
were wearing on their hips. Kentucky,
Trigger Benton and Dude Hanford held

ni iicir fingers nothing more
ominous thau t"rf their posies,
and Mike Moia'es nothing more sinister

than a guitar on which be was strum
Doing the refrain of a cow-camp ballad.
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He was acting as accompaiust to
Dude, who was rendering the song in

a good, sonorous voice, and it was to
the strains of the melody that the four
comrades suddenly debouched from a
pass in the hills and found themselves
confronted by an expanse of rolling
prairie. Then, as Dude and Mike
Morales brought their ballad to a close,

Kentucky Wade spoke in the slow-
drawling accents of the south-west.

" Seems as if we should have come
to some signs of civilisation before
now," he observed.
"Yeah," Trigger Benton grouted.

"Four days of hard ridin' without
seein' a ranch-house. It don't seem pos-
sible."

A frown gathered upon his leathery
forehead, and he was about to make
some further comment when Mike
Morales gave vent to an exclamation
and held up his hand with a flourish

characteristic of him.
"Lees'n!" he ejaculated. " Eet

sounds to me like 1 hear wagon who
There were no sharper ears west of

the Rio Grande than this dapper
Mexican's: and sure enough, within a

few seconds of his uttering those words
the head of a column of prairie

schooners came winding up from a

arroyo that crossed the plain.

The four friends had paused, and they
watched the long line of wagons lumber
into full -view. Then Kentucky Wad

in. an expression of perplexity7

on his good-looking countenance.
"They look like settlers to me," he

said, "but they're pulling out of the
game country we're making for, and
inimiirranfs don't usually travel cast.

I
"

And then he cheeked, for at that in-

stant he beheld a cloud of horsemen

I

assembling on a ridge away beyond the
1 toiling wagon-train—half-nude horse-
men painted and befeathered, mounted
on shaggy mustangs, flourishing bows
and rifles and tomahawks, the last-

named weapons glinting wickedly in
the sun.

"Indians!'' Kentucky jerked.
It was in the da>s when the We.-t

was young, an empire into which
pioneering white men had only been)
to filter during the past twenty or thirtv
years, and a band of marauding Red-
skins was no uncommon sight. Yet
after four days in the wilderness—four
days in the course of which they had
not encountered a living soul—Ken-
tucky and his companions were so
startled by the sudden appearance of
those savages that for a brief interval
they made no move.
While the wayfarers from New

Mexico sat motionless in their saddles
the Indians mustered swiftly upon the
ridge. Meantime the intended victims
of the war-band had sighted the foe,

and were hurriedly ending the wagons
to foim a corral, but the barricade of
prairie schooners was by no means com-
plete when the Redskins surged to the
attack with demoniac cries.

The familiar, blood-curdling death-yell
of the Indian braves reached (he ears
of Kentucky Wade and bis three com-
rades, and soon the remote but piercing
clamour of those shrill voices was punc-
tuated by the Matter of gunfire—the
antique muskets of the Redskins being
answered by desultory volleys fiom rifles

and revolvers of a more up-to-date
pattern.
On mshed the fiendish warriors of the

prairie, and, though they were some
distance from the BOene of the action,

Kentucky and his colleagues could have
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fancied thai they heard the swelling
thunder of the Indian charge. But the
foremost braves were not yet within
howshot of the wagons when Kentucky
tinned to address his three pardners.
" We can get within a hundred yards

of the schooners by takin' that draw,"
he said tersely, indicating a dry gully
that ran across from the spot where
I hey had halted to the arroyo whence
the settlers had issued a minute or two
previously. "Come on, boys!"

Trigger, Dude and Mike Morales
could not guess what was in his mind.
But he was their accepted leader, and
without question or hesitation they fol-

lowed him at a gallop as he dipped
down into the gully. Thus in the space
of a few seconds they were reasonably
close to the locale ot the wagon corral,

and, flinging themselves from their
brones, they scrambled up the slope of
a sharp embankment with their foity-
fives in their hands.
Gaining the summit of the acclivity

they obtained a clear impression of the
fight that was now being waged. There
stood the corral of wagons, with too
many gaps in the roughly formed circle;
and there were the howling Redskins
rounding the barricades now in break-
neck style, enfilading the defenders with
musketry and arrows, and making
sudden dashes that threatened to carry
them within the ring of prairie
schooners.
"Looks like they're gonna break

through any second." Dude Hanford
rapped out "If they do, it will be all

up with the whites. What's your play,
Iv-ntucky?"
"Spread out and start firing." was

the laconic reply. "Make it look like
there's a whole crowd of us."
He flung himself down amid the

scrub that fringed the edge of the gully,
and the others imitated his example,
Dude selecting a vantage point a little

to Kentucky's left. Trigger and Mike
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deploying to the right. And an instant

later four Colts were belching death at

the Indians from an unexpected
quarter.
The Redskins speedily became aware

that they were being attacked by a
party of newcomers, and, the first, half-

dozen shots from the gully unhorsing
five of the braves, the remainder of the
savages wavered uncertainly. Then all

at once they broke formation and began
to ride off in the direction of the ridge
where they had first appeared.

The guns of Kentucky and his friends
helped to accelerate the retreat of the
warriors, who were almost out of range
when the four white men remounted
their brones and spurred towards the
wagon-corral.
A few seconds later the quartet were

within the ring of prairie schooners, by
which time the Indians had realised how
meagre were the reinforcements that
had come to the aid of the settlers. But,
though the Redskins wheeled to launch
a second onset, the defenders were able
to close up the corral of wagons before
the enemy could draw near once more.

The combat was renewed, the Indian
braves making furious attempts to break
through the circle of schooners. Now,
however, the improvised barricade was
well-nigh impregnable, and the wither-
ing blasts of gunfire that challenged the
warriors took heavy toll, so that in less

than five minutes the savages were
again retiring.

This time they did not rally, but
vanished over the crest, of the ridge,

leaving half their number dead or dying
on the plain. As for the settlers, they
had sustained only a handful of
casualties, and it, was while these were
receiving attention that Kentucky Wade
and his friends were approached by an
elderly man who seemed to be the leader
of the wagon-train.
"Well," this individual declared. " I

| reckon we won't have no more trouble

with that partie'lar band of varmints,
but they might've had our scalps if you
fellers hadn't provided us with a chance
of tightenin' up our defences. If you
happen to be goin' our way, we'd be
glad to have you trail along with us."

It was Kentucky who answered him.

"Thanks, old-timer," he said, "but
we're heading west for a locale known
as Paradise Valley. Maybe you can
direct us there."
A frown seemed to gather upon the

other man's brow, and he looked at
Kentucky solemnly.
"Our wagon tracks will lead you right

into Paradise Valley." he murmured,
" but I wouldn't advise any friend cf
mine to go there."
"Why not?" Kentucky asked.

" Indians?"
"The Indians are bad," the old fellow

conceded. "But the whites in that dis-

trict are worse than the Indians ever
dared to be. That's why all these
people here are pulling out and going
back home to the east."
Kentucky Wade exchanged a glance

with Trigger Benton, Dude Hanford
and Mike Morales. Then he turned to

the wagon-boss again.
"Do you happen to know a rancher

in Paradise Valley by the name of Larry
Munro?" h.9 inquired.
"Larry Munro? Why, sure—he's one

of the few decent men left there. I

tried to persuade him to move out with
the rist of us, but he wouldn't quit."

"No, Larry wouldn't," Kentucky
mused. "Well, he's the man my friends
mill Y want to see, and I'd be might)
obliged to you if you'd tell us exactly
u here Ins ranch lies."

The wagon-boss described the route
to the Munro outfit, and, thanking him
for the information, Kentucky and his

comrades prepared to resume their wesl
ward journey. But prior to their depar-
ture the old man made a further effort

to dissuade them from their project.

H There ought to be enough cash here to guarantee Larry's appearance on this trumped-up murder
charge," Kentucky declared. " Now where will we find Judge Lawrence t-"
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"Why don't you turn back and ride
with us?" he counselled. "I'm warnin'
you that it you go into Paradise Valley

especially as friends of Larry Munro—
you may never come out alive."
"I'm afraid that's a chance we've got

to take," was Kentucky's reply, and a
moment afterwards he and Trigger
Benton were cantering out of the
wagon-corral with Dude Hanford and
Mike Morales.
They left to the accompaniment of

shouts of farewell from the settlers
whom they had encountered, and a little

while later a fold in the landscape had
hidden these from their view. Then,
mindful of the directions they had re-
ceived from the wagon-boss, they pushed
on into a verdant expanse of country
that was vastly different from the barren
wastes they had crossed during the few
preceding days.

It was in the early afternoon that they
Bi'ghted a trim ranch-house ahead of
them, and, judging it to be their des-
tination, they made straight for it

liven as they dismounted a girl
emerged from the front door of the
building. She was a stranger to the
four callers, but they remembered that
Larry had often spoken to them in the
past of his sister, and when he had
elected to set up as a rancher in Arizona
he had told them that she had written
io him, offering to give up a position
as teacher at a school in Santa Fe, and
keep house for him in his new venture.
Looking at her now, they saw that

she was singularly attractive, with dark
hair and dark eyes, a mouth as red as
a rose, and the slender, supple figure of
a girl who spent a good deal of her life
out of doors.
She was dressed in riding-kit, and it

was unusually becoming to her. In-
deed, Kentucky Wade for one was pro-
foundly impressed by the loveliness of
her, though at the same time he was
aware that the expression on her fea-
tures suggested hostility.

"We're looking for Larry Munro,
ma'am," he said to her. "Is 'he here?"
"What's your business with Larry

Munro?" she countered suspiciously.
Kentucky regarded her in a whimsical

fashion.
" We don't rightly know, ma'am, until

wc talk to him," he confessed. "You
s< e, he sent for ns—said he was in some
sort of trouble. My name is Wade."
"Wade!" the girl ejaculated, her

manner undergoing a complete change.
"Kentucky Wade! Why. I might have
known it ! I'm Larry's sister—Lucy
Munro."
"I kind of guessed that, ma'am,"

Kentucky rejoined. "But, since you
M'cm to know me by name, maybe
Larry's told you about Trigger Benton
here—and Dude Hanford—an' Mike
Morales."
He presented each of his comrades in

turn, and after smilingly acknowledging
the introductions Lucy Munro turned
towards a window of the ranch-house,
where the newcomer's now observed the
figure of a cowboy who had apparently
been covering tliem.

"It's all right, Buck," the girl sang
out. "These are Larry's best friends.''
She turned to Kentucky and his

partners again with an apologetic air.

"I'm soriy if I seemed a little uu
friendly just now," she told them.
"Bllt Larry wasn't fooling when he
wrote to you and said he was in trouble,
and I thought you might be some of
i he men w ho ha\ e been living to scare
him off his land. Oce, won't he be glad
i i see you, though !"

Kentucky nodded.
"We'll sure be glad to see him, too,

Miss Lucy," he staled. "But BUppos-
i ig you let him know we're here."
October 2nd, 1M7.
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"He isn't around right now," the girl
answered, a hint of uneasiness in her
voice. " He left for town this morning
without telling mc, and when you
showed up I was just on the point of
going there myself—because—well, be-
cause he's made a good many enemies
and I'm worried about him."
Kentucky addressed her crisply.
"In that case, Miss Lucy," he an-

nounced, "I reckon we'll ride along
with you."
The cowboy known as Buck had

emerged from the ranch-house by this
time, and Lucy Munro dispatched him
to a near-by stable with instructions to
saddle a pony for her. Then, when ne
had returned with a mount, she climbed
astride the animal, whereupon Kentucky
Wade and his three friends likewise
swung themselves on to their broncs.
"All right, Miss Lucy," Kentucky

said. "Lead the way—and maybe while
we're headin' into town you'll be good
enough to give us the low-down on the
situation."
The girl wheeled in a westerly direc-

tion, and the four men who had
travelled from New Mexico in response
to her brother's communication moved
after her, Mike Morales first of all hand-
ing his guitar to the cowboy named
Buck and requesting him to take care
of it for him.
A little while later Lucy Munro and

her companions had picked up a beaten
track that wound through a belt of

chaparral. It was a trail which led

to a township that had sprung up when
Paradise Valley had first been settled

by white men—a township wherein
Kentucky Wade and his friends were
destined to recall the ominous warning
of that veteran wagon-boss who had
tried to dissuade them from pene-
trating farther into Arizona.

Under Arrest

TO all appearances the town of

Brimstone was a thriving and
prosperous settlement, but woven

into the very roots of its existence were
elements of vice and rascality which
the efforts of a conscientious sheriff

and an incorruptible judge had failed

to crush.
Brimstone, founded by a group of

hardy pioneers, had become the stamp-
ing-ground of a sinister organisation
recruited from the scum of the West-
gunmen, gamblers, renegades—human
vultures who had not only driven
honest, law-abiding citizens from the
town itself, but who had made life

intolerable for many of the ranchers
owning property in that fair strip of
territory known as Paradise Valley.

It had been difficult, to collect

evidence against the scoundrels re-

sponsible for the innumerable acts of

violence that had been committed in

and around Brimstone. Certain clear-

thinking citizens, however, hail formed
the conviction that the lawless elements
in the town were acting under the

orders of some individual, or body of
individuals, who were out to obtain
a strangle-hold on the entire valley.

Yet it would have surprised those
self-same citizens to learn that the
headquarters of Brimstone's organised
criminals werfl located in the offices of
the local news-sheet, owned and edited
by Matt Keeler.
On the day that Larry Munro left

his outlying ranch to ride into town,
Alan Keeler might have been seen in
his private sanctum with half a dozen
of his cronies, chief among whom wai
Doc Hardy, a stoop-shouldered man in

the late thirties, whose sallow counten-
ance won' an expression of smug'
complacency.
Keeler himself, the highly osteomod

owner and editor of the "Brimstone

Every Tuesday

| News," and a supposed crusader
against t In* vice and villainy that
reigned in the town, was a tall, spare
man of about forty-five. Like Hardy,
he was dressed in soberly elegant
clothes which gave him an air of
respectablity, and there was nothing
about him to suggest that he was (lie

associate of criminals, though a keen
judge of character might have observed
that his puritanical face possessed
certain defects—the eyes being too
closely set, and the thin-lipped mouth
indicating a streak of cruelty in his
nature.
At the moment he was engaged in

quoting the. final paragraph of an
article which had been written by
himself and which had appeared in
that morning's edition of the "Brim-
stone News."

" 'And it is this paper's opinion,' " he
was proclaiming, in a dry, nasal voice
that held more than a trace of amuse-
ment, " ' it is this paper's opinion that
when peaceful settlers are driven from
their homes by organised outlaws, it is

high time the people of the whole,
section took matters into their own
hands.' "

The statement was greeted with
laughter by the oilier occupants of (lie

room, and then Doc Hardy volunteered
a comment.
"Coming from you, Matt," he said

with a grin, "(hat editorial is a
classic."

Keeler laid aside the newspaper
from which he had been reading.

"It's editorials like this that have
fooled Brimstone and the whole of
Paradise Valley," he remarked.
"Meanwhile, on my instructions, the
boys have been going about their
business, and in consequence nearly all

the ranchers have gone, leaving us free
to fake over (heir property."

"Yes," Doc Hardy rejoined, "and
when v. e get Larry Mnnro's place the
organisation will control a fifteen

stretch of border. It will he easy then
to slip over into Mexican territory
from time to time—grab the eadle
that are there for the taking—and
run 'em back over the line."

Another of the company raised his
voice. Known as Steve Claggett, he
was a big, uncouth ruffian who had
earned an ugly reputation for himself
as a gunman.
"It might not bo so easy to get

Mumo's ranch," he growled. " You
take it from me, that hombre will put
up a fight."

"Yeah?" said Doc Hardy, rounding
on him. "Well, if it's a fight he
wants, 1 reckon you know how to
handle him, Steve."
"Steve ain't the only one in this

outfit that knows how to handle tin'

likes of Munro."
The words were uttered by a lank-

haired customer who was seated on
Claggett's left. The son of a renegade
white man and an Indian squaw, he
answered to the name of Buckskin,
and he had inherited the worst
qualities of both the races whose
mingled blood flowed in his veins.

"You're right, Buckskin," declared
Keeler. "There are plenty of men in
(lie organisation who know how to

handle Munro. On my authority
Sieve here has already offered him a
price f< r his land, and if Munro
continues to reject that offer—well.

he'll go the way of other men who "

It was at this juncture that the owner
of the "Brimstone News" was inter-
rupted by ti man lounging near the
window of the room, a swarthy, bearded!
in.in of unsavoury appearance.
"Hey. there's Larry Munro now, an I

he's sioppin' at the bank. Maybe he's

ready to sell out."
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The other inmates of the office 1

crowded to the window, and saw a tall, .

.strapping young fellow of twenty-five

dismounting outside a building a little

way along the main street of the (own.

He was Larry Munro, and after tether-

ing his pony to a hitch-rail, he walked
across the threshold of the premises
outside which he had halted.

Keiler turned to the man who had
first espied the rancher.
••Nevada." he said, "you and Steve

Claggett get over there and see what
you can find out. And if Munro isn't

here to strike a bargain—well, now -

as good a time as any for a show-down
You understand?"
The rogue who called himself Nevada

inclined his head significantly, and,

accompanied by Steve Claggett, made
his way from the room, and some
thirty seconds later the pair of them
were abreast of an alley that separated
the bank from a neighbouring saloon.

Ifere Claggett stopped short and
indicated the passage-way.

•You wait in the alley. Nevada." iic

i littered, "and be ready to back up
;m\ play I make."
Nevada slunk into the fissure between

the bank and the saloon, and with a

hitch to the gun he was wearing on
lit- hip, Steve Claggett strolled up to

the doorway of the building into which
Larry Munro had vanished.
As lie entered the bank he saw the

young rancher standing at the counter
lie was in conversation with a man
named Purvis, who was not only the
cashier of the establishment, but

also an essayer of precious metals,

and Purvis was examining a chunk of
quartz that Larry Munro had ap-
parently handed over to him.

"It's not gold rock, Larry," Claggett
heard Purvis say. '1 can tell you
that right now."
"There- some kind of metal in thai

ore, though," Larry Munro affirmed.
"Look at those specks in it."

Purvis glanced up at that moment,
caught sight of Steve Claggett in the
doorway, but without making any
comment, fixed his attention on t ] 1

.

-

sample of rock again Then he
sii nigged his shoulders and addressed
Munro once more.
"1 don't think this ore is going to

add a cent '.o the value of your land."
In- said, "bill t'll test it if you say so."

"All right," was the reply. "I've
got one or two tilings to do in town.
and I'll drop in on you to hear the
result of your assay before I leav • for
home."
He moved away from the counter,

and. as he did so, came face to face
with Claggett, who eyed him through
narrowed lids.

"Hallo, Munro," Claggett greeted.
"I hear you've decided to sell your
ranch."
The cattleman's tanned and rugged

feature- seemed to harden.
"You heard wrong," he announced

curtly.

"Yeah? Well I think you're inakin'
a mistake, Munro. If I was in your
place "

"You're not in my place and you
never will bo!" Larry broke in, an 1

the sting in his voice whipped a dark
flush into the other's countenance.
"It sounds like you're lookin' for

trouble," Claggett growled ominously.
"No, but I ain't running away from

any. And you can tell your boss,
whoever he is, that he and all his
hired killers are not running me off
ins ranch the Circle D."
Steve Claggett took a step nearer

to Larry Munro.
"Are you hiutin' that "

"I don't hint, Claggett! You heard
what I said, and I reckon yon know
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what I meant—and if you don't like

the sound of it I'm ready for any move
you care to make."
Claggett's fingers wero within six

inches of his gun, and for an instant

it looked as if he meant to draw. But
he happened to know that Larry
Munro was reputed to lie pretty quick
on I he trigger when the occasion
demanded, and. restraining the impulse
to reach for his "iron" there and
then, he affected to recover his

composure.
"Aw. shucks, Larry," he protested,

"there's no sense in you and me havin
any trouble."
"That's up to you!" the younger

man snapped, and. pushing past him
strode out of the bank.
lb had scarcely departed when

Claggett exchanged a meaning glance
with Purvis, and then, plucking his

revolver from its holster, the gunman
slipped out on to the porch.

Larry Munro was at the hitch-rail
lie had his back to Claggett and was
preparing to swing himself into the
-ad lie of hi- horse, but. as if warned
by some sixth sense, he chanced to

turn his head and caught the would-
be assassin in the act of lifting his

forty-five to take aim at htm.

With a gesture that was a.- swill as

sleight of hand Larry whipped hi- own
gun from it.- sheath, ami a split-second

i the weapon belched Same and
I ail. the bullet scoring Claggett's
wrist so that he uttered a yelp of pain
and dropped hi- revolver without dis

charging it.

Immediately afterward- another shot
tang out. It was a -hot that came
from the allej where Nevada had
posted himself, but it missed by an
inch, and before the gangster could fire

again Larry had blazed at him and
drilled him through the body.

Nevada pitched to the ground, and
lay there lifelessly with his face buried
m the dust, and hardly had he fallen

than the street, which had been rmpi
a moment previously, became thronged
with men— men who came running from
all directions to learn the cause of tie-

gunplay.
At that Steve Claggett bent down

and retrieved his six-shooter. He
made no attempt to level it at Larr\
again, however, but instead he darted
to the huddled figure of Nevada and
snatched up the hitler's revolver.
thrusting his own into tin- dead man's
holster.

The interchange of weapons escaped
the notice of Larry, and it like

escaped the notice of the app
groups of citizens, am

i
was

the sheriff of Brimstone, a sturd .

grey-haired officer svho had served th-
cause of law and order faithfully,

although here in Paradise Valley the
had been heavily loaded agi

him.
The sheriff was Hie first to

i

scene of rbe gun duel.

" What'- happ< ned he; e, M unr
lie demanded.

" I'h nt ," Larry answered hi

"
( laggeti ami that hombrc V

i l led to get me I"
" That'- a lie !"

It was Claggetl who shouted
lie w a- -i ill 1 ii side

Nevada, with tl nut's forty-five in

hi- grasp and hi- own gun reposing in

the fallen cieok's holster.

"Munro -tailed n. sheriff.!" Claggett
weni on. "lie -hoi Nevada with
givin' him a chance to draw ! 'I

a look at Nevada's gun an' see for

If !

"

The sheriff moved over to him, and,
stooping, tugged out the revolver Lha

Claggetl had planted in the dead man's

" Why don't you let Larry Munro out of his cell and give him back
his forty-five, sheriff ? " Kentucky said with clenched teeth. " If we're
going to hold this mob at bay, we've got to make every bullet count,

and Larry sure knows how to use a gun !
"
October 2nd. 1937v
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holster. Then, after examining it, he
returned to where llie young rancher
was standing.

"This looks bail, Larry," he said

solemnly. " Nevada's gun was on his

hip and it ain't been fired."

"Of course it ain't been fired!" Stevo
Claggett ground out. "Munro shot

him down cold. I drew beeauso he
turned his iron on me after he'd

rubbed out Nevada, an' he'd have
finished mo as well if I hadn't spoiled

Ilia aim by puttin' a bullet past his

head."
Larry was staring at the forty-five

which the sheriff had removed from
Nevada's body, but he riveted his

attention on the weapon in Claggett's

possession as the rogue broke it open
ro reveal thai, it had been discharged.

"Claggett," he rasped, "you've
swapped guns with your side-kick.

You're tryin to frame me You know
darn' well you came outa the bank
and tried to ping me through the

back. Then, when I was too quick
for you, Nevada took a shot at me
from the alley, an' I had to drill him
in self-defence."

•"A pack of lies, sheriff!" Steve
Claggett expostulated, wheeling to-

wards llie representative of the law.

"I was the one that had to fire in

self-defence. Yeah, an' I w*as lucky
to come outa the rukus with nothin'
worse than a blistered wrist. But
poor Nevada—he didn't have a
chance."

Larry turned to face the crowd of

bystanders who had assembled in front.

01 the bank.
"Say, didn't anybody see what took

place?" he appealed.

There was a movement among the
onlookers, and a man named Hudson
thrust his way to the fore.

"Yeah, I saw the whole business,"

he volunteered stoutly. " I was a-

sit tin' in my front window across the
street, and it all happened just as
yon "

Hudson stopped. He had suddenly
become aware that a knife w:as being
pressed threateningly against his

back. It was a knife held in the
dusky fist of the half-breed known as
Buckskin, who had been one of the
earliest arrivals on (he scene of the
affray.
Hudson recalled that more than one

man who had offered to testify against
the ruffianly elements in Brimstone
had never lived to tell his story before
judge and jury, so that for their own
safety honest citizens had of late closed
their eyes to many a dark deed.

"Go on," urged Larry, but Hudson
had lost, his nerve with that dagger
surreptitiously caressing his spine.

" Well, I—I was on the other side of
the street,'' he mumbled lamely, "an'
everything happened so quick that I
couldn't rightly say who started it."

The sheriff spoke.

"A line witness you'd make, Hudson."
lie said; and then to Larry Monro

:

" I'm sorry, young feller, but I'll have
to lock you up pending an investiga-

tion into this affair.''

fie relieved the rancher of his .six-

gun, and, summoning a couple of
deputies who had joined the crowd,
gave them instructions concerning the
disposal of Nevada's body, after which
he marched Larry Mtinro in the
direction of the gaol.

Outside the bank, Steve Claggett ex-

changed a glance with the half-breed
known as Buckskin, then looked up the
street towards the offices of the "Brim-
stone News," where the figures of Matt
Keeler and Don Hardy were distinctly

visible: in one of the windows.
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Siege

HALF an hour after Larry Munro
had been confined in a. cell behind
the sheriff's office, four men and

a girl walked into the gaol and con-
fronted Brimstone's representative of
the law.
The girl was Lucy; the men Kentucky

Wade, Trigger Benton, Dude Hanford
and Mike Morales; and although the
sheriff looked upon Larry Munro's sister

with a kindly enough eye he regarded
her companions with a good deal of
suspicion.
"What do you strangers v>g»rit?" he

demancfed, observing the forty-fives that
were packed on their hips. "It ain't
customary to walk into my office wearin'
so much hardware."

It was Kentucky who answered him.

"We've no intention of using our
hardware, sheriff," he said. "We're
friends of Larry Munro and his sister

here, and we've just learned that Larry
is under arrest—and we'd like to know
the whys arid wherefores, that's all."

Before the sheriff could offer any
response there was a shout from the cell

in which his prisoner was lodged.
"Kentucky Wade! Dude! Mike!

Trigger ! Why, you old scorpions

!

It's all right, sheriff. They used to be
law officers themselves back home."

The voice was Larry's, of course, and
in another moment his friends and his
sister were before the bars of his cell.

Then while the sheriff looked on, the
prisoner gave Lucy and her companions
a detailed account of the shooting affray
that had occurred outside the bank.
When he had finished his story, Ken-

tucky Wade turned to Brimstone's
guardian of the peace.

" Sav. couldn't we bail Larry out,
sheriff?" he asked.

"You'll have to see Judge Lawrence
about that," was the reply, "and it'll

probably cost you a heap of money."
Kentucky produced a wad of notes

and glanced at Mike, Trigger and Dude.
"Come on, boys, shell out," he said,

and without hesitation his three com-
rades parted with all the money that
they possessed, so that Kentucky was
holding a considerable sum in his
hands when he addressed the sheriff

again.
"There ought to be enough cash here

to guarantee Larry's appearance on
this trumped-up murder charge," he
declared. "Now where will we find

Judge Lawrence?"
The sheriff looked at his watch.

"He'll most likely be over at the
Silver Dollar saloon," he answered.
"He generally drops in there for a
quiet drink about this time of day. I'll

take you to him if you like."

Leaving Lucy with her brother, Ken-
tucky and his friends accompanied
Brimstone's representative of the law
from the gaol, and two or three minutes
later they were seated at a table in

the Silver Dollar bar-room with the
aforementioned Judge Lawrence, a
portly old fellow of sober mien.

The sheriff introduced them to the
judge, adding that he understood they
were former Caw officers from the State
of New Mexico. Then he went on to

refer to their proposal concerning the
temporary release of Larry Munro,
whereupon Lawrence knitted his brows.
"Granting bail to a man accused of

murder is a serious business, sheriff,"
he muttered.
"Judge," Kentucky Wade interposed,

" if you knew Larry Munro as well as I

know him, nothing could convince you
that he's a murderer. lie claims to

have shot this man Nevada in self-

defence, and I'm certain in my own
mind that ho did."
The sheriff of Brimstone leaned for-
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ward at this point and spoke to
Lawrence earnestly.
"I had to arrest Munro, judge," he

said. "There was no alternative But,
personally, I'd rather trust his word
than that of the man who accused him.
I've never been able to pin anything on
Steve Claggett, but I know lie's a
feller who's earned himself a bad record
in other parts of the country. And
come to that, Nevada wasn't any idea of
a peaceable citizen either."
"Then you're in favour of granting

bail, sheriff?" Judge Lawrence asked.
The sheriff nodded, and at that

Lawrence stood up.
"Yery well." lie announced. " Since

you recommend it, I'll make out the
necessary papers and bring them over
to your office."

He left the saloon there and then.

As for the sheriff and the four men who
had volunteered to put up bail for Larry
Munro. they also departed from the
building, repairing in the direction of

the gaol-house. But they had scarcely
trooped out of the Silver Dollar when
one of the bar-tenders in the establish-

ment beckoned to an individual lean-

ing against the counter.
The individual in question was none

other than Matt Keeler, and c>-

moved across to the barman the latter

spoke to hiin in an undertone.
"Did yuh sec them strangers that was

here with the sheriff an' Judge Law-
rence just now?" he whispered.
"Yes, who were they, Dan?"
"I dunno," rejoined the bar-tender,

obviously an agent in Kocler's pay.

"But they were talkin' about Larry
Munro, an' it seems Judge Lawrence is

gonna let Munro out on bail."

A sinister gleam revealed itself in

Matt Kceler's eyes. Then he swung
round and made for the street-door of

the saloon—had almost reached it when
Steve Claggett, Buckskin and several

more of their ilk came in over tho
threshold.
Keeler accosted them, and addressed

them out of the coiner of his mouth,
repeating the information that the bar-

man had given him, after which he went
on to outline a plan of campaign.

" Claggett, you break the news to fjio

crowd and get 'em worked up," he said.

"The rest of you boys support him. If

you can stage a necktie party it will

be one way of finishing Munro. and his

land will be ours for the taking then,

for his sister should be easy to handle.''

He slipped out of the saloon, to locate

Doc Hardy and to await the result of

the orders he had givcnClaggett and his

cronies. Nor was it long before those

orders were being put into execution,

for within a few minutes of Keeler'

s

departure Steve Claggett was loudly
haranguing the patrons of the Silver

Dollar bar-room.
"I tell yuh, men," he shouted, "it's

about time the citizens o' this town took

the law into their own hands! Can
yuh wonder that Brimstone has grown
tor be a hang-out for all the outlaws
in the territory when a guy like Munro
can shoot 8 man dead an' then get his

friends to buy him outa the pen?

"It's the plain, unvarnished truth I'm
givin' yuh!" he continued hoarsely.

"An' Buckskin here will bear me out !"

"That's right." the half-breed cor-

roborated, "We beard Judge Law-
rence agree to turn Munro loose on
bail. Now are we gonna stand behind
a system that will set a killer free half

an hour after he's committed his

••rime ?"

"No no! You bet we ain't!"
The chorus was raised by those who

had entered the saloon in company with
Steve. Claggett and Buckskin, and by
their example they inspired disaffection

(Continued on page 25)
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A young doctor exposes, via radio broadcasts, a number of fraudulent patent medi-
cines, his bitterest attack being aimed at a manufacturer of radium cures. This
results in a bitter fight, in which the manufacturer tries every means to defeat the

young doctor. A stirring drama, starring Robert Livingston and Grace Bradley

Radium Poisoning

DC. LAWRENCE BAXTER held »

bottle of tablets in hia band. His
Strong, young face was drawn

with an angry frown.
"Kennedj Radium Products," he

muttered softly. "Radium Rejuvenating
Tablets. The miraculous twentieth-
c iirury tonic ! Pah '."

A trim nurse knocked and entered.
"Mr. MacDonald to see you, doctor,

she announced; but he na> so abstracted
in his work thai he did not hear. "Mr.
MacDonald, of the Bureau of Pure
Foods and Drugs, is here," she said
more loudly.

"MacDonald?" he questioned. "Oh.
yes; 1 asked the inspector to look round.
Send him in, please."
A grim, stern-faced, big-shouldered

man. A typical hard-bitten inspector,
who stared curiously round the 'large
laboratory.
"Howdy, Larry!" The inspector held

out his hand. "Bless my soul, what arc
these monkeys doing here:"

" Experiments," was the laconic
answer. "See thai old ape?" He
pointed to a cage. "Doesn't look too
good, does be ':"

"What disease is he suffering from '.'"

"It's not a disease, Ma<—he's dying
of a cure." He held up the bottle.
"Dying from taking Kennedy's re-
juvenating tablets. That's the resuli of
a three months' course of treatment.''

"Well, you know what radium is good
for—you know what .harm it can do.
Why kill a poor monkey?"
"This old fellow was suffering from

olJ age. and he hadn't long to live,
anyhow," Larry explained. "I've been

doing a good many experiments for your
department, and I was not very keen on
these tablet-, so I tried them out on
Sam. We want to stop Kennedy from
killing human-. Wo'vc gol to awaken
people to their danger."
The detective nodded.
"I've known for some while ihis stuff

was dangerous,*' he staled.

"Then uhv don't you do something
about it? There is a law

"

MacDonald interrupted with a bar lv

laugh. "Do you think Kennedy doesn't
know the law?" He picked up the
bottle from a table. "Look at bis label.

There isn't, a definite claim on if. Sug-
gested as a treatment for various coin-

plaints, and ho al-o Bays ii contains
radium. Well, does it

"Yes."
"That's all the law cares about."
"But, Mae. this man itas to be

stopped. He's a potential mnrdeier."
" Your broadcasts are doing a lot of

good," replied the inspector.

"But that is not enough," argued
Larry. "We have to get to him. Whj
not get him into your office and l'!l

try to scare him?"
"Okay: but mind bow you step.

Kennedy knows all the answers,"
In MacDonald' s office the next day

there was a meeting, Kennedy was a

grey-haired, handsome man. with a
hearty manner and friendly handshake.
The inspector held out the bottle of
tablets.

"This is your stuff, isn'l it'"
"Sure, that's one of my products."

Kennedy seemed sure of himself, "So
what?"

" Plenty."

Hie
can

Ken

"I presume, MacDonald. this is

anol her of J our wat nings ?"

MacDonald indicated the yot ^

doctor.
"Von. no doubt, have heard DoctO

Law renee Baxter broadca
"So you're the young medico who is

del, nnined to ger me out of busint -

This is a pleasure," Kennedy said, with

a beaming smile.

"Thanks," Larry answered, with a

sardonic grin.

"He has something to say to von."
-i,ned MacDonald.
"I prefer to listen to him on

radio." laughed Kennedy. "1
always turn him off."

"I think you'll listen to this, .....

nody," tensely spoke the doctor. "I've
be, n declaring over the air that this

rejuvenator of yours is just the opposite

— it's a destroyer of health. Mayl><
you'll stop smiling when I tell you that

I have positive proof of what I'm
saving."

" You amaze me, Doctor Baxter."
"That stuff caused a death."
"A death?" Kennedy questioned.

For the In. i time lie seemed a trifle

pei t urbed.
"For the past thn e months I've !.. . n

feeding it to a chimpanzee— if died last

night."
Kennedy roared with laughter.

"A monkey!" he gasped ai once. "I
thought by the way you talked it might
be a near relative." The smile vanished
and he became serious. "Bur all jokil g

aside, Mj medicine is grand stuff, ami
I'm strictly within the law."
"If it can kill a monkey it can kill «

human."
, October 2nd, 19 .:.
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"Mj ilcai- Dor-tor Baxter, Uu's remedy
brings iii a thousand testimonials a
month,'' bragged Kennedy. "What do
j on say to that?"
"Do you think I don't know liow

testimonials are bought 1"
"My dear boy, I assure you they

wore genuine, unsolicited, and many of
them were accompanied by photo-
graphs." He took up his hat from the
desk, "The next timo you think you
have to ware me—do so by telephone, as
my time's valuable.''

"Just a moment, Kennedy."
AlaeDonald barred his way. "From
now on your production is under sus-

picion. We'll appeal to every reput-
able drug firm to shut off your supply
ol radium."
"That doesn't worry me in the least.

' !ood i|.i\ . gentlemen."

"That rotten, low-down—
—

"' niut-

-Ti il Larry, when the door had closed.

"Now take it easy," begged the
nspector. "What be says is right. The

':iiv has no teeth, There's nothing we
can do."
"No. nothing we can do." Larry hosi-

1.1 led. "Unless, against his thousand
i iony testimonials wo i-au find one

—

one person who's been hurt by taking
his cure-all. Then we could get him."

An Advanced Case

KENNEDY sat. in his huge room at

the Radium Products factory.
Burke, ono of his bodyguard,

sprawled in a chair. Kennedy glanced
at his watch and switched on a large
w ireless.

The voice of Dr. Lawrence Baxter
Idled the room.

"My subject to-day is Kennedy's
Radium Rejuvenating Tablets. 1 have
conducted exhaustive experiments with
this dangerous drug- to ascertain its

harmfulness. The results of my test

provo it to be a menace to the lives of
the public. Air. Kennedy is acting
within the letter of the law in distri-

buting this radium medicine "

"He's sure asking for it." muttered
Burke. "AYhy don't ion let me take
care of him ?"

"Act like a grown man. Burke,"
L.iiuned Kennedy,
"He's huning our business."
" My business can hold out longer than

ho ran."
"I am not attacking druggists and

the makers of proprietary medicines in

general," Larry stated in his clear tones.

"I am talking about the exception.
Radium Rejuveuator is the most dan-
gerous of these. It claims to bo the
fountain of youth in capsule form. On
the contrary, my friends, it ages you
)iii maturely. It destroys vital organs
4ind nerve fibres. If you bavo been
taking any of theso medicines for any
length of time, and recognise the
symptoms I havo described, then you
•re a victim of radium poisoning, and I

urge you to consult, your physician at
once."
Kennedy was no longer smiling as he

-.witched off the wireless. He picked up
a 'phone.
"Get my lawyer." he ordered curtly.
"J am not soliciting patients,'' Larry

concluded his talk. "I will treat any
sufferers from radium poisoning at my
OWB expense. I intend to broadcast this

appeal every timo I speak over the
ai-lio."

The announcer informed Larry that
Mr. Golden, the manager of the broad-
casting station, wished to speak with him
in his office. He walked down some
corridors till ho camo to an ante-room.
A very pretty, dark-haired girl jumped
up from a lounge chair directly she saw
him.
"Dr. Baxter."
October 2nd, 1037,
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1 "Yes?"
"May I speak to you?"
"Just a moment, please," Larry

smiled politely. "I'm wanted by the
manager."
Mr. Golden was a thin, hairless,

pallid individual.

"Dr. Baxter, I'm very sorry, but I am
going to have to cancel your broad-
cast."
"Why!"
"Well, you see. this station is run on

a commercial basis," the manager said

nervously.
" Has somebody bought my time ?

"

"Oh, I'm so glad you understand.
They offered three times the amount,
you were paying for a period of
twenty-six weeks."
"Well, if it's just, the question of a

different hour—that wouldn't matter."

"I'm sorry, but, that was the only

available time we bad."

"I see." Larry's eyes narrowed.
"They really didn't want my time.

They just didn't want to have any
tune. It wasn't a man by the name
uf Kennedy by any chance, was it?"

"Oh, no, doctor," the man answered
much too quickly. "It's music—an
Hawaiian orchestra to advertise some
pineapples."

"Don't waste any more time explain-

ing," Larry said with a hard smile.
" Good-day."
Once again in (he anteroom the

pretty girl stopped him.
"Dr. Baxter !"

"I'm sorrv I couldn't stop before.

What is it?"
"I'm Jean Sterling," the girl said.

" I suppose you've beard of my father,

Professor Rexford Sterling."

"Yes—yes—of course." He was
impatient to be gone—to tell Mac of

Kennedy's latest trick.

"His work is somewhat similar to

yours. He's publishing this monthly
bulletin."
Larry hardly glanced at the paper

which she gave him.
"All right, I'll take it for a year."
"Dr. Baxter, I'm not canvassing for

new readers. My father would like to

talk to you. In fact, he would like

to sponsor you over a large station,

where you could reach a greater
audience. A daily programme, Dr.
Baxter."
Now Larry sat up and took notice.

This was a gift from the gods ir. a
time of need.
"When can I see him?"
" Why not now?"
"It would suit me splendidly."

agreed Larry, and followed the girl

from the ante-room down to the
entrance, where he helped her into his

powerful two-seater car. A short
ride took them to an imposing build-

ing that Larry knew had only been
erected a few months before. A
lift, shot them to the top floor. The
offices of "YOUR GOOD HEALTH "

seemed very well fitted out. though the
huge outer room only bad one clerk,
who was yawning over a racing paper.

" Hallo. Jimmy I Dad in?"
"Yes, Miss Sterling."
They entered a large room, where

at a huge desk sat a round, bald
headed, learned-looking man. He was
surrounded by 'phones and documents.
"Hallo, Dad. I've brought Dr.

Baxter."
The fat man jumped up from his

-cat and held out a largo band.
"This is an honour, doctor," lie

cried enthusiastically. "I have the
greatest, admiration for your work."

The door into the outer office Jean
had left open, and when Jimmy beard
the name of Dr. Baxter, he put. away
his paper. He pressed a button that
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made bis 'phono ring. He spoke
loudly.

" Yes, this is the office of ' Your
Good Health,' " Pause. "What?
Certainly not 1" Another pause.
"There isn't enough money in the
United States Treasury to make us
stop. You can't buy us. The analysis
is going to be printed as it is. Good-
day."
"Shut the door, Jean," said Professor

Sterling. "Sit down, Dr. Baxter. I

expect you can guess what my clerk
was talking about. You've probably
had the same sort of experience
yourself."
"Very often," .answered Larry.

"Bribes, and when they fail—threats."
"That's inevitable when you tread on

the toes of profit-makers on behali of
the defenceless, as you are doing.
Your broadcasts have made a deep
impression on me.''
"THank you, professor."
"I asked you to come here to-day

to see if we couldn't join forces." The
professor looked keenly at his visitor.
"Would you bo interested?"
"What have you in mind, sir?"
"An hour on the air, sponsored by

my magazine."
"Do you mean this?" gasped Larry,

scarce crediting his good fortune.
" Of course ho does," spoke Jean.

"That's why I came to the station.''

"Well, I can't say how grateful E

am," Larry said eagerly.
"Perhaps you won't be '-.hen I dis-

cuss your fee," chuckled the professi
"Fee be banged," cried the doctor.

"There won't be any fee- I'll do it

just because I
"'

"Because you believe in what ', I

doing?" Jean -aid very seriously.
"Naturally." Larry smiled from the

girl to her father. "Do you mind
if I use your 'phone? I haven't called
the office in hour-.''

Professor Sterling gave his daughtei
a slight wink as Larry got through to
his laboratory.

"Any news, mii-o ? Baxter speak-
ing."
"There's an old man waiting to see

you," reported Nurse Xclson. "He
says bo came in response to jour radio
appeal."
"Hold hint there." shouted Larry.

"I'll be over in about ten Minutes."
He hung up and turned to the
professor. "You'll excuse me. won't
you? An urgent case. We can talk

about the details later." He held our.

his hand to the girl. "Thanks a lot

for coming to the station. You don't
know what this means to me."
Larry hastened back to his

laboratory, and lie was tremendously
excited directly he saw the old man.
Pete Andorka was a Creek. A quaint,

nervous creature, very thin, with
bloodshot eyes ami shaking hands. lie

persuaded l'ele to strip, and made
several tests.

"What kind of work do you do?"
"I sell uewspaper—twenty-eight

year sell newspaper—same corner."
"Did you ever work in a paint-shop

or a watch-dial faetoi

"No."
"In a match factory?"
"No. I tell you I sell newspaper."
"All right." Larry soothed the old

man with a kindly touch. "Why did
you decide to buy that medicine?"

"I want to go back to old country.

I not see old country in long time,"
Was the pathetic reply.

"Sou wanted to look younger'"
"Yah—yah — so I bin makcyou-yonng

pills."

"How long have yon been taking
them?"
"Long time—maybe six months. It

not make me \oimg. It make DTK mor©
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old. Make me feel like you say on
radio." lie touched various part? of

his body. "Hurt there—hurt here.

Fresh air not come through."
" I understand," I.any nodded.

"All right, you may get dressed now."
Ho walked over to his nurse and
lowered his voice. "Nelson, get me a

private ambulance, 'phone Inspector
Mai Donald and tell him to meet me at

the hospital."
On the way Larry told Pete there

was nothing to worry about, lie would
be looked after free of charge and
would soon he well. At the hospital
he met MacDonald.

"' All the symptoms of an advanced
ease of radium poisoning."
"Will he live?"
" I can't I ell yet. Mac, I'm positive

he got that way from taking Kennedy's
pills, but the case would be thrown out
of court 'f Kennedy could prove that
in> patient ever worked anywhere near
radium. Check un on him, will you,
Mac?''

" Von bet I will." MacDonald gave
a grin of appraisal. "Keep up the
good work, Larry. We'll get this

skunk Kenned] before we're much
older."

The Patient Spirited Away

DP. LAWRENCE BAXTEB was
only loo pleased to talk about
other patent medicines and cures

during his hour's broadcast)
"Your Good Health Magazine"

wishes to thank you for the countless
telephone calls, letters and telegrams
received in response to our first broad-
cast," announced Jean at the com-
mencement of the fourth broadcast.
"To-day I am going to devote my

talk to a certain radiumi.-ed cough
mixture. The advertisement says that
it is just the thing for ailing children.
An analysis of Swain's cough remedy
shows it to contain enough vadium to
be dangerous to a hearty man, let

alone an ailing child
"
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Professor Stirling was at that

moment interviewing Mr. Swain in

person, who was spluttering with
wrath.

" I admit Dr. Baxter may be Caus-
ing you hundreds of cancellations
You see, Mr. Swain, you made a
terrible mistake when you advertised
that physicians recommended your
medicine. Now, if you were a client

of ours "

"If I do advertise you'll forget about,

the analysis and shut the doctor up."
"Well"— the professor touched his

finger-tips together and smiled like a
cat
—"I think that could be arranged."
That interview cost Mr. Swain the

sum of four thousand dollars.

As Larry had nothing further on
Kennedy until he had kept Pete under
observation, he was quile willing to
talk at the next broadcast about a

certain Radium Hair Restorer patented
by Jason Benner. The latter succeeded
in quietening the professor with three
thousand dollars.
At the end of the week Larry had a

general talk.

"I'm sorry that television isn't in

every home to-day," he announced.
"So that instead of words I could
show you the untold miseries brought
on by these quack products. Then you
would refrain from buying them. At
this moment I have a patient in the
Civic Hospital. A man condemned to

death because of radium poisoning
His name is Pete Andorka. He wa-
led to believe that, some capsules
would restore his waning vitality. I

am now going back to hospital to see
him to fight for his life."

Burke and Kennedy heard (hi'

broadcast.
"This guy is ten times as dangerous

as he was. now he's on the air every
day," Burke cried angrily. "Lcmme
take care of him, will ye, chief?"

"Burke. I want you to see that he
doesn't get to the hospital in the next

hour. Yon know the set-up, but don't
get caught." rasped Kennedy.
"Leave it to me," chuckled Bnvkf.

"He won't gel there in a burr, and
when he does, he'll stay there."
When Burke had gone Kenned \ yol

in touch with Thomson, his lawyer.
As Larry was about to leave tho

offices of Dr. Sterling he was aceosl >l

by Jean, who begged him to take her
along to the hospital. She wanted to
see the patient.

" He's not .1 pleasant sight, Jean
"I know, but I've had a little share

in what you're doing and I'd like to

help same way."
When they drove away from the

building a powerful car, with Burke
at the wheel, and two men in the back
-out-, tailed them.

Burke waited In- opportunity, and it

was a- Larry was about to make a left

hand turn that the crook dashed up
on the in.-ide and charged tie- two-
. cat or. La 1 rj sa « t he danger and
pushed his fool down. The crook-'
car, armed with powerful steel
bumper-, caught the doctor's car a
sideways blow. It was sufficient to
topple the other car over, but nor the
fatal crash that Burke had planned.

Badly bruised ami shaken, they RP'9
assisted by a policeman from the
wreckage. 'J lie officer announced thai
it wa> a hit -ami-rim car that had Struck
them and a patrolman was trying to

tail 1 lie < iffendei s,

"Tha* wa- no accident, Larry," Jean
said tersely. "1 reckon you made a

mistake broadcasting Pete's where-
abouts."

" Let - get to the hospital." Lari 1

hailed a taxi. "I don't see imu he
PS 11 come 10 ;:m lia rm- I hai hospital
is as safe a.- it prison."

Thomson, the. lawyer, was a smirk
tug shift', : . . d rasi-al with a pl-.u-i >le

manner. He obtained permission (<•

talk with Pete, who was in a private
ward. Kenned] waited outside in a
private ambulani c.

"Vou should have come io us in llw
first place," Thomson told the not verj
intellectual Pete. "I handle the
insurance for these remedies. Baxter

" I checked on 'em through the Federal Bureau of Investigation," stated the inspector.

grafters, and pretty slick ones."

" A couple o?
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isn't helping you. He's waiting for

\<m to die."
" .Mo die?" Pete was scared.
"Sure you'll die," cried the lawyer.

"And he lias a big case. We want
to save you. We want you to live so
we can give you the best doctors—many
doctors, not just one doctor. We're
anxious to make good. If there's been
any mistake- about your medicine we'll

give you a thousand dollars."

"A thousand dollars 1" It was a
fortune to Pete. "All mine?"
"Yes, and all you've got to do is

•-ign this paper."
v

rhe lawyer produced
paper and pen. " Sign and you'll be
taken to a good hospital."
When Larry came to the private

ward and found his patient gone ho
got in touch with the superintendent.
The latter reported that Pete Andorka
had been discharged. He had paid his

bill and signed his release. He had
been taken away by a man who said he
was his atlorney,
Larry sent Jean homo in a taxi

whilst he rushed off to report to

MacDouald, whom he had already
warned by 'phone.
"Any luck?" he demanded, rushing

into the inspector's office.

"No," was the answer. "I checked
with every private ambulance and
hospital in the vicinity, but I haven't
given up hope yet."
"Oh, what's the use?" The young

doctor sank dejectedly into a chair.
" I was a first-class chump all right.

J talked too much."
" You're a bigger chump than you

think you are." MacDouald opened
a drawer and pulled out two large
cards. "Look at these."
Two pictures from the Rogues'

Gallery. Though the two, men were
wearing convict uniform it was easy
to recognise Professor Sterling and his

fat clerk, .Jimmy. Almost in a daze,

Larry read their records.
"When you told me about 'em, I

figured they were too good to be true,"
Mac-Donald said with a twisted smile.
" So I checked on 'em through the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. A
couple of grafters, and pretty slick

ulios."

"And the girl?"
"Nothing on her so far."
"What's their racket this time?"
"A variation of the shakedown. You

blast a patent medicine over the air,

atod they promise the manufacturer
immunity from your attacks in return
for advertising in the magazine. So
simple."
Larry's smile was bitter.
" I'm the prize mug."
" Well, you're lucky you found it

out when you did. Another month,
and you'd have been working fo.-

Kennedy himself."
Larry looked up quickly.
"And dial's exactly what I intend to

do," ho cried.

Kennedy's Trump Card

PROFESSOR STERLING shifted

uncomfortably in his chair and
Jimmy mopped his brow, because

Jean was being difficult.

"I've known for some years that
some of your dealings weren't above
suspicion, but. when 1 came back from
college you got me to come into the

business of editing the paper. Maybo
I didn't know how contemptible we
were. Well, I do now—and I'm the
worst of the lot of us.

"

"You've done nothing, my dear."
The old man tried to soothe her.
"Why shouldn't we filch sonic of the
filthy lucre out of these crooked patent
medicine manufacturers ?

"

"I'm not thinking about them,"
snapped Jean. " I brought him here,
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didn't I? I covered you all the way,
haven't I? I've lied and tricked and
cheated "

"Now, Jean, that's a bit unreason-
able," argued her father. "We haven't
hurt him at all. We've kept our
promise and given the doc his chance
on the air. We've never interfered
with him."

" No, you've used him to prepare
your victims." Jean glared at, them
with angry determination. "You're
going to check out of this racket
voluntarily, or I'll tell Larry the whole
set-up."
"Larry, uh?" Professor Sterling

gave a resigned sigh. "That young
man's work means an awful lot '.o

you, doesn't it
'!"

"Yes. Can't we help him and quit
thinking about ourselves?"

" Is that what would make you
happy?" asked tho father, and when
she gave a vehement nod of assent ho
glanced at Jimmy. " Looks as if

we'll have to turn to the right."
The door opened to admit Larry,

who was all smiles.
"Howdy, folks? How are you feel-

ing, Jean, after the accident?"
" Oh, I'm fine, except for a slight cut

on my knee."
"That's good news," grinned Larry.

" You look a bit, depressed, professor.
Anything wrong?"
"Dr. .Baxter, wc were just discussing

the—er—advisability of re-organising
our activities," the professor said
haltingly.

" That's good—you need to."
"I don't quite get your meaning?"

the professor asked with a puzzled
glance at the doctor.

Larry looked at the two men with a
mocking expression.
"When I came here I thought yon

were all on the up-and-up, until I
found out you were an outfit of petty
chisellers."
The professor looked uncomfortable
" Well, doctor, a man has to live, and

I don't see what wrong "

"Forget it," interrupted Larry.
" How much did you collect this

week ?"
" We took " the professor began,

and then looked suspiciously at Larry.
"What did you say?"

" I asked how much you took this

week?" The doctor spoke harshly.
"You'd better tell me."
"Six thousand dollars."
"Is that all?" sneered Larry.

"You're amateurs. Well, we'll change
all that. In the meantime. I'll take
fifty per cent in cash."
"Larry!" gasped the horrified Jean.
"Well?" He looked at her

inquiringly.
"You don't mean that?"
" I mean that I always look a gift

horse in the face, even a pretty one."
"Skip what I said, dad," Jean looked

towards her father. "The little girl is

on her feet again, coming up for tho
second round."
"Well, professor, you have my terms."

Larry spoke briskly. "Reorganisation
is what you want, and we'll have no
more of this cheap-rate business."

"Of course not," smirked the
delighted professor.
"I'm going to be in complete charge,"

stated the pseudo-crook. "I'll tell you
who, why and when to shake down the
clients. Now our first customer that
we're going after is our old friend,
Mr. Kennedy, and we're going after
him in a big way. I think .Air. Kennedy
will be ready to listen to reason
hy the time wo get readv for him.
Oh, and Jean, you can help. Just
give him the honeyed smile that you
ga \ e me."

"Anything yor «ay, my boy, goes
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with us," chuckled Sterling, and
1

pro-
duced a piece of paper. " I have here
a list, of new victims "—he coughed—"I
mean products, that need your immedi-
ate analysis. Do you think it wise to
tackle Kennedy first, now these others
seem "

The professor broke off because the
door opened, and into the room walked
Kennedy, Swain and Burke. The
professor and Jimmy had a bad attack
of cold feet.

"Well, doctor, this is a surprise, but
quite a pleasant one," affably spoko
Kennedy, with a meaning glance at the
people in the room. " I see all the
partners are here." Ho gave his
attention to Larry. " You know, doe,
I thought I knew all the angles, but
you've certainly dusted off a brand-new
one."
"You're not wanted here, Kennedy,"

viciously spoke Larry. "Get on -
i"

"Ha ! Ha ! That's a great act. doe."
Kennedy roared with laughter. "But
it's all right, you're among friends.''

With his hand he indicated his com-
panion. "You gentlemen don't know
Mr. Swain, do you? His cough syrup
has been very profitable to you and your
partners. Four thousand dollars you
collected for a quarter column ad."
Larry began to get wise. liis brain

worked quickly. He must be very
astute because it was obvious that
Kennedy was very sure of himself.
Swain must be the crook's master card.
"Have you the cancelled cheque, Mr.

Swain?" Kennedy asked, ami the i

nodded. "You see, gentlemen, Mr.
Swain is a member of my syndii

The same as some of the others you've
been paying attention to."

Larry grinned because lie had been
right about Swain.
"Gentlemen. I need your services as

much as Mr. Swain does," stated
Kennedy, looking round his eyes glint-

ing triumphantly. They came to rest

on Larry. "I could use a man like you,
doc."

" Maybe I wouldn't care to go with
you. Kennedy."
"Now, doctor, I should hate the idea

of sending that cheque to the American
Medical Association. It anight cost you
your licence to practise, and then you'd
be of no use to me. So I'm keeping it,

doc. but I expect a return for that
kindness." He gave a sign, and Swain
and Burke, who had watched but not
spoken, moved to the door. "Now,
you'll want some time to think over
many ways in which you may be of
service to me." At the door he paused.
" By the way, come to my RestoriiMU to-

night. The syndicate is having dinner,
and you'll meet them all. I'll not fake
'no' for an answer. Dinner at eight,
shall wo say ?"

Larry spoke as if resigned to his fate.

"Very well, dinner at eight."
"We shall be expecting

Kennedy turned to the girl. "Of CO irse

Miss Sterling, you'll come too, with
the doctor and tho professor. Good-
day."
Kennedy walked to the lift.

"Are you sure you can hold the Jo<3

in line?" Swain asked.
"As long as we've got that cheq e

there's nothing to worry about,"
Kennedy answered with confidence.

It was Jean who spoke first when
Kennedy and his friends had gone.
"So your interest in the dear palblia

was just an act," she said scornfully.

"And a pretty good act." was Larry's
cheerful answer. "By the way.
was wrong with yours? Invited to a
party and not even a simile for the nice
man."
"And I thought you were a doctor!"

cried Jean, and stalked out, slamming
the door.
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You shall have the radium here by midnight," stated the man in black.

Larry is Arrested

AT eight o'clock all tiio guests had
assembled at Kennedy's "Health
Restorium " —

- amazing the
Dumber of businesses tho man ran.

After cocktails in a private room the

party sat down at a iong table in the
main dining-room. Larry thought he
had never sat down in such mixed com-
pany before—certainly the most crooked.
Two of the guests were owners or manu-
facturers of patent medicines. A
comical fellow named Andrews ho
imagined was in a similiar position to

Burke. Jean was the only woman
present, and Larry guessed that her
levity was forced. After the wine had
k'oiie round several times Kenned}
toasted the syndic ale. and in a -hull

speech expressed a wish that there

should be no hard feelings.

Over coffee and liqueurs the party
bii ame quite gay.
'"With the doctor's co-operation we'll

soon have trie world by the tail."

Kennedy said for all to hear.
"Oh, I'm afraid if- too late for

that." said Larry.
be so gloomy,
long to undo
have dene our

fl

any
busi-

mean." Larry
;e of hi- hea I.

big chance go

Of

Doctor, don't,

won't take you
damage you may
lie--."

"That's not what I
gave an impatient shak
"I mean you've let your
by."

" What do yo 1 mean—big chanc
questioned Swain.

"Listen, folks. You've got hob
radium, which, to the popular mind,
sounds like a euro for anything that ails

you, but you've missed tho big chance."
"I think we've covered the field

pretty thoroughly," Kennedy said, his
brow furrowed in thought.
"I have my cough remedy," said

Swain. "Stauber has a liniment for
burns. Wilson has a hair restorer. Mi-
Kennedy has a number of other pro-
duets under his name."
"You, Mr. Swain, have to wait for

somebody to get a cough before you can

sell your medicine. Mr. Stauber has to

wait for someone to get burned before
he can sell his." Larrv spoke in a

maimer that drew every eye to hint.

".Mr. Wilson can only do business with
bald-headed men. But not one of you
have thought of putting out a product
for the one sickness that everybody gets

—and not just once or twite in a life-

time, but about twice a year."
Suddenly Jimmy, who always seemed

to have a cold, sneezed.
"Our friend has explained what I

mean," chuckled Larry. " The common
cold, and there's no sure cure for if."

"By Jove, there's something ill what
you -ay." Kennedy spoke eagerly.
" Wh»1 an idea !"

"It's not only an idea—it's an
accomplished fact."
"What do you mean bv that,

doctor?"
Lai rj squat ed hi- shouldet -.

"I have a cold cure, and what's more
it works. I tested a thousand formula)
that failed, but the thousand and first

worked."
"Doctor Baxter, we all take our hat-

off to you," said Swain. "I'm glad you
fold n- about it. We're made."
"We?" questioned Larry. "Mr.

Swain, formulae one thousand and one
belong- to me."
A ea bare I aei with fl girl singing "I'm

Silting on a Moon " caused the con-
versation to eea-e. but it gave Swain
the chance to speak in a whisper to

Kennedy.
"You're not gonna let him keep this

to himself, are you ?"

"Don't worry," Kennedy answered,
and smiled in that chilly way that so

many of his underlings feared.
When the cabaret act came to an end

Kennedy leaned across the table and
touched Larry on tho shoulder.
"Do you mind coming with me,

doctor?" It was the same as an order.
" I have an idea."
Jean watched with worried perplexity

as Larry and Kennedy went off arm-in-
arm

In the 'manage)'- office Kenned.v
waved the doctor to .1 -eat, and handed
him a cigar box.
"No, thanks, Kennedy," he -hook his

iiead. "Well, what's oil your mind."
"I didn't realise v, lien we talked this

afternoon just whal this association
might mean." Kennedy explained in his

frank way. "In both of US." He added
this la-t bit with significance. He
flicked I hi' ash from his cigar, and wen!
over to a wall safe. He returned with

a sheet of paper. "All the people on

this list make a radium product similar
t<> mine, but they're not in the

syndicate. Few of them can -land da\
light, and have bad records."
"I- this a little gifl for th;' pro

fessor
"And for yon."
"Well, what'- your cut?" demanded

f..n'1-v . pocket ing the paper.
"How about a little reciprocity. Such

(»n.- thousand and one. After all.

making medicine is my racket.''

"No, Kennedy, I have a million-

dollar radio audience, and I'm just

about rcadv, lo cash in on i hem," I.an i

-aid.

"Of course, there'll l» a fortune in it

for you." purred Kennedy. "Why no!

cut me m on it
?"

"Well, simply because I don't see the
advantage." Larry had set a lure and
hi.- quarrj was being drawn, but he
must noi -eem too eager. "1 have the
public ear— I have the formula

"

"And I have the manufacturing
facilities—and the capital."
"Yes, I have to admit that." Larry

agreed, then shook his head. "But the
(_ thing that's indispensable, you can't

supply."
"What's that?"
"Radium," ter-elv answered Larry.

"And I'll need more than your whole
syndicate uses."

A slow Bmile appeared on the master
racketeer's face. " I can supply all you
need—all you can use."

Larry simulated bewilderment.
October 2nd, 1937.
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"Are you forgetting that I was pre-

sent when (hat old fox, Mac-Donald,
shut down on you."
"Forget it." Kennedy was -miling.

"I can gpt all we need."
Larry shot out a band.
"Then we'll call it a deal." His voice

rang with enthusiasm.
The two men shook hands.

"Well, that's a great piece of work
settled." Kennedy took the doctor's

arm. "Let's get back to the party,

Larry."
Larry avoided the eye of Jean,

because he was quite certain that she

was watching him with disdain and
mistrust. The young doctor regarded
the girl as a problem. She had tricked

him, and yet he had the feeling that she
disapproved very much of his present
activities.

The dinner party proceeded merrily
for some time, but Kennedy's face went
red with anger when he saw MaeDonald
and a couple of plain-clothes detectives
walking towards their table.

"Unless you have a search warrant
and the proper officers I can have you
thrown out of here," Kennedy said

threateningly. "I've got a dinner
parly, and "

"Forget it," rasped MaeDonald.
"I've got a search warrant and the
proper officers, and I'll tell you what
I'm here for. Just to look over this

health factory of yours to see if a retail

by the name of I'cte Andorka is hidden
on the premises by any chance."

" If niy guests will excuse me I will

• harmed to show you round."
Kennedy had recovered from his anger.
"Will you follow me, please?"
Larry had become absorbed in liis

coffee, and did not once look up. Jean
saw the sneering look that MaeDonald
gave to the bowed head.
After touring the many corridors and

room*, Kennedy at last conducted the
officers to his laboratory.
"Don't forget to search the test

tubes, inspector," mocked Kennedy.
Whil-t Kennedy was showing the

officers round Larry was able to make
a copy of the names on the list that
had been given him. The party was
very merry and no one noticed. When
lie had finished be got up from his seat
and walked round to Professor Sterling.

" Easy pickings with the compliments
of Kennedy," he said in a._loud voice,

tossing the paper he had been given on
to the table. "All of 'em drug manti-
facturers— with a record."

" Splendid." The professor rubbed
his fat, bauds together. " I'll pay them
a v isit in the morning."
"Did }Oii ever Stop io think what this

might mean to your career?" demanded
•lean. "You'll get away with it just
-,> long "

" Long enough to make a lot of
money,'-' chuckled Larry. "Then I

won't need a career."'

Some minutes later Kennedy, with
MaeDonald and the two officers, came
back to the table.

"The pleasure was all mine,
inspector," Blocked Kennedy; ' Would
you and your Cossacks like a drink
before j on go !

"

Withoul ceremony Me Donald pushed
Kennedy to one side and stood behind
bails'- chair. The latter looked round

i tsly.

"Well, I might have known you were
pia\ ing ball w ith Ki rmedi ," the
inspector said in harsh tones. "In all

iuj deals with the Bureau I never -aw
tor w bo turned out ae black as

you4'
"Afosl dramatic, Mr. MaeDonald,"

s'.e. red Larry.
"Whafc'd they pay you to hide Pete

A tidoi ka :"

"Well, if you must know. I'll tell
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you. The sum represents about five

3 ears of your salary, as a trusted servant
of the public." Larry stood up and
laughed in the inspector's face. "You
can't pin anything on me, and "

Wallop! MaeDonald, livid with rage,
had brought up his fist with a mighty
punch that caught Larry under the
jaw. The doctor would have dropped
if the inspector had not seized hiun and
pushed him into the arms of the two
ollicers.

"Here, you can't do this!" shouted
Kennedy.
"Well, I've done it," snapped out the

inspector. "Now I'm taking him out
for questioning. Any objection?"
The parly was silent, sQ MaeDonald

gave a sign, and the officers dragged the
half-dazed Larry from the room.
"You're not going to let that guy get

away with this, arc you?" Burke hissed
to hi.s chief.

"Hold everything. Burke," Kennedy
put a restraining hand on the gun-
man's arm. "The doc can take care of
himself."
In the closed car Larry was given

a restoring drink, and when Mac-
Donald appeared was smoking a
cigarette ami chatting with the officers.

"That was the most welcome sock I

ever got." Lorry fingered his jaw.
"But you could have pulled it a little,

Mac."
"I had to make it look real." The

inspector stared down at the list of
names Larry handed to him. "What's
this?"
"A list, of quacks who can stand a

shakedown, but they can't stand the
law. Kennedy donated it as a good-
will gesture."

"I'll have them picked up to-morrow.
Thanks, Larry." He put the paper
carefully in his pocket. "Pete wasn't
in the Restorium, and there's not much
chance of picking up his trail.

Kennedy's far too smart for that."
"He's not as smart o»s he thinks."

stated Larry. "He fell for that cold-
cure gag, hook, line and sinker. I'm
on the inside. Mac."

"Well, you're playing with pretty had
boys, Larry."
"1 know. Well. I just whetted

Kennedy's appetite for big money, and
in return he promised me a large
quantity of radium." The doctor leaned
forward. "Now, Mac, this is how I

reckon we should get together. First of
all

"

Kennedy Outwitted

J
FAX STERLING had hurt her knee

in the car crash, and as it was a

little inflamed she made it an ex-
cuse to go round to Dr. Baxter's
laboratory. Easy for a clever girl like
.lean to get Ne'son talking. The nurse
complained bitterly that a doctor who
could have hundreds of patients among
the wealthy Society people preferred to

mess about trying experiments with
mice, monkeys and microphones. What
few patients he hail seldom got an
account. He was always helping the
Bureau of Pure Foods and Drugs and
never making any charge.
Larry smiled gladly when he found

• lean at hi- laboratory. The girl waited
till the nurse had left, them.
"Kennedy ready for a shakedown?"

sir.- asked, her eyes twinkling. "You
fooled me yesterday, Larry, but I'm
straightened up on you again."

"I don't know what you're talking
about ?"

"
I don't know what your plan Is,"

Jean answered. "Hut I do know you're
not really thinking about fifty per cent.
You're thinking about getting on the
inside with Kennedy, so thai you can
t rap him."
"Yes. you're right. Jean,'' Larry
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admitted. "I want to stop him and his
kind once and for all."
"I've been a foo!—I should never have

stopped believing in you."
"Well, I did a bit of stopping my-

self." Larry took her two hands in
his. "Everything's going to be grand
once this business is over. By to-morrow
things will be popping, and I don't,
want you involved. I want von to g. :.

away with your father and Jimmy."
" But w hat about you ?"

"Don't worry about me. You look
after yourself and your father. Yo i

can tell him that I've straightened him
with MaeDonald, and that lie and I are
even. Your pop made use of me, leu. I
made better use of him. Now. you run
along, Jean, and stay away til! it's

over.

"

MaeDonald and his men were busy
that morning rounding up all the chiefs
in the firms mentioned on Kennedy's
list. They protested and demanded
their lawyers, but it didn't help them at
all because MaeDonald found sufficient
evidence in every case.
Burke was the first to bring in a

morning paper that contained news of
the round-up of quack-medicine dealers
and manufacturers.
"Somebody's stooled," snarled the

gunman. "There's nobody knew except
the professor, Jimmy and the doc."

"Better get the professor and Jimmy
in here," Kennedy decided. " Maybe
they can tell us something. The dor's
okay."
"Don't say I didn't warn yo«, chief,"

muttered Burke, before going out of
the room. "But I think these mugs
are all phonies."

Tiie professor and Jimmy wore
brought none too politely to Kennedy's
office, and when they heard tiiaf all the
people on the list Larry had given them
had been raided they looked nervoudy
at each other. It looked as if Master
Larry had been using them for suckers.
But the professor ,\as not the sort of
man that squealed. He told Kennedy
they knew nothing about it.

"Well, Larry will be around any
minute." Kennedy said tersely. "Maybe
he can tell us something. So stick
around."
Some minutes later Larry got out of a

lift and came along a corridor towards
Kennedy's room. The ante room was
empty sive for one man, who jumped
up at sight of (he doctor.
"Pardon me, but could I double you

for a match '<"

"Certain!}-." Larry held out a box.
" Here they are."

" A friend of mine used to be a patient
of yours," the man said as i.e li' his

cigarette. "A < hap named MaeDonald."
"You're Dan Kellogg." Larry

lowered his voice. "He told
you. Stick around."
"But I tell you nobody ever saw the

list except Jimmy," the professor was
saying as the doctor opened the door.

'Yeah; but don't forget the doctor,"
sneered Burke.
"Was I being paged." Larry inquired

blandly.
"We were wondering jusl how much

you know about this?"
Kennedy showed him (he .headlines on

the special edition.

"I know all about that," Larry
laughed. " I did i(."

"What'd I tell you?" snarled Burke,
his hand on his hip.

Larry gazed at Burke's leering face
with surprise, and then shook his head
as if ho was bewildered. He gazed
sharply at, Kennedy.
"You look annoyed, Kennedy;

can yon tell me a belter way to eut out
competition? The professor was around
those mugs after your party, and we'd
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gotten our tulip. Why let them stay in

business and cut in on our profit- '.

Larry Baxter did his act so well and
so calmly that Kennedy was convinced
tiiat he spoke the truth, thougt.
-urly Burke looked suspiciously at the
doctor.
"If sounds phoney to me," said the

gunman.
"Get out of here. Burke." rapped

Kennedy. "And take Professor Sterling
and Jimmy with you."
"Thar Burke fellow can't sec an inch

ire his nose." Larry chuckled.
"Maybe he's better with a _

"He's quick enough in an emcT-
y," Kennedy replied. "Non 1'

rned Andrews to assist yon. He's
had a lot of experience in my laboru-

torie •

" With a few more experiments I hope
to have the formula We'll

be in ' production within forty-eight

hours."
"Great work, doc." Kennedy looked

closely at his new partner. "By the
way. how did you come out
.MacDonald ?"

"Kennedy, you know what a grilling

is?
"

"I do."
"That's what I got." Larry -hook his

head. "But he hasn't got anything en
me, except that list of names, and I

is now that he knows he hasn't got

a chance of pinning anything on
Kennedy Radium Products."
"Perfect this cold cure and you'll soon

be worth a fortune." Kennedy smiled,

well plea.-ed. ''You'll find Andrews
waiting for you down in the laboratory."

Larry was able to carry out some
research work of a technical nature tar

beyond the. simple knowledge of

Andrew-. There was a small supply of

radium, which he used for a number of

picturesque experiments. At -ix in the

noon he indicated to Andrews that

enough work had been done for the day.

The lights in the laboratory were

switched on and the two men climbed
out of the queer suits

that protected the
body from the dan-

is radium rays.

"I feel like a deep-
sea diver in this out-

fit."

"If yon attempted
-ea diving with-
the proper outfit

what do you suppose
would happen to
you ?"

" I'd drown."
" Well, if you work

with radium without
the necessary equip-

ment you'll burn.''

Larry -poke casually,

lie saw the ner-

flicker of the
int's eyelids.

" How long have you
been working for

Kennedy ?"

"About six years.

Whj
Larry leaned for-

ward and stared into
the other's face, then
he laid his hand on
the man's wrist and
finally pulled down
an eyelid.

"Any pain in your
arms or leg-. J

"

" Xo."
"Your breathing

hard?"
"Xo. Why?"
Larry ignored the

look of alarm in the
other's expression.
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"Have you worn a uniform i -

he asked. "I can see you ha.
Andrews, you'd better watch your -

"What you mean, doc'"
"Certain signs I don't He

looked round. "Here's Mr. Kennedy. I
will talk to you later."

Kennedy was accompanied by a man
whose face v.as unhealthily pallid and
expressionless. He was garbed in black
and never smiled.

"This is Dr. Baxter. How's i; coming.
Larry '."

"Oh. another day. I think. You get
n:e a gram of radium and we're ready
to start production."
Kennedy indicated his companion.
"That's why he's her:'. He can get

all we need."
" ( 'in you get it by to-m_
'"

I ncnts
by to-night. You shall have it here

it d.

Kennedy (fid not mention the man's
name, and wis Lai did not ask.
But, \\U--u fchej had depaj oung

!•!.• some excusi
and went info tiie corridor. Seated in a
waiting > the laboratory was
a man reading a paper.

" Pardon me, -ir. have you a ma
a-k.-d Larry.

It was Kellogg who lowered the paper
and held our a box of matches.
"There's a man with a black hat just

laboratory with
Kennedy. Did you see him ':" Larry
asked, and Kellogg nodded. "Don't

im. He's he one that

hot radium."
Kellogg waited till Larry had 'it his

cigan tstening out of the
building to warn MacDonald.
Larry felt that tiie net. was being

drawn gradually round Kenned.
;

but
mild not, have ! lated it he

had known that -ban had paid no heed
to his suggestion that the stafi
" Your Good Health " should go out of
town. She told the professor and Jimmy
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that she was much too fond oi I

to have him when danger threatened.
[• K> nned; found out. how
tricked no mei ! be shown to
Larry.

" Your fathi

riou to the problem alrea* pro-

comforted his daughter. " I
:

.

out of all tin-."

The Trailing of Pete Andorka

LAPP. S

the next morning as he had
made an appointmi imine

V d 'vi -. He found was
a spineless creature and easily -eared.

II ild L iking roie -

le doctor mentii
breathing was hard.

nails." Larry shook his

examination of Ids hands. " I'm afraid
i ling to ha

I he truth."
By now Andrews had agonis

—all imaginary—an. >.\a-

pouring down his face. He begg
to do something for

"People from radium-
poisoning build up an, immunit
blood, and a serum taken from them is

your only hope." was Larry's vei

''Unfortunately, I don't, know where 1

can lay my hands on such a cas

"I know a guv what a

hoarsely cried Andri ws. "If I I ike you
in will you do if'. Can you."

"Of course I can." Larr
his watch. " If the place is n>

we could go now. I have half an hour
to spa

Larry was -m-e that Andrew- v, a;

going to lead him to the pla<

Vndorka.
and was congra

i his

own cleverness
laboratory burst open and there was
Iv >nned] ami Burke. Larry did not
like the expressions on tiie faces of i

two men.
"Have you brought the rad

Larry ordered the male nurse to bind Andrews to a chair.
October 2nd, 1033>
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Kennedy ?" Larry asked eagerly; and,
when Burke laughod hoarsely, added:
" Anything wrong ?"

"Thomson just got through to me
that the police grabbed Butler and he
had the stuff with him," Kennedy said
-lowly.

"Butler? Is that the man who came
10 the laboratory?" Larry asked. "How
did they come to pick him up?"
"Because you tipped off the cops,"

-nailed Burke, whisking out a gun. "I
knew you was phoney."
"Frisk him," ordered Kennedy.
"He ain't packing a rod," mumbled

P.urke.

There was an amused smile on Larry's
face.

"Surely you don't think that I had
any hand "

"I don't think—I know," shouted
Kennedy, his ayes blazing. "I don't
suppose your highly scientific imagina-
tion could possibly tell you what reward
is coming to you I"

"Oh. I don't mind that either,

Kennedy." was the fearless retort. "We
don't care how we get you. A murder
c} large is as good as any."
"I can fix that nicely." Kennedy

eyed Larry mockingly. "I'm going to

pick up your partners and the girl, and
you're all going for a ride. There may
be an accident up in tho hills and all

the occupants killed."
" I guessed you might be revengeful,

mi I warned them to leave town till you
were behind bars. So you'll have to

ihink up——

"

Larry broko off. The laboratory door
had opened and Jean had appeared.
"Apparently she didn't take your

advice." Kennedy said softly. "De-
lighted to see you. Miss Sterling."
"Why didn't you leave yesterday?"

Larry asked, his face drawn with
anxiety at the danger that threatened
the girl he now loved.

"I couldn't. I want to talk to you,
Larry." She took his arm. "Come out
into the hall."

"Not quite so fast, young lady."
Kennedy pointed to Burke. "You don't
think he's holding that for fun, do
you ?"

"I know all about you, and I'm not
scared of you." Jean faced him
defiantly. "Unless I call my father in

ten minutes he and Jimmy will be down
hero with the police."

"Why. you little minx, you would
dare to make terms with me!" Kennedy
shouted. "Burke. Andrews, tic him to

that chair." He watched the tvyo men
busy strapping Larry to a chair with
popes. "All right, that will do." He
gripped the girl cruelly by the arm.
" Now get your father on the 'phone."
"I won't."
"You will, or Larry gets his."

Jean knew that Kennedy would not
hesitate to murder Larry before her eyes
unless she obeyed.
"All right." she whispered.
"And don't get any bright ideas,"

Kennedy warned her.
.ban got through to her father.

"Dad, this is Jean; it—it worked.
Larry' 11 be over in a few minutes. I

1 an'l say any more."
"That'd do fine." Kennedv laughed

mirthlessly. "Now, boys, tie her up as

well. I think you two will keep until

we get back. We're going to collect

your precious father and Jimmy. .Make
tin- most of your last moments together.
\<>\v you two men come with me."
Kennedy made Andrews lock the door

and stand guard outside.

"Jean, darling!" Larry smiled across

at the girl. "When we get out of this

will you remind me to propose to you V
"I will, if you'll remind me to

accept."
Ortohcr 2nd, 193".
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Larry strove hard to undo his bonds,
but without success, and he had almost
given up hope when there was the sound
of a key turning. It was Andrews, and
tho man's face twitched nervously.

"Doc!" His voice was hoarse with
fear. "You're not kidding about me
being sick, aro you '<"

"Andrews, I'm past the kidding point.
You're not getting any better. You can
see that for yourself. Every hour
counts."
"Doe, if you'll give me that trans-

fusion right away I'll take you to the
old guy. But if this is a gag I'll let you
have it."

"If I do this and check the disease I

expect you to give mo a break,
Andrews," Larry asked. "Is it a bet?"
"Sure, doc, sure!" lied tho man.
" Okay, then. Untie both of us,

because I may need Miss Sterling's

help."
Andrews untied them with shaking

hands.
" We'll need some medicine." Larry

picked up a writing-pad. "Can you get
a prescription made up right away ?

Ono of -the boys could take it across
the street, whilst we wait here."
"Just write it. out, doc," Andrews

cried, and, going over to a 'phone,
asked for a messenger boy to come
round to the laboratory.

Andrews only glanced at the prescrip-

tion before handing it to the boy. Larry
had written his message in a code known
only to himself and MacDonald. The
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boy returned in about ten minutes with
a small package.
"Did the druggist understand the

prescription ?"
" Yes, sir. He said he quite under-

stood," the boy reported, and Larry had
hard work not to grin with elation.

By now his warning should have
reached MacDonald and the police

!

Andrews bustled them out of the
building by a side door. The gunman
was in such a panic that he was going to
die that he did not reckon the conse-
quences of disobeying Kennedy's orders.
They were on the point of moving
towards Larry's car when Jean clutched
at the doctor's arm and pointed. Thej
darted back in time to avoid being seen
by Kennedy. They saw a big car pull

up, and watched Kennedy and Burke get
out first ; Professor Sterling and Jimmy
followed. Directly the four men had
entered the building Larry darted
towards his car. It was Andrews who
took the wheel. •

When Kennedy found the laboratory
empty he was nonplussed. From a page-
boy he learned that Larry, the girl, and
Andrews had driven away not many
minutes before. All he could think was
that Larry had got free of his bonds and
turned the tables on Andrews.
"The doc has made that fool Andrews

talk," Kennedy rapped out. " He's either
tricked Andrews into talking or forced
liim ; but, whatever happened, I'm sure
there's only one place they could have
gone. We've got to go after them. Lock
these other two mugs in the laboratory ;

we can settle them when we get back."
Andrews was so unsteady with his

driving that he agreed readily to Larry
taking the wheel; and dill the doctor
make the car move ! Out of town went
the car, and up in the hill country it

took bends on two wheels. They came
at last to a drive to a large, old-fashioned
country house.
"What's this place?" Larry de-

manded.
"Kennedy's private institution for his

own employees," Andrews explained.
"He don't use it often."
The car pulled up before the front

door, and after some hammering it was
opened and a burly caretaKer peered
forth.

"The boss wants Dr. Baxter here to
give Pete the once over," explained
Andrews.
The door was opened and they

entered. The caretaker took them down
a corridor and rapped at another door.
They were admitted into tho sick-room.

Seconds to Spare

ON the bed lay Pete Andorka. Tiie

wretched man was moaning and
groaning. Standing near the bed

was a middle-aged man, wearing tho
uniform of a male nurse. The caretaker
closed the door.
"Kennedy wants the doctor to look

that guy over," Andrews explained.

Larry walked over to the bed and
touched the groaning patient.

"Hallo, Pete," he said softly,

"Dr. Baxter!" Pete shot up in bed
when he saw who it was. Fingers as
thin as skeleton's clutched his hand.
"Thank heaven you're here! It hurts
awful. I'm so sick—I'm "

"We'll soon put you right, Pete.
Wc'ro here to help you." Larry pushed
the sick man back and glanced round.
"Jean, put three of these tablets in a
glass of water.

"

He handed her a small bottle.

Tho message that Larry nad sent to

MacDonald was to the effect that
Kennedy must be trailed at all < 1

and that it would more than likely lead

to the place where Pete Andorka was
(Continued on page 26)
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Trickery and injustice were rife in Big Rock, and when Dick Hudson pitted himself
against the men who held sway there it seemed as if he had taken on a superhuman
task. Read how his purpose was at last achieved in this powerful drama of the

Oklahoma cattle-country, starring Dick Foran and Jane Bryan

Land Rush

IT was the evening of the 21st of April,
1889, and the scene was Wichita
Falls, near the border-lino between

the State of Texas and the former
Indian territory of Oklahoma.

It was the cvo of a memorable
occasion that was to live in the annals of
America. For, yielding to the demands
of an expanding white population, the
Federal Government had decided to
concentrate the scattered Indian tribes
farther to the north and throw open the
hunting-grounds to land-hungry settlers.

Six inillion acres of virgin soil were
now waiting to be staked out in claims
in the territory of Oklahoma; soil that
might be cultivated where previously it

had yielded nothing but tumble-weed
and scrub: soil on which towns might
be built where previously the fcot of
man had seldom walked; soil that
raised crop.s of mesquito grass where
cattle might feed instead of dwindling
herds of buffalo.

Oklahoma had been denied to the
whites for too long Much reduced in

numbers since the days when they had
been a barbarous race of killers, the
Redskins there no longer required such
\ asts tracts of fertile country. That was
why it wa.s only just that the remnants
of them should be shepherded into a
smaller reservation to make room for
the Palefaces they had once hated.
And that was why Wichita Falls had

become the rallying-polnt for an army
of pioneers, a rendezvous from which
eager bands of homesteaders and cattle-
men might move up to the frontier the
following morning, when tho new
territory would be officially announced
as open for colonisation.

Hundreds of men and women had
assembled at Wichita Falls, the
majority being of good, honest, hard-
working stock. But, as always when
there was a chance of fortunes to be
made, there wa.s an element of rascality
present—individuals who planned to
batten like vultures on the hoped-for
prosperity of the new and promised
land.
Such an individual was Link Carter,

a man with a black record and a band
of hired gunmen at his beck and call.
Yet, although hi.s infamy had earned
him a fairly wide-spread reputation in
the State of Texas, it so happened that
only a few of the people encamped at
Wichita Falls were aware of his shady
past. And none felt tempted to risk
reminding him of it until a tall, strap-
ping late-comer drifted into the great,
sprawling camp as the dusk was coming
down.
The fellow in question was Dick

Hudson, who had once been a cow-
puncher, lint who had become a
practising attorney when he had felt a
desire to amount to something more
than a herdsman and had elected to
study law.
He came riding into the camp on a

high-stepping bronc, and he was sing-
ing a Western ballad in a fine tenor
voice which drew attention to him, and
which was one reason why Link Carter
was made conscious of his presence so
speedily And on seeing him Link
Carter lost no time, in putting himself
in the new arrival's path

A well-built, sallow-featured and
dark-haired man of some thirty-five
years, Link Carter confronted the young
lawyer and surveyed him mockingly,.

"Well, well," he said, his thin-lipped
mouth twisting into an unpleasant sn
" if it isn't the handsome shyster from
Cue Panhandle !"

Hick Hudson had drawn rein. Now
he slid from the saddle and regarded
Carter placidly. lie was about six-foot-

two of red-headed Texan, topping
Carter by an inch or so. His weather
beaten, good-looking face was genial
in its expression, though in Hi s ice-blue
eyes there was a glint that spelled
danger for men of Carter's ilk.

He remembered Carter well. When
he had become a full-fledged attorney,
he had acted as prosecutor at the hi

ing of a case in which the rogue had
been defendant.
"What's the matter, Hudson '" Link

Carter went on in a tone of insolent
inquiry. "Did things fret too hot for
you back there in the Panhandle
section ?"

"Why, no," Dick Hudson drawled.
"No bunch of crooks ever ran me out of
any section yet. But after I had the
pleasure of sending you to a State
penitentiary for two years there wasn't
any work left for a good lawyer around
the Panhandle area."
Link Carter's brow had darkened at

the reference to his sinister past.

"You've got a mighty sharp memory,
Hudson, haven't you?" he grated.

"No, it's kind of poor," was the mild
reply. "Let's see, what was it you were
charged with? Arson—forgery—or
manslaughter?"
A snarl broke from Carter's lips, and

on a sudden he launched himself at Dick
Hudson with tho intention of hitting
out at him But, though he had taken
up the study of law. Dick Hudson had

October 2nd. 1937.
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not neglected that physical fitness which
hail singled him out in his cow-punch-
ing days as " a tough hombre in a
scrap."
With his left arm he blocked the

punch that Link Carter aimed at him,
and in the same instant he brought
across the packed knuckles of his right
hand in a jolt that was like the kick of

a wild mustang.
Carter went down, and lay where ho

had fallen for the space of about ten
seconds, by which timo people had come
running from some of the buckboards
and prairie schooners with which the
immediate vicinity was dotted. Then
the ex-gaolbird picked himself up, but,
although ho glared at Dick savagely
and seemed as if he were tempted to
reach for his hip and pull a six-gun, he
thought better of the impulse and
turned away.

It was at this moment, that he was
accosted by an elderly man, who had
appeared on the scene together with a
freckled lad of thirteen and a young
and radiant girl, who was about twenty
years of age.
"What's up, Carter?" the elderly

individual demanded.
''Nothing," was the muffled reply.

"This guy makes trouble wherever ho
goes, that's all. But forget it, Walton.
I ain't soilin' my hands on him."
Carter slouched off. and Walton

imoved after him together with the girl,

who directed a scornful and indignant
glance at Dick before departing. On
the other hand, however, the freckled
boy of thirteen remained behind and
sidled up to the stalwart cowboy-lawyer.
"Say, that was swell elegant," he

declared enthusiastically. "That guy
Carter needed takin' dour, a peg cr
two. Huh, I can't imagino what dad
an' my sister see in him, anyways."
Dick smiled down at the lad.

"So those were your dad and your
sister, eh?" he remarked. "Well, may-
bo Link Carter has his good points,
though I never noticed any. But, by
the way, son, you don't happen to know
if there's a feller called Valley in this

camp, do you ?"

"Valley? Why, sure. C'mon, I'll

show yuh where he is."

The boy proceeded to escort him
through the clutter of wagons, and at
the far side of the camp they came upon
two men and a young woman who were
engaged in preparing a meal. One of
i he men was Tom Valley, a bronzed
Westerner of about Dick's own age, and
at sight of the attorney ho gave vent to

a whoop.
" Dick Hudson !" he shouted. "Gosh,

am I glad to see you?"
"I'm mighty glad to see you. Tom,"

Dick rejoined. "I heard you'd moved
north to take a hand in this land rush."

". That's right, Dick. There's a lot of
us in this camp planum' to build a
town at Big Rock, thirty miles over the
line. Mo and my partner here aim to
open up a ranch outside the settlement,
and to start a general merchandise store

in town as well. That will give us two
strings to our bow, see? But I don't
believe you know my side-kick, do
you?"
Dick was introduced to Bill Tidewell,

a sturdy, square-jawed fellow with a
warm and friendly handshake. Then,
with pardonablo pride, Tom Valley
turned to tho young woman who was
nearby.
"And Dick." he said, "I want you to

meet my wife. I suppose you knew I

was married, didn't you ? No, you
didn't? Well, it's been a long timo
since we saw each other Ruth, thi.s is

my ole pal Dick Hudson, the worst
lawyer in Texas. You've heard mo
speak of him."
"I'm glad to know you, Mr. Hudson,"
October 2nd, Wo~.
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Ruth Valley observed smilingly. "But
don't take any notice of Tom. He told

mo you were going to be the greatest
lawyer in Texas."
Dick looked at her with a twinkle in

his eyes.
" He's wrong either way, Mrs.

Valley, " he announced. "I'm going to
be the worst or the best lawyer in

Oklahoma, according to how things
bre,ak for me. Yep, I'm figuring to

settle in this same town of Big Rock
that will rise out of the prairies up
there."
"You are?"- Tom Valley put in.

"Well, you ought to have a lot of
customers, if this rush turns out to be
tho same as others. There's usually a
leavening of land sharks and claim
jumpers in the offing when a new strip

is opened. And speakin' of such-like
veronin, your old friend Link Carter i-

here."
Dick nodded.
"I know." he commented dryly. "I

just tangled with him."
He paused, and turned to see whether

the freckled boy who had conducted him
through the camp were still in attend-
ance on him. But the lad had sauntered
off.

"Say, Tom," Dick queried then,
"Carter appeared to be friendly with
a family named Walton. Who are these
Waltons?"
Tom Valley fingered his chin.
" The old man seems to be in partner-

ship with Carter and a bunch of Carter's
friends," he answered. "He has his
daughter with him—a mighty nice-

lookin' girl nanned Janie, who's been
over here for a chat with Ruth once or
twice. Then there's the boy who was
was with you just now—Barty, they call

him. We only know 'em casually,

but it seems to me they're a little too
decent to be mixed up with a hombre
like Carter."
Further conversation on the subject of

tho Waltons was interrupted just then
by the entry into the camp of a small
detachment of U.S. dragoons. They
were headed by a major, who caused
every living soul in the camp to be
mustered so that they might hear what.

he. had to say.

"Friends," he announced, "the start-

ing shot will lx> fired tomorrow morn-
ing at nine o'clock sharp, and I want
to take the opportunity now of remind-
ing you that when tho signal is given it

will be every man for himself in the
race to stake claims. At the same time,

I warn you that any person entering
tho territory of Oklahoma before nine
o'clock in an attempt to steal a march
on other settlers will for ever forfeit all

claims ho may make."
There was a mumur of approval, but

it was not echoed by Link Carter, who
stood a little apart from tho assemblage
with a group of scoundrelly looking
cronies.
Carter grinned slyly at his associates.

and then lent an ear to tho cavalry
major again as the latter rounded off

his speech.
"I'd also like to give you folks a.

little friendly advice," tho officer said.

"You havo about fourteen hours at

your disposal between now and nine
o'clock to-morrow morning, and I

suggest you devote the better part of

tho timo to getting a good night's
sleep."

Link Carter apparently found some-
thing amusing in those words, for he
winked mirthfully at one of his
satellites, a notorious gunman from
Dallas.

"A good night's sleep.'" he reiterated
with a smirk. "How about it. Joe
Brady? You gonna sing mo a lullaby?"
"Huh, you watch out you don't, tret

rocked to sloop on tho back o' that pinto
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of yours, boss," came the reply,
delivered in a low tone of voice. "Say.
when are you sneakin' out of camp, any-
how?"
'Ten o'clock, and by midnight I'i!

be over the border in Oklahoma. Then
I'll snatch a few hours' rest."

'"'Don't doze too long," 6aid Brady,
whereupon Curter smiled a twisted
smile.

"I won't," he said. "At nine o'clock
I'll be high-tailin' it fcr Big Rock with
an armful of stakes and a start on
everybody."
Another of the group volunteered a

comment. He was a frock-coated,
middle-aged man named Abbott, and
like Dick Hudson hc> was a lawyer, but
a lawyer of ill-repute who specialised in

oarning reprieves for hardened
criminals, and in turning his legal
knowledge to their advantage.

"You'll have to watch out for the
troopers who are guarding the frontier,

Link," he muttered. "Also, folks arc-

liable to miss you from the camp."
"I'll get past the soldiers all right."

declared Carter. "As for the folk^
around camp, they'll be too busy lookin'

after their own affairs to notice my
absence. I'll wager that even old man
Walton won't iniss ane.

"

"He doesn't know what you're plan-
ning to do. then?" Abbott queried.
Link Carter shook his head.

"No," he answered. "I didn't think
it necessary to tell him. Not that he'd
be likely to back out now."
Brady spoke again.
"What about this guy Hudson?" ho

asked. "I don't like the idea of him
bein' around. He clamped down on
you and me in the Panhandle section
two or three years ago, an' he's danger-
ous. You sary you had a run-in with
him just now, an.' I can't figure why you
didn't plug him."
"In front of a crowd of people?''

Carter retorted. "Don't boa fooL No.
I left him for you. Brady. Listen, he's

got a fast horse. I know the critter, for
it's the one he always rides. But you've
got a fast horse too, Brady, so if he's
joinin' this land-rush keep track of him,
and let him have a bullet in the back
if you get the chance."
The foregoing discussion was carried

on in a guarded fashion. Yet, although
Carter did not know it. Janie Walton
was standing within earshot and had
not been able to help overhearing the
substance of it; and presently, when tho
cavalrv major and his escort had taken
leave of tho camp, the girl went off in
quest of her father.

It did not take her long to locate him.
and on joining him she addressed him
tersely.

"Dad," she said, "I'm afraid wo did
that red-headed stranger an injustice by
regarding him as a trouble-maker. I

mean tho fellow who knocked Link
Carter down. It seems Carter isn't

hone?t-lo-goodnoss person we took him
for, and, when you come to think cf it.

wo ought to have suspected him if only'

on account of those shifty-looking
customers who are always hanging
around him."
The expression of bewilderment on

old man Walton's face changed to one
of dismay when Janie went on to give
him a summary of the conversation
which had reached her ears. Then
when his daughter had brought her
narrative to a close, he glanced at her
wretchedly.
"This is terrible. Janie," he faltered.

"But what can I do? I've got to

stick with Carter now. I've sunk every
cent I had into the purchase of equip
inent for this venture. I just can't back
out, or I'm ruined."
Janie would have preferred bank-

ruptcy to the dishonour of being
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associated with a man who could
stoop to such methods as those which
Link Carter proposed to employ. But
Walton senior was not so strong-
minded as his daughter, and could not

be induced to court financial disaster
by breaking off relations with the
scoundrel
Notwithstanding (ho old fellow's

attitude, Jauic resolved to approach
Dick Hudson, and although she was
unwilling to say anything lhat might
injure her father, she spoke to the
young attorney bluntly enough when
she had succeeded in tracing him.
"1 understand your name's Air.

Hudson," she began, and. when he had
acknowledged this: "Well, Mr
Hudson," she continued, "are you
going to make the ri'ii into the new
s( rip to-morrow ?"

" I am." he told her.

"I'd advise you not to,'' she said
''I'm not at liberty to enlarge on the
statement, but it's made for your own
good."
Dick Hudson looked down at, her

steadfastly.
"Is that go?" lie remarked. "Well,

having bothered lo give me advice,
why not supply me with a few details?"
"The fact that I'm warning you

ought to be enough," she responded in
.hi evasive manner.
Dick compressed his lips.

"All right, if you won't talk, I will,"
he informed her, utterly misunder
standing her motive in coming to him
' You can go back and tell Carter, or
whoever sent, you. that I trailed all
the way up here to get in on this land
rush—and neither he nor anybody else
is gonna keep me out of it I"
Thus spoko Dick Hudson. Yet the

following morning, when the settlers
moved UP to the frontier to be
marshalled there by U.S. troops, and
when the crack of the pistol released
a living wave of horseflesh and
humanity into the new territory, two
men who had been present at Wichita
Falls the previous night were absent
from the throng.

(»ue was Link Carter, who had stolen
away from the camp under cover of
darkness and who was now several
miles nearer to Big Rock than any of
those who had a mind to stake out
claims there.
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The other was Dick, whose horse
had developed a lameness that de-
barred him from the frantic scramble
to obtain sites in this country which
was being thrown open for settlement.
By the time he discovered that his

pony had been purposely, though not
seriously crippled, the hindmost
competitors in the land-rush were far
across the border-line, and there was
no bope of the young lawyer's staking
<mU. so much as a square foot of the
Oklahoma terrain
He did not know, however, that his

failure to start with the rest had
probably spared him a bullet in the
back For when Dick had found
himself unable to enter the race, the
gunman known as Brady had fell

that he was relieved of the necessity
of "taking care of him," and had
dashed off in company with the re-

mainder of the contestants.

The Town of Big Rock

TIIF sjte intended for the town, of
Big Rock, and every acre of land
for miles around, hail been staked

rut for an hour or more by the time
Dick Hudson put in an appearance
there.

The town-site presented a remarkable
spectacle. Every kind of conveyance
was there, and people were engaged in

tacking up notices which advertised
the various businesses they proposed to

carry on when the settlement had been
thoroughly established Hut it was
significant that on every hand --trips

of property had been claimed in the
name of Link Carter.

Here was the site of a saloon which
was to be owned by him. Here were
numerous smaller plots which he was
willing to sell at his own price. And,
out on the range, there was a huge
tract of pasture laud where he intended
to set up as a rancher as well.

Consequently, when Dick showed up
and Link Carter perceived him, the
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ex-gaolbird was in high spirits, and
accosted the young lawyer with an air
of smugness rather than hostility.

"Well, if it ain't the 'late' Mr.
Hudson!" ho exclaimed. "I figure.!

you'd come stragglin' behind with the
rest o' the old women. H'm, too bad
you couldn't have got here earlier, or
you might have found a corne/ for
you i self. But I'm afraid I own all

the available property here, and I ain t

just figurin' on selling to you—Mr.
Hudson."
"Yeah. I see you've done pretty

well foi yourself," was Dick's comment.
'Tlie early hud. Carter, eh?"
There was a sting in the words, .i •!

the other man's eyes narrowed.
"You're not by any chance infc

r are you .' he dc
manded, using an expression that was
applied to men who sneaked into a

new territory before it was officially

opened for settlement,
"I'm not inferriu' you're a <

no," Dick answered. "I'm call

you one lank Carter, because I W
see \ou anywhere around the ear
Wichita Falls this morning."

( 'a- lei's e\os blazed moment
Then, a- he saw several of his cronies
approaching, he beckoned to [hem n

an ominous fashion.
" Boys," he said grimly, " for i lie

of those who ain't already acquainted
with him, I want lo introduce Mr.
Hudson to you. Now—or—hefe kinda
gettin' in my hair, and I guess yo
know what to do in a case like il,

The men apparently did know. Thi v'

began to close in on I)i< k with the
obvious intention of beating him up,
but before a blow could be struck
Janie Walton suddenly came into view.
"What's the trouble, Link?" she

inquired, hurrying forward ami ad
dressing Carter in a tone that COIICI

her true opinion of him.
"Why, this shyster called me a,

sooner !"

Dick flung himself atop of him and clutched him by the wrist, forcing back the scoundrel's hand so that he
could make no use of the forty-five.
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"A sooner? Well but we're all

sooners." Janie Walton glanced at
Dick with studied irony as she made
that observation. "You see, we rode
horses and drove wagon-teams—where-
as Mr. Hudson here, lie travelled by
turtle. And so. as we arrived sooner
than he did—well, we're all sooners."

There was a guffaw at this, and the
men who had been on the point of
closing in on Dick drew back again
with smirks on their ugly faces.

"Poor Mr. Hudson," Janie went on,
(o the delight of Carter and his

accomplices. " We must take up a
collection and buy him a real horse."
"I had a real horse," Dick ground

out, "until somebody crippled him!"
Janie affected to turn her back on

him scornfully.
"Oh, come on, Link," sho said.

'"Don't listen to him. He's just sore
because he got here late. Come on,
there's a family over here who wants
to buy one of your plots."

Dispersing his cronies with a nod,
Carter accompanied her in the direction
she had indicated, but he had not gone
more than twenty paces when Janie
Walton stopped and spoke to him in

a very different tone from that which
she had used in Dick Hudson's
presence.
"Listen to me, Carter," sho an-

nounced, "I walked you off for the
simple reason that I wanted to prevent
those rough-necks of yours from maul-
ing that—that shyster, as you call him."
Carter slid hft eyes on her.
" Oh, so (he big lawyer-man needs

a petticoat to protect him, eh?"
"If it comes to that, some of your

friends may have needed protection,
judging by that swollen jaw of yours.
But I didn't want to see him going
down under a whole pack of your
satellites, Carter, and getting the
worst of the fight in the end I think
Hudson ought to have an even break,
to say the least—though I'm afraid
that's something you may not under-
stand."
With the words sho swung away

from him and walked off, and, after

watching her thoughtfully until she
was out of sight, Link Carter glanced
back towards tho spot where he had
encountered Dick.
The cow-boy lawyer was no longer

there, but Carter espied him iff con-
versation with two men and a woman
on a plot of land advertised as tho
site of a general store, the two men
in question being loin Valley and
Bill Tidewell, and the woman, Tom's
pleasant young wife.

Gritting his teeth. Carter sought out
his confederates again, and, picking
on Brady, he gave him a few terse

instructions, whereupon Brady straight-

way betook himself to the locale of the

future general store.

"Hudson," the man stated, inter-

rupting Dick as the bitter was talking
to Bill Tidewell and the Valleys.

"Link Carter wants to know when
you're movin' on. He's runuin' things
here, and he allows Big Hock ain't

gonna be big enough for both of yuh."

"Is that so?" Dick Hudson drawled
" Well, you go and t oil Carter that

the (inn of Tidewell and Valley have
offered to rent mo some offico space,

and I'm staying here to open up a law
practice."
Brady's lip curled.
"You won't do no good as a lawyer,"

he sneered. "Because Walton's gonn.t
be mavor; Carter's gonna be sheriff;

me an one o' the boys are gonna be
deputies, and we've got a lawyer
named Abbott that's better 'n you'll
ever know how to be."

• "Well, that's fine." Dick observed
Octobei 2nd, 1937.
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(oully. "I like all my peas in one
pod. It makes 'em easier to shell."

"Talk's cheap," growled Brady.
"Not when you're talkin' to a

iav, ycr," was Dick's facetious reply,
" and if you fake up any more o' my
time I'll have to send you a bill."

Brady muttered something under
his breath and moved away, and Dick
glanced at Tidewell and tho Valleys
smilingly. But their faces were
serious.

"I'd keep my eyes peeled for trouble
if I were you, Dick,'' Tom Valley
counselled. ".Say, why don't you
give up this law business and throw
in with us? We've got a site here
for a store, and a hunk of land farther

up on the range that's 'the finest sweep
of cattle-grazin' country I ever saw.
Moreover, we didn't have to buy a
single square yard of our property
from Carter, and in short Bill and mo
would bo glad to have you as a.

partner—wouldn't we. Bill?"

Bill Tidewell gave an emphatic
assent, but Dick had no mind to

abandon his legal calling; and sure
enough, when the industry of a pioneer-
ing community had raised a trim
township out of the wilderness, the
young attorney set up as a champion
of such people as were the victims of

injustice.

He occupied an office which he
rented in the premises erected by Tom
Valley and Bill Tidewell on the main
street of the new town, and he had
no lack of clients. For it was not
long before Link Carter had begun to
infringe upon the rights of honest
settlers.

Nevertheless, Dick was far from
successful in the briefs that he under-
took. He had justice on his side, and
time after timo the judge appointed
by the Federal Government to preside
as magistrate over the section was
completely in agreement with him.
But the forces operating against tho
youthful attorney were too powerful.

As Brady had intimated, Carter had
become sheriff—after a scandalous
election that was not an election at all;

Brady himself and a gangster named
Blade Simpson had been appointed
deputies ; old Walton, who seemed
completely under Carter's thumb, had
been elevated to the position of mayor;
and Abbott had proved ready and
willing to use his legal talents in their
interests.

For the rest, "hand-picked" juries
were assembled in the court for the
one purpose of going against all th9
evidence Dick Hudson could muster,
and verdicts that were the result, of
bribery were given against him again
and again.
One evening, after the hearing of a

case in which Dick as usual had been
frustrated at every turn. I,ink Carter
and his partisans repaired to the saloon
which the ex-gaolbird had built near
the south end of the town; anil in a

back room there Carter drank a toast

to the success of his organisation.

"Well, boys,'' he said, looking round
at his cronies with an expression of

satisfaction on his sallow countenance,
"we've just witnessed another set-

back for that guy Hudson

—

thanks to

Abbott an' a jury that knew how to

vote."
There was a chorus of appreciation,

Abbott smiling modestly as it was
rendered. But there were two men
present who did not register the
sentiments of the majority; one being
Mayor Walton, who merely appeared
uncomfortable—and the other, Brady,
who showed signs of impatience.
"Say, boss," the latter grunted,

"how much rope you gonna give
Hudson, anyways! Why don't you
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let ihe pick a fight with him an' shoot
it out?"
Carter laughed easily.

"Not on your life," he retorted. "I'm
bavin' too much fun watchin' him
squirm. But listen, supposin' we
forget Hudson for the time being and
talk about that herd of cattle out on
the range owned by Valley an' Tide-
well? Blade Simpson tells me there's
about a hundred head there, and only
a couple of cowpokes guard in-' them."
"Thai's right," put in Simpson, a

hulking rogue with a growth of stubble
on his chin. "It ought a be a cinch
to-night "

jHo was interrupted by Mayor
Walton.
"Look here," the old man rapped

out. "there's a limit to whaf I'll stand
for."
Carter shifted his eyes upon him.
"What are you beefin' about." he

demanded. "When you financed mo
in the first place, I promised you thai
I'd put big money your way. an' I've
kept my promise, ain't I? V
gettin' your percentage out of ali

dough we're makiu' hand-over-fist."
"You listen to me. Link Carter."

old Walton grated, rising to his foot.
" I sank my last dollar in what I thought
was a legitimate business venture,
and even when I learned the kir.l

of man you were I lacked the moral
courage to back down. Yes. I'll admit.
I've played ball with you in spite of
my conscience and closed my eyes to
many a shady deal whereby people
have been swindled. But when it

comes to cattle rustling I draw the
lino, and you can count me out !"

With that he stamped from the room.
but, though his departure caused Link
Carter's associates some uneasiness.
Carter himself remained undisturbed.
"Don't worry about him," he stated.

"He won't talk. He can't afford to.

He's in too deep with' us."

The Cattle Raid

LINK CARTER anight not have
treated Walton's rebellious out-
burst so lightly had he visualised

the outcome of it. For, on leaving tin-

saloon, the old man made .straight for
tho house which he now occupied on the
main street of Big Rock, and there he
took his daughter into his confidence
and told her that he had severed his

connection with the town's crooked
sheriff.

"Oh?" said Janie. whose relation-
ship towards her father had been some
what strained ever since the night
before the land-rush. "Ami having gone
so far with Carter, what's stopping
you now, may I ask?"
"Janie," the old man begged, "don't

take up that attitude. I know I*v«
been weak, but, come what may, I'm
not carrying out that scoundrel's in-

structions any longer. I've been a blind
for him in many ways, but I'm not
closing my eyes to cattle rustling, you
can take it from me."
In a moment Janie's arm was about

his shoulders, and her recent coldness
to him was forgotten.

"Cattle rustling, dad?" she ex-
claimed. "What do you mean?"

" He's going to raid Tidewell and
Valley's new herd to-night." her father
answered. "I happen to know thai
they wouldn't take him in with them as

a partner, so now he's going to help
himself."

Janie's pretty face seemed to tighten.
"Dad," she said. " you've got to warn

Tom Valley and Bill Tidewell. That'a
all there is to it."

"No, honey, I can't do that. Don't
forget—if Carter and his gang are
indicted on any testimony of mine,
they'll denounce m<j for the part I'»a
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All right," Carter snarled. "
t
I'm guilty on every count you've brought up against me, including the shooting

of Tom Valley. But you'll never put a rope around my neck, for I'm blastin' my way out of this court !
"

played in former transactions, and make
sure that I go to gaol along with them.''

Mayor Walton did not know it. but
his conversation with his daughter had
been heard by a third party in an
adjoining room, and the occupant of

that room was none other than the
mayor's freckled, thirteen-year-old son,

who had been undressing for bed when
the earnest voices of his father and
.Janie had reached his inquisitive ears.

The discussion in the next apart-
ment had still been in progress when
Barty had chanced to see a group of

horsemen mount up and ride aua\ from
the saloon across the street— Link ( larter
and Abbott, waving to them from the
porch of the building as the\ galloped
off. And now the lad hurriedly threw
i

i his clothes again and climbed out of

the window of his first-floor bed room.
A few minutes later lie was cutei tg

g -lei ;il store tha i w as owned
I

>

Turn Valley and Bill Tidewell, and as

he crossed the threshold of it he saw
them standing at the counter with Dick
Hudson.

"It's no use," Dick was saying. "M,
experience in court to-day was the last

straw. I guess it isn't on the cards
for me or anybody else to beat Carter
in tins town by 'egal methods."
"I never before heard yon talk as if

you were licked, and aimin' to run
away," Tom Valley muttered, where-
upon Dick thrust out his jaw.
"Who said anything about runnin'

•way?" he demanded. "I'm simply
giving up my law practice, and biding
my time for the day when Carter will
overstep the mark, as his kind always
do. And right now I'm accepting an
offer to go into the cattle and store
business of Messrs. Tidewell and Valley
— if that offer still holds good."

Delighted ejaculations escaped Torn
Valley and Bill Tidewell. and it was
as they were chapping Dick Hudson on
the back enthusiastically that Barty
Walton came up to the counter. Then
the boy proceeded to relate all that had

passed between his father and his sister,

the faces of his three listeners darken-
ing as they Beard his story.

" I figured somebodj onght a
i

wise," the lad finished pathetically.
" But listen, don't go an' do nothin' th it

would hurt inv ole man. Ii seems like
be'.-, been in deep with Link Cartel iu1

lie's cut adrift from him now, an' I

couldn't bear it i:' he was to end
gaol.

"

Dick laid a .hand on ;

shoulder.
" Your dad won

Bart] ." he di ela red. " '

i stand
in a co irt of law .1 ad
e\ idence, hi 'II exonera te limself from
any small pal t he ma ha played in

(
',1

1 ter's shady
1

1 Ec tin eed In I >.
1 and Bill

Tidewell.
" Ii:! 1 " he aid,

"

lionest citizens in this town, and I

suggest you raise a po
And Tom, I reckon Mayor V\

might appreciate it if you looked a

him and sel his mind al ri st. Mean-
while, I'll ride out to voir range and
see if I can help yo ir cow-hands to keep
those rustlers busy until Bill

posse arrive."
Tom and Bill acquiesced in tin's

arrangement, and shortly afterwards
Dick was spurring out of Big Rock, set

ting lii's course for the north, in which
direction lay the acres of pasturage lie-

longing to his two friends. And about
half an hour later, as he was pushing
through a tract of brushwood, he heard
a sudden blatter of gunplay that cut
across the silence of the range.

Emerging from the thickets into the
full light of the moon, he beheld a herd
of steers swinging away to tiio east,
and at the. same time he descried a band
of men dismounting to take cover in a
small coppice. They were Carter's
associates, headed by " Deputies" Joe
Brady and Blade Simpson, and it was
obviously their intention to dispose of
the two cowboys who had been guard-

ing the cattle, and wlio had been *'

to seek shelter when the gang' •

launched their onset.

I e -•'
i \o herdsmen in I ic eui|

Tom Valley and Bill Tidew

•

opened fire on the rustlers, and now
< barter's hirelings were <w idexi

mined to w i)"' ; hem out ou In

I -i,,n:i ble 1 lieory that
"

tell

ao 1 ales
." With I he 1 iw b ind

there would be nobody to tes.tifj

any of Link 1 la rti r's isso a ''

figured in I he cattle-raid, Rnd
wo p in. 11 . - had been extei ii Dated

it would be an eas matti
the steers and drn e th

own lei ire.

S ich wci'i Section
do niieiib. passed I lirottg l thi in

he 1 rooks. But n hi le u ila* I

I
ie pa ir of cowboys ;:ho

challenged 1 heir preseni •

I ide ell .1 ugc link Hudson efl'i

1 i

v antage point, whore
emploj ees were loi ated, and

ostoad of two were ans »
•

.'ii g.

( tin there 011 the moonlit prt

. ing detonat ions of I lie fort , I

smote the air resounding ly, an iden
slugs sped on their mission
But Dick .,'.,1 the cow-hands rema d
unscathed, n liereas a co 1] le oi

rustlers had been laid low when -all

at once Bill Tide-well's posse from
[Rock swept into view.

The crooks ran to theij horse; the
moment they became aware of the new-
Comers' approach, but Joe Brady a

succeeded in reaching his pony and
making his get-away. The others
overtaken, and resisting can
because they knew the penalty of cattle-
lifting, they were shot down to a man
in the point-blank gun-duel that ensued.

The firing had ceased when three late
arrivals appeared on the scene. These
were Tom Valley, old man Walton
and Janie, and as they slowed up. Diet
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Hudson made il his business lo single

out the girl.

"Say," he told her, "I'm sort of get-

ting a new angle on .\ou. Until to-night,

I thought, you were one of my worst
enemies-"
"If you'd taken the trouble to study

human nature instead of law." Janie
answered whimsically, "you might have
come to the conclusion that I was trying

to be one of your best friends, though
I'll admit I was handicapped by the

position dad was in.*'

"One of my best friends?" Dick
echoed.
Janie Walton nodded.
"Yes. Do you remember how I warned

yon against milking the land-rush?
Well, I said at the time it was for your
<>.'.>> good, and so it. was. And I might
add thai I was the one who crippled
your horse, to save you from getting a

bullet in the back."
"Oh, you were the one who crippled

mv horse, huh ?"
"" But it didn't keep you from coming

to Rig Rock and hunting np trouble,

did it? Well, maybe it'*. a good thing
you did come, because I've a feeling

that you're going to take on one court-

case that you'll win—the case of Link
Carter versus the State."

The Last Throw

LINK CARTER was alone in his

office behind ilie saloon when Joe
Brady stumbled across the lines-

hold to acquaint the scoundrel with the
news that his gang had been annihilated,

and when he had received a full account
of all that had happened Carter jerked
himself to his feet.

"You say that Hudson showed tip.

and was followed a little while after-

wards by a posse?" lie rasped.

"Yeah," came the rejoinder, "and
although I'm pretty sure that none o'

the posse or them two-cowhands could
identity me as one o' the rustlers, I ain't

so sure about Hudson. He may have
been pretty close to us afore he worked
round to join up with the Valley-Tide-
vvell punchers."
Link Carter began to chew his nails.

and Brady eyed hum irritably.

"What are you 'ookin' so anxious
about ?" he demanded. "I'm the one
that's liable to be in a spot. You can
easily say you didn't 'know a thing about
this cattle-raid, even though all your
pals was mixed Up in it."

Carter swung round on him.
"Oh, so I've no cause to feel anxious,

huh?" he ground out. "Listen, you
fool, how d'you suppose Hudson and
thai posse found out about the raid?
Walton must have .squealed. I was
wrong in thinking that he'd keep his

mouth shut. He's spilled the works,
and if ho takes the witness-stand against
me in a court of law I'm through. Not
even Abbott will be able to figure out
a loop-hole for me."
There was a silence

1

, and then, his

eyes narrowing, Brad.i tapped the butt
of a six-gun that he was wearing on his

hip.

"Well," he said, "I can take care
of Hudson so lie' 11 never testify against
nie.''

Carter drew in a long breath.
"Yeah," he muttered. "Yeah, Joe,

that's right. And I can handle ole

Walton."
A few seconds later Brady was letting

himself out through the front door of
the saloon, which had been closed for
i he night, and it was as he emerged into
the street that he saw a crowd of riders
entering the town.
They wore headed bj Mayor Walton

and Janie, Did. Hudson', Hill Tidewell
and Tom Valley, ami at sight i>f them
Bradj drew back into the shadows of
the saloon's porch. Then, from that
October end, 1987,
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vantage point, he watched the party
break up and noticed Dick Disking his

way alone towards the court-house
which was about the most imposing
structure that Big Rock could boast.

Brady had no doubt that the young
lawyer was bound for the quarters of

Judge Ben Parkinson, who lived close

to the court-house and presided over
it in the name of the Federal Govern-
ment; and. .as the street emptied. Bradj
made haste to intercept the big fellow.
"Where yon goin'. Hudson?" In-

asked softly, accosting him in a by-way
that led to the court-house.
Dick looked at him steadfastly.

"I'm goin' to Judge Parkinson,
Brady," lie said, "to see about bring-

ing you up for trial as a cattle-rustler.

and Carter as an accessory before the

fact.

"And I wouldn't try lo stop me. if

I wore 3
-ou," he added, detecting a sus-

picious movement of the gangster's
right hand. "Because although I dis-

like bloodshed I once had the name of

bein' pretty quick on the draw .and I've

neither given up toting a gun nor lost

the knack of using one."
It was a warning that Brady chose to

disregard. In a flash he was reaching
for his holster. But, swift as he was,
Dick Hudson beat, him to the trigger

by «i split-second, and as the cowboy-
lawyer's "iron" belched flame and lead
Carter's hireling pitched to the ground
in a heap.
Alarmed by the shot, a crowd had

soon collected, and it was a crowd that
speedily expressed approval at the fate

of Joe Brad}', for there was more than
one citizen amongst the throng who had
reason to bear a grudge against Link
Carter and all who had been connected
with him.
Then, even as Dick was assuring the

bystanders that he had in any case been
compelled to fire in self-defence, a

young woman put in an appearance
and elbowed her way to the handsome
attorney's side.

The woman was Ruth, Valley, and
there was a look of terror in her eyes.

"Dick," she panted. "Oh, Dick.
Tom has gone to Carter's saloon for a

show-down, and he's gone unarmed.
He said ho was going to give Carter a

tman-sizo beating before he let the law
take care of him._ I tried to stop him,
but he wouldn't listen to me."
Dick gripped her by the arm.
"You mean to tell me Bill Tidewell

let him go to Carter's saloon alone?"
"Bill wasn't there to prevent, him.

Bill had gone over to the Walton/
house. Oh, Dick, I'm scared ! I

"

She stopped, for the report of a gun
shot had interrupted her. It was a

sound that seemed to come from some-
where near the south end of the town,
and in a moment Dick was racing in

that direct ion. with Ruth Valley and
the crowd of citizens hurrying after

him.
Sixty seconds later Dick Hudson was

outside (he back door of Carter's saloon,

and was catching Tom Valley in his

arms as the latter reeled out across the
threshold of the land-shark's office with
a bullet in his body—a bullet thai had
inflicted a mortal wound, for even as

Dick lowered him to the ground the
stricken man drew his last breath in a

hollow groan.
His teeth clenched, Dick Hudson

blundered into Carter's office. The
rogue was not there, but the stalwart in

trader caught sight of him ill a kind
of store-room ; and Carter was engrossed
in the task of extraoting a spent cart-

ridge-case from one of the cylinders of

his revolver, with the object of replac-
ing it by a fresh slug in order lo co\ ,-r

Up the crime he had committed.
"That won' 1 do win an\ good. Link
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Carter, '" Dick ripped out. "You're
caught red-handed."
The crook swung round, and as le

clapped eyes on his accuser he made a
desperate attempt to turn the six-shooter
on him. But. ere the man could pull
the trigger Dick was upon him and had
struck him to the floor with a .-ma !.-

ing right-hand punch.
Carter was still in possession of the

revolver, however, and still in pos
sion of his wits; and again he tried to
direct the barrel of the gun at the
lawyer.
Dick flung himself atop of him and

clutched him by the wrist, forcing back
the scoundrel's hand so that he could
make no use of the forty-five. Then he
succeeded in wresting t lie weapon from
the fellow's grasp, and before another
minute had elapsed he had battered the
senses out of him with his bunched list-.

Outside. Ruth Valley was weeping
distractedly over her husband's body;
and when Dick appeared in the back
doorway of the saloon, dragging Carter
after him. the mob of onlookers who
bad gathered around the bereaved
woman were, all for dealing with (ho
killer there and then.
But they were restrained by the

young attorney who had beaten the
land-shark into submission.

"Folks." Dick Hud=on staled, "some
mighty strange laws have been in opera-
tion here in Big Rock while Carter litis

been sheriff. But lynch law is no better
than an\ thtil hi' ever obeyed, and that's
why we've got to give htm a fair trial,

w it'u Judge Ben Parkinson presiding."

And so. before that week was out.

Link Carter stood arraigned in the
court-house where ease after case had
formerly been decided in his favour.
Bflt now there was no " hand picked

"

jury there to give a verdict thai was
all against the evidence; and Abbott,
representing the defendant, made a poor
showing when he found himself in the
presence of twelve good men who were
above bribery and corruption.
With Dick Hudson acting as prose-

cuting attorney, and the bench occupied
by a judge who could scarcely conceal
his distaste for the prisoner, the tiel of

the law closed about Link Carter.
In the first place. Dick volunteered *

testimony which left little room for

doubt thai the bullet that had slain

Tom Valley had been fired from
Carter's gun. Then he called upon
Mayor Walton lo take the stand, anil

proceeded to question him on his pasl

association with the acci

Old Walton did not spate himself in

his indictment of the shady operations
that Carter had carried out, and was
speaking of (he swindles the man had
perpetrated when Dick cut in on him.
"All right. Mr Walton," he said. "I

think we all know now the methods
Carter used when he pretended to sell

plots of land I.) settler-, and tricked

them with title-deeds which weren't
worth the paper they were written on.

and which enabled him to reclaim the
properties and charge them rent. But
there'- just one oilier question I want
lo ask you. Did Link Carter make the
laud rush according to Governmi
ami regitlal ions '.'"

"I object." Abbott shouted. " Mj
(Hem's not on trial for breaking the

rules and regulations governing a land-

rush."
Dick glanced at him ominously.

"No, my learned friend," lie said.

"Your (hint is on trial for an oil

far more serious than thai. Hut if it

pleases the court, I'm not onlj trying to

establish the chara< ter ol tin- prisoner

—

and those who consorted with him. Mr.
Abbott—but I'm also endeavouring to

(Continued on pace 28

1
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Three authors seek a plot for a play. They are still on page one when an intoxicated
man wanders into their flat, collapses, and 15,000 dollars fall out of his pocket.
Thinking he is a blackmailer, the three decide to build up a story round him, but
everything becomes very involved when their subject is really murdered. Starring

Lew Ayres, Ruth Coleman, Eugene Pallette, and Benny Baker

Three Authors in Search of a Plot

HORACE DRYDKX sal at the type
writer, his clean-shaven, round,
be-spectacled face the picture of

patient gloom.
" 1'age 1," he ejaculated in a voice

that resembled the first grave-digger
from Hamlet.
Nick Milburn. in his shirt-sleeves,

with (lis head buried in his hands,
looked up angrily.
"'Don't keep saying 'Page 1." he

snapped. "I'm getting tired of it."

"Babe." Lawton walked to the table
.-Mid poured himself out a drink. He
was large and round, and. like Hour.-.
ho looked unhappy.

"
1 [e's got to say some! bin*," he

murmured. "We never gel much
further -than the headin'. 1 wish f

sold pea-nuts for a livin'. That's a
'inn's job—writin' plays ain't."

Nick Milburn threw him an angrj
glance.
"You couldn't sell fresh fish to a

starving seal,'' he retorted. 'Haven't
either of you got any ideas?"
Babe scratched his head ruefully.
'I'm beginning to think "

" Marvellous,
-

' interrupted Nick
witberingly. "In ten years' ti

something might result. Unfortunately
Atherton will he here in half an hour.''
"Know any other funny stories?"

asked Lawton.
Silence then, while they nil sat,

regarding the carpet as if it had done
them some mortal injury. For John
Atherton a month previously had cnui-
missioned them to write a play for
him, and had parted with live hundred
dollars in advance through the glowing
accounts they had given him of a
certain "wonderful idea.'' And no.v
the money had come to an end.

Unfortunately, the play hadn't even
come to a beginning. Horace had sat,

regularly at his typewriter and had
neatly inscribed "Page 1" at the top
of innumerable sheets of paper. Though
thai was about as far as he had ever
got —beyond a line or two. Each one
in turn had weighed in with sug-
gestions, only to have them scornfully
rejei ted by the other two.

Atherton, moreover, had bee 1 calling
latterly with the persistence oi a tax-

collector, and though hitherto they had
managed to ^lall him v. ith fictitious

storiee of how- the play was progressing,
1 1

1.
- \ knew only too well that, his SUS-

pictons were aroused and the day of
reckoning was at. hand. He was to

call that morning to "hear the play"
—and though they knew only too well
thai he wouldn't hear it. tiny needed
no telling that they would hear things.

Anil then suddenly into their glo
silence brok.j the whirring of the out-

side bell.

Nick rose to his fed, with a sigh.

"And now for the day of judgment,"
he said as he walked to the. door.

" " The condemned man walked
bravely to the scaffold,'" bleated
Horace.
John Atherton walked briskly into

the room, but ho was eyeing ihem
closely as they shook bands with him
effusively while they expressed their
delight at seeing him.
"We were only just talking about

you," bleated Horace.
Atherton sat down in a chair, nibbing

his hands.
"Fine, gentlemen," lie said, "anil

-o now I'm going to hear the play?*"
It was not exactly a happy opening

Babe looked at the carpet. Nick looked
at Horace, Horace looked like a cat

that lias swallowed an outsize in

bones.
Xiek broke the painful silence.
"Well, I don't know that you •

ought to hear it this morning, M
Atherton.'' he began. "It seem!
pity—to—er—tell it you before it's -

cr—quite complete."
"That's just what I was sayi f

you came in," urged Horace, picl ',

lip the cue. "It's go good thai

doil'l w ant to spoil it for 3 on."

Babe added ins tittle pi' i
•-.

" Quit,' right. " lie said. " Id .'

..I- two's tilil.——

"

But Atherton broke in with the . .

finality of a judge proil •

sentence.
"

< >h, I don't mind a I lil ' its

not being ouite comph to,"

calmly. " You can jus! t< '1 nit

main outline of the stot y. Th;
do miitc well for me."

Horace swallowed. Hi ild -

from the faces of Ins companion:!
it would about " do " for all of

"You tell him the beginning
plot. Babe," lie murmured wil

ing modesty.
"Oh, I conldu't, realh ." ex< la i

Lawton hastily. "It's Nick's st<

He lllll-t tell it."

Milburn sent him a glance which
should have annihilated bill!

s]*>t.

"How nice of you, Babe," he said

between clenched teeth.

Atherton settled himself more com-
fortably in his chair.

"Go right ahead, Mr. Milb
said pleasantly.
Nick's opening, as a fictional '

composed on the spur of the moim
had points in originality if nothing
else. Thoiisrh as a play to be pre-
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sented io an audience composed of
ctlier than congenital lunatics or
mentally deficient infants, it was
slightly lacking in conviction and
probability. Though if it suffered at
all in the latter two, it was certainly
not wanting in dramatic force. Nick
declaimed the story with tone and
gesture that the late Sir Henry Irving
might almost have envied.

All the same, it is scarcely likely that,

the great actor's envy would have gone
beyond the dramatic force of the
1. udding young author.

It began apparently on the steppes
of Russia in the dead of night, and
out of a perfect forest of "moujiks."
"vodkas" and " vitch's " there
emerged a lovely heroine in priceless
sables and passionate tears, who was
fleeing for her life in a drosky driven
by a grand duke fin disguise)—he
was really a grand duke, although he
didn't know it. having been brought
up as a butcher's assistant—to save
her from the clutches of another grand
duke who really wasn't ono at all

And the first curtain fell in an im-
pi netrable icy gorge, with the wolves
closing in on three sides and the
nearest village fifty miles away.

" Which, of course, is a magnificent
situation " said the teller of the story,
v ho had by now reached the end of
his resources. "As Horace wrote the
second act he must tell it you himself
It wouldn't be fair for me to do it."
Dryden's eyes thanked hiui. So did

his gulp which suggest,.d that some-
thing inside Was seriously arguing with
him. Lawton was scratching his head
desperately in his endeavours to
stimulate his brain to cope with Act 3,

which he could see was coming his way.
J loraee began :

" The lovely Olga Poppoffuwitch—

I

mean 'vifeh'— is now in the burning
desert of the Congo." His statement
seemed io suggest that she had jumped
there from Russia. "The sun is

si learning down upon the palm trees,
and by her side Brands lier faithful
white-maned camel. She—Olga. not
the camel "

But Atherlon rose. And if his words,
unlike theirs, lacked originality of
expression, they certainly were not
wanting in dramatic force. And the
three who listened knew that the days
of their procrastination were at an end.

"I'll have no more of your sable I

heroines and your droskies and your
white-maned camels," he stormed.
" You're swindlers, cheats, rogues,
charlatans—that's what you are I You've
had my money under false pretences,
and I don't believe you've ever written
a line, tried to write a line, or could
write a line if you tried for a 1 dred
years. But you're not gelling an i\

with my money like this, let me tell

you, so you needn't think you are.
Listen, you fiction-fakers, you swindling
swaggerers, you snatching snoopers.
I'll give you till four o'clock this
afternoon to produce my play. Four
o'clock, and not, one minute after-
wards! And if it isn't ready. you
can use your inventive geniuses on the
magistrate and see what he'll have to
say to it. Good-morning I"

As he walked out, slamming the dooi
behind him. Babe walked slowlj over
to the table and poured himself out
another drink, which he proceeded to
pour down his capacious throat.
"Ain't it fun, bein' an author?" he

queried.
"Darned funnier to know you .-ire

one." growled Nick. "Yoll can liel

TOUT life I shan't give you ;i»;iv."

Horace had ambled over to the type-
writer ami sat down in front of it like
a sick sheep.
"I've hoi as far as Page 1." he said.
October 2nd, :
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The Man from the Flat Opposite'

THERE is nothing unusual v. hen a

man rings your bell and you find

on opening the door that he is in

a pretty advanced state of intoxication.
Nor is there anything unusual in his

announcing to you in drunken gravity
what his name is and the fact that he
lives in the opposite apartment.
But it is unusual when, having done

these things, he brushes you calmly
aside, and, walking straight into your
flat, drops down on the divan as if it

were his own and proceeds to fall

asleep without taking the slightest

notice of any of you.
And all this the man from the apart-

ment opposite bad done soon after
John Atherton's exit and while the
three friends were feverishly wrestling
with the problem of producing a play
by four o'clock that afternoon.
They stood staring at each other in

bewilderment—at the stranger, too.

He was a small man. He was wearing
evening dress beneath his overcoat,
and ho had a black trilby hat, and a
white flower in his buttonhole, and a
white muffler round his neck. For
the rest he wore large, rimmed pince-

nez, and had a neatly trimmed beard
and moustache.
"I don't, know him,'" murmured

Horace at length, "but as his name's
Duval, and he lives opposite, and
there's a Mrs. Duval living there whom
I do know, we may assume, I think,

that he's her husband."
"My dear Holmes, you're mar-

vellous," retorted Nick.
"I'll remember her nightly in my

prayers," said Babe as he gazed
disgustedly at the sleeping man
"What would you -a\ he was?"

asked Nick presently.
But an answer came in a somewhat

unexpected fashion, for the stranger
turned over at that moment to settle

himself in a more comfortable position,

and something slid from his hand to the
floor which brought a sharp exclamation
from all of them simultaneously.
Nick stooped down in a flash.

"Gosh, fellows— ii's money!" he ex-

claimed excitedly. And then running
his fingers quickly over the roll or
notes, he added in awe-stricken tones:
"Fifteen thousand dollars'"
They stared blankly at each other.
"It seems to me," began Horace

thoughtfully, "that the sooner we get
him out of here the better."
Ho looked at the roll of notes

lovingly.
"Drunken men never remember

where they've been." he added. "It
will teach him a salutary lesson."

"Don't be a fool." retorted Nick
angrily. "We aren't thieves."

" Atherton said we were—he ought
to know," murmured Horace.

" We must turn out his pockets and
find out some more. Get to it. Babe."
"Try it yourself. He's slttin' on

most of 'cm.''

"Then help me hoi si him and see
if wo can stun some sense into him."
Babe lifted him to his feet, and they

all three shouted at him while the,
shook him. Rut it was of no avail.

His head lolled back and there w as

not the slightest sign of consciousness
about him.
"What do we do now. Nick?" a-ked

Babe, who was still supporting him.

Nick looked u)) from the notes in his
hand.
"Go through his pockets carefully."

he said.

He stood turning over the pages of

a small black book which they had
taken from the insensible stranger's
breast-pocket. There was a heavy
frown on his fair.

"There's something mighty queei
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about this chap," he said at length.
"He's got a bunch of well-known men
in this hook, with their telephone
numbers and certain entries of sums
of money against each name. I

wonder what the deuce it all means?"
"Looks to me like blackmail," re-

marked Babe laconically.
Nick looked,up quickly.
"Jove, that's a notion," be replied.

"Now, just one second and let me
think. I've got an idea."
At length he spoke.
' Say. you chaps," he said. "I've gof

the whale of an idea, and it seems to

me that there's money in it, too. We're
goin' to ring up one or two of these

guys whose numbers are in this little

book and we're goin' to tell 'em that
we've got Duval here in a dyin" con-

dition, but wantin' to make a la -I

statement before he pegs out. But lie

won't make it. except in front of 'em."
"Where does that get ua?" asked

Horace.
"Use any atom of intelligence you've

got," retorted Nick, "though 1 allow

it. isn't much. We're the police, you
mutt, and each victim is goin' to pay
to keep (his matter hushed up."
Horace blinked at him helplessly.

"Oil, we're the police, are we?" he
got out feebly.

"We are. I'm Inspector Mflbnrn.
Babe here will go and borrow 'Jim

Havrigan's uniform—fake up a decent
excuse. Babe"—Tim Ilarrigan was -

sergeant of police who lived in the

building, and a friend of Babe's as

well
—"while you, Horace, are

He Daxtsed for a moment, deer, in

thought.
"Now, what the dickens can yon be'

Oh, I've got it. You're- a doctoi

Divisional Surgeon Dryden."
"Oh. I say, I've never been a dot tor.

I don't, know what to do." expostulate I

Horace.
"You'll have nothing to do. You

can talk a lot of high-falutiif stuff

they won't know what you're talkm'

about "

"But I don't want to he a divisional

surgeon."
"You'n- not asked. Yon do nhal

you're told. I'll do all the talking

You can endorse what I say when I

ask you to do so. Now help me shove
this guv behind the screen, and then

Babe shall run away and gel his

uniform, and then we'll select three

big names out of this book and call

'em up."
They decided on their three victims

eventually. They were of the names
of Brookes, Mallory and Underbill, nil

apparently men of wealth, from their

addresses.
And Nick, when he had finished

telephoning, turned to his companions
with a grin.

" Seems to me we're on something
good." he ejaculated. "Each one
hummed and ha'eel and tried to bluff.

lint all three are coming right enough."
"I wisli I weren't a doctoi," wailed

I loraee.

Surprises for the Conspirators

AS the electric bell whirred out
Nick strode to the door and
opened if. disclosing a tall, well-

dressed young man in the middle
thirties with a small, dark moustache.
"I'm Inspector Milburn," he said

coolly, "ami may I ask if you're Mr.
Brooke •

" M.\ friends and patients usually
call me Dr. Brookes," replied the other

easily. "What's all the trouble
about ?"

Horace's j.iw (bopped a yard, an I

he glanced despairingly about him aa

though he was contemplating making
n hurried exit. Nick, however, closed
the door cool I v.
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'"Come right, in, doctor," he said.

"This is Sergeant Law ton and this is

Dr. Dryden, the divisional surgeon."
"Charmed, I'm sure," murmured

Brookes.
Horace stammered out that if- was

mutual, and looked rather like a man
for whom the executioner has just

railed. . .

Nick proceeded in a business-like

manner.
"Now, doctor," he said, "be good

enough to tell us what your relations

were with Mr Duval. As I told you,

and as Dr. Dryden will also tell you,

he can't possibly live for more than a
tew hours at the most."
"Sorry about, that," replied the

other. "He's an old patient of mine
and I've treated him for some, time

past for chronic alcoholism."

He turned to Horace, whose mouth
had opened limply at this unexpected
new development.
"What's he dying of, doctor?" lie

asked blandly.
"Oh—or—quite a lot of things. But

he can't possibly recover, I can assure

you.
"Being his doctor, of course you

have no objection to my having a look

at him, have you?"
Nick, however, answered thf question.

He wanted no telling from the panic-

m iii ken look on his friend's face that

be had every objection to it.

"I really can't allow that, doctor,

lie -aid firmly. "Besides, there's no

need for it, I have every faith in Doctor

Drvden's opinion, and there is not the

slightest need for another."

Brookes shrugged his shoulders indif-

ferently. But he addressed Horace.

"You haven't yet told me what's the

matter with him," he said persua-

Hor'aco gulped and choked like a fish

newly grassed.
"As a matter of fact ho began:

but at that moment there came another

ring at tho bell, and Milburn hastily

laid his hand on
Brookes' shoulder.

"One moment,
please, doctor," ho
said " I must astk you
to be good enough to

step into the adjoining
room. This is someone
I'm expecting, and 'I'll

go on with you in a

minute."
As tho door closed

behind Brookes, and
Millburn made for the

front door, Horace
wiped hi- face \n ith his

handkerchief.

"If this is another
doctor. Nick," ho
bleated. "I'm going
out through tho
window. '

The next man who
oame in and who gave
the name of Under-
bill was quite n

different type from
Brookes. For he was
short and inclined to

stoutness. He was
clean-shav en, w o r o

horn-rimmed glasses,

and had a definitely

truculent manner.

"Now (hen, v. hat's

all this about ':" be
demanded, as he came
into the room.

"It has come to our
knowledge.'' said
Nick, in his very lust,

professional manner,
" that you not only
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know this man Duval, who is dying in

the next, room, but have had extensive
and rather peculiar dealings with
him," ho said.

Underbill's truculent frown deepened.
" What's the big idea, inspector ?" he

queried. "Who's this guy Duval,- any-
way ':"

But Nick shook his head.

"Better come clean." he .-aid. "It'll

save t rouble in the end."

"I tell you," rasped Underbill angrily,

"I haven't the least idea what you're
talking about."
But sudden interruption cams to

Nick's assistance as lie put his next ques-
tion to Underhill and asked whether
he had been in the building before, to

which he received a flat denial. For
at that moment a stout, round faced
coloured woman entered the room, but

ped short as she did so.

"Oh, I beg pardon, Mr. Milburn,"
she said. "I didn't know there was
anyone here, and I thought it was a
good chance to clean Why, Mr.
Underhill, how's you ?"

There was a rather --trained silence.

Underhill was looking as it he could
cheerfully murder the old woman, and
Nick didn't miss it. He swung round
on her.

"D'you know this gentleman, Am-
brosia'.''' he asked gently.

A broad -mile illuminated her face.

"Know him. sir? Why, sir, he's the
owner of this blo< k of apartments. Do
I know my own niol 1

"Thank von, Ambrosia, that will be
all."

"Thank you, sir."

As the door closed behind her. Nick
--poke with In's eves fixed intently on
Underhill.
"And now perhaps you're coniin'

(lean, Underhill?" he suggested. "What
were the relations between you and
Duval ?"

Tho other scowled.
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"I refuse to say a word without my
solicitor," he snapped angrily.
Another ring at tho bell stopped

Nick's answer. It was occurring to him
that he hadn't got very far with his first

two ventures, and he was wondering
what to do. Hustling Underhill unc
moniously into an adjoining room be
went to the door. Before him stood an
exceedingly pretty and well-dressed
girl.

Nick stood blinking a little,

was a development for which lie was
prepared.
"May I ask what yon want?" lie

queried politely.
" My name's Mallory—Kay Mallory.

You rang my father up. and as

not well i came along tor him."
"Please come in and -it down. I've

got a few questions I'd like to ,i~|< Vou,
Mi-- Mallory-"
But almost before .-he was seated

began, considerably to his surprise:
" You want to know doubtless what

iiiv father's relations were with Duval,
and 1 can tell yon just this. Duval has
blackmailed him for fifti en t housand
pounds, w hich mj fat her was fi

enough to pay. Though what ir was all

about I just don't know."
Nick .-tared at her blankly. It

dawning on him that things .
•

i
• tu

ing out far differenth from his expi

tions. Her straightforwardness
prettiness, and her verj obvious disi

u oi ried him not a lit! fe.

"M> dear Miss Mallory "

began, but that was as far as he ever
got, for at that moment Undi
rushed in from the balcony, his i

bulging b ith fear.
" Quick :" he panted. " Duval-

I

murdered 1"

They all -pun round and -tared at him.
Nick was the first to -peak.

"Come on. we'll buj it."'

"Oh, for the love of Mike! I saw
him lying on the couch behind the
screen there

"

" Maybe you'll find a finger-print or two on that
handed the ice-pick to the

which will help," he said as he
detective.
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"I thought you didn't know him
'"'

"Oil, never mind thai! I'm telling

YOU "

Brookes had conic quickly into the
room while all this was going on. He
had gone at once behind the screen

where thev had laid Duval, and be now
reappeared.

"It's quite true." he announced
calmly. "Someone's murdered him.
He's lying there with an ice-pick driven
into his heart."
There ua> a deathlj silence. Horace

was positively goggling with fri

Then one and all dived for the back
of the screen.

They stood staring at the murdered
man. Horace was wiping the perspira-

tion from his forehead, Babe »:i= look-

ing particularly glum, while Nick was
cudgelling his brains to try to discover
what the pi opei duties of a polico-

inspector were at a moment like this.

Brooke.-, was the first to speak calmly,
but with slight sarcasm in his voice.

"Well. inspector, what happens
now ?" lie asked.
Nick pulled himself together with a

jerk. He realised that the situation

had changed with startling rapidity;
but he realised, too, that the time for
fooling was past.

He spun round in a flash on Underhill.
"You were the first to discover the

body." he snapped in his best profes-

sional manner. '"What were you doing
out of the room T put you in f"

"Why should I stay there'" retorted
the other coolly. "I'm no criminal. I

wandered out on to the balcony, looked
in through the window, and saw this

chap lying with the pick in his heart.

D'you expect me to walk back into the
room and take no notice of it ?"

Nick bit his lip. The explanation
sounded plausible enough. He addressed
Brookes.
"What have you got to say for your-

self ?" he queried.
"I stayed put in my room,'" replied

Brookes coolly. "You saw me come out
of it, attracted by the noi-e I heard and
the word ' murdered.' Why should I

stay inside ?"

Nick decided to play for time. It

seemed the only thing to do.

"No one leaver this flat." he said.

"Sergeant, you remain here with (he
body."
"Wouldn't our friend Dr. Dryden

like to examine the corpse so that he
can certify the cause of death V asked
Brookes politely.

Horace's face was a study. He was
about to stammer out that, he was
perfectly satisfied with it when Nick
interrupted sharply.

"I'm giving instructions here, not
you," he snapped. " And when I want
your advice I'll ask for it. Underhill,

get back to .your room, and you, Dr.
Dryden. go with him and see he doesn't

leave it. Brookes, you and Miss Mallory
stay here with me. I'm getting to the
bottom of this."

The Body Disappears

BABE LAWTON sat in a chair
behind the screen with the dead
body of Duval lying before him.

And he was plunged in the deepest
gloom. It, seemed to him that Nick's
alleged brain-wave had landed all of

them into a mess a thousand times worse
than the one in which they had pre-

viously been involved, and he was
wondering vaguely how on earth Nick
was ever going to get them out of it.

From the other side of the screen he
could hear the voices of the three
people. lie could hear Nick doing most
of the talking, and found himself
•wondering how he could keep his voice

so caltnU indifferent. He and Kav
October Slid, »87.
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Mallory seemed to be having a discus-
sion, and he wondered what it was all

about.
But from that moment he ceased to

wonder, for something crashed in on his

head, and the world faded into nothing-
ness. . . .

He siit up blinking, gradually made
out Nick .supporting him and the rest
crowded round him.
'Something hit me," he murmured a

little feebly.
"I'll sa\ it did." replied Nick grimly.

" We found you lying in a heap on the
floor just now, and the person who did it

was thoughtful enough to switch the
lights off at the main and we've only
just managed to get 'em on again."

Lawfon blinked, stared. Duval's bodv
should have, been on the couch in front
of him. But it was no longer there!

" Where—where's the body ?" lie

managed to get out.

"That's what I want to know." replied

Nick. "I hoped you'd be able to tell

us. It% been good enough to dis-

appear."
"It— it was there when I passed out."
Brookes shrugged his shoulders.

"We've only got your word for it," he
said.

Nick spun round on him in a second.

"What d'you mean?" he flashed out.

Brookes regarded him with a cynical

smile.

"Trying lo tell me." rejoined the
other coolly, ''that your pal here "—he
indicated Horace—"is a real doctor!
Because I'm telling you he's no more a

doctor than Underhill here. So how-

do we know that this guy is a real

policeman? He may have disposed of

the body himself."
"Shouldn't be a bit surprised,"

growled Underhill.
There was rather an uncomfortable

silence. Horace looked in the last

stages of feebleness, and Lawton seemed
by no means happy. Nick, however,
refused to give in. Ideas had suddenly
come to him. and more than ever now
he decided to see tliis thing through.

"You're talking through the back of

your neck." he replied sharply. "At
any rate. I'm running this show, and
none of you are leaving here. I'm
going into the flat opposite to make
some investigation.-, and I'm locking you
all in here, whether you like it or
whether you don't."
But even as he reached the door there

came another ring, and as he opened
the door he found himself confronted by
a small, elderly looking man with a
very worried face. Yet before he could
speak there same a crv from Kay
Mallory

:

"Daddy!"
Nick's eyebrows went up.

"Oh. so you are Mr. Mallory?" he
queried politely. "Please come in. We
only wanted you to make the party
complete."

Outside the flat he locked the door
and pocketed the key.

"Gosh!" lie murmured. "What the
blazes of a mess ! But I'm inclined to

think I know the solution of it all. The
only job will bo to prove it. How-
ever

"

Inside the Duvals' flat Nick stood
interviewing the old coloured woman.
Though to her. because she knew him
well, he had made a clean breast of the
whole story from the beginning, begging
her assistance before he finally decided

to throw up the sponge and call in the
police.

She listened open-mouthed.
"Gosh, Mr. Milburn, yo' sure have

got yourself into a hole."

"It looks to me. Ambrosia, more like

a bottomless pit. than a hole." he
answered with u smile; "but we won't
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argue about that. I've got a shrewd idea
v ho killed this man Duval, and I want
to ask you one or two questions before
I go any further."
"Go right ahead, Mr. Milburn. I'll

sure be helping you all I can."

"This man Duval, who's been mur-
dered. You know everyone in this
building, Ambrosia. How often have
you seen him ':"

"Well, I've seen him coming home
very drunk sometimes, sir."

"And Mrs, Duval? Was she fond of
him ?"

"Far as I know, Mr. Milburn. She
used to talk a mighty lot about him."
"Did they go out much together?"
"Can't say I ever saw 'em together

al all. I used to see her when I came
to do (hi.-, flat. Once or twice I've seen
him. But I sure never saw- them
together."
Nick's eyebrows went up.
"Like that, was it? Did the lady

have any boy friends?"
"Well, between you and me, sir, she

had one particular one who used to

come here quite a lot when her husband
wasn't here. But he hasn't been here
for quite a while, and, between yon
and me, I sort of fancy that he'd given
her the go-by. And I reckon she was
mighty sore about it. For she's a mighty
good-looker, AJ r. Milburn, and I reckons
they don't sort of like bcin' turned
down."

"I'll say they don't," said Nick
reflectively.

He stood by the open grand piano
deep in thought. For what she had just,

told him was giving him an unexpected
surprise, and seemed to make matter's
even more complicated than before.

"Anything more I can tell you. Mr.
Milburn ?" queried the old woman.

" Can't think of anything at the
moment, Ambrosia."
"Then I'll be gcttin' along with my

work. I was just doin' the other room.''

She bustled away, and he stood
.-.taring gloomily at the piano. The
solution seemed to be farther away than
ever. Quite thoughtlessly he started to

tap the keyboard of the piano, but even
as he did so he stoppect, and a frown
came to his face.

"That's funny!" he muttered.
It certainly was: though what fol-

lowed was surely funnier still. For, as
he proceeded to touch more keys, he was
surprised to find that none of them
would sound.
For a moment, he stood frowning.

Then he lifted the big lid. But even
as he did so he gave a ga-p and stood
petrified with amazement. For there,

huddled up inside the grand piano, was
the body of Duval !

Ambrosia to the Rescue 1

MILBURN never knew how long he
stood staring at the dead man.
All he knew was that, as ho

stared, certain tiny things about Duval
seemed suddenly to attract his atten-

tion, to invite his cIomt inspection. But
even as they did so his breath came
faster, and presently, with a trembling
hand, he touched the small mousi
on the corpse's cold face.

And then he gave it a sudden pull,

though even as it came away in his

hand he gave an excited exclamation
and flopped heavily down on the music-

stool.

"Gosh!" he exclaimed. "I believe I
see it all."

In a flash he had closed the piano,

lighted cigarette, and. trying to con-

trol the trembling of his hands, closed

the piano.

Lmbrosia I" he called out gently.

She came in, stood hefore him.

(Continued on page 27)
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amongst townsmen who had always
i een respecters of the law. Like wild-

lire a sense of resentment spread through
the crowd, so that when someone gave
vent to the words "lynch law," the
grim phrase was echoed and re-echoed

until the rafters of the bar-room rang
with it.

And soon the Silver Dollar was
emptying its mob of enraged humanity
into the street, a mob headed by those

who were secretly in the pay of Matt
Keeler, but consisting mainly of hones:
citizens who were filled with righteous

indignation, and who believed that
justice in Brimstone had become a
travesty.

"We'll show the rats in this town they
can't get away with murder! When
we're through with Munro, every other
nook in this section will know what to

expect!"
Cries such as these reflected the ugly

mood of the crowd as they marched
towards the gaol, and en route the
throng was swelled in numbers by
•-.roups of loungers, while from a side-

road came a further batch of ruffians

belonging to Keeler's irganisation—men
who had presumably been sought on'

by the newspaper owner and detailed to

join in any demonstration that might
ensue.
Meanwhile, in the gaol itself, Ken-

tucky' Wade and his comrades were in-

forming Larry .Munro and his sister of
the successful outcome of their interview
with Judge Lawrence, and they were
SSOring the prisoner that they would

do all in their power to help him
exonerate himself, when suddenly the
sheriff called to them from the outer
doorway of his office.

"There's a mob headed this way!" he
jerked. "I don't like the look of it!"

Kentucky hurried to the threshold,
followed by Dude, Mike Morales and
Trigger Benton, and the four of them
beheld the selid phalanx of men who
were advancing down the main street;

beheld, well in the lead, two individuals
who were strangers to them, though not
to the sheriff.

They were Steve Claggett and Buck-
skin, and from a horse tethered outside
the saloon the latter had obtained a
lariat which was doubtless intended for
I. airy Munro's neck.
"You'd better close this door and get

under cover, sheriff," Kentucky said
tersely ; but the other shook his head.
"I ain't never been scared by a mob

yet." he stated. "I'm goin' out to talk
to 'ein."

With that he stepped forth on to the
porch, and, holding up his hand, called
out to the oncoming throng.

"That's close enough," he warned
them imperatively.
The crowd paused, and for a moment

seemed undecided. Then the rogue
known as Buckskin lifted his voice.

" We got nothing against you,
sheriff," he began, "but you've a
prisoner in there that

"

" I've a prisoner in here that's going
to stay where he is," the sheriff cut in,

"safe in the hands of the law."

Once more there was a brief silence,
which was again broken by Buckskin
as the half-breed wheeled round to incite
the mob.
"Are you goin' (o stand there and

let one man back you down'.''' he
grated, and all at once the crowd raised
a clamorous response, hurling cat-calls
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at the guardian of the peace and work-
nig themselves up into a fury of deter-
mination.
Within a few seconds men were reach-

ing for their hips, and. realising that
they were in the grip of the blood-lust
and that no amount of argument would
bring them to their senses, the sheriff

ducked back into his office and slammed
the door.
_As he bolted that door he saw that
Kentucky and his three companions had
drawn their six-guns, and, following
suit, he addressed them curtly.

"All right, let 'em have it!" he
rapped out. "But shoot over their
heads first."

The one-time law officers from New
Mexico posted themselves at the win-
dows, and vhe sheriff took up a position
alongside Kentucky. An instant later

their revolvers were
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assaults that a stage-coach rolled into
the main street from the east end oi
the town, but, seeing what was afoot,

the driver of the vehicle swung into a
side turning, and presently Kentucky
Wade heard the equipage draw up be-
hind the gaol.
He paid little heed to the circum-

stance, for just then he was intent on
tho battle that was in progress—a battle
that seemed likely to end in ulti-

mate victory for the mob because of

their overwhelming numbers.

Crouching at one of the windows
with a fuming six-gun in his fist, Ken-
tucky suddenly half-turned towards
Brimstone's representative of the law.

"Why don't you let Larry Munro out
of his cell and give him back his forty-

five, sheriff?" he said through clenched
teeth. "If we're going to hold this

belching a chal-

lenge to the mob.
the shots flying

high above the
press of angry men.
The challenge

failed to restrain

the crowd. Still led

by Buckskin ami
Steve Claggett, the
throng singed for-

ward at the double
and poured iii a

volley of bullets

that w h i s t led
through the op< 'i

windows of the
sheriff's office or
strii c k spine, i

from the frames.
" Thej 're not fool-

ing, sheriff!" Ken-
tucky s:id giimlj
"Are you teliin'

me ?' was the older
man's rej ler.
" ( tkay, lire into the
thick of 'em !"

Again the forty-

fives of the defen-
ders blazed out. but
this time with a
vengeance, a n d,

three or four of the
rioters biting the
dust, the rest of the
mob scattered for
cover. Then from
innumerable van-
tage-points they
proceeded to rake
the windows of the
sheriff's office with
deadly fusillades.

The occupants of
that office pumped
lead at the besiegers
resolutely, discharg-
ing their guns until
the barrels of the
weapons were hot
to the touch and
the air in the room
foul with the reek
of smoke. Mean-
while groups of the
attackers were mak-
ing frequent rushes
at the gaol in the
hope of carrying it

by storm, but,
suffering heavy
casualties, these
were forced to re-
treat again and
again by (he with-
ering lire of the
sheriff and his sup-
porters.

It was during one
ot these attempted
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mob at bay we've got to make every
bullet count and I,airy sure knows how
to use 3 gun!"
Without a word the sheriff removed a

bunch of keys fiom his hip-pocket,
unfastened the cell-door, and, as
Larry emerged, pointed to a desk on
which the cattleman's six-shooter was
lying. Next moment the released
prisoner was striding towards that desk,
but he was never destined to reach it,

for a stray bullet that zipped through
one of the windows plugged him in the
shoulder before he had taken three
steps, and with an exclamation of pain
he tumbled to the floor.

Lucy and the sheriff fell on their
knees beside him, the girl crying out in

alarm, Kentucky joined the sheriff and
Lucy Munro, and helped them to doc-
tor the fallen man's wound. But, even
when they had done their best for him,
it was plain that ho was suffering and
needed expert attention.

"He's in a bad way." Lucy moaned.
" Oh, if only we could get him to a
surgeon !"

"A surgeon!" the sheriff reiterated.

"A surgeon won't be much use to him
if that mob out there lay hands on
him. I wish there was some way of
smugglin' him clear of the town and
carrying him to the gaol in Yuma.
He'd be safe enough there."

It was then that Kentucky re-

membered the stage-coach that had
entered Brimstone a little While pre-
viously, and on a sudden he gripped
the sheriff by the arm.
"Is there a back way out of the

gaol?" he demanded.
"Yes. Why?"
"You saw that stage pull in, didn't

you?"
"Yeah." the sheriff answered. "It's

bound for Yuma, but "

"If I can get Larry aboard it. maybe
I can make Yuma with him." Kentucky
interrupted. "Supposing you let mc try-

it, sheriff, while you and my friends are
giving the mob something to think
about."
The sheriff pursed his lips

"All right," he agreed. "It's either
that or a lynching party. Go ahead."

Larry Munro was in a half-fainting
condition, but. lifting him in his strong
arms, Kentucky bore him from the
office, and within the space of a quarter
of a minute the two of them were along-
side the Yuma stage-coach.

It had drawn up in a back street at
the rear of the gaol, and the driver of
t,he vehicle was perched on it^ box-seat,
ihe picture of indecision.

"What's goin' on in this town?" he
asked of Kentucky. "I'm supposed to
slop at the Well- Fargo agency, but the
place is under fire."

You'd better give up the notion of

trying lo reach it and head straight
for Yuma instead." Kentucky advised
him. "I've got a passenger here for
you f-"

He checked, becoming aware all at

once that Lucy had followed him from
the gaol, and, though he was averse to
her undertaking the journey to Yuma,
she refused to be separated from her
brother.

It was in rain that he warned her of

Ihe danger she was courting. The girl
uas adamant, and m the end he helped
her into the coach with her brother,
he himself electing to follow on horse-
back.

His bronc, together with those of
Dude, Mike and Trigger, was tethered
to a hitch-rail behind the sheriff's

quarters. He swung himself astride it,

and, willi the stage-coach on the move,
clapped lii- heels to the pony's flanks.

Colling out to the driver of the vehicle
October 2nd, 1987.
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in front of him to keep lo the side roads
until he was quit of the town.
Away went the coach, with Kentucky

in close attendance. Yet even as the
dust was rising thickly from hoofs and
wheels, a parly of men turned a cornet
some little' distance away to espy the
receding vehicle and the horseman who
was galloping close to its tail.

The men were gangsters in the pay of

Matt Keeler, and Claggett was among
them. It was lie, in fact, who had led
(he party round to the back of the
gaol, with the intention of launching an
attack from that quarter. But now he
abandoned that project, and. exchanging
a significant glance with his accomplices,
he turned on his track and hurried in

the direction of Keeler's office.

The other men filed after him, and
.-oon they were confronting Matt Keeler
and Doc Hardy in the former's private
sanrf nm.

"Listen. boss," Steve C'laggett
reported. "I've got an idea Munro may
have been smuggled outa town. We
just saw the Yuma coach start up back
of the gaol, an' a stranger was trailin'

along with it—one. o' them guys that
was fixin' bail with Judge Lawrence
maybe."
Keeler had risen to his feet.

"What are you telling me for?" he
bit out. "Get after that coach. But
wait, don't spread the alarm. Let the
mob keep up the siege of the goal, in

case you re mistaken. You get aftei

that coach like I told you, and if

Munro happens to be aboard it—well,

you know what to do."
Thirty seconds later C'laggett and

his party were spurring from the town,
and, picking up the Yuma road, they
had left Brimstone far to the rear when
they crossed a low ridge and descried
the stage and its attendant rider about
a quarter of a mile ahead of them.
With Kentucky Wade galloping in

dose proximity to it. the vehicle was
bowling over the trail at a good pace,
and though Claggett and his accom-
plices gored their horses ruthlessly they
had not gained on the fugitives to any
appreciable extent, when all of a sudden
another band of mounted men hove into
view.
These were not white men. They

were lank-haired warriors of the prairie

—Indian braves armed with bow and
mu-ket—marauding savages to whom all

Palefaces were hated foes. Out from a

belt of timber they rode, midway be-

tween the coach and the troop of

gangsters led by Claggett, and. failing

to perceive the crooks but setting eyes
on the stage and Kentucky Wade, they
let loose a concerted yell.

Claggett and his confederates drew
rein abruptly, and through narrowed lids

they watched the Redskins swing on to
the trail and give chase to the coach and
its lone outrider. Then Claggett swung
round.
"If Munro's aboard that stage them

Injuns will fix him," he rasped. "But
we'd better pull outa here in case the\
-pot us an' take it into their heads to fix

us as well. Come on."
The group of rogues lo.-t no time in

making themselves scarce, streaming
back in the direction whence they had
come. Meanwhile, to the west, the Red-
skins were pounding in pursuit of Ken-
lucky and the coach, uttering the fear-

some death-howl that was the battle-cry

of their race, and discharging mu-ket -

bullets and barbed arrows a! their prey.

(To be continued in another smashing
episode next week. A New Universal
picture, distributed throughout the

United Kingdom and the Irish Free
State by General Film Distributors Ltd.,

starring John Mack Brown.)
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being hidden. With Jean he was on the

way to the hide-out, but was in no imme-
diate danger.
Kennedy and Burke, as they hurtled

along the roads, did nol know that the

cop.-, were watching for his yellow sedan
car. and when they did see the car

they followed at a discreet distance, so

that he should not get wi-e.

The tablets soon soothed Pete
Andorka into slumber. The male
lyirse watched the doctor, as if not quite

sure if the proceedings were on the

level.

"Snip to the waist—quick." Larry-

spoke sharply to Andrews, and, as the

crook obeyed, he held out his arm for

the clothes. In the jacket pocket of

the coat was a gun. He waited till

Andrews was stripped to his singlet

before covering the two men. "Now
reach for the ceiling—both of you "

Larry ordered the nurse to bind
Andrews to a chair. Suddenly there

was a screeching of brakes outside, and
the doctor guessed it must be Kennedy.
"Jean, lock that door, will you?"
A moment later Kennedy was banging

on the door and demanding that it be
opened at once.
"Stand away from the door, Jean,"

Larry ordered, and he spoke just in

time.
A gun blazed, and Andrews, with a

cry of pain, slumped in the chair.

As the doctor glanced at the unfortu-

nate man the nurse seized the oppor-
tunity and rushed in, swinging his

arms. Larry was taken by surprise

and the gun was knocked from his

hand. He fought back and with mighty
punches dropped the nurse to the
iloor; but as Larry reached for the

gun there came a tinkling of glass.

"Let that alone, doc," drawled Burke.
'"And keep 'em up."
Kennedy, with the help of the care-

taker, managed to burst open the door.
"You asked for it. and you're going

to get it," he snarled out. '" Let him
have it. Burke."
A shot rang out and Jean screamed,

but it was not Larry who dropped. A
heavy body crashed against the window
and .-mashed through to lie in a heap
near Jean's feet.

"I've got you covered, Kennedy."
said a calm voice, and Larry gave a

sigh of relief to find that it was his

old friend MaiDonald. A second later

the inspector and several officers weie
in the sick-room. "I got that prescrip-

tion just in time, doc."

Larry pointed to the bed.

"There's Pete, Mac."
"Well, that makes our case water

tight. Who's this?"
"Andrews, one of Kennedy's men,"

Larry answered. "Kennedy shot him by
accident."
"Take him away, boys." MacDonald

said to the officers, and they seized the

discomfited Kennedy. "Go easy with

him. as he's more valuable alive. Hi-
conviction will be a warning to the

quacks that they can't get awaj with

it." lie held out his hand to the doctor.

"Good work, Larry! There should be

a reward for what you've done."
"And here it is." chuckled Larry,

and. with a grin, slipped his arm round

the wai-t of the blushing Jean.

(By permission of British Lion Films,

starring Robert Livingston as Lawrencs
Baxter and Grace Bradley as Jean

Sterling.)
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"'That boy friend of Mr?. Duval's ?"

Jic queried. "D'you think you'd know
Jjj in again if you saw him V
A broad smile came to her face.

"Why, Mr. Milburn, I'd know him
anywhere."

" Fine. Then you'll have your chance.
I'm going to blindfold you and leaa you
into the room opposite, where there
are half-a-dozen people. And when I

take the bandage off I want you to sec
if you can pick out the man who used
to come and see Mrs. Duval. You don't
happen to know if he had a key to the
flat, do you '!"

"I know he did, Mr, Milburn. I've
been (here when he let himself in."
"Better and better. Now let's put »

bandage round your eyes and see if

we can't have some fun and games."

fie walked into his own flat, leading
the old woman by the hand. They all

stared, but Underliill .-poke first.

"What in thunder's all this about?"'
lie demanded.
"Merely a little experiment I'm about

to conduct," replied Milburn easily. "I
think it may show us the murderer of

Duval."
But Mallory stepped forward.
"I murdered Duval," he said. "He

ii.ul got money out of me, and I got
on to the balcony long before I came in

nere, and killed him.''

"You're not to believe him," a-
claimed Kay Mallory excitedly. "I've
already told them that I murdered him
for robbing my father."

Underbill spoke.
" Well, I've rung up the police, and

they're on their way along. So maybe
they'll tell us who the real murderer is."

Nick's eyes strayed from father to
daughter.
"Let me see* if I can tell you," he

said coolly, and stripped the bandage
from Ambrosia's eyes.

Just for a second her eyes roamed
round the room. But the moment they
came to Brookes sho flung out an
accusing finger.

"That's the man. .Mr. Milburn, who
used to come and ^ee Mrs. Duval," she
exclaimed triumphantly.

Brookes, who had changed colour,
looked distinctly angry in the amazed
silence that followed.

" May I ask how that proves 1 killed

her husband 1" he queried.

"You may," replied Nick, with his

eyes fixed on the other. "And I'll tell

you. There was no husband at all, and
only recently you tumbled to it. .Mrs.

Duval, dressed to represent a mythical
husband, lies doubled up in the piano
in the opposite flat. And I am in a

position to prove "—he wasn't, and
knew it, but he was staking everything
on one last throw—"that you arc the
only person in this room who has a key
of the opposite flat. Want anything
more ?"

It was a duel between the two now,
and tho re?t of the room looked on
spellbound. For Brookes had gone pale,

and his breath was coming fast as he
faced his accuser.

But his eyes were those of a man
whose enemies have at last closed on
him.
"Aren't you clever, you fake in-

spector?" he sneered. "I wonder how
you'll convince the police?"
And then, in a flash, out leaped a

revolver from his pocket, menacing
them.
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''Now wlio wins ?" he snarled
Then; was no ino\ing with that gun

sweeping to and fro, anil as he backed
ro the door there was evil triumph in

ill is eyes.

"You weren't, quite clever enough,
Mr. Milburn," lie said.

With the gun still covering them his

left hand groped for the handle, opened
the door. But only those who stood
still and watched saw the three
tmiformed policemen, who were just

behind him, about to enter.

Biit they had
s

their' hands on hire

in a second, and led him back into the
room, demanding aii explanation.

This time, however. Nick told the
truth, the wholf trjith, and nothing but
the truth, while Hrookes, with police
officers all round him, and one with a
gall in Ins hand, made no attempt to
br) anything. ..

' " So maybe you won't hold it. up
against me now," went on Nick at the
finish, "that I did a bit of impersona-
tion stuff. For, at any rate, I've given
>ou the real criminal."
He handed the detective the ice-pick.

"Maybe you'll find a finger-print or
two on that which will help you some,"
'he added.
Brookes had quite a record with the

police department. As a doctor be had
been able to carry on a trade with
dangerous drugs, but the police had
never been able to pin anything on to

him. This murder would mean the
finish for Dr. Brookes, and so the
police were willing to take a lenient
attitude towards the three conspirators.
Kay Mallory was advised to take her
father away for a holiday. She
promised to write to Nick.
The police then took Brookes down

to the police car.

.Three nun no longer gloomy now
sat alone in their flat after Brookes,
handcuffed, had been taken away.

Nick was whistling cheerfully. Babe
was etijoviiig a drink, and Horace was
sitting 'before his typewriter, and. for
once, in a way; seemed eager to begin.

'"Go-.li," this will make the whale of
a plot." said Nick, as he rubbed his
hands together.

"'And the police behaved darned
decently about it," replied Babe. "What-
ever made you tumble to Brookes,
Nick?"
The latter settled down more easily

in his chair. When he started to speak
it was after tin; manner of a trained
professor explaining a simple matter to

a particularly obtuse infant.

"In the detection of crime. Babe "

he began.
Horace waited patiently until Nick

paused for breath. Then he spoke,
loudly but firmly :

" Page 1
'" he said.

(By permission of Paramount Pictures,

Ltd.. starring Lew Ayres and Ruth
Coleman.)
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take the opportunity of showing that all

those good people -who were swindled
by Carter can claim their property
through forfeiture."

Judge Parkinson looked down at old
man Walton.
"You may answer the prosecuting

attorney's "question," lie observed
calmly.
"All right," the mayor announced.

"Carter did not make the land-rush
according to rules and regulations, and
every square inch of property lie owns
here is open to forfeiture. For, ashamed
as I am that I've waited so long before
denouncing him, I say now that he
crossed tho Oklahoma border on the
night before the signal to enter this
territory was given."
Link Carter had heard enough. He

knew that Abbott's talents as a lawyer
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had proved inadequate in this instance,
and that Abbott himself was likcl. to

find himself charged with sharp practice
ere long. And be knew that Ik—Carter
—had not only twen exposed a-s a rogue
and a swindler, but that the evidence
concerning the death of Tom Valley had
been sufficient to send him to tho
gallows.
But there on a table nearby lay the

gun which had killed Torn Valley. It

had been accepted as evidence, and had
been set down there by an officer of tlie

court, and with a bound Link Carter
readied it and snatched it up.

"All right." he snarled, "Fin guilty
on every count, you've brought up
against me, including the shootin' of

Tom Valley. But you'll nover put a

rope around my neck, for I'm blast in'

my way out of this court!"
Dick Hudson took a step towards him.

There was a smile playing around the
young attorney's lips.

" You don't think a loaded revolver
would be left lying around within your
grasp at a time like this, Carter, do
you?" he remarked. "Jusl pull that
trigger, will you ''."

Link Carter did so. jabbing tie
forty five at the handsome lawyer in

the same instant. Bui the result was u

harmless click, and next second Dick had
seized the blackguard; and as Carter
struggled vainly in the big fellow's vice-

like embrace he beard the stern voice
of Judge Parkinson addressing him.
"Link Carter, you are a self-confessed

murderer, and by your own words j<hi

have relieved the jurymen of tho neces
sity of bringing in a verdict. And for

the crime which you have committed I

now sentence 3011 to be hanged by tho
neck until vou are dead."

Link Carter had paid the penalty oi

his misdeeds, and Abbot was languishing
in a distant penitentiary, when young
Baity Walton and his father listened
one night to the strains of music drifting

through the sitting-room windows of I ho
mayoral home.
For old man Walton was still mayor of

Big Rock. True, he had resigned after

the trial in which he had figured as a
witness, but he had been re-elected ainid
popular acclaim.

The music to which Mayor Walton
and his son were listening was provided
by a guitar and a fine tenor voice; and
both the guitar and the voice Belonged
lo Dick Hudson, who was .seated out on
tho porch with Janie.

" I can picture a borne,
Just west of the suit. . .

."

Baity glanced at his father.

"I wouldn't be surprised if they gel
married one o' these days."

"I think you're right, son," said the
mayor. "Yep, I'll lay any amount
o' money you're right."

(By permission of First National Pic-

tures, Ltd., starring Dick Foran and
Jane Bryan.)
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2 BOY'S CINEMA Every Tuesday

On his uncle's farm "Slim" Kincaid watches a gang of linesmen building steel towers
to carry high-tension wires across country and aspires to become a linesman himself.
"Red" Blayd, one of the men, helps him to do so, and the two become firm friends ;

but Slim meets Red's girl, and the two fall in love—with dramatic consequences. A
powerful story of lives in jeopardy, starring Pat O'Brien and Henry Fonda

" A Job for Men !
"

IN a ten-acre field, the pvopevty of a
farmer, a steel fewer was being

ted to carry high-tension wires

across* country—one of many such
towers that littered the landscape—and
half a dozen linesmen were at work on
different parts of the structure.

When finished, the tower was lo bo
a hundred feet high from its four con-
crete bases, and the bases were forty

feel apart in the form of a square; but
as yet its height was no more I ban
seventy feet.

From a big wooden pole fixed to one
of the steel up winch I ran
through a pulley for the hoisting of
heavy sections which bad been bolted
together on the around, and froi

-mailer pole hand inns dangled within
a few feet of one of the bases for the

use of " grun* ound woi
A motor true! evy variety

of equipment was standing not very far

away, and at titn

inch-

Each line-mar, up alol'l bad a "runt
ilow

!

iler bis i.

but I St-timp, known to Ins

associates as "Stum itting

in ae empty Ixh

from falling nuts i d singing
in a <

" Mother said to Mabel,
' Always tell the truth,'

But then the salesman came along.
Adinirni' .Mabel's youth "

A misshapen hat was on his head,
and he was wearing a very eoDBptcoous
plaid woollen jacket with his dungarees.
His face was quaintly ugly. Ins green
eyes were sleepy, and he was one of
the most; accomplished shirkers ofl the
job.

Fop Traver, the bald-headed foreman
of the gang, strode Up behind him. and
Stumpy sprawled upon the earth as

the box was kicked from under him.

up, Stumpy!" roared the fore

man. "That steel

up to Red Ivy itself! "

Stumpy scrambled to In-

"Yes. M |. be said, and joined the
other grunts to help attach a latticed

framework of steel to the winch-line.
"Hi. come on here! Let's get gain'

I

Come on, you fellas, put that old

ladder right up on top th<

"Talo- it. away!" Pop Traver sin.

to the driver of the truck

lino bad been attached, and lip went
., me work.

"Here it comes. Red!" Stumpy
cupped bis bauds to bis mouth to

bellow-.

of the skeleton high above, caught hold
of tin' tbing as it reached them, snub*

iirs Bashed through bolt-holes to

hold it in position. With almost in-

crediWe speed each linesman plunged
a gloved hand into a bag on his belt,

brought forth a boll and inserted it,

into a hole beneath the one occupied
by the snub wrench.

" Right 1" shouted one of the
experts, a thick-set and cheerful fellow

whose name was Blayd and who was
known as " Red " because the hair be-

neath his hat was of that colour.

"Slack off!"
While these operations were in pro-

. Slim Kincaid, nephew of the

farmer who owned the Held, completed
the ploughing of a long fie

to ti the tower. Mopped
two horses attached to the plough, re-

moved their reins from around his

neck, and jumped down from his

ore upward

He was a black-haired young fellow

in shirt and trousers, both of which
garments were considerably the

for wear, but bis face was clean and
n, and be looked far I

Intelligent than the average fanner's
.boy.

Pop Traver eyed this intruder with
.a,,-. Stumpy, having finished

Ins task of the moment) sat downTwo liir i (Idling tie

Ulifb All 6ooa Ullsbtt for Cbristmas , from

And CD* lttu> ^ar your €<Mor

ubci :"tlt, 1S37.
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the empty box again and addressed him
chidingly.
"Hi, there, country boy," he said,

"yon back ag'in?"
"That's what's the matter," re-

sponded Slim without shifting his fas-

cinated gaze from the linesmen up
aloft.

'• How d'you expect to get your
chores done if you spend all your time
around here watchin' me build this

tower?"
" 1 ain't got nothin' more important

to do than watchin' you build these
tilings," declared Slim; and then Pop

i stalked over.
"Look here, son." he said severely,

"I'm gettin' tired o' tellin' you to keep
away from these towers before yoi
hurt."
"Who's gonna hint me?" Slim

lowered. his head to inquire.
"Well, one o' those linesmen might

drop a wrench or Somethin' 01: your

"Do they do that often?"
"'You think they don't?" cried

Stumpy, and swept off 1 1
i ~. misshapen

hat. "Feel those bumps on top of 1113'

head !"

Red, at that moment, shonied down
from his perch :

"lb. Stumpy, you can'l fill these
towers with matches! Throw up some
more two-inch bolts right away!"

" JTeS, lied
; yes, sir." Stumpy

took some bolts from a keg on the
ground, and with a curious overhand
throw bulled them upwards, one at a
time.
"Don't take any notice oi that boy,"

Pop said to Slim, who was watching
Red catch the bolts. "He ain't gol the
bi liiis heaven promised a goal.'

A linesman named Tom Slanders
dropped a steei nut. either by accident
or deliberate intent.
"Headache!" he shouted. "Head-

ache below!"
Stumpy side-stepped the falling mis-

sile and looked up to jeer.
"You missed me ag'in, Tom! Nexi

time I'll hold still and make you a
bettei target!"

"Well, stay out o' the way, then!"
retorted the offender; and Pop
addressed him wrathfuUy:
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"Hi, Tom! You get dropsy once
more and I'm gonna send you down the
road !"

"What d'you mean by '.-end him
down the road' ?" asked Slim, a? the
foreman turned away from the tower.

"Fire hiin !" was the reply. "Better
than sending one o' those grunts home
in a box. You'd better be careful.

before you get hurt."
" 1 bet 1 ran climb one o' those

towers," asserted Slim.
"So could a monkey, but what good

would be be when he got up there?"
"I could be some good up there."

"Listen, kid," said Pop seriously,

"climbing a tower's only the first part
of beui' a linesman. It's what you do
when you get up there that counts.

There'll be millions o' people depend
ing on this tower line for electricity.

It's got to feed power to trains, trolley-

cars and factories. It's gotta carry
light to streets, homes and hospitals.
li'- gotta be built so it'll never fail.

That'.- line work, and it takes a lines-

man to do it."

"That's just what 1 wants do." de-

clared Slim with enthusiasm. "Ever
I've been watching your gang

I— well, it jii-i seems like I'm obliged
to be a line-man. Will you give me
a chance?"
Pop shook bis head.
"Sony, son, you're too young. This

is a job for men. not boys."
"What were those men when (hey

were my age

—

girls?"
"You stick to your farm," counselled

Pop. "These men have had expeii-
euee."
"Experience is jusl what I want,"

persisted Slim. "I'll never get in l><

a linesman ploughin' fields."

"Sorry, -on." Pop gave him a pat
of dismissal and looked al an old-

fashioned watch. "Come on down and
eat. boys!"
He walked off as the linesmen began

to descend the tower, but Slim re-

mained to admire (he agility with
which they descended, and to marvel
at. Red and a man named Wyatt Ran-
stead, who slid down the lines in an
endeavour tc race one another.
Red won.
"All right, Stump," be said, "gei

the lunches, will you ?"

Linesmen and grunt- became- sealed
on boxes and kegs and drums, and
Stumpy brought them their lunch-

boxes from the motor-truck. Slim ad-
vanced towards Red. and he said:

"I'm (join' to learn bow to do that."

"Yeah?" Red's very blue eyes
twinkled. "Think you can handle a

lope better 'ban you can handle a

plough :

"

"That's what's the matter." nodded
Slim. "I'm gonna be a linesman.
I'm goin' to wear a harness just like

yours ''

lied, who was acknowledged (o be
the best line -man in the whole outfit

and one of the he-t in the whole coun-
try, did not even glance down at the
safety-belt he was wealing: he looked
instead at the patient lioi-e- attached
to the plough.

" You'd better lei those horses i

the hue-." he -aid.

"Yeah," jibed a burly grunt named
Griffin,, "1 -'pe-e you're gonna drive
your old nags up the tower next?"

"I'd rather try thai than rtay on
the ground like you do!" Slim re-

torted.

Griffin jumped up and advanced
fiercely.

" Listen, clodhopper, you couldn't
climb anj tfaing !" lie roared.

"I can climb you high enough to
leach yoiu mouth and shut it!"

A fight seemed imminent, but Red
was instantly on iiis feet and between
the pair.

"Take it easy. Griff," he said

masterfully. "Sit down and eat while
you still have your teeth."

" What do you know about it? " Cn>-t n cpmanderi in a <oj~~ PiVc< n whip.

Lcie, ana 1 mean to gfet to lue uouom oi it I
"

There's something wrong

December 28th, 1937.



Griffin retired scowlingly to the box
lie had deserted, and Red eyed Shin
wiih approval.
"Say, kid, you're all light," he re-

marked. "So you really think you
want a job here, eh?"

" Moro than I ever wanted any-
thing," was the omphalic reply.

" All right, maj be we can do somc-
thing about it. Come on over here."
He caught hold of Shin's arm and

led him across to the foreman, who was
sitting on a running-board of the truck
wiih a very thick sandwich in his hand,
hall eaten.
"How about it, Pop," he inquired

without any preliminaries, "you got a

I'd) for this kid?"
"He'll get yours if you don't quit

that stuntinM" snapped the foreman,
and ho glared at Slim. "Will you
slop botherin' mo? I told you before,

lb is gang is full!"

"Oh, Mr. Pop," pleaded Slim, "1
never wanted to do nothin' as bad as

I want to bo a linesman."
"Wait a minute, sou, not so fast,"

rebuked Red . whimsically. "To be a

linesman you've gotta start on the

-round—bo a grunt, and earn your- way
id tho top."

"I'll do that!" Slim cried eagerly.

"I'll do anything! I'll work for

nothin' till you say I can do it!"

"Not on my job you won't!" de-

clared Pop indignantly. "If a man's
lit to hire he's fit to pay. Now, if 1

need a man I'll give you a break, but
just now the crew's full and I can't

use you."
."I'll remember (hat," said Slim fer-

vently. "Thanks, Mr. Red. I'll be
hack.'" "

He went off to the neglected plough
(|uito joyfully, and Red said with a

grin :

"Geo, I like that kid!"

Slim Gets His Chance

IT
was late on the following after-

noon that Tom Manders, working
up on ono " leg " of tho tower,

let go of a steel cross-stay while in the

act of thrusting a snub-wrench through
ono of its bolt-holes and a correspond-

ing bolt-hole in the structure.

The cross-stay fell, to the imminent
danger of all who were below it, and
Tom Manders nearly lost his balance.

"Headache!" yelled a linesman; and
the long strip of steel, capable of kill-'

ing anyone in its path as it gathered
velocity, fell harmlessly to earth and
bounced there.

Pop Traver craned his neck to

shout,

:

"Are you hurt, Tom?"
"No," returned the linesman shakily.

"I'm all right."
" How'd it happen ?"
"

1 didn't catch it with the pin."

"Oh, you didn't catch it with tho

pin? Come on down beforo you fall

down !"

Tom Manders descended slowly, pos-

-ibly because he knew his fate.

"You get your money to-night." Pop
informed him sternly. "You're
through!" He shouted up to (he lines-

man who had been working with the
bungler : "Ed, you sign up lor lop man
in the morning and take .Manders'

place!"
Slim, most opportunely, had com-

pleted a furrow quite close lo Hie

tower, and he scrambled down from
tho plough.
"Hi. Stumpy and the rest, of you

grunts," directed Pop. "pick up this

stulf and put it on the truck go we
..in go home. Come on down, boys,

it's quitlin' time!''

Slim arrived, breathless and excited.
December 25th. 1087.
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"Hi, Mr. Pop," he cried, "you need
a man now, and I'm tho man you need

!

You've just gotta give me a job!"
"Will you stop botherin' me and

leave mo alone?" Pop howled at him.
"I'm busy."
"You promised me!"
Red looked clown from the leg he

was about to descend.

"Looks like he's got you, Pop!" he
shouted laughingly. "You told him
you'd give him the first job that was
open !"

"I ain't sure he could cut it," tho
foreman objected.
"Put him on as a grunt with me—I'll

teach him to cut it."

Pop rubbed his chin, frowning at
Slim.
"All right, Red," he surrendered;

"if you want the trouble of breakin'
in a new grunt, he's yours. Report to

camp at six o'clock in the morn-
ing, kid, and I'll sign you on as Red's
helper. You'll be his grunt. That
means you'll 'tend to all tho hand-
lines and do all the work to be dono
on tho ground."
Slim beamed all over his face.

"I'll be there, sir," ho said elatedly,

and with his hands to his mouth,
yelled up to his champion :

" Thank you
again, Mr. Red."
That evening there, was dissension in

the farmhouse, Slim's uncle objecting
strongly to his departure, his aunt
favouring his opportunity to do better
for himself.
Aunt and nephew triumphed, and next

morning Slim was up before daybreak
and tramping through woods and lields

to the distant camp, because the wind-
ing lanes of the district would have
doubled the length of the journey.

In the grey light of dawn he looked
down from a hill upon a veritable town
of sheds and huts and tents, bounded
on one side by a deeply rutted roadway
and on another by a stream. Some-
where in the camp a man in a more
or less white jacket was banging on a
triangle to announce that breakfast
was ready and about to be served in

a long mess-hut.
Slim sped down the hill, entered a

gateway, passed a whole string of motor-
trucks, and came upon Pop Traver and
Red Blayd.
"Well, look who's here!" exclaimed.

Pop. "Slim, you're right, on tune."

"Had breakfast yet?" inquired Red.
"No, sir."

"Sign him up, Red," said Pop,
"and then fake him to eat. ch?"
Red took charge of Slim and led him

to tho open window of a hut in which
the timekeeper functioned.
"How are you, skipper?" he said lo

the gloomy-faced man inside (he win-
dow. "Give us a start in' ticket."

"Okay." A pink card was thrust

out upon a wooden flap in front of
l he window, together with a pencil.
" Fill in your name, address, age, ex-

perience, and who lo notify if you
break the law."
Slim picked up the pencil.

"Break what law'.''' he asked.

"The law of gravity, " replied the
timekeeper. "Who do wo notify if you
fall off a tower?"

"Notify- the guy that's underneath
me to get out, o' the way," said Slim;
and the answer pleased Red immensely.
The card was filled in and exchanged

for a brass disc, and Slim soon after-
wards became sealed at a long table in

the mess-hut with the members of Pop's
gang and ale ravenously. He stalled
to count; the men present, but gave it

up as hopeless because there were so

many of them.
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. Subsequently, under Red's guidance,

] he reached a huge shed which served
as a warehouse and contained every
imaginable thing necessary to the con-
struction- of power lines. Motor-trucks
were being loaded outside it, grunts of
various gangs were entering empty-
handed and emerging fully laden with
coiled ropes, picks and shovels, kegs of
bolts, hook ladders, and all manner of
hardware.

"Well, there's plenty to do," said
Red.

"It's okay with me," said Slim.
Stumpy appeared with a box which

was evidently as much as he could carry,
and Red hailed him.

"Show Slim what to do," he said.
" Sure." Stumpy was only too de-

lighted. "Slim, everything m this box
has gotta go on that truck there. I'll

let you help me. Share and share aliko
—that's my motto."
The box was thrust upon the novice.
"It's hard, but it's fair!" chuckled his

tutor. " You had a good home, but you
wouldn't stay there."

Red went off grinning, and Stumpy
took full advantage of his pupil, who
was called upon to carry from tjie ware-
house to the truck everything that
Stumpy ordinarily would have carried.
Oilier grunts were amused and showed
their amusement; hut Slim was not a
fool.

Griffin, with a cigarette between his
lips, walked up to the novice when his
arms were laden with a huge coil of
rope.
"Got a match, Slim?" he asked

facetiously.
Slim immediately dumped his lead

upon Stumpy, w ho was walking' beside
him with empty hands.
"Hold this for me," he said.

"Oh!" grunted tho shirker.

Tho coil of rope was conveyed to the
truck while a match was produced and
struck, and there was laughter at
Stumpy's expense. But Pop arrived on
the scene in time to see Slim once more
encumbered with implements while
Stumpy accompanied him carrying
nothing.

" You think that old Slim boy can't
carry- loads?" gurgled Stumpy for the
benefit of his colleagues. " He can carry
loads so big they oughta nail his shoes
on and start feedin' him oats!"
Pop administered a swift kick.

"If you don't get to loadin' this
truck," he threatened, "I ain't gonna
feed you with nothin' but hemp!"
"Pop," complained Stumpy, "if you

don't slop kiekin' me there, even if I
had a chance to sit down and rest, I
couldn't!"
He carried his own share after that,

but the grunts were not working quickly
enough to satisfy Pop.

"Well, they ain't gonna bring that
tower to lis," he said. "Pel's gel away
before them oilier trucks beat us to it.

( "in on !"

Speed was increased, but Griffin
growled :

"Looks to me like we're the lirst (ruck
out every morning. Pop is sure makiu'
himself a good record out oi our hard
WOI I,."

"Slim," said Stumpy, "don't pay no
attention to that old Griff. He's lazier

than I am. If you think 1 ain't gonna
make about the gruntingest grunt outa
you, why you're plumb mistook."

After the truck had been loaded (ho
linesmen and the grunls of Pop's gang
climbed up upon it, finding more or

unfiuMble. seats upon the materials
that Were to be used, and the truck set,

off aiong the roadway. Slim said to

Stumpy, who wa- beside him on a box:
"Reds a fine boss, ain't he?"
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"Red ain't the boss," corrected
j

Stumpy. "They asked him to be one
j

when he fust come here, but he said his

hands fitted a spud-wrench better than
a pencil. They do fit a spud-wrench
mighty good, too. Red's about the best

linesman that ever buckled on a belt."

"How come they asked him to be a

boss and he wouldn't?" asked Slim in

astonishment, gazing at the broad back
of nis hero who was sitting up in front.

"How come anything about Red?"
said Stumpy. "He does what he wants
to do, not what other people wants.
Nobody knows where he comes from, or
where he's goin' to. But there ain't an
outfit in the whole country wouldn't
like to have Rod work for 'em."
The unfinished tower upon the land

that belonged to Slim's uncle was
reached soon after the morning sun had
risen over the hills, away to the east,

and Slim began to do the things he so
often had watched the grunts do before
be himself had become one of them.

Before the clay was out he had become
quite good at hauling struts and stays
.-.lid fish-plates up to Red upon a hand
line, and his skill at throwing up bolts
raid pins compelled even Pop's admit a

tion.

Throughout the rest of that week he
WOrked harder than any other grunt,
labouring with zest; and when the toil

of each day was over he practised the
tying of knots, the splicing and coiling
of ropes, and aP the other things a
grunt should know.
His hands were hard from ^arm-work,

but they became blistered by the steel

be lifted and carried, in spite of the
heavy gloves he wore when at work.
But his heart was in the work, and he
did not make any fuss. He lived in a
but with Stumpy and two other men,
and he thoroughly enjoyed camp life.

When pay-day came he lined up with
(ho rest of the men to reach the window
at which envelopes were being handed
out by the paymaster, and after he had
acquired his own envelope he was stand-
ing aside to contemplate with pleasur-
able surprise the amount he had earned
when two flashily dressed men strolled
up to him.

" Say, you make pretty good money
here, don't you?" inquired one of them.

"That's what's the matter," laughed
Slim. "When I'm a linesman I'm goin'
to make a lot more."
"You don't have to wait that long,"

said the second man. "A smart fellow
like you can make his money grow."
"What d'you generally do with your

money?" asked the one who had spoken
first—a gambler named Allerd.
"I'm fixin' to send most of it home,"

Slim replied.
"

1 low'd you like to make twice as
much money to send the folks?"
"How can I do that?"
" Well, I'll tell you. Did you ever

hear of •"

"Hi!" Red came striding up to the
group, and his voice was harsh. "It's
a little early for your business, Allerd,
isn't it? Why don't you lay off this
kid?"

"Well, what's the harm of a little

game?" challenged Allerd. "You play
with us plenty yourself."
"Sure I do," retorted Red, "but I'm

old enough to vote. Now, listen, I'm
tippirg you off to something, and this

"

—turning to the other man—"goes for
you, too! If I catch you messin' around
with this kid again I'll bust that kisser
o' yours wide open ! Now get out of
here, both of you I"

The two opportunists made themselves
scarce, but Slim was not at all sure that
he appreciated Red's interference.

"What'd you do that for?" he asked.
"For your folks," replied Red.
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Wilcox gripped Slim by the shirt with his gloved left hand, and in

his right hand flashed a knife.

Trouble in a Pool Room

THAT evening, as was usual on pay-

days, most of the men washed and
shaved and changed into their best

clothes to go into the nearest town and
spend some of their money. Stumpy
was going to meet a red-headed girl of

his acquaintance, and Slim accompanied
him.
Most of the linesmen had cars of their

own, but the grunts were conveyed in

a couple of motor-trucks, and after the

evening meal there was a general exodus
from the camp.
The town of Elliston was neither

large, nor important. Electricity had
not yet reached it, and the streets were
lit by gas-lamps; but at least it con

tamed plenty of shops, saloons, pool
parlours, and places of amusement.

Slim, in his shabby best, witnessed the

meeting between Stumpy and the red-

headed girl outside a drugstore and
then invaded a post office to send off

some of his earnings to his aunt, in com-
pany with a quaint if badly written
note

:

"Dear Aunt,—Cold don't worry me. I

feel swell. I am enclosing some money.
and, a-untie, T want you to use this

money for anything you and uncle want.
" Your loving nephew,

" Slim."

Having posted this letter, he was
standing on the pavement, wondering
what he should do next, when Wyatl
Ransfead came along. Ranstead was
the linesman "ho bad tried to race lied
down from the top of the tower and a

thoroughly likeable fellow.

"Jlaho, Slim!" he said. " Say, are
you any good in a fight?"

"I can take care of myself," Slim
cautiously replied. "Why?"

"1'op and Red are in a little game

down at the pool room, and it looks lik<'

there might be trouble. There are five

of 'em, and they're pretty tough."
The fact tha*' ]{,.d and I'op weie in

some sort of danger was quite enough
for Slim.

" Where's the pool room?" he asked.
"Around the corner," Ranstead

pointed, "but don't start anything until

I get bat k."
Slim vint off round the comer and

found the pool room. There w.i a

counter between its entrance and the
first of the billiards-tables, and there was
a heavily-built man behind the counter.
Slim acquired a cigar and paid for it.

"Where's the card game, mister?" he
then inquired.
The man jerked a thumb in the direc-

tion of a door nearly opposite the
counter, and Slim walked into a room
in which Pop and Red were playing
poker with three other men at a table,

watched by two men who were standing.
Amongst the players Slim perceived
Allerd and the other gambler who had
conversed with him outside the paj
office. Allerd was just gathering up
seme money he had won.
"What're you doin' here. Slim?" de-

manded Pop Bharphj

.

" Lookin' for a poker game," Slim
answered. "1 seen Ranstead down the
street, and he told me there'd !><• one
here."
"So this is the boy that isn't old

enough to vote, eh?" drawled Allerd
with a grin for Red.
"All right, so what?" retorted lied.

"Get out of here, Slim—the game's too
steep for you!"

" Veah, Ranstead told me all about
it," said Slim, "but him and me figured
1 could hold up my end."
"How much money you got?" asked

Allerd's companion.
"That's what you'll find out if you're

good enough."
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Pop laughed.
"You'll do, son," he said. "Pull up

a chair and sit down."
Slim did so, and Allerd asked him if

10 wished to bo included in the fresh

deal.
"No, I'll watch a couple o' hands,"

Slim decided.
The cards were dealt, and Red was

content with his hand—and Pop ap-

peared (<> be content with his.

"('aids?'' inquired Allerd, who had
dealt.

[href :
- u:l the £,;:nil)lei addrtsasd.

Three cards were flipped to him in

place of three discarded.
"And two to the dealer," said Allerd.

Slim, who had been watching intently,

-a w two cards exchanged anil a third

Hie palmed.
"1 thought you was old enough to

vote, Red," ho said across (he table.

"What'ro you talkin' about?" Red
looked up from his cards to ask.

" You ain't old enough to count. He
said he was gonna take two cards. He
look three.. So that's what's (he

matter!"
Allerd sprang up and smashed a Sst

into Slhn's mouth, and instantly a free

light was in progress.

There were tive men against three, but
i ho three held their own magnificently.
Top was sixty two, but ho was hard as

nads and used to handling men. and
ho knocked senseless a rat-faced fellow

who tried lo draw a gun.
Rod's strength was immense. He

felled two antagonists, and had Allerd

by the tljroai when Slim saw the fifth

crook about to pounce, struck out at

him, and received a whack on the point

of the chin that knocked him down
against a wall in a very dazed Gon-

dii ion.

Wyatt Ranstead burst into the room
just, then, dodged a chair that was Hung
at him, and locked the door before he
joined in the battle. Contestants who
had fallen rose again to attack, and the

room resounded with blows and the

noise of overturning furniture.

Slim recovered his wits to some
extent and saw the cigar he had bought.

Someone had trodden on it, but he
reached out a hand to it, thrust it be-

tween his lips— and received a broken
chair upon his head.
The battle ended as abruptly as it had

begun, and the victors gazed at one
another over prone bodies.

"Well, Poll," panted Red, "that's

what I call eloanin' house."
"I haven't enjoyed a fight like this in

thirty years:'' declared Pop, snatching

up his coat.

Red opened a window and flung up its

bottom sash.
"Come on, let's get goin' before ihr

law comes iii." ho urged. "Where's
Slim?"
They found Slim sitting owlishly

against the wall, the broken cigar in his

mouth and a ruflinn lying across his

logs. His face was bruised and bleed-

but he smiled wanly as they raised

him to his feet and held him.
"How arc you, kid all right?" asked

Red.
"1 reckon so," he muttered.
"Let's get out* here, then.'' said Pop.
"Wail a mimile!'' Ked let go ol

Slim's arm to jerk Allerd up from under
the tabic " Listen, you," ho .-aid

fiercely, "we figured you were runnin'

a .looked game whe.i you cleaned US

out two weeks ago. Now don't bo hero

when we come back next pay-day!"
The crook went down again from a

blow- between the eves, and then Slim
was helped out over the window-sill into

a yard and the others followed. Prom
the yard they reached another street

with the sound of police whistles in then

ears.
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"Back to camp in a hurry!" gritted j

Pop.
Sinn, who was feeling a. lot better, •

fished from his coat-pocket a roll of
notes he had snatched from the table at

an early stage of the fight.

"For your folks," he said, thrusting
the notes into Rod's hand.

Fired !

SPRING merged into summer and
summer waned. Many towers had
been built, and insulators were

being attached to one of them, when
Hod shouted down for a hook-ladder ono
morning, Stumpy obtained the ladder
from the truck, and Slim fastened it to

a hand-lino.
"Comin' right up, Red!" he shouted.
The ladder was hauled upwards and

hung over a steel arm, the rope was
slacked off and released, and Wyatt.
Ranstead began to descend the rungs of

the swaying thing that dangled in

i i ii) it y space.
"I'll get this, Ran," said Red hastily.

" You had a tough night."
"I'm all right, Red," Ranstead

assured him., "You don't have to do
all the work up here."
Slim held his breath as he watched

the perilous descent. Ranstead had a
string of insulators over his left shoulder,
and it was almost sickening to see the
way (he ladder rocked and swung.
"Watch yourself, Ran!" cried Red

from the arm to which ho had fastened
himself with his safety belt.

" Don't worry about me," Ranstead
looked up to say. " I've had hangovers
before."
The words wore hardly out of his

mouth when 'one of his feet slipped, the
weight of his body was transferred sud-
denly to his hands, and his hands let go.

"Headache!" yelled Red. "Head-
ache below !"

Like a stone Ranstead fell to the

ground, and he was dead before the hor-
rified grunts reached the spot where he
lay beside a litter of broken insulators.

Stumpy took off his hat and stood with
bowed head ; but Pop was more prac-

tical, though no less upset.
" You two get the stretcher," he said

hoarsely.
There was always stretchers on the

truck. Slim and Stumpy fe'tched one,

(he body of the dead linesman was
placed upon it and carried back to the

truck, and Pop and all the men in his

gang rode with the body to the camp.

On the following morning Slim was
convoying materials from the warehouse
to the truck when Pop walked up' to him
with Red.

"That'll be all, Slim," said the fore-

man,
Slim deposited a keg of bolts and

turned lo stare.
" Biit wo ain't finished loadin' yet,

Pop," he expostulated.
"You are, son," returned Poji quietly.

"You've finished for life."

Slim was aghast.
"What'vo I done?" lie asked blankly.
"You've made good, kid," said Red,

producing a safety belt from behind bis

"Here's your harness. Strap it

on |"

"You— you mean I'm a linesman?"
Slim's head was in a whirl.

"I don't mean anything else

"and 1 wanta toll you something.
II 1 catch you takin' any foolish cha

Well, don't tako any!"
"Thanks, Red."
"Congratulations, son," said Pop.

( rood In. I. io yqjj I"

Stumpy and the fosi of the gnmts and
linesmen gathered round to add their

congratulations. Stumpy, patting Slim
on the back and chuckling, cried out:

"You think this old Slim boy ain't
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goin' up in the world?. Y'ou think ho
ain't gonna bo about the highest climbin'
linesman there is? I always said a lines-

man was nothin' but a grunt that'd lost

liis good sense—and now you've gone
and done it. Slim! That's what you
get for lettin' me learn you so much!"
Slim bore the laughter of the othcis

for a few moments, then exercised his

new authority.
"Go on, grunt," he said to Stumpy,

"get that truck loaded!"
"Yes, sir, Mr. Linesman," bowed the

humourist.
"Well, let's got at it!" rapped Pop.
Slim rode with the linesmen on the

truck, but at, the base of the new tower
ho had qualms as ho looked upwards.
"That's it. Slim." said Red. "Thai's

where the trouble is. (lot to climbin'!"
"Good luck, Slim," said Stumpy

mournfully. " And don't drop nothin'
now. I got quite enough bumps on my
head !"

Slim found it easy enough to climb
the tower with the aid of the bolts that
protruded from the leg to which Red
pointed ; but Red was up another leg

long before he reached the top and
watched him from a cross-section

member.
Slim was used to the appearance of

the towers from the ground at all

angles, but its appearance was utterly

different from above, and seemed to

change as ho climbed. He felt badly
encumbered by the bag of bolts fastened
to his safety-belt, and ho began to feel

giddy and slightly sick. But he reached
the top of (ho leg and clung to it.

"Nice going, Slim," Red called a.

to him. " Yrou come up there just like a
squirrel."
"Yeah," panted Slim, out of breath

from fear as much as exertion. "I feel

like a squirrel. Ground squirrel."

"All right. Hold on tight till you
get used to it, and then take a look at
the ground."
Slim looked down inside the tower,

and the remoteness of the ground
appalled him.
"Yeah," he gasped.
An X-braee was to be bolted in

position, and the grunts below were
i eady to raise it.

"Let's have it!" Red shouted down.
The X-braeo rose, and Red explained

to Slim how it was to be held at his end
with his snub-wrench and bolted. But
Slim was hanging on to the steelwork
with both hands when the X-brace
dangled on a level with him and Red
made fast his end of it.

" You can't work with your hands full

of steel like that!" he rebuked.

"You want mo to let go of it?"
gullied Slim.
"These towcrs'll slay up by them-

selves."
"I ain't worried about the "lower

staying up."
"Well, iurn loose of it before you

bend it outa shape!"
With his feet on a step-bolt. Slim

gingerly freed one hand, fished out his

snub-wrench, and tried to thrust its end
through holes that corresponded. The
X-brace evaded him, but at last ho had
il in position.

"All right. Slim," said

approvingly, " boh her up!"
Slim endeavoured to obey. bu1 the

wrench slipped from his hand and went
whizzing downwards.
"Headache!" yelled Red, and the

grunts scuttled out of (ho way (ill tho

wrench had buried its point in the,

ground.
"Hi!" roared Red as he saw Slim

wavering on his perch. " Droppin' ono
o' those is just an accident—goin' after

it is suicide! That's not a parachute

you're on, you know! Hi, Stumpy, put

my wrench on ihat hand-line!"
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"Your wrench?" exclaimed Slim.
"Never mind. Let's Ret this bolted

up.
The snub-wrench ascended and Red

freed it from the rope.
"Hero!"
He hardly expected to he obeyed, but

.Slim walked steel to reach him and
collect the wrench, and his face did not
betray too much of the fear that was in
his heart.
"Go ahead and finish it," directed

Red, and back across the framework
Slim went to deal with the brace.

As the morning progressed the novice
became more accustomed to the height
and more and more daring. He found
that he felt vastly more at ease with
hi- muscles relaxed than with them taut,
and under Red's expert guidance he
developed a sense almost more important
to the job than sight.

Next morning, at breakfast in the
hut, Pop asked him if he liked it

up on top.
"Thai's what's the matter." said

Slim. ."Am I doin' all right, Pop?"
"You're doin' line," declared the fore-

man. " You're gonna be a real lines-
man."
Slim was delighted, but there was one

thing on his conscience.
"Pop," he said after a while, "it

wasn't Red dropped that wrench—it was
me."
Pop liked him all the better for that

confession, but he did not .-how it.

"Well, everybody makes mistakes," lie

drawled. "But remember, when you do
drop a wrench, be sine it ain't still in
your hand I"

He went out to superintend the load-
ing of the truck, and Slim turned to
Red.
"I'm sure obliged to you for all you

learned me," he said.
"Well, I want to show you all I can,"

Red responded, "but I don't think I'll

be with you very long."
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"Where're you goin' ?" asked Slim in

. dismay.
"Aw, I don't know!" Red gave an

expressive shrug. " Somebody's squealed
about Ranstead gettin' drunk, and it

looks like there'll have to be an in-

vestigation. Some big shot's comin'
down from the main office. Somebody's
bound to get fired, and I don't want it

to be Pop."
" What can 3011 do ?"

''Wait and see. I guess you know
what a transposition tower is now. If

I'm not around, just watch yourself."

As they went out together from the
but the timekeeper came running
towards them.
"Red!" ho shouted. "Red. one of

the company vice-presidents is down at

the office and wants to see you right
avi ay."
"Down at the office?" Red uttered a

scornful laugh. "Tell him if bo wants
to see me to come where I am."
"I thought you'd say that." remarked

the timekeeper, and he wont off quite
gleefully in the direction of the camp
olfice.

Rod walked away to (he bunkhouse he
-bared with other lino-men, and Slim
walked with him.
"Well, kid," said Red. perching on

the end of a long table in the deserted
room, "that washes me up. You'd
better not be here when the \ ice-

president comes in."

"Why not?" challenged Slim.

"Because I don't feel like arguin'
with any big shot, and I'm a cinch to

run into trouble."

"I ain't been backin' away from
trouble, have I

'.'"

"You'll lose your job if you stay!"
Slim dumped his safety-belt on the

table.

"I didn't have a job when I came
here," he said, "and 1 ain'i gonna have
one when I go. This i- their job. I've

just been usin' it."

In at the door strode a rery indignant

man in a belted overcoat and a soft-felt

hat. His name was Corton, and he was
vice-president of the Empire Powei
Corporation. A cigar was in hi- hand,
but lie had not smoked it since he had
received Red's message.
"Which one of you is Blayd?" he

rasped.
"Mr. Blayd to you," said Red, whose

back was towards the visitor, and he
picked ui> " book from the table
opened it.

"Oh!" Corton did his best to keep
his temper under control. "I'd like to

talk to Mr. Blayd alone, if you please!"
he -aii 1 to .Slim.

"Well, lie doesn't please!" snapped
Red. "Come on, what'- on yoUr
mind ?"

"I've come down here to investigate
the death of Ranstead. What do sou
know about it

?"

"I know all about it." said Slim. " I

seen it."
" Well, what caused it ?"

"He was heavier than air, and he just

ii.it in ally broke the law—of gravity."
Red laughed, but Cordon did not

appreciate such levity.

"Blayd—er—Mr. Blayd, what do
know about it?" he demanded in a

like a whip. "There's something
wrong here, and I mean to get to the

bottom of it! It's pretty queer when the

foreman of a job won't tell why an
accident happened and the men* won't

talk."
"We've talking." drawled Red, "but

we'ii' not savin' anything."
" What would you say if I were to ask

you whether that man had been
drinking?"
"What would you say if I didn't tell

you ';"

"Now, look here," roared Corton,
"I've eiven you fellow- a chance tgiven you
talk. If you don't come clean,

going to fire you both !"

Down went the book, and lied

from the table.
' I- that all ?" be inquired.
"Yes. that's all."

"That's all I wanted to know!"

l'n

Two of the men knelt over Wilcox, and Steve and another man looked down at Slim.
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Corlon was grabbed by ihe collar and
tlie bch of his coat and ejected from the
hut.

' You're botli fired!'' he bellowed from
outside i(.

Red -lammed the door and grinned at
Slim.

"Well, fellow," lie said cheerfully,

"yon might as well start packin' your
things. We're gonna be lookin' for a
new job."
"We?" questioned Slim eagerly.

"Sine. I'm in the market for a new
-id. -kirk. Don't you wanta go with
me ?"

"Thai
-

.- what's the mailer," said Slim.

A Journey South

CORTON made no further attempt
to investigate the rumour that

Ranstead had met his death
through drunkenness, but returned to

New York forthwith. Red and Slim
collected the pay to which they were
entitled and spent the day in idleness
except for packing.
Next morning, after breakfast, they

stowed their belongings in the back of

Red's open car while the others gathered
round to see them off.

"You think Red and Slim ain't gonna
travel faster than two wild geese with
their tail-feathers on fire?" Stumpy
inquired of no one in particular. "And
I suppose you think Slim ain't so proud
o' (hat belt he sleeps with it?''

"Well, Stumpy," -aid Slim, "I sup-
pose when I see you next time you'll be
a linesman."
"Me a linesman?" Stumpy's face

registered horror. "Say, you couldn't
pet me up on one o' them there towers
if there was an eagle up ihero layin'

gold eggs! No, sir!"

Red got into the car at the wheel,
and Slim settled down beside him. The
-Mil was rising, and the day was fine.

" So-long', Slim I" waved Stumpy.
"Any time yon bump into anything you
don't know about, why, just come bock
and I'll learn you."
Pop leaned over the side of the ear

to say

:

"You're a good man, Slim, and I

hate to lose you. I'll b(; bavin' other
jobs some day. and I'm eonntin' on you
and Red to come back to me when I
send for you."
"I'm mighty grateful to you, Pop,"

Slim declared with considerable feeling.

"We'll come back the day you send for

US."
"Gangway, boys I" .shouted Red.

" We're off!"
The crowd in front of the bonnet

moved aside, and the car went slowly
out from the camp
"Pop," said Stump}', "you think

there don't go Hie two best friends you
ever had ?"

"I don't think," returned Pop gruffly,

"I know- ! Come on, get to work,
everybody! Gel back on the job!"

Red drove away from the camp with
a contented expression on his face and a

cigarette between his lips. A federal
highway was reached, bul he did not
increase speed upon its excellent sur-

face. He seemed to be at peace with the
world.

" Reckon wc can get auother job right
away?" asked Slim with some anxiety
after several miles had been covered
without a word spoken.
"Sura we can," replied Red. "How

much money you got '<"

"Two hundred bucks."
"All light. That's two hundred

reasons why you shouldn't worry about
it, and I've got a lot more. Money
i (implicates reasoning."
"What d'you figure on doin' with

it?" asked Slim iri surprise.
"Spend if. That, makes everything
December 25th, 1957.
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simple. Then we gotta go back to work
again."
Slim dealt mentally with this strange

philosophy;
" That's not what most folks do, is

it?" he ventured.
"No, you're right." Red removed his

left hand from the wheel to wave it

contemptuously. " Most, folks just settle

clown in one place for the rest o' their
lives—to buy fancy funerals with! This
world's a great place, Slim, and we're
only here a little while. Don't you
wanta see something of it ?"

"That's what's the matter," said
Slim, but added hastily: "I wanna do a
lot more line work, too. I like it."

"Well, so do I," said Red. "We
will do a lot more. Ah, that's the great
thing about bein' a linesman—you get
a chance to see something of the world
and have a lot o' fun between jobs."
There were mountains in the distance,

woods to the right and left, and the
trees were beginning to take upon them-
selves the tints of autumn. Slim viewed
the landscape without any great en-

thusiasm— it seemed to be empty of high-
tension towers.

" Do all linesmen wander around like

this V he asked.
"Well," responded the philosopher,

" if yon follow construction work you've
gotta go where the jobs are. Of course,

if you want to settle down and get
married you'd better get yourself a

maintenance job with some company."
"I'm figurin' on raisin' a lot more

towers 'fore T worry about raisin' a

family," said Slim.
"And that's mighty good figurin',"

said Red.
They were heading for Chicago, a fact

which Red communicated to his com-
panion in his own time—without com-
municating the fact, that lie had no
intention of taking any job till after

Chicago had been vi:>ited.

On the journey south, which occupied
two days, they came upon several con-
struction camps, and at some of them
Red stopped awhile to converse with old

acquaintances, and at one of them they
spent the intervening night. The
general foreman offered them jobs, but

Red declined the jobs without even
consulting Slim.
And so they came to Chicago, late in

the afternoon of the second day. and the
height of the buildings in the central

part of that city astounded the country
boy as he gazed up at them from the
ear.

"Red," he exclaimed, "these build-

ings are twice as high as them B ex-

trusion towers we built at the river

crossing !"

"Higher than that, Slim." said Red.
"and you make 'em possible."

"i do?"
"Well, linesmen do. You can't have

high buildings without .levators and
electricity to i un
In State Street Slim pointed to the

Deanison Hotel, a massi\c structure six

hundred and thirty-five feet high.

"That's the biggest hotel I've ever
seen !"

"Yeah," nodded Red. "You'll be
seein' the inside of it pretty soon. That's
where we're stoppin'."

"Us stoppin' there?" asked Slim in an
awed voice.

"Sure. Yon know we build the towers
that bring the juice to these places. I'm
gonna show you what goes on inside

'em."
To Slim's disappointment, the hotel

was left behind.
"Rid. we passed it !" said he.

"Yeah." said Red. "We'll be bark.

I'm gonna show \nu th* fanciest sight

m Chicago."
"Fancier than thai hotel?"
"Wait and see."
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The car came to a standstill outside a
white building in Madison Street.

"What'ro you stoppin' in front of a
hospital for?" asked Slim.
"Same place," mused Reel, contem-

plating the building. "Hasn't changed
a bit."

"You been here before?"
"Yeah. First time I was hero they

carried me into the accident- ward—feet
liist. Come on! See how it feels to
walk in

!"

They got out from the car and they
entered the hall of the hospital. At the
far end ^>f the hall a nurse was about
to pass through a doorway when Red
caught sight of her and shouted:
"Cally!"
The nurse turned about, a vision of

beauty in starched linen, and Slim
gaped at her as she sped towards them
and became embraced by Red.

"So you did come back?" she said in

a voice that seemed to Slim to be full

of music. "Oh, gosh, I'm glad to see
you, Red !"

"It's great to see yon," said Red, and
held her at aim's length to feast his

eyes upon her. "Well, I warned you
I'd be back some day for another visit."

"How long this time. Red?"
"Same old story," he shrugged. "As

long as the money lasts."

"Same old story— same old Red!"
"Well, you didn't expect me fo

change, did you? Oh—or—this is my
pal Slim. Meet Mr. Kincaid."
A pair of singularly expressive hazel

eyes enveloped Slim.
"How d'you do, Mr. Kincaid?" in-

quired their owner.
"I'm glad to meet you, Mrs. "

Slim mumbled.
"It's miss," she informed him

smilingly. "But if you're Red's friend
it's Cally—Cally Richards."
"That's what's the matter, then, Mi-s

Cally," said Slim. .

Red remarked that the reunion called
for a celebration.
"Anything you say." laughed Cally.

"I'm off duty at six o'clock."

"Listen," protested Slim, "you two
wanta just be together. I ain't iixin*

to get in your way."
"Ah, no, you're goin' with us, Slim,"

declared Red. " You know a lot about
line work, but there's one thing I
haven't shown you."
"What's that?" asked Slim.
"How to step up the high voltagi

the bright lights. See you at your apart-
ment, Cally. Come on, Slim !"

The End of a Spree

THE splendour of the Dennison Sol I

almost took Slim's breath away

;

but Red booked a suite consisting

of two bed-rooms and a sitting-room
with characteristic nonchalance, and in

that suite^—which was on the thirtieth

floor—they removed the stains of ;.

and changed into their best clothes.

At seven o'clock they collected Cally
Richards from the flat in which she
lived, and by half past eight the three
were sitting round a table in a brilliantly

lit restaurant with the music of an ex-

cellent dance band in their ears

empty cofl'eecups in front of them.

A waiter had presented- the bill, and
Red hnd paid it with the air of one
possessing wealth. He looked across at

Slim.
"So you kinda like it, eh, fellow?" ho

said.

"Swell!" breathed Slim. "But thai '3

a sight o' money to pay for a dinner—
i dinner like this!"

"You can't get groceries like we've

had at a construction camp," laughed
Red.
"Well, look, let me pay my share."
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"Save it and buy a spud-wrench!"
Red got to his feet. "Cally, look after

Slim, will you? I'll be back with enough
dough to buy this joint!"
In Chicago gambling is done quite

openly, and a roulette table was quite
as much a feature of the restaurant as

the dance floor beyond whirl) it was situ-

ated. Red made his way to the
roulette table, greeted the croupier as

an old acquaintance, and found a vacant
chair. Slim, remembering the pool

parlour at Elliston, fidgeted in his seat.
" Reckon I oughta go over there ?" he

asked. "He might need me."
"No," said Cally, quite definitely, "he

can take care of himself. Stay here and
talk to me."
He settled down again, though not

without misgiving. Sho looked wonder-
ful to him in a semi-evening frock that

set off her slim beauty, and he was quite
Mire that if he had been Red he would
not have deserted her. lie broke a long
silence by asking how long she had
known Red.
"A long time," she replied. "We're

old friends. But tell me about yourself,
Slim. How did you happen to become
a linesman?"

Slim told her quite a lot about him-
self while Red lost money at the roulette
t;il ile and time passed.

"Shall we dance?" she suggested.

"Well, that's somefhin' I ain't never
learned yet," Slim confessed.
"Then it's time you did. and that's

one thing I can teach you," said she.
" ( 'ome along !"

The band was playing a fox-trot, and
upon the polished floor he held her with
a feeling of exhilaration ami did his best
to master the steps.

"You reckon t could team to do this
if 1 kept at. it?" he asked anxiously, as
she guided him skilfully amongst other
dancing couples.

"Of course," she encouraged. "You're
doing beautifully."
The fox-trot was encored, and half-way

through its repetition she told him in all

sincerity that he was getting much
better.

"You're a good teacher," said Slim
In vently.

Red was back at the table when they
returned to it. He had lost quite a lot

of money, but he said complacently:
"Well, for once I quit ahead of the

game."
"You mean you won?" asked Slim.
"No," was the reply, "but I've still
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got some left. Enough for a few more
nights. Come on, let's have a drink!"
Slim slept, that night, in a bed that

was almost too comfortable, and he rose

late to another day of excitement. In
the evening Cally went out with them
again, and she and Slim became more
friendly than ever while Red gambled
—and won.
The round of pleasure continued, and

one morning Stumpy received a postcard
from Slim with a picture of the Denui-
son Hotel on the back of it and this

message on the front

:

"Dear Stumpy,—On the other side is

a picture of the hotel we're boarding at.
' X ' marks the window of our room.
Having a fine time. Wish you was here,
only you couldn't live high like this on
account of because you won't get off the
ground.

"Yours truly,
" Slim."

" P.S.—Red bought me a new suit to-

day."

Stumpy showed the card to everybody
in Pop's gang, and to anybody else who
cared to see it.

That night, while Red gambled in the
restaurant where he had gambled before,
Slim danced with ('ally till the band
started a tango which was utterly be-
yond him. He was leaning against a

gilded railing beside his partner when
she said suddenly in a serious voice:

"Slim, why don't you give it up?"
"Give up dancin' ?" he asked.
"No, of course not!" she replied.

" Line work. You know how dangerous
it is!"

"Sure it's dangerous," he agreed.
"And it isn't only the danger," she

went on, "it's the tumbleweed life. All

there is to this construction business is

working yourself out of one job and try-

ing to find another."
"But I like it." said Slim. "It's fun

to travel around woikin' like we do."

"Sure it's fun." She gnawed her lip.

"So is a parachute jump— if the para-

chute opens! Did you ever stop to

think. Slim, that it's selfish fun? That
it might be getting you into it deeper
and deeper till it gets a hold on xo\i.

like it has on Red? So that you can't

get out even if you want to?"
Slim glanced across at Red's flaming

hair, conspicuous at the roulette table.

"But I don't wanta," he said

"Neither does Red."
"Yes, but you're young enough to

quit and go back to that farm you told

me about." she persisted, "or to do
something."

"('ally, you don't understand!"
"Slim, I understood about line worjs

the first time I ever met Red. He was
on a job near here, working over live

wire—hot wire! Something went wrong,
and when he was brought into the

hospital he was burned so badly that it

was a week before they knew whether
he'd live. It was eleven weeks before
he could walk."
She sighed.

"I tried to get him to quit then," she
said, "and I've tried since. But none
of it did any good. He'll never quit!"
She looked into Slim's dark eyes, and

her own were moist.
"So you see, Slim, I've learned a lot

about linesmen. I've learned that it all

adds up to one thing—that some day the
parachute won't open!"
Slim knew, by this time, that he was

very much in love with her; but she
Mas Red's girl and not for him.
"That may work out for some folks."

he growled, "but no one else will get
hurt if my belt breaks. It's not like as
if I had parents, or kids, or—or a wife."
"Perhaps not now." said she, and

changed her manner abruptly. "Well,
if it's to be a short life, let's make it a

merry one!"
On the following day, Red swept Slim

into a jeweller's shop and to an assistant
behind a showcase stated that he wanted

As they approached the leg of the tower from which Red and Kelly had fallen Stumpy held on to it as
though to bar Slim's way.

December 25th, 1937.
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to seo something good enough for the

"swellcst gal " in Chicago.
"Wo have some very beautiful en-

gagement lings," said the assistant.

''Who said anything about engage-

ment rings?" barked Red. "Show me
something in—or—show me some brace-

lets. I'm lookin' for a present, not a

future."
The assistant laughed at the jest and

went, off to get some bracelets.

"I believe that guy thought I was
gonna get married!" scoffed Red.
"Aren't you?" asked Slim.

"No!" The negative was emphatic.

"No, Slim, I've got my faults, but I'm
not mean enough to tie Cally to 'em
for life. I think too much of her to

make a young widow out of her."

"What d'you mean?"
"Slim, supposin' Ranstead had been

married and had a couple o' kids—where
d'you tliink they'd be now ? Linesmen
haven't anything to offer a wife. Nope,
this is strictly a roller-coaster career of

ours."
Slim looked almost horrified, and Red

laugh ill.

"Oh, some day I might settle down
:md get married," he said. "But until

.then the best thing I can give Cally is

just what I'm givin' her—a nice good-

bye present. You see, the moving finger

having writ moves on."
Slim had no knowledge of the Persian

poet Red had quoted and was puzzled.^

"What're you talkin' about?" he
asked blankly.

•'Everything's simple again. We go
back to work." Red fished out some
notes amounting in all to about seventy

dollars. "Incidentally, that's all we
have between us and the next job !"

"No it ain't!" declared Slim. "You
haven't let me spend a cent! I've still

got two hundred bucks—that'll keep us

goin'
!"

"My boy," said Red in quite a latterly

fashion, "you shouldn't spend all your
.substance in riotous living. You may
get old and need it, some day."

"If you're so wise." retorted Slim,

"why ain't you rich? Where's the

eighteen hundred bucks yon had when
you hit. this town?"
Red laughed.
"Where's the snow that was here last

January?" he countered; and then the

assistant arrived with quite a large

assortment of bracelets.

Tin; farewell party took place in

i July's fiat, where a meal she herself

had cooked was demolished. Over the

coffee Red broached the subject of de-

parture in his own casual fashion,

"Well, Cally," he said, "it's the old

story, I guess. We've had a grand time
ami now it's all over. Slim and I are

sliovin' off."

Cally rose- abruptly, her mouth r.ll

twisted as though she were on the point

of tears, and she fled into her bed-room
and elosed the door.
"She sure hates to seo you go, Red,"

said Slim hoarsely.

"You know I never figured she'd take

it. that tough." Red stared at the closed

door, then took from his pocket a little

package containing the bracelet. Daily's

handbag was lying On a sideboard and
lie slipped the package into it, replaced
the handbag, and moved towards the

kitchen.
" Aw, we all need a drink I" he gritted.

"I'm gonna mix a flock of 'em!"

While he was out in the kitchen Cailv

reappeared from the bed-room and
walked slowly over to Slim, who was
still s't'intr at the table.

"Well, I—er— I guess it's all over but
the shouting," she said bitterly. "Oh,
it's always been like this I—I look up
from my work and there he is. He plays
until his money's gone, and all of a sud-
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den he's gone! And this time you're
going, too!"
Slim drew a long and uncertain

breath.
"I guess it's the only thing to do,"

he said, avoiding her eyes.

She dropped into a chair beside him.

"Slim, will you write to me?" she
asked. "Red never would, and I'd
never know between visits where he was
or—or how he was." She laughed piti-

fully. "Now I—I won't know about
you. either."

"I don't write good," said Slim, "but
if you want me to

"

"Please do!" She stood up and put
both her hands on his shoulders.
"There's only one thing I—I'd like bet-

ter. Oh, I'm off on the old subject
again !"

"What's that?" Slim looked up into
her face. "Quit line work? Cally, I

can't ! I like line work—and, besides,

if I quit I'd have to leave Red. I like

him, too. I reckon I like him about as
well as—well as well as you do."
"Slim!"
Her hands were holding his shoulders

tightly when Red walked into the room
from the kitchen with a tray in his

hands and brimming glasses upon the
(raj-

. He stopped short to blink, then
grinned and advanced to the table.

"Remember me?" he inquired quite
pleasantly. "I don't want any com-
plaints about these drinks, now—I mixed
"em myself. There you are, Cally."

Cally removed her hands to take the
proffered glass in one of them.

" Where are you off to this time,
Red V she asked.

"Well," said he, putting down the
tray, "the. money's gone. Winter's
coinin' on. We're headin' where the
climate fits our clothes." He raised a
glass. "Cally, till we meet again!"

An Unexpected Visitor

CHICAGO was left behind early next
morning, and Red drove south at

what seemed to Slim to be an ex-

cessive speed. Thirty miles away from
the city, on a very second-class road, he
said pointedly:
"You could go faster, if we had a long

lull to go down !"

"We will!" Red assured him. "We'll
be goin' down the other side o' the
mountains pretty soon!"
"Yeah?" grimaced Slim. "We'll be

goin' down somewhere deeper than that!
If they'd made this car to be a bullet

there'd be a charge o' powder behind it,

wouldn't there?"
Red did not reply, but shot up a long

and winding hill, raising a cloud of dust
behind the car.

The long descent on the other side of

the hill was accomplished at such a

speed, and with such a bumping, that
Slim felt sure there would be a smash,
and as a heavy motor-truck swung out
from a side turning he held his hands
over his eyes.

Put. the truck was avoided by inches,
and Slim breathed again.
"I Can't figure you out. Red." he

complained. "Coming to Chicago sou
drove like a snail afraid it was too
early. Coming out, o' Chicago
drive like this! What's the matter?
Didn't you like it there?"

"Sure," replied Red, 'but that's
behind us. Nmv I want to drive fast
to see what's ahead."

It became evident that ho had an
objective, for in the afternoon of the
following day. in a dreary region of

gaud ami scrub some miles from an
unattractive town called ('actus Thorn.
In- drove into a construction camp and
hailed a stout ly built man who wis
noticeable for the length of his OOse
and the redness of his ears.
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" Well !" exclaimed the man, and
came hurrying over to the car to shake,
hands. "Red, I'm glad to see you!
Pop wrote me you were headed this
way. How are he and Stumpy?"

" Pop's fine," said Red, " and
Stumpy's still talkin3 about his pa.
Slim, this is an old friend o' mine,
Steve Vincent. This is Slim Kinc.iid.
my partner, Steve—and I don't mind
tellin' you he can really cut it."

" Well, if you're lookin' for work,"
said Steve Vincent, "you've come (o
the right place. I need a coupla good
men right now'."
"You don't need 'cm any worse than

we need the job," Red assured him;
and terms were arranged.
"You're hired," said Steve. "Check

in at the camp and start work in the
morning. Sec you later."
The transmission lines in this part of

the country were strung from wooden
poles, instead of steel towers, and Slim
was not used to working on pole9. Ho
quickly became expert at climbing
them, however, with the aid of "gaffs,"
or spurs, strapped to the inside of his
ankles, and for six weeks he and Red
bolted cross-pieces to the tops of poles,
fixed insulators to the cross-pieces, and
ran wire.
Then, one morning, the general fore-

man of the camp arrived on the scene
in his; car and descended to talk to
Steve Vincent, who was foreman of the
gang.
"I've got bad news for you, bteve,

he said. "I'm takin' Red Blayd away
from you."
"Why, he's the beat man I've got,''

protested Steve.
"That's why I'm takin' him! I'm

makin' him foreman over at Camp
Eight."
"Camp Eight?" Steve glanced at

an ugly, long-faced fellow who was at
work on the top of an adjacent pole.

"That's gonna make Wilcox sore— ha
was counting on that, job himself."

"Never mind Wilcox," said (ho
general foreman, Sam Blake by name.
" I want Red !"

"Okay—orders are orders." Steve
shouted up to Red: "Hi, Red, 1''

I

got orders to send you over to Camp
Eight as foreman. How about il

''."

Red shouted down that ho didn't
want the job; but Slim urged him (o

take it.

" You'll make twice as much dough,"
he said.

"Yeah, and I'll stay up (wicc as late

at night losiu' it!" Red retorted.
"You go on over there as foreman

and take me along as straw boss, sec.-''

"That's right." What Red wouldn't,

do for his own advantage ho was
prepared to do for Slim's. " I i

thought o' that." He called down:
"Okay, Steve, it's a deal!''

Howard Wilcox, a thoroughly un-
pleasant fellow, disliked by all the
linesmen in the camp, had been listen-

ing and was furious. After Steve had
walked away with the general foreman
he descended from his perch Oil a
pulley-rope and moved furtively along
to the pole on which Red and Slim
were working. They were sitting i i

frames held by pulley-ropes, ami ho
began to unfasten the rope that held
Red's frame.
Slim looked down.
What 're you tryin' to do, Wilcox?"

he bellowed,
"Red's rig was slippin'," lied the

linesman. "I wanted to fix it—that's

all."
Slim descended his own rope with all

speed
"Red's rigs don't slip,"' ho said

fiercely, "not unless someone .slips

'em !"

" Aw, now listen, Slim, you know 1

wouldn't do a thing like that," pro-
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tested Wiieox. "I just wanted to

help."
"Don't give me that! I seen you

monkeyin' with the knot !"

Wilcox showed his temper.
" You can't prove that, and you know

it !" he roared.
"I ain t gonna try to prove it,'' said

Slim. "Red's too good a guy to go
to gaol for kill in* a rat like you ! Get
away from that sling !"

Wilcox went off and climbed his own
pole again, and Slim re-ascended his.

But a few minutes later Red called
clown for a ladder.
"Hi, one o' you grunts, send Red's

ladder up to him !" ordered the
foreman .

"I'll do it. Steve!" Wilcox shouted,
and he was down on the ground almost
instantly. But Slim was down before
the linesman had time to do anything
n ifli (lie ladder.
"You ain't rigging no ladder that

Red works on!" he stormed. "I
wouldn't trust a knot o' yours in a
neckl ie I"

Wilcox gripped him by the shirt with
his gloved left hand and in his right
hand flashed a knife. Slim was hold-
ing a pair of pliers, and with them he
defended himself.
The fight was loo brief for anyone

to interfere, but it was horrible to

witness. The two staggered apart and
fell upon their backs almost simultane-
ously, Slim badly wounded in the body
just above, the edge of his safety-belt,
Wiieox with his face battered and torn
by the pliers.

Two of the grunts knelt over Wilcox,
and Steve and another man looked
down at Slim.

"(lei a stretcher, quick!" cried the
foreman.
Red was down from the pole and over

at the truck before any of the grunts
could reach it, and he helped to carry
hi-- unconscious chum on the stretcher
Others carried Wilcox, and tho two
Were conveyed to the camp on the
truck, ' and from the camp to the
hospital in Cactus Thorn by car.
Red drove tho car, and Steve rode

with him At the hospital he directed
the internes to leave Wilcox where he
was till Slim had been put to bed.

"But he's got one eye knocked out!"
protested Steve.
"If the doctor can't fix Slim up,"

declared Red grimly, "he won't need
that eye !"

After what seemed an interminable
wait in the hall of the hospital a

liltle grey-haired doctor walked out to
him from a ward.
"How is he, doc?" asked Red.
"Well," was the slow reply, "if

there arc no complications he'll be all

right."
"You're quite sure now?"
"Yes," decided the doctor. "He'll

have to stay here a long time, but as
that wound didn't kill him I shouldn't
think anything ever will ! How on
earth did he get it ?"

"He got it in a trade," said Red.
"A trade?"
"Yeah, For a broken head. Well,

as long as he's gettm' along all right
I guess we can patch up that other

fuv." Red turned to the two internes
e had overawed. "All right, boys,"

he said, "bring him in! Thanks,
doc."
The doctor had not exaggerated

when he had said that. Slim would
have to stay in hospital for a long time.
As a matter of fact, he hovered between
life and death for several days, and a
fortnight elapsed before he was able to
write a note to Cally.
In tho nolo he dealt chiefly with

Red, and it was only in the last para-
graph that he mentioned himself

:

"Changed my address real quick, but
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NEXT WEEK'S
BUMPER NUMBER!

GEORGE ARLISS
-IN-

" DR. SYN "

An excise officer comes to the quie'
village o! Dymchurch in search of

smugglers. He hears stories of ghostly
figures that haunt the marshes and
soon begins to have his suspicions. His
chief suspect is Or. Syn, but the latter

is more than a match for the officer.

A stirring drama of long ago that
centres round a once-famous pirate.

" HEADIN' FOR THE RIO GRANDE "

The sheriff of Rio County was fighting
a losing battle against an organisation
of racketeers. Then out of the North
came two hard-riding, straight-shooting
buckeroos who helped him turn the
tide and restore Law and Order. A
gripping drama of the cattle country,
starring Tex Ritter and Eleanor Stewart.

" S.O.S. CLIPPER ISLAND »

Mala, a Polynesian in the employ of
the U.S. Intelligence Service, is sent to
a lonely island to investigate sabotage
that resulted in the wrecking of a giant
airship. With the help of the Princess
Melani he fights to break up an Inter-
national spy ring. Starring Mala and

Mamo Clark.

" HILLS OF OLD WYOMING "

A thrilling tale of rustlers and Rel-
skins, and Hopaloug Cassidy, starring

William Boyd.

it ain't nothing very serious. I guess
you better write to me here at the
hospital for a few weeks."

The response to that epistle was sv, iff.

and of an entirely unexpected nature
A nurse entered his ward one evening
to inform him that he had a visitor.

"Oh," said Slim, "they must have
finished up early out at the camp to
day. Send him in."

"It's not a him," said the nurse, and
she went to the door and admitted
Cally.
"Cally !" Slim had seen her so often

in his dreams that he could scarcely
believe he was gaping at her in the
flesh.

"Are you glad to see me, Slim?" she
asked, walking over to his bed.
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"Glad? I've never been so monstrous
glad about anything in ray whole life !

I've just been lyin' here thinkin' about
you and dreamin' about you I been
writin' you another letter."

He held out a sheet of paper, but
she put it in her handbag without even
looking at it.

"I'll read it to-night," she said
"After this you—you won't have to

write me aii3r more."
"You mean you're gonna stay here ?"

asked Slim excitedly.

"I'm going to stay as long as—as
you need me."
The nurse intervened to take Slim's

temperature. and the thermometer
was still in his mouth when Red walked
into the ward—and stopped short in

astonishment
"Hallo. Red." said Cally.-

"Cally!" Red advanced rapturously.
"For the love o' Pete, 1 m glad to see

you! What're you doin' here?"

The nurse requested them both to go.
"Mr. Kim-aid is not allowed to have

visitors foi long," she said.

"<>kay, sister." Red caught hold of

Cally's arm. " I'll be in again soon,
Slim. Come on, Cally. let's get some-
thing to eut."
Call) squeezed Slim's hand

"Have a good night- sleep," she
said, "and I'll be back to see you
to-morrow. Good-bye, Slim."

Slim Decides

RED took Cally to a restaurant in

the town, and they had a meal
together a I a table in a little

curtained recess

"This is like old times, Cally," he
said. "Gee, it's gonna be a big load
off my mind to know you're looking
after Slim after I'm gone."
"Where are you going. Red?" she

asked quickly.
" Well, you see, I promised 'em I'd

take care of a job way up the line if

they'd let me stay here till Slim wa-
out o' danger. Should complete th

job in a month. Gee, I'm gonna mis.
that kid ! Yeah, and we need money
to pay the bills."

"How much?" asked Cally.
"A lot more than I'll ever make up

there in a month."
Cally took from her handbag the

bracelet he had bought her in Chicago.
" Will that cover it?"
He frowned at his gift.

"That's swell of you, Cally," he
muttered, "but I—I bought that for
you."
"I know," said she, "but what better

use could we make of it than taking
care of Slim? Look, let me handle
this— I'll sell it and get enough to

—

well—to cover almost everything."

"Same old Cally, aren't you?" he
laughed "Haven't changed a bit!"
The winter daylight had faded to

dusk before they entered the restaurant,
and it was night when they went out
from it.

"There's my car over there," said
Red. "Let's travel. I could tell you
a lot o' lies under that moon !"

"And there's my hotel right oxer
there," said Cally, "and I didn't come
here to look at the moon. I'm going
to have a good night's sleep so that I
can get up early and see the head of
the hospital to-morrow."
Red protested that it had been a long

time since they had seen one another.
" You've got a whole month to take

care of Slim," he said, "and I've got
to leave in a couple of hours."

"Same old Red," said Cally with a
twisted smile. "Always leaving!
Good-bye.'
They shook hands on the pavement,

and Red went back to camp in his car
December 25th, 1937.
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and Cally entered the hotel. She had
arranged with the hospital authorities
in Chicago to be transferred to the
hospital in Cactus Thorn till Slim was
well again, and next morning she took
the place of the nurse who had been
looking after him
Slim was happy and progressed quite

rapidly to convalescence. He had some
characteristic cards from Stumpy and
some brief epistles from Pop, and about
a month after Cally's arrival the
doctor pronounced him as good as new
again.

" I could have told you that a week
iigo, doc," said Slim. "But I'm right
grateful to you for fixin' me up so
good "

"You'd better save your thanks for
the nurse of yours," said the grey-
haired little doctor with a twinkle in

his eyes. "I never saw anyone recover
so quickly as you've done since she's
been taking care of you. And if I'm
any judge, she's going- to keep right
on taking care of you !"

After tho doctor had gone Cally
entered tho ward with a suitcase Red
had bought for Slim in Chicago.
"Well, you've had ycur final exami

nation," siio said.

"Yeah," nodded Slim. "He told me
I'm as good as new. D'you think I

ain't glad to be gettin' out of here?"

"I'm glad for you, Slim," she
declared, opening the suitcase on the
bed lie had' deserted for good. "It's
beeil a long siege, hasn't it?"
"It was (ill you came out .here !"

Slim began to to^s things into (he suit-

case. "I don't know what I'd have
done if \ou hadn't "

"You don't have to thank me," she
minted. "I wauled to—to take

care of you and get you well again.
Here, that's no way to pack—let me
do i.t S" ,

She began to fold garments and to
pack them neatly, moving from
dressing-chest to bed, and back again,
while Slim completed his dressing.

"Slim," ~he -aid suddenly, "where aro
von going? You're not going back to
that (•amp V
"I've got to, Cally," he replied. "I

reckon the job's almost done, but "

" Slim, I didn't come hero just to
nurse you," she blurted. "I came
because I had to ! When I heard that
you were hurt, I—I realised just how
much you meant to me." Her voice
wavered a little, and it sounded to him
as though there were tears in it. "I
—I found that I loved you—and after
I'd hem here a while I knew that you
loved me, too."
Slim took her in his arms, though

not without a feeling of guilt.

"I think I knowed about it first in

Chicago," he confided in her ear. "I
tried to light against it then 'cause I

didn't know how you felt—and then
there waa Red." He sighed heavily.
"And there still is Red. He loves
you, too, Cally !"

"No J" she cried. "No, Slim, I'm
only a small part of his life. He
never loved anything but gambling and
wandering around and—and line work.
'that's his life."

The door opened, and they started
apart OS Steve Vincent entered the
ward. Ho had been a fairly frequent
visitor, and Cally had come to know
him and to like him.
"Hallo. Cally," said tho foreman.

"Hallo, kid—glad to seo you on your
feet again. Are you all right?"

"Fine, bossi," declared Slim. "I was
just, lixin' to romc back to work."
"Well, that's what I came over to

sec you about." Stove tugged at one
•if his very red oars. "Tho construction
job finished up this morning—but we've
got something better for you in the
• Ocecmti' i 25tb, WSI
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maintenance. This is a good company,
and we know you're a good man."
"Tell him you'll do it, Slim," pleaded

Cally. " Don't you see what it mcansJ?
I'll tell you for him, Steve. He'll
stay !"

"That's fine," said the foreman.
"You just keep listcnin' to her, kid,
and 3'ou won't go wrong. Well, I

gotta get back to the office—I'll see you
later."

He was on his way out when Slim
stopped him with a question.

"Steve, what's Red gonna do?"
"Why," Steve replied, "he got a

wire from Pop Traver about a con-
struction job back East, and I guess
he's gonna take it. So long \"

"Slim," said Cally, after the foreman
had gone, ".you just don't know how
happy it makes me to think of spending
the rest of my life right with you."

She was in his arms again, but Slim's
face was troubled.

" I'm thinkin' about it, too, Cally,"
he said. "You're gonna spend the rest
of your life with me, but not here—not
if Pop needs us ! The first thing we've
got to do is to seo Red and tell him
the truth !"

Once more the door had been opened,
and Red's voice rang out behind them,
harsh and strained :

'• What is it. you wanted to tell me?"
They parted violently and turned to

stare at him, but they did not let go of
one another.
"It ain't much, Red," Slim managed

to say, " but we just naturally fell in
love, and—and we're fixin' to "get
married.''

"t'Oiina get married, eh?" Red bore
the blow extraordinarily well, compress-
ing his lips. "Well, I don't know, that— that oughta work out swell—for you
two. Great!" He advanced with out-
stretched hand. "Good luck, fellow!
Good luck, Cally!"
Almost automatically they shook

hands with him in turn, and then he
was gone. Slim fastened the suitcase on
the bed.
"How soon can you get your stuff to-

gether?" he asked.
"Stuff together?" echoed Cally

blankly. "For what?"
" For travellin'. We gotta get married

right away and catch the first train back
to Pop. llo wouldn't have wired Red
if lie hadn't needed US."
"But—but, Slim "

" We'll get married here and go on
there together."

" Yes," said Cally bitterly, "go on
there—and then go on to another job,

and still another, never knowing which
one will be the last! I wouldn't mind
you being a linesman a little longer,
hero in the maintenance where there's
security and a chance to build a future,
but if you go back to your old gang
I'm going back to Chicago, and we're
not going to be married!"
Ho stared at her in consternation.

Do—do you mean that?" he stam-
mered.

5 e " she said definitely.

"That's what's the matter then!" He
snatched up the suitcase. "Cally, I was
a linesman before you knowed me, and
that's tho one thing about mo I can't
change to suit you. If 5011 figure you
can't stand it, why that's it!"

She walked out from the ward and
lammed the door; whereupon Slim
dived across to a window and opened
it. Down hi the street Red was starting

up his car.

"Hi, Red!" bellowed Slim. "Red!
Wait a minute! Wait—I'm comin' with
yon I"

Cally wfl9 in the hall as he dashed
across it and out (o the steps of the
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building, and she was horrified io see
that he was really going.
"Slim!" she cried imploringly; but

Slim stumbled down the steps and
scrambled into .Red's car.

An Emergency Call

LATE in the evening of the 23rd of
December, Pop and the members
of his gang were seated round a

long table in the dining-room of a
boarding-house in Briukfield, New
Hampshire. They had reached the last

stage of a highly satisfactory meal pro-
pared iiy their tall and buxom landlady,
Mrs. Johnson, and Stumpy's tongue was
wagging.
Down in the south of Illinois the

weather was still mild and pleasant, but
the State of New Hampshire was in the
grip of a blizzard that raged all along
the upper Atlantic coast. The wind was
howling round the boarding-house, t he
air wis thick with snow, and snow was
already two inches deep upon the
ground.
Mrs. Johnson did nor expect any

visitors on such a night, hut the front-

door bell rang suddenly and die crossed
the hall to answer its summons. Red
and Slim were on the top .step, covered
with snow and sheltering from the blast

as well as thoy could in the narrow
porch.
"Mr. Traver?" shivered the landlady

in response to Red's question. " Why.
he's eatin' his dinner! Just come right
in, both of you."
A very warm greeting awaited the two

in the dining-room. Stumpy cried :

"You think I ain't been pinin' for

you boys worse'n that ol' red-head.: d
girl's been pinin' for me?"
"Same old Stumpy!" laughed Red.

" You been talkin' lor twenty years !"

"Mrs. Johnson," said Pop, " these are
the two boys I wanted you to save rooms
for."

Mrs. Johnson said that she guessed
they'd be wanting dinner.

"Well, we sure could stand if," said

Red. "We've been sleepin' and eatin'

in the car for the last five days."
"That's terrible! I'll get you some

right away!"
Stumpy and a man named Lafc Car-

re tson gave up their places at the table,

and Red and Slim sat down to a hearty
meal.

" Well," said Pop, rubbing his hands,
"this looks like old times. Just been
wnitin' for the day when my old gang'd
be around me again."

"Is Joe Braithwaitc still with you?"
inquired Slim.
"No, Joe ain't with mo any more,"

regretted tho foreman. "You see. he
got married, and his wife made him

down and tako a maintenance
job."
"Yeah," chimed in Stumpy, "d'you

think that woman ain't made Joe settle

down worse'n a ground squirrel with
the gout?"
There was a radio set in the room, and

he switched it on right at the beginning
of a news bulletin.

"Storm warnings are flying for the

whole Atlantic coast as far south aa

Richmond," said a voice from the loud-
speaker, "and all air-lines have sus-

pended services. Tho weather bureau
reports a falling temperahiro and rii

wifid velocity, and the storm is mn
westward at the rate of fifty miles per
hour. From all indications, the great

"Boo-00!" Stumpy switched off the
" That guv was i'reczin' 1110 to

death! You think we ain't gonna ha\e
a blizzard? Yon think' you boys ain't

gonna have to wear snow-shoes up them

(Continued on page 27?
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Racketeers caused an old man's death when he held the winning ticket in a sweep*
stake. Two grandchildren, aided by a young reporter, seek the solution of the
mystery and become involved.in a counterfeit swindle. Starring Frankie Darro and

Kane Richmond

"E
:

1 nu i-ucky Sweepstake Number
XTRA ! Sweepstake extra here !

Read your lucky number!
Paper ! Paper ! Read your

lucky number!"
The sturdy, thickset youngster with

the square jaw and fierce, dark eyes
yelled lustily as he hold his papers.
Quite a good trade he was doing, be-
cause a very great percentage of the
American public were investing their
savings every week in sweepstakes and
hoping to get rich quick.

"Hi, gramp!" The boy caught sight
of an elderly man coming slowly along
the street.

"Hallo, Mickey." The old boy held
out a shaking hand. "Give me a
paper—maybe we won."

'Yeah—maybe is right." He handed
his grandfather a paper. "The
chances are a million to one against
you."

"Well, somebody's got to win," said
old man Sanford. "And I might be
that one in a million. Just think, Mike,
you could give up selling papers,
and "

"What, me give up this corner, after
I had to lick seven guys to get it?
Not likely!"
"Hey, kid!" A man rushed up.

"Gimme a paper."
Grandfather began to amble away

with his head buried in the paper.

"I'll see you supper-time, gramp!"
the boy shouted, but the old man was.
so occupied with his paper that he did
not answer.
Old man Sanford went down all the

small prizewinners first, because he

knew he could not hope for a big win,
but when he did not find his name
among the lucky ones he glanced at the
main prizes. Not a hope, of course!
Suddenly his eyes centred on a number.
It was mighty close to his own. He
took out a slip on which he had written
tho number. It was the same.

"Don't tell me you've got a winning
number, Sanford!" a hearty voice ex-
claimed.
The old man looked up eagerly at

the smart, swarthy fellow grinning at

him.
"Look here, that ticket you sold me

—

it's a winner!" Sanford exclaimed ex-
citedly.

"Let me see."
"It is—says so clear as day."
"But that's impossible," the man ex-

claimed, taking- the newspaper, looking
at the paper and then comparing the
number on the slip.

"Why do you say that? It's my
number, isn't it?" Sanford cried.

"That's the same as is on the actual
ticket."

"Then there must be a mistake in

printing the name, that's all." The
fellow put the slip of paper in his

pocket. "These newspapers are always
getting the names mixed up. I'll see
that you get the dough. You go right
home and wait for me."
"That two dollars sixty I gave you is

the luckiest money I ever spent, and as
soon as I get the prize money I'm going
to give you a little present, Jake."

"No, thanks." Jake shook his head
and grinned. "It's your ticket—winner,
take all. I'll be seeing ya."

After a Story

THE City Editor of the "Tribune "

was a busy man. He was in his

shirtsleeves, his hair in disorder,

and between writing and shouting in-

structions he was answering dozens of
'phone calls.

" : Yeah ? Henderson, what you wan! ?

So be threw you out, huh? You «"
right back in there avid get that story

That guy sold his winning ticket, for

ten dollars, and I want to know how he
feels."

"But, boss, I already know how,"
came back the anxious voice of a re-

porter. "He must have been a dummy
the way he expressed himself—he
talked with his hands. He landed mo
a couple of beauties."
"'Make him talk, even if you have to

use a gun on him." The editor slammed
down the receiver and had written

about ten words when the bell shrilled

again. "Hallo, yes—who? We haven't

got anybody by that name. Oh, yes,

we have. Just a minute." He put the

receiver down and bellowed: "Gloria
Sanford—telephone."
A pretty, brown-haired girl hastened

into the office.

"Thank you, Mr. Kendall." She
picked up the receiver. " Hallo, oh,

hallo, grandpa. What's that? You
have a winning number. Some woman's
name on it?" A pause. "Yes,
grandpa—right away." She hung up.

"That's funny, isn't it, Mr. Kendall,
my grandfather "

"I heard you," interrupted tho

editor. "He's" stuck with a phoney
sweepstake ticket. Who sold it to

him?"
December 25tli, 1937.
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" F don't kllOW."
"Mclntyre!" yelled the editor.
"Coming!'' came the answer.
A tall, dark, .strikingly handsome

young fellow rushed to answer his

chief's call.

"This girl's grandfather drew a,

winning number in the sweepstake,"
stated the editor.

"Is that so?" The young fellow
smiled at the girl. "Do you remember,
Miss Sanford, I'm the reporter who
took you out to lunch to-day."
"You'll probably go on paying for

my lunches for a long time," she
answered, and looked at her boss.

"Mr. Kendall says the ticket is a fake."
"A fake?" The smile vanished.

"I'm terribly sorry, Gloria."
"Interview him," barked the editor.

"Find out who's behind it and who sold
it to him. It's a racket. Get all the
dope and we'll bust this graft wide
open."
"Very good, chief."
" Wait a minute." The editor snorted

as the two young people got to the
door. "Romance has spoiled a lot of
scoops, Mclntyre."
"And scoops have spoiled a. lot of

romances," retorted the young reporter.

"Go ahead." The editor, who was
quite human, grinned.

Franco Gives Orders

YOUNG MIKE had sold a good
many of his papers, so he left

his corner and made his way down
the street to the swing doors of the
Red Domino, which was an obvious
night club. He would have entered if

a thickset man in a dark suit had not
come out and gripped him by the
collar.

"Yon stay out a here!"
"Why?" Miko demanded. "Mr.

Franco told me I could come in any
time I wanted."

" Yeah ? Well, I say you can't. Now
beat it!"

"Hey, mister, who'd you think you
are?"
The man retorted by en fling Mike's

ears, and that roused the lad to fury.

He dropped his papers, lowered his

head and charged his tormentor.
Crash ! The big fellow landed on his

back and got up yelling like an enraged
bull. He rushed at the youngster, who
was an adept at street fighting. Mike
dodged and out went a foot. Crash!
The fellow was down for a second time.
Miko leaped on the fallen man and

did his best to strangle him. The man
was on the point of flinging the
youngster from him when Patrolman
IN illy chanced on the scene.

" What's the idea trying to beat up a
kid liko this?" the patrolman de-
manded when the two had got to their

feet. "Shame on you." lie glowered
at the big fellow. "Get going, buddy."
The man slouched away, whereupon the
officer grinned at the boy. "Michael,
mo lad, run along and peddle your
papers."
"Let that be a lesson to you, Barney,

me lad," the boy shouted after his

enemy. "It's a good thing for you
O'Reilly came along when ho did, you
big palooka."
Miko winked at the patrolman, and

after picking up his papers hastened
into tho Red Domino, while the
grinning cop walked down the street to
seo if Barney had any further argu-
ments in mind.

Hut Barney had not stayed. Tn a
side street ho encountered Jake.
"Barney! You're the guy I wanna

see," Jake shouted. "Old man Sanford
just grabbed off a winning ticket on
the sweepstake."

"S.» what?"
December 2Stk, 1937,
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'.'Why, you're the guy that printed
it."

*

"You're kidding."
"That's what you think." Jake

showed the paper and the slip. "You
slipped up some place in numbering
those notes."
"By gee, what do we do?" Barney

gaped at the paper.
"Wo better give Franco the low-

down and find out what to do. Come
on."
The two men hastened back to the

J\c<\ Domino.
Meanwhile, Mike had been stopped

by a waiter.
"Where you going, Mike?"
"I want to see Mr. Franco."
"You can't see Franco now. He's

busy holding a kind of reception with
a lot of folk in his office. Take a seat,

Mike, and stick around."
"Okay, I've got lots of time," nodded

Mike, and parked himself at a table
in the deserted restaurant.
Not quite deserted, because there was

one pasty-faced individual sagging in

a chair with a glass of wine before him.
Mike grinned, because whenever he
came into the Red Domino this drunk
was sure to be there.

In the big office of Mr. Franco were
gathered a number of men who were
standing round a largo desk. Franco,
a dark, pale-faced man with very
intent blue eyes, was addressing them.

"It's in your hand. You can make
this the juiciest racket in the country.
The plates are ready for the next
tickets on the sweepstakes. I'll have
the books here in the next few days.
Then I want each and every one of you
to make a record sale. Our goal ought
to be a million dollars on the next
drawing."
"That's talking, Franco," came the

general answer. "We'll sure get it.

You can count on us."
"Go out and get .your territory

organised. I'm counting on every one
of you." Franco went to a door hardly
visible—it fitted so close to the panelled
walls—and opened it. "Good-day,
gentlemen." There was a satisfied

smirk on the thin lips as he locked this

door and went out to tho outer office.

where a pretty girl with attractively
dyed fair hair sat before a switchboard.
"How did you like the pep talk?"

"It was a masterpiece," agreed Myra,
who had been listening-in. "There isn't

a football coach in the country that
could have done belter." Her eyes
hardened. "Did you mean that soft

soap you handed Clara?"
"Want me to think of you as a

blonde, green-eyed monster?" He
chided and then put his hand on her
shoulder. "Forget it. honey—only
business. If a pat on- the back and a
little compliment make a customer
happy, what harm is there in it?"
"None, I suppose," admitted the

jealous Myra.
"Of course there isn't. Want to do

me a favour?" He smiled as she
nodded eagerly. "Then check with the
engraver about the new plates and
hustle him along all you can."

" I'll call him right away."
Franco went back to his room, and

had scarcely sat down at his desk when
the door burst open. Instantly he dived
his hand into a pocket and whipped out
a gun.

I J is eyes glinted when he saw it was
Jake and Barney.
"What the heck d'you mean bursting

in liko that?" he demanded. "Well,
what's on your mind?" He saw that
something was amiss.

" I peddled one of thoso tickets to
old man Sanford and it turns out to be
a winner," spoke Jake. "Some woman
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out in Ioway has the real number.
There's gonna be a squawk." Ho
tossed the slip on the desk. "There it

is—Kg 131313."
" Sure this is right?"
"Absolutely."
"This isn't one of our tickets,"

Franco looked at Barney.
"There should've been another three

in front of those numbers," Barney
admitted, eyeing Franco nervously.
" I thought I destroyed all of 'em off

that plate."
"You once got seven years in the pen

for th-nkin.;. ' Pianco gjk' with biting
scorn. Then his eyes flashed to Jake.
"I want that ticket back."

" It'll be a cinch to shut up old man
Sanford," Barney cried.

That made Franco even more furious.
"Now get this, you two." He glared
from one to the other. " We're on the
biggest thing we've ever pulled, and
I'm not going to have it messed up by
any rough stuff. Now get that ticket
back."
When Jake and Barney had gone out

by the private way Franco went down to

the main restaurant, and an amused
smile appeared on his face as he noted
young Mike. It was audition morning,
and Del Roy, an agent, had turned up
with a number of acts.

"Hallo, Mi-. Franco," cried Mike.
"Here's your paper."

"Thanks, Mike." He tossed over a
note, "Keep the change, son. Many
a time I've had a paper on tick from
you." He gestured with his hand.
"Care to watch a try-out?"
"Gee, sure

!"

The first act was a girl who tried to

do a step danco and to sing. Miko
frowned and Franco gave an under-
standing nod. The drunken man,
apparently disturbed by the noise,

woke up and hissed loudly.

The agent was furious and tried out
another girl, who was .a singer. The
drunk hissed more loudly, and Mike
thought, he was right. The girl's voice

gave him earache.
" I'm going to sock that drunk,"

cried the agent.
'•'He's my best customer," laughed

Franco. "Opens and closes the club,

serves himself—and pays."
All the rest of the acts were just as

bad, and finally Franco told the agent
to get out and stay away if he could not
produce anything better. This gave
Miko courage.

"Mr. Franco, I don't like to butt in,

but do you need a girl singer?"
"The hoy press agent, huh?" Franco

said with an amused grin. "Don't tell

me that you've got a sister."

"Yeah. How did you guess it?"
"Bring her around. Mike," Franco

chuckled. "I'll listen to her."
" Do you mean it ?"

"Of course."
"When shall I bring her?"
" Any tunc."
"Gosh, Mr. Franco, you sure are a

swell guy." The boy stuttered over his

gratitude. "Gee, I'll be getting along
to tell her."
Mike hurried away. Tho restaurant.

was empty. Franco glanced across at

tho drunk man.

Tragedy

O'.D Sanford was at home by him-
self. Very soon bis two grand-
children with whom ho lived

would be there to rejoice in his good
luck. Ah, someone at the door! It

must he them.
It was Jake and Barney.
"Hallo, Mr. Sanford. Meet my

friend," greeted Jake.
"Glad to meet a winner." Barney
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held out a great hand. "Congratula-
tions."
"My friend's going to fix up things

about that ticket," Jake explained.
"Oh, that's fine," said Sanford.
"Hand over that ticket," muttered

Barney, who was on edge.
"Well, I—er " The old man was

not sure of this burly fellow.

"Make it snappy, Sanford," Barney
cried tersely. "You know it takes time
to fix things like this."
"I can't give anybody that ticket,"

quavered the old man. "It's my only
proof I won."
"But you can't collect with the ticket

in your pocket," argued Barney.
"And I'm guaranteeing this man,"

added Jake.
"I can't give you the ticket." San-

ford was suddenly apprehensive.

It was more than Barney could stand,
and he flashed out a fist that caught the
old man a cruel blow on the jaw. He
crashed back against the table and
rolled to the floor.

"Get his wallet

—

quick!" Barney
shouted.
"Why, it ain't here!" Jake cried

a few moments later, after he had
emptied every pocket. Suddenly he
looked intently at the still figure, and
bent closer. " Why, he's—he's -"

He got slowly to his feet.

Barney heard that note of dread, and
then he peered at the still face. With
a cry he got to his feet.

"I didn't mean to do it, Jake."

Mike on his way suddenly saw ahead
two figures that he recognised.
"Hey! Sis! Sis!" he shouted.

"I've got swell news!"
"We know already, Michael, but it's

not true," Gloria said in grave tones.

"It's not true!" The sixteen year-
old youngster scowled. " What do you
mean, you know already it's not true?
How do you know '!

You weren't there."
" Where? Where's

there?" asked Ed
MeTntyre.

" WT

hat in the world
are you talking about,

Michael?" asked his

sister.

"Wait, a minute!
W ait a minute!
One at a time!" Mike
panted out. "First—

I

just met Mr. Franco.
Second—I told him
you got a swell voice,

with looks, personality

"I'll say she has!"
laughed Ed.

" Quiet ! No re-

marks from the gal-

lery,'' reproved the
boy. " And he says
you can come over any
time you want to and
try out."
"Here, you don't

mean Franco who runs
the Red Domino?"

" Su r o thing.
Why?"" Mike asked
the young reporter.

" You can't sing
there, Gloria," Mcln-
tyre said to the girl in

appealing tones.
"That's just a dive."

" What do you mean
—a dive?" cried Mike.
"It's an Al joint."
"Now, wait a

minute, boys." Gloria
saw that there was
likelihood of high
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words. "-^laybe I'm not good enough
for this dive or joint. Let's get on
home and see grandpa. You see. Mike,
he's got a lucky number, but we fear
it's a phoney ticket."

They let themselves into the small
flat and pulled up with a gasp at sigh!

of drawers open and everything m dis-

array, then Mike saw that motionless
figure on the ground.

"It's grandpa!'' he shouted, and
flung himself down beside the still

figure. He lifted the head and then
gave a cry as he felt blood. He
looked round at the others, "I—I—

1

believe he's dead!"
"How could it have happened'

cried Gloria as she sank on to the sofa.

When the two men appeared in

Franco's room he took one look at

their ashen fates and kis eye- narrowed.
"What did you do—bungle it?"
"I didn't have* nothing to do with

it
!'' Whined .Jake.

"If it isn't a secrei tell me about
it."

"Old man Sanford croaked!" B.

stammered.
"I didn't do it!" Jake shouted

hoarsely.

"We'll go into that later." Franco
;ld 01

ticket.'

held out
go intc

his Ik; nd. "Let's ha

"He wouldn't come through with it.

Barney cried. "I didn't pull any
rough stuff, honest; but he must have
had a weak pump."
"Say, this puts me in a spot," Jake

was shaking with fright. "1 sold the
ticket i,> tin: old man. I gotta get

outa here, and it's up to you to help
me I"

"You couple of fools!" Franco
almost gave way to a wild outburst of

anger. "And now it's up to me to

save your worthless skins. All right,

you mugs, get out to the plant and
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slay there. I'll figure out something
Go on, beat it

!"

Franco was sitting at his desk in

thought when then, came a loud buzz-
ing and a small lamp on his desk
glowed red. He looked at it with a

shade of apprehension. After seeing
that both doors were locked, he went
across the room to a bookshelf, which
swung back when he touched a spring.
Beyond was a small room. A man,
hard of eye, stared intently at Franco.
"I don't often make mistakes in

men," he said harshly, "but I'm won-
dering if 1 didn't when 1 picked you
to take charge of things."
"What do you menu?" asked Franco.
"I know all about the Sanford

mess."
"It was only an accident." Franco's

tone was whining in the same sort ot
way as Jake's. "The boys were living
to get hack a ticket we sold him.''

"Why?"
"It was from the plates we destroyed

—you know, with the right numb .-.

It turtle. | up a winner."
"You should have paid him off."

"What!" Franco gasped. "Si
grand?"
"What's thai to the millions

to make?" gritted out the man. who
was the real uoise behind tins .-

stake- racket.
"But I thought "

"Listen!" harshly interrupted that
hoarse voice. "I'm doing the flunking
tor 1m. :li of us—understand?"

" Ye yes."
" Wlie.e's the ticket
"1 don't know— they couldn't

it."

"If it shows up, pay it. 1-

ele.ll ?"
" You're gh ing the ordi i

-

"Be-t remember that, and we'll get
along fine." The chief's

ominous. " T . know how to deal with
those who fail or disobey me."

find

that

The man was on the point of flinging the youngster from him when Patrolman Reilly

chanced on the scene.
December 25th, 1937,
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Mclntyre Becomes Suspicious

THREE young people sat disconso-

lately on a sofa. The doctor had
been and said that death was due

to heart failure brought on by striking

the base of the skull on (he table.

"Oh, Ed," Gloria sobbed on
Mclntyre's broad shoulder, "why did

anybody do (his to us?"
"Don't worry, honey, we'll straighten

it up." He died to comfort (he girl.

She had adored her grandfather, who
had been so kind (o them when their

parents had died when (hey were mites.

"They went through this place like

a cyclone." Mike stared round with
hard, angry gaze. "I wonder who did

it?"
"I "don't know, but I believe it was

•omebody who was after that ticket.'

"What ticket?"
"Your grandfather's sweepstake

ticket."

"But you said it was a fake."
"It is." Ed drew his brows together

in a frown of bewilderment.
"If it's a fake, what would anybody

want with it?" Miko wanted to know.

"I hesitated to say anything about
Ibis until now, but it's better for you
both to know what you're up against."

Mclntyre was very serious.

"What is all this mystery stuff?"

Mike demanded.
"You needn't be afraid to tell us,"

whispered Gloria, drying her eyes.

"The doctor pronounced your grand-
father's death as due to natural causes
—heart failure—but I am convinced
there is more behind it than that.

Moreover, I think you two have had
your suspicions on account of the dis-

ordered state of this room." Mclntyre
paused. "It is not necessary to call in

the police on account of tho doctor's

verdict, but that depends on what we
(hink is best. Now, lot- us' take a few
facts. First, your grandfather held a

questionable sweepstake ticket with a

winning number. Immediately after

the winner was proved your grand-
father was found dead. And we dis-

covered your house in this condition.

It's obvious that someone was after

that ticket."

"Yeah, but they didn't find it."

"How do you know?" the reporter
asked.
"Because I've got it here." Mike

held out the ticket.

"Where did you get it?"
"Why, it was in the back of gramp's

watch," tho boy answered. "1 guess

he hid it (here when he thought it was
a lucky number. I found (he watch on
tho floor."

Ed Mclntyre turned the ticket over
and held it up to the light.

"It certainly looks like the real

Ihing, " he declared, and looked at

Mike. "I've got a good hunch that

if we found out who sold this ticket

to him we would .solve your grand-
father's death and learn who's behind
the sweepstakes racket."

"I know who sold it to gramp,"
Mike said sharply.

"Who?" asked Gloria and Ed to-

gether.
"A fellow named Jake—he hangs

out over at the Red Domino."
"One of Franco's boys, eh? Doesn't

look so good for Franco." Ed argued.
"Rut Michael tells me (hat Mr.

Franco is a fine man," Gloria inter-

posed.
"And if you think Franco's double-

crossing us, give us the low-down!"
demanded the fiery young Irish news-
buy.

"All that I can toll you is that

Franco lias been mixed up in a counlo
December 25th, 1937.
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of rackets. Mr. Franco is* the brains
of (he whole set-up."

Gloria shook her head.
"Ed, 1 think you're wrong."
"What's more, I'll prove he's

wrong," added Mike.
"How?" questioned Ed.
"Well, I'll bet if I take this ticket

over to Mr. Franco and explain every-
thing to him he'll do all ho can to
help."

" Maybe, though chances are a
thousand to one Franco will (ell you
to run along and sell your papers—or
he'll take the ticket away from you."
Mike jumped up.
" Just to prove you're wrong, I'm

going to take the ticket over to Franco
right now." He strode towards the
door.
"Wait, Mike—you mustn't," pleaded

Gloria.

"Don't worry, Gloria." Ed lifted

his big frame from the sofa. "I'll go
along and see that nothing happens to
him."
There was a sprinkling of diners in

the Red Domino when the two got
there. Mike went off to find Franco,
whilst Mclntyre went into the res-

taurant. The boy would not allow the
reporter to go with him, as he was so

sure that Mr. Franco was on the level.

Mclntyre found a table and had not
been seated more than a few minutes
when a very staggery man rolled to the
table, mumbled some apologies and sat

down. Tho drunk yelled for a waiter
to bring him some brandy.

Franco was sitting in his office think-
about the words of the chief.- He had
to get that ticket back. Bad publicity

might ruin the whole campaign and
he would go out on his ear as a failure.

One of the boys had suggested that the
Sanford kids had the ticket, and he
was wondering about this when a
waiter announced that Michael San-
ford was outside.

"Hallo, Mike!" cordially cried
Franco when the newsboy was shown
in. "How's my pal?"
"Not so good, Mr. Franco."
" What's wrong ?"

"Have you heard about my grandpa
being dead?"
"One of the men told me, Mike. 1

hoped it wasn't true," Franco answered.
"Still, I believe he was an old man.
Probably it was shock that caused
hearU failure. Didn't he have a ticket

that was very close to a winning
number?"
" It was a winning number, " cried

the boy. " What's more, someone came
in and half wrecked the flat."

"Wrecked the flat? What do you
mean?"
"Well, they might have been after

that fake sweepstake ticket somebody
sold my grandpa."
"What makes you think it is a

fake?" Franco asked.
"Well, it's listed as a winning num-

ber, but somebody in Iowa is listed as

owner of tho ticket." Mike fumbled
in his pocket. "I've got the fake

ticket with me. I found it in the back
of my grandpa's watch."

Franco's eyes glistened as Mike pro-

duced the ticket, but he held out his

hand in a casual sort of manner.
"Let me see it, Mike. Maybe I can

help you."
Gee, I knew you would!" Without

hesitation (he (rusting youngster
passed it. over.

Franco studied it thoughtfully, peer-

ing at it through a magnifying glass,

and then placed it before him on his

blotter.
" You think (his is a fake. Is that so,

Miko?"
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"That's how it stands. Mr. Franco."
"As Jake sold you that ticket, I'll

gamble it's the real thing, and, to provo
it to you, I'll make you a sporting
proposition." Franco spoke in a
quiet, serious manner that seemed so
sincere and convincing. "If this ticket
is good it's worth sixteen thousand
dollars, but if it is a fake, then it is

worth nothing." Ho paused. "I'm
prepared to give you five thousand for

it here and now."
"You will?" gasped Mike. "Gee, I

knew you'd help us out somehow."
"Is it a deal?"
"You bet!"
Franco counted out notes to tho

value of five thousand, shook hands
warmly with the grateful youngster,
and told him (o run along home. Rut
when the boy had left he got through
on tho 'phone to Myra—he wanted to

see Bud and Spike at once.
Ed could not help being amused at

the drunk, who kept on making strange
noises.

"You all right?" Mclntyre asked.
"Sorry, old man, but I'm just prac-

tising," mumbled the drunk. "Last
night, when a sour tenor was singing,

I got the hiccoughs and couldn't hiss.

so I'm just getting up steam. Pssss!"
He grinned. "How was that one?"
"Grand! You come here often?"
"Every night."
Mclntyre caught sight of Mike

beckoning him, and he swallowed his

drink hurriedly.
"Excuse me, but I got to be getting

along."
"But the show is coming on in just

a minute. You can hiss with me."
"I'll try to get back." The reporter

knew it was best to humour drunkards.
"You carry on for both of us."

In the lobby Mike waved the money
excitedly.

"Hey. Ed—look what Mr. Franco
gave me !"

"What?" The reporter could not
believe his eyes.

"Five thousand dollars!"
Mclntyre grabbed him and put a

hand over his mouth.
"Don't ever do anything like that

in a place like this," he hissed. "Put
it away. Maybe I had better look

after it."

"I'd like to see anybody get it away
from me," cried Mike, his fists

clenched.
" Let's get out of here before any-

body tries," urged the reporter.

They were hurrying along the street,

which was quiet and deserted, when
two men—Bud and Spike—sprang out
on them. II they had not been taken
by surprise they might have beaten off

the attack, but the two crooks started

tho fight by lamming them over the

head with short lengths of rubber tub-

ing. Mike did manage to land ono
stinging blow to an unshaven jaw
before he was laid low, whilst Ed
landed a wild swing that made his man
grunt. The sound of a police siren

sent the stick-up men scurrying for

safety,

It was Mclntyre who recovered first

and crawled over to the boy.
"Mike—Mike, are you all right?"
The boy sat up. rubbing his bead;

then he remembered and dived bis

hand into his pocket.
"Ed!" he gasped out. "They got

the money!"
"I'm sorry, kid, but I guess that's

just the way Franco planned it."

"We'll go back and see Franco."
Mike staggered to his feet. "I'm gonna
find out I

"And we'll take the law with us,"

added Ed. "I'm ringing the police."
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Franco's Last Chance

YODNG Mike stalked into the Red
Domino with his jaw set. He
pushed into Franco's room with-

out any ceremony with Mclntyre and
two detectives close behind him. Franco
had been expecting some such visit.

"Hallo, Mike! I'm glad you came
back," he cried, all smiles. "I wanted
to talk to you. Mike, you were right

about that dirty rat, Jake. That sweep-
Make ticket, was a fake."
This statement completely .satisfied

Mike, who was somewhat stubborn
where opinions were concerned. He
had made up his mind that Franco
was on the level, and surely this proved
it.

"You knew it was when you bought
it." Mclntyre; had other views.

"Thai's why you sent your thugs to

stage the hold up."
" What hold-up ?"

Franco looked bewildered.
"The one that ju-t got you back your

five thousand dollars," sneered the
1 1 poi ter.

'" So you've been held up and
lobbed?" Franco tinned to the young
Irish lad. " Do you believe that,

Mike?"
"No, Mr. Franco, but it did look

queer. Maybe some guy saw me show
the money to Ed here."
Mclntyre laughed shortly and 'strode

up to Franco's desk.
"If this wasn't a cover-up, why should

you give the kid five grand for a

questionable ticket '.'" he demanded.

"I felt sorry for Mike and his sister

Gloria. I merely took a gambler's
chance," smoothly answered the crook.
"If it worked out, 1 go! sixteen

thousand. If I lost I w ,n out five."

"How did vou know the ticket was no
good?"
"I called Dublin." Franco smiled

with complete assurance. "Then I

called the police."

"Cheek on the telephone company,
will you, lieutenant?" MeTntvie
requested of the chief detec-

tive.

The officer nodded and
took up the 'phone.

"This is Lieutenant Detec-
tive Gray of the Homicide
Squad. I want the superin-

tendent." A pause. "I want,

to know if there's been a call

put in from this 'phone for

Dublin, Ireland. Yeah, I'll

hang on." Seconds later lie

put back the 'phone and
looked at Melnlyre. '.'There

was— about twenty minutes
ago." His eyes were stern

as he faced the smirking
racketeer. "Okay. Franco,

we'll see if we can pick up
your slippery friend Jake.

Sony to have bothered you."
" Not at all. Drop in any

lime."
"This doesn't mean a

thing," Mclntyre said when
the detectives had gone.
"Do you think 1 framed

you?"
Franco gave Mike a sad,

solemn glance.
"No, I didn't Mr. Franco;

it wasn't my idea."

"Okay, Mike, I don't
blame you." Franco took out
his pocket-book. "I'm
awfully sorry about your
money—take this."

"No. thanks," vigorously
cried Mike. " We can't keep
taking money from you

!

Gosh ! It's my fault you'ro
stuck for fivo grand already."
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"Bring jour sister in." Franco
thankfully put the pocket-book away.
"I'll put her to work if she's as good
as you say ghe is."

"Thanks. I'm sure you're going to
like her."
Franco nodded to the repoi i

"I won't objeet at all if you print
what's in your mind in to-night's paper,
Mclntyre," he said in magnanimous
generosity.

" Wouldn't you like the follow-up
better? It'll read something like this:
' Franco mi« " Tribune " for libel.'

"

" Away ahead of me, aren't you ?"

mocked Franco.
"When I break tin's story, Franco, you

won't be in any position to appreciate
it."

"Come on, Ed— come on!"
Mike tugged impatiently at Ins

fiiend's arm. In his mind Ed was a
good fellow, (cut dead from the neck
upwards.
Franco smiled when they had gone,

but the smile vanished when there came
that buzz and the red light. His lc.il

boss flayed him.

"You're a petty larceny crook at

heart, and you'll never be anything
i l-c ." said the cold, condemning voice.

"I made dough before I ever met
vou," snarled Franco. "For two cents,

I'd
"

"No, yon wouldn't, not for two cents,

nor two million. Nobody ever walks
out. on me, Franco. If you make one
more blundering move—if y>u do one
single thing without orders fr

me " The speaker paused, and then
added in a whisper thai u as almost a

hi--. " it will be just too bad !"

The Drunkard's Disguise Penetrated

EDWARD McIXTYRK parked Ins

hat and coat in the cloak-room and
walked slowly, almost reluctantly,

to the entrance, of the restaurant, lie

looked a fine figure of a man in his

chess clothes. Against, his will he had
come to this haunt. Gloria had insisted |
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upon going to see Franco, and she hi d
been given a job in the cabaret; as a
singer. Ed felt he had to go along and
sec 1 that no harm befell her.

Looking across the room, tin; reporter
saw (dona and her brother at a table.
His fingers twitched and his brows
knitted together in a scowd when Franco
appeared and laid his hand on Gloria's
shoulder. The reporter guessed the
slimy trickster v as paying some
compliment. He was quite correct in

his surmise. Somebody else was also
taking a great deal of interest in

Franco, and that was Myra. France)
had been to every rein arsal, and his c<

had taken Gloria home whenever it w. -

wet.
Mclntyre realised that he must find a

fable to sit down at, and grinned as
two people stood up and indicated thai

they were leaving. Scarce had he sat

down when into the restaurant ro

the drunk. He made straight for the
tabic.

"Well, well! If it isn't mj old friend
Mclntyre," he .-aid, swaying on his

feet.

"Hallo!"
Ed was far from cordial in

greet ing.

"Mind it 1 sit?" The drunk souk into

a chair. "You look like you've
jour last million. I low about a little

drink to cheer you up?"
"Suits me. lint, remember, no hiss.

-

when Miss Sanford sings," warned
young man.

'"fist!" It v. as a mixture "i a hiss

and a splutter. The chunk waved his

arms. " Let's have a little

here." A waiter appeared. "Yon know
what I want." Hi 1 peered at Ed
through half-clc i

" \\ hat will

you have?"
"I'll take the same," answered I

'.

u hose v. hole at tention was on the
foml because it was obviOUS thai

baud were yetting ready For -one act.

Sine c nough, Gloria was to sing.

Gloria sang divinely, and the crowded
restaurant were enthusiastic.

It's grandpa I
" he said. I believe he's dead 1

"
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waiter arrived with two glasses on a

tray and placed the tray on the table.

Ed glanced round ami noticed that one
glass was not as full as the other, and
though it was closer to the drunk, whose
name was apparently Reggie, ho reached
over and took it. Reggie's drink was
certain to he red-hot, so he took a
small sip. Then he took another sip

and glanced round at Reggie, who was
swaying on his feet and yelling

"Encore." Finally, a head-waiter per-

suaded Reggie to sit down, and with
an inane grin at Ed picked up the
remaining glass. He tossed down the
drink and then gulped as he clutched
his throat.
"Was that too strong?" Ed inquired.
"No. Bad liquor!" growled Reggie.

" I'm going home."

The reporter noted that he walked
remarkably stead;,. He tossed a dollar-

note on to the table and went out After

him.
"You're leaving early, Mr. Whitley,"

lu' heard the cloak-room attendant
remark.

" Yes, not feeling too good."
Reggie Whitley rolled up the stairs of

a comfortable apartment-house, fumbled
in his pockets, sang a song in raucous
tones, and, after much fumbling, got a

key into the yule lock. The door opened,
and he staggered inside. He proceeded
to lock the door and to become at once
completely sober. He was studying
.some letters when there came a knock
at his door. He swung round, eyeing
the door apprehensively, and, finajly, his

hand in one pocket, unlocked the door.

The reporter walked into the room.

"Well, well, look who's here! Come
in—come right in!"

" That sarsaparilla seems to be a

mighty potent drink, old man."
" Yes, potent enough for all prac-

tical purposes." Whitley waved him to

a chair as he spoke. "So you have
found me out, Mclntyre. I don't know
if it was deliberate or accidental. How-
ever, it, doesn't make any difference—the
result is the same."
Ed, with a wave of his hand, refused

(he offer of a chair.

"What's the big idea?" he demanded.
"I'm investigating the counterfeit

sweepstake tickets that are flooding the
country."
"You seem to know me. but I don't

know you. I thought I knew most of

the boys in the department. I'm crime
reporter to the. ' Tribune,' as I expect
yon know."
"Yes, and if you had recognised me,

I'd have been disappointed," Reggie
said with a grin. "You see, I just work
up the evidence and turn it over to
someone else to handle. I never appear
in court—publicity would ruin my use-

fulness."

Ed nodded.
"Oh, I see—an undercover man."
Convinced thai he had found an ally,

young Mclntyre accepted a drink and a

cigarette.
" Y'ou must have discovered something

I hat led you to I he Red Domino."
"Suspicions

—

that's all," Reggie said,

sipping his drink. "And I was jusl
about ready to conclude I was wrong
when you made your first appearance.
1 know how vou news-hounds ferret out

stories, and 1 guessed that the sweep-
stake racket must have led you to the
Red Domino. Have you struck any
leads?"
"Until to-night T thought I was up

against a blank wall."
"You mean you Stumbled fii

something?"
"It was more good luck than any-

thing else." Ed admitted. "About a

yeai ago I was able to help out a girl

who was in a jam with the police and
December 25th, 1987,
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she has a bit of a record. Maybe you
know her—Myra George?"
"The name isn't familiar."
"I saw her to-night at Franco's."
"Does she know him?"
" Undoubtedly. She works at the

club," Ed answered. "And I should
imagine she's as well in with Franco as
she was with some people in the
restaurant this evening. I saw her smile
across at him."

"This is great, news!" cried Reggie
excitedly. "A fling at the bright lighl

with Myra. and I'll soon know every-
thing about this racket."

" A swell idea, but there's one thing
wrong with it."

"What?"
Reggie looked puzzled.
" I'll do the wining and dining with

her," Ed said in determined tone-.

Reggie argued, but Ed got his own
way. They parted the best of friends.

Ed went hack to the restaurant, and
when Myra was left alone at a table,

went across and asked her to dances
The girl seemed delighted to see him,
and when later on he suggested going
to a theatre one night she accepted
gladly.

Jake Becomes Panicky

McINTYRE spent quite a lot of
money on Myra, and tried to act
as if he were crazy about her.

Ed's editor had advanced the money
with the warning that Ed was likely to

be out on his ear if he did not bring off

a scoop.
Tho young reporter spent a whole

week taking the girl out, and he
thought that it was going to be easy to

get something from Myra. Gloria
seemed to be always at tho Red Domino.
Owing to the hours she had given up
her job at the "Tribune." The pay for
her act was three times as much as her
salary as a typist, and Franco was talk-
ing about a contract at most
advantageous terms.

Dne night Myra allowed Ed to escort
her home, and he noted that her apart-
ment was quite luxuriously furnished.
She must be well in with Franco to

afford a sitting-room.
"Mind if I ask you a question?"
"Not at all."

"How long have you known
Franco ?"

"I met him when I was singing in a
cabaret at the Red Domino," she smiled
at him. " Didn't know I could warble,
did you?"
"No."
"I'll sing you a number that was

written especially for me."
Myra may have been pretty, but Ed

thought her voice compared with

t

(iloria's was rotten, but he had to listen

and pretend to think it was the must
marvellous song he had ever heard. It

was some while before ho could lead the
conversation back to Franco.

" Why are you so interested in

Franco?"
Her eyes watched him steadily.

"Well, I did you a good turn once«,

Myra, and now you can help me out."
He tried to sound non-committal. "It's

my job lo chase round after stories, and
my chief is trying to shut a campaign
about the city's night life." .

"You waul something on Franco?"
I lei voice had hardened. "I can't say
I bear the man any great love, so maybe
1 can help you. What do you want?"
The 'phone in her room rang. "Excuse
me a moment ."

Myra closed her bed-room door.
" Yes, Spike, he's here now. Don't

make any mistakes. Two of the boys
will be around in a few minutes?
Okay!"

It was a minute or so before Myra
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came back to Ed, who was kicking his

heels with impatience.
"Sorry to have left you," Myra said

as she sat down on a couch beside him.
" Some stupid dressmaker would bother
me. Now, what is it you want to know
about Franco?"
"You've been at the Rod Domino

some time, so I should imagine you
know quite a lot," Ed answered. "Does
he do anything else beside run the Red
Domino ?"

There came two rings at the bell, and
Ed felt like swearing.
"Now, who can that be?" Myra

cried. "Oct rid of whoever is at the
door, Ed, and I'll tell you."
Unsuspecting, Mclntyre opened the

door, and instantly two men leapt at

him. Taken by surprise, the reporter
was thrown to the floor, but he managed
to get to his feet. He crashed his (1st

into one ruffian's face before the other
thug got in a blow on the back of his

head.

There was an early rehearsal the next
morning at the Red Domino, and
Franco, as usual, was present to listen

to Gloria sing a new number.

"That was excellent, Gloria." lie cried
approvingly. " We'll use that number
in the show to-night."
"Do you want to try it again, Mr.

Franco ?"

"No, Gloria, that'll do."
"Mr. Franco." A waiter appeared.

"May I see you for a moment, please?"
' Franco went out of hearing.
"What is it?"
"Jake's in your office, boss."
Franco muttered a curse under his

breath and hurried away to see what
had brought Jake to the club.

Mike and_ Gloria were left, alone.

"Gee, sis, you were tops," Mike told

his sister. "I've been practising an act,

and I want you to see it. Then you can
tell me if it's good enough to show to

Mr. Franco. If you think it's any
good, then we might do a brother-and-
sister act."

Gloria had known that her brother
was tough. He was a grand little boxer
and very quick with his feel. At the
local gymnasium lie had been quite I he-

star pupil. Now the boy did a step-

dancing act that amazed her. Not only
was the dancing in good time, but he
mixed his dancing with handsprings,
balancing, and daring cart-wheels.

"That was good," Gloria said when
he had paused for want of breath.

" You really like it ?"

"I really do. Why don't you go and
talk to Mr. Franco right away?"
Mike grinned.
"I'm practically there," he cried i~

he wriggled into his coat. "Better
come with me, sis."

Franco stormed into his office and
glowered at Jake.
"What do vou mean by coming

here?"
"They brought that reporter to the

hide-out," stated Jake angrily. "I'm
not going to be in on another murder.''

" You're not, eh ?"

"No. I'm skipping the country."
Franco eyed the cringing crook.
"Maybe you had better get out."

He went to his desk and Stared intently
al Jake. "But why are vou so certain
thai Mclntyre will be killed?"

Neither of them had heard the door
open.

" Well, you know what happened to
old man Sanford?" sneered Jake.

" Maybe you had better get_ Out,"
Franco answered. "The Sumaria sails

at midnight. See that you're on board."
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Franco saw Jake's hand go to his

pocket, saw the man's staling- eyes, and
swung round in his chair. In the door-

way were Gloria and young Mike.

Prisoners

MIKE had listened in horrified

amazement to this callous con-

versation. His quick temper was
roused at the manner in which this

smooth-tongued rascal had gulled him.

"You double-crosser,'' Mike shouted.

"Saying you were my friend and kill-

ing my granddad ! And now you're

planning to do the same to Ed."

"Close the door, Jake," rapped out
Franco, and then he looked at the boy.

"I'm sorry you found out, Mike."

Gloria, not quite comprehending what
this all meant, was pushed into the room
and the door locked behind her. She
saw Jake covering them with a gun.

"What, does I his mean?" she de-

manded.
"It means that Mr. Franco is re-

sponsible Jfor grandpa's death," cried her
brother.
"I'm sorry you came in here, Gloria,"

Franco said in his smooth way. "I'm
very fond of you—and Mike. But this

makes everything a little different.

Jake, tell Spike to bring the closed car

to the side entrance."

"What are you going lo do?" fearfully

demanded the girl.

"What can I do ? I'm sending you
and Mike home." Franco turned his

attention to Jake. "Tell Spike to hurry,

and then you'd better beat it."

When alone, Franco paced his room.
Though a crook, he was not all had.
To make things safe. Gloria and Mike
should be taken for a ride, but the girl

was so beautiful that he had not the

nerve to give the order. Perhaps if be
locked them up in the hide-out and
waited till the money had come in for

the sweep tickets he could make a get-

away out of this racket, taking Gloria
with him. IIo was certain that his
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plausible tongue and the fact that lie

had money would make this a simple
matter. He had an overwhelming con-

fidence in his own powers to attract the

opposite sex.

Franco was busy making his own plans
when Myra walked into his room, and
the woman was in a foul temper.
"What's going on between you and

this Sanford girl?"

"You're nor idiot enough to beliei

I care anything about her, are yon'.'"

he questioned.

"She's been here about a week, and
all the time you've been following her
around like a dog on a leash."

"I had to play up to her after what
happened to her grandfather."
"By sending her home mo>t days in

your car? I saw her go off this very
afternoon."
"Myra. I'm not sending her home.

I'm sending her
"

"I don't care where you're sending
her," Myra stamped her foot. " Rut
I'm walking out of here once and for

all."

Franco jumped up in alarm. "Don't
be so hasty, my dear," he cried. "If
you'll just listen a minute "

"Not a. minute! Xot half a minute!
I'm through!" she stormed. "I'd hate
to be in your boost. The police picked
up Jake a little while ago." She paused
at the door, her face twisted into a
mocking grin. "Just think that over."

Franco bit his lip and fingered his chin
nervously. Once more he paced • his

room. Perhaps it was as well Myra
was getting out— she would nut interfere
with his plans. He must think quickly.
Jake would not talk at first, but if the
cops put the third degree on that yellow
crook he would talk and lite whole
racket would be exposed. Franco knew
he must get out of the district with all

speed. He grabbed up the 'phono and
found that it was through to the ex-

change—Myra had evidently gone. He
dialed a number.

10

"Hallo, Franco speaking. When . 1

those new tickets be ready?" He 5]

to hear that they were all ready. "Fine
— deliver them to me here immedi-
ately."

Little did he know that Myra
been on the point of leaving when he
had made his call and that --lie had
listened in to his conversation,
listened in and heard him make n

calls.

Within an hour a great pile

tickets were delivered and those I

feverishly sorted into bundles. He was
finished when a number oY men were
admitted to his room.

"Boys, I called you here because I've
got to go to Palm Beach on business,
and I waift you to get started sel

the books," he announced. "I may be.

gone for some time and 1 don't iva

absence to keep you from making
clean-up."

"We're not likely to run into any
trouble, are we?" one seller asked.

"Not at all. Tf there is any suspicion
on the part of the police, they'll be
watching me down there. Thai will

clear the way in all the oihci districts,-
"

Franco tinned to one man who had
brought out a cheque book. "1 •.

use cheques—I said cash."

The sellers had to pay for their I
1

in advance. On settling-day thej were
able to claim a refund for any tickets
not sold. There was a large pi

1

.

notes on Franco's desk when the -'

left. He chuckled as he sti 1 .it. all

tins wealth, but he would
smiled if he had known that. Myra was
at that moment talking to the

"Franco's cashing in all the fcj

and planning on making a gi taw ly. )

should imagine that he would -••

to the plant liist - you can catch
there."

Meanwhile. Jake w as breal n

a terrific grilling-, and the police I,

that it would not be long before the
rascal talked.

The scrap developed into a rough
and tumble.

December 25th, 193
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In the Nick of Time

GLORIA and Mike were taken in

the closed car for a long ride and
they guessed the car was dodging

about so that they should not know the
direction taken after leaving the Red
Domino. They were blind folded and
led into a building, which Mike guessed
was some sort of warehouse. They were
pushed into a room. The other occupant
was Ed.
The three prisoners found that there

were massive bars over the windows, so

that escape seemed impossible. The door
was too strong to forced and moreover
Spike and two other gangsters were act-

ing guard in the outside room. —
It was young Mike who thought out

a daring idea.

"Ed, corno and give me a boost up
here," Mike called out.

"What's the idea?" Ed demanded.
"See this bit of panelling where it

ends and see that picture rail ?" whis-
pered Mike. "Well, I can stand on
one and cling to the rail if you give
me a boost up. Then you hammer on
the door and say you want a drink of

water. Tell them anything, but get
them in here."
"I get it," Ed nodded, and gave the

youngster a lift up. "But they'll see
you."
'The door will open and hide me.

Besides, these mugs won't suspect any-
thing—they're too dumb!"
Ed hammered on the door.
"Hey, you 1" he 6houted hoarsely.

"flow about a drink of water?"
"Dry up," came a hoarse answer.
"I want a drink!" Ed renewed his

hammering. "I've got to have some
water. Miss Sanford's fainted."

"All right. I'll give you some water,"
came the reply.

One of tho other toughs derided that

it would be best to go with Spike just

in ease the prisoners tried anything. He
unlocked the door and Spike walked in

carrying a jug. The other thug followed,

keeping Ed covered with a gun.
"Here, what's the game?" demanded

Spike, seeing Gloria near the window.
"If you think you can play tricks you're
mistaken."
Very quietly Mike pushed the door so

that it did not get between him and the
gunman, then the boy jumped on the
hitter's back and brought him crashing
to the ground. Spike turned to see

what was happening, and Ed hit him
squarely on the point. The scrap de-
veloped into a rough and tumble.
The third gangster heard the commo-

tion and rushed to the rescue. Mike was
on his feet and crouching by the door.
As it burst open, his hand shot out and
gripped the man's wrist. A twist and
a gun went clattering to the floor.

The expression on Mike's face was one
of savage delight as he banged his fist

into the mans fare. The fust gun-
man got to his feet, saw that Spike was
holding his own with Ed and gripped
Mike by the shoulders. The three went
down in a heap.
Spike was hurled backwards by

another great blow and sprawled on the
floor. He tried to reach out for a
fallen gun, but Ed kicked it into a
corner. Spike staggered up and stopped
another punch that put him out for the
count.
Meantime, Mike was getting a batter-

ing between the two crooks, but he was
handing out punishment in spite of the
uneven odds. Ed dragged one gunman
away, held him with one hand and
socked him. That was two of them out.

Tho third dived for the gun that had
been wrenched from his hand, but Mike
look a running dive at the man and
down he came with a crash.
When Franco entered the building he
l> inliPr »th. 1937.
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heard sounds of fighting,, and drawing
his gun softly tiptoed up the wooden
stairs.

"Give me the gun," Ed ordered as
Mike picked up the weapon. "See if

you can find something to tie these rats
up with."

"All right," Mike answered, and
tossed Ed the gun.
Ed Mclntyro watched the battered

crooks closely whilst Mike prowled
round the room in search of something
to use to tic up their prisoners; finding
nothing he went out of the room and
began to explore. He found a spiral

staircase that went down into tho base-
ment. Franco came into the guard-room
about a minute after Mike went down
the spiral staircase.

"Keep quite still." Ed was keeping
a watchful eye on the gangsters. " You
can stand up, but don't try anything as
I shan't hesitate to shoot."

Spike and one man got to their feet,

but the third was likely to stay out for
a long while.
"Nice party we're having," Ed said

with a mocking grin.

"Yes, isn't it?" drawled a voice be-
hind him. "Drop that gun! Crude of
you not to invite me. I hope my
presence is not an intrusion. I hate to
embarrass anybody, especially a young
lady."
Never suspecting any danger,

Mclntyre had stood with his back to the
half-open door. Franco had been able
to slip into the room unobserved. No-
thing for the reporter to do but drop
the gun.
But the drawling voice of Franco had

been overheard by the returning Mike.
There was a fanlight over the- door and
by standing on a chair he could see
through the dirty glass. Franco was
standing within a yard of the door with
tho gun in his right hand and his elbow
bent. Mike got down, quietly turned
the handle and suddenly flung wide the
door, which caught Franco a violent
blow on the funny bone. Scarce had the
howl of agony left his lips than he got
a violent blow in his stomach from a
hard fist. He reeled back and that gave
Mike time to grab up his gun.

"Get back there, all of you." Mike
menaced Franco and the two gangsters.
"I'm kinda itching to try out this gat
on somebody." His keen eyes saw the
bulging portfolio that Franco had been
carrying. "Hold the gun, Ed, whilst
I see what's in this." He tossed the
gun to the reporter. "I bet my five

thousand is in here."
"Suro it is and plenty more."

Franco gave a resigned shrug of his

shoulders. "Help yourself."

. "No, thanks, Mr. Franco," muttered
Mike, after glancing inside the case and
noting that it was bulging with money,
lie tossed it carelessly into a chair.

"Say, Ed, what d'you think I found
down in the basement? A printing
press and about a million of those
phoney sweepstake tickets."

"That settles everything," Ed
answered. "Mike. I guess it would be
wise if you took Franco's car—or any
car you can find—and go after the
police."

"I think Gloria had better go alone,"
decided Mike. "You might need some
help."
Up the spiral staircase came Reggie

Whitley. He made no attempt to

deaden his footsteps. Boldly he walked
into tho room and grinned as Mclntyre
covered him with a gun.

" Well, well, this is a pleasant sur-

prise." Reggie surveyed the scene with
an amused grin.

"Hallo, Whitley." The reporter

lowered his gun point. "Mike, meet
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Mr. Whitley. He's a special investiga-
tor on the case."
"You were the drunk," Mike said in

admiring tones. "Corks, and I thought
you were genuine."

If Ed and Mike had taken more
notice of Franco they might have got
a warning from the look of terror on his
shifty face.

"Well, the Press seems to have won
again. Like me to take charge?"
mildly suggested Reggie. "Just as you
like, of course."

"Sure, take over these prisoners,
Whitley." Ed handed over the gun. "I
want to get on to my paper and let

them have the story. MayDe I should
call the police?"

" No." Reggie's voice had changed
suddenly. The gun was pointing at the
reporter. "This story is one your paper
is never going to print, Mclntyre."
"What do you mean?"
"That you got me wrong." sneered

Reggie, and then his eyes nan owed to

mere slits as he stared at the terror-

stricken Franco. "So you thought you
woidd run out on me, you rat! You
know what happens to double-crossers ?"

The gun roared, and Gloria gave a
scream of horror as an expression of
agony twisted Franco's face. His hands
clasped his stomach and then with an
awful groan he dropped in a heap,
squirmed for a moment or so and then
was still.

Men stealthily approaching the disused
warehouse heard that shot. Lieutenant-
detective Gray gave the signal to his
men to hurry.
Whitley laughed as he stared down at

the dead man, and then his gun swung
round to cover the shrinking girl.

"Look here, Whitley." Ed was des-
perate with fear for the girl he loved.
"These kids had nothing to do with
this. If they promise to keep their

mouths shut, will you let them go?"
"There's only one kind of people that

never talk," was the ominous reply of

the killer. "I'm taking no chances."
Whitley's finger tightened round the

trigger, but before he could carry out
his fell purpose a voice rang out from
the doorway.
"Drop that gun !"

Whitley swung round, saw the police

at the door and swung up the gun, but
ho fired a split second too late. The
cop had shot first. The bullet smashed
the arch crook's shoulder. A moment
later he was being handled none too
gently by the lieutenant's men.
"In the nick of time." gasped Ed

"That's the man you're after." II

pointed to Whitley. "He's the ring-

leader."
"Put the handcuffs on the whole

bunch." the officer ordered. "And take
'em in."

"You put up a great fight, Ed."
Gloria said as the three went down to

a waiting car.

"Mike did most of the fighting," Ed
answered, with one arm round her waist,

"But you deserve all the credit."

"Nothing more than Mike."
"Let's forget it," suggested the young

hero. "We'll just keep it in the family."
"Haven't I anything to say about

this?" Gloria argued.
"Not a thing!" chuckled Mike.

"I'm the head of this family."
"Oh, no you aren't." Ed answered

with a possessive glance at the >mil in l:.

happy girl.

"Well. T was." murmured Mike, and
winked slyly and approvingly at his

brother-in-law to be.

(By permission of Pathe Pictures, Ltd.,

starring Frankie Darro as Mike, Kane
Richmond as Ed, and Phyllis Fraser as

Gloria.)
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EPISODE 13—

" The Rustlers' Round-up "

The Hunters Snared

KENTUCKY WADE and his brohc
hit the surface of the river,

vanished in a terrific smother of

spray that shot into the air with an
explosive effect reminiscent of the burst-

ing of a bombshell, then came into
view again as the cascade raised by
then- plunge was pattering in a myriad
drops on the bosom of the torrent.

Kentucky had parted company with the
saddle, but was clinging to the olf

stirrup, and he hung on as his pony
started to swim for the far bank.
Before man and beast were- halfwaj
across the river, however, the blatter
of gunplay was resounding in their

ears, and leaden slugs were smacking
into the water all around them.

Looking back at the cliff-top from
which he and his mount had dived,
Kentucky san the figures of the Indians
and the half-breed Buckskin silhouetted
against the blue skyline. They were
blazing viciously at the • v-ib'i >u

t y, but
their marksmanship was poor, and rl

was without SO much as a scratch I hat

the fugitive and his horse gained the
opposite bank of the Gila River.

A few seconds later Kentucky and the
palomino were under cover of a belt

of thickets that ranged along the edge
of the water, and from the shelter of
those thickets the onetime officer of
the law focused his attention on his

enemies again.

They had ceased fire and seemed to
be holding a powwow, and although
they gazed frequently across the river,

it was clear that none of them possessed
tho courage to imitate Kentucky's
reckless example and plunge from the
summit of the bluffs.

Apparently deciding to admit them-
selves baffled, they at, last, wheeled
round and cantered away, and from his
vantage-point Kentucky saw Buckskin
separate himself from the troop of
Indians, striking off in the direction of

Brimstone City, while the red men
made tracks for their native village.

As for Kentucky, he now proceeded
to follow the river downstream, seek-
ing a means of returning to the oilier

side »f it. But he had been riding
for an hour and a half before the
beetling and insurmountable heights
thai guarded it on the west finally
levelled out into a stretch of -hallow
pasl u reland.
There was a fold ill this reach of

the river, (on. and at the urge of its

master's heels the palomino -plashed
ii- way to the far bank. Then, as it

plodded on to dry ground, Kentucky
turned its head northward and set out
for Brimstone.
He rode at, a fa-t clip, and another

hour or so must have elapsed when
suddenly he espied a. lone horseman
is-iiing from a (left in a bunch of low
foothills ahead of him—a horseman
whom he immediately identified as

Buckskin, and who was no doubt
returning from a, brief visit to town
Recognition was mutual, and with-

out the support of his Indian allies

Buckskin speedily betrayed the fad
that there was a streak of cowardice
in him, for he -awed abruptly on the
reins of his mustang and made a- if

to turn tail.

Before he could resorl to llighl, how-
ever, Kentucky swung right-about and
galloped off himself— not because he
was scared of the half-breed, but
because he had done some pretty fast
thinking in the moment, of clapping
eyes on the man.

lie wanted to capture Buck-kin. and
to lake him alive, in the hope of forcing
him to reveal the name of the
scoundrel who was the secret, leader of
that, organisation which had terrorised
Paradise Valley. But, he knew that in

ils "fagged" condition his palomino
1 was not. likely to overhaul the half-

breed's mustang in a chase, and
therefore he had hit u|>on the notion

of enticing Buckskin to play the
of pursuer and luring him into a trap.
Buckskin was fooled by the ruse.

Recovering his nerve as he
Kentucky spurring away in appai'i

alarm, he promptly kicked his heels
mto his pony's flanks and charged •

the ex-deputy, ami although a fair
di-i auee separated him fr.nn h

he presently drew his gun and pumped
lead at, the fugitive.

Not one of the shots discharged^ Iiy

Buckskin came anywhere near K<

tucky, but ihe half breed had an oxer-
rated opinion of his skill with lire,-,'.

and consequently he did not doubt
he had scored a hit, when (h

man pitched sideways from his I

all at once.
Kentucky was riding a! the time

o\ er an c\ panse of ground that

littered with big rocks, and he rolled

out of view amongst tho boulders. Th <>,

a- he heard Buck-kin approaching to

the tune of drumming hoot's,

scrambled up and tveaved ins .; /

through the clustering rocks until he
was some twenty or thirty paces
i he scene of his fall,

lb' was unscathed, of course, and he
Was Hone the wor-e for the fcUIllbll

had purposely taken, for he knew how
to throw himself to the ground from :>

galloping br ; \\ iihout susti

in jury .

Into the bargain he was c!ut<

a lariat which he had removed froin

his -addle-peg an instant before ho had
left his horse's back, and,
equipped, he wailed until Buckskin
reached the -|">t where he. Kent
had dropped from his mount
The half-breed drew rein, and failing

to descry the body of his foe, started
lo ride, through the rocks in a puzzled
fashion; and he was slill searching
Kentucky when a ];i<-n snaked towards
him as if from nowhere, the

falling neatly over his head ..' d
shoulders.

Divembrr' L'atli.
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That noose was dragged taut as it

encircled him, and. his arms pinned to

In- sides. Buckskin was wrenched out
of the saddle and thudded heavily to

the ground—so heavily, indeed, that

several seconds elapsed ere he was able
to collect his wits.

By the time the half-breed had
regained his feet Kentucky was beside
him, and, held powerless by the coil

of rope, the swarthy captive turned a
scared face towards the whito man as

the latter gripped him by the shoulder.

"I wasn't sure that a smart man like

you would fall for so old a trick.

Buckskin," Kentucky said tersely.
" But now I've got you where I want
you I reckon you're going to do some
talking."
A hint of defiance appeared on the

half-breed's evil countenance.
"You won't get notin' outa me,

Wade," he panted.
"No?" Kentucky drawled. "We'll

see about that later. But first I'm
takin' you to a safe place, and I

reckon none could be safer than that
hide-out- you and your friends once
used. We aren't so very far from it,

Buckskin, and it's the last place, any
of your outfit would be liable to drop
in on."
He was referring to the cavern in

which Larry Munro had formerly been
imprisoned, and not long afterwards
he was conveying Buckskin through the
tumbling waterfall that screened it.

Then, gaining that same compartment
wherein Larry had been confined, he
lashed the half-breed securely to a
chair and took every precaution to
assuro himself that there was no chance
of the roguo escaping.
Having satisfied himself on that

score, he left Buckskin to his own
bitter thoughts and made tracks for
Brimstone, and, reaching the township
a* the sun was going down in the west,
he was entering the main street at a
trot when he saw Larry Munro come
out of the Silver Dollar saloon

He hailed the owner of the Circle D
and cantered up to him. Then, after
dismounting and tethering his bronc to
the Silver Dollar's hitch-rail, ho laid
a hand on his friend's shoulder.

" I'm glad you haven't left town,
Larry," he declared. "I've got plenty
to tell you, and it's in connection with
the gang that's been trying to fasten
,t strangle-hold on Paradise Valley."
Larry Munro eyed him ruefully
"I'm through with Paradise Valley

and its troubles, Kentucky," he said.
'I've sold the Circle D, and Driscoll's
got (he deed to the outfit."

"Driscoll did have the deed to the
Circle D," was (he qui el rejoinder,
"but I've got it now, paidner, and I'm
handin' it back to you."
He produced the document in

question, and tinning it over to Larry,
h" launched into an account of tho
incidents that had led up lo Tobias
Diiscoll'.s death and the ultimate
capture of Buckskin.
"As to selling your ranch, Larry,"

he finished, "you were tricked into
that transaction, as you can see now
-and before he died Driscoll admitted

it so he could go out with a clean slate.

Consequently, I reckon you can tear
up that deed and still call the Circle D
j our own.
"But that isn't all, Larry," he added.

"Driscoll also told me that he'd
discovered the main vein of your
platinum strike wasn't in Apache Gulch
at all, but in the north-oast corner of
your range

—

which is something you'd
better check up on when you've gol the
time to do it."

There was a short silence, during
which Larry Munro seemed at a loss

for words that would express his
December 25th, 1937.
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emotions, though the look on his face

was eloquent of the gratitude' he felt

for all that Kentucky had done. Then
the latter spoke again.
"By the way, Larry," he asked,

" have you seen Judge Lawrence around
anywhere?"
The other nodded towards the saloon.
" He's in there, along with the

sheriff," he rejoined.
Without further discussion Kentucky

mounted the steps of the Silver Dollar
and thrust his way through the swing-
doors of the bar-room, and, Larry
following him, the two friends had
hardly entered the premises when a tall

man accosted them.

Ho was Matt Keeler, proprietor and
editor of the "Brimstone News," and
he came forward and greeted Kentucky
heartily.

"Hallo, Wade," he said. "How are
you? Would you and Larry care to

join inc in a drink?"
"Not now, thanks," Kentucky re-

fused. "I've got to talk to Judge
Lawrence and the sheriff."

A flicker of something more (ban
mere interest revealed itself in Keeler's
eyes.

"Say, has anything happened that
might make news for the paper?" he
asked.
"Maybe," was the non-committal

reply. "I'll let you know later, Mr.
Keeler."
, Already Kentucky had discerned
Judge Lawrence and the sheriff seated
in one of a row of alcoves, and
having Keeler, he strode across to the
two representatives of the law, with
Larry Munro at his heels. Then,
when he and his friend had joined the
sheriff and the judge, he drew a pair
of heavy curtains that enabled him to

render the alcove more private.
"Gentlemen," he began, "I'm sorry

to bust in on your conversation, but
I've got a little job to do and I need
your help to make it legal."

"Yes?" Judge Lawrence queried.
"What kind of a job?"
"I've got that fellow Buckskin and

I'm holding him a prisoner out in the
hills," Kentucky explained. "I want
to charge him with complicity in the
killing of Tobo Driscoll—aside from
which I think we might be able to grill

a lot of information out of him con-
cerning the gang that's been terrorising
this section."
Both the judge and the sheriff were

sitting bolt upright in their chairs now.
"What's that you say?" the sfc

jerked. " Tobe Driscoll's dead and
Buckskin had a hand in his murder?
Then why the heck haven't you brought
that half-breed into town?"
"Because I doubt if he'd ever reach

court," Kentucky returned. "I've

j
i t — I (old you I believe we can get him

to spill plenty of information, but the
men he's liable to betray would make
sure he didn't talk—even if they had
to shoot him while he was in gaol."

He went on to relate the narrative
he had already detailed to Larry
Munro. Then he put forward a

proposition he had in mind.
" My idea is for you, Judge Lawrence,

(o try Buckskin right where I'm
holding him," he said, "and give him
the chance of turning State's evidence.
Docs that idea meet with your
approval?"
"Where have you got him?" the

judge asked.
"In a cave back of a waterfall on

Driscoll's range. Larry here was a

prisoner in that cave himself, after he
was ransomed from the Indians by that

gang of kidnappers."
Old man Lawrence frowned, and then

shook his head.
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"No," he murmured. "I'm afraid
your notion is a bit too irregular,
Wade. But I'll tell you what we could
do. The sheriff hero could quietly
escort Buckskin to Yuma, and he could
bo brought to a speedy trial in the
courthouse there—before anybody could
' get ' at him."
"Judge," Kentucky declared, "that's

a good idea "

He stopped abruptly. His attention
had been focused on Lawrence, but
suddenly, out of the corner of his eye,
he had detected . a slight fluttering of
the curtains that screened the alcove
from the main bar-room, and suddenly
he knew that someone had been playing
the role of eavesdropper.
And then, through tho narrow chink

between the fringes of tho two waver-
ing curtains, ho saw a familiar figure
turning sharply away7 to head for the
swing-doors that opened on to the
street—a tall, lean, dark-clad figure
which there was no mistaking—the
figure of Matthew Keeler !

- The Fight at the Cave

NEITHER Larry Munro, Judge
Lawrence nor the sheriff had
observed Keeler, but they were

aware of the shrewd expression -that

dawned on Kentucky Wade's handsome
features, and they looked at him
inquiringly.

"What's up, Wade?" the sheriff

demanded.
Kentucky did not answer him at once.

The suspicion had arisen in his mind
that Keeler had some significantly good
reason for having listcnecTin to their
conversation, but on an after-thought
he recalled that the man might have
been merely exercising his instincts as
a news-hound.
He realised that in any case he could

not accuso Keeler of eavesdropping
with any ulterior motive, and decided
it would be best to make no mention
of what he had seen, though at the
same time he resolved to return to
Buckskin's place of captivity at the
earliest possible moment.
"I asked you if anything was wrong,

Wade," the sheriff was persisting.

"Oh, no," Kentucky rejoined. "No.
I—er—I just thought of something. 1

—well, as a matter of fact, 1 just re-

membered we've got four other
prisoners over at the Circle D ranch.
They haven't talked, and 1 figure
they're not so likely to come acn -

with any information as Buckskin,
whose neck is in danger on areoiu
what happened to Driscoll. But just

the same, we might as well take them
to Yuma as well."
Larry Munro interposed a remark.
"I'll attend lo those four men." he

said. "I'll high-tail it to the ranch
and get the boys to bring them along
to the cave behind the waterfall. V
meet you and the sheriff there, Ken-
tucky."
"And I'll meet you all in Yuma,"

Judge Lawrence cut in.

Larry, Kentucky and the sheriff rose

to their feet and made their way from
the saloon. Then, mounting their

horses, they galloped off down the

main street and separated as they
swung out of town, Larry riding across

the open country in the direction of

his ranch, the other two men beading
for the bills.

It was night when the sheriff and
Kentucky reached their destination,

and the waters of the pascade that
screened (he entrance of the cave were
glistening under the rays of a mellow
moon as the pair of them slid from
their saddles and ducked into the cun-

ning hide-away.
Buckskin's mustang was standing
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patiently in the cave-mouth behind the
lumbling cataract, just as Kentucky
had left the animal ; and Buckskin him-
self was still tied securely to the chair
in the rock-walled apartment where he
had been confined.
The sheriff and Kentucky moved to

the half-breed's side, and the younger
of the two newcomers addressed the
captive.

"Buckskin," he said, "the sheriff

here has decided to take you to Yuma,
and you're going to be tried there.
What's more, I'm going to testify thai

you had a hand in the murder of Tobe
Driscoll."
The half-breed eyed him truculently.
"It'll be your word against mine,'

In* muttered. "I ain't admittin' to

anything."
"I reckon my word will carry more

weight than yours. Buckskin—especially

when Larry Munro gets up in the
witness chair and identifies you as one
of the men concerned in his kidnap
ping."
Kentucky paused, and then leaned

closer to him.
"That isn't all, Buckskin," he

added. " Driscoll wasn't able to say
much before he died, but I found some
papers on him, and I took the oppor-
tunity of running through them after

I got away from you and the Indians.
There wasn't anything in them to tell

me who is the real brain behind the
organisation you belong to, but you
and Claggett and one or two others
were mentioned in a way that don't
leave much doubt as to the kind ol

activities you've been engaged in."

The half-breed looked uneasy, but
volunteered no response.
"Buckskin, you're in a spot," Ken-

tucky said to him deliberately, "and
when you stand your trial in Yuma it

might be to your advantage to make
a clean breast of everything—and to
expose the man you've been working
for."
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Still the prisoner made no reply, and
by and by the sheriff spoke.

"Let's get this feller out of here,

Wade," he suggested, "so we can be
ready to hit the breeze as soon as

Munro and his men show up with them
other four homines.

''

Kentucky nodded, and Buckskin was
released from the chair. But his cap-
tors took the precaution of pinioning
his arms with the rope which had
bound him to that crude article of fur-

niture, and, unresisting, the half-breed
was conducted towards the mouth of

the cave.
Here Kentucky look charge of the

prisoner's mustang, and, followed by
Buckskin and the representative of the
law, he led the pony out through the
cataract and walked it across 10 a group
of rocks beside which his own bronc
and the sheriff's were standing.
There was nothing to do now but

await the arrival of Larry's party and
'lie gangsters who had been held in

Custody at the Circle D outfit, and
about half an hour had elapsed when
suddenly Kentucky's sharp ears de-

tected the sound of approaching hoof-

beats.
" I can hear a bunch of horsemen

COmin' this way now," he said to the
sheriff. " It must be Larry Munro and
his crowd."

Brimstone's guardian of the peace
lilted his Ik ad to one side in an atten-

tive attitude. Then all at once a
frown gathered upon his brow.

"It's a bunch o' horsemen all right,''

he conceded, "but they ain't comin'
from the direction of the Circle 1)

ranch. They're bearin' down from the
north."
Kentucky had already realised that

himself, and he gripped the sheriff by
•he arm.
"Red Hatchet's Indian encampment

lies to the north," he jerked. "Maybe
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it's some of his warriors that are
headed this way. We'd better get out
of sight. Quick, hustle Buckskin into

the rocks— I'll take care of the horses."
But he had hardly spoken those

words when the horsemen whose ap-
proach had been audible topped a ridge
a short distance away, and he saw that

although the majority of them were
Indian-, there were several white men
among them.
He recognised Steve ' 'laggett, Bradcn

the storekeeper, and one or two others
whom he had associated in his mind
with Buck-km. and it was instantly
made clear lo him that they and their

Indian allies had not put in an appear-
ance in the vicinity ol the waterfall by
mere coincidence. For on espying
Kentucky and his companions they im
mediately opened fire on them.
Hot lead whistled around Kent

as he was in the act of gathering up
the reins of the horses, and, frightened
by the ringing echoes of the gun-blasts
on the ridge, the broncs tore loose from
his grip and -nerved off towards the
river. At the same time Kentucky
heard a sharp civ of pain near by, and,
turning, he saw Buckskin crumpling to
the ground.
A bullet, intended no doubt for the

sheriff, had missed the latter by a hair's

breadth and drilled the half-breed, who
lay where he had fallen and uttered
never a sound when Brimstone's repre-
sentative of the law stooped to drag
him into the shelter of the rocks.
Kentucky joined the sheriff, and to-

gether they hauled the wounded man
under (over. Then, crouching amid
the boulders themselves, they plucked
out their sis guns and took aim at their
assailants.

The mixed troop of Indians and
white men were starting down the
slope of the ridge now in a body, but,
blazing at (hem determinedly, Ken-
tucky and the sheriff unhorsed four of
them ere the band gained the foot, of
the declivity, and in spile of theil

By the time the half-breed had regained his feet Kentucky was beside him, and, held powerless by the coil of
rope, tb« swarthy captive turned a scared face towards the white man as the latter gripped him by the shoulder.
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superiority in numbers, the attackers

threw themselves from their ponies and
burrowed down m a tract of scrub.

From the thick of that scrub they
began to enfilade the rocks where the

sheriff and Kentucky had gone to

cover, Claggett and the other renegades
,\<mg their six-guns, the Kedmen using
the rifles that Braden had traded to

them from time to time.
Crouching amongst the big stones

that offered them protection, JBuck-

skinffc two captors returned the fire of

the enemy in resolute fashion. As for

l heir half-breed prisoner, he remained
in an inert posture behind them

—

oblivious, it seemed, of the shots that
were whining about the rocky covert
or chipping fragments of granite from
the clustering boulders.

Presently the gunplay died down for

a. spell, and during that lull Kentucky
spoke to the sheriff in a low voice.

"Those outlaws and their Indian
allies knew we were bpre," he said.

"They were tipped off to get us."
The sheriff nodded.
"I kinda figured that myself," he

muttered, "from the way they began
to sling lead at us the minute they
came over the ridge. But who could've
put them wise? You didn't tell any-
body but me an' Judge Lawrence and
Larry Munro that you were holdin'
Buckskin here, did you?"
"No, but I've got a good idea who

gave us away," Kentucky answered,
"and if we ever get out of this jam I'm
going to have a word with the hombre
in question."

His companion bit his lip.

"If we ever get out of this jam,"
he retorted grimly. "But I doubt
whether we will, son. The odds against
us are mighty heavy, and if those rats

get close enough to jump us it will be
our finish."

But the outlaws and savages had no
intention of making a direct onset
upon the vantage-point occupied by
Kentucky Wade and Brimstone's
sheriff. Knowing as they did that
such an onset must triumph by sheer
weight of numbers, they were equally
will aware that the two defenders
might inflict heavy casualties on them
before being overwhelmed, and Ken-
tucky had made no mistake when he
had cast doubts upon their courage.

Instead, the gangsters and their
allies elected to employ a strategy
which would entail less risk to them-
selves, even though it was bound to
prolong the affair.

The council of war having been
brought to a conclusion, the Indians
stayed where they were and proceeded
to resume hostilities, discharging fusil-

lade after fusillade at the rocks which
sheltered Kentucky and his comrade.
Meanwhile Steve Claggett. and his

cronies commenced to sneak off to the
left, probably hoping that the Navajo
braves would keep the two defenders so
busy that their own stealthy movements
would escape notice.

But if the renegade white men did
nurse any such hope, it was not ful-

filled. For Kentucky and the sheriff

were quick to perceive their game.
"The Indians arc still in the scrub,"

the former ejaculated suddenly, "but
Claggett and his side-kicks are worm-
ing their way out of it. They're going
to circle round and try to take us from
behind."
The sheriff gritted his teeth.

"I'll 'tend to them," he said. "You
trade lead with them red devils, Wade.
I'll keep my eye on Claggett and his

parly."
Kentucky concentrated his attention

on the scrub, and. defiant of the bullets
December 25th, 1087.
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that zipped viciously around his head,
he fired at the flashes of the Indians'
rifles. In the meantime the sheriff

watched the figures of Claggett and
the other renegades as they continued
io craw] to the left, and he was still

following them with his eyes when
they changed their course and began
to carry out a flanking movement that
would fetch them to the rear of the
group of boulders.
The sheriff made no attempt to pick

them off yet, but bided his time, and,
believing that they were unobserved,
the gangsters eventually reached a

point about a hundred yards south of
the rocks. Then, rising to their feet,

they started to pad cautiously towards
those rocks, confident that within the
next minute or so they would be
emptying their revolvers into the backs
of the two men ensconced there.

Their confidence was swiftly dispelled,

for, having straightened up, they had
taken no more than half a dozen steps

when the sheriff's forty-five roared a

challenge to their advance.
One of them was hit, and, screaming

with pain, clapped a hand to his right
kneecap and pitched to the dust, where
he lay grovelling. The others, scat-

tering in alarm, sought safety in the
lee of a few humps that rose like bee-
hives out of the ground, and from
behind these they opened fire.

Amidst the shelter of the rocks the
sheriff spoke to Kentucky Wade tersely.

"I kinda surprised Claggett an' his

party," he stated with satisfaction.

"Sight now they're eatin' dirt. How
you inakin' out with them Injuns,
son?"
"I think I've knocked off two of

'em." Kentucky returned. "Sheriff, it

we can only hold out until Larry
Munro gets here

"

And then he stopped, for he was in-

terrupted by a hoarse cry that broke
from the older man's lips, and, twist-

ing round, he saw the veteran officer

of the law fall back.
In an instant he was close beside the

sheriff, and as he bent over him he
perceived a stain of blood spreading
over his shoulder.

"You'll—you'll have to hold out
alone. Wade," the old fellow groaned.
wincing. "They've plugged me—an'
my arm feels like it's paralysed—my
gun arm, too."
Kentucky took a firmer grip on his

revolver and directed a glance south-
ward through the rocks. As he did so

he saw Claggett and his accomplices
issuing into view and moving forward
at the double. They were obviously
aware that one of the defenders had
been hit, and had summoned up enough
courage to stage a headlong oitelaught.

Moreover, they were shouting to their
Indian allies to close in from the north.
Kentucky braced himself. He ex-

pected no mercy from his foes; was
convinced that both he and the sheriff

would receive short shrift at their

hands. But he made up his mind to

give a good account of himself ere he
was laid low, and he resolved there and
then 'hat Steve Claggett. at least would
precede him into eternity.

Yet, even as he was singling out the
hulking figure of Claggetl anil drawing
a bead on the man. there was a Btartling
outburst of gunplay from an unexpected
quarter, and. wheeling confusedly, he
saw a posse of horsemen sweeping
through a cleft in the foothills to the

It was a posse consisting of Larry
Munro and his ranch hands, and riding
stirrup to stirrup with the Circle I) boys
were Trigirei Benton, Mike Morales

1 and Dude Hanford.
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To the tune of bellowing Colts and
pounding hoofs they came on in break-
neck style, and at sight of them the
Navajo braves who had risen from the
scrub took to their heels and scuttled
for their mustangs. And in the space cf
a few seconds the Indians were fleeing
over the ridge where they had first

appeared.
There was no escape for Claggett and

his confederates, however. They had
left their mounts in the scrub, and
before they could circle back to them
the men from the Munro ranch had in-

tercepted them, forcing them to sur-
render at the points of their guns, then
deftly snaring the rogues with lariats
and marching them over to the cluster
ol rocks where Kentucky stood waiting.

" You just about got here in time,
Larry," Kentucky greeted, as the
rancher joined him with the rest of his
party and the gangsters who had been
taken prisoner. "But where are the
four outlaws you were to bring along
from ib.e Circle D?"

_

' Thay're on the other side of the foot-
hills there," was the reply. "I left 'em
in charge of a couple of the boys when
we heard the shootin'. The rest of us
came on lickety-split. But you ain't
alone, are you ? What's happened to
the sheriff—an' Buckskin?"
"Buckskin's got a bad case of lead

poisonin'," Kentucky stated. "The
sheriff has been drilled, too. Nothing
serious, though. Just through the
shoulder."
"Through the shoulder, eh?" grunted

Larry. "Will he be able to make the
trip to Yuma?"
A queer look dawned on Kentucky

Wade's features.

" He won't have to make that trip to
Yuma now," he said slowly. "We've
got the gang, and I can give you the
name of the man behind 'em. He's

—

Matt Keeler, Larry."
"Matt Keeler!"
Kentucky inclined his head.
" Yep, Brimstone's highly respected

newspaper owner," he announced.
" What makes you so sure Matt

Keeler is in on this, Kentucky?" Trigger
Benton inquired.

" He was listening-in to my conver-
sation with Larry and Judge Lawrence
and the sheriff earlier this, evening. I
thought at the time he might just be
snoopin' on account of that paper he
runs. But now I figure different, and
if the sheriff will let me deputise for
him I aim to take care of Matt Keeler.
Meantime you fellows can ride hard on
the prisoners and fetch 'em into town."

Unmasked

THE hands of the clock above the

long bar of the Silver Dollar were
pointing to the hour of ten when

Kentucky Wade entered the saloon.
There were only one or two customers

on the premises, but Matthew Keeler
was there, for it was now common
knowledge in Brimstone that he had
acquired the establishment on the death
of its former proprietor, Doc Hardy.

Matt Keeler had his back to the bar.
and he iiad been watching the swing-
doors of the saloon expectantly, so that
he perceived Kentucky the moment the
latter crossed the threshold. But if the
younger man's arrival, caused him any
surprise he did not betray the fact, and
greeted the newcomer with his charac-
teristic blandness of demeanour.
"Hallo. Wade!" he said. "What are

you having'.'"

He accompanied the words with an
inviting gesture- a movement of his

hand towards (he bar -but Kentucky
ignored that gesture and looked him
straight in the face.
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"I'm having a showdown with you,
Kceler," ho announced.
A slight change came over the other's

cadaverous features, a fleeting look of
awareness that was swiftly succeeded by
an expression of assumed perplexity.
"A show-down?" he echoed. "I

don't think I understand you. Wade."
"You understand all right!" Ken-

tucky bit out. "Keeler, I'm naming
you as the head of the outlaw gang
(hat's been terrorising Paradise Valley
for more than a year."
Thei.o was a dead silence. Catching

v hat had been said, the other occupants
of (he bar-room suddenly became mute
and awestruck. Then Kentucky spoke
again.

" You sent word to your men—prob-
ably via Braden— that the sheriff and I

were going to take Buckskin to Yuma
and see if wo could make him talk.
You told tliem to get Buckskin away
from us."

Kceler found his voice.

"Wade, I don't know what this is all

about. I
"

"Don't bluff, Keeler," the younger
man cut in. "When Larry Munro and
the sheriff and Judge Lawrence and I

were talking privately in that alcove
over there this evening, you were spy-
ing on us. You needn't deny it. I

caught a flash of you turning away
from the curtains."
Matt Keeler laughed easily.

"Oh, well, I'm in the newspaper pro-
fession, Wade, you know. When I

scent a story -"

Again Kentucky broke in on him.
"You didn't wait to hear the end of

(he story," he said. "That's where you
made your mistake. If you'd listened
a little while longer you might have
warned your men (o make a quick job of
dealing with (he sheriff and me— before
I.any Mmuo and the Circle D boys
showed up. As it is, we've got your
whole gang hog-tied, and I reckon one
or another of those hombres is liablo
to break down under a third-degree
grilling."

Kepler's face had tightened, and ho
had clenched his hands involuntarily.
"Meanwhile I'm arresting you as a

1

I
• ' t," Kentucky went on quietly.

"You're arresting ine!" Keeler's
voice roso in sudden wrath. " Since
when were you made sheriff of this
( oimty ?"

"I'm not the sheriff, Kceler, but he's
given me leave to deputise for him, and
you're stepping across to the gaol with
me. Or do I have to use force?"
The owner of the " Brimstone News "

answered those last words with a swift
upward jerk of his hand—a hand that
darted between the lapels of his frock-
coat and closed on the butt of a re-

volver that was strapped to his chest.
"Sit even as he whipped the gun from
its concealed holster the fist of Kentucky
\\ ade crashed home against his jaw.
The punch travelled from somewhere

in the region of Kentucky's hips, and
all his weight and strength were behind
it. Back went Keeler's head, and, tot-
m ring, he let his six-shooter drop to
the floor and reeled against the bar.
Then his knees folded beneath him, and
all at once ho crumpled in a heap.
Kentucky moved towards him and

stooped to clutch him by the collar of
Ins coat.

tie had pulled him halfway across
the bar-room when there was a clatter
of hoofs outside the saloon, and imme-
diately afterwards the long, lean form
of Trigger Benton thrust his way into
the Silver Dollar, halting abruptly as
he saw Kentucky Wade and his captive,
then smiling a twisted smile.
"So you got him. pardner, huh?"

Trigger drawled. "Well, your guess
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hi( the targei fair an' square. I pushed
on ahead of the others to let you know
Keeler was our man all right, Ken-
tucky."
"One of his side-kicks squealed on

him ?"

Trigger nodded. There was an ex-
pression of keen satisfaction on his

leathery face.

"Veah,'' be declared. "Thai guy
they call Braden. He cracked soon
after you left us. Kentucky—come out
with a full confession. Cattle-rustlin',

gun-runnin' to the Injuns, the murder
of Doc Hardy— them's just three o' (he

counts that Matt Keeler will stand trial

for, ami 1 guess i hey 're enough to hang
him."

Justice had lieen dime, and Paradise
Valley was no longer a hotbed of crime.
Peace and prosperity had come to the
section- especially as Bed Hatchet, head
chief of the Indians, had realised

nothing was to he gained by wa.
war on a well-organised community
which was no ionger undermined by
lawless elements.
A month or two after sentence had

been passed on Keeler and his asso-

ciates, and shortly after Larry Munro
had received a fabulous sum for the

mineral rights on his property, three

horsemen might have been seen pre-

paring to take (heir leave of the
Circle D Ranch.
They were Kentucky Wade, Able

Morales and Trigger Benton, and. as

they climbed astride their broncs, Larry
.Mmuo moved rinse (o (hem.
"I sure hale to sec you fellows hit-

ting the trail." he said to them regrel

fully. "I was kinda hopin' you'd settle

down in this pari o' (he country. You
know, buy up some land hereabouts
wilh that dough I made you take when
1 sold the mineral lights. Come to that,

you could even make your home right

here at (he Circle D— if you didn't feci

like runnin' a ranch of your own."

"You're a trier, Larry," Kentucky
observed. "Even when we're on the

point of niakin' liaeks, you still figure

there's a chance of gettin' as to change
our minds."

" Well, I managed to persuade Dude
(o stay, didn't 1?" Larry countered.
Kentucky glanced in the direction of

the ranch-house veranda, where, fingers

strumming on his guitar, Dude Hanford
was singing a eou eamp ballad to lovely
Lucy Munro.
"Don't kid yourself, Larry," Ken-

tucky said. " You didn't have anything
to do with persuadin' Dude to staj

.

May fie if you had three more sisters as

pretty as Lucy—well, maybe Trig ami
Mike and I wouldn't be bothered with
the wanderlust, either."
He laughed, and then added, in a

sober tone :

"But seriously, Larry, you know how
it is wiih Mike and Trigger and 1.

We've been drifting around too lone,

to settle down in any one place."
A little while later Kentucky Wade.

Trigger Benton and Mike Morales were
cantering across the range, and as they

looked back from the crest of a hillock

to wave farewell to their friends of the
Circle D the melody of Dude Hanford's
vim i carried to their ears.

" Set tin' easy in fhe saddlo
and a-swmgin' along,

Singing a song of the sage."

(A New Universal Picture, distributed

throughout the United Kingdom and
the Irish Free State by General Film
Distributors, Ltd., starring John Mack

Brown.)
December 25th, 1037.
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"SLIM"
54 (Continued from page 12)

towers in (lie rnor'nin' and dig your way
back clown ?"

"Cold ain't gonna bother you none,
Stumpy, the way I'll work you to-

morrow!" piomised Fop with a grin.
"But if it's as bad as this to-morrow

we can wait for a decent day. can't
asked Lafe Garretsan rather plain-

tively.

"The company don't wait for decent
to pay von, do they?" Pop re-

torted.

Most of them were sitting round the
and .Mi-. Johnson had cleared the

table, when a motor-truck skidded to a
; -ti!l outside the house and the
al its wheel jumped down into the

snow and climbed the steps.
Pop and the othei-s were out in the

hall directly they heard the sound of
his voice at rhe door, and he brushed

Mrs. Johnson to address Pop,
"They want you and your gang down

at the soutn sub station right away!" he
^aid urgently. "The storm's tearin' out

oar distribution lines. Truck's waitin'
outside."
"We gotta go!" boomed Pop, and

he stalled to put on a thick plaid

Put Lafe Garretson made no move to
get hisjpvercoat.
"South sub-station?" he said in a

shiotl, "But that's all hoi wire
down there! Why. that yard's as hot as
ail electric chair—it'll be a death-trap in

his. It isn't safe!"

"Whoever told you line work was
sale?" Pop rated at him. "Sorry.
boys. I don't like this any belter than
you do. but. we're supposed to lie lines-

.. let's get ho- goin' ! Be
right with you, Mac. Oh, Mrs. John-

keep the heat on in the rooms, will

you ? We'll need it when we get back."
" I hate to see you go out in this

a win! weather," declared the landlady.
"I'll keep some hot coffee Tor you."

"That's fine." Pop, with a muffler

round his neck and his coat-collar turned
up about hi? ear.-, led the way out to

fhe truck and the others followed, Lafe
Garretson bringing up the rear.

The south sub-station was only ahoul
miles away, but it was a most im-

pleasanj ride. Half the town was in

darkness before their destination was
nil, but there was plenty of light

outside the sub-station, for some of the
cables had been blown across live cables

vo of (he towers and the Hash-
ing of (hi; current was like continuous

ing.

'•There's where the trouble is!" said

Pop. "Come on, let's gel her goin'!"
They swarmed down from the truck

in Hie yard of the sub-elation, and the

linesmen approached one of the towers.
Lafe Garretson turned to Poj

Bed 'leu, n io < limb thu steel.

"It's no use, Pop." he said huskily.
" I can't go up there."
"There's only two oan'ts in this job."

returned the foreman sternly, "If you
- cut it. you can't slop !"

"Well. I'm sorry." muttered the
faint-hearted one. "I'm quittin'."
He turned anil walked out from the

pon Red called across to

Slim, who was (limbing the opposite leg

"Looks like this job is beginnin' to
ite 'em!"
parate who?" Slim called back.

"The men from ihe boys. Hi, wait
a minute! That's hot wire up there!

BOY'S CINEMA
Suek close to me and keep your eyes
open!"
"You boys be careful up there, now!"

warned Pop from below as their two
heads became surrounded by wires
charged with eighty thousand volts of
current.

At the top of the tower Slim and Red
clambered out upon the bridge-like
cross-section, there to swing precariously
from their safety belts and restore loose
cables to their proper position- in the L"
teeth of a biting wind and at tin .

being "burnt." ""'StOP N6
While they were engaged u|

perilous task a taxicab drew up ontsifi
the boarding house they had left behind,
and (.'ally alighted fiom it. paid the
driver, and scurried up to the front
door.
Two days after Slim had left the hos-

pital in Cactus Thorn she had received
a note from him at her flat in Chicago,
and she had set off by train ne\t morn-
ing to find him. The driver of the,

taxicab had condescended to take he*
from th" station to the boarding-house,
only after she bad undertaken to pay
him double the legal fare for the
journey.

Mrs. Johnson opened the door to her,
and i-i the light ol a guttering caudle
on the hall table stared in astonish-
i All the lights in the hou.-e had
failed.

" Is Mr. Kincaid here: ' asked ('ally.

"()h-er—come inside come in!" -aid

the landlady and as (.'ally stepped into
the hall she foix-ed the door shin against
the wind. "Who was it you wauled (o

see?"
" .Mr. Kincaid," replied

" Slim."
"Oh, Slim Kincaid? Yes. he's one

of the new boys lh.it arrived lo-night.
Why, no, he's not heie. They're out
workin'— they're all out woikin'.
They've been gone- almost an hour."

"(Jut working to-night '.' " gasped
('ally. "Where are they working?"

"Well," confessed the dame. "1 don't
know. Wherever it is that makes the
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lights go on. T suppose. The lights arc
all out. so they haven't finished yet.
Won't yon come right in here and wait
for he

The Way of a Linesman
LTS1DE flu sub-stallion, Bed and

the others had n
d res rly all the
Been blov n ast ray, and
l taut upon then in-

S? THIS WEEK'S CASTS X
St "SLIM."—Red Blayd, Patfi
$$ O'Brien ; SUt» Kineaid, Henry J§
5 Fonda; Cally Richards, Margaret

.0 Lindsay : Pop Trover, J. Parrel]

« MaoDonald ;
' larence Stamp ("Stum-

W py "), Stuart Krwin ; Wyatt Hun-

§£ .

s

tead, John Litel ; Lafe Garretson,
M Harlan Tucker; Griffin, Mhk Wag-
?jj ner ; Allird. (.'rnig Reynolds; Tom
« Manders, Dick Puree]] ; Steve Vin-

ft cent, Joseph King; Howard Wilcox,

5 Joseph Sawyer; Mrs, Jo) I

« Maidel Turner.

6 "TOUGH TO HANDLE." -Mike\
SSanfard, Frankie Darro ; Sd Mc*l
ya Into/re, -Kane {Richmond ; Gloria *

S Sanjord, Phyllis Fraeer ; :

M Hairy Worth; Reggie !'•

B Johnstone White; Myra I

SI Lorraine Hayes ; Grandpa ,V».

\A Burr Caruth ; Barney, Hill 11'

** Spike, Jack Ingram : Bud, Harry
^? Anderson ; Jake, Stanley Price ;

$ Mr. Kendall, Lee Phelps.

"WILD WEST DATS."—Ken-
B twky Wade, John Muck Brown ;

^ Dude Hanfortfi, George Shelley ;

Trigger Benton, Robert Korlman ; \j>

Mike Morales, Frank Yaconelli ; K»

Lucy Monroe, Lynn Gilbert ; Larry v*

Monroe, Frank MoGlymo ; Keeler, j^

Russell Simpson ; Purvis, Francis {&
McDonald ; Doe Hardy, Walter S
Miller; Buckskin, Charles Stevens ; SB

R Steve Claggett, Al Bridge
s Red M

§J
Halehet. Chief Thunderbird. $

Pop looked up to
home !"

d Red, " .' e'

-il tin'

3roun<3 waitin' for the lights to work
crossword puzi

A few minutes later Stump) said to
1'op:^

" You think them boys up on lop
ain't doin' about the besl night's work

done? You think the] am'l initiii'

it up there when- the n&ds colder than
my paw's heart? You think

— "'

"1 think it you don't quit talkin'

and go to work," interrupted Fop, " ['m
gonna ohasc you up there with
"You i base me up that tov.e. '.

"

• il Slump} . " You eouldu
up there if there was a rattiest!

mc with red hoi i

Tun.' dragged For Cally in the dining-
room of the boarding house, though
Mi-. Johnson gave her hoi coffee and
chattered ehierfully. The sound of the
flout door being opened brought them
"nub to their \<-'<

There they are now . I
'

claimed l he landlady. But it was Late
Garretson who stepped into the ro.

and she cried out a' him: "Why. Mr.
Garretson, where are all the oth
Aie you through '.'"

"Well, I'm through," growled :lie

linesman, gaping al Cally. "I quit!'

"Quit?" echoed Mrs. Johnson scorn-
fully. "Without tin nin' on my lights?
You'n' a line linesman !"

"Mis. Johnson," said Garretson de-
fensively, "you don't know whal il

'-

like working rigbl over hot wire."
"

I hey're working over hoi
il ('ally.

"Yeah -eighty thousand volts! Hoi
.; i.i'.m i down. Thej '] ,.

working right next to it and kiddin'
about il !

Cally snatched up hei I did
no! trouble aboul her hal

" Listen, Mr. < laj retson," she said

frantically. "1 have to gel wlrie those

men are working. Will you take me?
PI. as.

Garretson yielded to In i appeal and
telephoned for a taxicab, and within
tw.niy minutes .hey were on their way
to the south sub-station.

P,.d was on the bottom rung of a hook
\ i .1 in space over e

of liye cables when the taxicab

stopped in the yard and she jumped
down from it. Slim and a linesman

• dangling on I

s;ii. iv-I.eli.-. straining at a recalcii

line which they wen trying to gel back
on in iis insulatbi -.

of the to

looked up .it them with the sno\\ in

and fear iii her heart, and
'hen Ped shouted :

"All rigln, Slim, go up ami give Poj)

the signals. About I

;
i
!"

Slim pulled himself un on the -

woi li. bin as he flu! so K. lly cried

;

" It's overstrained now, Bed
! We

can' i make it
!

"

•' We've gotta make it!" d Red.
" Give us another inch

'"

Two Hnesmen on a»cth
doing their best to bed the I ible to

Red. Slim veiled down:
" Let's have a hair mere !"

Wilh terrifying abruptness the
December 25th, I J,
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snapped, and «* it snapped Rod lost his

balance and his grip upon the ladder

and fell. The "hot" wires were imme-
diately beneath him, but he managed to

catch hold of a seven-foot. sirinc; of in-

sulators and ho clung dizzily, to the

slippery things.
"Hold on, Red ' and

from the Steele , ivas

perched he be^.

Kelly freed hiiusi I

to grab at a rope
his haste the rope
fell headlong.
There was a blind..

he struck the charm' '.'

with a sickening thud hi^

struck the ground within u fevi

Cully.
.Slim was scrambling down the swing-

ing string Of insulators to seize his churn
arid hold him (ill help arrived, when
Red's numbed hands ralea'sed their grip

and he, too, pitched downwards.
Cally fainted, and she knew nothing

of how Slim was hauled back to safety

on a rope by his colleagues and brought
down from die tower, a limp and un-
conscious figure drooping over Pop's
shoulder.
In the ofYiee of the substation, five

minutes later, *he ,

;-. kneeling beside a

couch on which Sh'ti '• with closed

eyes whilo Pop -' twr.

Stumpy was gazing mo down
at two stretchers covered ukwte
on the other side of the office.

Slim opened his eyes and rem.
V Gaily," he murmured.
'.'Yes. Slim'" she asked gently,
" Red "

" Slim, please
"'

lie knew, then, that Red Was dead,
and liis face became tortured with grief,

, "1-don't know .what to say, Shin!"
groVled l'op miserably. "You know
how we all feel. You take it easy.

We'll finish the job." lie turned
towards the rest of his men, who were
.-landing bareheaded, just inside the

doorway. "Come on, boys!"
Slim and ('ally were left alone in the

office with the two dead linesmen; but
almost immediately Slim started up
from the couob and began to put on his

overcoat and his safety-belt and his cap.
•
" Y-you're not going bark up there?"

('ally faltered'.

"That's what'-, the matter, Cally,"
said Slim resolutely. "Red said I was
a linesman."
She offered no further protest, but

vent out with him into the snow and
the wind. As they approached a leg

of the tower train which Red and Kelly
bad - fallen. Stumpy held on to it as

though to bar.Slim's way'.
" 'N ou iiin't goin' up hers

lo-mght
.

!". he asserted.
Slim thrust him aside without a word

and started to climb.
"SJiin," Cally called lip as he

ascended, "I'll be waiting for yon!"

(By permission of Warner Brothers
Pictures, Ltd.. starring Pat O'Brien and

Henry Fonda.)
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jtt .Robert Taylor's Next Film

'im,' intensive research in the
Kuropean locale of the. story,

oriiberg announced the other
wVvel, 'They Seek a Country,"
is Brett Young, will be the

Metro-tloldwyn Mayer starring

vehicle for Robert Taylor. On a recent

trip to the Continent, Stromberg, accom-
panied by Noel Langley who is writing
the screen play, travelled through some
of the country described in the novel.

" Before he returns from England on
completion *sf ' \ Yank at Oxford,
Taylor will begin preparations for his

new role," Stromberg said. Director
Jack Conway will accompany the star

on his trip through English territory

for background material, continuing the

research which Stromberg /vd Langley
began.
"They Seek a. Country mafic

narrative of an Eng ;

; trans-

ferred 1o South Ati minor
1 i capes ison and

the hi Bo! to the

He Zulu
uc and eventually •ins >!ie love of a

ho befriended him on the journey.

The role promises to provide Taylor
with the most dramatic characterisation

of his career, according to Stromberg.

Unusual Set Built for Film
' One of the most unusual sets ever

built for a motion picture was con-

structed at Warner Bros, studios for

scenes in "Slim," our long complete
.story.

Simple in appearance but novel in

its usage, the set consisted of a steel

wire carrying tower 100 feet high and,

immediately beside it, a wooden tower
120 feet high.

The steel lower was for O'Brien,
Fonda, Stuart Erwiri, J. Farrell Mac-
Donald, Dick I'urcell and Other male
m.nibcrs of the cast, together with a

crew of bona :fide linesmen hired from
the Southern California Kdison Com-
pany, to perform on. '

The wooden tower, which, despite its

bulk and weight, could lie moved with
jacks and rollers to any desired position
around its steel neighbour, was for
technical equipment, including cameras,
microphone booms and their crews, to-

gether with Director Raj- Enrighl and
his staff.

Elevators permitted cameras and crew
to follow the actors up or down, the
tower at any desired speed, or to
work at any given level from the ground

to a height 20 feet in excess of the
tower.
An example of the flexibility of

camera equipment of the crew on the
wooden tower was provided by one shot
requiring a member of the crew of

linesmen working on the steel tower to

slide from the top to the ground on a
rope The camera followed the man
perfectly as lie whizzed down the rope'

and slowed up a- lie neared the ground.
The full 100 f.et drop required less than
five seconds.

Did You Know That
Carole Lombard started her film

careei as leading lady in "horse
operas"—Western- to you—with Buck
Jones and Tom Mix.

Fredric March, star of Cecil B.
DcMille's "The Buccaneer," po>cd for'

commercial advertisements printed in
national magazines before entering
films.

John Boles, now co-starring with
Gladys Swarthou I and John Barivmo-,-
in "Romance In The Dark." sened as

an American spy during the World
War.

While Hollywood can provide every
type of actor and stunt man, there are
only ten expert drivers who can handle
six galloping horses attached to a thun-
dering old stagecoach, and Joel Mel
had to learn the trick in a few li

for a scene in "Well- Fargo."

Working on a W. C. Fields picture

may be a laugh for all concerned, but
it is just a headache for the poor script

girl who has to write down every change
ho makes in his lines, and in '"The Big
Broadcast of 1938 " the comedian goes
to town in a riot of ad-libbing !

James Meade, former star f....i!>..ll

player for Rice Institute, make-, hia

screen debut in ''Buekaroo." which has
been set' as the release title for the

new Zane Grey production, 'on the

schedule as "Arizona Aines," in which
Cilbert Roland. Marsha Hunt and
Charles Bickford are featured.

Ernest Toch, who wrote the musical
score for Paramount 's ''Peter Ibbel
-.on, ".has been assigned lo compose the

background music for "On Such a
Night." This film, produced by
Emanuel Cohen, is based on events
in the recent Ohio liver floods and
calls for unusual orchestral effects.
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No Licence Required to Purchase
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My dear Readers,—Another ol the superb
coloured plates will be given away absolutely
FREE in next week's issue, full particulars will

be found on page 14. After that there will be
three more weeks in which a plate will be given
away, and in the issue dated February 26th you
will find the full details of the Presentation
Scheme which I mentioned last week. So be
Mire and make certain of getting a copy, because
1 can assure you that it is an offer that can never
be repeated. It would be a sound policy to

order your copy of BOY'S CINEMA from your
local Newsagent NOW. otherwise you might
find that he has sold out.

At all times I am pleased to hear from
Readers and to answer any questions on
careers, general knowledge, and film matters.
Don't forget, a stamped addressed envelope will

get you a speedy reply.

Your
EDITOR.

Comic Whale

The Kitz Brothers hai e iusl

pleted a whale of a comedy toutii

Samuel Goldwytf's musical exti

gabza, "'llu' Goldwyn Follies."

The principal actor supporting
brothers in (ho scenes was .i pi

whale, thirty foot long-. Made to Ritz

specifications by studio carpester
oonlci do almoM everything but *alk;

Among its accomplishments wen
ability to wink, ro move forward and
batkward and io spout a stream of

water with deadly accuracy a dish
of twentj yards. The Brothers will

testify to that accuracy. Their faces
were on the receiving end "f several
of its volll

Mechanics which operated the sea
beast vvere concealed in its spacious
" innards."
Wlion the routine was completed, the

Ritz boys bought the whale.

Stunt Ace
Hi nam. like Bollywood, has a stunt

s(|nad. and its chief, is thirty-five-year-
old Manor Park-born. Sam Loo, who
has done more dangerous tricks for
l'o iti-l> films hhan an
Sam. whose parents were on the

siapo. started films when ho was seven,
at, a studio in Snaresbrook ; he played
urchins and pot five shillings, a bottle
of ginger beer and a ham sandwich a

day. Joined a circus acrobatic troupe,
and later became physical training
instructor in the Army, winning the
Challenge Cup for acrobatics.

Re-entered films in 1925 when ho
heard tha I n anted to take
.i tOSS down some stairs. Sam

job and got through without a.

.-' catch. Since then ho has been
constantly in demand, and although
ho has boon knocked downstairs, lias

smashed oars and fallen into water
innumerable times, be has had only

eal injurj —a broken log.

Ho recalls the time when he had to

jump off the top of the Eiffel Tower
on to a platform fifteen foot below.
Ho landed two inches from the edge,
a thousand feet from the ground. He
once fell off the Mauretania's boat-
dock, sixty foot, into tin., water, for a
film, at 3 a.m. And he has been
knocked out by all the best people

—

recently Victor McLaglen throw him
through a window
One of his earliest thrills was tight-

rope living across forty feet of wire

NEXT WEEK'S THRILLING

FILM STORIES!

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
IN

" THE LAST GANGSTER "

Public Enemy Number One was a ruthless,

cold-blooded killer, and for a crime of

vengeance the police were baffled, but
finally got him on an income tax charge.
His one thought on getting his freedom
was bis only son, but his old gang thought
only of the money he had hidden. A
powerful and thrilling drama of the

underworld.

" AVENGING WATERS "

Ken Morley arrives at El Mirasol Ranch
to find trouble between Mortimer, its new
owner, and Slater, a rascally rancher who
contends that his cattle have a right to

graze on his neighbour's pasture-land.
Slater causes a stampede and dams the
head-waters of a stream that flows through
Mortimer's property ; but Ken stops the
stampede and discovers the dam only
to be made captive by Slater's men. A
rousing Western, starring Ken Maynard.

Also

Another episode of the grand new serial :

" RADIO PATROL "

Starring Grant Withers.

AND

between two telegraph poles over a
burning building. He saw the pole
behind hhn catch fire, and just reached
the oilier one before it crashed in

flames.
lie played the part of rile irate picr-

i in "Windbag the Sailor." w iio-e

pier is pulled from under him by
Will Hay's lug. The local people who
built the pier at Falmouth made a
good job of it, u>ing strong pi

heavy beam-. Consequently, w Inn the
pier gave way and he foil into the
valor, real solid beam- came crashing
down around him, a blow from any of
which would have oi rasi-

He swam underwater and came
up for air just in time to go down
again to avoid more flying beams.
The camera unit which had raced
back to the tug puin hod lain black
and blue to ma that he was
really alive.

In his current film. "Strange
Boarders," which Gainsborough are
producing at Pinewood, ho lias the
Comparatively peaceful job of damag-
ing a taxicab.

only hint lie can give to
prospective stunt artistes is

—

io keep
limp, try falling downstairs without
contracting a muscle and see how little

it hurts—or so Sam

Shaving With Egg
A dozen eggs were on call for the

new Tom Walls' film, "Strange
Boarders"— for shaving purposes.
Tom had to be photographed .hav-

ing in an art studio set near some,
very powerful lamps. Ho laiherod *

with ordinary shaving soap, but ho
was too near the hot lamps, and W
wouldn't stay on: in fact, the more he
lathered the le-s ho got.
Then one of the make up men

suggested that the white of an egg
whisked well and applied like sha ,

soap might do the trick—it did. and
Tom, who was willing to try anything
once, had to lather with egg twelve
times for the sequence. Hi- only
complaint- wore thai it felt, a little

slimy ami one of the ogtr- was not up
to scratch,

Jack Holt

Jack Holt, the famous he-man star of
outdoor action and adventure films for
the last two da bom with a
natural love of life in the open and a
desire to be an adventurer into (ho far
romantic places of the earth, lie has
lived that sort of life, too; actually
before he entered films, and vicariously
on the screen.
Charles John Holt was bom in Win-

chester, Virginia. His father, an
Episcopalian minister, could trace his
descent to John I loll, a Lord Chief
Justice of England. His mother wa- a

(Continued on page 28)

ANOTHER FREE GIFT!
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Because his brother Johnny has failed to make good in the Gobi Desert, where the
Thatcher Petroleum Corporation are developing an oilfield, Chet Eaton goes to China
on the eve of his marriage—and finds that he must stay there. Encouraged by the
unscrupulous representative of a rival concern, Ho-Fang, a bandit chief, raids Chefs
supply caravan, makes outrageous demands for money, and finally attacks the settle-

ment in force. A blazing drama, starring Jack Holt

S*H$\WV\V^-^fW?MM^-(/^ ^~~<&m

Back to China
"HPHIS," said Leonard Claude

X Freemont Thatcher, chairman of
the Thatcher P e t r o 1 e n in

' Corporation, ''has just arrived from
Kuet-Yong."
Across the rather ornate desk at

which he was seated he passed to Chet
Eaton, who had just dropped into a
chair on the other side of it, a cable-
gram which read:

"Unless Gobi oilfield on full operat-
ing basis by end of the month General
Moy Ku Ting will transfer franchise
to Gobi Development Corporation.

"\V. P. Snyder."

Willard Percival Snyder was the
resident manager of the Kwei-Vong
branch of the Thatcher Petroleum
Corporation; Chet Laton was chief
engineer of the concern.
"Looks bad, doesn't it?" said

Thatcher.
"Oh, I don't know." Chet handed

bark the flimsy sheet of paper. "All
you need is an extension of time."

"Do you think you'll have any
trouble getting it

'!"

"Me?"
The word was exploded rather than

uttered, and Chefs dark brown eyes
and the set of his very strong jaw
expressed both dismay and resistance.
"You're the only one who can save

the situation for the company," said
the middle-aged chairman gravely.

"I've heard that before," growled
Chet.
"But it's true. You got the general

to arrange the franchise. You under-
stand the people and the conditions."
Chet flung out a hand that held a

half consumed cigarette.
"Get this straight!" he gritted.

"I'm not going back to China!"
"But we've sunk so much money in

that field we can't afford to lose it

now," protested Thatcher.
"Lot Johnny handle it—he's on the

job."
Thatcher bit his lip, dropped the

cablegram on a very largo blotting-pad.
and said regretfully :

"Well, I didn't want to tell you this,

but jour brother's not making good."
For a few moments there was dead

silence in the room, then Chet rubbed
the back of his hand across his mouth
and blurted :

" Why haven't you said something
about this before?"
"I haven't had to," replied Thatcher,

"until now."
"Well, that's different. But do you

realise the spot you're putting me in?"
"All you have to do is get the

franchise extended."

"I'm not thinking about the fran-
chise. I'm getting married next
month."
"Well, if you catch the 'plane to-

night and take the China Clipper you'll
be back in plenty of time." Thatcher
turned to a dictograph and through it

spoke to a secretary in an adjoining
room. "Order a reservation on the
China Clipper to-morrow for Mr.
Eaton."
Chet stood up with an air of mosf

unwilling surrender, a fine figure of a

man. and one more accustomed to com-
mand than to obey.

'"Belter get your things together,"
suggested Thatcher, "you haven't
much time."
From the head office of the company

in Broadway, New York City, Chet
took a taxicab to a huge apartment-
house in Fifth Avenue, facing Central
Park. The sun was shining and spring
was in the air; there were only four
more days of April, and already the

trees in the park were beginning to

dress themselves in green.

Having dismisssd the taxicab, Chet
turned his back on the attractive scene,

entered the apartment-house, and was
swept up to the tenth floor in an
elevator.

He was admitted to a_ sumptuous flat

by a butler, who greeted him with a

smile, and in the drawing-room of the

fl.it he embraced the girl he had
planned to marry in May. Her name
was Alice Sylvester, and she was very

beautiful.

"Oh, Chet, I'm so glad you've
come!" she exclaimed. "I've just sent

out millions of invitations and I've

missed everybody we wanted."

"That's easy." he laughed. "Send
out another million."

He led her over to a chesterfield and
pulled her down beside him on its

cushions.
"Listen, Alice," he said, slipping an

arm round her waist, "would it be too

tough if I left all the wedding prepara
t ions to you ?"

She looked at him in rather blank
Fi i.iuai-y 5th, 1938.



dismay and perceived that something
had gone wrong.
"What's happened?" she asked.

I've got to go to China," he replied.
"Johnny's let the company down."

" What's he done ?"
" Nothing, that's the trouble. But

i here's an important lease that has to

be extended."
"But you can't go now, diet."
" I've got to go," he returned gruffly.

" Listen. Why can't vc get married
(ilia afternoon and both go?"
"diet, you're insane!"
"No, I'm not insane." He removed

his arm from her waist to take both
ol her hands in his. "The trip will be
on i honeymoon."

" What about the people and the
presents ?"'

Forget about the people and keep
i lie presents. We'd be married,
wouldn't we?"
"Wo coidd be," she said bleakly, "if

i lure wasn't a three-day marriage
not kse law in this State.''

I Ihet drew a long breath. He had
line, men that circumstance.

"Well, I guess my idea wasn't so
good," he lamented. "There's no way
out of it, then. I've got to go."
"I understand,"' she nodded. "Yes,

1 guess you've got to go. But, (.'bet

liaton, don't you leave me waiting at
ilie church."

lie kissed her for that.

"Alice, you're a peach," he declared
fervently. "Don't worry, I'll be back
in plenty of time."
That night he caught a fast air liner

from New York to Alameda, and next
morning he embarked upon the famous
dying-boat, China Clipper, bound for
I long-Kong.
From Hong-Kong he proceeded by

boat and rail and road to the town of
Kuei-Yong, familiar with the route
because he had travelled it before when
he had lived in China, and, reaching
the (own late at night, put up at an
hotel managed by a European
although it was staffed mainly by
Orientals.
Willard Percival Snyder had retired

to bed in his flat over the local Head-
quarters of the Thatcher Petroleum
< 'orporation when a telephone bell dis-

turbed his slumbers. Chet had rung
him up from the hotel despite the late-
iiess of the hour.
The stocky little broad-faced manager

had a great idea of his own impor-
tance, and, despite the fact that Chet
had ju3t completed a journey of several
thousand miles, was not prepared to
sacrifice any sleep on his account.

"I'll see you at the hotel in the
morning, Eaton." he said primly.
" About eight-thirty."
"Okay," returned Chet with a

grimace; and he himself sought the
comfort of clean sheets in a room that
was fairly airy.

Next morning he breakfasted early,
and he was standing on the front slops
of the hotel, gazing out upon a
typically Chinese scene, when a. cheer-
ful voice hailed him and a full-faced
an<l full-lipped young fellow, brown-
haired, clean-shaven, and wearing a

cloth cap in conjunction with a lounge
sui! of very sporting cut, rushed up
and grabbed him by the hand.

" Hallo. Lucky!" said Chet.
But Phelps was the young fellow's

real name, and lie was pilot of the
company's aeroplane used as a means of
communication between the oilfield in

the desert and the office in the town.
Ills happy-go-lucky nature, doubtless,
was responsible for (Tie name by which
ho was known.

"It's good hi see you back again,"
In- boomed. "Kwei-Yong hasn't, been
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the same since you left. Oh, we've got
a new lauding field here, back o' the
office."

"Yeah?" said Chet. "How's the
ite?"

"Still safer than these things!"
Lucky pointed to a jinricksha which
was approaching the hotel with Snyder
in its seat and a coolio between its

shafts.

The resident manager and the pilot
ascended to Chet's room, talking on the
way, and in the room Snyder advanced
towards the telephone Chet had used
the night before.

" I'll put a call through to the
general," he said.

"Wait a minute." Chet raised a
hand. "There are several things I
want to find out before I talk to him."
"What do you want to find out?"

inquired Lucky.
" What's wrong with the Gobi ?

What's the matter with Johnny?"
Lucky made a motion as though con-

suming a drink.
"Well, why didn't you cable me?"
"I'm the company flyer, not the

boss."

Chet turned to Snyder.
"Why didn't you throw him off the

job?" he demanded.
"What good would that have done?"

shrugged the manager. "You're the
only one that could stay up there with-
out liquor. That kid's been flying
down here every week."
"Yeah," said Lucky, "it's a good

thing you're back on the job."

"Now get this through your thick
heads," rapped Chet. "I came here to
get a year's extension on that lease,

and as soon as I get it I'm going back
to the States."

Ho-Fang Listens

THAT afternoon Chet called by
appointment at the very modern
offices of the military guard, and

was ushered into the presence of
General Moy Kit Ting, a. tall and
rather handsome officer for a China-
man. His eyes were Oriental enough,
but his nose was straight, and the
moustache beneath his nose would not
have disgraced an American officer.

He spoke perfect English, though in

a curiously stilted fashion, and he was
quite friendly, yet he did not seem
disposed to grant the desired renewal
of the franchise.
"But our interests are the same,

general," said Chet persuasively.
" We're both trying to get oil for
China."
The general spread his hands, hunch-

ing his shoulders almost like a French-
man.
"My dear Eaton," he returned,

"where your company has failed the
Gobi Development Corporation assure
us they can succeed. Sly government
allows no alternative. Despite my
personal desires I must close the con-
tract with them."
"Then you haven't signed yet?"

asked Chet.
"Mr. Sheldon is waiting outside now

with (he papers."
Chef knew Sheldon and his unscrupu-

lous ways as local manager of the

rival concern; but he knew the general,
d he did nut lose heart.

"If you grant my company a year's
extension." he said. "

I promise you
there will be no failure this time."

" Promises cannot bring oil to

China." responded Moy Ku Ting
bluntly, "and you are making no pro-

gress. What assurance have I that

your company will live up to its

promise this time?"
" \lv personal assurance, general.

Bi -ides, if you turn this concession over
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(o a company that has had no experi-
ence in the Cobi Desert you might bo
defeating your own purpose."
"I realise that."
" Have I ever broken a personal

piomise to you?"
The general shook Ids head and for

a few moments tapped upon the desk
at which he was seated 'with a paper-
knife shaped like a dragon.

"If, because of our personal friend-
ship," he said, "I' granted an exten-
sion, would you do something for me.'"
"Name it."

"Remain here yourself until the work
is completed."
That was a nasty blow, and one that

made Chet wince. He rose from his
chair and walked about the room with
clenched fists, fighting a battle between
his own desires and his duty to the
company.
"You know, Mr. Eaton," said the

general, watching him, "most of
China's troubles have been caused by
Western adventurers whose only ambi-
tion is to despoil our country. 1 reapei t

your company, but my confidence is in

you, and unless you agree "

"All right, general," Chet broke in,

walking back to the desk, "you have
my word. Give Thatcher Petroleum
another year and I'll stay until the job's

finished."
Moy Ku Ting was a very observant

man.
"I'm sorry if my demand causes you

any inconvenience," he said, rising and
offering his hand. "The papers will

bo ready for signature in two hours'
time."
"Thank you." Chet shook the hand

and turned towards the door; where-
upon the general spoke into a dicto-

graph on his desk :

"Send Mr. Sheldon in."
The two rival representatives met in

the doorway, and Howard Sheldon, a
thin-faced fellow with a long and
pointed nose, eyed Chet with obvious
surprise and dismay.
"Hallo, Sheldon." said Chet casually.

"Hallo, Eaton," returned Sheldon.
"I thought you were back in the
States."
"I was," said Chef, and went on

out.

Lucky was waiting for him in the

outer office, where an almond-eyed girl

was busy at a typewriter.
"Well?" he asked eagerly.

"I fixed it," said Chet, mainly
between his teeth.

"Is that what makes you look so
cheerful ?"

"Aw, cut out the kidding!" Chet
si i ode fcrth into a wide nail, and
Lucky kept pace with him along the
ball and out on to tho front steps of
the building. "Look here, I've got to

send a cable to Alice. Tell Snyder to

get those supplies out of the ware-
house."
"Say," protested Lucky, "with the

weather we've been having the trucks

haven't been able to get through for

two months "

"I know that," -Chet interrupted.
"I'm going to caravan them through.
You fly back and tell them Pm
coming.
"Okay." said Lucky; "but you're a

glutton for punishment."
" That's my business !"

While Chet was <ii his way to the

post-office General Moy Ku Ting im-
parted li. Sheldon the very unpleasant
news that the Gobi Development
Corporation were not going to be
granted the concession that had seemed

I most w ithin their grasp.

"I'm sorry. Mr. Sheldon," said the

general, noticing the expression of

mingled rage and disappointment on
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the representative's ugly fare, "but
ethics and common sense would have
forbidden any other course."

" You mean you used me and my
company to force your own terms on
the Thatcher crowd?" suggested
Sheldon bitterly.

"Certainly not!" denied the general
stiffly. "Mr. Eaton's arrival has

changed the whole situation."

Next morning a whole string of

loaded camels set out for tho Gobi
Desert, passing slowly under the arch-

way in the western wall of the town
with their native drivers, and Chet
rode with them on horseback beside a

Httle Chinese servant of the company
named Wong.
A- the caravan wound its way along

the road, that eventually lost itself in

a wild waste of sand and scrub, an
aeroplane came roaring overhead from
the direction of the town, banked,
turned and swooped low from one end
of the long train to the other. Lucky's
goggled but grinning fare looked
dcmii over the side of the cockpit, and
he waved a gloved hand in salute to

diet, then Bent the machine climbing
into the sky and vanished into the dis-

tance.
diet turned to his little yellow-

faced companion.
"Wong." he said, "you stay behind

and keep them moving. I'm going up
in front."
The nearest place of habitation to

the oilfield that was being developed
in the Gobi Desert was a small and
entirely native village named Tak Tao,
and it was nearly a hundred and fifty

miles north by west of Kwei-Yong.
Sheldon flew to Tak Tao in an aero-

plane belonging to the Gobi Develop-
ment Corporation immediately after
he had witnessed diet's departure from
Kwei-Yong, and having landed on the
sand outside the little walled village,
he made his way on foot to the Cafe
of the Bronze Dragon.
This semi-underground resort, with

its earthern floor and its clumsy tables.

he knew to be practically the head
quarters of Ho-Fang. a Mongolian
half-breed who considered himself to

be a war lord and called himself a
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general. Ho-Fang's "army" consisted

ot a band of yellow ruffians, undisci-

plined but loyal to their master, and
fully a dozen of them were lounging
about the big smoke-laden room when
Sheldon reached the bottom of the

steps that led down to it from the street.

Ho-Fang was at a table by himself,

drinking tea, a repulsive-looking man
with scars upon his face, heavy-lidded
eyes, and a moustache not altogether
unlike a couple of rats' tails. Cnder
a padded coat the haft of a long knife
projected from a leather belt, and on
in- head was an extraordinary cap of

fur.

Watched narrowly by the "soldier.-."

Sheldon walked over to the table, and
Ho-Fang listened with expressionless

features to what he had id say, drink-

ing his tea and refilling the. cup from
a pot at intervals.
"Eaton i- already on hi- way to the

field by caravan." .-aid Sheldon.
"That's why I flew up here. You've
got to work fast, Ho-Fang."

"General Ho-Fang." corrected the

Mongolian in a deep and guttural
voice.

"I'm sorry," nodded Sheldon.
"General Ho-Fang. Now listen. What
do you care for China? Anything you
do is all right. Raid their supplies,

destroy their pipe-lines, Inn don't let

Baton complete his contract on time."
Significantly, Ho-Faae held out bis

left hand, palm upwards.

"Certainly I expect to pay you for

your services, gen Sheldon
assured him.
In his own language, which was

Kalmuk, Ho-Fang barked a command
at his men, and they went out from
the cafe.

"Now," he said, putting clown his

teacup, "we talk business."

The New Book-keeper

THE Gobi Desert is high above sea

level anil of va-t expanse. For
three days the caravan led by

Chet progressed .-lowh across -and and
scrub, pitching camp at nightfall,

moving onwards again at dawn. Not
a tree was to he sees in all the land-

scape, bul here and there were patches
of grass, at le-s frequent intervals

wells of brakish water, and in the dis

tame were the Yablonoi Mountains.
'I'lte foothills of the mountain range

were reached during the morning of

the third day. and it was then thai

Ho-Fang and his "army" swooped.
The heavily laden camel- were
straggling patiently between rocks
when rifle fire broke out to left and
tight of I hem. The coolies flung them
selves flat, the animals stopped, and
Chet put away a six gun he had drawn
as a score of Ho-Fang's men came
riding out from their hiding-places.
Ho-Fang himself remained concealed,

hut his voice rang out from behind n

i .1 1 1 boulder :

"Dismount! Take their guns!"
Chet, who was acquainted with a

number of Chinese dialects, understood
:i- well as the coolies what the har.-hh
uttered words implied, and the barrel
nl ;i rule within a tew inches of his

chest and the barrel of another in Ins

hack caused him hurriedly to unfasten
Hi.- belt he was wearing and let ii fall

into the dust. Then he -lid down from
the saddle and stood with upraised
hands.
Wong, his face .1 mask, had dropped

tl'.e rifle he carried. The coolies Hung
away their weapons before they ven-
tured lo rise.

Ho-Fang rode out from behind his

boulder and looked on with a smile
of wicked satisfaction as the camels
were turned and driven hack along the

rock-streNvn way in company with the
Coolies and the horses. Then he. loo.

disappeared after his men. and Chel
and Wong were left standing together
in the blazing sunshine,
"Well, that's that!" grilled Chet.

• Let'- gel going."
The oilfield, with ils derrick'; and

sheds and hiii- and cabins, was still a

good ten mile- away to the west, and
they were trudging towards it when a

foreman who had been superintending
holing operations in the oilfield turned
toward- tin- ramp, looking for Chefs
brother Johnny,
The foreman, a fall, lean-faced and

middle-aged expert who had learned

You are the only man who can save the situation for the company," said the middle-aged chairman gravely
February 5tli, 1038.
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liis business in the oilfields of Cali-

fornia, was named Speed, and his

Christian name was Ernest, but he was
known to everybody as "Red" on
account of the colour of his hair.

Johnny Eaton, several years younger
than Cliet, was quite a handsome young-
lei low, but his clean-shaven face was
In -inning to show signs of dissipation;

life in the desert had got on his nerves,

and in the last six months he had taken
to drinking far more whisky than was
-ood for him—or for the Thatcher
Pet foleum Corporation.

He was sitting on the edge of a

table in the ollice, a glass containing
neat whisky in one hand and a half-

smoked cigarette in the other, when
Red Speed reached the doorway and
shouted :

"'Johnny, you in there?"
•' What is it now 1" Johnny put down

the glass and walked none too steadily

across the room.
"Why don't you get next to your-

self?" Red took it upon himself to

rebuke. "You're supposed to be (he

boss up here, and a lino example you're

setting."
"1 am boss." retorted Johnny, a

trifle thickly, "and I don't need any
advice from you. Well, did you take
a boring to-day?"
"Yeah, they were pulling it out when

1 came over. Come on, let's take a

look at it."

The two-seater aeroplane piloted by
Lucky was standing on the sand not

far from the wooden office building,

and they passed it on their way to the

spot where a rotary drill was at work.
Johnny stooped to examine the mass of

earth and rock brought up from the

bore-hole—and also some very obvious

pet roleum.
"It looks good, Red," he said.

" High gravity."
"Yeah," confirmed the foreman.

"Wo oughta be able to send down the

gun in two weeks and bring her in."

Lucky joined them, but almost
immediately his attention became
diverted to two figures plodding
wearily towards the camp.
"Hi, fellows, look!" he exclaimed,

pointing a finger.

"It's diet!" cried Johnny.
Lucky ran to meet the travellers.

"Where's the caravan?" he inquired.

"Couldn't it keep up with you?"
" If you think walking ten miles

across the desert in riding-boots is any
Fun," snapped diet, "you're crazy!
We were hijacked."

" Hi-jacked '!"

"Yeah. You've got to fly Lack and
tell Snyder what's happened."
Johnny and Red came up just then,

and the two brothers gripped hands.

"diet. I am glad to see you," de-

clared Johnny. "Say, but what's
happened? What are you doing on
foot? Where's the caravan?"

"I'll explain all that later." diet
caught hold of Johnny's arm. "I
wapt to talk to you. Johnny. Tell

the boys I'll see them in just a minute,
Red."'
He marched his brother into a cabin

which had formed his own quarters
before he had gone back to America,
and in the plainly furnished living-

room ho said sternly:
"What's all this I hear about you

spending most of your time in town
chunk?"
"Chet," began Johnny half-defiantly,

" I—I couldn't
"

"I left you in charge, didn't I?
What kind of an example are you
setting for your men? If you can't

stay out here sober, how do you expect
them to?"
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"But it got on my nerves, diet. I

couldn't stand it."

"Well, you're going to stand it, and
we're both going to stay here and see

this thing through."
"I've been stuck out here for over a

year," complained Johnny. "I'm
quitting."
He dived into his bed-room, which

adjoined the living-room, and he was
pouring more whisky into a tumbler
when diet followed him.

"I'll tell you when we're quitting,"
lapped diet; "and you might as well
cut that out right now."
On the following morning Lucky (lew

to Kwei-Yong with a letter from Chet
to Snyder. He reached the branch
headquarters of the Thatcher Petro-
leum Corporation well before noon,
and in the outer room of that office he
greeted a little slip of Chinese woman-
hood who was typing at a desk, then
turned to blink at another girl who
was a total stranger to him.
"Well, now look here," he exclaimed,

walking over to the desk at which the
strange but beautiful white girl was
writing in a loose-leaf ledger, "where
did you come from? Say, I don't think
you've met me. I'm "

"Yes, yes, I know," interrupted the
girl, looking him up and down with a
pair of particularly luminous brown
eyes. "You're the company's super
Hying ace. I think I'm going to swoon.
Oh, you flyers are so wonderful!"
Ths sarcasm was wasted on Lucky.
"That's just what I was going to tell

you," he informed her with a grin.
" Weil. I'm certainly glad to meet you,
Angel-Face."
"The name is Miss Manning, Mr.

Phelps."
"Aw, just call me Lucky.''
"Okay, Lucky," was the. freezing

response. "And you may call me Miss
Manning."

" I see Well, in that case, Miss Man-
ning, will you tell Mr. Snyder that Mr.
Phelps requests an interview?"
The sarcasm was wasted on her.
"Mr. Snyder has been waiting and

waiting," she said. "You may go in,

Mr. Phelps."
"Thank you, Miss Manning." Lucky

went to the door of Snyder's room and
opened it, but he took a pea-shooter
from the pocket of his leather jacket
and turned to fire a pea at her bowed
head before he crossed the threshold.

"Phelps!" exploded the resident
manager, rising from his desk. "What
are you doing? This is a business
ollice, and I'm sick and tired of having
you use it as a target range."
Lucky closed the door, advanced to

the desk, and perched himself on a
corner of it.

"I see you've decorated the front
olfice," he remarked.
"Her name is Manning!" rapped

Snyder.
"And she's the new book-keeper,

11

nodded Lucky. "I know. Tell me
something I don't know."
"That's impossible! What about

Eaton? How is he?"
"Oh. same as always—growling and

harking. Everything's under control,

except he lost the caravan."
"Lost the caravan?" howled Snyder.
"Yeah." Lucky deserted the desk

for a window overlooking the street in

order to put in some morn " target

practice" there. "A bunch of half-

breed bandits hijacked him. He had
to walk (o camp—ten miles."
Art innocent, pedestrian in the street

received a pea in the back of his neck.

"Listen, you clown!" roared Snyder.
"Give me some details!"
"Details?" Lucky looked round from

the window.
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" Yes, what happened ? Who are the
bandits?"
"Ho-Eang and his mob. They took

everything from Eaton and left him to
thumb a ride in the middle of the Gobi.
Here, you'll find all you want to know
in this."

Snyder snatched at a letter Lucky
tugged from his pocket and offered, and
Lucky -mot peas at more people in the
street while the letter was read.

" What does he mean by this post-
script?" demanded Snyder. "'Have
Lucky bring me a good cook by 'plane
—one that won't give me indigestion.'
What's the matter with the old one?"

" Don't ask me—I'm only the com-
pany flyer. All I know is that indi-

gestion makes him awfully grouchy, and
that guy's grouchy enough now. So
you'd better send him a cook, and darn
quick, too!"
On his way out from Snyder's pres-

ence Lucky stopped to have another
word with Miss Manning—Joan Man-
ning, to give her name in full.

"How good a cook are you?" lie

asked.
" That all depends upon for whom I'm

cooking," she replied.
" Well, suppose you were to cook for

me, Glorious?"
"In that case," said she, "I'm sorry,

but I couldn't cook at all. Good-bye,
Mr. Phelps."
"Okay, Precious," drawled Lucky,

with a flip of his hand. " So-long, Cho-
Cho!"
The little Chinese typist beamed and

nodded, but Joan Manning became im-
mersed in her loose-leaf ledger—and
looked up too late because a pea had
struck her on the head an instant before
the outer door was closed.

" Buying Protection "

IN the afternoon of the following day
diet stood upon the platform of a
derrick studying with expert, eyes

the shaft of the last well that had been
constructed. In his tour of inspection

he had found many things wrong, and
his brother to blame for most of them.

That brother was standing sullenly

beside him, and Red Speed was there
as well.

"This should have been pulled at four

thousand," said Chet. "NT
o wonder

you're getting hardly anything owl !"

"That's what I thought, Mr. Eaton!"
blurted Red. "But " He broke off

abruptly as Johnny scowled at him; but
Johnny shouted

:

"Go on. say it! I told you not to!"
Red made no response.
"What's all the argument about?"

asked diet.
"Well, I made a mistake." -„id

Johnny defiantly. "So what?"

The noise of an aeroplane overhead
caused them to look up. The Chinese
workmen were scurrying for cover with
cries of alarm because Lucky was cele-

brating his return from Kwei-Yong by
swooping and rising and hanking and
turning as (hough playing leapfrog with
the derricks.
"Look at that nut!" exclaimed Red.
Abruptly the stunting ceased anil the

machine descended to a perfect land-

ing ami taxied across the sand, raising

a cloud of dust behind it. Almost " »

side the door of the office it came to a

standstill, and Lucky clambered down
from the front cockpit, looked into the
rear one, and hoisted out from it what.

appeared at first to be a bundle of

clothing, hut proved to be a plump and
quivering little Chinese woman who
looked Beared out of her wita as -he was
set down upon her feet.

"Well, h< w did you like the tide?"

asked Lucky impishly.
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Chet came striding up, and the prac-
tical joker turned to him.

" See what I've brought you?" he
said. "Mah Ling, this is your new
boss, Mr. Eaton."
"How do you do, Mah Ling?" said

Chet, eyeing the dumpy little figure
with some amusement.
Mah Ling burst suddenly into a tor-

rent of Chinese, and finished up in

English : " He's clazy
!"

"You just finding that out?" laughed
Chet. "Hi, Wong, show this lady to
her quarters !"

Wong appeared from one of the huts
and took charge of the new cook pro-
vided by Snyder, and Lucky accom-
panied Chet into the office.

"Well, where is it?" demanded Chet.
Lucky handed over some papers from

the branch office, but there was no
cablegram amongst them, and Chefs
disappointment was manifest upon his

face.

"I see an awful future for you,"
chanted Lucky—"always grouchy, and
unlucky in love."
"Cut out the kidding!" snapped Chet.

"Where's the cable?"
"Maybe she wrote one and forgot to

send it off."
" Veah, rnavbe she did," said Chet

bitterly.

Lucky turned to depart, but in the
doorway he stopped short to stare at a

band of armed horsemen who were gal-
loping towards the settlement. As
they drew nearer lie recognised Ho-
Fang, and he heard that self styled wai
lord shout an order to his followers.

"Say," he gulped, "what do you sup-
pose "

"I sent for him." interrupted Chel
quite calmly.
"You sent for him?" Lucky could

hardly believe his ears.

"I know how to take care of that hi-

jack"*. Beat it. I want to talk to him
alone

!"

Lucky went off to his own quarters,
and Chet walked over to Ho-Fang, who
had halted with his men some twenty
yards away.
"General Ho-Fang?" he asked, look-

ins up at the ugly brigand.
"You Mr. Eaton?"
"Yes—won't you come into the

ollice ?"

Ho-Fang swung himself down from
his horse, rasped at his men to stand

" General," said Chet, thrust-

ing his thumbs in the pockets
of his riding breeches, " I un-
derstand this land is yours."
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guard, and entered the office with Chet.
He seated himself with excessive dig-

nity in a chair set against a rough
counter, and Chet regarded him ap-
praisingly.

"General," he said, thrusting his

thumbs in the pockets of his riding

breeches, "I understand this land is

yours."
"I take this land," Ho-Fang replied.

"Mine long time."

"Of course. Weil, our office has made
arrangements with the new Government,
but since the land really belongs to you
I think you should also profit. Say we
pay you a rent of

"

"How much?" Ho-Fang held out a
hand, palm upwards.
"That would be determined by our

success."
The hand was dropped again, the fur-

crowned head was nodded ever so

slightly.

"Then it's a deal, general?" asked
Chet. "I can expect your full co-opera-
tion? Equipment, pipe-lines, and every-

thing will be safe, is that it?"

"I am General Ho-Fang," was the
reply, " very honourable." The hand
was held out again. '•You pay now."

"Well, I'll have to take it up with
the office fust."

"Now!" insisted the brigand.
"All right, general." Chet moved

round the counter to a safe upon the
lloor behind it, and he opened the safe

and took some notes from one of it*

shelves.

Ho-Fang did not turn his head per-
ceptibly, but his eyes were watchful.

"Suppose I pay you a small amount
now," said Chet, returning from the
safe, "just to bind the agreement? As
soon as I get in touch with the office I

will
"

"Good!" Ho-Fang rose and took the
notes. "I will be back next week."
"That'll be fine," said Chet; and then

his unpleasant visitor went back to his

horse and rode away with his men.
Chet was standing on the low veranda

that stretched all along the front of the

office building when Johnny joined him,
in company with Red and Lucky.

"Chet," said Johnny, pointing a fingei

in the direction of the disappearing
horsemen, "aren't those the bandits who

"Veah." Chet cut him short. "Come
inside and I'll tell you about it."

Red drifted back to the men who were
working under him at the new well, and
Lucky and the two brothers entered the

office.

"I closed a deal with that fellow," said

Chet.
"You closed a deal?" Johnny was

amazed.
"Sure. I let him believe he owned this

land, and I started him in a nice little

racket. ]h'> the racketeer, and I'm
supposed to be the chump."

"What d'you mean, supposed to be?"
"There's too much at stake to have

him for an enemy. I'm buying Jiro

teetion."

"Well." growled
wouldn't be my way !

Moy Ku Ting send
troops down here, and "

"Now, wouldn't that be fine?" de-

rided Chef. "Start a little war, eh?
We'd get a let of work done then,

wouldn't we?"
"Well," said Lucky, "I think buying

him off is a swell idea, but who's gonna
(jay the tap?"
"The company." Chet replied.

"Are you sure ?"

Chet shrugged.
"I'm going to have you take a letter

into Snyder this afternoon," he said.

"Okay." Lucky made a grimace.
"After all, I'm the company flyer, and
my home is a crate in the air!"

The evening meal that day was a

great success, Mah Ling not only
cooked it perfectly, but waited upon
Chet and Johnny at table.

"Do you know," Chet said to her with
enthusiasm, "this is the best food T ever

had !"

Johnny, " that

I'd have General
some Nationalist
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Mah Ling beamed all over her moon
of a face.

"You like?" she purred.
"Sure! You married, Mah Ling?"
"Urn," she nodded. "Mc got hus-

band."
"Aw, (hat's (oo bad! You know,

you're the first woman I ever met that
could really cook, and I was sort of

hoping that "

Johnny, with a snort of impatience,
pushed his plate aside and flung down
iiis serviette.

"I'm getting out of this rotten hole
!"

he cried, jumping to his feet. "You
come back here to finish the field and
fake all the credit! You're making a
tool out of me! I won't let you do it!"

He went off into his bed-room, and
ho was putting on a coat when diet
followed him there, disturbed by the
sudden outburst.

"Where are you going?" he de-

manded. Catching hold of his arm.
" I'm going to Tak Tao."
"Don't be a sap, Johnny: you're doing

all right. If you want a drink, take
one -here. You don't have to go to

town."
"No?" Johnny raged at him. "Well,

I'm getting out of this dump, see? I'll

take a drink wherever I want to, and
you're not going to stop me!"
He wrenched his arm free and tried

to thrust in's brother aside.

"(let out of my way!" he roared.
" You're asking for it," said Cliot

gi imly.

A violent blow was aimed at his jaw,
I nit the blow was warded off, and
Johnny went crashing to the floor from
ii -ledge-hammer left between the eyes.

Tt was rough treatment, but it served
ite purpose. Johnny did not ride out of

lamp that evening.
Lucky got back from Kwei-Yong late

in the afternoon of the next day, and
as he climbed down from his machine
and sped towards the office he waved a
letter above his head, diet ran out to

him, and quite a subdued Johnny fol-

lowed. _
•

"Greetings from your pal Snyder!"
proclaimed Lucky, handing over the
letter with a flourish. "Just another
monkey-wrench in the works !"

"I might have known that nit-wit

wouldn't understand," raged diet,
tearing open the envelope, and he
frowned heavily as he read the letter.

"Well, what does ho say?" asked
Johnny impatiently.
"No dough for Ho-Fang," Lucky

look it upon himself to reply. "It's the
principle of the thing he objects to.

Boy, you should have seen him
boil!"
diet screwed up the letter from the

manager.
"Well, what do you tell Mr. Ho-Fang

DOW '!" jeered Johnny.
"There's more, (ban one way of skin-

ning a eat," retorted diet. "I'll handle
Ho-Fang !"

"What are yon going to do?"
"Keep right on the job until we get

if finished! Come on, kid, let's look at

Number Five !"

Ho-Fang Strikes Again

MONTHS of hard work Followed.
diet paid regular tribute to Ho-
Fang and forged ahead with the

development of the oilfield, eager to gel

back to New York. Wells th.it had
proved unproductive were closed down.
and fresh wells were bored. Derrick
lifter derrick was erected, and .1 second
pipe-line was laid all across the desert
in Kwei-Yong, buried beneath the
-ami and earth wherever it could be
Mnicd. Imt carried across gaps in the
foothills and hollows among t lie dunes
upon trestle bii.l

i. l>ruarj 5th, 1988.
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diet's accounts became not merely
complicated, but almost beyond any
book-keeper's comprehension as a result

of his endeavoms to cover up the weekly
payments to Ho-Fang, but the Thatcher
Petroleum Corporation profited by his

work as an engineer, and General Moy
Kn Ting had every reason to be satisfied

with the increasing revenue his Govern-
ment derived from the concession.
But Howard Sheldon found the very

pointed reproaches of the Gobi Develop-
ment Corporation hard to bear. A con-
siderable sum of money had been paid
to Ho-Fang, on behalf of that corpora-
tion, to harass and hinder diet in his

labours so that the specified year should
expire without any great success and the
franchise should become lost to the
Thatcher Company, and Sheldon knew
quite well that he was in danger of
losing his own job.

He flew to Tak Tao, and in the Cafe
of (he Bronze Dragon he interviewed the
impassive bandit who had taken his

bribes and done nothing in return since

the capture of the caravan. Ho-Fang
saw that he was in a fury, and that
suited him well.

"Wait!" he commanded; and Sheldon
suppressed his wrath till the gang of
ruffians had been sent out from the
building. "Well?"
"I don't understand how Eaton has

got that field going." raged Sheldon.
"What have vou been doing, Ho-
Fang?"
"General Ho-Fang," corrected the

bandit.

"At the rate he's going the whole
project will be completed ahead of

time. It's up to you to do something!"
Ho-Fang held out a hand.
"This is very big job," he said. "I

want, more money."
"Just show me some results," retorted

Sheldon, "then I'll pay you."
Ho-Fang inclined his head.
"You are a very smart man, too,"

he murmured. "All right, you will

see."
Two days after this conversation, Ho-

Fang and his men set off across the
eastern part of the desert, left their

horses to graze on a patch of vegeta-
tion, and made their way along a wind-
ing trench beneath the bottom of which
part of the long pipe-line was buried.
At the western end of the trench the

big pipe emerged from the ground to

pass across a wide rocky gap upon a
wooden bridge, and there Ho-Fang gave
instructions to Ming Yen, his repulsive

second-in-command, and some of the
men remained in the trench with their

ntles while the others climbed the bridge
and began to disconnect several joints

in the pipe.
( 'nide oil was streaming down over the

woodwork of the bridge, and Ho-Fang
was nodding approval at the work of

destruction, when the roar of an ap-

proachiag aeroplane caused him to look
u)i.

"Hurry! Hurry! Aeroplane!" he.

shouted in his own language. "Hide!
Hide!"
The men on (he bridge dropped from

it in haste, and there was a general rush

for the trench. .But. Lucky was in (he

aeroplane, returning From one of his

tucuient \isits to the Kwei-Yong head-
quarters, ami he had sighted the gang.
He came swooping down over the hills

low.nds the bridge, and three of the

bandits promptly flung themselves down
on tin- -and and blazed away with their

rifles. Those in the trench also opened
lire; hut. Lucky defied (he rain of bul-

lets, cleared the bridge by no more (ban
a couple of yards, saw the damage
that had been done, and shot upwards
ii. bank and turn.

On ea'h side of the front cockpit a
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machine-gun was mounted, and for the
next five minutes or so Lucky
thoroughly enjoyed himself. He raked
the trench with machine-gun lire; ho
spattered bullets at the three out upon
the sand; and he had the satisfaction/

of seeing some of the men fall and the
rest scatter in all directions.

Ho-Fang, a rank coward at heart, had
squeezed himself between some upright
timbers of the bridge and a jagged wall

of rock, and from that place of conceal-

ment he fired a perfectly useless pistol

at the aeroplane as it soared away to-

wards the distant camp.
Less than an hour afterwards. Lucky

burst in upon Chet, who was hard at

work upon some accounts in the office.

"I just caught Ho-Fang and his mob
tearing up your pipe-line!" he cried.

"What?" diet flung down the pen
he was using-

.

'
•

"Yeah, they took a couple o' shots at

me, so I had to let 'em have it !**

"Aw, you're crazy, Lucky! It can't

be Ho-Fang—it must have been some
other outfit."
"Well, whoever it was." said Ll*

"I shot 'em up, anyway!"
"Any mail ?"

"Yeah." Lucky produced some Inters
and handed them over, knowing quite

well that one was from New York ad-

dressed in a feminine handwriting.
"It's a good thing General Moy Kit

Ting gave us permission to carry
machine-guns."
diet did not even hear that remark.

He had torn open the letter from New
York, and these words seemed to hit

him in the face before he had read the

whole thing through

:

"... a month made little differ.-! i. e.

but anything can happen in a year,

Chet. If I am so much less important
to you than an oilfield in a desert "

"Bad news?" inquired Lucky, study-

ing his gloomy face.

"Yeah," diet replied most unhappily.
" Alice."
"Given you the air? Well, you're the

kind of a guy (hat shouldn't get mar-
ried, anyway. Now, I always say——

"

"Oh. shut up!" Chet bellowed at him.
"My loyalty to this company has kept
us apart for over two years. No sooner

do I leave this confounded country be-

hind than back I bate to come again!
Well, it's not going to keep us apart any
longer—I'm going back to (he State

"But. diet, you can't do that!" pro-

tested Lucky.
"Ob, cant I, eh? Just keep those

motors of yours warmed up!"
"But who's gonna take your place?"
"I don't know, and I don't care!"

"Well, what about your promise to

the general? Better think that •>.

He left diet to recover at- leisure from
the bitterness created by Alice's letter,

and the subject of departure was not
mentioned again that day. Next morn-
ing he was in the office with Chet when
the sound of hoofs sent them both to a

window.
"It's Ho-Fang," said Lucky, and

reached into a hip-pocket for .

he kept there. "Now you'll find nut!''

"Keep that gun where it. is." barked
Che), "and I'll take care of Ho-F.
They went out together on' to the

veranda as (he bandit, and his hi

men drew rein facing it.

"Hallo, Ho-Fang," greeted •

"On (line, as usual."

"General Ho-Fang." insisted the ban-

dit in a very unfriendly voice.

"General!" scoffed Lucky, "lie may
think he's a general '."

"Shut up!" hissed Chet. "Shut up!"
Ho-Fang flung out an accusing band.
"H. idled ihree of my men!" he

rasped, "I want more nioncj I"
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"You know why I killed 'em?" de-

manded Lucky. "I caught you wreck-
ing our pipe-line

!"

"Other men wreck pipeline," cor-

rected ^the bandit. "I fix."

It w?as quite tine that the pipe-line

had been mended, but that was after

Lucky had flown away and was due to

Ho-Fang's artfulness.

'He's a cork-eyed liar!" exploded
Lucky.
"Don't I know it?" growled C'hct.

"What, he say?" inquired the bandit
suspiciously.

"He didn't say anything, general."
Chet motioned to Lucky. "Beat it, you
fool." he whispered; and then, as Lucky
backed into the office: "You know,
general, all flyer, are a little bit crazy."
"From now on," thundered tha

"general," "you pay double!"
"All right," shrugged Chef; "but

you'll have to wait until the money
comes from Kwei-Yong."
"1 wait one week—no more." Ho-

Fang waved a hand, uttered a curt com-
mand to his men, and rode away with
them past the little forest of derricks in

the general direction of Tak Tao.
diet re-entered the office, and he said

severely to Lucky

:

"What were von trying to do, get ua
all killed?"
"Never mind that," said Lucky.

"Now I understand why the duchess
can r balance your accounts!"
"What are you driving at?" growled

Chet. "And who'.-, the duchess?"
"The new book-keeper Snyder in-

stalled just after yon got here. You're
a smart guy. aren't you? Snyder savs
no dough for Ho-Fang, so you pad the
pay-roll to shell out to that bandit!"
Chet did not attempt to deny the

charge.
"What else can I do?" he returned

wearily. "Snyder doesn't understand
my problem,. 01' even try to."
"Oh, well, what's the difference?"

drawled Lucky. "You say you're leav-

ing, anyway."
"Sure I am," declared C'het

—
"just as

soon as I can fix it with the general,
that is. But you can tell Snyder, hot or
cold. I'm pulling out of here !"

Lucky Has an Idea

LLT'KY flew off to Kwei-Yong again,
partly to deliver that message,
partly to send a cable to Alice

Sylvester for C'het; and in Snyder's
room he took up his favourite position
on a corner of the resident manager's
desk.
"What does he mean, he's quitting?"

howled Snyder. "He can't do that!"
"Maybe he can't." said Lucky, "hut

he's going to. He swears he's catching
the next boat home."
The wide heed little manager scowled

through his gold-rimmed spectacles at
a harmless calendar.
"Three months to go on the renewal

of the franchise!" lie barked. "What
doe: he expect me to do?"
"Well." expounded Lucky, "he

promised the general he'd slay, you
know. He wants you to talk Moy Ku
Ting into letting him go."
"What does he think I am, a hypno-

tist?"

"Don't ask me, I'm only the com-
pany flyer."

The door from the outer office was
opened, and Joan Manning walked
towards the desk with several sheets
from a loose-leaf ledger in her hand.
"That fellow Eaton's enough to drive

anybody mad !" said Snyder explo-
sively.

"That's what T say." complained
Joan Manning. "I can't straighten out
his figures—anybody who could would
be a wizard."
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Snyder's temper was not improved
by that statement.

" No other book-keeper ever had any
trouble. Miss Manning!" lie blared.
"But let me show you," she pleaded.
"I haven't any time to waste upon

your inability to balance our books! I

don't think we require your services any
longer!"
Lucky shifted from the edge of the

desk to a chair at the end of it, full

of sympathy for the unfortunate girl

who looked so utterly dismayed.
"Oh, but you can't mean that, Mr.

Snyder," she protested, almost in tears.
"I'm doing the best I can witb Mr.
Eaton's accounts, but look——

"

She held out the sheets, but the
manager waved them aside.
"Sorry," he snapped, "that", all!"
She went out. biting her lip. yet

carrying her head high, and Lucky had
a word to say in her defence as soon
as the door was closed.
"Now, look Snyder," he objected. "

it

isn't fair to have anybody take the rap
for Eaton's dizzy book-keeping."

"What are you talking about?"
rapped the manager.
"Well, nothing." Lucky had no

desire to give C'het away. "But the
duchess is stranded out here, you know.
and "

"Are you trying to tell me how to
run this office?"
"Oh, no, no—I'm only the company

flyer. But I know a mistake when I
see one."
"Now. listen-, Phelps; you run your

ship and I'll run this office. The ques-
tion is what are we going to do about
Fa I on?"
"Don't ask me." retorted Lucky.

"You're running this office."
"Can't you think of anything?"
Lucky rose with a sudden idea in his

head and made for the door.
"What's the matte;?" demanded

Snyder.

9

"I'll tell you later—I don't know yet
whether it'll work."
Only the Chinese typist was in the

outer office, and Lucky turned to her
after he had gazed blankly at Joan
Manning's deserted desk.

" Cho-C'ho. where "s the duchess?" he
asked.
"She jusi left." was the reply.

" Gone home."
Off went Lucky, out from the, build

ing into the street, and he shouldered
aside yellow men and white to catch
up with the girl, shouting:
"Hi, Duchess! Duchess! Duchess!

Wait a minute !"

It was in a crowded market that he
reached her side and stopped her.

"Duchess." he said, breathless from
running, "how would you like a new
job?"
"Doing what?" she asked.
"I've got an idea, but first I've got

to find out if you are willing."
' Willing to do what ?"

"Well, this is something different."
Lucky found it no easy task to express
what was in his mind. "All you've gol
to do is to—er—be nice and friendly to

a cuv—a lonely ?:w who's discoi
tent >d."
"I thought you were a flyer.'' 'he

said scornfully, "not a match-ma
Now . listen, Don Juan. I'm not making
love to anybody, least of all you!"
"You've cot it all wrong! If you

don't like the idea you can always say
' No,' but you might hear what it i-.

All you've got to do is to go up to camp
and make Eaton like you."
"Eaton?" she exclaimed.
" Yeah," he nodded.
"I want to break his neck, not his

heart !"

"Well, you can work on his neck
in your own time. You see. there's a

dame back in the Slate- who's giving
Eaton the air. and for her sake he
wants to leave the company flat."

"A break for tin- company, T'd say
offhand!" decided the sufferer from
Chefs fantastic method of trying to

balance his accot nts.

Three of the bandits promptly flung themselves down on the sand and
blazed away at the swooping aeroplane with their rifles.

February 5th, 1038.
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" If he leaves," declared Lucky, " tlic

lompany's sunk !"

"Why?"
J -ucky explained.
" I don't see what I can do about it,"

said Joan.
"Well, he might realise there are

other girls in the world with you
around, because you're perfect—just the

type he'd like. You've got the looks,

i he brains, and everything."

"Thanks for the testimonial," she
bowed mockingly.
"You could go up there to audit the

books, see? Snyder couldn't do a thing
about it once you're fixed—and you'd
like to let him know where he gets

down, wouldn't you? There are quite

nice quarters up there, and there's even
a Chinese chaperon waiting for you."

.loan was tempted.
"But supposing it doesn't work?" she

questioned'.
"It will!" Lucky averred. "But

whether it does or not, I'll guarantee
your passage back to the States."

" Well, you've got me there," she
confessed. "I guess you know how
badly I want to go back home."
"Okay!" said Lucky joyfully. "Well,

come on—we'll get your duds and By
right back there !"

On the return journey to the camp
.loan occupied the rear cockpit, with
a suitcase at her feet and a handbag
on her knees, wearing a leather jacket
with which Lucky provided her; and
Lucky did no stunting on that trip.

He landed neatly on the sand outside
I he office, and she discarded the leather
jacket and readjusted her little hat with
the aid of a mirror in her handbag
after he had helped her down. The suit-

case was left in the cockpit, and on the
veranda he motioned to her to wait
"bile he went into the building,

< 'bet sprang up from a chair at sight
of him. eager for news.
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"What happened?" he asked.
"Well," said Lucky, "Snyder hasn't.

had time yet to see the general."

"Did he send any money?"
"No." Lucky shook his head. "He

sent a book-keeper."

"A book-keeper?" howled diet.
"What in the world did you bring a
book-keeper out here for?"

"Aw, it wasn't my fault," lied Lucky.
"It was Snyder's idea. Wait a minute!"
He went to the door and beckoned,

and Joan stepped in over the threshold,
neatly arrayed in a grey costume with a
little blue scarf round her neck, and
looking very self-conscious.

"Miss Manning," said Lucky, "this
is Mr. Eaton."
"How do you do?" she murmured,
"How do you do?" said Chet, star-

ing at her.
"No one seems to be able to decipher

jour accounts, Mr. Eaton. That's why
I'm here."
"I'm sorry. Miss Manning," returned

Chet stiffly, "but I have a peculiar way
of keeping my books. I'm afraid
you've made this trip out here for
nothing. Besides, this is no place for
a woman."
"Oh, I don't mind!" she said.

Chet shook his head, and the set of
his jaw indicated quite plainly that he
did not intend to let her stay.

"Don't be a chump," urged Lucky.
" Snyder won't send any money until

you get the books audited."

"What I say still goes," Chet re-

torted. "Take Miss Manning back!"
Lucky gazed wryly at Joan and

scratched the back of his neck.

"Well, orders are orders, I guess," he
said dolefully. "I'm just the company
flyer."

At that moment Johnny walked into
the office, gaped at Joan, and whisked
off his hat.
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"I didn't know we had a visitor!" he
exclaimed.
Chet scowled.
"Oh, Miss Manning," he said, "this

is my brother Johnny."
Joan and Johnny exchanged greet-

ings.

"Why don't you see the lady to the
'plane?" said Chet.
"Oh, sure!" Johnny restored his hat

to his head. " I'm sorry you have to
leave so soon. Miss Manning," he said
regretfully. "Can't we induce von to
stay?'-'

She made a little gesture of dissent,
and they went out together. Chet im-
mediately wrote on a pad and tore off
the sheet.
"I want you to send this cable," he

said to Lucky. "I'm going over
Snyder's head to Thatcher himself. If

.

I don't get money to that hall-breed
Ho-Fang he'll be on the rampage.
Now get rolling !"

Johnny and Joan had reached the
aeroplane, and Johnny was leaning
against the side of it, studying the girl

with interest.

"What was the idea of your coming
here, anyhow?".he asked. "No one
could call it a joy-ride."

"I've been trying to figure that out
for myself," she returned.

"Well, where's the next stop?"
" Kwei-Yong, I guess."
"Kwei-Yong? I haven't been there

since my brother got back from New-
York, but I'll be down there before the
week is over."
"Good!" .>aid she. "Then I'll Bee

you."
Lucky arrived, climbed on to a wing

of the machine, and offered a hand to
help her up into the cockpit.

"Okay, duchess," he said, "let's go."
Joan shook hands with Johnny, and

after she had become seated and Lucky
had started the engines she waved to
him.

Johnny stood staring out through the window, trying to summon the courage he needed for a task fraught with

infinite danger.
Februarj St*
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The End of Wong

THE machine rose up into the air

beyond the derricks, and .soon wa=
flying over the foothills of the

Yablonoi Mountains. But Ho-Fang
and his men were waiting for it in a

trench, not far from the trestle bridge
where the pipe-line had been damaged
and repaired, and Ho-Fang bellowed
an order as soon as it was within rifle

range.
Bullets rained all about the machine,

and two of them became buried in one
of the engines, putting it out of action.
Lucky saw the grinning faces of the
bandits down below, but had as much
a* he could do to bank and turn with
only one engine running, and he made
for the camp again.
In spite of the damaged engine he

achieved a perfect three-point landing
in a cloud of black smoke, and he was
down on the ground almost instantly
ivith a fire-extinguisher in his hands,
from which he squirted foamite upon
the overheated motor.
Johnny rushed over from a well to

help Joan down from her cockpit, and
she said bitterly a.s she descended :

''I seem to be popular with everybody
around here!"
diet dived out from the office to

Lucky.
"What's happened':" he shouted.
"Your friends from Tak Tao put a

couple o' bullets in the engine." replied
Lucky, still busy with the fire-extin-
guisher. "I think I can fix it."

diet turned away and bellowed for
Wong, who came running over from the
native workers' mess-hut.
"You know where to find Ho-Fang?"
"Dm." replied the little Chinaman.

"Tak Tao."
"All right." said diet. "You go tell

him he has to wait for his money, but
it come pretty soon. Now hurry '."

Wong set off on horseback for the
little village on the fringe of the desert,
and he reached it before sundown. In
the Cafe of the Bronze Dragon he
found Ho-Fang sprawling in a chair at
his favourite table with several of his
men around him.
The men eyed Wong narrowly as he

crossed the big room, but Ho-Fang did
not move, and in his own dialect the
little Chinaman delivered Chet's mes-
sage :

"General. I am sorry to say Mr.
Eaton asked me to tell you he cannot
giveyou more money yet, but you will
get it soon."
Ho-Fang remained as motionless as

an idol.

"Did you not hear me?" asked
Wong.
The bandit motioned with one finger,

and the repulsive Ming Yen closed in

on one side of the messenger and
another man gripped his left arm.
Ming Yen reached a hand to a knife
in his belt, and a cold sweat of fear
broke out upon Wong's brow.
"I am only a messenger," he fal-

tered, "do not harm me."
The knife was drawn.
"Please!" shrieked Wong. "I am a

messenger. Don't harm me! Don't
harm me!"
Ming Yen looked inquiringly at Ho-

Fang, and Ho-Fang raised a hand and
dropped it with a thud upon the table.
The knife was raised, and its blade
flashed downwards. Wong collapsed to

the earthen floor with a civ that died
in his throat.

That night Joan slept in a perfectly
comfortable bed of the camp- variety.
made up for her by Mali Ling in the
cabin the Chinese cook herself occupied.
Johnny and she had become quite
friendly by that time, and Chet had
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Time and again Johnny caught hold of the metal cap and tried to

pull it down over the pipe that had become a volcano of flame.

accepted her as an inevitable guest until

the engine of the aeroplane had been
repaired.

Chet was quite pleasant to her at

breakfast next morning, but breakfast
was late, and he left her and Johnny
at table after he had swallowed some
tea and consumed some buttered toa.st.

Lucky entered the living-room as he
went out, and Lucky said to the dumpy
little cook:

" Step on it. Mali Ling; you'll have
us bawled out for loafing!"
"Me no can help!" protested Mah

Ling. "Wong go to Tak Tao, no come
back. Me build fire and cook, too."
Lucky was served, and he devoured

eggs and bacon with speed; but Johnny
was in no hurry.
"You know." he said to Joan, "I

don't think Ho-Fang is such a bad
fellow, because if it weren't for him
you wotddn't be here right now."

"Well, at least I'm popular with
somebody!" laughed Joan.
"Popular? You're absolutely the

"You coming, Johnny?" interrupted
Lucky, pushing back his chair.

"Why. sure—in just a minute," re-

plied that rather infatuated young man.
" Go ahead !"

Lucky departed, but he went no
farther than the outside of the cabin,
and through one of its windows he saw
Johnny put a handkerchief over an
empty glass and make passes above the
handkerchief.
"What on earth are you doing?"

asked Joan, watching him from the
other side of the table.

"Magic," said Johnny, who hadn't
had any intoxicating liquor for months,
and he removed the handkerchief to

grimace at the empty glass. "Do it

every morning. Never have any luck!"
" Well, of course not." said Joan.

"You haven't got your silk hat!"
"The magic book says it doesn't make

any difference," he informed her with
mock gravity; and he spread the hand
kerchief over an empty plate and made
more passes.
The plate was just as empty as the

tumbler when he removed the handker-
chief, but he uttered a contented
"Ah-h-h!"
"What is it?" she inquired, leaning

forward.
"One of those big, beautiful, indi-

gestible doughnuts you used to get iii

the Stales!" he proclaimed.
"Oh! May I have half?"
" Well, maybe."
"Oh, please!"
"All right, but it's the only one I've

had in years."
II" divided nothing with a knife, and

conveyed nothing to her own plate with
much ceremony.
"Hector was never that stingy!" she

pouted.
'Hector? Who's Hector? Mv

rival?"
"I 'hull!" She made a pretence of

picking up the imaginary piece oi

doughnut and eating it. "Hector drove
the bakery truck when I was eight

years old. He had little freckles across

his nose—and he gave me doughnuts."
"Doughnuts?" echoed Johnny.

"Why, I'd give you whole pies!"
"Oh. no, you wouldn't," she de-

rnurred. "Hector wouldn't like it."

"That doesn't make any difference,

because I don't like him, anyway."
Johnny moved round to an empty chair

beside her, and his face became very
close to hers. "I bet vou were a homelv
little kid."
"So?"
"Yeah, because you've grown up to

be so pretty."
Lucky put his head in at the door-

way, and he shouted

:

"Lli, Johnny! Chet wants to see you
right away in the office. You'd bettei

hurry."
February 5th. loss.
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Johnny stood up.
"Stick around this dump," he said to

Joan. "We'll have doughnuts for

breakfast every morning."
"All right," she nodded; and then

lie went out.
Lucky promptly went in and walked

straight over to the table.

"Hi, duchess," he rebuked, "that's
Johnny, not Chet !"

"I know," she responded meekly.

"I think he'd have kissed you in

another minute."
"Oh, Lucky, whatever made you think

ihat ?"

"Well, never mind—but I've got eyes.

You want to start getting Chet under
con! rol."

"And you'd begrudge just one little

kis.s from Johnny?"
"Why, sure I would! After all, if

there are any spare kisses that Chet
doesn't rate, what's the matter with
me '!"

Be stooped suddenly and kissed her
00 the lips: but Johnny had returned
from the office, and he burst wrathfully
in upon them.
"Now I know why you lied about

Chet wanting me!" he cried.

"Oh, he didn't want you ?" a.-ked

Lucky with an air of innocence. " Well,
maybe I was wrong."

lie went out, Leaving the Iwo of them
with very flushed faces.

"Just who haven't you kissed around
here this morning ?" demanded Johnny
jealously.
"Oh, don't be sillv," said Joan. "You

don't understand."
"I understand." he raged.
"Oh, Johnny, listen to me!"
"Tell it to Chet, or Lucky! Ami you

can tell all your friends they can Bad
me in Tak Tao."
Ho dived into his own ! bed-room,

shimming the door violently behind him.
and she ran out to Lucky, who was at
work on the engine of the aeroplane.

"Lucky." ~ 1 j
< said in an agitated

voice, "I didn't like this idea from the
beginning, and I like it even less now."
Lucky deserted the engine.
"Why, what's the mattery" he asked,

sin prised and dismayed to see tears in

her eyes.
"I want Mr. Eaton to know the

truth."
"Bui why this sudden change'.' What's

happened '.'"

"Well. something that Oh,
never mind. Are you going to tell him,
or am I?"

Lucky puffed Olit his cheeks and
scratched the back of his neck.

"I can't very well do that," he com-
plained.

"All right, then I will!" She turned
in a very determined fashion towards the
office.

"Wait a minute!" Lucky flew after
her. "Listen! You can't do that!"

But Joan entered the office and went
straight to Chet, who was at his desk.
"Mr. Eaton," she began tremulously,

"I want to straighten out a few things
that you don't understand 1—I "

"Wait a minute! Wait, a minute!"
howled Lucky, standing beside her.
"I'll tell him. It's my Fault, boss. I

—

1 thought "

"Have you two taken leave of your
senses?" Chet broke in. staring from
one to the other. "What are you driv-

ing a I

'!"

"Well, T had an idea," blurted Lucky.
"I brought MlSS Manning up here to
help delay VOW departure. 1 I bought
that—- Well, it didn't work."
To the infinite Surprise and relief of

both culprits. Chet did noi seem to be
in the least annoyed; on the contrary,
be grinned.
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"Miss Manning," he said quite
affably, "are you really a book-keeper?"

"Yes, I am," she replied.
" Then I'll lay my cards on the table.

I tried to make Snyder understand that
I had to have money to buy protection
from that half-breed brigand Ho-Fang.
But he didn't give it to me. so I had to

pad the pay-roll—and now I've got my
books into such a mess that I can't even
figure them out myself. I wonder if

you could help me J

"I'm sure I can,'' declared Joan.
"May I look at the books?"

"I'll say you may !"

Lucky went hack to the aeroplane.
d( lighted that his scheme had not proved
such a failure after all. and Joan be-
came busy with the books.
"I must admit, Mr. Eaton," she said,

about an hour later "that you worf
right, when you said your methods of
book-keeping were slightly peculiar."

"Well, you can't say I didn't warn
you," said he.

In the Enemy's Hands

DARKNESS had enshrouded the
desert, but Chet and Joan were
still busy with the books in the

lighted office, when Ho-Fang and his

men rode up to the edge of the oil-

field. There they all reined in their

horses, except Mine Yen, and he rode
on towards the buildings of the camp
with the dead body of Wong across his
knees.
Xobody saw him approach the office

and drop his burden on the sand in

front of the veranda, for the outdoor
work of the day Was over and the men
were in their respective quarters. But
Red Speed heard the beat of hoofs as
Ming Yen galloped back to the waiting
band, and he looked out from the shack
he shared with other white men. He
ran to the office to report to Chet, and
he stumbled over the dead body.
He looked into the office, and he saw-

Joan at the desk with Chet.
"Boss, will yon come out here a

minute?" he shouted.
"Yeah." Chet. walked out to him,

stepped off the veranda, and knelt beside
tin 1 still form of the little Chinaman.
"Wong," he said, and gritted his

teeth. "This looks like trouble, Red."
Lucky thrust his head and shoulders

out of a window of the adjoining cabin.

"What's happened?" he asked.
"They've killed Wong," Chet

answered.
"What?" Lucky deserted the window-

to make for the. door; but Chet went
back into the office.

"Where's Johnny?" lie asked.
"He went to Tak Tao." Joan replied.

"Or, at least, he said he was going
there. I don't know when he left

camp."
Chet turned to Lucky, who had just

Crossed the threshold.

"Stay here and take (are of Miss
Manning," he said. "I've got to go
alter Johnny."
Red had carried the body of Wong

away from the buildings, and he was
instructing some coolies to dig a grave
when Chet found him.

"(let Burton and Jackson," he said,

"and four horses. Johnny's gone to

Tak Tao, and we've got lo lind him
before Ho-Fang treats him the way he
treated Wong!"
In less than five minutes Chet was

gal loping across the desert under a
crescent moon with Red and the two
white men he had specified; but Johnny
had reached Tak Tao a full hour before,
and he was at a table in the die of the

Bronze Dragon with a second bottle of
wine before him when Ho-Fang and his

ruffians descended the steps after they
hnil returned from the oilfield.
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Other customers of the establishment
made themselves scarce as the brigand
crossed the floor to his favourite table,

but Johnny paid no attention to him
whatever. The half-breed dropped into
a chair, and from it C3'ed the drinker
thoughtfully.
"Eaton's brother," whispered Ming

Yen.
"So," nodded Ho-Fang. and then ho

rose and walked over to Johnny's table.

"Good-evening, young Mr. Eaton,"
he said. "I am very happy to see
brother of my good friend. Yon drink
with me?"
Johnny stared at him, saw that the

other bandits were gathering round the
table, and stood up without a word to

put on the tweed coat he had discarded
because of the heat of the semi-under-
ground den.
"Ah, don't go," said Ho-Fang menac-

ingly. "You be my guest
Still without a word. Johnny made

to leave the table; but Ho-Fang shouted
in Kalmuk, and Ming Yen's right hand
went to the knife in his belt, while the
others barred the way to the steps.
Johnny sat down again, knowing quite
well that escape was impossible.
"I say you be my guest!" Ho I

banged the fiat of his hand upon the
table, shouted for wine, and ordered his

men to keep back.
A fresh' bottle of wine was convey, ci

with fresh cups to the table h> a slip-

pered Chinaman, and Ho-Fang hiniseli

filled the two cups from the bottle and
set one of them in front of the virtual

prisoner.

"It is impolite tor guest not to drink
with host." he said.

Johnny spoke at last.

"Just what do you propose to do."
he challenged hoarsely.

".Prepare to make guest comfortable
for long stay." was tin- ominous reply.

Chet and his companions had ridden
into the village by this time, and had
dismounted in the narrow street. But
Chet found his brother's horse outside

a tavern some little way from the Cafe
of the Bronze Dragon—a tavern Johnny
had visited first—and he wasted several

minutes inside the place, looking into
bead-curtained alcoves and questioning
the parchment-skinned proprietor.

He went out to the others, gazed up
and down the street—and saw a lighted
lantern hanging from a bronze dragon
over a doorway.

"Let's try this one." he said.

The cup of wine Ho-Fang had set

before Johnny was still untouched, and
Ho-Fang considered himself insulted.

"You are very fortunate your brother
is a wealthy man," he barked.

"If you think he's going to p*J ran-

som for me," resorted Johnny, "you're
crazy I"

"Oh, no." The brigand shook his

head. "The message I sad to him bj

his servant Wong should convince M .

Eaton I mean business."
Johnny knew nothing of what had

happened to Wong, but he Cried de-

fiantly :

"You can't get away with this, Ho-
Fang! There's a law in China that
lakes care of racketeers like you!"
"Here I make my own laws," boasted

the brigand.
At that moment Chet descended the

steps into the big room, alert and un-
afraid. He had left Red and the ollleis

in the entrance, but he was wearing a
belt, and there was a six-gun in its

holster.

He took in the situation al one swift

glance, and he strode towards the table.
"

1 folio, Ho Fang." he said.

"General Ho-Fang," insisted frie

Mongolian half-breed, apparently in no
< Continued on page 26)
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A New York gangster kills his lawyer and a tramp is arrested for the crime. Only one
person can save him from the death sentence, and that is a girl witness to the killing.

A broadcast fails to find her because she is in prison on a faked charge. On gaining
her freedom she determines to get to New York by air, and stows away on a giant flying
machine, where she is befriended by a Scotland Yard detective. A thrilling drama,

starring John Loder and Anna Lee

The Only Witness

WHEN Jenny Can walked into a
cheap open-all-night eating-house
and ordered a cup of COttee and

a ham sandwich she found that the price
was twenty cents, and as she only
possessed half thai amount she had to

content herself with coffee only. She
went to a table and hei eyes bulged
mi much with famished greed that a

middle-aged fellow took compassion on
her. Jenny had not eaten for two days,
and though it was wrong to accept an
offer of food from a strange man she
had no scruples.

This food was such a long time
coming, as it was New Year's Eve, that

the man, whose name was Billy Cow-
per, invited her to come back to his

apartment house where she could eat her
fill.

The frank blue eyes of the girl studied
the man, and she made up her mind
that he could be trusted. Just before
they left a little incident happened that
she did not think much of at the time.
A tough-looking man came up to her
new friend and said that Brandt wanted
t . see him.
"Brandt can get himself another new-

lawyer for his dirty work," Cowper had
answered. "I'm quitting and quitting
for good."

"Brant'll have something to say about
that!" growled the stranger, and
vanished in the crowds.
In the taxi ride to his apartments

Jenny frankly told the lawyer that she
was down on her luck. She was English,
back row of the chorus, and had como

out with a show from England and
opened in Philadelphia. Sadly she shook
her curls and said that the show had
closed in Philadelphia. She was being
shipped back to England to-morrow
alone, as she was the only girl for whom
they had not been able to secure anothei
job.

"Well, isn't that a laugh," Cowper
chuckled. "I'm sailing for England my-
self to-morrow."
Jenny was surprised at the --umptuous-

m be of Cowper's apartment, but being
a perfect little lady she made no com-
ment. A long table was covered with
viands that made her mouth water.

"All the eats in the world." laughed
the man, and waved his hand towards a
door. "If you want to take your coat
off and have a wash you can use that
spare room."
And in that room she encountered a

man, or rather a ragged, dirty little

scrap of humanity, who cowered down
at Bight of her. Though terrified, Jenny
asked in severe tones what he was doing
there.

"Don't be scared, lady," the man
whined. "I ain't going to hurt you. I

ain't going to hurt nobody. I was
hungry, that's all."

The tramp had stolen up the fire-

escape and had seen all the food on the
table. A window was open and he had
entered and he had snatched a cold leg
of chicken when he had heard a key in

the door. He had darted into the bed-
room, where she had found him.
"Give me a break, lady," the wretch

whined. "I ain't stolen nothin'—

I

swear I ain't. Don't turn nte in. lady."
Being a kindly, simple soul, the girl

agreed to go back into the living loom.
and. on the pretence of being cold, draw
some heavy curtains that divided the
room into two. forming a dining-room
on one side and a small lounge on the

other. This would enable the tramp to

make the fur escape. Jenny went to

the room and Cowper smiled his permis-
sion for her to draw the curtains, and
she was nibbling contentedly at a

chicken bone when just the faintest

: iund told her that her friend the tramp
had made his get-away.
Well. Jenny was not destined to enjoj

this glorious spread because there was
the sound of a key in the lock anil

three men strolled in. Jenny gave a
slight gasp, because two were such big.

tough-looking men. and the third a fat,

affluent fellow in a fur-lined overcoat.

''Hope we'ie not busting tip your
party, Mr. Cowper," one of the new-
comers remarked significantly.

"It's okay," the man in the centre
said. "The lady's just leaving."
Jenny looked at her benefactor and

saw he was not at all pleased at the in-

trusion, and that with difficulty he «a-
i est licting his temper.
"Would you like me to go?"
"Maybe it would be as well." mut-

tered Billy Cowper. "I'm sorry tins

should happen."
"All right. Thanks for all your kind

ness." Jenny picked np the largest

chicken leg she could find. "Hope you
don't mind me taking this with me.
See you on the boat to-morrow."
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"I hope so!" muttered Cowper, and
he looked at the silent, fat man.
Now, Jennie did not know then that

the silent man's name was Brandt, and
that he was one of ihe biggest racke-
teers in the United States. She would
have shuddered if she had known his

record of callous crime. She did not
know as she went back to her diggings
contentedly gnawing the chicken-bone
that she was followed, and a considerable
lime was to pass before she learnt that

the tramp she had befriended was ar-

rested by the janitor as he was trying

to slip away from the building.
When Jenny had gone, the fat man

in (he fur coal had smiled unpleasantly,
lie had heard that Bill Cowper was quit-

ting, and he did not like people who
quitted from his racket. Cowper,
bravely and foolishly, had defied

Brandt. He was tired and disgusted
with the job of attorney to Brandt, with
keeping him and his mob out of prison,

and he hoped that he would never see
i he racketeer again. Brandt smiled and
then shot him dead.
The next morning a thin, ferrety in-

dividual called at Jenny's lodgings and
pretended that he was from the Emi-
gration Department and learnt the name
of the ship, the pier and time of de-

parture, and that Jenny had left ten

minutes before. Considering he had
been watching the place for the last hour
he did not need the last bit of informa-
tion. In a side street a car waited, and
here sat a plump, benevolent, smooth-
cheeked man of at least sixty years. He
cocked his head on one side as he
listened and seemed very distressed. He
hastened to a big hotel, where he was
admitted to a magnificent suite. There
were several men there, including
Brandt.
"Pier II, 4.30," hurriedly exclaimed

the plump man, whose name was Morti-
mer. "The girl sails to-day. I've got
Harrigan for the job."

Brandt puffed lazily at his cigar.

"Tell him to book a passage himself,"

decided the arch schemer. "He can do
anything he likes, so long as he keeps
her mouth shin

."

"Isn't it a bit hard—the girl so young
- mi tender?" murmured Mortimer.

" She is the only person alive who
knows that we were in that apartment
last night," Brandt murmured. "A pity,

of course, but there is no other- course."

The early editions of the papers eon-

tained no mention of the crime, because
it was not till midday that the body was
found. No mention was made of the

attest of the tramp because it was only

a vagrancy charge— (hen.

The liner was some hours out of New
York before Jenny Carr found out from
tin- purser that there was no Billy Cow-
|ier travelling to England on the ship.

Just before sailing, some papers had
been brought on board, and in the

lounge Jenny saw the special edition

containing the photo of Billy Cowper.
"Times Square Lawyer Slain." She
cad with horror, and very white of face

hastened to her cabin. The man Harri-
gan watched her with half-closed eyes.

The very next morning Harrigan com-
plained to the purser that his cabin had
been rilled of some valuable jewels. He
was taken before the captain, and he
stated that he had seen a woman leav-

ing his cabin. Jenny was sent for and
indignantly denied it. Her one small

buit-case was fetched and thero in a
i Miner were gems worth a small fortune.

The captain was in the position of a
magistrate, and he ordered that Jenny
bo kept under lock and key for the rest

of the voyage. Harrigan stated that he
wished to prosecute, and the captain
wirelessed for tho police to meet the
boat.
February 5th, 103S.
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What a home-coming for poor Jenny
Can- ! She was whisked off to a court
and sentenced to a month's imprison-
ment. The sentence should have been
heavier but the magistrate was not quite
satisfied with Harrigan's story, and the
girl was so passionate in her plea of

nee.

Brandt Decides to Visit England

WHEN the case of the man Abel
came up for trial Brandt and
Mortimer sat at the back of the

court.
"So you just diopped in for a meal,"

the District Attorney said with biting
contempt. "Just climbed to the four-
teenth floor to get a crust of bread?"

" I was hungry—honest I was,"
whined Henry Abel, the tramp. "I
swear I didn't do it. It must have been
one of the other men."
"What were their names?"
''I don't know."
"What did they look like?"
"I don't know." Abel shook his head.

"I was hiding on tho fire-escape and
only saw 'em through a chink in the
curtains. I was scared, and I beat it."

"It is curious, Abel, that no one else
has seen these men you speak of,"
persisted the D.A.

*' But the girl did."
"Ah, so we're going back to the girl

again I"
" She saw me leave while Mr. Cowper

was still alive."
" Doubtless your attorney "—here the

D.A. paused to stare across at the
lawyer for the defence—"a man of the
greatest attainments, has searched per-
sistently for this missing witness."

" Sure he has," answered the
prisoner.

" And your appeal has been spread
far and wide?"

" Sure."
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" And ihe has nothing to fear in
coming forward ?"

"No."
" Then if your story is true, and if

this girl really does exist " The
D.A. looked at the jury. "Isn't it

rather strange we have seen nothing of
her ? I don't think this rather vague
person ever existed."
"I'm going to England," Brandt .

whispered to his companion.
"But Scotland Yard, dear boy."
" What about it?"
" Let's face it—the name Brandt—it

stinks." said Mortimer.
" That is why I'm not going to use

it," Brandt retorted. "I'm sailing to-

night, and you're coming with me."
"But, dear boy, I'm not popular in

England."
"When the girl comes out of gaol

none of us will be popular. She knows
too much, and you're coming to stop

her talking."
"But supposing we are seen to-

gether?"
" Don't worry—we won't be seen to-

gether."
"But on the ship as first-class pas-

sengers?"
Brandt smiled.
" You won't be a fust-class passen-

ger!" he said with a slight sneer.

Thsy read in a paper that night that

Hcnrv Abel had been found guilty of

murder in the first degree. The sen-

tence of the court was that he be de-

livered to the warden at Sing Sing,

there to be put to death in the manner
prescribed by law.
The lawyer for the defence believed

his client's story, and as a result the
National Broadcasting Company issued

a world appeal. If the girl would come
forward a man's life would be saved.

The matter got into the English
papers because it was thought that the

missing girl was English, but the SOS
was not answered because Jenny Carr
was in prison.
Brandt and Mortimer were masters at

the art of disguise. Brandt travelled as

General Costello, a distinguished officer

from Paraguay, whilst Mortimer went
steerage as a clergyman very much
down on his luck. On arrival in

England the general went to a luxurious
hotel, but the clergvman went and ob-_

tained lodgings at the humble home of

Mrs. Carr, the w idowed mother of Jenny
Carr.

Jits. Carr was at Holloway to greet

her daughter on the day of her reti

and not one woid of recrimination did

she make. She took her daughter
straight home.

Jenny Goes to Scotland Yard

ON the way Jenny told her mother
how .she had been sent to prison

for something she had never done.
Mis. Carr consoled her daughter, and.
having a great respect for the law, was
not quite certain that Jenny was telling

the truth. Mr. Carr had once been in

prison for altering a cheque, and Jenny
might have taken after her father. On
reaching tho dingy apartment house the
mother and daughter went to then-

rooms in the basement. Jenny looked
up when .she heard heavy footfalls on
the stairs.

"Who's that?"
"That's the new gentleman upstairs,''

explained Mrs. Carr. "Smli a nice-

gpoken gentleman—sort of religious. He
wanted to come down and meet you."
The door opened and the new guest
beamed at them shyly. "Good-morn-
ing, Mr. Mortimer, come right in!"
"Good-morning!'' Mortimer rubbed

his chubby hands together as he stared

solemnly at Jenny. "So this is the

little girl we've heard so much about?"
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Mr. Mortimer accepted Mrs. Can's
offer of a cup of tea, and chatted
brightly about nothing in particular.

Jenny wished he would go, and moved
restlessly round the room that was their
kitchen and their parlour. Mr. Mor-
timer watched her furtively. Jenny
picked up a daily paper, and, turning
it over, saw a face that she recognised.
"My goodness, but I know that

man !"

"Don't talk so silly, my dear!"'
Mrs. Can- looked over her shoulder.
"Stop pointing at a murderer and come
and have your tea."
With dilated eyes and little gasps of

horror Jenny read how this man Henry
Abel had been convicted of the murder
of Billy Cowper, and was shortly to die.

"But he didn't do it!" Jenny cried.

"You come and have your tea,"
begged her mother.
"I know he didn't—I was there!"
"She's so imaginative, Mr. Mor-

timer/' Mrs. Can- said in sorrowful
tones. "When she was a little girl

—

always seeing elephants in the Old Kent
Road. Now where are you going?"
she added sharply, as Jenny picked up
her hat and coat.

" Scotland Yard !"

" Young lady." Mortimer came
towards her, his hands held out plead-

ingly, "we know you've been through
,1 trying experience which might make
any girl suffer from delusions. Don't
forget that yon have just come out of

prison, Suppose you did persuade the
police that it wasn't an illusion—and
that this man is innocent— after all,

somebody did shoot Billy Cowper.
How could you prove it wasn't you''"

"That's right, dear." Mrs. Can- put
her arms round her daughter. "You
5it down and drink your tea. Besides,

I got a little surprise for you. They're
lather shorthanded down at. one of the

offices what I chars, and the manager
said that if you would like the job you
could have it."

Reluctantly Jenny stayed. The words
of Mortimer h a d

frightened her. They
might fix the crime
on her, especially as

she had been in

prison for theft.
When Mr. Morti-

mer had gone she
tried to bring up the

matter, but she could
not convince her
mother.
"All right — you

needn't believe me!"
Jenny cried in

anguish. "But it's

true. Now he's in

the death house and
everybody's nice to
him because they
know he's going to
die."

"Don't talk so hor-
rible!"

"The day after to-

morrow it is. And
everyone in the
prison will know it's

going to happen.
And he didn't do
it !" Jenny beat her
hands together. "Oh,
what shall I do?"
She grabbed up her
roat. "I will go to
Scotland Yard, no
matter what you
say !"

And when she left

Mie house fat Mr.
Mortimer followed
her.

Inspector Jim
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Grant amused himself playing patience
whilst he listened to the tale of Miss
Harvey, a dark, sparkling-eyed creature.
He disliked her make-up and the reek
of scent.
"Poor Mr. Abel! I think of him

always as the man with the haunting
eyes!" she cried dramatically. "Be-
lieve it or not, inspector, night after
night. I've laid without closing my eyes,
listening to his voice crying out to me
in New York to come to his help."

" Why didn't you come forward
before?" the inspector asked, moving
a card and frowning over it.

"1 would have done—only I couldn't
bear to think of the publicity."
"What made you think there'd be

any publicity?"
"Won't there be? Won't there be?"

the woman demanded in sharp tones.
" First of all you could not remember

the name of the boat you came over
on," Grant said, without looking up.
" You had no idea how many funnels
she had, finally you said it was the
Mauritania. Well, (he Mauretania's on
the scrap heap, and you've never been
to America in your life. You're the
fourth person who has come here pre-
tending to be the missing witness. I'm
sorry, but we're not supplying free trips

to New York."
The good-looking young inspector

just smiled when the woman began to

rave about Scotland Yard. When she
had gone he continued his game, and
was so engrossed he did not hear a door
open.
"I'm Jenny Carr, 127. Appleby Road,

Southwark, and I went to New York
to act in a play

"

The inspector glanced round. Another
one. He sighed resignedly.
"I was bumped into by a man in the

street," Jenny went on, gabbling out
her words in her nervousness. " He
was bumped off on New Year's Eve,
and he took me to his flat—apartments
they call them—and whilst I was there
I saw a man "
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"Here—wait a minute—wait a
minute." the inspector interrupted.

" But it's true."
"But I haven't said it wasn't." Giant

opened a notebook. "Let's have the
name and address first, and then the
story afterwards."
Jim Grant took down her story, and

even allowed her to draw a plan of the
rooms. He thought she was rather
attractive, and certainly her yarn was
the best to date, though the bit about
leaving the apartment gnawing a

chit ken-bone gave him his doubts.

"Can you tell me anything about
these men you saw?"
"No. I didn't take much notice ol

them," answered Jenny. "I didn't
dream they were going to be mixed up
in a murder. I would remember one
man if I saw him strike a match.''
"Saw him strike a match."
"I couldn't imitate him. but he did

it in such an odd way. He was a big,

fat man—greasy-looking."

"I'm afraid. Miss Carr, that there
are a lot of fat, greasy men in this

world." The inspector was gazing
longingly at his cards. "Lots of people
strike matches in queer ways. Arc you
sure you ever went to New York.
This is not imagination "

"Don't yon dare lay hands On me!"
stormed a \oice, and into the room
burst the portly Mr. Mortimer. He
pushed (he policeman away and rushed
forward, arms extended. "Jenny! In
the nick of time! You'll excuse me,
inspector, won't you?"
"Any time you're passing, just break

in." Grant'- smile was a little mocking.
"My name is Mortimer." The fat

man was all out of breath. " I lodge
at the house of this unfortunate girl's

mother "

"Don't you listen to him—he hied In

stop me coming here!" stormed Jenny.
"Oh dear, oh dear!" Mortimer wiped

his brow. "And Jenny jn-t out of
prison and her poor mother in tears."

Brandt smiled evilly and shot the lawyer dead.
February 5th, 1038,
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"Don't listen to him, I tell you!"
cried the gill.

"Don't be too hard on her!" Mor-
timer looked pleadingly at the inspector.
"She's stage-struck—no job—a craving
for publicity."
"Then there is no truth to her story?"

asked Grant.
"Her claim to have been present at

the Ruislip murder?" asked Mortimer.
"Ruislip? I'm talking about a

murder in New York."
Mortimer raised his eyes heaven-

ward.-.

"Is there no end to her imagination?"
He turned to the inspector. "I begged
hei not to come here."

" Is it true you're an actress out of
a job? Have you just come out of

prison ?"

"Yes. but "

"And if you were announced as the
missing witness you would get pub-
licity!" stormed the inspector. He
pointed to the door. "And publicity
would help you to get a job as an
actress. Come and see me when you've
had your pearls stolen. Good-morning!"

"Well, of all the flat-footed
"

began Jenny, and checked herself.

"Don't be too hard on her!" begged
Mortimer.

" Don't worry."
"Then we won't hear anv more about

Ibis?"
"As long as you go and leave me in

peace!" Grant rapped out.
Mortimer beamed.
"Thanks, dear boy. Come, Jenny!"

But Jenny had already gone.

Blackmailers

GENERAL FRANCIS XAVIER
COSTELLO had a suite of rooms
at the Hotel Majestic, and he was

allotted a personal servant by the name
of Spurgeon to attend to his needs.
This valet was big like his master, but
with very small eyes, and was the per-
fect valet.

He entered the room where Costello
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reclined on a couch, and bowed over
the tray he carried.
"A letter for you, sir."

The general took the letter and
opened it.

"I am glad to say that we shall hear-

no further of the young lady. She got
to Scotland Yard with two days in

hand, but our friend in Sing Sing still

goes to that uncomfortable chair."
Costello smiled. His underlings never-

failed him. He tore the letter up and
tossed it into a waste-paper basket. He
was unaware that those small eyes
watched him covertly.
"Anything else, sir?"
" No. Tell the manager I do not wish

to be disturbed, and particularly I do
not wish to see reporters "

"New York reporters, sir?"
Costello eyed the man sharply.
"Why did you say New Yorlc re-

porters?" he demanded.
"Oh, nothing, sir!" the valet

answered with his usual suave smile.
" Your manner—I rather formed the im-
pression."
"I have lived there," Costello ad-

mitted. "But I come from Paraguay.
That is my heaven and my hell. And
very soon I go back to my country.
I shall be dictator or martyr. The
President's palace or the firing squad.
It is life. We live even when we die-
in Paraguay."
"Yes, sir." Spurgeon bowed himself

from the room. But when the general
was out for an airing he collected those
pieces of torn letter.

That evening he hung around a cer-
tain street till a flashily dressed man
appeared. Mr. Pryor was a bookmaker
among many other professions, and he
eyed Spurgeon craftily.

" Mr. Pryor, I once supplied you with
a letter acquired in the course of my
professional duties," Spurgeon said in

soft tones. "You resold it to a lady
for fifty pounds."

" That's past history."
"I've found another letter just by
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chance—much more valuable. I thought
as you were interested in blackmail "

" Me, interested in " Pryor
looked indignant. "How dare you call

me a blackmailer ! If I buy something
somebody else wants that's business.
For two pins I'd hand you over to the
nearest cop. For two pins " He
paused. "All right, come inside!"

The two men entered the house where
Pryor conducted his business, and soon
were seated in a room where the doors
were padded. Pryor trusted no one,
not even his servants.
"Who dies in Sing Sing in two

daj's?" questioned Spurgeon. "A
gentleman called Abel. The missing
witness, you've heard of her—somebody
wants to keep her out of the way. I
have a letter."

"Who's the letter to?"
" Finders keepers—you'll have to buy

"All right." Pryor tucked his fingers
into his waistcoat and revealed the
massive gold chain on his waistcoat.
"Thirty bob."
"The police would give me more."
"How do I know it's genuine?"
"You don't trust me?"
"As far as I can throw a grand

piano." sneered the bookie. "Three
quid."
The price eventually struck was five

guineas. Pryor studied the letter that
Spurgeon had pasted together and de-
cided he had got a good bargain. He
rang through to the Majestic and learnt
that General Costello had left and was
flying to New York on the air mail.
"What are you doing to do?" asked

Spurgeon.
"Buy a bathing-suit and swim after

him!" snapped Pryor, and dialed
another number. "Is that Atlantic
Airways? Have you a private cabin?
You have. I'll take it."

Spurgeon left and went straight to
Scotland Yard. He was going to get
all he could out of that letter. He saw
Inspector Grant, and told a tale about

Grant opened a notebook. " Let's have the name and address nrst, and then the story afterwards," he said.

February 6th, l«3t>.
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a letter he had seen Pryor receive
whilst he was in the bookie's office. He
was too honourable to reveal all he
knew.
"Judge 1113' astonishment, Mr. Grant,

when Sam Pryor rang up and booked a
place on the Air Mail."
"What's he up to?"
"Business, .Mr. Grant. Blackmail, if

I may use the word."
All Spurgeon got from Scotland

Yard was the handsome reward of five

shillings. The superintendent had been
present at the interview.
"Think there's anything to this

tele '.
"

"Occasionally that double-crosser

speaks the truth," Grant admitted. "It
sounds to me that Pryor's got hold of

sonic man tied up with a girl, and busi-

ness men usually pay up."
"How'd vou like a trip to New

York?"
" Very much."
"I want Sam kept out of mischief,"

stated the superintendent. "You'd
better book on the Air Mail. It's about
time we had Sam behind bars—he's
been out too long."
Meanwhile, Mrs. Carr had at last been

convinced that Jenny's story was not
imagination. When she heard that Mr.
Mortimer had followed her to Scotland
Yard ami made that extraordinary
statement, she realised that there must
be something to her daughter's story.

"I was. framed on the boat, mother.
And now I've been framed again 1

'

dried Jenny. "And you've just told me
that Mr. Mortimer had his trunk col-

lected just before I got back, and yon
remember seeing a New York label on
it."

" To think that I may have been har-
bouring a murderer!" gasped Mrs. Carr.
" I'll have his loom fumigated from
floor to ceiling."
"What are we going to do?"
"It's no good going to the police,"

murmured Mrs. fair.
"If only I could get to New York,"

cried Jenny. "They'd believe me
there."
"But it, takes four days, and they

electrify the poor gentleman to-morrow
evening!" Mis. Carr suddenly stiffened.
"Look!'' She pointed to a poster on
the wall. "I pinched—took them from
the navel bureau where I works.
Kinda ornamental I thought 'em for
the walls. Look what it says. London
to New York in eighteen hours—fares
sixty five pounds."

" And we've only got seventeen-and-
fonrpence between us!" mocked Jenny.
Her eyes suddenly shone with deter-
mination. "But I'm going to get on
that 'plane somehow. Mother, we've
got to do it

'."'

Non-stop New York

BV the side of a wharf at Southamp-
ton rested the giant air-liner. The
service had started in 1938, and

now in 1940 these giant machines flew
daily across the Atlantic.
One of the first to arrive was a fussy,

iniddle-aged woman and a boy with very
long hair. The boy carried a violin-

case under his arm, and all the officials

paid respects to him, whilst reporters
and Press photographers crowded round.
Arnold James was a boy prodigy on
the violin, and was going to America
with his Aunt Veronica to open in

New York. General Costello arrived
nbonf the same time.

" Who is that?" he asked a porter.
"The infant prodigy; plays the

violin like an angel."
"Oh!" Costello shrugged his

shoulders. " In my country we shoot
them."
He passed into the huge machine, to
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Sam walked across 'to

the bunk, and from
his pocket produced

the letter.
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be followed seconds later by Sam Pryor.
From a steward Piyor found out that
Costello S cabin was Dl2.—he tipped the
'man a dud half crown.

The prodigy would have liked to have
gone on board, but the reporters sur-

rounded him. The boy scowled because
he knew his dear aunt loved all this

publicity.
" Aren't you excited at playing with

the Philharmonic?" a reporter asked.
" No, I'm not."
"Of course he i*," interposed Aunt

Veronica. "Dreadfully excited."
"Auntie is," the boy grinned. "It

means dough."
"Arnold!" \\?\- eyes Sashed, and

then she was all smiles. " Please excuse
him—aeroplanes always excite him."
Standing quite clo.-e to the gangway

were Jenny and her mother. There
was an official at the gangway, and
she had to get past that man somehow.
"Promise me you'll have a mustard

bath afterwards and put a stocking-
round your throat?" whispered Jenny.
"Yes, dear, I will!" Mrs. Carr said

in tragic tones.
" Good-bye !"

"Good-bye!" Mrs. Carr straightened
her shoulders, clutched her umbrella
and edged to the aide of the wharf.
No one noticed her because everyone

was so occupied with the boy prodigy,
and sightseers just, had to gaze at the
mammoth flying machine. Mrs. Can-
walked over the edge and screamed
lustily as she fell—she .screamed even
more in the water. Everyone rushed to

the wharf. It was Jenny's chance to
walk casually up the gangway because
the one official was busy flinging Mrs.
(air a rope. Aunt Veronica had pushed
the boy towards the gangway because
she was always frightened something
was going to happen to him—whilst she
went and had a look. Thus Arnold was
the only person to see Jenny go up that
gangway.
Jenny was inside and wondering

where all the various corridors went
when she became aware of a small boy
at her side.

"You didn't give up vonr ticket."
"Didn't I?"
" Shall I give it up for you?"
"No, no. please don't bother— it's

quite all right really."

"It wouldn't be any (rouble,' per-

sisted Arnold.
"That's what you think." answered

Jenny, staring over the boy's head.
She could just see a dripping form in

the midst of a small crowd. Her
mother was safe. She did hope she did
not catch a cold.

"I know why you want to keep it."

Arnold interrupted her thoughts. " You
collect tickets."

"Yes, that's it— how did you guess?"
"I do, too," the boy grinned. "l'\e

got a marvellous collection. You give
mi- your ticket and I'll swop it for two
London to Leeds and a second class to

Vienna."
" What ! For an air mail to New-

York .' No fear!"
"I'll make it firs! class lo Vienna,"

said the young dealer.

""Arnold, what are you suggesting?"
Aunt Veronica had arrived on the
s~ene. " Don't, fake any notice of him,
my dear. He's always inviting people
to (ravel with us—so generous."

"I'll have another talk with you
later," Arnold cried, as his aunt whisked
him away.
"Yes—make it much later," prayed

Jenny.
The next obstacle that Jenny encoun-

tered was a steward, who made persis-

tent inquiries about luggage, and in

order to avoid him Jenny tried to enter
a cabin, which he informed her sus-

piciously was the control-room, but she
got rid of him somehow . Her one hone
was an unoccupied cabin, and a light

of hopo appeared in her eyes when she

came to a door and there was no card
in the reservation slot.

Five minutes before (be giant was
due to take off a taxi deposited In-

spector Grant at the dock. The willing

stewnid look his suitcase and led him
to the door without a reservation.

"By rights your name should be otl

February 5tb, W3R.
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Jus door, sir," stated the steward.
" But as you booked late there wasn't
time." He turned the handle, but the
door remained closed. "That's funny

—

seems to bo closed. Shan't keep you
half a jiffy, sir."

The steward returned in a few
minutes with a key.
"Is there a Mr. Sain Pryor among

your passengers?" the inspector in-

quired.
"Yes, sir. No. 15."
" Thanks."
" Excuse me, sir. Is he a friend of

yours ?"

Grant's sensitive mouth twitched.

"In a kind of way he is." He eyed
the steward keenly. "Why?"
"Well, sir, perhaps you wouldn't

mind giving him back his 'arf-erown."
He handed it over with a sniff. " 'E
ain't finished it."

The inspector studied the half-crown
and laughed heartily because it was a
very obvious dud. He tossed the
steward a genuine half-crown and
entered his cabin.
Considering it was an air-liner it was

quite a commodious cabin, and after

a quick rinse in the basin Jim Grant
decided to unpack his bag and put his

spare suit on a hanger in the wardrobe.
The inspector had had a life full of

experience, but it was quite a shock to

find that the wardrobe had an occupant.

"I'm awfully sorry!" cried Jenny.
"I didn't know that this was your
cabin."

"It's a small world." remarked Jim.
and motioned for the girl to climb out
of the wardrobe. "You aren't by any
chance a stowawav?"
"Oh, no!"
"You just live in wardrobes during

the winter months?"
"Yes, that's right. Moths do, too."

"Come on—get out!" gruffly ordered
the inspector, angry that this girl

should ruffle his serenity so easily.

Since' she had visited Scotland Yard he
had thought about her quite a lot.

Terrible for so cool and calm a young
man to grow fond of someone slightly

mentally deficient.

"Where to?" Jenny's eyes did not
waver.
"Anywhere. But get off this 'plane."

"Mr. Grant, I've a special reason for

being here."
"I suppose you are gointr to tell me

that you were there and Dr. Crippen
had nothing to do with it."

" Don't be idiotic—I'm serious."
He studied her.
" Why arc you so keen to get to New

York?"
"I've told you once." she answered

angrily. "And you wouldn't believe
me. You're just a policeman—all you
mind about is stringing people up. A
lot you care if they're innocent or
guilty."

" But you do care?"
"Yes, I do."
Grant fingered his chin.
"I've a good mind to let you get

away with this."

She screwed up her small nose.
"Inspector Grant, I'm afraid you'll

have to. I've a strong idea we're
taking off." She darted to the door.
"Thanks so much for our nice talk."

The steward got a shock to find the
young lady coming out of the cabin,
and was gaping after her when the in-

spector called him.
"Steward, that young ladv who just

went out is a Miss Can." He pro-
duced a ton-shilling note. "She
fancies herself as a stowaway."
"A stowaway! Who let her in?"
" Vn i did. for one. Now, listen. Go

tell iho contain T'l! be responsible for
February 5th. loss.
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her ticket, but don't let her know who's
doing it."

"Yes, sir." The steward pocketed
the money. "Nice-looking young lady,

sir."

"That's got nothing whatever to do
with it."

"No, sir." raid the steward, and
winked brazenly.
The steward found Miss Carr and

placed her in a cabin that had not been
reserved, and was going away this time
the richer by a shilling when he heard
a queer wailing noise. Round the
corner came Arnold, and he was clutch-

ing a glittering instrument.
"I'm looking for an empty cabin,

steward."
"Well, there isn't one. I've given it

to the stowaway—I mean the—er—late

arrival."
"But where can I practise my saxo-

phone ?"

"Oh. that reminds me!" The
steward nodded his head. "The cap-

tain specially asked me to tell you not
to play that on account of the passenger
that's balmy."

" There isn't a passenger that's

balmy."
" No, hut there will be if you play

that saxophone."

The Blackmailer Almost Foiled

GENERAL COSTELLO was re-

clining in his bunk. He selected

a cigaiette from a gold case,

placed it in a long holder, and then
with his left hand struck a match
sharply. A moment later there came a

knock at his door, and Sam Pryor
entered.
"General Costello?" .

"I do not talk with strangers."
"I'll do the talking." Sam walked

across to the bunk, and from his pocket
produced the letter. He turned it so

that Costello could read, "Seen that
before?"
Though the startled racketeer did not

betray himself, he answered at once:
" Never!"
"That's funny!" purred Sam. "Be-

cause it's addressed to you. It's to tell

you that they've got rid of the witness
in the Abel case."
"Very kind of them to tell me." The

general blew a cloud of smoke in Sam's
face. " But why should it interest
me?"
"Never mind the bluff, general. I

want a thousand pounds for this letter."

"Do I misunderstand you, or are you
a blackmailer?"

" We don't call it that."
"I. meet so many. I am rich. They

make a target of me."
" And I bet they score a few bulls-

eyes."
"Usually it is a woman." The

general yawned carelessly. " They make
up letters from me—very bad letters.

Sometimes I pay because I am a fool."
"That's enough, general!" snarled

Sam Pryor. "Do I got the thousand
pounds or do I go to the police?"

" Whether you go to the police or not
depends on whether you stop this
absurd nonsense. You bring me a letter

1 have never seen "

'" Tt was in your room."
"How do you know? Did you see it

there? You did not. Someone sold it

to you? Someone you trust?" The
general laughed. " No, I see vou do
not!"
Sam Pryor fidgeted uneasily, but said

nothing.
"You buy a letter from a man you

do not trust and you try to blackmail
General Costello." Again the racketeer
bleu smoke contemptuously in the
other's face. "In my country, in

Paraguay. I have had men shot for less.
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Did you think to inquire at the Kim
bafisy? If you iiad they would have
told you that I was in Paraguay when
this murder was committed."
"Come orf it, general!" muttered

Sam. but his tones had lost much of
their aggressiveness. "I want money."
The general sat up.
"So you persist?, Now I shall

punish |" He slid from the bunk and
went over to the 'phone on a table.
"It is a matter for the captain. He
will radio to my Government in Para-
guay. I shall demand your arrest."

The bluff worked. Sam Pryor was
. scared. The last thing he wanted was
the captain drawn into this. Suppose
Spurgeon had double-crossed him—he
wouldn't put it beyond that slick

chisellor. Apologising and bowing,
Sam Pryor backed to the dcor.
"I didn't mean it. general; It was

only a joke."
"You should keep your fun for those

who do not take it too seriously. Now
leave me, please."
"Certainly, general. No offence,

general." Sam opened the cabin door
and got out. He stood there staring at

the closed door, and a voice behind
made him jump.
"So vou didn't bring it off?"
"Weil, if it isn't Mr. Grant?" cried

Sam. quickly recovering from tie-

shock of seeing an arch enemy.
"Always pleased to see old friends."

"They're better than now ones."

Grant answered in grim tones with a

significant glance at the closed door.
" You don't look as if you'd been very
successful with General Costello, which
means you were on the wrong scent."

"I don't know what you're talking

about." Sam raised his eyebrows in

indignant denial. "It's difficult to

notice scent when there's a policeman
about."
"Sam, if you're thinking of looking

round for a new victim

—

don't!" £
"We workers never let up, Mr.

Grant."
"So I gather." The inspector

fumbled in his pocket. "By the wa\,
you haven't change for half a-crown,
have you ?"

"Certainly—anything to oblige. A
shilling and three sixpences."
"Thanks very much." Grant took

the money and handed over the half-

crown. At that moment the steward
appeared and he hailed him. The
shilling and three sixpences changed
hands. "With Mr. Pryor's compli-
ments."
"What's the idea?" demanded the

bewildered Sam.
"You look at that half-crown,"

chuckled the inspector, and strolled
away whistling.
Sam, very depressed, went off to his

cabin and pulled up sharply at (he

weird sounds that came from inside.

He opened the door to find the long-
haired boy prodigy playing his saxo-
phone.
"WhSt's the idea?" truculently de-

manded Sam.
"Auntie doesn't like me to play this

—it's so common," explained Arnold.
"So I came in here."
"Well, I hate it, so you can go

away."
"But I've got nowhere else to go.

Tiny gave the empty cabin to the
stowaway."
"Stowaway? What stowaw;
"Mr. Giant's friend," explained

Arnold. "
I think he found her in

his cabin. The steward told me."

Sam tried tweaking the prodigy's ear.

but that gained for him only a howl
of resentment; but an offer of money
caused Arnold to grin. The boy
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grinned when a>ked how much he
\\ anted.
"Three shillings."

"How much?" snapped Sam.
"Two shillings."

"Don't let's be ungenerous." Sam
dived in his pocket. "Make it half-a-

ciown."
After Sam had gone to his cabin Jim

Grant knocked at the general's door

and a gruff voice bado him enter. He
explained that he was from Scotland

Yard, and that he knew the reputation

ol Sam Pryor so well that he feared

the general might have been worried
by the man.
"It is a flea bite," Costello smiled,

"lu my country we are used to flea

blip*."

"Well, if he worries you any more
just let me know."
"Thank you. You shall be my guest

and kill him. You are u policeman—
you will like it."

The inspector left the general's cabin
and his face was thoughtful. He had
.studied Costello closely and though the

light was not good the disguise and
make-up were so perfect that ho had
)i«>t noticed any flaws. No harm in

keeping the general under observation.
On the way back to his own cabin he
passed Sam's, and the click of the door
made him glance round. Arnold came
niit. and then Sam's head showed, and
the rascal had a finger on his lip.

"Blackmailing small boys?"
"Certainly not. You misjudge me."
"You look much more cheerful."

The inspector gazed critically at tin-

man. "Sam Pryor, have you got any-
thing on the general?"

"
I don't follow you, Mr. Grant."

"Well, you can't blackmail a man
unless he's done something to be
ashamed of."
Sam grinned mockingly and almost

dosed his door so that only part of
his face could be seen.
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"Perhaps he was once a policeman,"
he jeered, and closed the door with a

slam.

Pryor Tricks Jenny

THE mammoth of the air covered
mile after mile in almost mono-
tonous regularity. There was a

captain and three pilots, a crew of six,

several stewards, a chef, a maid, and
even a barman. By now more than
half the Atlantic had been crossed.

Most of the passengers were resting in

their cabins, when Jenny, restless and
worrying what was going to happen
when she reached New York, went into
the small and empty lounge.
Having little money Jenny was

sipping some iced water when Sam
Pryor poked his head round the door,
gave a satisfied nod at seeing Jenny
nlone and entered. He stared through
the windows down at the sea that
shimmered silvery in the sun. Luck
favoured him because the steward
appeared and that gave him a chance
t<> Bay something that he wanted Jenny
to overhear.
"What cabin did you give Miss

Cair?"
"1)5, sir."
" I- 1 ha t a nice one?"
"One of our best, sir."

The steward went up to the bar to
collect sonic drinks, and the girl moved
across to Pryor.
"Excuse me, did you s,i\ Miss

Can- J"

"I did."' Pryor watched the steward
< raftily.

Bui I'm Miss fair."
"Kxactly," Pryor whispered, and

noticed the steward leaving with a
loaded tray.

" Bui -:"

" I couldn't let you work your
passage in the galley or be imprisoned

-ton away."
"Thank yon, it's very kind of you."
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"Not a bit—pleasure to do anything
for a friend of Jim Grant's."
"You haven't got anything to do

with Scotland Yard?"
"Yes, quite a lot, from time to

time," Pryor admitted.
" I didn't notice you when I saw

Inspector Grant."
."Well, he's in a different part of

the building; what we jokingly call

the slum end, you know."

"I suppose you're in the classy

part?" questioned the all-unsuspect-

ing girl.

"Well, T don't want to boast." His
eyes became shrewd. "By the way,
what exactly did you tell Jim Grant?"
lie saw her hesitate. "I will be frank
with you, Miss ('air. My name is

Pryor, Superintendent Sam Pryor of

the ('. !.!>. Now I know you won't
lepeat this."

"Cross my heart."
"Jim Giant has been overworking.

Such a nice fellow, too. A sort of

nervous breakdown. That's why- we're
giving him this little holiday. Pm
taking over his work."
"Then you'll be able to help me."
"Of course—of course. Now just

what did you tell poor Jim?"
"That I saw the man who killed

Billy Cowper," stated Jenny.
"My dear girl, do you realise this is

very valuable information?" cried

Sam.
"Of course I tlo. They're going to

kill an innocent man to-morrow, and
I'm going to stop it."

"Miss Cair. what you've told me
rather alters my plans," Sam said with
an air of great trust in the girl.
" You didn't happen to notice if one of
'em was a foreign-looking chap, very
military moustache—kind of bull-

lighter?"
"There wasn't anybody at all like

that. Two of them were quite
oidinary, and the third—1 didn't see

He produced a strip of grey silk. " This is a piece I cut out of Auntie's parachute." he told the inspector.
February 5th, 1938.
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his face properly—but he had a funny
way of striking a match with his left

hand."
Jenny demonstrated and Sam could

hardly restrain his joy. He had been
watching Costello closely and he had
seen that Curious way of striking a

match.
"Don't breathe a word of this to

anybody," Sam hissed dramatically.
"And remember, don't call me superin-

tendent in public, as I'm strictly

incognito. Now you'd better get along
to your cabin, but if you could get hold
of that Arnold kid I'd like a word with
him."
Being a curious-minded boy, Arnold

was in the lounge in about two minutes.

"Are you really a superintendent?''

he asked.
Sam muttered under his breath. Of

course that fool girl would go and let

it out.
"Never mind who I am. I've a job

for you." Sam gazed round, and was
glad to see that they were alone save-

for the barman, who was yawning.
"Now, we've a notion this General
Costello isn't General Costello."

" Who is he then ?"

"Can't say—confidential." Sam's
voice became low and tense. " I want
you to find out if he really comes from
Paraguay."
"But I don't know anything about

Paraguay."
"There's a town there called Villa

Pica. Pretend you've been there, and
mention some person whom you think
is a big noise there. See if he rises to

it. If he does, you're on another half-

dollar."
"Suppose he gets tough, shall I

knock him down V"
"No need to do that. Just threaten

him with your saxophone."
General, Costello was not at all

pleased when he was disturbed by a

small boy, who said he had a grand-
mother living in Villa Rica.
"If you come from Paraguay you

must know Mrs. James," the boy
cried. " Why, she owns half the
place!"

Costello smiled at the boy and said

he remembered Mrs. James, but it was
a town that he did not often visit and
so for the moment he had forgotten
her.

"No one sent you to ask questions?"
Costello demanded, when the boy gave
u curious smirk.
"Oh, no, sir."

"Not a gentleman with a loud voice

and a check suit."

"Oh, no, sir," lied Arnold. "I only
came because auntie didn't think you'd
know grandma—because she thinks her
common."

" You should tell your aunt to take a

broader view of things, my boy,"
Costello said patronisingly. "Your
grandmother is a very remarkable
woman. Only don't tell auntie I told
you so."
"No, sir. I won't." Arnold answered,

and breathed a sigh of relief when he
was outside the cabin, as General
Costello could look terribly fierce.

Sam Underrates Costello

JIM was silting in the lounge enjoy-
ing his dinner. He was hoping
that Jenny might join him. but as

there was no sign of her he feared she
must be airsick. Then Aunt Veronica
Came to pester him. Somehow she had
found out he was a detective, and she
explained volubly that whilst she was
Ciycymg a nap Arnold had \ am: lied.

His hands were insured for ten thou-
sand pounds. She dried her eyes and
ecame shrill with anger when Arnold

.-bowed up and grinned at her brazenlv.
iYliniarv 5th. nsft.
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A steward brought her some soup, and
|

that did not appease her.

"I can't eat soup in the air. I'm
so nervous," Aunt Veronica fidgeted
nervously. "Of course, I've never
actually been in a crash, but I'm what
you might call crash conscious.
Steward, why doesn't this company pro-
vide parachutes for the passengers?
"Seeing as 'ow we're over the

Atlantic Ocean, they don't encourage
mixed bathing."
That made Jim gulp over his soup.

General Costello, sitting at a nearby
table, frowned and put clown his paper,
It seemed to be all about the Cowper
case and was not pleasant reading. Of
course. Aunt Veronica had to talk to
everybody, and she informed them that
she put no trust in aeroplanes and that
she had brought her own parachute.
Jenny entered and came over to Jim.
"I hope you're feeling better?" she

asked.
"I don't look like an invalid, do I?"

gasped the surprised Jim.
Before Jim could think of anything

else to say Sam Pryor appeared, and
in a most familiar way whisked the
girl off to the table where General
Costello sat in lonely state. The
inspector glowered at his fish.

''General "—Sam Pryor spoke in a

voice that did hot cany far
—"I know

you'll Lie interested to meet Miss Carr."

The general lowered bis paper again
and favoured the girl with a very cold
bow.
"How do - you do?" he murmured

politely.

"Haven't I seen you before?" Jenny
said, her brows furrowed.

"Alas, no," was the answer.
Sam leaned forward.
"Between you and me, and you won't

let it go any further, Miss Carr is the
missing witness in the Cowper murder
case."

< o^tello smiled at the girl.

"How very exciting for you," he
stated in his calm way.
"And I don't mind letting you into

a secret." Sam's face was twisted into
an ugly, sneering leer. "It won't be
Abel that goes to the chair."
After dinner Jenny managed to get

away from her escort and went to her
cabin, and on the way she encountered
Jim Grant.
"Pin sorry I couldn't sit at your

table to-night," Jenny said in her
frank, pleasant way. "You know, I

didn't like you a bit when I met you at
Scotland Yard."
"Thanks a lot," Jim said. "But I

don't see why you couldn't have sat

at my table."
"Superintendent Pryor insisted

"

The effect of this remark on Grant
was startling. He gripped her fiercely

by the shoulder.
"Did you say Superintendent

Pryor?" he demanded, and when she
gave a little nod, he pushed her to one
side. "Excuse me." And was gone.
Sam Pryor was about to knock at

( 'o.-lello's door when a cough stopped
him.

"
I [alio, inspector"

"Hallo, superintendent!" Grant
spoke with ominous meaning.
"El—er, yes. just a little harmless

vanity, you know," spluttered the

rogue.
"

f don't know quite why you kidded
Miss Carr you were a superintendent,"
Jim «aid, glaring angrily at Sam.
Perhaps she's told you she's a witness

in the Abel case. She's told everybody
el>e. Maybe you were after some
information that you could turn into

money."
"What a dreadful idea."
"Sam, you're wasting your time. In
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the first place, I've got my eye on you.
In the second place, I won't have you
interfering with that girl. In the
third place, she knows nothing worth
speaking of about the murder. In the
fourth place, I don't think she was
there at all."
"In the fifth and last place, you max

be most kind to children." It was tin

voice of Jenny. "But as a policernai
you're just too dumb for word- !"

Murder

!

IT was nearing midnight. There were
oily three people in the small
lounge, for all the others had

apparently gone to bed. Jenny was
there because she felt too restless to

sleep. The death sentence on Abel' was
being carried out at noon, and the
'plane would land at New York in the
early hours of the morning. General
Costell was there and pretending to
read the paper. The only other person
was the tired barman.

Costello put down his paper.
" We go along the coast of Newfound-

land ?" he inquired in suave tones.
" Yes, sir."

"In how long shall we be over
land '.

"

"In about half an hour, sir."

answered the barman. "Will you be
wanting anything else, sir?"
The barman retired to his quarters and

Costello stared over his paper at Jemn .

She was unaware of the scrutiny, and
was fidgeting with the dials on a radio

set. At last she got what she wanted.
"Albany, New York. The last-

minute attempt to save the life of Abel.
convicted murderer of William Cowper,
the New York lawyer, has failed. The
news was broken to Abel in his cell,

where he received the grim tidings

quietly. He thanked the warden for his

helpfulness and calmly went to sleep,

apparentlv without a thought of his

fate."
"Perhaps he has a feeling that some-

body is coming to help him," said Jenny,
who had confided in Costello the reason

for her hurried trip to New York. "It's

funny to think that if anything hap-

pened to this 'plane—or I jumped
through that window—they'd kill an in-

nocent man and never know."
"That, indeed, would be a tragedy,"

said General Costello.

Restlessly the girl went to a window.
"I wonder if that's the boat I came

over on. She looks grand all lit up."
Costello moved to her side.

"There is a little platform where we
can see better." Ife took her arm per-

suasively. "Shall we have a look before
turning in?"
Quite unsuspectingly Jenny followed

the man she thought, was a general. He
opened a door, and they wen! out on
to a small gallery, where the wind
almost hurled them off their feet. The
general closed the door and braced his

shoulders. Cncoiiscious of dan
Jonny stared down at the liner.

The door opened, and there stood

Sam.
"I'm surprised at you. general," he

shouted. "Why, it's perishing out here.

S"ou don't want the young lady's death
on your hands."

"It is lather cold." Jenny smiled at

the man she still thought her benefac-

tor.

"Run along to bed, my dear," Sam
said in fatherly tones.

The two men bade the girl good
night in the lounge and then Sam
grinned mockingly

.

"In m\ countrj -in Paraquay—I have
had men shot for less," he mimicked.
"And as you're not General Costello—
i he joke's on you. My juice was a

(Continued on page 27
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The formula of an invention calculated to revolutionise modern warfare—that was the

secret which cost one man his life and involved others in a network of deadly intrigue.

A smashing serial-drama packed with thrills, starring Grant Withers

Read This First
Put O'Hara and Sam Moloney, police

officers, attached to the Los Angeles
radio patrol, are sum moned to the

Wellington Steel Works, where John
P. Adams is demonstrating a built t-

proof vest manufactured from flexible

steel, a metal which he has invented.
Thi police have received an anony-

mous warning to the effect that an
ttiti in /it is to In made mi tin Ufe of

Ado his, with iilmsi small son Pinky
the two radio patrolmen happen to be

acquainted.
It. is a warning that proves to be

genuine, for before Pat O'Hara and
Sum Moloney can reach the steel works
Ada ins is shot i/i ud, and the formula
of his invention disappears mysteriously.
A man named Selkirk is arrested

on suspicion of having committal tin

iiimi
, and it transpires he was formerly

• in /it o i; id, i,y Harrison, hcael of a steel

company tehich lias always competed
a 1/1 /In Wellington plant. Into the
bargain, it appears that Harrison con-
sid, is he litis some claim on the Adams
in si 1,1 inn.

The question of the formula is one
of considerable importance to two
Orientals knov;n as Tahata and Zutta.
The first of these exercises a strange
hold, over a man named Frankly n, who
receives instruct inns from him to send
four men to the Wellington Steel
Works in order to search for the miss-
mil foi inula.

Meanwhile, Pat O'Hara learns that
Selkirk has bun visited in prison by
his sister Molly, and, t/ieit night he sees
the ij'ni enter the Wellington plant in

the guise of a mill-hand.
She obtains the formula, only to be

pursued by Franklyn's men. Then Pat
tol.is a hand in the drama, but during
a scuffle on a girder he is struck down
With a blackjack and falls on to a kind

of conveyor that is carrying scrap-

metal into the blazing jaws of a
smelting furnace.

Now Read On

Getaway

TIIK furnace door yawned wide, and
beyond it was the raging welter of

flame towards which the insen-

sible police officer was being carried.

But even as the massive conveyor WM
on the point of entering the blazing
confines of that furnace Pat O'Hara
bestirred himself feebly, and next in-

stant he had, tumbled from the contrap-
tion on which he lay.

I'p above, on the girder whence Pat
had fallen, Henry Selkirk's Bister

gave vent to an exclamation of

relief as she saw him pitch to

the floor in front of the furnace and
espied a number of workmen hurrying
towards his prostrate form. Then she

directed a glance at the rogue who had
sent tho policeman hurtling to the

depths, and she immediately perceived
that the fellow had straightened up and
had turned to face her again.
Moreover, his three accomplices had

now appeared at the far end of the

girder.
Selkirk's sister was reminded of her

plight and, clutching the precious
formula that she had obtained, she
whipped round and began to climb
clown the [adder she had been prepar-
ing to descend when Pat had attempted
to engage (he individual known as

Watkins.

EPISODE 2—
" The Hypnotic Eye "

It did not take her long to reach the

floor of the mill, but Watkins was pur-

suing her closely, aud she had only

Sped some ten or fifteen paces from the

foot of the ladder when she heard him
drop from the last rung and start

pounding after her.

A moment afterwards she set eyes on
a heavy bucket which was suspended
from aloft by a strong chain, and as

she came abreast of this bucket she

seized it and swung it back towards
her foo with all her might.

It took him in the chest and ho
went down like a skittled ninepin.

Nor did he manage to rise for about a

quarter of a minute, by which time the

resourceful fugitive was disappearing
through tho doorway of the mill.

Watkins' associates joined him as he

w.is struggling up from the ground, and
together all four of the men gave i

to the Selkirk girl. But in the me, n-

time the latter was running like a

hare across the yard of the Wellington
Steel Works, her objective being a

motor truck that was travelling slowl'-

in the direction of the gates.

It was the same lorry on which she

had stowed away in order to gain

admittance to the Wellington plant,

and, catching up to the vehicle, she

scrambled over its tailboard a second

time and was thus enabled to quit the

premises unchallenged. As for Watkins
and his confederates, they burst out
into the yard just as the motor truck

passed from view, and after SCamilDg
lie enclosure in vain for their quarry
the four of them moved across to the

sates, trying to look as casual as I

possibly could.
The regulations of the Wellington

stee) plant, were unusually strict. >inco

a good deal of government work was
carried out there, and employees had

February 5th. 193S.
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to show their passes whether coming
or going. But Watkins and his cronies
were equipped with forged permits, and,
taking care to keep their faces averted
as they showed the watchman these
permits, they were allowed to depart
without question.
Even as they filed out through the

gatewaj- a police officer showed up near
the entrance of the yard. He was Sam
Malonev, and, although Pat had in-

structed him to remain by the car,

Sam had become weary of the inactivity
of waiting, and now, after a brief
hesitation, he exchanged a few words
with the watchman and then strode into
the works.
Only a minute or two afterwards Sam

Maloney was brought face to face with
Pat as the latter was assisted from the
interior of the mill by a group of fur-

nace men and machinists, and pre-
sently these were joined by none other
than Wellington himself and Pinky
Adams, who had his dog Irish with
him.

It appeared that Wellington had sent
for Pinky, inviting the boy to call at
his office that evening, and, concerned
over the young orphan's welfare, the
steel magnate had been interrogating
the lad regarding his future plans when
lie had received a message that some-
thing was wrong over in the mill.

Pat, badly shaken as he was by his
fall, had now recovered sufficiently to
give an account of all that had taken
place in the works, and when he had
told his story Wellington ordered his
employees to assist Sam Maloney in

carrying out a search of the whole pre-
mises for the Selkirk girl and the four
men who had likewise been after the
late John Adams' formula. Then, left
alone with the steel magnate and the
murdered inventor's son, Pat spoke in
a thoughtful tone.
"I wonder who those guys were," he

muttered. "The guys who were so
dead-set on takitig that formula away
from Selkirk's sister, I mean?"

I' I don't know, O'Hara," Wellington
rejoined. "Your description of them
doesn't fit airy of the men who are in
my employ, so far as I can recall.
But whoever they are, I only hope
they're rounded up."
Pat bit his lip.

"The formula's my chief concern,"
be said, putting his arm round John
Adams' orphaned son. "It's worth a
cool million dollars, and it's the right-
fid property of young Pinky here.
And Pinky and "I are good friends,
aren't we. Pinky ?"

The boy nodded, and a silence fell

upon the trio, a silence that lasted until
Sam Maloney finally reappeared on the
scene.

"It's no use," Pat's burly comrade
reported. "We've searched high and
low, and there ain't a trace of that
Selkirk girl or the fellers you described
to us, pardner."
Pat O'Hara looked at him keenly.
"Listen. Sam." he said, "are you

suro nobody left the yard before you
came in?"
Maloney frowned.
"Well, a bunch o' men did si mil

out, come to think of it," he admitted.
"I couldn't say just lion many, for I

didn't take much notice of 'cm, except
to satisfy myself none of 'em was the
Selkirk" dame in disguise. Anyway,
they all had passes."
"Oh, they all had passes." Pat

reiterated the words in a sarcastic vein.
"Well, just the same they were prob-
ably the guys that you've spent the last

half hour trying to locate. Still, that
doesn't account for Selkirk's sister."

",S7/c didn't leave by the gateway.
anyway," Sam declared emphatically.
Pebruarj 5th, loss.
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"If she had, I'd have spotted her "

And then lie stopped short, a disquiet-

ing possibility occurring to him, and,
seeing the look of uneasiness that
dawned on his moon of a face, Pat
eyed him in a penetrating fashion.
"What's up, Sam?"
"Pat, a motor truck pulled out—that

same truck she boarded so as to
smuggle herself into the plant. You
don't suppose "

He did not finish the sentence. Pat
finished it for him.
"That she boarded it again to make

her getaway?" he said. "Of. course
she did, you sap. Aw, come on. we
may as well get back to the car."
"What about your head, O'Hara?"

Wellington interposed. "You took a

nasty bump, you know. Hadn't you
better come to our plant hospital and
let the doctor have a look at it?"
"Thanks, Mr. Wellington," Pat re-

joined, "my head's all right. But it

might not be a bad idea to have
Malonev's examined."

Later that night, in the suite they
had rented at an exotic hotel down in
the Oriental quarter of Los Angeles,
the two foreigners known as Tahata
and Zutta received a visitor in the
shape of Franklyn, that pallid-faced
individual who was a slave to the will

of the first-named Asiatic.
Tahata stepped close to Franklyn as

the latter put in an appearance, and he
fixed the white man with his strangely
compelling gaze.
"Weil," he asked tensely, "have you

done my bidding ? Did you send those
four men to the Wellington Steel
Plant? Have you brought the
formula ?"

Franklyn stared straight ahead of
him, hjpnotised by the sloe-black eyes
that peered into his own, his mind held
captive by the influence of a stronger
personality.
"The men failed," he answered

slowly. "They were forestalled by a
girl—a girl who is Selkirk's sister, I

understand. The formula is now in her
possession."
He went on to describe the events

that had transpired at the mill,
Tahata listening to him in a dis-

gruntled silence the while. Then, when
the white man had finished speaking,
the Asiatic dismissed him with a gesture
and turned to his own compatriot.
"This police officer who was on the

scene to-night sounds like Patrolman
O'Hara, our acquaintance of the morn-
ing." he said. "I gained the impression
then that he was no ordinary guardian
of the peace, Zutta. He struck me
as being an exceptionally shrewd young
man, and it seems he may be

_
a

dangerous one as well—from our point
of view."
Zutta looked at him askance.
"This whole situation may become

too dangerous for our liking,

Excellency." he muttered. "Perhaps
v. e should leave."
"No." Tahata made the pronounce-

ment in deliberate accents. " Xo, we
are not going to leave, Zutta—at least,

not without the formula."

Harrison

Till'] following morning a car drew
up near the city dump outside

Los Angeles, and, alighting from
(he vehicle, a stockily-built individual

made his way on foot down the road
leading between the mounds of lumber
thai had been tipped on to the stretch

of waste ground.
His objective was that shanty where

John Adams and his son bad lived after

the inventor had sunk every cent of
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his capital into his project for the
manufacture of flexible steel, and on
reaching the crude dwelling in ques-

tion the newcomer glanced about him
furtively before sidling up to one of the
windows of the hut.
Thirty seconds later the man had

satisfied himself that no one was at

home and had forced an entry into the
abode. Then he proceeded to carry
out an intensive search of the shack,
a search which ended when he came
across a sheet of strong but pliable
metal that was about a foot square.
Thrusting this under his coat, he

made a hurried exit and retraced his

steps to the car in which he had
arrived, and not long afterwards he
might have been seen driving into
town, ultimately pulling up in the
vicinity of a steel company's plant.
The premises were those of the Harri-

son Corporation, and the man who had
ransacked Pinky Adams' home had no
difficulty in gaining admittance to the
office of the president's secretary, a
young girl of attractive appearance.
That girl was known as Miss Day.

and had been in Harrison's employ for
several months, proving herself a

highly efficient young woman. Even
Harrison, who was not given to praise,
and who often went out of his way to

find fault with members of his staff,

seemed to consider her well-fitted for the
position she occupied.
He would have regarded her in a

very different light, however, if he
had been aware of her true identity.
For this girl who went under the name
of Day was in reality Molly Selkirk.
sister of the man who was being held
in connection with the Adams murder,
and that same resourceful interloper
who had entered the Wellington Works
the previous night, to secure, for
reasons best known to herself and her
brother, the formula relating to the
manufacture of flexible steel.

It was to Molly Selkirk, then, that
the individual who had just come from
the city dump now addressed himself.
"You might tell your chief that a

Mr. Pollard is here to see him," he
said. "He's expectin* me."
Molly Selkirk announced the caller,

and in another moment the man was
being shown into the inner sanctum
tenanted by Harrison, of the Harrison
Steel Works.
Thin and spare, with sharp, sour-

looking features, Harrison was seated
at a big mahogany desk. He glanced
at Pollard expectantly as the door closed
behind the visitor.

"Well, did you get it?" he demanded,
little dreaming that his secretary had
posted herself in an attentive attitude
outside the door of his private office,

"Sure," Pollard answered, withdraw-
ing from under his coat the sheet of
metal he had found in the shanty home
of the late John Adams. "It v,

cinch."
Harrison picked up a 'phone, and

asked to be connected with the com-
pany's laboratory. Then, having been
put through, he delivered a brusque
command

:

"Send Stevens up here," he ordered.
Within a minute or two a studious-

looking individual of about forty was
making his way into Harrison's private
cilice by a side door. He was wearing
a while laboratory -coat, and was chief

research chemist of the Harrison Steel

Corporation.
"Stevens," Harrison said, handing

over the sheet of metal Bollard li.nl

produced, "lake a look at this."

The chemist examined the substance

closely, end an expression of awe ap-

peared on his face. Presently he gave
a low whistle.
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"Flexible steel !" lie breathed. "I
didn't think Adams or anybody else

could ever make a go of it."

"What I want, to know is—how he
did it," Harrison retorted. "Stop
whatever you're working on, and break
that sample of metal down."
"I'm not sure I can analyse it, Mr.

1 [arrison."
"You've got to," was the harsh re-

joinder. " Listen, Stevens, if you can
rind out the components of that alloy

and the process of manufacture I'll

register (he invention with the Patent
Office. It won't matter to me who has
The formula then."

Stevens took his leave with a dubious
expression on his countenance, depart-
ing via the door by which he had en-
tered. Then Pollard leaned forward
and addressed Harrison.

" Say, wasn't that sample of metal
(he stuff I've been reading about in

the papers this morning?" he queried.
" And isn't that guy Adams your
chemist mentioned the s;;me feller that

got murdered yesterday?"
Harrison eyed him narrowly.
"Did you ever hear about the man

who got hurt because he wouldn't mind
his own business?" he countered.

" Sorry," Pollard grunted in a tone
of comprehension. " I didn't mean to
speak out of turn. Well, if you ever
have any other job you want done, you
know where to find me."
With that he made his exit, passing

out through the room occupied by
Molly Selkirk, who was seated inno-
cently at her typewriter by this time.

Once Pollard had gone, the Selkirk
girl appeared to lapse into a deep
reverie, no doubt meditating upon all

she had heard while listening at the
door of her chief's private sanctum.
But, whatever the nature of her
thoughts, they were interrupted in a
little while, by the buzzer of a dieto-

graph on her desk.

Sin- pressed down a switch, and a
voice reached her. It was the \ciice of
a doorman at the main entrance of the
office building.

"Is Mr.- Harrison in, Miss Day? A
Radio Patrolman O'Hara wants to see
him."
Molly Selkirk started. Then, after a

moment's pause, she told the doorman
to send the representative of the law
up to her office, for it seemed to her she
could do nothing else.

•She herself had no desire to come
face to face with any policeman, how-
ever. For, although she did not know
this O'Hara by name, it occurred to
her that he might turn out to be some
member of the Force who had seen her
when she had visited her brother at
the station, and she was anxious to
avoid any risk of being denounced to
Harrison.
Consequently, she hid herself in a

cupboard where her coat and hat were
hanging. and shortly afterwards,
through a chink in the door of that
recess, she saw Pat O'Hara come into
her room— whereupon she congratu-
lated herself upon her prudence, for she
recognised him immediately as the
patrolman who had so nearly met his
death in the Wellington mill the night
before.

As for Pat, he now looked round the
vacant office in an uncertain fashion.
Then, hearing a movement in the ad-
joining room, lie knocked on the door
of that inner apartment and found him-
self a couple of seconds later in the
presence of Harrison.
"I beg your pardon," the young

policeman said, "but your secretary
must have stepped out, and a cop
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hasn't much time to waste. Er—you
are Mr. Harrison, aren't you?"
"Yes," was the reply. "What do

you want?"
"I've a few questions I'd like to ask

you," Pat observed. "We're holding a
man by the name of Selkirk for the
murder of John P. Adams, the inventor.
According to police records. Selkirk was
sent to the penitentiary two years ago,
largely on your testimony."
Harrison inclined his head.
" Yes. He was an employee of this

company. Unfortunately, he embezzled
a sum of money, and we had to prose-
cute him."
"I know all that, sir," Pat com-

mented. "As a matter of fact. I really

came here to find out if you could tell

me anything about his sister."

"Sister?" Harrison echoed. "I
didn't know he had one."
"He has one all right. She got away

with the formula for Adams' invention
last night."
Harrison's countenance took on an

expression of the keenest interest.

"Well, that is news!" he declared.
"It looks like theft runs in the Selkirk
family. However, she can't possibly
dispose of that formula—except to a
foreign country. H'm, so you came
here hoping to get a line on her from
me, eh?"
"And you never even heard of her."

Pat said wryly. "Too bad, sir. I'd
sure like to have some dope on thai

girl."

"I'm sorry I can't be of assistance to

the police in regard to her," Harrison
returned, little dreaming that the young-
woman in question was his own secre-

tary. "But John Adams was a good
friend of mine, and if there's ever any-
thing I can do to help clear up this

case don't hesitate to call on me."
Pat thanked him, and was striding

back towards the door when he thought
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he detected a scuffle of feet just beyond
it. But he gave little heed to the cir-

cumstance until he opened that door
and caught a glimpse of a familiar
figure retreating hastily across the outer
threshold of the office attached to
Harrison's—the figure of a girl whom
he identified as Selkirk's sister.

Pat instantly gave chase, not even
delaying the pursuit long enough to
turn back and acquaint Harrison with
the discovery he had made. A'et so
fleet of foot was the girl that she had
gained the street outside the steel com-
pany's premises before the radio cop
managed to overtake her.
Sam Maloney was waiting at the kerb

with the police car, and his face regis-

tered surprise as Pat joined him with
the struggling captive.

"Ilit Selkirk dame!" he ejaculated.
"Nobody else." Pat. rejoined laconic-

ally, "I don't know how she came to
be there, but I caught her snooping in

the office of Harrison's secretary.''

His words told Molly Selkirk that he
did not realise she was employed by
the head of the steel works. Nor did
she enlighten him on that score when
she addressed him in an appealing tone.

"Listen," she began, "I—I wanted
to see Mr. Harrison about my brother.
Hi- secretary wasn't there, so I started
to open the door of his room, but I
heard your conversation with him, and
realised you wouldn't believe anything
I -aid after what happened last night.
Then I lost my head and ran away."
She felt that, the story sounded lame,

and it certainly made no favourable im-
pression on her two listeners.

"Lady," Pat staled, "I'm not in-

terested in fairy tales. Now. tell the
truth. Why were you snooping around
up there-? How did you get into the
Harrison Company's offices in the first,

place? And, most important of all,

what have you done with that formula

" The formula's my chief concern," Pat said, putting his arm round
John Adams' orphaned son. " It's worth a cool million dollars, and it's

the rightful property of young Pinky here."
February 5th. 1038.
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yon picked up in the Wellington plant

last night?"
The girl looked at him nervously.
"I'm not going to answer any of your

questions at all—until I've talked to

my brother."
"That can easily be arranged," Pat

retorted. "We won't bother Mr.
Harrison for the time being. You're
going down to headquarters in this car

light now."'
He thrust her into the back of the

police automobile, and, ordering Sam
to take the wheel, climbed in beside the

prisoner, and a few seconds later the

vehicle was pulling away from the kerb
;ind travelling in the direction of the

city centre.

The Oriental Quarter

TWENTY minutes after quitting the

neighbourhood of the Harrison
Steel Works. Radio Car 11 drew

up outside police headquarters, and out
of it stepped Pat O'Hara, Sam Maloney
and Molly Selkirk—to be confronted
immediately by a dejected-looking boy
who had just emerged from the station.

The boy was Pinky Adams, and he
was holding his dog Irish on a leash,

and at sight of him Pat spoke to him
inquiringly.

"Hallo," kid!" he said. "What are

you doing here?"
"A detective came an' fetched me

from the dump early this morning."
Pinky answered. "The Homicide
.Squad wanted to ask me some questions

about—about dad. But what's the use
of asking me questions, I'd like to
know, when they turn loose the man
that killed him?"
There was a wealth of bitterness in

the boy's tone as he uttered that last

sentence, which fell startlingly enough
upon the ears of Pat, Sam and the

girl who was in their charge.
"What's that?" Pat jerked.

"They've released Selkirk?"
"Yes, they've let him go—the man

that murdered my dad !" Pinky cried,

unaware as yet that the girl with the
two radio cops was Selkirk's sister.
" Some lawyer came and got him out
ol gaol."
"When, Pinky?"
"Only a minute or two ago. There's

Selkirk now."
The lad pointed along the sidewalk,

rind, turning their heads, the two police

officers and their captive saw Henry
Selkirk preparing to enter a closed car
with a couple of other men some little

distance down the street.

Pat and Sam were silent, but on per-

ceiving her brother Molly Selkirk gave
vent to a spontaneous cry.

"Harry!" she called, keyed up to a

pitch of excitement by the knowledge
that his release had been secured.
" Harry !"

Her voice reached Selkirk's cars, and
lie swung round. Then, discerning her,

he made as if to hasten along the pave-
ment in her direction. Yet his com-
panions, whoever they were, had no
intention of permitting him an inter-

view with bis sister. On 1 ho contrary
they seemed anxious to be off, and laid

restraining hands on him.
He tried to wrench away from them.

but their manner changed from per-

suasiveness to determination, and sud-
denly one of them thrust a gun into

Selkirk's back, forcing him to enter the

automobile and then scrambled in after
him. At the same time the other man
leapt into the front of the vehicle, and
in an instant it was on the move.
Standing at the foot of the steps that

led up to the main entrance of poli.c

headquarters, Molly Selkirk and her
captors together with Pinky Adams
were thunderstruck bv the unexpected

Pi bruary 5th, 1938.
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turn that events had taken. But before
that departing auto had gone fifty yards
Pat O'Hara had found his voice.

" There's something phoney about
those guys with Selkirk!" he rapped
out, wheeling abruptly towards his col-

league and the girl they had appre-
hended. "Sam, I'm going after them.
You take his sister into the station and
keep her there till I get back."
He had a last glimpse of Molly

Selkirk's anxious face as he spun round
to retrace his steps to the police car.

Then a moment later he was in the
driving-seat, and he had started up the
engine and slipped the gear-lever home
when he heard the rear offside door
open and shut, and glanced round to

find that Pinky Adams had jumped in

behind him with Irish.

There was no time to order Pinky
and his dog out of the car, for the auto
containing Selkirk and his companions
was already turning off down a side-

road. Therefore, Pat crammed his foot
on the accelerator without a word, and
the police car surged forward in pursuit
of the other machine.
The chase that followed was one that

took Pinky Adams' breath away, for it

was replete with hairbreafh escapes

—

a mad dash through the city's populous
streets, with the whine of the motor
rising high in the ears and the scream
of tyres mingling with it on every
corner that was turned. And mean-
while, well aware that he was being
trailed, the driver of the other auto was
setting the pace, cutting in and out of

the traffic with a recklessness and a
skill that few men could have excelled.

Pat could not excel him. But at

least he was the fellow's equal, and kept
track of the fugitive vehicle without
losing an inch of ground, though in

the first half-mile he came within an
ace of colliding with other users of the

road a dozen times.
Another half-mile had been covered

when Pat suddenly picked up a micro-
phone and spoke into the radio.

"Car One-One calling headquarters,"
he intoned. "Car Eleven calling head-
quarters!"
"Go ahead, Eleven," came an answer-

ing voice.

"Trailing blue sedan occupied by
Selkirk and two men whom I suspect

are kidnappers," Pat began, but was
interrupted by the officer who had
responded to his signal from the radio
control-room a I the station.

"Sure, we know. Maloney just

reported the incident. O'Hara. Confine
yourself to details of the suspect's car

and the route it's taking."
Still driving with his foot hard down

on the accelerator, still keeping his

eyes on the auto in front of him, Pat
went on talking into the microphone
crisply :

"It's headed east right now—on State

Street. A blue sedan—licence number
5M 2225."
"Five M, two-two-two-five? That's

the number of a car reported stolen

from a parking-place a few minutes
ago. All right. O'Hara. we'll broad-
cast a general alarm to all radio patrols

in the neighbourhood of State Street."
Pat replaced the "mike" and con-

centrated his whole attention on the
automobile ahead of him. In the
meantime, on the back seat of the

police car, Pinkv and Irish were being
rocked from side to side by the wild
swerve- that Pat «a- making in order
to forge his way through the traffic,

and it wa- a- he was picking bimseli
up after having been bundled into a
corner of the vehicle that the orphan.-. I

M>ii of John Adams chanced to look out
through the back window.
The boy at once discovered thai a
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third auto was involved in the chase—

•

an open tourer that was speeding along
in the same break-neck fashion as the
radio car and the fugitive sedan—and
all of a sudden he remembered he had
casually noticed it standing in a side
street opposite police headquarters
when he had first issued from the
station after the release of Henrv
Selkirk.
Pinky was a quick-thinking youngster,

and it dawned on him that the
occupants of the open car. a couple of
men who were crouching sinisterly

behind its windscreen, had been wait-
ing near headquarters to aid and abet
Selkirk's kidnappers in the event of
any trouble occurring. But before he
could acquaint Pat with his suspicion
the tourer swept abreast of the police
auto in a spurt that showed it was
capable of terrific acceleration, and
next second its driver was forcing the
patrolman off the roadway.

The police car hit the kerb, and the
impact ripped one of the tyre- wide
open, with a blast that was like the
report of a gun. Another instant and
the machine was slewing clear round
in a terrifying skid, but luckily it kept
squat to the ground and finished up
half-way across the pavement on its

four wheels.
The tourer responsible for bringing

it to a halt raced on in the wake of
the sedan, and both the automobiles in
question were out of sight by the time
Pat had climbed out of Car 11 with
Pinky Adams and Irish. But the
patrolman had recognised the two men
who had been in the open vehicle, and
after satisfying himself that Pinky and
his dog were all right, he spoke to the
lad grimly.
"Those birds in that tourer. Pinky,"

he said, " they were two of the guys
who were after your father's formula
at the Wellington Works last night.
One was the fellow named Watkins,
and the other was the man who answers
to the monicker of ' Bill.' Huh, they
certainly put the skids on us. But
there's still a chance the sedan will bo
picked up by another police car."
A crowd was beginning to collect on

the sidewalk, but, ignoring the
questions that were fired at him, Pat
set himself to the task of jacking-up
his machine mid changing the wheel
whose tyre had been blown out.

It was a task that he had hardly
accomplished when a message from
headquarters came through on the
auto's radio.
"Calling Car One-one. Calling Car

11. Blue sedan 5M 2225 found
abandoned in front of 1337, Dclatv
Street. No trace of occupants. Car 27
standing by."
A quarter of an hour later Pat was

driving into Delacy Street in company
with Pinky and that youngster's canine
friend, and there he found the blue
sedan parked outside a deserted ware-
house with Car 27 drawn up close at
hand and a couple of patrolmen on the
sidewalk.

Tat nodded to the other two officers

and then glanced ruefully at the sedan.
"So they flew the coop, eh?" he

grunted. " Did you see anything of
them at all'.'"

"There wasn't a sign of them when
we got here, Pat," one of the other
officers announced.

" You didn't happen to spot a tourer
anywhere in the vicinity when you
showed up. did you?" wars Pat'.- next
query.
Th. answer was in the negative, and

before any further conversation could
take plaibe the men attached to Car 27

received an emergency radio call order-
ing them to investigate a hold-up at a
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bank on the south-east side of the city.

Consequently Pat, O'Hara, Pinky
Adams and the dog Irish were left

alone beside the adandoned sedan, and
after a brief silence Pat addressed the

boy in a gloomy tone.

"Well, kid," he said, "it looks like

we've lost the scent. I guess Selkirk
and his kidnappers switched over to the

tourer here, and there's no telling

where they might be now. If I had
tlie licence number of that tourer we
might still be in the hunt, but I didn't
get if."

Pinky did not answer him at once.
He was looking fixedly at Irish, who
was straining at the leash by which he
was being held.

"Say, Pat," the lad exclaimed sud-
denly, "I don't think Selkirk and the
men with him switched over to the
tourer. I think they walked away from
here."
"What gives you that idea?' the

patrolman demanded.
"Look at Irish. He's got his nose

lo (he ground an' he seems as if he's

doin' his best to drag my arm off.

That's the way he acted after Selkirk
u as let out of the police station. Irish
seemed to pick up his scent, and he
fairly lugged me out into the street.

Don't forget that scent is fresh to him,
because it's only twenty-four hours
since he chased Selkirk out of the
shanty down at the city dump. And
remember how- he went for Selkirk
when you arrested him for—for killin'

dad."
Pat eyed the dog in a none-too-

hopeful manner.
" You >n©n he's picked up Selkirk's

scent now: I doubt it. Pinky. I know
Irish is smart, but "

The boy*interrupted him.
"I'm gonna give him his head,

anyway," he declared. "Come on,
Pat, let's see where he takes us."

He released the dog, and the animal
promptly set off along the street with
liis nose close to the paving-stones.
and, prevailing on Pat to accompany
him, its youthful master started after it

at a brisk walk.
For ten minutes man and boy

followed Irish on his dubious quest,
and by that time they had turned
several corners and landed in a section
of the city which was familiar enough
to the police officer but completely
strange to Pinky. For it was that
locality known as the Oriental quarter,
a realm of narrow by-ways peopled by
swarthy aliens, and flanked by exotic
buildings whoso domes and minarets
typified the East—buildings that exuded
the flavour of rich spices, buildings
that echoed the babble of foreign
tongues, or invited the passer-by to
pause and hearken to the strains of
haunting pipe-music.

"This is the Oriental quarter, Pinky,"
the stalwart police officer informed him.
" If you go right into the heart of it

you can forget that you're in America."
Irish was still ahead of them, but

what with the narrow, tortuous streets
and the crowds of Asiatics thronging
them it would have been impossible for
Pat and the boy to keep him in view
if he had maintained the steady trot
at which he had covered ground when
first lie had been let off the leash.

Now, however, the dog was begin-
ning to show signs of perplexity, and
had soon slackened his pace consider-
ably. If he had in truth been follow-
ing a scent, it appeared that it was
becoming increasingly difficult to de-
tect—probably because it was well-nigh
obliterated by the passage of so many
oilier individuals over it.

At last, indeed, the animal came to

a dead standstill, and, as Pat O'Hara
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and Pinky moved alongside it. it looked
up at them with an expression in its

brown eyes that was almost human in

its significance of defeat and frustra-

tion.

"Well," Pat muttered, after looking
at the dog in silence for a spell, "if
Irish was giving us a lead he's sure up
a gum-tree now."
Pinky nodded.
"Yeah, I guess so," he had to admit,

and then, following upon another in-

terval of silence: "Say, Pat," he added.
" how d'you suppose those guys were
able to walk Selkirk right through these
streets with so many people about ?

Surely Selkirk could have made a fuss
if he didn't want to go this far with
them."
"One of those men was armed," Pat

reminded him. "Maybe both of 'em.
If they did eome this way, they very
likely covered Selkirk from their coat-
pockets and made it. clear to him that
he'd be well advised to go along with
them quietly."
"And what did they want with him,

I wonder?"
Pat drew down his brows thought-

fully.

"I don't reckon there's much doubt
that their motive in kidnapping him had
something to do with your father's for-
mula," he replied.

Pinky had stooped to caress Irish's
smooth grey coat. At the same time he
was displaying a certain amount of in-

terest in an open-air cafe outside whose
entrance the dog had halted. Tables
were dotted around in it under colourful
sunshades, and dusky waiters were serv-

ing refreshments to groups of chatter-
ing Orientals who were seated at those
tables. The place was obviously a
favourite rendezvous of the better-class
element hi the "quarter," for there was
scarcely a chair that was no* occupied
by some prosperous-looking immigrant
from the continent of Asia.

Pinky ran his eyes over the unusual
and intriguing spectacle presented by
this cafe, with its picturesque, bustling
attendants and its equally picturesque
but lounging patrons. Then, turning
his attention on Pat again, he broached
the subject of Selkirk's release once
more.
"Listen," he said earnestly, "there's

something I can't make out—something
that seems all wrong' to me. How is it

that a man held for murder can get
out of gaol without first having to stand
his trial?"

" Well, I guess Selkirk's lawyer must
have had a writ of habeas corpus,
Pinky. Yep, and those men who kid-
napped him must
have got wise to

that and waited for

him to come out
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cafe, and almost simultaneously Bill ai.d

Watkins perceived him.
They turned tail at once and dived

back into the hotel, and Pat, leaving
Pinky and Irish, charged across the
forecourt in hot pursuit, threading his

way through the crowded tables that

were dotted about it.

He did not know that he had also

been seen from the windows of a room
in the hotel—a room occupied by
Tahata, Zutta, Franklyn and Harry
Selkirk—the last-named being covered
by a revolver held in the grasp of

Tahala's secretary.
It was not towards this room that

Bill and Watkins beat a retreat. In-

stead they rushed clear through the

hotel lobby to an apartment at the rear

of the building, and they were on the
point of blundering into it as Pat en-

tered the premises.
The police officer gained an impres-

sion of them as they reached the
threshold of that apartment, and he
noticed that Watkins lifted hi.s hand
and touched something over the door.

Then both men disappeared into the

room, and even as they vanished into

its interior and slammed the door be-

hind them Pat saw a section of the wall

above the transom swing out and then

down in a circular motion—an iron

shutter in reality, as solid as the door
of a bank vault, and slowly descending
so as to form a barrier over the exist-

ing door.
Hurling himself forward through the

lobby, Pat ducked under the shutter as

it was lowering itself beyond a hori-

zontal position. Then he gripped the
handle of the apartment's door, but,

almost in the same moment he heard
the rasping of a bolt within, and the

door refused to budge in spite of his

attempts to burst it in.

In the meantime the iron shutter was
continuing its deliberate descent, and
suddenly, as he was still struggling to

force the door, Pat felt the heavy metal
contraption fold in on him.

He squirmed round, only to find him-
self trapped between the massive shutter

and the door beyond which Bill and
Watkins had sought refuge from him;
and. although he strove might and main
to hold it away from him, the great

block of iron moved against, him with
crushing pressure.

(To be continued in another sensational

episode next week. A New Universal

Picture, controlled throughout the

United Kingdom and the Irish Free

State by General Film Distributors,

Ltd., starring Grant Withers.)

And then he
stopped, for at that
moment his glance
came to rest, on two
men who had just

stepped out of the
nearby hotel's por-
tals into the. open-
air cafe of trie fore-

court — two men
who stood out in

that setting because
they were whites

—

two men who were
none other than
those rog,"^ answer-
ing to the names of
Watkins and Bill!

With an involun-
tary shout Pat
started through the
entrance of the <S> H
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way surprised by the white man's
abrupt appearance.
"Ho-Fang still goes!" Chet seated

himself in a chair beside his brother,
drawing the gun unobtrusively as he did
so; and under the table he held the gun
within a couple of feet of the brigand's
paunch. "I've got you covered, and I

understand Chinese," he warned, "so be
careful what you say!"
Ho-Fang blinked, but otherwise did

not move.
"Tell your men that Johnny's going-

out!"
In his own dialect Ho-Fang did so.

"Go on," said Chet. to Johnny, "and
take it easy. Tell the boys I'll be with
ihem directly."
Johnny rose and went slowly to the

steps.

"Send your men out," directed Chet,
after he had gone; "we're going to talk
business."
Ho-Fang obeyed, and the members of

his band mounted the steps to the street,
and in (he street looked sullenly on as
Johnny mounted his horse and sat wait-
ing upon it with Red and Burton and
Jackson. Chet immediately brought his
gun from under the table to the top
of it, and for nearly two minutes he
sat facing Ho-Fang, his eyes as cold as
the steel that could spit death.
"Now get up and walk towards the

door!" he rasped. And as Ho-Fang rose
heavily to his feet he also rose.

Together they reached the foot of the
steps, and there Chet stood in front of
the defeated brigand.

" That's for Wong !" he suddenly
thundered; and out shot his left fist with
such violence that Ho-Fang's jaw was
nearly dislocated by the blow that
lauded on the point of it, and he was
unconscious before he fell.

Chet ascended the steps and saw the
members of the band clustered round
the entrance.
"Good-bye, general," he turned to

shout down into the cafe. "Take care
of yourself!"
Ming Yen was suspicious, but he

moved aside, and Chet walked over to
Johnny and the others and got on his
horse.
"Come on, boys," he said, "let's get

going!"

Paid in Full!

IX the cool night air of the desert,
Chet had plenty of time for reflec-

tion as he and his companions gal-
loped back towards the distant camp.
He could not bring himself to regret
that final knockout blow he had ad-
ministered, but he realised that Ho-
Fang would be swift to retaliate.

"Don't spare your horses!" he
shouted. "We've got to. get back just
a> soon as we know how ! Ho-Fang
will strike before the night's out, and
we've got to be ready for him!"
Before tiny were half-way to the camp

Tin Pang had mustered the whole of his
gang of ruffians, and was riding at their
head with an aching jaw and a thirst
for blood. But the camp was reached,
and outside the office building Chet
issued orders.
"Sec that the coolies are armed," he

said to Bed, "and send all the men over
here."
Joan came running out from the ad

joining cabin with Lucky, and Uttered
a cry of relief as she saw Johnny Stand-
ing there. But she and Lucky had to
Fcbrtian 5th, 1038.
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be content with what Johnny could
tell them while Chet directed Burton
to put away the horses and Jackson to

help get rifles and ammunition from
the shed in which arms were stored.

A period of intense activity followed,
and crates full of rifles were on the
veranda when the coolies were lined up
in front of it, and Chet addressed them.

"Men," he said, "there's going to be
trouble with Ho-Fang. Now, you were
hired as oil workers, not as soldiers.

There may be fighting to-night, and if

any one of yon wants to get out of it

before it's too late now's your chance."
He called an intelligent-looking yellow

man forward.
"Chang," he said, "tell them what it

is."

Chang translated at some length into
Cantonese, and he translated into
English the replies the men made.
"These men all good Chinese," he

declared proudly. " They say Ho-Fang
not Chinese, or his army, but bad ban-
dits from border country. They stay
and fight."

"Give them rifles and ammunition!"
cried Red.
Under Chang's command some of the

coolies were distributed about the oil-

fields, using the derricks for cover, and
the rest were posted round about the
buildings with Jackson and another
white man. Red, Johnny, Lucky, and
Burton mounted guard in the office with
Joan, and Chet made a final tour of in-

spection.

He returned to the office in a stillness

that seemed uncanny, and the half-hour
of waiting that followed was almost
more of a strain on taut nerves than
actual conflict.

The two windows in the office were
open, and at one of them Johnny and

.

Lucky were crouched with rifles in their
hands, and at the other Red had
mounted a sub-machine-gun on the sill,

and Burton was on his knees with a
rifle. Joan was standing beside Johnny.
an easy target for any creeping enemy,
and Chet made her retreat behind the
counter and sit down in a chair there.

"I'm getting fed-up with this sus-

pense," growled Red.
"We'll hear from them soon enough,"

said Chet. "Lucky, how's that aero-
plane?"
"All set and ready to go^' Lucky

replied.
" Machine-guns loaded ?"

"Yeah, and there's half a dozen dyna-
mite bombs on board, too."
"Good!" approved Chet.
The expected attack began with a

direct raid on hprseback. Ho-Fang evi-

dently imagining that there had been
no time for any elaborate defence to be
organised. He swept with his men
across the oilfield towards the buildings;
but a coolie perched high on the tim-
bers of a derrick saw the approaching
riders and opened fire with a rifle.

One of the bandits pitched headlong
from the saddle, and the others stopped
at a harsh shout from their leader. A
coolie who had crept under a motor-
truck blazed away at them through the
spokes of a wheel, and shots rairg out
from all sides.

Off went the horsemen info the dark-
ness; hut behind some rocks they dis-

mounted, and then they crept towards
the camp again on foot, at least fifty

strong. They reached a trench and
Spread out in it. and the first intimation
of their return wa- a volley of rifle fire

that shattered the windows of cabins and
shacks and caused several casualties
among the defenders in the open.

Jted raked the top of the trench with
his machine gun. but the bandits could
not have chosen a stronger position, or
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one from which move damage could be
done.
"Keep them busy while I get to that

aeroplane," said Chet, who had put on
a leather jacket and helmet.

"All right, boss," said Red, and his

machine-gun rained bullets at the dis

tant trench while Chet slipped out at
a back door of the office building and
sped to the machine.
Lucky, firing out at the other window-

to help keep the enemy occupied,
dropped his rifle and staggered back-
wards with a wound in his right fore-

arm; and Joan promptly ran to him,
led him away into the adjacent room,
and washed and bandaged the arm with
all the skill of a nurse.
"There's no bullet in it," she told

him. "I guess the bullet's somewhere
in the office, but it's ploughed up a lot

of flesh, hasn't it? Sit still, I'm going
to put that arm in a sling for you."
Chet reached the aeroplane, though it

was almost a miracle that he did so with-
out being hit, and he heaved himself
into the front cockpit and started up
the engines.

Off went the machine across the sand.
and instantly the bandits' fire became
concentrated upon it ; but it rose into

the air, went roaring over the foothills,

and presently came sweeping back above
the trench.
Chet rattled away with one of the

machine-guns in its passage, and there
was more than one casualty amongst the
enemy before he soared off again to cir-

cuit the camp and return to the attack.

But Ho-Fang, meanwhile, had shouted
to Ming Yen. and Ming Yen. was creep*
ing towards the nearest of th4Avells with
a bomb. He hurled the bomb, and it

exploded close to the base p{ the der-

rick of well No. 4.
*

The timbers were shaken by that ex-
plosion, the stream of oil from the well
caught fire, and its blaze lit up the
whole camp.
"There goes Number Four!" ex-

claimed Red; and Johnny immediately
dropped his rifle and stood staring out
through the window, clenching his hands
and trying to summon the courage he
needed for a task fraught with infinite

danger.
Joan caught hold of his arm with both

hands, and somehow that decided him.
"I've got to cap that fire!" he cried

hoarsely. "Give me the asbestos suit,

quick !"

"Oh, Johnny!" shivered Joan; but
she fetched him the suit, and the gloves

and the mask to go with the suit, and
she helped him into the very clumsy
garments.
Gunfire was still continuous outside,

but Ho-Fang and his bandits had de-

serted the trench to take cover behind
the rocks because Chet was sweeping
back again in the aeroplane. Once more
the machine-gun rat-tatted lead, but to

no purpose; and Chet flew off again.

Johnny became a target for bullets as

he made his way to the blazing well, but

he knew that Joan was watching him
from inside the office, and the knowledge
inspired him. He reached the platform
and the open pipe, which had become
a volcano of flame. The cross-beams of
the derrick were alight, and blazing frag-

ments of wood showered down upon him
as time and again he caught hold of

the metal cap and tried to pull it down
over the pipe.
Ten times, at least, he was driven

back by the almost intolerable heat just

as success seemed assured; but at last

he managed to get the cap down over
the flaming vent and to fasten it there.

The well was saved, but the derrick

was burning fiercely as he tottered back
towards the office. He Was a little less

than half-way when a terrific e\plosion,
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over by the rocks, caused him to fall

fiat on hi.s face. Chet had flown back
in the aeroplane and had dropped a

dynamite bomb amongst the enemy
sheltered there.

.Slowly Johnny got to his feet again,

and noi another shot rang (jut dining
the rest of his journey to the office. He
stumbled in over the step, and Joan was
waiting for him with shining eyes.

"Johnny, I'm proud of you!" she

cried.

Chet was high in the air again, grimly
satisfied with the effect of the bomb he
had dropped because half of Ho-Fang's

I had been blown to pieces by it.

But as the machine came roaring back
he saw that the rest had run to their

horses and mounted them, and before
he could change his coarse they were
riding furiously across the desert, the
unmistakable headgear of Ho King con-
spicuous in front of what remained of
his "armv."
Chet banked in a huge semicircle,

then straightened out the machine and
planed down above the heads of the

.its. one band over the side of the
cockpit and a bomb in it ready to lei

fall.

Down well! the bomb, and
plane shot upward.- a sei ore it

exploded. almOSl at I lie feel (,1 tile
I

Ho-Fang was spurring frantically to-

wards Tak Tao.
It took Chel several minutes to circle

back and look down upon the hayoe he
had created with the bomb. Ho-Fang
y.d his hoi'se had been blown to pieces,

and the rest of his men were dead upon
and.

Soon after Willard Percival Snyder
had (Blended to In- office next morn-

i nun his qiu i he upper floor

of tin' Lot ;d headquat tei - of the < om-
pany in Kwei-Yoi g, he sallied forth to

call upon General Moy Kit Ting. There
bad been no word from the Camp since

bad disappeared without ex-

pounding his "idea," and the resident
manager was worried.
The general reoeived him courteously,

igh be had no great liking for the
self important representative of the

Thatcher Petroleum Corporation.
"An earrj visitor, .Mi. Snyder," he

comment, d.

"Yes," said Snyder. "The fait is

th.it, Eaton bag sent me word that he
wants you to release him from his

promise to remain in China, general."
\Iu\ Ku ling raised his blows.
"For what reason?" he inquired.
"I've been* waiting to (earn that my-

self," Snyder complained. "Our 'plane
is long overdue, and I have a feeling
that something has happened at the
field. There's a gang of renegades up
there, headed by that half-breed bandit

Ho-Fang, who has been causing
trouble."
The general's brows descended in a

frown.
"Von should have brought this matter

to my attention at once!" he said quite
severely. "1 can't (understand why Mr.
Eaton did not request my co-operation."

" Perhaps he fell thai it would have
ipitated open warfare," suggested

Snyder.
" Net ei I in 1< -s." returned the gi

"we cannot to!, rale such enemies of

China within our borders. I believe
this warrant si ition.

7 shall fly to the oilfield immediately,
and if you me as anxious as you say,

Mr. Snyder, I think it would be well for

you to accompany me."
"There's nothing I'd like better!"

Snyder declared.
It was a military aeroplane of con-

able size that com eyed the two
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s the desert, and a flying officer was
at the controls. The noise of twin
engines in the sky brought every]
out from the buildings in the camp, and
they stared in astonishment as

machine landed and first the general and
then Snyder climbed down from ir.

Chet walked forward to meet the en-
tirely unexpected visitors, but Johnny
rushed Joan away to the living-room of

the adjoining cabin, and Red and the
lest went, back lo their duties. save
Lucky, who hovered on th eranda, his

I
ill in a sling.

General Moy Ku Ting explained to

Chet the reason for his presence m the
camp with Snyder.

"1 whs >i«ieh concerned to hear of
these acth dies of ihe brigand 1 lo

Fang," be -aid. "I only wish you had
reported to me sooner. Do you teed
any troops for protection?"

( 'het gi timed broadly.
"You don't have to worry about those

bandits, general," he said. "We've paid
them off in full

!"

"Eaton," barked Snyder, "how many
times have I told you no pay oi

" Well," shrugged ( Ihet, " 1

Mr. Snyder, thai yo*u fire me. Come on
into the office, general, and I'll explain
things."
As the

I office,

Lucky went oil to the next' cabin and
burst in upon Joan and Johnny.

"111. duchess," he boomed, "now your
friend Snyder is here maybe J can fix

it for you io get your old job back."

"Thank you. Lucky," said Joan, "but
I think you've done enough fixing."
"I see," nodded Lucky, "but I'li

you thai ticket back home 1 promised
you."
Joan turned to Johnny, whose face

bad dropped at this mention of a til

"Johnny dear," she said softly.

"how inueh do you think n

home should cost '!"

'Thus encouraged, Johnny's
brightened again and be tool, bet into
his arms and hugged her.

"Well, let's see," lie "Our
home to be about a quai ter of
a mile down the sands when it's built
and 1 think you can make a fail deal
with Lucky for a rickshaw."
Lucky made a face iit him.
"Well, now look here," lie said dis-

consolati I3 .

" W tic didn't vui t oil me
you wen- going to lix everything up
yourself, duchess?"

"Don't you have to make a report to
Snyder?" asked Johnny pointedly.
"Oh, yes, Snyder." Lucky scratched

the back of his neck with his left hand,
gave one more glance at two radiant

, and went slowly out to the office.

Snyder was in there, leaning against
the counter; General Moy Ku Tihg was
Shaking hands with Chet. Lucky dived
away from the open door, and from a

truuser pocket he took out his pre

peashooter. He heard Chel say, in a

Very grateful voice ;

"Thank you for relieving me of my
promise, general. I'm so of no

inviting you to my wedding, but

maybe you'll get an invitation
one in Kwei-Ybng. 1 rather fancy my
brother is going to marrj and settle

down right here on the job."
"Well," said Snyder, "thai Seems to

settle everything except my crippled
flyer."

Lucky heard that, too. lie stepped
in at the doorway with the peashooter
fo his mouth—and Snyder clapped a

band to his face as a tiny missile stl

it and rolled upon the floor.

"I'm afraid," laughed (.'het, "he's far
from crippled, Snyder:"

(By permission of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, Ltd., starring Jack Holt.)
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1 d up
into a vicious grin. "Now it's twenty
thousand! I've got somethini 1 e

valuable to sell— the right to murder an
Innocent young lady."

" Vet v we!!."' Brand! ga gned
"I>ut I'll havi 10 pay you in

\ev. York."
" Nothing doing. '-Vie n to

New York there'll be no little girl, and
1 1 lie 1 r dot;- get - none."
" What do you think 1 am '.

"

"A man who travels with a roll Ol

biib. Cash down and you can do what
you like -no cash, and I'll be a Eaf

to the '.ill I." ' d. bis \ !

nature ost. He would have sold
Ins Soul t"i monej

.

"I have not all thai money in my
(Kleket." Bl .1 licit anSWI 1 etl. " I

1- money in my bagga) u the
an."

13 did you
"

! - hj of 1 solid British

Com] 1
iter than

people lit
I

Che
And

could open ible fingei s,

Mr. Prybr, 1 could grant youi .en

You'\ e picked ii leu !. befot e."

" That's as
si raight."

" Pity."
[ his

shoulders. " It- my iiiiiin il

thousand
pounds."

" All right." 3i led. " I'm
out i but I'll try."

Except for ihe steady hum of the
l mild.

.Nobody Was about 01 SO ,1m-' two men
thought. But Master Arnold was
awake, and he saw them bag-

room. I fe follow i d, and cautio
I inside. I leu he saw Sam

Pryor I.e. idee, ovel ii safe deposit door,

which wns open, .and Sam was fumbling
inside. It w a.- a big loom and CI ammed
with luggage, so that the boj could
watch w ii bout being een. I fe saw
General Costello draw a gun and shoot
Sam Pryor in the back.
Jim was awakened out oi a sound

sleep by the precip ton entrance "f

young Arnold, who -hook the inspector

violently and shouted that he had seen

a mindei committed.
"I saw it." Arnold shouied. "General

Costello isn't General Costello at. all,

and Ins killed Superintendent Pryor."

It tool, dun about a minute to realise

the gravity of ihe situation. Dp to now
lie bad thought Jenny a nice girl, but.

had pooh-poohed her story, but if

Costello had killed Pryor, who seemed
to have been kidding eve was
a suj - it, 1 hen it put a different

ilexion on 1
1 ings. I b jumped into

Ill's lie'

Jenny must ha\ e heat .I Arnold'
cited voice b ausi lie had not sta 'ted

to go tcj in d. Sin 1 followed tin. inspector
and Ai nold to ili- lounge, .-sin- stood
with Arnold by the ; door
as Gl d down at the

body oi' Sam Pryor.
( Irani, cursed himself foj 1 eing so

wittcd as never to havi
Jenny whs speaking -the truth. He
\i iini d them outside the bag)
and was just about lo question tin

when Brandt appeared He covered
them with a gun. Under his right arm

llimpj object.
1 . bruarj 5th, 1988
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" Stand still !*' His voice was menac-
ing. "If you move I shall he compelled
to shoot. At the girl first, but I don't
want to do it, as it might disturb the
other passengers."

"Well, what are you going to do
about it?"

The killer laughed.

"In a few minutes we shall be beyond
Newfoundland," he explained. "I shall

take my leave of you in Aunt Veronica's
parachute."

Brandt backed away and then turned
and ran. Jim Grant pelted after him,
but the gunman was too quick. He
gained his objective—the control-room,
and once on the other side, locked the
door. Without any compunction he shot
both pilots, switched off the engines,
then drawing back the emergency door
flung himself into space.

Grant crashed his fist against the con-
trol-room door. A gasp of horror left

his lips as he heard those muffled re-

ports. Suddenly tho 'plane ' gave "a

sickening lurch, and then followed a
curious silence.

"What has he done?" gasped Jenny.

"Jumped off over land and cut off the.

engines to wreck the 'plan© as well,"
Grant snapped out. "I've got to get
into that control-room some way."
The captain came staggering and

swaying along the corridor. ' He told
Grant that tho only way into the
control-room was by climbing over the
top of the 'plane. Jenny gave a cry
of fear as Grant rushed off to the
lounge. Though the machine was pitch-
ing and tossing he dragged open the
door that led on to the small platform,
where Jenny had been so near to death.

The machine was rapidly losing height
and might at any moment go into a
disastrous nose dive. Many times the
rushing wind almost dragged Grant from
his precarious hold, but he stuck grimly
to his taslc for the lives of everyone in

the 'plane depended on him. His hands
were torn and bleeding as he clawed his
way along the fuselage and over the roof
of the 'plane. He looked down once and
saw that the Atlantic was little more
than a thousand feet below him. He
found the emergency exit that the killer

had opened, and a roll of the 'plane
allowed him to edge his way over and
tumble inside. Ho crashed into the in-

animate figure of one of the pilots.

The sea was five hundred feet below
them when he staggered down some
si airs and opened the control-room door.
The relief pilot hurled himself at the
controls. The engines roared to life.

But in those seconds the 'plane had
dropped another two hundred feet, and
the pilot dare not attempt to immedi-
ately flatten out. Actually the pilot pot
the 'plane under control a bare fifty feet
from tho great waves of the Atlantic.
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When the 'plane was cruising safely
at two thousand feet Jim Grant got the
captain to put through a wireless call

to the police at St. .John giving them
all infonnation and requesting them to
search for tho killer. A radio message
was sent to Police Chief O'Brien in New
York to stay the execution of Abel as
there was new evidence that proved his

innocence.

Aunt Veronica kicked up an awful
song when she found her parachute had
been stolen, and then wanted to know
where Arnold was. They found him in

a corner quietly playing his beloved
saxophone.

" Poor old general." Arnold sighed,
and played a mournful note.
"Why poor?" demanded Jim Grant.
" Well, you all complained so much

about my sax being noisy that I bor-
rowed 'auntio's parachute." He pro-
duced from the saxophone a strip of
grev silk. "This is a piece I cut out
of it."

"I don't think the police will need
that cordon after all," muttered Inspec-
tor Grant.

Abel was saved from the chair and
Jenny became the heroine of New-
York. She had thousands of offers of
jobs and even marriage, but she turned
them all down, and when the boy
prodigy made his bow at the opening
recital of his tour Jenny and Jim were
in the fourth row of the stalls. All the
time the fourteen-year old virtuoso
played his violin better than he had
ever done, his bright, twinkling eyes
watched them, and when Jenny's hand
stole into Jim's great paw the boy had
the impudence to wink.

(By permission of the Gaumont British
Picture Corporation, Ltd., starring John
Loder as Inspector Grant and Anna Lee

as Jenny Carr.)
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THIS WEEK'S CASTS
" OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT."—Chet Eaton, Jack Holt ; Joan

Manning, Mae Clarke ; Ho-Fang,
Harold Huber ; Lucky Phelps, Ray
Walker ; Johnny Eaton, James Bush

;

Willard P. Snyder, Joseph Crehan ;

Alice Sylvester, Bernice Roberts;
Howard Sheldon, Harry Worth.

"NON-STOP NEW YORK."—Jenny Carr, Anna Lee ; Inspector
Jim Grant, John Loder ; Sow Pryor,
Frank Cellior ; Arnold James, Des-
mond Tester; Mortimer, William Dew-
hurst : Billy Cmoper, James Pirrie ;

Brandt, Francis L. Sullivan ; Mrs.
Carr, Drusilla Wills ; Steward,
Jerry Verno ; Aunt Veronica, Athene
Seyler ; Miss Harvey, Ellen Pollock ;

Abel, Arthur Goullett ; Spurgeon,
Peter Bull ; Harrigan, Tony Quinn.

(Continued from page 2)

descendant of John Marshall, first

Chief Justice of the United States.
With such a professional background, it

might have seemed natural that Jack
should have been lured by the law or
called by the' clergy. But the indoor
life that lawyers or rectors led did not
appeal to him.

Realising, however, that he must, ob-
tain an education, young Holt selected
a course which seemed most certain to

lead into adventure. He chose engin-
eering. His people finally agreed to
this. The boy was entered for pie-

engineering at Trinity Preparatory
School in New York and, graduated
from there, sent to the celebrated Vir-
ginia Military Institute in his native

State for the completion of his studies.

.
While still a student at the military

school, Jack demonstrated his enthu
siastn for hard work of a dramatic tun*
by getting a job during vacations as «
"sand hog," and worked on the great
Hoboken tunnel for the Pennsylvania
Railroad.
When he finished at the Virginia

Military Institute, he went to the far-

flung wastes of the Yukon frontier and
found opportunities a-plenty for his rest-

less, trouble-seeking spirit. At first he
prospected for gold. Then, for a brierS>

time, he was a mule skinner. Finally

he obtained the most picturesque and
,

dangerous Job of all, as a tflp mail
carrier delivering the mail to remote
trading posts by dogsled. ^^

Finally, being slightly " fed-up"" with
the Frozen North, Holt decided to

return to the States. Landing in

Seattle, he drifted down into Oregon
and back to the cattle ranch where, as
a working "cow poke," he ran into

rustling trouble and became a real hide-

and-hair top-hand.

He had his start in pictures shoi

thereafter when he was in San Fian- ,

cisco. A Hollywood picture company
was there on "location." A double was
wanted for a daring horseback leap
scheduled for the star. Holt did the
stunt, was offered a regular job, and
has been in pictures ever since, a total

of over twenty years, seventeen of which
he has been a star or leading man.
Since starting his motion -picture

career he has been on location in

almost every part of the world, includ-
ing China, the locale of his current
"Outlaws of the Orient."

Among the better known Holt films

are "Flight," "Submarine," "War
Correspondent." "Dirigible," "Roaring
Timber" and "Trouble in Morocco."
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ment on Page 2
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LOOK, chum . . . staggering news, PRIZE NEWS . . . for YOU. Fifteen Spankiag
new Bikes, and Thousands and Thousands and THOUSANDS of other top-hole

prizes all going FREE. And here's how :

Each week in " Boy's Cinema " I am going to print Armaments Stamps : BOMBERS,
GUNS, SEARCHLIGHTS, and so on—8 kinds altogether—and all yon have to do
is just CUT 'EM OUT AND COLLECT 'EM. You have 20 stamps to start with

this week. If you also take the other best boys' papers like "Champion" and f
•• Triumph," you'll lind more stamps in them to swell your total.

At the end of this month 1 shall ask you how many of one or more kinds of stamps you'\e

collected. It may be Bombers or Battleships, or perhaps Tanks and Destroyers together.

Which . . . well, that's my secret !

So get busy, collect all the stamps you can so as to be right in front for the first prize-giving,

J shall ask you which prize you want, too—the biggest collections of the stamps I call for

will win. But don't send any yet; I'll tell you how and where when the time comes.

There you are . . . and Nothing to Pay ! Isn't it great ! The Editor.

RULES: I" i v .- First Prises of t4 7s. 6d. " H.ivuhs " Cycle) and up to 2.000 wHI be award, d fn

nrdrr of merit eacli month during ><• - contest to 1 )n- readers declaring and sending the largest collections ol Iks
stamps called for. Cash • •( the lirst prises may bi divided In case ol a He or ties for snob prizes.

Ties foe liny other prizes will be decided by the Editor.

All elaints for prizes to be It m on the, prober coupon Ho be given
mi allowance mads for uu coupon or stamps mutilated or loss

op delayed In the post or uihii-wisr No correspondence. No one cow-
iini.'ii wiiii this paper may eater, and tin* Editor's deoisioB. will bo

ind legally binding throughout

.

K.B.—You can also
moms Stamps with pals who read

Wat
" Gem," " Modern Hoy,

" sports Budget," " Defective
Wei lily," and " Tiirilli r."

r
5 WZ*FMii-M
tirX/l-AJXTV-TLTU

There are Eight More Stamps on Page 27

1

OVERSEAS READERS. TOO I

i In n. i coll i ions It on overgo
jar a« in tins great scheme alio, and special awards will be gc

1 1,
i

., Ill i.i .1 spi i.il dosing date for you .is well, of course 1
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Counterfeit money is being smuggled into the States from Canada, and a Mountie is

killed by a treacherous Indian member of the gang, but an intrepid sergeant of the
famous force never falters from the trail until the crooks are brought to justice. A

smashing drama, starring James Newill

Trout in Ice

IT was a barrier post between Canada
unci liif United Sta1i>>. An elderly
sportsman drove tip, and Ids rar

was laden with rods and fishing kir.

He was Well known to the official in

charge. The latter gave his baggage
a ciu'soiv glance and marked ir as
being in order.

" Where aro you going tEis time, Mr.
William-':" asked the officer.

'Well, I'm a little uncertain,"
replied the elderly sportsman. "When
I came up a month ago I had per-
mission to ti-h the Green River district
and its lakes, and I had a most disap-
pointing catch. All the fish ran small,
and they were few and far between.
The water wa- gin clear. Frankly,
I'd like to try somewhere else."

The officer fingered his chin thought-
fully.

"Yeah, I'd heard the Green River
was fishing very had.'' He looked up
to see a car approaching. " Xow . -why
didn't [ think of him? He pointed.
"Sec I hat car'.' Well, \ ou conic along
with me and I'll .-how you something."
The small van pulled to a stop at the

harrier. and the officer grinned
pleasantly at the driver.

"What luck this time, Duki
asked.
"Look in the hack and see for

yourself."

The officer unlatched the small doors
at the rear of the van, and the sports-
man gave a whistle of delight. There
were almost a dozen huge hlock- of ice,
and embedded in each were a number
of fine trout.

"That hlock on top i.- for
Officer," Duke called out.

you.

Almost reverently the officer lifted

out a block, and the sportsman's eyes
bulged with excitement.

" Twelve-inch fish." he said. "And
they look in grand condition. Where
do t hey conic from ':

"

"Pine Lodge," was the answer of ihe
officer. "After crossing into Canada
you keep this road for ten miles, then
you fork lefi for the hills, and in some
twenty miles or so you C - to Pine
Lodge. You're two thousand feet up
a "ii I there are si ream- and lakes galore.
Pine Lodge i- run by George Hollis.
Ever heard of him?"

" ( 'ant say I have."
"lie', won prize- ami championships

all over the world a- a chef. >>'ow he's
goi this health resort in the hill-, and
they say it ha- every modern comfort.
Shooting, fishing, dance hand ami
everything. Ain't that right. Duke':"

" II sure i-." cried the driver. ''

I

caught most of them fish this morning
in a lake thai ain'i a mile from the
lodge. Any SOl'l of colourful fly,

small and double hooked, will get 'em."

"lie .love, I must make a note of
this." 'The sportsman was all smiles.

"Would i get accommodation there':"

"Sure.'' answered Duke. "We're
pretty full—always ar<—hut Tin
mighty certain Hollis could take you.
lfe gives preference to all sporting
gem-."
Duke went on his way after the

officer had given him permission, and
the sportsman, after giving the officer
a substantia] tip. hastened oxer the
border.
Five mile- down the road Duke

pulled up ai a lonely gas-station. He
honked three time-, and al once I he

sliding doors of the garage rolled back.
lie drove inside and the dour- slid

shut. Three men appea re I.

"Everything okay, Duke?" sat

a lug fellow.
" Like 1,1 king toffee from < kid," Duke

sneered.
The men opened the doors of the

van and dragged out the ice hlock-.

"Which one tin- time?" asked the
man in charge.

"Tiie one viih three big 'un-
"

Thev smashed the iceMock and took
mil the ili.ee trout. The biggesi fish,

when opened, revealed a -mall w ad "I

notes, which were protected by an oil

skin covering.

"It's easy enough getting them pasl

that dumb guv at the harrier," com-
mented Duke, "Bert that paper ain't

SO hot."
The other man held the bills elosi

to the light;

" Yea h. so I sec," he muttered;
"Pity, » llell We gul SUCll a -Well -el

tip."

.Meanwhile, in Canada, ai the head
quarters of the Royal Mounted in

Hegina. Inspector Ncwcombc was ad-
dressing hi- men.

"A lot of fake monev i- in (inn
lation in Ihe Cnited States, and thev

have a-ked u- to work with them in

rounding up the gang behind this

counterfeiting;" he staled. " For n

lung while the T'niied States Customs
and police thought the monev wa-
lieing made on their side of ihe holder,
and they've rounded hji nearly v\-rr\

forger in the land. Well, thev

reckoned to make someone do a

squawk. They have met hud- for ntak-
ing crook- talk, but thev didn't get
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much, except a whisper thai the money
wasn't coming from tho States.
Recently some of this fake money
showed up at Winnipeg, and now
we're pretty sine it is being forged
in Canada and most of it being shipped
across the border." He held up a
note. "This is one of 'em. Now
compare it with the genuine article
and you can seo it is a poor copy, but
the man operating this business must
be pretty cute. Somehow he's getting
past our men and the ofiieers of the
United States. Well, it's got to stop!
Pictures and records have been made
of all forgers whom the States cannot
account for, and to that I have added
a few oil this side. The inquiry has
been going on for some while and the
search has narrowed down to tho
Western Provinces."
After dismissing the men Inspector

Nfewcombe had a talk with Constable
.Martin.

"You're riding out towards Wood
Mountain, and I want you to link up
with Sergeant Renfrew. He's only
just settled that Brady kidnapping case
—got his man, too."

" YoiKsonnd as if you were surprised,
sir," said the constable.

"Renfrew is the most amazing fellow.
The last person in the world one would
expect to be a Mountie," answered the
inspector.

%
"lie goes around the

country singing and enjoying himself,
and yet he has a record that most of
us envy.' 1

"If those forgers are in Renfrew's
district, sir, he'll get 'em," confi-
dently opined the constable.

"I hope so. Well, give him all

details, Martin, and this packet of
pictures and records. Tell him I want
results. Do you know where to locate
the sergeant?"

"Heading for tho Souris River, sit,"
t fie constable grinned. "There's some
sort of a do organised by the lumber-
men and their families. An annual
affair, and Renfrew is going there to
mix the sauce."
"Sauce?

"

"Well, they roasl game and venison
on spits, and Renfrew is a grand cook,
sir. There isn't a person that can
beat him for making sauces. This is

going to bo a great day, because
George Hollis, who was once a Conti-
nental chef, and now owns the Pine
Lodge Sportsman's Hotel, is having a

c ontest with him."
"One who makes the best sauce!"

The inspector looked most indignant.
" I've never heard of such a thing.
Why, it must be contrary to regula-
tions."

"I think wo all know (hat Renfrew
is a type all his own, sir," the constable
smiled. "And I wouldn't have
mentioned it if 1 thought Renfrew
would be in any sort of trouble over
it, but it's just one of his methods.
"His name, sir; is known for

hundreds of miles as a friend of all

good people ami a demon where wrong-
doers are concerned."

,f
Yes, I guess you're right." Tho

inspector smiled a little. "He may
have a curious way of working, but
lie d(,es get results. Gi\e him my
regards and say that besides wanting
results he and his men have got to sing
at our summer concert on the twenty-
Bccond of next month."

The Barbeque

CONSTABLE MARTIN had little

trouble in finding Sergeant Ren-
frew. In Moose Jaw Canyon he

heard Ihe sound of distant singing.
Uoarty, powerful lungs were filling the

ftfaj 7th, was.
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valley with melodious sound. He knew
dial would be Renfrew and his singing
Motilities.

Sergeant Renfrew was tall, well-
built and good-looking. There was a
merry twinkle in the dark eyes and
a pleasant smile to tho firm mouth.
There was a cut to his uniform that
almost amounted to fastidiousness, and
a jaunty tilt to the wide felt hat that
was hardly according to regulations.
His men were almost as smart. A
dozen of them, and all willing to die
for the sergeant, for whose gallantry
;i nd fearlessness they had the greatest
respect.

Renfrew listened carefully to tho
instructions brought by Constable
Martin, and studied carefully tho
pictures of criminals under suspicion.
One picture in particular interested
him, and that was of an ugly, but
pathetic elderly man. This man
Bronson was one of the cleverest on-
gravers of counterfeit money in

America. Bronson had been recently
released from prison. Renfrew was
given ono of the counterfeit notes, and
he knew this poor imitation was
not the work of an artist. But
Renfrew knew from reports received
from Border Patrols that on the
previous day Bronson had entered
Canada. If this gang could get a man
liko Bronson to work for them they
could flood the world with notes that
would be hard to detect as forgeries.

If only Renfrew had known about
this before, Bronson could have been
followed. The report stated Bronson
was going to Canada to join up with
his only daughter.

Renfrew assured Constable Martin
that ilio would round up the gang if

they were in his territory, and
promised to bring his men to sing at

the summer concert.

The Motilities rode on their way, and
at a secluded spot on the Souris River
they found the Barbeque Festival in

full swing. There were a good two
hundred men, women and children at
the great feast, and what a shout of

welcome went up when they heard tho

singing and saw the bright uniforms
amongst the pines.

True to his promise, Sergeant
Renfrew had ridden a hundred miles or
moro to make sauce for their feast.

Tho girls smiled at the handsome
sergeant, but their hearts did not
flutter very much because he was
reputed to be a confirmed bachelor.

Renfrew received a warm welcome
from young Tommy MacDonald. Mrs.
MacDonald was present at the Bar-
beque, but Sergeant MacDonald had
duties farther up the river.

"I suppose when you get older you'll
lie a Mountie like your father?"
chuckled Renfrew.
"Not me." The boy shook his head.

" I'm going to be an engine driver.

Much more fun."

"You'll think different one of these

days," laughed Renfrew, and then

looked round. "Hey, Johnson, whole's
my hated rival?"

Ono of the chief organisers of tho

Barbeque looked up from tinning a
spit, on which a duck was basting, and
smiled.
"Mister Hollis will be here, Jimmy.

He say you very good fellow, but no
make sauce."

A car appeared on (ho rough track
through the wootls, and out of it

stepped a red-faced, hearty individual
in astotmdingly loud cheek clothes. He
beamed from ear to ear and held out
his arms as if he wished to embrace
e> er\ body.
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"George Hollis, he come moro than
a hundred mile." He spoke with a
strong accent. " Parblcu, he never
forget a promise!" George liked
people to think he was of French
origin. "Ah, there is ze pauvre homme
that think he can make sauce. I fill

myself with compassion for him."
Sergeant Renfrew

, shook hands
warmly.
"Well, popular opinion shall decide,

George. I'm ready for the fray when
yon are."

The sergeant had considerable ex-
perience of Indian methods of cooking,
and ho know certain herbs that gave
a perfect blend to a'eauce. Lustily
did the .sergeant respond to tho general
request for a song, end as he sang he
made the sauce. Even the great Georgo
Mollis had to admit, after many shrugs
of tho shoulder, that he had smelt
worse—but not much.
Afterwards tho men decided to do a

liltle fishing, and Hollis produced a
rod, which he handed wiih loving care
to Renfrew.

"Sergeant, I beg you to handle it

with respect," said George. "It is

a Hardy Special. A very good friend
send it to mo all tho way from
England. Feel the whip, my friend,
but do not snap zc top. Look al ze
line;—fine as gossamer. And the flies.

They are of my own making."
Renfrew examined the flics.

"This looks like a red spider with a
bit of gold tissue wrapped round il.

If they'll take that they must be
hungry." Ho fingered the iine. ''"5

i S,

this isn't so bad, though it can't have
much of a breaking strain. Must say
the balance of this rod seems good. I

think it's wasted on you, George."
Tho urge to make a cast was more
than Renfrew could withstand. "Now
watch mc land the fly on that stone."

But when Renfrew tried to flick

the line forward with a dexterous
twist he was startled by a scream
behind him. He turned to find that
in flicking back his lino to make the
cast he had thought there was no ono
behind him. Ho had hooked an ex-
tremely pretty but very angry girl.

She was trying to hold down her
skirts and get the hook out of tho silk

at the same time.

Renfrew laughed and she glared at
him.
"It is 'not in the least funny. You

might have hooked my leg or my face;"
"My humble apologies." Renfrew

handed the rod to Hollis. "Permit
mo to remove the hook."

Her dark eyes were still full of
anger when he had freed her.

" Lady, I'm sorry, but there had
been nobody behind me a moment
before, and I thought it was all clear."
Hi' smiled. "I must say it was a good
catch."

"But you're not likely to land it!"
retorted the girl, and angrily walked
away.
Sergeant Renfrew walked across to

Mrs. MacDonald.
"Who is that girl, ma'am?"
"Her name's Bronson. She's rented

a small shooting cabin along the river-

bank near the Indian village," Airs.

MacDonald answered " Must be a
bit lonely, though I did hear as how
she were waiting for her father."

"Bronson, ami she is waiting for
her father," Sergeant Renfrew said
softly. "That's curious. I must have
a talk lo Mae when he gets in. I
guess I'll slick around till your
husband shows up."
But thai meeting was never destined

to take place.
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A Knife in the Back

PINE LODGE had originally boon
the residence of a wealthy
financier, and when the latter had

gone broke the place had been con-

verted into a health resort. Situated
in glorious country, the place was ideal

for a holiday. Hero one could indulge
in riding, hunting, shooting and fishing,

or laze around in the sun all day.
801110 months previous George Hollis

hail bought Pine Lodge and brought
it right up to date with swimming
pools, central heating and a jazz band.

One morning a hotel car brought an
elderly visitor from the railroad, which
ua- twenty miles away. The newcomer
was a heavily built man, small beady
eyes peered from beneath bushy eye-
brows, and he walked with bowed
shoulder-, as if in poor health. Hi-
glance at the people in the sun lounge
was furtive. A liveried servant carried
his suitcase np to the reception desk.
"Ive been commissioned to coino

bore to do some landscape pictures,"
the newcomer stated. "My name is

Branson."
"We were expecting you, sir,"

smirked the reception clerk.

"Yeah, wo were expecting you,"
drawled a voice.

Bronson jerked round, and then re-

coiled at siglit of the man who bad
approached so quietly. Nolan, the
uudor-manager, was a clean-shaven,
square-jawed individual. He was very
correctly dressed, and he bowed in

mock reverence.
'What's this moan? I don't under-

stand."' stammered Bronson.
" It you will stop into the tiext

room, sir, 1 shall be delighted to

explain," murmured Nolan, holding
open a gla-s door. ."After you, sir."

Broil-on looked as if he would have
liked to have run. but ho thought it

better to obey. The door closed behind
him.
"We always keep tag of our friends."

Nolan's voice had hardened, now that
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the door was closed. "Naturally, we
imagined that >ou would like to see

your old friends again when you came
out of jug. We instructed an agent
to gel in touch with you and offer you
the job of painting delightful scenic

pictures for the Pine Lodge Hotel.
You jumped at the chance—and here
you are."
"You don't want inc here to paint

pictures !"

"Blow clever of you to guess that,"

mocked Nolan. "No, the chief
"

He laughed as Bronson started. "So
you haven't forgotten him! Well, he
own- this place and he had the idea

that you would be able to board here
free of charge in exchange for some
simple engraving."

"I won't do it
'" cried Bronson.

"I've finished with all that racket.

I'm running straight. When the cops

bust up our joint most of the blame
landed < ic, and the chief swore that

if I kept your names out of this he'd

let up on tin- when I got out."

"1 believe there was some such
arrangement, but " Nolan paused
and shook his head. "Bui we have dis-

covered that you ate invaluable. We
have a pet feet set-up here, but no one,

Bronson. seem- to know the ait of en-

graving. We have all the apparatus
and necessary printing press, but our

artist is not good. Only one person 'in

ten i- bluffed by one of bis notes, and
so the chief reluctantly came to the con-

clusion that we must appeal to you.

Thinking you might prove a trifle dif-

ficult, we had to have recourse to this

trick to get you bete." He changed
his tone. "There's a mint of easy

money in this racket. We've trot the

oops completely baffled, and with you
doing the engraving

"

"1 won't do it!" cried Bronson.
"I'm running straight! I'm on my
way to join my daughter, and I'm not
staying here a second longer."

A gun appealed in Nolan's hand.
"You're gonna do just a- we -ay or

else it'll be jus! too bad!" he gritted

out. "And now that the heroics are
over we'll go and see the chief."

George Hollis beamed genially when
Bronson was brought into his luxurious
room. Bronson seemed more bowed
than before. Hollis. for all his smiles,

wa- a ruthless man. Once, desperately
hard up when his wife had boon ill.

Bronson had come into contact with tin-

man, and he had never been able to

get free of his clutches,
Hollis listened to Nolan politely.

"I'm surprised you don't want to

work in with US, Bronson." he mill-

mured regretfully. "You shall have
every comfort. We will send for your
daughter and you shall be our gm
A little work for us, Bronson. i- ail we
ask in return, then you can lie free of

US and have a nice little sum in your
pocket

.

"

"You said that before," cried the old
man. "1 swore when I was in prison
that I was through with counterfeit
work, and I mean it."

"He'll feel better when he's had a
rest. " George Hollis grinned at Nolan.
"Take him down and show him our
workshops and fix him with quarters.
I'll -ee you later, Bronson."

The e\eou\irl was taken down some
iron staii- into the cellars. What
chance had he ot refusing when Nolan
hail a gun. and there were two other
men close al In- heel-. The room into

which they Muni; his suitcase reminded
him of his cell. In another room he
found a young man working on a plate
with tiie aid of a powerful microscope.
"Ibigan. I've brought a companion

loi you.' drawled Nolan. "Tin- is

Bronson.

'

"Bronson?" The pallid young fellow

with the twitching eyes jumped to In-

fect. He seemed unusually excited.
" Till- i- inai . llous. ['ve alu a\ -

wanted tc meet such a great artist."

•('ut oul the sentiment," sneered
Nolan, and pointed to the table. "Get
busy."

" 1 w ill not do it !" defiantly CI led

Bronson.^

I'll beat yoil to a jelly if ; Oil doil'l

They were just in time to stop Nolan from hitting the older man.
May 7th, 1988.



Hollis and another member of the
gang entered the room, and they were
just in time to stop Nolan hitting- the
older man.

'Steady! Steady!" cried Ilollis.
" Wc do not want to hurt our guest. I

think if we leave Bronson here to talk

it over with his assistant lie will realise

the futility of argument. Come on,
Nolan, I want to talk to you."

'•Okay, chief."
"This daughter is a slight problem,"

i leorge said when ihey were alone in

his office. There was no trace of French
accent, in fact, he spoke like a Bowery
thug. "She will be expecting her
father, and if he don't show up she may
get in touch with the cops or the
Mounties."
"Wo don't want the Mounties after

us."
"I agree." Hollis sat back in his

swivel chair. "We must persuade
Bronson lo send a message to his

daughter to come here. Should Bron-
son not be willing, then I think we can
do without his consent. Dugan can
copy his signature, and I have in my
desk a small drawing thai he did for

me once. We will send Pierre for the
girl. He is to use no rough methods,
lini persuade the girl, with the aid of

the message we will send, that her
father needs her urgently. She must

-
1 imo ai once."
Later that day Pierre, a half-caste

Indian of e\il reputation, slunk down to

the river, and from beneath some
bushes drew out a canoe. Tucked in

his belt was a forged message from
Bronson on one of the old man's own
pictures. Then Duke and two men
appeared with some heavy blocks of ice,

in which were embedded some trout.

"You might, as well deliver these at

Barrow Greek and get Jules there to

give yon a receipt.''

"Not safe—plenty danger."
"You do as you're told! Now gel

going!" threatened Dnke.

Sullenly the Indian climbed into his

canoe and paddled out into mid-
stream. For some miles he steered his

< raft cunningly amidst the boulders,
and as the current was swift he
travelled fast, but when the canoe
i cached the placid waters of a, long,
winding lake, Pierre proceeded with
exl reine caution.
Several times he bad seen people on

the banks, and it was suspicious for

an Indian to be ont alone in a canoo
and heading for the border. Also
Pierre was known to the Mounties.

There were rushes, strange, tall

grasses and stunted hushes that provided
cover, but this dodging in and out was
causing a delay. The sun was getting
low and Pierre decided ho must venture
away from the banks. A Mountie,
walking his horse among the trees,

-potted (ho lone Indian, and he cupped
his hands and ordered the fellow to
make for the bank.

Pierre's reply- was to paddle furiously.
The Mountie cantered along the

hank, keeping level and continually
shouting the command for the Indian
lo land.

Realising that it was impossible to

out-distance tho Mountie, Pierro
paddled furiously towards a small pen-
insula that jutted out into the lake.
Directly he was hidden by the rushes
he dumped the ice-blocks overboard.
dragged tho canoe into the rushes and
lied.

Sergeant MacDonald, with his glasses,

had located the place where the Indian
had vanished and soon found the spot
He saw the canoe and was thinking of
trying to get the Indian's trail when
lomething in the water attracted his
May Ttli, 1088.
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attention. What was that object that
cau-scd a ripple?
He bent, down and dragged to view a

great block of ice containing frozen
trout. Why should the Indian dump
these fish so hurriedly. Ho found two
more blocks and all lie carried to dry
land. Mac-Donald picked up a large
stone and smashed open one block. He
peered at the trout in his hand, but it

seemed just a fish, but the third fish

was bulgy. He gutted it and fished
out a small water-proofed packet of
notes.

The rushes parted and there stood
Pierre. From his belt he whipped out
a knife and flung it with deadly aim.
It sank up to the hilt in the sergeant's
back. With a groan the Mountie fell

forward into the shallow water.
With callous indifference the half-

caste wrenehed the small packet of notes
from the dead man's hand, salved the
two intact ice-blocks and flung the
remnants of tho other block into deep
water. Satisfied that ho had left no
evidence to convict him, the half-caste
climbed into his canoe and paddled
swiftly away.
Sergeant Renfrew camped out near

MacDonald's cabin. Owing to Mrs.
MacDonald's frail health she was
allowed to stay with her husband at
this lonely spot. By midnight she was
alarmed that there was no sign of her
husband. Renfrew and his men decided
to Jind out why the usually punctual
MaeDonald was delayed. Renfrew
picked up the trail of a horse and fol-

lowed it, to the peninsula. They found
the sergeant's horse hitched to a tree.

The footsteps clearly showed in tho soft

and treacherous ground of the pen-
insula.

They found the unfortunate sergeant
lying face downwards in the water.
Renfrew, with the help of a torch, soon
spotted that a canoo had grounded.
There were also the marks of moccasins
on the bank, and as -they led nowhere
he guessed the killer had escaped in

I lis canoe.
MacDonald must have seen the In-

dian acting suspiciously and trailed him.
The Indian had knifed him in the
hack.

It was a terrible task that fell on
Renfrew's shoulders, the comforting of
a heart-broken woman and her child.

Sergeant MacDonald had been one of
his staunchest friends, and he vowed as
he held young Tommy in his arms that
the Mountie's death would not go un-
avenged.

Renfrew and Lightning

VIRGINIA BRONSON was worried
at the non-appearance of her
father. He had promised faith-

fully to join her here and he was over-
due. There had been no message at
the telegraph-post for two days. It was
lonely at the small hunting cabin. She
wondered what she ought to do.
Almost she had spoken to the Mounties.
but she did not want to broadcast tho
fact, that her father was an ex-convict.
'they might be evicted from Canada.
But when she came back to the cabin

at dusk on the seeond night she gave
a gasp when she found an Indian
calmly squatting cross-legged on the

floor. Pierre took out the message ho
had been told to deliver.

" Your father—-he send me—letter

explain." he said softly.

The girl took tho scroll gingerly, as

if suspecting sonic act of treachery. In-

dians had always been repulsive to her,

and there was an inleiitness of gaze
from half-closed eyes that made her
feel very mistrustful of this Strange
visitor. But when she opened tin 1

scroll she found it was one of her
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father's pictures- she would have known
it anywhere. Then there was the mes-
sage and her father's familiar Big*

nature.
"You know what this says?"
"Plenty well—start now!"
"Is my father in some sort of

trouble?"
"Me not. think so. You just come

with me. Your father pleased."

The girl scanned tho message again.
Her father said she could place expli-

cit trust in Pierre. Sho was to accom-
pany tho Indian at once and ho would
explain everything when he saw her.
She was not to worry. But' when she
took out a suitcase tho Indian raised

his hand solemnly.
" No take baggage—go in canoe.

Plenty everything where we go."

The girl was wearing riding breeches
and she decided that if she had got to

do a journey by canoe and probably
some part on horseback she might as

well go as she was. Sho pushed a
toothbrush, a comb and some thin

pyjamas into the pocket of a heavy
overcoat, and with that slung over her
arm she followed the Indian from the
cabin.
The night was warm. They reached

a river, and in the moonlight they
travelled slowly till they came to a
large lake. Virginia put on her over-

coat as there was a cold mist rising

from the water. The moon vanished
and Virginia slept. ' Pierre paddled on
with swift strokes. Once or twice tho
Indian would pause and look towards
the distant banks, and several times he
cupped an ear with a lean brown hand.
There seemed hardly a sound except
tho ripple of the canoe through tho

placid waters.
Just, before dawn Pierre headed to-

wards the bank, and he had to paddlo
hard as there was now a strong cur-

rent. Suddenly an opening appeared
among the bushes and trees and there

was quite a wide, deep river.

Virginia stirred and opened her eyes.

Sho looked at her watch.
"Are we getting close, Pierre?"
" Plenty mile. Sun high time wc get

place."
The sun. appeared, and it was so

warm that Virginia took off her coat
and lay back enjoying the beauty of

the wild scenery. The trees, tho
streams that, trickled over the rocks to

the river, the leap and splash of trout,

$nd the many birds in the trees.

The Indian ceased paddling, and
after a moment or so the canoe began
to drift with tho current.

"Anything wrong, Pierro?"
The Indian stared intently back along

the river and up at the hills that
towered on either side of the river, lie
did not answer, but took up his paddle,
but after going for a few minutes he
paused again.
"What," is it?"
"Think someone follow," fiercely

replied the Indian.
"But why should anyone want to

follow us?" Virginia asked.

This question Pierre ignored and went,

on paddling for a while. At the end of

a straight stretch he made for the hank.
They lauded. Carrying the canoe, they
threaded their way by a well-beaten

track through the woods till they came
to another river. This time they went,

swiftly downstream, but in a deep
stretch of the river where the current,

was not so rapid the Indian stopped
paddling and his eyes glinted angrily as

he shot out an arm.
Virginia turned and she gave a slight

gasp to Bee a horseman riding along
tho cliff without any .attempt at con-
cealment. She could see it was a
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Mountie, and besides a led horse there
was a big Alsatian dog.
It was Sergeant Renfrew and Light-

ning. The dog was attached to the
company, but would only admit one
real master, and that was Renfrew.
The sergeant always took the dog when
moving by night, as Lightning would
give warning of most lurking dangers.
Moreover Lightning was a marvel at

following a trail. Renfrew had learnt

that Virginia had been several times
to tho telegraph office and he was cer-
tain that she was the daughter of

Bronson, the forger. She was expect-
ing someone, and that should be her
father. He did not connect her, then,

with the death of Sergeant MacDonald,
but it chanced that he was in the
neighbourhood of her cabin when
Pierre and the girl appeared. When
they disappeared among the shadows of

the trees he followed stealthily and saw
them embark. Renfrew hastened back
to camp, saddled a spare horse and took
Lightning. He had an idea that the
girl might need a hone.

It amused him to note the perturba-
tion of the Indian at 6ight of his scarlet

uniform.
Renfrew made no attempt to stop

them or catch them up, yet. he main-
tained the same distance. Pierre tried

puddling hard and shooting rapids at

terrific speed, but, whenever he paused
in the smooth w atei beyond he had but
to gaze towards the towering banks to

see their persistent pursuer,
Tho Indian shot, some rapids a mile

long, and as the bank was broken and
rocky, thought that the Mountie would
have been left behind. Yes. there was
no sign. The neigh of a horse, and
this time saw Renfrew directly above
him.

"I'll get him!" ciied Pierre, and
snatched up the shot-gun in the bottom
of the canoe.
Renfrew was in grave danger of

being murdered, and but for the inter-

vention of the girl would have been,

without doubt, badly wounded. Un-
usual sounds below made him turn his

head. The Indian and the girl were
standing up in the wobbling canoe and
Seemed to be struggling for the posses-

sion of a long-barrelled shot-gun. Vir-

ginia had no great love for the law
aftei what had been done to her father.

but she could not sit by and see a half-

Caste Indian shoot down a Mountie in

cold blood. When Pierre had raised
the gun she had tried to wrench it

away.
The canoe suddenly capsized and the

two occupants fell into the river. The
current was strong now as there were
rapids a short way ahead. Callously
the Indian left the girl and swam
towards the Bhore. Renfrew jumped
from his horse. One glance below was
sufficient to show that the girl, though
swimming gamely, was powerless in this

current. Without hesitation Renfrew
leapt from the cliff in a magnificent out-
ward dive. Scarcely had his body
touched the water than Lightning had
haul from the cliff.

Virgh.'-.i had sunk once when the
strong arm of the Mountie went round
her. They were now in a small rapid,
and Renfrew contented himself with
going with the current and keeping
clear of all bouulers. A stretch of
water not quite so swift, and here Ren-
frew made his effort to get the girl
to the bank. She was a dead weight
in his arms. Gradually he drew nearer
the bank, and then his feet touched
slippery stones. With his limp burden
in his arms he staggered ashore, and
a few seconds later Lightning followed
with the stetson ol the Mountie be-
tween his teeth.
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From the cover of a bush Pierre
watched, and his hand slid to his be.t.

but he had no knife and the distance
was too far. The Mountie put down his

burden and began to scan carefully the
bushes and the trees, and Pierre de
cided it was wise to get away. When
it was daik he would return.
Renfrew laid the girl down under a

pine and saw that her eyes were open.

"Thanks for stopping that Indian
from plugging rnc. Now, don't talk,

just relax."
Renfrew built a fire and fixed a

blanket over a tree, then he proceeded
to light the fire.

"Feel strong enough to get up and
get out of those wet clothes?"
"I'm quite all right." Virginia

struggled to her feet. "Thanks for get-
ting me out of the river."
"You change and we'll talk after-

wards." It was almost an order.
" Wrap a blanket round you and un-
dress behind that blanket. Dangerous
to stick around in wet clothes."

Meekly the girl obeyed, though there
was a rebellious light in her blue eyes.

Renfrew husitd himself tending the
fire. Peeping over the top of the
blanket the girl marvelled at his skill

at fire-making. In a few minutes he
had got a small but heating tiro going,
and with very little smoke, and had
erected a sort of bracket on which he
could hang the wet clothing.
Soon the clothing was all diviner

nicely, and Sergeant Renfrew came back
to duty. Out came a small notebook.

"Naturally, it is my duty to ask you
a few questions." He moistened the
1'inl of a pencil, and gazed up at the
pretty face peering over the blanket.
"1( is not done for a young white girl

to go chasing round Canada with a
half-caste Indian, and when they travel

by dead of night it makes a
f

•

curious."

"So you were following ns all the
cimc " Virginia's eyes flashed. "Pierre
kept on looking round as if he scented
something. I don't see that it's any
business of the Mounted Police it I

choose to go out with an Indian."
' Oh. we're a most suspicious lot!"

His eyes were twinkling. "First of ah
I want to know name. age. height,
weight, address, occupation and even
colour of your hail and eyes W
start with the name, please."
She told him, knowing full well that

this information he knew already She
tried to find out why lie had followed

her, and all he would say was thai the
Indian .seemed to be behaving in a

manner that was suspicious and furtive,

and it. was his duty to follow . The
fact that the half-caste had tried to

shoot him rather went to prove that
these suspicions were well founded. Her
explanation was that she had been sent
for by her father, who was on a fishing

and sketching holiday. It was some
little place in the mountains, and that

she had no idea whereabouts now that

he had driven away the Indian guide.

Renfrew did not persist with his ques-
tioning. Towards dusk he went down
to tho lake to see if he could shoot a

wild duck for food or catch some trout.

During that time Virginia made a dis

coveiy that confirmed hei worst I

His jacket he had left near the fire to

dry. and in the pocket she found some
photographs of wanted men. One of

them was her own father.

This Mountie knew that her fathei
was an ox-convict, and was trailing her
so that she would take him to \

father. But why should he want to find

her father'.' The mysterious manner in

which her father had sent for her sen*.

a cold shiver down her spine. Her
fathei was in some sort of trouble II

had promised faithfully that once free
of the grim prison wall- lie would run

Naturally, it is my duty to ask you a few questions," Renfrew told

the girl behind the blanket.
SI... Tile I
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straight—surely lie had not linked up
with liis old companions.
Renfrew seemed a duck and some

front, and he cooked both perfectly,
and, though worried, Virginia quite
enjoyed the meal. They turned in early.
Virginia was given a bed not far from
the embers of the fire, whilst Renfrew
and his dog slept some little distance
away.
Virginia lay there wide awake, star-

ing up at the moon. What should she
do? Sergeant Renfrew had told her
nothing of what he intended to do on
i he morrow. She was his prisoner and
must obey his orders. A twig snapped
and she glanced round startled. A
soft, hissing sound and she saw Pierre
crouching, half hidden by the trunk of
a tree. He was cautioning- her against
making any noise. Then he beckoned.
The girl flung back the blankets. She
was dressed save for her boots. A
glance across at the sergeant showed
that he was sleeping. She tiptoed
across to the Indian, who laid his finger
on his lip.

Silently they stole away.
A very faint whimper came from the

dog, but this was instantly silenced by
a hand over Lightning's month.
"Not a sound, old scout," Renfrew

hissed.

Through half-closed eyes the sergeant
saw Pierre and the girl take his horse
and the led horse, saw them saddle up
and then rrde away into the darkness.

"I thought that Indian would come
back," Renfrew said to his dog. "I
counted on this happening. They'll
lead me to her father's hide-out, and
I hope it isn't too many miles away
from here. Well, it's no good doing
anything till dawn, so shut your eyes,

pal, and get some sleep. We mayn't
get another chance."

The Two Killers

DUKE and another of the counterfeit
gang who was known as Tiny—the
latter was six feet tall and was an

ex-prizefighter—were sent for by George
Hollis.

"Pierre should have been back,"
Hollis said to them. "Find out what's
going on. I don't trust that half-breed.
A Mountie's been killed, found with a
knife in his back, and it, sounds to me
mighty like some of Pierre's work. If
he's trying a snatch with the girl you
gotta get busy. If you link up with
Pierre and he's heading for Pine Lodge
with the girl, then just say I sent you
out as I was worried. I'll deal with
Pierre when he gets here. I got a per-
fact set-up out here, and I ain't having
any of my plans jammed." He handed
them a packet of notes. "Here's the
first batch of Bronson's engraving, and
they're swell. When you'vo dealt with
Pierre take them to Barrow Creek."

Some twenty miles south of the lodge
the two ruffians were driving the small
van along a rough road through the
pines towards a Mountie outpost, where
i hey intended to make some casual in-

quiries of the constable in charge, when
they sighted two riders. Duke instantly
recognised the dark-hued figure as being
Pierre. They pulled up the car a
moment later and Duke jumped out.

" Where you been ? Chief got
nnxiou.8 and sent US out to look for
you"' Duke cried, giving the girl an

(Using glance.

Mountie frail canoe." drawled
Pierre. "Take girl prisoner. Me

pe. Night, f go fetch her, and we
get. away on Mountie's hoi
Duke heard how tho Mountie had

<l them, of (he capsizing of the
ranoe, and ilie rescue by the Red-coat.
lb- heard flu- story through to the end.
May 7tl), 1033.
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) "Why did he trail you?"
" Maybe suspect me kill Sergeant

MacDonald."
"Did you?"
"No kill anyone!" lied the Indian.

"Where's this Mountie now—still

(railing you ?"

"No. Take horses in stream. No
scent," answered Pierre.
"Know his name?"
Pierre shok his head, then pointed to

the girl.

" She know."
"We're friends of your father's," ex-

plained Duke, with a grin that was
supposed to be friendly. " Pierre tells

me you've been pestered by one of
these Mountie fellows. Do you know
his name?"
Virginia hesitated. There was some-

thing furtive about this man. Still,

what harm in telling? It would prob-
ably make them all the more eager to
get her quickly to her father.

" Renfrew—Sergeant Renfrew."

"Sergeant Renfrew!" Duke hissed
the name, and his whole face darkened
as he glowered at Pierre. " So you
would go and tangle up with that mug.
Better get on up to the lodge with
the girl." He lowered his voice so that
the girl could not hear. "Tell the
chief that Renfrew was trailing you
and that we've stopped behind to bump
him off."

At dawn Sergeant Renfrew and his

dog took up the trail, and the Mountie
grinned as (he trail ended at a small
river.

"An old dodge, Lightning, but
they've got to come out of the river
some place. Come on, pal." He waded
through the rushing water to the oppo-
site bank. "You go upstream, Light-
ning, and I'll go down. Bark if you
pick up the trail. I'll whistle if I get
it."

The barking of Lightning was heard
some ten minutes later. Renfrew
hastened upstream and soon came to
the dog. On the bank were clean-cut
hoof-marks. They resumed the trail,

but Renfrew did not try to cover too
many miles. There was no sign of rain
to wipe out this trail, and he was hus-
banding his strength. After a while
the Mountie came to a larger trail, and
but for the uncanny instincts of the dog
he might have been baffled. .

" This trail takes me past Laidlaw's
outpost," thoughtfully muttered Ren-
frew, examining a map. " I wonder if

(hat. sleepy individual will have seen
them."
This outpost was close to a large hut

orderly lumber camp. Laidlaw, who
was sprawled in a chair listening to a
radio broadcast of a murder drama,
jumped up at sight of the sergeant and
his dog.
"You seem busy, Laidlaw," he com-

mented dryly.

"I'm sorry, sir," the tall, pleasant
fellow grinned. He looked and was
most unsuited for a Mountie. Some-
how he had become a member of the
force, and so he had been posted to
this quiet and desolate spot. "You
see, nothing ever happens here, sir," he
added, waving towards the radio.

"This is my only excitement."
"Seen anything of an Indian and a

girl?"
"No, sir, they haven't called here."

"They wouldn't have done that,"

grinned Renfrew. " They were riding
two of my horses."
"They stole them from yon?" in-

credulously questioned the other.

"They thought they did, but I let
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them get away because I wanted to trail

them. The trail's brought me here."
"To this shack?" •*

"No, no, Laidlaw. but to within a
hundred yards." Renfrew answered
with a shade of impatience. "I was
hoping you might have seen them."
"No, sir. They were .probably scared

away by my radio," Laidlaw replied.

"Can I do anything, sir? Follow this
trail?"

"No, I think not. I don't think
you'd fancy a knife in your back."
The sergeant glanced at the radio.
"Guess I'll get a report through to
headquarters."

"Usually I go up to the lumber camp
at this time." Laidlaw looked at his

watch. "Could you carry on till I get
back?"

" Sure—sure."
Laidlaw rode off towards the lumber

camp. Renfrew sat down at the switch-
board, but before making his connec-
tions paused to consider what he should
say in his report. Lightning lay on
the floor with his nose pointing towards
the window.
Laidlaw had scarcely vanished among

the trees when Duke and Tiny ap-
peared. They knew that Laidlaw was
a soft sort of sap, and they could gull

him with some yarn about having im-
portant information to give to Sergeant
Renfrew. Laidlaw would probably tell

them why Renfrew was trailing Pierre
and the trail Renfrew would most likely

take ; they would go to meet the ser-

geant, whom they would ambush, and
that matter would be settled. ^ Maybe
they might come and bump off Laidlaw
on their way back so that no one would
know a thing about the shooting. They
approached the shack quietly, just as
Renfrew began to talk to headquarters

:

" Sergeant Renfrew reporting "

Duke paused with his hand on the
door-knob. He waved a hand to Tiny
to stay stock-still. The crook heard
enough to know that Renfrew was trail-

ing Pierre, whom he suspected of the
killing of Sergeant MacDonald, and
that Renfrew thought the whole busi-

ness was in some way linked up with the
counterfeit note smuggling.

Duke tiptoed off the veranda to
Tiny's side.

"Lucky we came along," he whis-

pered. "Renfrew's inside. Pierre did
kill this Sergeant MacDonald, and Ren-
frew is wise to it. Pierre's bluff didn't

fool this Mountie, and he's on Pierre's

trail. It'll lead him to the lodge if we
don't stop him and quick. What's more
(he Mounties have been warned the
notes are coming from Canada, and
Renfrew is not only trailing Pierre but
the girl as well."
"Why?"
" Because he knows she's Joe Bron-

son's daughter." Duke gripped the
other's coat. " Listen, Tiny. I'm gonna
walk right in and talk pretty to this

sergeant. You get along to the open
window and drill him. It's easy."

li might have succeeded but for the
dog. Lightning showed no sign of

having heard a thing, save that his eyes

were half-closed and his ears pointed.

There was a rap at the door and Duke
walked in. Renfrew thought it was
Mime man from the lumber camp who
had walked down (o the post. The dog
bared its teeth, and then the lean snout

.
i| towards the window.

"Looked in (o have a chat with Laid-
law," Duke remarked pleasantly.

"Ain't he here any longer, sergeant?"

"Gone up to the lumber ramp," Ren-
frew answered. "Tf you like to stii k

around he'll lie back shortly." He saw
the dog moving on its stomach towards
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the window. "What's wrong, Light-

nine::''

The clog suddenly sprang straight for

the window, and a moment later there

came a scream—Lightning's teeth had
fastened round Tiny's gun -wrist. Ren-
frew's mind acted quickly, and he
guessed what might have happened if

Lightning hadn't acted, and he turned
in time to see Duke sliding his hand
to his hip. Wallop! One stride Ren-
frew took, and then he lifted Duke
clean off the floor with a fierce light-

handed uppercut.
Duke got to his feet and made

another effort to get to his gun.
"No, you don't, rat!"' shouted Ren-

frew, and landed a stinging left.

The gun was jerked from the crook's

hand and cluttered to the floor. Snarl-

ing foul oaths, the man rushed a I Ren-
frew, lie thought he knew every
method of unclean fighting, hut his low
Mows and kicks did not win him the
fight. Renfrew had expected this sort

of action. Duke did laud one lucky
punch that caused the sergeant to

stagger backwards, dip over a rug, and
crash to the floor. Duke swung up a

chair, but the Mountie rolled to one
side and missed the chair as it hurtled

at him. When Duke made another dive

for his gun his shoulders were seized

in an iron grip; he was jerked round
and stopped a blow in the mouth thai

nearly knocked his head olf his

shoulders. Feebly he waved his hand,

and Renfrew got. in two punches to the

ribs that caused him to gasp. He
would have sunk to the floor if the
Mountie had not pinned him to the
wall.

"So your dirty game failed," the

sergeant cried harshly. "' Your buddy
aimed to shoot mo in the back whilst

you did the talking. Well, thanks to

Lightning, you came unstuck and now
I'll see you don't do any further harm."
He whipped out a pair of handcuffs and
secured the- crook's wrist. "And now
to deal with your buddy."
Renfrew found Tiny prone on his back

with the dog snarling and snapping at

the terrified killer. A curt command
and the clog stood back. Renfrew
yanked the ruffian to his feet and
slammed him once. Tiny might have
been a boxer, hut that punch was a

knock-out. A few moments later the
two crooks, handcuffed together, sat

limply on a bench inside the shack and
watched malevolently as Renfrew went
through the contents of their pockets.

Laidlaw gasped when he entered his

room and saw a broken chair. He
stared at the two prisoners in amaze-
ment and alarm.
"Tried to drill me." explained Ren-

frew. "But Lightning was too cute for

them. Clot a magnifying glass?"
" No, I haven't. You want one ?"

"Yeah. To look at these notes. They
seem kinda new to me." Renfrew held
one up to the light. "But if they're
forgeries they're mighty clever. I found
a thousand dollars on that dark-haired
killer, and it's a mighty lot of money.
Have you got some wire?"

'" Sure 1 have."
Laidlaw watched Renfrew make a loop

in the wire and then dab his fingers in

a water jug. lie looked puzzled that
the sergeant, laughed.

" Another way of making a magnify-
ing glass," chuckled Renfrew. This
drop of water fixed in this vvav' makes
it almost as powerful ti3 a glass when
used with the aid of a strong light.

Fetch the lamp closer."

Very carefully P ^nfrew examined each
note, and he gave no sign when he saw-

in one note small letters worked into
the scroll. The message was quite clear.

At once he got through to head-
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'• So your dirty game
failed !

" the ser-

geant cried harshly.

quarters, and the crooks heard him
charier a special aeroplane to come to

die mountain post at once.

"Look after these notes and these

prisoners," ordered Renfrew. "Head
quarters are sending my men up here
at once. They'll stand by for furthei
orders."
Three hours later an aeroplane

landed, and it was Renfrew who flew
thi- machine away, and the pilot re-

mained behind. The sergeant was a
qualified air pilofc When he had gone
Laidlaw picked up the piece of wire.

He wanted to try this novel magnifying
glass out for himself.

The Accident

RENFREW had donned the pilot's

overalls. A survey map showed
him the i \aci posit ion of Pine

Lod^-e. Headquarters had been amazed
when the sergeant had asked that the
pilot fly one of the oldest machines to

the mountain post, and as they re

gardeel the young man as one of their

most brilliant servants no arguments
were raised, not even when he informed
them that the machine might be
wrecked. It was Renfrew's intentions

to get into Pine Lodge without rousing
suspicions.

Within an hour Renfrew was within
sight of Pine Lodge, and a grim chuckle
escaped him as he stared down. Ad-
justing Ins parachute, he prepared him-
self for the entertainment that lie was
going to provide for the guests and stall'

of Pine Lodge.

The guests noted idly the aeroplane
flying at several thousand feet. True,
one did not sec a machine in this part
of Canada very often, but they were
all too lazy, lying in the warm sun. to

take much interest. When the machine
suddenly swooped down a thousand feet

they did blink their eyelids and sit up.
Someone commented that it looked as
if the pilot was in difficulties. This was
confirmed when the machine began In

turn over and over. It fluttered earth-
ward like a bird with a broken wing.

Now the guests were on tlieil feel and
excitedly pointing skyward-.
Renfrew had perfect control of the old

machine, and he rolled and side-slipped

his craft in a manner thai wot i ha

deceived the most experienced airman.
The guests were convinced that nothing
could save the machine, and that it

was rushing to destruction. Naturally,
some of the servants came Olll "f the

hotel to see what a!! the excite
was about, and they stared up a

'plane. 'I he engine must have conked
out and the machine gol out of col tt i

There were nasty air pockets over Me si

mountains, and that was probably tho
cause of the trouble! How they gasped
when they saw Renfrew al a thousand
feet abandon his machine and jump.
A gasp ol relief when the parachute

opened and they could see the
floating slowly towards the ground,
machine, without Renfrew at the
trols, went into a nose dive, but by
some chance flattened out and ski n i im-.l

ov er t he tops of the pines. It ci :i

into the side of a' hill, one
crumpled up like matchwood and
machine stood drunkenlv on its no
for some moments before collapsing.

The guests went rushing through
grounds in the direction ol the para
chute. They saw the airman hit il

ground, saw him dragged for some dis-

tance until the parachute collapsed, but
tin- airman made no attempt to rise.

They thought he must be badly hint,

but Renfrew was only shamming.
They unfastened the parachute sti •

j
-

-

from his shoulders and lifted Renfrev to

his feet, but he was limp in their arms
and his eyes were closed. Six of the

guests formed a'human stretcher and
hurried Renfrew to the lodge, where
they dumped him on a settee.

Everyone crowded round to stare i

the prostrate airman, and someone sug
gested loosening his clothing. Renfrew
had hard work to suppress a grin when
his overalls were opened at the nee';

and there came a general shout that it

was a "Mountie."
May 7th. v 18
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Nolan was one of the staff gathered
round thai settee, and his tare con-
torted into harsh. lines as ho saw that
hated uniform. He rushed off to arouse
Holl is, who was taking a rest.

"An aeroplane lias crashed and flic

pilot jumped from his machine. His
parachute idled out, but he was hurt
badly on landing."

"Well, my friend, why look so cx-

citcd," cried Hollis. "Haven't we got
the reputation for being most con-
siderate and kind. (live him the best
loom, set a doctor and see that he has
everything."
"Yeah, but it's a Mountie."
"What?" That made Hollis sit up.
"Yeah, a Mountie!" cried Nolan.

" They've brought him into the lounge,
:mil i got the shock of my life when
i hoy opened his overalls and I saw his

< ursed uniform."
"What brings a. Mountie (o these

parts?" pondered Hollis. "Guesss I'd

better look into this."

"He's coming round," A guest re-

ported to the proprietor as Hollis ap-
peared. "I think he was knocked iin-

eonscious when he landed. He's
groaning, and I reckon he's hurt his

back."
George Hollis pushed the people away

and gave a start as he stared down
at the groaning man.

" Renfrew !" he gasped.
Weakly Renfrew opened his eyes,

Lazed limply up at Hollis, made an
effort to ri->e, and then with features
iui>fed in pain slumped back.

"He is hurt bad." Hollis hadremem-
liered his role of French origin, and
his words were accentuated. " Ze
pauvre homme. I hope he is not, too

bad." He knelt beside the settee. "Ren-
frew, my friend, speak to me."
Renfrew opened his eyes and made a

very good impersonation of a dazed man
dying to focus his gaze. A slight smile

appeared.
My old pal, George," he mumbled.

"What are you doing here?"
"I might ask ze same thing," cried

Hollis. "You have crashed at Pine
Lodge—my doorstep. Many times I

,i-k you to come and see me, but never
I expect you come thees way."
The dazed expression seemed to fade

from Renfrew's face, but he gave a

gasp of pain as he tried to sit up.
" Ah, my back !"

"Take it easv, my friend," begged
Hollis.

"The old crate cracked up, George,"
weakly Renfrew explained. "First the
engine started to miss, then an oil feed

got jammed and I began to lose height.

Saw your place and tried to make a
forced landing, but she got out of con-

trol. I was warned against air pockets
at about two thousand feet, and without
an engine I was helpless. Bailed out
at a thousand feet, and hero I am,
though I seem to have hurt my back."
"Maybe you hit an old tree trunk,"

said Hollis. " Plenty trees I cut down
to make clearing. Relax, my friend."

The proprietor beamed round at, his

guests. "This is my very old friend,

Sergeant Renfrew. Long time I know
bun. Only ze other day I have big
contest with him at a Barbeque."
"A big contest, Mr. Hollis?" a

woman guest murmured. "You mean a
light."

"Out, oui, a big fight," laughed
Hollis. " Who make ze best sauce, and
T win easy." He beamed at Renfrew.
"You stay here as my guest. I am ze

happy man."
"1 can't stay here." Willi face

twisted, Renfrew stared up at the under-
manager. "I gotta get to Saskatoon
by nightfall."

"Why have you got to go to Saska-
May 7th, 1938.
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toon so urgent?" the latter demanded
suspiciously.

"An Indian ran amok and killed a
storekeeper. The Indian got away, and
I want to get on the trail before the
rains come."
"That Indian lucky man." 'Hollis

shook his head. "You not go to

Saskatoon even if I had a hundred aero-
planes. You sick man—I fetch doctor."
A doctor staying in the hotel gin-

gerly felt the airman, who winced when
his back was touched. The doctor said
that Renfrew had strained his back, and
that no bones were broken. He ordered
rest. Renfrew gave a resigned shrug
of his shoulders, and was carried to one
of the best rooms in the lodge.

"What you make of it, chief?" Nolan
asked after they had got the Mountie
to bed.
"I think it's a good thing," Hollis

grinned. "Renfrew is a very smart
man and tire' longer we can keep him
here under our eye the better."
"You don't think it's a frame-up?"
"Impossible," was the emphatic

answer. "Though I did not see the
crash, I've heard all about it from those
that did. No one could have faked such
a crash, and the doc assures me that the
back is badly strained. No, it is just a
trick of Fate."
"I wish the mug had been killed,"

gritted out Nolan "Having one of
them Red-coats around gives me the
shivers."
"Renfrew's my friend, and thinks I'm

a devil of a fine fellow," laughed Hollis.

"I would be the last person in the world
he'd ever suspect. Any sign of Pierre
and the girl ?"

"No, and not a word from Duke,"
Nolan was scowling. "I hope you're
right, chief, about Renfrew, but what
with Pierre not getting here and Ren-
frew showing up I'm kinds uneasy."
"Forget it! How's Bronson doing?"
"Slow," savagely answered Nolan.

"Keeps on complaining about his eyes.

Says prison life weakened 'em. I reckon
it's a gag, and I've threatened to beat
the hide off him if he don't get busy
on that engraving."
"Go steady on him, Nolan," Hollis

ordered. "He's an old man, but too
valuable to lose. He's turned out some
good stuff already, and we don't want
to flood Canada and the States with
spurious money. When Pierre shows
up with the girl, let me know. I've got
to figure out, my angle on this father
and daughter business. Maybe we can
use the girl to make the old bov work.
"You mean threaten to do her in?"
Hollis nodded.
"Fix up quarters for her in the

annexe, where we can keep her under
lock and key."
"I don't trust Pierre."
"There I agree." Hollis lay down on

his couch, and pulled an eiderdown over
him. " Some while back he threatened
to talk unless he got moro money.
That's why I want to see Pierre directly

he gets here." Hollis yawned. "Maybe
I'll fix Pierre so that he causes no more
trouble."
"That's the talk, chief," approved

Nolan, as he moved to the door.
Sergeant Renfrew bad sipped brandy

and murmured his thanks weakly, and
eventually had been left alone. Where-
upon he had got out of bed and donned
his clothes. He was pleased with the
way ho had got into Pine Lodge and
into the enemy's stronghold.

A sound took him to the window, and
a satisfied grin showed on his clean-cut
features. Two riders had arrived at the
lodge. It was Pierre and the girl. He
saw a groom take their horses. The
half-breed made for a side door, and
it was obvious from the drooping man-
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ncr of the girl that she was very tired.

From his pocket Renfrew took out
the packet of pictures of wanted men.
His lips curled in a sarcastic sn

What would some of the people in this

place have thought if they could have
seen them ? Ah, here was that smug-
looking man, Nolan, who was supposed
to bo the under-manager. Renfrew read
the man's record and whistled softly.

A New York gangster, ,who had been
in prison many times and was now
wanted on a murder rap. Ho made a
sketch of a dark, wavy wig, and fitted

it on the picture of a sour, surly rasci 1,

and it was something like Hollis. Being
somewhat of an artist, Renfrew added
a smile to the picture, and it was Hollis.

The latter had many 'names and his

record was mostly Continental. Last
heard of in France and thought to be
in the States, notorious as a forger and
leader of crook organisations.

"George, eet ees too bad I find you
out," chuckled Renfrew.
But his own position was precarious.

Hollis would learn either from the girl

or Pierre that they had been trailed

by a Sergeant Renfrew, and then there
would be trouble. He looked to his gun,
opened the window, and slid down a
pipe into the garden.

Gun Play

NOLAN brought Hollis the news that
Pierre had brought the girl.

"I didn't ask for information,
chief, but I did curse the half-breed for
taking such a time getting the girl,"

he reported. "Also, one of the boys
told me they came here on horses, and
I spoke to Pierre. He mumbled some-
thing about plenty trouble with
Motilities. I'm dead sure it was *iisj

knife that got MacDonald."
Hollis got off the bed.
"I'll see Pierre over in the annexe

and let two of the boys stand by—I may
need 'cm." Hollis gave a savage grin.
"Take the girl into your office and keep
her talking, but when I give you a call

on the 'phone she is to be taken into
my office. I shan't appear, because I'll

be hiding in the big chair by the fire.

Get her to talk about the trip up here.
I will arrange for her father to show up
when she's through with that tale, then
you leave 'em alone as I want to hear
what Bronson will have to say to his

daughter."
Some time later the weary girl was

taken by Nolan into his chief's office.

Over the 'phone he had informed
Nolan that his hunch was right about
Ma< Donald. Pierre had knifed the man
and done a lot of harm, but he would
not cause any further trouble. "After
leaving Bronson and the girl alone he
was to start dismantling the most valu-
able machinery—Renfrew's crash had
been faked. Naturally, Nolan was far

from comfortable as he sat in his chief's
office, trying to appear at ease and en-
couraging the girl to talk, when the
whole time his ringers itched fo get at
his gun, go up to Renfrew's room and
drill the Mountie as he lay in bed.

Bronson appeared, and Nolan's lips

curled as he saw father and daughter
rush into each other's arms. Senti-
mental slop. Well, he did not care
what the chief might think of doing,
but he aimed to get that cursed Mountie
disposed of, and ho rushed up to Ren-
frew's room. How ho cursed at sight
of the empty bed and the open window.
Now that Duke and Tiny were away
there were only three ontsido members
of tho gang at Pine Lodge, and Nolan
got one of them fo keep a lookout for

a Mountie prowling round the grounds.
Tho day was drawing to a close, and

the light was going fast. Renfrew de-

cided that he had better get through
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to Laidlaw and gethelp. In his clothing
he had concealed parts of a field tele-

phone with connections that would en-

ablehim to tap in on any line. He
clambered up a telegraph pole and would
not have felt like smiling if he had
known that a bearded ruffian was peer-
ing along the barrel of a shot-gun
about fifty yard- away and endeavour-
ing to draw a bead on the intrepid

Mountie,
Perhaps the fact that he was in full

view of the lodge, and that it was not
usual for a Mountie to go clambering
lip telegraph poles made Renfrew keep
a sharp look out for anyone who might
take exception to his actions. A slight

movement among the bushes attracted
his attention as he was connecting up
his telephone, and with a shock he
realised that a double-barrelled gun
was pointing in his direction. Renfrew
decided that his position was precarious
and let go his hold. A fraction of a
second later (he gun roared and a
large dose of -hot whistled dangerously
close. Renfrew jerked out his gun,
but their came no repetition by the
murderous attacker. The gunman had
fled.

Nolan heard the shot and trusted as
he gave orders about the dismantling
of the [plant thai Renfrew had got his.

It irked him that the. chief was wasting
all this valuable time listening to the
futile remarks of the Bronsous.
But in Hollis' mind it was not a

waste of time. He had great confi-

dence in his own abilities. From the
time he was a young man be had been
running gang.- and organisations. Once
or twice in those early days ho had
been ill prison, but in recent years the

Iliad proved far too wily for any police.
He had got out of worse jams than this

before. He must act coolly and
calmly. The question of Pierre, had
been solved l>\ a bullet—the wretched
half-breed was now at the bottom of
an old mine-shaft, and the body would
be shifted later. Though he knew
about Renfrew lie did not think the
Mountie would start anything that
night. First he must solve the problem
of the Bransons.
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Lying snugly, he listened to the
conversation of the Bronsons. Mostly
it was inquiries from the. daughter
regarding her father's health.

''But if your eyes are bad you
shouldn't: be working." Virginia argued.
"You need the air and the sunshine.
Hollis has got no power to force you
to work for him."

"You don't know that man's power,"
mumbled the old man. "He'd frame
me souk- way, but he's promised to let

me go very soon."

"You vowed you'd go straight, dad.
Now \ou'll be caught, and sent back to
prison. Sergeant Renfrew never lets

up on his man."
"But bell not follow you here, my

dear."
"I don't know so much." Virginia

could see that tall, athletic figure
rescuing her from the overturned canoe.
"I thought that Pierre and I got away
surprisingly easy. The dog never
woke even when I stepped on a dead
stick and it broke with a loud snap.
I think he knew that I would never
intentionally lead him to you. Father,
we must gel away from here at once."

" Where could we go, Virginia ?

Besides, Hollis is a revengeful man
and would follow us."

".'•'at her. why did they want you back
with them '.'

"

"Because their engraver lias lor-t his
grip. They've -cured him so much that
his work is poor, and his notes
wouldn't deceive a child." Joe
Bronson grinned bitterly. "That's
« hy they got me back."

George Hollis decided thai the girl

knew far too much. Sin 1 must nor be
allowed to ro among the hotel guests
and must be kepi a prisoner. He
would keep the old man working by
using the daughter as a menace. If

thej should have to take Sight from
Pine Lodge it might be necessary to
kill both of them. He pressed r button
in the arm of his chair. It was the
signal. Joe was ordered to go back
to his laboratory, whilst Virginia was
asked to go to her loom. The girl

11

clung to her father's arm and refused
to be parted from him.

• Nolan, accompanied l..\ the engravet
who had lost his nerve, came into the
chief's office. Hollis got up from his

chair.
"Let her go down with the old man

—it don't make an\ odd-. If his

daughter ain't with him he may refuse

to work." muttered Hollis. "An;
other developments'.' I thought I hea
a shot once."
"That was Hansen shooting at thai

cursed Mountie. His door was locked,

but lie went out of the window," Nolan
said. "Hansen saw him up a telegraph
pole trying to tap in on a line. Hansen
shot, and is not sure whcthei he hit

Renfrew or not."
"That means he missed. I seem t"

be surrounded by fools," Holli- bla2

"Is all the apparatus dismantled?"
"Ye-.'
"The girl told Duke and 'I

Renfrew was chasing them." Holli
went on. "And it seems thai Duke
went on planning to get Ri i Ere

How come Renfrew t<> be here ai

sign of those two fools? I've a !

that Renfrew beat them to it."

"Gee, chief, this sure look- like i

jam What we gonna do':

"

"Get out and quick, and leavi

e\ idence behind us." Holli- ba
his desk, "We'll have to bump ofl

Bronsons to save our" own necks."
"Kill the, Bronson- V

" The e; ..

whose nerve- had gone was shaking
from head to foot. " You Can't kill

the girl !"

"They know too much." barked
Nolan. "The chief's right. It's

only way. How about Renf
chief
"He'll come snooping in here

then I'll fi\ him!" gritted out Hollis.
"We've got to wipe out all tl

Can split on us."
" Hallo, where's Snoopj gone?" Nolan

turned to find the engrav n had
away. "He's gone to wain them."
doe Bronson w as sil i ing b\

table when the engraver dashed
the room.
"You've got to gel outa here!" the

I can't stay here," said Renfrew weakly. " I gotta get to Saskatoon by nightfall
May 7th. IMS.
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fellow panted, his eyes twitching.
" You're in grave danger. The chief

plans to kill you both and "

He got no further for Nolan had
burst into the. room.
"You squealing rat!" he shouted.

"Get outa here! Scram!''
' Whv should they die?" the man

screamed- "They ain't done a thing."

"Scram!" Nolan jerked out his

gun.
The Bronsons clung to each other

when Nolan had driven the man who
had tried to save them away. They
gasped as they heard the report of the
gun. It was Nolan's way of settling

any trouble. Ho had drilled the

wretch through the back and flung the
badly wounded man into the refrigerat-
ing plant.

"What are they going to do to us?"
wailed Virginia.
"I led \ou into this." Joe Bronson

was in despair, "We must get out
before llollis gels here."
The door opened and llollis stood

there, gun in hand.
"You've brought a hornets' nest

about my ears !" he shouted to the girl.

"And those that balk me pay the
pi lee."

""Spare her,'' begged old BrOllSOIlt
" she'll never sqifavi k."

" I'm not taking ah} chances." llollis

raised his gun and stepped nearer.
His face was twisted with a fiendish

leer,
Renfrew's Trick

SERGEANT RENFREW had found
a part of the hotel ihat seemed
cut off from the rest of the

building. Things that went on hero

would not, be heard by guests in the

hotel. He forced a window and found
himself in an empty gymnasium. A
trapdoor revealed that there was a

basement. Quietly he pulled up the

trap .and saw a floor about, eight feet

below him. Ho dropped down into a
lighted passage. Hearing footsteps, he
darted behind a pillar.

Nolan, driving a cringing fellow be-

fore him, came into view. They
vanished round a corner, and he heard
the roar of a gun and a fall. He
would have dashed out if Hollis had
not appeared and burst into a room,
leaving the door open.

Renfrew stepped closer and heard
his threats. Hollis was about to shoot
when a voice behind spoke curtly:

" Drop that gun !"

llollis spun round. The Bronsons
could hardly believe that in the very

nick of time they had been saved.

"I can explain," Hollis bluffed to

gain time.
" You'll do a lot of explaining later,"

retorted Renfrew. "I'm wise to your
game; in fact, I've had my" suspicions

about you for some time."
"Look out!" Virginia suddenly

si reamed a warning.
Renfrew was just in time to dine him-

self sideways as a gun spat lead—Nolan
had returned. The crook had followed

Renfrew, but he got no chance of a

second shot. The gun was wrenched
1

1 < > 1 1 1 his hand and a fierce punch
drooped him to the floor.

llollis knew that he was cornered and
that his only chance was to get Ren-
frew. Xo time to pick up the gun he
had dropped. Ho rushed, and as the
sergeant turned got in a fierce blow.

Renfrew was hurled back against the
\ all and the gun cluttered to the floor

as his knuckles were bruised by the
;

i. i .1 .

The two men fought fiercely all round
the room.
"Let's get out of here and hide."

•Joe Bronson gripped his daughter's
aim. "Maybe we can slip away."

.May ;tli, J938.
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Dazed and bewildered, the girl

allowed her father to push her out of
the room. Seeing the door of the re-

frigerating plant open they rushed in-

side, and Virginia screamed as she
saw the body lying there.
Renfrew landed a punch that broke

two of Hollis' teeth, and the man had
had enough. He dived straight at a
window and crashed through the glass.

Renfrew picked up his gun and gave
chase. As he scrambled up a banking
Jie saw Hollis pelting for the house.

Nolan, who had been lying almost
out on the floor, got dazedly to his feet.

He was in time to see the Bronsons
rush into the refrigerating plant. With
a mad laugh he staggered forward and
slammed the door and locked it.

Sergeant Renfrew made to follow his
man when a gun spat and a bullet
whined close. So Hollis had another
gun.
From behind trees, in the half light,

the two engaged in a firing duel.
Naturally, the shooting out in the
grounds had roused the whole lodge,
and people were running about the cor-
ridors demanding to know what was
happening. Their only answer was the

NEXT WEEK'S LONG

COMPLETE FILM DRAMAS!

RONALD REAGAN
-IN-

" THE RADIO MURDER MYSTERY "

As a radio commentator Andy McClaine
denounces tbe crooked politicians of
Westville. whereupon one of them
threatens to withdraw his sponsorship of
an important programme—and Andy is

transferred to the Kiddies' Hour. After
the mysterious disappearance of a
prominent business man, however,
" Uncle Andy " stumbles upon a clue
that leads thrillingly to the rounding-up
of a gang of murderous crooks. An

absorbing comedy drama.

" MERRILY WE LIVE "

A young man, quite famous, loved
nothing better than to roam the country-
side in tbe dirtiest of clothes and the oldest

of cars. The car goes over a precipice,

and while seeking aid a wealthy but
eccentric lady persists in thinking him a
tramp, with hilarious results. Starring
Constance Bennett, Brian Aherne and

Billie Burke.

Also

Another episode of the grand serial of

jungle adventure :

" TIM TYLER'S LUCK "

Starring Frankie Thomas.
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roar of the guns outside. Some ven-
tured to the windows and reported
that they could see red stabs of flame.
Shot for shot the two men exchanged,

and though bullets went close neither
man was hurt. Renfrew darted from
cover and got to another tree before
Hollis could fire. Using some bushes
the crook leader managed to get out of
range. Renfrew then came after him,
sparing his fire.

Renfrew worked his way to within
twenty yards of Hollis, who was hiding
behind a big tree.

" Come out!"
"You'll never get me!" taunted

Hollis, and blazed a shot at Renfrew.
An almost maniacal expression of

delight appeared on his flushed features
as he saw Renfrew's gun misfire. Tho
sergeant's gun-hand appeared round a
tree, and again the weapon did not
belch lead. The chambers were empty.
Now Hollis had the Mountie at his
mercy.

Hollis fired once' again, and when
there came no response boldly stepped
out, of cover. Slowly and malevolently
he walked towards Renfrew. The ser-

geant stepped out, with his gun lowered.
"And so, my friend, I settle yom-

sauce for good!" chuckled Hollis. "It
will give me great pleasure to kill you.
Just one shot and all will be over."
Suddenly up came Renfrew's gun.

There was a roar, and with a screech
of agony Hollis dropped his gun—

a

bullet had smashed his wrist.

"An old trick, and you fell for it!"

mocked the sergeant.
"You dirty double-crosser !" babbled

the angry Hollis. "You tricked me."
"I not only had a second gun. but

I also carry plenty of ammunition.
Fancy you falling for that gag!" Ren-
frew produced handcuffs. "I think
these bracelets will keep you from doing
any further harm."
Renfrew snapped them over Hollis'

wrists, and it gave him a certain amount
of satisfaction when the man screamed
with the pain. The sergeant glanced
round as a huge car screeched to a stop
and half a dozen Mount ies, together
with Lightning, piled out.
"What brings you boys here?"
"I read the message on that bank-

note," cried Laidlaw. "It took me a
long time before I got the drop of

water fixed. Then I saw what Bronson
had engraved on the note. We had had
no message from. you. so I talked it

over with the boys, when they showed
up, and we reckoned it best to come
without orders."
"Good for you, Laidlaw," the ser-

geant answered. "Some of you boys
surround this lodge, and one of you go
inside and pacify the guests. Don't let

any servants or officials try a walk-out.
If you come across a rat named Nolan
drill him on sight—he's a killer. Put
Hollis in the car and wafch him."
Renfrew darted back to the broken

window. The place seemed strangely

quiet. Was Nolan lurking somewhere?
He jerked open the door, saw Nolan,
and whipped back in time as tho man
fired. But the next shot came from
Renfrew. The sergeant flashed back
into tho corridor before Nolan, who
was st :

11 feeling the effect of the punch
he had stopped, could act. Hollis' evil

confederal red forward a few
-i ps, tho gun slid from his hands and
he crashed in a heap-
Thump, (hump, thump 1 What was

that noise; It guided him to tho re-

frigerating plant. He saw an old man
beating feebly against the glass and
choking horribly. The ned
full of steam. Nolan had turned on
the gas.

Continued oa page 27)
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A brilliant, but hard-up footballer sells two complimentary tickets for a game and is

fired from the College team. Mad because the College are making thousands of
dollars at the stadium, he decides to clean up the football game. A thrilling yarn,

starring Van Heflin and Marian Marsh

"SATURDAVIS

The Game That Kills

IN the train coming I pari; from the
game against Raymond Technical,
Val Webster, star quarterback for

Calton University, wasn't feeling verj
pleased with himself.

ffc was worried. There wasn't the
slightest doubt he was going off his

game. Not only he himself, btti others
3iad noticed it, too. Red Watson,
aee sports writer, had been castigating
him in his column, and had recently
been heard to say :

''That kid's been around a pigskin
so long he's beginning to act like a
ham !"

Val had lost the eager keenness with
which, as a youngster, he had ap-
proached football at High school. His
eyes had been opened lately. He saw
clearly tiliat. he was caught up in a huge
racket, under the guise of sport.
He and his fellow players received

so-called "presents," while the colleges
got big and profitable gates for these
exciting games that attracted thousands
—and they called it amateur football.

Val was heartily sick of the whole
slightly unsavoury business. ( >w ing to the
attitude of the colleges, the game he
loved was deteriorating into a colossal
money-making business.

He was aroused from his black
thoughts by the loud laughter of his
team-mates, directed at Ilia 1- rugged,

clown. Dubrowsk]—a lion

but a good-natured butt

bul comical
on the field,

off it.

" Lay off,

complained.
you guys," Dubrowsky
" I'm tired after the gaff

we took from the doc!''
That set them off on a new tack.

Doc Thomas, their trainer, criticised

them on every opportunity, beliet ing
this line of action made them evert
themselves all the more on the football
held.

"Why, lie was nice and gentle," said
one. "Like a rubber in a turkish
bat!

' Yeah, with
Dubrowsky.
Burgeson, a

up on a seat
of his pals,

brass knuckle-, i tied

tall, grinning lad, got

and, to the amusement
began pa rod \ ing the

trainer's exhortations.

"Never in my five years as coach
have 1 sri'ii Mich a demonstration of
High school grand-landing ! And here
comes the worst offender, that one-man
football team. Four Star Webster!"
Grinning, Val pulled him down and

took his place.

"Is that, the best you can do? Watch
an expert, boy," he cried amid
laughter. ''Why. you're not football
players, you're, a bunch of stage-struck
ballet dancers ! And Webster, if I
want any advice from Jim. I'll ask for
il ! As long as I'm coach, I'll give
the orders and you'll "follow them !"

Everybody recalled hi- recent brush
with the coach. The game against
Raymond Technical had been won
solely because Val used his own
initiative and improved on the play
ordered by the coach. They all turned
guiltily at the sound of heart] clapping
to find Doc Thomas, cigar in mouth.
"Always (he actor!" he said .sar-

castically. "Well, maybe you'd like

to know how your performance went
over this afternoon. Here, see what
Red Watson has to ,-a,\ about, it !"

Handing the paper to Val, he swung
away, leaving them to crowd round the

quarter-back. One excitedly pom;.-,

I

Out a headline a- Val sought the sports
page:

"Ted ( '.iIUii-. I'ii ion College captain
dropped from team -accused of being
a ringer !"

All knew what thai meant. 'I'd

Calkins had exceeded his time H - in

amateur, playing five years instead of
four.

"lie'- a friend of yours, isn't he
asked one of Yal's team-mates.
"Mj best," said Val grimly. "We

played in the same High school team."
"Thai washes him up—he should

have known you can't get away with
thai !"

"Union College knew all about it

when thev sent for him," said Val
And w hen somebody else

they lefi him holding I he
angrih
found out,

baa !"

Furiously he handed the paper lo

young Birdwell, who read Watson's
report.

"'After all the build-up, Val
Webster turned out to be jiisl allothe i

fumble-artist. This boj is suffering
from a severe case of cerebellum
magnum.' " To the obtuse Dubrov
chewing his gum like a cow (lie

the cud, 1»' added: "Big head, lo

you !"

"That guy!" exclaimed Dubrowsky.
•I'm surprised he's got the nen
ride on I he same train with US !"

"Which reminds me." said Bui;:

io Val. " Didn't, you promise sonn
bodj a sock on the jaw?"
He was referring to a recent angri

scene between the hot headed young
footballer and the sardonic journalist.

Maj 7tli, 1988.
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Val believed the man's comments were
unfair, and had angrily premised to

knock his block off if ho printed any
more like Ihem.
"Yeah I" lie growled, and went in

search of Red Watson. II i* pals

Bcuttled after him; this was going to

be too good to miss.

Red Watson, having a quiet card

game with some cronies, was just

rising, saying:
"Well, ' Id's eall it even. I think

I'll go and lie down for a while."

"That's right I" snorted Val, coming
into the car at that moment.
His fist plunked on Red Watson's

jaw. The sports writer sagged and
collapsed in the aisle.

"Wow! What a sock!*' muttered
Dubrowsky, goggling.

"Hey, Red," exclaimed Val, kneel-

ing down beside the man ho had
knocked out. " Red !"

"(in "way," muttered Red dreamily.
" I like it down hero !"

Keeling a bit better, Val went to

the observation ear at the rear of the

train, and was- there buttonholed by
the somewhat sheepish Burgeson, who
wanted a loan.

"Twenty-five bucks be enough?"
asked Val.
''Thanks," grunted Burgeson. "I'll

paj you back in a couple of weeks."
"You don't have to wait that long,"

aid Val. "I'll take your compli-
mentary tickets for next week's game,
anil. we'll call it square."
Burgeson agreed to this, and rose to

leave as a charming, fair-haired girl

came on to the platform. J* ranees
Thomas, the coach's daughter, was by
waj of being a mascot for the team.
She was the only reason why Val put
up with the grumpy coach.
"What's this I hear about your

taking punches at the Press'.'" she

demanded, sitting down beside him.
"1 had to do it," Val growled un-

comfortably.
"I suppose you have to scalp tiekets.

too," she said coldly, referring to the
fact that Val would sell Burgeson's
tickets before the game. "You know
it s vi rung !"

Although he knew the whole business
was a racket anyway, he found it hard
to justify himself to this girl. Chaps
like himself weren't proper students:
they were kept at the college, mainly
for their football prowess, trained to

attract big gates, then flung aside like

Ted Calkins. But he found it hard
to put his point of view.
"Well, I've got to live," he said

lamely.
"Is ticket scalping the only way?"

she said quietly.
"No," flared Val. "This football

racket is fair to everybody but the
players 1 They dug me up at High
school, promised me the world on a
gold chain, and what do I get? Board
and room and a lot of kicking
a round I"

"And mo?" she said demurely.
11 is face cleared. He took her in his

h rim
"That's right." he laughed. "And

I got the best of the bargain, too !"

He kissed her. Neither noticed the
lirakeinan who had come on to the
platform, and was grinning down at

ihem. Fran, you are the most
adorable, delightful, delicious, er—er

'D-lovely?" suggested the delighted
brakeman, ami, in confusion, the\
i neaped into the car.

That night, when dining with his

team-mates in their special quarters,
Val Webster was called to the door.

and in the hall found a visitor—Ted
Calkins, hatrgard of face.

Maj 7th; 10SS.
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Yal gripped his shoulders wonder-
]

jngly.
" How are you. Ted ?"

"I suppose you heard about my bad
luck, Val?" said Calkins nervously.

"I did." Val nodded. "Tough,
boy.

"

"I don't know where to turn," said

Ted awkwardly. "I can't go home,
with things the way they are."

"Slop worrying," Val urged. "What
if you did play football five years
instead of four? I bet your school
knew about n all the lime?"
"They did," said Ted grimly.

"Then why hold the bag?" ex-

claimed Val angrily. "Blow the whole
thing wide open I"

"Thai would involve a dozen others."
said Ted miserably. "I couldn't do
it."

"The dirty hypocrite-'.'' Val raged.
"They'll let you take the rap for them
every time. All they care about is

big gaie> and publicity '.''

They were interrupted by another
caller for Val. Ted watched as Val
-old him the tickets he 'had taken from
Burgeson.
"Say, you're flirting with the legion

of the lost yourself, selling those

tickets!" ho exclaimed when the man
had gone.
"If I tried to live on the Athletic

Board allowance I'd bo too weak to

lift a ball," shrugged Val. "Say,
Ted, how arc you fixed?"
"Well, I'm off the payroll," sighed

the sacked football player. "I don'i
know where to go to look for a job.

Nobody '11 talk to me. You'd think I

had leprosy !"

"Oh, well, don't worry," smiled Val.

"I've got enough until you're set.

Come and have some chow."
'fed hedged. He didn't feel like

facing the other fellows. Val per-

suaded him to go and sit at the table.

But. his fears were justified. As he
sat there nervously, a player named
Clemens began to make veiled remarks
about lingers.

"Nix on the wisecracks!" said Val
dangerously, glancing at Ted's white
face.

"But I meant, it," snapped Clemens.
"If there's anything lower than a

linger "

He said no more. In a blazing fury

Val was on him. and sent him hurtling

into a corner with a pile-driver to the
jaw.
"Anybqdj else feel tin- same way?

he demanded, fighting down his rage.

Nobody did. Tin- rest of the dinner
passed off peacefully. But that night

Val was awakened from his sleep and
received new resolution to do some-
thing about this racket that had broken
his friend.

Two detectives wanted to see him.
The\ asked questions about Ted
Calkins, and when Val wanted to know
why, they told him tersely:

"Ted Calkins is dead. Suicide!
Can you give us any reason why "

"Thai wasn't suicide." roared Val to

their amazement. "That was murder!
When 'I'd was thrown off that team.
the school was just as guilty as he
was. He couldn't take it. He was
a sensitive chap. Von may call it

suicide, but Calkins was murdered—by
amateur football !"

Starting the Ball Rolling

NKXT day Val Webster left college

football. It all happened with
-tart ling suddenness. Leaving a

lecture on Cretan pottery with his

classmates, he was stopped by the

president, Dr. Hammond- With the

head of the university was the coach,
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and Meggs, the man Val had sold the
tickets to the previous night.

As soon as he saw Meggs he knew
what was coming, knew that he had
been trapped by a spy. Before his

classmates, Val admitted he had sold

the tickets to Meggs and speculated
similarly on othej occasions. The
president was sorry, but there was no
option but to ask for his resignation.

In a blazing temper, Val gave it.

He couldn't but think It. was France-,
standing wide-eyed nearby, who had
told her father of his transaction with
Burgeson.

"Don't be sorry, doctor—anything
but sorry," he growled. " Lei

congratulate you—you and your spies '."

Frances followed htm as he strode

from the room, and caught him up out;

on the campus.
"Val, you don't really believe I had

anything to do with "

"Oh, no!" he said mockingly.
"I know what's in your mind." she

retorted. "But you've got to listen to

me."
"Oh, I get it," snapped Val, staring

at her. "You wanted to reform me.
Well, that was a pretty cute trick, tell-

ing your old man about the ticket- !

In his anger he was not responsible

for what he said; she realised thai

tried to calm him.
" I didn't tell him anything. Yon

can't lose your head like this, Val!"
" Oh, they nad me floored for a.

minute." he said bitterly. "But I'll

show them they're not going to do to

me what they did to Calkins. I'll turn

this campus upside down. And don''

think I won't!"

He left her then, and went straight

to Dr. Hammond.
"I'll come straight to the point, Dr.

Hammond," he gritted. "I make six-

teen dollars on a game, and the school

makes a quarter of a million. We're
both racketeers, only I'm doing it in

a small way."
'Your attitude only confirms the wis-

dom of our decision," said the presi-

dent coldly, but his eyes were unea-v .

"All right, then." snapped Va'..
" Take a look at these cancelled

cheques, with endorsements from every
player for tickets they've sold to me.
I'm taking these straight to Red Wat-
son, of the ' Herald.' " lie walked to

the door, leaving Dr. Hammond -

mg. "If you think I'm bluffing, look

at to-morrow's paper. You can r<

can*! you?"
lb left the president hastily picking

up his 'phone.
Meanwhile. Fiances was having a

stormy interview with her father.

"You tricked him deliberately," she

liefl. "and he thinks I helped you!"
"Now. baby," he said soolhn

"Yon don't understand these things.

We all know that college football is

leaky at ihe seams; but as long as

we're pari of it we've got to play the

game."
"A game that makes one man cany

all the' blame!" she flashed.

"That's jusl it." lie n.is off he.

"Webster wanted to be the

whole show."
"So that's the reason you fired him,"

-he snapped bitterly. "You knew all

along lie was selling tickets."

"As long as a man behaves on the

held." he sighed, "we've got to keep
blinkers over our eyes."

She rounded on him.
" And now you're blinding yours. If

to everything this means to me!''
"Why." he said surpriscdly, "I

didn't realise he meant that much 1

3

you. I might try
"

The 'phone bell interrupted him. Dr.
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Hammond was ringing in a very

excited state.

"Thomas, we must reconsider the

Webster matter "

"'Strange,'' grunted the coach, "I
was just thinking the same thing."

"He's going to stir up a hornets'

nest," stuttered the president. "Yes,
yes. We've got to head him oft' before

he gets to Red Watson."
Coach Thomas promised to be right

over. Abstractedly he told the eager
Frances that Val was to be reinstated.

Starry-eyed, she rushed out at once to

tell Val the good news.

Val was in the drug store, whose
soda-fountain was much patronised by
the Calton students. Burgeson had
buttonholed him, hoping he was going
to say nothing about his part in the

ticket affair. Otherwise Val, who had
been one of the most popular fellows in

the school, found himself more or less

in Coventry.
"Oh, don't worry," he told Burgeson

irritably. "I threatened to expose the

whole outfit, but you know I'm not tin-

type."
Dubrowsky, who served there as a

waiter to earn a bit extra, called him
at that moment to the 'phone booth.

Val found Red Watson on the wire.

"I just heard about your dismissal,

kid. It's tough!"

Val smiled. Red Watson w;as a

decent scout. They were good friends.

despite their quarrels, which he had
to admit were due mostly to his own
flaring temper.
"Yeah," he said casually. "Say,

Red, I've been meaning to apologise

for slugging you. Guess I flew off the

handle."
" Forget it ! Now. what's this trouble

you're in? If they've given you a raw

deal, I'll bust them wide open
"

Red stooped suddenly. Val could hear
noises in his office. "Hold on a

minute !"
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He had thoughtfully held the 'phone

up. and Val, to his astonishment, heard
the rich tones of Dr. Hammond.
"Greetings, Professor Hammond,"

Red was >aying. "Hallo, coach! Have
a seat':" Red was evidently enjoying
himself. He spoke to Val next. "Now,
let's see. where were we. Webster?"
"Mr. Watson," said Or. Hammond

hastily. "I think we can tell you more
about this than lie can I"

Red ignored him. To Val's si rprise,

the sports writer was talking as if

replying to some long conversation.

"Hmm! Go on. Yeah! Who was
to blame?"
"Say, have von cone crazy?" howled

Val.
"Crazy?" said Red. "They are, it

you have the evidence 10 prove it.'

Val heard him continuing, -peaking to

somebody on the staff, promising them
a good Story if they'd hold the >|>aee on
the from page.

"I didn't say anything of the kind:''

roared Val in desperation. "Don't yoc.

print that !

'

"Don't worry, kid," -aid Red kindly.

"I'll handle tln'< just the way you
want it."

Val realised he was putting on a bluf)

1,11 the benefit of his anxiously listen-

ing \isitois. Hammond broke in,

unable i„ contain himself any longer.

"Just a minute. Mr. Watson. That
young scoundrel is lying. He was dis-

missed because he'- guilty. Jb's out,

and out for good!"

Val. who had heard all thjs very

clearly for the simple reason that Red
thoughtfully held the 'phone up to-

wards Hammond as he spoke, thought
this a little hard, since he hadn't said

a word. The young footballer's eyes

blazed, and he clenched his fists angrily.
" You wouldn't want your papi i i!

volved iii a libel suit?" continued Dr.

Hammond wheedlii
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"I wouldn't think of printing this

story '•' said Red.
"Thank you," exclaimed the presi-

dent, rising.
" until I have cheeked it

thoroughly.'' added Red brutally.

When they had gone, he turned to the

'phone again. "Don't let it worry you,

Val. I'm going to get to the bottom
of this, and 1 want your help."'

"Not now. Red." said Val quietly.

"Hut I'll get in 'touch with you. So-

long."

He went out into the store just i;i

time to meet Frances. She was Hushed.

and. lie realised with a pang, looking

very beautiful. She drew him aside

into a high-backed seat.

"All right, let's have it," he sighed.

"Daddy and Professor Hammond
have been looking all over for you,"

she whispered excitedly.

"Oh, I see," he grinned mirthlessly

"They're heading the posse."

A little hurt by his attitude, she told

him what she had heard when the presi-

dent [phoned her father.

"What's the idea of lying. Frances?"
he -aid coldly, for the talk in Red
Watson's office was still very clear in

his mind. "Only a minute ago I heard

Hammond tell Red Watson that I was
out for good."

"Jt--it must be a mistake," she

frowned, aghast. "I don't end

stand
!

"

"I do!" he growled. "You can go
back and tell your father that In- little

Scene worked, that I'm clearing out!"

"Please!" E'raiices jumped up as he
"What are you going to do,

Val?"
"You'll find out soon enough!" lie

lapped, and, leaving her, barged
angrily through the swing doors.

He had no doubt now what he was
going io do. ffe was going to start Ins

campaign against the whole corrup!

system ot sham-amateur football.

('alton's next game was to be with

Weston College, a small place thai

hadn't won against dii' stars for over
twel\ e \ i ;irs.

Baker, finishing his marvellous run, score! a last-second touchdown.
May 7tli, 1038,
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football roach, whose name was Banks.
"I'll admit that technically 1 was in

the wrong," Val concluded, after tell-

ing his story. "But not nearly as

wrong as the system that preaches
amateur football and plays profes-

sional !"

They were slightly hostile at first,

suggesting Val was only hying to use
them to get even with Hammond,

'"That's not true," lie declared. "1
came to you because you're one of the

few college presidents who's been
quoted as having an honest viewpoint
on this business. Dr. Mitchell, you
have a chance to remake college foot-

ball!"

For a long time he talked, outlin-

ing his plan, until they began to bo
impressed by his earnestness. He pro-

posed making the game honest for the

school—and for the players —by cutting

out the hypocrisy.

Pay the players openly, give them
the education they came to college for,

and not drop them like hot potatoes
when their usefulness was over, he con-

tinued, citing the tragedy of Ted
Calkins-.

Though convinced. Dr. Mitchell and
Banks were doubtful about being able
to do anything, for Weston was small

and carried no weight with tho big
colleges. Swiftly Val suggested that if

Weston could beat Calton in tho forth-

coming game, the others would be
forced to listen.

He offered to help with the coaching,
and at last Dr. Mitchell capitulated.

Val suggested he get in touch with
Red Watson, who would vouch for him
any day.
The sports writer was aj Calton, in-

terviewing Dr. Hammond, when Dr.
Mitchell at last got him on the 'phone.
Red was standing right beside Ham-
mond when he spoke to the Weston
president.

''Mr. Watson," said Mitchell, "Val
Webster wants to enter Weston. What
can you tell me about him?"

" He's one of the finest boys I've

ever met,'' said Bed enthusiastically,

with a sidelong glance at Hammond
beside him, who was just congratulat-
ing himself on having persuaded Red
to drop the Webster matter. " You
can believe anything he tells you."

' "Your recommendation," remarked
Mitchell, "doesn't agree with a letter

i got from President Hammond."
"That hypocrite 1" exclaimed Red,

enjoying himself; and Hammond, look-

ing up, wondered what he was grin-

ning at. " I wouldn't believe him any
day!"

• Mitchell was satisfied, and that very
day Val Webster went to work with

the Weston team, intent on their beat-
ing Calton so that the. whole racket of

college football could be ventilated.

Mind Over Matter

WHEN the day of the great game
came around, Val had suc-

ceeded, with Coach Banks' back-
ing, in knocking some of his ideas into
the Weston team.
He had had a hectic time. He had

enlisted Bed's support, and almost lost

it through knocking the sports write-
down again in a burst, of anger on
learning that it was through Red's
antics with the 'phone that he had
broken with Frances.

He had become partly reconciled
with the girl in Watson's office; then
they had parted again in anger when
she learned that in spile of his talk

about keeping his temper and turning
over a new leaf, he had just punched
R,.<l ,,., <l,.. iaw. it Struck him as be-
May 7tli, 1938.
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ing very silly, for they had both con-
fessed that they loved one another.
But Val was concentrating all \u>

energies on training the team. He had
studied the players while watching
them practising with Coach Banks.
One, a dandified fellow named Baker,
whose smart new football outfit

brought gibes from his pals, had inter-

ested Val particularly.

This lad's temper seemed as fiery as

his own. He was liable to blow up if

anybody came near to tearing his garb.

Also Val had met a queer veteran
hanging round the field, Andy Jones
by name. He called himself assistant

coach, was dressed always in football

clothes of twenty years ago, with a
little cap perched ridiculously on his

round head.

Andy had a colossal moustache curved

like a ram's horns; he claimed that no-

body could hope to play football unless

they wore such a face adornment,
which had been affected by the giants

of the past.

Val had been inclined to smilo at

the old man until one day, when a

call had come for a new ball out on

the field, Andy had picked one up and
hurled it out in an amazing throw.

Val just gaped, while Andy smirked

and twirled his moustache.
The quarter-back who had taken on

the task of helping Weston to win had
been very thoughtful. It seemed that

Weston could never succeed by sheer

good playing; but the application of a

little simple psychology, as suggested

to him by the characters of such fellows

as Baker, might win if the right tactics

could be evolved.

This was what he confided in Red
Watson. And to his joy, Red did his

part. The gist of his reports was that

Weston hadn't a chance against the

Calton team. The idea was to make
the champions over-confident, to make
them believe the game would be a walk-

over for them, which was, on the face

of it, the truth.

Red had been told why Val was so

anxious for Weston to win, and having

the good of the game at heart, the

journalist was only too pleased to be of

assistance. -*

Val had had a lot of trouble, cajoling

and bullying tho players—especially
with the hot-headed Baker, who was in-

clined to flare up too easily. But Val,

who knew all about hot temper, had
cunningly worked on the lad. He was
pinning li lot of his hopes on tho dandi-

fied, though husky, young player.

On the Weston benches at the edge

of the field, before the game started. Val
drew his players around him and talked

to them. They all knew by now that

more than just winning this particular

game depended on them. The whole
future of college football was in tho

balance. If they won, they could force

a change in tho whole system.

"It's never been heard of before,"

Val explained, "but we're going to do

it. We're going to let Calton make the

first touchdown without opposition."

"Let them score purposely?" gasped
Banks.

"Exactly," Val nodded. "I know
those boys, and after an easy touch-

down, they'll get over-confident and stall

loafing."

The team was enthusiastic, and as

they went out Val drew Baker aside,

and grinned:
"Oh, "Baker, if you get your trot

dirty we'll bu, new ones!"
Laughing, Baker went out with his

team-mates foi the start of the fateful

game. CJd in the press-box, with Red
Watson, Frances was feeling glum; the

game didn't seem the same without Val
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down there on the touchline. But Red
handed her a pair of binoculars and told
her to look at the Weston benches, and
she started joyfully when she saw Val
sitting there.

Red, enjoying her wonderment,
wouldn't explain a thing. He iust told

her to sit tight and watch, for the game
wouldn't be over till the last whistle.

It went as Val anticipated. Calton
scored an easy touchdown, and con-
verted it skilfully, much to the amuse-
ment of the vast crowd.
In the privileged seats. President

Hammond, sitting next to his rival.

Mitchell, was crowing loudly. Already
the Calton man knew what hung on
the game; but he wasn't anxious. He
believed this tin-pot little Weston team
hadn't a chance. He grew a little

anxious, though, when Red Watso.i
came in answer to a messago from Dr.
Mitchell.

"Mr. Watson," said the scholarly-

looking Weston presideut, "we need
the co-operation of the Press."
"I think I know what you mean."

said Red, glancing at Hammond. "And
you can count on me."
"We want to take the smell out of

amateur football," declared Dr. Mitchell.
"Will you phrase that for me in collet
president style ?"

"Two hundred and fifty-eight papers
carry my -column," grinned Red.
"They'll all do you proud!"
"Yon know what happened to Ted

Calkins," Mitchell went on, " to Val
Webster, and many others?"
Hammond broke it anxiously.

"I'll appreciate it if you don't men-
tion that Webster matter!"
"Very well, sir," said Red evenly,

"I'll just take a rap at the whole
system."
"This has all been thrashed on I

before," argued Dr. Hammond. " It's

up to the Universities to handle it in-

dividually!"

"They've been doing that for years."
snapped Mitchell. "Nothing ever came
of it. It's time somebody took the lead,

and that's what Weston is going to

do!"
"You won't get a college in America

to play you next year," stormed Ham-
mond.
"When we heat vou to-day," retorted

Mitchell sweetly. '"We'll be the big

team. There'll be hundreds of teams
anxious to play US on our own terms!"
Hammond expostulated further, but

he couldn't move Dr. Mitchell and the

sports writer from their purpose. How
ever, he still felt confident his college

would win.

The game was fairly even. With a

magnificent posh Weston had scored a

touchline but failed to convert il. The
score stood at seven to six. in Calton's
favour. On the Calton benches. Doe
Thomas was raging, seeing all his own
favourite attacks ordered by Val.

The crowd, which had come expect-

ing to see a walkover, was in a ferment
now. So were the Calton team, who
expended a lot of energy in passing ie

marks about Baker's clothes, till that

young man got redder and redder and
wilder and wilder.

Val watched, tense, as the teams lined

up for a new throw-in. The minutes
were ticking past He groaned as he

saw alight disturbance out on the field.

The crowd fell silent, then a great roar

Weill up as Baker, led of face, bl

to run out of the pack. At that moment,
the whistle blew. It was too late for

Baker to leave the field and get on to

the benches.

Peterson, the Weston captain, to

(Continued on rage 27)
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A wagon train is held up and all the members are killed with the exception of two
small boys. Years later they are destined to meet under strange circumstances in this

thrilling super-Western, starring Gilbert Roland and Charles Bickford

The Attack on the Wagon Train

OLD John Ames, driving at the
head of the wagon train through
the mountains, sang lusti".

reckoning that he had every right to
do SO For he and the little Land of
men with him had cleaned up a fortune
in the California!) gold fields after
long and weary struggles, and they
were now on their way to their homes
in Missouri, where they could sit back
al last and enjoy the fruits of their
labours,
So old John Ames, as he drove the

v agon, sang for very content. Some-
where about forty thousand dollars
was to be his share of his years of hard
work.
A fresh, young boyish voice camo

from behind him in the wagon.
" Aw. dad, can't you quit singin' for

a couple of miles? I'm all wore out
in' to you."

["he old man threw a glance over
shoulder, grinned as he did so.

He saw his two boys there, Dick, aged
fourteen, already half-way to sturdy

lood, Bob, aged eight. Both of
them were chip* oft' the old block, be
told himself, and ho was as proud of
them as a man could be.

"Son," he retorted, "you're just like
- our ma was—no car for music. How's
that cut of Bob's comin' along?''
Dick, busily engaged in washing a

nasty wound on his younger brother's
sho ilder, grinned as lie replied:

"flood as new, or nearly. I reckon
it will teach Bob not to try and ride
any more wild burros. That donkey
sure put his brand on him when he
kicked him."
"Brand?" queried the old man.

" What docs it read '<"

" Looks more like an ' A ' than any-
thing else."

"Well, ain't our name Ames? What's
the matter with thai !

'

* Where are we campin' to-night,
dad?" asked the boy as he came to the
end of his first-aid.

"There*?, water up yonder,'' replied

the old man, pointing ahead. "Pine
Lake, they call it. 1 reckon we'll
make camp there."

"
( fee, I'm hungry."

" Bettei take your gun," n plied his
father, "and see if ct us some
fresh meat for supp

"All right. '

He moved down to the CI d of the
wagon where his horse was tied, and
in a few minutes had the rope un-
fastened, was on the horse's back and
away in search of game. Though one
of the men shouted a parting warning
to biin as he rode off.

" Keep your ei es pi eled for Indians,
lad."
Dick waved ng hand
"Don't -worry I'll protect you,

retoi ted.

Resuming his sii a Ames
shook up the horses. He had no idea
thai for the las' few piilcs of their

journey they had been clo died.
Any more than he was awa o pi

fact that almost at tha
rough-looking man on the mountain-
side who bad been watching their

progress through the valley .va ruw
setting spurs to his horse.

A few momei night
the man to a camp beneath the trees
where a dozen men were seated The
rider threw himself from bis h
"Where's Tate 1 .'" he demanded,
"Over there, Jeff," answered one of

the men pointing fo where a short,
thick-set man with a rather truculent
jaw and a small bristling moustache
sat on a. rock sewing a raddle.

Tile man called Jeff addressed him
laconically,
"Ames wagons is comin' down

through the valley," he said "He's

bringing a packet of gold back from
California to Missouri."
The other nodded thoughtfully.
"They said he struck lucky."

'He sure did. Looks to me they're
head in' for Pine Lake for rtalei I'"

we drop in on 'em 1"

A slow smile came lo il tiler's

face, though it was certainly nol a nice
smile.

' I'll say we do,' be auswori 'I

"Mighty foolish for anyone to roam
round these par: s w itb a pai kei of

gold Saddle up quick, boys."

In a minute the men around linn

were on their feet, examining their
saddling their horses. From the

expressions on theii faces ii was easy
to 506 (hat they meant business. Bui
it was equally easy to see thai it was
e\ il business.

It certainly was evil business 'I hi

attack was swift ami sudden, as the
bandits meant it to be. Thi i

gold to be had and they intended to
'ii I

< it. So, one minute Allies and
!ns litile band, utterly mi
of the danger that was stalking lit

were peacefully preparing their even
big meal, and the next death
encircling them, swift, sharp death,
and their men falling right and lefl

from the bullets of an unseen em
who had crept up among the. rocks on
the surrounding hills. Though, as the
bandits came riding down, they—the
besieged—knew- at least that u was no
Indians who attacked them.

Ames' first concern was for In

son, whom he bundled hastily inside

the wagon and covered with a tat

paidin.

"Keef) you down, son—don't you
dare to move!" he exclaimed sternly.
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He crawled down beneath the wagon
with another of his men, fierce fury in

his heart. Bullets were rattling all

round him, and already he knew that,

four of his men had been laid low and
perhaps had been killed. He found
himself as he kept on firing wonder-
ing vaguely where his elder son was.

lfe wished' that he could warn him.
Tho shots would probably attract his

attention, he told himself, and he
would ride up in ;i moment to see what.

was happening. J I i — heart went down
as he thought what a ready mark he

would make.

He heard ;i groan at his side, turned

to see that his companion had dropped
his gun and had rolled over—was lying

motionless. With a muttered oath he
snapped the trigger as two of the out-

law.-, swept past not thirty yards

away, firing as they went. A grim
chuckle slid from his lips as ho saw-

one of them say and crash to the

ground.
"That squares

"' he exclaimed,
but the next moment something crashed
into his forehead and everything
slipped away.

Lee Tate and hi~ lieutenant. Jeff

Graves, stood looking down on the

i iad body of John Ames and the other
dead bodies that lay all around them.

••Well. that's that," said Tate
laconically. ''Let's hope it's worth it."

Two of his men who had been rum-
maging in tin' wagon came staggering
along, bearing a heavy chest between
then'). Tate's eyes lighted up as he

it.

"Thai looks good," he remarked.
'It

-

., locked."
But a couple of shots from Lee

Tate's revolver finished with the lock,

and when he lifted the lid of the box
ami saw the gold which filled it he
smiled.
"Reckon tin.-, little nip's worth

while," he .said. "Get busy, boys."
While the outlaws wen- loading their

saddle-bags with tin- gold Jeff spoke.

"Don't .Mm think we might let the

folk's blame il on the Indians, same as

last time'.'" 'lie suggested.

"Sure thing." replied Tate. "Get
going."
They did. and very quickly. And

in a few moments all of the wagons
we're ablaze and burning fiercely. But
Jeff; who was standing close to the

wagon where the gold had been found,

suddenly happened to see a movement
inside, and m a second his gun came
out.

But n grin spread over his face as he
pulled back the tarpaulin to disclose

Bob; though the grin changed to a

.snail, for Bob, as Jeff tried to haul him
out. buried his teeth in the outlaw's

thumb.
Ills arm went up savagely. His gun

Was in his baud, and thai moment might
have been the boy's hist had not Tate,
who was Standing near, caught his arm.
"Easy up, Jeff," he exclaimed.

''What for? The dinned little coyote

Bob. however, hid slipped to the

ground and was rushing away. But
both of the men were after him in a

flash, though it was Tate who caught
hiha.

'•l.emme go—lemme go!" screamed
the Ian as be Struggled and fought.

"Let you go?" snarled Jeff. "Look
at that thumb of mine !"

Tate was grinning. Killing men was
one thing, bill some queer streak in

Inn was making him feel almost sorry

for this boy.
' V.v now, son." he queried, "what

V011 u ,ui! to do that ior ?"
' Ma) 7th, IMS.
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"Len^ne go—lemme go!" sobbed the
boy. "1 hate you !"

Tate was holding him, an amused
smile on his face despite the fact that

the boy was pommelling him with his

small fists.

"Brave little cuss, ain't he?" he
queried. "Not even scared of us."
He addressed (he bov, winking at

Jeff.

"Why, son. what d'you want to hate
us for? It was Jeff and me what drove
the Indians off. Lucky for you we did
or they'd have killed you."
He turned to Jeff.

"Take him back to the camp," he
said.

"I'll take him, you bet," replied Jeff

savagely.
A scowl came to Tate's face.

"And if you frighten him I'll feed
you to the buzzards, and don't forget

it!" he snapped.
Jill' stared at him in sheer amazement.
" Why, you don't mean to tell me "

he began, but Tate cut him short.

"Shut up!" be exclaimed.
Jeff glared at him truculently.

"If you think I'm goin' to be a nurse-
maid to this yere kid " he began,
but the other's hand went to his gun.
"You do as I tell you," he rapped

out. "Now get goin'."
But his hand still held his gun as he

watched the other lead the- now
quietened hoy away. From the ex-
pression on his face he had every inten-
tion of being obeyed.

He waited around after his men had
gone, watching to see that the destruc-
tion of the wagons was complete. But.

as he heard the sound of a horse's hoofs
he looked up quickly and his hand went
to his gun.
But it came away, and he merely

stood his ground, a smile on his lips.

Dick, for il. was he, flung himself
from his horse and strode up to Tate.
His gun was in his hand and fury was
in his young face. So David may have
approached Goliath.
"What are you burning our wapons

for? What have you done to my
father?" he demanded.
Tate, smiling indulgently, merely

shook his head. He could admire pluck
when he saw it, and this handsome lad
was alreadj .appealing to him.

" Wasn't me. son. I've only just rid-

den up. I should say it was the
Indians."

Dick's eyes bored him fiercely.
" It was nothing of the kind. I saw

you—1 saw what you did."
Tate's eyes narrowed. He knew

that if Dick had seen things lie would
be dangerous. But he tried once more.
"Now, look here, son " he began

in a conciliatory tone, but the other
w hi rled in on him.
"Don't you lie to me! If was you

and I saw it! You've killed my dad
and you've killed by brother, and I'll

His gun came up in a flash, but Tate
was quicker. In a second his arm had
shot out catching Dick on the point of

the jaw, and the lad staggered and
crashed to the ground, striking his head
as he did so against a heavy barrel.

Tate, with a scowl ou his face, drew
his revolver, though even as he aimed
it he hesitated. Stooping down, he put

his ear to the boy's heart. Then with
a .-lung of his shoulders he replaced
his gun in its holster and walked slowly

to his tethered horse.

Astride il he tinned. The wagons
were .Mill blazing fiercely. And Dak
Ames still lay stretched out on the

ground wilh all the dreadful limpness
of death.

Every Tuesday

In a quiet little vailoj- wilh the trees
all round him, his burro grazing quietly
by his side and a fire blazing merrily
before him, a man sat cooking his dinner
and reading aloud from a well-thumbed
little book.
He was a pleasant man to look at,

obviously a Mexican, and he had a

round cheerful face, a moustache which
he kept constantly twirling, bright eves.

and a mouth that was always smiling.

He looked up from his book suddenly
as the burro lifted its head and pricked
up its ears.

"What's the matter, Fernando'.' You
hear something?" he asked.

Evidently Fernando did. His ear- re-

mained erect. His eyes were staring at

the bushes that lay ahead.
His master, too, was listening, and

now he spoke again.
"I think you are right, my Fer-

nando," he said. "We have a guest

arriving."
He rose to his feet. But now there

was a worried look on his face for the
young man whom he saw approaching
was looking far too weary and far too
grave for a young man of his age.

But the Mexican hailed him with
a smile.

"Buenos noces, senor. Please ex* us

my simple house. Maybe you will join

me in my simple meal?"
As Dick threw himself on the ground

without a word, the other took a plate

and began to put food upon it. But
though he continued to talk gaily his

quick eyes had seen all sorts of things.
" You are young, if I may say so,

senor," he said gently, " to be wander-
ing all alone about a rough country like

this. And you look very weary. But,

perhaps you have got the companion!!
close by, is it not so?"
"No."
It was not a churlish "no "—it was

not a "no" that Suggested that Dick
resented the auestion. It was just the

negative of a young man who has lost

all hope. And the Mexican looked sym-
pal hetie.

"No? You are all alone? Well,

that's funny. Ain't you afraid vour
mother and lather will worry?"

Dick's answer came slowly, miserably.
"They killed my dad—they killed

ev i i v body."
"Oh, that's bad—very bad."

"He says it was the Indians," went
on the boy between his clenched teeth,

"but I know it wasn't."
He went on.

"He knocked me down—my head hit

a barrel. I guess he thought 1 was dead
and that's why he left me. I lay still

a long time—everything was burned.
And my dad—my hide brother—I've got

nobody now."
His head wenl down and sobs shook

his body. The Mexican's arm went
round him kindly.

"Please don't, chiquito," he said.

"Sometimes the life is very cruel, and
sometimes it is pretty good, too. I am
what they call a prospector. I look
for the gold over these mountains. One
day I shall find it and get plenty rich.

Bui there's one trouble. I need some-
one to help me. I have never been able
(o find nobody because 1 am very par-
ticular." - *
While he had been talking Dick had

ii more composed] and the Mexican
went on:
"Now, how would you like to be

partners with old Lopes, the explorer?

You are the first one 1 ever ask. And
I lien maybe some day I can be your
Mexicano papa, eh? Lei me try. little

fellow. I will try so hard."
But as Dick gripped his hand he knew

what his answer was.
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After Fifteen Years

THE scene was in a mine in the
mountains with all the machinery
ami the noise and bustle incidental

to a mine. A couple of wagons stood
close to the rough track that led out
to the road, and men were busy loading
ore into them. From a shack nearby
an elderly man emerged with a girl by
his side— a pretty girl, too.
But both stopped as two horsemen

cime riding .up the track towards them.
An annoyed frown had come to the
girl's face.

"Howdy, folks?" sung out the elder
of the two riders.

"Howdy, Tate?"
"I hear you're caning a shipment

across the hills. Morgan."
"Looks like it, don't it?"

Tate frowned. He was the big man
in the town nearby, and was accustomed
to get his own way in everything. Ever
since the day when he and his men had
wiped out John Ames' wagon train Lee
Tate had forged steadily ahead.
But Jim Morgan had always been an

obstacle from the start. And he was
one now.
Yet he spoke quite smoothly, disguis-

ing the angry thoughts that were in

him.
"I was kinda hoping you'd have de-

cided to take me up, Morgan," he re-
plied. "I made you a good offer for
your mine, you know."
"Why?'' demanded the other uncom-

promisingly.
"You know why. It touches my

land, and I like room. Of course, it

isn't none of my business, but carting
ore over them mountains thirty miles
ain't no joke."
"You're right, it isn't," put in t ho

girl coldly. "But it wouldn't have been
necessary if you had kept your promise,
Mr. Tate. When you built your mill

V"i said you'd handle our ore."
He knew it, too. He had only lat-

terly refused to do it because he fancied
his refusal would make Morgan sell.

And he coveted their mine. But he
answered with an apolog*

the shoulders.
"I've got my own

ore to handle. Miss
Amy. It ain't my
fault if I'm too busy
to handle yours."
Her lips curled

slightly.
"A good excuse to

make dad S( II out, isn't

it?"
"Aw, come now,

Miss Amy, there ain't

no need to get per-
sonal about it. I just
can't handle your
father's ore, that's all."

He t u r n e d to

Morgan.
"I've made you a

good offer. Morgan,"
be said. "You know
what that low -grade
stuff of yours runs."
"I do," answered

the other quietly, " but
it will run higher as
wo go deeper. You
think you're a one-man
town, Tale, but you
just ain't, one man
enough. I ain't selling
my mine to you or
anyone."
He turned to his

foreman who stood
close by.

"Let's get goin',"'

he said.

As Tate and Jeff
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rode away together Tate was scowling
heavily. Tien he laughed contemptu-
ously.

"I guess I did the best I could," he
said.

" Sure," answered the other cheer-
fully. "Nobody can't -ay you didn't
try to stay peaceful."

'•Better get going," said the other
as they gazed at the dust of Mo. .

two wagons which had just driven out
of the yard.

"Right," replied Jeff as lie put spurs
to his horse.

Morgan and his man meanwhile
drove their wagons steadily along, but
Morgan was thinking deeply. He km w
quite well that his final words had made
a deadly enemy of Tate, but he w, -n't

worrying greatly about that. That
Tate would make another move ore \> > y
long he was firmly convinced. Equally

in was he that it would bo an
underhand one. and at the moment he
was racking his brains to think what
it would be.

And then all of a sudden a sboi tang
(Jul, and his -tattled horses leaped for-

ward, tearing down the toad, and lie

found himself tugging at the reins in

his desperate efforts lo check (heir fierce
progress. Though the one quick glance
he had made over his shoulder when the
shot rang out, followed by several mote
which sang pasl his ears, had sb
him that whereas he had escaped, his
in. in following him had been -hot and
had pitched out into the road.

"Tate's men for a thousand," he mut-
tered between his clenched teeth as he
strained and pulled at his horses, vainly
endeavouring to regain control of them.
"And they've got Bill. But they've
missed me. though, unless' I can check
these perishers "

H> knew he was in desperate -(raits

now. He was nearing a long stretch of
road among the mountains that wound
and twisted badly. Here and there he
knew were deep ravines at the side of
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the road Unless he could stay the n ad
progress of his horses, death, and .i

horrible one, might be his, too. And
then suddenly something from below
seemed lo hit him—actually it was a big
bump in the road—and the next moment
ho was on his hack in the wagon clutch-
ing madly at the sid< 3 to save himself
from falling off. And it was at that
moment that out of the corner of his
e\

i he saw a rider spurring down the
side of the hill that lay on his left.

What followed then was almost in the
nature of a dream wherein he lay watch-
ing, too worn out and bruised lo move,
and wondering vaguely who his rescuer
could be, and whether lie would succeed
'" fail. For the wagon was rushing
through a narrow gorge swaying from
-tile lo side, and Morgan knew that
at the end of it was a sharp turning
wiih a (hop) on one side of over a
hundred feet. Would his rescuer reach
him in time?
He tried to struggle to his hands and

knees, sank down unable to do
They were yelling nearer and neater to
tl ml of the gorge, Morgan could see
the bend of the road coming. But his

i r was just behind, and was gain-
ing every minute. On went the wagon
at a breakneck speed. Thirty yards
ahead where the road bent sharply
Morgan could see the edge of the road,
the valley below.
Twenty yards, ton yards, with *'ill

that horse and rider thundering behind!
Morgan closed his eyes, but even as he
di<l so he felt a strong hand reach down,
lift, him up—knew that he had been
saved.
And then everything faded away

nothingness.

Arizona Takes a Hand

DOWN in the mining town a young
man got oil' the slage
it pulled up at the saloon, and

with a smile on his lips strode into
the building and straight up to the bar-
tender.

Bob examined the watch that Dick held out to him.
May 7th, 1038,
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"Hallo, Jack!" lie exclaimed.
He was a tall, pood-looking, well-set-

up youngster, and except for his name
there was nothing now to identify him
with the little boy "who had fought and
sobbed and struggled so strenuously
with Lee Tate and Jeff Graves fifteen

year.- earlier among the blazing wagons
of his dead father's train.

The bartender put out an eager hand.
and a smile irradiated his face.

'Am 1 looking right at a mining
engineer, or am I wrong?" he ex-

claimc (I.

"Weill I've got my diploma here to

prove it," laughed the young man.
'Hallo, dad!"
A> Lee Tate entered Bob went

quickly across to him and gripped him
by the hand. For Tate from the start

had seen to il that his tale of the
Indians, by repeated telling, had made
an impression. And because he had
taken a real fancy to the boy and had
determined to adopt him he had soon
won him over by kindness and
generosity.

So by now the memory of what had
.taken place fifteen years before was only
just a memory—nothing more. Bob
Tate, as he was called, knew nothing of
the dark side of his adopted father's

charactei . All he knew was a man who
had brought Kim up. who had taught
him io call him father, who had
lavished money over him and had now
brought him back from college so that
lie could make him a partner in his

business.

Little wonder that lie was as glad to

Leo Tate as the latter was to see
him.
Said his adopted father:

"You growed just about a foot in the
last year, my lad. If you get. any
bigger the girls will be staking claims
on you."
The young man laughed.
"I'm- seen lot.- of 'em." he replied,

"but they none of 'cm look as good
as Amy to me. How is she'.'"

A worried frown touched Tate'.- fore-

head.
"She's pretty good." he answered

carelessly.
"How -

., that mine of theirs'?"
''-Not too good. I've just been advis-

ins Morgan to sell."

Jeff entered the saloon at that
moment and came straight across to
Tale; but as be caught sighr of Bob
he put out his hand with a grin.

"Well, if it ain't Bob- growed to be
man's size. Want to see you, boss "—
addressing Tate.

"I'll leave you to it," said the boy.
'•See you later, dad."
As be went out their eyes followed

him.
"He's Sure coming along." said Jeff.
" II.- is. What's on your mind?"
Jeff loo 1

, the drink that the bartender
had poured out.

"Morgan should never have tried to

take that ore over the hill," he said
carelessly. "An accident caught up

h him and all the ore fell over the
hill."

The ghosl of a smile flickered round
lie othef man's lips.

"Anybody get hurt'.'" he asked.
"I think Morgan's driver got killed."
" And Morgan ?"

Jeff grinned evilly.

"The last I saw of the poor old gen-
tleman was as lie disappeared round a

• urn iii the mountains, lbs broncs had
bolted and didn't look like stoppin'.

There's some dangerous bits along that
road. Hope nothing didn't happen to
hill."
Once more tint ghost of a smile came

to Tate's lins.
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"Cuess I'll walk round this evening
atid see if he's all right," he said.
"Don't want to butt in," exclaimed

Jeff, "but it seems to me you're fcakin'

a lot of trouble over that old mine.''
Tate smiled slowly.
"Come into my office, Jeff, and I'll

show you something." he said.
Jeff with outstretched hand let Tate

pour the gold dust into it—whistled as
he did so.

"Gee, that's mighty pretty!" he
ejaculated. "Where did you get it?"
"Morgan's mine. 1 went there one

night and cut out some samples. Run
'em through the mill and this is the
result. Fifteen hundred dollars to the
ton."
"We've got to get her!"
"That's what I aim to do."
"Morgan know anything about this?"
"Not a thing."
\\ hilc this was going on Morgan was

sitting propped up in bed at his house
and Arizona was sitting by his side. For
that young man and Lopez had brought
him there alter rescuing him. And
Morgan, whose injuries were no more
serious than a couple of broken ribs,

had been relating the story of his mine
and Tate's efforts to secure it.

"You may be better off than you
think, if you do sell it, Mr. Morgan,"
said the young man. "Mr. Lopez, my
adopted father has been discovering
gold mines for years, but there's neve;
been anything in them."
Lopez entered the room at that

moment. He was a little older and a
little greyer, but he still had the same
smile.

"The senor is better?" he inquired
courteously. "Is there nothing-

else we
can do for you ?"

"Nothing one can do for busted ribs."

answered Morgan with a rueful smile,
" except to let 'em set. But I owe my
life to you both, and I shall never
forget it."

They left him, and were saying good-
bye to his daughter in the next room
when Lee Tate came in.

" 'Evenin', Miss Amy. Heard your
pa got hurt this afternoon, so came over
to see him."

Had he been looking at Arizona he
would have seen the instant recognition
that leaped into the young man's eyes;

and he would have seen the quick
clenching of his hands. But he was
busy with the girl, and when she intro-

duced them Arizona merely bowed.
despite the fury that was in him.

As Tate passed into the invalid's" room
he stood with his breath coming fast.

For he knew Tate in a flash as the
man who fifteen years before had killed

his father and brother and the others.

Through the window ho could see

Lopez outside with their horses, but

now he wanted to stay. For in a second
il had Bashed in on him that this man
Tate was not only a murderer, he was
a swindler as well, and he was trying

to swindle. Morgan out of his mine.
Hearing his name suddenly spoken he

turned, trying to control himself. He
saw a tall, good looking- young man

—

heard Amy Morgan telling him that

this was Mr. Tale junior.

Then he heard the girl rattling on,

and sensed thai she and this young man
were something more to each other than
just friends.

"Rob's just, back from mining col-

lege, Mr. Lope/.. He's been away for

over a year."

"I'd better be getting along."
Arizona managed to get out. He wanted
to be alone now, to form some plan
of campaign.
"No, don't you hurry—stay awhile,"
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rejoined the other. "Amy and I have
quite a lot to talk about."
They went out, leaving him alone.

Through the open door that led to the
next room he could hear Morgan's voice
—a rather bitter voice, too.

"I guess you know without my telling
you. Tate, that I've got to let the mine
go."
He heard Tale's answer—smooth.

silky.

"Well, I'm still ready to buy it. In
fact. I'm willing to offer you a slightly
bettei price for it now,"

'

"Why?"
Arizona had beard .the note of sus-

picion in Morgan's voice, but now he
heard a kindly note in Tate's when he
replied.

"My dear man, I'm sorry for you";
and 1 ain't going to take advantage
of a man who had his ore train stam-
peded by a bunch of drunken fools."
"I reckon they was obeyin' orders."

came Morgan's answer.

"That's a pretty big idea. Whose
orders?"
Morgan's answer came dully.

"I'm ready to sign," he said.

Arizona walked into the room jiisl

Tate picked up the newly signed paper.
But without a second's hesitation he
plucked the paper from Tate's hand.
And he addressed Morgan while Tate
gasped with sheer fury.

"Mr. Morgan," he said, "you want
someone to run your mine until you're
right? My father and 1 are going to

do it for you."

He turned to Tate without even wait-
ing for a reply.

"We've changed our minds." he said
and tore the paper into little pieces.

Tate, almost foaming at the mouth,
found his voice at last.

"You've changed your mind?" be
stormed. "Who arc you and what's
this got to do with .you?"
Arizona's eyes bored him steadily.

"I'm making this thing my business,"
was his rejoinder.

Tate swung back to Morgan, almost
beside himself with rage.
"D'you mean to tell me you're letting

this chap run your affairs for. you,
Morgan?" he demanded.
Morgan smiled. He had watched the

scene with inward admiration. He was
pretty certain that something lay be-
hind all this.

"I think I am," he answered.

Tate's eyes narrowed as he glared at

Arizona. He had lost, but he was tell-

ing himself that a day of reckoning;

would come.

"You're goin' to find, young fellow,

that it don't pay to interfere with my
affairs," he snarled as he filing out of

the room.

The Two Brothers

IT was night-lime a few days later,

but a lot had happened during
those few days. Morgan, acting on

the advice of Lopez and Arizona, had
col the water supply to Tate's stamp
mill, and 'fate was breathing out

threatenings and slaughter, openly stal-

ing that he would wipe ihem all out.

And now Arizona had slipped up
quietly to Tate's ofliee under cover »f

night. for lie was determined to -,,

through Tate's private papers in ihe

hope of finding some definite proof

that il was Tale who had killed his

father.

lie gained entry with the aid of a

crowbar, and he was soon noiselessly

rifling 'fate's safe, which he smashed
(Continued on page 25.)
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Death in many forms skulked amid the fastness of the African jungle, but no creature
of the wilds was more ruthless a killer than the man known as Spider Webb, and it

was against this man and his cut-throat gang that an intrepid youth and a beautiful
girl pitted themselves. A serial drama of high adventure, starring Frankie Thomas

Read This First

The A /titan river-boat Congo Queen,
bound jur Ambesi, is carrying a cargo
of arms ami ammunition destined for
the Ivory Patrol, who police tlic hinter-
land of Tanganyika. lint that forgo
never reaches Ambesi, jar the ship is

ft a! by a gang of cut-throats in the
pay of Spider Webb, a notorious
criminal.

Tiro pro/tie escape the massacri
which tilt, u.1,1 the seizure "I the craft.

One is Tim Tyler, journeying up-
country in the hope of tracing his

scientist father, Professor Tyler, who
has disappeared. The other is a girl

who calls herself Lora Lacey, but whose
7 col name is Graham, ami who is out
to bring Spider Webb to justice, know-
ing him to be the. perpetrator of a
diamond robbery for which her brother
is unjustly serving a sentence.

Later, from the thickets to which
they hare taken, Lora and Tim set

the crooks transfer the Congo Queen's
etirgti to a strnmit armoured car which
tin boy es tis a "jungle
cruiser'-' designed by his jailor.

Tim and Lora fail in with Si

Gates, of the Ivory Patrol, who escorts

them to Ambesi. Later Gates and a
tit loch an nt, I,, i< I north tn investigate

attacl on a white hunter named
Conway, on-/, I muring that his father
had been closely associated with

a/, Tim follon* iln troopers.

He meets a safari of natives led by
Spencer, another hunter, and is talking
to the tatter when a shower of rocks
arc hurled at Hum by a, group of
savage apes. Spencer is knocked one
a cliff, but clings to a shrub, and,
while trying to rescue him, Tim, and

one of the natives are also sent
headlong.

Now Read On.

The Jungle Cruiser Again

LINKED by the rope with which
they had hoped to i scuc Spencer,
Tim and t he negro plunged

through space, and in a. moment Tim
was crashing into tihat same shrub
w hich \h<; hunter had managi d to

grasp.
As Spencer had done before him, Tim

clutched desperately at the twigs and
foliage of the lough bush and succeeded
in arresting his fall, but as the thick
clump of vegetation swayed wildly to
(he snd. Ion vrrenoh which it sustained,
the man who was already clinging to

it lost his precarious hold.
Down went Spencer, dropping like a

plummet to the. bed of the defile.

Then, immediately afterwards,
body of the native who had aided Tim
in i he ill-fated attempt to i ea< h the
hunter, streaked past the shrub which
the white boy had seized.

lie thudded to earth fifty feet below
Tim, and. rolling over and over, came
to rest within a few paces <>f the -pot
where Spencer bad landed. As for
Tim. he hung on to the bush that had
saved hirn from sharing the negro's
fate, and, while he hung there, great
stones (lung by the gorillas away up
near the summit of the cliff continued
to pound t he ti rra< e like track on

EPISODE 3—

Into the Lion's Den

which the safari had been gathered
when the apes had first appeared above
t hem.
Some of tho-e rocks pitched off the

ledge and tumbled into the defile,

missing Tim by inches in their flight,

and liming the bed of the ravine close

to the prone forms of Spencer and the

native bearer. Presently, howevi
the rain of missiles ceased, and in I IQ

uncanny silence that ensued Tim con
trived to detach the rope, that «a«
bound around his waist and make it

fast to the shrub to which lie was
clinging.

By means of that rope he was able
to lower himself to the base of the

cliff, and as he touched ground hi? saw
that the loose coils of the hempen lino

were still gripped tightly in the hands
of the negro who had fallen from aloft.

Yet the poor fellow had met his end,
and it, was in the grip of death that
his lingers were locked. One gla

ai him sufficed to show that his iick-

had been broken.

Spencer had been luckier. Whereas
i lie native had experienced a d< ad
drop of a hundred feel and had lauded
head-foremost, (he white hunter had
fallen rather less than half that
distance when he had ultimately
his hold on the thick bush, and he had
come lo earth on his back. MorCO
he i.id alighted ill a patch of stunted
but dense scrub that was as springy
as a mattress,

lie was badly shaken nevertheless,

and his right arm was still paralysed
from I he shoulder downwards as .t

result of the blow he had received
w hen he had been knocked from the
cliff-edge up above, and although he,

was conscious he seemed incapable ol

May 7th, 1
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collecting Ins wits or uttering any
sound when Tim stumbled over to him
and knelt besido him. At any rate,

he made no answer when the youngster
anxiously questioned him regarding his
injuries, and only stared at the boy
dully.

A small stream meandered through
the defile, and after a moment Tim
hurried over to it and filled his helmet
with water. Then he returned to the
prostrate hunter, who seemed to re-

cover to somo extent when a refreshing
draught of the cool liquid had passed
his lips.

"By gad!" Spencer whispered then.
"'This is—the first time—I've ever used
Dead Man's Pass—and it'll be—the
last. I wish I'd believed—the stones
I'd heard about it

"

lie stopped short, for at that moment
a sound which was strangely out of
keeping with the wilds of Tanganyika
became audible to him. It was the
sound of an internal combustion engine,
and as lie raised himself on one elbow
he saw to his amazement that an
armoured car was approaching the
defile from the south.

His fust impulse on perceiving that
machine was to make an effort to
struggle to his feet, but Tim Tyler had
Been the vehicle n» well, and suddenly
the boy thrust the hunter down and
flattened himself in the scrub alongside
him. For he had recognised that
armoured car as the "jungle cruiser"
which had been designed by his father
and which had somehow come into the
possession of Spider Webb and his cut-
throat gang.
"Lie still, Mr. Spencer!" Tim

jerked. "Keep under cover! The
men in that contraption aren't to bo
trusted I"

lie went on to tell the hunter what
lie knew of those men, and while he
was describing their character the
jungle cruiser halted at the mouth of

the pass. Then out of it stepped Webb.
< . i iy Drake and their associates, and
a few seconds later the rogues were
climbing that track on which Spencer's
safari had been assailed.

The natives of that safari who had
sought cover from the rocks aimed by
the gorillas, were still cowering under
the projecting bulge in the cliff-lace,

whither they had found shelter from
tie missiles of their bestial foes. Even
though the apes had now vanished
f" -

..iii the upper ledge, the blacks
shrank from (lie thought, of quilting
their haven, and they had not stirred
from there v. lien Spider \Vel>l> and hi-

pang readied I lie point where the
attack had occurred.

A voile.'.' from the guns of Webb and
I men dispersed the negroes, ho\v-
« , and sent tlieiu scurrying along
t terrace-like trail. It was a volley
a I i! h echoed and re-echoed through
I

I

defile, at d, dow o on the bed of the
ravine, Tim Tyler looked at Spencer

ificantl as he heard it.

Neither in nor the hunter could
hat was happening up above on

thai trail from which the two of them
had fallen, but if (hey had been able
to command a view of the track they
* iU have realised soon enough that

Webb and his gang must have
witnessed the plight of the Spencer

i from afar, and had made for
Dead Man's Pass with the sole in-

tention of securing any loot on which
the) could l&\ hands.

And there was loot in plenty fot the
The equipment belonging to

the safari was alone of considerable
.value, and there was a large quantity
of jvory tusks ;i. well - tusks accumu-
late rl In Spencei and his employees

Ali.v 7tti, IMS
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during a long sojourn in the northern
wilds.

Equipment, stores, tusks—all had been
abandoned by the bearers who had been
so summarily dispersed, and Spider
Webb and his minions lost no time in

gathering up the spoils.

Unlike the safari, the crooks were not
molested by the great apes who had
lined the upper terrace a short time
before. These did not reappear—per-

haps keeping out of sight because of the
shooting—and it was without incident
that Webb and his party at length re-

traced their steps along the ledge-like
track and descended to the jungle
cruiser.

Only when the gangsters had regained
the mouth of the defile did Tim and
Spencer see them again, and something
like an oath broke from the hunter's lips

when he observed that the ruffians were
heavily-laden with his possessions. Then,
gritting his teeth, he watched them pile

their plunder into the armoured car.

In the meanwhile, Tim was wonder-
ing whether the crooks were aware that
he and Spencei were in the scrub, and
intended to deal with them when they
had stowed their loot aboard the
"cruiser." But he was not destined to

learn if that were the case, for all at
once a band of horsemen hove into view
some distance to the south of the defile,

and at sight of them Webb and his ac-

complices made haste to scramble into

the armoured car.

The oncoming horsemen wore the
uniforms of the Ivory Patrol. They were
the troopers commanded by Sergeant
Gates, and with the non-com. at their

head they charged towards the jungle
cruiser.

The ponderous vehicle was soon on
the move, however, and at a pace equal
to that of a galloping pony it rolled into
the defile and clattered past, the patch
of scrub in which Tim and Spencer
were lying.

Shortly afterwards Gates and his detail

swept by the covert that Tim and the
hunter were sharing. Yet as on a pre-
vious occasion their pursuit of the
armoured car was in vain, for, although
the gorgo seemed to be blocked at its

northern end by a precipitous rock-face,
there was a narrow "cut" leading off

In the left and opening on to an exten-
sive valley, and within a few seconds of
the jungle cruiser negotiating this gap
a shattering explosion brought about a

cave-in that effectively stemmed the on-
rush of the troopers.

It was an explosion caused by the
bursting of a grenade hurled from the
armoured ear, and the landslide that
occurred as a result of it choked the
fissure through which the vehicle had
rumbled. As for Gates and his men,
they were luckily short of the gap when
the collapse took place, and. though
baffled in their pursuit of the Webb
gang, they might well have thanked
their stars that they were not lying

mangled under hundreds of tons of

debris.
'i'li«' trooper- had no choice now but

t; tine in their (racks, and it, was as

the? were coming back through the

defile thai Tim stood up and showed
himself, noting as he did so the look
of surprise that dawned on the face of
Sergeant. Gales when the latter recog-
nised him.
''Vou!" the non-com. blurted, on

drawing rein beside Ihe patch of scrub.

"What the blaze are you doing up in

this territory?"
Tim answered him quietly, stating

thai ,he had set out from Amhesi for
I he north liee.iu.--e he believed il was in

these regions thai his Father had dis-

appeared. Then he went on to describe
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all that had happened after he himself
had encountered the Spencer safari.

"But where did you and your men
spring from, anyhow, sergeant?" he
asked, when he had finished his story.

"We were bivouacked not very far

from here," was the reply, "and when
wo heard shots a little while back we
took horse to find out what the trouble
was."
Gates now turned his attention on

Spencer, and, though he had soon satis

Bed himself that the hunter had not
been seriously injured, it was obvious
to him that ho had suffered a severe
shaking. Consequently, ho decided to

send him down through the jungle to
Ambesi with an escort of two or three
troopers, and, on the natives of
Spencer's safari reappearing timorously
on the track above, the sergeant sum-
moned them down into the defile,

motioned to a group of saplings that
grew near the mouth of the gorge and
instructed the blacks to fashion a litter

for their master.
The saplings served that purpose ad-

mirably, the stems being broken or!

short at ground-level and lashed to-

gether to form a stretcher on which
Spencer was laid. Then Gates ad-
dressed Tim.
"You're going back to Ambesi, too,"

he announced.
The youngster began to protest.
"I can't go back, sergeant," he said.

"My father's up here somewhere, and
I've got to find him. Listen, you may
bo able to help me find him, and. it

you do, it's more than likely that he'll

be in a position to put you on the trail

of Spider Webb."
"What makes you think so?" Gates

queried.
"Well, I've already told you that the

aimoured car Webb and his gang arc
using is the one that belonged to my
dad," Tim reminded him.
"Yes, you did tell me that," Gates

conceded. "But look here, kid, my job
up here is to investigate the attack
on Jim Conway's safari, and I've an
idea that a tribe known as the Bat-
wongas may have been responsible for

it. They're a bad bunch, who are
rumoured to take their orders from a

renegade white man, and in dealing
with them I'll have plenty on my hands
without the added responsibility ol

ing that you don't get into any mis-

chief. So I'm sending you back to
Ambesi, and that's final."

Again Tim tried to expostulate, but
the sergeant interrupted him.
"You heard me, son," he declared,

"and it's no use you arguing. This
territory up here is no place for a kid

like you."

Lora Graham's Proposition

BORNE on the improvised Stretcher
h> the clack boys of his s:fan
Spencer was being conveyed along

the trail that cleaved the jungle and
linked the northern wilds with Ambesi,
and behind him rode throe Ivory
Patrolmen and Tim. the

having been provided with a spare pony
that had belonged to Sergeant Gates'
detachment.
As for Chiles and the rest of his detail.

they had returned to the base camp
they had established, and more than two
hours had elapsed since the party bound
for Ambesi had separated from them,
During those two hour-, the troopers

who were acting as escort to Spencer
and his employees had kept a close

watch on Tim lesl he should attempt
to give them the slip and head north-
ward again in spite ol the sergeant's

commands. Bui the lad had given
every indication ol being resigned to
the idea t l going back to Ambesi, and
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now the three patrolmen had relaxed
their vigilance, believing that the
youngster had accepted his situation.

Thoy were mistaken. For, as the
dusk was gathering over the sky and
the eternal gloom of the jungle
was beginning to deepen under the
approach of night, Tim contrived to

draw his horse back a little, causing it

to fall slightly 10 the rear so that a gap
of a yard or two separated him from
the troopers.
'Gradually he increased that distance,

till at last he felt it was safe to swing
round and spur his mount towards the
riorth. As for the patrolmen, they rode
for several miles without being aware
of Tim's defection. Indeed, the three
of them had fallen into a drowse, let-

ling the;'- horses plod forward auto-
matically at the heels of Spencer's
bearers, and fully an hour must have
gone by since Tim had parted company
with them when one of the troopers
suddenly awakened with a Star!—looked
around him vaguely—then gave vent
to a sharp ejaculation as he realised
that the lad was missing.
His exclamation brought his comrades

to their senses; and. the natives who
were carrying Spencer having been
ordered to hall, the khaki-clad police
officers weie soon galloping northward
over the ground which had been
covered.
They backtracked for about a mile,

;.fter which they gave lip their quest
a*> futile, for they saw that they might
search 'all night, without coining ai

any trace of Tim. There were many
paths branching off to right and left

of the main trail, and for all they knew
the youngster might have turned along
any one of these to elude possible pur-
suit. They could not tell, for h was
too dark to make out the imprints of

hoof- in the soil and gain any indica-
tion of the route he may have taken.

< Cursing the boy for his wilfulness, the
three troopers returned to the spot
where they had left Spencer and the
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blacks, and. electing to press on towards
Ambesi, they resumed the southerly
march with the prostrate hunter and his

bearers.
They were, not destined to reach the

set i lenient that night, however. The
negroes commenced to show signs of
fatigue before long, and there v. eie

frequent stoppages for rest, so that it

was not until well on in the following
day that the party eventually • arrived
at Ambesi.
By that time Spencer had developed

a fever, brought on without a doubt by
the shaking he had sustained, and he
was placed at once in the charge of the
doctor who had attended Jim Conway.
In the meanwhile Conway had made

rapid progress under the care of the
medical officer attached to the Patrol's
headquarters, and twenty-four hours of

expert treatment and attention had
worked wonders on him. the more BO

as lie was naturally of a strong con-
stitution.

He had been wounded high up in the
left arm, and had lost a good deal of
blood, but when the doctor had suc-

ceeded in stanching the flow of that
blood he had speedily recovered from
the effects of the injury, and into tie'

baiv.-un the :].hii::us ocndltlci: af In

-

mind had subsided, so. that he had been
able to give a clear account of the
manner in which his safari had 1 n
w iped out.

Contrary to the belief expressed by
Gates, natives had no! been responsible
lor tiie attack on Conway's expedition
nor had the gorillas of Dead Man's Pass
figured in the onset. According to Jim
Conway, renegade whites had been the
Culprits, and their motive had been
theft—the theft of a valuable quantity
of ivory he had been bringing from the
north.

It was a story that created a sensa-
tion in Ambesi when it went the round
of the settlement, and, when ii was suc-

ceeded bj news of Spencer's arrival and
the circumstances in which be, ion, bad
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lo.>t all hi' possessed, the one topic I

conversation in the trading estab
ments along the waterfront was the

brigandage which had cost the two
hunters so dear.

Not long after the tidings concerning
Spencer had become general kndwlei
Lota Graham made her way to the

depot, of the Ivory Patrol. She had
learned that Conway was on his feet

again, and it had occurred to her that
wilh his knowledge of the wilds he
might be the very one to help her in

the project which had brought her up-
eountry. Therefore she sought out
Captain Morgan, commanding officer of
the Patrol, and through him she ob-

tained an introduction 10 the hunter In

question,

Her first impression on meeting him
was more than favourable. Stani
well over six feet, he was of powerful
physique, and his ruggedly handsome
countenance suggested candour and
trustworthiness. He was. she fell sui'e,

a man on whom she could depend.

"Ah. Conway," -he said, as soon as
thej were alone, " I want to talk to

you about these ivorj thefts. It's im-
possible to believe, of course, thai the
men who robbed Spencer incited the
gorillas ol Mead Man's Pass to attack Ins

safari, but I do think that those men
intended to waylay him as they way-
laid you, and iv span d
lie, essitj nf using force by the chi

onslaught of the apes. Also, Mr. '

way, I ihink I Know a good deal about
the leader ol those men -Spidei Webb.''

Jim Conway looked at her thought-
fully. I lis left arm was wrapped in

bandages that were concealed by his

shin sleeve, but his wound had not alio

gether sapped the strength from it a

fact that was indicated by the ma
in which he clenched his fist.

"S|iid"i Webb," he mused. "Captain
Morgan mentioned that name. Huh.
I'd never heard ol him until to-day. but
if he's the rat who led the attack on

Look !
" the hunter rapped out " A horseman—and judging by the way he's riding he's in trouble 1

"
May 7tb, 1038,
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my safari I'd give ten years of my life

to get my hands on him."
lie was silent for a moment, and then

iie shrugged his broad shoulders.
"Whats the use of talking, though?"

he grunted, "I'm broke. I'm in no
position to fit out another expedition

and go looking for the man who robbed
me, tor every rent 1 had was sunk in

that ivory I lost. I can only stay here
in idleness and hope that some day the
Patrol «ill catch np with him.''

" N'ou needn't stay here in idleness,

Mr. Conway," Lora rejoined. "1 think
1 have a proposition that may interest

you. Listen, T came into the jungle
ostensibly to hunt big game, but the
game I'm really after is—Spider Webb.
And. between us, you and I may land
him, .Mi. Conway. You know the

country, and I hold a draft on the

Ambesi Hank for an amount that

should be sufficient to raise and equip

a safari.

"There's just one thing," she adder]

deliberately. "I'd like to make it clear

that I want Webb taken alive."

Jim Conway was eyeing her curiously
now.
"What do you want with this Spider

Webb, anyway, Miss Lacey?" he asked
her.

Lora hesitated for a few seconds, and
then she looked him full in the face,

''I'll he frank with yon,'' she said.

"Mi. Conway, my name isn't really

Laoey. hut Graham, and my brother
Donald is serving a fen-year sentence
in the Territorial Prison down in ('ape

Province for a diamond robbery that he
never committed. It was Spider Webb
who (ommitted that robbery, and the
only chance I have of clearing my
brother is to force a confession out of
U'ehli."

She paused, then went on in an
parnest bone:
"I'm moderately well off for money,

thanks to a legacy I inherited from a

relative," she continued, "and I'm pre-

pared to spend every ha'penny of (hat

inheritance in trying to establish my
brother's innocence. After I succeed in

doing thai. I don't care what becomes
of Webb. You can take out your own

lance on him as you think fit."

"1 see," .li'n Conway murmured.
• Well, if we catch up with Spider Webb
I'll be satisfied with turning him over
to the law and letting a judge and jury
lake care of him. YVhen do we start,

Miss—er—Laoey ?"

"Then you accept my proposition."

T.oia said thankfully. "All right, Mr.
Conway, we start just as soon as you

up to it."

Conway nursed his injured arm.
'• Doc claims I ought to give this

' wing ' of mine a rest," he observed,
"ami he also suggests that I should

give my whole constitution a chance to

n-iate by taking things easy for a

while. But I feel pretty okay, and as

far as I'm concerned the sooner we get

going the better I'll lie pleased. 1 think

I can get a safari together within
twenty-four hours -picked natives at

linn -loyal, willing and, above all, re-

liable in a scrap."
II was true to his words, for when

the Sun rose the next morning he and
Lora Graham were setting out for the

north «rith a company of stalwart

blacks, all of whom were in the prime
of life except an elderly headman whose
experience made up for hi.-- lack of

physical qualities.

Hostile Bushmen

ON the afternoon of the day upon
which Lora Graham and Jim
Conway deputed from Ambesi

with iheii safari. Tim Tvler might have
ilay 7tli. iws.
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been seen wading in the shallows of a

river that wound through the bush.

He had spent over forty-eight hom-s
in the northern realms of the jungle,
hoping io pick up some clue regarding
the fare of his father, and during that
time he had kept a close look-out for
Sergeant dates and his men, for he
had no wish to be discovered by them
and packed south to Patrol headquarters
under a second and more vigilant
escort.

His object was to remain in the deep
wilds until he had learned what had
become of the parent to whom he was
devoted, and he was keenly alive to the
possibility of obtaining some informa-
tion concerning him if he could come
across the Wehh gang and keep track of
their movements.
The task cf providing himself with

life's necessities had not worried him in

the interval. The jungle abounded in

fruits and edible plants, and there were
shoals of fish in the river that, mean-
dered through the thickets. He also

possessed a carbine which rested in a
sheath suspended from the saddle of
the pony that had been lent to him,
though as yet he had not used the
weapon for hunting game—first because
he had feared that any shooting might
bring Sergeant dates and his troopers
upon him—secondly, because he pre-
ferred to save his ammunition in case
he was attacked by wild beasts.

At the moment he was bent on spear-
ing a fish or two by means of a stick

that he had lopped from a tree the
previous day. With a knife that he
owned be had whittled one end of this

stick to a point, and, when he had
sallied into the river with it the day
before, his efforts had not been un-
attended by success.

To-day, however, he seemed to have
lost his cunning, and he had yet to
make a catch, when suddenly bis atten-

tion was diverted by something that ap-
peared to he floating towards him on
the current of the stream—something,
which he at first took to he a log.

But it was not a log, as be suddenly
realised, and it was travelling at a much
swifter rate than the current. It was
an evil crocodile, and it was gliding
smoothly and rapidly in bis direction

with deadly intent.

Giving vent to an exclamation of

alarm, Tim wheeled and started back
through the shallows for the bank, but
the water impeded him, and the mud
of the river-bed clogged his feet, so

that the reptile, changing its course to

head him off, seemed almost bound to

intercept him.
Panting, he struggled onward, and

he managed to outstrip the loathsome
creature and gain the bank, though only
just in time, for as he scrambled on to

dry ground he heard ihe jaws of the

crocodile snap within inches of his heels.

Then he blundered away from the

river's edge, and was congratulating
himself on having reached safety when
his right ankle fouled a looped and
trailing vine.

lie hipped and fell his length, and as

he twisted round he saw that I he croco-

dile was dragging itself out of the

water. Next instant he was making
frantic efforts to release his ankle, but
it had been snared by the vine in such.

a manner thai it was difficult to dis-

entangle it. and while he fought to set

his foot free the saurian monster from
the river moved towards him with
awkward gait.

Il could am io\er ground at the speed
with which it could travel through the

water. Nevertheless Tim must have
been seized by it if an unexpected diver-

sion had not occurred—a diversion
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created by a jungle denizen who bad
already on one former occasion proved
to be a friend in need.
Out of a clump of mangroves a

leopard sprang. It was the leopard
whose injured paw Tim bad doctored
a few days before, and, streaking to his

rescue, it pounced on the crocodile with
bared teeth and extended claws.

The scuffle that ensued was of brief
duration, for the reptile that bad
crawled from the river was out of its

element and no match for the agile
panther which had attacked it. In
thirty seconds, by which time Tim had
succeeded in releasing his ankle, the
saurian was beating a retreat into the
water, and as it made off the boy who
had so nearly fallen a prey to it stared
breathlessly at the leopard to whom he
owed his life.

"You again, boy!" he said in fervent
accents. "That's twice you've got me
out of a jam. Gee, you certainly know
how to use those teeth of yours. I—

f

guess I'll call you Fang on account of
them. Yeah, that's a good name for
you. Fang."
The panther gazed at him steadfastly

for a moment with its cat-like eyes.

Then it turned and padded off into the
jungle, and. after watching it until the
thickets had swallowed it, Tim made
his own way towards a small clearing
w lure he had built a camp-fire and left

his horse.

He had lost his taste for fish, and felt

prepared to confine himself to a vege-
tarian diet. But as it happened he was
destined to forgo a meal altogether, for

as lie came in view of the clearing
where be had encamped he saw that his
pony was no longer alone there.

A formidable bund of aborigines
were assembled in the glade—busbnicn
who were armed variously with
assegais and clubs and whose brutal
faces and half-nude bodies were
hid* sly panted.
Had Tim been familiar with the north

territory he would have recognised them
from the markings on their features and
chests as members of the dreaded
Batwonga tribe—that race of blacks who
resented the presence of strangers in

their domain. As it was, be guessed in-

tuitively from their sinister appearance
that they were not likely to be well

disposed, and he had the presence of

mind to duck down amidst a patch of
tangled undergrowth before they could
descry him.
Obviously they bad come upon his

encampment by chance, and now they

were displaying a lively interest in liis

horse. At the same time they were
conversing in a barbarous tongue of

which Tim could make nothing, but
presently they began to scatter into the

surrounding thickets, leaving two of

their number beside Tim's pony, and i'

«a> clear to the boy that the savages
had decided to make a search for the

owner of the mount.
Several of the bushmen passed close

to bis covert, but failed to observe him
and crept quietly on in the direction

of the river. As for Tim, he waited
until there was no sign of any of the

warriors except the two who bad re-

mained in charge of his horse, and then,

resolved to escape from the vicinity

without delay, he worked round to the

rear of those two individuals.

Once be had manoeuvred himself into

such a position that their backs weie
towards him he made a sudden rush

ae.d leapt astride his pony, and before

the pair of savages could grasp what
wa> happening he had snatched the

reins from their bands and clapped his

heel* to the horse's flanks.

The animal bounded off, Tim urging
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it down a track that led to the south,

and the creatine was thirty yards from
the glade ere the blacks there recovered
their wits and hurled their Spears at the

fugitive, raising an angry outcry as

thev did so.

The spears missed Tim, flashing harm-
lessly over his head, but the cries of

the two warriors who had thrown them
were answered from a myriad points

in the jungle, and within a few seconds

.three or four of the aborigines sprang
out on to the trail in front of the youth-
fid horseman.
They lifted their assegais threaten-

ingly, but tho white youngster bent low
in the saddle and dug his heels the
harder into his pony, and in another
moment he was charging the bushmen
down.
The warriors were hurled (r> the

ground by tho horse's onset, and one
of them screamed out as an iron-shod

hoof stove in his ribs where he lay.

The other's were luckier, and escaped
serious injury, but by the time they hud
regained their feet Tim had swung out

of sight round a bend in the jungle
path.

It was as he turned that bend thai
he saw a group of figures some little

distance ahead of him. They were ap-

proaching from tho south, and had de-

bouched on to a stretch of more or less

open ground that was flanked on the
by a steep ascent whose lower

-lopes were strewn with rocks and
matted with clumps of scrub.

To his relief Tim perceived that they
were not members of the hostile band
which had scattered through the bush
in quest of him. They comprised a
safari, and they were led by Jim Con
way and Lora Graham, both of whom
the youth recognised almost immedi-
ately.
As for Conway, Lora and (he natives

in their employ, they had been quick
Co descry Tim, and, hailing abruptly,
tho first-named motioned to the fleeing

boy

.

"Look;" the hunter rapped out. "A
horseman—and judging by the way lie's

riding he's in trouble!"

"Why, it's Tim Tyler!" the girl by
Iris side ejaculated.
Conway directed a sharp glance at

her.

"Tim Tvlcr?" he echoed. "Did you
say—Tyler?"
Lora nodded, but did not remove her

eyes from the oncoming form of the

young horseman, and as the latter drew
rein in front of her she spoke to him
with a note of interrogation in her
voice.

"Tim!" she exclaimed. "What are
you doing here 1"

The youth scrambled from the saddle.

There was an expression of intense ex-

citement on his clean-cut face.

"I'll tell you that later, Miss Lora,"
ho jerked. "There's no time for ex-

planations right now. Listen, you and
Mr. Conway and these natives who are
with you have got to get under cover,

or you're liable to find yourselves in the
middle of a hornets' nest!"

"Hornets' nest?" Jim Conway inter-

posed. "What do yon mean, son?"

Tim pointed in the direction whence
he had come.
"The thickets there, are full of

savages!" he panted. "They came
across my horse and started searching
for me, but T managed to sneak up on
the pony and make a dash for it. I

And then he stopped short, for at that
instant a chorus of fiendish howls arose
from the edge of the brushwood from
which he had galloped only half a
minute before, and a swarm of painted)
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half-nude bushmen leapt into full view
from the tangled vegetation.

They were the blacks who had
stumbled upon Tim's encampment, and
they had speedily converged upon the

line of his escape; and now, as they
beheld the Conway safari, they raised

their voices in a blood-curdling battle-

cry and swept forward to tho attack.
"Batwougas!" Jim Conway shouted.

"The fiercest bunch of killers in Central
Africa

!"

He gripped Tim by the arm.
"You were right," be said tersely.

"We've got to get under cover! Those
devils outnumbered OS by five to one!
Bee—that, big cluster of rocks over there
on the rise—we may be able to fight

them off from there 1 Take Miss Lara
up on your horse and make for those
rocks! Tho rest of us will follow!"

Tim was prompt to obey. Helping
Lora into the saddle, ho climbed up
liehind her, and in another second he
was urging his horse towards the
tumbled ooulders Conway had indicated,
and as he and tho girl rodV off they
heard tho hunter rail out instructions

to the bearers of his safari in the native
tongue.

Jim Conway had chosen Iris safari
well. Without panic—indeed, with an
orderliness that would have done credit
to a squad of soldiery—tho black boy9
from the Settlement of Ambesi proceeded
to retreat with the white hunter in the
direction of the rising ground on the
west, and as they retreated they vol-

leyed the advancing Batwougas effec-

tively with rifles that had been served
out to them as an essential part of tho
expedition's equipment.
Unhurriedly they withdrew across the

open terrain taking the same course as
Lora and Tim. and rending tho air with
the blasts of their suns. And the Bat-
wougas, raked with sleeting lead, were
for tho time being held in check as

Boveral of them bit the dust.

Meanwhile Tim and Lora were travel-

ling at a fast clip, and soon they had
reached tho cluster of rocks to which
Jim Conway had referred. Then, pull-
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ing his horse to a -land-till and draw-
ing his carbine from its sheath, Tim
slid from tho pony's back and helped

his fair companion to dismount as well.

Together boy and girl now made their

way through the boulders, Tim leading
ins mount by the rein, and it was as

they penetrated the rocks that they ob-

served the yawning mouth of a cave in

a stiff acclivity behind the clutter of

great stones.

Thinking of Lora's safety, Tim at once
resolved to hurry tho girl into the
shelter of that aperture. Yet ere he
could do so his horse suddenly strained

back, tearing its rein out. of his grasp
and turning to gallop off through the

boulder.,—and next moment the reason
for its behaviour was made known, for

out of the gloom of the cavern a
brutish, tan-coloured form emerged.

It was the form of a powerful lion

whose presence tho pony must have
sensed, and at sight of it a hoarse cry

broke from Tim, a cry that, blended
with a half-stifled scream uttered by
Lora. Then, quick to recover himself,

the bov drew a bead on the animal with
his carbine, hut even as he earned the

weapon to his shoulder a second tawny
figure issued from tho cave, to be fol-

lowed by another and still another.
Tim Tyler and Lora Graham had

stumbled upon tho lair of a troop of

lions, and in a flash the armed youngster
realised that although his carbine might
tako toll of tho first brute he could
never del'.. ml himself and the girl

against the others. And that soul-

chilling thought was looming in his mind
when the denizens of the cavern sprang
snarling at the youth and his terrified

companion !

(To be continued in another grippinn
episode next week. A New Universal
Picture, controlled throughout the
United Kingdom and Eire by General
Film Distributors, Ltd., staring Frankie

Thomas.)

THUNDER TRAIL" *

(Continued from page 20.) Jt
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with a heavy mallei. And it was then
that he found ;lu: watch; and in a Bash
he knew it to be his father's old one.

He stood staring at. it, breathing
heavily. Here at last was all the proof

he needed (o make his suspicions cer-

tainties !

And tlun a hard voice behind him
made him whirl round. In the door-

way A\as Bob Tate regarding him
through narrowed eyes.

"What are you doing here?"
Arizona's lip curled.
"What d'you think?"
"You're just what, dad told me you

were," retorted the, other content]
tuously. "dust, a cheap thief."

"You ought, to know something about
thievin'- and murdering, too!" flung

back Arizona. "It SOCtnS to run .;i

your family.'

llo sprang a., him in a second.
Bob was ready lor him, and his ii-.,

clashed into Arizona's face, sending him!
staggering bail;. Hut, he came again
in a moment, though this time mi
cautiously.

For quite Ci\q minutes the light lasted,

and each saw murder in the other's

eyes as they lashed out furiously,

struggling with each other._ But at

last, a fierce blow on the jaw from
Arizona sent Bob staggering to the

floor, and in a Hash the other was on

Continued on page 27.)

Ma} 7th, 1939.
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"THUNDER TRAIL"
(Continued from page 25)

lop of him. But even as he foil a

gasp came from him, for Bob's shirt had
been torn away in the struggle. And
there, exposed to view, was a scar on
his shoulder—and the scar took the

form of an "A.'
And then at last, amid the whirl

of tilings, he managed to find his voice.

"Bob. Bob, you've got to listen to

me. I'm—I'm your brother, Dick!'' he
led.

It was thus that Lopez found them
ten minutes later. He had seen the

fight through the' window and had
climbed up into the room. B"b was
examining the watch that Dick was
holding out to him. while he listened

fo the sioiv that Dick was telling him
with an expression of incredulity on his

face.

Saul Lopez with a puzzled expression
on his. face :

" But I do not understand. Fit

fight with the Senor Tate, amigo, and
now you seem to be sorry-."

"J lis name isn'l Tate at all," replied

Arizona quietly. "lie's my brother.
Now you both get out of here. 1 want
to see Tate.''

They had not been gone more than
a few minutes when Tate came up into

the ofiicc to find Arizona sitting there

quite calmly with his father's watch ;;i

his hand.
T.ite glared at him.
"What are you doing in my offii

he demanded.

Arizona got up coolly from his chair.

He held out the watch and saw the
start the other gave.
Then he spoke.
"You 'nave an idea, Tate." he said,

"about wiping- out the Morgan family'.

But I don't think I'd try it if I were
you. There was another nice old teller

once who was heading back Missouri
way with a Dackel of gold and a couple
at kids. His name was John Ames.
but he newer reached Missoui i."

He paused for a moment. lb
the fear in the other's eyes, but he
went on relentlessly :

"You might remember, too. that if

you start trying to wipe out tin;

Morgan family. Bob Ames will be
shootin' at you."
"What?"'
The word came almost in a groan

from Tate's lips, but Arizona only
smiled.
"I put him wise to quite a lot," he

replied, "only a few minutes ago. You
see, he's my brother. My name's Dick
Ames. You made a mistake.

. when you didn't kill all of lis."*

Tate stood there breathing heavily,
-waving a little, too. He knew tno
game was up and the race was run,
but now bitter rage was in his h

blotting out everything else. All he
wanted to do was to wipe out this man
who had ruined all his plans.

Suddenly his hand flashed to his gun,
but even as it was drawn clear of the

holster, Dick's .45 spoke and Tal'

to the floor and lay very still.

And Arizona stood looking down on
him. but there was no pity in his

—only a grim smile as he re]

gun.
"I reckon that squares the account at

last, dad,'' he said softly.

(By permission of Paramount Film Ser-

vice, Ltd., starring Gilbert Roland and
Charles Bickford.)
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RENFREW OF THE 3

ROYAL MOUNTED'
(Continued from page 12)

Renfrew wTouched open the door,

dragged the old man out, and then

darted back to catch Virginia in his

arms.
" .Man— shot " the girl gasped out.

and managed to point her hand back at

the refrigerating plant. "There

—

there!"
Once again Renfrew darted into the

place, and the fumes made him choke

and splutter. It was hard to see. By
luck he stumbled over the body. His

Strong anus got the wretched engraver

to bis feet, and with Ins burden -

gered to safety.

He's alive and that's all,-" said

Renfrew,
"H° tried to save \a from II"

said Bronson,
In Mollis' offiee late, S Ren

frew heard the whole tale.

"Well, that's the end of the coun-
terfeit smuggling ramp,'' he said with

a satisfied grin. "Do you still dislike

me. Virginia?"
"I never disliked i Virginia

flushed. "We ove our li\es to you.''

She looked appealinglv at Renfrew.
"Will my father have to go back to

prison ?"

"Certainly not. The note lets him
out and entitles him to some sort of

reward." was ihe instant answer. "It
was a brilliant bit of engraving. His
message saying he was a prisoner at

'

Pine Lodge and signed with his name
was a masterpiece of skill. It brought
me hero posl hasb .

"I think you're wonderful." mur-
mured Virginia, when next day they
walked arm-in-arm through the
grounds.
"Maybe the admiration is mutual.

Not often a girl would sink up for her
father as you have done.'' Renfrew
from his six. feet grinned down at the

girl. He pointed towards the dog,
trolling <>n ahead. "1 ightuing thinks
you're grand. I though! so the first

time f saw you."
" Whe n yon hooked lie '.

"

"It's the lauding of the catch that's

won i boldly linn mured
geini He nfrow.

(By permission of Associated Biitish

Film Distributors, Ltd., starring James
Newill and Carol Hughes.)
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"SATURDAY'S HEROES"!

W, (Continued from page 16) £

whom the ball shot out of the pack.

saw his chance Baker suddenly leaped

to action, all else forgotten, as the ball

id towards him. He caught u mag
nificentry and began weaving through

the startled Calton players.

Man after man leaped to drag him
down; expertly, to the roaring crowd's

delight, he warded them off and con-

tinued his lone, mad ran. unconscious

now ol ihe i'aei that his clothes were

in ribbons alter their wild clutchini

Val, with the crowd, was on his feel

cheering madly, beside himself with joy.

Hammond was biting his nails, Mitchell

smiling serenely, and jus! before the

« bistle ended I he game, B bine

his marvellous run, scored a last-second

touchdown with two of the Calton men
falling on top of him. Hats, sticks, coats

and programme.- soared into the air

above the >a\ ing t rowd.
Andy .Jones, jumping like a jack-in-

the box, grabbed a minor from a girl

ne\i to him, took out a pan oi scissors

and beamed all round
" Pardon me. [*VC waited ' irs for

this!" He trimmed the beautifully

Curling ends of his ii stache, for he

had sworn to nurture thai inous

until Weston won a big game. As the

ends fluttered to ihe ground, he veiled:
" I won't need these any more !"

During the excitement, Frances found

Val on the bench, and they sal there,

not caring who might be watching.

Val was cheerful al last: he had
achieved his object. Weston had won,

and the blow had been stiuek for the

clearing up .it ihe Football syBtem.
""

I'll tell you tin- w hole sioiy." he

.-aid to the happily smiling girl. "You
see. when I left here, I wenl over to

Weston, and got to see Dr. Mitchell

-and Ki .in. that's ihe way il was!"
Locked in a tight embrace, thej

there until the ground was all I

empty. "Fran." la- whispered, "you
the most adorable, delightful,

delicious, er er "

A quaiul figure popped up behind
them. It was Andy, looking very
strange with In- shortened moustache.

•• D lo\ ely !" he cxi laimed. " Now .

don't you think we OUghl tp fO ho

(By permission of Radio Pictures, Ltd.,

starring Van Heflin and Marian
Marsh.)
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(.See page 2).
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Troublesome Sounds
Public Pests that create 'one' of , the

l)i«Kest financial riskftfifi' motion picture
production are usually the most, minute
things that could not disturb the tran-
quillity of a quiet home. • >

They are dangerous pests and
anathema to all motion picture directors
—particularly Clarence Brown, who
directed Walter Huston, James .Stewart,
Beulah Bondi and a tremendous sup-
porting cast in "Of Human Hearts " at
Metro-Goldwyn-Ma.vor. They are as
foHows

:

1.—The common house fly can settle
on a microphone and remain undetected
until the film is developed and printed.
It usually is not discovered until the
scene is shown in" a projection. The
entire sequence has to be refilmed.

2.—An airplane that continues to
hover over a studio holds up all actual
shooting of. scenes, causing a big loss.

3.—For a person to sneeze on the
sound stage while the cameras are run-
ning means the scene must be retaken.

4.—Chirping sparrows often, nestle in

the high rafters of the sound stages.
Production is always suspended while
company employees scramble through
the rafters to dislodge them.

5.—A stray cat frequently adopts a
sound stage as its home and mews
during the scefies, causing retakes. Cats
have been known to have litters of
kittens in dark places, nuking it diffi-

cult to find them.
6.—A squeaky shoe is magnified

many tunes on the sound track. The
company must shut, down until the actor
has made the long trek to the wardrobe
department for squeakless shoes.

7.—Hammering off-stage is one of (he
more common worries. Work must be
• ailed off until the hammerer is located
and a red-light signal system installed
for him.

8.—Train whistle s and motor-car
horns, particularly on location, are
nuisances to the director who is work-
ing against daylight and time. They
cannot tie controlled. The company
must stand idle until they vanish.

9.-—Quite often, studio visitors, ignor-
ing-the golden rule of silence on a sound
stage; continue to whisper while a sceno
is being taken. The scene must be done
over again.

10.—Forgetful studio workers occasion-
ally read newspapers on the set while
the scene is being filmed. When they
fold or crumple the paper it is regis-

tered on the sound track like crackling
thunder.

Travelling Hotel for Horses

Russell Hayden, the cowboy actor, is

the proprietor of the world's most
luxurious hotel of its kind, a travelling
Kit/. -Carlton for horses, which he de-
signed for the uso of his twelve trained
motion picture mounts.
The equine, hostelry provides the last

word in comfort, having stall space foT
the dozen, steeds and an automatic
escalator for a gang plank. The actor,
who is featured in Producer Harry
Sherman's " Hopalong Cassidy " series,

conceived the idea of the horse
.
hotel

to relieve the cramped conditions of ani-

mals being transported.

Sauce from the Goose
Mother goose laid an egg. Not a

golden one, to be sure, although the ex-
citement caused by this act of Nature
on the Walter Wanger set of "The
Adventuress," made it appear for the
moment that the golden phenomenon
had actually happened.
During tile filming of a dramatic train

scene in which Leo Carrillo, as a Spanish
soldier, and a group of peasants are
travelling from one province to another,
the excitement occurred. The faces of
the passengers on the train were serious,

befitting an atmosphere of war.
Katherine do Mille, playing the part of
a pretty peasant girl, clung to the last

of her worldly possessions, a nice fat

goose.

"Camera—ready—shoot," ordered Mr.
Dietetic, directing "Tho Adventuress."
The cameras began to grind. The

faces of the people became grimmer.
Leo Carrillo acted out his dramatic plea.

Suddenly he laughed. And Miss de
Mille's reactions certainly were not in

keeping with the script.

'Cut!" shouted Dietetic. "What'.-
going on here '!"

Carrillo, still laughing, was unable to
answer. But Miss de Mille meekly
held up a nice fresh egg.
Mother goose had laid an egg and

cooked tho scene.

Doug Fairbanks, Junr., Aids
Needy Extra

When elderly Henrietta Robbins, old-
time extra m most of the silent pictures

TUESDAY IS
"BOY'S CINEMA" DAY! \

House, Farrinsdon Street, London, E.C.4.

which starred Douglas Fairbanks, senr.,

heard that Doug had returned to Holly-
wood and that Irene Dunne, Fairbanks,
and some two hundred extras were on
location in San Fernando Valley for

RKO Radio's, "The Joy of Living,"
she spent most of a hard-earned dollar

for bus fare to the scene.
Doug would remember her, she knew,

and seo that she got some much-needed
work. But upon arrival she learned
that the Fairbanks in the picture was
Doug Junr., and that all extra parts

had been filled.

Henrietta got the job. however. When
Doug .Junr, heard of her presence, lie

induced the director to put on anothei
extra, and paid her cheque himself. .

" The Kid " is Back
Jackie Coogan has returned, ns a

man, to the movies that made him
famous as a child.

For the first time since ho was a
youngster, "the Kid." has been before
the cameras in an important picture.

Instead of a wistful* raoppet, Coogan is

now a suave, smiling orchestra leader.

He is tall and broad-shouldered, in the

true leading man tradition.

As he swings his baton at the

orchestra he smiles at his bride, for

Betty Grable appears with him in Para-
mount's "Swing, Teacher, Swing."
She dances to the orchestra he conducts.
In playing the part of a band leader,

the former child star docs more than
play a part. He puts into practice In-

vocation for the last three years. Jackie
has had his own orchestra. He hopes
to continue his career as an entertainer.

"I don't know just what form it will

take," he says, "but I want to continue
at tho business I have known all my life.

1 hope from time to time to make a

picture. I am also interested in writing
for the screen.

"Right now I'm trying to get
together with Charlie Chaplin, and I am
intrigued with the possibility of writing

a screen play, and creating a character
that will be a talking counterpart to
' The Kid ' that I did with him."
Coogan is now twenty two. and, with

the exception of his appearance in a

western three years ago, he has been
away from pictures since he was
fourteen. '

In "Swing. Teacher, Swing" he ap-
peal- with Bums and Allen, Martha
Rave, Edward Everett Horton, Ben
Blue and others.
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Confidence is a Great Thing !

Jack Holt, the perennially popular
screen star, has often boasted to his in-

timates and fellow-players that when he
dusts a man he will risk not onl.v his

pocket-book but his life on that con-
fidence.

During the filming of Columbia's
'•Under Suspicion," in which Holt plays
his 200th starring role, he had the op-
portunity to make food that boast— as

far as risking bis oncerned.

A mystery Story, the plot contains a
' in which a rifle bullet crashes

through a window, whizzes past Holt's
head, and buries itself in the wall be-

hind him. The script called for a close-

up of the action, and Director Lewis
Collins, a stickler for realism, called for

an expert marksman.

Eddie Mack, one-time circus and army
sharpshooter who specialises in such
hazardous jobs around Hollywood, was
-i lected For thi task-. Befoi e the sot ne
was staged, Jack, who is no mean
marksman himself with rifle and pistol,

insisted that Mack give him a sample
of his prowess. As a result of this re-

hearsal by shooting tiny targets at a

hundred yards, and also knocking the
spots (ut of playing cards, floli ex-

pressed himself as satisfied with Mack's
perfect aim.

The scene was photographed not once,

but several times until deemed perfect.

Each time Mack sent a .30-30 slug whiz-

zing within an inch of Holt's head as

he sat in a chair. Not once did Holt
even wince to spoil the scene. Asked

it his own steel nerves afterwards,
plied:

"I just had confidence in him. And
when I have that I'll go die limit with

any man."

Interruptions on "The Saint in New
York " Set

It look eight men aimed with shot

guns to keep R.K.O. ranch quiet

enough to make motion pictures one
I recently.

Filming night scenes for R.K.O.
Radio's "The Saint in New York," the

sound track was repeatedly ruined by
the yelps of coyotes who had been
driven down from l he lulls by the .

heavy nuns.

Bach time the siren was Mown for

absolute quiet, the beasts took up then

howling, interrupting dialogue between
Louis Ilayward and Kay Button,

Director Hen Holmes solved the

problem by hAving tight prop men
aimed with shotguns deploy in a circle,

their guns into the sir prior to

making ea The coyotes would
remain quiet lor several minutes alter

each volley, whereupon Haywaid and
Miss Sutton would go into ihcii

without extraneous i

Dummy Insured for 5,000 Dollars

If Charlie McCarthy should (ret

-mashed lip in a car. train or 'plan.'

accident, binned, blown away in a to. -

nado. buried in an earthquake or land-
June ltti, I

slide, or otherwise wrecked.- mined, lost,

stolen, strayed or kidnapped, Edgar
Bergen would be reimbursed by an in-

surance company to the amount of
$5,000.

"Charlie carries every kind of insur-

ance imaginable." Edgar Bergen admits.
"Hut the five thousand wouldn't begin
to pay nie for his loss. He's irreplace-
able."

Charlie McCarthy, a"s everyone knows,
is a wooden dummy. For eleven years
Edgar Bergen has been trying to obtain
a duplicate of Charlie, but has had no
success. He has commissioned man]
wood-carvers to try to make replicas of

Charlie's head, but the results were not
satisfactory. Charlie, who is at present
wui king with Edgar Bergen, Adolphe
Menjou. Andrea Leeds and G< :

Murphy in the Universal picture,
" Letter of Introduction," has been pre-

sented with a chair of his own. The
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" TRAPPED BY G-MEN "

In order to track down a gang o! crooks
who seem to have vanished off the face of

the earth, Martin Galloway ace G-Man—
poses as a notorious bank robber and con-
trives the escape from prison hospital of

a wounded criminal, who takes him to the
mysterious hideaway. But his colleagues
search for him in vain. A drama of des-

perate venture.

" HERO OF PINE RIDGE "

Disowned by the people he loved. Gene
Autry travels the lonesome road, until fate

crosses his trail and sends him whirling

back into the middle of a range war with
blazing guns and flying fists.

Also

Another episode of the jungle adventure
serial :

" TIM TYLER'S LUCK "

Starring Frankie Thomas.

chair is half-size, but bears his name
in full-sized letters across the back, and
when Edgar Bergen made the presenta-

tion, Charlie McCarthy expressed hi-

appreciation by saying- "that's darned
nice of yon, Bergen.''

Five Hours in a Trunk No Fun
Frances Drake spent live hours in a

trunk one day making soenea tor "Lone
Wolf in Hans " at (^hunbia Studios.

The story called for the pet he actress

to hide in a large wardrobe trunk be-
longing to Francis Lederer. who is co-

starred with her in the picture. She
did it lo escape the gendarmes who were
on her trail in a Paris hotel following;

a jewel robbery.
According to the script, Miss Drake

was supposed to hide in the trunk,
closing it after she entered. Then
was to faint and be rescued in the nick
of time by Lederer.

All morning they rehearsed the diffi-

cult scene, and during the early after-

noon made the "shots."

The scene was photographed in long
shots and close-ups, l.ederer carrying'

the inert Miss Drake to a couch nearby
to revive her.

On the last scene Director Al Rogell
was particularly pleased.

"That was a lily!" shouted the
director, using Hollywood's term for »

pcriri

ouldn't have !>een more realistic

if she had fainted," the director con-
tinued as he rushed in to col

the players.

Mi.-s Drake did not
couch.

Lederer continued to v

ammonia under her m
"I'm glad you liked it." Lederer -

" because she has fainted !"

Luckily it was the last "take." When
Mi-- Drake was revived she went heme
to try and foiget a!>o<ii trunks.

Asbestos Costumes for Chorus
For a stirring "devil-dame" mo

in Irving Berlin's "Alexand'
time Hand,'' Twelve beautiful lb

wood chorus giils were forced
tnes made of asbestos.

The asbestos suite

by any fear of flames, but the danger of
injury from dry ice!

L.> ills arc supposed !o

into a 1

, c floor h i s of
music in a ballet routine.

Instead of real, live Steam, 20th I

tiny Fox technicians devised a huge
trough covered with grill work,
trough filled w ith a ton ut di \

lorili .in enormous amount of steam-like
mee when big fans blow air np

Hut to protect the dancing
|

the Fumes, which are capable of burning:

a person. Dance Director Seymour Felix

had the wardrobe department make up
black and red lace ballei costumi
asbestos.

(Continued on page 20)
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Transferred to a department specially created to deal with a mob of dangerous
racketeers, Detective Bull Regan makes a number of blunders, but eventually—with
the help of a girl wanted for murder—runs to earth the head of the whole criminal

organisation. A first-rate thriller, starring Dick Purcell, John Lite! and Jean Dale

Caught !

IN East Twenty-Seventh Street, just

round the corner from Third Avenue,
.1 huge dark-blue saloon drew up

outside Joseph Hartman's modest little

restaurant and live men got down from
ir ;ii(d straggled across the pavement.
The smallest of the five—a mean-

faced shrimp of a fellow with blue eyes
inclined to stare—led the way past two
slu nil, in tubs that stood like sentinels
on either side of the entrance and pushed
open the door.

i la it man, a narrow-shouldered man of
i' stature, and baldteaded except

for two tufts of brown hair that sprouted
thickly above his ears, was standing be-
hind a counter upon which cigars and
cigarettes were displayed for sale.

There were only two customers in the
place, sealed at separate tables, but his

brown eyes widened beneath bushy
brows and his jaw dropped beneath a

il Inown moustache as four of the
newi omers advanced toward.- the counter
a 'I the fifth remained at the door as
though on guard there.

"Hallo, Hartman," said the diminu-
tive ieader harshly. "How about it?"

"
I couldn't get the money if I wanted

1... Macey," the proprietor of the
restaurant replied in a nervous voice.
*'J don't make that much."
"We gave you till to-night, didn't

rasped Macey, known to the
inidei-world of New York City—and to

the police—as '"Tattle Joe" Macey.
"But that's impossible," protested

Hartman. "You've taxed me to the
limit already for that Protective Asso-
ciation, as you call it, and now you want
tu raise the price !"

"It's the boss' orders. So what's the
ansu ei y"

With courage born of despair Hart
man defied his persecutors.
"I'm -not gonna pay another dollar in

graft to you. or to your boss either!"
he blazed "I'm through! Now get
out !"

Macey waved a baud to his com-
panions.

" All right, boys."
The man at the door promptly pulled

up a blind over its glass panel and
blinds over narrower glass panels to

right and left of the door. Two other
men let down Venetian blinds over the
windows. and the interior of the
restaurant became hidden from the
street.

Macey, with a sweep of his arm, sent
boxes of cigars and packets of cigarettes
flying from the counter in all directions.
'J'ln.' oilier ruffian, who had been lean-
ing against the counter chewing gum.
snatched up a chair and with it began
to smash the glas- door- of cabinets.

"Stop it
'" howled Hartman above the

noise. "Please don't do that! Stop
it

!"

He dived round the counter in a fran-

tii effort to protect Ins property, but

was sent floundering backwards against
a door from a hurricane of blow-.

''I know what this is!" exclaimed a
horrified ni.de customer, bounding up
from In- seal a( a table in a far corner
of t In- room. " Let me out !"

Nobody tried to stop him, and he
rushed out from the place bareheaded.

The door was slammed behind him,
.•uid the work of destruction continued.
Mirrors on tin- wall- were shattered with
the aid of bottles that broke and splashed
their contents upon the wreckage. A
big coffee urn was sent rolling across the
floor in a cloud of flagrant steam, and

Macey attacked the glass cover of a pin-

table with the butt of a six-gun he took
from his pocket.
"You're wrecking my business!"

Hartman piteously complained and
caught hold of the arm of the chevver

of gum. "Please don't do that!"

The elbow of the arm sent him reel-

ing against an ugly black-haired fellow

who was attacking piled-up plates with
a bol tie. and lie- bottle -mole him upon
the forehead, just above the right eye,

making a jagged wound there and
knocking him down.
"Help!" he screamed. "Help!"
The only remaining customer in the

restaurant was a girl of about twenty
who had been too horrified to move
from a table at the back of the room.
She saw a clear way to the door just.

as Hartman rose to his feet with blood

streaming down his face, and she made
a dash for it.

Out on the pavement of East Twenty-;
Seventh Street a young detective

tached to the robbery detail approached
Hartman's restaurant. His name was
William Regan, but "15ill " had b

"Bull" as a result of his strong arm
methods with wrongdoers.

He was clean -haven and quite good
looking, and in no way did lie resemble
the typical detective of fiction. A whim-
sical expression about his mouth, a pair
of mild blur eyes, and an easy manner
tended to deceive strangers, but he was
.111 expert at JU-jitSU, be wielded a pair

of formidable li-ts, and no crook in New
York could beat him to the draw when
n came to shooting.

The drawn blinds of tho restaurant

attracted his attention before the noise
of destruction and the screams of Hart-
man leached hi- ears, and as he hastened

June 4tli, LOSS.



his steps ho blew upon an official whistle.

He was about to open the door when
i lie door was opened and the girl rushed
out almost into his anus. He glimpsed
frightened blue eyes, set in a beautiful
face.

"What's your hurry, sister?" lie de-

manded.
"Excuse me!" she cried breathlessly;

and lie made no effort, to stop her
because at that moment two of the
winkers dived past her to the saloon at

the kerb, hurled themselves into it, and
were swept away along the street.

The black-haired ruffian, lleinie

How (Is by name, emerged to find Bull in

his w ay.

"Get goin', mug!" lie shouted menac-
ingly.

"Who're you shoving?" inquired Bull,

and with a Midden and apparently simple
movement of one arm he sent Heinie
Dow ds sprawling at the feet of a patrol-

man wlio had just arrived on the scene
in response to the summons of the
whistle.

The ugly chewer of gum burst out
from the doorway with Little Joe
Macey, and Macey shouted:

"'Take 'iin, Chiv!"
Chivvy Predo launched a blow at Bull

that should have laid the detective 'low,

bill Bull side-stepped it like lightning,
and it was his attacker who thudded to

the pavement. Macey whipped out his

gun, only to find himself covered bv a.

| smaller, yet equally deadly, weapon in

iflBull's left hand which seemed to have
got there by magic.

|

"Hold it!" rapped Bull; and the little

crook raised his hands instead of at-

tempting to fi>3.

"Up on your feet, you!"
Chivvy Predo rose with marked re-

luctance.
" Yun, too, Tarzan !"

lleinie Dowds received rough assist-

ance from the patrolman.
''Come on, line up! This is the law-

talking!"
The three stood in a row, and Bidl

appropriated Macey's shooting-iron.

"Little Joe Macey. eh?" he drawled.
"I goita permit to carry that gun,

copper," snarled Macey.
"Well, your permit's just expired."
Hartman tottered out from the

restaurant, battered and bleeding and
crj ing for help.

What's going on here, anyway?"
i ,ked Bull,

"Officer, ihe.se men." faltered Hart-
man, "they wrecked my place— and now
look—look what they did to me. They're
crooks! Arrest them! I'm gonna testify

against 'em. I'm gonna tell everything
about their rotten racket. I'm gonna
send 'cm to the penitentiary!"

The Result of the Trial

BULL'S three captives were taken off
to the nearest precinct, station and
charged, and two days afterwards

Joseph Hartman gave evidence against
them before a Grand Jury, with the
result that they were committed for trial

mi two counts—extortion and violence.
At the trial the Deputy District At-

torney conducted the case against them,
and he lost no time in calling Hartman
to the witness-stand. But Hartman's
(oiirage began to ooze away from him
the moment he became seated in the
chair on the stand, for Macey and his

companions were at their own attorney's
fable almost lacing him, and the two
men who had escaped capture were
glowering al him from the body of the
court.
"How many men were party to this

assault ?" asked the Deputy District

Attorney.
"Th-there were five of them who did

it." stammered the witness.
June ttli, 1988.
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"Will you relate exactly what hap-
pened ?"

Hartman, whose forehead was decor-
ated with sticking-plaster, tried to
moisten dry lips with a tongue that was
equally dry.
"Well, sir—er—the—the gangsters

who'd been bleedin' me—they came in
and de-demanded more money—and I

—

1 told 'em I couldn't pay 'em. Then
they went to work on my restaurant,
and—and they wrecked it. But when I

tried to stop 'em, they—they beat me
up."
"Thank you." The Deputy District

Attorney waved a hand in no narticular
direction. "And now, Mr. Hartman,
I'd like you to take a look around the
court-room. Do you sec anybody here
who was present when this happened ?"

Hartman looked across at the three
crooks. Heinie Dowds was eating pea-
nuts out of a paper bag as though in

no way concerned with the trial.

"Yes," he murmured.
"Will you point them out to the

jury?"
"Those three men there."
"What part, if any, did these three

men have in the affair?"
"Well—cr—when the thing started

these men jumped up from their tables
and tiied to help me."
The two men who had not been cap-

tured grinned at one another.
"Tried to help you?" exploded the

astonished Deputy District Attorney.
" Yes," nodded Hartman, "they—they

actually tried to stop the gangsters, but
they—er—they'd wrecked my restaurant
and then run out. Those men left the
place after the men who'd assaulted me
had gone."

Bull Regan sprang up from a chair at
the Deputy District Attorney's table.

"lie's lying!" he shouted. "Ho said

it was Macey's mob that gave him the
beat-up! Say, are you tryin' to make
a monkey out o' me?"

"Order!" commanded the bailiff of
the court in a stentorian voice; and the
judge banged on the bench with his

gavel.

"Officer Regan," he said severely, "do
you want me to fine you for contempt of
court?"
"No, your honour," Bull replied.

"My tongue slipped."

There was laughter in which the
prisoners joined, and Bull sat down mut-
tering audibly:
"The white-livered liar!"

Heine Dowds helped himself to an-

other peanut, and tossed its shell into

his own bowler hat, which was standing
upside down on the table before him.
"Do you mean to say that these de-

fendants are not the men you identi-

fied?" thundered the Deputy District

Attorney.
"No, they—they're friends of mine,"

Hartman replied.

The judge leaned towards him.
"Mr. Hartman," he said, "I want to

caution you that if yon repudiate your
sworn testimony before the Grand Jury

"It's no use!" blurted the unhappy
witness. "I can't, say anything!"
"Do you realise we'll have to send

you to prison on a charge of perjury?"
asked the judge.
"Yes, I know. But I have a wife and

family, Judge. I'm alive now, but "

The Deputy District Attorney inter-

vened.
"If your Honour pleases," he said,

"the prosecuting witness has evidently
received a threat of death. I feel that
there's only one thing to do."
With a gesture of helplessness he re-

turned to his table and sat down behind
it. Bull gritted his teeth, and then the
judge spoke again.
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"This is a sa.J commentary on justice,"
he said bitterly. "Bailiff, have a war-
rant sworn out for the arrest of this
witness on a charge of perjury. The case
against Macey, Predo and Dowds is dis-

missed. The prisoners are discharged."
Hartman left the witness-stand only

to be taken into custody by a policeman.
Heinie Dowds emptied the peanut shells

from his hat into the paper bag and rose
with his companions and the at-

torney who had defended "them. Bull,
thoroughly disgusted with the result of
the trial, was standing by the rail that
divided the well of the court from the
seats of the public when Little Joe
Macey walked up to him with an inso-
lent grin.

"So long, copper," he jeered.
"How would you like a bust in the

nose?" snapped Bull.
The three moved past him to a side

door, and he was glaring after them
when he caught sight of the girl who
had run out from the restaurant. She
was looking back at him from a door
on the other side of the rail, and he
recognised her immediately.
He pushed open a gate in the rail and

hurried after her, but many people were
leaving the court, and she was out in

a broad corridor by the time he had
squeezed his way through the crowd at
the door.
He saw her disappear into the

of a lift, and he reached the lift just
as the gate was being closed.

"Next cage, please!" said the at-

tendant, and the gate was slammed in

his face.

He raced down the stairs, but there
were three flights of them, and the girl

had disappeared by the time he had
completed their descent.
Hartman's own case came up for

hearing four days afterwards, and he
had no one to defend him. The wound
on his forehead was healed, but he
looked utterly dejected.

"Hartman," said the judge gravely.
"do you know of any reason why
sentence should not be passed upon
you ?"

"No, sir," confessed the prisoner.

"I regret that it is necessary to do
this, but the courts are powerless to
check the spread of organised crime so

long as people like you, who have been
victimised by 'limnrils, refuse to testify

against them.' Upon your own admis-
sion that you are guilty of perjury, T

hereby sentence you to State's prison
for a term of five years."

It was a severe sentence, and mur-
murs of surprise and of commiseration
followed its utterance. Hartman closed
his eyes, and his bead was bowed when
a policeman touched him on the shoulder
and helped him to his feet.

The Grand Jury sat that day. and the
foreman—who had been compelled to
give evidence against the timorous
restaurant proprietor—addressed his col-

leagues in these terms:
" The Hartman case is only one of

many such instances of terrorism by
racketeers who have a strangle-hold oil

our city's business. Present law en-

forcement agencies have shown them-
selves incapable of dealing with this

appalling situation. We need a new de-

partment, devoted solely to the clei

mg of this city of racketeering crime.

1 suggest we appeal to the Governor!"
The Governor of New York State was

-wilt to act upon the appeal made to

him by the Grand Jury. He created
the new department, and placed in

oharge of it Detect ive-Inspec(or Robert
Leonard Dane, a distinguished officer of

the Homicide Bui can. with the title of
" Special Prosecutor.''

Lane, a tall and quiet-spoken man of

about forty with a clean-shaven and
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intellectual face, lost no time in

organising the new department at

Police Headquarters, and one of the

6rst things he did after he had got it

into running order was to make a radio
appeal to the general public from a

studio of the American Broadcasting
Corporation.
"This." lie said, "is the first, and, 1

hope, the last time I shall make a

public address during the career of this

special criminal investigation. We
nor embarking on a crusade against
small-fry mobsters and hired thugs. We
are out after the big fellows—the bosses

of the underworld—and I need the co-

operation of my feliow-citizens."

The newspapers had given con
siderable advance publicity to the broad-
cast, and Inspector Lane had a vast

audience that evening. Joe Macey and
nine or ten other men, including Dowds
and Predo. listened to what he had to

say in a room above a night club oil

Second Avenue.
'You'll need more than that.

brother!" scoffed Dowds.
"There is to-day scarcely a business

in this city," Lane's voice went on.
"which does not somehow pay it-

tribute to the underworld —a tribute
levied by force and collected by fear.

1 need the help of you business men
who are being mulcted. Come to my
offices. Tell us all you know."
A grey-haired grocer, in the living-

room of his premises up in the Bronx,
looked round from a radio set a- lii-

wife cried out excitedly:
"John, you can go down!"
"Not me!" he said with vehemence.

"It's safer to pay off!"
"Without your co-operation," Inspec-

tor Lane continued, "this investigation
will get nowhere. I want every citizen,

high and low, rich or poor, who knows
anything about this organised system
oi terrorism to come to my office and
tell his story."
An Italian greengrocer in an East

Side tenement, with hi- plump wife and
his brood of children. Bung up his

hands.
"I'm ago!" he cried, his brown eyes

gleaming with excitement. "I'm
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. a-telia how dey ruined my vegetable
' business !"

"No, Tony, no!" protested the wife,

who was holding a hah;/ in he, arms.
"No! The leetlc ones! Our little

bambinos !"

Lane had nearly finished.
" With the evidence we collect from

you citizens who have been victimised,"
he stated, "we shall Begin an investi-

gation of underworld characters that
will lead ii-- eventually to the men in

control. The place for you to report
is my office at headquarters. My in-

vestigators will respect your confidence.
They will protect you. We must have
witnesses- hundreds of them—men and
women who will testify against the
racketeers."

Transferred

THE day aftei [nspector Lane's radio
appeal to the public Bull R< Lr .;n

ascended to the floor upon which
the lew department functioned at head-
quarters, entered a big general office,

and opened a swing gate in a low par-
tition which kept callers away from the
desks of members of the staff".

A man at a desk just inside the gate
sprang up to Btop him.

'"I'm sorry." he said, "but you'll

just have to wait. The inspector will

only he a few minutes."
Bull thrust tie- clerk aside and strode

towards a door that bore the inspector's
name.
"You can't go in there!" cried the

clerk, a chubby-faced young fellow
named Harris.

"There's no harm in trying," re-

torted Bull, and recognised a former
member of the Homicide Squad at a

desk to tin- left of the door. "Hi-ya,
I'.

Pete returned the greeting, and Bull
hurst into a panelled room in which
Lane wi ated behind a Bat-topped
desk.

" Ilium!" The inspector looked up
at the iui rudei "

I tetective Bull
Regan, I suppose ?"

"That's right," nodded Bull, remov-
ing hi^ hut because a pan of very keen
hazel i.\i'- seemed in have become
focused on ii, "Thai clerk you got

outside didn't even know who I was."
"Would you like an apology?"
"Naw, that's all right, inspector.

Skip it." Bull dismissed the matter
with a flip of his left hand. "Well.
how's the Pussyfoot Brigade coming
along?"
"Pussyfoot?" Lane frowned. "Oh.

I think we're going to do all right."
"Well, let me give you some advice.

The trouble with you people around
this place is you're all too soft. You
act like those guys thai come in here
were doin' you a favour. You're up
against hoodlums and gorillas in this

department, the same as the rest of the
force. Over in the robbery detail, when
we iif; a bunch o' witnesses ill. ihe\
talk!"
"Yes, I understand you're pretty

good at that i'i sort of thing," said

Lam- w ith subtle sarcasm.
" I'm tin best guy in the detail,"

Bull declared with no modesty what-
ever. "When they send me out after
an\ body, ! bring 'em in."

" ( longrafiliations.

"

Lane hail been signing letters when
l?ull entered, and he went on signing
them.
"They sent me over here to talk to

you." said Bull after an interval of

silence. "What've you got, a tough
pick-up? I'm always willing to oblige."
"Thank you." Lane signed another

letter and tossed it into a tray, "That's
splendid."

"Well, what's the job?" Bull asked
impatiently. " I'm working on a couple
o' cases now, and I've gotta get back
to the department."
"Thi> i- vonr department."
Bull blinked.
"You mean I've been

"

"Transferred." The last letter was
signed and joined the other-, and ill.'

brand new Special Prosecutor looked up
with a smile. "Yes, you're now on the
Pussyfool Brigade! Well, you don't
seem \ei\ enthusiastic."

Hull made a grimace.
" I'm not," In- declared. " T want

action, not gab."
Have i"n a.,\ idea wh\ v in were

I

I

atisfei i ell in me '.'"

"I suppose il was on account o' the
w n I inn the pinch on those ' hoods '

al Hartman's."

Wagner's voice rang out, seemingly from his pictured self : "I know these three !

June 4th, 1933.
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"For once you're right, Bull." Lane
si I up and buttoned his double-
breasted coat. "Now, T know that you

You're hard-

You
uy'a

he said

I'm the
I don't

1 1 1 1 1 i 1 VO I
1

don't scare easily

boiled, i wo fisted coil''

"That's right."
" You're bull-headed and stupid

know a lot about knocking a

tenth* out and throwing him in the jug,

but you don't know anything about
using your brains."

Bull didn't like that at all.

"
I tell you I've got the best record

of arrests— " he began hotly.

"
I know. 1 know," interrupted Lane.

"More arrests than anybody else in the

department, many of them unnecessary!
A policeman's job is to protect the

public, not to persecute it. Did anyone
ever tell you that?"
"Yeah. Paragraph three, 'Instruc-

tions for Detecl n es

"Oh, so you've read the book?
That's splendid. Now. Bull. I'm going

to give you a chance to use your head
and, if you don't, you'll probably end

up as a night-watchman somewheri
"Am 1 supposed to say 'thanks' ?"'

snorted Bull.
'•

it woidd be better if you didn't say

anything for once. Now, if we're going

to work together, lei's get a few things

straight. Our job here is to find wit-

nesses, to gain their confidence and

persuade them to tell their stories.

Thai doesn't call for strong-arm
methods—it takes brains. Some of

vim best work will be done while

you're sitting in a chair—thinking!"
"Desk job, eh?" growled Bull.

Lane leaned across the desk and
pointed a finger at him.
"Another thing, Bull,"

sharply. ' Remember that

head of this department,
always tell all I know, and
become the head man here I make the

decisions."
"That's all right, inspector," re-

turned Bull airily. "It won't take me
long."
'What won't hike you long?''

"To become head man here."

Lam- grinned, and a few minutes
afterwards escorted his new assistant

into the outer office and introduced him
to the other members of the stall' who
were there.

"And ibis is Emmet White," he said,

stopping at the last desk to be visited.
" Detective Bull Regan."
Emmet While pushed back his chair

and rose. He was a big, broad fellow,

heavily built, a good two inches taller

ihan Bull and rather pugilistic of

ippearanee.
"How d'you do?" said Bull.

"Glad (o know you," said Emmet
White.
'Bull's just coming into Ihe depart-

ment, Whitey," said Lane as the two
shook bands. "Look after him, will

you?"
" Sure, chief."

_

•

"He'll show you how we do things
ml here,'' the inspector informed

Bull, and then he went back to his own
. iom.
"You'll get on to it easy." confided

Emmet White. "It's just a math
isin' your head."
Hull perched on a corner of Ihe desk

and lit a cigarette.
"Say, you're the copper who was in

on that Hartman ease, aren't you?"
asked his new colleague.

"Sure. I had those hyenas all

wrapped up and delivered, and then
I [art man let me down."
Whitey rubbed his <lean-shaven chin

i eflectively,

"You know there ought to have been
somebody around that restaurant be-
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sides Hartman who had the dope on
Little Joe Macey's mob." he remarked.
"Yeah," said Bull. "I wish I could

find that dame !"

"What dame?"
"The one that bumped into mc

comin' out. of Hartman s that night.
She acted like she knew something."
"Couldn't you locate her?"
"Naw, couldn't get. a line on her

anywhere." Bull puffed a cloud of

smoke into Ihe air. "Then she showed
up at the trial."

Whitey 's grey eyes widened.
"Well, why didn't you freeze on to

her ilx a !

" he exclaimed.
" She saw me first."

"Too bad. If we could gel a line or.

to Joe Macey's outfit it might lead us

to the higher-ups. That's what the
chief wants."

Bull pursed his lips and thought.
"Say, there's another restaurant

light around the corner from Hart-
man's,'' he said suddenly. "Wagner's
Chop House. If the Macey mob were
makin' Hartman cough up it's a cinch
they were doin' the same with
Wagner."
"That's right," agreed Whitey, "and

maybe Wagner will talk."
" f Ml make him talk I"
" I'll go with you."

Bull Makes a Blunder

WAGNER'S CHOP HOUSE was a

double-fronted but compara-
tively small establishment in

Third Avenue, less than three minutes'
walk from Hartinan's premises. Frank
Wagner, its full-faced and full-bodied

proprietor, was standing behind a long,

glass-topped counter, and talking across

it to his head-waiter, when a long,

black, saloon car drew up at the kerb
and Bull and Whitey got out from it.

The two detectives would not have
been Battered if they could have heard
what lie said as he caught sight of them
through a window as they advanced to-

wards ihe door.
"Those guys look like some o' Little

Joe Macey's mob I" he exclaimed. "I'm
going out the back way— tell 'em I've
gone and ain't comin' back."

The head-waiter was between the
door and a cash register on the counter
when Bull and Whitey entered.
"Are you Wagner?" asked Bull

crisply.

"No," was the curt reply.
" Is he here ?"
" Xo, he's gone home.''
".Where does he live?"
"I don't know."'
Several early customers looked round

from their tables, and the head-waiter
rather lost, his head.
"Why don't you let (he man alone?"

he hurst out. "You're driving him out
of business with your Protective Asso-
ciation bleedin' him until he'll have to
close up!"

"That's just what I wanted lo hear,
"

said Hull, and he Hipped back the lapel
of lus coat to display a metal badge
beneath it. "We're here to help him."
The head-waiter looked at (he badge

and signed with relief.

"Oh, that's different," he said.

"He'll be glad to see you. He lives

at one-twenly-five East Ninety-Fifth
Street."

Bull repeated the address ill Ol'det

memorise it. thanked the man for the
informal ion, and went out to the saloon
with Whitey.

East Ninety-Fifth Street was reached
and the two climbed the carpeted stairs

ol an apart men t-house, walked along a

corridor on the third floor and halted
in fiont of a door.
"This is it," said Bull, who had

i^very Tuesday

|
checked a lis! of tenants in the hall
below, and he banged on the door
his fist.

Wagner had entered the flat that was
Ins home only a few minutes before,
and was in the living-room wit I:

w il'e, a fair-haired girl at least ten years
lunior. He motioned to her." and

she went over to the door but did not
open it.

"Who's there?" she called out.
"Come on Wagner, open up!"

shouted Bull.
She sped back lo her husband, snatch-

ing up his hat from a chair on the
way.
"Oh, don't let them find you!" she

said agitatedly.
"What about you?" asked Wagner.
Bull's list assailed a panel of the door,

and Bull's voice rang out impatiently:
"Come on. Wagner, make it snappy !"

"They don't want me," said
Wagner's wile, and she flung up the
bottom sash of a window. "Hurry,
Frank !."

Wagner, with the hat in his hand,
scrambled out over the sill on to the
iron rungs of a fire-escape, and she
leaned out to watch him descend to an
alleyway at I he back of the building.

Bull glared at the closed door.

"They can't pull that stuff on mc!"
he raged, and tried vainly to burst open
the door with his shoulder.

"Listen, Bull." urged Whitey, "go
easy."
"Go easy?'' scoffed Bull. ''Say,

what do you guvs think you're run-
ning, a Sunday-school? You beat ir

down and cover the back way, Whitey
—I'll handle this.

"

He backed across the corridor with
the obvious intention of charging at the
door, and Whitey tried to restrain him.
"Wail a minute," he cried. "Yon

can't go burstin' in there like thai !"

"There's no harm in trying," Bull
retorted.
"Well, n-memher you're doin' it, but

you're not raidin' a hop-joint."

Whitey ran off to the stairs, and Bull
launched himself at the door. Twice Ins

efforts wcr iiniv ihng but at the third

attempt the lock gave way with such
suddenness that he pitched headlong
into the living-room and sprawled upon
its carpet.
Mrs. Wagner faced him fiercely as

he got lo Ins feet

"What do you mean by breaking
in?" she stormed. "There's nothing
here you waul I"

"Where's Wagner?" he barked at
her.

"I'm sure I don't know."
"Oh yes, you do!" He gripped .1

soft arm. "Come on, where did ho
go?"
"I don't know. she shrilled. "He

hasn't been here since early this

morning."
"Oh. he hasn't, eh?" Bull looked

round the room and saw a half-smol d
cigar smouldering on (he edge of an
ashtray upon a low table. "Do von
smoke cigars?"
"None of yoill business if I do!"

He let go of her arm to (ling open
the door of a bed room which lie in-

vaded, and From the bed-room he darted
into a liny kitchen. She was

standing motionless where he had left

her when lie returned to the living room
and noticed the open window, hut her
hand went to her mouth as he thrust

his head out o\ 61' the sill.

"Oh, you gol him out. did you?" he
diawled. striding over to her. "You're
not as dumb as you look. All right,

sister, put your bonnet on!"
"Where are you taking me?"

challehgedi
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" Canoeing."
" I won't go!"
He gripped her arm again.

"Well, if you'd rather go without a

hat—"
"Take your hand off me!" she

shouted. "I'll call for the police!"
"Who d'you think I am, Kid Gala-

had?" With his free hand he displayed

his badge, and her grey-green eyes
widened at sight of it.

"This is a fine way for an officer of
the law to act!"' she said angrily. "I'll

have you discharged for this!"

Bull marched her out from the flat.

Other tenants had gathered in the cor-

ridor—mostly women—and they followed
the detective and his fair captive to the
Stairs.

The long Mack saloon was where it

had been left, at the kerb, but there
v.is ho sign of Whitey. Mrs. Wagner
v is bundled into the car. and Bull took
the wheel beside her and drove off

down town to headquarters.

Whitey. however, had preceded him
by a good five minutes, and Whitey

in Inspector Lane's room by the
time he was ringing for the lift on
the ground floor of the building. Frank
Wagner, in a chair at the end of the
inspector's desk, was explaining matters.

"] was badly scaled, sir," he said.
"1 thought it was some of Macey's
gangsters after me."

" f found him comin' out of the alley-

way," Whitey supplemented, " He was
scared till right, but 1 talked him into

< lining down with me in a taxi."
Lane picked up a pencil and stabbed

his blotting-pad with its point.

"Now, Mr. Wagner," he said impres-
sively, "if you can identity the crooks
who've been collecting money from you
restaurant men you'll be helping us to
break up one of the worst rackets in the
city."

The door from the outer office was
flung wide, and Bull burst into the room

1 1 Mrs. Wagner.
"Here you are. chief!" he cried

t iumphantly.
Frank Wagner jumped up with a
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startled cry. Lane also roe*—and Bull
stared at Whitey.
"Oh, so you ran out on me, did

you ?" he exclaimed.
"You said you'd handle it." Whitey

reminded him.
"What's this all about. Bull?" in-

quired Lane. "Why have you brought
tin's young lady in here?"

"You said you wanted somebody to

testify against Macey's mob, didn't
you?" Bull pointed a thumb at the girl

beside him. "Well, the guy you want
is Wagner—and she knows where he
is

1

"

Lane smiled pityingly at the bungler.
"This is Mr. Wagner," he said,

" right here."

"And this is my wife." said Wagner
indignantly.
"It wasn't necessary to bring Mrs.

Wagner here," rebuked Lane. "He's
the one we wanted to see. not his wife.
I'm very sorrj this happened. Regan.
I think you owe Mrs. Wagner an
apology."
"Apology?" echoed Bull. "Me?"
"Certainly. You brought her here

against her will."

"I'm soi iv. chief. T thought "

"You should have thought twice!"
Bull, a trifle crestfallen, turned to the

gul.
'Sony." he said, 'I'll take you

back in a cab."
"Not while I'm conscious you won't !"

she blazed at him.
"I'll take you home, dear," said her

husband, picking up hi- hat : but that

did not suit Lam- ;if all.

"I'd like to talk to you first, it you
don't mind, Mr. Wagner," be said
smoothly.
Wagner nodded.
"Von go on, then. Gladys," he -aid

" I'll be home later."

She looked at him in a half-scared
fashion, but he assured her thai ;

i

would be all right, and she turned
towards the door. Bull hastened to

open it for her—and was rewarded with
a look that ought to have killed him
on the spot.

Lane moved round his desk to another
door.

" Now will you come with me.
please?" he said to Wagner. "Bull,
that night-watchman job is getting
closer every minute!"
Bull flung down a cigarette he had

been about to light and ground it be-

neath his heel.

" An Unusual Exhibit "

WAGNER was conducted h\ In-

spector Lane into a special

rogues' gallery on the top floor

of the building—a room with a glass

roof and consequently brilliantly illu-

minated. Photographs .of members of

New Yolk's underworld were attached
to movable screens at one end of Ihe

room, and at the other there was n

narrow opening in the wall.

"Do you recognise any of these
tee-'.'" inquired the inspector, as he

and Wagner stood before one of the
>ci eens.

"I—I can't say anything, inspector."

stammered the chop-house proprietor,

losing courage as he stared at a picture

of Little Joe Macey. "Look what hap-
pened to my competitor. Mr. Hart-
man !"

"If you don't talk." -aid Lane
gravely, "these men will continue to

terrorise you until you'll be forced to

close up."
" I'm in that fi\ i ighl now."
"Well, don't let them drive you out—

you drive them out. With your help I'il

be able to send I hem till to prison, and
you can keep your business."
Wagner gulped and came to a

decision.

"All right. Mr. Lane." he said

hoarsely. "I'll do it!"

Behind the opening in I he ivall ai

the room a man's face appeared, and
Lane raised a thumb. But Wagner had
not noticed the opening in the wall, a

he did not see the signal.

"Now, take a good look at these

pictures," said the inspector; and the

unwilling witness did so.

"I know these three." he stated all -i

awhile. "That's Chivvy Predo. That's

Mary turned the

pages of a loose-

leaf ledger. "These
aren't the books
Jennings showed
me !

" she declared.

June 4th, 1935.
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" She murdered Sturgis that 1

night on the yacht,"
said the I n s pe c t o r,

" and pushed his

dy into the
river."

Heinie Dowds. And that's Little Joe
Macey—he's the leader."
Wagner got home before his wife be-

cause a squad car deposited him outside
the apartment house, whereas she
travelled by subway to the station at
East Ninety-Sixth Street and walked the
rest of the way.
As she approached the door of the

flat a plain-clothes officer jumped up
from a chair facing it.

"Just a minute, miss," he said
gruffly. "Who did you want to see?"
"I'm Mrs. Wagner," she replied.
"Oh, excuse mo. Go right in."

Tho lock had not yet been repaired.
She pushed open the door and entered
the living-room to find her husband
there in his shirtsleeves. She closed
and bolted the door, and she said to
him

:

"Oh, Frank, I'm worried."
"Well, nothing can happen to me,"

he laughed. "They've got police all

over the place."
" It isn't now that I'm worried

about— it's after the trial."

"After llie trial," he exulted,
"Little Joe. Macey and his gangsters
"ill lie in the penitentiary."
"But there'll still be the heads of

(lie mobs. They're the ones that keep
'phoning me every day, telling me that
if— if you talk they'll kill you. Oh,
for ray sake, Frank, you mustn't
testify against them, l'romise mo you
won't 1"

Partly as a result of her pleading
and partly because he himself was
afraid, when Wagner appeared in court
to give evidence against the three men
who had wrecked I hut man's restaurant
and had extorted money from
of tradesmen, he denied all knowledge
of them.
"No," ho declined \chcmently, "I

don't know anything, T tell you! I
never identified anybody to Inspector
Lane ! I don't know who the men
were!"
"I see," said the District, Attorney,

who was appearing in person for the
June 4th, J'JJS.

prosecution, and he addressed the
judge. "Your honour, this looks like

a repetition of the Hartman case, but
this time the State is better prepared
to handle the situation. I would like

to place in evidence now a rather un-
usual exhibit."
"Proceed," nodded the judge.

Heinie Dowds had come to court
armed with peanuts, but he ceased to

devour them, and Little Joe Macey and
Chivvy Predo turned this way and that
as a rolled-up screen, attached to a

side wall, was adjusted by one atten-
dant and blinds were drawn down over
all the windows of the court by other
attendants.
On the table at which the District

Attorney had been sitting a portable
projector was set up facing the screen,

and an operator connected flexes to it.

The screen suddenly became illumin-
ated, and on to it came a picture of

Lane and Wagner—a talking picture,

taken without Wagner's knowledge
when they had stood together in front
of the portrait gallery of crooks.

Wagner leaned forward in the chair
on the witness-stand with a little gasp
of dismay as his own voice rang out,

seemingly from his pictured self.

"I know these three. That's Chivvy
Predo. That's Heinie Dowds. And
that's Little Joe Macey—he's the
leader."
"And who's Macey working for?"

inquired Lane's voice.

"I can't tell you that," came the
reply; "but there's a big organisation
behind them. He's only the head of

tho strong-arm mob."
"Haven't you any information at all

about this organisation?"
"Nothing. I only know that these

three men are the ones who were blood-
ing Hartman and mo."
"Can you prove it?"
"Certainly. I've got a record of

every cent I paid out."
"Now, Mr. Wagner, just so there

won't bo a slip, are you willing to give
tin's evidence before a jury in court?"
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"You bet I will. Now that I've
made up my mind you don't need to
worry about me going back on my
story."
There was a burst of laughter in

court at that last statement, and then
the screen became a white blank, the
current was switched off from the pro-
jector, and the blinds over the windows
of the court-room were raised.

The three re-arrested prisoners

scowled across the well of the court at

Wagner, and his wife in a seat behind
the rail clasped her hands and shivered.

The attorney for the defence bounded
to his feet.

"Your honour," he cried, "I object

to this evidence as hearsay and ask

that the jury be instructed to disregard
it."

The District Attorney was swift to

deal with his opponent.
"Your honour," he thundered, "the

attorney for the defence should know
that similar evidence has been passed
as competent by a higher court."

"That is correct," confirmed the

judge. "The evidence is admitted."
"You're marvellous!" Macey snarled

at the defeated barrister.

The judge turned to the perjured
witness.

".Mr. Wagner," he said, "in view
of what you have just seen and heard
do you still persist in your denial ?"

Mrs. Wagner gnawed her lip while
waiting for the answer that was almost
inevitable.
"No, sir—I lied."

"Proceed with the witness," directed

the judge.
The result of the trial, after that

dramatic interlude, was a foregone
conclusion, Macey and his two
associates were sentenced to from two to

five years' imprisonment, and—as one of

the evening papers expressed it
—

" the

State won its first victory in a drive

to halt terrorists."

Wagner and his wife were rushed out
of town by the police to avoid reprisals,

and for more than a month no fresh

cases of extortion with violence were
brought to the notice of the authorities.

In the outer office of Inspector
Lane's department one morning Bull
sat motionless for nearly five minutes
upon tho desk of the clerk who dealt

with callers, and the clerk, George
Harris, began to wish him somewhere
else.

"What are you doing?" lie finally

inquired.
I'm working," Bull replied.

"Well, you don't look it."

"George," proclaimed Bull, bounc-
ing off the desk, "I've just hit on a
whale of an idea. I know somebody
who'll put me wise to the head guy of

all tho rackets."
Harris looked sceptical.

"Who's that ?"

"I figure that Little Joe Macey is

pretty well fed up with the stretch in

(he ' pen', and if he figures I can do
him some good up there he'll open up
and tip me off as to who his bosses are."

"Good idea," approved tho clerk.

"I bet Lane went for it."

"Lane don't know anything about
it," retorted Bull. "I'm gonna sur-

prise him. I'm walking in here in the

morning with a list that long of tho
higher tips."

The list, according to his extended
hands, was to be about a yard in

h, but George Harris shook his

head.
" I still think you ought to talk it

over with the boss," ho said.

"I'll talk it over with nobody till I

crack those rackets wide open,"
declared Bull. " See you to-morrow."
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Another Blunder !

BULL caught a train from Grand
Central" Station to Ossining,
which is the nearest station to

Sing Sing Prison, and after an inter-

view with the warden in the great grey
penitentiary. Little Joe Macey was
brought to him in a waiting-room by a

i who immediately retired.

Drab prison garb and a hideous
peaked rap did not improve the appear-
ani e of the little nook.
"Hallo. Macey." said Bull

nitly.

"What d'you want with me,
Regan?" rasped the prisoner.
"Maybe I came up to give you that

bust in the nose !"

"Yeah?" The possibility was dis-

missed with a sniff. "Well, what's on
your mind ?"

'How do you like this hotel?"
'• Rotten !"

'•Huh!" Bull tilted his head. "You
look as if you've actually been work-
ing. Where've (hey got you?"

Diggin' a ditch."
In a yard outside the room a con-

vict was cleaning windows. He had
seen Macey marched along a corridor
p. ist one at which he bad been at work,
and he had moved along the wall to

deal with another. The barred window
of the waiting-room was open, and
quite a lot of the conversation that
followed reached bis attentive ears.

"That's pretty tough work on a guy
• iff as yon." said Bull. ''You

ought to be able to finangle a better
job than that."
"fan you tell rue how I can get

one?" challenged Macey.
"Can you tell me a lot of things I'd

like to know?" countered Bull.

3o that's it! You want me to sing,

eh? Well, there's nothin' doing!"

"You know best." Bull fished a

packet of cigarettes from bis COal

P icket. " H 11 • a smoke ?"

"Yeah." Macey helped himself
lily and growled his thanks. Bull
lied a light and lit a cigarette for

himself.
"S'posin' T clid tell you something?"

questioned the com ict.

"I'd say you were plentj smart.
Who are these guys you've been work-

er ?"

".lust like that, eh? D'you think
I'm batty? Well, it ain't gonna be

that easy, because I don't trust

( ippers."
"Ob. you don't trust coppers, eh?

Well, how's your own mob been treat-

ing you .sine..- you've been up h

I'll bet you they haven't even sent
you a packet of tobacco."
"Haven't even sent me a postcard,"

issed Macey, and added bitterlj :

"The rats!"
''That proves you're a sucker—and it

took a copper to wise you up." Bull
tmued as though to go. "Well, so

master-mind. You'll learn."
"Wait a minute. Regan," Macey said

hastily, "(live me a chance to gel in

touch with inv mouthpiece. I'll see you
aft-r that."

"Now," said Bull, "you're talking

He left the prison by no means rh's-

ii rl with the result of the interview;
but that night in the mess-hall.

i
he whistle of a guard brought

tie- convicts to their feet at the
'Inn- the time allowed for the

evening meal had expired, the "trusty
"

who had listened outside the windo
thi waiting loom tossed a piece of bread

bage can.
At a second blast of the whistle the

convicts turned to face the steel gate
of the mess-hall, and at a third blast
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they inarched out into a yard. Several
trusties remained behind to scrape the
leavings from metal plates into garbage
cans, and one of these surreptitiously
retrieved the piece of bread, broke it

open, and found inside it a little rolled-

up scrap of paper.
lb- palmed the scrap of paper, and

while scraping another plate over the
can contrived to slip it into one of the
supports of the galvanised iron handle.

That night the garbage can, in com-
mon with about nineteen others, was
loaded on to a motor-truck belonging to

the Acme Disposal Company, of Tain-
town, a film that dealt with all the
rubbish of the prison under contract.

On an unloading platform in the com-
pany's yard the foreman in cha -

thrust a pencil through the supports of
the handles of all the garbage cans, and
he found the scrap of paper and un-
rolled it. On its inner surface was
written, in block lettei -

:

"Macey is going to talk."

Next morning the managing diieetor
of the Acme Disposal Company, a man
named Carl Heffner, travelled down to

the city by car, and ascended t.i the
fifteenth floor of an office building in

Broadway.
He entered the general office of a

stockbroker, and in it he greeted the girl

who had rushed out from Haitman's
restaurant. She was sitting at a desk
with a typewriter in fronl of her.

"Hallo, Mary," he said. "Sturgis

"Yes. Mr. Heffuer." she uudded.
"Go right in."

Heffner opened the door of an inner
room labelled "Ward Sturgis. Private."
At a big desk in the middle of the room
the stockbroker was going through some
accounts with hi- middle-aged book-
keeper Jennings, and he looked up hi

surprise.

"Hallo, Carl!" he exclaimed. "What
- you' down-town '!"

Heffner closed the dooi and walked
o\ er to the desk.
"A note I got from a Friend of ours

up the Hudson." he said, and ha
over the scrap of paper. "What do you
think we ought to do about it?"

Ward Sturgis, a loi - man
with rather a little face, a very little

moustache, and a pan of piercing brown
eyes, re.nl the message and po ' ed the

of paper on which it was written.
"I'll communicate with mj branch up

there," he said, "and they'll sell him
out."

"You'll take care of ii
i a

"
inquired J [ell'uer.

" Right away."
"Thank you, Ward. See von at the

club."
"Okay."
The visitor depa ted • id Ward

Sturgis looked up at [lis I

"Er— a friend of mine's o\er-extehded
in sli el," he .-aid. "and I'll \\;i\ e to
ell him out. You needn'l record the
transaction, and i'll handle it person-
ally."

" Don't let them take me !
" Mary whispered imploringly. " Don't

let them ! I'll explain everything to you, Bull. Please !
"
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In the exercise yard at Sing Sine:, in

the afternoon of the following day.

Little Joe Maccy was lounging against
a high wall, on the top of which an
armed guard was stationed, when
abruptly a fight broke out between
several convicts within a few feet of him.
From all directions guards rushed

towards 1 lie scene of combat, shouting

to the offenders to "break it. up," and
hostilities ceased. But Little Joe Macey
was lying on his face on the concrete,

although he had taken no part in the

affray, and the guard who stooped over
him blew his whistle. The diminutive
ciook had been stabbed to death.

Bull, on arriving at police head-
quarters next morning, was summoned
to Inspector Lane's room, and the in-

spector glared at him as he entered it.

"You pulled a real boner this time!"

he said scathingly. "I told you when
you started to work for this department,

that I made the decisions. Didn't you
realise that you'd be spotted, barging in

like that to talk to Macey?"
How was I to know they'd knock

him over right in stir?" wailed Bull.

"No, I don't suppose you would think

of such a possibility, but we did. We
were going to do in a careful way what
you've bungled. We'd have got to

Macey without the underworld knowing
it."

Bull sighed.

"I'm sorry, Chief," he muttered.
"All right." Lane stabbed a finger

in his direction. "But remember, one
more slip like this and you go out of

here—and if won't be back to the rob-

bery detail!"
Bull turned dejectedly to the door, but

Lane called him back and held out a

sheaf of papers.
"Think you can manage it?"

Bull took the papers, bit back a re-

joinder he was templed to make, and
went out to the clerk.

On the other side of the low partition

several people were waiting to see Lane,
or one of his subordinates, and amongst
them was the girl who had run out from
11 art man's. But Bull flung the papers
on George Harris's desk with his back
to the partition.

"There you are," he growled.
"What's burning you?" asked Harris.
"Aw. I work my shirt off around here,

and all I get. for it is a kick in the pants.

That's gratitude for you!"
"How about (akin' care of some of

these customers '.'"

Bull did not even look round at the
people who were waiting.
"Aw, they don't know anything," he

scoffed. "I'll go out and dig up a wit-

ness who can tell us something. I'll

show Lane!"
"Well, somebody has to talk to all

these people here."
" There's only one person I want to

talk to—and that's the girl that showed
up at ITartman's trial."

He opened the little gate in the parti-

tion, and as he did so (he girl of whom
he had spoken touched him on the arm.
"May I speak to you for a moment,

f" she asked.

Bull did not seem to hear.
"I've gol a hunch I could crack this

case wide open," he said to Harris, "if
lid find that dame."

"I said I'd like to speak to you for a

moment," insisted the girl at his side.

"Conn- back l.der," he growled with-
out even a glance for her. "I got
troubles of my own."

"lint I've gol to talk to somebody!"
"Well," said Harris, "who is it you

want to speak to?"
Something vaguely familiar a! out the

voice in which she had uttered I hose last

almost frantic words caused Bull to
June 4th, 1988.
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turn, and his brows went up and his jaw
dropped.
"Say, you're the baby I've been look-

ing for!" he ejaculated, and he grabbed
hold of her, pulled her inside the gate,
and rushed her over to his own desk.

"Sit down!" He dumped her in his
own chair. "Now, sister, just who are
you ?"

" My name's Mary Norton," she re-

plied, "but "

"Listen," he interrupted, "I saw you
coming out of Hartman's restaurant the
night they wrecked the joint, and the
second time I saw you you were hang-
ing around the trial. Mint's the con-
nection? Come on, let's have it!"
" Why, there isn't any." She shook

her head and her golden curls with it.

"I just happened to be in the restaurant,
that night, and I went to the trial

because I wanted to see what they would
do with those gangsters."
"Then why did you put that burst o'

speed on when you saw me?"
"Well, I thought you might call me

as a witness, and I didn't want to get
involved. I was afraid."
"I see," he gritted. "Just another

phoney lead. All right, beat it—

I

thought you knew something."
"I do know something," she returned

quietly and without budging. "I know
the man who's head of all the rackets
in town."
His eyes bulged in their sockets and

he gripped her aim in a fashion that
hurt,

"Say that again!" he exploded.
"I said that I know the man who's

head of all the rackets."
"Well, why didn't you say that in

the fust place?" He jerked her up from
the chair and rushed her across to

Lane's room.

Mary Explains

INSPECTOR LANE listened incredul-
ously to Bull's blurted repetition of
what Mary Norton so quietly had

stated. He made a note of her name
and address, and he studied her intently

as Bull pushed her into a chair at the
end of the desk and stood behind her.

"Is this true, Miss Norton?" ho ques-
tioned.

"Yes," she assured him. "I know-
that there's just one man running all

these rackets."
"Well, that's more than we know."

He leaned towards her. "And you know
who this man is?"
"Ward Sturgis," she replied.

He repeated the name and wrote it

down upon a pad beneath her own
name.
"He's a stockbroker," she said. "I

didn't know lill yesterday that that's

just a front."

"How did you find that out?" asked
Lane.
"I'm his secretary. He also had a

Ixiokkccper named Jennings. A few
days ago the bookkeeper was checking
over some accounts with Mr. St argis
when a man named Heffner came in

and handed him a note. Sturgis read
it and said to Heffner, ' I'll notify my
branch up there and sell him out.'

"

"Did either you or Jennings see that

" Ye« Jennings got a glimpse of it

while Sturgis was reading it. It wasn't
about a transaction at all, but some-
thing about Macey."
The inspector's nazi I eyes widened.
"Oh, so that's it!" ho remarked

ly-
.

"Jennings didn't know anything more
about it," Mary Norton continued,
"until he saw it in the paper that Macey
had been killed. Then he told me about
Heffner delivering the note. The books
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at the office showed that Sturgis had
been paying out thousands of dollars to
this Heffner, and so the whole thing
became clear to us."

"If what you've told us is true, 3d
Norton," said Lane, "Ward Sturgis is

the man we're looking for— the head of
the whole system."
"And Heffner is his right-hand man,"

Bull added brightly.
"That's what Jennings and I

thought," said Mary. "We knew
Sturgis was planning to close the office

and go to South America, and then we
understood why. Your investigation
was getting too hot for him."
"Why didn't Jennings come to us with

that dope?" inquired Bull.

"He intended to—and I believe
Sturgis suspected what he was going to
do. Sturgis owns r» yacht. He said he
was going to sell it, and he asked Jen-
nings and me to go aboard and take
inventory. I was reluctant to do it, but
Jennings thought we should—to avoid
suspicion."
She paused to draw a long breath.
"I reached the yacht about an hour

later than our appointment, and I found
the cabin all upset as if there'd been
a fight."

She opened a handbag that was on her
lap and she took out from it a formid-
able automatic of blue steel.

"This pistol was lying on the table.

I accused Sturgis of murdering Jen-
nings, and he made a rush for me—said

I'd never live to squawk to the police.

I was terribly frightened, but I grabbed
the gun and managed to hold him off

with it and get ashore. I was so scared

and excited that I hid out in an hotel

till this morning."
The inspector motioned to her to lay

the automatic on his desk.
"You say Sturgis intended to go to

South America?"
"Yes," she confirmed. "He has in-

terests down there. Maybe he's left

already."
"I'll find out."
By means of a dictograph the inspec-

tor directed Harris to put an immediate
check on all South American boat lines.

"I want to pick up a man named Ward
Sturgis," he said. "I'll have his descrip-

tion for you in a moment,"
The description was provided, and

Mary and Bull remained in the room
while members of the staff outside it

became busy telephoning to shipping
offices, and to ships bound for South
America which had already left New
York Harbour.
Reports came in thick and fast, and in

less than twenty minutes the inspector
was able to say with confidence:
"Well, he hasn't pulled out yet!"'

"That's swell!" exclaimed Bull.

"Maybe I can grab him before he skips
on! o' town."

" Not you. Bull," barked Lane. "Send
in Whitev."
"Oh. but Chief," protested Bull plain-

tively, "I've been m on this ease from
the beginning. I was the guy that first

rounded up Maccy. 1 dug up Wagner
for you. And then, because I trip a

couple o' times "

Mary Norton turned her back on then
and peered out at a window between the
-kits of a Venetian blind. The inspi

ed liis chin and frowned.
"I don't know. Bull," he said . "I'm

afraid T can'i l"i you handle this."

"Aw. Chief, gimme a break," plendi .1

Lull. "If 1 Bop this time you can kick

me out as hard as you like—ami I'll

take it."

"All right." I.ano waved a hand.
"Take Miss Norton and see what
can find on that vacht."

"Okay, chief." Delightfully Bull
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" What is this ? " asked Sturgis in a strained voice. " Why did you call those men ?
"

s ipped his arm through Mary's. "Come
on, beautiful !"

''And when you get through," added
th" inspector, "meet me at Sturgis's
office."

""I il be there," promised tlie ecstatic
young man, and he swept Mary out at
the door.
The yaoht was moored off a slipway

On the East River, and within an hour
tin- detective and the girl were in its

main cabin. But the cabin was per-
fectly tidy, and Bull said disappointedly:

"Doesn't look like anybody's been on
board for days !"

"Last night," declared Mary, "this
< abin was a wreck. Sturgis was pulling
papers out of that desk—and there's
where the gun was lying."

Bull opened the door of a little cup-
board set in the end of the desk and
found glasses, a syphon, and a whisky
bottle on the shelves. The glasses were
i m. but the syphon was half-empty,
and the bottle was not full.

"I rushed here to pick up the nun,"
she demonstrated.

Bull closed the door of the cupboard
and stood gazing at her with apprecia-
tive eyes.

"&ay, do you like spaghetti?" he
asked all of a sudden.
"Yes," she replied, "but what's that

got to do with it
.'"

"Just that you've got a dinner date
with me to-night, after we gel through
a! Sturgis's office. Come on. beautiful!"

They left the yacht, and from the
waterfront they took a taxi-cab to the
building on Broadway. A plain-clothes
man was on guard in the corridor out-
side the stockbroker'- office, and another
plain-clothes man was sitting on the desk
that had been Mary's. In the inner-
room an official auditor was at Stui jib's

desk, going through the books of the
•firm, and Inspector Lane was watching
him.

Btdl was motioned to silence, as he
entered with Mary, and for a while the

only sound in the room was the ticking

of a clock. Then the auditor looked up
at Lane.
"There's nothing wrong with these

accounts, inspector," he said.

"Let me see those books." Mary
turned tho pages of a loose-leaf ledger
with a gloved hand. "These aren't the

ones Jennings showed me!" she declared.
"Dummies, eh?" suggested Bull.

"Are you sure?'' demanded Lane.
" I'm positive !"

"All right, Harry," Lane said to the

auditor, "skip it. and check the files in

tho outer office." He turned to Mai..
"Well, Miss Norton, it looks as though
your employer hasn't left very much to

work on."
"But what I told you was the truth,

inspector," she averred.
"We'll get to the bottom of il so

way. Meanwhile, keep in close touch
with Detective Regan."

"I'll see to that." said Bull.

"Check the passenger lists of all

'planes leaving the Metropolitan area,
Bull, and see that all the airports ate
covered.''

Bull stared.

"Do you think he might grab a

'plane to-night?' he asked rather
bleakly.

"He might. On the other hand, he
might prefer to keep in hiding for a

lew days."
Bull slipped his aim through Mary's.

"Come on, beautiful," he said. "We
start haunting the airports."

He had reached the tinier floor with
her when Lane called him back.

"I want you to keep close tabs on
that girl," lie said. "There's some-
thing queer about this set-up."
"Yeah, but she's on the level," re-

turned Bull confidently.

"You seem to be taking rather n

personal interest in this case,"- Lane

said with a twinkle in his eyes. "Oh.
well, I suppose I would, too, it I were
twenty years younger."

"I'll ask her it she's go! a grand-
mother!"

" Want«d lor Murder !
"

Till'" haunting of the airports proved
a tedious business, but the tedium
was lightened by intervals for

meals between the departure of

machines and after the last nocturnal
flier had soared into the darkness of the
sky.

Each day Bull and Mary spent at a
different airport, operatives from
Lane's department covei'ing the others,

lint the vigil was in vain, and after the

lasl machine bail taken off from the

flying field at Newark on the third

night Bull said disconsolately to his

fair companion:
"Well, that's another blank! Three

nights in a row, and what's it got us?''
" Nothing," replied Mary.
"Well, I wouldn't say nothing. D'you

like onions?"
" I'm not hungry."
lie offered his arm.
"Now. listen," he commanded. "I'm

only trying to put some food into you.
You're tired, and it'll make you feel

belter."
She accepted the arm. and they had

supper together in a little restaurant

before they returned to New York,
i le took her home to her furnished flat

on the tenth floor of an apartment-
house in East Sixty-Sixth Street,

ascended with her in a self-working
lift, and stood beside her while she
opened the door of the flat.

"How about having breakfast with

me in the morning?" he suggested
"Aren't you tired of seeing me day

after day?" she inquired.

"I'm standing it pretty well. How
about you?"
"Oh, I'm doing all right," she

•Inn.- itli, 19SS.
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laughed, "but I can't expect you to

make a career out of me."
"Well, there's no harm in trying."
Having opened I he door, she switched

on the lights in a small but snug living-

room and hade him goodnight, but
he followed her into the room.

" Von know, Mary," he said, as she
took off her hat and a light grey tweed
coat, "if it wasn't for our professional
pride in this case I'd hope we never
find this guy Sturgis."
"Why?" she questioned.
"'Cause when we do, the only time

I'll be able to see you is when I'm off

duty. Say, you're not tied up with
any other guy, arc you?"
"Why, nd," she admitted, and he

heaved a sigh o£ relief.

"That's all I" need to know."
She went back to the door and held

it wide.
"Bull, please," she said, "it's

awfully late and you'd better go."
"Just to keep the records Btraigh.t,"

said he, " wc like each other, don't
we?"
"Yes," she nodded.
"Well, there you are and here I am.

What are we gonna do about it?"
"I don't know."
"Well, I do!" He look her into his

arms and kissed her. "Good-night,
Beautiful."
"Good-night," she murmured, and

he went off whistling a gay little tune.
His happiness, however, was short-

lived. Next morning, while he was
having breakfast with her in a cafe,
Inspector Bane entered the office of the
Chief of Police in response to an
urgent telephone message he bad
received.

The Chief of Police, a burly, middle-
aged man named Elmer Davis, had
another man with him—a shock-headed
man with a ragged moustache, who was
wearing a jacket over blue dungarees.
"Good-morning, chief." said Lane.

"Good-morning," relumed. Davis.
" Well, your hunch was right. Lane

—

we recovered his body from the river
this morning. The features are beyond
recognition, but the marks on the cloth-

ing identify the dead man as Ward
Stuvgifl, Mr. Casey, here, is the night
watchman down at the slip. He's the
one that reported hearing a shot and
seeing a young woman running from
the dock with a gun in her hand."
Lane produced from his breast-pocket

a portrait of Mary which Emmet White
had filched from her Hat while she was
at one of the airports with Bull.

"Mr. Casey." he said, exhibiting the
portrait, "does this look anything like

l he young lady you saw?"
"Look like her!" exclaimed the

night watchman. "It, is her! I'd
know her in the dark !"

The Chief of Police looked up at

Lane.
"Have you the gun the Norton girl

turned over to you?" he asked,
" Yes. here it is." Lane opened out

a white handkerchief and inside it was
ih>' automatic.
"We'll take it to ballistics." The

< Ihief ot Police pushed back his chair
and rose. "Mr, Casey, will you wait
lien'.' I'll want your sworn Statement

ifying the girl."

"Yes, sir," said the night watchman.
" And you can ha\ e il

."

The dragging of Easl River, in the
region of the yacht, had not escaped
the attention of newspaper men, and a

;il edition of the " Express " was
on sale in the streets of the city before
the ballistic expert al Police Head-
quarters had finished with the automa-
tic and a bullet extracted from the
head of the dead man,
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"There's no doubt about it," was the
expert's verdict, "the bullet that
killed Ward Sturgis was fired from

Mil !"

"And apparently," commented the
Chief of Police, "Mary Norton is the
girl who firod it."

"I'm afraid you're right." said Lane.
"I'll send Regan over to Homicide and
show them where to pick her up."

Bull had to report at headquarters
every morning before proceeding to the
airport of the day. Having lingered
rather too long over breakfast with
Mary, he left her outside the cafe and
hurried off down-town—and he did not
buy a newspaper.
He entered the big outer office of

Lime's department to find the inspector
at a tall desk in it, studying a handbill
damp from the press.

"Good-morning, chief," he hailed,
pushing open the gate in the partition
and striding across the room.
"Good-morning," said Lane. "Have

you seen this?"
Bull looked down at the handbill, and

he gasped audibly as he saw on it a
reproduction of Mary's portrait and
above it the words: " WANTED FOR
MURDER."
"Mary Norton!" he quavered,
" She murdered Sturgis that night on

his yacht," said the inspector, "and
pushed his body into the river."

Bull gazed at the picture with misty
eyes.

"Aw. she couldn't do that!" he de-
clared hoarsely.
"She couldn't? She did! I just got

a report from ballistics. The bullet

that killed Sturgis was fired from that
gun she had. What're you going to do
about it ?"

Bull's eyes were still on the picture.
' "I don't know," he muttered.
"She was giving us the run-around,

Bull. Everything indicates that Sturgis
was a perfectly honest business man.
So far as the rackets arc concerned.
we're right back where we started

from."
" Yeah."
"Well, I guess we'll have to pick

her up."
Bull tried not to show too much

emotion.
"Listen, inspector." he gulped, "do

me a favour, will you? Can't we hold
off on this until we're certain?"
Lane shook his head.
" I'm sony, Bull, but it's out of our

hands now. We'll have to turn our
information over to the Homicide
Squad.' 1

"Oh, but there must be something
wrong! How about that book-keeper
Jennings? And who's the guy she's

looking for if it isn't Sturgis?"

"Probably nobody at all. Turn
everything you've got over to Homi-
cide and let them worry about that.

You'd better go along with them and
show 'em where ^lie is."

Bull gritted his teeth.

"Contact," he said miserably.

Tricked !

THE manager of tho apartment-
house in East Sixtj Sixth Street
accompanied Bull and two plain-

clothes men of the Homicide Squad to

the froni door of Mary's flat.

"Have you got a key?" demanded
one of the detectives.
"Yes," said the manager, "but I

—

" Open il
!"

The door was opened, and the four
-lie. mied into the little living-room. On
tin- table lay a copy of the "Express."
with its headline. , ,, nine the f]is-

covery of Ward Sturgis' body in tho
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liver and the girl with a gun who had
been seen by the night watchman; but
there was no sign of Maty.
One of the detectives dived into the

kitchenette, and one into the bath-
room. Bull made straight for the bed-
room, looked round it, .looked under
the bed, and opened the door of a ward-
robe cupboard. Maty was crouching
inside amongst Iter own garments, and
he seized hold of her arm.

"Don't let them take me!" she whis-
pered imploringly. "Don't let them!
I'll explain everything to you, Bull.

Please!"
Fear was in her eyes, but he could

not read guilt there.

"I'll be back," he whispered: and
he closed the door and went out from
the bed-room just as the two plain-

clothes men were about to invade it.

"Not in there!" he said.

"Well, it's a cinch she's not far

away." growled the plain-clothes man
who had searched the kitchenette. " [

guess we'd better send out a general
alarm.

'

"Yeah," said Bull, "let's get coin'."
The. manager, who had remained in

the kitchen, led the way along the
corridor to the lift, and they : 1

descended to the hallway on the ground
floor.

"You two run back to headejua
and send out your alarm." said Bell.
" I'm gonna hang around here for a

while and try to get a line on her."
The plaiii-ciothes men went off. the

manager retreated to his office, and
Bull streaked up the stairs because lin-

eage of the lift had shot upwards out

of sight.

He was scant of breath when ho
reached the tenth floor, but lie

i

.

along the corridor. The front door of

the flat was not quite shut, and he
flung it wide and went across the
living-room into the bed-room.
"Come on out!" he commanded.
There was no response of any kind

from the wardrobe cupboard, and be
opened its door—to find nothing inside

it but the garments that were hang-
ing from a brass rail and hat-boxes and
hats on a shelf.

Back in the living-room he opened
the double doors of a pantry, and then
he opened a window and looked down
a fire-escape outside it. He plunged
into the kitchenette and into the bath-

room, but the flat was deserted i

for himself. He glared at the copj "'

the "Express " on the table, and he
screwed it up in his hands and flung

it across the room in a temper.

Nobody in Lane's department
him again till the following morning,
when he walked into the inspei

room and dropped wearily into a chair.

"What's the matter, Bull." asked
the inspector. "You look kind of

ragged this morning."
"Did you ever have a dame tnaki

sucker out of you?" howled Bull.
"Believe me. I'll get that little crook!
I've seen over a hundred and fit'tv

pects in the last twenty-four hoi

I've been in every precinct in this

town. I've seen all the screwy dames
that I ever want to see in my life

—

all except one, Mary Not ton! And
when I catch up with that doubli-

ng, two-timing little twist, i

I'll
"

A telephone-bell broke in upon his

fiihnination, and he held b bile

Lane dealt with the call.

"Inspector Lane speaking. Where?
All light, hold everything just as it

is!"

The telephone was replaced, and Lane
(Continued on page 23)
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We gotta gel handy, too. Right away
we see about putting some barbed wire
round this joint, and a gate with a lock,

and we'll nave bait' a dozen strong-arm
guard- in keep an eye on us. We're
taking no chances."

Doyle was right when be suspected
that these crooks would try to make

blc. Ferrari and Nick saw Watson
and Park< thai night.

'"Thai guy's dynamite." Ferrari
i ubbed hi- swollen jaw.
"You were a tool to have made that

crack about hi Watson mut-
i H savagely*
"Guess she's bis weak spot." opined

Nick. "Butf^she's in Peru, and that

lettei

"She's his only weak -pot." inter-

rupted Watson. "Wait till she pit- a

load of some ol these Press clippings."
Ill- picked up a wad from the desk.

"Together with Iter kid'- biter. Mis.
Duke'll be back here on the double.
We'll tie' that Harvard Hurricane to

an apron-string!"

A
Susan Makes Plenty of Trouble
CLOSE watch pras kept at llie

harbour by Ferrari and his gang,
so that i be moment Susan

stepped oft the liner -be was under
observation. She entered a taxi and
Ferrari's ear pilled out behind the
taxi. Ferrari gave Nick a significant

glance v. ben the town was left behind
ami the mad taken was in the direction

-lie bills.

Ferrari knew that Mis. Foster was
diad nuts against boxing, and be
guessed that it must have been some
sort ol' money jam that brought Duke
back to the game, luckily they did not
know the leal reason. Evidently Foster
bad got hi.s wife out to Peru because
-In' would make trouble, but what
Ferrari worried about was the effect it

was going to have on the ex-champion.

r ._
Fogs and a breakdown bad delayed the

^^lincr several days, and the fight for the
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championship was that night. Time
was precious-

. Just having a slight row
with her husband was not going to get
Bronski the fight. Ferrari bad hoped
to do some of bis tricks round Lake-
side, but the armed guard of ex-pugi
lists had squashed that i<ba

.

Susan's taxi pulled up at the gate of

Lakeside, and after some sort of con-

ference Susan went inside, but the taxi

waited. Ferrari decided to wait.

It. was Mrs, Foster's passport that
had proved to the guard her identity,

and. not knowing quite what to do,
they let her enter.
up the drive, and

look

She walked briskly

there was a very
on her cleai cutdetermined

features.
As ii was the final day, Duke Foster

was not doing too much—Pat did not
believe in having a man over-trained.
Duke was in a jubilant frame of mind.
He was confident that be could win.
and if be didn't it would be a grand
fight—win or lose, it would be his last.

Susan's lather had been -aved from
prison, and bad bought some stock or
brought off a deal that would mean
thousands, so be was all right. Pauline
had secured a berth for him in the
v-. Peru that bad docked that morn-
ing and was sailing the nexl day at

midnight, so that, all being well, be
should wiv soon be on the high sra>.

speeding to join Ins wife. Little did
he know that his wife had lauded from
the s.s. Peru and that, all she bad
heard and read about the last few days
had concerned the struggle for the
win Id's heavy-weight crown.

Susan arrived on the veranda and
her expression was hard. For several
years they had rented this beautiful
bungalow, and what did it look like

now? Nothing but pugs, boxing tings,

outdoor gymnasiums and all the repel-

lent things that go with lighting. A
door opened and out came a grinning
Barney, but that grin went like a flash

at sight of Susan,
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Susan was about to tell Barney .1

ft w tilings when a small voice 1

"Daddy." and she gave a gasp of

horror at the sight of her son. Jin
wore a pair of white shorts and I

gloves. He had been having a sera]
with Sammy, the son of the net
second, Snowflake. A lucky po 1

i\

Sammy bad made Jimmy's nose ble'cd

To Susan it looked as if the child wi re

bleeding to death.
"Mj darling!" gasped Susan.
"Mommy!" Jimmy rushed into her

arms.
"Sweetheart, you're hurt."
"Aw, it don't hurt." growled Jimmy.

"I just got a bust in the schnoz/N. I

you oughtta see Sammy, mommy."
What language! Sin- whisked

the bouse, leaving Barney tongui
"Kim upstairs and get dressed

!

!

The boy needed no second bidd
and went scampering up the stairs,

yelling at the top of bis voice:
"Mommy's home, daddy! Mommy's

lionii "

Pauline wa- discussing some mi
of the publishing business when
beard Jimmy, and they looked ai ei

other in startled amazement. Th<
of the study opened and then -

Susan.
"Well. Fin home." She tossed

package on to the table. "And hen
('Una's novi I finished."

"Why—why, Susan." Duke -n
and then, realising it was bis wile, held
nut bis aims. "My darling, this is .:

surprise."
Susan accepted bis kiss coldly,

her eyes seemed to bote into In-.

" You're— you're going through
this light, Duke?"

" Yes, deal ; you see
"

" Regardless of the promises
made me?"

" You don'i understand, Susan,
said as she drew away.
"I'm—I'm willit

eagerly.

"I—I can't explain."
shuffled bis feet and
"You'll just have to believe in.

I say I've uoi to go through with

"I didn't expect this, I hike." 1 1< I'

young face was white, but her eyes
seemed to blaze. "You told me you

with

she i'. his]

Uohappil
looki d

Don't you touch any of us, you big palooka ! " defiantly cried Jimmy.
June 4th, 1938.
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were through with all this, and I be-

lieved you. 1 defended you when my
lather warned me that you wouldn't
ke< p your promises. I was wrong."

" You weren't wrong," desperately

cried Duke. "I'll keep my promises,

dear, after this one fight. It means
more than you realise

"

''Well, it i| means so much to you
— if ah this is what you want—you
have it now; but you have it alone."

Her mouth twisted in an ugly Sneer,
•" You should be very proud of your-
self. You have made me look ridicu-

lous. You've gone your own merry
i way knowingVft would wreck our hap-
piness "

"Susan!"
t "You can have your broken-nosed
companions, your common friends, your
prizefighters, fight fans -"

"Go ahead, sis," encouraged Pauline.
,"Cet it a-H off your chest." Then we'll

sit down and tell you a little story."

"I've listened to "all the little stories
[' 'i going to!"' Susan cried hysterically.

"I'm taking my child and his poor,

| bloody, little nose out of this environ-
I incut. Go ahead and have your' fight

—

[i hope the acclaim of a million blood-

thirsty maniacs compensates you. I'm
going back to my father!"

Jimmy, eager to get back to his

j

mother, pulled on a sweater, and with-

out even washing, raced off to find his

[mother. Susan whisked him up in her
'amis and dashed out of the house.

Duke made to run after his wife, but
[Pauline j mped up.

"Take it easy," she cautioned.

"But she's leaving me 1 She "

"You couldn't. Uiink of anything else

I. nt that fight to-night. Duke," Pauline
said. "In spite of w! at sis thinks, I

;

ii ant my brother-in-law te get back his

crown. Let father deal with her—he
got us all in this mess."

| Al Ferrari and Nick saw Suslm re-

nppear with the boy. Their gla.. <

(

%vere full of meaning. There had been
a row and Mrs. Foster had gone off

ityith her son. They followed the taxi

'and they saw the palatial flats that the

tar stopped outside. Later they found
[out that Mrs. Foster had gone to 406,

jfhe apartments of Arnold Corbin, .and

thai gave Ferrari an idea.

Peters, Arnold Corbin's immaculate
i butler, was startled when the bell rang
land he admitted Mrs. Foster. Then
her father came hastening out of a bed-

. room,
' " Susan !"

"Ob, dad, I'm so miserable," sobbed
|

bis daughter. "I'm so confused I

j

hardly, know what lo do."

j
Jimmy looked gravely up. He could

,not. uiider.-taiid what all this fuss and
bcthei.' was about. Why was mother in

tears?

I
"You—you found out about Duke

fighting?" questioned her father. "Is
'(hat why you're bark so unexpectedly?"

" Yes. dad—he lied Id me—made a

jf'nol of me. I—I've left him—I'm
through !"

"Grandpa"—Jimmy tug_ged at his

grandfather's sleeve
—"can't yon li\ it

80 mommy'll slop crying. Did daddy
do something wrong?"

"Certainly he didn't, son. because
you " He hesitated. "It is really

':ill grandpas fault."

It was then that Susan heard the
real reason.

|

"So, yon see. his li<;ht to-night saved
me from disgrace," added old Corbin.
;"T might have even gone to prison,
Susan, What Duke has done, was a

'preat sacrifice for a foolish old man.
'He didn't want you to know, because
he feared it would hurt you."
Peters appeared with a tray.
.Time 4th, 1933,
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"Perhaps a cup of tea, madam?
"Never mind the tea. Peters" Susan

was on her feet, her face radiant.
" Never mini, anything except helping
me back into a cab with my luggage."
"Two to one we're going back to

daddy !" cried Jimmy, still not under-
standing what all the trouble was about.
"Are we, mummy?"
"Yes, darling! Now! As fast as we

can gel to him."
They were almost ready to leave

when
j
the bell rang and Peters

answered it. Ferrari and Nick pushed
into the room. They closed the door.
Corbin paused in the act of putting on
Iris hat to stare at these strangers.

"Never mind the lid," sneered Fer-
rari. "You ain't going nowhere."

"You've Signed His Death Warrant!"

MRS. FOSTER stared at these two
strange men, and a little thrill

of fear- went, through her be-
cause their faces were so hard, cold and
callous. She knew it was to do with
the fight when Ferrari drew out a gun.
"How dare you break into my home

like this!" bravely cried Corbin.

"Take it easy, grandpappy," sneered
Ferrari, as he pushed the old man into

a chair. " You might bust a blood-
vessel."

."What do you want?" demanded
Susan. "Is this robbery?"
"No, it's a social call."
" Don't you touch any of us, you big

palooka !" shrilled Jimmy.
"Jimmy!". Susan cautioned her son.

"We'll have to entertain you folks

for a few hours." Ferrari dropped into

a chair, whilst Nick lounged near the
door. " Just stay put, and nobody'll
get hurt."
Jimmy suddenly shot out an accusing

finger at Nick.
" Mommy, he's the man who posted

my letter to you."
' "How ya, kid?" grinned Nick.
"And I remember now, mommy,"

w ->nt on the boy. "The other man's
the one daddy punched. Boy, did he
stop a hciuty ?"

"Shut up!" snarled Ferrari.

"You can't scare my dad and you
can't scare me!" the boy shouted.

"Yeah, we found that out," Ferrari
laughed. "That's why we dropped in

on your mother."
"What do you want with me?"

Susan asked, tight-lipped.

"Sit tight, lady. You'll find out in

just a minute." Ferrari picked up the
'phone and dialed a number. There
was an interval of breathless waiting.
"Let me talk to Duke Foster. That
you, Foster? Now. get this straight!

You're supposed to be a smart guy, so
take a dive in the fifth round and make
it look good. If you don't you'll find

your wife and kid in the East river

—

on the bottom !"

Ferrari was laughing evilly when he
hung up.
"That kind i got him," he gloated.

"He may try lo trace this call, hut
as it was a dial call he won't succeed."
A minute later the 'phone rang.

Pauline had remembered that Susan
had said she was going to her father.

Peters made to go to the 'phone, bul
stopped al sight of Ferrari's gun.

"Answer it!" Feriari ordered the
butler. "But remember Corbin ain't

here. Mrs. Foster was here, hut she

went fo an hotel. Any funny answers
and you get lead."
Pauline reported to Duke that Susan

had been lo see her father, but as lie

was out she had gone with the boy
to an hotel. She told him not to worry,
and promised to (ret linked up with
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every hotel in the city. Duke must +><

along to the stadium and she would
ring him at his dressing-room. A

i
' sed, anxious fighter went off with

Doyle to the huge stadium and its ter-

rific mob of fight fan-.

Barney was already there, and lie

told the announcer that if he wanted
to say anything it could be that Duke
would flatten Bronski in the third
round.

It was a strain for Ferrari, waiting
for the fight, and after a while he
Ordered Corbin to switch on the radio.

"It won't be long before the cham-
pionship fighl i> on." said an announcer.
"It promises to be a. real battle. Both
men. are in the pink of condition and
confident of victory. I have here last-

minute statements. hot from the
dressing-rooms. Duke Foster says he'll

Batten Bronski in the third round.'

Angiily Ferrari ordered Corbin to

switch oft' the radio. Actually at that

moment Duke was begging Pat Doyje
to call the fight off, and a triumphant
Watson was saying that if he didn't
tight the crowd would tear the place
down. Pauline had not been able to

trace Susan, and Duke was almost
frantic. All right, be would go in and
throw the fight. But Pat Doyle would
have none of it. It was only some
cheap ehiseller's bluff.

Meantime the quick brain of Sus.m
Foster was busy. She began to talk-

to Ferrari, and he did not mind telling

her that the reason for this hold-up ,\.i-

because an interested party would lose

a fortune if Duke won, but Bronski
was going to win now.

"He'll go in there and take a hiding
because he thinks you're on the spot."
"Duke would if he believed it. You

can give orders to some fighters, but
not Duke," argued Susan. "He's one
of those clean-cut fighters that won't
let his public down, and you can't j|
make him. Did he win the chanipioij^^
ship because you let him ? No !

Di**r
he give up the championship because
you asked him? No! Duke takes

orders from nobody but me. You heard
the announce" say Duke was going to

flatten Bronski in the third." She
glared at Ferrari. "And he will!"

Ferrari shifted uncomfortably.

"I told you he wouldn't believe it."

went on Susan. " I'm sorry he doesn't.

I hate this fight racket. I'd like to see

him take a boating—a real thrashing."
"Whatever for?" gasped Nick.

"If he wins that title again there'll

be no living with him." Susan spoke
viciously. "He wouldn't have dared
signed up if I had been here. This
victory will smash up everything. I'll

not live with a brutal fighting jfprilla.

I only know that if I could serfcf him
into that ring to get beaten to a="pulp

that (he public would kick him out and
he'd retire permanently."

Corbin stared at his daughter in

horror, whilst Jimmy set up a wail of
anguish.
"Mummy, you wouldn't want daddy

to lose."

"I do!" blazed Susan, and she looked
intently til Ferrari. "I got back to find

my son with a bloody nose. Fighting—
disgusting! If I could get in touch
with him now T'd send him in to take
the most unmerciful heating a man .

took. I'd tell him we were never
going back to him." She snorted with
righteous fury. ' I'd smash him!"

"Sister, you're talking sense!' de-

cided Ferrari.

"What's the use of talking?" Susan
seemed to go limp. "It's too late now.

(Continued on page 35).
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Death in many forms skulked amid the fastness of the African jungle, but no creature
of the wilds was more ruthless a killer than the man known as Spider Webb, and it

was against this man and his cut-throat gang that an intrepid youth and a beautiful
girl pitted themselves. A serial drama of high adventure, starring Frankie Thomas

Read This First

Thr African river-boat Congo Queen,
bound for Ambcsi, is carrying a cargo
</ arms and am inn nit ion destined for
'he Ivory Patrol, who police the hinter-
land cj Tanganyika, hut /hat cargo
never reaches Ambesi, for the ship u
seized iiy « gang of cut-throats in the
pay of Spider Webb, a notorious
criminal.

Tan people escape the massacre
which attends the seizure of the croft.
One is Tim Tyler, journeying tip-

country in the hope of tracing his
scientist father, Professor Tyler, who
has disappeared. Tin other is a girl
who rails herself horn Lacey, but whost
riol name is Graham, and who is out
to bring Spider Webb to justice, know-
ing him to he the perpetrator of a.

diamond robbery for which her broth/ r

is unjustly serving a sentence.

Later, from thr thickets to which
they hare taken, Lora and Tim sir
the crooks transfer the Congo Queen's
cargo to a strange armoured car which
the hoy recognises as a "jungle
cruiser" designed by his father.
Webb a ml his gang afterwards limn

that tin- professor has discovered !/>

whereabouts of a east treasun of ivory,
end thr scientist is in their clutches

I. "itl nidi is contact with thr
rogues ami pretends to throu in with
I h i' m

.

Actually, she plans to decoy tin m
into an ambuscade of Ivory patrolmen
commanded by a sergeant named Cutis

Meanwhile, anxious as to the fate of
Lora. J 1 1,1 Tyler is roaming through
thr jungle in guest for her when he
funis himself trapped between a lioness
and, a leopard. lie leaps for the

branch of a tree, but the lioness springs
on him and brings him down.

Now Read On

The Patrol

EVER afterwerds Tim was to carrj
in his mind a vivid recol lection
of )iis feelings as lie lay writhing

on (In' ground with that murderous
lioness atop of him. Ever afterwards
he wag to be a pity to memories that
would Bometimes haunt him in the form
of nightmares even while he slept.

A roaring filled his ears, the roaring
of the brute which had dragged him
down and which was now bent on
devouring him. Its hot breath was
upon Ins face and throat, and (he
slavering drips from its wide jaws fell

clammily upon his skin. In another
moment, he believed, (hose jaws would
fasten on his Sesh and rend him
cruellj . a nd, horror si riefcen at the
prospect oi so ghastly a fate, he closed
his eyes to shut qj.it the sight of the

mi mstoi 's bai ed teeth.

Yet Tim was not destined to die.

Convinced he might be that his hour
of doom was al hand, but he was mis-
taken. For ere Ins powerful antagonist
could sink her fangs into him. she her
self was attacked by the dappled,
feline creature which had cut off Tim's
retreat—the leopard which had issued
so unexpectedly from the thickets.

EPISODE 7—
" The King of the Gorillas "

It was through no desire to aid tho
boy that the leopard assailed the
youngster's foe. Apparently the
like animal had been sneaking tin.

the
_
undergrowth with the object of

seizing Tim itself, and seeing itself hi
danger of losing its human prej t<

lioness, il was only too ready to -

for the spoils of the hunt.

Launching itself forward with the
speed of an arrow in flight the le<

landed on its rival's back, and next
second both brutes were rolling
and over in the loam of thi

path, filling the air with the tui

tuous quarrel of their snarling -.

as they bat i led for the mastery.

A- for Tim, he suddenly found him-
seli in no immediate danger from eh v
or fang. The lioness was no lot

astride him, but was matchei
desperate conflict with a trt

enemy of the Bush—and he, Tin
intended < id im for \\ horn the b i

thirsty monsters were waging
combat, wa • 1 1 ee to take ad\ an agi

the situation and make good
escape.
Tim never knew which one of I

brutes won the day only to

that the quarry had vanished. 'I

the leopard was uppermost when
boy struggled to his feet and I

reheat, bur the lioness appeared I

giving a good account of hersell
whatever the nil iniate resell ol the
fight, the clamour of if v,

Tim for a considerable pei ;

hurried through the jungle.

He must have covered a mile or so,
indeed, before the sounds of '

i

diet died completely away, and
then he was unable to tell whether the

June tth, i
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grim tussle between lioness and
^leopard had ended, or whether he him-
'eelf had merely travelled beyond car-

shot of it.

i At any rate, he kept going forward
iat unabated pace, and lie was turning

a bend in the path when to his relief

lie saw in front of him the horse from
which he had been thrown some time
previously.

It had come to a halt, and hurrying

.towards it, Tim set foot in the stirrup

land swung himself astride the pony's

back. Then as he was settling himself

in the saddle his glance fell upon the

surface of the jungle track and he dis-

cerned the imprints of tyres once

more.
They were identical to the imprints

'•he had been examining when the

lioness had scared his horse. They
were without a doubt the imprints of

the armoured car which was in the

l

possession of Spider Webb and his

'gang, and he was instantly reminded
of Lora Graham's disappearance from
the camp established by the safari of

Jim Conway, that hunter whose services

the girl had engaged after her arrival

at Ambesi.
It seemed clear to Tim that Lora

had been carried off, hustled into the

'•jungle cruiser" and then driven to

Webb's almost impregnable hide-out in

the heart of the Ugambi Swamp, and
the hoy now decided to follow the tyre-

marks in the hope that they would
h-ad him to that point in the morass
where the secondary trail through the

quicksands began—the trail which the

outlaws must now of necessity use,

since the one formerly employed by
them had been destroyed.

If he could find out where that

second hidden trail commenced, Tim
reflected, he could notify the Ivory
Patrol. Then, a watch being kept on
the locality. Gates and his detachment
.might succeed in rounding up the Webb
gang the first time Spider and his

hirelings came out of the swamp.
Such was the trend of Tim's thoughts

as lie proceeded to trace the tyre-

marks clown the moonlit pathway in

the Bush, but an hour later his expec-

tation received a severe setback, for

he debouched on to a tract of country
where the ground was of a sterile

character and where the tangled vege-

tation of the jungle thinned out into

meagre patches of scrub.

The imprints Tim had been follow-

ing petered out on this stretch of

terrain, the hard and crusty soil be-

traying no signs of the armoured car's

passage across it. Nevertheless, the

youngster started to scour the ground
at random on the ofl'chanee of obtain-

ing some indication of the route that

the "cruiser'' had taken after leaving
the thickets of the Bush.
He searched far and wide without

result, and another hour must have
elapsed when he finally resolved to

give up his vain quest. And then, even
as he was on the poini of tinning back,
he espied a column of khaki clad horse-

men wending their way over the sweep

of more or less open country.

II. recognised them as Gates and his

detail, and he observed thai a native

was trotting alongside the sergeant's

mount—the native who had been des-

patched by Jim Conway to inform the

patrol that nothing was to he gained
try lying in wait for Webb at Mafalla

! Falls.
Digging his heels into his pony's

flanks. Jim rode towards (he detach-
ment, and a few seconds later he was
confronting dates, who looked at him
in surprise.

"Hallo, kid," the sergeant greeted.
June 4th, 1988,
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"What are you doing away over in

this strip? 1 thought you were in

camp with Jim Conway, Lora Graham
and that fellow Lazarre who deserted
from the Webb gang."
"I was in camp with them," Tim

answered. "But Miss Lora is in

Spider's clutches by now, unless I'm
mistaken."
Gates started at that.

"What do you mean?" he demanded.
"This native told us that Lora's scheme
to contact Webb and lead him into

our ambush at Mafalla Falls had
failed. He gave us to understand that
Webb hadn't answered the message that
was sent out via the jungle drums."
"That's right," Tim rejoined. "But

to-night somebody kidnapped Miss
Lora, for one of the natives of the

safari discovered that her tent was
empty and that the back of it had been
ripped wide open by a knife. And I

might add that I came across the
tracks of the armoured car a mile or

two from the encampment. I followed
them through the Bush, but I lost

them hereabouts.
"If you ask me, sergeant," he added,

" Spider Webb was too cunning to

answer Lora's drum-message directly

and take the risk of walking into a
trap. But he had her picked up after

nightfall— in his own time and his own
way—and instead of coming to her he's

had her brought to him."
There was a silence, and then Gates

drew his brows together.
"Say," he declared, "if that's the

case Lora may still be able to carry
out her original plan and get your
father to decoy the Webb gang to

Mafalla Falls, on the pretext of reveal-

ing the whereabouts of the elephants'
burial-ground. Why, at this very
moment those outlaws may be headed
for the Falls—and here's us riding
away from them!"
Tim looked at him in a tense fashion.

"Gee, I hadn't thought of that, ser-

geant," he exclaimed. "But you're
right, and we've got to make for

Mafalla Falls as fast as we can."
The sergeant nodded briskly, then

glanced at the native runner who was
by his side.

" You go back to Bwana Conway,"
he instructed. "Tell him we think

maybe Spider and his men go to

Mafalla Falls after all. You savvy?"
"I savvy," was the negro's response,

and in another instant he was breaking
into a (rot and directing his steps to-

wards the thickets of the jungle, Tim
giving him a parting hail and bidding
him keep a look-out for a leopard or

a lioness.

At the same time Gates gave his men
the order to wheel, and presently the

troop was spurring over the ground
they had already crossed; and Tim
maae haste to set out after them, intent

now on being present at the ambuscade
in which he hoped that Webb and his

hirelings would be captured at last.

Into the Gorilla Country

WIITLE Tim Tyler and the men of

the Ivory Patrol were gallop-

ing in the direction of Mafalla
Falls, the jungle cruiser occupied by
the Webb gang, Lora Graham and Pro-
fessor Tyler was approaching that

locality from another quarter.

The machine had left the swamp be-

hind it and was in close proximity to

the Falls. It was so close to them,
indeed, that there was no prospect of

the outlaws being ambushed there,

since the patrolmen were as yet no-

where in sight.

Standing in lite rear portion of the

armoured car with Tim's father, Lora
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was a prey to misgivings on that very
question of the ambuscade. Knowing
as she did that a runner had been sent
to recall Sergeant Gates and bis detail
from the Falls, she had nevertheless
anticipated that Webb and his party
would make an early start from their
lair in the Ugambi Swamp and reach
the Mafalla cataract before the patrol-
men had been withdrawn from that,

area. But unfortunately the jungle
cruiser had developed engine trouble,
and though repairs had been effected,

the delay entailed had roused in the
girl's mind the fear that her plan
would go astray.
She had managed to communicate

this fear to Professor Tyler, and thus
when the armoured car arrived at the
Falls and was brought to a halt there
without Gates and his men instantly
rushing from cover to surround it,

neither Lora nor the scientist ex-

perienced any feeling of perplexity or
surprise.

The stillness that reigned supreme
over the locality only bore out the

gloomy forebodings they had secretly

shared. The patrol had departed, and
the Webb gang was not fated to be
taken in ambush.
The brooding thoughts of Tim's

father and Lora Graham were inter-

rupted all at once by the gruff voice
of Spider Webb, who was grasping the
jungle cruiser's steering-wheel, and
whose crew of cut-throats were posted
at the loopholes of the machine.
"Well, professor," Webb called out,

"here we are at Mafalla Falls. Where
do we make for now?"
Old man Tyler shot a swift glance

at Lora. Then, after a moment's hesi-

tation, he appeared to come to a
sudden decision and advanced to where
Spider Webb stood.

"Set your course for Kenya Pass,"
he muttered.
"Kenya Pass, eh?" Webb echoed.

"Up in tlie gorilla country."

"Yes," Professor Tyler rejoined
slowly. "Up in the gorilla country."
The gang-leader started the motor

of the jungle cruiser again, and the

vehicle pulled forward, and gathering
speed it had soon left Mafalla Falls

well to its rear and was no longer
within sight or sound of that land-
mark when Tim and the stalwarts of

the Ivory Patrol arrived there.

For all that, however, Gates was
quick to realise that the armoured car
had been in the vicinity, for his keen
eyes detected traces of oil on the
ground—oil which had dripped from
some leaking sump or ciaiikease, he
assumed, and which indicated the I

taken by the jungle cruiser after ita

departure from the neighbourhood of

the Falls.

With Tim by his side and the

troopers behind him. Sergeant Gates
proceeded to follow the trail left by
that oil. Had he hut known it. how-
ever, the armoured car was several

miles ahead and was travelling at a

speed which was equal to that of the

fastest horse in his detachment, ai

kept up that pace for hour after hour
until it hove into view of Kenya P

A sinister defile in a harrier of rocky
hills, the pass reached northward, a

link between the territories of

ganyika and Kenya, yet a link which

was seldom Used because it held

uglj reputation. Men faring between
Tanganyika and Kenya preferred to

journey by other routes, and the

natives in particular were chary of

this darkly ominous ravine, for like

that other mountain fissure known as

Head Man's Pa", it was said to be the

haunt of giant and savage apes.
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Spider Webb and his minions were
well aware of this, and when they had
learned that Kenya Pass was their des-
tination the gang-leader's accomplices
had betrayed a certain amount of

apprehension, even Garry Drake fidget-

ing uncomfortably. But Webb himself
had revealed no sign of alarm, and if

he felt any it was far outweighed by
the greed aroused in him as he con-
jured up a vision of the wealth which
he hoped would soon be his.

There was nothing suggestive of ner-

vousness in his manner now when he
beheld the pass yawning before him and
turned to Professor Tyler.

"Where do we park?" he inquired.
The diminutive scientist was peering

through one of the windows of the
jungle cruiser, his attention focused on
the gap in the hills.

" Drive straight into the pass and
keep close to the loft-hand wall of it,"

In- said. "I'll till you when to stop.'"

Spider Webb obeyed him, and, bowl-
ing onward, the armoured car rumbled
into the defile and described a some
what zigzag course through the boulders
that littered the bed of the kloof, the

gy cliffa on either hand echoing the

throb of its motor.
Halfway along the ravine or kloof. a

spring bubbled up amongst the rocks,

and it was as the jungle cruiser came
abreast of this that Professor Tyler laid

a hand on Webb's sleeve.

"Pull up here," he instructed, and
in prompt response the gang-leader
drew on the brake of the vehicle.

"All light," the scientist remarked,
when the machine had been brought to

a standstill. "Now follow me."
He made for the door of the

armoured car, and at an imperative
gesture on the part of Webb one of the

crooks opened it. Then, with the pro-

fessor leading the way. the occupants of

the jungle cruiser filed out into the
moonlight, Webb's associates wearing
an uneasy mien, and Lora seeming far

from tranquil as well.

The vehicle had halted within a few
yards of the scowling rock-face on £he
left-hand side of the kloof, and now
Lora and the gangsters observed tha'

a narrow ledge of a track wound up
the precipice. This Professor Tyler
started to ascend, and the other mem-
bers of the party moved after him.

The track climbed steeply to a height
of a hundred feet and then levelled out

to a horizontal plane, running like a

rough-hewn terrace along the facade of

the cliff, and on to this terrace a num-
ber of- sombre eaves looked forth.

Before one of these caves the elderly
zoologist paused
"We go in here," he announced.
The statement caused Webb's hire-

lings to exchange anxious glances, and
Webb himself hung back now, laying
a restraining grip on the professor's
arm.
"Wait a minute," he growled.

"Why do. we have to go in here?"
Old man Tyler regarded him calmly.
"It's the only entrance I know to

the Burial-Ground of the Elephants,"
he replied in an even tone.

One of Spider's accomplices addressed
tile scientist in an inquiring manner.
He was the individual known as Brent.
"You mean—the elephants come

right up here and go through this cave
when they know they're goin' to kick
oil'?" he breathed.

"Yes," Tyler answered. "Some
peculiar instinct must show them the
way. As you probably know, no ele-
phant that has died of natural causes
lias ever been found in the jungle.
Throughout the ages, they've always
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come to the burial-ground to end their
lives."

A covetous look dawned in the eyes
of the man who answered to the name
of Brent.
"By thunder," he said, "there must

be millions of dollars' worth of ivory
tusks in that graveyard then."

"There are," the professor affirmed
simply, and then, turning to Webb:
"Look out for gorillas," he continued.
"They abound in these parts. In fact.

the natives taboo Kenya Pass alto-

gether because a lot of men have dis-

appeared in it and have never been
heard of again."
Webb inclined his head.
"I know that," he grunted, tugging

a revolver from a holster on his hip.
"But if we happen to meet up with
any of those apes, don't you try an'
make a break for it. If you do, my
first bullet will drop you, professor.
Get that, and get it straight."

The zoologist made no response. His
gaze had wandered to the wall of cliff

on the other side of the ravine, and
suddenly he motioned in that direction:
and as Spider Webb and the other
members of the party swung round and
Stared across the defile tiny detected
grotesque figures moving to and fro
along a number of ledges on the oppo-
site rock-face—the figures of monstrous
gorillas.

"There are th< denizens of the pass,"
Professor Tyler declared. "They
ippear to be concentrated in full force
on the far wall of the kloof, and let's

hope they7 remain there, for they are
signally resentful of strangers. I know
that from experience."
Webb and his men watched the apes

in a kind of awe-struck fascination. So
did Lora Graham, and she and the
crooks were still peering across the de-
file at those formidable brutes when all

at once she became aware that urgent
fingers were plucking at her sleeve.
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It was Professor Tyler who was pull-

ing at her, and as she looked quickly
at him he beckoned to her, indicating
that he wished her to follow him into

the cave.
Spider Webb and his associates were

all gaping at the other side of the
ravine, and it seemed to the professor
that while they were thus concentrated
upon the activities of the gorillas there
he and Lora might well stage a bid lo

their freedom.
Warily he edged into the cavern in

the mouth of which he had paused, and
Lora imitated his example. Then, as

black darkness closed over them both,

the elderly zoologist clutched the girl's

hand and broke into a run with her.

Almost in the same instant an out-

cry went up behind them—an outcry
precipitated by Garry Drake. Wei I 'a

lieutenant.
"Spider!" Drake ejaculated "Old

Tyler's given us I he slip—yeah, and the

Lacey .mil has beal it. loo! 1 told you
she wasn't to be trusted!"
Lora was being dragged sharply to

the rie.ni by the professor as she hi i
<)

those words, and. though she couL:

nothing, --lie soon guessed that the

scientist was guiding her along ft

branch tunnel. Meanwhile, from the

commotion that had succeeded Garry
Drake's shouts, it was clear to her that

Spider Webb and his gang wi re -v.

ing into the cave, but it soon beci

equally evident that the rogues
not noticed the branch tunnel ;mil •

blundering straight on into the d<

of the main gallery.

As for Professor' Tyler, he i

to wend his way along the side foil I
i I

with Lora for a distance of some thirty

or forty paces, the speed at win'.:

piloted the girl through the opa<

gloom making it plain that he

thoroughly familiar with his surroi

ings. Then suddenly he drew up with
his fair companion, and a moment, ;

wards Lora heard him strike a match.
The flame of that match disclosi

startling scene to her. In the first

place she and the professor were stand-

" Gorilla or no gorilla," Webb rasped, " you're headin' into that
cave with me, you spineless little weasel."
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ling in a kind of bottle-neck beyond
which the cavern widened out into a

roomy chamber equipped with several
articles of furniture and a quantity of

stores. It was a chamber that was also

occupied by two massive boulders, one
being situated near the spot where
Lora and Tim Tyler's father had
checked, the other close to a narrow
passage that led off from the far side

of the strange vault.

But tire object which caught and held
Lora's attention was a huge cage in

which a monstrous gorilla was a cap-
tive, a gorilla that moved up to the
bars of its prison as the flame of the
match in the professor's fingers burned
brighter.
(Hd man Tyler smiled dryly as he

saw the expression of bewilderment on
Lora's face.

"This has been my home these many
months," he volunteered. '"Here I

have lived, studying the ways of the
great apes which inhabit these parts.

Yes, and they have come to accept my
presence in the neighbourhood, so that
the natives whose kraals are within
sight of these mountains call rne the
King of the Gorillas."
"'You mean you've tamed the ape-?"

1 the girl asked incredulously.

The professor shook his head.

"I wouldn't say that," he answered.
"They don't molest me, but the
majority of them fight shy of me.
There is only one that I can claim to

have tamed, and he is the one that you
.see in that cage. He and I under-
stand each other, though I fear he
would make short work of a stranger.
It is on account of him that the other
apes leave me alone. He is my guardian
now."
Lora stared at him in silence for a

few seconds, and then she glanced back
over her shoulder into the darkness of

the tunnel along which she and Tim's
father had made their way.
"Do you think we're safe here?" she

faltered. " Safe from Spider Webb and
bis gang, I mean ?"

"No," the professor told her. "The
cave down which Webb and his men
have gone is a blind alley. I was
lying, of course, when I said it led to

the Elephants' Burial-Ground. Those
crooks will, therefore, retrace their

steps, and without a doubt they'll find

their way here. But don't worry, I

know how to stop them."

While he had been speaking he had
entered his den and had escorted the

'girl to a table on which a lamp was
S aiding, lie lit that lamp now, and.
:i- lis beams flooded the rocky vault,

be pointed to the massive boulder that

was planted near the bottle-neck by
i Inch they bad entered the chamber.

• I'm going to block up the approach
to this lair of mine with that great
) i

. " he informed Lora. "It's a pie
wii I used lo take every night,

and by mean- of thai other boulder
llieie 1 was in the habit of pro-

tecting myself against intrusion from
(lie passage at the far side of the

nber as well I didn't altogether
trust (he gorillas, you see, and 1 had
no intention of being caught off my
guard by any prowling ape who might
take it into his head to attack me.
"We won't concern ourselves with

thai other boulder now. however," he
aMed. "My purpose is to hold off
Webb and his gang so that while
they're trying to force their way in

here we'll have ample time to make
off down the opposite passage. 1(

winds back to the cliff-trail, and we
can descend from thai trail to the
jungle cruiser and effect our escape."

Lora stared at the enormous boulder
Jan.- 4th, 105S.
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with which he proposed to keep the
Webb gang at bay.
"You're not trying to tell me that

you can shift that huge rock!" she pro-
tested.

"Hardly," Professor Tyler said.

"Otherwise Spider Webb and his cut-

throats would soon heave it out of their
path. No, young lady, the gorilla I
have tamed and trained is the one who
shifts it."

With the words he strode across to
the cage in which»the ape was lodged,
and he was in the act of liberating the
animal when Lora gave vent to a ter-

rified exclamation.
"Wait!" she panted. "Isn't that

brute liable to attack me?"
"Don't be afraid." the professor

answered reassuringly. "He's com-
pletely under my control, and he won't
attack anyone if I let him know that

the person concerned is my friend."

In spite of that statement it was with
acute dread that Lora watched him
release the gorilla. Then she became
aware that he was talking to it in a

curious guttural fashion that was un-

like any human dialect she had ever
heard, and she wondered whether it

were possible that this remarkable man
whose name was a byword in zoological

circles had actually learned how to con-

verse with the apes.

It certainly seemed as if that were
the case, for without so much as a

glance at Lora the gorilla to whom
the professor was speaking shambled
over to the ponderous boulder that

stood near the bottle-neck whence Tyler
and the girl had gained admittance to

the rocky vault.

At that same instant a medley of

cries came echoing along that tunnel

—

a medley of cries which warned Lora
and the professor that Spider Webb
and his hirelings had located the side

passage and were hurrying into it.

Old Tyler remained where he was.
Ho was still talking to the gorilla he
had tamed, and the immensely power-
ful creature was now setting its mighty
hands upon the boulder. Then, sum-
moning up., its giant strength, it com-
menced to heave at the rock, and
slowly but surely the massive stone was
rolled into the bottle-neck, obstructing
it completely.

It was in position, and Tyler and
Lora were hastening from the rocky
chamber via the other outlet, when
Webb and his accomplices reached the
obstacle that had been moved into

their path; and as the crooks swarmed
close to (hat obstacle they gained an
impression of the fugitives quitting the

lamplii vault -saw them momentarily
through narrow chinks between the

ragged edges of the boulder and the

walls ol i he passage that it blocked.
"There they go!" roared Webb.

"And. by thunder, it looks as il

professor has a tame got ilia with him!
Come on. get this boulder out of the

way !"

Two or three of the gang held burn
ing matches in their hands, but they
dropped these and joined the other men
in striving lo dislodge the huge
Yel the combined efforts of the outlaws
were unavailing and tailed to budge
I lie obstruction, and presently (•

Drake addressed Webb in a breathless
tone.

"lt'> no use, Spider!" he blurted.
"Twenty men couldn't shift it!"

Webb gave utterance to a
I

response.
"You're right, Garry," he jerked.

"Listen, old man Tyler must know of
another way out. Turn back and head
for the cliff-trail. He may be figuring
to work round to it, grab the armoured
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car and make his getaway. Quick,
turn back!"
Thus was the professor's ruse divined

by the gang-leader'- intuition, and in

helter-skelter style the desperadoes re-

traced their steps to the cliff-trail, where
they looked down into the ravine to
see the jungle cruiser standing a hundred
feet below them— its motor silent, its

door wide open as they had left it on
filing from the interior of the machine.

"If you were right about Tyler figur-

ing to work round to the cliff-trail, we've
beaten him to it, Spider," said Drake.
"But maybe you were wrong—just as

wrong as you were in falling for that
Laeey girl's story. I told you from tlu

start that she was Loia Graham, the
sister of that fellow who's doing time
on your account down in

"

Webb interrupted him.
"Never mind about that," he snapped.

"We're goin' to investigate these other
caves that open out on to the trail. Come
on, scatter and take a look around them
—and if any of you meet up with the
professor and the girl, bring down the
ape that's with them before you do any-
thing else."

He and his men proceeded to split up
and . examine the various fissures that
yawned in the face of the precipice
where the ledge-like trail ran parallel

with the ravine-bed a hundred feet be-

neath, and it fell to the lot of a gang-
ster named Becker to enter the farthest

of those caverns—a cavern which was
the very one that was linked up with
Professor Tyler's strange den, and
which provided him with an alternative

outlet from his haven.
It was as Becker turned into that cave

thai he came face to face with Tyler
and Lora, and in an instant he was
covering them with a revolver, observ-
ing as he did so that there was no sign
of the gorilla that Webb had seen in

their company.
"Hold it !" Becker rapped out. "Stay

where you are
!"

Confronted" by the armed ruffian,

menaced by the six-shooter in his fist,

the professor and the girl who was with
him halted abruptly. Then, still keep-
ing his gun trained upon them, Becker
gave vent, to a resounding hail.

"This way, Spider!" he shouted.
"I've got 'em !"

His voice went echoing about the cliff

—was still echoing when Tim's father

took a desperate and ill-fated chance,
flinging himself forward impetuously in

an attempt to close with the outlaw.

Close with him the professor did, and
he even managed to seize the scoundrel's
wrist, hut in that same moment the gun
in Becker's hand belched flame and lead,

and a bullet ripped into the older man's
body.
Perhaps Beoker bad not intended to

shoot, realising, as he must have done,
that Webb did not want anything to

happen lo Tyler until the exact where-
abouts of the graveyard of the elephants
was revealed. Perhaps it was the sud-

den grip of the professor's hand on
the g ed the lat

index linger against the trigger of the
revolver. In any event the scientist

staggered back with a hoarse cry of

pain, and next second he was falling to

the floor of the cave.

With the smoking six-gun in his

grasp, Beoker stared at the profi

mutely for a brief apace. Then he
switched his attention on Lora. and it

was as he did so that he delected a

movement beyond the girl.

All at once, out of the dark depths
of the cave, a gigantic form took si

It was the form of the gorilla that the

stricken scientist had tamed, and, its

teeth bared in a malign snarl, its eyes
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seeming to blaze out of its hirsute,

brutish countenance, it bore clown on
Becker with its tremendous arms reach-

ing out for him vengefully.

A half-stifled scream broke from the
lips of the gasgster. lie tried to dis-

charge his revolver at the oncoming
animal, but before ho could fire he was
caught in the vice-like embrace of those

hairy arms and swept off his feet—was
lifted on high and carried on to the
trail, then hurled far out, to plunge
shrieking through mid-air and to crash
to his deatli amid the rocks away below.

Farther along the ledge from which
]• had been flung, Spider Webb and the
res! of the gang were now issuing from
the other caverns in response to the hail

Becker had raised and the gun-blast
bad so closely succeeded it.

1: was with feelings of stark horror
thai they saw their luckless comrade cast

to his doom, but Spider for one was
quick to recover from the unnerving
offeci of that spectacle, and he blazed
.a ili' gorilla with a ('ok forty-five he
\:,i carrying.

! [c missed the ape by inches, and the
wheeled swiftly and turned back

Ihe cave, passing the cringing figure

oi Lora and vanishing into the gloom,
though whether it penetrated far into

the tunnel's interior or lingered just out
of sight the piil could not tell. She did
opserve, however, th.it in shambling by
her its foot came into contact with
Becker's gun, which had dropped from
that rogue's clasp when he had been
seizi d by the animal.

Lora picked up that weapon, and,
standing with her back to the craggy
wall of the cave-mouth, she prepared to

defend herself— either against Webb and
nt-thioats, or againsi the gorilla it

it should reappear an<l attempt to vent
its wrath on her, in some mistaken im-

iDii that she had been a party to the

wounding of its master.

Meanwhile. Spider Webb was address-
Ms hirelings.

"('nine on," lie was saying thickly.

"Becker sang out that he'd cornered
Tyler and the girl, and we're goin' along
tn that cave to grab 'em!"

His men wavered, and one of thorn
spoke in a tremulous tone.

"Not me, Spider," he faltered. "Not
me. I ain't goin' along there to get
what Becker got. Von .-aw what that
ape did to him.''

i Ilaring at his craven associate, Webb
laid hold of his arm.

"Gorilla or no gorilla," lie rasped,
"you're headin' into that, cave with me,
you spineless little weasel. And that

lor the resl of you, too."

Ife added the last words to his oilier

accomplices, but none of them looked
a- if I hey had a mind to obey him,
and the situation might have ended in

open rebellion on the part of the gang-
sters if an unexpected diversion had not

come about. For at that moment Ser-
geant, Gates and his detail hove into
sight, with Tim Tyler riding hard in
their midst.
No sooner had they perceived the

troopers than Webb and his ruffians
made tracks for the bed of the defile,

and in a quarter of a minute they were
piling into the jungle cruiser, a burst
of gunplay from the approaching patrol-
men harrying them as they scrambled
through the doorway of the contraption.

The machine lurched forward as the
last of the rogues entered it, and it

rapidly gathered speed—was seventy
yards farther down the ravine when the
troopers swept over the spot where the
crooks had hoarded it—and then, as Tim
Tylei and the mounted police officers

were charging past the spring near which
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the armoured car had stood, they heard
a voice calling to them from above.

They looked up and saw a girl on the

cliff-trail from which Webb and his

minions had descended, and Kates let

out an exclamation.

"It's Miss Lora!" he said. "IIcv,
Tim. you get up there and see ii she's

all right. We'll keep after the jungle
er!"

Tim reined in, and, while the troopers
forged on in pursuit of the armoured
car, he did from the saddle oi his pony
and started up the cliff-trail. Nor was
it long before he had reached Lora, and
as he joined her he caught her by the
arm.
"What happened:" he den

"Are you okay .'" •>

"Yes, Tim." she said faintly. "I'm
—I'm okay. But your father he's in

ihat cave there—and he's— he's bei n

shot."

The colour waned from the youngster's
feature-, and, running past Lora, he
dashed into the fissure -ho had indi-

cated. A moment later he was beside
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his father, and as he stared at him,
lying there in an inert heap, a wordless
cry of anguish escaped him, for it

seemed i.j him that the old man was
dead.

Trembling with emotion, ho began to

sink to his knee-, stretching out hi- hand
to foil his father's heart as he knelt.

Yet before he could lay a finger on I he
huddled body of the scientist a heavy,
shuffling tread became audible to him,
and all of a Sudden a ^'u.mlie figure

loomed out ol the darkness of the
cavern's interior.

It was the figure ol the got iila that

had dashed Becker to his death, and
with a deep-throated growl it fastened
ii- greal paw- on-Tim. Then, swinging
the youth on high, it advanced towards
the cliff trail with him, intent on serving
hiin as ii had served the professor's
assassin

!

(To he continued in another dramatic
episode next week. A New Universal
Picture, controlled throughout the
United Kingdom and Eire by General
Film Distributors, Ltd., starring Frankie

Thomas.)
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looked .1' Bull with a callous expn
on his face.

"This may be the answer, young
fellow," he -aid. "They've jusi found
some woman's clothing on one oi

Hobokcn fei i ies a hat, coai i hand-
bag."

Bull's jaw dropped and his

paled.
" You mean -he'- jumped in tlie

i iver ?' he gaspi d.

"Quite possibly. You'd better get,
up there light away." The inspi

rose and - a peg.
"Come on. I'M go v\ iih you
A squad cai conveyed them t.» [he

the New York -ide of
the Hudson River, and inside u Lane
- 1

i eted a patrolman who had tcle-

pl '! him and questioned the short
and thick-si i offii oi on whose i

'"'i' .i '
'

i coat, a black felt hat. and
a black handbag had been found.

" Well, you -. e. " said the officei I

was comin' ashore last oight after my
la-t trip when 1 -aw tin- stuff lyiu' on
the dec! ii 'he rail, and I

"

" Yes, yes," intcn upted Lane, ''but
did an v.. ii. ii,., ..man
V.llO Wine these lllll'e-':'"

"Noi thai I know of," was (he reply,
"but "

.

"They're Mary's, .all right." inter-
i Bull, who had been exam

the ,, i lid out on a desk. " I

remember this bag and tin- hai
" Are you ed Lair
Al i-ohilely '"

" All right.' I .me in,

,

olman. " Take i harge of this

will you. I!

On the wax back in the ear Bull was
-ill iii fin quite a while.
"Thai dame's too smart i<> jump in

i he i ivei '" he suddenly blui • d
" l.eav in' ihat eoal and bag
an act !"

bane gazed .M him sharply.
" You think so?"
" Shi e

! I've gol a hunch -I,.

v rv fai aw av
. and I'll find her it you

ha mo dn whal I v..ml to."
"What'- thai '.'"

" Am nee thai v, e'\ e captured Ma i y
Norton."

" Win The inspector looked
puzzled.

" Yeah -o we can have a i ci epl ii ill

naiiv ai Grand •Central Station. She's
bound lo linn up lo see "ho we've
go! I"

I.alio COUSldi red ihe idea and decided
thai it was worth i > v ing, and in ; I

morning all ihe Xew Yoik papers an-
nounced thai Marv Norton had been
captured and that ihe police were bring
ing her back from Buffalo to face a

murder charge bj the train ihat was
due to ai rive ai Grand Central
Siai ion al ten o'i Nick.

I. iim: In foi • thai hour a crowd of
curious people mostly females

—

thronged the station, and a plain-

clothes man who hung about round the
bookstall with Bull became annoyed
because thej kepi getting in the way.

" Sa|i- ! " lie -ii.n ie,| • iril sen e

i
ight w hen tin v find tbov 'v e come

for noth in' !"

" MaV he We ha 1 e. pin." Sj h] Bllll.

"What time ;- ii ?"

The detective Looked at hi- watch.
"Just after ten."
A few moments later (ho gate lead

ing to Platform 22 wore opened and
the crowd surged towards them. Rail-
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waj policemen forced a way for

passengers from the Buffalo train, and
presently a tall plain-clothes officer

appeared with a girl in handcuffs—

a

girl who bore no resemblance whatever
1 • Mary.
"Here comes our Mary Norton," said

Bull excitedly. "Now watch close for

the real one."
The crowd milled about the station

trying to get a good look at the

supposed prisoner as she was marched
ly towards an exit, and many times

Bull's companion thrust people aside.

'"Fraid it's a cold scent." mourned
Cull, after the "prisoner" had dis-

appeared; and then suddenly over a

woman's shoulder he caught sight of

Mary herself in a check coat near the

destination board.
"No, it worked!" he cried, and

dodging round the woman he scurried

OSS to Mary and seized her by the

iarin.

"Come on. you!" he roared.
" Bull !" she gasped.
Staring women began to gather

round them and the plain-clothes man
arrived.

"You beat it back and tell the

inspector I've got her." directed Bull.

propelling Mary towards a door marked
" Private."
"Are you goin' now?" inquired the

surprised officer.

'•Not till 1 talk to this dame!
There's a couple o' things i want to

settle."

'Take it easy on the rough stuff,

Bull," urged the detective.

'•Beat it!"
'Mary was_ bundled into a plainly

furnished room to which defrauding
passengers were sometimes conducted
vhen caught, and Bull pushed her
down into a chair and stood over her.

" : You double-crossing little cheat!"
I. be! lowed at her.

"No. I'm not,' she protested.
"Please believe me."
"Believe you, huh? Everything you

told me I believed, and I'd have given

you anything in the world. You know
that

!"'

•• Ye-, Bull," she nodded. 'I know."
"That night we were together you

said you liked me—and the next day
you let me risk my, job to save you.

Then you lammed out on me, leaving

me holdin' the bag. What is it, a

g i
me '.' Come on. talk !"

She leaned hack in the chair to look-

no into his face.

"You came to arrest me for a

murder I didn't commit," she said

quietly. "I didn't want you to turn
me in while there was still a chance
of proving it. That's why 1 ran
away. Won't you believe me?"
"Why should I?" he retorted.

"How about that gat you handed us?
[t's the <me that did the job."

" It was StlU'gis' own gun. I tell you.

T never Coed it. Hut someone -aw me
running across the dock with the gun
in m\ hand the night Sturuis dis-

ncd."
Theu if it wasn't you.' challenged

Bull, " v. ho did murder Stlirg
" Si urgis isn't dead !"

"What?" h<- howled.
'The dead man they found was

Jennin
" No,, listen, don't "

' When I read the papers I real ised

what StlU'glS had done. lie killed

Jennings, dressed the body in his own
(lollies, and threw it in the water."
"Say," exploded Bull scornfully,

"have you been kickin' the gong
ai ound ?"

"You must believe me, Bull!" she
cried. "You must! Don't you see?
June 4th, 1938.
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Bturgis made it appear he'd been
murdered so that it would look like a
closed case when the police finally got
a line on him. He'd cut himself off

from his underworld associates—prob-
ably double-crossed them. They'd
think he was dead, and he could slip

away to South America."
It sounded feasible, and Bull was

impressed.
"Well," he said less fiercely, " why

didn't you tell me that instead of
runnin' out on me ?"

"You wouldn't have believed me. I

knew the only chance to clear myself
was to find Sturgis and prove the body
they found was not his. But I couldn't
let another girl suffer for me."

" She isn't suffering any—that was a
plant. Come on down to headquarters
and tell it to the Homicide Squad."
She rose obediently, and he caught

hold of her left wrist and tugged her
towards the door.

The End of the Trail

WARD STURGIS, very much alive,

had entered the booking-hall of

Grand Central Station a few
minutes before. He went to one of
the windows and he said to the clerk
behind it:

"Ticket and drawing-room on the

next train to Miami."
"Yes, sir." The clerk provided the

necessary slips of paper and received
payment. "It leaves at three-forty

this afternoon," he said as he supplied
some change.
"I suppose I'm too late to see them

bring in that—er—Mary Norton?"
questioned the crook.
"Yes," the booking-clerk replied.

" She was taken away several minutes
ago."
"Oh, that's too bad." Sturgis

walked out from the booking-hall into

the station yard, where a porter sum-
moned a taxieab for him.

He was waiting for it to arrive when
Bull and Mary emerged from the

building, and Mary caught sight of

him.
"Look!" she shrilled. "That man!"
Bull stared in the direction she in-

dicated.
"What about him?"
"That's Ward Sturgis! Don't let

him get away !"

"All right," said Bull, "but you're
coming with me."
The taxieab had arrived and Sturgis

had got into it. Bull rushed Mary
across (he yard to another one, heaved
her up into it and flung himself down
h.'s ide her.

"Tail that cab!" he shouted to the

driver, pointing to the vehicle in

which Sturgis was being swept out into

Lexington Avenue.
The driver nodded, and a pursuit

began which led west on Forty-Second
Street and south on Fifth Avenue.
Several times the leading cab was
nearly lost to sight amongst the stream
of traffic, and where Broadway crosses

Fifth Avenue Bull was afraid his

driver would not heat the lights.

"Come on, come on!" he bellowed.
" Step on it, will you?"
The lights weii- beaten, the distance

between the two cabs was lessened,

and the driver braked hurriedly as the

one in front swerved inwards to a kerb
opposite a white-walled hotel.

Ward Sturgis alighted, paid his

driver, and entered the building.

"Bull, be careful," said Mary
agitatedly, as Bull opened the door on
his right. "He's apt to start shoot-
ing!"
"Don't worry about that," snapped
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Bull. "Can I trust you to stay hero
and wait for me?"

" Yes," she replied.
"All right, you hold the cab." He

jumped down on to the pavement.
"Now be on the level with me for
once."
There was no sign of Sturgis in the

lobby or the lounge, so Bull made
straight for the counter of the office.

"Where did that guy go that just
came in here?" he demanded of the
clerk. "Brown suit, black moustache,
tall."

"You mean Mr. Hayes?" inquired
the clerk.

"I don't know what his name is.

Does he live here?"
"Well, yes." The clerk turned to

a telephone switchboard. "Who's
calling?"
"Never mind that stuff!" rapped

Bull. "I'll announce myself. What's
his number?"
"Two-o-nine, third floor."

Bull ran to the stairs, climbed thern
swiftly to the third floor, and reached a
door numbered 209. He whipped out.

a gun, and with his left hand opened
the door; and Ward Sturgis swung
round from a bed upon which he was
packing a suitcase.

"Don't, reach for anything!" blared
Bull. "I want to see you, mister!"

Sturgis scowled.
"This won't do you any good," he

said. "I haven't any money."
"I'm not after dough," snapped Bull.
"Well, then, what do you want?"
"Yrou'll find out when I get down to

the Special Prosecutor's office !"

Sturgis picked up a folded shirt and
placed it in the suitcase.

"I'm afraid you're making a mistake."
he said. "Whom are you looking for?"
"A guy named Ward Sturgis."
"Well, aren't you a little late? I

read about a man of that name being
murdered."

"Y'cah, but you can't believe every-
thing you read.".

Sturgis shrugged.
"Well, my friend." he said with an

air of impatience, "my name isn't

Sturgis. I'm a respectable citizen."

He turned towards a little bureau, but
Bull promptly swung him round.

"Well, there's one way of finding
Out." Bull slipped the gun into his

pocket and gripped the crook by the
sleeve. "There's a girl downstairs who
can identify you. Come on!"

Sturgis offered no resistance, but on
the stairs he said warningly:
"Yon know I can collect damages for

falsi' arrest?"
"There's no harm in trviu'." retorted

Bull.

The lobby was reached, and they
Btepped out from the hotel on to the

pavement. Two taxi-cabs were at the

kerb, hut passengers were getting out

from them, and the one Bull had left

was there no longer, lie stared blankly
at the spot where it had been, and
Sturgis did not fail to notice his con-
sternation.

' "Well, where's your girl?" he
-, oiled.

"That's what I'd like to know"'
snorted Bull.

"Then perhaps you'll lei me go about
my business?"

" Yeah ? Well, I'm gonna tal

dow n anyway'.' (let in there!"
Sturgis protested, hut he was made

to enter a Cab which was about to move
away from the hotel, and Hull followed

him.
"Police Headquarters," he said to the

driver, displaying his badge, "and step

on it !"

Half an hour after leaving the hotel
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behind, Bull marched bis captive across

the big outer office of Inspector Lane's
department and into Lane's room.

The inspector looked up from bis desk,

bur Bull had eyes only for tbe girl who
was sitting in a chair to the left of it

—

for the girl was Mary.
"Why didn't you wait for me?" lie

bland at her.
" L thought yon were in trouble," she

replied, "so I took the cab to look for

a policeman. When I came back you'd
gone, so I came here."

Bull thrust his captive towards her.

"What about this guy?"
"He's Ward Sturgis!"
Sturgis turned to the inspector as

(bough bewildered.
'Why was I brought here?'' be asked.

"Who is this young woman?"
"You know very well who I am!"

Mary blazed at him.
"I've never seen her before," Sturgis

said to the inspector.

"I'm Mary Norton, if that means
anything to you!"
"Mary Norton?" Sturgis looked a(

her again, his brows raised, "ft seems
to me I've read something about you,
haven't I?"
"I presume you have," said Lane

grimly.
"So you prefer to take the word of a

murderess against mine?" fumed
Sturgis. "Is that the way you do things

hen ?"

"Not. at all." The inspector stood tip.

"There's a possibility of mistaken
identity. Just what is your name?"
"Rupert L. Hayes."
"Well, Mr. Haves, I'm going to ask

yon to co-operate with us for the sake
of .just ice. Won't, you please sit down?"

Sturgis sank into a chair.
"Of course," said the inspector

smoothly, "you can prove your state-

ment?"
" Of course."
"We have reason to believe thai

you're the individual this Special De-
partment was intended to reach— the
man who's the head of organised crime
in this city."
"That," laughed Sturgis, "is ridicu-

lous. You can't hold me on a charge
1

1 Ice that—without proof."
"Well, that's true," Lane admitted

quite frankly. "We haven't enough
evidence to hold you. However. I Hi
going to ask you to remain here a little

while longer."
"All right," said Sturgis, rather

stiffly, "I'll wait."
"Thank you." Lane sat down at his

desk again, picked up a pencil, and
wrote upon a pad. "Put these calls

through right away, will you, Bull?"

He tore oft' the slip on which he had
w til ten, folded it, and gave it to Bull,
who went off into the outer office and
sat, down at his own desk, imagining
that he was going to do quite a lot of
telephoning. When he opened out the
slip, however, what he found on it was
this message:
"Come back in ten minutes and say

' yes ' to everything I ask you."
For ten minutes by the clock on the

wall Bull prowled about the outer office,

and then re-entered Lane's room.
Sturgis was drumming nervously on tho
arms of his chair with his fingers; Mary
was standing by a window.
"You contacted those parties all right,

did you, Bull ?" inquired the inspector.
"Yes, I got them," nodded Bull,
"Did vou talk to Heffner?"
"Yes."
"The strong-arm boys?"
"Yes, [ got them all."

"And they said they'd bo on deck?"
"Sure," said Bull. "They said they'd

be light down."
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" asked Sturgis in a

"Why did vou call

"What is this

strained voice.

those men ?"

Lane turned ro face him.
"There's a tumour going through the

underworld." he stated, "about the man
who controls the rackets in this city.

They saj lu's double-crossed bis friends
and pulled out with all the profits.

Those calls were to some of his former
associates."

Sturgis sprang to his feet, his mouth
working.
"What kind of a game are you try-

ing to play?" he cried. "What's all this

got to do with me :"

"Nothing," Bull took it upon himself

to reply, "except that I told 'em you'd
be leaving here in a few minutes—and
they're waitin' to sec you."
"You told 'em that?" yelped Sturgis.
" Sure."
"If you're an honest business man. as

you claim," purred Lane, "that shouldn't
disturb you. Bull, show the gentle
man to the elevator."

Bull took possession of the crook's

arm, and the crook went all to pieces.

"No, no!" he almost screamed. "J
can't go out there! Those men are
killers! It'd be certain death, and you
know it! You've got to keep me hero!"
Inspector Lane spread his hands.

"I've got nothing to hold you on,"
he said. "So far as I'm concerned
there'.-- no evidence against you as a

racketeer, and yon don't know anything
about Jennings' murder. No, it '> no
use."
"What if I admit my connection with

Heffner and the others?" quavered
Sturgis desperately. "Will you give me
protection? I'll turn Stall's evidence

—

I'll help vou round up the whole gang.
Only keep me here!"

"Frankly." said Lane, and his voice
was suddenly harsh, "T prefer to save
the Slate the expense of your trial, (let

out !"

"No. T can't go out there!" screeched
the wretched man. "They'll kill me!"
"And I can't hold you. Bull, take

him out !
"

"No, wait a minute!'' Sturgis
wrenched his arth from Bull's grip. "I'll

take my chance in court. 1 killed Jen-
nings. Now—now lock me up where
I bey can't, reach me !"

Lane spoke to Harris through the
dictograph.
"Send in Whitey," he directed; and

Sturgis was huddled in a chair when
Emmet White entered the room. "Oh,
Whitey, Mr. Sturgis will dictate a con-
fession and sign it; then take him over
to the Tombs."
"Okay, chief." The detective helped

the quivering prisoner to his feet.

"Come along!"
The door closed upon the pair, and

Lane transferred his gaze to Mary.
"I want to thank you for all you've

done. Miss Nor-
ton." he said ap-
preciative el y.
" You're going to

lie a very import-
ant witness for us.

I think I'd better
provide you with a
bodyguard."

" T bat's me,
chief!" cried Bull,
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"THE CALL OF THE RING"
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(Continued from page 18) *

knock Broirel

id he would."
He'll go in there and
in the' third as he s;

"Sister, I'm going to give you a

chance, but no funny business," said
Ferrari, and lie dialed a number.
"Hallo, National Stadium? Give me
Duke Foster's dressing-room. Mi-.
Foster calling."
Susan's heart heal as she heard her

husband's voice, and she schooled her-
self to act calmly.
"Duke, I told you nol to take this

fight," she gritted out. "Norn you've
been told that if you go through with
if that Jimmy and 1 would be harmed.
But, dear, that's not true! We're safe!

Go out there and win that fight!"

Ferrari wrenched tbe 'phone away,
his eyes blazing with fury. Almost he
shot Susan there and then, but bis eal

dilating brain told him that her death
would noi gain him anything. He
pushed Susan on lo I he settee.

"Don't let 'cm outa your sight!"
Ferrari ordered, and dashed from t,h'-

roo.n.
Nick went and sprawled in a i

with a gun on bis lap. He leered ai

Susan evilly.

"Lady, thai smart trick just signed
Duke's death warrant ."

"Where's he going? To stop the
fight ?" questioned Susan.
"No. he's going to -top Duke!" Nick

held up In- ".mi.
" You couldn't ! You wouldn't dare!-

cried Susan. "Don't you see even then
you .vouldu't w in

'.'"

Nick smiled.
" Xo. hut we ilen'l lose."

Jimmy to the Rescue

SUSAN though! quickly. She had
saved the fight, bul gol her hus
band and all of them into tcr

liblc danger. This eiook did not loot

as clever as Ferrari—could she bluff

him? Shi' racked her brains, and sud
denly she had a daring idea.

Susan got. up and said that if Nick
bad no objection she would put her son
to bed. Jimmy wanted to stop and
hear about daddy knocking out Bronski,
but Susan was insistent. Nick said

he'd come along with them.

"There's only one way to enter this

apartment—through the front door,"
Susan said contemptuously. "We can'l

escape even if we tried."
But. as she went with her father and

sonny she whispered to Peters to gel
Nick a drink. Brandy might dull the
man's wits. She put Jimmy to bed. bul

(Continued on page 28)

and caught hold of
M a r y ' s arm.
" Here we go, beau-
tiful!"

(By permission of

First National Film
Distributors, Ltd.,
starring John Litel,

Dick Purcell, and
Jean Dale.)
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THE GREAT ARMAMENTS' RACE
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MORE Prise Hcwe tot yon, pate ! \v> 're ail set lor the second month''; lap in our Stupendous Stamp-Collecting Race. Them- arc still Ten More
' Hercules " Bikes.' and 4,<ioo other super Prizes to be won. They're i REE, too !

Every week in BOY'S CINEMA we are continuing to print free Armaments Stamps—BATTLESHIPS, SEARCHLIGHTS, GHNS,
ami so on. There are now six different kinds to be collected. .Inst cut them out and stiek to as main' others as yon can get hold of. And re-

member, pale, all the stamps you collected last month (except Bombers and Submarines, which we called in) can be HSOd for this month's contest

as well.

There are (twenty stamps in all on this page, while if you also read other popular boy's papers like " Champion " and " Triumph," you will find

more of these stamps in them to help give you a big total.

At the end of June, we -hall again ask you how many of ouc or more kinds of stamps you've collected. Wl h -tamp- we shall ask for

will be a close secret until thi

So go all out to get as many of these stamps as you can.' Get your pals to do it, too—swap stamps with them if you like, to make the "race"
leiting for ever] body.

At the end of Jane, another Five Bikes and up to 2,000 of the other tip-top prizes will he given away ! Tin bigg -t i oHections of stamps called
lor will win—and readers will be asked to say which prizes they want, too !

>•'>> stamps to he sent in yet—we will ti II you how ami where when the time comes !

OVERSEAS READERS, TOO ! Those of you far away—you're in this great scheme also, and special awards will be given for the best collec-

tions from overseas readers. There will be a special closing date for you as well, of course !
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during the contest to the readers declaring and

sending tbe largest collections of the stamps

called for. Cash value of any of the first prizes

may be divided in case of a tie or ties for such

prizes. Ties for any other prizes will be decided

by the Ediior.

All claims for prizes to be sent on the proper

coupon (given at the end of each month) ; no

allowance made for any coupon or stamps

mutilated or lost or delayed in the post or

otherwise. No correspondence ! No one
connected with this paper may enter, and the

Editor's decision will be tinal and legally binding

throughout.
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" Magnet."' " Gem," " Modern Boy,"
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in his clothes, and then she whispered
in her son's ear what she wanted him
to do when the chance came. Jimmy
understood.
Nick came into the bed-room with a

glass in his hand and saw the bov in

bed. He was satisfied and went back
to his brandy. Then Susan asked her
father to go and talk to Nick and to
make him sit in a chair so that his back
was towards the open door of the
lounge, so that he could not see what
was going on in the corridor. Arnold
Corbin succeeded, and cautiously Susan
open the bed-room door. With her son
in her arms she darted into the kitchen,
and opened the dumb waiter.

,; Jimmy, you know what to do when
you get to the ' basement V Get help
lor daddy." j Jimmy nodded, and she
closed the doors. She pressed a button
and the lift vanished.

The janitor had his radio switched on
and was listening to the fight. An old

boxer himself, he was revelling in the
contest. Down came the dumb-waiter
and he did not hear the doors open.
He was sparring around, living again
his old fistic combats, when Jimmy's
anna went round his neck.
"Stop sparring,- mister!" piped

Jimmy. '.' We gotta get a policeman.
A man is upstairs with a gun."
"Keep quiet!" roared the exasperated

janitor.

"There goes the bell for the second
round. They're in the centre of the
ring, Duke leads a hard right and hooks
on the chumpiop's ribs as they are in

close. They separate, and Bronski
charges iki. , but Duke sets him back on
his heols wi v!( a beautiful straight left.

Duke is 'fighting as if he'd never been
out of the ring. His timing is lovely

to watch. They're sparring now—Duke
looking"tor an opening. Bronski goes
down before a straight left. The
champ's - up. They're standing toe to

toe and' slugging it out. What a
battle!"

"I want a policeman!" persisted

Jimmy. 'I want a policeman!"
When the round ended the janitor

was able to listen.
"' And they're gonna shoot daddy so

he won't fight
!"

" Voiu daddy ?"
" Yes, Duke Foster. Come on, do

something
!"

"They can't do that to me!" yelled
the janitor, darting to the 'phone.
"I've got ten bucks on him. ^. (.limine

police headquarters!"
Within 'minutes a police car was on

the way to the Fifth Avenue apartment,
and several other cars were on their

way to the fight stadium. Nick was
in a very soused condition when the
janitor opened the door of the Corbin
flat with a pass key, and he gaped as

he saw the policemen.
It was at tin' end of the third round

when Al Ferrari got to a reserved seat.

Under a newspaper he had his gun
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ready, but he intended to use the gun
only if Bronski were losing.

Ferrari eyed the combatants nar-
rowly. The bull-like Bronski did not
look in the best of shape, for one eye
seemed to be closing, and there was. a

trickle of blood at the corner of his

mouth. Duke Foster was dancing
around and showed no signs of fatigue,

nor did he seemed to be marked.
Bronski's fighting seemed to lack punch,
and twice Duke landed hfeavy blows.

Ferrari gradually brought tip his gun.
Police officers came into the stadium
and walked down the gangway, their

eyes alert for anyone behaving sus-

piciously. Big Bill Watson saw them,
and wondered what was afoot, and his

breath seemed to leave him when he
saw Al Ferrari.

In the fifth round there was a flurry

of punches, and when they broke away
Bronski seemed to be sagging at the

knees. He made a last wild rush, and
stepping to one side Duke rammed home
a blow that made that vast audience
gasp. Everyone heard the thud of the

glove. The champion spilled to the

canvas and lay still.

An excitable little man behind Ferrari

stood up and looked over the gunman's
shoulder. The paper had slipped and
the gun was showing. Slowly Ferrari

raised his arm.
'He's gotta gun!" screamed the little

man. "Help, help!"
He was a brave little man because

he grabbed hold of Ferrari's wrist, and
by the time the gunman had got his

hand free the police were on the spot.

As the cursing killer was dragged away
he heard the referee declaring Duke
Foster the new Heavv-weight Champion
of the World.
When the s.s. Peru sailed there were

two very happy young people on board.

Mr. and Mrs. Duke Foster were going

on a second honeymoon.

(By permission of the British Lion Film

Company, Ltd., starring Allan Lane as

Duke Foster, Heather Angel as Susan

and Genevieve Tobin as Pauline.)
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THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"MISSING WITNESSE S."—

Inspector Robert L. Lane, John
Litel ; Defective Bull Began, Dick
Pureell ; Mary Norton, Jean Dale j

Emmet While, William Haade ;
Little

Joe Macey, Raymond Hatton ;

Heinie Dowds, Louis Natheaux ;

Joseph Hartman, Michael Mark ;

Hard! Stttrgis, Harlnnd Tucker ;

Frank Wagner, Ben Welden ; Gladys
Wagner, Sheila Bromley ;

George

Harris, John Harron ; Chivvy Fredo,

Earl Gunn.

"THE CALL OF THE RING."—
Duke Fatter, Allan Lane ; Susan
Foster, Heather Angel ; Pauline
Corbin, Genevieve Tobin ; Jimmy
Foster, John Russell ; Pat Doyle,

Joseph Crehan ; Arnold Corbin,

Frederick Burton : Barney, Ben
Welden : Watson, Selmer Jackson ;

Parle, Clyde Dilson ; .4/ Ferrari,

George Lynn ; Nick, Victor Adams
;

Bronski, Art Lasky.

(Continued from page 2,i

Robert Montgomery Can Take a Joke

Robert Montgomery recently prove«U
that he has a sense of humour. He
can laugh at" himself.

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer star has
made a collection of jokes, but most of

the stories he tells present him as goat,

instead of hero. He revealed a few of

them while resting between scej

"There was the time shortly after •

I had come to Hollywood when 1 had
a day off from screen work. 1 awakened
fairly early, saw the mid shining out-

side, decided to lay in bed and read a
book.
"A knock came at the door and an

urgent voice called to me. 1 told tho
voice to go away. A little later cam.'

another knock, slightly louder. Aroused.
I shouted to the person to let me alone.

Finally the telephone rang. I answered,
and a voice informed me that the house
was on fire. It, didn't take me lou^

to get tip after that.

"On another occasion I was offered a

chance of a good part in a motion pic-

ture if I could play i>olo. As I wanted
the part, I assured the casting office that

I was a five-goal man. They took me
at my word, and I went to the polo

,

field, rented horses, a teacher and a I

mallet. I took a terrible beating for a 1

couple of weeks, skinned my knees and j

lost all dignity. I learned to play a '

good enough game to get the part and
hold it."

Bob's funniest reminiscence cOjJcerna

the veteran screen actor who worked '

with him in his first picture. The I

veteran kindly explained to the new-
j

comer screen technique as compared fo ]

stage technique.

"If there hadn't been 'rushes-' I

would have been out of pictures before

I fairly got started," chuckled Mont-
gomery. " That chap stole every scene

in which he appeared with me. made
me look terrible. He had told me ajl

the wrong things to do. When 1 taxed

him with it on the set the next day. he
informed me that what he had done was
for my own good, that I would learn

more quickly that way than any other.'.'

Montgomery laughed loudest at jokes

on himself.

Bing Crosby's Horses on the Screen

Bing Crosby's horses are to act in the

movies.
That is the upshot of a deal closed

between the star and Wesley Ruggles,

the producer-director, who will use the

Crosby stable in racing sequences,

"Sing, You Sinners." in which Bfflg

and Fred MacMurray head the cast

According to the terms of the d> i".

Bing will put about twenty five bOTBpS

nt RuggleV disposal for scenes to be
filmed at Santa Anita and the Pomona
Fairgrounds, selecting one three year old

for a "star part," that of "Unda
Dudley," the horse which saves the for-

tunes of Bing and his family in the

picture.
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Police-Captain Lewis Nagel is transferred to a little town in which nothing ever
happens, and his newspaper reporter chum, Steve Withers, " steals " a girl's necklace
in order to make a story. But the necklace is stolen from Steve—and two murders

follow. A most unusual thriller, starring Jack Holt

Promotion !

IT was evident that the headline
across the front page of the
"Morning Herald'' was obnoxious

to Alfred A. Kennedy, Chief of Police.

He glared at it, stabbing it with his

vision; ho gritted his teeth, making a

very ugly lino of his month; and
finally he hurled the offending paper
from him across the desk at which he
was seated.

'•Nagel does it again!" lie exploded.
The headline consisted only of five

words—" Nagel Puts Heat on Gamblers"
— and those five words did not seem to

justify such violent wrath, especially as

they reflected credit on the Police De-
partment. Bui Lieutenant, Lewis Nagel
bad a way of getting his name into

print far too often.

Abruptly the door of the room was
opened and McWade. the stocky little

District Attorney, walked in at it, his

hat upon his bead and e half smoked
cigar in bis hand. He looked down at

the newspaper on the carpet, and he
looked at the irate officer who had
flung it there.

"About tunc you woke tip, Ken-
nedy," he said, "and called a halt on
Nagel's publicity—or cut yourself in

on some of it."

"Yeah," fumed the Chief of Police,

"first thing J'll know Nagel will be
wearing my badge and I'll be on the

nt !"

"So would 1," returned the D
Attorney, "if 1 lei my men worm their

way on (o every other front page. But
not me! As long as I'm the boss I'll

take the bows."

He planted a Foot on the offending
hi .iilime and took a pud" at the
"What Nagel really needs," be went

on with a twinkle m bis grey eyes, "is
July 2Srd,

I could

enough.
Fain iev\

-book

Mac,"
have a

a large* field. One of the suburbs

—

Fail-view, let's say. They've been hav-
ing a lot of trouble with their goats

over there. It seems to me that Nagel's
just the man to keep them off the

streets."

"It'd be a good move if

swing it," growled Kennel
"That ought to be easy

Make him captain of the
precinct ."

Kennedy pursed bis lips

his head.

"I doubt if he'd fall for it,

he said with gloom. "No, I

hunch he'd resign."

The District Attorney grinned.
"What's wrong with a good re

tion?" he inquired blandly.

The Chief of Police rubbed bis chin.

his somewhat heavy features relaxed,
and bis eye's almost sparkled. He
turned to a dictograph and through it

spoke bo a sergeant in the outer oilier

who acted BJ his secrete

"Come in and bring your book right
away," he said crisply.

A letter dictated to (!:
I was

delivered to Lieutenant Lewis \
without any delay whatever, and its

content- genl us recipient striding
backwards and forwa the floOl

of bis own room at. Headquarters, his

lips compressed, his brown
frowning.

Lew. as bis friends called him,
a man of action and looked it. I fe was
a line figuie of a man, tall, strong, and
a born fighter. 1 ithself, be
was feared by wrongdoers. llis dark
brown hair was sleek and brushed well

back from a high forehead; his dark
brown eye- were almost disconcert

keen; and as he prowled from desk to

window and window back to desk, his

mouth was set like a steel trap beneath
a mere smear of a moustache.

In the course of his striding* a
framed photograph on the wall facing

I be desk drew his attention and he went,

over to it. The photograph was of a
young** man than himself, whose clean-

shaven face suggested a well-developed
sense of humour and high spirit!

whimsical fact 1
, crowned with wavy

brown hair. It was signed "Sieve.

Lew eyed the smiling face as though
it were the fare of an enemy in

of that of his besi friend, and he took

fbe frame from its nail, carried it over

to the desk and put it away in a
drawer.

A- be resumed his efforts to wear out.

rfectly good carpet, the door froin

the corridor was opened arid S
Withers, the original of the

lit. stepped breezily into the loom.
lb was a reporter on the "lb, aid"
and he was responsible for the headline.

i iwed one sw iti and by no

means cordial pOD him and
reached the window again.

Considerably puseled by so aloof an

attitude, Steve Withers plaintively

d:
"

I Ii. I ew. give yourself a I

-,.-, ' Hallo ' to me."

"How are yon. utetl

Lew. mainly over bis should

"Hi. what l.nid o' talk is

protested the visitor. " You know
he kind of a guy v.'

telling people how 1 am. Say. whatTB

Something on your "

"Yeah, plenty!" Lew .i (o

the desk anil snatched up the letter he
mi i be Chief of Police.

t low's that for a pain in the neck?"
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Steve perched on a corner of the
desk and proceeded to read the letter
aloud :

In pursuance of my established
policy to reward distinguished service,
I_ have, after careful consideration, de-
cided to promote you to the rank of
captain. This necessitates transferring
you to Department Forty-one in the
suburb of Fairview, said transfer to
become effective on Wednesday, the
twenty-first of this month.' "

Lew had gone back to the window,
bis thumbs in the armholes of his waist-
coat, and ho was glaring out through a
pane at nothing in particular.

"Congratulations!" said Steve, drop-
ping the letter.

" Yeah." snorted Lew.
"Boy, will I be waiting to see that

first picture of you in a uniform? If

there's one thing I really go for in a
lug way it's uniforms with brass
buttons."
The note of raillery was not lost on

Lew. He stalked back to his chair and
dumped himself in it.

"Lay off!" he snapped. "Fairview!
Nothing's happened in that burg since
Washington stopped and looked at a
potato patch!"

"Yeah," drawled Steve, "and he
only stayed eight minutes."

Lew smote the hack of one hand
against the palm of the Other, and his

disgust was manifest.

"Last two men Kennedy transferred
there," he said, "resigned in less than
three months—and the one before thai
took to checkers and ended by talking
to himself!"
"Well." shrugged Steve. "maybe

some day you're going to learn to play
dumb and keep your face out- of the
papers. Kennedy likes the front p
too."
"Who's been putting me on the front

page?" challenged Lew sourly.
'You asked for it, sailor—I gave ii

to yon. But that's all over now.
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Once you hit Fairview you'll be out of
the newspapers for the rest of your
life."

"You're telling me? The last arrest
they made there was a rooster who
muscled in on the yard next door! But
here's one for your notebook—if Ken-
nedy thinks I'm gonna resign he's in
for a long, long wait ! One thing about
the Nagels, they don't quit under fire!"

A little sigh followed this defiant
statement, and in quite a different voice
Lew said :

"It's going to be pretty tough leav-
ing the old hang-out—and my friends."
Steve chuckled and folded his arms.
"I didn't ask for a laugh," he com-

mented, "but that certainly is one.
Friends! You'll find out how- many
you have now that you're on the
skids!"
"Say. I never thought o' that,"

gritted Lew, on his feet again and con-
siderably dismayed. "Maybe you're
right."
"Sure I'm right." Steve slid off the

desk and made for the door. "And
I'm no different from all the rest,"
was his parting shot.

From Headquarters he went straight
to the offices of the "Morning Herald."
and on the fifteenth floor he invaded
the news editor's den.

Hallen Middleton was the news
editor's name, and he was a portly and
middle-aged person whose temper was
uncertain and whose habit of .tearing
it his hair whenever he lost it had so
reduced his thatch that recently he had
become alarmed at its scantiness and
had taken to having his scalp massaged
every morning by a female expert.

When Steve burst in upon him he
was enveloped in a big spotted sheet
and the woman was at work upon his
hair with some soapy but tonic fluid,
some of which was trickling down his
fat face.

"Hi. sweet child." boomed the in-

truder, "something terrilie's just hap-
pened. Kennedy's transferred Lew
Nagel over to Fairview!"
"What'.'" howled Middleton, opening

his eyes and closing them
hurry because the fluid stung.
"Know what that means, don't

A bombshell all ready to burst wide
open

!"

The elderly masseuse wiped the fat

face with a towel and stood aside. The
owner of the fat face emitted a
scornful noise.

"Nothing ever happens in Fairview'
but a Fourth of Julj parade!" he
scoffed.

"Oh. yeah?" Steve moved nearer to

the sheet-enveloped figure. "Then why"
is Kennedy sending his ace man over
there ? It's big, I tell you ! Leu-
tipped me off. Now you put me on a

drawing account, and I'll bring you a
story that'll boost our circulation five

thousand copies a day!"

Middleton had a sort of weakness [or
Steve, partly on account of his enter-
prise and efficiency, partly because he
had more poise and a more engaging
personality than most reporters. Bui
the news editor was not easily to be
deceived.
"If youVe trying to treat yourself to

a vacation," be rapped, "you're only
wasting your time."

"All right, all right." Steve whisked
up a telephone and stooped ovei
Middleton with it. "If you won't take
my word for it, call Kennedy yourself:
ask him if he isn't sending Nagel to
Faiiview."
The news editor eyed the telephone,

but his hands and arms were under the
sheet.

"Any idea what it is?" bo asked.

"Lew wouldn't tell me," fibbed the
schemer. "He's bound to secrecy.
Well. well, do I grab i he scoop of the
year, or do we let the opposition beat
us to it

?"

"Not while T have a hair on my
head ! Tell Bennett to fix up an ex-
pense account."
Steve replaced the telephone and

sailed serenely towards the door.
"Sweet child," he said jubilantly,

"you'll never know what you've done
for me."

Steve made for the door. " And I'm no different from all the rest," was his parting shot.
July 28rd, L938.



owed (lie news editor.
•or die newspaper, ' Steve turned
tiend.

The elderly masseuse resumed her
task as soon as the door was closed.

"Mr. Middleton," she said, "a few
more' treatments and you'll have a nice
big crop of hair."
"Yean," he retorted, ''if 1 buy my-

self a wig!"

Thanks to Steve

Tl I K town of Fairview, twenty-five
.miles from (lie city of Hartford,
had its points as a residential dis-

trict, hut ils inhabitants were far too
law-abiding to provide the police with
any real activity. Social functions
wen' numerous enough, hut crime did
not. exist.

The police station was quite a nice
building in Main Street; the charge-
room was capable of holding fifty

arrested persons simultaneously without
anj of them crowding against the high
desk behind which Sergeant Handley
I assed most of his official time reading
or dozing; the cells were lofty and
dean, but untenanted; and Captain
Lewis Nagel's own room was large,

sunny, and quite well appointed.

Lew looked fine in his brand new uni-

form, but after three weeks of almost
complete idleness he began to feel that
he 'would go crazy if something didn't,

happen. He had taken to playing
checkers with Stc\e, and even at that

game he was beaten.
One warm and pleasant morning he

sent the board and such men as re-

mained on it Hying off the end of the

desk with an angry sweep of his band,
and he said bitterly to his conqueror:
"Remember me? The name is Nagel
used to be an officer of the law—made

an arrest, occasionally. Now I can't

even keep my king from being trapped!
I'm going nuts!"'

"Hi, hi!" rebuked Steve. "Why
don't you give yourself a break and
cool down? You don't hear me cheer-
ing about this burg, but even at that

there's been something doing."

"Why. sure,'' scoffed Lew. " that

i iot call I answered yesterday for two
kids stealing a water-melon!"
A little man in a striped suit, white?

bailed, and wearing pince-nez on a
<ord, had stepped into the charge-
room from the street and approached
the massive sergeant without being
noticed because the massive sergeant

was immersed in a magazine called

"Soul Secrets."
"'Morning, Sergeant," said the little

loan. "Is Captain Nagel in?"
Sergeant Handley dropped the maga-

zine as though ashamed of having been
i..ught with it and sprang to his feet.

"Why. sure, just come right along,"
In said in a deep and booming voice;
and he went over to Lew's room and
rapped on the door.
"Mr. Keer to see you. captain," he

announced, after he had been hidden to

enter.
"Oh, come light in, Mr. Keer," ex-

claimed Steve; and then, as the little

man Swept off his hat and stood bowing
in front of the desk: "Captain Nagel!
I want you to meet Fairview's one
and leading jeweller.''

Sergeant Handley returned fo his

post of duly and his magazine.

"Pleased to meet you, captain," said

the little jeweller.
" And yon. Mr. Keer," nodded Lew.
" About this diamond-studded badge

in town is presenting to you. I'm

downright Borry, bul I'm afraid i( won't
i i i e.uly in lime for

\\.:ii a minute, wail a minute!''
juij - - is
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Lew interrupted almost harshly.
"What's this all about?"
Edgar Keer blinked over the lop of

his pince-nez and pinched his chin in a
nervous fashion.

"Goodness," he exclaimed, turning
to Steve, "I hope 1 haven't let the
oyster out of its shell! I thought the
captain knew- all about this."
Lew scowled at Steve.
"Say, what are yon trying to pull

lliis time?" he rasped. "If this is

another one of your "

"Now, now, take it easy. Lew," im-
plored tin; reporter. "I simply called
a meeting of our leading citizens and
suggested that they show their appre-
ciation of Chief Kennedy's gift to their

town—that's all."

Lew clamped his teeth together.

"There comes a time in a man's
life," lie hissed, "when killing is justi-

fied, and I think this is one of them."
He summoned a wintry smile for the
jeweller. "All tight, Mr. Keer, I'll

see you later."

"Anything you say, captain," mur-
mured the embarrassed little man, and
he was turning towards the door when
there came a rap at' it and Sergeant
Handley reappeared.
"A lady to see you, sir."

The lady brushed past him into the
loom, elegantly dressed and with a

floppy and semi-transparent hat upon
her red-gold hair. She looked about
forty-five and very self-possessed.

"Hallo, Edgar," she said brightly to

the jeweller, "how well you're looking.

Still on your milk diet?"
Without waiting for any reply she

smiled at Steve.
"Oh, Mr. Withers! How very nice

to find you here."
"Mrs. Wilder," said Steve, "I want

you to know Captain Nagel."
Lew rose and bowed—and immedi-

ately became the target for a pair of

admiring blue eyes.

"Oh, what is so awe-inspiring as a

fine-looking man in uniform?" gushed
their owner. "Would you believe it,

captain, I
"

"Excuse me, Mrs. Wilder." Lew
broke in rather stiffly, "but is there

something 1 can do for you?"
Edgar Keer took his departure and

the door was closed. But Mrs. Wilder
in no way lost countenance.
"Oh, captain, I can tell you're as

nervous as a witch," she tittered. "But
you're not the only one. Every last

member of the Ladies' Conversation
and Get-Together Club is just living

lor next Thursday afternoon, counting

off the minutes until you address
them." »

"When 1 do what?" gasped Lew.
"Oh. don't be so modest. When

Mr. Withers told us you'd be happy
to speak to us on crime every lady just,

bounced out of her seat and scrambled
for the telephone. The' beauty par-

lours have been working eighteen hours
a day."

Steve looked at Lew. hut Lew would
nut look at Steve.

"Listen, Mrs. Wilder." he said, re

seating himself at his desk and speak
ing quite coldly, though he felt hot

enough about the collar, "just call the

whole thing off. J'm an officer of the

law, not a public speaker."
"Oh. but ecu an officer of the law

talk," cried .Mis. Wilder. "As a

mailer of fact, I've heard them."

"That's right," confirmed Steve, "so
have J."
"There, you see'." Mr-. Wild" i

tilted her head and pointed n linger.

You haven't a leg to stand on. The
• in is

"

"Sorry, Mrs. Wilder, but 1 haven':
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a minute to spare. 1 know a man who
is about to commit a murder."
"Oh, captain, how perfectly dread-

ful ! You must tell me all about it

on Thursday."
"I'll be very happy to."
That emphatic statement to Mrs.

Wilder indicated surrender. She
asked Lew if he would prefer lark-
spurs or delphiniums as a decoration
tor the speaker's table.
"Well, I don't care," he said

gruffly', and remembered his manners.
"1 mean, anything that suits you will

be all right with me."
"How perfectly splendid!" She

offered her hand. " See you on Thurs-
day at two o'clock sharp. Good-bye."
"Thursday at two," nodded Lew.
Steve shook hands in his turn, and

he escorted Mrs. Wilder to the door.
He leaned against it, after it was
closed, and he laughed quite heartily.

"Anything lor a laugh, eh?" Lew
rapped at him. " Well, this one's on
you."
"Now there's gratitude for you,"

complained the reporter. "After I

work myself to the bone, trying to

build you back up again you talk like

that!"
"If I ever tore loose and told that

bunch of hatchet faced dames what 1

thought of their burg they'd die of
shock. I hate every inch of it, and you
know it."

"Oh, you'd better not tell 'em that,"
counselled Steve, "not after the swell
badge they're giving you."
"I'm telling them nothing."
"Oh, yes, you are, Lew. You just

can't let me down after all I've done
for you."
"Oh, I can't, can't I?" Lew gave a

tight-lipped grin. "Well, I've got a
picture of myself talking to the like

of Wilder and her gang. What kind of

a sap do you take me for?"

A Slight Mistake

THURSDAY afternoon came and
Steve went with Lew to the (own
hall. Lew was conducted by Mrs.

Wilder to a platform at the top of a
long lecture-room on the first floor of

the building and sat beside that lady
at a table upon which a big pot of
delphiniums stood conspicuously. Steve
found a seat amongst a lot of assorted
females, and aside from these two
there was no other male in the room.
Mrs. Wilder, having introduced Lew

to the assembled members of the
Ladies' Conversation and Get-Together
Club, sat down to listen to what ho
had to say. Sieve nursed his hat ami
composed his features.

Lew's subject was supposed to be
crime, but he began with a few re-

marks about his appointment
"And speaking of Fairview," he

said, "during my short stay here I

have grown to like the town."

Steve began to gurgle inside him.
" I've grown to like every inch of

it."

The gurgle erupted into laughter, and
several females turned to stare at the

offender.

"In fact." added Lew, "I might go
farther and say J'vc grown to love It."

I'!i, it was altogether too much for

Steve. His laughter became uncon-
trollable, and he rose and went swiftly

r.ni from the room. In a broad corridor

he feancd against the wall, holding
his sides, and he did not notice a girl

who emerged from an office at the top

of the staircase until she spoke to him.
" Pardon me, but you're Mr. Will

a; rii't you ' -he .i^ked.

"Kb?" Steve recovered and looked

round. "Yes."
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"I've got a call for you."
He followed her into the office and

lie spoke into a telephone she had
deposited on a blotting-pad. The
voice of Hallen Middletou smote upon
his left ear-drum.
"Say, how long d'you think you're

going- to get away with blowing your-
self to a vacation?" it roared.

•'Oh. it's you again?" returned
Steve placidlv. "How are von, sweet
child?"
"You 'phone in a story before to-

morrow, or don't ever show your face

around here again."
"Well, what do you want me to

do." purred Steve, "go out and rob a

bank?"
"That would be better than robbing

u>!" blared the news editor.

. When Steve ventured back into the
lecture-room Lew was finishing his

very informal address with a promise
that he would not rest until iie had
made Fairview a one hundred per cent
law-abiding community.
There was considerable dapping

alter he had sat down, and when it

was stilled Mrs. Wilder gushed in-

anities and brought the meeting to a

close. Admiring females clustered
round Lew, lavishing praise upon him
.'- he descended from the platform.
The room began to empty and Mis.
Wilder took possession of him.

''Oh, captain," she babbled, "some
day soon you must address our class

on psychic meditation and telepathy -

yon know, the study of how nay
thoughts lea]) right out of my brain
and into yours. Why, captain, do you
iuou "

A particularly beautiful and brighf-

jeyed girl, wearing a tweed jacket over
a dark frock and an Alpine hat upon
her golden head, was standing near tin-

wide-open double doors, and Mrs.
Wilder broke oft to hail her.

"Oh, dear Jeane, come here, darling,
I waul you to meet Captain Nagel.
Miss Jeane Sandford, my niece."

"How do you do, Miss Saridford?"
murmured Lew.
"Awfully glad to know you. cap-

tain." said Jeane, and her voice was as

attractive as her face. "I really en-
joyed It."

They walked out into the corridor
together, and* there a little dark-haired
slip of a girl was hovering. She looked
no more than sixteen, but actually was
turned twenty. Lew had seen her
making notes of his address.
"Oh, Claire darling, you're just in

time to meet the captain 1" Mrs. Wilder
cried. "This is my nephew's wife, Mrs,
Ronald Sandford, Captain Nagel."
Lew endeavoured not to look aston-

ished. Steve, in the background, was
feasting his eyes upon Jeane.
"Captain." said the girl-wife, "the

minute you opened your mouth sonic
thing happened to me, and I said to

myself, I said. ' There's the hero for
my next play.'

"

Steve blinked.
"You wouldn't think she was clever

to look at her," said Mrs. Wilder,
"hut she is—clever as sin."
"You must meet my husband, cap-

lain," said the surprising little crea-
ture quite composedly. "He'd be Btich
a help lo you. He's clever, too

—

study
ing lo be a criminologist."

Steve joined the group with an air
of importance.

" I'm from the ' Morning Herald,' "

he stated. "How about a copy of your
speech ?"

"Funny what some people will do
for an introduction," growled Lew
under his breath.
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The introduction took place, and
Steve stood very close to Jeane.
"Mr. Wither-, may I ask you some-

thing?" Mrs. Wilder clasped her

gloved hand. "You were a problem
child, weren't you ?"

Lek grinned delightedly, but Steve
uttered an emphatic "No."
"Now don't tell me you weren't,"

rebuked Mrs. Wilder. "That horrible
laugh of yours in there positively in-

dicates that you were."
"But that wasn't a laugh. Mrs.

Wilder," protested Steve. "It—it's a

disturbance of the nervous system."
"Oh. you poor dear man! How

horrible of me to have referred to it.

Did you hear that. Jeane? Mr.
Withers has a disturbance of his

u >rw>us system."
"Really?" said Jeane incredulously.

'I'm so sorry. Mr. Withers."
The five descended the main stair-

case to the hall below and crossed the
hall to the front steps. Mrs. Wilder
walking with the diminutive Claire.
Sieve walking with Jeane. and Lew
tagging along behind with his peaked
cap In his hand.
"This is one for Ripley." remarked

Steve on the way.
" What is?" asked Jean.'.

"That I could spend three weeks in

this town without spotting you."
"But I've been here only a [ew

days." she laughed. "visiting my
aunt."
"Tell me. how do you like Fair-

\ iew '.'

"

"Too quiet." She gave him a mock-
ing glance. " In fact. I don't quite
see what a newspaper reporter or a

policeman can find to do here
"Oh." said Ste\e airily, "that's only

because you don't know this town.
Say. I cpuld tell you things that
happen here that would make your
hair Stand on end."
"How very interesting! Of course.

you can see I'm :i hit gro
fairy tales, hut if you have a good
one
"Oh. you think I'm kidding you,

eli'.' Say. why do you suppose the
'Herald' has n> star reporter in this

luiUL'"
I wouldn't know."

"And what do you suppose the chief
of police told Captain Nagel when he
appointed him over here'.' He said,

'Captain, I'm sending you to Kairvieiv

because you're the only man v. ho can
handle that hoi spot.'

They had reached the top of the
Steps and had paused there. Mrs.
Wilder and Claire were down on the
pavement; Lew was standing behind
Steve.
"Well, maybe," said Jeane. "you

two nice gentlemen can furnish a very
bored girl with a little excitement.
I've never seen a real criminal.
Suppose yon take me down to the gaol
and show me a couple of your worst

ones ?"

Lew shook his head and covertly
jabbed ;i li.>t into Steve's back.
"I'm sorry. Mis^ Sandford."
"Yes, yes," said Steve glibly, "you

see. v.i- couldn't expose you to a lot

of desperate gangsters and racketeer*
re's no telling v. hat might

happen, even in gaol. And don't think
all the lough citizens of this com-
munity are behind bars, either. Why.
the streets are full of them. Take r 1 1

. «

;

necklace you're wearing, foi in-

stanci
"

lb- fingered the necklace thai •-

rouild her smooth throat a necklace
ot no intrinsic value, beiiur composed
of quartz and crystals
"It wouldn't surprise me if some

creature of the underworld yanked it

right off your neck in broad daylight,"
he declared.
"Oh. Mr. Withers." she said with

a very artificial shiver, "this is (jetting

Steve joined Lew on the terrace, and Ronald and Claire followed ;

but there was no sign of anybody in the grounds.
July eSrd. 11?=!.
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but (hat's

more terrifying every miiuite. But it

would mako .1 marvellous headline,
wouldn't it? 'Robbery by daring day-
light bandit. Captain Nagel hot on
trail of thief. Arrest expected any
minute.' "

She smiled at Lew.
'"Of course, you wouldn't handle the

•asc yourself, would you, captain?
No, you'd probably give it to one of
your subordinates—you'd be too busy
with "-our gangsters and racketeers."
The smile was transferred to Steve.

"And naturally a star reporter
would never cover a little story like

mine, would he, Mr. Withers?"
"Jeane darling!" called Mrs. Wilder

from the pavement.
"Coming!" Jeane waved a hand.

':' Sorry to leave such amusing com-
pany, but 1 must get oft' these

dangerous streets before dark."
"That's a good idea," said Steve.

."Oh, wait a minute! See that man
over there?"
He pointed to a very tall and cer-

tainly not very pleasant-looking man
|)f about forty-five who was walking
blowly along the opposite pavement.
"Yes," said Jeane, "what about

him ?"
" Ono of the most

characters in this country."
"Really?"
St< ve i Kidded.
"Just finished a five-year

robbery," he informed her,

only half of it. Before that he did a

ten-year stretch for second-degree
murder."
"Thanks so much for telling me,"

she said quite gravely. "That's my
Uncle Edmund."
"Ye What?" stuttered Stove.

" Your—your "

Bat Jeano was already flitting down
the steps to her aunt.
"Well, brother," said Lew most un-

kindly, "you sure led with your chin

that time."

A Fake Burglary

MRS. WILDER lived in a very-

stylish house, occupying fairly
extensive grounds, in one of

l''airview's nicest thoroughfares known
as Maryland Drive, and her nephew
Ronald Sandford and his little wife
Claire lived there with her.
Having visited the house several

times since his arrival in the town,
Steve was acquainted with its general
lay out, but during the afternoon of
that day he prowled in its vicinity, and
he had the satisfaction of glimpsing
Jeane at the casement window of a
bod room which opened on to a balcony-

above a side porch.
In the region of eleven o'clock at

night, with only the moon in a cloud-
less sky to watch his movements, he
stole across the grounds to the porch,
limbed some trellis-work beside it on

•o the balcony and tiptoed to the
i indow.
The window was open and he slipped

II at it over a cushioned seat. The
ied-room was bathed in moonlight,
ind Jeane was fast asleep in an elegant
double bed, her head upon a pillo 1

its right and one shapely arm flung
across the other pillow.

For several long moments he stood
gazing at her, then looked all round
the room and went to a dressing-table
that matched the bed. The necklace
was in the second drawer he opened,
. lid it was in his hand when a move-
ment behind his back caused him to

swing round.
Jeane had stirred in her sleep and

turned over.

lie stood clutelling the necklace till
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he was sure she was not going to
waken, I hen slipped it into his coat-
pocket and opened other drawers in the
dressing-table, and disarranged their
contents as a burglar might have done.
Finally he blew a kiss in the direction
of the bed and got out at: the window
as noiselessly as he had entered.

From the balcony he clambered down
the trellis-work; but one piece of it

gave way beneath his weight, and he
fell about six feet info a flower-border.
He rose and fled, alarmed by the noise
he had made, and before he was out in

the road and running swiftly along if,

Jeane was bitting up in bed very wide
awake.
Mrs. Wilder, a light sleeper, was

almost instantly out of her bed and
enveloped in a very elaborate wrap.
She opened the door of her room, and
in the wide upper hall outside it she
saw her nephew, Ronald Sandford, an
"gly young man with rather a foolish
face and eyes that blinked at her like

an owl's from behind the lenses of a
pair of horn-rimmed spectacles.

Slippers were on his feet, and he
was wearing a dressing-gown over
striped pyjamas.
"Did you hear anything':" asked

Mrs. Wilder shrilly.

"TJhuli," nodded her nephew. "And
saw a man running away, too."

" Not a burglar, Ronald—not a real
one?" she cried excitedly. "Oh, why
couldn't he have waited a minute?
I've never seen a burglar !"

"Don't worry about him, Aunt
Muffin," said the young man. "I'll
have the scoundrel's finger-prints before
you can count ten."
Claire appeared in pyjamas of almost

a military cut.

"Oh, darling, wouldn't it be just
wonderful if this turned out to be the
plot I've been searching for?" she
breathed, addressing her spouse as he
made for the stairs.

Mrs. Wilder ran to the door of

Jeane's room and banged on one of its

panels with her fist.

" Jeane ! Jeane !" she shouted.
"Hurry, sweet, we've got a burglar!"
She opened the door to find that

Jeane was already out of bed and
speaking into a telephone.
"Hallo, police !" she said, as her

aunt stood gaping at her. "This is

Jeane Sandford, two-one-seven, Mary-
land Drive. I've been robbed !"

Sergeant Handlcy, rudely wakened
from a nap in the charge-room at the
police station by the noise of a tele-

phone bell, responded sleepily :

"You been what? That's what I

thought you said, but Yres, we'll
send an officer right away."
Lew was in his own private silling-

room, on an upper floor of the police
station, when a bell summoned him to

a telephone there. He had been about
to retire for the night and was half-

u nd res ted.

"Nagel speaking," he said into the
instrument. "What? Do you know
any moio jokes? Did vou say Sand-
ford?"
"Uhuh!" boomed Sergeant Haudley's

voice in his ear.
" Send a couple of men over. I'll be

there right away."
Iii less than ten minutes Lew was at

the wheel of a squad car and had left

Main Street behind. In one of the resi-

dential thoroughfares, uot a great way
from Maryland Drive, he caught
of Steve walking briskly towards the
heart of the town, and he ran
car up to the kerb and hailed him.
"Hi, where d'you think you're going

this time of night?" ho demanded
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"Taking myself for a walk," Steve
replied. "The old insomnia's playing
a return engagement. Something up?"
"A robbery."
"What?"

"

"Climb in !"

Steve climbed in beside his chum,
and the car shot forward.
"Strangest thing I ever heard," said

Steve. "Must be your imagination."
"I wonder," said Lew.
By this time all the lights were en in

Jeane^s bed-room and all the family
were in it. Ronald, busy with a mag-
nifying glass at the casement window,
turned to remark :

"I'm pretty sure the scoundrel's left

his finger-prints here."
Claire, with a notebook in one hand

and a pencil in the other, burst out:
"Jeane darling, please tell me I'm

not dreaming ! Think of it, right out.

of nowhere a sure-fire plot leaps right,

in my lap and sits there !"

Sergeant Handley and two sleepy
policemen converged upon the drive
from various parts of the grounds as
Lew stopped the squad car below the
front porch of the house.
"See anything?" questioned Lew.
"Not a thing!" chorused the three.
" Take another look round. Not you,

Handley—you conic with me."
The two policemen went off to scour

the grounds again, and Sergeant Hand-
ley ascended to the front door with
Lew and Steve. Mrs. Wilder opened
the door to them, fluttering with ex-
citement, and led the way up to "the
scene of the crime," as she called it.

"Oh, Captain Nagel," exclaimed
Jeane as they entered the room, "how-
nice of you to come yourself ! And
Mr. Withers !"

"Only too glad to be of service."
Lew assured her. "Look around,
Handley. Has anything been touched."
"No. not a thing," said Jeane; but

Mrs. Wilder modified that statement.
"Of course my nephew's been potter-

ing around," she said. " YTou see, he's
been training to be a detective. Come.
Ronald, I want you to meet Captain
Nagel and Mr. Withers."
Ronald tore himself away from the

window to lie introduced.
"What are your ideas on this case,

captain ?" he asked.
"Well, first, I'll have to find

what's been stolen," said Lew.
"My necklace," said Jeane.

"Now that's what I call a real co-
incidence," remarked Steve. "There
we were, only this afternoon, talking
about "

"Yes," she interrupted, "and my
face is slightly red at this point, and
vou can very easily guess why. Really,
t apologise for everything I said."
"Oh, well," shrugged' Steve.

know7 how it is with mistakes. I make
them m\ ~elf."

"It isn't a very valuable necklace,
but I'd hate to lose it. It was a gift
from my Uncle Mark."
Lew, who had been looking thought-

fully round the room, asked when
usually kept the necklace. She icplied

(hat, she was not quite sure whether she
had left it on the top of the dressing-
table or in a drawer.
"We were oil awakened by the most

terrifying noise." Mrs. Wilder d<-

clared. "You'd have thought the very
roof was falling over our heads.
Really, I thought it was the end of the
world."
Sergeant Handley was studying the

window-frame beside Ronald. Claire
pointed to the bed.
"Would yon mind showing me just

where you were lying?" she asked.
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"What?" Jeane looked round. "Oh,
no; of course not. I was right here
like this." She flung herself on the
left side of the bed.

"It was the other pillow," blurted
Steve.

"So it was," said she, sitting up
abruptly.
"How do you know to much about

it ?" rapped Lew.
"Only the other pillow had the im-

pression of a head." Steve explained
without the slightest hesitation.

Claire made a note of thai in her
book.

"Isn't il wonderful. Muffin," site

said, "the powers of detection tho.se

newspaper men have. I'm going to put
you in my play, Mr. Withers—ami you
know what else I'm going to do'.' I'm
going to make my ploy a mystery. And
when you come into the scene, you're
going to say : 'Seems mighty strange
that Jeane's necklace was stolon on the
ere of her uncle's anniversary.'
Lew fastened on that last word.

"Anniversary ?" he echoed. "What
ersary ?"

""Uncle Mark's," Claire replied.

"He'll ha\e been dead a year to-

morrow."
Steve, who had not forgotten hi- con-

versation with the news editor, a.sked

Jeane if he could use the telep

and he sat down on the bed to use the
one that stood on a little table there.

Ronald, at the window, had covered
tli" framework of the casement with
dusting-powder and had blown away

surplus; revealing unmistakable
jer-prints.

"I told you I'd find them there,

didn't I?" he said triumphantly to the
massive sergeant.

"Listen, I'm handling this 1"

snapped that indignant officer, "and
the best thing for you to do is to keep
ypur nose out of it."

"Well, if you'd try being my equal
instead of my superior." Ronald re-

torted, "we might solve this crime."

- '-ve had got through to the "Morn-
ing Herald," and despite the lateness
of the hour Hallen Middleton was still

at his desk.
"Hallo, sweet child'." Steve greeted

him. "This is your favourite reporter.
Sure I've got a story. Give me the
re-write."

"I'll take it myself." Middleton in-

formed him tartly. "Spill it 1"

Steve dictated :

"While visiting Fairview. Miss
Jeane Sandford was robbed of a valu-
able necklace by a daring bandit who
broke, into her bed-room while she was
fast asleep. Local police on trail cf
thief !" He looked up at Jeane. who
was standing beside him. and he went
on: "It's too ljad you have no picture
of Miss Sandford— it would be worth
a front-page spread. What? Oh, but
you haven't, seen her !"

A few minutes afterward-. Lew de-
cided that there was no point in re-

maining any longer on the scene of the
crime.
"Don't worry about your necklace,

Miss Sandford." he said. "We'll take
care of it. Coming, Steve?"
"Just a minute." Mrs. Wilder inter-

vened, "let's all think—I mean help me
to concentrate." She picked up the
telephone and hold it in front of her
eyes with a curiously rapt expression
on her face. "Now, everybody keep
-'ill and look at this telephone. Far
more things are solved by concentra-
tion than science ever thought of. All
together, now !"

Everybody stared at the telephone,
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Lew was left alone with the prisoner and gave him a tight-lipped

grin that was distinctly reassuring.

except Low and Steve: Leu -tared at

its holder. Steve looked at Jeane.

"(Hi. it's no use. captain!" Mrs.
Wilder lamented after a while. "I
o.in'i get a thing from the telephone."
Lew moved towards the door, but

she pui down the telephone and fol-

lowed him.
"i hi. captain, mav I -ee you alone o

minute V" .-lie fluttered.

"Why. certainly." -;iid Lew, and
tlo-\ went out together.
Slew produced .1 notebook and pencil

ami led Jeane awa.v from the others.
"Tell me. Mi-.- Sandford," he said

fatuou-lv. " married '.'"

" M 1^-." .-ho reminded him.
"

1 Ih, yes 1 Er—contemplate ii
'."

" Some daj
."

I le made a note of that.
"

I >o you mind if I tell ray read
1 kind of men _\ on prefer ?"

"Well, Mr. Wither-. I'm afraid you
have mi' there. I've never been quite
able to decide. What would you sug-
gest ?"

Sew screwed up one eye a- though
giving the matter earnos attention.

"I don't think you should marry <\

business man." he said. "No, I think
I'd say a literary man would be more
your type."

" Yes '.'" murmurei I Je me.
"Yes. And he should be tall and

strong, with a sense of humour and a

-mile—a man who think.- you're the
most wonderful girl hoover met."
She gave him an arch little glance

and a smile to match hi- own.
"Well, you moke him sound very-

attractive I miist say," she admitted.

She went out with aim to the stairs,
which Sergeant H-andl I ilreadj
descended Lew was in the hall at the
foot of them with Mrs. Wilder, and he
n as saying :

"I'.iii what make- jou think there's
more behind it ?"

"Because Mark gave the necklace rn

Jeane, and he'll have been dea I 1 year
to-morrow," Mrs. Wilder somewhat
cryptically replied. "Oh, captain, it

wa- too bad you weren't hero for hi*

funeral. You'd have thought he waa
a gangster—more flower- than you
could count !"

"Bui what has thai jo "

"That'- ju-t what I'm trying to toll

you. To-morrow, at midnight, all the

Sand fords <\ri^ gathering at the house
on the top of Jackson Hill."

"For what?" asked Lew in a very
puzzled voice.

"To hear Mark's will, [t's going to

bo read."
"At m idn igh 1

Mrs. Wilder nodded.

"Poor Mark was a little queer—out
and out orazy, some people sa.v. The
'Auction Room' is what the} call his

house. Every inch of it cluttered with
thing- from all over the world. You
see. Mark was a skipper of 'he old
school. But the question it

"

"The quo-lien is." Lew anticipated
fo.- her. "why .should Mark's necklace
be grabbed just before the reading of
the will. I- that right

"Yes, I can't understand it." Mrs.
Wilder turned to Steve as lie and
Jeane reached the bottom stair. "Oh,
Mr. Withers, 1 wain t e you, too?

If you .should saj anything about me
i'i your newspaper, please r naher
that my first nnmo 1- Rosalind
Muffin. Poor, dear mother, bless her.

first t ime -lie Saw loi- -.lid: ' < Hi,

doctor, she'.- as round 1- a muffin !'

The explanation was accompanied l»y

a titter. "A -ill..' name, of course, but
cute don't you think '.

"

"Good-night." said I.e.'.. "You'll
hoar from me in the morning."

Sieve ,,,id good night to Jeane, and
he and Lew took their departure. Ser-
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gcant Handley was standing by the
squad car with one of the policemen.
"Well?" barked Lew.
"Nothing doing-, captain," reported

the officer, whose name was Dilloway.
"I searched the whole place and found
nothing but a couple o' cats talkin'
tilings over."
"Just what I expected. All right,

boys."

Rendezvous at Midnight

INSTEAD of dropping Steve at the
hotel in Grant Avenuo, where he
was living at the expense of the

"Morning Herald," Lew drove him
straight to the police station and
marched him into his own room there.
lb' closed the door and stood with his
back to it, and then lie said sharply :

" Well, where is it?"
"Eh?" Steve tried to look

astonished. "Where's what?"
" The necklace !"

'Are you trying to insinuate that
I

"

"Aw, quit your stalling!" thundered
Lew. "What kind of a sap do you
take me for?" .

Slowly Steve put his hand in his eoat-
pockct, and slowly he brought out the
necklace. lie offered it to Lew with
a sheepish grin, but Lew would not
.have it.

"Oh. you're not giving it to me !" he
snorted. "I don't want any part of
it. You know what I ought to do? I

i to lock you up !"

"Aw. come on, wipe that sour look
off your face," urged Steve. "You
know darn well I pulled this little

stunt as much for you as for myself."
"Yeah?"
"Yeah. Laid my good reputation

wide oiDcn to save you from going nuts.
Besides, I didn't steal it— I only bor-
rowed it. What's more "

"Save your explanation for the little

brown-eyed girl," barked Lew, and he
turned and opened the door. "You're
gonna hot-foot it right back with her
necklace !"

"Eh?" Steve was horrified.
"Sure. That should boost your stock

a hundred per cent! I've let you get
away with a iot of stuff, but this is one
tune you've got yourself into a pretty
mess."

"Listen," howled Steve, "do you
think I'm going back there arid say
that [

"

"You're going back there and tell

fhem that you stole it
!'' roared Lew.

"That's exactly what you're gonna tell

them!"
"Oh, now wait a minute. Lew. T

don't feel so well to-night; Wait till to-

morrow, anyway, till alter I've had my
oatmeal. Besides, they're all in bed!"
"That didn't, worry you when you

broke in," was the implacable rejoinder,
"and I don't see why it should worry
you now. l'ull up anchor and shove
Off!"

'•Doesn'l it mean anything to you that
we've been bosom pals for yeaj

died Ste\ e. " ! [ow do you e: peel

to look the woi Id sti aighl in thi

again ':"

"Are you going back by you
demanded Lew, " or do I have to take
you?"

"All right, all right. I'm going."
Steve drbppi d i he nei I li in his

t and went mi! aci o barge
into ihe night.

About I < > 1 1 \ minuter later, Lew
ii in bis own bed on the floor

above, and the moon was shining right
ill his face, when a loud banging on
the bed room door shattered his dreams
and caused him to -it boll upright.

" Who is it '• " In; bellowed.
July . d
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"Steve!" called an anguished voice.
"Open up !"

in his pyjamas Lew went to the door,
and Steve was admitted.

"What are you doing back here?"
Lew inquired harshly. "What hap-
pened ?"

"Now, now, take it easy, Lew," im-
plored Steve. "I'm standing right on
the edge of a nervous breakdown."
"I don't care what you're standing

on! Did you. or didn't you, return
that necklace '.'"

"I did not."
Lew raised his fist as though to strike,

and Ste\e shrank away from it.

"It was coaxed right out of my
pocket," he mourned.
"If this is another of your stunts,"

threatened Lew, "you'll wish you never
pulled it!"

"No, this is on the level." Steve
sounded sincere. "I stepped in at Car-
roll's Bar on the way to pick up a
double Scotch. Even you wouldn't ex-
pect me to face the Sandfords without
a little inside help. And, so help me,
Lew, when I felt for the necklace after
I'd left the bar it was gone. I headed
right back into the joint, but nothing
doing—nobody knew anything about it."

"Is that straight?"
"So help me Hannah!" Steve held

up his right hand.
"Did you know anybody in that bar

besides the bartender?"
"No. there were a couple o' guys in

there, but 1 don't know who they were."
Lew sat down on the edge of his bed

and scratched the back of his neck.

"Well, maybe Muffin's not such a

nitwit after all," he commented.. "There
may be more to this than we realise.

You meet me downstairs, to-morrow
night, at a quarter to twelve. We'll run
up to that house, on the top of Jackson
Hill."

Steve went off to his hotel, and he
slept late into the next morning. The
day passed uneventfully, so far as he
and Lew were concerned, and at the ap-
pointed time the two set off for Jackson
Hill in the squad car.

The house on the top of the hill was a
large and rambling one. built mainly of
stone, and silhouetted against the moon-
lit sky it had a mysterious and almost
eerie appearance,

Neglected lawns surrounded if. and
above its dark bulk a clock in a wooden
tower was striking midnight as Lew-
parked the car just inside the drive and
walked with Steve aCl'OSS the grass to-

wards a terrace that stretched along the
front wall.

Other cars upon the gravel below the
front steps indicated clearly enough that
the Sandfords had assembled in the
house, and Lew led the way up to the
terrace and along it to bench windows
through the glass panes of which a light

showed.
There were curtains over the windows,

but they w ei c not drawn righl at

:t, and Lew found that one of the doOl'S

was unfastened and managed to op'

slightly without even a creak.

In what evidently was a spacious
dining i.

i eveii people were Mated
ai a long table "I polished oak, tour on
one side and three on the other. A
chandelier hung from the ceiling, and
cobwebs hung from the chandelier, but
the light in l In- i' n ..line fiom tun

branched candl. icks set upon the
table.

Through a pillared and curtained
Opening at the end of the room part of
the hall was visible, and as Lew and
Steve watched a lean and elderly man
with a long face, singularly thin about
the jaws, crossed the hall into the room
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carrying a lighted candle in a silver
candlestick.

He set the candlestick down upon the
table and took a long envelope from his
pocket—an envelope bearing several
wax seals.

"As Mark Sandford's attorney," he
said in almost a sepulchral voice, "I
greet you all."

"Looks like the Sandford handicap's
about to get under way," whispered
Lew.
Ceremoniously the lawyer, Stuart

Hackett by name, seated himself at the
head of the table. Jcane was on his
right, dressed in black with a queer
little fur hat upon her head. Mrs.
Wilder, next to her, was also in mourn-
ing. On Mrs. Wilder's right was
Edmund Sandford, the man Steve had
pointed out. to Jeane as a desperate
character. Ronald Sandford was on
other side of the table, facing J<

and Claire was next to him; then came
a full-faced and thick-lipped member of
the family whose name was Herbcrl at •!

who seemed to be rather the worse for
drink, and beside him was a bold-eyed
blonde who was his wife Grace.

Herbert Sandford said thickly and
facetiously across the table:
"Hi, Muffin, did you ever try to say

alum—alum—aluminium when you were
tight ?"

"Please, Herbert, please!" admonished
the lawyer. "At least, show a little re-

spect for your brother's memory !"

With a little preliminary cough he ad-
justed a pair of spectacles on his nose,
broke the seals of the envelope, and ex-

tracted a document which he opened
out.

"I shall now read the will yon have
till been waiting to hear." he announced,
and he began to do so.

'

' L Mark
Sandford, of lawful age and sound mind
and not acting under duress, menace,
fraud, or undue influence of any person,

do declare my last will and testament as
follows

:

"
' You, my family, are now looking

upon my old home for the last time.
After this will has been read my house
shall be locked by my attorney tor ever,
to be my home m death as it was in

life.'
"

Hackett looked over his spectacles ..t

Mrs. Wilder.
"'To my sister Rosalind, somi

known as Muffin,*'-' he read. "'
1 leave

—my sympathy. A gabby and constant
chatterer like Rosalind deserves nothing
more. We shared no bond in life, SO

why in death? '
"

Airs. Wilder winced and turned her
head to look up at an oil-painting on
the wall over the mantelpiece—a por-
trait of an elderly man dressed as a sea-

captain. There were tears in her eye.

"As the horses go to the post." Lew
whispered to Steve. "Lady Muffin is

scratched."
'"To my brother Edmund,'"

sued the lawyer, "' 1 am leaving good
advice. lb" should learn to i

act fo'r himself. Had In" dune -o he
d in < er have put his tl'USi in our

brother I lei belt, who—as a so called

stockbroker—succeeded in draining him
of every dollar he hod. 1 worked too
hard to accumulate my fortune to

Ed id squander any part of

Edmund Sandford folded

and dropped his head. Herbert Sand-
ford chuckled audibly; but. his turn
follow c.l

"'To my brother Herbert I 1.

regret- —regrets that I had to have him
for a brother. Always selfish ami im-
possible, the onl\ sympathy I ever had
for him was when he was foe • i

enough to take Grace off a trapeze and
marry her. However, if she leads him
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a wild fling it will not be 6n my
money.'

"

Horhert puffed out his lips and hic-

coughed. His wife made a grimace at

him.
"'That loave.s two more at the post."

whispered Lew.
'"To my nephew Ronald."'" Stuart

Hackett resumed, and his voice was
like the voice of Fare. "'I leave
Claire. And to Claire I leave Ronald.
As I myself leave both these fools, I

fee! that death lias its compensations.'
'"That leave* one entry." Steve whis-

pered to Lew. ''Boy. what I m going
to learn about brown-eyes !"

The lawyer glanced at Jeane.
' ' Now as to my niece Jeane." " he

read out. "'Undoubtedly Jeane is the
cream of the Sandfords. so I am leav-

ing the disposal of my estate to her. in

accordance with further instructions
which she will find in the two centre
stones of a necklace I have already
given her.'

"

Jeano gave a little gasp cf dismay,
and her hand went to her throat. She
started to rise, but the lawyer motioned
to her to remain seated.

"Please." he .said, '"there is still

more. ' If, however, Jeane may have
considered the necklace old-fashioned
and did not think enough of me to have
kept it throughout these years, she will

find her pride to have be. mi very costly.

In such an event my attorney will open
my sealed instructions and dispose of
my estate, dividing it among such
charities as he shall see fit ro desig-
nate.'

"

The will was folded and restored to

its envelope.
'' Thai is all." said n - reader,
"But, Mr. Hackett." stammered

Jeane. "I—I haven't the necklace."
"What?"
"It was stolen !"

Amid the excited chatter thai fol-

lowed, Lew whispered to Stove:

"You've sure made a mess of things
this time !"'

"Well, thai changes everything," said
Hackett with a frown. "Puts the
burden of disposing of the estate right
on my shoulders, doesn'l it?" He pro-
duced another long scaled envelope
from a pocket. "I have the instruc-
tions here. Naturally, I shall have to
execute them right away."
The french windows swung wide, and

eight startled faces were turned towards
them as Lew bursl into the room with
Steve.

" Just a minute !" cried Lew . si i id-

ina' towards the lawi er.

"•' Captain Nagel!" exclaimed Mrs.
Wilder. "What en earth "

''I hope you'll pardon the intrusion,
Mrs. Wilder," Lew interrupted, "'but
I felt sure we'd i" 1 needed." He ad-
dressed Hackett. "Miss Sandford re-
ported the theft of her necklace to me
last night." he said, "and as I can
guarantee the return of ii within forty-
eight

_
hours, I'd suggest that the in-

structions remain sealed until that time—if thai meets with your approval."
"A vevy good idea, captain." The

I -W-1- restored the envelope to his
pocket. "Personally. I have no wish
I assume so great a responsibility."

I • Sandfords began to rise from the
table.

"Pin so glad you wore here, cap-
tain." said Jeane. "1 don'f know how-
to thank you.*'

"Doii'l try." returned Lew. "It's all
in a clay's work."
Herbert Sandford lurched over to the

in i ntelpiece.

"Look, everybody," he guffawed.
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"I'm darned if the wart on Mark's
nose isn't getting bigger."
Everybody stared up ai the painting.
"A little bicarbonate of soda might

shrink it a bit," said Grace, with a
hard laugh.

"[ don't think you're a bit funny.
either of you," Jeane rebuked; and
then Hacketl suggested that a> business
was over the might as well all depart.
The Sandfords began to drift away

across the hall. Jeane picked up a coat
she had dropped on a chest there, and
the lawyer blew out the candles in

the seven-branched candlesticks and
picked up the ot her one.
Sieve walked down the front steps

with Jeane. but Lew lingered on the
pillared porch till Hackett emerged
from tli" house and closed the heavy
front dour and locked it.

"Do \ou really think you'll recover
the necklace in forty-eight hours?" in-

quired the lawyer, pocketing the key.
"Thinking lias nothing to do

it. Mr. Hackett," replied Lew. "I'm
positive."

Strange Happenings

LKW was at his desk in his own room
at the police -union, next morn-
ing, when Steve '.'.alked into it

can-', lug a well-filled ean\ i- ban almost
large enough to be called i ack.
"You know, Lew," he said with a

yawn, "I couldn't sleep all night for
thinking aboul this thing."
"That make- two of us." said Lew.
"But suddenly I had a great hunch."

Tin- bag was deposited on the desk.
"So did I. Kecr, the jeweller, is

way over."
"What's Keer go( \>< do w it-h all

this '. " Stei e blanklj inquired.
"A lot." Lew raised hi.- voice be-

ca tse he da knock at the
dcor. " Come in !"

Tin- little jeweller entered, hat in
hand.

"You sent for me. oaptain?" :•<?

a>k,-d.

"Yes, Mr. Kern-." Lew responded
briskly. "Could you make a necklace
for me it I des( ribed it ?"

*'( Hi. certainly !"

"You must understand this i> a
police matter, so not a word to a

'fin- necklace must he made of la go
quartz, not expensive, each piece
separated by a small crystal."
The liuli- jeweller caressed his chin.
"Sounds like one I once made for

poor old Mark Sandford,'" lie said
"

I le w aiued ii mad" jusl so."
''What?" Lew's brows went up.

"
I tow well do \ ou remember it ?"
" Oh, perfect Ij ! And. an\ way, I

still have the original design. In fact,

I have a setting that's tl

ideni ical."

""What a! i the stones? Have you
any of them ':"

"Yes," was the reply, "hut they're
a lot cheaper than Mark's wee."
"So much die better! Can you have

that made for me b> to-night?"
" If I rush it through."
"Weil, then rush ii. Mr. Keer."
The jeweller promised thai he would

do so and went off. Sir..-, who had
>eeii Ii ten i

_ in the com ersal ton with
a puzzled i - i ci)i 'ii., face, bursl
OUi :

" ( 'all in;- dumb, hi,) 1 don't *.-. n tat
•4

1 another necklace is going to do
you !

"

"Give J
en rsolf t ime, and ma;.

I
ii

« ill." retorted Lew .

"All right." Steve helped himself to
i he telephone and ra ng tip I he " Moi ri-

ing Herald." "We'll see how smart
you are," be said. " Ma\ be I ha i e
surprise up mi sleeve, too."
Hallen Middlefon was having his

scalp massaged when the 1
.
-1 1- ;

>

bell

rang in his den. bul he managed to

er the call and iguised
Steve's voice.

Steve held her because she seemed unable to stand alone, and Lew
looked at her throat. " The necklace has gone I

" he exclaimed.
July 23rd, 1933.
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"Say. what's got into you, calling mo
t«i''o in the game week?" ho blared
\i iii heavy sarcasm.

"Listen, sweet child," purred Steve,
"this story ought a make your new hair
leap right to your scalp. You ready?
'Organised thievery, which has been
going on in Fairview for several
month?, lias finally boon traced to a
ghost gang. This gang receive their

name from the weird and mysti
way in which they work. 'More con-
crete evidence" regarding them is ex-

ted within the next forty-eight

irs; until then the police refuse to

anything for publication.' That's
all."

rhe receiver was restored to t lie

prongs of Lew's old-style telephone, and
the reporter grinned at him.
"And that, my little chickadee, is

a sample,'' ha said. "Do you
know where you're going to find the

headquarters of this ghost gang?"
"Sure." replied Low, swinging to

and fro in his swivel chair. "In Mark
Sand ford's deserted hou.se. It doesn't

take an overdose of brains to figure out
that you're trying to put over a story

—

< \c]i though it doesn't make sense."
He reached a hand to the bag and

tattled it, disturbing something inside

at sounded like crockery.
"You're trying to sell me the idea of

sneaking up to Mark's house to plant

e fake activities for your phoney
ghost gang."
"Right," confirmed Steve. "Beds

that have been slept, in—cards set for a

table of bridge "

"Dirty dishes in the sink," suggested
Lew.
"Right again. A couple of current

magazines scattered about."
"And then ivc pull a fake raid!"
" What a story, oven though the gang

have escaped ! Fairview will be rid of

them for ever."
"Stick around until to-night," said

Lew, "and then you'll see things
happen. Have a cigarette?"

Between half-past eight and nine
o'clock, that evening, Lew and Steve
mounted the front steps of the house
on the top of Jackson Hill. The house
was in darkness; the grounds were full

of shadows because the moon was
obscured by clouds.

Steve, who was carrying the canvas
bag, was about to pass from the porch
on to the terrace when Lew stopped
him and tried the handle of the front

door. He did not expect the door to

be unlocked, but it was, and he opened
it

They stepped into the hall, and Lew
took an electric torch from his pocket
and switched on its light while Stove
closed the door. For the better part of

a minute they remained motionless, but
not a sound reached their ears.

"We'll take the principal bed-room
first," said Lew, "muss up the bed,
and put the alarm clock beside it.

Watch your step so you don't stumble
and break those dishes."
They climbed the stairs the lawyer

had descended the night before, and
from the upper hall they passed into

a front bod-room of considerable size.

The beam of the torch picked out fur-

niture thai should have boon under
dust-covers, bul was not. The sheets
and blankets of a double bed were
already in ft state of disorder, as
though someone had slept in it quite
tci ently.

"Do you see what I see?" exploded
Lew.
"Yeah " Steve picked up n news-

from a chair. erday's
'

( Courier ' I" he exclaimed.
July 23rd,
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"If this is your idea of a joke."
raged Lew, "you'd better head for the
first exit."

"Are you trying to insinuate I'm
responsible for tin's?" howled S
"Not mo! All we need now is a dock
of cards !"

The beam of the torch shifted from
bed to a table—and on the table

cards wore spread out as though
si meone had been playing Patience.
"Arid there ihey are:'' said Lew.
With startling suddenness a jjerve-

i inking din filled ihe room. It seemed
to originate somewhere near the head
of the bod. and Lew turned the

I

of the torch in that direction. Steve
gasped at sight of a cheap alarm clock
on a little table there.
"What's the matter, Handsome?"

jeered Lew. as the din ceased. "You
aren't frightened, arc you?"

" That's a pretty feeble word for the
way I feel," confessed Steve. "Let's
get out of here !"

They went out from the room and
down the stairs.,

"You know I'm beginning to think
(here really is a ghost gang," said
Steve.

"Maybe you're right," said Lew.
"And whatever it is we haven't even
scratched the surface."
They passed a bronze figure of a

Japanese warrior, and came to one of
the heavy curtains over the entrance
to the dining-room in which the will

had been read. Lew shone his torch
into the room, and Steve looked over
his shoulder.

It seemed at first that the room was
empty, but just inside the entrance a
body was lying on the floor—a man's
body, face downwards. Lew knelt and
rolled it over, and glassy eyes in a

long, lean face stared upwards.

"It's the lawyer, Hackett 1" he
gulped. "And he's dead !"

Steve dropped on his knees beside
his chum, and he saw that there was
something in the dead lawyer's right

hand.
" Part of the necklace !" he exclaimed.
Lew borrowed a handkerchief and

with it secured the broken piece of

necklace.
"It's not the right part," he said,

after he had examined it. " Mark's
instructions were in the centre stones."

He rolled up the handkerchief and
thrust it into a pocket. "Well, one
thing is cleared up," he went on grimly
a; lie got to his feet. "Hackett's the
bird that took the necklace from you,
and somebody caught him with it."

"And in their struggle," suggested
Steve, "Hackett got the short end and
a free ride to eternity."

" Whoever it was," growled Lew, " I

hope he was dumb enough to leave his
finger-prints."
He stooped to grope in the dead

man's pockets, end Steve asked him
what he was looking for.

" Mark's sealed instructions," Low-
replied. "Well, they're gone, too!
Got the coroner—I'll stay here."
"What's the rush?" objected Stove.

"Once the coroner gets a whiff of this,

every reporter in town will be in en
the yarn."
"Will you forget about your paper

for a minute?" rapped Lew.

At that moment there came a sound
Bi of someone fumbling with the handle
of the front door, and he streaked out

- the hall and opened it. Sergeant
Ilandley nearly fell in over the step,

but recovered his balance, blinking
owlishlv in the light of the torch,

"Well, what are you doing here?"
Lew demanded.
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"I was just tryin' to help you, cap-
tain," Handley replied. "1 saw a
and thought I'd better investigate."
"Well, now that you're here you cs i

beat it right back to town and get
coroner ! Don't stand there gaping at
me—we've go a homicide on our In,

After you get the coroner, round up
one of the Sandfords and take

them to the police station. G
get going !"

"Just a minute. Handley!"
wrote in his notebook and tore out
page. "First chance you gi

that to the 'Herald '"and tell

there'll bo more to come."
Handley took the piece of paper and

went off with it. Lew closed the door,
and as he did so heard another door
being opened somewhere at the back of
the house. With Stove close b<

him he dived down a passage into a
big, bare kitchen—and Ronald Sand-
ford and his diminutive wife Claire
shrank back against a wall as the light
of the torch blazed in their faces.
"Well, good-evening," lie d

curtly. "What are you doing here?"
Claire was holding a little notebook;

Ronald was clutching a fingerprint
outfit of modest dimensions.
"We saw a light in the bouse,"'

muttered the amateur sleuth, "while
we were out looking for

"

"Ronald!" cried his wife warningly.
"Out looking for what?" rasped

Lew.
"Atmosphere for my play,"' said

Claire. "And we found it, too. This
back door has been jimmied—isn't that
what you call it, dear, jimmied?"
Low examined the double back d

and it was quite obvious that
had been forced. He opened them and
descended half a dozen stone steps to

a rear terrace beyond which were
flower-borders and a lawn. The moon
was clear of the clouds and it

almost as light as day out there. Steve
joined him on the terrace, and Ronald
and Claire followed, but there was no
sign of anybody in the grounds.
"Look, darling, look, real foot-

prints!" cried Claire, pointing down
to a flower-bed. "The curtain of my
first act staring me right in the face."
The footprints were plain enough to

be seen. They were deeply impress) d
in the soft mould as though someone
of considerable weight had jumped
from the terrace into the bed, and in

the middle of each of the heelmarks
there was a star-shaped depression.

"(let back into the house," com-
manded Lew gruffly. "We're Btaying
here until the coroner shows up."
"The coroner?" echoed Ronald.
"What's happened?'' gasped Claire.

"Just an ordinary murder," -, id

Sieve.

"I'll have to warn you," barked
Lew, "that anything you say will be
used against you. I'm holding both of
you on suspicion of having killed

Hackett. As soon as I've finished with
the coroner you'll go back to the police-
station with me."

Tell-tale Fingerprints

SERGEANT HANDLEY was at bis

desk in the charge-room at the
police station when Lew entered it

with Ronald and Claire about an hour
and a half later. He ushered the two
captives into bis own room and v.

back to the desk.

"The Sandfords all here?" he asked.

"Yes, sir," the sergeant replied. "I
locked them up."

" You did what ?"

"Well, yon don't think I was taking
anv chances with that batty bunch, do
you 7"
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"Well, sergeant," gritted Lew,
''

t hat's just dandy. You'll be pro-
moted for this. Get your keys and let

'em out."
Followed by the sergeant and a

bunch of keys he stalked off along a

corridor into the gaol part of the build-
ing, and there were the rest of the
Sandford tribe behind the bars of four
adjoining cells.

"We've been waiting for you,
captain," said Jeane unhappily.
"Holding us on suspicion for murder

i- absolutely ridiculous!" stormed
Grace Sand ford.

"I'm sorry," Lew apologised.
The doors were unlocked, the

prisoners trooped out.

"Think nothing of it. captain,"
urged Mrs. Wilder brightly. "As >

ter of fact, I was afraid this was
an experience that had passed me by."

Herbert Sandford, swaying slightly

on his feet, shouted wrathfully

:

"It's a fine how-d'you-do ! A Sand-
Ford is locked up like a common
criminal! 1 ought to sue you!"

"It's quite easy to understand how
feel, Mr. Sandford," said Lew,

"lint mistakes will happen. This way,
please."
The prisoners were shepherded into

his room, Edmund Sandford threaten-
in,' to take the matter up with the
Disl rict Attorney.
"Better be careful how you handle

i: e, too!" shrilled Grace. "I come
from a long line of fighters."

"All right, go and sit down!"
barked Lew. "All of yon sit down!"
Jhey found seats about the room, and

b >loocl facing them from behind his

desk
"Vow, ladies and gentlemen," he

said, "we're going to fit the pieces to-

gether till I find out which one of you
killed Hackett."
"You can't implicate me in a thing

blike that and get away with it!"
snapped Edmund Sandford.
"You're going to have a hard time

not to implicate yourself." retorted
Lew. "For a man with a clear con-
science you seem to be quite a bit

worried. When you found that Mark
had left you without a cent you went

to (he house to find what you
could, didn't you '.'"

"Did [?" was the defiant challenge.
"Well, that's for you to find out."

Steve, who had stopped at a drug-
store to ring up the "Morning
Herald," burst in upon the assembly
with a broad grin ovt his face.

"Hi, Middleton told mo to say
' Hallo ' and give yon a II his hi\ e

and kisses," he stated with humorous
intent.

"Si! down!" rasped Lew, who was
in no mood for levity. "Now I want
to know what each one of you was
doing at eight o'clock, and I want the
truth. I'll start with you, Mrs.
Wi Icier."

_

Mrs. Wilder declared that she was
g in her room, reading up on

basket-ball.
"You see," she explained, "several

of the girls at the club are thinking
of forming a team. I called out to
Jeane to ask her how she thought I'd
look in shorts. Oh, captain, I'm just
dying to wear them !"

Lew strode over to Jeane, who was
siinng beside her aunt.

" Is tli.it right ?" he asked.
"I don't know," she replied. "1

v imi'I there."
"Well, where were you at eight

o'clock ?"

Steve bounded up from his chair to
protest, but Jeane said quickly:
"Thanks, Mr. Wither-, but I'm per-
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fectly willing lo answer. The theft
of the necklace, together with Uncle
Mark'- will, had rather upset me, so I

decided to tiy and get my mind oil

things. 1 went over to the public
I ibrary."

"That's easy to chock." said Lew
"No, I'm afraid it isn't. I'd for-

gotten it was a State holiday—the
library was closed. It was about eight-
thirty when I got back home."
"Oh. eight-thirty exactly." averred

Mrs. Wilder. "
I was just tuning in on

my favourite radio programme, 'This
side ot Twentj

.'

Lew moved along to Herbert Sand-
ford, who seemed to be half-asleep
beside hi- hi >nde wife.
"And you? Are you sober enough

to n member anything ?"

"You've gol nothing on us!" cried
his wife. "We were at the movies."

"And we can prove it, too," said
Herbert, sitting upright. "I've got
the stubs right here."
He was fumbling iu a waistcoat

pocket when Lew happened to glance
at Edmund Sandford, who was sitting
in a low chair with his knees crossed.
His right foot was extended, and on
the rubber heel of his boot was a star.
The glance became a fixed stare.

"Wnat are you looking at?" asked
the wearer of the boot.
"You!" snapped Lew. "Well,

Edmund, it's all over but the hang-
ing. You were at Mark's house to-
night. You left your footprints out-
side the back door."
"Well, what if I did?" challenged

11

the suspect, springing to his feet with
a steely glint in his dark eyes. "That
doesn't make me out a murderer. I

might have gone to the house to find

out "

"To find out where Mark hid his
money !"

" Yes. maybe."
Ronald Sandford tose importantly.
"Perhaps I could clear this thin

up for you, captain," he said. "I'd
like to take a fingerprint impression of
all the Saudfords including myself."
He opened the litlle leather-covered

case he was carrying and stood wait-
ing hopefully.
"Go on. Lew, give him a chance,"

laughed Steve.
Lew nodded, and (he would-be detec-

tive went straight to Mrs. Wilder, held
out an inked pad, and marched her
over to the desk.
"Wet your fingers on this," he said.

"You know. Jeane," said his victim,
as she contemplated the black stuff on
hen- hand after it had come into COnl u i

with the pad. "I've always told you
there's nothing like clean wholes
fun."
"Now press your fingers on this

paper," directed her neplfcw.
Her fingerprints cieeorated the ^lieef

of paper he bad taken from the case,
and she stared at them,
"Aren't they funny.'" she giggled.
Jeane's turn came next, then

Edmund's.
"You're next, honey." J .ii>l Ronald

to his own wife.
While handkerchiefs were being used

vigorously by those who had submitted,
he took Grace Sandford's fingerp
and then her husband's.
"To complete the Sandford record."

drawled Herbert, "you ought to go up
to Mark's house and take his finger-

prints, too."
Ronald ignored the unpleaa

pleasantry.
"Well,' now that I've gol all th«

others," he said, "I'll lake my owp."
While he was doing so Steve re-

ma rked to Lew :

"lie a laugh if it did prove any-
thing, wouldn't it ?"

"Wouldn't it?" chuckled Lew.
Ronald walked over to Sto\e.
"Would you mind holding these a

minute?" he asked, and Steve received
(he pad. the sheet of paper, and a
magnifying-glass. They were thrust
upon him so clumsily that his fingers

became inked on the pad, but Ronald
did not seem to notice the circumstance.
"Now listen, folks," said Lew

sharply, as chatter broke out all round
the room, "we're going to stay right
here until I find out what each one was
doing at eight o'clock, and

"

"I thought so!" broke in an exultant
voice, and Lew swung round to see
Ronald at the desk, magnifying •

in hand and studying the sheel of

paper in conjunction with a card lie

had taken from his pocket. Stfcve was
wiping his smudged fingers.

"You thought what?" barked Low.
" [f worked !"

"What worked?"
Quivering with excitement. Ronald

handed over the magnifying glass

"On this card." he said, "is a

transfer of 1 1 if finger-prints I found mi
Jeane's window frame after her nee',

lace was stolen. Mr. Withers was
kind enough to oblige with his im-
pression. It's exactly the same as that
one."
Lew compared the two sets of prints.

"You're right," he said loudly and
with a heavy fro

"Oh, of all things!" shrilled Mis.
Wilder.

Jtilv 23rd, L938.
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"I don't believe it!" stormed Je
her eyes on Steve's very red face.

Herbert Sandford rose unsteadily.
"' It only goes to show you never can

tell," he proclaimed, slurring his

words.
The other rose, Edmund declaring

that he wasn't at all surprised.
"What have you got to say, Mr.

Withers?" demanded Lew ominously.
"Captain," stammered Steve, "I—

I

don't know what to say. I—er—I "

"There's nothing you can say!"
Ronald shouted at him. "I suspected
you all along."
"Yeah?" murmured Steve.
"Indeed he did," asserted Claire,

"and I'm going to make you the thief

in my play, because Ronald was sure it

was you ho saw running away from
(he house the night the necklace was
stolen."

"But I couldn't accuse you till 1

had proof," said Ronald.
"Oh, but you must be wrong!" pro-

tested Jeane. "It just doesn't make
sense

!"

"You're not the only one he hood-
winked behind all this reporter stuff,"

Ronald retorted. " He probably knows
plenty afafjuit the murder, too. I

demand that you lock him up. Captain
Nagel."

"Tell him where he gets off!"
howled Steve; but Lew glared at him.
"I'm telling you where you get off,"

he thundered. "Where's the neck-
lace?"
"You're the detective 7" returned

Steve quite angrily, "you find it!"

"Oh, smart guy, eh? You're under
a i' rest

!"

"What?"
"Don't 'what' me! You're under

arrest !" --

"But, Lew "

"I'll have to warn you—whatever
you say will be held against you."
"Oh," said Steve bitterly, "so that's

how it is, is it?"
"Yeah, that's how it is."

"Then hold this against me and get
it straight, because I'm only gonna
say it once. I could be strung up by
the neck for what I'd like to do to

you."
While the others looked on, some

with horror, some with more or less

satisfaction, Steve advanced with
clenched fists upon his chum.
"Go ahead and poke me in the

nose," he blared, "but I still think
you're "

"If you don't shut up I'm liable to

do just that!" threatened Lew.
"You're a brave guy, you are!"

With a sudden sweep of his arm
I hat caught him in the jaw Lew sent

he infuriated reporter blundering
aackwards into a chair, then opened

i he door into the charge-room and
bellowed for Handlcy.
The massive sergeant appeared with

elerity.

"Lock him up!" snapped Lew. jerk-

ing his thumb in Steve's direction.

"Mr. Withers?" gasped the

astounded sergeant.
" Yes, lock him up !"

"Nobody's going to lock me up!"
defied Steve, adopting a fighting atti-

tude, but the sergeant caught hold of

him as though he were a mere child,

I

mii d his arms behind his back,

and bundled him out from the room.
"Captain," taunted Edmund Sand-

ford, as Lew slammed the door, "how
does it feci to know that you were
barking up the wrong tree?"

" Wc all make mistakes?" growled
Lew.
"Well," said Mrs. Wilder, "now

that the clouds have lifted I think I'll

July 23rd, 1938.
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go home and try to make a contact
with Mark. He always said give a
thought to your departed and they'll

give a thought to you."
"Just a minute." Lew raised an

imperious hand. "There's still some
unfinished business."
He went to the telephone on the desk

and he asked the operator at the local

exchange to put him through to the

sheriff's office. The others waited,
staring at one another, and presently
ho said :

"Hallo, sheriff. Nagel of Fairview
speaking. I want you to seal a house
up for me in the morning—sealed so

tight that nobody can get in. Yes."
He replaced the receiver.

"I just want you all to know," he
said, "that I'm helping you keep faith

with Mark Sandford. You may go."
The Sandfords went, most of them in

haste to get out of the building. Jeane
was the last to reach the door, and he

called her back.

"I want to see you," he said

gravely. "Won't you sit down?"
She nodded and walked over to a

chair near a steel filing cabinet, and he

closed the door.

The Man in the Room

IT was not till he had returned to the

desk and chopped into his chair be-

hind it that he looked at her beau-

tiful face, and then he saw that she was
crying.
"Why the tears?" he asked gruffly.

" Steve, eh?"
She nodded miserably, wiping her

eyes with a very inadequate handker-

chief.

"It was awfully easy to like him,"
she said. "I would have bet my last

nickel he was head and shoulders above
anything like this."

"If I were you," he returned with a

smile, "I'd still give him the benefit of

the doubt." He dived a hand into his

coat-pocket and brought out an almost

perfect copy of the necklace that had
been lost. "Here, I want you to wear
this."

'My necklace!" she exclaimed in

amazement.
"No," he corrected, "just a cheap

imitation, but I want you to pretend it's

the real thing and wear it for the next

twenty-four hours. Be sure that every-

body sees it."

Site took the necklace, staring at him.

"But what will I say about it?" she

asked. "They'll be sure to question

me."
"That's what I'm banking on," said

he. "When's your next birthday?"

"The eighteenth of this month," she

replied wonderingly. "That'll be a

week from Thursday."
"Fine! 1 want you to tell everybody

that your uncle's entire fortune is hidden
in the hoii'c, hut that the will provides

you're not to receive it until your birth-

day."
She fastened the necklace round her

throat.

"Do you mind if I ask what you
expect to happen?" she inquired.

" Plenty. The one who has the real

',ice will know it's a cooked-tip

story. Mora than that, they'll know
I'm turning on the heat. That's why
I'm having the house sealed—to egg
them on."
"You mean you think someone will

go back to the hi

"Just as soon as they hear your
story."
Three reporters from the city of Hart-

ford had entered the charge-room from
the street, and they were asking for

Lew when lie emerged from his room
with Jeane and recognised them.
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"Hallo, hoys! I'll see you in a
minuti
He escorted the girl to the front

and went hack to deal with the te-

porters.
"Now how about a statement orj

murder?" asked one.
"Sorry, boys," he replied. "I haven't

a thing to

"Not even a few simple words, eh?"
asked another disgustedly. "1 suppose
von i;ave it all to Wii!

"Yeah, I gave it all to Withers,"
said Lew. "In fact. I gave him the
business. Take a look!"
He opened the door that led to the

cells, and two of them went io bait

Steve in his cage. The third lingered
to say

:

"You don't deserve it. Nagel.
I've got a news story I think you'd
appreciate. Kennedy's been boosted to
Commissioner."
Lew compressed his lips.

"What's that got to do with, me?"
he barked.
"Oh, nothing. I just thought

j

like to know he's making good.'
" Thanks."
The reporter followed his colleag

and Lew went to the sergeant's de
"On your toes, Handlcy," he 1

urgently. " Take some of your men up
to the Sandford house right away. .Lie

low up there, and let anyone in that
wants to get in, but don't let an-

gel out. Understand?"
"Right, captain," nodded the ser-

geant ; and then Lew made for the
cells.

Steve was informing his persect

that anything he said would be unl
print.

"All right, beys, scram!" commanded
Lew. "I'll see you to-morrow,"
The three reporters departed note

willingly, and Lew was left alone with
the prisoner and gave him a tight-li)

grin that was distinctly reassuring.

"Congratulations." said Steve.
"What a show you put on, boy! I
wouldn't have believed you had it in

you."
" You weren't so bad yourself."

Lew, "but were we in a spot, or
we in a spot?"
"You can quote me as saying we

were."
Lew opened the door of the cell, and

they shook hands.
"ft worked like a charm," said Lew.

" With you under lock and key. the
Sandfords think I'm through with them.
I'll lay you odds I have the whole thing
cleared up before midnight. Before I

turned 'em loose I let them know that
T was having Mark's house sealed in

the morning."
"Oh!" Steve chuckled. "You fh

that whichever one of them killed

llaekett will sneak up (here to-night

and try to find out what he was after

—

right?"
"Right! And we'll sneak back to the

ho ise ourselves."

"I'll have to buzz old sour-puss ill--
"

decided Steve. "I'll meet you i

eh?"
"Okay. But be careful what you si v

for publication."
Steve went off to telephone the

"Morning Herald," and Lew made for

the garage of the police station.

Half an hour afterwards, the squad
car was standing under sonic trees

inside the gateway of the house on
Jackson Hill, and Lew hail found Ser-
eeant Handlcy behind a bush facing the
front of the house without the slip est

difficulty.

"Are, you sure nobody came in or
out?" ho questioned.

Continued on page 25)
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The Three Mesquiteers lose a lot of cattle and think that bears from the nearby game
reserve are to blame, but they discover the truth and become involved with the wardens
and a gang of unscrupulous trappers. Starring Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan and Max

Terhune

V

Menaced by Bears

THE Three Mesquiteers were not
their usual cheerful selves as they
made a tour of their ranch. The

three friends who had had so many
adventures together had a ranch at the
Foot of the Rockies, and working hard
they made it pay handsomely, hut re-

cently they had been losing cattle.

Three or four head a week, and they
had a suspicion it, was rustlers.

It was the tall, broad-shouldered
Tucson Smith who saw the ragged,
unshaven figure that died to scuttle
away into the hush, and it was Stony
Brooke, the virile, handsome Romeo of
the hand, who snaked a rope over the
man's head, whilst. Lullaby Joslin, the
I" 4 fellow with the ready wit, played
with a gun in case the prisoner should
prove dangerous.
They recognised their captive as Enoch

Dawson. He belonged to a noruad
mountain clan, who lived not many-
miles from their ranch, and existed by
trapping wild animals. A crafty, un-
savoury hunch of squatters was Lullaby's
definition of the Dawson clan, and the
only redeeming feature to the minds
of the Three Mesquiteers were Lorua
and young Davy. It puzzled them how
BO pretty a girl as Lorna could ever
have been bred of such stock, whilst her
- uall brother Davy was a freckled, open-
faced young rip. They were to find out
later that they were foster children.

Enoch showed no sign of fight, but he
eyed the Mesquiteers malevolently.

"Start talking," ordered Tucson.
"What were you doing on our range
laud ?"

"And why did you try to duck out
when we spotted you?" added Stony. ,

"Well, I was sorta surprised when T

seen you Three Mesquiteers," mumbled
Enoch. He hesitated. "And "

"And having a guilty conscience you
decided to beat ii

'!" prompted Stony.

''You boys have got me all wrong."
Enoch shook his head. "I ain't nevei
touched your cattle. I was laying my
I laps for wild cats on your range when
you come along. It's the animals in

the National Park what's been killing

your stock."
The Three Mesquiteers glanced round

instinctively. Tiny could see clearly the
Btrong, close-weaved wire fence that en-
closed the National Park thai bordered
their property;
"[ can prove it." added Enoch.
The trapper led them through the

woods to a dealing and pointed to a

badly mauled young calf that lay dead
near some hi ush.

"Skull's been crushed by a heavy
blow," called out Tucson, the first to
vault clown from his bronc.
"Only a bear kills that way." ex-

plained Enoch. "You'll see a lot of
bear tracks around here."
The Mesquiteers knew bear tracks

when they saw them.
"Enoch, we're sorry we suspected

you," Stony grunted apologetically.

"Well, that's all right." Enoch half
smiled, showing discoloured teeth.

"After this, when I want to do any
(rapping on your land I'll ask ya."
After strapping the dead Calf to a

saddle the Three Mesquiteers rode off.

and Enoch Dawson watched them with
mocking derision in his dark eyes. The
poor fools quite thought bears got their
cattle and were planning to go bear-
hunting.

The Mesquiteers decided to ride close

n> the fencing of the Blackstone National
Park game preserve. They sighted »

herd of deer thai tossed up their heads
as they got their scent, but made uo

attempt to seamper away.

"My, bill they're tame." Cried

Lullaby. " Bet they never heard a -

I'd I'd in their li\ is."
" They're gonna hear one now."

answered Tucson, whisking a rifle from
a saddle holster. "See that wild car

stalking them '.'"

Tucson missed, but his shots went
close enough to make that wildcat de
eide the neighbourhood was unhealthy.
They rode on their way, but the shots

had been heard by the game wardens,
who watched over the park. Cood-
hearted fellows, tint very suspicious.

They had reason to suspect that men
had entered the game preserves in

recent months and that deer had been

slaughtered. Hearing these shots they

decided it was game rustlers.

The Mesquiteers had not ridden far

v. hen they sighted a small bear and it

headed for the game preserve. Tucson's
rifle barked, but his shooting was not

accurate enough at that range. The
hear went into the park and the

Mesquiteers jumped a gate in the wire
fence. They fired with the rifle and
their revolvers, but the bear got to cove
behind a rock, and they were making
disgustedly for the boundary
Lullaby pointed.

"Game wardens," he cried. "If thev

catch us in the park with firearms we'll

be fined."
The Three Mesquiteers beat it (or

safety with four wardens in close pur-

suit." These range wardens wore a uni-
luly 23rd, l'i W.
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form not unlike that of the Canadian
Mounted Police, though the chief colour
was blue. They would not have suc-

ceeded iu fetching the trespassers if

Lullaby's horse hadn't tripped and
flung him from the saddle. Of course,

they had to go back to help him, and
ihat enabled the wardens to surround
them.
"You berys weren't in any hurry to

get out of the park, were you?" The
speaker was a middle-aged man. who

61'ed at them from beneath bushy
The other wardens were

young men.
"Well— or—now that you mention it,

Captain Brady, we were in a bit of a

hurry," admitted Tucson.

"Well, I don't have to tell you the

regulations," Brady barked out.

"Hand over your guns."

"We trailed a calf-killing bear in here
from our range," indignantly explained
- iv. "And it's got to be destroyed."
"Nothing doing, Stony." Brady was

a strict adherer to the law. He prided
himself that nobody ever broke any of

the regulations of this park and got
away with it. A stubborn man was
Brady, and the preservation of the game
was an obsession. "You know the law
absolutely forbids shooting anywhere
within the park boundaries."
"But look at our side of it, Brady,"

Tucson argued. "Your mountain lions

and bears, which are encouraged to

thrive here, come out of the park and
I hey kill oft' out stoek. In the last four
months we've lost thirty head of cattle

and "

"That's your look out." Brady was
not sympathetic. "You look after your
cattle and I'll look after my game."
Suddenly from behind a distant rock

a huge bear appeared, stood on its hind
egs and showed its teeth in an angry
iitarl.

"No moth-eaten bear is going to kill

my cattle and then laugh at me," raged
Stony, and whipped out his gun, but
before he could fire Tucson knocked up
his arm. Tucson knew one might be
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surrounded by bears, but one mustn't
]

lire a gun in ihe park with Brady
around. The gun exploded harmlessly.

If Tin .-on expected any 1 hanks for
what he had done he did not get il, from
Brady. The hard-faced warden had
drawn his own gun.
"This is something I can't overlook."

he said sourly. "Hand over your gun
and make it quick."
There was nothing they could do but

obey. How ih.it bear must have laughed
a- ii lumbered away up the mountain
side.

"Yon can get your gun back at the
ranger station by putting up the regu-
lation fine," were Captain Brady's part-

ing words.
The Three Mesquiteers were gloomy

as they headed towards their ranch. It

never rained but i> poured.

"We've got to fight litis thing to a

finish or get out of the cattle busini

Stony announced.
"There's more way- ol killing a bear

than shooting him in a game refuge,"
answered Tucson.
"What do you want to do—choke him

to death with calf meat?" sneered
Stony.
"Did ii ever occur

1

to you that Enoch
Dawson and his mountain clan make i

living trapping wild animals?" Tucson
spoke meaningly.

"I get it! ' It was Lullaby who
answered. "Let's pay 'em a visit."

The Dawson Clan

A QUEER youngster was Davy Daw-
son. Actually, he was a perfectly
normal, healthy boy, but his

queerness lay in the strange power that
he seemed to possess with all animal-.
I'll haps it was his kindly nature and
his sympathy for the wild creatures of
the forests, but with small and large
creatures alike he had the gift of making
friends. The mountain lion and the big
bear were too wild to be tamed, but
given time and opportunity Davy might
even have conquered them. This power
was one of the reasons why (lie Dawson

" You can get your gun
back at the Ranger
station by putting up the
regulation fine," said

Brady.
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i alued the boy's gift and made use
ol ,t.

This morning he was in the old barn
that he was allowed to use for his pet-.

What a motley throng they comprised.
M"-t of them very young and unable to

look after themselves. Any animal or
bud that had lost its parent-, been in-

jured or was starving was brought back
to the old barn, and when lit and strong
allowed to return to the wild. Thai
morning ho had freed two young
coyotes, a young lion cub, several rab-

bits and a black macaw. The latter he
had found with a broken wing. Ol
his pets that, he was not allowed io Free

was a large mountain bear. Xo one
but Davy could go anywhere near the
big fellow.

Davy's clothe^ were ragged remnants
of Daw -un's east oft clothing, bill in his
small way he was content, though there
were times when his eyes would fill with
tears because the Dawson Clan could be
cruel and very unkind. After releasing
the bird he turned his head because
his sharp hearing told him horsemen
were approaching. Running to a mound
of rubbish he scanned the vallej

then saw the Mesquiteers approaching.
His hands went to his mouth and the
call of the coyote came from his th

The Mesquiteers heard and knew it,

was Davy. It was his special call signal
to three of his best friends. Not often
did they visit the Dawson (.'Ian. but
whenever they did they had a kindly
word for Davy and his sister. They
picked him up and tossed him playfully
to each other when they had dismounted
and Davy did not seem to mind.

"How's that new splint of yours for
broken wings?" asked Lullaby.

"Gee, Lullaby, swell." the boy en-
thused. "You ought to see the bird
I just cured. If I'd knowed you were
coming I'd have kept him. Say. you
ought to see all the patients I got in my
hospital."

"Let's take a look at 'em," said

Lullaby.

"You want to come, too?" Davy
asked Tucson and Stony.
"No, thanks." The former shook his

head and grinned. "Where's your
father, Davy ?"

"You mean my foster father. Big
Ed Dawson?" said Davy, with a scowl.
"You'll find him down at the pens, feed-

ing the foxes."
The two Mesquiteers

went off to find Big
Ed Dawson whilst
Lullaby followed the
youngster into the
barn, which w. -

unlike a miniate
Davy proudly

played bis patieYi

cage with a I

I hat he had
badly shot, bin

now re, ovei ing

" You ought io be a

doctor when you
up." opined Lull

" That's what I w ant
to be," eagei
Davy. " See that coon.
1 caught him in my
trap line. 1'a Dau-on
said I could keep him
\ .in- his fur wasn't
prime, but I'm gonna
let him go before it

Is."

"What about that

mountain lion cub you
raised last year?"

" Ob. I had io chase*
him back into the
wilds before Pa de-

cided to skin linn -

j my iMJrd, I'J.'K
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sometimes he comes when he hears me
give that coyote call. But ] ain't shown
you nothing yet." The hoy fumbled in

a lint, and brought out a baby fox.

"Ain't he a pip?"
Big Ed Dawson was a heavy, coarse

man wilh thick lips and targe, blood
shot eyes. Their manner was almost
furtive as they watched the two
Mesquiteers, and when the latter grinned
a greeting their manner changed. They
listened covertly to their two visitors,

and then Big Ed became quite unctions

in his manner.
"Mighty nice of you to tell us ahjoul

that mountain lion in Echo Canyon,
hoys," he said. "If we can gel linn

it'll he a hundred dollars bounty you've
thrown our way."

"Well, if you can gel thai lion you're
welcome to it," answered Stony. "It

leads up to what we came to see von
about— ihe bounty on hears."

"There ain't no bounty on bears."
"We're paying that bounty. Ed,"

stated Stony. " Fifty dollars apiece for

every hear hide you trappers can -how
us, and you keep the hide-. It's the

only way to save our cattle."

"I get ye." Ed Dawson gave Enoch
a sly glance. "But you're gonna pay

a lotta money. Say, the whole
Dawson family's over at the house this

afternoon. Why don't you come over
and tell 'em about it."

"That's a good idea," decided Tuc-
son.

Enoch Dawson left the Mesquiteers
talking with the head of the clan,

because he wanted to find out what
Lullaby might be doing. He guessed
he would find Lullaby talking with
Davy, and his beady eyes blazed when
lie entered the barn to find the two
watching the antics of Nero, the big
bear that had been caught in a trap.

Owing to the fur being out of condi-
tion the animal would have been killed
but lor an idea of Big Ed Dawson's.
Davy had been encouraged to tame the
bear, and the experiment had been .".

most profitable success.

"Where's Tucson and Stony'.'" Lullaby
asked directly he saw Enoch.

"Up at the house with Big I'M. You
should join 'em."
Lullaby went, out of the barn, and

Davy would have gone with him if

Enoch had not curtly ordered him to see

that the bear was chained up. Enoch
feared the bear because he sensed thai

the big brute hated him. When the

bear was secured Enoch grabbed the boj
by the coat collar and brutally slapped
his face. The bear went nearly mad
with rage as the youngster sprawled on
the ground, holding his chi

"I thought I told you nol to tell any-
body about Nero," -nailed Em
"Now slop yer snivelling and get into

the house."
The pens were some distance from the

old ramshackle ranch-house and it-

various outbuildings, ami the Mes-
quiteers wen- strolling along chatting
with Big Ed when the sound of music
(arricd clearly. Big Ed grinned to him-
self a- he saw their expressions. Though
he was pretending friendship with the

Mesquiteers he hated them, and if any-
one liked the Mesquiteers then they
earned his hatred. Davy was one such,

but the boy was useful. l.orna was
another, and he knew she was sweet <>"

Stony. Well, he'd settled that little

matter, and if was going to afford him
much amusement watching tin n faces.

The Mesquiteers found that not only
were all the Dawson Clan gathered in

the big living-room but there were
others present trappers, hill folk and
small settlers. The music was being
provided by six or seven of the e settlers

whose chief instruments of sound were
guitars and their voices. The room was
decorated with streamers, and everyone
seemed to be drinking and making
merry.
"Who's getting married?" Stony de-

manded, because he knew that this was
a wedding feast.

An Italian, swarthy of skin and dark
of eye, came in rolling a hogshead of
beer. Big Ed waved his hand towards

him. anil Stony's jaw stiffened. Charley
('lie was a half breed trapper who was

1 up with the Dawson Clan
Ston.\ 'lid nol like thi' fellow, ami ;

i

was mil surprised when two ^ill- l

brought l.orna from the next I

•

The tnl was very pale and
frightened, but she was trying in

I

reveal her fear. Ties' had dolled
up in tawdry finery. A very we;
ii it- htened sot t of old woman pu
comforting arm round her and gazed
nervously across at Big Ed \h-.
I )a w -mi w a- scai ed of her bully • I ...

husband, ('barley slung i he cask .

a table, pulled out the stopper .
i

.t

rammed in the spout, lie drew In

a iila--. It was obvious that tin

w is \ i iv tipsy.

The Mesquiteers jiisi stood and
n an bed the dancers, but Ston .

I
. .

Icm h id w hen ( Iharlej reeled aci oss

room and 1 1 led m embrace Lorna. I In

stepped forward, took the trappei by

the collar and jerked him round.
Crack! Stony's li-i had landed mi his

jaw. ( 'bailey fell and w hippi J oil

knife, but Lullaby stepped forward and
trod full weight on his wrist.

"This monkey isn't going; to
1 .ni ii., !" Sinii\ shouti d at old 1 ki

" She'- only a child."
" She wants to many ( 'hi

answered Big Ed. and glowered
giil. " Don't you, Loi na ?"

Ill- girl was terrified of her fost< t

patent.

"Yes—I—I—guess so!" -he stam-
mered.
"Well. I'm not going to let her mi

him, and neither would you if she
Men daughter. Do you men all want
to go to gaol ?"

"What for'.''

Tucson pushed forward.
"I've got you. Stony," lie said.

. nd
his big frame towered over Big Ed.
"You're forgetting thai this Stati

a law protecting children. She can't

many until she's sixteen whether -he
wants to or not." The smile of n

on Lorna's face was sufficient answer.
July 23rd, 1335.
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''And I guess wo won't .slick around
for the wedding," added Stony, " 'cause

now there won't l>e one."

Charley would have made mischief if

he had nol Eeen the look on Big Ed's
I, Hi-. He feared lid just as much as

the others did.

"Thanks for warning us," Big Ed
mumbled in fawning tones.

Looking disgusted, the Mesquiteers
departed, and Big Ed stopped Charley
from using a gun when Noma ran out
of a side door to thank her saviours.

"What's the idea? Are the Three
Mesquiteers running this family now?"
Charley snarled viciously.

"Listen, you. if »ve fighl with tlvem
ranchers we can't make any more out
of 'em, can we?"
"No," Charley mumbled grudgingly.
" And right now we've got 'em BO

dinned well fooled they come here to

offer us a homily of fifty dollars apiece
|for hears!" He laughed hoarsely.

i"Tha( surprises yuh, don't it? We sell

jtheir beef to the Park hotels and soil

[the Park bears to them. What's more
they was right about Lorna. One of
these snooping inspectors might get wise
anil make il mighty hot. and we don't
v.anna get the wrong side of the law.
But there's plenty of time. Charley, and
I'm her guardian."
Charlie nodded and grinned:
''When we going hear hunting?"

Davy's Accident

IT was not lorn; before the wardens
of Blackstone National Park heard
about the Mesquiteers and their

activities.

"The Mesquiteers had threatened to

clear out every hear in the park," Cap-
tain Brady told his men. "And they're
living up to their reputation For keeping
their word. If you run across any of
them on Park property, armed, make
an arrest."
The Dawson Clan knew the forests

and every niche and cranny in the moun-
tains. They knew exactly how many
wardens were watching tlie game pre-
serve and how best to avoid them. A
number of bears had been killed and
the money collected from the Mes-
quiteers.

"Nol a ranger in sight." Big Ed said
one morning. "We'll take one more
bear, and then we'll quit."
"Yeah, we want some time to cover

a little cattle rustling later on." retorted
bis son Enoch.
"Davy, you run the trap line." Big

Ed looked down at the small boy.
"And remember, it you get caught
you [re trapping for yourself."
Big Ed rode off with t\tr half-dozen

men that he had picked for the bear
trapping, but Enoch lingered lor a part-
ing threat.
"And if I catch you turning any more

fur loose, you'll get a worse hiding than
you had last time."
Enoch rode off and left Davy the un-

pleasant job of scuttling through the
undergrowth to see what spoils '..ere in

the traps that had been set during the
night. Being small and clever with
animals it, minimised the danger of de-
tection. The clan had other and largi
ii his just outside the boundary fence,
and the trap line often drove animals
from the Park— that and an occasional
shot. There were few tricks that the
Daw sons did not know.

In the first trap there was B lovely
little baby fox caught by the foot. Davy
raised his stick to kill the fox because
the skin would be valuable, then hesi-

tated and glanced round He was not
being spied on by Enoch. Ii the baby
fox's leg was broken he would have to
kill u because he would nol be allowed
July 28rtf, 1988,
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1.0 lake it to his hospital, bill if the leg

were nol broken he would let it go free.

The leg was not broken, and the fox
scampered' away to freedom. The
sound of horse hoofs came to his ears,
tuned to the least sound, and he dived
into a bush. It was two of the haled
wardens, and Ihey reined in their horses
close to his hiding place.

"Xii sign of the Mesquiteers!" an-
nounced Brady. " Well, keep your eyes
open. They're working cattle around
here somewhere."
Davy saw Brady, the head warden,

lake a trail inwards the southern boun-
dary, whilst his assistant vanished along
an eastern trail. When the hoy thought
it was safe he ventured out of hiding,
and when he came to the fourth trap
gave an eager little cry— there was a
lion cub imprisoned in a cleverly camou-
flaged cage. The little creature snapped
at him.
"Don't be scared," whispered Davy.

" f won't hurt you. I'll take you home
to play with Nero." He put the cub
down in order to close the trap, and
when he looked round his capture was
scampering away into the undergrowth.
" Hey. come back here!"
Davy had quite a chase before he se-

cured the cuh. He had followed the
cub out of the forest into a rocky clear-

ing, and light on the edge of a cliff

the boy made a successful sprint.

"What a cute pet you're gonna be!"
chortled Davy.
The words were scarcely out of his

mouth before part of the ledge on which
he was kneeling gave way, hul though he
had very little idea of what was hap-
pening his hand-, did not release their
grip of the cuh. Zonk! Almost all the
breath was knocked out of his body as

be crashed on his back on to a bard
Hat rock. Whilst he lay there hugging
the lion cub a veritable avalanche of
stones slithered down, and when it was
finished Davy found himself powerless
to move. Was his leg broken? He
managed to raise himself and saw that
a huge flat stone had trapped him.

Meanwhile sounds of shooting bad
carried to the ears of Brady, who had
dec ided to patrol a new sector of the
Park, and be collected his wardens.
Naturally, this small-minded oflicial was
certain that it was one of the Three
Mesquiteers. Actually it was the
Dawson gang killing another bear to

sell for its bide and the fifty-dollar

bounty.
The Mesquiteers were out rounding

up their cattle. They were planning to

keep the beasts as much as possible
away from '.he Parkstone National
Park. As they chased a refractory cow
they did hear distant shooting, but did
not pay much attention. The cow
turned suddenly and went bounding
along a track that they knew led to the

river. They paused for breath as there
was no further need to worry.

Then suddenly to "their ears came the
cry of a coyote.

Lullaby looked up from mopping his

sir. •.iming fact with a large bandanna.
"That was Davy1 calling," he slated

definitely, "Maybe the kid's in

trouble."
'Ihey waited, and the call came again

Ai once ihey set out along the boundary
with the call getting clearer, Lullaby
made a hoarse attempt to imitate it.

'I ley came to the wire fence, be
which was the rocky clearing. Tucson
tool, out some binoculars, and he gave
a gasp as he realised why Davj had senl
out his call. He could just see the boy
lying on a ledge, apparently unable to

, and on another ledge only a yard
or so above Davy was a huge puma.
He look another look and saw the
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squirming object thai crawled across
Davy's chest.
"Davy's on a ledge. Must have fallen

over.' Tucson handed the glasses to
Stony. "He's got a cub with him and
a puma that look^ like springing down
on him." He drew out the rifle, which
had been recovered on payment ol the
fine, and raised it carefully. "I've got
to take a long chance."
Of course, Brady and one of his men

musi come charging up. They had got
on the trad of the Mesquiteers, and
thought they had caught them in the
act.

"Hey, drop that gnu!' ordered
Brady
"Take il easy. Brady!" rasped out

Stony, dropping the binoculars and
whipping out a gun. ."One word from
you and it'll be just loo had. Take
your time, Tucson."
The puma jumped to a rock lower

down the cliff face and was crouching
lo spring when Tucson fired. Tucson
drilled the cat through the head with a

magnificent shot.

Brady was speechless to think that
the Alesquiteers could commit such a
flagrant breach of the law. and then cap
everything by holding him up. It sim-
mered through to ln's sluggish brain
that perhaps there was more behind
this than just the shooting of a puma,
lie saw TllOSOn and Lullaby clambering
through the boundary fence and run-
ning through the trees.

"If you'll pick up- those glasses I
dropped or use your own you'll see
something peculiar about that cliff

face." Stony gritted out savagely.
"You'll see where that stream has hol-

lowed out a small canyon something
lying on a ledge, and it ain't a heat

or a lion cuh. If I hadn't held you up.

that something might have been as dead
as that puma."
Tucson and Lullaby could only get to

the boy from the top of the cliff. He
bad dropped about twenty feet, and the

two ranchers could see no foothold that

would bear their weight.
" You all right. Davy ?"

"My leg's hurt, Lullaby!" Davy
called up. He held up the ball of fur.

"But look what I got here."
"Thai kid'., sure got a lot of nerve."

Tucson murmured admiringly, as he un-
coiled his rope. "I'd better let you
down, Lullaby."
"Don't move, Davy," Lullaby ordered

as he fixed the rope under his armpits.
"I'll be right down and get you."

It says something for the strength
and mighty muscles of Tucson that he
towered Lullaby Joslin. who was a good
thirteen stone, without an effort, but if

was not quite SO easy to drag the big
fellow back, especially as there was a
small boy and a -lion cub as extra
weight. A scurrying of feet and be
glanced round to see Stony and the two
wardens, die new arrivals put their
harks into it. and in a very few moments
Lullaby, Davy and the lion cuh were
safely on the cliff top.

"Wheiv're you hurt, Davy?" Stony
asked, and the youngster, wincing with
pain, pointed to his leg. Expert but

gentle hands rat, over the boy. S<

looked at Brady. "His leg's broken."
"We'll 'phone from the ranger

station," gruffly stated the warden,
"We'll gel a doctor lo Dawson's by the

time >ou gei him there."

"Th,inks." Stony looked fixed!- at

Brady. "We'll he back to face any
9 you may care to make."

" Tli i

1 won't lie necessarj ," Brady
ii once on his dignity, " I suppose

you were justified, Imi remember that

the ncxl time you draw a gun on me
you'd better look out."
"Whether I pull a gun on you a
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is up to you!'' angrily cried .Stony.
"1 in potting tired df jour r-sterfartaca

Come on. Tucson, let's get busy cutting
some poles.''

"Well, I shall arrest you fellows if

any of you dare come on to Park
property with firearms,'' mumbled
Brady, and, looking' sourly at the other
warden, jerked his head. "Come on!"

Bear Marks and Other Clues

NATURALLY, the Dawsons were
furious to find that Davy had
broken his leg. but wisely they

kept their anger to themselves, and
made no objection to a doctor being
brought in to set the boy's leg.

The Three Mesquiteers were there,
and it was Lullaby Joslin who had the
clever notion of amusing Davy and keep-
ing him distracted whilst the painful
setting was carried out by bringing
along Elmer. One of Lullaby's attri-

butes was the art of ventriloquism, and
Elmer was a talking doll. Kids for

Djiles around loved to listen to Elmer,
who was a shock-headed ruffian of a boy
that sat on Lullaby's knee, and made
them die with laughing with his stories
and wisecracks. And though Davy's

often filled with teais and he
gritted his teeth as the doctor worked
he managed sometimes to laugh at all

the funny things Klmer had to say.
But at last the broken leg was set and
put into splints, and the doctor and
the Mesquiteers promised to come and
see Davy every day. The doctor
promised because Stony had whispered
that the Mesquiteers would settle the
account.
For a while the Mesquiteers lost very

few of their cattle, and it was several
week": after Davy's accident that it

started all over again. The three
ranchers were annoyed because the
Dawson Clan had killed a great number
of bears and collected quite a lot of
money.
One day they found a dead calf and

near by were bear tracks, but on this
occasion the quick eyes of Stony noticed
a number of small holes. He examined
them closely and then called Tucson
The big fellow looker! at these holes and
commented that each one was exactly
rhe same size. He looked at Stony and
i ,hI the look in ihe lattei ' eyes

"When did you see Daw last, Lul-
labj ?"

"A couple of days ago," was the
answer. "And say, he gets about on
that crutch I made him like nobody's
business.''

"What do you suppose punched all

those little holes in the ground':" Slum
asked.

Lullaby went down on his knees.
" Looks like somebody's been using a

pole."

"Or a ciutch, maybe." Stony spoke
with marked significance. "Davy's gut
a tame bear, too, hasn't

"You're loco if you think that.
Stony." Lullaby got the meaning al

once. "Why. Davy wouldn't help
rustle our cattle "

"Well, he couldn't help himself if Big
Ed or Enoch forced him," interrupted
Tucson.

"Lullaby, when we get to Dawson's
rare these bear tracks with Nero's,

l ill you .'" suggested Stony.
That afternoon the Three Mesquiteers

111 ad< d for the hills and the valley
e the Dawson flan lived. They

were leading two small horses. When
within a mile of the barn where Daw

his pets, Lullaby made the coyote
call, and a few minutes afterwards the

r came back.
Only Lorna and Davy were at the

barn. Lorna had not the same power
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as her brother, but she got on pretty
well with most of his pets. She looked
an attractive picture even in her rough,
faded clothes as she stood by the barn
door smiling a welcome at the Three
Mesquiteers. She was busy feeding the
lion cub from a bottle. Davy came
limping out on his crutch and grinned
from ear-ito ear at sight of his three
heroes. He dragged them inside to see
his new family of porcupines.

"•lee. I'm glad to see you," the boy
cried. "Was T glad when 1 heard that

coyote call. What's kept you away?"
"We're losing our cattle faster than

ever," explained Stony. "But let's see

how fast you're getting along." He
picked the boy up in his strong arms.
"We got a surprise for you."
Davy looked tit Stony in surprise as

the Mesquiteer carried him outside. He
Was still more surprised when he was
placed in the saddle of a small pony.
"How is he, cowboy?" chuckled

Lullaby.
"He's swell. I'd like to I ide him

some time."
"Tin glad \(in like him because lie's

yours," explained Lullaby, and pointed
to the slightly larger pony. "And the
other one is tor Lorna."
"You're awfully good. There were

tears in Lorna's pretty eyes. "Hut
we're not worth it. I don't know what
to saw" Suddenly she burst m tears.

"What's the trouble, Lorna?" sym-
pathetically demanded Stony, putting
tin arm round her. "Tell me. yi

among friends. Is it Charlej < oet

"Big Ed's planning to move farther
back into the woods." Lorna said be-

tween sobs. "I guess that means I'll

have to marry ( lharley."

The Mesquiteers glanced al each
other.

"When does Big Ed plan on pulling
out ?" Stony a.-ked.

" Two oi three days —maw's pi

now."
"Well, don't vou worn, a
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befon then." Stony
-poke jovii "Here's your pony,
young lady; see ii the stirrups are
okay."
Once Lorna was on the mettlesome

pony she forgot all her worries. She
stammered cut hei grateful thanks to

the Three Mesqu tei

A lumbering figure -bowed up and
the small eyes wen blazing, ft was
Charley Coe.
"Get down off that horse. Lorna." he

shouted. "You ain'l taking presents
1 1 1 ii ii nobody."
But when Charley attempted to drag

Lorna from the addle, the quick
tempered Stony took him by the shirt-

collar and dragged him back. Cha
lashed out and caught Stony very low,
and that made the Mesquiteer see red.
Wallop! He measured Charley with a
right-handed punch that must have
almost broken the trapper's jaw. He
got to bis feet and Lorna screamed be-
cause there was a knife in his hand.
Stony just jumped and the two men
Milled on the ground struggling for

possi --inn ul the knife.

From nowhere materialised Big Ed.
Enoch and several more of the Dawson
Clan. Big Ed half drew a gun. but

Tucson was quicker to the draw.
" Hold it !" he barked. "This ;s .,

two-man figfit, so doVt get air. sudden
ideas."

Clitit ley was the bigger man of the
two and a dirty lighter. He snarled
hi.

i a wild cat as he Strove to free his

hand so he could drive the knife into

Stony's ribs. A twist of In- wiry body
caused Stony to topple over and
('luu ley for a moment gained the mas-
tery. As he pinned Stony he tried In

get hi- hand free. With an upward
heave ol lus chest Stony rid himself of

In- enemy, and as ('bailey -hot over his

head a twist of the wrist caused the
knifl io tail. Stony Hung tin 1 we
in io 'on!.- bushes and waited for his

Lullabv. Davy and the lion cub were hauled up the cliff to safety.
July 28rd, 1938.
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the Dawson Clan were so intent on
watching the fight and shouting hoarse
encouragement to Charley that they tlid

not notice Lnllaby slowly edging to-

wards the bain.
Charley was up and al Stony like a

whirlwind. A wild punch caught Stony
on the jaw and down went the Mes-
qiliteer. Charley lashed out with his

fool, hut Stony's hands shot on I and
Fastened round the mountaineer's leg.

Down crashed Charley, and. locked in

each other's. arms, they rolled ovei and
over—conveniently away from the barn
towards some sort of storehouse. It

enabled Lullaby to slip into the barn
u oobserved.
The men broke, staggered to their

fret. and. when Charlej rushed, Stony
was able, to land with a good left.

Enoch slid out a gun.
"Get over there—get!" Tucson had

seen. "Against that wall, till of you,
and no tricks."
They exchanged furious punches,

many of which missed. Already both
men had landed with blows that would
have clean knocked out most men, but
these Westerners were tough. But
Stony got in a bad way when, in fall-

ing, lie crashed on to a stone and it

seemed to paralyse his leg. He limped
around trying to beat oft' Charley, who
was quick to see the hated Mesquiteer
•was in trouble. A vicious itppercut

caused Stony to drop, and. as he stag-

gered up, Charley banged him in the

face with both fists.

" Finish him, Charley, finish him
lip!" the mountaineers yelled.

Meantime Lullaby was busy in the
barn. Being a frequent visitor, he was
known to Nero, who recognised in this

human a man with a kindly nature.

The bear snarled a little, but made no
objection to Lullaby putting his foot on
a piece of paper. Very carefully Lullaby
took impressions and measurements. A
8 nl made him glance round, and
there was young Davy. The boy
looked the picture of woe.

"
I guess we won't be pals any more.

Lullaby, now that you know I ain't

been on the- level with ya."

''It's not your fault. Davy, you
couldn't help yourself," consoled
Lullaby, tucking nie paper inside his

shirt. "Not a word about this. son.

.lust leave everything to your three
pals."

Outside they found the fight still rag-

ing, and. if anything. in Charley's
favour. Stony fell and lay still, and
Charley stood over his fallen victim with
his loot raised to stamp on his face.

But Stony was only shamming, and
I hose hands caught Charley's ankles and
gave a violent jerk. .The mountain
trapper landed on the back of his head
and got to his feet badly shaken.
Tucson gave a sigh of relief when
Stony began to wade into Charley with
jabs ami ujppercuts. Soon Charley's
lace was scarcely recognisable. Both
eyes were closed, his lips were cut and
his nose streaming with blond.

Lullaby edged across to the fighters,

and. as Stony hacked away, giving his

rival a chance to gel up from the punch
that had dropped him, Lullaby spoke
out of the cornei- of his mouth.
"I got 'em !"

Stony made no sign Ihat he had
heard, but when Charley was on bis

feet, he hit the mountaineer all the
harder, and finally ended the fight by
tossing the almost uneoi IPCIOUS ruffian
over his shoulder like a bale of hay.
Charley did noi rise, Inn lay spvaivjed
out, moaning feebly.

Stony dusted his hands and walked
up to Big Ed Dawson,
"Lislen, Ed. if vou ever let Charley '

July 23rd, 1133.
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Coe put a hand on Lorna again, I'll

come back and finish what I started—-
see ?"

"If Charley can't take care of his-
self. none of us is going to help him,"
muttered the treacherous trapper.
"How about the bounty on them last

three bears we ketched for ya?"
"We're heading back to the ranch

for a feu days, Ed," answered Tucson,
pouching his" gun. "We'll bring the
money over to you when we get back."

"That's all right, Tucson; there ain't

no hurry.''
" You and your boys might keep an

eye on our stock round these parts
whilst we're gone," suggested Lullaby
affably. "You'll be trapping on our
range, anyhow.''

" Be plumb glad to. Lullaby." Ed
answered with a great grin.

Stony helped Lorna down from the
horse. She had been too wrapt in the
light to think of moving.
"Don't you worry. Lorna." he whis-

pered. "We'll be hack."
When the Mesquiteers had gone. Big

Ed, Enoch and the mountaineers went
and stood over Charley. They laughed
contemptuously.
"Do yon think we can keep an eye

on their cattle, boys?" Big Ed asked.
as the mountaineers moved away with-
out making an effort to help the fallen

man. Their harsh laughter was heard
by tire Mesquiteers. who had paused to
look at the impressions of Nero's foot.

A Range War
EARLY next morning Lorna and

Davy sneaked off to the barn.
Time and again they came to the

open door with pets in their arms.
Davy sniffed when he let the porcupines
go because he was frightened that the
youngsters might not survive. Still

Davy had to chance that because to
stay here meant death. The Daw;sons
were leaving and Big Ed had ordered
that all Davy's pets were to be killed

with the exception of the bear.

"Is that all?" asked Lorna. freeing
a squirrel.

"All except him and the lion cub."
Davy pointed to the big bear.

"Maybe we could keep this one?"
Lorna said, taking from a hutch the cub
that had almost cost Davy his life.

"No, they all gotta go."
Davy took the cub from her arms

and put it down outside the barn door.
"Good-bye, little fellow," whispered

the boy.
The tub was toddling away when a

shot rang out and the cub dropped in

its tracks and lay still. The two young-
sters turned and there was Enoch, a
smoking gun in his hands.
"I told you if you turned any more

animals loose I'd give you a good hid
ing, and " That was as far as Enoch
got because of the hideous snarl that
shook the barn. But for the rope the
bear would have rushed at the trapper.
"All right. I'll lei you off this time."
"Down, Nei'O, down!" ordered Davy.
"Untie him and bring him along.'

ordered Enoch. "But make sure he
get close to me."

Some inn.- Intel Big Ed Dawson
came out of the hill bungalow and
looked round to sec if everything was
as ordered. The women were busy
loading up a prairie schooner and othei
carts, while a number of trappers and
mountaineers were standing around
with their horses or mounted. Lumber-
ing up t In- slighi grade c.une Davy and
In- bear.
"We'll he back by sundown, maw."

Big Ed shouted to hi- wife. "Have
everything packed and ready." With a

Cumbersome leap he managed to
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struggle into the saddle of his big
horse. "All right, start riding."
Big Ed Dawson was determined .>

have a final clean-up of the cattle of
the Mesquiteers in these ranges,
then to move off to some rocky caverns
on higher ground, where one could In
hidden and never be found. This dis-

trict was getting played out.

Soon, they encountered some of tha
Mesquiteers' cattle. winch they
butchered. They left a lot of blood
around and one lacerated COl'easS.

"Darned if that bear ain't got the
hang of it !" Enoch said with a I

• lie watched Nero paddling round,
making clean impressions on the soft
ground.
"He's left enough signs round here

to account for a dozen cattle
ingly exclaimed Charley. who
showed signs of his fight.

"This is one way of getting
Big Ed grinned, as he -

being strapped to a pack hevse. " T!

three hundred dollars oul of them '

quiteers' pockets as soon as we deliver
this beef of theirs to the Park Hotel."
"And they ain't got a thing on us,"

rejoiced a pock-marked mountaineer
named Reese.
"Enoch, them Mesquiteers siill owe

us a hundred and fifty dollars bounty
money." savagely exclaimed Big Ed!
"1 sure hate to pull out without
ting paid

"

" You ain't gonna, pull oul without
getting paid," a voice drawled. "Start
reaching !"

How Big Ed and those other mem-
bers of the Dawson Clan gasped when
from behind a fallen tree-trunk ap-

peared the Tine,- Mesquiteers Then
they began to back away.
"Stand still!" Tucson rapped out.

" Sliek your hands up !"

Big Ed, Charley and the rest raised
their hands. Davy, who had been
watching the marks that were to de
ceive his friends, had been wondering
if they would show up unexpectedly.
Being clever, the hoy decided thai I

must not look too elated because Enoch
would be just as likely to suspect him.
The bear had been roped to a

so that Davy was not close to his fero-

cious pet. Suddenly Enoch grabbed up
the boy and held him in front of him
as a shield as he stumbled hack-
for the shelter of the trees. His action
inspired Big Ed and the others to make
a sudden dive for cover. The guns
the Mesquiteers roared, and one of rh •

mountaineers flung up his arms, hut

Big Ed and Charley got away, and -

did Enoch, whom the ranchers dare
not fire at for tear of hitting Davy.

The mountaineers began to shoof back
at the Mesquiteers, who were Forced t >

take cover behind the fallen tree.

Captain Brady, patrolling with four
of his men, heard the shooting
out in the direction of the sounds.

Big Ed crawled across to the
I

where Enoch was crouched.
"This is some of thai brat's d

he spat out. "He musta tipped 'em
We don't want any squeale
this outfit."

Enoch leered as he got the chief;
meaning, and. taking out his gun, held
it by the barrel. He was going i ,

battel in Daw's head. Big Ed saw
and shuffled away because he wanted t >

be no party to the killing of 1

child.

Davy screamed as the gim-bul'
raised, and Nero, who bad been prowl-
ing round looking for his young master,
jerked at the rope. The cry for help
tame again. The Mesquiteers did not

(Continue! on pi

i
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Ride the danger trail with the pioneers of the Old West in this pulsing epic of the days
when fearless prairie scouts took up the challenge of savage Redskins and murderous
desperadoes. To the beat of thundering hoofs and to the blast of flaming guns this

vivid serial runs its thrill-a-minute course, with hot action in every smashing episode
and Ray Corrigan in its starring role

WTfD
Read This First

"Bathed by Dupray, a scheming
Spaniard who is Gun nun- of Santa
Fe, but. icho has received news that hs
is to In deposed l>y tht newly-estab-
lished Mexican Republic, a bund of
renegades led i>y one, '/.n mora, is •prey-

ing on the wagon-trains that ply to
ninl fro across the Western adds with
rich merchandise under their awnings.
The activities of thest renegades are

hampered by a mystery rider on a
painted stallion, who has sworn to

defeat outlawry and who again and
ui/uin warns the bandits' intended
victims of their danger by means of
whistling arrows.

The year is 1824, and in that year
an American frontiersman lumen, as
Clark Stuart is detailed by the I .8.

Government to negotiate a trade treaty
with the Mexican authorities. It is a
treaty which Dupray is anxious to pre-
vent /coin being concluded, and at his
instigation Zamora incites the Indians
to attack a wagon-train lid by a trader
mi in i it Jamison—a wagon-train with
which ('/ark is travelling, and whose
personnel also includes Jim Howie,
famous as the inventor of thr bomu
knife, and Kit ('arson, a hoy later to

become renowned as a. Western scout.

Perceiving Indian. smoke-signals,
Clark rides into the hills to investigate
and falls in with i band of hpstilt

Redskins and a party of renegades
headed by Zamora. Thest pursue him,
and, galloping back to the wagon tram,
('lark finds it has already been
attacked, though a timely warning
from the Rider of the Painted Stallion

has enabled Jamison and 7iis men to

prepare for action,

('lark, discovering he is cut off from
his friends, ue re rtbe/ess attempts to get
through to tin in. Hut a volley from
his pursuers brings him d<

Now Read On

Paleface and Redskin

CLARK STUART himself had not
been hit, but bis horse had been
struck dead, and in Ins plunge

from ibe animal's back the Seoul bad
been dazed and badly shaken.

Lying there at the foot of the ridge,
lie was but vaguely conscious of the
troop of Comanche Indians \\ bo were
sweeping down the slope towards him,
and as in a dream he heard the thunder
of their mustangs' hoofs. Then the
band of savages were all about him, a
pack of hard-riding, shrill-howling
demons—charging over the spot where
be was huddled and careering onward
to join those other Redskins who were
already attacking the Jamison wagon-
train.

The swarm of braves who had dashed
down the ridge imagined Clark had
been slain, aud consequently none of
them drew rein beside him, though in

passing one of them took it into his

head to discharge a musket at the
frontiersman's prone body.

EPISODE 2:—

" The Rider of the Stallion "

The blast of the firearm rang
deafeningly in Clark's ears, punctuat-
ing the thud of the horses' feet, and
the leaden ball from the weapon ripped
into the ground an inch from bis

temple.

Meanwhile, the earth all about him
was trembling under the impact of the
cavalcade's hoofs, and as the fleet-

moving shadows of ponies and riders
surged over him he was powdered with
the dust and dirt thrown up by the
mounted warriors' onrush. Yet,
miraculously it seemed, the clattering

feel of the mustangs left him un-
scathed, no hoof trampling his prostrate
form.

The Red-kins forged past him, and,
marvelling that he was still alive,

Clark struggled to his knees. As In

did so he gained a momentary im-
pression of the group of renegades on
the hilltop, but next instant his atten-

tion was diverted from them by the

approach of a Comanchja straggler
who bad failed to keep up with the

rest of the Indian war-band.

The straggler had seen him rising,

and flourishing a tomahawk, he bore
down on Clark menacingly. In a

second, however, the scoul was upon
his feet, and he side-stepped the brave's
rush and then !i apt up to clutch him
about the waist.

He hauled the Indian from his mus-
tang, brought him tumbling to the

rid and drove his list into the
fellow's jaw with all his force. Then
as the warrior became limp Clark
straightened again and wheeled to-

wards the Redskin's ponv, which was
Jiily 23rd. i
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slithering to a standstill a few yards
away.
Swiftly the frontiersman resolved to

carry out his former intention of burst-
ing through the Indian cordon which
was circling the Jamison wagon-corral,
and a flying jump took him astride the
mustang' of the brave fie had knocked
senseless. At the same time he heard a

faint outcry from the renegades on the
crown of the ridge—an outcry that
was succeeded by a blatter of gunplay
as they opened tire on him with their

forty-fives.

Bullets zipped around him. but none
of them took effect, and, twisting
round, lie cut loose with his own heavy
six-shooter in retaliation. Twice his
"iron" blared, and he saw a couple
of the outlaws reel in their saddles

—

saw the other four rogues recoil in

alarm at such deadly marksmanship.
Then he kicked his borrowed mount
into a gallop and made for the scene
of the battle that was in progress
between the Jamison outfit and the
Redskins.
The C'omanches who had swept over

the spot where Clark had been lying
a minute or so previously were now
merging with the savages who were
enveloping the barricade of prairie
schooners, and Clark headed towards
the Indian cordon at top speed, trust-

ing that he would be able to pierce it

ere any of the warriors were aware of
his presence.
Fortune favoured him. Intent on

harrying the defenders of the train,

the circling braves had no eyes for him
imlil he was actually through their
formation, and even then he was half-

way to the corral before any of the
Redskins realised that the buckskin-
clad figure which had penetrated their

besieging ring was that of a hated
paleface.
Bow-shafts and musket-shots were

directed at him as he was identified as

a white man, but seeminq- to bear a

charmed life, he gained the barricade
unharmed, and in an instant he had
abandoned his Indian mustang and
bounded across a wagon tongue into

rhe enclosure whence his friends were
pun,ping lead at the enemy.
From the instant when he had

pierced the Redskin ring his daring
ride had been watched by the defenders
on that side of the corral which faced
the north, and a hoarse cheer greeted
his safe arrival. Indeed, several men
pressed around him with earnest con-
gratulations on their lips, but Clark
brushed through them and hastened
across the enclosure, for among those
who were posted on the south side of

it he saw Jim Bowie. Trader Jamison
and young Kit Carson, the latter busily

engaged in loading spare rifles and
i
.-, i,he! s.

"Hey, Jamison!" he called.

''Jamison !"

In spite of the din of battle his

stentorian voice carried io the ears
of the wagon-boss Jim Bowie and Kit,
and all three of them turned, uttering
exclamations of thankfulness at sight

of him. Then all at once through a

gap between a couple of pi

schooners behind which the trio had
taken up positions, Clark Stuart sa\y

the skulking figure of a dismounted
Red man who had somehow contrived
to sneak close to the corral through the

prairie grass.

The Indian was armed with a club,
and his attention »;e focused on
Jamison. In the instant that Clark set

eyes on him he was preparing I" spring
into the corral and brain the trader.
The Redskin jumped, clearing an

intervening wagon tongue, murderous
July 23rd, 1938.
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bludgeon raised on high, but simul-
taneously Clark's gun belched flame
and death, and the scout's bullet took
the warrior full in the chest.
The brave seemed to twist grotes-

quely in mid-air, then dropped lifeless

to the ground. At the same time, how-
ever, half a dozen other warriors
showed up, springing from a swathe
of long grass which had enabled them,
like their luckless predecessor, to steal
within striking distance of the barri-
cade.
Six-gun roaring, Clark went forward

at the double. In the meantime,
taking the alarm, Jamison and Bowie
had spun around again and they
promptly opened fire on the advancing
Redskins, who were also volleyed now
from other points in the wagon line.

That party of Indians were wiped
out, and the last of them had fallen
when Clark joined Bowie and Jamison
and Kit.
"I'm glad you're here, Clark," said

Jamison. ''I was certainly worried
about you."
"Yeah," young Kit Carson put in.

"We thought you was gone for sure
when the Injuns closed in on us without
you show in' up."
"You were nearly right," the big

frontiersman commented grimly.
"But say, Jamison, you must've acted
pretty smart to get the wagons
corraled before the attack broke."

The trader briefly related how the
column had been warned by the
friendly but mysterious Redskin known
as the Rider of the Painted Stallion.
Then he glanced out beyond the
sprawled bodies of the group of
savages who had attempted to enter
the wagon enclosure—out beyond those
sprawled bodies to the swift-moving
ring of braves who were encircling the
corral on horseback.
"We're in a tough spot." he de-

clared, "but I reckon we can hold
these devils off— if they ain't rein-

forced."
He had scarcely spoken those words

when Jim Bowie gripped his arm. The
long, lean veteran of the plains was
peeling towards a dust cloud that had
arisen in the distance, and presently a

fresh band of Redskins became visible.

"Here's more o' the varmints
a-headin' (his way now, Jamison," he
said, squirting a stream of tobacco
juice from the corner of his mouth.
" Yeah, an' they're powerful strong
in numbers. It seems like every
Injun east o' the Rockies was aimin'
ter pay a call on us, if you ask me."
Clark Stuart bit his lip.
" Vou can take it from me that every

brave in the Comanche nation is

makin' for here, anyhow," he stated.

"I learned that much when I went
into the hills to investigate. Jamison,
yon said we're in a tough spot, but it's

gonna be plenty tougher yet."
"An' calkin' about it won't make it

any less tough," Bowie interposed
dryly. "Come on, ef we're a swine to

be massacred an' scalped we'll take a

parcel o' these here Injun varmints
per perdition with us."

The suns of Clark. Jamison and
Howie were soon adding their bellow-

ing reports again to the tumult of the
lilies and the revolvers wielded by the

other men of the wagon-train, and the

fighl wine on relentlessly, the clamour
of it swelling as the attacking
Comanches were joined by the band
whose approach Jim Bowie had
descried, and by further troops who
came riding from all quarters of the

compass.
Never had those prairie levels wit-

nessed a combat so desperate, never
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had the stilly air of the wilderness
rocked to such uproar as that which
sounded now—uproar of demoniac
Indian yells, of pounding hoofs, uproar
of flashing fusillades that ripped from
the barricades in answer to the bluster
of Redskin muskets and the hiss of
Redskin arrows.
Amid the confused din cries of

stricken men rang out piercingly—the
cries of paleface and Indian blending
in the common union of death. Behind
the wagons grim defenders saw com-
rades reeling back with barbed shaft
or musket-ball lodged in their bodies,
saw familiar faces that had grinned at
them oftimes over camp-fires distorted
now with anguish, spattered with
blood. And raging at the loss of
friends and pardners, the living fired
the more rapidly to avenge their fall,

many a Comanche warrior biting the
dust as rifle-bullet or six-gun bullet
hit home.
The casualties inflicted on the Red-

skins were heavy—far heavier than
those sustained by the men of the.

Jamison column. Yet the odds against
the whites were tremendous, with the
warbands of countless villages whirl-
ing about the corral, and gallantly as
the hard-pressed wagoners fought, it

seemed inevitable that sooner or later
the Indians would force their way into
tho enclosure and overwhelm the pale-
faces by sheer weight of numbers.

No man was more sure of that than
a hawk-nosed Redskin who had taken
up a position on a knoll just beyond
gunshot range of the beleaguered
prairie schooners. He was the head-
man of the Comanche nation, and about
him were gathered a number of sub-
ordinate chiefs.

These prominent individuals of the
tribe were watching the battle keenly,
conferring upon it with the shrewd-
ness of generals studying the
manoeuvres of troops, and waiting until
they deemed that the time was ripe to

go forward in person and lead the
circling warriors against the wagon
barricades in a final storming rush.
But that triumphal moment was never
destined to come, for while they were
still gazing upon the scene of conflict

a curious, high-pitched whistling
sound reached their cars above the
pandemonium of the fisht. an I

suddenly an arrow fired from some
point behind them embedded itself in

the knoll on which they were
assembled.

It was o whistling arrow, symbolic
of the Painted Stallion'- presence, and
startled, the Comanche head-chief and
his counsellors wheeled round.

On the rim of a bluff some little dis-

tance away they beheld the silhouetted
figure of the stallion and its rider,

and the latter promptlj waved an arm
in a significant gesture on perceiving
that the Redskin- on the knoll had
turned.
There was no mistaking the import

of that gesture. It was a silent com
inand to withdraw the ( omar
warriors from the fight and send ti

back to their villages, leaving the
wluie men to proceed westward un-
molested.
And ii was a command that im-

pi essed the i ompanions of the h
,

i

chief, who were no less superstitioi -

than the majority of their race ,nn\

who shared IU the belief that the 1:

of the Painted Stallion was no mortal
brave, but a god of the prairie w .

will musl be obe^ ed.

Tiiev looked askance ;i ither

and then at the head-chief. He seemed
irresolute torn between superstition

and the desire to bring the attack on
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.the' hated palefaces to a victorious- eon-

sion—and after a mental struggle

that was clearly written upon his red-

bronze features he elected to defy the

i.idei's bidding.

Staring at the bluff again lie res-

ponded to the unknown's imperative
gesture with a signal that implied
negation. Then he half-turned towards
the scene of combat, but scarcely had
lie done so when the Rider of the

Painted Stallion discharged a second
whistling arrow—an arrow which did
not em^ed itself in the ground this

time, but which tore through the liga-

ments of the Wad-ehief's right
shoulder.
That swift penalty of defiance dis-

pelled the stubbornness from the
.inch,- head-chief's mind. Supersti-

tion becoming ascendant in him even
..^ lie writhed convulsively in pain, the
shall had no sooner been wrenched from
his wound by one of his subordinates
than he gasped out through trembling
lips the order to call off the warriors.

Only a minute or two later the Red-
skin bands who had encircled the wagon-
traiii were drawing away, picking up
their injured as they retired, and before
ieiy long the hills had swallowed the
Cbmnnches and not a living brave was
in sight—unless it. was the Rider of the

Fainted Stallion, who was still poised
on the bluff.

Down in the corral of prairie schooners
the men of the Jamison column gazed
at that mysterious, silhouetted figure,

sing thai in >ome way or other the

Rider had terminated the combat and
delivered then: from tnassai i

They were not the only ones whose
eyes were riveted upon the Rider of the

Painted Stallion. Zamora and his

renegade accomplices were also gazing
in the Unknown's direction, though with
feelings vastly different from those ex-

perienced by Jamison and his comrades.
The outlaws, grouped on the ridge

where Claris Stuart, had so nearly met
his death, had watched the battle on
the plain with an anticipation that had
now given way to chagrin, and with
black wrath .-tamped on their faces they
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continued' to glower at the distant figure

of the Rider until the latter wheeled
and vanished from their view. Then
Zamora turned to Macklin, Oldham and
Smith, that rascally trio who had
"horned in" with the wagon-train and
who had quietly separated themselves'
from it prior to the Indian attack.

"Curse that Rider of the Painted
Stallion," lie snarled. "The Red-kins
would have slaughtered the Jamison out-

lit to the last man if he had not inter-

fered."
"Yeah," grunted Smith, "an' it looks

now as if our own gang will ha fta cut

out that train after all— somewhere near
Santa Fe. It'll be a, tough job, though,
Zamora. Them hombres down there can
fight."

The Dago's eyes narrowed.
"Si." he muttered, "and it may be

i hat the train will gel through in spite

of us. But Clark Stuart will not get

through. He must not!"
Macklin spoke.
"Stuart didn't reco'nise us," that

bearded ruffian declared. "The nearest
he got to us was when he hollered out
that the Injuns was on (he war-path an'

we'd best head for the wagon-train— and
you'll recollect he hailed ns as stranger-,

which proves he didn't identify me or
Smith or Oldham."
"Meaning that you and Smith and

Oldham can rejoin the column, linn':"

/.annua queried.
"Yeah." said Macklin. "Sec, dusk's

beginnin' to tall, an' we -lip back to

the wagon-train without excitin' an\ at-

tention as soon as it gets good an' dark.

Nobody'll notice ii- .111' I'll lief iioIhh!\

noticed we weren't around when the
Injun attack broke, culler. Anyway,
Zamora, we'll find an opportunity o'

deal in' mil ('lark Stuart. You can lay

to that."

Zamora was sileni for a moment. Then
he looked shrewdly at Macklin.

"You'd better leave ('lark Stuait to

Smith," he observed. "Smith can decoy
him from the train somehow and finish

him, then make tracks for the hide-out.

You and Oldham can stay with the

column. So long as von can avoid arous-
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ing the suspicions of Jamison, you may
be of more use to Dupray and me that,

you ever could be otherwise. In short,

amigo, you and Oldham will continui
to act. as scouts for the column, so that

you can inform us of any important
moves Jamison may make in the course
of his journey west."

Smith broke in on the conversation at

this juncture.

"See here, Zamora," he protested, "if
you think I'm gonna tackle Clark
Stuart alone you'd better do some more
figlirin'. Stuart looks pretty much pi a

handful to me, an' I ain't makin* no
play against him single-handed."

"You won't have to. my friend." tie

Dago replied. "You decoy him from
tin- train, and three men will be wait-

ing to help you account for him."

"What, yourself an' these here
cripples ?" scoffed Smith.

He indicated the gangsters w ho had
ridden to the village of the Comanche,
head chief with Zamora when the latter

had persuaded the Redskin to assail I-'"

wagon-column. The two bandits in ques-

tion had both been hit by the shots

('lark had loosed off prior to his bold

dash lor the barricade of prairie

schooners, and, although they had only
been "winged" and were not seriously
hurt, they were groaning with pain and
looked a- il they would he out of action
for -ome little time to come.

"No." said Zamora in an-w.i to

Smith- derisive query. "Not myself
and these 'cripple-,' as you call them.
1 am going back to the hideout with
them. But I shall scud Four of the

men. and. if you can get Stuart
to go with you to Boulder Notch on

pretexl or other two day- from
now. you will find those men lying 11

waii there."

Boulder Notch

TWO days had elapsed, and. sl<

was its progress, the Jamison
column had proceeded many mi! is

from the -pot where the abortive Indian
attack had taken place ."nl where, in-

cident,! ||\ , Smith and .Macklin , nd

" Take it easy, feller I
" Bull Smith snarled. " You ain't gonna get nowhere by makin' a scrap of it."
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Oldham had re-joined the train "with-
out exciting any attention."

It was during the afternoon of that
second day that Bull r>niitli contrived
to drop behind the wagon-train for a

spell, lagging so far to the rear that be
was out. of view of it. Then, after a
while, he clapped spurs to his pony's
Banks and set out to overtake the
column, his horse* being somewhat blown
when he at length drrw up with the
long line of prairie schooners and out-
riders.

He galloped lo the head of the train
and singled out Clark Stuart, who was
cantering in advance of the column with
Bowie, Jamison and young Kit Carson.

"Hey, Stuart," Smith blurted, "I
swung off a little while ago ter see if I
could pick up the trail of any game
that, might come in handy for the chuck-
wagon, an' I came across a hombre
that was stranded with a prairie
schooner. It appears he's a settlor

headed fer Santa Fe, an' he sine is in

a jam. The off-side front wheel o' hi*

schooner has come adrift from the axle."
( lark frowned.

"A settler?" he reiterated! "And
he's travellin' through these wilds
alone ?"

"Yeah," said Smith. "A ditrned
fool, 1 reckon. Still, I luted to leave
him in the lurch, an' I told him I'd
bring help back for him. Maybe you'd
ride with me an' give him a hand. It
won't take the two of us long to hoist
lip that wagon o' his so he can fix the
wheel agin."
"Okay," Clark- rejoined. "Whore's

this settler at?"
Smith answered him glibly.

"A place that I know as Boulder
Notch," he informed the scout. "It's
back a-ways an' a piece to the north."

('lark and Bull Smith swung round
and clattered off in a north-easterly direc-
tion, the gangster's horse slightly in the
lead, and about half an hour later the
two men were entering a system of
rocky hills. Then all at once Smith
drew rein in a narrow pass strewn with
great snags of stone and hemmed-in by
sheer cliffs.

"Well, here we are in Boulder Notch.

"

he announced,
('lark looked about him.

"Yeah?" he said. "Well, where's
that settler an' his broken-down

u '!"

'There ain't no settler. Stuart," came
the quiet response. "An' there ain't

no broken-down wagon neither."
Chirk swivelled his eyes on Smith

sharply, and a* he did so he saw that
the fellow had drawn a six gun and was
covering him. At the same time he
detected movements among the huge
rocks thai cluttered the pass,, and sud-
denly four horsemen of unsavoury mien

,1 forth.

Clark's handsome Face became tense,

and liis steel grey eyes hardened.
"What's the idea. Smith?" he de-

manded.
"The ide.i, Stuart," Bull Smith said

in a sardonic \oiee, "the 'ilea is that
you ain't goill' to Santa Fe. In other
words, Stuart, this is trail's end for

you."
There was a moment's silence, during

which Clark regarded Smith steal

Fastly—no hint of fear on his counten-
only a challenging grimness.

Then all at once he snaked oul his left

band, seized Smith by the right wrist,

forced the rogue's gun aside and corn-

el him to drop the weapon by ap-
plying a pressure that brought a cry
ot pain to llic ma n's 1

1
1 >-.

\e\l second, however, the individuals
who hail appeared from amongsl the
July '.':i,l, lis.
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rocks were closing in on Clark, and,
grappling with him, they dragged him
out of the saddle, the big scout

tumbling to the ground with his

adversaries atop of him.

He managed to wrench away from
(hem. and, springing to his feet as they
weve likewise scrambling from the dust,

he waded into them with his bunched
knuckles, sending one outlaw asprawl
with a terrific upper-cut and flooring a

second with a full swing to the jaw.
But. Smith's other two accomplices

clinched with him. and were wrestling
with him fiercely when those whom he
had felled regained their feet and
plucked out their forty-fives to level the
weapons at him threateningly. Into the
bargain Smith himself had slid from his
bronc, and, running forward now, he
snatched Clark's six-shooter from its

holster and thrust the muzzle of the
revolver against the scout's midriff.

"Take it easy, feller!" he snarled.

"You ain't gonna get nowhere by
ma kin' a scrap of it."

With that gun pressing into his

stomach, with two of Smith's con-
federates grasping him by the arms and
the other two covering him as well,

Clark realised the futility of further re-

sistance and resinned himself to his fate.

"All light." he said, "it looks like

this i, trail's end for me. But if you
aim to blow a hole through me with
thai six-shooter I'd like to know why
before you do it."

Bull Smith's eves narrowed.
"Okay," he stated. "I'll tell you

why. It don't
"

But the sentence was never finished,

for at that instant he was interrupted
by a noise that, was all too familiar to

him and Ins cronies. It was the strange,
high wail of a whistling arrow, and even
as Smith started at the sound his right
wrist was pierced by the missile re-

sponsible for it.

Uttering an agonised howl the
gangster let Clark's forty-five fall to the
ground, and. staggering away, he looked
nji and saw the Rider of the Painted
Stallion limned against the skyline away
above him on the western side of the

Notch.
The other outlaws saw that figure, too,

as did Clark Stuart. Then, in swift suc-
c, ssion, three more arrows streaked
from the Rider's bow, singing from
aloft and rattling against, the rocks
amidst which the scout and his captors

stood.
The two rogues who were holding

Clark abandoned him and jumped for

cover. So did the men who had been
threatening the frontiersman with their

guns. As for the scout, he was quick
to take advantage of the diversion

created by the Unknown Redskin, and,
retrieving the forty-five that the

anguished Smith had dropped, he
vaulted astride his pony—a blaze-faced

sorrel with which Jamison had supplied

him to replace the mount he had lost

two da\ s before.

Next moment Clark was spurring
from the Notch, and though a couple
ol belated shots were discharged at, him
by his foes both bullets went wide.

Before any other slugs could be sent

in his direction he was clear of the pass
and galloping through the hills, and.

though he heard further shooting that

told him the outlaws were now blazing

at the Rider, he looked hack and up to

sae thai mysterious Indian retreating
unharmed from the cliff-rim above the
Notch.
The Unknown faced towards him and

gave him a friendly wave, to which
Clark responded. Then, the Rider
wheeling and disappearing from his

mcw, the scout pressed on at top speed,
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and was well nigh out of gunshot range
when Smith and his confederates i

charging out of the Notch on horseback
to give chase to him.

They did not pursue him for long, for

it soon became clear that Clark's BO

had the legs of their brOncs, and after

a two-mile dash during which the

frontiersman steadily increased his lead

the renegades swung off towards th •

north in a disgruntled fashion, leaving
their quarrv to ride on through the
hills.

Quitting those uplands a lktle
'

Clark picked up the route that the Jami-
son column had been following, and
some thirty minutes afterwards, just as

the shadows of evening were beginning
to gloom over the wilds, he overtook
the wagon train and cantered to the

'

of it.

Among the outriders whom he pa
en route to the fore-end of the column
were Macklin and Oldham, and per-

plexity and dismay were revealed in

the bearded features of the crooks as

they saw him, for they had noted his

departure with Bull Smith and had
never anticipated that he would return.

Unaware, however, that those two
worthies were connected with Soul.,
Clark spared neither of them
as he went by, and failed to obtain
any inkling of the effect his

produced on them.

A few seconds afterwards he
abreast of Jamison. Bowie and
Carson, and briefly lie informed them
of all that had transpired at Bouldei
Notch, bis listeners hearing him out in

an amazed silence which was broken at

length by the wagon-boss.

"Why do you suppose Smith wanted
to stop you from gettin' to Santa Fe?"
Jamison demanded.
"It may have something to do with

the Government treaty I'm carryin'."

Clark rejoined after a moment. "I
can't think of any other reason why a

bunch o' bandits should try to rub
out. Anyhow. Smith wasn't what he

pretended to be. an' we're well rid of

him."
He dismissed the subject with those

words, and. silence falling upon I he

leaders of the column again, the wagon-
train lumbered on while the darkness
of the night deepened—an early dark-

ness thai had been hastened by the

onset of a dense rack of storm-clouds
which had spread over the sky from
the north.

That storm broke ere the column had
travelled another five miles, and it was
a storm of fierce intensity, the heavens
opening their flood-gates and launching
a deluge of rain upon mountains and
prairie, thunder pealing through the

void and vivid flashes of lightning

illuminating the landscape in fitful

blasts.

Through that raging storm the wagon-
train pushed onward, heading foi i

ford in the Cimarron river, which lay

across its path. It was a ford known
to Jamison. Bowie and Clark as one of

the few points where the crossing of

the Cimarron might be safely iff.

yet on reaching it they discovered the

water was unusually high,

The lightning revealed to them v

swirling torrent, black a* doom, potent

with menace, a quarter of a mile in

width and threatening' to overflow us

hanks in its wild onrush— a Bpectacle

that caused Jamison to screw his brows
together in tin uneasy manner.

"Looks bad," be said laconically, lift-

ing his voice above the clamour ol" lie

storm as lie addressed Clark and Bowie.
"The melted snows from the mountains
have sure raised the level. I've never
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n-i n the Cimarron s high an* co
turbulent."
"I reckon the wagons can make it,

though," Clark opined. "It'll be
tough goin', but, properly bandied, the
mule-teams will swim the schooners
across. We'd better try if, Jamison.
If we hold hack, this rain is gonna
s,well the river a heap more, an' it

may be impossible to cross over for

weeks.''
Jamison nodded.
" 5Tou're right. Clark." he declared.

and then, by means of Bowie, he
passed the word hack along the column
that the train was to go forward.
He himself led the way on horse

hack, and wagon after wagon trundled
inio the liver alter him with accompany-
ing outriders—ponies and mules losing
their footing almost immediately, but
swimming resolutely under the guidance
of men who were expert in the handling
of reins.

Amid peals of thunder, flare of light-

ning and cataracts of rain, the column
si niggled onward across the hazardous
ford, and soon only one wagon and a
handful of horsemen remained on the
riser's east bank—the horsemen includ-
ing Clark Stuart, with whom young
Kit (.'arson was wafting.
"Come on!" Clark sang out to the

last wagon's driver, who seemed to he
having some difficulty with his team.
"Get that outfit rolling!"
The prairie schooner failed to move

forward into the river, however, and in

a burst of lightning Clark saw the
driver signalling him agitatedly—and
recognised tin: fellow as an individual
named Elmer who was cursed with an
incurable stutter.

The scout spurred his pony towards
the wagon, and the driver mouthed at
him.

"C-C-Clark," he began, "1 c-c-c-can'l

gUfi gug-gug-get mm my "

An outrider loomed up alongside
Clark. He was known as Oscar, was
a cousin of the stuttering . Elmer, and
Frequently acted as his interpreter.

•l^i-'^ tryin' to tell yuh he can't git

his team to budge, Clark," he
< > plained.
The big frontiersman laughed.
" Probably In- can't say ' giddap '

quick enough." he commented. "All
right, Elmer, I'll take your schooner.
You swim my horse across. And -:i\.

escort Kit Carson across with you. See
that, nothing happens to him'''
He climbed aboard the wagon, and,

gratefully, Elmer scrambled on to the
Naze-faced sorrel the acoul had been
riding. Then, picking up ribbons and
whip,"Clark managed to urge the prairie
schooner's team forward after a brief
delay.

Meanwhile Elmer had ioined Kit.
v.ih). gathering the rein of the bov's
pony as well as the sorrel's, he headed
info the river with the youngs
Oscar and the remaining outriders

entered the swirling waters as well

—

all except two. and those two v.

.Macklin and Oldham. The former had
laid a hand on his associate's bridle,
and, unobserved by Clark, was talking
in an undertone to Oldham.
"Here's a chance fo get rid o'

Stuart," Macklin said, "a chance that's
too good ter miss. Supposin' he was to
•-H crowned over the skull out In mid-
river. That team he's drivin' would be
put'a control, an' the wagon would he
bound ter come to grief. It'd ho the
end o' him. Oldham, an', what's more,
i I'd seem like he'd been drowned by
accident."
"By erackey, you're right, Mack,"

the other rogue jerked. "We can hang—

"

His accomplice interrupted him.
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" Xo need fer the two of us to figure
in this," he grunted. "I can handle
Stuart, alone. Maybe it would be
belter that way, anyhow. You go
ahead. I'll hold up."
They separated. Oldham pushing into

the torrent, Macklin swinging behind a

(lump of bushes—whence, in a fiicket of
lightning, he saw Clark drive forward
into the liver as well.

Macklin kicked his heels info his

bronc's flanks and rode after the wagon,
entered tin 1 water only a few yards in

the rear of it and caught up with iis

tailboard. Then, hitching his pony's
rein to the hack of the prairie schooner.
he climbed nimbly and silently into the
vehicle's interior and crouched down
among the bales of merchandise.

('lark handling the reins, the mule-
team pushed farther and farther out
into the surging How of the river, fight-

ing their way towards the west hank
in the wake of the iest of the column
and hauling their ponderous wagon
after them. And inside the rocking.
swaying prairie schooner Macklin
waited sinisterly—waited until he
judged the lime « as ripe for his mur-
derous i\i'it\.

The wagon In- had hoarded was oul
in midstream before he bestirred him-
self, and. with Clark framed in front of

him between the folds of the schooner's
awning, the gangster drew a si\ gun
and slunk towards him. clubbing the
revolver as he did so. Then he struck
hard and ti ue with the butt, and under
the impact of thai cowardly blow the
frontiersman on the driving-seat threw
up his arms and fell back senseless into
the vehicle's interior.

The ribbons slid from his inert
lingers ;,s oblivion claimed him. and.
instantly aware that masterful hands
were no longer guiding them, the lead
mules began to plunge and struggle in

their harness, thereby spreading eon-
fusion throughout the whole team.

Meanwhile Macklin was blundering
to the tailboard, and in the space of a
few seconds he had regained 'he saddle
of his mount, unhitched iis rein and

' d the swimming bronc away from
the wagon. And as he abandoned thai
v .lloii and its unconscious occupant to
their fate, he saw the vehicle tipping
crazily to the frenzied antics ol its

(cam—saw it break loose till at once
from its base-frame- saw the drifting
body of it start to roll over and
submerge

!

(To be continued in another gripping
episode next week. By permission of

British Lion Film Corporation, Ltd..
starring Ray Corrigan.)
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hear u because of the roar of the gi

but Nero heard.
The bear parted the tope as if it bad

been twine.
Davy was trying to wriggle tree when

there came the hideous snarl of the
bear and Enoch jerked round with a
gasp of fear. Out carne a mighty paw
and clawed a i his arm. He brought
down the gun butt, but it only roust,

J

Nero to greater liny. Enoch was
dragged down to the ground and began
io scream hoarsely as Nero snarled
over his victim. The trapper manage.

1

to free an arm and get 1 lie gun that
had been wrenched from his hand. He
tired once ai the bear and that was a I?.

Nero proceeded to hug Enoch till his
ribs cracked and then lii maul the poor
wretch to death. Davy, hand to mouth,
stood there watching the fearful scene.
Though Enoch had been terribly cruel
to him he would have tried to save him
if he could, but the boy knew he could
do nothing with Xero in this maddened
condition.
The mountaineers were fighting and

-lowly retiring toward- the copse where
they had left their horses. Leaving
two men to cover them they made ;i

rush for their horses. Once in the
saddle they spurred their horses and
tied in all directions. The two men,
who had expected Big Ed and the
others to help them leach their ho
found themselves deserted. They
dashed lor their horses, but the
Mesquiteers ivere not missing such easy
targets.

It was Stony who found Davy. Nero
was dead and laj Sprawled across his
victim. Even Stony shuddered a-

looked ;u this gory spectacle.

"We'll be light back, Davy," ho
eiied. "Slick around till we get back."
The Mesquiteers mounted their

horses and went in pursuit of the
Dawson Clan. Tucson and Lullaby
went after two mountaineers, whilst,

Stony searched for Big Ed and Charley
' 'ue ;i ml Reese.

Captain Brady Interferes to His Cost

THE Dawson Clan. were scattered in
all directions. Big Ed had
ridden with Reese, and when they

found thai there was no one in sigh!
reined in I heir exhausted horses.

"Let's get back to the cabin and
start rolling," cried Big Ed.
Stony had sighted ('barley Coe but

had lost, him in a valley. He was
riding past a small (lump of spruce
when a shot rang oul and a bullet
whizzed past dangerously close. Turn
ing, the Westerner saw- Charley half
hidden behind a fee. The rifle* spoke
again, and Stony rolled from Ins
saddle but kept a grip on the pommi I.

It was an old trick and it bluffed
Charley into thinking he had got his
enemy. How tlie half-breed swore
when he saw Stony draw himself back
into the saddle when out of range.

Meantime, Captain Brady ami his

wardens had arrived in the vicinity.

Scattered burets of firing seemed to b
coming in all directions.
"Must be the Mesquiteers," decided

the captain. "Spread out, and this

time wo should get 'em."
Charley saw Siony vanish round a

bend and knew that the Mesquiie, r

would double back along some other
trail, lie became panicky and rushed

July 2.1rd. 10SS.
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to his horse. He scrambled into the
saddle and went racing off at a gallop
ton aids the mountains. A sound made
him look round, and he muttered a

curse as he recognised the piebald
stallion that Stony always rode. He
reined back his horse and turned to take
.steady aim with his rifle, hut Stony
had seen his quarry halt and at once
swerved his animal off the trail. When
Charley had wasted all his ammunition
lie fled once more to the security of

the hills, but every time it seemed that

Stony was nearer. He tried the old

trick of doubling back on his trail

when he came to a shallow stream. It

saved him for a while as Stony
guessed the trick but did not know
whether Charley had gone up or down
stream. The water was clear, but when
it began to come down cloudy it told

Stony that his quarry had gone up-

stream.
Charley reached a wide track that

would lead him towards the Dawson
settlement. Maybe he would find

refuge there. But Stony was relent-

less and better mounted than the man
he was pursuing. Long since the half-

breed had flung away the useless gun.

He dug his heels into his tired animal,
but it was in vain. Nearer and nearer
drew Stony until at last they were
riding almost neck and neck. Stony
hurled himself out of the saddle and
his arms went round Charley's neck.

Both men hurtled to the ground, rolled

over and over and then tumbled down
a slight embankment. But when they

staggered up it. was Stony who had the
advantage, for his gun was drawn.
Along the track cantered Brady. Ho

ha'd seen from a distance the two
riders. He sent his horse down the
embankment and then vaulted lightly

from the saddle.
"Give me that gun, Stony, you're

cinder arrest!" he ordered, with a

triumphant smirk.
" What do you mean, I'm under

arrest?" gasped the enraged Mesqui-
teer. "Here's the man you want. We
caught him and that Dawson Clan
rustling our cattle."

"All right, I'll take you both back to

headquarters," decided Brady, ami
stepped between the two men. "Give
me that gun."

'" Now listen, Brady!*' cried Stony.

"I warned you about bringing fire-

arms into the Park," sneered Brady,
taking the gun.
Charley Coe looked at the gun in the

warden's belt. He was a desperate
man. Once taken into custody and he
was lost. They would find out lots of

things about li is past ami many aliases

he had used. He was wanted for

murder down in Montana. His hand
slid forward, and like a snake the gun
was whisked out of the warden's
holster.

The half-breed did not order the

officer to raise his hands, but just

callously shot him in the back. Brady
collapsed into Stony's arms.

The Mesquiteer was stunned by the

\ ilenesa of the crime and for once
seemed bereft of the power to act.

Charley had seen his horse grazing
some way along the trail, and the
killer was into the saddle and away
before Stony quite realised what had
happened.
Gently the Mesquiteer laid the

warden down on the ground, and one
told him that the wound was

mortal. Rage seized Stony, ami re

covering his gun he dashed up (he
embankment. A shrill whistle and his

horse trotted towards him. A leap and
he was in the saddle.
Tuo of the range wardens riding
Jul} 23rd, 1939.
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along this trail to link up with Brady
heard the shot, and Urging their
horses to a gallop, were in time to see
Stony Brooke riding away, but they
observed Brady sprawled on the
ground.
"He was shot in the bark!" one of

the rangers cried. " Stony did it. I
was with Brady last time the Mesqui-
teers broke into the Park and I heard
him use threatening remarks to the
chief!"

Lorna Saves Stony

TUCSON and Lullaby, after secur-
ing the two mountaineers they
had been after, rode back to the

place where they had left Davy. The
boy was there, leaning on his crutch,
and without wasting time on explana-
tions Tucson reached down and pulled
the boy on to his knees.

Where's Stony ?

"

"Dunno, Davy," answered Lullaby.
"But we'll find him."
Big Ed and Reese got back to the

big shack, and it was a relief to see
none of the Mesquiteers there.

"We're pulling out right quick," he
told his wife. "Everything ready?"
"We ain't quite loaded. Ed."
"Well, hurry up!" he shouted.
The hoarse voice of her foster-fa titer

brought Lorna out of the shack. She
dumped an old case in the prairie
schooner and then looked round.

" Where's Davy?"
"Oh, he'll be along directly," was

the evasive answer. "Get busy."
A clutter of hoofs made him clutch

his gun, but it was only Charley.

"Did you get rid of Stony?" Ed
demanded.
"Yeah, hut I had to plug a Park-

Range warden to do it."

"You dumb fool!" Ed gripped his

arm savagely. "Hon- did that
happen ?"

"I stuck around as you suggested,
but I had no chance of shooting him,"
explained the half-breed. "We were
fighting it out, when who should horn
in but one of them rangers."
"Go on!" snarled Ed as the other

hesitated.

"Stony had got a bead on me, but
the warden stepped in between and
ordered Stony to hand over his gun,
which the big sap did, and it gave me
the chance to get at Brady's

"

"So it was Brady!" Fury made Big
Ed shake with rage. "So you got
Brady's gun and shot him. Kinda
thing ya would do, and then what?"
"Stony came after me. but this time

I bided my time." Charley Coe grinned
wolfishly. "And I know I hit him."
"Well, go grab an armful of stuff

and help load those wagons," ordered
Dawson.
Lorna had seen Charley Coe return

and she had kept out of sight of the
man she hated. She had seen him
talking with Big Ed, and though she
could not hear what they were saying
she caught the name of "Stony
several times. He was wondering what
had happened, when to her amazement
a horseman came out of the woods. It

was Stony and he w a? swaying in the

saddle. Blood was streaming down his

face and he looked a ghastly sight.

Somehow he slid from the saddle and
slapped the faithful animal so that it

went cantering away into the woods.
Reeling and staggering Stony made
for the prairie schooner, and she

watched him climb into the back of

the wagon and vanish through the

canvas curtains.
"Don't stand there." gruffly called

out Big Ed. "Help yer mother or do
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something. This ain't no time for
dreaming."
Lorna took a load from her foster-

mother and went with it to the wagon.
She parted the curtains and climbed
inside, and at first she saw no signs
of Stony. She found him lying un-
conscious behind some sacks, and she
was bandaging his head when the
sound of horsemen made her peep
forth. They were rangers.
"We're trailing Stony Brooke. He

killed Captain Brady a short while
ago," one of them called out.
"Ain't seen a soul round here all

day, officer," answered Big Ed, who
had been holding a gun inside his
pocket. "Suppose he should come
around?"
"Don't take any chances," answered

the range warden.
"Don't worry none about that,"

Charley Coe spoke now. "We don't
like him any better than you do."

Lorna found that the bullet wound
in the forehead was a bad crease and
not as serious as she had imagined.
She put an old mattress round Stony
so that he would be completely hidden
from the driver. Then she went back
into the shack and helped with the
loading, and she managed it so that no
one else went into the schooner.

" Stony's gonna have a hard time
shaking them rangers," jibed the half-
breed.
"Get on them wagons and we'll start

moving," ordered Big Ed.
" Where's Enoch ? And where's

young Davy?" demanded the woman.
"I ain't moving without 'em."
"Get going!" raved Big Ed.

"We're picking 'em both up on the
trail."

There was a smaller wagon and
several carts, so that no one wanted to

ride in the schooner. The girl looked
out and saw that Big Ed was still

arguing with his wife—Charley Coe
was with them.
"Lorna, Charley Coe killed Brady."

The whisper made her jump.
"Yes, 1 heard him tell Big Ed about

it." Lorna knelt down beside him.
"How are you, Stony?"
"Better, thanks to you." He

managed a grin. "I've been almo-t
conscious ever since I got into this

wagon."
"I'm scared for you to stay here,"

whispered Lorna. "We're quitting."
"Yeah, I know. I came after

Charley when he shot me and I de-

cided to hide in this wagon till I got
my strength back. I heard how the

killing of Brady had been fixed on me.
Lorna, I've got to bring in Charley to

clear myself. Slip out and try to

word to Tucson and Lullaby, will

you?"
"All right."

Lorna climbed out of the wagon and
moved across to the pony the Mesqui-
teers had given her. She mounted ami
waited. Big Ed settled his argument
by hitting his wife, and the woman
went crying to the smaller wagon.
Charley laughed and climbed to the

box seat of the schooner in which Stony
was hiding. Big Ed and Reese riding
ahead guided the party.
Lorna rode along for a little way in

the rear. Everyone was so anxious
to get away that not much attention

was given to the girl. Beside
they went she would have to go. or SO

(hey thought. A bend in the trail gave
her the chance to slip away into the

trees. She raced the pony back to tlm

place which had been her home f<«v so

many unhappy years. She would start

the trail from here. She must find

Tucson and Lullaby quickly. She
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prayed (hat Davy would be with them.
Luck favoured Lorna. Wisely the

gii,l rode- to the highest ground in the
vicinity, and almost at once she saw a.

small procession passing across some
grassland. She imitated the call of
the coyote and galloped her pony
madly towards them. She took bushes
and ditches in her endeavour to get
d) them quickly. They waited for her.

"Stony came in wounded!" she
(•anted out. "Ho followed Charley,
who shot him in the forehead. But
the wound isn't serious, though he's

losi blood. Paw, Charley and Reese
have hit the trail on a getaway and
Stony is hiding in the largest of the
wagons. He needs you urgently."

"Keep 'em covered, Davy." Tucson
lowered the boy to the ground and
tossed him a gun.
"Okay, Tucson," manfully answered

Davy, pointing the gun at the two
mountaineers. "They won't get
away."
When Tucson and Lullaby urged

their horses to a gallop it was Lorna
who led them.

The Clean-up

WHEN Stony felt that his strength
bad returned he removed the
mattress very cautiously and

peered forth. His expression set in

bard lines as he noted (he back of

Charley Coe. Like a cat he crept
forward.
Charley must have heard some

sound, because he looked round and
saw Stony. He gaped in surprise and
then fumbled for his gun, but Stony
gave him no time to draw it. His
fingers gripped the rascally fellow's

wrists and he gave a tremendous twist.

With a yell Charley let go of the gun,
which cluttered to the footboard and
a. moment later to the ground.

Stony dragged himself on to the
ch Ivor's seat, and did his best to punch
the wiry half-breed into oblivion. The
horses, startled by all the noise and
crashing, took flight and bolted. The
schooner went rocketing past Big Ed
Dawson and Reese, who gaped at sight
of those I wo struggling figures. They
charged after the wagon.

Then Stony and Charley, oblivious
to their precarious position, fell from
the driver's seat on to I he crossbar, and
the frightened animals went all the
faster as the fighters bumped against
their ribs whilst occasionally their

punches landed on horseflesh.

Gradually Big Ed and Reese gained
on the wagon, and they raised their
rifles to try and get a shot at Stony.

Lorna, knowing the country even
better than the Mesquiteers, took them
by a short cut. and they topped the
• hi of a hill to look down on the (tail.

They could see the schooner swaying
ibis way and that and completely out of
control and the two men fighting, whilst
close alongside rode Big Ed and Reese
wuli rifles ready to shoot.
""Sou get Big Ed!" Tucson yelled at

his friend. "I'll stop the wagon."
When Big Ed saw Tucson and Lullaby

charging down the hillside he kicked his
horse savagely and tore past the wagon.
His only thought was his own skin.
Reese saw him and wondered at the
reason, and. then he turned and saw
the cursed Mesquiteers. He headed
after his chief.

Tucson knew that the schooner could
UOt continue for long at this mad pace,
and if an axle broke or it overturned it

might have disastrous results for Stony.
That intrepid fighter, heedless of his

danger, hied to get his hands to
Charley's throat. Charley by now was
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in almost as bad a way as when he had
fought Stony on a previous occasion.
Stony was now on top, and Charley, as
one of the horses lurched, slid off the
crossbar, made a wild grab and then
fell. A hoof caught him a resounding
blow on his skull, and that was all

Charley Coe knew for a considerable
time.

Tucson swept alongside, and with one
mighty leap was on the back of one
of the wagon horses. With his boot he
kicked at a bolt that held the cross-

bar shackled to the wagon. Suddenly
the bolt gave and the horses shot lor-

waid. By now Stony had slipped be-
tween the crossbar and was hanging by
his hands but clinging on for dear life.

Tucson gathered up the loose reins and
nulled back till his muscles almost gave
under the strain. There was a crash
behind as the schooner hit a rut and
overturned, hut the horses were slow-
ing knowing that they were now in the
hands of a master.

Lullaby went after Big Ed like a

rocket, and it was not long before he
drew alongside. His great arms were
outstretched as he flung himself from
Ins horse. Big Ed and Lullaby tolled
from their horses and hit the ground
with a thud, but Lullaby had seen that
Big Ed was undermost. When Big Ed
staggered dazedly to his feet it was to
find himself menaced by a gun.

Stony let go when the horses were
pulled to a stop, and lay on the ground
panting from exhaustion. The capable
hands of Tucson drew him to his feet.

"Are von hint badly, Stony?"
"Well, believe if or not, but I guess

I'm all light." Stony managed a grin.
Then two of the Park i angers ap-

peared on the scene, and threatened
Siony with a gun.

"Up with youi hands, Stony!" one
of them ordered.

"Oh, you're wrong again!" Stony
shook his head. " Charley—Charley Coe
shoi Brady»"

"It's line." It was Lorna adding her
evidence. "1 heard Charlej tell Ed
about it."

They went back to where Charley lay
prostrate on the ground, and they were
forcing water between the wretch's
bruised lips when Lullaby appeared with
Bifi K.I.

"Here's the ringleader of this rustling
jacket!" Lullaby called out, anil he
jabbed the end of his gun hard in Big
Ed's ribs. "He'll talk plenty."

And when everything had been
cleared up Lorna and Davy were fixed
up in a shack close to the ranch of the
Three Mesquiteers. Maw Dawson, who
was a kindly soul at heart and had done
her best in spite of a tyrannical hus-
band to befriend the children, was
allowed to live with them. It was
going to be a very long while before
Big Ed Dawson was going to see the
right side of piison walls. And after a
while Lorna vent off to college and
Davv to a school, but they went on the
condition that ihey
oould spend the
holidays with their
new guardians the
Three Mesquiteers.

(By permission o(

the British Lion
Film Corporation,
Ltd.. starring Bob
Livingstone as
Stony Brooke, Ray
Corrigan as Tucson
Smith and Max
Terlnine as Lullaby

Joslin.)
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"MAKING THE HEADLINES"
|

(Continued from page 12) S

"Quite sine," Handley declared.

"You know nobody ever gets by me."
"I wouldn't bet on that!" Lew

glanced all about the grounds. "1

w order what's happened to Steve—he
should be here by now."

Accompanied by the sergeant, he
mounted the sleps to the porch. The
front door was on the hitch, and they
entered the hall and made for the stairs

in I he light of the torch Lew carried.

The tipper hall was reached, and Lew
opined the dcor of the bed-room he and
Steve had visited earlier in the evening.

The bag of oddments Steve had pro-

posed to plant about the house was lying

on the floor where it had been left, but
as the beam of the torch travelled from
it to the bed a rough and unshaven man
scrambled out from the bed with a cry

of alarm and stood with his hands above
his head. He was wearing ragged
trousers and a dirty shirt.

"Stay right where you are!" rasped
Lew. "Well, who are you?"

"Pitts," replied the man shakily.

"Bill Pitts."
" What are von doing hei e

'

'Well. I—I- "

"Come on, what are you dniug
here ?"

"Well." mumbled the man. obviously

a tramp, "I've been stoppin' here quite

a while. You see. it -its no nice and
quiet, and "

"Yeah," Lew cul in harshly, "so inc.

and quiet that it's a swell place for a
murder !"

"Murder'.'" Bill Pitts' eyes started

nearly out of Ins head, and his jaw
dropped.
"Turn him over to one of the boys

outside." directed Lew, turning to Ser-

geant Handlej .
" Hook him on

vagrancy."
The captive was hustled down the

si, ills.

Sieve had entered the grounds j:"i.

after Lew had entered the house. He
was lighting a cigarette under the

tiees. close to the ear, when Jeanc
flitted in at the gateway, and she
started violently a- he walked out into

the moonlight.
"Boo!", he said. "I remember you!

What ..re you doing here?"

"Oh. you did make me jump!" she

exclaimed. "I thought you were
in

"

"Yes," he laughed, "but I'm not the

first guy to break gaol for the sake of

a lovely lady." He caught sight of I he

necklace and pointed to it. "Oho." he
said, "where did this come from?"
"Captain Nagel," she replied, "but,

I'd rather you didn't ask me anything
about, it."

"Oh!"
"You'll think me awfully silly. T

ROYAL
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guess," she went on, " hut I came up
here hoping I might find something
that would help clear yon."
She looked adorable to him in the

moonlight.
" Did anyone ever tell you that yon

had very nice eves?" he asked.

"No.'.'

"Well, you have. Only trouble with
them is they don't give enough atten-

tion to me. They look a little worried,
too."
"They are." she confessed. "I

haven't been able to locate Aunt Muffin
for hours. Call it a hunch, it' you like,

but I think she's in that dreadful
house."

"Let's go and see.' suggested Steve;
and they walked together up the drive.

Tho Secret of a Wart

LEW was in the hall, looking into a

cupboard there, when Steve
opened the front door, lie whirled

round and shone the light of the torch

upon the two invaders.

"About time you showed up I" he
growled at Steve. "But I didn't expect

you. Miss Sandford. What's the idea?"
"Aunt Muffin." Jeane replied. "I

haven't been able to find her since I

got home from the station."

"Anything doing ?" inquired Steve.

"Yes and no." Lew frowned at

Jeane. "Now that you're here." he
said. ''I'm going to have to ask you
to stay out of sight. I'm expecting
some guests, and if they saw you their

game would be off. flow's your nerve?
Think yon can sit in there for a while?"
He pointed to the dining room with

the torch, and it looked a place of

ghostly shadows; but Jeane said

bravely

:

"Yes, I think so. I'm not exactly the
timid type."
"Good," said Lew. "Take her in.

Steve."
Steve led her past one of the heavy

Curtains, holding her arm. But just

inside the room she stumbled over some-
thing on the floor, nearly fell, and
uttered a piercing scream.

Lew rushed in with his torch, and
its beam shone down upon (he body of

Edgar Keer. lying on Ins bad; on the
carpet, one arm outflung. His eves

weie open and staring , his bowler hat

was lying upside down as though it had
fallen from his head.
"The jeweller!" exclaimed Lew.

Jeane was clinging to Steve and
trembling all over, and Steve whisked
her out (o the stairs.

"Sit here." he said; and she sank
down on to the third stair, her right
shoulder against the banisters.

"And I said I wasn't the screaming
kind." she murmured ruefully.

"One more corpse." said Steve, "and
I think I'll do a little screaming myself.
Now stay right here I'll onlv be a

. second."
He went back into the dining-room,

and Jeane was in the dark. Down the
stairs behind her crept the shadowy
figure of a man, and suddenly a hand
kerchief held by two gloved hands
descended over her head and
fastened tightly round her month.

She tried to scream, but could make
no Sound, and then she Has raised bodilv
and fell herself being pulled up the

hi the dining-room. Lev had covered
the body of Edgar Keer with a dusl
sheel from a chair.

"Well." he said grimly, "one bj

ieces are going together."
"You think Keer was one of them?"

asked Steve.
"lie must have been Ihev did awav
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with him. I'm going to call the
coroner."

"Call him?" said Steve. "How can
you •/''

'I had the 'phone connected."
A scream rang out from somewhere

above the stairs, and they rushed out
into the hall. Jeane had disappeared,
and Steve streaked upwards.
"Jeane! Jeane!" be cried franti-

cally.

Lew followed ; the light of his torch
lit up the half-landing—and there was
Jeane, pale as any ghost, sitting up
against the wall.

Steve lifted her to her feet, and held
her because she seemed unable to stand
alone. Lew caught hold of one of her
arms and looked at her throat.

"The necklace has gone!" he ex-

claimed.
A sound that Steve did not even

notice reached his ears, and he raced
up on the stairs and into one of the
front bedrooms. Edmund Sandford
was at a window, opening one of its

casements, but he dropped his hand and
turned as the light of the torch blazed
upon him. Lew's official six-shooter was
out in an instant.

CcM in-tAe
sDOC
—and the rest of

the 7 dwarfs, for
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ing with SNOW
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game founded on
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Disney film
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"Gel away from that window before
[ blow your brains out!" he roared.
Edmund Sandford obeyed, raising his

hands.
"Oh, so it's you again. i< it?" he

said, trying to speak naturally. "You
think you've got something on inc.

don't you ? You haven't !"

"is that So?" retorted Lew. "Well,
you can tell that to the jury !"

He strode over to the tall and un-

pleasanl man. tucked the torch under
his Icfl armpit, and plunged a hand into

first one pocket and thin another of the

captive's coal.

"
I onlv came up to look for Mark's

money," said the captive, less belliger-

ently, "and that's the truth."

"Yeah, every word of it's the truth."

jeered hew, and from the inner breast-

pocket of the coal pulled out the neck
liu • that had been made as a decoy.
"Nov where'- that letter of in.-tiue-

t ions
'/"

"My good man." said Edmund Sand-
ford. "

I \ ish you'd tell me."
" ( >kay. ( let on dow nstafrs !"

Sieve and Jeane were sitting side by

side on the stairs, hut they rose to give
passage for Lew and his prisoner.
"Fe-I better?" asked Steve.

"Yes, I guess so," Jeane replied.

"So it was Uncle Edmund who attacked
me? I wish you'd take me away from
h re."

"All right." said Steve, and they
wept on down to the hall.

hew was standing there with Edmund
Sandford. and Steve was about to say

that he was going to take Jeane home,
when the front door swung wide, and
Sergeant Handley bundled Ronald
Sandford and his wife Claire in over the
step.

"Captain, this is one you'll have to

chalk up to: me!" he boomed. "Caught
'em red-handed prowling around the
garden !"

"That's not true!" cried Claire in-

dignantly. "We were onlv looking
tor

"

"I know!" Lew broke in with Scorn.
"You were only looking for atmosphere
for your new play."
"Yes," said she; "but the farther I

get into it the less I like it."

Lew flipped a hand in the direction
of the dining-room.
"Go in there and light the candle-.

Handley," he directed. "Inside, all the
rest of yon !"

While Handley lit the candles in the

seven-branched candlesticks the others
trooped into the room—and there was
Mrs. Wilder, sitting in a chair she had
turned away from the table and gazing
;i\Hiv in; al the cil-paintmg over the
mantelpiece.
"Muffin!" cried Jeane in surprise

"H.ish. child, be still!" rebuked her
aunt. "Can't you see I'm concentrat-
ing

'.'"

" Well, how long have you been
here?" demanded Lew.
"I came straight here after you let

me out of gaol, captain," was the reply.

"I've been trying to communicate with
Mark about this."

"Don't let her fool you, captain."
said Edmund Sandford spitefully.

"She's had her eye on that picture
ever since Mark died."
"And why shouldn't I?" Mrs. Wilder

bridled. "Everyone knows Mark said
it was to be nunc. Make no mistake.
1 intend to have it!"

" So far as I'm concerned, you can
have it." snorted her brother. "I
don't want Mark and his wart !"

Everybody looked up at the picture
and at the excrescence on the painted
features of the sea captain.
"Oh. it seems to me to he getting

bigger all the time!" Mrs. Wilder ox

claimed, and she rose and moved the
chair to the fireplace and climbed upon
it- seat. "Why. it's not a wart, it's a

button!" she cried, and she i cached up
a hand and pressed the button.

To everybody's amazement a hidden
door in the panelling of the wall near
the fireplace swum; outwards. Claire
Sandford shrieked; but Lew snatched
out hi- gun and with it covered the
opening in the wall because Herbert
Sandford and bis blonde wife Grace
stood revealed behind it. apparently in

a tiny room -and Herbert SandforcTs
right hand was on its way to a hip-

pocket
"Don't reaoli for it!" roared Lew.

"Come on out before I plug you!"
Slowly the two stepped out from

their place of concealment, whereupon
Sergeant Handley stalked bvei to

them.
"Where's the necklace, and where are

those instructions?" hew asked sternly.
" What instructions ?"
" Be irch him. Handler '

(Continued on page 28)
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FLAKING THE HEADLINES'

k (Continued from page 26)

The sergeant dealt expertly with
Herbert Sandford's pockets, and from
one of tliem he produced the missing
part of the original necklace, and from
the other the long envelope containing
Mark Sandford's instructions.

Lew took the envelope, which had
l>een torn open, and from it extracted
a folded sheet- of paper closely filled

with a crabbed handwriting.
"Well, thisMI be exhibit 'A' for the

jury," he said, after he had scanned
the written instructions.
"If it hadn't been for that puny little

jeweller butting in !' Herbert ex-
ploded, and broke off abruptly as lie

realised that. he was convicting
himself.

"You wouldn't have got away with
it,'

- Lew informed him curtly. " 1 never
fell for that drunken act. I'm holding
you for the murders of Hackett and
Keer."
"Qh. no, you don't!" blustered the

accused man. "You've only got one
charge against me, and that's of sneak-
ing tip here and trying to find Marks
money."

" Yeah, and a fat chance he had with
Hackett. on the job!*' cried Grace.
"Take your time, sister," said Lew,

"your turn's coming."
"Listen, she had nothing to do with

il !" shouted her husband.
"We'll leave that to the jury. So

Hackett beat von to the hiding-place,
eh,?"
"Don't put words in my mouth, I

don't want 'em ! When I got here the
wall was open and Hackett was in the
vault."

" And in the tussle you got the
instructions ?"

'/Supposing T did? That doesn't
prove I killed him !"

" Finger-prints don't lie. Sandford.
and you left yours on the part of the
necklace that Hackett hung on to.

Now, what about Keer?"
. "He's told you all he knows!"
Stormed Grace,
"He hasn't started yet,'" Lew

retorted.

Herbert Sandford's thick-lipped
mouth' was working.
"I had nothing to do with Keer," he

Said, hoarsely.
"But you don't deny killing Hackett,

do you ?"
" T didn't kill him ! I shot him in

•self defence
!"
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"And then von robbed him."
"All right, what of it? If I hadn't

taken the necklace from Hackett, Keer
would have done. He was in league
with Hackett."
"And you made up your mind to do

away with him, too."
"I'd like to see you prove that!'' he

bellowed.
"Well, you won't have to wait very

long," said Lew. "Put the handcuffs
on him, Handley. Better take her as
well, for company's sake."
Two officers were summoned from the

grounds with the aid of a police whistle,

and the guilty man and his accom-
plice were taken away. Steve followed
with Jeane as far as the hall, and there
he pounced on a telephone that was
standing on a narrow table. He rang
up the "Morning Herald " office and
in course of time Halleu Middleton's
voice sounded in his ear.

"Hallo, sweet child," said Steve.
"Has the edition gone in yet? Not?
Oh, that's swell! Ready? 'Police
solve double murder and are holding

Lew bounded over from the open
front door, where he had been watching
the departure of the police with their

prisoners.

"Wait a minute, wait a minute!" he
commanded. "I'll do my own report-
ing this time!"- He snatched away the
telephone. "Hallo, Middleton ! Nagel
speaking. My name's not to be used,
understand ? What? Well, it goes
something like ' this :

' Kennedy proves
keen foresight. Kennedy anticipates
crime by three weeks.'

"

"Smear it on heavy, sailor." chir-

ruped Steve. "That's the kind of stuff

that will put. you right back in town!"
"And that's where I'm heading,"

Lew declared. "Are you there. Middle-
ton? 'Kennedy displays amazing judg-
ment.' If Kennedy wants the front
page, give him the whole paper!
' Kennedy transfers '

"

Mrs. Wilder? had dashed out from the
dining-room and was plucking at Lew's
sleeve.

"Captain, captain," she cried. "I
simply will not be trodden in the
dust!" *" •

"Hold on, Middleton." said Lew into
the telephone; and then, to. the indig-

nant dame: "What are you talking
about now?"
"Me!" she stormed. "Whatever

this Kennedy man may have done, it

was I who' discovered that Mark's wart
was a button and not a wart at all

!

At least give me credit, for that!"

(By permission of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, Ltd., starring Jack Holt.)
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British Actor-Aviator Ordered to Stay
on the Oround

Ray Milland, the young British actor
who is one of the tliiee leading players
in Pararnount's Technicolour cavalcade
of the air, "Men With Wings," has been
forbidden by Producer-director William
A. Welhnan to continue his riving

until the completion of the picture.

Milland stirred Wellman's ire when
he, with Uwight Peterson, transport
pilot; Louise Campbell, leading lady in

the lilui; a:id Marion \\'eldon. Para-
mount stock player, flew over the pic-

ture's kiteflying location and spoiled a

"take."

Welhnan had no idea who the offend-
ing aviator might be as the ship circled

over the spot where he was making hi>

man-sized kite flying scenes with Vir-
ginia Weidler. Donald O'Connor and
Billy Cook. He got Joseph Younger-
man, his assistant, to take the number
of the ship and report it to the Bureau
of Air Commerce.
"From now on," Welhnan told Mil-

land, "I want you to stay on the ground.
That goes for Miss Campbell, too. We
aien't going to have this aviation pic-

ture spoiled by an air crash of any
kind."

Found on Their Own Doorstep

A movie company's search throughout
the world for the royal decoration of
the Hapsbnrg family, conferred only for
the highest service to the crown, ended
ironically in Hollywood recently.

After sending scouts to the principal
museums of Europe in search of the
decoration, of which there are not more
than a dozen in existence. 20th Century-
Fox found one within a few blocks of

its Beverly Hills studio.

Count Rudolf von Stefenelli, who occa-

sionally plays roles in films, heard abou*
the hunt and brought the Hapsbnrg
award, a priceless emblem of gold, dia-

monds and pearls, to the studio. The
Emperor Franz Joseph conferred the
decoration a quarter of a century ago
on Stefenelli's brother, who was com-
mander of the emperor's bodyguard for

twenty years.

The medal was needed for a scene in

"Suez," in which the honour is con-
ferred on Tyrone Power who plays
Ferdinand de Lesseps, builder of the
canal.
The studio insured the medal for

£50,000 during such time as it is used on
the set.
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In full view of the patrons of the Swing Swing Night Club, and with the spotlight on
her, Gail Preston, a beautiful cabaret star, falls dead with a bullet in her heart

—

and Detective-Inspector Tom Kellogg is called upon to solve the biggest murder
mystery of his career. A real thriller, starring Don Terry

The Way of a Star

CREEPING along an iron gallery to

iron stairs set at an angle, three
men in convict garb descended to

an area of polished floor, and, under
the watchful eyes of guards who paced
up and down other galleries, sneaked
furtively past ;: circular platform upon
which seeming convicts were playing
some sort of dance tunc, and began to

execute a quaint and elaborate variation

of the old-fashioned "Lockstep."
1'nder the galleries were rows of

cells, and many of the cells were occu-
pied, but the " prisoners " were men and
women in evening clothes, who sal :it

tables covered with sniped cloths—and
paid for the privilege. For those who
preferred not lo be behind bars there
were tables in the open on the fringe
of 'ln> dance floor.

For ibis was no prison, though it

possessed some of the trappings and
much of the atmosphere of one. It was
the Swing Swing Club, a popular night
resort in Forty-Second Street, New
York City, whose patrons enjoyed the

novelty of going to "gaol'' to I

themselves. Even it- name was re-

miniscent of Sing Sing, the buS
penitentiary up the Hudson l\i\>

Ossini
The w titers were dressed as warders,

and their manners ' atch.

"Come on, come on! Get in here!"
one of them said gruffly, as he unlocked
and opened the dooi of a eel! Eo

party of four. "And if you don't behave
yourselves yo rown out !"

The iron door clanged upon the will-

ing i eni !v to be reoi

by .mother "guard," incongruously
i 1 : card instead of a club.

'The Lodksti p " came to an end. and
ihe three who had performed it backed

mber intli.

away to the iron stairs with the sound
of applause in their ears. As they dis-

appeared from view a full-faced,

youngish man, with very dark brows
and fierce blue eyes, -talked on to the
floor through a doorway into the flood-

light of a lantern trained on him from
a box high above one of the galleries.

He was dressed as a head guard, but
actually he was Master of Ceremonies.
Jiis name was Charles Waverly.

Removing his peaked cap, he raised it

to impose silence.

"All right, all right, you mugs!" he
said with exaggerated outness. "Now,
we're gonna give you our headline act.

whether you like it or not. so just keep
your seats and listen real hard while
Gail Preston sings you a song."

He went off under a gallery as a

itiful girl in a low-cut gown of

shimmering lame appeared from the

doorway, bowed to right and left, and
stood near the leader of the band, lb i

hair was nearly black, her eyes were
deep-set brown, and she had a very
straight nose and a very determined
little chin.

The song she sang was called. "You're
-i Attraction in the World.''

There v>as nothing particularly dis-

lished about tfae words, but the

music was attractive and her voice was
perfect. She had a style that had made
her famous.
The leader of the band a handsome

young fellow, known professional!'

"Swing" Traynor, though his real

Christian name was Leonard, descended
from !us platform to make a duet of

the last few lines of the song, and then

the two bowed to prolonged applause,
and he wenl back to pick up his baton
while she made her exit.

Charles Waverly promptly took the
floor and waved his cap.
"All right, pipe down, pipe down!"

he shouted. " I'm glad you know good
warbling when you hear it ! Well,
that's the end of our show for the time
being. You laughed while we danced,
now you can dance yoiuscl.
The doors of the cells were opened,

and most of the patrons rose from
their tables and made for the floor as
the band began to play a lively fox-
trot.

Waverly was in his own dressing-room
a few minutes later, and had discarded
his cap and jacket and put on a dressing-
gown, when he heard a knock at the
door and went to it.

Gail Preston was in the wide corridor
out of whicii most of the dressing-rooms
opened, and his eyes lit up at sight of
her.

"Oh, hallo, Gail!" lie exclaimed.
'" Come in !

: '

She Stepped past him into the room,
and he closed the door and smiled at
her. Bui she did not return the smile;
on the contrary, she gave him such a
scowl that he asked plaintively:

"Why, what'- the matter, Gail?
What's wrong '.'"

"You know what's wrong, stupid!"
i zed.

"Cut the flattery, Gail," he said
wryly. "What's on your mind?"

"I've told you ten times, at least,

that 1 want a lid up on my
introduction, and 1 intend to get it!

i happen to be the featured at-

traction around here!"
"Sine you arc," lie responded sooth-

ingly. "I'm no I trying to hurt you out

there—as a matter of fact, I'd do any-
thing to help you." He went to put his

aims round her. Von tee, I
"
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"Cut that out!" she stormed, break-
ins away from him. " I didn't come in

here to play a love scene with you!
All you've got to do is to take care of

your job, and giving me a proper inl re-

duction is part of that job. See that

you do it
!"

"I'm sure from now on you'll have
no complaints," he said ; and then, as
she turned the handle of the door:
"Gail, do I have to go on playing
second fiddle?"
"Second fiddle?" she echoed, with a

scornful toss of her head. "You're not
even in the orchestra!"

She flounced out from the room,
paused for a moment in the corridor,

then opened a door on the other side of

it. Her angry face instantly became
more angry still, for she had expected
to find her own elegantly furnished
dressing-room untenanted, and Swing
Traynor was in it with a pretty golden-
haired girl.

"What are you two doing in here?"
she asked sharply.
"We came in to settle this thine,

Gail." the band leader replied.

"Settle what?" she demanded.
"Ann and I are going to be married."
"That's what you think!"

As though dismissing a subject she did
not consider worthy of discussion she
swept over to a dressing-table and seated
herself in a chair facing a semi-circular
mirror, in the frame of which sixteen
opalescent electric lamps gleamed. But
the girl followed her, and sand with
spirit :

"You've got to listen to me! You
may be my sister, bat every chance
you've bad you've tried to come between
us!"
"A very pretty speech." jeered Gail,

"but you wouldn't be so proud if you
knew a few intimate details about your
charming boy friend."
"Why, what do you mean?"
Gail Preston -prang to her feet and

faced the band leader.

"Do you want to tell her, Suing,"
she challenged, "or shall I?"
"If you can tell the truth," gritted

Swing, "go ahead."
"I think you should know," the. tem-

peramental star said scathingly to her
sister, "that Swing falls in and out of

love very easily. I don't suppose he's
told you that he was once in love with
me?"
"You're wrong there, flail!" cried

Swing. "I never loved you!"
She winced as though he had struck

her, and he went on :

"That hurts your vanity, doesn't it?

You will find it hard to realise thai
there is somebody you can't dominate.
Well, it's time somebody told Ann the
truth about us. I was a musician with-
out a dime to my name, and the great
Gail Preston took a fancy to me. Re-
member, Gail ? You told me you'd put
me on top of the heap— iold me you'd
get me an orchestra of my own. Well,
you certainly did those things. Yon
gave me a foothold; but I had to do
my own climbing."
"Go on!" snapped Gail.

"I was grateful to you—still am. I'd
like to repay you in any way I can.
But I never could fall in love with you."
Ann clung to his arm. and that

added fuel to the flame of Gail's jealous
rage.
"Now, you listen to me. Swing!'' she

said fiercely. "I made you, and I can
break you just as easily! Beginning to-

morrow, there will be a new orchestra
leader in this club, and I'll go out of
my way to blackball you in every other
spot in town! You won't be able to
get a job—I'll see to that personally!"
She flung out a hand at her si.sier.

"And ycu'Il have to starve with him!
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You had a promising career, Ann
;
you

might have been one of this country's
finest music arrangers. But you're six>il-

ing it all by choosing Swing. From
now on you can do your own worrying!"
"Okay, Gail!" said Swing. "But re-

member this—if you try to come be-
tween Ann and me, it'll be the last thing
you ever do!"
She whirled past them to the door,

and she sped along the corridor to the
office of Patrick Fallon, the proprietor
of the place, who looked up from a desk
as she burst in upon him. He was a

thic k-chinned man of about forty, with
sleek dark hair and sleek manners, and
be was in evening clothes because be
was in the habit of mingling with his

more regular patrons.
"Patsy. I want you to fire Swing

Traynor!" she exploded.

"What for?" Fallon inquired mildly.
"Why, he's the most popular band
leader I've had in the club."
"Either you fire him to-night, or I

quit cold !"

Fallon was accustomed to outbursts of

temper on hex part, and in the ordinary
way he was pretty good at humouring
her; but, this sudden demand of hers

seemed to him to be beyond all reason,
and he said rather stiffly:

"Now don't forget, Gail, that I still

happen to be the boss around here."
"Maybe you are." she retorted, fold-

ing her arms with an air of defiance,
" but you'll do as I say

!"

He rose from the desk and he Sung
out his hands.
"You've got to give me time." he

protested. "I'll get rid of him. Give
me a couple of days. Give me time to

get a new man."
She shook her head.
"Be reasonable." he pleaded.
"I'll expect to see a new orchestra

leader in here by to-morrow night !"

"All right Gail," he surrendered with
a sigh. "Anything you say."

She went out as abruptly as she had
entered, and he sat down at the desk
again, compressed his lips, scratched the

back of his neck, and spoke into a
dictograph.

" Send Swing Traynor in right away,"
he said.

A Call to Headquarter-3

WHEN Gail returned to her dress-

ing-room, Swing and Ann had
gone, but a black-haired and

rather sinister-looking man with a pock-
marked face, dressed as a chauffeur, was
sprawling in an armchair.

" Since when do you wait for me in

my dressing-room?" she blazed at him.
"I like it here," he returned with

cool insolent e. "What are you gonna
do about it?"
"I'm getting tired of this! I'm

going to
"

"You're gonna keep your pretty little

mouth shut.'' he broke in, getting to

his feet. "Is that what you were gonna
say? Take it easy, babe."
She bit her lip.

"All right, skip it." she said. "Go
home and put some dinner clothes on,
then come back as fast as possible."

" What for?" he inquired.

"I want you to sit at a table in the
cafe every minute I'm on that floor."

" What's the idea?"

"I want someone near me who knows
how to handle a gun."
"Okay. Miss Preston, I'll be there."

He picked up his chauffeur's cap from
a chair and went out; and for a few
moments alter he had gone she stood
motionless, staring at the door he had
closed behind him. Then, slowly, she

Went inio an adjoining room in which
she sometimes rested, and from the
drawer of a quaint little table thei •

she took out an automatic of blue steel.

The gun was in her hand when she
heard someone enter the dressing-room.
"Who's there?" she called out.

Ann ran over, sobbing, and Swing ran after her. Tom caught hold
of her arm, " Now will you sit down ? " he said gruffly.
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There was no reply, and she went
swiftly through the doorway, holding
the automatic. An enormously fat

il< gress, who was carrying the skirt of a
grey costume over her left arm and the
coal of the costume in her light hand
on a hanger, stopped short with a little

gasp of alarm on her way to an inset

wardrobe.
" Why do you go sneaking around like

thai ?" stormed the star.

"Land snakes, Miss Preston!" gulped
the black dresser. "That sho' is a
power ful-Iookin' piece of artillery."

"Answer my question!" insisted Gail.
"I jus' got these from the cleaners."
The coat and skirt were indicated with

a nod.
"Oh, I just wasn't expecting you,

that's all Sarah!"
"Sho' looks like you was expectin'

somebody," said the negress, eyeing the
automatic. " Do you want me to hang
these clo'es, or do you wanna look at

'em first?"

"Put them on a chair," directed Gail.

" I'll look at. them later."

The skirt was deposited upon the arm
of a chair, the coat was hung from the
back of it.

"Now, gel oui and leave me alone."
"Yes, ma'am."
Sarah made herself scarce, and Gail

sat down at the dressing-table and laid

the automatic on it.

At almost the same moment, Swing
Traynor Walked into Fallon's office, and,
though he had a shrewd idea as to why
he had been summoned, it was in quite

a casual manner that he said :

"Hallo, Patsy, what's up?"
" Plenty," was the reply. " Gail was

in here just now, yelling her head off."

"What about?"
" She wants me to fire you."
"Fire me?" Swing appeared to be

astonished. "What reason did she
give?"

" She's money in the bank for me,
Su ing. She doesn't have to give
reasons."
"Does that mean I'm through?"
Fallon nodded, then rose and perched

On the edge of his desk.
"Oh, you'll be able to get another

job!" he said consolingly. "Plenty of
clubs in town would be glad to have
you."

"If I'm that good," growled Swing,
"why don't, you let Gail Preston go?
I can sing, Patsy—I can do any number
she can. Why don't you give a guy a
break?"
"I'm sorry, Swing." Fallon shook

his head. "Preston has the name, and
yon haven't. There's nothing I can do
about it, but I'll see that you get a
couple of weeks' pay, and that'll give
you time to look around for something
tlse."

"Okay, Patsy, but I'm not through
with Preston. One of these days she's

going to get what's coming to her!"

"Forget it, kid," urged Fallon. "You
aren't the first guy that's been double-
crossed by that dame."
"No," said Swing savagely, "but T

might, be the last
!"

Gail Preston was still sit! ing at her
dressing-table, biting a painted fingor-
rail, when a knock at the door disturbed
her meditations.

" Who is il ?" she called nervously.
"Stevens," replied a deep voice.
" Come in."
Jules Stevens, the ui.in who entered

the loom, was her manager. Ho was
middle-aged, full-bodied, and apparently
very sure of himself. His fat lace was
• lean-shaven, his dark hair was thin

above, his rounded brow, and there was
. -idling shifty about h'S light l.lne

eyes. He was in evening clothes that,

did credit to his tailor.
September Kltli, 1938.
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"Gail," he said, crossing the room
and seating himself in a chair beside
the table, "if anybody tells you that
you haven't got the world's best man-
ager, it'll be a libel. If I have to admit
it myself, I'm tops."
"I suppose yon receive fan mail,

too?" she suggested dryly; but the
sarcasm was wasted on him.

"I've arranged a new contract for
you," he boomed. "You stay on here
for another twelve weeks."

"That's fine," said she without the
slightest enthusiasm, " but it's not what
I wanted to see you about. There's a
little matter of sixty thousand dollars
you were supposed to handle for me
during the past year. What happened
to it ?"

"Why, nothing happened to it," he
replied. "Why?"
"Where's that statement of account I

was supposed to get?"
"That takes time," he protested.

"You can't arrange an accounting at
a moment's notice."
"Maybe not," she said with a toss

of her head, "but if I don't get those
figures by to-morrow morning I'm going
to the police."
He stared at her as though he could

hardly believe his ears.

"Don't be silly, Gail," he expostu-
lated. "My dealings with you have
always been honest."

" I don't need a sales talk- " she
began heatedly; and then a telephone
bell rang in the other room and she
pushed back her chair and rose.

"Wait here!" she commanded. "I
still want to talk to you."
She disappeared through the door-

way, and Jules Stevens reached out a
hand to the automatic he had noticed
on the dressing-table and put it in his

pocket.
Fallon was on the telephone. He

had rung up to tell Gail that he had
carried out her wishes in regard to

Swing Traynor.
"When does he leave?" she asked.

"Oh, that's fine! I knew you'd see
it my way, Patsy—you're too smart to

have me walk out of this place. I'll

talk to you later about a new leader.

I have a few ideas of my own."
She put down the instrument and

went back to the dressing-room.
" Stevens " she began. But

Stevens was no longer there, and with
frightened eyes she saw that the gun
had gone too. She sped back to the
telephone, and in an agitated voice she

said to the girl who answered her call :

" Police headquarters, quickly ! I

want to speak to Inspector Kellogg."

Detective-Inspector Tom Kellogg was
sprawling in a swivel chair behind a
desk in his room at headquarters, and
his feet were on the desk and a soft

felt hat was on his head. He was a

capable detective, but by no means a

typical one in appearance. When he
was on his feet he towered above most
people, for he stood six feet four inches

in his socks. His shoulders were bread,
his strength was tremendous, and his

smoothly-shaven face was far more
suggestive of a care-free young sports-

man than of a successful sleuth.

Seated at the end of the desk and
gazing intently into a crystal was
Detective-Sergeant Clifford Connolly, a

pWson of pugnacious aspect—with
china-blue eyes that had a tendency
to stare—and one not over endowed
with brains. Put Connolly had his

uses, and Tom Kellogg tolerated him
as an assistant, though there were
times when the sergeant's i'"w fad of

crystal-gazing got on his nerves.

Tom reached languidly for a tele-

phone on the desk as its bell jangled.
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"Hallo?" he said. "Yeah, this is

[nspector Kellogg."
"This is Gail Preston, inspector,"

returned the voice of the cabaret
singer. "I'd like you to come to the
Swing Swing Club as soon as possible."
"Is that an invitation, Miss Preston,

or is something really wrong?" Tom
inquired.

"I'd rather not talk about it over the
'phone." Her voice sounded strained.
" Will you come ?"

" I have an appointment that'll keep
me here for a while, but I'll be over
as soon as I've finished."

"There'll be a table reserved for you,
inspector," she informed him. "Good-
bye."
Connolly looked up from his crystal

as the telephone was replaced.

"Don't tell me who it was," he said
brightly, "let me find it in this ball."

"I'll give you three guesses," jeered
Tom.
Evidently the crystal failed, for after

a while the sergeant ceased to stare
into it.

"Gail Preston, the singer over at the
Swing Swing Club," said Tom. "Must
be looking for some free publicity."

"Aw, those dames think we got
nothin' else to do but jump through
hoops when they want us to. We got
important work to do."
"Sure," yawned Tom.
With his hands to his forehead

Connolly concentrated on the crystal

again.
"Oh, there's an image!" lie suddenly

exclaimed. "It comes to me in tpe
crystal ball—it's coming closer' I can
see his head. It's George Washington.
He wants to say something to me.
What d'you want to say, George?"
Tom removed his feet from the desk

and walked round it to see what all the
fuss was about. An envelope was lying
ciosc to the crystal, and the crystal

had enlarged the head of George
Washington which was printed on a
stamp that decorated the envelope.

"You sap!" exploded Tom. "It's
a two-cent stamp!"
"Oh!" The disillusioned gazer

blinked at the envelope that was thrust
under his nose.

A Dive to Death !

FOR three-quarters of an hour the
patrons of the Swing Swing Club
were left iti possession of the

dance floor, and then the waiters
dressed as guards ordered them back
to their tables and Charles Waverly
reappeared.
"Well, here we are back again,

folks," he said in his gruff way. "The
first number in the second part of our
show to-night will be two well-knowu
mugs that were sent up from Chicago
for cheating audiences. Whether ydu
like 'em or not, I give you Lolita and
Ardo."
A Spaniard in white and a Spanish

girl in black and white took the floor

and provided a spectacular tango,

followed by a whirlwind dance
looked far more dangerous than it was.

While the tango was in progress the
pock-marked Frank Daniels entered the

cafe, transformed from a chauffeur
into a seeming patron, and was con-

ducted to an empty cell.

In another cell Fallon had joined

two friends of his at a table, and
evidently he had told them about Gail

Preston's insistence upon Swm-'s dis-

missal, for one of them said indig-

nantly :

I wouldn't care how good that

Preston dame was. Patsy, if I Owned
this club Fd throw her out on her ear.
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She couldn't talk to me like that and
get away with it."

"That's the difference between us,

Shane," returned Fallon, lighting a

cigar. "I own this place, and you
don't. I run my business the way I

want it."

"When that darne starts to yell,"

commented the other man, " it looks

like she runs the business."

"I've got my reasons for having her

around," said Fallon quietly. "When
she gets too tough to handle I'll figure

out my own way of getting rid of

her."
The patrons clamoured for an encore

of the whirlwind dance, but no encore

was given. Lolita and Ardo bowed
themselves off the floor, and Waverly
stood in the middle of it to announce:
"The next number, ladies and gentle-

men, needs no introduction. You all

know Gail Preston, and those of 5 on
who haven't heard her sing don't know
what they've missed. I'm just telling

you that any one of you who doesn't

applaud for at least ten minute.- when
sir.' gets through with this next song
will be given a parole and sent out of

here. I'm warning you—you'll do it,

or else!"
Abruptly the cafe was plunged into

darkness and a spotlight from the

electrician's box streaked down to

envelop Gail as she emerged from the

doorway at which she had been stand-

ing, a figure of shapely loveliness in a

sheath-like gown of black satin.

"Here she comes now, folks," cried

Waverly, "the sweetest and most
beautiful little singer in the world

—

the human torch, Gail Preston."
He retreated round a corner of one

of the end cells as the band struck up
the introductory bars to a song about
midnight and loneliness, and Gail
moved forward in (he beam of light.

Daniels sat alertly in his chair at

the back of his cell, and his right hand
closed round the butt of a gun in a

shoulder-holster under his dinner-

jacket.

Swing left the platform and stood
waving his baton midway between the

band and the temperamental star as

she lifted up her voice. The door of
one of the cells farthest from the beam
of the spotlight was opened slowly, and
a man in evening cloihes moved fur-

tively out past a "guard " whose atten-

tion was riveted on the singer.
As a big disc revolved in front of

the limelight lantern the spotlight that
shone upon Gail changed colour, and it

was an amber light that illumined
her as she came to the last words of
the song. Flinging out her arms in a

tragic gesture she sang:

"
. . .there'd be no hope in store,

If I knew T had to go through
This midnight—this midnight
once more."

There came a final Clashing chord
from the band and a burst of applause
from the audience, and not many
people heard three shots that were
fiied almost simultaneously, or noticed
the jets of flame that acompanicd them.
But Gail Preston gave a piercing
scream, and fell face downwards with
a bullet in her heart.
Other women screamed, the lights of

the cafe blazed again, and commotion
'•'ol lowed. People spra'ng up from the

tables round the floor; people streamed
out from the cells. Two patrolmen
burst into the club from Forty-Second
Sheet to find a panic-stricken crowd
trying to invade the cloak-rooms. One
of the guards—a burly waiter in

reality—made for the revolving front
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doors to close them and collided with

Tom Keljogg who was just entering
with Connolly.
"Hi, what's the rush* buddy?" de-

manded Tom.
"Gail Preston's just been shot!" was

the breathless reply.

"Wait a minute!" Tom addressed
the milling crowd. "Nobody gets out

of here until I say so."

"Hold on, hold on!" exploded the

make-believe guard. "Who are you?"
"Inspector Kellogg, from police head-

quarters." Tom flashed his badge.
"Have a couple of your men guard the

doors, and don't let anybody in or

out."
"All right, sir." The waiter put his

broad back to the exit and shouted for

assistance, while Tom and Connolly
made their way swiftly into the cafe

past more frightened patrons and
reached the dance floor.

Ann was there, sobbing in Swing|s
arms. Fallon was staring down at his

murdered star, and Waverly was stand-
ing with bowed head a little way oil.

Tom knelt beside the still form, felt

at a pulseless wrist, and looked up at

his assistant.

"Notify headquarters," ho directed
crisply, "send for t!i" coroner, then
take the names and addresses of every-

body in here."

Connolly went off with a waiter to

the nearest telephone, and Tom got to

his feet.

"All right," he said loudly, "every-
body get back to your tables. Nobody
leave- the premises. Who owns this

place ?"

"I do," said Fallon sourly. "Who
are you?"

" Inspector Kellogg."
Fallon gulped,
"Inspector Kellogg? What "

"Miss Preston 'plumed me this even-
ing and asked me to come over. Do

you know what she was worried
about ?"

"I haven't the slightest idea,

inspector," the proprietor declared.

"I was sitting at my table with a

couple of friends. Miss Preston was
singing, and the next thing we knew
she was on the floor—dead."

The patrons of the place were being
shepherded back to their tables by the

waiters; but the man who had sneaked
out from a cell while Gail was singing
was still keeping out of sights

"No sound of a shot?" asked Tom.
"It was right at the end of her

number," said Fallon, "and the
applause was enough to have drowned
the sound of a shot."

"Well, that'll help!" Tom took a
step forward. "Who are you?"
Waverly, thus addressed, gave his

name and added that he was Master
of 1 Jeremonies.
"Where were you v. hen she ended

lumber?"
"I was sitting over there in the

wings by the band."
"Looks like anybodv might have fired

thai shot." Tom glanced at Swing
Traynor and at the weeping girl he
was holding, then waved an imperious
hand. "Sit down and make yourselves
comfortable," he barked. "I have an
idea we'll be here for a long time."
The members of the band resinned

their seats on the platform. Swing led

Ann over to a chair and Fallon re-

turned to his friends. Time passed,
and then Connolly reappeared with the

coroner and his officer, and the coroner
knelt beside Gail Preston.

"Shot." he said, without looking up.
"We know that." said Tom.
Ann ran over, sobbing, and Swin^

ran after her. Tom caught hold of her
arm.
"Now will you sit down?" he said

gruffly.

Tom dropped on one knee to feel at the dead man's heart and wrist,

and to study a pallid face.
September 10th, 1953.
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"I think (lie bulkt's iia her heart,"
said the coroner.

Willi a sudden rush the man who
l.ad been hiding round a corner of the
end cell made for a door that opened
into an alleyway at the side of the
premises, and he was brandishing a
gun.
"Get away from that door!" he

bellowed at the policeman who was
stationed there.

Tom heard and raced after him,
houting

:

"Hi, where are you going?"

The policeman was knocked aside
with the gun, and the man got out at

t he door.
"Go out the front way and head him

oft in the alley!" cried Tom, and then
he, too, was out in the alleyway, just

in time to see the fugitive leap up-
wards on to the bottom rung of a

vertical lire-escape attached to the wall.
The patrolmen came dashing out

from the club as he started to climb,
and they reached the foot of the fire-

escape; but about fifteen feet from the

paved way the fellow stopped and
lucked down, and the gun in his hand
spat flame.
"Stand back!" shouted Tom.
A bullet struck the opposite wall and

fell harmlessly near the feet of one of

the patrolmen, and then Tom was on
the bottom rung of the escape and
mounting it swiftly. The fugitive

scrambled upwards, dropping his gun,
and reached a little landing beside a

window that was shut and fastened.

He made no attempt to smash the

window, but turned and stared wildly
at the detective.

"Wait!" he cried in a voice that was
almost a screech. "I did it! Sure I
did it! I killed Gail Preston, and I'm
not sorry !"

Tom was only a little way below him
"Inn he started climbing again, but
without the gun to hamper his move-
ments he seemed to have the agility of

a cat, and the distance between him and
his pursuer was increased.
Another window was passed, and the

top of the fire-escape was reached. The
self-confessed killer heaved himself off

(he top rung over a coping on to a

flat roof, but as he stood upon the roof

a policeman who had ascended to it

from inside the club advanced towards
him.

"You'll never get me alive!" he
'. it amed.
"Wait!" yelled Tom. divining his

intention, but with a shriek that was
horrible to hear he hurled himself over
the coping.
"Look out!" Tom's bellow warned

the patrolmen, and they flattened them-
selves against a wall just in time to

avoid being struck by the body that

thudded to the concrete.
The detective scrambled down the

fire-escape and dropped on one knee
to feel at (he dead man's heart and
wrist, and to study a pallid face (hat

bore unmistakable siyns of dissipation

during life, and while he was thus oceu-

pied, Gail Preston's coloured maid came
g the alleyway, stopped short with

a gasp of horror, and exclaimed:
"Why. it's Mr. Owens!"
"Who are you?" demanded Tom,
inging to his feet.

"J'-i \li-- Preston's maid," replied

(he sta»ing negress. "Wha'-wha-what
to .Mr. Ov

"Owens?" Tom fastened on the
name. "Who was he?"
"He " Sarah became alarmed as

her left arm was seized in a vi(

grip. "Whatta you gwine to do with

me? f don' know nothin' ! Honest I

.Ion'!"
mber mtli 1988.
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"Come on, sister," barked Tom,
"spill it! Who was Owens?"
"I ain't sayin' mithin' !"

"Okay." Tom turned to one of (ho
patrolmen. "Take her to head-
quarters, Clancy. Maybe she'll talk

there."

The Crumpled Note

TWO hours afterwards, Tom was in

his own room at headquarters,
and Connolly was sprawling in a

chair with the stub of a cigar between
his lips. Sarah was sitting on the very
edge of another chair, still protesting
that she knew nothing.

"Why would Owens want to kill

Gail Preston?" rapped Tom.
"I—I don't know," stammered the

negress.

"Come on, sister, we're not playing
games!"
"Well—well, w-what'll happen to me

if I talk?"
"Nothing at all," Tom reassured her.

"Tell me all about it."

Sarah endeavoured to lick her thick

lips with a tongue (hat was drier than
they were.

"All right," she surrendered, "I'll

tell you. Mr. Owens was Miss Preston's
husband, but she divorced him. He
couldn't hold a job, and he was drinkin'

all the time, and he kep' askin' Miss
Preston for money. She supported him
for a couple o' years after they was
divorced, but I guess she got sick and
tired o' givin' him money to buy
liquor, and once they had a big argu-

ment and I heard Miss Preston say she
wasn't gonna give him another cent."

"Well, thanks." Tom patted a very
plump arm. "That clears everything
up. You can go home now."

He crossed the room and opened a

door; but Sarah seemed in no haste to

depart now that she no longer was
wanted.
"Ah hopes everything comes out all

right," she said.

"Yeah, for you and us both," com-
mented Connolly, and he bundled her
forth into a con idor and closed the

dooi'.

"You know, Tom," he turned to re-

mark, "that's what I call a considerate

murder with no fancy trimmings. A
chase—bang-bang!—and it's all over!

Boy, we sure cleared that up in a

hurry, didn't we?"
Tom nodded with considerable satis-

faction; but at that moment another
door was opened, and Curran. (he little

grey-haired ballistic expert attached to

headquarters, stepped into the room in

his shirt-sleeves.

"Hallo, Tom!" he said cheerfully.

"I've got a little bad news for yjou."

"Bad news?" Tom frowned. "About
what?"
"The bullet we took from Gail

Preston's body was not fired from
Owens' gun. He must have missed her

entirely
!"

From behind his back, where he had
bet a holding it, the litile expert pro-

duced a bullet (o which a tab was
attached by string.

"This is a thirty-two. Preston was
killed with a thirty eight."

.

"Hi!" howled Connolly. "You
can't do that to us!"
"More (ban one bullet was fired from

Owens' gun," Curran went on quite
placidly, "but this isn't one of 'em.

Someone else murdered Gail Preston."
With a sly grin for Connolly lie went

out again, taking the bullet with him,
and Tom sat down at his desk to speak
into a dictograph:

Hallo, Standish?" he said. "Call
the 1. •> < Bureau first thing in the
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| morning and have them slap a padlock
on the Swing Swing Club."
"Aw, Tom," said Connolly dolefully,

"does that mean we've got to start
investigation all over again?"
"It sure does," gritted Tom. "We're

going oyer to Gail Preston's apartment
for a little look around. Come on,
Chandu!"

Gail Preston's apartment was situated
on the tenth floor of a huge apartment-
house in West "Seventy-Sixth Street,
not very far from Central Bark, A uni-
formed attendant accompanied Tom . i .1

his assistant, to its front door, where he
produced a key.
"Anybody else been up lo this apart-

ment to-night?" questioned Tom.
"I don't, know, sir," the attendant

replied. " WVve just changed shift-."

"Well, shift into high and get that
door open. We're in a hurry!"

The door was opened, and the two
detectives crossed a comparatively small
hallway into a large and rather showily
furnished sitting-room. After standing
in the middle of this room and looking
keenly about him, Tom pounced on a
handbag which was lying on the seat of
an armchair. It was made of black silk,

and just below its zip-fastening were
two initials, stamped in gilt, "A. B."
"What does ' A. B. ' stand for?" he

asked.
""First two letters in (he alphabet,"

Connnolly promptly replied.

"Nice going!" Tom opened the
handbag, and from amongst a variety
of feminine articles inside it he fished

out a crumpled piece of paper upon
which a note had been written. "Cet
a load of that!"
Connolly took the piece of paper and

with wide eyes he read the note:

" Keep quiet—we'll get out of this all

right.

—

Swing."

A tiny click reached Tom's ears, and
he swung round in time to see a door
across the room being opened slowly

a few inches and then closed again. Ho
whipped a six-shooter from a shoulder-

holster under his left arm. and with it.

in his hand went to the door and flung

it wide. A wardrobe cupboard was re-

vealed, and in it, amongst garments sus-

pended from a rail on hangers. .Ann

Bishop was trying to conceal hersi If.

"All right, come out of there!" he
said harshly: and then, as she timidly

emerged: "Who are you?"
"Ann Bishop." she replied. "You're

Inspector Kellogg, aren't you?"

"Look." said he, "I'll ask the ques-

tions. What are you doing h<

"I'll answer that when I get
"

She broke off at the sound of a key-

being turned in the lock of the front

door: and Tom said hurriedly and in a
whisper to Connolly:
"Take the girl in another room, and

no squawks out of her."
Connolly whisked Ann off into an ad-

joining room, and Tom dived into the

wardrobe cupboard, leaving the door

ajar.

Almos( immediately Fallon walked

into (he sitting room, gazed thought-

fully all round if, and went to a little

desk near one of the windows He
opened a drawer on the desk

searched it, then noticed (he handbag
on the chair lo which Tom had re-

stored it, picked it up, frowned at the

initials it bore, and dropped it again.

A bookcase next i ngaged his atten-

tion, and he was about to open 01 • , f

its doors when Tom stepped out from
the cupboard and startled him by .u-

quiring sharply:
"l.ooki' eihing?" •
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Fallon took from his pocket the monkey-
wrench he had picked up from the floor

and held it out to Tom.

Fallon .swung round and his jaw
dropped.
"What are you doing liei'e?" lie ex-

claimed blankly.
"Everybody asks me questions,"

snapped Tom, putting away his gun.
"but you're going to be different.

You're going to tell me what you're
doing here!"
"1 came to pay off a war debt."

Tom grabbed bold of him and pushed
him down into ;i chair.

"Listen, Fallon," he warned, "you're
vise-cracking yourself right into a

spot
!"

"Now. wait a minute, inspector."
blustered the proprietor of the night
club. "I'm not involved in this

murder, and. what's more. I don't
intend to b -

'"

"Stay where you are!" thundered
Tom. "The moment that incidenl hap-
pened in your place you were
involved !"

"I thought the case was solved?"

"I changed my mind. I didn't like

the murde: t we caught, so I'm looking
for a new one. Now, what were you
looking for here '.'"

The answer was almost too glib, and
not in the least degree convincing.

"Gail borrowed a valuable first edi-

tion from mi- and never returned it,

and I came here to get it."

"So you're looking for a book in this

apartment at four in the morning?"
derided Tom. "Why don't you >:i\.-

those sort of yarns for your after-dinner
speeches

?"

"You can't pin this on me!" Fallon
started to rise, but was pushed back
again. "I had nothing to do with the
murder !"

"Thai's wbat you have to prove, and
you'd bett'u- talk fast."

" I've gol nothing l<>

" Listen, Fallon, Fm giving you a
break. Talkl"

Fallon sat breathing heavily for
several moments, avoiding Tom's eyes.
Then, slowly and reluctantly, he said :

"I niet Gail Preston several years

ago in London. I wanted to come to

New York, and she helped me get a

job. They let me in on a six-months'
passport."
"And you overstayed your leave?"
Fallon nodded.
"The Immigration officers were after

me." be confessed, "so 1 changed my
name. Gail was the only one who
knew it."

"What did you expect to find here''"

"She kept a diary, and my story's

probably in it."

"Okay. Fallon. I'll believe you for

the time being, but to-morrow morning
you'd better see the Immigration
Bureau. They may have Bomething to

say about your case."

Fallon took out a handkerchief and
wiped his brow with it.

"But I don't want lo go back." lie

said hoarsely.
"Maybe you won't have to," retorted

Tom grimly. "You have a good chance
of landing m a real gaol ! All right,

beat it!"

Fallon rose and unit out from the

fiat, looking considerably older than
when he had entered it. and Tom went
to the door of the living-room in which
Connolly was waiting with Ann.
"Bring her in, Cliff." he said, and

he eyed the girl with a frown as she'

appeared, took it for granted that she
had been listening, and jeered:

"I suppose von collect first editions,

too?"
"Practically." she responded quite

calmly. "I was looking for that diary
myself."
"Hi, that diary's beginnin' to look

like the book of the month!" exploded
Connolly. "It must be loaded with
dynamite !"

" What are you afraid of in that
diary?" asked Tom.

"Well, it bad nothing to do with
what happened to-night." Ann de-
clared. "There are a lot of us who
have personal affairs that are innocent
enough, and we want them to remain
personal."

"Maybe so." rapped Tom, "but
housebreaking is still a prison offence

"I have every right to be here!" she

asserted.

"You and how many others?" he

scoffed. "Follon had a key."

"Well. I don't know anything about
Mr. Fallon, but Gail Preston was my
sistlT."

"Your sister?" He stared at hei in

astonishment. "Well, that's a new
angle!"
"That diary doesn't have to be made

public, does it?" shf asked anxiously.

"Maybe, and maybe not. In any
case, you hang around where I can gel

sou if I want you. Someone has t<>

do plenty of talking before this case

is closed."

Gail Preston's Gun
ALTHOUGH neither Tom nor bis

assistant had many hours in bed
that night they were at the

Swing Swing Club by ten in the morn
ing looking very little the worse for

n ea r.

They made straight for the dressing-

room that bad been Gail Preston's, and
found it untenanted; but they heard

Voices in the little room beyond it—
and there they found Sarah packing
garments in a big wardrobe trunk, and
Daniels with her in his chauffeur's uni-

form.
Tom swept over to the negress.

"What are you going to do with Miss
Preston's things?" he asked sternly.

"Miss Ann left word for them to l»e

sent to Miss Preston's place." replied

the enormous maid. "She wanted to

look through them."
"Would you know if there was some-

thing missing?"
" Yes, sir."

"Did you see anything of her diary?"
The negress shook her bead empha-

tically.

"Miss Preston never kept nothin'
here but her clo'es.

J '

"Is everything accounted for?"
"No, sir—there's somethin' raissin'.

September lOtli, 193*.



Her gun. She used to keep it in that
drawer, but It's gone now."
Tom went to the little table and he

looked into the drawer. v

"When did you miss it?" he tinned
to inquire.

"A little while ago, when 1 came
here to pack."
"What calibre was it?"
The negress looked puzzled.
"I don't know, sir," she said, "but

it sure looked wicked."
"I can answer that," said Daniels,

" It was a thirty-eight."

"And who are you?" barked Tom.
"Her chauffeur," Daniels replied.

"My name's Frank Daniels."
"When was the last time you saw

the gun?"
"Last night."
"Did Miss Preston have any visitors

just before she was killed?"

Sarah answered that question.
"Mr. Stevens, her manager, was

here," she said.
" Where docs he live

?"

"I don't know, sir."

"He keeps his ear in the same garage
as Miss Preston," Daniels stated, and
uddenly his dark-brown eyes widened.
"Say, I saw him there this morning,
and he told the attendant he was goin'

to Canada on business—said he was
leavin' this afternoon."
Tom pointed to the telephone that

was on the little table.

"Cliff, get headquarters for me, will

you?" he said, and turned again to

he dusky maid. "What's Stevens'

full name?"
"Jules Stevens," she replied.

"Ago?"
"About fortv, I think."
"That's right," confirmed Daniels.

'And he weighs about a hundred and
eighty pounds."
Connolly obtained headquarters on

I he telephone, and Tom took the

instrument from him.
" Find out where Stevens' office is,"

he directed, "and pick up a couple of

men and look over his books."
Connolly departed with an air of

importance, and Tom asked to be put
through to Captain Long, of the radio
communications department!
While he was waiting for the

connection he ascertained from
Daniels that the theatrical manager's
car was a yellow roadster, and that

its number was 34-528, and within a
very few minutes a message was being
broadcast to all patrol cars :

"Watch for new yellow roadster.

New York licence, thirty-four dash
live two eight, believed headed for

Canada. Arrest driver, .Tides Stevens,
full face, clean shaven, blue eyes,

brown hair, weight, one hundred and
eighty pounds."
Within an hour Stevens was stopped

on a federal highway up, in Albany,
and he did not attempt to deny his

identity.

"Okay," said one of the officers who
had stopped him. "Turn around—
you're going back to town."
"What does this mean'.'" demanded

Stevens heatedly.
"I don't, know, buddy," was the

reply. "I'm just, working hero. Get
going !"

Toil) was back in his own room at

headquarters, and was manicuring his

nails at his desk when Stevens was
brought in to him.
"I won't stand for this !" the captivi

blazed at him. "I have business in

Canada, and you have no reason for
dragging me back here like a
criruina 11"

Tom dropped the nail-file and dived
round the desk to grip him by one
of the lapels of his coat.
September loth, J938.
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"Come ob, Stevens, let your hair
down!" he said fiercely. "What
were you doing with Gail Preston's
gun ?"

The fat face paled a little, but an
answer was almost immediately forth-
coming.

" Well, the gun was too big for her,
and she asked me to change it for a
smaller one."
"I understand you had an argument

with her last night."
"So what?" challenged Stevens.

"It was just a business disagreement."
"What was it about?"
The answer to that question was not

so prompt.
"Preston gets a sudden idea that

she wants to go to Europe, and asks
me for an immediate accounting of
her funds."
"Why the argument."
" Well, you can't toss off an account-

ing at a few moments' notice. I told
her she'd have to wait."
Tom's brown eyes bored into *the

-lofty blue ones.
" For a man who claims innocence,

Stevens," he said, "you're doing a lot
of 'lying. Gail Preston had no
intention of going to Europe, because
she'd just signed a new contract with
Fallon."
"Well, she signed the contract after

she made up her mind to go to
Europe."
"Sure!" scoffed Tom; and then

Curran, the little ballistic expert,
entered the room with the heavy
automatic that had been found on
Stevens and taken from him.
"What did you find?" Tom in-

quired.
"That thing hasn't been fired since

it was bought," Curran replied, and
laid the automatic on the desk.

"I told you that!" cried Stevens
with a show of indignation. " Why
don't you guys pick on the right
man?"
"We do sometimes," said Tom.
Curran went out chuckling, and

Stevens turned in the direction of the
other door, obviously imagining that
he was at liberty to depart. But Tom
stopped him.
"There are still a few things I'd

like to know," he said grimly.
"What, for instance?"
" We've just gone over your books,

and there's a small matter of sixty

thousand dollars that's bothering us.

Sixty thousand that belonged to Gail
Preston—and you'll have to account
for every penny of it before we're
through with you ! All right, you can
go. But you'd better not try to slip

town again—you'll be tailed from the
moment you walk out of this

building !"

The mystery of Gail Preston's
murder was as far off solution as
ever three days later when Fallon
walked into Tom's room and found
him occupied with some papers he had
taken from a folder.

"What do you want here?" rapped
the detective.
"You gliys have got me in a spot,"

Fallon complained. "You won't let

me out of the country because of the
murder, and I can't even open my
club, because you've got it padlocked.
You've got me going and coming!"

" Keopening your club is the -least of

my worries."
"Put wuh the club closed I'm losing

my shirt !"

Tom pointed a pencil at him.
"Listen. Fallon, you squawk too

much, " lie said. "'When Preston's
murder is solved you can reopen the
Swing Swing Club, but not before."

" Yeah, but I
"

Eveiii Tuesday

"Wait a minute!" Tom had a
sudden idea. ".Do you have many
reserved tables at your place?"
"Why, of course," Fallon answered

in some surprise. "Most of them arc.
Why?"
"Then you have a chart for your

table lay-out, haven't you?"
"Sure

—

that's how we make our
reservations. Just mark the name of
the customer down on the chart."
"Have you one for the night Preston

was killed?"
"Probably."
"Good!" Tom rose from the disk

and put his hat on his head. "We're
going to your place to have a look at
that chart. Come on, I w:ant to find
out who was sitting at the tables
towards the rear of the cafe."

The Monkey-wrench

THE front doors of the Swing Swing
Club were padlocked, but an
officer stat ioned outside the build-

ing admitted the proprietor and the
detective, and they passed into the

thickly carpeted vestibule, out of
which the cafe and the cloak-rooms
opened.
"The shot that killed Preston," said

Tom, indicating a spot just above his

heart, "hit her about here at a slight

downward angle. It may have been
caused by the way she was bowing."
"Wait a minute!" Fallon moved

across the vestibule to a switch-box in

the wall. "I'll put on the lights.''

"Fine!" Tom looked through
glass-panelled doors into the cafe,
which was in comparative darkness.
He heard several clicks from the
direction of the switchbox, but the
gloom in the cafe persisted. "Nothing
happened !" he exclaimed.
"Something's wrong," muttered

Fallon, and Tom went over to him.

"Did you have the current turned
off when you closed the club?" he
asked.
"No." Fallon made a grimace. "I

didn't figure to be closed this long!"
"You'd better call \our electrician

to have him fix it. I'll go and wait
in the cafe."
There was a telephone-box at one

end of the vestibule, installed there
for the benefit of patrons. Fallon
disappeared into it. and Tom pushed
open one of the glass-panelled door9
and entered the cafe.

The place looked more like the

interior of a prison than ever, in the

dim light provided by two very small

windows high up in opposite walls,

as he made his way past chairs and
tables to the dance floor. Ho reached
the spot where Gail Preston had
fallen, and from it he looked up in

the direction from which he imagined
the shot to have been fired.

His gaze shifted from a dark
gallery upon which a make-believe
guard had paced to and fro. to the
electrician's box high above it. '1 be
front of the box projected from the
wall, and above it was another box in

which two spotlight lanterns wi re

situated.

It seemed to him that the shot might
have come from the gallery, or from
either of the boxes, bin suddenly his

attention was drawn to an iron ladder,

fixed to the wall, which led up to the

lower of tlh- two boxes. The bottom
of the ladder was hidden by a Cell

in front of it. but the upper part

was visible, and a dark figure was
ascending it.

'"Hi!" ho shouted. cupping his

hands to his mouth. " Hi I

The figure disappeared, presumably
into the box. and he inn across the

door and found the bottom of the
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ladder behind Hie cells. He climbed
swiftly upwards, and he reached the
lower box. It was empty, but a

vertical ladder stretched up from it

to the box above.
He started to climb this second

ladder, but just as his head was on
a level with a square opening in the
floor of the upper box something
struck him violently on the top of the
head and he fell unconscious to the
bottom of the ladder.

Fallon, having telephoned for the
electrician, entered the cafe. He
expected to find Tom on the dance
floor, but as there was no sign of him
there, or in any of the cells, he looked
for him in the dressing-rooms and in

his own office. The search occupied
a considerable time, and the total

disappearance of the detective puzzled
him. He went back into the cafe,

and as he roamed about it he shouted
at intervals :

" Inspector ! Inspector ! Inspector
Kellogg! Hi, where are you':"
He came to the foot of the ladder

that led up to the electrician's box,
and he was about to pass it when
Something fell to the floor almost at

his feet. Wonderingly he stooped and
picked up the object, and in the light

of a match he found that it v,

monkey-wrench. He dropped it in his

coat-pocket and stepped back to stair

up at the boxes.
He had informed the policeman

outside the club that he had sent for

the electrician, and as he stood there
he heard the front door being opened.
He ran to the glass-panelled doors
and put his head into t lie vestibule.

"Who's out there?" he cried.

The electrician had made straight
for the switch-box, but he turned about
and said :

•Hallo, Mr. Fallon!"
Fallon went back to the ladder, and

(the electrician followed him.
"Something wrong?" he asked.
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"There may be." The proprietor
stared upwards again. "You'd better
get up there and take a look round."
"Okay, as soon as I put on the

lights." The electrician, a round-
faced man named Mike Blake, re-

turned to the vestibule.
"The main fuse is blown." he

presently shouted into the cafe. " I

can fix that in a minute."
Tom came to his senses, on the floor

of the lower box, just as all the lights

in the cafe blazed. In a dazed sort

of fashion he pulled himself up into

a sitting position with the aid of the
ladder he had been in the act of

climbing, and then slowly he got to
his feet and leaned against the ladder.
His hat was still on his head, but

his head was aching badly, and he
was trying to collect scattered wits
when Mike Blake found him there and
exclaimed" in astonishment

:

"Hi. what'.- this?"
"Where did you come from?" asked

Tom dully.
"Fallon 'phoned for me," said

Mike. "I'm the electrician here. I

was coming back to get my tools,

anyway."
"Well, help me down below, will

you?" said Tom. "That ladder looks
like a picket fence !"

"What happened to you?"
"I don't know."
Tom stumbled towards the lower

ladder, and the electrician helped him
down it by crooking a hand under his

arm and descending with him.
Fallon, on the floor of the cafe,

held him round the waist as soon as

he was within reach, and at the bottom
of tile ladder both men supported him.

" What happened to von up there,
inspector?" Fallon inquired.
"I don't know." Tom held his

hands to his temples and tried to
think. "I feel as though I'd been
playing hide-and-seek with a ten-ton
truck."

They were leading Win towards a
chair when Charles Waverly and
Frank Daniels emerged from the door-
way beyond which the dressing-rooms
were situated, and Daniels ivat

carrying a striped suitcase and
Waverly was carrying a bag

" We've got company," said Daniels.
"Look !"

"Yeah, something's wrong," decided
his companion.
Tom, instead of sitting down, ad-

vanced to meet them.
"Well, this looks like home week."

he said with sarcasm. "Where did
you men come from ?

"

"I came back to pick up Miss
Preston's bags," said Daniels.

"And I was picking up some of my
own MuiF." said Waverly. "What
seems to be the trouble'.'"

Tom pa-scd a hand over his fore-
head.
"You may know as much as I do

about it," he growled. "When did
you get here."
"About half an hour ago," Waverly

replied. "The cop let me in at the
sale door."
"I—I got here a couple o' minutes

ago," said Daniels, rather hesitatingly.
Tom turned to the electrician.

"Say. where's that tool-box you
were supposed to be looking for?" lie

quest ioned.
"I keep it in the men's cloak room,"

was the reply.

"Do vou keep a monkcv wrench in

it?"
"Sure. Why?"
"We'd better take a look at that

kit."

"What for?" Mike Blake looked
aggrieved. "There ain't notllin' in it

but tools."
Tom clapped a hand on his shoulder

He was beginning to feel like himself
again.
"I agree with you, pal," he said.

Ann tottered over as Tom raised the limp form of the chauffeur-bodyguard. " Well, what could have
happened ? " she gasped.

September 10th. 1938.
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"but thore'ss.noihing I want to sec

.more than a lot of tools."

Fallon took from his pocket the

monkey-wrench lie had picked up from
the. floor and held it out.

"This must have dropped out of

the electrician's box," he remarked.
"I found it over by the ladder."

"Thanks." Tom took the wrench
and made a face at it. "This may
he the ten-ton truck I was talking
about !"

He put it in his own pocket and
went, with Mike Blake to t ho men's
< loak-room in the vestibule. Mike
raised a flap in the counter across

which hats and coats and sticks

ordinarily were received by an
attendant, and in the room of shelves
and pegs behind the counter he took
a small but evidently heavy tool-

box from a corner and opened it.

"Well, (here it is," he said. "What
now?"
Tom stooped over (ho box—and

suddenly brought out from it an ugly
automatic.
"You got a permit to carry this?" he

-napped.
"Sure I have," Mike replied quite

calmly, "When you work in these
cafes you don't get home till mighty
late at night, and I always like to have
a Run on me."
Tom laid the automatic on a shelf

and turned over the tools in the box.

"Where's the wrench you said was in

here?" ho challenged.
"It oughta be there." Mike looked

amongst the tools, but in vain, and he
scratched the back of his head. "Who'd
want to steal a monkey-wrench?"
"Maybe it wasn't, stolen!" Tom held

out the wrench Fallon had given him.
" Is this it?"
The electrician turned the monkey-

wrench over and over in his hands.

"It's mine," he frowned, "but how
did it get where Fallon said he found
it?"
"That's what I want to know!"

barked Tom.
"What arc you drivin' at?"
"Some day people won't ask me

questions ! How long have you been
working here?"
"Oh, since the club opened—about

three months."
"Where did you work before that?"
"I was head electrician at the Palace.

Why?"
Tom ignored that question.

"How long did you work there?"
" Twelve years. I'd be there still,

only "

"Only what?" prompted Tom, as the

electrician broke oil' with almost a
frightened expression on his face.

"Say, what are you asking me these
questions for?"

" Because I'm a crazy cop. that's

why!" Tom's grin was not a pleasant

t*e. "Let's ha\ e it
!"

"Well," confessed Mike, "I was at

the Palace when Hail Preston was doing
,i headline act there, and one night the

mike went dead and spoiled her act

So she went to the manager and had
me fired."

" You had good reason to hate her,

then, eh?"
"Can you blame me, after being in

one place for t welve years ?"

"It wouldn't be enough reason to kill

her, would it?"
" No, it wouldn't !"

"Do any of the other fellows know-
where you keep this box?"
"Well, tiny oughta know. I've i

kept it a secret.
Mike Blake's lace was not a particu-

larly attractive one, but his manner
September lotii, 1938.
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was not that of a crook. Tom gave
him a long, keen glance, then picked
up the automatic.
"Okay," he said. "It's a lucky thing

for you this is a thirty-two—Preston
was killed with a thirty-eight." He
handed back the gun. "Now beat it

with your box—I won't need you any
more this afternoon."

From the cloak-room Tom went back
into the cafe, and a few minutes later

he was sitting at Fallon's desk, in

Fallon's office. Daniels was facing him
across the desk, and Fallon and Waverly
were on the other side of the room,
Waverly sitting on a couch, Fallon lean-

ing against a window-frame.

"How did you happen to get a job
with Miss Preston, Daniels?" Tom
inquired.

"Well," replied that pock-marked
young man, "I blew into town when
a lot of the big Broadway stars were
being spotted for hold-ups, and an
agency put me in touch with her. She

#

hired me for her chauffeur and body-
guard."
Tom put an elbow on the desk and

rested his jaw against his hand.
"Why did she need a bodyguard?"
" She went out a lot to different

parties every night." said Daniels.
"She never wanted sleep."
"What was the matter?"
Daniels shrugged.
" Well, if you ask me, she had some-

thing on her mind. She'd get so low
you couldn't talk to her, and then she'd

sit down and write a lot o' junk in

that diary of hers."
Tom raised his brows.
"What does that diary look like?"

he asked.
"Oh, nothing much." Daniels seemed

surprised at the question. "I only saw
the outside of it. It was bound in black
leather."
"Okay. Where can I reach you if I

want you?"
"Well, I'll be around for a bit—Mr.

Fallon said he'd trv to tret me a job.

You've got my address."
"All right." Tom waved a hand in

dismissal, and the chauffeur-bodyguard
went out to collect the suitcase he had
left in the cafe ; and then Tom looked
at the other two and asked if either

of them knew that Gail Preston had
a sister.

"Everybody knew that." said

Waverly. "Ann Bishop's her real

name. (Jail Preston was a stage name."
"What's the t!e-np between Swing

Traynor and Ann Bishop?"

Waverly professed not to know, but
Fallon said :

"Ob, I can answer that. He user]

to take her out pretty regularlv. Maybe
they were going to be married; I don't

know. By the way, I forgot to tell

you Gail came to me the night she was
murdered—came to me in this office

—

and told me T had to fire Swing
Traynor, or she'd quit me cold."

"She did, did she?" Tom drummed
his fingers on the desk. "What reason

did she give?"
"She didn't:" Fallon replied with an

expressive gesture. "She ju.-t said do
it. or else

"

"Maybe I'd better have a nice long
talk with Mr. Swing Travnor." re-

marked Tom; and he pulled a tele-

phone across the desk and dialed a

number on it. "Police headquarters ?"

he said to the operator who responded
to the call. "(live me Cliff Connolly.''

A minute later, Connolly's voice

sounded in his ear, and he said tei

"Cliff? This is Tom. Pick up Swing
Traynor immediately, and hold him for

questioning. Yeah, right away."
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An Arrest—and Its Sequel

SWING TRAYNOR was in Tom's
room, and Connolly was rebuking
him for being impatient, when

Tom himself walked in at the door. The
baud leader faced him angrily.

" What's the idea of dragging me
down here?" he burst out.

Tom turned to his grinning assistant.
"Where did you find him?" he asked.
"Up at his apartment."

"Hmm! Around the coiner from the
club, isn't it?"
"Sure," nodded Connolly, "in Ninth

Avenue."
"Very interesting.'' Tom dismissed

the plain-clothes men who had helped
to bring in the unwilling captive, and
the captive was commanded to sit down
in a chair.

"You didn't get along veiy well with
Gail Preston, did you?" Toin harked*.
"What gives you that idea?" coun-

tered Swing sulkily.

"Quit stalling, Traynor! Why did
she want you fired?"
"Apparently she wasn't satisfied with

my work."
"Did she ever complain to you about

anything?"
"Sure," admitted the good-looking

young man, " but did you ever know
a star that blamed herself \>hen some-
thing went wrong?"
"Are you asking me, or telling me?"

snapped Tom. "Listen. Traynor, we'll

get along a lot better if we both eomo
right to the point. Where does Ann
Bishop fit into the picture?"
Swing flinched ever so slightly.

"How did her name get mixed up
in this?" he demanded hoarsely.
"Miss Bishop is a nice girl." said

Tom. "I'd protect her, too, if I were
in your boots."
"I'm not trying to shield anybody!"
"No?" Tom produced the crumpled

note he had found in Ann's handbag.
"Ever seen this before?"
"Sure," returned Swing in a defiant

voice, "I wrote it. So what?"
" I found it in Miss Bishop's hand-

bag when I searched it."

Swing bounded to his feet.
" You've got a lot o' nerve, Kellogg !"-

ho blared.
"Just a minute." Tom pushed him

back into the chair. " She's under sus-

picion the same as anyone else. If you
don't tell me the truth about this I'll

have to get it from her."
Swing drew a long breath.

"You leave her out of this," he -aid.

"I sent her that note because she and
I—well, we were going to be married."
Tom put the note back in his pocket.
"Did she know that you didn't get

along well with her sister?"

"Yes."
"You're under arrest. Traynor!"
"What for?" howled Swing. "You

have no evidence!"
"What do you mean by no evi-

dence?" Tom retorted. "You and Ann
Bishop fall in love. You meet oppi -i-

tion from Preston, and she'- goil - lo

have you fired. That would give you a
black eve in the profession."

"I tell you I didn't do it!"

"I think you did!" Tom's face was
within a few inches of Swing's and bis

eyes were accusing. "If I'm wn
you'll beat the rap. Ring the lu II,

Cliff!"

The two plain-clothes men pea]

and Swing was marched away in cus-

tody and charged with the murder of

Gail Preston. The news of his arrest

made front-page headlines in tin 1 even-
ing papers, and soon after -ix o'cloi k

Connolly burst in upon Tom full of

excitement.
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"Guess who's out there waiting to

see you!" he ci'ied.
' Who?" Tom, who was a f his desk,

looked up from a report concerning
quite a different ease. *

"Ann Bishop
!"

Tom rubbed his hands together.

"Well, my friend." lie Baid with con-

ifaction, '"it looks like our
plan is beginning to work. Now. if

we can get her to talk we'll have her

here we v. ant her."
"Where's that?" asked Connolly.

"You ought to know—look in the

Connolly took him seriously and sat

down at the end of the desk with the

tl before him. But before he could

start peering into the thing his superioi

barked at him:
"Go and bring her in. you fool!"

Ann was ushered into the room, a

pathetic little figure dressed all in

I i, except for her glove-.. Her face

\ is tear-stained beneath a filmy veil.

"Hallo. Mis-, Bishop'" -nl Tom.
_ to conduct her to a chair.

"Why did you arrest Swing?"
stormed. "He didn't kill Gail!"
"You seem very certain about that,"

said Tom.
" f am! I know Swing Traynor."
"What makes you >o positive?"

" Because I know more about this

business than you do!"
"Everybody knows more than we

dj." grumbled Connolly.
"Mis? Bishop," coaxed Tom. "if

'11 sit down and tell me about it I

le able to help

3he sat down in the chaii to which
he had led her, collected her thong
and began:

"Well. Gail was infatuated with
S ig, but he and I fell in love with

one another, and we made no bones
about it. But when we told Gail that

\ intended to get married she

threatened to drive Swing out of the

I • ess."

"It seems to me." said Tom gravely.

giving me a very erocxl

i ison why Swing Travnor should nave
: Gail Preston."

"That's not so'" she cried. "Suing
and I were married the very day she
\ i killed!"

"Very interesting. but proves
:g."

"Proves nothing? Why. don't you
Bee it's impossible to believe that h"M
marry me knowing lie was going to kill

jister the same day?"
"Perhaps." conceded Tom. "but all

crimes aren't premeditated."
"This one was!" she declared fer-

vently, "It was so well planned that

haven't found the murder weapon

"Right again." said Tom. "but until

diary is found Swing Travnor is

guilty."
She sighed and rose.

"Well, I'll go right over to the
apartment now," she decided, "and
look for it. Will you meet me there?"

"I'll be there in half -an hour." Tom
promised, and he escorted her to the
door.
Connolly looked brightly up at him

i the crystal, after she had gone,
and lie said with an air of wisdom

:

"You know. I think the dame's right.

Swing wouldn't knock over Preston the
same day he was gonna marry her
sister. That wouldn't be—er

—

ethical."
"I'm inclined to agree with you,"

said Tom, folding his arms and frown-
ing at some law books on a set of built-

in shelves, "but in the meantime, keep-
ing him in gaol may do a lot of good.
It might bring the real murderer out
into the open."
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NEXT WEEK'S GRAND
COMPLETE FILM DRAMAS!

WARNER BAXTER
-IN-

" KIDNAPPED "

The early days of the onion between
Scotland and England, when Alan Breck
was the last rebel fighting lor Scottish
freedom. Don't miss the thrilling adven-
tures of this stalwart fighter, a brave
lassie, and a boy named David Balfour

" LAW OF THE UNDERWORLD "

A drama of gangster rule, and of a young
man and a girl who were involved with a
master criminal. Starring Chester Morris

" BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S PERIL "

The fearless Englishman risks his life in

a dangerous mission. He is up against a
mysterious enemy. A thriller, starring

John Barrymore

"THE ADVENTURES 0? MARCO
POLO "

A fearless young man ventures into
strange and hostile countries after a
trade pact, and there attempts to rescue
a princess and free a country of a tyrant.

Starring Gary Cooper

Also
Another episode of the grand serial :

" THE PAINTED STALLION "

Starring Ray Corrigan

"Doggone it. I sine wish I could get
my hands on that diary!"

"You—and five or six others!"
"Yeah," drawled Connolly. "Maybe

we should start a club, eh?"

The Diary

A XX opened the front door of the
apartment that had been her
sister's with a key that was her

own. crossed the little hallway into the
sitting-room, and went straight to the
mantelpiece. She laid her handbag on
the shelf, and from the middle of the
shelf removed a tall vase of flowers
which she deposited on the tiled hearth.
The flowers had concealed a little

square door in the chimney-breast, and
this she opened. Another door was
revealed—the circular door of a circular
safe set in the wall. She twisted a

milled knob this way and that till the
tumblers of the combination lock had
fallen into position, and then she pulled
open the steel door.

Among some jewel-cases in the safe
there was a book bound in black
leather ; and this was in her hands and
she was reading it when suddenly a
man's arm swept round her throat and
she was pulled backwards. The book-
fell into the fireplace, but tho scream
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she tried to utter was smothered by a
hand that was clapped aver her mouth.
Twenty-five minutes after she had

entered the apartment. Tom and Con
noliy walked along the corridor from
the elevator, and Connolly pressed the

bell-button beside the front door.
There was no response of any kind

from within, save the noise of the bell,

and after an interval Connolly rang
again.

" Thought that dame was gonna be
waitin' for you?" he growled.
"The desk clerk said she came up

twenty minutes ago," Tom held an ear

to the keyhole. "There must be some-
thing wrong!"
He put a shoulder to the door, and

his strength was such that the dooi
flew open. He dived across the hallway
into the sitting-room, and Connolly
followed him.
Ann was lying on a rug in front of

the fireplace with a handkerchief
fastened tightly over her mouth, and
her hands were tied together with a

piece of rope. Her eyes were closed.

"Give me a hand with her." saitl

Tom. and between them they carried

her over to a chesterfield and freed her
of her bonds.

Presently her eyelids flickered and
she moaned. Her blue eves opened,
and she tried to sit up.

"Take it easy, kid," urged Tom
gently. "What happened?"
"I—I don't know," she murmured;

and then she stared across the room at

the open safe, holding her hands to

her head. "I— I'd just taken the diary
nut of that sale, but somebody must
have seen me. An arm or something
caught me round the throat, and some
thing hit me on the head."
"Let's take a look at this place."

said Tom. "You keen still. Miss
Bishop. Cliff, you take the bed-room."
Connolly nodded and disappeared

Tom, remembering the wardrobe cup-

board in which he himself had hidden
on his previous visit to the apartment,
went over to it and opened its door.

As he did so Frank Daniels fell out,

flat on his bail;, and apparently uncon-
scious. His arms were under him. a

handkerchief was fastened round his

mouth.
Ann started up from the chesterfield

with a cry and tottered over as Tom
raised the limp form of the chauffeur-

bodyguard and yelled to Connolly to

bring some water.
"Well, what could have happened?"

she gasped.
"Looks like Daniels wanted to join

Cliff's club," remarked Tom cryptic
ally, and he dumped li is burden into

the nearest armchair and removed the

gag-
He saw that Daniels' ankles were

tied together with a piece of cord, and
that his wrists were similarly united
behind his back. He freed the ankles
with a penknife, but the cord about
the wrists was loosely fastened and
easily undone.
Daniels opened his dark eyes as Tom

whisked away the second cord.

"Hi, what's goin' on?" he mumbled,
sprawling in the chair. But Tom
turned to Ann, instead'of answering.
"Did you see anything in that diary

before it was taken?" he asked.

"Why. yes," she said, "seems to me
I remember—why, it was about Daniels,
about his being connected with some
robberies."
Daniels seemed suddenly to .recover

full possession of his senses.

"I don't know what she's talking
about !" he cried.

"What were you doing here?" Tom
rapped at him.
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" I met her outside on the pavement,
and she said she was gonna send my
back pay; but after I'd left her I

remembered I hadn't given her any
forwarding address, so I came up
here."
"I can think of a better alibi than

that, Daniels," said Tom sternly.

"You came up here to swipe that
diary."
"I'm tellin' you the truth," Daniels

protested. ""The door was open and
I came in just as she was opening the
s*fe. Then I was smacked on the head,
and that's all I remember until I found
myself in this chair and you unfasten-
ing me."
"There's only one thing wrong with

that story, Daniels," thundered Tom'.
"It's a lie! You heard us ringing the
bell and dodged into that cupboard.
You did a pretty good job of tying
everything but your hands. Now quit
stalling. Where's that diary?"
Daniels' face became a mask.
"I don't know," he replied sullenly.

"Okay, pal, I'll let you have a talk
with a couple of the boys down at

headquarters. Cliff!"
Connolly appeared belatedly from a

kitchenette he had found, and in his

hand was a glass of water.

"He doesn't want any water now,"
said Tom.
"Can't I just even spill a little on

him?" asked Connolly.
" Take him away !"

The glass of water was thrust upon
Aim, who sipped at it, and the ser-

geant stood over Daniels.
"Olio, so you're gonna join my club,

eh, palsy?" he jeered. "Come on, let's

; < i going."
Daniels was jerked to his feet and

propelled towards the door.

After he had gone, Tom searched the
wardrobe cupboard thoroughly,' and he
found the missing diary in an other-
wise empty sifitcase. Much to Ann's
delight he telephoned headquarters
with instructions for Swing Traynor to

be set at liberty forthwith, and on his

way down-town in a taxicab he studied
the diary.
Daniels had been subjected to third-

degree methods, and was looking
pretty much of a wreck by the time he
was bundled into Tom's room and saw
the diary lying open upon the detec-
tive's desk.
Connolly, who was still perspiring

freely as a result of the part he had
played in the browbeating of the
prisoner under a blinding light, leaned
against a wall and mopped his face.

Daniels stalked about the room like a
caged animal, his eyes wild and the
muscles jn his face working. Tom, in

his swivel chair behind the de»k, banged
a hand on the diary and said im-
periously :

"Stand still and start talking!"
Daniels stopped and turned.
"I've told all I know," he howled.

"I wanted to sell the diary to the
newspapers. I needed the money. I

didn't kill "Preston, and you guys can't
pin the rap on me."

" Mow long were you working for

her?" asked Tom.
"Three months.''
"How much did she pay you?"
" Forty a week."
"Three months at forty dollars a

week is about li\e hundred dollars.

How do you account for the twenty
thousand you had in the bank, every
nickel of it deposited while you were
working for (Jail Preston? Where did

you get it?"
Daniels gulped. Questions had been

fired at him like bullets from a
I line-gun in the room downstairs,

September 10th, 1938.
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but that question had not been amongst
them.
"I don't have to account for the

money I make," he cried.

" There aren't many ways you can
make that much in three months,
Daniels!" roared Tom, jumping to his

feet and pounding the desk with a fist.

"How did you get it?"
Daniels gritted his teeth.

"Gambling," he said.

"Where?"
" Saratoga."
"When were you there?"
"About two weeks ago, over the

week-end."
"That's a lot of money for a

chauffeur to win at the races. I can
think of other ways to make that
money. Maybe you stole something

—

some jewellery?"
"That's a lie!" Daniels' eyes were

on the open diary. " I had nothing to

do with it."

"Stop kidding!" Tom put his hand
on the diary. "The week-end you said
you were at Saratoga Springs you were
actually driving Miss Preston to a
party at Connecticut Beach. You came
back for her at seven-thirty next even-
ing. During that afternoon some hold-
up men knocked over the beach party
and got away with ten thousand
dollars' worth of jewellery."
"What's that gotta do with me?"
"She went to a lot of parties, and

there were always some crooks around
to pull a job." Tom flung out an
accusing finger. "You tipped them off

and gave them the layout of the places
they were to knock over. Preston got
suspicious. She kept tabs on you, and
when she learned the truth she
threatened to turn you over to the
police if you didn't return all the
stolen stuff. You had to get this diary,
Daniels, if you could, because you knew
those facts were in it."

"All right," blurted the cornered
prisoner. " I was in on the robberies.
But I didn't kill Preston."

"I didn't say you did," Tom
dropped his voice to a conversational
level. "Did any of those other crooks
know that she was wise to their

racket?"
"No, I didn't tell them a word about

it."

"Okay." The detective dropped back
into his chair. "Take him away,
Cliff."

Daniels trembled as Connolly seized

hold of his arm.
"What are you gonna do with me?"

he faltered.

"What do you think?" retorted
Tom. " Book you for robbery and sus-

picion of murder. And if you want to
make it easier for yourself, you are
going to disclose the names of those
guys you worked with."

" But I didn't kill Preston, I tell

you! Hold me on the robbery charges,
okay, but you ain't gonna keep me here
for kill in' Preston?"

"No," drawled Connolly, dragging
him towards the door, "we're only
gonna keep you here because wo like

your face. Come on."

The Secret of the Spotlight

A LITTLE after ten o'clock that
evening Mike Blake crossed the
vestibule of the Swing Swing

Club and entered the prison-like cafe.

Most of the lights were on in it, for a

thick-set and middle-aged watchman
was making his rounds.

This watchman swung round at the
sound of footsteps in the deserted place,

but he waved a hand as he caught
sight of the electrician.
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"Oh, hallo, hallo, Bill!" hailed
Mike. .

"How are you?" returned the watch-
man. "What are you doiu' here?"
"Oh, came over to get my overalls

and clean up the joint," was the reply.
"I've got a job—I'm goin' back to the
Palace."
"That's fine," congratulated the

watchman.
"You know, I'll be glad to get out

o' this joint," Mike went on. "It gives
me the willies."

Bill nodded.
"I'm used to it this way," he said.

"Well, I'll bo in Mr. Fallon's office

if you want me."
He went off across the dance floor,

and Mike climbed the ladder that led
up to the limelight box. From the
lower box he ascended to the upper
one; but a very few minutes later he
was down in the cafe again and making
for the vestibule.

He dived into the telephone-box that
was in the vestibule, and, hurriedly
inserting a nickel in the coin-box,
dialled "O."
"Hallo!" he said to the operator.

"Give me police headquarters quick!
I want to speak to Inspector Kellogg!"
Tom was at his desk, studying the

diary, when the call was put through
to him.
"Inspector," said an agitated voice

in his ear, "this is Mike Blake, the
electrician over at the Swing Swing
Club. I've just found out how Miss
Preston was killed. Yeah, I was check-
ing over the equipment, and one of
the spotlights looked damaged. I
started to fix it when "

A shot rang out from somewhere in
the vestibule, a shot that shattered trie

glass panel in the door of the telephone-
box, and Mike slumped to his knees,
dropping the receiver he had been hold-
ing; he clutched at a ledge on which a
telephone directory was lying, and
collapsed in a heap upon the cork-
covered floor of the box.
Tom had heard the sound of the shot

and the splintering glass without
realising what it was.
"Hallo!" he said. "Hallo, Mike!

Mike!"
There was dead silence on the line,

and he replaced his own telephone and
spoke into a dictograph.

'(let my car ready," he barked,
" and have Cliff and Arnold meet me
downstairs."
A squad car was standing at the kerb

in Centre Street by the time he reached
the pavement, and Connolly and
another plain-clothes man were in the
back of it, and the sergeant to whom
he had spoken over the dictograph was
at the wheel. He jumped in beside
the sergeant and he said:

" Swing Swing Club as fast as you
can make it !"

The night watchman was in the vesti-

bule of the club when they entered it,

and he stared at them.
"Say " he began, but Tom thruss

him aside and rushed to the telephone-
box because he had caught sight of its

broken panel. He tugged open the
door and he stooped over the dead
electrician.

"Shot in the back of the head while
he was trying to call me!" he
lamented. "(let the coroner, Arnold!
Use this 'phone."
He backed out from the box, and

lie pounced on the watchman, who had
sunk on to a divan set against the wall.

"
I want to talk to you!" he rasped,

"Has anyone else been here within the
last hour?"
"No, sir," the watchman replied

(Continued on page 24)
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For arresting a wayward, high-spirited heiress for smoking in prohibited areas a
patrolman is rebuked by his captain, and in disgust hands in his badge. But he goes
to the girl's rescue when he finds she is a cat's-paw for smugglers. Starring George O'Brien

*5fa

PATROLMAN
The Wilful Heiress

THE Desert Springs Hotel was a
fashionable resort on tlie

American side of the Mexican
border. Famous people—those with
money—and those with indifferent

health went there to take the waters
or have a good time. The hotel was
to play a big part in the lives of two
people of very different station-.

One, at the beginning of this story,

was riding across the barren wastes
of the desert. A well-built, rugged,
strong-jawed young fellow with a
pleasant smile. He was a Border
Patrolman, and his name was Bob
Wallace. He rode up to a weather-
beaten signpost, on which was painted
" -Mexican border, 3 miles, and Desert
Springs Hotel, 1 mile." As he had
I - duty to perform and because he
regarded the hotel as a place for the
idle rich, he chose without hesitation
the route to the border. There was
a lot of smuggling going on, and he
v. as out to catch the offenders.
At the hotel was Miss Patricia

Huntley, who was very much one of
the idle rich. She was fabulously
wealthy, very good-looking, quite a

at tennis, riding and dancing,
and had only one tie in the world

—

her grandfather. The old man tried
hard to put a curb on the twenty-one-

> year-old heiress, but he found it an
almost impossible task to guide or
ad.i-e this grandchild of his. If she
wanted to do a thing she did it.

On this day she played a guest a
at tennis, beat him hollow, and
because she felt hot, dived

straight into the swimming-pool, much
to the horror of a number of respect-
able old ladies. Being the grand-
daughter of Jeremiah Huntley, she

could do this sort of thing. She
emerged from the pool, borrowed
some old boy's dressing-gown, and
hurried off to the hotel She sighted
a tall, swarthy man in riding kit, and
she hailed him eagerly.
"Courtney! Courtney! I thought

we were going to have some tennis."

Courtnej Maybrook left the elderly
man to whom he had been talking
in undertones to hurry towards her.

"Oh, I*m sorry, Pat." He smiled,
revealing flashing teeth. "But I have
had to attend to some important
business." He looked at her. "Have
you fallen in the pool?"

"No. I jumped in." The girl

laughed gaily. "Don't you get as

bad as grandfather. I thought people
came up here to get away from
business."
"Business will follow me," he smiled

back. "But I hope to be free for the
rest of my stay here. Now you run
along and change."
The girl had dripped water all over

the carpet in the lounge, but the
management knew better than to

complain. Upstairs, in their big
suile of rooms, was a white-haired,
tall, aristocratic old man, who was
horrified at her appearance and
ordered her gruffly to go and change
immediately. When she appeared in

riding clothes the old man stared at

her severely.

"I can't see why yon always want
to be around with that May brook
fellow. He's just a male clothes-
horse."
"Now don't get yourself in an

uproar, Grumpy," teased Patricia.
"Remember your blood pressure."
"'A lot you care about my blood

pressure," he stormed. ".You' just do

things to annoy me. I tell you I

don't like him."
"You will when you get to know

him better." The girl picked up a

'phone. "Mister Maybrook, please."
The petulant, wilful young heiress

scowled when she heard tiiat Mr.
Maybrook had gone out a few minutes
before and would not be back for m
least two hours.

Courtney Mavhrook had some verj
urgent business. He rode to the
Mexican border and to one of the
loneliest spots. There was a wile
fence with occasional openings, and
there appeared to be not a soul in

sight. He studied his wrist-wateh
and found he was ten minutes early.

At four to the dot two horse-riders
appeared round a sandstone c'itf. A
man and a woman, and they were
coining from Mexico. Maybrook
waited for them on his side of ih-

boundary. The woman was a brunette,
slight of build and attractive—she

stared intently at Maybrook. Th
man was a sallow-faced, sneering t pe
of fellow.

"Been waiting long?" asked the

woman.
"Just a few minutes, Myra,"

answered Maybrook. and nodded to

her companion. "Hallo, Frank."

The three people glanced round and
then dismounted. The woman handed
Maybrook her handbag. She pointed
to the paste adornment just undo
neath the catch, and when Maybl
pressed it then.' «a, a click and !

slid smoothly open to reveal a small
cavity.

"Very neat," Maybrook said, and
took out a sma'l packet.

"Don't let Manning chisel you '••*

this lot," commented the ma:' called
Frank. "They're worth fifty thousand
if they're worth a nickel."
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The woman came closer to Majbrook
ami slid her arm through his.

" Think you can stand my company
for a few days, darling? Frank and
I have decided to mutiny. We're
tired of being buried alive in Mexico."

" Yeah ! We thought we'd come
back to our own country for the week-
end," sneered Frank.
"But do you think that's wise?"
"Listen." Myra wrenched her arm

away and her eyes were flashing.

"I'm tired of being cooped up in that
adobe shack."

"Oh, I know it hasn't been
pleasant for you, dear," Maybrook
murmured softly, and with sudden
compassion put his arm round the
woman. "You've been a good sport
to put up with it as long as you have.
Do you think it's been easy for me?
I've missed you terribly. I'd like

nothing better than that you stay at

the hotel, but it would be a risk
"

"Nix! Nix!" hissed Frank. "Here
conies the law."
Riding lazily towards them was Bob

Wallace, of the Border Patrol.
Bob smiled regretfully.
" I'm afraid you folks are on the

wrong side of the line," he announced.
"But we're Americans," answered

the woman aggressively.
Maybrook gestured to Myra to be

quiet. He knew the stubbornness of
patrolmen, and bad temper would get.

them nowhere.
"They've been living in Mexico for

a short while. Came over to spend
a few days at the Desert Springs
Hotel. Just for a little recreation,"
he explained in his pleasantest
manner. "They heard I was there
and made up their mind all in an
instant. I got a message to say they
had started and came out to meet
them."
"Uh-huh." Wallace seemed satis-

fied. "Well, I hate to be a kill-

joy, but they'll have to come through
the regular port of entry."

"My name's Maybrook." The sauve
manner became more apparent. " I'm
a guest at the Desert Springs. This
lady and gentlemen arc friends of
mine. Couldn't I be responsible for
them?"

"Sorry, Mister Maybrook."
"Couldn't you pretend yon just

didn't see us, officer?" Myra tried a
dazzling smile.

Bob shook his head.
" Sorry."
"But that means going about ten

miles out of our way," argued Frank,
and intercepted a warning glance from
Maybrook. " Well, I guess it's no
good Irving to go against these fool

laws. If we have to go bark, we have
to go back. Come on. Myra."
Myra and Frank rode back across

the border. Myra waved.
"I'll see you later, Courtney."
"I'll come over and see you,"

Maybrook called back.
The patrolman fingered his chin.

, "I'm afraid I've offended your
friends.

"

"Oh, I quite see your point," May-
brook answered, with a friendly smile.
" I suppose if I were in your place I

would have done the same. He
held out a case. "Have a cigar?"
"No. thanks."
"Well, so long."
"Adiosl" answered Wallace, and

watched Maybrook till he vanished
out of sight among the sandhills.

Courtney Maybrook hastened bark to

the hotel, and in the lounge was the
sumo elderly individual. They retired

to a corner, where Maybrook produced
the small packet he had taken from
Mvra's handbag.
September loth, 1933,
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"Good stones!" Manning said after
a glance through a glass at the gems.
" Better than the ones you brought
over last."

"I'm glad you like them," May-
brook answered, and laughed. "While
I was getting them to-day from Myra
and Frank one of those border cops
spotted them cross the boundary and
chased them back across the line."
"Did he " There was fear on

Manning's face.
"No, he didn't get wise, but he

certainly threw a scare into me."
" Well, maybe it's just as well,"

muttered the diamond fence viciously.
" Make you a little more careful in
future."

Smoking Prohibited

A BIG, fat, good-natured-looking
simpleton was lolling about near
the stables of the Desert Springs

Hotel. What his exact position at
the hotel was nobody knew, but he
had been there a long time, lounging
around and doing odd jobs. Every-
body knew Chuck Owens. Also, he
had a very reasonable voice and could
twang a note on a guitar.
On the following afternoon he was

busy studying a book on personality,
as there was a Spanish lady whom he
hoped to win by his manly conduct.
She did not mind his singing, but
w hen he became deadly serious she
would laugh. He looked up at a
chuckle to find Bob Wallace looking
over his shoulder.
"Hallo, Chuck, I see you're study-

ing to be a heartbrcaker."
" Quit kidding, Bob. Don't you think

I'm getting a strong personality?"

"You've got a personality all right."
The patrolman glanced round. "But it

smells a little too much of the stables."
" Yeah, but where else can I

sleep—" Chuck shook his head, then
his beady eyes looked at Bob.
"What're you doing here?"
"Captain Stevens put me on a new

job. Which one of the guides in this
hotel took a party over to the Grove
yesterday ?"

"Slim Martin, I think. Why?"
"Captain Stevens wants me to read

the riot act to him. Somebody went
away and left something burning in
the restricted area. It nearly started
a brush fire."

"I bet. I know who it was," eagerly
cried Chuck. "Miss Huntley. She's
always smoking, and she don't care
where she throws 'em."

" Who's Miss Huntley?"
" Miss Patricia Huntley from New-

York."
"Well, you better tip off Slim to

keep her from smoking in restricted
areas."
"You don't know Miss Huntley,"

Chuck grinned. "If she wants to
smoke she's going to smoke."

"Is that so?" Out stuck Bob's
chin "Tell me some more about this

dame."
Later Bob walked into the hotel

and sought out Hendricks, the
manager. The latter welcomed the
patrolman with a friendly handshake

—

it « as as well to be in with the law.
"What brings you here, Wallace?"
"I just want to tell ^liss Huntley

that it's against the law to smoke in

restricted areas, that's all."

The manager's face became serious.
"Will you let me talk to her?" he

asked. "You see. she'-; pretty quick
on the trigger. Yon have to handle
her very carefully."
"Yeah, I know. I've got a pretty

good line on her from Chuck,"
Wallace grinned "I've known her
kind before. You can't handle them
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1 with kid gloves. You've got to tell

! 'em straight."
From Collins, Jeremiah

. Huntley's
valet, Bob learned that at this hour
Miss Huntley usually went out riding
with Mister Maybrook. He hastened
round to the front of the hotel, and
found the two about to set off for a
ride. He pulled up sharply. Surely
this sweet-faced girl could not be the
notorious Miss Huntley ?

"Miss Huntley "—he doffed his hat

—

" Mi" Huntley."
Now the smile and laughter had

gone. He found himself staring at
a haughty beauty whose eyes were
disdainful and mocking.
"Yes, what is it?"
"Miss Huntley, smoking is pro-

hibited in closed areas," Bob said with
a nervous grin. "I should be obliged
if you would be a little more careful
in future."
The girl's answer was to laugh

derisively. Maybrook turned his hoise
and moved closer.

"What is it, Pat?" he asked.
"It, seems this young man objects

to smoking," replied Patricia, and her
pretty face twisted into a nasty grin.

"Come on, let's not waste time."
Bob was staring after them when

Chuck appeared and grinned.
"She sure is a prize, ain't she?"
"Prize?" questioned Bob sharply.

"I'd hate to win her in a raffle I"

Wallace would have gone to his
horse if Chuck had not stopped him.
"Say, Bob, have you got a minute?"

he asked.
"What do you want?"
"Have you noticed anything?"
"No. What?"
"I put some cologne on me." Chuck

beamed like a big kid. "How do I

smell now?"
"Terrible," was the lose answer.

It had suited Maybrook'-; plans that
Myra and Frank could not ' come to
the hotel, which he was using a° a
centre for his smuggling activities,

because Myra was becoming somewhat
of a nuisance. He had been attracted
by her and they were unofficially
engaged, hut when Maybrook had seen
Patricia Huntley he had changed his
ideas. Why not marry this girl with
the money ? It. would be easy to get
control of her fortune, and she would
make a good foil in some of his

swindles: Maybrook was one of those
smooth, sleek and courteous men that
appeal to many women, and Patricia
had made up her mind that he was
the nicest man she had ever met.

They rode out to one of the re-

stricted areas, hitched their horses to
a tree and went to sit down on a
fallen log. Naturally, Patricia asked
for a cigarette, though there was a
notice on a nearby tree-trunk saying
that smoking was forbidden.
"We've been together a great deal

these last two weeks, Pat. Enough
for me to know that I care more for

you than anyone I've ever met. We
like a great many of the same thing",
and there's no reason why "

" Xow be careful. Courtney," the
gill interrupted. "Or I might take
all this as a proposal. Now don't
look peevish. Courtney. 1 know you
like me. and I like you. But some-
how I just can't, bo lomantic in the
sunlight. I need a poetic background
A beautiful moon and a little soft
music."
Ardently Maybrook leaned forwaid

and strove dramatically by gesture and
a hoarseness of the voice to convince
her of his- devotion. Both wero un-
aware that a horseman had entered the
prohibited area and had stamped out
one small fire caused by a cigarette.
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" Supposing I arrange all these things,
Patricia," Maybrook cried, his hand to

his heart. "What would you say
then?"
"Put out that cigarette, please," a

voice interrupted.

Patricia was startled and yet glad of
the interruption. She was having a
grand time with Courtney, but getting
engaged was another matter. She
wanted time to think over the proposal.

So she grinned at Patrolman Bob
Wallace and puffed out a cloud of

smoke.
. "Well, if it isn't the little tin soldier

again," she said rudely.

"See that sign?" Bob pointed to the

free and its notice. "This is a closed
area."
"Aren't you taking your job a bit

too seriously?" questioned Maybrook.
The patrolman ignored him and stood

over the girl.

"Put that out!" he ordered, but she
went on smoking. " I guess there's no
use talking to you, is there ? All right.

There's only one way to handle you,
young lady."
Out came a book, in which Bill wrote

a lew words before tearing out the

page. This ho handed to the girl.

"Why, what's this?" asked Patricia.

"A citation! After you've had a

talk with Captain Stevens, maybe you'll

take this thing a little more seriously."

The girl took the form between her

slim fingers and lipped it across. She
puffed at her cigarette and laughed at

him.
" Oh, look "—she held up the two

pieces
— " it got all torn."

"Oh, is that so?"
"Are you going to give me another

one ?"

"No." He leaned forward and
whisked the cigarette out 'of her mouth.
"This time, young lady, I'm going to

personally escort you to headquarters."

"Now, look here!" shouted
_
May-

brook. "You're going a bit too far."

"You keep out of

this," Bob said with-

out turning his head.
" Coma on, get: on
vour horse, Miss
Huntley." She did

not move. " Yon
heard what I sail.

(Jet on your horse."

"I'd like to see you
make me," was her
defiant answer.

Bob Wallace took

one strido forward
and out went his

arms. lie whiske I

the girl up as if she

had been a feather.

Ma;, brook rushed
forward and Wallace
freed his arm for a

second to give the

crook a push tha*

sent, him sprawling
into a bush. The girl

wriggled and twisted,

but in that grip she
was powerless. IIo
swung her into the

saddle of her horse.

"Now ride, and
don't try any tricks,"
he warned. "Because
I'm taking you in

whether you like ii

or- not."

Some hours late
Bob Wallace, with
Miss Patricia an I

Maybrook, were fac-
ing Captain Steven''.
The patrolman stated
that he had found the
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girl smoking, and when she had refused
to desist, he had been compelled to

arrest her,
"Oh, captain, I've never been so

humiliated in my life," retorted
Patricia. " We simply went in there
to rest. I was just lighting a cigarette
when I looked up and saw the sign
' No smoking.' and, naturally, I didn't
think of breaking any law. I was just
about to put out this cigarette when
this young man came in. I tried to
explain, but he wouldn't listen. And
the way he talked. Why, I never heard
such language in all my life."

Bob Wallace stared at the girl in
speechless amazement.
"I'm surprised at you, Wallace,"

rasped Captain Stevens.
"I'm just as surprised as you are,

captain,'' Bob said.

"You should have seen the way he
manhandled me," added Patricia.

" Wallace, this service does not
approve of such high-handed methods,''
Stated the captain. "You owe Miss
Huntley an apology."
"Are you serious, captain?"
"

( Vit.imly I'm serious."
Bob turned to the girl, v\ho was grin-

ning triumphantly.

"Pardon me, Miss Huntley," he
spoke in contrite tones, "I seem to
have had a brain lapse. I can't quite
recall using any abusive language or
s. lying anything you could not repeat
out loud. However, you say I did, and
I'd be the last one to call a lady a
liar. Therefore, I hope you'll forgive
me." Then he faced his superior.
"Does that cover the situation, cap-
tain?"

" Yes."
Whereupon Bob ripped the star oil'

his shirt and tossed it on the desk.
"I'm not in the habit of bringing

false charges or using bad language.
Because Miss Huntley is an heiress you
take her word for mine. Okay, have il

your own way." He pointed to the
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badge. "You can keep that—I'm
through."
Maybrook rode back to the hotel with

the girl, who for once had little to say.
She was feeling very ashamed of her-
self, though she did think the patrol-
man had taken a very high-handed
attitude. Her companion was s-ilent,

because his nimble brain was busy
scheming.
Two days later he sought out his

fellow-conspirator.

"You seem particularly pleased with
yourself this morning," commented
Manning'.
"I am. I've just been across the line

to Frank and Myra."
"Bring anything back with you?"
"Yeah. A swell idea!" He put Ins

mouth close to the other's ear. "How
much is the Borloff necklace worth'.'"

" Are you kidding ?"

"No. What'll it bring?"
"Bring you a lot of trouble if you

try to lift it," muttered Manning un-
easily. "You're not thinking of

"

"Why not?" cried Maybrook. "No
more dangerous than the trinkets that
we've been bringing over. Of course.
if you're afraid to handle it I'll get
somebody else."

"I didn't say I was all aid to handle
it." viciously answered Manning.
"When do you think you'll get it

here?"
"Well, I can't say positively, but

within the next few days.'' The suave
rascal got up from his chair. "So stick
around. You'll excuse me—I must go
and see Miss Huntley and inquire if

she has missed me v\lnle I have been
away."

The Bodyguard and Guardian
EREMIAH HUNTLEY put down
the telephone and laird Ids grand-

_
child.

'Well, I've done all T can. my dear,
1

he remarked resignedly. "It appears
that Wallace can be obstinate. Captain

J

Pardon me, Miss Huntley," Wallace said with an apologetic smile.
had a brain lapse."

" But I seem to have
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Stevens has told me that he ha3 made
repeated overtures to him, but he won't

|

listen. The captain seems pretty mad
I
because this young man appears to

have been the most reliable and capable
patrolman under his command."
"Then why did Captain Stevens make

him apologise?'' demanded Patricia.
" Because he thought there was no

other course with the wayward Miss
Huntley," was the old man's terse

reply. "He intended to pacify Wallace
after you had gone, but the chance did
not arise. Now you seem to have
driven a very straight, honest young
fellow out of a job. Wallace refuses

to be reinstated."
''Well, what aie von going to do

about it?"
"What am I going to do about it?"

angrily exploded Jeremiah Huntley.
"I'm not responsible, am I?"
"He may need a job."
"You should have thought of all that

before you started all this fuss."
" Well, I didn't think he'd quit his

job over it. But maybe, grandpa, if

you spoke to Mr. Hendricks he might
find him something to do."

"I'll do nothing of the sort. I
"

"Now, now, Grumpy," interrupted
the wayward girl. "Don't scold. I
know everything you'd like to say, and
for once you're probably right, but you
simply must do something. Well, I

must fly.""
"Going riding with Maybrook, I sup-

pose," snorted Jeremiah. "Pah!"
But when the girl had gone he sum-

moned Collins and told him to get
Hendricks, the manager, on the 'phone.
Chuck was busy looking after some

pigs, to his disgust, when he looked
up to see Wallace.

"Hallo, pal!" Then his eyes opened
vide. "Where's your uniform?"

"I outgrew it. In other words, I
quit."

"I did hear something about you
quitting, but I wouldn't believe it.

What're you going to do now?"
"Oh, I don't know. Hendricks just

sent for me, but 1 don't know what
ho wants."
"Maybe he's going to give you a

job." Chuck suggested.
"Well, I could use a job. See you

later."

Hendricks was at the reception desk,
and he smiled a welcome at the ex-
patrolman.

"Hallo, Wallace! Made any plans
fur yourself yel

'.'"

"Nothing definite. I thought, from
your message, maybe you had some-
thing in mind."
"Yes, that is—in a way. One of the

guests spoke to me about you. I think
it might be to your advantage to have
a talk with him. All 1 know is that

he asked me to have you come here and
sec him. You'll find him in suite 212."

"Okay," Bob answered. "Thanks a
lot."

Upstairs went Bob and he knocked
at 212, and the door was opened by
Collins.

"My name's Wallace, I was sen! by
Mister Hendricks."
"Oh, yes, Mr. Wallace. Come in."

The valet opened the door wide. "I'll

tell MhiiT Huntley."
Bob stalled like a stubborn mule.
"Huntley!" he rapped out. "Guess

I must be in the wrong p

"No, you're not," called out a voice.

"Come over here, young man." lie

luctantly Bob came into the comfortable
lounge and eyed the old man sus-

lusly. "Sit down and wipe that

scowl nil' your face," added Jermiali
Huntley. I beard all about thai run-
in von had with mv granddaughter."
September 10th, L9SS.
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"Oh, vou're going to give it to me,
too, eh?"
"No, I'm not. I want you to know

that 1 sympathise with you entirely
"You sympathise with me?"
"Yes. What did they pay you on

that job?"
"Not enough to retire on," Bob

answered with a grin. "Why?"
"Well, I think you've been done a

grave injustice," answered grandpa.
'And it's only right that I should
compensate you."

"That's out." Bob held up his hand
with a decisive gesture. "I don't want
any of your money, Mister Huntley."
"Why not?" was the spirited de-

mand. "You deserve compensation. I

don't want you to harbour any ill-

feelings towards mv granddaughter."
"I don't."
"You don't?"
"No. The girl is spoiled. She's a

good example of bad bringing-up."
"Huh! Bad bringing-up!" wrath-

fully cried grandpa. "I raised her my-
self, young man. I'll admit she's a

trifle headstrong and a bit wilful, but
that was born in her."

"It's born in a horse, too, until you
break him of it."

"Are you comparing my grand-
daughter to a horse?"
"I simply mean the method of

handling is the same. Once you slap

a bridle on a horse, it's easy to guide."
"Once you slap a bridle on a horse,"

Jeremiah said thoughtfully. "If one
could snap a bridle on Pat! By gad,
it's an idea !"

Some time later Patricia came in

from her ride with Maybrook and went
up to the reception desk.
"Let me have twenty-five dollars,"

she said to the clerk. "Please put it

on the bill."

"Certainly, Miss Huntley." The
clerk handed her the money and a
form. "Will you sign the receipt,

please?"
"You sign it," airily said Patricia,

and stalked off with the money. Near
the lift she sighted a broad-shouldered
figure. "Oh, Mister Wallace!"
Bob Wallace lounged towards her,

smiling pleasantly.

"Oh, Mister Wallace. I can't imagine
what you think of me." impulsively
cried Patricia. "I'm terribly sorry, and
I'd like to apologise."
"Don't mention it, Miss Huntley."
"I don't know what possessed me to

act the way I did. You were an awfully
good sport about it. I wish you'd be-

lieve me when I say that I never did
a thing like that before."

"Sure I believe yon." His eyes were
smiling. "Docs that make vou feel anv
better?"
"Heaps, if you really mean it I

didn't realise thai things would end the
way they did. That you'd lose your
job."
"Oh. that's all right. I have another

one."
"You mean here at the hotel?" she

questioned, and he nodded. "Oh, that's

splendid. As a guide''"
Hi-, lips iwisled into a smile as he

nodded again.
"Oh, I am glad! Perhaps T could

impose on you some time to show me
o) the move interesting si^hi

."

"Anv time al all. Miss Huntley, it

would be a pleasure."
Maybrook followed the girl into the

lift.

"Siin'iv that wasn't Wallace I saw
you talking to.."

"Yes, ii was. I met him accidentally.

He's going to work here."

"Oh. F see." Maybrook frowned, then
smiled at the girl. "I'll change and
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meet you on the golf course in half an
hour."
Maybrook wa3 downstairs again in

less than five minutes and he sought
out Manning in the lounge.
"Did you see Pat talking to that man

by the lift? You did. Well, that's
the copper who stopped Frank and
Myra at the border. He's going to
work here. I don't like that."
"What're you worrying about?"

asked Manning. " Didn't you say lie

was out of the service?"
"Yeah, but you know these guys.

Once the service gets into their blood
• it never leaves them. Once a snooper,
always a snooper."
"It does complicate things, doesn't

it?" muttered the shifty, easy-scared
Manning. "I think I'll run into
Chicago. I have a little business to
attend to, and when you're ready—you
can send me a wire."

Patricia soon made use of Wallace's
services to take her for a ride round
the various ranches. She invited him
to come in one night to dance, and
found, to her surprise, that he did not
step on her feet. Another evening she
suggested a midnight bathe, and Bob
was more than willing. The girl was
pleased because Bob seemed to get on
so well with grandpa. She found Bob
better company than Maybrook.
One evening Patricia went off with

Bob to the lounge for a soft drink,
and Maybrook came after them.
"I looked for you after dinner."
"Oh, Bob showed me around the

corrals. It was very interesting. He's
quite an expert on horseflesh."

, "There's nothing strange about that,

is there?" sneered Maybrook. "I
imagine a great deal of Wallace's time
has been spent around the stables. He
should be able to pick out a good horse
when he sees one. eh, Wallace?"
"Oh, sure," was the laughing reply.

"Pick out a good jackass, too."
"We're not keeping you from any of

your staff jobs, are we, Wallace?"
angrily hinted the smuggler.
"Oh, no. They're all done." Bob

made no attempt to go.
" The idea I'm trying to convey is

that sometimes when two people wish
to speak privately together "

"Oh. you're not intruding at all.

Mr. Mavbrook," blandlv interrupted
Bob.
"Perhaps I don't make myself quite

clear," Maybrook said angrily. "Do
you suppose I could prevail on you to
excuse yourself for a few minutes?"

"Oh, sure, I get it," Bob answered
with feigned apology. "I'm sorry. I

just remembered I had a date with
your grandfather to play chess." He
bowed to the girl and Maybrook.
"Hope you folks will pardou me for

running away so abruptly. Good-
evening."
"Smart Aleck!" snarled Maybrook,

as he stared after Wallace. Patricia
giggled. "What's so funny?"

"You! Don't take him too
ei io 'sly."

"Well, you seem to. Do you realise

that I've hardly seen you at all this

week. You've been with that ex-
copper all the time. Swimming to-

gether, eating together, riding to-

il—you're together constantly, and
1 don't like it."

"That's too bad." Patricia's eves
i ned. "You m. i. as well under-

stand. Courtney. I've never let any-
one run my life, and I'm not going to

begin now."
"You're about a week late with tii >t

decision, aren't you ?"

"What do you mean?"
"Hemember complaining about the
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high diving board that was taken down
from the swimming pool ? Why do
you think that was done?"

"It was being repaired.''

"That's what they told yon. But
Mister Wallace thought that it was too

dangerous for you so he had it re-

moved."
"Wallace?" She was amazed.
" Yes. Why do you suppose you

weren't able to get that black horse to

ride yesterday?"
" lie's gone lame."
"Nonsense. Chuck told me that

Wallace left strict orders for you not
to ride that horse. So, you see, Mister
Wallace has been putting the brakes
on you quite effectually."

"But why should he?" shrilled

Patricia.
" You think he's hanging around be-

cause he's interested in you person-
ally?" Maybrook shook his head. "I
believe that he's being paid by your
grandfather for these little attentions.

Everybody around this hotel is wise to

what's going on and they're getting a

good laugh out of it."

"They are, are they!" exclaimed
Patricia, and her pretty features be-

came quite vicious. "Excuse me a

moment.

"

"1 think that has put paid to

Master Wallace," softly Maybrook
murmured, as he watched the flying

feet as she made for the lift.

The Handbag

BOB was sitting with the old man
and praising his grandchild when
a whirlwind with blazing eyes

tore into the room. She shot out an
accusing finger at Bob.
"Is he working for you?"
"Why, what do you mean?" stuttered

the old man.
"You know what I mean!" raged

Pat. "Did you hire him?"
"Why, er, I don't know," Jeremiah

Huntley said miserably. " I—er—you
wanted to get him a
job, didn't you?"

" Yes. but not as my
keeper !" She rounded
on Bob. "You sneak.
Y<m pretended that

•ou like to be with me
because I was such
good company, that T

did everything so well,

and all the time you
were a hired man."

" Now, now, Pat,

please !" < ried Huntley.
"It wasn't Bob's
fault. You see, you—
you kept constantly
doing things that em-
barrassed me."

" Embarrassed you,
eh?" She caught at

the word. " You don't
know what embarrass-
ment means. I'll em-
barrass you, I'll—

I

cet drunk, that's wh
I'll do."

"You wouldn't
dare."

"I'll

\, hether
not!"
spoiled
show
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gasped the old man, when the door
slammed after her. "What am I going
to do now? She'H do it."

Bob jumped up.
"No, she won't!" And his jaw

stuck out aggressively.
"If she says she will, she will."

"This time she won't," vowed Bob.
Patricia went to the bar and ordered

a cocktail, but when she ordered a
second the barman shook his head.

" I'm sorry, Miss Huntley, but I've

been ordered to limit you to one drink
every three hours."
She clenched and unclenched her

small hands when she found the order
had come from Wallace. She decided
to go into the nearby town, but to get
plastered one needed money. The
cashier of the hotel was sorry, but he
could not give her any money unless

she had a signed "Okay" from Mr.
Wallace. Next she tried her car but
it would not start—Mr. Wallace had
ordered the gasoline to be drained out.

She got out of the car and saw Bob
grinning at her.

"It'll be a lovely evening," he
teased. "Like to go for a ride?"

"Not with you!" She stormed, and
flounced off.

Patricia retired to bed defeated. She
lay awake most of the- night trying to

plan out some way of getting revenged
on Bob. She woke up and gasped to

find it was past ten. .Always she had
her breakfast in bed at nine, and she
failed her maid, Polly.

"I'm sorry, Mi^s Patricia," muttered
the darkie. "But Mister Wallace gave
order- thai you were to have no more
breakfasts in bed."
So Patricia was forced to get up,

bath and come down to a late break-
fast. What a look she gave Bob
Wallace as she passed him for the
dining room. Not a word, but by the
door she glanced, and just for a second
the hard glint in her eyes vanished.
But only for a second, and Bob dill not
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notice, because a visitor was registering
at the office. Detective Riber of the
Criminal Investigation was equally
surprised to see Bob. They retired to a
quiet corner.
"I didn't know the Border Patrol

rated this kind of luxury."

"Oh, no. I resigned nearly tw'b

weeks ago. I've a private job now."
Bob looked keenly at the older man.
" What brings the sleuth to these
parts ?"

"A pity you hadn't stayed on with
me—I could have used you," was the
answer. "But that wandering spirit

of yours cried for the great open
spaces. Well, I can't say 1 blame you,
for this is a grand spot." He smiled.
"But you know very well I haven't
come here for a holiday. I'm after
the Borloff necklace. It was snatched
in Mexico a short, time ago, and the ]

department thinks they may try to
sneak it through here."

"Have you a lead or are you just
working on a hunch?"
"We picked up a fellow named

Manning in Chicago the other day,"
explained the 'tec. "A high-class
fence. In going through his effects we
found a receipted bill from this hotel
and we figure he was hanging around
here waiting for it when something
probably scared him off. 1 want to see
if I can pick up his trail from here.
There's a twenty-five thousand dollar
reward for the recovery of the neck-
lace."
A pity the detective and this one-

time assistant could not have over-
heard the conversation taking place in

Room 183. It was Maybrook's room,
and he was greeting Myra and Frank
Adams.
"You're late. I expected you an

hour ago."

"We're lucky to be here at all,"

growled Frank. "They've tightened up
at the Customs Office. They're putting
everybody through a wringer. Why,

show you
f dare or

shrilled the
beauty. "I'll

you what it

means to be embar-
rassed. I'll get plas-

tered-—I'll roll in the
lobby. I'll suing from
the chandelier. I'll

slide down the banis-
ters. You watch me."
"Good heavens!" " What did you do with that handbag ? " Adams shouted at the girl.
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they search you right down to the
skin."
"They didn't find it on yon, did

they?" Maybrook demanded.
"Naw, I saw there was something

wrong the minute we drove up there, so

I sent Johnson back to the Hacienda
with it,"

"It's darned tough luck," com-
plained Myra. "This one haul would
have put us on Easy Street."
"And I ain't going to take any more

chances coming through the fence
again," staled Frank. "Shoot and
a»k questions afterwards is the orders
I expect them Border Patrols have
got."

" You two beat it back across the line

right away," decided the leader.

"'Fraid Miss Huntley will find out
about me?" jealously cried Myra.
"Don't be silly, sweetheart. You're

tops with me." He laughed, and
rubbed his hands together. "I've been
kidding that dame around because I've

had a hunch that some time she was
going to be a help to me." He picked
up Myra's bag. "She's going to bring
that necklace across the line for us.

No Customs officer would suspect her,
so you might take all you have out of
this bag and make it look as new as

passible."

Maybrook Tricks Patricia Into Mexico

THE wayward spoiled heiress found
that she liked coming down for

breakfast and that she did not
mind being restricted to a drink every
three hours. One moment she was livid

with rage against Wallace and then
she would have to admit a grudging
admiration for the way he had out-
witted her. But she was determined
to prove the victor. She decided that
some strong man must take up the
cudgels in her cause—a real tough
fellow. Chuck Owens looked just the
right type.

Chuck was busy cleaning some
harness and humming some tune about
a family of frogs clown on a farm when
he heard sobbing. It was Patricia, in

riding kit, and sobbing with her nose
in her gauntleted hands for his

benefit. Of course, the gallant lad
wanted to know what was wrong.
"Oh, Chuck, I'm so unhappy. I

can't stand it much longer. Oh, I
suppose you think I'm a terrible baby,
but if someone had been persecuting
your sister or someone you cared for,

what would you do?"
"I'd sock him in the nose."
"Oh, I bet you're awful strong,"

sighed the wheedler. "I bet you could
sock a man a terrible blow."
"You said it, Miss Huntley. When

I sock 'em they stay socked."

"I wish you liked me well enough
to sock someone for me."

" It'd be a pleasure, Miss Huntley."
cried Chuck, clenching his big hands.
"Would you do it to anybody,

Chuck, no matter who it is?"

"You bet I would. Just lead me to

him."
" Here he comes now. Remember

what you promised." She lowered her
voice. "Cio get him."
Chuck swallowed when he saw it

was the powerful Bob Wallace, but he
remembered his promise and strode for-

ward.
"Hey, you! I want to talk to you.

You gotta cut out persecuting Miss
Huntley, Or you'll have to answer to

me."
"Say, you better get wise to your-

self or I'll toss you over (ho wall,"
grunted Bob.
"What are you waiting for?" de-

manded Patricia, as Chuck hesitated.
September 10th, 1938.
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"Why don't you sock bin'. You're
scared, you big jellyfish!"
"Now don't take your spite out on

him." warned Bob. "That's not being
a good sport, you know."
"Don't talk to me, you big bully!"

flamed the girl. "You can't make me
do what I don't want to do, even if

grandfather does pay you for it. And
I'll get even with you for everything.
How I hate you !"

"You don't hate me," Bob grinned
mockingly. "You just dislike me a
little."

"I'd like to slap your face."
"You do and I'll give you a good

walloping," retorted Bob.

So Patricia reached out and slapped
his face hard, and when he reached
out to grab her she fled for her life.

Every time she looked round he was
behind her and gaining ground. She
knew he would keep his word and give
her a good hiding.
Maybrook had gone to the Huntleys'

suite. He found everybody out except
the valet. Mister Jeremiah was
taking his daily constitutional walk,
and Miss Patricia might be anywhere.
Then the door burst open and

Patricia piled into the room. She
flung herself into Maybrook's arms.
The valet raised his eyebrows and dis-

creetly vanished.
"What's the matter. Pat?"
"Wallace! He was going to beat

me."
"He wouldn't dare to do a thing

like that."
"You were right, Courtney." The

girl freed herself. "It was all spite

work on his part. He hates me, and
would love to beat me. And to think
that Grumpy Grandpa let him do these
thing's to me."

"That roughneck must have hypno-
tised your grandfather." Maybrook
was playing up to this tantrum.

"Well, I'm not going to let them
treat me like this. I'll get back at
them. I'll show them. I'll make them
sorry they ever started anything like

this." Patricia stamped her foot.

"That's the spirit," approved May-
brook. He picked up the packet he
had put on a table. "Oh, I almost
forgot what I came for. Like it?"

Some time later Bob went to the
Huntley suite and found Jeremiah had
just returned from his walk. He re-

lated the incident of the face-slapping
and the old man looked worried.

"Maybe we've been going too strong
on this thing, Bob. Pat's high-
spirited."
"She has spirit all right."

"I suppose I'm an old fool. But I

just can't bear to see her unhappy."
"Let's call the whole thing off,"

suggested Bob. " I guess it was a

mistake to start this thing in the first

place. Frankly, I like your grand-
daughter, Mr. Huntley, and maybe I

hate to see her unhappy. Guess we're
both a bit foolish." He held out his

hand. "And I'm not keen to go on
with it."

The old man said that Patricia had
been so difficult since they had been try-

ing to curb her activities that, for his

own peace of mind, he agreed with Bob
to let her go her own sweet, wilful way.
He hoped that Bob would continue to

look them up. but the ex-patrolman
knew that for his own peace of mind he
was going to give the Desert Springs
Hotel a miss.

Downstairs ho encountered Detective
Riber.
"Bob, I've found out something."

The detective drew him out of hearing
of the guests. "Manning was very
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friendly with a visitor here by the name
of Maybrook."
"Maybrook?"
That startled Bob.
"Yeah. Say, what do you know

about this Huntley dame'"'
"What do you mean?"
" She and this fellow Maybrook are

pretty pally, aren't they?"
"Yes, but what are you retting at?"
"Well. 1 know that some dame, an

American, good-looking, has
taking trips back and forth from
hotel to Mexico," the detective ex-
plained. "And she's a friend of May-
brook's. If that isn't Miss Huntley,
who is it?"
"But it's impossible."
"She carries the stones over and

Manning buys them."
" But she doesn't need the money,"

Bob argued. "Her grandfather's woith
millions, and she has a lot of her own "

"It isn't the money she's after. It's

the thrill," was the detective's vei

"I've been getting a line on
Huntley, and she's just about a- wil

anything. I'm just hoping they try to

sneak that necklace over. It'll mean
twenty-five thousand bucks for me, in I

a good long stretch in the Federal pi

for them—and the old man's d
won't save her."
Now Bob was thoroughly alarmed.

He remembered the incident at the
frontier and those two people he had
turned back. He must find Patricia.
He went to the telephone operator, and
found that Miss Huntley was nowhere in

the hotel, so he rushed upstairs to see
her grandfather. The old man was
standing in the middle of the room,
holding a letter and shaking horn head
to foot.

"Bob! Bob!" He turned eagerly.
"Read this! Read this!"
"Have you seen Patricia." Bob

demanded.
"Read this. Read this." was all the

old man could say. "I just I t it in

my bed-room."

"Dear grandfather.—If you i

cared for me you wouldn't hire a bully
.like Bob Wallace to humiliate me.
Courtney loves me. and we have gone
to Mexico to be married.

"Patricia."

"Heaven knows how long they've
been gone," quavered the old man.
"It's all my fault. I've been a fool!"
"Can I take your car?" Bob rapped

out.
"Certainly take my car. Take any-

thing."
And Jeremiah . Huntley had scarce

finished when Bob Wallace flung himself
out of the room.

A Race With Time
COURTNEY MAYBROOK talked so

smoothly and cleverly to Pat that

the foolish girl imagined that he
was the only genuine friend she had in

the world. Also that defiant, wayward
spirit of hers urged her to do some-
thing desperate. The handbag just won
tlh' frame for the schemer.

They had no trouble at the border,
because the officials all knew the Mi-.-

Huntley. Maybrook had taken good
care to see she brought the handbag
with her. Not only was he going to get

that necklace into the States, bul
was going to marry an heiress. He was
going to have no compunction about
deceiving Myra. Across the border he
motored to Jiminez. the biggest town in

the district— it was twenty miles from
the border. At a certain cafe he waa
expected. The proprietor assured him
thai his message had been received, and

(Continued on page 28.
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Ride the danger trail with the pioneers of the Old West in this pulsing epic of the days
when fearless prairie scouts took up the challenge of savage Redskins and murderous
desperadoes. To the beat of thundering hoofs and to the blast of flaming guns this

vivid serial runs its thrill-a-minute course, with hot action in every smashing episode
and Ray Corrigan in its starring role

intcd
Read This First

Backed hi/ Dapvay, a scheming
Spaniard who is Governor of Santa Fc,
but who has received news that he
it to be deposed by the newly estab-
lished Mexican. Republic, a band of
renegades led hi/ one. Zamora, is prey-
ing on the wagon-trains that ply to
aifd fro across the Western wilds with
rich merehandist under their awnings.

The actinias of these renegades art
hampered by a mystery rider on a
painted stallion, who has sworn to

defeat outlawry and who again and
aqain /rams the bandits' intended
victims of their danger by means of
whistling arrows.
The year is 1824, and in that near

an American frontiersman known as
Clark Stuart, is detailed by the U.S.
Government to negotiati a irad< treaty
with the Mexican authorities. It is a
treaty which Dupray is anxious to
prevent from being conceded, and at his
instigation Zamora invites the Indians
to attack a wagon-train led by a trader
named Jamison—a wagon-train with
which ('/ark is travelling and whost
personnel also unhides Jim Bowie,
famous as the inventor of tht Bowie
knife, and Kit Carson, a boy later to
become renowned as a Western scout.
The ltidcr of the Painted Stallion

sores the train by" calling off t/ir Red-
skins, who regard that mysterious
figure as a supernatural being, and
later tht Rider rescues Clari nam tht
clutches of some 0/ Zamora's henchmen.

After learning the ltidcr is in reality
a whitt air/, Clark and his companions
nark Santa hi. where they discover
Dupray's association with the outlaws.
Dupray makes his getaway, but later

Clark picks up the trail of Zai

and shadows him to the gang's lair.

Tht frontiersman is raptured by the

renegades, however, and though he
stages a bid for freedom, Ik sits foot
on a cunningly concealed trapdoor and
plunges to apparent destruction.

Now Read On

Hemmed In

TUMBLING down the slope on to

which lie hail been precipitated
when the trapdoor had given waj

under him, Clark rolled headlong to
the lip of the declivity. Then, where
that steep gradient terminated abruptly
in a sheer precipice which dropped to

the bed of the gulch, the big frontiers
man pitched wildly into 1

Luckily for (,'lark. however, there was
a tough shrub growing just under the
rim of the cliff al the point, where he
plunged into mid-air, and luckily for
him he had the presence of mind to
clutch it.

The bush held firm, and the scout's
de-went was arrested with a jerk. It

was a jerk so violent thai he felt a-
if_ his anus had been wrenched out
of

_
their sockets, and twin -talis of

pain seemed to -hoot through him from
wrists to shoulders, bul he hung on
desperately, bobbing and swaying pre-
cariously, with the clifF-riin* two or
three feet above him, ami 'he
of the canyon hundreds of fee; below

EPISODE 9 :

" The Fatal Message "

For an interval of several seconds
he continued to remain suspended in
•hat hazardous and uncertain fashion.
Then he focused his attention on
lip of the precipice for a brief spell,

wondering if he could possiblj regain
it and climb out of tin- strange,
abysmal fissure in the mountaii
fissure that was partially roofed in bj

beetling rock formation high overhead,
so that an eternal gloom enshrouded it.

lie -| 1 i 1

1

> realised that altil gh he
onlj two or three feet below the

cliff-rim the could never hope to reach
it. Into the bargain, he realised that

even if he could have attained thai

slope down which he had rolled so

helplessly he could nevi ave nego-
id the rocky projection thai jutted

1 11 > \ .-
t he summit of the gradient

like some monstrous pore h.

He could only have made his waj to

the "chute" through which lie had
fallen, and would then have been faced
with the task of clam be ring up thro Igh
that dark hole which co ati d
with the lair of t-he Dupra

Fingers locked amid the twigs and
foliage of the shrub by which he had
saved himself from destruction, ''lark
wondered grimly if he w doomed
after all—wondered if lie had 11"

delayed the inevitable emi l\ clutching
at that bush. It was certain
rate, that he could 1101 hold 1 11 for
l.ii:"'. Even if the tough clump of
vegetation continued to beai
-train of hi- weight, hi- own Strength
would give out sooner or later and he

1 be forced to let go. falling
disastrously to the depths oi thi gi

He looked down into the canyon^
and a sensation of nausea swept ovef
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huii as lie beheld the dim bed of it

away beneath him, so that, his eyes
recoiling from the spectacle, he averted
his gaze. And then it was that ihe saw
a ledge a little below him and some-
what to his right, a ledge that merged
into a kind of track which seemed to

slant steeply down the face of the rock

to the very base of the cliff.

At sight of that ledge a feeling of

hope was awakened in him, and he

began to swing himself from side to

Mile, pendulum-fashion, clinging tightly

the while to the bush he had seized.

Then all at once, when he judged that

his body had gathered sufficient

momentum, he released his grip on

twigs and foliage as he was swaying
towards the right.

He dropped on to the ledge that

was his objective. It was perilously

narrow, and for a breathless instant he

was in danger of losing his balance and
toppling into the void, but he flung

himself down on the craggy shelf and
managed somehow to prevent himself

from rolling off if.

He lay there for several seconds,

scarcely "able to believe that he was
safe. Presently, however, he braced

himself with an effort, and, struggling

to his feet, he commenced to wend his

wav down the track which sloped

towards the base of the precipice.

That track was smooth and slippery,

and in descending it he was in constant

danger of losing his footing with fatal

result. Yet he succeeded in gaining

the bed of the canyon without mishap,

and. arriving there, he turned after a

moment's hesitation towards the left-

Stumbling along the gloomy guloh.

he scanned the rock ramparts on each

side of him and followed them upward
with his eyes to their remote summits
—upwards to beetling formations that

permitted only a thin streak of moon-
light to shine' into the canyon. There
was no means of ascending either of

the precipices that hemmed him in,

unless it were by the track which he

had negotiated and which offered no
escape from the fissure.

Then, after trudging vainly over a

quarter of a mile of ground, he found
his path blocked by a towering wall

of cliff that checked further progress

in the direction whish he had taken.

He turned back and began to retrace

his steps, walking in the wedge of

• moonlight that filtered into the gulch.

'and he was immediately below that

•high, remote shrub which had saved

his life when he saw a man's boot

protruding from a clutter of boulders

near-by.
He moved over to those boulders and

discovered the shattered, lifeless body
of an individual whose dress indicated

that he had been a Mexican of the

educated class, and, looking at the

wretch pityingly, Clark guessed cor-

rectly enough that lie was Cordoba, the

missing secretary of the new governor
who had been despatched to Santa Fe
to take the place of Eseobedo Dupray.
Beyond a doubt the fellow had been

sen! to his doom through the trap-

door which had been released under
Clark's feet.

Thus reflected (lie big frontiersman,
and shuddered lo think that he himself
might have been lying dead here a-

well if fortune had not favoured him
—a mangled corpse like this luckless

man who had been hurled to destruction

hours before. Then a black rage took
pos~e>sion of the U.S. Government
agent, and, in the Ih roes of that
emotion, he vowed to himself that if

ever he escaped from these hills lie

would never rest until lie had seen the
Dupray-Zamora gang wiped out to the
last man.
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A little while later he was moving
away from the huddled form of
Cordoba and proceeding along the
guloh, but he had not gone far before
he was brought up short by another
wall of rock that rose in his path.
The canyon was closed in at both

ends. That much Clark's investigation
had revealed, and, though the cliffs at
this extremity of the fissure were no
more than fifty feet in height, they
were completely insurmountable, those
on his right and left hand leaning so
close towards each other that only a
meagre vista of sky could be seen
beyond their converging rims. In
short, Clark was a prisoner in this

sombre cleft of the mountains—with
no prospect, it seemed, of ever gaining
his freedom.
For all his courage, he groaned

aloud as the full realisation of his
plight was borne home to him. It
would have been better to have shared
the fate of Cordoba, lie told himself,
than to stand confronted by a situation
such as this—a situation which must
mean for him a slow, lingering death
by the pangs of hunger and thirst.

Or had his foes perceived that he
was still alive, he wondered, and would
they appear above the canyon and open
fire on him ? If they did, he might
expose himself resignedly to the doom's
biast of their guns as a welcome alterna-
tive to a worse destiny.
But no. he thought. From the trap-

door in the gang's lair only a small por-
tion of the slope down which he had
tumbled could possibly be visible. The
renegades could not have seen him
clutch that shrub a few feet below the
cliff's blink and swing thence on to
the track by which he had reached the
bed of the cleft. They doubtless
imagined that he had plunged to the
rocks at the base of the precipice, and
that the life had been smashed out of
him.

Clark was right. Up in the cave
from which he had fallen the trap-door
had been re-set, and, convinced that the
frontiersman was no more, Dupray and
Zamora and their hirelings had returned
to that inner compartment which was
now the headquarters of the deposed
Lieutenant Governor.
At the moment Dupray was seated at

the table there, and, his accomplices
gathered around him, he was thought-
fulls examining the note which had been
taken from Clark Stuart when the lat-

ter had been captured.
His scrutiny of that note had sug-

gested a cunning scheme to Dupray. and
presently he looked up at the rogues
who were assembled about him.
"Stuart is dead." he remarked, finger-

ing his smooth-shaven chin, "but no
one knows that except ourselves—and T

fancy, amigos. that we might make ~ood
use of his name."
Zamora eyed him in an inquiring

manner.
"What do you mean, Excellency?" he

asked.
Eseobedo Dupiay indicated the mis-

sive he had been studying.
"I refer to this note which Stuart

wrote and which bears his signature,"
he announced. "It is a note request-
ing Jamison to muster his men. join

forces with the garrison of the citadel

and inarch from Santa Fe. It is a note
in whiih Stuart declares that he will

inei 1 them three mile- north of Tascosa
Bend on the Rio Eos Lunas, and then
lead them to our hide-out."

He paused, then adopted a sly tone.
"We have every reason to believe that

Stuarl wanted the Rider of the Pai i

Stallion to deliver this note lo J.unison,"
lie went on. "According to Macklin
md tlu> men who captured Stuart, he
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seemed on the point of handing the note
to the Rider when he was surprised."
"1 hat's right," Macklin interposed. "I

reckon the Rider don't speak English
too good, or Stunt would've given the
message by word o' mouth. Anyhow, I
calculate we ain't got nothin' to worry
about, even though the Rider got
away. That note will never reach Jami-
son now "

Dupray silenced him with a gesture.

"On the contrary, Macklin," he said

softly, "I think it might be a good idea
if the note did reach Jamison."
His associates looked at him blankly.

Then Zamora found his voice.

"Are you crazy?" he blurted. "That
message will bring the Jamison party
and the presidio garrison within a mile
or two of our hide-aw:ay. and when
Stuart fails to meet them they're bound
to start a search for him—a search that
may fetch them all too close to this

lair of ours."
Dupray smiled.
"I agiee, Zamora, that our hide-out

would be in danger of becoming dis-

covered." he observed, "if this note
were delivered to Jamison without
alteration. But it so happens that
Stuart's handwriting is not of copper-
plate pattern, and lends itself to such
alteration. For instance, take this word
' north.'

"

He beckoned Zamora closer, and, con-
sulting the note, pointed out the sentence
it. which Clark had proposed meeting
Jamison three miles north of Tascosa
Bend on the Rio Los Lunas.

"With a stroke of two of a pencil,"

Dupray continued, "that word 'north'
could very easib' be transformed into

the word ' south.' Look, I will de-

monstrate what I mean."
He took out a pencil and craftily

changed the word in question so that, it

read ' south ' instead of ' north.' Then
he glanced at Zamora again.
"You see?" he commented. "If

Jamison received this message now', he
,'.n<l his men and the troops from the

presidio would head for a point three
miles south of Tascosa Bend, and, if

they commenced a search for Stuart,

there would be little chance of them
exti nding their quest £ts far up as this

locality."

Zamora frowned.
"That's true," he muttered. "But

why send this note at all ? What would
be your purpose in sending it?"

"To draw the Jamison party from
their wagon-et campment." was the
swift response, "and the garrison from
the fortress. Then, amigo, you ami your
bravoes could bear down on Santa Fe,
plumlei the Jamison prairie schooners of

then merchandise—and. into the bar
gain, force your way into the citadel and
obtain that official seal which belongs to

the new Governor and which would be
ot such value to us."
His henchman's eyes gleamed at tli.it.

and the other members of the gany
changed appreciative glances.

"Ah. T understand, Excellen
Zamora breathed. "Rut fell me, how
is Stuart's note to be delivered?"
"By an arrow launched into the

wagon encam] ment,'' Dupray answered.
1 whistling arrow of the kind use<l by

the Rider 01 the Painted Stallion. We
have Beveral specimens here in this

hide out—aiiows discharged by that
meddler in the < ourse of Fri ne
of his best-laid plans. One of your men,

ira, will take one of thosi

and fasten Clark Stuart's message to it.

That man rmisl be within bowshol of

the Jamison encampment lawn,
and. the moment he has sent the shaft
on its wav, he must make himself scarce,

leaving Stuart's friends to imagine that
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the Rider has been responsible for de-
livering tlie note."

" And what about the rest of us ?"

Zamora asked.
Escobedo Dnpray leaned back in his

chair. There was a complacent expres-
sion on his handsome, but sardonic, face.

" Von and th.l remainder of the gang
will bo lying in wait and under cover,"'

lie said, "within a short distance* of
Santa Fe. The messenger who delivers

the note will join when he has played
his part, and you will watch for the de-
parture of the Jamison party and the
garrison troop?. Yon will then give
them time to get well under way—well

out of sight and sound of the town.
" When the hills have swallowed

I hem," he added grimly, "you will close

in on the wagon-encampment and the
presidio. Have I made myself clear?"

• His henchman nodded.
"Perfectly, Excellency. Por dios! it

is a clever scheme that you have
thought out."

" Si, a clever scheme," Dupray re-

joined. "Take care that you do not
bungle it."

Signal Fire

WHILE Dupray was outlining fo

his accomplices the plan that had
occurred to him, Clark Stuart

was brooding over the unenviable situa-

tion in which he himself had become
involved.
Hemmed in between sheer walls of

rock, banished as it were from the world
of his fellow-men, he could see no
likelihood of ever escaping from the
rascally ch ft wherein he was im-
prisoned, and he was trying to recon-
cile himself to the thought of long hours
of suffering when all at once an idea
flashed across his mind.

It suddenly dawned on him that there
might be a chance of salvation after
all— a chance of being rescued from his

predicament by no less a personage than
the Rider of the Painted Stallion !

He had forgotten that, mysterious
figure until this very moment—that
white girl who wore the attire of a
Redskin, who spoke the English
language as if it were her native tongue
but in a hesitant fashion which indicated
it had ceased fo be thoroughly familiar
to her, and who was apparently bent
on defeating the activities of outlaws and
renegades.
She had fled when Zamora'g men had

surprised Chirk, but when she bad
realised that the frontiersman had not
made good his escape she may have
finally turned back with the object of
trying to find out how he would fare
at the hands of the crooks. Even now
she might be hovering in the locality

where he had been taken prisoner,
hoping to learn what had become of
him, hoping to aid him in some way or
other.
The possibility was one that induced

him to make an attempt at sending forth
a signal, on the off chance that the
Rider was in the vicinity and would
perceive it, and suddenly he began to
build a fire of sticks and twigs, of which
there was no lack, for there was a

considerable amount of scrub as well as
rocks in the canyon.

Ife piled the brushwood on a patch of
dear ground, and then by means of a
eonpie of stones he managed to strike
a spark and set light to the heap of
scrub. Nor was it long before it was
blazing fiercely and sending up coils of
'"ioke—smoke that rose straight up into
tho windless, moonlit night, ascending
from the cleft and billowing darkly
above the cliff. rims that seemed almost
to meet fifty feet above (lark's head.
Not anticipating that the signal-fire

would produce any immediate result,
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even if the Rider did happen to be in
the neighbourhood, Clark collected more
.fuel and added it to the beacon so as to

keep it ablaze. Indeed, he continued to
feed that fire at intervals of every ten
or fifteen minutes for hours on end,
clinging to the hope that sooner or later

the smoke from it would be espied.
He was, of course, alive to the possi-

bility that the smoke might be seen by
some of the Dupray-Zamora gang, but
he had to take that risk, and in any
case was ready to meet swift extermina-
tion from their six-guns in preference
to awaiting the ravages of thirst and
starvation. Yet the night wore on with-
out any inquisitive face appearing in
the gap between the beetling cliff-edges

up above, neither friend nor foe answer-
ing the summons of that ascending
smoke.
At length the stars began to pale in

that restricted section of sky which was
visible to Clark,, and the grey light of
a new day crept slowly over the vault
of the heavens. By that time the
trapped frontiersman had resolved to

let his fire die out and seek slumber,
for his eyes were heavy with fatigue,
and he was actually stretching himself
out on the ground drearily when he
heard a familiar sound coming from
somewhere beyond the rim of the cliff"

on his left.

Unmistakably it was the sound of
hoofs striking upon stony soil, and, his

weariness forgotten. Clark sprang to Ins

feet with feelings of mingled eagerness
and uncertainly. Then, after a pause, ;i

human head came into his view—a head
adorned by a thick halo of eagle-plumes
—the head of the girl who was known
as the Rider of the Tainted Stallion!
Clark saw her lovely face peering

down at him through the smoke that
still rose from his signal-fire. She had
dismounted, and was obviously kneeling
at the cliff-rim. and as she made out
his figure slu- gave a start. Then, as he
waved to her, she ducked back out of
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sight, and she did mil reappear until

another minute had elapsed.
She was now carrying a rawhide

lariat in her hands, and she dropped
the loose end of this within Ins reach;
and it did not take him long to realise

that the other end was made i„-t to
the stallion she owned, for no sooner
had he grasped the rope than the Rider
tinned and called out to the horse, and
a moment later the big scout heard the
animal move off and felt the rawhide
line spring taut in his fingers.

He was" pulled upward by that lariat,

and in some fifteen or twenty seconds
was hauled over the cliff's rim. when
upon he saw the Painted Stallion plod-
ding doggedly away from him at a dis-

tance of about a score of paces.

The Rider had remained at the cliff-

edge, and as Clark scrambled to his
feet beside her she shouted to her stce<l

and brought the creatine to a halt at'

a single word of command. Then she
faced towards the man she had rescued.
"All night I have searched for some

tr;ne of you," she said in her stilted

mode of speech. "Then, chancing to

pass this way, I saw the smoke of tin-

fire you have made. It is well that 1

turned back last night when 1— when I

took courage, though I feared you had
been killed."

(Ink nodded slowly.
"\i you hadn't found me. lady," he

told her. "I reckon I'd nevei have got
out of that cleft alive. It's not the fitst.

time I've been indebted to you lor my
life, either."

He went on to relate all that had hap-
pened after he had fallen into the hands
of the Dupray-Zamora gang, and she
listened to his story attentively, follow-
ing the gist of it even if she did not
comprehend it in detail. Then, when he
had finished his narrative, she motioned
to her horse.

"
I will take yon," she voluntei red,

"to Santa Fe. At least. I will take yo'u
within sicrht of votir friends. But we

" Yes," the Rider said, pointing towards a defile in the hills,

outlaws, they went that way—towards Santa Fe."
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'must guard against meeting the out-
laws. In the night, while I was trying
In find out, what had happened to you,
I saw a strong party of those outlaws
riding westward."
Clark glanced at her sharply.

"Westward?" he reiterated. "You
mean—in the direction of Santa Fe?"
The girl inclined her head.
"Yes," she said, pointing towards a

defile in the hills. "The outlaws, they
went that way—towards Santa Fe."
"In that case we'll bear south," Clark

stated. "We don't want to run foul of

those hombres. Listen, you drop me
neai- the wagon-encampment where my
friends are located and I'll head back

. into the hills with 'em and see if we
can account for that bunch of rene-

gades once and for all. Anyhow, I know-
where their hide-out is now. It's not in

view from here, but it's located on the
far slope of that ridge behind us."

He jerked his thumb over his shoulder,
indicating a ragged promontory on the

other side of the cleft from which he
had been rescued. Then, in company
with the Rider, he walked forward to

the Painted Stallion, and shortly after-

wards man and girl were astride that

magnificent horse.

They struck south, and some time
later crossed a ford in the Rio Los
Lunas, along the bank of which river

they proceeded at a brisk pace, and
they had been following the course of

that waterway for about an hour when
all at once they descried a formidable
ravalcade approaching from the opposite
direction.

As that cavalcade drew nearer Clark
discovered to his surprise that it was
composed of Jamison and his men and
the troopers of Santa Fe's presidio or
fortress. Then his attention was
diverted to his fair companion, who had
also identified the oncoming horsemen.

' "Your friends." the girl said to him.
"I leave you now."
Realising that she was timid of meet-

ing strangers, Clark dismounted in

deference to her wish to make off, and
in another moment she was riding away
at the gallop, the frontiersman dwelling
thoughtfully on the strange tempera-
ment of this girl in whom audacity was
so curiously blended with a feminine
shyness.
He was still gazing after her receding

figure when the approaching cavalcade
reached him. It was a cavalcade headed
by Jamison, Davy Crockett and the
captain of the presidio garrison, and,
the leaders drawing rein beside him,
Clark addressed the first-named.

"Well, Jamison," he declared. "I
didn't expect to see you out here. What
brings you from Santa Fe, anyhow?"
The wagon-boss looked at hirn in be-

wilderment.
"What brings us from Santa Fe ?" he

echoed. " Why. your note, of course."
He produced the missive Clark had

scrawled (he night before, and, as he
handed it over to the U.S. Government
agent, the latter examined if dully.

"Say. where'd you get this?" he de-
manded.
"It was fastened to a whistlin' arrow

that was shot into the encampment just

afore dawn this mornin'," Jamison
answered. "What's the matter. Clark?
Y<i, i wrote it. didn't you? You wrote
it an' got the Rider to see that it

reached me. didn't you?"
Clark's good-looking features had

become tense.

"I wrote it." he jerked, "but I never
had a chance to send it to you by the
Rider. What's more, it's been altered.
Jamison, it's a (rick—a trick to get you
away fiom Santa Fe and leave the way
clear for some move that the Dupray-
Zamora gang have planned. The Rider
September 10th, 1938.
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saw a big bunch of those renegades
higli-tailin' it west durin' the night!"
He reached up' and gripped the other

American by the wrist.

"Jamison, how many men are left at
the wagon encampment?" he rapped
out.

"Jim Bowie's there," was the hoarse
response, " along with three more o' the
boys an' little Kit Carson. The rest of
tin' men are all here. And the presidio
-that's been drained of practically the
whole o' the garrison. There's only a
handful of soldiers at the fort, actin'

as bodyguard for Governor Alvarez.
When I showed the governor your note,
he figured like I did that as strong a

force as possible had better be sent out
to round up them bandits."

Clark laid a hand on the back of
Jamison's saddle.

"Then Santa Fe's at the mercy of
those outlaws," he grated, "and we've
got to ride hard if weie gonna get there
in time to checkmate -whatever play
they're aimin' to make. Slide forward,
pardner. I'm sharin' your bronc."

The Attack

THE quiet of early morning hung
over the town of Santa Fe and
the presidio that stood a little to

the west of the old Spanish-American
settlement.
In Santa Fe itself few citizens had as

yet arisen from their beds. In the
presidio, however. Governor Alvarez
had already breakfasted, for after being
awakened by Jamison when the latter

had hurried over to the fortress with
Clark Stuart's note the representative
of the Mexican Republic had not been
disposed to resume his interrupted
slumber.

At presmt he was in his study, poring
over certain documents relating to
affairs of State, and he was engrossed
in the contemplation of these documents
when suddenly a clatter of hoofs and
an alarming outcry reached his ears
through the open windows of his
sanctum.

The commotion broke the silence of
the morning startlingly, and, knitting
his brows, Don Luis Alvarez rose from
the chair at his desk and stepped quickly
across the apartment which was his
study and which had been Escobedo
Dupray's in former days. A moment
later he was at the windows, and, look-
ing down into the courtyard, he saw a
group of agitated figures near the gate-
way.
Half a dozen of them were soldiers,
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all that remained to garrison the
presidio. With these were four men
and a boy whom Don Luis recognised
as members of the Jamison wagon-
train—one of the men being Jim Bowie,
and the boy Kit Carson.
The Americans had arrived on horse-

back, but had dismounted and appeared
to be motioning out through the
presidio gateway in a concerned fashion.
Then all at once three or four of the
soldiers hurried forward and closed and
barred the fortress gates, after which the
whole party ran across the courtyard
in the direction of the governor's
quarters.
Don Luis heard them enter the hall-

way below and heard the clump of their

feet on the stairs, and. hastening from
his sanctum, he met them as they
gained the landing.
He addressed himself to Jim Bowie,

who was in the lead.

"Why are you and your friends here,

senor?" he asked in fluent English. " Ij

anything wrong?"
The veteran Indian fighter answered

him tensely. His long-barrelled rifle

was gripped firm in his horny hands.
He was chewing, as usual, on a wad 0*

black, strong plug tobacco, but his jaws
were working more rapidly than was
their wont, and there was a grim ex-
pression on his leathery countenance.

"Plenty's wrong, y'ur Excellency."
he ejaculated. "Them renegade var-

mints that are back of Duprav. they're
here in full force. Me an' Kit Carson
and my pardners seed 'em bearin' down
on the wagon encampment, an', knowin*
we could never make a stand against
'em there, we mounted up an' high-
tailed it for the presidio. Prompt-like,
they chased after us, an' they're headin*
straight for the fort."

He slipped the wad of chewing to-

bacco to the side of his mouth so that
his cheek bulked incongruously, and
Don Luis heard him grind his teeth.

" It looks ter me like the skunks
must've knowed most of our men an*

most o' your men was away." the fur-

capped scout added, "or they'd never've
dared ter show up at Santa Fe, I

reckon."
Meanwhile (he governor's features

had taken on a look of alarm.

"Dupray's whole gang is here?" he
said huskily. "And Duprav, he is with
them?"
"No. we didn't see no sign o' him,

y'ur Excellency." Bowie rejoined. "But
that outlaw Zamora what Dupray used
ter call his secretary, he's ridin' well

in the fore."

A confused din became audible at that,

moment, a din as of blows being rained
on stout woodwork, and little Kit
Carson caught Jim Bowie by the wrist.

"That's Zamora and his bunch at the
gates now!" the lad breathed.

"I guess you're right, son," the
veteran Indian fighter answered, "an' I

figure it won't take 'em long to bust
'em open."
He turned to Don Luis again.
" We're outnumbered, y'ur Excel-

lency." he stated crisply, "but maybe
we can hold 'em off an' keep 'em away
from your quarters if we pump lead at

'em from the windows of one o' the
upper 100111s here. We'll have the ad-

vantage o' position, anyways."
The governor motioned to a room on

his immediate right, and the entire

party swarmed into it, Bowie lending
Don Luis a spare six-shooter that he was
carrying, preferring for his own use thu

long-barrelled rifle with which he had
earned himself so deadlv a reputation in

many a battle against hostile Redskins,

As for the other three men of the
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Jamison wagon-train, 'hoy Trore

handling Colt forty-fives, while the half-

dozen soldiers Who had been left at the

presidio were armed with carbines.

The defenders posted themselves at

the windows of the room they had
entered, Bowie ordering Kit Carson to

i roiich down on the floor well out of

harm's way. In the meantime, at the

o(h< r side of the patio which that upper
chamber overlooked, the fortress gates

were trembling under a resolute on-
slaught—an onslaught directed against

them by Zamora and his accomplices,

who had evidently dismounted and were
hurling themselves in concert at the

stout timbers.

The double gates flew wide within

two or three minutes, and the attackers

appeared in full view, whereupon the

guns of the defenders blazed out a chal-

li ige, hot lead ripping into the thick

of the outlaws and bringing down a

pie of them, who fell dead in their

tracks. Then the voice of Zamora was
. ised in shrill tones of command.
"Four of you stay outside," he called.

" Keep clear of the gateway, and if any
townspeople come from Santa Fe warn
them oft" with a volley. The, rest of

you follow me.''

Pour of the crooks retreated and
dodged out of the line of fire, taking
charge of the gang's horses and focusing
their attention on the settlement to the
east. The others accompanied Zamora
in helter-skelter fashion as the dago
sprinted for a supply wagon that stood
near a building on the left-hand side

of 'he patio.

From behind the cover of that wagon
arid from behind a pile of stores that
had been unloaded from it the gang-
sters discharged fusillade after fusillade

at the windows of 'he room where Don
Luis and his party were ensconced, and
in response the defenders kept up a
heavy lire on the position occupied by
the renegades, the whole presidio echo-
ing the blatter of the gunplay, and
leaden slugs whistling to and fro on
their missions of death. Then all at

once, when the engagement had only
been in progress a short time, there
was an outbreak of shooting outside the
fort.

The outlaws who had been left beyond
the gateway were responsible for it, for,

enough, a number of citizens had
come out from Santa Fe and started
across the open ground between town
and military stronghold to ascertain the
cause of the disturbance.

As Zamora had fancied, those citizens
(tuned tail when the revolvers of the
gang's "look-outs" belched at them
threateningly, and they fled back to

the settlement in disorder. Nor did
(hey reappear—being content, it seemed,
to leave well alone.

In the presidio, the stern gun duel
wore on—without the ciooks profiting
by their advantage in numbers. True,
i hey suffered only one more casualty

—

a gangster who exposed himself for a
second too long in rising to take a shot
.Lt those upper windows, and who was
(billed through the forehead by a bullet
from Jim Bowie's gun. But the rene-
gades inflicted no casualties on the
governor's party, and, the latter appar-
ently being well supplied with ammu-
nition, Zamora began to fear that the
combat might drag on for hours mile-*
the defenders could be forced into the

i. when the numerical superior]
the outlaws must bring the fight to a
speedy conclusion.

It was not long before Zamora bad
conceived a plan that was calculated to

V the governor's quarters unten-
able*1 for the building near which the
ciooks were located was the storehouse
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of the presidio, and Dupray's chief
hehchman knew it contained
bustiblo materials that could be used to
set fire to the abode in which Don Luis'
party was besieged.
To smok; out the defenders' That

was the plan Zamora resolved upon,
and he was hoping that after the Alvarez
party had been compelled to evacuate
the burning dwelling he and his men
would still be able to gain the interior
of the residence and obtain the
governor's official seal before the blaze
reached unapproachable dimensions,!
Then, with that seal in their possession,
they would head back for the Jamison
encampment and plunder the prairie
schooners there at their leisure.

Zamora's scheme was soon being put
into operation, and. in place of six-gun
bullets, improvised flambeaux smothered
in naphtha oil were directed at Don
Luis' quarters— not at t he window-
ihe room in which the governor and
his supporters were ensconced, I i,

through the open windows of i

at the \ < randa which ran all rig

th« base of the dwelling's frontagi
the roof as well flambeaux that
thrown with reasonably accurate aim,
flambeaus that ignited the structure at
a dozen point--.

Within tiie spi ce of half an hour the
governor's residence was burning
fiercely ami dense clouds of smoke
pouring from ii in every outlet, an*), 1

though the blaze had not as yet
veloped the room wherein Hon Luis and
his companions were gathered, the
fumes of the conflagration were finding!
their way into it in ever-increasing
volume.

I'he smoke billowed up over the fa e
of the house and swirled in through the'
bullet-shattered windows of the apart
ment. If came in through the fissures
around the closed door, and it seeped
upward through crevices in the floor-
boards, mingling wiih the acrid
from ihe defenders' guns, filling the
room until the little party of besieged!
men and the boy who was with tl

were etching and choking violently.)
Then at last Jim Bowie staggered back!
from the. w indows. '

"I'm gettin' outa here!" he coughed.
''T'm a-headin' down into the patio
shoot it oui with them desperadoes, an'
my name ain't Bowie if I don't take
one or two of 'em ter perdition with
me afore they fill me full o' lead.
Whaddya say, friends? Are you with
me ? Are you iroin' oul there to die
lightin', or are you gonna staj hen .

•.'

die like rats in a trap ':"

Hoarse voices answered him in u.niso i,

the voices of men who knew Jhej
doomed and who were readv to meet
death by (he bullet rather than by the

Ii c element of a raging infei ni ;

and next moment those men were bl

deling with Jim Bowie towards the
door.
The door was plucked open by , e

veteran who was leading them, and
e\ en thicker clouds of smoke 1 1 i

•-

plunged, and as they (lunged forth .1

diminutive figure started after th<

liie figure of little Kit Carson, bei 1 • n
sharing their fate.

But Kil was not destined to folic

them. Half-way across the n
had e\ ai in ; ill the boy 1 ripped ov< .»

fold in a rumpled carpet, and, hurtling
forward, he struck his head against the
edgi "i U pen door with in

that scatti red his wits and left him lying
rns< u- ible amid the w< Iti

1
-

fumes.

(To be continued in another powerful
episode next week. By permission of
British Lion Film Corporation, Ltd.,

starring Ray Corrigan.)
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WHO KILLED GAIL PRESTON?'

(Continued from page 12)

shakily. "No one's been here since I

came."
Tom turned to Connolly.
" You and I are going; up to take a

look at that spotlight box," he said.

"That was the one thing Mike men-
tioned on the 'phone. Sergeant, you
stay here and keep your eye on this

guy."
''Okay, inspector.'' The sergeant

seated himself beside the watchman,
and Tom and Connolly went into the
cafe and climbed into the lower of the
two boxes.

There was nothing in it except a

house telephone attached to one of the
walls and two complicated-looking
switches depending from its ceiling.

Tom looked at the switches.

"These must operate the lights," he
decided.
''Where do they lead to?" asked

Connolly.
"Probably up to the box above," said

Tom. "Let's take a look."

They mounted the vortical ladder
into the upper box, and there were
two lanterns, standing side by side and
facing a long and narrow opening in

the front of the box. Through this

opening they had a complete view of

the cafe, and Tom saw that both lan-

terns were tilted- to cover the dance
floor below,
"We'll examine these things

thoroughly," he said. "You look at

that one, 'Cliff."

Connolly moved all round the
lantern on the left, peering at it as

though he were short-sighted ; but he
hadn't the slightest notion how it

worked. Tom, examining the other

one with more understanding eyes,

studied the big metal disc in front of

its lens, a disc in which there were a

number of circular openings fitted with
coloured screens, and noticed a wire
attached to its crank.

lie turned the disc first one way and
then the other, and he saw that there
was a hole in one of the screens. He
looked along the wire, and then he
gave a startled exclamation that
caused Connolly to join him beside
the lantern.
"Look at that!" said Tom.
Connolly's eyes bulged. A heavy

automatic was fastened to the right
side, of the lantern, its muzzle pointing
downwards to the exact spot where
Gail Preston had been standing before
she fell. A wire round the trigger of

the automatic passed round a leg of
the tripod upon which the lantern
stood, and the other end of it was
fastened to the crank of the disc.

"See the idea?" inquired Tom.
"This colour wheel acts as a motor.
When it spins round it tightens up this

wire until it pulls the trigger of this

gun. Whoever is standing in the spot
the bullet."

He revolved the disc to demonstrate
his meaning, but was careful not to

tighten the wire sufficiently to fire the
automatic.
"It sure must have taken some guy

a long time to figure that out!"
hed Connolly.

"This is the gun that killed Miss
Ion," said Tom definitely.

" Remember, she gol shot al the end
of her numb.! when (lie band was play-
September 10th, 1938.
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ing its loudest and everybody was
applauding. That's why the gun wasn't
heard."
"But if that's the gun that shot

her." objected Connolly, "the wire
oughta be still tight, oughtn't it?"

"No." Tom shook his head. "This
wheel works on a spring. It turns
around so many times one way, then
(he spring releases it, and it operates
in the other direction. The wire only
becomes taut when the amber screen
is opposite the lens, I should judge."

"How about trying it?" suggested
Connolly.

" Not now. Get the finger-print man,
and have him take every print off this

gun, then get the ballistics man, and
have him check the riflings of the gun
against the bullet that killed Preston.
Tell the officer on duty not to let any-
body in here—and meet me at head-
quarters when you get through."

It was past one o'clock in the morn-
ing, and Tom was half-dozing in his

chair in his room at headquarters when
Curran, the little ballistic expert, walked
in at the door with the automatic that
had been taken from the spot-light
lantern. Connolly looked up from the
crystal into which he had been gazing,
and Tom sat bolt upright with a jerk.

"You've got the. right gun this time
all right," announced Curran, placing
the automatic on the desk. "It checks
perfectly with the murder bullet."

"So when we find out whose finger-

prints were on that gun " began
Connolly.

In at the open door stepped a gloomy-
looking man whose life was associated
almost entirely with finger-prints, and
Tom silenced his assistant with a

gesture.
" Wiiat did you find ?" he asked

eagerly.
" Sorry, inspector," the expert replied,

"there wasn't a mark on the gun."

"That's fine!" groaned Tom. "Now
we can start all over again!"

Curran and his colleague exchanged
glances and departed without another
word, closing the door behind them.
Tom drooped in his chair, his lips com-
pressed and his brows knitted. But
Connolly suddenly had what he con-
sidered to be an inspiration.

"Hi, wait a minute, Tom!" he ex-
claimed. "That guy's been tryin' to

get that gun ever since he put it up
there! He was tryin' when you got
socked with that wrench! If he comes
back again we'll nab him!"
"He might come back," said Tom.

"and he might not. But I'm not going
to sit around and wait for him. No,
we'll have to make that murderer return
to the scene of the crime."

"Make him?" echoed Connolly.
"How d'you expect to do that?"

Tom picked up a paper-knife, stabbed
the desk with it, and threw it down
again.

"Cliff," he burst out. "for the
benefit of the murderer we'll re-enact
the crime !-"

"What Eoi ?"

"We're going tn catch (he murderer
with his own contraption. Only one
person knows there's a gun in that
colour-wheel spot-light . Instead of play-

ing it on (he singer we'll play it on
every suspeci in the audience, and when
it hits the murderer he's going to break,
because he knows (ho gun can go off

again !"

"Might work." conceded Connolly.

"Tl musl work! Listen. Chit",

hold of Fallon and (ell him I waul
club open again to-morrow night, anil I

want everything j t i -t a- ii was* (he nighl
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Gail Preston was murdered. You'd
er get your dinner-jacket pressed,

too, because we're going to catch a
murderer in style!"

Confession !

AT eight o'plock on the following
evening the Swing Swing Club
was ablaze with lights; the

waiters were in their places, dressed as
guards; the band was on the circular
platform at the back of the dance floor,

and the people who had been present on
the night of Gail Preston's murder had
begun to arrive.
Connolly, in evening clothes he. very

seldom wore, checked off the names of
the patrons in a little book as (hey
enlered the cafe, and a burly guard held
a plan with the aid of which they were
conducted to Ihe tables they had occu-
pied on the fatal occasion. They had
been subpoenaed to attend, and some of
them objected strongly to such
compulsion.
"Why were we brought here?" one

elaborately dressed female raged at
Tom, never suspecting him to be a de-
tective in his perfectly fitting dinner-
jacket suit. " We had nothing to do
with- your silly old murder. We. were
going to the opera."
"Hi, listen, lady!" Connolly inter-

vened. "You'll get all the uproar you
want right here! Cell Three." He
pointed with his pencil. "Now, get in

(here, and I don't want to hear a peep
out o' you !"

Frank Daniels, brought to the club in

custody, was shut in a make-believe cell,

and seemed to find it little more attrac-

tive than the real one he had left, behind
for the time being. Fallon, in the cell

he had used before, sat at a table with
the same two friends.

At half-past eight, Torn went to Con-
nolly, after satisfying himself that police
officers were posted all over the
building.

" Everybody here yet ?" he inquired.
"Yeah." was the reply. "Just

checked off the last one."
"Fine!" Tom surveyed the setting

for his reconstruction of the crime
and was satisfied. "Well. I guess
everything's all ready. Close the
doors."
Waiters were standing about because

they luul nothing to serve; the guards
on the galleries were pacing bark and
forth. Swing Traynor. in his striped suit
is band leader, cmeiged from his

dressing-room and joined Ann and
( harles Waver! v on the edge of the
dance floor.

"Oh. I wish I knew what was going
on!" Ann exclaimed nervously.
"So does everybody else," growled

Waverly.
"Kellogg certainly has something up

his sleeve." commented Swing.
Tom crossed the floor to them.

"I'm going to need your help to-

i iglii. Waverly," he said. "You know
ihe routine of everything that took place
the night (Jail Preston was shot ?"

"That's right," confirmed the Master
of Ceremonies.
"I'd like to have you announce the

show in exactly that order."
"I'll be glad to help you. I( was in

the second half of the cabaret show,
and we started with the Spanish
dancers."
"Well, they're here and ready." said

Tom. "I'll just make an announce-

He mounted the circular platform and
tinned his back on the band to addresa
(he people al (he tables.

"Ladies and gentlemen." he said.

"you are gathered here for one purpose
to-night. As yon have been notified,

we are re-enacting tl ly as
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it took place the night Gail Preston
was murdered. One of .yon here is the
murderer—of that we are sine! Before
this night is over we hope to arrest thaj.

person, and every other man and woman
in this building: will bo instrumental in

Catching the guilty one. Start the show
now, Waverly."

Waverly stood in the middle of the

dance floor and raised the peaked cap
he was wearing. Torn stepped off the

platform and Swing took his place there.

Ann shrank away under a gallery.

"Ladies and gentlemen," said

Waverly without any of the griiffness

previously associatecl with his role of

<ough guy. "our first number will be a

speciality dance by Lolita and Ardo."

The band struck up a tango, and he
drifted away to a corner as 1 lie two
dancers appeared. The spectacular
tango was followed by the whirlwind
dance, and, in spite of the circumstances,
spontaneous applause rang out at its

conclusion.
The artistes went off the floor, and

Waverly walked over to Tom.
"This i> the spot where Gail Preston's

supposed to sing," he stated.

"Well, someone will have to take her
place." Tom beckoned to Ann. and
ihere was a sudden and complete silence

iti the cafe as she moved towards him.
"Will you sing your sister's song, Mt--
Bi>hop?" he asked.

"Why, yes," she replied, aftei a very
momentary hesitation. "I'll be glad to."

Swing Traynor bounded aero-- to

them and caught hold of Ann.

"Why should she take that chanci
he cried.

"What chance?" challenged Tom.
"It's all right, Swing." .-aid Ann

bravely. "I'm not afraid."
Hut Swing >hook his head.

"If you don't mind, inspector," he

-aid hoarsely, "I'll do the singing."

"That's okay with me," said Tom.
"Announce Swing Traynor."

"Right." Waverly raised his cap and
addressed the waiting audience. "Our
next number will be a song by our
orchestra leader, Swing Traynor," he
called out, then backed away to a table

that was unoccupied and leaned against

it.

Up in the control-box, beneath the

one in which the lanterns were situated,

two police officers were plainly visible

mi either side of an electrician from
headquarters. Tom waved a hand to

them, and immediately the cafe was
plunged into darkness, and the spot-
light enveloped Swing as he moved
towards the middle of the floor.

The band played the introductory bars
to the song about midnight and loneli-

n< 88 while he waved his baton, and then
he began to sing. The spot-light
changed colour, and as it did so the
beam shifted. Swing was left singing in

the dark, and a green light blazed full

in the face of Jules Stevens, causing
him to blink.

A moment later the spot-light had
turned red and was shining upon Frank-
Daniels in his cell. Swing went on
tinging, but everybody in the place
watched the narrow beam of light a- it

moved on again, wondering who would
be the next to be picked out by its

glare.

The light turned blue, and Fallon
started violently as it lit up his face. II is

two companions laughed mirthlessly, and
then the light swung away to the right,
became violet as it rested upon the sur-
prised features of Connolly, and dipped
towards the table against which Waverly
was leaning just as Swing reached the
last words of the song.

tinder Waverly's
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There came a crash of chords from the
band, the violet light turned amber, and
Waverly's face became distorted with
fear. Before anyone could guess at his

intention he whipped out a gun and
fired again and again at the lantern,

screaming at the top of his voice:

"Put out that light! Put it out, I

say
!"

Confusion reigned in the cafe. People
who had been seated at tables round the
dance floor fell over one another in their

efforts to get out of the way. But Tom
rushed across the floor from one side,

and Connolly fiom the other, and
Waverly was .struggling madly with both
of them when the whole cafe became
flooded with light and a number of
policemen forced their way through the
frightened crowd.

Tom jerked a li-t

jaw. and he and
Connolly gripped
Waverly's wrist so

that the gun he
held was pointed
upwards. One of the
officers wrenched
away the gun. and
then tin 1 frenzied

man went all to

"AM right. I did
it !" he screeched.
"I lulled her! If I

couldn't have her
myself, no other
man was going to
1 ave her !"

Tom seized his

wii-ts and chipped

a pair of hand' l

: -

round them.
"Okay, boy-." he

said grimly, " lake

him away."
n a v i n g h.\ -

tei ically Win erly

was cairied from
the club and taken
d o w n to head-
quarters, while the

witnesses ol the
amazing confession
—now that the ex-
citement was over

—

almost fell on Tim's
neck fo congratu-
late him, but, with
a broad grin on his

face, he w a v e d
them aside and
strode oul of tic

premises after tiis

pi i-oner.

A few days aft( i

wards, Swing and
Ann paid a visit to

Tom in his room at

h e a d C| ii a r ters.

Stevens and Daniels
were in gaol, thi'

one on a charge of
m i s a p p r opt ia

tiou of funds, the
other for robin \ .

but Tom had pulled
strings at the Tm-
m i g r a t i o n
Bureau, with the
result that Fallon
had be< n given per-
nii-sion to stay in

the country in-

definitely, and was
planning a grand
reopening of the
Swing Swing Club.

"Inspector," said
Ann, "you'll never
know how grateful

we are to you. A
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few days ago we were really in trouble;
and now our future looks swell. Swing's
-till going to be band leader, and he's

going to he -tailed."
'And what, are Mm going to do?"

asked Tom.
"I'm going to look after Swing," 'he

replied happily.
"Well, bless you. my children." said

Tom in a fatherly sort of fashion,
though lie was hardly any older than
the band leader; and then he added
thoughtfully: "You know, love's a

funny thing— it seems to affect everyone
in a diffei.ent way. It's made you two
happy, but it turned Waverly into a
cold-blooded killer!"

(By permission of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, Ltd., starring Don Terry.
with Rita Hayworth, Wyn Cayhoon, and

Robert Paige.)

SAVE UP ^4/ FOR
A SKY-HIGH BUY/
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—

Rockets, Roman Candles, Catherine Wheels,
Crackers ! What scrumptious fun you'll have
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a Brock's Clcb will get you this. Join now !
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1

club Nm'
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SHOW THIS TO DAD
Tell liim von can tret a Riley " Home " Billiard Tablo
for only 8 - down. Balance molality. 7 days' neo
trial. Write row for Fret Art List.
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Send lor details.

:. J. RILEY, LTD., Ensign
..Works, ACCK1NGTON, or
* Dept. 36, 147, Aldersgate St.,
London, E.C.I.
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I
"THE BORDER PATROLMAN"

|
g (Continued from page 18.) f$

Judge Alvarez would he across in a

very short while to perform the
ceremony.
They sal. at a table, and Maybrook

ordered some red wine, lie raised his

glass.

''Here's to the future Mrs. May-
brook."

Patricia's smile was a little sickly.

For once she was feeling foolish and
rather frightened. She wished, she was
back at the Desert Springs Hotel, and
would not have minded a beating from
Bob.
Two men entered the cafe, and May-

brook feigned surprise at seeing them.
It was Frank Adams and a burly in-

dividual named Johnson. Maybrook
brought them over to the table, made
them have a drink, and finally per-
suaded Johnson to act as best man,
with Frank as a witness—that would
make the marriage ceremony legal.

Meanwhile, Bob had reached the
border, and learned from the officials

that a young lady and gentleman had
crossed in an open car about half an
hour previously. Bob reached Jiminez,
and, with his knowledge of the lingo,
tried to trace his quarry, but without
success. He had an idea, and asked a
street vendor how one got married in

this town. He learned that Judge
Alvarez performed all the services that
were not conducted in a church. Off
went Bob to the judge's house, to find
from his housekeeper that, that worthy
gentleman had gone to the cantina to
perform a marriage ceremony.
There was dancing in the cantina, and

Maybrook insisted that Patricia dance
with him, and as he took the girl off he
gave a significant glance at the hand-
bag on the table. Johnson went off to
look for the judge. Frank slid a pack-
age out of his pocket, pulled open the
secret compartment in the handbag, and
thrust inside the Borloff necklace.
When the dance concluded the happy

couple returned to the table. Frank
looked at the bag and gave a slight nod.
Johnson appeared to say that Judge
Alvarez had arrived.
"Take him to the private room I have

engaged for the ceremony," instructed
Maybrook. "You go with him, Frank.
I will conduct, my bride-to-be to the
room in about five minutes, when every-
thing should be ready."
"The dame don't look so joyous,"

Johnson said to Adams as they walked
across the dance floor. "She has all the
earmarks of a scared rabbit"
"I don't blame her," sneered Frank.
With triumph so close at hand an

obstacle arose. Patricia said she could
not pro through with the ceremony.
"But you've let me make all the

arrangements," cried Maybrook, trying
to control his temper. "It's too late to
stop now."
"I tell you I can't do it!" cried

Patricia agitatedly.
"Now, you understand this." As

Maybrook spoke his dark eyes glowered
at her compcllingly. "I haven't come
all the way here to lei you male a
chump of me. Come on."

Patricia was dragged (o her feel, the
handbag was forced into her hand, and
one arm linked with Maybrook s, She
was in a state of collapse from un-
certainty. She did not waul to marry
Maybrook jusl yet. She wanted time
to l.limk it over. If only she were back
at Desert Spring-. Suddenly un-
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certainty vanished, and she knew she
did not want to marry Maybrook now
or al any time. By this time they had
reached some stairs, and she began to

struggle. With brute force the man
drove her up the wooden stairs to the
hist floor.

" full yourself together. Pat."
Maybrook shook her violently.

"I'm not going to marry you!" Pat
Stormed as she tried to free her arm.
" Let me go !"

Then up those stairs, three al a time.
came Bob Wallace, and he did noi
hesitate. One twist of his fingers and he
had freed the girl, then slap went his fist

into Maybrook's face, and down went
the man on his back.
"Have you married him?" cried Bob.
"No." answered the girl.

"Then we're getting out of here!"
yelled Bob, and grabbed her wrist.

She was whisked down the stairs
willingly.

Maybrook staggered to his feet as his
two henchmen rushed out of one of the
adjoining rooms.
"What happened?" demanded

Adams.
" Wallace socked me." Maybrook

nursed his aching jaw. "He's gone,
and taken the girl with him."
"Where's the bag?" Frank asked.
"She's got it," Maybrook answered.

"We've got to stop 'em."

A Fighter

WALLACE wasted no time. He
started up the car and headed
back for the line. It was a good

car, luxurious, but not as speedy as Bob
would have liked. On the way he ex-
plained why he had come after her and
the nature of her intended husband's
occupation.

" Of course I didn't know he was a
smuggler," said Pat. "You know I

wouldn't go in for anything like that."
"Then he must have intended plant-

ing the stones on you." decided Bob.
" Did ho give you anything to bring
across the border ?"

"No, he didn't have a chance."
"You don't know how lucky you are,"

Bob told her.
"I certainly got myself into a fine

mess, didn't I?" She edged a trifle

closer. "And it was all my fault." She
glanced back suddenly. "There's a car
following us. You don't think "

Bob looked up into the mirror.

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
"WHO KILLED GAIL PRESTON?"
Detective-Inspector

" Swing " Traynor Robert Paige

Detective-Sergeant
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"THE BORDER

Eddie Fefherston
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Patricia Huntley.

.

Courtur'i Maybrook

J. Ti m ah Huntley \\

Frank Idomt

Hiker C

Polls- Ann Young

.Smiley Kurnclle
'ilLiam I'. ( '.trie! on

Al Hill
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. "It's Maybrook all right and some of

his friends."
"Why are they following us?"
"I don't know." Bob trod on the

pedal. "But I'm not going to stop to
find out."
Bob took bends in the rough road at

speed, but he could not shake off the
pursuers, who were in a more powerful
vehicle. Maybrook gave orders for

them to get within range and then shoot
at the tyre-.

It was barren, desolate country, and
this border road was not used very
frequently. Bob gritted his teeth, foe

there was a good ten miles yet to safety.

"I bet you're disgusted with me,
aren't you?" shouted Patricia in Bob'a
ear.

"No." He forced a grin. "But I

think you ought to have your head
examined." There was the roar of a
gun. "Nice guy you wanted to marry."

" I don't ever want to be reminded of

him." cried the girl. "Besides, I

didn't really want to marry him. I was
just doing it for spite. I wouldn't have
gone through with it. I don't suppose
you would have even tried to stop me if

it hadn't been for grandfather."
"We'll take that up u£ the next meet-

ing," he said, swinging the car round a
stony bend.
Wallace feared the crooks would shoot

at the tyres. Suddenly there was a

terrific explosion, a lurch, and a sicken-

ing, banging noise. A tyre had been
hit.

Somehow he negotiated a bend, and
then swung the car off the road. As it

was a steep incline the other car was
unable to stop, and went hurtling post,

and that enabled Bob to drag the girl

out of the car. It was his hope that

they could lose their pursuers among
these numerous sandhills.

"Think you can hold out?" asked
Bob, after they had run about two or
three hundred yards.

"Sure," she panted. "And I'll

promise you one thing. You won't
have any more trouble with me after

to-day."
"You said a mouthful," he told her.

" I won't be here after to-day. I'm
going away."
"Why, where are you going?"
Patricia stopped.
"Now, don't start any of that

business." He gripped her wrist.

"Let's pet out of this jam first and have
questions afterwards." He ducked as a

bullet whined over their heads. "This
is getting serious—it can't be just MS
they're after." Suddenly an idea
occured to him. "Here, let me have .-»

look at that bag of yours for a minute."
"I threw it away soon after we got

out. of the car," the girl gasped out.

"It was a present from Courtney."

"Oh, so he gave it to you. When""
"At the hotel, just before we came

over here."
Bob dragged her round a corner and

into a narrow valley formed by winter
floods.

"Pat, we've got to get that bag
back." Bub jerked the girl to a stop
"Now. you wait here and I'll go b;ick

and gel it. If you crouch down by that
] I hey should not see you."
"I'll go with you," spiritedly cried

(lie girl.

The argument that, would have f>l-

I was nipped in the bud. by the
appearance of Maybrook and his two
rascal-. They had split up, and one of
them, running along higher ground,
had seen the two fugitives duck to

cover. Bob was unarmed, so he could
not do anything.
"Where do you think you're going?"

sneered Maybrook, and laughed harshly.

(Concluded on page 28)
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LINE UP HERE FOR FREE FOOTBALLS!

fEO wants to win a super Football ? There are hundreds to be won free this month by " Footer-Stamp " collector*
" Footer-Stamps " are being printed every week in Boy's Cinema. Thej consist oi pictures of six different actions on the football field,

and the object of this great competition stamp-game i- to score as many " goals " as possible by the end oi September.

TO SCORE A " GOAL " you must collect a complete set of six stamps (they're numbered 1 to 6), made
up of the following movements : KICK-OFF — DRIBBLE— TACKLE— HEADER — SHOT— GOAL.

The more stamps you collect the more " goals " you can score. (.Vote that the " goal " stamp by itself does NOT count as a " goal." You
must get a set of the stamps l to each time).

There arc ten more stamp; below, to add to your collection. Cut them out and try to score a " goal " with them, tin n keep all your stamps
until you get some more goal-scoring .-tamps in next week's issue. If you have any odd stamps left over from t he August competition the;.

included, too.
If you want to score some other quick " goals " remember that " Footer-Stamps " are also appearing in " Sports
Budget " and " Triumph." There are more "goals " waiting in those papers !

" Footer-Stamps "
Is all the rage—see that you're in it, so that we can send you a football very 300n, maybe ! Up to 800 more of the 1,000

Footballs offered are going to be awarded in the September competition for the ten 1

j the highest number of " goals " with " Footer-
Stamps " for the month.

Don't send any stamps yet. Wait until we tell you how and where at the end of the month. There's nothing to pay. remember !

RULES—Up to :3oo Footballs will be awarded in the September contest to the readers declaring and sending in the largest number of " goals
"

scored with " Footer-Stamps." The Editor may extend or amend the prize 1
1 — r in case of too man; tii -.

Each " goal " mu if a set of " Footer-Stamps,11
.\'.>s. i to 6, Inclusive—and all claims for prizes to be made on the pi

gives later). No allowance made for any coupon or stamps mutii kted "i lo-r or delayed in Hi po t ir otherwise. No correspondence !

No one connected with this paper may enter, and the Edito binding throughout.
(N.B.—-" Footer-Stamps " may also 1 Ilected from the following papers

: GEM, M IGNET, MODERN DOV, DETECTIVE WEEKLY,
TRIUMPH, WILD WEST WEEKLY, THRILLER, SPORTS BUDGET and CHAMPION.)

Overseas Readers ! Von pals who arc far away—you're in this great scheme also, and special awards will be given for the best scores from
eas readers. There- u ill be a special closing date for you as well, of course.

Ten More

"Footer-Stamps

September 10th, 1938.
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"You weren't in any hlirry, were you?
Give me that bag."
"I haven't got it," answered the girl.

" Search Wallace," Maybrook ordered.
It was a big handbag and hard to

conceal. It became obvious to' May-
brook that the handbag was no longer
in the possession of Wallace or Patricia,

and yet he was certain she had taken
it when she left the car. ' His deduction
for this was the fact that the bag had
not been found in the car.

"What did you do with that hand-
bag?" Adams shouted nt the girl.

"Tell 'em nothing!" cried Bob, his

arms protecting the girl.

Whereupon Johnson and Adams, at a
signal from Maybrook, dragged Wallace
from Patricia and crashed their fists into
bis face. He id) backwards, appeared
to hit his head against the cliff face,
gave a groan, and went limp.
."You cowards!" Patricia shouted in

tiprroi

.

"Pipe down, yon!" Frank snarled at
in). ".Now, get this, sister. If you
think anything of your friend, you'd
belter open up." He turned the gun
towards the- prostrate Wallace. "You
tell us where that, bag is, or we'll plug
Iiitu."

"You wouldn't dare."
"Oh, wouldn't we?" Maybrook

pointed his own gun. 'I'm giving you
about five* seconds to make-up your
mind. One- "

"No, no, I'll tell -you !' -screamed
. Patricia

.

"Now you're getting sensible, Pat.
Where is it t"
"Will you promise not to hurt Bob?"

; " Certainly. All we want is that

bag." Maybrook spoke without a

moment's' hesitation. "You can have
'him. and welcome. Where's the bag?"

*' I threw it away."
"Stalling won't save hirn." May-

- brook gripped her wrist. "We mean
business, and it won't do a bit of good
to lie."

"I'm not!" Patricia answered, , her
eyes never wavering. "I t

<
-J 1 you I

threw it away soon after leaving the
car. Let me go, and I'll find it."

"I think she's telling the truth."
Maybrook turned to- his men. " You
two had better stay here and keep your
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eye on Wallace. I'll see whether slie*3

telling the truth or not. Come on,
Pat."
The girl went willingly, and when

she had vanished with Maybrook round
a bend the burly Johnson touched
Adams on the shoulder.

"I. think we pulled a boner letting
Maybrook go down there alone. Sup-
pose he pulls a sneak."
"I was thinking the same thing,"

Adams answered. " Leaving us with
nothing but a copper on our' hands.
Maybe we ought to trail after him."

The prostrate man was far from out.
He had feigned to be unconscious, and
as their backs were turned he sat up,
making no sound. His hands picked up
a lot of loose sand, grit, and small
stones.

"What about this copper?" Johnson
asked. " We don't want to lug him
along."
"Bump him off," was Adams' callous

decision.

DON'T FORGET YOUR

"BOY'S CINEMA"
ANNUAL

Now on Sale PRICE 4-

As they turned Bob sprang to his feet,

and the two rascals received a handful
of sand and dusty grit in their faces.

It went in their mouths, their ears, and
fheir eyes, and they choked helplessly

—they were momentarily blinded. Their
guns were wrenched from their hands,
and they stopped two punches that
lifted them off their feet. When they
did stagger up they found themselves
covered with their own guns.

Wallace made them strip off their

clothing and forced Adams to bind
Johnson's arm9 behind his back. Then
Bob~ did the same to Adams, put the
two crooks back to back, removed their

belts, and lashed them together. Then
he went off to rescue Patricia.

The two rogues had not under-
estimated the crookedness of their chief.

Finding the bag, he decided that he
would abandon his companions. If he
took Patricia with him he could use
her as a hostage and perhaps he could
get some padre to marry them.
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"I won't go with yon!" shouted the
girl, as he dragged her towards the car.
" I won't !"

"Now, you listen to inc.- I don't
wanna get rough with you, Pat." May-
brook found it hard work dragging the
girl towards the car. "But you're lin-

ing with me whether 3011 like it or
not."

"They'll kill Bob if I don't go back!"
screamed Patricia.

" Serve him right for meddling in

my affairs," was the cold-blooded
answer.
Bob was racing back the way they

had come, and could see no sign of May-
brook and his prisoner. Then he heard
a car being started, and guessed what it

meant. Maybrook would not dare to

head for the border, but would turn the
car and race back to Jiminez. Bob re-

membered how the road was on a
gradient, and there were steep banks on
either side.

Maybrook turned the car, and was
having all his work cut out trying to

steer with Patricia struggling and
clawing at his face, when a figure came
hurtling from the top of some banking.
Bob landed in the back seat, and he set

about Maybrook with a will. The car
did not crash because Patricia had the
presence of mind to switch off the
engine, and, when Bob had yanked May-
brook out of the driver's seat, to apply
the hand-brake. To the girl's idea, it

was the loveliest fight she had ever seen,

and it amazed her that she should be so
pleased to see the man she had, almost-

married get such a hiding. When Bob
finished the fight with an 'upper-cut she /
clapped her hands.

Bob dusted his hands, kissed Patricia

and then went off for Adams and Joh
eon.

Some time later the three prisone
securely bound, were in the back seat,

and the car was heading for the border.
Bob was driving, whilst Patricia
grinned fiendishly at the three men and
brandished a gun.
"Hey, you make me • nervoit*,"

muttered the battered Maybrook. "You
don't have to hold that gat on us."

Patricia beamed.
"Sorry, that's Mister Wallace's

orders," she answered, and, bending
forward, kissed the driver on the foie-

head.

(By permission of Associated British
Film Distributors, Ltd., starring George

O'Brien as Bob Wallace.)
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The early days of the union between Scotland and England, when Alan Breck was the
last rebel fighting for Scottish freedom. A stirring story of this stalwart fighter, a
brave lassie and a boy named David Balfour, portrayed by Warner Baxter, Arleen

Whelan and Freddie Bartholomew

A Mysterious Past

SCOTLAND in 1747. The Highland
clans had twice rebelled against
English rule. The rebellions had

been crushed in Mood, but there was
.still one man who refused the British

yoke. His name was Alan Breck. The
notorious outlaw gathered together a
small force and rode for Edinburgh.,
rousing all the clansmen on the way
that v,a- li «as his last

gamble for justice.

The Duke of Argxle, Lord Justice
General of Scotland, was urged to sign

a warrant for Brecl but those

Scottish chiefs who had agreed to the

union with England warned the duke
that the outlaw was the popular here
and that Such an act might cause the
whole of Scotland to rise.

'While In- is alive the country will

remain in a ferment, so that we have
In.

i td light and kill," was
final decision of the duke. "You

say the people will make a martyr of

him. It is better to deal with

martyr than a nation of martyrs."

.\s a result a reward of five hundred
pounds was offered lor the capture of

the traitor, Alan Breck, in the name of

his Majesty George 11, King of Great
Britain and Ireland.

In a -n mailj miles north

of Edinburgh one of those reward
. 9 reached Dominie ( Jampbell,

who was the law-abide
ii ;i small < lass (,! iging from

o fourteen
schoolmaster brought the npl ii e

room and lapped (Ml his

desk lor attention.

"There's trouble among ns again,

Rebels riding by night ami the K
mini 1711,

troopers along the highway. There's
one man behind it all. You know his
name—Alan Breck. That man is a
traitor to our King. Have no truck
with him or his men. They will come
to your houses at night and whisper
and beg of your father for food and
guns for the cause—a lost cause

—

Scotland's freedom. You've all taken
with me the oath of allegiance. If you
are faithful to that oath, Alan Breck
and his men are your enemies."
When the class was dismissed Dominie

Campbell came across to young David
Balfour and bade' him come across to

the house. Kindly mother Camj
bowed her head when she saw them
and made herself busy witli the fire.

The schoolmaster, as if weary, seated
himself at an old desk, and from a
drawer product d B Ion- envelope.
"This letter came to-day from New-

foundland."
"It's from my father?" was the

eager question.
" No, Da\ id." I'll Bchoolra

looked at him sorrow fully. " It

that your father is dead."
The boj wciil very white, then pulled

himself together.

"Thai is sad news, sir." hi

with no sign of tears.

"Yes, but not as sad as it miglii be

considering you never really knew your
father, lie died a brave death."

n ilmastx r handed over the I

"
I In e, read it for yourself."

" I'll take it back with me to the

om."
''Wait, there's somethii

Thin i yoiny to he quite the

same now. David. You'll be leaving
another letter, very

old. laded, " When >our father left

you here as a child he gave me this

told me that if anything ever happened
to him before he could come back for
you I should send you to your uncle
and to tell you to give him this letter."-

The letter was addressed to Ebenezer
Balfour at Edinburgh.
David was loath to go because Mr.

and Mrs. Campbell had been like

mother ami father to him. Only
vaguely could he remember the big
man who was his father, and that for

that reason the news of his death was
not the terrible shock it might 1

been. But always David had been a
dutiful lad and therefore lie must obey
the commands of this letter. Dominie

hell knew little about this uncle
i thai he was reputed to be rich

and lived in a castle.

So David's few possessions were put
into a bundle. With this fastened to a.

-tout stick the boy set out to tii

two days journey to Edinburgh.
II, cap I" Forgiven for having a quiet

sinft on parting with the kindly Camp-
hells. He promised to return and see

them soon. And before the parting
old Dominie prayed for the boy.

" Merciful Lord, let him go forth in

righteousness, humble of heart.

ieal of mind, strict of purse, and
let him honour God and King.
Amen."

The Killing of Red Fox

IT was late in the afternoon of the

nd day that David entered a
ear Falkirk. It was

his intention to push on for another
miles before seeki r ill

iquired from a portry,

taking minister the way to I

burgh, and had been shown the direc-

tion when a horseman dashed down the
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street vaulted from his horse and ran
up to a post in the market square,
where there was a large bell. The
violent clanking brought everyone
running out of their cottages.
''Hide your valuables!" jelled the

ringer. "The King's tax collector is

coming!" There was a gasp from the
villagers. "I saw him come over the
hill, the same that was here before,
the one we call Red Fox."
The news seemed to strike consterna-

tion in everyone because the villagers
rushed to their homes and in a few
minutes appeared with some of their

taxable possessions, such as pigs, fowls,

sacks of corn, cloth that had been
weaved and even things such as furni-

ture and bedding. David watched all

this in amazement. After dumping
their possessions in the woods the
villagers returned to their homes for
more, but it was too late. Down the
street came a magnificent coach, with
an escort of mounted soldiers riding
on both sides. Their scarlet uniforms
made a blaze of colour. The coach
pulled up in the square and a door was
opened. Out stepped the person whom
these people called Red Fox, and
David thought the same name fitted.

"There's a royal welcome for you."
David could hear every word the man
spoke. "You'd think a plague had
struck the place. Hiding their
shillings, that's what they've been up
to. Captain Frazer, order your men
to rout them out and assemble them
in the square. I want every snivelling
one."
A tavern keeper emerged from his

hostelry with a mug of ale, which Red
Fox accepted, and then shouted to the
man to fetch out ale for the soldiers.

The frightened fellow scuttled back
to obey the order. Never had he been
so terrified because by ill chance his

private parlour housed Alan Breck and
a number of his outlaws. Breck was
there for a purpose. He had known of
the intended visit of the tax-collector,
arid he was planning a daring coup
that would enable him to recover the
wealth Red Fox had filched from his

victims.
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David was herded together with the
rest of the villagers and he kept close

to the portly minister. He had sworn
the oath of allegiance, but the brutal
methods of this tax-collector and his

soldiers made his blood boil with in-

dignation.
"MacDougall, ten shillings tax."

Red Fox leered at the minister when
the portly one said he had no money.
"Search him," came the order.
"Don't hurt him!" shrilled David.

"He's a minister—he's a man of God!"
" Get out of the way ! Get out of

the way!" shouted Captain Frazer.
raising his hand to slap the impertinent
youth.
At that precise moment a shot rang

out and Red Fox slumped to the
ground in a heap.
David had been puzzled by the

strange behaviour of a horseman whom
he had observed watching everything
from the shelter of a hedge. A rough,
fierce sort of fellow and he had a gun.
David had wondered whether he should
tell Red Fox, but decided it would be
wisest not to interfere. Then before
he could do anything the gun had been
swung up and Red Fox had fallen.

The bailiff, the tax-collector- assist-

ant, bent over the still form and in

horrified accents announced that his

master was dead. Captain Frazer
ordered his men to surround the
village, search everyone for firearms,

and shoot any that tried to escape.

"Captain, did you see who fired the
shot?" the bailiff questioned.

"'No, the boy distracted my atten-
tion," answered the captain.
"He was here for that purpose— an

acompHce," decided the bailitf. "Get
him !"

David had been edging away all this

while, but when the soldiers at Frazer's
order moved towards him he took to
his heels in panic. From a window of
the tavern Alan Breck' had witnessed
the whole incident. He surmised that
the soldiers were after the boy because
he had seen the face of the man who
had killed Red Fox.

The boy was thinking that it was
futile to try and escape when hands
reached out and seized him. Before he
could cry out a hand was clapped
over his mouth, but he was able to

turn his head. His heart missed a beat
for he knew that this was Alan Breck.
Things happened fast and furious
after that. They whisked him round
the back of a building and he was
bundled into a saddle, someone held
him firmly and then followed a night-
mare ride. There were shouts and
shots came very close, but Alan Breck
and his followers made good their

escape. They «rode towards high
ground, and in the dim light of dusk
soon threw off the pursuit. Before a

cabin in a quiet dell the rebels drev,

rein, and inside David saw again th?
man who had slain Red Fox.
"You blundering idiot, I told you

there was to be no bloodshed!" raged
Alan Breck.
David gazed curiously at the famous

outlaw and had to admit that he was a

handsome fellow. He would not

understand fear. The killer was ;\

shifty-eyed individual.
"I aimed as you told me," he

whined.
"You were told to frighten the

horses and start a runaway so I'd have
a chance to get the money bag."
"I know, but is it my fault if Red

Fox crossed my line of fire. I didn't

mean to kill."

"I don't believe you!" blazed Alan
Breck. "It was a chance to settle join
score with Red Fox and you took it

Well, it's just what the Duke of Argyio
has been waiting for—a chance to

-wing a few of us from the gibbet."
"But they've no proof—not a soul

saw me."
"There was one who saw you,

Jamie. This hoy." The outlau looked
at the youngster curiously. "What is

your name?"
"David—David Balfour," the b«v

said defiantly. " I know who you are

You blundering idiot, I told you there was to be no bloodshed ! raged Alan Breck.
September 17tli, LW3.



—you're Alan Breck, a fugitive from
the law. These men are rebels in a
lo«-i cause."
"Well, you're no reward, I'll grant

you that." Breck seemed impressed.
"Why do you say a lost cause?"
"Dominie Campbell— that's my

schoolmaster—says so. He si\ s we'll be
better off under English rule. He says
we'll have more trade and more food.

Order's order, he says, and law's the
law."
"You see, Alan, what lie is!"

harshly interrupted Jamie. "He'd
blab, so we must fix him."
"You would have me murder a

child?"
"It's him or me."
"There's only one thing to do, aud

that's to get you elear of the country,"
decided Breck, looking at the other
grim rebels as he spoke. "Take him to

Glasgow and put him on the first boat
sailing for America."

i "No, Alan, you can't send me away
to a strange land !"' Jamie cried
hoarsely. "Everything I have is here
—my house and my sheep and the girl

I'm going to many. Scotland's my
home."
A shrewd, wiry fellow with a heavy

jaw and fiery blue eyes stepped for-

ward. Ian Douglas drew his chief to
one side. Jamie was a coward, and if

caught would talk. He advised Breck
to find this girl and then ship them
both out of the country. Other rebels
called into the consultation agreed, and
so Alan Breck decided to go to Glcncoe
to fetch Jeannie MacDonald.
"Take Jamie away, and keep close

watch over him." Breck said at the
end to Douglas. "I'll meet you at

Tarn Dale's in Glasgow."
All this while David had been moving

st' p at a time towards the door, but
it was Alan Breck who went after him
when he did a run for it.

"Where do you think you're off to?"
he demanded, holding the boy.

"Well, I was going to Edinburgh."
"I'd like to whisk you there on a

broomstick, but I've no choice but to
take you with me so that law-abiding-
tongue of yours v.un't wag." Alan
Breck grinned at the lad. "We've got.

a long, hard ride before us."

Three in Hiding

ON the journey to Glencoe, David
learned 10 admire Alan Breck,
though he told the rebel that he

did not in any way agree with his
ideas. True, the English were being
hard task-masters, but rebellion against
their rule would not lessen the
oppression of the Scots. They had
many an argument, but at last they
1 1 ached Glencoe.
Jean MacDonald was a slim, bright-

eyed lass, and she listened gravely to
all (hat Alan had to say. Her parents
agreed thai it would be best for the
giil in go v. ith the rebel leader to

Glasgow, though they knew that part-
ing with then' daughter would he hard.
As ihc Redcoats were always searching
for Alan it was decided that Jean
should pretend to be Alan's wife, and
David their son. MacDonald had a

horse and rail, and Jean was (old to

keep her shawl round her young
Features, as soldiers might be suspicious
«.f David being her son. David was

llg the adventure.
Thus did the MacKenzie family -

off for Glasgow. Once or twice
stopped but they managed to de-

ceive the English patrols. And tho'.igh

David co, .Id have betrayed them lie

•id< (! and abet led. boea •.

had a great liking for Alan Breck,
though stiil disagreeing with

.*-'• pteml cr 17th,
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and opinions. There was moisture in

David's eyes when his new friends
bade him #ood-bye at the nearest point
for Edinburgh.
"We take the high load and you

take the low." Alan shook the small
hand warmly. ''And sorry I am to bo
parting with you, lad."
"You may be sure, sir. that I'll hold

my tongue," the boy said gravely.
"Yes, I know you will," the rebel

smiled. "And good luck with your
uncle, the laird."
In a little hostelry a drunken man

would persist in drinking with the
MacKenzies, but when no one was
looking he beckoned Alan to bend near
to his mouth. It was Douglas.

"They traced you to the MacDonalds.
They know about the cart. They'll be
searching here before long. When you
leave you must try some new disguises.

Get away alone. I'll take her to

Jamie in Glasgow myself."
"I promised the MacDonalds I'd

give her into Jamie's arms myself or
they'd not have let her go," answered
Alan. " So she goes with me, and with
no one else. We'll beat across the
west on foot to Invercraig and then
take a boat' to Glasgow."
That night soldiers came to the inn,

but they kept tip their pretence of
being man and wife and as there was
no boy with them managed to bluff

the soldiers. In the morning they took
to the hills and headed for Invercraig.

The Castle of Balfour

AT last David came in sight of
Edinburgh. He was puzzled
by the peculiar strange looks

and queer remarks passed when he
asked for the Castle of Balfour. One
old woman quite scared him, for she
was like a witch.

" Now you know where it is keep
clear of (ho place!" she shrilled.

"Blood built that place, and blood
stopped the building of it. If you
must go, tell the laird that all the
decent folk about here call down a

curse on him and his house. Black be
their fall."

"The Laird will never see you,"
another man told him.

"Well, I think he will," retorted
David. " He's my uncle."
The track leading to the castle was

nothing but stones and boulders.
Horses and carriages could not come
this way, and it puzzled David. It was
well after dark one stormy, thundery
night that a flash of lightning revealed
the castle perched upon a crag. Dark
and sinister it looked, but David was
not daunted. It was beginning to rain
and that made David hurry because
ho had no desire to get soaked. He
crossed over a bridge, the parapet of
which was broken, and up a twisty,

weedy path towards the castle, which
seemed to tower over him like some
sinister giant. He came to a heavy
door with a small wicket. There was a
lusty chain (hat. he pulled and he
thought that a distant I inkle sounded.
He waited, and was about to give a

d tug when the wicket slid back
and he saw a thin, wizened face, a
mass of untidy white hair and (wo
staring eyes.
"Co away! (let away from here!"

this spectre cried. " Who is

"l'\e come with a letter for Mr.
i /er Balfour."

"A letter!" A hand came through
the grill. "Well, hand it to me and
be oil' with you."

" I'll not !" Men red David.
" I'll deliver ii . I .

- told to my
i til le."

"Your uncle?" How hatefully those
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eyes gleamed. "Jusl a minute." The
eyes vanished and the grill closed.
Then came the sound of chains and
bolts being removed. The door swung
open. A flash of lightning revealed the
bent figure of a man in a shabby dress-

ing-gown. He beckoned David, who
stepped into a cold, stone-flagged hall.
A candle was raised, anil the spectre-

cackled. "Well, it's plain to see

whose son you are. You're
spitting image of Alexander."
"You're Uncle Ebcnezer?"

"Aye. Welcome—welcome, Da\ id, to

Balfour Castle."
"Dominie Campbell sent me here

and told me to give you this letter."
Ebenezer peered at the letter.
" So your father's dead then. Do

you know what this is about T"
"You can see for yourself, sir. that

the seals are unbroken." David was
itidignant.

"Aye, well, come along, David."
Ebcnezer closed the door. "I was just
having supper."
Over the worst meal that David had

ever tasted he learnt that his uncle
lived in this vast castle by himself.
There was dust and cobwebs every-
where and much of the furniture was
broken. A small fire burnt in an
open grate, and the old man protested
when David wanted to put some more
peat on the fire. Peat was two
shillings a cauldron and mighty dear.
The porridge for supper was sour and
cold and the ale well watered. It was
dawning on David that his father's
brother was a miser. After a while
Ebenezer remembered the letter and
perused it.

"If there's anything in it that con-
cerns me I'm anxious to know what
it is, sir."

"Oh, no. It's just a letter written
by your father many years ago— eft-

trusting you to me."
The prospect of living with a miser

in these bare walls made David >hi\c r .

It was also very cold in this -vast

dining-room. His uncle became
immersed in the letter and that gave
David a chance to walk round and ex-
plore. He picked up a dusty Bible
from a table and turned to the fl\-

leaf.

"To Ebenezer Balfour, on his Fifth
Birthday, from his elder brother

—

Alexander Balfour."
David closed the book and came back

to warm his cold hands by the fire.

Ebenezer put away the letter and got
to his feet.

"Well, it's getting late. Davie, and
I was forgetting the long journey
you've had. So off to bed with you.
You must be weary. I've got a fine

room for you in the stair tower."

David went with his uncle to *
narrow stone stairway. His uncle told
him to go to the very top and then
turn to the right.

"It's dark up there, sir. I'd be
obliged io you for a candle."
"Nonsense, it'd be burning

money. Candles are sixpence a pound.
Why, a brave lad like you shouldn't

fear the dark, (io ahead with you.''

He pointed a thin, veined hand. "To
the \ e , ti >p, mind you, then !o (he

right. Gooa-night, David."
"Good night . uncle."

Except for occasional flashes ..f

lightning there -.wis no light in

gloomy tower. The boy ga
omething brushed bj It

was a horrible bat. Up and up he,

climbed, and it Was llg climb,

because there was no rail and if he
had slipped might ha\e rolled into a
void, lie paused for breath, and then
as thi '' • led Bt< pped for-
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Alan Breck kept of! ffi&fmi"--*-.
the attack with his Mi tilMI'A^^***

ward. His foot was on the edge of a

void. A stono slithered beneath his

foot, but David managed to fling him-
self backwards. Down those stairs

raced David, and Ebenezer gave a cry

at sight of him.
"You sent me up there to—to kill

me!" David accused.
"I said turn to the left."

"You said right. And there was
nothing there—I'd have fallen."

"You're crazy, boy!" cried the old
miser. "Why should I want to kill

you ?"

"To keep the estate—to stop mo from
getting it!" David accused. "My
father was the elder, else he must have
given you that prayer book and written
it before he was even born. As the
elder brother the estate was his, and
so now it's mine, isn't it?" He held
out his hand. "Give me that letter."

David was strong and Ebenezer but
a wizened wreck of a man. The boy-

had to take the letter by force.

"Dear Brother Ebenezer,—The
bearer of this is my son, David, heir

to the lands and estates of Balfour.
By our agreement you will take him to

lawyer Rankeillor who has my last

v. ill and testament."

The miser sank into a chair and
began to snivel out his story. David's
father and himself had both loved the
same girl, and they had quarrelled
bitterly, To settle the

_
dispute

Alexander married the girl and
Ebenezer had taken the castle, but
should there be an heir Ebenezer had
to relinquish his rights on the death of
Alexander.

" I'm telling you all this so that
you'll understand." whined the old
rogue. "I want you to understand, so
you won't be too hard on an old man
and turn him out when you're got the
right."
When David went to bed he chose a

room on the ground floor and he
bolted and barred the door. In the
morning his uncle produced a much
better breakfast and fawned over him

in a manner that made the boy sick.

He was ready to give up the castle.

He had been a wicked old man, and
his only wish was that David would
forgive him. After breakfast they Bet

out for the city, and the old rascal

drove along the coast as he had some
important business at Leith.
David was interested in the shipping.

His uncle left him to find a Captain
Hoseason regarding a shipment of

tobacco. An innocent-looking lad
named Ransome invited David to come
aboard one of the brigs and see what
it was like below. David should not
have been so trusting. He was flung
into a locker room and the ship at once
set sail. When the ship had been some
hours at sea the captain, a burly,
brutal, demon of a man, dragged David
from the evil-smelling place.

"You'll keep your mouth shut.
Davie, unless you wish to feed the
fishes," threatened the captain. "Be-
have yourself and you shall be a cabin-
boy." He cuffed David's ears.

"Stand up and be a man. Better
hurry up and get your sea -legs."

Thus was David kidnapped aboard
the boat of one of the most rascally
skippers of those restless times. A
nitii wiio smuggled men and women,
cut-throats and thieves and those whom
the law sought. A pretty penny he
charged them for passage money. Uncle
Ebenezer had had to dip his hands in

his money bags to rid himself of his

cursed nephew.

Tho Escape from the Brig

DAVID BALFOUR was forced to do
menial jobs about the brig. It

was unwise to disobey because
Captain Hoseason was a bully of the
worst type and would flog a person on
tho least provocation. By curious
chance this ship was in port when the
two fugitives reached Invercraig.
Captain Hoseason tried to charge

then* sixty pounds for passage money,
but thLs extortionate amount Alan got
reduced to sixteen. This angered the

rascally captain and be instructed his

mate, Riacb, to keep a sharp eye on

the pair. His suspicions were increased

when he entertained Mr. and Mrs.
MacKenzie to some hot rums in the

saloon. It was David who served the

drinks, and the rogue did not miss tho

look of amazement that passed between
the boy and the two voyagers.
"1 can't believe it of David," Alan

said to Jean, when they had gone to

their cabin. "Telling us those tall

Stories about his rich uncle the laird

and that castle at Edinburgh, and all

the time he's J cabin-boy on this foul

brig."
"I'm stir.' he won't give you away.

Jean answered. "He's fond of you,
Alan."
"Well, I must be going. Jeannie,"

Alan said huskily.
"The great adventure is nearly

over."
"It's just beginning. Glasgow-

Jam it—and America."
"Beginning! To me it's the end."

the girl cried. "I never promised
Jamie really, and—well, I hadn't met
you, Alan."
"Jamie's ray clansman and I'm his

leader." Alan spoke sternly. "I
know I promised to take you to him in

Glasgow, and that's what I'm doing.
And I wish to heaven you were there
now and married to him." Alan
hastened out of the cabin.

Jean felt so worried about this tiff

with Alan that after a few minutes she

left her cabin and was making her way
to the deck when she heard the cap-
tain's voice.

"Now, Davie lad, let's understand
one another—man to man. If you don't

tell me who that man is that calls him-
self MacKenzie I'll whack your head
off. His name!" Silence, and then

the sound of a blow. "-Now you'll tell

or you'll get it again."
Jean sped up to the deck. When a

woman loves she can be unscrupulous.
"We've got to get away, Alan," sho

cried, when she had found the outlaw.
"Can't we take a skiff and make for

the mainland? They know who you
are."

S (Continued on page 22)
September 17tli, 1038.
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A fearless young man ventures into a strange and hostile county after a trade pact,
and there attempts to rescue a princess and free a country of a tyrant. Starring

Gary Cooper

The Emperor's Daughter

IN the .year 1274 the firm of

Polo Brothers was the most
important in Venice. Other

merchants and importers envied
their trade, hut in this year the
Polo Brothers came to a
momentous decision. They had
secured all the trade of the sur-

rounding countries and realised

that unless they opened up new channels
the business would begin to go downhill.
For this purpose Maffeo and Nicolo
Polo detailed Marco, Nicolo's son, to

go as an Ambassador to China.
Marco was a tall, handsome young

man, whom a great number of people
" garded as a gambler and a waster, but
he had been responsible for a great deal
of (he prosperity of his father's and
uncle's firm. He had been sent on many
such missions before and all had re-

sulted in excellent trade pacts. It was
arranged that he should be accompanied
by Binguceio, an elderly, portly servant,
who held up his hands in despair when
111 heard they were to travel across the
world to China.
"The Orientals are a curious people,

they do not trade as we do," Nicolo in-

formed his son. "1 want you back with
agreements that will enable us to send
our ships into ihe China seas. Now I

have two things for you." He held up
.1 sealed envelope. "One, a letter to

Kublai Khan, the mightiest emperor on
earth. Thai is where your journey ends
-- in his incomparable city of Pekin, The
Hitler is more valuable." This time he
held up a small bag. "Once I went
away. My lathe, Rave this to inc. Hn
paid—and T say io yon— fill it with whirl

you see mi j urn way."
"But it will hold nothing but the

I
things," argued Marco.

"The smallest things have changed
(he world." Nicolo pointed to a map
i>n an <bony (able "Here is your
route. Von sail liist [or the Port of
A<ic— a foititied city on the coast >>1

Asia, now held bv the Crusaders— from
A. re, yon go overland by caravan .:• i

(he/ Arabian Desert into Persia—to
Bepdmt.er 17th, 1P38.

Samarkand—over (ho boundless plains
of Tartary, and so into the great. Land
of Cathay. To the incomparable city
of Pekin, where lives Kublai Khan, ruler
of the earth and the sun, the moon and
the stars." He held out his hands.
"Farewell, my son, Marco Polo. God's
benison go with you."
Many moons were to pass and many

were their adventures before the day
came when they sighted in (he distance
the gleaming walls of Pekin. Many
hundreds of miles had been travelled on
foot and they were footsore and weary.
Binguceio so tired that, part of the way
his master had to carry him on his back.
So (hey drew nearer to Pekin and they
were quite unaware that from the
towers above the gates the approach
of the two strangers had been noted.

Marco had keen eyes for the proces-
sion of people heading for Pekin, and
he smiled when he learned that most of
them came from the warm south with
silks, spices, gold and jade, from India
with precious Stories, and from the north
with sanies and ermine. There was a

wonderful lot of loot in I'liin.i. They
came lo the crfy wall and paused to

rest close to a house that had been
Iruill into the outer wall.

\ little meek, wise and aged China-
man sat before the door of this '" ;

-
reading to two small children, a boy and
a girl.

"Blessed are the poor in spirit, for

theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are the meek, for they shall in-

herit (he earth. Blessed are the •

ful
"

"For (hey -.liu II obtain mercy." Marco
spoke in eager (ones. '.'Blessed are the
pure in he.nt. for they sha|l see God-.

Blessed are the peacemakers, for they
shall be called Ihe children of Cod "

"You know (hose words?" questioned
(he amazed Chinaman.
"Yes, I know them. Are you a

Christian ?"

"No, but I want my children to lear.i

the truths of all the philosophers."

Thus did Marco meet Chen Tsu and
make his first friend. The Chinaman

j courteously invited the two travellers to
step across his threshold and share their

inadequate meal. That brought life

back to Binguceio, though he found the
food and the instruments used to con-
sume it a problem. The food was
spaghetti and the instruments chop-
slicks. They met Chen Tsu's tired wife
and his reverend mother. X)ne strand of

spaghetti Marco placed in the small bag
his father had given him.

Marco explained his mission, and the
Chinaman looked grave.
"I advise you to be very careful when

you enter the palace, Marco Polo.

Kublai Khan is a good man and a just
man. But he is surrounded by advisers
who have little respect for the sanctity

of human life. There have been
rumours " He paused nervously.
"Of what, Chen Tsu?"
"We have a proverb here: ' Too much,

gossip is the surest form of suicide.' So
when you meet the emperor's Minister
of State, a Saracen, named Ahmed,
make every effoi t to convince him that
you are no more than a friendly gentle-

man who wishes to see the world with-

out (reading on anyone's toes."

Suddi Illy there was a loud bang, and
with a cry Binguceio leapt in

The children screamed delightedly. For
the first time Marco Polo heard about
a fire racker. Marco inquired about
this strange invention and was ;.

into a back room that was not unlike

a modern laboratory.
(lien Tsu explained that in his humble

way he wa« a chemist. A combination
of carbon and saltpetre, when touched
with fire, puffed up harmlessly, hut when
contained "in a case so that the vapours
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could not easily escape, it would burst
«ith great violence. He was able to

eke out hi;, humble existence by making
these fire-crackers for illumination of
holidays and festivals. Often the
emperor commissioned him to make
thousands of boxes for ceremonial occa-
sions.

"I should think it might be a valu-
able weapon of war," Marco said
thoughtfully.
They bade farewell to the kindly

Chinaman and promised to return. At
the city gates they were stopped by
the guards, but'when they heard it was
Marco Polo, of Venice, the way was
open at once. They had heard of his

remarkable progress. Messengers bring
immediate news of any stranger who sets

foot in China, and Marco was surprised
when the guard pointed upwards at an
eagle. A canister was attached to the
eagle's stomach. An officer appeared
and ordered thai Marco Polo and
Binguccio be conducted to their quarters
and their every wish gratified.

A bath, new clothes and a night's rest

made a new man of Marco, though
Binguccio complained bitterly of his

blistered feet. In the morning Marco,
eager to sec everything, went for a stroll

round the palace. Marco noted the
splendid uniforms of the soldiers, the
marvellous carvings, the marble statues
and the general air of wealth. Eventu-
ally he found hi-, way into the palace
grounds.
In the throne-room the emperor was

enjoying a game of soldiers. A huge
mosaic map of the Tartar Empire had
been built into the floor, and model
Chinese soldiers, like hundreds of chess-
men, were occupying strategic points.

A gold rake helped to move and control
pieces. The emperor was very fat and
very jovial, and he stroked his chin
and his long whiskers as he watched his

Minister of State. Ahmed was tall,

sleek, dark of skin and his eyes had a
strange way of half-closing. He was
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I demonstrating that with ten thousand
ships and a million soldiers the conquest,

of Japan should be finished in a few
weeks. But the emperor shook his head.
That would mean taking all the armies
from the West, and they were necessary
there for the rebellion in Kaidu's pro-
vince.

"We need no army to deal with
Kaidu." answered the crafty adviser.
"His Tartar barbarians can out -fight our
best generals." Hi.- eyes half closed and
his lips became a thin line. "No! The
greatest weapon we can use against him
is—deception. Subtle poison!"

Tiring of the game, the emperor
asked querulously who wished to see
him to-day. A bevy of young and
beautiful women to be chosen as
attendants at his court; the Persian
Ambassador and a stranger from the
City of Venice in the Empire of Rome.
He decided to see the ambassador first

and the young women last. The ambas-
sador, after much bowing and scraping.
announced that his royal master wished
to know when the emperor would dis-

patch to him the lady of his choice, his

affianced bride, his future queen—the
Princess Kukachin. the emperor's
beauteous daughter.
Kublai Khan loved his daughter and

he looked miserably at his Minister.
"The time has come when she must

fulfil the marriage contract negotiated
when "

"Yes, 1 remember," interrupted the
emperor. "But I hadn't noticed the
passage of years and that she had
ceased to be a child." He turned to
the ambassador. " You may send word
to your royai master that the Princess
Kukachin will embark for Persia at the
seventh moon."
But when messengers were sent to

find Marco Polo they found that the
Venetian was missing. Binguccio was
informed that his master must be found
at once. Hi- master was talking with
Princess Kukachin.

It bed happened (Ins way. Marco
Polo had rested against .1 tree h admire
the scenery and the beautiful garden.
The princess, with her chinning hart I

maiden. Visakha, was practi.su g
archery. Only such people as the em
peror and the Minister were allowed
in these grounds, so that Kukachin
triay be forgiven for shooting off arrows
at random. Marco ducked behind a
tree, and it was as well he did. for the
arrow would have pierced Ins head.
When the Princess tried to pull the
arrow out of the tree a strong hind
assisted her. She stared 'into the bold
admiring eyes of the Venetian. He did
not grovel at her feet or mumble words
of prai.-e. but just held her hand till

she snatched it away and demanded to
know who he was.
"Marco Polo, from Venice."
"Venice? Is thar one of our

provinces ? asked the
Marco thought the loveliest creature lie

had ever known—and he had known a
good many.
"No. it's a long way off. The journey

look me years. It was a terrible jour-

ney, too: full of perils and hardships
that would have defeated any but the
bravest, strongest man."

" You think you're rather splendid,
don't you '.'"

"Oh. no. that isn't rny thought." he
laughed lightly. "It's just what I've

been told."

An amazed Chamberlain appeared to

stammer out that his presence was
sought after by the Great Khan.
M ireo smiled at the princess and raised
\\:> hand in a farewell salutation. Hn
promised to try to see her again. The
princess was speechless at this imper
tinence.

Marco Polo went to the throne an'!

knelt before the emperor and was hide
ise. lie explained that he had come

to Cathay because he had heard of 'he

wonders of the country. It was merely
a trip—for educational purposes. Marco
could see that nothing would be gained
by mentioning a trade pact with this

"lawk-eyed Ahmed haying the emperor's
a I li was a shock to bun when tho

1 iful girl he had met sv\ epl gl 1

Maffeo and Nicolo Polo detailed

Marco, Nicolo 's son, to go as an
Ambassador to China

September t7i.li, VXHt.
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eiously into the throne-room and was
introduced by the emperor as his only
(laughter, the Princess Knkachin.

"Marco Polo comes to us from
Venice/' stated the emperor.
"Yes, 1 know all about Marco Polo,"

answered the princess. "'He has told
me everything about himself."
The eyes of Ahmed narrowed. The

emperor asked Marco to help him
choose the most beautiful attendants
for his court, and Marco did this by
asking all the girls, "How many teeth
has a snapping turtle?" Those who
made wild guesses and those that
answered "None" Marco rejected,
but those who said they did not know
he chose because, to his way of think-
ing, it proved them both honest and
reasonable. The emperor was so grate-
ful that he asked Marco if any lady
dI his cojrt captured his fancy. Marco
could not help glancing at the princess,
and Ahmed'; I and went to his sword.
"Ahmed,'' haughtily spoke the

Daughter of Heaven, "have you any
traitors or spies on hand for punish-
ment? If you have, I suggest you take
this Venetian and let him sec how you
dispose of them."

It was a (ask that gave Ahmed great
pleasure. Marco Polo and Binguccio
saw sights that day that made them
shudder—sights that even the haughty
princess knew little about. Ahmed had
a portion of the palace set aside for his

own use. He conducted them to a
door, which, when it swung open, re-
vealed a fifty-foot void. Ahmed struck
a gong and immediately a covered
drawbridge was lowered from the
nearby building. They entered that
part of the palace owned by Ahmed.
They saw vultures in cages and saw
skeletons that had once been prisoners,
whom they had stripped of all flesh.

They saw wild and ferocious animals,
and eventually two of Ahmed's ser-

vants, a scared ruffian named Toctai
and an ugly fellow named Bayan,
brought in a wretched fellow who was
an officer in the army of Kaidu, the
rebel. He had been caught in the
palace as a spy. Marco could not sup-
press a shudder as the man was thrown
to the wild beasts.

"You are very observant, Marco
Polo," sneered Ahmed. "That is an
admirable quality. It will save you
from the danger of casting your eyes
in the wrong direction."

"And just what does that refer to?"
Marco demanded.
"I leave that to your intelligence,"

mocked this sinister rogue.

Treachery that Failed

AT a. suitable moment Marco Polo
discreetly mentioned to the em-
peror that a trade pact with the

firm of Polo Brothers might be a good
thing for both countries. The emperor
promised to consider the matter, and
in the meantime Marco was to make
himself at home in the palace. Marco
saw the princess one day from his win-
dow. She was sitting by an orna-
mental pond, feeding the carp, and she
was rather pleased when the Venetian
appeared.
"Strangers are not supposed to come

into these gardens uninvited," she
informed him.
Marco just smiled and, somehow, the

priricess smiled back. And SO they met
every day in the gardens. He learned
that when in her cradle she had become
engaged to the King of Persia. She
\\as pleased at the idea of marrying
such B gnat man and becoming Queen
of Persia. Ho heard the happy event
was to take place at the si \cnth moon.
Bhe showed him a white stone image
September 17th, 1938.
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and told him it was the shrine of the
Moon Goddess. All maidens prayed to
her that they would find a lover who is

faithful, gallant and strong."
"And you're going to marry the

King of Persia. You don't love him."
"He will put love in my heart."

Marco decided that he must give up
seeing the princess because he was fall-

ing in lovo with her, so one day he
explained his feelings as best he could
and asked as a favour that he might
say farewell with a kiss. But kissing
was not an Eastern practice—they
rubbed noses. Marco Polo had to teach
Kukachin the Western practice of kiss-

ing, and after that the princess was
quite sure she did not want to be the
Queen of Persia.
Ahmed was seated in his quarters dis-

cussing with Toctai the rebellion in

Kaidu's province. It must be put a
stop to before the emperor learnt the
truth about the. taxes Ahmed had been
collecting extortionately. For that pur-
pose Toctai and Bayan must disguise
themselves as Tartar tribesmen, join
Kaidu's army and spread discontent in

the army by making the soldiers be-
lieve that Kaidu was the one stealing
their tax money. Later they were to
kill Kaidu. The rebellion would be
broken because his army would break
up into warring factions. Bayan en-
tered the room to report that he had
seen the princess in the arms of the
Venetian, and that made Ahmed draw
Marco Polo into this plot.

The Minister told the emperor that
Marco Polo was seeing too much of the
princess, and that as his Majesty was
going on an expedition to Japan it

would be as well if Marco Polo were
elsewhere. Why not send this clever
young man into Kaidu's camp ? He
would be above suspicion and might
even gain Kaidu's friendship. Then he
could work with the secret agents and
plot Kaidu's downfall. The emperor
agreed and sent for Marco Polo. The
latter did not at all relish the task.

"It is very possible that, upon your
return, you will be very much nearer
your coveted trade agreements,"
hinted the emperor.
"When would I start?" Marco

asked.
"At once!" cried Ahmed, his eyes

gleaming balefuily. "Yon will be
escorted by some of our most reliable

men."
Marco returned to his quarters and

ordered Bmguccio to pack their few
possessions, then in the dusk the Vene-
tian wandered into the gardens where
he had first met Kukachin. An arrow
quivered in the same tree, and there
was a silken cord attached to it. He
followed that cord and it led to the

princess' apartments. She was on the
terrace to greet him and she was so

frightened.
"Yon must not go to the West, to

Kaidu's province." She clung to him.
"Ahmed is trying to get rid of you.
He'll never let you come back alive.

No one will ever know what became
of you."
"He could do it here as easily as

anywhere else," answered Marco, and
held her close. "But if I go on this

expedition, and be of some value to

the emperor, then "

"Then what, Marco?"
"Then perhaps the Moon Goddess

might tell yon that you don't have to

tiave! all the way to Persia to find B
husband."

" She doesn't have to tell me—

I

know."
" My humblest apologies, daughter of

Heaven, for this intrusion," came the
smooth tones of Ahmed, as he appeared
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on. the terrace-. "But I have come to
tell Marco Polo horses aic ready and
it is advisable for him to stait out
with all possible speed."
"Your Highness, we may never meet

again, so I beg leave to say far<

in the fashion of my native land."
Marco pressed his lips gallantly to those
of the princess and then said in a whis-
per that only Kukachin heard: "Send
word if you need me."
In the narrow pass of Nunc Po the

cavalcade halted. There were horsemen
in front of Marco and Binguccio and
horsemen in the rear. At a signal
from the lieutenant in command the
horsemen drew their swords and rushed
towards the two Venetians. Marco and
Binguccio managed to (hive their horses
lip an incline and over a ridge, but tho
little fat man was flung from his horse
as it reared up in the air. The horse-
men paid no heed but went after Marco.
The Venetian slid down the other side.

could not stop, and horse and rider slid

over a precipice.
Binguccio had darted among the

rocks when the horsemen returned and
they did not bother to look for him—
the chief man was dead, or so they
thought.

_
Marco landed on a ledge,

rolled off it, and then over and over
down a steep incline. Much battered,
he came to rest in a bush by a narrow
stream. It took Marco an hour or mere
to climb the cliff face and get back
to the trail. There was no sign of the
horsemen or his companion. «
While way back in Pekin Princess

Kukachin said good-bye to her fathr r.

Ahmed smiled. The China Sea was a
powerful adversary, and one good
typhoon might end the glorious reign
of Kublai Khan. Tho princess was
afraid because she saw the strange
gleam in Ahmed's eyes and wondered if

he were plotting treachery against her
father.

Kaidu, the Rebel

MARCO bought a horse from a
farmer for a gold piece, and
after a vain search for Binguccio,

went on his way. What luck when he
sighted a staggering figure ahead. Tho
servant was so frightened when he
heard someone shout that he ran for
dear life, toppled over a ledge and
landed on his face in a muddy pond.
Very much the worse for wear, the

two continued on their way. Marco
now decided to return to Pekin to
have a few words with Ahmed, but this

plan was upset some days later by an
encounter with a Tartar outpost. These
long-haired, bearded men captured the
two weary men, who were unable to
make any sort of fight, and they were
conducted to the camp of Kaidu, the
rebel.

Kaidu was a powerfully built man,
whose face was not as ruthless as one
might have expected, but the big jaw
was stubborn. He was a much worried
man. There was much discontent among
his men, the forces of Kublai Khan
seemed to have vanished, so there was
no one to fight, and he was cursed with
a wife. Nazama was very beautiful,

very loving, very jealous and very dic-

tatorial. She was the one person of
whom Kaidu was thoroughly scared.

An officer had just reported another
thousand desertions, a mutiny in the

seventh corps, and, worse still, food was
falling short.

"Kill the diity spies! Death to

Kublai Khan! Death to Ahmed!
Death of a thousand cuts to tl.'-^e

spies."
These shouts brought Kaidu out of

his tent—Marco and Binguccio, with a
(CoDtioned oa page 25)
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A drama of gangster rule, and of a young man and a girl who were involved with a
criminal. Starring Chester Morris

Hold-up

PACING the dark paths of Central
Park, completely oblivious to her
surroundings, Annabelle Porter

squeezed her tail young fiance's arm.
"Mi's. Brown," she murmured hap-

pily. "Mrs. Thomas Brown " Her
poorly paid work in a huge department
store hadn't taken the freshness and
sweetness from Annabelle's face.

Tommy Brown thought she looked
particularly beautiful in the dimness,
with her eyes shining like .--tars.

"Eleven hours and twenty-three
minutes, then you won't be Annabelle
Porter any more."
Suddenly she stopped.
"Tommy. I just thought, maybe

when you took out your hankerchief on
the subway "

He grinned, taking a roll of bills

from his pocket.
"One hundred and thirty-six dollar-.

VV'e spent four at Coney " His
voice changed as two dark, menacing
figures stood in their path. "What
d'.vou want?"
The older man, with a pale, lined face

and glittering, snake-like eyes, said in

a harsh voice:
"Could you spare a poor man a

hundred and thirty-six bucks for a cup
of coffee?"
Tommy looked down. The man's

hand was in his overcoat pocket; some-
thing jutted significantly. The other
man, round of face, similarly menaced
the young people.
. "Tommy." cried Annabelle, "call a
policeman !"

"Good," grated Rocky Mosby, "he
can call for your ambulance."
"Oh, give US a break." Tommy

pleaded, "we're getting married on
that money!"
"Maybe (he girl is marrying you

fur the dough," Rocky, sneered. Now
you can find out."
Tommy's far- flamed, then whitened.

There was something horrible about the
glare of the holdup man—ruthlessness
and cold ferocity were in it.

A policeman passed, swinging his

stick, eyeing them curiously. Tommy's
mouth opened, then shut, as Rocky
made a movement with his hidden
hand. "I'll be lighting a cigarette in

case he looks back," the crook mut-
tered. "Get the dough."
"Say, if the boss ever finds out about

this " grunted his friend Bill.

"He won't." said Rocky coldly.

Bill's hands went to Tommy's pocket.
The young man glared helplessly at the
evil-faced Rocky.
"Hey, wait a minute. I know you!

I've seen you around the apartment
house where I work!"
Rocky started, then whi>pered:

"Listen, kid. maybe you do know
me—but you wouldn't want to be a

widower before you got married."
"Why don't you fight like a man?"

snarled Tommy.
"How?" murmured Bill. "Like

this?" His fist came up with shattering
force. Tommy, unprepared for the
blow, went back, thudding on the hard
pathway, and before he could jet up
the two hold-up men melted away in

the darkness

Gene Fillmore's clean-cut. hawk-like
face bore a slight, smile as he was
into the apartment where his gang had
gathered. He greeted Batsy, the qn lint,

somewhat dull-witted crook who opened
the door, and his eyes shot to the paper
they had been reading.

A front-page splash announced the
appointment of Warren Rogers as the
new District Attorney, who intended to

wipe the city clean of racketeers. They
had been chortling over it. bandying
witticisms about the young lawyer.

Affectionately the gang-leader gi

"Dot" Palmer, the blonde night-club

singer to uhom he was engaged. Ho
was unconscious of the hate in Rocky
Mosby's eyes, for he had no suspicion
that Dorothy really loved Rocky and
was jual playing a double game with
him for all she could get out of him.
"What's this 1 hear about a new

DA.?" demanded Rocky, his heavy
lids masking his glittering eyes.

"I just left him," grinned Gene
calmly.
"What—what? Say that again,"

chorused the amazed g ingsters round
i'u- table.

"I just left Warren Rogers' apart-
ment," said Gene coolly, seating him
-•If at ih- head of the 'table. He ha I

just dined with Rogers, for they were
friends in the social round, where Gene
posed as a good-natured playboy. O. -r

a game of billiards he had bend
Warren announcing his plans. Gene
had even been asked to give up his

polo and chase crooks instead. But
sinc.e he happened to be one of the
hidden men at the top of the gangs
whom his unsuspecting friend was it!«

to catch, he had declined politely.

Th" gang jeered derisively al the
simplicity of Warren Rogers.
"Well, you're wrong, boys," said

Gene crisply. "He's plenty smart, and
plenty lough. But we're going to be
just a little tougher. If we make oim
wrong move

"

"Is that all you wanted to toll w^''"

drawled a sleek-haired young gangstei
"Why, no. Frankie. As a matter of

fact, I asked the bo\s to meet me here
to see if you could dispose of a hundred
and fifty thousand dollars' worth of

jewellery."
Rocky lit a cigarette.

"I know a warehouse we can knock
over, with a million bucks in furs."

" Rockv, our next job will be Moi-
Seplc-mner 17th, W8ft,
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ton's Fifth Avenue jewellery store!"
snapped Gene Fillmore.

" But I've got this fur thing all lined

up! Get rid of the watchman and the
whole- place is ours."

"Rocky, we're not doing any jobs re-

quiring butchering. I'm running this

like a big business*, with a minimum
of risk. You're not thugs any more

—

\ou're gentlemen."
Everybody sensed the undercurrent of

hostility between the pair. Gene be-

lieved in planning, pitting his wits
against the forces of Law and Order.
Rocky, jealous of him both as Dot's
fiance and leader of the gang, was a

killer. He believed in force, the rule
of the gun. Harshly he sneered
"Gene, you'd look real nice in a

scout, suit."

"That'll be enough from you?"
snapped Gene. "We'll meet day after

to-morrow and make all the arrange-
ments."

"All right," Rocky growled. "You're
the boss. But why do you have to mix
with a cocktail and polo crowd all night
long ? Ain't we boys good enough for

you?"
"Well, I'll tell you what we'll do,

Rocky," said Gene sarcastically. "I'll

loaf around here all night, and you can
mingle in Society and find out where
the big money is. The best people will

welcome you with open handcuffs."

Rocky's eyes flickered murder as

Gene bade them all good-night. He was
having a final word with Dot when
the door crashed open. Tommy and
Annabello burst in. Tommy's face was
tense, frowning; hers slightly appre-
hensive.

"Stick 'em up, all of you!" he
snapped, his hand gripping something
in iiis coat pocket.
"All right, boys," smiled Gone, rais-

ing his hands. "Put 'em up—no rough
stuff."

"Up on your feet! Line up here!"
prowled Tommy. "Now turn around."
T<> \nnabelle: "Frisk 'em!"
"What's that?" -lie stammered.
"Go through their rear pockets and

look for guns!"
Xot knowing whether to laugh or

groan, the gangsters allowed Anna-
belle to take their artillery. She
shrank a little when she came to Reeky.

" Side pocket," he grinned.
"All right," growled Tommy. "Take

1 1 is money and give me a hundred and
thirty-six dollars."

( I cue's eyebrows rose.

"You'll pardon me for butting into

a private affair, but, why a hundred and
thirty-six dollars?"

"'Veil, you see," said Annabelle
breathlessly, " we were going to be
married to-morrow, and these two men
held us up and took it all. That's how
much it was."
"Stop talking," said Tommy

brusquely. "Give me the money."
Then the lights snapped out as Gene

took advantage of the lad's temporary
slackening of watchfulness. Gene
grabbed Annabelle. Rocky pinioned
the struggling Tommy, and when the

lights went up again the discomfited

pair found themselves surrounded by
gangsters. Frank exclaimed:

"Why, I know this boy! He works
here."

"Call the police," snarled Rocky
Moshy.
"Wait a minute, Frankie," snapped

( !ene.

"You can turn me in," muttered
Tommy, "hut let her go. She didn't

have anything to do with it."

"I did!" Annabelle exclaimed. "If
you turn him over to the police, I go,

too !"
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"Give me the money, kid," said
Gene, not unkindly. "You know,
you've both committed a serious
offence. Why, you can get fifteen years
in prison for this ! You'd be old when
you got out. Of course, it's my duty
to turn you over " He tailed off

thoughtfully, and Annabelle shuddered.
Fifteen years in prison !

"We're not criminals," Tommy
snapped. "We're just trying to get
our own money back!"
Annabelle looked accusingly at the

sneering Rocky.
"That man said he'd kill us if we

told the police
!"

Bill, shuffling his feet, growled un-
easily :

" Aw, chief, let's turn 'em over to

the cops."
"I'll handle this," grated Gene Fill-

more. " Right now, I want to hear
more about that stick-up."

" Chief, you ain't gonna believe those
kids, are you? We never stuck up
nobody!"
Rocky shouldered forward, came close

to Gene and stared into his eyes.

"Wait a minute! I'm not afraid of
you, Gene. Sure we stuck up the
kids. You've got this bunch buffaloed
into letting you keep all the dough, and
give us coffee and cake money. Well,

I needed more, and the kids were
handy."
Gene eyed him coldly.

"I keep you all on an allowance so

you won't splurge all over town and
give yourselves away. How many times

have I told you to lay off small fry?

Why take the chance for a couple of

bucks?"
"Chances are in my line," growled

Rooky.
"You're all a lot of crooks!" Tommy

burst out.
"He's positively psychic," drawled

Dorothy.
"Well, never mind what we are,

young fellow," said Gene easily.

"You've just stuck up a private apart-

ment."
"Yeah," nodded Batsy wisely, "they

got laws against that."
Geno grinned.
"But maybe you can help me. Do

you want to do me a little favour, or

would you rather go to gaol ? It's up
to you, kid."
Tommy and Annabelle, now

thoroughly scared by the enormity of

their act, exchanged glances.

"We'll do anything," muttered
Tommy, "if you'll let us go."

Gene looked at the girl; wide-eyed,

she nodded miserably.
"All right, it's a~ deal! We'll talk

about the favour later, but remember,
if you break your word, it's gaol for

both of you."
Miserably they nodded before his

stern gaze. Followed by the good-
humoured jeers of the mobsmen, Gene
took them to his own home to stay.

He intended to give them a good time.

gain their confidence, for he had an
idea t,hey would, fit in with his. plans.

Ounplay

THOUGH Tommy was still suspicious

of Gene's intentions, Annabelle,
overwhelmed by the luxury of the

gang-leader's apartment, set out to enjoy
herself. Despite his antagonism, the

young man began to like the racketeer,

who was of a different stamp from his

gang.
When Geno took them to the Club

Sultan, in which he had an interest,

Annabello forgot her troubles, for the

night-club life was new and fascinat-

ing to her. Gene left them at a privi-

leged table >\hilo he went to an inner
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office for a gang meeting, and got down
to business.

"Here is an enlargement of a candid
camera shot of Morton's store. I want
you to memorise every detail of it.

This is Edward Larkin, the salesman.
Morton is an old man, yon won't have
any trouble with him. But keep an
eye on Larkin. The store opens at
nine in the morning, but they seldom
have any customers before nine-ten. If

anybody should come in—you know,
line them up against the back wall."

That was Gene's way—scientific, with
every detail planned out in advance for

a minimum of risk—but Rocky was
impatient.
"We're wasting time," he sneered.

"I can get in, and I can get out."
" Sure you can, Rocky. We all know

that. But my way, you see, nobody
gets hurt. Personally I prefer gaol for
robbery rather than the chair for
murder. How about you boys?"
They nodded agreement. Rocky's

lips curled as Gene continued

.

"Now, you all know what to do, and
the exact time. Memorise your instruc-

tions and then destroy them."
He told them that at two minutes

after nine Johnny and Bill were to start

a fight outside the store—a real one.
He made them all set their watches by
his, so that there would be no hitch in

the timetable.
"How about protection?" asked

Rocky. "Who's carrying the machine*
guns?"
"There won't be any machine-guns!

If you pull a trigger on this job.

Rocky, you won't rate a cent out of it."

"That's easy to say. Nobody will be
shooting at you. I'm the one that's

pulling this job. All you do is sit be-

hind a desk."
"And give the orders." smiled Gene.
"Maybe, to those kids!" snarled

Rocky. "But not to me!"
"Rocky, you're getting annoy ii

Gene laughed coldly. "Speaking of

those kids, go and get them."
Rocky turned to one of the others.

"Call the kids."
"I said you get them!" snapped

Gene.
For a moment there was an cleon ie.

silence as Rocky's pale face glared
murder. Then he swaggered to the
door. Everybody relaxed. Gene was
the coolest man there.

Tommy and the girl were nervous
when they came to the office. Gene
tried to put them at their ease.

"It's all right. Annabelle, relax.

Now I asked you kids to do me a little

favour, you remember? That's why I

bought you some new clothes so you
could go into an expensive jewellery
shop to-morrow and not look out of

place."
"We're not going to do anything

crooked!" declared Tommy.
"Now wait a minute, Tommy, wait

a minute. All I want you to do is to

ask to see some diamond rings. You
won't like anything you see, and the
salesman will put several trays on tho

counter."
"What for?" demanded Tommy sus-

piciously.
"The two thousand dollars I

promised you," said Gene easily.

"Yeah, hut we don't "

Gene's voice hardened.
"And to keep you both from going to

gaol for sticking us up at Frank's
place." He turned his back on them.
Tommy's arm went round AnnabeHe's
slim shoulders. Misery was written en
their faces, for despite Gene's friendli-

ness, there was no doubt that they

were caught in tho toils of

gangsterdom.
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They had no means of knowing that

it was Gene's intention only to use them
for this simple job—then they could
go their ways, for he didn't want them
to get mixed up with the gang. There
was no danger to them as he had
worked it out. But next morning they
were so nervous when tiiey entered the

jewellery store at the appointed time-
nine o'clock—that they thought Larkin
would see something was wrong. How-
ever, he put their nervousness clown to

shyness, and brought out tray after

tray of rings, laying >. them on the

counter.
' Annabelle was admiring some expen-
sive rings when an uproar started out-

side. Loud voices quarrelled discord-

antly, then came the thud of blows'.

Quickly a crowd collected outside the
windows as Billy and Johnny slammed
any at each other. The rest of the
gang mixed with the spectators.

While Larkin's attention was dis-

tracted, Tommy and Annabelle seized

the opportunity to hurry out. They
edged round the milling crowd as a

policeman forced his way through.
Larkin was just putting the rings
away when a cold voice snapped

:

"Reach!"
Covering him was Rocky, with Batsy

and Eddie, grim-faced, behind him.
Old Morton, standing near his sales-

man, glared in horror. A hold-up

!

While the policeman was still

struggling to get to the fighters, the
crack of a shot sounded from inside.

Rocky, Batsy and Eddie dashed out,

hurling startled people aside. They
leaped into their car. Out rushed
Larkin, yelling distractedly:
"Help, stop those men! They shot

Mr. Morton !"

Another shot barked as the car
screamed away from the sidewalk.
Larkin staggered, clasping his shoulder,
and collapsed against the doorway as
another policeman came running to his

assistance.

At nine-seven Gene Fillmore grinned
as he looked at his watch. All over
by now, and without any trouble. He
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grinned at Dorothy, who was still re-

covering from the surprise he had given
her when he announced his intention of

making this the last job and arrang-
ing for their marriage right away.
She hadn't expected this, and wondered
what the jealous Rocky would have to

say.

Then the radio announcer s voice
began barking a news flash.

"Armed bandits broke in Morton's
Fifth Avenue store and escaped with
over a hundred thousand dollars' worth
of jewellery. When Mr. Morton
lowered his hands slightly one of the

bandits shot him in cold blood.
Edward Larkin. the salesman, ran out
to summon aid and was also shot at

b3
- the escaping thugs. His condition

is reported critical."

Savagely Gene's voice ripped through
the sudden silence.

"Rocky ! Wait here for me. Dorothy.
We may have to move fast!"
Tommy and Annabelle had been wag-

ing outside the Club Sultan in a panic
for a long time when Gene's roadster
screeched to a standstill beside them.
Annabelle gripped his arm imploringly.
"We never wanted to get mixed up

in this robbery and killing."

"All right." Gene snapped. "Come
on inside. Fll attend to you later."

He raced into the deserted cafe, a

place of dim shadows, with chairs piled
on tables after the cleaners. With
the youngsters behind him he came to

a full stop as a soft voice drawled:
" Hallo, Gene !"

Sitting at one of the tables iu the
shadows with a gun resting before him,
was Rocky Mosby. The killer had
been tipped off by Dorothy that Gene
was on the warpath. He had come
prepared for a show-down in the only
way he understood—with a gun in his

hand.
With the bar at their backs they

faced him as he rose, smiling mirth-
lessly.

"Get out of the way, kids! You're
in the business now. like the rest of US.

So you can watch me elect a new boss."

11

"Still ambitious, Rocky?" said'
Gene mockingly.
"Yeah, I like to tell people what to

do. I hate' to be told. I tried to tell

you you needed a gun in this business.

People respect you more." All the
time he was watching Gene tifce a
make, ignoring the others.

"All right," grunted Gene. • i

ahead and shoot. Get it over with
"

Rocky smiled.
"I like to se j you squirm firs'. I've

got something to say that might mil:'*

you wriggle a little."

Gene grinned offensively
"Been stealing cheese OUl »f niv ice

box. Rocky."
"Funny guy, ain't you? V/e!l. have

i ,'ood laugh. While j iu « re mixing
with the best people I n <-: taking out
Dorothy. 1 suspect she I > s me
Only by a harrowing of his eyes did

Gene Fillmore show hi- amazement.
"• You're a liar !"

"You can check on us,' marled
Rocky, raising his gun, "when you
come back to haunt me!"
Hi) hand contracted on the trigger,

but with one amazing leap Tommy
Came at him, swung a lusty arm ml
sent the gun flying from the kill-i'i

hand. Snarling, Rocky bent swiftly I"

pick it up. Gene was on him instantly,
smashing a blow to the jaw that 3 ul

him flying in a heap and picking up
the gun himself.
"Thank,, kid." he drawled. "All

right, stay where you are. Rocky "

Warily, Rocky began to rise.

"All right, boss, now it's your
chance to shoot. But you won't. 1

ain't afraid of you. You never scared
me. That's why I took your girl

away. That's why the gang wants ma
to tell them what to do!"
Unwavering, Gene covered him with

his own gun and snapped :

"Tommy, take Annabelle into tha
b.ick room."
"Stick around, kids," Rocky invited

"I'm going to take that gun away
from him in a minute."
"Rocky," Gene drawled, "you've

" Stick 'em up, all of you I
" ha snapped, his

hand gripping something in his coat pocket.
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been getting out of line lately. You're
becoming a liability to the gang. I

got a letter from Mrs. Winters this

morning."
"So what?"' grated Rocky, crouch-

ing watchfully.
"She called us a bunch of yellow

rata," came Gene's cold, measured
tones. "When her husband went to

prison we promised to keep her going
and send her money. She never got a
cent. What did you do w it h the money,
Kocky? Tiie boys would like to know
about that."
"Yeah?'' scowled Rocky. "But you

ain't gonna tell them. You ain't gonna
tell them nothing. Why don't, you
shoot, you big shot?" He started

towards Gene.
"Slay where you are, Rocky."
"You don't know how to lire a gun,

do you, Gene?" tho killer jeered.
" Well, I'll show you."
Like a striking snake his hand flashed

to a shoulder-holster. The weapon was
half out when Gene's gun crashed.

Pace contorted, Rocky coughed and
crumpled to the floor. A killer even
in death, he fired spasmodicaly as he
rolled in agony, his automatic ripping

shots at Gene. Bottles smashed to the

Hoor, their contents splashing over

Gene as lie ducked. In a haze of gun-
smoke he stared down at Rocky as the

twitching body gradually became still,

Gang Law
" /~* ENE, we're going to give you a

Vj fair trial. If the boys decide
against you, I guess you know

what that means."
A grim gathering faced Gene Fill-

more that night. Dorothy Palmer sat

alone, her eyes smouldering with hate.

It was the singer who had come first

on the scene of the shooting, and knelt,

sobbing, by the body of Rocky Mosby.
"He was a rat," said Gene coldly

when she accused him of shooting the

killer in cold blood. "He tried to kill

me."
Venomously she stared at him.
"The boys will get you for this."

Dazedly he stared at. her.

"Then everything he said about you
Iwo was true, huh '!"

"Figure it out lor yourself!" she

snarled, and when the ganj; came rush-

ing to the scene she accused him point-

blank in the face of the evidence of

Tommy and Aunabelle, whom nobody
would believe.

Gene stared round at the grim faces

of the men who were to try him. The
law of the underworld decreed that a

man accused of killing a fellow ganc.

member should himself be the object

of gang vengeance. It was obvious
thai, although one or two were trying

to be fair-minded, tho general opinion
was hostile to him. Dorothy had
worked well on their minds.

Knowing his life depended on a hair-

trigger, Gene had tried to square
things with Tommy and Annabelle.
They wouldn't accept the two thousand
dollars he offered them, wishing only
to be free of this atmosphere of robbery
and murder. Annabelle, who admired
his many good qualities, was still

dazed at the discovery that he, too,

..ild be a killer. Ohcomfortabh
before her wonderment, he gave them
their hundred and thirty-six dollars.

"Now beat it while you're still

carrying it. You don't belong around
this place.''

As Tommy pulled her away, Anna-
belle exclaimed

:

" But couldn't you run away before
they try you?"

( fene laughed grimly. .

"Sure, Fit tell you what I'll do'
81 ptemher 17th, 1938.
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I'll hide in ray attic. That'll fool

I hem. Go on, get out, will you, and
stop worrying about me."
Now alone— for Batsy, who was on

his side, was out on an errand—he
faced his accusers and claimed the
right to talk.

"What for?" snapped Dorothy.
"You killed him, didn't you?"
"Look at yourselves, boys," said

Gene. "What were you before T took
over? Just a bunch of petty thieves.

Do you fellows realise that this past
year our receipts were over a million
dollars ?''

"All I got was fifteen grand,"
Johnny complained.
"Well, you're not the whole organisa-

tion. You're simply a wheel in

machinery."
"Yeah? Well, I'm a pretty

wheel."
"Besides that," said Gene, "I pay

out a lot of money for your protec-
tion."
"May I inquire, Mr. Fillmore," - id

Dorothy acidly, "what all this has got
to do with your shooting of Rocky ?"

"It has this to do with it," he said
curtly. "Under my leadership you've
all kept out of trouble. If I was right
in one thing, I've been right in another.
Rocky disobeyed my orders, and he
ended up by pulling a gun on me.
Fortunately, I beat him to it."

"I was there," said Dorothy im-
placably. "He shot Rocky down cold.
Didn't give him a chance."

MEXT WEEK'S COMPLETE

FILM DRAMAS!

DON TERRY

" SQUADRON OF HONOUR "

As the result of a diabolical frame-up tbe
National Commander of tbe American
Legion is arrested for murder ; and Dan
Blaine, a young District Attorney, sets

out to establish his innocence and enlists

the aid of a hundred thousand Legion-
naires to capture the actual kiiler. A

novel drama

" SWISS MISS "

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy go to
Switzerland to sell mousetraps, but from
the lack of ready cash are compelled to

take jobs as waiters, and, through a
famous composer and his mischievous
wife, are drawn into au hilarious ad-

venture

Also

Another episode of the fighting serial :

" THE PAINTED STALLION »

Starring Ray Corrigan
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Bill glanced at Eddie and rose.

"Well, that's enough for me, boys.
Let's get going." And Gene knew that
the verdict was against him.
Johnny protested.
"Why can't we just kick him out of

the gang and let it go at that?"

"He didn't give Rocky a chance!"
snapped Dorothy.
"Well, frankly," grinned Gene,

"I'm against it. But 1 guesv I'm out-
voted." With a bitter sting in his
voice he added: "Well, gentlemen,
after looking over this gang, all I cv\\

say is that New York is reasonably-
safe to-night. I'm not going to crawl.
It is clear to me that I am the
difference here between a well-regu-
lated business organisation and a .

of thugs."
"We got along all right before you

canii ,'' snarled Bill, and Dorothy Palmer
smiled evjlly : "And we'll get along all

right after you're gone, won't we,
boys ?"

Johnny, Fraukie, Eddie and Li

nodded grimly, and Genii n ad his doom
in their faces. He Shrugged, and they

preparing to leave when Bat^y
burst in cheerfully with the money from
the Morton jewels.
"Hi ya, guys, I brought thi

Well, what's the matter, did I miss
something ?"

"Well, you missed all the speeches,"
drawled Gene, "but you're in time for
the fireworks."

"Is that so? I brought alonj.' a few
friends to see some fun. I didn't have
any subpoanas, but I rounded up some
witnesses!" And Batsy brought in
Annabelle and Tommy, with a pale-faced
woman in a dark costume who had once
been pretty.. Now- she looked a
sick woman.
"I thought I told you kids to

away from here!" Gene growled with
more emotion than he Bad shown
hitherto.

"Yeah, but Batsy here said it would
help if we told about Rocky trying to
shoot you I"

"You coached them swell, Batsy."
sneered Dorothy. "Is that Gene's poor
old mother?"
"Oh, I forgot to introduce yon," said

Batsy airily. "Fellows, this ;s Mrs,
Winters."
The gang stared unbelievingly.
"Billy's wife?"
"Yeah," said the pale woman dres

"I'm Mrs. Billy Winters. I guess I
look a lot different than when Billy
and me was running around together.
When you ain't, eating regular " She
broke oft', coughing spasmodically. "Billy
was in the wrong business, but he
didn't realise that when he went to
prison, I'd be left behind like this !"'

.

"But how could that be?" gasped
Bill. 'We been sending dough
regular

"
"By way of Rocky," drawled Batsy.

"He was a nice boy."
"He. kept, the money for himself?"

said Larry incredulously.

"Don't believe her!"
Dorothy, her eyes showing her fear that
Gene would go free. "It's a f

up!"
Hill >w nng on Gene.
"Did you know about, this?"
Batsy answered sardonically:

"He showed me a line- from her.

he didn't think you guys would
about, a thing like that."

Bill shingged, staring at Gene.
"The trip's off."

"That's what you think!" BCreomed
Dorothy Palmer, her face twisted with
hate, and she suddenly flashed a small
automatic out of her handbag. '

^Continued on page 23)
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The fearless Englishman, up against a mysterious enemy, risks his life in a dangerous
mission. Starring John Barrymore and John Howard

A Theft and a Murder

IT was quite a merry little party
assembled at Phyllis Clavering's villa

in Switzerland, and Phyllis was
happier than she had been for a long
while. For it was on the eve of her
marriage to Captain Hugh Drummond,
and as he had promised faithfully that

he had abandoned all his crime work
and was really intending to settle down
at last, his fiancee for once was con-
tent. For though she loved Drummond
dearly and was secretly proud of his

many daring exploits she had no fancy
for being married to a man who was
continually risking his life in the dis-

covery of crime.

The time was just before dinner, and
in the lounge-room were Drummond
and his fiancee, their Aunt Blanche, and
Sir Raymond Blantyre. millionaire, and
head of the world famous Metropolitan
Diamond Syndicate.

The door opened suddenly and
Tenny, Drurnmond's impassive "man,"
entered the room. On a salvor lav a

small package which he presented to
Drummond.

"•fn-i arrived, sir."

Drummond glanced al it."

''More loot, darling." lie said with a
smile in the direction of his fiancee.
"Valuable, too. fioin the look of it.

II igh. Why, look at all the insurance
Si i'mp>t"

She went on surpriscdly as Drum-
mond opened it.

"It's from Gwen and Algy ! Why on
earth didn't they bring it themselves'
They'll be here any moment now."
She opened the letter and read as

f llloWS:

"Dear Hugh and Phyllis.—Look what
d,x(U{y has just made in his lab! This

| is our wedding gift to you, but don't
tell anyone as it's a secret."

She looked up with a smile.

"Don't suppose it matters much," she
said, "as we're all friends. But isn't

it rather wonderful? It really looks
real, doesn't it, Sir Raymond? You're
an expert on these things."

It certainly did look real. It was a

large diamond about the size of a small

nut. As it lay on its velvet bed ii

winked and glittered at them.

Blantyre took it and studied it with
a slight frown on his face.

" You say this lady's father made
this?" he asked incredulously.
"Oh, yes." replied the girl readily.

"He's Professor Goodman, the famous
chemist. He's been working on this for

year— it's his hobby. It's rather a

li, antiful bit of glass, isn't it. Sir Ray-
mond? For, of course, as il isn't real

it can't be of any value, can it?"
Me handed it back to Iter. Drum-

mond was watching him with a slightly

perplexed look on his face.

"Oh, no," answered the millionaire
carelessly. "It isn't of any value, of
course. But it's interesting all the
same."

It was not until dinner was over and
Blantyre had left that the subject came
up again, for Algy and Owen bad
turned up. and after the usual greetings
had been exchanged Drummond turned
to G» en.

"Thanks for your present, Owen," be
said. " But might I ask the reason of all

the insurance stamps?"
"Well, diamonds are worth it, aren't

they, Hugh ?"

''Diamonds are, old lady—but not
manufactured bits of gla>s."

Her smile was a shade pitying.

"That's a real diamond, Hugh."

He stared at her.

"But you said your old man made
it

'?" be queried.
"So he did. He's been working on

the process for nearly twenty years, and
this is the first real result. He showed
it to an expert, without telling him
he'd made it, and the expert offered tii

give him twenty thousand pounds for it

straight off."

Drummond sat up in bis chair.

"D'you mean that. Gwen?" be de-

manded.
"I most certainly do. And he .ays

he can make all he wants to. He's
pleased as a dog with two tails."

"I'll say he is." replied Drummond
emphatically. "He Can make all the.

money he wants."
"Oil, that doesn't interest daddy in

the slightest," answered the giil. "He
won't try and make money out of il.

All he's interested in is the fact thai

he can now do what he's been trying to

do tor years."
A worried frown came to Drurnmond's

Face as he go) up from bis chair.

"That sounds all good, my dear, hit

if this gets out
"

As he paused. Gwen bioke in.

"It had better not, Hugh. Father
doe-n't want it known yet."

"H'm! Sorry about that. Sir Ray
mond Blantyre seemed a bit intere

in it. He was here when your letter

came, and be examined that diamond
at some length."
Ann! Blanche, however, broke in here.

"Mv dear Hugh. don't be so

ridiculous," she said. "Sir .Raymond is

a gentleman ami one of the best known
men in the whole of London. I'll tell

him when I see him to-morrow that

you don't want this thing talked about
vet. Now bring Owen and Algy and
1st them see vour presents."
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"Let's hope they're all safe," chimed

in Longworth. "11 the jolly old
burglars were to get to work "

"Nonsense," interrupted Aunt
Blanche, "we've got a special detective
guarding them day and night."
They went into the room where all the

pr< Mills were laid out.
"Hallo?" exclaimed Drnmmond as he

glanced round the room. "Where's our
bIi nib?"
"Popped out to have one," suggested

Longworth facetiously.
"1 must talk to him about " began

the other, but he swung round in a
moment as a little scream came from
his fiancee.

"Hugh, it's gone!"
" What's gone ?"

"The diamond— the diamond that

Gwen and Algy gave us. The case is

here, but it's empty."
They stood together gazing at the

i inpty ease. Drummond's face was
grave. But they swung round in a
moment at a startled cry from Algy
Longworth, who had been searching
about in a corner of the room.

" And here's jour 'tec, Hugh," he said

as he pointed grimly to a figure that lay

sprawled out inertly on the floor.

Drnmmond was across the room in a
flash. Aunt Blanche had given a scream
and collapsed into a chair. Gwen and
Phyllis were clutching each other and
their faces were white.
Drnmmond, down on his knees beside

the unfortunate detective, spoke at last.

"Ring up the police, Algy," he said.
" This man's been murdered."

A Caller for Professor Goodman
PROFESSOR GOODMAN, elderly,

dreamy-eyed
;

benevolent, was in

his library when a maid entered.
"Two gentlemen to see you. sir." she

said. "Sir Raymond Blantyre and his

secretary."
The professor tapped his head thought-

fully.

"Ah, yes," he murmured, "I re-

member now. They made an appoint-
ment. Show them up, Mrs. Weevens."
Blantyre came into the room, a big,

florid-faced man,
"My name is Blantyre, professor," he

said. "This is my secretary, Mr.
Roberts. As I told you on the 'phone.

being the head of the greatest diamond
syndicate in the world I am naturally

u is about this new process of yours."
"Nairn,illy, naturally," replied the

other with a bland smile. "I suppose
you are inclined to look upon me as a
serious rival, Sir Raymond, but you
n\ odn't worry a lot. -My interest is in

my ( xperiments. I shan't flood the

world with my results for the purpose
of making money."
A frown crossed the millionaire's face.

"Forgive me for saying so," he re-

plied, "but you have not yet convinced
me that you can make diamonds."
The professoi beamed on him.
"No, my frierfd," be answered, "but

I very soon shall. Now watch me
closely."

No two people could have watched
him more closely than did those two
lor the next twenty minutes. They saw
him busy himself with queer evil smell-

ing liquids which he mixed, in front of

them with exceeding great care; they
saw him empty the result into a empty
metal cup, and (he cup itself enclosed in

a cylinder which in turn was screwed
tightly into a complicated mac bine.

Then they saw him pull a .-witch ami
the sparks begin to fly.

They stood watching in dead silence.

The noise of the machinery WBS deafen-
ing, the sparks were blinding. Presently
II, M.ies began to shoot out and they
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Stepped back in slight alarm, but the

professor merely shook his head as

though telling them there was no need
for fear.

Finally, he pulled a. succession of
levers and at last fame silence.

"Gentlemen," he said impressively,
"you have witnessed the birth of a
diamond.''
Said Sir Raymond with a frown:
"Let's have a look at the diamond,

professor."
The latter, with a pair of tongs, un-

screwed the cylinder and removed from
it a round black ball which he dropped
into a vat of liquid which spurted up a
cloud of steam.

Presently he lifted the black ball out.

"There is your diamond, gentlemen,"
he said.

"That's not a diamond," said Roberts
snecringly.

"You don't think so?" asked the pro-
f, --or with a smile. "Let us see."

He picked up a small hammer, gave
a few gentle blows to the black ball

which shivered and broke. And there
la\ a glittering diamond!
"I can make those at a cost of a few

shillings apiece." he said modestly.
Sir Raymond picked it up. examined

it closely : studied it through his glass.

"Perfect," he pronounced. "Small,
admittedly, but "

"Ah, I shall do better later on. Sir

Raymond. If I had an equipment like

Dr. Botulian's "

" And who's he ?"

"You've never heard of him? Why.
he's the great American scientist, now-
over heie. Incidentally "—with a smile—"he is my rival."

Blantyre, who had been listening with
the closest attention, now spoke.

"Professor." he said, "I will pay you
fifty thousand pounds for this secret of
yours."
The professor regarded them coldly.

"I'm afraid I'm not interested, gentle-
men." he said.

"Name your figure then. I'll pay you
anything in reason."
A slightly angry look appeared on the

professor's benevolent face.

"As I have already told you. Sir Ray-
mond, my invention is not, for sale."

"But, professor, surely you can
see " began the other when Goodman
cut him short.

"You're wasting your time and mine,
sir," he said sharply. "I have been
pleased to show yon my invention. I

have now the honour to wish you good-
morning."
As Blantyre and Roberts came down

the staircase together the millionaire was
si owling.
"I wish to goodness you hadn't killed

that detective," he said.

One houi later Drnmmond was inter-

viewing Colonel Neilsoii. of Scotland
Yard, though the latter's opening re-

mark as Drnmmond entered the room
was hardly encouraging.

"I never see you come into this room,
Drnmmond, without wishing you a mil-

lion miles away," he said crossly.

"Thanks for the kind thought." re-

plied the big man cheerfully. "But
yon ve gol to listen to this one."
He proceeded to retati what

had taken place in the villa at Switzer-
land, Blantyre's hurried departure, the
theft of the diamond and the murder
of the d"h etive.

"I've just come from Professor Good-
man's." he went on. "and Blantyre's
been there trying to get him to sell his

process, and practically threatening him
with things if he doesn't do so. Now
give me the answer to that one "

Nfeilson was silent He was never in-

clined to encourage Diummond too
much becata e he was always a little
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. nervous of what he would do. But he
1 could see there was something grave at
the back oi it.

"Sir Raymond is a most respectable
man," he said abruptly.

"So's every criminal till he turns
ciook," retorted Diummond. "But it's

pretty plain to me that he murdered that
'tec, and the next murder you'll hear of
will be Professor Goodman. And if you
won't be around to sec it, I shall. Good-
morning.''
He went out raging. Neilson, with a

smile, rang his beU and one of his clerks
came in.

"Put a plain-clothes man on to Drnm-
mond," he said, "as he may get into

trouble, and we've got to be there to

help him out. And have two men
watching Professor Goodman's house "

Sir Raymond Lays His Plans

BLANTYRE and Roberts called on
Dr. Botulian that afternoon, for

Professor Goodman's chance re-

mark had put an idea into the million-
aire's head.
He began with an encouraging smile

after he had stated who he was and the

experiment that he had recently wit-

nessed, for he had seen other things than
mere interest show in the doctor's eyes
during his recital.

"You and the professor are rivals,

aren't you, doctor?" he asked blandly.
"We've both of us experimented

along similar lines, if that's what you
mean." replied the other guardedly.
"And you've failed where Goodman

seems to have succeeded?"
The other stroked his small heard.

There was a frown on his face v,

did not escape Blantyre.
" At present—yes.
" We are very interested in the

Goodman process, "' said Roberts
smoothly, " and we have made him a
very handsome offer, but he declines to
sell."

"I have an appointment with him 'this

evening," murmured Botulian the. .

fully. "I'm taking him some of iny
equipment at nine o'clock."

Blantyre and Roberts exchanged
glances. This was news, and interest-

ing news.
Supposing that—er—we kept your

appointment for you?" suggested Blan-
tyre ingratiatingly.

Botulian looked thoughtful, and Blan-
tyre went on.
"We should be charmed to pay yen

five thousand pounds to keep the ap-
pointment."
Botulian's eyes narrowed.
"But I might hit upon the pro

myself later?" he murmuied the.

fully.

"When we should be delighted to bi y
you out at a high figure," replied the
millionaire.

Botulian sat nodding thoughtfully.
"Exactly what have I got to do?"

he demanded at length.

"Receive a cheque for five thousand
pounds." answered the millionaire

smoothly, "and remain here so that you
have a pei feci alibi."

"One of you gentlemen. I take it, in-

tends to go as d

Sir Raymond rose to his feet with a
smile.

"Let's say. doctor." he an.- v. •

"that whatevei risk we take will le
our own."

For some time after they had gi I

Botulian sat thinking deeply. Than :.*.

last be summoned his assistant.

"Well?" demanded the latter.
" You heard the suggestion?"
"I did. So you aren't keeping

|

appointment to-night?"
A smile spread over the doctor's fare.

"That's where you're wrong, my deal
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fellow," he replied blandly. "I am
keeping it—but it will be well before
nine o'eock. Poof, I can see their

game! They're going to destroy his

laboratory. Alt right—they shall. But
we'll be well in front of them and we'll

get Goodman away. And I fancy then
that Blantyre will be ready to pay fifty

thousand pounds instead of a paltry

five."

Dmmmoiid had already had in the
course of years too many rebuffs from
the Yard to be inclined to take them
seriously, so after his fruitless interview
with Colonel Neilson he went straight
back to Professor Goodman's house,
where he, too, learped that he bad got
an appointment that night with Dr.
Botulian. Though when later in the day
the faithful Tenny who had followed
Blantyre and Roberts after they had
left Goodman's house, apprised him of

the fact that these two had both called

upon Dr. Botulian and had come away
obviously pleased with themselves, his

fears all leaped up again. For he was
quite sure that something sinister had
been planned, though he was entirely
at a loss to understand what it could be.

All the same he had no idea of aban-
doning his investigations. He was
firmly convinced in his own mind that
Blantyre was planning something des-

perate, and he was determined to find

out what it could be. So that evening
soon after eight o'clock he was loir.

lound Goodman's house, dodging back-
wards and forwards about the shrubbery
in his efforts to avoid the two constables
who were patrolling the house. And
it was while he was crouching down be-
hind one of the laurel bushes that the
faithful .Tenny joined him.

" Dr. Botulian. sir, has just entered
the house," he whispered. "The police
stopped him, but he said who he was
and he was allowed to go in."

"Funny," mused Drummond. "His
appointment was for nine, and it's not
half-past eight. Tenny, you must slip

away from here and try and draw off
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the police. I've got to get into the
house and see what's going on."
He heard his man slip away and

waited, listening. He was quite con-
vinced now that something queer was
on foot, and in a few minutes' time
when no sound came to him he slipped
from the shrubbery and was soon busy
on one of the lower windows. But he
swung round in a flash as a voice came
from his elbow.
"Good-evening, Captain Drummond."
Drummond cursed him under his

breath. Two stalwart constables were
standing before him.
"It won't do. sir," went on one of

them calmly. "We have special instruc-

tions from Colonel Neilson, sir, to take
you off if we found you trying to get

into this house. Ir would be wiser to

come quietly."
Drummond swore softly but volubly.
"You mean you're going to arrest

me?''
"Afraid we've got to follow orders.

sir. If you won't come quietly
"

But here Drummond interrupted them
with a weary shrug of the shoulders.

"Oh. what's the use?" he exclaimed
bitterly. "I'll come."
Neilson regarded him sternly as thej

brought him into his room.
"So you were still at it. were you?"

he queried. "I've been looking for an
excuse for sonic time to lock you up.

Drummond, and now y#u've furnished
it. You were trying to batter your way
into that house "

"To prevent a murder being com-
mitted."
"Oh. I've heard that tale before!"
lie turned to the attendant constables.
"Take him away and lock him up,"

be said.

"But, colonel !" exclaimed Drummond
desperately. "Even if you do lock me
up, will you send someone up imme-
diately to Goodman'- house? I ; ( ||

you "

"I don't care what you tell me!"
stormed the other. "I tell you thai
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there's nothing wrong with Goodman's
house and "

But at that moment the telephone-bill
shrilled out, and he picked up the
receiver, though even as he listened the
expression of his face changed.
"What? There's been an explosion

—

the house has been wrecked—Goodman's
house?''
He banged down the receiver, glared

at Drummond, who was whistling softly

under his breath.

"My ear—quick!" exclaimed Neilson.
"And you come along, too. Drum-
mond !"

As they pulled up outside the house
where the constable was holding back
the crowd they saw only too clearly that
theie had been a serious explosion, for

almost half the house was in ruins.

But even as they alighted from the

ear a -light, bearded man came forward
in an obvious state of agitation.

"I'm Dr. Botulian," he said. "I'm
looking for Professor Goodman's house.

I have an appointment with him."
Neilson glared at him.
" What time?"
"Nine o'clock. I'm a bit late. Tin

afraid, but
"

But at that moment Mrs. Weevens
pushed her way forward and threw out
an accusing finger at the doctor.

"There he is!" -he exclaimed.
"There's the blackguard who called on
my mastei over an hour ago."

"(Hi. hut that's impossible!" ex-

claimed the doctor. "I have never even
approached tins house until now."

"Oh, you did. I saw you!" replied

Mi-. \V. i \ ens.
" 1 can prove 1 didn't."

Neilson was rubbing his chin.

"I'm afraid, doctor, that this 5g ,,

ease for a. magistrate to decide," he
said.

"But you can't possibly :\\ic<t me."
mswered the other excitedly; bid

Neilson came in angrily.

"Can't I?" he retorted. "You evi-

dently don't know "

Drummond stepped back, his sword above his head.
s. |.:. ntber 17th, 1938.
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/* But a quiet voice pame from hi-s

eftow.
. "I shouldn'l. if I were you," it said.

. ' Neilson wheeled round furiously.

Drummond was standing there holding
out something.
«t "Take a squint at that which I found
just now inside the house, colonel," he
suggested, and there was a smile on his

face.

The other snatched it from him, glared
..t it, and then glared back at Drum-
mond, who went on quietly

:

"That's why I say you mustn't arrest

the 'doctor," he said. "That's a piece

of ii false beard or a false wig the same
colour as Dr. Botulian's, so it looks very
much as though

"

"Someone's been impersonating him?
Great heavens!" exclaimed Neilson.

He swung round on one of the con-
stables.

"Did you see anyone like Dr.
Botulian arrive?" he flung out.

"Well, sir, a gentleman arrived, like

this gentleman, who said he was Dr.
Botulian. and he drove up with a big
packing-case "

"Which was probably filled with
high-explosives," finished Neilson. now
thoroughly angry. "Oh, you make me
tired, the whole lot of you!"

The Trapping of Bulldog Drummond

IT was two days later, and Bulldog
Drummond sat at his breakfast with
the imperturbable Tenny motionless

behind him.
"You are not getting on with your

breakfast, sir," suggested the latter

'mildly.

"I'm not, Tenny. Things aren't
going right, and I can't make it out.
I've got a strong feeling in my bones
that Goodman was never killed in that
explosion Yet if he wasn't "

He left the sentence unfinished as he
stared gloomily at his plate. At that
moment the electric bell in the hall

whirred out.

"Go and see who that is, Tenny," he
said.

A few moments later the man ap-
peared, ushering in Dr. Botulian.

"How are you. doctor?" asked
Drummond smoothly. "What can I do
for you?"
"The late Professor Goodman seems

to have had a premonition that some-
thing was going to happen to him,"
replied the doctor as he sat down. "A
week ago he sent me a letter requesting
me in the event of his death to carry
on his diamond experiments."

"I see. But may I ask how this

affects me?"
"Merely thai Goodman gave his notes

to you for their safe keeping."

Drummond frowned.
"On the contrary, doctor. I begged

him to do so and he refused."
Dr. Botulian. without a word, pro-

duced a letter which lie handed to
I >i ummond.
".Read that." he said laconically.

Drummond pdanced at it. It read
thus:

"Dear Drummond, -In the event of
.in, thing happening to me will you
please turn over my notes to my old
friend and colleague, Dr. Botulian?

—

" Berk vhd ( Ioodman."

Drummond looked up. There was a
smile on his face.

" f naturally wanted to lie quite sure."
In- said. " T admit that he did give me
lln- notes. They're at (he bank in my
:.ife deposit. Perhaps if you will come
back here this afternoon at four

"

"
I could come with you now?" broke
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in the other eagerly ; but Drummond
merely shook his head.
"I'm not doubting you, doctor," he

replied, "but out of fairness to my old

friend I must verify his signature. If

it's O.K., as no doubt it is, you shall

have the notes at four this afternoon."
The other lose from his chair.

"Thank you. captain. I'll be here at

four," he said.

After he had gone Drummond sat

fingering the letter and examining it

closely. His eyes were narrowed.
Tenny was watching him.
"Now this is highly interesting.

Tenny," murmured Drummond. "I
want a long envelope and half a dozen
sheets of paper. I think I can most
certainly say now that Professor Good-
man isn't dead, after all."

One hour later he was seated in

Colonel Neilson's room, and the latter

was studying the letter which Botulian
had given him.
"I suppose you're telling me that this

letter is a forgery?" he queried at

length.
"On the contrary, Gwen has identified

it as her father's handwriting."
" Then why can't you give Botulian

the notes?"
" Simply because Goodman never gave

them to me."
Neilson stared at him.
"Then if Goodman never gave them

to you " he^egan, and then stopped.
Drummond came in with a smile.

"Exactly."
"But that means—what exactly does

it mean, Drummond?"
"One of two things, colonel. Now

listen."

By the time he rose to go, Neilson
was nodding grim approval.

At four o'clock Botulian entered the

room and Drummond rose to meet him.
But his greeting was strange, for he
suddenly grasped the doctor's beard and
gave it a violent tug.
"What the devil—what the

"

spluttered the other ; but Drummond
came in with a smile.

"Forgive me, doctor. I must apolo-

gise, but a man obviously impersonat-
ing you came here this morning with
this letter. D'you recognise it?"

He handed the other the letter which
the latter himself had brought, and
Botulian stared at it for some moments
as if undecided as to what to say.

"This letter," he said at length, "was
stolen from my house last night. I

didn't report it to the police as it would
make it public."
"And I merely pulled your beard just

now, sir," replied Drummond airily, "to
make sure you are the real Dr. Botulian.

Tenny, give the doctor those notes."

Drummond stood chuckling after

Botulian had left.

"My hat and revolver, quick.
Tenny." he said. "I think he'll lead

me all right now to Professor Good-
man."

It was a long pursuit, but Drummond
had been accustomed to long pursuits,

and he knew furthermore now that (lie

Yard men were joining in the chase and
would follow him wherever he went.
And that was quite good enough for

him when eventually he tracked
Botulian down to a little village in the

Midlands. And so sine w;is he of those

whom he believed to be following hitn

thiit lie went boldly up 1.1 the house and
knocked at the dooi . which was opened
by the doctor himself.

"Ah, come in, Drummond!" he ex-

claimed genially. " D'you know I had
a sort of fancy that you'd be coming
along."
Drummond's hand was in his pocket
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on his gun, and he pushed it forward a
shade ostentatiously.
"I shouldn't try any tricks, doctor,"

he said quietly. "I hold you covered."
"My clear fellow, I can see that. I'll

go first and you can follow me if you
like. Though I don't understand quite
what this means."
"I most certainly should like,"

answered Drummond grimly. "But.
don't please let me see your hands go
to your pockets. I'm horribly quick on
the trigger."
He followed the other into a comfort-

ably furnished hall, but he saw in a
glance that it was empty.
"I want to see Professor Goodman,"

he said briefly.

Botulian smiled.
"My dear man, I'm not a medium. I

can't bring the dead to life."

"Ah, but Goodman isn't dead, doctor.
That letter you gave me was written
within the last twenty-four hours. I
know; the ink has been tested."

A dangerous light shone for a moment
in the other's eyes, but he turned it

away with a laugh.
".Well; we all make mistakes some-

times," he said. "Even Captain Drtuu-
mond. Look out behind you."
But Drummond, smiling, shook his

head.
"I'm not falling for that one. thank

you, doctor," he answered. "It's a bit

too old. I'll trouble you to
"

And then something crashed on his

head from behind, and as he slid inertly

to the floor he knew that he had fallen

into a cleverly laid trap.

The Last Round

WHEN Drummond came to his

senses it was to find himself in

a small attic the windows of
which were closely barred. And Pro-
fessor Goodman was bending over him.
In a few moments Drummond explained
all that had occurred, but even while
he was talking they heard the sound of
bolts being drawn, and in another
moment Botulian entered the room.

"Well gentlemen," he said as he sur-

veyed them with an evil smile, "isn't it

time we came to an understanding? I

don't want blank sheets of paper, Drum-
mond, such as you put into that en-
velope—I want the notes."
Said Goodman, after a pause:
"They're in my laboratory."
"Unfortunately your laboratory has

been blown to bits, professor. But what
you've done once yon can do again."

"It will take a long time."

Botulian shrugged his shoulders.
"With an able assistant like Captaio

Drummond?" he queried. "Surely
not."
Drummond spoke then :

"And if we refuse?" he asked grimly.
Botulian smiled.
" The consequences. I'm afraid, will

be most unpleasant for both of you."
he said. "Think it over."

While this was taking place Colonel
Neilson was sitting in his room with
an exceedingly worried expression on
his face. Opposite him was Sir Raj
mond Blantyre. no. less worried; but.

from an entirely different cause had
Xeilson but known it.

''And you can't give us any idea of
what'.- In, on?" asked Neilson
at length
Blantyre threw out his hands. His

plans had miscarried very badly, and
he had a shrewd suspicion that Botulian
had in some way double-crossed him.
But he wasn't telling Neilson bo,

"I know no more than you do." he
protested. "I want to find my man

(Continued on pag9 28.)
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Ride the danger trail with the pioneers of the Old West in this pulsing epic of the days
when fearless prairie scouts took up the challenge of savage Redskins and murderous
desperadoes. To the beat of thundering hoofs and to the blast of flaming guns this

vivid serial runs its thrill-a-minute course, with hot action in every smashing episode
and Ray Corrigan in its starring role

Read This First

Bitched htj Dupray, a scheming
Spaniard who is Governor of Santa Fe,
but who has received newt that hi

is to b( deposed by tht newly estab-
lished Mexican Republic, u bund of

gades led by one, Zamora, is prey-
ing On. the II r lllllt ply t0

and fro across tht Western wilds with
rich merchandise under their awn
The activities <<f these renegades arc

hampered by a mystery rider on a
ted stallion, who has sworn to

defeat outlawry and who again and
again nam* the bandit*' intended
victims of their danger by means of
whistling ai rows.
The year is 1824. and in that year

an American frontiersman known as
Clark Stuart is detailed by tht U.S.
Government to negotiate a trudi treaty
with the Mexican authorities. It is a
treaty which Dupray is anxious to

• nt from being conceded, and at
his instigation Zamora invites the
Indians to attacl a wagon-train ltd by
a, trader named Jamison—a wagon-
train irith which (lark is travelling
and el also includes Jim
Bowie, faun. us OS tht inventor of tht

i knife, anel Kit Carson, a boy
later to become renowned as a Western
scout.

The Rider of the Painted Stallion
ties the tiain by calling off the Reel-

skins, who regard that mysterious
\re as a supernatural being, anel

later the. Rider rescues Clark from the
clutches of some of Zamora'$ hench-
men.
After learning the Rider is in reality

a while girl, Clark and his companions
reach Santa Fe, where they discover

Dupray's association with the outlaws.
Dupray escapes, and by a trick decoys

the Jamison party and Santa Fi's
garrison into tht hills. Then his men
attack the residenct of a urn- governor
who has en riri d at the citadel.

Together with Kit Carson and Jim
Bowie, three of Jamison's men and half
a- dozen soldiers havt been lift behind.
'I'h's, rally round the new governor
and engage the outlaws, but tin resi-

denct being set mi fin, the heroic
di find' i < rush forth to die fighting.

hit, attt in/ding tn follow, triiis and
strikes his head against ei door, losing
onsen, us, i> SS.

Now Read On

To the Rescue

JIM BOWIE, Don Luis Alvarez and
their companions were unaware of
ili e accident thai had befallen Kit,

but even had they known that lie was
lying insensible in that room which
they had evacuated they might well
have considered it an act of mercy to

leave him there.

The chances were that lie would re-

main mercifully oblivious and that
death would steal upon him painlessly.
And what alternative could Howie.
Don Luis and their party have offered
the boy if they had realised his plight
and turned back to revive him '.' They

EPISODE 10:—

" Ambush "

could only have -hepherded him oul < f

the burning residence to meet h s < >l

by a bullet, for Zamora and his i l< • d-

thirsty satellites were not of t ) i i eed
to show mercy to anyone—not even to
a lovable little fellow liki Kit Cl
As it was Kit seemed destii I

of suffocation, and not I

a six-gun.

Down the stairs that led ti tl e

ground floor of the housi J n

Howie, long-barrelled rifle clutched in

his hoi ny. calloused hands, w i ..
I

n face grim-determined
pression. After him, revolve) in

came Don Luis Alvarez, Governor of
Santa Fe and representativi of ihe
newly-established Mexican Republic,
and hunched in the rear of that < Idcrly
hidalgo were Bowie's threi ci nrades of
the Jamison wagon-train and
dozen soldiers who had been detailed to

remain at the presidio 0J

the rest of the garrison had depi rted.

Through weltering smoke luridly
col ed here and then ngues of
fire those eleven men foil)

to the front door of the dw en
they charged out on to the vera: da : nd
Out into the courtyard of tin pn
and as they appeared there in full

the air seemed to rock with ." bellow-
ing volley of gunplay thi

Ihe position occupied by Zi 'I

the besieging outlaw-.

Leaden missiles
patio, dealing murder. On< oi Jim
Howie's fellow Americans buckled ai tl e

knees and sank riddled tc

Three of the Mexican tn bed
headlong, lifeless. The •

scathed, gave swift respi •
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fusillade^—the other three soldiers, the
governor and Bowie's remaining com-
patriots standing in front of the burn-
ing residence and shooting at the rene-
gades, who had issued exultantly from
cover.
Jim Bowie on his part was not con-

tent to stand still anil trade lead with
the outlaws across an intervening area
that measured some forty or fifty yards.

A wild light of battle had kindled in

his eyes, vivid as the tongues of flamo
that were threatening to raze Don Luis'

quarters, and his teeth were bared so

that they lent an expression of indes-

cribable ferocity and mad courage to

his features. Indeed, he might have
been likened in that moment to some
Viking of old—berserk in the deter-

mination to slay before he himself was
slain.

Savagely he rushed towards the
muster of gangsters, and, rifle held
low, firing from the hip as he ran, he
accounted for two of his enemies.
Then suddenly realising the weapon in

his grasp was empty, he clubbed it in

mid-stride and charged on.
It seemed miraculous that he had not

already fallen dead, struck by an out-

law bullet, for the crooks had not been
slow to concentrate their gunplay on
him when he had dashed forward. Yet
perhaps because there was something
unnerving in the spectacle of his

frenzied figure hurtling to the attack,

the aim of the renegades was singu-
larly inaccurate, and he was within
twenty paces of them before a bullet

tumbled him to the ground.

Even as ho fell, Zamora and his

accomplices became aware of a com-
motion outside the fort, and all at once
the four gangsters who had been left

on the watch beyond the gateway
scuttled into the courtyard with loud
cries of alarm.
"Beat it, fellers! The Jamison

crowd an' the garrison—they're high-
tailin' it straight for the fort! They're
comin' up at full stretch, and it looks
like Clark Stuart is with 'em!"
Such were the shouts raised by the

men who had been posted outside the
presidio, and Zamora and the other
outlaws could scarcely believe their
ears on hearing thern. Then panic
seizing the rogues, a general rush was
made for the gateway—a rush which
Zamora made no attempt to stem. In-
deed, the dago would have led that
precipitate flight if ho had not been
restrained for a moment by Macklin.
"Wait!" the latter jerked. "We

ain't got what we came for, but we'll

take sornethin' away with us."
He pointed to the figure of Jim

Bowie. The veteran scout was
struggling to his knees in a dazed
fashion, and was fumbling vaguely for

his rifle, which had slipped from his
fingers and was lying a yard or so in

front of him. There was blood in his

hair, but the bullet that had dropped
him had not injured him seriously

—

had merely creased him.
"That hombre is Bowie," Macklin

panted to Zamora, as he indicated the
bemused frontiersman, "an' he's about
as (lose to Stuart an' Jamison as a

brother. We might find him a useful

hostage if we took him along with us.

Quick, let's pick him up!"
Anxious as he was to escape from

the presidio, Zamora blundered towards
Jim Bowie with Macklin, and the pair
of them laid hold of the veteran, who
made an attempt to resist but who was

lily struck senseless by a blow
from the butt of Macklin's forty-five.

In another instant Bowie was being
dragged towards the gateway, and
though his captors were harried by a
September 17th, 1988.
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burst of shooting from Don Luis and
the other survivors of the party which
had defended the governor's residence,
the smoke that was swirling over the
patio tended to spoil the aim of the
unconscious scout's friends.

Unharmed, Macklin and Zamora
hauled their prisoner out of the fort.

Meanwhile, their accomplices were
making off at top speed, and the Jami-
son crowd and the troopers who were
riding stirrup to stirrup with the
Americans from Independence were
approaching the scene rapidly. But the
newcomers were still some little dis-

tance away when Zamora and Macklin
flung Bowie over the hack of a spare
mount which had belonged to one of
the renegades killed in the attack on
the presidio, the frontiersman's captors
then springing astride their own broncs.

Macklin seized the rein of the pony
across which Jim Bowie had been
thrown, and, Zamora by his side,

struck off at full pelt in the direction

which the rest of the gang were taking.

As for the cavalcade headed by Jami-
son, Clark and the captain of the Santa
Fe gari-ison, they separated into two
bodies, one giving chase to the bandits
and pumping lead at the ruffians' flee-

ing forms, the other pushing onward
for the fortress.

Clark and Jamison were among those
who bore down on the presidio, neither

of them having recognised the uncon-
scious man who was in the hands of

Zamora and Macklin. They had both
been under the impression, in fact, that
the figure which had been hoisted
athwart, the spare bronc had been that
of a wounded outlaw.
Jamison's horse, carrying Clark as

well as the wagon boss, was the first

to enter the courtyard of the fort, and
a few seconds afterwards the pair of

them were confronting Don Luis
Alvarez and the remnants of the little

party which had held out against the

renegades' onslaught.
Dismounting, Clark and Jamison

glanced at the huddled bodies of the
men who had been shot down by the

outlaws. Then the wagon boss

addressed himself to tho Governor.

"I reckon none of you would 've

been left alive, Don Luis," he said,

"if Clark Stuart here hadn't met up
with us out in tho hills. We mighty
soon found out from him we'd been
tricked into leavin' Santa Fe, an' we
turned back pronto. But where's Jim
Bowie? I don't see him around."
"Your friend Bowie was carried off

by two of those renegades," the

Governor answered sombrely, at which
piece of news Jamison and Clark looked
at each other in dismay.
Then the U.S. Government agent

found his voice.

"And Kit Carson?" he rapped out.

"Have those coyotes carried him off as

well ?"

At that one of the two surviving
Americans in Don Luis' party gave vent
to an exclamation.
"Kit Carson!" he blurted. "Why,

no, Clark, the outlaws didn't get him.
He must still be inside the Governor's
quarters—up in that room there."

He indicated the windows of the

apartment which the little group of

defenders had been forced to evacuate
a short time previously, and Clark
waited to hear no more. With a hoarse
cry on his lips he bounded to the
veranda of the burning building, and.
hurling himself across the threshold of
the residence, ho fought his way
through the dense clouds of smoke and
ascended tho staircase leading to tho
upper floor, where it did not take him
long to find the room in which Kit lay.
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Stumbling upon the boy's prone body,
Clark gathered the lad in his powerful
arms and then retraced his steps dowa
to the hallway and the front door,
choking and retching as the fumes of
the conflagration assailed his throat
and lungs with ever-increasing effect.

Indeed, ho was almost at tho last

gasp by the time he gained the cotut
yard, where Jamison and the Governor
took charge of the rescued youngster
and set themselves to the task of re-

viving him.

In the meantime the courtyard had
become crowded with those men of the
returned cavalcade who had followed
Clark and the wagon boss to the
presidio, and efforts were being made
to quench the fire that had broken out
in Don Luis' quarters. Nor were
those efforts unsuccessful, although
more than an hour elapsed before the
flames were completely extinguished.
By then young Kit Carson had been

restored to his senses and was more or
less himself again, and he was assur-
ing Clark, Jamison and Governor
Alvarez that he was none the worse of
his experience when the men who had
spurred in pursuit of the outlaws were
seen cantering towards the fort.

They brought with them the dis-

appointing intelligence that the bandits
had made a clean getaway, owing to

the fact that their horses had been con-
siderably fresher than the ponies
ridden by the supporters of law and
order. The crooks, it seemed, had
turned east after entering the hill-

country to the north, and although tho
outdistanced pursuers had done their

utmost to stick to the fugitives' trail,

they had lost the scent utterly amid
the barren mountains.

On learning this Don Luis Alvarez
looked at Clark Smart gloomily
enough.
"My friend," he said, "the events

of this morning have compelled me to

make up my mind on the question of
your mission to Santa Fe. I know that
we have not had a chance to discuss

that mission thoroughly as yer. but
under the circumstances it is impossible
for me to negotiate any trade treaty
with your government on behalf of the

Mexican Republic while this province
remains exposed to the depredations of

these outlaws.

"I understand there is a clause in

that proposed treaty which refers to a
guarantee of adequate protection for

American wagon-trains," he said.

"And, placed as I am, I cannot take it

upon myself to guarantee any such
protection in this territory until

Dupray and his associates have been
stamped out."
Clark nodded gravely.
"I appreciate all that, your

Excellency," he rejoined. "On tlu
other hand, it may not be long before
the Dupray-Zamora outfit are brought
to justice. You see, I know where
their hide-out is situated now, and
although it's liable to prove a difficult

place to storm. I reckon our combined
forces ought to be able to take it."

The Governor bit his lip.

"Our combined forces, eh?" he mur-
mured. "Senor, I cannot afford to

Bend my garrison into ihe hills again
I cannot afford to take that chanct
leaving the presidio open to furth.r
attack by those outlaws—indeed, leav-

ing the whole town at their mercy
For you can be sure that if the rene-
gades learned Santa Fe had been left

practically undefended again they
would circle round and repeat the onset
they made to-day, and perhaps with
more success. No, senor, from now on
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the troops tinder my control will be
kept close to home."

It was a decision from which he
would not budge, not even when Clark
reminded him of Bowie's capture and
appealed to him to lend aid in attempt-
ing the rescue of the veteran scout.

"I deeply regret the kidnapping of

your friend,'' Don Luis said. "But I

would ho neglecting my duty to an
entire community if I allowed myself
to be swayed by considerations for the

welfare of one man."
They were his final words on the

subject—words that bodtd ill for Jim
Bowie, who at that very moment was
being conveyed through the mountains
by the rogues who had taken him
prisoner.

Still lying insensible over the pony
across whose back he had been flung,

Bowie was oblivious of his surroundings
and of the band of ruffians who were
galloping eastward with him, Macklin
and Zamora having caught up with
the rest of the fugitives by now. Nor
had the captive recovered consciousness
when the crooks reached their destina-

tion—that lofty cavern with its inner

compartment wherein Escobedo Dupray
had now taken up his abode.
Dupray was sitting alone in that

inner, chamber when his hirelings

entered with the prisoner, and when
he heard how the attack on the presidio

had been frustrated ho broke out into

a. torrent of abuse, concentrating his

wrath upon Zamora so that the latter

fairly squirmed « under the deposed
tenant governor's venomous up-

i raiding.
"I send you and your men to Santa

Fe to plunder the Jamison wagons and to

me the official seal of the new
governor—and what, do von bring mc ?

N"ews of failure—-news that five of the
gang have been killed—news that you

e accomplished nothing! Por Dios.

you and your compadres a park of

Spineless fools, Zamora? Are you com-
l

li t.cly without courage and initiativi

'Such was the sum total of Dupray's
angry remarks, and in response to them
Zinnora could only protest that they
were unreasonable, and that the ineffec-

tiveness of the attack was due to one
fai tor alone.

"Clark Stuart was responsible for

balking us," he declared. "We be-

lieved he was dead, but we were wrong,
and ho must have fallen in with his

friends and the troopers of the garrison
.aid turned them back from the hills."

"That may be," snarled Dupray,
"but it sounds to me as if you were
an unconscionable time in driving the
few defenders of the Governor's resi-

dence out into the open. You ought to
have finished what you set out to do
long before Stuart and his crowd
showed up with the troopers!"
He paused, then directed an ugly

glance at Jim Bowie, who had been
thrown unceremoniously on to a rude
Couch.
"And what's the idea of bringing that

fellow here, anyway?" he demanded.
"Of what use is he to us?"

.Macklin answered him.
" 'Twas me as had the notion ter

bring him along," the gangster stated.
" Either < 'lark Stuart or Jamison would
give (heir right arms for him, an' I
figured he'd make a good hostage.
You know, Stuart fotnd out where this

hide-away is, an' we might have a little

trouble here with the Jamison outfit
an' the troopers before long. All right,

we can tell Stuart an' the Jamison mob
to sheer off or we'll rub out this vial o'

theirs. That'll mean we'll only have
the troopers ter worry about, an' I
reckon we can hold out against them."
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Dupray was silent for a while, and,
his wrath appearing to abate somewhat,
he lapsed into a thoughtful mood. Then
all at once he looked at Bowie again,
and, noting that he was still insensible,

slid his eyes upon Macklin.
"I think I've got a better idea re-

garding this prisoner of yours," he ob-
served. "Supposing, when he comes
round—supposing we let him overhear
us talking about the Rider of the
Painted Stallion. Supposing I make
out I've discovered that the Rider is

encamped up in—Lost Canyada, shall we
say ? And supposing I mention that I

Intend to send three of you there to
deal with that pest?"
"Well?" queried Macklin.
Dupray smiled craftily.
" If this prisoner of yours were then

permitted to escape," he remarked,
"I'll wager he'd carry word of what
he'd heard straight to Clark Stuart,

and, considering the friendship between
Stuart and the Rider, there isn't much
doubt in my mind that the U.S.
Government agent would take the trail

to Lost Canyada immediately—probably
with Jamison and one or two <3thers,

but certainly not with the whore per-

sonnel of the wagon-train, since he'd
only expect to meet three of our gang."
He leaned bark in his chair, an evil

glint playing in his deep-set eyes.

"Instead," he went on, "all of you
would be there, lying in ambush. It
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would be the end of Stuart-, and anyone
who happened to be with him—the end,
at any rate, of a man who has proved
a stumbling-block to us at evety turn.
Yes, it would be the end <i Clark
Stuart, and somehow I Feel that with
him out of the way our luck might
change."

"If Jamison were with him it would
be so much the better," put i« Zamora.
"The Americans of the wagon-train
would be leadericss then, and it i« my
belief that if we can get rid of those
two men—Stuart and Jamisoi —things
will be a lot healthier for us. We "

He was interrupted by a movement
on tha part of Jim Bowie, a movement
which the veteran accompai e< th a
half-stifled groan.

"The prisoner is corning
Dupray." Zamora hissed then. "Better
get ready to pull that I. lull about the
Rider."

In Lost Canyada

IT was early afternoon, and at tbe
wagon encampment neai feanta Fo
a conference was in progress, a con-

ference attended by the ent n pera MM I

of the Jamison columns, .. i feri ce at
which Clark had done most ol the
talking.

"Well, I've put the facts bef< r< ion,
boys," he was saying now. " Don Luis
won't take the risk of sending his troops
into the hills, and it's not for us to try
and tell him how to deal with the situa-i

tion in his province. But, outside of
the fact that Jim Bowie is in the hands
of those renegades, every wagon train'
that tries to get from Indepenc ence to
Santa Fe an' hack is gonna be n con-
stant danger as long

|

ay-
Zamora gang are opei atin' in tl

" Clark's right, men."
posed. " All of us Ik • ,.i

outlaws ;ni' a biggi menace 1

than hostile Redskins, •
i

<

mista ken, < Hark ivai make, a
drive against 'em i

Howie's sake, noi onlj ( i
-

< ..

Sakes, hut for thi' -.

thai uses (he trail 1 -1

Independence."
'I'll.' fJ.S. Goverm

in assent.
" T couldn't put t| in -

-."

he stated, " but 1 wain to mal i

to everybodj thai ive'll be up :>- st

a tough proposition if we do movi n i n
these renegades. Their hide-out - :

mighty well situated to withstand att

and. even if we man.
chances are t hat a lot of us •

out of action in the process. I'd I e
all of you to realise that beforx you
thins' of volunteerin' for this <

pi is"."

Jamison stepped forward and laid a
hand on his shoulder.

"Well, Clark," he declared, "what-
ever my men decide en. yi rvi gi I 0J 9
volunteer in me."
"An' here's another." struck in :

Crockett, renowned frontiersman. "I
don't belong in this outfit, i lit I'd

follow you all to Hades, Clark—if Jim
Bowie was in trouble tin

A spontaneous chorus now arose from
the wagoners and outriders of the
Jamison column, every single man pro-
nouncing himself ready and eager to
accompany Clark to the mountain lair

of the desperadoes, and it was while
those voices were resounding about the
U.S. Government agent that the big
fellow suddenly perceived a diminutive
figure struggling towards him through
the assemblage.

It was the figure of Kit Carson, and,
reaching Clark, the boy spoke to him
excitedly

:
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"Jim Bowie's safe!" lie panted.
"Clark, .Jim Bowie':- safe! He's
a-headin' into the encampment now!"
He was right. Astride a Lathered

bronc, the veteran frontiersman was
bearing down on the scene from an
easterly direction, and within another
thirty seconds was drawing rein amidst
his comrades of the wagon-train, who
pressed around him with exclamations
of thankfulness and congratulation.
Bowie interrupted them, however,

calling for silence. Then he addressed
himself to Clark.

"Listen." he rapped out. "the Rider
o' the Painted Stallion is in danger.
I heard that hombre Dupray tellin' his

men that he'd seen her camped up in

a gulch called Lost Canyada. an' I

heard him say that three o' the gang
had better start out and get her. Him
an' his pack o' cut-throats seemed so
het-up o\ ei the prospect of finishin'

her off at last that I managed to make
.my getaway an' grab myself a bronc,
and here I am."
Clark Stuart's features had become

tense.

"Lost Canyada!" he reiterated.
" Where's that ?"

"As far as I could make out from
what Dupray said." Bowie rejoined,
"it's about four miles north of Bed
Ridge, on the

"

"I know Lost Canyada," Davy
Crockett broke in. "Clark, I'll trail

along with you an' Buwie an' show
you the way."
"Yeah, an' you can count me in on

this, too," said Jamison. "Hey. listen.

I reckon this needn't interfere with our
drive against the gang's hide-out.
While you and I an' Davy an' Bowie
are makin' for Lost Canyada, Clark,
the rest o' the boys can start for

Dupray's headquarters. After we've
horned-in on this attempt to wipe out
the Rider, we can swing south and
join up with 'em somewhere near
Tascosa Bend."
Clark acquiesced in this suggestion,

and. after bidding Kit Carson remain
at the encampment, he and Jamison and
Davy Crockett took horse and spurred
in a north-easterly direction with Bowie,
.leaving the other members of the
wagon-train to set forth at a more
leisurely pace for Tascosa Bend, on the
River Los Lunas.

The hoofs of their ponies drumming
on the sunbaked ground. Clark and his

three companions galloped onward into
the hills, little dreaming that they were
following a course that was to lead them
into a death-trap. Not for a moment
did any of them suspect that they were
the intended victims of a cunning plot
whose motive was murder—and least of

all did Jim Bowie suspect that he had
been made the chief instrument of that
plot, the innocent bearer of false tidings.

With Davy Crockett acting as guide,

the quartet pressed on through the hills,

and an hour after leaving the wagon
encampment outside Santa Fe they
might have been seen approaching a

craggy, rock-strewn ravine that was
hemmed in amongst the remote, barren
mountains.
"That's Lost Canyada light ahead."

announced Davy Crockett.

The four of them eased up, and. their

bronos travelling at a walk, moved for-

ward into the gulch, unaware as they
passed between the sloping walls of it

that sinister eyes were watching them
from above—the eyes of gunmen who
lurked amid groups of boulders that

littered the rims of the two acclivities.

Zamora and his cronies were in posi-

tion, and well concealed, and there was
not one of the dago's confederates
whose trigger finger was not itching to
September i7t.li. i!>ss.
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send a bullet speeding towards the
quartet who had entered (lie canyada.
But Zamora had been insistent that
the victims should be allowed to pro-
ceed well into the ravine before a shot
was fired, and the outlaws held them-
selves in restraint.

Zamora himself would give the signal
to rain death upon those four men
below, and the signal would take the
form of a bullet discharged by him and
directed at Clark Stuart. Thus had it

been arranged when Clark and his com-
rades had been seen approaching from
afar.

Slowly the U.S. Government agent
and his friends advanced along the rock-
strewn floor of the canyada, scanning-
it in anticipation of espying the Rider
or her stallion, never casting so much
as a glance in the direction of the twin
ridges from which their hidden foes
were looking down on them. And yet,
oddly enough, each one of the four
began to feel conscious of a sense of
misgiving, a nameless apprehension, a
vague uneasiness that stole upon them
as they penetrated deeper into the
defile.*

It has been said that men who live

cheek-by-jowl with danger sometimes
develop a curious instinct, a sixth sense,
which tends to warn them of an
enemy's presence before that enemy
has revealed himself to the eye. Such
might have been the case now as far as

Clark, Davy Crockett, Jamison and
Bowie were concerned, for there was
not one of them whose career had not
been fraught with hairbreadth escapes
and desperate situations. On the other
hand, it may have been the deathly
silence which reigned over the gulch
that, communicated to them a feeling

of tension and nerviness.

At any rate, none of them gave any
audible indication of foreboding, each
trying to dismiss the premonition from
his mind as something that was
unfounded.

"It's mighty quiet, an' if the Rider's
around she ain't, keepin' much of a

look-out," Bowie said presently, "or
she'd have spotted us by now an'

showed herself."

Clark fidgeted in his saddle.

"Maybe we got here too late," he
muttered anxiously. "Maybe those
outlaws have been and gone. Maybe
she's -"

He checked all at once, for his keen
eyes had detected imprints on the

ground ahead—the imprints of hoofs

which led from the eastern end of the
defile and then split up. one set of

tracks turning off up the canyada's left-

hand slope, the other swinging across

to the slope on the right.

"Say," he ejaculated, "a whole
bunch of horsemen seem to have been
here pretty recently, unless I'm mis-

taken. Take a look at these."

He dismounted to examine the im-
prints more closely, and his companions
followed suit. Then, having scrutinised

those tracks, Clark raised his glance
towards the summits of the acclivities

on each side of the defile, and it. was
as he was conning the ridge on the

right that he espied a man's head lift

into view above a craggy boulder.

He recognised the face that was dis-

closed. It was the face of Macklin,
and at sight of that ruffian the big

frontiersman gave vent to an exclama-
tion and whipped his six-gun from its

holster.

Realising he had been spotted.

Macklin ducked. In the same instant

('lark's revolver belched flame and had.
the smashing report of the shot splitting

the silence of the canyada startlingly,
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the bullet clipping splinters from the
boulder behind which Macklin had-
crouehed down again.
And then pandemonium broke loose

in that remote ravine of the northern
hills. From all points along the rims
of the twin promontories that over-
looked the defile the forty-fives of
Zamora and his satellites gave grim
response to the missile discharged by
Clark, puffs of gun-smoke issuing from
the gangsters' coverts, deadly slug- zip-
ping viciously around the ambushed
quartet in the canyada and kicking up
spurts of dust and stones.

The ravine echoed and re-echoed the
blatter of the fusillade, and the tumult
of the shooting and the ugly whew of
lead struck terror into the mounts of
Clark Stuart and his friends, the ani-
mals plunging and cavorting wildly.
Indeed, (hose belonging to Jamison.
Crockett and Bowie tore their reins
free from their masters' hands, and
suddenly the broncs were wheeling to
stampede out of the canyada in panic-
flight.

Heedless of their owners' stentorian
cries, the ponies clashed from the defile,

leaving Crockett and Jamison and
Bowie without the slightest, prospect of
escaping from the death-trap— for, if

there had been some slender chance ot

each of the four ambuscaded pioneers
beating a retreat on horseback and re-

gaining open ground to show the out-

laws a clean pair of heels, there was cer-

tainly no hope of any of them except
Clark accomplishing, such a project
now.
Clark alone had retained control of

his horse. Yet he had no impulse to

swing himself astride the creature and
seek safety by galloping out of the can
yada and abandoning his comrades to

(heir fate. Instead he veiled to the
other three men to burrow down
amongst a cluster of rocks hard by. and
as they made for those rocks he accom-
panied them in a blundering fashion,

dragging his scared sorrel after him.

As on many another occasion, the
gun-play of Zamora and his rascally

crew was not characterised by any out-

standing degree of accuracy, or Clark
and his friends would have been struck
down by the opening salvo. As it was,

they reached the nearby rocks without
so much as a scratch being inflicted on
them, and from the shelter of these

natural breastworks of granite they
began to pump retaliatory bullets at

their foes.

Clark plied his six-gun resolutely with
his right hand, the while he maintained
a grip on his bronc's rein with his left.

Jamison and Davy Crockett likew ise

handled revolvers, blazing away at the
canyada's rims. As for Bowie, he
added the whip-like crack of his long-

barrelled rifle to the booming detona-
tions of his pardneis' forty-fives and the

reverberating volleys of the Zamora
gang's "irons," and of the first dozen
shots loosed off by the four men on the

ravine's bed three hit home.

"I reckon we've got the best 'van-

tage-point we could've found on the
floor o' this here canyada." Jamison
presently vouchsafed, as he was reload

ing the chambers of his six-shooter.

"An' if we can keep pickin' off them
coyotes on the slopes we may coruo

OUta this ambuscade alive yet."

Davy Crockett glanced at him.
"You're sort of forgettin' that our

ammunition may run out long afore all

them bandits have emptied their cart-

ridge bells. Jamison, ain't you?" he
rejoined.

There was a brief silence, and then
Clark spoke.
"Davy's right, old-timer," he said to
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the wagon boss. " Their ammunition is

liable to outlast ours. In any case,

if we're still here at nightfall they'll be
able to sneak down on us in the dark
an' jump us, and if they come to
grips with us it will mean our finish.

They're six to one against us."

He paused, and laid a hand on Jami-
son's arm.

"There's just one chance for us," he
stated. "If I can get out of here with
my sorrel I can ride south, contact the
boys and bring 'em here leather-to-split.

I hate to leave you, but none of us will

Bee another sunrise if the four of us

Stay where we an.'.''

The wagon boss compressed his lips.

"If you could get onta here,'' he
breathed, "I reckon Davy an' Bowie
an' I could hold these outlaws off until

you showed up with the boys. But I

doubt if you'd ever win your way clear

o' the canyada, Clark."

"I'm gom' to try, anyhow," the
younger man declared. "You and Jim
Bowie and Davy Crockett, do your b< St

to keep me covered while I'm makin'
my break."

Without another word he spun round
towards his horse and set loot in stirrup.

Then, throwing himself lithely into the
-. dkfle, he spurred lor the western end
of the ravine.

Immediately the fire from both sides

of the canyada was redoubled, rascally

desperadoes starting up from their
rs to concentrate their attention on

the U.S. Government agent's flying

figure. Yet those ruffians who had
shown themselves so spontaneously were
soon flinging themselves down again,
being Bllbjected in turn to sharp ^ In it

~

from the rocks amid which the depart-
ing frontiersman's comrades were
ensconced.

Thanks to the gun-play of Jamison,
Bowie and Crockett, the gangsters on
the rims of the canyada failed to keep
up the furious fusillading with which
they had challenged (lark's bid to

escape, and. though a bullet ripped
through a fold in his buckskin tunic

and another seared across his left wrist,

the big scout swept forth from the
ravine at top speed without serious hurt
and veered off to, the south.

"He made it!" Jamison eried exult-

antly, as Clark disappeared from sight.

"He made it '."

Bowie offered a curt retort. His steel-

prey eyes were Fastened on the south
slope of the defile.

"Yeah, Clark made it all right," he
barked. "But unless I miss my guess,
there go three or four o' the Zamora
gang ter pick up hosses an' set out
after him."

He motioned to a group of bandits
who had straightened up and who were
turning to vacate their posts, and, per-
ceiving all at once that Macklin was
en, of them. Bowie fell a prey to the
impetuosity which was at times so char-

actei ist ic of him.
"There's that treacherous varmint

what, joined your wagon train at Inde-
pendence, Jamison!" he shouted. "I'll

get him— if it's the last thing I do!"
Rifle clutched in his hands, he blun-

dered from the rocks to obtain a better
view of Macklin, hut his two com-
panions laid hold of him.

"Don't, be a fool, Bowie!" Jamison
panted, his fingers locked on the
veteran's arm. "Come back under
iji\ er !"

With Davy's aid he dragged the old
Indian fighter into the shelter of the
rocks before any harm could befall him,
and, Bowie putting a curb on his own
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recklessness, the thtce ftiends settled

down to a prolonged gun d !

outlaws who still manned the cam ,

slopes.

In the meantime Macklin and those
who had detached themselves, from the
party on the south rim had vanished
beyond the scope of the ambuscaded
trio's vision. As Bowie had guessed,
they were hurrying towards then
broncs, which were concealed some httle

distance away, and sooti iluy had
mounted up and wen giving i lia c c to

Clark Stuart.

By then Clark was a hundred yards
from the mouth of the canyada whence
he had escaped, and he was travelling
at full pelt over the route by which he
and his friends had approached tin d< -

file. Their gaze riveted on him,
Macklin and his cronies gouged the
flanks of their horses with the", spur-

rowels and swarmed down a long

lient that slanted towards a stn t< t

of level terrain their quarry was cross-

ing, and for a spell i< sei n • il as if they
might head him off. But. l» . 01

aware of their headlong iiisb in Ins

direction, the frontiersman bore away
to (he right.

Frustrated in their hoi '

I

:

ing him, Macklin and his confederates
reached level ground and pressed i

him, blazing at him as thej rod"— fail-

ing, however, to bring him down.
Onward to the tattoo ef drumming

hoofs sped the U.S. Government agent
and his pursuers, and before long it

was apparent that Clark's sorrel had 1
1 e

legs of the gangsters' broncs. Vet,

even as the frontiersmai
lating himself on possessing a mount
that was more than a match
of his enemies—even as he was telling

himself that he would continue n push
westward until he had outstripped the

crooks and could safely Swerv< on '•>

his original course again—he beheld in

front of him a dark, ragged clefi that

seemed to extend north and south as

far as the eye could see.

It was a sinister chasm that • i

'

across his path, and as he gained tl.o

edge of it. he discovered that it was
fully two hundred feet ii depth and of

a width that, no pony could have

spanned at a jump. Hi- escape, in fact;

was completely balked by that fearsome

abyss—nor was there any chance of

chiding his foes by turning '

left, for they were hound to

oil' if he did' so and driv< "mi over the

cleft's In ink to his doom.

There was nothing f< • •

Ins -round and .-hoot it en! with the

pursuers, and, wheeling to face them,
he raised his six-gun." As ha. dieW
trigger, however, ihe hammer of the

weapon fell with a harmless click, and,

realising that the revolvei was * mply,
he fumbled at his cartridge belt in

desperate haste.

Meanwhile the grOUp of outlaws

headed by Macklin were coming lip

fast, but all at once the rogue who had

once been a member of the Jamison
wagon train seemed (o divine Claim's

plight, and, calling a halt on the in-

stant, he brought up his foity-iive an.!

took aim at the frontiei man .•* the

latter was still endeavouring to reload.

Deliberately he sighted his on the

figure of the U.S. Government agent,

assuring himself as he "drew a bead'.'

on Clark that at this 'lose range he

could not miss, and deliberately he

.inled his finger around th« trigger.

(To be continued in another thriJt-

packed episode next week. By permis-

sion of British Lion Film Corporation,

Ltd., starring Ray Corrigan.)
September J7th, 3936.
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(Continued horn page 5.) >

"Who knows?" he demanded.
"The captain—I heard them in the

roundhouse. 1 went to look for you
and they were saying that they were
going to turn you in at Glasgow and
get the reward."

" So that's how the wind sets— it's

that lad. David. He must have told."
"Quick, Alan, get the skiff!" cried

Jean, and she did not tell the truth.
David Balfour gritted his teeth and

glared defiantly at his tormentor.
What with the bullying of the captain,
Ransome, the other oabin-boy, Riach.
the mate, and fed on filthy food, he had
just about had enough, and when the
captain raised his belt for a second
time the boy acted. He picked up a
heavy ornament from a table and it

caught the captain right in the
stomach. The boy was out of the round-
house and racing for the deck—he
would rather drown than stay another
moment on this brig. He came upon
Alan and Jean prepared to launch a
skiff.

The rebel half drew his sword.
"You little sneak!" he hissed. "I

thought I could trust you, but you told
who I am."
"No."
" You did—you're the only one

aboard who knew—you told them that
I was Alan Breck."
The mate- had been stealthily creep-

ing along the deck to see what was
going on, and when he heard the name
of Alan Breck he rushed below to tell

his master. David saw that flying
figure, but there was no time for words
now as a number of the crew led by
Captain Hoseason had appeared on
fleck. The boy helped Jean with the
boat while Alan Breck kept off the
attack with his trusty blade. How the
I )i\'s eyes gleamed as he had glimpses
of the wonderful swordsmanship of the
rebel. He saw the point catch the
mate under the heart. At last, the boat
was lowered and Jean slid down a rope.
The ropes were cast off and a shout

from Jean told Alan that the boat was
a May. He dived from the poop and
was helped into the skiff. Vigorous
rowing soon brought them to an island,
and as there was a thick mist Alan de-

cided to stay there till the dawn. It

was then that he learned from Jean
that she had made it up about the
raptain knowing he was Alan Breck.
S! if had done it because she did not
want to go with Jamie.
"David, I've misjudged you," the

rebel cried. " But if you didn't tell them
1 u.is Alan Breck. who did?"

" you did yourself, you big blunder-
head." retorted the lad with spirit. "On
the deck when you called me a sneak
and shouted out vour own name."
"I'm sony, lad." Alan held out his

hand. "Shall we be friends from now
on? True friends that trust and help
each other always?"

'I: ue fn?nds it is sir but I still wish
you weren't a rebel."

Condemned to Death

EBENEZER BALFOUR was invited
to the offices of Mi-. Angus
Rankeillor, the lawyer, and there

he met a Mr. and Mrs. MacKenzie, who
pretended that whilst collecting drift-

wood by their cottage on a lonely island
they had rescued a half-drowned boy,
They expected Ebenezer to do right by
then for tending him. "Not a shilling,
September 17tli, 1038.
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was the miser's answer, but they per-
sisted and asked for the same amount
that he had paid Captain Hoseason for

the kidnapping.
"The lad claims he's the rightful heir

of Balfour," stated Alan Breck, "and
you paid Hoseason to get him out of
the way. We can keep our mouths shut,

but you'll pay us the sum you paid
Hoseason—two hundred pounds."

"Twenty pounds was the bargain,"
streamed the miser.
The door opened and in walked the

lawyer, David, and one of the clerks.

Ebenezer realised he had been tricked
into a betrayal, and he railed and
cursed, but when he went he knew that
Balfour Castle was his home no longer.
Rankeiller had been a willing acces-

soiy to this trickery. He had always
loathed Ebenezer Balfour, and although
a lawyer and not a soldier he had ad-
mired the pluck and perseverance of
Alan Breck in a lost cause.

Jean was all smiles because, when they
had reached Glasgow, it was to find

that the cowardly Jamie had taken the
first boat to Newfoundland. She stated
firmly that she was not going back to
Gleneoe and that she was never leaving
Alan. They were discussing the possi-

bilities of getting married when a com-
motion in the street took them to the
w i ndows.
Of all the bad luck Ebenezer must

bump into Captain Hoseason. The
rogue had come to Edinhurgh because
at the docks in Glasgow he had heard
something that told him his quarry had
flown, and the covetous rogue was after

the reward. Ebenezer howled that he
had contracted for the captain to take
the lad to the Carolinas, and instead he
had been flung off near the Isle of Mull.
David had escaped drowning, and non-
he was a pauper. At once Hoseason
guessed the identity of the two people
who had tricked Ebenezer, and as the
result soldiers rushed to surround the
lawyer's office. Alan Breck tried to get
away down a drain pipe and down an
alleyway, but it was too late. They
arrested him for the murder of the
King's tax collector.

The only satisfaction that David had
was that lawyer Rankeillor was able to

have Ebenezer and Hoseason arrested
for kidnapping, which was a crime
punishable by hanging.

If only they could have got hold of
Jamie a confession might have been
secured. Jean would even have married
Jamie to save Alan's life. The court
sentenced Brerk to be hung and his

body to swing in chains at a gibbet.
The prisoner was asked if he had any-
thing to say.

"You can hang me for hanging's sake,

but not for murder," his voice rang
through the court-room. "Of that I

stand innocent. Nor can you hang me
for treason, for how can a man be
traitor to King or country that he has
never called his own."

The Duke of Argyle was alarmed.
The erection of the scaffold seemed to

have thrown the whole of Scotland
into a ferment. This man Alan Breck
was even more of a national hero than
his Grace had imagined. Deputations of
clansmen called on him and begged him
not to hang Alan Breck.
"Grant us his life." one clansman

cried, "and we swear to submit to

English rule."

"Your offer's absurd. Alan Breck
would never be loyal to King George.
Willi that man alive there can never
be peace between England and Scot-
land. Alan Breck must hang."
The duke granted the last request of

the condemned man. Jean and Alan
were married. They dragged him back
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to his cell after tiie ceremonv. David
Balfour would not despair, and in des-
peration he resolved to see the duke,
and he managed to get into the duke's
palace.

The duke was pacing his room. Every
hangman selected for the task had
either turned tail or had been abducted
by the clansmen. He was wondering if

he should get another company of
Grenadier Guards from Berwick when
he realised he was not alone. A slim
lad.

"Who the devil are you?"
"Please, your Grace, please let. Alan

Breck go free. You mustn't hang him.
He's innocent. I know the man who
killed Red Fox. I saw him—it's a man
they call Jamie. I'm no rebel, sir. but
Alan Breck is my friend and we're
pledged to help each other always. And
if you'll be so good as to pardon him,
sir, I can keep him out of Scotland.
You see, I'm the Laird of Balfour,"

"And what makes you think he'll stay
there?" chuckled the duke.
"There is a lass who has a way with

him, sir. If you'll only spare his life,

sir."

"No, his fate's decided." rasped the
duke. "I cannot change it."

But the duke was so impressed by
young David that he visited the rebel
in his ceil, and after talking with the
rebel knew that this frank-eyed man
could never be a murderer. He gulled
Alan Breck into talking o? the cause for

which he fought and his reasons. The
duke offered a bargain to the condemned
man. He would guarantee to do all

the reforms that Alan sought, if Alan
for his part would beg the mob gathered
together for the hanging to disperse.

"Tell them to return to their homes
in peace—for the sake of the country
we both love," suggested the duke, and
Alan Breck promised.

There was a vast crowd to see the
hanging of Alan Breck, and when the

rebel appeared on a balconv of the
court house the crowd surged forward
shouting his name. It would take but
a spark for these dour Scotsmen to

charge through the soldiers. Alan raised

his arms.
"Scotsmen, my people! The duke and

I have bargained. He has promised to
lift the burden of our taxes. In return
I have pledged you to peace. Let there

be no rioting, revolt or bloodshed."

"What about you. Alan Breck?" they
ciied.

"Alan Breck has asked naught for

himself!" The duke stepped forward.
"Yet. because of him. wc are a people
united for the first time—united, God
willing, for all time. In the face of Sui ;

>

service to the Scotland he loves i

than life itself. I feel it my bound
duty to alter the sentence of hanging
to exile."

The departure of Alan Breck and his

wife was almost in the same car.-,

as one given to a prince. The clansmen
weic there to bid him fan-well, and thev
vowed to see that the Duke of Argyll
fulfilled his promises.
"Why don't you com.- along with us,

David." Jean said shyly to our young
hero.

"I'd like to, but I've business «to at-

tend to." was the simple, frank answer.

"After all. I am the Laird of Balfour,

and 1 must grow up to be a good Scots

man."
"That's right. David, your place is

here," Alan Breck cried as he bade the

boy farewell. "Scotland for ever!"

(By permission of 20th Century Fox,

Ltd., starring Warner Baxter as Alan
Breck and Freddie Bartholomew as

David.)
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(Coctinned from rage 12) *5

grabbed hev before she could fire,

w^enchiug the weapon from her hand.
"No you don't, Dorothy! Give me

th;ii. You know how 1 hate guns. Beat

itT"

Jler eyes blazing, the woman
sauntered sneeringly past the group of

silent, gangsters, and without another
v in il. left tlie office.

"Sweet kid, that one," grinned Batsy.

Late that night, the singer, spurred
oil by the desire for revenge which
6Ued her whole being, 'phoned Warren
Rogers and give him the tip that if

he raided the Club Sultan he would
pick up the whole mob concerned in

the Morton Store affair. Surprised as

he was, the District Attorney promised
to attend to it at once, and come round
to her apartment with police protection,

loi now that 8he had taken the plunge.
Dorothy Palmer was a creature of
nerves, fearing the vengeance which
would fall on a squealer.
But the only people the squad of

twenty police picked up when they
raided the club were Annahelle and
Tommy. Gone and Batsy, who had been
having a late meal with them after the
ordinary patrons left, had doused the
lights and ducked out the back way
when they heard the thunderous knock-
ing on the door that announced the

i
olii e swoop.
Aimabelle and Tommy, hiding under

a table, were spoiled by the eagle eyes
o, Captain Gargan and ordered sternly

to conic out.
"We didn't do anything," panted

Tommy, helping the girl to her feet.

"Honest," pried Aimabelle, "we were
just sitting here, eating, and you hurst
in. and "

Gargan grinned at her.
" Yes, sure, the place has been closed

for an hour, and you're just sitting here
eating! We'll take these kids in, any-
way 1"

Meanwhile, out in the back alley by
which they had escaped, Gene turned to

Batsy.
"I can't lot the kids take the rap for

tin- 1 We can thank Dorothy."
"Don't you worry about her," said

Bat.-y grimly. "I'll take care of hoi!"

Third Degree

YOU'RE sure the raid wen! off all

light?" Dorothy Palmer looked
nervously at Warren Rogers and

his assistant, Barton, a lean-faced man
with pince-nez glasses. "Then your
boys will have a little surprise for you
when you get back to the station. An
old friend of yours, named Gene Kill-

more, will he there!"
Warren Rogers' brow clouded.
"'Fillmore—Gene Fillmore? What's

In got to do with it ?"

The woman enjoyed the annoyance in
hjs tone.

"He's what the newspapers mean
when they talk about n crime wave.
How much protection are you going to

me ?"

"All that's necessary." Warren's tone
v. .,- brusque, for in spite of ihe fact
that she was giving him valuable in-

formation, the. District Attorney found
the whole thing distasteful. He took
Ihe phone as the station rang, then
tinned to her again. "All they picked
up in that raid was a couple of kids.

Now what's all this about Gene Fill-

more ?
'

"I tell you it's true! He's the man
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two kids for

sug-

you want. He hired
the Morton robbery."
"Let's check on that, Warren,

gosted Barton. .

"We'll see you later," said Rogers to

the woman.
They had just shut the door when a

shot cracked from the window. Dorothy
Palmer gave a little sigh and crumpled.
When the lawyers and the two police

men with them da-hod back, they
caught a glimpse of Batsy's face just
disappearing from tiie window.

Hastily he began clattering down the

fire-escape. But a patrolling policeman
who had heard the shot .-potted him.
The cop's revolver roared. Batsy threw
up his arms, -waved, and toppled from
the escape, to land with a dreadful thud
on the concrete fifty feet below. The
trail of death started by Rocky Mosby
had ended with the shooting of Dorothy
Palmei and ihe death of hev exeeu-
I ionei

.

Wan-en Rogers could see that the
woman had died instantly.

"I can't believe dene had anything
to do with this." he muttered, kneeling
by her body. 'The more I think of it,

i ho more preposterous if seems. What
could I possibly accuse him of?"

"Maybe this is Exhibit A!" Barton
had been going through an ornate
bureau. He handed Warren Rogers a

cheque, li was made out to Dorothj
Palmer for cue thousand dollars, and
signed by Gene Fillmore.

"Thai's Gene's signature all right,"
-aid Rogers grimly. "I want to talk

to those two kids. You boys wait for

the coroner."
But Ar.nabelle and Tommy, scare, I as

they wore, yielded nothing on i

examination. They denied knowing
anybody bj the name ol Gene Fillmore,
and said Dorothj
Palmer must have
been lying v. hi n

-ho linked their

names with the
crime.
"We never heard

of any Cone Fill-

more," said Tom-
my. "If he's the

man you're after,

why don't you
arrest him and
leave us alone':''

"Because if we
arrest him now,
we'll never bo able

to make it slick.

That's why I want
you two. I want to

build up a, case
against Fillmore so
that no jury on
earth will fail to

put him in the
electric chair."
Warren Rogers'

determination
hardened when he
took the pair to the
hospital, and Ed-
ward Larkin, still

weak and ill,

positively identified

(hem as ihe people
who had caused him
to lay all the trays

on the counter. He
couldn't understand
ihe motives ol

Aimabelle and Tom-
my, but he in-

tended to knock the
truth out of them
for their own sakes.
Leaving Anna-

helle in his office,

he took Tommy

?3

into a grim, darkened room, &hers
the only light was a strong po lijjht

which shone directly on the prisoner's
face. Here Rogers, Barton and Captain
Gargan fired questions at Tommy till his
brain reeled. Nervously he tore at his
collar, his face streaming with sweat.
But -till he wouldn't admit anything.

"Tommy," said Rogers sternly. "I've
given you everj chance, but you'roi
making it tougher and tougher for
yourself. You have a fine sense ofi
loyalty, but it's misguided. You've gov
to look to the law to help yon now."

"Ki<l, we call this the singing re* ,'"

Gargan grated. --'Because sooner or
later ev< rybody sings in h<

Warren Rogers allowed Tom
Annahelle for a moment, in ihe hope
they would say something. Outside, he
listened with Gargan.
"They're listening to every wore

say," Tommy whispered, holding
hello close. "No mailer what they do, !

we can't talk. If we talk, they've
US."

" But Mi . 1..U kin identified us
!"

" Tin y can't prove any conn
w - it li ilet gang unless we- talk !"

Rogers came in expectantly. Their
iion - dee ided him.

You don't leave ii- any choice," he
-aid. "The rest i- up to

He gave the sobbing gii I a eh; '• in
his office. She was racked with am ety.

What was happening to Tommy, in the
hands of those hard-faced men? Calm-
faced, Rogers pretended to read a book!
while the girl fidgeted. The . lock
ticked slow Ij on. No sound i

the inner-room.
It \. asn't unl 11 Gai gan looked in that!

she broke.
"

I le hasn't broken >• t," he -

"But he will."
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" All right, don't let up. Keep pound-
ing those questions."
"Don't!" shrieked the girl. "Don't

beat him any more, plea.se! I'll tell

you ! We were hired to go into Mor-
ton's and wo were part of the gang!"

Warren Rogers smiled with satisfac-

tion as she buried her face in her hands,
but when Tommy was brought in they
Still wouldn't implicate Gene Fillmore.

"I'm asking you to testify that Gene
Fillmore hired you !" snapped Rogers.

"We don't know any Gene Fillmore.
Tt was—it was Rocky who hired us!"
Tommy glanced round frantically.

"Rocky did!"
"Take them back to their cells." said

Rogers wearily. To Barton he added: -

" They' vi' got courage. Too bad it's

v. iiied."

The only thing left was a bluff, and
to cany it out the young lawyer went
to call on Gene Fillmore, and noted with
grim amusement that he was giving a
put before sailing for Europe. .Smiling

aside Gene's chaff, he brought up the

subject of Dorothy Palmer.

"You know her pretty well, don't

you ':'"

"I've heard of her." said Gene lightly.

She's a night club singer. Has a good
\ .ire."

'"You know her better than that,"

said Warren grimly. "You gave her a

i heque for a thousand dollars."

Gene laughed.
"Well, why the mystery, Warren?

Of course I gave her a cheque!"
' She was" killed last night," said

Rogers quietly, "and you're involved."
"Reallj ? Well, what d'you want me

to do '.'"

"I think you'd better come down to
cilice."

"Il won't take long, Warren? Re-
member, I don't want to miss my boat."

"I hope you don't," said Rogers mean-
ingly as Gene excused himself to his

«'"'"-
Captain Gargan met them directly

Hi', entered Warren's office.

"Mi. Rogers, Tommy and Annabelle
have just signed a confession admitting

thai Gene Fillmore is the head of the
gang!"
Tommy jumped up furiously.

"We did not! We never said a word
about you !"

"If you didn't know Gene," put in

Rogers' swiftly, "how did you pick him
o quickly ?"

Dismayed, Tommy turned away.
Gene smiled his appreciation of the
clever trap.

"Frankly, I don't know what this is

all about. Who are these children

—

yours?"
"Take them into the next room,"

Warren ordered. "No use stalling.

I lie. We've got you."
"Col me? On what grounds?"
"I'm afraid you're headed for the

chair. You were back of the Morton
job."
"Realty? What makes you think

so?"
"Perhaps this sounds flattering, but

il was such an ingenious job that it

would take a mind like yours to con-

i eive it."

"Why, I'm surprised at you. Warren!
The courts call thai imagination, not
evidence."
"Gene, I wasn't even sure myself

until those kids picked you out.

Dorothy Palmer told us about them and
Rocky and the Morton job. It all fits

ie with your European trip."

" It's the testimony of a dead woman
against mine," said Gene coldly, "and
you know, Warren, frankly I'm cou-

d enough to think I'll lie be-
lie I'd."
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"We've also got this." said Warren
sombrely, "a sworn confession horn
those kids, saying that they were part
of the gang."

" You mean those kids confessed to
murder?"
"Read it!"

Gene laughed softly as he read.
"Well, this doesn't involve me at all.

That's a very cheap trick. Warren."
The attorney shook his head.
"No, I'm just being honest with you.

I'll admit we could have pushed those
kids a lot further, but they would
never have willingly implicated you.
But it's just a question of time."
"Who are you after?"
"You."
"You'll never get me," smiled Gene.
"Gene," said Warren earnestly, "let's

forget for a minute which side of the
fence we're on. The real tragedy of
this is not Dorothy Palmer, or the
Morton Store—it's those two youngsters
in there. Those two kids are just as
guilty of murder as the gunman who
did the actual shooting."

Gene's lips curled scornfully. He was
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convinced a jury would never conyict
the youngsters, and he held to his
belief. When an assistant wanted to
speak to Rogers alone, and was asked- to
go into the next room. Gene found them
sitting there in a strained silence.

But Tommy jumped up angrily.
"Look, you got us into this, now get

us out of it
!"

"I'm sorry, kids," muttered Gene.

"You're sorry. Words don't help
any. Get us out of this." Tommy was
frantic by now, his nerve breaking.
"D'you want us to die?" Gene shook
his head grimly. "Well, then, tell them
you sent us. Tell them you made us
go!"
"Gene." Annabelle pleaded, "if you'd

only tell them you sent us to the jewel-
lery store we could go free."

"Stop it, will you?" rasped the gang,
ster. "Why should I worry about your
problems ? I've got plenty of my
own !"

"You've got to help us out. We
don't want to die!" Tommy's voice
broke.

"Neither do I. Maybe if I can get
out I can hire lawyers to fight for you."
Then Warren came in, carrying some

papers.
"Gene, in case you've changed your

mind, here's a confession all ready to
sign."
"Why should I. Warren? Do you

think I'm crazy?"

"I've got these kids." said Warren
grimly. "They haven't a chance."

"Well, how would my signing help
them?"
"I might go easy," Rogers shrugged,

staring into his eyes.

"That isn't enough." snapped Gene
Fillmore. "I want the unconditional
release of Tommy and Annabelle!"
Tense .silence gripped them all as the

attorney stared at the gangster. Then
he handed a foolscap sheet of Gene.
"Here are the two coufessions. Sign

yours and you can tear up theirs."

With tears in her eyes, Annabelle
stared at Gene. His face had whitened,
the jaw muscles standing out like cords.
He was fighting an inward battle. The
desire for life was strong. But he
couldn't see these innocent youngsters
suffer for the crime that had really been
Rocky!.-. Firmly he gripped the pen
and wrote his signature. Without a
word he handed his confession to

Warren Rogers, and took the confession
of Tommy and Annabelle.

"Gene, it's too bad a man with your
brain- went wrong. You'd have been a
big shot in legitimate business."

When he left the trio alone for a
moment there was silence. Then Anna-
belle said haltingly:

"Is there anything we can do for

you?"
"No, thank you. Annabelle." he said

with, a return of his former grim
humour. " Mr. Rogers will make me
very comfortable." He tore up (be
confession and gave the pieces to the
girl. "There's a little present from
me to you. Now get out of here, both
of you. and don't ever come back!"

When they left, after Annabelle had
planted a sly kiss on his cheek, Gene
Fillmore lit a cigarette with steady
fingers and strolled to the window.
Warren Rogers gripped his arm.

"
( ome on. Gene."

"Oh. just a minute!'' said Gene,
without turning, "I want to watch the
kid-, go out."

(By permission of Radio Pictures, Ltd.,

starring Chester Morris and Anne
Shirley.)
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THE ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO "

(Continued from page 8)

number of other prisoners, were the cause of the uproar.

Kaidu went to the throne-room in the big tent to pass

judgment, and he had scarce sat down when he was joined

by Nazaina. He scowled fiercely and ordered the first case

to be brought before him.

Soon Chung, captain of the second corps, had wilfully

and brutally put to death eight of his men without giving

them benefit of trial. The witnesses against Soon Chung

were the men of his own command, and they demanded
(he death of this murderer.

"All right, Lord Kaidu, put me to death," cried the

officer. "But if you do you'll find that no soldier in this

army will obey any command from any officer—including

you."

"I'll have to think this over and make a decision later,"

announced Kaidu. "Next case." He turned to whisper

to Nazama. "That Soon Chung is one of the worst brutes

in the army, I'd like to kill him with my own hands, but

I daren't punish him publicly." He looked up and saw

Marco and Binguccio. "Who is this?"

"My troop w;.s camped last night in the Meiji Pass and

we caught these two men spying on us," was the report.

"My name is Marco Polo, Lord Kaidu," spoke the

prisoner. "I am a representative of Polo Brothers, honour-

able merchants, and this is my servant. We come from
Venice." He decided on a daring experiment. "I could

tell you how to settle the case you have just heard."

Kaidu gasped at such effrontery and was going to have

the prisoners immersed in boiling oil, but Nazama stayed

him. She liked the build of this tall, handsome stranger.

Let, him first speak. Marco was ordered to Step forward,

and he spoke his suggestion very softly. Kaidu listened

a. id smiled.

•'Soon Chung, T acquit you of the charges against you
and set you free," Kaidu called out, and the officer was
[reed. Then the rebel turned to the soldiers of Chung's
Command, who were also under arrest. "And I will also

sel free any man who kills him."

Soon Cluing gave a cry and ran with his soldiers chasing
alter him. His death was not very pleasant. Thus ended
the life of one of Ahmed's treacherous agents. Kaidu
was so delighted that he set Marco and Binguccio free. He
noted the interest in Nazama's eyes and that made him even
more happy—tins stranger should keep his jealous wife

intrigued whilst he flirted with one of her serving wenches.
By his quirk wit Marco had saved their lives, but he

was very much a prisoner though he was given fine raiment
and a special tent. In the days that followed he had to

talk much about, Venice and his people, and lo pay especial

attention lo Nazama. It was a relief to find that kissing

was not Known among the Tartars, hut he got rather tired

of rubbing noses with tha rebel's lovely but dangerous
wife. In this camp Marco found one more treasure for his

little bag— it was a lump of coal. It was found in the
valleys and used for fuel. All the while Marco was thinking
how to get back to Pekin,

Marco (eared that all was not well in Pekin, and he was
light. News came to Ahmed that the emperor's mighty
army had been swept away in a typhoon, and only a handful
had reached tfi3 snore in safety. The same day as this

news arrived the Persian ambassador put in another appeal

-

ance. He brought a jewelled casket, in which was a neck-
lace for Princess Kukachin. Ahmed's eyes glistened. He
had the ambassador cast to the vultures, and he took the
casket to the princess. She was not pleased to see him
in her apartments. She refused to accept the necklace, and
said that her father would punish him for daring lo come
to her unannounced.

"Disaster has overtaken your father and his army!"
Ahmed cried, his eyes triumphant. "I have decided.
princess, that you will not have to undertake the long and
tiresome journey to Persia, for I have decided on the
seventh moon you will be my wife. You will share my
throne and my glory as sovereign of the greatest empire
the world has ever known."

" You inhuman beast!" she cried in honor.
"You don't at ihe moment think me qualified to be your

husband.r Ahmed smiled mockingly. "But time will con-
vince yon of your error. J have had seventy-eight wives
already, and 1 have profited by experience."

When ..'lone the princess summoned her maid Visakha
and 'old her 'be dire news that her father was probably
tffciiu and most of the mighty army destroyed. She must
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go to the Tower of Eagles and dispatch
one of these birds with a message.

"flow far would he have gone?"
"He would he in Chingtien by now,"

thought the maid. "If he travelled
fast."

"He would travel fast!" cried the
princess. "Send the eagle to Ching-
tien."
That eagle was sighted by some of

Kaidu's men on outpost duty, and it

was shot down and the message was
brought to Kaidu's tent. The rebel
handed the message to his prisoner.

"Tell Marco Polo that I need him,"
Kukachin had written, and she had
drawn a small arrow.
"You're quite a lady's man," mocked

Kaidu. "What's your secret?"

"Kaidu! Let me go back!" desper-
ately pleaded Marco. " She is in danger.
I must help her."
But Kaidu had found a companion for

his wife and he refused. He warned
Marco not to try to escape. Marco
went, off to his tent in a rage. He
paced up and down, and then went out-
side to try to think. It was then that
he saw Toctai, and recognised him by
the scar.

The rogue had managed to get into
the Tartar camp, and Marco soon found
out the man had bribed his way to the
position of night guard to Kaidu's tent.

Now Toctai did not know that his
master had planned to destroy Marco,
and when the Venetian beckoned him
to iiis tent ho thought that Marco had
just acted up to Ahmed's instructions.
Suspecting nothing, he told Marco much
news of importance. He had heard
from Ahmed. The princess was a
prisoner and would soon be Ahmed's
wife. Very soon Ahmed would rule the
whole of Cathay—directly Kaidu was
dead.
To Binguccio's amazement his master

aided and abetted the scheme to kill

Kaidu. but when Toctai did rush in to
pierce the sleeping Kaidu with his lance
it was the shield held by Marco that
deflected the blow.

"That is one of Ahmed's men!"
Marco cried as the guard rushed in.
" Seize him !"

"Traitor! Traitor!" the wretch
screamed as they dragged him away.
"You saved my life!" gasped the

grateful rebel.
"It was nothing "personal. Kaidu,"

blandly answered Marco. "It's just
that I'd do anything to annoy Ahmed. : '

After that the two men had a heart-
to-heart talk, and Kaidu explained why-
he was in revolt against the emperor.

"Because my people have been taxed
to the point of starvation. I don't mind
paying proper tax to Kublai Khan, but
I won't pay taxes to Ahmed for his
private treasury. I and my people
woidd rather die fighting."

"Ahmed!" Marco snapped his
fingers. "So he's the cause of your
rebellion. I don't blame you. There is

one more thing you ought to know."
"What?"
"You musl take your army to Pekin.

storm tiie palace—"
"My army against all the forces of

Kublai Khan."
" Kublai Khan and his forces have

gou" to war against Japan, and Ahmed
i.s in command at the palace, That's
what the message from the princess

int. Ahmed is going to marry her
and make himself emperor."
'Ahmed! Emperor of China!"

shouted Kaidu. "Better the Black
PI igue."

'• You're the only one to prevent it.

The road to Pekin is open to you. No
nine ran stop you."
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"But the palace walls. I have no ,

siege machinery."
"You'll have to leave it to me to

get you through the walls," Marco
said with confident assurance.

The Siege of Pekin

AHMED was preparing for his wed-
ding when Bayan appeared to
report that the emperor was

returning.
"With the whole army?" Ahmed

asked in alarm.
"No, only his bodyguard—a few hun-

dred men. We could kill them all

before they reach the palace gates."

"Let them come in," decided Ahmed.
"Welcome his Majesty with the usual
ceremony. Do as I say!" he cried as

the man hesitated. "And bring the
princess here at once."
A weary, sorrowful Kublai Khan was

surprised to find so much gaiety in

Pekin. Why all these flags and banners?
He found it was in preparation for a
wedding. In his own throne-room he
learnt from the mocking lips of Ahmed
the name of the bridegroom. Ahmed
placed a document before the frightened
old man.

"It is necessary for you to sign this

at once. It is merely formal acknow-
ledgement that when I am married to
your daughter and you are dead, I am
recognised as the rightful heir to your
throne."
"You black-livered traitor!" cried the

emperor, and called for his guards in

vain. He refused to sign until Ahmed
whipped back some curtains to reveal
Kukachin gagged and bound tightly

to a post close to a cage full of hungry
vultures, who were straining at their
chains to get at her. The emperor
signed the fatal document.
Ahmed clapped his hands.
"Release the princess!" he ordered

of his slaves. " And see that she dresses

for the marriage ceremony."

It was a surprise to Chen Tsu to see
Marco Polo again. The Venetian had
10 time to waste on philosophies. He
wanted all the fire powder that the little

chemist possessed, and it was for

Ahmed's wedding festival. Also Chen
Tsu must, help him get into the palace,

and the little Chinaman made him
strip, then he painted his body a rich
biown and garbed him in the scanty
attire of a Malay. Finally, Marco
wound a turban round his head and
gave instructions about the destination

of the fire-boxes he had ordered.

Kukachin had been dressed by
Visa'kha for the ceremony, but the un-
happy princess was contemplating com-
mitting suicide by throwing herself

from her balcony when a strange,
brown -skinned man appeared. What a

cry of delight when she recognised
Marco, but he had no time for kissing.

He told her to delay the marriage cere-
money as long as she could. A cry
from the walls brought him out on the
balcony. He rushed hack to his prin-

i ess,

[t's Kaidu at last !" he cried. "I
must go and open the gates to him. I

will return, beloved."
From the citadel tower Ahmed saw

Kaidu's approach, and he gave orders
that all the gates to the city be closed
hut the west gate and the gate to he
pi 1 ,.'!'. As Kaidu charged into Pekin
followed l>v his soldiers the palace gate
closed ii: his face. Then the west gate
closed, and Kaidu's army looked as if

it were trapped. Arrows began to pour
down from the walls and ramparts on
the Tartar soldiers.

Puit by the palace gate (here was an
innocent -looking horse and cart. It

had bolted up the street, and from one
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of its numerous boxes gunpowder had
streamed. Chen Tsu had done his work
well. The horse was freed and the trail

of gunpowder fired.

Those gates went up in a sheet of
flame, and then the Tartars charged
into the palace in a surprise attack.
Meanwhile, in the palace the princess

had done everything possible to delay
the ceremony, but at last she had been
forced to stand before the priest. Yet
when she had to make her vows she
prolonged them.

" I, Kukachin, of the house and blood
of Genghis Khan through my father,

Kublai, the Khan of Khans, and my
royal mother Tofar, who was the
daughter of Ildabar. who was the
daughter of Queen Dir-See " It

was at that precise moment that the
palace gate went up in the air.

Ahmed shouted to the girl to go on,

and she was starting all over again
from the beginning when the doors of
the chapel burst open and there was a
wild-eyed man holding a knife and
sword. Then the villainous schemer
recognised his enemy and drew his

sword.
Ahmed fought with desperate fury,

but before this young giant he had to
give way. His sword broke. Marco
seized the man in his arms, and it was
on the edge of the void that separated
Ahmed's quarters that they struggled.

The emperor held his daughter close a?

the two men fought like furies. Marco
broke his enemy's hold, pushed him over
the void, and held him for a moment.
"I shall be going through Damascus

soon, Ahmed!" cried Marco. "I'll tell

your seventy-eight wives what has hap-
pened to you." He shook off the cling-

ing fingers and Ahmed crashed to his

doom.
Not many minutes later Marco

brought Kaidu into the presence of the
emperor. The rebel was surprised be-
cause he thought Kublai Khan was away
fighting Japan.
"We beg to welcome you, our

honoured cousin. Lord Kaidu !" cried

the emperor, with something of his old
pomp. "We understand that you and
your people have been victims of in-

justice. The cause of that has been
removed. It will never be repeated. I
have assembled the most beautiful
maidens of our court, and I beg leave

to present them to you as a slight token
of my high regard. Yon will take them
with you. as your wives."
Everybody laughed, and everybody

seemed happy. Marco whispered to

Binguccio that now was the time to
secure the trade agreements. Mean-
while he would go with Princess Kuka-
chin into the gardens and feed the fish.

The Oriental moon smiled down upon
them. The two young people sighed
happily, for it was the seventh moon.

" You should go across the sea to

become the Queen of Persia."
" Yes."
"It's a perilous journey, but we

Venetians are the world's best sailors

as well as the world's best business
men." He v>nt his arm round her slim
shoulders. "I think you should ask
your father to appoint me as your pro-
tector on the voyage."

"I'll ask him, Marco Polo—and he'll

agree." She snuggled closer. "How
long does it take to get from here to
Persia ?"

"Oh. years and years." He kissed

her. "I blight even lose my way and
find myself in Vow

(By permission of United Artists Film
Corporation. Ltd., starring Gary Cooper
as Marco Polo, Sigrid Gurie as Princess

Kukachin, and Basil Rathbone at
Ahmed.)
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"BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S
PERIL"

Roberts. Why he should disappear is

a mystery to rue."
" Mystery ?" ejaculated Neilson. " It 8

all a mystery. Goodman blown to bits,

Botulian gone, Koberts gone, and now
Drummond pone."
" And you've no idea where Drurn-

mond can be?"
''They've found his car abandoned in

a village called Market Rutherford."
"Not very helpful," replied the mil-

lionaire as he got up from his chair.

"Well, I hope jou'll find him and clear

this thing up."
The moment he had gone Neilson

picked up the telephone and spoke into

it.

"Blantyre's just leaving the building.

Have him closely followed. I fancy he
knows something," he said.

Actually there were others besides

Colonel Neilson who had had the idea

of scouring Market Rutherford in search

of Drummond, for I.ongworth, his wife,

and Phyllis Clavering having heard
from Neilson that Drummond's car had
been found in the village had imme-
diately rushed down there post-haste,

and the trio were doing a house-to-house

visitation in the hope of learning some-
thing about the missing man. And
chance brought Phyllis after many
failures to the house where he had been
made prisoner.

Botulian, who opened the door him-
self to the girl, was only able to repress

a start". with.difficulty when she told

hint her errand. But his smile was dis-

arming as he invited her into the house,

for he was anxious to know exactly what
was going on.

She in her turn suspected no trap.

He had given his name readily enough
to her, and she had recognised it in

a moment. And as he expressed sur-

prise at her fiance's disappearance and
she had no idea of the part he had been
playing, she told him all she knew
readily enough. Finally she rose to go,

but here he spoke, and now her heart
missed a beat at the expression on his

face.
" Sorry to have to disagree with you,

my dear young lady," he said, "but I

shall have to keep you here for a bit."

She stared at him. Fear had sud-

denly leaped into her heart.
1 "W-what d'you mean?" she managed
to get out ; but she had already guessed.

"Just what I said, my dear. You
see, Captain Drummond happens to be
here, and my prisoner; and vou know
far—"
But she never heard the res! of tho

sentence. She made a wild rush for

the door, but Botulian was on her and
another man had appeared suddenly.

And despite her frantic struggles her
hands were quickly bound behind her
and she was riling on to the sofa.
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Botulian addressed the man.
"That will do," he said. "She \yon't

give us any more trouble now, I think."

The man slouched away, and the girl

heard a door slam in the distance.

Botulian spoke quietly but venomously.
"If you're thinking of screaming, I

shouldn't," ho said. "Because you will

be gagged then, and it won't be com-
fortable."

"What d'you want with me?" she
demanded.
A pitying smile came to his lips.

"Actually I didn't want you at all,"

he replied. " But as you were silly

enough to butt into my affairs I'm sorry

to have to say that like your fiance
"

He shrugged his shoulders.
" Seems a pity, I admit, having to

kill both of you, but what am I to do?
It's your own fault."

Her eyes half closed. A deadly fear

was surging over her, but as she opened
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them again a wild thrill surged across
her, for at that moment on the stair-

case behind Botulian she saw a shirt-

sleeved figure creeping stealthily down
—a figure that even as she saw him lay

a finger on his lips. Drummond

!

But Botulian had seen the hope leap
into her eyes. And in a flash he had
slipped behind the thick curtains.

For a few seconds there was deathly
silence. Drummond came creeping
stealthily down the stairs, and Phyllis
saw that there was a gun in his hand.
She guessed that, he had failed to see
where Botulian was hiding, and she was
signalling him frantically with her eyes.
Lower and lower came Drummond,

his gun in his hand sweeping circles.

He had failed to see Botulian, who now-
had a whip in his hand. And then sud-
denly tho girl gave a scream as a long,
sinuous torgue leaped out swiftly from
behind the curtains and Drummond's
gun clattered to the floor. -
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Drummond leaped into the hall,

snatching a sword from the wall as he
did so. But Botulian had emerged
from his hiding-place, and now the girl

saw with horror as he slashed at Drum-
mond with the whip that he evidently
was well accustomed to handle. And
it seemed to her as he went on slashing
at her lover furiously, holding him well

at bay, that there could be only one
possible end to this dreadful contest!

' She was struggling furiously all the
time as the two men circled the hall.

Botulian was lashing fiercely, savagely,
and raw weals were showing on Drum-
mond's arms. Then suddenly an extra
savage lash from the whip snapped
Drummond's sword in two, but in a
flash Drummond had snatched down
another from the wall.- And this time
he hurled himself at Botulian regard-
less of the whip, pinning his arm
against the wall.

It was a scene she never forgot.

Botulian's other hand had gone up over
his head and his eyes were terror-

stricken. Drummond had stepped back
and his sword was above his head. He
seemed to be gloating over his success.

"Like it, Botulian?" he jeered.
"Don't—don't '." screamed the other.
And then a quiet voice came from

behind.
''Drop that sword, Drummond, you're

covered. By Jove, Roberts, your dis-

guise is perfect I" •

Drummond spoke then.
"This isn't Roberts, Sir Raymond, it's

Botulian himself."
He heard a startled exclamation from

Blantyre, but his voice was level when
he spoke again.
"Afraid it won't matter a lot to you

either way, Drummond," he >.ii'l "I've
got the whip hand now and "

But the words died in his throat Ba
another voice broke in, and Drummond
realised in a flash that it was Neilson.
"I think not, Blantyre," ho said, and

ir a moment the room was filled with
policemen, and both Blantyre and
Botulian were in handcuff* and Phyllis

was in her lover's arms.

Neilson was studying Botulian closely.

"So you're Dr. Botulian. after all?"
he queried. "But I'd like to know "

"Oh, that's easy, colonel," interrupted
Drummond. "Sir Raymond here can
put you wise if only he'll talk. Eh, Mr
Raymond?"
And then as the other merely scowled,

Drummond went on easily:

"Goodman wouldn't sell, and Sir

Raymond here tried Botulian. and the
good doctor agreed to make an appoint-
ment with the professor and let Roberts
take his place. That was to be his

alibi. However, a better idea occurred
to him, and he turned up an hour earlier

and—oh, well. I'll fill in all the blanks
later if you want 'em."
Neilson chuckled grimly.
"We'll make a detective of you yet,

Hugh," he said.

(By permission of Paramount Pictures,

Ltd., starring John Barrymore and John
Howard.)
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As the rt&ult of a diabolical frame-up the National Commander of the American Legion
is arrested for murder, and Dan Blaine, a young District Attorney, sets out to establish
his innocence—and enlists the aid of a hundred thousand Legionnaires to capture the
actual killer. A novel drama, starring Don Terry with Mary Russell, Marc Lawrence

and Thurston Hall

The Way of a Schemer

SOME little trouble had been ex-

perienced in petting the horses lined

up for the Thompson Handicap,
the sixrh race on the day's card at the
Imperial Racecourse, C'lareinont, but the
three-year-olds were off, at last, to a

perfect start.

Green Bay, the favourite, took the
lead almost immediately, and hold it for

more than three-quarters of a mile;
hut a horse that makes all the running
in the eaily Stages of a mile and a half

raee seldom win?, and long before the

straight was reached (irecn Bay had
fallen back, and Apple Tie was in flout.

"Come on. Round Robin!" shouted
Norman Craig, a thick-lipped and rather

ugly fellow of about thirty -six, who was
seated between two other men in Box 8

on the grand stand.
The horse he had named was lying

seventh, jnd had not been mentioned by
the con mtator wh issued al

intervals from loudspeakers in every en-
closure.

"Attaboy, Skyrocket!" bellowed the
man on Craig's right, whose name was
Steve l.awlor. and who might have boon

ii a sinister sort of way

—

but for the fael that his face was hi

pock-marked,
Skyrocket bad not been mentioned up

to iIk ii. and Craig bestowed a scornful

grin upon its suppO
"Come on, Round Robin!" shrilled

Eve Roe dutiful girl next to

the third man, and hoi

glistened with excitement.
T he third man. John Blair Kimball,

an arms magnate who owned ho
remained silently intent upon the race,

and the voice of the commentator rani;
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" Apple Pie is still leading by a

length. Round Robin is now second, and
Skyrocket is in third position. Green
Bay and Firebird have faded, and it

looks like they'll finish out of the money.
They're rounding the last turn—and
here they come into the straight."

"Come on, Round Robin!" cried Eve
Rogers.
Five furlongs from the judge's box.

Round Robin, Skyrocket, and Apple
Pie were running head and head.
"They're running so close together,"

boomed the voice from the loudspeakers,

"it's anybody's race! It looks like a

blanket finish I"

The three horses swept past the win-
ning-post apparently in a dead line, and
Craig exclaimed :

"Not a whisker between them!"
Eve Rogers, who was Kimball's secre-

tary, asked eagerly which won.
"Too close for the naked eye,"

Lawlor declared.

"Oh, chief," Craig began, "did you
evei see anything like that'.' 1

"

Kimball silenced him with « jerk of

his arm which was followed by a jerk of

his head.
"That man's the reason for our being

in this town," he said in an undertone.
Craig looked round over his -boulder

and saw a heavily built man, of distin-

guished appearance, descending the

Steps of the grand stand in company
with a broad-shouldered young

|

whose clean-shaven face suggested
strength of purpose.

' Who is he?" Craig inquired.
" Robert Metcnlf." was the reply.

"National Commander of the American
I

.: ion."
Who's the young fellow?"

" I don't know."

I The "young fellow " was Dan Blaine,

and he was District Attorney—and not
at the race meeting for pleasure.

"There's another bookie," he said to

Robert, Metealf, and the man he had
indicated whispered hurriedly to a client

who bad been about to make a bet :

" Nix—there comes the D.A. See you
later."

Bookmakers are not allowed by law
on the race-tracks of California. Dan
turned to an attendant who was stand-

ing on one of the steps.

"Can vou tell me where Mr. Tanner's
office is 7"

"Right down this aisle," was the

reply, "and thou take the Erst stairway
to your right."
Dan and his companion went off

along a gangway between the row= of

: and just then the voice of

the CO n was heard again :

"Result of (bo sixth raee. Round
Robin first, Skyrocket second, and
Apple T'ie third."

"I win ten dollars!" rejoiced Eve
rs. "Thanks for your lip, Mr.

Kimball."
Kimball smiled indulgently.

The amplified voice of the commen-
tator arrested the progress of people who
were making their way to the totalisa-

tor building which was situated at the

back of the stand :

"One moment, ladies and gentlemen.
May 1 have your attention, please?

Mr Lou Tanner, operating director of

this track, has asked me to announce
that the current meeting has been

ted ten-day extension by the

Raoing Association. New- stable

entries and a schedule of important

handicaps will be offered for your
re. Thank you."
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Kimball rubbed his smoothly shaven
chin.

"Yery convenient," he remarked.
"Boys, how would you like to see the
Kimball colours entered on this track?"
"You're not serious?" Craig turned

to stare. "They pay off in peanuts
here I"

"I'm not interested in the pay-off,"
returned Kimball. " With my horses
entered, they'll think I'm in town
merely for the races." He rose to his

feet. " I'll see you two at the hotel
later. Miss Rogers and I are going
to call on Mr. Tanner."

Dan Blaine and Robert Metcalf were
in Lou Tanner's office by this time.
and the full-faced and somewhat flashily

dressed operating director was scowling
at the young District Attorney.

"Look here, Blaine," he exploded;
"the mere fact that you're D.A. doesn't
give you the right to tell me how to
run my race-track !"

"Just a minute. Tanner." Dan's
voice was stern. " Long before you got
this extension you came to an under-
standing with the commander. What
v.e thought was a gentleman's agree-
ment."
He emphasised the word "thought,"

and Metcalf said

:

" You gave us your word that this

meeting would positively end as of
to-day, with the result that we set the
date of our Convention so that the
track would close before the legion-
naires came to town."
Tanner shifted uncomfortably in his

chair behind a littered desk.
"Well, I took it up with the board,"

be growled, "but I was overruled."
"Don't alibi, Tanner!" rapped Dan.

" You're the board at this track. You
lay down the rules."
Tanner became defiant.

"All right, so what?" he challenged.
" Convention or no Convention, this
track stays open. And you can't stop I
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me, because it's a licensed and legiti-

mate business."
"There are some things about it that

are neither licensed nor legitimate," re-

torted Dan. " Under-cover bookies, for
instance !"

"Aw, now you're just jumping to
conclusions."
"Maybe he is," Metcalf thundered,

"but here's one conclusion you can
bank on—a hundred thousand legion-
naires are not coming to town for your
personal benefit. These boys have
better uses for their hard-earned cash."
Tanner spread his hands.
" I'm doing them a favour by keeping

the track open," he asserted. "The
boys'll be out for a good time, and I'll

give 'em "

"A good rooking!" Dan scornfully
completed.
A telephone-bell rang, and Tanner

answered the call. His secretary in the
outer office informed ihim that Mr.
Kimball wished to see him about a
stable entry.

"I'll see him right away," Tanner
responded. "I'm practically through
with these gentlemen." He put down
the telephone and rose to his feet.

"The track stays open, and that's
final."

"All right, Tanner," said Dan
grimly, "but remember I'll have a
squad of men watching this place like

hawks. And if we pick up one under-
cover bookie around here, be prepared
to take what's coming to you."

Kimball was waiting with Eve in the
outer office, and as Dan and Metcalt
emerged from Tanner's room the arms
magnate advanced towards them.

"Mr. Metcalf, I believe?" he said in

well-assumed surprise.

"Yes," nodded Metcalf.
"My name is Kimball. I think we've

met before—in Washington."
"Of course," Metcalf recalled, "at

the Gridiron dinner."

"Correct. This is Miss Rogers, my
secretary."
Metcalf bowed and introduced Dan,

who gazed at Eve with open admira-
tion.

"Mr. Tanner will see you now," said
the secretary; and Kimball explained
that he was about to enter some horses
for the following week's races.

-" We'd rather hear you were with-
drawing them," said Dan.
"Why, is there anything wrong?"

asked Eve.
"Well, that's not the point," said

Metcalf. "It's just that the extension
period clashes with our American
Legion Convention."
"It might prove somewhat distract-

ing to the boys," added Dan.
"And to their pocket-books," sug-

gested Eve with a smile.

"I see," said Kimball gravely.
"May I offer a suggestion?"
"Why, certainly," welcomed Metcalf.

"There's an old saying, 'In a mul-
tiplicity of counsellors there is wisdom.'
Why don't you gentlemen have dinner
with us this evening, and we could talk

the thing over?"
"Well, thank you," murmured Met-

calf, "but we don't want to trouble you
with our problems."
"It would be a privilege, I assure

you."
"That's very kind of you." said Dan,

his eyes on Eve; and Kimball promptly
assumed that the invitation was
accepted.
"At the Union Hotel, then, at

eight." he said.

"We'll be there," promised Metcalf.
The secretary opened the door of

Tanner's room, and as Kimball and
Eve walked in at it Dan and Metcalf
went out at the other door. The grand
stand was empty ; the enclosures were
emptying.
"Who is this Kimball?" inquired Dan

curiously, on the way to the car park.

Finiey took out a handkerchief and with it picked up the gun. - A silencer, eh ? " he barked
fired. Whose gun is this ? "
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"One of the most dangerous men i;i

America," Mctcalf replied.

"What?" Dan stopped short in

astonishment.
" He represents the arms and muni-

tions industry."
"Why should he want to do us a

favour ?"

"We'll find that out to-night," said

Mctcalf, "at dinner."

Dan Makes an Appointment

THE Union Hotel was the largest and
most expensive of all the hotels in

Claremont. It towered above
other buildings in Franklin Avenue, and
its dining-room was a magnificent, pil-

lared apartment.
The table at which Dan and Mctcalf

sat opposite Eve and Kimball that even-
ing was close to one of the gilded pillars

and just sufficiently remote from the
orchestra that provided a musical
accompaniment to a well-chosen meal.
Eve looked exquisite in a gown that

set off her slim shapeliness, and Dan
found her all the more attractive be-
cause she had brains as well as beauty.
Over coffee and liqueurs Kimball in-

formed his two guests that he had not
entered any of his horses in view of
what had been said.

"Incidentally, commander,'' he went
on, "I talked with several stable-

owners this afternoon about withdraw-
ing theirs."

"Yes?" Metcalf raised his brows
slightly.

"I don't think it would be difficult

to kill that racing extension." Kim-
ball waved a half-consumed cigar.

"After all, you can't have a horse race
without horses."
"Poor Mr. Tanner!" laughed Eve.

" None of you see it from his stand-
point. And, you know, there are two
sides to the issue."

"Sure," said Dan, "our side and the
wrong side!"
"I'm afraid," said Kimball, "we

older folks don't view things quite the
same as you younger ones." He
winked at Eve. "I feel sure you'd
prefer the attractions of the roof-

garden."
Eve was quite ready to act upon the

hint.

"I might, if I could find a trust-

worthy guide," she murmured.
"You've found one!" Dan instantly

declared. "Will you excuse us?"
"Of course," encouraged Kimball.
Dan and Eve crossed the room in the

direction of the lounge and the

elevators, and Kimball followed them
with his eyes.

" They make an attractive couple,

don't they?"
Metcalf ignored the question. He had

accepted a cigar, but the cigar was still

unlightcd in his hand.
" Let's not beat about the bush, Kim-

ball," he said almost brusquely. "You
asked me to come here because you
wanted something. What is it?"

"I'll get right to the point," Kim-
ball struck a match and held it across

the table so that Metcalf had prac-

tically no option but to accept a light

and smoke the cigar. "There's a

statute before Congress called the
' Arms Control Bill.' Arc you familiar

with it?"
"Thoroughly."
" Then you know that it prohibits the

sale of arms to private individuals."

Kimball extinguished the match and
dropped it into an ashtray. "A very
unfortunate piece of legislation."

"For the anus manufacturers, you
mean," said Mctcalf pointedly.

Kimball smiled, but not as though
he w i ic amused.
"Now I'll get right down to cases,
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commander," he said with an air of
bluntness. "At the moment Congress
is about evenly divided on the Bill.

But I feel certain that if the American
Legion were to go on record as being
opposed to it

"

"Just a moment," Metcalf inter-

rupted sharply, "Your idea of the
American Legion is not entirely correct.

To begin with, we're not a political

organisation.''

"Of course not," purred Kimball,
"but as mere citizens the Legion is

entitled to express its opinion, and the
opinion of any two million citizens is

bound to have a potent effect on Con-
gress."
"Granted. But there's one little

point you're overlooking."
"What's that?"
Metcalf spoke slowly but with

warmth.
"We're not interested in the defeat

of the Arms Control Bill," he stated.

"In fact, we'd like to see it pass."

"Why?"
"Because the unchecked traffic in fire-

arms is responsible for the wholesale
arming of criminals."

"But what about the law-abiding
citizen?" countered Kimball. "This
Bill would render him defenceless

against armed criminals."

"Step the supply of firearms at the
source and you'll have no armed
criminals. In fact, crime would take
a nosedive. There's nothing so yellow
as an underworld rat without his gun."
"Well, I guess that's all in the way

you look at it. You see it one way, I

see it another." Kimball leaned across

the table. " I could offer you great
incentive, commander, to see it my
way."
"I'm afraid you couldn't," said Met-

calf.

The roof-garden of the Union Hotel
formed a perfect setting for romance,
under the stars of a June night, as

Dan and Eve leaned together against a

parapet high above Franklin Avenue.
It was not really dark, but it was dark
enough for the city spread beneath
them to be invested with an almost
fairy-like charm.

" How long are you going to be in

town?" Dan inquired.

"About a week," Eve replied.

"A week? That's rather short, but
I think I can arrange it."

"Arrange what?"
"To show you some of the high-spots

of the city."

She tilted her head at him.
"Won't you be rather busy with your

convention ?"

"Oh, I'll manage," he assured her.

"How does it happen that a busy Dis-

trict Attorney finds time to bother with
the Legion?"
"It docs crowd me a bit." admitted

Dan, "but it's worth it. The Legion
is a great organisation."
"Oh, yes, of course," she nodded, and

added slyly: "It's good politics, isn't

that it? Helps to further your career."
If a man had dared to say such a

thing to him he would have been
furious ; .but he could not be furious

with her.
"For a young lady who's old enough

to vote," he rebuked, "you show very
poor judgment. Some people do things

for unselfish reasons—or hadn't you
heard ? Maybe it's the business you're

in that "

"What's wrong with our business?"
she interrupted. " It's legitimate, like

any other.''

"T have a conclusive argument
against that."

" Let's have it."

"It's down at the Legion Post." He
pointed northwards o\er the parapet.
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"Come there to-morrow, and I'll show
you around."

"It's a date," said she.

They descended to the dining-room
soon afterwards, and Kimball and Met-
calf rose from their table as they
approached it.

"Well, how was the roof?" asked
Kimball.
"Very illuminating,'' Eve replied.

"We'd better run along, Dan," said
Robert Mctcalf. "Busy day to-

morrow."
After the arms magnate and his sec-

retary had been bidden good-night, Dan
tinned again to Eve.
"Don't forget that appointment to-

morrow," he said.
" Don't worry, I'll be there."

Craig Takes a Look Round

NEXT morning, members of the
American Legion poured into
Claremont from all parts of the

country. They arrived by train and car
and .motor-coach ; men who had served
in the Great War and now were pa it.

of a great peace army in uniforms of
navy blue.

The barracks at the Legion Post, in

Harrison Avenue, had engulfed more
than five hundred of them by the time
Dan entered the hall of the main build-
ing, and there were thousands still to

come.
In one corner of the hall more than

a score of legionnaires had gathered
round four comrades who were pro-
fessional singers and who were render-
ing an old army song as a quartette.
Near the foot of the stairs that led up
to the executive offices a clever mimic,
named Sid Hinkle, was entertaining
another little crowd with one of his

stories, and Dan paused to listen to the
variety of voices in which the.story was
told.

He himself was dressed in a lounge
suit and a soft felt hat, but he was re-

cognised by men from as far away as
Texas and Oklahoma.
"Good work, Sid," he said when the

story was finished. "Tell 'em another."
"Okay, Dan."
The mimic embarked upon some

more impersonations, and Dan ascended
the stairs and passed through a large
anteroom into an office where Robei i

Metcalf was seated at a massive desk,
an imposing figure in his uniform as

National Commander, with three other
officers around him.

" Good-morning, gentlemen."
Dan saluted and walked over to the

desk.
" Chief, the race-track extension is

practically a bust," he said. " Most of

the stable-owners have withdrawn their

entries."
"Splendid!" boomed Metcalf. "That

will settle Tanner's hash!"
"You don't seem to like this

Tanner," commented one of the officers,

a bulky State Commander named
Denton.
"I should say not," returned Metcalf

emphatically, " and I'm not particular

who knows it either."

An orderly entered the room to

announce

:

"Mi. Tanner to see you. sir."

"Speak of the devil!" exclaimed
Metcalf. "You'd better see him, Dan.
1 might be tempted to break his neck."
Dan nodded and went out into the

ante-room, where the race-track direc-

tor was waiting.
"Hallo. Tanner!" he said. "How's

business?"
Tanner glared at him.
"I want to sec Metcalf!" he snapped.

"He's busy," said Dan. "Verybusy."
"You guys think you've put some-

thing over on me, don't you?"
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"Gobel?" Dan exclaimed. "Why, that's the

man who was reported missing three days ago I
"

"It looks that way."
"All right, you win." Tanner

changed his tone. "But if Metcalf'll
only meet me halfway, I'll give the
Legion a break."

"You'll give the Legion a break?"
echoed Dan incredulously.
"Sure—if you'll get the stable-owners

to re-enter their horses, I'll put on a
Lr^ion Derby."

"It's out!" Dar flipped a hand con-
temptuously.
"But I'll give the Legion half the

take."
"It's still out!"
"What do you know about it?" de-

manded Tanner, losing his temper.
"I'll take it up with Metcalf."
"I told vou he's busv."
"Well, I'll find out for myself!"
He turned towards the door Dan had

closed behind him. but was promptly
[Hilled away from it.

"Wait a minute. Tanner," said Dan
firmly. "I'll give the commander a
memo of your proposition. You're
going out!" He beckoned to the
orderly. "Show this man the door!"
Tanner was practically bundled out

to the stairs.

About half an hour afterwards Dan
was mingling with some of his old war-
time comrades in the grounds of the
Post, and Robert Metcalf was still in

conference when John Blair Kimball
entered the ante-room with Craig and
o=.ked the orderly to tell the commander
that he had called to see him.
The orderly disappeared into the

office, and Kimball said in a low voice
to Craig.
"Study the lay-out carefully. Make

a mentai photograph of it."

Craig nodded ; and then the State
Commander with Metcalf came out
from his room, followed by the orderly,
who said :

"This way, please."
Kimball and Craig passed in at the

double doors.

"Hon- are you, commander?" said
Kimball. "My associate, Norman
Craig."
Metcalf bowed behind his desk.
" How are you, Mr. Craig?" he said.

"I'm glad you came, Kimball. I want
to thank you for killing that racing
extension."

"Oh, that's quite all right!" returned
Kimball affably. "If there is any-
thing else I can do for you, just call

on me."
"Same terms?" asked Metcalf with

a smile. "No strings?"
"No strings."

Craig had been taking stock of the
room.
"Do you mind if I look round?" he

inquired.

"Of course not," Metcalf replied.
"Help yourself." He pointed to
double-doors in the wall on his right.
"Take a look at the museum."
Craig thanked him and went off into

the adjoining room, in which all

manner of war trophies were arranged
upon baize-covered boards, and flags
decorated the walls. He opened
another door and looked out into a
wide corridor that led to the stairs and
the hall.

Kimball said to Metcalf:

"You know, commander, I haven't
given up hope that you may change
your mind on that Arms Control Bill."

"Not a chance!" Metcalf's face
hardened, and his voice had an edge to
it.

"You could write your own ticket
with our industry—an important execu-
tive post, if you like, with financial
security for life. Or we'll back you in

a political career. Just name youf
preference."
".You're barking up the wrong tree,

Kimball! I'm for that Bill heart and
soul. In fact, I'm going to ask the
Convention to go on record in iu
favour !"

"Well," said Kimball, in no way
abashed, "I guess I'm wasting my
time."
"And mine!" was the sharp re-

joinder.
Craig reappeared from the museum,

and ho and Kimball departed together.
A big black saloon was waiting for
them outside the Post, and in it they
returned to the Union Hotel, where
they ascended to the sitting-room of tho
suite Kimball had booked on his arrival
in Clarcmont.
A desk had been installed in tho

sitting-room at his request, and he sat
down at it.

"Get me the classified telephone
directory," he said; and Craig found
the desired volume and handed it to
him.
He turned the, pages till he came to

one leaded "Costumes," and Craig
looked over his shoulder as he
exclaimed

:

"Ileie's the very thing! Oobel's.
'Costumes and uniforms rented and
repaired. Theatrical make-up a
speciality.'" He tore out the sheet
and handed it over. "Go down there
and arrange everything for to-morrow
morning. And mind it's all finished
before the parade starts."

"Right," said Craig, and he folded
the sheet and put it in his pocket.
Eve arrived at the Posl about an hour

after her employer had left it, and Dan.
informed of her presence, hastened
aci iss the hall to meet her.
"I'm glad you kept your promise"

he said. "Come on, and I'll start you
September 24tli, 193i.
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right on your eight-seeing tour will)

Exhibit ' A.'
: '

He led her to the stairs, and up the

stairs and along the wide corridor to

the door Craig had opened.
"'Post Museum,'" she read, and

crinkled her brows at him. "Museum
for what?"
"A special collection of war

trophies, he replied. "The com-
mander's pet hobby."
They entered the big room, and she

gazed with interest at' the guns and
swords and bayonets, and other army
weapons displayed upon the baize-

covered boards.
"Well, your organisation and ours

show the same line of goods," -he re-

marked mockingly.
"We show them for quite a different

purpose," said Dan, grave as any
judge. "Some of those guns were
carried into battle by our boys—and all

that came back were the guns."

She had not paid any attention to

the flags about the room, some of them
in tatters, but he marched her over to

one of them.
"This flag," he said, represents the

outfit that went through Chateau
Thierry. That one, the boys who made
the big push at iho Maine.

"

"That's very impressive," she mur-
mured.
"The whole story of the Legion is

impressive," he assured her. "It's a
story of marching men. During the
war they man hed to take trenches and
to kill. When the war was over they
marched the city pavements, trying to

find a new meaning and place in life.

Do you remember those days?"
She shook her head.
"I was rather young then," she said.

"So was I," said he, "but not too
young to realise that we'd returned to

a world that had to be made all over
again—made to an ideal of peace."

" Was that the sole purpose of the
Legion '!" she questioned.
"Not entirely. The Legion was

formed to help us take up life where
we'd left off before the war. We had
difficult adjustments to make. We
needed direction, encouragement, a
sense of unity. We finally got. it from
men like Commander Metcalf."

She looked up into his earnest face.
"Frankly, I never saw it in that

light," she confessed. "To me the
Legion was a sort of Lodge of grown-
up Boy Scouts, waving flags and
making a lot of noise. But, after your
eloquent address, I'd say it has its

points."

The Crime of Jerry Johnson

THE streets of the city were gay
with streamers and banners when
Norman Craig alighted from a

taxicab at the corner of Bryson
Avenue, shortly before eight' o'clock-

next morning, and made his way on
loot down that thoroughfare to the
semi-underground establishment of

Hans Gobel. theatrical costumier and
make-up specialist.

Descending worn steps into an area,

ho opened the door of a shop which
seemed—at first sight—to be crowded
with historical characters, because cos-

tumes of various periods were displa; ed
on dummies. A glass-fronted ease be-
hind a long counter was full of wigs
and masks.

The opening of the door set a bell

jangling in a room at. the back of the
shop, and Hans Gobel appeared. He
was a tall and elderly man with a pro-
nounced stoop, obviously German of
origin, and ho eyed his visitor with
surprise.
"Ah, good-morning, Mr. Johnson,"
September 24th, 1938.
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lie Said. "Why, you've got here a lot
earlier than 1 expected."

"Well," said Craig, "I want to be
out of here before the parade starts."
"That will be easy." Gobel con-

sulted a watch. "It's only eight
o'clock. I think I will have you fixed
up in considerably less than an hour
so that your best friends won't know
yon."
"Okay," said Craig, "let's get

started."
lie was conducted into a room not

unlike a hairdresser's saloon in appear-
ance, and he became seated in a chair
in front of a large mirror.
At five minutes past eight Kimball

rang up the Legion Post.

"Hallo!" he said to the orderly who
answered the call. "Can you tell me
at what time Commander Metcalf will
be in his cftbe this morning?"
"The commander will be here at

nine-thirty," was the reply, "for a few
minutes before the parade."

"Nine-thirty? Thank you." Kim-
ball hung up his own instrument, then
removed it again to dial another num-
ber—and a bell rang in the hall of Lou
Tanner's house, which was situated not
very far from the racecourse.
A lean-faced butler answered that

call.

"Mr. Tanner's residence," he said.
" I'm calling for Commander Met-

calf," lied Kimball in a voice as little

like his own as he could make it.

"He'd like to have Mr. Tanner come
to the Legion Post at nine-twenty this
morning."
"But Mr. Tanner is still asleep," pro-

tested the butler.

"This is a matter of great import-
ance to Mr. Tanner," insisted Kimball,
"and nine-twenty is the only time the
commander can see hitn."
"Very well," surrendered the butler,

" I'll waken him immediately."

"Thank you," said Kimball. "Oh,
and will you please tell Mr. Tanner to
go right through to the commander's
office ?"

The butler ascended to his master's
bed-room, but Tanner was sleeping
heavily because he had gone to bed
none too sober, and it was not till after
he had been shaken by the shoulder
that he wakened and sat up, blinking
owlishly.

"Sorry, sir," apologised the butler,
"but Commander Metcalf wants to see
you at his office in the Legion Post
promptly at nine-twenty."
"Nine-twenty?" echoed Tanner.
"The party said it was extremely

important, sir."

Tanner became wide awake and
jubilant.

"Important!" he exclaimed, flinging
back the bedclothes. "It must be about
the Legion Derby—I 'knew that'd get
him I Got any clothes ready forme?"
At twenty minutes to nine Norman

Craig stood hi front of a mirror in
Cubel's make-up room. He was dressed
as a legionnaire from Kansas, and he
bore no resemblance whatever to his
own ugly self.

His hair and his eyebrows had be-
come grey, and a grey moustache had
been attached with -kill to his clean-
shaven upper lip. Grease-paint had
aged his face, a black shade was oyer
his left eye, and he was wearing steel-

rimmed spectacles.
"There, how do you like it?" in-

quired Gobel, rubbing his hands
the satisfaction of an arti-t.

"Looks all right," said Craig.

"What a laugh you'll have on your
friends when you pass them like a per-
fect stranger."
"You've made a good job of it, Mr.
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Gobel." Craig paid twenty dollars as
a deposit on the hire of the uniform.
"I'll see that you're well taken care
of," he said, and went out through the
shop.
On the pavement at the top of the

steps Steve Lawlor was waiting with his
hands in his pockets. He looke.i
Craig, and Craig nodded, then walked
briskly away. Lawlor descended the
steps and entered the shop.
"Good-morning, sir," said Gobel,

walking out from the back room as the
bell rang. "What can I do for you?"
Lawlor did not reply, but slowly he

took his right hand from his coat
pocket, and Gobel backed away in
alarm from an automatic that was
pointed at him.
"What do you want?" he gas]

" Don't do that ! Don't do that!"
Lawlor fired. There was a silencer on

the automatic, so that no shot was
heard by passers-by, or by anybody in

the upper part of the building. But
Gobel fell against a dummy dressed as
a pirate, and the dummy fell with him
to the floor.

At the corner of Bryson Avenue and
Fifth Street, Craig beckoned to the
driver of a passing taxicab, and in the
cab he was conveyed to the Legion Post.
Scores of legionnaires were gathered
round the front of the main building :

many more were talking in groups up< n

the steps, and he passed unnoticed up
the steps and lurked behind a stone
column at the top of them, waiting and
watching for Tanner.
At nineteen minutes past nine a dark-

grey saloon drew up at the foot of tbe
steps and the race-track director got oi I

from it. A "man who was selling

poppies promptly pounced on him.
"Poppy, mister?"
Tanner bought a poppy and put it in

his buttonhole. Craig entered the hall,

mounted the stairs at the top of it.

slipped into the museum. Tanner, h

accordance with the instructions given
to his butler, made straight for the

ante-room of Metcalf's office.

"Good-morning,"' he said to the
orderly on duty there. "Is Mr. Metcalf
in yet?"
"Why, no," was the reply, "but he'll

be here for a few minutes at nine-

thirty."

Tanner said lie would wait.

"Is he expecting you?" asked the
orderly.
"Yes," said Tanner. " He told me to

go right into his office and wait."

The orderly opened one of the double
doors, and Tanner walked into the
deserted office and sat down in a hide-

covered chair. Craig, in the museum,
had put on gloves. He took a six-

shooter from a pocket of his tunic,

wiped it carefully with a handken
then opened the door at which he had
been listening and stepped into Met
calf's office, holding the gun behind his

back.
Tanner locked round at him and
"Oh, hallo, buddy," he said. "You

want to see the commander, too? My
name is

"

The gun spat fire without any report,

and clutching at his chest he made a
gasping sound in his throat and fell face
downwards upon the carpet-.

Craig put away the gun. stooped
over him to make sure that he
dead, then raised him up and put him
back in the chair in a sitting position.

He looked round the room, saw a

periodical on another (hair, and
snatched it up to close two limp ha
upon its ed
Having done this he went swiftly ba< k

into the museum and closed the door.

He heard a sound .is of marching feet
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and ran to a window that overlooked
the parade-ground. Hundreds of

legionnaires were marching out to join

comrades already lined up in the road-
way.
He went out from the museum to the

top of the stairs, and he was standing
there with the gun in his gloved hands,
when Robert Metcalf mounted the stairs

to reach his office and caught sight of
him.

"'Well, soldier," said Metcalf, "yon
ought to be with your outfit. The
parade's almost ready to start."
" I only wanted to see you for a

minute, commander," said Craig, speak-
ing with the accent of the State from
which he was supposed to hail. And he
held out the gun by its barrel.

"What's this?" Metcalf stared at
the weapon.

"Well, you see, sir, the boy3 back at
our post wanted to make you a little

present, and we heard about your col-

lection of war tools, so we all chipped
in and got you this."
Metcalf took the gun and examined it

with pleased eyes.
"Well, that's very kind of you," he

murmured. "It's a neat little job, isn't

it? Silencer built right into the gun."
"Yeah," said Craig, "one of the boys

is a gunsmith. He made it up special."
"What post did you say?"
Craig hadn't mentioned any par-

ticular post, but he responded glibly
enough :

"Smit'hfield, Kansas."
"What's your name?"
"..Terry Johnson, sir."
"Well, you tell the boys I'm very

grateful. Johnson. Drop in and see me
a_r:iin when I'm not in such a hurry,
will you ?"

Craig shook the hand that was
offered, and then Metcalf entered the
ante-room, and Jerry Johnson dis-

appeared never to be seen again
In his own office Metcalf stared at the

figure in the chair
"Hallo, Mr. Tanner," he said rather

gruffly, " what can I do for you to-day ?

Going to see the big parade?"
He went to the desk and laid the gun

on it; and then, surprised at receiving
no answer, he went back to the huddled
figure.

"I say, Tanner "

As his hand touched the dead man's
shoulder the periodical fell to the
carpet, and the dead man pitched for-

ward on his face and lay still. For
a few moments Metcalf was too horri-

fied to do anything but stare down at

the body; and he was as breathless as

if he had been running when he opened
one of the doors into the ante-room and
shouted to the orderly there:
"Get the Chief of Police—and get

Dan Blaine ! They're at the start of

the line of march !"

The Grand Parade

THE news of Tanner's murder
reached the ears of reporters who
were on the spot, to write up the

parade almost as soon as Dan and tall.

thin, and sharp-featured Chief of
Police Finley were informed of it. The
start of the parade was delayed, and
reporters were

_
already in liVIetcalf's

office, prying him with questions he
could not answer, when Dan and an
elderly State commander entered it in
company with Finley and two patrol-
men.

All the reporters were driven forth,
save the diminutive representative of
the "Star," and they promptly monopo-
lised telephones in the rest of the build-
ing.

"Yeah," one of them stated excitedly
to his news editor, "Lou Tanner
stretched out stiff in Metoalf's office
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with a slug in him! Motive? Well. I

figure Tanner's been gunning for Met-
calf ever since he queered his track
meeting. He finally cornered him in his

office, and Metcalf beat him to the
draw. Yeah, okay, I'll stick around
and get some more for the first

edition."

-Metcalf, standing behind his desk
with Dan on one side of him in uni-
form and Colonel Forsythe—the elderly
State commander—on the other, said
hoarsely to the Chief of Police, who
was kneeling beside the body on the
floor:

"I can't understand it!"

"You and Tanner never liked each
other, did you?" challenged the "Star "

man.
Metcalf did not answer and Finley

got to his feet.

"Where's the gun?" he asked.
"Here it is," said Metcalf.

Finley took out a handkerchief anil
with it picked up the gun.

"A silencer, eh?" he barked. "One
shot fired. Whose gun is this?"

"Mine," Metcalf replied. "It na^
just given me for the post collection."
"Who gave it to you?"
"A legionnaire."
"You know him?"
"Well, not exactly. I just met him

a few minutes ago. He said his name
was Jerry Johnson, Smithficld l'o>t,

Kansas."
Finley wrapped the gun in the hand-

kerchief and put the handkerchief in
his pocket.

"Tell us what happened, com-
mander," he said brusquely; and one
of the patrolmen, who had been making
notes in a book, licked the point of his
pencil because it needed sharpening.

"Well.'' Metcalf began, "I dropped
in here to see if there were any last-

minute tne-sages before the parade
started. The legionnaire who gave me

the gun was standing at the top of the

stairs out there."
He detailed what Lad taken place,

repeating his conversation with Craig
almost word for word. He described
how he had found Tanner, apparently
reading in the chair.

The Chief of Police asked him whit
Jerry Johnson was like. and his

description was so complete that every-

body in the room felt that they would
recognise such a man if they were to

see him.
"Well." said Finley. "if such a man

exists we'll find him. Meanwhile. Bob,
this is the most disagreeable duty I've

ever had to perform, but I'll have to

take you into custody."
Metcalf was aghast. Dan burst out

indignantly :

"You don't believe the commander
had anything to do with it'."

"It's not what I believe." Finley

replied unhappily. "You know the law

as well as I do. Bob. Tanner, a known
enemy of yours, is murdered in your

office. You're found with the body and

a gun on your desk with one shot fired."

Metcalf bowed his head.

"I'll go aloug with you. Henry." he

said,

"But what about the parade?" ex-

tlated Forsythe. "The commander
has to review it. A hundred thousand
legionnaires ate out there waiting for

him I"

"Yes." said Dan. "Look, Finley, if

you have to take the commander why
can't you do it after the parade' The
reviewing stand will be surrounded by
a police escort. He won't b^ out of your
sight for a minute. What's more, the

parade will be a big show-up for

police—a chance to look for Jerry
Johnson."
Finley gnawed his underlip. He

hated to arrest an old friend, and Dan's
argument seemed to him a sound or

"O'kav." He turned to the olli eel

Gripping Lawlor by the shoulder and the front of his coat, Dan said
fiercely; •• If you don't come clean I won't answer for the consequences I

"
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who had been making notes. '"Phone i

headquarters. I want a hundred more
men detailed to the line of march

—

they'll get their orders later." He
offered his hand to Metcalf, who
clasped it appreciatively. "We'll do
everything we can to find Jerry John-
son."
But Jerry Johnson had ceased to

exist. Craig, in his make-up and bor-

rowed uniform, had entered the Union
Hotel and sneaked up the stairs to a
bed-room on the fifth floor, and he was
his own normal self again when he
strolled into the sitting-room of

Kimball's suite.

Kimball was pacing the carpet, a
cigar between his lips that had long
since gone out. He stopped and turned
to view his accomplice with manifest
relief.

"No hitch?" he asked anxiously.

"No hitch." Craig dropped into a
chair. " What do you want me to do
with the uniform—burn it?"
"I should say not." Kimball was

emphatic. "Put it away for safe keep-
ing."
Craig's heavy-lidded blue eyes

widened.
"But why?" he asked blankly.
"In my negotiations with Metcalf I

may have to produce Jerry Johnson."
"How?"
"Gobel's body, dressed in that uni-

form, may do very well. Yes?"
The "yes " was in response to a

knock at the door. Lawlor was in the
corridor with a parcel under his arm
which contained all the clothes Craig
had been wearing when he had entered
Cobel's shop.
"Lawlor!" he called back.
"Come in !"

Lawlor entered the room and he
tossed the parcel to Craig.
"Well?" barked Kimball
"Everything went off according to

schedule"
"Excellent!" Kimball moved to the

desk and dropped the half-consumed
cigar into an ash-tray "Now about
that uniform. We may need it, but we
don't want to 'keep it here. Pack it in

a bag, Lawlor, and leave it in the cloak-
room at the Union Station without
delay."
There came another knock at the

door, and Kimball pointed to an adjoin-
ing room.

' In there, quick !"

Craig and Lawlor made themselves
scarce, and Kimball went to the door
and opened it. Eve was in the corridor,
wearing a costume and a little hat that
ivent well with her golden-brown hair.
"'Don't you want to see the parade,

Mr. Kimball?" she asked eagerly.
"It's already started."

"I'll bo right along," ho nodded.
''You get out on the balcony."

She went off along the corridor to a
balcony in the front of the hotel, and
he stepped back into the room and
opened the door of the one that
adjoined it..

"Lawlor," he said, "bring the ticket
for that bag back to me."
"Right!" said Lawlor.

In column of fours the men of the
American Legion were inarching along
Franklin Avenue, when Kimball joined
Eve on the flag-decked balcony. A band
had passed, but the drums were still

rolling, and the sight was a most im-
pressive one in the Juno sunlight.
Army trucks followed tho men on foot,
and the trucks were full of legionnaires
in khaki and steel helmets. State com-
manders marched with their own
ffontingents.

"Isn't it thrilling?" cried Eve.
"I didn't know vou were responsive
September 24th, 1938.
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to parades," said Kimball dryly,

glancing at her flushed face and very
bright eyes.

"Oh, it's not the parade," she
averred, "it's what it stands for. Those
boys are a part of American history."

The pavements were thronged with
people waving flags or handkerchiefs;
faces were at every window that over-
looked tho roadway. At the top of the
Avenue, on the fringe of Franklin Park,
a stand had been erected and draped
with bunting. The mayor and other
important members of the community
were seated on the stand, and Kimball
and Dan were there with the Chief of
Police and a uniformed sergeant.

Kimball was looking down upon the
marching men without any very great
interest when he noticed that police
officers were diving in and out amongst
the columns. They were looking for a
legionnaire answering to the de-
scription of Jerry Johnson.

"I wonder what the police are up
to?" he muttered involuntarily.

The people on the stand rose to take
the salute as the men of the Legion
began to pass beneath them. A perspir-
ing police-sergeant reached the back of
the stand by way of one of the paths in
tho park, climbed the ladder-like, steps
at the back of it, and approached the
Chief of Police.

"Report en Jerry Johnson, sir," he
said breathlessly, and handed over a
telegram.
"Okay." Finley glanced at the tele-

gram, then crumpled it and stowed it in

a pocket.
The long procession passed; the

mayor replaced his silk hat on his head
and turned to Metcalf.

"Well, commander," he said with
enthusiasm, "that was the most inspir-
ing spectacle I've ever witnessed !"

Some way about the park, the legion-
naires had turned into Market Street.
and out of Market Street they turned
again, headed for Harrison Avenue and
the Legion Post. The sound of the
drums died away in the distance, and
the people on the stand began to dis-
perse. Dan, who had seen the sergeant
approach Finley, asked the question
that had been on his lips for more than
ten minutes:

"Did your men find out anything?"
"Plenty!" Finley turned to the com-

mander who had borne himself so well.
" There's no Smithfield Post record of
Jerry Johnson."

His words were a bombshell. Kimball
compressed his lips.

"Let's go, then," he said hoarsely.
By the time the legionnaires were

bark at the Post, newsboys were out-
side it with papers they had no difficulty
in selling. In the barracks and all over
the parade ground men discussed the
murder mystery, and were flamingly in-

dignant about tho arrest of their
National Commander.
"The papers are just trying to boil up

a story !" was the verdict of one.
"Yellow journalism, that's what it

is!" exploded another.

"Listen to this, boys!" cried a man
on the front steps of the main building,
and he read aloud from the " Star "

:"
' The commander described Jerry

Johnson as an elderly legion-
naire, dressed in his parade uniform,
with a patch over his left eye and wear-
ing glasses. Unless Johnson is located,
Metcalf will speedily be indicted for
murder.' "

"Murder!" echoed a man from Ohio.
" We've gotta do something about this,

and do it quick 1"
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"A Hundred Thousand Detectives!"

EARLY in the afternoon, Kimball
was at his desk in the sitting-room
of his suite at the Union Hotel,

talking to Craig and Lawlor, when the
house telephone-bell rang. Craig an-
swered the call, because he was nearest
to the instrument attached to a wall.

"Okay, thanks," he said, and turned
to Kimball after he had hung up.
"Dan Blaine is on his way from
below."
"I want to see him alone," Kimball

stated, and Craig and Lawlor were in

the adjoining Ihving-room when Dan
knocked at the door and was admitted.
"Oh, come right in, Mr. Blaine," said

Kimball. " Sit down."
Dan dropped into an armchair and

was offered a cigarette, which he
declined.
"You sent word that you had some-

thing vital concerning Commander
Metcalf," he said.

"Oh, yes—yes, of course." Kimball
rubbed his chin. "Metcalf seems to be
in a pretty tight spot."
"We know that," snapped Dan.
"It would be worth a lot if he could

be cleared of this charge, wouldn't it,

Blaine?"
"Naturally."
" I may be in a position to do just

that."
Dan sprang to his feet.
" Well, what are you waiting for, if

you can do anything?" he cried.

"All in good time." Kimball waved
the cigarette he himself was smoking.
" Please remain seated."
Dan sank back into the chair.

"Now understand," said Kimball im-
pressively, "anything I may say is in

strictest confidence—can't go beyond
these walls. Otherwise I shall have to
say this meeting never took place."
"Very well," agreed Dan.
"If I were to produce Jerry Johnson,

the Commander might be exonerated.
Right?"
"Right."
"And, speaking modestly, he'd be

somewhat indebted to me."
"Of course."
"Then if I should produce Jerry

Johnson, all I ask is the commander's
pledge."

" What pledge ?"

Kimball blew a smoke-ring.
"That he will ask the Legion to go

on record as being opposed to the Arms
Control Bill," he replied slowly.
Dan bounded to his feet again.
"I'm just beginning to understand

you, Kimball," ho blazed. "You'd let

him go to the chair, knowing him to be
innocent!"
"I know nothing of his innocence."

declared Kimball, spreading his hands
palms upwards. "So far as I know, he
did kill Tanner."

" I could take you to headquarters
and have you questioned until you told
us what you do know !"

It was a threat, but it seemed merely
to amuse the arms magnate.
"I'm afraid you'd waste your time,"

he said mildly. "I haven't said I know
anything. I'm simply in a position to
offer you a bargain."
"We don't want any of your bar-

gains, Kimball ! We'll take our chance
with the jury."
Kimball raised his dark brows.
"Why not let Metcalf deride that?"

he purred. "After all, it's his life

that's at stake, not yours."

"All right," growled Dan. "I'll tell

him. But you can have his answer
right now. It's ' No !'

"

He thundered the word, and he strode
out from the room. But on his way to

the city gaol he thought over what
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Kimball had said, and when he joined
Metcalf in a gloomy cell he actually

pleaded with him to accept Kimball's
offer.

"Listen to reason, Chief," he urged.
" It's your last resort. Unless you agree
to Kimball's terms, this murder charge
is going to stick."

"Then let it stick." said Metcalf dog-
gedly. " I'm not doing business with
Kimball."
"But he says he can exonerate you."
"In return for which I'm to agree to

have the American Legion oppose the
Arms Control Bill. No, Dan, I'm not
trading rrry self-respect for my free-

dom."
"I knew you'd say that," exulted

Dan, "and I told Kimball so."

"Good boy!" Metcalf clapped an
approving hand on his shoulder.

"Yes, but we've got to beat this case,

in spite of Kimball." Dan frowned at

the little barred window high up in the
wall at the back of the cell. "I'd give

a good deal to find out what he knows
about it."

"So would I," said the prisoner.
"Do you think he could have framed

you?"
"Perhaps. But I don't see how."
"I don't, either, but it's an angle."
After a visit to his own office, Dan

went to the Post and called a meeting
of all the State Commanders for eight

o'clock that evening. The meeting took
place in a concert-hall there, and every
commander was present. Dan addressed
them from the platform Sid Hinkle and
other entertainers had occupied during
the afternoon.
"I've called this meeting," he said,

" to consider a grave situation. You all

know that our National Commander is

facing a charge of murder. What you
don't know is that powerful interests

have guaranteed him his liberty if the
Legion opposes the Arms Control Bill!

I'm telling you this because I feel that
you should have the privilege of decid-
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ing for youi selves whether or not the
commander's personal jeopardy should
affect your action on the Bill."

It speedily appeared that opinions
were divided. After the first shock of

surprise caused by Dan's statement,
voices rang out from various parts of

the hall:

"Forget the Bill—let's get our com-
mander freed !"

"We oughta support the Bill, no
matter what happens!"
The voices became a, babel, and Dan

turned to Colonel Forsythe, probably
the oldest commander present.

"Ask the chairman for the floor," he
said.

Forsythe did so. and Dan managed
with difficulty to obtain silence.

"State Commander Forsythe," he
announced.
The elderly colonel, standing up in

the body of the hall, expressed his views
in his own downright fashion.

"I realise that a human life is at

stake," he said, "but on the other hand
there is a great principle involved—one
that affects the well-being of millions of

citizens. The American Legion, like the
American Constitution, is committed to

support, the greatest good for the
greatest number. Therefore I say we
should support the Bill, regardless of
the consequences to our commander."
"What?" howled a commander from

Pennsylvania. "That's heartless!"
"What's the idea?" challenged

another officer. "You out for the-

chief's job?"
No one who knew Forsythe and his

record would have dreamed of making
any such suggestion, and the speaker
was booed. Once more Dan restored
order, and then Commander Denton
asked to be heard.

"I move," he said loudly, "that we
take an active hand in clearing the
commander. His vindication is our
vindication."
There was a burst of cheering, and

9

(hen a State Commander named Mason
obtained a hearing.
"You called this meeting," he said

to Dan. "to deal with a serious prob-
lem. Have you any solution in mind?"
"Yes, I have," Dan promptly replied.

" Boys, I want you to face this problem
as we faced problems during the war.
In those days we took trenches—we took
machine-guns—we took whole towns.
Now, somewhere in this city, there is

on'? man who is a menace to law and
order. Why can't we take him?"
"Who says we can't?" shouted a

commander at the back of the hall, and
others chimed in with: "Just turn our
men loose!" "What are we waiting
for ?"

"Colonel Forsythe," said Dan, "will
you make a motion that this convention
stay in session until we take this man?"
Forsythe. on his feet, raised a hand.
"I so move!" he cried.

The motion was seconded and carried
unanimously.
"But we can't take the law into our

own hands." said Dan. "We'll form a
committee to work with the police."

A committee of five, including Dan
himself, was appointed then and there,

and thev were all in Dan's office at the
City Hall, next morning, when the
Chief of Police called there to report.

" We've combed the town and found
nothing," he lamented. "I'd like to

put more men on the case, but the force
has its hands full with all these visitors

in town. As it is I've got a dozen
detectives on the job."
"How many!" asked Todd, a State

Commander with the face of a
comedian, who quite often was thought
to be joking when he was in deadly
earnest.
"A dozen," Finley repeated. "I wish

I could spare a hundred."

"Chief," said Dan, "how would you
like to have a hundred thousand?"
"Eh?" Finley looked startled.

Dan said sternly, as Craig turned his head to scowl This is the beginning of your last mile !
"
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" A hundred thousand," repeated
Dan.
"You say ihe police need more men,"

Colonel Forsythe chimed in. " We'll

Rive you an army mobilised for

action !"

"That's right," confirmed Todd. "A
hundred thousand men who believe their

commander is innocent."
"A hundred thousand detectives at

your beck and call," said Dan. "All
you have to do is deputise them."
"What can they do?" asked Finlcy.
" They'll spread a dragnet even- a fly

couldn't creep through!"
" It's kind of irregular."

"It's a man-hunt on the side of law
and order," said Forsythe.

" They won't rest until their com-
mander is exonerated," added Dan.

"It might work at that," decided

Finley. " But remember your men are

not the police—only special deputies act-

ing under the police authority. All

right, then. Captain Riley will super-

vise your operations."

Dan shook hands with him.
"Fine, chief!" he said warmly.

"With a set-up like this we'll have our
man in no time

!"

He addressed the four commanders in

turn.
" Haynes, you take charge of messages

and reports. Todd, since you own the

largest fleet of taxi-cabs in town, you
direct transportation. Denton, you
cover all city outlets—railway-stations,

airports, bus terminals, and so on.

Colonel Forsythe, you work with me on
the Kimball angle. I want the shadow
of a legionnaire to cross the paths of

Kimbali and his crowd at every turn.

Wherever they are, wherever they go,

just keep at them till we break them
down."

Eve Finds Two Clues

WITHIN an hour the Union Hotel
was surrounded by members of

the Legion and invaded by
them. Some loitered in the lounge;

others posted themselves upon the stair-

cases, and a dozen of them patrolled the

corridors of the fifth floor.

When Kimball, or Craig, or Lawlor
went out from the hotel, legionnaires

closed in upon them and went wherever
they went. Taxi-cabs belonging to

Commander Todd were always at hand,

so that not even a car could get away
without being followed.

Eve remained in the suite all morn-
ing, but she was not left in peace. At
frequent intervals legionnaires rang the

bell and brought her to the door on one
pretext or another. By one o'clock she

had answered the bell at least twenty
times, and she viewed the twenty-first

caller with angry eyes.

"Can I interest you in a copy of the

'American Legion Magazine,' lady?"
he asked politely.

" I said ' No ' when you were here half

an hour ago !" she stormed.
"Not me," said the legionnaire.

"Maybe one of the other boys."
"Well, this is for all of you!" And

she slammed the door in his face.

The calls continued, and she hung a

card on the door upon which she had
written, "Do not disturb." But the

card made no difference whatever.
During (ho afternoon Craig walked

out from his own room with an un-

lighted cigarette between his lips, and
instantly a legionnaire was standing be-

fore him with a flaming lighter in his

hand. Lawlor had his shoes cleaned bv
a negro in Franklin Avenue, and two
legionnaires had theirs cleaned on
either side of him.

All through the day this sort of thing
continued, and the vigil was not relaxed
September 24th, 1938.
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at night. Eve endured more calls next
morning, but by the afternoon she had
made up her mind to go and complain
to Dan about what seemed to her to be
a pointless persecution.

Legionnaires followed her as she went
out from the hotel. She dropped her
handbag on the pavement, and before
she could stoop to pick it up a legion-
naire was offering it to her. She
snatched at it and made for a taxi cab
at the kerb, and immediately a legion-
naire opened the door of the cab for
her.
"Drive me to the Legion Post," she

said.

"Right," said the driver, looking
round from his seat ; and he, too, was
a legionnaire.
Dan was standing behind a desk in

an office at the Post when she was con-
ducted into his presence by an orderly.
He' had a smile for her, hut she had
no smile for him.

" What's the meaning of this nuisance
campaigrn?" she blazed. "You've
called out the army, the G-men. and
the riot squad to annoy me, and I have
a right to know what it's all about !"

" And, of course, you haven't the
slightest idea?" he said.

" No ! That's why I'm here I"

He walked round the desk and
pointed to a chair.

"All right, sit down, please," he said.

"I'll explain.
''

She seated herself in the chair, but
did not lean back in it. Her green eyes
seemed to emit sparks.
"Just what do you know about the

man you're working for?" asked Dan,
standing in front of her with folded
arms.
"Not very much," she admitted.

" He's a considerate employer, the work
isn't hard, and he pays me well. I

couldn't possibly ask for anything
more."
Dan unfolded his arms to point a

finger at her.

"Suppose I were to tell you that he's

in a position to clear the commander
of that murder charge, but won't do
so unless we meet his terms?"

"That's absurd I" she cried. "What
could Mr. Kimball know about that
murder?"
"That's what we'd like to know !"

"Oh, I see—and you figured you'd
find out through me ! Well, let me
tell you, Mr. District Attorney, your
trick won't work !" She jumped up
from the chair and tossed her golden-
brown head. "In the first place I
don't believe you I"

Dan caught hold of her arm. He
thought she looked beautiful, even in

a temper, but he wanted co-operation
not defiance.

"Will you please forget that I'm the
District Attorney?" he asked earnestly.

"This isn't just another murder case to

me; it's a deeply personal matter.
Won't you sit down and talk it over?"
She sat down in the chair aga^n, less

stiffly this time, and she nodded.

"Of course, Metcalf is your friend,"

she said in a very much milder tone,

"and it's hard for you to believe that

he's guilty."

"I know he isn't euilty," returned
Dan emphatically. "I ought to know
the man he is—l'vo been closo to him
ever since I ran away to war. I was
fifteen years old, and if ever I needed
help it was then 1 I got it from my
Company captain—Bob Metcalf. And
during the years that followed I got a
lot, of other things from him—things
that count the most in the making of

a man. He's the best friend 1 ever
had, and as innocent of this murder as
you are !"

All trace of resentment had dis-
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appeared from Her face while he was
speaking.
"I can understand how you feel about

it," she said, "but why are you telling
me this? What can I do?"
"A lot," ho replied gravely,

" despite what you think. I believe
Kimball holds the answer to the whole
thing. If you'd onl3' co-operate with
us "

"How?" she interrupted.
"You're close to Kimball. By keep-

ing your eyes and ears open you might
learn something that would help us.
You might search his rooms, his clothes,

or his desk. I don't know just what
you might discover, but it might quite
possibly be something that would give
us a clue to work on. You're the only
one that can help us." Ho flung out
his hands. "Will you do it?"
She frowned at him and rose.

"I'll think it over," she said slowly.
"I'm counting on you," said Dan.
No legionnaires troubled her any

more that day, but they haunted Kim-
ball and Craig and Lawlor as assidu-
ously as ever. Some hours after break-
fast on the following morning, Craig
went to the window of the living-room
of the suite at the hotel and stood
glaring down at the legionnaires in tho
street below.

"It's getting under my skin, Kim-
ball," he turned to complain bitterly.
" Everywhere I go I find a soldier on
my trail ! If you don't believe it, look
out here !"

Kimball did not move from the chair
in which he was reading a morning
paper. Lawlor joined Craig at the
window.
"It gives me the willies!" he

exploded.
"Let's get out of town," urged Craig.
Kimball flung down the newspaper.

"What's there to he afraid of?" he
scoffed. "There isn't a thing they can
pin on us. I want you two to go out
more than ever—act as though it

doesn't affect you. When Dan Blaine
learns that this amateur sleuthing gets
him nowhere, he'll be glad to listen to
my terms."
The door between the

_
living-room

and the sitting-room was ajar, and Eve
had crossed the sitting-room from her
bed-room in time to hear that last

remark.
"What terms?" she asked, appear-

ing suddenly in the doorway.

Kimball sprang to his feet and glared
at her.
"Since when do you enter without

knocking?" he demanded harshly.

"I'm sorry," she said, "the door was
open. Mr. Kimball, there's something
I'd like- to ask you."
"Miss Rogers," snapped Kimball,

"you're paid to be my secretary, not
to ask questions !"

"But " she began.
"That'll bo all!"
She drew back into the sitting-room,

and she closed tho door; but she hail

heard enough to convince her that Dan
was right, and she listened at the key-
hole.
"Come on out with me," she hoard

Kimball say, "and I'll give you an
object lesson in how to out-stare Mr.
Blaine's tin soldiers. We'll have lunch
at the Ambassador's, after we'vo
jaunted round the city, and see if

they'll dare to sit at our table there."

The three went out, not very long
afterwards, and then Eve began a
systematic search of tho suite. She
went through all the drawers of tho
desk in the sitting-room, but found
nothing that could be of any possible

uso to Dan. She searched the side-

board in the living-room, the dressing-

table and a tallboy in Kimball's bed-
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room, and even his clothes in a ward-
robe.
Failing to find anything there she

invaded first Lawlor's bed-room, and
then Craig's ; and in a pocket of one
of Craig's coats she discovered the
crumpled page torn from the classified

telephone directory.

Colonel Forsythe and Commander
Todd were with Dan when she arrived
at the Post in a taxicab and was shown
into the office. She told Dan of the
conversations she had overheard ; she
told him of her search ; and she gave
him the torn-out page.

"Gobel!" he exclaimed, fastening on
the advertisement of that costumier and
»nake-up expert. "Gobel? Why that's

the man who was reported missing
three days ago ! Did you find any-
thing else ?"

"No," Eve replied, "except that I

did notice, while going through one of

the cupboards, that Lawlor's bag was
missing."
"Bag?" said Dan

a bag?"
"A black glad-

stone, with the
initials ' J.L.' on
it."

"Boys," boomed
D a i; excitedly,

"we've got some
checking-up to do !

Now you go back
to the hotel, Miss
Rogers, and act as
though nothing had
happened. You've
been simply grand.
and I can't tell

you how grateful I

am."

In the Hands of the
Legion

'HILE a hun-
dred legion-
naires were

visiting the cloak-
rooms of railway
stations and airports, and the offices

of hotels in quest of the missing bag,
Dan and Colonel Forsythe paid a visit

to Gobel's establishment, where they
interviewed Mrs. Gobel, a fat but most
unhappy-looking woman.
She produced her husband's day-book

at Dan's request, and the very last
entry in it was one dated June 21st

:

" American Legion uniform, rented to
Jerry Johnson. Deposit paid, twenty
dollars."
"The last entry Gobel ever made I"

Dan commented ; and Forsythe, looking
over his shoulder at the book, drew in

his breath with almost a hissing noise.
"And that's the date of the parade,"

he said, " and the date Tanner was
murdered."

"I've got a feeling my husband was
murdered, too," grieved the woman.
"He just seems to have vanished off

the face of the earth. And he never
was away from home before without
letting me know he was going."

"He may be just held somewhere."
soothed Dan, though he doubted it.

" Have you got that uniform in the
shop?"
"No," she replied, wiping her eyes,

"it hasn't been returned."
"Well," Dan said to his companion,

"this is beginning to mean something.
A legion uniform is missing and a
black gl-adstone bag. We've got to
find that bag !"

The bag was located before many
hours had elapsed in the cloak-room at
the Union Pacific Railroad station
where Lawlor had left it.

"Here's one with 'J. L.' on it," said
the clerk who produced it. "But I
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can't give it to you without the ticket

—

or police authority."
The legionnaire who had located the

bag dived into the nearest telephone-
box and rang up the Chief of Police,
and burly Captain Riley set out for
the station. The black bag was taken
from the cloak-room to the Post, and
in Dan's office it was opened. Inside it

was the uniform Craig had worn in

the character of Jerry Johnson.

"It fits Metcalf's description of Jerry
Johnson's outfit perfectly," said Todd.
"So now," said Forsythe, "all we

have to do is to pinch Lawlor."

"Not yet," objected Dan. "We still

have no actual proof that ho did it."

"Quite enough to warrant an arrest,"
contended Captain Riley.

"And spoil everything," said Dan.
"Well, what are you going to do?"

inquired Denton.
"Get me Sid Hinkle," Dan said to

Todd; and then to Captain Riley:
"Get Chief Finlcy to come over here."
The mimic arrived ten minutes before

the Chief of Police; but it was not 'Go ahead, Sid,
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until the Chief of Police had arrived
that Dan explained what was in his

mind.
"It's a long chance," he wound up,

"but it's worth taking."

"Well, you're the District Attorney,"
growled Finley, "and maybe your idea
it a good one, but all you've got is a
theory, and if it doesn't work out you
put yourself and the police in an awful
spot."
"I know," agreed Dan, "but it's out

only chance to crack this case. I'll take
the responsibility. Sid will come
through all right."
Finley contemplated the mimic with

very dubious eyes.

"Is he that good?" he questioned.

"Show him," directed Dan; and Sid
Hinkle slid off the arm of a chair on
which he had been perched and said
calmly :

"Chief, did you ever hear yourself
talking back to yourself?"

"'What d'vou mean?" asked Finlev
blankly.

' said Dan.
'

' Maybe j our
idea is a good
one,'" mimicked
Sid. so perfectly
that it might have
been Finley hini-

self speaking,
' ' but all you' .

•

got is a theori . an I

if ir doesn't work
our you put your-
self and the polica
in an awful spot.'

"

F Ln 1 e y w a i

amazed.
"All right,

then" he sur-
rendered, "go
ahead and try it.

And good luck."
"Right!" Dan

u alked over to !

i

•

mimic and caught
hold of his a

" Sid, we're calling
on Kimball. I want you to study his
voice—catch every inflexion. Get it?"
"Sure," drawled Sid. " that's easy."

Kimball was in, when they rem.
the hotel, and he received them in the
sitting-room of the suite—after he had
sent Craig and Lawlor out from it. He
appeared to be very busy at the desk
when they entered, but he pushed some
papers aside and invited them to ba
seated.

" Well, gentlemen," he said smoothly,
"I presume you've come to tell me that,

the Legion has decided to oppose tho
Arms Control Bill? I'm very glad tha
commander has seen fit to change his
mind."

Dan took full advantage of the oppor-
tunity thus presented to mislead tha
crook without actual falsehood.

"The commander doesn't know any-
thing," he returned. "We're doing this
on our own."
"Oh !" said Kimball a trifle sharply.

" Well, in that case I shall do nothing
about Metcalf until the convention
passes the resolution."

"That's all right," Sid Hinkla
assured him. "Just leave it to Dan—
he'll get it passed."
"Then it's a deal, gentlemen." Kim-

ball made no attempt to conceal his
satisfaction. " If you'll deliver, I'll

deliver."
Sid Hinkle fished some tickets from

his pocket.
"And now that the Legion's support-

ing you," he chirruped, it's only right
that you support the Legion. Tent
dollars, please!"
He offered the tickets with his right
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hand, and held out his left hand for.
the money,
"Cut it out, Sid!" rapped Dan.

"None of that !"

But Sid persisted, and Kimball pro-
duced a well-filled wallet.

" What ere they?" he inquired.

"Fight tickets for to-night's Legion
bouts at the Stadium," was the reply.
The tickets changed hands and were

paid for.

"Sid never misses a chance to sell

something for the Legion," said Dan.
as though thoroughly disapproving of

the transaction.
"Oh, it's quite all right," laughed

Kimball, "I guess I can stand it. I'll

give them to the boys. I'm sure they'll

be glad to go."
"Don't you like prize-fights?" asked

Sid innocently.
"Well, they're a bit too brutal for

my simple tastes."

It was not till they were in the
elevator, on the way down to the
street, that they dared to chuckle at
that statement.
By a quarter to eight that evening

(he Legion Stadium was crowded with
legionnaires and townspeople, and the
band that had led the parade was pro-
viding music pending the first event.

Dan, in the vestibule beside Colonel
Forsythe, was beginning to wonder
whether Craig and Lawlor would make
use of the tickets when he caught sight
of them descending from a taxicab at
the foot of the steps.

Two other taxicabs were close be-
hind, and they disgorged legionnaires
who followed the pair.

"Here they cornel" exclaimed Dan.
" Don't ' let them out of your sight.

When they come out, bring them over
to the Post. Let inc know when they're
on their way."
"All right," said the colonel; and

ho signalled to some of his men who
were waiting in the vestibule.

Craig and Lawlor entered the build-

ing, gave up their tickets, and were
conducted to two seats quite close to

the ring. A legionnaire was on either
side of them; legionnaires were behind
them, and in front of them; but after

the reassuring news they had received
from Kimball it did not occur to them
that there could be any significance in

the circumstance.
A battle in the ring between two

light-weights, one from Oregon and the

other from Nebraska, provided the
audience with plenty of amusement, but
came to an inglorious end in the sixth

round with both contestants on the mat.
Other minor events followed, and then
came the main event of the evening—

a

fifteen-round contest between two well-

matched heavy-weights, both members
of the Legion, which lasted till close on
midnight and resulted in a knock-out for

the challenger.
As the crowd streamed out from the

stadium, Craig and Lawlor became
Separated by legionnaires who thrust
their way between them, and by the
time the concrete at the foot of the
front steps was reached each crook was
surrounded so closely by determined
men that neither of them could get
away.
They were hustled towards the main

building of the Post, Colonel Forsythe
leading the way with one group, Com-
mander Todd with the other.

"Say. what is this?" howled Lawlor,
living in vain to break loose.

"Silence in the ranks!" shouted
Todd.
Craig used his elbows to no purpose.
"Keep your hands off me!" he

roared.
"We haven't touched you yet,

buddy," said one of the legionnaires.
September 24th, 1938.
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Both men were compelled to move
with those who moved around them.

" Where're you taking me ?" de-
manded Lawlor furiously; but no one
answered the question.

Sid Hinkle ran on to the main build-
ing and joined Dan at the entrance to
the hall.

" The boys are on the way over with
Lawlor and Craig." he reported.
"Good," said Dan. "Forsythe will

grill Craig in the museum, and I'll

handle Lawlor downstairs."

Tricked !

AT one o'clock in the morning Eve
rang up the Legion Stadium and
was answered by a legionnaire in

charge of the cleaners. On Kimball's
instructions she asked at what time the
bouts would be over.
"They were over an hour ago," was

the reply.

Kimball received this information
with more concern than he cared to
show.
"There's something wrong," he de-

cided. "Craig and Lawlor were to

come right back here. Get me the
Chief of Police."
For the better part of an hour Craig

had been subjected to third-degree
methods in the museum at the Post,
while Lawlor was being badgered and
roughly- handled in an underground
room with a powerful light immediately
above his head; but neither captive, as

yet, had shown any signs of breaking
down.
Dan, gripping Lawlor by the shoulder

with one hand and twisting the front
of his coat with the other, so that it

was tight about his throat, said fiercely

:

" If you don't come clean I won't
answer for the consequences!"
"I've come clean," Lawlor declared,

perspiration streaming down his pock-
marked face. "I—I don't know a thing
about that uniform."
"Come on, Lawlor," thundered Dan.

"You admit the bag is yours."
"Suppose it is?" was the defiant

retort. "You've had it in your pos-

session long enough for anybody to have
put a uniform in it, and I wouldn't
know a thing about it. It's been done,
you know."
In the museum, Colonel Forsythe had

taken Denton's place to interrogate
Craig.
"WT

hat happened to Gobel?" he
rapped.
"Never heard of him," Craig replied,

just as he had replied many times before
to the same question.
"You might as well come through.

We've got Lawlor's bag with the uni-
form in it

!"

"Well, that's Lawlor's funeral, not
mine !"

At twenty minutes past one, a
legionnaire put his head into the
museum to announce that Colonel For-
sythe was wanted for a moment, and
Forsythe left Haynes in control and
went out from the room. Captain Riley
was in the corridor.
"How's Craig?" lie asked. "Is he

spilling?"
"Not yet," the colonel replied.

"You'll have to release him."
"What?"
"Finley's orders. Tell Craig he's

•free."

The colonel gritted his teeth.

"Where is Finley?" ho asked
rebelliously.

" He's down in the basement with
Din Blaine." Riley tinned towards the
door of the museum. "Come on! Are
you setting Craig free, or am I?"
Craig was set at liberty, and he went

off without troubling his head about
Lawlor. Forsythe descended to the
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basement, and he found Dan arguing
with the Chief of Police outside the
room in which ten legionnaires \ver«j

looking after Lawlor.
"Well, Craig's gone," said the colonel

bitterly.
" What's the idea of turning him

loose?" Dan snapped at Finley.
"We can't keep him here in-

definitely," was the reply. "Kimball's
smelt a rat, and he's threatening to
'phone the Governor. You'd better let

Lawlor go, too."
"A few more minutes can't make

much difference," objected Dan. " I've
got to break him down before Craig
spills the news to Kimball."
"All right," Finley agreed re-

luctantly, " but if he doesn't crack in ten
minutes we'll have to. let him co."

" Okay." Dan turned to Fqrsythe.
"Get Sid and the others."
Ironically enough, Craig travelled

back to the Union Hotel in one of
Denton's taxi-cabs. Eve had retired to
her room, but not to bed ; Kimball was
alone in the sitting-room when Craig
entered it.

"What happened?" rasped Kimball,
jumping up from the desk.
"The Legion ganged up on us at the

fights," Craig replied, "and tried to
make us talk."

"Where's Lawlor?"
"He's still there. I don't know what

he's told them, but they've dug up his
bag and that uniform K.

Kimball's jaw dropped.
"We'd better start packing," he said

gruffly.

By this time Dan was back in the
underground room, standing over Law-
lor with clenched fists, and Sid Hinkle
was outside the room with Finley.
Colonel Forsythe, and other members of
the Legion. Captain Riley was leading
against a wall.

"It may interest you to know," Dan
blared at Lawlor, " that we've got Kim-
ball upstairs, and he's not doing so
well

!"

"Very interesting," sneered the in-

credulous captive.

"It's funny how these master minds
crack even sooner than mugs like you.
That's because they'll do anything to
save their own skins."

"Isn't that too bad?"
Dan's left fist hovered within a few

inches of scornful lips, and his right
arm jerked Lawlor's chin upwards.
"Better spill it, Lawlor.'' he hissed,

"before we drag it out of you. The
boys are getting mighty impatient!"
The door was opened, and a tall

legionnaire burst into the room.
"Mr. Blaine," he cried, "Kimball's

confessed !"

Dan whirled round on tho intruder.
"I thought I left word I wasn't to bo

interrupted?" he roared.

"I'm sorry," said the legionnaire.
"I thought you wanted him in here."
"Hold him out there until I've

finished with Lawlor. Meanwhile, sup-
pose you get Kimball's statement for
the record."
"Sure." The legionnaire went out,

leaving the door slightly open, and the
sound of marching feet was heard, be-
cause Sid Hinkle had given a pre-
arranged signal, and legionnaires who
had been waiting for it had begun to
advance along a stone-flacged passage.
But Lawlor believed it was all a trick

to make him confess, and he said
derisively:

"Who d'you think you're kidding? I

wasn't born yesterday."

Outside the door, Sid Hinkle winked
at the Chief of Police, and the Chief of
Police said sternly :'

(Continued on page 25)
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Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy go to Switzerland to sell mouse-traps, but from the lack
of ready cash are compelled to take jobs on as waiters, and, through a famous com-

poser and his mischievous wife, are drawn into an hilarious adventure

was
was

Mouse-Traps

THE Alpen Hotel naturally
situated in Switzerland. It

quiet and select, very well run,
and three thousand feet above sea
level. The business was quiet, and
Luigi, the manager, rubbed his hands
together when he heard that Mr.
Victor Albert, the greatest operatic
composer living, wa; honouring his
hotel with a visit.

Edward, the composer's secretary
and adviser, had come on ahead to
arrange all details. Expense did not
matter as long as certain wishes of his

master were carried out. Luigi
agreed and asked these conditions.
First of all, every room in the hotel
would bo rented so that there would
be no strangers in the place. That was
a condition that delighted Luigi. All
the staff must wear Tyrolean costumes,
which Edward had brought with
him—even the manager must wear
one. The idea being that the
composer could have the right
atmosphere to work on his latest

masterpiece. Luigi agreed to this wish
of the famous maestro, though he did
not fancy himself in Tyrolean costume.
The date and length of the stay was
arranged, and then Luigi asked if Mr.
Albert's wife was coming as well.

"No, no!" Edward waved his hands
in horror. "Absolutely no! The
maestro is to be alone."

Victor Albert drove out in ordinary
clothes to Pontresina, and hero he
changed into Tyrolean costume. Then
in a mule-drawn cart the great com-
poser continued his journey up the
mountain to the Alpen Hotel, which
was two kilometres distant. The chauf-
feur looked after hia dark-skinned

j
attractive master and thought him a
iittle mad.
All (he staff, the manager, and

Edward were there to greet Victor
Albert when his mule eventually com-
pleted the journey and he was given a
right royal welcome. The composer
beamed with delight. Free at las*.

His wife had no idea where he had
gone, and Edward and the chauffeur
were sworn to secrecy. Now he could
compose his great Tyrolean opera in
perfect surroundings.
But he reckoned without his wife and

St.in Laurel and Oliver Hardy.
Some little way from the hotel was

a small alpine village, and as Victor
Albert came up the mountain road in
his mule-cart the two adventurers
were not far behind in their antiquated
sleigh.

The villagers were puzzled by the
advent of these two strangers. They
were all wrapped up in furs as if

travelling to the North Pole, and it

was summer in Switzerland. Their
absurd bowler hats made their attire
look even more ridiculous. They cast
aside several moth-eaten rug3, and Stan
endeavoured to ring a large bell. He
had forgotten that he had stuffed it up
with paper to stop it jangling. At any
rate he got it working at last, and the
people all turned out thinking there
was a landslide or a fire.

"Mouse-traps!" OUie bellowed.
When the people realised what the

two friends were trying to sell they
laughed and went back into their
houses. Nothing daunted they un-
loaded a number of small traps and a
trap that would have caged a lion, and
approached the fir3t house. Stan
dropped the huge case on Ollie's foot,

and that caused the fat fellow to yell.

He gave his thin friend a look and
banged on the knocker.
"Good - morning, madam." Ollie

doffed his bowler gallantly. "Could
we interest you in a nice mouse-trap
We have the latest inventions." •
Before the woman could answer her

husband appeared in the doorway, He
bit savagely on his large pipe and
scowled.
"We don't want any mouse-traps."
"Oh, let's look at one, anyway."

begged the wife.

".JVe don't want to look at any."

The woman put her hands on her
hips.

"If I want to look at a mouse-trap,
I'll look at a mouse-trap."
"I said no I" shouted the man.
" I said yes !"

" I said no t"

Whereupon the woman slapped her
husband's face, and to Ollie's horror
the husband slapped his wife back. The
woman slapped her man, and lie

slapped her again. They did this

several times until Ollie thought it was
time to do the gallant act, so he
reached forward and slapped the man.
Whereupon the woman glowered at

Ollie, produced a frying-pan and
banged Ollie on the head.
"Don't you dare hit my husband !"

"Oh, mama, that was nice of you !"

The husband kissed his wife. "Now
I think it over, if you want to look at a

mouse-trap, look at one."

"No, papa, mama change her tnind."
She drew her husband inside. " We
don't want to look at no mouse-traps."
The door slammed.

Ollie sighed and Stan sighed, and
then they put on their bowler hats.

They put' back the mouse-traps and
September 24th, 1938.
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With a flourish Ollie held
out a bank-note.

they re-entered the sleigh. Ollie looked
severely at his friend

"This is your idea. Coming nil the
way from America to Switzerland to
sell mouse-traps. What ever gave you
that idea?"

" Well, I thought there'd be more
mice here than anywhere." Stan
looked as if he were going to cry.

"Why, may I ask?"
"Don't they make more cheese

here ?"

"Oh!" Ollie spoke impatiently.
" Do you realise we've been here for

'two weeks and we haven't sold a single
mouse-trap and we're flat, broke?"
"Does that mean we haven't any

money ?

"

"Idiot!"
"I don't think we're going to the

right places." Stan said hurriedly.
"Suppose you were a mouse and you
wanted something to eat—where would
you go?"
"Well, I'd go where there was

cheese, of course ."

Stan beamed with pleasure.
"Where there's more cheese there's

more mice," he announced. "Why
don't we go to the cheese factories and
sell them ?"

"Let me give that a little thought,"
retorted Ollie, digging a finger into his

second chin.
There was one factory in the village,

so they went to it. They took their
strange-looking packages into the show-
room of the owner. Emil was a portly,
crafty little man. They did not make
a good impression because Ollie, who
had carried the smallest packages,
placed them on the floor whilst he
mopped his brow, and Stan, carrying
the large mouse-trap, proceeded to trip
over them, butt Ollie with the large
trap, and send the fat fellow fl

Ollie hit the counter, lurched into a
stand containing a hundred and one
kinds of cheeses. Ollie sank to the
floor, and the cheeses; mostly round like
cannon balls, rolled on to Ollie's head
"What are you trying to do—wreck

my place of business?" raped Emil,
and then proceeded to call Ollie all the
September 2-itli, 103S.

rudest things he knew in the German
language.
"Just a moment. Just a moment.

Pardon this odd intrusion I" cried Ollie
when Emil stopped for breath. " We
really mean no harm. Don't get your-
self a-flutter, there's no need for alarm.
We're selling something that you need,
so won't you listen, please?"
"We'll rid your place of all the mice.

and we'll also save your cheese !"

added Stan.
"Save my cheese?" questioned Emil.
They proceeded to carry out a

demonstration by drilling mouse-holes
in the floor and getting out, their best
mouse - traps. Unfortunately Stan
drilled a hole in a gas-pipe, and then
lit a match to find the curious smell.

A jet shot up through the floor that
singed Ollie's pants. They had to

plug all the holes they had bored.
Fortunately Emil was not present at
this firework display, and he did not
find it out till after they had gone, and
by the time the fire w-as out his cheeses
weren't as good as they had been.
Serve him right because he played a

dirty trick on our two friends.

Emil had some no-good Bovanian
francs. True there were big denomina-
tions on the notes, but they were quite
worthless Also Emil had acquired this

Bovanian money, when Bovania was
not out of liquidation, in a manner that
was somewhat shady. The money wc.s

worthless but dangerous. Therefore he
bought all the mouse-traps and gave
the two Americans what they thought
was a small fortune. Ollie was so
pleased that he presented Emil with the
mule and sleigh. They went off to the
nearest hotel to celebrate and spend
some of their five thousand francs on
a really magnificent spread. They
would go to the Alpcn Hotel, which
had a restaurant that catewed for casual
travellers—a pity Victor Albert had not
insisted upon renting that as well.

What a banquet they had, and Ollie

after studying the menu, beckoned a
waiter.
"Bring me a large slice of apple-pie

and a demi-tasse."

"Yes, sir." The waiter bowed and
turned to Stan. "And you, sir?"
"I think I'll try some of that demi-

tasse," mumbled Stan. "Oh, and—er

—

bring me a cup of coffee."

The waiter gasped, and went and
ordered a coffee for Oliver and two for

Stan. Then Luigi, still rubbing his

hands, approached their table.

"I hope everything is to your satis-

faction ?"

Everything was until the waiter
showed up and reported there was no
apple-pie. Luigi said he could have
any other kind of pie, but that would
not do for Ollie. He would have a]

pie or nothing. The manager sent for

the chef.

The chef was swarthy, had a hooked
nose like an eagle, very fiery eyes, and
looked like a gip=y. He had fierce

Romany blood in his veins. He
sorry, but he had no apple-pic; end
Ollie told the chef just what he the

of him. Luigi vowed that the . t

should go unless he produced this

apple-pie for these customers.
"Make a hundred apple-pies'."

stormed Ollie.
" Yeah, and make me an apple-

dumpling I" cried Stan.
But it could not be done because

there were no apples in the hotel.

"I am sorry to cause - in-

convenience," murmured Luigi, all

bent double with apologising "I
promise you it will never occur again."

Ollie puffed at his cigar.

"Well, just skip it. Bring me the
bill !' ! He lolled or sagged back in his

chair. Luigi called, and the waiter
appeared with the bill. Ollie hardly
glanced at it, and with a flourish

handed Luigi a banknote. "Take it

out of that and bring me the change
in American currency."

' Tins is a funny joke I" Luiiri cried,

and shook with laughter " You
Americans give always to me a sense

of humour." Ollie looked blank!; at

Stan, and very politely they joined in

the laughter That Luigi did not like.

"Now, etop the monkey business and
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give-a me some real money so I can pay
the bill."

Then they learnt to their horror that
this money was only good in Bovania,
and when they suggested going to

Bovania, heard that there was no such
piece. Luigi's remarks when he heard
they had no other form of money out-
rivalled Emil's.

"Don't drink that coffee!" As Stan
tried to gulp the demi-tasse. "You
come with me."
They were escorted into the kitchen,

where the chef showed his teeth in a
nasty smile.

" They come here to-day with great
pretence, and they haven't any money
m their pockets," LuTgi announced.
"What-a you think of that, Franzel-
huber ? After so much fuss about the
apple-pie they cannot pay the bill, so-a
I put them-a to work. You will tell-a

them what to do."

The chef picked up a carving-knife
and looked at it in a manner that made
the two victims shiver, and when he
smiled and flashed his eyes they shook
at the knees.

"And if they break any dishes—for
every dishes they break they work
another day I" finally decreed Luigi.
The chef nodded, and Luigi departed.

"You remember what the boss said?"
The chef picked up a plate. " For
every dish you break you work another
day. Hold this 1" He tossed it to
Ollie, and, of course, the fat fellow
dropped it. Then the chef began to

toss plates et them, and when about
twenty lay broken on the floor he
stalked up to & blackboard and put
twenty strokes on it.

"By the time you leave this place
the grey hairs of your beard will be
trailing on this kitchen floor." And
laughing most horribly the chef left

ihem to their unhappy thoughts.

Anna

STAN and Ollie
were very de-
pressed, especially

when they looked at
the blackboard. Every
time they managed to

get those wretched
cross marks wiped off

the slate somebody
would barge into them
and crash would go
several plates, so that
they looked like spend-
ing the rest of their

days at the Alpcn
Hotel. The chef was
a tyrant.

After they had been
there about a week,
came a clay when
everything went wrong
for everybody. Stan
came bursting into the
kitchen, and Ollie was
carrying quite twenty
1 late s. Not only did
..'I those plates crash,
but the fat fellow also
knocked over a dresser.

By the time the chef
had finished with the
plate, it was nothing
but ticks.

The great Victor was
enjoying his holiday
and doing some grand
work on his opera,
when his studio door
was flung open and a
most ravishing beauty
rushed into the room.

" My darling I" Vic-
tor jumped to his feet
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and swept the girl into his arm*.
He kissed her once, then pushed
her away. His smile of joy gave place
to a scowl. " What are you doing
here, Anna?"
"Aren't you happy to see me?"
"Why did you follow me?"
"But, darling, I am your wife !" She

glanced across at the composer's ob-
vious upset manager. " Edward, I

think he's forgotten who I am. Will
you please introduce me to my hus-
band."

"Certainlv, Miss Hoefel."
"Edward!" spoke Victor Albert

severely.
" Why did you run away from me

and "—Anna pointed to his Tyrolean
shorts—" why the disguise?"

"This is not a, disguise," her hus-
band answered angrily. " This cos-

tume is to get me into the mood to
write my greatest operetta."
"But, Victor darling, I don't under-

stand. You've always written your
greatest music with me, and the critics

h?ivo all acclaimed you."

"The critics have acclaimed me?" he
snorted. "Ha, ha! That's good I The
critics have acclaimed me !" lie picked
up a paper. "Just listen to
what this Vienna journal says: 'Anna
Hoefcl's singing is divine.' Is my
music mentioned? No!" He picked
up another paper. "'Anna Hocfel's
new operetta is a sensation.' In small
print at the end :

' Victor Albeit is the
composer.' You're a success. I'm just

a F.S. But that's all over now. This
is one time the critics will not be
blinded to the merits of my music by
your lovely voice. You're—yon're
going home and " He paused for
effect. "And you're going to stay
there."

" My home is with you."
"Please try to understand." Victor

spoke with the air of a martyr.
"With you beside me I could never,
never, never compose music about a
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simple, unsophisticated girl that a
peasant could fall in love with."

"You think a peasant wouldn't fall

in love with me?" demanded the
beautiful Anna.
"A peasant fall in love with you?"

Victor held his sides with mirth.
" Imagine a peasant failing in love with
the prima donna of the Albert Theatre.
Why he'd be scared to death of you.
Xow, darling, will you please go and
leave me in this peaceful atmosphere
where I can compose undisturbed."

"All right, I'll go back to Vienna."
Anna's eyes flashed. "You go ahead
with your foolishness, but don't come
crying to me at the last moment to sing

your masterpiece."
Anna stalked downstairs in a fine

fury, and she sat down in the empty
lounge to retrain her composure. Enter
Stan and Ollie. Stan fell over a
sweeper, upset a vase of flowers, and
knocked Anna's handbag off the table.

Ollie picked it up ami with a simper
banded the girl the bag, whilst Stan
grinned sheepishly.
"Thank you."
"The pleasure's all mine, madam."

Gallantly spoke Ollie, raising the

bowler that never icemed to leave his

targe head.
"At least the help around here is

courteous." Anna was amused.

"Well, we can't help being helpful."

Ollie sighed. "You see, we're a couple
of American gentlemen temporarily
embarrassed."

"Yeah,'' whispered Stan. "We wash
dishes."
Anna was easily able to persuade the

two friends to tell the tale of their dire
distress.

"Do you mean to say you had to stay
here in this hotel because you couldn't
pay for your dinner?"

"Absolutely I" Ollie nodded his
head.
"Thank you, boys." Anna smiled in

Stan was so confused that instead of pulling the piano he was pushing it.

September 24th, 1938.
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her friendliest fashion. "You've given
me an idea."

So Anna went lo tho restaurant, and
no one in the hotel except her husband
and Edward knew that this was the

great Anna Iloefel. iSo she sat down
«nd ordered all the most expensive
things on the menu, and when they pre-

sented the bill she found she had mis-

laid her purse.
Stan and Ollie had been sworn to

secrecy and Ollie was all of a flutter.

Ho felt certain he was in love. Anna
had told them she wanted to stay in

the hotel, but she had only told them
her stage name, and made no mention
of the fact she was married to Victor
Albert. They thought' she was some
little chorus girl wanting a free holi-

day. They were quite excited until they
reached the kitchen, and Stan succeeded
in tripping over a mop and knocked
some plates off t'he kitchen table. The
chef's language was a trifle harsh,

because this breaking gag was getting
rather expensive. He tossed Stan a
couple of white chickens and told him
to pluck out the feathers.

St'an felt quite depressed as he sat

outside in a box and plucked at a
chicken. Ollie appeared carrying some
pails of water and had to sit down for

a rest. A St. Bernard dog, with a Red
Cross satchel on its back and a little

barrel lashed to the collar, ambled info

the scene and proceeded to go to sleep

in the sun.

"How often do they fill those
barrels?" Stan asked.
"Every time they become empty."

Ollie gave Stan a suspicions look.

''What's on your mind?"
"Nothing."
Ollie wagged a fat finger.

"That brandy is put there for a
humane purpose, and anyone that
would stoop so low as to touch it with-
out just cause should be shot'."

"He certainly should." mumbled
Stan, his eyes on the barrel. "Do they
save people in the summer-time?"
"No, onl}' when it snows."

Ollie went off hurriedly because the
chef had appeared. Stan leered at the

dog and it' came closer, but when his

hand crept round to the barrel there
came a deep growl. He tried several
times, but the dog wasn't having any.
Stan stared unhappily before him and
plucked the chickens aimlessly ; a white
feather flittered to the ground, like a
snowflake. Stan plucked out a whole
handful of feathers and tossed them up
and they made a small snowstorm.
Stan began to get busy on those
chickens, and when he threw up hand-
fuls of feathers and then lay on the
ground moaning, the St. Bernard crept
to his side and did not growl when Stan
removed the small barrel.

Meanwhile, Victor was busy with his

operetta, pleased that he had got rid

of tha wife of whom he was at most
times so fond. He would not have been
so pleased if he could have seen the
pretty new chambermaid. She came
slyly into the room and began to flick

a duster around, but Victor was too
busy to notice. He wondered whether
he might compose a similar tune to
"Mine to Love," which had proved so
successful. He would run over the tune
and see if it could be altered. He
began to sing as he played and his sing-
ing was nearly as good as his playing.
Anna listened spellbound by the lilt of
the tune.
"'I only know you're mine to love,

yon ' " sang Victor.

"'You gavo a new design to love,'
"

trilled Anna.
"'Bo still, my heart, lie still.'

"

"' We haven'l lived until this moment,
September 24th. 1333.
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with its thrill of ' " Anna ceased
abruptly because Victor had realised at
last, he was not alone.
He stalked up to her.

"Take off that silly costume and get

out of this hotel !" he ordered.

-

"I think the costume is charming,"
mocked Anna. " And, besides, the

manager insisted I should wear it.

Don't you think I make a pretty

chambermaid ?"

"I won't have you interfering with
my work," shouted Victor, when she

had told him of t'he trick she had
played. "Edward !"

Edward rushed in and pulled up at

sight of the girl.

"Why, Miss Hoefel, how charming!"
he cried. "You look just like the girl

for our new operetta !"

"You idiot !" stormed Victor. "Can't
you see this is one of her trick-."

Scowling fiercely he turned on his wife.

"This hotel isn't big enough for the

two of us. I shall ask Edward to fetch

the manager and have him get rid ot

you at once."
"What a tasty morsel for the Vienna

newspapers," snapped Anna. "I can
see the headlines, ' Famous composer
has wife thrown out of hotel.'

"You wouldn't dare !"

"You leave me no alternative." She
flicked the duster under his nose. "I'm
sorry, sir, but I can't stay here argu-
ing. I must finish my duties."

"Edward, this is all your fault."

raged the maestro when the door had
closed. "Get me a place where I can
be alone and work in peace away from
everybody."
Edward returned in a few minutes

and led his master to the open window.
He pointed proudly.
"A nice quiet place, sir, where you

can work and nobody can disturb you."
"A tree house !" Victor smiled, as he

looked up at t'he small house constructed
in the branches of a lofty pine. There
was a swinging wooden bridge from the

tree house to a steep path on the con-

venient adjacent mountain. "That's
perfect." he approved. "Have my
piano sent up there at once."

A Piano and a Gorilla

LUIGI sent for Oliver and informed
him that he and Stanley were to

take a small upright piano to the

tree house. The fat fellow went
otf to find his friend, and found him
lying in a heap of feathers, snoring

lustily, with the St. Bernard close to

his side. Oliver sniffed, then he went
closer and sniffed again, and lastly he

saw the barrel. He picked it up and
shook it—it was empty. Stanley opened
one eye, grinned from ear to ear, and
murmured hoarsely :

"I ought to be shot !"

Oliver managed to get' Stanley to his

feet. The sinner swayed dizzily and
grinned inanely all the time his friend

was telling him just what he thought
of this act. After which he - took
Stanley firmly by the arm and marched
him up to the rooms of Victor Albert to

get the piano.
Stan was very uncertain on his feet

and gave a start, upsetting a dish of

fruit on the piano. Ollie was furious
when Stan picked up an apple and held
it out to him—he knocked it out of his

hand. Stan's eyebrows went up in

bewilderment and he grovelled on the

floor till he found tho apple. He felt

very happy, so he proceeded to bounce
the apple on Ollie's head as if it were a
tennis ball. Ollie was getting ready to

pulverise his friend when Anna ap-
peared. Ollie lowered his head and
gave her a coy look.

"Are you afraid of me?"
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'Why, no, ma'am."
"Do you like me?"
" Well, yes, ma'am !" gasped Ollie.

"I like you and your sister,"
mumbled Stan, and became quiet when
Oliver gave him such a look.
"Is jour friend all right?" Anna

asked Ollie. "He seems a little

unsteady."
"He has a knack of getting us into

trouble," explained the fat fellow.
"And as fast as I get him out of a mess
the deeper he manages to get me."
"We'll have to help each other."

Anna said, with a dazzling look at her
latest conquest. "Better get busy with
that piano, because here comes this

composer fellow and he has such a
horrible temper."
They got the piano out of the room

on to a landing. Ollie had had his
shins barked because Stan's pushing
was somewhat erratic. He was so
angry that he gave his friend a push
and, roused at last, Stan pushed back.
Now. Ollie was not standing for such
rebellion and gave Stan a very hard
push, and the smaller man catapulted
back against the piano, which was at-

the top of the stairs. The piano did a
beautiful toboggan slide down those
stairs and did not stop when it got to

the bottom because it had casters.

The piano went into a tea lounge,
scattered a number of visitors, upset
several tables, caused a waiter to drop
a tray full of cups and saucers, across .1

terrace and down some stone steps into
the courtyard. Ollie went running
after it, Stan had fallen down the
stairs, and just as the piano was think-
ing of sliding down the road Ollie got'

to it. Then Stan appeared and they
clutched at the piano.
From the sounds inside the hotel all

was not well, and Ollie gave his friend
an agry push and pointed to the hill.

They managed to hoist the piano on to

a dolly, and then they started to push
the piano which, though small, was no
light weight. They had not gone far

when a small dog-drawn cart appeared.
The dog was a St. Bernard and it had
a barrel round its neck. Stan felt

drawn towards it. Ollie gave a snort
of anger and went after the offender
and grabbed him, whereupon the piano
ran backwards and gave them such-

a

nasty wallop in the stern.

Back to the job of getting that piano
up a mountain-path that got steeper
and steeper and narrower and narrower.
To those born and bred in the moun-
tains it was a gentle slope, but to these
two it seemed about a one in three
gradient. They puffed and pushed, and
several times Ollie looked towards the
edge of the precipice. It wa3 only a
thousand foot drop. Stan was still a bit

fuddled and several times would walk
on the very edge of this narrow track,

and then, when the two exhausted
fellows were within thirty yards of the
swing-bridge, the piano would not

budge. They pushed and pushed, but
it had no effect.

"See what it is," ordered Ollie.

Stan managed to edge round the
piano with his feet so close to the edge
that Ollie kept on swallowing with
nervous excitement. Stan opened one
eye and shut the other and then found
that the cause of the trouble was a

large stone. This with much strug-

gling, he succeeded in uprooting an I

staggered with if to the edge, but when
he tried to throw it nearly threw him-
self as well. Finally he put the rock
down, kicked it violently, and gave 1

yell because it hurt his toe. The rock
slid over the precipice. When Stan had
recovered ho got a grip on the piano.
but was so confused that instead o F
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pulling lie was pushing. A yell from
Oilie as the piano began to move back-

wards awoke Stan and he desisted.

OUie managed to get him back to

his old place, and once more they

started to push the piano to the top of

the incline. Here they were able to

rest. The view may have been wonder-
ful, but OUie felt he was perched on
the edge of a cloud. A hasty glance

at This wooden bridge with its rope
had done nothing to quieten his nerves.

He pushed Stan towards the bridge.
" See if it's safe."
"Huh?" questioned Stan.

"See if it's strong enough to hold
us.''

"Well, if it's not I'll let you know,"
said Stan and charged on to the bridge
as if it was the widest and safest of

structures. He reached the tree house,

hopped on to the veranda, waved to

Ollie and then darted back on to the

bridge, which swayed alarmingly. Xone
of them saw a long, hairy arm that
came out of the doorway of the tree

house and then vanished. It happened
that a performing gorilla had escaped
from the village and had picked out
the tree house as a hide-away.

Stan got back to the mountain path.
"Say. I'm not going across that

bridge."
"You just went across it," shouted

Ollie.

"Did I?" That' seemed to floor

Stan.
After some arguing they decided to

try to get the piano across, and they
got on to the bridge. Stan pulled and
Ollie pushed. They got well out when
a wheel of the dolly caught in a cri

in the boarding, BO they lifted the piano
forward. Ollie forgot the dolly, put his

foot on it, and it slid from under him,
and Ollie did a beautiful somersault.
He crashed head-first through the
bridge, but was caught by his large
feet.
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"Oh! Oh! Oh !" he yelled "Stan,
help me ! Stan ! Stan !"

Stan looked all round and wondered
where his pal had gone.
"Come and get me!" yelled Ollie.

"I'm slipping ! Come and get me !"

Stan looked over the piano and gave
a squeak at sight of the feet and Ollie

hanging head-first. He reached down
and caught his chum's hands, and after

much struggling a white and shaken
Ollie was back on the bridge.
"I'm going to see if the rest of these

slats are safe," said Ollie when he had
recovered from his fright, and he
pushed past Stan and the piano. He
reached the house platform. "Every-
thing's okay," he called back. "From
now on it's going to be easy sailing."

Oliver returned to the back of the
piano, and the two men got it back on
to the dolly, which by some miracle had
not gone shooting down into the valley.

They did not know that they had an
interested spectator. The large gorilla
had shuffled out on to the platform and
was watching them with keen interest.

They moved it several yards and then
rested. Stan, now pushing, blinked his

eyes and gaped.
" I see a monkey."
"It doesn't surprise me a bit," cried

his friend. "If you done quit drinking
brandy you'll be seeing pink elephants.
Now, get on that piano. Come on !"

So they strained once more over the
piano, and the gorilla shuffled on to the

bridge. A hairy hand scratched Ollie's

leg and he looked suspiciously at Stan.
He bent once more over the piano, and
then someone raised his bowler hat and
put it back again.
"Everything ain't' just all right,"

Ollie said, half glancing round. He did
not see the gorilla, who was huddled
down clo>e behind him. "Come on,

before I get jittery."

Then tbe gorilla smote him hard in

the back.
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" Oh !" gasped the fat man
Then Ollie did look right behind him

and he let out a yell of terror. Stan
saw and jumped backwards and half
fell through the hole in the bridge. The
gorilla gave a snort of fury and waved
his hairy hands. Ollie scrambled over
the piano.
Stan dragged himself to safety and

sprinted up those slats to the saiety cf
i he mountain path.
"Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh!" Ollie was

yelling.

The gorilla braced his feet, gripped
the ropes and began to sway the bridge
by sudden jerks of his huge body,
Ollie was unable to move, and clung to

the rope rail.

"Oh, oh, oh!" he kept on moaning.

The bridge was not used to this sort
of treatment, and the ropes began to

fray as they rubbed against the -

The swaying of the bridge seemed to

delight the creature because he swung
all the harder, and the heavy piano
added its efforts. Ollie expected to be
tossed off that bridge at any moment,
Cine strand went and then another. A
crack like a pistol-shot and that budge
went in the centre.

The piano went hurtling downwards
into the valley and the got ilia went
spinning over and over after it. The
piano hit a shelving ledge and smashed
into splinters, and the gorilla hit a tree
and then went over and over down a
steep incline.

Stan had reached safety, but Ollie

went hurtling towards the mom. tain

face. His stomach acted as a buffer,

and he hung there completely winded.
Faint moans came from him as he hung
on with the tenacity of desperation.
The bridge was now hanging like a rbi e

bidder. Stan went down this ladder anil

had to make matters worse by stepping
on his ptil's bead.
"Get your feet off my head!" Ollie

yelled.

That money is sufficient to get you both out of Switzerland, and I suggest that you go quickly because I am
a very jealous man," said Albert.

(September 24th. 19S8.
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Stan removed himself and slowly and
painfully Ollie drew himself upward.
Stan 1 cached out and was nearly
dragged off the ledge, hut at last two
exhausted men lay pulling and blowing
on that narrow road. Some time later

they staggered back to the Alpen Hotel
to report the loss of the piano. Victor
Albert almost tore out his hair.

The Alpenfest

HAVING captured the affections of

Stan and Ollie, the beautiful

Anna was out to get some more
scalps. She'd show "her husband that

could play the part of a Tyrolean
maid and vamp the whole hotel if she
wanted to. She had done some smiling

at the chef.
" Do you like me ?"

"Like you? I love you." The chef

clapped his hands to his heart. " Ever
since 1 see you in this hotel my heart

goes bumpety-bump."
"Oh, you're so sweet!" coyly cried

Anna, and long eyelashes concealed the

mischief in her eyes.

Meanwhile Victor was pacing up and
down his room, and giving Edward a

poor time.
"You're the biggest idiot in creation.

Now that you're arranged everything in

your usual fine fashion and the piano
is ruined, what am I going to do?"
"I have everything under control, sir.

as usual," smoothly replied Edward.
'"There will be another piano in here in

a week."
"A week?" screamed Victor.

"In the meantime, sir, why not use
the organ in the lobby?"
Now Stan and Ollie were working in

the lobby. The plate-breaking business

was more than Luigi could stand. They
couldn't break the organ. No, but they

did their best to put it out of action.

Stan was working at scrubbing some
stairs that went up to the floor above,

and the pipes of the organ were against

tliese stairs. Ollie had a bucketful of

soap and water, and this bucket was a

queer affair because it had a cork
stopper in the side, and Stan dipped
his brush so vigorously into the bucket
that he knocked out the bung. Out
poured the soapy water, and it went
down one of the pipes.

Anna appeared, and that stopped
them working.

" I've never thanked you boys
properly for helping me get into this

hotel."
"Well, it was a mere nothing com-

bined with a terrific pleasure!'" cried

the love-lorn Oliver.

"Will you tell me something?"
"Certainly." Ollie wiped his hands

and hid the mop behind him.

"If you really didn't know me would
you think I wis really a peasant girl ?"

"I'll say I would!" cried Ollie. "The
prettiest peasant girl I've ever seen."

"Oh, you sweet thing!" Anna cried,

and ran off laughing.
Oliver sat down on the floor and

looked about him in a dumb, confused
sort of way.
"What's the matter?" Stun asked

anxiously.
" I don't know."
"I know," Stan nodded his head.

"You're in love."
"How can you tell?"

"It's easy. Look at the silly, sloppy
look on your face. Do \ou mind if I

tell you something?"
Oliver was in such a state thai he

did not mind anything.
"She's in love with you, too."
" How do you know ?"

I can tell that. If you
play your cards right you've got her

in the hollow of your hand."
September 24th, 1938.
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" Tell me some more, Stanley."
" There's nothing to tell !" cried the

wise man. "All you've got to do is to
go and let her know. Why don't you
do it like the gay Caviars in the olden
days?"
"The Caviars? What did they do?"
"Well, when they were in love they

used to go by the light of the moon
and serenade their lady fair."

"But suppose she's in love with some-
one else?" argued Oliver.

"Faint heart never won fair lady."
They had. no chance to discuss the

matter further as Victor Albert came
striding into the lobby, and seated him-
self before the organ. Beautiful music
came from the organ, and the two
adventurers listened until a strange
gurgling intervened. Large bubbles
came out of the organ stops and floated

round the room.
Victor did not see them, but he was

annoyed with the organ and worked
savagely with his feet. A whole lot

more bubbles and then music again.

The two watchers imagined they must
have been dreaming, until the organ
again gave forth awful grunts and
gurgles and bubbles poured out of the
pipes.

A bubble floated towards Oliver, and
Stan poked at it with his finger, broke
the bubble and poked Oliver in the nose.
Victor went on playing, and after a

while got used to the bubbles which
floated all round the lobby. One seemed
to vanish into Ollie's ear, and Stan blew
so hard to get it out that he nearly
broke his pal's ear-drum.
That night, when the hotel had gone

to rest, Oliver, accompanied by his

squire, set out to serenade his lady.

Ollie had some poetry and a bouquet
of flowers, whilst Stanley was armed
with a musical instrument of the

trumpet species known as a tuba.

Outside Anna's window they stopped,
and Ollie nudged his friend. Stan took
a deep breath, and a raucous sound
shattered the night. Stan took another
breath and tried one of the stops, and
that produced a shrill screech. But
after a while he got better and managed
a sort of bugle call. A window opened
and there was Anna.
"What are you doing here?"'

Ollie giggled and held out the flowers.
" Thank you."
"He's got something to tell you, too.

Haven't you?" encouraged Stan, as

Ollie seemed tongue-tied.
"

' If you love me like I love you, I'd

love you better than Irish stew,' " read
Ollie from his piece of paper.

" Thank you. Your poetry is most
touching." Anna giggled.

"I wonder if you'd give me a—a "

Ollie floundered.
"Yes?" encouraged Anna.
"A chance to take you to the Alpen-

fest to-morrow."
"The Alpenfest?"
"It's going to be a big holiday," ex-

plained Stan.
"Yeah, and all the countryside

gathers here for merry-making," Ollie

added. "There'll be gipsy fortune-

telling, dancing and singing."

" Tt gives me an idea!" cried Anna.
" Will you help me?"
"I'd do anything in the world for

you," promised Ollie.
" Then meet me here to-morrow morn-

ing at sunrise and I'll tell you my plan."

She blew a kiss to them both. "Good-
night."
When the window had closed Stan

nudged his love-struck friend.

"We forgot to serenade her."
"Let's do it now."
Stan blew on the tuba valiantly, and

Ollie managed some words of a song
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called "Let me call you sweetheart."
Now the chef had the bed-room above
Anna's, and this noise woke him up.
He looked out, saw the serenaders, and
damped their enthusiasm by pouring a
pitcher of water over them.
"You dumbbells!" he snarled at them.

"What are you playing music for at
this hour?"
"Why, we're serenading," Stan ex-

plained in his simple way.
"Serenading who?" the chef de-

manded.
"His sweetheart," said Stan. "You

know, Anna, the new chambermaid.
He's in love with her. Look at the
silly, sloppy look on his face."

"Well, let me tell you something."
The chef shook the pitcher in a threaten-
ing manner. "I want you to know th.it

you're wasting your time as Anna is in

love with me. She's my girl. If I

catch either of you two talking to her
again I'll skin you both alive!"
Damply they gazed upwards at his

fierce face.

"Anna isn't your girl," began Ollie.

"Why "

"Get out!" raged the chef. "If you
haven't gone in two seconds I'll come
out after you."
Stan and Ollie decided that it would

be better if they got back to their
quarters, which was the attic over a
disused stable.

On the morrow the Alpenfest was held
in the courtyard of the hotel, and every-
body in the locality was there to sing
and make merry. Our two friends had
risen at the crack of dawn, and the chef
who had come to inform them that if

they imagined it was a holiday for them
they were mistaken was livid to find

their beds empty. He informed Luigi.
who said he hoped he never saw those
two again because everything seemed
to be going wrong since they had shown
up. His bill for crockery was going to

be enormous.

They had met Anna at the appointed
place, and they had sneaked off to tho
village. The girl had made all her
plans. They were surprised that this

chambermaid should have so much
money—they had thought she was
almost as poor as themselves. She got
some picturesque gipsy outfits for her
two cavaliers and would not let them
wear their dreadful bowlers. They
bought false moustaches to complete tho
disguise. Anna was dressed up as a

fortune-teller, and she kept a thin gauze
veil over her face. They hired the best
caravan.
Stan and Ollie were on the driver's

seat, and Anna stood in a little doorway
behind them. She looked all mysterious-
Her escort fingered their moustaches and
kept an eye open for the chef.

"Do you think they'll recognise us?"
whispered Stan.

" Why even your own brother
wouldn't know you."
"But I haven't got a brother."
Ollie frowned.
"Well, the brother that you haven't

got wouldn't even know you."

"Don't worry, boys," Anna told them.
" And if you are discovered they i

do anything to you."
"Certainly not." agreed Ollie.

"Remember what the chef said."

mumbled Stan. "He threatened to

skin us alive.*'

"Stop worrying, boys!'* cried Anna.
" Please go ahead."
The caravan proceeded slowly up the

hill, and arrived at the courtyard just

after a spectacular flag dance Tho
crowd of people made way for the
mysterious caravan. Ollie reined in the

horse, and solemnly raided his arms.

(Continaed on page S3)
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Ride the danger trail with the pioneers of the Old West in this pulsing epic of the days
when fearless prairie scouts took up the challenge of savage Redskins and murderous
desperadoes. To the beat of thundering hoofs and to the blast of flaming guns this

vivid serial runs its thrill-a-minute course, with hot action in every smashing episode
and Ray Corrigan in its starring role

(An Unexpected Deliverance

WITH murderous deliberation
Macklin took aim at Clark,
and, engaged as he was in the

task of reloading his revolver,
the U.S. Government agent must have
fallen a victim to the outlaw's gull if

ever the rogue had drawn trigger.

But Macklin was not destined to fire

the shot that would have ended Clark
Stuart's career, for even as he was
sighting his six-shooter on the big
frontiersman a curious, high-pitched
sound reached the gangster's ears.

It was the sound of one of those
whistling arrows which men familiar
with the wilderness between Santa Fe
and Independence had learned to

associate with the Rider of the Painted
Stallion, and like a bolt from the bine
that shaft ripped through the air

towards Macklin and pierced his right
shoulder.
The crook let out a bellow of pain and

squirmed in the saddle, his forty-five
remaining undischarged in his fist, his
bronc cavorting affrightedly in the
meanwhile. As for his accomp'.
they were thrown into a state of con-
fusion by the unlooked-for intervention
that had taken place, and some seconds
elapsed ere they recovered themselves
and realised whence the arrow had
come.
They then perceived the figure of the

girl who had earned such renown as the
Rider of the Painted Stallion. Mounted
on her magnificent, horse, she had issued
from a cluster of rocks on the other
side of the yawning cleft that had
brought Clark Stuart to a standstill,
and at sight of her Macklin's comrades
made as if to open fire on her. Rut hv

that time Clark had thrust half a dozen
cartridges into the chambers of his

revolver, and he cut loose with the gun,
pumping lead at the group of bandits.

Two of them were " winged " by the
frontiersman, and a third was disabled
by another arrow directed from the far
side of the abyss by the Rider. And,
with only one of their number un-
scathed, the party of outlaws turned
tail and fled, Macklin atul the other
victim of the Rider tearing out the
shafts which had drilled the pair of
them

In helter-skelter style (he desperadoes
galloped off, back in the direction of
Lost Canyada, where the main body of
the gang were shooting it out with
Jamison, Davy Crockett and Jim Bowie.
And from the edge of the cloft where
ho had come so near to death Clark
Stuart gazed after Macklin and his
departing associates until they had dis-

appeared from view.
The outlaws vanishing beyond a fold

in the landscape, Clark turned to face
the opposite side cf the abyss, and as he
did so the Rider made a motion with
lier arm, indicating that he should pro-
ceed southward along the verge of tho
deep gulch. Then, as he obeyed her

injunction, she galloped in the
same direction along the rim of the
other cliff, and travelling on a parallel
course with the chasm between them,
they had covered a distance of a mile

EPISODE 11 :

" Tunnel of Terror "

or so when tho intervening gap nar-
rowed to a mere twelve or thirteen feet,

j

The Rider put her stallion at! that
gap, and the bronc spanned it with a
prodigious jump. A moment later the
girl was beside Clark and, dismounting,
she gazed towards tho point where
Macklin and his accomplices had
vanished.

Clark likewise swung himself from
his horse, and as he dropped to tho
ground ho spoke to the Rider in a fer-
vent tone.

"You sure helped mo out of a tight
corner, young lady," he declared. "I
reckon it would've been all up with me
if you hadn't appeared on the scene."
"Once you saved my life," she re-

minded him. "But listen, you come
with mo. I have found out something
about the hide-out of Dupray."
Clark looked at her earnestly.
"I can't go with you now," he said.

"Three of my friends are in danger,
and I've got to ride for tho rest of tho
boys. Maybe you and I can get in touch
with each other afterwards, ma'am."
The girl seemed to realise the fatcfid

urgency of his mission, and did not!

attempt to dissuade him when he
climbed astride his blaze-faced sorrel
again. Then, with a wave of his hand,
he turned and spurred from the vicinity,

heading southward at his pony's top
speed.
Tascosa Bend was his destination,

and riding through the hills with the
dust swirling out behind the sorrel's
flying hoofs, he sighted the men of the
Jamison column an hour after he had
parted company with the girl who had
saved him from death at the hands of
Macklin.
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He joined up with them, and as he
drew rein before the foremost horseman
in the cavalcade he saw that the boy
Kit Carson was present among them.
"What's this?" he demanded. "I

thought I made it clear that' Kit was to
stay in the encampment near Santa
Fe."
A sturdy individual by the name of

Kendrick answered him.
"Yeah, we know that, Clark." the

latter said ruefully, "an' we left him
at the encampment all right. But it

seems he up an' trailed us, for soon
after we stopped here at Tascosa Bend
accordin' to plan, he comes trottin'

along on his pony as cool as yuh like. I

figure the only way to make that little

maverick stay outa trouble would be
to hog-tie him."
"That's what you should' ve done,"

Clark grunted, with a reproachful
glance at Kit. ,"But since he's here he
may as well stick with us. C<>me on,
we're hittin' the breeze for Lost
Canyada, and we've no time to lose."
Kendrick looked at the big frontiers-

man sharply.
"You sound like somethin' was

wrong," he said. "Where's Jamison,
Bowie an' (Davy Crockett, anyhow?"

"They're ambushed up there," was
Clark's 'terse replv. "It's pretty clear
to me now that Dupray made a dupe
outa Jim Bowie. The Rider wasn't
trapped in Lost Canyada at all.

Instead, Dupray's men were lyin' in
wait for the four of us, and they opened
up on us as we were walkin' our horses
down the ravine. Jamison, Bowie and
Crockett lost their mounts, but I

managed f'o keep ahold of mine, and
after we'd traded lead with those
renegades for a spell I made a dash for

it and got out into the clear.

"It was a chance in a thousand." he
added, "but it came off, and if we
hurry we may be in time to save Bowie
and the others. They're well under
cover among a bunch of rocks, and so
long as their ammunition holds out they
ought to be able to keep Dupray's gang
at bay."
He made no reference to his encounter

with the Rider of the Painted Stallion,
for in his anxiety to return to the scene
of the ambuscade he was averse to
launching into any detailed narrative.
Thus it was without further delay that
he and the men of the Jamison wagon-
train set out for the north, turning their
backs on Tascosa Bend.
Kit Carson was in their midst at the

outset, but ere long the youngster was
left well to the rear, for his diminutive
pony could not keep up with Clark's
sorrel and the broncs of the other men.
Nevertheless, the boy spurred after the
rescue-party doggedly and succeeded in
keeping them in view throughout that
headlong gallop towards Lost Canyada.
where murderous foes had snared
Jamison and his two comrades.
As for Clark Stuart, he rode well to

tlie fore, leading the cavalcade over the
sterile terrain of the forbidding moun-
tain country, through ragged gulches,
across stone-strewn ridges, through
tracts of dry, tangled scrub that gained
some poor nourishment from a soil

parched by the blistering sun of tin-

great South- Wesl Then il lasl the
band of hard-riding pioneeis drew
within earshot of Lost Canyada, and
realising thai a brooding il nci bung
upon the locality, the U.S. Government
agent became a prey to a sense of dread
and misgh lug.

Had his dash for help been in vain?
II pi he and his companions arrived too
late to be of any aid to. Jamison, Bowie
and Davy Crockett? Wen- tlio.se three
redoubtable stalwarts of the frontier

lying dead among the clutter of rocks
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where he had left them—slain by the
ruthless outlaws who owed fealty to
Escobedo Dupray ?

Such were the dark thoughts that
oppressed Clark's mind as his sorrel
bore him nearer and ever nearer to the
mouth of Lost Canyada with the men of
the Jamison column strung out behind
him, and they were thought's that per-
sisted until the lie was given to them by
the muffled blast of a shot somewhere in
the ravine.

It was answered by a desultory volley,
and Clark knew that at least one of his
friends was still alive.

Was it too much to hope that all three
of them were in the land of the living?
He pressed on at the head of the

rescuers, and inside another minute he
and the men of the wagon-train were
surging into Lost Canyada amid a
thunder of hoofs and a smother of dust.
Instantly they beheld groups of

sinister figures edging down the rocky
slopes of the ravine—the figures of
Dupray's hirelings. These were tenta-
tively descending towards the bed of the
defile as if to converge upon a knot of
boulders there, and they were blazing
away at those boulders, from amongst
which bullets were being discharged at
them in response.
The crooks, it seemed, had finally

plucked up courage to close in on their
prey, but they were never destined to
make the "kill," for Clark and the
rescue-party took in the situation at a
glance, and next moment their guns
were roaring a challenge to the
renegades.
The slopes of the Canyada echoed and

re-echoed the tumult of the newcomers'
opening salvo, and the very air seemed
to tremble with the concerted outburst
of that fusillade.

Pandemonium broke loose in the
defile, a pandemonium dominated by
the resounding blatter of firearms and
punctuated by the whine of lead and
the cries of stricken men, with the beat
of hoofs forming a sullen undertone to
the din. Not for long did the clamour
prevail, however, for although Dupray's
men stood their ground for some thirty

seconds half of them were wiped out' by
the gunplay of Clark and his party by
the time the rescuers had penetrated to

the depths of the Canyada.
The desperadoes on the left-hand

slope suddenly gave way and, turning
tail, scrambled up to the rim of the
acclivity, whereupon those on the right-

hand slope followed suit, and harried
by shots from the revolvers and rifles of

the Jamison faction, the survivors of the
Dupray gang had soon picked up their

horses and thrown themselves astride
their saddles.
They made off in an easterly direction

along the twin summits of the ridges
that framed the defile, and they dipped
down on to a level expanse of prairie
beyond it, joining forces there and
sweeping onward in full flight. Mean-
while, the men of the wagon-train had
shown an eagerness to give chase, and
would have pushed after Hie fugitives
if Clark Stuart had not restrained them.

" Our mounts are plenty blown and
lathered, boys." he told them, "and
we'd never catch up with them coyotes.
We know where their hide-out is, any-
way, and we can afford to take things
easy, I reckon. Besides, our first con-
cern is to find out if Jamison and Bowie
and Davy Crockett are all right."
He had hardly spoken the words when

the wagon-boss and Jim Bowie were
seen to emerge from the bunch of rocks
where they and Crockett had been
ensconced, and cantering over to them
with the men of the column. Clark
addressed Jamison and the veteran
Indian fighter in an anxious voice.
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"I'm glad you two fellows are okay,"
he said. "But what about Davy?
They—they didn't get him, did they?"

It was Bowie who answered him.
"Don't you worry none about Davv,

Clark," he stated, taking out a stick of
black tobacco and biting off a wad of
it. "He got clipped by a slug just
afore you showed up. If took away his
fur cap an' put a crease in his skull

—

shook him up a li'l, but he'll be right
as rain in a minute or two. He's
a-settin' among the rocks back thero
collectin' his wits."

Clark dismounted and accompanied
Jamison and Bowie into the midst of
the boulders, where he discovered Davv
Crockett seated on a flat slab of stone.
Sure enough Davy was little the worso
for the injury he had received, and
within the space of some sixty seconds
was in full possession of his" faculties
again.
Jamison turned to Clark then.

"Well," lie announced, "you an' ths
boys got here just about in time. We'd
run pretty low in ammunition, an' I

guess them outlaws realised it, for, as
you saw, they'd begun to sneak down on
us in preparation for a final rush that
would' vo meant the end of us. But
what's the next move, Clark?"
The younger man squared his power-

ful shoulders.
"The next move is to ma'ke tracks for

Dupray's hide-away, Jamison," he said.
"We're gonna do what we planned to
do when we left Santa Pe—attack that
hide-away and shoot it out with the rats
who are holdin' up the Trade Treaty
between Mexico and the United States.
And we stand a better chance of success
now than wo did before, Jamison, for

we inflicted heavy casualties on thoso
outlaws just now, and didn't lose a
single man ourselves."

With that he moved clear of the
rocks, and Jamison and Bowie and
Crockett following him, the four of
them rejoined the men of the wagon-
train and found that little Kit Carson
had arrived in the defile.

"Hallo," exclaimed Jamison at' sight

of the lad, "what's Kit doin' here?"

"He trailed the boys to Tascosa
Bend," Clark interposed. "Wouldn't
stay at the encampment near town.
I've a mind to send him back there
under an escort, only we'll need every
man for this attack on the renegade
hide-out."

Kit, looking at his benefactor,
observing the expression of indecision
on his handsome, weather-beaten face,
made haste to launch an appeal.

"Aw, Clark, don't send me back," he
begged. "Don't even think of it. I

wanna be in at the finish— I wanna seo
you an' the boys fix them outlaws once
an' for all."

The U.S. Government agent eyed him
sternly for a moment. Then he smiled
in spite of himself.

"Okay, you little scamp," lie

assented. "You win. But get' this and
get it straight. You keep well to the
rear of the column, and when we draw
within range of that renegade hide-out
see that you stay out of harm's way,
understand ?"

"I understand, Clark," the lad

murmured.
Clark moved now towards his sorrel

and swung himself astride the animal
As for Jamison, Howie and Davy
Crockett, they shared mounts with three
of tho cavalcade of horsemen whom the

U.S. Government agent had led to their
rescue, and a few seconds later

whole troop was riding eastward
through Lost Canyada at a steady clip-
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The Hide-out

PUSHING through the hills at the
best pace their somewhat wearied
broncs could maintain, Clark and

his comrades made fair enough pro-
gress, and the late afternoon found
them only a few miles from their
objective.
In the interim the journey had been

uneventful—a journey through realms
that seemed devoid of any living thing
save themselves and their horses. But
now, as they were wending their way
through a pass in the mountains, they
suddenly perceived a figure on the
crown of a slope that rose upon their
left.

It was a figure in Redskin garb, wear-
ing the feathered head-dress generally
associated with a personage of some
importance among the Indians. It was
a figure mounted on a black and white
steed, and by this circumstance Clark
immediately identified the individual.
"The Rider of the Painted Stallion !"

he ejaculated, involuntarily pulling his
sorrel to a standstill.
The other members of the column like-

wise reined in, and from the saddle of
a bronc which he was sharing with a
sturdy freighter Jim Bowie addressed
the U.S. Government' agent.

"You're right, Clark," he said.
"That's the little lady what's been a
friend to us niore'n once, sure enough,

_an' . it appears to me she's makin'
signals."
Clark inclined his head, recalling how

the girl had intimated during their la-;,

meeting that she had certain informa-
tion to impart concerning Dupiay's
lair.

"I reckon she wants to have a word
with me," he commented. "Listen,
Jim, you know the exact whereabouts
ot the outlaw hide-out. You ta'ke the
boys there and close in on the rene-
gades. I'll follow up after I've heard
what the Rider has to say. And, by the
way, see that young Kit Carson doesn't
get' in the way of any lead."

In another moment he was separating
himself from the cavalcade and spur-
ring towards the >lcpe on the left, and
after a laborious climb that tested his

horse severely he gained the point
where the Rider of the Stallion was
awaiting him.
Ho saluted her, looking at her inquir-

ingly as he did so, and after returning
his greeting with a movement of her
hand she spoke to him solemnly.

"When I saw you earlier to-day," she
began, "I told you I had found out
something about the hide-out' of
Dupray. I knew you would like to
crush that villain and the men who work
for him, and I believe I can show you
how. Come with me. and I will guide
you to a tunnel which seems to link up
with the cave that he and his gang have
made their headquarters."
Clark's eyes gleamed with interest.
"You mean you've discovered a back

way into Dupiay's lair?" he queried.

"I think so," was the answer,
"although I am not sure."
Clark turned his head and gazed in

the direction of the band cf horsemen
horn whom he had detached himself.
They were trotting eastward stead-
fastly, bent on exterminating the rogues
who had rendered the trails so
hazardous for merchant wagon-trains
such as the one they had manned.
Already they were out of hail, though
they kept glancing back towards the
promontory on which their comrade had
joined the Rider.
Clark reflected that if there were

indeed a back way into Dupray\» lair,
then there would be every prospect of
hemming in the treacherous Spaniard
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and his minions and bringing the
imminent battle to a swift and
victorious conclusion. The Jamison
faction could be split up into two
forces, one making a direct frontal
assault against the crooks' stronghold,
the other executing a detour that would
have for its climax a surprise onset
from the rear.

At' any rate, the information tendered
by the Rider of the Painted Stallion
was worth investigating.
"Lead on," the big^ frontiersman said

to the girl. "I'll follow you."
The Rider wheeled, and Clark moved

after her as she set out in a somewhat
northerly direction. A few seconds
afterwards the two of them were
descending into a barren valley, the men
of the Jamison column being lost to
their view, and there then ensued a
rapid journey through the heart of the
mountains.
Before long the Rider veered east-

ward, and in another half-hour she was
halting beside a sombre aperture in the
face of a towering ridge.
As Clark drew abreast of her she

indicated that dark fissure.

"There is the tunnel I spoke of," she
told him. "The cave which Dupray
and his men have made their head-
quarters is on the other side of the
ridge."

"And what makes you think this
tunnel might be connected with the
renegades' hide-out '.'" he asked.

" I have seen some of the Dupray
gang u^ing it," she explained.
Clark was silent for a brief interval.

Then he slipped his feet from his
stirrups and swung himself to the
ground lithely.

"You wait here, young lady," he in-
structed, addressing himself to the girl
who was known as the Rider. "I'm
going in there to ma'ke certain your
hunch is right. If it is, then I figure
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we've got Dupray and his scum v.hero
we want 'em."
The girl leaned down and placed a

slender hand on his arm.

"Be careful," she warned him. with
a touching expression of concern en her
beautiful countenance.
He pressed her fingers reassuringly,

then plucked his six-gun from its holster
and advanced into the tunnel, and
before he had taken a dozen steps he
was enveloped in a gloom so opaque
that he could not have seen his own
hand before his face.

He felt his way through the darkness,
presently becoming aware that the floor
of the tunnel was sloping upwards, and
he judged that he had covered a dis-

tance of about three hundred yards
when all at once he saw daylight ahead
of him.
A few paces more and he found him-

self in surroundings that were familiar
to him. He was in the cave to which
he had once been conveyed as a prisoner
—the remote mountain cave that was
the lair of Escobedo Dupray and the
latter's band of cut-throats.

None of the rogues were visible, but
near the right-hand wall was a bunch
of horses, saddled and ready for riding,
their reins tied to an iron ring that, was
bolted to the rock, and in the left-hand
wall was that' crude door opening on to
the compartment that had been fur-

nished with table, chairs and bunks so
as to accommodate the outlaw gang in
some degree of comfort.

The door of that improvised room was
ajar, and the gleam of the naphtha
lamp that stood on the table shone forth
into the main cavern and merged with
the daylight that slanted through the
mouth of the hide-away. No sound
came from the apartment, however, and
when he approached the open door on
tip-toe and cautiously peered round the

•T---W-:-' -:.

You sure helped me out of a tight corner, young lady," he declared.
I reckon it would 've been all up with me if you hadn't appeared on

the scene.'l
September 24th, 1938.
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corner of it, Clack discovered thai the
room was untenanted.
Ho calculated that Dupray and his

confederates must be out on t'he steep
declivity which fell away into the gulch
that the cave's principal entrance over-

looked, and hardly had lie formed this

conclusion when he heard a voice ring
out in a tone of command somewhere
beyond the month of the cavern—

a

harsh, malevolent voice which he
instantly identified as that of Santa
Fe's deposed Lieutenant-Governor.

"All right 1" that voice grated. "Let
them have it !"

Hard upon the words there came a
smashing blatter of gunfire. It was a
volley whose echoes mingled with a
second belching fusillade, which was
answered by an outburst of shooting
from a point more remote, and then the

uproar of battle developed into a con-
fused medley of reports as the firing

became hotter and more ragged.

In the half-light of the gang's strong-

hold Clark took a tighter grip on his

revolver and edged towards the cav'e-

mouth. He had satisfied himself that

the Rider's suspicions regarding
_
the

tunnel on the north side of the ridge
had been correct, and he fully intended
to turn back and circle round so as to

rejoin the Jamison crowd and then lead

a storming-party to the cavern via the
communicating tunnel. Yet he was
tempted to take stock first of all of the
position occupied by the crooks, and
with that project in mind he crept for-

ward until he was on the very threshold
of the cave's main entrance.
He immediately perceived Dupray

and his minions to the right of the
cavern mouth. They were on the

boulder-strewn ledge that ran across the

face of the hillside on which their hide-
out was located, and they were blazing
furiously at' the men of the Jamison
column, who had entered the gulch
below and who had dismounted to seek
such cover as was available at the foot
>f the slope.

From innumerable clumps of scrub or
clusters of rocks the freighters who had
crossed the Western wilderness in

defiance of the renegades' villainous
activities were pumping lead at the
Dupray gang in response to the out-
laws' gun-play, and even as Clark swept
the scene with his eyes his attention was
attracted to the figure of Zamora. t'he

deposed Lieutenant-Governor's hench-
man-in-chief.
The lynx-eyed dago had ducked aside

from a boulder behind which he had
been crouching and had scuttled
towards Dupray, who was standing in

the shadow of a massive rock with three
or four other members of the gang.

"We'd better get out of here by the
back way," Zamora blurted, and in

spite of the din of the shooting Clark
heard his high-pitched words distinctly.

"We're not strong enough in numbers
to be sure of keeping those hombres
down there at bay. Don't forget that
half of our men were wiped out over at

Lost C'anyada to-day."
Dupray answered him in a curt tone.
''I know that," he snapped, 'and we

are getting out of here. But we are
not going without the loot we have
amassed in the last two years, and we
ate not going until I have made certain
that Jamison and his compadres cannot
pursue us. I mean to see that we have
a long start and plenty of leisure to
find new headquarters."

"You mean we are going to fetch the
loot from the cache farther along the
hillside, then retreat through the cave
after setting a time-fuse that will blow
up the entrance to the stronghold and
prevent anyone following us, just as we
September 24th, 193*?.
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always planned to do if we were ever in

a corner ?"

Dupray nodded.
"Something like that," he replied.

"Only it has occurred to me that
Jamison and his men are bound to
guess there is a back way out of our
lair, and if they were to ride round to
the north side of the mountain they
might succeed in intercepting us. I
intend to make certain that they do not
ride round to t'he north side of the
mountain."
Zamora looked at him keenly.
"And how do you propose to do that,

amigo?" he demanded.
Dupray motioned to the enormous

rock by which they were standing.
Poised on the ledge like some huge,
craggy watch-t'ower, it was balanced
precariously over the mouth of the
gorge, and that mouth was a narrow
bottle-neck between two sheer, scowling
walls of cliff. Only in the inner depths
of the ravine did the sides vawn wider
in slopes that were possible of ascent,
though they took on a steep character
again where the eastern end of the gap
was boxed in by a transverse precipice.
Indeed, the bottle-neck was the only

means of entering or leaving the gorge
except' by way of the cave that had been
the headquarters of the Dupray gang,
for towards their summits the north and
south walls of that pocket in the moun-
tains steepened sharply and became in-
surmountable ramparts over their entire
length.
And all this Escobedo Dupray was

taking into account as he indicated the
mighty crag in whose shadow he and
Zamora stood.
"If this rock were dislodged and

tumbled into the gorge," he said, "it
would completely block the entrance to
the ravine, and no amount of effort on
the part of Jamison and his covipadres
could shift so massive an obstacle. In
other words, they would be shut' in."
"They could climb over the rock,"

Zamora argued.
"Yes. I grant you that they could

climb over the rock—on foot. But their
horses could never negotiate it. and
there would be no prospect of Jamison
and his crowd pursuing us. Now do
you understand ?"

Without waiting for any rejoinder
from his second-in-command, he turned
towards the knot of gangsters who were
hovering near at hand and barked an
order to them.
"Heave this rock over the cliff," he

instructed. "Come on. get to work. It
should be easy enough to topple it to
the bed of the gorge, poised as it is

on the very brink of the ledge."

The rogues to whom he had spoken
prepared to exert themselves, and with
one accord they set their shoulders
against the huge crag. But before they
could send the rock hurtling into space
Clark intervened. •

He had heard enough to realise that
Dupray and his accomplices would bid
fair to make a clean get-away if the
plan conceived by Santa Fe's former
Lieutenant-Governor were put into
execution. As for Clark's design to
bring a storming-party round to the
rear of the renegades' line of defence,
via the tunnel in the north side of the
mountain, such a move was no longer
to be considered. Ho was faced with a
situation in which he must act alone and
act fast.

Gun tight-clenched in his bronzed
fingers, he stepped out. on to the broad,
sunlit ledge that overlooked the gorge.
Before him some half-dozen of Dupray's
hirelings were iknoelincr among the
smaller bounders that littered the ter-

race, and were firing into the ravine,
lie would have to keep an eye on them,
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ho fold himself, while at the same time
he held in subjection Dupray, Zamora
and the ruffians who were about to
heave yonder massive crag to the
depths.

"Tell your men to leave that rock
alone, Dupray I"

The big frontiersman's voice cut
sharply across the uproar of the gun-
play that was sounding about the
terrace and spread sudden confusion
amongst the outlaws. Those who had
been trading lead with the Jamison
faction twisted round with startled ex-
pressions on their rascally countenances
and gaped at Clark in awe. Dupray,
Zamora and the group who had set

their shoulders against the crag above
the ravine's mouth likewise wheeled and
stared at Clark blankly.

There was no need for the U.S.
Government agent to repeat his stern

command. With Clark's revolver
trained on him. Dupray lifted his hands
in a scared fashion and slid an anxious
glance at the men whom he had
detailed to dislodge the massive crag.

"You heard the Americano." he
jerked huskily. "Leave that rock

alone."
The crooks he had addressed raised

their arms submissively in accordance
with his bidding. So did Zamora, let-

ting fall a pearl-handled six-shooter

that he had been holding in his fist. But
out of the corner of his eye Clark
detected a suspicious movement on the

part of one of the gangsters who had
been engaged in the gun duel with the

men of the Jamison column.
The outlaw in question was none

other than Macklin. apparently little

the worse for the injury that he had
received earlier in the day when he had
been winged by an arrow from the bow
of the Painted Stallion's Rider.

Macklin tried to "draw a bead " on
Clark, but with a lightning-like gesture

the latter switched his revolver upon
(he bearded renegade and almost
simultaneously a leaden slug burst from
the big frontiersman's long-barrelled

Colt with a racketing smash.

He did not aim to 'kill the bandit, but
merely to disarm him, and his bullet

shattered Macklin's right wrist. Yet the

hour of final reckoning had come for

that treacherous rogue who had once
ridden as a scout for the Jamison
wagon-train, for dropping his forty-five

with a yelp of pain, the scoundrel tot-

tered backwards between a couple of

boulders and staggered to the very ed^o
of the terrace—staggered into full view
of the pioneers who had left Santa Ft>

to do battle with the Dupray gang, and
whose fire had subsided when the gun-
play of the outlaws had ceased so

a'orutly.

The lull that had occurred in the
general engagement was broken as
Macklin's reeling figure appeared on
the rim of the ledge. From the gorge
below a medley of reports rang out. and
a swathe of bullets ripped upwards in

the gangster's direction.

The man was riddled by tho-o

missiles. A dozen of them pierced him
and, his eyes glazing, his body distorted

in t'he agonies of death, he plunged
from the terrace and went rolling

towards the bed of the ravine in a

smother of dust, for at the point where
he had fallen the ground sloped away
in a long, oblique gradient.

Meanwhile, Clark had riveted his

attention on the other gunmen who had
been blazing at the Jamison party prior

to the diversion he himself had created.

"Drop vour hardware," he told them
grimly, "and get over beside Dupray
and the rest of the gang. Como on. do
as I say and make it snappy."
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The renegades obeyed him and dis-

earding their "irons," moved sullenly

along the terrace to the huge crag by
which their leader and the other
members of the outlaw band were
standing. Then, keeping his prisoners

covered, Clark edged in the direction of

the slope down which the ill-fated

Macklin had tumbled.
He did not immediately show himself

to his friends below, however, lest they
might mistake him for an enemy and
open fire on him with disastrous result.

Instead, he lifted his voice to make
known his presence to them before step-

ping out into the scope of their vision.

"All right, boys," he sang out, "you
i an come up now. Nobody is gonna try

to stop you, for I've got Dupray and
his mob herded here in a bunch with
their hands in the air."

There was a silence, a silence ter-

minated all at once by a faint hail from
the bed of the gorge, and the frontiers-

man recognised the unmistakable
aoc< tits of the veteran Indian fighter,

Jim Bowie.
"Well, I'll be durned! Pardners,

'twas Clark Stuart what spoke that
V ie or I'm a Dutchman!"
Clark saw fit now to reveal himself to

his friends of the wagon-train. Passing
between two of the boulders that had
sheltered Dupray's gunmen, ho exposed
himself to the view of the pioneers in

the ravine below, and on the instant
more than a score of figures started up
from scrub and clustering rocks—the

familiar figures of his comrades of the

trail, with Jamison and Bowie and
Davy Crockett well to the fore. And at

the same time little Kit Carson
appeared in the mouth of the box-
canyon on his diminutive pony, enter-

ing the gap from some point just

beyond it where he had seemingly been
ordered to remain out of harm's way.

Down in the ravine all eyes were
1 1 towards Clark, and suddenly

Jamison called to him.

"Where in tarnation did you spring
from?" the wagon-boss shouted.
"How'd you find your way up there?"
"Never mind that," Clark answered.

"Come on up and take these rats eff

my hands."
His words met with prompt response.

Hurrying forward, the men below
started to ascend the slope.

In the meantime Clark had concen-
trated his whole attention on his
prisoners again, but he was unaware
I hat a sinister form was stealing
towards him through the boulders that
dotted about the ledge—the form of a
mission-bred Navajo Indian whom he
might have identified as Topek, that
retainer who had served Dupray when
the Spaniard had held the post of
Lieutenant-Governor of Santa Fe.
Inexperienced in the use of firearms,

Topek had taken no part in the gun-
light which had been in progress when
Clark had advanced from the cave, and
had been lying low amongst a group of
locks fo the left, inactive and concerned
only with the object of keeping under
cover. That was why Clark had not
observed him, and he failed fo detect
his presence now as the Redskin crept
up behind him with a chunk of btone
clutched in his hand.

Nearer and nearer Topek drew to the
ispecting white man. Then all at

ono he straightened up and leaped on
Clark, bringing down that stone on the
frontiersman's head w ith full force.

(To be concluded in another stirring

episode next week. By permission of

British Lion Film Corporation, Ltd.,
starring Ray Corrigan.)
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"SWISS MISS" 1
(Continued from page 18) S

"Ladies and gentlemen!" he cried.

"With your kind permission v.c will in-

troduce the greatest prima donna that

ever thrilled a cantata. Romany Rose."
Victor was on a balcony with Edward,

and he stared intently at the veiled

singer as she was assisted down from
the caravan. A number of musicians

stepped forward. Anna had arranged
what they should play by giving them
a very generous money gift. It was a

gipsy song.
"If you should read within my eyes,

but one desire could you say ' no ' to

me? And if my breath upon your lip-

should fan the fire, could you say ' no
'

to me ?"

There were a lot more words like

these, but it was not the words that

mattered— it was the beautiful voice of

the singer. Then she twilled a tam-
bourine, and Ollie gasped to see such
graceful, amazing dancing.
"Edward." victor turned to his

manager. "Go down and bring that

gipsy up to my room. Tell her 1 want
to sign her to a contract."
Edward hesitated.

"How about. Miss Anna, sir?" he

said, twisting his hands together. "I
don't think she's going to like this very
much, sir."

Victor laughed heartily.
" You mug, don't you recognise

her?" he cried. "That is Anna !"

Some time later Ollie informed Stan
that it was their duty to find out what
had become of Anna. She had been
gone too long. So with some misgiving
they entered the Alpen Hotel and
walked up the stairs. They knew she

was with Victor Albert, but outside his

door was a notice suspended to the

handle: "DO NOT DISTURB."
"Well, can von b_>at that?" gasped

Stan.
"I suppose we had better go down-

stairs," murmured Ollie. "T shall speak
most severely to Anna " He broke
off to nudge Stan. They were not
alone.

"What are you two doing up here?''

demanded the chef.

"Who?" asked Stan.

"You!" The chef laughed unpleas-

antly and came nearer. "I could pick

you two out in a million."

Stan and Ollie decided that the best

thing they could do was go, and they
flew down the stairs. The chef went
after them, bellowing all kinds of

threats.

"I'll skin you alive!"

They were dodging about behind the

desk when the 'phone rang and Stan
took off the receiver.

"It's for you. Important!" He held
out the receiver.

The chef snatched it, and. of course,
the call wasn't for him a( all.

By now the two pals were desperate,
and Stan picked up a large vase. It

was a wild throw, but the chef ran
right into it, and it smashed to pieces

on his head. He crashed to the floor,

and when he staggered to his feet it was
in time to see his two enemies vanish
into the kitchen.
"Now I've got them," thought the

chef.

The chef was not in a very good
temper. He had witnessed a meeting
between the new chambermaid and
Victor Albeit. They had embraced,
and the chef in jealous anger had

I rushed off to report the matter to
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Luigi. That worthy was getting rather
tired of the chef—the broken plates had
been the latter's idea. Luigi had gone
off to interview Mr. Victor Albert and
had grovelled to the ground when he
found out that Anna, the chambermaid,
was the great opera star and wife of

the composer. He vowed that the chef
should find some other hotel to ruin
with his ideas.

Meanwhile the chef combined with
the two friends was doing some wri ek-

ing down in the kitchen. All the staff

were out, at the Alpcnfest, and they
had the place to themselves. They
dodged round tables and rushed from
one room to another. There were a
-cries of kitchens anil pantries, and one
could leave (he main kitchen, charge
through two pantries, into a smaller
kitchen, into a dish-washing scullery.
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two more pantries and back into the

main kitchen. It was like running

round a tree, except that the chef might

have won this marathon by locking a

few doors and thus destroying the

chances of Stan and Ollic of escaping,

but he was so blinded with rage and

jealousv that it never entered his head.

And strange to relate it was Stan who
first showed any glimmering of intel-

ligence.

Ollie had become exhausted and was

panting after Stan, with the chef not

far behind and armed with a carving

knife. Ollie made a spurt, and, know-

ing he must have a breather, had flung

one of the pantry doors shut in the

chef's face and leaned his bulk against

it The chef hurled himself futilely at

tile door. Stan, sprinting, completed

the circle and gave a gasp when he

came to the pantry. Luckily, the ch I

was making so much noise banging and

charging the door and using bad lan-

guage that he did not hear Stan. Stan

darted out of the pantry and then had

i he brainwave. Why not lock the chef

in and make him a prisoner?

This Stan did, and then rushed off to

tell Ollie. The two conspirators then

bolted the other side, and Ollie beamed
as if the whole victory Vas due entirely

to his own cleverness. There were holes

in the pantry doors for ventilation, and
tlie arms of the chef came through
fumbling for the lock.

They seized his arms, and with dish-

cloths bound the chef's wrists together.

"Let me go! Free my hands!"
screamed the chef. "If you don't 1

will cut you up into small pieces !''

"We don't trust you, my friend!"
Ollie shouted back, as he made the dish-

cloths more secure with some string.
" A man who could be so low as to make
us break plates in order to keep us
prisoners in this hotel is capable of
anything."
"If we'd got some pay it wouldn't

have been so bad," added Stan. "Why,
we didn't even get any tips."

"You're right, Stan !" Ollie stood
back and stared at the squirming hands
of the chef. " I think that should hold
him for a while. I feel quite ex-
hausted."
"But we're not finished yet. Ollie!"

gasped Stan. "You've got to rescue
Anna."
"Let's go and find her." Ollie

hurried towards the kitchen door.
"Come on !"

They went back up the stairs, and
still the notice about not to disturb was
on the door.
"Why don't you try the handle?"

Start suggested.
Ollie tried and the door was open.

They entered, and did they gasp. Anna
with her arms round Victor Albert's
neck.
"What's the moaning of this intru-

sion?" cried the composer, who was a

nice fellow, but so easily got bad-tcm
pared. "Can't my wife and I have a

little privacy?"
Edward, who had been detailed to

see that his master was not disturbed,
rushed in from the landing to throw out
the two intruders, but Anna motioned
to him to keep in the background.
Anna explained in her nicest manner

why she had pretended she was a poor
chorus-girl, and had deceived them.
Everything was a!! right now between
her husband and herself. She was to
take the star part in Victor Albert's
new operetta.

Ollic looked caustically at his friend.
"I thought you said I had her in

the hollow of my hand." he hissed.
"Well, ypu did have, but you couldn't

have plaved vour cards right." Stan
September 24th, 1938.
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scratched his head. "Perhaps it's for
the best."
"Get out !

' Ollie looked fierce.

All this while Anna had been whisper-
ing to her husband. Already she had
told him about the two kindly, foolish
fellows who had helped her and how
they were like prisoners at the hotel
because of an unpaid bill. Now she
whispered was his chance to help them
"Boys, one moment," Victor Albert

cried, with a somewhat theatrical ges-
ture. " My wife tells me that you have
rendered her a service. Also, I have
heard of your temporary embarrass-
ment and that you wish to end your
days in good old America." He tossed
over a packet of notes. "That money
is sufficient to get you- both out of Swit-
zerland, and I suggest that you go
quickly because I am a very jealous
man."
"Stupid !" cried Anna, kissing her

husband on the forehead. She shook
hands with the two amazed-at-their-
own-luck friends. They must write
when they got back to the States, and if

they ever ventured away from their
native land there was always two seat»
for any show in which she might be
starring.
They collected their fur coats and

they took one last look into the kitchen.
The chef had half-kicked down the door,
and when they bade him farewell his

snarls were almost inhuman. So they
left the Alpen Hotel and doffed their
bowlers in farewell.
"That chef really annoyed me."

Ollie linked arms with Stan. "He was
almost as unpleasant, as that gorilla."
"Gorilla! Gorilla!" Stan beamed.

"Oh, I remember the gorilla. What
happened to it?"
"When the bridge broke it fell a

thousand feet into the valley below."

"I shouldn't have liked that. Poor
fellow ! Do you think he was hurt?"
"Do I think !" Ollie turned on his

friend in disgust. "If you fell a thou-
sand feet would you be hurt ? You
would not only be hurt but you wouldn't
know you had been hurt, because you
would be dead. That gorilla is dead,
and, without wishing to seem heartiest!,

I oan't say I am overburdened with
regret. That beast nearly deprived
me " He broke off to stare at Stan.
"What is it? What are you nudging
me for':''

"I see a monkey."
"So you remarked once before," re-

proved Ollie. "And I wondered after
the brandy it wasn't pink elephants.

'

"But I did see a monkey, didn't I,

Ollie?" miserably questioned Stan.
"And as I haven't had any brandy I

suppose that means I can't be 6eciug a
monkey. This one's on crutches."

"Crutches!" exclaimed the startled
Oliver. "Where?"
"Hobbling along after us," said Stan.
Oliver stared intently and gave a gasp.

The bandaged gorilla, who was limping
after them at a surprising speed was
none other than their old friend, and
when they quickened their pace the'
gorilla let out growls that made their
hair stand on end. They ran, and for
a while the gorilla kept close to their
heels, but he was not in the best of
training for a race. With a snarl of
baffled rage he halted, whirled his
crutch round his head and hurled it

with all his might.

Bong! It was a bullseye. Stan an I

Ollie sat down suddenly, and then slid
down the mountain in a minia
avalanche.

(By permission of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, Ltd.. starring the world-
famous comedians, Stan Laurel and

Oliver Hardy.)
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'• Okay, Kimball, start talking !"

Sid spoke, but it wa3 in Kimball's
voice.

"I was fold I'd be accorded a

measure of clemency," he said.

"That's right," confirmed Finley, "if

you give ns the names of all others im-

plicated. Who killed Tanner?"

""Craig," Sid replied; and Lawlor,

in his chair under the powerful light,

< aught at his breath.
"How was he dressed at the time?"

"He wore a legionnaire's uniform,"
said Sid, and Kimball himself might
have been speaking. "He rented it

I i a theatrical costumier. The name
of i lie costumier was Gobel."

"Go on," rapped Finley. "What
happened to Gobel :"

"Lav. lor killed him, to make sure he
couldn't talk."

Inside the room, Lawlor bounded up
from his chair in a fury.

"The yellow rat!" he yelled,

snuggling with the legionnaires who
caught hold of him. "That won't get

you anything; you'll burn anyway!"
His voice rose to a screech. "He
planned both killings! He made Craig
shoot Tanner to frame the commander,
(hen he forced me to plug Gobel and
dump him !"

Dan knocked him back into the chair.

"All right," he said grimly; "that's
all we wanted to know."
He went out to Finley.
" Will, you heard it!"
" Let Riley have him," said Finley.

"We'll pick up Kimball right away."

Flight!

KIMBALL was in his bed-room at

the hotel, fastening the straps of

a bag, when Craig walked into it

carrying a suitcase.

"Have my car brought to the rear
entrance immediately, Kimball di-

rected. "Better take Miss Rogers
along with us."

"What for?" asked Craig disapprov-
ingly.

"She may prove useful if things get
too hoi."
Craig went to a hou'e telephone

attached to the wall; Kimball went, out
through the sitting-room to Eve's bed-
room and knocked on the door.

"Get your coat," he said curtly, as

she opened the door and appealed fully

dressed. "You're coming with us."
'Where?" she faltered.

"Never mind where!"
"But what for, at this lime of

night?"
" Don't ask me questions ! Start

moving!"
She went to a wardrobe and got her

coat, and he waited in the doorway
while she put it on; but her hat was still

in her hand when he grabbed hold of
her arm and whisked her out across the
bit ting-room into the corridor.

Craig was already at an automatic
(levator, and had pushed the button
that actuated the cage. Eve put on her
hat while the cage was Ascending, and
then she was bundled inside, and the
three descended into the basement of
the hotel.

"Go on, go on!" commanded Kim-
ball roughly, as they stepped forth into
a ban; corridor with a concreted floor,

and Craig led the way to stone steps

BOY'S CINEMA

that led up to the rear entrance of the
building.

A man from the hotel garage was
-tanding beside a black seven-seater
saloon parked in a narrow roadway
there.

"All right," said Kimball, and he
dismissed the man with a ten-dollar

note and opened the front door of the

car. "I'll drive. You sit in front with
m e, my dear.

Craig, you get in

the back."

The luggage was
stowed in the back
of the car, and
Craig got in with
it. Kimball helped
Eve up into the

front seat and took
the wheel, and the

car shot oft' along
the narrow road-
w a y , turned a

corner into an off-

shoot of Franklin
Avenue, s w'u n g
right into Iiiman
Street, and became
headed north.

The city had
been left behind,
and it was speeding
along a deserted
federal highway.
by the time
several taxicabs
chew up outside the

front of the hotel,

accompanied by a

squad car contain-

ing the Chief of

Police and Captain
Riley, Dan and
Todd and Denton
alighted from one
of the taxicabs;
legionnaires sprang
down from t h e

others.

"Cover all exits !"

directed Dan, and
he anil Finley and
Riley entered the
hotel and ascended
to the deserted
suite on the fifth

floor.

The open door of

the sitting - room
suggested flight,

hut every part of

the suite was
searched, Dan hop-
ing against hope to
find Eve—possibly
bound hand and
foot and shut, in a

cupboard. Riley re-

turned from Craig's
room to Finley and
Dan in the sitting-

room.

"What did you
find ?" Dan asked
anxiously.

"Nothing," was
the reply.

"The girl's
clothes are in her
room," said Finley.
"but they seem to

have taken the girl

with them."
Dan leaned over

the desk to dial a
number on the tele-

phone there.

"Legion Head-
quarters?" he said.
" Blaine talking.

General order for

25

mobilisation. Contact sheriff's office

and have him block all roads leading

out of the city. Look for car contain-

ing Kimball, Craig, and Miss Rogers.

I'll be light over."

He left the telephone in the hands
of the Chief of Police to dash oil' down-
stairs and give instructions to Denton
and Todd, then drove back to the Post
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to superintend tho rounding up of ell

the members of tho Legion.
Todd telephoned to tho manager in

charge of his own extensive garage and
told him to provide twenty-five more
taxi-cabs at once. Denton telephoned
orders for all the men under his com-
mand to get out on to every road
leading from the city.

Within a very few minutes a dis-

patcher in the radio room at Police
Headquarters was v sending out a
message :

"Calling all oars! Calling all cars!
Stop and hold a black seven-passenger
saloon, District of Columbia licence

G-two-two-three. Two men wanted on
murder charge. They may be armed."
Over and over again the message

was repeated, and it was picked up by
patrol cars oh every highway. Dan,
having -done all that could be done at
tho Post, joined Finley in the radio
transmitter-room at Police Head-
quarters and stood beSide the switch-
board there. A quarter of an hour
dragged by, with only the monotonous
drono of the dispatcher to break tho
silence, and then the operator looked
round to say :

"A patrolman on Bridge Road re-

ports a car answering description
passed fivo minutes ago, heading
north."
"Call every town north of here, and

order the roads blocked," urged Dan,
and Finley nodded approval and barked
orders at other operators.

Five minutes afterward word came
through that a black saloon, heading
north, had been seen on highway 68.

A fresh message was sent out by radio:

"Calling all cars. Car heading
north on highway sixty-eight—six-

eight. Get up there 1"

It was time for action. Dan tele-

phoned to Colonel Forsythe at the
Post, and oars and taxi-cabs filled with
legionnaires set off for tho highway.
Legionnaires already on other roads
were diverted to that one as soon as
they reported their whereabouts. Out-
side Police Headquarters Dan
scrambled into a squad car besido
Riley, who took the wheel, and Finley
and two other officers occupied the
back seat.

Twenty miles out of the city, on a
highway that led to the town of West-
villo, Dan shouted urgently :

"Take that dirt road—it's a short cut
to sixty-eight."
The squad car was travelling at

nearly seventy miles an hour, but
Captain Riley achieved tho sharp bend
into the minor road with nothing worse
than a sideway skid in the dust of it,

and the car raced onwards.

Ninety miles north of Claremont a
barricade of packing-cases and barrels
had been built in haste across highway
63, and police-officers with cars and
motor-cycles were waiting at a safo
distance behind it.

The barricade had been completed
only a few minutes when the black
e iloon approached it at a speed of sixty

miles an hour, and the headlights shone
upon the boxes and the barrels.

Craig cried out in alarm; Eve
caught at her breath and slid to the
floor ; but Kimball did not even remove
his foot from the accelerator. Straight
at the barricade he charged, and broken
woodwork flew in all directions as the
saloon crashed through it.

Startled officers fired at tho tyres as
it whizzed past them, but their aim was
none too good, and tho saloon held on
u r

. way.
"Well, wo made that ono all right,"

gulped Craig, mopping his face with
a handkerchief.
September 2tth. 1933.
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"Calling all cars! Calling all cars!"
droned the voice of the dispatcher from
loud-speakers in patrol cars behind and
ahead. "Car is still on highway sixty-

eight. Passed first barricade. Head-
ing for tho second one."
The second barricade, five miles north

of the broken one, was a more formid-
able affairs of poles on trestles as well
as packing-cases. A police sergeant
who had been superintending its con-
struction heard the wireless message as
he leaned against the side of his car,
and he shouted a warning:
"He's liable to be along here any

minute now !"

He looked over the barricade, and
presently he saw the glare of headlights
some distance away in the darkness of
the road.
"Here he comes now!" he bellowed.

"Come on, everybody, get out of
here !"

Men heaved themselves over fences,

scrambled through hedges. Cars shot
off with officers on their running-boards
to pull- up a hundred yards or more
from the obstruction.
The black saloon swept onwards

towards that obstruction, Kimball
crouched over its steering-wheel, the
speedometer registering seventy miles
an hour. Eve slid to the floor again
and covered her eyes with her hands.
Craig yelled frantically from the back
seat

:

"The road's blocked! We're
trapped ! Stop, chief, it's suicide !"

But Kimball did not even slacken
speed. Just as he had charged at the
first barricade so ho charged at this

second and more formidable one. There
followed a crashing and a rending

;

boxes and poles went up into the air;
but, as by a miracle, the saloon cut
its way through with an empty
orange-box perched grotesquely upon
its bonnet.
A barrel rolled the full length of the

car's roof and collapsed upon the con-
crete as it fell ; shots rang out from
both sides of the highway, but without
effect. But though the saloon sped on-
wards it had not escaped damage. Its

fender had been broken, and its front
w ings crumpled so that one of them
scraped against a tyre. One of the
headlights had been smashed ; the
engine laboured, and water was stream-
ing down from the broken radiator.

The needle of the speedometer fell

away from seventy to sixty, from sixty
to thirty-five. Police cars from behind
the first barricade were following one
another through the gap in the second
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barricade, and police cars from behind
the second barricade were in pursuit.
Far away along the highway, to the

south, the squad oar driven by Riley
was tearing along at nearly eighty
miles an hour, and in the rear of the
squad car raced a whole procession of
taxicabs and cars of every description,
all of them filled with legionnaires.
Twenty miles north of the second bar-

ricade, where the broad highway
dipped towards a wood on the left and
a deep ravine on the right, Craig
looked back through the rear window
of the saloon because a light was shin-
ing through it.

'"We're being followed!" he cried.
"Stop on it

!"

Tho saloon gathered speed on the
downward slope, but Kimball was
afraid that the tyre scraped by the
wing might blow out at any moment,
and he gripped the steering-wheel with
all his might. A bend was passed, tho
open woodland was reached, and
momentarily the lights of the pursuing
cars were lost.

Eve, down on her knees on the floor,

had noticed that the ignition key was
in its slot. She put a hand on the dash-
board as though about to rise, and she
switched off tho ignition.
"What are you doing there?" Kirn-

ball rasped at her; but the key v. as
withdrawn, and she hurled it through
the broken window beside her.
The saloon slowed to a standstill,

and Kimball struck her violently in tho
face, knocking her backwards against
the seat and the door, then turned to
Craig.
"Come on I" he shouted. "Into the

woods ! It's our only chance !"

The two scrambled out from the oar
and dived in amongst the trees, kneo-
deep in bracken.

" They wouldn't find us under this

stuff," panted Craig, after they had
covered a quarter of a mile.

"They would!" snapped Kimball.
" There'll be thousands of them here
directly 1 We can't get too far from
the road !"

They stumbled on, and the bracken
was left behind ; but in the denser part
of the wood brambles impeded UieiF
progress, and many times they stumbled
over rabbit-holes and fell over sprawl-
ing roots.

Eve had been knocked half-uncon-
scious by Kimball's brutal blow, and
it was only in a dazed sort of fashion
that she heard the grinding of many
brakes and the shoute of many voices.

She tried to rise, but sank back upon
the scat; and she was huddled ibero
when Dan opened the door beside her
and the light of an electric torch was
in her face.

"Eve I" he exclaimed, and put away
tho torch to hold her hands. "Are vou
all right, Eve?"
His voice, using her Christian name,

acted like a restorative.

"Yes," she murmured faintly, "I'm
alt right."
Finley looked in at the other door.
"Which way did they go?" he

demanded.
"They—they went into the woods,"

Eve remembered with an effort.

The Chief of Police rushed off to give
orders to the assembled officers. Dan
instructed two legionnaires to stay with
Eve and look after her, then consulted
with Haynes, Todd, Denton, and
Colonel Forsythe. More than a hun-
dred vehicles of one sort or another had
become parked at the side of the high-

way, and more than a thousand legion-

naires were waiting for the word of

command.
They were lined up in columns of

fours, and Dan addressed them.
(Continued on page 28)
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"Attention t" he shouted. "When I

give the word, advance in skirmishes
around this clump of woods. When
you have completed a circle round it,

close in towards the centre and keep a
sharp look out. Any other men of the
Legion you meet will join you. Detail
fours, left march !"

The whole wood was encompassed,
and when the circuit was complete the
closing-in began. It was a slow pro-
cess, and dawn was breaking long
before the heart of the wood was
reached.

Kimball was the first of the two fugi-

tives to hear the sound of voices in the
distance, and he caught at Craig's arm.
"^Waitl" he said breathlessly, and

raised a hand. "Listen, there's some-
one on our trail

!"

Craig listened, and he heard a
rustling- in the undergrowth that sug-
gested the movement not of one man
but of an artny.
"Better climb a tree," he suggested

in a panic.

"And be caught like a couple of

'possums?" scoffed Kimball. "No,
come on I"

They plunged further into the depths
of die wood, never dreaming that tlieir

pursuers were all round them. Day-
light succeeded dawp and strengthened,
the first rays of the rising sun made
glorious a sky flecked with white
clouds The legionnaires and the police

had become united and were advancing
together; but some of the legionnaires
near. Dan became impatient and wanted
to dive across a sudden clearing.

"No"!"' Dan roared at them. "Keep
closing in towards dead centre, other-
wise we might give them an open-
ing!"
The advance continued; the circle of

men became smaller and smaller, till

if was six deep, seven deep, eight deep.
The very heart of the wood was

reached, and Captain Riley was beside
Dan behind the forked trunk of a tree
when he flung out a hand and cried:

" There they are t"

Kimball and Craig had stopped short
oil a grassy knoll because their way was
barred on every side. Breathing
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heavily they stood side by side with
raised hands, weary and beaten, and
the legionnaires and the police closed
right in on them. Dan, striding for-

ward, gripped them both by a shoulder.
"Frisk 'em, boys!" he directed; and

then, as Craig turned his head to scowl
at him

;
he said sternly: "This is the

beginning of your last mile I"

The prisoners were hustled rather
roughly by the legionnaires back to the
cars, where they formed into a revenge-
ful procession to escort the crooks back
to the scene of their crimes.

Eve sat happily beside Dan in a box
at the Legion Stadium on the last day
of the convention. Kimball, Craig, and
Lawlor wero in gaol awaiting their
trial; the Legion had passed a resolu-
tion in support of the Arms Control
Bill and forwarded it to Washington;
and Robert Metcalf, a free man and an
honoured one, was standing in the
middle of the ring—now draped with
flags—in his uniform as State Com-
mander.
Every seat in the vast building was

occupied. The Mayor of Claremont
had said a few appropriate words, and
now Metcalf had risen to address the
assembly.
"And so, fellow legionnaires," he

said in his deep and pleasant voice,
" we are bringing this convention to a
close. Your personal devotion to me
has been most gratifying, but far more
gratifying to me has been your loyalty
to the principles for which the
American Legion stands.

"From the inception of this organisa-
tion our policy has been to render ser-

vi&e to the community in all emergen-
cies, but actually our real work begins
where emergencies end The American
Legion was born as a consequence of

the Great Emergency of nineteen-
eighteen. Since then wo have devoted
ourselves to the building of good citi-

zenship and to the safeguarding of our
national institution. Lot us continue,
by active example, to reaffirm our
faith in peace and in the aims of

democracy."
While the legionnaires were shouting

themselves hoarse with approval, Dan
took Eve into his arms and kissed her.

(8y permission of Columbia Pictures
Corporation, Ltd., starring Don Terry,
with Mary Russell, Marc Lawrence, and

Thurston Hall.)
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Star Learns Language of the Studios

Hollywood has a language all its own.
This is what Frariciska Gaal, th -:>

Hungarian actress, is learning between
scenes of Paramount's "Paris Honey
mooD "—her second American picture—
from Bing Crosby, Shirley Ross, and
others of the cast and crew of the new-

Continental romance.
A "tea-cart," for instance, is not a-

four o'clock fancy. That is Hollywood
jargon for the 6onnd mixer's apparatus
resembling a lea wagon.
A " federal job " is a command from

the front office or a complicated order.

A "free ride" is a lunch ,r on the

company," or an offer to dine out.

" Spank the baby " is a slang demand
from the electrician to his assistants. He
wants a small spotlight lowered a few
notches.

Here are some more expressions from
Hollywood's dictionary:

"Fishpole"—a sound engineer's hind
Vioom for putting the microphone into

close quarters on the set.

"Mike "—the. microphone.
"Playback "—amplifying a recording

just made.
"Wax"—a gramophone record.

"New deal"—the director is satisfied

with the scene and is ready to start

shooting another. After this ordei I lie

camera equipment is moved for the

next "shot."
"Gaffer "—electrician.

"Best boy "—assistant to the head
electrician.

"Scoop''—arc light resembling a

shovel.
"Jockey wall "—removable back-

ground.
"It's a lily

"—the scene is satis-

factory.
"In the can "—the scene has been

satisfactorily taken and the sound re-

cording perfect.

"Gobo "—black cardboard that goes
between lights and subject to cut off

part of beam.
"Broad "—a wide lamp reflector.

"Barrell "—a long, round lamp.
"Bloop"—a light marking the film

for synchronisation 'purposes,

" Cut "—a command from the director

to stop cameras.
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If you asked George to turn to the right he turned to the left—everything he tried to
do he made a muddle of it. His great ambition was to get into the Air Force—and
when he did get in he found himself up to his neck in trouble. A splendid British

comedy thriller, starring George Formby
ts

The Bungler

AT Frpgley, on the outskirts of,

Loudon, they hold a mock air

laid. R.A.1'\ Deadlines' would
POine over and drop flour bombs, and
the inhabitants bad to imagine that

some <>l those bombs contained ga^.

'I'mniei ial units were combining with
members of the local A.K.J'... and those

of the latter who excelled themselves
Lo be chqsen as warden-.

Maroons went off to signal the

approach of enemy aircraft, and every-
bod,\ rushed for trenches, cellars and
bomb-proof .shelters, and donned their

gas-masks. Lorries with anti-aircraft
guns and searchlights got busy.

loun hall had been made into a

casualty clearing station, with ui

uid orderlies iti attendance, not for-

ulio was wea
ready lo

mil diplomas, lo tho : W3 did
their jobs thoroughly.

Officers and orderlies kept, on dash-
ing in and reporting certain si

fully darkened anil all people in

tlgCS wearing gas-masks.

"Now there's only the report OB
Progley Row and we're compl

..Hirer. " If 1 may »aj SO, Ml
M.i or, this is by far 1

1 icient

-Lunch of candidates examined in any
district."

The prospective wardens were lined

up and wearing gas-maska when there

was a crash outside Someone had
Knocked down a fire bucket, then swing-
doors opened to admit a \oung man
ivho stood there with a sheepish gun
on his face lie wa- a clean -haven

pleasant fellow, but his countenance
was not that of a high iutelle< t mil -

'lie v.. i- holding a large suitcase, and
Fibruarj 25tn, 1939.

WfiiS followed by a large sheep dog.
The dog was wearing a gas-mask.
The mayor gaped, and so did cver\

one.
" Frogley How pkedoke !" repj

(he ii.'

"Where the devil's you) - - mask?"
the. officer demanded.
"There it U - tod the fellow,

ug to the

The offii niiii one look anil

then shouted to an orderly to sound
the "All clear.'' and foi a message to

be passed to aircraft that the exe
was complete. After which he asked
tho candidates to parade before the
mayor, who would hand them their

certificates, after which they would
supplied w ith uniforms.
The fellow with the sheepish grin

shuffled forward, but stopped by the

officer.
" I shan't need vou."
"What:"
" Not the rigid tj pe.

"

"You mean I iloti'i gel a uniform?"
"Certainly not."
"But I'-ye brought my suitcase to

take it home."
"I'm sorry, bul you've failed," the

officer informed him.

George Brown realised he had been
rejected, and disconsolately he

dercd through the -wing-doors. An
electric light illuminated a poster

advising «il! young men to join the

Air Force. Ho shook his head sadly.
" Come on, Scruffy."
Followed by his dog, Geoige

wandered down a corridor, and bis

head ed.

"Hallo. Bluebottle! Hallo, glue-

bottlo—Microbe calli ttle."

Iiat startled George. What an

i inordinary conversation ) He realised
the voice was coming from a room
whose door was slightly ajar, and
being curious, he peeped inside. Never
bad George seen so many gadgets,
bulbs and wires. A soldier was seated
before a mass of gadgets and .-pecking

into a funny little thing.

"Air raid precaution i om-
pleted," stated the soldier. "Over to
\ou."
Whereupon a voice from the ceiling

boomed out

:

"Your message received okay. Will
remain on transmission lo you while
aircraft return to b.

George's mouth gaped open as be
realised the \oicc came from a loud-
speaker.
Then the soldier tinned and saw him.
"Hallo, win) are you?" ho asked.

"George Brown.'' • allied

forward. "Grand set you've got.

Suppo n get inoi with
that?"
"If I wanted tho

operator. "But at the moment I'm
only interested in keeping m touch
with aircraft." He pointed :.•

the room. "Mind breaking the left

of those two big switches "> me?**

"I don't want to break anything."
" I mean pull the li

"Me?" questioned George, and when
the operator nodded, moved over fo a

and eyed thi twon itchboard
levers nervously.

'
1 he left switch."

George's hand went out.

tor pushed back his chair,

ru.-b I and jerked George to

"If you had touched that one it

the
Be
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would have fused the whole outfit."

He pulled the lever.

"Sorry, it's my right and left,"

answered George with a fatuous grin.

"Always getting them muddled—daft,
isn't it?"

"Just going in to report." The
operator moved over to the door. "Do
you mind stopping here a few
minutes?"

" Me ? No, of course not.

"

"If any messages come through, let

me know at once. And don't touch
any of the switches."

George sat down on the vacated
chair, with his large suitcase beside
him. Scruffy curled up on the floor.

George proceeded to examine the
various dials with great interest, and
he had an awful desire to twiddle sonic
of these knobs. Suddenly the loud-
speaker became alive.

"Hallo, Microbe. We're at 8.000
feet. It's perishing cold, and I'm
bored stiff. What about putting on a
hot gramophone record to cheer me
up?"
George half got up to go and look

for the operator, when he saw a switch
marked transmit. He pushed it over
and then waited—he had expected the
whole place to blow up. Then ihe

looked round and saw the funny little

thing into which the operator had been
speaking.
"Hallo, Bluebottle. Microbe at the

mike."
"Hurry up with that music,

Microbe."

Microbe will now give you some
hot music," George promised, and
opening the large suitcase, brought out
a ukelele.

George had a pleasant voice, and he
certainly knew how to use a ukelele.
His fingers seemed to writhe over those
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strings, and it was a rollicking ditty

that he sang.
"Did you enjoy that. Bluebottle?''

he asked anxiously, v hen he had
concluded the fourth verse.

"That's a swell record," answered
Bluebottle, whose real identity was
Corporal Craig. "I must get it.

What's its number?"
George decided he had better switch

off quickly. He walked over to the
panel with its two levers. Had the
operator said the left or the right
lever, and if the left, which was the
left ? Of course, he had to pull down
the right.
Woof! The room went up in smoke,

and George went flying through the
air. Scruffy crouched low and managed
to get his nose back in the gas-mask
before looking for this master. George,
much singed, was hanging precariously
from a gas bracket. He had lost the
-eat of hi- pants and his face was like

a nigger's.

The Dispatch

GEORGE BROWN was in the
garden of the small cottage that
he shared with his sister Anne.

The cottage was their own. and they
found tthat after pooling their small
allowance they could manage quite
comfortably.
Occasionally George did some work,

driving -lorries, temporary chauffeur,
gardening—a sort of odd-job man.
He was a little worried about Anne
because she was getting married soon,
and that meant he would be on his own.
"You're a nice sort of brother, I

must say."
George looked round guiltily at his

sister, whose pretty homely features
were mail i'il by a frown of disap-
proval. Following the direction of
her gaze, he looked at the rose tree

.'5

he had pulled up. As usual, it was
the wrong one.
A motor-bike came cluttering along

the quiet road, and as Anne was
engaged to a young fellow in the Air
Force, and he came to see them more
often than not on a motor-bike, it was
natural that she should run to the gate.
"Why, it's Bob!" came her glad,

surprised cry.

George grinned from ear to ear. Bob
Bullock was a real smart young fellow,
and he thought his sister a lucky girl.

He wished he could be sharp and alert
like this promising young Air Force
boy. He nodded his approval as Anno
and Bob embraced—he wished he had
a girl.

"What are you doing here. Bob?"
"Just been delivering some letters

to Sir Philip Bargrave." Bob ex-
plained, and held out a hand as the
brother shuffled forward. "Hallo,
George."
''Turned out nice again," greeted

George, and looked over the low wicket
garden gate. "That's a fine bike
you've got."
"And moves. I'd back myself again=t

any other dispatch rider in the Air
Force," Bob laughed. "Do \ot; mind
putting it in the shed?"
George was delighted at such trust.
" Ee, I will an' all."
" Listen, Anne, can I change my

clothes here and leave them for a day
or t«o?" Bob asked, as he walked up
the path with his arm round his girl.

"Of course, but why?"
"I've got three days' leave before

joining Glenbridge Aerodrome for a

week's training, and I'll be able to

pop over ami see you every evening."
He looked at In- uri-t-u atoll. "Bat
I must step on it. I'm catching the
bus from the end of your road in half
an hour, and that just enables me to

" Where the devil's your gas-mask ? " the officer demanded.
to the dog.

There it is !
" grinned George, pointing

February 23th, 1933.



rate!' a jolly good through train from
Froglcy Junction to Cornwall."
"Oil I" Anno was disappointed.
''Anne, 1 must. I haven't seen the

old people for nearly a year, and it's

lho la>t chance before we get married.''
George got the motor-bike away in

the shed after getting the handlebars
all mixed up with his braces, and then
he came inside to learn from Anno
what ail the bustle was about. The
sister packed him upstairs to sec if

he could help Bob. That yoting man
handed over his service clothes to
George whilst ho got into a comfortable
lounge suit.

"Smart, aren't they?" George
looked at the tunic. "I wish I had a
sinart uniform like that."

" Easy. Join up !"

" I've tried, but tihey won't have me.'
;

"Chest?"
"Hands." Gcorgo showed them.

"I always get muddled with my right
and left."

Anne called out that Bob had better
hurry, so the dispatch rider ran his
hands over his clothes, took a few odd
things out of his pockets and raced
downstairs. George went with him to
the end of the road, and when he got
back his sister ordered him to put
Bob's clothes away so that they
wouldn't get creased. It was then
that George found the package in the
inside pocket of the tunic. The letters
"O.H.M.S." were startling enough,
but the address was more so: "Sir
Philip Bargrave, Bargrave Manor,"
and at the bottom "By dispatch
rider."
George rushed down to his sister and

showed her the dispatch. Bob had
had a lot of these things to deliver,
and this was one he must have over-
looked. He feared Bob would get into
1 rouble.

"We'd better post it," suggested
Anne.
But George argued that that, would

be fatal, as " By dispatch rider " was
written on the envelope. Anno said
she would go over in ihe next bus, and
George would not. agree.
"You'd have to say Bob forgot it,

a.nd you can't forget important letters
like that in the Air Force," stated
Gebrge. "Bob'd get shot at dawn. I
know. Leave this to me."
Some short while later the motor-

bike was oncemore outside the cottage.
Then George appeared, all resplendent
in Bob's uniform, with Scruffy barking
and leaping around—anticipating a
ride.

_
''George, I don't like it," said Anne.

"I'm Mire there's a better way."
George climbed on to the motor-

bike.
" Ke, I feel grand in these." He

held himself very erect.
"But it's a. serious crime to wear a

uniform you're not entitled to."
" Not so serious as Bob forgetting

the I. -iter. You wouldn't like him in
trouble, would von?" George waved
liis dog away. "No, Scruffy, dispatch
riders don't have mascots. Stay with

e like a good dog."

With a roar the motor-bike woke to
life, and George fairly shot down the
road. lie had been used to riding a
very second-hand two and three-quarter
horse power, single cylinder, and this
was six horse power, and twin cylinder.

Scruffy was most indignant. His
master never went out without taking
him, and witli a wriggle ho broke
free from Anne's restraining grip.
The dog went pounding down the
Btreet after George, who was steering
.1 somewhat erratic course. He found
i lie sidecar hard to control, and the
February 25th, VJ39.
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added horse power was thrilling, but
disconcerting.
George's generous idea of saving his

sister's sweetheart was going to cause
a terrific sensation. He. was heading
straight for trouble, and it started
because Fate decreed that at the
moment he was heading in a somewhat
precarious manner for the residence of
Sir Philip Bargrave that an important
interview was going on between the
politician and Wing Commander Hill,

of Glenbridge Air Station. Sir Philip
knew little about flying, but as a
member of the Cabinet he had been
detailed to send in a report on the
"Fighter," which had been undergoing
secret tests at Glenbridge Air Station,
which was only a few miles from his
residence. He promised the CO. that
he would visit the station on the next
Thursday.

"She'll outclimb any aircraft in the
world," enthusiastically stated the CO.
"I'll have the new fighter flown down
by ten o'clock, sir."

There was a roar outside in the
drive, and the commanding officer went
to the window to see if it were his
car., His driver had gone off to get
a gasket repaired. The CO. saw a
motor-bike come dashing up at a great
speed, saw a gardener just miss being
run over and the machine halt before
the door. A moment later a smart
parlourmaid entered the study.
"A dispatch rider has just brought

this, sir."

"Thanks." Sir Philip was more
interested in his glass of sherry.
"Would 3

7ou mind, sir, if I asked
your dispatch rider to drop me at the
aerodrome?" requested the CO., who
was itching to get away.
"Of course not," Sir Philip answered.

"I'll see you next Thursday, about
ten."
Now, if George had not paused to

apologise to the gardener and smile at
the housemaid, he might have got
safely away, but George was enjoying
himself in this fine uniform. Made
him feel a man. Then the CO.
appeared.
"You're going to drop me at Glen-

bridge Aerodrome."
"But I don't know the way, sir,"

cried George, trying to stand to atten-
tion as he had seen soldiers do on
parade,

"I'll show you." Whereupon the
CO. finished the argument by getting
into the sidecar. "Quick, I'm in a
hurry."
"Ycssir," meekly answered George.
His heart was beating fast and his

mind was in a whirl. He managed to
start the machine, and was so upset
dhat ho let the clutch in so suddenly
that the powerful machine shot
forward.
The C.O.'s eyes bulged as they

charged a flower-bed, but in the nick
of time George swung back to the
drive At a good forty miles an hour
the machine sped through the gates.
"Left."
Naturally, George, in his panic,

swung the machine to the right.
" I said left I"

"Sorry, sir," gabbled George, and
proceeded to turn at the same pace.
The CO. found himself right in the
air, and thought the machine was going
to overturn, but, by some miracle
George managed to I urn. and lho side-

ear wheel bumped back on to the road.
George nearly went wrong at the cross-

roads, but. a glorious -kid, the missing
of a signpost by inches, and the rare
went. on. A race because the motor-
bike was going -o fast that all the
CO. could do was hang on for dear
life. They cornered on one wheel.
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"Don't mind met" bellowed the
CO.
"Very good, sir!" shouted back

George, and took the next corner at
an even faster speed.
The journey was uneven; fid for at

least half a mile, until- George dared
to take a sideways glance at the officer

just to see if he were looking at him
suspiciously. That gentleman was too
intent on the road.
"Look out!" yelled the CO. "Left,

man—left
!"

George went to the right, charged
through an open gate, slithered
through a muddy yard, charged
through a flock of chickens, did a mar-
vellous skid and whistled through
another gate, back on to the road.
The commanding officer removed a

chicken from his lap. Suddenly he
held up an egg."
"Look what you've done now!"
"Not me, sir," grinned Ceorge.

"The hen!"
Five minutes later there came a warn-

ing sign denoting road repairs, and
then whero widening was being done
a board with four words: "ROAD
CLOSED — KEEP RIGHT." Of
course, George went to the left,

charged straight through a wooden bar-
rier, with bits of wood going in all
directions, slithered over some un-
made road full of pot-holes, climbed a
heap of stones, and slithered down to
the real track.
"Shorter this way, sir," brightly

remarked George.
At last Glenbridge Air Station was

sighted, and never had the CO. felt
more relieved. He was supposed to be
a man who did not know the meaning
of the word "Fear," but the last
twenty minutes he was going to re-
member for the rest of his life.

George flashed through the gates be-
fore the sentry quite knew what was
happening, and with all brakes screech-
ing, the oiotor-bike and side-car pulled
up exactly before the orderly-room.
Noticing the CO. making a gesture,

George had enough sense to get out
of the saddle and open the side-oar
door. Two chickens fluttered out with
much squawking. George touched his
cap and stepped back, with the idea of
getting on the machine and beating it.

"One minute," snapped the CO.
"I've got some letters for head-
quarters. You might as well take
them. It may be quicker than by
post."
"But it may not be, sir," spluttered

George.
"If you take 'cm half as fast as you

brought me, they'll be there before
I've written them." The CO. felt
jocular now that his feet were on terra
firma. "I'll have them ready in about
half an hour."
The sergeant of the guard appeared

as soon as the commanding officer had
vanished.
"Put your motor-cycle outside the

garage."
" But—but "

"Hurry tip. Put a jerk into it!"
roared the sergeant.
"Jerk into it? Yes. sir." George

let in the clutch so suddenly that one
wheel missed the sergeant by in.

desperately George grabbed the handle-
bars, and skidded round in a i irele

and went roaring over some gravel io

where he saw a number of cars. By
sonic miracle it was the garage.

In the Air Force

GEORGE parked his machine, and
hands in pockets sauntered round
looking at things. The thrill of

being at avi aerodrome had banished
his fear for the moment. He ap-
proached timidly a small machine, and
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They all yelled with laughter as a mixture of partly water and whitewash squirted out over George's face.

looked at it keenly, but backed away
when a mechanic bobbed up from the
cockpit, lie returned to the garage,
and was wondering what he should do
next when there came a familiar
twang. Someone had a ukelele or
banjo, and at once his inquisitive
nature was roused, and he could not
resist the temptation to go and investi-

gate. He came to a building, and now
the sound was louder. He frowned a
little, because the person handling the
•ukelelo did not seem to know much
about it. He peered through an open
window.
An elderly man was seated at a table,

and before him was a propped-up
ukelele-teacher ; now and again the
man would peer intently at the book
and then grasp the ukelele as if it wore
something that would explode. Twang !

George's sensitive ears twitched at
these discords, and he decided that
it was his duty to render some help.
He found an open door and a cor-
ridor, and at the end another door,
slightly ajar. George never noticed
the while letters that proclaimed that
this room was the office of the sergeant-
major and the order "Knock before
entering."
The sergeant-major was so engrossed,

trying to master the ukelele, that he
did not hear George. The young
fellow shuddered when two more dis-,

cords irritated his oar-drums.
" If you bend the middle finger a

little more—and keep the thumb up

That was as far as George got, be-
cause the sergeant-major thrust the in-

strument into a drawer as if it were
vermin and spun round.
"Why the blazes don't you knock

before coming in? Can't you read?"
"I—I just thought "

"You've no right to think."
"But I'm only trying to help, sir."

George should have known better than
to answer back a sergeant-major. " If
you take it by the neck "

"I'll take you by the neck!" bel-
lowed the N.C.O., his large neck swell-
ing and the eyes under the bushy eye-
brows almost sticking out of his head
"Get out!"
George decided it was wisest to

leave, and the pleasant smell of food
drew him towards the canteen.
A burst of laugher made him move

over the tarmac to see what was caus-

ing the merriment. He grinned as he
saw a canteen trolly, around which a
number of airmen were gathered, and
George surmised that the tea. coffee,

and food were not the only attractions
—he had caught a glimpse of two girls

wearing serviceable overalls and white
chef's hats.

But George did not know the cause
of the merriment. There was a smug.
self-satisfied, cocky young corporal, by the
name of Craig, and he loved practical
jokes. He had put a trick bun on a
companion s plate, and when the victim

d pressed the bun he had been squirtedhe
iy some sort of white liquid. Corporal
Craig was the aircraft radio operator,
who had requested Microbe to let him
have some hot music, but George did
not know his identity then, or he
might have given him a wide berth.

The airman who had got the liquid
in his eye took it in good part.

"You wait. Craig." lie cried, "I'll

get even with you I"

"Have to get up mighty early,"
chortled Craig in his arrogant, boast-
ful manner. "Hallo, who's that?"

"Dispatch rider from headquarters."
answered the airman. "I saw him
arrive just now with the CO."
"Headquarters, eh?" Craig was in-

terested. Like most of the men at the
aerodrome he had a hearty contempt
for anyone on '"The Staff." He picked
up the trick bun and handed it to one
of his cronies. "Here, fill that up.
This is where we have some fun." He
cupped his hands. "Hallo, there!"
George stopped dead.
"Me?" He tapped his chest.

Craig nodded, all smiles.

"What about a coffee?" he shouted.
George thought a coffee was a mighty

fine idea and he shuffled forward. He
grinned at the two girls. He had no
great time for girls, mainly because he
was shy of them, but he did think the
fair-haired girl with the laughing,
merry blue eyes was rather nice. It

was this girl Peggy who handed kim
his coffee.

"From headquarters, aren't you?"
asked Craig.
"Yes, that's right—headquarters."
" Have a bun ?"
" No, thanks."
"Oh. go on!" Craig cried per-

suasively. "I bet it's as good as any-
thing voni get at headquarters." He

indicated Peggy. "Made by her own
sweet hand-."

"Well, in that case." answered th^
polite George, and took the bun and
tried to bite it.

How they all yelled with mirth as
\ mixture, partly water and whitewash,
squirted out. Jt was some moments
before George realised what had hap-
pened, then he grinned in a sickly.

apologetic manner that somehow made
Peijfiry feel rather ashamed.
"I was going to wash in\ fape, any-

way." said George.
"Must have our little joke, you

know," chuckled Craig.
" i'>. you're welcome," answered the

good-natured George.
Meanwhile, what about Scruffy?

That clog was not in the least like a
whippet, but he had persistence. lie
had reached the residence of Sir Philip
Bargrave just as George went roaring
off to the aerodrome. Scruffy sat down
for a rest and then went off on the
trail, and in the end reached the aero-
drome. It was the sergeant of the
guard who caught the tired dog and
read on the collar. "Yew Tree Cot-
tage, Frogley." He ordered one of the
men to put the dog into an empty
guard-room.
George could have done with Scruffy's

care and attention, because the prac-
tical jokers were having a great time.
Whilst George drank his coffee, Craig
managed to get hold of his handker-
chief, liberally sprinkle it with pepper,
and push it back into the victim's
pocket. A bugle sounded recalling the
airmen to work, so that George was
left alone at the trolly with the two
girls.

Corporal Craig swaggered off with a
heavily built airman, whom everybody
addressed as "Nobby."
"How you getting on with our ser-

geant-major's daughter?" he asked.
"Oh, Peggy!" Craig laughed smugly.

"She's all over me."
George was a little embarrassed at

being left alone with these two girls,

though they were not paying him any
attention, being busy discussing a sale
they had visited.

"Perhaps I'd better be getting back
to headquarters."

Peggy, who up till then had been ft

little sorry for this stupid fellow, was
at once against him when he mentioned
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headquarters. She gave him a look
i>f contempt, and then turned her back.

" Funny how being at headquarters
turns some people's heads," she re-

marked to her friend.

George decided that he was not
wanted and, what's more, it must be
time the CO. had finished those letters.

He come round the corner of a hangar
end pulled up sharply. Two or three

sandbags lay on the ground, and across

one was resting a gun and the end of

this gun seemed to be resting on a

tripod. A number of airmen were
standing down, whilst one fellow was
cuddling the gun.
"Load!" shouted the N.C.O. in

< barge of (he < lass.

"On aim, sir," reported the man at

the gun.
" Open fire !"

George realising that he was very

no-c to tho lino of fire jumped back

behind the hangar. Whilst the gun
via, doing its rat-tat-tat he was stand-

ing with his fingers in his ears. Then
something interfered with his vision.

George gaped his horror. It was the

pretty girl Peggy, she was carrying a

basket and evidently going on a shop-

ping expedition. She must cross the

line of fire.

George peered round the hangar, but

cvervone seemed too busy to pay him
any " attention, and the noise was
deafening. He kept on pointing and
waving his hands, but it had no effect,

so there was only one thing for it.

George rushed towards the girl, and
before she had time to resist had flung

her to the ground.
Nobby and Corporal Craig were

working inside the hangar, and it was
Nobby "who drew the N.C.O.'s attention.

Peggy struggled vainly to rise, but

George' was holding her down. Tho
machine-gun class saw the incident and
the firing ceased, so George let the girl

go. She struggled to her feet, and her

print dress was badly soiled.

"You've got a nerve!" Peggy cried,

hardly able to control herself.

"Oh,, no, it's nothing really,"

modestly answered the hero. "Any
time you

"

"Thought that was a funny way of

getting even, didn't you?"
" No, no, no !" George was com-

pletely taken aback.
" If that's your idea of a joke, it's

not mine."
"But it wasn't a joke. You see

"

George turned and pointed at the

Hiacnme-gun orew. His eyes opened
Ode. "They're laughing !" gasped the

amazed George.
"Am! here's something else for them

to laugh at!" shouted Peggy, and she

handed George a beautiful clip across

the cheek. Then she grabbed up her
basket and stalked off, head held high.
George saw that the men seemed more
amused than ever, and it puzzled and
bewildered him.

"That'll teaoh you to get fresh 1"

tho N.C.O. called out.
"It's nothing to laugh at!" George

went up to him and spoke indignantly.
"You might have killed her."

" Now don't try to kid me you
didn't know they were blanks."
"Blanks?" gasped George, as the

truth dawned on him.
He decided to get away from the

laughter of these oirmen, and he went
towards Hangar D, where Corporal
Craig and Nobby were working. Need
less to say, the corporal had taken a
very poor view of tho incident.

"Hey, here a minute I" he celled out
harshly.
Nobby, hands on hips, had been

watching. A touch on hi9 shoulder
made him look round^ It was one of
the new bunch of recruits.
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"Could you give me a hand with
this boot?" requested the recruit. "I've
got a nail in it. Perhaps you could
knock it out on that bench."

"Let's have a look," said Nobby,
who held (lie recruit's rifle and handed
it to Craig, who took it very unwill-
ingly.

The recruit rested a hand on Nobby's
shoulder as the airman first of all

examined the recruit's boot to find out
whereabout tho nail was situated.
Craig moved forward to meet George.
"That girl happens to be a friend of

mine," gritted out Corporal Craig.
" Well, it was like this," began

George. " You see, I
"

A flight sergeant came into the hangar
and walked up to the corporal.

"Flight commander wants your log-

book," he stated.

"Okay!" answered the corporal, and
handed the rifle to George. "Hold
that."
George accepted it obediently. Craig

went over to a shelf to collect his log-

book when he noticed through glass

windows a squad of recruits near the
orderly-room. He saw the sergeant-
major numbering off the squad, and the
corporal's cunning, wicked eyes lit up
when the S.M. began ragine- because
there were fifteen in the squad, and it

should be sixteen. Craig glanced round
and saw that Nobby was still busy on
the recruit's boot—what a chance for

putting this headquarters fellow in his

place. He dashed back to George.
"Better take that outside."
"Me?" George was foxed.

"Very strict in the regulations here,"
solemnly stated Craig. " Rifles near
petrol-tanks and all that." He stepped
back as George tried to hand him the
rifle. " Sorry. Flight commander wants
me." Then he jumped forward and
gripped George by the arm. "Look
out! There's an officer coming." He
pushed the bewildered George towards
the other side of the hangar. " Quick

!

Through that door!" '

There were a lot of questions George
wanted to ask about these regulations
and why the gun could not be handed
to its rightful owner, but before he
could get any words out he was through
a small door, which slammed behind
him.
The sergeant-major looked round and

saw what he imagined was the missing
recruit."

"Where the devil have you been?" he
thundered.
"Me?"
"Yes, you! Don't hurry, though.

We'll wait." The S.M. had his head
lowered like a bull and his eyes were
glaring.
"But "

"Fall in at the double!" the S.M.
almost foamed.
Somehow George found himself one

of a line of recruits, who were all trying
not to grin.

"I'll teach you to burst into my
office," hissed the S.M. "And trail

arms when you come on parade next
time."

" But I'm not "

"When you address me—say ' Sir.'
"

"Sir?" questioned George.
"Yes—sir!"
" Well, sir

"

"Silence in the ranks!" This time
the S.M. went and breathed on George
from a very close range, and his mous-
tache seemed to twitch as he added:
"One more word from you and I'll have
you up before the CO."

" Yes, sir," meekly cried George.

The sergeant-major then stepped back,
squared his shoulders and spoke sharply:

" For Inspection—port arms."
George thought it would be best to
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try to do what the others were doing,
uitt his efforts at copying were not good.

"Pull back the bolt." whispered the
recruit on George's right.

George pulled back the bolt and some-
how got it right out. He tried to get
it back, but it would not fit, so he
stuffed it into his pocket. The manner
in which he clutched the rifle made the
S.M. scowl when he at last reached
him. The S.M. pushed and shoved at
George until the latter was holding the
rifle correctly.
"Put your thumb over the bolt!"

cried tho S.M. as he grasped the muzzle
of the rifle with the intention of look-
ing down the barrel. As the recruit

seemed such a fool he thought it best
to put one hand on the barrel—other-
wise the butt might land on his toe.
"Filthy! Can't see & thing!"
"Can't yon, sir?" helpfully spoke

George. "Let's have a look."

The sergeant-major almost expired
when he found that the recruit was not
at the other end of the gun, and had
stepped out of the ranks.

" What the devil d'you think you're
doing? I told you to keep your thumb
on the bolt."
George produced the bolt.

"I did my best, sir, but it's come un-
stuck."
"Get back into the ranks." The S.M.

was livid. "I'll teach you who's in

charge here."
George, the bolt back in the rifle,

found himself back in the ranks and
conscious that for some reason all these
men were laughing at him.
"I will now demonstrate the slope

arms," stated the S.M., and executed
the movements. " One—two—three.

Don't be afraid of your rifle. Slap it

into your shoulder—it won't hurt you.
Don't forget to throw your rifle up."
He did the movement several times.
" Now let's see you do it. Don't forget

—throw your rifle up. Squad, 'shun—
slope arms !"

George determined that he must try

his best and jerked up his rifle so
swiftly that he failed to get a proper
grip on it; it sailed through the air and
landed on the sergeant-major's foot.

Corporal Craig, watching from the

window, was almost doubled up with
mirth. He turned and saw that the
recruit had got the nail out of his boot.

"I wouldn't go out on the parade
ground just yet," Craig advised.
" Better wait until you can slip out un-

noticed."
The sergeant-major, after telling

George that he ought, to be in a home,
stood the awkward squad at ease whilst

he demonstrated the "Ground arms."
George was so hot and exhausted that

he took out his handkerchief, mopped
his brow and wiped his nose. The
sergeant-major was just showing how
the rifle should be laid on the ground
parallel to the right foot when George
sneezed. The S.M. leaped to an up-

right position with obvious anxiety for

the seat of his breeches. He saw the
smirks.

"I'll teach you to laugh on parade!"
he shouted and glared at George. "And
as for you, you'll laugh on the wrong
side of your face before the day's out !"

Once more he demonstrated the move-
ment, and again George used the hand-
kerchief. George's sneeze was just like

tearinf cloth, and once again the S.M.
jerked upright. He was busy telling

George a few things when the command-
ing officer appeared. At once the S.M.
called the squad to attention and stepped
smartly up to his officer to salute.

George looked desperately round, and
at that moment Craig pushed the re-

cruit through the doorway. George
slipped out of the back row, where he
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hid got to by mistake. The recruit

stepped across the short space, grabbed
tlie rifle, and took his place in the ranks.
"How are the new recruits, sergeant-

major?"
"Speaking for fifteen of them, sir,

I've seen worse," was the report. "But
the sixteenth is the worst I've seen in
thirty years' service."
The commanding officer decided to in-

spect the squad and asked the S,M.
to point out the bad recruit. Of course,
the wretched George could not be found.
The S.M. had sixteen men, and yet the
smirking idiot had vanished. When he
reported this the CO. looked at him
suspiciously, and asked if he were seeing
double. George had hidden behind a
sentry-box, but when he tried to tiptoe
towards the protection of a hangar the
S.M. saw him.
"There he is, sir!" the S.M. shouted

and pointed. "Come back here, you!"
The C.O.'s eyes opened wide.
"But he's no recruit," he said. "He's

a dispatch rider from headqa^rters."
"A who, sir?" The .S.M. was stag-

gered.
"Drove me here only a few minutes

ago." The CO. gave his sergeant-
major a nasty look. "I'll see you in my
office later." Then he looked at George.
"The letters are not ready yet."
The squad was dismissed, but the

S.M. ordered George to remain behind.
" Get back to your headquarters and

never let me see you again."
" But those letters

"

The S.M. had stalked off—he just

could not talk to George. George
scratched his head and wondered what
he should do. A kindly disposed airman
told him to wait in the guard-room.
There was a telephone there, and when
the guard was called out it was his

chance to make a call. He got through
to Froglev 214 and spoke to his sister.

What should he do? She told him that

he must wait for the letters. If he
didn't they might find out about Bob,
who would be court-martialled. He
hung up hurriedly as the sergeant of the
guard appeared.
"Who was it?"
"Wrong number." George answered

quickly. "I wish they'd hurry up with
those letters."

"I'll let you know when they're
ready." gruffly stated the sergeant.
"Best go along to the canteen."

Scruffy had bitten through the rope
that had held him prisoner some time
before George came into the guard-
house. He got out through a window

.

Craig Qets More Laughs

GEORGE wandered off towards the
canteen. It was now almost dark,
and the idea of driving that

powerful inotor-bike was a problem

;

Bti'll, if he could only get away from this

place it would be something, even if it

meant pushing Bob's machine all the
way to Frogley.
The canteen was full of airmen off

duty. They were playing cards, bil-

liards, chess, reading papers, chatting
and generally relaxing. Behind the
long counter Peggy was on duty, and
nearby lounged Corporal Craic and
Nobby.

"Look, he's still here." Nobby
nudged his friend.

"Hey. Romeo!" called Craig, and
when George paused in front of him
asked: "Have a bun?"
"I want to speak to the young lady

I met this afternoon," stolidly stated
George.
Craig turned so that George could see

that the girl behind the counter was
Peggy. Then the corporal called her
name arid pointed to George.
"Look who's here."
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1 "Why, if it's not Mr. Headquarters!"
cried Peggy, with a nasty laugh.
"Their pet practical joker."
"I'm sorry about messing up your

dress," humbly spoke George. "I'm
afraid I sort of lost my head."
"You certainly did."
"Won't you let me apologise?"
" 'Fraid I'm rather busy." was her

haughty answer.
This caused Craig considerable amuse-

ment. Peggy filled a tray and went off

to see to the wants of the various cus-
tomers, whilst George stared unhappily
after her.

Somebody began to hang out a tune
at the piano, and an N.C.O. came up
to Craig and asked him to sing one of
hi.- comic songs.
"I'm not in the mood." he answered,

and pointed at George. "Ask him.
He's full of gag.--.''

" What can he do ?"

"Everything I expect— sing—dance-
play any musical instrument."
"I can play the uke a little." stated

George. ,

Naturally. Corporal Craig did not be-
lieve this for a moment. He knew the
S..\l. had a ukelele in his room, so he
whispered into Nobby's ear to go get
it. George's eyes glistened when Nobby
pushed the instrument into his hands,
and Craig chuckled because he felt cer-
tain that he was about to witness the
further humiliation of a person to whom
he had taken a distinct aversion. The
corporal shouted for silence, and then
said with a sneering grin that one of
the big shot.- from headquarters wanted
to sing to them. This was greeted with
ironical cheer-. Peggv looked at Craig,
and there was an angry glint in her
eyes. One could take practical joking
too far. It was time that Craig eased
up on this poor mug from headquarters.
Then George twanged the ukelele lov-
ingly, perched himself on the edge of
a table and began to sing. The laughter
died away and soon everyone was crowd-
ing round—no need to tell these boys
that here was a musician.

The smirk on Craig's face vanished
because he realised th»f

i fact as well.

Some of the words of the song were
very funny, and it made the corporal
furious to hear the laughter and to see
Peggy was smiling.
"Pretty good. I must say." was his

condescending comment at the end.

"And I wrote it myself," George said
with pride.

"You did?" Now there was almost
herd-worship in the eyes of the sergeant-
major's daughter.
The boys shouted for another tune,

and George sang them the same ditty

that he had broadcast at the request
of Bluebottle. It was not very long
before Corporal Craig recognised the
tune and the voice.

" Funny thing, but when I was night
flying I heard that very song relayed
from Frogley," the corporal stated
sharply, when the applause was at an
end. " What's more, the voice was the
dead spit of yours."

George realised this unfortunate coin-
cidence might mean his unmasking, and
he stared hopelessly at the corporal.
Luckily, the latter had to take a back
seat as there was a yell from the appre-
ciative audience for more. The only
tune that George could think of that
would appeal was about a sergeant-
major, and so he sang it.

It was a comedy number with numerous
sallies at the expense of all sergeant-
majors. As most of the men went in

fear and trembling of this mighty per-
sonage they were at first apprehensive,
and then gave full vent to the laughter.
Most unfortunate that the sergeant-
major should hear the twanging of the
ukelele and enter the canteen to find
out who was playing it so perfectly.

The S.M. listened to one chorus and
then, like a madman, he intervened and
informed George that his next place of
abode would be the guard-room.

The poor, unfortunate George was
pushed into a room, and at once a
shaggy form bounded forward— it was

The bucket flopped over the sergeant-major's head with a clang.
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Scruffy. The S.M. came in to ques-
tion the prisoner and was amazed.

"Is that your dog?" he asked sus-

piciously—everything about this young
fellow aroused his suspicions.

" Yes."
" But I thought you'd just come from

headquarters?"
" Yes, yes—I have " stuttered

George.
"Followed you down, I suppose," was

(he sarcastic comment.
" Well, he used to be my dog,"' lied

George.' "But I gave him to someone
who lives near here," he added as a
bright after-thought. "Ho must have
heard that I was down for the day."
Peggy went with Corporal Craig to

find out what had happened to the un-
fortunate ukelele player, and they
heard from the sergeant about the dog,
and the girl was allowed to see the
dog after George had been taken away
to have an unpleasant five minutes with
the CO.—the S.M. hoped it would be
unpleasant.
When Craig saw the address, " Yew

Tree Cottage, Froglcy," he jumped to

the truth that George was not from
headquarters.
"Obviously a fraud—probably not in

the Air Force at all. I'd better let the
sergeant-major know."
"Dave, if he's not in the Air Force,"

I'eggy paused, "he might have thought
those were real bullets."
After a certain amount of persuasion

Peggy convinced Craig that it would be
best that, nothing be said that night.
She would take the dog back in the
morning and find Out.
The S.M. came out of the orderly-

room to inform George that defaulters
would be seen by the C.O. in the morn-
ing, and that he would spend the night
in Number 4 barracks.
"But the letters?" argued George.
"They'll be posted."
The unscrupulous Corporal Craig saw

George searching for Number 4 bar-
racks, and with the idea of more fun
pretended to be very sorry for his little

jokes. Naturally, George told him
about having to stay the night in bar-
racks, and at once Craig's eyes glinted.
He offered to show George the way, and
hi' showed the unfortunate young man
into the S.M.'s quarters.
George was amazed to find such a

comfortable place with proper rooms,
beds and everything. He was such a
guileless person that he never suspected
further trickery. Craig covered himself
by saying that there had been a lot of
improvements lately, and it was a new
idea of the authorities to give fellows
rooms hist like home.

" Ke, it's champion," cried George.
Corpora] Craig departed, and nearly

died of mirth once he got out of the
building. George took a bath in the
fine bath room, and as he could not find
the bed-room switch he put out. the light
by the simple method of faking out the
bulb. There were two beds, and he
chose the one on the right, and being
dogged tired was soon asleep.

The S.M. came in a long time later,

cussed when the light would not work,
undressed, took a bath, and had his
usual snooze. I'eggy always came and
kissed her father goodnight, and George
was almost under the bedclothes, except
for a bit of forehead. She kissed his
forehead and tiptoed out of the room.
Some five minutes lattfr the S.M. woke
m|i. tried the lights, remembered they
would not act, muttered and got into
l lie empty bed.

I'eggy was up early, and took Scruffy
<i\er to Frogley in one of the lorries
going that way. She saw Anne and
learned all about, the subterfuge of
Anne's brother. Anne begged I'eggy io
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help George, because he had only done
it to save Bob.
"Don't worry. I'll see he gets away

all right," Peggy promised, and patted
Scruffy': "Your master will soon be
home, Scruffy."
Peggy returned to camp, and now her

opinion of George had undergone a big
change. He was a sort of martyred
hero.
Meanwhile, George was in even worse

trouble. An orderly had brought the
S.M. his usual early morning tea and
found two occupants in the room, and,
naturally, imagined it was a friend. He
fetched another cup of tea, and both
men sat up in bed to enjoy it. George
gave a yell when he saw his room mate,
and most of the hot tea went over the
sergeant-major. George was the first

case that morning before the C.O.
The S.M.'s chief complaint .vas about

a song, which was both insubordinate
and insulting. Thero were further inci-

dents, but the C.O. said he would deal
with one at a time—he wished to hear
the song. The S.M. had to confess that
he possessed a ukelele, and squirmed at
the amused gleam in his superior's eyes.
An orderly was sent for the instrument.
Meantime George had been thinking

hard, and trying to scheme out some
fresh words. It was a shock for the
S.M. when George trilled out a dog-
gerel all about the most wonderful S.M.
the Air Force had ever known, how the
men idolised him and what he did for
them.
"Can you see anything very wrong in

that?" the C.O. asked of the adjutant
when the song had ended.
"Sounded very complimentary to me,

sir."

"But the words are different, sir," the
S.M. almost, bellowed.
"Words often sound different at

10 o'clock at night," the C.O. answered,
knowing that his S.M. did not disap-
prove of alcoholic refreshment. "Case
dismissed."
"Do you mean I can go. sir?" cried

George, and beamed. " Thank you,
sir."

"Give Aircraftsman Bullock his

papers," ordered the C.O. When George
had been marched from the room he
looked at his chief N.C.O. "I'm sur-
prised, sergeant-major. A man from
headquarters. This is the sort of thing
that gives a station a bad name."

" But last night, sir
"

"What happened the night before
often appears different in the morning,"
snapped the C.O. "Don't forget fire

drill at 9.30."

The S.M. went out red in the face

—

lie had almost forgotten to salute. His
big hands shook as ho scowled at the
papers in his hands. Then he noticed
that A/c Bullock had been posted from
the Air Ministry to (Ilenbridge Air
Station for the annual week's training.

George was on his machine and almost
on his way when the sergeant-major
stopped him. He was Aircraftsman Bid-
lock 2814—had he forgotten that he had
been posted here for a week's training?
George would have argued, but he
capitulated when the S.M. threatened
to put him under arrest.

"Number 4 Barracks," ordered the
S.M. "Idm'i make any mistake about
it, this time. Report to me on tho
parade ground in half an hour."

Learning to Serve His Country

GEORGE found Number 4 Barracks
all right, and someone told him
when it was time to fall in for the

parade, fie was ambling across the
parade ground about 9.20 when I'eggy
darted out of a hangar and gripped his
arm.
"I've seen your sister this morning."
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"What?" George almost jumped gut
of his skin.

" She told me the whole story, and I'm
going to help you get away."

"It's very good of you." George
managed a grin of gratitude. " But I'm
afraid it's too late."

"Why too late?"
"They've found out that Bob's coming

here for this week's training, so they
won't let me go."
"But you can't impersonate Bob for a

whole week."
"I'll save him from being court-

martialled, anyway."
"But it's a serious crime wearing a

uniform you aren't entitled to."

"It'll be just as serious for Bob if

they catch him over that letter."

"Well, I think it's jolly sporting of
you," Peggy said admiringly, for she
was touched by his devotion.
"If it wasn't for that lop-cared, led-

nosed-lah-di-dall-sergeant-major "

"Look out!" hissed Peggy.
He saw the dreaded man approach-

ing, and stiffened to attention.
" Hallo, daddy," she cried, and George

just gaped vacantly.
"Why tho devil aren't you on fire

drill?" raved the S.M.
"I'm just going, sir," George

answered, and beat it at the double.

Peggy had had to explain all that she
had found out about George to Corporal
Craig, and that worthy was by now sick
of the sight of a person who was rapidly
becoming a rival. After some argument
he had agreed to say nothing, but hinted
that it was only for Peggy's sake that he
would keep his mouth shut. At the fire

drill he whispered in George's ear that
he knew the truth and was now on his
side. Actually; he was planning more
humiliation for the unfortunate George.

" Do exactly as I tell you and you
can't go wrong," Craig whispered.
"Grab a bucket of sand and follow me
up that ladder."
A ladder had been run up to a window

of the barracks and the idea was to put
the fire out with sand. George was not
good at clambering up ladders, especi-
ally when carrying a heavy bucket of
sand. The sergeant-major came along
to see if the drill was being carried out
to schedule, and paused almost under-
neath the ladder. George rested on the
ladder, and his left hand held the
bucket. Craig looked down and saw
this hand touch the side of the ladder
and promptly stepped down a rung on
to George's fingers. The sand went ail

over the S.M. and the bucket flopped
over his head with a clang. George was
horrified, and ho knew that Craig had
stepped on his hand on purpose.

Craig and George scrambled up the
ladder and through the window. The
S.M., livid with fury, removed the
bucket in time to guess who had inflicted

this injury to his dignity. He went up
the ladder after him. but by that time
George had reached the ground through
an escape chute. Nobby had witnessed
the incident, and he was not so friendly
with Craig.
"Now's your chance fo get. even," he

said out of the corner of his mouth,
handing George the nozzle of a fire hose.

"Belt him over the head as he comes
down the chute."

But. Craig at the window above had
seen and heard. When the S.M. de-

manded where Bullock was, he told him
that. George had gone and suggested
that the S.M. if he wanted to get down
quickly should use the chute. The idea
was distasteful to the big man, but to

use the stairs when all the other airmen
had heard Craig's suggestion, was out
of the question. Ho went down the
chute, George thought it was Craig, and
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gave him a good wallop with the fire

nozzle.

'"What the devil do you think you're
doing?" yelled the S.M., when he had
got free.

George gave one horrified gasp and
staggered back in terror. He cannoned
into a T-spanner of a fire-hydrant, caus-

ing it to swing round. The hose filled

rapidly, and then out shot a column of
water. The S.M. was bowled over, so
were a number of the men, and George
could not hold the squirming thing. The
nozzle went up in the air and Craig,
laughing up at the window, got it right
in the face.

That evening Peggy came into her
father's study to find him practising on
the ukelele. Rather unwisely she sug-
gested that Bullock should give him
some help.

"Bullock! Never mention that man
to me again," he flared. "I'll teach him
to hit me on the head."
"Don't bo too hard on him, daddy."
"He's on extra sentry-go now. I'!!

learn him."
"Perhaps if you were a bit kinder to

him and helped him with his drill "

—

Peggy slipped an arm round her father's

neck—"he might help you with your
ukp."
"Bah!" snorted the S.M.
There was a discreet knock, and it

was Corporal Craig.
"Good-evening, sir," said the N.C.O.

with a smirk. "Peggy asked me to take
her over to the canteen."
Peggy was getting a little tired of the

attentions of the corporal, but she made
no comment in front of her father.

"I never asked you to take me to the
canteen," she said, when they were out-

side.

"No, I took your wish for granted."
"You've got a nerve."
"And you've promised me a lot of

good marks for keeping my mouth
shut." Craig was unperturbed by her
indignation.
They went across to the canteen, and

Corporal Craig got a good laugh out of
poor George, who was pacing solemnly
up and down with a rifle that seemed
like a ton weight. His amusement made
tlie girl look at him with indignation.
At one time she had thought herself in

love with Craig, now she knew it was
the reverse.

The canteen was full of men because
there Mas to be a concert in a feu days,
and the talented ones were having a
practice.

George was standing at ease outside
his sentry-box when the S.M. appeared.
George hurriedly shouldered arms and
tried to look like a statue. Peggy's
words had had their effect. After several
brisk remarks the tone of the S.M. be-

came quieter, and he begged George to
try to do his duty properly instead of
driving him off his head. After which
he coughed and asked how George used
his fingers on a ukelele.
"You must bend the middle finger

more at the second joint, then it's free

of the fingers on the outside," eagerly
explained George.
The S.M. was quite pleasant until he

realised that George had handed him his
rifle to hold whilst he did a demonstra-
tion. The S.M. handed it back sharply,
blew out his cheeks, and went off splut-
tering, but he did not forget about the
middle finger.

Corporal Craig was incensed because
Peggy was all sympathy for George and
was most indignant when he made dis-

paraging remarks about the bogus air-

man. It roused his evil nature, and he
went across to the stage where some of
the men were decorating it with
paper streamers and balloons. Some of
the latter had faces painted on them,
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The pilot waited while
George clambered into

the forward cockpit ....

and Craig managed to borrow one.
Cautiously he made his way to a window
just above the sentry-box. He chuckled
because the bayonet of George's rifle

was level with the window. With great
difficulty he suppressed his laughter as

he fixed the balloon to the bayonet.
The S.M. went to his office, got out

his ukelele, and found to his joy that
this middle finger tip was a great help.

He felt so pleased that he decided to be
more lenient with Bullock. Perhaps the
fellow would respond to kindness. He
came out on to the parade ground, and
George was standing amartlj to atten-
tion. The balloon contained gas. so that
the S.M. did not observe it in the half

light.

"That's more like it. Now you look
something like a sentry." The S.M.
actually smiled. "Any moment the
CO. will be passing on his rounds, ami
1 want you to ' Present Arms ' smartly."
The C.O. and adjutant appeared, and

the S.M. gave the order to " Present
Arms." Horror of horrors. The S.M.
saw the balloon, and so did George.
George did the only tiling possible, nc
prodded the balloon with his bayonet.
Hang! It did not sound so loud thirty

yards away, and all the CO. saw was
the S.M. stagger because George had
prodded the balloon almost in his face.

"Was that a hiccup, sergeant-major?"
asked the C.O. "Did I see vou stag-
ger?"
"No, sir, you see

"

"In future kindly take more wafer
with it," the C.O. interrupted, and went
on his way.
The S.M. waited till the officers were

out of hearing, and then lie thrust his

angry visage within inches of George's
twitching features.
"Get out of my sight and never let

me see you again."
George beat a hasty retreat, glad to

escape with his skin.
From Vi, another canteen girl, Peggy

heard all about a sentry with a balloon
tied to his bayonet. It was the funny
fellow from headquarters, and then
Peggy gave Corporal Craig such a dirty-

look. She lifted the flap of the canteen.
"Where are you off to?" Craig asked.
"To stop him before he gets into more

trouble," was her retort. "I think it's 3
shame playing tricks on him like that.''

The swing doors of the canteen opened
and a dejected George entered and
seated himself moodily at a small table.

Craig was thinking what devilment ho
could get up to when an orderly touched
him on the shoulder. The CO. wanted
him—he had been detailed as radio
operator for to-morrow's test of the new-
fighter.

"Be back soon. Peggy." Craig stuck
out his chest. "The C.O. just can't get
on u ithout me."
Peggy did not answer, because she was

not listening. All her thoughts were
with George. She went over to hi*

table
" What's the mailer?"
"Oh, nothing."
" Ye-, there is."

"I was just thinking how right they
were never to have let me join the
Air Force."
"What d'you mean?"
"I'm no good—every time I trj to

be smart, something goes wrong."
"Is this anything to do with the

balloon?" Peggy asked.
"Craig, wasn't it?" He looked at

her and she nodded. "Nothing to do
with me, I know, but it beats me why
you're so fond of him."
"Who said I was?" the girl said

sharply "Has it ever occurred to

you that I may have to play up to
him to keep his mouth shut about
you ?

"

"You mean—you do it for me?" He
was incredulous.

" In a way—yes."
That brightened George up a lot.

She whispered that they could not
talk there, and he followed her behind
the counter into the small pantry
beyond. In the privacy of this room
Peggy said how sorry she was abou-
smacking his face, and now that she.

knew wthy he had collared her, she
had a very different opinion of him

February 25th. 1939.
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It ended by them telling each other
ihal they liked each other a lot. Then
Peggy pulled back a cloth and revealed
her fathers ukelele—she did not ex-
plain that she had purloined it when
his back was turned.

from now on you're going to show
everyone what you're made of." Peggy
spoke determinedly. "The boys liked
your playing the other day. Now's
ihe chance to give them another treat
-make yourself popular."
" I'll show 'em ! exulted George,

and grasped the ukc as if it were a
machine-gun. "You leave it to me."
When Craig got back from his inter-

view with the O.O. it was to find

ge and Peggy percihed on a table.

George playing, Peggy singing, and
all the lads joining in the choruses.
Corpora] Craig literally gritted his

teeth.

Escape

AT nine the next morning most of

(he men of the aerodrome were
on parade. George, wearing

overalls, hod been detailed to "D"
(light. A flight, sergeant dressed the

squad, inspected them and reported
"All correct." The chief fly in

George's ointment was the fact that
Corpora] Craig was next to him, and
that individual kept giving him
murderous glances. Then the flight

commander spoke a few words.
" As reception flight, we shall have

everyone's eyes on us, so mind you put
on a good show. Corporal Craig,
have everything ready for a complete
v si of her radio as soon as she lands."

Yes, sir."
" She's to be flown with full war-

load, so have bombs and ammunition
loaded immediately. That's all."

"Flight dismiss!'' hoarsely shouted
the sergeant. " Get up bombs and
ammunition."
George found himself holding a

torpedo-shaped thing that weighed to

his mind a ton, and he was scared
pink he'd drop it—he nearly did when
he saw Peggy standing at the side of a
hangar and beckoning him urgently,
lie got the bomb to the dump, and
then managed to join the girl.

"Quick I" she gasped out, "Anne's
just arrived and says Bob is reporting
at the orderlv-room."
"What? He can't do that."
" He's just back from leave and is

furious with you for trying to take
his place."
"But they'll find cut about the

letter.'?

"That's his funeral. The point is

that he's reporting. Then they'll arrest
you and you'll be. given six months for

wearing that, uniform."
"Six months?" George was horrified.
" You must escape before they find

you out." The girl pointed. "You
see the farm there? If you can slip

across to it when nobody's looking,
there's a lane which leads down to the
Froglpy road. It's your only hope."
Corporal Craig missed George and

looked round suspiciously. He spotted
iliem whispering together, and came
across—his face a thundercloud.

*' Look here. I've had about enough
of this," he shouted angrily. "I said
I'd keep my mouth shut on conditions.
And they were not that you should
spend your time fussing over this little

squirt."
"Who said I >vas a squirt?" George

clenched his fista.

I'eggy intervened.
"He's worth a hundred of you," she

said, her eyes blading,
"Oh, is he T' Craig grinned un-

pleasantly. "That settles it. I've
kept, my mouth Bbttt long enough."
February _'1th, !?S9.
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"No, please," begged Peggy, regret-
ting her hasty voids. "You mustn't,
tell them."
"And I hope they give him nine

months," Craig said, and left them.
"I'll see what I can do." Peggy

clutched George's arm. " But get away
quick. It's more important than ever
now."
"Oh, mother!" murmured the un-

happy George.
" Good luck !" cried Peggy, and

rushed off in pursuit of Craig.
George dithered. How could he

charge, walk or sneak across the flying-
field without being spotted?
There was a roar overhead, and

everyone gazed skywards. The new
fighter had arrived. The flight sergeant
bellowed to his squad.
"Harris! Wilson! Look after the

chocks and see they're tight under the
wheels. Clarge, starboard wing-tip."
He saw George. "Come here, you.
Stand by eho port wing-tip."
The unlucky George found himself a

virtual prisoner. He became resigned
to his fate. He heard Nobby telling
someone that ho had never seen such
a perfect landing, only an ace pilot
could get her down without crashing.
George was not interested.
Peggy arrived breathless outside the

S.M. s office, and then Craig appeared.
"Have you told him?''
" Of course. Now look here, Peggy,

do be reasonable—— " But Craig was
pushed to one side.

The flight commander went out with
the pilot to look at the new fighter.

As Sir Philip was expected any
moment, it was decided to keep the
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engine ticking over. Then Corporal
Craig was called up and introduced.

"I'll just check over the gear, sir*

and perhaps you'll run her up for a
ground test."

"Okay," agreed the pilot. " G.iv^
mo a shout when you're icady.

"

Meanwhile Peggy was pleading hi
vain with her father to spare George;
Certainly not ! Would she have her
father neglect his duty?
"I wouldn't even if I liked him."
" But I love him."
"What! Him?"
"Yes."
"Nonsense!'' the S.M. cried. "You're

just putting this on to try to save
him.*'
"No, no, I'm not." There wore

in Peggy's eyes. .
" Honestly I'm

not."
The sergeant-major was in a

quandary, but he was saved from the
awkward situation by an orderly, who
reported that Sir Philip's car was
arriving. The S.M. rushed out to
receive the great man.
Sir Philip got out of his car, shook

hands with Wing Commander Hill, and
stated that before he saw the new
fighter go through a test lie would
like to inspect the airmen in their
barracks. The S.M. grabbed an
orderly, told him to tell the sergeants
to get every man into barracks, and
heaven help anybody if they were not
spotless.

George had to leave his post by the
aeroplane and join the airmen dashing
towards barracks. George decided it

was his chance. He dodged behind a
door, waited till all the men had gone,
and then crept back into a hangar.
He was thinking of making a rush for
it when round the corner came an
airman.
"Didn't you get my message?"
Bob recoiled.
"Yes."
"Then what are you doing here?'*
"You might ask yourself that."
"Me?"
"Coming back and spoiling every-

thing," argued George. "Both of us'll

get. it in the neck now."
"I've done nothing."
"But they'll find out about you not

delivering the letter."
" It was never meant to be de-

livered," said Bob. ''It was a
duplicate—for reference only."

" You mean I
"

"Look here, George, I know you
were only trying to be helpful and
I'm grateful. So now I'm trying to
help you. Don't you realise that
every day you wear that uniform makes
the crime worse? You've probably
earned about twelve months already."
"Six—nine—twelve ''

( .Verge looked
round desperately. "I'll be in for life

if I don't hurry."
"Now's your chance," urged Bob.

"I've got to go and report."
George crept out of the hangar.

Nobody about anywhere. He went
stealthily across the tarmac towards the
farmhouse.
The pilot and Corporal Craig,

naturally, had staved •villi the machine.
The pilot asked if there were a tele-

phone, and Craig said there was one
at the far side, of the hangar.
"I'm all ready for ground test, sir."

"Good. I'll run her up after I've
telephoned."
"If there's anything wrong, sir,

that won't give me much time to make
it good."
"Oh, all right," grumpily agreed ihe

pilot, and was walking towards the
hangar when he spotted George.

(Continued on page 34)
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A crook sells what he imagines is a barren mine to a rancher, and then finds that

the mine holds valuable deposits of tungsten. A girl also has an interest in that
mine and goes into partnership with the rancher, and the crook tries every foul trick

to regain possession of the mine. Starring George O'Brien

The Banning Claim

BIG, smiling Bob McVcy was quite
willing to allow Carol Banning
and her grandfather to stake out

a mining claim on his ranchland.
Directly he imet her, Bob had grown
fond of Carol, who was pretty and
high-spirited.

Privately he wag of the opinion that
he mine was useless. But when Ilu^ii
Fawcett, a mining promoter who had
tried many times to get oil mineral
rights on Bob's land, took a hand in

the game. Bob began to sit up and
take notice.

From a note he found in the shack
near the workings, when the occupants
were away, Bob discovered that Faw-
cett was reporting to old Mr. Banning
that samples only showed slight traces
of tungsten.
Grim-faced, Bob rode into Dry

Creek with Placer Bill, his burly.
good-humoured assistant, taking with
him another sample for as^ay. Leav-
ing Bill to await the report, he called
on Hugh Fawcett, e big, hard-faced
fellow with little of the business man
in his appearance, but a whole lot of
the toughness of the mining camps.
"I've been expecting you to drop

in," Fawcett grinned.
"Fawcett, just how much did you

have to do with Banning's staking that
claim out on my range-land?" Bob
demanded.
He knew the Fawcett method very

well Tho promoter promised small
prospectors to back them with ex-
penses, then when they had slaved to
find out the possibilities of the mine,
forced them to sell to him for a song.

"It might be your range-land,
1 '

Fawcett growled, ''but you don't own
ineral rights."

"As long a~ I run cattle on that
land, I won't have any mines clutter-

ing it up, especially," Bob added
offensively, "any that you're interested
in."

"I'm not only interested in the Ban-
ning claim, but I also own the mine."
Fawcett grinned, and held up a quit-
claim deed on which Bob could plainly
sec Banning's signature.

" How'd you get hold of this quit-
claim deed?" Bob growled.
"Banning came in to see me one

day. He was in a spot and needed
money. Through sympathy I took the
claim off his hands for three thousand
dollars."
Bob was -unaware that Banning had

only left the office just before lie

arrived. The old man, faced with
Faweett's refuel to advance him the
promised money to repay his outgoina;-
on equipment, had been bullied into
accepting not three thousand, but five

hundred dollars in return for his sign-
ing over the mine to the crook.
At that moment Banning was over

at Yukon Kate's saloon, and one of
Faweett's men. sent by the promoter,
was getting back the whole five hun-
dred in a poker game.
Bob didn't know all this, but he

knew Fawcett.
" You never did anything out of sym-

pathy in your life. You probably
gypped Banning out of his mine, figur-

ing I'd pay off to keep from being
annoyed''
"Maybe you're right, and maybe

you're wrong." Fawcett drawled.

"However. I intend to start developing
the Banning claim immediately."
"Then you have another think

coming, Fawcett ! You may own the
Banning claim, but you'll never work
it, because I won't let you or any of

your men cross my land.

"

Bob's tone was very forceful, but
Fawcett still smiled.
"You can't bluff me. I've been in

the mining business too long. I know
my rights."

"And 'I've been around crooks like

you long enough to know w here I

stand. I can throw you into a law-
suit that will keep you from eroding
my land for the next ten years."
"You've got me all wrong." said

Fawcett mildly. "I bought the Ban-
ning claim so that he could take his

granddaughter back Ka~t where they
belong. Of course, if you want to
make me an offer, it would sxne
trouble. Lawsuits cost money."
Bob laughed.
"All right, I'll make you a deal.

I'll give you two thousand dollar.-, if

you'll endorse that quitclaim deed over
to me, and sign an agreement never to
engage in any mining ventures on any
land that I own or lease. What do you
sav ':

"

"Well." Fawceit grinned, "anything
to avoid trouble."
The deal was carried through when

Placer Bill came in whistling and
Carrying a sheet of paper.
"What are you up to now. Bob?"

he grunted.
"I just bought a mine," Bob smiled.
"Here's the assay report on those ore

samples," Bill chuckled, his bright
little eves twinkling.
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Bob read it, and slowly a grin
spread over his face, while Faweett
looked uneasy.

" Listen to this," he said :
" ' Two-

tenths copper, trace of gold, point one-
six silver, and seventy-five per cent
tungsten.' " Faweett gasped, and his

face purpled as Bob read a footnote
from the assayist: " Bob, this is the
highest grade stuff I ever saw. Shoot
the works !'

"

Roaring with laughter, Bob and
Placer Bill left Faweett sitting blankly
in his oflice, and rode out of town to
have another look at the claim.

For once, the crook had been beaten.
He had signed away for two thousand
dollars a claim that might be worth a
fortune.

All unaware of the moves that had
been made, Carol Banning rode into
town a little later, her pretty face
worried as she looked for her grand-
father.
There sounded the crash of a shot

from Yukon Kate's, and Carol began
running along the boardwalk, a vague
dread gripping her.
She burst into the saloon, which was

in a ferment, with the acrid tang of
cordite hanging on the air.

Her grandfather was crumpled on
the floor and as she knelt by him,
her face white as paper, it needed no
expert knowledge to see that he was
dead.
The man who had done it—a hard-

faced scoundrel in wideawake hat and
black frockcoat—was standing above
him with a smoking gun si ill in his
hand. Banning had accused him of
cheating in the poker game—and it

suited Fawcett's purpose well Jo have
the old man out of the way.

Stricken dumb, Carol knelt by her
grandfather, tears blinding her. Yukon
Kate herself, a bulky woman who had
Eioneered in the Klondike, and had
een wooed unsuccessfully by Placer

Bill for the past twenty years, came
striding over with a gun in her hand.
"I ought to blow you in two, Bart,"'

she snarled.
"He did it in self-defence," growled

one of Bart's friends. "I saw it!"

"Get out," said Kate tensely, "and
don't ever show your ugly mug in my
place again. Go on, you two—get
out I"

She watched them slink out, then
turned to the girl, taking her by the
shoulders.
"He's dead Kate," Carol muttered

brokenly.
"I know, honey," Kate murmured,

and, half-supporting the grief-stricken
girl, took her into her own sitting room.

Fawcett's Trickery

A FORTNIGHT later a new firm
started work on the Painted
Desert The Banning-McVey

Mining Company came into being. It
was Bob's idea, when he learned with
a bit of a shock that Carol still be-
lieved she owned the claim.
The girl had been staying under

Kate's wing, recovering from the
shock of her grandfather's

_
murder.

Kate herself, finding the mining fever
gripping her once more, had been
analysing samples brought by Carol,
and had discovered the high content
of tungsten.

Excitedly she mortgaged the saloon
for every dollar sho could get and
joined up with Carol. But when they
reached the claim, they found Bob
and Placer Bill, helped by the ranch
foreman. Steve, already blasting to dis-

cover the best means of driving the
galleries.

Bob, who had fallen badly for Carol,
didn't want to hurt the girl, even
February 25tb, 193'J.
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though she was far from polite, and
declared she hated the sight of him.
He offered a partnership, with him-
self putting up the money for equip-
ment.
"What are you up to, anyway?"

Placer Bill whispered hoarsely, when
Carol and Kate had gone a short dis-

tance a -.'ay to talk over the offer.
" Why don't' you tell that hot-headed
young filly that you own this mine?
Show her the deed !"

"Now look," said Bob seriously,
"she doesn't even know her grand
father sold the deed. In trying to
get me over a barrel, Faweett gypped
her out of a good mine."
Yukon Kate was busy trying to win

over the girl.
" Well, he can't keep me from work-

ing this claim," snapped Carol, staring
angrily across at the young rancher.
"I know enough laws to know that
any mining tenant holds the rights to
cross any leased land."

" Suppose he didn't like what you
were doing," Kate argued. "He could
cause you plenty of trouble."
"Oh, how I hate him!" Carol

stamped her foot.
" Well, that's okay by me," Kate

grinned, "but don't let your hatred
interfere with the mine. He's got
money, and that's something we haven't
got !"

Carol turned on her in surprise.

"What about that money you raised
on the saloon ?"

"Oh, that little dab isn't enough to
get us started. Besides, wc need some-
body like Bob McVey. He's a fighter,

and I never heard of a mine yet that
didn't start a fight."

Realising that she was behaving
foolishly, Carol gave in. The contract
was signed that night at Bob's ranch,
while Steve and the men provided a
background of music and cowboy songs,
arranged by Bob. to try to get Carol
to like him a little better.

With his usual energy, Bob started
ordering machinery and hiring skilled

labour. News of this caused Faweett
to make another move. Already he
had offered Bob fifty thousand dollars
for a half-share in the mine; not even
the fact that he had increased this to
a hundred thousand could persuade Bob
to let him in.

"Listen, Faweett," he had growled,
"get it through your head—I don't
want any business dealings with you
whatsoever !"

In a tearing rage Faweett rode back
to Dry Greek. Now ho was laying
plans to drive out Bob and Carol.
The young rancher had borrowed
money from the bank on a ninety-day
note—which meant that if he didn't
pay up within that time, the bank
would foreclose and move in on his
property.
As it happened, Heist, the banker,

had already made his own arrange-
ments with Faweett. The mining pro-
moter bought the note from him.

"Well, good enough. Heist," he
grinned. " I'll take these off your
hands right away, but don't loan
McVey any more money." He snarled
the last words, for his rebuke was still

rankling.
"I understand, Mr. Faweett," said

the banker smoothly. "And when you
make out your cheque in payment for

these notes, don't forget to add the
full interest for the ninety days."

"Fair,enough," said Faweett. "Keep
this under your hat."
He called in two brutal-lookm<r

toughs who were lounging outside, and
gave them instructions.

" Bob McVey has just borrowed fifty

thousand dollars from the bank to de-
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velop the Banning claim. Now, you
two are the best ihard-rock miners in
the district." Burke and Kincaid
smirked at one another. "You won't,
have any trouble going to work for
him.

_
When that money is spent for

buildings and equipment, and McVey
finds out he can't borrow any more
money, I want things to begin hap-
pening that'll keep him from deliver- '

ing any ore 1"

So Burke and Kincaid went to work
for the Banning McVey Company.
Things were moving fast. Huge quan-
tities of timber had been deliver* I.

tunnels were being bored engine and
milling sheds were going up.

In the cabin which served as an
oflice, Carol and Kate did most of the
office work, while Bob worked like a
Trojan keeping things running
smoothly. He came in one day waving
a sheet of paper.

" There's the contract, folks 1 North-
Western Steel has agreed to take our
entire output, and they'll pay on de-
livery at the railroad at Dry Creek."
"That's swell!" beamed Placer Bill.

"Look, this is the first stuff to come
out of the mill. Within a week we'll
be running full blast."

But Kate pointed out that they had
only twelve days left before the note
became due at the bank, and Carol,
who was still distant with Bob, re-

ported that cash was running low. Bob
wasn't worrying very much about the
cash, although he agreed with Kate
that Heist, the banker, couldn't be
trusted any farther than she could
throw one of the mine buildii
There was a chance that Heist might
not renew the note.

"Bill," the young rancher ordered,
"get the wagons and mules together a->

fast as you can. As soon as the con-
centrates come out of the mill, we'll
haul them into town."

Bill was hurrying out when Steve
came in with anxious news.

"It's about the timbering in tunnel
No. 3," he reported, "I just .

through there, and it looks like the
whole drift's about to cave in.''

Bob whistled.
'AU right, Steve, we'll. go and have

a look at it. I'll be back, Kate." He
grinned at Carol, who turned aways

and strode out of the shack.
Yukon Ivato went ovot to the girl.

"Why don't you come off your high
horse, Carol, and act a little IlJore.

human round Bob?"
"I don't like him," said Carol

coldly.
" Now you're talking like a spoiled

child ! You know very well Boo has
put every penny ho could get hold cf
into this mine, and he has worked day
and night to get it into running order."

( 'arol looked down, then she sud-
denly smiled, and a slow flush spread
over her face.

"I guess I have acted like a fool,"
she confessed. " I don't really dislike
hiin."

"I know, honey." said Kato softly,

patting her arm. "I feel the same way
about Bill, even if he ain't worth the
powder to blow him up!"
Meanwhile, carrying lights. Bob and

Steve had gone deep into one of the
tunnels. Grimly Steve pointed out one
of the roof beams. It was badly
cracked, and sagging dangerously in the
middle.
Bob reached up and tapped it gently

with the butt of his gun. He tapped
again, harder and then he and Stevo
leaped backwards as an ominous craok-
ina sounded.
With a tearing noise the timbering

gave. Bob and Steve pressed them-
selves against the wall of the tunnel M
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many yards of the roof came down with

a rush and a roar, filling the narrow
space with choking dust.

Luckily other beams had held, but the
tunnel at that point was partly blocked
bv a waist-high barrier of rocks and
nibble.
Seething with anger, Bob ordered

miners in that sector to stay out of it

for a while.
"Who supervised this timbering?"
"Tom Burke," he was told. "He's

foreman of the night shift."

Fighting mad, Bob went in search of

Tom Burke.

A Beating for Burke

FAWCETT'S henchman was washing
in the bunkhouse when Bob strode
in. Scenting trouble, miners off

duty blocked the open doorway. Burke
looked round when Bob came in.

" What is it, boss?"
" Pack up your things and get out

of here," Bob snapped. ''You're
through."
"I don't get you," said Burke, his

little eyes gleaming angrily.
"The timbering you put in No. 3 just

caved in. Luckily no one was hurt."

Burke was a big man, bulkier than
Bob. Calmly he took a towel and
started drying his face.

" Why blame me ? Accidents are
bound to happen sometimes."

"Well, this was no accident," Bob
rasped.
"If you think I'm going to take that

kind of talk, vou're all wrong!" snarled
Burke. Suddenly flinging the towel
aside he lashed out a swinging blow
that took Bob bv surprise.

The blow caught him on the jaw with
terrific force, hurling him to the floor.

Sprawling there, he rolled over, and
leaped to his feet as Burke came at him
again.
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There was an exchange of blows at

close quarters, then Bob hurled Burke
right back against the bunks with a

mighty hook to the jaw.

Blood was trickling from his own
mouth. He gave Burke no mercy,
going after him and battering him
fiercely.

Burke wilted and grunted with pain

as Bob drove short-arm blows to his

stomach, then clicked his teeth together
with swings to the jaw when his guard
dropped.

Kate and Carol had joined the crowd
at the doorway. Burke was too far

gone to notice anything except that

merciless rain of blows. He was half-

blinded, puffing hard and bleeding from
the nose and mouth. Head down, he
came at Bob desperately, arms flailing.

Coolly Bob avoided his wild swings,
measured him up, and sent in a crash-
ing right to the chin that hurled the

crook back over a table. It splintered
under him, and he ended up in a corner,
all the fight knocked out of him.

"When I 'said you were fired," Bob
panted, "I meant it! Now get out of
here."

Sullenly Burke nodded, holding his

aching jaw.
Bob turned to Steve as his foreman

handed him his hat.

"Thanks, Steve. It'll take us about
a week to clean out that tunnel. Which
means we've got to have more money
for the payroll. Put every available
man to work on that cave in and run
three shifts. I'm going into town."
Outside the bunkhouse, he found

Carol waiting with Kate.

"Here," said the girl softly, coming
close to him, "you'd better let me clean
up that for you."
Surprised, Bob glanced at Kate, who

grinned and nodded meaningly. He
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smiled into Carol's bright eyes as she
wiped the blood from his mouth.
"Thanks," he said calmly, and left

the two women smiling at each other.

His call on Banker Heist with Placer
Bill was fruitless. Heist talked glibly

about bad business conditions making it

impossible for him to advance a further
ten thousand dollars. His real reason
became plain when he remarked that
Bob would have to see Fawcett about
renewing his notes.

" Fawcett ? What's he got to do with
it?"

"I needed some ready money a few
weeks ago," Heist said, avoiding Bob'3
eyes, "so I sold the notes to him."

"Oh, I understand!" growled Bob.
"Thanks."
He and Placer Bill went out gloomily.

It was clear Fawcett had got them into

a nasty position. They had spent every
cent, and couldn't even redeem the
notes.
"If we don't get back there and ship

enough ore." Bob pointed out, "he'll

be' in the mining business instead of

us."
" Well, I don't see how. you're going

to do it," Bill groaned, scratching his

stubbly chin. "The men haven't been
paid for the last couple of weeks, and,
unless we can kick in some dinero next
pay-day, we're gonna have to shut
down."

"Well, we're not going to shut
down," said Bob forcefully. "We're
going right back to that mine get hold
of the boys and round up all the cattle

on mv ranch—and that'll meet the pay-
roll

!"'

But arriving back at the mine they
found more trouble. Kate and Carol
had been attracted from the office by a
sudden silence which meant the stop-

page of the machinery. The men
poured from the workings, and gathered

^.Desperately they fought, the tang of the burning fuse in their nostrils, and in their minds the knowledge
that any ot the other charges might explode at any moment*

February 25tli, 183»v
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in an angry group about Kincaid,
Burke's friend, who was making a
heated speech.
"Men, are you with us?" he roared.

" We're tired of this—two weeks with-
out pay I"

"Now, you all listen to me," Kate
shouted. "You'll all get your money
as soon as the ore is delivered."
Jeers greeted her.

"We're all fools to work for a bunch
of crooks that won't pay us!" snarled
Kincaid. " How do you know we're
going to get our money? I'm in favour
of going right now. Are you with
me?" There were yells of agreement.
"An' if we don't get what's coming
to us, we'll wreck the place!"
Then Bob, his face black as thunder,

strode in amongst them roughly, and
hurled Kincaid aside.

" Get out of here ! Now, listen to me,
fellows. I know you haven't been paid
and I know you've all worked hard up
to now. And you'd still be working if

it wasn't for Kincaid riling you up
with a pack of lies!" There were dis-

satisfied murmurs. He raised his voice,

drowning them. "All right, all right!
You'll get your money. I'm shipping
my entire herd of cattle to market imme-
diately. Now I'll promise you time and
a half for playing ball, if you go back
to work. Isn't that fair enough ? What
d'you say?"
The temper of the crowd changed at

once. The men began streaming back
to work, and Carol and Kate sighed
with relief. They had felt powerless
until Bob came on the scene. Carol
wis even more glad that she hadn't
attempted to work the mine by herself.

Kate was right when she said a fighter

w as needed.
Kincaid, like Burke, was turned off

the workings. But sprawling on the
ground where Bob had hurled him, he
had heard enough. And that night',

when Steve and Placer Bill, with Bob's
cowboys, were driving the herd to Dry
Creek, Fawcett and a gang of roughs
awaited them in a narrow canyon.
The cattle were moving slowly and

peacefully, until Fawcett's men, yell-

ing and firing, charged down on the
fringes of the herd, taking Bob's cow-
boys by surprise.

Belle wing, the cattle started to run,
streaming helter-skelter down the
canyon. Furiously Placer Bill and his

pals exchanged shots with raiders, but
the damage was done. The cattle were
in a hopeless, thundering stampede.
The rumble of their flight drowned

the yells and the reports of the guns.
Their work done, Fawcett's men melted
away into the darkness. Placer Bill

and Mis men formed an angry group,
watching the cattle stream away down
i lie canyon and spread out over the

open country beyond.
"Well. I here's one thing in our

favour, Bill," Steve growled. "They're
heading towards town."
"Yeah, but I reckon we'll lose half of

them before we get them rounded up
a^ain."
"Well, come on, let's get it done,"

Steve sighed.
As it happened, they didn't lose as

many as they thought. After terrific

labours they arrived, tired but,

tiiumphant. at' the railroad depot. And
the cheque from the meat-packing com-
pany was largo enough to pay off all

the back wages and leave some ovor.
Once more the mine started producing

.'. 'il a certain smoothness. But Bob
and the others knew it would be a race
igainst time.

Runaway Wagons
HE sun was setting when Fawcett
and Kincaid and another man -at,

their horses at the top of a slope
February 25th. l'J39,
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and watched the wagons leaving the
mine. There were two mule-trains of a
score of animals, each train drawing
two wagons.
An old-time driver took the reins of

the first team, while Bob himself took
the second, perched on the wagon, which
was piled high with sacks of ore. An
armed guard accompanied each driver.
"Looks like they're getting off to a

good start," remarked Kincaid, as the
sound of cheering and the crunch of
wagon wheels rose to the watchers.
"They'll never get that ore to town if

I can help it," Fawcett gritted. "And
I think I know how to stop them. Let's
go over to the canyon."
They wheeled their horses and gal-

loped away into the gathering darkness,
while the two wagon teams lumbered
on their long journey. Bob had left

Placer Bill in charge at the mine, ex-
pecting to be back the day after
to-morrow. The mule-wagons were slow,
but he believed they would do the job
all right.

On they plodded, until some hours
later they left the fairly open desert
and took the trail that dived down
between the walls of a huge canyon.
Fawcett, watching from a high point,

grinned with satisfaction as he saw the
wagons appear, their big wheels grind-
ing slowly over the rocky ground.
"It's mostly down-grade to the can-

yon," he growled. "And if we can get
them rolling fast enough, they won't be
able to make that bad turn at the edge
of the rim—two thousand feet to the
bottom !" He pointed away to where
the dark abyss yawned, with the narrow
trail skirting the top of the terrifying
precipice.
"Now get down there and stampede

those mules ! Clark, you take that lead
outfit. Kincaid, you take McVey I"

The three scoundrels rode carefully
amongst the rocks, getting nearer to
the wagons. Clark was the first to

attack. Yelling and firing, he swept
suddenly down a short slope as the
driver of the leading team was pre-
paring to edge his animals down the
increasing slope of the trail.

The guard fired and missed. Clark
emptied the chambers of his revolver,
then, still yelling, dashed away.

His work was done. Snorting, the
mules had started to gallop.
Ordinarily they could never have done
it, pulling the heavy wagons. But the
slope, and fright, helped them, and once
-tailed on the down-grade they couldn't
stop.

The plod-plod of their hoofs rose to a
thunderous beat; the scrunch of the
wagon w-heels became a menacing
rumble. The leading team was stam-
peded !

Down they rushed, gaining speed
every moment, nearing the dangerous
bend every second, the driver strain-

ing every muscle, trying to pull them
to a stop. Sweat broke out on his fore-

head as he realised the impossibility
of doing so— all he could do was hope
to steer them round the beud.

The guard was pulling on the ropo
which connected the brakes of the two
wagons. A smell of burning rose. The
brakes could not hold that great
hurtling weight.
Bob stared in horror as he saw the

leading team tearing away from him.
But ho had little time 10 think about
that—for, hardly had the first attacker
disappeared, when Kincaid dashed from
behind a heap of rocks and swerved up
alongside Bob's team beforo his guard
could fire.

Crack ! Kincaid's revolver flared.

He -lashed the mules with his whip and
dashed away again, pursued by a stream
of bullets from Bob's guard. He turned
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as he neared the rocks and snapped
back a shot.

It was a lucky one. The guaroT
groaned and fell back, clasping his
shoulder.
Bob flashed him one glance to see

whether he was safe on top of the pile
of sacks, then had to devote all his
attention to the mules. Despite his
great strength, he couldn't drag them
out of their mad stampede.
Bob was in an even more terriblo

position than the leading driver, for his
guard was helpless and could do nothing
to assist by straining on the brakes.
Faster and faster the team raced,
gathering momentum down the slope.

Clear above the grinding of the wheels
and the pounding of the hoofs, he heard
a scream of metal a's the leading team
took the bend". He heard a vague shout
from ahead, saw a wheel go over the
edge of the bend.
With amazing quickness it was all

over. The leading wagons toppled
over, remained poised for a minute
right on the edge of the precipice, then
began the long, crashing drop to the
bottom of the chasm.
The mules tore on, for the driver had

cut their traces before leaping at the
very last moment with the guard.
Faintly the sound of the great crash
rose up as the wagons hit the bottom
and were shattered to a thousand pieces.

Bob's teeth were gritted as he strained
back on the reins. His brain was racing
in tune with the mad hoofbeats of the
mules. One wagon lost! Half tho
results of their labours gone to ruin in
one terrible minute !

He must save the second load 1

"Look out!" his guard yelled, lean-
ing dangerously over the edge, of the
wagon, hanging right out over the
colossal drop. "We'll go over the
rim !"

"Hold on!" Bob shouted. "I'm go-
ing to try to make it !"

There was one second of fierce strain-
ing, with the grinding of the wheels in
his cars as they swerved right round on
the very edge of the trail, sending rocks
and dirt showering into the abyss.
Then they were round, past the

danger point, and rushing along a level
section of the trail. Lying right back,
Bob at last managed to slow the mules
and, by terrible exertions drag them to
a standstill. Trembling. I lie mules stood
there, while Bob, panting and sweating,
dropped the reins and leaped down to
meet the driver of the other wagon as
he came running along the trail.

"I'm sorry I lost the wagon. Bob,"
the old-timer muttered, "but "

"You couldn't help it, dim," said
Bob, patting his arm. "So forget about
it. I want you to take this outfit on
into town and get Hank to a doctor.
Here's your bill of lading. I'm going
back to the mine and try to bring
another shipment of ore through."

He borrowed the horse and gun of
a rider who had been following the
wagons, but had been unable to keep up
with them when the mad stampede
down the slope started.

"Stick with it. Jim?" he called as he
rode away. " Do your best to get
through I"

Back along the trail he tore.

Crack ! The report, of a gun sounded
from the shelter of some rocks, where
Clark was still watching. The bullet
hummed wide, and Bob tore onwards,
turning in his saddle to send shots
winging back.
Clark got' on his trail, determined

to stop him from getting back to the

mine. Furiously Bob rode on, carry-
ing on a running gunfight with I

i

-

crook. Then, at a bend in the trail.

'Continued on page 23)
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A Cossack racketeer is enraged when a son he has not seen for twenty years comes
under his charge, but the son proves even tougher than himself. The father falls into
the hands of the law and is sentenced to prison for a long stretch, and the son joins
a cavalry regiment that is guarding the prison to try to help his father escape. Starring

Akim Tamiroff, Leif Erikson and Frances Farmer

The Coming of Johnny

MIKE BALAN stood scowling in the
doorway at the woman who sat

facing him. And when Mike
Balan scowled his men said that things
usually happened. For Mike was a tre-

mendous man, with massive shoulders
and arms and hands as strong as a

gorilla's, and almost as ruthless. And
Be liad a temper to match. Originally a
Cossack, with all their most savage
traits, he had drifted over to America.
There' he had fought his way up by his
fists and guns and was now head of the
biggest meat racket in the country, and
feared by everyone of the organisation
he controlled.

Yet there was no fear in the eyes of
the woman who sat so quietly gazing at
him as he stood in the doorway. She
was an elderly woman, and though her
face was strong and steadfast there lay
a shadow behind her eyes.

"What do you want?"
Her answer came quietly.

"You haven't changed a bit, Mvkola."
He laughed harshly as he lowered his

big bulk into a chair. This woman had
been his wife, but twenty years had
elapsed since he had last seen her, and
he was ready to make short shrift with
her.

"You have," he retorted. "I
wouldn't marry you now."
"You wouldn't have the chance. I've

bei n married to a good and honourable
man for many years.

"

Mis eyes narrowed.

"What d'vou want from me?" he de-
manded. "Money? You get no more
money from me."

but he

special

She smiled, but it was a scornful
smile.

"I want nothing from you. I came
here to give you something."

He was curious at once,
affected indifference.

"It must be something very
line," he jeered.
"It is. It's your precious son."
He sat up in his chair in a moment.

Memory stirred in him swiftly, bvit he
beat it down. He laughed contemptu-
ously.

"I don't want him," he said as he
lay back again in his chair. "I won't
take him. When you left me you made
big fight for our son. You made me
promise never to see him again. Well,
1 keep my promise. Besides, what can
I do with a little boy, hey?"
"You crazy Cossack," she retorted.

"D'you think- time has stood still for
vour son? He's over twenty."

There was another pause. Memory
was stirring again. The man picked up
a bottle that was by his hand, poured
himself out half a tumblerful of neat
whisky, and tossed it off.

"What d'vou call him?" he growled.
"Montgomery. I sent him to one of

the best schools in the country. I had
tutors for him "

"And raised a pet. I know."
" A pet ?" Her voice was shrill as was

the laugh that followed it. "He wenr
to the best, military schools. He broke
all the rides, he got into lights. He ran
away. D'you know what he said when
I told him T was going to ask you to
send for him ?"

" What did he say ?" he asked curi-
ously. For a son who fought, broke

rules, and ran away from school was be-
ginning to appeal to him.
"He said, ' Don't bother, mother.

I'll look in on the old man and size him
up.'

"

Balan was up out of his chair in a
flash, his big moustache bristling.

"That fresh kid said that about me

—

me his father?" he roared. "Don't you
ever let him come near me."
But all she did was to laugh as she

moved to the door.
"He's out at your house now," she

said calmly. "The only reason I took
the trouble to come and see you at all

was to warn you not to send him back
to me because he was too much for you
to handle."
For five full minutes after she had

gone Mike Balan stormed up and down
his office raging and swearing. Then
presently he threw himself into a chair,
yelling for one of his men.
"Glinka," he exclaimed when the man

appeared. "Go up to my house where
you will find my son waiting. Kick him
out into the street."

But he stopped the man before he had
gamed the door.

"Wait a minute! He said he would
size me up, did he? Well, I will size

him up. I will go and kick him out
myself."
Montgomery, in the meanwhile, was

sitting in Balan's house in a room
furnished with almost barbaric
splendour Round him stood five men
eyeing him curiously and suspiciously.

From their faces and appearances it,

seemed to Montgomery that they were
hardly likely to be engaged in legitimate
enterprises.

February 25th, 1939.
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They in their turn were a little puzzled
at this good-looking, strapping young
fellow with the jolly, smiling lace who
was regarding them so coolly, yet so

absolutely indifferently.
" Say," he demanded presently, "are

you five cut-throats really my father's

home team?"
One of them answered him with a

scowl.
"I cannot believe you are his son.

You don't look like him and he never
told me he had a son."
The young man laughed.
"Well, they never told me I had a

father, so we're quits. Is he anything
like you birds?"
"He don't resemble me none,"

growled one of the others.

"Let him stay," snapped the man who
had spoken first, but he spoke with a

grim relish. "Mike will handle him
when he comes."
Montgomery's eyebrows lifted.

"Oh, I see, just a bunch of good pals,

eh?"
An angry retort was on the other's

lips, but at that moment Balan stood in

the doorway. And a hush fell on the
room like the hush in a forest that pre-

cedes the coming of a storm. Balan
stood glaring at his son. Montgomery
regarded his father with slightly knitted
brows.
"What the devil are you doing in my

room? Didn't they tell you that no one
can come into my room?"
"They did."
"Then what do you come in for?"
"Because I wanted to see it."

"You wanted to see it, eh? You
think already my house belongs to you,
eh?"
"I don't want your house," replied

Montgomery contemptuously.
Balan took a step forward, taunting

him.
" So my house is not good enough for

you, eh?"
" I never said that," answered the

young man quietly.

Balan turned, appealing to the others.

"D'you know what his name is?

Montgomery! Isn't that a pretty
name ?"

He roared with laughter, but the
young man spoke.
"Stop laughing!"
Balan did stop, too. But he seemed

almost dumb with amazement.
"You tell me—to stop—laughing?"

he managed to get out at length.

"I do. And if you don't I'll sock
you."
Balan literally gasped.
"You'll sock—me ?"

In a moment he had whipped off his

coat. Montgomery was removing his in

leisurely fashion and rolling up his

sleeves. Balan was regarding him
almost incredulously.
"You mean—you want to—fight me

with your fists?" he demanded.
"Of course I do. Don't talk so much.

Come on."
It was an amazing fight to those who

looked on, for if tney expected to see
Balan knock the young man senseless at

the beginning—and they were accus-
tomed to see it with most men he fought
—they met with a surprise. For tney
soon saw that this young man was not
only capable of taking punishment, but
he was also capable of giving it. And
within, the first few minutes he had
landed Balan a blow that sent him stag-
gering back against the bookcase

Yet perhaps what surprised them
most was the Cossack's attitude. For
all he did was to grin appreciation of
the blow, and the next minute was on
top of Montgomery bearing him to the
ground by sheer force of weight. But
they saw Montgomery wriggle from his
February 25th. 1939. "
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grip and once more Balan staggered
back from a tremendous punch.
"Glinka," gasped Balan, "it's a

good thing you didn't try to kick him
out."
But the next minute they were at it

once more, pounding and pummeling
each other for all they were worth
until once again Balan was on top of
Montgomery. But as the young man
with a tremendous effort hurled him
backwards on to the floor, Balan held
up his hand. He was laughing.
"Welcome, lad, welcome! You can

fight—indeed, you can fight as my son
ought to fight

!"

He leaped at him, flinging his arms
round him like a great bear, hugging
him, and kissing him on both cheeks.
"Ostap!" he shouted. "Get us a

fine big lunch and we will welcome my
son. Borscht, piiochky, and a pail of
caviare. This is my son, and I'm going
to call him Johnny."
"Goes with me, Mike," rejoined the

young man.
Balan roared with delighted laughter.
"Calls his old father 'Mike,'" he

shouted. "What a son! What a son!"

Mike Balan Decides to Quit

THE friendship that had started bo
strangely grew rapidly every day.
For Montgomery, or Johnny as he

was now called, very 60on showed his

father that fighting was not the only
thing he could dj. Though as soon as
Balan saw that he was a horseman equal
to himself his delight was boundless.
To a true Cossack no man is worthy of
the name of man until he is one with
his horse.
Yet Johnny, who found his new life

vastly entertaining, had. found some-
thing else of intrigue. That was Trina,
the pretty, fair-haired niece of Mike
Balan's steward. Though this only
served to add to Balan's delight.

Trina, he declared, was a good girl and
a fine girl. They would make a
splendid pair.

But as the months slipped away Mike
Balan gradually began to get more
thoughtful. He knew that he was
living chiefly now for this wonderful
son of his, and it was worrying him
quite a lot to think that that same son
had no idea of the nature of the busi-

ness in which he was engaged.

He faced the problem squarely.
Things had been getting a little

dangerous lately. He decided that he
would take a long trip abroad and take
his son with him. He had plenty of
money with which to do it. Trouble
might happen if he stayed too long,
and Johnny mustn't be mixed up in

trouble. He was too good for that.

He approached him on the subject
that evening. They had been bathing
together and were drying themselves.

'And you like the idea of a trip,

Johnny ? We go round the world to-

gether, eh?"
"Swell, Mike."
"And we wil! put all the past in the

bath and wash it awav and forget it

all."

"But hew about the business, Mike?
I thought 1 was to come into that with
you?"
The other spoke gravely after a pause.
"Johnny," he said, "I must tell you

something. My business is what they
rail a racket."

It was out now, and he waited. But
much to his relief the young man's
answer came indifferently.

"1 don't care what your business is,

Mike."
"Ah, but you don't understand,

Johnny. I have many gangs working
for me in this country. They go out
and raid cattle for me."
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The young man laughed.
"They've hanged men for that,

Mike," he said.

"I see you den't believe me. But it

is true. Nl am a cattle thief. That is

why you cannot come into my business.
You are my son."

It was some moments before the
young man spoke.
"I thought you were kidding, Mike,"

he said.

"It makes a difference, eh?" asked
the other quickly.

It did, and Johnny knew it, but he
wasn't going to admit it.

"Not with you and me," he replied.
"It's not for me to tell you what to
do. Whatever you do goes with me.
What boat do we take?"
Balan laid his arm affectionately on

the young man's shoulders.
" We'll take the first boat," he said.

"We will start out fresh and clean,
you and 1, Johnny, and stay so. Now
let's go and get a rest, for we
leave

"

He had risen from his seat while he
was speaking, but the sentence was
never completed. For the words died
in his throat. In the open doorway
stood three men whom he knew in a
moment to be Federal agents.
And Mike Balan's dreams faded away

into nothingness.
"Come on out, Balan," said one of

the three men. "We want you."
Balan spoke quietly.
"Who are you?"
"Federal Bureau of Investigation."
"What is the reason of your visit?"
"There are about a dozen reasons,"

retorted the other. "Get your clothes
on quick."
Balan addressed Johnny who was just

behind him.
"Johnny, fetch me my clothes," he

said.

. "Stay here!" snapped the agent.
"Who are you, anyway?"

"I'll show you who I am," exclaimed
the young man as he launched himself
at him. But Balan caught him in his

arms and held him back.
"Johnny. Johnny, don't!" He

forced Johnny back. "Johnny, if ever
you want to see me again you'll do as

I tell you now," he whispered. " You
can help me."
For a few momenta the young man

was silent. Then at last he spoke..
"Whatever you say goes, Mike."

"Come on now, quit stalling and get
into your clothes, both of you," said
the agent.
"Of course we will," replied Balan

with surprising politeness. "Do not
think that either of us have any inten-

tion of disturbing the peace. All we
want is

"

He had been playing with his bath
towel while he had been talking.

From the corners of his eyes he had
seen that the other two Federal agents
had gone into the adjoining room. In
a flash he had the towel over the head
of the man to whom he had been talk-

ing.

"Quick, Johnny, quick!" he ex-

claimed. "Make your getaway while
the goin's good. You promised, you
know."
When the other two men came

running in finally to overpower Balan
and haul him away there was no sign
of Johnny.

In Loavenworth Prison

MIKi; BALAN walked dully along
the prison corridor with the
warder at his heels. For a

month in solitary confinement, and he
had just been released from that, will

freeze the soirt of any man.
Hope had very nearly died within
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him now. Only resentment remained
and a recklessness that would risk any-
thing- for freedom. For the Federal
authorities had made no mistake. The
evidence produced at his trial was over-
whelming and he had been sentenced
to a long term of imprisonment.

Yet he had taken it calmly enough.
He had his son and a hundred power-
ful friends. For a time he would have
to accustom himself to the loss of his

freedom and all that it meant to him,
but he had never a doubt that Johnny
would come to his rescue and set him
free.

Now, however, he had nearly aban-
doned all hope. For a year had passed
away and never a word of any sort

bad come from his son, and he knew
that it should have done if Johnny
-nil remembered him. For even the

Strictest surveillance of prisoners has
never succeeded in keeping them en-

tirely out of touch with the doings of

the outside world. Time after time
news filters through in strange and
mysterious ways and the strictest vigil-

ance on the part of the authorities has
never altogether succeeded in stopping
it.

The guard swung open the door of

his cell, shoved him in, locked and
double locked the door. The man who
shared his cell with him hardly glanced
at him as he sat down on the bed with
his head resting wearily on his hands.
Bftt a whisper from outside brought
Balan's head up. He was up on his

feet in a second.

Ifo stood there,

The convict who
corridor spoke

clutching the bars.

was sweeping the
low tones with his

eyes on the passage.

"This got passed down the line while
you were in solitary, Balan. Your
kid's done a sneak. Not even his

mamma knows where he is."

He moved away as swiftly as he had
come-. Balan's companion, who had
been listening t'o the
conversation, spoke.
"That ain't no

news to you. Every-
one in this joint

knows by now that
you've got a son
who took a run-out
powder on his old
inau."
But Balan hardly

seemed to hear him.
It seemed to him
the final blow to all

his hopes as ho
stood holding tho
bars of his cell.

"I must get out
of here," he mut-
tered. " I must get
out of here !"

One hour later he
stood in the pre-

sence of the warden,
and the latter was
regarding him with
a worried frown on
his face. For he
was by no means a
harsh man, and he
tried to temper jus-

tice with mercy as
far as he could.

"Sit down,
Balan," ho said.
"You're out of
punishment again.
What; are you going
to do about it?

You can't win out
here, you know, by
trying to be tough."
Balan nodded with-

out a word. And One of
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the warden was just about to address
him again when the squealing of a dog
outside brought him to his feet. He
strode across to the window. Outside
he saw a couple of small boys who
were fastening a large tin can to a
dog who was squealing piteously.

"Stop that!" he called out. "Get
off at once and leave that dog alone
or I'll have you spanked."
He came slowly back to his table.

He failed to notice that a sudden new
light had dawned in Balan's eyes.

"It burns me up to see anyone ill-

treating an animal," he said. "Ah, I

see it does the same to you. Well, to

get back to your affairs. What arc you
going to do, Balan?"
The other's answer came readily

enough.
"I shall play the game in future," he

said.

The warden nodded briefly. He knew
the genuine when he saw it. He pressed
a button on his table and his secretary
appeared.
"Notify the deputy and assign this

man to work to-day," he said.

An hour or so later Balan with
Others was marched out to the prison
cemetery with picks and shovels. But
Balan, out in the open air once more,
was momentarily happy. For in an ad-
joining held a squad of mounted
government troopers were going
through their riding exercises, and
every now and then Balan would pause
in his work to watch their riding and
dream once more of the days when he
and Johnny rode together, indulging in

all those daring exercises of horseman-
ship so dear to the heart of every
( los3ack.

"Get on with your digging!"
snapped tie guard, and Balan with a
sigh resumed his work once more. But
in a few moments the guard's Vi

snapped out another, sharper command.
"('ease work! Look out then!"
They seatiercd quickly. They saw
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that there was need of it. Foi
they suddenly saw that the horse of one
of the troopers, evidently out of con-
trol, was bearing desperately down upon
them. And as it hurtled over the fence
which oeparated them from the parade
ground it was only by a superhuman
effort of the rider that the horse was
guided clear of the half-finished grave
and came to a halt on the very edge.

But simultaneously Mike and another
man had run forward and grabbed at
the horse's bridle and were holding it

as the rider dropped from the saddle.
Though Alike Balan's heart was thump-
ing furiously as he realised tho rider
was no other than his son

!

Johnny, however, was patting his
horse coolly.

"What's the matter with you, old
feller? What's got into you? Oh, I
see, your stirrup buckle's gouging you."
He slipped a note swiftly into Balan's

hand, speaking under his breath.

"Couldn't manage it ln-fore.''

As the guard came up he addressed
him with a smile.
"Sorry if I disturbed any of your old

customers.

"

The other grinned.

"It relieves the monotony a bit," he
replied grimly.

In his cell later on Alike Balan and
his fellow prisoner read the note to-

gether.
All it said was :

"Get assigned to Farm 2."

All (ho happiness and trust in the
world were in Balan's lace.

"What d'you say to my Johnny
now ?" he demanded.
"Pretty good for a start. But lie

doesn't tell us how to get to this
Farm 2."

But Mike Balan was laughing softly,
happily.
"We will get there somehow," he

said. "They keep horses on Number 2
Faun. Maybe soon we will get there."

the guards grabbed Balan by the shoulders and pulled him back.
February 25th. 1939,
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Farm Two
OPPORTUNITY, it is said, knocks

at every man's door, but he is not
always quick enough to hear it

and take advantage of it. Balan was
working on one of the prison roads one
day a week later when happening to

look up from his work he saw one of

the convicts who had just loaded a cart

full of rubbish start belabouring the

mule who was unable to draw the heavy
load.
A scowl came over his face. At any

other time and in any other place he
would, with his love of animals, have
handled the situation quickly and
summanly. But for the first time he
was hesitating. His promise of good be-

haviour had earned him work. A bad
mark against him now for unruly con-

duct would send him back to solitary

confinement with little hopes of realis-

ing Johnny's schemes for his freedom.

;With a sigh he turned back to his shovel.

And then suddenly he saw the warden
coming round the corner and an idea

surged into his brain. The convict was
still belabouring the mule, and in a

second Balan had reached him. With
one huge hand he hauled him from the

cart. With the other he sent him crash-

ing into a heap of stones.

Two of the guards rushed forward,

and one of them grabbed Balan by the

shoulders and pulled him back.

He stood before the warden ten

minutes later. The deputy warden sat

watching.
The warden spoke coldly.

''Well, Balan, what have you got to

say for yourself? I really had hopes
that our last talk had done you some
good. Yet now in front of my eyes

you get into a fight with another
inmate."
"Mr. Warden. I couldn't help it. I

tried hard not te touch him, but I sec

him hitting that mule, and when I see

anyone hurting an animal something
rise.-- up in me, because I cannot see a

man hurt an animal. Even my cell-

mate, he couldn't ;"

He let his voice trail away. He could
see that the warden had began to

.^milo strangely. There was a moment's
silence, and then the warden looked up.

"I think I understand, Balan," he
said quietly. "D'you understand any-
thing about horses:"
For the first time since he had been

in prison Balan really smiled.

'•But everything!'' he replied. "I
am a Cossack, Mr. Warden.''
"You know we have horses at No.

2 Farm?"
Balan nodded gravel v. He certainly

did.
"Men who work there." went on the

warden, " are put on their honour.
Do you know why we can afford to do
that. Balan?"
"Because no one would take advan-

tage of the warden's kindness," replied

tin' Cossack smoothly.
But the warden spoke gra\cly, ignor-

ing (he remark.
" Because you're in a Federal In*

Btitution," he t>aid. ""Jumn your timo
here, and a local force will chase you.

Bur do so on Farm 2. Balan, and the
entire power, machinery and authority

of the United States Government will

hunt you down and bring you back. Or
leave you where you're caught."
He turned to his deputy.
"Arrange for this man to work at

Farm 2," he said. "And see that his

cell-mate, 83478, goes too."

When Mike Balan had been sentenced
first of all and assigned to Leavenworth
Prison. Johnny's fir6t act had been to
join the Army under the name of
Johnny Simpkins. For he knew that
lie would ultimately be assigned to the
February 25th, 198$.
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cavalry school, whose headquarters were
close to the prison. Actually, during
the first twelve months he was merely
watching and waiting, and having no
thought at all but the release of Mike,
he set himself out to earn promotion by
hard work and good conduct.

His unfailing good humour, his skil-

ful .horsemanship and ready courage
won him popularity quickly. It was
not long before he attracted the atten-

tion of Sergeant Flynn, and any trooper
who found favour in the eyes of that

hard-bitten man was destined eventually
to climb the ladder.
So by the time that Balan was trans-

ferred to Farm 2 Johnny had been made
a corporal, and though there were times
when his conscience pricked him for
the double game he was playing, he
gritted his teeth and strove to push out
uncomfortable thoughts from his mind.
For it was uncomfortable to have to

think that not only was he, a sworn
loyal member of the Army, secretly

planning for the escape of a prisoner,

but that to succeed in it was meaning
that, he himself would have to desert as
well.

One evening while on leave he slipped
quietly and by devious ways down to

ar. old wharf, where he found Triria

waiting for him. For she had come to

the town also trying to plan for Balan's
escape, and the two, meeting, had
joined forces in a moment.
She greeted him eagerly.
"I've got word through to Glinka."

she said "I've told him I'm in touch
with you, and he's coming along to

meet us to-night. He's tried to see

Mike, but they wouldn't let him."
"He'll be seein' him soon," said

Johnny hopefully.
She moved a little closer to him.
"Johnny, I'm afraid for you. If

anything happens to you "

"Nothing's goin' to happen to inc."

he replied almost roughly. "I've got

every detail of the getaway set. It's

as quick and simple as daylight—even
to my going over the hill."

A puzzled frown cam; over her face.

"Over the hill?" she queried.
His laugh was harsh.
"It sounds prettier than 'desert,'"

he replied. "I think I hear Glinka
coming."
The other carne up like a shadow.

He spoke in low tones.

"They wouldn't let me see him, but
I'm going to be allowed to see him to-

morrow."
"Then get this down pat." Johnny

replied. "Tell Mike to make his break
on Friday night. Tell him to hide
out in the silo until I pick him up on
Sunday afternoon. And tell him that

I'll have the horses and uniforms for

him.

"

Johnny Rides Out

SERGEANT FLYNN was sitting in

his office with his feet on the table,

smoking and reading, when a man
came in.

"Good-evening, sergeant."
Flynn studied him with some dis-

approval. He saw a small, rather
furtive-looking little man. And he had
a strong dislike to small fu ^ive-looking
little men.
"What is it?" he asked uncompromis-

ingly.

The other cleared his throat and en-

deavoured to appear at ease.

"I've got to see someone in charge."
"I'm in charge," replied Flynn curtly.

"What's the trouble."
"I was assaulted downtown the other

night by a soldier. I've found out his

name."
"What is it?"
"Simpkins. Johnny Simpkins."
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Flynn's eyebrows lifted in mild
surprise.

" You don't say '."

"And I've found out something else,

sergeant," went on the other, annoyed
that he had made so little impression".
" Hi's the son of a Federal prisoner in

the penitentiary and "

But he stopped suddenly. Flynn had
risen from his chair.

" You dirty, snooping little scav-
enger," ne exclaimed. "You get out
of here quick, before I lay my hands
on you."
He took a step forward, but the

other was out of the door in a flash.

Flynn stood deep in thought. There
was a frown on his forehead. All sorts
of uncomfortable thoughts were begin-
ning to drift into his mind. A couple
of uniforms and a couple of horses had
unaccountably disappeared only recently
and the colonel was angry about it. And
if what this man had just said to him
was true
He looked up as Johnny entered the

room.
"Colonel wants to see us both, ser-

geant," he said laconically.
They stood before the colonel, but

Johnny had already guessed what tho
trouble was.
"Corporal, what do you know about

those two O.D. uniforms checked out
of troop supply?" asked the colonel.
Johnny knew a lot, but he wasn't

saying it.

''Copied them as per list, sir."
" Where did you get the list'."

"I gave it to him, sir," replied Flynn.
"Were there two horses on the list.

too?"
"I—I think so, sir."

An angry frown came to the otlieVs
face. He spoke coldly.
"Sergeant," he said, "it is not the

custom in the Army for a man to make
out a list and not even know what's on
it, or to sign without leading what you
sign. Until these uniforms and horses
are found, I'm relegating you to Duty
Sergeant. That's all."

They went out silently together.
Johnny's conscience stabbed him furi-

ously. This man who had just beer.

reduced was his friend. Through him
he had gained promotion.
"I say, sergeant " he began, but

the other interrupted coolly.

"Quite all right, 6on," he said. "I
know it wasn't your fault. I can rely

on you, I know, not to let me down."
Johnny was sitting moodily that ni

in the mess-room listening to the radio.

yet scarcely hearing anything. For the
knowledge of the temporary disgrace
that he had brought to the man who
had befriended him was still weighing
heavily on him.
But he started suddenly as the music

faded away and a voice spoke :

"We interrupt our programme for a
special news flash. All in the viciniu
of Leavenworth are asked to pay par
titular attention. Two convict- esoap !

from the Federal prison about an hour
ago and are still at large. They are
believed to be dressed in army uniforms
and to be riding army horses."

The voice died away and the music
began again. But Johnny didn't hear
it. Resolution had come to him at

last, and his mind was made up. A
little pale, but with his head held high
he strode across the room just as Flyun
came in. Johnny spoke quietly.

"Sergeant, I've come to tell " he
began, but the other interrupted him
quickly.

"Colonel's orders. You're to take a

squad of men at once, to go to Number
(Continued on page 26j
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A ruthless tyrant held sway on Treasure Island, a man who was prepared to go to
any lengths to accomplish his life's ambition. It was against this malign scoundrel
that a young man and a girl pitted their courage and resourcefulness. Read how they
fared in this thrill-packed serial of high adventure and stark drama, starring Don

Terry and Gwen Gaze

Read This First

Treasure Is/and, down in the Carib-
bean Sea, is owned by an unscrupulous
A merican known as Carter Collins, alias
the "Shark." It is towards this island
that pretty Toni Morrcll journeys for
the dual purpose of learning the
identity of her missing father and seek-
ing pirate booty which is said to be
buried there.

Larry Kent, friend of Toni Mont II

and star reporter of the San Pablo
"Courier," a Florida newspaper be-
longing to a publisher named West-
more, is also headed for Treasure
Island. His object is to investigate the
mysterious disappearance of another
Pressman, Thorndyke, who had been
despatched to the island to check up on
sinister rumours thai hare readied the
Outer world concerning Carter Collins'
domain.

Together Larry and Toni reach the
island in a launch picked up by a liner

'hick 'hey were travelling to Cortex,
iieu rest port of call to Collins' sea-girt
retreat. Once, ashore on Treasure
Island, however, they are attacked by
guards in the Shark's pay, and while
Lorry fights those guards Toni obtains
refuge in a hut some distance away.
She falls through a trap-door in the

floor of that hut, and finds herself in
a dark tunnel peopled by hooded men
who close in on her!

Now Read On

Captain Cuttle

HER eyes becoming accustomed to
the darkness that had descended
upon the tunnel as the trap-

door above her had swung back into
position. Tcni Morrell again per-
ceived the hooded forms of the men into

whose presence she had fallen—per-
ceived them dimly as they continued to
advance upon her.
She was not lacking in courage. Her

determination to journey to this isle of
ill-repute, the subject of so many ugly
rumours, had in itself been proof
enough of her fortitude. Yet she could
not have denied now that she was
mortally afraid, and she screamed pierc-
ingly in her terror, her shrieks ringing
the more loudly throng!) the subter-
ranean passage as she felt a hand grasp
her by the wrist.
"Quiet!" a voice commanded.

"Quiet !"

There was a gruffness in t ho speaker's
tone, but despite this the voice was not
menacing, and, stilling her cries, peer-
ing at the owner of that voice in the
gloom, Toni made him out to be an in-

dividual of hulking physique. At the
same time she sensed somehow that his
attitude towards her savoured more of
the inquisitive than the threatening.
"Who—who are you?" she faltered.

"Who are you, and who are these men
with you ?"

"My name's Dreer, if that moans any-
thing to you," came the reply, "and
these men with me ore diggers that
work for Carter Collins. I'm their fore-
man, and I have to see that they stick
to their job. But who are you?
Another of the Shark's victims?"
Toni cowered at mention of that evil-

sounding name.
"The Shark?" she echoed fearfully.

EPISODE 2 :—

" Revolt of the Mole
Men"

"Yeah—otherwise Carter Collins, the
owner o' this island. A fiend who has
gone mad in his search for the buc-
caneer treasure that's supposed to have
been buried here centuries ago."
He had scarcely spoken those words

when the trap-door above swung open
again, and immediately afterwards the
ray of a torch shone through tho aper-'
ture. In tho bright glow of that light

which fell from aloft Toni saw that the
man who had addressed her and who
was gripping her wrist was carrying a
whip, and that he and tho "diggers
to whom he had referred were clad in
sackcloth—like the unfortunate wretch
who had died aboard tho steamer
Dolphin after being* picked up in the
drifting launch.
Hardly had she observed their garb

when Dreer's subordinates recoiled with
a medley of exclamations, covering their
faces as they raised that outcry. Dreer
himself also drew back, releasing Toni
and blinking tip at the light which
shone through the opening «bo\e.
"Take away that torch, will you.'"

lie shouted. "Put it out! Put it out!
The men's eyes can't stand it after
weeks in these accursed tunnels! I can
barely stand it meself, in spite o' bein'
allowed to go wp in the open air every
so often !"

lie was answered by a cackling voice.

"Ho, you lubbers down there don't
like the light, don't ye? All right, get
back to your diggin', ye human moles
that Carter Collins has enticed on to his
island. Get back to your job of delviu'
amongst the tunnels. Go on, get back
to your work, Mole Men ! Dreer, take
that whip o' yours and make 'em step
lively 1"

Dreer did not wield the whip. Even
had he been minded to do so it would
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not have been necessary, for with the
brilliant ray of the torch playing on
them the diggers .'.tumbled off along the
tunnel piteously, like men temporarily
blinded.
Dreer followed them, and as he and

his subordinates departed, the man with
the torch began to descend from the
trap-door via a steep ladder which Toni
now descried, the girl also observing
that the trap-door did not close as it

had formerly done, having apparently
been wedged open.

A second or two later the man with
the torch was beside her, and she saw
then that he was the individual who had
stared in at. her through the window
of the hut up above. She saw, too, that
he had the appearance of a seafaring
man, and that in place of his right hand
a villainous-looking iron hook protruded
from under his sleeve. Yet his face did
not strike her as being nearly so fright-
ening as when she had first set eyes on
it a few minutes previously, though
there was an expression of singular
craftiness upon it.

"I'm Cap'n Cuttle," he said sharply,
on reaching her side. "And you? Who
are you, \oung woman?"
The girl answered him in tremulous

accents.
"Toni," she rejoined. "Toni

Morrcll."
He stared at that, as if the name

was familiar to him. Then he bent a
penetrating gaze upon her.

"Movrell?" he jerked. "Did you say
Morrell? By thunder, if ye're lyin* to
Die

"

"I'm not lying to you," Toni pro-
tested. "I'm telling you the truth.
What does my name mean to you, any-
way?"
He made no response to that ques-

tion, but turned his head in the direc-
tion which Dreer and the diggers had
taken, as if wishing to satisfy himself
that they were out of earshot. Then
he leaned towards the girl with a secre-
tive air.

"Keep quiet an' do as ye're told,"
he muttered. "Ma\be ye've found a
friend. Maybe I'll be that friend, even
though it suits me to cruise along o'

Carter Collins—an' I might mention
that a friend can come in mighty handy
for people as find their way to this
island uninvited. Now turn around an'
walk down that tunnel. (Jo on. turn
around an' walk—and keep walkin'."
He directed the ray of the torch past

her shoulder; and. glancing round, she
noticed that another tunnel branched
off from the one into which she had
fallen. She hesitated to enter it, how-
ever, and was looking at it askance
when Captain Cuttle repeated his in-

structions imperatively—so that, re-

solving to put her faith in the hint of
friendship that he had given her. she
moved towards the other passage and
advanced into it as he had commanded.
Captain Cuttle watched her until she

had disappeared from view. Then he
wheeled and climbed nimbly up the
steps that led to the hut above, the torch
held in his left hand, the iron hook that,

served him in place of his missing right
hand clawing raspingly on the ladder's
rungs.

Once in the hut he hastened to the
door of the dwelling, and, opening it,

he stood on the threshold and listened
in an attentive manner, his head cocked
on one side.

To his cars came the sounds of strife

—sounds that issued from among the
rocks not far from the hut—sounds that
indicated Larry Kent, was still battling
with the guards in Carter Collins' pay,
Larry, in fact, was fighting like a

madman, and, although the two rogues
who had pounced on him had been rein-
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forced by three other look-outs and by
Collins' agent, Grindley, the strength
of the opposition only seemed to inspire
the young reporter to herculean efforts.

Again and again his bunched fists bat-
tered home against the villainous faces
of his swarming foes. Grindley he laid
low with a flashing upper-cut that
stretched the fellow senseless. The
shore-guards, in their striped jerseys
and bell-bottomed slacks, he knocked
down in swift succession, as if they
had been skittles in a bowling-alley,
and notwithstanding that they scram-
bled up time after time to renew
the combat, he finally broke away from
them and sprinted like a hare in the
direction he had seen Toni Morrell take
earlier on.

Running through the rocks as his
enemies were mustering for pursuit, he
came upon the clearing occupied by the
stone hut. where Toni had sought refuge,
and as he espied Captain Cuttle stand-
ing on the threshold of that hut, he
made straight for him, bundled him
back into the interior of the. dwelling
and stepped in after him. slamming the
door behind him as he entered.
Recoiling before the newspaper man,

Cuttle glowered at him.
"Take it easy, young feller," he bit

out. "Ye're on dangerous ground."
"You're telling me!" Larry retorted

fiercely. "Listen, I don't know who
you are, but have you seen anything of
a girl around here? Come on, answer
me—and talk fast!"
Captain Cuttle nodded towards the

open trap-door.
"If you mean the Morrell girl, she

went down there," he grunted.

Without pausing to launch any fur-

ther questions, Larry bounded to the
trap-door and started to climb down the
ladder that reached to the underground
realms below. As he gained the foot
of that ladder Cuttle descended the
rungs as well, shutting the trap-door
ir. the process, and, joining the news-
paper man, the skipper shone his torch
towards the passage along which Toni
had vanished.
"Go down there an' keep goin'," he

said to Larry. "You'll eventually find
the girl ye're lookin' for. She's on her
way to a big house that stands a mile
east o' the point where ye beached your
launch."
Larry glanced at the tunnel Captain

Cuttle had indicated, then switched his
eyes on the old sea-dog again.

"Say, who are you, anyway?" he
queried.

"Captain Cuttle's the name." was the
reply. "Cap'n Cuttle, what's been on
this island longer than any livin' man,
and what has his quarters in a cabin
aboard an old frigate that's set high
an' dry among the rocks not far from
Carter Collins' home. But ye wire
askin' after the Morrell girl, an' I've
told ye where ye may find her."
Larry stared at him in silence for a

spell. Then without another word he
turned and made his way into the pas-
sage Toni had entered some time before,
and presently the gloom of that passage
swallowed him as it had swallowed the
girl.

Captain Cuttle remained by the
ladder, a thoughtful expression on his
face, and a quarter of an hour must
have elapsed ere the strange little sea-
faring man bestirred himself and
shuffled over to a rock ledge on which
a graven image in the form of a large
frog was standing.
With a queer smile playing about his

lips the skipper pressed one of the
button-like eyes in that graven image,
and at. once the mouth of the sculptured
frog yawned open, whereupon Cuttle
spolte into it.
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"Callin' Mr. Collins," he intoned.
"Callin' the Shark!"
The words were transmitted to the

lounge of Carter Collins' sombre resid-
ence, and Collins was in that lounge,
receiving a report from Grindley, who
had joined the owner of Treasure Island
only a minute or so previously, and
who^e swollen jaw te.-tificd to the pun-
ishment he had recently received at the
hands of Larry Kent."
Cuttle's voice interrupting the story

Grindley was retailing Carter Collins
turned sharply towards the basinet
helmet which adorned the sideboard
that stood against one wall of the room,
for it was through the visor of the
helmet in question that the old sea-dog's
call had reached the apartment.
"Yes, captain, what is it?" Collins

interrogated, bending towards the
microphone that was concealed behind
the visor.

"Your lady visitor is headed your
way through the tunnel that leads from
the hut near Crossbones Cape," came
the response, "an' her gentleman friend
is a'-followin' her. That makes two
more to divide the treasure with, hey?"
A raucous laugh in the skipper's voice

succeeded that last comment—a com-
ment which the Shark chose to ignore,
but. which seemed to irritate Grindley.

" Why don't you get rid of that old
fool?" the latter snarled. "You ought
to have thrown him off the island
when you bought it. He gets on my
nerves."
"If you had as much brains as Cuttle

we'd probably have the treasure by
now," Collins retorted, at which Grind-
ley's upper lip curled derisively.

"Brains!" he scoffed. "He's as
nutty as a fruit cake."
The Shark's eyes narrowed.
"You think so? Well, I don't, Grind-

ley. But go on with your report."
"There's not much more to tell," his

henchman growled. "I stowed away in
that launch just before Kent alii the
Morrell girl hi-jacked it, and I was
mixed up in the fight that your guards
started when they tried to grab that
smart-aleck reporter. Say, how did
one of your Mole Men manage to make
a break, anyhow?"
"Through carelessness on the part of

Dreer. Don't worry, Dreer won't be so
lax again. I've told him what will
happen to him if any of the other
diggers stage a getaway. H'm, I'm
glad to hear, anyhow, that one of the
shots we took at the Mole Man you
refer to was effective—and that he died
before he could say too much."
There was a silence, and then

Grindley spoke again.
"What do you intend to do about

Kent and Toni Morrell?" he asked.
"I've found out that Kent is a pal of
Thorndyke's, and as for the girl—well,
I'm pretty sure Faxton gave her his
half of the treasure map."
"But she may not have that half

of the map on her," the other countered.
"Si;e may have memorised it. In any
event, I'm going to give her a pretty
free hand for the present—and h,r
friend Kent, too. We'll see that they
don't get off the island, but otherwise
we'll treat them well enough for the
time being and simply keep watch on
them. If the girl thinks she and Kent
have nothing to fear, she may get care-
less and give us some kind of a lead on
that buried hoard of untold wealth I've
been trying to find for years."
He paused, and a baleful glint

showed in his eyes.

"Yes, she may get careless." he re-

pealed, "and give us some kind of a

lead that I can link up with my half
of the map. Then with the treasure in

mv grasp—well, it will be curtains for

her and Kent."
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ON leaving Captain Cuttle and
entering the tunnel along- which

^...
, ,Toni had preceded him a little

while earlier, Larry Kent felt his way
forward through gloom that was at first

almost opaque, but after blundering
round a bend in the passage he saw a

drm gleam of light ahead of him.
It proved to be the light of a lamp

riveted to the rock wall of the tunnel,
and in his onward progress he en-
countered several more of those lamps

—

all of them so shaded that they were
calculated to be easy on the eyes of
men who were doomed to spend most of
their working hours in darkness.

Larry also came upon other passages
that forked out of the one he was
following and indicated to him that
there was a perfect maze of sub-
terranean corridors under the crust of
the volcanic island. These other
passages he ignored, however, keeping
to that along which Captain Cuttle had
despatched him, and at long last he
turned a corner and discerned a small,
wizened, white-haired customer stand-
ing beside a sort of dresser whose shelves
were laden with bottles of wine.

The individual by the dresser was
attired in the livery of a manservant,
and he came forward to greet Larry as
the young reporter put in an appear-
ance.

"Ah, Mr. Kent, my master is expect-
in you," he said with a civility that
did not ring true in Larry's ears. " I

have already conducted Miss Morrell to
him. She seemed greatly troubled on
the score of your safety, and my master
had some difficulty in setting her mind
at rest."

. Larry eyed him with suspicion.

"And who is your master?" he asked.
"Mr. Collins, of course. Some call

him the Shark, and me the Pilot Fish,
because 1 am generally to be found by
his side. But my right name is
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Hawkins. Er, will you come this way,
Mr. Kent?"
Larry followed him dubiously, hold-

ing himself in readiness for any
eventuality, and a little later he was
accompanying Collins' butler up a
flight of stone steps. These terminated
before a rock wall, but as Hawkins set

his puny shoulder against that wall a
section of it swung aside, and in

another moment he and Larry were
stepping through into the actual con-
fines of the Shark's magnificent yet
strangely oppressive residence—a resi-

dence of bleak stone, richly furnished,
but in an antique style that had no sem-
blance of real comfort—a house whose
gloomy adornments repelled rather than
attracted.

Larry and his guide had issued on to
a wide staircase that dipped towards a
spacious hall, and the panel by which
they had gained admittance to Collins'

home closing with a thud behind him,
the newspaperman glanced uneasily
over his shoulder. Then he looked at
Hawkins, but next instant his eyes
travelled past the butler and down to

the centre of the hallway below.

There at a table laden with choice
foodstuffs and agleam with silver

cutlery and sparkling crystal sat

Carter Collins, Toni Morrell, Grindley,
and two other men and a woman whom
Larry was later to know as Doctor X,
Professor Gault and Zanya, that trio

whose presence on the island the Shark
considered necessary and who had been
forced into his service.

At sight of Toni among that company
of diners the reporter hurried down the
stairs with Hawkins at his heel?, and
as he reached the table Toni started up
from her chair to greet him fervently.
"Larry!" she gasped. "Thank

heavens you're safe! I— I was worried
about you !"

She was interrupted by Collins, who
had also risen.
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" And I have been doing my best to
reassure her, Mr. Kent," the owner of
Treasure Island observed smoothly.
"I'm afraid I must apologise for the
reception that was accorded you when
you landed, but my guards have orders
to check up on all strangers, and they
are sometimes a little too enthusiastic.
I shall reproach them, as I have already
reproached Grindley here for taking it

upon himself to employ tactics of which
I disapprove."

He motioned to the rogue who had
felt the weight of Larry's knuckles, and
who now avoided Larry's eyes as the
newspaperman directed a cursory
glance at him. Then the reporter
looked at the Shark again—uncertainly,
not knowing what to make of his
demeanour.

"You're Carter Collins," he said.

"I recognise you from pictures I've
seen of you."
"Yes, I am Carter Collins," was the

reply. " But permit me to introduce
my friends here."
He presented Zanya, Doctor X and

Professor Gault, then invited Larry to

take a vacant chair beside Toni, and
when the representative of the San
Pablo "Courier" had done so, spoke
again in that same smooth tone.

"And now may I ask why you have
honoured me with a visit to my humble
home?" he inquired.

Larry's rugged face wore a grim ex-
pression. He was eyeing Collins
narrowly. He did not trust the man,
in view of all that had happened, and
he sensed that his air of courtesy was
a >ham—a veneer that hid a character
ruthless and despotic. Yet when he
answered Collins' interrogation his

voice was quiet, for he felt it was
advisable under the circumstances to
keep hi? temper in check.
"I work for a newspaper in Florida, '.'

he stated. "One of our men— a chap
named Thorndyke—was sent down 1 •

In the bright glow of that light which fell from aloft Toni saw that the man who had addressed her and who
was gripping her wrist was carrying a whip.*
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to vvrito a feature story on that
volcano which dominates this island,

and not having heard from him for

several weeks my chief assigned me to

the job of finding out what had
happened to him."
"Thorndyke?" Carter Collins reiter-

ated. "H'm, 1 can't recall anyone by
the name of Thorndyke ever having
visited this island. Can any of you?"
Ho looked round the table at

Grindley, Professor Gault, Doctor X
and Zanya, and they shook their heads,
the last three with an uneasy mien that
Larry was quick to notice.

"I'm afraid you're down here on a
wild goose chase, Mr. Kent," Collins
murmured then.

Larry did not think so. He was con-
vinced that Carter Collins had lied,

and that the others had backed him up
m a denial that they knew to be false.

He made no comment, however, and a

brief silence ensued—a silence that
Treasure Island's owner was the first

to break.
"Miss Morrell,'' he remarked, turn-

ing his attention on Toni. "before Mr.
Kent arrived on the scene you were
telling us why you were here. If I
remember rightly you mentioned that
you had reason to believe your name
was not really Morrell, and that your
father, whom you have never seen, was
down on this island. May I ask what
makes you think he is here?"
"An old friend of his— a Captain

Tom Faxton—gave me to understand
that this is where I might locate him,"
the girl rejoined.

The Shark slid a glance towards
Grindley, and then assumed a medita-
tive expression.
"Faxton?" he mused. "Captain Tom

Faxton? No, I don't believe I ever
heard of him. Er, did he by any
chance ever refer to treasure being
buried here ?"

Toni regarded him impassively.
"Yes, he did refer to treasure," she

said. "But he merely touched on the
subject, repeating the rumours that one
usually hears about this place. I

"

And then she stopped, for at that in-

stant there came a startling interrup-
tion, an interruption in the form of a

muffled explosion which seemed to take
place deep below ground and some-
where to the west of the house, the floor

of the hall trembling slightly to the
prolonged reverberations of it.

The company around the table looked
at one another sharply. Then Grindley
spoke, shrugging his shoulders.
"The Ghost is talkin' again," he

announced.
"The Ghost?' Toni Morrell echoed

dully.
"Grindley is referring to the

volcano." Professor Gault interposed.
"The old-time buccaneers who once
made this island their headquarters
used to call it Ghost Mountain, on
tiecount of their leader's method of deal-
ing with any of his followers who in-

curred his displeasure. Known as the
Black Pirate, that leader removed re-

bellious members of his cutthroat band
by having them taken up to the crater
of the volcano and thrown into the
molten lava. His men came to belio\e
that the peak was haunted at nights
by the spirits of his victims. Hence the
name ' Chest Mountain.'
"We just call it the 'Ghost.'" he

added. "And when it is a little more
active than usual we often say the
' Ghost is talking again.' But there is

no cause for alarm. There hasn't been
a violent eruption here for two cen-
turies, and in my opinion

"

Carter Collins cut him short. The
owner of Treasure bland bad risen
from his chair.
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" I'm not interested in your opinion,

professor," he rapped out, " nor in your
talk of Ghost Mountain. For that ex-

plosion we heard didn't come from the
crater of the volcano as Grindley and
you seem to imagine. It came from
under the ground, and, unless I miss my
guess, from the tunnels with which
Nature has honeycombed this island."

He had scarcely spoken when a voice
was heard issuing from the lounge
adjoining the hall. Transmitted to the
house via the microphone in the basinet
helmet on the sideboard in that lounge,
it was a voice which was couched in

urgent accents, and a voice which
Collins immediately recognised as

Ureer's.
The Shark turned and hurried into

the lounge, closing the door after him,
and in a few seconds he was in conversa-
tion with the foreman in charge of his

diggers.
"Yes, Dreer?" he barked. "What is

it?"
"I'm call in' from the tunnels, Mr.

Collins/' was the response. "That ex-
plosion—I guess you heard it— it was
caused by some o' the Mole Men. They
got hold of that last depth bomb the
professor manufactured to guard the
approach to the island. They got hold
of it and fixed a detonatin' cable to it.

They planned to blow up the house, an'

you with it, but luckily for you they
misjudged the location of your home."
Carter Collins gritted his teeth.

"Dreer." he rasped, "your job is to

keep watch on the Mole Men. You
made one slip to-day when you let one
of them stage a getaway. Now you let

some of them make an attempt on mv
life

"

"I didn't know what they were up
to," Dreer's voice broke in protest-

ingly. " I hadn't any idea of what was
goin' on until I came across them,
heard 'em talkin', saw one of 'em ram
down the plunger of the detonator and
then heard the blast away along a side

tunnel that they'd mistaken for the

main one. Listen, Mr. Collins, you
can't blame me for this. I can't keep
a check on the movements of all of

these men. Besides, you don't realise

the mood they're in. They were tricked
by you into comin' here, and they're

plenty sore at the raw deal they're
gettin'."
Collins spoke tersely.

"They'll know what a raw deal is if

I set my guards on them," he said.
" By thunder, if I could spare any of

the guards for spells of duty in the

tunnels they'd make sure those Mole
Men didn't get up to any mischief, but

the island's shores have got to be
watched for meddlesome interlopers.

Anyway. I'll see that an example is

made of the diggers responsible for

letting off that mine. Meanwhile, you
get back to your post. Dreer."
With that the Shark retraced his

steps to the hall, and rejoining the

group at the table there, he glanced at

J,any and Toni.
"You may consider yourselves guests

in my house." he said, "but I have just

received news that compels me to

shelve for the time being my duties as

a host, and 1 suggest you retire for the

night, Mr. Grindley will show you to

your rooms."
I,any and Toni frowned, hut thought

it best to conform to his wishes, and
neither of them having much appetite

the food on the table, they rose

with Grindley and accompanied the

latter up the staircase that ascended
from the hall.

Peaching the head of that staircase,

Grindley conducted them down a long

corridor, finally halting between two
doors situated on opposite sides of the

passage.
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"This is your room, Miss Morrell,"
he announced, indicating the door on
the right. "And yours is on the left

Kent."
Bidding each other "good-night,"

Larry and Toni entered the apartments
to which they had been conveyed.
Larry discovering his to be furnished in

a style similar to that which
characterised the hall, a ponderous four-

poster bed with a heavy canopy being
the principal object in the room.
The young reporter paid little heed

to that bed, however. He had no in-

tention of retiring yet, and after wait-
ing a minute or two he quietly opened
the door of the apartment and looked
out into the corridor.
Grindley had departed, and, having

satisfied himself on that score, Larry
stepped across the passage, knocked on
the door of Toni's room, and called to

her in a low voice.

She admitted him at once, and he
entered to find her in an apartment
almost identical to the one which had
been placed at his disposal.

"Larry," she said, "I knew you'd
want to have a talk with me. What
are we going to do ? I—I'm afraid of
that man Collins. There's something
about him that scares me. and in spite

of his manner I'm sure he means us
harm."

" I don't trust him any more than you
do, Toni. I'm sure glad you didn't tell

him about Faxton giving you his half

of the map. You've still got it. haven't
you:'"
She nodded.
" Yes. It's in the haft of the dagger,

and I've got the dagger on me. I half-

expected Collins would have me
searched, for he must have a good idea
I know something about the chart.
Grindley is in his pay, and Grindley was
after that half of the map when he
forced his way into my cabin aboard
the steamer Dolphin. And Collins is

out to find the treasure, Larrv. I know
that."

She told him of her encounter with
Dreer and the Mole Men, and when she
had mentioned Dreer's reference to the
Shark's quest for the spoil of the buc-
caneers Larry was silent for a moment.
Then he addressed her earnestly :

"I don't know why Collins didn't

have you searched, Toni," he said,

"unless it was because he isn't sure that
you have your half of the map with
you. and wants to give you plenty of

freedom in the hope that you'll inad-
vertently guide him to the long-lost

hoard. Anyhow, our best plan is to

wait and see what happens, and trust

to luck. One thing I feel certain of

—

he won't let us off the island if he can
help it."

Toni bit her lip.

"I don't want to leave the island."

she declared, "until I've learned the
identity of my father. In any case, I

think I may have found a friend in

Captain Cuttle."
"You mean that old seafaring man

with the hook."
"Yes." Toni answered. "If he was

on the level
"

She broke off all at once, and caught
at the reporter's sleeve.

"Larrv," she exclaimed, "perhaps
he's ray father! He's been on this

island longer than anyone else, and
when I told him my name it seemed to

startle him. Perhaps he's my father,

but for some reason best known to him-
self didn't admit it to me."

Larry considered that possibility—was
still considering it when suddenly a

sound like a clap of thunder smote the

air. It was a sound that resembled the

explosion which had occurred in the

(Conttoued on page 28)
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he suddenly pulled his horse to a stand-

still -and, taking steady aim, tired at

the pursuer.
Clark was taken by surprise. He

reeled in his saddle as the heavy six-

gun bullet tore into his shoulder. Bob
galloped on, disappearing into the dark-

ness, while Clark, clutching his

shoulder, joined Fawcett and Kineaid.

"We got one of the outfits, but the

other one got through," Kineaid was
just reporting to his chief.

" What about McVey?"
"He got through,"' mumbled Clark.

"He turned his outfit over to the other

and headed for the mine on the guard's
horse. He beat me to it."

"That means but one thing," Fawcett
grunted angrily. "He'll load a couple
more wagons and start out' again, and
this time he'll have plenty of armed
men.

"There's only one Vay to stop him,
and that's to wreck the mine ! Clark,
you beat it into town and tell Burke
to come out here. Kineaid and I'll

meet him at the mine I"

Unaware of his enemy's new plan,

Bob reached the mine, his horse in a

lather of sweat. Carol and Yukon Kate
came running out, and a crowd of

miners joined them.
""No time for questions, folks," Bob

rapped. " We've got to get ten tons of
ore milled and loaded to-night. Can
v\e do it V

" Yes I" A mighty shout.
- Bob told them how the wagons had
been stampeded.
"I bet Fawcett had something to do

with it!" Kate snapped.
• "So do I," growled Placer Bill, his

•hi g lists clenching.
'You're probably both right," said

Bob. " but there's no way we can prove
it Now listen "—he turned to the men
— "there's a thousand dollars bonus for

the - bunch that gets the first wagon
loaded. Co to it !"

Full of enthusiasm, the men rushed
away to the workings. Carol and Kate
busied themselves preparing coffee and
sandwiches. Bob himself rolled up his

sleeves and joined the miners, despite
his previous exertions. As he had told
Carol :

• ".'If we e-an't get two wagon loads
full -of ore into town to-morrow, we're
going to be out of the mining business !"

Feverishly the work went on all

through the night, the mills pounding
away, crushing the crude ore brought
from the galleries by small trucks. By
the time dawn broke over the hills, the
second wagon was pulled up under the

"ng pi a

were hurlin
into it.

Gulping a cup of coffee, Bob super-
vised the hitching up of his mule-team,
with Carol standing beside him. Steve
and all the boys from the ranch were
to accompany the wagons this time, and
Placer Bill was already perched on
Bob's wagon behind the driver's seat,
ride in his hand.

" We're all set, Bob ! Ready to go !"

he called.

"Good I See that everything's clear,"
Bob replied.
Ho climbed to his seat, waved to Carol

end Yukon Kate, and they were off

again. Slowly the two wagons began
to move.
"Kate, Pin afraid," murmured Carol.

"Suppose something happens to him?"
"You love him, don't you?" said

a **a^un » us [juiilu up uimci nit;

loading platform and relays of men
' lg sacks of the tungsten ore
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Kate. "Well, in that case you might
as well know something you're bound
to find out sooner or later."

"What d'you mean, Kate?" Carol's

eyes were wide.
"Well, Bill told me you never did

really own this mine."
Carol's hand went to her mouth as

she stared after the slowly retreating

wagons. Then she and Kate whirled
round as there came the wail of a siren

from the direction of the workings,
repeated at regular intervals.

Everybody stood stock-still, eyes wide
with speculation.

"It's the emergency signal!" roared
Bob, pulling his team to a standstill.
" Come on, Bill !"

Followed by Bill at a -lower speed,
he raced back to the workings, where a
crowd of men had already collected.

"What's the trouble? Who set that
signal off?"
"I did, Mr. McVey," said a giev-

haired man in a miner's helmet. " I

just found a big charge of dynamite in

tunnel No. 3 that didn't belong there, so

I thought I'd better get the men out
and find out what's going on !"

"Nice work !" rapped Bob, clench-

ing his fist's. "Take the women down
by the wagons, qu ;ck ! Come on, Bill !"

A tense silence fell as Bob and Bill

raced to the nearest entrance. If there
were more charges in there the whole
mine might go up at a,ny moment !

Dynamite

WHILE attention was concentrated
on the mills and loading plat-

form, Fawcett and his two a>si>t-

ants had found it easy to enter the work-
ings. With the knowledge gained by
Burke and Kineaid while they were
working there, the crooks were able to

place dynamite charges at the points
where it would do most damage.
Fawcett and Burke were working on

the large charge when Kineaid
joined them.
"I got the two upper drifts and the

big charge on top all set," he an-
nounced.

"All right," grunted Fawcett, "Soon
as we yt this set, we'll light them up."
They had already lit one or two of the

remoter charges when, faint and far

away, the regular wails of the syren were
heard. They
speeded up. gradu-
ally w o r k i n g
through the tunnels
towards the biggest
and final charge.

There Bob and
Placer Bill, rushing
round a corner with
lights in their
hands, found them
as they set off the
last fuse. Fawcett
whirled round, pull-

ing his gun.

Bob came on him
like a cyclone,
smashing a furious
punch to his chin
that sent him hurt-
ling into a corner.
Placer Bill took

on Kineaid, and
Bob mixed it with
Burke. Desperately
they bashed away
at each other, the
tang of the burning
fuse in their nos-
trils, and in their
minds the know-
ledge that any of
the other charges
might explode at

any moment.
Bob and Placer
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Bill smashed thei$ opponents down, and
Bob dragged Kineaid to his feet, while
Fawcett was just shaking his head and
recovering.
Then, far away, (hey heard a dull

boom, and Kincaid's face turned (oner
white. To the watchers outside that

first explosion made a startling sight.

A great slab of the mountainside
seemed to be hurled outwards in <. i li I

of dust, followed by a gout of yeiiow,

dirty smoke.
Carol hid her eyes, not daring to

think what might be happening to the
man she loved in those dark tunnels.
The explosion was far enough away

to leave the men in the tunnel in

momentary safety. But Kineaid was
now cowering in Bob's grasp.

"We got to get out of here," he
whimpered. "The whole mine will go
up at any minute !"

"Shut up, youl'' snarled Burke, and
got a blow across the mouth from Bill

for Ins pains.

"What d'you mean?" snapped Bob.
"It was Fawcett's idea! He had Ban-

ning killed, and now he's trying to
wreck the mine so lie can take it away
from you."
Bob turned to Bill while the regular

monotonous wails of the syren, softened
by distance, broke the silence. He heard
a scuffle, and was just in time to see
Fawcett scramble to his feet and dash
away round a bend in the tunnel. The
game was up!
"You take these fellows out of here!"

Bob ordered Bill. "I'm going alter
Fawcett!"
Burke and Kineaid were only too glad

to rush away ahead of Placer Bill,

making for the open. They knew better
than Bob what was likely to happen at
any moment, for they had laid and lit

the charges.
Bob swung round and started to rii'a

along the tunnel in the direction taken
by the fleeing mines promoter.
He had gone only a few steps when

a terrific roar sounded ahead, round a
bend. Bob was hurled backwards, stag-
gering before a mighty blast of hot air.

The roof ahead of him caved in with a
crash. Dirt and flying stones rained on
him, stinging his head and face, so thai
he hod to fling his arms up to protect
his eye-'.
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When the dust cleared, he saw that

the tunnel was completely blocked. Faw-
cett must have been right on top of that

charge when it exploded. There was no
hope for him.
Bob turned, and was not ashamed to

run like a hare back .along the dark

passages, running a grim race with

death. When the next charge went off.

he might not be so lucky. The horrible

fate that had overtaken the crook might

be his, too.

He dashed out into the open, waving
awav the men who were still waiting at

the 'tunnel mouths. Down the slope he

dashed, yelling for everybody to run for

their lives.
' Men came racing after him. tripping

over, rolling over and over down the

loose slope in their mad dash.

Placer Bill, gripping the trembling

arms of Burke and Kincaid, was stand-

ing by the wagons with Carol and Kate,

.watching tensely, when Bob and the

mob with him cleared the buildings.

Out across the open ground they

streamed—then Carol ga-ped as two
(more charges exploded with mighty con-

cussions, shaking the ground they were
standing on.

The whole of the mountainside seemed

to collapse, falling with surprising slow-

ness. A great shower of rocks, small

stones and yellow dust mushroomed out-

wards and crashed on the loading plat-

forms and the mills.
' Bob and his men had got clear just in

time. Even so they were pounded by

flving stones as they ran, and by the

time Bob joined his friends he was
covered with dust.

White-faced, Carol ran to him and

flung her arms around him. With an

•\rrn round her waist, Bob stood star-

ling glumly at the wreckage. Bumbling
crashes still sounded as rocks, loosened

by the explosions, careered down the

slopes. The wooden buildings had been

pounded to matchwood, and as the noise

died down, thin streamers of smoke rose

on all sides.

"Fawcett planned that," Bob said

quietly, "and got caught in his own
trap. These two fellows confessed

everything. All right, boys, tie them

up and turn them over to the sheriff."

Bob watched Burke and Kincaid being

escorted away on horseback, with their

hands tied behind them. Then he

helped Carol up on to the leading

wagon. With Kate and Placer Bill sit-

ting behind them, he took the reins and
once more the wagon-loads of ore got

on the move.
"Well, Carol, I guess we'll have to

start all over again. But as soon as v.o

deliver this ore, we'll have enough
money to start rebuilding."

"You're the one that'll have to start

rebuilding, Bob. I know now that you
own the mine."
Bob glanced at her averted face, and

grinned. "You mean you don't want us

to be partners?"
"Yes, but " She stopped, blush-

ing.

Bob's muscular arm went round her as

Steve and the other riders started sing-

ing.

"Well, couldn't we start a new part-

nership—for life?" he chuckled.

fBy permission of R K O Radio Pic-

tures, Ltd., starring George O'Brien and
Laraine Johnson.)
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"Hey, you!" he celled out. "Come
over here."
George shrugged his shoulders. It

was fate.

"Run up the engine while I tele-

phone."
" Run it up, sir?"
"Yes, they want to test the radio"
"Please, sir, couldn't you get some-

one else, sir?" cried George. " I
"

"Don't be silly," interrupted the
pilot, who had a girl he had to tele-

phone. "She's just like any other
machine. The chocks are in position,

so you're quite safe. Go on—don't
dither."
"Very good, sir."

"You'll find the throttle on this side

—and be careful ihow you hold the joy-

stick."

"Careful, sir?"
"You might pres= one of the

machine-gun triggers."
"And that'd be wrong, sir, wouldn't

it?"
"Very," the pilot laughed. "Par-

ticularly as they're loaded with am-
munition."
George approached the machine

nervously. Before climbing in he
looked round for a last hope of being
able to make a dash for it. The pilot

pointed towards the machine, and
George realised there was no alterna-
tive. The pilot waited whilst George
clambered into the forward cockpit.
Craig, deep down in the observer's
cockpit, was busy examining the radio.

The noise of the engine drowned all

sound.
Peggy and Anne turned the corner

of the hangar. Anne had come down
with Bob, and she had brought Scruffy.
The two girls were talking about the
fate that threatened poor George, but
the watchful eyes of Scruffy recognised
the overalled figure clambering into the
machine, and with a woof he was off

to greet his lost master.
Scruffy barked furiously round the

machine to attract George's attention,

but the engine drowned the sound.
George thought he had better do things
properly, so fitted on tihe pilot's helmet
and then looked round nervously.
Craig's head appeared over the rear

cockpit, and he could only see the back
of the pilot's helmet.
"All ready, sir!" he shouted.

George heard a distant voice, and
did not realise it was Craig. He was
looking round for the throttle, and he
found it as Scruffy observed the rope-

attached to one of the chocks. The
dog gripped it in his teeth, and away
came the chock.
The aeroplane hesitated for a moment

on the remaining chock, then swung
round, slipped over a corner of the
chock, and careered madly across the
aerodrome.

What a Pilot !

GEORGE had hurt a finger, and
Peggy 'had put a bandage on it.

Just a minute scratch, but it

would decide fo come undone and get

all mixed up in the throttle and the

quadrant, thus preventing hiin pulling

back the throttle.

Suddenly he glanced ahead and saw
some trees hurtling towards him. Sud-
denly the loop of the bandage broke.

He "grabbed at the joy-stick, which he
thought was some kind of brake, and
next moment George was staring at
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the sky. Corks ! He was off the
ground and soaring towards the clouds.
He managed to glance over the side,

and suffered an acute attack of vertigo
when he realised the distance he w«»

,

from the earth.
All this while Craig thought it

the real pilot who had taken off. He
spoke into a mike.
"Apparently no time for ground test.

We're already in the air. Hope you
can hear O.K."
Now it chanced that the CO. and

Sir Philip were in the radio-room,
and the latter was being instructed
how one could keep in touch with craft
in the air, when Craig's message blared
forth on the loudspeaker.
"Hallo, sir," gasped the CO. "She's

taken off."

"Why?" demanded Sir Philip.
"Must have been some misunder-

standing."
"Never mind. I'm quite ready."
The two men hastened outside in

time to witness the machine soaring
upwards. What they did not see was
the frantic efforts of the pilot to get
out of the telephone-booth. A lorry
had pulled up outside the door, so
close that he could not open the door.
The pilot was frantic, because he
could see the fighter in the air.

George pushed the joy-stick forward,
and next moment he was diving
straight for a hangar at two hundred
miles an hour.
"Being a bit reckless, isn't he?"

questioned the CO.
" Well, I expect the fact that I'm

watching, you know," smugly mur-
mured Sir Philip. "Better pass him
a message saying that I'm watching
and ready to see what she can do."
The CO. entered the radio hut,

whilst the adjutant stood by Sir Philip
to answer any questions.
George grabbed the joy-stick as he

saw the earth approaching. Just in
time. The machine whistled over the
top of a hangar. The ambulance, with
its stretcher-hearers, thought they were
going to have work to do.

" The
machine zoomed upwards, and some-
how, at the top of the zoom, George
got into a loop. It was about the
quickest loop on record, so both men
had no chance of falling out. Needless
to say. Craig was strapped in. George,
out of the loop, and gasping like a
stranded fish, decided that that stunt
might happen again, so he fixed the
straps so badly that he got into an
awful mess. He got free in time to
prevent the machine removing the roof
of "D " barracks.
Craig bobbed up.
" Message from Sir Philip !" he

called out. "Show him all you know."
"I don't know anything!" cried the

frantic George.
Craig leaned forward, and did his

e; es bulge at sight of George. He
tried to grip George as if it might
restore his reason. That made Georgo
push the joy-stick forward, end once
more the maohine was hurtling earth-
wards.
"Pull the stick back!" the corporal

screamed.
But George did not hear, and the

machine dived towards two of the
hangars. All the airmen flung them-
selves flat, and by some lucky chance
George had enough sense to pull back
the stick. The machine flattened out,

roared between the two hangars,
zoomed upwards, skimmed over some
trees and began to climb.

"What a pilot!" acclaimed Sir
Philip. "Brilliant !"

At the top of the climb the machine
-tailed, and then started a spin that

made George feel like a top.
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The pilot, had at last gained the
attention of the lorry driver, and on

.ig free he rushed off to find the

(J.O. lie found this officer in the
radio hut.
"Who the devil are you J" demanded

the CO.
" The pilot of that machine !" he

raved. "That's one of your mechanics
up there. Took off while I was tele-

phoning."
"Mechanic? Which one?"
"I don't know. Face like a horse

and a row of teeth like a graveyard."
'"But this is awful!" muttered tho

CO., as he realised the full purport
of the pilot's statement.
"Who's at the controls?" the radio

operator asked.
"That half-witted uke player," came

Craig's answer.
"Uke player?" The CO. looked at

his sergeant-major.
"I might have guessed it."

"Guessed what?"
"It's a man who's been masquerad-

ing in Air Force uniform, sir," ex-
plained the S.M. "I was just going
to report him, sir."

"Just going to! What the devil's

the use of that?" raved the CO. "If
Sir Philip finds out, it'll mean court-
martial for me and everyone on the
station. What ihe devil are we going
to do?"

" Pass instructions and hope for the
best, sir," suggested the pilot.

" Theii for heaven's sake get busy !"

cried the frantic CO. " Somehow or
other that fighter must be got down
and the man arrested without Sir
Philip knowing."
"Now listen carefully." Tho pilot

took over the microphone. "I'm going
to pass instructions for landing "

" If you think I'm going to sit here
while he tries to land, you're all darned
well mistaken !" came the frantic
bellow from the loudspeaker.
Corporal Craig took off his helmet

and pushed it into George's cockpit.
"Those are your friends wishing you

luck !" Craig shouted, as he fiddled
with his parachute. "Sorry I can't
stop, but I've got an urgent appoint-
ment."
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Whereupon Corporal Craig jumped,
and George looked round and was in

time to see him drop. The parachute
opened and floated gracefully earth-

wards.
George had staggered out of that

spin about five hundred feet from the

ground. How ho did it was a miracle
that took him many months of train-

ing to find out.

It was the operator who suggested to

his CO. that if Corporal Craig had
left In's helmet with the ear-phones
attached, the pilot might be ablo to

hear the messages.
" If you can hear me, push the stick

to one side and low cr the wing 1" the
pilot called out.
George heard, but, of course, he

overdid the instructions, and the fighter

tilted over dangerously, and proceeded
to execute a scries of barrel rolls

Those below watched in horror.
"There's no doubt he can hear all

right," the pilot said with bitter

sarcasm.
"Brilliant! Brilliant!" Sir Philip

was rubbing his hands. "But who told

the operator to jump out?"
" I expect he's had about enough,

sir," the adjutant said with feeling.

"Enough?" Sir Philip was most in-

dignant. "He should consider it a
privilogt; to fly with such a pilot. Go
and find out the name of the pilot. I

wish to be the first to congratulate him
on landing."
Meanwhile, the pilot was trying to

advise George.
"Pull back that lever to the left."'

Of course, George pulled the one on
the right, and as a result the under-
carriage retracted under the fuselage.
The adjutant appeared.
"Sir Philip's delighted, sir," he re-

ported. "And wants to know the name
of the pilot.

At that moment George, trying to

adjust Craig's helmet so that lie could
hear, stood up to get some more cable,
and his foot pushed against the joy-
stick. The machine went into a steep
dive. It was hurtling earthwards
vertically. The stretcher-bearers got
out their stretcher and rubbed their

hands—a job at last.
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"This is the end!" cried the CO.,
staring upwards from the window of
tho radio hut.

Tho machine hurtled towards the
tarmac, came out of the dive at tho
critical moment, and whistled through
the open door of a hangar. Everyone
waited for the crash, but George had
got used to guiding the machine, and
he whistled through tho open doors at
the other end of the hangar. He zoomed
upwards.
Feeling frantically round, George

saw a red knob and decided to press it.

Two bombs hurtled earthwards, and an
old barn went tip in smoke. Sir Philip
thought it was a marvellous shot.

Peggy came into the radio hut and
saw the looks on the faces of all there.

"What's the matter, dad?" she
asked.
"Matter?" snarled the S.M. "That

half-wit of yours is at the controls."

"It's hopeless." The pilot turned to

the CO. "He can't even understand
right and left."

"I think I could make him under-
stand." Boldly Peggy stepped forward.
"May I try?"
"I don't care who tries!" hopelessly

cried the CO. "Let the whole world
try."
George was a speck in the heavens.

He had got over his nerves. He had
learnt how to keep this whizzing grey-

hound of the air flying a fairly even
course. It was rather fun banking,
but, he could not stay up here all day.
"George, it's Peggy speaking. Listen

carefully."
"Toll him to press forward the lever

on his left," whispered the pilot.

"Press forward the lever on the side

of your bandaged finger," was tho way
Peggy gave her instructions.

"It's worked ! It's worked '."' shouted
the CO., as the retracted under-
carriage came down to landing posi-

tion. "But he's bound to crash when
he lands."
The CO. decided that Sir Philip

must not be a witness. He instructed
the adjutant to take Sir Philip into

the mess, and to prevent him seeing this

madman land.
" Wind back the wheel on the no-
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bandage side," instructed Peggy,
prompted by the pilot. "Pull back the
throttle, bandage side. Ease the stick
hack—not too much—not too much," as

the nose of the machine went up in the
uir.

"Press left foot forward," cried the
pilot.

"Press foot forward—bandage side,"
cried Peggy.
George had a perilously close shave

with a tree, then he skimmed a hedge,
but he was now only a short distance
from the ground. Could he make it?

"Well done, George," cried Peggy.
"Keep everything where it is and hold
tight."

George closed his eyes in anticipation
of the crash, gripped the joystick firmly

as he had been told, and by a fluke made
;. very fair landing.

"It's all right," cried Peggy. "You're
down !"

No one had bothered about Corpora!
Craig, but it might be of interest to

some that he alighted right in the middle
of a sewage farm !

The sergeant-major was all for

going out and arresting George, and the
CO. would have agreed if the adjutant
had not appeared.

" Sir Philip's finished a whole bottle

of sherry," he stated. "And is now
'phoning headquarters recommending
,the pilot for promotion."
"But how can he got promotion if

lie's not even in the Air Force?" wildly

demanded the CO.
The S.M. had left the radio hut and

was hurrying across the tarmac. There
was a crowd round the machine. The
S.M gripped George by the shoulder.

It was then that the CO., who seldom
ran. came panting into the picture.

"What the devil are you doing with
that airman ?"

' "He's not an airman, sir, he's
"

"Of course he's an airman," the CO.
spoke loudly for all the men to hear,

then he jerked the sergeant-major close

F'~

him. "Or, if he's not by to-morrow
orning, the Air Force will be short of
sergeant-major."
"You mean I can join the Air Force

and learn to fly, sir?" cried George.
"Of course you can," cried the CO.,

and did a most astonishing thing—shook
George's hand.
Then Craig, not very pretty and not

smelling too sweet, staggered forward.
1 "I can tell you something about him,
sit," he shouted vindictively.

"You keep your mouth shut!" the

CO. shouted at him. "You're under
(arrest for deserting your machine."
And at (he concert (he biggest hit of

'the evening was Corporal George Brown
when he sang his famous ditty, "It's Tit

The Air."

"It's in the air.

This funny feeling ev'iywhere
That makes me sing without a care to-

day
As I go on my way.
It's in the air,

It's in the air.

There's great excitement here and
there.

The sun is shining ex'rywhere
And Spring makes ev'rybody sing.

It's in the .111.

Zoom, zoom, zoom, zoom.
High and low
Zoom, zoom, zoom, zoom.
Here we go,

It's in the air

I feel so smart and debonair
I must warn each lady fair.

Beware, look out and have a tare,
It's in the air.

It's in (lie air !"

(By permission of Associated British

Film Distributors. Ltd., starring George
Formby.)
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Two prison farm, and to follow those
two men who have escaped. You are
to bring them back alive or dead."
For some moments Johnny stood

still; Fiynn was watching him.

Then at last he spoke almost
mechanically.
"Yes, sergeant."
Fiynn laid his hand on his shoulder.
"J rely on you. Corporal Simpkins,"

he said quietly. "You're in the army,
remember."
"Yes, sergeant."
Twenty minutes later Johnny and

his squad rode out. The men confided
in each other that they had never seen
him looking so stern.

The Last Round-up

HIGH up in the old disused silo,

with the darkness closing up
around them, two men stood in

the shadows. Desperate, hunted-look-
ing men they were with guns in their
hands. When they addressexl each
other, after gazing steadily out of the
opening before them at a horseman who
had just ridden up and dismounted, it

was in low, puzzled tones.
" It's Johnny."
"Something's up. He wasn't due

until day after to-morrow."
Balan peered over.
" What's up. Johnny?" lie said softly.

The man below answered slowly and
with dreadful reluctance in his weary
voice.

" I've come to take you back, Mike,"
he said.

It came as a thunderbolt to Balan.
It struck him momentarily dumb, de-
priving him of all senses. He scarcely
even saw his companion lift his gun.
It was not till he heard the shot that
he leaped to the opening just in time to
see Johnny stagger and fall.

"You've killed—my—son !" he said.

Then he swung round, and his gun
spoke twice in quick succession. As
the other crumpled up he knelt by his
side.

THIS WEEK'S CASTS
" IT'S IN THE AIR "

George Broun George Formby
Peggy Polly Ward
Commanding Officer. . . .Garry Marsh
Sergeant Major Julicn Mitchell
Corporal Craig Jack Hobbs
Sir Philip Bargrave C. Denier Warren
Adjutant Jlichael Shepley
Nobby Hal Gordon
. I nne Broun Ilena Syla
Bob Bullae]; Frank Leighton

" THE PAINTED DESERT ,-

Bob McVey George O'Brien
Carol Banning .... Laraine Johnson
Steve

.' Buy Whitley
Placer Bill Stanley Fields

Hugh Faxreett Fred Kohler
Kincaid Max Wagner
Burke Harry Cording
Yukon Kate Maude Allen
Heist William V. Mong

" ESCAPE FROM YESTERDAY "

Mike Balan Akim Tamiroft
Johnny Simpkins Leif Krikson
Trina Frances Farmer
Oklahoma Lynne Overman
Colonel Stuart John Miljnn
Sergeant Fiynn J. M. Kerrigan
(,'linka Vladimir SokolofY
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"I had to do it! I had to do it!

He was my son and if you've killed
him "

He stopped. From without came the
sound of laborious, dragging footsteps
The dying man smiled.

"He ain't no quitter that son of
yours," he said. "I reckon I only
winged him. Say. Mike, let's do this

every day. It relieves the monotony
and "

Balan stood staring down at him. He
heard Johnnv's voice behind him.
"Who's tha't?"
"My friend—Oklahoma," replied his

father.

"Dead?"
"Yes. Are you hurt. Johnny?"
"It's nothing. I've come to take you

back, Mike."
Silence for a moment, with the dead

man lying between them. Balan spoke
slowly, just like his old self.

"It's too bad we couldn't see more
of each other, Johnny. But I don't
think in a hundred years I would know
you better."

"I've come to take you back. Mike,"
repeated the boy dully. " Oh, why
didn't he shoot straighter?"
He had lowered his gun miserably.

Balan laid his hand on his shoulder.
"Because it is your fate to be a good

man, Johnny," he replied with his old
smile, "and nobody can avoid his fate.

I find now I can't wash the dirt off as
I thought I could. It sticks, and sticks.

So we have to say good-bye. Johnny,
because it is your duty to bring me in

and "

The next moment his fist had caught
the younger man under the jaw. and he
saw him stagger back and slide to the
floor. For one brief second he stood
there gazing sadly down on him.
"Good-bye, Johnny." he murmured,

and in a few moments was down the
stairs. Outside stood Johnny's horse,

on to which he leaped and spurred
away.
Actually he had no idea of where he

was going, and it was not until he
came to the swollen, flooded river bar-
ring his way that he drew rein. But
even as he turned his horse he heard
sounds of galloping hoofs, and a troop
of horsemen came in sight, shouting to

him to surrender.
"Good-bye, Johnny!" he whispered

once more, and set his horse to the.

stream.
The troopers pulled up their horse-"

on the bank. They had been in time
to see horse and rider whirled on to

the jagged rocks; they had been in

time to see Balan wave farewell to

them before the turbid waters swal-
lowed him up.

(Bv permission of Paramount Pictures,

Ltd., starring Akim Tamiroff and Lelf

Erikson.)

" OUR SERGEANT MAJOR "

Sung by
GEORGE FORMBY

"He sticks out his chest,

Two pillows in his vest.

A bolster under his rotunda
Our Sergeant Major.
His medals break our hearts,
lie won them playing darts.

And while competing who was cheat-
ing?

Our Sergeant Major!
He's far away the worst friend we've

ever had.
When he's far away we'll be mighty

glad.

In the canteen bar.

You know what sergeants are!
When we've past out, who's the last

out?
Our Sergeant Major 1"
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Miss He Must
A visitor stared in awed silence as he

watt-hod .YIaiksma.li Ben Southland,
high-powered rifle at his shoulder, spray
leaden -lugs into the swamp water,
inches from die moving body of Peter
Loire. It was for a scene in 20th
( \ ntmy-Fox's new picture, "Mi-

. MotO
in Porto Rico."

After the scene had been made the
visitor was introduced to Loire, who
plays the title role.

'Aren't you afraid you'll be hit?" he
queried.
"Of course not," Lorre replied

soberly. "If .Mi. Southland hits me he
Ibsi s bis job."

Film Stars of To-day are Tough
To-day's generation of lilm stars is the

hardest working, most, earnest and by
far the' most versatile in all the history
of films. Stars of yesteryear were
cream-puffs by comparison.
So declares Tully Marshall, prominent

i actor since 1916, who has Men
them all come and go. and knows the
difference between pictures past and pre-

sent from his own experience. Marshall,
wtiose latest rol' iv in David O. Selznick's
"Mafic tor Bach Other," co-Starring

Carole Lombard and James Stewart.

;

"\ou hear a lot of talk about how
hard actors worked in the good ol.l

days, but don't believe it for a mo-'
Why, when I was in such pictun
' Intolerance,' ' He Who Gets Slapped,'
aud a lot of the other silent?, it wasn't
half as tough as it is now.

"Admittedly, wo used to handle our
own make-up, and wo had no doubles
for dangerous scenes in those days, but
we didn't have to go home night
memorise and pra< mid dialogue, we had
no microphone dangling over our heads
on the sets, and our production
schedules, compared to present ones,
were virtually ' Quickies.' It was even
possible for an actor to walk on the
unprepared, tor the director, could talk
to him while shooting was in progress,
and guide his actions. Now it's study,
study, and more study, between Si i

at meal times and on Sundays. For a
soft, touih. I'll take the old silents."

Marshall, who was on the Stage for

twenty-thr.ee years before he entered
li I ins, starting before the invention of
the first movie carn< dual role
in "Made for Each Other." fie is the
Higgins twins, ami talks to himself on
the screen.

Hollywood Stars at Play

There's never a dull moment at a
Hollywood party
Whenever entertainment '

i L-ins to lag,

various guests are called upon to delve
into their respective bags of tricks with

- that would undoubtedly amaze
their " fans."

.(oan Crawford, who recently com-
pleted her in-; dancing role in live years
in the production, "In.- Shining Hour,"
is generally the target of all who desire
i" learn the last word in ball-room

s. .loan has them all at the tips

of her to. 9, and holds informal classes

whenever requested during an evening
of fun.

Mu- are always happy to

cornei the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer actor,

Mclvyn Douglas. Although few know
it. Douglas is a pianist and composer
of real merit, and hours of evening get-
togethers ari spent about the piano over
which Douglas presides, performing re-

quest numbers for the crowd.
Whenever the party is in need of

laughs, Mickey Roonej is called on the
carpet. As a tiny lad. Mickey excelled
in impersonations, and he has lost none
of his talent. They are all good-
natured caricatures which never fail to

provoke gales of laughter from the
guests.

The parties and gatherings numbering
Jeanette MacDonald among the guest
list arc never complete without a song
from the star. Her favourite stunt is to
sing a dm i with a recording. Nelson
Eddy i> another song specialist, and Vir-
ginia Bruce i- an ardent exponent of the
community M>nur spirit, playing accom-

9Aes
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paniment-s for the group on the piano.
Then there are Maureen O'Sullivan

aud husband, John Villiers Farrow, who
never fail to baffle guests with ;i clever
mind-reading .stunt, and Judy Garland,
who oan got a hard-boiled egg down
through tlie neck of a milk hot tie in

some amazing way that no one so far
has found out. ,

As far as Frank Morgan is concerned,
weft, give Morgan a pack of cards and
he can keep any number of guests
amused for hours. His selection of
tricks runs into the hundreds.

Thus, the entertainment problem in
Hollywood solves itself. The custom for
informal " get-togethers, ** bus developed
talents in the stars that even they,
themselves, didn't know they possessed.

" Wild Bill Hickok's " Quns Bark Again
'Die guns which Gary Cooper carried

a- Wild Bill Hickok 'in "The Plains-
man " will bark again in " Union
Pacific."

Owned by Cecil 11. DeMille, they
uere recently taken down from the peg
in his office where thej have hung lor
two years, and buckled on Joel
McCrea.
Brilliantly nickel plated, with horn

handles and mounted in slim black
bolsters, they are supposed to he exact
copies of Wild Bill Hickok 8 own guns.
McCrea uses them in the role of a

'trouble-shooter" assigned to keep
peace along the right of way as the
Union Pacific, the first transcontinental
railway, is being laid across the Slate,.

He Learned About riuscles From Vic

Standing among the many Arab
extras working- in '.'Chasing Danger"
al 20th Century-Fox, is one fellow who
doesn't have to depend on movies \\ itli

a desert background for his bread and
butter.

He is known simply as Abdullah,
and his story is worth noting.

During- the war, when Victor
McLaglen was Provost-Marshal of
Baghdad, Abdullah was a ten-year-old
youngster—member of a band of Arabs
who roamed that sector. AicLaglen
ran across him one day on the desert

arid brought him to Baghdad, making a

home for the young fellow. During the
next few years Abdullah learned about
boxing and the English language under
Victor's tutelage. He finally went to

BOY'S CINEMA

America with McLaglen eighteen yean
ago. Since then Abdullah has fought
professionally in America and other
countries. During this period he made
a careful study of the human body's
nerves and muscles, and to-day he is

recognised as one of Hollywood's lead-
ing masseurs.

Among those he helps keep fit are
Culbert 01 sen, the Governor of Cali-
fornia; such stars us McLaglen, Ronald
Colman, Marlene Dietrich, Walter
Connolly, the Ritz Brothers, the Marx
Brothers and Warner .Baxter, and many
lawn tennis stars, including Ellsworth
Vines, Fred Berry and Donald Budge.
Abdullah, who maintains his offices

at the Beverly Hills Tennis Club, is at

present conditioning Director Rioardo
Preston Foster, Lynn Bari,
Vernon, Henry Wilcoxon,
Huber and Joan Woodbury
production of "Chasing

Cortez,
Wally
Harold
during
Danger

Do You Know ?

Hollywood duplicates Jack Frost's
sparkling touch on windows with stale
beer and Epsom salts.

His Adventures on the Radio

Thrill You . . .

Are you listening each
Thursday to the grip-
ping new radio-serial,
" Enter Sexton Blake "

?

It's the thrillof theweek!
Get to know Sexton
Blake—and Tinker

—

better. Read any of the
marvellous yarns
about Sexton
E lake listed below.
Then you'll enjoy
the broadcasts
even more

!

BOOK-LENGTH
YARNS FOR 4d.

No. 6S7 : THE MYSTERY
OF THE GREEN BOTTLE
No. 6SS : THE RIDDLE

OF " UGLY FACE "

No.6S9:THEPHANTOM
OF THE MILL

No. 660 : THE CASE OF
THEMISS1NGMUS1CIAN

SEXTON BLAKE LIBRARY
Now 'ale al all Newsae each

Every Tuesday
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| "HIDDEN TREASURE

(Continued from page 22)
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tunnels, but it did not issue from those
.subterranean realms below Treasure
Island's surface. It came from the
direction of the volcano known as Ghost
Mountain, and it was followed by a

second, a third and a fourth report.
At the same time, the windows of

Toni Mori ell's room were illuminated 1>\

lurid gleams of preternatural lire, and.
wheeling towards those windows, sin-

and Larry gained an impression of the
volcanic peak that dominated the island
—a peak that was capped now by a
welter of flame amidst which showers
of debris were seen to be hurtling on
high.

Whether the explosion in the tunnel..

had affected the volcano, or whether the
activity of the crater was clue to causes
which were in no way connected with
the attempt to destroy Collins' ho
Larry and Toni did not know. But it

was plain that Ghost Mountain was
threatening ail eruption Such as
Treasure Island had probably nevei ex
perienced since the outbreak that had
scattered iis buccaneer inhabitants two
centuries before.
As Toni Morrell and Larry Kent

gazed through the windows another
thunderous blast resounded over the
island, and, awe-stricken, they beheld a
fresh cloud of debris fly aloft from the
mountain peak. Almost simultaneously
a tremor seemed to run through the
sinister home of Carter Collins, alia.s the
Shark, and the walls, floor arid ceiling
of Toni's room quivered violently.
"Larry!" the girl cried out in horror.

"Carry, we're caught in an earthquake!
Larry, the house is shaking! It's going
to collapse! It's going to collapse?"

(Is Captain Cuttle the long-lost father
of Toni Morrell? Will she discover the
secret of her identity, and the where-
abouts of the pirate hoard that lies

buried on Treasure Island? What will
happen to Toni Morrell and Larry Kent,
hemmed in as they are by stark perils?
Don't miss next week's sensational
episode of this gripping serial, pub-
lished by kind permission of Columbia
Pictures Corporation, Ltd., starring

Don Terry and Gwen Gaze.)

—made by MARS
Everybody's BAR gain

ROYAL NAVY
No previous experience required.

An opportunity occurs tor men between the ages of 17^ and 22 to
enter as Seamen for Special Service, for 7 years Service in the Fleet and
5 years in the Reserve, from age of 18 or date of entry if above that age.

Good Food. Good Pay. Good Friends.

A chance to see the world.
Ask at the Post Office for a copy of " The Royal Navy as a Career

and How to Join it," which gives full particulars and address of
nearest Recruiting Office, or wrice to the

Recruiting Staff Officer, R.N. and R.M., (N),
85, Whitehall, London, S.W.I.

TALL
STAMPS

Your Height increased in 12 ilavs or i

New discovery adds 2-5 Ins. I gained 4 ins.
Guaranteed Rate, Full Coarse 5 -. n

J.B.MOBLEY. 17,Cheapside, London, EC. 2.

300 DIFFERENT, including Airmail. I

ml Uncommon Bets, Pictorfals, Colonial*
Price Gil. (Abroad l'->. — WHITE (Bi.ENGINE LANE. LYE, WORCS.B] C |_| I fll fZ TIMIDITY. SHTNESB, Ootupleicly"****» ^*» cured by reliable, pleasant treatment.

_ _ ..Nudrmji. or difficult exercises. j,.. in p,,,t„„V,, , free.
F. RATSON 1A>. Bnarwood. Dicketts Lane. Latham, Lanca

Your Height increased Id 14 days it Money
Back. Complete Course, 6/«. Booklri i:

STEBBING SYSTEM (A», 28, Dean Road.
LONDON. N.W.2.BE TALL

BOYSI MAKE THESE FINE FLYING scale model aeroplanes!
16 in. wiiu span, fuel. Mull! ! Curtiss ilav.k. Ryan, Curtiss
Kiibin. Perclval null, Waco, Dli K« to build Complrte Km. 1 ;

Elite Model Supplies 14, Bury New Road, Manchester, 8.
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